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Guthrie. T. W. 678
Gypsy Grove breaker burned 894, 1067

Haas, F., on coal dust wetting 95, 379,
625, 723, 1092

—Coal mining. W. Va. 625, 597
Haas, II. Tonopah dist. in 1910 125— II is blast roasting process 40
Hackett Mining Co. 539, 868
Haggin, Edward K. 826
Hahn, A. C. 1074
Hahn, A. \V. Smelting lead-antimony

ores 211
—Down-draft sintering experiments 120S
Hahn, O. H. Amber on Baltic 728
—Ore reduction in Harz *1106, *1163
Haiditarod. See "Iditarod."
Haiti, Mining in 562
Haldeman, George T. 433
Haley, ,1. F. Elevator-belt tightener *159
Haley, M. Block-signal system *972
Hall, C. Tests with explosives 1022
Hall. C. M.. Medal awarded to 206, 234
Hall, E. Coating for iron roofing 1196
Hall, H.," on roof falls *227
Hall, J. J. Eight-hours act 726
Hall. R. I). X. French experiments

on coal dust 156
Hall, W. J. 1222
Halsey, F. A. 923
Hamburg, Copper at 248, 252
Hamburg Metal Exchange 309
Hamburg, Natural gas in 414
Hamilton, E. H. Oil for smelting 224, 317
Hamilton, K. M. 433
Hamilton, S. H. Anchoring plugs in

tunnel roofs *159
—Small testing jig *654
Hamilton mine dust explosion 538
Hamlet mine, Colo. 874
Hammon, W. I'. 276
Hammond, John Hays 253, 337, 482, 609,

774, 875, 892, 976, 1268
Hancock ore, Milling 1150, 1227
Hankow coal mines production 428
Hanlon, R. V. 393
Hanna iron-mining interests 141, 390, 1146
Hansell, N. V. Briquetting iron ore 204
Hansen, G. T. 1222
Ilargraves mine. Ont. 392
Harness for lowering mule *119.">

Harris'. II. E., blowpipe for drilling 557
Harris. M. E. Smoke-stacks 1196
Harrison, G. Ohio coal trade 131
Harrison. L. II. Blowing in silver-

lead furnaces *800
Hait Williams wash house *t!ii4

Hartford iron-mine fire 1075, 1120
I la it man. \V. Gas influence on coal

quality 570— Ignition of mine gas 624—"Prevention of coal-dust explosions 727
Harwood Electric Co. 1267
Harz, ore reduction in *1106, *1163
Haskell. P. II. Ignition of sulphide

ores 3,") 6. 508
Hassayampa placers. Ariz. *561
Haul cars, Power to, Various pitches *458
Haulage, Elec, Ala. mines *1118, *1168
Haulage in Hand mines 1245
Haulage. Loco., vs. main- and tail-

rope 210
Haulage. Marianna mine *380
Haulage. Mine, Costs of 124:;
Haulage. Underground, Hand 321
Hawkins mine, Minn. 1124
Hawlev, F. G. and W. E., on assaving 652

page

Haworth, E. Oil and gas, mid-con-
tinental field 91

Preventing explosions 12211

Hayden shaft, Colo. 171
Hayward tungsten mine. N. S. 637
Hazel coal mine, Penn. 454, 488, 677
Hazel T. Co., Mont. 191, 487, 635
Headframe, New, Rand *912
Headframe, Timber, Munroe Co.'s *iiis
Heakes, T. R. 582
Hearst Memorial mining building *!ii;2

Heal conduction through furnace walls 912
Heal from ore 654
Heating concrete buildings ills
Hedley Dist., B. C. |384
Hedley Gold Mg. Co. report 656
Hedley, Robert R. 1122
Helntz, G. W. 582
Helnze, F. Augustus o:;7. 680
What he got from Butte 205

Heizer, Otto F. 778
Helen mine, Ont. 7s>

Helena mine. Colo. 137, 140, 289
Helena. Mont.. Operations near 571
Hellman, II. Holman drill 101, 204
Hemple mine, Alaska 139, 979
Hendrickson, W. II. Seeking employ-

ment 74S
Henry, D. Extracting copper from ore

in place 649
Hercules mine, Idaho 927, 1220
lleiiiv. .1. A. Seeking employment 650,

—Sampling ore in tunnels
-Management of the inefficient—Garden culture

Hewitt talc mine, X. C.
Hibbing and vicinity. Map
Hidalgo operations in 1910
Hidden Creek mine, B. C.
Hidden Fortune. S. D. 58,

798, 846
70s

11 i:;

1240
276

*421
70

1175, *1193
187, 588,

893, 1080
881
4m;
976
*27n
*4 73
613

Hidden Lake mine, Mont.
Higgins. I». F. Prince Wm. sound
Higgins. Edwin

1 lopper Creek basin
- -Vekol copper deposits
High altitudes, Operating at
Highland Bov. See "Utah Consol."
Hill iron-ore lands 32, 158, 493, 808
Hill mine. Minn. 1127
Hill. S. II. Air-pipe line freezing 359
Hillhouse, James 875—Coal mining in Ala. 131
Ilillman, F. H. 826
Hills, Victor G. 778
Hillsdale Coal & Coke Co. 869
Hinds, J. I. D. Qualitative Analysis t5.su

Hirsch, A.. & Sohn 211, 248. 252, 554, 598
Hirsch, Benj.. Death of 1025
Hitches, Cutting, with large bits *1107
Hobart, F. Gold, silver, platinum, in

1910 3, 216—Commercial movement of gold and
silver—Iron and steel. 1910

Hodgson, Capt. Joseph
Hoesch works steel process
Hoffman, F. L. Fatal accidents—Pulmonary diseases among miners—Prevention of miners' phthisis
Hofman. II. O. Lead metallurgy in

1910
Ilogan. Captain
Hoist. Elec, Tonopah-Belmont
Hoist, Underground
Hoists, Underground elec. on Rand
Hoisting cages, Improvements in
Hoisting charts. etc. Mitten's—

Vertical unbalanced loads of first-

motion hoists—Determining rope speed—Number of cars per hour—Determining face of drums—Amt. of rope wound on drum—Power to haul cars, various pitches—Total output, tons per hour
Hoisting, Double-stage, Rand
Hoisting engine. Compressed-air
Hoisting inverted motors
Hoisting overwinding allowance
Hoisting Overwinding prevention
Hoisting plant, Marianna mine

4
26

433
38

306
523
046

48
923
*854
*848
362
165

•20S
•260
314
360
410
•458
*510

321, 306
077

*113
259
850

*179.
*231, *278, 383

Hoisting plant. Nevada Hills 1001
Hoisting Rope guard for idler *604
Hoisting-rope sheaves, Size of 253
Hoisting ropes and cage rules 1046
Hoisting safety devices, Testing *207
Hoisting Skipway for supplies 802
Hoisting, Snatch blocks in *258
Holbrook, H. R. 976
Holden tunnel at Tintie *266
Holland, Briquet manufacture 134
Holland. Spelter 205
Hollinger mines. Ont. *217, 242, 533,

785, *809, 828, 833, 930, 954, 983,
loo5. 1117:;. 1081, 1099, 1129, 1180,

1224, 1229. 1270
Hollinger Gold Mines, Ltd. report 629
I loii, .wax's tellurium isolating method 820
Holman drill 81, 101, 204, 153, 163. 350
Holmes-Alderson fire-damp cutout *475
Holmes. E. M.. Heath of 482

Holm,-, .1. A.
on mine inspectors
1 hi mine safety
1 'oOperal Ive mine 1

1

On mine lircs

Lignite deposits in ;

Holms. John, 1 l< B

Homestake A; Mascot. Mo.
Homestake mine. s. D.
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M ill in .

Cyanide p
Removing

Honduras Ri -;. lo •

Hood, 1>. N . tesl

Hooks. Crane, Be
Hoops for cyanide tanks
Hoosier mine. Colo.
Ilooton. A. R.

Hoover & Mason
l [ope Mg. Co.

R. E. Coball in 1910
Horn Silver, I tab

silver. Wash.
Hon e, T-

892, 1025

896
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', '407,
1241
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•710
704

•lotO•007,

1074
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926
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332
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ty, Calif. 535, 1125
Hospital, i: Marianna mine *'-'- s

\
Houghton'E • eper *457
Houses, Mineis'. Cleveland-Cliffs *114
Houses, Mineis'. Marianna mine *333
Houses, Miner-'. Trim. C, I. & R. R.

Co. *1068, 1240
Hour. Epenetus, Death of 284
Howe. 11. M. "Iron and Steel"

lion and steel nomenclature 327, 375, 454
Rolling and forging manganese steel 403

Howe, w
. P., Death of 630

Huasteca Petroleum Co. *960, 961
Hubbard Elliott Cop. Co. 878
Hudson, Banks 433
Hudson Bay mine, Ont. 392, 589, 718
Hudson. J. K. Skip dumps 114

Heating cyanide solutions 404
Stamp duty vs. profit per ton 553

Hut electrostatic process 273, 357, 1024
Hull' iron mine, X. J. 1079
Hughes, C. J., Death of 185
Hughes properties, Ont. 1033
Hughestown coal-mine explosion 254, 331
Ilitlett on standard IIC1 solutions 412
Hull Uust mine, Mesabi 422
Ilult on colliery explosion 726, 1167
Humboldt Mg. Co., Mex. 74
Humphrey system of pumping *373
Hungary, Xew lead smeltery 358
Hunt, C. W., Death of 678
Hunt & Douglas cop. process 1150
Hunt, S. F. 729
Hunter mine, Idaho 880
Huntingdon & Broad Top K. R. 500
Huntoon, Louis D. 678, 1222, 1268
Stamp milling in 1910 46—Faulty sampling device 159—Preparation of assay samples 1249

Ilussev-Howe Mg. Co. 980
Hutchins, .1. P. 630
Hutchinson coal-mine fire 1114
Hyacinths, Imperial county, Calif. 1176
Hyder & Hyder 778
Hydraulic cartridges. Marianna mine *335
Hydraulic mines ditches valuable 161
Hydraulic sluicing, Xotes on *710
Hydrochloric acid. Standard solutions 412
Hydroelectric plant in Oaxaca 416
Hydrogen, Direct determination of 454. 451
Hydrogen peroxide. Detecting 219
Hyponga, Australia, Quicksilver 518

Ibex, Colo.
Iceland. Gold
Idaho in 1910
Idaho, Copper
Idaho, Gold
Idaho, Lead and zinc

Idaho metal production
Idaho mining fatalities
Idaho, Silver
Idaho. University of
Iditarod dist.. Alaska
Idler, Hope guard for
Ignition of mine gas
Illinois, Coal and coke

Proposed merger
Criticism of the mining—Remedy for overproduction

Illinois, iron. Pig, production 265
"Illinois, Oil Resources" 1922
Illinois, Petroleum 89, 92, 595
Illinois, Silver 3
Illinois St. Geol. Surv. Year Book t022
Illinois Univ.- -Loading demonstration 751
Illinois, Zinc 22. 851
Immigration Commission, U. S. 273, 526,

669, 821
Imperial, Ariz. 7. 237, 633
Imports. See "Foreign tirade,"

"United States." names, etc.

[ncahuari Gold Dredging Co. 367
Inclined planes. Stop block for *654
Inclined planes, Power needed on *458

140, 733
OS 5

18
7, 481, 777. 891

3, 481. 777
18, 481, 777.

851, 1056
481. 777

052
3, 18, 481. 777

136
64, 537

•604
624

94, 98, 101
394, 490, 677
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"Lagerstaetten der Nutzbaren Minera
lien" 1 I s"

Laiug. J. Mine explosion, Elk Garden
1052, 11 1

1

Laird, G. A. Candelaria pumping plant 1261
Lake coal tonnage, all districts 95
Lake cop. mines explosives practice
Lake copper price in 1910

Tallies and charts 9, * 1 1 5 . 151,
Lake, E. F.

Lake iron-ore prices
Lake iron ores
Lake Milling, Kef. & Smg. Co.
Lake mine, .Mich. 15, 141,

Lake of the Woods disl

Lake ore dock. New
Lake ore dock stal istics

Lake ore freight, Handling
Lake ore steamers, New
Lake rates for past season
Lake Sup. copper district
Lake Snp. copper mines
Lake Snp. Corp.
Lake Snp. iron country
Lake Sup. iron ore shipments
—Distribution
Lake Sup. & Ishp. R. R.

190,
1030,

896, 1124,

943
*2i2
133
8 12
26

029
734,
HITS
1220
00 4

7711

>45,

750
246

7, 1-4

05 7

470, 516, KI71
•;i

516
1063
2! Ml

Lake Sup. milling, Suggested improve-
ment *314

Lake traffic, Sault Ste. Marie 444
Lake View gusher 80, 00
Lakes, (ireai, traffic, 1910 1052
Lakes. Iron ore under —Suit 290
Lamb, M. R. 826
-Crushing at cyanide plants 200
—Gentle art of appreciation 32.5

-Seeking employment 356, 554, (502, 650.
74S, 70S, 846

778, 1268Lamb. It. P.

Lamp. Cochrane's, for gas tests
Lamp. Electric tail, Pilley
Lamp. Miners' electric, Pilley
Lamp. Miners' elec. Prize for
Lamp tests and Hulton explosion
Lamps, Safety, and firedamp
Lamps, Safety—P>ritish instructions
Lancaster, Henry M.
Land. See also "Coal," "Petroleum,"

"Leases," etc.

Land, Coal, withdrawal, etc. 656,

479
*1U4

917
1263
1167
527

1267
337

869
Land, coal, fraud, damage recovery 870
Land, Coal, reclassifications 730, 1067
Land Office report, Salt Lake 230
Land, Phosphate, legislati6u, Western *413
Land, Phosphate, withdrawals, Mont. 235
Land—Two years of conservation 656
Lands, Coal, Ala., entry 135
Lands, Coal, Classification of 1060
Lands, Federal, Calif, bill to tax 434
Lauds, Mineral, Bills affecting 216, 423, 504
Lauds, Petroleum, withdrawals, etc. 90, 235
Landers, W. II. 023
Lane, C. D., Death of 1122, 1173
Lanyon Zinc Co. 851, 852, 955
Lanyon, Wm., smeltery, 111. 690
Lapiz mine, Mex. 1081
Lapland, Iron miniug in *1255
Larsh. 1*. A. Vauadium in old silver

mines, N. M. 1248
Las Palomas, Dry concentrator 840
Last Chance, N. M., cyaniding *1005
Lathe, Zinc, Double-tool 1005
Latrine. Sanitary underground *550
Launders, Prevention of foaming *1005
Laurium, Mich. 15, 117, 118, 559, 683, 1145
Lauriuin Montana 438
Lautenthal smeltery, Germany 1164
I.avery, II. II. Steamboat mtu. 1260
Lawn. J. G. 1151
Laws.

See also State names, special sub-
jei is, etc.

—Am, Mg. Congress accident preven-
tion report discussed; Australian
laws 1045
San Francisco discussion 1141

—Calif. Mineral leases under water,
etc. 077—Canadian mining law 040, 05S, 747
Note 236—Colo. labor laws. etc. 3SG, 435. 583,

1020. 1223
— Indiana 138. 141, 286, 4S4. 771. S27,

880, 924, 1082, 1178, 1203
—Indiana laws to be tested 677
—Legislation, Mining. Outlook for 805
—Location, Lode-claim, Proposed

amendment 308
-Mex. law, Old. still in force 203—Mex. laws, Peculiar—Alleged libel

of employee 505, 550—Ohio mining code 131—Penn., Proposed laws 771, 824, 1021
-Porcupine, Laws relevant to 1052

Quebec mining law 946
- Tex. laws and prospecting 371, 391, 025—Venezuelan mining code 503
Lawson, Andrew C. 1208
Lawson-Mex. Devel. Co. 73
Lay. D. Thawing dynamite 102, »704
Lavne. W. R. 923
Lavng, F. S., Death of 582
Le Fevre, S- 720

I.e Gallais Metz & Co.
Le Koi mine. P.. C.
Le Koi Center Star lode
I e Roi No. 2 mine, P.. ( '.

Paper before Mining Institute

PAGE
•915

'.is.;

471
685
1251

Leaching copper ore in place *450, 601,
649, 700

Leaching of sand, Upward 417
Leaching processes, cop. smelling 41
Leaching vats. Gate for *951
Lead and ore market and prices *17. 25,

•115, 150, 151, *212
Lead'antimony ores, Smelting 211
Lead, Australia 17
Lead. Brit. Col. 70, 80
Lead bj products, Duty on; smelting

in bond L64, 844, 1044, 110.!. 124 1

Lead, Canada 17, 512
Lead. Colo. *51, 750. 1050
Lead con vent inn. European 17
Lead determination in zinc ores 500
Lead (list., S. E. Mo. 10, 129
Lead Down-draft sintering 1208
Lead, Germany 17, 10L>
Lead. Idaho 18, 481, 777, 1050
Lead metallurgy in 1010 48
Lead. Mexico 17
Lead. Missouri 17, 24, 130, 1050
--S. E. (list. 17, 19, 120, 1050
Lead. Okla. 25, 1050
Lead ore. .Nye CO., Nev. 1274
Lead production, world. 1910 17
Lead refining electrolyte 902, 1091
Lead silicates, Composition of 48
Lead. Silver, furnaces. Plowing in *806
Lead smeltery. Flume, Hungary 358
Lead smelting, Ilarz, Germany *1 loo. * I 1 03
Lead. Spain 17, 40 1

Lead Speiss benefication 50, 858
Lead. United Kingdom 17. 248
Lead. U. S. 1. 17, 1050
-Foreign trade 350
Lead, Utah mines" *220
Lead, Utah, production 1056
Lead, White, in 1910 18
Lead-zinc ores. Tariff on 803, 841
I.eadville. Zinc at *52, 171, 253, 535, 1075
Leases, Oil-land 90, 235, 070, 1200
Leases, Transvaal Govt 83
Leases under water. Calif. 977
Leasehold system, Canada 660, 747
Leatherbee, B. Vanadium, N. M. 420—Caballos dist., N. M. • 516
Leavitt steam stamp 1101
Leavitt table, high-speed steels 412
Ledoux report on Wyo. platinum 460
Lees, J. II. Coal, la., in 1910 133
Leggat. A. Geol. Surv. reports 1191
Legislation. See also "Laws." etc.
Legislation. Mining, Outlook for 805
Lehigh Coal & Nav. Co. 30. 700, 1200—Report 1022
Lehigh & N. F. R. R. 104
Lehigh & Susquehanna 080
Lehigh Vallev decision 007, 700
Leibert. Owen. Death of 078
Lena Gold Mg. Co. 3
Leonard. Franklin, Jr. 120
Leplev fan. Marianna mine *228, *177
Lest we forget 106
Leveling. Underground 052
Levensaler. L. A. 720
Levy, D. M. Converter flame stages 207
Levy, F. Le Koi No. 2 1254
Lewis, J. B. Tin mining, Tas. 715
Lewis, T. L. 1074
Lewisohn. Albert. Death of 630
Levden, Colo., mine explosion, etc. 35,

338, 730
Plumb-line deflection *318
Ventilation; steel door *121S

Libel. Alleged, in Mex. 505. 550
Liberty Bell. Colo. 900
Lievin coal-dust experiments 182, 150
Light—Triboluminescent compound 310
Lightner Mg. Co. 486, 537, 5.85. 681.

1028, 1125. 1170
Lignite deposits in U. S. 1023
Lignite mining in Texas .335. 1007
Lima field. Petroleum 89, 93
Lime. Adding, to cvanide solution 455
Lincoln. F. C. Types of Can. gold

deposits 470
Lindenberg, Richard 582
Lindgren, W. New Mex. Deposits t58
Lindsley, T. Ore deposits, Porcupine 1005
Linforth. F. A. Geology apnlied to

mining *004. 700, 845, 1144
Lion Hill Consol. 143. *222, 440, G84, 1120
Lithia ore treatment plant 781
Little Pell mine. Utah 192, *220. 392.

832, 1128
Ore occurrence at mine * 1 101

Little Chief mine. Colo. 830
Little Hulton Colliery Fxplosion 35
Little Jonnv mine, Colo. 034
Little Nipissing, Out. 345, 387, 140,

536, 551
Little. S. W.. Co. 1070
Live Oak Development 139, 237. 485,

537. 5S5, 732, *1056
Livermore, K., Report of 286
Lloyd. K. L., sintering experiments 1208
Loading bin for skins *1195

I. nailing bore holes
Pracl leal demons! ral ion

Loading loco, tenders, Tippli
Location, Lode, Propi ed law amend

menl
Locomotive, Dentz, for Land
Locomotive, Gathering, Baldwin-West

Lnghouse
Locomotive tenders. Tipple for load-

ing
Locomotive vs. main and lailrope

haulage
Locomotives, Air. Marianna mine
Locomotives, Gasolene,

75
Lode location law amendment pro

posed
Loggln, N. .V Hydraulic sluicing
London mica market
London, Selling American mines in

Longdate Furnace Co., End of
Longwall method in America
Long wall mining—Operator's

ment
Lbngyear mine. Minn.
Lorain Coal & Dock Co.
Lord, N. w.. Death of
Loring, Frank C.
Lost mils oilfields

Lotowana placers. Ariz.
Louisiana. Pel roleum
Lovell, Gerald
Lowe concentrator, Black Hawk, Colo
Lower Calif, onyx Co.
Lower Mammoth, It ah
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751

308
ls7

773

216

308
710
lis
510
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025

89,

Lucky Tiger ; El Tigre

Report
Ludlow, Edwin
Lumlnator Water Co.'s pi

Lung diseases among miners

597
stale

077
390
1080
1 122
23 l

90
501
505
582
730
979

102. 302. 139,
78 1. 82, 1'i8d

193, 213. 263,
393, 68.1

050. L203
234
401

15 4. 523,
802, 040

CMC.!Lunt, II. Drifting will) stope drills

Luossavaara district. Sweden
Lupita Mines Co.
Luty, B. E. V. Pitts, iron and steel

markets in 1910
Pittsburg coal dist. in 1010

l.ynde. F. Stop block for inclines

Use of sprags in coal mines

*1257
73

28
00

•654
* 1 005

H
Maas iron mine. Mich.
McAllister, J. Fdgar

100. 1120. 1273
070. 107 1. 1222

-Greenwood cop. smelting works
McArthur, .1. S.

McCallie, S. W. Bauxite deposits,
southern Ga

Maccailum steel process
McCan, F. K., Heath of

McCann, F. "Guia Minera"
McConnell, J. B.
McConnell, R. G. Stewart Kiver and

Portland Canal dist.

McCormack, G. B.

Coal, Mont, in 1010

Claim business at

Macoun, .1. M
McDermott, J. P.

McDonald, James
McDonald, P. B.

Porcupine
Ore occurrence, Dome mine
Drilling with double-screw columns
Taking chance in Porcupine
Mich. Coll. of Mines celebration

McDougal furnace. Rake and arm for

McEncroe, Capt. John
McFadden, W. II.

McFarlane, G. C. Air currents and
shaft plumb lines

Timbering swelling ground
-—Genesis of northern (int. ores—Ventilation at Leyden mine
MacFarren, II. W. "Practical Stamp

Milling and Amalgamation"
Mi ( tee mine. Mo.
McGill, M. -L Cleaning Hat cables
McGregor, c. c. Placing timbers
Mcllravy, W. N. Ammonia in 1910
Mclntyre, James, Deatb >>?

McKensie, A. K. Water in converter
air mains a source of danger

Mackie, R. G. Preventing live wire
accidents

Danger, deteriorated insulation
not ive and other haulage

Reheating air underground
Underground electric hoists

McKinley-Darragh, Ont. 345, 718,

Mackormack, J. »'. One. mining law
McLaughlin, William
McLeish, J. Mineral prod.. Can.
McNair, F. W., on shaft plumbin

M01 1
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38

1 85
1022
433

211
1 38
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100
185

057
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1040

•1051
1172
•455
1074
433
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*5(I7
Old

*1218

tr.Si)

928
•313

•1096
87

1268

101

111
10'

l

21H
20H
362
78",

010
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r.12

•318
McNamara, Tohopah, Nev. 63, 126, 784, »9K6
McNaught. N. F.. Death of KG I

VlacNaughton, J., on Mich, copper 451

Macquisten tubes 560
Machine shops. Marianna mine *332, 381
Madagascar. 'Gold 3. 1033
Madeira. Dill i\; Co. 1228
Madge. W. C. 67S
Magadi Soda Co. 500
Magazines for explosives 111
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Smelting Colo 172
Smelting conditions in Utah 1024
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Smith river discovery, Calif. 1125
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Smith, White 433
Smith. W. C. Mane explosions 754
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Smoke prevention, Berlin 335
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Smuggler mine, Colo. 286, 679
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with 531
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Soda nitrate. See "Nitrate."
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South Dak. mining notes 708, 893, 1241
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ments
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Spassky Cop. Mines, Ltd.
Spearman. I. J., Death of
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riving entries in coal min-
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Speer, Maj. J. P.. Death of

Speier, P.- cadmium
Speisses and their benefication

Note
Spelter. See also "/.inc."

Speller convention, Kuropean 200
Spelter, etc.. Germany 205, 440, 404. 1015
Spelter market and prices in 1010 22.

151, *212
Spelter prices, Average yearly *115
Spelter. Situation in 1-S
Spelter statistics for 1010 851
Spelter, United Kingdom 205, 2 is

Spelter, World's production 205
er, zinc, 1". S. 1, 22, 205, 851—Foreign trade

,
350

Spilshury. I".. G. Silica sponge 509
Spitzbergen, coal 073

Mining *11T2
Spokane Indian reservation 13S
Spontaneous-combustion investigation 7 or,

SpragS, Use in coal mines * 1 nor,

Springfield coal-mine telephones 1067
Springhill mine. N. S. 1220
Springs, Cage safetydog *10.">

Sprinkling. See "Coal Dust," "Dust."
Spud. Surveyor's, Plug for *159
Spurr, J. F... on Tonopah 966
Squaw Creek mining dist. 253
Squirt gun for cleaning drill holes *00S
Stacks. Smoke, tor natural draft 1100

Sum I anon Fuel < 0. 000. 645
Stamp duty vs. prolit per ton 553
Stamp mill parts. Lot material 156
Stamp mills, Homestake •661
Stamp mills, Water quantity for 017
"Stamp Milling and Amalgamation"
stamp milling, Boston Consol. *816
stamp milling, Cal. & Hec. 116]
Stamp milling in 1010 40. 42
Stamp milling, Transvaal 42, 40. so.

321, 322. *4o3, 581, OH. 996
Stamp shoes. < 'al. A: Hec. 1 1 17
Stamp stems. Lushing for * 4ns
Stamps. Gravity, Abandonment of 200
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Stamps. Nev. Wonder mill 521, *-V22
Standard Consol. report 600
Standard mine. B. C. 144, 2 12. 1 In. s:;:;

Can. Mg. Inst, paper 1 1 40
Standard oil Co. 2:. I, 386, 406, 535, 77o

The trust decision 001, 1075, 1 1 1 I

Standard Porcupine G. M. Co. 293
Standard mine. Porcupine, Ont. 785
Standards of work 307
"Standardization of Elec. Practice" t580
Standardizing mine accounts 756
Star of the Congo 10, 40.".. 599, 857
Statz, P.. A. Gravity tram-car and

switch *7Uo
Stauffer Chemical Co. 413
Stauffers and divining rod 253
Stavanger Electro Stahhverk Co. 202
Steam. Exhaust, in mines 625, 723
Steam shovel. See "Shovel."
Steamboat mountain, B. C. 1200
Steamers, Lake ore 750, 770
Steed. See also "Electric."
Steel alloy, Unmagnetizable 1203
steel. Brazil Proposed plant 489
Steel, Canada 513
Steel conference, International 4SU
Steel, Determining carbon in 414. *560
Steel. Franc 805, 1270
Steel. Germany 740, 700, 1015, 1237
Steed investigation, The 114-1. 1190
Steel making practice changes—Duplex
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Steel. Manganese, Rolling, forging 38
Steel Mfrs., Am.. Asso. of
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Steed nomenclature 327, 375
Steel plant, Elec. Pommeldange
steed prices
st.'ed production of world
Sif.d rusting iu concrete
Steel, Titanium, rails

Steed. I'nited Kingdom,

38
|U3

582
31 1

454
oir,

044, 1089, lion
L237
1097
1010

product ion

1 199, 1237
Steed. U. S„ in 1910 26, 598, 640, 655, 1237
Rolled steed in 1909 196
Foreign trade 397
Iron and steel rails 402, 411. 143

Steel works employees, Conditions 820
steeds. High-speed, Composition 412
Steinhauer, Frederick _ 99 1

SteM> process, Jones 141, lo7o. 1078,
1090, 1104
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Stillwagon, C, Death of 136
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.-,10

360
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Ste.eks Selling Am. mines, London
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Stoltz, g, C. Deep drilling at. Mine

ville 'HI
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Concrete pipe carrier *752
Stone, Building, Calif. Discrimination

285. 386
ls2. 1092.

1210. 1221
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Stope-drill tests. Transvaal 81, I'M. 153.

163, 2"L 356. 602, 1242
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' *949

Open, Mapping *o.,n
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Steu-e's. Company 325
Steering Inflammable material 257
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Am • .1 1 1:1 : lea
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Cost of mi 104
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000
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Sulzer turbine pumps *200
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Introduction

This annual statistical number of the

Journal is laid out upon the same plan

as its predecessors, but it comprises some

new features that are important. Among

these are the more comprehensive treat-

ment of many of the minor minerals and

PRODUCTION OF MINERAL AND
CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES.

Substance. 1909.

Ammonium sul-
phate . .

Arsenic.
. tons
lb.

lb.

S. tons

Bromine
Coal, anthra-

cite
Coal, bitumin-

ous
Coke
Copper sulphate
Iron ore
Magnesite
Petroleum Bbl.
Tungsten ore. . . 3. tons
Zinc oxide S. tons

S. tons
S. tons

lb
L. tons

tons

106,500
2,015,;sso
1,100,000

77,126,980

367,076,821
35,076,902
45,000,000
53,086,869

7,942
182,058, 158

1,607
76,600

1910.

116,000
2,652,000
850,000

80.381,306

403,533,152
35,625,865
26,356,788
54,295,200

8,000
210,636,505

2,130
78,000

PRODUCTION OF METALS IN THE
UNITED STATES.

Metal.
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ducers complain were due to their own

previous extravagances in overextending

their capacities. This was notoriously

the case in iron, copper and cement. Pro-

ducers were disappointed by the failure

of consumptive demand to rise to their

own grossly exaggerated expectations

atd provisions, and their inability to use

to the full their new plant, in which

huge amounts of capital have been in-

vested, created unsatisfactory financial

conditions.

This overextension was the direct re-

sult of the conditions leading up to the

crisis of 1907, indeed was contributory

to the development of that crisis. It

was not appreciated that those conditions

were fundamental and in 1909. long be-

fore the curative process had been suf-

ficiently in action, the old movement of

extension was resumed. In 1910 we had

renewed liquidation and in the latter half

of the year the usual secondary reaction

in business followed.

fll METAL- MARKETS [[Q

New York. Jan. 4—The year closed

quietly in u ? metal market generally,

and the new year opens with only slight

changes.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

CXITED STATES GOLD
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Gold, Silver and Platinum in 1910
By Frederick Hobart

The gold production of the world, which

has been increasing steadily and by con-

siderable proportions ever since the set-

back given to its total by the stoppage of

Transvaal production during the Boer

war, increased in 1910 but with a smaller

percentage of increase than in 1909. Our
preliminary figures for 1910 show a total

of $468,815,067, an increase, as compared

with 1909, of 58,887,585, or 1.9 per cent.

The completed figures for the year may
possibly change these totals somewhat,

but it is not likely that there will be any

material difference in the revised figures.

The statements for the United States

given herewith are the preliminary esti-

mates compiled by the director of the

Mint. For nearly all the important pro-

ducers reports are for 1 1 months of

the year, the month of December being

estimated. For Russia the definite fig-

ures are for eight months, with a close

estimate for the remainder of the year.

Our estimates have been made on a con-

GOLD PRODUCTION OF THE WORLD.
Country. 1909. 1910.

rransvaal S150.299.329 8155,916,000
rjnited States 99,673.400 96,055.214
Australasia 71,254,182 67,730,000
Russia 37,455,032 47,042.853
Mexico 22,511,966 22,850,000
Rhodesia 12,751,226 12,712,000
British India 10.725,000 10,469,000
Canada 10,050,000 n,250,ooo
L'hina, Japan and
Korea 9,599,800 10,000,000

West Africa 4,644,386 3,715,000
Madagascar 2,480,000 1,950.000
Fiance 1,196,280 1,625,000
South and Central
America 14,464,352 14,750,000

Dther countries 12,822,529 12.750,000

Totals 8459,927,482 8468,815,067

servative basis, so thart revisions later

nay slightly increase the total; but the

difference will not be great.

The year 1910 did not witness the open-

ng or development of any important new

producing districts, except in Russia,

A'here the new mines in the Lena basin

ind in the Amur region made a notable

>ain. Indeed, Russia shows the only large

ncrease for the year. The Transvaal

lad only a small gain, the smallest for

^ears; United States production de-

ceased, as did that of Australasia; while

)ther countries had only small changes,

rhe changes of the year in the Transvaal

ire treated at length in the following

jages, as are those in the principal States

)f the United States.

Australasia—The production of gold in

\ustralasia again showed a decrease, as

t has for several years past. This was

nost marked in Western Australia, which

s the largest producer; and there the

oss came chiefly from the lower grade

)f ore in the important Kalgoorlie dis-

rict. One new district, the Southern

Dross, was opened and great hopes are

mtertained of its future; but not enough

work has yet been done to show its

real value and importance. In most of

the other States, no new discoveries were
made, and the gold-mining industry has
suffered from a lack of prospecting and
from the diversion of labor to other fields

of industry. New Zealand production

was nearly stationary, an increase from
the quartz mines being offset by a de-

crease from the dredges and other placer

mining.

GOLD PRODUCTION OF THE WORLD FOR
TWENTY YEARS.

1891 8130.650,000 1901... $260,877,429
1892 146,292,600 1002... 298.812":193
1893 158,437,551 1903. . . 329.475. 101
1894.... 182,509.283 1904... 349,088,293
1S95 198,9(15.741 1905... 378,411,054
1896 211,242,081 1906... 405..-).-, 1 .022
1897 237.833.9S4 1907... 411,294,458
1S9S 287 .327.833 1908. . . 443,434,527
1899 311,505.947 1909. . . 459,927,482
1900 258,820,703 1910... 468,815,067

Russia (Special Correspondence)—The
completed official returns for eight months
give the following production of pure

gold as registered at the smelting works
of the Imperial Mint: Ural, 78 poods;

Tomsk, 75; Irkutsk, 228; Amur and
Seacoast, 429; Lena basin, 845; Yenisei,

44; miscellaneous, 44; total mint, 1743;

registered by banks from private smelt-

ing works, 877; total, 2620 poods fine

gold.

The year was a satisfactory one for the

Russian gold-mining industry. The re-

turns of the large gold-mining enterprises

show that the production of 1910 sur-

SILVER PRODUCTION OF THE WORLD.
(Figures furnished by Director of the Mint.)

Country. 1909. 1910.

United States 54,721,500 56.438,695
Canada 27,878,590 32,878,590
Mexico 73,949,432 72.57 1.220
Africa 1,076.577 1,076,600
Australasia 16,359.284 16,359,284
Russia 132,122 158,:, 16

Austria-Hungary.... 999,184 099.184
Germany 5,332,901 5,332.901
Norway 213,122 213.122
Sweden 29,373 29,373
Italv 786,620 786,620
Spain 4,767,091 4,767,091
Greece 829,025 829,025
Turkey 7,971 7,971
France 592,042 673.302
Great Britain 159.747 618, 129
Servia 11.226 10,230
South America 16,038,182 16,476,928
Central America 2,294,272 2.294,272
Japan 4,278,392 4,798,351
Dutch East Indies. . . 465.980 46:,. 980

Total 201,215,633 217,788,714

passed that of the previous year by a

large amount.

At the head of all gold-mining districts

we can put the Kodaibo district, situated

in the basin of the Lena, in the Irkutsk

government. The Lena Gold Mining Com-
pany (Zentskaya), owned by the Eng-

lish company, the Lena Goldfields, Ltd ,

alone produced the enormous quantity of

1200 poods of gold, the production of the

whole district being 1400 poods.

This improvement attracted the atten-

tion of Russian and foreign capital-

ists to the gold-mining industry, and many-

enterprises that had suffered from lack

of money have been supplied with suffi-

cient capital. In the same district, for

the first time during its existence, there

were opened gold veins in quartz, but the

I. UNITED STATES COLD PRODUCTION.
(In Value.)

St ate.or Territory. 1909 1910
Alabama 829,200 829, lie,

Alaska 20.339.600 16,987,990
Arizona 2,626,800 3,375,250
California 20,703,600 21,146,150
Colorado 21,846,600 20,408,641
Georgia 13,400 25,488
Idaho 1,344.200 992,030
Missouri 200 ....
.Montana 3.750,100 3,465,364
Nevada 16,386.200 17,011.013
New Hampshire 590
New .Mexico 252,800 397,974
North Carolina 31,400 51.881
Oregon 829,000 631,173
Pennsylvania 6,200 2,419
Philippine Islands 247,600 90.357
Porto Rico 600 1,013
Kansas 11,163
South Carolina 7,400 31 ,566
South Dakota 6,573,600 5,183,070
Tennessee 4,300 3,51 1

Texas 400 475
Utah 4,213,300 4,243,907
Virginia 4,000 558
Washington 429,000 711,359
Wyoming 3,900 3,990
Oklahoma 15,090
Miscellaneous 299,225

Totals S99.673.400 896,0.",.-). 21 1

industrial importance of this discovery is

not yet determined.

The quartz gold mining improved

also in the Tomsk district (West

II. UNITED STATES SILVER
PRODUCTION.

(I.v Fine Ounces.)

State or Territory. 1909. 1910.

Alabama 200 264
Alaska 198,600 126,480
Arizona 2,523,600 2,835,64

1

California 2,304,900 3,530,246
Colorado 8,846,300 8,7 17.777
Georgia 200 286
Idaho 6,755,900 6,686,016
Illinois 900 1 .727
Michigan 217.600 268.642
Missouri 15,200 32.900
Montana 12,034.500 11,519,059
Nevada 10,119,200 9.346.256
New Hampshire 3.000 85 I

New Mexico 324,200 683,111
North Carolina 400 1 .2 1 :.

Oregon 69,600 62,8 18
Pennsylvania 7.867
Philippine Islands 3,000 1.523
Porto Rico 2
Kansas 4,113
South Carolina 11
South Dakota 196,300 113,460
Tennessee 65,300 75,7 1 1

Texas 408,100 365,854
Utah 10,551,100 11,242,301
Virginia 6,400 34
Washington 75,200 176,816
Wyoming 1,800 1 .363
Oklahoma 66. 176
Miscellaneous

Totals 54.721,500 56. i

Siberia), where many new veins have

been discovered and development begun.

The Amur railway has opened new
and large gold placer fields, which have

already attracted many prospectors.

On the Imperial Domains, in the Baikal

region, production greatly increased, be-

ing equal to 500 poods, but from this dis-

trict much gold escaped registry, being

carried abroad by the Chinese miners.

Gold mining in the Ural district re-
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mained stationary, showing no improve-
ment.

Gold dredging developed gradually.

New dredges have been proposed for in-

stallation: two in the Seacoast district on

the Kolchan mines, near Nikolaievsk; one
was ordered from the Engineering Com-
pany of New York. Four dredges were
started in the Kodaibo district; one
dredge of the Werf-Conrad pattern has
been irmalted by: the Angara Gold Mining
Company, in the Seacoast district.

Gold and Silver Prodlction in the
United States

We have received from the director of

the .Mint his preliminary statement of

gold and silver production, based on the

returns from the mints and assay offices.

Comparisons are made with the revised

and completed figures for 1909. The gold

output showed a decrease last year of

$3,618,186, or 3.6 per cent.; the losses

being mainly in Alaska, Colorado and
South Dakota. California, Nevada and
Utah showed gains. California stands at

the head of the list for 1910, changing
places with Colorado, which was first for

several years. Nevada stands third, pass-

ing Alaska, which drops to fourth place.

South Dakota holds the fifth place, while

Utah is sixth, Montana seventh and Ari-

zona—with a considerable gain— is eighth.

The causes of .these changes are ex-

plained in the reviews on the following

pages. The figures are given in the tables

on the preceding page.

The silver production for 1910 showed
an increase of 1,717,195 oz., or 3.1 per
cent., over the previous year. Montana
held the first place as a silver producer,

but it was very closely followed by Utah.

Nevada advanced to the third place. Colo-

rado fourth and Idaho fifth. The chief

increases were in Utah, California and
Arizona. Montana and Nevada both de-

creased their output. In the other States

there were no marked changes. The
greater part of the silver came, as usual,

from the great copper and lead-producing

States.

Gold and Silver Movement in 1910
By Frederick Hobart

A problem presenting much interest

and also many difficulties in the way of

a- solution is the final disposition of the

precious metals mined and added to the

world's stocks year by year. These metals

are not consumed or used as are the

metals of construction—such as iron,

copper, lead, zinc and others. Gold, es-

pecially, is not used, but is added to

stocks in use or circulation, except that

portion which is employed in the arts.

Even that does not disappear, and is not

consumed, but is for the most part put

into form? which are preserved, and
which can on occasion be put into metal-

lic form and used again. An unknown
quantity is lost, it is true, by fire, wreck
and similar causes, but this cannot be a

-:reat proportion of the total mined.

In modern times a large part of the

world's gold is held by national treasur-

ies and by banks, and can be traced by
their records. In 1910, however, as in

many previous years, the increase in what
may be called the visible stocks of gold

in no degree approached the quantity

mined. There is no space here, however,
to discuss this question, which has been,

and continues to be, the subject of un-

ending controversy.

Gold Movi ment

While 1910 was a year of active busi-

ness and trade in most of the commercial

there was not as active a demand
d as in the previous year.

plies were absorbed, but there was less

competition for them among the leading

commercial nations. The United States

ild than in 1909,

thou*;'' In exceeded its

The movement for tl

rront 1

l

.'

I

A considerable part of the imports are

from Mexico, South America and other

countries where our people have mining
interests. The commercial movement to

and from Europe was comparatively

small. For most of the year our bankers

were not in a position to demand gold;

while London and Paris was not disposed

to lend it. At the close of the year the

exchange position indicates that we may
import gold early in the new year.

The movement through the port of San
Francisco—which is of interest as it in-

cludes the direct exports to China—was
as follows, for the 1 1 months ended Nov.

30:

Imports: Coin. Bullion. Total.

Cold $1,943,174 82,201,866 $4,145,040
Silver 790.3 17 865,102 1,655,449

Exports:
Ccl'l ni.ooo 1,970,208 i .avi.L'i^
Silver 31,000 6,480,397 6,51 1 397

Excess:

Gold L 1,933,174 I. 231,658 [.2,164,832
Silver 1. 7.".!),.: 17 E.5,615,295 E. 1,855,9 18

The exports show decreases of $24,-

924,009 geld and $712,595 silver, as com-
pared with the previous year.

The offices of the United States Mint
service sold in 1910 S38,474,398 worth of

gold bars for use in the industrial arts,

which compares with S34.486.063 in 1907

the next highest record. The amount of

•' lid used in the arts in the United

States in 1910, was over S40,000,000, in-

cluding coin.

The imports and exports of gold in

Great Britain for the 11 months were as

fellows:

1900. I'Mc. Changes.

I

101,383 VI !72,938 1. 1,171 556

The considerable gain in Imports was
ofTsel t<» a large degree by the increase

in exports.

The Treasury Department estimates the

gold in the United States in December as

follows:

In treasury, held against certifi-
cates $910,354,669

In treasury, current balances. . . . 189,351,933
In banks and circulation 601,492, 1S5

Total $1,701,197,787
Total, December, 1909 1,692,759,176

The increase in 1910 was $8,438,611.

The uncertain quantity in this estimate

is the amount in circulation, which .is apt

to be overestimated, in the absence of

certain deductions which do not appear

in public records and are hard to trace;

such as gold carried abroad by individ-

uals, coin melted for jewelry, and other

similar causes.

The specie holdings of the great Eu-
ropean banks at the close of December
were as follows, reduced to dollars:

Gold.

Hank of England .... $164,319,645
Bank of France 657,733,600
Bank of Germany. . . 185,296,250
Hank of Russia 7 10,110,000
Austria-Hungary. . . . 277,550,000
Spain 82,090,000
Italy ' 196,070,000
Netherlands 57,350,000
Belgium 27,376,665
Sweden 22.3fi5.000
Switzerland 3l,lso.ooo
Norway 8,950,000

Silver.

$1 ('..',, 113,800
67,933,000
30.450,000
60,285,000
153.910,000
17,250,000

'.0.000

13,688,335

Total $2,446,690,930 $518,920,135
Total, Dec. 1909. .2,444,629,940 534,252,015

The Bank of Spain, alone of all the

European banks, carries a large silver

reserve. The Bank of France reported a

large amount in silver coin, but that

amount is small in comparison with its

geld. The Bank of Russia includes in its

statement gold bills on foreign banks, and
to that extent there is a certain duplica-

tion. The Bank of Russia also acts as
<" in For the Imperial Treasury, which to

some extent explains the large amount of

its gold reserve.

The specie holdings of the Associated

Brinks of New York at the close of De-

cember were reported through the Clear-
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ing House at $239,495,000, which com-

pares with $230,401,000 at the close of

1901. These holdings include silver as

well as gold.

The stock of coined silver in December

is estimated as follows: Silver dollars

held against certificates, $488,190,000;

silver dollars in Treasury balances and

circulation, $76,593,508; subsidiary sil-

ver, $156,456,852; total, $721,330,360;

the total is an increase of $424,056 only

during the year.

The Silver Movement

The accompanying table shows the

average monthly prices of bar silver in

London and New York for two years.

monthly Average Prices of Metals
SILVER

January...
February- •

March
April ,

May
June
July
August
September,
October
November.
December.

New York. London.

1909.
,

1910. I
1909. 1910

750 52.375 -2:1.84:5

472 51.534 23.706
4<>8 51.454 23.227123

428 53 JJ1 23.708 24

905 5:1.870 24;343 24

538 53.4G2 24.166 24

04:1 54.150 23.519 25
125 52.912 23.588 24
44ii 53.295 23.74324
923 55 490 23.502 25
703*55 635 23.351125
226 54.428 24.030 25

154

794
090
483
797
651
o:i4

428
507
5.10

680
100

Total 51.502 5:1.480 2:1.700 24.070

New York, cents per line ounce ; London,
pence per .standard ounce.

The table shows that silver prices in

1910 were generally on a higher level

than in 1909. With occasional small re-

cessions prices continued to rise through

the year, the highest monthly averages—
55.635c. in New York and 25.680d. in

London—being reached in November.

From that point there was a drop in De-

cember. The extreme fluctuations—be-

tween February and November—were

4.181c. in New York and 1.990d. in Lon-

don.

As is usually the case the demand for

silver has rested largely upon the amount

taken by the Far East. China was a

heavy buyer early in the year, but the

demand quieted down, and much smaller

quantities were taken until late in the

year, when buying from that country re-

vived and some large amounts were

taken in London. At times, however,

China not only ceased to buy silver, but

sold some to India. The total taken by

that country in London was some £500,-

000 less than in 1909, but this was partly

made up by purchases from Australia.

India was a pretty steady buyer of

silver throughout the year, though the

government took none for coinage, the

stock of rupees having been sufficient

without making additions. Owing to

generally good crops the demand from
the Indian buyers was fairly large. This

was not always reflected in the London
buying, as there was a strong speculation

In the white metal by native banks and

operators. At times this group held large

stocks and used them to raise and lower

prices. Several times there were ex-

changes of silver between these oper-

ators and the Chinese banks. At the

close of the year stocks were reduced to

a point much lower than they had been

at an earlier date. The demand for sil-

ver was helped in some degree by the

high price of tin; though this cause has

not been so much a factor in the market

since the change in the currency of the

Straits Settlements, two years ago.

It is anticipated that the Indian gov-

ernment will be obliged to increase its

stock of coined rupees before long, and

will therefore become a buyer of silver.

The Chinese government has adopted a

new scheme of currency reform which

will call for the purchase of a large

quantity of silver; but Chinese reforms

are slow in action, and it may be a year

or two before this becomes operative.

Imports of silver into Great Britain

for the 11 months ended Nov. 30 were

valued at £13,163,535 and exports at

£12,300,190; the excess of imports being

£863,145. Most of the silver taken by

Great Britain is really only in transit,

handled through the London market.

Shipments of silver from London to

the East from Jan. 1 to Dec. 22 are re-

ported by Messrs. Pixley & Abell as in

the accompanying table.

1909. 1910. Changes.
India £6,507.000 £6,858,000 I. £ 290,400
China 1,9:10,000 1,424,000 D. 506,0(10

Straits 114,600 D. 114,600

Total £8,612,200 £8,282,000 D. £ 1130,200

The Straits Settlements dropped out of

the silver market last year as completely

as Japan did some years ago.

Apart from the sales to the East there

was a fair demand for the white metal.

France and one or two other countries

in the Latin Monetary Union made con-

siderable purchases for coinage. Russia

was also a buyer, to a small extent for

coinage, but more largely, in all prob-

ability, for use in its Eastern posses-

sions. Purchases by the United States

Government during the year were limited

to 200,000 oz., bought for coinage into

fractional currency at the Denver mint.

This silver was bought in December, at

54.88c. per oz., delivered, and was the

first silver bought by the Government

since March, 1909.

The takings of silver for use in the

arts were generally good in 1910, though

it is impossible to get at the exact quan-

tity. This varies considerably from year

to year, but in 1910 most of the large

manufacturers had a fairly prosperous

year. Apart from the use of silver for

household ware and decorative purposes,

an appreciable quantity is now used in

photography in preparing sensitive plates

and similar ways. This use of the metal

is an actual consumption since it is used

up and disappears, and does not continue

to be preserved and kept for years, like

household ware and ornaments.

The movement of silver in the United

States for 1 1 months ended Nov. 30 was
as follows:

1909. 1910.

Imports $52 294,3 1 1 (61,299,913 1>. $ 994,431
Exports 41,984,006 41,479,718 D.

Net excess. .. $10,310,338 $9,820,195 D. $ 190.143

A].]..'./ 20 021,000 ]s,:;9o,ihio D.

The approximate quantities of the net

imports are calculated on the average

price of silver in New York. The im-

ports of silver are largely in the form

of base bullion which comes to this coun-

try to be refined and passed on else-

where.

Platinum

The production of platinum in the

United States in 1910 was limited to

about 500 oz., about the same as in the

preceding year. Most of this was ob-

tained through the mint, where a certain

quantity is recovered every year as a

by-product in the refining of gold and

silver bullion, mainly from California.

A much smaller quantity is saved in

treating the nickel-copper mattes brought

here from the Sudbury district in On-

tario to be refined.

AVERAGE PRICES OF PLATINUM.
In Dollars per Ounce Trot.
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Arkansas Diamond Field in 1910
By John T. Fuller*

Contrary to expectations, the progress

forecasted for these fields in the review

for 1909 did not materialize during 1910.

It was confidently expected by the com-
panies in the field that sufficient working

capital would be found to develop the

mines, and that the development would
be well under way by the close of HMO.
It has proved a difficult task to persuade

the average investor that genuine dia-

monds actually exist in America and that

these Arkansas fields show great promise

of being a profitable venture. On the

other hand the large investors held off

due to the fact that the owners refuse

to. consider any offer involving the sur-

render of a controlling interest in the

property.

Newspaper Reports of Nevc Discoveries

Were Baseless

The situation in 1910 remained prac-

tically the same as in 1909. There were

several new discoveries of diamonds and

new pipes reported in the daily press, all

of which proved, on investigation, to be

•General manager, Arkansas Diamond Com-
pany, Murfrecsboro, Ark.

cases of mistaken identity or clumsy

fakes.

The total number of diamonds taken

from the whole field during the year was
200, all of which came from the one pipe

in sections 21 and 28 T-9-S, R-25-W.
The total diamonds, to date, from the

entire field amount (as far as can be

reliably determined) to 1200 ' stones

weighing approximately 574 carats. Of
this number 1179 stones came from the

pipe in sections 21 and 28, and 21 stones

from the pipe in section 14 owned by the

American Diamond Mining Company.

Arkansas Diamond Company

This property in sections 21 and 28

was visited during the year by represen-

tatives of an English syndicate. A pro-

visional agreement for the development

of the property was signed by both par-

ties, but at a subsequent meeting in Lon-

don, this agreement was not ratified

owing to difference over the details of the

transaction.

During the year 145 loads (of 16 cu.

ft.) were washed in the small test plant

at the mine, from which 142 diamonds,

weighing 53.56 carats, were obtained,

thus making an average of 0.369 carat

per load. In addition to this 44 stones,

weighing 20.5 carats, were picked up on

the surface. The total recovery for the

year was therefore 186 stones weighing

74.06 carats. The total recovery to date

from this property is 1800 stones of all

colors and weights from 1/16 to 6 carats.

Other Companies

The Kimberlite Diamond Mining and

Washing Company, with property in sec-

tion 14 T-8-S, R-25-W, sunk several pits

from 20 to 30 ft. deep and put down a

number of bore holes. In the early spring

this company made some test washings

on a small scale, using a hand jig fol-

lowed by riffles. No diamonds were re-

ported. Neither the Ozark nor the Amer-
ican company did any work beyond put-

ting down a few bore holes. Seven dia-

monds were picked up on the surface of

the Ozark company's property.

At present the outlook for great pro-

gress in these fields during 1911 is not

promising although I am confident of ulti-

mate success.

Antimony in 1910
The market for antimony during 1910

was dull and quiet, chiefly owing to the

lack of large purchases by the railroads,

and until these consumers come back
into the market low prices may continue

to prevail. As shown by the statistical

table accompanying this article, Cook-
son's antimony opened in January at a

premium of over ) „c over the U. S. brand,

with an average price of 8'jC. for the

month. However, the price fell with com-
parative regularity during 1910, and ends

at a little under 8c with about the 0.3c.

difference which may be expected be-

tween Cookson's and the nearest com-
peting brands.

At present there is no antimony ore

being smelted in the United States, and

there was no production of antimony ore

in 1910 except small lots for sample pur-

: In 1006 there were 360 tons pro-

duced. 05 tons in 1909, and while there

are no reliable statistics available, it is

believed the 1010 production fell short

This evidently JU

the comment made in the Journal
in Jat. it if antimony mines

could not be di with the metal

at 25c. per lb., it u to expect

them t loped btu

tariff on metallic antimony and Ic.

On ore. with antimony selling

per lb. It becomes more and more evi-

dent, therefore, that the tariff is simply

in the interests of the producers of anti-

monial lead.

AVERAGE PRICES OF ANTIMONY
(In Cents per Poind.)
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The Copper Industry in 1910
The American refineries in 1910 pro-

iuced about 1,445,000,000 lb. of copper,

["his figure is based on the report of the

Copper Producers Association, for

he first 11 months of the year,

o which we have added an estimate for

December. As usual, we have collected

he smelter statistics, the meaning of

vhich we do not now need to describe.

Reports from every smelter in North

America show a total of 1,334,534,797 lb.

»f blister and Lake copper. Excluding

he production (32,771,683) that did net

:ome to American refineries, and adding

he imports (December estimated) of

)lister copper coming from countries

ither than Canada and Mexico (141,530,-

PRODUCTION iH COPPEB IN Till:

UNITED STATES.
i In Poi MDS.)

Slate. L909. 1010.

Alaska 1,057,142 5,450,000
Arizona 292,042,820 297,081,605
California 53,357,451 15,141,043
Colorado 10. |s7.9IO 8,867, lol

Idaho 7.770,010 5,31 7,039
Michigan 227,247,998 219,000,000
Montana 313,838,203 288,449,425
Nevada 51,835,309 63,778,000
New Mexico 5.134,506 .-,.7110.000

Utah 100,438,543 127,906,115
Wyoming 89,654 200,000
Southern States and

East 22,837,962 17,039,356
Other States 3,746,895 2,17(1.1 Hi

Totals : 1,105,336,326 1,086,151,430

to some extent explains the maintenance

of the high rate of refinery production in

1910; and they show also that the curtail-

lotted to New Mexico. In all of the other

cases we believe the figures to be fairly-

close. It is to be noted, however, thai

errors in the figures for any State do not

imply an error in the total, but merely

that some copper has been credited to

one that ought to have been to another.

PRODUCTION OF COPPEB
IN NORTE AMERICA

1,105,336,326 1,086,151,430
126,169,962 131,765,910
17,677,361 50,408,276
6,627,028 7,779,986

United Stales .

Mexico
Canada
Cuba

It may be noticed that the total sum or

the American, Canadian and Mexican
production falls short of the total smelter

production. The difference is accounted

PRODUCTION OF BLISTER COPPER IN NORTH AMERICA IN 1910 (a).

Company.

Arizona, Ltd
Balaklala
Joleo (Mexico)
British Col. Copper Co.. .

topper Queen
/Blumet & Ariz
Cananea (Mexico)
Detroit
r,ast Butte
iratiby

mperial
tfoctezuma (Mex.)
se\ ada Con
)ld Dominion
Shannon
Superior & Pittsburg
Mali Copper Co
Suite District (estimated)
/dke Superior (estimated)
imports, bars, etc
mports in ore and matte

Company.

Vrizona Ltd
Balaklala
Boleo (Mexico)
British Col. Copper Co.. .

topper Queen
3atumet & Ariz
3ananea (Mexico)
Detroit
2ast Butte
iranby
mperial
idoctezuma (Mex.)
Nevada Con
)ld Dominion
Shannon
Superior A: Pittsburg
Jtata Copper Co
iutte District (estimated)
Lake Superior (estimated)
[mports, bars, etc
imports in ore and matte

January. February. March. Company. July. August. September.

2,646,000
981,278

2,644,800
656,473

7,888,000
2,331,000
3,500,000
2,166,1.">6

559,776
2,077,985
850,000

2,113,000
3,800,000
2,130,000
1,510,696
2,166,000
4,745,066

19,250,000
19,260 127
24,305,526
7,053,522

2.65S,000
989,102

2,331,832
683,234

7,109,044
2,024,000
3,586,000
1,486,400
513,425

1,958,294
750,000

1,818,159
5,115,723
2,035.01)0
1,526,000
L ,864,000
5,913,465
13.75S,620
18,250,000
14,093,381
6,063,764

2,886,000
1,263,733
2,1 18,383
so 1,4 19

8,888,039
2,820,000
3.700,000
1,698,975
57. 1,(ISO

2,059,257
825,000

1,921,449
5,339,466
2,674,000
1,468,000
2,370,000
7,853,288

24,000,000
19,250,000
20,178,202
6,181,476

Anaconda
Arizona, Ltd
Balaklala
Boleo ( Mexico)
British Col. Copper Co. . . .

Copper Queen
Calumet & Ariz
Cananea (Mexico)
Detroit
East Butte
Granby :

Imperial
Moctezuma (Mexico)
Nevada Con
Old Dominion
Shannon
Superior it Pittsburg
Utah Copper Co
Butte District (estimated).
Lake Superior ( istimated) -

Imports, bars, etc
Imports in ore and matte .

2.910,000
1.100,000
2,272,600
57 1,172

8,771,735
2.705.000
1.500, (Kill

I ,S()|I.000
1 ,268,055
1,671,000
800,000

1 ,958,637
6,896, 129
2,0(10,000
2,207,000
2,221,000
8,677,000

23,750,000
19,000.000
17,71 1,031

6,637.836

2,620,000
nil

2.039.520
642,341

7,796,559
2, .Mil). (KM I

3.52(1.(1110

2,100,000
1,202,930
1,430,315
100.000

1,630,204
6,052,62 1

2.693.110(1

1,5 1:6,000

2,520,000
7,440,035

23,75(1,00(1
IS,SOO,000
13,324,788
13,031.25-1

22.200.000
2.672.000

nil

2.061,300
622.702

6.903.759
2.535.(KM
3.565,000
2,128,000
625, s 10

1,120,732
ml

2,211.13.5
5,151,208
2,262,000
1,418,000
2, 125,000
7,077,035

16,700 (loo

2 1,303,859
5,782,067

April.

2,340,000
1,109,311
2,777,800
340,061

8,135.00(1
2,400,000
4,262,000
1,930,000
705,609

1,915,475
SOO 000

1,785,000
5,822,351
2.325,000
1,288,000
2,130,000
7,902,643

25,0(10.00(1

16,250,000
21,180,396
12.527.371

May.

2,610,000
1,148,762
2,735,680

ml
8,009,855
1,778,000
1,300,000
2,035,639
993,SOO

1,866,625
700,000

2,274,000
6,161.193
2,174,000
1,326,000
2,276,000
8,862,913

24,850,000
19.250,000
2t.S50.919
6,487,243

June. Company.

2,802,000
1 ,226,000
2,115,314

1117.010
S, 513, 177
2,190,000
4,280,000
2.017,000
987,209

1,677.257
800,000

1,706.210
6,186,832
2,092.000
1.52S.()(lO

2,2 15.0(10

8,358,496
23,750.00(1
18,000,000
20,817,978
5.579,618

Anaconda
Arizona, Ltd
Balaklala .

Boleo (Mexico)
Brit. Col. Copper Co . . . .

Copper Queen
Calumet & Ariz
Cananea (Mexico)
Detroit
East Butte
< Iranby
Imperial
Moctezuma I Mexico) ....
Nevada Con
Old Dominion
shannon
superior & Pittsburg
Utah Copper Co
Lake Superior (estimated)
Imports, liars, etc
Imports in ore and matte

( Ictotiel'.

22,100,00(1
3,00 1.000

928,360
2.278.1.-, I

702,151
7,060,796
1,990,000
3,576,000
1,757.836
948,369

1,18 1.23!
nil

1,791,108
5,250,000
2,345,000
1,280,000
2,095,000
7,582,219
18.500,000
24,292,368
5,173,277

No\ en i ei

21,000,000
3,010.0(1(1

917,991
7.372.776
1.930.000
3.658,000
1,840,939
618,191

1.110,261
nil

1 ,65 1 .235
5.2(111,000

2,75 1,000
1,120,(100
2,100.11110

7,468,515
20.1(10.0(10
2 1,835.95 1

5,512,270

(a) This (able includes only the
irodoction of American mines.

production of those companies reporting monthly, and consequently does not represent the total

225) we get a total of 1.443,293,339 lb.

is the supnly of crude copper to Ameri-

:an refineries in 1910. Comparative fig-

ires for 1909 and 1910 are as follows:

Vear. Crude (a) Refined (6)

1909 1 .138,509,583 1,405,619,519
1910 1,443,293,339 1,444,782,901

(a) Includes Lake copper, (h) Includes Lake
•opper and pig copper.

The full meaning of these figures we
shall not undertake to discuss at the.

^resent time. Broadly speaking, they

show that the refiners carried over a

rather large stock of crude copper, which

ment by the smelters in 1910, which, as

compared with their maximum production

of that year, was at the rate of about

10,000,000 lb. per month, did not effect

any reduction as compared with the total

for 1909.

In the following tables and special ar-

ticles we give details of the production

and many other statistical data. The dis-

tribution of the American production ac-

cording to States of origin at this early

date can be made only approximately.

Most doubt is attached to the figure al-

for bv foreign ores smelted here and by

domestic scrap and junk resmelted.

Consumption

The domestic deliveries, estimating

December, were 766,000,000 lb.,

against 705,000,000 lb. in 1909. Over

periods of such length the deliver-

Over periods of such length the deliver-

ies may be taken as equivalent to con-

sumption. If anything, the manufacturers

had larger supplies in their yards at the

beginning of 1910 than at the end.
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picion. In the early part of 1910 some

of the "porphyry" people were talking

about 10c. copper and the survival of the

fittest. Toward the end of the year the

conviction seemed to be growing that

among the great copper-producing groups

no one really had any preponder-

ating advantage. This paved the way

for "harmony" dinners.

As to the new production of 1911,

Miami will begin toward the end of Janu-

ary and Ray Consolidated later on. The

Chino mill is expected to be ready about

the end of July and Braden is also due

about that time, but all of them are likely

to be more or less delayed and all will

begin on a relatively small scale. Utah

Copper Company will also complete its

enlargements in 1911 and possibly a little

copper may come from Copper River.

Katanga copper is promised in 1911, but

no one worries much about this. The

quantity of new copper that will actually

reach market in 1911 is not likely to be

very large.

On the other hand the fact that the

arithmetic of the copper industry com-

prises subtraction as well as addition

was demonstrated by the disclosures of

1910 respecting Granby. North Butte.

Calumet & Arizona and Highland Boy.

Before long the outputs of these mines

will necessarily begin to dwindle.

Smelteries and Refineries

At the middle of 1910 the production

rose nearly to the refinery' capacity. The

latter is now being increased, as described

in a subsequent article. As for the smelt-

eries, new plants of 1910 were Tooele and

Tezuitlan. Humboldt resumed. The

North American Lead Company went into

hands of a receiver and shut down. Co-

lusa-Parrot, at Butte, was bought by Ana-

conda, which closed it. The Clara Con-

solidated, of Arizona, produced a few car-

loads of copper.

World's Production of Copper

We have received data, by cable and

otherwise, from most of the important

foreign countries that enable us to make
a reasonably close estimate of the world's

WORLD'S PRODUCTION OF COPPER.
CIn Metric Toxs.i

Country. 1909. 1910.

United States 501,372 492.675
Mexico .57.230 59.769
Canada 21.626 22.865
Cuba 3.006 3.529
Australasia 34.952 43.000
Chile 42.726 41 .500
Peru 16.257 20.500
Japan 42.987 41,000
Russia 18.035 23.500
Germany 23.500 24.800
Africa 15.18.-, 16.000
Spain and Portugal 53.023 49.500
Other countries 24.317 25,000

Totals 854.316 863,638

production of copper in 1910. In the

cases of the United States. Cuba, Can-
Canada we have had complete re-

turns from the producers. For Aus-

tralasia, Germany and Spain we have had

reports from many of the important pro-

ducers, while for many of the countries

we have the aid of the regular commer-
cial statistics of shipments and arrivals.

For Russia we have the official figures

for the first seven months. Only for

Japan and "Other Countries" do we en-

tirely lack specific data.

It will appear from the above estimate

that the world's production in 1910 was
about 1 per cent, larger than in 1909.

The visible supply of copper in Europe

and America at the beginning of 1910

was 175,075 metric tons; at the end, 103,-

934. Consequently a world's consumption

considerably in excess of production is

indicated.

The total production of copper in Aus-
tralasia in 1909 was 34,953 metric tons,

against 40,123 tons in 1908.

The Copper Market in 1910

Electrolytic Copper Refining

Capacity

The accompanying table gives the ap-

proximate annual capacity in pounds of

the active electrolytic refineries of the

United States at the end of each year:

During 1907-9 the world's consump-

tion of copper lagged behind the produc-

tion, and in consequence, stocks piled up

until at the end of 1909 the visible sup-

ply amounted to about 386,000,000 lb.

During 1910 the consumption overtook

the production. Complete figures are not

yet available, but we estimate that while

the consumption increased about 10 per

cent., the production increased less than

2 per cent. The visible supply at the

end of 1910 has been decreased to about

307.0000,000 lb., which is equivalent to a

little over two months' supply.

In Europe the increased consumption

has been due principally to the great

activity in electrical branches. In the

United States, owing chiefly to the dearth

of capital, large enterprises could not be

financed, and it is noteworthy that not-

ELECTROLYTIC COPPER REFINERIES OF THE UNITED STATES.

Works.

Nichols Copper Company
Raritan Copper Works
American Smelting and Refining Company.
U. S. Metals Refining Company
Baltimore Copper Smelting and Rolling

Company
Balbach Smelting and Refining Company.
Boston & Montana Copper Company
Tacoma Smelting Company
Calumet 6c Hecla Mining Company

Location.

Laurel Hill. N. Y.

.

Perth Amboy. N. J

Perth Amboy, N. J
Chrome, N. J

Baltimore Md . . .

Newark, N. J . . . .

Great Falls. Mont.
Tacoma. Wash. . .

Buffalo. N. Y

Totals.

1909 Capacity,
Pounds.

330
320
144
144

200
48
48

.000/00

.000,000
JOO.OOO
,000,000

,000,000
ooo.ooo
(100.000
,000,000
.000,000

1,287,000.000

1910 Capacity
Pounds.

330,000.000
320,000.000
144.000,000
180,000,000

240,000,000
48,000.000
4s.000,000
28,000.000
25,000.000

1.363.000.000

The Calumet & Hecla Mining Com-
pany, at its Buffalo works, refines only

Lake copper. The refineries of the

Mountain Copper Company, North Amer-

ican Lead Company and the old works

of the Anaconda Company were idle in

1910. The Baltimore refinery is to be

increased to capacity for 288,000,000 lb.

per annum.

withstanding their absence, the consump-

tion in this country nevertheless increased

and this presages a still further increase

whenever these enterprises can be under-

taken.

The consumption of copper in the

United States was remarkably large in

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER.

Production of Copper in

Australasia

The production of four of the import-

ant copper mines of Australia during the

first 10 months of 1910, representing all

of the large producers of that common-

wealth except Wallarro & Moonta, is

given in the following table:

Mount M.mnt Great Great
Morgan. LyelL ("bar. Fitzroy.

Jan 1,317,120 1,386.560 1,200,000

Feb 1,256,640 1,391.040 1,200,000
March... 1,216.320 1,729,280 1,254,400

\pril 1,355,200 1.585.920 1,211340 362,800

Mav 1,337,280 1.393 280 1/08,560 347,200

Jure 1.305.920 1,500.800 1.128,960 :«U,lU0

July 1,223,040 1,460 480 1,458.240 401,600

Aug 595,840 1.404.480 1.386,560 162,480
Sept 1,226.720 1,308,160 1,276.000 436,800

Oct 1,514,240 1,225,280 1,942,080 427.840

Totals.. 12,24s, :«0 14 385.280 13,276,640 2.733,360

The Cobar, Fitzroy and Lyell copper

comes to the United States for refining.

January. .

.

February.

.

March
April
May
June .

July
August .

NEW YOKK.

Electrolytic Lake

1909. 1910. 1909. 1910.

S93
949
187

-

214
-
(KIT

September .. 1J 870
Tiki

125

298

13

12

12.

12 56J 12

12
13

12

13

October,
November.

.

December.

.

Year.

620 14

332 13

255 12

733 12

550 13

404 13

215 13
4 '.'i i 13

379 13

55: J 13
T42 13
581 13

280 13

295 13

826 13

93J W
2:is 12

548 12

363 12

296 12

1909. 1910.

870 61.198
719 57.688
5st; sr, _'.n

mil 57.363
885 59 . 338
798 59 627
.">7ii 58.556
T15 59 393
668 59.021

5T .551

58 '.'IT

59.906

60.923

59.214
57.238
56 313
55 310
54 194

55.733
55 207
56 T22
5T 634
56 069

12.982 12.738 13 335 13. 039 58.732 57 054

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic is

for cakes, insots or wirebars. London, pounds
sterling per Ions ton. standard copper.

view of the general lagging of trade dur-

ing 1910 and particularly the depression

in the iron and steel business. It reflects

a constantly increasing demand in the

way of electrical conveniences, and in the

building trade, and we can therefore look
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with confidence for a large augmentation

of the consumption as soon as bonds of

public utility companies and of develop-

ment enterprises can again be readily

sold. As 1910 draws to an end it is

hoped that these conditions are approach-

ing, and while the market closes in a

somewhat depressed state, the outlook for

1911 is encouraging, rather than the op-

posite. We have well in mind the cer-

tainty that during 1911 the production

will experience a still further increase,

due to shipments from the new Ari-

zona properties, but unless there be a

general recession in business, a further

increase in copper consumption may be

expected, and moreover, after the prop-

erties now under development are pro-

ducing, there is no further large produc-

tion in sight, so that in the long run we

expect to find consumption again out-

stripping the production.

Throughout 1910 the market was dom-

inated by the presence of large stocks,

which encouraged the manufacturers to

work with smaller supplies in their own
yards than usual. While during the year

at various times they replenished their

supplies, when the market showed signs

of advance, the year closed with less ma-

terial in the hands of the manufacturers

than they usually carry.

January opened with Lake copper at

!3~>'</ 14c. and electrolytic at 13&£<§

There had been a large buying

movement during the fall of 1909, due

principally to the rumors of a contem-

plated merger of some of the important

American producers. As this did not ma-

terialize, buyers held off. As the im-

provement in business generally which

had been expected was also not forth-

coming, and as the security markets be-

came very weak, the copper market re-

lapsed into dullness. This continued till

toward the end of February, when the

large sellers met the situation by reduc-

ing the price to 13 .<•> jc, and buy-

ers' supplies being again depleted con-

siderable business was done. The stocks

of copper in the United States and

Europe, which during December and

January had declined, began to increase

aj»ain and this acted as a damper on the

buying movement. Speculative sentiment

at London which had been quite optimistic

during the fall and early winter chanced,

and the London standard market declined

below the parity of the American market
for electrolytic copper, so that the elec-

trolytic copper in European warehouses
to move into consumers' hands.

' Jcrable pressure to sell developed

on this side, and at the end of March
•ice of electrolytic copper had de-

clined to Id cei

le the European statistic

wed a <i • 6,000,000

lb., those of the !'

an ir over 16,000,000 II

remained nothing for the producers

to do but price

or curtail their production. The largest

Lake producer adopted the former al-

ternative; the electrolytic producers fol-

lowed suit, and at about 13c. for Lake

copper and 12\
(
c. for electrolytic some

large transactions were made. Toward

the end of April the market again turned

weak, the demand having subsided. The

price of electrolytic slumped steadily until

it reached 12 ;

s c. The European markets

continued below the American market,

and copper moved out of the warehouses

abroad. Thus while stocks in the United

States kept on increasing, those in Europe

were decreasing.

Toward the middle of May the excellent

consumption abroad began to make itself

felt. The European buyers were en-

couraged to take hold more aggressively

at the lower prices established, and con-

siderable business ensued, the market ad-

vancing to 125^(5 12 m.
In June the market sagged back to

1
2

'
.'J
c. There was a good volume of busi-

AVERAGE MONTHLY PRICES OF
COPPER MANUFACTURES.

(In Cents peb Pound.)
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By B. B. Thayer *

1!

The Mines of Butte in 1910

Notwithstanding the fact that the out-

put of the Butte camp for the year 1910

was curtailed to a certain extent, de-

velopment work throughout that period

was pushed with the usual vigor, and

with most gratifying results to the oper-

ating companies.

It is doubtful if there is another well

founded copper district in the country

where the copper-bearing boundaries

have been extended laterally from year

to year to such an extent as has been

the case in the Butte district.

Twenty-five years ago the operators

were inclined to think that the great

copper zone was confined to a certain

area extending from the Colusa on the

east, with the Anaconda and Parrot mines

in the central district, to the Gagnon on

the west. Some years later a group of

claims, known as the Chambers Syndi-

cate, was purchased and developed, ani

afterward became the so called "North-

ern" properties of the Anaconda Copper

Mining Company.
For years afterward it was felt that this

was practically the northern limit of the

copper zone, and that the country to the

•President, Anaconda Copper Mining Com-
pany. 42 Broadway, Now York.

north of this area would prove to be ab-

solutely a silver district, and develop-

ments up to that time seemed to warrant
the belief; but in later years, the devel-

opment of a great mining property well

north of the area mentioned, and dis-

tinctly within the so-called silver zone,

exploded the old surmise, and furtl'er

developments during the year 1910 by
the Anaconda Copper Mining Company,
and also by W. A. Clark and others,

made it more evident that the northern,

eastern and western limits of the copper-

bearing veins still remain to be deter-

mined.

Large orebodies have been encoun-

tered at depth in the mines of Butte,

during the year 1910, and the discoveries

have not been confined to any one par-

ticular portion of the district. The most

gratifying feature of the developments

mentioned is in the fact that the ore-

bodies encountered have been found on

the deepest levels of the mines, and that

the grade of the ore has been far supe-

rior to that which occurred in many of

the upper levels. In many instances no

knowledge of the existence of these ore-

bodies was gained by the workings on

the upper levels, as in some cases the

orebodies occur in apparently discon-

nected masses, while in others they ap-

pear in vein form in fissures which were
known to be barren nearer the surface.

The orebodies give every indication of

extending to great depth.

For many years the fact that zinc ex-

isted in the Butte ores was well known,

but it was treated as an unfortunate

occurrence, and looked upon simply as

an undesirable element in smelting oper-

ations.

A great deal of attention, how-
ever, has been paid to the development

of zinc within the last two years, es-

pecially so during the year 1910, and

operations have passed from the experi-

mental stage to that of absolute produc-

tion upon a fairly large scale. Large

bodies of zinc ore have been found at

a number of points in the Butte district,

and while the reduction process, so far

as concentration is concerned, has not

been absolutely satisfactory, improve-

ments in methods are constantly being

made, and the opinion is freely expressed

that the Butte district will within the

next few years become as prominent a

factor in the production of zinc as it has

in the copper industry.

The Miami Copper Mine and Mill
By J. Parke Charming *

The year 1910 was devoted to getting

:he Miami property in shape for produc-

tion, and it is expected that the mill

will be ready to operate in the early part

)f 1911. The underground work was con-

ined entirely to operations above the

120-ft. or main-extraction level. The
ground was cut up into rectangles 50x100

ft., and sub-drifts have been run every

15 ft. Up to the first of December the

otal underground work on the property

vas as follows: Shafts. 2,062 ft.; drifts,

33,842 ft.; raises, 10,976 ft.; total, 76,-

$80 ft. There are 250,000 tons of ore

m the stock pile.

Two Mountain-shaped Orebodies

The No. 2, or Red Rock shaft, which
vas the original discovery shaft, came
lown in a mountain-shaped body of ore,

vhich gradually increased its area as

lepth was attained. Developments on

•Consulting engineer and vice-president <>r

Miami Copper Company. 42 Broadway, New
fork.

the 370-ft. level showed that the ore at

this level extended further north than

was shown in the original work, and this

resulted in the discovery and development

of a second mountain of ore lying to the

north and extending up almost to the

same hight as the original mass. As this

body of ore must be removed first, it

necessitated considerable additional un-

derground work in thoroughly blocking

it out.

No particular attempts were made dur-

ing the year to block out additional ton-

nage, though two drills were kept at

work systematically on day shift only, so

as to make the results as reliable as pos-

sible, and a total of 29 holes were drilled.

A drift was run out to the Captain claim

that encountered the ore struck in the

first 10 holes driven on that particular

part of the property, but nothing was

done toward blocking out this particular

ground, as it is not needed for the

present.

New Orebody Shown by Drill Holes

Nineteen more holes were drilled,

mostly to the north of the present ore

deposit, and out of these six showed no

ore, while the other 12 showed ore of

varying thickness and grade. It seems
quite likely that this ore will in time be

found to be connected with the present

main orebody, when drifts are extended to

it and it is systematically opened up as has

been the main body. It is perhaps a little

early to determine accurately the amount
of ore indicated by this drilling, but it

certainly will amount to several million

tons over and above that previously re-

ported in the main orebody, which on

Jan. 1, 1910, was estimated at 15,500.000

tons.

Six Units of the Mill Erected and
Machinery Installed

While foundations for nine units of the

mill have been completed, only six units

have been erected and machinery in-

stalled. In two of the sections the fine-
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crushing machinery was temporarily left

out until the results obtained from the

Burch fine-crushing rolls were deter-

mined. Three of the sections are pro-

vided with chile mills, and one section

with these fine-crushing rolls. Should

the results in the first two months' run

be satisfactory, rolls will be added to

the remaining two sections. Should.

however, the results not be superior to

the chile mills, then chile mills will be

added.

The power plant undoubtedly will be

the most economical in the .southwest, and

there have already been installed three

600-h.p. boilers, two 1250-k.w. alternat-

ing-current generators, each operated by

a Nordberg four-cylinder triple-expansion

engine, and also one 4000-ft.. two-stage,

four-cylinder, triple-expansion Nordberg

compressor. Foundations are in for a

fourth boiler, a third generating set and

a second air compressor.

The two hoists at the main shaft of the

mine are installed, both are geared, and

will be driven by re-heated compressed

air. The main, or ore hoist, will handle

T^-ton skips, and the total capacity of

the shaft will be 2000 tons of ore per

eight-hour shift. The main hoisting en-

gine will be given over exclusively to

the handling of ore by self-dumping skips

from a 1000-ton underground pocket.

The second hoist will be used entirely

for men, timber and supplies.

Water Supply

A pumping plant consisting of two

Nordberg flywheel pumps has been in-

stalled at the McLane ranch, distant four

miles from the mill, 2nd •*•--«? pumps run

by synchronous motors, will furnish the

mill and power plant with a proper sup-

ply of water. The discharge flume from

the Old Dominion mine has been ex-

tended by a 14-in. wooden pipe to the

McLane ranch, and will be the main

source of water. Developments on the

McLane ranch, however, proved three

wells, each of a capacity of 500,000 gal.

per 24 hours, so that an ample supply

of water is assured.

The methods of mining and milling

adopted at this property are all with

the idea of making as large a saving of

ore and copper as is consistent with a

fair cost of producing copper, keeping

in view the fact that the conservation

of the mineral resources of the company

is as important to it as it is to the State.

Copper in Arizona in 1910
By James Douglas *

The copper trade in Arizona and north-

ern Sonora was uncheckered in 1910.

The only incident of importance was the

closing of the Imperial smeltery. The

company followed the mistaken policy of

not keeping its development work ahead

of its stopes, with the inevitable results.

It is doing some interesting exploration

on adjacent porphyry claims.

In the Warren district the most notable

COPPER PRODUCTION IN ARIZONA. 1910.

Pounds.

wry* 93,926,240
Calumet A: Arizona 53,615,000
I>etroit Copper Mining Company.. . 22,826,725
Arizona Copper Company 33,158,000
Shannon Copper Company IS,000,000
old Dominion Copper Company. . . 28,232,666

Total 249.758,631

una Copper Company f.Mex.i 22,536,754
Cutanea Copper Company (Mex.). . 16,395,232

* Thi» Includes the Copper Queen and custom
ore. but does not Include shipments from the
m .ma Company at Nacozari. In all cases

the December output is estimated.

incident has been the negotiating for the

amalgamation of the properties of the

Calumet & Arizona Mining Company and

the Superior & Pittsburg Company,

which, if consummated, will give the

new company a vast territory with great

possible resources under a unified man-

agement.

To the dividend-paying mines was add-

ed the Sha'fuck & Arizona, which com-

pany, however, continues to ship its ore,

for reduction, to the Douglas smeltery,

of the Copper Queen company. The

same good feeling, looking to helpful co-

operation, prevailed amonn the different

companies near Bisbee.

Dodge & Co., Inc., 96
Jobn ork.

In the Clifton district there were no

changes in the operations of the present

companies and no great change in the

production. The old copper-mining com-

pany, originally known as the Copper

King, and reorganized as the New Eng-

land & Clifton Copper Company, again

failed to make a financial success, but its

production was never large enough to

affect notably the grand total.

Globe Approaching Large Production

Globe is approaching the time when

the first of the low-grade mines will com-

mence making good its promises. The

Miami mill will start early in 1911, and

ship the concentrates to Cananea for re-

duction. The neighboring properties, es-

pecially the Inspiration, have continued

exposing more millions of tons of cop-

per-bearing schist. The Black Warrior

was a producer, and is said to be opening

up well. On the east of Pinal creek,

the Old Dominion company developed

its mines in depth, both east and

west, with encouraging results in places,

but exercising "hope deferred" in others.

The reserves of the Old Dominion mine

and its ally, the United Globe mines,

are, however, greatly in excess of what

they were in 1909, but the facilities for

economical mining and extraction are not

sufficiently advanced to warrant expecta-

tion of a much larger production than

at present.

The Arizona Commercial Company and

'he Superior & Boston Company arc still

ir the development stage. The Saddle

Mountain mines, on the Gila, now under

the control of the Development Company
of America, are said to be encouraging

as depth is gained. The large concen-

trator of the Ray Consolidated, at Win-
kleman, is approaching completion. It is

understood that its concentrates will be

smelted in El Paso by the American
Smelting and Refining Company, to which
also the concentrates from the porphyry
ores of the Chino, in New Mexico, will

be entrusted. Their addition will tell

upon next year's figures of production.

None of the old smelting works are

making provision for increased output.

Improvement was made in the Calumet

& Arizona smeltery, at Douglas, and the

Copper Queen company made plans and

preparations for a reverberatory addition

to its Douglas plant. This is with the

view of handling more economically the

large volume of concentrates from Naco-
zari, which decrease in copper contents

as the grade of the ore declines, but in-

crease in the percentage of iron and sul-

phur contents.

Modification of Smelting Methods
Likely at Clifton

The decline, in the Clifton district, of

first-class lump ore and its replacement

with richer concentrates point to a modi-

fication of smelting methods, and the re-

placement of the cupola by the reverber-

atory; but none of the three companies
who reduce their own ores have yet made
plans looking to an immediate change.

At Cananea. likewise, the extension of

the smelting plant is in the direction of

reverberatory in preference to cupola

smelting. The estimated 1910 production

in the districts above referred to is given

in the accompanying table.
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Developments at Cananea in 1910
By L. D. Ricketts *

The accompanying sketch shows the

relative position of the various mines of

the Cananea Consolidated Copper Com-
pany and allied interests. It will be seen

that these mines extend through a ter-

ritory seven miles long by about two

miles wide. Geologically this strip can-

not be strictly called a single zone al-

though there are many large croppings

as yet unexplored between some of the

developed mines.

The development work of the Cananea

Consolidated Company for 1910 was as

follows
1

: Drifts, 45,160 ft.; shafts,. 1949

ft.; raises and winzes, 9583 ft.; total,

56,692 feet.

Production

The mines produced the following

tonnages of dry ore: Puertocitos, 26,279

tons; Henrietta, 26,290; Elisa, 57,261;

output of each mine, and accordingly

during the latter half of 1910 the Puer-

tocitos, Henrietta, Veta Grande and

America mines were closed.

The total reduction-division costs, per

dry ton of ore and concentrate treated,

at Cananea, have fallen yearly for the

last four years. In 1907 the cost was

$6.82, and during 1910 it was $2.62.

This reduction in cost will continue and

the company expects to smelt in 1911

for about $2.25 per ton. These costs

permit direct smelting of material that

previously had to be concentrated or left

in the ground as waste.

It has long been known that the large

limestone areas contained copper, but

with the single exception of the ores of

the Elisa mine, the value has been too

low to make the material ore, but now
the company can treat such material

tracted during the year and is of better

grade, but owing to the irregular form

of the lenticular deposits of this mine it

would be difficult to say just what ton-

nage has been opened.

In the Sierra de Cobre property, min-

ing followed in the old workings on

Eureka hill, and the ore given above has

come chiefly from this mine. The ore-

shoot was developed a vertical distance

of 240 ft. below the stopes and the grade

is maintained on the bottom level in a

satisfactory way. The most interesting

development on this property is from the

Combination tunnel, which passes from

Capote basin to the Elisa mine. Here

two raises have penetrated a flat body of

ore that appears to be 50 ft. thick. De-

velopments are encouraging, but have

not proceeded far enough to state how
large the orebody is. The ore so far

Iht Engineering

Sketch Map Showing Mines and Railroad of Cananea Consolidated Copper Company

Sierra de Cobre, 66,841; Capote, 22,428;

Oversight, 362,380; Veta Grande, 109,-

157; Kirk, 102,701; Cobre Grande, 13,-

221; America, 28,576; Cananea-Duluth,

161,936; total, 977,070 tons.

Of the above total tonnage 332,060

dry tons went direct to the reduction

works, and 645,010 dry tons to the con-

centrators. The latter produced 182,217

tons of concentrates. The bullion yield

was as follows: fine copper, 46,395,232

lb.; silver, 1,173,321 oz.; gold, 5609

ounces.

Both the tonnage and the yield would

have been higher, but about the middle

of 1910 production was notably de-

creased. To meet the reduced output

and to preserve costs it w?s decided to

close down mines instead of reducing the

General manager. Cananea Consolidated
Copper Company, Cananea, Mexico.

*The tonnage and production figures ami all

Statistics in this article arc close estimates,
subject to revision for the month of ll e-

ceniher. Thev are also subject to revision
on account of stocks on hand Jan. 1. 1U10,
and Dec. :',1, 1910.

profitably, and during 1910 a large

amount of the development work was in

the limestone.

About the first of the year the Cananea

Consolidated Copper Company and as-

sociated companies purchased the prop-

erty of the Indiana-Sonora Copper and

Mining Company. The chief asset of

this company consisted of about 396

acres of mining ground entirely sur-

rounded by the property of the Cananea

Consolidated Copper Company. It also

owned about 2267 acres of undeveloped

mining land southeast of Cananea, which

are of doubtful value.

Important Developments

Briefly the important developments

are as follows: In the Elisa mine satis-

factory development has been made on

the fifth level, which is 140 ft. higher

than the Combination tunnel. No de-

velopment of moment has as yet been

made on the sixth level. The known ore

developed far exceeds the tonnage ex-

taken out in development has averaged

about 4 per cent, copper.

The Capote mine produced little ore

during 1910. At present it is being opened

on the 10th and seventh levels and above.

Some copper glance was found on the

10th level but as yet not in notable quan-

tity. Valuable ore is known to lie under

the seventh level and this will be devel-

oped later. In the old orebody a notable

tonnage of smelting ore with some con-

centrating ore was opened between the

sixth and fifth levels, but until 1911 no

production of moment from this mine will

be made.

Development in Porphyry Ore

The most important developments in

the porphyry ore were in the Oversight

mine, where there was opened an area of

concentrating ore, several acres in extent,

in the vicinity of the deepest extraction

tunnel. The Oversight zone has also

been opened a considerable distance to

the northwest and an orebodv about 70 ft.
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wide and several hundred feet in length

has been found which is estimated as

containing approximately 3 1

. per cent,

copper. As the company is in no need of

concentrating ore. development in this

body has ceased for the present and no

extraction is being made from it.

A small amount ot work was done dur-

ing 1910 in the Sierra de Cobre property

adjoining the Oversight, and one drift has

passed through 32 ft. of an excellent

grade of concentrating ore. No attempt

was made to develop this class of

ore.

Important Development at the Kirk

Mine

Possibly the most important develop-

ment made during 1910 was in the Kirk

mine, where was found a zone of altered

limestone, dipping at about 30 deg. and

extending from near the surface to be-

low the third level of shaft No. 12. As

far as developed it appears to be about

750 ft. in length, from 150 to 200 ft. in

width, and from 60 to 70 ft. in thickness.

While there is a great deal of coarse ma-

terial that will have to be thrown out in

mining it would appear that this bed can

be mined to a grade of over 3 per cent,

copper, with approximately 2 oz. in sil-

ver and about $0.30 in gold. It is self-

fluxing and a desirable ore.

During the latter part of 1910 develop-

ment was resumed in the Cobre Grande

mine, and a notable tonnage of ore con-

taining from 3 to 6 per cent, copper is be-

ing developed. This ore contains from

70 to 75 per cent, silica and alumina com-

bined, and is used for converter lining.

The use of this material has reduced the

acid contents of the converter slag from

38 to about 27 per cent., and has, there-

fore, made the slag much more desirable

as a flux.

On the Cananea-Duluth the develop-

ments were satisfactory on the fourth

level. The shaft passed through valuable

ore between the fifth and sixth levels but

no development has been done on the fifth

and crosscutting on the sixth has not pro-

ceeded far enough to determine the im-

portance of the ore found.

In closing it may be said that during

1910 the developments at Cananea were

exceedingly satisfactory and a far larger

tonnage of ore was developed than was

extracted. I do not care to give an esti-

mate of the tonnage opened on account of

the irregularity of the orebodies and on

account of the fact that development is

not done with a view of estimating ore

reserves.

Lake Superior Copper District
By Carl L. C. Fichtel *

During 1910 the mines of the Lake

Superior copper district were operated

under normal conditions with one or two

exceptions, where advantage of tne

metal market was taken to make needed

repairs and alterations which would re-

sult in more efficient and economical

handling of the product. As a result a

slight curtailment will be noted at these

properties.

Keweenaw County

Diamond drilling was done on the

Clark property, which occupies a posi-

tion near the extreme end of the Kewee-

naw peninsula. The Keweenaw Cop-

per Company did some drilling from the

bottom of its Medora shaft during the

summer months. Both the Calumet con-

glomerate and the Osceola amygdaloid

lodes were penetrated at depth, but the

cores did not show copper in commercial

quantities. Later this shaft was allowed

to fill with water. The shaft on the

Kearsarge lode was put" down several

hundred feet, but the lode was not suf-

ficiently opened to determine its miner-

alization. Several drill cores were taken

from the Ashbed lode of the Phoenix

property showing it to be about 40 ft.

wide and well charged with copper.

The ClifT property was acquired by a

new company, controlled by the Calumet

& Hecla, and an exploratory shaft started

on the Keai -ic near the northern

boundry of the Ojibway. Sinking was

resumed in both shafts of th<: Ojibway

the 1 2=0- ft. level. Good remits

obtained by the drifts from the

500-, 850- and X'H)-ft. levels in both

shafts. This property has opened a large

amount of ground and should be in a po-

ii' . in

sition to begin milling operations during

1911.

The Seneca property continued sink-

ing and at a depth of 920 ft. the lode was

encountered and found uniform and well

charged with copper. Developments

about this point were disappointing. The

Gratiot company, under the management

of the Calumet & Hecla, entered the pro-

ducing list, shipping its rock to the Al-

louez-Centennial mill. Rock shipments

were made from the two stock piles at

Shaft No. 1, which was put down below

the 17th level. Operations at Shaft No.

2 were suspended the greater part of the

year.

The Mohawk operated under about

normal conditions throughout the year

with the lower levels of its northern

shafts showing an improved mineral

yield. Shaft No. 6, started a little over

a year ago, was put down below the third

level, which corresponds with the sixth

level of the main workings, and the

lateral openings showed average copper

bearing ground. An agreement was made

by this and the Ahmeek company rela-

tive to the boundry lines whereby both

companies benefited.

Shafts No. 3 and 4 of the Ahmeek

company were put down during the year

and the curve was put in to conform to

the pitch of the formation as the shafts

neared the Kearsarge lode. Two heads

of this company's new mill went into

commission. The two shafts of the Al-

louez company were opened extensively

and a lame reserve of hi^h-grade ground

blocked out, so that production can be

increased materially when conditions

it. At the stamp mill, owned

jointly by this and the Centennial com-

pany, the sixth head went into com-

lon,

Houghton County—Calumet & Hecla

The Wolverine began shaft sinking on
the Osceola amygdaloid lode after a

series of drill cores had been obtained.

The Centennial company confined its

operations to the extension of lateral

openings from the lower level of its two
shafts which are bottomed at the 35th

level. Drifts were extended toward the

Wolverine and Kearsarge zone where
bunches of rich ground were found.

All of the shafts on the conglomerate

lode of the Calumet & Hecla mine were
operated throughout the year, with the

exception of No. 12. At the Red Jacket

shaft new guides were installed in the

two hoisting compartments and altera-

tions were made to the shaft house which

required about six weeks to complete and

caused a reduction of about 900 tons in

daily production, during that time. On
the Osceola lode six shafts were operated

and one on the Kearsarge. This com-

pany also carried on drill explorations

on the St. Louis tract. A large addition

was built to its machine shop and addi-

tional machinery installed in the foundry.

At the stamp mills all the conglomerate

rock from this and subsidiary companies

was treated, the amygdaloid rock going

to the Osceola and Tamarack mills. At

the smelting plant, the erection of a new
furnace building was started. The sale

of the Cliff lands wiped out the standing

indebtedness of the Tamarack company,

and the treating of the conglomerate rock

at the main mills of the Calumet & Hecla

company gave a much better mineral

yield per pound of rock stamped.

[The directors of the Calumet & Hecla

Mining Company announced on Jan. 3,

1911, a plan of consolidation of the af-

niiated companies. EDITOR.]
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Houghton County—Other Companies

Operations at Shafts No. 5 and 6 of

the Osceola Consolidated Company were

suspended during March and repair work

continued the remainder of the year.

Shaft No. 3 of the Kearsarge branch was

overhauled and alterations were made to

the rock house. Shaft No. 3 on the main

mine was equipped with electrically oper-

ated pumps to handle the mine water. The

Laurium Mining Company sunk its shaft

to a depth of about 1150 ft. and drifting

from the various levels showed a good

grade of rock. A site for the second

shaft was staked out, but nothing further

done. Shipments to the Allouez-Cen-

tennial mill were started by the LaSalle.

Results from the Tecumseh tract were

encouraging, but operations were sus-

pended on the Caldwell tract. A large

amount of drilling was done at the south

end of the property without warranting

further development.

Franklin centered its activities on the

Pewabic lode. Shafts No. 1 and 3 were

sunk deeper and good ground was opened

at depth. A search was made to locate

the Hancock series of lodes without re-

sults. The Quincy company purchased

300 acres of land from the St. Mary's

Mineral Land company, which will enable

it to sink Shafts No. 2 and 8 to a greater

depth. This company installed a low-

pressure steam turbine, operated by th^

exhaust steam from one of the hoisting

engines, to generate its electric power.

This is the first installation of the kind

in the district and promises to be the

forerunner of numerous other similar in-

stallations. The Hancock company sunk

its vertical shaft to a depth of about 2700

ft., cutting the series of Hancock lodes.

About normal conditions prevailed at

the Champion and Baltic properties of

the Copper Range Consolidated and im-

provement was noted in the lower work-

ings of the Trimountain shafts. The

Contact Copper company was organized

under Michigan laws and acquired the

lands and effects of the Elm River com-

pany and secured options on several hun-

dred acres of adjoining land. Explora-

tion work was started.

Ontonagon County

At the various properties in Ontonagon

county a systematic search was carried

Dn for copper ground and promising re-

sults were obtained by the North and

South Lake, Indiana, Cherokee, Algomah

and Bohemia companies. The Indiana

encountered in its No. 2 drill hole, at a

depth of about 1450 ft., a copper-bearing

felsite formation, about 40 ft. thick.

South Lake encountered a series of

three copper-bearing lodes and started

clearing a shaft site. At the Algomah,

a shaft was put down on an outcropping

of copper ore and for a distance of 104

ft., at which point the first level was

started, the ore continued with undimin-

ished richness. The Lake company

passed into the hands of a new manage-
ment, headed by W. A. Paine as presi-

dent. The shaft was put down below

the eighth level and a crosscut was driven

to the lode on the seventh level. Drifts,

from the levels above, opened a good
grade of stamp rock with an occasional

lean streak.

Shaft C of the Mass company suc-

ceeded in opening good ground on the

Butler lode from the 4th to 8th levels,

inclusive, and as a result the unwater-

ing of Shaft B, which has been bot-

tomed for a number of years at the 18th

level, was started so that this lode could

be opened at greater depths. Elton W.
Walker was appointed superintendent.

The Michigan company carried on ex-

ploratory work. The Adventure's vertical

shaft was put down about 1000 ft. The

Victoria did much development work,

tributary to the 22d level of its main

shaft, with good results.

Operations of the Tennessee

Copper Company in 1910

By N. H. Emmons*

There were treated in 1910 at the

smeltery of the Tennessee Copper Com-
pany 452,500 tons of ore, of which about

30,500 was custom ore; 16,900,000 lb. of

copper was produced from this ore. The

mines produced their usual tonnage, with

the exception of London mine, at which

the new shaft house was not completed

until about Oct. 1, when mining opera-

tions were resumed.

Back stoping was gradually introduced,

in place of the usual underhand method

in use since the mines were opened. In

the Burra Burra mine a filling system

was inaugurated to recover the back of

the first level. The diamond-drill work,

completed in 1910, at the Eureka mine

indicated an orebody of greater magni-

tude than any so far developed in the

basin, but the copper content is lower

than in the other mines. This, however,

is compensated for by the high sulphur

which will make the ore as valuable as

that of the others.

Smeltery Improvements

At the smeltery a bedding plant, with

two beds for ore and two for first matte,

was installed, together with a sampling

mill for sampling all material going to

the beds. A new 400-k.w. generator was
installed and two 512-h.p. Altman & Tay-

lor boilers put in place of the four old

National water-tube boilers that have

been in constant use for 10 years. This

gave the smelter power plant four large

boilers.

A departure was made at the smeltery

when the settlers were lined with silicious

copper ore, instead of brick. The first

General manager, Tennessee Copper Com-
pany. Copperliill, Tenn.

one of these, lined in June, is still in

good condition. The improved tops for

the furnaces,' particularly the new cast-

iron and brick top, proved the correct

type and three furnaces were equipped

with the new top and a fourth is being

built.

Between the smeltery and acid plant,

the new dust chamber proved a great

benefit, cleaning the gases of dust and

doing away with the violent fluctuations

of temperature and strength of gas so

noticeable under the old system. Gas
was turned into this chamber and the

new Glover towers the latter part of

June when the first part of the remodeled

sulphuric acid plant was started.

New Acil Plant the Largest in the
World

The sulphuric acid plant was com-

pletely remodeled and a second unit,

larger than the first, completed and put

in operation. The last four chambers

completed were started Dec. 6, 1910, and

the plant now consists of the following:

Two Glover towers, octagonal, 30 ft.

across, 50 ft. high; one flue from the

Glover towers to the cooling chambers,

10x20x120 ft.; sixty-four cooling cham-

bers, 10 ft. 10 in. x 10 ft. 10 in. x 70 ft.

high; eight cooling chambers, 10 ft. 10

in. x 24 ft. x 70 ft. high; four lead-lined

fans, each with a capacity of 67,000 cu.

ft. of gas per min. ; twelve old cham-

bers, 50x50x70 ft. high; six new cham-

bers, 50x50x75 ft. high; eight new cham-

bers, 23x50x80 ft. high; four old Gay-

Lussac towers, 23x23x50 ft. high; four

new Gay-Lussac towers, octagonal 19 ft.

across, 70 ft. high. This, with the neces-

sary coolers, pumping apparatus and 15

iron storage tanks with a total capacity

of 15,000 tons of acid, comprises by far

the largest plant for acid making in the

world.

Acid Production Now 14,000 Tons per

Month

The production of the plant at the

end of the year was at the rate of 14,000

tons of 60-deg. sulphuric acid per month,

which will be increased as soon as the

two new Gay-Lussac towers, now under

construction, are put in use. These new
towers are to be 36 ft. across, octagonal,

and 65 ft. high and should be completed

in February, 1911.

The result of the year's work showed

that the object for which the acid plants

were installed was attained, namely, the

consumption of smoke that damaged the

timber and farming interests in the vicin-

ity. This fact was clearly demonstrated

by the success attending the venture in

farming made by the Tennessee Copper

Company on some of Its adjoining lands.

The year 1911 gives promise of being a

banner year for this company on account

of the completion of the many expensive

improvements in 1910.

1 Hull. A. I. M. E., NOV., 1010.
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The Tin Industry in 1910
Tin mining in the United States in 1910

continued to be about as inconsequential

as in previous years. The only really

noteworthy feature was the serious at-

tempt to develop an industry, both in

Texas and in South Dakota. In Texas a

company under the management of Wal-

ter E. Koch, a well known mining en-

gineer, continued the development of a

mine at Camp Florella. near El Paso,

and erected a mill and a smelting fur-

nace. In December a few tons of pig

tin were produced and shipped to New
York, and our latest information is that

the plant is running regularly. Further

information about the enterprise will be

found in the article on the mining indus-

try of Texas, elsewhere in this issue.

In the southern Black Hills of South

Dakota, the Pahasa Mining Company,
which succeeded the old Harney Peak

Tin Company, was engaged in the open-

ing and unwatering of old shafts, clear-

ing out tunnels, sampling, and in a gen-

eral way studying its properties under

the guidance of Dr. A. R. Ledoux. Mat-

ters have not yet reached the point of

determining the next step. In the north-

ern Black Hills some interesting develop-

ments were made by the Tinton Tin Com-
pany.

The Tin Market in 1910

The domestic market, which is more or

less dominated by the transactions on the

London Metal Exchange, has naturally

followed closely the fluctuations of the

quotations made in London, at least so

far as Straits tin is concerned. American
consumers were entirely at the mercy of

the London syndicates representing the

bull 3nd bear parties and, as the bull

party most of the time had the upper

hand, were forced to pay top prices. This

was especially so where spot material was
concerned, which at all times was closely

held, and for which heavy premiums over

the import price were asked. Under these

circumstances, importations of so called

impure tin produced in England. China,

Bolivia, etc.. were quickly taken advant-

age of in a good many quarters to re-

place Straits tin. which had heretofore

heen consumed exclusively. This tin was
sold at a considerable discount from the

price of Straits tin. and while its quality

is inferior, nevertheless it answered the

which it was wanted. Natu-

rally, those consumers will continui the

use of impure tin so lonn as they can gel

it at a discount, and this may have a con-

siderable bearing on the import of Straits

fir in the fun

The year opened with a mar

ket in London, where heavy transactions

were consummated at constantly declin-

ing prices. The lowest point reached by

the metal in this market was 32
' _>c. per

lb. Subsequently considerable purchases

were made in the London market on the

part of the largest consumers in this

country, with the result that prices im-

proved somewhat and remained on the

basis of about 32-V.jC. per lb. until the

middle of February. Then there was a

vigorous advance in London, and while

American consumers were not inclined to

follow the same in making their pur-

chases for future delivery, their neces-

sary requirements for spot material had

to be covered at about 33' 4 c. per pound.

At the beginning of March the market

again became lifeless and weaker, and

when toward the middle of March the

London quotations declined considerably,

TIN AT NEW VORK

Month.
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The Production of Lead in 1910
The production of lead in the United

States in 1910 is reported in the ac-

companying table, the statistics of which

are based upon reports from all of the

refiners. Owing to a possible duplication,

that one producer is unable to determine

at this time, the total of domestic desil-

verized may be a little too high.

rhe totals include not only the lead

refined from base bullion, but also

:hat derived from, the scrap and junk,

:omparatively small in quantity, that the

•efiners work up along with their primary

naterial. At the present time it is im-

)ossib!e to make any distribution of the

>roduction, according to the State of or-

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF LEAD.
(In tons of 2000 lb.)

mports: 1909. 1910.

n ore ) , , , in
- 47,000

n base bullion J
iii.iuo

57,500
tefined 3,576 3,700

Total 1 14,681 108,200

'xports:

In ore and bullion 86,077 72,350

I'm. It can, however, be said definitely

tiat Missouri strengthened its position

s the premier lead-producing State, al-

lough Idaho showed an increase in out-

ut over 1909.

1909

concerned. The only possible explana-
tion is that they were operating on
charges higher in lead than formerly.

As to consumption and stocks, no pre-

cise data are available, this being where

PRODUCTION OF REFINED LEAD IN THE
UNITED STATES.

(IN Tons OF 2000 Lb.)

Class. 1909. 1910.
Desilverized 211,499 220,918
Antimonial (a) 12,730 14,146
Southeast Missouri (6) 126,784 146,056
Southwest Missouri 20,489 20,404

Total domestic 371,502 401,524
Total foreign 89,681 90,597

Grand total 461,183 492,121

(a) Includes all of the antimonial lead, without
attempt at classification between domestic and
foreign, (b) Includes the total production of
works in southern Illinois.

the mystery centers. At the beginning of

1910 there was a large stock. During
the first half of the year this was un-

questionably reduced to some extent. A
few weeks ago it was given out that the

accumulation of the American Smelting

and Refining Company had come down
to practically nothing. If it were true

that the total stock of domestic lead had

been reduced to a low figure there would

that the lead market is apt to be a quiet
affair. It is commonly the case that a
large business may be in progress with-
out any surface indications whatever.
The year just elapsed was no exception.

AVERAGE PRICE <iK LEAD.
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the convention intended not only to do
everything in their power to obtain
higher prices for their products, but also
to increase the profits of the sale by
allotting to the different members of the
association, according to the geographical
situation of their works, certain exclusive
districts for the sale of their output,
and thereby enabling them to dispense
with agents in other districts and to save
costs of transport.

While the convention comprised such
important interests as the American
Smelting and Refining Company (in its
export business), the Broken Hill Pro-
prietary, the works of several companies
in which the Metallgesellschaft is inter-
ested, and some Spanish producers, a
good many important European interests
remained outside, these including the
Braubach company (trie largest Rhenish
producer) and Beer. Sondheimer & Co.,
controlling the output of Overpelt
and contracting for the Rhein-
Nassau production for several years be-
sides some other lead. There has 'been
therefore a good deal of competition in
the sale of lead in Europe and it is
doubtful whether the convention has ma-
terially influenced prices. Satisfaction as
to its operation has, however, been ex-
pressed by producers interested, and
there is a feeling that if it has failed to
improve the price for the metal, at least
it has maintained it. Since its organi-
zation the London lead market has lost
much of its previous importance and the
prices quoted on the Metal Exchange
have perhaps less significance than
formerly.
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to put this paste in a condition for use as
paint. The effect upon the paint industry
of an advance of more than 40c. per
gallon above the accepted normal price
of linseed oil will, therefore, easily be
understood. Numerous substitutes of
more or less value were introduced or
met increased sale during 1910, but they
did not, either in volume or efficiency,
compensate for the scarcity of this
standard vehicle, and the consumption of
paint in every form was in consequence
greatly curtailed.

Lead Carbonate

from the lower figure to large consu
in special cases. This was notably
of litharge, which recently was contn
for as low as 5%c, owing to sharp

i

petition for the trade of a particu
large consumer, but for the most
manufacturers were not willing to s
5?4c, and at the current cost of pig
this is not a price that invites competi

The Coeur D'Alene Distr

Special Correspondence

White Lead in 1910

However much the manufacturers of
any paint pigments may have plumed
themselves upon the importance to the
industry of their special product, they
have been taught, during 1910, that all

pigments are but secondary in conse-
quence to the vehicle, and that linseed
oil remains the controlling element, in
spite of all the scientific and empiric' ef-
forts that have been made during the last
quarter of a century to displace it. At
the time of writing the 1909 review, the
price of linseed oil was advanced so far
above the normal range as to be respon-
sible for an advance in white lead in oil,

which was recorded as having occurred
on hec Oil at that time was
quoted at 05c. per gal. in New York, in
car lots, and advanced steadily on a
scarcity of spot stock and the early evi-
dence of extensive damage to the grow-

crop from drouth until it reached
the highest price that

has been touched in many years. Every
hundred pounds of pure I i j n
the paste form in which it is generally

I a

As foreshadowed in the 1909 review
there was a further advance on Jan. 3,
1910, of '

4 c. on white lead, both dry and
in oil, due to the higher cost of pig lead.
This made the price of standard makes
of white lead 5\<c. dry, and ToiT/4 c. in
oil. These prices were nominally main-
tained until Sept. 16, 1910, when another
TAc. was added to lead in oil, as a result
of the rapid advance in linseed oil, and
the year closed with 7% o i 7 y2 c. the ruling
prices. So much lead had been placed
in dealers' hands at the prices current
before each advance, however, that at no
time during the year did consumers feel
the full effect of the advance, and the
checking of trade was due rather to the
excessive cost of the oil necessary to
make paint of the lead than to the cost
of the lead itself. The volume of busi-
ness in lead in oil was, however, below
that of 1909.

The same was true of dry lead, which
is largely consumed in the manufacture
of ready-mixed paints, the cost of oil

having necessitated so much of an ad-
vance in the price of those products as
measurably to check their sale. The
large consumers of dry lead had their
requirements for 1910 pretty well pro-
vided for before the close of last year
at 5'4c, and while the nominal price
has been 534c. since the advance in Jan-
uary, a more common price was 5^<g

c. with the usual annual reduction to
b%c. on Nov. 17. This price was con-
tinued for only a week, during which time
contracts for 1911 were largely entered
up. and an advance to 5j4c was an-
nounced by some of the largest corroders
on Dec. 2. 1910. Judging by the ex-
perience of past years, unless there is
a further advance in pig lead, the sales
of carbonates during the coming six
months, at least, will be for the most
part at 5fgrt7>5j ; cents.

Lead Oxides

All consuming industries using linseed
Oil curtailed their consumption of pig-
ments, and both red lead and litharge

red in consequence. There was
however, little fluctuation in the prices

Ither material. Red lead in a large
sold mainly at c. ',,<; t -., an(j

litharge at 5^@0c, with concessions

The gloomy reports, that are fn
circulated, of an early complete fai
of the Cceur d'Alene mines are not

j

tified by the facts. During 1910 th
mines yielded 227,580,000 lb. of lead
7,000,000 oz. of silver. These figi
are an increase over the production
1909, but are not equal to the rec
yields of 1906 and 1907, when under
stimulus of high prices the mines
forth their best efforts. At that ti

speculative interest in development p
jects gave the district great activity
only in stock trading, but also in
starting of a large amount of real, a
more or less intelligently directed, pn
pecting and development work, which f

continued intermittently ever since,
is unfortunate that this extensive wo
scattered impartially throughout the d
trict, has so far resulted in no really n<
producer of importance.
During 1910 the Stewart mining co.

pany and the Caledonia mining compai
gave important new production but
each instance from old, heretofore do
mant properties. Several famous min
of the district, the Gem, Helena-Frisc
Tiger-Poorman are bottomed and no
closed, probably forever. In due cours
mines now active must go the same wa
and to keep the district up to the presei
mark new producers must in like amoui
be brought in. This is not being accorr
plished.

On the other hand, after 20 years o
continuous operation, the Cceur d'Alen
district made for 1910 an excellent show
mg. Profits dwindle faster than output
The increased cost of production, highe
supply costs, deeper mines, lower meta
markets and decrease in grade of on
were more serious factors during 19l(
in cutting into profits than were ore fail-
ures. These factors will continue to be
adverse. Several individual mines wiil
continue to make handsome profits for
many years, but for the district as a
whole the top figure for financial return
has without doubt been passed, and un-
:ss some new, important, regular pro-
ducers are added, either by fortunate
discovery or by development of some
known and at present unimportant prop-
erty, the production will by natural laws
recede year by year from the magnificent
recent annual outputs.
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The Yreka district, comprising the

camps of Wardner and Kellogg, during

1910 showed better results than any

other section of the region. The only

new production came from the Caie-

donia and Stewart mines. The early ex-

haustion of the Wardner mine of the

Federal Mining and Smelting Company
predicted in the last annual report .if

that company, is an exhaustion of a por-

tion of the upper horizon of the mineral

field of the Yreka district and is not a

complete bottoming. The Yreka district,

as disclosed by the bottom levels of the

Bunker Hill & Sullivan mines, shows no

signs of failure and the output from this

district can be maintained, barring any

unforeseen geological conditions to be

met by further development in depth, for

many years, while the tonnage developed

for immediate extraction approximates

closely to anything in the past.

The situation is thus one not to cause

immediate alarm. A district which has

yielded for over two decades at the rare

of this one, and the yield from which

comes from a considerable number of

different properties will not terminate

abruptly. The field is large and though

unsuccessful prospecting has been done

extensively, there are still reasonably

good chances that oreshoots, at present

unknown, will be discovered.

Southeast Missouri Lead District
By H. A. Wheeler *5K

The output of the Southeast Missouri

lead belt in 1910 approximated 140,000

tons of lead, with an estimated value of

$12,240,000. This record tells its own
story of a successful year, besides estab-

lishing a new high mark and maintaining

its phenomenal growth. This output pre-

eminently placed it at the head of the

lead-producing districts of the world, and

strongly emphasizes the importance of

low-grade but large orebodies when
treated by modern methods. While some

of the mines produce ore that yields

over 5 per cent, lead, and occasionally

over 15 per cent., the average yield of

this district approximates 4 per cent., and

2 per cent, ore is frequently worked.

These figures are the results in pig lead,

after deducting the milling and smelting

losses, and should not be confused with

assay reports which are considerably

higher.

About 96 per cent, of the output was
produced by the five large companies

that each operate several mines, at Bonne
Terre or in the Flat River district, St.

Francois county.

Madison county, at the southern end of

the belt, made the smallest output in

many years, as only one company oper-

ated throughout the year. Financial

wounds dating back from the 1907 panic

resulted in receiverships and the clos-

ing down of the other three well known
though not large producers, and their

troubles are not adjusted.

Small Mines Poor Producers in 1910

The innumerable "diggings" and small

mines in Washington, Jefferson and

Franklin counties produced but little lead

in 1910. as the price was not sufficiently

high to induce prospecting. The Missouri

"lead digger" is essentially a prospector.

His daily earnings are liable to range

from 10c. to S10, but it has averaged too

near the 50c. mark since 1907 to stimu-

late digging. He -has temporarily gone

back to farming, or cutting ties, or is

working in the large mines in St. Fran-

cois county, where he can earn from

*Mininc engineer. 510 Pine street. St. Louis,

S1.50 to $2.50 per day. But if the lead

market should advance sufficiently, or

should some more persistent digger make
a strike, they would flock back to the

diggings, take up new leases and again

become lead-producers of no small im-

portance when considered collectively.

Recent Developments in Washington
and St. Francois Counties

Boston capital, under the name of the

Potosi Mines Company, entered the lead

belt and secured a promising piece of

property in the Jake Day land, on Big

river, between the Gumbo and Hunt
mines of the St. Joseph company. The

tract contains 357 acres, and a shaft was
started on the bluff overlooking the river

that will make a fine gravity site for the

500-ton mill that is contemplated. The

same men also secured over 30,000

acres of valuable mineral land about

Potosi, Washington county, that has pro-

duced considerable lead and large

amounts of barytes from the shallow dig-

gings. If this new company has the grit

and success of the Bostonians who set

aside $500,000 and five years' time to

test the Tamarack land at Lake Superior

with a 2500-ft. prospect shaft, it is likely

to have the honor of being the first to

prove the disseminated deposits in Wash-
ington county.

Prospect Drilling

Prospecting for new orebodies was al-

most discontinued in 1910, and the little

drilling that was performed was mostly

to guide the mine superintendents in de-

veloping the mines. It was an unusually

quiet year for the diamond drills. This was

due to the high price of carbons, threat-

ened labor troubles, and the panic of

1907.

The Penicaut, Manhattan and Bogy

companies, which still require further

drilling, did not operate a drill, nor did

outsiders attempt any prospecting.

The St. Joseph Lead Company

The St. Joseph Lead company, which

has paid $7,358,357 in dividends, besides

putting nearly double that amount of

profits back into plant, land, railroads and

improvements, made the largest yield in

its history. Its production was about 15

per cent, larger than in 1909, its pre-

vious high record. The output was ob-

tained from a daily production of about

3000 tons of ore derived from seven

mines. The original or No. 1 mine at

Bonne Terre, which is over 40 years old,

is still the principal producer, though its

large output is mainly coming from the

deeper levels, or at 300 to 400 ft. The

Hoffman mine at Leadwood, is developing

into an important producer, as the ore-

body is not only large, but exceptionally

rich. It is on the western edge of the

lead belt—within two miles of the Wash-

ington county line—and is one of the so-

called deep mines, as the shaft is about

500 ft. deep. It is equipped with a

modern 1500-ton mill that also handles

the output of the neighboring Hunt and

Gumbo mines.

The centralization that has been in

progress at Bonne Terre was further ad-

vanced in 1910 by arranging for the mill

(No. 1) to be operated by electric motors

from the central power plant. This will

permit the shutting down of two large

Corliss condensing engines, with a sav-

ing of about 50 per cent, in the fuel bill

and payroll. The introduction of under-

ground compressed-air locomotives en-

abled the hoisting that was formerly done

through six shafts to be concentrated at

the mill shaft, which effected a large sav-

ing in labor and fuel. The erection of a

central electric power plant with three

600-kw. motors, operated by gas engines,

closed down several scattered boiler

plants. The shutting down of the mill

engines will concentrate the power under

one roof for operating all the mines and

the 1500-ton mill at Bonne Terre, the ad-

joining railroad shops, the town lighting,

and the Crawley mine at Flat River,

seven miles distant.

Local improvements continued at

Bonne Terre. which is now one of the

most attractive, well equipped mining

towns in the country. The memor-

ial church which was the gift of the

late superintendent. Charles B. Parsons,

was completed in 1910, and it is a gem of
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Gothic architecture. A large brick office

building is under construction to replace

the present wooden structure. A hospital

: s being erected that is much larger and

is a great improvement over the present

building. A residence, that is typical of

the success of the company, is being

built for the superintendent. Roscoe Par-

sons.

The smelting plant at Herculaneum. 30

miles north of Bonne Terre, where the

concentrates of the St. Joseph and Doe

Run companies are smelted, was mater-

ially improved in 1910. The Savelsberg

pot-roasting plant, which had previously

closed down the Freiberg or hand-roast-

ing furnaces, was replaced by the Dwight

sintering furnace. The latter is found to

have a large capacity, two Dwight fur-

naces having replaced 19 roasting pots,

with a marked saving in labor and a re-

duction in the losses.

A 350- ft. brick stack is nearly com-

pleted, which will take the smoke from

the roasting and the five-shaft furnaces.

The refining plant was also enlarged and

improved.

The Doe Run Lead Company

The Doe Run company is a junior com-

pany of the St. Joseph company, having

been formed in 1887 to operate an iso-

lated discovery made at Doe Run, in the

southern part of St. Francois county. A
small mining, milling and smelting plant

was erected that produced 4000 tons of

lead in 1889, although it had to contend

with hauling its freight three miles to

Delassus, the nearest railroad point.

From this modest beginning the com-

pany h3s steadily grown until its pro-

duction is exceeded only by the St. Jo-

seph and the Federal companies. The

mining operations have been mainly

transferred to the Flat River district,

seven miles north, where it is operating

seven mines, and recently completed

a 2000-ton mill. F.lectric power is fur-

nished by a finely equipped central sta-

tion. The station has four 600-k.w.

direct-connected gas-engine units that are

operated by a battery of four down-draft

producers of the Loomis-Pettibone type.

The old mill at Doe Run was enlarged

to 1500 tons, and the Columbia mill was

remodeled and increased to 600 tons.

Dividends to date aggregate 82,547,150,

while a much larger sum has been ex-

pended out of xbf profits for extensive

land purchases; new mining and milling

plants, and for extensive surface im-

provements. The 1910 yield was consid-

erably larger than the previous year,

which had been the best in its history.

the completion of its fourth unit in

the new 2000-ton mill at River-

mines, which was formerly known as

Central, was put into complete- operation

gnd the Columbia mill was closed down.

A shaft was completed to :i new ore

recently found one mile south of

trie mine at Doe Kim It resembles the

latter in being shallow, and the lead-

bearing limestone rests directly on the

granite without the usual intervening

sandstone. This should prove to be a

profitable mine with its inexpensive

shafts, small amount of water and close

proximity to the railroad and old mill.

The new shaft on the old Donnelly prop-

erty, near Esther, was completed and

should become an important ore contribu-

tor in 1911.

Desloge Consolidated Lead Company

The Desloge company continued its us-

ual policy of saying little, but made the

largest output in its history. Part of the

product was smelted in its four small

Flintshire furnaces, but most of its ore

was sold as concentrates in the St. Louis

market. The mill was remodeled and in-

creased to 1300 tons daily capacity by re-

placing the Harz jigs by Hancock jigs

and increasing the capacity of the slime

department. The ore was supplied by

three mines, of which its latest, or No.

6 shaft, on Hoffmann hill furnished an

increasing quantity of ore rich from a

depth of 500 ft. This company oper-

ates its own railroad that connects the

shafts with the mill. The road also con-

nects with the Missouri River & Bonne

Terre Railroad.

The National Mine

The mining property of the National

Lead Company, which is locally nown as

the St. Louis Smelting and Refining Com-
pany, had a successful year and pro-

duced its usual large quota of lead. The

concentrates were shipped to its smeltery

at Collinsville, 111., where considerable

custom business is carried on with Joplin

and Wisconsin ores.

A shaft, No. 6, was sunk 565 ft. deep,

about one mile west of the mill. It was
so dry that drilling water had to be sent

down, until the underlying sandstone was
tapped. This is quite exceptional in the

F'at River district, as the water is usual-

ly excessive. In fact, the property was
purchased at a bargain because the one

small mine that had been developed was
drowned out, and it was regarded by the

local owners as a hopelessly wet mine.

The 1600-ton mill is supplied with ore

from three mines, which are connected by

a trolley surface road. In the recent

death of H. H. McChesney, a great loss

was sustained by the local office, as he

managed the property from its inception

with marked success.

The Federal Lead Company

The Federal company, which is a sub-

sidiary of the Guggenheim Exploration

Company, enjoyed a successful year. It

not only maintained the big output that

it made in 1909, but slightly increased

it. As a vigorous, though youthful pro-

ducer, it is entitled to the highest admir-

ation, although Iti phenomenal growth

has been due to the powerful stimulus

of unlimited capital.

The No. 1, or Federal 1000-ton mil!,

was not operated, but the new No. 2 or

Central mill ran steadily throughout the

year. The latter has a capacity of 4000

tons and is decidedly the largest in-

dividual mill in Missouri. It continued to

pile up such a mountain of tailings that

a new tailings elevator was necessary.

The ore supply was derived from seven

mines, though the old Central property

furnished the greater part of the tonnage.

An effort was made to open up new
orebodies by prospecting near the Valle

mines, at the northern edge of St. Fran-

cois county, and also at De Soto, in Jef-

ferson county, which is 20 miles north-

west of Flat river. Drilling is still in

progress at the latter place, where ex-

tensive options have been taken, and

some of the holes have exceeded 1400

ft., which is the deepest thus far at-

tempted in the district.

Madison County

The Mine La Motte property, in Madi-

son county, was operated steadily

throughout 1910 and maintained about its

usual production. A new shaft was sunk

near the No. 3 mine and considerable

prospecting was done with the diamond

drill. The switch to the Iron Mountain

Railroad was a great advantage, as it

did away with three miles of teaming

that was formerly necessary, and mate-

rially added to the profits. The new 500-

ton mill was supplied from five shafts

that are only 60 to 140 ft. deep.

North American Lead Company in

Receivers' Hands

The North American Lead Company,
which has been operating as a producer

of copper, nickel and cobalt, went into

the hands of a receiver, and was recent-

ly bought in by the bond holders. There

have always been doubts as to whether

the large and costly metallurgical plant

that it erected was justified, in view of

the small amount of development work
and the moderate land holdings. While

there Is a popular impression that its

one orebody is nearly exhausted, there

is little doubt that other orebodies can be

found by energetic drilling, although this

may require the acquisition of more land.

The failure of this company was a heavy
blow to Fredericktown, as with the clos-

ing down of the Catherine mine last

year, the local mines are now idle.

An effort was made during 1910 to

re-finance the Madison Land and Mining
Company, which operated the Catherine

mine, three miles north of Fredericktown,

but the deal was not consummated.
The Hudson Valley Lead Companv,

which operated a small mill on a lease of

the old copper mine from the Mine La
Motte estate, was sold at a receiver's

sale.
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Aluminum in 1910

By Arthur V. Davis*

The volume of aluminum business in

1910 was less than that in 1909, and from

the same causes which resulted in a

diminution of output in all other lines of

production. In the first quarter of 1910

the demand was good, even better than in

any quarter of 1909, but by the end of

the second quarter of 1910 business re-

ceded to less than 50 per cent, of the first

quarter, and has been, if anything, grad-

ually decreasing since. The demand for

aluminum in steel for the purpose of de-

oxidizing suffered a net decrease propor-

tionate to the decrease in the steel busi-

ness. The demand for aluminum cast-

ings, which is largely confined to the auto-

mobile trade, also fell off in connection

with the slump in the automobile indus-

try. A number of aluminum foundries

shut down and the rest ran with lessened

output, and the result was that the de-

mand for ingot for this purpose, as well

as for other purposes, was so reduced

that it is this branch of the aluminum
industry which showed the greatest fall-

ing off. The sheet and wire business did

not fall off so much, and some of the

specialties even improved.

As a result of the decline in demand
large stocks of aluminum accumulated

and are still accumulating. In the hope

of an improved demand the Aluminum
Company of America ran its smelting

plants at nearly full capacity for some
time, although a substantial amount of

the aluminum produced had to be stored.

Now some of the plants have been cut

back half and unless the demand im-

proves, still further cutting back will be

necessary.

As above noted, however, some
branches of the business made material

progress. The use of aluminum, partic-

ularly aluminum tubing, in paper, chemi-

cal and other similar lines of manufac-

turing made a steady growth and seems
to promise a substantial and lar^e vol-

ume of business for the future. The use

of aluminum in extruded shapes has also

been constantly increasing. This busi-

ness was started about three years ago

and though no single line takes a large

quantity of any one shape, an. increasing

number of new consumers are constantly

being discovered with the result that the

extruded-shapes output is constantly in-

creasing, and the Aluminum Company of

America in 1910 installed a separate

plant of considerable size for this pur-
pose. The aluminum cooking-utensil

business was also good. These articles

seem to have merit and win their way
despite adverse commercial conditions.

Although a new sheet-rolling rmll was
built at Niagara Falls in 1910, it was not

*Pi-psinVnt. Aluminum Company of Amer-
ica, no John street, Xew York.

put into operation on account of the fall-

ing off in the sheet business, but as the

mill was built to meet future require-

ments it is still expected that the time

will come when this mill will be required.

The aluminum wire and cable busi-

ness, of course, followed the electrical-

installation business. There have been
comparatively few transmission lines

financed and built in the last few years,

and though there was apparently some
activity in 1909, present commercial con-

ditions seem to have checked the revival.

Borax in 1910

By S. T. Mather*

No marked change in the borax in-

dustry in the United States occurred dur-

ing 1910. The sharp competition be-

tween the two producing companies was
keener than ever and the low prices

which resulted stimulated the consump-
tion of borax materially. It is estimated

that the United States is now absorbing

borax at the rate of about 25,000 tons per

year, a gain of at least 10,000 tons in

the last 10 years.

California continued to be the only

State in which the crude material was
mined. The Pacific Coast Borax Com-
pany, which controls all the principal

borax deposits in the Death Valley sec-

tion, drew its supplies from the Lila C.

mine at the lower end of Death valley,

from which point the borate of lime or

colemanite is shipped via the Tonopah &
Tidewater Railway and the Santa Fc to

its refineries on the eastern seaboard.

It was reported that this company is

planning to run a branch of the Tonopah
& Tidewater Railway, which is controlled

by it, to the mines in the upper part of

Death valley, known as the Monte Blanco

deposits, as it is said that the heavy

demands upon the Lila C. deposits will

make it necessary to tap some of the

more northern sources of supply in order

to keep up the rapidly increasing demand
for the finished product.

The Sterling Borax Company, which

controls rich borate mines in the Coast

range in Ventura and Los Angeles coun-

ties, devoted all its attention in 1910 to

its mines at Lang, Los Angeles county.

Its position was materially strengthened

by the construction of a narrow-gage

road from the railway station at Lang

direct to the mouth of the mine. The

veins of colemanite are beneath a narrow

canon and the minine is carried on by

both shafts and tunnels. Shipments are

made to the company's eastern refineries

in Pennsylvania and Illinois. During

July the Sterling mines were visited by

the members of the American Chemical

Society who stopped, in their special

•Vice-oresident of Thorklldsen-Mather Com-
pany. Chicago, ill-

train, on their way to the San Francisco
convention.

The European market was supplied

principally from the deposits of borate
of lime in Chile and Peru, although the

mines in Asia Minor continue to be
worked. It is estimated that the Euro-
pean production has reached a total of

about 50,000 tons. As the United States

production is consumed entirely in this

country, while the European refineries

supply the rest of the world, this indi-

cates that the United States absorbs
about one-third of the world's production

of this commodity at the present time.

Arsenic in 1910

The general arsenic situation is chiefly

of interest as witnessing a shifting of
trade conditions due to new producers.
Until a few years ago arsenic was en-
tirely an imported product and New York
was the sole distributing center. Later,

owing to the production of this material
by the Western smelteries as a by-pro-
duct, the distributing centers tended to

move west, although the situation of the

paris green factories tended to retard this

movement. Now, these factories too are

moving West.

The year 1910 opened with arsenic at

2^c, and at that price the market was
lively for a few weeks, but the effect of
the large production in the West became
more and more apparent as time went on,

and the price gradually sank in a contin-

ued dull market until it is now nominally
2 1/":., but this price can sometimes be
shaded, even in small quantities. There is

no duty on arsenic or its compounds.
About 150 tons per annum of red arsenic

are imported, and probably 50 to 75 tons
per annum of metallic arsenic and lead-

arsenic alloys.

In Mexico, the Compahia Alinera de
Penoles is working its arsenic plant only
en the richest flue dusts, and by no
means up to full capacity. In Canada
the Deloro Mining and Reduction Com-
pany, Deloro, Ont. ; the Canadian Copper
Company, Copper Cliff, Ont.; the Conia-
gas Reduction Company at St. Catherines,

Ont., continued to be the sole producers.

In the United States the Everett smeltery,

at Everett, Washington, the Washoe plant,

at Anaconda, Montana and the United

Smelting Company at Midvale, Utah, are

the principal producers.

In spite of the fact that the use of

lead arsenate as an insecticide is con-

tinually extending, and with the destruc-

tion of birds will probably still further

increase, the outlook is that the arsenic

market will show further declines rather

than increases.

According to information furnished by

the producers, the total white arsenic pro-

duction of the United States in 1910

amouted to 1326 tons, against 1008 tons

in 1909.
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The Zinc Industry in 1910

The production of zinc in the United

States in 1910 was the largest on record.

The details, compiled from reports from

all of the producers, except one small

concern, whose output we have estimated

at 5000 tons, are given in the accompany-

ing table. The deliveries for consump-

tion were large, and the actual consump-

tion was undoubtedly larger, the gal-

vanizers having been heavily overbought

at the beginning of 1910, and probably

less so at the end. The stock at smelteries

at the end of 1910 is estimated at about

22.800 tons. Of the stock a considerable

part was bonded spelter. Details of the

stock cannot be discussed without dis-

closing individual business.

It is to be remarked that the decrease in

deliveries does not necessarily imply de-

crease in consumption. At the end of

1909 manufacturers were notoriously

overbought. We estimated actual con-

sumption in 1909 at 261,600 tons, includ-

ing the consumption of reclaimed spelter.

If we estimate reclaimed spelter in 1910

at 12.000 tons the deliveries become 270,-

514 and actual consumption was probably

in excess of that figure.

The imports of zinc ore in 1910 were

about 85,000 tons, against 116,269 in

1909, as reported by the Bureau of Sta-

tistics. The exports of zinc ore were

about 19.000 tons, against 12,456 in 1909.

PRODUCTION OF SPELTER IN Till:

UNITED STATED
(Ix Tows of 2000 Lb.)

States. 1909. 1910.

Colorado 6,116 6,352
[llinois 75.229 mis; I

Kansas-Missouri 111,808 112,533
Oklahoma 28,840 34,762
South and East 44,470 43,s<H>

Totals 266,462 278,380

DELIVERIES INTO CONSUMPTION.

(Ix Tons of 2000 Lb.)

1909. 1910.

Stock, Jan. 1 25,000 1 1 ,500
Production 266,102 278,380
Imports 9,670 3,380

Total supply 301,132 293,260

Exports 2,566 (a) 1 1 ,946
Sto.k, Dec. 31 11,500 22,800
Deliveries 287,066 258,514

(a) Includes 4200 tons of domestic spelter,

502'.) tons of spelter from ore smelted in bend,
and 2717 tons of spelter in manufactured articles

upon which drawback was claimed.

The particular noteworthy features of

the zinc industry of 1910 were the aban-

donment of several works at Iola because

of failure of gas, the critical position in

this respect of a number of other works

in Kansas, the adoption of petroleum as

fuel at some of them, the inauguration of

plans for several large works in Illinois,

the discovery of calamine ore at Lead-

ville, and the increase in the supply of

ore from Butte and other Rocky Moun-
tain points. The Joplin district made
about the same output of ore as in 1909.

Wisconsin and Oklahoma suffered de-

creases.

The results of 1910 showed that the

tariff on zinc ore has not benefited the

miners, the prices of zinc and zinc ore

having averaged no higher than formerly,

while it harrassed the smelters. Thus, it

has helped nobody and has hurt some
persons. The year demonstrated further-

more that a price of less than $40 per

ton interferes seriously with the produc-

tion of ore in the Joplin district.

Toward the end of 1910 people awoke
to the remarkable situation of the zinc

industry in that the failure of the natural

gas in Kansas was likely to result in a

shortage of smelting capacity. Foui

works at Iola have already been aband-

oned and the remainder are not expected

to do more than live through the winter,

At several of the other Kansas smelting

points the situation is critical. Several

new works are to be built in Illinois, but

their construction will be a matter of a

year or two.

American Spelter Market in 1910

The year 1910 opened with a record

production of zinc ore due to the stimulus

created by the high prices which had been

prevailing during the latter part of 1909.

The plenitude of the supply of raw ma-

terial resulted in exceptionally profitable

margins for the smelting industry. In

consequence every available furnace was

operated at full blast, and the output of

spelter had reached the highest rate in

the history of the industry. Already in

December, the weight of the heavy pro-

duction began to make itself felt in the

market, and when shortly after the open-

the new year the galvanizing de-

mand fell off, stocks of spelter quickly

accumulated at the various zinc works.

A% the smelter- found "no difficulty in re-

placing current "-pelter contracts by new

supplier of ore at profitable margins, a

menl devi

which brought about a decline in the - hort

period of two month'-, from 6.05 tf/ 6.07

at the beginning of January to 5.2!

at tl.

At tl

i and suc-

cessfully checked the decline. Buying

from this source stimulated a more active

inquiry on the part of consumers and a

sharp rally took place, prices advancing

by the middle of March to 5.57 ;/• <<> 5.62y2 .

Fundamental conditions, however, had

not changed, and as soon as the immedi-

ate buying power had been exhausted,

the market began to waver, but held at

about 10c. below the highest point until

toward the end of April. When the hoped

for Spring revival in the galvanizing de-

mand did not materialize, the decline was

accelerated by the realization of specu-

lative holdings, until the lowest prices of

the year were reached about the begin-

ning of May, quotations standing at that

time at 4.85@4.90, St. Louis. At that

level, corrective measures were automati-

cally forced upon the industry through a

contraction of the output of ore. particu-

larly in the West at points where the high

freight rates to the zinc smelters make

the mining prohibitive except at a high

spelter market. A larger .amount of the

requirements of the smelters had to be

drawn upon (mm Joplin, and the Smelting

margins quickly began to dwindle, until i
;

became for the smelters a case of swap-

ping dollars. Prices backed and fillec

within 15iw20c. from the lowest, level un-

til the middle of August.

By that time a number of the smelters

in the gas belt of Kansas had largely re-

stricted their production, which, due tc

the failing supply of gas, had been car-

ried on under great difficulties and large

expense, justified only as long as the bij

smelting margin offered a compensation

Smelters became more reluctant in theii

efforts to effect sales, and the pressure

having been taken off the market, a slov

but impressive advance raised prices t(

about 5.40, St. Louis, at which figure the}

luled practically unchanged until Nov. 1

Coincident with the short-lived reviva

in all markets, it began to be realized tha

due to the failing supply of gas in the

Kansas gas belt, there was no reserve ca

parity to fall back upon in the event of at

expansion in the demand, and in anticipa

lion of such a contingency, the largcs

buying movement of the year developed

Btigma of having been silent partners o!
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unds to 5.85^/5.90 at the end of No-

mber. The demand was only met to

e extent of current output and stocks

i
hand, as the smelters expected a

arcity of spelter during the winter

rjnths. This put them in a vulnerable

sition when it turned out that the gal-

nizers, instead of requiring larger

antities, were compelled to reduce their

erations, and that the brass industry,

lich had been flourishing throughout the

ar. was also beginning to feel the effect.

the general contraction. Prices dropped

' as quickly as they had advanced, and

i year ends with the market weak at

i 5.32 :
j

.

List of American Zinc Smelters Zinc Mining in Wisconsin

in 1910

The accompanying table is compiled

from the latest available data, most of the

figures entered in the table having been
supplied by the respective companies:

Of the above retorts, 11.104 are owned
by smelters at Bartlesville, Okla., 25,524

at Iola, Kan., and 21,248 at other places

in Kansas. The furnaces of the United

States Zinc Company at Pueblo, Colo.,

have Rhenish retorts. At all of the others

the retorts are of the Belgian type.

At the works of the Lanyon Zinc Com-
pany at Iola, Kan., the last furnace was

ZINC SMELTING CAPACITY OF THE UNITED STATES
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which began in 1909. viz.. the Kohinoor

and Dickson-Oettiker at Platteville; the

Hinkle at Linden; the Little Four at

Benton; the Hoosier at Galena, and the

Kroll. at Highland.

At Cuba City the Campbell Ore Sep-

arating Company built a roasting and

r.iagnetic-separating plant, employing

some new methods whereby iron sulphide

is reclaimed as a commercial byproduct.

At Galena. 111., the Interstate Light and

Power Company completed a central

power station of 2500-kilowatt capacity

and extended 100 miles of power lines to

furnish electric power to mines through-

out the southern part of the district. At

Platteville. a Sutton. Steel & Steele dry-

process plant was constructed.

WISCONSIN ZINC ORE SHIPMENTS, 1910.
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their attention to soft-ground mining and

secured leases in the Neck City camp,

where there were some discoveries of ex-

cellent orebodies. Table 1 shows what

developments were made in that camp

during 1910, with an increase of 6643

tens of concentrates over 1909. The ore

is of high grade, assaying 62 to 63.50

per cent, zinc, and a production of 300

to 400 tons is being made weekly. An-

other new and rich territory is being

opened up at what is known as Toms Sta-

TABLE 2. SEVENTEEN YEARS' PRODUC
TION OF JOl'I.IN DISTRICT.
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The Iron and Steel Industry in 1910
By Frederick Hobart

As the record of 1909 was one of a

recovery from panic and depression,

which subsequent events have proved to

be too rapid, so that of 1910 has been

a story of slow decline and gradually

growing depression. This, we believe,

will be proved by events to come to have

been as much exaggerated as was the

eager anticipation of another boom a

year ago. The year was marked by

very large production and by a very large

consumption. The latter, however, did not

come up to expectations: large as it was
—probably in excess of any previous

year except 1907— it did not quite equal

the preparations made to supply it. The
consequence was overproduction, and this

was severely felt, especially toward the

close of the year. Each year for many
years the history of the iron trade has

been the repetition of some past and per-

haps forgotten year. In some respects,

however. 1910 was exceptional; and it

was so largely because the trade is now
consolidated so largely in the hands of

a few leaders, and most of them are so

deeply impressed with their own power
that they failed either to study the records

of the past—or if they did. to interpret

them rightly.

Iron Ores

The production and consumption of

iron ore for two years past are estimated

as in the accompanying table:

1909. nun.
170,206 I.

Southern
- 00,000 I.

3.150.000 3,325.000 I.

Changes.
^vi.:-;:i7

150,000
175,000

Total pro-
dui

'

Add ii:

' 1.295.206 I. 1,208,337
ill 2,670,000 :

Total
-'of, I. 2,181,926

ex-
1 i.ooo I. 255,068

521,000 950,000 I. 129,000

Dedurt

in-

1,206 I- i
.:

The production of ore was a little

above that of 1909, although the anticipa-

tions of a much greater output which

entertained in the earlier part of the

not realized, owing to the de-

clining activity of the furnaces in the lat-

er mo- ;r. The Lake Super-

ior district, which supplies the raw ma-

terial for Bl r cent, of our make
of pig iror :ted helow.

production, notwithstanding some draw-

backs. ?nd ther ne additi-

the producing
•

erally

dack plain di

large producers, and some new mines
were opened, while arrangements were
made to reopen some of the old mines in

the Western Berkshire region. The New
Jersey mines kept up their output, and
the same can be said of the Lehigh Valley

and Cornwall districts in Pennsylvania.

In the table the increase in stocks is

that visible only, including the increase

on Lake docks and at a few other points.

The stocks in furnace yards are not re-

ported and it is almost impossible to es-

timate them. It is probable that those

stocks were rather lower at the close of

1910 than at the opening of the year.

the upper Lake docks, by ports; rail

shipments for 1910 being estimated.

SHIPMENTS OF LAKE SUPERIOR ORES
1908 1909. 1910.

Escanaba 3,351,502 5,748,042 4,959,869
Marquette ... 1.487,487 2,909,578 3,248,930
Ashland 2,513,670 3,834,286 4,093,822
Two Harbors.. 5 702,237 9,181,132 8,271,169
Superior 3,564,030 6,540,505 8,437,261
DulUth 8,808,168 13,470,503 13,609,155

Total by
water. ... 25,427,094 41,683,599 42,620,206

By rail 587,893 903,270 850,000

Total 26,014,987 42,5S6,869 43.470,206

The distribution by ranges in 1910 is

not yet complete. Escanaba and Mar-

RECEIPTS AND STOCKS, LAKE ERIE PORTS.
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79; Gary, 1,775,880; Indiana Harbor,

37,172; Milwaukee, 121,446; minor

arts for northern Michigan charcoal fur-

aces, 186,907; total, 7,452,084 tons,

dding this to the Lake Erie receipts

lakes a total of 40,950,539 tons, leaving

,669,667 tons, delivered to Lake Super-

ir ports and to Canadian pons.

The season prices of Lake Superior

re on Lake Erie docks were as follows:

essemer ore—base 55 per cent, iron

nd under 0.45 phosphorus—S5 per long

>n for Old Range and $4.75 for Mesabi;

onbessemer ores—base 51.5 per cent,

•on—S4.20 for Old Range and $4 for

lesabi. There prices apply to not more

lan 20 per cent, of the ore mined. The

;st is from mines owned by the Steel

lorporation and other large steel com-

anies, and the price to them is a matter

f bookkeeping, the real charge being

le costs of mining and transportation.

b the prices given above the cost of

•ansportation from Lake docks must be

dded to get the cost of the ore at fur-

aces; this will run from 50c. to SI per

m. according to the situation of the fur-

aces.

Imports and Exports—In the latter part

f 1909 some good contracts were made

or delivery of foreign ore to Eastern

urnaces. These were not all fully car-

ied out, partly because the supplies were

ot needed, and in some cases because

tie ores did not come up to the standard

xpected. Cuban ores imported go for

tie most part to two or three large steel

ompanies which control mines in the

sland; though there is some surplus for

ale to outside users. In the table the

eceipts for December are estimated. For

he 10 months for which we have full

eturns the imports included 1,251,960

ons from Cuba, 401,612 from Spain,

:09,017 from Sweden, 140,040 from Can-

da, and 216,859 from other countries

—

nuch of this from Newfoundland. The

mports were the largest ever recorded

n a year.

Exports are chiefly of Lake Superior

ire to Canadian furnaces.

Pic Iron

The production of pig iron was at its

highest early in 1910, when the blast fur-

laces were turning out iron at the rate of

51,600,000 tons a year. Month by month,

lowever, the rate fell off, especially dur-

ng the last half of the year, and in De-

:ember the make was at the rate of about

51,500 ,000 tons yearly. Notwithstanding

his recession, the total reached the high-

:st point ever reported.

The following table shows the produc-

ion by half years for three years past.

1908. 1900. 1910.

First half 6,918.004 11,022,346 15.012,392
Second half .. . 9,018,014 14,773,125 12,283,200

as are the totals for 1908 and 1909; for

the second half they are estimated on

the basis of the monthly reports of the

capacity of the active furnaces. The

figures are, in long tons:

The increase of 3,990,046 tons in the

first half of 1910 changed to a decrease

of 2,489,925 in the second half; the total

showing a gain over 1909 of 1,500,121

tons, or 5.8 per cent. If we take the sec-

ond half of 1909 and the first half of

1910, we find that in the 12 months ended

June 30, 1910, our furnaces made the

great total of 29,785,517 tons—by far the

greatest output ever recorded in 12

months, being nearly 4,000,000 above the

high record made in the calendar year

1909. This total was still below the ca-

pacity of the furnaces, which could, on

demand, turn out oer 35,000,000 tons in a

year.

Assuming that the production of the

second half of the year was approxi-

mately on the same lines as that of the

first half, the division of the output ac-

cording to the uses for which the iron

was intended was approximately as fol-

lows:

1909. 1910. Changes.

Foundry and
forge 6,386,833 6.161.021D. 225,812

Bessemer 10,557.370 11,482.948 1. 925,578
Basic 8,250,225 9,007,200 I. 756,975
Charcoal 376,003 403,898 1. 27,895
Spiegel and

ferro 225,040 240,525 1. 15,485

Total 15,936,018 25,795,471 27,295,592

For the first half of 1910 the figures are

:hose collected and published by the

American Iron and Steel Association

—

Total 25,795,471 27,295,592 I. 1,500,121

It is probable that the final returns will

make some changes in these figures; es-

pecially in the quantity of basic iron. The

production of pig iron in the United

States for 10 years has been as follows,

in .long tons:

1901 15,878,35411906 25,307,391
1902 17,821.307 1907 25,781,381
1903 18,009,259 1908 15,936,018
1904 16.497.003 1909 25,711,846
1905 22,992,380 1910 27,295,592

As compared with 1901, the gain last

year was 11,417,238 tons, or 71.9 per

cent.

An incident of the decline in business

of the latter part of the year was a large

and important increase in the stocks of

unsold or unused iron held by makers.

No returns of stocks are made, and it is

possible only to estimate them. From the

best data available it is believed that

these stocks were about 400,000 tons at

the beginning of 1910, and at the close of

the year they had grown to about 2,100,-

000 tons; an increase of 1,700,000 tons.

Of these stocks probably less than 300,-

000 tons were held by the steel compan-

ies, which make iron for their own use,

leaving 1,800,000 tons in the hands of the

merchant furnaces. The merchant com-

panies, which sell their iron in the form

of pig. make about one-third of the iron

produced, or 9,000,000 tons last year; so

that they were carrying on Dec. 31 about

one-fifth of their yearly production. This

is a heavy burden and there is no wonder

that it brought about low prices and a

pressure to sell. Over 300,000 tons is

held in the South, almost all of it being

foundry iron; the remainder is divided

into foundry, basic and forge, with some

bessemer pig. The large steel companies

had a surplus from their own furnaces,

and bought very little bessemer iron from

outside producers.

To offset this, it is well known that

stocks in consumers' yards are unusually

small. The policy of buying for imme-

diate use has been followed for months

by both large and small users of pig iron;

and probably there has been no time in

recent years when the quantity in the

yards of foundries and the smaller basic-

steel makers has been so small. The

consumers have been confident in their

position, sure that they could get the iron

when they needed it, and probably at

lower prices; and they have transferred

the burden of carrying stocks from their

own shoulders to those of the makers.

The curtailment in output in the last

quarter of the year was much greater at

the steel-works stacks than at the mer-

chant furnaces. The steel companies ad-

justed their make closely to current de-

mands, while many of the merchant com-

panies ran along in hope of a turn, natu-

rally hesitating to incur the expense in-

volved in blowing out a stack, unless it

was forced upon them. They have waited

long after the fact of overproduction had

been impressed upon them.

The consumption of pig iron in the

United States in 1910 was approximately

as follows, December exports and imports

being estimated

:

Production for the year 27,295,592
Imports 237,0(10

Total supplies 27.532.592

Exports 120,000
Increase in stocks 1,700,000

Total deductions 1,820,000

Approximate consumption 25,712.592

This consumption for the year was ap-

proximately 639 lb. per capita; a decrease

of 4 lb. as compared with the previous

year.

Steel Production

There are no data on steel production

during 1910 as yet available. Based on

consumption of pig iron, however, the

total steel output for the year may be

roughly estimated at 24,750,000 tons, of

which 9,650.000 tons were bessemer, 14,-

950,000 tons open-hearth and 150,000

crucible and special steels. For finished

steel also no accurate figures are avail-

able. The business in structural steel

was large; there was also a heavy make

of bars and plates, while the sales of

pipe, wire, nails and other construction

materials were large. In foundry trade

cast-iron pipe was an important factor.

During the second half of the year rail-

road buying was light; but railroad or-

ders no longer hold the predominating

position in the trade which they once had.

The United States Steel Corporation
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continued to be the most important fac-

tor in the industry, making about 60 per

cent, of the finished steel. In the decline

of production in the last quarter of the

year the independent companies probably

reduced their output in smaller propor-

tion than the Steel Corporation.

Changes and Consolidations

There were few important changes in

1910 in the way of consolidations or the

organization of new companies. There

was talk of a general merger of Southern

iron companies; but it finally resolved it-

self into a consolidation of two smaller

concerns, the Woodward Iron and the

Birmingham Coal and Iron companies.

In new works the chief additions made

were at the Steel Corporation plants at

Gard, Ind., and Birmingham, Ala. The

Jones & Laughlin Steel Company and the

Bethlehem Steel Company also made ad-

ditions to their plants.

Labor conditions were generally quiet

and while there were local disturbances,

there were no important strikes. The

Steel Corporation established a system of

pensions for employees disabled by rea-

son of old age or accidents. There were

no reductions of importance in wages, and

their level showed no great changes.

Imports and Exports

Iron and Steel—Exports and imports of

iron and steel in the United States for

the 1 1 months ended Nov. 30 are valued

as below by the Bureau of Statistics of

the Department of Commerce and Labor:

1909. 1910. Changes
Exports $142,005,148 $182,979,193 I. $40,366,1
Imports 27,079,199 36,267,677 I. 9,188,4'

Excess, exp. $115,525,949 $146,702,522 I. $31,176,5'

The increase in exports was 27.5 pe

cent. Rails and structural steel wei

large items in this gain, as was also mi

terial for the Panama Canal constructioi

The increase in imports was 33.9 p«

cent.; billets, heavy steel scrap and tit

plates being large items.

The exports of iron ore for the 1

months were 453,443 tons in 1909, an

038,578 in 1910; an increase of 185,1c

tons. Imports of iron ore were 1,472

348 tons in 1909, and 2,417,321 in 19K
an increase of 944,973 tons. The oi

movement is referred to elsewhere.

Iron and Steel Markets in 19K
By Frederick Hobart

As a rule the existence of a large con-

sumptive demand is the cause and occa-

sion of active and rising markets. In

1910 this rule was nullified by two

causes. Consumption of iron and steel

pioducts was large throughout the greater

part of the year, though there was some

falling off toward its close. Large as the

demand was. however, it failed to reach

the level of the great production which

was started in the second half of the pre-

ceding year. There was undoubtedly an

overproduction, which resulted in an ac-

cumulation of unsold stocks which acted

as a depressing weight on the market,

when its existence became generally

recognized. This was especially the case

with pig iron, where the blast furnaces

continued to turn out metal in excess of

the demand, and where curtailment in

output was slow and irregular. In finished

steel the adjustment of supply to demand
was much closer, and sharp reductions

were the rule during the third quarter of

the year.

The close adjustment of the steel trade

to immediate demand is shown by the

statement that at the close of the year

the Steel Corporation was operating its

mills at about 55 per cent, of their ca-

pacity, and the leading independent con-

cerns to between 60 and 65 per cent. This

capacity is greater by 25 to 30 per cer

than that of 1906-7; and there is litt

doubt that the total actual consumptk

of 1910 was but little behind that of tho:

two boom years. Notwithstanding tl

increase in pig-iron stocks, of which !

much has been said and written, the a]

proximate consumption in 1910 as show

elsewhere in this article, was 25,712,0(

tons, or 4000 tons more than in 1909.

The conditions are well expressed

the local reports which follow. These i

elude Pittsburg and Birmingham, the tv

chief primary markets; Chicago, tl

chief distributing point in the West; at

the local markets on the Seaboard.

Pittsburg Iron and Steel Market!
By B. E. V. Luty

The year 1910 was one of almost con-

tinual decline in production and prices.

In the retrospect it is obvious that the

movement in the second half of 1909,

following the great break in prices, was

tie. Prices during that period

were advanced too rapidly, and buyers

bought for forward delivery too freely.

The two went together, for each burst of

buying encouraged the mills to put up

prices, and each advance in prices en-

couraged buyers to contract for addition-

al tr-nnat"

At the beginning of 1910, however, this

was not realized. There were those who

•ice- to advance farther and

demand to experience additional enlarge -

• IV emer build Penn

rnent. This, however, did not occur. In

spots pig iron had weakened slightly in

the two closing months of 1909, and

before the following February was out

noticeable declines had occurred. Fin-

ished products soon began to follow suit.

Wire products weakened slightly in Feb-

ruary, and in April a well defined weak-

ness appeared in plates and shapes.

Some other commodities suffered occa-

sional shading.

It will probably never be known with

certainty whether the actual ultimate

consumption of the country decreased

during the first half of HMO. It is true

tl)-.- railroads sharply curtailed buying

early in April, but that left large orders

for bridge material, cars and locomotives

still on books, and the actual consump-

tion of steel in filling them hardly d

creased before July 1 at the earlies

In other directions there were no sigi

of actual reduction in ultimate consum]
tion.

The course of production, nevertheles

was one of decline after February, th

decline being rather rapid during Apt
and May. There are good grounds fi

concluding that the rate of actual ull

mate consumption underwent some ii

crease during the first half of 1910, ar

that the decline in production simply re]

resented the working off of contracts ar

orders placed during the excitement
i

(he late months of 1909, the mi
terial being largely put in stoc

by jobbers, manufacturing consume
and others.
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The position in midsummer was that

A-hile the mills had accumulated no

stocks, having regulated production to

shipments, there were large stocks in

)uyers' hands. The industry faced cur-

ailment of output until these stocks

;hould be worked off, whereupon an in-

:rease in demand upon the mills could

easonably be expected. The event was

lot in conformance with these expecta-

ions, for production and shipments were

markable record, seeing that no calendar

year had shown as much as 26,000,000

tons, although 1906, 1907 and 1909 had

all exceeded 25,000,000 tons. Output in

the second half of 1910 was about 12,-

300,000 tons, making 27,300,000 tons for

the year. While this made a new record

for a calendar year, the largest output

for 12 consecutive months was slightly

in excess of 29,800,000 tons, and was
made from Aug. 1, 1909, to July 31, 1910.

AVERAGE PRICES AT PITTSBURG, 1910.
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and an important market for structural

material. An important part of the struct-

PRICES OF STEEL A.ND [RON
AT TIDEWATER.
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or 1910 and inquiry about 1911 deliveries

ecame active again. Late in the month

0,000 to 50,000 tons were sold to a lead-

ig plow factory for first-half require-

lents. This also caused many other

nquiries about large tonnage but few

ales. In October and November other

arge sales were made, but they were

solated cases. November developed a

arge tonnage record, but this was due

lmost wholly to a large accumulation

f small sales. Neither seller nor buyer

ared, up to the close of the year, to

ontract for second-quarter or first-half

eeds on terms satisfactory to the other

arty. The last half of the year found

waiting spirit expressed constantly by

oth buyer and seller.

Highest and lowest prices for the year,

ompared with similar figures for 1909,

re given in the accompanying table:

Sales of iron and steel products were
large throughout the early part of 1910

and continued large in some lines,

PRICES OF IRON AND STEEL IN CHICAGO.
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tonnage as now developed on that range,

nor were the prospects for a still greater

addition so bright. The old Volunteer,

long bandied about as of no value, is now
a bessemer mine, with more than a mil-

lion tons in sight. It is all an interesting

commentary on the strength and per-

sistence of orebodies in a field whose

geological characteristics are deep-

seated, permanent and healthy.

Vermillion Range

Subsequent to and consequent upon the

successful outcome of work at Section 30,

Vermillion range, exploration in that dis-

trict received a tremendous impetus. Per-

haps in no pan of the Lake Superior region

is exploration so costly or so difficult,

and nowhere is the use of the diamond

drill less to be recommended. For these

reasons progress has been slow, and I

doubt if any company operating there is

able to state definitely that it has a mine.

One concern claims to have developed a

very considerable tonnage of gold-bear-

ing porphyry that assays from $1 to $80
per ton, but parties unconnected with this

company have little positive information

as to its results. It is improbable that

all, or the major share, of companies now
drilling and sinking on that range will

find mines, but it seems reasonable to

expect that properties of value may be

developed there as the result of the pres-

ent campaign. Much of the work has

been conducted with a disregard for geo-

logical indications that is startling and
almost unthinkable, but this criticism

may be made of work in any mining field.

The Baraboo Range

Hundreds of thousands of dollars have
been expended during the year in the

Baraboo region, by the Oliver Iron Min-
ing Company, and the tonnage of medium
nonbessemer ore there, suitable for use in

furnaces belonging to interests associated

with the mines themselves, has been ma-
terially increased.

The Mesabi Region

Work of the year in the Mesabi region

has been unproductive of good ore, and

what has been found is mostly in small

deposits. The so called "Hill deal," made
between the United States Steel Corpora-

tion and the Great Northern Railway, in

has been unsatisfactory to the les-

see company, so far as known, in that the

tonnage developed in addition to that

shown prior to the execution of the lease

than anticipated. Royalty rates on

this ore. for the base of 56 per cent. iron,

will be 98.0c. a ton in 191 1, and the mini-

mum tonnage that the Steel Corporation

will be compelled to turn over to the

Great Northern road will amount to 3,«

750,000 tons this year. (,500,000 tons in

1012. In order to deliver so much to the

road the Oliver Iron Mining Company has

been busy opening and developing mines

or Hill lands, and now ral of

them already shipping or about ready for

the coming season of navigation. In order

to care for the ore from other mines with

which it has hauling contracts and this

Oliver ore, the Great Northern will add

to its dock and track facilities during the

winter.

The above brief and cursory summary
of exploratory and development opera-

tions on the various ranges about Lake

Superior indicates that new discoveries of

merchantable ore have been trifling in the

past year, perhaps less than in any cor-

responding period since the discovery of

the Mesabi range in 1890.

Concentrating Ores

Successful inauguration of washing

sandy west Mesabi ores by the Oliver

Iron Mining Company at Coleraine in the

great works erected there last year, began

in the spring of 1910. This result, while

fully expected, was most gratifying to

those who had made an expenditure of

millions in preliminary development and

ore-land purchases. It has called atten-

tion of other consumers to the benefits to

be derived from the use of beneficiated

ores from the Mesabi, and several inde-

pendent concerns are now making esti-

mates of washeries for eliminating free

sand and of drying works for driving off

excess moisture in these ores, prior to

their shipment from mines. But however

interesting these experiments may be, and

how well they may show on paper, it is

a fairly safe bet that no independent com-

pany operating on the Mesabi will actu-

ally install such works. In the first place

the tonnage of washable ore held by any

company aside from the Oliver is too small

to permit the expense of suitable plants

at available locations; and in the second

the cost of drying Mesabi ores, together

with the expense of arrangements that

must be provided for protecting dried

ores in transportation, will be found pro-

hibitive.

Mining Improvements

The concrete shaft is an uptodate

equipment of a permanent character that

was not considered necessary in the earl-

ier days, but for two or three years it

has found favor, and in 1910 the Founda-

tion Company sunk no less than 10 of

these shafts. One of them, at the Morton

mine, near Hibbing, is circular, 21 ft. in-

side diameter, with walls of reinforced

concrete 4 ft. thick, and was bottomed on

a ledge at the depth of 185 ft., making it

by far the most pretentious job of the

sort ever carried out in the Lake country.

Similar though smaller, shafts have been

sunk during the year at the Scranton,

Woodbridge and Marble mines on the

Mesabi, the North American on the Ver-

million, two mines on the Cuyuna and

several in the Menominee and Marquette

districts. At the Biwabik mine, Mesabi

range, there is a large amount of very

hard ore, high in iron and phosphorus.

that has been left along the north wall of

the deposit, as it could not be handled by

shovels and would not be taken by fur-

naces in its original condition. What is

said to be the largest ore crusher in ex-

istence, a gyratory of 500 tons per hour

capacity, is now being installed at the

mine for reducing this to convenient

shipping size.

Grading Ores

Grades of Lake ore shipped show a

continued tendency toward reduction of

iron content. This is due in part to the

increasing proportion of total tonnage

mined by furnace concerns, in part to an

earlier policy that took the high grades,

in part to the fact that newer mines are

not so rich in iron as the early discover-

ies. One does not necessarily criticize

them by stating that early miners took

high grade; the necessity- of securing a

market for Mesabis, financial require-

ments that compelled operators to earn

the money with which to pay for mines

out of the mines themselves, and at once,

and the pressure from furnaces, all com-

bined to force a sort of robbery of high

grade that is not now much in vogue.

Prospects

As I said before, indications are for a

slight diminution of product from Lake

Superior this year. With 25,000,000 tc

30,000,000 tons of ore on docks and in

furnace yards at the close of the year

and with active capacity at low ebb and

no expectation of immediate betterment ir

the situation, 1911 might be well toward

its end before newly mined ore would be

required by the furnaces. But the wise

policy of maintaining large reserves, oi

carrying forward organizations and keep-

ing men and equipment employed, wil

doubtless make of 1911 an average year

It is expected that United States Stee

Corporation mines on all ranges . wil

maintain their production about as dur-

ing the past season; at any rate there is

so far no sign of curtailment. Naturally

ore-carrying roads are not materially in-

creasing facilities, for they were all pre

pared, at the beginning of navigation las

year, to handle a tonnage much greatei

than they were given. The Duluth, Mis

sabe & Northern is now equipped for the

delivery at Duluth in a season of naviga

tion of 16,000,000 tons of ore; in 1910 i

moved 13,600,000 tons. Aside from some

double tracking, etc., for the Great North

em and some additional rolling stock anc

a steel shipping pier to replace a worn
out wooden dock for the Duluth & Iroi

Range road, railway betterments for the

ore trade are exceedingly slight. The

same is true of ore ships; with a capacit)

afloat that can move with ease 50,000,00(

tons in the season, new contracts at Lake

yards are trifling, and only for mining

companies whose policy is to gradually

equip themselves to handle all theirs ir

their own ships.
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Chronology of Mining for 1910

In the following summary, important

events are recorded under date of hap-

pening so far as known; but in some

cases the dates represent the time of

publicity rather than of occurrence:

January

Jan. 1—Floods destroyed 100 miles of

the Salt Lake-Los Angeles railroad in

Nevada, greatly impeding mining.

Jan. 8—Fire destroyed warehouses and

stores of Dolores company at Madera,

Chih., Mexico. Loss, $100,000.

Jan. 13—Pearl Consolidated mine,

Idaho, sold to J. H. Harper of Spokane,

Wash., for $225,000.

jan . 14—Payment in full of 500,000

pesos made by Marcus Daly estate for

Cinco Minas property in Jalisco, Mexico.

Jan. 15—Homestake mine resumed par-

tial operations with nonunion men, the

principal mines of district adopting card

system.

Jan. 23—Mill of Wasp mine at Lead,

S. D., burned. Loss, $97,000.

Jan. 26—Payment of 9,000,000 pesos

made by the Camp Bird, Ltd., of London,

for the Santa Gertrudis mine in Hidalgo.

Jan. 2G—E. A. Wall's injunction

against Utah Copper Company dissolved

and absorption of Boston Consolidated

by Utah Copper Company consummated.

Jan. 29—A fire damaged the shaft of

the Goldfield Consolidated at Goldfield,

Nev., to the extent of $60,000.

Jan. 31—Explosion in coal mine at

Primero, Colo., results in large loss of

life.—Directors of Nevada Consolidated

Copper Company vote to submit pro-

posed merger with Utah Copper Com-

pany to a vote of the stockholders.

February

Feb. 1—Explosion in Browder mine of

Elk Valley Coal Company near Drakes-

boro, Ky.; 34 killed.—Fire destroyed tip-

ple and shaft buildings at Scholl Broth-

ers' mine near Bartonville, 111.

Feb. 2—Explosion at Palau mine, Las

Esperanzas, Coah., Mex.; 68 killed.

Feb. 5—Explosion at Ernest No. 2

mine of the Jefferson & Clearfield Coal

and Iron Company at Indiana, Penn.; 11

killed.

Feb. 7—Property of Cockerill Zinc

Company passes imo charge of its bond-

hoMers.

Feb. 8—Explosion in the mine of the

Stearns Coal Company, Stearns, Ky.

Feb. 17—Strike of the engineers' union

at Butte, Montana.

Feb. 25— Arguments in the Trust suit

against the anthracite-coal-carrying com-

panies were closed in the U. S. Circuit

Court in Philadelphia, and the court took

the case under advisement.

Feb. 26—Ina'an tariff increase on sil-

ver from 5 per cent, to four annas per

oz. (about 16 per cent.) announced.

Feb. 27-28—Avalanches at Mace and

Burke, Ida., caused large loss of life.

March

March 1—Judgment of $2,464,660 en-

tered against Lanyon Zinc Company and

an order of foreclosure granted to Trust

Company of America, the trustee for the

bondholders.

March 2—Explosion of powder maga-

zine in Alaska-Mexican mine, Treadwell,

Alaska; 37 killed.—Homestake mine,

South Dakota, announced full resump-

tion after strike of Nov. 23, 1909.

—

Floods in Nevada stopped railroad traffic

and interfered with ore movement.

March 4—Skookum camp, 20 miles

north of Roslyn, Wash., wiped out by

avalanche.

March 6—Fire destroyed No. 1 bunker

of the Nay Aug Coal Company, near

Scranton, Penn.; loss $60,000.

March 7—Strike of engineers in Butte

(Mont.) mines ended.

March 12—Seven miners killed by gas

explosion in No. 3 shaft of the Lehigh

& Wilkes Barre Coal Company.

March 16—The Government filed suit

against Anaconda Copper Mining Com-
pany to compel it to abate alleged smoke

nuisance.

March 17—Prairie Oil and Gas Com-
pany advanced price of crude oil in the

Midcontinental field, the first advance in

three years.

March 23—Collapse in price of shares

of-Granby Consolidated Mining, Smelt-

ing and Power Company.—Anaconda

Copper Mining Company increased capi-

talization to 6,000,000 shares, or $150,-

000,000, to absorb Amalgamated Copper

properties.

March 24— Commonwealth mill,

Pearce, Ariz., burned; loss $150,000.

March 26—Montezuma Mines Com-

pany, of Costa Rica, filed petition of

bankruptcy.

March 28—The Butte & Superior Cop-

per Company purchased the North Butte

Extension property at Butte.

April

April 1—All of the organized coal

workers of the Eastern and Central coal-

fields quit work.—Wages of iron miners

in Lake Superior region increased by U
S. Steel Corporation from 6 to 8 per cent.

April 4—Mount Hope washery near

St. Clair, Penn., burned.

April 9— Fire at Consolidated mill,

Goldfield, Nev., destroyed refinery, con-

veyer and trestle to mill and damaged
20 stamps, causing cessation of all mill-

ing operations for seven days.

April 10—Application for receiver for

Mitchell Mining Company, owning La
Dicha mine, Guerrero, Mexico.

April 11—Property of Lanyon Zinc

Ccmpany sold at sheriff's sale, and bid in

for $265,550 by the bondholders.

April 13—Shipping from open pits be-

gan on Mesabi range, Minnesota.—U. S.

Steel Corporation advanced wages of its

200,000 employees.

April 14—Ten men killed in Santa

Gertrudis mine, Pachuca, Mex., by fail-

ure of air compressor to supply ventila-

tion.

April 16—Consolidated Arizona com-
pany resumed smelting at Humboldt,
Arizona.

April 20—British Columbia Copper
Company secures practical control of the

New Dominion Copper Company—Merger
of Dominion Iron and Steel and Dominion
Coal companies approved at joint di-

rectors' meeting.—Beer, Sondheimer &
Co., take over Altoona works of Cockerill

Zinc Company under lease.

April 21—Forty-one men killed by ex-

plosion in coal mine at Mulga, Alabama.

April 22—Mine explosion at Amster-

dam, O., kills 18 men.

April 25—Compromise effected between

Bunker Hill & Sullivan and Federal com-
panies, the latter relinquishing the Last

Chance mine in Idaho in exchange for

27,000 Bunker Hill shares.

April 24—Accident, caused by a cave,

in the Camelia mine, Pachuca, Mex.,

kills seven miners.

April 30—Coal strike practically settled

in Indiana, Ohio and Pittsburg.

May

May 1—Nevada Consolidated listed on

New York Stock Exchange.

May 5—Explosion in the Palos coal

mine at Birmingham, Ala., killed 83

miners.

May 12—-Explosion in the Wellington

coal mine near Manchester, England,

killed 136 miners.

May 14—Announcement that Anacon-

da had acquired the copper mines and

works of W. A. Clark, at Butte.

May 16—The President signed the Bu-

reau of Mines bill.

May 17—A. Y. & Minnie surface plant

at Leadville burned. Loss $25,000.
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May 21—Mogollon mill at Cooney,

New Mex., destroyed by fire.

June

June 8—Five killed by falling cage at

Richmond mine of the Thomas Iron Com-
pany, at Dover. N. J.

Jane 13—Black Mountain mine, at Cer-

ro Prieto. Son., Mexico, closed because

of exhaustion of ore.

June 15— Fire destroys surface plant

of Fmpire State property. Cripple Creek,

Colo.

June 16"—Arizona-New Mexico state-

hood bills passed by Congress.

June 17—Announcement of proposed

issue of S2.500.000 bonds by Utah Cop-

per Company, to build a railroad from

Bingham to Garfield.

June 20— Receiver appointed in Ari-

zona for the Cieneguita Copper Com-
pany, of Sonora.

July

July 1—Bureau of Mines established

with George Otis Smith, director of the

Geological Survey, as temporary head.

Bully Hill smeltery, Shasta county, Cal.,

closed by order of Federal forestry

agents.

July 3—Surface plant of Vulcan Sul-

phur Company, Vulcan, Colo., burned.

July 5—Suit involving Creede, Colo.,

mines, decided by Supreme Court after

1 1 years' litigation.

July 6—Water in the Comstock mines

of Nevada lowered to 2502 ft., the low-

est point since the flood of 1885.—Verdict
against George D. Barron, of New York,

for -^
1 1,529,542 rendered in Mexican

courts, the case growing out of the nego-

tiations involving the Teziutlan copper

mine, in Puebla, but not involving the

Teziutlan Copper Company.

July 7—The Mines Company of Amer-
ica absorbs the El Rayo and Dolores

companies in Chihuahua, and acquires

the La Dura mine, in Sonora, and in-

creases capital to $9.000,000—The Chino

Copper Company let a contract for a

3000-ton mill to be erected in Silver City

district. New Mexico.

July 8—Nevada "wildcat" mining law

sustained by the State Supreme Courr.

July 14—Apex and title suit against

Tuolumne Copper Mining Company
brought by the North Butte company.

July 15—Washoe sampling mill, Butte,

Mont., burned: loss. $75,000. The Ken-
non Coal Company's power plant at

Flushing. W. Va.. burned.

July 19 New Portland cyanide mill at

Crf??!* Creek started.

July 25— Smelting begun at Tooele
plant of International Smelting and Refill-

I ompany.

July 26 Utah Copper Company an-

nounced its decision to curtail produc-

tion because of unsatisfactory market

conditions.

August

Aug. 1—Copperton mill, Bingham
canon, Utah, closed permanently.—Strike

of coal miners of the Southwest declared,

affecting 38,000 men.—Inauguration of

plans for copper curtailment by Ana-

conda, Cole-Ryan, P. D. & Co., Utah-

Nevada and Rio Tinto interests.

Aug. 2— Explosion in coal mines of

the Cerro de Pasco company in Peru

kills 60 men.

Aug. 5— Fire destroyed tipple and

power house of Pennsylvania Coal and

Coke Company, at No. 9 mine, near Cres-

son, Penn.; loss, $100,000.

Aug. 6—Balaklala smelting plant at

Coram, Cal., closed to await completion

of Cottrell apparatus for eliminating

smoke difficulties.

Aug. 10—Fire does surface damage of

$100,000 at Best & Belcher mine, Com-
stock lode, Nevada.

Aug. 12—A fire at the Granby mine in

British Columbia destroyed buildings

valued at $70,000.

Aug. 13—Midget-Bonanza mill, Crip-

ple Creek, Colo., struck by lightning and

burned.

Aug. 20—U. S. Land Office ruled that

lands in the oilfields cannot be patented

unless discovery precedes location.

—

McCabe and Gladstone properties in Ari-

zona sold to F. M. Murphy, $150,000.

Aug. 21—Forest fires in the Northwest

States damaged mines and mining towns.

Wallace, Idaho, being partly destroyed.

Aug. 24—United Zinc and Chemical
Company ceases smelting at its Iola plant.

Aug. 29—Associated Oil Company
bought the McMurray and Hoeppner
holdings in the Midway, California, field

for $3,000,000.

September

Sept. 1—Announcement of the aban-

doning of Le Roi mine in British Col-

umbia by the London company.

Sept. 4—Wage agreement between

Southwestern coal operators and miners

closed.

Sept. 5— Joseph A. Holmes appointed

director of the Bureau of Mines.

Sept. 9—Phelps, Dodge & Co., Inc., ac-

quire a large stock interest in the Rock
Island railway.

Sept. 10—Wage agreement between Ill-

inois coal operators and miners closed.

Sept. 14 Completion of transfer of

Cumberland-Ely mine to Nevada Consol-

idated Copper Company.

Sept. 19 In Wales, 250,000 miners

went on strike.

OCTOIU R

Oct. l Announcement of the discovery

of important bodies of oxidized zinc ore

at Leadville, Colo., mines.

Oct. 3—Explosion at Palau coal mine

Las Esperanzas, Coah., Mexico, kills

more than 70 miners.

Oct. 5— American Metal Company
takes over works of Lanyon-Starr Smelt-

ing Company at Bartlesville, Okla.

Oct. 8—Explosion in coal mine a

Starkville, Colo., 60 killed.—Five killec

in Rebaje shaft of Sirena mine at Guana
juato, Mexico, by a slide.—First ship-

ment of asbestos from the Wyoming dis

trict.

Oct. 10—Fire destroyed the Magn:

Charta mine buildings at Butte, Mont.

Oct. 15—Announcement of sale of th<

Hidalgo Mining Company properties, in

eluding the railroad, at Parral, Chih.

Mexico, to an American syndicate headec

by A. J. McQuatters for $1,500,000.-

Cottrell fume process inaugurated a

Coram, California.

Oct. 18—Four miners killed at Cleve

land Cliffs' North Lake iron mine nea

Ishpeming, Mich.—Explosion in Sigfriei

potash mine, at Sarstedt, Prussia, kills P.

men.

Oct. 31—Announcement of the sale o

the Sinaloa smelting concession to Pa

cific Smelting and Mining Company o

New York.

November

Nov. 1—Zinc smelters in Kansas an<

Oklahoma begin to receive calamine fron

Leadville.

Nov. 6—Explosion at Lawson mine, o

the Pacific Coal Company, at Blacl

Diamond, Wash., kills 15 and does $250,

000 damage.

Nov. 7—Fire destroys plant of Penn

sylvania Coal Company, at Jamestown
Ark.; damage, $100,000.

Nov. 8—Explosion in Mine 3 of thi

Victor-American Fuel Company, De
lagua, Colo., kills 45.

Nov. 12—Renewal of the Europeai

spelter convention, which with some mod
ifications is extended from Jan. 1, 1911

to April 1, 1914.

Nov. 18—Newhouse tunnel, at Idahi

Springs, Colo., completed; length, 21,96:

ft.—Roosevelt deep-drainage tunnel

Cripple Creek, Colo., taps water from E

Paso shaft.

Nov. 20—Serious political disturbance

break out in Mexico, preceded by anti

American demonstrations in Mexico City

and Guadalajara.

Nov. 26—Ten miners killed by explo

sion in Providence, Ky., coal mine.

Nov. 28—Compromise announced ii

the North Butte-Tuolumne apex am
title suits, at Butte, Mont.—Explosion ii

the Jumbo asphalt mine, at Durant, Okla.

kills 13.

Nov. 30—Montgomery-Shoshone mine

at Rhyolitc, Nev., closed pcrmanentl]
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:r exhaustive exploration by drilling.

—

se of navigation from Lake Superior

i and copper mines.—President

mghton, of Utah Consolidated, an-

inced that redetermination of ore re-

yes of Highland Boy mine showed

n to be less than half of what was

posed.

December

)ec. 4—Fire at Copperhill, Tenn., de-

iyed about 100 houses of miners.

lee. 7—Consummation of purchase of

perty of the J. C. Trees Oil Com-
• in Louisiana by a subsidiary of the

ndard Oil Company at price reported

>e ST.000,000.

)ec. 9—Announcement of purchase of

;e tract of Texas iron lands by

Charles M. Schwab and associates.—Ex-
plosion in mine of Western Canada Col-

lit-ries Company at Bellevue, Alberta,

killed 31 men.

Dec. 10—Federal suit brought against

Southern Pacific to recover 6000 acres of

oil land in Kern county, Colo., worth

510,000,000.

Dec. 12—Second "harmony" dinner of

copper producers.

Dec. 14—Explosion in the Green mine

of Bend & Bruce Coal Company at Ta-

coma, Va., killed 22 men.

Dec. 15—Balaklala smeltery at Coram,
California, closed down to make further

adjustments to overcome smoke difficul-

ties.—Explosion in Leyden coal mine at

Leyden, Colo.; 12 killed.

Dec. 16—Rail mill at Gary, Ind., the

largest of the U. S. Steel Corporation,

closed on account of slack business.

Dec. 19—Explosion in Middleton mine

of Consolidation Coal Company, near

Fairmont, W. Va., killed two men.

Dec. 21—Explosion at Little Hulton

colliery, near Bolton, Eng., killed 360

men.

Dec. 24—Four men killed at New River

collieries, Eccles, W. Va., by falling

bucket.

Dec. 27—Boston & Montana company
dissolved after voting to exchange its

shares for those of the Anaconda com-

pany.

Dec. 31—El Paso Tin Mining and

Smelting Company announced this month
first shipment of tin bars from property,

near El Paso, Texas.

/lining Company Dividends in 1910

he tables published herewith show
dividends paid in 1910 and to date

a number of the principal mining,

allurgical, holding and industrial com-

ies in the United States, and by min-

companies in Canada, Mexico and in

itral America. The foreign compa-

i listed are mostly those in which

erican capital is heavily interested,

als of such a list necessarily cannot

regarded as complete, as there are

ly very profitable close corporations,

dividends of which are not published,

other companies are omitted for

ious reasons. However, the figures

it to indicate the immense import of

basic industry. Ninety-five operat-

mining companies in the United

tes paid a total of 556,508.205 in

dends in 1910; 47 metallurgical, in-

trial and holding companies in the

ted States paid a total of 5140,244,508

30 foreign mining companies paid

,821,372.

1PARISON OF 1910 AND 1909 RECORDS

l comparison of the tables herewith

:n and the similar ones published a

r ago in the Journal will show that

ly more mining companies throughout
States paid dividends in 1910 than

909, and that those companies whicn
1 in both years, as a rule paid more
ing 1910 than they did during 1909.

support of this last statement may be
d the fact that five principal gold-

ing companies in the United States

Alaska that appear in the tables for
i years, paid in 1910, 511,472,746, as
inst S7,357,016 in 1909, an increased
ribution of S4,l 15,730. Considering
it of the largest copper companies
paid in both years, it is seen that

total for 1910 is SI 3,798,572. which
re is 55,723,440 larger than the total

in 1909 (58,075,132). The four

MINING COMPANIES—UNITED STATES.

Name of Company and
Situation.

Acacia, g
Adams, s.l.c

Alaska Mexican, g
Alaska Tread well, g. . . .

Alaska United, g
Am. Zinc, Lead & Sm. . .

Anaconda, c ,

Argonaut, g
Arizona Copper, pf
Arizona Copper, com . . .

Atlantic, c

Bagdad-Chase, g., pf . . .

Bald Butte, g.s

Baltic, c
Beck Tunnel, g.s.l

Bingham-New Haven, c
Boston-Sunshine, g
Boston & Montana, c. . .

Bull., Beck & Champ., g
Bunker Hill Con., g . . . .

Bunker Hill & SulL.l.S..
Butte & Ballaklava, c. .

Caledonia, l.s.c

Calumet & Arizona, c. . .

Calumet & Hecla, c . . .

.

(amp Bird, g.s
Centennial-Eur., l.s.g.c.

.

Center Creek, l.z

Central Eureka, g
Champion, c

C. K. &N.,g
Cliff, g
Colo. Gold Dredging. . . .

Colorado, l.s.g

Columbus Con., g.s
Commercial Gold
Con. Mercur, g
Continental, z.l

Copper Range Con., c. .

Creede United, g
Cripple Creek Con., g. . .

Cumberland Ely, c
Daly Judge, s.l

Daly West, s.l

De Lamar, g.s
Dr. Jack Pot Con., g . .

Doe Run, I

Elkton Con., g
El Paso, g
Federal M. <v Sm., com
Federal M. & Sm., pf. . .

Findley, g
Florence, g
Frances Mohawk, g
Free Coinage, g
Frontier, z
Gemini-Keystone
Gold Coin of Victor. . . .

Gold Dollar Con., g
Gold King Con., g
Gold Roads
Gold Sovereign

Colo.
Colo.
Alas.
Alas.
Alas.
Kan.
Mont.
Cal.
Ariz.
Ariz.
Mich.
Cal.
Mont.
Mich.
Utah
Utah
Utah
Mont.
Utah
Cal.
Ida.
Mont.
Ida.
Ariz.
Mich.
Colo.
Utah
Mo.
Cal.
.Mich.

Colo.
Alas.
Colo.
Utah
Utah
Ore.
Utah
Mo.
Mich.
Colo.
Colo.
Nev.
Utah
Utah
Ida.
Colo.
Mo.
Colo.
Colo.
Ida.
Ida.
Colo.
Nev.
Nev.
Colo.
w is.

Utah
Colo.
Colo.
Colo.
Ariz.
Colo.

Issued.
Par

Value

1,438,988 S 1

80,000 10
180,000 5
200,000 25
180,200 5
80,120 25

6,000,000 2.">

200,000 5
1,266,120
1,519,896
100,0001
84,819

2.30,000
100,000

1,000,000
228,690
150,200
150,000
100,000
200,000
327.000
250,000

1 .300.000
200.000
100,0001

1,100,000
100,000;
100,000,
398,425
100,000

1.431,900
100,000
100,000

1,000,000
285.5 10

•1,750,000
1 ,000,000

22,000
384,185

1,625,000
2,000,000
1 ,300,000
300.000
ISO. (!()()

80.000
3,000,000

65,782
2,500,000
2,450,000

60,000
120.000

1,250,000
1,050,000
912.000
10,000
1,239
5.000

1,000,000
2.500.0001
5,750.370!
300,000

1,800,000

1.

1.

25
5
1

25
0.
5
1

25
10

1

10
10
1

10

10
1

25
1

1

10
0.
5
1

1

25
100

1

1

5
1

20
5
0.

100
1

1

100
100

1

1

1

100
100
100

1

1

1

10
1

10

Dividends Paid.

1910.

Per
Share

1.50
2.00

. 35
0.15
0.60

5.00

0.04
14.00

10

0.70
3 1

5

0.50
0.04
3.00

29.00
0.96
6.00
0.20

7.00

Total.

0.80
0.50
0.24

4 . 00

0.30

6
'90

6.00
0.07
0.01

7.00

6! io

27.00

S 3 12.000
850,000
135,150
120,180

9.600.000
70.000
119.261
923,330

6.008
2,100,000

140.000
1.007.100
125.000
52.000

600,000
2.1HMI, OHO
1.013.050
600,000
20,000

To Date.

Total.

700.000

SO, 000
.-,0.000

300,000

1,536,336

390.000

162,000

394,596
187,500
2 1.500

840,000

105,000

33.153

$115,229
778,000

2,742,381
11,735,000

792,830
140.240

57,900,000
1,200,000
1,569,478

12,199,065
990,000
202.391

1.35 1.6 is

6,050,000
675,000
68,669
19.522

71.225,000
2,728.400
406.000

12,293,100
125.000
52.000

11,500,000
1 13, 150,000
6.779,700
2,700,000
410,000
778,920

5,700,000
171.S2S
80,000 Oct.

100,000
2,330,000
226,832
43.750

3,385,313
242.000

10.757,776
21 1,053
180,000
390,000
225.000

6,201.000
835,200
37.500

I.an st.

Date.

Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Jan.
Jan.
June
Nov
July
Feb.
Jan.
Oct

.

ept.
Oct.
Aug.
June
Nov.
July
Dec.
Dec.
Aug.
Jlllle

Sept

.

Dec.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Mar.
Dec.
Nov.

Nov.
Dec.
Oct

.

Dec.
Dec.
Ian.
Jan.
July
Mar.
Sept

.

Apr.
July
Sept.
Dec.

5,547,152 Dec
2,70 1.1.-

1.3S9.0 15

2,708,750
6.01 1,250
337.500
735,000
5 Mi. 000
ISO,000
74.3 10 Dec.

2,000,000 Aug.
1.350.000 Feb.

02.500 I let.

1,234,808 Dec
150.000 Nov.
30,000 Nov.

Dee.
Mar.
Ian.
Dee.
Sept.
Apr.
Jan.
Dec.

'09
'09

'if

'10
'10
'11

'11

'10
'10
'10
'05

'09
'0

'10
'o
'0

'10
'10
'08
'10
'10
'10
'10
'10
'10
'10
'10
'10
'06
'10
'01

'10
'10
'10
•()

10
'06
'11

'1

1

'06
'01

'10
'07

'10
06
09
10
10
'10
'09
'10
'06
'10
'OS
'09
'10
'07

'09
'09
'09
06
09

Amt

50.01
1.04
0.30
1 00
0.30
0.50
0.50
0.05

017
0.30
0.02
0. 10
0.04
5.00
0.02
0.10
0.02
1

I

1.1.

1

7.00
o 24
3.00
0.05
0.05
1.00
0.01
o 15

25
06
20

o oo'

IT)

il
I

o 10
:;:'.

o 30
24

. 00i
1 50

oi'.

0.01
1 50
1 r:,

o 01
0. io

05
1 oo
5 00
io 00
0.02
O.OOJ
0.01
0.25
0.00*
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principal lead companies in the United

States paid a total of 52.841.696 in 1910,

as against S2.435.301 in 1909, this being

an increase of $406,395. On the other

hand the three largest silver companies

paid $325,000 more in 1909 than last

Juring which $1,912,500 was paid.

This was notwithstanding the fact that

the Tonopah Mining Company increased

its dividend and Tonopah-Belmont again

entered the list. The great fall was in

the record of the Silver King Coalition,

which company was in litigation

throughout the yeat and only paid one

dividend in January.

Record of Individual Companies

Of the individual companies the rec-

ord cf the Goldfield Consolidated Mines

« tny is most noteworthy. This com-

pany increased its dividends from 83,909,-

616 in 1909 to 57,117,696 in 1910, which

is rrobably the largest sum ever paid by

any gold mine in the world for a single

year. The Homestake, Alaska-Treadwell,

Anaconda, Boston & Montana, North

Star. Copper Range, United Verde, Utah

Copper and Wolverine continued their

remarkable disbursements

The individual companies grouped un-

der the heading of "Industrial, Metallur-

gical and Holding Companies" exhibited

little change in their records for 1910 as

compared with those for 1909. There were,

however, increases in a general way

throughout the whole list, and in several

cases large bonuses were declared by

the companies, as for instance in the

case of the International Nickel Company

on its common stock, General Chemical

on its common stock, etc. In this class

a number of the companies are worth

special mention. The enormous sums

paid by the Standard Oil (538,000,000)

and United States Steel Corporation (527,-

36 on common stock, and $26,219,-

676 on preferred stock) serve to indicate

the immensity of the business of these

corporations. Of the mining holding

companies, Phelps, Dodge & Co., with a

record of 55,392,152, and Amalgamated

with $3,077,756, for 1910, are to be

noted. The American Agricultural

Chemical Company, Virginia-Carolina

Chemical Company and the General

Chemical Company each paid the usual

large totals in dividends. Of the coal-

mining companies. Consolidation Coal

Company of Maryland, with 51,141,480

paid in dividends in 1910, Lehigh Coal

and Navigation with $1,031,744 and

Pittsburg Coal with 51,485,048 are

worthy of note.

• MPANIES

The Mexican mining companies ex-

hibit the usual creditable record, four

7 1.252

paid in 1010. The foreign companies,

.r. which have attracted the great-

••-.•ntion in the United State are

those opcratinr

MINIM; COMPANIES—UNITED STATES

—

{Continued).

Name of Company axd
Situation.

Coh lcn Cycle, g
Golden .Star, g
Goldfield Alamo, s.l ....
Goldfield Comb. l'i a., g.
t ioldfield Con., g
Grand Central, g
< Iranite, g
Hazel, g
Hecla, 1.8

Hercules, l.s

Homestake, g
Horn Silver, c, s.c.z.l . .

.

Imperial Copper
Iowa. g.s.l

Iron Blossom, s.l .si

Iron Silver, S.l.g

Jamison, g
Jerry Johnson, g
Kendall, g
Kennedy, g
King of Arizona, g
Liberty Bell, g
Little Bell, l.s

Little Florence, g
Lower Mammoth
MacNamara, s.g

Mammoth, g.s.c

Mary McKinney, g
May Day, g.s.l

Mohawk .Min. Co
Montana-Tonopah, .-.g. .

Mountain, c
National, g
Nevada Con., c
Nevada Hills, g
New Century, Z.l

New Idria, q
North Butte, c
North Star, g
( )lil Dominion M. & Sm.
I )phir. s.g
i >n>\ Hie I hedging
I isceola, c
i isceola, l.z

Parrot, c

Pearl Con., g
Pharmacist, g
Pioneer, g
I laiteville, l.z

Portland, g
Quartette, g.s

Quincy, c
lied Metal-, c
Republic, g
Rochester l.z

Pound Mt., g
St. Joseph, 1

shannon, c
Shat tuck-Arizona, •

. . .

.

Silver Hill, s.g
Sii\ er King Coal., l.s . . .

Sioux Con., l.s.g

Skidoo, g
Smuggler, l.s./.

Snowstorm, eg
Standard Con., g.s

St ratton's Ind., g
St rong, g
Success
Sw ansea, s.l

Tamarack, c
Tennessee, c

Tomboy, g.s
i onopah-Belmonl , s.g . .

Tonopah of New, s.g . .

.

I

I

mopah Extension, s.g
Tonopah Midway, s.g. .

.

Tri-Mountain, c
I nele Sam, g.s.l

i nited < topper, < om. . . .

imied Copper, pf ,

tinted, z.L, com
i niti d, 8.1., |it

d (Crip. Ck.) g
ed < llohe, i

I nited \ erde, c

.1

Utah, c
Utah Con., c
Valley View, g

.1

\ indicatoi Con.

.

w a p No. 2, 8
\\ ui ei Ine, c

K

"i .mi .
i ( Ion ,8.1.8

Vellov

Colo.
Ariz.
Nev.
New
New
Utah
Colo.
Cal.
Ida.
Ida.

S. D.
Utah
Ariz.
Colo.
Utah
Colo.
Cal.
Colo.
.Mont.
Cal.
Ariz.
Colo.
Utah
Nev.
Utah
Nev.
Utah
Colo.
Utah
Mich.
Nev.
Cal.
Nev.
Nev.
Nev.
Mo.
Cal.
Mont.
Cal.
Ariz.
Nev.
Cal.
Mich.
Mo.
Mont.
Wash
Colo.
Alas.
Wis.
Colo.
Nev.
Mich.
Mont.
Wash
Mo.
Nev.
Mo.
Ariz.
Ariz.
New
Ctah
1'tah
( al.

Colo.
Ida.

Cal.
Colo.
Colo.
[da
Utah
Mich.
Ti'im.
Colo.
Nev.
Nev.
Nev.
Nev.
Mich.
Utah
Mont.
Mont.
Mo.
Mo.

Colo.
Anz.
Ariz.
I lah
Utah
Utah
Colo.

Utah
Colo.
S. D.
Mich.
Colo.
Colo
Utah
Cal
Via

Issued.
Par

Value

1..-.oo,000
100.00(1

7*0,000
922.OOO

3,558,367
250,000

1,650,000
900,000

1.000,000
1,000,000
218,400
100,000
500,000

1,666,667
1,000,00(1
500,000
300,000

2,500,000
500,000
100,000
200,000
130,551
300,000

1,000,000
250,000
728,341
400,000

1,309,25
800,000
100,000
921,865
250,000
7.-i(l,000

1,1.-.1.200

746,000
330,000
100,000
410,000
250,000
102,000
201,000
700,000
96,150

.-,00,00(1

229,850
1,909,711
1,.-.oo,000
5,000,000

500
3,000,000

101,000
110,000
110,000

1,000,000
4,900

866,426
1,000,000
300,000
350,000
108,000

1,250,000
746,389

1.000,000
1.00(1,0(1(1

1,.-.00,000

178,394
1,000,000
1,000.000
1,000,000
100,000
00,000

200,000
300,000

1,.-,00.00(1

I ,11(1(1.000

943,433
1.000.000

100.(100

500,000
150,000
50.000
92,400
19,556

4,003,100
23.000

300,000
100.000

1,526,599
300.000

1 ,000.000
250,000

1,500,000
I 1 7.000
(id,OOO

I ,500,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
100,000
iOO 000

SI
5
1

1

10
1

1

1

25
1

100
05
10

1

0. 1(

20
10
0. 10

100
1

5
1

1

1

1

25
1

0.2

Dividends Paid.

1910.

Per
Share.

0.05
0.06

2.00
) . 1 2
0.01
0.073
0.20

.00

o.Ol
. 20

0.40
0.04

0.08
0.03

1 .00
0.15

. 02
i

6 ! 6i

2 . oo
O.OG

o. 15
1 .50

10
0.05
1

1

40
1

10
25
100

1

100
1

10
10
10
1

1

1

10
. 60

1

1

1 . 20
0.80
2 30
2.00

0.30
0.09$

I

1

1

1

1

25
]

100
100

.-)

25
1

100
10
10
10
5
l

i

l

l

"l
I

l

10

85

["otal 56,508,205

0.48
0. 15
1 .

:,'.)

oi

Total.

20,000
42,000

7,117,696
30,000
16,500
67,500

200,000
536.000

1,092,000

16,066
200,000
200,000
15,600

40,000
30,000

130.551
45,000

18,363

13,092

200.000
60,000

112.500
1,726,800

To Date.

Total.

120,000
328,000
575,000
321,000

961,500

68,954
181,422

o!o3
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COM.. IKON. INDCSTRIAL AND HOI. DIM; COMPANIES.

Name of Company
and Situation.

lgamated, c

Ag. Clielll., pf . . . .

Cement
Coal
Sin. & Hef., com..
Sm. A: ReL. pf . . .

Smellers, pf. A . . .

Smellers, pf. 15. . .

rlcan Coal
e Coalition, c
una Steel
ral C. & C, com . .

ral C. & C, pf
. . . .

olidated Coal
olidation Coal ....
ible Steel, pf
ral Chem., com. . .

ral Chem., pf
:ral Dev.tCo
Celllleilll Expl
'1 Nickel, com. . . .

•'1 Nickel, pfd
••1 Sm. & Kef
& Clf. C. & I., pf..

gh Coal & Nav.. . .

onal Carbon, pf . . .

onal Lead, com . . .

onal Lead, pf
Dominion, c

i. Salt
ps, Dodge & Co. . .

iburg Coal, pf
liontas C. C, pf ...

lblic I. & S., pf ...

[-Sheffield, com . . .

(-Sheffield, pf
dard Oil

is A: Pacific Coal..

.

Metals Selling. . . .

. Steel Corp., com.

. Steel Corp., pf . . .

Sin., Uef. ArMin., com.
Sm., Kef. &Min,. pf

Bar. (Tern., com . . .

Car. Chem., pf
wick I. & S
tmoreland Coal . . . .

Total

Mont.
V. S.

Penn.
Md.
V. S.

C S.

U. S.

U. S.

Md.
Mont.
Penn.
Mo.
Mo.
111.

Md.
Penn.
U. S.

v. s.
r. s.

U. s.

u. s.

r. s.

v. s.
Penn.
Penn.
U. S.

N. Y.
N. Y.
Ariz.
Penn.
U. S.

Penn.
W. Va.
Ala.
Ala.
Ala.
U. S.
Texas
U. S.

V. s.

u. s.

u. s.
r. s.

U. s.

u. s.
U. S.

Penn

.

Shares. Dividends Paid.

Issued.

1,538,879
181,530
200.000
50,000

500,000
500,000
170,000
300,000
5.1,0(10

1,000,(10(1

900,000
51,250
18,750
50,000
190,247
2 1 1 ,305
74,103
100,000
26,000

207,933
88,226
89,126
100,000
15,000

182.930
45,000

206,554
243,676
293,24
60,000

449,316
297,010
28,000

204,169
100,000
67,000

970,000
25,000
50.000

5,083,025
3,602,81 1

1:86,04 1

351,010
279,8 1 1

180,000
148,671
60,000

Par
Value

Si oo
100
10
25
100
100
100
100
25
15
50
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
50
100
100
100
25
50
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
50
50
100
100
10
50

Per
Shave

$2.00
6.00
0.20

5.00
l ,50
1 .00
2 . 50
6.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
7.00

215 00
6.00
10.00
10.00
31 .00
6.00
8.00
5.00

i/4.00
3 . 50
3.00
7.00
1 .00
3.00
12.00
7.00
6 . 00

wS . 00
4.50
7.00

40.00
6.00

20 . 00
5 . 2.

7.00
2.00
3 . 50
2.5(1
.8 . 00
0.70
2 . 50

Total.

83,07 7,

1,089,
10,

2,000!
3,500
1,120
1,500

1,000
2,250
307
93

300
1,141
1,710

21,111
600
260

2,079
('2,735

534
800

2/1,931
157
•129

1,705
293
180

5,392
1,485
168

wl ,633
450
469

38,800
150

1,000
27,956
25,219

702
1,701
699

1,440
104
150

756
180
000
000
000
000
ooo
,000
,00 i

,000
,-1-1

'

,500
,7 18

,000
,480

[546
,000
,000
,330
,006
,756
,000
,000
,71 1

,500
,191

,732
,2 15

,000
, 1 52
,018
,000
,353
,000
,000
000
,000
,000
,636
,676
020
,1

,81(1

,000
,069
,000

140,194,508

To Date

Total.

$62,809,
3,381
1,388
2,647,

19,5(

36,71
5,2 10,

7 ,857
2,647
3,700
11,710
2,998
1,573

125
J- 17,876

9,896
3,556
7,3(1

2,769
1 1,(151

3,220
2,80

Date.

884 Nov.
590 Oct.

'10 S'l ;,()

000
187
110(1

00(1

1100

ooo
1ST
000
INK)

1:

748
ooo
880
781
9 12

.000
,000
156
,373
,366

1,012
18,671
3,228
4,540

20,382
1,673

15,278
10,784
12,920

420
10,181
2,608
4,806

707,122
1,820
6,625

122,741
274,719

3,202
8,284
1,049

16,860
631

9,030

,500
,604
,759
,92
.1 HI

.750
,000
,301
,011
,000

!oo(

900
000
030
OOO
11 IS

539
,230
,13

,71
000
.sos
,000

Julv
Sept.
Ian.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Sept,
Dec.
Nov.
Jan.
Jan.
Oct.
Oct.
Dec.
Dee.
Jan.
Sept.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Dec.
Aug.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dee.
Jan.
( >ct

.

Dec.
Jan.
July
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Dee.
Oct.
Dec.
Nov.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Nov.
Oct.

'10
'10
'10
•1

1

'1

1

'10

'JO
'10
'10
'10
•11

'11
'10
'10

'JO
'10
'11
'10
'11
'11

'11
'10
'10
'10

'HI
'10
'10
'11

'10
'10
'11
'10
'11

'10
'11
'10
'10
'10
'10
'10
'11
'11

'11
'11

'10
'10

3.00
(I 10

75
1 .00
1 .75
1 50
1 . 25
0.75
0.25
0.62$
1 .50
1 . 25
1 . 50

1 .25
1 .50
5.00
2 . 50
J .50
I . 50
2.00
2 . 50
1.00
1 .75
0.75
1 .75
0.25
3.00
4.50
1 .75
3.00
1.75
1 . 25
1 . 75

10.00
1 50
5.00
1 . 25
1 .75
0.5(1
o sT 1

.

1.25
2.00

. 40
2.50

1 1 of these companies which appear in

the dividend tables for 1909 and 1910,

it is seen that the record of dividends

paid in 1910 is S183/798 less than

those paid in 1909. The total for 1910

is S5,849,336, as against S6,033,134 in

1909.

The Cement Industry

v Plus 15'; stock dividend July, 1910. w Includes 2 per cent, accumulative. October, 1910'

ock dividend 86,130,000 March, 1909. y Stock dividend $2,866,950 January, 1910. z ta-
li 1. dividend 10 per cent., March, 1910.

Notwithstanding an advance of 10c.

per bbl. by the Licensees' Association in

July and an unquestionably better de-

mand, the condition in 1910 was such

that only the best-equipped plants could

show even a moderate profit and none

of them much in the way of dividends.

This was manifested by the passage of

their semi-annual dividends by several

important companies i.i December. In

this connection, the directors of the

American Cement Company made the

following statement:

"It is not a case of a single plant in

the industry being unable to make
money. The American Cement Com-
pany is affected by the same conditions

that have affected every plant in the

industry. As is well known, several com-

panies have been obliged to close their

plants during 1910, and a change of

management and control was made in

the case of the largest company."

The advance of 10c. in July made the

price of Portland cement, $1.25 per bbl.

of 400 lb. gross at the mills correspond-

ing to about 90c. net. The average value

of portland cement, at mills, during re-

cent years has been approximately as

follows:

FOREIGN MINING COMPANIES.
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Changes in Iron and Steel Makin
By Bradley Stoughton *

During the year 1910 three important

innovations in blast-furnace practice made

progress. The first is the establish-

ment of the "thin-lined blast furnace" as

an industrial factor of real importance.

Experiments with such a furnace by the

United States Steel Corporation had

been in progress for more than a year,

but in 1910 for the first time the success

of these experiments was established, and

the use of the thin-lined furnace, cooled

outside from top to bottom by means of

circulating water, has been increasing.

The second innovation of importance is

the use at a Belgian blast furnace of air

enriched with oxygen, instead of install-

ing the costly apparatus required for dry-

ing the blast. J. E. Johnson, Jr., pointed

out some time ago that the use of oxygen

for this purpose would have many advan-

tages, but the cost has been against the

adoption of this suggestion. Every year,

however, the cost of oxygen has been de-

creasing, and it has now reached such a

low price in Europe as to make this pro-

cess feasible. The last innovation is

merely an innovation as far as America

is concerned, as it has been in practice

for some years in Europe: the agglomer-

ation of flue-dust on a large scale. This

has now been taken up by the United

States Steel Corporation, and the sinter-

ing process under the Grondal patents is

to be employed. In Germany, where ag-

glomeration of flue-dust, ores, 'etc., has

made more progress than anywhere else,

and where they briquet 500.000 tons of

flue-dust annually, the press processes,

using generally some binder also, are

most commonly employed, as the sintering

process is somewhat more costly. Amer-

ican iron makers, however, prefer the

product of the sintering process, on ac-

count of the compactness of the briquets.

In this same connection it is worthy of

note that the briquetting of cast-iron bor-

ings for melting in the cupola is now

being employed in this country, follow-

ing again the European practice.

I) plex Steel Processes

There are already well established two

or three types of duplex process; namely,

a combination of bessemer with open

hearth, a combination of bessemer with

electric furnace, and a combination of

irth furnace and electric-

furnaces. The Dominion Iron and Steel

( i Scotia, ifl now install-

ing furnaces for a triplex process employ-

on rolling basic open-

hearth furnace, then a basic bessemer

converter and finally a 50-ton basic open-

hearth furnace. The first open-hearth

furnace is used to desiliconize the liquid

pig iron from the blast furnaces, a little

scrap and limestone being added to the

charge. The desiliconized metal is then

dephosphorized by about five minutes'

blowing in a basic bessemer converter

—

the pig iron contains about 1.50 per cent,

phosphorus—and finally the metal from

several of these bessemer converters is

put into a 50-ton open-hearth furnace,

where it is purified as desired and recar-

burized in the ladle in the ordinary way.

It is believed that the final furnaces in

this triplex process will be able to make

60 to 70 heats per week, as compared with

18 to 20 heats for an ordinary 50-ton

open-hearth furnace.

Open-hearth Steel Progress

Louis M. Atha, superintendent of the

Titan Steel Casting Company of Newark,

N. J., has been using a waste product

of the oil retorts, known as "carbo," or

oil-retort carbon, which contains about

99 per cent, pure carbon and is very

slow in burning. He finds that an open-

hearth charge can be made up without

pig iron, provided a certain amount of

this carbo, preferably in the powdered

form, is mixed with it, as it burns so

slowly that there is opportunity for a

good deal of the carbon to become dis-

solved by the metal and thus prevent

superoxidation, which occurs when one

tries to melt down steel in the open-

hearth furnace without pig iron. This pro-

cess has been patented and put upon the

market in the year 1910, and is already

spreading rapidly. N. S. Maccallum, sup-

erintendent of open-hearth furnaces of

the Phoenix Iron Company, has been ex-

perimenting for some years with a pro-

cess of tapping the steel from an open

hearth furnace through a bifurcated spout

into two ladles at once, with the object of

increasing the charge of the furnace,

without at the same time putting an ad-

ditional burden on the mechanical hand-

ling of the product. He is thus able to

make a 50-ton furnace take about 100

tons of metal, with consequent decrease

in the cost of operation.

In some of the European open-hearth

furnaces the ports, instead of being

water-cooled, as is becoming more com-

mon in the United States, are made so

that parts that suffer from melting down
can be quickly changed when worn out

without putting the furnace out of com-

mission or disturbing other parts of the

brick work. Other developments in

Europe arc changing the shape of the

five bricks bo that the dust will

not collect on them and clog them up so

soon, whereby some furnaces are said

make many thousand heats before the r

generators have to be torn down. A moc

fication of the Bertrand-Thiel process nc

in use at the Hoesch works. This co

sists of charging magnetite, scale ai

lime into the open-hearth furnace ai

then pouring 20 to 22 tons of liquid p

iron from a mixer on top of it. At t

end of two or three hours the metal a

slag are poured into a ladle, the latl

being allowed to overflow from the t

and sold as fertilizer, as it contains 20

25 per cent, phosphoric anhydride. T

metal is then poured back into the ft

nace on top of a fresh charge of ore, lit

and scrap, and in about two hours mc

the refining is complete. In the first
j

riod of this process, the greater part

the phosphorus and almost all of I

silicon and manganese are removed,

gether with about one-half of the c

bon. In the second period the carbon

brought to the desired point and 1

purification from phosphorus complete

Rolling Manganese Steel

The Potter patents for the rolling

manganese steel, especially in the fo

of plate, were published in August, 19:

they involve mixing the steel from

basic open-hearth furnace with mol

ferromanganese in an acid-lined lac

under a layer of acid slag. The mixti

should be at 1400 to 1450 deg. C, i

is held in the ladle until it is cooled

about 1375 deg. C, in order to all

the metal to be deoxidized and purifi

The ingots are then teemed and are

lowed to cool be.ore stripping until tl

are transferred to a soaking pit i

heated to 1175 deg. C, or somew
higher, reduced to 1100 deg. C. and tl

permitted to rise again to about 1125 d

C, taken from the soaking pit and f

subjected to light mechanical work

the surfaces, before the full pressure

rolling is applied.

Miscellaneous Developments

The Carnahan patents for the manui

Hire of American ingot iron were publis

during this year, and it is seen that

American ingot iron is a dead-soft op

hearth steel, in which the purification

been carried much further than is o

narily employed. The superoxidatiot

then reduced by means of silicon, and

gases in the steel are removed by

addition of aluminum in the mold.

Attempts made in the United State;

heat open-hearth furnaces with coke-o

gas have not met with success so

although this process is very satis'

torily performed in Europe. Sue!
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method has, however, been definitely de-

termined upon at Bethlehem, where a

large plant of retort coke-ovens is now in

process of erection.

The Goldschmidt thermit process was
developed in a number of ways during

1910 and especially in welding the rails

up around the head as well as the flange

and web, which is said to give a much
superior result.

The manufacture of titanium steel rails

has been largely increased and the use

of titanium in iron and steel foundries

has begun on a really commercial basis.

Electric Furnaces

In the electric manufacture of iron and

steel the year 1910 witnessed the first

genuine success, from a commercial

standpoint—if we may judge from pub-

lished results work was done in ore

smelting, compared to which previous ef-

forts are more in the line of experiments;

and we may say that both in California

and Sweden the process is now being

carried on as an industrial operation with

satisfactory results.

In the refining of steel in the electric

furnace, progress was rapid, and the

five large furnaces operating in this

country were active. The rights to tne

Heroult process in America have been
purchased by the United Steel Corpor-
aiion, which had two 15-ton Heroult fur-

naces operating throughout the greater
part of the year, one refining metal from
(the bessemer converters at South Chicago,
and the other refining metal from the

open-hearth furnaces at Worcester, Mass.
The number of steel furnaces is to be
increased by the addition of a Roechling

& Rodenhauser induction furnace at a

steel-casting plant in Pennsylvania.

Some Commercial Happenings

From the commercial standpoint much
interest attaches to the meeting, during
the autumn, of the American Iron and
Steel Institute, which was attended by

some of the best known iron and steel

masters of England and Europe. Besides

discussing many matters of importance

from the commercial and industrial side

of the industry, the institute also visited

a large number of works and did much
to establish cordial international relations

among all those interested in iron and

steel manufacture.

A second innovation from the com-
mercial side is the decision to quote the

price of steel rails hereafter on the basis

of 100 lb. instead of the long ton. This

change is for the purpose of making the

price of rails readily comparabl : with

that of other steel products, which are

quoted on the 100-lb. basis.

Iron-ore Supplies

The year 1910 witnessed the beginning

of several changes in the matter of iron

ore which may have far-reaching influ-

ence. Among the more important of

these was the increased importation of

iron ore on the Atlantic coast, which
seemed likely, at one time, to become
very large in amount but was temporarily

reduced by the falling price of pig iron

and consequent decrease in smelting. The
same conditions affected the increased

mining of iron ore in the East. The year

also witnessed for the first time im-

portations of Chinese iron ore on the

Pacific coast, and the first considerable

shipment of iron ore from Texas. A
great deal of attention was attracted by

the efforts of the Republic of Brazil to

interest, first European and later Amer-
ican, capital in the exploitation of what

are said to be tremendous deposits of

Brazilian iron ore. It is the desire of

the Brazilian authorities to see an iron-

smelting industry established on a firm

basis in that country.

The Metallurgy of Copper in 1910
By Arthur L. Walker *

While no startling or radical improve-

ments in the metallurgy of copper were
made during 1910, important develop-

ments took place, some of which can be

briefly reviewed as follows:

Reverberatory Practice

The increased tonnage of fine copper

concentrates which will be treated in the

new copper smelteries in Utah, Nevada
and Arizona, necessitating the use of

reverberatory furnaces to smelt this pro-

duct, means that the importance of this

class of smelting compared with blast-

furnace practice is increasing. Any im-

provement therefore which can be ef-

fected in reverberatory practice is of

growing importance. The new reverbera-

tory furnaces which are being built are

of practically the same size as those con-

structed by Mr. Mathewson at Anaconda,
some years ago, and at present appar-

ently a furnace having a length of 105

to 115 ft. is as long as can be economi-

cally operated.

It was formerly considered difficult to

run copper reverberatory- furnace slag as

high in silica as blast-furnace slag, and
the practice at Humboldt, Ariz., indicated

that when the slag was allowed to run

•Professor of metallurgy, Columbia Uni-
versity. New York.

over 38 or 40 per cent, silica, the duty

or the tonnage of the reverberatory fur-

nace was much decreased. Recently in re-

verberatory smelting, however, slag was
made running as high as 45 per cent,

silica, at the Garfield plant in Utah, and

as high as 43 per cent, silica at the Step-

toe plant in Nevada, the results being in

every way satisfactory. The reason for

obtaining such results with these highly

silicious slags is supposed to be due to

greater care in mixing and preparing the

charge, and in having plenty of draft.

The advantage of being able to make a

reverberatory-furnace slag running 45

per cent, instead of 38 per cent, silica,

which was considered fair practice only

two or three years ago, is great, reduc-

ing materially the operating expense and

cost of flux.

At Cananea 1 an improved method of

claying reverberatory furnaces was prac-

tised, which was suggested by Mr. Gmah-
ling, and installed under the supervision

of Mr. Shelby. It consisted of having

small holes through the roof of the fur-

nace directly above, and on a line with

the side walls, through which holes fett-

ling material was charged into the fur-

nace, building it up as a bank along the

Exg. and Mix. Joubn., Feb. 5, 1910: Mines
anil Method*, March. 1010.

walls at the slag line. It was then

tamped down with an iron tamping bar

so that it could not float away, and by

this means the side walls were pro-

tected from corrosion at the matte line,

reducing the cost of repairs on the fur-

nace greatly. These holes are about 5 in.

square, spaced 18 in. center to center,

and are, therefore, close enough to dis-

tribute the fettling material to any point

desired. When not in use the holes are

closed with firebrick and covered over

with fine material.

Collection of Flue Dust

While metallurgists have for many
years taken steps to collect a large por-

tion of the flue dust carried off in the

furnace gaces, it has only been recently

that the importance of this subject has

been fully appreciated. In former years

flue dust was considered to have small

value, on account of the difficulty of re-

working it. Now with the improved ap-

pliances for handling and preparing fine

material for smelting, and the decreased

cost of retreating this material, the ques-

tion is of greater importance. This is

especially the case when it is expected

to smelt concentrates running 20 to 40

per cent, in copper and the flue du->t

carried off in the gases from the furnaces
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in which these concentrates are to be

treated is of such value that an extensive

plant for the purpose of saving this dust

is warranted.

Experiments made at the Tyee smelt-

ery. Ladysmith, B. C, and recently com-

municated by Thomas Kiddie in the

Transactions of the American Institute of

Mining Engineers, are interesting. For a

period of two years, when the velocity of

the gases in the flues was 1200 ft. per

min., the recovery of flue dust amounted

to 2 per cent, of the ore smelted, while

in another period of two years, with a

velocity of 420 ft. in the flues, the re-

covery was 3.1 per cent. In the same

communication. .Mr. Kiddie also states

that at another plant where practically

the same change was made in reducing

the velocity of the gases, the recovery of

flue dust was increased from 2.9 to 4.3

per cent, or 50 per cent. In none of these

experiments, however, were records made

of the amount of flue dust passing out

of the flue in the gases.

Flue Dust Deposits Quickly from

Slow-moving Gases

At the Copper Queen smeltery, Doug-

las. Ariz., careful tests were made to de-

termine, not only how much flue dust

can be collected in the flue by reducing

the velocity of the gases, but also how

much dust or fume is still in the gases

after they leave the flues. George B.

Lee. superintendent, stated- that the re-

sult of these experiments showed that

if the velocity of the gases through the

fiue did not exceed 150 ft. per min.

(which may be somewhat increased if

wires or screens were placed in the flue),

practically 80 per cent, of the dust in

gases was caught in a flue 100 ft. long

(and of this 80 to 90 per cent, in first 50

ft.), the remainder being caught in a bag-

house. This indicates clearly that by

properly reducing the velocity of the

gases, all of the dust which can be caught

by settling will be recovered in a com-

paratively short flue, and that a baghouse

is necessary to catch the finest particles

which cannot be caught by a settling

chamber. Mr. Lee found that, of the

heavier particles of dust that settled in

the chamber itself, approximately 90 per

cent, passed a 200-mesh screen.

At the Great Falls plant of the Boston

& Montana companv. provision was

made to recover flue dust from furnace

Rases by the friction system, using wires

instead of Freudenberg plates. Charles

W. Goodate states that in their elaborate

flue system desicned to reduce the gases

to a velocity of not greater than 500 ft.

per min.. nearly one and one-quarter mil-

lion of dust-arresting wires will be used.

Extensive tests were made before install-

ing the wire system, which showed that

10 1010

the wires gave nearly as high an effici-

ency in dust recovery as the plates, and

with much less friction resistance to the

gases.

The great importance of collecting flue

dust was carefully borne in mind in the

construction of the new copper smeltery

at Tooele, blown in during 1910, where

the main dust chambers were so designed

that the velocity of the gases will not be

over 300 to 400 ft. per min., depending

on the temperatures, and this was for a

plant where the material treated is com-

paratively low grade.

Smeltery Smoke

The seat of the campaign against

smeltery smoke and fumes was trans-

ferred from the Salt Lake district, Utah,

to Shasta county, California, and as a

result the smelteries situated in that lo-

cality were compelled to take active

measures to prevent any possible damage

from their smoke. At the Mammoth Cop-

per Mining Company smeltery, near Ken-

nett, a baghouse was installed for the

purpose of filtering the fumes, using the

system patented by the United States

Smelting Company, and inaugurated at

the Midvale smeltery in Utah. At the

latter it was necessary to inject zinc

oxide as fume into the gases for the pur-

pose of neutralizing the SO., so that the

gases could be passed through the bag-

house without injuring the bags and also

that no sulphuric acid escape. At the

Mammoth smeltery, however, there is suf-

ficient zinc already in the fumes to neu-

tralize the SO.n. With the installation of

the baghouse at the Mammoth smeltery,

the question of filtering fumes from cop-

per-smelting furnaces seems to have been

more thoroughly solved, but it is stated

that the capacity of the present baghouse

is insufficient to take care of the gases

from the entire furnace plant.

At the Balaklala smeltery in the same

district, it is intended to overcome the

trouble by the use of the Cottrell system

which has been tried experimentally at

the Selby plant near San Francisco for

several years and the experiments pro-

nounced successful. In this system, by

the use of a direct current, electric sparks

are discharged between plates in the flue,

sulphuric acid and the solids in the gases

being deposited out. Fifteen thousand

volts are used, but the power required is

small and it was estimated from data

obtained in the experimental plant that

15 h.p. will furnish electric discharges

sufficient to knock down all of the sul-

phuric acid and solid matter contained in

the fumes resulting from roasting and

smelting 400 tons of ore per day. The

process was installed at the Balaklala

smeltery for the purpose of treating all

of the fumes from the smeltery and ac-

complishing the results just mentioned.

At the present time, it promises to be

successful and the final outcome will be

watched with a great deal of interest.

Copper-converting Operations

The experiments carried out by the

Peirce-Smith Converter Company with

their basic converters were so successful

that during 1910 arrangements were made

to install this type of converters at sev-

eral of the new smelteries which were

or are being built in Nevada and Arizona.

This new process of converting is ap-

parently on a firm footing and offers sev-

eral advantages when compared with

acid-lined converters for treating copper

matte.

In this type of converter, the lining is

magnesia brick and with one lining more

than 1000 tons of copper can be produced

from 35 to 40 per cent, matte without

extensive repairs/ The lining expense is,

therefore, reduced to a minimum, and

the usual plai t necessary for lining con-

verters is done away with. The tuyeres

in these converters have been the subject

of much attention, as this was the weak

point in all former experiments with ba-

sic-lined converters. In the Peirce-Smith

converter, the tuyeres are so arranged

and designed that they will last for a

production of as much as 2000 tons of

copper, and sometimes even more. There

is also a reduction in the crane work as

the usual handling of converter shells is

done away with. Silicious ore to flux the

iron in the matte need not be as high in

silica as is required for the lining of the

ordinary converters, but an ore contain-

ing from 40 to 50 per cent, silica and up-

wards can be used as flux and charged

into the converters by itself.

An improvement made at the Tooele

smeltery in Utah consisted in running the

matte from the reverberatory furnaces di-

rect to the converters in launders which

are nearly 80 ft. long and on an incline

of about 7 per cent. No trouble was ex-

perienced in keeping these launders free

and open, while the handling of matte

by cranes and transfer cars and the re-

working of matte skulls in the usual man-

ner were avoided.

Copper Refining

During 1910 the copper-refining plant

of the American Smelting and Refining

Company at Maurer, N. J., changed the

size of its anodes from 2x3 ft. to 3x3 ft.,

following the practice which was intro-

duced at the Chrome, N. J., plant of the

United States Metals Refining Company
by Mr. Prosser a few years ago. The

advantage of handling large anodes in

units has been fully recognized, and with

the reduced value of blister copper in

gold and silver in recent years there is

less danger of loss due to the slime from

the anodes lodging on the cathodes; hence

it is now possible to use larger anodes.

»Bno. ami Min. Joubk., Mar. 12, loin.
June 'jr.. 1010.
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In the future, the question of large

modes and also of larger tanks should

receive careful consideration in the build-

ng of new copper refineries or in ex-

ending any of those which are now in

ixistence.

Leaching Processes

Although

iroposed fo

ire and rrn

nade during

hows that

/hich coppe

racted from

ne built by

many processes have been

r leaching copper from its

my experiments have been

the last 30 years, the record

the only leaching plant in

r has been successfully ex-

its ore in America was the

James Colquhoun about 25

years ago, at the plant of the Arizona
Copper Company at Clifton, Ariz., which,
on account of local conditions, has been
operated successfully for many years,

using sulphuric acid manufactured on the

ground as a solvent and scrap iron to

precipitate the copper from solution. Dur-
ing the last few years experiments have
been made by the Cananea Consolidated
Copper Company, at Cananea, Mexico,'

and by the Ray Consolidated Copper
Company, at Kelvin, Ariz.,'' using ferric

sulphate as a solvent. In both cases, the

'Minis and Methods, Sept.. 1910.
iMines and Methods. Oct., 1910.

experiments indicated that the cost of
conducting a leaching operation on this

basis would be so great that its success
would be more than doubtful. However,
there is a large field for a leaching pro-

cess which can recover the copper from
the low-grade ore obtained from the si-

licious porphyry deposits with less loss

and at no greater expense than that which
is involved at the present time in using

the system of concentration, where fully

one-third of all the copper in the ore

mined is lost and subsequent smelting of

the concentrates. It is a difficult proposi-

tion but one which is attracting consider-

able attention at present.

Dredge Installations During 1910
By John Tyssowski

There were 24 new gold dredges, of

hich definite information is available,

i.ilt and installed in North America dur-

lg 1910. The distribution of these in-

flations was: Alaska 9, California 8,

lontana 2, and Georgia, Idaho, Nevada,

outh Dakota and Yukon Territory one

ach. These dredges represent a digging

opacity of approximately 2,745,000 cu.yd.

er month. The accompanying table

lows, in most cases, the place in which

le dredges were installed, the number in

ach State, the bucket capacity in cubic

ards and the name of the operat-

ig companies. This information is ac-

urate, having been verified by the va-

ous manufacturers of dredges, and is

smplete as far as installations of any

'agnitude are concerned. The Union Iron

forks and Risdon Iron and Locomotive

forks of San Francisco, The Bucyrus

ompany of South Milwaukee, Yuba

onstruction Company, Marysville, Cal.,

larion Steam Shovel Company, Marion,

., and- Stearns-Rogers Manufacturing

ompany, of Denver, built and installed

Did dredges in North America in 1910.

Type of Dredges Being Installed

In general, the dredges installed in

)10 were stronger and larger than the

der ones which they replaced or sup-

emented. For the most part the dredges

•e to be operated by electricity where

ich power is available. In some par-

:ular cases, however, gasolene- or

eam-driven machinery is necessary, as,

if instance, in some parts of Alaska

id Nevada. Most of the boats were pro-

ded with spud anchorage, close-con-

:cted bucket chains (except for the

Tall dredges built for Alaskan use which.

e usually provided with open-connected

lains) and belt-conveyer tailings stack-

s. The tendency toward the building of

iats of large c^p^oity was marked.

The Seward Peninsula

Dredging in the Seward peninsula 1

is as-

suming vast proportions and although the

operating season is exceedingly short it is

very profitable providing dredging opera-

tions are well managed and the dredge

equipment is of the best design and con-

struction. Many of the dredges for Alaskan
use are provided with gasolene-drivc-.i

using crude oil as fuel it is expected to

obtain a saving of one-third in the cost

of fuel. The dredges for Alaskan use

built by the Union Iron Works of San
Francisco were provided with open-con-

nected buckets of 2y> cu.ft. capacity. The

machinery of these dredges is driven

by gasolene engines. These boats were

designed to dig to a depth of 16 ft. The

NOliTII ami:
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of pulleys is used for the disposal of tail-

ings. Water is supplied from one 10-in.

centrifugal pump. The digging ladder is

of the latest type and the main drive of

the same general description as used in

the largest California dredges, driving

from both ends of the upper tumbler

shaft. This shaft is a nickel-steel forging

9 '•

. in. in diameter. Buckets consist of

high-carbon base castings, one piece,

pressed-steel hood and a manganese lip,

1 in. thick and 8 in. wide.

California Installations

According to U. S. Mint and Geological

Survey figures, from 1S9S to 1908, dredg-

ing operations in California produced

$25,277*877. Of this Butte county con-

tributed 515.049.946, Sacramento 83,920,-

231 and Yuba 55.151.242. In 1908 there

were 65 dredges operating in the State

from which a production of 86,538,189

was recorded; in 1909. 64 dredges pro-

duced 86.870.000. The dredging industry

employed about 940 men in 1908 and

about 932 in 1909. Nine new dredges

we _
e added to the equipment of the Cali-

fornia" dredging companies in 1908, five

in 1909 and eight in 1910. Of the

dredges installed in 1910 the Yuba No.

13 of the Yuba Consolidated Goldfields

and the Natoma No. 8 of the Natomas

i the Construction of California
Dredges," by John Tyssowski, Km;, and Mix.

. Oct. 15, 1910, p. 765.

Consolidated of California were the larg-

est. These two dredges were similar in

many respects. The interesting dimen-

sions of the Yuba No. 13 dredge are:

Digging depth, 60 ft.; hull, 155x58 ft. 8

in. \ 12 ft. 6 in.; ladder, length 129 ft.,

depth 10 ft.; stacker, length 140 ft., depth

7 ft.; conveyer belt, 42 in. wide; screen,

9x50 ft. 6 in.; area of gold-saving tables,

8000 sq.ft.; total power equipment, 720

h.p. These large dredges were supplied

with two 14-in. centrifugal pumps and

one 5-in. pump. The machinery weighs

about 1,600,000 lb. without motors. The

weight of the digging ladder and sus-

pension tackle alone is greater than of the

entire machinery for a 7K>-cu.ft. dredge

of the same type. Seven hundred and

thirty thousand board feet of lumber were

used in the construction of the hull.

Buckets are close connected.

The Siskiyou dredge, although only of

5 ]

j cu.ft. bucket capacity, is a thoroughly

uptodate machine. The No. 3 and No. 4

boats of the Marysville Dredging Com-
pany have buckets of 8 x/2 cu.ft. capacity.

These dredges dig to a depth of 40 ft.;

the hull dimensions are 37x102x8 ft. 8

in. and the motors total 227 J^ h.p. Buck-

ets are close connected.

Large Dredges for Montana and
Yukon Territory

The new dredges for Montana and Yu-

kon Territory have buckets of 16 cu.ft.

capacity. This is the largest yet installet

The Yukon boat is designed to dig to

depth of 45 ft.; the hull is 50x130 ft.

the ladder, 97 ft. long; stacker, 115 ft,

and there are 71 buckets in the chaii

The main-drive motor on this dredge
i

300 h.p., supplied with alternating cui

rent at 220 volts, 60 cycle and thrc

phase. The dredge of the Poor Fan

Placer Mining Company, installed at A
der, Mont., digs to a depth of 55 ft.; tt

hull is 58x150 ft.; digging ladder, 115 \

long; stacker, 130 ft.; and there are £

buckets in the chain. The gears on a

the machinery in these dredges are pn

vided with cut teeth.

Other Installations

The dredge installed near Lovelock

Nev., digs to a depth of 20 ft. below wi

ter line. The main-drive engine on th

dredge is a 100-h.p., multiple-cylinde

marine-type, gasolene engine and sep

rate engines are provided on the centi

fugal pumps, lighting system and winche

The dredge is equipped with patent r

volving screen and gold-washing appar

tus and a stacker made up of an endle

chain of buckets.

Besides the dredges installed in Nor
America, the Bucyrus, Yuba Constructs

and New York Engineering compani
built dredges for use in the Columbia

Republic, India and Siberia.

Review of Cyanidation in 19K
By Philip Argall *

There were no startling advances in

cyanidation to chronicle for 1910, but

rather a steady advance along all me-

chanical lines and as usual no real chem-

ical progress; the year, it is true, has not

bten free from the ubiquitous process

tinkers with their alleged improvements

and modifications; their creations, how-

ever, as in the past, have fallen still-born

on an expectant world or died in the

hands of their progenitors.

Cyanidation has within a few years

steadily driven amalgamation to the rear,

has almost everywhere displaced the

Patera process, and has annihilated the

wonderfully ingenious and time-honored

patio process so peculiarly applicable to

Mexican ores and climate. The cyanide

has therefore risen from a tailing

annex in which the refuse from the mill

•!ven a final treatment irrespective

•cal condition, to be the main

millin: : 'hat gold and silver

ire now usually prepared, not for

amalgamation, concentration or for the

older Hxiviation processes, but preferably

for cyanidation I
uently in a re-

view, however short, of this process to-

day, one must commence with the prepa-

ration of the ore.

Preparation of the Ore

Evolution in South Africa is toward the

use of heavier stamps, coarser crushing

in the batteries, and tubing the coarser

sands. The advantages of the heavy

stamp are summed up by its able pro-

tagonist, W. A. Caldecott, as follows:

"(1) Reduction of the initial capital ex-

penditure in erecting, say 200 stamps at

1750 lb. with accessories, in place of 280

stamps at 1250 lb. each. (2) Reduction

in size of mill building almost propor-

tionate to the lesser number of stamps.

(3) Thirty per cent, less shafting, belts

and other moving parts to maintain. (4)

Thirty per cent, less labor required for

dressing plates, lubricating moving parts,

changing screens, and other work inci-

dental to milling operations'.

The forecoing might be summarized as

n brief for larger consolidated units, less

COStly to erect and man, but presumably

nf the same mechanical efficiency as the

[ \i \l.. V..I 10, p 71

lighter stamp, the weight of reciprocatii

metal being the same in either case. N.

Caldecott, while limiting the maximu
diameter of the feed to 1^4 in.s state

"the heavier the stamp, the coarser tl

pieliminary breaking admissible, and vi

versa." In other words, the heavier stan

is made to do the work usually assigm
to rock breakers and rolls in some of tl

best plants on this side of the ocean,

have long held that the modern practi

of increasing the weight and range of r

duction of the stamp is wrong: "That
attempting to do the work of rock brea

ers or rolls with a stamp, no matter wh
its weight, the result will invariably be

more expensive plant and one of impain
efficiency, as measured by the weight
rock crushed per horsepower-hour."

New City Deep Mill Equipped with
2000-pound Stamps

The tendency in South Africa is, ho^

ever, in the other direction and so we fii

the new 200-stamp mill of the City De<

mine, Johannesburg, equipped with 200
lb. stamps in units of 10, each unit ope

•Eso. \m> Miv Joi i:\ .. May 11, 1005.
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ated by a 50-h.p. motor. It is significant

to note that bearings are placed between

each stamp stem, 1 1 in all, to support the

cam shaft, lessen vibration, minimize

breakages and incidentally increase lubri-

cation and maintenance cost. There are

nine tube mills 22x5K> ft. in this equip-

ment, each operated by 100-h.p. motors.

Single- vs. Double-stage Crushing
Still a Debatable Point

The new Randfontein Central mill is

supposed to follow more conservative

lines; it consists of 600 stamps of 1650

lb. followed by 16 tube mills 22x5K> ft.

each, for a capacity of 150,000 tons per

month. The stamps are operated in

groups of 10, by 40-h.p. motors, the

driven pulley set in the center between

the 5-stamp mortars to reduce torsional

Hlavy Stamps Call for Coarse Screens

Mr. Way considers that the investiga-

tion of the Mines Trial Committee proved,

"that maximum mechanical efficiency

when using heavy-weight stamps is only

obtained by crushing through correspond-

ingly coarse screens. .... The econo-

mic limit of the weight of these stamps,

leaving out mechanical difficulties, ap-

pears to be reached only when they en-

croach on the province of the jaw breaker

or gyratory crusher, with which they can-

not compete either mechanically or eco-

nomically." He appears to favor finer

preliminary breaking and lighter stamps

and believes it is open to question

whether in some recently equipped mines

the economic limit has not been exceeded

in the over-anxiety of the designers to

COMPARISON BETWEEN COSTS AT THE NEW KLEINFONTEIN, WITHOUT, AND OTHER
RAND MILLS WITH TUBE MILLS.

Name of Company.

New Kleinfontein
Companies Using Tube Mills:

Simmer & Jack
Knights Deep
Wit. Deep
Simmer Deep
East Hand Proprietary Mines .

Rose Deep
Simmer & Jack East
Village Deep
Lnipaards Vlei Estate
Village Main Reef
Robinson Deep
Ferreira Deep
New Modderfontein
Crown Mines
Knights Central
Robinson G. M
Jupiter
Wolhuter
Nourse Mines
New Goch
Van Ryn
Geldenhuis Deep
New Reitfontein
West Hand Consolidated
Cinderella Deep
Meyer & Charlton
Roodeport United
Durban Roods Deep
Treasury
New Ilerioi

Tons Milled
per Month.

38,599

68,900
49,499
36,723
48,952

157,243
39,883
29,727
32,970
16,119
43,600
51,366
31,772
45,200
121,100
22,378
57,588
24,570
27,150
37,928
24,740
29,852
39,753
17,317
17,672
13,119
13,162
17,683
17,197
8,873
11,583

Costs per Ton Milled.

Reduction
Expenses.

I).

748

9 . 6S4
2.022
6.92
5.504
11.734
7.736
3.632

3 10.783
3 9 . 437

8.713
3 . 552
7.561
5.617
4.739
5.91
8.549
6.843
4.618
6.410
9.105
8.303
1.866
6 . 456
8.248
8.195
7.582
6.643
4.539
2.09
8.216

General
Charges.

I).

6.146

1 . 607
1 1 . 350
8.70
0.671
6.997
11.541
4.233
9.128
11.201

Oil. 982
1 5.581

2.876
5 . 657
6 . 886
6 . 09
3.674
7.079
10.959
10.381
10.772
0.073
<J 1 75
8.352
7.633
1.287
2.652
5.551
8.135
3.48
0.216

Total.

British
Currency.

D.
6 . 894

4 10.291
5 1 . 372
5 3.62
5 6.175
5 6.731
5 7.277
5 7 . 865
5 7.911
5 8.638
5 8.695
5 9.133
5 10.437
5 11.294
5 11.625

0.0
0.223
1 .922
3 .577
4.

<;

c
6
(i

6
6
6
6 11.041
7 2
7 3
7 9

Till

377
8.376

ssi
482

10.234
0.194
0.674

United
States

Currency.

$
1.11

1.17
1.24
1.30
1.34
1.35
1.36
1.37

1.40
1.42
1.44
1.45
1.46
1.46
1 50
1.53
1.56
1.60
1

1

1

1.78
1.88
1.90
1.94
1.95
2.05
2.11

62
68
7<i

stress in the cam shaft, not usually a

natter of much moment, but with heavy
stamps little can be overlooked. Both of

:hese great mills are based on step re-

luction, rock breakers, stamps and tube

nills or as designated in Rand practice,

single- and double-stage crushing, the

)reliminary breaking not being con-

sidered.

While the ore in the latter process

s invariably reduced finer tending
io doubt toward a higher extraction,

fet on the point of single- or double-

stage crushing metallurgists are not

agreed even in. Rand practice. E. J. Way
lolds that where a product is required
ivith say 10 to 14 per cent, coarser than
50 mesh, the best and cheapest practice

s to use fine screens in the mortar boxes
ind do without tube mills, but if a finer

product is required he favors stamp-and-
:ube-mill units.

reap the benefits claimed to accrue from
the use of the tube mill. He believes this

impression is borne out by the reduction

costs of the mines using tube mills as

compared with the cost of New Kleinfon-

tein, where crushing by the single-stage

method is in use, and submits the accom-
panying instructive table of milling costs

3
.

Tube Mill Needs a Coarse Feed for

Maximum Efficiency

Caldecott, however, maintains that,

"The greater the force of impact per unit

area, the coarser the screen required for

maximum efficiency," hence heavy stamps

must have coarse screens or larger heads,

he further maintains that the coarser pro-

duct delivered by the heavy stamp in-

creases the efficiency of the tube mill, due

to the fact that such coarse particles

—

.passing 0.27-in. aperture screens—pro-

vide work to be done by the falling peb-
bles throughout the full length of the mill,

whereas with finer feed many particles

are early reduced to the required size and
the pebbles near the outlet of the mill

are not supplied with sufficient coarse

particles to secure their full crushing effi-

ciency. He stoutly maintains that the

heavy-stamp and tube-mill combination is

the best arrangement for the economic re-

duction of Rand ores to the desired fine-

ness, the largest proportion minus 90
mesh (0.006-in. aperture), and that in

view of the present practice discussion of

the possibilities of lighter stamps is

largely academic. C. O. Schmitt refer-

ring to the work of the Mines Trial Com-
mittee with stamps weighing 1400 lb.

crushing through 3 mesh (0.27-in. aper-

ture) for a duty of 15.1 tons per stamp

day shows that the product of 17 stamps,

256.7 tons, was easily reduced to the re-

quired fineness by one 22x5!/> tube mill.

That in further crushing experiments

made at his suggestion seventy-five 1640-

lb. stamps crushing through 0.125-in.

apertures in conjunction with four

22x5K>-ft. tube mills gave a duty of 16.7

tons per day, he further compares' on

the basis of above experiments 75 stamps

and four tube mills with 75 stamps and

one tube mill in favor of the four-tube

combination in capital expenditure, 30 per

cent.; ordinary working cost, 17.5 per

cent."'; ordinary working cost plus capi-

tal expenditure 23.7 per cent.; cost alone,

15.5 per cent
,;

.

Fines Should Be By-passed around
Stamps

E. H. Johnson reports an instructive

test whereby ten 1634-lb. stamps and one

standard tube mill crushed 261 tons per

24 hours-, all but l/2 per cent, of the pulp

passing 0.006-in. screen aperture; con-

suming 150 h.p. of which the stamps used

45, the tube 105. The duty is therefore

145 lb. per horsepower-hour. As com-

pared with single stage, all stamp work,

Johnson claims an increase of 32 per

cent, in horsepower efficiency and 31 per

cent, in grinding efficiency. This excell-

ent result was obtained by equipping the

stamps with screens of 0.284-in. aperture

and by-passing the fines in the stamp

feed, suitable for tubing, direct to the

tube mill, thus eliminating from the stamp

any semblance of fine-crushing. Johnson

adds, "As a factor in gold-ore reduction,

I am of the opinion that we are only just

beginning to realize the possibilities of

the tube mill. It has been too tenderly

treated in the size of ore particles fed to

sTrans., I. M. M., Vol. 10, p. 120.

*Journ.. S. A. Asoc. of England. Vol. 15,
No. 5.

"Including labor (white and colored), pow-
er, mercury, shoes, dies, screens, pebbles, lin-

ers, lighting, water, maintenance and general
charges.

"Capital charges on the basis of 7 per cent.

Interest plus 3 per cent, for redemption of
capital.
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it up to the present, and its gluttony for

work has not been properly appreciated ."

American Practice Does Not Favor

Heavy Stamps

The question of heavy versus light

stamps, or in fact any stamp at all, is still

an open one in this country; it is gen-

erally conceded, however, that the 2000-

lb. stamp has probably reached, if it has

not exceeded, the economic limit of a

cam-operated machine, and encroached

on the field of the steam stamp.

NX'hile watching stamp development

and performance in the greatest goldfield

in the world, where the largest and lat-

est mills are operated under, perhaps, the

best conditions and controlled and di-

rected by a galaxy of metallurgical talent,

one is not favorably impressed by the

working cost. Take, for example, the last

seven mills on Mr. Way's table, averag-

ing about 14.000 tons per month, as more

nearly representing the tonnage of some

of our larger mills, we find the average

milling cost is S1.95. varying from S2.ll

with a monthly turnover of 11,583 tons,

to SI.78 with a turnover of 17,672. Ad-

mitting that it is seldom possible to com-

pare the working costs in different min-

ing districts with any marked accuracy,

I will merely say, if this is the best at-

tainable with modern stamps and tube

mills on free-milling ore, those who have

favored step reduction in rolls. Chilean

and tube mills have no cause for worry.

Maximum Efficiency of Stamps Found

in Reducing from \U to % Inch

In the article previously quoted I en-

deavored to show, as long ago as May,

1905, that stamps were not efficient in the

field of either coarse or fine crushing,

and that their economic range had not

been determined. Thanks to the work of

the Mines Trial Committee and the able

researches of Mr. Caldecott and others,

wc now know that on Rand ores, tube

mills give maximum efficiency when fed

with ore passing 0.27-in. screen aper-

tuies, the maximum battery feed is

placed at less than 2-in., thus establishing

the economic range of modern 1350- to

2000-lb. stamp operating on Rand ores

from, say, 1 ; in. to 'A in., a seven to

one reduction against the 100 to one of a

tew vears ago. This, in my opinion, is

one of the best and cleanest vindica-

tions of the correctness of successive

comminution against one-stage ore re-

duction that has yet appeared. Having

thus established the range of the stamp

it remains to be seen if other machines

will not reduce ores from 1
' to ' \ in.

equally as well, if not better; my personal

opinion is rolls would prove superior, a

possibility no' overlooked by Caldecott;

or rolls and fast-running Chilean mills

vould make a good combination. In the

ijr,tirn f'tu-m. Met .'irid Ml n Boe of B. A ,

•

I Of)

former, the steps would be, rock break-

ers, rolls and tube mills, while in the lat-

ter Chilean mills would come before the

tube mill, a combination preferable where

concentration is an essential part of the

process. Either scheme would be much

cheaper in initial cost than gravity

stamps, much more compact and of high-

er mechanical efficiency. South African

metallurgists were slow in taking up tube

milling, yet the work accomplished by

it under their direction, particularly with

54 -in. feed, has placed the mining world

under lasting obligations. These en-

gineers have effectively exploded the

time-honored fallacies that stamps are

fine crushers and that amalgamation

must begin in the mortar and be com-

pleted on plates in front of it, thus sim-

plifying the process of ore reduction, and

leaving to the realms of debate and fu-

ture research, the comparatively simple

problem: Required, the best method to

reduce ore to H in. for tube-mill feed?

Fast-running Chilean Mills Favored

in United States

Fast-running Chilean mills are held in

high esteem in the United States and

their use is extending. Six-foot mills

running 33 r.p.m. on Cripple Creek ores

will reduce four tons per hour, 60 per

cent, of which will pass 150 mesh (0.03-

in. aperture), the feed being previously

rolled to pass 3/^-in. aperture. Ball mills

so successful in dry milling, have not

proved efficient in wet practice, the wear

of the balls, plates and screens, heavy in

dry milling, becomes prohibitive in the

wet process. Grinding pans are little

used today in the United States, the land

of their development, nor has their use

extended in Australia, where they were

brought to a high state of efficiency as

fine grinders in competition with tube

mills; where amalgamation is a feature of

the process as at Kalgoorlie, the pan is

undoubtedly the machine required, but

in straight fine-grinding one hears little

now of competition between pan and tube

mill. Apart from the fine iron dissem-

inated in the pulp produced from pans,

which, to say the least, is not desirable in

cyanidation, the pan requires more atten-

tion than the tube mill and its range of

ore reduction is much less. It is, however,

extensively used in Kalgoorlie for grind-

ing and amalgamating roasted ores.

Recent Tube-mill Developments

An important improvement in South

African tube mills is to drive from the

discharge end, leaving the working

(feed) end free from gearing and drive

obstruction. The tube mill developed in

the cement industry is not efficient, wh.n

n red by the work done per horse-

power, as is well shown by a recent im-

provement introduced in the same indus-

try wherebv. I am credibly informed, the

capacity of a tube is doubled by the con-

sumption of hut 22 per cent, additional

power. The improvement consists in re-

placing part of the flints by steel cylin-

ders '

2 in. diameter bv about 1 inch in

length; these are placed in a separate

compartment at the discharge end of the

mill. The invention has not, to my
knowledge, been tried in wet milling. It

will be noted that the change substitutes

rolls for spheres, which latter can only

crush at points in contact, while the rolls

should crush along their entire face lines

against points, thus enormously increas-

ing the crushing or grinding surface. This

invention also introduces step reduction

in the tube mill.

Steel Shafting Used in Tube Mill for

Crushing Surfaces

Another machine now being built in

Denver, the Marathon tube mill, has a

corrugated lining of hard iron and is

partly filled with steel shafting, each

piece practically the full length of the

mill, giving a multiple-roll effect. It is

claimed to be an exceedingly fine grinder;

working tests are, however, lacking.

Battery Amalgamation Displaced by

Table Amalgamation

Amalgamation in South Africa is now
removed from itsold position in front of the

battery; the amalgamating plates being

assembled in a separate building where

the precipitator boxes are also housed,

thus all the gold handling is done in one

place, away from grease and oil and, pre-

sumably, under ideal conditions. Shak-

ing amalgamation plates are favored in

some mills. On this side there is no par-

ticular change to note. Some of the large

United States and Mexican mines have

abandoned amalgamation, for one cause

or another, sometimes for plate troubles,

where cyanide solutions are used in the

battery, and sometimes, it must be admit-

ted, to guard against theft. In other cases

it has been hard to decide if the saving

by amalgamation was worth the cost, in-

asmuch as the gold would be eventually

caught in the cyanide plant. Unless the

gold is coarse, and easily caught, less

than 20 per cent, saving by amalgamation

is seldom worth the labor and expense

incident to that process.

Does Concentration Pay?

Concentration is also in varying es-

teem, having been abandoned in several

mills and taken up anew in others. Where
a fair proportion can be obtained as a

concentrate, difficult to cyanide, it is usu-

ally good practice to remove it either for

sale to smelteries or to work up in the

mill. In either case a rebellious sub-

stance is removed, thus shortening the

cyanidation of the bulk of the ore, while

when treated separately in the mill the

concentrate can be given such special

treatment as the case requires, fine grind-

ing, stronger solution, or longer treat-

ment, one or all, thus cheapening the en-

tire prrress.
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Crushing and concentrating in cyanide

solution is now standard practice in many

places where gold-silver telluride ores

are treated; as for example in

West Australia, in Mexico and Tono-

pah, Nev., and at Cripple Creek. In

the latter district about 18,000 tons per

month of sulpho-telluride ores varying

between S3 and S3.50 per ton are now

treated by this method in the mills of

Stratton's Independence Limited and the

Portland Gold Mining Company.

Dry Milling

The reduction of ore in the dry state

is usually necessary in roasting-cyanide

plants, the first of which, the Metallic

Works, was erected at Florence, Colo., in

1895, following a series of roasting ex-

periments on a working scale. At Kal-

goorlie, about 70,000 tons per month are

treated in the cyanide-roasting plants,

the greater part crushed in Krupp ball

mills, which have been brought to a high

state of efficiency and are giving ex-

cellent service. The Griffin mill is also

in use there, but the ball mill has the

preference.

Cripple Creek Practice Divided be-

tween Ball Mills and Rolls

About 45,000 tons of Cripple Creek

ore are prepared for roasting every month,

about half by ball mills and half by rolls;

the ball mills crush through about 3/16-

in. aperture, the ore is ground fine in

Chilean mills after roasting. The roll

plants crush to 12 mesh (0.042-in. aper-

ture), the ore is then roasted, chloridized

in barrels, ground in tube mills, and the

residue from the barrels cyanided. These

mills were, of course, built for the chlori-

nation process, but in time it was found

the tailings could be cyanided at a profit

and the cyanide annex, when added, al-

lowed much poorer and cheaper work to

be done in the roasting and chlorination

departments. About 6000 tons per month

of semi-oxidized ore are prepared by roll

plants for direct cyanidation each month
in the Cripple Creek district and mostly

cyanided in leaching tanks.

Treatment of Ore after Roasting

After roasting, the ores are invariably

wet ground in cyanide solution usually

in amalgamating pans. This is the stand-

ard practice in Kalgoorlie, through which

about 30 per cent, of the gold is re-

covered in amalgam. In other places the

gold is caught in blankets together with

the heavier minerals or partly roasted

sulphides and the blanketings only ground

and amalgamated in pans. After roast-

ing, then, both processes are wet and the

subsequent treatment similar.

This is necessary even in the all-slime

plants, in order to return the sands to

the tube mill. Cone classifiers are ex-

tensively if not exclusively used abroad.

In North America, however, drag sep-

arators of various types have been long

in use. followed by the much superior

spiral or helical classifiers. These give

a clean separation not more than 6 to

10 per cent, slime in the sand or sand in

the slime, ore that will pass 150 mesh
(0.003-in. aperture) being designated

slime in our practice. I have had spiral

classifiers in use for about three years

that deliver clean sand 5 in. above the

receiving point and the clean slime 6 in.

below it; one of the most perfect acting

and least expensive machines, both in

first cost, maintenance and operation, that

I ever had the pleasure of using. Such

a classifier meets all requirements. A
clean separation of the slime from the

sand is essential to good extraction and

rapid leaching in the tanks. The slime-

free sands can be sluiced direct from

these classifiers to the leaching tanks

and with a small quantity of solution will

fill perfectly without mechanical dis-

tributors or manual labor at the tanks.

All-slime Processes Now Losing Favor

Sand treatment is occasionally by agi-

tation but usually by simple percolation

in tanks. The all-slime method is not ex-

tending as rapidly as it did; there is a

general return to sand treatment; fine

grinding is expensive.

Slime treatment is invariably by agita-

tion. The only agitators worth considering

are in my opinion the Pohle air lift and

the large-volume slow-running centrifu-

gal pump; other forms of mechanical

agitators are not worth considering. By
slow-moving centrifugal pumps I mean
one speeded to overcome the hydraulic

head which is seldom over 3 ft., including

friction, whereas one usually finds cen-

trifugal pumps used for agitation, run-

ning at a speed equal to a head of 40 to

60 ft. The Pohle air lift, however, is the

best form of agitator, first I believe ap-

plied to this work by Brown, in New
Zealand.

Questionable Whether the Pachuca
Tank Is an Improvement

The tall, Brown (Pachuca) tank is,

however, of no special advantage; almost

any shaped tank with a conical bottom

will do equally as well. I prefer tanks 30

ft. in diameter with peripheral overflow.

These can be used at will for either set-

tling, or agitating by means of the air

lift. I believe it is a mistake to carry

the discharge of the air lift to the top

of the tank and prefer discharging 8 or

10 in. below the surface of the liquid,

placing a perforated conical distributor

over the discharge to direct the flow from

the air lift toward the periphery of the

tank. In this way two important ad-

vantages are obtained: (]), the air escap-

ing from the lift keeps the upper portion

of the charge in violent agitation, giving

far better aeration than is obtained in

the Pachuca tank, from which the com-

pressed air escapes into the atmosphere

and is lost; (2), the sandv portion of

the charge escaping from the lift falls on
an apron, directing it also toward the

periphery where, settling rapidly, it is

again taken up by the air lift. In this way
the sand receives brisk agitation and

it usually needs such treatment. It mutt

not be inferred that I advocate treating

sands and slimes together, I refer only to

the sandv portion of the slime charges.

No inconvenience has occurred through

the apparent separation of sand and slime

in this system of agitators

Pachuca Tank Useful in Giving Scope

to Would-be Inventors

The tall, slim Pachuca tank, however,

is the hight of metallurgical fashion to-

day and, like the hobble skirt, must run

its course. I do not condemn it, but

merely show how, in some cases at least,

better results may be obtained from

standard, or less freaky apparatus. Any
attempt to describe the imitations and vari-

ations of the Pachuca tank and the

numerous complex and mysterious sys-

tems of patented piping with which it has

been draped and garnished is, of course,

out of the question. But, from this view

point, the Pachuca tank has been, and is

now, an unqualified success.

Continuous Agitation Gaining Ground

A battery of six Pachuca tanks 14 ft.

10 in. by 44 ft. 8'j in., at the Esperanza

mill, Mexico, was fitted up last February

for continuous agitation, by means of

6-in. pipe connections from a point near

the top of one tank to a position near the

bottom of the air lift in the adjoining

tank. The pulp is fed into the top of

No. 1 tank at the rate of 300 tons of dry

slime and 540 tons of solution per day,

each tank having the usual Pachuca air-

lift equipment. The pulp gravitates

through the series of six tanks with a

friction drop of about 6-in. head between

tanks. Apart from the time saved in fill-

ing tanks a gain in extraction of 1.3 per

cent, gold and 1.5 per cent, of silver is re-

ported and a saving of 25 grams cyanide

per ton of ore treated.
8

In wet milling with cyanide solution

(crushing and concentrating) the pro-

cess must, of course, be continuous so

far as settling slimes and clarifying the

solution for re-use is concerned. Some of

these plants also carry out continuous

agitation methods, and with reform ores

continuous agitation will, no doubt, soon

become standard practice in combination

with continuous-acting filters. The Fs-

peranza work is, however, carried out on

a large scale with results that show the

continuous agitation is at least as good

as the single-charge method.

Vacuum Filters Apparentiy Superior

to Filter Prf^sf^

West Australian metallurgists intro-

duced the filter press into pold milling,

and, I might sav. perfected it: todav the

filter press remains the standard at Kal-

goorlie, but, unlike the tube mill, also

«M. IT. Kurvla.
1010; p i-

Mrr. \fin. Journ., All?.,
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first used in ore treatment at Kalgoorlie,

it has not spread over the world. The

filter press is too costly in initial ex-

penditure, in maintenance and in opera-

tion, so could not hold its own against the

much cheaper and more efficient vacuum

filters of American invention, the leading

types of which, the Moore and the But-

ters, have with few exceptions met with

unqualified success.

First Leaf-filter Plant on the Rand

The Butters company this fall started

a 1000-ton plant, in perhaps the most

critical metallurgical circle in the world

—

conservative in everything except the

weight of stamps. This filter plant on the

Crown Mines made a wonderful showing

against the standard decantation process

elaborated in Rand practice; and several

other vacuum-filter plants, it is said, are

under order. This is somewhat surpris-

ing on account of the immense capital

tied up in the huge decantation plants.

Many efforts have been made to elaborate

a continuous slime filter, one of the

earlier successes being attributed to the

Ridgeway, 10 of which are operated at

the Great Boulder mill, Kalgoorlie. Other

Ridgeway's have been erected in Mexico

and elsewhere.

Drum Filters Still Too Complicated

The drum form of continuous filter, of

which we may take the Oliver as a type,

appears to be coming into use in the

United States and Mexico; they all leave

much to be desired, the complication of

automatic valves on vacuum, pressure air

and wash water prove troublesome and in

the present state of the art the simpler

form of leaf filter, now highly developed,

appears to have the preference among
large users.

Zinc Still Superior to Electrolytic

Precipitation

The simple zinc shaving of MacArthur

still holds the lead and is, I believe, pref-

erable for rich solutions. The zinc-dust

method, however, as perfected by Mer-

rill is superior for recovering precious

metals from weak and low-grade solu-

tions. This process is coming into ex-

tensive use and deservedly so. It is im-

portant to note that electro-precipitation

has made no progress notwithstanding the

many shining lights that have introduced

one or another of the various schemes

and the lavish use of capital to promote

them.

Electro-cyanide methods have indeed

failed entirely in practical mill work, both

in the solution of the precious metals and

also in their precipitation. Meanwhile,

the old process of MacArthur- Forrest

aided by cheaper chemicals and power
and by ever increasing mechanical im-

provements, goes steadily on conquering

and to conquer stubborn and rebellious

ores in every part of the globe.

Stamp Milling in 1910
By Louis D. Huntoon *

In reviewing stamp-mill practice in this

country and South Africa during 1910

there is still to be noticed the general ab-

sence of preliminary hand dressing and

mechanical sampling in this country.

The results of the discussion over the

efficiency of the heavy gravity stamp as

compared with the light stamp are that

South African practice appears to favor

the heavy stamp up to 2000 lb., whereas

in this country stamps weighing from

1000 to 1200 lb. remain in favor. The

new Ebner mill at Juneau, Alaska, is an

exception; at this property stamps weigh-

ing 1400 lb. have been ordered. The

heaviest stamps operating in this district

are 1150 lb. The results from the 1400-

lb. stamps will be looked forward to with

much interest.

Fine Grinding

For fine grinding of gold-silver ore the

large mills still follow the practice of the

last few years; the stamp mill is used

primarily as a crushing machine prepara-

tory to sliming in a tube mill. Since the

development of the disseminated copper

ores requiring fine grinding, mills on en-

tirely different lines have been designed

to pulverize the ores; rolls and Chilean

mills have replaced the stamp and tube

mills.

The advisability of retreating at the

mills concentrates containing gold and

silver, to save freight and smelting

charges, has been investigated during the

«f mining and metallurgy, sin-f

School <'f ^iil<- I nl v> rHjty.
• nri

last few years with the result that a few

of the mills producing such concentrates

have devised successful methods of ex-

tracting the gold.

Hand Dressing

In South Africa, preliminary hand

dressing before stamping is practised on

a large scale on sized products, and about

20 per cent, of waste rock discarded,

thereby greatly increasing the capacity of

the mine and the profits per day and per

ton of ore. In this country preliminary

hand dressing is not in so great favor,

and is only practised at a few properties

on lump ore as delivered to the breaker

from the mine bins. From the breakers

the ore is conveyed to the stamp mill

without further hand dressing. The pos-

sibility of introducing hand dressing on

the product from the breakers is worthy

of careful investigation.

Sampling Plants

Mechanical-Sampling plants preceding

stamp milling are also noticeable by their

absence in most mills in this country.

Samples are taken from the battery dis-

charge, but this sample does not contain

the rich sands retained in the battery and

is not a sample of the ore being milled.

Great care must be exercised in taking

this sample as the slimes are liable to

splash over the sides of the sampler and

be lost, in which case the battery sample

is not accurate and there is no check on

the mill work.

With base metals, where the ore in

general is worth much less per ton and

requires most careful milling to show a

profit, accurate mechanical-sampling

plants are installed. The excuse for not

installing mechanical-sampling plants for

gold ore is that a sample can be taken

from the battery and the cost of the

sampling plant and operation does not

warrant it. When investigating this cost,

it is found to be less than one cent per

ton. The following costs were obtained

in 1910 and illustrate how insignificant

the cost is when the plant is properly ar-

ranged: Capacity of plant, 3000 tons per

day; weight of sample,' 120 lb. per day;

cost of plant, $7500. Cost of operation: 10

h.p. for operating, $1.40 per day; 5

h.p. for drying, $0.70; two men, $4.60;

maintenance, $0.80; total, $7.50 per day,

or %.c. per ton of ore.

Sampling and Assay Costs Low

At the El Oro mine the total cost of

sampling for May, 1010, including mine
sampling, assaying, and supplies, was
4c. per ton.. Over 8000 assays were made
at a cost of 14c. per assay. In the Coeur

d'Alene district, Idaho, the charges per

ton for sampling are insignificant. At

public sampling plants where the plant

must be thoroughly cleaned after each

lot is sampled, the cost is much greater

and will vary from 20 to 22c. per ton

on 100-ton lots.

Capacity of Stamps

The capacity of stamps depends upon
a great many factors but only the size

of the ore and weight of the stamp will

be considered here.
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The size of ore fed to a stamp mill

11 depend upon the character of the

e and the weight of the stamp. Heavy

imps require a coarser feed than light

imps. The size should be such thai

e force of the blow will be dissipated

crushing the rock on the die and

lashing the crushed material through

e discharge screen. For crushing pur-

ees, breakers are more efficient than

imps. The ore should be reduced with

eakers as fine as is consistent with the

ccessful operation of the stamp.

It appears from the investigations in

mth Africa that the capacity of the

imp increases in almost direct propor-

m to the weight. This has resulted in

adualiy increasing the weight for in-

eased capacity until a new mill of 200

imps, weighing 2000 lb. per stamp, has

en erected.

South African practice has not been

llowed in this country. By increasing

e weight and size of discharge the ca-

city of South African stamps has been

creased from about 3]/2 tons to 8 tons

id in one case it is 15 tons. By in-

easing the size of discharge in

is country the capacity has been in-

eased from about 3y2 tons to five

seven tons with one or two exceptions

lere a nine ton capacity had been

ached.

Efficiency of Heavy Stamps

The question has been raised as to the

ast efficient weight for gravity stamps,

id upon this point opinions differ

eatly. The series of tests made in

>uth Africa, published in the Transac-

)ns of the Institution of Mining and

etallurgy, 1909, together with the dis-

issions, indicates to me that heavy

amps are more efficient crushing ma-

lines than light stamps. The question

to whether the stamp mill, as a crush-

g machine, is as efficient as rolls ap-

irently was not considered during these

sts. Most engineers will admit that for

ushing purposes only the stamp mill

not as efficient as rolls. The original

amp mills erected for treating Cripple

reek ore were soon rebuilt and the

amps discarded for rolls. This im-

•oved practice is still followed by the

rge mills.

The stamp mill, as a ' crushing ma-

line, has lately been thoroughly tested

the mill of the Boston Consolidated

opper Company, treating the dissemi-

ited copper ore from Bingham, Utah.

5 a crushing machine it was not a suc-

ss, and the stamps are now being re-

aced by rolls and Chilean mills which

ill have a much greater capacity than

e stamps.

Fine Crushing

The old fractice of treating gold-

Iver ore was to crush with stamps,

nalgamate on apron plates and con-

centrate the tailings, if necessary. With
the improvements in the cyanide pro-

cess the method of recovery has changed
entirely in many districts, but no changes
have been introduced for the preliminary

crushing other than increased weight of

stamps. The apron plates to the battery

are being discarded, and shaking amalga-

mating plates introduced to save the

coarse gold. The gold and silver remain-

ing in the tailings are extracted by con-

centration and cyaniding, or by cyanid-

ing direct.

The stamp mill as used today is

primarily a crushing machine. In the

new 200-stamp mill recently built in

South Africa, with stamps weighing 2000

lb., the ore is crushed through 10 mesh,

classified, and the coarse product from

the classifier pulverized in tube mills.

No amalgamation takes place until the

ore is pulverized; the stamps and tube

mills are used for crushing and pulver-

izing only. The products from the tube

mils, together with the overflow from the

classifiers, are combined and fed to shak-

ing amalgamating tables.

Stamps Used Only for Crushing

The new mill of the Tonopah Exten-

sion company also serves as an illus-

tration of the use of stamp mills for

crushing purposes only. The ore is

crushed by stamps, concentrated, the

coarse tailings pulverized in tube mi'Js,

and the product from the tube mills again

concentrated. The pulverized tailings

are collected and cyanided.

As shown in the flow sheet of the

Goldfield Consolidated mill, the stamps

are used primarily for crushing. The

openings in the discharge screen are

y\ in., giving a capacity of 8 1
.. to 9 T/2

tons per stamp. For finer grinding,

Chilean mills have been introduced sim-

ilar to the practice of mills operating

on disseminated copper ore. Tube mills

are used for pulverizing. Many other

mills using stamps as crushing machines

could be mentioned but the above will

serve to illustrate South African prac-

tice and two types of mills in this coun-

try.

Crushing Disseminated Copper Ore

Examining the practice followed in

crushing disseminated copper ore, which

requires the same general treatment as

the gold-silver ore, there is no similarity.

The copper ore is broken to 1 Vi in. and

crushed with rolls at less expense than

can be accomplished with stamps. The

rolls have a positive discharge whereas

the stamps have not. Chilean mills are,

at present, receiving preference for finer

grinding of copper ore. These mills

have not a positive discharge and tend

to slime the product which is objection-

able for concentration. It is reported

that one section of the Miami Copper

mill will use rigid rolls in place of

Chilean mills. From the above it ap-

pears that the stamp mill should oe

abandoned when the ore contains no

coarse gold and that rolls should be

introduced in their place.

The economical limit of fine crushing

with rolls is about 20 mesh. Beyond
this tube mills and ball mills are more
efficient. For gold-silver ore, tube mills

are preferred and are being largely us_d.

The discharge is not positive and the

product is likely to contain a high per-

centage of slime. When slimes are to

be avoided the ball mill is preferable to

the Chilean mill.

Retreatment of Concentrates

At several of the large gold mills the

concentrates produced are being re-

treated and the gold extracted at the

mill, thereby saving freight and smelter

charges. The practice followed by the

Goldfield Consolidated company is *o

first pulverize the ore and then concen-

trate. The concentrates are first run

over amalgamating plates to recover

coarse free gold and then cyanided by a

special process devised by G. W.
Hutchinson.

Experiments have also been conducted

by Mr. Parsons of the Desert mill, Ne-

vada, on the concentrates from the To-

nopah ore, but the results did not war-

rant the erection of a plant.

At the Perseverance mine, about five

miles from Juneau, Alaska, the concen-

trates assay from $30 to $40 in gold.

The charges for haulage, freight and

treatment amount to about $14 per ton.

To avoid this excessive charge a Middle-

ton & Cobbe amalgamating pan was in-

stalled recently to retreat the concen-

trates. The results of the testing show

that a large percentage of the gold can

be recovered by amalgamation, and the

pulverized concentrates reconcentrated,

giving a product containing from $100 to

$125 per ton and tailings containing $2

to $2.50 per ton.

Alaska-Treadwell to Retreat Its Own
Concentrates

The Alaska-Treadwell company, on

Douglas island, Alaska, is also install-

ing a plant to retreat the concentrates

which assay about $30 in gold. For

years past these concentrates have been

shipped to the smelteries along the Pa-

cific coast. Freight and treatment

charges have amounted to about $10 per

ton. The present plan is to classify tke

concentrates, recrush the coarse ma-

terial in tube mills and pass the product

of the tube mills, together with the over-

flow from the classifier, over amalga-

mated copper plates. The tailings from

the copper plates will be cyanided. It is

estimated that the total cost of retreat-

ment will amount to about $3 per ton,

thereby saving about $7 per ton on 100

tons of concentrates per day, which is a

good profit in itself.
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The Metallurgy of Lead in 191
By H. O. Hofman *

The improvements made during 1910

in the metallurgical treatment of lead ores

were few, as the methods of smelting ore

and refining lead bullion were already so

well established that the practice had

almost become standardized. There were

a few exceptions to this general state-

ment, but most of the changes that took

ee had to do with a mechanical de-

vice here and there which hastened and

cheapened the operations heretofore car-

ried out by hand.

If the practice shows considerable

uniformity, the theory is being steadily

advanced by the research that is being

carried on in metallurgical laboratories.

General chemical investigations, which

for the last fifty years were more or less

"onfined to organic chemistry, have in

part made a change of front and turned

toward the field of inorganic and with it, of

metallurgical chemistry, since it has be-

come possible to determine accurately the

character and limit of many chemical

reactions at elevated temperatures. Thus

from metallurgical and purely chemical

sources many processes which practice

has developed receive explanations which

fill existing gaps in the theory and

broaden the field as a whole.

Composition of the Lead Silicates

A very common compound in lead met-

allurgy is lead silicate. A few years

ago Mostowitsch 1 shattered the generally

accepted idea that we had to deal with

chemical compounds by a series of care-

ful experiments which appeared to show
that lead silicates were solutions of lead

oxide in lead glass. The more recent in-

vestigations of Cooper, Shaw and Loomis
proved the existence of the singulo-sili-

cate. Pb c <0 . melting at 746 deg. C;
of the bi-silicate, PbSiO.. melting at 766

deg. C. ; and of a eutectic, Pb,SiO,

—

PbSiO with approximately 88 per cent.

PbO. melting at 717 deg. C. ; they also

determined the freezing point of PbO as

lying g. Centigrade.

5ITION Temperatures of the
Sulphates

In the roasting of a metallic sulphide

there is almost always some metallic sul-

phate formed, and the latter is decom-
wholly at an elevated temperature,

with the exception of lead sulphate, which
'jfl only in part its <-ulphur trioxide.

The dissociation temperatures of only part

of the metallic Sulphates are known. The

rv '.it

investigations of Friedrich'' gave valua-

ble information upon this point. The
temperatures for the leading sulphates

are as follows: Fe_, 3 SO,-*Fe_.G\ = 705

deg. C; CoSCWCoO = 880 deg.; NiSG\
•NiC— 840 deg.;CuSO,-»2 CuO.S03 =
740 deg.; 2 CuO.SGwCuO = 845 deg.;

CuC-»CuO.Cu,0 = 1040 deg.; ZnSCW
3 ZnO.2 SOa= 840 deg.; 3 ZnO.2 SO,-»
ZnO — 935 deg.;MnSG\»»? = 1030 deg.;

A1..3 SCWAL-Oa = 770 deg. ; Ag,S0 4-*Ag
= 1085 degrees.

The melting temperatures found are:

MnSO«, 700 deg.; Ag,SG\ 600 deg.; the

transformation temperatures, ZnSO,, 740
deg.; MnSO,, 860 deg.; PbSo„ 850 deg.

(others found 845 deg.) ; Ag,So 4 , 410 deg.

Centigrade.

The Name for Blast Roasting Still

Unsettled

The subject of paramount interest at

present is that of blast-roasting, by
means of which metallic sulphide is

roasted and agglomerated in a single

operation through forced or induced, in-

stead of the common natural draft. Re-
cent experiments appear to show that

some metallic arsenides are amenable
to blast-roasting, of which more below.

Some attempts have been made to sub-

stitute for the generic term of blast-

roasting given by Dwight, the word "bes-

semer-roasting'" and "blast and down-
draft sintering,""' neither of which ap-

pears satisfactory. Following the second
suggestion, "up- and down-draft roast-

sintering" expresses the present state of
the art, but the term is too long.

Blast-roasting Only a Quickened
Ordinary Roast

Technical periodicals have offered many
theories regarding the reactions that oc-

cur in blast-roasting since the process
was first patented by Huntington and
Heberlein in 1898 for the treatment of
lead ores. In a doctorate thesis',

Paul Richter goes over the whole
ground systematically, subjecting the dif-

ferent theories proposed to laboratory ex-

periment, and feels justified in putting

them all aside. He shows that blast-

roasting is nothing more or less than

an enforced ordinary roast similar to

that in a reverberatory furnace, in which
the reactions taking place with galena

l/< lallurf/U . 1010, vii. 328,

Editorial Ifel and <h< ,„ Enn 1010
Viii 222

n ".IT
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may be expressed by PbS -f 30-]
+ SO,, SO, -f O = S03 , PbS + 4 SC
PbSO, + 4 SO,, PbO + S03 = PbSO,
PbO ' SiO, = Pb,SiO., 2 PbSO, + !

= Pb,SiO, + 2 SOa ( or SO, + O )

.

large volume of air, forced or dr
into the ore charge, surrounds
single particles of sulphide, drives off

sulphur dioxide as soon as fom
and thus counteracts to some ex
the formation of sulphate; at

same time it causes the oxidation to
;

ceed at such a speed that the heat
j

erated causes the resulting oxide to f

with the accompanying gangue or

added flux a sintered mass. There
two statements in the thesis to wl

exception must be taken; one is that

silica necessary to the charge may
either free or combined; the other is

the composition of the gangue or of
flux added has no influence upon
result.

Conditions Necessary for Success
Blast-roasting

For the success of a blast-roast, i

essential that the sulphurous g;

formed be withdrawn as quickly as 1

sible; that the heat furnished by
oxidation be sufficient for agglomera
and not in any great excess over
amount required; that the quality

quantity of dilutent flux, or, the gang
be such that it form with the oxidi

sintered mass; that the size and form
ore as well as of diluent flux, be corn
and that the operation be carried oul

the suitable manner.

The quick withdrawal of sulphur
oxide as soon as formed prevents
being converted into trioxide by catalj

and acting upon oxide or sulphide,

regards the heat set free in roasting

is well to recall that the amounts
erated by the oxidation of metals, si

as zinc, iron, nickel, lead, copper,

molecule oxygen, are much greater tl

is that by the burning of sulphur
sulphur dioxide, viz., (Zn, 0)=r84,{
cal.. (Fe, O) =65,700, (Ni, O) =61,5
(Pb, O) = 50.800, (Cu,0) = 40,?

(S, O.) 34,630 cal. Thus, a low-grt
copper matte, or one that is rich in ir

will behave differently from one that

high-grade or poor in iron, and a It

matte differently from a galena concf

trate, on account of the high tempei

tures developed by the first, as compai
with the second. On account of the Iar

amount of heat developed by the oxid

tion of arsenic per molecule oxygen, vi

(As,0) — 52.100 cal., an arsenide w
not be so readily blast-roasted as a a
responding sulphide, although the heat
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vaporization of arsenious oxide has to be

deducted from the above high value.

Five Ways to Correct Excess Heat
Development

There are five ways open for correcting

the heating effect of an excess of metallic

sulphide: One is to add an extra amount

of water to the charge, e.g., 15 per

cent, as against the usual 5; another to

rougii roast the ore in a fine-ore kiln cr

reverberatory furnace, and thus convert

part of the sulphide into sulphate and

oxide; the third is to di'ute the ore with

sufficient flux to reduce the calorific power

of the ore mixture; the fourth is to

choose a diluent of high specific heat;

the fifth, a suggestion of Savelsberg, to

blow in air containing less than the nor-

mal amount of oxygen. Wetting down

the charge is the simplest expedient, but

water can be used only in limited

amounts. Rough-roasting not only de-

composes part of the metallic sulphide,

but changing this into oxide contributes

thereby a certain amount of diluent and

correspondingly diminishes the quantity

of extraneous material that would other-

wise have to be added. As a rough-

roast in a mechanical furnace is a cheap

operation, this method offers many ad-

vantages over the third, the addition of

flux to the raw ores, because with this

an economic limit is quickly reached, as

it decreases the smelting power of the

blast furnace for ore, the capacity of the

shaft being taken up by flux. Dilution

of air with fuel gases has not been tried.

Effect of Diluents Examined

The assertion of P. Richter that the

character of the diluent had no decided

influence upon a blast-roast is based upon

the fact observed by him in roasting ex-

periments made in an assay muffle, which

showed that the oxidation was hastened

about equally by the 16 diluents tried,

namely, limestone, iron oxide, gypsum,

caustic lime, dolomite, barite, witherite,

baryta, cerussite, anglesite, lead- and

copper-blast-furnace slag, ground brick,

silicious gangue, "blue billy" (iron ore).

As far as the mechanical effect of hold-

ing apart the sulphide particles and

thereby favoring the speed of the roast

is concerned, the statement holds true,

but the thermal and chemical behaviors

oi the additions to a charge have to be

well considered. It is essential for a

blast-roast that complete oxidation of the

sulphide be accompanied or closely fol-

lowed by sintering, or fusing. The

latter takes place at a slightly ele-

vated temperature above the former;

with silicate mixtures, the two curves

usually run parallel. The specific heat

r>f t
u
e flux, or, the gangue 7

, must be

such as to absorb any excess heat gen-

erated by the forced roast, acting as a

"W. "Unotnwitsoh. private communication.
Au<r.^f loin; Gulllemain, Metallurgie, 1010.
VII. r.oo.

thermal balance-wheel which equalizes

the temperature and holds it at a point

at which roasting and sintering can pro-

ceed at the desired rate and in the re-

quired degree. If the specific heat is

too low, the temperature rises too quickly

and the charge fuses before it is suffi-

ciently roasted; if it is too high, too

much heat is absorbed, the temperature

of the sulphide is too low for a perfect

roast and especially for the desired sin-

tering, with the result that part of the

charge is imperfectly roasted and remains

pulverulent. The following substances

are arranged approximately in the order

of their specific heats, the first having

the lowest: Lead oxide, cerussite, angle-

site, barite, copper oxide, witherite, man-

ganese oxide, iron oxide, iron silicate,

calcium sulphate, basic copper carbonate,

alumina, silicate low in iron, hornblende,

limestone, sandstone, ground brick, do-

lomite, clay, copper and lead blast-fur-

nace slag, gypsum. As regards the chem-

ical effect of the flux, it is essential that

the mixtures have a composition which

sinters at a low temperature, forming

silicate. For example, with lead ores the

composition is usually one which will

result in a singulo-silicate of low for-

mation temperature formed from the re-

maining components after the amount of

lead and matte expected has been de-

ducted. Of course, if the percentage of

metallic sulphide is too low, with galena

ore under from 7 to 10 per cent, sulphur,

raw sulphide will have to be added to the

charge.

Size of Grain Same as for Ordinary
Roast

The size of grain of the ore will be

the same as that which has been found

to be best for an ordinary roast, i.e., for

galena about 8-mesh; the grain of the

flux ought to be coarser with a galena

charge, about 4-mesh; further, the grains

ought to be angular and not rounded, in

order that they may interlock, resist the

pressure of the blast and keep open the

spaces necessary to furnish free access

to the air. The flux will therefore be

crushed fine in rolls and not in ball mills

or similar apparatus furnishing rounded

grains.

As regards the mode of operating, it

is essential that the components of a

charge be intimately mixed; further, it

has been found necessary to moisten the

charge. The water acts in two ways,

in that it prevents dusting and keeps

down the temperature, excess heat being

absorbed by vaporization of the water.

Up-draft Roasting Done in Pots

The apparatus' is conveniently classed

as up-draft and down-draft. For the

former the spherical or slightly conical

cast-iron kettle supported by trunnions

8IIofman, Bull.. A. I. M. E., Nov., 1010.

is characteristic. Its form and mode of

operating have been repeatedly described

in connection with the Huntington-Heber-
lein, Savelsberg, and Bradford-Carmi-
chael processes for blast roasting lead

ores.

In the last year two improvements
in the form and general arrangement of

pots have been made. Thus, Baker'

patented a pot of the usual form with

grate and blast inlet beneath, different

from the general type in that the conical

hood covering the pot rests upon a sep-

arate support with which it forms an

airtight joint by means of a sand- or

water-seal. The gases set free in blast

roasting are deflected by the hood, pass

oft between the hood and the rim of the

pot, descend outside of the latter and

enter a flue that is connected with an

exhaust apparatus. Doors in the hood

give access to the charge when the blast

has been shut off. The recommendation

for the arrangement is the reduction of

volume of gas.

Apparatus Used at Torreon

Haas"' described his blast-roasting in

operation at Torreon, Mexico. The es-

sential parts are a bowl-shaped cast-iron

vessel, 6x12 ft., with grate, holding 10

tons of charge, supported by trunnions

through which enters the blast, a sta-

tionary hood with doors delivering the

gases to a balloon-shaped dust flue, a

hopper for holding the prepared mixture

supplied by a belt conveyer, a tilting de-

vice and an adjustable air supply. The

discharged sinter-cake is handled from

an overhead traveling crane. With a

400-ton plant of 20 units, each treating

two charges per day, the cost of blast-

roasting is estimated at 68c. per ton.

Continuous Up-draft Roasting

Bellinger's apparatus" is a departure

from the common intermittent pot in

that it is continuous. It consists of a

horizontal traveling grate resembling an

endless link belt, over part of which ex-

tends a vaulted roasting chamber con-

nected by a pipe with a device for fur-

nishing induced draft. At the feed end of

the grate and outside of the roasting

chamber are two hoppers: One feeds the

ore mixture on to the grate to be ignited

by a burner; the other feeds on top

of the ore a" bed of crushed limestone,

coarse ore, or other suitable material

which, serving as a filter, holds back the

flue dust created by the power of the

induced draft. The sintered ore is dis-

charged outside of the roasting chamber

at the end opposite the feed. Another

apparatus to be mentioned was that of

Vivian 1
".

9I\ S. Pat. No. 942.810, 1910.

«>Eno. AND Mix. JOUKN., 1910. XC, 814.

"T T
. S. rat. No. 942.052, Dec. 7. 1910.

' 2
T'. S. Pat No. 950.79R. March 1 1910.
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Use of Dwight-Lloyd Machine Con-
tinually Growing

Of the down-draft blast-roasting ap-

paratus the Dwight-Lloyd roasting ma-
chines remained the sole representatives;

however, a new device was patented by

Perkins and Requal *. A general de-

scription of the Dwight-Lloyd machines,

giving the leading facts, appeared in this

paper '. The record during 1910 was
satisfactory. The Metallurgische Gesell-

schaft, of Frankfurt-am-Main, Germany,
the owner of the Huntington-Heberlein

patents, thought it wise to purchase the

European rights to the machines. In

this country, the original 50-ton machine

a: Salida, Colo., has been supplemented

by two large units of 100 tons capacity;

the same is the case with the works at

East Helena, Mont. 1
" Similar news

comes from Selby, Tacoma, Alton and

Monterey.

It is interesting to note that the

Savelsburg process in operation at

the works of St. Joseph Lead Company,
Herculaneum, Mo., is being replaced by

the Dwight-Lloyd machines. The St.

Louis Smelting and Refining Company, is

duplicating its down-draft blast-roasting

plant; in Australia the Sulphide Corpora-

tion at Cockle Creek has put in the

machines, and the Broken Hill smeltery

at Port Pirie has given up the Bradford-

Carmichael process in favor of the

Dwight-Lloyd machines. This record

appears to show that the advantages

claimed for continuous down-draft ma-
chines with a bed of mixture four inches

deep, furnishing ready blast-furnace ma-
terial, as against the up-draft intermit-

tent pot, which with a charge from three

to four feet deep furnishing a cake

weighing from 6 to 9 tons which has to

be broken for blast-furnace use, are be-

ing fulfilled.

Ignition and Incandescence Tempera-
tures of Arsenides

Before discussing the new field of blast-

roasting in the treatment of speiss, it

is well to call attention to the experi-

mental work of Friedrich"
;

upon the

ignition and incandescence temperatures

of some artificial cobalt and nickel arsen-

ides. The cobalt series of roasting tests,

with material ranging in size between
0.1 and 0.2 mm., shows that cobalt arsen-

ides of from 46.5 to 78 per cent. Co
begin to roast at temperatures varying

.tn 750 and 822 dog. C, and that

the ignition and incandescence tempera-

tures do not rise with the percentage of

cobalt. In the nickel series, the arsen-

arying in composition from 44 to

-hows, in 0.1 -mm. size

incandescence temperatures of from 500

to 1050 deg. C, which rise with the

nickel contents. The same is the case
with grains 0.1 to 0.2 mm. in diameter,

excepting that the temperatures are

higher, covering a range of from 680 to

1200 deg. Centigrade.

Blast-roasting of Speiss

Guillemain 17 has experimented with
the blast-roasting of lead-bearing speiss

(German Pat. 1908, No. 195,465, Kl 40 a,

Gr. 2.) the bane of the lead smelter.

Hist charge consists of finely ground
speiss mixed with limestone, or acid

copper-blast-furnace slag, coarse sand,

crushed brick and perhaps some lead

matte for the control of temperature
and copper content. In blowing sintering

takes place only after a considerable part

of the arsenic and antimony has been
expelled. Thus, 12 tons of speiss of the

composition Pb, 9.9; Cu, 6.65; Fe, 48.5;

NiCo, 3.4; As, 18.5; Sb, 3.4; S, 6.2;

Ag, 61.2 oz., mixed with flux to reduce
the arsenic content to from 10 to 15

per cent., gave flue dust with Cu, 1.6;

As, 47.8; Sb, 11.4; S, 0.88; Ag, 1.6 oz.

and after fusion, concentrated speiss witn

Pb, 4.75; Cu, 8.15; Fe, 30.8;; NiCo,
12.50; As, 20.6; Sb, 0.90; S, not de-

termined; Ag, 72.9 oz. In blowing, the

grate of the pot is covered with broken
limestone; this is followed by glowing
fuel, and the fuel by a second layer of

limestone which distributes the heat. At
first only one-quarter of the pot is filled

with the charge, and the rest added when
the oxidation is progressing satisfac-

torily.

An experimental charge of 500 lb.

was blown in five hours and the

arsenic content reduced to from 3 to 5
per cent. Leady speiss rich in arsenic,

e.g., Pb, 4.50; Cu, 2.25; NiCo, 0.70;

As, 40; Sb, 0.30; Ag, 802.1 oz., was
found to have a melting point and to

show a behavior in blast-roasting differ-

ent from one that contained less arsenic,

viz., Pb, 2.75; Cu, 1.00; NiCo, 0.50;

As, 19.00; Sb, 0.42; Ag, 300.4 oz. The
speiss with 40 per cent. As emits fumes
of As-O. and Sb,0 :! until it has lost

about 20 per cent, in weight. It then has
become a porous spongy mass which is

not liquefied by the heat generated in the

oxidation of arsenic and antimony, and
can be blown to sintering with much less

flux than is required in starting with a
low-arsenic speiss.

Bromine

March
»10

1010 ' I 817.
•
' 1910 .\\.\III.

1010 VII 7'.

The asbestos industry in Germany is

reported of late to have met with con-

siderable reverses. In September last

the German as well as the International

syndicate had to be dissolved owing to

new factories having been started which
did not join the syndicates, with the re-

sult that a considerable overproduction,

accompanied by a sharp fall of prices,

occurred.

The production of bromine in

United States in 1910 was as follov

West Virginia, 54,000 lb.; Ohio, 80,(

lb.; Pennsylvania, 75,000 lb.; Michig
641,300 lb.; total, 850,300 lb. The p
duction in 1909 was 1,100,000 lb. Th<

statistics include liquid bromine and
bromine equivalent of bromides. 1

output in 1910 was the smallest in yea
the decrease being due to the low pr
during the first six months and the d

sale of salt. Four bromine plants in i

Ohio valley were idle. The largest p:

ducer in the United States is the D
Chemical Company, of Michigan.

During the first six months of IS

the price for bromine was 10@ lie;
the later months, 14@15c. ; in Novemt
the price was advanced to 17@18c, t

no sales at that price have yet been i

ported. The Dow Chemical Compa
undertook in April and May to buy t

outside bromine production and ma
contracts with some of the produce
but not all. This led one of the pi

ducers on the Ohio river to enter up
the manufacture of bromides.

The price of bromides was advanc
by 2c. in May and 4c. more in Novei

ber. The price for these salts has be

controlled by the Dow Chemical Coi

pany since the Germans withdrew frc

this market in December, 1908. T
sale of bromide and bromate of pota

sium for metallurgical purposes i

creased in 1910 and amounted to abo

250,000 lb. Most of this went to Au
tralia, but some was used in Colorai

and Nevada.

The equivalent of bromine to pota

sium bromide is about 100 : 140.

recent years the price for liquid bromii

has been above the bromide parity, owir

to difficulties entailed by the pure-foe

and drug law of 1906. Since then

has been impossible to make U. S. pha
macopeia goods without purifying tl

crude bromine, which usually goes abo
94 per cent. Br. This is a difficult pn
cess, costing y2 c. per lb., besides invoh

ing a loss of 7 per cent, of bromine.

Graphite

> ; \h liilhn.in 1010 ,'i.Y

Messrs. Leonard Chapman & Co., (

London, report the current price c

graphite, under date of Dec. 9, accordin

tr> quality, as follows:

Ceylon L] £ir> 58. od. to £37 IDs. oi

Ceylon 01 cm 9s. 6d. to £37 (is f><

Ceylon chips £8 5s. od. to £27 os. o<
Ceylon dusl . ,. £9 10s. od. to £25 os. 01

The above prices are per ton of 2240 tb
o.l f. London. The foilowing prices per 224
lb. are for purified, milled and groun
miners I

Ceylon '.'7 to 99'
i £59 to £4

Ceylon 90 to 91 < £40 to ft
Ceylon 80 to 81 % £80 to 61
1

• to 719! vil to i"J
Vmerlcan large flake £ 15 to £4

" mall M. il e £3fi t<> l' i
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Mining in Colorado during 1910
By George E. Collins *

Generally speaking, the mining indus-

y in Colorado was moderately prosper-

us during 1910. The tendency, how-

ver, to a declining production of all the

rincipal metals, excepting zinc, con-

nued, and there were no discoveries re-

orted of new mining districts, or even

f important orebodies in existing dis-

icts, to counterbalance the gradual ex-

austion of many of the larger mines,

tiling which the aggregate output can-

ot be indefinitely maintained at even its

resent figure. The only new develop-

lent of first-rate importance was the

:cidental discovery of zinc carbonates

rid silicates at Leadville referred to

slow.

Precious Metals

It is too early at the time at which this

jtline is written to forecast the output

>r the year. It is, however, considered

robable that the production of silver de-

•eased, while that of gold remained sta-

Dnary. In Cripple Creek the relative

jsition and output of the larger mines

imained unchanged, the Portland, Vin-

cator, Golden Cycle, El Paso, Mary
IcKinney and Elkton being the largest

roducers.

The gradual unwatering of the district

om the Roosevelt tunnel, which pene-

ated the fissured volcanic area at a

stance of 15,500 ft. from the portal,

id made connection with a hole drilled

om the bottom of the El Paso shaft,

ill enable the present rate of output

be maintained for many years, pos-

bly for another generation. There is,

)wever, no reason to expect anything in

le nature of a boom, or even a return

the output of 10 years ago. The bulk

! the ore was treated by the Golden

ycle (cyanide) and the United States

eduction and Portland mills (chlorina-

on) ; the ores of higher grade were con-

gned to the Pueblo smeltery. The new
Drtland and Stratton's Independence

ills, treating low-grade .dump ores by

fferent modifications of water concen-

ation and cyanidation without roasting,

)th proved successful, and will probably

; followed by others.

As to the quantity of low-grade ore

cposed underground in this district and
cely to be available for such treatment,

Jthorities differ, but it is improbable

at this will counterbalance the exhaus-
Dn of the richer ores near surface.

eadville Production Chiefly from
Complex Ores

The Leadville district was still an im-

*Mining engineer, Boston building, Denver,
)lo.

portant producer of silver, mostly in

connection with the great bodies of com-
plex sulphide ores, the Iron Silver and
Yak Tunnel groups taking the lead.

While the Ibex is never likely to resume
its former productiveness, it shipped

high-grade ore from fissures in the

granite. The importance of these fis-

sures underlying the limestone-porphyry

formation, especially in their bearing on
the prospects of gold production, is be-

coming generally recognized.

In the San Juan district, the gold-

silver production continued large, espe-

cially around the district in San Miguel
and Ouray counties, just east of Tel-

luride.

In this small area are the five

largest mines—the Camp Bird, Smuggler-
Union, Tomboy, Liberty Bell and Reve-
nue. Of these, however, the first two
are nearly exhausted; and while the Ar-

gentine vein of the Tomboy still has a

large ore reserve, the grade is gradually

lessening.

At Silverton, the Gold King had its

orebody cut off by faulting, and the

Silver Lake shut down. The Iowa-Tiger,

operated successfully by lessees, and

the Sunnyside are today the most im-

portant producers. The immediate pros-

pects of the San Juan point to a re-

duction in output. However, the dis-

trict is far from exhausted, and many
promising veins are virtually unpros-

pected, while the known extensive

bodies of complex ores will some day,

with lower costs for labor, power and
supplies, form the basis for a great and
permanent industry.

Newhouse Tunnel Benefits Not Yet
Reaped

Gilpin and Clear Creek counties main-

tained a steady but probably a dimin-

ished production of both gold and silver.

In the former, the Gregory-Bobtail

finally closed down, and is filling with

water. But around Nevadaville, at the

other end of the district, the completion

of the Argo (Newhouse) tunnel, approx-

imately 22,000 ft. in length, is gradually

draining the deep mines and will enable

them to be successfully reopened within

a couple of years. A start was made at

the Gunnell—next to the Gregory-Bobtail

probably the greatest producer—which is

being reopened from the tunnel. It is

significant that a large aggregate pro-

duction was maintained from this dis-

trict, even when the larger mines were

mostly idle.

Georgetown Mines Becoming Exhaust-
ed with Depth

In Clear Creek, the conditions are

similar, excepting that it is becoming
gradually realized that, the old silver

mines, particularly around Georgetown,
have become on the whole less produc-
tive in depth. Near Idaho Springs, the

Gem, Lamartine and Stanley were oper-

ated in a rather small way by lessees;

but there were several notably success-

ful leases on smaller mines.

Creede and Aspen were large produc-
ers of low-grade silver ores, the former
from various mines along the great

Amethyst vein, the latter principally from
the Smuggler and A. J. The Free Silver

shaft is being unwatered; and when this

task is completed it will open up con-

siderable productive territory. Boulder
county was not favored by any sensa-

tional discoveries; but in La Plata

county small quantities of rich ores were
again mined.

The gold-dredging industry in Sum-
mit county is now on a steady and profit-

able basis. In French gulch particularly

the Reiling and Revett dredges yielded

good returns.

Copper

The production of copper in Colorado

was, as a rule, merely an incident in the

mining of other metals. Few mines were
worked primarily for their copper con-

tents; perhaps the Frank Hough and San
Antonio in the San Juan came near be-

ing purely copper mines, and even these

were often rich in silver. A production

which, in the aggregate, was far from

being inconsiderable was afforded by

gold-silver ores accompanying copper in

Gilpin, Lake and Chaffee counties, and

in the San Juan district.

Lead and Zinc

These ores usually occur together and

are worked throughout an extensive

area, particularly in the central portion

of the State, generally associated with

gold or silver, or both. The most ex-

tensive and easily available orebodies are

at Leadville, and in the Iron Mask at

Red Cliff. There are, however, other im-

portant replacement deposits in the sedi-

mentary formation at Rico and Kokomo,

and the Madonna at Monarch; and in

fissure veins at the Wellington mine at

Breckenridge, and in many places in the

San Juan. Unfortunately these cres are

usually associated with iron and copper

sulphides, and sometimes with a gangue

of rhodonite, as in the Sunnyside and
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Gold Prince at Silverton. The condi- Discovery of Zinc at Leadville per day, and should exceed this rate f<

tions as to separation are therefore The sensation of the year was the dis- many years. In addition, the qaantii

varied and difficult, and while the aggre- covery of important replacement deposits of ore of a zinc tenor too low to t

gate resources of the State, particularly of zinc carbonate and silicate on the available under present conditions, sa

in zinc, are great, its production is not fringe of the exhausted sulphide ors- 10 to 20 per cent., seems to be large.

Sketch Map of the Mining Region of Colorado

Copyrighted by Claaon Map Company, Denver, Colo.

adequately profitable under the present bodies at Leadville, especially on Car- Rarer Metals

conditions, excepting in favorable cases, bonate and Fryer hills, where the Morn- The production of tungsten conce

Furthermore, the fact that the individual ing and Evening Star, Maid of Erin, trates in Boulder county was large, a

orcbodies are as a rule of small extert Henrietta and Wolfe Tone were found to the product maintained a sufficient pri

is a great hindrance to the adoption of contain large tonnages of such ores. Th? to afford adequate profit. Many of t

advanced metallurgical methods. aggregate production reached 100 tons individual occurrences are pockety, b
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he ore frequently exists at consideraole

lepths and the aggregate output remains

;teady. The less extensive occurrences

»f hiibnerite in the San Juan have not

>een worked.

Little pitchblende was mined in Gilpin

:ounty this year, and the reported dis-

:overy of the mineral elsewhere did not

esult in actual production. The mill of

he Vanadium Alloys Company at New-

nire, below Telluride, was in operation

hroughout the greater part of the year,

nd additional discoveries of vanadiferous

andstone were reported.

Smelting and Chlorination

The American Smelting and Refining

Company's plants at Pueblo, Leadville,

)enver and Durango have continued to

ominate the smelting situation, with

ome effective competition on the part of

he Ohio & Colorado Smelting Company

t Salida. The Modern pyritic plant at

Jtah Junction proved unremunerative,

nd was shut down early in the year,

he Golden smeltery succeeding to its

usiness. The latter charges a rate which,

^hile somewhat lower than those of the

American Smelting and Refining Com-
any, may be remunerative; and with the

ssistance of mines under its own con-

rol may obtain a sufficient ore supply

a justify continuous operation. The

[iinzel smeltery of Buena Vista had

a short and unsatisfactory career.

The Malm chlorination mill at George-
town is not yet in operation. Whether
or not this particular adaptation of the

principle proves successful, it may lead

t- a solution of the problem of benefici-

ating mixed sulphide ores containing gold

and silver.

General Conditions

Excepting on the northern coalfield,

the labor condition has remained satis-

factory. There have been no strikes, and

there is now some sign of improvement

in the efficiency of labor, after the dis-

organized condition into which it was
thrown by the domination of the Western
Federation of Miners and the well

meant, but ill-judged, eight hour law.

Public attention has been widely directed

to the decline of prospecting in relation

to the smelting situation. The American

Smelting and Refining Company, the so

called "trust," has so generally been ac-

cused of using its commanding position

tc throttle the mining industry that the

accusation has finally secured general

acceptance and does just as much harm
to the financing of new work as if it

were really true. A commission, ap-

pointed by the Denver Chamber of

Commerce and headed by Mr. Guiter-

man, the manager of the "trust," is now
engaged in investigating the reason for

the decline of public interest in min-

ing in this State.

On the other hand the American
Mining Congress, as represented by some
of its officers, has already judged the

case and decided that it is due to the

exactions of the smelters. Both sides

are prejudiced, and the public pays
little attention to either. Actually, ex-

cepting as to matters of detail, and
particularly the practice of some smelt-

ery officials of haggling over settle-

ments and comparisons of assays, the

mining industry has little to complain

of; and certainly the smelteries are not

making unreasonable profits in Colorado.

But the harm is done all the same; and
as a result prospecting is discouraged

and Utile new work undertaken. I be-

lieve that a more liberal attitude on the

part of the smelters, the abolition of

petty haggling over comparisons, the

simplification of schedules and, above

all, the abandonment of special con-

tracts, substituting public schedules

which should be the same for small and

large shippers alike, would do much to

restore general confidence. But whether

the American Smelting and Refining

Company can afford to risk losing its

present commanding position by aban-

doning these special contracts is another

question, as to which no outside opinion

is worth much.

Mining in Texas during 1910
By J. K. Prather *

In older to mine or prospect with any

egree of safety in Texas, the land

hould be purchased outright. The price

aid for mineral land is S25 per acre,

'here is no law against prospecting, but

tie prospector does not like to open ore-

odies for the benefit of others who may

e able to buy the land and get the ben-

fit of his work. Thus the Texas min-

ig laws are a hindrance to the proper

evelopment of the mining industry. The

lineral products obtained in Texas are:

Asphalt, clay, icoal and lignite, gold,

ilver. lead, copper, lime, salt, petroleum,

uilding stone, quicksilver and mineral

fater.

Coal was mined in 1910 in five coun-

ies in northern Texas, and in two coun-

ies in the southern part of the State,

.ignite was mined in nine counties

n central and southern Texas.

There was not so much activity in the

nicksilver district as in the past. The

/larfa & Mariposa and the Chisos com-

anies are working steadily; the former,

mploying 35 men, produces 40 flasks

ev week, and the latter with 100 men

>roduces 50 flasks per week.

Mining pnginoor.
'a so. Toxas.

421 Mesa avenue. El

The Texas Turquoise Company, near

Van Horn, is mining some excellent tur-

quoise gems which are polished at El

Paso, Texas.

Silver and Copper

Near the Shafter mine of the Cibolo

Mining Company is the Griffin mine,

which is also producing rich silver ore.

The Young-Wright mine has shipped

some ore to the El Paso smeltery. The

Shafter mine produced about 300,000 oz.

of silver. This mine contains many
miles of underground workings and has

five shafts ranging in depth from 200 to

700 ft. The orebodies are from 45 to 50

ft. wide and 6 to 40 ft. thick. There is

a 15-stamp mill on the property with 12

pans, six settlers and large storage

tanks.

John Moffitt operated the Tamma silver

mine in the Quitman mountains west of

Sierra Blanca. The Little Lightning cop-

per mine is one of the most promising

in this district, and shipped some high-

prade copper sulphide ore to the El

Paso smeltery. John Gilcrease did some

successful prospecting near Sierra

Bianca.

Rare Earths and Tin

Near Llano, Texas, the Nernst Lamp
Company continues to operate its mine

to obtain the rare-earth minerals for in-

candescent lamps.

The El Paso Tin Mining and Smelting

Company is operating on the northeast

end of Mount Franklin, about 16 miles

from El Paso.

The company recently shipped one

ton of tin assaying 99.8 per cent,

pure metal, to Philadelphia, and has

two tons more ready for shipment.

Since October, 1910, more than $100,000

has been expended on the property. The

ore occurs in veins and pockets, and

ranges from 1 to 20 per cent. tin. A
quantity of ore has been blocked out and

the deposit is both uniform and rich.

Between 40 and 50 men arc employed in

the mine and mill.

The mill is a combination of Harz jigs

and two Sutton-Steele pneumatic tables,

one coarse and one fine. The smeltery

consists of a reverberatory furnace with

forced draft, using concentrates and

ground anthracite coal in the ratio of 1

lb. of coal to 8 lb. of 60 per cent, con-

centrates.
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Mining in Montana in 1910
By W. P. Cary

The most important event of 1910 in

Montana was the absorption by the Ana-

conda Copper Mining Company of the

other operating companies which for-

merly constituted the Amalgamated and

the further absorption, by the same

company, of the Butte Coalition and the

\V. A. Clark properties. The Anaconda

company thus became the only operat

ing company of importance in the Butte

district, with the exception of the North

Butte, East Butte, Tuolumne and Butte

& Ballaklava companies. At a meet-

ing of stockholders held March 23, 1910,

the Anaconda company increased its

capital stock from 1.200.000 shares of a

par value of S25 to 6,000,000 shares of

the same par value and amended its

is of incorporation to allow it the

po«er to cwn and vote the stock of

other companies as provided by the law

enacted by the 1909 session of the State

legislature. Following this absorption

came a general reduction in the produc

tion of the Butte mines, the production

continuing at the reduced rate during the

remainder of 1910, when the Washoe

smelter)' at Anaconda produced 16,000,-

000 lb. of copper per month \"hi!e the

output at Great Falls was about 6,000,000

pounds.

Butte Operations Continuous Except

in February

Operations in the Butte district were

continuous throughout 1910 with the ex-

ception of a short shutdown in Febru-

ary as a result of the difference between

two unions of hoisting engineers in the

camp. A new compressor plant of 3600

h.p. vas built by the Anaconda company

and preparations made for the introduc-

tion of air for the running of the main

hoists. The Anaconda company operated

a great number of properties throughout

1910, among the more important b'ing

the High Ore, Anaconda, St. Lawrence,

Mountain View, Tramway, Rarus, Penn-

sylvania. Leonard. East and West Co-

lusas. Mountain Consolidated, Parrot,

Original, West Stewart, Never Sweat,

Badger State, Diamond, Bell. Righi

Bower, East and West Gray Rocks, Gag-

non, Belmont and Little Mina. From

the High Ore mine a crosscut was run

from the 2800- ft. level to a point under

the Anaconda shaft and a raise started

.nect with the shaft. At the Ana-

conda mine the long-smouldering fires In

the old stope prevented the shaft from

v the 800 n, but

about 400 tons were hoisted daily from

the upper level* In October the fire

Nt.

was placed under control and the work
of opening up the caved shaft below the

800- ft. level was begun.

Rarus Mine Production for 1910 Only
50 Tons per Diem

The St. Lawrence mine produced

steadily until October, when mining was

suspended to allow the retimbering of

the shaft and the construction of new
ore bins. At the Mountain View mine

production averaged between 1000 and

1500 tons daily. The Rarus mine, one

of the large producers of the camp in

1909, reduced its output to 50 tons daily,

the bulk of the ore being hoisted through

the adjoining Tramway shaft, which aver-

aged 1500 tons daily. At the Pennsyl-

vania mine considerable development

work was done on the 600-, 700-, 1400-,

1500-, 1600- and 1800-ft. levels, and pro-

duction the latter part of the year aver-

aged about 800 tons daily. At the Leon-

ard the old No. 1 shaft was retimbered

and used for lowering supplies.

West and East Colusa Produced 900

Tons Daily

At the West Colusa the shaft was re-

timbered, making the several compart-

ments of uniform size, and the produc-

tion averaged about 500 tons daily, mined

from the 1000-, 1300-, 1400- and 1600-

ft. levels, while the East Colusa pro-

duced on the average of 400 tons. The

Parrot mine was not in active operation

during the year, the only work done

being the keeping of the shaft open. At

the Never Sweat the wreck of the main

hoist caused a shutdown for two months

during March and April, after which pro-

duction was continuous and averaged

above 750 tons daily. At the Badger

State the shaft was sunk from the 1400-

to the 1800-ft. level and in the latter

half of 1910 mining was done and pro-

duction raised to 350 tons daily. At the

West Gray Rock mine the shaft was en-

larged from the 700-ft. level to the

surface, making it three-compartment

throughout. The East Gray Rock pro-

duced steadily on an average of between

300 and 400 tons daily.

At the Little Mina the shaft was sunk

from tie 1200- to the 1400- ft. level and

the mine produced about' 800 tons daily.

At the Belmont mine the shaft was sunk

to a depth of 1900 ft. and connections

made on several levels with the Ana-

conda mine. At the Gagnon mine the

new vertical shaft was sunk to the

1000- ft. level and production averaged

600 tons through the old inr'ir/j abaft

North Butte Mining Company

The North Butte company operate

the Speculator and adjoining propertit

through the Speculator shaft, but for th

first half of 1910 the management ol

served such reticence that it was impos

sible to obtain any information concert

ing operations. It later developed th;

the quality of the orebodies on the 200C

and 2200-ft. levels was considerably be

low that of the 1600- and 1800-ft. level

After this policy of extreme secrecy tr

management decided to issue statemen

at brief intervals for the information (

its stockholders. The method of minir

was changed from the mere rush to g(

out rich ore and pay dividends to tr

more conservative method, with due n

gard to development work and the blocl

ing out of ore reserves. Production ave

aged about 1500 tons.

Tuolumne Copper Mining Company
The Tuolumne Copper Mining Con

pany continued to ship throughout 191

at the rate of between 100 and 200 tor

daily and also did considerable develo]

ment work to establish the continuity <

its vein. In July the North Butte Mil

ing Company started suit against tl

Tuolumne for the purpose of determinir

the ownership of the disputed portioi

of the Jessie vein, but the suit was nevi

pressed and was finally settled in tl

latter part of November by agreemer

The Butte & Ballaklava company ear

in 1910 made its 1400-ft. shaft thre<

compartment throughout and installed

new electric hoist. Shipments were mac

at the rate of between 100 and 200 toi

daily until August, when the Anaconc

Copper Mining Company started suit at

enjoined the Ballaklava company fro

further mining on the disputed orebodie

The main action was not heard, howeve

and still remains to be disposed c

While restrained by the temporary i

junction from mining, considerable d

velopment work was done on the 30C

500 -, 600- and 800- ft. levels.

East Butte Copper Mining CoMPAr

The East Butte company, which a

quired control of the Pittsmont min

ceased all operations on the origin

East Butte properties and devoted all

its attention to the development of tl

Pittsmont. In November an orebody w
discovered on the 800- ft. level which su

passed anything thus far found in tl

mine and the development work done

determine the extent of the body w
extremely satisfactory. The smeltery i

the property was operated continuous

and, in addition to the East Bt.i 01

treated considerable custom ore also.
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vvis-Daly Estates Copper Companv

The Davis-Daly company was hand',

pped in the early part of 1910 by

>uble in getting the right to secure a

imway so that its ores could be hauled

am the mine to the railway, but was

lally successful. However no ship-

;nts were made and the only work done

|

the property was that carried on by

isers. The Raven Mining Company se-

red an agreement from the Anaconda

mpany whereby it was allowed to work

s Snoozer claim and preparations were

ide to mine. The Butte Central Cop-

r company was able in the course of

e year to free itself from debt and

entually began sinking its 500-ft. shaft

I

additional 500 ft. The Butte-Alex

ott Company entered the ranks of pro-

bers and made steady shipments.

'PERATIONS IN CORBIN-WlCKS DISTRICT

In the Corbin-Wicks district in Jef-

rson county a number of companies

rried on operations, among them being

e Montana-Corbin, Boston & Corbin,

jrbin Copper, Boston & Alta, Minne-

olis Corbin and Corbin Metal Mining

jmpany. The Boston & Corbin sank

; shaft from the 700- to the 900-ft.

ve\ and installed an electrically oper-

ed surface plant. The Boston & Alta

nk its shaft 700 ft. but suspended

lerations the latter part of 1910, owing

financial tangles. The Corbin Cop-

:r Company built a concentrator and

;ated considerable ore, while the Mon-
na-Corbin sank its shaft to the 400-ft.

ark and shipped a few cars of ore, but

:came financially involved and sus-

:nded operations early in the summer.

Zinc

The Black Rock mine of the Butte &
Superior company, situated in the Butte

district, was the principal zinc producer

of the State. It secured a lease on one-

half of the Basin Reduction Works and

early in 1910 sent its first shipment of

ore to Basin, the concentrates from the

Basin mill being in turn shipped to a

smeltery at Bartlesville, Okla. The mine
produced steadily at the rate of about

350 tons daily, the ore coming from the

1000-, 1200-, 1400- and 1600-ft. levels.

In March the company acquired controi

of the North Butte Extension's property

and with it the water which was neces-

sary for the operation of the proposed

concentrator near the Black Rock mine.

The Elm Orlu mine, belonging to W. A.

Clark and also situated in the Butte

district, produced considerable zinc ore,

production averaging about 175 tons

daily.

The ore was treated in the Butte

Reduction Works' concentrator, which

was retained by Clark when he sold the

remainder of his mining property to ths

Anaconda company. The Emma mine of

the Butte Copper and Zinc Company was
sampled by experts representing Eastern

men but no definite announcement of

the result was made.

Gold and Silver

. In Madison county the Apex Mining

Company was incorporated and operated

the mine of the same name continuously,

treating its ore at a mill built on the

premises. The Winnetka Mining Com-
pany, a new corporation, operated the

Winnetka mine the latter half of 1910

with considerable success. The Conrev

Placer Mining Company, in addition to

operating its three dredges continuously,

built a new dredge with a capacity of

200,000 cu.yd. per month and put it in

operation the latter part or 1910. Lin-

coln county, which had previously not

been recognized as a gold producer of

any moment, was the scene of mucn
mining activity. Among the operating

companies were the Victor-Empire, Lin-

coln Gold Mining and Shaughnnessy Hill

companies.

In August the forest fires which

swept that part of the State de-

stroyed the surface plants of a number
of properties, which were rebuilt, how-

ever, before the end of 1910. In Gran-

ite county the Georgetown district was

the scene of active operations. The

Southern Cross mine shipped some ore,

but most of the work was confined to

development. Numerous other proper-

ties produced in a small way. In Fer-

gus county the Barnes-King Mining com-

pany produced steadily up to July, shut

down for two months and then resumed.

In Broadwater county, the Keating com-

pany installed a new surface plant and

produced without interruption. The

Black Friday sank its shaft from the

400- to the 500-ft. level and shipped

thereafter. The Ohio-Keating and West

Kendall were among the producers. In

Silver Bow county the British-Butte

company early in- 1910 did prospecting

work with a diamond drill to a depth of

1305 ft. without striking bed-rock and

then suspended operations. In Lewis &

Clark county a number of properties

operated in a small way. Among th^m

were the Bald Mountain, East London,

Msgpie and Jumbo.

Eastern Oregon Operations in 1910
By F. W. Schofield *

The year 1910 saw the beginning of

substantial and, it is believed, perman-

lt and profitable renewal of mining ac-

uity in eastern Oregon, which, despite

le fact that it has produced a total of

sproximately S65,000.000 in gold, has

lffered so severely from the disrepute

lined through its former "wildcat" pro-

lotions as to result in the practical

aandonment of operations.

Following the collapse in 1903 of the

ock boom, mining went steadily down-

ard until the panic of 1907, which

lused the closing of the Oregon Smelt-

ig and Refining Company plant, at

umpter, with the loss of a local market

jr ores, resulted in the abandonment

f operations at the few remaining work-

lg properties; and at the close of 1909,

Consulting engineer, Sumpter, Oregon.

with the exception of the Columbia and

Cornucopia mines, each having an out-

put of about three tons of concentrates

per day, production had practically

ceased in eastern Oregon.

The purchase early in 1910 of the

Sumpter smeltery by the Northwest

Smelting and Refining Company and its

preparation to resume operations at the

plant, thus reestablishing a local market

for ores, gave a stimulus to the mining

industry, and the year showed a compar-

atively great increase in activity.

On the Snake river, the Iron Dyke

mine, where extensive development work

was carried on during the summer,

promised to become an early producer

of copper ore. but its work was hamp-

ered by suits instituted bv t'~e Govern-

ment for alleged land fra"ds, which, to-

gether with present inability to raise

the money required for construction and

equipment, resulted in a temporary ces-

sation.

In the Mormon Basin district the Rain-

bow mine, so far the only property oi

established value in that district, is under

option to the United States Smelting.

Refining and Mining Company, and it is

believed the purchase will be completed.

The advent into eastern Oregon mining

of a strong company of this character

will do much to aid future operations

at other properties.

Early in the year operations were re-

sumed at the Highland mine, which, tieu

up with litigation, had been closed for a

long period. The litigation was adjusted,

indebtedness discharged and the proper-

ty became a steady producer, furnishing

a striking example of the success which

may be had with eastern Oregon mines
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where the efforts of the management are

devoted to the economic operation and

development of the property, instead of

the sale of stock.

The Sumpter District

In the Sumpter district, three proper-

ties, the Ibex. Imperial and Mammoth,
resumed during 1910; the former two

carried on extensive development, and

the latter will continue in operation dur-

ing the winter.

The Oroville Gold Dredging Company,

which has had a drill at work during

the summer, prospecting the placer

beds along the Powder river, pur-

chased some portion of the property

held under option, and the beginning of

operations next season will demonstrate

the value of the extensive dredging lands

available in eastern Oregon.

In the Susanville district, where the

value of the properties has been es-

tablished by the past production of the

Badger and Stockton mines, some devel-

opment and prospecting were carried on

in a small way, but lack of transportation

facilities retarded activity. The Sumpter
Valley Railway Company had located and

planned the construction of a branch line

from Austin to a point near Susanville,

during 1910, but the bringing of indict-

ments against its officers for complicity in

alleged timber-land frauds, requiring the

expenditure of their energies in other di-

rections, resulted in the abandonment of

work on this extension, although its com-
pletion is promised during 1911.

The development during 1910 of two

lead prospects in the vicinity of Canon
City, in Grant county, from one of which

shipments were made, promises a possi-

ble future production of some lead ore

for eastern Oregon.

While the closing of 1910 did not

show as extensive an increase in mining

activity as might be desired, this lack

was in a great measure compensated foi

by the solidity of such organizations and

resumption of operations that took place

and which by economical and intelligenl

management it is contemplated will de-

monstrate the intrinsic value of easterr

Oregon properties.

Mining in California in 1910
By Lewis H. Eddy *

There was a general improvement and

advance in the mining industry in Cali-

fornia in 1910 as compared with 1909,

but the total aggregate output was not

increased to the extent that would have

resulted from normal conditions and op-

erations. The gold production is not

likely to exceed that of 1909. The in-

crease in the output of petroleum was not

equal to what would have been expected

under normal conditions. The tonnage

and value of copper for 1910 will fall

considerably below that of 1909. Other

minerals and metals advanced in volume

and in value of output, but not largely.

This situation here stated is due to

three conditions that were unavoidable,

and which indicate no diminution in min-

eral resources. The failure of the gold

output to increase largely resulted from

the dry season in the stamp-milling dis-

tricts, and from the closing down of the

copper smelteries, through which a great

deal of gold production is obtained. The
third cause for these results may be

attributed to the withdrawal of oil lands

from entry, and the consequent curtail-

ment of the production of petroleum.

.v.other-lode district suffered from
Drought

In the Mother Lode district , while gold

mining improved in the normal operation,

the dry season materially affected some
of the larger mines; particularly in Ama-
dor county, where some of the stamp

mills were closed for lack of water. The
1,'tica mine has recently operated only

one of its mills. The South Eureka,

which is one of the biggest producers,

was closed for two months. Rut with

all the closing from lack of water, all

the mines of the Mother Lode did well,

and but for this obstacle there would

•<; i-<-rr\ building, Ban i rand co, CaL

have been a considerable increase in

total production. The mines of the

Mother Lode are not dependent on water

so much for power as for its use in the

batteries. The power generally is fur-

nished by the California Electric Com-
pany. Oil-fuel power is employed in

most of the larger properties for hoist-

ing, as electric power is not in all cases

adapted to nor available for that work.

In the Grass Valley and Nevada City

district, where there is a large de-

pendence upon direct water power, the

shortage of water was not perceptible.

The closing of the smelteries in Shasta

county, including the Bully Hill, the

Balaklala, and the curtailment in the

smelting operations of the Mammoth
during a part of the latter half of the

year, affected the gold output. But not-

withstanding these obstacles, the in-

creased production of the mines during

the periods of favorable water season

and during operations of the smelteries

saved the production of gold from a larg-

er slump than might have otherwise oc-

curred. The stamp mills in Shasta coun-

ty and other northern counties were not

affected by any lack of water, and the hy-

draulicking operations which are largely

in Trinity county had plenty of water for

all necessary demands.

Probable Gold, Silver and Platinum
Output $21,000,000

A close estimate of the gold output of

the State for the year 1910 cannot be

made at present. In fact, the State Min-

ing Rureau but recently issued its bulle-

tin showing various other mineral out-

puts for the year 1909, and this docs not

include gold, silver and platinum. For

the year 1909 these three minerals may
be conservatively estimated at a value

000,000. It is doubtful if these

minerals for 1910 will exceed that fig-

ure.

The output of placer gold, which in-

cludes chiefly hydraulicking and dredg

ing, is estimated to exceed the outpu

of 1909; and this fact will aid in keeping

the volume of production up to a fairlj

normal valuation. There was gradua

improvement and advancement in gok
dredging in 1910, and the output is esti-

mated at more than $7,000,000. The ad

vancement in the progress of the indus

try resulted from the adoption of largr:

boats of improved pattern, which reducec

the cost of handling the gravel, so that i

was possible to handle gravel profitably

that ran as low as 4c. per yd.; and ir

some instances gravel yielding only 2j/>c

per yd. was handled with profit. Three

or four years ago gravel that ran undei

10 to lie. could not be handled wit!

profit commensurate with the investment

There were no new districts opened up it

1910, but in each district there was at

increase in the ground dredged, and ar

increase in the number of dredgers in op
eration.

Sixty-three Dredges Operating in 19K

In 1910 there were 63 dredges in oper
ation, including 30 in Rutte county, 15 it

Yuba county, nine in Sacramento county

and a total of nine more in the othei

dredging districts; three in Calaveras

county, two in Siskiyou, and one each ir

Merced, Stanislaus, Placer and Shasta

In the late season of 1910 there were

expected to be in operation three othei

large dredges, which were in course o:

construction. These 66 boats represent-

ed a total investment of more that

$7,000,000. There were some boats re-

tired, but their retirement was due chief

1y to tin- demands for improved pattern;

and larger boats. In the entire perioc

of practical gold dredging, beginning
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ith 1897, there have been in commission

34 dredges. Many of these were of

nail and inferior pattern, but in the

irlier days of dredge mining answered

ie purpose of prospecting and develop-

lg in these various districts. The output

f the dredges, as reported by the State

lining Bureau, beginning with 1898 and

lcluding 1909, has amounted to a total

f $32,147,877.

Gold Dredging Aids Horticulture

Including 1910, the total value of gold

tken by dredges in California during

ie life of the industry will amount to

early $40,000,000. Besides this large

idition to the mineral wealth of the

State, gold dredging has materially added
to the value of the lands within the

dredging districts, by the fact that it has
increased the productivity. Five years
ago there was a general complaint in the

dredge-mining districts that this method
of recovering the gold from the stream
beds and the lands adjacent was destroy-

ing the horticultural and agricultural in-

dustries, but within this period there has
been a gradual and is now a complete
recognition of the fact that dredging op-

erations have actually augmented the ag-

ricultural and horticultural territory, and
increased the value of the lands for thess

purposes. The utilization of dredged
lands for forest growth, particularly of

eucalyptus, has also added to their value.

In the Oroville district, in Butte county,

the increased value of dredged lands over

the former soil has been proved in the

growth not only of timber trees, but of

fig, almond and orange trees, and grape

vines, which have been more productive

and profitable than the fruit-bearing

trees and vines that were planted in the

original soil. The fruit in this dredged

land ripens earlier and possesses a su-

perior flavor; and besides this there is

less danger from frost, owing to the fact

that the heat of the sun is longer retained

by the heavy gravel intermingled with the

soil. So far the work along this line has

been largely of an experimental nature.

South Dakota Operations in 1910
Special Correspondence

To review adequately the mining con-

tions in South Dakota in 1910 one

ust begin with the labor difficulties

hich, starting in the fall of 1909, caused

serious drop in the annual production

gold, mough this has now nearly re-

lined its normal monthly average.

During its life of over 30 years, the

omestake had always been operated on

e "open shop" principle, no strike had

er occurred and the relations between

nployer and employed had been un-

.ually cordial. The current rate of pay

as, and is, $3.50 per day for miners and

\ for helpers and shovelers, eight hours

ark constituting a shift. Some ad-

cent camps were already completely

lionized, and a number of the Home-
ake men were members of the West-

n Federation of Miners. In the fall of

109 the Federation commenced a cam-

lign, at first quiet but later open, to

impel the complete unionization of all

:partments of Homestake employees.

ie object of this agitation was avowedly

facilitate the collection of dues by the

lion, and it was freely stated that an

crease in wages would shortly be de-

anded, which, in view of the low-

ade ore handled, would have reduced

ofits to a minimum.

Mines Closed Two Months

The several aggressive steps taken by

e local unions of Lead and Central

fty, and officially announced as unani-

ously indorsed by their members, in-

uding the refusal to work with non-

lion men after Nov. 25, 1909, led to

e determination of the management to

eet their action by closing the mine on

ov. 24 until it could be reopened on a

rictly nonunion basis, the maintenance

the existing rate of wages and of the

ght-hour shift being guaranteed. The
anagement opened a list for those de-

ring employment, who were required to

sign a card to the effect that they did

not belong to any union and would not

join any while in its employ. In the

meantime steps were taken to guard the

property from violence. Toward the

close of 1909 the superintendents of

practically all other mines of any im-

portance in Lawrence county advertised

their intentions to adopt a similar non-

union policy, and most of their miners

went on strike in consequence. At first

most of the union members hesitated to

sign the Homest ke card, but after hun-

dreds had surrendered their union cards

and signed preparatory to work, the local

union took cognizance of the fact and

posted a list of 50 names as "scabs,"

and a second list of about 30, intimat-

ing that these were the only defaulters.

These men and a number of others then

founded the "Loyal Legion" and the local

nonunion paper published long lists of

those who had signed. From that time

they became less timid and the list of

signers grew rapidly, so that sufficient

men were available to equip all the sur-

face works.

The foreign elerrent was fully per-

suaded by its leaders that the mines

could never be operated by any other

than the men who had previously worked

there. So firm was this conviction that,

when hundreds of outside miners were

openly brought in from Colorado, Mis-

souri, Michigan and other mining dis-

tricts, they were unable to realize the

situation.

On the whole, considering the number

of men involved, there were remarkably

few acts of violence during the shutdown

and resumption of work. This was due

largely to the foresight of the Homestake

management in protecting, at the out-

set, both employees and property by an

ample number of armed guards, and to

the stand of the Lead judges in impar-

tially punishing sympathizers of either

party who created disturbances. A num-
ber of petty assaults occurred, however,

in Lead and Terry, one policeman was
shot by a Slavonian, and one Homestake
employee died of injuries received in an

attack. Simultaneous attempts were made
to fire one of the cyanide plants and a

boarding house occupied by "scabs," by
means of phosphorus presumably con-

tained in "Pettibone dope"; one hotel

was burned and a powder magazine at

Terry was blown up. A searchlight, in-

stalled on the Ellison hoist and covering

the most important of the Homestake
works, is still operated every night, and

a sufficient guard is still maintained over

the property.

In spite of the evident restoration of

working conditions at Lead and Terry,

the local organ of the unions continues to

publish statements to the contrary, which

are apparently believed in the outside

mining camps from which subscriptions

are being drawn. It is also intimated

that only a fraction of the stamps in the

various mills are being dropped; that

empty ore cars are run to the mills as a

bluff; that no dividends are being paid

except to small local stockholders; that

the rock mined is mainly barren por-

phyry, and that the mines generally are

in a dangerous condition owing to the

abolition of union labor. A large pro-

portion of the foreign labor has left, and

the decreasing hold of the union is mani-

fest from the fact that the socialist-labor

candidates polled only a small percent-

age of the votes cast at the recent elec-

tion, although illiterate immigrants are

allowed to vote on taking out "first

papers" after six months' residence in

the State.

Resumption of Mining

On Jan. 18 men went to work in

the Homestake and the number was

daily increased until, on Jan. 21. the
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Amicus mill started crushing with 240

stamps. Other mills were gradually

started until on March 3 the entire 1000

stamps were working at full capacity,

since which time the full output has been

maintained, while the usual monthly divi-

dends have been paid since March.

The Golden Reward, the Mogul and

Lundberg. Dorr & Wilson mills all ob-

tain ore from mines in the Terry or Bald

Mountain district. The first two operate

mills near Deadwood, and the other near

Terry, all using the Moore process. At

the mines remote from the mills, the

workings are scattered, and no attempt

was made to resume work until the

Homestake was well under way. Since

that time they have gradually started and

are all operating at full capacity.

The Wasp No. 2. south of Lead, lost

its mill by fire early in the year, soon

after acquiring some adjacent ground.

A new mill of 300 tons capacity was

built and started work about Dec. 1.

Unlike other mines of the district, this

ore requires merely a coarse dry crush-

ing, with rolls, preparatory to leaching

the entire product by cyanide; this fact

and its nearness to the surface enabled

it to make a low record for costs.

Homestake Aid Fund and New Power
Plant

An "Aid Fund" or employees' insur-

ance system was inaugurated by the

Homestake company, to which both the

men and the company contribute; and

the company now furnishes free medical

and hospital service and medicines to all

employees and their families.

Work on the Homestake hydroelectric

system on Spearfish creek was prose-

cuted throughout the labor troubles. The

bore of the last of the eight tunnels was
completed in October, three of them
being over 4000 ft. long, with an aggre-

gate length of 4' .? miles, and having a

section of about 40 sq.ft. All were

driven with Temple electric drills. The
tunnels are being lined with Atlas ce-

ment concrete, and the ditches will be

lined with the same material. The in-

stallation will include three Westing-

house 2000-kw. generators, ten 667-kw.

transformers and three 3000-h.p. pelton

wheels.

Recent Developments

The Black Hills Development and Fi-

nancial Corporation, which had under

bond a number of properties in the

Northern hills, did some exploratory

work in the carbonate district and

shipped two carloads of ore from the

dumps. The Golden Crest, the mill of

which was completed in 1909 but not

started, has closed pending the adjust-

ment of differences between the manag-
ing director and stock- and bond-holders,

a receiver being in charge. The Hidden

Fortune has satisfied the receiver's

claims, and the advertised tax sale has

been postponed till early in 1911. The

American Eagle mill, of 300 tons capacity,

has been acquired by the Portland mine,

which has hitherto been shipping its ore

to the Lundberg, Dorr & Wilson mill.

The Reliance recently effected a reor-

ganization, and its mill on Annie creek

is to be started as soon as a dam can

be built to retain the tailings.

A proposal is on foot to erect a 400-

ton smeltery near the Branch Mint mill

in Galena district, to treat pyritic ore

from the Gilt-Edge-Maid mine. An ex-

perimental plant will probably be put up

first to test the process, which was su&

gested by Paul Danckwardt. After ex-

tensive sampling, an attempt is to be

made to dredge ground on Castle creek

near Mystic, and ground below Dead-

wood is being tested with the same ob-

ject in view. Hitherto no dredge has

been operated in the State.

The finding of a large body of ore of

more than average grade in the Golden

Reward mine will stimulate exploration

in the Bald Mountain district. Although

highly sulphureted, it is probable that

roasting will make it amenable to cya-

nide. The problem of treating the low-

grade refractory "blue" ore at a profit

is still to be solved and an effective so-

lution will mean much to the prosperity
J

of the Black hills.

Except a few shipments of lithia min-

erals from the Southern hills, little was
j

done in the way of exploiting the rare-

metal resources of the State.

The Westinghouse Electric Company
operated five mica mines in the vicinity

of Custer. No. 5, the Crown, was the

main producer; sinking is in progress on

No. 2, the White Spar. These mines

produced 1,856,000 lb. of mica during

the year.

Gold Production for 1910

The report of the State mine inspector,

N. Treweek, gives the gold and sil-

ver yield for the year as $4,921,-

000, produced by six companies, the.

Homestake contributing $4,650,000. The

State yield is the lowest for ten years,

the highest having been $7,545,000 in

1908. The ore mined and milled is es-

timated at 1,438,000 tons; 3150 men are.

employed in mining, 2900 of them by

the Homestake.

Mining in New Mexico
The most important development in

mining in New Mexico in 1910 was in re-

lation with the explorations of the

"porphvry" copper deposits in Grant

county, notably the Chino property, for-

merly the Santa Rita, at Santa Rita, and

in the Burro Mountain district. In Otero

county developments were carried on at

the Tularosa and an experimental mill

was erected. The Pinos Altos mine. Grant

county, was taken under option by Corri-

uan, McKinney & Co., and is being ex-

ploited. In several of the older districts

in the northern and central part of the

State there was renewed activity and in

some cases new capital engaged in in-

itions and developments. This is

true in the Ccrillos district in Santa Fe

county, in connection with the lea

vcr d iluable for

zinc. In the Nogal district, Lincoln

County, new operations were undertaken,

among which was the N Eagle

mining company; in the Black Range dis-

trict of Sierra county a number of prop-

erties were under development during

1910, notably the U. S. Treasury.

In the Dona Ana district in the Organ

Mountain section, work was at a stand-

still until the latter part of the year, at

vnich time some properties, including the

Bennett-Stephenson were reopened after

reorganization. In the Magdalena dis-

trict in Socorro county the Graphic mine

was extensively operated by the Sher-

win-Williams Paint Company and the

Tri-bullion company shipped zinc ore

regularly from the Kelly mine. In the

Mogollon district, southwestern Socorro

county, Canadian interests investigated

the Cooney property but did not take it,

and the Ernestine company operated reg-

ularly the Last Chance property. The
Socorro company increased its mill

capacity and operated regularly and prof-

itably during the year.

At Jarilla. in Otero county, some gold-

copper operations were carried on. The

smeltery formerly erected by the South-

western Smelting Company was transfer-

red to other interests, reported to be the

Phelps-Dodge company, and is idle. The

smeltery, at Deming, was closed but

plans for its resumption are under way.

The copper properties in the northern

section, at Taos county, in the main were

idle during 1910, but they were recent-

ly investigated and it is reported that

some operations will take place in the

spring. Mica deposits in northern New
Mexico were operated. Prospects for

increased activity in the New Mexico dis-

tricts are considered good.

A very useful monograph' on the ore

deposits in New Mexico was issued in

1910 by the U. S. Geological Survey.

professional Paper, No. 08, by Waldemar
i i nil 'iwii, Louis c Graton and Charles 11.

norrton : I'. S Ool, Niirv.
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Mining in Utah in 1910
By Edward R. Zalinski *
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At the time of writing, it is not pos-

ble to state the output of the different

etals accurately, but from the ton-

iges available from Park City and Tin-

:, it appears that silver and lead pro-

iction decreased somewhat as corn-

Ted to 1909. The gold production was

tout the same, or slightly greater, the

crease from low-grade ores balancing

e lessened yield from silicious ores,

le production of zinc was about the

me, or greater, while copper showed

marked increase due to the output of

; porphyry mines at Bingham.

The following ore tonnages from Park

ty and Tintic, up to Nov. 30, were ob-

Ined through the courtesy of the rail-

ads. The Park City shipments include

z sent out via the Denver & Rio Grande

JAH ORE SHIPMENTS FROM FARK CITY
AND TINTIC IN 1910.

Park City. Tintic.

Tons. Tons.

iiiurv 8,765 22,619
Cuary 8,328 L'7,()2t:

.rch * 5,619 31,r>47

ril 8. SO!) 23,941
y 8,288 26,209
ae 7,893 29,519
ly 7,252 25,786
Inst 7.00(i 28.7r>7

Kemper 5,902 24,623
toiler 6,441 22,929
fcmber 6,925 24.400(b)
Bember 7.400(a) 26.124(b)

rotal for year 88.802(c) 313.480(d)

(a) Month of December estimated.

(In Partly estimated.

ie i Crude ore and concentrates. Deducting
moisture, 6 per cent., there would be

474 drv tuns, as compared to approximately
duo dry tons in 1000.

Uli These shipments include iron ores from
• Dragon Iron and Iron King mines, which
(raged, approximately, 4200 dry tons per
nth. or 50,400 for the year. Deducting
s. and allowing for 4 per cent, moisture.
I
average in Tintic ores, there would be

,541 dry tons of lead, copper and silicious
s. as compared to, approximately. 260,000
tons in 1909. The copper ores are ap-

iximately, 46 per cent, of the total, the
d ores 50 per cent., and the silicious ores
ler cent.

i the Union Pacific. The Tintic ship-

nts include ore sent over the San
dro and the Denver & Rio Grande,

e tonnage for Bingham is estimated.

Bingham Produced 16,000 Tons
Per Day

\s nearly as can be learned, the daily

:put of Bingham was in the neighbor-

id of 16,000 tons. This is an estimate

Jed on the production of the Utah

pper, Bingham-New Haven, Highland

y, Yampa, United States properties,

io Copper, Bingham Mines, and Utah
ex. It includes ore produced by the

io Copper, Bingham-New Haven, and

ih Apex, which was milled in the

np. Taking 16,000 tons per day, the

nthly production was 480,000 tons, or

40,000 tons for 1910, as compared to

>roximately 4,200,000 tons in 1909.

Mining engineer, Salt Lake City, Utah.

The tonnage mined in Tooele (including
Mercur), Beaver, and other counties,

judging from past production aggre-
gated approximately 448,000 tons. In

round numbers the total estimated
production of the State was in the neigh-
borhood of 6,600,000 tons.

During the first four months of 1910,

there was a slight ore shortage in the

Salt Lake market, due to the poor con-

dition of the roads at this season and to

some loss in shipments from southern

Nevada camps, caused by washouts. The
deficit was largely in gold and silver

ores, with some decrease in lead. The
Utah Ore Sampling Company which suc-

ceeded to the interests of the Taylor &
Brunton and Pioneer Ore Sampling Com-
panies in Utah reported no appreciable

decrease. This company operated sam-
plers at Murray and Silver City, and
sampled a large part of the custom ore

from Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Nevada,
and Utah. Later in the year the control

of the Utah Ore Sampling Company was
obtained by the Knight interests. In May
and June there was an increase in ship-

ments as is usual. Park City increased

its shipments over what was shipped in

March. Bingham produced about as

usual, while the Tintic output was not

far from normal. No ore was shipped

from Alta and the Cottonwoods, or from

American Fork at this season.

Shortage of Lead Ores in Latter Half
of 1910

The supply of lead ores which came
to the Valley smelteries during the latter

half of the year was below the normal,

owing to the decreased production of

some of the Park City mines. The Silver

King Coalition and Daly West both cut

production, the former on account of

the installation of a new electric-haulage

system on the 1300-ft. and Alliance tun-

nel level, and the latter on account of the

necessity of new development work on

the lower levels. These two mines were
the principal shippers to the American
Smelting and Refining Company at Mur-
ray. There was an increase in lead pro-

duction from Bingham, but this* did not

balance the decrease in lead shipments

from Park City and Tintic.

Tintic Smeltery Closes, Midvale Get-
ting Its Contracts

The United States smeltery at Midvale

in February ran at full capacity, and

treated approximately 800 tons of ore

daily. Six furnaces were in blast on

lead ores. After the closing of the

Knight plant at Silver City in Sept., 1909,

ores from the Colorado, Iron Blossom,

and other Tintic mines were smelted

here. Only the lead furnaces were in

operation during the year, as the copper
plant was being redesigned to meet the

requirements of the Federal court.

The American Smelting and Refining

Company at the beginning of the year
was running six furnaces on lead ore,

and one on matte concentration, at its

Murray plant, making seven out of eight

furnaces in operation. Later in the year
there were four and five furnaces in

blast. The furnace for matte concen-

tration was operated intermittently,

when enough charge had accumulated.

The matte, on account of the lead it con-

tained, was shipped to Omaha for treat-

ment. The Garfield smeltery increased

its capacity by the addition of one rever-

beratory furnace and two converters, in

order to meet the increased output of

the Utah Copper. When the sixth fur-

nace is in operation, the capacity will

be between 200 and 225 tons of blister

copper daily.

Garfield Smeltery Making 132,000,000

Lb. Copper Per Year

At the beginning of September, the

Garfield plant operated three blast fur-

naces out of four, and ran five rever-

beratories. The daily output was nearly

200 tons of blister copper. About 2000

tons of ore, or 3000 tons of charge were

smelted per day. The average monthly

output was 11,000,000 lb. of copper, but

it has been as high as 12,000,000 lb.

in one month before the sixth rever-

beratory furnace was completed. At the

beginning of December this furnace was
being warmed up and the bottom smelted

in, and it was expected to smelt ore be-

fore the end of the year.

The Yampa smeltery at Bingham em-
ploying 200 men closed down Aug. 1.

Between 600 and 700 tons, largely from

the Yampa mine, were smelted daily.

The mine continued to operate, and

shipped to Garfield.

Tooele Begins to Produce in August

Work on the new plant of the Inter-

national Smelting and Refining Com-
pany at Tooele was completed, and smelt-

ing of copper ore started. The Tooele

Valley railroad, which connects the

smeltery with the San Pedro was com-

pleted May, 1909. Following the open-

ing of this line, work on the construction

of the smeltery was started, and con-

ducted on a large scale. All construction

was completed Oct. 1. Fire was started

in the first of the five reverberatory fur-

naces July 25. During August the first

furnace produced matte, and two others

were being warmed up. In the latter

part of the year three furnaces were
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smelting about 550 tons of ore per 24
hours; 400 tons of this being received

from the Utah Consolidated, 100 tons

from the Iron Blossom and Colorado, and
50 tons from the South Utah.

General Smelting Summary

The furnaces smelting ore in the val-

ley toward the close of the year were as

follows: The United States was running
six furnaces on lead ore; the American
Smelting and Refining Company, four lead

furnaces ; the Garfield smeltery, five rever-

beratories, and was warming up the sixth,

recently constructed, and five Peirce-

Smith basic-lined converters were in use,

while three blast furnaces out of four

were running. At the International three

reverberatories and two converters were
smelting copper ore.

Bingham & Garfield and Western
Pacific Roads Opened

Beside the Bingham & Garfield Rail-

road, grading on which was started dur-

ing the early part of 1910, the Western
Pacific, crossing a relatively undeveloped
mineral section of the State, was opened
to passenger service in August. It runs

south of the Southern Pacific, through

Tooele county into Nevada. It passes

nearer the Deep Creek section than any
other road, the nearest point being Wen-
dover, about 30 miles distant.

Transportation Facilities Inadequate

The transportation facilities for hand-
ling the tonnage from Bingham to the

mills at Garfield, while not sufficient at

all times, were better than during the

latter part of 1909, and the first months
of 1910. In May and June a large ton-

nage was handled over the single line

of the Denver & Rio Grande. On May
23, this road moved 217 cars for the

Utah Copper in 10 hours, while on May
24, 378 cars were loaded, and sent out

by the same company, and 24 cars from
the United States Mining and Utah Con-
solidated, making 402 cars in 24 hours
or approximately 22,000 tons of ore

handled in one day.

The Utah Copper's contract with the

Denver & Rio Grande for handling a

maximum of 6000 tons a day was insuf-

ficient to supply the mills, and was stated

by the company to have reduced earnings
;it frequent and extended periods. Grad-
ing was begun in April on the Bingham
& Garfield Railroad, a new line backed
by this company, in order to secure ade-

quate transportation facilities for the

mills when enlarged to a capacity of ap-

proximately 20,000 tons of ore a day.

This road runs along the north side of

Bingham Canon, and will connect the

Copper mines with the mills and
smeltery at Garfield, a distance of 17

miles, as compared to 25 miles at pres-

ent. The maximum grade is 2% per
cent. A bond Ismie for $2,500,000 in 6

per cent. 10-year bonds was mac!
|

a mortgage deed of trust filed Aug. 29,

in favor of the Guarantee Trust Com-
pany of New York, the Utah Copper be-

ing named as surety. The grading was
largely completed, and work started on
the three tunnels. A number of con-
demnation suits across mining ground in

Bingham have resulted. The tunnels on
the upper part of the line will be done
about April, 1911, and it is expected that

the road will be ready for traffic in the

second quarter of 1911.

Notable Merger of Porphyry Copper
Companies

The Utah Copper absorbed the Bos-
ton Consolidated, the merger going into

effect Feb. 1. It also acquired control

of the Nevada Consolidated in March.
Both of these properties were acquired

by an exchange of stock, the Utah Cop-
per having increased its capitalization

from 750,000 shares to 2,500,000 shares

for this purpose.

The Utah mill at Garfield was named
the Magna, and that of the Boston Con-
solidated, the Arthur. A corps of inde-

pendent engineers confirmed the com-
pany's findings that the machinery and
method at the Magna plant were superior
in costs and extraction to that at the

Arthur. The stamps were removed from
six of the 13 sections of the Arthur plant

and Chilean mills and rolls with Garfield

roughing tables are being installed. When
the improvements are completed the ca-

pacity will be 7000 tons per day. The
Magna is treating 13,000 tons.

At the end of the third quarter the

Utah Copper Company had 17 shovels
stripping and mining, of which four were
on Boston Consolidated ground. Three
more were to be placed here, bringing

the total up to 20 steam shovels. No
surface ore was taken from the Boston
section, and underground mining must
be continued for some time, but will be
abandoned as soon as possible. Work at

the Boston sulphide mine was suspended.
Copper Center gulch and other ground
was secured for dumping purposes.

Aerial Tramway from Utah Consoli-
dated to Tooele Smeltery

The Utah Consolidated, which shipped
about 800 tons of ore daily the first part

of the year, completed its smelting con-
tract with the American Smelting and
Refining Company July 10, and began
shipments to the International. Much de-

velopment work was done on the lower
levels, and a sampling and estimating

of the ore reserves made under the direc-

tion of R. H. Channing, consulting engi-

neer.

Utah Consolidated Ore Reserves
Formerly Overestimated

Mr. Channing's report gave 300,000
tons averaging 2.32 per cent, copper,

0.05 07.. gold, and 0.85 oz. silver in sight.

Beside this, from a large tonnage shown
by mine maps and records, a part of

which is caved and inaccessible, there

may be recovered from 100,000 to 250,.

000 tons. Taking the highest figures this

is about half of the tonnage reported by
another engineer at the beginning of the

year, which gave 1,121,360 tons of 2.3

per cent, copper ore, since which time

130,000 tons have been extracted. The
output of profitable ore toward the end
of the year was stated to be about 350
tons daily.

Two units of the Ohio Copper Com-
pany's mill at Lark were in operation in

February and treated 1000 tons of ore

per day, which concentrated about 20
into 1. The concentrates carried 23 per

cent, copper. The cost of milling is re-

ported to have been 38c. per ton, and
cost of mining less than 50c. Freight on
ore through the Mascot tunnel to the

mill was 15c. a ton. Later in the year
the tonnage was increased to 1500, 1700,

and 1850 tons of ore per day. In No-
vember new equipment, including tables

and Wall rolls was installed.

Utah Metal Mining Company Has Big

Tunnel Project

The Utah Metal Mining Company,
which is driving the 11,000-ft. drain and
operating tunnel between Middle canon
on the Tooele side of the range and Carr
Fork at Bingham, completed the pre-

liminary work of installing its plant, and
advanced the tunnel about 1800 ft. since

April 1, which made a total length of

4500 ft. at the end of the year.

The Utah Apex developed a number of

new bodies of lead and copper ore during
the year. Some of these along the Dana
fissure were opened for over 200 ft. The
new occurences of lead-silver ore making
out along the limestone bedding from the

fissures are of interest, as promising to

open up large bodies of ore of this kind

in a new section of Bingham. From 150

to 175 tons was mined daily up to Nov.

10, when milling operations were sus-

pended in order to develop several im-

portant discoveries.

Work of the U. S. Smelting Company
The United States Smelting, Refining

and Mining Company worked its Bing-

ham properties during the year, and
shipped from 260 to 350 tons daily. In

November and December the output was
600 tons a day. The Telegraph mine
was worked by leasers and also on com-
pany account. A 50-ton cyanide plant

was built by the Utah Leasing Company
in order to treat silicious gold-silver ores

from this mine.

The Centennial-Eureka mine in Tintic

owned by the U. S. company produced
copper ore carrying some gold and silver.

An average production of 300 tons daily

was maintained, except during a short
period, when pumps were installed on the

lower levels. A number of imnrovptnents
were made. The Holden tunnel, 2160 ft.

long, was driven to connect with the shaft
at the 535- ft. point. Connections were
made March 10. The tunnel effects a
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saving in hoisting, pumping and bringing

supplies up the hill. Ore bins of 700

tons capacity were cut in the shaft be-

tween the 500- ft. level and the tunnel.

An electric-haulage system was installed,

to take ore out on the tunnel level,

and dump it directly into the railroad

cars.

Gold Production

The Consolidated Mercur, by careful

work made a profit of 516,537, on ore of

a gross value of $613,148 about 638 tons

per day were treated, the heads averag-

ing $3.59; the tails, 94c The ore is con-

tinually becoming lower in grade. The

Boston Sunshine mill at Mercur closed

down about the middle of the year, after

running 14 months and paying $19,500

in dividends, because of lack of ore.

Cheap power became available in the

Gold Springs district in July, owing to

the beginning of operations of the Gold

Springs Mining and Power Company's
power plant.

Silver Produced Mainly in the Tintic

District

The Tintic district in Juab and Utah
counties and Park City, in Summit and
Wasatch counties, furnished the greater

part of the output. Salt Lake county

also added to the production, by the silver

in its copper and lead ores. The Iron

Blossom in Tintic developed silicious ores

carrying silver, but with the exception

of a limited tonnage shipped to the

smelteries did not produce extensively

from this class of deposit, pending ar-

rangements for possible cyanide treat-

ment. The Centennial Eureka ores, men-
tioned under copper, added appreciably

to the output, as did also the Silver King,

Daly West and other Park City mines.

The Daly West drove its 1550-ft. level to

the Daly-Judge lines for drainage pur-

poses. The Daly West also connected
with the Ontario drainage tunnel. There
was no work done by this last mine dur-

ing 1910 except to keep its tunnel open.

The so-called Snake Creek drainage tun-

nel, 14,000 ft. long, and backed by Knight
and Daly-Judge interests, is also being
pushed toward these mines, and will,

when completed, afford fine drainage and
development facilities to all mines in the

southwestern part of the Park City dis-

trict. The Ontario, Daly and Daly West
mines will also push their drainage tun-

nel to the Thompson-Quincy, a consolida-

tion of the old Thompson and West
Quincy companies.

Zinc Produced Mainly as a Byproduct

The zinc output for 1910 will probably
show a small increase over last year.

The principal source of zinc was as a by-

product from Park City ores, while Bing-

ham also contributed. Zinc ores proper

were mined in Beaver county and at the

Scranton mine in North Tintic. The out-

put was shipped to Kansas, Oklahoma,
and to points farther east.

The Park City mill of the Grasselli

Chemical Company, using Sutton dry-

tables, dielectric separators and dry-

sizing apparatus, treated a large tonnage

of zinc middlings from the Daly-Judge
mill, and shipped zinc concentrates to its

refinery in Cleveland. The work of the

Huff electrostatic separators at the Mid-
vale plant of the United States Smelting

Company was good and 45 tons of zinc

concentrates were produced per day.

South Utah Mines and Smelters
Again Shipping

The South Utah Mines and Smelters

began milling operations Sept. 2. The
mill was reconstructed and new equip-

ment added. A new smelting contract

was made with the International, by
which concentrates were shipped to the

Tooele smeltery. The first car of con-

centrates was received there Sept. 24,

and toward the latter part of the year
shipments of from five to seven cars a

week were made. The reconstructed mill

began handling 400 to 500 tons, which
was gradually increased. The capacity is

800 to 1000 tons.

Oil and Cement

More interest than heretofore was
taken in the Utah oilfields, especially

those in San Juan and Grand counties in

the southern part of the State. A num-
ber of rigs were sent into the fields, and
oil was encountered in several places.

The production of cement for 1910

amounted to approximately 3050 bbl. per

day, as compared to 1400 bbl. per day

in 1909. The Union Portland Cement
Company, at Devil's Slide, produced 1800

bbl. per day; the Ogden Portland Ce-

ment plant, at Bingham City, 350 bbl.;

the Portland Cement Company of Utah,

at Salt Lake, 900 bbl. daily. These

companies were the principal producers.

The Mining Industry in Nevada
About four years ago, during the hight

af the Nevada boom, the Journal pub-

lished a series of articles on the Nevada
gold and silver camps. A year later the

Journal made an exhaustive study of

:onditions at Ely, and several of

:he camps in that part of the State. The
gathering of data on the mining districts

in the western part of the State was
hampered by the fact that most of the

:amps were young and but little work
lad been done in them. For instance, at

:he time of the correspondent's trip to

3oldfield, ore had been struck only about

hree weeks before he visited the stope

)f the Hayes-Monette lease on the Mo-
hawk. At Rhyolite only a little develop-

nenr had been done in the immense out-

:rops that characterize the camp. At

Manhattan and Fairview little had been

ione and only at Tonopah was there any

;reat amount of development.

Considering the fact that the camps
vere young, that the correspondent had

o depend entirely upon the statements of

the people most interested in the boom
ing of the mines for opinions in regard

to the assays of the ore, and that practic-

ally everyone in Nevada was a "booster"

in those days, the trip was made under

conditions which made it difficult for any

visitor to get accurate information, and

certainly venturesome to publish opinions

based on such information. The Journal
realized this when it undertook the work,

but so great was the demand for facts

about the region that it assumed the risk.

Rhyolite Overestimated in Early Days

In general, the articles succeeded in

making a fair appraisal of the future of

the different camps, but in regard to Rhy-

olite a great mistake was made, for in

that camp not a single large mine has

made good. The ore did not assay so

high as stated. Work at the Montgom-
ery-Shoshone has shown the truth of the

statement that was made in 1906 that

ore assaying from $7 to $10 could be

treated at a good profit. But the ore

was not forthcoming. The only property

that the article did appraise correctly was
the Montgomery-Shoshone, which, al-

though its shares were then selling at

about $16, was given but passing men-
tion as the correspondent became con-

vinced that the property was not as it

was represented, although his informa-

tion was of such a nature that he did not

feel warranted in publishing it in the face

of the opinion held all over Nevada at

that time that the Montgomery-Sshoshone
was one of the greatest gold mines of the

world. Fairview and Manhattan have

followed the course that the articles in-

dicated and the camps are still awaiting

slow, careful development, and proper

milling facilities. Rawhide is fast be-

coming but a memory. The resusicitation

of Virginia City has not come, but it

went so far toward success as to get the

General Development Company to think

seriously of trying to unite the different

properties so as to do something with

them, and the Comstock tunnel gives

hope of new life for the camp.
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Nevada Sentiment Now for Develop-

ment, Not Booming

The booming that has characterized

Nevada mining from its beginning seems

now to be coming to the end. Nevada

and Nevada mining men are beginning to

realize that the mines have got to work

their way instead of trying to ride on

passes. A "wildcat" law has been passed

to do away as much as possible with

faking, and the mining men of the State

are discussing the matter with the view

of still further improving the law. News-

papers in the mining districts have print-

ed editorials protesting against the out-

rageous prices at which, in some parts of

the State, prospects are even now held.

Everyone connected with mining seems

to realize that the mines must show what

they can do before the State can expect

to get the money that it needs to go

ahead with its development.

The confidence in the future is there.

But the spirit of the confidence game

has gone under cover, and it seems cer-

tain that the people of the State are de-

termined to keep it there until it has died

out.

Local Mining Papers Doing Good
Work

Goldfield has a mining paper, the

Goldfield Tribune, that is trying to tell

the truth about the properties of the

camp. Tonopah has a paper called the

Tonopah Miner, the editor of which gets

his information direct from the men in

charge of the different properties. The

news is reliable and in case one reads

between the lines he can get a good idea

of the state of affairs at the different

mines, but the reader should remember
that the editor of a local paper has to be

diplomatic and as he lives in the com-

munity he cannot afford to go out of his

way to tell the unfavorable things about

the properties. Lukewarmness in praise

in a local paper is about as far as the

public can expect an editor to go.

But this willingness of the mine super-

intendents at Tonopah, in a camp where

the ore conditions change suddenly, to

try to give the public a correct idea of

the condition of the mines, in spite of the

knowledce that their candid declaration

of what they think of the conditions of

the mine is liable to prove greatly mis-

taken with further development, shows

how much mining men in Nevada are try-

ing to kill the stigma of the "hot-air"

campaigns of the past. The policy of the

Goidfield Consolidated company to give

the shareholders each month an idea of

the condition of its mines and the full

report that the Nevada Consolidated com-

pany issued, indicate that mining in Nev-

ada is coming to a sound hi

\i.ino a Valuable Asset

Although Nevadans in the past have

played fast and loose with the public,

for the whole State cannot escape the

stigma of having been a silent partner of

some notorious schemers, still it is be-

lieved that when conditions are such that

one can find out without actually visiting

the camp that practically nothing is being

done at Rhyolite and that the last stopes

of the Montgomery-Shoshone are almost

cleaned up ; when one perceives that such

a mushroom camp as Manhattan was in

its early days has settled down to sane-

ness; when one sees that in the face of

low copper prices and Nevada's disrepute

the Yerington copper district has been

able to get the money for a smeltery and

a railroad; when one sees the Pittsburg-

Silver Peak property developed into one

of the best operated properties in the

West in the last few years; when one

sees Fairview and Wonder building mills

but doing so only after the ore reserves

indicate the need for them, when one be-

holds the camp of Austin promising to

become again a producer, now that the

electrostatic plant is in successful opera-

tion; when one gets information that

leads one to believe that ore, such as

made Goldfield leases famous, is being

worked miles to the north at the camp
of National, surely the time must be near

at hand when the development of the

large mineral resources of Nevada is

going to forge ahead rapidly on a sane

basis, and that in the next year or so

Nevada will be rivaling even Arizona in

mining activity.

Goldfield

There were only two large producers at

work in this camp at the end of 1910.

These are the Goldfield Consolidated and

the Florence-Goldfield companies. These

two properties are notable in both still

being in control of their original owners.

The former paid the largest dividends in

1910 ever paid by any gold-mining com-
pany in a single year, while its advanced

stand taken in regard to information

given to its stockholders has already been

commented upon. The Grizzly Bear

lease, in this mine, is the deepest shaft in

the camp, 1165 feet.

The Florence cleaned up low-grade ore

left by leasers, and while there is not

much ore developed, there are good in-

dications of ore in the bottom levels.

Earnings were erratic on account of

this leasing work, but the company made
about 20 per cent, of its par capitalization

($1,050,000). The upper stopes of this

mine are now well cleaned up and deeper

development is a necessity. It is purposed

to sink to about 1000 or 12C0 ft. depth.

Leasers took out over $5,000,000 worth of

ore from above the 350-ft. level in this

mine (not all in 1910). Good ore was
shown on the floors of the lowest levels,

and as the deep developments in the

Goldfield Consolidated arc promising the

results at depth in the Florence are also

expected to give good results.

SMALLER Properties in Got.DFinin

The Combination Fraction produced

ore in 1910 and milled it at the Nevadf

Reduction Works, the heads averaging

about $25 per ton. The attempt to con

solidate a number of small mines with

the Jumbo Extension as nucleus was
failure. The Jumbo Extension produced

by proxy during 1910, as a small area ol

ground was worked by the Goldfield Con-
solidated on shares.

In general it may be said that geologi-

cal study points to there being good ore

at depth at Goldfield, so that there is

much to be hoped for in a general pros-

pecting of the field on the low levels.

The Ely District

Production in the Ely district in 1910

was confined to the Eureka mine of the

Nevada Consolidated, which produced

about 65,000,000 lb. of copper. The pro-

duction by months is given in a table

elsewhere in this issue. The total would
have been larger had it not been for the

intentional curtailment inaugurated in

August. Operations in the steam-shovel

pit proceeded throughout the year with

the smoothness of a well-oiled machine.

It may be stated emphatically that they

are not threatened either by influx of

subterranean water or by unforeseen dif-

ficulties in pulling up the ore-cars over

heavy grades as the pit becomes deeper.

The conditions were well known before

the pit was opened and satisfactory engi-

neering plans were formulated after full

consideration of all of them. According

to the official report of the company for

the year ended Sept. 30, 1910, the de-

velopments of ore amounted to 30,073,-

000 tons averaging 1.99 per cent, copper

and 14,500,555 tons averaging 1.28 per

cent. Of this total, 3,421,275 tons aver-

aging 2.153 per cent, copper have already

been extracted.

During 1910 stripping of the Liberty

orebody was commenced and this will

soon be ready for extraction by steam-

shovel. The Veteran mine of the old

Cumberland-Ely company, now absorbed

by Nevada Consolidated, was idle during

1910.

Giroux's Affairs Still a Secret

The Giroux company conducted exten-

sive developments in its Alpha mine,

completing the new working shaft, equip-

ping it, etc., but no plans for the treat-

ment of its ore were officially announced
and certainly no construction was in-

augurated. There was a good deal of

talk about building a smeltery; also about

shipping ore to Tooele; but just what is

contemplated by the management is still

a secret. The extent of the company's
ore reserves is also a mystery, no official

statement respecting them having ever

been made by the present management,
although it has been roundly criticized

for its failure to do so. No efforts have

been made to extract the disseminated

orebody of the company.

Prospecting was carried on in 1910 by
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e Ely Consolidated, Ely Central, Bos-

n-Ely and one or two other companies,

it it was more or less desultory, and

ch results as were obtained were in no

iy indicative of the development of any

her big mine. The Ely Central com-

ny sank its shaft through the rhyolite,

ssing into underlying limestone and did

me drifting in the latter. The company

lally fell into difficulties and ex-

orations were suspended in October.

le Ely Consolidated prosecuted devel-

iment work on some of the small ore-

idies and stringers in limestone that are

laracteristic of Ely and have not yet

en found to amount to much.

Eureka District

Early in 1910 a large section of the

jreka & Palisade railway was washed

it, and the company not being in a po-

tion to rebuild, the railway service was

landoned, and mining operations at Eu-

ka had consequently to be suspended.

itely the Richmond-Eureka Mining

smpany bought in the railway and will

pair it as soon as possible. Since the

sumption of work on Ruby hill, opera-

ins have been confined to the old stopes,

hence iron ore is extracted. The day

lien the company will begin deep pros-

•cting is awaited with interest.

Tonopah District

The production of the Tonopah district,

svada, for 1910 was 105,538 oz. gold

id 9,954,455 oz. silver, or a total of

,436,393, as compared with $4,887,905

in 1909. This is an increase of 42.18 per

cent, in gold and 47.78 per cent, in silver

over the 1909 production. Of this in-

crease the Tonopah-Belmont produced

about 75 per cent, and the Tonopah Ex-

tension 20 per cent. The latter was a new
producer in 1910, the milling period

covering only nine months.

The largest producer was the Tonopah
Mining Company which paid $1,400,000

in dividends during the year and has

paid to date 685 per cent, on its original

capitalization. An important addition to

the surface plant was an enlargement of

its electrical equipment by the erection

of an accumulator and generator set.

Development work amounted to 21,000

feet.

The development of the new orebody

on the Tonopah-Belmont stimulated work

on adjoining properties, among which

may be mentioned the Jim Butler, Res-

cue-Eula and the Mizpah Extension. A
large amount of exploration work was

carried on northwest of the Montana-

Tonopah at the Jack Rabbit, Mining

Chance, Cronjie Fraction and Sampson.

The production of the MacNamara com-

pany was less than in 1909, due to the

fact that only high-grade ore could be

shipped, the low-grade being held in re-

serve for future milling operations.

The Comstock

The revival on the Comstock lode pro-

ceeded from operations carried on by

the United Comstock Pumping Associa-

tion, which is driving the Comstock tun-

nel. On this project $467,000 was spent

in 1910, while it is reported that over

$1,000,000 in all was spent during 1910

in developing all the mines. The Ophir

found promising orebodies at 2300 and

2400 ft. and is now sinking to reach

2500 ft. Its estimated production was

about $257,000.

The new mill at the mouth of the Com-
stock tunnel treated ore from the Con
Virginia mine; the Yellow Jacket mill that

from the Yellow Jacket, Crown Point and

Belcher mines; the Butters plant that

from the Mexican, Potosi and Chollar;

and the Kinkead the ore from the Ophir,

except some high-grade material which

was sent to the Selby smeltery. A new
40-stamp mill was erected, the Rocky

Point mill at Dayton, on the Carson river,

intended to work the ore from the Hay-

ward mine.

At the Con Virginia, the main shaft,

known at the C & C, was sunk to the

2450-ft. level and the pumping plant, con-

sisting of the Risdon hydraulic-elevator

and the Riedler electric pumps was aug-

mented by the addition of a Starrett pump.

It is thought the combined plant will be

able to take care of any water which may
be encountered, down to 3000 ft. At the

Ward shaft the new Scranton pumps, pur-

chased at a cost of $45,000, were installed

and in a few weeks sinking will be re-

sumed on the shaft, which is now down
2575 ft. The Yellow Jacket, Crown Point

and Belcher mines, at Gold Hill will be

dtained an additional 800 ft. through this

shaft.

Alaska in 1910
The value of the mineral production of

aska in 1910 is estimated 1 by Alfred

, Brooks at $17,400,000, as compared

th $21,146,423 in 1909. Of this the es-

nated value of the gold production in

10 was $16,360,000, as against $20,-

1,078 in 1909. The copper production

1910 is estimated at 5,600,000 lb., val-

d at $740,000, as compared with 4,424,-

5 lb. in 1909, valued at $563,211. The
lue of all other mineral products in-

iding silver, lead, gypsum, marble and

al is estimated at $300,000.

The decrease in the gold production is

tirely due to the falling off in the out-

t of Fairbanks, Seward peninsula, and

me of the smaller placer districts. With

; exception of the placer operations,

i production for all the other mining
Jtricts increased. In spite of the de-

based gold production and the handi-

p because of the delay in opening the

alfield, considerable advancements
re made in the mining industry. Cop-
r mining was prosperous and much

"Abstract of preliminary report published
United States Geological Survey.

development work was done. More has

been accomplished than in any previous

year in the development of gold-bearing

lodes. Much work was also done toward

installing large mining plants for work-

ing low-grade placer deposits.

Coal and Oil

Practically nothing was done in the

coalfields except a few patent surveys.

Most of the small mines which have

in the past furnished lignite for local

use, were closed in 1910 until the mat-

ter of granting patents should be finally

decided. On the other hand, some new
drilling was done in the Katalla oilfield.

Current reports indicate that some oil

properties were leased and preparations

made to render the district productive.

Railways and Roads

The Copper River railway completed

the construction of the line as far as

Chitina, 131 miles from Cordova. The

remaining 60 miles to the Bonanza mine

are of easy construction, and the man-

agers report that the line will be com-

pleted at an early date.

The Alaska Northern railway main-

tained communication over its 71 miles

of track, which connects Seward with

the head of Turnagain arm. This rail-

way when completed will lead to the

development of the Matanuska coalfields

and the Willow Creek lode district, as

well as other mining districts in the Sus-

itna basin.

An important feature of the year was
the transformation of much of the Val-

dez-Fairbanks trail to a wagon road.

This new road, besides serving the ter-

minal points, aids the development of

several mining districts lying between.

Important roads and trails were also con-

structed in other parts of the territory

by the Alaska Road Commission.

Lode Mining

The marked advancement in lode min-

ing in many parts of Alaska during 1910

is the most encouraging feature of the

industry. This is in part reflected by an

increase in the gold production from

lodes, estimated at about $300,000, and

an increase in the copper of nearly
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1.500.000 lb. Notable advances were

made in the gold-lode districts of Juneau,

Prince William sound, Kenai peninsula,

Willow creek. Fairbanks, and the copper-

bearing districts of Prince William sound

and the Chitina valley.

The season was a prosperous one in

the Juneau district, and much work was

accomplished that will materially swell

the gold production in the next two years.

There were 13 productive gold-lode mines

in operation in Alaska in 1910. one more

than in 1909. Of the producing mines,

six were in the Juneau district.

The only gold-lode mines operated in

1910 in southeastern Alaska, outside of

the Juneau district, were two on Chic-

hagof island, which had a prosperous

season, and a small one on Prince of

Wales island, which was worked part of

the year. A large amount of prospecting

of auriferous lodes was done in the re-

gion tributary to Valdez. This work was

stimulated by the successful operation

of the Cliff mine. Enough prospecting

has been done on some other veins in this

district to indicate that they are likely

to be of commercial importance.

The only important advances in lode

prospecting in the inland region were

made in the Fairbanks district. Here

the work cf 1910 indicates a wider dis-

tribution of gold than has previously

been known. The work was much stim-

ulated by the erection of a 10-stamp cus-

tom mill at Chena. This, with the three-

stamp mill at Fairbanks, makes it possi-

ble to test the ore. Practically all the

prospects are on the railway which runs

from Chena to Fairbanks, so that the ore

can be easily sent to mill. Promising

gold deposits are reported from Fair-

banks, Dome, Vault, Moose, Esther and

Cleary creeks.

Some advance was made in quartz

mining in other parts of t'r.e Yukon dis-

trict. Little appears to have been done

in testing the gold lode of the Bonnifield

country, which had caused much excite-

ment in Fairbanks during 1909. Pros-

pecting continued or. quartz properties

in the Chandalar district.

Copper Lodes

There were seven productive copper

mines in Alaska in 1910, the same as in

1909. The copper production is about

equally divided between Prince William

sound and the Ketchikan district. There

was a small increase in the copper out-

put of the Ketchikan district and a large

increase in that of the Prince William

sound in 1910. In the Ketchikan district

the Jumbo. Mount Andrew. It. and the

Goodrow properties were operated dur-

ing the year.

The most notable advancement in the

Prince William sound section was made
on the Beatson property. I.atouche island.

This property changed hands July I. and

•ice largely increased its tonnage.

In the Chitina district some ore was

shipped from the Bonanza mine over the

bucket tram to the terminal station at

Kennicort, where it awaits the completion

of the railway. Among the most import-

ant events of the year in the Chitina dis-

trict appears to be the reported discovery

cf a large orebody on the Mother Lode

property. There is now every reason to

believe that the copper output will show

a much larger percentage of increase

in 1911 than in 1910.

Placer Mining

The value of the gold production from

placers in 1910 is estimated at $12,000,-

000, as compared with $16,200,000 in

1909. The best prospects of permanency

in the placer-gold production lies in pro-

viding means for economically mining the

gravels of lesser value. Until this has

been accomplished it is to be expected

that there will be large fluctuations in

the annual gold production. The year

1910 witnessed considerable activity in

enterprises looking toward this end, more
especially in planning for or installing

dredging equipments.

The gold production of Seward penin-

sula in 1910 was about $3,600,000, as

compared with $4,260,000 in 1909. This

decrease is chargeable to the working out

of the bonanzas and the delay in the in-

stallation of large plants to handle gravel

of lower grade. The water supply on Se-

ward peninsula is not sufficient to war-

rant hydraulic methods except in a few

favored localities. As a result, nearly all

the operators are turning their attention

to the installation of dredges. In 1910,

six large dredges operated on the penin-

sula. Of these, three were at work on

small creeks that traverse the tundra

near Nome, two on Solomon river and

one on Ophir creek. Successful hydraul-

ic operations were conducted on the

benches of upper Kougarok river, in the

central part of the peninsula.

New placers were discovered in the

Squirrel river basin, which is tributary to

the Kobuk river. These are about 70 miles

from tide water. So far as known the

conditions seem to be favorable for the

finding of other workable deposits. The

rigors of the climate, the shortness of

the season and the isolation of the dis-

trict will always make operating expenses

heavy.

Iditarod District

This district is about 400 miles from

the Yukon river on the Innoko river. The

district can also be reached by a 450-mile

winter trail from Seward. In the summer
of 1910 there were about 2500 people

in the district and the gold production

is estimated at $350,000. Most of the

streams in the district have gradients so

low that the gravels have to be hoisted

to an elevated sluice box. Much of the

auriferous gravel lies on a granite bed

rock, which yields considerable sand and

many boulders. These conditions have

increased the cost of mining. It appears

that the amount of proved placer grounc

is not sufficient to support the populatior

now in the district. During the year j

number of other placer deposits were

found along various streams in this dis-,

trict, some of which may eventually

prove to be of commercial importance.

The Innoko district had a fairly pros-

perous season, but reported no discov-

eries of importance. The producing

creeks are Ophir, Yankee, Little and

Spruce. The value of the gold produc-

tion for 1910 is estimated at $200,000.

Fairbanks District

The estimated value of the gold pro-

duction of the Fairbanks district in 19 1C

is $6,100,000, as against $9,650,000 in

1909. This is due to the fact that many
of the richer placers have been mined

out and that no effective work has been

accomplished for mining low-grade grav-

el. Plans for dredging some of the shal-

lower creeks have been made, but nothing

tangible has been accomplished. There

was some scarcity of labor at Fairbanks

in the spring, owing to the exodus to

Iditarod and on some of the creeks the

water supply was inadequate. It is es-

timated that about 130 placer mines were

operated in the Fairbanks districts during

the year. This is a falling off of over

50 per cent, of the average of previous

years. About 1200 men were employed

in the operations during 1910.

. Other Districts

The Hot Springs district of the lower

Tanana valley had a prosperous season.

The largest production was derived from

Solomon and Cache creeks and their trib-

utaries. The output of the Rampart dis-

trict lying adjacent to and north of Hot

Springs was considerably less than 1909.

Little Minook creek is still the chief pro-

ducer in this field, Hunter creek being

second. The decrease in output is due

in part to the fact that the hydraulic

plant on Hoosier creek was not operated

in 1910. It is estimated that 33 men
worked on 18 claims in this district dur-

ing the winter. The gold production of

the Salchaket region in 1910, somewhat
exceeded that of 1909. There was little

mining activity in the Bonnifield district,

except on Gold King creek.

The value of the gold output of tho

Birch Creek district is estimated at $225,-

000. A smali hydraulic plant on Eagle

creek was successfully operated through

the summer, but the larger plant on

Mammoth creek was somewhat hampered
by lack of water. There was a consider-

able falling off in the gold output of the

Koyukuk during 1910, as compared with

previous years.

This loss is largely chargeable to the

decreased production of Nolan creek. A
shaft was sunk for 335 ft. on Wiseman
creek and an iron pipe was driven 30 ft.

deeper without reaching bed rock.
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Mining in Mexico in 1910
By Kirby Thomas

1 As a whole, the mining industry of

[Mexico during 1910 marked time. The
aggregate output of the base-metal mines
apparently decreased, as compared with

1909, and the precious-metal output did

not show more than the expected normal
increase, due to the perfecting and com-
pletion of large plants under way since

the previous two years. There were no
notable new districts opened up in 1910,

or in fact in several years, and the ex-

pectations of immediate great wide-

spread results from the application of

:he cyanide process to the treatment of

ow-grade silver ores in the old silver

listricts were not yet fulfilled in many
:ases. The smelting industry of the

:ountry was hampered by the upward
evision of freight rates on the Govern-
nent-controlled railroad, and had to meet

he new condition of a scarcity of sili-

ious ores, due to the spread of the

yanide process in the silicious-ore camps
f all Mexico. The introduction of

yanidation of concentrates, as in Guana-
uato, indicated the approach of yet

nother encroachment on the preserves

f the customs smelteries, which have

een such a prominent and dominant fac-

>r in the Mexican mining situation since

bout 1890, when they were forced into

le country by the Wilson tariff on lead

ito the United States. A continued and

:ute uncertainty as to political matters

id an unrest on the part of the Mex-
ans of all classes over the actual and
leged shortcomings of the Government
m a damper on the local initiative in

ining and, in a minor way, affected ad-

:rsely new foreign commitments in

ining. It must, however, be stated that

1910 large capital from 'abroad did

)t show any timidity about Mexican
vestments, and in fact the financial

cessities of the Mexican owners of

ining properties, and their willingness

let outsiders do the work of develop-

ing made the Mexican offerings during

i year past especially attractive and
merous, particularly, as compared With

; halcyon days before 1907 when
ery "gringo" became in his own
nd, and in the eyes of the Alex-

ins, a "millionaire" as soon as he
>ssed the Rio Grande, and any old (es-

cially very old) Mexican mine was
isidered worth at least a paltry million,

generally several million, if it could

secured on a bond with a moiety of

lerican dollars, expanded 100 per cent,

the process of exchange into pesos,

the present time real mines in Mex-
can be bought cheap, but it takes real

ney to buy them. This, of course, is

)d for legitimate mining.

Sociology and Politics

There continued to be the inevitable
repulsion between the races, as the for-
eigner gained and held prestige in the
mining and in other development under-
takings in Mexico, but this is a sociol-

ogical problem in the main and does not
affect the progress or profit of the great
mining business of the country. Anti-
American riots, now known to have been
part of the political program of the op-
position party in the country, attracted

the attention of the newspaper readers
to Mexico in November, and these were
succeeded by an armed campaign, dig-

nified by the "border" correspondent into

a revolution. Whatever the truth or sig-

nificance of these internal political tur-

moils may have been the fact of the

studied protection of the rights and prop-

MEXICAN MINERAL EXPORTS FOR
THREE MONTHS.

Classification.
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Veracruz has not been so important. This

is controlled under a concession to an

English syndicate represented by Sir

W'eetman Pearson. Reports are current

of oil indications on the west coast in

Sonora. No information has become
public concerning the success or failure

of the extensive deep drilling operations

in northern Chihuahua carried out un-

der the backing of the Hearst interests.

The government of Mexico has granted

concession for the free import of oil into

Sonora to the Cananea company and to

other companies—a policy which is not

likely to be extended if the Mexican

fields developed sufficient output to take

care of local demands. Among the strong

interests in the Tampico field is the

syndicate representing the Harriman-

Southern Pacific interests, which syndi-

cate has acquired extensive and import-

ant holdings and the basis of a supply of

future fuel for the extensive railroad

operations in .Mexico, projected and under

construction.

Trade and Mining Statistics

The advance in the production of the

precious metals in Mexico is strikingly

shown in statistics given out at the time

of the recent inauguration of President

Diaz (Dec. 1, 1910). These figures show

that in 1884-5, the beginning of the Diaz

regime, the gold product of the country

was 1.804.688 pesos and the silver prod-

uct 33.226.211 pesos. And for the fiscal

year 1909-10 the gold was 44.881,620

pesos and silver 77.076,097 pesos.

The restoration of trade and industry

in Mexico in 1910 can be measured by

a comparison from the latest available

official statistics of exports and imports.

They cover the first three months of the

fiscal years 1910-11 including July, Aug-

ust and September. The total value of

the imports in that period in 1910 was

53,095,992 pesos against 39,879,667 pesos

for the corresponding period of 1909.

The total value of the exports for the

same period for 1910 was 70,592,089

pesos as against 60,926,128 pesos for

1909. This is an increase in imports of

33.14 per cent, and in exports of 15.87

per cent.

The mineral products exported for

the first three months of 1910-11 were

valued at 44.383.506 pesos as com-

pared with 42,526.173 for the same pe-

riod of the previous fiscal year. This

is deceptive as the increase is in gold

exports, presumably for settlement of in-

tnd trade balances. The consistent

decrease, as shown in the table herewith,

in the base mineral exports, which pric-

tically measure the production as far as

these metals are concerned, is notable and

is not easily explained on the face of the

available data.

Standard High

The mining camps in Mexico continue

to make !'. cords in the treat-

ment of si: y cyanidation. Dur-

ing the stress of the continued low price

of silver, these mills were compelled to

meet price conditions uncalculated on

at the time the properties were taken

over.

As a result, the cost has been re-

duced much below the estimates. With
the continued small advance in the price

of silver during the latter part of 1910

these companies have had the satisfaction

of a considerable increase in earnings.

This is particularly true in Guanajuato
and in Pachuca. The companies operating

at El Oro continue to make excellent rec-

ords in the matter of cost and saving,

and on the whole have attaineu a high

state of progress in the treating of the

silver-gold ores of that camp by milling

and cyanidation.

Review of States

Besides the brief outline given below

of operations in various States, a

more detailed review of several of the

principal mining States of the Republic

follows this article. Discussion of the

general situation as to the various metals

ir. given place in the respective general

articles elsewhere in this issue.

Sonora

At the beginning of 1909 the mining lo-

cations in Sonora numbered 5391, repre-

senting 300,655 acres. During 1910 it is

estimated that more than 800 additional

locations were made. The state provided

nearly one-fifth of the total mineral ex-

port of Mexico during 1910. Activity was

greatly increased by the cessation

of all Indian troubles and the im-

portant railroad extensions completed

and projected.

During 1910 the Pacific Smelting and

Mining Company was put on an operat-

ing footing and is in the field for ore con-

tracts for the Fundicion and Guaymas
plants, greatly stimulating small mining

operation. The Cananea operations are

reviewed in Dr. L. D. Ricketts' article

elsewhere in this issue.

In the central part of Sonora

many suspended or abandoned pros-

pects were revived and strong companies

came into the field, as the Cole-Ryan in-

terests at the San Antonio and the Mines

Company of America at La Dura and the

Creston-Colorada. The Altar district con-

tinued to attract attention and large oper-

ations to treat the cement gold-gravels

were undertaken, notably by the O'Neil

syndicate. The operations at the Pilares

mine at Naozari. at Las Chispas, near

Arizpe, and the Lucky Tiger were con-

ducted on a large and profitable scale.

BA 1 a CAl h-'Ornia

There was hut little new development

in mining in Baja California during 1910.

Several gold and copper companies con-

tinued to operate successfully. The Boleo

copper mines were operated on the

same large scale. Some explorations

were undertaken in the Pacific Coast dis-

;ricts. In the San Antonio district, Com-
pania Metalurgica de California install-

ed a cyanide mill and the Progreso com-
pany operated at full capacity.

Durango

The conditions in Durango during 1910
were but little changed. The operation

of mines and smeltery at Valardeha con-

tinued active and successful and the Map-
imi district kept up its output and some
new work was begun. At Avino, the

English company continued shipping on

a small scale. In the Topia camp sev-

eral companies continued operations and
at Guanacevi more extensive operations

were carried on during the year. Some
important discoveries were made in this

district. The Inde and EI Oro camps were

quiet. Recent negotiations and reorgani-

zations promise to restore this rich region

to activity. A projected railroad from

Tepehuanes to Inde is being financed and

also a line to El Oro.

Tepic

In Tepic mining was stimulated during

1910 by the advance of the coast ex-

tension of the Southern Pacific to the

Santiago river. Much prospecting and ex-

ploration were carried on in anticipation

of better transportation conditions. Min-

ing in Colima was practically at a stand-

still during the year.

Michoacan

Outside the Dos Estrellas mine of El

Oro district there was little mining ac-

tivity in Michoacan in 1910. The Talapa-

huajua camp continued quiet excepting

one or two minor development undertak-

ings. The French interests owning the

Inguaran mines continued to wait for

needed railroads and the copper district

about Morelia was only active in a small

way. The Dos Estrellas company con-

tinued its operations on a large and suc-

cessful scale and held its rank as one of

the most profitable mines of Mexico. Its

stock is now largely held in Paris. The

projected extension of the Southern

Pacific railroad from Guadalajara to

Mexico City will open up part of the State.

Mexico

The El Oro district continued to output

goL and silver in excess of any other

Mexican district during 1910, El Oro,

Esperanza, Mines of Mexico and Dos

Estrellas being the principal producers.

The explorations of other properties were

continued during the year with good re-

sults in the Descubridora. The re-

sult of explorations in the developed

mines has been very satisfactory.

In a new district the San Vidal com-

pany is developing with great promise

This lies northeast of El Oro and the

same geological features prevail.

In the Sultepec, Temascaltepec anc

Zacualpan districts considerable develop-
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nent was carried on and some mill build-

ing, notably the Seguranza. These dis-

xicts await the extension of a railroad

From Toluca. A description of the year's

jrogress at El Oro will be given in an-

>ther article.

PUEBLA

The Teziutlan copper smeltery was in

jperation about six months in 1910 and

it the close of the year was operating one

itack on ores from the Teziutlan mines

:hiefly. Little progress was made during

he year in any of the other districts of

he State, most of which are yet in the

(iospective stage. A railroad from

reziutlan to a gulf port was projected

md may be built.

Zacatecas

The districts of the State of Zacatecas

naintained fair activity during 1910. In

he important section in the northeast

part of the State of the Mazapil Copper
Company (British) operated lead and
copper properties extensively. The prop-
erties of the Smelters' Securities com-
pany and others also maintained a fair

output. In the western part of the State

in the operations were limited awaiting
the building of the long projected railroad

to connect with the National Railways. In

the southern part of the State the Pinos
camp has been active and the Benito

Juarez at Salinas began production. In

the district at the city of Zacatecas min-
ing has been quiet. English interests ac-

quired the Rio Tinto on the Cantera vein

and are unwatering. El Bote produced
regularly and handsomely. New cyanide

equipment was installed. The San Ro-
berta, under option to the Cape Copper
Company, reverted to Juan Petit. El

Eden mill was in operation on zinc ores

from the Quebradillas. Negotiations for

the sale of the Veta Grande properties

are under way. The Zacatecas Mining
and Metallurgical Company erected a 30-

stamp cyanide mill in the gold-belt south

of the city of Zacatecas. A sub-ventioned

custom milling plant was erected in

Zacatecas. The whole district promises

greater activity.

Morelos

The Santa Rosa Quicksilver company,
operating about 20 miles northwest of

Cuernavaca in Morelos, installed an 8-

ton Scott furnace during 1910. No data

of operations are available. The deposit

is large and has been worked for cen-

turies. William Niven controls deposits

of rose garnet in Morelos. The man-
ganese deposits at Buena Vista on the

railroad between Cuernavaca and Mexico
City were not worked owing to the

freight conditions.

Mining in Sinaloa during 1910
By E. A. H. Tays *

Mining on the west coast of Mexico
id not feel the effects of the 1907 panic

mil the beginning of 1909, and it took

II of 1910 to overcome the mining in-

rtia this caused. Although active min-

ig, with the exception of two or three

Id camps, was practically at a standstill

or nearly two years all over Sinaloa,

lere was activity in all the 10 districts

l the locating of claims. Taking 10'

lonths in 1910, there were recorded 338

enouncements (locations) embracing a

)tal area of 3901 hectaras, or 9639 acres,

;corded year. The greatest number were

l the northern district of Fuerte, but the

istrict of Cosala takes rank for area, it

caching 829 hectaras (one hectara

quals 2.471 acres), while Sinaloa was
?cond with 825 hectaras.

The greatest mining activity was in the

istricts of Sinaloa and Cosala, due, per-

aps, to each having a going mining

imp within its boundary. The activity in

le district of Sinaloa was more general,

hile that in Cosala was confined in lar^e

art to the region around Guadalupe de

os Reyes. The districts of Mazatlan and

uliacan made the poorest showing for

le year, there being but 15 denounce-

ients, covering 139 hectaras, in Culia-

in, and 18 denouncements, covering 180

;ctaras, in Mazatlan. Parts of all the

) districts of the state are highly min-

•alized. Those that show minerals over

le whole area are Fuerte, Sinaloa and

adiraguato, so it is natural that the

eatest number of locations should have

;en made in these, thus equaling just

)out 45 per cent, of the total locations

»r the State.

Mining: engineer, Fuerte. Sinaloa, Mexico.

Fuerte District

The district of Fuerte, although rich in

mineral veins from the coast to the

mountains, has no developed mines nor

reduction works within its boundaries.

The Choix Consolidated Company owns
a number of good copper prospects, and
it is reported that the company has ord-

ered a 100-ton smelting plant and ex-

pects to erect it at Choix. Development
was done on several veins in the vicinity

of Madriles, and an American company
was at work in the old Las Papas camp.

Isolated locations were made on placer

ground, several in the vicinity of Fuerte

and San Bias.

Sinaloa District

In the district of Sinaloa is the fam-

ous gold camp of San Jose de Gracia.

During 1910 work on the Rosario group

was suspended due to barren zones and

to a lawsuit. The Jesus Maria y Anexas

company had another good year, ship-

ping, monthly, 50,000 pesos and having

large reserves developed. Numerous lo-

cations were mado in the lead-silver-

copper zone northeast of Ocoroni. Lo-

cations were also made nearer the coast,

on large veins, on the Tetamecha ranch.

The outlook for this district is promising.

Mocorito District

In the Mocorito district are many large

veins, especially around the Cerro Agudo
section, and copper, gold and silver in-

dications are abundant. The only active

camp was Palmarito, owned by a Phila-

delphia company. This company modeled

its milling plant and treated successfully

the silver ores that had proved rebellious.

Badiraguato District

In the Badiraguato district the Trigo

or Tedras mines, worked frcm 1883 to

1894 by the Anglo-Mexican company,
were relocated. These have produced
7,000,000 ounces of silver, which cost

the company about 240,000 pesos more
than the value of the silver recovered.

It is believed that the mine has over

100,000 tons of ore actually blocked out,

assaying an average of 14 oz. silver per

ton. This mine was developed to 1400

ft. in depth, with the dip. There are sev-

eral promising sections in this district,

and numerous locations were made
around Soyotito, Santiago de los Cal-

balleros and San Luis Gonzaga. This

district has the disadvantage of being

off main transportation routes, and
freight must be carried on the mule or

the burro. The San Javier silver mines
in the district have been closed for sev-

eral years, but, during 1910, Americans
secured old tailings, and will treat them
by cyanidation.

Culiacan, Cosala and San Icnacio
j

The Culiacan district, although one oi

the most central and accessible, is the

most backward in mine development.
The San Lorenzo section is the most im-
portant in a mineral way, and some day
will become one of the notable producers
in the State.

The Cosala district is one of the lead-

ing mining districts in the State and has
several active centers, of which the well

known Guadalupe de los Reyes camp ?s

the most important, yielding about 1,000,-

000 pesos a year for many years. The
mining activity in this district was gen-
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eral; and while much was in the section

surrounding Guadalupe de los Reyes, the

San Jose de las Bocas and Nuestra Se-

nora sections came in for their share.

The San [gnacio district, though essen-

tially a mining section, because of lack

of transportation facilities was little ex-

ploited. There was no active camp in the

district, but it has many important min-

eral zones, the most important perhaps

being Jocuistita.

Mazatlan and Concordia Districts

The Mazatlan district is the least im-

portant in mineral resources, as the

greater part embraces the coastal plain.

However, the northeastern section is

wholly mineral. A new camp, Metates,

was opened up during 1910, and is pro-

ducing. Locations were made recently

near the city of Mazatlan, at the water's

edge, and development is said to be

showing up a gold-bearing vein. The

Pacific Smelting and Mining Company
acquired the concession for a smeltery at

Mazatlan.

The Concordia district ranks fifth in

importance, and it has two of the most

important centers in possibilities in the

state, Panuco and Copala. At Copala,

however, the Butters company ceased all

mining operations. The general mineral-

ization in this district, together with the

accessibility of its principal camps to

Mazatlan, will in time commend it.

The Rosario district is one of trie most
noted in the State, due to the antigua.

mines in the Rosario camp, owned for

years by the Bradbury estate of Los
Angeles. No developments of note were
made during 1910, but the advent of the

Southern Pacific will help the district

materially, the Rosario camp being espe-

cially favored. Plomosas is a camp in

this district of future importance.

Northeastern Mexico
By Henry C. Schmidt *

During 1910 mining in general was

quiet in northeastern Mexico owing to

the low price of metals, and the heavy

duty on zinc ores into the United States.

Nevertheless, there was a certain amount

of steady work carried on in the larger

mines. Some of the mines are in a bad

way owing partly to the lack of system-

atic development, while others seem to

be reaching the end of their orebodies.

No new discoveries of any importance

were made, and unless some discovery

is made the mining industry in this part

of the country will continue to decline.

Both the smeltery of the American Smelt-

ing and Refining Company, and the No.

2 smeltery ran at full capacity, smelting

lead ores. The Mexican Ore Purchasing

Company ran a calciner at Monterey and

also shipped crude zinc ores to the

United States and Europe.

Nlevo Leon and Coahuila

The district around Lampazos, Nuevo

Leon, was quiet. A little prospecting was

done in a small way. The Fraternal

shipped some ore. Near Villaldama, the

Cruz del Aire mines were lately sold to

a French company. The new owners

finished the tram, and are developing

• the mines in an energetic manner. These

mines have a promising future. The

tram was built by A. Leschen and Sons

Rope Company, and has a capacity of

100 tons of ore per day. At Vallecillo

nothing was done in the zinc mines,

though it is reported that they will soon

start milling again. Minas Viejas con-

tinued to mine low-grade zinc ore in a

sri-all way and to calcine the same. The

Soledad was a heavy shipper of lead ore.

Recent examination showed about 100,-

(XX) tons of high-grade lead ore in sight

in the^e mines, which are under option

to a French company and reported sold.

In Montafias practically nothing was

done during 1910. At Palo Blanco, the

Palo Blanco Mining Company started up,

after a shutdown of a couple of months.

A good grade of zinc ore was mined in

a small way, most of the work being con-

fined to development and prospecting.

Developments in the Vicinity of

Monterey

On Mitre mountain close to Monterey,

several prospects were worked energeti-

cally. Chief among these was the Cen-

tenario Mining Company, which began to

ship about 100 tons per month of lead

ore of good grade. The General Es-

cobedo developed favorably. On the

Sierra Madre, near Monterey, the San

Pedro and San Pablo mines of the Mex-

ican Lead Company produced at the rate

of about 2000 tons per month. Develop-

ment continued in the Zaragoza y Anexas

property. The Mineral Belt Railway suf-

fered severe damage in the floods last

summer, but was immediately repaired.

In the Cabrillas district, Coahuila, the

Paloma and Cabrillas shipped steadily

large quantities of lead and zinc ores.

Tamaulipas

In San Jose, Tamaulipas, several sales

took place during the last two or three

months and considerable work was done.

It appears that this camp will come to

tht front again, as good copper and zinc

ores are being mined. San Nicolas, Tam-

aulipas, continued quiet. Several mines

were worked. After the heavy rains

there was plenty of water and consider-

able ore was concentrated in hand jigs

and about 300 tons of silver-lead concen-

trates shipped per month.

In the Rampuhuala and Dulces Nom-

listrictB, Tamaulipas, the orincipa!

work was done by Salinas Caute and L.

i- in & Co. of New York, zinc-

Cafbonate ore being extracted, over 1000

tons of this ore averaging 45 per cent,

zinc having been shipped from Santa

Ergracia, principally to Europe. Some of

the ore was calcined before shipment. In

the Llera district three lead-silver prop-

erties were developed, one of which com-

menced shipping to Monterey. In the

southern part of the State the oil excite-

ment continued and several producing

wells were brought in. There are 30 com-

panies at work and preparing.

Operations in San Luis Potosi

The Candelario & Filosofal mine at

Catorce, San Luis Potosi, was taken over

by a Monterey company and energetically

opened. This is a promising property. A
few years ago a large bonanza was taken

out, but nothing was done at the property

for more than a year. Catorce was quiet

otherwise, though, there was again talk

of starting cyaniding in this camp. Large

quantities of silver ores suitable for this

process and carrying from 400 to 500

grams of silver per ton can be had here

in dumps and mines.

La Paz, at Matehuala, continued active.

Santa Maria de la Paz, La Esmeralda

and Dolores y Anexas all produced

steadily. Improvements were made at

the smeltery of the American Smelting

and Refining Company at this place and

Matehuala promises to be an important

smelting center. This district has not re-

ceived the attention its value merits; but

it can be confidently stated that it is

about to come into its own.

At Charcas, the Tiro General shipped

heavily. This property was under option

and was examined by French engineers.

The Bufa continued development. Large

quantities of zinc blende were uncovered

here, and tests made with a view to

erecting a concentrator. The copper

mines of the district were nearly all

closed, only one or two being worked in

a small way.
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\guascalientes Operations in 1910
By Bruno Newman ::

The Aguascalientes smeltery is still

aerating at reduced capacity; only three

f its nine copper furnaces are in oper-

ion. The lead furnace was started

October on an accumulation of lead

•es which will soon be exhausted.

The districts contributory to the Aguas-

ilientes plant have not increased their

ltput to any extent, although prospect-

g and development were started recent-

, and the competing smelters are mak-

g good rates to shippers, particularly in

sientos. In this camp, with a small re-

tction on the silica charges or an in-

ease in the iron or lime payments, the

nelters could easily stimulate a larger

oduction. Gabriel Chavez, who re-

ntly purchased the Socorro mine, en-

luntered a good streak of copper ore,

A m. in width, and opened a good

nnage of this ore.

•Consulting engineer, Apartado 9, Agiias-
lientes, Mexico. •

The Nopensada mines of the Asientos
mining company started work again and
shipped three to four cars per week to

Aguascalientes. The Alta Palmira mines,
belonging to the same company, shipped
two cars weekly, and are trying to lower

the water to increase the output. The
Lead's Queen properties, under rental to

the R. S. Towne interests, encountered

a large body of copper ore and the mine
is shipping the ore to San Luis Potosi.

The Tepozan mine found some good ore

in its drift, the work being under the

direction of T. M. Hamilton. At the

Purisima mine, the drift south was con-

tinued on the Purisima vein toward the

intersection of this vein with the Veta

Rusia and Santa Rita veins.

The Santa Francisca mines of the

American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany have pulled the lowest sinking

pump in order to install a large station

pump to handle the water at the seventh

level. Diamond drilling was discon-

tinued, and no ore is being shipped to

Aguascalientes; about ten thousand tons

are being piled on the dump monthly,

possibly for future milling purposes.

At Tepezala the Guggenheim mines

continued their monthly output of about

three thousand tons, and Charles Lucas,

in charge of these mines, blocked out a

large tonnage.

At Teocaltiche, near Paso de Sotos,

W. N. Musgrave started operations at

the tin properties, which are under lease

to the Canadian Tin Mining Company,
for exploration purposes. These mines

belong to Mr. Rettich and associates;

prospecting had been done previously,

and new property was acquired.

During November a large number of

denouncements were made at the Aguas-

calientes mining agency, most of them
being in Asientos near the Lead's Queen
properties operated by the Towne inter-

ests, others in the tin district of Teocal-

tiche and some in Tepezala.

Mining in Oaxaca in 1910
By A. E. Place*

Business conditions in Oaxaca im-

oved steadily during 1910. Among the

ire important changes that were ben-

cial to the miners was the completion

the railway into Taviche by the Na-

mal Lines of Mexico, and the subse-

ent placing of an ore-purchasing

ency and sampling works by the

juascalientes smeltery at the new ter-

nus. The reduction of rates for

sight and treatment was such that ores

saying above 60 oz. of silver can be

ip^ed at a profit. Several important

•ikes of bonanza ore, notably in the San-

rd mine, operated and owned by the

n Geronimo Mining Company of Mex-
) City, in the El Duende, under lease

J. Sibley of Chicago, the San Fran-

»co.' the Conejo Blanco and the San
an mine did much to call the attention

the possibilities of other properties.

consequence work was actively started

the Boston, Esperanza, Purisima,

ides-Bullion and a number of other

od properties, and some of them are

ready meeting with good success. Per-

ps the most vigorous impetus was re-

ived when the famous San Juan liti-

tion was ended, the San Juan mine

ing back to Charles Hamilton and his

sociates in the Compahia Minera San

Mining engineer. Oaxaca, Mexico.

Juan de Taviche. This mine is now pro-

ducing over a carload per day of sorted

shipping ore, reported to liquidate at from

2000 to 3000 pesos per car. The ore-

shoot recently opened on the third and

fourth level east is said to measure 126

m. in length. Direct-acting hoists were

orderec' for the mine, as well as a com-

plete electric installation, and sinking to

the 1500-ft. level will be continued, im-

mediately upon arrival of the new ma-
chinery. The prospects for the custom

mill contemplated by Dr. Howard A.

Kelly and associates are favorable. A
most thorough sampling of all of the

more important mines of the nearby

camps showed ample resources in mill-

ing ores. Titles to the mill site and

water rights were recently turned over to

the new company.

In San Jose and San Martin active

mining is going on in several places.

In the Natividad del Valle, owned by the

Mimiaga family of Oaxaca, who have

been operating a 20-stamp mill for five

years, active prospecting above the 200-

ft. level led to the discovery of some

large bodies of milling ore, and a ma-

terially increased output of bullion. This

level is the deepest working in the mine.

The entry of Montreal capitalists, in-

fluenced by Captain Seely and Henry

Domville, who purchased the famous San

Martin mine, was welcomed. After fixing

up the shafts, and unwatering the mine,

a first shipment was made a short while

ago that netted them about S250 per

ton. It is reported that the same group

of capitalists purchased the Conejo

Blanco mine in Taviche, now in bonanza.

In Totolapam two custom nills were

built in 1910. One of 10 sta-nps, on the

Victoria Tapada mine, and one at the

Soledad mine. Both will oe ready for

work in January. Active prospecting of

the country revealed ores in several

places that assay half an ounce gold and

90 or more ounces silver at the surface.

In the Sierra Juarez camp several ex-

aminations were made of the large old

mines of the Manchega group, but the

ore in sight did not satisfy the purchas-

ers. It is hopeless to look for bodies

of high-grade, or docile ores in mines

where the buscones have had sway for

3 lumber of years. The Rescate mine
and mill were in constant operation by
the Old Mexico Mining Company.

Tn the Talea camp, the Santa Gertudis

is shipping. At Cahonos, the mines owned
by the Mineral de Cahonos, a Louisville,

Ky., company, developed high-grade

milling ores. In San Fernando, a Spring-

field, 111., company purchased the lead

and silver mines owned by the San Fer-
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nando Mining Company of Oaxaca.
They have a permanent force of some
300 men developing. The mines are not

expected to produce until the lead smelt-

are completed.

The gold beit was iv.tner qukt in 1910.

Wenzeslao Garcia installed a stamp mill

in Peras. The ores come from the sur-

rounding mines. The El Carmen mill

increased to 10 stamps and in addition to

these, there are many arrastras running

throughout the gold belt treating ores

th.it will average from one-half to three

ounces gold.

Investigations by John T. Birkinbine

and others, acting for the Oaxaca Coal
and Iron Company, demonstrated beyond
a doubt that good coking-, as well as

fuel-coal, exists in commercial quantities

to the west and south of Tlaxiaco.

Plans are under way to open this region

by railway from the north via Puebla,

as well as from the south, via the Rio
Verde. The exploitation of these coal

and iron deposits will prove important.

Other projects are the extension of the

National lines to Tlacolula, thus bringing

in touch with this center the important

mining camps of Magdalena, and of Tla-

colula.

Captain Seely and associates were ac-

tively pushing the railway enterprise,

that involves the building of a line from
Acapulco to Salina Cruz along the Paci-

fic coast, and the connection of Oaxaca
with this line via the Rio Verde. It is

also contemplated to relocate the Oaxaca
smeltery at some point on this road,

where limestone and iron ore can be

had. The most strategic point may be

the junction of the Rio Verde with the

Rio Penoles, which dominate the entire

western half of Oaxaca, the coal and iron

fields and the south and east of the

State of Guerrero.

Hidalgo Operations in 1910
Special Correspondence

During 1910 important development

and exploratory operations were carried

on in the northern part of Hidalgo in

the Zimapan region, chiefly by the Rob-

ert S. Towne interests and by the Cortez

Association, a Boston company. The

Honey railroad W£S extended and its

completion will facilitate operations in a

notably rich region and also permit

the development on a larger scale of the

iron deposits of the State. Attempts to

revive the milling and mining operations

at Zimapan were hampered by lack of

capital.

Pachuca District

The results of the development in the

important camp of Pachuca, including the

tributary camps of the Real del Monte
and El Chico, during 1910 gave assur-

ance of renewed vitality for the camp
for many years to come. The Real del

Monte y Pachuca company, the principal

operator in the district, inaugurated

a number of improvements in the mining

operations.

It is reported authoritatively that in the

working mines of this company at the

levels as deep as 1500 ft. the veins con-

tinue to carry a rich average content and

in some cases show richer than in the

above. The company is doubling

the capacity of its Loreto and Guerrero

mills. Electric transportation has been

installed in the Girauit tunnel and a 40-

km. aerial tram is being built to bring

the ores from Barron mines to the Lo-

reto mill. The company is planning to

open new mines during 1911.

The Sar company was
constructii : anide plant all

nearly completed. I) -

in the mine resulted in a

s and the

vein v d to hav par

ticularly in depth.

' *;npany continued to

develop on the 500-m. level, with suc-

cessful results. The mill worked on

dump and mine ore. Exploration was
carried on to the north of the Viscaina

vein in search of new veins. The out-

put was about one ton of silver each

v\ eek.

La Blanca company continued develop-

ments on the oreshoot of the Santa Ger-

trudis vein as well on the new Northwest

vein. The discovery of some faults and

dikes in the northeast portions of the

mine introduced new problems, but they

do not affect the conditions of the opera-

tion. The ore reserves are reported to

be increasing. A 300-ton cyanide plant

was completed and running well.

EI Bordo mine was reported to have

developed a large tonnage of ore and to

have discovered "fillings" enough to jus-

tify a cyanide mill which will probably

be built on the site of Hacienda de Pu-

risima Chica in Pachuca, the pulp being

brought from the mine by a pipe line, a

distance of 2 kilometers.

The Guadalupe-Fresnillo company is

building a 100-ton cyanide mill using

Chilean mills and Pachuca tanks. The

mine has a moderate ore reserve and a

large dump. Capital was raised to oper-

ate the Maravillas company on a larger

scale. The company owns extensive ter-

ritory in the Pachuca district. Much in-

terest has been shown in the develop-

ments of the Santa Gertrudis lode in the

Sonora y Ures mines and in the Santa

Ines y Carretero. The former company

cently acquired I. a Fe" and Try-

dimita properties. La Fe is on the con-

tinuation of La Blanca lode. The Santa

. Carretero is sinking to 250 m.

>anta Ana mine developed a large

orebody, and supplied the San Francisco

mill, tli- capacity of which was incr

La Union mill at Pachuca. another cus-

tom mill, treated about 100 tons daily,

the San Rafael mine.

The Coscotitlan plant for the treatment

of the tailings in the Pachuca river

achieved a notable metallurgical success

and is now operating profitably. Other

plants are being built to treat tailings.

Official Report on Santa Gertrudis
Operations

The following data of the operations at

the Santa Gertrudis mine are from the re-

port of the stockholders at the meeting

in London, Dec. 8:

Since the Santa Gertrudis property was

acquired by the Camp Bird, Ltd., opera-

tions were greatly retarded for want of

power. This difficulty was overcome by

the starting of a subsidiary of the Mexi-

can Light and Power Company. The

installation of this new power plant,

removed one of the most difficult and

expensive items in mining at the camp.

The developments in the 17th level of

the Santa Gertrudis proved the width of

the vein fujly equal to, and the grade in

excess of previous estimates. The de-

velopments above the 17th level are prov-

ing satisfactory and indicate that far too

little credit was given to the probable

production of that section of the mine.

In this part of the mine, in which much
work was done by former operators, it

was impossible for the engineers inspect

ing the mine to estimate the ore reserves

Since the new operations began, system-

atic work has resulted in satisfactory de

velopment. In September the vein wa:

cut on the 18th level, approximately 110

ft. below the 17th level. It is 16 ft. wide

8 I', of which assays S20 per ton. Drift-

ing east and west is now being carried on

with good results. The ore exposed

above the lfith level in the old workings,

whik not blocked out, should yield a

$2,000,000 profit, being twice the

amount of the original estimate.
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There is every indication that the ore-

)dy continues below the 18th level. Lit-

» progress has been made in drifting

i this level, due to lack of pumping

jwer. The most important feature is

at work accomplished throughout the

ine fully confirms the original itimate.

The new plant of the milling company

ill consist of a 60-stamp battery, 10

be mills. 49 cyanide tanks, precipita-

:>n and filter-press plant, and othor nec-

;sary machinery. This plant, which is

jw in course of construction, will have

daily capacity of about 600 tons, and

is hoped will be ready for operation

)out May, 1911. The Guadalupe mill,

hich has a capacity of 250 tons per day,

:gan operation in March and treated,

the end of October, 43,000 tons of

w-grade ore, leaving a small profit,

hich has been utilized in the further

jvelopment and equipment of the mine.

The Santa Gertrudis company also

vns two claims, La Necesidad and

uillermo Segura. The shaft on these

aims, 400 ft. deep, was retimbered. In

crosscut at a depth of 270 ft., the

:in averaged for a length of nearly 30

., $17 per ton over a width of 20 in.,

hile the face of the drift showed $26

ore. These two claims constitute an ex-

cellent prospect, hut it will be some
months before systematic development

can be done. Should the development

prove satisfactory it will constitute a

mine independent of the principal Santa

Gertrudis property.

Real del Monte District

The Real del Monte y Pachuca Com-
pany controls the principal mines of the

Real del Monte camp. Extensive im-

provements in the mines were made dur-

ing the year. La Reina company de-

veloped a satisfactory orebody and is

exploring on a north and south vein.

The company will sink the San Pablo

shaft to cut the Viscaina vein and to

explore for the Santa Gertrudis vein,

which it is thought extends to the prop-

erty. The San Felipe Company is re-

opening the San Felipe shaft and de-

veloping.

El Chico District

In El Chico district, outside of the

Arevalo company and the Tetitlan mine

a few other mines worked on small scale.

The cutting of the Arevalo vein by the

Nepton tunnel at 2160 m. opened a large

field for exploration. In the Arevalo the

lower level of the mine is 70 m. above

the level of the tunnel. About 300 ft.

of drifting at the level of the tunnel on

Arevalo vein will reach one of the ore-

bodies. The Arevalo cut vein by the Nep-

ton is 40 ft. wide. The tunnel cut an-

other vein 7 ft. wide, mainly zinc and

lead. The Arevalo company is planning

a 100-ton cyanide mill. A company was

organized recently in Pachuca for the

erection of a 100-ton custom mill in El

Chico. It is probable that not all the El

Chico ores are suitable for cyaniding. A
new company is being organized for the

prospecting of territory east of the Are-

valo properties.

Work on the narrow-gage railway from

Pachuca to the Real del Monte and El

Chico is progressing. The line to Re*al

del Monte will be finished by March,

1911. The grade is about 7 per cent, in

reaching Real del Monte. The Mexican

Light and Power Company extended its

service to Pachuca during the year, with

the result of greatly cheapening and in-

creasing mining and milling operations.

The Pachuca, Real del Monte and El

Chico districts together will soon have a

mill capacity of 3000 tons daily.

Mining in Chihuahua in 1910
• Special Correspondence

In spite of drawbacks, such as low

etal prices, the United States' tariff

1 zinc ores, the frequent shortage of

e cars and the comparatively small

nount of new American and foreign

.pital diverted to Mexican mining invest-

ents, the State of Chihuahua made
arked progress during the year 1910.

lis progress is shown in an increased

itput of gold, silver, lead and copper,

ith but a small decrease in the zinc ton-

ige considering the handicaps attendant

1 its advantageous marketing. Just

hat the total metal output was cannot

: arrived at at this time, but a conserv-

ive estimate places it about 20 per

nt. in excess of the preceding year.

le largest increase was in gold and

Iver, while the lead tonnage remained

>out normal. Upward of 20 properties

>erated at a handsome profit, while

rice as many more made ready for

irly dividend earning by the addition of

odern milling plants.

Important features of 1910 were the

vival of mining in such old camps as

usihuiriachic, Guadalupe y Calvo,

campo and San Pedro; the erection of

dozen or so cyanide plants of capaci-

;s varying from 20 to 300 tons with

ans announced for as many more;
e enlargement of the Chihuahua
id Terrazas smelteries; railroad con-

struction completed and announced; im-

portant ore discoveries in Ocampo, Chin-

ipas, Santa Eulalia, Conchos River and

Naica sections; an absence of undesir-

able promotions in Santa Eulalia, Naica

and other older producing sections; bet-

ter ore transportation, notably in the

latter two camps; and the advent of

financially able English and French com-

panies.

D'vidend Companies

The following companies have made
public dividend distributions: Batopilas

Mining Company, gold-silver; Dolores

Mines Company (Mines Company of

America), gold-silver; El Rayo company

(Mines Company of America), gold-

silver; Cigarrero Mining Company, gold-

silver; Rio Plata Mining Company, sil-

ver; Cienega Mining Company, gold;

Gibraltar Alining Company, lead-silver;

Compania Minera de Naica, lead —

In addition, such companies as the San

Toy Mining Company, Chihuahua-Potosi

Mining Company and Santa Rulalia Ex-

ploration Company (now the Exploration

Company of England and Mexico), all

with properties in the Santa Eulalia

camp; the Yoquivo Development Com-
pany, Cusi Minin» Comnany. Remihlic
Mining Company, Santo Domingo Mining

Company, Sierra Mining Company, Bar-

ranca del Cobre Mining Company, all in

the sierras west of Chihuahua City, San

Diego Mining Company at Santa Barbara,

and the various units of the American

Smelter and Refining Company at Chi-

huahua, Santa Eulalia and Santa Barbara

have returned substantial earnings.

There were also other properties in-

dividually operated, of which no detai'el

record is available but which proved

profitable, as was the case with leasers,

notably in the Parral section. The Rio

Tinto Copper Company with mines and

reduction works at Terrazas also oper-

ated profitably until its shutdown in July

to permit of the installation of a second

furnace and converters.

Parral and Guadalupe y Calvo

Parral and Guadalupe y Calvo at-

tracted particular attention on account

of milling plants. In the former. taV

first 250-ton unit of the Palmilla Milling

Company cvanide plant was completed,

while the 300-t~n cyanide mill of the

Veta Colorado Mining and Smelt-ng

Company and 500-ton zinc reduction

plant of the San Francisco del Oro Min-

ing Company were in process of erection

and improvements were made at the zinc

mill of the Arizona-Parral Mining Com-
pany and at plants of other companies

in the camps tributary to Parral. At
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Guadalupe y Calvo. La Fe Mining and

Milling Company had in operation a 25-

ton cyanide plant which is being doubled,

while the West Coast of Mexico Mines

Company is erecting a 250-ton cyanide

mill and a third company has in pros-

pect the erection of a cyanide mill. With

the operation of the several Parral plants

which will permit of the economical

handling of large tonnages of low-grade

ores now unmarketable, the camp's out-

look for 1911 is exceedingly bright.

Santa Eulalia and Other Districts

Santa Eulalia furnished nothing un-

usual, but the producing and developing

companies have made a number of im-

portant ore discoveries. There was but one

noteworthy property transfer, namely the

Buena Tierra mine of the Santa Eulalia

Exploration Company to the Exploration

Company of England and Mexico. The

installation of aerial trams facilitated in-

creased ore production.

The old silver camp of Cusihuiriachic

gave unmistakable proof of again be-

coming one of the State's most important

silver producers and according to reports

there will be several old mines on the

shipping list again within a few months.

The railroad is completed to the camp

and this will greatly aid in its pro-

gress.

There was active prospecting along the

building line of the Mexico-Northwest-

ern Railway from Casas Grandes to Ma-
dera and many denouncements were

made in new sections. This line also

gave impetus to operations in the Guayn-

opa and other old lead-silver and silver

districts where reduction plants are

planned for, awaiting railroad service.

The operations of the Candelaria Min-

ing Company at San Pedro were of note

on account of regularity of lead-silver

ore production and the installation of

heavy pumping machinery. Normal con-

ditions prevailed in the northern camps

about Villa Ahumada and Casas Grandes

and new discoveries of copper-^old and

lead-silver ores were made.

During the latter months of 1910 ship-

ments of zinc ore were suspended by

nearly all the large producers, mainly on

account of the tariff on zinc ores into

the United States, but a small production

is now being made to European points.

German and French companies are ac-

quiring a few properties and the outlook

for increased production is encouraging.

The Mining Industry in Jalisco
By A. S. Brady *

The year 1910 witnessed the comple-

tion of a power-transmission line into the

Hostotipaquillo district by the Chapala

Hydroelectric and Irrigation Company of

Guadalajara, and delivery of power will

be commenced early in 1911. Towers

were erected as far as the El Favor mine,

and from a switching station there, power

will be sent to adjacent properties over

wires strung on steel poles. From Lo de

Guevara, a point on the Jalisco link of

the Southern Pacific, near Magdalena, a

branch tower line extends to the Embo-

cada camp of the Amparo Mining Com-

pany, in the Etzatlan district. Pending

the completion of a new hydroelectric

plant on the Santiago river, power will

be supplied from one of the old plants

of the Chapala company. The proper-

ties that are certain to receive current

during 1911 are El Favor, Casados, Mi-

rador, Amajac, Espada, Marquetas and

Mololoa. The Cinco Minas and Mina

Grande may be added to the list.

Hostotipaquillo District

At El Favor the El Favor Mining Com-

pany has a 20-stamp concentrating and

cyaniding plant, built in 1909, still await-

ing power. New equipment, including

two additional tube mills (making a total

of four) were installed and machinery

rearranged. By coarse crushing and re-

grinding it is expected to put through at

least 120 tons daily. Development dur-

ing four years has proved a large ton-

nage in the mine, and stoping will be

commenced as soon as power read

mill. All mine workings were connected

with the main transportation tunnel, and

ore will be taken to the mill over a sur-

face tramway. The El Favor Company
is controlled by Makeever Brothers, of

New York, who also control the Mirador,

a new enterprise. It was decided to in-

stall a plant for the Mirador adjoining

that of El Favor, using the same building.

There will be 15 stamps, with concen-

trating and cyaniding equipment. The

Mirador properties are near El Favor.

In January, 1910, the Marcus Daly

estate closed a deal for the old Cinco

Minas, paying approximately 500,000

pesos for the properties, and in Septem-

ber the mines were transferred to the

Cinco Minas Company, capital $500,000,

organized by the Daly interests as a close

corporation. The year's development of

the Cinco Minas was satisfactory and a

recent estimate placed the proved re-

serves, inclusive of those left by for-

mer owners, at close to 500,000 tons.

Plans were made for 250-ton direct-cya-

niding plant, but due to the recent ap-

pearance of some zinc at depth equip-

ment orders were not placed. During

1910 the Dalys purchased valuable water

rights on the Tecomil arroyo, in the Te-

quila district, and if negotiations in pro-

gress with the Chapala Hydroelectric

Company fail, an independent hydro-

electric plant will be built. Shipments of

rich ore were made.

Machinery for the first unit of a 200-

ton reduction plant is being assembled at

the Casados mine by the Consolidated

Mining Company. During 1910 ore to

the value of 150,000 pesos, taken out in

development, was shipped. The work-

ere increased to nearly two miles.

Power drills will be installed as soon as

power reaches the mine. Casados ore

shows a j-rcater percentage of gold than

any other Hostotipaquillo property. In

ore recently encountered the gold repre-

sented 35 per cent, of the total value.

The Amajac Mines Company began re-

modeling the old Amajac reduction works

and it is expected to have the modernized

plant in commission early in 1911. The
company owns the Refugio, Animas and

Tres Estrellas mines, and carried on de-

velopment with good results.

The Virginia & Mexico Mine and

Smelter Corporation, which inaugurated

the first modern reduction plant (Mar-

quetas) in the district in J
(

uly, 1909, shut

down some months ago. Serious metal-

lurgical difficulties, due to a high percent-

age of manganese, were encountered. The

Espada Mines Company, developing the

Espada, Deseada and San Jose mines,

made arrangements to use the mill. An
aerial tramway will be installed.

A deal for the old Mololoa mine was

recently made with the Mololoa Mining

Company, of Toronto, Canada, by W. M.

Mathews, of Hostotipaquillo, and the lat-

ter is now in control. Recent develop-

ment opened a body of high-grade ore,

and shipments are being made.

Etzatlan District

Tn the Etzatlan district in the first 11

months of 1910 the Amparo Mining

Company milled 57,474 tons of ore, pro-

ducing 1,252,663 pesos. The returns to

Jan. 1, 191 1 are expected to raise the total

to over 1,500,000 pesos. The company paid

quarterly dividends of 3 per cent, on $2,-

000.000. Additional reduction equipment

was installed, and the main shaft carried

to 1000 ft. The company is ready to re-

ceive power from the Chapala Hydro-

electric Company, and a saving in operat-

ing expenses is expected in 1011.
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The old Candelaria and adjacent prop-

rtles, near Ahualulco, were taken over

ome months ago by J. B. Shale, of New
'ork, and the Shale Mining Company
irganized. An old tunnel and drift were

leaned out, and a new tunnel driven

150 ft.

Ameca District

In the Ameca district, late in 1910,

Tench interests purchased a block of the

tock of the Magistral-Ameca Copper

Company, of Los Angeles, Cal., provid-

ng funds for increasing the capacity of

he concentrating plant at the Magistral

line to 150 tons daily. When the plant

,'as inaugurated, about June 1, the El-

lore flotation process was a feature,

"his was abandoned. Mine development

ontinued during 1910 with satisfactory

esults. The Almoloya Mining Company,

f Mexico City, operating a small con-

entrating plant at the Almoloya mine,

aid dividends of 8000 pesos. The plant

nil be enlarged in 1911. The Regina

lining Company, at San Martin Hidalgo,

ailed to obtain a satisfactory extraction

i the treatment of its gold ore by cyanid-

tion. Work on copper properties, under

evelopment for several years, was con-

nued, and reduction Tacilities planned.

.OLANOS AND SAN SEBASTIAN DISTRICTS

In the Bolanos district the famous old

ilver mines of Bolanos were purchased

uring 1910 by the Bradbury interests of

,os Angeles, Cal., owners of the Minas
el Tajo, Rosario district, Sinaloa. The
lexican Mines Company, capital $500,-

00, was organized. Pumping equipment

3r the unwatering of the mines was or-

ered, and old buildings and roads re-

paired. A modern reduction plant will

be erected. The Rosario Mining Com-
pany, owning mines near San Martin de
Bolanos for several years, resumed de-

velopment late in 1910. Minnesota capi-

talists, headed by ex-Governor Lind, ar-

ranged to reopen the old Zuloaga mine,
owned by Patrick Fitzgerald.

In November, 1910, the Porvenir tun-

nel of the Tajo Mining Company, driving

for the last three years, cut the old Tajo
vein, in the San Sebastian district, at a

depth of several hundred feet below the

antigua workings. Additional equipment
is being installed at the Tajo plant, and
by February it will be in shape to handle

100 tons daily. Equipment for a 250-h.p.

hydroelectric plant, utilizing the water
flowing from the Porvenir tunnel, is ar-

riving at the mine. It includes 3000 ft.

o f pipe. The water will fall 600 ft.

English interests recently made a deal

for the Los Reyes properties, owned by
a Guadalajara company, and are now in

charge of operations. Some reduction

machinery was purchased during 1910 by
the Navidad Mines and Reduction Com-
pany, operating the Navidad mines and
mill.

AYUTLA AND OTHER DISTRICTS

In the Ayutla district the Carrizo Cop-
per Company increased the capacity of

the concentrating plant at the San Felipe

mines to 100 tons daily, and placed it in

commission late in 1910. The company's
30-ton smeltery, at the town of Ayutla,

was idle, but there are plans for smelt-

ing in 1911. The San Miguel Gold Min-

ing Company was organized in Indian-

apolis by Gen. A. L. New to take over

the San Miguel gold properties near

Ejutla. Limited development of its cop-

per properties was in progress by the

Los Ailes Mining Company.
In the Mascota district the Lupita

Mines Company opened bodies of milling

ore in the extension of its property, pur-

chased from the Dwight Furness Com-
pany, of Guanajuato, and operated the

mill. A cyanide annex was installed.

The company recently treated several

hundred tons of high-grade milling ore

from the San Jose de la Agujas mine

of H. M. Sunde. Some rich ore was
also shipped from the Sunde property.

Several attempts have been made to sell

the mines and mill of the Lawson-Mexi-

can Development Company at court auc-

tion, for the benefit of creditors, but

without success. At each successive at-

tempt the price was reduced 10 per cent.

The court will soon offer the properties

at 37,214 pesos.

Tula Iron Operations

In the Tapalpa district the Mexican
Iron and Steel Company, of Boston, re-

modeled the iron foundry at Ferreria de

Tula, and purchased a traction train for

the transportation of iron ore from the

mines to the plant, 23 miles. During the

year the company increased its invest-

ment to nearly 500,000 pesos. Payments
on the. purchase price of the Tula iron

mines, timber and lands, 1,000,000 pesos,

represent the greater part of this amount.

In the Tecalitlan district, late in 1910

a 20-ton concentrating and amalgamating
plant was placed In commission at gold

and gold-copper mines owned by A. J.

Stewart and G. S. Johnston.

Guanajuato Operations in 1910
By A. S. Brady *

The principal operations in the State of

iuanajuato continue to be in the district

f the same name. Active operations were

arried on throughout 1910 at the Pozos

amp in the southwest.

Dwight Furness writes concerning the

iuanajuato district: "The production of

le camp held its own, with a gradual

lcrease in efficiency of treatment

nd a decrease in the cost of

•eatment. Development was pushed

orward more than at any other

mch larger percentage of the ores treat-

d now come from new ore mined, in-

tead of from the dumps. The gross pro-

uction in concentrates and bullion

anges from 12.000,000 to 14,000,000

esos per year. Several new mills: La
'ula, Tajo de Dolores or the Providencia,

Mil start early in 1911. Active work is

'Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico.

being prosecuted in the Oro Grande
mines, so that during 1911, there will be

a notable increase of production."

During 1910, the Guanajuato Power
and Electric Company began work on a

third hydroelectric plant on the Angulo

river in the State of Michoacan, which

will double its total capacity, giving it

over 20,000 h.p. The new plant will be

completed early in 1911. The company,

through its subsidiary the Central Mexico

Light and Power Company, purchased the

San Luis Potosi power plant for $700,000,

and built a transmission line to San

Luis Potosi, 87 miles in length. The

earnings of the company increased dur-

ing 1910, and dividends were continued.

The Oro Grande Mines Company, cap-

ital $9,750,000, organized to reopen the

old mines of La Luz and build a 1000-

ton plant, early in 1910 made a deal for

the mines and mill of the Guanajuato

Amalgamated Company, at La Luz. Pay-

ment was made in Oro Grande stock,

and indebtedness of 211,000 pesos was
assumed. Profitable milling was in pro-

gress at the Amalgamated plant for sev-

eral months, the net returns ranging from

15,000 to 20,000 pesos monthly. The
money has been applied to development

and the payment of the indebtedness. An
attempt to place a large block of stock

in France has not yet borne results.

The Adolph Lewisohn interests, of New
York, now owners of the old San Caye-

tano properties, spent from 5000 to 6000

pesos monthly in development work and

proved a large tonnage. The long tunnel,

driven by former English owners 2%
miles, was carried into the Mexiamora

property, and old workings unwatered. A
big reduction plant is planned. During

1910 an option on the adjacent La Joya

group was arranged.
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The Peregrina Mining and Milling

Company is treating from 4000 to 5000

tons monthly from the properties of the

Cubo Mining and Milling Company. An
aerial tramway was installed for ore de-

liveries several months ago. The Pin-

guico Mines Company milled about 150

tons daily, part of which was secured

from the Cedros property, under option

to the Guanajuato Development Company
for several years. For several months

no high-grade ore was shipped by the

Pinguico. The San Matias custom mill

of the Mexican Milling and Transporta-

tion Company was operated under lease

by E. J. White with small profits.

During the greater part of 1910 the

Guanajuato Reduction and Mines Com-
pany put through an average of 22,000

tons of dump ore and mine fillings. The

profits earned were sufficient to pay 6

per cent, on the bond issue of $3,000,000.

It is hoped to arrange for new develop-

ment in the Rayas and other old mines

during 1911.

The Mineral Development Company
continued driving the crosscut planned to

intersect the Mother Lode and prove the

Guanajuato district at depth. It was

started just below the 600-m. level of

the Nueva Luz shaft and it is estimated

that at present progress the Mother Lode

will be reached in February. The fed-

eral government is paying a subsidy of

150 pesos per meter for work below

the 500-m. level of the shaft.

The production of the Guanajuato Con-

solidated Mining and Milling Company
averaged over 100,000 pesos monthly.

The Carmen Gold Mining Company, con-

trolled by the Guanajuato Consolidated,

showed a small profit during the year.

The Humboldt Mining Company, of Mex-

ico City, owning a property adjoining the

Pinguico, resumed work several months

ago and continued its shaft to a depth

of 400 m. Crosscutting is now in pro-

gress, with the hope of encountering the

Pinguico vein. The properties of the

American Mining and Milling Company
were shut down during the year.

The El Monte gold mine, owned by

J B. Rocha and associates, netted from

25 000 to 50.000 pesos monthly during

1910. Much rich ore was shipped and

some lower grade treated in arrastres.

At the Pasadena property, adjoining the

El Monte, a shaft is being put down

to encounter the El Monte vein.

It is expected that the plant of the

Tula Mining Company will be ready for

operation in January, 1911. and that of

rovidencia Mining and Milling Com-

pany in February. The former is one

-.tamps, and the latter of 40. The
• both plants will he concen-

tration and cyanidation. Several years'

lonnaue is blocked out in the Tajo de

Ine of the Providencia coin-

Mining in Nicaragua in 1910

By T. Lane Carter*

The serious revolution commenced r'n

1909 was brought to a close during 1910,

but as these Central American revolu-

tions are not serious to mining as a rule,

1910 was a satisfactory year on the

whole for the mining industry in Nica-

ragua. The first act of the Estrada revo-

lutionists was to reduce the outrageous

tariff imposed by Ex-President Zelaya.

This reduction in taxation was of great

assistance to the miners, so that even
with the disadvantage of the revolution,

eastern Nicaragua had a better year than

i* has had for some time past.

The war interfered seriously with

mining operations in the Rama district.

On the Topaz mine, near Rama, several

battles were fought, and in consequence

this mine was compelled to stop all work.

In the Pis Pis district the mines ran

fairly well, but a scarcity of labor was
felt.

The normal output of gold in Nica-

ragua is about 81,000,000 per annum.
The output for 1910, however, will not

come up to this amount. The probable

figure will be $800,000. Statistics in

this country are unsatisfactory and it is

difficult to get at the exact figure, as the

gold is not reported in fine ounces but

in bullion.

Little or no attention has been paid to

any mining in Nicaragua except gold, as

all indications point to the fact that the

mineral wealth of Nicaragua is in that

metal. Some lead-silver ores are known,

and it is also reported that coal has been

found. There are a number of copper

prospects, but under the present condi-

tions, base-metal mining does not ap-

pear attractive.

The country suffers from lack of trans-

portation. Now that there is every in-

dication of the abolishment of the con-

cessions, large tracts of land will be

thrown open to prospectors. During the

year 1910 a number of mining engineers

visited Nicaragua. The indications are

that American firms will become inter-

ested in the country. Most attention, at

present, is being given to the Pis Pis

district. All the engineers who ha</e

examined the Bonanza mine in this dis-

trict have been impressed by its great

possibilities. Recently native prospect-

ors have reported rich finds of free gold

ore in the Bana Cruz district which is

not far from the Pis P ;

s. In the Ocon-

guas district the La Luna has been work-

ing our Huntington mill. Compared with

the Pie Pis and Bana Cruz districts, th2

Oconguas country has the serious disad-

vantage- of hcin« lower and less health-

ful. Great interest was taken in La

•Mlnlnu • i u_- i

• 8 C
,1 ] imiid ... ill.

Leonesa mine which is being develops

under the direction of H. C. Hoover. The

outlook for 1911 in Nicaragua is favor-

able. The progress no doubt will be slow

but there can be no question but that in

time Nicaragua will have a flourishing

gold industry.

Salvador

In Salvador in 1910 the Butters prop-

erties, the Salvador and the Devisadero,

were operated continuously, producing

about $125,000 per month chiefly in gold.

The plant was extended during the year.

Mina Gigante at Jocoro operated its

new cyanide plant continuously and

other properties were developed. As a

whole the mining industry did not make
the advance the richness of the deposits

justified according to official reports, the

chief reason being lack of transportation.

Cuba

The shipments of iron ore from the

Daiquiri iron mines near Santiago de

Cuba operated by the Spanish-American

Iron company during 1910 amounted to

676,000 tons. The production of the May-
ari iron mines, which is the new property

of the same company on the north coast

of Cuba, amounted to 410,000 tons for

1910. The average annual production of

the Daiquiri iron mines is 500,000

tons. The estimated production of the

Mayari property for 1911 is 800,000

tons. The Ponupo Manganese Company
shipped from its iron mines near Santiago

de Cuba during 1910, 165,000 tons. The

production from this property during 1911

will be 200,000 tons. The manganese

mines of this company are not in opera-

tion. At the Mayari property the Span-

ish-American company installed a 12-

kiln nodulizing plant which has a ca-

pacity of 1600 tons of nodulized ore per

day. At present about one-ralf the ore

is shipped in its raw or natural state and

one-half nodulized.

The Juragua Iron Company, a subsidi-

ary of the Bethlehem Steel Company,
shipped about 300,000 tons during the

year.

Most of the Cuban iron ore came to the

United States.

Some development of the gold district,

near Holguin, in the province of Oriente,

was undertaken during 1910. The Hol-

quin-Santiago, El Mejor (American com

parties) and the Cuban Gold Mining

Company, of Havana, are in the district

Gold is in veins and alluvial deposits

The district was anciently worked by the

Spaniards.

The Cuba Copper Company of New
York, operating at El Cobre, produced in

1910 about 50,000 tons of silicious ore

running from 5 to 12 per cent, in copper.

Most of this was shipped to the United

States, a small amount going to Europe.
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Mining in South America in 1910

The Andean countries during 1910

bowed a most important awakening in

lining, due chiefly to the advance in-

uence of the Panama canal. In these

nd all of the South American countries

ie great obstacle is the slowness of the

rogress in railroad building, due to great

hysical difficulties, to sparseness of set-

ement and to the difficulty in rescuing

ie necessary foreign capital. In Brazil,

Tgentine, Bolivia, Ecuador, Peru and

;hi!e, the railroad progress was marked

nd many new roads are projected or

nder construction. A general review of

ie several countries follows. It is re-

rettably impossible to secure satisfactory

nd timely statistics of South American

lining.

Argentine Republic

In an able and trenchant article by

alvador Mesquita, presented on the oc-

asion of the Industrial Exposition at

luenos Aires (August, 1910), the recog-

ized backward state of the mining in-

ustry of the Argentine Republic is at-

ributed mainly to the defective national

sgislation; the need of technical schools

ostered by public funds; the failure of

he banks to recognize or aid mining

inancially; and the lack of competent

;eological and technical literature on the

ndustry and the districts, and of official

naps and mineral surveys. He ably

Iraws a parallel and contrast with the

onditions in the United States and urges

he government to recognize the import-

ince of developing the mineral resources

»f the country and to take action to re-

nove the obstacles under which it is

low struggling. The article is an ex-

)lanation of the failure of this South

\merican country to develop in a rela-

ively important way its mining industry.

The same author describes in a pam-

)hlet the tin deposits of San Salvador in

he province of Catamarca in the Sierra

if Zapata. These were originally lo-

cated as silver mines and abandoned. In

1906 Sr. Mesquita discovered tin in

:he samples of the ore. and deno""ce-

nent and development followed. The tin

s found in a granite formation. A typical

analysis shows tin oxide, 14.52 per cent.;

ron oxide, 2.75: copper oxide, 0.22; com-

bined water, 2.31, lime and magnesia,

3.23; silicious gangue, 79.97 per cent. The

property has been equipped and is oper-

ating. The possibilities of increased

quantities of tin being secured from Ar-

gentine deposits are mentioned by Con-

sul-General R. M. Bartleman, of Buenos
Aires. The San Salvador mine has, ac-

ording to the report, 2000 tons of mineral

waiting for machinery to treat it. No
tin has yet been exported from Argen-
tina, lack of railway transportation being

a detriment in development. The cost

of transporting a ton of. mineral from the

mine in question to the seaboard is ap-

proximately $25, pending the completion

of the railway line to Cerro Negro, now
under construction.

Several British companies have in

recent years undertaken development of

mining prospects, principally in the prov-

inces of La Rioja and Catamarca. In

the former the Famatina Development

Company, Ltd., during 1910 completed

important improvements of the smelting

plant, including converters. Apparently

little has been done in gold mining in

Argentine, although several vein deposits

have been exploited in a small way by

local interests. Recently examinations of

gold-gravel deposits near the Bolivian

line in the province of Salta are reported,

and also investigations of the Rio Negro

area in the south for dredging have been

undertaken.

The coal developments in Argentina

continue to be of increasing importance,

although in 1909, the latest available sta-

tistics, the coal imports were valued at

815,687,000.

In 1909 the total mineral-product im-

ports amounted to $64,378,000. The min-

eral exports of the first six months of

1910 were only 307,927 pesos (gold).

A Chilean company is operating gravel

deposits at the head of the Neuguen river

by sluicing. Dredging operations in

Jujuy province commenced in 1908 are

reported to be discontinued. Tungsten

deposits are being operated in La Caro-

lina district province of San Luis, the

product being shipped to Europe.

Brazil

Manganese ore and monazite contin-

ued to be the important and distinctive

mineral products of Brazil in 1910.

Gold operations and diamond mining are

attracting more attention in Brazil, as the

country is opened up by railroads which

are rapidly being extended into the in-

terior under the backing of foreign cap-

ital. During the year, American engin-

eers studied the iron deposits of south-

ern Brazil and American geologists have

demonstrated that the coal deposits ex-

tend from Sao Paulo to Rio Grande do

Sul. Placer operations were under way

on the Kaka river below Guanay. Mer-

cury was produced in the State of Minas

Geraes.

Bolivia

The impetus to mining in Bolivia

began with the program for the govern-

ment financing of a railroad system for

the country during 1909. Tin was the

principal mineral export. The Andes

Tin Company erected a hydroelectric

plant using the waters of the glaciers.

The mines are between 16,000 and 17,000

ft. above sea level. The principal mineral

zones being developed on a large scale

are: The extensive region which, com-

mencing in the basin of the Inambari

river, extends from the western confines

of the country to Upper Paraguay, and

contains the placers of San Juan del Oro,

Suches, Tipuani, and a number of others

equally important; the district commenc-

ing in Lopez and continuing southward

through Chayanta, Chichas, Mendez, Cin-

ti and Acero and terminating in the plains

of Santa Cruz; and the zone, which is

the richest and most important, extending

to Carabaya, Peru, and to the sources of

the Madre de Dios, Acre, and Purus

rivers. From 1540 to 1750, the gold

mines of Bolivia produced S2, 100,000,-

000. From 1750 to the beginning of the

nineteenth century, the mines and placers

situated in the provinces of Larecaja and

Caupolican produced $14,000,000 gold,

and from 1818 to 1868 the output was

150,770 oz. of gold. The product in

gold of the other mines and placers of

the nation, from the middle of the

eighteenth to the latter part of the nine-

teenth century, is estimated at $125,-

000,000.

Colombia

The attention of foreign capital was

turned toward Colombian mining opera-

tions in 1910 in a notable way. The

American-British interests controlling the

Oroville, Cal., dredging operations took

extensive options in Colombia on gold-

gravel deposits and carried on explora-

tions with reported satisfactory re-

sults. Other American companies inves-

tigated the field. Several American com-

panies which undertook dredging opera-

tions in the country a few years ago

have been compelled to reorganize or

discontinue, chiefly by reason of lack of

sufficient capital. Several smaller gold-

quartz operations, chiefly by English

and French capital, were undertaken,

in the southern part of the coun-

try. Canadian interests investigated the

petroleum deposits near the Caribbean

coast, and the results are reported good.

The country continues to produce some

platinum from the placer operations. The

Government canceled the lease of its

emerald mines to an English syndicate

and operated them itself successfully.

The new mining code is considered very

liberal.

Ecuador

The United States Gold Dredging and

Rubber Company, of New York, has

acquired extensive placer properties in

Ecuador, and recently announced that a

dredge was contracted for. The property
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is in the province of Esmeraldas. An
English syndicate is negotiating for the

petroleum fields of Ecuador in return

for a loan to the Government. A French

syndicate took a contract on extensive

mineral lands in the province of Esmeral-

das. At the mouth of the Santiago river

at La Tolita active mining operations

were carried on during 1910. The rail-

road to Quito is completed, and a con-

tract was let to extend it to the Province

of Esmeraldas.

The mineral deposits of the country

have as yet been only slightly developed.

The country is reported rich in gold,

mercury, copper, iron, lead and coal,

while silver deposits also exist but are

not worked. In Esmeraldas platinum is

reported. Petroleum was found in pay-

ing quantities on the coast. Sulphur de-

posits were reported in several localities.

Owing to lack of transportation, develop-

ment of the interior coal deposits is

retarded.

Peru

The Cerro de Pasco company during

1910 increased its output largely. The re-

ported shipments to the United States for

10 months were 32,000,000 lb. of copper

as against 22,000,000 for the same period

of 1909. The production for October at

La Fundicion plant of this company is re-

ported from Peru at 4,926,217 lb. of cop-

per bullion.

The Huancavelica copper mines are un-

der option to an American syndicate and

were examined recently by Frank Kle-

petko. It is expected that development

will be undertaken on a large scale.

The Ferrobamba, a newly discussed

copper deposit, is under option to A. C.

Burrage, of Boston, until June, 1911.

British and French capital organized

the Aporoma Goldfields, Ltd., to operate

at Aporoma in the Province of Sandia, de-

partment of Piura, 155 miles from Tirapata

on the Southern Railway of Peru and 365

miles from the port of Mollendo. It is a

placer deposit and is described as being

the bed of a former river now elevated by

geologic forces. The gold is fine and is

reported to run 40c. to the cu.yd. Hy-

draulicking will be practised. G. Allen

Crane, London, is engineer and manager.

Production is expected within 18 months.

The only other large placer operation in

Peru is the Poto controlled by Argentine

capital.

A sulphur property in the department

of Piura is reported to be yielding 150

tons daily.

Coal of good grade was developed re-

cently in the Chimbote and Huarez dis-

tricts. Oilfields in several districts are

producing. Recently oil was found near

Lake Titacaca. The Zoritos wells are re-

ported to yield 15,000 tons of oil per an-

num.

Venezuela

The most important mineral product

of Venezuela, asphalt, is controlled by

an American company. Troubles over

the concessions were adjusted in 1910

following the change of the control of the

Government. The iron deposits on the

Orinoco river were under negotiation, but

owing to complications with the Govern-

ment, they are yet unworked. Gold

mines in the south of the country were

investigated by American engineers and

also the magnesite deposits on the island

of Margarita.

The Mining Industry in Chile
By H. K. Masters*

The exports of Chile to the extent of

86.1 per cent, are mineral products, 72.62

per cent, being nitrate of soda. Export

duties, which in 1909 amounted to 62.71

per cent, of the total customs receipts,

and paid 39.64 per cent, of the annual

"budget," are collected on exports of ni-

trate, iodine and bar silver, containing

less than 50 per cent, silver. Nitrate

pays an export duty of SI.23 per 100

kg. Iodine pays 46 cents per kg.

Since 1908 bar silver, less than 500 fine,

pays 40 per cent, of its value as export

duty. This measure was adopted to pre-

vent the purchase and export of the sil-

ver coin in circulation in the country at

such times as the depreciation of the

paper money made this business profit-

able.

The government is friendly to mining

and the mining code in force since 1888

is liberal.

General Mining Statistics

Gold and silver have long ceased to

be of importance in Chilean mining and

whereas the average annual production

O* gold in the decade from 1K01 to 1810

100,000 oz., the maximum annual

production during the last decade was

only 61,322 oz. in 1*K)7. nearly 80 per

cent, of which was contained in copper

ores. The maximum reported produc-

•Mlr. it bulldln
ah.

tion of silver was 7,080,000 oz. in 1887,

which had fallen to 1,425,000 oz. in 1909,

of which 62 per cent, was contained in

copper ores.

The maximum reported production of

copper, in the year 1876, was 52,308

metric tons, which had fallen to 25,829

in 1906, in spite of the high price of the

metal for that year. It rose again to

42,096 tons in 1908 and 42,726 in 1909.

This increase was due entirely to the

Collahuasi district, which has been de-

veloped during the last five years, and

shipments from which in 1909 amounted

to 48,065 metric tons of 27 per cent,

copper ore. Practically the entire pro-

duction of this district came from two

companies, La Poderosa and La Grande.

The shipments of bar copper from Chile

average about 20,000 tons annually, of

which amount the two smelteries at

Guaycan and Lota contribute over 60

per cent, in the well known form of

"Chile bars."

Manganese ores were exported to the

amount of 51,682 tons in 1907, but the

price does not permit profitable work-

ing in Chile at present.

The total value of the metals pro-

duced in Chile to the end of the year

1907, as given by the Estadlstica Winera
<!< Chile, from which all the figures in

this article were taken, amounted to

$1,173,247,886. In 1909 the value of the

metallic products was $10,433,560. The

total value of the mineral production of

Chile up to the end of 1907 is esti-

mated at approximately $2,500,000,000.

The maximum yearly production was
reached in 1907 with $104,236,000. From
1903 to 1909 there has been an average

yearly increase in the value of Chile's

mineral products of approximately $5,-

000,000. The production of Chile's

mines amounts to 43.3 per cent, of the

total value of her mineral, agricultural

and manufactured products.

Coal and Iron

Coal was first produced in Chile in

1840 and the total production up to the

end of 1907 was 24,787,767 tons, valued

at approximately $100,000,000. The pro*

ductiow reached a maximum in 1908 of

939,836 tons, valued at $4,784,620. The

total consumption of the republic in

1908 reached the figure of 2,631,731 tons,

so that the imports of coal from Aus-

tralia and England amounted to over

1,600,000 tons in that year. Of the total

amount consumed 39 per cent, is taken

by the mining industry.

Iron has never been produced in Chile

until the year 1910, when a French syn-

dicate, which holds valuable concessions

from the Government, completed a blast

furnace at Corral, a port in southern

Chile near the city of Valdivia, to m^ke
pig iron, using green wood as fuel, by

the Prudliomme process. The iron ore
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and limestone for this furnace will be

orought from the provinces of Coquimbo

and Atacama in vessels owned by the

syndicate, which commenced operations

it the furnace in March, 1910.

Chilean Nitrate Industry

The nitrate industry is the greatest of

ill the industries in Chile and the pres-

ent annual production is over 2,000,000

;ons, valued at approximately $75,000,-

300. From 1878 to 1907 the total value

) the nitrate output was approximately

SI,000,000,000. Iodine, which is produced

is a by-product of the nitrate industry,

ivas exported to the maximum quantity

if 564 metric tons in 1905, valued at

52,564,630. Exports of nitrate in 1909

imounted to 2,133,970 tons, of which the

Jnited Kingdom took 32.8 per cent.,

Germany 26.9 per cent, and the United

States 21.5 per cent., the remainder

;oing principally to France, Holland and

Jelgium in the order named. The two

lorthern provinces of Tarapaca and An-

ofogasta divide the exports about

;qually.

Since 1903 stocks of nitrate are re-

•orted to have increased at an average

ate of 5 per cent, yearly. In 1909 the

world's consumption is reported at 2,-

146,230 tons and the average English

irice for 112 lb. of 95 per cent, nitrate

/as 8s. 6K'd. The Estadistica Minera de

",h'de estimates the nitrate deposits still

emaining at 340,000,000 tons, equal to

36 years' supply taking 2,500,000 tons

early as the world's requirements,

'here are 30,000 men employed in the

itrate industry whose average wage is

bout 5s. 6d. The capital invested is

mglish, German and Chilean.

The Copper Industry

The copper industry employs 15,000

lien, who work 280 days in a year for

n average wage of about 80c. per day.

n 1909 there were 500,532 tons of 9.22

er cent, copper ore, containing 46,135

Dns of fine copper. Exports of ore were

5.53 per cent, of the total tonnage,

ontaining 40.59 per cent, of the copper

roduced. To produce these 500,000

uns of ore over 800 so called mines

eported operations, giving an average

er mine of 625 tons, or only two tons

er day. Three-fifths of the total ton-

age comes from 75 mines which report

production of over 500 tons yearly, so

nat the other 725 reporting mines pro-

uce only 258 tons per year or less than

ne ton daily. An inspection of these

gures gives one a fairly good idea of

le condition of this industry. Prop-

rly speaking there is no well organized

lining industry in Chile, except the

itrate industry. The metalliferous

lines of the country, are largely in the

ands either of poor mineros without

apital to exploit their properties, and
mo, by the hardest kind of hand labor,

lanage to mine a few quintales of ore

daily, or of men whose income is derived

from some other business—who may be

either professional men or merchants

—

and who employ miners to work their

"mines" when the price of the metal pro-

duced permits them to do this at a profit.

Most of the ore produced must be

transported to the nearest smeltery or

railroad on the backs of pack animals

and this is very expensive. In years of

insufficient rainfall forage for these ani-

mals is very scarce and in some cases

. freighters cannot be found, even though

excessively high freights are offered.

The railways owned by the government

have cheap freight tariffs and no com-

plaint can be made by the ore producer

on this score.

When ore must be transported over

railways owned by private individuals,

as is largely the case in the northern

provinces, there has sometimes been just

cause for complaint. On the whole, how-

ever, transportation difficulties are no

greater in Chile to-day than were those

encountered and successfully and swiftly

overcome in the early days of mining in

western United States, though it may
be unreasonable to expect that the ob-

stacles that do exist in Chile today will

be overcome as quickly.

The construction of the "Longitudi-

nal" railway by the Chilean government,

which will connect the southern prov-

inces with those of the north, will mean
much to the mining industry. This work

is being actively carried forward at pres-

ent in the provinces of Aconcagua and

Coquimbo.

Operations in 1910

No new mining enterprises of impor-

tance were undertaken in Chile during

the year 1910, but existing companies

maintained more or less their usual out-

put. The Braden Copper Company, in

the province of O'Higgins, reports 7,-

500,000 tons of 2.93 per cent, copper ore

developed and is constructing a concen-

trator to treat this ore on a large scale.

This is a Guggenheim property. Tne

important Compania Poderosa of Colla-

huasi, with mines situated 15,000 feet

above sea level, close to the Bolivian

boundary, in the province of Tarapaca,

will show a diminished output for 1910

and is reported as unable to make a

profit on the present price of copper, even

though its shipping ores contain over

20 per cent, copper. This company is

owned in England, though there are quite

a number of Chilean shareholders..

Boston capitalists are financing a thor-

ough prospecting of the deposits of oxi-

dized copper ore in the province of Co-

quimbo at Almendral. Leaching on a

small scale is carried on there, but no

information has been given out as to the

results of the exploratory work. The
Central Chili Copper Company of Lon-

don is maintaining its usual output from

its mines and smeltery at Panulcillo, in

the province of Coquimbo, and is devel-

oping ore in its Ascension mine of better

grade than the average. This company
ships matte to the Nichols Copper Com-
pany of New York.

Caldera Again Shipping Matte

The Caldera smeltery, owned by the

Edwards estate, has never been the suc-

cess that was anticipated and its con-

verters were not operated during 1910.

A contract was made with Lota and

Guayacan for refining the matte. This

was practically forced upon the Caldera

plant by the necessity of preventing com-
petition in ore buying by Lota and Gua-
yacan in the Copiapo district. Caldera

has never been able to get enough ore

to keep the smeltery running at over

half-capacity. The French company
which owns mines and smeltery at Nalta-

gua, in the province of Santiago, had

some difficulty in getting a sufficient ore

supply for its furnaces and its plant was
evidently erected far in advance of the

development of its mines.

The leaching plant built by the Socie-

dad Chilena de Fundiciones, the largest

producer of bar copper in Chile, at

Guaycan, was operated during 1910, but

results were far from satisfactory.

The total tonnage of ore treated in

Chile in 1909 was 422,782 tons, contain-

ing 6.48 per cent, copper. The figures

for 1910 will not vary greatly from those

of 1909. About 90 per cent, of the ores

are now smelted in blast furnaces as

against only 55 per cent, in 1903, and

31.5 per cent, of the bar copper pro-

duced is converter copper, compared with

10 per cent, in 1903. In the latter year

only three smelteries were equipped with

converters. There are now ten plants

so equipped. There are 30 smelteries in

operation in Chile, only two of which,

Panucillo and Catemu, treat over 40,000

tons of ore yearly. Fourteen treat less

than 5000 tons.

Labor Conditions

Labor has been more or less equal to

the demand during the last few years,

though the North continually draws men
from the central provinces, such as Co-

quimbo, thus creating a scarcity of labor

in certain sections. "With the tendency

to lower wages in the nitrate fields, due

to the low price of nitrate and to the

rising "exchange" of the Chile paper

"peso," and the growing knowledge in

the South of the hardships of life on the

pampa, this migration of the workmen
from the central provinces to the North

will gradually diminish. Strikes are rare

in Chile, principally because the Chilean

workman is exceedingly improvident and

unable to sustain any struggle with his

employer. He is a very independent

laborer and almost impossible to drive.

He is, however, susceptible to flattery and

can be coaxed. Physically he is a splen-

did animal.
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Ontario Mineral Production in 1910
By Thomas W. Gibson *

The aggregate value of the minerals

produced in Ontario in 1910 was about

630.000.000. being much the largest on

record, and exceeding that for 1909 by

at least S3.000.000. Silver, pig iron,

nickel and copper are the chief metallic

products and all four show large in-

creases. The output of non-metallic sub-

stances remained on the whole about the

same.

Silver

The chief, practically the sole, pro-

ducer of silver is Cobalt, the mines of

which have been steadily worked. De-

velopments during 1910 include the in-

troduction and general adoption of water

power for operating the mines, and the

extension of concentration processes for

low-grade ores. Both compressed air

and electrical energy are supplied from

Ragged chute and Hound chute on the

Montreal river and from the falls of

the Metabichouan at Bass lake, with de-

cided advantage to the mines the cost

of power being reduced from $125 or

S150 to S50 per horse power per annum,

eleven of the mines are now equipped

with concentration plants, as against

seven last year.

The output of fine silver for the nine

months ended September 30, 1910, was

19.791,033 oz.. and the probable yield for

the year will be about 27,000,000 oz., an

increase of about 1,000.000 oz. over 1909

Including 1910, the production of silver

from the opening of the mines in 1904

has been over 90,000,000 oz. The prin-

cipal producers are Nipissing, Crown Re-

serve, Kerr Lake, Temiskaming, La

Rose, McKinley-Darragh-Savage, Buf-

falo, Coniagas, O'Brien. Trethewey and

Hudson Bay. The original Cobalt area

remains wonderfully productive and has

not been equaled by any of the newer

camps. Of the latter. Gowganda and

South Lorrain are proving to contain

promising deposits, such as Millerett and

Miller Lake-O'Brien in the former, an.1

Wettlaufer in the latter.

Shipments from Cobalt mines for 1910

will aggregate about 33.000 tons as

against 30,677 tons in 1909. The pro

portion of concentrates is much larger,

100 tons as against 2948 tons in

1909. The average silver contents of the

lipme-its during the first nine

month I was 707 oz. per ton.

and of the concentrates 990 oz In 1908

iveraged 736 oz., an 1

• per ton Mo-t of the

and much of the con-

centrates are now refined into merchant-

I lti< i:il OOV

able bars at the Copper Cliff, Deloro

and Thorold smelteries in Ontario. A
good deal of the low-grade material goes

to Denver, Colo., Perth Amboy, N. J.,

and other United States smelting points.

Nickel

The Sudbury nickel-copper mines

maintained their supremacy during 1910,

and in fact improved their position. The

output during the first nine months was

13,905 tons of nickel as against 13,907

tons for the whole of 1909. For the

calendar year 1910 the yield was prob-

ably 18,000 tons, nearly twice the pro-

duction of five years ago. The furnace

product is a bessemer matte containing,

say, 80 per cent, of nickel and copper,

which is sent to the United States and

England for refining and separation of

the metals. The larger proportion of the

product is made by the Canadian Cop-

per Company, whose principal working

mines are the Creighton and Crean Hill;

the remainder is from the works of the

Mond Nickel Company, which is now
operating the Victoria and Garson mines.

The extensive smeltery of the former is

at Copper Cliff, and is in every way a

modern and efficient plant; the Mond
Nickel Company's furnaces are at Vic-

toria Mines, but a removal is contem-

plated to a point farther east more con-

veniently situated as regards the Garson

deposit. Both companies now operate

their mines and works by electrical

power generated by the Canadian Cop-

per Company from the Spanish river,

and by the Mond Company from the

Vermilion river. The Dominion Nickel-

Copper Company, formed a few years

ago, to exploit orebodies on the northern

nickel range, has not yet begun actual

mining operations. It has been con-

structing a spur line into the mines from

the Canadian Northern railway. The

nickel contents of the ores of the Co-

balt silver mines are inconsiderable com-

pared with those of the Sudbury ores,

and are really a negligible quantity.

Copper

Most of the copper is found associated

with nickel in the ores of Sudbury, and

forms a constituent of the matte pro-

duced in the furnaces of the nickel com-

panies. The output for the first nine

months of 1910 amounted to 7108 tons,

at which rate the product for the year

would be, say, 9500 tons. For 1909 the

production was 79^3 tons. The non-

nickeliferous copper sulphides of the

north shore of Lake Huron and else-

where do not yet contribute largely ro

the output.

Gold

The recent discoveries in the Porcu-

pine area, which lies about 100 miles

northwest of Cobalt, proved sufficiently

substantial to warrant a considerable

amount of development work. Fortun-

ately, the leading properties fell into the

hands of men capable of thoroughly test-

ing them without calling on the public to

subscribe. The Timmins, Dome and

Foster claims are being vigorously ex-

ploited, and later finds similar in char-

acter are also undergoing development

Small stamp mills have been at work

during the past summer on the Timmins

and Dome properties, and will be re-

placed by larger plants, now that the

winter roads permit of machinery being

taken in from the railway. The surface

showing of gold at some points was ex-

traordinary, and the feeling in the camp
itself has never been other than opti-

mistic.

The Ontario government has an-

nounced that it will build a branch line

into the camp from the Temiskaming &

Northern Ontario railway. The point of

departure will probably be near Kelso

station, the distance from which to Por-

cupine is about 30 miles. The actual

output of gold for the year, mostly from

Porcupine, will be about 2000 oz. The

gold occurs in quartz veins found both in

Keewatin and Huronian rocks, also in

veins of ferruginous carbonate cut by

numerous quartz stringers.

Iron

Helen mine, Moose Mountain, Atitc-

okan and Bessemer (Hastings county)

mines produced 121,488 tons of iron ore

during the first nine months. The total

yield for 1910 will probably be less than

ir 1909; pig iron to the extent of 319.698

tons was produced up to the end of Sep-

tember, 1909. The total output for 1910

was probably about 425,000 tons.

Cobalt

The cobalt constituents of the silver

ores from Cobalt camp have by their

abundance demoralized the market for

cobalt oxide, which is now down to 80c.

per lb., with prospects for a further fall.

The Canadian refineries are beginning to

offer oxide for sale, and also shipping

mixed oxides of cobalt and nickel for

final treatment abroad. New uses may

be found for cobalt; one of these is in

making an alloy with chromium for fine

cutlery, which is claimed to be non-

corrodible. Meantime other sources of

cobalt supply, notably the deposits of

New Caledonia, have practically cease

production.

sed
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Petroleum and Natural Gas

The decline in production noticeable

>r a number of years past continued. In

?00 the yield was about 34,000,000 Im-

2 rial gal., in 1905, 22,000,000 gal., and

i 1910 it will probably not exceed 11,-

)0,000 gal.—a decrease from 1909 of

sout 3% million gal. Tilbury field has

illen off markedly, and the older dis-

icts of Petrolea and Oil Springs are

kewise diminishing in yield. The in-

.lstry has the stimulus of a Dominion

jvernment bounty of l%c. per gal. of

•ude product, yet the refining trade has

jw to depend for the greater part of

5 requirements upon imported crude.

On the other hand, the yield of natural

gas is increasing yearly. From the coun-

ties of Welland, Haldimand, Norfolk, Es-

sex and Kent on the north shore of Lake
Erie, a supply is obtained which is piped

to the cities and towns of the southwest-

ern peninsula. The output in 1909 was
estimated to have a value at the wells o F

SI, 188,179, and that for 1910 will prob-

ably shown an increase. The gas-bearing

territory was proved to extend under Lake
Erie, and wells drilled in shallow water

off the shore in certain localities have

yielded freely.

Minor Products

Arsenic may be classed among the

non-metals, since it comes into the arts

chiefly in the form of arsenious acid or

white arsenic. Ontario is rich in arseni-

cal ores, and from the mines of Cobalt
a large quantity of white arsenic is

yearly obtained by the smelteries during

the process of recovering the silver. The
output in 1909 was 1085 tons valued at

$61,039 and for 1910 the quantity was
not less. In addition, a considerablj

quantity was exported as ore and in the

speiss produced by the refineries.

Iron pyrites, corundum, feldspar,

graphite, mica, quartz, salt, talc, clay

products, cement, building and crushed

stone, lime, calcium carbide and fluorspar

were all produced and testify to the va-

riety of minerals Ontario contains. Some
of these afford the basis for industries

of more than local importance.

Mining in British Columbia In 1910
By E. Jacobs *

An estimate of the mineral production
' British Columbia in 1910 gives a net

crease in value of $1,550,665, as shown

the accompanying table. It will be

en, though, that this was chiefly due

a substantial increase in coal, for

ith the exception of gold and a

-all addition to the 1909 total for

[ver, there was a decrease in the other

inerals, these including lead, copper,

nc and coke. In the case of copper,

ough, the opinion may be expressed

cent, from the lead. Only 85 per cent,

of the value of the spelter in the zinc

concentrate was allowed. The prices

used were: For placer gold, $20 per oz.;

lode gold, $20.67 per oz.; silver, 51.3

per oz.; lead, 4 cents per lb.; copper,

12.75 cents per lb.; zinc, 4.6 cents per

lb. Coal is taken at $3.50 per long ton

and coke at $6, these being regarded as

fair average prices for British Columbia.

Taking the several minerals in order, the

following comment is submitted:

ESTIMATED MINERAL PRODUCTION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA FOR 1910.

old placer .

old, lode . .

Total gold

I ver

jpper

.

nc . . .

Total metalliferous.

Ml, tons, 2240 lb
)ke. tons, 2210 lb . . .

uilding materials, etc

Total mineral production

24,100 oz.

257sOOO oz.

281,100 oz.

2,500,000 oz.
37,000 000 lb.

39,000,000 lb.

4 000,000 lb.

2,799,000
21 i.ooo

1482,000
6,312,190

$5,794,190

1,282,500
1. ISO.000
4,972,500
184,000

§13,713,190

9, 796,500
1,284,000
1.200,000

$25,993,690

$5,000
388,100

8393,100

43.230
229,259
946,022
216,000

D. 8954,951

I. 2,773,834
1). 268,218

81.550,<>6."

at the decrease was more apparent

an real, for there appears to be ground

r concluding that the 1909 copper re-

rns supplied to the department of

ines in one or two important instances

ive the assay value of the ore rather

an the quantity of copper actually re-

vered at the smeltery. For 1910, it is

lieved the figures used in the estimate

esented herewith show the copper re-

vered.

In calculating values in the table, the

iUrnal's average prices of metals for

even months, to December 1. were
ken, but following the official custom
the province, deductions were made of

per ctnt. from the silver and 10 per

•Victoria. B. C.

Slight Gain in Gold Production

Placer-gold mining in 1910 showed a

small net increase. The season was not

favorable for hydraulicking operations in

Cariboo district, as a shortage of water

prevented cleaning up at several of the

larger mines; consequently only 10,000

oz. was recovered, as against 12,350 in

1909. Several small losses brought the

total decrease up to 2750 oz. Against this,

however, Atlin, in Cassiar district, made

a gain of 3000 oz.. so that there was a

net increase of 250 oz., or $5000, in the

whole province.

In lode gold, the gain was 18,776 oz.

Approximately one-half of this was made
by the Hedley Gold Mining Company,

operating the Nickel Plate mines, in the

Similkameen, and the remainder came in

large part from mines in Sheep Creek
camp, Nelson mining division, and in

smaller degree from Rossland mines.

The British Columbia Copper Company's
Wellington group—a new producer

—

also made an appreciably large addition

to the 1910 lode-gold production. There
were not any decreases worth mention-

ing, the various mining divisions well

maintaining their gold output. The out-

look is favorable for a further increase

in 1911.

Silver

The quantity of silver produced in

1910 was practically the same as in

1909. There were decreases in East and

west Kootenay, chiefly in Ainsworth

mining division, of the latter district, but

these were compensated for by corre-

sponding increases in the Slocan and

Coast districts. Between 500,000 and

600,000 oz. of silver was recovered from

copper-gold ores by smelteries; the

greater pr.rt of the remainder came from

galena ores. The recovery of silver at

the Consolidated Mining and Smelting

Company's lead and copper reduc-

tion works at Trail was about 2,000,000

oz., or four-fifths of the total of the

province. For the first time, a Portland

Canal mine contributed to the year's

production.

Copper

Compared with the 1909 official fig-

ures, production in 1910 was less by

about 6,600,000 lb. A reason for much
of this seeming loss has already been

given. The proportions of production by

districts were: Boundary, 31,500.000 lb.;

Rossland, 3,600.000 lb.; Coast, 3,200,000

lb.; and the remainder from other parts.

The Granby company's output was re-
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duced, following a destructive fire at the

mines which interfered with ore shipping

and necessitated 'blowing out several fur-

naces at the smeltery until fresh arrange-

ments could be made for resuming the

normal output. The British Columbia

Copper Company made a gain of about

a million pounds. Both the Consoli-

dated company, at Trail, and the Tyee

Copper Company, on Vancouver island,

also made increases in production of this

metal 1
.

Lead and Zinc Production Declined

The decrease in lead output was about

7.000.000 lb. The St. Eugene mine,

East Kootenay, was 8,500,000 lb. short

of its 1909 production; but against this

loss the Sullivan, in the same district,

formerly idle, produced approximately

that quantity. In Ainsworth division two

of the larger mines were together

7.500.000 lb. short, in one case owing to

the destruction of a concentrating mill

by fire and the consequent loss of the

greater part of the season's production.

There were several gains in the Slocan,

at the Richmond-Eureka, Van Roi and

Standard, notablv at the last with an in-

'Our own statistics of copper production in

British Columbia, based upon reports from all

of tin- smelters, fall short of what Mr. Jacobs
estimates. Editor.

crease over 1909 of about 1,500,000 lb.

Summer fires cut down the production

of silver, lead and zinc at several im-

portant Slocan and Ainsworth division

mines, destroying surface works at the

mines and bridges and trestles along six

or seven miles of railway, thereby prac-

tically stopping production for six

months.

The production of zinc was seriously

checked by the forest fires already men-

tioned. The Whitewater mill, up to last

July, produced much zinc concentrate,

and in 1909 the Lucky Jim mine shipped

5000 tons of crude ore averaging about

45 per cent, spelter. The latter mine

was within a week of being ready to

ship on a larger scale than formerly,

when the destruction of the railway took

away its transportation facilities. Ship-

ments will be resumed next year. The

Ruth mill, Sandon, Slocan, produced 450

tons of zinc concentrates. The Van Roi

produced until Aug. 1, 1910, when its

lease of a concentrating mill expired; it

is now building its own mill.

General Progress

In Cariboo, the producing capacity of

John Hopp's hydraulic mines was con-

siderably increased, and the Quesnelle

Hydraulic Gold Mining Company made

much progress with construction of Its

17-mile ditch and flue. In Atlin, a small

but rich gold-quartz mine was opened.

In East Kootenay, the Consolidated Com-
pany put in an ore-testing plant at ths

St. Eugene and reopened the Sullivan

lead mine while the provincial govern-

ment established a mine-rescue station at

Hosmer. In Slocan, the Van Roi Mining

Company made progress 'with building a

concentrator, and at the Standard a big

shoot of galena ore was developed. At

Rossland, another valuable shoot of gold

ore was found in the War Eagle, and

the Le Roi No. 2 Company opened an

orebody on the 1300-ft. level. In the

Boundary, the British Columbia Coppei

Company commenced shipping gold ore

from its Wellington group mine, and in-

creased the blast-furnace capacity of its

smeltery 50 per cent. In Similkameen

the Hedley Gold Mining Company put it

larger power plant and added fine-grind

ing and more gold-saving appliances a

its 40-stamp mill. On Vancouver island

the Tyee Copper Company increased it:

custom-ore smelting business, while th<

Canadian Collieries (Dunsmuir), Ltd.

made important additions to its plant

The Portland Canal Mining Compam
built and equipped a concentrator an(

commenced production at its mine.

Mining in The Transvaal in 1910
By Hugh F. Marriott *

The estimated results from the gold

mines of the Witwatersrand for the year

1910 show an increase over those of

1P09 of roughly 1,000,000 in the tonnage

milled and £875,000 in yield, while, for

the outside districts of the Transvaal the

increase amounts to £275,000 in yield,

equal to 27 per cent, of the 1909 out-

put. The grade of ore milled corre-

sponds closely with that of 1909 at 28.5s

per ton.

The only new producer for the year

was the Bantjes, which recommenced

crushing operations in August after a

lapse of over 20 years. One remark-

able feature of the official returns issued

by the Transvaal Chamber of Mines was

that on the Witwatersrand the number of

companies operating in September was

59 as compared with 68 during 1909.

This reduction in number was the result

of the policy of amalgamation so freely

adopted during the last few years.

Among the mines which, for this reason,

no longer make separate returns are

Crour mglaa«te Deep and Rob-

tral Deep, all of which went

the Crown Mines; the Gcldenhuis

[xradon Wall building,

Estate and Jumpers Deep amalgamated

with the Geldenhuis Deep; and the North

Randfontein, Robinson Randfontein,

South Randfontein and Porges Randfon-

tein were absorbed by the Randfontein

South company.

Stamp Duty Increased

The number of stamps running durin

September, 1910, was 9150 as compare'

with 9158 in 1909, but the duty pe

stamp per 24 hours increased from 6.7

tons, which was the average for 190£
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y 7.40 tons, in September, 1910. This

icrease in duty was largely brought

tout by the greater use of tube mills,

ere being now 181 at work as com-

•ired with 134 in 1909. Various dis-

Hssions and tests were conducted during

e year with the object of determining

hat is the proper economic ratio of

Ibe mills to stamps. On the first intro-

liction of tube mills it was generally

tcepted that the proper ratio was in the

jighborhood of one tube mill for every

) or 60 stamps, while with new instal-

;tions at present one tube mill is gen-

ally installed for every 20 stamps or

>; for instance, the City Deep plant

msists of 200 stamps and nine tube

ills. On the East Rand Proprietary

jnes two batteries of 40 stamps were

ir some time operated as an experi-

ent in conjunction with eight tube mills,

• one tube mill for every 10 stamps,

id a duty of 23 tons per stamp per day

as obtained, with screens of la:ge

esh. Another factor in the improve-

ent in stamp duty is the fact that the

eight of stamps used in new pknts is

uch greater than formerly. Only a

agitator for cyanide treatment. In addi-

tion, great attention was paid to such
matters as screening, mortar-box classi-

fiers, and amalgam traps. In fact, it

can be said that the management and di-

rection staffs on the Rand are constantly

endeavoring to improve their methods

TABLE III. -'AMP DUTY IN TONS PER
DAY AT HANI) MINES.

1902
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trolling the mines on the Rand have been

to a great extent recruiting with com-

peting organizations during the year un-

der review. The tendency of this com-

petition is to increase unduly the cost

of recruiting and the scale of wages;

within the last month or two, however,

an arrangement has been made fix-

ing a maximum allowance to recruiters

per native, and it is hoped that this ar-

rangement will have a beneficial effect.

The following table shows the labor em-

ployed in Transvaal gold mines at cor-

responding periods for every year since

1902,

It will be seen that, notwithstanding

the complete withdrawal of the Chinese,

the total unskilled labor force was

respect favorably with those of any

other part of the world, yet it is be-

lieved that conditions can be improved,

and that improvement in this respect

will lead to higher efficiency. On the

Village Deep a large Sirocco fan was

erected, 2000 ft. below the surface, with

great benefit to the air in the mine,

while at the Cinderella Deep a Capell

fan is employed at a depth of about 4000

f.\ On other mines thorough investi-

gations were made by expert advisers,

and schemes adopted for complete sys-

tems or ventilation through the whole of

the workings.

It is a matter for some congratulation

that the grade of ore milled, which has

decreased year by year since 1901, re-

which had for its objectives the adoption

of profits as the criterion of good min-

ing, and elimination of arbitrary com-

parisons between the working costs of

one mine with those of another whose

conditions were in all probability very

different.

The scheme, in essence, is to re-

place the cubical unit of the ton milled

by a superficial unit of the amount ol

ground worked out. For convenience, tc

suit the local custom in keeping mine

records, the unit of one square fathom

was adhered to. By the adoption of this

standard the incentive to increase stop,

ing width no longer has the samt

strength as under the ton-milled method

seeing that, if the width is unduly hv

TABLE V.—PROPOSED SYSTEM OF REPORTING RETURNS FOR RAND MINES.

Xante of Company —Quarterly Returns for 1910.

(1.) Average percentage of profitable to total ore based on the working results obtained during 1909 (to be utilized

comparing columns 1 and 2). As a general average for the whole mine the limit of payability is governed by column 11 (eleven).

Estimated value of the gold contents per square fathom of the profitable ore reserves standing developed in the mine at 12(31109 = £.. .1

(for comparison with column .">>.

1 2 :;

Quarter Ending.

March :u .

Jim.- 30
Septeml

ber 31 . .

Totals ami
a\ •••.:

Anas Developed On
Plane of Reef in

Square Feet.*

- i; \| R !.

Areas St oped Out On
Plane of Heef in

Square Feet.t

Total \n-a in

Square
Fat horns. si: M.R.L M.R.

Total Vrea in

Square
Fal horns.

Resultant Average Stoping
Widths by Actual Meas-

urement.

M.H.I. M.R. Total

Value of Total
< lold Contents

of Anas Stoped
as Disclosed by

Block Assay
Plan of Ore He-
serves in situ.

£

Average Gofl
Contents pel!

Square Fathom
Stoped.
(4 -* 2a).

£

irterly note to be added, giving: Distance exposed in feet.

width. t Two reefs stoped togetherare to be considered as one.
A\ erage width cf reef in inche Value per square fathom over averag
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nd criticised. It has been adopted by

;e Eckstein and Rand Mines groups for

iternal use; but it is thought that, for

ie present at least, it would not be

alitic to substitute this quarterly state-

lent of results for the monthly returns

i which shareholders and the public

re accustomed.

Government Leases

At the beginning of 1910, a departure

i mining was inaugurated by the flota-

on of the Government Gold Mining

reas (Modderfontein) Consolidated,

td. This company was formed to work

;rtain ground equivalent to 2633 claims

n a partnership arrangement with the

ransvaal Government. The mining

ghts under this ground belonged to the

overnment, which split up the ground

ito two areas and invited tenders for

ie right to work the property. The

mditions stipulated that the tenderer

>r each area should undertake to guar-

itee £700,000 working capital on the

irmation of the company to work the

rea, and a condition of the form of

ase from the Government was that the .

tter should receive a share in the prof-

5 made by the company, such share

be calculated on a sliding scale based

l the relation of profits to yield.

As a minimum, it was laid down that

e Government should receive the pro-

mion of net profits that net profits

)re to yield, such proportion to be not

ss than 10 per cent, of profits and not

ore than 50 per cent. That is, if the

eld were 25s. per ton milled and work-

g costs were 15s. the profit would be

)s. or two-fifths of the yeld; the Gov-

•nment would then receive a minimum
F two-fifths of 10s. per ton milled. Net

-ofit is take l to be the value of the pro-

jction after deduction therefrom of the

>st of production, and of such sums as

ay be allowed in respect of the ex-

lustion of capital. For the purposes

P the lease, cost of production and cap-

al have the same meaning as is as-

gned to them in the Profits Tax Ordi-

ince. In addition, the tenderers were

ivited to add to their tender a further

lare of the profit, in the form of a

jrcentage of the amount payable under

ie sliding scale proportion. The ten-

ors which were accepted were put in

t a nominee of Barnato Brothers, who
?reed to add to the sliding scale a per-

:ntage varying from IV-i to 22% per

'nt., the maximum share of profits

)ing to the Government being 61 M per

;nt. Other stipulations of the Govern-
ent were that there should be no

odors' shares in the company to be

irmed, and that the Transvaal public

lould be allowed to subscribe for 12%
:r cent, of the original capital pro-

ided. Messrs. Barnato obtained per-

lission to put the two areas together

ito one company, which was floated

ith £1,400.000 capital.

A peculiarity of this sliding-scale basis

i? to be noted, which is that the better

the mining that is done the greater is

the proportion of profits which the Gov-
ernment receives, and consequently the

less the proportion which accrues to the

company. The accompanying table,

based on the minimum scale, illustrates

this peculiarity.

TABLE VI. SLIDING SCALE BASIS OF
OPE R ATING ( ;< >VE R N MENT

minim; AREAS.

Yield pei
Ton.

25s.
25s.

Cost per
Ton. Profit.

< rovern-
Ilient 'S

Share.

Com-
pany's
Share.

.'(Is.

17s. 0,1.

15s.
12s. 6d.

7s. 6d.
I
2s. 3d.

10s. 4s.

12s. (id. I 6s. 3d.

5s. 3d.
6s.

6s. 3d.

With the same yield—25s.—on a re-

duction in working costs from 20s. to

17s. 6d. the company and the Govern-

ment share equally in the increase of

2s.6d. in the profit. If the costs are

reduced by a further 2s.6d. the Govern-

ment gets ls.9d. of the benefit and the

company 9d. If the costs are brought

down yet another 2s.6d. the Government

obtains 2s.3d. while the company gets

only the odd 3d. This is on .he minimum
basis only, and when it is remembered

that, in the case of the areas mentioned

above, it has been agreed that the Gov-

ernment is to get a further percentage

of the profits, it is apparent that beyond

a certain point there can be little in-

centive for the management of the com-

pany to strive for any reduction in costs

or higher ratio of profits to yield. The

Government has other ground to dispose

of in the same way, and already tenders

have been invited on similar lines for

another large area.

Sand Filling

A notable event during 1910 was the

inauguration of the filling oi worked-

out stopes with sands from dumps and

current reduction operations. Some ac-

tive steps became vitally necessary, as,

on several mines, falls of rock and dam-

age to shafts occurred through the in-

sufficient support afforded by pillars.

The system of filling up stopes with

sand has long been practised in Silesia,

and men were brought from the mines

there with a thorough knowledge of the

system to advise in its adoption on the

Rand. Sand filling is now being carried

on in a large number of mines with suc-

cessful results.

Reinforced Concrete

Reinforced concrete for construction

works was largely used during the last 12

or 18 months. The work which has been

done includes ore bins at the Rand Cen-

tral and Nourse mines; excavator sup-

ports about 35 ft. high and 200 ft. long at

the Crown mines, and similar supports at

the Nourse mines; tube-mill platforms;

pile blocks; and various buildings at a
number of mines, including compounds,
transformer houses, stores, change
houses, and smelting houses.

New Geolocical Map

A new geological map of portions of

the southern Transvaal and northern

Free State was pubished by Mr. Bleloch,

with a treatise which explains Mr.

B'.eloch's theories of Rand geology and
his deductions in regard to the possibility

of finding extensions of the Rand series

in the neighborhood of the reef series

between the Transvaal and the Free

State.

Premier Diamond Mine

The great diamond mine worked by

the Premier (Transvaal) Diamond Min-

ing Company, Ltd., has taken its place

as one of the foremost of the mining

undertakings of the Transvaal. With the

exception of the year ended Oct. 31,

1909, work has, year by year, been con-

ducted on an ever-increasing scale, but

the yield in carats per load, the value

per carat, and the yield in shillings per

load have all decreased just as steadily.

As a set-off the cost per load has de-

creased from 4s. 7d. in 1903 to Is. 1 1.4d.

in 1909. It is not yet possible to give

cost figures for 1910. At the annual

meeting held in February, 1910, it was

stated that it was expected to reach a

washing record of 1,000,000 loads per

month.

Rhodesia

By Hugh F. Marriott*

Gold mining in Rhodesia is practically-

confined to southern Rhodesia, the re-

turns for which are compiled by the

Rhodesia Chamber of Mines; there is

only one small gold mine in northern

Rhodesia which is productive at the pres-

ent time.

At the time of writing actual returns

are available for only the first nine

months of the year 1910, and the figures

given for this year in the accompanying

table are arrived at by adding to the nine

months' yield a corresponding average for

the remaining three months. It is more

than probable that this estimate will be

found to be in excess of results, as the

yield for September was rather less than

the average for the nine months.

There were about 145 individual pro-

ducers, of which over two-thirds worked

with not more than 5 stamps each, or

their equivalent. The output of gold for

1910 will in all probability be rather less

than that for 1909, although the yield per

ton is Is. 8d. per ton higher.

•Mining en£tfn«">r. 1 r^ondon Wall building,
London. V.. ('

. England.
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A few years ago the mining industry of

southern Rhodesia was in an unsatisfac-

tory state, properties generally speaking

being over-capitalized and in some cases

over-equipped. The result was that the

companies working the mines frequently

>LD PRODUCTION "1 SOU rHERN
RHODESIA.
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Quicksilver in the United States

The production of quicksilver in 1910

lowed a small increase, as appears in

,e following statistics.

Stiit.'. 1909.

ilifoiniii It!. 21 7

US 3,925
Lher Slates 810

Totals 20,052 21,5110

The above figures are for the number

f flasks, which now are of 75 lb. each.

Quicksilver in California

in 1910

By Lewis H. Eddy*

The production of quicksilver in Cali-

crnia in 1910 exceeded that of 1909, and

robably reached 17,000 flasks. San

Senito county produced about 10,000

asks; Santa Clara county about 4000.

n Napa and Lake counties the furnaces

new territory and developing the old as

would have been expected, but this

is due largely to the situation of

the numerous serpentine formations

in respect to transportation. The
cinnabar deposits in California, like

the chrome iron, are in most localities

situated so far from transportation and
fuel that small capital is not readily at-

tracted, and large capital awaits the op-

portunity of a considerable advantage.

The production of 1910 came from the

same counties that produced quicksilver

in 1909, namely, Colusa, Lake, Napa, San
Benito, San Luis Obispo, Santa Clara,

Sonoma, and Trinity. In the last named
county the Altoona Quicksilver Mining

Company leased its property to a number
of workmen who operated it for five or

six months in the year, and sent out

about 200 flasks. Sonoma county prob-

ably produced the same as in 1910 or

duction of quicksilver of this country up
to the normal, even with the working-out

of the older mines.

AVERAQE MONTHLY PRICE OF QUICKSILVER.
(Per Flask of 75 Lb.)

'
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saJe of the lands there with reservation

of the mineral rights. Considering the

fact that the country lacks but little of
being a wilderness and that the lands are

worth very little, if the mineral rights

are reserved, it would appear that pros-

pective purchasers would prefer to buy
outright at a reasonable price than to take

the land at any price without the minerals.

It would be a case of "he sold me the

box without the socks."

All possible inducements should be
given those interested in quicksilver min-
ing to secure their attention to this dis-

trict. It is now and is likely to be remote
from rail; the conditions of living are

onerous and the entire region is almost a

desert. And yet the deposits there are

of high grade, easily and cheaply mined
especially in the bituminous-shale area

west of Terlingua creek, and the district

is today probably the best undeveloped
quicksilver area in the United States. This

I know, as I spent 18 months there and
opened the Cliisos property. In spite of its

many drawbacks it is the most promising
quicksilver district in the country today.

The Tungsten Industry in 1910
A firm dealing in tungsten ore quotes

tht following commercial rates for 1910:

for a good grade of ore about ST per unit

per ton. of 2000 lb., with a lower price

for lower-grade ores containing deleteri-

ous substances and a premium for excep-

tionally high-grade ore. Tungsten metal

price averaged about 85c. per lb. Ferro-

t'.ngsten is quoted at about 83c. per lb.,

depending upon the size of the order.

Tungsten in California in

1910

By Samuel H. Dolbear*

As formerly, the chief operations for

tungsten in California in 1910 were con-

fined to the Atolia mines in the Rand

mining district in San Bernardino county.

The Atolia Mining Company (Atkins.

Kroll & Co.. managers) owns the

principal producing properties in the dis-

trict. During 1910 this company in-

creased its holdings by the purchase

of the Weatherbee and Cora Dee

mines, for which about SI 5.000 was

paid. The latter properties are

situated in the tungsten, belt, and are dif-

ferent exposures of the same vein, which

is about 3 ft. in width and was partially

developed at the time of their purchase.

The industry enjoyed a more prosper-

ous year than in 1909. During the early

part of 1910 a local schedule of S7 per

unit of WO in 60 per cent, ores pre-

vailed, increased in the latter part of

April to -7.50 with strong interest mani-

fested by purchasers. This price (S7.50i

was maintained until September, when
the price offered dropped to S7.25 with

8 disposition among the small producers

to hold their ores for a better schedule.

An average price of -7 275 prevailed dur-

ing the 12 months. These figur

heelite ores carrying 00 per cent.

of wo < r over.

The production of the Atolia Mining

Company was constant at ahout 40 tons

of concentrates per month, an in •

it 10 tons per month over the fig-

It is probable th.it these

• M

concentrates averaged about 67 per cent.

WO:. At the average price of S7.275

per unit, or S484.43 per ton, the value

of the 1910 production would be S232,526.

The mill of the Atolia Mining Company,
consisting of Blake crushers, a 6- ft. Hunt-
.ngton mill and Frue vanners, was kept

in full operation during 1910; about 60
men were on the payroll of the company.
Two hundred and nine acres of tung-

sten lands were patented in 1910 by this

company, and about 40 acres by others.

Small mining operations in the Stringer

section of the Rand district produced a

few tons of concentrates during 1910.

Among these were the Baltic. Winnie and
Sunshine mines. Placer operations for

tu .^sten also attracted attention, and
yielded a small amount of placer scheel-

ite. The Wickard tungsten mine north of

Atolia was operated intermittently and

a few tons of ore were milled. At St.

Elmo, south of Atolia, W. E. Deacon and
associates commenced development oper-

ations.

At Johannesburg the Stanford Mining
and Reduction Company equipped its

custom mill with a concentrating plant,

and has treated most of the ores mined
by the small producers. At Ivanpah, in

San Bernardino county, five shipments of

scheelite-wolframite ore were reported.

The United States Tungsten Mining Com-
pany increased its holdings by the pur-

chase of five claims of the Williams

property. At Amelie, Vontrigger and
Barnwell, only small development was
recorded, the properties at those points

having been idle most of the year.

Tungsten Mining in Colorado

By R. D. George*

The activity in the Boulder county,

Oilo.. tungsten field was greater in 1910

than at any other time since the panic

of 1907, and the production exceeded that

of any previous year in the history of

Boulder CO'inty mining, though the aver-

age price per unit was somewhat lower

than that of 1907.

Sl:il. geOlOgl I BOUlder, ''"In.

The total shipments of concentrates

and high-grade ore for 1910 amounted
to 1540 tons. Of this total tonnage prob-

ably 35 per cent., or 540 tons were of

high-grade ore of an average tenor of 35

per cent, tungstic acid, and about 1000

tons were concentrates of an average

tenor of 60 per cent, tungstic acid. The
monthly market quotations taken in con-

nection with the monthly production

throughout the year were such as to give

an average price of S7.75 per unit of

tungstic acid. At this figure the value of

.the Boulder county production for 1910

was S6 12,000. The best previous year in

tht history of Boulder County tungsten

mining was 1907, in which 1146 tons of

ore and concentrates were produced and

sold at an average price of S8.33 per unit

of tungstic acid, yielding S573,643.

There was no important extension of

the field and few mines were opened, but

deeper development work showed that, on

the average, the orebodies at least held

their own, if indeed, they did not increase

with depth. A number of operators state

that their best orebodies have been found

in their deepest workings.

Tuncsten Milling

Until recently the tungsten ores have

been handled by mills primarily designed

for gold and silver ores, but in the last

year or two there was much remodeling

of old and building of new mills with a

special view to the handling of tungsten

ores. The new Primos mill at Lakewood
has a capacity of 50 tons per day and is

equipped with stamps, dropping 90 times

per minute, Wilfley tables, hydraulic

classifiers, and Frue vanners. The tail-

ings are reground and the fines are car-

ried to an extensive canvas plant. The

capacity of the Wolf Tongue mill at Ne-

dcrland was increased and the equipment

modified. The crushing is done by a

jaw crusher, rolls and stamps; the con-

centration by a Harz jig, Wilfley tables

and Monell slimers and a small canvas

plant. A part of the tailings from the

Wilfley is reground in a Huntington mill.

The Ardourell & Smith mill on Beaver

creek is equipped with rolls, Wilfley tables

and Monell slimers, and is now profitably

working over the material of the old

Wolf Tongue settling basin, but will also
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tndle the ores of the Fayette Leasing

jmpany operating on the Tungsten Min-

g, Milling and Exploration Company's

aims. The Tungsten Mines Company's

w mill on Beaver creek, is equipped

th rolls, Monell tables and slimers, and

handling ore from the Mammr th, and

hers of the company's mines. The Eu-

ka mill, at Boulder, was active a part of

1 1 on ores from the Rogers tract east

Nederland. This mill is also equipped

th Monell tables and slimers. The

iphar mill, at Wall street, is equipped

th Wilfley and Monell tables and slim-

s and is handling ores from the Barker

ict.

A large part of the production must

credited to leasers working on the va-

>us properties. The parent claim-hold-

g companies themselves produced com-

batively little ore, though development

jrk was prosecuted with considerable

»or. There were comparatively few im-

irtant changes in the holding of prop-

ty during 1910. The Rogers tract is

11 under lease to Eugene Stevens, who

is a number of sub-leasing companies

work. It is reported that Thomas L.

ood. of the Zophar Mining Company

is leased the Barker tract.

Tungsten in Washington

Satisfactory developments of the new

ngsten area in Stevens county, Wash.,

sre carried on during 1910. Three

operties were under development; the

ermania in Cedar canon, 35 miles north

Springdale; Tungsten King, eight miles

>rth of Deer Park; and Blue Grouse, a

ile south of the Tungsten King. The

strict shipped several tons of concen-

ate during the year, and extensive pros-

pering was carried on with the result of

•eatly extending the tungsten-bearing

Tungsten in Montana

In Montana a small production of

mgsten continued to be made during

U0, chiefly from the Jardine district,

/o miles north of Yellowstone Park,

he ore is scheelite. Occasionally small

idies of tungsten ore are found in the

Hns of the Butte district, but no regu-

r production is made.

Tungsten in Nova Scotia

The tungsten deposit in Nova Scotia,

i the Moose River district, Halifax

Dunty, discovered in 1908, was in op-

ration in a small way during 1910. The
ork was confined chiefly to develop-

lents. The ore is scheelite and is found

l interbeuded veins remote from the vi-

inity of any igneous rock.

Ammonia Production in 1910

By W. N. McIlravy

The principal features of the am-

monia production of the United States in

the year 1910 were a fair increase in

volume and an accompanying increase in

price. The total recovery of ammonia

of all forms reckoned as sulphate of

ammonia amounted to about 106,500 tons

in the year 1909, and in 1910 an in-

crease in production of 10,000 tons may
be fairly estimated; therefore the total

recovery may be placed at 116,000 tons

for the year. As little increase took

place in the coal-gas industry, in so far

as the production of ammonia would be

affected, and as the small production

from other sources was about stationary,

the increase must be attributed to the

by-product coke ovens. This view is

further supported by the condition of the

by-product coke-oven industry, though

this, -in common with the iron business

on which it mainly depends, has been

by no means pushed to the limit. While

few of the plants were idle, many of

them were operated at only 60 to 75

per cent, of their total capacity for a

part of the year; but, on the other hand,

others, and among them those of large

capacity, operated at full capacity with-

out interruption. The only new ovens

that went into operation during 1910

were the 40-oven addition to the South

Chicago plant, although the 50-oven

plant at Indianapolis and the 50-oven

addition to the Hamilton plant, both of

which came in late in 1909, can hardly

be considered as effective in ammonia
production till 1910.

The prospects for 1911 include a plant

of 560 ovens at Gary, Indiana, 110 ovens

at Sault Ste. Marie, 280 ovens at Ensley,

Ala., and 60 ovens at Woodward, Ala.

The two first-mentioned plants are sched-

uled to come in during this winter.

The United States imports of sulphate

of ammonia for the fiscal year ended

June 30, 1910, totaled 62,610 net tons,

the figure for the preceding year being

40,192 net tons and for 1908 34,274 net

tons. The last fiscal year therefore

brought an increase of 55 per cent, in

imports. The consumption in the coun-

try of ammonia in all forms may there-

fore be reckoned as over 178,000 tons

of sulphate and sulphate equivalent.

The principal feature of the market

for sulphate of ammonia during 1910

was a steady rise, interrupted at times

with small recessions, but always recov-

ering and seeking still higher levels. The

price of domestic at the beginning of

1910 was $2.70 per 100 lb. but rising

constantly. By March it reached $2.85,

then receded to $2.80 or a little less. The

price -was stationary until the end of

August, when an upward tendency was

again manifest, the end of September

bringing $2.89 and of October $2.97. For

the rest of the year the market was al-

most bare of spot domestic, but the im-

ported article ruled at $2.83 to $2.90.

It is therefore clear that the market

returned to practically the same level as

prevailed before the removal of the dutv,

the only difference being in the larger

amounts produced, imported and con-

sumed. The outlook for future business

arising from the recovery plants building

and projected in the country is unques-

tionably good. The products of the sev-

eral processes for recovering the nitro-

gen of the air appeared in some quantity

in European markets and to a smaller

extent here, but neither the price nor the

demand for the better known article

seemed to have been affected thereby.

Vanadium in 1910

There was an active demand for vana-

dium deposits during 1910, especially

from French sources, but there is no

record of any important new investments

in the business in the United States or

Mexico. The New Mexico deposits were

developed successfully, according to re-

port, but plans to erect mills did not

materialize. The Cave Creek deposits

in Arizona are being investigated and

several Mexican deposits were slightly

developed. The Colorado occurrences still

seem to be the most promising source

of supply in the United States. The Pe-

ruvian deposits of exceptional richness

are closely controlled, and conflicting re-

ports of their possibilities are extant.

Concerning the general vanadium situ-

ation a company actively interested in the

business writes:

"Of course the statement that there is

a production of vanadium to the extent

of from $300,000 to $400,000 a month

at Newmire is entirely wrong, and these

statements are usually gotten up by peo-

ple who have ore claims for sale. The

production of vanadium ore at Newmire

does not average $20,000 worth per

month in the whole district; this in-

cludes the prepared vanadic acid as well

as crude ore running about 1 '!> per

cent, shipped as it comes out of the

ground. In a general way the vanadium

market is over supplied, and the one or

two large vanadium producers can easily

take care of any demand that there may
be. There are a lot of companies on

paper issuing fine prospectuses which

make it look as if there were a shortage

or a larger demand than there really is.

The consumption, of course, is growing

with the extent of increased knowledge

and different fields of consumption.

Prices for ferro-vanadium are about $5

per lb. of vanadium contained in the

alloy. Prices for vanadic acid are about

$2.50 per lb., according to purity."
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Petroleum in the United States
The accompanying table shows the re-

used figures of production for crude

petroleum in the United States in 1909,

and the preliminary estimate of the yield

for 1910. These figures show an in-

prease of about 28,000,000 bbl., or about

15 per cent, over 1909. The increased

production of California is about 17,000,-

000 bbl., or 27 per cent. In the Califor-

nia field the Midway and Sunset districts

show the largest increase, with Coalinga

as third. Kern River's yield fell off

slightly. The price obtained for Cali-

fornia oil was slightly lower than that

received in 1909, but the yield is so large

that its value will surpass the gold pro-

duction of the State. The Illinois field

showed an increase of over 4,000,000

bbl.; the Mid-continental field 7,000,000

bbl. and the Appalachian field 1,000,000

PRODUCTION <>I CRUDE PETROLEUM IN"

Till; UNITED >I VTES.

(In Baerei a oi 12 Gal.)

Field.
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tion of California oil, because of the in-

ability of the coal to compete in price.

Only One New Promising Field Dis-

covered

The only new development made in

1910 that gives promise of a new field

was in the Lost hills, situated about 45

miles south of Coalinga and about 25

miles north of McKittrick. This territory

is as yet entirely too new to hazard any

opinion as to its future. One well has

been brought in by .Martin & Dudley at

500 ft., and pumps a production variously

reported from 200 to 500 bbl. Owing to

the fact that there is no means of dis-

posing of the oil, the well is only pumped
occasionally and its true production is un-

known. The oil is coming from a shale

and not from an oil sand. This territory

has been mapped by the U. S. Geological

Survey as oil land, but the depth to the

top of oil sand was placed at 3000 ft.

Striking oil at 500 ft. caused considerable

surprise and opened up several interest-

ing geological possibilities.

Gas Developments

The development of a gasfield lying to

the east of the Midway field in the Elk

and Buena Vista hills caused the rumors

that natural gas was to be piped to Los

Angeles and throughout the San Joaquin

valley to San Francisco, and possibly

north through the Sacramento valley as

far as Red Bluff. There seems no reason

to doubt the existence of a tremendous

gasfield in the locality mentioned and the

utilization of the gas now going to waste

seems to be a matter of but a short time.

In the Lake View well the State claims

the largest oil gusher ever struck in the

United States. Brought in during March,

1910, its production is estimated at ap-

proximately 8.000.000 bbl. to date. In the

Standard and Honolulu gassers, in Mid-

way, claim is also made for gas wells

among the largest ever struck.

Agitation against the Southern Pa-

cific Railroad

Agitation concerning the oil lands

owned by the Southern Pacific company
reached an acute stage. Briefly it is

claimed that the patents from the United

States do not cover oil land and that

such land must revert to the Government.
The agitation, according to the views of

leading attorneys, is without merit and

it is unlikely the railroad will be dis-

turbed in its ownership of lands that

seem to have been honestly acquired and

possession of which still rests in the

railroad, notwithstanding efforts in past

years to sell at $2.50 per acre.

Withdrawal of Oil Lands

The action of the Government in with-

drawing certain lands for entry and the

more recent passage by Congress of the

so called Pickett bill has brought to a

crisis the entire question of acquisition of

Government lands for the purpose of oil

exploitation. Heretofore existing laws

have been entirely inadequate and un-

satisfactory and there is no question but

that new and rational laws that recognize

conditions as they exist are not only de-

sirable, but necessary. Locators, how-

ever, who have no legal title and who
have in no way complied with the laws

are making most strenuous objection to

the enforcement of the present law.

Operators who were upon the land and

drilling in good faith at the time the with-

drawal order went into effect will prob-

ably be unmolested, but those who were

not actually drilling seem to be con-

fronted with the possibility of being dis-

possessed.

The regulations under which land so

withdrawn may be acquired or leased de-

mand careful consideration. If some ofi

the suggestions made are finally adopted,
there will be no possibility of these lands
ever being worked. The most the Govern-
ment can reasonably, ask is a royalty on
oil produced and possibly some limitation

of production. Methods of drilling and
details of operation should not be inter-

fered with, nor attempts made at supervi-'

sion beyond assuring honesty as to pro-

duction statistics. Proposals on the part

of the Government to regulate size and
weight of casing and other similar de-

tails, are not only absurd but entirely

impractical. The entire success of the

Government's action is now dependent on
two contingencies: (1) The recognition

of certain good faith claimants and the

rejection of certain others who have not

acted in good faith; (2) wise and sane

regulations whereby withdrawn land may
be acquired and operated with the ieast

possible governmental supervision com-
patible with the success of the proposed

policy.

Decline in Production Looked for

There is at present no indication of any

great expansion of territory in 1911 ex-

cept in the Lost hills, and it is quite pos-

sible that production may materially de-

cline. Midway is thought by some author-

ities to have reached, its maximum and it

is not probable that any of the older

fields will afford any great surprises. The

territory between Coalinga and Maricopa

continues to be the most attractive and

it is reasonable to expect that in 1911

material additions to the known oil area

of the State will be made in the district

lying between these two towns.

The Appalachian Oilfield in 1910
By H. C . George*

The Appalachian oilfield comprises the

oil pools of New York, southeast Ohio,

Pennsylvania and West Virginia. The pe-

troleum secured from these pools is a

high-grade product with a paraffin base.

Most of the oil pools in this field have

shown a steady decrease in production

during the last five years, but there has

been a slight increase in total production

during the last two years, owing to the

discovery of gome large wells in West

Virginia in 1009.

Although the new production secured

during 1910 was less than the new pro-

duction secured in 1000, the total produc-

tion wa ( greater because of the great in-

in old production furnished by the

•Mr.-'K.i wi coDnin stiii'- Mining Tradi
I'lnl

big wells drilled in West Virginia in 1909,

which have been rather persistent.

The total production of the Appalach-

ian oilfield in 1910 was 26,089,900 bbl., as

compared with 25,394,200 bbl. in 1909;

24,240,000 bbl. in 1908; 25,500,000 bbl.

in 1907, and 27,345,000 bbl. in 1906. The

decline in the price of crude petroleum of

the Pennsylvania grade, which began in

March 1909, when the price paid was

PRODUCTION OF WELLS DRILLED IN THK APPALACHIAN OILFIELD
IN 1908, 1909 AND 1910.
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1.78 per barrel, continued until May
310, when the price paid was SI.30 per

bl. This latter price continued until

le end of the year. The average price

i 1910 was $1.33 per bbl. as compared

ith SI.62 in 1909, $1.78 in 1908 and

1.74 in 1907.

The New York and Pennsylvania pools

lowed a marked decline in the number

of wells drilled and in the new produc-

tion, and also a corresponding increase in

the per cent, of dry holes. Nothing worthy

of notice took place in these fields dur-

ing 1910. There was less activity than at

any time during the last five years.

The operations in the West Virginia

and southeastern Ohio pools in 1910

were only slightly less in the number of

wells drilled and in the new production

than in 1909, owing to the stimulus pro-

duced by the discoveries made in 1909.

The Kentucky-Tennessee pool showed
a marked decline in new production and
wells drilled during 1910, and a higher

percentage of dry holes. The production

of the pool in 1910 was 1,050,000 bbl., as

compared with 1,250,000 bbl. in 1909.

3il and Gas in Mid-Continental Field
By Erasmus Haworth*

The production of oil in 1910 by the

id-continental field was the greatest

nee its development began, the total ag-

•egating 53,613,030 bbl., as shown by the

xompanying table. As usual, the

rairie Oil and Gas Company was the

•eatest consumer of oil, it having pur-

lased about three-fifths of the total pro-

tction. The Texas company and the

ulf Pipe Line Company were about

[ual consumers, each taking between

ven and eight million barrels. The in-

ipendent refineries increased their pur-

lase largely with a total consumption

more than 6.000,000 bbl. The de-

ease in storage amounted to 378,842

.rrels.

ductive sands lying down near the Miss-

issippian limestone. As the distance

westward increases the depth likewise

increases, so that south of Wann
the wells are from 900 to 1000 ft.

deep, and likewise obtain their main sup-

ply from the Cherokee shales. Further

west, around Dewey, oil has been ob-

tained at about the same depth or else

from sands which lie higher up geolog-

ically, so that the term "shallow sand,"

while correct by tape-line measurement,

may be misleading to the geologist.

Outside of the Nowata-Lenapah field

no new development of note has been

made, but many wells have been brought

in around the borders of the old fields,

CRUDE OIL BOUGHT BY THE PRAIRIE Oil. AND GAS COMPANY DURING 1910.

Month

nuary
jbruary
arch
pril

ay
ine
iiy

LlgUSi

pt ember

ovember
ecember

Total

Total Runs
Barrels.

2,529,475
2,106.89.5
2,616.312
3,256,164
2,756,856
2,703,612
2,704,768
2,600.71.°.

2

2,487,645
2,381,859

31,444,104

Daily Aver-
age, Barrels.

81,596
75,246
85,365
108,538
88,931
90,120
87,251
83,894
86,886
85,265
82,921
76,834

Deliveries,
Barrels.

2,700,362
2.293.697
2,609,582
2,633,425
2,649,538
2.791.573
2,844,336
2,445,627
2.257.954
2,868,330
2,875,479
2,853,043

31,822,946

Development

Development during 1910 was not ac-

e, although a number of interesting

w areas were discovered, the most im-

rtant of which was the large area

mding nearly east and west lying north

Nowata, different parts of which are

own by different names, such as the

)wata field, the Lenapah field, the

ann field, etc. This new development

tually connected the shallow sand area

Alluwe and Coody's Bluff, east of No-

ita, with the oilfields lying to the

st of Dewey, and is the only prominent

ol thus far developed in the entire area

lich has substantially an east and west

nd over anything like so great a dis-

lce. On the east the wells are from

to 700 ft. deep, and obtain their oil

>m the Cherokee shales, the most pro-

•State i.
reolosrist. Lawrence. Kan.

so that in the aggregate a large number
of new producers has been obtained. Dry
weather seriously interfered with devel-

opment during the latter part of the year.

Demand and Prices

During January and February the de-

mand was greater than the supply, so

that the Prairie company reduced its

stocks slightly. During March, April and

May, the production outran the consump-
tion. June witnessed a slight reduction

of stocks, while during August and

September, particularly September, the

production gained on the consumption.

By October the production was falling

short, and a considerable reduction of

stocks resulted, which condition was in-

tensified in November and December.

This extra demand also resulted in an in-

crease of price, the market having ad-

vanced 4c. by the first of December.

There is a general feeling throughout the

field that prices will rule higher and
many think that as soon as rains supply
the necessary water for development pur-

poses, there will be a great revival in

drilling. Early in December the Prairie

on. PRODUCTION, MID-CONTINENTAL
1 M LD, DURING 1910.

Barrel-.

Prairie Oil and < ias Company 31,444,104
Texas Oil Company 7,587,272
Gulf Oil and Pipe Line Company... 7,956,654
Independent refineries 6,375,000
Fuel oil, crude 250.000

Total 53,613,030

Oil Company, for the first time in years,

removed the bar on low-gravity oil, and
is now paying the same for oil re-

gardless of its quality, 42c. a barrel.

Other companies, particularly the inde-

pendent refineries, are manifesting quite

i disposition to advance the price, some
paying 2c. above the market, and a num-
ber of them are asking producers for bids

on a yearly contract.

Pipe-line Developments

During the first half of 1910 the Okla-
homa Pipe Line Company completed an
8-in. pipe line from the oilfields to Baton
Rouge, a distance of about 500 miles. It

has built to date a total of 28 storage

tanks along the line, each with a capacity

of 35,000 bbl which, with 175,000 bbl.

necessary to fill the line, gives an added
storage of a little over 1,000,000 bbl.

This pipe line belongs to the Prairie Oil

and Gas Company. The Gulf Oil and
Pipe Line Company extended its line

from the Glen pool northward into the

Osage territory within about 31 miles of

the Kansas line. It bought, the Mattson
Oil Company property in order to in-

crease its production. The Texas Oil

Company completed a line to Tulsa,

where it has a 5000-bbl. refinery and is

now building northward into the Osage
and Bartlesville districts to gather oil

from the wells of the old Central Fuel

Company, which property the Texas Oil

Company has obtained.

The Prairie Oil and Gas Company has
greatly extended its gathering pipe lines,

so that it covers practically the entire

oilfield.
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Likewise, the independent refineries at

Caney, Independence and Coffeyville, five

in number, all have their own pipe lines

from the northern portion of the Okla-

homa oilfields to their several refineries.

The extra rush of consumers to secure

production has resulted in a marked de-

crease in the number of holdings, and a

marked increase in the aggregate hold-

ings of the few larger companies. Should

such activities continue there another

year production will be confined almost

entirely to the strong companies.

Refineries

The independent refineries seem to

have flourished during 1910. as indicated

by their increased consumption, as shown

in the accompanying tables of production.

Of these there are a total of 25, sixteen

of which are in Kansas and nine in Okla-

homa. The majority of them now are

working up the byproducts in quite a sat-

isfactory way, producing in addition to

naphtha, gasolene and kerosene, the usual

grades of lubricating oils, vaseline and

paraffin, and also a large amount of fuel

oil. The Standard Asphalt and Rubber

Company, of Independence, Kansas, buys

a large quantity of the heavy oils and

also has bought much residuum from

other refineries. It makes a variety of

asphalt which is used extensively in

street paving and another product called

rubber, used principally for insulation

purposes by manufacturers of electrical

supplies.

Gas

Should future drilling operations fail

to develop new gas fields, the time is not

far distant when gas throughout the Mid-

continental field will be more valuable

than oil. The consumption by the large

pipe-line companies and the many manu-
facturing interests has been unusually

great and gas pressure has decreased

rapidly throughout the entire area. In

the face of this readily observed condi-

tion, new pipe lines have been built. One
16-in. line has been completed from the

Hogshooter district, south of Bartlesville,

to Joplin. The Portland Gas and Pipe

Line company has just completed a pipe

line, from the same area in Oklahoma, to

Iola, for the purpose of supplying gas to

the various cement plants controlled by

the Iola and the United Kansas Portland

Cement Companies.

No new remarkable discoveries of gas

were made throughout the year. In

many places, particularly in Kansas,

drilling was moderately active around the

borders of the old gas fields, and an

amount of new gas was developed which,

were the demand not so great, would

have been quite satisfactory. But, with

the demand as great as it is, the in-

creased production did not equal the de-

crease in capacity of old wells. As a re.

suit, almost every large manufacturing

establishment in the entire area has be-

gun using oil for fuel, in part, and there

is a general sentiment that the price of

gas will advance until factories will be

driven to oil entirely. Should the de-

mand for oil become sufficiently great

to force prices to a level with that paid

for like grades of oil elsewhere, it would

seem that the price of fuel oil Hkewisi

would advance, compelling factories vi

tually to go to a coal basis within th

next few years.

The Kansas Natural Gas Company re-

mains by far the largest consumer of gas.

All through last winter, and thus far this

winter, complaints have been made, par-

ticularly at Kansas City, that the supply

of gas is inadequate, and the city author-

ities of Kansas City are now threatening

radical measures should the gas company

not deliver more gas to the consumers.

The best engineering authorities, how-

ever, are of the opinion that no matter

what the supply may be in the fields, the

pipe lines connecting with the consumers

on the north are inadequate to carry

more gas than they are now delivering,

and that no marked relief can be obtained

without increasing the pipe-line capacity

in this field.

Petroleum in Illinois in 1910
By Raymond S. Blatchley *

Illinois again resumed continuous

growth in oil production in 1910, after

the relapse of 1909. The estimated pro-

duction for the year is 35,000,000 bbl.,

as against 30.898,339 in 1909, and 33,-

685,106 in 1908. The increase was due

indirectly to general market conditions

and the ability of various pipe lines to

cope with the supply. The introduction

of new pipe lines into the field late in

1909 materially aided in the increased

activity. The basis of estimating the

production, since only 11 months' re-

turns are available, was to assume the

December runs of the Ohio Oil Com-
pany equivalent to those of November

—

the tank-car shipments being about

2,000,000 bbl.. and miscellaneous pipe-

line runs o the Ohio Oil Com-

pany being 4,680,000 bbl, The latter

run<- were based upon a daily at

of 12,000 bbl. for the first six months.

I bbl. for the next three months,

and 12.000 bbl. for the li nonths

of the year. The total estimation, there-

I bbl. The ac-

i M

companying table gives the pipe-line

runs of the Ohio Oil Company by

months, according to the Oil City Derrick.

The pipe line runs are those of the

Ohio Oil Company, the Tidewater Pipe

Line Company, and the Indian Refining

Company. The tank-car shipments are

those of the Sun Oil Company, Corn-

planter Refining Company, the Indian

RECEIPTS OF THE OHIO OIL •

COMPANY, 1910.

January 2.226,108
iary 1,980,408

2,382,806
Vpril 2,314,789

2,389,994
•June 2,3

July 2,638,253
lugusl 2,572,859
September -'.I 17,106
I ictobei 2,3

im i .... 2. 'J 15,676

.ii in mm tanl .•< purcha -< d

Refining Company, the Missouri-Illinois

Oil Company, Central Refining Company,
W. F. Watson. Bridgeport, 111., and rail-

road shipments from Sparta. 111.

The prices of the two general grades

of oil remained steady during the year.

Oil of gravity over 30 ch-L'. B. commanded
; i r bbl., and under 30 deg. B., 52c.

per bbl. But little oil under 30 deg. B.

is marketed in Illinois.

Thf. Southeastern Illinois Oilfields

The Clark county and adjoining shal-

low oil areas are almost inactive. But

little drilling was done during 1910. One

profitable deep test was drilled by the

Ohio Oil Company on the K. and N. E.

Young farm, near Casey, III., to a depth

of 2969 ft. Oil and gas of considerable

sulphur content were found at 2750 ft.

in what is seemingly the Trenton lime-

stone. The combined daily output of the

Clark, Cumberland and Edgar county

wells was about 9000 barrels.

Considerable drilling in Crawford

county failed to prevent the decline of

new production over 1909. The drilling

was chiefly scattered over the entire pool

during the greater part of the year. In

the later months a concentration of de-

velopment took place in the Bellair-l.ick-

ing ana. where new productive sands

between 1000 and 1100 ft. were found.

Many good wells were completed. The

average well in the county is far below

the previous initial yield, indicating the

inevitable decline. The yield reached
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tout 30,000 bbl. daily in 1910, as against

10,000 in 1907.

Highly profitable but expensive drilling

(ok place in Lawrence county, where

sven distinct sands produce oil in vary-

|g quantity and grade. They lie be-

f-een 750 and 1900 ft. and in order are,

;e Bridgeport No. 1 and No. 2 sands,

om 750 to 900 ft. deep; the Buchanan

WELLS DRILLED IN ILLINOIS
DURING 1910.

Month.
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The Coal and Coke Industry in 1910
By Floyd W. Parsons

The h:st three months of 1910 were the

best mo-.ths of the year for coal opera-

tors. November and December brought

continued cold weather and stimulated

the domestic trade. In spite of the busi-

ness lethargy, which was more pro-

nounced at the close of the year, the de-

mand for steam coals was quite brisk.

There was a marked difference in the

conditions governing the coke industry at

the close of 1910. when compared with

the last months of 1909: in the former

period, the steel business was good and

coke prices had advanced to S3 a ton at

the ovens. Coke prices at the end of

1910 were in the neighborhood of S2 at

the ovens, with the demand slack.

In the latter part of 1909. the coking

industry was greatly hampered by a lack

of labor and a scarcity of water. Ship-

ments were also handicapped by a short-

age of railroad cars. In 1910, the year

closed with labor conditions reversed; in

November and December, there was a

considerable exodus of laborers from the

Pennsylvania coke regions, many of these

people returning to European countries.

Nothing whatever was heard, during the

year, of any extended plans for a con-

solidation of coke manufacturers, such as

was contemplated in 1909. Coke manu-
facturers are tending more and more to

the better practice of saving by-products,

which plan means the gradual abolish-

ment of beehive ovens.

The Year a Banner One

Taking a broad view of the coal in-

dustry throughout the United States in

1910, the year must be regarded as the

best in history. More coal was mined and
more companies made money in 1910,

than in any previous year. This was
true notwithstanding the fact that the year

was a decided disappointment in a busi-

ness way. It is also true that a consider-

able part of the general prosperity in coal

mining that occurred in many districts.

was due to the protracted strike in Illi-

nois and the central western States. It

.vident. therefore, that the gain of

some was accomplished through a loss

b\ others.

The States showing good gains in 1910,

were We-t Virginia. Indiana. Ohio, Ah-
bama. Colorado New .Mexico and Utah.

I Virginia came close to the 80,000,-

000 ton mark, and ranked second as a

'ucer. For the first time in their I

Alabama produced 15 .000.000 tons;

Llld Colorado

12.000 ooo ton- It al thai

Pennsylvania showed a material incr<

in output over that reported for 1000

The Illinois Production

It appears now that the output of coal

in Illinois for 1910, will show a smaller
falling off. if any, than generally antici-

pated. The strike in Illinois, lasting five

months, affected all districts except the

fifth and ninth, which districts withdrew
from the operators' association. As the

Illinois Operators Association now stands,

it controls only 63 per cent, of the State's

production, while in 1904, it controlled the

entire output. Assuming a normal pro-

duction in Illinois to be 52,000,00 tons

annually, the association controls an out-

put of less than 33,000,000 tons. Since

the mines in Illinois resumed, after losing

in their controversy with the miners, the

operators have been generally handi-

capped by a shortage of cars and labor.

Labor troubles occurred in many dis-

tricts in 1910, but were of short duration

except in Illinois, and the southwestern
States, (Kansas, Arkansas, Missouri and
Oklahoma). The Iowa miners were an
strike for six weeks, but the demand for

coal during the remainder of the year was
so good that the year's production will

show a material increase. In practically

all of the coal-producing States, the min-
ers received a wage increase of about 5.55

per cent. Colorado was an exception, the

rate of wages remaining the same. Only
two counties in Colorado are organized,

and the miners in these two counties

(the northern lignite field) have been on
strike the greater part of the year; the

lignite mines are being operated now with

nonunion labor.

The Anthracite Production

The anthracite production in 1910,

showed an increase of about 3,000,000

tons over 1909, and was slightly greater

than the production reported for 1908.

The anthracite industry is now estab-

lished on such a substantial basis that

the markets and general trade are no

ionger subject to the violent fluctuations

that occur in other lines of business. A
slackening in the steel business is im-

mediately reflected in coke demand and

prices, while any depression in general

manufacturing is soon attended by a

slowing-up in the steam-coal trade.

If the bituminous-coal business

throughout the entire United States could

be placed on a basis such as governs the

hard-coal trade, the greatest step toward

the conservation of our fuel resources

would be accomplished. Unsatisfactory

and inefficient methods oi mining bitu-

minous coal have been due more to the

killing Competition that has existed, than

to any other single cause. When an oper-

ator has difficulty in breaking even, fi-

nancially, on his year's work, he is not

going to exert himself, and add additional

expense in the installation of precau-

tionary measures about his mines. There-

fore he gambles with fate, and offers

a daily prayer that the next disaster will

not strike at his door. Most operators

have in their minds what they would like

to do to increase efficiency and safety,

but they lack the price. It is not ignorance,

but necessity. If all our miners were as

anxious to work in safe mines as most

operators are to have safe mines, many
practices, including solid-shooting, would

be abolished, and general conditions bet-

tered.

The Regulation of Prices

At several recent conventions of coal

men, discussions have ensued relative

to the control of coal prices. There were

those who advocated amending the Fed-

eral anti-trust laws, so as to permit sell-

ing arrangements, claiming that the re-

sult would be beneficial because of fewer

accidents and better fuel conservation.

One other matter of legislation that must
come eventually, is an employer's liability

act. Various plans have been suggested,

those based on the creation of a liability

fund through the collection of a definite

and proportionate tax from each coal op-

erator, having greatest merit. There is

also an important move under way, look-

ing to the appointment of each State mine

inspector, rather than the general election

of such an official.

Practically all of the important coal

States are engaged in the revision and en-

actment of new mine laws. State com-

missions were appointed in Alabama, Il-

linois. Colorado and Oklahoma, and these

bodies have carefully examined existing

conditions and laws, and have suggested

many changes that wiil certainly make
our mines safer. Notwithstanding the

added expenses brought about, the op-

erators have aided in the revision of ex-

isting laws, and in all districts there ap-

pears a marked willingness to comply
with new rules in every particular.

The Prevention of Mine Accidents

The principal topic of discussion at the

different gatherings of coal-mining men
in 1910, was the cause and prevention

of mine accidents. There were those who

advocated high-velocity air currents as a

cure for gas explosions, while an equal

number favored slow currents, claiming

that large volumes of air passing through

a mine raised the dust and increased the

likelihood of dust explosions. There is

no doubt hut that some mines arc over
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ding their ventilation in sending more air

I'derground than is necessary; however,

i'is wrong to believe that a great vol-

ne of air going down a shaft, or into

£ entry, always reaches the men at the

|ce. The ideal solution is brought about

I having sound brattices, good over-

tsts, properly regulated doors and a

sstem carefully planned with numerous

Jlits. When a mine provides 100 cu.ft.

i air per minute for each man employed

every remote face, the ventilation is

ffficient in nine out of ten cases. Less

jr than the law requires is dangerous,

iid more air than is specified by law is

inecessary and perhaps also adds to

e dangers from dust. It is quality of

mtilation that counts more than quan-

y.

There are those who are opposed to

irinkling underground, claiming that it

iuses fatalities through falls cf roof,

lis subject has been well investigated

• experienced engineers in America and

arope; the results show sprinkling to

i beneficial whether applied as a spray

rough a nozzle, or when exhaust steam

introduced into the intake air. Mr.

aas, of the Consolidated Coal Com-
my, has investigated the subject of

impening dust at 40 of his mines, and

ates his belief that the effect on the

roof is not nearly as great as the oppo-

nents of sprinkling claim. Mr. Haas fur-

ther adds that by introducing moisture

underground in the form of exhaust

steam, he has effected an annual saving

of many thousands of dollars, as com-

pared with what sprinkling the same
mines with sprays or hose would cost.

After a careful reading of the results ob-

tained in European countries, it does ap-

pear that stone dust or powdered shale

is the agent to use to prevent dust explo-

sions. Coal dust with only 30 per cent,

of shale mixed in, is difficult to explode,

and with 50 per cent, stone dust, the coal

is rendered harmless. Stone dust will

not exaporate and is an inexpensive

agent. It should not only be sprinkled on

the roadway, but should be thrown on the.

sides and roof to dislodge any coal dust

accumulated there.

Great Advances in Knowledge

There has been a greater advance in

the solution of coal-mine problems the

past few years than ever before. Explo-

sions still occur, it is true, but the bene-

ficial effects of remedial measures are

sure to be felt eventually. The adoption

of permitted explosives in most mines

was a step forward, and the next move
must be the use of safety lights under-

ground. In a decade, it is certain that

many, if not all States will have abol-

ished the naked light entirely. Com-
pressed-air motors and mining machines
are being placed in some of our newer
operations, and hydraulic mining cart-

ridges have successfully supplanted

powder in a number of mines. With no
flame of any description underground,
with a well protected roof, and properly

regulated haulage, some of our mining
companies will have eliminated the great-

est dangers now extant.

The Federal Bureau of Mines

The year 1911 should bring greater

advancement in coal production and in

the solution of mining problems than any

previous 12 months. The Federal Bur-

eau of Mines is now well organized, and

the work is being carried forward by

competent men according to an intelligent

and popular plan. The rescue cars have

proved a valuable adjunct to the work
of the Mines Bureau, and the engineers

and men in charge have demonstrated

their worth at all of the recent mine

disasters. Those employed in the new
Bureau of Mines have the confidence of

the coal-mining industry, and the maxi-

mum efficiency of the department is there-

by insured.

rhe Bituminous Coal Trade in 1910
By John H. Jones*

The year 1910, notwithstanding the un-

rtainty of mining conditions and the ap-

rent unrest throughout the country, will

ow a production of coal greater than

ly year in the history of the country,

iless it be 1907. When we stop to con-

ier that 60 years ago this country pro-

iced but 7,000,000 tons, and that in

'10 it produced between 450,000,000

id 500,000,000 tons, we cannot help

inder at the great growth shown. In

ite of the fact that many of our manu-
cturing industries did not operate as

lly as in 1909, the consumption of coal

other lines—such as manufacturing
is, producing electricity, coal used by
e railroads and in the homes of the

ople, etc.—showed a remarkable in-

ease, so that the production of 1910

is large.

The business prospects for 1911 are

ch that I feel confident that the produc-
m will pass the half-billion mark. Dur-

g January and February (pending the

ttlement of the freight rate controversy
' the Interstate Commerce Commis-
3n) conditions will be rather quiet, but
imediately upon the announcement of a

vorable decision, I am confident the

•President. Pittsburg - Buffalo Compam
rtshurg. IVnn.

railroads will go into the market and pur-

chase their requirements and will not

hesitate to arrange for extensions and

betterments which are absolutely neces-

sary, and which, in many cases, have

been held back for years on account of

the antagonistic attitude of the people

toward the transportation lines.

It will be noted that the 1910 lake ton-

nage is the largest in the history of the

country. The wonderful prosperity in the

Northwest, brought about by gcod crops,

and its great industrial activity, should

cause another increase in 1911.

The majority of the operators in this

country are sparing no efforts to provide

LAKE TOXNACE FROM ALL DISTRICTS.

Year.
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The following table will show that we

now head the list (with great room for

improvement I :

LIVES LOST PER MILLION rONS Ol COAL
PRODUCED.

-

Great Britain 1. 15
Germany 6 :>.">

.:n ».71

a s
i

6

Conditions in coal mining as yet un-

recognized and unknown, are rapidly be-

ing discovered and overcome. For in-

stance, modern sanitary requirements de-

mand sufficient air to give every man in

the mine enough to breathe and to carry

off the foul air and gases, but an over-

abundance, in case of a slight explosion

at any point, is liable to render such ex-

plosion serious on account of the dust

it carries in suspension.

A Tax on Employers of Labor

On a number of occasions I have rec-

ommended that a tax be placed on the

pay rolls of employers of labor, to be de-

posited in a special fund to be admin-

istered by the Government upon a certain

basis, so that in case of an accident caus-

ing the loss of the head of a family,

enough money would be paid to the

widow, children and other dependents to

take care of them and educate and rear

the children properly.

Great strides have been made in mining

knowledge, but the personnel of the men

in charge and the men employed is the

great factor in the safe working of the

mines. The fact that a man has been

careless a hundred times and escaped in-

jury breeds within him a contempt for the

ever-present danger, and sometimes

causes a reckless disregard not only for

his own safety but l'or the safety of

others. This is a factor most difficult

to overcome.

It is manifestly impossible to prevent

ail accidents, but we must figure out the

best methods of reducing them to a min-

imum. Eighty-five per cent, of all acci-

dents in the mines result from causes

other than gas or dust explosions, or

blown-out shots, and when it is taken into

consideration that more than 50 per cent,

of these could be prevented by ordinary

care on the part of the injured person, it

can readily be seen what effect a more

rigid police regulation will have in the

future coal production of this country.

Our State mine inspectors are clothed

with police power and have all risen by

their ability from the ranks of the min-

ers, and they have, by the careful study

of mining conditions, fitted themselves

for their present positions. They are

constantly studying to improve conditions

and methods, and if we will all cooper-

ate (mine inspectors, miners and opera-

tors) it will only be a short time until this

country will be able to show a much low-

er proportion of accidents to the number

of men employed.

The Result of Improper Mining

In this country, a great deal of coal is

lost on account of improper mining. In

some districts from 30 per cent, to 50

per cent, of the coal is lost, and no pre-

tense whatever is made to recover it. The

cheapest methods of mining are em-

ployed so that the coal can be placed on

the market at competitive prices. In

many cases, the amount saved by such

methods will more than overcome the

coal lost in mining. A law for the cot

servation of coal lands should be enacte*

and some method of mining adopte

which will compel the companies to mir

their coal in a systematic manner; but •

doing this it would be absolutely neces

sary to enact laws which would enabl'

the operators to pay the miners livin

wages, and at the same time secure th

prices for their coal necessary to enabl

them to mine it in such a way that th

coal now unmined would be conserved t

posterity.

In Germany, and many other countrie

Lhe producing and selling of coal* i

handled in such a way that the operate

is always assured of a certain margin c

profit, and in this way it is possible t

conserve the coal for future generation:

by the consumer paying a price (un

der the supervision of the Government

high enough to enable the operators t

take out (as near as practicable) ever

pound of coal. This method might not b

popular in this country, but it certainl

would be practicable.

When the new mining laws are enact

ed, the mine foremen and fire bosse

(better known as State officials) shoul

be given more rigid police power, so tha

in case a miner or other employee insid'

the mine should fail to carry out the in

structions of the mine foreman so tha

his own or other lives may be jeopardize!

by his failure so to do, the mine foremai

or other State official should have powe

to arrest such employee, and his decisioi

in the matter should be final, subject on!\

to reversal by the courts. It is just pos-

sible this may be arbitrary, but such i

law would help to minimize the numbei

of accidents in our mines.

The Pittsburg District in 1910
By B. E. V. Luty *

The year 1910 in the Pittsburg coal

trade was better than 1909 and 1908 in

tonnage and earnings, but fell short of

1907 in both respects. We estimate the

total tonnage of the largest local ship-

per, the Pittsburg Coal Company, at

1,000 tons, this being based upon

official returns for the first nine months,

making the following comparison:

PRODU< I ION "1 PIT! 3BURG
I. COMPAJi

13

HO

The Monongahela River Consolidated

Coal and (
r the nine

months ended A owed a produc-

es of river coal and

of rail coal, a total of

[»< llll.

1,161,134 tons of rail coal or a gain of

1,061,306 tons in total coal, as compared

with the same months a year earlier.

The production of the various inde-

pendent companies increased largely in

nearly all cases from 1909 to 1910, and

the coal mines connected with steel in-

terests showed large increases.

The biennial wage scale expired March

31, 1910, and after a suspension of

about 30 days, an agreement was reached

except as to the gassy mines, the details

for which were left to subsequent ex-

periment and settlement. The general

mining rate was advanced from 90 to 95c.

with an advance of 5.55 per cent, on day

the scale to expire March 31, 1912.

(
i Prh ; More Satisfactory

PrJci <:i the whole considerably

more- satisfactory than ill 1908 and 1909.

In 1909 the open-market prices averaged

close to $1.05 for mine-run during the

first nine months of the year, jumping to

an average of about $1.15 in the closing

three months. In 1910 the $1.15 average

was practically maintained during the

first three months. After the wage ad-

vance prices jumped to $1.20Ca$\.25, but

in November, at the close of the lake

shipping season dropped to about SI. 15,

so that the spread between the wage rate

and selling price was lower at the close

of the year than at the opening, although

the average spread was slightly higher

in 1910 than in 1909. Many term con-

tracts, like the large one between the

United States Steel Corporation and the

Pittsburg Coal Company, are on the

basis of a differential above the prevail-

ing mining rate. The coal companies

made considerably more money In
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)10 than in 1908 or 1909, but

e increased earnings were due in

eater measure to an increased tonnage

ther than to any betterment in the price

itained for the coal.

The Pittsburg Coal Company's earn-

gs in nine months ended Sept. 30, were

follows: 1907, 82,109,049; 1908,

35,228; 1909, $231,600; 1910, $1,333,-

12.

The Mononogahela River Consolidated

jal and Coke Company, for nine months

idel July 31 showed gross earnings,

i09, $1,562,052; 1910, $1,475,469; net

rnings, 1909, $260,820; 1910, $112,-

8.

The event of 1910 in coal transporta-

m was the closing, in January, of a

-year traffic arrangement between the

estern Maryland and the Pittsburg &
ike Erie (New York Central), pursuant

which work was started upon a 93-

:le single-track connection between the

ttsburg, McKeesport & Youghiogheny,

the New York Central, at Connells-

le, to the Western Maryland, at Cum-
rland, to afford an outlet to seaboard

r coal originating on the Pittsburg, Mc-

:esport & Youghiogheny Railroad.

ver Shipping Conditions Were Poor

In 1907 there was water for shipment

lower-river markets in every month;

1908 there were no shipments in the

cond half; in 1909 there were ship-

:nts in October, and in 1910 there were

shipments in the second half, except

it in November, the Government cre-

;d an artificial rise by letting down
ms in succession, whereby about 110,-

tons lying in the fifth and sixth pools

:re moved to lower river points. The

year closed with 5,000,000 bushels lying

in the Pittsburg harbor waiting water and

the river mines running slack.

CONNELLSVILLE COKE

The year 1910 was one of bitter disap-

pointment to the Connellsville coke in-

dustry. The price of coke had been

boomed in the closing months of 1909, in

the belief that owing to constantly ex-

panding blast-furnace operations there

would not be enough coke to go around.

Asking prices on standard grades of Con-
nellsville furnace coke on contracts for

1910 were pushed up to $3, and a small

tonnage was sold in October and Novem-
ber at close to this figure. As a rule

the furnaces refused to contract at such

prices. Some compromises were made

PRICES OF CONNELLSVILLE COKE.
Furnace. Foundry.

January $2 . 60 $3 . 05
February 2 . 25 2 75
March 2.00 2.60
April 1.80 2.40
.May 1.70 2.25
June 1.65 2.20
July 1.65 2.15
August 1 . 65 2 1

.">

September 1 . 60 2 . 15
October 1.55 2 10
November 1 . 45 2 .00
December 1 . 50 2 . 00

through ratio contracts, the monthly set-

tlement price being a fraction of the mar-

ket price of pig iron, while some fur-

naces turned to other cokes. During the

first few months of the year, the Con-

nellsville operators waited for other fur-

naces to come into the market, finally

realizing that furnace wants fully as

large as the most optimistic expectations,

had been satisfied without any pressure

at all being put upon the productive ca-

pacity of the Connellsville region.

Prices of prompt furnace and foundry

coke, per short ton at the ovens, were
substantially as shown above.

During the 10 years preceding 1910,

prices averaged approximately $2.25 for

furnace and $2.50 for foundry. In all

cases the best grades of foundry coke

ccmmanded higher prices than those giv-

en as the average for fairly good brands.

Production in the Connellsville and
Lower Connellsville regions, not includ-

ing the "Upper Connellsville" (Latrobe)

region, has been as follows, using the

U. S. Geological Survey figures as far

as available, with the Connellsville

Courier's estimate for 1909 and our

own estimate for 1910.

CONNELLSVILLE COKE PRODUCTION.
Year. Short Tons.

L905 15,236,387
L906 17,245,975
1907 19,400,327
L908 11,133,173
1909 17,785,832
n»l() 20,000,000

The 1910 production was divided as

follows: First quarter, 6,000,000; sec-

ond quarter, 5,200,000; third quarter,

4,700,000; fourth quarter, 4,100,000;

total for 1910, 20,000,000.

In the second half of 1910, many con-

tracts were made on a ratio basis, for

periods of from six months to three

years, beginning Jan. 1, 1911, and it is

safe to say that on that date there was
at least twice as much coke under con-

tract for the ensuing six months on a

ratio basis as at a flat price. The
Bessemer basis was gradually abandoned
and almost all the ratio contracts were
referred to basic pig iron at valley fur-

naces. The basis for ratio contracts with

basic iron generally ranges from 7: 1 to

8:1, and customarily there are upper
and lower limits beyond which the price

of coke cannot range.

rhe Chicago Coal Market in 1910
By E. Morrison

The most important and significant fea-

re of the year 1910 to Chicago's whole-

le coal dealers was the strike that

mpletely stopped the production of coal

the Illinois mines from April 1 until

i first week in September. These
nes, normally, provide the city and its

lolesale territory with 75 per cent, or

jre of their fuel supply, and predic-

ms were freely made, in the early

iges of the strike, that the closing

the mines would cause a wide sus-

nsion of business. Yet nothing of the

id occurred; though manufacturers
d other consumers of large quantities

coal were forced to pay higher prices,

ty got the coal they needed, and to all

pearances could continue to get it, in-

finitely, from mines outside the State,

ost of the substitute supply came from

Indiana, where the mines were worked
to their full capacity; the rest came from
mines east of Indiana. After the middle

of September, to the end of the year,

normal conditions prevailed.

At the opening of the year coal moved
slowly because of weather that made rail-

road operations difficult. In the north-

west the switchmen's strike also delayed

shipments. Lump sold at premiums of

25^' 50c. in the first half of the month.

A strong demand for screenings was one

of the peculiarities of the first half of

the year's business. In previous years

screenings were considered a summer
fuel; it became evident in 1910 that they

are to be the favorite size of Illinois and

Indiana steam-coal users. Screenings

sold at $2^/2.50 in the middle of January
and until October they remained as high

as or higher than run-of-mine. The dif-

ference was in part due, no doubt, to

conditions of production that made fine

coals scarce, but they are coming more
and more into use with the increase in

the number of furnaces designed to burn

them economically and smokelessly.

Consumers Anticipated a Strike

Throughout February and March sales

for steam and domestic purposes were
large and supplies abundant. In March
the demand for all kinds of western

bituminous was large, owing to anticipa-

tion by retailers and consumers of the

strike that went into effect April 1. The
laying in of supplies was so large that

not until May were the Indiana mines

drawn on generally for the Chicago mar-

ket. In March and April little steam
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coal moved to consumers, and the domes-

tic demand naturally fell off heavily.

Early estimates that consumers had

enough in storage piles for 30 to 60 days

fell short of the truth; in many cases

the supply was ample for 90 days. The

mines used up their surplus in April

and in May a coal market hardly existed,

so small was the supply.

The naturally light summer demand

was chiefly for screenings and kept the

price of this size high. Eastern coals

were shipped into the Chicago market

in large quantities and were bought

largely, but were not popular enough to

suit shippers and dealers who expected

that a lack of supplies from Illinois

would give them a large and profitable

market. The eastern coals were too high

priced to compete with Indiana coals.

By the employment of many of the strik-

ing Illinois miners, the Indiana operators

were enabled to send large shipments to

the Chicago market that sold at high

prices, yet much lower than the prices

of smokeless or Hocking coal.

Because of the high prices of Indiana

coal as compared with Illinois, consum-

ers bought closely to their immediate

needs and watched closely for signs of

the end of the strike and the resumption

of receipts from Illinois mines. Shortly

before Sept. 1, it became evident that

peace between operators and miners was

in sight and buying fell off markedly.

The Southern Illinois mines, opening first,

sent their products in so as to lower

prices gradually. By the middle of Sep-

tember sales of Indiana and Eastern

coals fell off notably and the receipts

from Illinois were abundant.

By the middle of October mild weather

and large supplies made the market

somewhat dull. Domestic coals began

to strengthen early in November and

there was much early buying for winter

storage. In the latter half of November

the coal-carrying roads established freight

rates higher by 10c. a ton on Indiana

and 7c. on Illinois coals, and these ad-

vances were shifted -to wholesale and

retail prices.

The accompanying table shows the

range of car prices of Illinois and Indiana

coals, by months, throughout the year.

Prices for Eastern Coals

Smokeless, the most important of east-

ern coals, varied in price considerably as

a result of the scarcity of western bitu-

minous. Early in the year it was at

times high priced because of transpor-

tation delays, lump selling as high at S4

and run-of-mine up to $3.50, against

normal prices of $3.65 and $3.30. In

the late spring and early summer smoke-

'.ld ordinarily at 10c/'/ 15c. less and

in the autumn it rose again, September

prices 3.80 on lump and $3.30

on run-of-- ine. while after October 1

'ump commonly brought

15 until September,

when it was advanced to $3.25 and

brought $3.40 during the last three

months of the year. Shipments of East-

ern coals were more nearly in accordance

with the demand during the last half of

the year than during the first half, but

at no time was there a recurrence of

PRICES OF ILLINOIS AND INDIANA
COALS IN 1910.
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Mining in Indiana in 1910
Special Correspondence

The mining conditions and the coal sit-

ition in Indiana in general during the

par 1910 were the most favorable and

ttisfactory for a number of years.

The market demands for the products

f the Indiana mines were exceptionally

Dod and the selling price for the entire

;ar was satisfactory. During the con-

act year beginning March 1, the mines

ave been more nearly operated full time

lan during any previous year for a dec-

ie. These conditions were largely due

i the suspension of mining in the 1111—

sis districts because of a failure to agree

i a wage scale and other demands,

uring the suspension in Illinois, several

lousand Illinois miners found employ-

ent in the. Indiana mines, a most ac-

;ptable acquisition to the mining force

f the State. The average number of

iners employed in the mines for the

:ar was about 20,000, an increase of

200 over the previous year.

The aggregate of wages paid to miners

and employees, with December report es-

timated, was approximately $12,830,163,

an increase of $1,430,112 over the

amount paid in 1909. The yearly earn-

ings of the men employed in the mines
will average approximately $760, an in-

crease of $159 over the average for 1909.

Production for 1910.

Indiana has become the fifth largest

coal-producing State in the Union. The
total production for the year with De-

cember report estimated was 15,692,089

tons, an increase in round numbers of

2,000,000 tons. Of this, it is estimated

that 14,400,100 tons was bituminous, and

1,291,989 tons was block coal. The block

coals in Indiana are regarded with much
favor and have done much to make the

State famous as a coal producer. There

are 18 coal-producing counties in the

State, Sullivan and Greene counties lead-

ing in the order named and Orange coun-

ty the smallest producer.

The fatalities for the year thus far re-

ported were 19, as against 50 for 1909.

The permanent, the serious and the minor
injuries will reach nearly 900, a decrease

of 229 as compared with the previous

year. There were but four strikes during

the year, and these were of small conse-

quence and of short duration.

There were 12 new mines opened, and
these are being operated successfully.

Three mines were worked out and aban-

doned, leaving a total of 126 operating

mines in the State.

The number of accidents to mine prop-

erty was 8, two of which were fires in

the interior of the mines.

During the last year, the State mine
inspector and his four deputies enforced

impartially the laws relating to the min-
ing industry and guarded the interests

of both miner and operator in such a wav
that the year closes with the coal mines
in the State in better condition than ever

before.

olorado Coal Industry in 1910
By James Dalrymple *

Despite the fact that the coal industry

' Colorado in 1910 was confronted by

iveral serious obstacles, the production

cceeded that of any preceding year,

aching the 12,000,000-ton mark, an in-

ease of over a million tons over 1909.

he lignite output showed a material de-

base on account of the strike which

as declared March 31, 1910, by the

nion miners in Boulder and Weld coun-

es, and which is still pending with no

imediate prospect of a settlement.

'hile many of the mines in the strike-

Tected field worked with nonunion men,

;t none worked full capacity; therefore,

lese two counties, the heaviest producers

F the lignite variety, lost over 500,000

ins.

In Fremont, Huerfano and Las Animas
mnties, a car shortage handicapped the

itput in September and October, many
ines working only half time, although

lere was a market waiting for all their

•oduct. In Las Animas county several

jndred thousand tons of coal were fur-

ier lost on account of the gas and dust
cplosions in the three largest producing
ines in the State, viz.: Primero, Stark-
lie and Delagua; the commercial loss to

:ese three properties was great, as well
s the loss of life, 205 men being killed.

*State coal-mine inspector. Denver. Colo.

Routt county, which two years ago pro-

duced only 5000 tons, in 1910 had an out-

put of over 250,000 tons. The Moffat

railroad, having reached Steamboat

Springs, made it possible to develop some
of the great coal resources of that coun-

try and a number of mines were opened

SUMMARY OF COAL PRODUCTION OF COL-
ORADO IN 1910.

Number of mines in operation 177
Number of new mines opened up . . . 10
Total tons of lignite coal produced. . 1,639,455
Total tons of semi-bituminous coal
produced 975,047

Total tons of bituminous coal pro-
duced 9,334,359

Total tons of anthracite coal pro-
duced 70,586

Tons of unclassified coal produced,
estimated 70,000

Total tonnage 12,089, 1 17

Total tonnage in 1909 10, 7:in. 159
Total tons of coke produced 1,190,901
Total tons of coke produced in 1909 1,091,882
Number of employees in and about

the mines 14,768
Number of employees at the coke

ovens 1 ,090
Total number of coke ovens 3,164

up on a large scale. There, too, a local

strike prevailed, but was adjusted in the

forepart of December. The product of

this field is of a good bituminous quailty.

Another serious drawback to the oper-

ators was the shortage of miners in all

the coal camps of Colorado, especially in

the southern field where none of the

mines were able to work full capacity

because of the lack of men. The mine

disasters drove hundreds of men from

these coal camps. The men employed in

the coal mines of this section are natives

from Italy, Austria, Japan and Korea, and
are not practical miners; most of them
have never been in a coal mine before.

Outside of Boulder and Weld counties

the mines are operated with nonunion

men.

Price of Coal Was Satisfactory

The price of coal went up, the bitumin-

ous and semi-bituminous was raised from

$6.00 per ton to $6.25 and the lignite from

$5.00 to $5.25; there was a market for

every ton mined. There was no increase

in the scale of wages and that is the cause

of contention of the strike. The union

men demanded an increase of 5.55c. for

day work and dead work; 3c. per ton for

machine-mined coal and 4c. per ton for

pick-mined coal.

The recent mine catastrophes called at-

tention to the inadequacy of the present

coal-mining law, which was enacted in

1883 and amended in 1887 when coal

mining in this State was in its infancy.

These three mine explosions in less than

a year aroused a great deal of public sen-

timent and a general demand for a better

mining law prompted the governor of

Colorado, John F. Shafroth, to appoint a

mining commission consisting of Victor
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C. Alderson, president of the School of Coal Mining ill Montana 862; Park
'

101
»
268 '. Fergus, 303,649

Mines at Golden; Doctor Elkely. Profes- p. . iQin Yellowstone, 378,087; Cascade, 929,595^

sor of chemistry at the State University,
Uuring i.y i\) Carbon, 1,197,430. and this represents'

Boulder; Professor George, State geolo- the yield of 52 different properties. Sever

gist, and the State inspector of coal By J. B. McDermott* properties were abandoned during the

mines as a fourth member. This commis- two years covered by the report, anc

sion made a thorough investigation into
The rep(m on CQal production for the

eleven new ones opened up.

the causes of these explosions, examined
Stafe of Montana from Oct 31 1908 to

Tne rePort included the accompanying

mines in all sections of the State, and Nov , , 9ia showed that
'

the
'

output
'

in
table, showing the causes of accidents.

drafted a law which, if enacted by the
{hat dme amounted t0 5,5^925 tons of

in and around the mines for this Vear

incoming General Assembly, will cope
CQal For the calendar year from Jan. 1,

together with the outcome. It follows,

with all the requirements of coal mining
191Q ^ tQ j an ^ ]g] ^ Mf McDermott, fatalities in coal minks of mon

in this State. State mine inspector, estimates that the TANA IN 1!)1 °-

When considering all the adverse con- production is 3,000,000 tons, thus indi- Falllng roof _ .^S ^T
ditions that the coal operators had to con- cating a healthy increase this year as Falling coal and "timber!

!

'.'.'. 8 2

tend with, the increased production indi- compared with its predecessor. For a Ew&ll™ **!*. ?*™V//.\ '.'.'. *7 o
cates that the commercial prosperity of biennial period, this is by far the greatest obffisVmn^a\)\^n' shaft:!: l o I

Colorado in 1910 was great. Further- in tne history of the State, the increase Cage striking %ottom too hai-d 1

more, the promptness and readiness with being 37 per cent _ over the preceding Machinal
°°

"f!*?.".'.'. '.'.'.'.'. 2 o
which the operators aided the Mining two vears Railway cars...... 1 or

. .

lwu J" 15,
Y\;i;;<>n reach breaking 1

Commission in its labor of investigating jne report stated that while the de- other causes 2 o

the conditions of the coal mines for the ve i pment and equipment in and around Total 54 To
purpose of drafting a law which is sure the coal properties have kept pace with The rep ort gave the following summary
to increase the cost of mining, showed tne increased production, the accident f 1910 conditions- Total number ol

that new legislation would have no de-
list grows no less . During 1907 . 85 for m achine operators and helpers employed

pressing effect on their activity. The ac- every 160%356 tons produCed, one life 212; loaders employed, 447; pick miners
companying table shows in detail the was lost and for eacn 38^547 tons pro . employed( , 947 . inside daymen, 755'
results of the year's activity in coal mm- duced tnere was a serious accident. In outside daymen, 756; making the tota;

ing: 1909-10, there was a life lost for every number employed in and about mines,

190,066 tons produced and a serious ac- 41^ and their average tonnage a day.

. . . TT . 1 • 101 a cident occurred for each 52,990 tons of per man employed, 3.3. In 1909, there
Coal Mining in Utah in IvlU rnnl mined C1 QOO ,. .'. .. . \ ..„=> coai minea. were 51,822 lb. of dynamite and 1,447,-

Continuing, the report stated that the 270 lb. of black blasting powder used, and

By I E Pettit*
last tw0 years were fairly free from labor in 1910

'
53 <359 lb

- of dynamite and 1,954,-

troubles and disputes, although there 537 i Dg f powder.
were some local differences in Lewistown,

The statistics relating to the Utah coal Roundup and Gear Creek, but no general P 1
' T

industry in 1910, are approximately as strike or suspension. V^oal in 1 ennessee

follows: Coal production for 1910,
1 „,™., ,

Operators Granted Wage Advance Ry R A Shift ftt*
2.526.093 short tons, or an increase over DY K - A - shii-leit

1909 of 204.384 tons; coke, 1910, 146,- After referring to the meeting of the

064 tons; decrease since 1909, 34,065 Coal Operators' association and the Coal mining in Tennessee in 1910 was

tons; explosives used, 672,605 lb.; men United Mine Workers in Billings in far from satisfactory. The development

employed, 3422, or an increase over 1909 September last, wherein a working agree- f tne Southwestern Virginia field, its

of 439; average days worked, 284; av- ment embracing a substantial wage ad- thick seams of coal and large production

erage amount of coal produced per man, vance and a semi-monthly payday sys- have materially effected the coal industry

738 tons; hydrocarbons (Gilsonite), 27,- tern for the ensuing two years was agreed
jn Tennessee. We are paying 50c. for

547 tons,or increase of 6640 tons. upon, the report said that in anticipation mining coal all over Tennessee, as the

of a suspension, there was a consider- minimum, though in some mines we are

Accidents able storage of coal, and as a conse- paying $1 per ton for mining, all on a

The accidents in connection with Utah
^nce work has not been so brisk since, run-of-mine basis. The average price in

coal mines were: Fatal, 15; serious, 22;
a,th °Ugh b"SinesS on the who

l?
1S

/
airly the Southwestern Virginia field for min-

nonserious. 32. Three fatal and four f
00* at the pre

f
ent t 'me

-
The

,

fuUire '^ is 21 '-> c
- ^ ton. This enables the

serious occurred outside of mines; re-
!°°*S more Promising for the coal mines mines of southwestern Virginia to corn-

suit, four widows and 13 fatherless
in Montan a w >th the building of the two pete in the markets that the Tennessee

children: Cause of fatal accidents: Run new trunk hnes-the Milwaukee, and the mines should have by right and have had

over by cars 5- falls of rock 4- falls
BillinRs & Northern; the rapid increase for years. The advantage in freight rate

of coal. 4; failing on pump gears, 1; pre-
in P Pul^ion and the general develop- is offset by the reduction in the cost of

... , . _ . ment of the State. New mines are being mining.
mature blast, 1; total. 15; amount of , .. , , . , TI , , . . . „

opened, older ones remodeled and ap- However, the coal business in Tennes-
lost. 168.406 proved machinery installed. In 1909, see picked up considerably in the last two

for each man injured. 36.610 tons. there were 3862 men employed in the months of 1910 and domestic coal sold

During the months of August and Sep- coa i mjnes of the State w!tn a production for from S3.50 to $4 per ton in the yards.

tembei a shortage of car-; was exper- f 2.541.679 tons and in 1910, 4117 men Steam coal sold on an average of SI. 10

ienced. but on the whole we have had a with a yield of 2,970.246 tons. This is in open markets. For domestic coal, the

succc - with but few comnlainis a gradual annual increase from 1251 men price at the mines varies from $2 to $2.50

and no labor troubles, some of the coal- and 517,477 tons in 1890 per ton.

mining companies givine the miners a 5 The production by counties in 1910, The car shortage became very notice-

•icc in w.-i: was as follows: Custer. 3350; Valley, able during the last two months of 1910.

W18; Chouteau, 22,086; Gallatin, 29,- We were fortunate in not having any m
1

•CI mine Inspector, Helena, Mont. •Chlof mini- ins 'tor, Nashville. Tenn.
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frsions in the mines and my depart-

ent is doing everything possible to re-

ce these troubles to a minimum.

oal and Coke Production in

the United States

The following tables have been corn-

ed largely from data communicated by

; several State mine inspectors, esti-

ites having been made only where no

ch statistics were available, but in all

ses upon the basis of good information:

PRODUCTION OF COAL IN THE
UNITED STATES.

States.

'OMINOU8:
Jabama
irkansas
'alifornia and
Idaho

lolorado
teorgia
lltnois

adiana
owa
Lansas
Kentucky
[aryland
[ichigan
[Issouri

[ontana
i'\\ Mexico . .

orth Dakota
hio
klahoma . . .

regon
ennsylvania .

ennessee ....
lah
'•\j^

1909,
Short Tons.

irgmia ...

Washington.

.

nginia
ryoming. . . .

laska and
Nevada. .

.

Dtal bitumin-
ous

hracite:
>lorado
6W Mexico . . .

•nnsylvania..

.

stal anthracite

rand total. . .

.

12,872,619
1,940,000

18,540
10,736,459

285,700
(a) 49,163,710

13,692,089
7,166,253
6,107,040
10,296,145
4,52 1,112
1,758,020
3,787,131
2,541,679
3,010,000
354,305

27,756,192
4,192,400

91,400
136,205,695

7,090,420
2,322,209
1,859,259
4,310,360
3,261,227

46,697,017
5,020,740

16,000

1910,
Short Tons.

367,0-3,821

72,100
14,000

77,040,880

77,126,980

444,203,801

15,060,000
1,200,000

20,000
12.0S9.447

280,000
50,000,000
15,692,089
7,660,000
5,750,000
13,723,235
4,800,000
1,620,000
3,000,000
3,050,000
3,616,665
390,000

32,500,000
3,400,000

80,000
144,365,816

7,009,000
2,526,093
2,050,100
4,980,000
3,510,207

59,690,300
5,460,200

10,000

403,533,152

70,586
8,000

80,310,720

80,389,306

483,922,458

) For the fiscal year ending June 30.

PRODUCTION OF COKE IN THE
UNITED STATES.

States.
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The Minin<5 Index

This index is a convenient reference to the
current literature of mining and metallurgy
published in all of the important periodicals
of the world. We will furnish a copy of any
article i if in print), in the original language,
for the price quoted. Where no price is

quoted, the cost is unknown. Inasmuch as
the papers must he ordered from the pub-
lishers, there will be some delay for foreign
papers. Remittance must be sent with order.
Coupons are furnished ai the following prices

:

20c. each, six for si. :;:; for $5, and 100 for
S15. When remittances are made in even
dollars, we will return the excess over an
order in coupons, if so requested.

CO VI. V\D COKE
14,073—BREAKER AND WASHERY—

A

Large Concrete Coal Breaker and Washery
Building. (Eng Rec., Dec. 3, 1910; 2%
pp., Illus.) 20c.

14.074 BRIQUETTING -Verbesserung der
Kohlen- und Pecherw&rmung und -Miscnung
in Brikettfabriken. (Bergbau, Oct. 27, 1910;
I'., pp. i 20c

14. "7.-, CALORIMETER—Experiments on
a Bomb Calorimeter. E. A. Alfcut. (Engin-
eering, Dec. 2, 1910; 1 :

_> pp., illus.) 40c.

14,076—CANADA—The Production of Coal
and Coke in Canada during 1909. J. Me-
1-eish. (Canada Dept. of Mines, 1909; 32
pp.)

14.H77—CHINA Native Coal and Iron
Working in the Province of Shansi, China.
(Engineering, Dec. 2, 1910; 1 p.) 40c.

14,078—COAL CUTTING—The Tse of
('( al-Cutting Machinery. R. II. Rowland.
(Eng. and 'Min. Journ., Nov. 26, 1910; 3
pp., illus.i 20c.

14,079—COKE—Coal Tar and Fractional
Distillation. R. W. Hilgenstock. (Progres-

Age, Dec. 1, 1910; l p., illus. i 20c.

1 i,080—COKE Retort Coke Ovens in Mex-
B. B. Wilson. (Mines and Minerals,

Dec, 1910 : 4 pp., illus.i 40c.

14,081—COKE—The Semet-Solvay By-Pro-
oke Oven. W. W. Davis. (Iron Tr.

Rev., Dec. 22, 1910; 8 pp., illus.i Abstract
of paper before Engrs.' Soc. of I'enn., Oct.,
1910. 20c

14,082—COKE 1'elier die neuere Entwick-
lung der Kokerei nacb Bauart der Oefen und
Ausbildung des mechanlschen Betriebes. F.

(Stahl a. Eisen, Aug. 31, Sept. 14.
21; and Oct 19; 46% pp., illus.i $1.40.

14. "V, — COKE — Teller Koksofensteinzoi-
Btornngen und deren Drsachen. T. Schreiber.
i stahl a. Eisen, Oct. 26, 1910; 4'.. pp.,
illus. 40c.

14.o^i DUST Some French Experiments
: Dust. II. I'.iiggs. (Eng. and Min.

Journ.. Dec 24, 1910; 4 :;

, pp.) 20c
14.085 1M ST The British Coal-Dusl Ex-

periments. Editorial. (Engineering, Dec. 9,
Tin; 2 pp.) 40C

H.os.; -DUST The Explosibility of Coal
Dust I Engineer, Dec 9 and 16, 1910 ; 4 '._>

pp.. illus. i 60< .

' ELECTRIC POWER The Earthed
trie System for Direct-Current Colliery

W. B Shaw. (Electrician, Dec. '•',

1910; -J
: pp. i 40c.

i I
ovv -EXPLOSION The Starkville, Colo.,

Explosion, i Mine- and Minerals, Dec, 1910;
;... Illus.) 40c

i ) "v, FIREDAMP Methods of Detect-
ing l"ii' damp in Mines. II ii. Cunynghame.
(Iron arid Coal Tr. Rev., Nov. 26, 1910; - ;

of paper before Royal Soc of
23, 1910. in.'

14,090 FIRST Ail- in Colliery District.
T. I.. Llewellyn. (Coll. Guardian, Dec. 2,
1910 : -J pp . Illus. i in,-

1 t 091 GREAT BRITAIN Coal Mining
i Britain I Eng and Min.
1910; 1 p. i 20c

HOURS «H" LABOR Handicaps of
I I Eng. and Min Journ.,

pp i Review - results of the
Hour A'-i in Greal Britain, 20c.

1 I 093 HYDRAULIC PILLING No!
;' Hydraullque. I. Ci

< Hull - Soc. M rind. Mineral" Nov., 1910: HI
PP., i

I LIGNI1 1: A Method for Increas-
ing Ho- Calorific Washington Mg-

i "ii < Mel and Cbem. Eng.,
' pp , |0c

ii'.'.-, LIGNITE North Dakota Lignite
Fuel for Power-Plan! Boilers. i» T.

I II (Bull. 2, Bureau
1910 : Bfl pp . Ill

14,006 LIGNITE Th< '

A Classified Biblio-

graphy of the Current

Literature of Mining

and Metallurgy

Steam Coa'.. J. Nicolaus. (West. Chem. and
Met, Nov.. 1910; 3 pp.) 80c.

14,097—REPAIR WORK in Colliery Prac-
tice. J. A. Sealer. ( Eng. and Min. Journ.,
I>ec. 10, 1910; 2 pp., illus.i line.

14.098—SAMPLING—The Tse of Specific
Gravity Tests in the Sampling of Coal. J. W.
Root. (West. Chem. and Met.. Nov., 1910;
2 pp.) 80c.

14,099—SHAFT SINKING—Extension of a
Colliery Working Shaft without Stopping Min-
ing Operations. M. S. Ilachita. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Dec. 10, 1910; 2 pp., illus.) 20c

14.1U0 SULPHUR IN FUEL—Ueber den
Schwefel in den Brennstoffen. R. Schiifer.
(Preuss. Zeit. f. B., II. u. S., Vol. 58, Pari
4. 14% ]»•> (1) State in which sulphur is
found in raw fuel. (2) Sulphur in coke and
its by-products. (3) Removal of sulphur
from fuel.

14,101—WASHING— I>io Kohlenwasche auf
der Schachtanlage Bergmannsgliick der Kgl.
Berginspektion 3 in Buer i. W. M. Hirsch.
(Gliickauf, Oct. 20. 1910; 4 1

, pp., illus.i 40c
14,102—WASHING—The Principles and

Practice of Coal Washing. H. Louis. (Iron
and Coal Tr. Rev., Dec. 2, 1910; 1% pp.)
40c.

14,103—WESTPHALIA—Das Faltungsprob-
lem des westfalischen Steinkohlengebirges.
(Gliickauf, Oct. 22, 1910; 2 pp.) 40c.

COPPER
14.1(14—AFRICA—The Copper Fields of

tin Southern Congo. <Min. Wld., Dec. 17.
1910; 3 pp.) 20c.

14,105—ALASKA—Chitina Valley Copper
Deposits. E. Jacobs. (Mines and Minerals,
Dec, 1910; 3

' , pp., illus.i iOc
14,106—ARIZONA—Annual Report of

Shannon Copper Company. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Dec. 3, 1910; 1 p., illus.i 20c.

14.107 —ARIZONA— The Clifton-Morenci
District of Arizona— I. W. D. Tovote. (Min.
and Sci. Press, Dee. 10, 1910; 3 pp., illus.i
20c

14.108 BLAST-FURNACE CHARGE Cal-
culations of a Copper Blast Furnace Charge.
J. A. Barr. (Min. and Sci. Press. Nov. I'd,

1910; 1 K, ,i,,.i 20c
14.109— BULLION — Moisture in Copper

Bullion. D. M. Liddell. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Dee. 3. 1910; i p.) 20c.

14.110 CONVERTER— Evolution of the
American Copper Converter, ('has. c. Chris-
tensen. (Min. Wld., Dec ::. 1910; 2 1 -. pp.,
illus.i 20c

14.111 CONVERTING The Treatment of
Overblown Charges in copper Converters.
A. R. McKenzle. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec.
10, 191(1 ; % p. i 20C
11.112 Idaho NoteB on Geologv of Snow

Storm Mine, Idaho. G. Huston. (Eng. and
Min. .Ion rn., Dec. 3, 1910; 1 p. i 20c

11. it: LEACHING Applied to Copper Ore.
W. I,. Austin. (Mines and Methods, Nov.,
1910; •''. pp.) Third article reviewing results
accomplished, with particular reference to the
use oi ferric chloride. 20c

Il.lll LEACHING The Greenawalt Elec-
trolytic Rn.ess. Wm. E. Greenawalt. (Eng.
and Min. .lourn., Nov. 26, 1910; 4 pp., illus.i
L'ii,-.

14,115 Mil. 1. INC
t'lah Copper Mill. C
Min. .lourn.. Dec 24,
20c.

Revised Flow Sheet of
T, Rice. ( Eng. and

1910; 1-', pp.. illus.)

of W

It. 110 MINING AND SMELTING Das
Berg- und Htlttenwesen in den Kupferbezlrken
am Oberen See and bel Bingham (Norda-
meriks) Ebellng. (Preuss. Zell i\ I'... n u s
Vol. 58, Pari i. 2.x c, pp lllui I

14.117 PROSPECTING Disseminated Cop-
I DepOSltS. C. It. Keves. f|>

Min Journ . Dec, 26, 1910: I
'' pp I 20c

14,118—I'YRITIC SMELTING in Leadvil
C. II. Doolittle, and R. P. Jarvis. (Bi
A. I. M. E., Dec, 1910; 14 pp.) 40c.

14,119—RFFINERY—An Australian El
trolvlic Copper Refinery- R- F. Casey,

,

(Kng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 3, 1910; 3% p
illus.) Describes works of the Electro!
Refining and Smelting Company, of Austral
at Tort Kenthla. 20c.

14420—SLAGS—Role of Alumina in C(
per Blast-Furnace Slags. L. Garrett Smi
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 24, 1910; 1

pp.) 20c
14,121—SLIME CONCENTRATION— 1

Buddie as a Concentrator of Copper Slim
Claude T. Rice. (Eng. and Min. Journ., D
3, 1910; 1-:; pp., illus.) 20c.

14,122 — SMELTERY — The Internatioi
Smeltery at Tooele, Utah. (Eng. and M
Journ., Dec. 26, 1910; 2 pp., illus.) Abstri
of paper before Utah Soc. of Engrs., by C.
Repath and A. G. MacGregor. 20c.

14,123—SMELTING—A Small Modern O
pei -Smelting Plant. C. C. Christensen. (M
Wld., Nov. 26, 1910; 1 M> PP-) 20c.

14.124—STAIN—Secondary Enrichment
the Copper Deposits of Huelva, Spain. A.
Finlayson. (Bull. 75, I. M. M., Dec. 14, 191
13 pp.) Discussion of paper previously
dexed.

14,125—TENNESSEE COPPER COMFA1—The Work of the Tennessee Copper Co
pany. K. II. Morgan. (Min. and Sci. Pre
Nov. 19, 1910; 2% pp.) 20c.

14.120 — WESTPHALIA — Bemerkung
iiber das Kupfererzvorkommen zu Sfadtbei
in Westfalen. (Zeit. f. prakt. Geol., 0c
1910; 4% pp., illus.) 40c.

GOLD AND SILVER

14.127—AFRICA—Visiting the Gold Coa
West Africa. F. F. Sharpless. (Min. a
Sci. Press, Dec. 17, 1910; 3Vi PP-, illus.) -J.

14. 12S—BRITISH COLTMBIA— Portia
Canal Mining District. British Columb
X. W. Emmens. (Min. Wld., Nov. 20. 191
4 pp., illus.) Continuation of article p
viously indexed. 20c.

14,1 29—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Portia
Canal Mining Division. Wm. Fleet R. .lints.

(Bull. 2, B. C. Bureau of Mines, 1910;
pp., illus.)

14.130—BRITISH COLUMBIA—The Stai
ard Mine. Slocan District, British Columb
E. Jacobs. (Can. Min. Journ., Dec. 15,191
2 pp., illus.) 20c.

14.131 —CALIFORNIA— Origin of G(
"Pockets" in Northern California. O.
Hershey. (Min. and Sci. Press, Dec. 3,191
1% pp.) 20c.

14.132 — CALIFORNIA— The Eagle-Sha
mut Mini' and Mill. L. C. Uren. ( Paci
Miner, Nov., 1910; 6V2 pp., illus.) 20c.

14,133—COBALT—The Progress of Coba
J. T. Mandy. (Min. Journ., Dec. 10 and 1

1910 ; 5 pp., illus.) 60c.

14.134- COLOMBIA—Alluvial Gold Dep(
its and Mining in Colombia. 1'. A. All

(Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 3, 1910; 1
pp. I 20c.

14.135—COLORADO—Mining in the Si

Juan II. W. II. Storms. (Min. ami S
Press. Dec. 3. 1910; 3% PP-. illus.) 20c
14.130—CRUSHING—The Problem of Fi

Grinding in Tube Mills. H. W. Hardin?
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 20, 1910; 1

pp., illus.) 20c.

1 4. 1 37 — CRUS1 1 1 NG — Tube-Mill Tow
II. E. West. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. £

1910; 1.; p.) 20c
14.138— CYAN I DING- Estimation of Pu

from Its Specific Gravity. F. B. Ilvd.

(PrOC Colo. Sci. Soc, Oct." 1, 1910; 7 V.. pp

14.139 CYANIDING in the Philipphn
C. M. Eye. (Far Eastern Rev., Oct., 191'

2 pp., illus.) 40c.

14.140 — CYANIDING —Reducing Mini
Cosls and Increasing Profits at Cripple Cret

P. Argall. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 2

loin : l c, pp., lioc.

14.111 CYANIDING—Some Observatto
on ibc Treatment of Pvrltic Concentrates'
Cyanidatlon. /.. P.. Hartley. (Pacific Mlm
Nov., 1910; 'j p.) L'Oc.

14,1 12 - CYANIDING—The Classlflcatl.
of Tailing Pulp Prior to Cyanlding. E. 1

Johnson (J. .urn. Chem., Met. and Mill. Soc.
So. Africa. Oct., 1910; 0", pp., illus.) OOC

11. 143 CYANIDING Was,) No. 2 Cyan!
Mill. Black Hills, s. D. Jesse Simmoi
(Min. Wld., Dec. 24, 1910; 2>/t PI'.. HI""

20c
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4,144—DREDGING on the Seward Penin-
i K. II. Helverson. (Pacific Miner, Nov.,

: IV* PP-. illus.) 20c.

4 14.-,—DREDGING—Production of Ural
ian Dredges for 1909. W. II. Shock-

(Min. and Sci. Tress. Dec. 10, 1910; 2 : '
4

) 20c.

4446— HYDRAULIC MINING — Gravel
vation in Siskiyou County. California.

S. Halev. (Min. and Sci. Press. Nov. 20,

0; 1% PP) 20c.

4 147 _ HYDROMETALLURGICAL OP-
4.T10NS at Cobalt. J. Tyssowski. (Eng.

i Min. Journ., Dec. 24. 1910; 5% pp.,
-

4,14s—MEXICO—Minas Pedrazzini Oper-
ear Arizpe, Sonora. E. L. Dufourcq.

ig. and Min. Journ., Dec. 3, 1910; 2 pp.)

4,140—MEXICO—The Antigua Mines of

il de Sivirijoa. Sinaloa. E. A. II. lays.

ag. and Min. Journ.. Dec. 10, 1910; 1 -:•

. illus.
I

-

4 150—MILLING PLANT of the Amal-
aated Nevada. W. C. Higgins. (Salt Lake

Not. 30, 1910; 2pp., illus.) 20c.

14 151—NEVADA—Recent Developments at
Nevada. W. W. Eisk. i Eng. and

i. Journ., Dec. 24. 1910; :i
4 P- 1 20c.

4,152 — NEVADA — Report of Montana-
lopah Mining Company, i Eng. and Min.
irn.. Dec. 10, 1910; 1 p.) 20c.

4,153—NICARAGUA—Mining in Nicar-
ie. T. L. Carter. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. Dec,

. PP)
4,154—NICARAGUA—The Gold Mining
lustrv in Nicaragua. T. L. Carter. (Eng.
1 Min. Journ., Dec. 17. 1910; 2 r-

4 PP-.
_

4.155—PLACER GOLD—Origin of the
cer Gold of Guiana. Lee Eraser. i Min.
I Sci. Press. Nov. 26, 1910; 2 pp.) 20c.

4,156—PLACER GROUND— Calculating
ue in Placer Ground. O. II. Packer. < Min.

Press, Dec. 17. 1910: 1% pp.. illus.)

4,157—PLACER MINING—Nome Placer
line. T. M. Gibson. (Min. and Sci. Press,
. 17. 1910 : 1% pp. i 20c.

4.i:^ PLACER MINING—Riffles for a
lrock Sluice. D. H. Stovall. (Min. Wld.,

1910; H P-, illus. i 20c.

4,159 — QUEENSLAND — Notes on the
unt Morgan Ore Deposits, (jueensland.
B. Wilson. (Bull. 7.".. I. M. M.. gee. 14.

- -

2 PP-» Discussion of paper previously
exed.

4,160—SAND FILLING on the Witwaters-
d. E. Pam. i.Touin. Cnem.. Met. and

of So. Africa : Oct.. 101O : 5 pp.,
liscussion of paper previously in-

60c.

4,161 SIBERIA—Kolchan Placer of the
'lfields. Ltd. Reports by Purington

I Ilutchins. (Ens. and Min. Journ., Dec.
1910: 1% pp.) -

14,162—SOUTH DAKOTA—The Black Hills
South Dakota—VI. Wm. H. Storms. (Min.

Press. Not. 19, 1910: 3 pp., illus.)

IRON AND STEEL

4.10?,—ALLOYS—Some Alloys for Per-
oent Magnets. C F. Burgess and James
on. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Dec. 1910;
pp. i 40c.

4.164 — BLAST FURNACE — Hoehofen
lart Burger?. (Stahl u. Eisen. Oct. 10.

- pp., illus. i 40c.

4.1 c..-. — BLAST-FURNACE PRACTICE —
>er die Ursacben der Brennstoffersparniss
I der Mehrerzeugung beim Hochofen-
•ieb durch die Verwendung erhitizten und
rockneten Windes. F. Wiist. (Stahl u.
en, Oct. 5, 1910; 6% pp.. illus.) On the

. the saving in fuel and the increased
duction of blast furnaces through the ap-
arion of heated and dried air. Abstract
a paper read at the Dtisseldorf Interna-
lal Con^r. ss. 1010. 40c.

4.1(50—cANADA—The Production of Iron
Steel in Canada during 1009. J. Mc-

*h. (Canada Dept. of Mines. 1910 : 32

"M,
6
-
7
T~ <"ARB°N DETERMINATION—

cede de Determination rapide du Carbone
al dans les Fers. les Aciers et Certains
ro-Alliages. H. DeNolly. (Bull. Snc. de
d. Minerale. Nov.. 1010: 7% pp.. illus.)

4,168— CAST iron — Mikrographische
ersuchungen Ton Gusseisen im graph-
enen Zustande. O. Krohnke. (Meta-
ne. Nov. 8. i9in : 5 pp., 2 pi.) 40c.

4.169—CAST IRON—Wie erkliirt sich der
nuss der Snanehriketts auf das Gusseisen?
Leb^r. (Stahl u. Eisen. Oct. 12 1910-
pp. ( 40c.

^V
1/Vr^:MT^TRY OF IRON—Die Fort-

ntte der Eisenhuttenchemie in den letzten

fiinf Jahren. *). Simmerbach. (Chem. Ztg.,
Nos. 138 to 14G, L910; 14 pp.)

14.171 -CORROSION — Electrolysis as a
Means of Preventing the Corrosion of Iron
and Steel. G. Darker and J. McNamara.
(Journ. Soc of Chem. Ind.. Nov. 30, 1910;
2 ;

4 PP-)
14.172—CORROSION—Notes on the Cor-

rosiOD of Iron and Steel and Its Prevention.
G. W. Thompson. (Chem. Engr., Dec. 1904;
4'.. pp.) Paper before Am. Inst, of Chem.
Engrs. 40c
14,173—ELECTRIC FURNACE—Der Blek-

trische Ofen in der Eisen- and Stahlin-
dustrie. V. Enjjelhardt (Zeit. d. Vereines
deutscher Ing.. Nov. 10. 1910; 8% pp., illus.)

14.174—FOUNDRY—Typical Modern Foun-
dry Layouts— I and II. (Iron Tr. Rev.. Nov.
24" and Dec. 1, 1910; pp., illus. i 40c.

14.17.'.-HEMATITES of Alabama. The. J.

S. Frasty. iMfrs.' Re,.. Dec l. 1919; '!

pp.. illus. i 20c
14,176—MANGANESE STEEL. E. E. John-

son. (Journ. Assn. of Eng. Soc, Nov., 1010;
8% PP) -40c

14.177 — MANGANESE STEEL. J. F.
Springer. (Cassier's Mag., Dec, 1910; 18
pp., illus. i 40c.

14.178 — MINNESOTA— Iron Mining in
Minnesota. E. K. Soper. (Min. and Sci.
Press. Dec. 10, 1910; 2 :l

4 pp., illus.) 20c.

14,179—MOLDING—Gegenwartiger Stand
der FormmaBchlnenarbeit and des Form-
maschinenbaues. C. Irresberger. < Stahl u.

Eisen, Oct. 12. 1910; 16 pp., Illus.) Paper
before thirteenth convention of German foun-
dry men. 40c.

14,180—OPEN-HEARTH PRACTICE—Der
gegenwiirtige Stand des Ilerdfrischverfahrens.
IL Groeck. (Zeir. des Vereines deutscher
Ing.. Nov. 12. 1910; 7% pp., illus.)

14.181 — ORE TRANSPORTATION — A
European Iron-Ore Carrying Steamer. (Iron
Tr. Rev.. Nov. 24, 1910; 3% PP- illus.) 20c

14.1 si'—SLAG—Beitriige zur Konstitution
der Thomasschlacke. H. Blome. ( Metal-
lurgie. Not. 8 and Nov. 22. 1010: 15 pp., 1
pl.i 40c.

14.183—STEEL WORKS—Die Riesenwerke
der Indiana Steel Company, in Gary. (Stahl
U. Eisen. Oct. 19, 1910: 4% pp.. illus. i Con-
tinuation of a paper published in Stahl u.

Eisen, Feb. 17. 1000. 40.

14.1 s4—TROOSTITE—The Constitution of
Troostite and the Tempering of Steel. A.
MeCanee. (Instn. of Mech. Engrs., Dec 16,
1910; 17 pp.. illus., 3 pi.

I

14.18.-,—WASHING ORE—Georgia Brown
Iron-Ore Washeries. E. F. McCrossin. (Mines
and Minerals. Dec, 1010: 1% pp.. illus.) 40c

LEAD, ZINC AND OTHER METALS

14.1 SR—CALCIUM—Efficiency in the Elec-
trolytic Production of Metallic Calcium. F. C.
Frarv. H. R. Bicknell and C. A. Tronson.
(Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem.. Dec, 1910;
2% pp.) 60c

14.187—CHROMIUM—The Distribution and
Utilization of Chromium Ores. (Bull. Im-
perial Inst.. Vol. VIII, No. 3, 1010; 8 pp.)
40c
14.1SS—COLUMBIUM AND TANTALUM—

Note on a Recent Method for Separating
Tantalum and Columbium : IL W. Foote and
R. W. Langlev. i Am. Journ. of Sci., Dec,
1910: 2 pp. i 40c
14.1^0—COLFMBIUM AND TANTALUM

—

On an Indirect Method for Determining Co-
lumbium and Tantalum. II. W. Foote and
R. W. Langlev. (Am. Journ. of Sci.. Dec,
1910: 7% pp.) 40c.

14.100—LEAD—New Lead Smeltery for
Webb CitT. Mo. Otto Ruhl. (Min. Wld., Dec
3, 1910; 21,4 PP-, illus.) 20c
14.101—LEAD—The Smelting of Lead-An-

timony Ores. A. W. Ilahn. (Met. and Chem.
Eng., Dec. 1910; % p.) 40c

14.102—LEAD POISONING and Sublimed
White Lead. J. I. Blair. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Not. 26. 1010: % p.) 20c

14.103—MANGANESE—Manganerz gewin-
nung in Brasilien. (Oest. Zeit. f. B. u. H.,
Oct 8, 1910; 1% PP)

14.194—QUICKSILVER—The Cinnabar De-
posits of Terlinsnia. Texas. W. D. Hornaday.
(Min. Wld.. Dec. 17. 1010: 3 pp.. illus.) 20c

14.105—TIN in Northern Nigeria. (Min.
Journ.. Nov. 10. 1010; 2 pp.. illus.) 40c

14.106—TTN in Texas. C. A. Dinsmore.
(El Paso Min. Journ.. Dec. 1910: 1% pp.,
illus. i 20c

14.107—TIN—Notes on the Occurrence and
Concentration of Tin Ores. C. F. Thomas.
(Journ. Chem.. Met. and Min. Soc. of So.
Africa: Oct.. 1010: 4% pp.) 60c.

14.108—TIN DREDGING at Oreenbushes.
Western Australia. (Min. Journ.. Not. 26,
1910: 1 p.) 40c

14.199—TIM MINING and Milling in the
Bolivian Andes, (ice,. \v. Dean. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Nov. 26, 1910; 1 "•, pp.. illus.)
20c.

14.200—TIN MINING in the American.
(Pull. Pan-American Union, Dec., 1910; 11
pp., illus.) 40c.

14.201— TITANIUM— Studien iiber die
Analyse titanhaltiger Edrper. K. Borne-
mann and II. Schirmeister. (Metallurgie,
Nov. 22, 1910 : 5% pp.) 40a

14,202—VANADIUM Notes on the Chem-
istry and Metallurgy of Vanadium. \\ . F.
Bleecker. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Dec., 1910;
5 pp.) 40c

14,203—ZINC—The Chemical Anal-,
speller. A. M. Falrlie. (Metal Ind.. Dee.
loio : % p. i Conclusion of article previously
indexed. 20c.

14.2d4 ZINC Leber den Einnuss von
Wasserdampf, bezw. Eohlenwasserstoffen auf
die Rostung der Zinklilende. F. Thomas.
(Metallurgie, Oct 22. 1909.) Continuation of
article previously indexed. 40c.

14.205—ZINC— Versuche iiber Gewinnung
von Zink im nussigen Zustande direkt aus
Blende. F. Thomas. (Metallurgie, Nov. 22,
1910; 5 pi>., 1 pi.) 40c.

14.206- ZINC LIST. p. Speier. (Mia.
Journ., Nov. 26, 1910; 1% pp.) 40c.

14.2(i7—ZINC MINES of the Ilualapai Dis-
trict. Arizona. N. P. Gregory. (Min. Wld.,
Dec. 24, 1910 : 1 % pp. 1 20c.

14,208—ZINC-ORE DRESSING in Colo-
rado— III. II. 0. Parmelee. (Met. and Chem.
Eng., Dec. 1910; 2% pp.. illus.) 40c

>0\MET.\l,LI( MINERALS
14.200—BORATES—The Origin and Com-

mercial \ alue of Borates. Gordon Surr
(Miu. Wld.. Lee 17. 1910; 2 pp.) Joe.

14.210- P.ORAX INDUSTRY, Tie-. F. M.
Dupont. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. (hem., Dec,
1910; 3% pp.. illus.) 60c.

14.211—CEMENT—The Machinery of the
American Cement Mill. (Cement Age, Dec,
1910; 15% p.. illus. 1 Descriptions of various
types of grinding, pulverizing, diving, con-
veying machinery, etc. 20c.

14.212—CEMENT—The New Crescent Tort-
land Cement Miil. at Crescentdale, Penn
(Eng. Rec, Dec. 3. 1910; 2'.

; pp., illus.) 20c.
14,213—GRAPHITE and Its Manufacture.

J. J. Jenkins. (Power, Dec. 6. 1910; 2 1
,

pp., illus. 1 20c.

14.214—GYPSUM as a Fi reproofing Mater-
ial. (Eng. Rec, Dec 3, 1910; 1 p. 1 20c

14.215—RUBY. The. M. R. Ward. (Mines
and Minerals. Dec. 1910; 1 '•, pp., illus.)
Composition, color and characteristics of
rubies, methods of mining and manufacture
of artificial rubies. 20c

PETROLEIM AND NATURAL GAS
14.210 — AMERICAS— Petroleum in the

Americas. R. IL Millward. (Bull. Pan-
American Union. Nov.. 1910 ; 22 pp.. illus.)

14.217- JAPAN—The Xishivama Oilfield of
Japan. (Petrol. Rev., Dec. 17, 1910; 2 pp.)
40c
14,218—ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION of

Petroleum. F. I. Wilbur. (Min. Wld., Dec.
3. 1910; 2 pp. 1 20c
14.210—PARAFFIN WAX. Its Separation

and Refining. A. Gniselin. (Petrol. Rew,
Dec. 3. 1010: 2% pp. 1 40c.

14,220—RUMANIAN PETROLEUM — Les
Coefficients de Dilatation des Petroles bruts
de Roumanie et de leurs Derives. T. I'etroni.
(ReTue Generate, Nov. 8. 1910; 4% pp. 1 40c.

14.221—RUSSIA—The Taman Peninsula
Oilfields. Northern Caucasus. E. Dellautpick.
(Min. Journ.. Dec. 17. 1910; 1 p. 1 40c
14.222 — SCOTLAND — Description of the

Broxburn Oil Company's Mines to the Dun-
net Shale Seam. Wm. Clark. (Trans. Min.
Inst, of Scotland. Vol. XXXIII, Part I. 1910;
8 pp.. illus. 1

14.223 — SCOTLAND — Description of the
Broxburn Works of the Broxburn Oil Com-
pany. Ltd. Wm. Love. (Trans. Min. Insr. of
Scotland. Vol. XXXIII, Part I. 1910; 5 pp.)
14.224—WELL DRILLING—-Oil-Weil Drill-

ing in California. W. R. Jewell. (Min. and
Sci. Press. Dec. 10. 1010: 2 pp.) 20c

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GENERAL
14.225 FAULTING—A Study in Faulting

Exemplified at Rinsrham. C. A. Porter. (Mines
and Methods. Nov.. 1010; 1 V, pp.. Illus.)
20c.

14.226—GERMANY—Vorkommen and Ent-
stehunsr der Kaolinerden des osthiirinsisehen
Runtsansteinbcehens. F. Weiss. (Zeit. f.

prakt. Geol.. Oct.. 1010: 14 pp.. illus.) 10c.

14.227—MONTANA—Geolo-y and Ore De-
posits of Clinton District. J. P. Rowe. i Min.
Wld., Dec 10, 1910; 3 pp., illus. 1 20c
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14,228 ORE DEPOSITS -Crushing of
Rock* in Connection with Ore Deposits. A.
Lakes. < Min. Sci.. Pec 22, 1910; l

1 - pp.,
ilhis. 20c.

14.22o SWITZERLAND—Der Erdschlipg
bei Battel am Rossberg. L. Wehrli. (Zeit
i. prakt. GeoL, Oct., 1910; 7 pp., Ulns.) 10c.

14.230 \ A II K OF GEOLOGICAL WORK
in Limestone Regions. C. T. Rice. (Eng. and
Min. Jonrn., Dec 10, 1910; -- pp.) 20c.

MINING—(.1AI1I1 VI.

14.-j::i ACCIDENTS Compensation for
Industrial Accidents. D. Ross. [Min. and

!'.. ss, Dec. 3, 1910 :
2- ;

, pp.) 20c.

14.232 ACCIDENTS Mine Accident Pre-
vention. J. .1. Rutiedge. (Mines and Min-
erals. Pec. 1910; _\ pp.) Paper before Ala

- A&Sn. 2"C
14.233 ACCIDENTS Safeguarding against

A Idents. T. D. West. (Iron Tr. Rev., Nov.
•_'4. 1910; :p, pp., lllus.) 20c.

14,234—AIR LIFT Some Purely Theor-
etical Relations Connected with the Problem
of the Air Lift. J. N. LeConte. (Pacific
Miner. Nov., 1910; 2 pp.) 20c.

14.2.::. ALASKA—Water-Power Possibil-
ities in Southeastern Alaska. J. C. Hoyt.
(Eng. News, Nov. •_•!. 1910; 2% pp., illus. i

-

14.236 AMORTIZATION—De l'Allure dc
I'Amortissement Industrlel. M. Bellom.

chnique Modem.'. Nov.. 1910; 4 : '-, pp.)

14. -j.it CHINA The Experiences of a
Mining Man in Unknown China. P. W.
Thomas. (Pacific Miner. Nov.. 1910; •'• _

pp.. illns. i 20c.

14.238 COMPRESSED-AIR TRANSMIS-
SION TABLES, l' Richards. (Power, Dec.
6, 1910; 2 pp. i 20c.

14.239 DAM A Cellular Reinforced Con-
crete Pain. Geo -l. Bancroft. (Proc, Colo.
Sri. Soc., Oct., 1910 : 16 pp., illns.)

14. 24" DRAINAGE TUNNEL -The Crip-
ple <"reik Drainage Tunnel, Colorado. A. W.
Warwick. (Min. Wld., Nov. 20. 1910; 2' ;

,

pp.. illns. i 20c.

14.241 DRILL BOLES—-Eine neue Yer-
wendung des Bisenbetonbaus zum Auskleiden
von BohrlSchern. M. Foerster. (Preuss.
Zeit. f. B., II. u. s.. Vol. 58, Part 4. :: ' i pp.,
Illns. >

14.242 DRIVING Fast Driving at the
Coldtirld Consolidated Mines. C. T. Rice.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Pee. 24, 1910; 1 p.)

14. 243 EXPLOSIVES Pie Sprengstoffe
in der Bergm&nnischen Praxis. A. Rzhulka.
JB u. II. Rundschau, Nov. 5 and 20, PHO;

pp.)

14.244 EXPLOSIVES Safe Transporta-
B. W. Pnnn. (Eng. and

Min. Journ., Dec. IT. 1910; % p.) 20c
14.245 FIRE PROTECTION at the Plants

of the Amalgamated Asbestos Corporation.
Min. Journ., 1 »ec. 1, 1910 : i p i 20c.

14 240 FRANCE Pie Eisen- mid Metall-
hfittenindustrie Frankreichs im Jahre 1908.
(Glflckauf, Oct. 22. 1910 : :: pp. I 10c.

14.247 JAPAN Mineral Resources of the
\ s Brown. ( Eng. Mag.,

1910 is .,1.
. illns.. |lle.

14.248 MEXICO General Conditions in
i" Van Wagenen. (Min. Mag.,

1910; 7 pp., illns. i p.,

14.249 MEXICO South of the Rio Grande
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The Calumet & Hecla

Consolidation

The proposed absorption by the Cal-

umet & Hecla of the several copper-min-

ing companies in which it is already in-

terested as part owner, is one of the most

legitimate consolidations advanced in

many a day. This is not a scheme that

is tainted by the least suspicion of stock-

jobbery or the capitalization of pro-

moters' visions. It has been devised by

the Calumet & Hecla management upon

the sole ground of increased efficiency

and the conservation of property. The

conditions that permit the introduction

of economies and make it advisable to

strive for them are lucidly explained in

the statement to the stockholders. Brief-

ly these may be summarized as the abil-

ity to avoid much costly development

work, unnecessary duplication of plant

and unnecessary administrative expense,

which are involved by separate owner-

ship, while moreover it will be possible

for the consolidated company to select its

ore for extraction with a better adjust-

ment to market conditions than could be

done by a group of small companies.

These are thoroughly established reasons

in favor of the unified operation of a

group of mines in the same district. Tht

benefit of such a plan has been wonder-

fully exemplified by the methods of the

United States Steel Corporation in its

iron mines in Minnesota, and within the

last year by Anaconda, at Butte, whose

operative consolidation was carried

through upon the same grounds as now

proposed by the Calumet & Hecla.

In this last case there is no attempt to

disguise the situation of the Calumet &

Hecla itself. Its ore is becoming im-

poverished and the ore of its conglomer-

ate lode will not last for a great many

years more. When this ore is exhausted

a great deal of the enormously costly

plant will become mere junk unless its

usefulness be extended by the pro-

vision of an additional supply of ore.

Thus its stockholders have much to gain,

while the stockholders in the minor com-

panies will benefit not only from such

economies as are referred to above, but

also will be put in the way of getting

dividends immediately.

We are not going to discuss the fair-

ness of the valuations placed upon the

several stocks that it is proposed to ex-

change. No one can do that intelligently

without being in full possession of the

data and devoting much time to its con-

sideration. This has, of course, been

done by the Calumet & Hecla manage-

ment, and inasmuch as its integrity and

intelligence are both unquestionable, we

may assume that it has deliberately de-

cided upon terms that are fair and equit-

able. The management had, moreover,

the wisdom to call in a distinguished con-

sulting engineer to advise upon this sub-

ject.

Nevertheless, some vigorous opposition

to the terms, if not to the plan itself,

has been expressed. This seems to come

from some stockholders who purchased

their shares at higher prices and dislike

to see their names removed from the

stock-exchange list, and thereby lose the

chance of selling out during some future

boom. In other words they do not relish

the conversion of gambling counters into

real investment shares whereof the value

will be more nearly commensurate with

that of the portion of the mine th th;y

represent. Of the Calumet & Hecla

group, barring the main company,

Osceola is the only one now pay-

ing dividends, and Allouez and Ahmeek

the only ones that promise to become

dividend payers in the near future. To

those stockholders who have gone into

these enterprises upon a sound invest-

ment basis, we should say that the op-

portunity to convert them into shares

immediately paying dividends, ought to

be welcome.

To the wiseacres who see in the Calu-

met & Hecla consolidation a step toward

the general consolidation of the copper

industry, that has been talked about dur-

ing the last two years, we can say with-
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out qualification that it means nothing

of the sort. It means nothing more, in-

deed, than what the Calumet & Hecla

people have frankly stated.

The Business Situation

The total volume of business in 1910

was undoubtedly a little less than in

1909, but the wheels of commerce and in-

dustry are still turning well and are like-

ly to continue so to do. The misgivings

about the future emanate chiefly from

those producers who, having enormously

increased their capacity find themselves

now unable to keep it all in operation.

Every great financial and industrial

crisis has been produced by the locking

up 3f capital in fixed investments and

the overuse of credit to support an arti-

ficial situation. The events leading to

the panic of 1907 were no exception to

this rule. The subsequent history has

also been similar in each case. First

there is a period of prostration; then a

premature upward movement, when the

financial community persuades itself that

the previous collapse, however disastrous

and painful, really was of no serious

meaning, this being what we experienced

in 1909; then there is a secondary reac-

tion; and finally the rebuilding upon a

solid basis. The mining industry, which

is a basic industry, has had this recent

history along with the other industries.

In Europe the crisis of 1907 was far

less serious than in America and since

then its trade had trended more steadily

upward. We ended 1909 in a flush

of rosy anticipation; we begin 1911 with

gloomy forebodings. We may be as

wrong now as we were then. The recov-

ery from every crisis has been slow.

After that of 1873 liquidation continued

for six years; after that of 1893 about

four years. The panic of 1907 is now

more than three years behind us. It is

possible that the rebuilding of our com-

mercial structure on a sound foundation

will beein in the near future.

During 1910 we heard less about the

hieh prices for commodities being due

to the increasing production of gold.

Ever since the crisis of 1N07 the world's

yield of gold has kept on increasing, HMO

having continued the record, while prices

have been fluctuating. Notwithstanding

the augmentation of cold supply there

were fears of financial stringency, hap-

pily avoided just because financiers pre-

pared so carefully to prevent it. The cost

of living has continued to run high, on

the whole, but commodity prices are

broadly explained by demand and supply,

and the results of the last census of the

United States, showing the remarkable

tendency toward concentration of popula-

tion in the cities, throw light upon this

subject.

The Bingham Report of the

Geological Survey

We have often criticized the U. S.

Geological Survey, upon grounds that

have seemed good to us, with respect to

seme of its policies and shortcomings,

but we have never minimized its serv-

ices to the mining industry and least of

all have we questioned its integrity.

Throughout its whole history its honor

has been unstained and it has been an

organization of which all citizens have

rightly been prooud. It is a pity there-

fore that Mines and Methods should have

seen fit to charge it with subservience to

private interests, amounting to dishonesty,

and we have nothing but contempt for

such an unjustifiable accusation. It was

quite unnecessary for the Director to

trouble himself to make the specific and

conclusive reply, whereof we publish a

copy elsewhere.

The record of the Bingham report is

not one for the Survey to be proud of,

but this is because it is a record of dila-

toriness and ineffective management, not

of any intention to delay. The same thing

has happened to many others of its re-

ports, and even at the present time its

reports on Park City and Butte are hang-

ing fire. This is one of the things for

which we used to criticize the Survey and

the justice of those criticisms is recog-

nized. The fault was primarily with the

geologists, who frequently failed to ap-

preciate the importance of prompt publi-

cation. As scientists of whom careful

consideration and minute study are de-

manded they cannot be driven like clerks,

or even like engineers in practice. Some-

times they have perhaps delayed in order

to obtain late information before com-

mitting themselves finally. Moreover,

they may sometimes have found an ex-

cuse in the mismanagement of a superior

in detailing them to a new study before

the old one was done. After the delivery

of the report in manuscript there is the

long time inevitably involved in putting

it through the press. Such a history ap-

pears in the record of the Bingham re-

port.

In late years the Survey has greatly

improved its practice in this particular, it

having been made a rule that geologists

shall complete their field work on one in-

vestigation before beginning another; and

attention has been given to the mechani-

cal part of the publication with the result

that recent reports have gone through the

Government Printing Office in much less

time than formerly. The idiosyncrasies

and procrastination of individual geolo-

gists will, however, always remain a fac-

tor incapable of much control in the way

of expedition.

With respect to the Bingham report, in-

asmuch as Doctor Smith has so fully ex-

posed the groundless aspersions upon it,

we do not think it necessary to add par-

ticulars in its defense. Not even were

the affairs of the Utah Consolidated Min-

ing Company as represented by Mines

and Methods. Its unwarranted attack

upon the Geological Survey deserves the

most emphatic condemnation. The mining

industry of the United States rests se-

cure in its faith in the honor of the Geo-

logical Survey and knows that it never

has subserved itself to private interests,

but has worked loyally and truly for the

whole people and in so doing has

achieved a record of which it is proud,

and of which we are all proud.

Lest We Forget

This is a season of balance-sheet ad-

justments, reports of yearly tonnages,

and of costs per ton; of congratulations

if the costs are down and tonnages up;

of strict searching for causes if the

opposite be true. There is, however,

another balance to be cast, which is

sometimes neglected. In the mining in-

dustry, low costs per ton are not always

indicative of the highest regard for the

shareholder's pocket. Material may be

mined which should be left in the stopes.

or milled, when it should be sent to the

dump. In short, the superintendent plays

to the gallery instead of working for the

company that employs him.

Still further, there are certain con-

siderations which should weigh even

against greatest immediate profit. Is it

just to use projecting set screws instead

of the countersunk, because chanpinp
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culd cost a few cents per screw, and the

xident company pays for workingmen's

igers? Should elevator wells stand un-

larded because the factory inspector

liled to see them? Or has anything

hatever been done to better social or

orking conditions in or around the

ant?

And if not, is it not well to remember

this season that everyone owes some

(ligations to the world at large?

creased by 70,000 metric tons. This, of

course, is the essence of the statistics of

1910 and it can hardly be interpreted as

otherwise than favorable.

The Fire Loss

The Copper Statistics for

December

The report of the Copper Producers'

;sociation for December was the most

tonishing of its series. Everyone was

:pecting a decrease in production, a

aintenance of deliveries at about the

me rate as in November and a decrease

about ten million pounds in the stock.

the last particular expectations were

actically realized, but the manner of it

is but little short of preposterous, or

us it would have been characterized at

iy time previous to the publication of

£ figures. Production increased, and so

rtunately did deliveries also; but of the

liveries, the domestic were only 43,-

0,000 lb. while the foreign were 88,-

0,000! There is not much use in dis-

ssing such figures. We must await

e lapse of time for their meaning to

come clear.

The futility of attempting to draw far-

aching conclusions from the monthly

Uistics is amply illustrated by the com-

ste summary for the year that we pre-

nted last week. There are to be found

itistics which would be confusing, if

t quite misleading, if individually con-

iered. Thus, the production of the

riited States decreased, owing to the

rtailment in the second semester, but

at of Mexico, Canada and Cuba in-

eased, which when combined with

rger imports from other foreign coun-

ts gave our refiners about as large a

pply of crude material as they had in

'09. However, some of this copper was

etal that formerly went elsewhere,

herefore an increase in the American

finery production does not necessarily

iply an increase in the world's supply.

fact, the world's production of copper

1910 seems to have increased only

-out 10,000 tons, or but little more than

per cent., while the visible supply de-

In testifying before the New York

legislative graft committee, Dec. 23,

Franklin W. Wentworth, of Boston, secre-

tary of the National Fire Protection As-

sociation, made the following extremely

lucid and highly instructive remarks:

"We have not really begun to face

the questions that are yet to confront

us as the direct result of our careless-

ness of the fire hazard. The growing

tendency toward State interference in

the business of fire insurance is nothing

more or less than a protest against the

frightful improvishment of the nation

by fire. The people feel that the fire

tax is too high. It is too high. Every-

body knows that it is too high. But how

can the fire tax be lessened, except by

attacking the cause of it?

"The fire waste touches the pocket of

every man, woman and child in the na-

tion; it strikes as surely but as quietly

as indirect taxation; it merges with the

cost of everything we eat and drink

and wear. The profligate burning every

year of $250,000,000 worth of the work

of men's hands means the inevitable im-

poverishment of the nation. What if we

were to lose that sum annually out of

the national Treasury, or in wheat, or

corn, or cotton ?

"A loss of $250,000,000 a year means

$500 a minute for every hour of the

twenty-four. This fearful loss, spread

over the entire business world of America,

is beginning to manifest its impoverish-

ing blight. The people feel it without

yet being awake to its cause. Their

awakening is retarded by the prevalence

of the foolish notion that the insurance

companies pay this colossal tax. But

how could they, and remain solvent?

They are mere collectors and distributors

of that portion of this tax which is repre-

sented by their policies."

The above strictures of Mr. Wentworth

apply as strongly to the mining and

metallurgical industry as to nearly all

others. Although no special statistical

study of this particular subject has ever

been made, so far as we are aware, it

is well known that the annual fire loss

attains a huge figure. Mining and metal-

lurgical buildings are commonly of flimsy

and hazardous construction, dangerous

operations are frequently conducted in

them, means for extinguishing incipient

fires are not often provided, and conse-

quently the insurance of property of this

kind is regarded by underwriters as a

risk requiring a high rate of premium.

For that reason buildings and plant em-

ployed in the mining and metallurgk'.l

industry are frequently allowed to go un-

insured; in other words, the owner takes

all the chances of loss by fire.

The odds against success in taking

such chances were impressed upon our

mind during a recent perusal of the

chronology of mining that we publish

monthly in the Journal, summarizing

the more important events. In the main-

tenance of this record the matter of

fire loss has received no special attention

and doubtless many reports of destruc-

tion by fire failed to be entered for the

reason of insufficient importance in the

view respecting this general chronicle.

The frequency of such reports as did ob-

tain record, however, led us to make

an enumeration of them. This showed

that in 1910 up to Dec. 1 there had

been reported 1 1 fires involving a loss

of $937,000, and eight fires for which

the amount of loss was not stated. This

enumeration omitted all losses arising

from the forest fires in the Northwest

and all losses directly due to colliery ex-

plosions.

According to Mr. Wentworth, statistics

show that the actual loss in fire under-

writing during the last decennial period

has been nearly 4 per cent, of the prop-

erty insured. Whether that figure would

be representative of the loss to the min-

ing industry cannot, perhaps, be pro-

nounced, but there is no doubt that the

loss actually suffered comes to a dis-

gracefully large total, and might be

largely avoided by better forms of con-

struction and the exercise of more care

all around.

The choice of James A. Farrell as

president of the United States Steel Cor-

poration in place of William E. Corey is

noteworthy for two reasons. Mr. Farrell

has been head of the export branch of

the corporation, and is a selling and

financial man, not a practical steel maker,

as the two presidents who preceded him

were. And his election perhaps empha-

sizes the passing of the Carnegie element.
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By the Way

The No. 2 Colliery of the Kingston

Coal Company, Kingston, Penn., during

the year 1910, mined and shipped 1,020,-

405 tons, this being the first instance in

the history of the anthracite region for

one breaker to prepare for shipment over

one million tons. The total shipment of

the Kingston Coal Company for 1910

was 2,131.672 tons.

An engineer in the field writes: We

have all heard of the "Eastern manager"

who sent to the supply house to get

his foreman a gouge to shoot to. But

what do you know about this: The

"Eastern manager" of certain lead mines

that are working fluorite veins carrying

a small per cent, of galena, but more of-

ten pure fluorite, recently sent in an order

to a wholesale grocery house for six

barrels of fluorspar to be used in one

of their plants. This is a fact and seems

to me too good to keep.

That the printer's devil is not always

exorcised by the proofreader is shown by

a recent break in the Journal's own

columns: U. S. Patent 978,211 on metal

refining is given as "the art of extracting

meals electrolytically." A correspondent

inquires whether the process is to be used

by the ultimate consumer, or whether the

predatory corporation will use it on him,

and says if it is the latter, that it is

the crowning outrage, in view of the

present difficulty of acquiring the raw

material. Another boost to the cost of

high living!

We note in an exchange the statement,

authority not given, that "it has been

demonstrated that if the velocity of the

gas (escaping from a furnace) be re-

duced to about 3 ft. per second, there

will be practically complete settling (of

dust) in less than 500 ft. in about eight

minutes." We do not think this can really

have been demonstrated, because 3 ft.

per second is 180 ft. per minute and in

eight minutes the travel would be 1440

ft. However, a reduction of velocity to

3 ft. per second is certainly very good

for the settling of dust.

We had an opportunity recently to ex-

amine an estimate for a dwelling house

that was to cost about $15,000. One

item in this estimate was "metal work,

all copper, $350." There was a note

stating that this item would be only $200

if galvanized iron were used. The man

who is to build this house decided for

copper, the extra cost being insignificant

and in fact no extra cost at all if the

matter of subsequent replacement, in-

evitable in the t I jalvanlzed iron,

taken into consideration. Tlii

merely an example of how a relatively

r copper stimulates its use.

If the price of copper had been 20c. per

lb. instead of 12';>c, the decision would

very likely have been different.

First, there is a steel producers' dinner,

and then a copper producers' din-

ner; then another steel producers'

dinner, and another copper produc-

ers' dinner; presently a steel pro-

ducers' dinner again, and a copper pro-

ducers' dinner again. Everybody agrees

that the steel business is the greatest

business in the world, or that the copper

industry is the greatest industry of all,

that harmony is the best policy, that it

is the function of consumers to consume,

and profits ought never to be less. But

the consumers are never asked, nor do

they hold, dinners of their own. Thus

says the Evening Post . However, we

do not think that the consumers of cop-

per have had anything whereof to com-

plain in the copper market of the last

two years.

Several "paper-mining" ventures re-

ceived severe rents in their flamboyant

posters of easily amassable wealth when

the Federal authorities raided the office

of the Inter-Trust Security Company in

Boston, on Jan. 6, for alleged fraudulent

use of the mails. According to de-

spatches the company was headed

by Victor M. Weil and controlled

the Rawhide-Boston Mining Company,

Nevada-Boston Mining Company,

United States Gold Mining Company,

Victor M. Weil Exploration Company,

Howell Little Mining Company and

Standard Amalgamated Exploration

Corporation. Ever visit or hear of any

of these great mines? Those who had

beautifully engraved certificates of stock

in the above corporations will probably

be able to effect a considerable saving in

wall-paper bills next spring.

The Calumet & Hecla consolidation

plan has aroused considerable opposition

among minority stockholders of the com-

panies to be absorbed, expressed as fol-

lows: "Purchasers of Isle Royale and

Lasalle at high prices are exceedingly

bitter over the ratio of exchange and see

no chance for ever getting their money

back if they are obliged to take the new

Calumet stock. For instance, those who

bought Lasalle all the way down from

$19 now find that in the exchange for

Calumet they will get only two shares of

the new stock for each 100 shares of

Lasalle. Allowing that the new Calumet

stock will sell at around $230 a share,

they fail to see any benefit coming their

way. Even if Lasalle never becomes a

producer on a larj;e scale these stock-

holders feel that the stock will appreciate

in price when a good copper-share boom
comes, whereas Calumet will have to

double or treble for them to get out

whole. The same argument prevails in

Royale, which sold at $28

in HMO." This is the philosophy of cop-

per-stock speculation in a nutshell. It

is not so much the actual worth of a

stock that counts as the chance for sell

ing high on a boom. But yet someont

must hold the bag.

The Post Office Department believe;

that it has found in an old statute au

thority that will permit it to establish ;

parcels-post system in the United States

The statute states that the departmen

is the only one that has the right to carp

"letters" or "packets." If the word

"packet" and "parcel" are synonymous,
i

parcels post may perhaps be establishei

without waiting for legislation. Th

question has been referred to the Inter

state Commerce Commission for settle

ment. We read the foregoing in a usual

ly reliable exchange. The parcels-pos'

question is one of interest and impori

ance to mining men, many of whom liv

in places where they are greatly d<

pendent upon the express companie

Some of our readers have urged us 1

exert our influence in favor of a parce

post. We shall have pleasure in doin

what we can. We have no doubt th;

a great majority of the people want

parcels post. Some years ago a membt

of Congress was asked, "What is tr

reason that we cannot have a parce

post?" He said, "The reason is Thorn;

C. Piatt and the United States Expre;

Company." This is a striking illumin;

tion of the principle of "Government o

by and for the people" as now in vogu

Reverting to the vernacular, you ha\

to hand it to Porcupine. It has ju

burst forth as a full-fledged goldfiel

having annexed a "lady miner" whom tl

daily press has recently featured with

"society" photograph and one of "loc

color," beside a dog team. The honor

however, are not exclusively Porcupine'

and must be divided with Columbia ar

possibly with Cobalt, which is said

have been the scene of Mrs. F. B. Flov

er's first experience and after which, a

cording to the New York Evening Ma,

she entered the School of Mines

Columbia and, of course, "passed here

animations while men in the cla:

flunked." Mrs. Flower is stated to ha'

six claims in Porcupine, one being nam<

Columbia, after her alma mater, and a:

other Goldenrod, the discoverer havii

golden hair; just what she thinks abo

the camp she has put into verse to !

sung to a popular melody. Incidentall

it is mentioned that Mrs. Flower w;

formerly a New York music teacher, wi

a studio in Carnegie hall, having studii

abroad six years with Moszkowsl

Scharwenka and other masters, and ha

ing subsequently bought a New Yo

apartment house with her earnings,

health, however, compelled her to sei

an open-air life, hence her joining tl

rushes to Cobalt and Porcupine. Mi

Flower evidently has an efficient pre

agent, second to none, not even Pore

pine's own, or Caruso's or Ma

Garden's.
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Correspondence and Disnissior^
r
he Bingham Report of the

United States Geological

Survey

In its issue of December, 1910, Mines

c d Methods, of Salt Lake City, charged

£ U. S. Geological Survey with delay

i the publication of its Bingham report

i order to serve private interests. In

tply thereto the following self-explana-

iry letter has been written by the di-

rctor of the Geological Survey. Further

iference to this matter will be found in

:r editorial pages,

iitor. Mines and Methods,

Salt Lake City, Utah.

Sir:—My attention has been called

an article in the December number of

ines and Methods on the Utah Consoli-

.ted mine, which, among other false and

rbled statements, charges (pp. 76 and

) that the Bingham report of the U. S.

^ological Survey, after completion by

2 authors, was suppressed by "others

gher up the line from whom orders

lanate," and its publication "held in

eyance for about four years" in the

erest of some unnamed influential in-

,-iduals connected with the mines of

it district.

The administrative act alleged in your
irnal would have been that of my pre-

cessor, but all the facts in the case

3 matters of official record, and, as the

:sent head of the Geological Survey, I

l as well qualified to present those

:ts and deny the charge as Doctor Wal-
:t himself. Indeed, during the period

which reference is made. I was a Sur-

f geologist, closely associated with

:h of the geologists concerned in the

igham work, and especially interested

its progress, from the fact that only

ew years before I had completed a re-

rt on the Tintic district in the same
ite, so that I am personally cognizant

all the circumstances attending the

:paration and publication of the Bing-
n report.

BLICATION OF REPORT WAS NOT PUR-
POSELY Delayed

I now address you as the editor of
nes and Methods with the purpose of
king an unqualified denial of the

irge that there was any suppression of
report on the Bingham mining district

the purpose of delaying its pub-
ition. an anyone's interest. The geo-
ic field work in the Bingham district

s begun in July, 1900. and the printed
ort issued Aug. 11, 1905.

n the case of the Bingham report, the
ef causes of delay were briefly ex-
ined by S. F. Emmons, who had
irge of the work, in his introduction

Views
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that the complete report was transmitted

by the geologist in charge of geology

on Aug. 15, 1904, and that it was issued

almost exactly a year later. For a re-

port of this character, with numerous
and complicated illustrations, this was. at

that time, a good record—as good as

could be obtained. Since then both Di-

rector Walcott and myself have en-

deavored to reduce still further the causes

of delay connected with the procedure

of editorial preparation and the me-
chanical processes of printing and en-

graving. I believe that the record shows
conclusively how utterly groundless is

ycur charge that the delay in the publica-

tion of the report on the Bingham mining

district was caused by Director Walcott

or anyone else "higher up the line from
whom orders emanate."

George Otis Smith,
Director U. S. Geological Survey.

Washington, D. C., Jan. 6. 1911.

Reducing Mining Costs and
Increasing Profits

I realize that the article published in

the Journal of Dec. 24 under the above

title was written by Mr. Argall'for an after-

dinner address, and for this reason detailed

information was omitted. The subject is,

however, so interesting and one of such

prime importance that I should like to

hear more of the details of the practice

2< the Stratton's Independence mill.

Judging from the results attained at this

plant the subject merits a fuller and

more detailed description. Mr. Argall

states that "we have no secrets," so, in

case he does net care to take the time

necessary for writing a satisfactory de-

scription of the operations, he should be

willing to al'ow someone else who has
the time and is familiar with the plant

and its operation to treat the subject.

Literature on cyaniding, and especial-

ly the treatment of sulphuretsand sulpho-

tellurides by the cyanide process, is, for

the most part, unsatisfactory, so addi-

tional information along these lines is

always interesting. Most of the pub-
lished articles deal with the subject in

such a general manner as to be of little

practical value to the operating man.

J. Body.
New York, Dec. 26, 1910.

Briqueting Fine Iron Ores

I note the recommendations of the

British Iron and Steel Institute given in

the JOURNAL of Dec. 21. 1910, concerning

the briquettiriK of iri While all

of the qualification- laid down there are

highly commendable, all the seven rules

are not worth so much as information

concerning one Kood binding mat' ii.il

would be. The nodulizing pro
c cem to hold the field, although goo I

briquets were produced at Garwood. N.

J., a few years ago with lime as a binder,

using a mixing and molding apparatus

somewhat like the modern continuous-

brick machines. However, the process
was expensive, I am told. I have also

seen portland cement recommended, but

the introduction of extra silica and alum-
ina certainly seems reprehensible. The
general subject of briquetting is one on
which, personally, I should much prefer

further information about binders, rather

than rules to which I am invited to make
hypothetical briquets conform.

A. A. Nason.
New York, Dec. 26, 1910.

Chilean Nitrate Outlook

I desire to call attention to the figures

published on page 1211 of the Journal
for Dec. 17, 1910. Under the heading
"Chilean Nitrate Outlook," certain fig-

ures are given for production, exports
and world's consumption of nitrate, which
I am reasonably certain are in error. The
article says: "The world's consumption
was 4,399,698 tons for the first nine

months of 1910 against 3,612,020 tons

for the same period in 1910. "Accord-
ing to the figures carefully collected and
published in the Estadistica Minora de
Chile for 1908 and 1909 (Vol. IV), the

total consumption of nitrate by the world
in 1909 was only 20,462,299 metric quin-
tales, or 2,046,229.9 metric tons. The
total production of Chile in 1909 was 2,-

110,960.6 metric tons and the exports in

1909 were 2,133,970.2 metric tons. As
these figures are usually reported in

Chile in "Spanish quintales" of 46 kg.

each, it occurs to me that your informant
may have mistaken Spanish quintales of

46 kg., or about 101 lb., for metric quin-

tales of 100 kg., or 220.5 lb., each, and
have arrived at his figures in tons by
simply calculating 10 quintales to the

ton—which is the case when the figures

are metric quintales and which would
give him a result as many times too great

as is the quotient of 100^-46.

Reducing the figures he gives as the

world's consumption and the Chilean pro-

duction in this proportion I think one will

arrive at a result very nearly equal to the

figures published by the Estadistica Min-
ora and the Association Salitrera.

Harris K. Masters.

Salt Lake City, Utah, Dec. 21, 1910.

[As the article in the Journal stated,

the figures given were those reported by

Consul A. A. Winslow. The error was
evidently made in his office as suggested.—Editor.]

Circular Steel Bins

In view of the letter from F. W. C.

in the JOURNAL of Aug. 13, 1910, on
"Circular Steel Bins," the following quo-

tation seemed of interest. "In any cell

which has parallel sides, the pressure of

wheat upon the bottom ceases when it is

charged up to twice the diameter of the

inscribed circle."* If an arching effect

occurs with wheat, how much more likely

is it to occur with ore? The quotation

seems to justify F. W. C.'s contention.

J. R. Toole.

New York, Dec. 15, 1910.

Charcoal in the Copper
Blast Furnace

In a recent issue of the Journal,
noted, in the "Questions and Answers"
columns, an inquiry appertaining to the

use of charcoal in the blast furnace for

smelting copper ore.

A few years ago I was operating a

small copper furnace in the mountains of

North Carolina, situated nearly 30 miles

from the railroad. The haulage charge

on coke, from railroad to the furnace,

was $35 per ton. There was an abundant
supply of excellent oak and chestnut on
the ground, and it was decided to de-

termine what could be done in the way
of substituting charcoal made at the mine
for expensive coke. The wood was cut

in cord-wood lengths, and burned to char-

coal in earth-covered heaps. Each heap
was eighteen feet in diameter, three

tiers high. The wood was covered first

with leaves over which earth was packed,

as is usual in heap burning of charcoal.

The burning of the heap required seven

days, and each heap produced 1800

bushels of coal.

In using charcoal instead of coke in

the furnace, we found it necessary to re-

duce the blast pressure slightly, on ac-

count of the shower of sparks that was
thrown upon the feed floor every time the

charge doors were opened. A consider-

able amount of charcoal is ground to

dust by the movement of the charge in

the furnace, and most of these fines are

blown out of the furnace. To compen-
sate for this loss we found it necessary to

use a greater weight of charcoal per ton

of charge, than coke. The smelting col-

umn in the furnace was eight feet deep.

There are many annoyances arising

from the use of charcoal in the copper

furnace, but occasionally it is only by the

use of such fuel that smelting operations

can be profitably carried on. It is my
opinion that where wood is plentiful for

making charcoal and the cost of coke

prohibitive, wood-fired reverberatory fur-

naces would be more suitable for smelt-

ing copper ore than a blast furnace using

charcoal, unless, of course, there are

other considerations making such prac-

tice impossible, such as lack of refrac-

tory materials, that in one instance I

know of. caused a change from reverber

atory furnace using wood to blast fur

mcc with charcoal.

New York, Jan. 2, 1911. C. S

'Proc. Roi/al 800,
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•tetails^ Practical Mining
Deep Drilling at Mineville,

New York

By Guy C. Stoltz*

1 The boring of a diamond-drill hole to

i depth of 1776 ft. was recently com-

pleted for Witherbee, Sherman & Co., on

heir Barton Hill property at Mineville,

>J. Y. The depth is remarkable since

ods and bits of the same diameter were

lsed throughout, cutting a 15/16-in.

ore, and because the original 16 stones,

ight in each bit, finished the hole.

The drilling was vertical to explore

>eneath the footwall of the present old

workings and to determine the thickness

if the gneissic and sometimes syenitic

ire horizon. A low hanging wall neces-

Diamond Drill Operating Under-
ground at Mineville, N. Y.

itated the hoisting of rods in 20-ft. sec-

ions, and at a depth of 1600 ft. hoisting

nd lowering consumed four hours. A
ivdraulic clamp recently patented by the

rill contractors was used to hold the

ods while breaking sections during

loisting and lowering.

The first 1200 ft. of drilling was ac-

omplished with an air pressure ranging

rom 50 to 60 lb., and from this depth all

ods were hoisted directly by the oscil-

ating drill engine. To facilitate lifting

he long length of rods below this depth

traveling sheave was installed making

double draw hoist. The great lengths

»t unbroken core, showing absence of

ifling, speaks well for the stability and

teadiness of the machine. The drilling

k
- as accomplished with a newly construc-

ed machine designed by the contractors,

he Charles Garvey Diamond Drill Com-
>any. The question of feet drilled per

;hift was not paramount, for the machine

•Mining engineer, Mineville. N. Y.

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things that have to

be done in Everyday

was operated under variable speed to

give it a thorough trying out to learn its

capacity and to ascertain any weak points

in the mechanical features. A demon-
stration, at a depth of 1600 ft., was
given before members of the Eastern

Pig Iron Association who met in the dis-

trict in July, and the perfect working of

the drill brought forth much praise for

the machine and the inventors.

Storage of High Explosives

Realizing the danger from carelessly

or improperly storing explosives, mine

managers of late years have paid close

attention to this subject. Whereas it

used to be the common practice to store

high explosives in almost any place that

was handy and offered no obvious hazard,

now one seldom sees this sort of thing.

The use of well constructed and artific-

ially heated magazines is now general at

American mines, but the lack of standard

specifications for construction and ma-

terials is still to be deplored for even a

costly and elaborate powder magazine, if

built according to wrong principles, may
be a source of danger.

Commenting on this matter, in the No-

vember Bulletin of the Mining and Metal-

lurgical Society of America, T. H. Leg-

gett says: "It seems advisable to stipu-

late the materials of which magazines

must be built, and the manner in which

they must be guarded by embankment,

as in the Transvaal. This would prevent

the building of magazines of stone ma-

sonry, as cited by Professor Munroe;

would afford valuable information for

mine managers, many of whom seem to

be ignorant on this subject, and would

promote the safety of workmen and

others living in the vicinity."

The prime requisites of a satisfactory

magazine are that it keep the stored

explosives dry and at an even, moderate

temperature, and that, in case of explo-

sion the magazine should not increase

the danger in the vicinity. The first two

aims can be accomplished by providing

non-heat-conducting walls, good ventila-
tion and artificial heating. By using wood
in the construction of the magazines and
throwing up earth embankments around
them, the dangers from flying fragments
in case of explosion are minimized.

In special instances, however, it be-

comes necessary to armor the magazines so

as to prevent their being blown up by
vandals in time of troubled labor condi-

tions. An outside sheathing of steel plate

will afford protection even from high-

power rifles and the danger from the

use of such a protective sheathing is far

less than from the use of masonry or con-
crete walls. These should never be tol-

erated, as the dangers from flying frag-

ments in case of explosion are extremely
serious.

Powder Magazine at Morning Mine

At the Morning mine of the Federal
Mining and Smelting Company, at Mul-
lan, Ida., the powder magazine is kept

at an even temperature of 70 deg. F. by
a Richardson No. 15 hot-water heater.

The walls are built of concrete, 10 in.

thick, and an inside lining of tongue-and-
groove planking is provided. The hot-wa-

ter pipes run along this wooden parti-

tion, but are screened off so that no ex-

plosives can come into contact with

them. A false floor, below which heating

pipes are run, and a heavy wooden
door with an outside armor of ^-in.
steel are also provided. The method of

maintaining an even temperature in the

magazine is excellent, but the use of con-

crete walls is certainly to be condemned.

Preventing Live Wire
Accidents

R. G. Mackie states (Journ. Transvaal

Inst. Mech. Engrs., Oct, 1910) that acci-

dents to underground workers caused by

coming in contact with live wires or other

electrical apparatus, are those which will

in the future most concern mining engi-

neers and superintendents. The prevention

of these accidents will, when the general

application of electric power underground
has been accomplished, be the most ser-

ious problem to be faced. The large and

comparatively ignorant human element

forming the bulk of the labor supply will

increase the risk of accidents from the

above cause to an enormous extent; and

for this reason the restrictions placed

upon the installation and operation of

electrical appliances in the mines on the

Rand will have to be a great deal more
rigid than in mines where white or other

intelligent labor is exclusively employed.

As is known, the higher the voltage the

lower the initial cost of installation. But if
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high voltages, say. 2000 to 3000 volts,

are to be carried into these mines, they

should only be taken at this pressure to

well protected substations for transfor-

mation and distribution.

The Azimuth Method in

Mine Surueying

Shaft Sinking at the Pioneer

.Mine

The vertical shaft of the Pioneer mine,

Ely, Minn., is being sunk 200 ft. from

the 1400-ft. level. The accompanying

sketch shows the method followed in this

work. The sinking had to be done with-

out interfering with the hoisting of ore.

A station about 25x60 ft. was cut on

the 1400-ft. level and an inclined winze

started near the center of the station.

This winze was extended on about a

45-deg. slope until it intersected the line

o' the main shaft leaving a rock pentice

Tu a ,: Wtdng Journal

Shaft Sinking under Rock Pentice

in the bottom of the shaft just above

where the new work was to begin.

After the completion of the winze a

1-in. cable was anchored in the roof of

the station and in the side of the shaft

extension, as shown. This cable was

used as a track upon which a carrier

was operated. A small hoist was placed

near the farther end of the station, and

a one-ton bucket was used for handling

the broken rock.

The bucket is drawn up by a

K-in. cable- until the bail strikes the

r on the stationary cable. The car-

rier then c t bucket to the sta-

tion where it is emptied into a car and

trammed by hand to the Bhafl and
I

on the man and timber cagi thus not

ring with the hoisting of the ore.

; | ft. with four com.

partments.

By William F. Boericke*

The essentials of good surveying prac-

tice are accuracy, completeness, and

speed. To attain accuracy in angle

measurements there are two excellent

methods, each of them depending

on doubling the value of the angle

read. The horizontal angle alone may be

read and doubled, or the deflection angle

may be turned off and doubled, with tele-

scope direct and inverted; the latter be-

ing the favorite with railroad surveyors.

In each case the vernier is brought to

zero at every setup; thus every angle

is independent of the preceding.

For all important work underground in-

volving connections of long extent, and

where time is of less importance than ex-

treme accuracy, these are the only meth-

ods to be used in angle measurement.

Usually, a mine surveyor must work

under pressure, and cover a large amount

of ground in a short time. He often

has to work while active mining opera-

tions are going on; loaded cars are rush-

ing past him; if one of his stations is

above the track, the shiftboss stands

around with a worried look, while the

tramming is held up. Possibly he wants

to "squib" a few holes in the heading,

and time is limited. In such cases the

surveyor must use the quickest method

consistent with accuracy. Unless he is

fortunate enough to have two helpers

to provide his sights without running back

and forth, he will find the extra time

needed to "double sight" is a serious

handicap. Particularly is this the case

if the instrument must be brought into

a different focus for each sight.

Check as Many Angles as Possible

Whether or not he should take single

sights without attempting to double the

angle for a check is a question his judg-

ment and experience must decide. A
good working rule is to check all angles

where there is no possibility of closing

the traverse. Where the traverse closes,

and time is an object, take but one read-

ing. The office calculations will show

whether the survey closes within a rea-

sonable degree of accuracy, and a check

on the angle reading is obtained at the

last setup.

Of course, any of the methods referred

to may be used for single angle readings.

But the azimuth method processes dis-

tinct advantages over all. No calcula-

tion whatsoever is needed, whether in the

field or the office, to arrive at the true

azimuth, and hence the true bearing, of a

line. This eliminates any chance of er-

ror in subsequent plotting, and saves

time as well. Another advantage is that

•Mineral Point, Vfi

ir regular work, where no side shots are

taken, it is not necessary to reset the

vernier at each setup, the previous read-

ing remaining unchanged for the back-

sight. This again saves time, and elim-

inates possible errors in setting the

vernier.

Azimuth and Other Methods Compared

Possibly the convenience of the azi-

muth method may be illustrated by a

typical page of field notes. The instru-

ment is at station 21, backsight on 20,

foresight on 22. The bearing of the line

20-21 is north 16 deg. 25 min. west;

hence the azimuth will be 343 deg. 35

min. With the ordinary method of meas-

uring the angle the vernier would set at

zero, and the angle between 20, 21, 22

measured clockwise. The notes would

be: Station, 20 (21) 22; angle, 119 deg.

35 min.; double angle, 239 deg. 10 min.;

true angle, 119 deg. 35 min.; magnetic

bearing, N 77 deg. W.; length, 67.36 ft.

To obtain the azimuth of 21-22 from

these notes a calculation is necessary.

While this may be done in the office, it is

Sta. 22

16 25

Sta. 20

Tlie Engineering
<J Xinzng Journal

Bearing Determined by Azimuth
Readings

frequently desirable, perhaps necessary,

to get it at once. The calculation is

made on the margin of the note book

(often with the dripping water from a

wet roof making the notebook a mass ol

soggy pages) and would be:

Azimuth, 21-21
Back Azimuth. 21-20.
Angle, 20-21-22

.:; i:: deg. 35 min

.1(5.'? deg. •"."> min

.1111 deg. 35 min

Azimuth, 21-22 283 deg. 10 mi"

This he would reduce mentally to bear-

ing to check with his needle if he uses

it.

The deflection angle method is no bet-

ter in saving time. The notes under the

same conditions would read: Line, 21-

22; deflection angle, L 60 deg. 25 miri.:

deflection angle doubled, L 120 deg. 5C

min.; true deflection angle, L 60 deg

25 min.; magnetic bearing, N 77 deg. W.

:

length, 67.36 ft. To get the azimuth

from this:

Azimuth, 20-21 343 dog. 35 ml"
Defleollon nngle, 21-22 H50 dog. 25 mi"

Azimuth, 21-22 2S3 doy I" min

There is the further disadvantage thai

whenever the deflection angle exceeds
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5 deg., the doubled angle, when the cir-

ie is numbered in quadrants, is trouble-

hme to read.

With the azimuth method, the vernier

eing set at the azimuth of 20-21, the re-

ulting azimuth would be read off di-

ectly, and the only notes would be:

,ine, 21-22; azimuth, 283 deg. 10 min.;

jiagnetic bearing, N 77 deg. W.; length,

|7.36 feet.

I

Instrument Adjustments

In the azimuth method, the chief pre-

aution needed, aside from a thorough

cquaintance and experience with the in-

trument, which is presumed, is that the

ine of collimation should be absolutely

orrect. Unless it is, a constant error is

ntroduced, every time the telescope is

lunged in taking the foresight, and ac-

urate work is impossible. Before stali-

ng any work with the azimuth method

he vertical crosshair should be tested,

his takes but a few minutes, and should

ever be omitted. With the best instru-

lents, only a serious shock or jar will

hrow the collimation line out, and once

roperly adjusted, will remain in good

rder for months.

When local attraction is absent, the

eedle is a good check on the azimuth,

n underground work is is usually un-

atisfactory, on account of tracks, drills,

,'ires, etc. On the whole it is worth

hile to read it. A glance does the trick,

nd it serves to detect gross errors of

eading. It is, of course, foolish to try

3 read closer than degrees, unless 20

r 30 ft. away from iron, which rarely

appens underground.

In practice it is often better to run

hrough the stations first, locating them

,-ith all possible accuracy, and then re-

urn for the sideshots, making another

ound. It often happens, however, that

he two must be taken together. In such

ases the azimuth method is convenient,

^fter taking the azimuth of the new sta-

ion, the vernier is already set, and side-

hots may be taken immediately without

urther delay. When they are completed,

. check foresight may be taken on the

lew station, which should be the same as

he one previously read. This serves the

louble purpose of checking all work,

nd automatically setting the vernier for

he next setup.

Were the other methods employed, no

ess than three separate backsights would

>e needed—two for the doubled angle,

ind one when starting the sideshots.

Careful Taping Necessary

It is not uncommon to see a surveyor
neasure his angles with the utmost care,

md then tape his distances to the nearest

enth, or permit a careless helper to take

he reading. Such a policy is, of course,

nconsistent. The deviation for an error

)f one minute in reading an angle is

Jbout 0.03 ft. in one hundred feet. With
ordinary care and experience, the prob-

able error of a single angle reading would
be considerably less than this, and if the

collimation line is in adjustment, the er-

ror would be compensative. In taping

100 ft., however, it is easy, by slightly

varying the pull, to make a difference of

0.05 to 0.10 ft. This is especialhy the

case in taping between overhead sta-

tions, where the tape is off the ground.

The errors here also tend to compensate,

but the time spent in doubling angles

to fine limits could often be profitably

spent on the more prosaic work of taping.

Shovel for Concrete Work

By S. Clarke*

The accompanying sketch illustrates a

convenient tool for obtaining a smooth
finish on concrete work, doing away with

the necessity of grouting.

The tool is made from an ordinary

molder's shovel, flattened out, with 9

n |^
en en en

h
!Z

i=i t=3 n slots j^x 2
" Q)
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Shovel for Use in Concreting

slots, y2 x2 in., cut in it. By running the

shovel down the inside of the form and
working it toward the center, the large

pieces of rock and gravel are pushed in

from the form, while the grout will run
through the slots to the sides of the form,

leaving a good finish.

The Sweeper Should Have
Been Promoted

It happened at one of the power plants

in a coal-mining town, writes W. H. Kel-

ler in Power. Two alternating-current

generators were running in parallel to

supply power to operate the mining ma-
chinery. The alternators were driven

each by a horizontal cross-compound en-

gine. One of the low-pressure cylinders

became disabled, making it necessary to

stop the engine, and the engineer hastily

shut the throttle without disconnecting

the generators at the switchboard. The

generator of the disabled engine kept re-

volving, of course, taking current as a

motor from the busbars. The engineer

sent his assistant to shut off the valve

in the steam line in the boiler room, but

the engine would not stop. Then the

engineer sent for some bars and timber,

intending to use them to brake the fly-

wheel in order to stop the engine and

generator. An Italian, who was employed

as sweeper in the engine room, was

watching all the time but said nothing

until he saw the men about to "brake"

the engine; then he touched the engineer

Mining engineer, Leadwood, Mo.

on the arm and said: "Mister, pulla da
switch, pulla da switch." This corrected

the trouble. The engineer has moved.

A Method of Raising In-

verted Motors

There are many methods of raising an

inverted motor to a position on a ceiling.

The method descrfbed by H. T. Boynton

in the Electrical World, Nov. 3,

1910, will be found excellent under cer-

tain conditions. The accompanying il-

lustration shows how the tackle is

arranged. The inverted motor is raised

with two ropes. Each passes through a

foundation-bolt hole in the bedplate, is

arranged around the motor frame and

Cast Irou „ Floor of „ .Temporary
Washer ^Jl. Third Story/ JL. f Pl aiik

m
_j ~w

Temporary Eye Bolt

.Heavy Horse

TtS
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Method of Hoisting an Inverted

Motor

made fast in the eyebolt at what is nor-

mally the top of the motor. The two

holes in the bedplate through which the

hoisting ropes pass are at diagonally op-

posite corners. The hoisting ropes, after

being made fast to the motor, are

threaded through two of the four holes

which have been bored to accommodate

the bolts in the stringer pieces which

will support the motor. Then the ropes

are carried through two accurately lo-

cated holes in the floor above. On this

floor rests a horse which supports the

two sets of blocks with which the motor

is raised. Sometimes instead of using

a horse to support the tackle, it is best

to arrange temporary eyebolts in the

floor of the story next above as shown

at A and A. After a motor has been

raised to its position on the stringer

planks, two bolts are inserted through

the open holes and set up tightly. Then

the hoisting ropes are pulled out and

the other two bolts inserted. It should

be noted that with this method it is not

necessary to cut any large holes in

floors.
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Types of Skip Dumps

By J. K. Hudson

The article by Mr. Stoltz that appeared

in the Dec. 10 issue of the Journal re-

called to my mind a number of automatic

skip dumps used in various mines I have

visited. At the Pittsburg-Silver Peak

property, Blair, New, ore is discharged

from the mine and opencut working

through a '"flat raise" to the main haul-

age tunnel. At the bottom of this raise

the tracks are arranged as shown in Figs.

1 and 3 of Mr. Stoltz's article. The rear

wheels of the cars have wider flanges

than the front ones, and engage the up-

per track, and the cars are thus tilted and

emptied. The same scheme is employed

to dump the cars used in some of the flat

raises in the mines at Grass Valley, Cal.,

in which "go-devils" or gravity inclines

are operated. In this latter instance,

however, the upper tracks on which the

rear wheels run are usually laid horizon-

tal and end at a buffer. At the iron mines

of the Tennessee Coal. Iron and Railroad

Company, on Red Mountain, near Birm-

ingham, Ala., the identical dump illus-

trated in Fig. 3 is used on the tipples.

The skips at these mines hold 10 tons

of ore and this type of dump has proved

the most satisfactory of any tried. At

other Red Mountain mines where cars of

small capacity are used, various types of

side and end revolving tipples are used.

A scheme somewhat similar to those

shown in Figs. 2 and 4 has been used at

a number of mines on the Mother lode of

California. The skids or track is cut

away, as shown in Fig. 3, so that the

front wheels, which are provided with

narrow flanges, take the flat track, while

the rear wheels continue up the regular

track. The track is spread at the point

where the skids are cut away, so the rear

wheels must have wide flanges. In spe-

cial cases in order to enable the skips

tc be hoisted above the dumping point, I

have seen an arrangement used in which

the portions of the skids that are cut

away are hinged to the frame so that the

loose sections can be turned back when

skips are to be dumped, or swung back

into their original position when it is

necessary to hoist skips above this point.

The arrangement illustrated in Fig. 5

of Mr. Stoltz's article is that of the ordinary

Kimberley dump. At the Kennedy mine, at

Jackson, Amador county, Cal., an im-

provement of this idea is u^-ed by which

the necessity for luys on the skips is ob-

viated. In place of having the "plate-

dump roller," indicated at I), which en-

the horns C. on the skip and thus

makes it possible to further elevate the

of (he Bkip, two hooka Of flat iron,

spaced about two feet apart, are hung

from the head frame

lip of the skip as it is tilted 1

curved tracks. The irt the

skip while the bottom is being raised,

just as does the bar on which the horns

catch in the skip used at Port Henry. As

the hooks are free to swing there is

less jar on the skip when they are used

than is usual with the ordinary device.

and silver should be run before using the

material in assay work. In case the fluor- 1

spar is to be used for smelting down the'

residues from actual operations in gold

or silver refineries, the presence of gold

or silver as impurities in the fluorspar

would be of advantage.

Miners' Cottages

The accompanying halftone shows the

type of cottage which prevails in all of

the mining camps owned and controlled

by the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company,

Ishpeming, Mich. The houses are built

for two families, on the center line of a

100xl50-ft. lot. Each apartment«is about

18 ft. wide and contains five rooms.

There is ample space between the houses

so there is no such thing as crowding.

Wherever possible the native trees have

been preserved to make the places at-

tractive. The lot is sufficiently large for

a garden spot in the rear. Water is

piped into the houses and a drainage

Frozen Dynamite

The nitroglycerin in dynamite freezes

at 42 to 46 deg. F., and when frozen is;

insensible to detonation but explodes

readily by friction or by breaking or cut-

ting the cartridge. It should be thawed

by putting it in a watertight case and im-

mersing in warm water, or by laying it

in a warm room. It should not be

thawed by putting the sticks in warm

water, as one loses a certain amount ol

the nitroglycerin through its coming out

of the cartridge and floating on top of

the water. This water is likely to be

Miners' Cottages Built by the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company,
Ishpeming, Mich.

pipe connects the sink with a cesspool, or

sewer, depending upon whether the "lo-

cation" is a new or old one. The com-

pany maintains these cottages in good

condition and repapers them occasionally

as the tenants may desire, providing the

tenants pay for the paper. The rental

for these cottages varies from $7 to S8.50

per month.

Flux for Cupel Bottoms

The fluxing of old bone-ash cupel bot-

toms and similar material is an expensive

matter as ordinarily practised, if any

great amount of material is to be melted

down, as the usual flux for this purpose

la composed of half soda and half borax

glass. As a substitute a mixture of half

soda and half finely ground fluorspar has

been su^cstcd. which is a much cheaper

mixture, and said to be equally effective.

A blank test on several assay tuns of the

fluorspar in order to determine whether it

carries any recoverable amounts of gold

heated again, in which case the floating

nitroglycerine is likely to explode. It

should also be noted that in case any

water does have nitroglycerin floating

on its top that the water should be

poured out carefully and not thrown out

violently on the ground. It is also dan-

gerous to hold a stick of frozen dynamite

over a hot object, as one drop of the

nitroglycerin may ooze out, fall, ex-

plode and set off the stick. It is hardly

necessary to state that it is imprudent

to thaw dynamite by carrying it down

one's boot leg or inside one's shirt.

There are only two safe ways and those

are the ones given above, and those

should not be pursued too enthusiasti-

cally. Make haste slowly.

A new indicator, a-naphtholphthalein,

is described by Sorensen and Palitzsh. It

is prepared from a-naphthol and phthalyl

chloride. In strong acid solutions it is

almost colorless; in feeble acid, red; In

weak alkalis, green; and in strong alka-

lis, blue.
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Edward Balbach, Jr.

Edward Balbach, Jr., president of the

Balbach Smelting and Refining Company,

at Newark, N. J., died of pneumonia,

after a short illness, Dec. 30. 1910, in

his seventy-second year. He was born

at Carlsruhe, Germany, July 4. 1839,

and as a boy came to this country with

his father, the late Edward Balbach, who

may be considered the Nestor of the

gold and silver-lead smelting industry in

the United States, and who located at

Newark, starting there in the refining of

jeweler's sweeps and similar old ma-

terial, soon branching out into the smelt-

ing business. Edward Balbach, Sr., who

was born in 1804, was a proficient chem-

ist and had been engaged in the smelt-

ing and refining of metals at Carlsruhe

in Baden, his native city. In 1848 he

came to this country to look over the

prospects of the smelting industry here;

and in 1850 he returned to settle here

permanently, bringing his son with him.

His refining works, as established at

Newark, was soon extended to do smelt-

ing work also.

From data available, it appears that

the first lead-silver ore came to the

works from the Erie mine, in Orange

county. New York, in 1859, and was soon

followed by larger consignments from

other States, as well as from Mexico.

The earlier silver-lead bullion shipments

from Nevada, Utah and other parts of

the West were divided between the Bal-

bach works and the Selby works, at San

Francisco.

The methods for treating this material

were both expensive and inadequate, but

in 1864, Edward Balbach, Jr., introduced

a great improvement in the desilverizing

process, which revolutionized the meth-

ods theretofore employed. The practice

was to soften the lead first in a rever-

berators- furnace, followed by a liquat-

ing furnace; then desilverize by addi-

tion of zinc in a kettle; separate the

gold-silver-zinc-lead alloy by liquation in

a special furnace; refine the desilverized

lead by heating in a reverberatory fur-

nace, drawing it off into a market kettle

and molding in 100-lb. pigs; distilling

the gold-silver-zinc-lead alloy in a tilting

retort, invented by A. Faber du Faur,

condensing about 50 per cent, of the zinc

for further use and obtaining from the

retort a rich gold-silver-lead bullion,

which was cupelled. The important modi-

fication was the distillation of the zinc

cru-t.

This method, which became generally

known as the Balbach process, was
highly successful, and in a short time

the smelting of lead ores and refining of

lead bullion became an important feature

of the works, and in 1864 Edward Bal-

bach, Jr., was admitted to partnership in

ird Balbach & Son. The
refined lead then produced by the works,

together with what came from the Selby

works in San Francisco, constituted the

only domestic supplies for some time and

large quantities of refined lead continued

to be imported from Europe.

Besides introducing the desilverizing

process now generally adopted, Mr. Bal-

bach devised a great many other im-

provements in the treatment of smelting

products, as, for instance, retorting fur-

naces, tilting furnaces and the utilization

of water jackets, etc. The works' pres-

ent output of refined lead is among the

largest of any one plant in the United

States and ranks with the very highest in

quality. The practice of the Balbach

plant became the standard for the high-

est efficiency and most effective work.

From time to time the plant had been

extended and enlarged, to meet the needs

of its growing business.

One of Mr. Balbach's notable achieve-

ments was in 1881 when, assisted by his

Edward Balbach, Jr.

able engineer, F. A. Thum, he built the

first commercial plant in this country for

the refining of copper by electrolysis,

thus paving the way for an industry

which has grown to tremendous propor-

tions in the United States, far surpassing

the total production in any other country.

Edward Balbach, Sr., died in 1889, and

soon thereafter Edward Balbach, Jr.,

organized the Balbach Smelting and Re-

fining Company, at Newark, enlarging

and completely modernizing the works.

He may be considered as a born chemist

and metallurgist, and was never slow to

profit by new inventions, adapting and

applying them with success to the needs

of the works, in connection with the im-

provements already noted as the result

of his own studies and genius. At the

same time, he always remained the prac-

tical smelting man, who had studied and

learned the business from the bottom up,

with a tireless energy and zeal, setting

a constant and good example to the

younger generation by presence at his

post both early and late.

What endeared him to his business as-

sociates and friends was his kind and

cheerful disposition, combined with a

straightforward character marked by a

modest and unassuming manner, not-

withstanding which he possessed force

and the faculty to carry his ideas through

to a successful end. He recognized in

those around him every worthy effort in

the direction of self-improvement and

strove to assist every honest endeavor.

Mr. Balbach ranked as one of the

oldest and best known metallurgists in

the United States, who always kept

abreast of the times and who will be

missed not only by his immediate asso-

ciates, but by the entire profession in

which he held so prominent a place.

American Smelting and Re-

fining Company

Stockholders of the American Smelt-

ing and Refining Company, at a special

meeting, Jan. 5, voted to increase the

capital stock from $100,000,000 to $115,-

000,000, the increase being in the com-

mon stock. Stockholders also approved

the plan to issue $15,000,000 six per cent,

convertible bonds of the American Smelt-

ers Securities Company, which will be

convertible into American Smelting and

Refining common stock when the bonds

sell above par. The increase in the

common stock of the American Smelting

and Refining Company is to provide for

the conversion of these bonds, which are

offered to stockholders at par.

The number of shares voted in per-

son or by proxy was 402,207 out

of the total of 500,000 shares of the pre-

ferred stock and 398,663 out of the total

of 500,000 shares of the common stock.

The whole vote is reported to have been

in favor of the plan of the management.

It was stated that the holders of pre-

ferred stock are now nearly 7500 in num-

ber.

Daniel Guggenheim, president of the

American Smelting and Refining Com-

pany, said he felt greatly flattered at the

extraordinary amount of interest shown

by the stockholders of the American

Smelting and Refining Company in the

proposed financial scheme, and desired

to extend to them, not only his con-

gratulations on the completion of this

plan, but also to thank them for their

interest and assent.

A provision is now inserted in cases

of public lands granted by the Canadian

government for petroleum purposes to

the effect that if the petroleum or its

products should at any time be required

for the use of the Canadian navy, the

Government shall have the right of

preemption at a price to be agreed "pon

between the parties, or in case of differ-

ence, to be fixed by the cxchecqucr court.
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Calumet & Hecla Consolidation
The Calumet & Hecla Mining Company

as sent to stockholders a plan for a

onsolidation of the Lake Superior prop-

rties which it controls. It is proposed to

orm a company under the laws of Mich-j

?an, with a capitalization of 400,000

hares, with a par value of $25 per share.

^ special meeting of the stockholders

/ill be held on March 9, to act on the pro-

osal. The terms offered to stockholders

a the different companies are shown in

he accompanying table.

The holdings of the Calumet & Hecla

n other companies are such that each

tockholder of the Calumet & Hecla Min-

ng Company will receive in exchange

or each share of the Calumet & Hecla

tock, 2.4 shares of stock in the consoli-

lated company. The Gratiot Mining

Company and Isle Royale Copper Com-

jany, being organized under the laws Gi

4ew Jersey, cannot take advantage of the

Michigan statute, under which the con-

olidation will be effected, but these com-

lanies may be brought into the consoli-

[ation.

Conditions of Mining

There are three lodes, known as the

Calumet conglomerate, the Osceola

mygdaloid, and the Kearsarge amygda-

oid. They dip at an angle of approxi-

lately 37 deg. in a northwesterly direc-

ion, always spoken of as westerly, ana

s a result, each lode crosses any given

iece of property in an inclined plane, that

ies near the surface on the easterly side

f the property and gradually increases

Plan for consolidation of

Calumet & Hecla proper-

ties proposes to form a
new company with a capi-

talization of 400,000 shares

with a par value of $25 per

share. Consolidation will

make it possible to dis-

pense with many shafts,

thereby reducing mainten-

ance costs.

Under one management
the products of all the mines
can be treated together in-

stead of smelting and refin-

ing small lots from each

mine as is now the practice.

Duplication in shafts, ma-
chine shops and mills can
be avoided. Good ore on
certain properties will be-

come immediately available

as it can be approached

from the shafts of adjoining

mines.

the two companies separate, the diffi-

culty in properly apportioning the oper-

ating charges in making rules for the

equitable use of the shaft equipment, and

in solving other similar problems.
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centralizing the power plants, apportion-

ing a general water supply to each mill

according to its needs, and placing all

the mines and mills under one general

management.

Mines Included in the Consolidation

The following is a list of the mines

that will be included in the consolida-

tion, with a synopsis of the benefits

that will accrue to each:

Calumet & Hccla—This company owns

an extensive and efficient plant, including

large mining equipment, shops and stamp

mills adapted to the treatment of the ore

found in the immediate vicinity. Even

after exhaustion of its orebodies this

company's equipment would be a large

asset.

Gratiot—The ore is very low grade on

this property and on account of its small

area, reduction of costs cannot be ef-

fected by extending the scale of opera-

tions.

Seneca—The ore of this mine is low

grade but it has no mill. Under one

organization the property can be de-

veloped from the Gratiot shafts, eliminat-

ing two of the three Seneca shafts.

Ahmeek—This company has consider-

able ore developed and expects to pro-

duce good ore for many years to come.

New crushing plants are needed at the

shafts of this mine, which, if built by the

company alone, would necessitate a sus-

pension of dividends for several years.

Allouez—By consolidation good ore in

the Allouez becomes immediately avail-

able as it can be reached by the No. 1

Ahmeek shaft. From the No. 1 Allouez

shaft it is but a short distance to good

ore in the Osceola mine, just to the south.

Working independently, the Allouez and

Osceola companies would have much
drifting to do before reaching this ore

from their own shafts.

Osceola—This property is well

equipped and owns a large block of

ground through which the Kearsarge lode

passes, that can be reached from the La

Salle and Laurium shafts for a fraction

of the expenditure that would be neces-

sary for sinking at least two new shafts

on the Osceola. There are large blocks

of ore in the mine that cannot be reached

without sinking these new shafts but,

which could be worked from shafts on

the adjoining properties, and also cer-

tain Osceola shafts can be used to reach

ore on adjoining claims not accessible

from the shafts of the owners.

Centennial—The ore on the Centennial

is low crade. and while low prices for

- prevail, operations would have

-uspended. Such ore as would be

taken out during times when copper

brings a better price could be cheaply

I
through one of the Osceola shafts.

Tamarack -The mine of this company
is well equipped, but being very deep, the

ventilation is bad and the copper content

of the ore constantly dec ill in-

creasing depth. The mill is not adapted

to conglomerate ore and at present Tam-
arack ore is going to the Calumet &
Hecla mill. The Calumet & Hecla mine

adjoining the Tamarack, and the Tama-
rack mine, are so deep that the crushing

pressures are great, and should one of

these mines take out the ore near the

boundary of the other before the other

mine began taking out ore similarly situ-

ated, there would be great danger of los-

ing part of the ore in the latter ground

by crushing in of the walls.

Laurium—This property can only be

profitably worked through connection

with the Calumet & Hecla.

La Salle—The developments on the

Kearsarge lode on this property had been
disappointing, although it is too early to

condemn definitely the large area of un-

explored ground to the south. The prop-

erty is in need of extensive development.

Superior—This mine is handicapped by
its distance from the mill. Under con-

solidation the charges for ore transporta-

tion could be greatly reduced by using

the near-by mill of the Isle Royale.

Isle Royale—Sooner or later this com-
pany must face the necessity of closing

down when low copper prices prevail.

The best interests require that the opera-

tions shall be restricted or increased with

fluctuations in the price of copper. The
Isle Royale mill can be enlarged, and the

washing equipment modified so as to be

suitable for the economical treatment of

Superior ore.

Some Thermal Properties oi

Concrete

California Oilfield Maps

The State Mining Bureau of California

has just issued, under the direction of

Lewis E. Aubury, State mineralogist, a

map of the oilfields of Santa Barbara

county, and a detailed map of the Santa

Maria and Cat Canon oilfield. The price

of the Santa Barbara county map is 40c,

and of the Santa Maria and Cat Canon
map is 50c, with 5c postage for each.

A map of the Whittier-Olinda oilfield, in

Los Angeles and Orange counties was is-

sued recently.

In all the maps that have been com-

pleted, railroads, highways, producing,

nonproducing and drilling wells, are cor-

rectly shown. Field assistants are now
V work in a number of the other dis-

tricts collecting data for detailed maps.

Every oil region in California that has

been developed, or that has immediate

promise of development, will be mapped
by the State Mining Bureau as early as

possible.

The coefficient of linear expansion foi

1:2:5 stone concrete has lately been de.

termined by Prof. Charles L. Norton oi

the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology
1

. It is 0.0000055 per cent, pei

deg. F. at low temperatures, increases

slightly up to 575 deg. F., after which ii

decreases until it becomes zero at 150C

deg. F. It is slightly negative above this

point. The blocks had a permanent elon-

gation of about 75 per cent, of the maxi-

mum elongation after being once heatec

to 1500 deg. F., but on a second heating

there was no sensible permanent elonga-

tion.

Blocks heated to 932 deg. F. for twe

hours lost 15 per cent, of their strength:

after four hours, 43 per cent. Heated a

1500 deg. F. for two hours they lost38pei

cent.; after four hours, 66 per cent. The

specific heat was also measured, giving re-

sults from 0.156 to 0.219. Stone concrete

will conduct heat about 25 times as fas

as does compressed cork, but only abou 1

1/75 to 1/100 as fast as steel.

New Water Power Reg-

ulations

Washington Correspondence

According to French advices a nitride

of aluminum, Al N, can be prepared by

submitting pulverized aluminum to the

action of ammonia gas at 850 to 1000

dcK. Centigrade.

A new form of water-power permit and

new regulations for water-power plants

on the national forests were approved

Dec. 29 by the Secretary of Agriculture.

The important changes under the new

regulations are, that they may provide

for the issuance of a preliminary permit

that secures for the party making the

first application, protection during the

time necessary to make final surveys and

procure data for the issuance of the final

permit. The new permits will terminate

at the expiration of 50 years, unless re-

voked sooner by the Secretary of Agri-

culture, and the charge will be based

upon the net horsepower capacity of the

plant, beginning with a charge of 10c.

per h.p. during the first year and

that will be increased 10c per year until

$1 per h.p. will be paid in the tenth year,

which charge will continue thereafter.

Computed for the 50-year period, the

charge under the new permit is about 30

per cent, less than that under the old

form. Provision is made for a readjust-

ment every 10 years, of the factors upon

which the estimated capacity of the plant

is computed. It is alleged by the offi-

cials in charge that the new regulations

will encourage extensive water-power de-

velopment in the national forests under

provisions that will fully protect the in-

terests of the people.

1Engineering Xncs, Vol. 64, p. 711.
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Development of the Goldfield Mines
In describing Goldfield, Nev., it is hardly

:cessary to go over the early history of

e camp when the leasers were prosper-

g. But it must be admitted that it

as the leasers who made the camp in

e beginning. Leasing is on the decline,

irtly because the two larger companies

efer to do their own prospecting, and

irtly because it is hard to raise money

r Nevada ventures. With the excep-

in of the Grizzly Bear lease, the shaft

which is 1165 ft. deep, the Goldfield

jnsolidated company does not have a

igle lease out. The Florence property

;ewise has no leases in existence. The

w operating leasers are working mainly

i outlying properties. The Silver Pick

,s one lease in operation, while on the

ilverde claim of the Jumbo Extension

[Other leaser is working at a depth of

65 ft. The conspicuous feature, and

e encouraging part of the present leas-

g, is that the leasers prefer prospecting

considerable depth, where the ore-

dies appear to become more regular

d better outlined, rather than to drift

ar the surface in the attempt to find

e in the upper parts.

To its credit, Goldfield now has a

By Claude T. Rice

The leasing system of the

early development period is

now on the decline, the com-

panies preferring to do their

own prospecting. Good ore

has been found at a depth

of iooo feet. The produc-

tive mines occupy a com-

paratively small area; the

most important properties

are the Goldfield Consoli-

dated and the Florence, the

former producing about

$10,850,000 per annum.

that element, which has drifted to Cali-

fornia, Cripple Creek and the San Juan
country of Colorado. Instead of the of-

ficials of the Goldfield Consolidated

paratively short extent of the productive

aiea at Goldfield. Many of the shafts

shown are merely prospects. The more
important ones can be recognized by the

large dumps. Beginning at the east and

naming the mines that have produced on
\ large scale, they are the Red Top at the

foot of Columbia mountain, the Laguna,

the Jumbo worked by the Clermont shaft,

the Mohawk, the Combination Fraction,

the Combination and the Florence. The

zone-like occurrence of the ore is still

more emphasized by Fig. 2, which was
taken from a point southerly from the

Combination shaft, showing the mines as

generally viewed from town.

Geologic Conditions

The country rock at Goldfield consists

of a series of Tertiary volcanics laid

down on top of a basement of Cambrian
sediments into which was intruded, prior

to the volcanic extrusions, an alaskite

mass. The older sediments and the

alaskite crop out on Columbia mountain,

near the mines, while in some of the

deepest workings of the Jumbo and Pol-

verde fraction this shale is also found.

The volcanic rocks overlying the older

Principal Mines in the Productive Area, Goldfield, Nev.

ining company that publishes in its

ports the most information about its

lancial condition and the progress of

iderground work that is given by any

ining company not incorporated in

igland. Moreover, the Goldfield Con-

lidated is one of the few mining com-

mies in which the man who has been

ost interested from the beginning still

ilds the largest interest. In fact,

iorge Wingfield is one of the few men
10, after making money out of a mine,

mained with it as an investment. His

nnection with Goldfield Consolidated is

good guarantee that the small investor

111 get the same fair treatment that he

is in the past.

estern Federation and High-grading
Dead at Goldfield.

At Goldfield much has been done to

eak up the control of the bad element
the Western Federation. The home of

gh-graders is now practically free of

company having to waste their energies

in the contest with ore thieves, they are

able to devote their attention to the safe-

guarding of the lives of their employees.

The Goldfield Consolidated is one of the

few mines in the country where a

miner is discharged as quickly for work-

ing in an unsafe place as he is if he does

not do enough work.

Productive Mines Occupy Small Area.

The Goldfield mines that give promise

of a future, and all those that are work-

ing at present, are grouped closely to-

gether. They are situated roughly in an

east and west zone that extends easterly

from Columbia mountain about one mile,

to the farthest stopes of the Florence

mine, Fig. 1, shown in the panorama taken

from Columbia mountain by the head-

frame that stands on top of the hill be-

yond the Florence mill. This picture

views the mines from an unusual direc-

tion, but it gives a good idea of the 00m-

basement consist of rhyolites, latite, da-

cites and andesites that have been folded

into a low dome.

Through this mass of volcanics there

extends a crescent zone of Assuring that

has a roughly northwest-southeast course,

with the horns of the crescent pointing

tu the southwest. Along this crescent

there appear to be three places where

there was ore deposition. The most im-

portant is that portion extending from the

Florence to the Red Top mine, the

center of which seems to be in the Mo-
hawk and Jumbo ground, although the

most definite orebodies are in the Flor-

ence mine near the south end of the

zone. At the Sandstorm and Kendall

mines some ore has been mined, but this

was from workings less than 80 ft. deep

and in the rhyolite. So far the attempts

to trace this ore to greater depth have

met with no success. A company has

been organized by George Wingfield to

work the ground in that vicinity during
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the coming spring. At Black Butte there

is an area in which some patches of rich

ore have been found. This part of the

camp has given but little return for the

work done. The country rock is andesite.

As the bonanzas are found mainly in

the dacite, it became a saying in the camp

that the dacite was the only rock favor-

able to the discovery of deep-seated ore-

bodies, although it is well known that

some of the richest ore from the Little

Florence and the Engineers' lease was in

andesite.

The experience with deeper develop-

ment shows that the orebodies continue

unaffected by the change from the dacite

into the latite below, although it is

thought by some that possibly the ore in

the latite is a mineralization of a dacite

dike that cuts through the latite. This

theory is not generally accepted.

Good Ore Found in Latite

A body of copper-bearing sulphide ore

in latite occurs on the 800- ft. level of the

Polverde fraction. It is said to be about

2 ft. wide and to average about $30 in

gold per ton. All the ore in the Clermont

workings of the Goldfield Consolidated,

below the 800- ft. level, is also in latite

or along a dike of dacite that cuts through

the latite. The Clermont ore, on the 1000-

ft. level, carries free gold, is low in

copper, and as amenable to cyanidation

as any of the ore on the upper levels.

Most of the gold appears in the same
finely divided, rusty, free state that char-

acterizes the ore in the Goldfield camp.

One of the orebodies on the 1000-ft.

level is 20 ft. wide, as developed by a

crosscut, and averages approximately

$100 per ton, while another orebody

about 50 ft. to the north on the strike is

about 4 ft. wide and also averages about

$100 per ton. These are known as the

south orebodies. The one north of the

shaft is lower in grade, averaging about

$20 per ton for a width of 8 ft. All these

finds are of great importance, for they

show that as rich ore occurs on the 1000-

ft. level as on the upper levels. There is

much rich ore on the 750-ft. level and in

one of the stopes there is a body of ore

which furnished, at the time that the

mill was damaged by the fire, 600 tons

of ore averaging $800 per ton.

Origin of the Ore

The importance of this rich ore at

depth will be more fully seen when the

manner of the formation of the ore, as

given by F. L. Hansome, 1

is briefly ex-

plained.

According to Mr. Ransome, the ore

was probably formed by precipitation.

from a sulphide solution, of native

ind a less amount of a «old

telluridc of uncertain composition, called

goldfieldite. This precipitating was done

olutions containing much

sulphurous and sulphuric acid formed by

the oxidation of the hydrogen sulphide in

the solutions that carried the gold up

from the magma below. This sulphuric

acid attacked the silicate minerals and

formed an aluminous sulphate mineral

called alunite.

There were at least two stages in the

ore-forming action. First there was a

minor mineralization which consisted

mainly of the silicification of certain

areas in the fractured zone. These later

formed brittle, resisting patches in the

plastic alunitized and kaolinized dacite,

latite and andesite. When the zone

of previous fracturing was subjected

to stress again these resistant stocks of

silicified rock refused to yield and flow

along with the softer mass surrounding

them. They were fractured, thus forming

passageways for the ascending gold solu-

tions and descending acid waters. Upon
mingling with the surface waters, the

gold precipitated mainly as native gold

and less abundantly as a telluride. There

are also other forms in which the gold

occurs. The sulphide minerals and the

silicious ore are precipitated in con-

cretionary form. As a result the richest

ore looks somewhat like plum pudding.

The sulphuric acid attacked the feld-

spars of the original rock and changed

them into sulphates so that there is an

abundance of alunite in the ore. This

makes it sticky and hard to handle in

the chutes when wet. The acid solutions

from the altered feldspars in the

shattered zone seemed to filter down-

through the softer portions and were not

so confined to the more open parts of the

zone as were the ascending solutions

which appeared to have come up under

considerable pressure.

Irregular Orebodies

In this way the localization of the ore

into irregular shoots is accounted for.

These shoots are quite irregular near the

surface, but deeper down there is a tend-

ency for them to become more regular.

One reason that the oreshoots are so much
more irregular in the upper workings is

that they were formed, according to Mr.

Ransome, within from 300 to 1000 ft. of

surface. There is a feathering out and

breaking-up of the fissure which charac-

terizes the upper part where the diminu-

tion of the pressure on the rocks has

allowed the fissures to be more wander-

ing in character. Moreover, there prob-

ably has been some rearrangement of

the ore minerals in the upper parts of

the shoots as erosion progressed down-
ward, but the orebodies as a whole show
little if any signs of secondary concen-

tration of the ^old.

Another thinn that had an influence in

rcnlcrinK the localization of the ore-

shoots more pronounced, with depth, is

the fact that tlie alunitization of the rock

rendered it less permeable. Below a cer-

tain depth the ore-bearing solutions had

to ascend through the more open channels

formed in the brittle rocks that were left

in the fractured zone. The descending

surface waters, also, were forced to seek

these less clogged channels for their

downward journey. The joining of the

lines of shattering in depth, as is char-

acteristic of all fracturing, would tend to

limit the number of these channels along

which the solutions ascended.

The finding of rich ore at a depth of

1000 ft. in the Clermont shaft workings

shows that the solutions penetrated to

that depth, and that the conditions were

just as conducive at that depth to the

formation of rich ore as above. The fact

that the alunite is as abundant on the

1000-ft. level as above, provided. Mr.

Ransome's hypotheses in regard to the ore

genesis are correct, also shows that the

sulphuric acid solutions from the surface

had not as yet met with any great resist-

ance to their travel downward through

the fractured rocks. Moreover, the fact

that apparently as much of the gold is in

• the free form as on the upper levels

shows that the descending solutions were

still rich in precipitant at that depth.

Good Ore Expected at Still Greater

Depth

There seems little reason for thinking

that the limit, in depth, of the precipitat-

ing condition is being approached. There

is no reason to suppose that the rich ore

at Goldfield will not persist to as great

depths as the Comstock, or that mining

will not extend as deep as at Grass

Valley. The main consideration seems

to be, how the depth is going to affect

the quantity rather than the grade of

the ore.

Owing to the fact that the nature of

the wall rock does not seem to have had

any effect on the genesis of the ore, there

does not appear to be any reason for

assigning so much importance to the wall

rock as has been done in the past. There

seems to be no reason for thinking that

the latite or alaskite, and especially the

indurated carbonaceous shale which un-

derlies the latite, should not form the sides

of an open channel for the solutions to

circulate as did the andesite and the dacite

nearer the surface. The ore is due to the

meeting and commingling of the descend-

ing and ascending solutions, more than to

the chemical composition or physical con-

dition of the wall rock or of the rock

breccia filling the channels through which

the solutions traveled.

The feature at Goldfied is the ex-

traordinary richness of the ore. For in-

stance, during 1909 the Consolidated

company shipped to the smeltery 1500

tons of ore that averaged 35 oz. per ton,

while the mill heads average close to $35

per ton. Of course, 2-oz. gold ore is

more erratic than low-grade ore, and its

mining is more hazardous. There is no

reason to think that the end of the Gold-

field Consolidated or of the Florence-
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,oldfield ore is anywhere in sight. More-

ver, the dividend of 25 per cent, on a

larket price of $8 for Goldfield Con-

jlidated stock is assured for over a year

nd a half by the ore developed in the

resent shoots without depending on

robable ore.

iOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED^ ORE BECOM-

ING Lower Grade

During the last few months the heads

t the Consolidated mill have been fall-

ig steadily. It seems probable that un-

:ss high-grade ore is found in greater

roportions to the medium-grade ore, the

The Florence-Goldfield Company
The Florence-Goldfield company is the

other large company at Goldfield, but it

does not approach the Goldfield Consoli-

dated in the amount of its holdings and
capitalization. It has only 1,050,000

shares (par value Si each) outstanding.

About 65 per cent, of the shares in this

company are still owned by the two men
who owned the property in the beginning,

Thomas Lockhart and A. D. Parker. It

speaks well for the two principal mines

at Goldfield to find that the men who have

been interested in them from the begin-

ning are interested in them.

of this length, where it has been broken

by faulting, has proved barren. The ore

occurs in shoots along the distance named
and is not continuous. Near the Florence

main shaft, a distance of fully 900 ft.

has been stoped almost continuously.

Orebodies on the Florence

The Florence has not been paying reg-

ular dividends because the company has

been cleaning up the old lease stopes that

lie mainly above the 350-ft. level, al-

though on the Engineers' lease the ore was
worked to a depth of 500 ft. This ore

lies in a block of ground faulted out of

Clermont Shaft of Goldfield Consolidated The Florence Mine, Goldfield, Nev.

_.*? *i

The Combination Fraction, Goldfield Red Top at Left. Lacuna at Right

Goldfield Consolidated Mill Mohawk Mine of Goldfield Consolidated

>oldfield Consolidated will have to be

atisfied with heads averaging nearer S30
er ton than S40 in order to mine the

ledium-grade and the high-grade ore in

le proper proportions. The company,
uring last year, paid S2 per share in

ividends and spent about $400,000 for

epairs and equipment. The reserve fund

t the beginning of the fiscal year,

1,365,000, is now $1,549,000, not count-

ng the ore in process. During the fiscal

rear the gross output was $10,850,000

ind the net profits approximately

57,400,000.

The leases on the Florence property

have rivaled the Mohawk leases in the

amount and richness of the ore produced.

It was the ore from the Florence leases

that gave Goldfield its early reputation.

The reported production of these leases

was about $5,000,000. The actual pro-

duction was probably 50 per cent, more,

as much ore was stolen from the leases.

These lease workings have shown a

well pronounced ore zone in the Florence

that has been productive throughout a

north and south distance, along its strike,

of about 2200 ft. Only about 600 ft.

the main line of ore deposition, and when

the statement in regard to the 900 ft. of

almost continuous stoping is made it in-

cludes the workings in the Engineers'

lease fault block. The ore left behind by

the leasers, after they had mined out the

streaks of high-grade ore, has averaged,

to date, about $20 per ton but during

1910 the heads fell to $12.

The orebodies in the Florence seem

to be more defined in their occurrence

than is the case at the Goldfield Consoli-

dated, and they stand much nearer ver-

tically. In fact, only in the bottom of
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the oreshoots, as at present developed,

does the ore show any tendency to lean

in one direction more than the other, this

tendency being to dip steeply to the east.

There is not a great amount of ore

actually developed in the Florence prop-

erty. During 1910 a body of ore, at right

angles to the main occurrence and leading

almost to the old Baby Florence lease

workings, was found by the development

work done under the guidance of Willis

Lawrence, the manager. This orebody

is nearly vertical and about 6 ft.

wide. The ore is of milling grade and

averages about 512 per ton. Also in the

Baby Florence workings, a body of ore

about 8 ft. wide was found within about

4 ft. of one of the drifts that the leasers

had driven almost parallel to it. They did

not find this ore owing to the limited time

that the lease had to run. The leasers

considered that driving was more promis-

ing than crosscutting at that point.

Throughout the Baby Florence workings,

many bunches of high-grade ore have

been found by the leasers, giving the

lease a gross reported production of

$100,000. What this new find will de-

velop into is hard to say. At present the

small amount of development work done

on it has only shown ore of milling grade.

No Deep Work at the Florence

• North of the main shaft the mine has

been worked only to the 350-ft. level.

Most of the ore above that level has been

taken out by the leasers. But in the

sill floor of the 350-ft. level there are

several places where the ore shows up

well. The ore mined from the old lease

stopes has averaged close to S20 per ton

after the high-grade streak in the center

of the stopes was taken out by the leasers.

In places the ore has widened out to

50 ft. In the stopes the ore has averaged

8 ft. wide and it is in this part of the

mine that the 900 ft. of fairly continuous

stoping has been done. With 20c. in

dividends paid on S12 ore this makes the

virgin ground in north end of the

Florence below the 350-ft. level look

well.

In the south end of the Florence the

ore has been pretty well worked out to

? depth of 500 ft. At several points on

that level good ore is found in the floor,

and in winze in the Little Florence ground

a body of ore 20 ft. wide has been cut at

a depth of 70 ft. below the 500-ft. level

that averages $100 per ton across this

distance.

The development of the orebodies at

depth is now being resumed. The sta-

tion on the 500-ft level has been com-

pleted and the cutting of the skip pockets

on that level will soon be completed.

There is not much crosscutting to be done

on the 500-ft. level to reach the zone of

mineralization, so that the company ex-

pects to be mining from stopes on the

500-ft. lei In I on.

Sinking to Be Continued at Florence

As soon as the crosscut is far enough
away from the station so as not to in-

terfere with the sinking, the shaft work
will be resumed with the intention of

sinking to a depth of 1000 or 1200 ft.

This is forced upon the company, for the

upper stopes are about cleaned up, al-

though there is still enough ore to keep

the mill running while the deeper de-

velopment work is being done. There are

15,000 tons of broken ore in one of the

stopes, as well as ore still in the walls

of some of the lease stopes, and in the

newer finds which have already been men-
tioned.

If the absence of ore at the Florence

mine on the bottom levels was due to the

fact that development work had failed to

show new ore, I would hesitate in think-

ing well of the chances of the mine at

depth. But there seems to be no ques-

tion that the main reason for the ab-

sence of ore is the absence of develop-

ment work. Since the present manager
has taken hold of the property, the shaft

has been raised from the 500-ft. level

to the 350-ft. level, and the upper part

from the 350-ft. level to the collar en-

larged to a standard three-compartment

shaft. While this was being done, the

development, already referred to, was
also carried on in the upper levels. Ex-

penses have been cut and the mill put

on an efficient basis in spite of its

original design. All this has taken time.

The heads from the mill assay only $12,

but owing to the fact that the ore can

be mined without the use of much timber

and with almost complete gravity hand-

ling, the management has been able to

bring the costs down to $8.22 per ton

covering all expenses. These costs are

even lower than those of the Goldfield

Consolidated, but there are widely dif-

fering conditions at the two properties.

Combination Fraction

The Combination Fraction is the only

other property at Goldfield that is produc-

ing. This is a small patch of ground in the

center of the most productive area, but

unfortunately for the company it owns
only about nine acres. The company is

working about 35 men at its mine and

mill and is treating about 50 tons of ore

per day at the Goldfield Nevada Reduc-

tion Works, which it has leased. There

are 15 stamps, and the mill is making a

high recovery on the ore. The heads vary

between $20 and $30 per ton. The mine

is opened to a depth of 750 ft., but most

of the ore is coming from the 300- and

400- ft. levels, although some is being

mined on the 500-ft. level.

Jumbo Extension

The Jumbo Extension company is, in-

directly, producing some ore, as the C.on-

solidated is working on a half-and half

basis the ore that the two own together

in a small area of ground, title to which
the two companies wisely settled by com-
promise some time ago. But the amount
of ore in this ground is not nearly so

large as some of the Jumbo Extension

engineers would like to have the public

think.

The development of the Sandstorm
area at depth may reveal good ore.

There are also possibilities of finding

good ore to one side of the present ore-

bodies in the altered area, while no one

can tell what may happen where the veins

are in the underlying carbonaceous shale.

Promising Outlook for Goldfield

Goldfield is promising better times in

the future. The district deserves much
more prospecting than has been done

away from the immediate vicinity of the

Jumbo, Mohawk, Combination and Flor-

ence shafts.

For many kindnesses shown me while

at Goldfield, I wish to thank J. R. Finlay,

general manager, Prof. H. L. Smyth, con-

sulting geologist, and Joseph Donnelly,

mine superintendent, respectively, of the

Goldfield Consolidated Mines Company,
and also Willis Lawrence, general mana-

ger of the Florence Goldfield Mining

Company, to whom I owe much of the

information that is included in this article.

California Borax in 1910

By Lewis H. Eddy*

The production of borax ores in the

year 1910 in California will total more

than 37,000 tons. Between 25,000 and

30,000 of the tonnage was produced in

Inyo county by the Pacific Coast Borax

Company, and about 12,000 tons in the

Lang district, near Los Angeles, by the

Sterling Borax Company. There was no

material increase in the Inyo county pro-

duction over 1909. In the Lang district

there was an increase of 4000 tons over

the production of 1909. There were no

new developments in either of these dis-

tricts. Iri Ventura county new borax

mines were developed by the Russell

Borax Mining Company, but this com-

pany did not produce any borax for the

market during the year. The output of

refined borax products in California, and

sold on the Pacific coast, amounted to

about 1200 tons. The remainder of the

ore was shipped to points in the east

and Europe. The borax mined is so

nearly pure that there is not a great

difference betv/een the tonnage of the

raw ore and the refined product. The

price ranged from 2j/j to 3^>c. per lb.

on the Pacific coast.

8 Perry building, San Francisco, Cnl.
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fennessee Phosphate in 1910
After two years of depression—start-

[ with the financial troubles of 1907

i augmented by disagreements between

'. phosphate mining and fertilizer in-

,ests—the phosphate-rock industry in

tinessee (more particularly in Maury

unty) showed considerable activity

ring 1910; many operations were re-

tried and new ideas and methods de-

loped. A number of changes in own-

;hip were consummated—some of them

ing the results of negotiations begun

1909; new plants were erected and

I ones remodeled; methods were intro-

ced and developed for saving material

-merly left unmined or thrown back

the spoil banks; and a ready market

s established for the tailings which

ie formerly dumped into the creeks or

id for filling.

ndency is toward more centralized

Control

rhe tendency of 1910 was toward

minating the small miner and putting

: majority of the holdings into the

ids of a few moneyed concerns, which

course carried with it preparations for

ning and handling on more extensive

i improved plans. During the year the

ernational Agricultural Corporation, a

npany organized in 1909, through the

Drts of T. C. Meadows and associates,

i financed by the Morgan interests,

chased or otherwise acquired a large

ire of the brown-rock phosphate hold-

s in Maury and Giles counties, and

ne of the blue rock in Lewis and Hick-

n counties. They also took over sev-

1 Tennessee fertilizer factories and

ered into profit-sharing contracts with

ers. Among the phosphate-rock prop-

ies absorbed by the International Ag-

jltural Corporation during 1910 were
se of the Blue Grass Phosphate,

idle Tennessee Phosphate, T. C.

adows & Co., Richland Phos-

ite, Jackson Phosphate, Maury Phos-
ite, Sterling Phosphate, Mt. Pleasant

ne Phosphate, France & Co., Little

;by Phosphate, and Ruhm & Gregory

—

isisting of holdings in the Mt. Pleasant
I Southport districts in Maury county;

the American Phosphate Company
1 the properties controlled by T. C.

adows and S. S. Lord and others in

es county; and the holdings of the

inessee Valley Fertilizer Company in

ury, Williamson, Lewis and Hickman
nties. They also purchased the cap-
stock, or at least a controlling in-

ist, of the Independent Phosphate
"npany, a corporation made up of a
nber of independent fertilizer concerns
I owning extensive phosphate holdings
Maury county. In addition negotia-
is were being carried on by them at
end of the year for the Brown Rock

By John Ruhm, Jr.*

There was greater utiliza-

tion of low-grade phosphatide

material, following experi-

ments by the ['. S. Geologi-

cal survey. Small inter-

ests consolidated.

'Mi. Pleasant, Tenn.

Phosphate Company, in the Southport

district of Maury, and certain undevel-

oped holdings in Giles county.

The Charleston Mining and Manufac-
turing Company (which is the mining

corporation operated by the Virginia-

Carolina Chemical Company) purchased

two large tracts near Wales station in

Giles county, and began prospect work
with the view of acquiring more in the

same territory. The Armour Fertilizer

Works acquired the phosphate interests

of the Tennessee Chemical Company,
which consisted of lands in Maury, Da-
vidson and Hickman counties. Hoover
& Mason, of Chicago, 111., who owned
the control and had contracts for mining
the properties of the Standard Phosphate
and Chemical Company in Maury and
Hickman counties, purchased on their

own account the Carothers and Prince

lands in Hickman county, the Linck and
Hackney places and the mining rights

on the Orr and Carpenter properties in

Maury county.

At the close of 1910 the concerns ac-

tively engaged in mining and shipping

Tennessee phosphate rock were the In-

ternational Agricultural Corporation,

Charleston Mining and Manufacturing
Company, Federal Chemical, Central

Phosphate, Independent Phosphate, Globe
Phosphate, Ruhm Phosphate Mining,

Wiliams Phosphate, H. F. Alexander &
Co. and W. V. Wilson, in Maury county;

Armour Fertilizer Works, Volunteer State

Phosphate Company and Meridian Phos-

phate Company in Hickman county; In-

ternational Agricultural Corporation and

American Agricultural Chemical Com-
pany in Giles County; and Charleston

Mining and Manufacturing Company in

Lewis county.

Old Dump Heaps Found Valuable

From experiments inaugurated during

former years it was ascertained that the

spoil banks thrown back in mining under

the old methods, and phosphate sand and
muck deposits heretofore not considered

of sufficient value to handle contained

.much high-grade material that could be

saved by proper methods of washing. In

fact, the opinion has been advanced by
those who claim to know that in the

mined-out portions as much valuable

material remains as was taken out. With
the view of handling this material addi-

tions were made to the plants of the

International Agricultural Corporation,

the Charleston Mining and Manufacturing
Company and the Federal Chemical
Company. A new plant for handling their

Giles county properties was started by

the Charleston Mining and Manufactur-

ing Company near Wales Station.

Hoover & Mason, who are making their

first venture in mining and handling

phosphate rock and phosphatic materials,

but who have had a large experience in

the mining and washing of iron ores in

other sections of the country, erected on
the property known as the Griffith place,

near Mt. Pleasant, a plant complete in

every particular and much more elab-

orate and of finer construction than any-
thing ever attempted by others in this

line in the State of Tennessee. This

plant, which was practically completed
and ready for operation at the end of the

year, shows the result of careful study

and experiment and gives promise of

great improvement in the economy of

handling and quality of output.

For many years a number of the agri-

cultural experiment stations in the north-

ern and eastern States have been making
practical experiments in applying to the

soil for purposes of fertilization finely

ground phosphate rock in its crude state

without any treatment; and the results

obtained by them have—almost without

exception—been satisfactory.

Possibilities of Crude Phosphate Rock
as a Fertilizer

In the preparation by the methods in

/ogue of the lump rock, which was being

shipped to the fertilizer factories, a con-

siderable amount of tailings accumulated
which contained from 8 to 13 per cent,

phosphorus (40 to 65 per cent. B. P. L.),

and which were being thrown away. The
agricultural experiment stations, by ac-

tual trial, demonstrated that this material,

if finely ground, spread with manures, or

over fields growing clover, cowpeas and

other legumes, would be gradually acted

on by the decaying organic matter, or

humus, and furnish a more economical

and permanent supply of phosphorus for

plant life than the preparations being

offered by the fertilizer manufacturer.

These ideas have been steadily and stren-

uously combated by the fertilizer inter-

ests but the use has rapidly increased,

and during 1910 the trade in this line

was large.

As a result of this increase the Ruhm
Phosphate Mining Company, Central

Phosphate Company and Mt. Pleasant
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Fertilizer Company—all of Mt. Pleasant

—which had previously embarked in the

business, made extensive additions in

their grinding plants and methods of hand-

ling the material; and new plants for this

purpose were installed by the Williams

Phosphate Company, at Alt. Pleasant,

and Jackson & Cooper, at Spring Hill.

At the close of the year others were

making plans for similar installations.

The Middle Tennessee Railroad was put

into operation as far as Leatherwood and

the grading from that point to Mt. Pleas-

ant sufficiently done to warrant that by

the summer of 1911 Alt. Pleasant will

have another road, independent of the

Louisville & Nashville, to handle its

product. Shipments for 1910 probably

reached 500,000 tons, or more; but the

exact amount is not yet ascertainable.

Prices f.o.b. Mt. Pleasant during 1910

were: $3.50@4 for 12 per cent, lump

rock; $4.50<ff5 for 75 per cent, lump;

and S3.50 for ground rock containing 12

per cent, phosphorus, lump rock being

priced on the long ton and ground rock

on the short ton.

Copper in California in 1910

By Lewis H. Eddy*

The output of California for the year

1910 is not likely to exceed 50,000,000

lb. of fine copper. This is a decrease of

more than 15,000,000 lb. from the out-

put of 1909. The decrease in produc-

tion is not the result of failure to find

the ore nor neglect of the development

of mining, but due almost entirely to

the shutting down of smelteries conse-

quent upon the demands of the Farmers'

Protective Association of Shasta county,

alleging damage done to their crops by

the sulphur fumes arising from the pro-

cess of smelting.

The Bully Hill copper mine, situ-

ated just north of Pit river and east

of the Sacramento, closed down about

the middle of the year, responding to an

order of the court in a suit brought to

enjoin the Bully Hill Copper Mining and

Smelting Company from damaging the

crops of the farmers. Since that time

this company has shipped some ore to

the Balaklala, probably an average of

10<J tons per day.

The Balaklala mine, on the west side

of the Sacramento river, closed down its

smeltery about two or three months ago

for the same reason that the Bully Hill

did, the sulphur fumes being complained

of by the farmers. The Balaklala had

been operating three blast and one re-

verberators' furnace during about three-

fourths of the year, handling from 750

to 1000 tons of ore per day. Toward the

end of 1010 operations were resinned on

bnlldlng - Cal.

a small scale, experiments being made
with the Cottrell process of smoke neu-

tralization.

Mountain and Mammoth

The Mountain Copper Company slight-

ly increased its production in 1910 over

1909, but this increase has no ma-
terial effect upon the general outpur,

for the reason that the Mountain Cop-
per Company's operations are no longer

a great factor in the copper production of

the State, the operations of this company
since the old orebodies have been worked
out being confiend to products other than

copper.

The Mammoth mine on Little Back-
bone creek, west of the Sacramento river,

is the biggest producer and the mainstay

of the Shasta county copper belt. But

the production of this company was re-

duced for the same reason that affected

the others, and although a baghouse was
constructed at a cost of S252,000, it was
unable until the cold weather set in to

take the smoke of more than two fur-

naces out of the four.

Other Mines

In Calaveras county there was a small

production in the year 1910,. which may
equal the production of about 5,500,000

lb. for 1909. One blast furnace and one

reverberatory furnace, with a total bur-

den of 100 tons per day, were in opera-

tion part of the year. At Campo Seco

the old Union Copper Company was re-

organized as the Calaveras Copper Com-
pany, and is owned by Boston capitalists.

It is doing active prospecting work, but

not treating any ores. In Del Norte

county there is practically nothing doing.

A controlling interest in the mines and

smeltery at Needles, southern California,

was purchased by the United States

Smelting, Refining and Mining Company,
which owns the Mammoth mine, and new
development work is reported to be in

progress.

The Peyton Chemical Company, the

local representative of the General

Chemical Company, shut down its re-

verberatory furnace in the latter part of

1910. During most of the year this

company operated one or two reverbera-

tory furnaces, dependent upon the re-

quirements, and smelted a minimum of

2000 to 4000 tons per month.

The Smoke Problem

The situation in Shasta county in 1910,

while disastrous to the copper industry,

attracted serious thought to the prob-

lem of controlling sulphur fumes, and
to the comparative value of the copper

industry and the farming industry. The
damage done to the verdure and vege-

tation of Shasta county by the sulphur

fumes from the smelteries is small com-
pared to the value of the copper-mining

industry in that county. These smelteries

arc situated some distance from the ac-

tlvi horticultural and agricultural locali-

ties. The smelteries of the Balaklala an

the Mammoth, and the Mountain Cop

per Company's old smeltery, are on th

west bank of the Sacramento rive

where there is a small acreage devote

to farming, within a radius of 10 to 1

miles. The Bully Hill smeltery, situate

about 10 miles east of the Sacrament

and north of the Pit river, is not withi

several miles of even the smallest of th

ranches. All these properties are situate

a distance of about 10 to 25 miles nort

of Redding. The horticultural region o

Shasta county lies several miles sout

of Redding.

Iron Production in German}

The production of pig iron in the Ger

man Empire for 1 1 months ended Nov

30, as reported by the German Iron an;

Steel Union, was as follows, in metrii

tons:

1909. 1910. Changes
Foundry Iron 2,260,743 2,677,987 I. 417,91
Forge iron 600,394 593,463 D. 6j3
Steel pig 1,002,075 1,245,160 I. 243.0K
Bessemer pig 374,085 440,441 I. 66,35

Thomas(basic)pig 7,516,866 8,529,217 I. 1,012,81

Total 11,754,163 13,486,241 1.1.732,07

The total increase for the 1 1 month'

was 14.7 per cent. Steel pig include;

spiegeleisen, ferromanganese, ferrosili-

con and all similar alloys. Estimating

December output, the total production ol

pig iron in Germany in 1910 was 14,775,-

000 tons, an increase of 1,857,000 tons

or 14.4 per cent. No monthly reports

are made of steel production; but esti-

mating on the pig-iron basis, the make

of steel of all kinds in the German Em-

pire was approximately 13,890,000 metric

tons, a gain of 1.840,000 tons over 1909.

Both pig-iron and steel production

reached the highest points ever reported.

The foreign trade reports are complete

only for 10 months ended Oct. 31. Foi

that period the official figures are, in

metric tons:

Exports. Imports. Excess.

Iron and steel 4,001,560 460,342 Ex. 3,541,211
Machinery 320,546 60,114 Ex. 260,4*

Total 4,322,106 520,456 Ex. 3,801,651

Total, 1909 3,488,098 436,001 Ex. 3,052.09'

Iron ores 2,476,597 8,215,259 Im. 5,738,66:
Manganese ores.. 2,679 447,779 1m. 445,101

The increase in exports in 1910 wa;

834,008 tons, or 23.9 per cent.; in im

ports, 84,452 tons, or 19.4 per cent. Th(

foreign trade of Germany was activeh

pushed during the year. The iron-on

imports were chiefly from Sweden, Spair

and Russia; the exports were principal!)

of ores from Luxemburg and Lorraine t(

Belgium and France. Most of the man
panese ore imports were from Russia

where the trade in those ores is now al

most wholly controlled by German in

terests.

The exports of aluminum from Franc

during the first 10 months of 1910 wer

3512 tons, against 3432 tons for th

same period of 1909.
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fhe Tonopah District in 1910
rhe production of precious metals in

!
Tonopah district, Nevada, for 1910

)ws a great increase as compared with

: output of 1909. The amount of gold

)duced was 105,538 oz., and the silver

jduction was 9.954,455 oz., an increase

42.18 per cent, in gold and 47.78 per

it. in silver over the 1909 production,

e Tonopah-Belmont Development Com-

ny contributed 75.28 per cent, of the

Id increase and 74.60 per cent, of the

ver increase, and the Tonopah Exten-

>n Mining Company 20.93 and 18.80

r cent., respectively. The balance of

S increase was contributed by the var-

js companies, as noted in the tabulated

itement of production.

The increased production of the Tono-

ih-Belmont was due to the discovery

a bonanza orebody on the 1100-ft.

vel, in the latter part of December,

109, which has since been developed

stematically. Its gross production for

e year was $2,448,279 and net, $1,294,-

i0. This discovery illustrates the

langing fortunes of mining enterprises.

little over a year ago this company was

•actically out of ore, and its stock was

drug in the market, being offered for

)c. per share. Today its shares are

loted at $4.50, which gives the property

market valuation of $6,750,000.

The Tonopah Extension did not partic-

iate in the production of 1909, confin-

ig its operations to the erection of its

lilling and cyanide plant, and the devel-

pment of ore reserves. This mill start-

i in the latter part of January, 1910,

ad was in perfect running order by

.pril, the production for the year cover-

lg 9 months' operation only.

Figuring gold at $20 per ounce, and the

verage price of silver for 1910 at 53.5c.

er ounce, Tonopah produced $7,436,393,

n increase of $2,548,488 over 1909. The

ncrease in the price of silver in 1910

iver that in 1909 contributed $298,633

if the above $7,436,393. The total ore

iroduction for 1910 was 356,000 tons,

ind there was driven a total of 58,000

't. of drifts, crosscuts, raises, winzes

ind shafts.

Tonopah Mining Company Dividends

Amount to 685 per Cent.

This company is well in the lead in

noint of production, and is in exception-

ally good financial condition. Its net

earnings are $1,500,000 annually, of

which $1,400,000 are disbursed in divi-

dends. This is a return on the original

capitalization of 140 per cent, annually

Cone million shares of $1 par value hav-

ing been issued), and MYz per cent,

on the present market price of the stock.

In addition to this, the company com-

mands a surplus of $5,000,000 and ore

reserves that will supply the mill for

By Herbert Haas *

Production increased in

1 910 and a notable incident

of the year was the finding

of an important orebody

in the Tonopah-Belmont

.

Indications that rhyolite-

dacite is extrusive.

•Superintendent, MacNamara Mining Com-
pany, Tonopah. Nev.

three years, valued at $9,000,000. In-

cluding the last quarterly dividend of 40

per cent., payable Jan. 21, 1911, this

company has disbursed to date a total of

$6,850,000 or 685 per cent, on the orig-

inal capitalization.

Work in this mine was confined to sys-

tematic mining and development, and

nothing important in the way of new de-

velopments took place during the year.

Approximately 170,000 tons of mill ore

were mined, and 21,000 ft. of develop-

ment work completed. The sinking of

the Sand Grass shaft was discontinued,

when it became apparent that a south-

dipping fault had displaced the vein into

the Tonopah-Extehsion ground. Two

diamond drills are working on the Sand

Grass claim. The drill holes are 1000

ft. deep.

An important addition to the surface

plant was the erection of accumulators

and generator set, which will relieve the

main power circuit of the large fluctua-

tions to which it was subjected on ac-

count of the variable-load requirements,

principally occasioned by the high peak-

loads of the hoists. On account of the

frequent violent electric storms, the

power service is often interrupted, ser-

iously interfering with the mill opera-

tions, the slimes settling and tailings

wheels becoming submerged if the cur-

rent is shut off without warning. The

new storage-battery plant can supply cur-

rent for 10 hours, keeping in operation

that portion of the machinery the con-

tinuous operation of which is essential

and should be insured.

Such an accumulator system is install-

ed by the Goldfield Consolidated Mines

Company, of Goldfield, Nev. Its effect

on the power line, water wheels and gen-

erators has been beneficial, as it relieves

the system of frequent peaks, and the

water wheels of excessive stress due to

overloads, the power factor becoming

more constant. Despite the high instal-

lation expenses, which are given at $200,-

000 for the erected plant, and the high

cost of operation, the conveniences and

saving derived from such a plant far out-

weigh the outlay.

Properties Adjoining Tonopah-

Belmont

The development for 700 ft. on the

strike of the Tonopah-Belmont's new

orebody, on the 1100-, 1000- and 900-ft.

levels, and by winzes 66 and 122 ft. deep,

to a present depth of 1288 ft., provided

rarge ore reserves and placed this com-

pany in an excellent financial condition.

Developments in this mine furnished the

incentive for a number of companies

owning claims adjoining the property of

the Tonopah-Belmont to resume opera-

tions, among which are the Jim Butler,

the Rescue-Eula and the Belmont Ex-

tension.

The Jim Butler, which is controlled by

the same people who are prominent in the

affairs of the Belmont, resumed opera-

tions late in November. This company

owns the largest acreage of any company

in the district, which, beyond a small

amount of work, has never been pros-

pected outside of that portion contigu-

ous to the Tonopah Mining company's

holdings, and a small portion known as

Gold hill. At present, one lease holder

is working on the ground and is shipping

a small amount of ore weekly.

The Rescue-Eula Mining Company is a

reorganization of the old Rescue and

Eula companies, and owns claims south

of and adjoining the Belmont. The Bel-

mont Extension owns claims southeast

of the Belmont, and south of the Halifax

property.

The Mizpah Extension, owning prop-

erty north and northeast of the Belmont,

has a shaft down nearly 1000 ft. on its

Sparrow claim, and only a few feet north-

east of the Favorite claim of the Bel-

mont. A southeast crosscut, started from

the 980- ft. level, is at present in rhyolite

and is being continued with the object of

reaching the earlier andesite, known as

the "lode-porphyry."
'

MONTANA-TONOPAH MINING COMPANY

Work that eventually may be of great

importance as bearing on the future of

the ground northwest of the Montana-

Tonopah is the exploration of the Jack

Rabbitt, Mining Chance, Cronje Fraction

and Sampson, by a drift, and a crosscut

to the northwest through the Cronje to

the Little Tonopah. As step faults with

displacements of considerable magnitude

are common in the district and the dip

of these faults is usually to the north,

this prospect drift was sent out to cut

one of these faulted vein segments. The

fact that the drift has been in later an-

desite for some time was sufficient en-

couragement to cause the Montana-Ton-

opah to acquire the Eagen-Oddie group

of claims, adjoining the property on the

north.
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Important Geologic Conclusions Re-

sulting FROM TONOPAH EXTENSION

Work

The most important development in this

property was the finding of an orebody

on the 400-ft. level, which at the point of

discovery extended up to the contact of

the earlier andesite with the cap rock,

or later andesite. at which contact the

quartz veins of the district come to an

abrupt end. This vein is being further

developed by long crosscuts from the

500- and 600- ft. levels.

Another discovery in this mine, not

only of importance economically, but one

throwing much light on the geology of

the district, was the finding of an econ-

omic vein in the rhyolite-dacite under

conditions which leave no doubt that this

rock formation was poured out as a flow,

and is not an intrusive in the overlying

earlier andesite. the conclusions first

reached by Mr. Spurr. Further, that

the veins are later than the rhyolite-da-

cite. This question has long been an

open one, some geologists and engineers

siding with Mr. Spurr, others taking the

view that the various formations are suc-

cessive lava flows.

Revival on the Comstock ine a '
oint winze t0 reach the new ore

Special Correspondence

The year 1910 upon the Comstock lode

was devoted to active development work

in the deep levels of the several mines,

and this work was carried on by means

of the United Comstock Pumping Asso-

ciation which was formed by all of the

important mines upon the lode for the

purpose of cooperation in development.

Included in the association are the

Ophir, Con Virginia, Mexican, Sierra

Nevada, Union Consolidated, Best &

Belcher, Gould & Curry, Savage, Hale &
Norcross, Chollar, Potosi, Exchequer,

Bullion, Yellow Jacket, Crown Point and

Belcher mines.

At the Con Virginia, the main working

shaft, known as the C. & C, was sunk to

the 2650-ft. level and the large pumping

plant consisting of the Risdon hydraulic

elevator and Riedler electric pumps were

augmented by the addition of a Starret

pump, and the combined plant is believed

to be sufficient to handle any water that

may be encountered to the 3000-ft. level.

At the Ward shaft the new Scranton

COLD AND SILVER PRODUCTION OF TONOPAH, NEV.. IN 1910.-
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|he Brunswick lode sank its shaft 500 The Pyrites Industry in 1910
't. and found paying ore on each level,

vhich was shipped to the Butters plant
~

. . lme>„ t By John Tyssowski
or treatment. J

Other Activities Revived by Mining

The Virginia & Gold Hill Water Com-

pany which furnishes the water supply

'or the towns of Virginia City and Gold

-fill, has expended about $100,000 upon

ts plant and greatly increased its supply

py the purchase df' additional water shed.

The Washoe Club, famous in the old

ilays as the leading mining club in the

Jnited States, reopened and again be-

came the meeting place of mining men,

ts well as the center of festivities upon

,he Comstock.

! No new companies were floated and

io new stock offered for sale upon the

Comstock lode during 1910, but the old

:ompanies have continued with their

small capitalization, the largest of which

s Con Virginia, with only 216,000 shares

ind the Ophir with 201,000, nearly all the

other companies having only 100,000

shares each. The economies effected in-

:lude the reduction of salaries and ex-

penses to the extent of $55,000 per year

uelow former above-ground expenditures,

md the amount has been applied to de-

/elopment work underground. The total

expenditures for the year are believed

exceed $1,000,000. During 1911 the

Policy of active development of the deep

evels will be pursued and many mining

inen are agreed that the prospects of

mportant orebodies being uncovered are

bright.

Chromite in California

By Lewis H. Eddy*

The output of chrome-iron ore in Cali-

fornia for 1910 was not appreciably

greater than that of 1909. About 200
ons of the production came from Ama-
dor, Shasta and Tuolumne counties.

Half the entire production of approx-

mately 450 tons came from scattered

points. There are numerous deposits of

:hrome ore in the State, and in some
sections deposits are found of a charac-.

:er that would make the mining of the

ore profitable but for the fact that they

are situated away from transporta-

tion facilities. Much of the California

ore that has been mined has not proved

up to the requisite quality, but the fact

is that the best ore is found in localities

where transportation is lacking.

The total number of mines worked
underground in the State of New York
is 40. There are about 12 iron mines
in operation, 13 of gypsum, eight of talc,

two each of salt and pyrites, and three

of graphite.

*0 Ferry building, San Francisco Cal.

From available data it appears that the

production of pyrites in the United States

in 1910 was less than in 1909. The 1909

total was 210,000 long tons, while the

probabilities are that the 1910 produc-

tion was not in excess of 200,000 tons.

The decrease was due to the closing of

several of the producing properties in

New England and a curtailment at sev-

eral of the other mines. To offset the

restricted domestic production imports

increased. The importations of sulphur

ore carrying over 25 per cent, free sul-

phur for the 10 months ended October

for three successive years were: 1908,

557,418 long tons; 1909, 585,319 tons;

1910, 658,151 tons. The reduction of

ocean freight on Spanish ore from 13s.

7d., to 10s. 3d. toward the end of the

year assisted the trade in foreign pyrites.

Prices

There was a gradual upward tendency

of prices in the pyrites market in 1910.

Quotations for domestic non-arsenical

furnace size opened the year at ll^c.

per unit of sulphur per long ton, clos-

ing in December at 11J^<§ 12c. and do-

mestic fines advanced from 10(g 10^c.

to 10^4 (Wile. Imported non-arsenical

furnace also advanced from \2Y2 to 13c.

during the year. Imported arsenical fur-

nace exhibited a rise from 11;/. fa 12c.

to I2j^c, and arsenical fines from 9 to

9}4c. Imported non-arsenical fines ad-

vanced from 10'jfallc. to \\C<i\\y2 c.

per unit. As a result of the decline in

the domestic production, importers of

Spanish pyrites were able to raise the

price on their ores to keep pace with the

rising price of the domestic product.

The increased prices for pyrites pre-

vailed in spite of the large production of

acid at Ducktown, Tenn. The last four

chambers of the second unit of the Ten-

nessee Copper Company's plant were

completed and the unit put into commis-
sion in December. At the end of 1910

the capacity of the company's plant is

14,000 tons of 60 deg. B. sulphuric acid

per month, and it is anticipated that this

capacity will be slightly increased by the

addition of two new Gay Lussac towers

at an early date.

The pyrites market was also not affect-

ed in 1910 by the importation of Can-

adian pyrites as was anticipated. The

Rib Lake property, in the Temagami for-

est reserve, was shut down in September

when the orebody pinched, after having

produced only about 4000 tons of 45 per

cent. ore.

The Vermillion Lake property, which

was expected to be a large producer in

1910 changed hands again and was still

being developed throughout the year, and

it is understood that no ore was shipped.

The company controlling this property,

formerly known as the Northern Pyrites

Company and later as the Ontario Securi-

ties Company, is believed to have been
taken over by the General Chemical Com-
pany. The present high freight rate to Ft.

William makes its practically impossible

for this ore to compete in the United

States market.

The Various Properties

The Milan mine, at Milan, N. H.,

changed owners in the spring of 1910 and

was only operated for about six months
during the year. It is understood that

the grade of ore did not prove astisfac-

tory and as a result the mine was al-

lowed to fill with water. The old Davis

mine, at Davis, Mass., was finally

worked out and allowed to cave. Since

August a new mill has operated on stock-

pile material, producing about 40 tons of

concentrates daily. Exploration from the

No. 4 shaft has been advanced and a

crosscut of 75 ft. is reported to have cut

a promising orebody at a depth of 90

feet.

At the St. Lawrence Pyrites company's
mines, in St. Lawrence county, N. Y.,

about 100,000 tons of crude ore were
mined in 1910. The general average of

this ore as mined was close to 22 per

cent, sulphur, the ratio of concentration

being about 3 into 1. New developments
in No. 12 and No. 16, in the Anna mine,

are reported, however, to have shown
richer ore, bringing the average up to

nearer 23 per cent, sulphur. About one-

third of the production of this company
came from the Stella mine and two-thirds

from the Anna. The only change at

the St. Lawrence company's mill was the

addition of Harz jigs to retreat tailings.

The milling equipment comprises two
Hancock and three Harz jigs and 11

concentrating tables, including three

Deister slimers. The capacity of the

mill is 12 to 13,000 tons of mill rock per

month It is understood that an average

price of llj^c. per unit was realized on

ore from this property, delivered f.o.b.

De Kalb Junction.

The Virginia mines again report an

output of about 120,000 tons of pyrites.

This is the largest figure for any State

in the Union. The bulk of the produc-

tion, as usual, came from the Cabin

Branch mine, at Dumfries, Prince Wil-

liam county; the Arminius and Sulphur

Mining and Railroad Company's proper-

ties at Mineral, Louisa county; and,

from the General Chemical Company !

s

property in Carroll county. No new pro-

ducers of importance entered the field.

The production of the Louisa county

mines was mostly fines, and that of the

General Chemical property pyrrhotite.

It is reported that the property of the

Sulphur Mining and Railroad Company,
at Villa Rica, Ga., was operated in 1910

at about the usual capacity.
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Mining in Guerrero in 1
(M0

Bv William Niven*

During 1910, owing to the better re-

cognition of the rich mineral resources

of the State of Guerrero, many new-

comers were attracted to the State, and

.ral important operations undertaken.

It is now apparent that gold is likely to

be the most important of the mineral pro-

ducts of the State in the near future.

At the Campo Morado important

operations were carried on during 1910,

and this property continued first among
the producers of the State. Two lead

smelteries of 40 tons capacity each are

at this property and the shipments of

bullion and silver-gold ores aggregate a

million pesos per year.

The Achotla mine, owned by the Suri-

ana .Mining and Smelting Company in

the same district, also produced regularly

during 1910 gold-silver-lead ore, treated

in a 30-ton smeltery.

At Placeres del Oro the 10-stamp mill

of the Garduno .Mining Company, which

has been in operation for nearly 18

rs on high-grade ore, operated reg-

ularly during 1910. A 40-ton Lane mill

is being installed which will increase the

mill capacity and enable the company to

treat the low-grade ore, of which there is

reported to be a great quantity.

The Josephine mine in the Santo

Tomas district. 15 km. southwest of Pe-

zoopan, owned by A. H. Robertson and

associates, was actively developed by

two tunnels on the vein and an upper

tunnel in which a streak of 30 cm. of 28-

gram gold and 3-kg. silver ore was found.

The Nebraska & Maine Mining and

Smelting Company completed its 160-

ton smeltery on the Santa Lucia mine,

near Balsas, and is now operating. De-

velopment was continued on the silver

properties of the San Vicente Company,
near Tlalcapa, and machinery for the

treatment of the ore is being received.

A new district near Mescala shipped to

San Luis Potosi. The Alacran mine, sil-

ver and copper, on the north side of the

Balsas river near Churumuco is being

developed by C. C. Bancroft.

A British company bought the Bonan-

za Block in Los Pozos district, north of

the Balsas river. This is a large gold

quartz deposit reported to average 30

grams gold per ton. The English inter-

are represented by Sir William Wise-

man, who visited the property in July.

The Mina Grande at San Nicholas del

Oro, owned by the Balsas Valley Com-
pany, was developed by a new tunnel on

the vein 800 ft. below the San Patricio

and 2000 ft. below the upper workings

wh< • Me, who controls the com-
pany, decided to install a 20-stamp mill

vith tube mills and cyanide annex, the

1,000.

On Jan. 1, 1911, work will be com-

menced on the H. W. Reed mines, the

San Cayetano, Santa Maria, Descubri-

dora, San Nicholas and Divina Providen-

cia, also at San Nicolas. Two tunnels

will be driven on the San Cayentano

property, which has been a steady

producer of gold for more than 20 years,

producing upward of 20,000 pesos

yearly under crude operations. Other

tunnels will be commenced on the Santa

Maris and the Descubridora to tap the

old workings at lower levels. The com-

pany will also start work on the Divina

Providencia. At Pericotepec, the Mina

Vieja was under development by a

Spanish company.

There was activity in the development

of the timber and agricultural resources

of the state, and several large projects

are under way, backed by American and

Canadian companies. A plan for the

power and irrigation project on the Bal-

sas river was floated in London and

power will be distributed as far as Mex-
ico City.

•Mlnlr

Taxco District, Guerrero

By Boris Gorow* .

At the beginning of 1910 there

were in the Taxco district few work-

ing companies: Atlixtac, which has

been actively developed during four

years; El Cedral and La Lajuela, under

working bond to Boston capitalists;

Aztecas' Mineral Company; El Fraile lead

smeltery and the Espiritu Santo. In June
other companies entered the field, and
since then the improvement was steady.

Atlixtac is finishing its 70-ton cyanide

plant. Espiritu Santo purchased and op-

erated the Purisima concentrator. Moro y
Milagro was purchased by a Mexico City

company and unwatered. The Chorillo

concentrating plant was purchased and
kept running, and the Santa Ana smeltery

was in commission part of the time.

La Santa Gertrudis zinc-lead plant

was erected- to treat the ores of the

Providencia and Carmen mines. El

Fraile smeltery began production after

the rainy season. The Taxco Mines of

Mexico, a London-Edinburgh concern,

purchased of the Rosario properties and
under the management of Dr. T. R. Mar-
shall exposed large bodies of milling ore

and the erection of 100-ton plant is

justified. The Santa Gertrudis mines,

long held by the Paquentin family, were
sold to a Mexican company. The Caza-
dores mines, rich in lead-zinc, have over

1000 ft. of development and ore was
developed to warrant reduction works.

The Acatitlan mines suspended opera-

tions pending reorganization. The Ped-

n gal mines are under option to a French
svndicate.

In the Tetipac municipality a dozen

• Mining n; in. •
I . in i i , I,,, \|, |co

mines and prospects were in develop-

ment. The most important were: Bella

Vista, San Miguel del Monte, El Rosario,

Puerto Corral, Sorpresa y Anexas and
Los Varones. At the latter, belonging to

the Guerrero Mining and Milling Com-
pany, Colin Timmons, manager, 40,000

tons of milling ore was blocked and it is

expected a cyanide plant will be erected.

In general, the mining situation of the

camp was satisfactory not only on ac-

count of the number of mining compa-
nies at work, but principally due to the

fact that the old producing mines were
in the hands of bona fide mining com-
panies, backed by ample capital under

the direction of competent men.

The construction of a wagon road to

Naranjo, the nearest railroad station, the

granting of a narrow-gage railroad con-

cession to F. E. Olendorf, and the offer

to the Toluca-Sultepec Electric Power
Companies to extend the lines to Taxco
were improvements of a general nature

inaugurated during 1910.

The Fertilizer Industry

Vice-president Shaw of the Interna-

tional Agricultural Corporation said re-

cently: "Use of commercial fertilizer in

the United States should double in the

next eight years, and treble in the next

12, owing to intensive cultivation in dis-

tricts now fertilized and to necessity for

fertilizer in the middle West and South-

west, where its use is almost unknown.
"Europe in its highly cultivated dis-

tricts obtains 30 to 35 bushels of wheat
per acre, whereas our yield is 15 to 18,

and is declining. Germany uses 1500 to

2000 lb. of fertilizer per acre; our
average in States now using the most is

only 200 to 300 pounds.

"Estimated consumption of commercial

fertilizer during the last four years in

New York, South Carolina, Alabama and
Georgia, in tons, has been as follows:

1910. 1909. 1908. 1907.

New York . . .
375,000 335,000 290,000 300,000

South Caro-
lina 750,00") 685,000 680,000 631,000

U.tliaimi. . . 325,000 315,000 312,000 300,000
Georgia 1,050,000 829,000 812,000 785,000

"The International Agricultural Cor-
poration is already operating in all States

east of the Mississippi, and because of the

geographical position of its phosphate
rock and sulphuric acid supply in Ten-
nessee, is particularly well situated to

take advantage of the rapidly increasing

consumption in the middle West. Florida

68 per cent, phosphate rock in the last

five years has varied from $2.50 to $5.50
per ton and for 75 per cent, phosphate
rock from $5 to $7.50 per ton, the low
figures having been reached in 1909. The
market in December, 1910, was about $3
for 68 per cent, rock and $5.50 for 75
per cent. rock.

"Deposits of phosphate rock are prac-
tically limited to Tennessee and Florida,

except for deposits in Utah, Wyoming
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and Idaho. The Government has with-

drawn from entry a large part of de-

posits in the three Western States, but,

in any case, freight rates from those

points would be too great to allow of use

in the middle West and South. The

Government has also recntly withdrawn

from entry about 37,000 acres of Florida

phosphate lands."

Other fertilizer companies also re-

ported good business in 1910. Thus the

shipments of the Virginia-Carolina

Chemical Company are said to have been

nearly 10 per cent, larger than in the

corresponding period of 1909, and its cur-

rent fiscal year is expected to be the larg-

est on record.

Barytes in 1910

The barytes industry for the year 1910

continued about the same as in previous

years. The business is small, the total

consumption of barytes not much exceed-

ing 55,000 tons annually. Between

12,000 and 15,000 tons of crude mate-

ria) are imported each year, containing

95 to 96 per cent. BaSG\. This is de-

livered at Atlantic ports for about $5.50

per ton with an additional duty of Si.50

per ton. The imports for 1910 were ap-

proximately the same as in 1909, when
they were 12,422tons. The increased tariff

has not had any appreciable effect on the

barytes industry. It has increased the

cost of raw material a small amount but

not enough to prevent the importation of

the German product.

German Barytes a Strong Competitor

The German barytes is a strong com-

petitor of the American product, inas-

much as it is almost free from impuri-

ties such as iron, which is found in nearly

all of the barytes mined in the United

States. The duty on the German ground

barytes is $5.25 per ton, and during the

tariff revision a strong effort was made
on the part of the American producers

to increase this duty to $10.50 per ton.

The German barytes does not require

bleaching with sulphuric acid as does

the American product. The best barytes,

however, is that which is water floated,

there being but two mills in the United

States using the water-flotation process.

Barytes has been used by many paint

manufacturers for more than 50 years,

but in too many instances it was done in

such a way that it has gained discredit

by having been used as an adulterant.

Recent tests, made by the Paint Manu-
facturers' Association of the United

States, have shown that a combination of

one-third, each, barytes, zinc white and

white lead, has given good results as a

pigment. As much as 60 per cent, barytes

and 40 per cent, zinc have given excel-

lent results. There is no objection what-

ever in the use of barytes when it is

given as an ingredient of the paint, and

sold as such. Barytes as a single pig-

ment is not a success. The principal use

of the imported crude material is for the

manufacture of lithophone and barium
salts.

Market Conditions

The domestic barytes, most of which

is mined in Missouri, Tennessee, North

Carolina and Kentucky, is delivered

f.o.b. cars at the mine at $3 to $4 per

ton. These mines are so far from the

Atlantic ports that railroad rates prevent

competition with the foreign product. The

domestic production is usually 38,000 to

40,000 tons per year. The general busi-

ness conditions of the country being a

little below normal in 1910, it is doubt-

ful whether the total production will

reach 35,000 tons. The price of Amer-

ican ground barytes, f.o.b. New York,

varies from $12.50 to $15 per ton, de-

pending upon the grade. The American

floated has a limited market at about $18

per ton while the foreign floated barytes

sold for $21.50 per ton, f.o.b. New York.

One of the new barytes properties that

recently began shipping is in Merced

county, Cal. The advent of the Merced

Valley railroad places this property within

reach of the San Francisco market where

the hand-picked and cobbed material is

shipped and delivered to the users at

about Sll per ton. Another deposit was

opened recently near Hailey, Ida., but

the freight rates are such that it cannot

be shipped to San Francisco, which is

its nearest market.

The Growth of the Southeast

Missouri Lead District

By H. A. Wheeler*

Orford's Twin Chimneys

At the Orford Copper Company's

works at Constable Hook, Bayonne, the

new chimney, twin to one built a short

distance away 11 years ago, has been

finished. These chimneys are among

the very tall chimneys in the world. Their

tops are 365 ft. above the foundations.

The new chimney rests on 400 piles

driven 14 ft. into the earth and filled

in with concrete. It will withstand a

gale of 100 miles an hour. It is built

of perforated radial bricks that weigh

from 15 to 18 lb. each, acid proof and

set in acid-proof mortar. It is 10 ft. in

diameter at the top and is provided with

an outside ladder and lightning rods. If

ordinary-sized bricks had been used

about 2,000,000 would have been re-

quired. The chimney weighs about 4000

tons and cost not far from S40,000.

Russia has one Heroult electric steel

furnace installed at the Obuchoff works,

St. Petersburg, and two contracted for,

to be at the Actien Gesellschaft der

Eisen- Stahl- und Mechanische-Werke,

Sormovo, and the Societe Gcnerale des

Hauts Fourneaux, Forges, et Acieries en

Russie, at Makieva. Each of the two last

will be a 3-ton furnace; the first is of

3 J
2 tons capacity.

Waves of activity and depression have

repeatedly followed one another for over

a century in Washington county, and to

a more limited extent in Jefferson and

Franklin counties. Similar irregularity

characterized the outputs of St. Francois

and Madison counties before the deep,

large bodies of disseminated ore were

discovered by the diamond drill.

How much longer Washington and the

more northern counties will have to await

the development of the disseminated ore-

bodies that probably occur under the

shallow lead, is still indefinite, but the

heavy drain that the present large mills

are making on the St. ' Francois county

orebodies is accelerating the day when
they will be thoroughly prospected. What
little drilling has been done in Washing-

ton county was encouraging, in showing

some lead and the same favorable forma-

tion as in St. Francois county, while the

surface deposits are richer and much
more abundant. The fear of the depth of

800 to 1200 ft. that will prevail in Wash-
ington county now appears less formi-

dable, since the later disseminated

mines are 500 to 700 ft. deep, where

formerly they were only 100 to 400 ft.

The reputed difficulties of diamond drill-

ing in Washington county have been

greatly exaggerated, as the attempts have

usually been made by St. Francois county

trained drillers where the conditions are

so exceptionally favorable that it only

costs 40 to 80c. per ft., and farm hands

run the drill after a few months' exper-

ience. While the overlying Potosi lime-

stone formation in Washington county

has occasional flint seams and some
openings, it does not present the difficul-

ties that are usually found at Lake Su-

perior and many Western mining camps.

This is forcefully illustrated by recent

contracts having been made with reliable

contractors to drill to depth of 800 to

1000 ft. at $1.25 to $1.50 per foot, as

against rates of $2 to over $5 per foot that

prevail at all other mining camps outside

of the Missouri lead belt that I am ac-

quainted with.

Growth of Disseminated Lead Belt

To appreciate the consistent and re-

markable growth of the Missouri dissem-

inated lead belt, the accompanying fig-

ures are presented, showing the estimat-

ed annual production of pig lead since

1900. As the tonnages in the Journal's

annual reviews have to be arrived

at in December, it is estimated for that

month. The data prior to 1903 were

•Mining ensinoor. 510 Pine street, 81

Louis, Mo.
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obtained from the annual reports of the

Missouri mine inspector.

As part of tlv's district has been produc-

ing for two centuries and most of it for

at leas entury, such a record is

unique, as well as highly impressive in

American mining practice. It is true that

the output was small and was derived

sh allow deposits, or "diggings,"

prior to 1865, which had shown a gen-

•hough irregular growth. In 1864

. Joseph company acquired its first

holdings at Bonne Terre. and shortly af-

ter made the pioneer effort to produce

lead from the disseminated type of ore.

though on a small scale until 18S3. As

the shallow lead usually occurs in chunks

and large crystals, hand cleaning was

sufficient to bring it up to about 80 per

cent., ar.d a few jigs and bucking boards

the extent of the previous milling

plants, if the rains did not wash off the

adhering clay. In the decade from 1870

B80, the .Mine La Motte Company,

.Madison county, and the first Desloge

company at Bonne Terre began to work

the disseminated ore with mills of 150

and 300 tons, respectively. When a nar-

row-gage railroad was built jointly by the

St. Joseph and Desloge companies in

PI<; LEAD PRODUCTION OF THE MIS-

SOURI DISSEMINATED LEAD BELT.
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1880 from Bonne Terre to Summit,

12 miles west on the Iron Mountain rail-

road, the foundation was laid for the

present prosperity. It was a cheap road

with 3 per cent, grades and excessive

curves, but it cut out several hundred

teams that struggled with light loads over

bad roads in hauling out lead and bring-

ing in supplies.

The only new producer developed in

the decade ended in 1890 was the Doe

Run company. Its success in finding dis-

seminated ore in the Flat River basin

stimulated the opening up, in the follow-

ing active decade, of the new Desloge

mine on Big river and the Central, Tay-

lor. Donnelly, Leadington, Derby, Theo-

dora, Union and Columbia mines at Flat

loge company started in

vith a 500-ton mill, which was one

of the largest and most impressive in the

district, and it has grown steadily ever

since. The other companies started with

mills of 100 to 200-tons capacity, but

disappeared by absorption. The

National Lead company acquired the

iperty in 1897; the Doc Run

company bought the Donnelly and

' bia properties; and the Federal

red the Union, Derby.

Leadini'ton. Theodora and Central lands,

of which the latl leveloped to an

important producer, with its own railroad,

mill and smeltery, and had made an en-

viable dividend record.

The Decade Ending with 1910

The mines opened in the decade end-

ing with 1910 were the. Irondale, in

Washington counts, since absorbed by

the Federal Lead Company, and the Cath-

erine, North American and Hudson Val-

ley mines, in Madison county, none of

which were large producers. This de-

cade was most eventful in St. Francois

county, as it witnessed the development

of the present large mills of 1200 to 4000

tons capacity, with the great increase in

the mines and railroad facilities that such

large daily requirements necessitated.

The new decade finds the five large

St. Francois county producers in excel-

lent condition to produce lead cheaplv.

with their large tonnage and modern

plants. Their construction work is es-

sentially finished; the mine developments

are ample to meet present requirements

and the labor problem is in much better

shape than in most mining camps. The

most important problem of the new de-

cade is to maintain the present large out-

put, which is at a pace that will draw

heavily on present developments. Most

of the companies have such large land

holding as to possess large areas of vir-

gin ground that may prove amply able

to sustain present requirements. Some

of them will have to acquire more prop-

erty, and as desirable lands within the

lead belt have been pretty well bought

up, it will necessitate prospecting in the

adjoining counties, where there is much

promise of duplicating the success of St.

Francois county. The future of the lead

belt, therefore, seems to be amply as-

sured.

Tennessee Copper Company

By the beginning of 1911 it is expected

that the sulphuric acid plant will be

ready for operation at full capacity. It

is stated that this plant when completed

will have cost $1,750,000. It is not prob-

able that the copper production will vary

much from the present annual rate of

about 14,000,000 lb. President Lewisohn

is authority for the following:

"The annual capacity of our acid plant

will be 225.000 tons of acid of 60 deg. B.

It is expected that the acid can be pro-

duced at a cost less than $2.25 per ton,

while long-timt; contracts for the sale of

large amounts have been made at or bet-

ter than $5.25 per ton. I estimate net

profits for next year at $1,000,000.

'"At the end bf 1910 I expect ore re-

serves will approximate 4,500,000 tons

as compared with 4,172.311 tons at the

end of 1909 and 1,500,000 tons on Dec.

31, 1901. There arc indicated further

i estimated to be sufficient at the

• rate of production for the next

25 yeai

Platinum Production in 1910

Efforts were made in 1910 to increase

and systematize the production of plat-

inum in Colombia, where it is found

in placer workings over rather a large

range of territory. Heretofore the sup- I

ply depended chiefly upon native work-

ers whose methods are primitive, and

who are not given to preseverance

in their labor. Late in 1909 two small

dredges were installed and these are re-

ported to be working successfully, though

we have no returns of their production.

Exports from Colombia are made usually

by the commission merchants, who take

the metal in payment for goods, and ship
'

it to the United States or Europe when

they have accumulated a quantity. Their

shipments are all of crude metal, there

being no refinery in the country. Colom-

bian crude platinum is said to be usually

of a little higher grade than the Russian.

There is little doubt that the production

could be considerably increased.

Russia

In 1909 the production of platinum in

Russia was 523.5 poods, or about 275,000

oz.; this includes an estimate for the

metal which is surreptitiously exported, to

evade payment of the government tax. In

1910 the exports for the first half of the

year were officially reported at 150 poods

—or 78,960 oz.—an increase of 35 poods

over the first half of 1909. This indicates

some increase in. production. It is cer-

tain that the placers of the Urals were

worked intensively, both by the large and

small workers, on account of the strong

demand and high prices. An expert es-

timate puts the production in 1910 at 570

poods, or about 300,000 oz. of crude

metal, 83 per cent, platinum.

The industry in Russia is pretty

closely syndicated, between 85 and 90

per cent, of the total being handled by

two companies—the Societe Industrielle

du Platine, and the Petersburger Gesell-

schaft Platina. Both of these companies

in turn are largely under the influence

of the Societe Anonyme d'Industrie du

Platine, of Paris, which practically con-

trols the platinum industry. The Rus-

sian government undertook two years

ago to protect the small producers by

arranging to make advances in money to

them and by handling their product

through a central agency; but little or

nothing has come of this movement,

chiefly because of the opposition of the

large companies.

Gold receipts at the Australian mints

nine months ended Sept. 30 were: Syd-

ney, 424,010 oz.; Melbourne, 573,627 oz.;

total 998,537 oz. Of the total receipts

817,514 oz. came from mines in Austra-

lia; 150,361 oz. from New Zealand; and

703(5 oz. from New Guinea.
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Cna\ Mining Department
The Coal Trade in Ohio

during 1910

By George Harrison*

The coal industry in the State of Ohio

for the year 1910 was one of unusual

activity both in the number of tons re-

ported to be mined, and also in the in-

creased earnings paid in wages to the

miners, resulting from the general im-

petus of the coal trade.

From reports received from the various

mining districts of the State, the produc-

tion has evidently increased over that

of 1909, by about 3,000,000 tons. This

would bring the tonnage up to over 32,-

500,000 tons.

With the exception of time lost in

districts where there was difficulty in

making settlements based on the new

wage-scale agreement the mines of the

State were operated about three-fourths

time.

Districts

The Hocking Valley and Eastern Ohio

districts will contribute more largely to

this predicted increase than any other

fields in the State. The protracted idle-

ness in the Crooksville district will de-

crease the output from that locality,

which was idle from April 1 until Nov.

8, when work was resumed pending an

investigation and report by a reference

committee in regard to the differences

arising between the miners and the oper-

ators over the wage-scale agreement as

applied to this particular district. The

Tuscarawas district also experienced the

same difficulty, and the mines there are

still closed, pending an amicable adjust-

ment.

It is reasonable to presume that the

number of employees in the State will

be nearer 50,000 than less than that

number, as 47,000 were reported from

the different mines during 1909. Many

men are said to have deserted dis-

tricts where settlements have been long

drawn out and have located in others,

while some may have left the State al-

together.

Fatalities

Up to the middle of December, 154

fatal accidents were reported, and at the

same proportion the number for the year

will, in all probability, reach 160, possibly

more. This number includes 15 persons

who lost their lives at the Amsterdam

mine by an explosion of gas, caused by

the air being short-circuited, due to the

opening of a door. This is the greatest

number of fatalities ever recorded in the

•chief Inspector of mines, Colnmbus, Ohio.

The Important News
Of Coal Mining?
New Appliances,
NewMethods.New
Fields, Colliery
Engineering

history of the department, the number

in 1906 reaching 153. The number of

persons killed by high-speed haulage

motors, mining machinery and mine cars

is increasing annually. The desire to

increase the tonnage of mines to their

greatest capacity and the wilful reck-

lessness and disregard for law and orders

for their own safety by employees are

clearly accountable for much of the in-

crease in the fatalities during the year.

Legislation

The new mining code which was sub-

mitted to the General Assembly in Jan-

uary, 1910, passed both branches of the

legislature without a dissenting vote, and

by 'virtue of its provisions went into

effect June 11, 1910.

The vast amount of work entailed in

an undertaking of this kind can scarcely

be appreciated by the individual, but

when we take into consideration the

fact that no great changes had been

made in the old law since its first enact-

ment in 1874, and that up until the year

1908 no mention of the term "electricity"

was to be found in it, the urgent need for

such a revision was plain to all inter-

ested in the industry. This code was

prepared and submitted to the Governor

by three miners and three operators, and

a seventh member chosen by these six

members.

Essential Features of New Law

The most essential features of this

new law are those providing increased

ventilation, both for the persons em-

ployed and for the number of animals

in use; fireproof stables in shaft mines;

the number of escapement ways, protec-

tion from electric wires and electricity as

applied in operating mines. Penalties

have also been provided for all persons

employed in and around the mines who

violate the law. These are only a few

of the most essential features of this

code Fines have already been imposed,

amounting to over S600. The greatest

number were for persons burning oil

mixed with carbon, seven in all; six for

machine runners operating a mining ma-

chine without a shield; two for loitering

about the premises of coal companies;

four for entering a mine before being

examined by a fire boss; two for cross-

ing a danger signal; two for failure to

provide suitable timber; one for propping

open a mine door, and one fire boss for

failure to report the condition of the

old workings after examining them. Sev-

eral oil companies and retail dealers

were also convicted and fined for selling

impure oil and not having barrels pro-

perly labeled. These are the most im-

portant, and no doubt the moral influ-

ence of these arrests will result in fewer

offenses in the future.

Early reports indicate that the lake

trade was good, and that the total vol-

ume of this class of coal shipments was

satisfactory, it is believed the lake ton-

nage has broken all records.

No strikes of a serious nature took

place during the year, except in the

localities already mentioned. The gen-

eral outlook for the year 1911 is fairly

gcod, especially if some satisfactory ad-

justment of railroad rates can be made

in connection with the large shipments

which are annually made to the Lakes.

Coal Mining in Alabama

By James Hillhouse*

Indications in Alabama now point to

an output of approximately 15,000,000

tons of coal for the year 1910. The

production in 1909 was 13,790,268 tons.

I feel safe in saying that from 65 to 70

per cent, of the coal is mined and shot

with permissible explosives which have

passed the Government's test. There

were no strikes in Alabama in 1910. The

scarcity of railroad cars played a promi-

nent part in the last three months of

1910, and it seemed as if the railroads

could not handle the entire production

of coal.

There were two serious disasters or

explosions of gas and dust, resulting in

the loss of 139 men. The first accident

occurred at the Mulga mine, which is

owned by the Birmingham Coal and Iron

Company; in this disaster 40 lives were

wiped out on April 20. The Palos ex-

plosion occurred May 5, 1910, and caused

the death of 91 men. We also had two

local explosions during the year. One

at the Yolande No. 1 mine, in which five

men were killed. Three of these were

burned to death and the other two were

slightly burned, but we believe that these

Chief mine Inspector, Birmingham, Ala.
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miners were completely overcome by the Company is starting in Shamokin, Penn-

afterdamp, which caused their suffoca- sylvania:

tion. The following is a list of the causes "I have occasion to know what the

of the deaths of the men who otherwise work has accomplished," he said, "be-

lost their lives: . :uise it is my business to collect the sta-

FATALITIES .N ai.a.«ama COAL MINES Jtics of accidents to life and property

i N ,,,,,, Tins institute work is the most useful

Fails ..f r..>k it agency yet devised to reduce accidents in

4 the mines. It teaches the men to protect
tails ni rock and 4 ,

, , , ._.
Tram 17 themselves and others. First Aia to the

Blectroeated o Injured' is a good institution, but I call

I'etWj »"• • •; the 'First Aid to the Uninjured' still bet-
t.i'itii.- bark on sh.'is 4 .

.
'

- and dust 139 ter. Prevention is better than cure.
iture exploa qs <>

4 _____

C oal Alining in New Mexico
The .Mines Are Well Sprinkled • -min^

The mines were well sprinkled by

water pipes, and the various companies By j _ Sheridan!
flushed the top, sides and bottom and

have spravs installed at 200-ft. intervals. T . j___„ a e ^ _ r _,
, . . . .. . 'he demand for the product of New

In this wav we can feel reasonably safe m_v.; i „• i ._,
. _. / _.

Mexico coal mines was remarkably con-
when we know that our recommendations _.__ .,,„, „u _ ,n ir, _ ,...... . . .

stant throughout 1910, the orders for
are comp hed with bv keeping the mines „„« j. . _ .

, , .

.._.._._. coal during the summer months being
;n a damp and moist condition. The cure r ,

•• _ , ... _. „ , .
°

_. .
tully equal to the production of the mines,

and preventative for gas is plenty of air. . .. _ . . _. . . „ ,As the winter months approached, all the
when a mine generates gas, every pre- __, .__,„ . .. — :. « ,

,
.

coal mines of the Territory were offered
caution is taken to guard against ac- „_j_-„ • _ „ , - _. .

.... ' , . ... _
orders in excess' of the capacity for pro-

cumulations of it by thoroughly ventilat- j..„»S - .• u • . • f*. . .
„ . , . . '

. . .
auction, which is restricted by scarcity of

ing and allowing plentv of fresh air in _;__„ „ . ,. ._, . ....
, . ,

.
' _. _ .. miners, and was slightly lessened by lack

the mines. I feel happv to say that the „, „„_„_ . .. _. ..... ... .

. . . .

' of transportation facilities while the corps
majority of the operators are co-operat- „._,__ . . . . . . , . ,

. I ... .

.

_
were being marketed from the agncultu-mg with us, and it is seldom that any of _.., c «. of„ T » • .t . . , ri

. .
'

.
T*l States. It is quite probable that part

the mine owners fail to comply with the . .. „ . . , . ...
, .

ot the constant and increased demand
inspectors recommendations. „ „_ „..-. . . , , .,was attributable to the strikes in the

I find as a rule that the ventilation northern Colorado field, and in the mid-
questions of the mines are carefully at- die-west coalfield, which diverted part of
tended to, and that most of our workings the coal produced in the Colorado and
are well ventilated. We all. as mining Wyoming fields to the markets thereto-
men. realize the great necessity of good fcre supplied by the mines closed by the
ventilation, especially in the winter strikes, thus taking the Colorado coals
months; therefore, the mine inspectors out f competition with 'the steam coal of
have taken unusual pains to call the oper- n£w Mexico in the markets in the south-
ators' attention to any defects in ven- west and in Mexico,
tilation. and to see that remedial sug- However, the rapidly increasing popu-
gestions are carried out. lation of the West, together with the de-

velopment of its manufacturing industries,

is responsible for the major part of the

demand for coal from these mines, and
it is quite safe to assume that the demand
will continue to increase from year to

year fully as fast as in the past decade.
The domestic coal of the Raton field

in New Mexico has invaded the markets
of Kansas and Oklahoma and farther

east, finding great favor and taking pref-

erence over other coals offered in those
markets for domestic purposes. So great
has the demand become for this New
Akxico coal for domestic uses that the

mines have been behind on supplying or-

ders throughout the entire year.

The mines could easily keep pace with

the demand for the domestic coal if the

smaller sizes used for steam purposes
were in equal dem.ind. But the quantity

piodueed of lump, cug and nut coal, suit-

Education Reduces Mine
Accidents

J. P. Moore, State mine inspector for

the first anthracite district of Pennsyl-

vania, stated that the educational work
among the miners in his district ha<- h iG

the effect of reducing accidents by 50
per eei I

The mining institute at Carbondale,
Penn.. the center of the first district, is

supported bv the Pennsylvania Coal
Company and the Hillside Coal and Iron

Companv. kroun as the Erie companies;
the Temple Iron Company and the Dela-

ting in co-

operation with the Anthracite Committee
Of tl.' Inspector

'

made the luction

of accidc

•c that the

Published bj permission of .i \ Holmes
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able for domestic purposes, is dependent
upon the opportunity to dispose of the

1

still smaller sizes for steam purposes
without loss to the mine operator.

The coal from the Gallup field enjoys

equal favor in the domestic markets at

home, and on the Pacific coast, where it

practically monopolizes the domestic coal

trade, although other coals are offered at

less prices.

Production Showed Large Increase

The gross production was 3,616,665

tons, an increase of 606,665 tons, or 20.15

per cent, over 1909. The amount of coal

used for operating purposes was, 42,347
tons; 884,287 tons of unwashed slack and
coal was sent to the washeries and coke
ovens, and 2,690,031 tons of coal was
shipped to market. The price averaged
about the same as last year $1.35 per ton

at the mines, the total value of coal mar-
keted being $3,631,541.85. Coke pro-

duced, 401,949 tons valued at S3 per ton

at the ovens; total value of coke made,
$1,205,847, or a combined value of $4,-

837,388.85 for coal and coke marketed
from the mines of the Territory during
the year.

The number of miners employed was
2100; companymen underground, 600;
boys underground, 44; total number of

persons employed underground, 2744.

Three hundred and sixty-five men and 27

boys were employed outside immediately
at the mines, making a total of 3136
persons employed underground and on
top at the mines.

Fifteen men were killed in the mines
during the year, or 4.78 for each 1000
persons employed, or 0.478 per cent., as

against a percentage of 0.347 per cent, in

1909. Nine of the fatalities were due
to falls of rock; five to falls of

coal, and one by picking into a

missed shot. Lack of discipline in the

mines is responsible for the great number
of accidents. Miners resent being in-

structed to take proper precautions for

their own safety, and discipline cannot be

enforced without legal authority. The
laws governing the operation of coal min-
ing in the Territory are of little value.

The principal mine operators expended
considerable sums, and made many im-

provements in mining methods, tending to

the safety and protection of their em-
ployees.

As heretofore, the use of fuel oils from
Texas and the Indian Territory has cur-

tailed the demand for coal in the mar-
kets of the southwest, especially for rail-

road locomotives; similar conditions have
obtained upon the Pacific coast and for a

thousand miles east from San Francisco,

along railroads which formerly used coal

for fuel on their locomotives.

Labor conditions were satisfactory at

the mines both to the operators and em-
ployees, and there is every indication that

these desirable conditions will prevail

throughout the ensuing year.
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Coal Production in Iowa in

1910

By James H. Lees*

The coal-mining industry in Iowa
'showed progress in 1910 in spite of the

suspension during negotiations for the

new wage scale. This is shown by the

'increased output and by the larger force

of employees, as well as by improved

conditions in and about the mines. In-

deed in some respects the cessation of

work during April and early May was
beneficial rather than otherwise. On the

part of the miners, it gave them a brief

rest, not too protracted, and put them in

a frame of mind to appreciate and abide

by the new agreement. On the part of

the operators, they were able to put their

mines in better shape for resuming work
than would have been possible while

mining was in full progress. Further,

the fact that Iowa mines were reopened

after only six weeks of idleness, while

those of surrounding States, as Illinois,

Missouri and Kansas, were shut up for

four or five months, gave such an im-

mediate impetus to the market as to off-

set in large measure the loss incurred

during the idle period.

Production in Iowa Shows Increase

The output of all grades of coal from
Iowa mines in 1909 amounted in round
numbers to 7,660,000 tons. This total

came from 305 mines and 19,178 miners;

other inside and outside men received

employment during the year. The first

inspection district, which embraces the

southwestern part of the productive field,

mined 2,475,000 tons, employed 7155 men
and operated 118 mines. In the second
district, the southeastern coal counties,

111 mines were worked and 5300 men
produced 2,550,000 tons. The third dis-

trict covers the northern part of the coal-

field, and here 2,635,000 tons were mined.

Seventy-six mines were operated, manned
by 6,523 employees.

The figures given by the State Mine
Inspectors in their recent reports show
that during the year ending June 30,

1910, the output was 7,222,480 tons, from
297 mines, and that 18,005 men and boys
were employed. It must be remembered
that this period covers the six weeks
during which the mines were idle and that

as a result, the output would naturally

be less than during a period of ordinary

activity. Again, as already suggested,

the idleness of the mines of other States

led to the Iowa mines being worked on
nearly full time all through the summer
months, and during the latter part of the

year, the cold weather naturally increased
the demand for coal.

*Towa Geological Survey. Des Moines. Iowa.

It is probable that fully 40 per cent,

of Iowa coal is used by the railroads.

The almost unprecedented crops, the con-

sequent heavy traffic, both passenger and
freight, the larger amount of coal re-

quired to pull a train in cold weather, all

these factors point toward an increase in

demand. Similar conditions hold good
with regard to the commercial users of

Iowa coal. Business is developing rap-

idly in Iowa in these days and there

must follow .the consumption of a larger

volume of fuel. If the briquetting of

coal slack and waste can be made a com-
mercial success in Iowa it will mean a

great saving in every branch of the coal

trade—to producer as well as to con-

sumer.

Mining Cost Increased 13 Per Cent.

With regard to the new wage scale

and working agreement it may be said

that while the cost of each ton of coal

mined increased, the agreement is advan-

tageous to both employers and employed.
Wages were increased 5.55 per cent.,

which means that the ultimate cost per

ton for mining has increased about 13

per cent. Iowa operators have always
felt that they were working on too narrow
a profit margin and this increase in cost

enables them to ask more for their coal

from the market.

The outlook for 1911 is good. As
stated in the 1909 review, new fields are

being prospected and developed, and
several large producers will be in position

to increase their output or to enter the

market this year. This development is

chiefly in the southeastern field and in

extensions along the western margin of

the territory already exploited in central

Iowa.

Accidents Due to Careless Use
of Explosives

Special Correspondence

From time to time at coal mines, acci-

dents are reported in connection with the

use of explosives. Everyone knows that

an explosive is a dangerous thing to

handle, but the employment of ordinary

care and the observation of well defined

regulations should reduce to the mini-

mum the risk of accident. This has been
demonstrated by the coal-mining com-
munity in the county of Durham (Eng-
land), where, in 1909. no fewer than

7.708,476 shots were fired, and 4,396.569

lb. of explosives were consumed. These
are somewhat impressive figures and,

considering the use of nearly 2000 tons

of explosives, it is satisfactory to learn

that there were only one fatal and 32
nonfatal accidents charged against the

use of powder, three-fourths of which
was ordinary gunpowder.

Details of a Fatal Accident

The only fatal accident was due to the
carelessness or thoughtlessness of the

victim himself, a stoneman, who was
working with a shotfirer taking down a

top caunch. The circumstances were
these: A shot was charged and seemed
ready for firing. The man then went
outbye on the haulageway to prevent
rnyone approaching the shot while it was
being fired. After connecting the cable

to the shot, the shotfirer went inbye, and
there he connected the other end of the

cable to the battery and fired. On walk-
ing up to see the result of the shot, the

shotfirer was horrified to find the man
who had gone outbye to prevent anyone
approaching, lying four yards on the in-

bye side of where the shot had been and
terribly injured.

As the inspector says, this accident

should not have happened. Clearly the

victim paid the penalty of his own care-

lessness in neglecting the rule of the

colliery when explosives are used. He
left his post; and it is perhaps fortunate
that others in the mine had no occasion
to travel that way during his absence
from duty while the shot was being fired.

It is somewhat curious that the only fatal

accident from the use of explosives in

Durham in 1908 was attended by similar

circumstances, showing how unfortunate

may be the result of neglect of duty and
of rules.

A Case of Carelessness

Even in the thawing of explosives there

is greater need for the exercise of ordi-

nary precautions than many miners con-

cede. As a warning a case may be cited.

A man died from the effects of nitro-

glycerin poisoning. The explosive used
was gelignite, and from the report it

appears it was the custom of the de-

ceased man and his mates to place the

explosive, after removing the wrapper,
inside their shirts in contact with the

bare skin. Some of the nitroglycerin

exuded and was absorbed through the

skin.

R. Donald Bain, the Durham in-

spector, recalls a similar case some years

ago when some men who were employed
in driving a stone drift and using nitro-

glycerin compounds, developed a red

rash somewhat resembling scarlet fever,

accompanied by intense irritation. They
recovered after being at home a few days
wearing their ordinary clothes, but in

some cases after returning to work the

symptoms recurred. For some time the

doctors were unable to trace the cause,

but it was subsequently found that it

was the custom of the men to carry the

explosive in their trouser pockets to keep

it soft. The nitroglycerin exuded and

their clothes became saturated with it,

and this, aided by the friction of their

clothes against the skin when working,

caused the trouble.
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The remedy against this class of acci-

dent of course is the provision of proper

warming pans which should be kept

ready for use. As the inspector points

out. these natural warming pans, though

eminently portable and no doubt effec-

tive, cannot be made use of without

incurring considerable risk.

A Departure in Settling

Petty Coal Strikes

Special Correspondence

During the past 12 months, or even

longer, the officials of the Pennsylvania

Coal Company have been worried and

harassed by small strikes at their mines,

and by one strike last summer which

threatened to become general and which

did shut down eight or nine mines, in-

volving some 12,000 men. The officials

of the company as well as the members

of the Conciliation Board came to the

conclusion that this state of things had

become intolerable, and that something

had to be done to end it one way or

another.

The men who go on strike claim that

the company is not living up to the terms

of the three years' agreement. The offi-

cers of the company claim that not only

are they living up to the terms of the

agreement, but that in innumerable in-

stances thev have and are now inter-

preting that award in favor of the men.

Those who know the general manager of

the company, Capt. W. A. May, are fully

aware that he is the last man in the

world to take advantage of any technical

qualification in the interpretation of the

anthracite award, that might seem to fa-

vor his company, or to permit any of the

officials under him to do so. On the con-

trary, it is generally known that Captain

May is one who will always strain a point

in favor of the miners rather than per-

mit the economic waste that is the result

of petty local strikes.

Time and again cases of this kind have

been brought before the Conciliation

Board, adjudications are handed down and

seemingly accepted by the representatives

of the men, only to be repudiated by the

miners when the award, whatever it may
sought to be put into effect.

Italian- Are Tractable, but Impetuous

The Pennsylvania Coal Company has

some 20 mines in Luzerne and Lacka-

wanna counties and employs between 15,-

fKK) and 16,000 men. Among the em-

ployees of these mines, there is a dispro-

nately large number of foreigners

in comparison with other mines. A good

many of these arc Italians. The Italians,

rule, who -rk in the mines,

are more tractable and more intelligent

than the Slav miners. But they are more

impetuous, and see efforts made to drive

them or I em when that is the

last thought that enters the foreman's

head. The national psychology of the

men working in a mine has a great deal

to do, not only with its productive ad-

ministration, but with its economic work-

ing.

The members of the Anthracite Concil-

iation Board at its last meeting came to

'he conclusion that if peace was to be

permanently established at the Pennsyl-

vania Coal Company's mines, they

should investigate the grievances or al-

leged grievances directly. Every member
on the board is either a practical miner

or a practical mining engineer. The mem-
bers of the board will visit each mine at

which there is or has been trouble. They

will go into the mine, accompanied by

representatives of miners and the offi-

cials of the mine. Instead of hearing the

evidence in a courtroom or in a hall,

they will ascertain the facts on the spot,

not merely the facts in any particular

matter in dispute, but upon the general

conditions of the mine, particularly those

of which the miners complain.

Members of Conciliation Board to See

for Themselves

After having made this investigation,

the board will go into session and hear

any other evidence that may be brought

before them, or which they think that they

may need in coming to a conclusion.

When the members of the board go

into a mine, they will go directly to the

chamber where the man is working. They

will ask him to explain where his griev-

ance lies and how far it extends. In this

way the truth will be ascertained, because

the individual miner will neither be able

to deceive nor exaggerate conditions

which are as familiar to the members of

the board as they are to himself. It is

hoped that in this way a road out of the

difficulty will be discovered and applied,

not only to the mines of the Pennsylvania

Coal Company but to other mines as

well.

The coal companies are heartily in

favor of this new departure in the pro-

cedure of the Conciliation Board, and

while the board is only concerned with the

disputes at the Pennsylvania collieries, it

is possible that they will adopt this plan

in investigating disputes at all of the

mines at which difficulties of a similar

character are encountered.

The growth of the coal-mining industry

in the Roundup district, Yellowstone

county, Mont., during the last year

has been most remarkable. Two years

ago there was practically no coal mining

in this field, while at the present time the

mines are producing about 1000 tons

daily; half of this output is consumed by

the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound

railway, and the remainder b\ the cities

Of the Northwest. About IOO0 men are

employed in the coal mines of the Round-

trict.

Manufacture of Briquets

in Holland

According to Consul Mahin, of Amster-

dam, Holland, large quantities of

briquets made chiefly of peat and char-

coal are used in that country. Prac-

tically no coal is mined in Holland. In

former years lignite was used as a fuel,

but many difficulties attended the use

of this latter product and, as a conse-

quence, briquets have come into general

use.

In the early stages of briquet manufac-

ture, the work was done literally by hand

and foot. A clever workman could make
1200 briquets in 10 hours; however, such

briquets lacked cohesive properties, which ,

defect made them totally unfit for trans-

portation.

Present Method of Making Briquets

By the present method of making

lignite briquets, the moist coal as it is

raised from the mine is crushed fine

between heavy rollers and then dried in

ovens till only 5 to 15 per cent, of mois-

ture remains. It is not completely dried,

as that would reduce its plasticity. Then
a stamping press shapes the mass into

briquets, under a pressure of over 1000

atmospheres, and the drying occurs in

specially built ovens. In certain cases,

as coal dross, for instance, the material

requires the addition of a cohesive sub-

stance, coal tar or a species of rosin be-

ing used, which is added in a pulverized

or melted state. This mixture is made
into briquets under a pressure of 100 to

200 atmospheres.

The foregoing description applies, in

a general way, to the manufacture of

briquets from charcoal and peat in this

district. The briquets called charcoal are

composed chiefly of that material, with

the addition of other combustible sub-

stances, such as tar, saltpeter and

charred peat. The relative proportions

of these ingredients is a trade secret.

Briquets are specially made in Holland

for various definite uses. Certain peat-

charcoal briquets are used in the casting

of steel, for which the low percentage

of sulphur they contain makes them pe-

culiarly suitable. Another briquet is for

use in a flatiron. It is heated on a spirit

lamp or in a fire, and when put in the

flatiron will, it is said, give out a steady

heat for eight or ten hours, and thus

prove a great aid to laundry work. Be-

sides these special kinds, varieties of

briquets are made for burning in stoves,

where they are employed either as the

sole fuel or for lighting anthracite coal,

which is much used in heating stoves.

A considerable export trade in Dutch

briquets has been acquired, especially

with England, and it is believed that the

recent introduction of the most improved

manufacturing facilities will much In-

u e that trade.
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Mine Disasters Attributed to

Foreign Workmen

Special Correspondence

The commission appointed by the gov-

ernor of Colorado to examine into the

causes of coal-mine explosions has al-

ready begun public hearings. Many in-

teresting points are sure to be brought

out by this investigation. One of the

mine superintendents in Colorado at-

tributes the great losses of life to the em-

ployment of foreign miners. This offi-

cial says: "The numerous mine acci-

dents are caused by the miners them-

selves. I do not mean the American and

English-speaking miners, because these

men are generally willing to live up to the

rules made by the company. However,

I do refer to the foreign workers, and I

know, from personal observation, that

these latter men will violate every rule

that a company can make. They know
that they are not allowed to carry matches

into a mine, yet they do it continually.

Miners Carry Matches Underground

"It is an impossibility to keep these

foreign miners from smoking cigarettes,

and often, when I have searched them be-

fore allowing them to enter the mine, I

have found matches, pipes, tobacco and

cigarette papers hidden in their socks,

inside their shirts, and under their caps.

These fellows think it is smart to know
how to unlock a safety lamp and light

it right at the face of the breast, where

they are breaking down coal.

"For the offense of unlocking and re-

lighting a safety lamp inside a mine, the

Victor-American Fuel Company had two

foreign miners arrested, and at the time

I write this letter they are in jail at

Trinidad. One was sentenced for six

months and the other for three. In my
opinion they should have been lynched."

James Dalrymple, newly appointed in-

spector of coal mines in Colorado, suc-

ceeding John D. Jones, indorses the state-

ments of Mr. Quinlan's letter: "Coal

mining would be rendered vastly safer

if a more intelligent class of men could

be secured to work in the mines," says

Mr. Dalrymple.

The Equipment at Somerset

Another letter comes from a miner at

Somerset, Colo., and tells of the efforts

that have been made by the Utah Fuel

Company to make its coal mine at that

place one of the safest in Colorado. From
the writer's description of the equipment
of the Somerset mine one would get the

impression that it is a close rival to the

model coal mine at Cokedale, a few miles
from the ill-fated Starkville colliery that

was wrecked by a terrific dust explosion

Oct. 9, when 67 miners were burned to

death.'

"The Utah Fuel Company has a system

of sprinkling its Somerset mine regu-

larly every day," says the writer of the

last letter, "and they have water mains in

all entries, crosscuts and rooms.

"The sprinkling crew makes its rounds

to all the places every third day, and

when a room gets dusty, there is hose

ready at hand, which the men can use

themselves to sprinkle the coal before

they fire a shot."

The miner from Somerset says the

company is particular about men carrying

powder into the workings, limiting each

digger to a single "powder jack" con-

taining six and a quarter pounds.

In eight years of operation at Somerset

only three men have lost their lives and

15 have received injuries in accidents.

This mine has introduced a decided

novelty in the form of separate road-

way for the miners to enter and leave

the workings, thus doing away with the

necessity of their traveling along the

haulageways, and providing an addi-

tional avenue of escape in time of danger.

Two points of marked difference be-

tween the Somerset mine and the three

collieries which have become famous

through appaling explosions, are its com-

plete telephone and electric lighting sys-

tems.

One of the first things the rescue work-

ers did at Starkville after the blowup

was to rig up a portable telephone that

could be carried into the mine by each

shift of searchers for living or dead vic-

tims.

Telephone and Electric Lighting

Systems

During the anxious days at Delagua,

when the work of recovering the 79 bod-

ies entombed in the mine was slowly

going forward, one of the comments most

fiequently heard was on the company's

neglect to install a telephone system in

the mine.

Neither Primero, Starkville nor Delagua

mines were lighted except over a short

length of the main entry. At Somerset

the main slope and the main haulway are

electrically lighted throughout.

The Utah Fuel Company goes a step

farther and uses its big electric power
plant to furnish current for lighting the

hemes of the miners.

The Somerset correspondent urges that

a law be passed by the Colorado legis-

lature compelling every applicant for a

position inside of a coal mine to undergo

an examination to test his knowledge of

coal mining and his appreciation of its

risks.

State Mine Inspector Dalrymple was
shown this letter and asked if its state-

ments are true.

"I have never been inside of the Som-
erset mine," he said, "but I know, from

what my predecessor, Mr. Jones, told me
frequently, and from knowledge gained

from other reliable sources that the mine

at Somerset is one of the most intelli-

gently conducted mines in Colorado.

"In regard to the enforcement of an

examination for applicants for places in

mines," said Mr. Dalrymple, "I am not

prepared to indorse that suggestion un-

qualifiedly. It would undoubtedly be a

fine thing if it were practicable. But I

have serious doubts as to the possibility

of putting such a plan into effect."

AllCOLLIERY- NOTES jfa

Senator Johnston's bill, releasing coal

lands in Alabama for entry has been re-

ported from the committee on public

lands.

D. B. Dowling, of the Canadian Geo-

logical Survey, who has been engaged

during the past season in exploration

work along the line of the Grand Trunk

Pacific Railway, in western Canada, re-

ports the discovery of coal deposits of

considerable area and of good quality

200 miles west of Edmonton. One of

these is in the neighborhood of Jasper

park, and another near Brule lake. These

finds are regarded as of much import-

ance to the railway, as there is little coal

between these fields and the Pacific

coast, and to the east there are no de-

posits which are suitable for steam pur-

poses.

A force of men employed by the Girard

Estate of Philadelphia, have been en-

gaged for some time drilling for water

on Locust mountain, near Shenandoah,

Penn.; instead of finding water, they have

just struck a seam of the very best an-

thracite coal at a depth of 500 ft. It is

now proposed to determine the ex-

tent of the coal, and it is semi-officially

announced that there are a number of

seams. This discovery means new life

and greater prosperity for the Shenan-

doah district. The coal area discovered

seems to extend from Shenandoah to

Girardsville, six miles distant; the deposit

has an average width of about two miles.

The peat plant installed by the Can-

adian Department of Mines at Alfred has

turned out several hundred tons of peat,

which is to be sold in Ottawa at the rate

of S3.25 per ton, delivered. This is be-

ing done as a demonstration of the com-

mercial success of government experi-

ments in preparing the peat for fuel pur-

poses. The department claims that at

this rate peat is equal to the best anthra-

cite coal at S6 per ton. The department

also announces that peat can be sold for

fuel at the works at a profit of S2.25 per

ton; this price is equal to hard coal at

$4 a ton. It is expected that within a

short time private enterprise will be put-

ting peat fuel on the market in the vicin-

ity of population centers. The Dorchester

Peat Company, with a capital of S75.000

and head office at London, Ontario, has

been incorporated to develop the peat

fields in that vicinity.
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Mining and metalurglcal engineers are In-

vited to keep Tin: Engineering wp Mixing
informed of their movements ami

appointments.

Otto Sussman has returned from a

European trip.

C. S. Herzig has removed his office to

42 Broadway. New York.

Kirby Thomas, of the editorial staff of

the Journal, has gone to Mexico.

Dr. E. D. Peters' new treatise on cop-

per smelting will soon be published.

Prof. E. C. Holden. of Madison, Wis.,

visited New York during the holidays.

Pope Yeatman has returned from Ari-

zona. He is going to Chile, this month.

William Weston, of Denver. Colo., has

-ick with pneumonia, but is now

recovering.

Edwin Ellis White, of Ishpeming, Mich.,

was married recently to Miss Lulu Agatha

Lksemer at Ann Arbor. Michigan.

Albert J. Bone has been appointed

smelter superintendent of the Tennessee

Copper Company. Copperhill. Tenn.

Charles C. Derby, consulting mining

engineer, is removing his office from

Virginia City. Nov.. to Nevada City. Cal.

Dr. H. M. Ami. for 20 years connected

with the Canadian Geological Survey, has

asked to be superannuated on account of

ill health.

Dr. Eugene Haanel. Canadian director

of mines, has returned to Ottawa from

Vancouver where he went to inspect the

new assay office.

While examining the Grass Creek coal

mine, near Coalville, Utah. Dec. 24. J. E.

Pettit. State coal-mine inspector, lost his

footing and fell a short distance, break-

ing a rib.

Percy A. Robins, who has been in

charge of the McKinley-Darragh mine.

Cobalt, Ont., for some years, has been

appointed manager of the Hollinger mine.

Porcupine.

D. W. Call, recently with the American

Steel Foundries Company, has been

chosen president of the Allis-Chalmers

Company in place of W. H. Whiteside,

who has resigned.

H C. George, who has been director of

the Wisconsin State Mining Trade School

for the past three years, has resigned to

become mining engineer for the Wiscon-

sin Zinc Company.

Bretherton, consulting mining en-

gineer of San Francisco, who spent

Christmas week with his family in

ley, will be examining mines near

Winthrop, Cal.. until Jan. 12, then until

Jan. 22 near Seneca in Plumas county.

William Ellis Corey has resigned his

positi' Jcnt of the United States

Steel Corporation. He has been presi-

dent about seven years succeeding

Charles M. Schwab in 1903. It is said

that no successor will be chosen at pres-

ent.

Brandeis, Goldschmidt & Co., London

and New York, announce that Paul Ko-

ing having accepted a position with the

American Smelting and Refining Company
they have intrusted Erich Benjamin with

the management of their office in New
York.

Robert Kann, analytical and consulting

chemist, has formed a partnership with

R. J. Wysor, in order to extend the scope

of his laboratory. Mr. Wysor has been

connected for a number of years with the

Carnegie Steel Company. The new firm

is established at 62 to 64 Gold street, New
York.

Roger Hopkins, formerly foreman of

the Tyee Copper Company's smelting

works, Ladysmith, Vancouver Island, B.

C. s
at present foreman of the Lake Su-

perior Smelting Company's works, Dollar

Bay, Mich., was operated on by Doctor

Abrahams for appendicitis on Dec. 15;

he is now well again and able to attend

to his work.

John I. Rogers announces that having

resigned one year ago from the Midvale

Steel Company, of Philadelphia, to take

up professional practice, he has since that

time engaged in consultation and design,

and has now opened a New York office,

\vhich will be his main office. His office

is at 165 Broadway.

N. H. Darton, for many years connected

with the United States Geological Sur-

vey, has been appointed the geologist of

the new Bureau of Mines with head-

quarters at Washington. He will continue

his investigations of the geological con-

ditions under which explosive gases occur

in coal beds.

W. H. Aldridge has resigned his posi-

tion as manager of the Canadian Con-

solidated Mining and Smelting Company
at Trail, B. C, to take a position with

W. B. Thompson, whose mining interests

he will supervise. His headquarters

will be at Los Angeles for the present. He
will be succeeded at Trail by R. H.

Stewart, for several years manager of the

Canadian Pacific company's mines in

British Columbia.

+ O B ITUARY +
Edward L. Dignowity died at San An-

tonio, Tex., Dec. 26, aged 63 years. He
was largely interested in mines in Sonora,

Mex., in connection with his brother,

Henry L. Dignowity.

Clair Stillwagon died at Connellsville,

Penn.. Dec. 30, aged 41 years. He was

born at Connellsville and lived there all

his life. When a youth he worked as a

miner and later became a fire boss. On
the death of his father he became gen-

eral superintendent and part owner of

•'"• Marietta-Stillwagon Coal Company.

At his death he was secretary and treas-

urer of the Marietta-Connellsville Coke
Company at Ligonier; secretary and

treasurer of the Opekiska Company, of

Opekiska, W. Va.; secretary and treasurer

of the Clair & Rockwell Coal Company
at Scott Haven. He was interested in

other business enterprises and was well

known throughout the coke region.

Robert Forrester, of Salt .Lake City,

died at Seattle, Wash., Dec. 27. Mr.

Forrester was born in Scotland, the son

of a Scotch geologist of note. His work

for many years was in the coalfields and

the development of coal properties, his

first work being in the Pennsylvania coal-

fields.. For the past 20 years he had

been geologist with the Utah Fuel Com-
pany, and he had charge of the open-

ing of many coal mines of consequence

in Utah and Wyoming. For the past five

years his time had been given to the

study of methods for the protection of

the men in mines and the safety of both

life and property therewith. Recently

some of his devices and suggestions

were adopted by the German government.

S0CIETIES<WTECHNICA1 SCHOOLS M
Geographical Society of Canada—Pre-

liminary steps toward the organization of

this body were taken at a meeting held

at Ottawa on Dec. 22. Doctor Deville,

Doctor Klotz, Doctor Doughty, R. W. 1

Brock and James White were appointed

as a committee to draft bylaws, obtain a

charter of incorporation and organize the

society.

University of Idaho—This institution,

at Moscow, offers short courses extend-

ing over a period of eight weeks, com-

bining both laboratory and lecture in-

struction in mining, geology and allied

subjects. These courses are designed

primarily for men who are unable to take

regular courses at the university. They
are for the purpose of giving special

knowledge that will improve a man's work
and be of assistance to him in obtaining

and satisfactorily filling the higher posi-

tion of shift boss, foreman, etc., in the

mines and mills of the State. With the

idea that the most convenient time for

holding these courses would be during

the winter, the session will begin Jan. 9.

191 1, and continuing for eight weeks, will

terminate March 4. There are no en-

trance requirements nor examinations

and while there are no age limits, the

work is laid out for mature students whe
want to make the most of the time they

spend at the university. The only cosl

will be for railway fare and for living ex-

penses, as there are no charges for tuitior

nor laboratory fees. Supplementing the

special work lectures of general interes

will be given during the short session or

subjects of real present importance, whicf

will be treated in a nontechnical way anc

help to make attendance at the shor

courses of great benefit.
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Jan. 6—A report from Leadville states

mt in the Helena, in Iowa gulch, and the
!>unkin, on Fryer hill, the caving of

round has revealed orebodies during the

fist two months; and in the latter prop-

rty the leasers, E. Brady and associates,

ad a Christmas box presented to them in

lie same manner. The property has been

(die for years, and the shaft and all the

workings are in bad condition. These

kill now be all put in shape, and ship-

ments made from this new discovery.

One of the outcomes of the long-

Irawn-out strike in the northern Colorado

•calfields was the sentencing by District

fudge Whitford of 16 union miners to a

/ear in the county jail. For this Judge
Whitford has been in the receipt of

hreatening letters couched in the foulest

anguage, which, however, he declares

mrill not intimidate him or deter him
from doing what is clearly his duty. It

was proved that these men had beaten up
jthree nonunion miners, and it was also

stated that evidence showed they had
made preparations to roll dynamite down
the shaft of one of the mines. This was
in clear violation of the injunction

granted, Nov. 29, by Judge Whitford to the

Northern Coal and Coke Company. This

occurred in the mining town of Lafayette,

the town marshal of which, being in

sympathy with the strikers, refused to

carry out the provisions of the injunction

and made no effort to quell the attack on
the nonunion miners, though it occurred
in the public street in the early morning.
This marshal was on trial for contempt
this week, but was not punished by the

judge, who continued his trial to Jan. 30,

and dwelt with him leniently, intimating

that his punishment would largely de-

fend on how he conducts matters at

Lafayette in the interim.

Work is progressing in the tunnel of

the Mineral Hill Railway and Tunnel
Company at Cripple Creek. This project

s being financed by a local pool of busi-
less men. Mineral hill has been but su-

>erficially prospected and developed in

he past though numerous small finds

indicative of rich deposits have been
»ade. Placer deposits at the foot of the
lill have been worked with profit and an
>ccasional nugget of value has been
'icked up from the surface. Some years
go a pocket of lead ore was found on
he Spring Creek side of the hill, though
fter a desultory prospecting the own-
rs gave up hope of finding anything of
alue. Seven years ago the district un-
erwent a boom and a quantity of rich

ylvanite ore -was found, the best coming
rom a small pocket on the Laura Lee on
ie north slope of the hill. It is the be-

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of thev

World

lief that in depth and with sufficient de-
velopment more ore is to be found in

this property. The formation on the
southernmost part of the hill is volcanic
and appearances are that the hill is lo-

cated on a crater. If this prove true the
ore occurrences might be found to paral-
lel those of Battle mountain as proved
in the Annie Lee and Portland.

The results shown by the wet-milling
cyanide process as in operation at the
Portland and Independence mills are man-
ifest that the treatment of Cripple Creek
ores is bound to be revolutionized. The
true significance of the success of the
above methods is brought to mind when
we consider that it is claimed that ore
running as low as $2.80 per ton can be
treated at a profit while the lowest treat-

ment charge at the custom plants is about
$4. There is an enormous tonnage of
low-grade ore in the district which will

thus be placed available to market.
The Alma district, Park county, one of

the prominent early-day producers, has
recently been undergoing a boom due to

the installation of the 240-ton copper-
matte smeltery which was blown in by
the Colorado Gold Mining and Smelting
Company, in July. The plant, which is

constructed to handle the low-grade ores
of the camp, is operated primarily on
company account working over the ores
from six mines which the company con-
trols, accepting whatever of custom trade
the district may offer. A fair record has
been maintained since the starting of
operations insofar as the smeltery is con-
cerned. The great drawb2ck has been
the lack of facilities for quick trans-

portation of heavy tonnage of ore. All

ore must be transported in teams and the

company's mines are for the most part
hard of access. Another source of ore

supply has been cut off by the recent

closing of the Leadville branch of the

Colorado & Southern railway, thus stop-

ping a moderate production from the

camp of Kokomo. Money is being raised

this winter to finance the erection of a

district tram and thus obviate the unsatis-

factory condition in the camp. How-
ever, the mining of low-grade ores is be-
ing actively engaged in and the camp is

the recipient of more interest and ener-
getic work than has been its lot for a
number of years.

Salt Lake City

Jan. 5—At a stockholders' meeting of
the Uintah Treasure Hill, Dec. 29,
600,000 shares out of the 1,000,000 cap-
italization were voted to ratify the action
of the board of directors, by which a
settlement of the suit against the Silver
King Coalition was made, and the com-
pany's Park City properties sold to the
latter, the consideration being $100,000
in two promissory notes, each bearing
6 per cent, interest, and due July 1,

1911, and Jan. 1, 1912, respectively. The
stockholders were also asked to make
and deliver deeds for the conveyance of
the. property to the Silver King Coali-
tion. This closes the transaction, and
the transfer of the deeds will place the
Silver King in possession.

The United States assay office, at Salt
Lake City, during the past year, pur-
chased 48,791 oz. gold, valued at $907,-
749, and 18,161 oz. silver, valued at

$8556, making a total of $916,305. In
view of the conditions in gold mining
throughout the State in 1910, the busi-
ness done during the year is considered
good. November and December were
the best months, there having been re-
ceived in December about $200,000 worth
of bullion.

During 1910 the Salt Lake Stock and
Mining Exchange traded in 17,129,850
shares of stock, the market value of
which was $4,842,396. Less than half
the number of shares sold in 1909 were
sold in 1910, and the value of the
shares transferred was a little more than
one-fourth of the value of the transfers
in 1909.

The Daly West, which began leasing in

its upper levels several months ago, has
given notice to leasers that future set-

tlements will be made on a different

basis than formerly, the terms to be de-
cided by the company. Heretofore set-

tlements have been made on a 33.3 per
cent, royalty, and during the short time
the leasers have been at work the com-
pany has received about $14,000 in

royalties. It is understood that the leas-,

ers are willing to have the royalty in-

creased to a 50 per cent, basis, but that

the company will probably decide on a

plan similar to that in use at the Daly-

Judge, which allows the leasers to make
double their ordinary wages, or about

$6 a day.
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Proclamations ordering additions and
eliminations to national forests in Utah,

Idaho and California were signed by

President Taft, Dec. 27. The Sevier

forest, in Utah, had 93,730 acres elim-

inated and 2560 acres added. Land in

Emery county along the Price river,

amounting to 8620 acres, has been re-

stored to entry by order of the President.

Butte

Jan. 6—At a special meeting of stock-

holders of the Boston & Montana Con-
solidated Copper and Silver Mining Com-
pany held in Butte, Dec. 27, the stock-

holders passed a resolution authorizing

the board of directors to bring proceed-

ings for the dissolution of the corpora-

tion. This is the first of the old

Amalgamated operating companies to

go out of existence and similar

steps will doubtless be taken by
the Butte & Boston, Trenton, Red
Metals and Washoe companies. The
shares of Anaconda stock which these

former operating companies received in

exchange for their mining property will

be divided up among the shareholders of

the old operating companies.

A representative of certain Pittsburg

interests has recently been investigating

the feasibility of constructing an electric

road from Anaconda through the George-
town mining district. This would connect

a rich mineral district with the smeltery

at Anaconda. The mining industry in the

Flint Creek district is active at present.

The Southern Cross mill is employing an
increased force and many of the mines
are shipping to the Anaconda smeltery.

Robert Lindborg has recently shipped
a carload of ore to the smeltery on which
the returns were $27.40 per ton. At the

Trilby mine the drift is expected to cut
the lode shortly.

Spokane, Wash.
Jan. 5— It is predicted that an im-

portant miners' rush will follow the pas-
sage of a bill at this session of Congress,
opening to entry the mineral lands of the

Spokane Indian reservation, northeast of
Spokane. United States Senator Wesley
L. Jones, of Washington, who introduced
the bill, has advised the Spokane Cham-
Der of Commerce, that its adoption seems
assured. More than 25 syndicates have
been formed in Spokane in anticipation

of the passage of the bill. Deposits of
silver, copper and tungsten have been
traced across the boundaries of the re-

part of which was opened to home-
steaders last spring, and at one time de-

velopment was under way on 70 claims,

when the prospectors were ejected by
agents of the Government. Senator

bill provides that "from and after

the pas'-ai.".- <>\ this act any lands of the

ne Indian reservation, classified

and re timber lands under any

heretofoi

be open to exploration, location, occupa-
tion and purchase under the mining laws
of the United States."

Indianapolis

Jan. 7—With the convening of the In-

diana legislature Jan. 5, the drafting of
bills relating to mining goes on briskly.

Among the measures ready for introduc-

tion the first week of the session are:

A bill to provide for a'weekly cash pay-

ment of employees of mines, prohibiting

payment by check or otherwise, and pro-

viding for a penalty of $1 a day for non-

payment; for a compensation and labor

pension act, providing for a tax of 1 per
cent, on the output of Indiana coal

mines; a law requiring operators to pay
the shotfirers; a law requiring miners to

pass examination by a board of exam-
iners before entering a mine; a mine
safety law, providing for escapes from
coal mines, and a bill legalizing labor

unions and the practice of picketing

mines.

The operators are undecided as to

whether to fight the miners' measures on

the floor of the legislature or permit them
to go on the statute books and fight them
in the courts. -

Birmingham, Ala.

Jan 7—Joseph Hoadley, of New York,

president of the Alabama Consolidated

Coal and Iron Company, was in the

Birmingham district for nearly two
weeks, during which time he made a

thorough inspection of the properties of

the company. He announces that during

the year there will be a number of im-

provements about the properties and that

some extensions will also be made.

The purchase of the big tract of coal

lands in Walker county; the purchase of

a large acreage of ore lands in Tennes-

see, across the Alabama line; the pur-

chase of the blast furnace at Cedartown,

Ga., and properties adjacent to that

plant by G. B. McCormack and Erskine

Ramsay, of Birmingham, have given rise

to rumors that another big corporation

will soon make its appearance in the

South.

Cobalt

Jan. 6—The prospectors in Porcupine

are organizing a movement to apply to

the government for an extension of the

time for the doing of assessment work.

Under the present laws, the first 30

days' work must be done within 90 days

from the date of staking and this makes
it a considerable hardship for those who
staked at or after the beginning of winter.

In addition to this the work is practically

valueless, and the difficulty of getting in

supplies through the deep snow into the

outlying districts is enormous. Last win-

ter a special act was passed extending

the time six months, from the first of

January till the end of June, and the

department will be asked to put this

into force again.

Returns now show that shipments from
Cobalt for 1910 exceeded those of 1909

by 4084 tons, this establishing a new rec-

ord. In addition to this about three-

quarters of a million ounces in the form
of bullion was sent out.

Since the opening up of the winter
roads, there has been a marked increase
in the activity of the Gowganda district

and there are now approximately 60
teams on the road handling freight and
supplies. The Millerett is bringing in a
larger compressor and the machinery
for its concentrator will also arrive

shortly. The new four-stamp mill at the

Reeves-Dobie is running and is treating

approximately 20 tons of ore per day. A
fire destroyed some of the buildings of
the Bartlett, but the machinery was un.
injured, and the work will not be inter-

fered with to any extent. Some good
ore is being raised from this property and
a high-grade shipment will be made. The
main development in the district, how-
ever, has been at the Miller Lake-O'Brien,
and this property promises to become an
important producer.

Mexico City
Jan. 2—The Magistral Ameca Copper

Company, operating in the Magistral dis-

trict, Ameca, Jalisco, began milling in May
of 1910, in its 150-ton mill installed by the

Denver Engineering Company. The ori-

ginal plant consisted of crusher, roughing
spring rolls and two rigid rolls, sizing

trommels, Richard's jigs— the product of

the jigs being reground in a tube

mill and treated in the Elmore machine.
The jigs and Elmore machine gave poor

results and were discarded in September
and replaced by tables and jigs of dif-

ferent make. The present tables are

three Wilfley sand tables, one Dunham
and two Wilfley slimers, all of which
are giving satisfaction. A saving of

75 per cent, is being made. The ratio

of concentration is six to one. The

ores assay from 3 to 5 per cent, copper

with a little silver and gold. The copper

occurs as chalcopyrite in a gangue of

silicious rock. Concentrates are shipped

to the Aguascalientes smeltery.

The company is a Los Angeles concern

which has organized a Mexican operating

company. Local Mexican and French cap-

ital to considerable extent has entered

the company. H. L. Percy is president

of the operating company and James
Harvey and Miguel Taboada are direc-

tors. The manager is James Harvey and

P. A. Babb is consulting engineer.

The Ocotes property has been pros-

pected during 1910 by American and

Guadalajara capital, and milling and

shipping ore was encountered in Novem-
ber. The Zapote property is under option

to Los Angeles capitalists; the Las Moras

property is being examined by engineers

representing Arizona copper inten
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The Minind News
Alaska

Spokane capitalists, represented by

'illiam Springer, have acquired the S.

'. Wible placer claims on Canon creek,

;ar Seward, and development work will

; started as soon as possible.

Considerable attention is being drawn

the Landlock district, on Prince Wil-

im sound, between Cordova and Val-

;z, where about 12 different companies

e working copper prospects.

Kenai-Alaska—This company has been

•agnized by James Hayden and others

' Seward, to mine and develop certain

•operty on Falls creek. Development

ork has been conducted on an extensive

ale, and will be continued through the

inter, and new machinery will be in-

alled early in the spring.

Hemple—It is claimed that on this prop-

ty, near Valdez, owned bv S. A. Hem-
e, there are 200,000 tons of ore blocked

it, which will average about 8 per cent.

copper and $1.25 in gold. This prop-

ty is being worked steadily.

Mexican— Electric motors are being in-

alled at this mine on Douglas island,

lese motors will be used for running

e rock crushers when water power is

arce. At present the 300-stamp mill

shut down on account of the scarcity

water.

Arizona

Gila County

Miami—It is improbable that the new
ncentrator will start operations before

:bruary. In the underground work-

gs new timbers have been put in the

ain drifts, track laid and electricians

e installing trolley wire on the 420-ft.

ve\. Chutes from the ore "room" on

e 370-ft. level to the ore bins on the

:0- ft. level where the main haulage

stem of the mine is installed, have
en completed. Two raises have been
;t up from the 420-ft. level to the dump
the No. 4 shaft. By mixing the ore

this dump with a sufficient amount of

?her grade, it is probable that prac-

ally the entire dump will be worked
a probable profit. The three churn

ills, working in the northwestern part

the property have completed to date

drill holes, reaching an average depth

600 ft. The drills are making about
ft. per 12-hour shift.

Orphan—General Manager C. M. Clark
s purchased a churn drill and prep-
ations are being made to explore the

mpany's claims, which lie west of and
joining the Miami townsite and con-
;uous to the ground of the Inspiration
d Live Oak companies. From the east-
n end of the claims, an incline shaft

Reports of New Enter-

prises, New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Trans-fers. THev

Current History of

Mining

has been sunk 500 ft. and about 600 ft. of
crosscuttings completed. Some ore of

good grade is claimed to have been found.
The annual assessment work is about
finished.

Boston-Miami—Camp has been moved
to the northern end of the property on
the Montezuma group. It is expected
that two churn drills will be started in a

few days.

Superior & Boston—Development • on
the eighth level in a drift paralleling the

Great Eastern vein has resulted in a

favorable showing. A vein 6 to 8 in.

wide that shows indications of a larger

orebody, has been followed for over two
weeks. The point at which the ore is be-

ing encountered is almost directly be-

neath the place where the high-grade ore

was found on the level above.

Inspiration—The Joe Bush shaft has
attained a depth of 490 ft. and the

Colorado shaft a depth of 475 ft. Ore
was encountered in the last few feet in

the latter. These shafts and the Scorpion

have been connected on the last level.

Most development work has been done
in the vicinity of the Bush shaft. A 75-

ton test-mill run has been made. Six

drills, four blocking out ore and two
prospecting, are now at work on the prop«

erty. In drill hole No. 405 ore was found

assaying as high as 4 per cent, copper.

Old Dominion—The cost of producing

copper in November is stated to have

been 8.28c. per lb. This is a marked re-

duction, the year's figure being stated

as close to 10'/sC. per lb. and that for

the last six months, 9'
4
'

c. It is reported

that the custom-smelting business of the

company, amounting to about 10,000,000

lb. out of a total of 28,019,000 lb. for

the year 1910, has not been profitable

to the company, and that contracts will

not be renewed except on terms more

favorable to the Old Dominion.

Barney—The churn drill has reached

a depth of 240 ft. Work is being car-

ried on under the direction of Mayor

J. D. Copelin, of Globe, president of

the company.

Arizona-Michigan—Supt. N. Nelson is

now on the claims attending to the annual
assessment work. An extension has been
granted on the option till July 1.

Live Oak Development—At a special

meeting of the directors held at Duluth,

Minn., Dec. 29, it was decided advisable

to increase the capital stock from 50.000
shares of a par value of $10 each to 100.-

000 shares of like value. The matter will

be decided at a special meeting of stock-

holders to be held at Bakerville, Cochise
county, Ariz., Jan. 24. The company was
organized under the laws of the Territory

of Arizona, Jan. 21, 1909. To Dec. 31,

1910, receipts totaled $391,501 and dis-

bursements $302,281, leaving a balance
of S89,219. Future payments to bemade
on the property before Dec. 3, 1912,

amount to $387,800. Drilling is estimated
to have developed 6,000,000 tons, aver-

age copper assay 2.25 per cent., and
partially developed 3,000,000 tons of like

grade. Development has cost 3.52c. per
ton, exclusive of payment of $90,800 on
property. Manager McCarthy is making
plans for the exploitation of the ore-

bodies. Five of the six drills op-
erating on this property are reported
to be working in chalcocite ore of
commercial grade. Churn-drill hole
No. 36, near the boundary of the Monte-
zuma group in the western part of the
property, is making slow progress owing
to the formation being badly broken and
full of boulders.

Warrior—This company has been ship-

ping about 100 tons of ore daily to the

Old Dominion smeltery at Globe. This
year shipments will be made to the EI

Paso smeltery of the American Smelting
and Refining Company. Developments
in block 40 on the west end of the

Warrior holdings are reported to be quite

favorable.

Lost Gulch United—J. D. Harrington,
formerly in charge of the work on this

property, has taken over the holdings of
the company. Development will be in-

stituted.

Arizona-Colorado Copper—General
Manager John F. Shaw is in charge of
work on this property, where about 20
men are being employed in development.

Graham County

Arizona Copper— It is reported that

bids are being received for the enlarge-

ment of one of the concentrators from a

daily capacity of 800 tons to one of 1500
tons.

Yavapai County

Consolidated Arizona—An additional

roaster is being added to the equipment
at the smeltery, the present roasting

capacity being 150 tons per day and that
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of the r:\erberatory 220 tons. Sinking

has been started below the sixth level, on

which an almost continuous oreb'ody both

north and south of the dike is stated to

have been developed. The ore is said

to average 5 per cent, copper and 52 in

gold and silver over a width of 18 ft. A
six-day shutdown of the reverberatory

furnace in the early part of December

curtailed the smeltery output to nine cars

of bullion for the month.

Yuma County

Consolidated Copper Mine—On this

property, comprising 140 claims, about

3000 ft. of shaft and tunnel work is

reported to have been done, and the

claims surveyed for patent. The greatest

amount of development work has been

done on the Revenue group. Frank Rob-

bins is general manager and S. F. Parrish

general superintendent. The property

lies in the Cieniega district.

California

Shasta County

First National Copper—The Balakalala

smeltery is reported to have resumed op-

erations on Dec. 29. It is also reported

that the directors of the company have

withdrawn the offer to exchange First

National shares for those of the Aztec

Petroleum Company.

Sierra County

Bert Dondero has uncovered a vein 6

ft. wide showing much gold on his

claim near Sierra City. Alleghany has

been provided with electric lights and

power.

Standard—The rich vein in this mine in

Sailor ravine has again been encountered.

Frye & Blevins owners, expect to erect

a five-stamp mill.

Bessler—This property on the Ser-

pentine, just north of the town of

Downieville, has been bonded to Messrs.

Frye and Blevins.

Red Star—High-grade ore has been

encountered in the mine near Alleghany.

Bellevue— Forty to fifty men are at

work at this mine in northern Sierra

county.

Sacred Mound—The rich ore recently

discovered in this mine near Sierra City

will be treated in the Saddle Butte mill

to which a tramway is being constructed

fiom the mine.

Alaska—This mine at Pike City is put-

ting on a full force of miners. For some

time nothing but prospecting and pump-

ing has been done here.

Twenty One—A ledge rich in free gold

has just been uncovered in this propert.

near Alleghany. F. M. Phelps is man-

ager.

Sovereign The Nevada vein in this

property in Ladies canon was cut last

week. The tunnel is in over 650 ft.. leav-

ing P. O. Richard-

son. Downieville, is mar;

Monte Cristo—Rich gravel has been

opened up in this mine near Downie-

ville in the old Belcher channel which

was cut a few days ago. Mr. Phelps of

the Twenty One at Alleghany is manager.

Colorado

Chaffee County

Monarch-Madonna—Kenneth E. Bur-

ton, general manager, reports that re-

ceipts from ore sales and royalties in

November totaled 513,034, disbursements

$8087, leaving a cash balance of $4947.

Forty carloads were shipped from the

sixth level during the month.

Clear Creek and Gilpin Counties

Aetna—An encouraging strike is re-

ported from the lease of Convery & Co.,

which is working through the Capital

tunnel. A recent mill run of 11 tons

gave 8 T
i oz. gold and 35 oz. silver per

ton.

Topeka—A 250-ton concentrating plant

is being built for this mine and will be

in operation the first part of the year.

The main shaft is down 1300 ft. and will

be driven 200 -ft. deeper. The principal

orebody is said to be 5 ft. wide and to

assay well throughout its exposed length

and width.

Aduddel and Frontenac—These prop-

erties are proving valuable with system-

atic development under direction of H. P.

Lowe. Ore will be shipped to the To-

peka mill when it is ready to receive ore.

Champion Trio—Some good ore is be-

ing mined from the 800 level of this

property, which has in the past been a

heavy producer.

Lake County—Leadville

The mining of zinc carbonate does not

constitute the entire mining activity of

Leadville. That other ores are receiving

their usual attention is attested by the

extensive development work which is go«

ing on in several properties with gratify-

ing results.

Nevada—The character of the ore in

this Breece Hill mine is said to have

changed to an oxidized gold ore, with an

average value of 2 oz. gold per ton, with

some silver.

Helena—The Helena shaft, Iowa gulch,

has been unwatered to the 500 level, and

the workings will at once be cleaned out

and retimbered.

Sugar Loaf Consolidated—The breast

of this company's tunnel is now in 2500

ft. and in a few hundred feet more will

reach the end line of the Dinero vein.

At this point, it is stated, the tunnel will

unwater five shafts that have produced

an aggregate of $300,000 at a depth of

not over 200 feet.

Ibex—The ColfieU lease in the No. 2

shaft recently opened a high-grade

ore.

Park County
London—It is reported that J. M. Kuhn

has secured an extension of the lease

in New York, and will start a tunnel

toward the head of South Mosquito gulch,

and run a crosscut, which will cut the

vein 600 ft. deeper than the present

workings. The vein will then be devel-

oped its entire length on London moun-

tain, and the north and south workings

connected.

San Juan and Ouray Counties

In the Joker tunnel, Red Mountain dis-

trict, Ouray county, lessees are working

a large force, and making shipments. The

Mono-Baltic mine and smeltery, at Iron-

ton, has increased its force, and it looks

now as though the old Saratoga smeltery

will certainly "blow in" when spring ar-

rives. The Barstow gold mine is being

developed, and will be a shipper this

year. The Yankee Girl lessees are

developing and working in good ore.

Tomboy—Returns for December are as

follows: Mill ran 29 days; crushed 10,-

500 tons yielding $28,000; concentrates

shipped, $40,500; expenses, $43,500,

leaving a profit of S25,000.

Teller County

Rexall—Arrangements have been made
with the Granite company, owning the

Gold Coin shaft, to hoist ore and waste

rock because of the small space for

dump ground which it owns on South

Second street. An aerial tram will be

constructed to carry the waste rock to

South Victor.

Rattler—Deep development for this

Raven hill property has been guaranteed

through the lease recently issued the Blue

Flag Gold Mining and Milling Company,

owning the Blue Flag mine adjoining.

Under the lease conditions the Rattler

and Bertha M. claims are to be exploited

through the deep workings of the Blue

Flag, where the company is at present

engaged in sinking the main shaft.

Idaho

Coeur d'Alene District

Wallace Development—Operations have

been resumed in this lead-silver mine.

Tarn o' Shanter—Eighteen inches of

shipping galena is showing in the face of

the drift. Ore has been followed for 300

feet.

Monarch—The 200-ton mill is expected

to start this month and will be run to its

capacity, turning out 600 tons of leal-

silver concentrates monthly.

Mineral Ridge—A 6-ft. ledge carrying

12 in. of ore rich in silver is reported to

have been cut at 70 ft. depth.

Alhambra—An important strike is the

opening of 8 ft. of ore, 2 ft. of which is

of shipping galena, in the long crosscut.

The Alhambra is said to have the east

extension of the Bunker Hill lode. John

A. Finch, of Spokane, controls the com-

pany.
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Indiana

Clay County

Mining business in the block coalfield

f this county has practically come to a

top; only a few companies have orders

n their books to be filled. A few days

go the jobbers of Chicago were clam-

ping for coal, but now the yards there

Ire full and there is slight demand.

Sullivan County

The Shirley Hill Coal Company has

iled a petition for an injunction

gainst County Treasurer Edward Ward,

d prevent him from forcing the collec-

on of taxes on alleged omitted property,

he complaint attacks the validity of the

aw providing for the taxing of un-

lined coal.

The mine-rescue car of the United

lates Bureau of Mines arrived at Sulli-

an, Jan. 4, for a free demonstration and

;ctures. Arrangements were made to

lose the mines for one day so that the

liners could attend.

Vigo County

Zeller Coal Mining Company—This

ompany, at Brazil, has begun sinking a

haft on the Vandalia Railroad Com-
any's land in West Terre Haute. The

ompany is proposing to open and op-

rate an uptodate mine.

Michigan

Copper

Hancock—Stoping has been started on

ie 13th, 14th, 15th and 16th levels tribu-

iry to the No. 1 shaft, preparatory to

ie beginning of rock shipments to the

amp mill. The high-duty power equip-

lent is about ready for regular service

id an order has been placed for an elec-

ical-haulage system to handle rock from
ie No. 1 to the No. 2 shaft on the 13th

nd 18th levels, where loading stations

ill be installed.

Mohawk—The 1910 production was
1,390,000 lb. of copper; the approximate
)st of production lie. per lb. The
•e yielded approximately 14.25 lb. cop-

ir per ton, as against 13.73 lb. in 1909.

Wolverine—It is claimed that the 1910

roduction of 9,610,000 lb. cost only

)out ly2 c. per lb. On the 28th level

om the No. 4 shaft crosscutting is being
one into the foot-wall of the Kearsarge
de. The new Osceola shaft is being
ink to develop the Osceola amygdaloid.

Lake—Announcement has been made
f the management that a new shaft will

! sunk, owing to the long distance that

required to crosscut from the present
mft to the lode. It is likely that active

ork will be started at this point as soon
i the new compressor goes into com-
ission.

New Baltic—This company has started

5 first crosscut to open the lode at the
10- ft. level.

Iron-Marquette Range
Kloman—At this mine, adjoining the

Republic, work has been begun on a

shaft, which is to develop the tract of

600 acres. It is owned by John T. Jones,
of Iron Mountain.

Iron-Menominee Range

The Menominee range shipments of

Corrigan, McKinney & Co., who oper-
ate principally in the Crystal Falls dis-

trict, were 630,000 tons. The old Bird
mine at Crystal Falls, the fee of which is

owned by the county of Houghton, Mich.,

has been taken under option by Joseph
Croze, of Houghton, and will be given an-

other test. R. Skiff Sheldon, of Houghton,
has just abandoned an option on the

property.

Minnesota

Iron-Mesabi Range

A new mining district, the development
of which is now being started, is the

country in the vicinity- of Grand Rapids,

at the western extremity of the Mesabi.

The Hanna interests of Cleveland, O.,

are preparing to open a mine on the

property of J. W. Poole, close to the

shore of Pokegama lake. Drilling had re-

vealed the existence of a large body of

ore, and to test the ground a small shaft

was sunk to a depth of about 40 ft.,

a point 15 ft. below the level of the wa-
ter. It was found that there was little

or no seepage from the lake and it is now
announced that a mining shaft of regula-

tion size and character will be put down
and the ore deposit will be opened. The
property has been named the Poole. The
prospective mine is three miles southwest

of Grand Rapids. A number of other

tracts in the vicinity have been leased.

Montana

Butte District

Butte Coalition—Notwithstanding the

excellent reports that miners bring from

the Minnie Healey and Tramway mines,

the Anaconda company is conserving the

Coalition orebodies, and at present the

output is lower than it has been in sev-

eral years, with the result that the pro-

duction is only about 1.7 tons per man.

Raven—The company has filed its peti-

tion for dissolution in the local district

court. The petition alleges that 615,-

648 out of a total of 630.000 shares were
voted for the dissolution and that all

debts have been paid. A new company,
recently incorporated, has taken over all

the property of the old one.

Butte & Superior— It is probable that

the development work by the company
on the Butte & Milwaukee Company's
ground will be resumed early in the

year. Work on the crosscut from the

Black Rock shaft to the Butte & Mil-

waukee's Colonel Sellers shaft was be-

gun last year, but was not completed.

Alex Scott—On the 500- ft. level the
south crosscut has intersected a vein 28
ft. wide, containing three seams of ore,

one 2 ft. wide carrying high-grade ore.

The face is reported to average 4 per
cent, copper. On the 600-ft. level 300
ft. of drifting has been done, but no
commercial ore encountered. On the
1000-ft. level a 6-ft. vein of concentrating
ore has been disclosed, while on the 1200
a 4-ft. vein of first-class ore is being
mined. It is expected that between 100
and 200 tons daily will be shipped to the

East Butte company's smeltery.

Beaverhead County

Copper Queen—A new pump, hoist

and other machinery are now being
shipped to the mine and it is planned to

add a concentrator in the spring. The
shaft, now down 500 ft., will be sunk
deeper. A good body of ore has been
blocked out from the 100-ft. level to the

surface. Twenty-two men are employed
under the direction of G. H. Lynch,
manager.

Lewis and Clark County
American Smelting and Refining Com-

pany—An explosion of matte caused a

fire in the plant, resulting in $5000
worth of damage and the closing of the

blast furnaces for several days.

Magpie Development—The last of the

machinery for the new dredge has ar-

rived on the ground and is being rapidly

put together. The dredge will begin on
the edge of Lake Sewall and will work
toward the ground upon which it ex-

pects to operate.

Nevada
Esmeralda County

Diamondfield-Daisy—This company's
stock has been admitted to quotation on
the New York curb.

Lyon County

Mason Valley—Developments in the

southeastern section of the mine, on the

third level, are said to be promising. Con-
nection has been made between the east

crosscut and south drift on this level

and a station cut in the winze below the

fourth level.

Nye County

Ore shipments from Tonopah for the

week ending Dec. 31 were: Tonopah
Alining, 3550 tons; Belmont, 1450 tons;

Montana-Tonopah, 1056 tons; MacNa-
mara, 200 tons; West End, 300 tons;

Tonopah Extension, 880 tons; total ship-

ments, 7436 tons, estimated value being

$185,900.

For 1910ore shipments from Tonopan
totaled 362,893 tons, estimated value S25
per ton. Total gold, S2.721.696; silver,

S6.350.629.

West End—The west drift from the

south crosscut, about 850 ft. from the

shaft, is now in about 150 ft. on a vein

averaging 3 ft. in width.
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Tonopah Mining—Advances in cross-

cutting and drifting in the Mizpah, Red

Plume and Silver Top for the week ended

Dec. 31 totaled 415 ft. On the 700 level

in the Red Plume, under the footwall of

the main Red Plume vein, a large ore-

body is being opened.

Tonopah-Belmont—The new Belmont

shaft is being used for the hoisting of

^re. The connection between this shaft

and the workings has been made on cer-

tain levels, with the result that ventilation

has been greatly improved. Ore is be-

ing extracted from the 900-, 1000-, 1100-

and 11 66- ft. levels.

Round Mountain— In the "sheeted"

zone, which is being developed by the

new or No. 2 shaft, rock of good grade

is being broken by open-cut methods.

Neither this nor the No. 1 shaft section,

which comprises another large orebody,

is affected in any way by the litigation

now pending against the company, ac-

cording to Director Lewis D. Gordon.

White Pine County

Giroux—The 10th level on the Alpha

orebody is stated to have been connected

with the big ' five-compartment shaft.

Pending the installation of the pipe lines

from the steam plant to the pumps at

the 1200-ft. station in the Giroux shaft,

work has been discontinued in the cross-

cut from the 1200-ft. level toward the

Alpha workings. This crosscut is in

about 3500 feet.

Boston & Ely— E. W. Ralph, manager,

is hastening work in the Emma shaft.

New Mexico
Grant County

Chino—Three large steam shovels are

at work removing capping from the ore-

bodies and one small one is grading for

the machine shop. The large force of

men have completed the foundation and

are erecting the steel structure of the

concentrator at Hurley. Ore reserves, as

of Dec. 1, were estimated at 31,756,700

tons assaying 2.59 per cent, copper. Drill-

ing is being prosecuted in the outlying

boundaries of the Carrasco section.

Oregon

Baker County

Hoosicr—Development under C. H.

Ames, of Sumpter. will be done through

the winter.

Rainbow—An option has been given

to the United States Smelting. Refining

and Mining Company, which has four

months in which to examine the property

and decide as to taking the bond. The

Rainbow to a gold mine belon)_'in« to the

Commercial Mining Company, of Port-

land.

I UNTY

Oriole Cyanide equipment, steam-

machine drills and

steam hoist will be installed. O. S.

Blanchard, Grants Pass, is manager. Fay-

ette Jones and J. C. Mattison, Grants

Pass, control the property.

Segnc-Tomek—New machinery will be

installed on this property; F. Tomek,
manager. Grants Pass.

Robert Dean—This placer property in

the Galice district has been sold to Dillon

& Bedford, of Los Angeles, who will

equip it with machinery.

Pennsylvania

Anthracite Coal

Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron

Company—The financial statement for

the five months of the fiscal year from

July 1 to Nov. 30 shows gross earnings

of 312,553,008; expenses, $12,626,896;

deficits, $73,808. The gross earnings

were $507,216 more than in 1909; the

deficit compares with net earnings of

$272,355 last year.

Utah

Iron County

Big Fourteen Leasing—Articles of in-

corporation have been filed. There are

100,000 shares at 25c. each. The com-

pany is interested in the Correy, Sun-

flower, Buckeye and Bonanza claims in

the Stateline district. Robert Weiss is

president.

Gold Springs Mining and Power—

A

contract has been let to A. E. Short to

run a drift from the 300- ft. level of the

Jennie mine to the Talisman vein, a dis-

tance of about 360 ft. The vein
-

out-

crops for about 1000 ft., and where pros-

pected, carried around $7 to the ton in

gold and silver. The country rock is

andesite.

Juab County

Tintic shipments for the week ended

Dec. 30 amounted to 84 cars, the small

output being due to the reduced forces

at most of the mines during the holidays.

Iron Blossom—The American Smelting

and Refining Company treat 150 tons of

silicious gold and silver ores daily, ana

abount 30 tons are being shipped to the

International. The strike made recently

on the 500-ft. level of the No. 3 work-

ings has been opened 37 ft. in width, and

is said to run $6 to $7 gold, and 35 oz.

silver. The drift on the 1700 level of the

No. 1 shaft has been continued north-

east, and has cut a second fissure.

Opolwngo—On the level 150 ft. below

the 300 of the Gold Chain, the orebody

has been opened 75 ft. on its strike, and

30 ft. in width. It is stated to be of

shipping grade. Drifting on the east-

west fissure is being done via the 1000-

ft. level of the Black Jack.

Lower Mammoth Two cars of ore

have been shipped from the new strike

on the 200-level, which is between 400

and 500 ft. below the surface, and the

ore-break encountered on this level has I

been found on the 300.

Sioux Consolidated—At the annual

meeting Jan. 3, no change was made in

the board of directors. Durirg 1910

25,916 tons of ore was marketed, bring-

ing $320,197. On Jan. 1, 1910, there was
$8105 on hand. General expenses were

$4?,S5o; taxes, $12,817; wages, $75,219;

freight, $25,458; dividends, $89,446;

leaving cash on hand Jan. 1, 1911,

$82,410.

Centcnnial-Eureka—The pumps on the

2250 level are running steadily, and

raising a large amount of water, which I

is apparently draining some of the ad-

joining territory. In the Opex shaft the

water is reported to be receding.-

Piute County

Bully Boy & Webster—The company
refused to extend the lease, and Mr. De-

Witt is working the Roosevelt, formerly

called the Deseret.

Wedge—Control of this property has

recently changed hands. E. P. Mowers
is president and general manager. Some
rich gold ore has been produced ; n *s
past and development will be resumed.

Salt Lake County

Bingham Mines—About 50 tons of

lead ore and 25 tons of copper ore are

being shipped daily. The former car-

ries from 16 to 40 per cent, lead, while

the latter runs as high as 8 per cent,

copper. At the Yosemite, adjoining the

Dalton & Lark, drifting is being done

from the shaft at various levels. The

tunnel at the Commercial is being

driven.

Niagara Mining and Smelting—Suit

was filed Dec. 29 by the Union Trust

Company, of Pennsylvania, in the local

court. The complaint is based on an

issue of bonds made in May, 1895.

These were secured by a mortgage on

about 50 of the company's claims in

Bingham. According to the complaint no

interest has been paid since Nov., 1900;

the principal became due in May, 1905.

A foreclosure was asked.

Silver Shield — Arrangements have

been made with the United States com-

pany, at Midvale, for shipping low-grade

lead and zinc ores. An initial lot of 350

tons will be shipped, and 30 tons daily

thereafter.

Columbus Consolidated—The pumps

are holding the water at the 200-ft.

level.

Utah Apex—Active development is be-

ing done on the Parvenue tunnel and No

7 levels. The silver-lead orebody on

the tunnel level is opening up well. The

Bingham-Mary has brought suit for al-

leged trespass, and applied for an order

of survey, which has been granted by

the management of the Apex without an

oidcr of the court.
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Sevier County

Gold Mountain Consolidated—The sale

pf the Annie Laurie claims, owned by

:his company, was called off, to await

further instruction from the court, as

no bid was received. The real and per-

sonal property of the company, consist-

ing of three power plants, transmission

lines, etc., were auctioned for $20,000,

by O. M. Packard, who is understood

to have represented the Sevier Valley

Mining and Power 'Company.

Tooele County

Ophir Hill—Work has recently been

started on a 3000-ft. drain and haulage

unnel starting in the canon near the

mill. Little ore is being mined. Up to

:he present the mine has been worked

hrough a 1900-ft. incline, which has

lecessitated pumping water 600 ft. It

s figured that the new tunnel will cut

he ore-bearing beds 150 ft. below the

owest workings, giving 300 ft. or more

m the dip.

Hidden Treasure — Shipments have

)een made by G. W. Lynch, who has a

ease on this property eight miles south-

east of Stockton.

Kearsarge Silver Mining—This com-

)any, owning claims in Dry canon, near

Dphir, has filed articles of incorporation,

rhe capitalization is $2,000,000 in $10

;hares. The board of directors are Alex-

ander W. Leisenring, Samuel D. Connor,

W. W. Newcombe, John White and

-rank Gulager.

Lion Hill Consolidated—E. A. Fordyce

i Co., of Boston, have issued a report or

)rospectus of this company's property,

it Ophir. The capitalization is 1,000,000

ihares, par value $1. The property is a

:onsolidation of five companies, the orig-

nal owners received 556,735 shares, the

jalance 443,265 shares being held in

rust for the benefit of the treasury,

-ifty-thousand shares of this treasury

;tock has been offered to the public to

)rovide working capital. W. B. Farmer

s president, and E. A. Fordyce treasurer.

X^ork is being done in the Buffalo tun-

lel and Chloride Point incline.

Utah County

Heavy snowfalls have driven a good

nany miners out of American Fork

:anon. The principal properties still

vorking are the Mountain Dell, Pacific,

Wilier Flat and Dutchman. Leasers are

eported to be at work on the old Miller

)roperty.

Mountain Dell—Development work is

>eing carried on at this property. Sup-
)lies have been sent in for the winter.

Smuggler—Officers for the coming
'ear have been elected. James Beck is

resident. The company owns a group
)f claims in American Fork canon, on
vhich a tunnel has been driven 160 ft.

X^ork has been stopped.

Pacific—Shipments have been in pro-

gress for the past three weeks from the

strike in the lower tunnel. From two to

five teams are hauling. The vein has
been followed 200 ft. on the strike, and
sinking and raising on ore is in pro-

gress.

Wasatch County
While doing assessment work on ozok-

erite claims, at Colton, A. W. Clemons
and associates, uncovered a vein meas-
uring about 6 ft. from wall to wall. This

is one of the largest veins which have
been found in the ozokerite belt, and is

said to average about 30 per cent, wax,
with little rock or shale between the

walls. A tunnel has been started at a

lower elevation than the discovery, to cut

the vein.

George E. Romney was appointed re-

ceiver for the Uintah Mineral Wax Com-
pany, Dec. 29, in connection with the

suit of T. M. Monzingo against the com-
pany. Mr. Romney is a stockholder.

Washington

Ferry County

First Thought— It is proposed to equip

this property with a milling plant in the

near future. Patrick Burns, Orient, is

owner.

Majestic—The tunnel on this property

on Hungry Hill is in 50 ft. with a good

showing of ore. E. P. Langer, Orient, is

interested.

Little Giant—This property in the Ori-

ent district has been sold to George

Foster and others of Spokane, and de-

velopment work will be started.

Princess Republic—Operations on this

property, formerly known as the Princess

Maud, will be resumed under new man-

agement. The property is near Republic.

Morning Glory—The property of this

company, the Morning Glory claim and a

fraction adjoining it, has been bonded for

two years to J. Leslie Bailor and J. T.

Bailey, of Spokane, the payment being

$25,000. according to reports. Cash pay-

ment of $1000 was made and a 25 per

cent, royalty is to be paid on gross

smelter returns. The mine is developed

by a tunnel 400 ft. on the vein, from

which a 300-ft. wiize was sunk. The

product is free-milling gold ore. The

group lies a mile north of Republic, near

the Mountain Lion mine. The principal

stockholders in the company are E. J.

Roberts, Eugene B. Hyde, Dr. C. E.

Grove and E. L. Tate.

Chicamun—k compressor plant and

other machinery will be purchased for

this property, controlled by the Michigan

Mining Company. Herman Camerer,

Orient, is manager.

Trophy—Arrangements have been

made to resume work on this property, in

the Orient district. Alexander A. Ander-

son, Orient, is manager.

Okanogan County
Horn Silver—A 10-ton shipment of

ore from this property near Oroville re-

cently is reported to have netted $700.

Spokane County
Swastika— A compressor is to be in-

stalled on this property, near Spokane.

Stevens County
Senator R. A. Hutchinson, T. H. Tollof-

son and H. Hubbell, of Spokane, have
purchased the Diamond R., Blue Bucket
and Bella May claims, near Metaline, and
the concentrating plant at Metaline,
which has never been operated.

North San Poil—A strike on this prop-
erty developed ore assaying $100 per ton.

The property has been idle for some
years, but active operations are now be-

ing carried on by Samuel Kerr, of Repub-
lic.

Larson Lead— It is reported that a

concentrator will be installed at once on
this property at Metaline.

Last Chance—The erection of a con-

centrator is contemplated. A. Baker,

Northport, is manager.

Dead Medicine—This property near

Bossburg has been taken over by J. E.

Pickrell, J. S. Haish, J. R. Brown and
Charles Cox, who will develop it.

Blue Grouse—This company, W. A.

Brockway, manager, Northport, is con-

sidering the erection of a mill to handle

tungsten ores.

Juno and Echo—These claims near

Chewelah have been bonded to Frank S.

Ernest, of Spokane, and new machinery

will be installed.

Yakima County

Northwest Coal—This property be-

tween Thorpe and Ellensburg, near the

Milwaukee railroad, is to be actively de-

veloped in the near future. George S.

Rankin, North Yakima, is president.

West Virginia

Four States Coal Mining Company—
The final papers have been signed for

the transfer to this company of several

properties for which negotiations have

been in progress for some time. The

properties taken over by the Four States

company are the Big Coal Company, with

its Dorothy mine, one of the largest in

the Cabin district. West Virginia, with a

rating of 1800 tons a day by railroad; the

Sarita mine, owned by J. H. Jones, with a

capacity of 2000 tons a day, also 8500

acres of coal lands purchased by J. H.

Jones from the Rowland Company and

6500 acres owned by the Annabel Coal

and Coke Company, and originally pur-

chased from Rembrandt Peale and the

Western Maryland Railroad Company in

1909. Also a number of tracts of coal

and surface lands, making a total of 23,-

000 acres.
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Wisconsin

Ore shipments for the season from the

Florence Iron Company's Florence mine

were 208,000 tons, and those from Ogle-

bay. Norton & Co.'s new Buckeye prop-

erty 89,000 tons. These two are the only

Menominee range mines in Wisconsin.

Zinc District

Vandcvcntcr—This mine, near Cuba
City, has been shut down, preparatory to

a sale for about $275,000. As this com-

pany owns the fee, they do not have to

pay the usual 10 per cent, royalty that is

customary in the district.

Campbell Separating Company—The

plant near Benton is to be enlarged; the

company is buying low-grade concen-

trates to eliminate the pyrite.

Fox—This mine, near Hazel Green, is

now doing the underground tramming

with mules; the mill is producing about

20 tons of concentrates daily.

Calvert—A reserve pump that will be

driven by electricity is being installed at

this mine near Benton.

Wilkinson—The mine, near Benton,

has been equipped with a small portable

mill and the property is being carefully

developed by the Vinegar Hill Mining

Company, which also operates the Cal-

vert and Vinegar Hill mines.

Little Minnie—A mill that formerly

operated on the Meekers Grove prop-

erty is being installed at this mine near

Leadmine.

Klar-Piquett— This Platteville com-

pany is enlarging the plant. An offer of

SI 50,000 for the property is under con-

sideration.

Canada

British Columbia

Following are the returns of the out-

put of the mines and smelteries of the

Boundary district for the week ended

Dec. 30 and for 1910 respectively: Gran-

by, 19,539—1,101,924; Mother Lode,

8134^64,550; Jackpot, 420—16,145;

Oro Denoro, 0—9339; Rawhide, 4000—
47.350; Snowshoe, 1800—145,945; Num-
ber Seven, 0—1820; Sally, 0—32; Gold-

en Eagle, 0—120; total, 33,893—1,687,-

316 tons. Smeltery tonnages were:

Granby. 22.145—1,031,058; British Co-

lumbia Copper Company, 13,730—420,-

807.

Standard—Patrick Clark, of Spokane

[l reported to have acquired a 65 per

cent, interest in this mine near Silverton,

on a basis of $2,500,000 cash for the

holding. The vendors are John A. Finch,

of Spokane, and George H. Aylard, of

Silverton; A. B. Campbell and Col. W. J.

C. Wakefield, both of Spokane, are asso-

ciated with Mr. Clark in the deal. Mr.

Finch retains a 25 per cent, interest in the

Standard Consolidated Mining Company

which according to the report, will de-

velop the property.

Ontario

The shipments from Cobalt for the

week ended Dec. 30 were: Drummond,
325,000 lb.: McKinley-Darragh, 318,480;

Nipissing, 285,100; Right of Way, 123,-

020; La Rose, 101,050; Buffalo, 60,800;

Kerr Lake, 60,353; City of Cobalt, 60,-

000; Crown Reserve, 55,270; total,

1,389,073. (Shipments the previous

week totaled 1,940,260 lb.). Bullion was

also shipped as follows: Trethewey,

4316 oz.; O'Brien, 21,091; Nova Scotia,

54,431; Hudson Bay, 12,798; Crown Re-

serve, 31,636; Campbell & Deyell's sam-

pler, 4792; total, 129,064 ounces.

Cobalt Central—The sale of properties

has been postponed for 30 days to allow

for the settlement of outstanding liabil-

ities. It is possible that matters can be

settled so that the mine may resume op-

erations.

Lawson—A vein of high-grade ore av-

eraging 8 in. in width has been opened

for 50 ft. upon the 200-ft. level of No. 8

vein.

La Rose—Net profits for 1910 were

51,138,240.

Bartlett—The shaft is down 100 ft. and

crosscutting has been started at the 35-

ft. level of this Gowganda mine.

Boyd-Gordon—A crosscut is being run

from the bottom of the shaft at 200 ft.

to tap the vein. The property is at Gow-
ganda.

Porcupine Exploration and Mines—
This company, which recently took over

the McPharland-Herlehy group of claims,

has increased its holdings by purchasing

on option three other locations in Deloro.

Tisdale—This company, which has tak-

en over the properties of the Armstrong-

McGibbon syndicate, comprising 17

claims in Tisdale township, has elected

Frank C. Armstrong president; E. P.

Earle. vice-president, and D. Lome Mc-

Gibbon and Samuel J. Dobie, directors.

Cordova—This gold property, in Bel-

mont township, Peterboro, was recently

purchased by a syndicate composed of

P. Kirkegaard, of Deloro, William

Hughes and Doctor Mackechnie.

Gilmour—Five more stamps have been

added to the mill. The property is in

Hastings county and the mine is being

actively operated.

Mexico

Chihuahua

W. B. Brooks, representing W. P. Dun-

ham, who controls a 90 per cent, in-

terest, has denounced the following gold,

silver and lead claims: Under the name

of Beaumont, 52 mining claims; 45 under

the name of Belmont; 56 under the name

of Bonita; 36 under the name of Bolsa;

one claim named Belvedere; 45 under the

name of Beverly; 42 under the name of

Butte. The claims are all in the Santa

Etllalia district.

Oaxaca

Natividad (San Jose)—The mill is run-

ning full time. A new shaft has been

sunk 100 ft. on the north end of the

property along the old open cuts by the

Spaniards and two stringers were cut

which are mineralized. The management

is said to be considering a thorough ex-

amination with a view of interesting out-

side capital.

Alianza—The control of this San Jose

mine has been gained by the first owners.

About 150 tons of hand-picked ore are

stored on the patio.

Victoria-7apada—Manager Joseph Brill

reports that the mill at Totolapam has,

been completed. Besides the ore from

the company's mines, custom ore from

at least three neighboring mines will be

treated.

Zavalete—The retreatment of the tail-

ings dump by cyanide has been finished.

There is considerable ore in the mine

which could be extracted, but the develop-

ment work will probably be further ex-

tended before another attempt at mining

here at Gold Belt.

SONORA

Santa Teresa Mine—The claim that this

famous antigua was found has nol

been substantiated.

North Tigre—The directors of this

company and of the Fortuna Mining

Company have authorized a bond issue

of $250000, to further prosecute devel-

opment work and to erect a 100-ton con-

centrator and cyanide plant for joint use.

La Compahia Mina de Mexico—All the

necessary parts for a 75-ton blast fur-

nace are on the ground, and a 125-kw.

generator has been installed. The prop-

erties are situated in the Sahuaripa dis-

trict, and supervised by W. E. Pomeroy.

Palos Quemados—Development work

has reached a depth of 500 ft. at this

mine, near Alamos.

Greene-Cananea—One of the two

1850-k.v.a. generator units to the power

plant has been received, the other being

due this month. A compressor, to be

electrically driven, is being placed at the

Sierra de Cobre mine. The company has

entered into a contract to treat the ores

of the Mexican Metals Company's prop-

erties near Noria.

South America

Chile

Braden Copper—The No. 3 1/, Fortuna

tunnel is stated to have been advanced

27 m. in ore assaying 3 per cent, copper.

The No. 4 tunnel 420 ft. below the No.

3^, is being steadily advanced. The

No. 1 tunnel at the Teniente mine has not

encountered the main orebody. In De-

cember about 4400 tons were treated in

the old mill. The first unit of the new

concentrator is expected to begin opera-

tion in April.
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Coal Trade Review

New York, Jan. 11—Coal trade in the

|

West is passing through the period of

quiet which is not unusual at the open-

ing of the year. There is very little to

report, as the week has been almost

without incident.

The seaboard bituminous trade has

dropped into a dull period, and business

has not been good. Anthracite trade, on

the other hand, has been in good shape.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal shipments of the 10 railroads in

the Ohio Traffic Association, 10 months

ended Oct. 31, were 13,022,254 short

tons in 1909, and 17,330,664 in 1910; in-

crease, 4,308,410 tons, or 33.1 per cent.

Shipments by separate roads for October

not reported.

Anthracite-coal shipments in December

are reported at 6,231,578 long tons. This

is an increase of 456,140 tons over De-

cember, 1909; and is the largest total

ever reported in one month, with a single

exception. For the 12 months ended

Dec. 31, the shipments by companies were

as follows, in long tons:

1910. Changes.

12,445,733 I. 524,976

1909

Reading 11,920,'i

Lehigh Valley 10,296,627 11,195,765 I. 899,138

N. J. Central 7,938,370 8,519,135 I. 580,765
Lackawanna 9,531,695 9,589,076 I. 57,381

Del. & Hudson.. . . 6,136,946 6,578,356 1. 441,410
Pennsylvania.... 5,966,543 6,250,976 1. 2K4,4:W

Erio 7,461,121 7,554,198 I. 93,077

N. Y., Ont. & West. 2,717,826 2,772,547 I. :>4,721

Total 61,909,885 64,905,786 I. 2,935,901

The total increase was 4.7 per cent.

All the companies showed increases.

Making the customary allowance for coal

used at mines, the total anthracite mined

in 1910 was approximately 72,045,500

long tons, or 80,690,960 short tons.

Coal receipts at Boston, 12 months

snded Dec. 31, reported by Chamber of

Commerce, in long tons:

Anthracite.

.

Bituminous

,

1909.

1,706,659

3,495,011

1910.

1,826,124
4,107,294

Total domestic.
Foreign 228,297

Total

5,201,670 5,933,413

296,564

Changes.
I. 119,465
I. 612,283

I. 731,748

I. 68,267

5,429,967 6,229,982 1.800,015

The foreign coal is nearly all from

^ova Scotia mines.

Shipments of coal from Buffalo by
lake for the year ended Dec. 31, were

3,052,706 tons in 1909, and 3,639,368 in

1910; an increase of 586,662 tons. The
larger shipments in 1910 were 1,376,312

:ons to Chicago; 1,250,872 to Superior

md Duluth; 416,358 to Milwaukee. Ex-

sorts, to Canadian ports, were 320,677

:ons.

Coal receipts at St. Louis, 10 months
;nded Oct. 31, were 5,592,869 tons in

1909, and 7,265,036 in 1910; increase,

1,672,167 tons.

3

Current Prices of"

Metal, Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

Coal passing locks on the Monongahela
river above Pittsburg, 10 months ended
Oct. 31, was 7,524,180 short tons in 1909,
and 7,699,680 in 1909; increase, 175,500
tons.

Coal and coke tonnage of Virginian
Railway, five months of fiscal year, from
July 1 to Nov. 30, short tons:

Commercial. Company. Total
Coal 829,336 69.380 898,710
Coke 9,687 9,087

Total 8:J9,<I23 69,380 908,403

Total, 1909 339,837 :i:t'.i,w:i7

In 1909 the road was only partly open
for traffic. In 1909 coal for use of com-
pany was not reported.

New York
Anthracite

Jan. 1 1—The market is in good condi-

tion, and has quite recovered from the

holiday rest. Current demand is good.

The large production in December has,

apparently, been well absorbed.

Schedule prices for domestic sizes are

$4.75 for lump, $5 for egg and stove and

S5.25 for chestnut, all f.o.b. New York
harbor. For steam sizes current quota-

tions are $3(<i 3.25 for pea, $2.30^/2.75

for buckwheat, $1.85^/2.15 for No. 2

buckwheat or rice; $1.35fW 1.50 for bar-

ley; all according to quality, f.o.b. New
York harbor.

Bituminous

The seaboard bituminous trade is dull.

It has not revived since the new year,

and buying is light. All-rail trade is a

little better, but not much. Sellers and

not buyers are on the hunt.

Prices are a little uneven. Gas coals

bring $\0t 1.10 at mine for M-'n-> 95c.@

SI for run-of-mine, and 70c. for slack.

Fair steam coals can be had for $1.15 at

mine; prices ranging down to $1 for low

quality and up to $1.35 at mine for the

best.

Car supply is better than it has been

on most roads; but transportation is

slow, and coal takes three or four days

over schedule to come to tide.

In the coastwise trade vessels are

scarce and the weather bad. The com-

bination has sent rates up. From New

York to points around Cape Cod 90,
is charged. At Philadelphia boats arc
very scarce, as they wil not go up the
Delaware for fear of trouble with ice.

Hirmin^ham

Jan. 6—Coal production in Alabama
and throughout the South is active with
the new year. Every endeavor is being
made to get out coal to fill orders on
hand. There are orders on hand with
some companies that will require a large

production at mines for some time. The
belief is expressed that the demand
through the entire year just started will

be such as to warrant a full operation of
mines on all sides.

Chief State Mine Inspector James Hill-

house states that a good start has been
made, and that efforts are being made
to get additional labor. There is a good
demand for coke in this section.

Chicago

Jan. 10—Cold weather has made the
coal market fairly firm, for both steam
and domestic sorts, and there is less talk

among dealers about the danger of gen-
eral congestion of shipments in Chicago
yards and consequent cutting of prices to

escape demurrage charges. Transporta-
tion delays also have aided in keeping
down the supply of coal, and have not

become so serious as to imperil the mar-
ket's needed supply. With extremely
variable weather all over Chicago terri-

tory the market becomes brisk one day
and slow the next, but the general ten-

dency on the part of both consumers and
retailers under such conditions is to lay

in stocks for the rest of the winter, and
this aids demand greatly.

Illinois coal is stronger on lump and
screenings are somewhat more in de-

mand. Car prices on Illinois and Indiana

lump are $2.10ra 3.05, run-of-mine SI.80

@2, and screenings $1.55^ 1.70. East-

ern coals are in general firm at S4.30 for

smokeless lump and $3.30 for smokeless
run-of-mine; $3.40 for Hocking. An-
thracite sells well in both city and coun-
try, with chestnut still scarce.

Cleveland

Jan. 9—Dealers are all busy owing to

the cold weather. Stocks are low, but

fortunately the railroads have been do-

ing much better, and supplies are coming
in quite freely. The balance is close

enough, however, to keep everyone on

the jump to get coal on time. Quotations

are nominally unchanged.

Indianapolis

Dec. 7—The closing week of the year

was comparatively quiet in the coal-mm-
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ing business. There is no evidence, how-

ever, of any weakness in prices, though

the demand from dealers in the cities

for domestic coal has slackened consid-

erably. The same is true regarding

steam coal. This is not unusual for the

closing week of the year, when most in

half, one contract being for the entire

year, the purchasers being the Reading

Iron Company, the Bethlehem Steel Com-

pany, the Girard Iron Company and Cor-

rigan, McKinney & Co. One of these

contracts, for first half, was made at

$1.60, but it is believed that a first-half

Anthracite—The market is good though

the tonnage is lighter. Dealers are be-

ginning to buy sparingly, not wishing to

carry over anything after April 1. There

is also a pretty good demand for smoke-

less coal.

dnstrial enterprises slow up to take ac- contract could now be put through at

count of business. A week of zero

weather would exhaust the dealers' sup-

ply. The power-station consumers who

buy direct from the mines took a little

above the average amount of coal during

Christmas week. This was due to the

heavy traffic on electric railroads. The

work in the mines for the month of De-

cember was a little above the average.

The opening week of the new year was

$1.50, contracts for the entire year com-

manding SI.60. Others of the contracts

mentioned are understood to have been

closed on a ratio basis to the prevailing

price of pig iron. We quote: prompt

furnace, SI.40^/ 1.45; contract furnace,

$1.50@1.60; prompt foundry, $2@2.10;

contract foundry, $2.25^2.50 at ovens.

The Courier reports production in the

Connellsville and lower Connellsville re-

also rather quiet, but demand increased a gion in the week ended Dec. 31 at 239,-

little, owing to the prospect of colder 525 tons, a decrease of 53,000 tons; ship-

weather, ments at 2096 cars to Pittsburg, 3757 cars

to points west and 735 cars to points east,

Pittsburg
a total of 6588 cars -

Jan. 10—The coal market continues

quiet but prospects are somewhat more

favorable as industrial plants are showing

signs of increasing their operations

St. Louis

jan . 9—The market is rather a disap-

pointment this week; in spite of the fact

Prices are fairly steady,"but continue to that the new year opened up very cold

be shaded upon occasion. There has been

very little contracting for periods, as most

contracts run April 1 to March 31. We
continue to quote: Mine-run and nut,

SI. 15; M-im, $1.35; 1*4 -in. $1.40; 82^
(<< 85c. per ton.

The meeting last Saturday afternoon at

the Chamber of Commerce in the matter the first of the year and screenings are

of the Pittsburg coal rate to the Lakes in excellent demand at good prices. The

attracted much interest. It was substan- tonnage on the whole for December

dally a hearing given by the transporta- while approximately the same as last

of the chamber to the year, was considerably less than in No-

for a few days it did not seem to give

the coal business much of an impetus.

Stocks on hand seem to be fairly heavy

and the demand light. Dealers do not

seem to be doing r.s much as would be

expected at this season.

Steam coal is in better demand since

vember. While the car shortage is still

being felt on some lines yet owing to the

poor market conditions very little is being

heard about it. Railroads are beginning

to be a little more lenient with car re-

strictions and are raising their embargoes.

Current prices in* the St. Louis mar-

ket are as follows:

tion committee

Pittsburg coal interests to permit them to

present their case, while at a later meet-

ing the railroad interests will be allowed

to present theirs. The committee will

then weigh the matter and if it sees fit

make a recommendation to the Chamber.

The attitude of the coal interests, how-

ever, seems absolutely fixed that no con-

cessions can be expected by negotiation

with the railroads and that ultimately the

case must be taken to the Interstate Com-

merce Commission. Accordingly, what is

being done now is regarded partly as a

formality prior to taking the case to

Washington, and partly as a means of

arousing and bringing together the inter-

ested shippers. The issue is the diverg-

ence between ton-mile rates from Pitts-

burg to the Lake and ton-mile rates from

st Virginia and contiguous fields to the

Lakes. The issue is one of longstanding

but the Pittsburg coal operators are par-

ticularly exercised at this time on account

of the great increase in Lake shipments
| nia Anthraciti

from the other districts.

Connellsville Coke—The market has

been very quiet in the past week, and

nothing of importance has been done

since the contracts made late in Decem-

•ivolving i

"f fur-

coke monthly, chiefly for the first

Illinois Standard: Mine.

6-in. lump and egg SI. 40
_'-in. lump 1

.
10

Mine-run 1-00
Screenings 0.60

Trenton:

6-in. lump anil egg 2.25
3-in. nut 2.00

Staunton or Mt. Olive:

6-in. lump 1 .80

L'-in. lump 1-75
\i ine-run 1.20
Screenings 0.60

Carten tile:

6-in. lump or egg 1.75
3-in. nut • .50

Mine-run 1 .2a

Screenings 0.75

Pocahontas and New River:

2.25
1.25

&> FOREIGN- COAL-TRADE M
United States Coal Exports—Exports

of coal and coke from the United States,

with coal furnished to steamships in

foreign trade, 11 months ended Nov. 30,

long tons:

1909. 1910. Changes.

Anthracite 2,044,783 2,754,214 I. 109.4
Bituminous 9,009,704 10,022,297 1.1,012,593

Total exports.. 11,654,487 12,776,511 I. l,122,0f|
Steamer coal 5,651,204 5,933,516 I. 282,30

Lump
Mine-run . . .

.

17,305,991 18,710,027 I. 1,404,336

... 810,296 793,921 D. 16,375

Total..

Coke

Canada took this year 9,790,759 tons

of coal, or 76.6 per cent, of the total ex-

ports. Cuba took 777,142 tons of coal.

The coke went chiefly to Mexico and

Canada.

United States Coal Imports—Imports

of coal and coke into the United States,

11 months ended Nov. 30, long tons:

St.
Louis.

SI. 92
1.62
1.52
1.12

2.77
2.52

1 . 32
2 27
1.72
1.12

2.42
2. 17
1 . 92
1 .12

4.75
3.75

Anthracite
Bituminous....

,

Total coal

Coke

1909. 1910. Changes.

2,125 162 D. 1,963

1,118,794 1,815,356 I. 696,562

1,120,919 1,815,518 1. 694,599

157,550 147,555 D. 9,998

Canada furnished this year 1,531,300

tons of coal and nearly all the coke,

Australia, 212,978 tons of coal; Japan,

55,948 tons of coal. Imports are chiefly

on the Pacific Coast and in the far north-

uestern States. Anthracite imports not

reported since July 1 of this year.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,

Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on Dec. 31 as follows:

Best Welsh steam coal, $4.02; seconds,

$3.84; thirds, $3.72; dry coals, $3.70;

best Monmouthshire, $3.60; seconds.

$3.42; best steam small coal, $2.28; sec-

onds, $2.04. All prices are per long ton,

f.o.b. shipping port, cash in 30 days, less

2 '/> per cent, discount.

22 IRON TRADE-REVIEW

Chi Jtnul 7.20
- *'.'}'

8-70

i

Connellsville foundry 5.40
' BO
i '

'

Prices at Easl St. Louis are 20c. per

ton below the St. Louis quotations.

New York, Jan. 1 1—The iron and steel

markets for the first full week of the year

have been quiet. Almost everyone is

waiting for the result of the meeting of

manufacturers which is being held in

New York today and tomorrow. The

general opinion is that no positive action

on prices will be taken, and that any re-

adjustment will be postponed until a lit-

tle later. Meantime little or nothing is

being done in the way of new orders

for finished material.

In pig iron a little more business is

reported, both in foundry and basic iron.

In Eastern territory there are many in-

quiries coming in and some of them look

as if they meant business. Consumers'

stocks are generally low, and they show

some desire to resplenish them.
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The retirement of W. E. Corey from
the presidency of the Steel Corporation

has given occasion for lots of gossip.

The most common talk is that it is the

result of differences of opinion with

Judge Gary, the actual head of the cor-

poration. Mr. Corey is an old Carnegie
man and may have preferred the Car-
inegie policy to the present one. This

[talk is formally denied, and Mr. Corey
himself says simply that he wants a rest

and is going to take one. It may—or

may not—be significant, but it is pointed

out that the old Carnegie men are being

g-adually eliminated from the higher of-

fices of the corporation.

James A. Farrell has been chosen presi-

dent of the Steel Corporation to succeed
Mr. Corey. He has been for seven years
president of the United States Steel Pro-

ducts Company, the subsidiary which
handles the export business of the cor-

poration. He is not a practical steel

maker, as the previous presidents have
been, but rather a selling and financial

man.

The United States Steel Corporation

•eports unfilled orders on the books Dec.

31 at 2,674,757 tons; which compares
.vith 2,760,413 on Nov. 30; 2,871,949 on
Dct. 31; and 3,158,106 tons at the end of

September.

Baltimore
Jan. 9—Exports from the port of Bal-

imore for the week included 636,425 lb.

ipelter and 3,035,700 lb. steel billets to

Jverpool. Imports included 507 tons

erromanganese from Liverpool; 1200

ons spiegeleisen from Rotterdam; 7278
ons iron pyrites and 3816 tons cupreous

iyrites from Huelva, Spain; 5500 tons

nanganese ore from Brazil; 14,950 tons

ron ore from Cuba.

Birmingham
Jan. 9—A slight improvement in the

ig-iron market in Southern territory is

oted. The business being transacted

:ght now is in small lots and is in the

lain for immediate delivery. The make
l Southern territory has been curtailed

irther. in fact it is but little over the

emand. Statistics gathered show that

lere was but little, if any, reduction of

cumulated stocks of iron during De-
:mber. The production of iron in Ala-
irna for December went to 143,839 tons,

hile the total output for the year is

ven at 1,906,939 tons, against 1,703,688
>r.s in 1909. One furnace has
:en blown out already in January. The
tst-iron pipe plants throughout the

)Uihern field have taken up operations
:ain The foundries and machine shops
e 'i little slow in getting back to steady
ark. The make is not to be increased
itil the demand improves and some of
e stocks have been worked off.

The Tennessee company will start up
: steel plant at Ensley on Jan. 15. There
not a great amount of steel or rail on
:nd.

Chicago

Jan. 10—The iron market continues
quiet, the expectations of buyers and
sellers alike being fixed on the possibili-
ties of price reductions of steel products.
What little pig-iron buying there is comes
from the melters, who. are running short
on their current business and need
small lots to keep foundries going. The
market, in short, is a waiting one, and
is expected to continue such until price
questions are settled, for the imme-
diate future at least. Considerable in-
quiry is being made for second-quarter
deliveries, showing that the large inter-
ests are watching the market. Those
well informed in the trade predict a wave
of large buying with the resumption of
railroad purchases which, it is said, can-
not be far distant, or with the feeling
general among consumers of pig iron that
the bottom of the market- has been
reached.

Southern iron continues to be quoted
nominally at $11, Birmingham, or $15.35,
Chicago, and Northern at $16 for No. 2.
A large sale of either doubtless could
be made at 50c. less, and some of the
larger of the current small lots are said
to be sold at 25c. less.

Coke is weak, with the best Connells-
ville holding to $4.90, Chicago.

Cleveland

Jan. 9—Nothing doing yet about ore
prices. The question is complicated by
the fact that many furnaces have unde-
livered balances on 1910 contracts.

Pig Iron—Business is beginning to
look up a little. There are quite a num-
ber of inquiries, and these are develop-
ing a good deal of discussion overprices.
Quotations are nominally unchanged, but
are uncertain just now.

Finished Material— It is too early for
much development of business as yet,

especially in view of the uncertainty as
to prices. Specifications on contracts

are coming in better than for several

weeks.

Philadelphia

Jan. 11—A few rather important sales

of pig iron were made this week, mostly
to New Jersey, New York and New Eng-
land concerns, which have been watching

the market closely for several weeks.

The iron was mostly for foundry pur-

poses, but included a fair percentage of

malleable iron. This business represents

only current requirements, none of the

larger consumers yet showing any de-

sire to go into long contracts. Basic pig

is still the subject of talk between buy-

ers and sellers. No upward tendency is

manifest in any line of crude iron. The

large amount of idle capacity is the cause

of absolute indifference. No. 2X is $16;

forge, $14.25; basic nominally, $15, while

general dullness prevails.

Steel Billets—Eastern markets are life-

less.

Bars—Mill reports from the interior
show only moderate orders for s.ores.
Manufacturers are trying to get in line
for some of the new car-building orders
soon to be awarded.

Sheets—The view of manufacturers is

that no desirable business is to bt had
from offering concessions at this time.
Certain large buyers have been pursuing
a hand-to-mouth policy for months in
view of a general break in quotations.

Pipes and Tubes—Stocks of pipe are
sufficiently large to warrant further cur-
tailment of output. No open reductions
have been made on discounts. Only the
customary small winter business is being
done. Tubes are active.

Plates—A stronger undertone has been
imparted to the Eastern plate markets
by well defined rumors .of large orders
for cars and other work involving plates
and shapes. Prices cannot advance.
There are too many manufacturers on the
war path for business.

Structural Material—After a long per-
iod of discouragement, new business is

in sight from all quarters. No material
improvement has yet taken place, but
there is a much stronger undertone.

Scrap—Scrap is now being offered on
favorable terms and dealers are cau-
tiously stocking up after canvassing prob-
abilities among large scrap buyers.

Pittsburg

Jan. 10—Nothing of importance mar-
ketwise is expected to be done in con-
nection with the dinner of steel manu-
facturers tomorrow night in New York.
The importance of the meeting seems to

have been exaggerated in many quarters
and the much talked of ''series of meet-
ings" of different branches of the steel

trade is not materializing. A meeting of
the sheet manufacturers was held in

Pittsburg Saturday and a meeting of the
structural mills in New York Wednesday
afternoon, but otherwise no meetings
seem to have been called. There is a

large and growing contingent among
manufacturers favoring the discontinu-

ance of these meetings, as the chief ef-

fect they have been able to observe is

that they tend to produce nervousness
and procrastination on the part of buyers.

There has been a slight improvement
in buying and specifying in steel pro-

ducts since the first of the month, doubt-

less because the inventory date is past

and some requirements which had backed
up have been released. The feeling in

the steel-producing trade is that demand
for iron and steel awaits a general im-

provement in business condition; also

that buyers accumulated large surpluses

of material during the recent movement
and must work the last of them off. pro-

duction meanwhile having dropped be-

low normal.
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Finished-steel prices are being firmly

maintained all along the line, and the

market is stronger, at least superficially,

than it was at the close of November.
Nominal prices are the same, but these

nominal prices are the market, whereas

in November there was considerable

shading.

Pig Iron—Sales of malleable iron of

3000 tons for first half, 100 tons for

prompt and 250 tons for prompt de-

livery have been made at $13.50,

Valley. This iron is practically basic

iron, which also commands $13.50.

The efforts to set up a central selling

agency for basic iron, all furnaces com-

ing in. have not thus far been success-

ful. An inquiry for 5000 tons of bes-

semer iron, from an Eastern interest, has

been withdrawn and the purchase has

probably been made in the East.

Foundry iron is moving in a limited way
at former prices, $\3.75Ca 14, Valley. The
American Steel Foundries is out with an

inquiry for 10,000 tons of basic for first

half, for its Alliance and St. Louis plants.

Fcrromanganese—The market contin-

ues quiet and is somewhat softer, being

quotable at S38.25, Baltimore.

Steel—The market is quiet. Many
mills did not take their full allotments

under contracts in the closing months of

the year, and much tonnage has been

carried over, forestalling any important

demand at this time.- Nominally at least,

prices are strictly held, at S23 for billets

and $24 for sheet bars, bessemer or open

hearth, Pittsburg or Youngstown mills,

with full -freight from nearer point to

point of delivery. Rods are quotable at

$27.50 per ton.

Sheets—Last Saturday's meeting of

sheet interests was attended by represen-

tatives of the leading interest and of

nearly all the independents.- Several

claims of cutting were aired and the

proneness of manufacturers to make mis-

takes in quoting when they are not busy

was again illustrated. On the whole,

however, it was found that prices had

been very well maintained since the meet-

ing of Dec. 8. The leading interest

reported running at 42 per cent, of ca-

pacity, against 37 per cent, at the time

of the previous meeting, and the sur-

prising information was given that pre-

cisely one-half of the tonnage was for

export. The independents reported va-

rious operations, some plants going at

05 to 75 per cent, of capacity, others

down to 25 per cent., while a few were

closed entirely. We quote the market

steady at 2.20c. for black sheets, 3.20c.

for galvanized, $1.55 for painted cor-

rugated roofing and S2.75 for galvanized

corrugated.

St. Louii

Jan. 9—The pig-iron market is dull and

little interest has been shown as yet.

DIM is holding off and buying only

for immediate needs. All the orders that

are being received are in small lots. The
current price is $11 per ton, Birmingham,
or $14.75, f.o.b. St. Louis.

g|| FOREIGN IRON TRADEM
British Pig Iron—The production of

pig iron in Great Britain for the first half

of 1910 was 4,993,745 long tons, an in-

crease of 75,107 tons over the second
half of 1909, and of 278,066 tons over

the first half. As compared with the

second half of 1909, there was a de-

crease of 185,000 tons in forge and
foundry iron; an increase of 239,000

tons in basic pig, and an increase of

21,000 tons in bessemer pig.

Unsold stocks of iron in the Cleveland

district on Dec. 31, were 520,000 tons,

or 130,000 tons more than at the begin-

ning of the- year.

METAL- MARKETS ||Q

New York, Jan. 11—The metal markets

have been generally quiet with no marked
changes, except a further sharp advance

in tin.

Our index number for the metals, cal-

culated on the approximate production

and sales of pig iron, copper, tin, lead,

zinc and aluminum, was 127 for the

month of January; 124 for February; 118

for March; 118 for April; 113 for May;
107 for June; 112 for July; 113 for Aug-

ust; 114 for September; 111 for October;

117 for November; 115 for December.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

UNITED STATICS GOLD AND SILVER MOVEMENT

Metal.
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completed statement for the year 1910 as

fellows: Zinc ore, 592,456,710 lb., value

SI 1.SI 7.375; lead ore, 8S.074.940 lb.,

value $2,311,647; total values. $14,129,-

022 for the year.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED JAN. 7.

Zinc 11>.
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lough moderate declines were recorded

jring the week a generally steady tone

manifest.

Island Creek securities had a fair up-

ard move. A party of Boston men who

^ve just returned from a tour of in-

jection of the property report encourag-

gly. This company earned $300,000 for

it last half of 1910, or $50,000 net per

cnth. This amount is equal to the full

jar's dividend on the 50,000 shares.

The Curb has been a dull place and

ithout special feature. Several of the

embers are going out owing to the lack

f business. One result of the Calumet

Hecla merger will be to cause 10 ac-

ve stocks to be retired. This will re-

lit in the big exchange taking over sev-

al of the leading Curb issues.

Assessments

Company.

phaCon., Nev
ta, Nev
nal Nev. Mines Co

Not
ilcher, Nev
g Elk, Ida
illlon, Nov
in. Imperial, Nev
in. Virginia, Nev
pper Crown, Ida
own Point, Nev
:chequer, Nov
ideral Ely, Nov

M. & M., Ida
ir M. & M., Ida...

.

>ld Mt. Champion, Utah.

.

ex, Ida
lia Con
ivstone, Utah
ixlcan. Nov
rih Franklin, Ida

I & Copper, Utah..

.

•rra Nevada, Nev
owstorm Ext. Copper,Ida.
• lily M. & M., Ida
ah, Nov
'una Vein, Ida

Delinq. Sale. I Amt.

Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Fob.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Dee.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Doc.

12 Feb.
16 Fob.
15 Jan.
19 Fob.
3 Jan.
2 Feb.
9 Fob.
5 Jan.
7 Feb.

26 Fob.
30 Feb
24 Feb
20
20 Mar.
6 Jan.

Id Jan.
IT Jan.
19 Jan.
15 Feb.
10 Jan.
15 Jan.
12 Fob.
17 Feb.
7 Fob.

20 Fob.
10 Jan.
15 Jan.

12 $o
. 05

6 0.03
15 06
9 0.05

23 0.10
2 . 002
7 0.05

30 0.01
28 0.25

1 0.0U2
5 0.10

14. 0.05
.. o.ol

0.001
ii 002
0.00}
0.002
0.05
0.03
0.20
1

1
.
in 15

o.on;

in

0.003
0.002
0.06
0.001

Monthly Average Prices of Metals
SILVER

Month.

nuary

—

bruary. ..

irch
>ril

iy

ne ,

Liy

igust ...

.

ptember.
tober. . .

.

ivember..
'cember..

rotal.

Now York. London.

1909.
!
1910. I 1909. 1910,

750 52.375 23.843 24

472 51.534 23.706 23

468 51.454 23.227 23
.428 53.221 23.708
.005 53.870 24.343
.538 53.462 24.166
043 54.150 23. 51

9

.125 52.912 23.588 24

4411 53.205 23.743 24

023 55 400 23. 502 '25

.703 55 035 23.35125

.220 54.42k 24.030 25

154

704

690
483
707
051

034

428

680
160

61 502 53.480 23.700 24.070

Now York, cents per fine ounce; London.
nee per standard ounce.

COPPER

nuary.
bruary.. .

arch. .*.

oil

ay
Ill"

dy
must
ptember .

tober
ivombrr.

.

mber.

.

New York.

Electrolytic Lake.

1909. 191ii. 1909. 1910

620 14

332 13

255 12

7:;;) 12

660 13

404 13

215 13

190 13

370 13

553 13

742 13

581 13

London.

030 12
354 12

047 12

COS 50

78B 57

014 58

863 59

60 023
59.388
50.214
57.238
56.313
55.310
64.194
55.733
55.207
56.722
57 634
66 ooo

Y'ar 12.982 12.738 13.835 13.030 58.732 57 054

Now York quotations, cents per ounce troy,
je silver; Londcn, pence per ounce, sterling
lvr. 0.925 fine.
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CHEMICALS, MINERALS, RARE EARTHS, ETC.—CURRENT WHOLESALE PRICES.

ABRASIVES—
Carbons, good drill quality, carat$50. 00(7? 7:>. 00
Carborundum, f.o.b. Niagara

Kails, powd lb. .08
Grains ••

.io<§ . 17
Corundum "

. 07o : 10
Crushed Steel, f.o.b. Pitts-
_ burg " .051®. 06
Emery, in kegs; Turkish

flour " .01}®. 02
drains "

.03 l

- Hour "
.01

Grains "
.03H' 04

Chester Hour "
.01 l

Grains ••

.03H" .04
Peekskill Hour. f.o.b.

Easton, Pa "
. 01 }<<; 01

J

Grains, in kegs "
.<<_';(" .03

Garnet, per quality, .sh. ton. 25.00(3 35.00
Pumice Stone. Am. Powd. .100 lb. 1.60@2 00

Italian, powdered, .per lb. .OK
Lump, per quality.. " .03*0'. 30

Rottenstone. ground.. "' .020'. 04
Lump.- per quality.. " .05®. 20

Rogue, per quality ... " .05 0' .30
Steel Emery, f.o.b. Pitts-

burg " .07@.07i
ACIDS—

Acetic 28% lb. .0171(5 .0215
Boric "

.07
Hydrofluoric, 30' <

"
. 02}@ .031

48 " .06
.06*

60', "
.10

Hydrochloric acid, 20° per 100 lb. 1 25(5 1.50
Nitric acid, 36° to 40°. per lb. .03^0' 04*
Sulphuric acid. 50°, bulk per ton. s i

-j up
60°, 100 lb. in carboys. 85(5 l 12V
60°, bulk, ton 16.000' IS 00
66°, 100 lb. in carboys. 1.00(a 1 10
66°, bulk, ton 18.00

Oxalic per lb. .07', 07|
ALCOHOI,—Grain 95% gal. 2 540/2 56

Denatured " .42
Refined wood, 95@97% .. " .52®. 57

ALUM—Lump 100 lb. SI 75
Ground " 1 85
Chrome Alum " .04£®05

ALl MINI H—Sulphate, com'l. lb. .90@2.00
AMMOMA-24 deg. lb

" .04*®. 05*
26 deg. lb

" .04}®. 05}
AMMOMl >I—

Bromide lb. .32
Carbonate " .08® 08f
Muriate grain "

,05J<§ 06
Lump " .094 0; 09i

Sulphate, 100 lb " 2.85(5 2 'JO

Sulpho-cyanide com "
.25

chem. pure " .35
ANTIMONY—needle, lump. lb. .04'.®. 05

Oxide •• .07}®. 08
ARSENIC—white "

.021 (

Red. Outside brands "
. o:> & 06

',

Saxony ••

.06}®. 06}
ASPHALTIM—

Barbadoes per ton. 80.00(5 120.00
Indies •'

30.000' 60.00
p:gyptian lb. .2o0' .30

ite, Utah ordinary per ton. 32.000' 40 00
Trinidad " 20.00(5 30.00
California per ton. 25.00(5 30. 00

D\llll M—
Carb. Lump lg. ton. 26.000' 35 00

Prw ipitated, 96( 31 00@33 00
' atural . lb. 02<§ 02}

Chloride com'l ton. 32 00<§ 35 00
Nitrate powdered, incasks. .lb. 1 ,' (• 053
Blanc Fixe, dry, bbl per lb. ,02}<§ 01

bah \ i i>—
Am. Ground sh. ton. 10. 000' 13 00

" 16 006 17.00
18 50(5 22 60

ni.i: \< iii\(. i'o\vi)i;it-35%
100 lb 1.250; 1 10

Bit i: VITRIOL—(copper sul-
phate . carload, per 1001b. 4.00@4.26

B'im; *<»ii lb. Q4
BO It AX, tacks "

CAi.< it m— cray,100 lb 2.00@2 05
• lag-

H. V., for

11 00(g li io
01 ii «T— at., . bbl. 7:,;.

1 20

1

. .
" 2 25(

" 1: .<*) lb '•

"

i BROKE ORB—
i

1 l.00@ 16,00
J 75 00

CI. \ \ . < II I N \ —

- 00
COB \i I-

COPrERAS-Bulk 100 1b. SO. 55
Jnhbls " .65(
In bags " .60®. 80

CRYOLITE (carload) lb. .06}®. 07
FELDSPAR—Ground, .sh. ton. 6.00©14 00
FIRE BRICK—

American per M. 30 . 00 0? 40 00
Imported " 30.000' 15 00
ht. Louis " 16.00
]

:-
Ntra

,
" 20. 00 ('T 23. 00

special extra " 30.00@35.00
FIRE CLAY-F.o.b. St. Louis.

St. Louis, extra quality.per ton. 5 00
ordinary.... " 2.50

FLUORSPAR—
Domestic f.o.b. Pittsburg;
Lump ton. 8.00@10.00
Ground " 12. 00® 14. 00
h oreign crude ex. dock " 8.50

FILLER'S EARTH- Lump, 1001b. .80® 85
Powdered " .80®. 85

GRAPHITE—Ceylon.
Flying dust, finest to best .. .lb. 02® 04D»st " .02i®:05
9h,P " .04®. 08
Lump • .05}®. 12
Large lump *'

.08}®. 10*
GYPSUM—

Fertilizer sh. ton. 5 00
Ground " 4.00@7.00

INFUSORIAL EARTH—
Ground Am. Best lb. .01}® 02}
German "

.02}@.02f
LEAD-Acetate (sugar of) brown,

••. lb. .07}®. 09*
Nitrate, com'l "

. 08}
MAGNESITE—Greece.

Crude (95%)....' lg. ton. 7.50@8.50
Calcined, powdered. . . .sh. ton. 26.00@37.00
Brick, domes, per qual. f.o.b.

Pittsburg M. 160©200
MAGNESIUM—

Chloride, com'l 100 lb. .90@1 25
Sulphate (Epsom salt).. 100 lb. .90® 1.00

MANGANESE—
Foreign, crude, powdered:

7O0'75'c binoxide lb. .01®. 01}
75oiS5'i binoxide " .01}®. 01*
85@90% binoxide " .0H@. 04
90@95' ; binoxide "

06*
Ore, 80%-857t sh. ton. 16.00@32.50

MARBLE—Flour sh. ton. 9 . 00@9 . 50
MINERAL WOOL—

Slag, ordinary sh. ton. 19 00
Selected ••

25.00
Rock, ordinary " 32 . 00

MONAZITE SAND—
Guar. 97%, with 5% Thorium

oxide, normal lb. .08 and up
NICKEL—

Oxide, crude, lb. (77%) for fine
metal contained 47

Sulphate, single . . lb. .10}@.'ll
Sulphate, double "

. 05|@ . 08

NITRATE OF SODA—
100 1b. 95% 2.1210' 2 15

957c for 11)1 I 2.12*1 2 15
96% is 2i@7Jc. higher per 100 1b.

OZOKERITE-best lb. . 14® . 17

PAINTS AND COLORS—
Litharge, Am. powdered lb. .05J(» oo

English glassmakers' "
08}(<; 091

Lithophone "
.03*<§ 04

.Metallic, brown sh. ton 16.506
^ Red " 14.00C«.18.00
Ocher, Am. common.. . " 10.00(5 15 00

Besl " 12.000' 15! 00
Dutch, washed lb. .02*0 03
French, washed " 0l}0; 02

Paris green, pure, bulk "
171 0; 20S

Eled lead, American "
06*0' 07'

Foreign " ,08}| 091
Turpentine, spirits bbl., per gal. BOW mi'.

white lead, Am., dry lb. or. '. 0; oo
lean, in oil " .076 07J

l oreign, In oil " 09 '

Zinc while. Am. extra dry. .

"
.05 1

1

. proc's.red seal.dry "
... os

j

1 reri.ii, process, green seal,
dry ••

10; 0' 10}

PHOSPHATES—Acid. ... 55060c. per unit
•I la

. hard rock 77'; :; 50@6 00
land pebble 68' '„.....

8055 5 001
1 75(6 5 00
4 25(o I 50" land rock 60" 50<§ 3 75

da or Georgia ports. 1 1 i.. mi.
i I A tfley River,

POTASSIUM—
Bicarbonate crystal lb. $.07-10? 08

Powdered or granulated. .

"
.08(<? 08}

Bichromate, Am " 07|® 08

|cotch .-

"
.iOf

Bromide "
20

Carbonate (80@85%) "
.03*® 041

Caustic, ordinary "
03 ;

i(« 05}
Elect. (90'

i
KOH) " '

.05H" Oti
Chloride (muriate), 100 lb . . l'yo
Chlorate, powdered " ,0S*@ 09*

Crystals '• .09® .09}
Cyanide (98®99^ )

Carloads (30,000 lb.) "
igc

5-ton lots 184c
Less than 5 tons 19

Kainite, long ton, bulk, 7.50; bags, s 50
Permanganate lb. .09*® io*
Prussiate, yellow "

. 13® 13J
_ Red "

.26(<; :(o

Sulphate (basis 90%). . 1001b. 2.18@2 21PYRITE—
Domestic, non-arsenical, furnace

size, f.o.b. R. It per unit. 11*@12
Domestic, non-arsenical, fines,

per unit, f.o.b. mines 10}@ll
Imported, non-arsenical, furnace

size, ex-ship, per unit 13
Imported, arsenical,furnace size,

ex-ship, per unit 12(5 121
Imported fines.arsenical,ex-ship,

T
Per unit .09*®. 10

Imported fines, non-arsenical,
ex-ship, per unit ll@iu

Pyrite prices are per unit of sulphur. A deduc-
tion of 25c. per ton is made when ore for furnace

1 s delivered in large lumps.
SALT—N. Y. com. fine 280 lb. bbl. .72@1.13

N. Y. agricultural sh. ton. 3.80@4 50
SALTPETER-Crude. 100 1b. 4.00@4.50

Refined, crystals "
5.00(...J75

SILICA—
Ground quartz, ord'ry..lg. ton 7. 00® 15 00

Si ex, ground " 7. 00® 15 00
bilex, floated " 35.00@40 00Lump quartz " 5.00@5 50
Glass sand " 2.75

SILYER—Nitrate, crystals.. . oz. .33}®. 36}SODIUM—Acetate lb .04}® 05
"Alkali," per 100 lb., 58/48. . . 90® 95
Bicarb, soda, per 100 lb 1 00@l'30
Soda, caustic, per 100 lb., 78/60 1.80@2 00
Soda, caustic, powdered 024@ 'o"?
Salt cake, per 100 lb., bulk.. .

.

50@ 60
Salt cake, bbl .67'.
Soda, monohydrate, per lb. .. 1 30@l'75
Bichromate lb. .058 0? 061
Bromide "

2
Chlorate, com'l "

08}(3) 001
Cyanide, 120-130% KCN, per 100%'

i ^-w'

Carloads (30,000 lb.) lb. 18C
5-ton lots "

184c
I.ess than 5 tons " *6

Hyposulphite, Am "
1.30®L50

Phosphate 100 lb. 2. 10@2 40
Prussiate " 080I 0S1
Sal soda, f.o.b. N. Y . . " 60® 75

Foreign, f.o.b. N. Y. . " .80@i:oo
Silicate, com 1 " 65031 00
Sulphate, com'l (Glauber's salt)

_ ; -, 100 lb. .60® 80
Sulphate, com'l, calcined 65® 85

STRONTIUM-Nitrate lb. .07@!o8
SULPHUR—Louisiana (prime) to

New York lg. ton. 22 00 UDTo Boston, Philadelphia or
v

|a|timore » 22.50 up
?,
oH 100 lb. 1.850' 2. 15

'.
our

•
• ,-. •

• " 2.000' 2.40
lowers, sublimed... " 2 .20(

Powdered commercial, bags
Sicilian, extra qual., unmixed

seconds, crude brimstone
to New York lg. ton. %>-> 00TERRA ALOA-Fr.&Eng. 1001b. .75.

TALC-Domestic sh. ton. 12 00@20 00

&re
,

nch -v-; " 33.000
Italian, best ••

45.00,,; 50 00
TIN-Bi-chloride, 50° lb. 1 1} („ 131

fSSk: :::::: ::::::::>
2
g;

I R INIl'M-Oxide "
2.20@4.25

ZINC—Chloride sol., com. 20° "
02}

Chloride, granular '
.,

,

&aie::::::: ::::::::::"

These quotations are for ordinary
lie I. .K in New York unless othoi
(1, and are generally subject to the

usual trade discounts. In the cases of si

portnnl minerals, such as phosphate
rock, pyrites and s-ilpliur, in which there are
well established markets, (he quotation
substantially repros .nlatlvc. I'.ul In llu

"i die minor mineral |.roducts, the
quotations repi eseni what dealers ask ol
sunieis and not what producers ran n
In selllnn (heir output as a mailer of private
e..iil r.i. 1

.
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The Transvaal Stope Drill

Competition

The official report of the committee in

charge of the Transvaal stope-drill com-

petition has just come to hand and its

leading features are abstracted on page

163 of this issue. The four drills re-

maining in the competition to its close all

completed the contest with noteworthy

and enviable records; indeed, so close

was the result that the judges decided to

divide the first and second prizes be-

tween the Holman 2 T^-in. and the Siskol

drill, the latter having a greater footage

to its credit, while the Holman drill had

a slightly better cost per foot, 9.77d. as

against 9.9d. per ft. attained by the

Siskol.

It developed fairly early in the com-

petition that many of the drills were of

too light construction and that the ham-

mer drills as at present developed were

not suited to the local conditions, none of

that type completing the contest. One

of the salient points brought out by the

competition is the general conclusion that

the weight limit set was too light and that

a drill weighing 125 or 130 lb. would be

as practicable to handle in the stopes

and more economical in operating cost

than the 100-lb. drill required by the

provisions of the competition.

Generally speaking, drills of new de-

sign were not successful, but a number

of the machines that did not complete

the contest showed particular points of

merit which will doubtless be incorpor-

ated in future drills to be used on that

field and elsewhere. Two drills of South

African design, the Konomax and the

Chersen, made an excellent record in

many respects. The air economy of the

former was particularly praiseworthy,

but details of construction had not been

worked out sufficiently for so vigorous a

contest, where no changes were permis-

sible after the beginning of the competi-

tion. Strengthening the construction of

the machines with a small increase in

weight would have reduced maintenance

cost without increasing the expense for

labor, as five "boys" were required for

two of the 100-lb. machines. The re-

port contains many interesting data re-

garding cost of steel, air consumption at

various pressures, etc., and can be

studied with profit. While conditions

were not always ideal, it is evident that

the committee took great precaution to

have the competition conducted with fair-

ness and the contest has proved of much
value to Rand operators.

The Oil Resources of

California

The wonderfully productive oilfields of

Southern California, a State heretofore

preeminent for its gold mines, naturally

attracted the attention, at an early date,

of the able and enterprising group of

mining engineers who made their head-

quarters in San Francisco. Many of

these men have become prominently

identified with the development of this

new resource, as have also to a less ex-

tent engineers of other parts of the

United States. Heretofore the petroleum

industry has been in the hands of a guild

of venturesome men originating in Penn-

sylvania, where the early experience was

gained. From there they moved to the

Lima field, and thence to Kansas, push-

ing down into Oklahoma; and to Louisi-

ana and Texas. With a scent amounting

almost to an instinct, they gathered

quietly wherever petroleum indications

were discovered, and unostentatiously

brought in their drilling rigs and were

producing oil almost before the local

inhabitants knew it had been struck. The

wildcatters seeking to find new pools

were ever in the vanguard, and right

after them the speculators seeking to ob-

tain leases at nominal figures from the

unsuspecting farmers. The business was

exciting and made many fortunes, but

under its conditions the engineering as-

pects did not receive the maximum of at-

tention. Certainly our technical literature

was not much enriched.
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This was bound to be different in the

case of the California fields, partly be-

cause of the higher cost of development

involved there, and partly because of the

interest of a different class of men, as

mentioned above. Already their contri-

butions to technical literature are be-

ginning to appear. Thus we had the

pleasure of publishing in our issue of

Jan. 7 an illuminating review by Mr.

Requa. and more recently has appeared

a pamphlet by him, comprising an ad-

dress delivered before the Mining Asso-

ciation of the University of California.

This is a comprehensive presentation of

the commercial and engineering aspects

of California petroleum.

Mr. Requa is of the opinion that Cali-

fornia will probably maintain its present

annual production for at least 50 years,

and during that period it will be the

dominating factor in the fuel situation of

the Pacific Coast. Even Alaska coal can

scarcely compete with it right at home.

The actual cost of producing oil in Cali-

fornia is estimated at 30<w35c. per bbl.,

including redemption of capital, etc. The

engineering consideration is manifested

by Mr. Requa when he calls attention to

the facts that oil production, like metal

mining, depletes reserves with no hope

of replenishment; and that apparent

profit is not real profit. Also he riddles

the claims of the fakers who have repre-

sented the industry as being "the long-

sought, sure way of getting rich quick."

California petroleum is undoubtedly

destined to be not only an important fac-

tor in the development of the Pacific

Coast, but also of the country far into

the interior. Already it is being used

extensively by the railways, and as a

metallurgic fuel at several important

smelting works. It is even to be carried

so far as to Ely, Nev. On the coast it-

self it will command the markets wher-

ever ships may be able to carry it.

The Advance in Coal Mining

The first of several articles describing

the Marianna mine of the Pittsburg-

Buffalo company, is published in this is-

sue of the JOURNAL, and forcibly re-

minds us that both the equipment and

the methods employed in mining coal in

America, have undergone radical changes

for the better in recent /ears.

than a decade ago, the methods

employed in bituminous mining were

crude in the extreme. Entries were often

driven water-level, and rooms were gen-

erally turned and worked without defi-

nite centers. The result was a loss of

millions of tons of coal through creeps

and squeezes, and an extraction of some-

times less than 50 per cent. No one

bothered much about removing or damp-

ening dust, and furnace ventilation was

common in many parts of the country.

Safety lamps were used by the fire-boss-

es in their daily examinations, but few,

if any, bituminous mines had abolished

naked lights entirely.

Conditions today are entirely changed.

The problems of gas and dust are better

understood, and remedies applied in a

majority of our mines. Underground de-

velopment is carried on systematically,

and 90 per cent, extraction is not un-

usual. Safer explosives are being em-

ployed, and that without any material

increase in the percentage of fine coal.

Trained men with rescue appliances are

available in practically every district, and

experienced engineers employed by the

Bureau of Mines are in constant readi-

ness to lend aid and advice to any afflict-

ed company.

Anthracite mining was better conducted

10 years ago than was the bituminous in-

dustry, and as a consequence the ad-

vances in hard-coal mining have not been

proportionately great. The anthracite

field has been the birthplace of most of

our innovations; especially is this true

of the first-aid work. But the leader-

ship of the anthracite companies was due

entirely to their greater strength through

consolidation. As is shown at Marianna,

the bituminous industry has now come

into its own, and whether on the surface

or underground, the hard-coal companies

must look to their laurels.

In building the Marianna plant, John

H. Jones, president of the operating com-

pany, proposed to show that a coal mine

could be constructed according to au-

vanced ideas (although they differ rad-

ically from present practice), and still

be a successful operation from the view-

point of economy. Mr. Jones, literally

speaking, was raised in the mines and it

is this intimate contact with, and knowl-

edge of, conditions underground that

inspired him with the desire to have the

safest and most modern mine in America.

Ft is with pleasure that we are able to

present this remarkable scries of articles

about the materialization of his ideas.

The government of West Australia has

been carrying out investigations on a

large scale on the effect of dust on the

health of miners in that state. Doctor

Crumpston examined about 7805 miners,

He states that the expectation of life ofi

the average miner is 3>y2 years less than

the average of other occupations. He

found fibrosis of the lungs caused by

dust, or "silicosis" in its early stages

among 33 per cent, of rock-drill opera-

tors, 3 per cent, of truckers and 24 pet

cent, of men employed in the dry-crush'

ing plants of Kalkoorlie. The last stage;

are found only among rock drillers.

The Bogoslovsk Mining Company

which had resigned its membership to th<

"Medj" syndicate, to take effect Jan. 1

1911, has resolved to continue its agre

ment with the syndicate for six mor

years, on account of concessions made b;

the "Medj." This means for the "Medj,

the monopolization of the Russian coppe

market. The Kyshtym company, havinj

also joined the syndicate, the percentag

of outsiders representing the Russiai

copper industry has been reduced ti

about 5 per cent.

It is said that since the American Tele

phone Company took hold of Westet

Union there has been a very drastic elin

ination of bucket-shop-wire business,

is understood that today Western Unic

has but three or four bucket-shop wire

in operation and these are west of Ch

cago. The American Telephone Com

pany cut off this business at one stroK

because it felt that a policy of enlight

ened self-interest demanded it.

In the Saturday Evening Post Thoma

A. Edison is quoted as making som

statements as to possibilities of gold ex

traction from low-grade materials. Th

article says: "No mines are bein,

worked at present wherein there is les

than $3 to the ton. Great clay beds in

certain section of the country run abou

SI. It is probable that a process of ex

tracting gold from these clays will b

developed within a reasonably short timt

Mr. Edison says that under Philadelphi

there is a stretch of clay 40 miles Ion;

which assays 30c. per ton." We shoul

really be alarmed if the thought did no

occur to us that Mr. Edison's adventure

in mining and metallurgy have not bee

so successful as his inventions in the do

main of electricity.
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Correspondence and Discussion
Contract Drilling versus

Company Drilling

In any mining district, either new or

d, but particularly in the former, there

always to be found a great numbej of

:ploration companies. For the most part,

ese companies are organized with a

mparatively small working capital. At

e present time, perhaps one of the

ost notable fields of this sort is that

irt of northern Minnesota covered by

e three iron ranges, the Vermillion, the

esabi and Cuyuna.

As soon as a company of this sort is

ganized and ready to operate, and since

e greater portion of the exploratory

3rk on these ranges is done by means of

illing, the question immediately pre-

nts itself, "Shall the drilling be done

contract or shall the company pur-

ase its own drilling outfit and do the

irk itself?" It is this question, as it

fects a small, comparatively unknown

mpany, that will be considered.

Drilling by Contract

There are a number of factors in fa-

r of letting the work by contract, or,

course, there would be no business for

e drill contractors. If the work is done

contract, and in this discussion I am
nsidering only a drilling company of

:ognized standing, the exploration com-

ny immediately relieves itself of con-

lerable responsibility and annoyance. It

merely necessary to employ some corn-

tent person, preferably an engineer, to

pervise the work and protect the com-
ny's interests. The exploration com-

ny pays for the work at a stipulated

te per foot. This may be either a flat

te or a variable rate depending upon

? nature of the material through which

i drill passes. In either event it in-

jdes both churn-drill work and dia-

md-drill work. Therefore, the com-
ny at once relieves itself of all trouble

connection with the use of diamonds,

d these are manifold.

By this arrangement, it is possible to

ov beforehand about what the work is

ing to cost. The company can be as-

red that the greatest possible speed will

?ult. as this is an important factor in

ofitable contract work. Also drilling

n be stopped for a reasonable length of

ne without incurring expense, as the

st is based on footage. This cost per

3t includes all necessary moving from
le to hole, the hauling of supplies, and
i cutting of roads. All of this work is

pensive and requires close supervision.

contract work the exploration company
s none of this to worry about. It is

ten desired that the assays of samples
d the reports of results be absolutely

Views, Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

above question. If the work has been
done by a reliable and long-established

drilling company, the exploration com-
pany as a rule, is assured of reliable re-

ports. The principal factor, of course,

which argues against this method of do-

ing the work, is the high cost per foot.

This side of the argument can be summed
up in the statement that, for possibly a

maximum figure, the exploration com-
pany is getting reliable results with the

minimum amount of labor, worry and

trouble to itself.

In favor of the company doing its own
work, there are several arguments which

are worthy of consideration. The work

can be stopped and started as desired,

and there will be no trouble with the con-

tractors. A hole may be pulled regard-

less of depth attained, and a long move
made without any fear of causing diffi-

culty, as it surely would if the work was

being done by contract and only a shal-

low depth had been attained. But the

most important consideration in favor of

this method is the possibility of reducing

the cost per foot.

Cost of Drilling Equipment

The argument against the exploration

company doing its own drilling will bear

careful consideration. The first one that

will present itself is that of initial cost.

If the drilling outfit is rented, the pay-

ment is distributed over a number of days
or months instead of being made at once.

If, however, as is usually done, a newoutfit

is purchased outright there is quite a large

initial outlay. A complete churn-drilling

outfit, with all the necessary bits, casing.

etc., will cost about $1500. This cost can

be easily increased by the greater amount

of casing required for very deep holes.

Ir is useless to attempt to do good work

without a diamond drill also. Five or six

hundred dollars more can be added for

this, and then comes the question of

diamond bits. Two bits at least are neces-

sary in order to continue work while a

worn bit is being reset. The diamonds

for two bits will cost at least S2000; al-

together it means an investment of ap-

proximately $4000. To properly operate

the drill, three men are required, and a

fourth man. a diamond setter, is neces-

sary to keep the bits in order. The labor

cost for one day, therefore, will figure

up to at least $12.

Whenever the drill is idle, the labor

cost continues as usual, and in addition

there is $4000 that is earning nothing.

It is quite evident that, other things be-

ing equal, the greater the footage made,
the less will be the cost per foot. In or-

der, then, to operate economically and
to keep the cost per foot at a minimum,
the drill must be kept continually at work.

To secure this, close supervision is neces-

sary, to see that no time is wasted in

making moves or repairs. To make moves
without waste of time, it should be known
in ample time beforehand, just where the

next hole is to be drilled, and therefore

ample territory for drilling should be

available. Granted all this, the old

question will then be brought up. "Who
will accept our reports as they stand?"

Experience alone will answer this.

This side of the argument, then, can
be summed up in the statement that for

possibly a minimum expenditure of

money, the company is getting results

which will undoubtedly be questioned by
others, and with the maximum amount of

worry and trouble to itself. It would seem,

therefore, that the whole thing resolves

itself into the questions: (1) How much
drilling is to be done? (2) How large

an acreage is available for drilling? (3)

What sort of an organization does the

company wish to maintain? Barring ex-

traordinary conditions, the decision as to

whether the work should be done by con-

tract or by the company, should be based

upon the answers to these questions, as

considered above. L. E. Ives.

Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 3, 1911.

Soldering Aluminum
In the Journal, Dec. 10, 1910. it is

stated in answer to a correspondent that

"the best aluminum solder is composed

of lead and zinc in various proportions."

Is that information reliable? I have

studied the question 20 years, and I

never knew of anyone getting good re-

sults with those alloys.

My father's solder has been sold stead-

ily for 15 years (here and abroad), and

was awarded a medal by the Franklin

Institute. Speaking frankly, I know of

no other solder which has given like sat-

isfaction. It is sold by Janney, Stein-

metz & Co.. Philadelphia, and its compo-
sition given in my book on aluminum.

Joseph W. Richards.

South Bethlehem, Penn., Dec. 22, 1910.

[The solder referred to by Doctor Rich-

ards was described in the original patent

specifications as 78.34 per cent. Sn;

19.04. Zn; 2.38. Al; 0.24. P. the last ele-

ment being a powerful deoxidizer In
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later practice the solder was made by

melting together 1 part phosphor tin. 11

parts zinc, and 29 parts tin, which cor-

responds, according to Richards' "Alum-

inium," to 71.2 per cent. tin.

—

Ed.]

The French Experiments on

Coal Dust

M. Taffanel, commenting on his ex-

periments at the Lievin testing galleries

in his report, as briefed by Henry Briggs

and quoted in the Journal of Dec. 24,

1910. suggests that the "well established

fact that explosions more frequently

traverse the intakes than the returns,"

cannot be due to the fact that the op-

posing velocity of the intake air would

provide more oxygen for the combus-

tion of the exploding units, such velocity

being negligible in comparison with that

of the exploding and exploded gases.

To quote: "When an explosion of dust

is witnessed in the test gallery under

favorable conditions, using fine pure

dust, rich in volatile constituents, it be-

comes evident that the blasts of air ris-

ing immediately on the ignition of the

dust, and which not only acompany, but

precede the flame have a velocity so

vastly superior to that of a normal cur-

rent of air traversing a mine roadway

that the original direction of the latter

must be a matter of indifference."

It is certain that this conclusion would

be in a measure true, if it were not that,

whenever a body is suddenly stopped,

the momentum creates an immense force

often out of all proportion to the force

which, acting persistently, has set it in

motion.

The product of the propelling or re-

tarding force and the time of said pro-

pulsion or retardation ( frictional resist-

ance and thermogenic losses not being

here considered) equals the product of

the mass propelled, multiplied by the ve-

locity of propulsion or the loss of ve-

locity in the case of retardation.

Algebraically, ft — mv

If the time be infinitely short t — o and

/ becomes infinite since mv is a finite

quantity.

it is certain that when an explo-

sion is taking place, the time between

normal ventilation and its reversal by the

force of the explosion approaches zero.

Of course not all the air comes to rest

in an "inappreciable" time, as the air to

the rearward of the column "closes up
slowly" with less and less pressure re-

sulting from the arrest of motion as the

ion of the column we are considering

-.mote from the initial haltinj; place.

But the increase of i be

considerable where tl has

en place and may well ich a

co- Inlng me-
dium that the fir'.- i<- moi pro-

pagated there than on tin. «.i

the explosion where there is rather a

tendency to a vacuum as far as the ac-

tion of the fan or other ventilating fac-

tor is concerned. It would seem that

this compressing, condensing action

(practically made use of in the hydraulic

ram for raising water above its level by

its own velocity, the cause of many

breakages and leakages in water lines,

an obvious action exhibiting itself when-

ever a door is closed however slowly in

the mines) is so plain and important as

to be readily comprehended and its value

appreciated.

Effect of Arresting Motion of

Intake Air

And again, when a body is carried by a

fluid medium (gaseous or liquid) and

the motion of that medium is suddenly

arrested, the motion of the supported

body continues after the motion of the

medium has ceased, or discontinues be-

fore it ceases, respectively, according as

the supported body is heavier or lighter

than the medium upholding it. The body

has the velocity of the fluid medium

which has been slowly communicated to

it, but by virtue of its density it has its

own momentum -per unit of volume and

when the momentum of the fluid medium

has been dissipated, that of the body it

has carried may be yet in part existent if

that body, bulk for bulk, is heavier than

the medium in which it is immersed. Hence

the arrest of motion of the inflowing air

tends to aggregate the dusts more than

it condenses the air and to push them

forward to the end of the column some-

what as goods are shot forward out of a

suddenly stalled cart. Thus the dusts are

carried forward to the seat of the ex-

plosion and there exploded. It is a mat-

ter for test how far this is a ponderable

consideration.

Other possible causes are:

(1) Return airways are smaller and

therefore less equal to the conduction of

an explosion.

(2) Return airways may contain

enough occluded blackdamp to deaden an

explosion.

(3) Dust in return airways may have

less occluded firedamp and the solid hy-

diocarbons may be broken down into a

less inflammable compound.

(41 The air is less pure in the return

airways and furnishes less oxygen.

Most of these causes M. Taffanel has

instanced. But, on the whole, the ex-

plosion usually has to decide, if one may

so express it, between traveling right or

left on an airway where these four con-

ditions are at first alike. Bursting from a

heading or a room into an airway at right

angles with a uniform cross-section, uni-

form chemical condition of surrounding

walls, uniform and equal dustiness, uni-

form ventilation of air of equal oxygena-

tion and humidity, why does the explo-

sion usually follow back on the intake

instead of following the air current in

the returns? Clearly none of the four

reasons just given can apply at any rate,

to the first overwhelming blast, though it

may have some bearing on later develop-

ments.

And if the direction and velocity of the

current is the cause of the preference of

the explosion for intake airways, the ve-

locity of the current may be assumed to

be an important factor in an explosion

and then the objection to hurricane ven-

tilation receives a new significance. It

not only dries and raises the dust, but

it creates the compression and aggregates

the dust in the fire zone, in case of an

incipient explosion.

It might be well to test in a gallery the

disposition of deposited dust when a sud-

denly interposed diaphragm cuts off a

rapid current of air, which is heavily

laden with pulverized coal.

R. Dawson N. Hall.

Du Bois, Penn., Dec. 27, 1910.

Best Material for Stamp Mill

Parts

The article by A. Z. Randall, appear-

ing in the Journal of Dec. 10, 1910, was
of particular interest to me. No doubt a

discussion or exchange of ideas on the

subject of "Best Material for Stamp Mill

Parts" through the columns of your

paper, would bring out facts and figures

of value and universal interest to stamp-

mill managements in the mining field

throughout the country. The method of

reporting costs per ton of ore crushed

now seems to be the accepted practice,

and in many years' travel among the

mining camps I have endeavored to get

at these costs, doubtless, in many cases

to the annoyance to the battery man, but

have obtained data from different parts

of the country pertaining to per-ton-of-

ore-crushed costs that raise the mental

query as to the why and wherefore of

the wide difference of figures gathered.

Some managements seem disinclined to

make statements of costs, but it is worthy

of notice that these conditions are giving

way to the demand of stockholders for

detailed facts and figures. I trust you

will receive many communications on

this subject and would gladly submit re-

sults of my inquiries along this line.

George W. Myers

San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 24, 1910.

The Parcels Post

Why does not the Journal put its large

influence back of the parcels-post legisla-

tion? Every miner and prospector in the

West wants it. Those of us who have

enjoyed the benefit of the Mexican par-

cels post (bultos corrcos) think Uncle

Sam is pretty slow in postal matters.

Buscone.

El Paso, Texas, Dec. 29, 1910.
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[glQUESTlbN$^ANSWERS|[T||

Separation of Barite and Chalcopyrite

I have an ore containing barite and

chalcopyrite in approximately equal pro-

portions. How can these minerals be

separated?

W. H. J.

Electrostatic separation, magnetic sep-

aration and flotation are possibilities.

The applicability of any of these pro-

cesses to the ore in question can, of

course, be determined only by experi-

ment.

Rock Phosphate in New Jersey

Will you please advise me of the

names of companies in northern New
Jersey mining and milling rock phosphate

for fertilizing purposes?

F. S. F.

There is no phosphate rock mined

in New Jersey. The Grasselli Chem-
ical Company, at Grasselli; the Liebig

Fertilizer Works, and the Williams &
Clark Fertilizer Works, both of Carteret,

N. J., are all milling phosphate rock for

fertilizer.

.Market for Manganese Ore

Will you please furnish me with the

names of buyers of manganese ores in

New York? And do you know of any
juyers in Boston ?

E. A. S.

John S. Lamson & Bro., Maiden Lane
and William street; and C. W. Leavitt &
Co., 30 Church street. New York, are

surchasers of manganese ores. We do
lot know of any buyers of such ores

n Boston. In the. Journal of March 5,

1910, the schedule of prices offered by
:he Carnegie Steel Company for man-
ganese ores in 1910 is given, and may
:ontain information of interest.

Purchasers of Tungsten Ores

Can you send me information regard-
ing companies dealing in tungsten ores,

and the prices paid ?

W. H.
Henry E. Wood & Co., Denver, Colo.,

buy crude tungsten ore for concentration.

rhe Primos Chemical Company. Primos.
Delaware county. Penn., and Carnegie
Steel Company, Pittsburg, Penn., are
buyers of tungsten concentrates, and
nay buy high-grade -ores. The prices for

1910 have ranged from $7 to S7.50 per
unit of WO: in ores carrying about 35
per cent, or over of tu igstic acid. In the

Boulder county, Colo., tungsten field, the

sres are usually concentrated on Monell
tables to about 60 per cent, tungstic acid.

Rhodochrosite

I send a sample of rhodochrosite.
which is the principal gangue in large

veins being worked for silver and lead.

I understand in Chile, that this mineral
is calcined and the resulting peroxide
sold. Do you know whether such is the

case? Can you enlighten me as to the

best way of utilizing it, and what would
be paid for it?

K. N.

We have taken this matter up with

several of the large chemical dealers of

New York, and as far as we can dis-

cover there is no demand for rhodo-

chrosite. Neither are we able to confirm

or disprove the calcination of this min-

eral for manganese peroxide. While

such a process seems feasible chemi-

cally, the regulation of temperature

would have to be exact, and whether it

would pay is a question, as manganese
peroxide, running 80 to 85 per cent, pure,

is worth only about $16 to $30 per ton.

Magnesia

Can you give me any idea what crude

magnesia (calcined), such as is used in

furnace filling and covering, will cost in

lots of one ton or more?
W. C. B.

The question is not entirely clear, but

if magnesia clay for use as a refractory

material for reverberatory furnaces,

etc., is desired, the cost will be

about S32 to S35 per ton. The material

is sold by the Harbison-Walker Refrac-

tories Company, of Pittsburg, Penn. If

sectional pipe covering is meant, no prices

can be given, as they vary according to

size of pipe. The magnesia cement used

for covering small furnaces in private

houses costs S100 per ton, f.o.b. Brook-

lyn, and is sold by the Johns-Manville

Company. 100 William street. New York,

although they recommend the use of their

asbestos cement at about 537.50 per ton,

f.o.b. Brooklyn.

Bakelite

Will you please advise me what is the

substance "bakelite." to which I see so

manv recent references?

A. F.

Bakelite (oxybenzylmethylenglycolan-

hydridet is a new organic synthetic product

formed from carbolic acid and formalde-

hyde, and in the pure form of modifica-

tion C corresponds to the formula U«

Ha Or. It was discovered by Dr. L. H.

Baekeland.

Bakelite A is a form of the substance

solid at ordinary temperatures, but be-

comes Dasty. then liquid, as the temper-

ature is raised. It is soluble in alcohol,

acetone or caustic soda. On strong heat-

ing it undergoes polymerization and

changes to modification B. In this state

it is infusible, but can be softened by

heat and may be molded and welded

while soft. It is insoluble, but certain

solvents, such as acetone and phenol

cause it to soften and swell. On further

heating, modification B changes to modi-

fication C. Physically it now resembles

amber. It is unsoftened by heat, and
resists temperatures up to 300 deg. C.

It is insoluble in all solvents, and is

unaffected by chemicals, oil, hot watei,

steam, etc. It is an insulator, and can be

easily machined. Bakelite will servj

most of the purposes for which hard rub-

ber and celluloid are used, although it

is not so elastic as they are. In the

Journ. fnd. and Eng. Chem., Dec, 1910,

will be found additional information.

Vanadium

Can you give me some information

concerning vanadium, its occurrence,

production, uses, etc.?

C. S.

Vanadium occurs in nature chiefly as

the vanadates of various metals, the im-

portant exceptions being the sulphide,

patronite ; and a hydrated silicate of potas-

sium, magnesium, iron, alumina and

vanadium, roscoelite. The latter con-

tains about 24 per cent, of vanadium,

and is the mineral from which most of

the United States production is derived.

Vanadinite, Pb.Cl (VO«)», and descloi-

zite (PbZni I PbOH ) VO„ occur in Ari-

zona. The usual method of extraction is a

wet process closely allied to the one de-

scribed briefly in "The Mineral Industry"

for 1909; also in the previous volume.

The ore is roasted with salt, coo!H
and agitated in tanks with water

by compressed air. The solution is then

decanted, and the vanadium precipitated

as vanadate of iron by the addition of

ferrous sulphate. This vanadate of iron

is afterward reduced to ferro-vanadium.

Vanadium alloys are used wherever a

metal is required, which shall have the

highest possible resistance to all sorts of

shock. Instances are high-speed cutting

steels; those parts of automobile frames

which must be of small cross-section,

but highly resistant; armor plate, etc.

If you have vanadium to sell we re-

commend communicating with the Amer-

ican Vanadium Company, of Pittsburg,

Penn.; the Primos Chemical Company,

Primos, Penn.; or the Electro-Metallur-

gical Company of America, at Niagara

Falls.

Correction

On page 1145 of the Journal for Dec

10, 1910. the composition of aluminum

solder was erroneously given as consist-

ing of "lead and zinc." This should have

been "tin and zinc." as noted in the

"Correspondence and Discussion"' column,

where the composition of Richard's pat-

ented solder is given. It may also be ad-

ded that C. H. Land, of Detroit. .Mich..

claims that aluminum can be soldered by

immersing the edges in molten tin and

scratching with a steel scratch brush

while immersed, until a coating of tin is

formed. The pieces can then be soldered

together with ordinary solder.
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Goldiield Consolidated Mines

The Goldfield Consolidated Alines

Company reports for year ended Oct. 31,

as follows:

1910. 1909.

r,ro-s revenue SIO.273,93 I $6,598,87 1

Net profits T.:i 17,691 5,026,620
Dividends 7,118,921 3,201,239

Surplus 228,770 1,825,38,1

In 1910 there was produced 266,867

tons of ore valued at S40.27 per ton,

against 194,479 tons valued at S37.98 in

the previous year. Net recovery in 1910

amounted to S10,273,934, or $38.50 per

ton.

General Manager Finlay says in part:

"There is reason to believe that the mine

can produce from the ore now exposed

a tonnage equal to about two of the year

just closed. This does not measure the

possibilities. It is useless to fix a ton-

nage without also fixing a value of the

reserves. This is extremely difficult and

must necessarily be somewhat in the na-

ture of guess work.

"Five extra dividends have been de-

clared, amounting in all to SI per share.

While these extraordinary profits have

thus far exceeded expectations, and may
still do so, it is not reasonable to expect

them to continue indefinitely."

United Metals vs. American

Smelting

The litigation which started some
months ago through suit brought by the

United Metals Selling Company asking

for SI.000,000 damages from the Ameri-

can Smelting and Refining Company has

taken a turn in favor of the plaintiff

through an order of the New York Su-

preme Court, directing the American

Smelting and Refining Company to pro-

duce its books. Last March the court de-

cided that Edwin Brush, vice-president of

the American Smelting and Refining

Company should stand examination at the

hands of the plaintiff's counsel.

This suit in detail explains much of the

"bad blood" existing between the two in-

terests, says the Boston News Bureau.

The United Metals Selling Company for-

merly acted as a selling agent for the

American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany, which is now alleged to have ten-

dered the Metals Selling Company, on a

declining market, copper which was not

it;- own product, contrary to contract.

The excess deliveries upon which the

United Metals Selling Company based its

claims for damages were:

"7 1 1 19.70.') II. <<i 24 7 1 Ic $277 000
Mar ,

1907 3 37 I -it lh Hi 24.04 < mi r»3fi

7 00 I ,

The original bill ot complaint alleged

that the selling contract between the two

concerns entered into in 1901 provided

fot a commission of 1 per cent.; in 1903

further agreed that the EnCI

ing and Mining Journal weekly quota-

tions should form the basis of settlement.

Again in 1907 the contract was further

modified to the extent that the United

Metals Selling Company should buy all

the Guggenheim pioduction, and that the

latter should estimate the output three

months ahead and settlement should be

made on the current figures of the Engi-

neering and Mining Journal. Under

this arrangement February settlement

would be for the following May produc-

tion. If an excess production was forth-

coming, the settlement price would be

based on the month in which actual de-

livery was made.

The United Metals Selling Company al-

leges that during practically the whole

life of the contract the metal market was

declining and the American Smelting and

Refining Company thereby through de-

livering copper not its own benefited to

the extent of Sl,000,000. On the other

hand, the American Smelting and Re-

fining Company claims that it did not re-

ceive full returns for its copper owing to

misrepresentation on the part of the

United Metals Selling Company.

The Hill Iron Ore Leases

The minimum named under the leases

of the Hill or Great Northern iron-ore

lands in Minnesota to the United States

Steel Corporation for 1910 was 3,000,000

tons; the royalty for the year being 95.2c.

per ton. This would make the payment

for the year S2,856,000; but as the base

under the lease is 59 per cent, iron, there

may be some deduction on the ore actual-

ly mined. This amount, however, will not

be very large. In addition to the royalty

the Steel Corporation must pay the Great

Northern railroad 60c. per ton as freight

to Lake Superior docks on the minimum
tonnage; making $1,800,000 more. This

freight charge, under the contract, does

not increase, but the royalty advances

3.4c. per ton each year, and the minimum
increases by 750,000 tons.

For 1911, therefore, the royalty will

be 98.6c. per ton, on the basis of 59

per cent, iron, on a minimum of 3,750,-

000 tons; the freight charge remaining

at 60c, making a total payment of $1,586

per ton.

Phosphate Beds near Butte,

Montana
It is announced from Washington that

phosphate beds of commercial value have

been found near Butte, Mont., on the

public lands, which were withdrawn from

entry pending legislation by Congress as

to their control and disposition. The

despatch states that H. S. Gale, who ex-

amined this ground for the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey, believes that these

phosphate heds may be 5 or (5 ft. thick

and that they are "almost, if not quite,

identical with those occurring in .the ,

phoshate fields a couple of hundred miles

to the south." A Survey bulletin is soon

to be issued on the subject.

The Smelting Companies
The half-yearly reports of the Ameri-

can Smelters Securities Company and the

American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany were made public this week.

American Smelters Securities

The American Smelters Securities

Company reports for the six months

ended Nov. 30, as follows:

1910. 1909.

Net earnings $3,099,015 $2,490,526
Construction and improve-

ments 350,111 186,999

Balance *$2,742,904 $2,303,527

Dividends 1,260,000 1,260,000

Surplus $1,482,904 $1,043,527

*Equal to 3.56 per cent, on $77,000,000 stock,
as compared with 2.99 per cent, on same stock in

the previous year.

American Smelting and Refining

The American Smelting and Refining

Company has issued a statement of op-

erations covering the six months ended

Oct. 31, 1910, which compares as follows:

1910. 1909.

\ci earnings $3,683,941 $3,442,193
Construction and improve-

ments 380,027 48,774

Balance *$3,303,914 $3,393,419

Preferred dividends 1,750,000 1,750,000
Common dividends 1,000,000 1,000,000

Total division $2,750,000 $2,750,000

Surplus 553,914 643,419

*The surplus, $3,303,914, after charging out

$1,750,000, equal to six months' dividends on
the preferred, shows a balance of $1,553,914,
equal to 3.1 per cent., on $50,000,000 common
stock, as compared with 3.29 per cent, earned
on t he same stock in the corresponding six mont lis

last year.

The general balance sheet of the

American Smelting and Refining Com-

pany as of Oct. 31, compares as follows:

Assets— 1910. 1909.

Properl v $86,845,670 $86.8 15,671
Investments 2,091,584 4,368,lffl

Metals 19,316,419 16,207,042
Materials ...... 1 1 ,325,551 1 ,22 1 ,60|
Net current assets... 39,984 592,711
Cash and demand

loans 10,871,573 9,445,37|

Total $120,484,783 $118,683,605

Liabilities

—

Capital stock $100,000,000 $100,000,000
Bonds 121,000 237,0(1
Net currenl liabilities

Unearned treatment.. 3,012,322 2,551,911
Profit and loss ... 17,351,461 15,894,681

Total $120,48 1.7S3 $118,683,605

President Daniel Guggenheim said in

the report:

"It is encouraging to know that the

supply of ores coming to the company

is showing a marked improvement. This

has resulted in a considerable increase

in the amount of metals held in process,

and the company has been encouraged

on this account to increase the expendi-

tures for improvement and new con-

struction, all of which have been de-

ducted from the profits in lieu of de-

preciation."
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Details "^Practica l Mining
This department is designed to treat

n a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

jther readers like to know about. The

hought that there is nothing new in them

mould not be a deterrent of telling about

hem. Something that is an old story in

me district may be quite unknown in an-

)ther. Our draftsmen can develop any

:ind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

^ blue print answers all the purposes of

he engraver. Contributions are solic-

ted.

Belt Tightener for Bucket

Elevators

By J. Frank Haley*

The accompanying sketch shows a belt

ightener used at the mill of the Big

"hree Mining Company, at Bellville, in

he Joplin district. The device is simple

oor Level

of Jig Room

Tlit ' my Journal

Elevator-belt Tightener

nd can be made cheaply by unskilled

ibor. A piece of plank F, 3x6 in., and
ft. long, is cut on one end with semi-

ircular surface. The other end is cut
ut to fit around the shaft of the tail

ulley. This is held in a vertical posi-

on by the slot guides M and N, which
re nailed to the housing of the elevator,

esting on the upper end of the piece
is a piece 3\6 in. x 8 ft. long, one end

f which is bolted to the housing at D.
t about one-third of its length from D
rests on the piece F, leaving two-thirds

f its length as a lever arm. the other
nd of which is shaped with a handle,
he piece C works in a slot in the front

f the elevator housing facing the jig-

jom floor and 3 ft. above the floor. It

•Mining engineer, Joplin, Mo.

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-
erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things "that have to
be done in ;ver

M
yday

lnini

is held in position above by the square
piece X and the wedge V and below by
the piece A, nailed across the front of
the housing.

The operation is simple. When the

belt becomes loose the piece A is re-

moved. Pressure is then applied at K
and the pieces X and Y are driven in

-

until sufficient slack is taken up in the

belt. The piece A is then replaced, hold-

ing the entire device rigid. The shaft £,

of the tail pulley, runs in the slots at

the bottom of the piece F, thus doing

away with babbitt bearings, which give so

much trouble in belt tighteners of the

screw variety.

Faulty Sampling Device

By Louis D. Huntoon*

In the Journal of Dec. 10, page 1146,

is described a simple sampling device

used at the Crown Reserve mine, Cobalt,

Ont. From the sketch and description of

the sampler I doubt very much if an ac-

curate sample can be obtained. The

sampler fills the requirement of cutting

the entire stream, but does not fill the

requirement of taking all the stream part

of the time. In the flow of ores or tail-

ings, the rich mineral will concentrate on

the bottom of the chute. The cylinder

must project more or less into the chute,

due to the curved surface, so it will act

as a riffle, tending to concentrate and bank

the rich ore just in front of the sampler.

As the opening in the cylinder revolves

into the chute, the bank of concentrates

will be discharged into the cylinder. As

it continues to revolve some of the

coarse ore will also be discharged. Tii-

half-inch slit is so narrow that the sur-

face water containing the slimes will

hardly have an opportunity to enter the

sampler. If the above is true the

sampler cannot take an average sample.

I am calling attention to this as

some mill superintendent might install

•Professor of mining and metallurgy, Shef-
field Scientific School of Vale University,
New Haven. Conn.

such a sampler on account of its simplic-
ity, not realizing that there is a great
possibility of erroneous results. A few
years ago I visited a large mill where the
original and duplicate tailings samples
never checked, and the reputable assay-
ers to whom the samples were sent were
held responsible. Investigating their
method of sampling, I found the errors
were due to coning and quartering and
the overloading of flat-bottomed riffles.

There are on the market a few accurate
tailings samplers, just as simple as the
one described.

Anchoring Phigs in Tunnel
Roofs

By S. H. Hamilton*

One of the annoying things an un-
derground surveyor frequently encoun-
ters is the dropping out of the plugs set

for roof stations. Although the plug
may be cut so it can only be driven in

with considerable force, yet it may, es-

pecially in a dry mine, drop out in course
of time. A method of permanently hold-
ing plugs not only for spuds but also for

electric wires is shown in the sketch.

The plug fits the hole easily, and has a

saw-cut or split on the upper end. In

this crack is placed a wedge of wood

The Knjinttnng f Mining JounlAt

Plug for Mine Surveyor's Spud

or metal. The plug is then placed in the

hole and a few blows with the hammer
causes the wedge to spread the plug
so that it will be held permanently in

place.

The following are typical mill wages
in the San Juan region, Colorado: Amal-
gamators. S5.50 and $5; machinists, black-

smiths, millwrights and carpenters, $4.50

(nine-hour day); solution men. S4 and

$3.75; battery men (without helpers), and

pipefitters, S3.75; Huntington-mill. plate,

vanner and dryer men. $3.50; pipefitters'

helpers, S3.25; crusher men. firemen

(eight hours), S3; laborers, S3, nine-

hour shift.

'Mining geologist, +* Broadway, New York.
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Dust Proof Housing for Dry
Crushing Plants

The most satisfactory scheme for aba-

ting the dust nuisance in mills is to house

all dry-crushing machines in tight

compartments. NX'ith the unseasoned wood

that is available in Western mining camps,

it is. however, absolutely impossible to

build a plank partition, even of tongue-

and-groove material, that will remain

dust-proof after seasoning and the re-

sulting shrinking and warping takes place.

This difficulty may be overcome in the

following manner. All dry crushers are

inclosed, ordinary boards, which need

only be dressed on one side, being used

for building partitions. Narrow cracks

are left between the edges of the boards

and strips of muslin then pasted over

each joint of the partitions. The strips

Crusher Compartment

Musliu Strips
Tht Pytmw inff $.yfinin// Journal

Scheme for Dustproofing Crusher
Compartments

are not stretched tightly across the cracks

but slack is left and this loose cloth is

tucked into the cracks between the boards,

by simply running a dull knife blade

down the cracks. Then as the boards

shrink with seasoning, the slack of the

muslin strips is taken up without any

openings developing through which dust

can fly. As the loose cloth is tucked

through the cracks in the partitions the

appearance on the outside is not unsight-

ly. The accompanying drawing illus-

trates the idea of the construction, which

is also particularly adapted for inclosing

rooms where samples are handled.

Classification of Excavated

Materia]

The classification of material exca-

vated is frequently a matter of conten-

tion. The Contractor quotes recently a

set of specifications copied from a rail-

road contract, which attempts a new clas-

sification:

All excavated materials shall be classed

under three heads, namely: Earth shall

Include all clays, indurated or otherwise,

disintegrated shale and other rock that

partakes of an earthy nature, and all

other materials which can be loosened by

a pick or plow, one picker keeping two

len busy, the plow to be a railroad

plow drawn by four draft animals, wt-k'h-

ing on an average 1000 pounds.

rock shall consist of all boulders

and masses of rock, disintegrated or

otherwise, whether stratified or not. that

can be removed economically by the use

of a pick or bar. although blasting may
-)rted to in order to lessen tin.- cost

to the contractor, or hasten the progress

of the work.

Solid rock shall consist of all boulders

and masses of rock, whether stratified or

not, which can only be removed by blast-

ing, and must after blasting be block-

holed.

A Two Ton Water Car

By Guy C. Stoltz*

The accompanying illustration shows a

water car used at Mineville, N. Y., to un-

water Mine 21. Two cars of 528-gal.

capacity were hoisted in balance an aver-

age distance of 450 ft. on a 60-deg.

double-track incline. They were automat-

ically filled in the mine and automati-

cally discharged at the surface into a

series of wooden troughs. The greatest

door was hinged and upon lowering tt

car into the water the pressure wouH
automatically open the segment and alio

the water to enter. As the car was hoiste

above the level of the water the doc

would close due to the hydraulic prej

sure of the contents.

The door was automatically opened s

the dumping point on the surface by th

operation of a system of lever arms

These were attached to the door and s

pivoted that a plank guide A would intei

cept the trolley arm B and lower it t

such a position that a lateral movemer
of 8 in. toward the top of the car woul

be delivered to the gate. Upon lowerin

the car the gate, which was heavier tha ;

the reciprocating system of levers, woul

close. Back rails should be provided t

prevent the car from leaving its trac

as it enters the water.

2"x 2
U
Hanl W

1/ / T>'C Engineering fMMng Journal

Water Skip Used at Mineville, N. Y.

number of cars hoisted during a 10-hour

shift was 812, while 600 was the average

rate per shift. The hoisting capacity at

maximum speed was equal to a pump
fitted with a 10-in. discharge delivering

715 gal. per minute. The average quan-
tity hoisted was 528 gal. per minute. The
water tank was made from a 10- ft. length

of 3- ft. stack, the lower end headed with

2-in. pine and held in place by a 2x2-in.

hardwood ring which was bolted to the

circumference of the stack at the bottom.

The top was not headed. The bottom

timber head was reinforced at its center

by a truss of %-\n. iron bearing on a

4x4xl2-in. wooden strut.

The tank, which was attached to a set

of wooden stringers by flat iron hangers,

was mounted on the ordinary skip axles.

The lower 10-in. segment of the tank

'Mining engineer, Mineville N 'i

Danger from Deteriorated In-

sulation of Conductors

The abrasion of insulated cables in a

mine is a matter for serious considera-

tion. If cables are dragged daily through

the stopes, the insulation would soon be-

come damaged, and this, added to an oc-

cnsional blast and other rough usage,

would cause the handling of the cable to

be of considerable danger. R. G. Mackie

says the accident rate would increase, and

the maintenance probably become pro-

hibitive.

The numerous disadvantages would

require consideration before install-

ing electrical power for stoping pur-

poses on the Rand. The ignorant human

element would be the cause of great

'!,„> a. Trnnsvnnl Inst Moon. Finermm
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inxiety to mine officials. The principal

langer, therefore, resultant on the dis-

ribution of electricity in these mines, is

he possibility of persons coming in con-

act with live wires, due to damaged in-

flation.

Driving in Loose Ground
By George J. Young*

In driving a drift through loose or run-

iing ground fore-poling is commonly re-

orted to. A modification of the method,

n use on the Comstock lode, is worth

ringing to the attention of the readers

if the Journal.

The method is of particular utility

/here the drift must be supported by

ace boards. Ordinarily two settings of

he face boards are required for each

dvance of one set of timbers, the first

etting just beyond the position to be oc-

upied by the false set, the second just

leyond the regular set.

regular set is placed. A single set-

ting of the face boards thus se-

cures an advance of one regular set. In

square-setting old fillings the boom is

also used and obviates the necessity of

putting up temporary props in the work-

ing space.

Sketch 1 shows the method of

TJie Engineering
f'
Mininy Journal

Fig. 2. Scheme for Supporting Boom
with Hanger

Journal

Fig. 1. Boom Method of Timbering in Drifting through Heavy Ground

In the Comstock modification the top

aths are driven one-half their length,

he upper face boards being removed and

he loose ground carried at such an angle

is to prevent it from running into the

Irift. The laths are then supported by a

boom," which is a wooden lever, an 8x8-

n. timber, 9 to 10 ft. long. The boom
ests upon the post which acts as a ful-

rum and one end carries sufficient block-

ng to catch up the top laths, the other

:nd being held down by blocking and
sedges between the end and a neighbor-

ng cap. The boom is rigged along the

enter of the drift. The top and upper
; ide laths are then driven forward to

heir full length and the upper face

>oard placed in position. The remaining
ide laths are then driven successively

md the face boards placed in position. On
he completion of the advance the next

Professor of mining, University of Ne-
ada. Keno. Nev.

rigging the boom. A modification is

suggested in Fig. 2. In this a heavy iron

hanger takes the place of the post and

serves as a fulcrum. It has the ad-

vantage of giving more room at the face.

In the central mining counties of Cal-

ifornia in the palmy days of hydraulic

mining, the ditch systems for providing

water were extensive and costly. When
the hydraulic mines were enjoined and

ceased work, improvements on the ditch

and reservoir systems stopped also. Later,

however, the consumption of water began

to increase owing to the establishment of

hydroelectric generating stations, and the

development of deep mines using water

to operate hoists, pumping plants, etc.

Large quantities of water are also now
sold for irrigation purposes. As a re-

sult, the ditch and reservoir systems of

some of the old hydraulic mines are now
worth more than was the former plant.

Water in Converter Air Mains
a Source of Danger

By A. R. McKenzie*

That all atmospheric air contains a

certain amount of moisture is a well

known fact. The quantity of this moist-

ure per unit volume varies with the local-

ity, the seasons, barometric pressure,

temperature, etc. The higher the temper-

ature of the air, the greater the capacity

it has for carrying moisture in the form

of vapor, for example: At 32 deg.

F., saturated air carries 2.13 grains

of water per cu.ft. ; at 50 deg., 4.10

grains; at 60 deg., 5.77 grains; at

70 deg., 8.01 grains; at 80 deg., 10.98

grains; at 90 deg., 14.85 grains; at 100

deg., 19.84 grains.

Consequently if air saturated with wa-

ter vapor at a higher temperature is

compressed, and while being transported

for any distance, has its temperature ma-
terially lowered, there is bound to be a

condensation of moisture. In the com-
pression of air for converter work, under

conditions as above, there is an element

of danger presented.

Danger Not Merely Theoretical

During my experience in copper con-

verting, at least two glaring instances of

this phenomenon have come to my notice.

An exaggerated case of this occurred

about four years ago, at a smeltery situ-

ated in a high altitude. The power house

at this plant was about 1000 ft. away
and situated on the same level as the

blast-furnace feed floor. From the power
house the converter air main passed

'hrough a tunnel in the brow of the ter-

race to within 70 ft. of the furnace build-

ing, whence it passed diagonally across

to the outside of the converter-crane

track, where it entered the converter

building; from there it was curved down-
ward to the level of the mouth of the

converters, when they were in an upright

position in the stalls. Before reaching

the converters the pipe was enlarged to

a diameter of about five feet, which an-

swered the purpose of a receiver or res-

ervoir. The connection to each converter

was made from the side of this reservoir,

which ran along behind the converter

smoke boxes.

One rainy day about two o'clock in the

afternoon, four months after the plant

had been in operation, I noticed water

coming out of some tuyeres that were

leaking air around the ball valves. \

immediately had all the converters shut

down, in order to ascertain the source

of this water. On account of the rainy

weather, my first supposition was that

the water had got to the intake of the

compressor and was being pumped to tne

converters with the air, but I soon dis-

covered that such was not the case. I

next made an examination of the five- foot

•Greal Falls, Mont.
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reservoir by tapping it with a hammer.

From the sound I judged it was full of

water up to the outlets, where the side

connections were made to the converters.

A scaffold was hurriedly built and an air-

power drill set in place. In a few min-

utes a stream of water was running from

an inch hole in the bottom of the reser-

voir, the total amount of water drained

from this pipe amounting to about 100

bbl. Afterward I nad this hole fitted

with a 1 -in. drain pipe, with a valve

which was kept slightly open to prevent

a recurrence of what had taken place.

Bleeders Should be Provided in Con-

verter Air Lines

In the design of converter plants, care

should be taken not to tap the converter

air main from the bottom, for in case one

of the converter stalls should be shut

down for any length of time, the air

pipe leading from the air main to the

stall might fill with water, and in again

putting this stall in operation, there

would be danger of an explosion unless

the collected water were removed. The
difference in temperature between a hot

engine room, where a number of ma-
chines are running, and the outside at-

mosphere, is so great, especially in cold

weather, that condensation of moisture in

ihe pipes goes on rapidly, and may be-

come a source of danger in any case

unless special means of drainage are

provided. It may be thought that, in

plants in continuous operation, enough
water would never come through the

main to cause an explosion, even with-

out any special means of drainage, but

the following case may be assumed to

show such danger exists.

Carrying Water into the Converters

Suppose that one or two converters

have been running for some time, and

that some condensation of water has

taken place in the air main. Then,

should the number of converters be in-

creased to four or five, as frequently

happens in meeting changing require-

ments of production, etc., the volume of

air passing per minute will be perhaps

doubled, tending to form waves and to

sweep it into the connecting pipes,

whence it will pass into the converters

and cause an explosion. During inter-

mittent operation there is no question of

the danger. Some years ago, at another

plant at which I was employed, a stall

which had lone been idle was again put

into service. The converter was connect-

ed in place and charged, without examin-

ing the piping, which had slowly collected

condensation water back of the valve. On
turning into the stack and putting on

the air. this water was carried into the

tuyeres and blew the converter bottom to

pieces, illustrating the extreme danger

of allowing water to collect in the ait

;m.

Sectional Drawing Board
By Lee Fraser*

The design of drawing board, shown in

the accompanying sketch, commends it-

self under numerous conditions which
will try the merits of the usual pattern,

especially if it be a large one. I refer

especially to conditions in the tropics,

where the vagaries of humidity may open

a crack half an inch in width in a draw-

ing board, and then close it so tightly

as to warp its surface. Again, it may
be desired, though perhaps not often, to

transfer a board from one point to an-

other, where the ability to break it up,

without disastrous effects, facilitates the

carrying or shipping of what otherwise

would be a cumbersome load. And again,

ii is often the case that perfectly sea-

soned lumber cannot be secured. In fact

the principal feature of this design of

drawing board is its general adaptability

to any variety of conditions.

As shown in the sketches, the board is

built up of several pieces. Holes are

bored through the center of each piece,

across its width at the points through

which it is desired to pass the connect-

ing rods, and inserts A are made in the

outer edges of the sides, to hold the

insure insulation. In the thawing house

there is a box 5 ft. long, 2 ft. wide anr,

2 ft. deep, with a lid. A large pipe

coil, connected with the hot-water col-

umn, is in the bottom of the box; it is

covered with sawdust, and the sticks ol

dynamite are placed in the box. The

sawdust serves to absorb any exudec

nitroglycerin, and is renewed frequently

The building containing the heating stove

and coil is erected near the entrance tc

one of the mine adits and is used as s

dry room by the miners. As already

mentioned, it is remote from the thawing

house, so that the latter would be ab-

solutely safe, even if, from any cause

the former should catch fire.

Testing Filter Press Tail

Solutions

The man tending the precipitation boxes

or the zinc presses in a cyanide plant

if zincdust precipitation is used, desires

often to know approximately what the

tail solutions are assaying. The follow-

ing handy color method is used at the

cyanide plants of the North Star Mines

Company at Grass Valley, Cal. The

method is easy to manipulate, and aftei

—-*M
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Transvaal Stope Drill Competition
During the last 15 years there have

jen several attempts made on the Rand
determine the efficiency of rock-drill-

g machines, the particular objective be-

g to decide the relative merits of vari-

is types of machine or to establish the

:tual cost of machine drilling in com-

irison with holes drilled by means of

ind labor.

Historical

In February, 1898, a test was con-

icted at the Rose Deep, Ltd. Thirty-one

ciprocating machines of sizes varying

om 2 l/> to 3->* in. diameter (and aver-

;ing 30.9 machines of 3>
l

/j, in.) were run

1 ordinary work in this mine for six

iurs with air from a double-stage air

mpressor. The footage of the 30.9

achines averaged 26 ft. 10.4 in. per ma-
ine in six hours. That is 0.9 in. per

inute of total time of practical trial

iderground. The volume of free air,

mpressed to an average pressure of

.83 lb. per sq.in. and ranging from 48

95 lb., used per minute per 3^-in.

ichine was 81.08 cu.ft. The air was

:asured from the first-stage air cyl-

ler card (88.4 per cent, of the theo-

ical cylinder volume) and included all

ikage and all "blowing out" when the

ichine was not actually working. The

;t was only run for six hours. The

Abstract of the report of

the joint committee on the

Transvaal stope drill com-
petition. Of nineteen
drills entered, four com-
pleted the contest: The
Holman 2%-in., Siskol,

llolman 2'j-in. and Cho-
sen.

The first prize of ,£4,000
and second of £1,000 icere

equally divided between

the Holman 2\-in. and Sis-

kol drills; the former drilled

a total of 12,779 ft. com-
pared with 14,083 for the

latter; the costs per foot

were g.yyd. and g.god. res-

pectively.

Hammer-type drills and
those using water attach-

ments were not suitable

under the local conditions.

95.6 cu.ft. for a 3-in. machine, 88.1 for

2 -in and 68.2 cu.ft. for a 2 ,'4 -in. ma-
chine.

Air Used by Small and Large Drills

These tests, in so far as their limited

character allowed of any conclusions be-

ing drawn, also went to show that a small

machine of 2Y\ in. diameter using a

3 1 16-in. bit, removed considerably more
ground per cubic foot of free air than a

machine of the larger type, and also that

the cubic foot of free air used per inch

drilled, kept fairly constant at all pres-

sures, due allowance being made for the

blunting of the drills. The first two stages

from 80 to 70 lb. and 70 to 60 lb. repre-

sent one hole, and the stages 60 to 50 lb.

and 50 to 40 lb. represent a second hole.

The air consumption per foot drilled in

these various stages averaged 1074 cu.ft.

for the first stage, 1259 cu.ft. for the sec-

ond, 1087 cu.ft. for the third, and 1292
cu.ft. for the fourth.

The 1907 Contest

Toward the close of 1907, trials were
conducted at the Robinson Gold Mining
Company and consisted of two stages;

at the surface, one hour's drilling on
each of four granite blocks at 50-lb. air

pressure and a repetition on the follow-

ing day at 60-lb. pressure. The faces of

RESULTS OF TRANSVAAL STOPE DRILL COMPETITION, 1909.
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weight. The reciprocating machine varied

from 2 in. by 5 in. and 97'.. lb. weight, to

2 j in. by 5 in. and 129' i lb. weight.

The Gordon Hammer Drill

The Gordon hammer drill which won

the competition weighed 72?$ lb. and

was 1 13/16 in. in diameter by 10 in.

stroke. Its performance was good, the

particulars of which are: At the surface,

at 50 lb. pressure it averaged 1.42 in.

per minute of total time or 1.62 in. of

actual drilling time; at 60 lb. pressure, it

averaged 1.8 in. per minute of total time

and 2.13 in. of actual drilling time. Un-

derground, in dry holes 1.74 in. per min-

ute of total time, and with wet holes 1.82

in. per minute. After these trials the Gor-

don drill was found, in actual service un-

derground, to be unreliable. The pistons

and anvil blocks had but a short life, and

the drills used frequently broke or stuck

in the holes and the machine entirely

failed to fulfil expectations.

The 1909 Contest

At the annual meeting of the Chamber

of Mines in February, 1908, the chairman

made the offer to award a prize of £2500

for the best small drilling machine that

could be produced for mine work on the

Rand. The Transvaal Government then

offered to double this amount and also

agreed in combination with the Chamber

of Mines to promote a competition, the

prize fund of which was to be £5000 and

the running cost of which were to be

borne by the Government and the Cham-

ber jointly.

Elimination trials were decided on to

precede the competition to reduce the

final entries to a number that could be

conveniently handled and to save unnec-

essary expense. In the competition it

was arranged that two machines of each

entry should be run for 300 shifts, an

equal number of which shifts were to be

served in each of the working places

selected. During the elimination trials

the competitor was permitted to supply

his own operator, but in the competition

it was considered more desirable that

the machine should be worked by op-

erators selected by the committee. The

machines not eliminated or withdrawn be-

fore the end of the competition were

all of nearly 100 lb. weight, the lighter

machines having proved ineffective. The

limits of pressure for compressed air

were fixed at from 60 to 75 lb. per square

inch.

n Drills in Competition

The competition was started in May,

01 expected to last much
longer than six months, but this time was
drawn out to nearly a year. Of the

nineteen machines that were delivered

for the test, nine were disposed of at the

elimination trials. The ten remaining

were the HoJman 2 JA in., Holman 2$4 in.,

Climax Imperial. New Century

OO, Konomax, Chersen, Viugh, Murphy

and Westfalia. In the estimates, the cost

of drill steel has been taken at '_>d. per

ft. drilled, and the cost of sharpening

at Id. per ft. The experience during the

competition would point to a much higher

figure for the cost of steel, but there is

no doubt that a large number of the

jumpers provided for the competitors

were mislaid and became mixed up with

the mine stock. However, the actual

cost of steel is a figure which affects

both results similarly, and it may there-

fore be reckoned as an important fact

established by means of this competition

that machine drilling in moderately nar-

row stopes costs no more, and perhaps

even less, than hand drilling by natives.

First and Second Prizes Divided

The committee having carefully con-

sidered the results, made the recom-

mendation that the first and second prizes

should be divided between the Holman

2^6 -in. and the Siskol drills. It will be

seen that the latter machine drilled more

footage, but cost more for spares, but the

costs per foot drilled were so remarkably

close that it was considered that the ma-

chines could fairly be said to have tied.

The points to be noted in connection

with the four machines which worked to

the close of the competition are as fol-

lows:

The Holman 2'^-in. seemed a little too

small, but it drilled well, was easy to

handle, and its maintenance was the low-

est of any machine, which fact largely

assisted in keeping it in the leading posi-

tion.

Both the Holman 2?4 -in. and the Cher-

sen have a common fault, in that the

travel of their valves is very small and

easily interfered with by dirt. They also

do not drill well in awkward ground, and

were liable to "fitcher" and stick, thus

giving considerable trouble.

The Siskol was of a very convenient

size, drilled fast, and used a moderate

amount of air. Its cradle was faulty in

design, as no arrangement had been made

for adjustment after wear in the slides,

or the feed-screw nut. Its long stroke

and length of feed assisted it in drilling

deep holes, often up to six feet. Its main-

tenance was heavy, especially in the

front-head bushing and chuck. The op-

erators found this machine easy to

handle, and they liked it. The New
Century OO machine, which worked until

almost the close of the competition, was,

like the Holman 2'4-in., rather too small

and wanting in power. Its feed screw

and cradle were too short, necessitating

the use of five drills to drill a 4-ft. hole,

thus making extra cost in transportation

and in sharpening drills.

The Ore Recovery Company, Albany,

N. Y.. and Pottstown. Penn.. is erecting

on the property of the Warwick Iron and

Steel Company, Pottstown, Penn., an im-

proved nodulizing plant for the utilization

of furnace flue dust.

Duty on Lead By-products

The Board of General Appraisers on

Jan. 12 rendered a decision on the pro-

test of the American Smelting and Refin-

ing Company against a decision of the

collector of customs. In this case an

importation of lead bullion was made,

upon which duty at the -rate of 2^c.

per lb. on the lead contents was assessed;

it was regularly placed in a bonded

smelting warehouse, and eventually a

withdrawal was made for consumption

of 114,816 lb. alloy metal, the residuum

obtained in the ordinary commercial

smelting of lead bullion, and the by-

product remaining after the refined lead

and precious metals had been extracted;

upon which duty was assessed and paid

at the rate of 2'-c. per lb. on the weight

of the withdrawn quantity.

This alloy metal is shown to consist

of lead and antimony, and to be in fact

an antimonial lead. The composition is

from 79.65 to 82 per cent, lead, from

15.45 to 17.85 per cent, antimony, etc.

The importers claimed that the only

duty that should have been levied on

the withdrawal of the alloy metal by

virtue of the provisions of section 24 of

the act of Congress of Aug. 5, 1909, is

that of l
T <c. per lb. on the lead content

under the provision for type metal. The

protestants also urged that they oculd

have procured the lower duty by with-

drawing the merchandise from bond for

export and then reimporting the goods

into the United States as type metal.

The Board of General Appraisers set

aside the protest and affairmed the duty

of 2]^c. per lb. on the lead contents,

holding that the duty accrued upon the

importation of the bullion, and that any

subsequent change in condition could not

impair the right to collect the full duty,

unless it was specially provided for in the

statute. In other words, that a refined

product of a crude metal withdrawn from

a bonded smelting "warehouse is subject

to the same rate and amount of duty as

when in the crude state.

Errata

In the Journal of Jan. 7, an error was

made in the article entitled "Arkansas

Diamond Field in 1910" on page 6, sec-

ond column. The sixth line should read:

"in sections 21 and 28, T-8-S, R-25-W."

In the article entitled "Chilean Nitrate

Outlook" on page 110 of the Jan. 14 is-

sue, the quotation beginning at the eighth

line should read: "The world's consump-

tion was 4.399,698 tons for the first nine

months of 1910 against 3,612,020 tons

for the same period in 1909." Mr.

Masters in his letter shows that these fig-

ures sent by United States Consul Win-

slow were in error, probably arising from

mistaking the Spanish quintal of 46

I"', for the metric quintal of 100 kg. and

giving a total proportionately too large.
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Improvements in Hoisting Cages
The drop-bottom type of hoisting cage

s well known to most mining men. The

;entral idea is that when the cage is

langing on the rope, the central portion

pf the platform, containing the wheels of

.he mine car, shall be below the outside

oortion, which makes a retaining guard

for the wheels and prevents the car from

moving in either direction, during the

noisting period. The central portion of

the cage bottom, with its car track, is

supported underneath by I-beams, the

ends of which pass through slots or

guides attached to the side frames of the

cage in which the beams have about one

foot of vertical play.

Landing Chairs

To bring the drop-bottom up level with

the rest of the cage platform so as to

permit the removal of the car at the top,

the cage is overwound about two feet.

The landing man then throws a lever

which brings chairs in position and the

cage is lowered to these. Four chairs

:ome immediately under the four corners

Df the cage, while four others come under

the I-beams supporting the drop bottom,

rhe first four are plain. The latter four

institute dashpot cylinders, and carry

springs which serve the double purpose

)f helping to cushion the weight of the

:ar on the drop-bottom and of pushing

)ut the piston of the dashpot when the

:age is again hoisted. The drop-bottom

strikes first on the dashpot arms, which

ibsorb the shock due to its weight, and
vhen the rope is slack, the cage is sup-

plied on the eight arms with the drop-

>ottom level with the main platform.

U intermediate levels on the shaft simi-

ar landing chairs are provided, while

t the bottom level, the only equipment
lecessary is a foundation of timbers

.hich catches the drop-bottom and sup-

ports it so that the main platform comes
own level with it.

Increased Safety

This constitutes an excellent arrange-

ment, and only one man is required to

lirow the chairs in and out. He is neces-
arily employed to look after the cage
nd can readily do this without loss of
ime. At the intermediate levels, the

hairs have to be changed only when
laking a change in the level from which
ie hoisting is done. The safety secured

y this device is so great that whatever
rawbacks it may have should be cheer-
ully endured. The cages, as well as the
est of the hoisting equipment, were
urnished by the Vulcan Iron Works,
^ilkesbarre, Penn., and have proved
atisfactory in operation, except in two
etails.

By James J. Smith

Details of simple ar-

rangements which will ren-

der accidents less common.

Compression springs bet-

ter than torsion springs

on safety dogs. Detaeh-

ing hooks and bell found

advisable in connection with

safety dogs. Compresssree

stresses in cables cause

breakage near skip bail.

Trouble eliminated by safety

chains.

Compression in Cables Causes
Breakage

When the cages were installed the jaw

on the hoisting rope took hold of the

drawbar of the cage directly, and the

safety chains were fastened to a grip

just above it, a construction which would

at first sight appear satisfactory. But as

the cages have drop-bottoms it is neces-

sary to hoist them about two feet above

the landing, and as the ropes are adjusted

to bring one cage at the bottom or inter-

mediate level when the other is at the

top, this means that the descending cage

will stop when the ascending cage has

still two feet further to go.

After the stopping of the descending

cage with its counterweight effect, the

difference in the running of the engine

is considerable. It is preferable that

the engine shall not be running "dead

slow" at the time of landing on

the bottom, but that it should have

enough momentum to assist in bring-

ing the ascending cage to the re-

quired hight without putting on more
steam. The result is that the de-

scending cage strikes its supports with

an appreciable, though not serious, blow.

No harm is done to any part of the cage

by this blow, but the lower end of the cable

is suddenly thrown from tension into

compression; and up to a point far

enough from the cage for its flexibility

to allow it to deviate from the plumb
line in which it was hanging at the in-

stant of striking the bottom, it receives

a heavy blow. The energy expended

is equal to the entire mass of the vertical

portion of the cable, multiplied by

half the square of its velocity. The draw-

bar of the cage has about six inches of

motion, but as the rope has to descend

about two feet, this is of practically no

effect in absorbing the endwise blow on
the rope.

The result of this blow was that the

ropes began breaking immediately at the

base or upper end of the socket. When
it was first noticed, the reason was of

course not perceived at once. The rope

was cut off and the socket moved up.

This, however, on lJ4-in. steel rope is a

job consuming some time and high

priced labor, and when it is required to

be done at intervals of two months or

so, it is a sufficiently serious evil to be

worth correcting.

Chain Used to Take up Slack in

Cable

Accordingly the use of a chain suf-

ficiently long to take up the overwind-

ing of the opposite cage without bring-

ing the end of the rope into contact with

its own cage was decided upon. In

carrying out the idea a piece of chain

four feet long was used, of a strength

equal to that of the rope, and the safety

chains were lengthened so that they

would reach their point of attachment
in the new position, Fig. 1. This change
was made about three years ago, and no
further trouble from the cause mentioned
has ever arisen. The arrangement is ex-

tremely simple and may save someone,
installing cages of. this description, the

trouble of making the change while in

operation.

Safety-dog Springs

The next point noticed was that the

safety dogs intended to grip the guides
in case the rope broke or became slack,

were not working. These dogs are the

ordinary form of toothed spiral mounted
in pairs at the ends of parallel shafts

on opposite sides of the wooden guides.

The hub and central rib of one of these

dogs can just be seen in the extreme
left-hand corner of Fig. 1, while a part

of the arc of the spiral can be seen at

the opposite end of the shaft on the

right-hand side. These dogs are sup-
posed to be thrown in by helical springs

surrounding the dog shaft. These are
torsion springs bent out at each end
into a sort of "crank pin" parallel to

the axis of the spring, one of these

crank pins being held in the cage frame,
the other in the hexagonal collar shown
on the shaft just inside the springs at

each end.

On one occasion when the cage stuck
at a tight place in the shaft, owing to

a squeezing of the buntins, these dogs
failed to act as they should, and while

no serious consequences resulted it

was thought well to heed the warning
and hold an inquest over the reason for
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their failure. It was soon found. The

rope is attached to the central drawbar

which is connected by links to arms on

the dogshafts, as shown in Fig. 1. The

alternate hoisting and landing of the

cage cause the drawbar to work up and

down, which oscillates the dogshafts each

reversal. This constant working back

and forth broke off one or the other of

the crank-pin ends of the springs. This

could not be determined without close

examination because everything was held

absolutely to its place, but the springs

were useless.

Owing to the construction, the dogshaft

passing through the main frame of the

cage, it is an extremely tedious job to

renew these springs. It was done as

soon as new springs could be obtained,

but subsequent examination showed that

these had broken likewise after relatively

short service. Moreover, the conditions

of the accident before mentioned showed

that these springs would have been too

weak, even had they not been broken.

The reason for this is in the weight of

the rope.

Cable Sometimes Prevents Dogs

from Acting

At the hoisting plant under consider-

ation, the cages are landed at the top of

a high bin, while the winding drum is

40 ft. below the top of the bin. The

headframe is amply high to allow for

overwinding. Consequently at the top

of its travel and for a distance of 40

ft. below, the unbalanced weight of the

rope on the engine side exerts an up-

ward pull on the drawbar of the cage,

while, of course, after the cage is 40

ft. below the top landing, the net weight

of the rope is exerted increasingly in

the other direction. If for any reason in

lowering, the cage were to stick just

below the top of the bin and the engine

continued to unwind, the greater weight

of rope being on the engine side of the

head sheave, it would simply coil up on

the ground, while its unbalanced weight

on that side would exert an upward pull

on the drawbar of the cage, tending to

hold the dogs out of action. On the oc-

casion above mentioned, this is what

actually happened, and while the springs

were broken it is doubtful if they would

have been able to overcome the weight

of rope against them to ~ut on the dogs

even if they had been sound.

Compression Springs Better Than
Torsion Springs

It was determined therefore that

springs of a different type, less liable

to hidden bieaks and mucn rnore acces-

sible, should be used, and that they

should be powerful enough to overcome

the unbalanced weight of the rope under

any circumstances. It may be well to

point out in this connection that in case

of an overwinding accident, making a

breakage which, however, left the cage

attached to the rope, the unbalanced

weight of the rope would be still greater

and the necessity for strong springs on

the dogs all the more urgent. Springs

were therefore put on which, if neces-

sary, could jointly exert a pull on the

drawbar of about 1000 lb.

It was decided to use compression

springs and to attach them to the dog

shafts by means of arms securely

clamped to the shaft. The construction

is shown in the illustration.

Arrangement of Springs

There are two pair of arms on each

shaft, which for convenience in attach-

ment were made with their hubs split

so that they could be put on the shaft

without removing it from its place, and

Fig. 1. Safety Dogs Operated by Com-
pression Springs

also so that they could be gripped to it

to assist in holding them to place. Each

pair of arms carries, at its outer end, a

trunnion piece which forms a spring

abutment and has a hole through its cen-

ter large enough to take a Pj-in. pipe.

The trunnions are turned to fit in

bored holes in the ends of the arms, and

the trunnion piece is prolonged into a

sleeve about 6 in. long, the inside di-

ameter of which is suitable for the pipe

guide, while its outside diameter is a

neat fit inside the spring, with a shoulder

to retain the latter in place. The two

shafts are compelled to move in unison

by being similarly linked to the draw-

bar of the cage, and the arms therefore

have an equal motion. The I
' -in. pipes

passing through the trunnion pieces keep

them always in line with one another and

prevent the springs from getting out of

line. The 1'.. -in. pipes are long enough

for the maximum outward travel of the

arms without having the trunnion pieces

come in contact with the cotter keys,

which hold the pipes in place. In prac-

tice it was found that while there was a

keyway in the dog-shaft, keying of the

arms was not necessary as the grip se-

cured by the split hub was sufficient to

hold them in place.

Springs of this kind are special and

have to be made to order. They must

have a great travel in proportion to their

carrying capacity, and for that reason

the diameter of the steel of which they

are made must be small in proportion

to the diameter of the coil and the

length. Their dimensions for any given

set of conditions can be taken from

spring tables, or if the required condi-

tions of carrying capacity and total

movements are furnished the spring mak-

ers, with the approximate dimensions per-

missible for the location, they will fig-

ure out the spring required for the ser-

vice.

Placing Springs in Position

It may not be amiss to say a word

here as to the means of getting these

springs into place after the apparatus is

otherwise complete. A spring with a

carrying capacity of 500 lb. when dowfy

and a total compression of two feet, has

stored in it 1000 foot-pounds when com-

pressed. This would be nearly 2 h.p.

for a second, but it takes one of these

springs considerably less than a second

to transform its potential energy into

work, and considerably more than 2 h.p.

of destructive effect can accordingly be

realized if released. For a seemingly

harmless piece of steel, one of these

springs is about as dangerous, when in

process of compression, as anything

can be.

After the first spring had been ap-

plied, with much labor and danger, a

simple rig was made to put them on,

consisting of a bolt with about three

feet of thread at one end and a piece of

pipe big enough to slide over the l
1

.--

in. pipe guide, about two feet long. The

bolt was passed through the 1 * •_• -in.

pipe guide with the trunnion piece in

place at one end. The spring was then

slipped over it, the other trunnion piece

put in place and the pipe sleeve placed

against the latter, with its end abutting

against a washer under the nut on the

long thread of the bolt. A similar nut and

washer of course held the other end. The

use of a wrench with this rig reduced the

spring to the desired length. The trunnions

were put through the holes in the

ends of the arms, the arms clamped in

place, and the bolt and sleeve removed

to be used on the next. These springs

work admirably. They have the power

to put the dogs on solidly when the cage
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s standing on its chairs, and still have

i reserve of strength for use at higher

evels if it should ever through acci-

lent, be required.

Accident Due to Overwinding

Just after the installation of these

afety devices an overwind occurred in

vhich one man was killed and much

lamage done to the headframe. It is

ibvious that there are still lessons to be

earned, both from the original experi-

nce and from the wreck, which may
lenefit others and enable them to pre-

ent similar accidents.

There was one feature of this acci-

ent, which in itself contained a lesson

fever to be forgotten. There was, at

he property in question, a slope, as well

s the shaft described above. At one of

hese the engineer threw forward his

2ft hand and pulled back his right to

ut on the brake and shut the throttle.

it the other (the engine being of a dif-

erent make) these motions were exactly

It was impossible to find out from
the engineer exactly what he had done,

as investigation showed that he was of

a nervous temperament. The strong

probability is that when he had brought

the cage to the surface he intended to

close the throttle and put on the brake,

and made the movements which he had
been accustomed to use during all his

experience as a hoisting engineer. The
motions had become practically auto-

matic, as they should in such cases. But
unfortunately he was not at his regular

post and the motions which he made
took off the brake and opened the throt-

tle wide. The obvious lesson from this

experience is that a hoisting engineer

should not be transferred from one en-

gine to another, unless the motions re-

quired for stopping and starting are iden-

tical in the two posts.

Improved Safety Dogs

It is quite obvious that the improved

safety dogs would be a means of holding

come opposite, solid metal in one plate

being opposite the slot in the other, thus

holding the clevis pin securely.

Bell for Detaching Block

A bell is fastened to the headframe,

through which the head of the detaching

hook can pass without touching, but the

fan-shaped lower ends are caught by

the sides of the bell and forced together

like the blades of a pair of open shears,

the two plates being pivoted together on

the heavy pin in the center. This move-
ment shears the copper rivet which holds

them in position, and throws the slots

at the top of the plate opposite one an-

other, which allows the clevis pin to pass

out freely, thus detaching the rope from

the cage entirely.

The bell is simply a casting consisting

of a frustum of a cone with external

flanges at top and bottom. The small di-

ameter of the cone is just sufficient to

permit the passage of the round head of

the detaching hook, while any further

i 1
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post, and from the apex of this truss a

cross truss was inserted, so that the bell

was securely held and sufficient strength

provided.

Safety Chains

It may be worth while to call attention

to the method of attaching the safety

chains to the detaching hook. In the

original construction the safety chains

ran to a heavy cast-iron clamp which

gripped the rope a short distance above

the socket. From the position of this

clamp, and my experience with the break-

ing of the ropes at the top of the sockets,

I am inclined to believe that these safety

chains were put on to provide against

an unexpected breakage of the rope at

this point. They became useless when

we adopted a construction which did

away with these breakages. The safety

chains could not run to the clamp above

the socket after the detaching hooks were

installed, as they would serve to over-

wind the cage after the detaching hooks

had operated. It was, therefore, neces-

tion, now supplying current for the ex-

perimental work, can only yield 24,000

h.p., so an additional power station at

Torshufond will be built.

Tin Mining near El Paso

By Walter E. Koch*

The mines, mill and smeltery of .the El

Paso Tin Mining and Smelting Company
are situated on the eastern slopes of the

Mt. Franklin range about 10 miles due

north of El Paso, Tex., and are reached

by an automobile road, 16 miles long.

The elevation is about 1000 ft. above that

city.

Geology

The geological formation is granite

overlaid by pre-Cambrian, Cambrian and

Ordovician quartzites, shales, and lime-

stones. The tin orebodies are found in

the granite. They consist of veins, stock-

vorks, and zones of impregnation. The
veins are quartz, and serve chiefly as in-

There are also numerous veins of peg-

matite, and aplite. From No. 1 vein to;

No. 7 vein is 4100 ft. in a straight line

from north to south ; their length from
|

east to west is at present unknown, be-

in^ concealed to the east under wash,

and to the west by the Cambrian rocks.

The granite is considered to be post-

Carboniferous.

Experimental Mill

The mill and smeltery were essential in

the development of the property, because,

as every tin miner knows, it is difficult to

sample and assay a tin prospect. Large

samples of 10 to 20 tons are needed and

there is no mill in the Southwest suited to

the treatment of tin ores. A 50-ton mill

and a small smeltery were built. Water
is rather scarce, and as tin ore is espe-

cially apt to slime, Sutton & Steele dry

tables are used. The mill was designed

by R. C. Canby and consists of crusher,

rolls, trommel, "vibracone" screens, wet

fine jigs, dryer, Keedy sizer, and dry

tables. At present all the ore is reduced

Mill and Santiago Shaft, and Reverberatory Furnace of the El Paso Tin Mining and Smelting Company
on Franklin Mountain, Texas

Gary to attach them below the detaching

hook, as shown in Fig. 2. It would have

been possible to abolish the safety chains

altogether, but I never feel like remov-

ing a safety device which anyone else

has found useful, and accordingly the

construction was modified to permit the

continued use of these safety chains.

The records of failures and the means
taken to prevent their recurrence are

interesting and valuable to operators, and

this experience is offered in the hope it

may fall into this c!?ss rather than with

lea of its cont inlng anything of

profound novelty.

Electric Furnac esatDomnarvet
stated that the experimental elec-

tric furnace at Domnarvet. Sweden, is to

be torn down and new ones installed.

According to Engineering, it is purposed

to build 10 electric steel furnace-, eaeli

of which will require -1000 h.p.. while the

ne Bt Trollhlttetl falls will require

only 2.500 h.p. I

dicators but also carry ore. The ore is

cassiterite, and occurs both in the veins

and in impregnated granite on both sides

of the veins. The granite is composed of

quartz, orthoclase and mica, and the cas-

siterite appears to replace the mica, giv-

ing rise to the local name of "cassi-

grsnite;" it is usually pink in color and

weathers to a rusty brown making it hard

to distinguish from the surrounding rock.

There are seven parallel veins under

development, all trending east and west

wiih a slight dip to the north. The com-

pany owns 3500 acres so there is ample

gnmnd for further development.

The following minerals arc found:

Quartz, orthoclase and plagioclase feld-

spars, white and black micas, pyrite,

pyrrhotite, hematite, limonite, magnetite,

fh-orite, tourmaline, topaz, hornblende,

auglte and wolframite. The augite oc-

i a diabase dike that passes through

the granite mass from north to

".,,. engineer, 527 Guarantj TruBl
p a i

to 14 mesh, and the sizes from 14 to

about 30 mesh go to the jigs; the finer

sizes go to the Keedy sizer and on to the

tables; while the jig middlings are dried,

ground, and then go to the Keedy sizer

and tables. The jigs thus eliminate most

of the gangue. The concentrate assays

about 60 per cent, tin, and goes to the

smeltery, and refining pot; but the tin is

so pure that it scarcely needs refining, as

the ores are free from arsenic, copper

an,J other impurities, except a little iron

which is easily kept out. A 60-h.p.

Hornsby-Akroyd crude-oil engine sup-

plies the power. The furnace is a small

oil-fired reverberatory. No fluxes are

used; the concentrate is mixed with 12

per cent, of New Mexico anthracite and

the quantity of tin lost in smelting is

small. The tin is run into 100-lb. ingots,

and three tons were shipped last month

to Philadelphia. The company is a close

corporation, of which S. H. Chauvenet. of

Sheridan, Penn., is the president and gen-

era; manager.
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New Slime Filter at El Oro, Mex.
The hard quartz ore, which is treated

at El Oro mill in Mexico, is crushed by

stamps and reground in tube mills to

slime, of which 83 per cent, will pass a

200-mesh screen. Of the ground ore 38

per cent, is colloidal matter and 62 per

cent. sand. Decantation and mechanical

agitation are used in the cyanide plant

for the treatment of the slime, after which

it is pumped to two filter supply tanks,

each 34 ft. in diameter by 20 ft. deep,

equipped with an overflow launder and

slow-speed agitator, that deliver pulp av-

eraging 38 per cent, moisture to the fil-

ters.

Filter Plant Handling 1000 Tons

The filter plant consists of six Burt re-

volving pressure filters, one 275-gal. solu-

tion pump, one solution tank 10x20x5 ft.

deep, one small acid tank and one 40-

h.p. electric motor. The motor, placed

aver the filters, drives a countershaft

By Edwin Burt

A horizontal tubular fil-

ter operating under pressure

from gravity. Six uniU
have ban installed at El
Oro mill, filtering iooo tons

of slime per day at a cost of

about four cents per ton.

Consulting engineer, 303 Caple building,
El Paso, Tex.

ating six heavy toggles and levers, so ad-

justed that they exert a great pressure

against the door when it is closed. The
joint between the door and flange is made
with a H-in. square, soft-rubber gasket,

placed in a square slot in the flange of

the door. An oval ring on the door prop-

cloths, in such a position and pitch that

they act as a spiral for discharging the

slime cake after it has been filtered. The

cloths are made of two sheets of canvas,

or filter cloth, sewed together at 8-in. in-

tervals, between which are inserted

wooden corrugated boards 1 in. by 7 in.

by 4 ft. 8 in. long. The boards are cut

to such length that a break is made in

the center line of the cloth at which point

a 1 -in. nipple and iron screen are in-

serted for the discharge of the filtered

solution. The nipple is made long enougn

to extend through the filter shell and on

the outside a lock nut is placed to aid in

holding the cloth tight against the shell.

To prevent a leak at the point where the

nipple passes through the shell, a 1 -in.

washer of hair felt is used. Each cloth

is a filtering unit by itself and can be

plugged on the outside if the effluent be-

comes cloudy.

In the manipulation of the filters,

Burt Horizontal Revolving Pressure Filters at El Oro Mill, Mexico

from which each filter and the pump is

driven by belt, friction clutch, spur and
bevel gear. Before going into the de-

scription of the plant it will be well to

state that at the time the six filters were
installed, the mill tonnage was from 750
to 800 tons per 24 hours, but since then

he tonnage has been increased gradually

to 1000 tons per 24 hours. Although
the filters are handling this tonnage, it

is overcrowding them a little and three

more filters are being installed, which
ivill give more time for the filtering and
cashing of the slime.

Construction of the Filter Press

Each filter consists of a cylinder 42 in.

n diameter by 40 ft. long, set in a hori-

zontal position. The head end is closed

ov a large casting bolted to the flanges

)f the shell. At the discharge end there is

\ door, made of a cast-iron ribbed plate,

'overing the entire area of the opening of
he cylinder, which is opened and closed

?y a hydraulic cylinder and piston oper-

er presses against the packing and makes

a perfectly tight joint. Water under 125-

lb. pressure operates the doors and is

controlled by one ;

4 -in. four-way valve.

The filters have trunnion bearings at the

head end and roller bearings 10 ft. back

from the discharge end, and revolve 15

times per minute. The foundations are

of concrete with cement floor under the

filters. The floor is given a slight fall

to a point under each filter where a hole,

covered by a screen, connects with an

underground channel that conveys the fil-

tered solution to the solution tank at one

side and a few feet lower than the level

of the filters.

Arrangement of Filter Cloths

The inside of the filter is lined with 20

filter cloths, each 26 in. wide by 10 ft.

long, allowing five in the circle and four

to the length, held in place by curved

l'j-in. angle irons, which are staggered

throughout the interior and fastened to

studs in the shell at the junction of two

quick-opening valves are used, there be-

ing a set at the head of each fil-

ter, the connections being made to the

pipe that passes through the hollow trun-

nion. The set of valves consists of one

4-in. slime feed, one 2-in. wash solution,

one 2-in. wash water, one v; -in. com-

pressed air and one 3-in. escape valve for

reducing the pressure in the filters when
desired.

There is also a set of valves so con-

nected that, by leaving open all the

valves at the head of the filters.

the six filters can be operated

as one unit, but it was found in

practice that this resulted in a great

loss of time, because one or two filters

would finish quicker than the others, thus

delaying operations until the last filter

had finished. A greater capacity was ob-

tained from the plant by operating each

filter individually. A wooden clock dial

with a pointer is placed at the head of

.»nch filter by which the operator keeps

track of the cvcle.
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Operation

The operation is as follows: The fil-

ters revolve continuously. The doors be-

ing closed the valve man opens the slime-

feed valve for three minutes, when the

proper charge of slime pulp has been ad-

mitted (it being under a gravity head of

60 ft.); the pressure-gage now shows

about 35 lb. pressure made by the In-

rushing slime compressing its imprisoned

air in the filter. The slime-feed valve

is closed and the air valve opened to

ra'se the pressure to 40 lb., at which

point it is maintained until all the solids

in the pulp go to cake and the moisture

has been reduced to about 20 per cent.,

which is signified by air blowing out oi

some of the solution nipples. Then the

air valve is closed and, if the wash so-

lution or wash water is under sufficient

head to overcome the pressure in the fil-

ter, it is allowed to enter at once, but if

COST PER TON OF SI. IMF. FILTERED.

Wages of tenders and
Eroportion of shift -

ami superin-
tendent

Wages account, repairs
and renewals

Supplies
Electric power
Compressed air
Hydraulic power (wat-

er for door)
Light

Nov. 1909
to

April 1910.

Total

Ton- slime filtered

per month

SO. 016

0.0045
0.0165

. 0065
. 004

0.0015
. 0005

SO

.

0495

26,135

March and
April 1910.

SO. 0135

0.003
0.0105

. 006

. 0045

0.001
. 0005

SO. 039

28,036

not, the escape valve is opened and the

pressure reduced enough so the wash so-

lution will enter. The required amount

of wash solution is admitted (the amount

having been determined by previous ex-

periment), then the solution valve is

closed and more air admitted to maintain

a pressure of 45 lb. to force the solution

through the cake. When the wash solu-

tion is through, it is followed by

wash waters in the same way, the

pressure being dropped to zero. The

head man then signals the door man
to open the door of that particular filter.

Removal of the Cake

After the door has been opened for about

nne-half minute, the heavy cake falls and

rolls into a large loaf when the head op-

erator admits a small amount of water at

the head end, just enough to make the

filter cloth slippery, which causes the fil-

ter to fjrn under the loaf of slime, caus-

ing it. with the help of the angle irons to

slide toward the door and out where it

falls into the discharge pit. The moisture

in the discharge cake, including water

added, is 25 per cent.

The filters are set exactly horizontal

M it is simply the slippery filter cloth

and ancle irons that cause it to discharge.

•he discharging is finished, which

takes three or four minutes, the door is

shut and another cycle commenced. The
clear filtered solution which commences
to come out of the discharge nipples im-

mediately the slime is admitted, falls to

the cement floor frotv where it flows to

the cement channel undc.neath and out to

the solution tank to be pumped back to

the cyanide plant.

Removal of Lime Salts

An acid bath given once a month is

quite sufficient to remove lime because,

owing to the short time in which the

cloths are exposed to the air they do not

stop up with lime quickly. To give the

acid treatment it is not necessary to re-

move the cloths from the filter. After

cleaning the cloths of all loose slime by

revolving the filter half filled with clear

water, the acid solution is admitted, the

filter revolved for half an hour when the

per cycle, 7 tons; average thickness of

cake 6 to 7 inches.

The above data are taken from the

operations during the month of April,

1810, when the total tonnage filtered was
28,546. The men employed to operate the

plant are: Three Mexicans (8-hr. shift)

for operating the quick-opening valves at

$1; 2 Mexicans, (12-hr. shift) for open-

ing doors, at 50c; 1 mechanic for me-

chanical work and cloths at Si.50; 2 Mex-
icans (12-hr. shift) oilers at 0.37y2 c. ; to-

tal S6.25. Old cloths are repaired and

new ones made by one man who does

the work in connection with running the

cyanide-solution pumps. He uses a heavy

sewing machine to do the work and can

rip apart and sew a filter cloth in about

30 minutes.

Although the filters are made to stand

a maximum working pressure up to 70

lb., it has been found in practice that if

Discharge End of Burt Slime Filter

air pressure is raised, which forces the

acid solution through the cloths thorough-

ly cleaning the pores of all lime. It takes

2y2 hours to acid treat cloths of six fil-

ters.

Data of Operations

The life of the filter cloths is about

four months and costs less than 0.4c. for

renewals per ton of slime treated. There

are 2400 sq.ft. of filtering area in the six

filters which, figured on the capacity of

27,000 tons of siime per month, equals

11 % tons filtered per square foot of

filter cloth per month. The cycle of oper-

ation is as follows: Charging slime, 3

min.; making cake (40-lb. pressure) 23;

charging wash solution or water. 3; wash-

ing (45-lb. pressure), 30; discharging

and closing door, 3; total time. 62 min.

The cycle varies from 50 to 70 min. de-

pending on the thickness of the pulp go-

ing to the filters; slime treated per filter

the cake is made at 40 lb. and washed at

45 lb. it. is the most efficient and econom-

ical pressure to use. The consumption

of air is 24 cu.ft. of free air per minute

compressed to 45 lb. The horsepower

consumed by the plant is 30 per day.

The average horsepower required for five

filters and countershaft in continuous

operation and a 275-gal. triplex pump

running intermittently over a period of

four days' test was 24.8. Average load

taken by six filters, 23.7 h.p.; average

lead taken by one filter, 3.7 h.p.; average

lead taken by pump, 4.3 h.p.; highest

peak load of one filter when discharging

over a period of one minute, 20.8 horse

power.

A discoverv of molybdenite is report-

ed to have been made on the farm of

James Warren. Bagot township, six miles

from Renfrew. Ontario. J. J. Cawich has

secured an option on the mineral rights.
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Utilization of Colorado Minerals
In presenting this important subject it

not the purpose to cover the whole

round, but rather to limit the discussion

i the consideration of the extent of util-

ation and waste of the metalliferous

lineral supplies of the State. Other

lineral resources in which the State

bounds, such as coals, clays, marbles

nd oils, can be left for review at some

lture time. At present, however, it

:ems appropriate to consider the devel-

pment of those industries which have

)r their object the utilization of the

letalliferous minerals alone and to point

at wherein, in the opinion of the writer,

le limit of efficiency seems to have

?en reached on the one hand, and where

lere is still room for technical improve-

lent and extent of utilization on the

(her.

The term "limit of efficiency" in indus-

ial work is a comparative one and sim-

ly signifies that under certain conditions

f operating costs and commercial val-

es for the products made, further util-

ation of raw products of lower or infer-

tr grade cannot be effected advantage-

usly, or, that on account of higher pro-

uctive costs and a subsequent financial

utcome, it may not be advisable to carry

le process to a higher degree of techni-

il perfection, even if this be possible.

therefore follows that before a com-

lercial use can be made of raw ma-
•rials or products which under certain

mditions were nonserviceable previous-

\ or before products can be utilized

hich under certain conditions had been

iscarded in the process of manufacture

3 valueless, improvements must be

>ade in the processes themselves by

hich additional economies can be

roughl about or a better technical out-

rjme attained at the same previous op-

rating costs; or finally, that an indus-

ial use must be found for a product for

hich before there was no demand.

Conditions of Production

Upon examination of the conditions

urrounding the ore production from

letalliferous mines, the subject divides

self into two considerations:

(a) Production of ores fit to be con-

igned at once to the smelting points.

(b) Production of ores which have a

reliminary concentration treatment be-

ore the product is enriched enough for

melting treatment.

In the ordinary conduct of metallifer-

us mining exact control of operations

rom an economical point of view, espe-

ially in the working of the smaller

roperties, is difficult to secure. Not that

ie art of mining can be classed as an
itricate one, but that most of these prop-
rties are characterized by limited ore
roduction, relatively speaking, and their

By Franklin Guiterman *

As mining and metal-

lurgical methods are per-

fected, raw materials for-

merly regarded as waste

may be profitably utilized.

Material taken from Lead-
ville mines and sent to waste

dumps without analysis has

only recently been found to

be 'valuable zinc ore. Treat-

ment of Cripple Creek waste

dumps has demonstrated

that a small profit may be

realized when the amount of

gold exceeds $3 per ton.

Note—Excerpts from a paper entitled, "The
T"s<\ Nonuse and Waste of the Mineral Re-
sources of Colorado." read before the Colo-
rado Scientilic Society.

General manager in Colorado for the
American Smelting and Keiining Company,
Denver, Colo.

conditions of mineral output are apt to

change mere or less radically within com-

paratively short periods of time. The

oreshoots may widen or narrow, or pinch

out entirely, and concurrently the grade

of the ore may vary up or down, grad-

ually or suddenly. Therefore, unless the

orebodies which are to be exploited are

large, such as was and is. the case at

Leadville, Aspen and Creede, the best

operating results, both as to costs and

savings, may fall short of being attained.

The capable mine manager ought, not

only on the larger properties, but no

less on the smaller ones, to be one of

technical and practical skill, who should

be far-seeing enough to be prepared for

the unexpected within a reasonable de-

gree of variation. Above all things, to

realize the best results, he should be ful-

ly informed as to the character and value

of his orebodies, a knowledge which can

only come through painstaking, thorough,

honest and continuous sampling of the

orebodies exposed in the mine, and of

the products to be sent to the smelter.

If this be not done the result is likely

to be a mixing of worthless material

with good ore. involving not only a lower-

ing of the value of the ore with an at-

tendant increase of costs, since freight

and smelting charges are applied on the

whole mixture, or through lack of prop-

er information a waste of good ore may
result in that it is left in the mine when

there might be a profitable market for

the same.

It is the rule, and a proper one, that

when a mine fails to pay under company

management the interests of the com-
pany can be best served by leasing the

mine to other parties on a royalty basis.

The plan is excellent provided the

lessees' work be carried on under super-

vision of the company's representative,

and that in conjunction with the exploi-

tation of certain areas, or zones, new
development work be carried on. Unless

such provision be made the outcome is

almost suie to be unfavorable to the

mining company.
As a rule, however, it may be said that

in extracting his ore the lessee works
more economically and wastes less than

is the case when the mine is worked under
company management, reference being

had particularly to the mining of smaller

and richer orebodies. The reason is not

far to seek. The lessee not only works
harder for himself than he will for the

company, but he is also more careful

in mining the ore to see: (1) That he
does not waste it, and (2) that no ma-
terial which will not pay for smelting

charges be mixed with the ore.

The failure to have careful, continu-

ous and complete assays made on ores

of the mine may sometimes keep the

management in ignorance of very import-

ant knowledge, which if not at the time

of material value, may become so at a

later period.

The Zinc Ores of Leadville

As a striking example of the value of

thorough knowledge of the ores of a

mine the writer desires to call attention

to the recent discovery of zinc carbon-

ates and silicates in some of the prom-
inent Leadville mines.

I have it on the authority of Henry
Head, assistant cashier of the American
Smelting and Refining Company, at Den-
ver, that the presence of this material

was known about 30 years ago, when a

shipment of the ore was made to one of

the smelters at Leadville. Mr. Head was
at that time managing a sampling works
at that point. This zinc ore, from the

Morning Star mine, was a carbonate and
was shipped through Mr. Head's works
to the Gage-Hagerman Smelting Works.
Complaint followed the receipt of the 01c

at the smelter on account of the high

zinc content, which made the ore undesir-

able for lead blast-furnace smelting. As
far as Mr. Head remembers that was the

last of the incident. The smelting com-

pany went out of existence and the mine

management changed hands, and in due

course of time was passed over to

lessees.

The recognition of such zinc orebodies

was only made recently in Leadville,

when W. H. Krespell. an ore buyer, was

there and happened to inspect the dump
of the Hayden shaft, belonging to the
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May Queen mine, on Yankee hill. He
observed mixed with the dump material

certain mineral portions which he at once

identified as zinc carbonate and silicate,

from their close resemblance to similar

ores which he had seen in old Mexicu.

This discovery was imparted to Samuel

D. Nicholson, president and general

manager of the Western Mining Com-
pany, who on inspection of the ore dump
recalled the presence of similar masses

in the Morning Star, Maid of Erin, and

other prominent Leadville mines, and

thus in the case of the Morning Star led

to the rediscovery of the material, some

of which had been shipped 30 years be-

fore, and whose true character was then

known. From information which is now

at hand the recognition of these zinc-

carbonate and silicate orebodies prom-

ises to be of highest economic importance

to the Leadville mines.

Calamine Was Thought to be Car-

bonate of Zinc

That these now valuable ores should

have been overlooked is not altogether

strange. In appearance the zinc carbon-

ate resembles on the whole an inferior

grade of oxidized iron ore so abundant in

Leadville. As the assays on these zinc-

carbonate ores were made only for iron

and silver to determine their value as

possible fluxing material for the lead

smelters, the disappointing results ob-

tained led to their rejection as ores of

commercial utility. The only circum-

stance which should have aroused the

suspicion of the mining operators of the

camp was the common occurrence ot

crystallized and crystalline masses of al-

most pure silicates (calamine) in tne

general ore mass, and it seems to me
that thev should not have been passed by-

as lime carbonates, for which it was

said they were mistaken, without con-

firmatory evidence having been furnishea

by analysis. However, in this case the

recognition of the true character of the

ore has come at a most opportune time,

for never has there been a higher com-

mercial value attached to this character

of mineral than there is at the present

time. The lesson, however, of the im-

perative need of a thorough knowledge

of the mineralogical character of the ore-

bodies of a mine, regardless of gold, sil-

ver, lead and copper contents, cannot be

ignored.

Tift Design of Reduction Works

This knowledge is all the more import-

ant when dealing with that class of ores

which demands concentration previous to

shipment to the smelting works. It is

not alone enough to know the metallic

contents of ore to be concentrated, but

the mineralogical character of the m
should be thoroughly understood. The

work of or.- concentration is one of

the most difficult ot mechanical arts, al-

ttable to state, it is com-

monly held by mine operators to be the

very reverse. The utter failure of many
ore-concentration projects, and the la-

mentable waste of money and ore in car-

rying out the work, may justly be refer-

red to a want of proper knowledge of

the ore and best operating methods. An
altogether too frequent procedure in

Colorado is the following:

Assume it is decided to erect a con-

centrating mill. Bids are called for from

various mining- and milling-machinery

houses who supply ore concentrating

equipment. In the intent of supposed

economy, the machinery firms are asked

to furnish a mill design, which they glad-

ly do. The order for the machinery is

given and the mill erected. The mining

begins without coordination and cooper-

ation between mine and the mill super-

intendents. The mine superintendent de-

sires to make a record for cheap mining

and so proceeds to knock down the ore

regardless of waste rock. The grade of

ore is consequently lowered and the mill

is called upon not only to wash out this

waste, but also the gangue which is legit-

imately associated with the mineral. The

result is a great mineral loss in the mill

in the endeavor to get clean concentrates.

Perhaps the design of the mill may not

have been at all adapted to the proper

working of the ore on account of a wrong

idea of the mineral character of the pro-

duct in the mind of the mill designer.

The result of this wrong conception is

a still more disastrous outcome for the

mine.

About this time, either on account of

the lower grade of the ore through an

unnecessary waste admixture, or because

of the unadaptability of the mill design

to the ore itself, changes in the construc-

tion of the mill are inaugurated by the

officials in charge who rearrange the

equipment or add new devices, according

to their own ideas. The final outcome

is usually a disheartening failure of the

enterprise.

Metallurgical Treatment of Cripple

Creek Ores

All ores produced in Colorado are fin-

ally treated either at reduction mills or

at smelting plants. The former limit

themselves to the exclusive working up

of Cripple Creek gold ores, or similar

ore products, while the latter treat all

classes with the exception of high-con-

tent zinc ores, for which there is a sep-

arate plant.

In the reduction mills the metallurgical

process is either the extraction of the

gold by cyanide solution, or by conver-

sion of the gold into chloride. Both

of these processes have been developed

to a high degree of technical perfection,

and the rates of treatment by the public

reduction mills have been so lowered that

gold ores of a gross value of S10 per ton

can today he mined and marketed with

profit to the producer. In fact, it has

recently been stated by Philip Argall that

Cripple Creek gold ores of a gross value

of S3 per ton can be successfully treated

by the cyanide method at a small margin

of profit. This statement is based, how-

ever, on the treatment of ores on the

dump where they had been placed at a

time when the richer ores were mined,

and to which the combined mining cost

was charged. It is therefore not to be

understood that ores of $3 gross value

per ton can be mined and treated with

the cyanide process with the expectation

of realizing a profit. Neither can such

ores be subjected to a preliminary roast-

ing treatment with the involved extra

expense. It has been demonstrated, how-

ever, that an oxidized gold ore

already mined and ready for delivery to

the mill, such a one being of S3 gross

value per ton, the gold being figured at

$20 per ounce, can be cyanided and the

gold extracted at a small profit. There-

fore, while the treatment of such ores,

even if on the dump, does not offer very

attractive inducements for a milling en-

terprise, nevertheless if such tonnages

be handled in conjunction with richer

ores, they would play the important role

of a reducer of milling costs in general

on account of the increase of tonnage

handled in the mill with the same over-

head charges, and would thus serve a

most useful purpose.

It has also been found in the Cripple

Creek district, where ores were milled

and the tailings carrying from $1 to $1.25

in gold per ton were impounded, that

through the oxidizing action of atmos-

pheric agencies such tailings became

later on readily subject to the solvent

action of cyanide solution and fully 70

per cent, at minimum of the contained

gold could be profitably recovered at

a low cost. It may be stated, therefore,

that the waste or nonutility of Cripple

Creek gold ores involves only such of

less than $10 per ton gross vatue in the

mine, the exact limit of utility depending

on the mining cost, and of $3 per ton.

for ores on the dump.

Smelting Ores

In the matter of smelting ores, tho^e

of simple as well as of more complex

nature, the problem becomes somewhat

more intricate, for it is not alone a ques-

tion of the value of the recoverable met-

als in the ores themselves, but the quan-

tity in which the ores can be used often

acts as a limit to their use or nonuse in

whole or in part. In successful smelting

the first requisite is a charge of fixed

chemical composition, and this necessar-

ily limits the quantity of certain ores

which can be utilized if others which are

also demanded for the smelting charm;

be lacking. Thus, a smelter will be lim-

ited in his use of irony ores if silicious

ores be lacking, or in both, if lead or

copper ores he wanting. The aim of the

smelting plants therefore is to encourage
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3 production of all classes of smelting

es to the highest degree, and to provide

ainst temporary shortage of certain

isses by taking care of a surplus pro-

ction by storing the products for which

?re may be no immediate need.

Colorado has never been a mineral

Id which has permitted smelting on a

•ge scale except that in lead blast fur-

ces. It has in bygone years been a

sat producer of silver, gold, lead, sil-

ous, irony and limey ores, but has

en lacking in those tremendous ton-

ges of copper-bearing ores which have

rmitted the development of the exist-

I
copper-smelting operations of Mon-

la, Nevada, Utah and Arizona.

Losses in Smelting

In respect to the metal losses or waste

taining in the smelting operations, they

/ide themselves into two classes, viz.,

emical and mechanical, and both of

;se are at times so closely associated

it the means taken to prevent the one

II at the same time cover the other. For

?tance. in blast- as well as reverbera-

•y- furnace work, there is a fume, that

volatilized metal or metallic com-

und, loss, which may be termed chem-

il, and a dust loss which is entirely

;chanical. Fume may be condensed

chambers by frictional contact and a

Bering of temperature of the gases,

lile dust, no matter how fine, may be

ttled in the same chambers by friction-

contact with the flue wa'Is or plates,

d a diminution of velocity of travel.

-, both fume and dust may absolutely

recovered by passing them through a

tering medium.

On the other hand, both mechanical

d chemical metal losses may be sus-

ined in the slags resulting from the

lelting work, which are discarded over

e dumps. These slags may contain

Jtals, such as copper and lead in chem-

il combination and which, therefore,

ike for chemical losses, or they may
ntain metals and metallic compounds in

e shape of prills and larger masses

lich would represent a purely mechan-
il loss. If such slags be allowed to

ttle in a quiet state while still liquid,

e metallic portions can be separated

t and recovered.

It may be said that in the main the

provements in smelting works during

e last 30 years have been in the di-

;tion of the application of mechanical

:ans to reduce losses and cheapen
sts. To accomplish the former it is the

n to prepare the ore when in an un-

itable condition, that is, when it is too

e for blast-furnace work, by bricking

d other mechanical means, in order to

luce dust losses; by attaching a sys-

n of settling flues to the blast fur-

ies; and by introducing filtering de-
f| es for blast-furnace gases, even when
'se may have traveled previously
ough a settling-flue system.

In the treatment of the slags issuing

from the furnaces, settlers are used
either with or without the application of

external heat aid. The extent to which

it may be advisable to go in the introduc-

tion of such devices, which have for their

object the reduction of metal losses, de-

pends entirely on the financial outcome
which may attend the saving. It is easily

possible to carry the recovery to such an

extent that a financial loss, instead of a

profit, in the recovered metals will re-

sult.

In every modern smelting plant the

equipment now is such that it may be

said the metal loss has been brought

to an irreducible minimum, and it is

these conditions which have made it pos-

sible to treat to a liberal extent with

profit to the ore producer in Colorado

iron sulphides, and silicious, dry, lead

or copper ores of $10 gross value per

ton and even less.

In the smelting of these ores there are

certain contents which cannot be utilized

to advantage; thus, the sulphur in the

sulphide ores. Some of the ores of Colo-

rado also contain arsenic, which is con-

densed with the fume deposited in the

settling flues. It is readily possible to

retreat this fume and concentrate the

arsenic to such an extent that it may
finally he treated for the production of

arsenious acid, or "arsenic white" as it

is called. Such arsenic finds an extend-

ed use in the manufacture of plate glass

and as an insecticide. Not so long ago

the price of this material was such as to

permit the manufacture of arsenic white

derived from by-products such as have

been mentioned, with profit. The excess

of production, however, over demand is

at present so large that the price has

fallen to a point where there is no long-

er any profit in the manufacture. Non-

utilization of this article cannot, there-

fore, be termed a waste.

Losses of Zinc

Associated with sulphide lead and

copper in Colorado ores there is nearly

always present zinc blende. Ores that

carry less than 20 per cent, zinc cannot

as a rule, in the present state of the art,

be treated at profit for the production of

zinc, even if they be previously subject-

ed to a magnetic-separation process.

Therefore, in order to extract their asso-

ciated gold, silver, lead and copper val-

ues, these ores are smelted in lead or

copper blast furnaces or in reverberator-

ies. Here, however, the zinc is thrown

into the slag with other slag-forming

compounds. Not only is it lost itself, but

it may occasion other severe metal losses

if it be permitted to be present beyond

certain limits. Thus, in the roasting pro-

cess it conduces greatly to the loss of

silver, as the volatilization of silver is

greatly facilitated by its association with

other volatile metallic compounds, such

as zinc, antimony and arsenic, in the

presence of air. Again, in blast-furnace

operations zinc volatilizes as metallic

zinc only to recondense in a measure rn

the upper regions of the stack, thus oc-

casioning accretions which promote irreg-

ularity in the furnace work with attend-

ant loss of control and incidental failure

to do good metallurgical work. Finally,

with the passing of zinc oxide into the

slag a marked difference in its physical

characteristics takes place. Both zinc

oxide and silicate are practically infus-

ible. Hence these compounds raise the

fusion point of the slag, or at the usual

temperatures of lead blast-furnace work
render the slag viscous so that the metals

or metallic compounds which it is intend-

ed to save, do not separate from the

slag as perfectly as they should, and

the mechanical loss largely increases.

The loss of such zinc itself is not at all

a waste, but occasions one.

Zinc Concentration and Smelting

When the percentage of zinc in ores

rises so high that these mineral products

may be treated either by magnetic separ-

ation or at once in zinc furnaces for the

production of spelter, such ores become a

source of profit to the producer.

The practice in Colorado in the treat-

ment of zinc ores, both as to magnetic

separation as well as furnace work, com-
pares fairly well with the best practice

elsewhere, both in the United States and
in Europe.

It may not be out of place to cite an

exceptional example of this kind: At

Leadville, one of the mines for lack of

dump room was obliged to erect cribbing

for the retention of its mill tailings in

order to prevent them from flowing on

to neighboring territory and into a small

stream. The original ore on which
the mill worked was a compound of

galena, pyrite and blende, with a small

amount of gangue. The mill process

was really a separation one by wet meth-

od of the galena and pyrite on the one

hand from the blende on the other. This

last product carried about: Gold, 0.04

oz. per ton; silver, 6 to 7 oz. per ton;

zinc, 26 to 27 per cent.; lead, 6 to 7 per

cent.; iron, about 20 per cent.; silica,

about 8 per cent.

Had the blende remained in the ore

it would have occasioned penalty charges

in the smelter treatment. For over 20

years retained behind the cribbing it re-

mained worthless, but with the perfection

and advent of the magnetic-separation

process a wonderful change took place.

There were something over 80,000 tons

of the material in the dump and these

netted the owners, who had so many
years before been obliged to resort to

unwilling conservation, over $325,000;

and today there are at Leadville, as well

as in other Colorado mining districts,

mines which owe their continued exist-

ence and prosperity to that once formerly

despised zinc mineral.
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Graphic Calculations of Devel-

opment Work Costs—

I

By Claude T. Rice

There are so many ways In which

graphic calculations of development-

work costs can be made with all the ac-

curacy desired that it is a wonder that

such methods are not in more general

use. Graphic methods of making calcu-

lations in regard to the cost of labor in

driving all forms of linear work, such

as drifts, raises and shafts, either by

day's pay or contract are entirely sat-

isfactory. However, the first use of such

methods for this purpose has, as far as

I know, been made by Ivan de Lash-

mutt, engineer at the Highland Boy mine,

Bingham, Utah.

Curves for Contract Work
Straight Lines

Are

For plotting contract work the equa-

tion n y = m x, where y is the wage

earned each day by the men, x the num-

ber of feet advanced in a week, n the

number of man-shifts worked in a week,

and m a constant representing the price

paid per foot. As the equation is of the

first degree it is repiesented by a

straight line, and as, when x = 0, also y
— 0, all the curves have 0-0 as their

origin.

A vertical scale of one inch to one

dollar and a horizontal one of one inch

to 10 ft. of advance is ample for rep-

resenting the cost of development work.

A convenient book in which to plot such

contract curves is a Keuffel & Esser No.

376 cross-section book. In any event a

10-scale paper should be used on which

to plot the curves. In figuring on the

cost of contract work it must be remem-

bered that there are two classes of such

work, namelv. one in which the men are

paid just what they earn, and another,

in which the men are paid so much per

foot of advance and guaranteed, whether

they earn it or not, the wage prevailing

in the district for that kind of work.

Contract Diagrams Useful under Any
Wage Conditions

The four straight contract diagrams il-

lustrated in Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4, are plot-

ted according to the equation given above.

They can be used in any camp, no matter

what the wages paid. The diagrams are

most easily calculated by dividing the

product of the rate per foot and the dis-

tance driven in a week (m x) by the num-

ber of shifts worked in a week (n), and

plotting the quotient against the wages

earned per man when 60 ft. per week are

driven, the rate per foot being small. Or

when the rate is higher, by calculating

the distance that the crew would have to

drive to make the highest wage shown on

the diagram, in this case 57 per day. The

I inclined lines on the diagram rep-

*l — - H 1 II II "I J—

J
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resent all the conditions when the con-

tract rates per foot marked on them are

paid and the crew of men employed is of

the size for which the particular diagram

is calculated.

Curves Bring Out Interesting Facts

These curves are useful as at a glance

one can tell what the men are earning a

day from the rate of weekly advance

they are maintaining. Or in making a

contract one can read off the price to

pay per foot when he has determined

from the appearance of the ground what
he considers a fair rate of weekly ad-

vance for the work, and the wage that he

is willing to allow the men to earn pro-

vided they advance the working face as

rapidly as is figured. From the diagrams

can also be seen how much difference in

the wages is going to result if the men
drive faster than is estimated. The steep

inclination of the lines on the diagram

when the wage rate per foot is high and

the weekly advance low, clearly illus-

trates the cause of the great variations

in the men's pay checks when there is

a small apparent difference in the ad-

vance they make in a week. This em-
phasizes the precaution that must be tak-

en in letting high-priced contracts for

work in difficult ground.

(To be concluded)

Bismuth in 1910

The bismuth situation developed no

changes during 1910. The United States

Metals Refining Company continued the

production from its Grasselli (Ind.)

plant, recovering the metal from lead

bullion by the Betts electrolytic refining

process. All of this product was con-

trolled by one selling firm and the price

was in accord with the price asked by
the European interests which dominate

the bismuth trade, that is, from SI.50 to

$1.67 per lb. for the metal. So far

as reported none of the smelters is pay-

ing for the bismuth in the base ores pur-

chased and there is no reported produc-

tion or export of bismuth ore from the

United States for the year. The
Beaver county, Utah, deposits were re-

cently again investigated. Nothing was
done toward the operation of the im-

portant bismuth deposits in a complex

ore found in Sinaloa, Mexico, recently

acquired by an American company. Ex-

periments made early in the year indi-

cated that this 2 per cent, bismuth can

be recovered by lead smelting in a blast

furnace. The Bolivian deposits continue

to be the most important producers of

bismuth ore outside the closely controlled

Saxony mines and practically all of the

Bolivian output goes to the syndicate

controlling the bismuth trade of the

world. The imports of the metal into

the United States during 1910 exceeded

$300,000 in value
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

The .Mineral Industry, Its Statistics,

Technology and Trade During

1909. Volume XVIII. Edited by

Walter Renton Ingalls. $10. En-

gineering and Mining Journal.

McGraw-Hill Book Company, New
York, sole selling agents.

.My absence in connection with the

Canal Zone meeting of the American In-

stitute of Mining Engineers, and the ac-

cumulation of work, due and overdue,

which has demanded performance since my
return, have prevented me from giving to

this volume an earlier examination and

review. It is a privilege to write con-

cerning such a book, because the neces-

sary preliminary reading of it, however

superficial, puts one in touch with all

branches of mining and metallurgy, and

brings up to date one's knowledge of

many developments which had escaped

one's notice. In fact, it belongs to that

class which nobody is expected to read

through at a series of consecutive sit-

tings. Yet it is much more than a work

"for reference," like a dictionary. My
view of it may be, perhaps, best ex-

pressed by my use of it, as a consulting

engineer and an editor.

I always go over a new volume of "The

Mineral Industry," to find out what it

contains, in a general way, so as to

broaden my knowledge of what has been

going on in technical progress; and es-

pecially to note, for future consultation,

the contributions of experts in special

departments. For it is many years since

I remembered, or fancied that I remem-

bered, everything I had once seen or

read. There will come a time to

every practitioner when he will have to

employ his memory in recalling, not facts,

but the places where they can be found

recorded. He must let go the intimate

knowledge of the textbooks he studied at

school, to substitute a general knowledge

of later and better authorities. For this

purpose he ought to own, if possible,

compilations of practice and literature,

like "The Mineral Industry."

After thus familiarizing myself in a

general way with the scope and contents

of the volume, I put it in a place con-

venient to my desk for frequent consulta-

tion. Like every active engineer (and, by

reason of my official position, to a larger

degree than many others). I am continu-

ally consulted, by correspondence, con-

cerning questions of the latest theory or

practice in many departments, which I

could not safely answer from my own
"latest theory or practice." I take pride,

as well as pleasure, in replying to these

numerous inquiries intelligently and

helpfullv, if not completely. In an

experience of many years, I have found

that the work to which I first turn for aid

in cases within its sphere, is "The Min-

eral Industry." not only because of its

comprehensive and trustworthy sta-

tistics, and its invaluable expert contribu-

tions, giving references to technical liter-

ature, but also because each volume is

a supplement to preceding ones, and the

editor does not forget to refer to them;

so that the latest volume always supplies,

with regard to any pertinent investiga-

tion, that priceless "first aid," a starting

point and a guide to further study. Such

further study may often carry the inquir-

er into publications outside of his own
library. If such publications are in the

libraries of the mining, mechanical and

electrical engineers, now housed in the En-

gineering Societies' building, I can assure

all members of the American Institute

of Mining Engineers that every practic-

able aid will be given in the consultation

of them by correspondence. We can state

to any member the nature and length of

any given paper; the way to get a copy

of it, if attainable; and the cost of a

typewritten copy, if the article be out of

print. Some day we hope to make this

service even more complete. Meanwhile

we are doing the best we can, in the lack

of an adequate endowment for our

library; and it is my conviction that an

engineer who possesses a set of "The

Mineral Industry," or even of its last few

volumes, and the two indexes of our

Transactions, covering respectively vol-

umes I to XXXV and XXXVI to XL, inclu-

sive, will be well prepared for any pro-

fessional inquiry which he may en-

counter, and will be relieved of the ne-

cessity of buying many books which he

does not frequently require, and which

are sure to get out of date—perhaps be-

fore he happens to use them.

I have indulged in this long introduc-

tion because I have never been able

to explain the comparatively limited sale

of "The Mineral Industry." To me, it

has always seemed to be a work which

members of our profession must have.

Yet I understand that it has been pub-

lished for many years at so little profit

as scarcely to warrant its continuance.

And I know that its abandonment has been

repeatedly contemplated, and that I have

repeatedly urged the publishers to go on

with it, rather than allow an enterprise

so creditable to them, and so valuable to

the professional public, to fail.

They deserve high praise for their

course, not only in persevering, but in

maintaining the standard of excellence

established by R. P. Rothwell, its founder,

for "The Mineral Industry." Whatever

may be its ultimate fate, no one can deny

that, in the hands of Walter Renton In-

galls, his successor, it has lost nothing

of its authority and value. I am sorry,

but not surprised, to learn that, with

the completion of the present volume,

Mr. Ingalls terminates his work as editor.

Having been engaged for many years in

similar, yet probably less arduous, labors,

I can easily understand that the burden

of this annual volume, added to his duties

as editor of the Engineering and Min-
ing Journal, and his fruitful activity in

other professional lines, has proved itself

tco heavy, even for his strength and in-

dustry. And I wish to express to him, in

behalf of his colleagues all over the

world, a grateful recognition of his splen- '

did, unselfish work. It is pleasant to

know that his retirement does not mean
the suspension of the enterprise; and I

can wish for his successor, my friend

and former assistant, Albert H. Fay, noth-

ing better than that he may be able to

maintain, to an equal degree, the ex-

cellence and practical value of "The Min-

eral Industry."

I have left myself little room for com-

ment upon the contents of Volume XVIII.

Of course, it embraces, as usual, not only

the statistics of production, etc., for 1909,

but also the revised figures for 1908, and

even, in some instances, for earlier years.

This long established feature makes it

important to consult always, for sta-

tistical information, the latest volume;

and I consider it a happy solution of

the old problem of combining early pub-

lication with authoritative accuracy in such

statistical work. There is also a valuable

chronology of mining events in North

America during 1909; and a series of

articles on the production of various sub-

stances, from aluminum to zinc. Follow-

ing these is a highly interesting chapter,

by Henry Lloyd Smyth, professor of min-

ing and metallurgy at Harvard University,

entitled "Notes on the Practice of Min-

ing," which is mainly a critical review

of the technical literature of the year,

covering more particularly the principles

and costs of mining, disasters in coal

mines, and methods of shaft sinking, es-

pecially those which involve the use of

concrete for shaft lining. The year's

progress in ore dressing and coal wash-

ing is chronicled by that veteran ob-

server, Prof. Robert H. Richards, of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

assisted by Charles E. Locke, professor

of mining in the same institution, and

this chapter is reinforced with an ad-

mirable bibliography of the subject for

1909, embracing foreign as well as

American publications. The subject of

sampling and assaying is suggestively

treated by F. F. Colcord, assistant man-
ager of the United States Metals Refining

Company, New York. But this list does
not by any means exhaust the catalog

of contributions by eminent experts; for,

under the alphabetical enumeration of

the different substances obtained by min-

ing, there are articles by nearly 70 per-

sons, outside of the staff of the Engi-

neering and Mining Journal, each of

whom writes of a subject which he un-

derstands. Such a symposium of ac-

knowledged authorities is seldom brought

together. I heartily congratulate Mr. In-

galls upon this splendid piece of ad-

ministrative and editorial management.
Rossiter W. Raymond.
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Model Coal Mine at Marianna
The Marianna mines, owned and oper-

ated by the Pittsburg-Buffalo Company,

are situated in the extreme southeastern

portion of Washington county, about one

mile north of the Green county line, as

shown by the accompanying map. The

town of Marianna is on a branch of the

Monongahela division, Pennsylvania rail-

road, about 19 miles from Monongahela

City. The plant is built on the North

Fcrk of Ten-Mile creek, and is about

six miles above Millsboro.

With the exception of several mines

along the river, Marianna is at present

the only opening in the great continuous

coalfield of about 800 square miles, which

extends from the National road on the

north to the Fairmont Outcrop on the

south, and from the Monongahela river on

the east to the outcrop along the Wabash
railroad on the west; this is the field

from which the famous Pittsburg indus-

trial district must draw its fuel supply

in the immediate future. This vast area

i> entirely underlaid with the celebrated

Pittsburg seam of coal, which for con-

tinuity and uniformity of thickness and

By A. C. Beeson *

and Floyd W. Parsons

First of a series of arti-

cles giving detailed descrip-

tion of most modern coal

operation in America. The

mine is designed for output

of 10,000 tons per day, and

no efjort or expense has been

spared to make the workings

safe. Steel tandem cages

with double pair of guides

and steel mine cars holding

three tons are used.

Chief engineer, I'ittsburg-Buffalo Company,
Pittsburg, 1'enn.

Coalfield Being Developed by the Marianna Mines

quality is unsurpassed by any geologic

formation.

Five Seams Available

At Marianna, the coal seams present
are, Waynesburg, about 70 ft. below the

surface at the Rachel Shaft; Pittsburg,

about 370 ft. lower; Upper Freeport,

about 600 ft. below the Pittsburg; Upper
Kittanning, about 110 ft. lower and Lower
Kittanning some 40 ft. below the Upper.
The Waynesburg Coal outcrops gen-

erally in the southern part of Washington
county, and attains a thickness of over 5
ft.; the seam yields a good grade of do-
mestic coal, and occurring alone, it would
form an attractive inducement for open-
ing a mine; however, in the presence of

the Pittsburg coal, with its superior qual-

ity and uniformity, it is at present mined
only on a small scale. The oil well drill

records show a thickness of five to six

feet for the Upper Freeport and Lower
Kittanning, while the Lower Freeport is

missing. These lower seams are reserved

for future mining. The Pittsburg seam in

which the workings are located, has a

thickness of a little over 6 ft., and here

shows the well known quality of this

seam in marked degree.

An average analysis of this coal is as

follows: Water 0.92; volatile matter,

3C.11; fixed carbon. 56.19; ash 6.78; sul-

phur, 0.99; phosphorous.

The run of mine coal has a calorific

value of about 14,000 B.t.u. per pound
of dry coal, and without any treatment

produces a hard, bright coke containing

less than 1 per cent, sulphur. The slack

from this mine after being washed pro-

duces a coke of the same quality. The
area of Pittsburg Coal owned by the

Pittsburg-Buffalo Company in this field is

over 6000 acres, containing, at a con-

servative estimate, an available supply of

50,000,000 tons.

The Surface Plant

There are four shafts driven to the

coal; they are Rachel, the main hoisting

shaft; Miller, the main ventilating shaft;

Agnes, used for lowering men and sup-

plies and hoisting slate, and Blanche, de-

signed as a second hoisting shaft. Near
the Rachel shaft are grouped the tipple,

washer, power plant and coke ovens; the

large ventilating fan discharges into the

Miller shaft, while at the Agnes are

placed the repair shop, bath and lamp

house, and the smaller ventilating fan

used during development and now stand-

ing in reserve.

All shipments are made over the rail-

road already mentioned, the system of

tracks for loading being indicated in the

accompanying surface plan. The site of

the plant is the present terminus of the
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branch; the passenger trains stop on the

main track about opposite the tipple,

while the engine is turned on a turntable.

Trains of empty cars are pushed up be-

yond the tipple to the storage yards,

which have a capacity of 200 cars on

each side of the tipple.

loads, except immediately under the tip-

ple where 2 per cent, is provided for a

length of 100 ft., so that the cars are

handled entirely by gravity, dropping

down when loaded into the receiving

yard, where the trains are made up.

Besides these tracks there are supply

road tracks there are numerous service

tracks.

A system of standard gage tracks is so

arranged that the electric larries can de-

liver washed slack from the washer to the

ccke ovens, washed or raw slack, or

crushed bone coal to the boiler house,

Showing the Supply Shaft, Machine Shop, Bath House, Store and Main Ventilating Fan at the Miller Shaft

at Marianna, Showing the Rachel Shaft with Tipple, Washery, Power House and Coke Ovens

The storage yard is provided with a

of cross-overs to facilitate classi-

i. The tracks are arranged to load

nine different grades of coal, besides

1 slack ; the tracks have- a

of 1.1 per cent, in favor of the

sidings as shown, which extend beyond

the Agnes shaft and terminate in a yard

convenient to the repair shop, the supply

shaft and the main road to the town. A
B8nd dryer and cement house are located

close to these tracks. Besides the rail-

and washer refuse or boiler ash to the

waste dumps.

Another system of service tracks is of

4-ft. gage, and is intended for mine carl.

It is quite complete, connecting the suf

face landing at the Agnes shaft with the
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supply house, repair shop and storage

yard. Several turntables and numerous
sidings are included, which provide for

easy loading of mine materials, repairs to

cars, etc.

The Mine Buildings

All of the mine buildings were care-

fully designed to have ample space, light

and strength; they are built of incom-

justible material throughout and are

jleasing in appearance. The walls are of

13 in. thickness in panels, and 17 in. in

blasters, and are formed of a buff-colored

jrick, made by the company at its plant

it Johnetta, Penn. These bricks are larger

han building bricks. They are thoroughly

•itrified and are well suited 'to the pur-

jose. The floors are of reinforced con-

:rete supported on steel beams. The roof

The cage travels between two pairs of
guides; this is necessitated by its great
length.

The cars are retained on the cage by
a block, consisting of a gravity tilting

dog and a vertically moving stop. Tut
cars always travel on and off the cage
in the same direction, so that the tilting

dog serves merely to prevent motion in

the opposite direction. The stop is nor-
mally held up by a counterweight, and
automatically stops the car when coming
on the cage. In taking off the cars, the

stop is lowered by a pull on a handle
conveniently located on the side of the

cage near the end. The stops engage
the chain-haul attachment on the bottom
of the car.

The cage is held at landings by extra-

heavy cast-steel landers of the type in

gine, having cylinders 36 in. in diameter
and 60-in. stroke. It will hoist the max-
imum unbalanced load of 22,000 lb. a
hight of 500 ft., four times in one min-
ute. This engine was built by the Mesta
Machine Company, and is of the heavy
construction used by this company for

heavy-service rolling-mill engines.

The reversing gear is of the Stephen-
son link type, operated by a steam cyl-

inder with oil cataract. The valve gears
for steam and oil are attached to a float-

ing lever, which automatically restores

the valves to mid-position; thus locking

the link motion at any point desired by
the operator.

The drum is a double cone of cast iron,

the end diameter being 10 ft. and the

center diameter 12 ft. A flanged brake
surface is cast on each end on which bear

The Engineering $ Mining Jtntrnal

Surface Plan, Showing Arrangement cf Tracks and Buildings at the Marianna Mine

i of reinforced concrete tile laid directly
n steel purlins which are supported by
eavy steel roof trusses. Lanterns hav-
ig steel louvers are formed above the
)ofs.

The Hoisting Plant

At the Rachel shaft, two mine cars of
Jal in tandem are hoisted on each cage,
hese cars are of steel and weigh about
vo tons each, empty. They have a ca-
acity of 90 cu.ft. or three tons of coal
ich. The cage is of structural steel as
lown in the accompanying drawing. The
3or is of oak plank supported on a chan-
?1 frame. The load is supported through
eavy side plates and top framing by
ridle chains and clevises. These are de-
gned to have a factor of safety of 20.

general use in the bituminous region.

Automatic safety gates are provided at

the tipple landing, and hinged steel gates

at the ground landing, where the shaft is

entirely inclosed by a steel fence bolted

to the headframe. The weight of the

cage is about 11 tons; this, together with

6 tons of coal, 4 tons of cars, and 1 ton

of hoisting rope makes a total load of

22 tons on each winding drum.

Hoisting is done in balance, but the

engines are designed to be able to start

the entire load; so that if for any reason,

one compartment of the shaft should be

idle, hoisting could be done in the other.

An Unbalanced Load of 22,000 Pounds

The hoisting engine is a first-motion

rwin-cvlinder, piston-valve, simple en-

oak blocks carried on cast-steel brake

beams. The brakes are steam operated

in a manner similar to the reverse.

Slack-rope Device

A special device of original design is

attached to the drums for the purpose of

taking up the slack in the rope. The

drum is in two halves, one for each rope.

One-half is fixed on the shaft and the

other is loose. Each rope passes through

the shell of the drum and is clasped per-

manently to the shaft. Mounted on the

inside of the fixed drum is a worm and

wheel, the worm shaft having a square

end projecting through the fixed drum
shell, on which a hand crank mav De

placed. A small pinion on the worm-
wheel shaft meshes with an internal gear
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ring bolted to the loose drum; thus turn-

ing the crank, the loose drum can be

made to revolve on its shaft with respect

to the fixed drum. Slack is taken up by

moving the engine until the rope on the

fixed drum is taut; then turning the

crank until the rope on the loose drum

is taut.

This device is successful, adjustment

being so simple, easy and quickly ac-

complished, that the relative positions of

the two cages can easily be kept true by

frequent adjustment; thus avoiding many

small delays in landing. The permanent

valuable adjunct in making engine re-

pairs rapidly and efficiently, thus prevent-

ing, or at least limiting, a shutdown of

the entire plant, which is liable to result

from the idleness of this important unit.

It has also been demonstrated that a

large proportion of the cost of the crane

is saved by its use in erecting the en-

gine.

The basement of this building contains

all steam connections, piping, separators,

traps, etc., conveniently arranged and

easily accessible. The steam pipes lead

from the main pipe tunnel which passes

7 ft. to 8 ft. diameter, grooved for 1
1/2 in.

diameter wire rope. These drums are

equipped with steam and hand brake,

steam- and hand-link motion, reverse ana

Nicholson patent automatic stop to pre-

vent overwinding. The engine house is

similar to that at the Rachel shaft, hav-

ing a 10-ton traveling crane, basement

piping, etc. The next article dealing with

operations at Marianna, will outline the

ventilating system, and describe the 35-

ft. steel fan, the largest ventilator in any

bituminous coal mine.

Side Elevation. Section on Longitudinal C.L.

15 "c

End View. Section on A-A.

The Engineering $ Mining Journal

Details of

Steel Tandem Cage
for

Pittsburg- Buffalo Company.

Marianna, Penn.

Half Top Plan Half Floor Plan.

The Cage Weighs 11 Tons, and Because of Its Great Length, is Designed to Travel between Two Pairs of Guides

connection of the rope is, of course, not

disturbed even when it is desired to pay

out rope when worn rope is cut off at the

cage. The engine is equipped with the

Mesta automatic safety device, which

prevents the possibility of overwinding.

The engine house is provided with a

hand-operated overhead-traveling crane

of 25 tons capacity. This is a conven-

ience not always found in hoist houses,

perience has shown that in a mine

of large capacity, it is an important and

close to the building.

At the Agnes shaft, only one car is

hoisted on the cage, so that the duty is

lighter. The cage landings, gates, etc.,

are similar to those at the Rachel shaft,

already described, except for the differ-

ence in size and capacity, and the use

of two instead of four guides.

The hoisting engine at Agnes shaft was

built by the Vulcan Iron Works, at

Wilkesbarre, Penn. It has two 24x48-

in. cylinders, also drums tapering from

That oil may be found in some parts

of the Cantua-Panoche region which lies

just north of the Coalinga field in Cali-

fornia, is the conclusion of Robert Ander-

son of the U. S. Geological Survey. As

a whole, however, the territory does not

promise to rival the Coalinga field. A re-

cent press bulletin issued by the Survey

states that the most favorable indications

are in the north side of the east end of

the Vallecitos, 24 miles from the nearest

pioducting well in the Coalinga district.
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Proposed Layout for a Shaft

Bottom

The shaft-bottom layout here shown

yas presented by W. E. Fohl before the

fune, 1910, meeting, of the Coal Mining

nstitute of America, held at Uniontown,
3enn. It was thought advisable to con-

inue its discussion at the winter meet-

ng; accordingly the author was request-

id to have a cut made, and to furnish

;ach member of the Institute with a copy

)f it, as well as a brief description of Its

ntention, with the request that any sug-

gestions concerning it be sent to W. E.

-ohl, 2224 Farmers' Bank building, Pitts-

utrg, Pennsylvania.

Mr. Fohl will be pleased to accept any

:omment offered; a single valid objection

nay necessitate the abandonment of the

event of a prohibitive depth, this should

be replaced by a two-compartment shaft,

the one compartment of a size to accom-

modate all pipu lines, and the other com-

partment of the ordinary size, fitted out

with independent hoisting appliances for

the movement of men and supplies only.

The ventilation is exhaust induced by

a fan placed near the circular air

shaft. It is to be entirely cut off from

the intake airways by masonry stoppings

in the cutthroughs necessary when the

airways are first driven, and to be con-

ducted through undercuts at all crossing

points.

Placing the Doors

Particular attention is called to the

placing of the doors. If these were air

tight and all the cutthroughs along the

main haulageway bratticed, it will be

or the storage tracks for empty cars at

the shaft bottom. In the light of these

facts, it is proposed to have all the doors

hung to swing both ways, requiring no

attendance.

The importance of the proper start in

laying out a mine is without doubt fully

appreciated by all, and it is hoped that all

those who have suggestions will contri-

bute of their knowledge and experience

for the common benefit of the mining in-

dustry.

A Commission Appointed to

Study Coal Mining

The commission recently appointed by

the governor of Colorado to study coal

mining in that State and to draw up a

bill for submission to the eighteenth gen-

entire plan. On the other hand, if any-

one has knowledge of existing shaft-bot-

tom layouts, or has in mind original ones

which he desires to present to the insti-

tute, Mr. Fohl will arrange to have them
included in future discussions.

Details of the Plans

In the plan presented there has been

issumed a favorable grade toward the

5haft directly on the face of the coal.

"he hoisting shaft is elliptical, lined with

•einforced concrete, and having four

compartments.

I

The air shaft is circular, has a single

compartment, and can be lined either

'nth concrete or masonry.
The manway is here shown as a slope,

nd it is intended, also, to accommodate
11 pipe lines which are not taken down
hrough separate bore holes. In the

Proposed Layout for Shaft Bottom

seen that no air could enter the mine

except through the end compartments ot

the elliptical hoisting shaft (the inten-

tion, of course, being to have them par-

titioned off from the hoisting compart-

ments). It will be readily seen, too, that

by regulators near the face of the main

haulageway, its ventilation can be con-

trolled as desired. The advantages of

this are apparent; no swift currents to

pass over moving, loaded trips, nor to in-

terfere with the men working at the shaft

bottom in cold weather.

It is not necessary, however, that any

of the doors be perfectly airtight, as they

are merely the means of separating two

currents of fresh air. It will be seen,

too, that an accident to any or all of the

doors can have no other effect than to

admit more fresh air than is necessary

or convenient into the main haulageway

eral assembly, with a view to preventing

as far as possible such mine disasters as

those that occurred recently at Starkville,

Primero and Delagua, Colo., immedi-

ately begun its work by visiting the

Standard mine, near Lafayette, Colorado.

The explosive properties of coal dust

will be investigated. State Geologist

George has been added to the commis-

sion by Governor Shafroth. The other

members of the commission are Victor C.

Alderson, of the State School of Mines;

State Coal Mine Inspector James Dal-

rymple and Professor Ekeley, of the Uni-

versity of Colorado.

In discussing the work of the com-

mission. Inspector Dalrymple said the

commission would visit mines in El Paso,

Las Animas and Gunnison counties, in

addition to one or two mines in the

Boulder district.
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French Experiments on Coal Dust
Concerning the influence of the state of

division of coal dust, it was found that

the finer the dust, the more easily is it ex-

ploded. The influence of the state of di-

vision was made very manifest by the

experiments. In testing two samples of

Lievin dust, one of which left 33 per cent,

of its weight on a screen having 75 holes

per linear centimeter
1

, while the other

left only 1 ! . per cent., it was found that

the lower limit of inflammability was al-

most double with the first what it was

with the second dust, their respective ve-

locities of flame (using favorable dust-

charges in each case) was 50 and 65 m.

per second, while the violence of the ex-

plosion was noticeably less in the first

case. It was also found, with a dust of

which 75 per cent, refused to pass the

screen, that it was not possible to pro-

duce a dust explosion under the condi-

tions of the experiments. Similar import-

ant differences were established with

dusts respectively containing 24 per cent.

and 11 per cent, of volatile matter.

The State of Division Has an Effect

on the Speed of the Flame

The influence of the fineness of the

dust is easily explained: In the first

place, the finer the dust the more easily

and completely is it thrown into sus-

pension, and hence the greater is the

chance of a given weight of explosive

producing an ignition. Again, the state

of. division has an effect on the speed of

the flame in a dust-cloud, the effective

area from which volatile matter may be

distilled being greater the finer the par-

ticles; moreover, these fine particles are

more rapidly heated to the temperature

of ignition throughout their mass, and

burn quicker by reason of the greater to-

tal surface they expose. The last-men-

tioned effects are actually of more weight

than the greater facility by which the

volatile matter is evolved in fine dust,

it being in coarse dust where the in-

fluence of the proportion of volatiles pre-

ponderates.

Importance of the Proportion of Fine

Dust on Roadways

It is, therefore, evident that to the ex-

perimentalist the regulation of the fine-

ness of the dust is of great importance;

by varying the state of division he may

produce at will explosions of varying de-

grees of violence. From the practical

standpoint it is necessary to emphasize

the fact that the danger of dust does not

so much lie in the total quantity in a

mine roadway -which is nearly always

amply sufficient as in the amount of

fine dust present The proportion of dust

capable of passing a screen with 100

By Henry Briggs

/;/ concluding his experi-

ments, Mr. Taffanel, the

French expert, discusses

the influence of the state

of division and the per-

centage of volatile matter

in any dust. He also

shows the advantages of

using stone dust as a me-

dium to prevent explosions,

and states that dust found

on roadways is generally

incapable of being fired.

,;, i,t i., loo bole per lini ar Inch.

*IIeriot-Watt College, Edinburgh, Scotland.

meshes per ingh furnishes a good cri-

terion as to whether it is dangerous in

character or not.

Influence of Percentage of Volatile

Matter Contained in Dust.

The study of dust containing different

proportions of volatile matter is of great

importance in that it provides the means

of classifying mines with respect to the

relative inflammability of the dusts found

in them. The influence of the volatile

constituents was revealed by preliminary

experiments on dust clouds formed prior

to the shot being fired into them, when

it was found impossible to inflame dusts

with less than 11 per cent, volatiles.

(This percentage is calculated on the

"true coal," that is, on the coal from

which the ash had been eliminated). Dust

with 15 per cent, was inflammable, but

the flame was only propagated slowly

through it; from 27 per cent, the flame

was quicker, while the maximum rate of

travel of the flame and the greatest fa-

cility of ignition was observed for coal

containing 30 or 31 per cent., and with

lignites which hold a much greater pro-

portion of volatile matter.

The experiments in the 65-meter gal-

lery gave analogous results to the above;

dust with 1 1 per cent, of volatiles only

caused an elongation of the flame of the

explosive, the flame extending 16 to 22

m. when a heavy charge of explosive

was used. Dust with 15 per cent, was

found to ignite easily, but the flame did

not extend the whole length of the gal-

lery. The same result was attained with

dust containing 18 per cent., though in

one case of an exceptional nature, in

circumstances very different from those

usually obtaining underground, an ex-

plosion running from end to end of the

gallery was obtained with a dust of this

kind. Complete propagations were only
;

achieved with dusts containing 24 and

30 per cent, volatiles, the latter dust be-

ing the more easily fired and producing

the more violent explosion.

It Is not Only the Quantity of Vola-

tile Matter That Rules the
Inflammability of a Dust

It is seen that there is a good gen-

eral concordance between the two series I

of tests, though there is a difference in

the two cases in the percentage of vola-

tiles corresponding with the lower limit

of inflammability: With dust previously

thrown into a cloud, the lower limit is

situated between 11 and 15 per cent., but

when the dust has to be lifted into the

air as well as ignited, the limit lies be-

tween 18 and 24 per cent. This dis-

crepancy is a necessary consequence of

the mechanism of dust explosions, and

follows from the fact that when a dust

is fired containing a proportion of vola-

tile matter approaching the lower limit,

the flame travels so slowly that it is un-

able to lift an adequate further supply

in front of it, and dies out, yet were it

able to feed on dust previously raised,

it would better be able to travel for-

ward.

The study of the combustion of dust

from the chemical standpoint has fur-

nished reasons for the influence of the

volatile matter. It has been found that

the hydrogen and hydrocarbons play a

very important part in the combustion

even with coals containing relatively a

low proportion of these gases. With

coals poor in these products, a less

abundant supply is distilled in a given

time, and a slower rate of propagation re-

sults. It is not certain that it is only the

quantity of volatile matter that rules the

inflammability of a dust, and it is prob-

ably true that regard should be paid to

the composition of the volatiles and to

the relative ease by which they are set

free. In this connection a series of use-

ful experiments could be made with dusts

of different classes of coal, all containing

the same proportion of volatile matter.

It may, however, be taken as a first

approximation, that with a mode of firing

comparable with that used in the experi-

ments, a dust explosion is not likely to

occur with dust containing less than 18

per cent, volatiles, while the probability

of an explosion, and its violence (should

it occur) increases largely as the per-

centage approaches 30. In all probability

the limit will not be so low as that stated

with dust which is finer than that used

in the experiments or with a mode of fir-

ing of greater intensity.
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'he Influence of the Purity of the
Dust, and the Effects of the
Admixture of Stone Dust

The last, though not the least import-

nt point to be discussed is in regard to

tie effect of mixing stone dust with in-

ammable coal dust. On this point also

tie preliminary series of tests gave en-

ouraging indications; it was found that

oal dust became less and less easy to

re, and the resulting speed of the flame

ecame smaller and smaller, the greater

le proportion of stone dust mixed with

. When about 60 per cent, of stone

ust was added, all that was noted was a

rngthening of the flame of the explosive;

l the majority of cases even this was

ardly perceptible, though now and then

le flame traveled 5 to 6 m. in the dust

loud.

The experiments in the 65-m. gallery

ave results of the same kind; using the

ame fine coal dust containing 30 per

?nt. volatiles mixed with powdered shale

-the shale being obtained underground

nd pulverized at the surface— it was es-

iblished that the difficulty of ignition in-

reases with the proportion of shale dust

dded. With 30 per cent, of shale-dust

ie flame traveled with difficulty, and

as only carried through the gallery

hen heavy dust-charges or extra strong

larges of explosive were employed.

The Limitinc Proportion of Stone
Dust

The limiting proportion appeared to be

3 per cent., at which percentage it was

nly exceptionally that the slow flame

as able to pass right through the gal-

ry. There was hardly ever an ignition

ith 50 per cent, of stone dust, and the

?.me never reached the mouth of the gal-

:ry; with this proportion the most that

:sulted from using extra heavy charges

f dust or explosive was the prolongation

f the flame of the latter to 22' S m. from

ie cannon.

The limiting proportion of 40 per cent.

lower than that obtained in the pre-

minary tests where the cannon was fired

ito a ready-made cloud; the reason for

lis has already been stated; with slow

stes of travel the amount of dust the

ame can raise is inadequate to support

. and, therefore, it dies out.

It is remarkable that so small a pro-

nrtion of non-inflammable dust has so

arked an effect on the inflammability of

ie mixture and on the rate of travel of

ie flame, especially when it is remem-
:red that much more considerable ad-

tions of carbonaceous dust, bringing the

'tal quantity greatly in excess of that

Inch could be burned by the available

\ygen, did not prevent an explosion be-

g carried forward. Yet the excess of

>al dust must have had a greater cooling

Tect than the much smaller supply of

one dust. To explain this peculiar re-

lit it is necessary to recall a conclusion

ated when dealing with the influence of

the quantity of dust thrown into sus-

pension, viz: The effect of an excess of

coal dust (or of stone dust) is to di-

minish the inflammability and the speed
of the flame, owing to the heat it absorbs
lowering the temperature of combustion,
and also because, in adding to the opac-
ity of the cloud it interferes with the

transmission of heat from the zone of

combustion into the cloud in front of that

zone. These retarding influences are off-

set in the case of the excess of coal dust

by the more rapid distillation of volatile

matter from the increased surface ex-

posed by the dust, and also through the

fact that in an over-charged cloud there

is a greater number of very fine and,

therefore, extremely inflammable par-

ticles. But no such compensation exists

when the excess is formed of stone dust.

Hence the great difference in behavior.

The Proportion of Non-inflammable
Dust Existing Underground

The remarkable influence of non-in-

flammable dust led to an inquiry being

made to ascertain in what proportion it

exists in the dust found underground.

An approximate idea of this may be

formed from the percentage of ash in the

dust obtained in the mine, but, for the

reason given in the next paragraph, such

a result can only be approximate.

When 40 per cent, of shale dust is

added to a coal dust, an analysis of the

mixture would not necessarily show 40

per cent, of ash, for it will be necessary

to take into account the amount of ash

and moisture contained in the coal itself

and the amount of volatile matter con-

tained in the shale. In the case of the

dusts used in the experiments it was
found that when all allowances had been

made such a mixture contained less than

40 per cent, of ash. It is further to be

noted that the ash which forms an in-

tegral part of the coal probably does not

act in the same way as the shale dust

added, for it is only the latter which,

when flung into the air, serves as a screen

in obstructing the transmission of heat.

Thus it is probable that a coal dust con-

taining normally 30 per cent, of ash will

be more inflammable than a pure dust

of the same degree of fineness and con-

taining the same percentage of volatiles

which has been mixed with 30 per cent,

of stone dust. To obtain a better knowl-

edge of the character of a mixture of

stone and coal dusts, the ssh determina-

tion should be supplemented by an esti-

mation conducted by immersing the mix-

ture in a liquid of specific gravity about

2, formed, for example, of a solution of

ethylene bromide in alcohol; the stone

dust will sink in the liquid and thus per-

mit of it being separated out.

Inquiries conducted in a number of

French mines have shown that in the

generality of cases dust taken from un-

derground roadways contains a large

amount of stone dust which has been pro-

duced from ripping the roads, tramming
rubbish, repairs, wear of the floor by the

feet of men and horses, and sometimes
from dross and boiler ashes which have
been strewn therein. Analyses showed
that such dust usually contained more
than 40 per cent, of stone dust; in other

words, it was proved that in the majority

cf cases the dust was incapable of being

fired by means comparable with those

employed in the test-gallery.

It is a simple matter in most mines to

add to the amount of non-inflammable

dust by spreading crushed slag, or any
other finely powdered incombustible ma-
terial that happens to be at hand. A
good method, suggested by Sir Henry
Cunynghame, consists of strewing on the

floor, and flinging into the walls non-in-

flammable matter made up of a mixture

of fine dust and small pieces; the fine

dust is useful in that it is easily thrown
into suspension, while the small pieces,

when flung against the walls bring down
any coal dust adhering thereto. In this

way the coal dust will be concentrated on
the floor, whence it is less easily lifted

than from the walls, and where it will

soon become intimately mingled with

stonedusr.

Favorable and Unfavorable Con-
ditions

In concluding his article, Mr. Taf-

fanel includes in a condensed form the

various observations given in the pre-

ceding sections.

The experiments in the 65-m. gallery

have defined for a certain number of

typical cases the conditions favorable and

unfavorable to the production of coal-dust

explosions. These conditions apply to the

initial phase of an explosion, and not to

its subsequent development. Consider,

for example, the tests on a mixture of

coal and stone dusts containing 50 per

cent, of the latter. It was found that by

firing unstemmed charges of 160 grams
and 320 grams of gelatin, no generalized

inflammation of such a mixture could be

produced. It was also found that the

same negative result was given when an

explosive mixture of 8 cu.m. of firedamp

and air was used in place of the gelatin.

However, if the dusts existed as a ready-

made cloud they would then carry flame.

Hence, if in some portion of a mine fa-

vorable to such an occurrence, an ex-

plosion were to arise, and if it were vio-

lent enough to throw into suspension the

dust in a zone where the mixture held

50 per cent, of its weight of stone dust,

the flame would be carried forward

through the zone.

Speaking generally, it is much more
difficult to stop an explosion which has

got well under way than to prevent it

arising. In consequence, if it is not cer-

tain that the conditions are everywhere

unfavorable to an explosion throughout

the mine—and we cannot always be sure

of this— it is necessary to be on the look-
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out for some means or method by which

an explosion may be arrested after it has

developed. This necessitates research of

a different character to that already un-

dertaken, and in 1909 a new series of

tests were commenced in the gallery

lengthened to 230 m.; these are described

in a separate report.

Even in regard to the initial phase of

an explosion the tests now under discus-

sion have not completely solved all the

problems that have arisen; only a small

number of different coals was tested, and

every combination of the variables of the

problem was not made. For example,

there was no experiment performed on

coal dust containing between 18 and 24

per cent, of volatiles, mixed with stone

dust; nor were any experiments made in

atmospheres containing a little firedamp.

It is necessary to consider these results

as giving a first approximation in the so-

lution of the problem as to what mines or

galleries are such as would allow an ex-

plosion to occur. They permit us to state

that the likelihood of such an occurrence

is \ery small in the five following con-

ditions:

1. When the weight of free dust is

distinctly less than 112 grams per cubic

meter of air.

' 2. When the material is spread in the

form of grains, 1 to 2 mm. in diameter,

and having mingled with it only a very

small proportion of dust capable of pass-

ing a screen with 190 meshes per linear

inch.

3. When the coal does not contain

mo re than 18 per cent, volatile matter.

4. When the incombustible constitu-

ents are in a proportion at least equal to

two-fifths of the weight of the dust.

5. When there is, in contact with the

dust, a weight of water at least equal

to that of the dust.

Although the risk of explosion is very

small under the above conditions, it can-

not be said to be entirely absent, for with

more finely divided dust, with an initial

ignition of greater intensity, when a small

percentage of firedamp is present, or per-

haps when the gallery is different in di-

mensions and arrangement to that used in

the tests, the limits will be altered. How-

ever, the finest dust used in the experi-

ments appears of much the same size as

the finest that forms underground, while

explosives fired in ordinary shot holes are

much less likely to give rise to explo-

sions than gelatin fired in a cannon with-

out stemming.

Firing a Large Quantity of Firedamp

It is considered that only the firing of a

large quantity of firedamp will be cap-

able of BO ureatly modifying the initial

conditions of an explosion as to disturb

seriously the limits above stated, for then

the problem will have chanued and will

h2ve become more comparable with that

arresting a generalized explosion; in

I urn tances the limit', will be very

different. If we may except this last case

—which evidently will have an import-

ance commensurate with the likelihood of

a firedamp explosion in any particular

mine—the limiting conditions stated

above will hold good as a first approxi-

mation. If they do not guarantee an ab-

solute immunity from risk, yet, on the

other hand, it is true that there are many
dusty workings where the conditions are

not completely satisfied which are never-

theless of a character unsuited to the

initiation of a dust explosion: it is prob-

able, for instance, that with some coal

dusts containing 24 per cent, volatiles

there would be no need to raise the pro-

portion of noninflammable matter to 40

per cent, in order to prevent an ignition.

It must further be remembered that the

conditions set forth act in combination;

—one helps another—therefore circum-

stances favoring explosions occur less

frequently than would have been the case

had they been independent.

These considerations have led to the

belief that in France, at any rate, under-

ground circumstances, favorable to the

initiation of a dust explosion, seldom ex-

ist; it therefore follows that the

initial cause . (a blowout shot, for

example) will most likely take place un-

der conditions unfavorable to an explo-

sion. Under such conditions all that

would result from the presence of dust

would be a lengthening of the flame of

the explosive or of the firedamp ignition,

or perhaps a slight local inflammation of

dust.

Explosions Are Either Local or Quite

Extended

For the reasons just stated, large dust

explosions can only be extremely rare.

But as the conditions affecting the de-

velopment of an explosion are less pro-

scribed than those concerning the ini-

tial phase, it is probable that many under-

ground roadways are such as would allow

the propagation o f a dust explosion

which had got well under way, or of a

strong explosion of firedamp.

An appeal to statistics upholds these

conclusions, for they tell us that explo-

sions are either local and of small im-

portance, or disasters extending through a

whole district, or throughout the whole of

a mine—while those of size intermediate

between these extremes are almost un-

known.

A generalized explosion is difficult to

bring about, but when it occurs it ap-

pears capable of extending indefinitely.

The methods of arresting dust explo-

sions must be left to a later report; the

experiments in the 65-m. gallery have,

however, brought out the means of re-

ducing the risk of their initiation:

Evidently it is not possible to alter

either the state of division of a dust or

(he quantity of volatile matter it con-

tains. Endeavor may be made to re-

move the dust with a view to reducing

the quantity below the amount equivalent

to the lower explosive limit, but this pro-

cess is not a practical one, and is often

of no avail. Good results are obtained

by sprinkling the floor and walls of road-

ways; but wherever it is difficult to keep

the dust constantly wet, or where there

are other objections to using water, it

would seem that the method of strewing

stone dust is the most efficacious and

practical, and stone dust possesses the

great advantage over water that it does

not evaporate. The experiments showed

that the quantity of stone dust to be

added to render a coal dust innocuous is

not excessive and is, indeed, such as

could be introduced in the majority of

cases without difficulty.

It is to be noted, however, that it is

easier to render a small amount of dust

innocuous than a large one, either by

water or stone dust. We should, there-

fore, strive to prevent the formation of

dust by all possible means, especially by

removing the screens as far as is practic-

able from the downcast shaft, by spray-

ing the tops of full tubs of coal, particu-

larly just before they are pushed into the

cage, by periodically removing dust from

dusty sections, and by whitewashing the

main haulage raods.

In contesting against firedamp, colliery

engineers should endeavor to learn as ac-

curately as possible, by frequently re-

peated determinations for firedamp, the

nature of their mines with respect to the

amount of gas emitted, so that they can

determine the risk of gas explosions.

Similar steps are needed in combating

the dust danger, it being advisable to

carry out tests to find the total quantity

of dust present in different parts of the

mine, and also what proportion will pass

through a 190-mesh screen, both figures

being stated per cubic meter of air. Ac-

count should also be taken of the quantity

of stone dust mixed with the coal dust. B\

comparing the results so obtained wit!

the limiting conditions stated above, engi

neers will be able to ascertain where tht

gravest danger lies—in other words

where there is most need of precaution

ary measures, such as the application o

water or stone dust.

Swedish Railways Abandon

The Use of Peat

The kingdom of Sweden is well sup

plied with peat, but has practically n

coal, so it was thought that the substi

tution of peat for fuel would result in

considerable saving. The experiment v.

tried on the Swedish railways with th

result that the engineers estimated a los

of Si.84 per ton of peat as compare

with coal— a ton of coal containing

much heating power as 1.64 tons of pr

pared peat. As a result of these test

the use of peat has been discontinued.
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PERS O NAL
Mining and metallurgical engineers arc 'li-

lted i" keep The Engineering and Mining
oOKNAii informed "1' (heir movements and
jtoointments.

T. Lane Carter, of Chicago, is inspect-

ng mines in Arizona.

Prof. Robert H. Richards, of Boston,

/as in New York last week on business.

John H. Adams, vice-president of the

layre Mining and Manufacturing Corn-

any, Birmingham, Ala., has resigned.

James McDonald has been appointed

/estern manager of the Pittsburg Coal

Company, with headquarters in Chicago.

George H. Playter has resigned active

nanagement of the United Zinc Corn-

any, Joplin, Mo., to attend to private

iterests.

George B. Ramsey has resigned as

eneral manager of the Allegheny River

lining Company, which owns coal mines

i western Pennsylvania.

Edgar A. Collins, superintendent of

tie Montana-Tonopah Mining Company,

as opened an office at No. 300 First Na-

onal Bank building, San Francisco.

F. W. Nobs has resigned his position

,ith the Santa Maria (Mexico) Mines,

.td., and will engage in mining in Nica-

agua. His address is at Leon, Nica-

agua.

A. P. Seymour, manager of the Cobalt

.ake mine, has resigned and will shortly

iake a trip to England. He is succeeded

y M. R. B. Gordon, of the Little Nipis-

ing mine.

Grant B. Shipley, formerly engineer of

lining and timber-preserving machinery

or the Allis-Chalmers Company, is now
resident of the Pittsburg Wood Preserv-

ig Company.

H. J. Wallace, recently with the Inter-

ational Smelting Company at Tooele,

Jtah, is now engineer in charge of con-

duction work for the Mason Valley

lines Company, at Wabuska, Nevada.

i J. M. Macoun, of the Canadian Geo-
)gical Survey, who, with his party of 14

as wrecked last September in a gale off

Zager inlet, Hudson Bay, and given up
or lost, has arrived safely at Fort

Churchill.

Draper & Gross have removed their of-

ces to 745 Equitable building, Denver,
olo. Mr. Draper is now in California
n professional business. Mr. Gross has
:turned from Sonora, Mexico, and will

)on leave for San Juan district, in Colo-
ido.

i S. G. Blaylock, formerly metallurgist
F the Trail works of the Consolidated
uning and Smelting Company, of Can-
3a, and later superintendent of the St.

ugene mine, at Moyie, B. C, has been
^pointed assistant general manager of
e company.

S. W. Eccles, vice-president of the

American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany, has been chosen president of Ken-
nicott Mines Company, of Alaska. He
has also been chosen president of the

New River Collieries Company, of West
Virginia. Mr. Eccles is at present in-

specting the Guggenheim mines in Mex-
ico.

Ralph Nichols is president of the "Lat-

est Out" Mining and Smelting Company,
of Gilmore, Lemhi county, Idaho. This

company is developing a deposit of lead-

silver ore in the same region as the

Viola mine, which in the '80s, was fa-

mous under Mr. Nichols' management.
His new venture is promising to turn out

well.

Vice-president J. F. Taylor, of the

Lake Superior Corporation, Sault Ste.

Marie, Ont, has been appointed general

manager and W. C. Franz has been made
vice-president with charge of transporta-

tion interests. Consulting Engineer
Ernst becomes general manager of the

Algoma Steel Company, with C. E. Dun-
can as general superintendent.

+ 1
OB 1TUARY +

Charles J. Hughes, United States sen-

ator from Colorado, died at Denver, Jan.

11, aged 57 years. He was born in Mis-

souri, educated as a lawyer and removed
to Denver in 1877. He became an ex-

pert in mining law, and was engaged in

many important mining cases. From 1903

till 1906 he was professor of mining law

at Harvard University. He was elected

senator in 1909.

James Blick died at Crafton, Penn.,

Jan. 4. He was born in England and as a

boy worked in mines there. About 35

years ago he came to this country and

began work in coal mines in the Pitts-

burg district in Pennsylvania. He rose

gradually to be foreman and superintend-

ent, and in 1891 was appointed district

inspector of mines, a position which he

had held ever since. He suggested many
improvements and was the first of the

mining officials of the Commonwealth to

call attention to the dangers incident to

the drilling of oil and gas wells through

coal seams adjacent to mines.

Charles Hill Morgan, one of the best

known iron and steel engineers, died at

Worcester, Mass., Jan. 10, aged 80. His

achievements as a mechanical engineer

had brought distinction in many coun-

tries; his inventions and improvements of

steel-works machinery, especially in wire

manufacture, are used throughout the

world. He was born in Rochester, N. Y.,

and as a boy he worked in a mill at

Clinton, Mass., and when still a youth

perfected notable inventions. In 1864 he

was made superintendent of the Wash-

burn & Moen wire mills at Worcester

and held that position for many years.

About 1881 he took up consulting work.

and was president of the Morgan Con-
struction Company and Morgan Spring
Company, Worcester. In 1899, he was
elected president of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers. He was one of

the founders and for 40 years trustee of

Worcester Polytechnic Institute. In 1893

he was one of the Board of Judges of the

Exposition at Chicago. He was a mem-
ber of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, the Iron and Steel Institute,

and the Engineers' Club of New York.

Edward Kerry McCan died at Phoenix,

Ariz., Oct. 29, aged 42 years. He was
born May 23, 1868, at Tralee, county

Kerry, Ireland. At the age of 16 he came
to America and accepted a position in the

office of the Omaha & Grant Smelting

Company at Omaha, where he worked for

two years, after which he was sent to

Velardena, Durango, by E. W. Nash, who
put him in charge of all stores and ware-

houses at that place. After the sale of

these properties to the American Smelt-

ers' Securities Company, Mr. McCan
was made assistant manager, in which po-

sition he remained for one year. He
was then sent to the Braden Copper
Company in Chile as assistant manager,

where he remained for four years. Dur-

ing this time he was taken down with

consumption and went to Arosa, Switzer-

land, but gaining no relief there he re-

turned to Mexico but only to remain for

six months, after which he went to

Phoenix, Ariz., where he remained one

year before passing away. He was well

known to many mining men in Mexico

and was universally liked and esteemed.

During his long illness he was much
missed, but many of his friends were not

aware that he was in Arizona. He was

unusually successful in handling Mexican

and Chilean laborers. He was a member
of the American Institute of Mining Engi-

neers for six years past.

SOCIETIES^TECHNICAL SCHOOLS A
Mining and Metallurgical Society—The

annual meeting was held at the Engi-

neers' Club. New York, Tuesday, January

10. Dr. H. M. Chance presided, J. Parke

Channing, the president, being in Mexico.

The afternoon was devoted to business

matters. In the evening there was a din-

ner, followed by some addresses on tech-

nical subjects, S. J. Jennings, Prof. A. L.

Walker, Prof. R. H. Richards, S. H.

Chauvenet and A. R. Townsend being the

speakers. The following officers were

elected for 1911: President. J. Parke

Channing; vice-presidents, F. W. Bradley

and C. W. Goodale; secretary, W. R. In-

galls; treasurer, B. B. Lawrence; ex-

ecutive committee, Messrs. Channing,

Chance, Ingalls, Lawrence and Richards.

At a meeting of the New York section,

on the same date, George C. Stone was

elected chairman, vice W. R. Ingalls. re-

signed.
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Fd itori a 1 Corresnonrtenrft
Denver

Jan. 31—As predicted in the Journal

of Dec. 10, the unwatering of the Crip-

ple Creek mines has been, and will be,

necessarily a slow process. No "under-

ground lake" has been tapped, as fore-

casted by the daily papers, nor has the

tunnel even cut what is known as the

Black Belle watercourse, in Beacon hill.

This being the case, a station has been

cut west of the connection with the El

Paso workings, and from this point a

crosscut will be driven to what is called

the C, K. & N. watercourse, which, it is

said, flooded the El Paso mine five years

ago.

Grading has been commenced at the

Ajax mine, on Battle mountain, for the

building of a 100-ton mill for the treat-

ment of the old dumps of that property,

the cost of the plant being estimated at

5100.000. The Clancy electrochemical

system will be used, and it is said that

Mr. Clancy will supervise the erection

and running of the mill. It is expected

that the mill will be ready to run in July.

The heading of the long transportation

tunnel, with its portal in Gold hill, just

below the town of Cripple Creek, and its

heading now under the Sheriff mine, on

Raven hill, was first known as the Mof-

fat-Bush tunnel; later as the Ophelia;

and now having been purchased by East-

ern people, as the Gold Exploration and

Tunnel Company. It is reported that a

reorganization is being effected, and that

the tunnel will be driven eastward. The
Ingham, Work, Doctor-Jack Pot, and

other big producing veins will, it is said,

be intesected, and there should thus be

a big output from Raven hill during this

year by the Gould Mining and Milling

Company, which has been organized by

J. M. Parfet, who originally superintend-

ed the driving of the tunnel. He pur-

poses working the Rhinoceros and Nil

Desperandum and other properties above

mentioned under contract with the new
tunnel company.

What was formerly known as the Vid-

ler tunnel, and which had a rather un-

savory reputation, is now known as the

Argentine tunnel, of the Montezuma &
Western railway, with Robert H. Dwyer
as general manager of the railway, and

General Manager Woodruff in charge of

the tunnel. Since Sept. 1, when work
resumed on the tunnel, 1000 ft. are

said to have been driven, leaving about

2000 ft. to be completed. The object is

to connect with the Argentine Central

railway at the Waldorf mines, above

rgetown, on the east, and to push the

tunnel through to the western or Pacific

when it expect 1- to get the ores of

the U'tM Argentine and Montezuma dis-

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of thev

World

trict mines, in Summit county. These ores

are chiefly silver-lead and zinc. It is re-

ported that a 2-ft. vein of high-grade sil-

ver-lead ore has just been cut in driving

the tunnel. The general manager of the

Waldorf mines is E. J. Wilcox, who was
also the projector and builder of the Ar-

gentine Central railway, which con-

nects with the Colorado & Southern

at Silver Plume. The Waldorf mines are

now being extensively worked and

sampled for possible purchasers, by Ar-

thur Lakes, Jr. There are about eight

miles of workings, and extensive bodies

of low-grade silver-lead and copper ores

developed.

Butte

Jan. 12—At the annual meeting of stock-

holders of the Ohio Keating Gold Mining
Company, held in Butte recently, the fol-

lowing were elected directors: R. M. Cal-

kins, of Seattle, George M. Bourquin, W.
H. Penfield, C. H. Smith and J. E. Op-
penheimer, of Butte. An increase in the

number of shares from 500,000 to 800,-

000 was also authorized as well as a

bond issue of $50,000. By means of the

bond issue it is hoped to put the company
on a sound financial basis, paying off the

present indebtedness and providing a

working surplus.

A committee appointed by the legisla-

ture has been making an inspection of the

Butte mines for the purpose of ascertain-

ing just what legislation is needed for the

better ventilation of the mines and the

general improvement of sanitary condi-

tions. While each year bills have been
introduced providing for improvement in

mine ventilation, yet nothing has, as yet,

been passed which covers the situation in

a comprehensive manner.

President A. B. Wolvin, of the Butte

& Superior Mining Company, is now in

Butte arranging for extensions in the pay-

ments on the original bond issues. He
has made public what is probably the

most authentic statement received regard-

ing the finances of the company and de-

clares himself well pleased with condi-

tions. From July 1, to Dec. 31, 1910, the

net earnings were $110,676, the net earn-

ings during the last three months of the

year averaging $25,000 per month.

The December output of Butte &
Superior was 500 tons daily and

this will shortly be increased to 600 tons.

It is the company's intention to install

additional equipment in both the mine
and the Basin concentrator which will

materially increase the efficiency and it

is expected that the improvements will be

completed by March 1. Mr. Wolvin states

that all of the local bondholders have ex-

hibited a willingness to give an extension

of time on the bonds upon which pay-

ments were due Jan. 1, and that the com-

pany is now in a sound financial condi-

tion and has a substantial working sur-

plus in its treasury.

Salt Lake City

Jan. 12—The Snake Creek tunnel was

advanced 355 ft. during December, and on

Jan. 2 was in 2423 ft. Owing to the

holidays and power trouble, 13 shifts

were lost during the month. The con-

tractors believe that it will be possible

to make nearly 500 ft. per month. The

ditch is completed 2350 ft., and perman-

ent ties and ventilating pipe are laid

for over 2300 ft. Hard limestone beds

with some quartzite have been cut. The

ground breaks cleanly and stands well,

the only timbering so far necessary hav-

ing been three sets at one point, where

there is some broken ground. The face

is in blue limestone. The tunnel is 7x9

ft. in the clear, with a water ditch

3^x4 ft. No water has yet been

encountered.

At a meeting of the Utah branch of

the American Mining Congress, Jan. 9,

it was decided to give a banquet in honor

of John Defn, president of the national

organization. The banquet will be held

at the Commercial Club, Jan. 25. Com-

mittees on arrangements and invitations

were appointed and 500 invitations will

be sent to business men, mining men,

engineers and others. Various questions

of importance to the people of the St-.te

will be discussed. There will be a con-

ference of the general officers of the

congress.

Uranium ore is being mined near

Cisco, in Grand county, on property un-

der bond and lease to L. D. Gordon, of

Salt Lake City. The ore, which consists

largely of carnotite, occurs in sandstone

in small lenses and stringers. Sorting is

necessary. A shipment will be made to

New York within the next two wi

Much of the rock is interesting for speci-

mens.
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Deadwood, S. D.

Jan. 10— In the Black Hills district the

gold production is steadily increasing,

and money for prospecting and develop-

ing new ground is becoming more plen-

tiful. The Wasp No. 2 mill, recently

started, is now running at full capacity

of 400 tons per day. ' Some trouble was
at first experienced with iron pulleys on

the rolls breaking near the hubs; wood-

en pulleys have been substituted. The
Golden Reward company has just made
definite announcement of a new body of

Dre which has been under course of de-

velopment for six months past in the

southeasterly portion of the property,

having been opened from the Mikado and

Union shafts. The development at pres-

ent shows a length of 1100 ft., with the

extremities as yet undetermined. The
irst crosscut showed a width of 60 ft.,

he second 80 and the third 135 ft.; the

ourth is advanced 80 ft. in ore and the

vails not in sight. The orebody is 14

't. thick at points where raises have

jeen made, but all work lately has been

:onfined to lateral exploration. The
:haracter of the ore is different from any-

hing previously opened in the Bald

Mountain section, running from 12 to 15

>er cent, sulphur and about an equal

imount of iron. It is easily roasted to

m almost perfect cyaniding material. The
ompany will erect a roaster, and either

ebuild the present 200-ton cyanide mill,

r erect a new plant, present plans con-

emplating the treatment of 300 to 500
ons per day. The Golden Reward corn-

any is largely controlled in New York,

ie officers being: Robert Goelet, presi-

:nt; Harris Franklin, vice-president; C.

1. Tegethoff, secretary-treasurer; N. E.

ranklin, assistant secretary; Henry
chnitzel, general manager. These gen-

emen, with James A. Peabody, George
',. Dewitt, August Belmont and W. B.

)evereux, comprise the board of direc-

ts. The Golden Reward has been a big

ayer for years, and is maintaining a
plendid output at its cyanide plant, and
rom shipments of smelting ores.

Sheriff's sale of the Hidden Fortune,
hich was to have been held on Jan. 3,

) liquidate taxes and receiver's ex-
enses, has been postponed to Feb. 4.

everal persons are negotiating

)r the property, and it is more than
robable that before the sale date a re-

:mption will be made. J. D. Hardin has
Ffected a deal whereby the Altia proper-
' has been freed from debt, and opera-
ons will be resumed.

report and another view is that he has
been asked to become president of the
company.

Announcement is made that G. B. Mc-
Cormack and Erskine Ramsay, who re-

cently purchased the blast furnace, ore
properties and other lands adjacent, at
Cedartown, Ga., have made a lease to

the Anniston Iron Company, allowing
that company to work the ore lands.

Reports have been current that the
Louisville & Nashville has placed an
order for 72,000 tons of steel rails with
the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad
Company.

Birmingham, Ala.

Jan. 15—Don H. Bacon, who was presi-
;nt of the Tennessee Coal, Iron and
ailroad Company at one time, succeed-
g Nat Baxter, is in the Birmingham dis-
ict looking over the properties of the
luthern Iron and Steel Company. One
atement is that he is to make an expert

Cobalt

Jan. 13—Dissatisfaction is being ex-
pressed in Porcupine over the failure of
the Government to outline its railway
policy o'n the branch line. So far no ac-
tion has been taken with regard to the
Government townsite, and in the mean-
time speculation is rife and the real-
estate business is booming. This de-
lay is, however, an injustice to the dis-

trict as it it leads to the erection of cheap
and flimsy buildings that may well prove
fire traps. Good progress is being made
with trie building of the railroad, and
there is now over half a mile of steel laid.

Several of the large Cobalt companies
are entering the district, and are taking
up options on properties. Among these
is the Crown Reserve, which holds op-
tions on several properties in the vicinity

of the Timmins holdings. The Trethewey
company has lately increased its capital

a million dollars, with a view, it is stated,

of securing outside properties.

Reports from Toronto state the Pres-

ton-East Dome Mines Company, Ltd., has
been organized to acquire the Preston
claim in Deloro township and the three

Brydge-Ormsby claims in Tisdale town-
ship in the Porcupine mining division.

This company has a capital of 3,000,000
shares, par value Si each, 1,000,000
shares of which were placed in the treas-

ury. A syndicate of Toronto brokers,

headed by Messrs. Playfair, Martens &
Co. and A. E. Osier & Co., has under-
written a block of this stock. Little de-

velopment work has been done on the

Preston claim but 26 veins, carrying free

gold, are reported to have been un-
covered. The Brydge-Ormsby properties

adjoin the Dome mines on the southeast.

Development work on this property has
consisted of surface trenching, which has
opened up a number of promising bodies

of gold-bearing quartz.

Owing to an accident to the power plant

at Ragged Chutes, several of the Cobalt
mines have had to start up their compres-
sor plants again. The accident was caused
by a back rush of air which blew off the

two steel heads over the shafts. The de-

lay is a serious matter to some of the

smaller properties that are not equipped
with compressor plants.

A report is being circulated that the
Grand Trunk is endeavoring either to pur-
chase or lease the Temiskaming & North-
ern Ontario Railway, in order to have
direct connection with the Grand Trunk
Pacific from Toronto. The matter is of
great interest to people in northern On-
tario as the service of the former has al-

ways been most unsatisfactory. The high
freight rates and telegraph and telephone
tolls, coupled with the fact that the com-
pany is not under the jurisdiction of the
railway commission, and that legal re-

dress cannot be enforced in case of dam-
age or accidents, would make the change
quite welcome.

Johannesburg

Dec. 10— I have already referred to
efforts being made to find a satisfactory
locomotive for underground traction on
the Rand. A specially designed 16-h.p.
petrol locomotive made by the German
firm, Gas Motoren Fabric-Deutz, is giv-
ing good results on the Crown mines. It

has two speeds forward and reverse.

The annual report of the Wolhuter
mine, which is the outcrop mine to the
City Deep, shows that higher-grade ore
is being developed in the lower levels.

Ferreira Deep, in its annual report, states
that 58,578 tons of sand were sent down
for filling between June and December,
1910, which has helped to overcome the
troubles recently experienced in the shaft
and workings, owing to the subsidences
of the hanging-wall; 364,174 tons were
milled in 1909-1910, the cost per ton be-
ing 18s. 10.9d.; value per ton, £2 7d.

11.6d.; profit per ton, £1 9s. 0.6d.; total

profit, £537,174 9s. 4d. Ore reserves

were 1,799,328 tons of an average value
of 9.6 dwt. gold. In the Jubilee, Village

Main Reef, Village Deep and Turf mines,
the main reef series has been opened
continuously along the dip for 7570 feet.

The November output of the Globe &
Phoenix mine, in Rhodesia was £72,152
from 5252 tons milled. The Giant mines
crushed 10,320 tons for a yield of £19,069
or 37s. per ton, expenses being 16s. per

ton. The Eldorado mine last year crushed
80,566 tons, yielding gold valued at

£195,214 at a profit of £107,203. On the

fourth level 912 ft. of reef averaged 18.2

dwt. over 6 ft. On the fifth level 1073

ft. of reef exposed gave 23 dwt. over 6
ft. The Cam and Motor mine has 350,-

000 tons of ore averaging 1 1 dwt. gold

developed. The Jumbo mine has pro-

duced since 1904, 80,000 oz. gold of a

value of £340,679 and has 40,000 tons of

ore averaging 10.3 dwt. gold developed.

The present rate of output of gold in

Rhodesia does not represent the true po-

tentialities of the country as a gold pro-

ducer. Many properties which have been

worked on a small scale have now been

shut down for extensive development

and in 1912 Rhodesia will take a prom-
inent place as a gold producer.
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The Minind News
Alaska

At the Bonanza mines the structure for

the concentrator to handle the low-grade

copper ores has been finished, and ma-

chinery will be shipped within a few

months. By the time the entire railroad

is ready, the concentrator will be in po-

sition to make shipments. Copper ore

.lying over 65 per cent., of which more

than 100,000 tons is blocked out, will be

shipped to Cordova by the railroad, and

thence to the smeltery at Tacoma by boat.

This grade of copper ore assays 13'

_

oz. of silver per ton. The American

Smelters Securities' smelting and refining

plant at Tacoma is being enlarged to

handle the output of the Beatson and

Bonanza mines, and can turn out 40,000,-

000 lb. of copper in 1911.

Alaska-Treadwell—It is stated that con-

tract with the Tacoma smeltery requires

three months notice before the cessation

of shipments of concentrates so the cya-

nide plant will not treat the sulphurets

fiom the Douglas Island mines until this

time has elapsed.

Copper River Railroad—The Copper

River & Northwestern Railroad will ex-

tend its railroad toward Fairbanks, in the

Tanana gold district, 300 miles, at a

cost of $30,000,000. Grading has been

completed to the Bonanza mines at Ken-

r.ecott. 197 miles from the Cordova ter-

minus. Tracks have been laid for 150

miles, and 160 miles will be completed by

Jan. 1. The last steel structure, a bridge

over the Kuskulana river, 240 ft. above

water, is in place, and remaining gaps

along the right of way will be bridged by

trestles. All trackage is expected to be

cempleted by April 1, 1911. Through mail

and passenger service has been in opera-

tion some time from the mouth of the

Chitina river to Chitina, 132 miles. From

Chitina the trip to Fairbanks is continued

by wagon or sleigh over Government

trail. The proposed 55-mile extension to

the Behring coalfields is not likely to be

pished until title to the coal fields has

been finallv decided.

Arizona

Cochise County
Calumet & Arizona-Superior & Pitts-

burg—The merger of these companies is

',r April 1. Calumet & Ari-

zona capitalization is to be increased to

10 each, one share

of new stock to be exchanged tor .V

of Superior & Pittsburg, it 50

per cent, of the latter stock is deposited

for exchar.; April 1 a dividend

of 2 \H time? those paid by Calumet

& Arizona between Aug. 15, 1910 ;ma

April 1. 1911 will be declared by the di-

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations, Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. The»

Current History of

Mining

rectors of the Superior & Pittsburg.

An official of the Calumet & Arizona

company is quoted as saying: "Irish Mag
shaft has 29,830 tons of oxide ore, as-

saying 11.26 per cent., which will yield

6,720,000 lb. of copper. This is in new
territory, entirely different from where
they have been mining for the past six

years. The Oliver mine has ore de-

veloped amounting to 647,000 tons, as-

saying 5.21 per cent., -representing over

67,000,000 lb. of copper. This represents

new developments, and is as great as at

any time during the past six years. In

addition to these, other parts of the prop-

erty show considerable bodies of ore,

running from 4 to 6 per cent, copper and

are in ground which has not previously

been explored. These workings will prob-

ably produce alone sufficient tonnage for

the current year's work. Calumet &
Arizona and Superior & Pittsburg com-
bined can produce copper at under 7c.

per lb., and if work be confined exclusive-

ly to the rich ore deposits running from

10 to 15 per cent., there is enough ore

developed to run for four years at a pro-

duction cost per pound of copper of less

than 5 cents."

Graham County

Arizona Copper Company—This com-
pany has decided to increase its milling

capacity from 800 to 1500 tons daily. The
addition will enable the company to treat

a larger quantity of low-grade ore, rath-

er than to double the present production

of copper.

California

Fresno County

Creme Petroleum—A 400-bbl. gusher

has been developed at well No. 1 which

was completed in November.

Guaranty Oil—The recently acquired

Si. Elmo 60-acre property in the Coalinga

fields brings the total holdings to 1220

acres. The St. Elmo property has seven

producing wells on it. On the lands in

the Midway field two derricks are near-

inn completion.

Inyo County

Hudson—A lead-silver strike is re-

ported on this claim at Madero—renamed
from Vilareal.

Nevada County

Sultana—This group, comprising the

Prescott Hill, Sultana, Houston Hill and
others, at Grass Valley, has been secured

by men believed to be associated with the

Empire company.

Red Ledge—Arrangements are bein

made by Idaho men to whom this prop-

erty at Washington has been bonded, fo

the driving of a lower adit tunnel.

Shasta County

Uncle Sam—The Big Seven Consoli-

dated Mining Company is reported to

have bonded at $60,000 this mine, six

miles west of Kennett. A 10-stamp mill

was recently completed and contracts

signed for the delivery of electric power
at the plant.

Noble Electric Steel—The Heroult iron

smeltery has resumed operations and is

said to be producing 15 to 20 tons of

pig iron per day.

Sierra County

Last Resort—Rich sulphurets are being

taken from this claim, near Downieville,

owned by Jason Frye.

Larabee—This gravel claim on South

Fork is being opened up by Reno men.

W. O. Frost is manager.

Forest— Gravel that runs $1.25 per car

is being taken from the South Fork claim,

at Downieville.

Ante Up—Rich rock showing much
free gold has just been encountered in

this property on Woodruff creek. Horace

Morse has charge.

Tightner—A shipment of 300 lb. of

bullion, valued at over $50,000, has just

been made from this mine at Alleghany

to the mint. The gold was recovered

from 1200 lb. of specimen ore, recently

worked in the Red Star mill. Over 400

oz. of concentrates were saved, which

Mr. Johnson, the owner, claims are worth

$12 per oz.

Siskiyou County

Mono- This mine, near Kreka, was re-

cently sold to Chicago interests, for a

price stated as $100,000. The main vein

is opened for a total length of 500 ft. and

to a depth of 550 ft. There is a nine-

stamp mill on the property.

Tuolumne County

Santa Ysabel—The bond for the trans-

fer of this property, near Tuolumne, is

stated to call for the performance of 800

ft. of sinking and 1000 ft. of driving

within iwo years.
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Colorado

Clear Creek County

Gambetta—This mine, on Republican

mountain, owned by the Joplin company,

has received returns from a car of zinc

ore that gave $36 per ton. The shoot is

30 in. wide, and 100 ft. in length.

Little Giant—Shipments from this

mine, on Red Elephant mountain, re-

turned 400 oz. silver per ton; Widetich

& Co., lessees.

Seaton—This property, operated

through the Newhouse tunnel, is ship-

ping $25 ore to the Newton mill.

Cashier—During the week ended Jan.

7, this company shipped three lots of

ore, which gave respectively 5 oz., AY2
oz. and 14 oz. gold, with some silver and

copper.

Gilpin-Eureka—A three-days' run of

this company's mill resulted in a gold

retort of 62 oz.

Lake County—Leadville

Lime—This property, in California

gulch, is under lease to the Iron Silver

Alining Company, and will probably be

reopened at an early date. Work was
suspended awaiting contracts for the

shipment of the zinc ore which was
found of too low grade to ship at the

present minimum price quoted by fhe

smelteries.

Garbutt—This Breece Hill mine is

daily shipping 75 tons of sulphides run-

ning $25 per ton. The shaft is to be

sunk another 100 ft. in the near future.

Matchless—Work is advancing satis-

factorily on the shaft of this property.

Shipping will be resumed. The shaft was
burned and caved for about 200 ft. a

month ago.

La Plata County
Manager Gilbert, of the Durango plant

nf the American Smelting and Refining

Company, gives the receipts at the smelt-

ery fox 1910 at: Gold, 33,772 oz.; silver,

854,861 oz.; lead, 6,068,510 lb.; copo?r,

508,033 pounds.

Park Colwty
It is stated that the Colorado Gold

Mining and Smelting Company, smelt-

ery at Alma, completed six months ago,

has been running successfully ever since

with a capacity of 150 tons per diem,

the ore coming chiefly from the At-

lantic and Kentucky Belle mines. It

is now reported that a :ompany, backed
by Joseph M. Scott, of the Scott Bond
and Mortgage Company, of New York, is

to build a 50-ton smeltery near Alma,
to treat the output of the Morse mine.

Pitkin County
Hunter Creek— It is announced that D.

R. C. Brown has leased this mill to Axel
Johnson and associates, who are prepar-
in g to resume operations and that ar-

rangements have been made with leasers

for the treatment of their low-grade
cres.

San Juan Region

The Hercules, Silver Ledge, Intersec-

tion, North Star and Shenandoah are

continuing production. Development
work is being done by the Bagley tunnel,

Frank Hough, Gold King, Columbus,
Vermillion, Hamlet, Gold Bug, Hoosier

City and others.

Iowa-Tiger—This mine, in the Silver-

ton district, which was in almost constant

operation throughout 1910, shipped 400
tons of concentrates in December last;

value about $60 per ton.

Alta— Production is being maintained

from this property.

Summit County

Colorado-Toledo—A 100-ton mill is

beingerected for operation about March 1.

Teller County

Elkton—The water is lowering at the

rate of two feet per week, and a hoist is

now being installed on the ninth, or bot-

tom, level, and the shaft will be sunk
another lift at once.

El Paso— It is stated that the 700 and
800 levels have been unwatered, and that

the water in the shaft is 100 ft. below the

800 level; and that all properties belong-

ing to the company have been largely

benefited by the deep drainage tunnel.

Maggie—This property, on Raven hill,

is making a big showing. Carl Johnson,

leaser, will commence regular shipments.

Stratton Estate—The American Eagles,

after suspending work for two weeks to

put in a new cable, is now hoisting again,

and it is stated that 20 subleasers of the

Colorado Mines and Investment Com-
pany, are working in ore.

Ajax—This mine, on Battle mountain,

is shipping about 55 cars per month.

Isabella—The Western Investment

Company, leasers on the Empire State,

of this company, shipped 400 tons of ore

in December, said to run about $20 per

ton, and from the Ophir 330 tons of mill

ore. It is stated that the output of the

Isabella Mines Company, on Bull hill,

will approximate 1200 tons for December,

with an average of 1 oz. gold per ton.

Victor—Sublessees from the Western

Investment Company are said to be mak-

ing regular shipments from the 200 level.

A new shoot of 1-oz. gold ore has been

opened.

Mary McKianev—The Western Invest-

ment Company, lessee, shipped 808 cars

in December, value $25 per ton. The

Mary McKinney company took over the

mine Jan. 6.

Mabel M.—This mine, on Beacon hill,

wili now be worked by 20 sets of leasers,

as the shaft has been repaired. Develop

ment work will be carried on by the com-

pany.

Vindicator—Two cages are now being

used in the mine, and three machines

have been put to work on the 10th level.

Idaho

Coeurd'Alene District

Stewart—The mine in Government
gulch is temporarily closed owing to

weather conditions.

Pittsburg Lead—S. L. Shonts and

Oscar Nordquist have arranged to take a

two-year working lease on the mine.

Marsh—The company has obtained a

one and one-half year lease on the mill of

the Pittsburg Lead company, the lease

giving the right to use the mill three out of

every four weeks. About April 1 the

mill will be started, after which time the

Marsh should ship approximately 500

tons of lead-silver concentrates monthly.

Wonderful—Six feet of copper ore

have been opened ap in the drift which

followed a stringer for 100 feet.

Snow Storm—The fode is claimed to

have been found below and to the south

of the big fault.

Lemhi County

Italian—At 100 ft. the shaft is in high-

grade ore. The Leesburg Mining Com-
pany owns this property 20 miles from

Salmon City; D. B. O'Brien, manager.

Nez Perce County

Wild Rose— It is reported that the

Ozark Mining and Milling Company,
owners, will equip this property in the

Pierce City district with a 200-ton con-

centrating and cyanide plant. Ore from

the Ozark mine, two miles distant, which

is also owned by the same company, will

be treated in this plant. George S.

Bailey and associates, of Spokane, are

said to control the company.

Kansas

Cherokee County

Peacock-Galena—The 250-ton mill,

brought from the old North Cut mine at

Peacock, is operating on a 12-acre lease

on Short creek, northeast of Galena
cemuery Three of the five shafts are in

working condition. Ore is encountered

at a depth of 75 to 122 feet.

Kentucky

Knox County

Anchor Coal Company—This company
will soon be ready to ship coal from its

mine at Anchor, on the new Tye Fonc
branch of the Cumberland railroad.

Interstate Coal Company—This com-
pany has leased the property of the Tye
Fork Coal Company, and has begun work.

Whitley County

Jewel Jellico Coal Company—Progress

is being made on the new mine and plant

at Wofford, which will have a capacity

of 1000 tons a day.

Mount Morgan Coal Company—The
plant, near Williamsburg, is being re-

paired, and work in the mine has been

started, after a stoppage of 14 months.
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Michigan

Copper

Lake—This company has placed an

order with the Nordberg company, of

Milwaukee, for a double conical-drum

hoisting engine capable of handling a

load of about 10 tons from a depth of

5000 ft. The order for the combination

steam-and-air hoist originally ordered by

this company has been transferred to the

Franklin. The erection of the air com-

pressor is progressing satisfactorily and

when it goes into commission additional

drills will be started and active work on

the new shaft will be pushed.

Gratiot—Rock shipment to the Allouez-

Centennial mill has been discontinued.

Mass—A crosscut from the fifth level

of its C shaft on the Butler lode to the

Evergreen lode, a distance of about 400

ft., has been started.

South Lake—No. 8 drill hole has

reached the No. 2 South Lake lode and

shows it to be about 18 ft. wide and carry-

ing a fair amount of copper. This hole

was put down in about the center of the

tract and the results obtained corre-

sponded with those obtained in the previ-

ous holes.

Michigan—All development work on

the Bee tract has been stopped and the

only work that is being done at the prop-

erty is diamond drilling; two outfits are

in operation at the southern portion, com-

pleting a cross-section of the land. About

60 men were laid off by this shutdown.

Ahmeek—No. 4 shaft has reached the

Kearsarge lode which at the point of con-

tact is well charged with copper. No. 3

shaft is sinking within a short distance of

the lode.

Copper Range—At the Champion stamp

mill it has been necessary to suspend

operations temporarily owing to the in-

take main in Lake Superior becoming

clogged by sand. Average rock ship-

ments were maintained, ore being treated

in the Baltic and Trimountain stamps.

Calumet & Hecla—At the No. 15 shaft

on the Osceola lode an electrically driven

air compressor to act as a booster from

the main compressor plant has been start-

ed. Experiments with various types of

rock drills are being conducted. This

company is drilling on the St. Louis tract.

Atlantic— It is understood that the

company will recommence opening the

old Atlantic mine, as the development on

the Baltic lode in Sec. 10 of the Atlantic

property proved disappointing after an

expenditure of about $350,000 in three

years.

[ron-Marquei n. Range

Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company—This

company has made a contract with the

City of Negaunee under which it acquires

the right to remove the iron ore under the

Baldwin-Kiln and Cemetery tracts, owned

by the city. The ore will be taken out

through a tunnel to be run from the

Maas shaft.

Maas—Hoisting has been suspended
at this mine at Negaunee. The upper
portion of the shaft is being given a

thick lining of concrete. The New York
Foundation Company is doing the work.

The concrete will be put down outside

of the present timber and to a depth of

178 ft. The shaft is bottomed at 1100

ft. The Maas shaft is to be walled with

concrete from surface to the ledge be-

cause for that distance it was sunk

through very treacherous ground and it

lacks stability. It is believed that it will

take at least six months to finish the work

planned, and hoisting will not be resumed

until some time after navigation opens.

Portland—This open-pit mine in the

Michigamme district is out of commission

until next spring. The Portland is con-

tiolled by the Rogers-Brown interests and

is operated under contract by the Hoose

& Person Construction Company of Iron

Mountain. During last season about

80,000 tons of ore were mined and a con-

siderable area was stripped.

Iron-Menominee Range

Rivertcn—The. Brule Mining Company
has secured control of this old mine, for-

merly owned by the Oliver Iron Com-

pany, and will explore part of the tract,

which adjoins its Chatham mine.

Youngs—The Huron Mining Company,

which owns this mine in the Palatka

district, is cutting down its force, and

will keep only a few men busy on explor-

ation work. There are 40,000 tons of ore

in the stock pile and a larger quantity

broken in the mine and ready to hoist.

Minnesota
Iron-Vermillion Range

The latest exploration work is being

carried on by E. C. Kennedy, of Duluth,

on the Asa Camp property, near Ely.

Test pits are being sunk, and it is said

that the indications of iron are good.

Missouri

Jasper County

Baker & Relling—This 400-ton mill, on

the old Victor lease of Connor land south

of Webb City, has started operations.

Webb City Smeltery—This plant has

been completed and has begun the pro-

duction of pig lead.

Falls City—The 300-ton mill at this

mine on the Taylor and Glover land, west

of Joplin, is nearly completed.

Granby—A mill run of about 200 tons

of the dirt from the new Smelter Hill

mine has been made to determine if the

ore is a grade to warrant the erection of

a mill.

Tri City—The mill is being repaired

and it is reported that a shaft will be

sunk at this Carthage property.

Montana

Butte District

On Jan 14 fire broke out in the new
workings between the Modoc and Butte-

Ballaklava mines filling connecting work-

ings of adjoining mines with smoke and

gas and causing the death of one man in

the High Ore and one in the Bell mine.

It has been necessary to shut down the

Diamond, Bell, High Ore, Speculator,

Butte-Ballaklava and Gray Rock mines.

The Anaconda hill mines are drained

through the High Ore so all will have to

be closed unless the fire is controlled

quickly.

North Butte—Development work is be-

ing kept ahead of production which now
amounts to about 1200 tons of ore daily.

Mining is being conducted at a depth

of 2300 feet.

East Butte—On the 800- ft. level of the

Pittsmont the vein has been exposed for

1000 ft. and ore is being taken out three

sets wide.

Pilot-Butte—The company was organ-

ized some time since with a capital of

$1,000,000, par value of shares $10 each.

The directors are Edward Hickey, Wil-

liam P. Jahn, J. J. Harrington, Patrick

Sheehan, T. E. Murray, N. J. Bielenberg

and J. W. Pratt. It is planned to take

over the property of the old Pilot-Butte

Copper Mining Company and sink the

shaft, now 530 ft., to the 1000- ft. level

before further development is begun.

Many prominent stockholders of the

Tuolumne company are interested.

Butte & Superior—The annual meet-

ing of stockholders was held in Duluth,

Jan. 10, with 75 per cent, of the stock

represented. The financial statement

showed that the company had earned

$81,898 during the last six months of

1910. An announcement was made that

a new contract with the Basin Reduction

Company had been entered into whereby

30c. per ton will be saved on ore treat-

ment. The following were elected di-

rectors: A. B. Wolvin, William White, I.

Freimuth, Theodore Hollister, J. B.

Becher, John G. Williams, J. F. Killorine,

H. S. Clark and J. Bruce Kremer.

Anaconda—The foundations for the

new sampling works, to replace that de-

stroyed by fire, have been completed and

the steel necessary for the building will

arrive shortly. The building should be

completed by spring.

Blue Bird—At a recent meeting the

following were elected directors: E. P.

Bradshaw and James S. Bradshaw, of

Duluth, J. B. Foraker, of Cincinnati, and

Alvin P. Nippen and Barton Mitchell, ot

Butte. The shaft is now down 200 ft.

and will be sunk to a depth of 500. On

the 200- ft. level a crosscut is being run

to the vein. An electrically operated sur-

face plant will be installed.
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Jefferson County

Montana-Corbin—A petition in invol-

untary bankruptcy has recently been filed

against the company by the following

;reditors: Butte Machinery Company,

5632; Allen P. Bowie, S3000; William

Semmell, $28; and, W. D. Gibson, $700.

Wicks-Corbin Copper—Four feet of

:halcopyrite and galena ore has recently

seen encountered in the east -west drift.

Granite County

In the Princeton district C. W. Tyrer

las recently installed a steam hoist and

:cmpressor plant at the Northern Bell

nine and mining will be begun shortly.

rhe company in which he is interested

las recently purchased the McGurk and

senty placer ground below Royal and has

jrdered a cyanide plant which will ar-

•ive in February and be used to work over

he tailings now on the property. Henry

Kroger has recently encountered good ore

it the bottom of the shaft of the Silver

spray mine.

Lincoln County

Libby Placer—Work has been started

jpon a contract to get out 100,000 ft. of

ogs for the mine. The placer has not

seen worked for two years, but is weil

equipped and will be operated in the

spring.

Hazel T.—The company has recently

seen organized with the following board

jf directors: John H. Town and A. J.

VlcCorkle, of Libby, and George Chand-

er, C. C. Upton and D. C. Cherrier, of

>pokane. The Shaugnessy group of

nines, situated eight miles south of Lib-

jy, were taken over and work began Jan.

I. A 10-ton electrically operated concen-

:rator will be built.

Sylvanite—The machinery for a saw-

mill to be erected at Sylvanite has been

wrought out from Troy and when the

iiill is completed the work of rebuilding

the surface plans of the various mines
^•ill be started.

Madison County

Butte & Alder Gulch Exploration—

A

:arload of gold ore has recently been
shipped to the Washoe smeltery from the

Nellie Bly mine, situated four miles

southwest of Virginia City.

Missoula County

Butler Creek Coal Mining Company—
A recent incorporation by Thomas Thi-

^odeau and Fred Thibodeau, of Missoula,

and J. J. Bounting, of Desmet, with a

:apital of $500,000: The property is

situated just north of Desmet. New ma-
chinery will be purchased.

Yellowstone County

Rebublic Coal—After a shutdown of

10 days, caused by a walkout of the

niners, work was resumed on Jan. 4. The
i:fficulties between the company and the

nen will be arbitrated.

Nevada
Churchill County

Nevada Hills—Work on the 100-ton

mill is progressing. Pending the com-
pletion of arrangements to bring in elec-

tric power from Truckee, underground
development has stopped, owing to the

insufficient pump capacity. George
Wingfield controls the company; 1,000,-

000 shares, par value $5, out of a total of

1,250,000, are outstanding.

Esmeralda County

Grizzly Bear—The Goldfield Consoli-

dated company has refused to renew the

lease and work has been stopped and
the ground surrendered after the expend-
iture of about $75,000.

Red Top Extension—Shipments from
this Goldfield property to the chlorina-

tion works are said to amount to 25 tons

per day. The 475-ft. level is being ex-

tended to exploit the orebody.

Elko County

Pavlak—A strike is reported on the

Taft vein, near the Lily end line, at

a depth of 150 ft. The orebody is said

to be 40 ft. wide. Several Jarbidge com-
panies are contemplating the erection of

stamp mills in the spring.

Nye County

Big Four—The shaft on the Steen.

Poak & Chapman lease at Manhattan is

being sunk. Superintendent Cicala is

fourth owner according to recent court

decision.

McNeill—This Manhattan mill is oper-

ating steadily.

War Eagle—Ores from the Consoli-

dated company's leases and tailings from

the Canon mill are being treated in this

mill at Manhattan.

Union No. 9—On the 50- ft. level of the

Heywood-Martinson lease at Manhattan 6

ft. of ore shows in the face. The shaft

is down 75 feet.

Montgomery-Shoshone— The mill is

still being operated on ore from the

"glory hole" according to late reports

from Rhyolite.

Nye County—Tonopah

Ore shipments for the week ended Jan.

7 were: Tonopah Mining, 3300 tons; Bel-

mont, 2450; Montana-Tonopah, 845;

Tcnopah-Extension, 980; MacNamara,

100; West End, 350; Midway, 50; total.

8075 tons; estimated value, $201,875.

Mac Namara—The hoisting cable has

been repaired and operations resumed.

Stoping is being done on four levels.

Tonopah Extension—The December

clean-up amounted to about $44,000. Ex-

traction of ore continues on the 270-.

400-, 500- and 600- ft. levels.

Montana-Tonopah— In December 41

bars of bullion and about 1000 tons of

concentrates were shipped.

Tonopah-Liberty—The third shipment

to Selby since the completion of the mill

was made last week from this Liberty

mine. Production is estimated to be

about $25,000 per month.

White Pine County

United States Tungsten— E. L. Fletcher,

general manager, is stated to be conduct-

ing development work at the mines at

Hub. The company is capitalized at

$1,000,000 under laws of Delaware. Prop-

erty on Williams creek, south of Mt.

Wheeler, and in the Regan district are

controlled by the company, of which O. A.

Turner is president.

Boston-Ely—A recent accident to the

hoisting plant at the Emma shaft caused

a temporary suspension of operations.

New Mexico

Socorro County

Socorro Mines—From 20 to 25 stamps

are dropping at the mill. The three-com-

partment shaft is being sunk 140 ft.

deeper.

Gold Dust—The shaft is down 80 ft.

and drifts extended 150 ft. from the tun-

nel.

Mogollon Gold and Copper—According

to reports development continues in the

East vein in the Cooney mine and in the

Little Charlie east drift, the latter in mill-

ing ore.

Tennessee

It is announced that the Pratt Coal

Company, of Birmingham, Ala.—the

largest coal operator in Alabama outside

of the iron companies—has secured op-

tions on about 30,000 acres of coal land.

The lands are in the Cumberland moun-
tains, between Tracy City and Whitwell,

and are accessible by railroad.

Durham Coal and Iron Company—This

new company, capital $10,000,000, has

arranged to purchase the properties of

the Durham Coal and Coke Company,
about 18 miles south of Chattanooga, and

those of the Fox Coal, the Sale Creek

Coal and Coke, the New Soddy Coal, and

the Hamilton Coal companies; also the

coal properties of the Chattanooga Com-
pany, Ltd., on Walden's Ridge, from 18

to 35 miles north of Chattanooga. The
Durham tract includes about 8000 acres

on the Central of Georgia Railway, and

the larger tract, about 58,000 acres of

coal land, located on the Queen &
Crescent line. These properties at the

present time are producing about 500,000

tons of coal, but it is proposed to reopen

the Sale Creek and Greysville mines, in-

creasing producing capacity to about

1,000,000 tons yearly. New York, Balti-

more and London people are interested.

The offices of the new company are at

Chattanooga. The officers are: Charles

B. Eddy, president; Robert Pettigrew.

general superintendent; W. T. James,

chief engineer; Max Milligan. treasurer;

T. K. Jenkins, purchasing agent; J. L.

Davies, manager of sales.
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Utah

Beaver County

The machinery for the pumping plant

which is to furnish water for the mines

in the Star district has been received,

and the plant will soon be in operation.

The waterworks system is controlled by

Ihe Matt Cullen and Red Warrior inter-

ests, and is incorporated under the name

of the Western Pumping Company. The

pipe line is about four miles long, and

has a rise of 1800 feet.

Horn Silver—The work of installing

new mill machinery is nearly completed,

and it is expected that operations will be

started early in February. A good ton-

nage of milling ore has been developed.

Cedar-Talisman — Drifting is being

done on the 500 to cut the contact of

limestone and quartzite northeast of the

shaft. Operations in November and De-

cember were delayed as the power plant

could not be used on account of lack of

water. Development on the upper levels

has opened a body of zinc ore, from

which shipments have been made, and

some silver-lead ore.

Galena—This property is in the Beaver

Lake district, seven or eight miles north-

east of Frisco. A vertical shaft has been

sunk 80 ft., and cut 3 ft. of silver-lead

ore. Drifting on ore is being done from

the bottom of the shaft.

Nabob—Work is being done in this

silver-lead mine, half a mile southwest of

the Galena group.

Revenue—The middle tunnel recently

cut silver-lead ore from 3 to 5 ft. in

width. This has been opened for 25 feet.

Utah Mining, Milling and Transporta-

tion—Six cars of ore were shipped from

the Lady Bryan claims in December. On
the 300-ft. level soft carbonate ore 4 ft.

in thickness carrying 20 to 96 oz. silver,

6 per cent, lead, some gold, and an ex-

cess of iron, has been opened 35 ft. in

the west drift. On the 200 level ore has

been followed 130 ft. on the strike.

Box Elder County

Susannah—Samples of rich ore carry-

ing visible free gold have been received

in Salt Lake from a recent strike. The

property is being leased.

Planetary—A tunnel is being driven on

the vein >o make connections with the

shaft at about the 325-ft. point. Some

low-grade vein material has been opened,

but no pay shoots developed. The Park

Va'ley district is generally quiet, though

considerable assessment work was done

at the end of the year.

Juab County

The Eva and Nebo-Highland mining

companies in the Mt. Nebo district, seven

from Mono station, are doing active

work. The Fatter company is expected to

begin shipping in the spring. Lead-silver

ore with some zinc is being developed.

A large number of locations were made
on Jan. 1 in the north end of the dis-

trict, and development work will prob-

ably be done during the coming year.

Iron Blossom—The ore under the cave

has been opened 40 ft. Two sets 17 ft.

long are in ore, which carries lead and
silver with some gold. Much of the ore

is soft and easily picked down. It is

stated to ship about S54 a ton.

Sioux Consolidated—Ore on the 450-

ft. level south and east of the shaft is

reported to be continuing below the drift.

There is still shipping ore available near

the Colorado line.

Lower Mammoth—At the annual meet-

ing Jan. 9, the following directors were

elected: John Dern, W. S. McCornick,

J. J. Stewart, M. P. Braffet, W. M. Hav-
enor, A. T. Moon and D. L. Wertheimer.

The financial statement showed total re-

ceipts, including cash on hand Jan. 1,

1910, and an overdraft of $10,044 Dec.

31, to have been $67,062. Ore sales

amounted to $16,691. Assessments Nos.

23, 24, 25 and 26 were levied. Develop-

ment on the 2000 looked promising, But

so far the ore has been largely in

bunches. Considerable work was done
on the 1000 level, which produced ship-

ping ore. There was 4420 ft. of develop-

ment done during the year.

Piute County

Work is being done by leasers near

Marysvale.

Cascade—A 3-ft. fissure vein carrying

horn silver was recently cut in the in-

cline 40 ft. below the 300-ft. level. This

ore is being sorted and sacked.

Salt Lake County

Utah Consolidated—There are rumors

to the effect that this company is ne-

gotiating to acquire the Bingham-New
Haven.

O/7/0 Copper—The management re-

ports the treatment of from 1800 to

over 2000 tons of ore daily. The

tailings are being impounded, and it is

planned to conduct experiments with

these at a later date. Progress is re-

ported in equipping the third unit of the

mill with Wall rolls, tables, etc. Eight-

een additional tables sent from the

Heinze mill, near Butte, have been

installed in the first two units.

Sevier County

Southern Coal—Articles of incorpora-

tion have been prepared, ready for filing.

The company proposes to acquire and

develop coal land, and to market the pro-

duct in southern Utah. Thomas Brown

is president.

Summit County

Daly West—Royalties are understood

to have been raised to a 50 per cent,

basis. For the first 11 months of 1910

the Daly West shipped 53,540,025 lb. of

ore, which is the Targest output from

Park City shippers. Development by the

company on the lower levels has not

been promising, but is being continued.

New York—A crosscut is being driven

through black mineralized limestone on

the 900 level to cut a large fissure opened

above.

Uintah-Treasure Hill—Drifting on the

260- ft. level will be continued toward

Silver King ground, to make connections

with the latter company's 900, and later

with the 700 and other levels.

Daly-Judge—Development is being

done on the 1600 level recently freed

from water. A part of it is badly caved,

and it is proposed to bulkhead and drive

around it, to reach that part of the

ground in which ore was left standing

at the time of flooding.

Little Bell— The mill is handling be-

tween 25 and 35 tons daily, operating

one shift. A part of this ore comes
from the second-class dumps, and the

rest from the mine.

Tooele County

Utah Mine—Several cars of silver-lead

ore have been shipped from Fish Springs.

One lot of 28 tons brought $2291.

Washington

Ferry County

Mountain Lion—Walter E. Trent, of

Los Angeles, has bonded this property in

the Republic district from J. C. McLaren,

of Ottawa. The mill will be remodeled.

Insurgent—The leasing company is

shipping ore.

North San Poil—J. L. Harper has gain-

ed control of the San Poil and North San

Poil properties at Republic.

Knob Hill—A compressor plant is be-

ing installed at this Republic mine.

Republic Mines—This company has

gained control of the three and a fraction

claims of the Morning Glory property in

the Republic district.

Wisconsin
Zinc-Lead District

Shipments of ore from Platteville for

the four weeks ended Dec. 31, 1910,

were: Zinc ore, 14,256,090 lb.; lead ore,

1,227,130 lb.; sulphur ore, 3,599,110 lb.

Totals for 1910 were: Zinc ore, 126,-

110,054; lead ore, 11,275,174 lb.; sul-

phur ore, 28,162,790 pounds.

Old Homestead—A 200-ton mill and

roaster has been completed; R. A. Shep-

herd, Platteville, is manager.

Klar-Piquette—Option upon the mine

and leasehold to 200 acres has been given

to E. Voss at the purchase price of $150,-

000; 1400 ft. of Lawson Loop tramway

has just been installed.

Cleveland—Foundations for a 100-ton

mill have been completed, at Hazel

Green, by the United Iron Works, of Jop-

lin. Mo. S. W. Burford, Hazel Green,

is general manager.
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Canada

British Columbia

Following are the shipments of the

different mines in the Boundary district

during the week ended Jan. 7: Granby,

24,659 tons; Mother Lode, 7298; Snow-
shoe, 2200; Rawhide, 4056; Jackpot, 444;

Number Seven, 240; total, 38,897 tons.

Smeltery treatments, Granby, 21,695

tons; British Columbia Copper, 14,645

' tons.

Rawhide—The machine shop, black-

smith shop, office and supply store were

burned, Jan. 3. Damage to the amount of

3100,000 is partly covered by insurance.

A shut-down of only 24 hours was neces-

sitated. The British Columbia Copper

Company took over the property from the

New Dominion Copper Company last

year.

Ontario

The shipments from Cobalt for the

week ended Jan. 6 were: Nipissing,

281,200 lb.; Coniagas, 226,800; McKin-

ley-Darragh, 143,460; Cobalt Lake, 131,-

400; Trethewey, 97,250; Temiskaming,

81,300; Townsite, 65,700; Beaver, 63,-

500; Buffalo, 63,100; La Rose, 62,300;

Crown Reserve, 64,000; Kerr Lake, 60,-

300; Silver Cliff, 47,920; total, 1,388.230

pounds.

Bailey—Two good veins carrying sil-

ver have been struck at the 75-ft. levei.

in this Cobalt mine.

Hudson Bay—A compressor plant will

be installed on the property at Hanging-

stone lake, Gowganda. The mill on the

Cobalt property is nearing completion

and should be ready about the end of

January.

Keeley—This South Lorrain property

will now be developed as an asset of the

Farmer's Bank, which failed a short time

ago.

Ontario- Porcupine

Gold production in 1910 v/as from test

mills at the Dome and Hollinger mines,

operating more or less continuously for

several months. Two stamps have re-

cently been put in commission at the Vi-

pond of the Porcupine Gold Mines Com-
pany.

Dome— It is stated that this company
will put 100 cars of supplies into their

property in Porcupine during the win-

ter. They have built their own sidings

and freight sheds at Kelso.

Pearl Lake Gold Mines, Ltd.—This
company has been organized with Burr
E. Cartwright as president, and P. W.
Cashman. secretary, and an authorized

capital of 32,500,000. It has four claims,

adjoining the Hollinger, on which prelim-

inary work is said to have disclosed 50
quartz veins, ranging from 2 to 30 ft.

in width and showing free gold in places.

In all, 15,000 ft. of trenching has been
done and one shaft put down 35 ft.. A
six-drill compressor plant is being in-

stalled.

Mexico

Jalisco

Navidad Reduction and Mines—A plant
for direct cyaniding is in commission at

the mines in the San Sebastian district.

H. D. Gray, formerly of the Miami Cop-
per Company, will make surveys and
plans for a hydroelectric installation on
the Ameca river. The company has held
a power concession for several years.

Magistral-Ameca—The concentrating
plant in the Ameca district has been shut
down pending the installation of addi-

tional equipment sufficient to raise the

capacity to 150 tons daily.

Bolanos—The Mexican Mines Com-
pany has acquired additional mineral land
by denouncement, and now controls the

Bolanos vein system for a distance of
seven kilometers.

Mexico

El Oro—The mill ran 31 days in De-
cember, crushing 30,380 tons that yielded

3192,540. Working expenses were 395,-

250, development costs 322,550; profit on
mine 374,740, on railway 310,000; total,

384,740; 31230 was spent on permanent
improvements.

Mexico Mines—In December the mill

ran 29 days, crushing 10,365 tons that

yielded 3115,950. Working, expenses were
337,840, development S9900, profit 368,-

210.

Oaxaca

San Francisco—The manager, E. W.
Hockley, of this Taviche mine has re-

sumed shipments, sending about three

cars of sorted ore per month.

San Juan—About 20 cars per month
are being shipped from this Taviche
mine to the Aguascalientes smeltery.

Conejo Blanco—Hampson & Smith,

owners of this Taviche mine, gave an op-

tion recently to George Houston, who
started to work the mine, meanwhile
negotiating the sale of his option to

Bunau-Varilla. On Dec. 19, Houston
struck rich ore. Monsieur Bunau-Varilla

sold the French canal right at Panama
to Douglas Robinson for the United

States, and with his brother is the owner
of Le Matin, the leading Paris morning
paper.

Sonora

La Colorado—This company is arrang-

ing to enlarge its reduction plant at Minas
Prietas.

Des Moines Development—Gold ore of

good grade has been encountered on the

holdings in the Altar district, and a mill

to treat it will be erected.

El Tigre—Twenty-five stamps are to

be added to this company's mill.

Santa Rosalia— Drifting has com-
menced on the 600-ft. level; 35

men are employed.

Elenita Mining—Work at the property
of this company has temporarily ceased,
after a visit of L. W. Powell, its principal

owner, to the mine.

Cubana Mine—Copper ore has been
found on the 200- ft. or bottom level.

Overmuller & Wilson—A hoist is set

up over the main shaft on the property
near Navojoa, and a 10-stamp mill will

soon be installed.

Tepic

Charles M. Becker and William W.
Travell, Denver mining engineers, are
erecting a small reduction plant at prop-
erties in the Ixtlan del Rio district.

Cuintla—This antigua, in the Rosa-
morada district, has been taken over by
George F. Beveridge, of Los Angeles,
Cal. Work now in progress will result

in opening the orebodies below the old
workings.

Central America

Costa Rica

Montezuma Mines— In November the
mill treated 3251 tons at an estimated
profit of 318,430. Owing to the lack of
water there has been insufficient power to

operate more than 20 stamps and one
tube mill, at the most. During December
a survey was made of the line to the
falls on the Barranca Guatusa river where
ic is proposed to build a power plant.

About 10 headings were being driven: S.

F. Shaw is general manager; mines of-

fice, Montezuma.

Australasia

Western Australia

Gold production in December is re-

ported at 126,912 oz. For the full year
the total was 1,595,263 oz. in 1909, and
1,470,632 oz.—or 330,397,964—in 1910;
a decrease of 124,631 oz. last year.

New Zealand

Gold production in December is re-

ported at 37,509 oz. For the year 1910
the total was 478,287 oz. bullion, equal
to 446,481 oz. fine gold, or 39,228,762.

This is a decrease of 38,698 oz., as com-
pared with the previous year.

Asia

India

The gold production of the Kolar gold-

field in Mysore for the full year is report-

ed at 541,998 oz. bullion in 1909, and
546,862 oz. in 1910; an increase of 48i>4

oz. The output of the two mines in the

Dekkan—the Hutti Nizam and the North
Anantipur—was 21,840 oz. in 1909, and
17,414 oz. in 1910. The total Indian pro-

duction reported was 563,838 oz. bullion

in 1909, and 564,276 oz. in 1910; an in-

crease of 438 oz. only. The bullion re-

ported in 1910 was equal to 310,497,218.

or 507,848 oz. fine gold.
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Coal Trade Review

New York. Jan. 18—Coal trade in the

West has been generally quiet. Steam

coal demand is not heavy at present, but

domestic coal has been stirred up a little

by cold weather. The mines are gen-

erally busy, and apparently making out

a good season. Car supply is hardly up

to the mark yet, but is causing less

trouble than it did a few weeks ago. At

one or two consuming points there is

complaint of a surplus of coal.

In the East the bituminous trade is

quiet, almost dull, with few signs of im-

piovement ahead. Anthracite trade is

steady, with no special incident.

Pittsburg despatches report the taking

of options on a large area of coal lands in

Armstrong county, Penn., by a syndicate

represented by W. W. Pollock, of Kit-

taning and R. T. M. McCready, of Pitts-

burg. This is said to be connected with

the reported intention of the Delaware.

Lackawanna & Western company to

build a branch into the northwestern

coalfield of Pennsylvania.

New Anthracite Line— It is again re-

ported that a contract has been let for

the extension of the Lehigh & New Eng-

land road from Danielsville, Penn., to

Tamaqua, 30 miles. This will give an

outlet to New England over the Pough-

keepsie Bridge line for that part of the

Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company
ccal which is not covered by its standing

contract with the Central Railroad of

New Jersey.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal and coke tonnage originating on

all lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company east of Pittsburg and Erie,

12 months ended Dec. 31, short tons:

1909. 1910. Changes.

Ite 11,190,176 11,596,233 I. 106,057
Bituminous 38,882,058 H.497,912 1.2,615,854
Coke 12,028.991 12,822,695 I. 793,904

Total 62,101,02". i;.-,,'.»1<;,r40 1.3,815,815

The total increase last year over 1909

was 6.1 per cent.

Shipments of coal to Lake Erie ports

for three years past are estimated as be-

low, in short tons:

1909. 1910.

0,000 8,687,305 11,911,900
3,600,000 3,002,815 4,297,300

' 1,000 3,874,570 6,629,500

Total 15,750,000 15,664,690 22

The 1910 shipments were the largest

ever made. The increase over 1909 was
3,224,505 tons Pittsbur« coal; 1,294,485

Ohio; 2,754,030 West Virginia; total.

7.27 1010 tons.

Coal tonnage originating on the South-

ern Railway. 10 months ended Oct. P>\

e district. 1.000.424; Ala-

bama district, 2
rr

* 369; total. 3,564,703

Current Prices op"

Metal. Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

short tons, an increase of 491,573 tons

over the previous year.

Coke production in the Connellsville

and lower Connellsville regions, as com-
piled by the Connellsville Courier, was
as follows for the year:

Production. Shipment.
Connellsville 10,883,483 11,;370,384
Lower Connellsville... 8,043,008 7,310,338

Total 18,02(5.491 18, (58!).722
Total. 1009 17, 78.-,. 732

In 1910 there was an increase in ship-

ments of 903,890 short tons, or 5.1 per

cent. Of the production 11,420,100 tons

were classed as furnace and 7,506,391

as merchant coke. The production ex-

ceeded the shipments by 236,769 tons.

New York

Anthracite

Jan. 18—At this time of year New
York is usually a weather market. As
last week's mild, wet weather rather de-

pressed sales, so this week's cold snap

has improved them. Domestic buyers are

prone to draw hasty conclusions as to

what the rest of the winter will be.

Schedule prices for domestic sizes are

$4.75 for lump, $5 for egg and stove and

$5.25 for chestnut, all f.o.b. New York

harbor. For steam sizes current quota-

tions are $3@3.25 for pea, $2.30rW2.75

for buckwheat, $1.85r«2.15 for No. 2

buckwheat or rice; $1.35(5 1.50 for bar-

ley; all according to quality, f.o.b. New
York harbor.

Bituminous

The seaboard soft-coal trade remains

quiet. Buying is still slow, both for har-

bor and coastwise trade, and deliveries on

contract are not being urged. All-rail

trade is also quiet.

Prices are rather ragged and do not

improve. Gas coals bring $1@1.10 at

mine for H-in., 95c. (ii$\ for run-of-mine,

and 70c. for slack. Fair steam coals can

be had for SI. 15 at mine; prices ranging

down to $1 for low quality and up to

$1.35 at mine for the best.

Car supply is fair for what trade there

is, and transportation is still rather slow.

There is, however, coal enough at tide.

Coastwise rates are still high, and boats

are scarce, owners being unwilling to

take the risks of bad weather. From
New York rates are 90c.fi7$l to points

around Cape Cod.

Henry B. Nedham has resigned his

position as president of the Maryland
Coal Company, after a long connection

with the company in various positions.

His resignation is due to ill health. Wil-

liam H. Ziegler has been chosen presi-

dent.

Birmingham
Jan. 16—There is need for every ton of

coal that can be mined in Alabama and
the operations are being kept right up to

the high notch. The coal is being handled

promptly by the railroads; in but few in-

stances is any complaint heard as to the

car situation. There is a great quantity

of coal being shipped from the State.

The demand for coke in Alabama is

good also and the production is being

kept up. In one or two places, efforts

are being made to accumulate some coke

for future use.

Chicago
Jan. 16—The coal market is far from

being strong or in general satisfactory to

wholesalers; receipts from western mines

have been overabundant in the last week,

and shipments are now being lessened,

with the result that unless the weather

becomes warm again we shall have a

better condition of trade. Eastern coals

in general are stronger than western, but

shipments of them should be made cau-

tiously, as the market threatens to re-

lapse into one of its old-time spells of

supplies of all kinds far in excess of de-

mand, and consequent sales at cut prices

to escape demurrage. Of Illinois and

Indiana coals screenings are perhaps

strongest. Domestic lump is weak and

run-of-mine drags.

Illinois and Indiana bring, on cars,

$1.90@2.75 for lump; $1.80(7/ 1.90 for

run-of-mine and $1.50tf/ 1.90 for screen-

ings. Smokeless, the firmest of eastern

coals, brings $4.20 for lump and $3.30

for run-of-mine. Hicking holds to $3.15

and occasionally brings 15 or 25c. more,

and is well restricted in shipments. An-

thracite sales are fairly good, but not so

heavy as the trade has hoped for, with

chestnut more plentiful and moving

freely.

Cleveland

Jan. 16—Local trade has quieted down

and is rather easy. Supplies are good

and there is little complaint of car short-

age.

For Middle district coal, f.o.b. Cleve-

land, quotations arc $2.15 for lJ4-in.,
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$1.90 for M-in., $1.80 for run-of-mine, of 42,000 tons over the previous, or holi-

$1.50(<i 1.60 for slack. No. 8 and Cam-
bridge districts, 5 or 10c. higher. Poca-

hontas is in better supply than it has

been, at $3.60 for lump and $2.60^/ 2.75

for run-of-mine.

Indianapolis

Increasing cold weather has materially

sharpened the demand for coal, but with

few exceptions the railroads have been

equal to the emergency. The car supply

has been good, but there is some com-

plaint because of delays in getting for-

ward the loaded cars. Word comes from

Chicago and other coal markets that the

dealers have about exhausted their yard

storage coal and are urging speedy de-

livery of their orders. The miners are

working full time and in some fields there

is a demand for more men. The demand

for steam coal is not as great as it was

previous to the holidays. Many factories

are running slack and there are indica-

tions of less activity among the manu-

facturers—especially the automobile mak-

ers.

Prices of coal at the mines remain

steady and will remain so unless there is

3 sudden fall in demand.

Pittsburg

Jan. 17—The transportation committee

)f the Chamber of Commerce, of Pitts-

burg, which gave a public hearing, Jan. 7,

:o representatives of the coal and coke

nterests, relative to the discrimination in

on-mile rates in favor of West Vir-

ginia and Kentucky fields to the Lakes,

ias had a private hearing with represen-

atives of the railroads, and will have an-

)ther within a few days, after which it

.vill report to the Chamber of Commerce
ts findings in the premises, presumably
.vith recommendations as to what should

?e done. The gossip is that the railroads

.vill refuse to grant any portion of the

•elief asked, but nothing is really known
is to their attitude, and the attitude of the

:ommittee is a matter of doubt.

T.
u
ere has been a flood in the rivers,

ill the coal in the harbor having gone out

lefore the dangerous stage, and a good
upply of empties is expected back on the

all. The local coal market is quiet, with

• rices moderately well maintained: Mine-
un and nut, $1.15; y. S1.35; 1

ii., S1.40; slack, 82Ktf?85c. per ton at

line.

Connellsville Coke—The market has
een quiet since the first of the year,

'ractically all the business involved in

ie furnaces now running has been done,
nd further activity depends upon fur-

aces now out of blast coming in. Prices
re not quotably changed: Prompt fur-
ace, $1.40^1.45; contract furnace,
1.50TM 60; prompt foundry, $2^/2.10;
mtract foundry, $2.25^/2.50, at ovens.
The Courier reports production in the
eek ended Jan. 7 at 281,885 tons, a gain

day, week, but a loss of 1000 tons from
the week preceding that; shipments at

2610 cars to Pittsburg, 4239 cars to

points west and 689 cars to points east,

a total of 7538 cars.

St. Louis

Jan. 16—The market has been very
sluggish all week in sympathy with the

weather, which has been very warm. Coal
is harder to move at present than it has
been in the last 18 months; in fact, it has
not been as dull since the summer of

1909, and there is very little in sight that

is encouraging.

The market on Carterville coal has

weakened tremendously during the last

ten days and prices have fallen off about

25c. per ton. Screenings have been in

good demand and good prices have pre-

vailed though a great many plants are

shut down. If the industrial plants were
all running full, screenings would be
short.

Current prices in the St. Louis mar-
ket are as follows:

F.o.b.
F.o.l). St.

Standard: Mine. Louis.

6-in. lump 1 30 1 .82
2-in. lump 1 . 10 1 62
Mine-run o <><) l n>
2-nut 0.80 1.32
2-in. screenings 50 1 02
Pea and slack o 25 o 77

Staunton, Mt. Olive A: Springfield:

6-in. lump 1.75 2 27
3-in. lump 1.50 2.02
Mine-run 1 . 10 1 . 62
2-in. nut . 80 1 . 32
2-in. screenings 0.60 1 . 12

Carterville:

6-in. lump or egg 1 . 60 2 . 27
3-in. nut 1 . 40 2 . 07
Mine-run 1 . 20 1 . 87
H-in. screenings 0.70 1 .37

Franklin County:

6-in. lump or egg 1 . 75 2 . 42
3-in. nut 1.40 2.07
2-in. nut 1.20 1.87
li-in. screenings 0.70 1 .37

Trenton:

6-in. lump 2.25 2.77
6-in. egg ... 2.25 2.77
3-in. nut 2 . 00 2 . 52

Pennsylvania Am hracite:

Chestnut 7.20
Stove and egg 6.95
Grate 6.70

Arkansas Anthracite:

Egg or grate '. 6 25

Coke:

Connellsville foundry 2.50 5.30
(las house 5.00
Smithing coal 1.65 4.15

Pocahontas Smokeless:

Lump and egg 2. 15 2 65
Mine-run. 1.25 3 7.">

Prices at East St. Louis are 20c. per

ton below the St. Louis quotations.

Anthracite—The market has been the

same and the demand for Pennsylvania

anthracite and West Virginia smokeless

has been quite strong for the past week.

FOREIGN- COAL-TRADE

bunkered, or furnished to steamships in

foreign trade, 1,242,457 tons; total, 2,-

923,453 tons. The exports were 87H.s5t;

tons less than in 1908, the decrease being
due to the miners' strike in New South
Wales. The principal exports were to:

Chile, 469,420; New Zealand, 240,346;
Philippine Islands, 224,671; Straits Set-

tlements, 150.380; United States, 106,777
tons.

Welsh Coal Exports—Exports of Welsh
coal from the four shipping ports—Car-
diff, Newport, Swansea and Port Talbot

—

in 1910 were 25,002,957 long tons, a de-

crease of 147,694 tons from 1909. Coal
bunkered or supplied to steamers in 1910
was 4,095.331 tons, a decrease of 305,189
tons. Water shipments coastwise were
4,161,424 tons, an increase of 45,868 tons.

Total shipments by water 33,269,706 tons,

a decrease of 407,015 tons.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,

Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on Jan. 7 as follows:

Best Welsh steam coal, $4.02; seconds,

$3.84; thirds, $3.72; dry coals, $3.72;
best Monmouthshire, $3.60; seconds,

$3.42; best steam small coal, $2.28; sec-

onds, $2.04. All prices are per long ton,

f.o.b. shipping port, cash in 30 days, less

2 l/
2 per cent, discount.

fijl IRON -TRADE-REVIEW 2

Australian Coal Exports—The full re-

turns of the Commonwealth, issued rather

late, give exports of coal from Australian

ports in 1909 at 1,680,986 long tons; coal

New York, Jan. 18—The meetings in

New York last week were barren of re-

sults. The situation was talked over,

but no conclusions were reached. Ap-
parently it was decided to let matters

drift on as they are, and to maintain

prices, if possible. This is about what
was expected from the discussions which
preceded the meeting.

More inquiries and more sales of pig

iron are reported in Eastern territory,

but orders are mainly of moderate size.

Consumers are still ordering for only a

short time ahead. Southern furnaces

are rather pushing for business on a

basis of $11 Birmingham, and are ac-

cepting a shade less to secure orders.

Some eastern furnaces have been reduc-

ing wages, but the movement does not

seem to spread.

The attitude of the steel trade is that

inasmuch as last week's dinner disclosed

a practically universal sentiment in favor

of the maintenance of the present prices

there will be no reductions, barring acci-

dents. Occasional shading by small mills

will not be seriously regarded, but should

any of the important interests deviate at

all from the recognized level the whole

market would probably become wide

open and prices would decline sharply.

There is no intention of holding any more

meetings, at least for some time, and

this program is not likely to be changed

unless some important developments oc-

cur. Reports continue to circulate that

prices are being badly cut. but these re-
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ports are incorrect, for there is evey

reason for believing that the leading steel

interests are holding prices absolutely,

and that any individual interest detecting

deviations would take such action ay

would lead within a day or two to general

public recognition of the fact that the

market had broken.

The present volume of business is very

light, despite the improvement which has

occurred and probably does not repre-

sent on an average more than about 40

per cent, of the producing capacity, and
is not much below the current rate of

operations, which is certainly well under
50 per cent, in the steel industry as a

whole. A point has been reached, how-
ever, at which the mills are no longer

drawing upon old orders to make up cur-

rent shipments.

Rolled Iron and Steel—The American
Iron and Steel Association reports the

total make of rolled iron and steel in

all forms in the United States in 1909, at

19,644,690 long tons; an increase of

7,816,497 tons over 1908, but a decrease

of 220,132 tons from 1907. The total

make of forgings in 1909 was: Iron,

25.523; steel, 223,741; total, 249,264

tons. This was 118.121 tons more than

in 1908, but 131,541 tons less than in

1907, the year of highest production.

Ferrosilicon Syndicate—An Interna-

tional Syndicate of producers of ferrosili-

con was organized recently at a meeting

held at Mannheim, Germany. It includes

all the manufacturers in France, Ger-

many and Austria. The new syndicate

has made a contract with the Berner

Kraftwerk Gesellschaft. of Berne, Swit-

zerland, under which, that company will

cease to make ferrosilicon, receiving a

money equivalent in return.

Baltimore

Jan. 16—Exports for the week includ-

ed 246.600 lb. spelter, 2,822,200 lb. steel

billets and 634.400 lb. iron pipe to Liver-

pool; 5840 tons steel rails to Rockhamp-
ton, Australia. Imports included 30 tons

spiegeleisen and 2162 tons ferromangan-

ese from Middlesboro, England; 164 tons

ferromanganese from Rotterdam; 4000

tons manganese ore from India; 5700

tons iron ore from Cuba.

Birmingham

Jan. 16—Improvement is noted in the

pig-iron market in Southern territory. Re-

ports have it that one of the larger cast-

non pipe companies, has been in the mar-

ket recently and the amount of iron said

to have been purchased ranges between

12,000 and 45.000 tons. There have been

a number of small sales made recently,

indicating that consumers have worked

off almost all of their accumulated stock.

There is a lively inquiry for iron, for de-

• .- during the first and second quarters

of the year and a few inquiries have come
\<> light for iron to be delivered during

the last half of the year. No effort is

being made to get business at present for

delivery during the last half of the year.

The quotations still hover around Sll per
ton. No. 2 foundry.

The steel plant of the Tennessee com-
pany, which shut down for the holidays

and for some little repairing on Dec. 23,

has resumed operations. Reports have it

that orders have been received recently

for rail to the amount of more than 85,-

000 tons.

Charcoal iron has been selling recently

in this territory, the aggregate of business

in this line since the first of the year

amounting to 3000 tons; 1500 tons of iron

were sold by one firm during the past

week, the prices ranging between $22 and
$22.50 per ton.

Chicago

Jan. 16—Sales of pig iron are increas-

ing and inquiries have become much
more numerous following the determina-

tion of the Steel Corporation not to re-

duce prices for the present. This has

had the effect of bringing into the market
purchasers who have been holding off for

signs of a decided change and it has

stirred many who were buying in small

quantities to increase their tonnage. The
market is still chiefly for small lots and

early delivery; a few purchases run into

the third quarter and inquiries are chiefly

for good sized lots on second- and third-

quarter deliveries.

Nominally Southern No. 2 remains at

$11 Birmingham, or $15.35 Chicago,

though some sales probably are made un-

der this figure. Northern No. 2 is quoted

at $16, under similar conditions. Sales

of iron and steel materials are increasing

and in general the market has a much
better tone.

Cleveland

Jan. 16—Nothing dcing yet as to ore

prices. The general belief is that last

season's prices will be renewed.

Pig Iron—The market shows quite a

number of inquiries, but only small busi-

ness actually closed. Nominal prices,

Cleveland delivery, are $15.90 for besse-

mer, S14.40 for basic, $14.25 for No. 2

foundry and $13.75f«7 14 for forge.

Finished Material—Bids are in for sev-

eral small contracts for structural steel.

Bars are quiet, but there is some in-

quiry for plates. There has also been

some business in sheets.

Philadelphia

Jan. 18—A general spirit of anticipa-

tion pervades the entire market. It is

true that in the past three days there

have been more inquiries but no makers

in this ierritorv are able to report many
absolute orders for future delivery. The

only exception is found among the pipe

manufacturers who are continually buying

iron in a small way. There is more ac-

tivity in malleable iron than for several

weeks, but the requirements are mostly
trifling in quantity. Makers of forge'

complain of extreme dullness and users

of No. 2 foundry have refused to make
big orders on the most inviting terms.

According to today's indications there 1

will be two or three transactions in basic

which is quoted at $15, but it is under-

stood that less money will get it. Sales

of gray forge were made today at $14.50

and No. 2 foundry is offered at $15.75,

which, it is expected, will result in two

or three sales for local and New
England delivery.

Steel Billets—Inquiries are more en-

couraging but there is nothing to warrani'

the belief that large transactions will

result.

Bars—Some further curtailment of bai

output, as compared to December, is re-

ported, and business is, if anything, at z

lower ebb, particularly among jobbers

There is no observable lessening of con-

sumption, but business has taken on i

purely hand-to-mouth character.

Sheets—The only reason for a little

improvement noted since the first of th<

year is that consumers of sheets ran ou

absolutely and had to buy. There is no

the slightest sign of forward buying.

Pipes and Tubes—The tube market is

dragging and no business is reported

Pipe is dull, excepting cast-iron pipe.

Plates—A slightly stronger tone ha;

developed, not from orders placed bu

from inquiries submitted.

Structural Material—A half-dozen lo

cal requirements will probably take sorru

7000 tons of building material. Withii

a month other local demands will a

least double these figures.

Scrap—The scrap market has lapsec

into inacti'/ity after a few sales last weel

and dealers are slow to fill their yards o

contract for supplies.

Pittsburg

Jan. 17—There has been a distinct, al

though slight improvement in the volume o

finished-steel business placed, and thi

increase is attributed chiefly to the fac

that the much-discussed steel dinner o

Jan. 1.1 is past. There had been a feel

ing of nervousness among buyers on ac

count of the possibility of prices beinj

reduced. Steel manufacturers claim tha

buyers as a class did not want prices t'

be reduced, and in holding back order

did so merelv to take advantage of re

ductions should they be made.

Pig Iron—There has been a materia

improvement in pig-iron inquiry in th>

past week, and actual business placei

has also been larger, but most of thi

business was by consumers who are ii

the habit of contracting at this time fo

the half-year. By far the most importan

tonnage mentioned in this connectio

is between 30,000 and 40,000 tons o

forge taken by the United States C;^
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: Iron Pipe and Foundry Company for its

Scottdale, Penn., plant, from an adjoining

furnace, there being no freight involved

and the price representing a division be-

tween buyer and seller of the freight ex-

pense thereby saved. The Standard San-

itary Manufacturing Company has in-

quired for 1000 to 2000 tons for first-

i half delivery to each of its plants, Louis-

j

ville, New Brighton and Allegheny,

i

Southern iron being involved for Louis-

ville and Northern for the other two

plants. It will probably buy considerably

larger tonnages for each plant than in-

qunred for. The merchant furnaces have

dropped into an apathetic condition, ap-

parently caring little whether buyers take

iron or not, as current prices are well be-

low cost of production based upon pur-

chased ore, and it does not seem probable

that the furnaces which have their own
ore supplies can take care even of the

reduced demand. We continue to quote

S15 for bessemer, S13.50 for basic and

malleable and $13.75 to S14 for forge,

at Valley furnaces, prices delivered Pitts-

burg being 90c. higher.

Ferromanganese—A steel interest is

reported to have bought 700 tons for de-

livery over the year, at about $38, Balti-

more, and we quote the market not over

strong at this figure for prompt or first-

half delivery.

Steel—The market continues quiet, so

much tonnage on contract having been
carried over from last year. Prices are

well maintained by the large interests,

but may possibly be shaded occasionally

on odd lots by small producers. Regular
prices are $23 for billets and $24 for

^heet bars, bessemer or open-hearth,

f.o.b. Pittsburg or Youngstown mills, with

rods at $27.50, Pittsburg.

Sheets—Business is still light, but has
shown a slight improvement. Prices are

reported well maintained at 2.20c. for

black, 3.20c. for galvanized, 1.65c. for

3lue annealed, 10 gage, $1.55 for painted
rorrugated and $2.75 for galvanized cor-
rugated.

St. Louis

Jan. 16—The pig-iron market remains
ery dull and there is scarcely any change

to be noted. All users are purchasing
ery gingerly as it seems to be the gen-
ial impression that a still further re-

duction in iron is probable. The current
Mice is $11 per ton Birmingham or $14.75
5t. Louis for No. 2 foundry.

irts— -.

FOREIGN IRON TRADE

United States Foreign Trade

Iron and Steel—Exports and imports of
he leading articles of iron and steel in

he United States for the 11 months
mded Nov. 30 were, in long tons:

i
— Imports—

^

1910.

217,322
70,1*3
44,784

."..'.".73,955

9,953 18,924

Tig'lron 57,913 115,906 147,835
Bcrap 24,957 21,109 il i -i
Billets, blooms, etc. mi j t 1IIU

gars 7:'
I

Rails 246,389 811,587
Sheets and plates. . 159,034 251 175
Structural steel.... 82,315 J

Wire-rods 17,781 21 297
Wire 136,
Nails and spikes. . 43,562
Tlnplates 8,197
Pipe and fittings.. 146,31

Imports of wire not reported in quan-
tities; values were $994,220 in 1909 and
$1,365,375 in 1910. Imports of rails and
structural steel not reported this year.

The values of the exports and imports
and the movement of iron ore were
given last week.

Manganese Ore—Imports of mangan-
ese ore for the 11 months were 199,222
long tons in 1909, and 235,834 in 1910;
increase, 36,612 tons.

Exports of silver from London to the

East for the full year were:

fll METAL- MARKETS -Q

New York, Jan. 18—The metal markets
have been interesting chiefly on account
of the heavy movement in copper.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

DXITED STATES GOI.l
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would be interested in taking over round

lots. This developed about Friday last,

when European buyers became disposed

to take hold, and their action was later

followed by domestic manufacturers.

Considerable orders were placed for ship-

ment over the next three months, and

some of the producers are now well

booked. We estimate that the sales of

the week have amounted in the aggregate

to something between 40,000,000 and 50,-

000,000 lb. They have been chiefly of

electrolytic copper, comparatively little

having apparently been done in Lake,

which, during the early part of the week
was rather nominal; but right at the close

some fairly large sales running up to

12 .c. were reported. On Tuesday the

electrolytic people having disposed of

large quantities became stiffer in their

prices and the increase was well main-

tained at the close. The sales of the

week were divided among the large

agencies, and the major portion was for

foreign delivery. At the close, Lake cop-

per is quoted at 12\s */ 12-mc., and elec-

trolytic copper in cakes, wirebars and

ingots at 12.35^/ 12.40c. Casting copper

is quoted nominally at \2 l/i@l2%c. as

the average for the week.

Through an error in proofreading, the

price of casting copper was given in our

last issue at 12' jf<i 12> s c.; it should have

been 12 1
s *' 12-\sC for the week.

Copper sheets are 18*/ 19c. base for

large lots. Full extras are charged, and

higher prices for small quantities. Cop-

per wire is %c. lower, at 14c. base, car-

load lots at mill.

The London standard market has also

displayed strength and under a larger

volume of business prices advanced to

£56 0s. 9d. for spot, and £56 17s. 6d. for

three months.

Considerable discussion was excited by

an article in the Journal of Commerce, of

Jan. 18. arguing that the copper market

is in a bad way, owing to the huge ac-

cumulation of stocks whereof the official

statistics record only a part. Such state-

ments appearing in any less reputable

journal could be dismissed without atten-

tion. In the present case our esteemed

contemporary is undoubtedly in error in

its estimates of invisible supply, while

as for the copper in process of refining

and in transit the item is, of course, sub-

stantially constant accumulation that must

be carried so long as the business of

copper production continues, and should

no more be added to the report of re-

fined copper in stock than should some

supplie c of raw material further back in

the process. The evidence of the sta-

tistics of the other metal industries in

1910 doea not indicate that the actual

consumption of copper in the United

in 1910 was any less than the de-

liveries. The internal evidence of the

copper business, in fact, points the other

way.

from New York for the

week were 7992 long tons. Our special

correspondent gives the exports from
Baltimore for the week at 1758 tons.

Visible stocks of copper in England
and France—including 11,860 tons afloat

from Chile and Australia—were 83,250

tons on Jan. 15; a decrease of 610 tons

from the Jan. 1 report.

It is rumored that Adolph Lewisohn
will assume the management of the

United Metals Selling Company after the

forthcoming retirement of U. H. Brough-

tcn.

Tin—With the exception of Jan. 12,

when the market took one of its charac-

teristic tumbles, prices continued in their

violent advance. Speculation on the Lon-

don Metal Exchange is rampant. The
buying power of the bull syndicate seems
to be unlimited, and as the statistical po-

sition of the metal is of great assistance

to the former, no one dare predict when
the turn in the market will come. Good-
sizzed quantities were taken by American
interests, who, however, did not show
much anxiety to realize profits on their

holdings and are hesitating in making
sales. The London market closes firm

at £190 12s. 6d. for spot and £190 15s.

for three months. The New York market

is quoted at about 41)4 cents.

Messrs. Robertson & Bense report the

arrivals of Bolivian tin concentrates at

Hamburg, Germany, in December at 674
metric tons. .

Tin output of the Federated Malay
States for the full year is reported at

48,743 long tons in 1909, and 43,317 in

1910; a decrease of 5426 tons.

Tin shipments from the Straits for the

full year are reported at 58,445 long

tons in 1909, and 54,579 in 1910; a de-

crease of 3866 tons.

Lead—The market is a trifle easier at

4.32'/2 0i4.35 St. Louis and 4.45*/ 4.50c.

New York.

In the London market, Spanish lead is

unchanged at £13 Is. 3d. and English at

£13 3s. 9d. per ton.

Spelter—The market is quiet and with-

out special feature, and prices are a

trifle lower. At the close St. Louis is

quoted at 5.30 fa 5.35c. and New York at

5 45*/ 5.50 cents.

The London market is firmer, good or-

dinaries being quoted at £24 2s. 6d. and

specials at £24 7s. 6d. per ton.

Base price of zinc sheets is $7.50 per

100 lb., f.o.b. La Salle-Peru, 111., less 8

per cent, discount.

Other Metals

Aluminum—The market remains dull,

and metal has been offered at lower fig-

ures. The quotations must again be re-

duced, and we quote 20' .'. */ 21 '.'.c. per lb.

for No. 1 ingots, New York.

Antimony—Demand seems to be reviv-

ing; moreover there are reports of the

formation of a syndicate abroad, which

may result in an advance. There has

been more buying than for some time
past. Quotations are 8J4c. per lb. for

Cookson's, 7>4c. for U. S. and ll + c. for

outside brands.

Quicksilver—The market is steady,

with prices unchanged. The New York
quotations are $42 per flask of 75 lb.

for large lots; $44*/ 45 for jobbing or-

ders. San Francisco, $41.50 for domes-

tic business and $2 less for export. Lon-

don price is £8 per flask, £7 12s. 6d. being

quoted by second hands.

Cadmium—Current quotations are 6f>

*/70c. per lb. in 100-lb. lots, f.o.b. New
York, according to quantity of metal.

Magnesium—The price of pure metal

is $1.50 per lb. for 100-lb. lots, f.o.b.

New York.

Nickel—Large lots, contract business,

40*/ 45c. per lb. Retail spot, from 50c.

for 500-lb. lots up to 55c. for 200-lb.

lots. The price of electrolytic is 5c.

higher.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

Platteville, Wis., Jan. 14—The highest

price paid this week for zinc ore was

$44; the base price, 60 per cent, zinc, was
$42.50*, 43.50. The base price paid for

80 per cent, lead ore was $54 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED JAN. 14

Camps. Zinc
ore, lb.

Mineral Point 722,640
Platteville 672,200
Galena 4H:t,700

Cuba city l<;7,440

Highland 102,400
Benton 84,400
Harker 78,760
Linden

Lead Sulphur
ore, lb. ore, lb.

:i-> 1,000

iio.MO

50,510

Total 2,311,140

Year to date 4,504,630

55,000

^I7,:n',i)

701,770

1,942,700

Shipped during week to separating

plants, 2,540,520 lb. zinc ore.

Joplin, Mo., Jan. 14—The high price

paid for zinc sulphide ore was $47 per

ton, the assay base $40*/ 44 per ton o

60 per cent. zinc. Zinc silicate ore sold
|

$22*/ 25 per ton of 40 per cent

zinc. The average price, all grade

of zinc, was $40.72. The highes

price for lead ore was $58, at which price

most of the best ore was purchased

with the price shading down to $54 for

medium grades. The average price, all

grades, was $55.90 per ton.

Eight mining companies this weeK

signed contracts with two smelting com-

panies to sell their output of ore, approx-

imately 800 tons, on a scale fixed by the

Miners' Association. The scale is based

on spelter at $5 per 100 lb., St. Louis

quotation, with a price of $37 per ton of

60 per cent, zinc, no penalty for 2 per

cent, iron, penalized $1 per ton the fol-

lowing three units, and 50c. per ton above

5 per cent, iron contents; a premium of

$1 per ton if under 0.5 per cent, lead is

shown. The increment above $5 spel-

ter is S8.50 per ton of ore for each $1

advance in spelter. This is based on ore

for Prime Western spelter. A higher
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:ale is proposed to be made for ore suit-

>le for brass manufacture.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED JAN. 14.

ebb City-Cartorvillo
plin
ba-Nock
Jena
uri in

.

lenweg
anliy
onogo
• •ks. 'II

rthage
rtt City ,

rcoxle
rl Junction.
irora

dger

Zinc lb. Lead U». Value.

3,478,{

1,456,680
1,835,460
494,61<

668,170
151,531
241.41)0

57,C.OO

103,881

92,520
85,560

114,0110

60,670
63,100
30,500

rotalS 8,727,270 1,099,090 $208,477

720,670
49,820

108,640
34,060
67,200
15,990
85,000
17,710

$91 ISS

676
715
072

,775
823
880
488

666
866
79(i

788
140

694
010

reeks • 15,865,750 2,042,080 (373,162

i<- value, the week, $177,753 ; 2 weeks, $31(5,178

ad value, the week, 30,724; 2 weeks, 5(5,984

MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICES.

Mouth.

uuary. .

.

bruary .

.

irch
ill

iy

ne
iy
gust ....

ptember
tober.. .

.

rember.
cember.

fear

Zinc oke.

Base Price. All Ores.

$41.25
36.94
37.40
38.63
40.06
44.15
43.06
48.25
47.70
49 60
51 . 31

49 . 45

$43.98

60
llll

19

20
63
13

45

31

47,20
42 50

$42 43 $41.20 $39.79 $54.60

All Ores.

$52. r

$52.12

Note—Under zinc ore the Bust two col-

ms give base prices for 60 per cent, zinc
3

; the second two the average for all ores
Id. Lead ore prices are the average for
ores sold.

Other Ore Markets

Iron Ore—The Lake Superior season

closed and all buying of ore will now
done on next year's prices. No action

s yet been taken toward fixing them.

In the East there is no organization of

Hers, and no general quotations can be

ven. It may be said, however, that

ices on the open market will range

om 7 to 8c. per unit of iron delivered

furnace; which would be S3.50T/4 for

50 per cent. ore. Most ores, how-
er, are sold under yearly contracts.

Manganese Ore—The base price, as

ced by large buyers, is 25c. per unit

r manganese and 5c. per unit for iron

ntent, for a base ore containing 49 per

nt. or over in manganese, not over 0.20

msphorus and 8 per cent, silica. Prices

nge down to 23c. per unit for 40 per
nt. manganese; with deductions for

cess of phosphorus and silica.

Tungsten Ore—Ferberite, wolframite
d huebnerite ores, $6.50tf?7 per unit

r ton of 2000 lb. of ore containing 60
r cent, of tungsten trioxide. For
leelite ore, 50c.tf?$1.50 per unit less.

Zinc Ores—For Rocky Mountain blende
good quality, especially as to iron and
d contents, the current price is for

• zinc content, less 8 units, at the St.

Louis price of spelter; with a deduction

of $\4«t 15 per 2000 lb. of ore. See also

Joplin and Wisconsin ore markets.

Pyrites—Domestic pyrites are quoted

at 1 1
' jOi 12c. per unit of sulphur at

mines for furnace sizes. Spanish pyrites,

furnace sizes, are \2ut \2\ ,.z. per unit,

ex-ship. Arsenical pyrites are from y,((i>

\%c. per unit less.

CHEM ICALS
New York, Jan. 18—The general mar-

ket is quiet, in sympathy with other

markets, and new business has been rath-

er scarce.

Copper Sulphate—Business has been
rather slow. Prices are unchanged, at $4

per 100 lb. for carload lots and $4.25

per 100 lb. for smaller orders.

Arsenic—The market has been dull,

with only light sales. Quotations are

about S2.121/S per 100 lb. for white ar-

senic.

Nitrate of Soda—Business in this arti-

cle is improving, and sales are begin-

ning to be more active, as is usual at

this season. Quotations are 2.10c. pei

lb., for both spot and future positions.

Messrs. W. Montgomery & Co., Lon-

don, estimate the production and ship-

ments of nitrate of soda for three years

past as follows, in long tons:

1908. 1909. 1910.

Shipments 2,017,000 2,100,000 2,285,000

Consumption :

European Continent.. 1,275,000 1,364,00C 1,531,000
Great Britain 103,000 lll.ooo 1211,1100

United States 309,000 407,(100 510,000
Other countries 45,000 66,000 89,000

Total 1,732,000 1,938,000 2,250,000

European stocks on Jan. 1 are esti-

mated at 310,000 tons; quantities afloat

at 659,000 tons.

*J MINING -STOCKS $

New York, Jan. 18—The general stock

markets have been rather dull, showing
only small fluctuations on a businesb

mainly professional. Anticipations of a

rising market and of more public interest

have not been realized. Steel common
was rather strong, with fair sales at 75tf?

76. Goldfield Consolidated, which is

now dealt in on the Exchange, sold at

6% (a 6^, closing at the highest.

The Curb trading was rather heavy,

but with only small changes in quota-

tions. Cobalt Central, Kerr Lake and

La Rose were most active among the

Cobalts. The copper stocks were gen-

erally quiet, with some small declines.

Ray Central was the most active and

advanced a little.

Boston, Jan. 17—The proposed Calu-

met & Hecla merger is about the only

topic of conversation heard in this mar-

ket. Stock trading is at a low ebb and

while prices went off a trifle during the
week, they came back easily.

Opposition to the terms offered the

various companies in the Calumet &
Hecla consolidation is gradually soften-

ing. This is due to contact with the

management of this company. Several

informal meetings of brokers and clients

have been held to talk over the terms

and today a regularly called meeting was

COPPER PRODUCTION REPORTS.
Copper contents of blister copper, in pounds.

Company.
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held b\ Stock Exchange brokers. It was

a love feast, to be brief. The manage-

ment was wise in giving three months

before taking action on the matter. This

allows the whole thing to be threshed

out and as matters look now the plan will

go through like clockwork. The pos-

sible exception will be Isle Royale.

Osceola stockholders have made some

talk of organizing against the merger,

but as yet nothing definite has resulted.

The new stock, as and when issued has

risen from S210 bid to $223 bid.

Market movements are more or less

dependent upon the action of Amalga-

mated and any weakness in that specialty

is quicklv reflected in the price of the

local copper-share list, while strength of

that issue brings response on the upside.

Asseics:iieiil>

TIN AT NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO. Jan. 17.

Mouth.

January .

.

February
Marco—
April
May
June

1909.

28 . 060

28 290
28

29.446
29.22,

29.322

11)10.

82.700
32
32 103

S2.97I

33.12C

32 . 769

Month.

July
August

ISeptember

.

October—
November..
December..

Av. Year..

Name of Comp. Clg. Name of Comp.

29.966 33.9'

30.293
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A Year's History of Silver

The long review of the London silver

market, by Samuel Montague & Co.,

given on another page, contains many

points of interest not only to those di-

rectly interested in the market, but also

to those who study conditions for the

future. Among the points mentioned

that are of importance rather for the

future than the present are indications

that progress in India is at last beginning

to induce investment in cooperative agri-

cultural enterprises; and that this is be-

ginning to bring to light some of the

hoards of silver into which the savings

of the people have gone for many years.

This will be necessarily a very slow pro-

cess, however, since the East takes time

to change its customs. Another point is

the movement to establish a stable and

uniform system of coinage in China,

which is now attracting much attention,

but which will doubtless take several

years to complete.

A point of more present importance is

the opening up and development of the

northern part of China. Since the Russo-

Japanese war and the completion of the

Siberian railroad there has been a great

increase of production from the fertile

plains of Manchuria, and a large export

trade from that province has been de-

veloped. It may seem rather trifling to

say that the demand for beans affected

the price of silver; but it is the fact that

last year something like 450,000 tons of

beans were exported from Manchuria,

and that payment for them was made

chiefly in silver, absorbing enough of the

white metal to have an appreciable ef-

fect on the market.

Other points of minor importance were

that the extensive' operations in rubber

engineered in London absorbed some

quantities of silver used to pay for rub-

ber-producing lands in the East, in Mex-

ico and other silver-using countries.

The doubling of the duty on silver im-

ported into India, which was increased

from 5 per cent, to 8c. per oz., had but

little effect beyond lowering th; price for

two or three weeks.

The most interesting future of the year

in silver, however, was the long specula-

tion for the rise undertaken by a syndi-

cate in India, represented by a native

bank. The purchase and holding of sup-

plies of silver by this group of spec-

ulators began in April and continued un-

til the end of the year. The course and

effects of this speculation are traced very

clearly in the review. Its magnitude may
be appreciated from the fact that known
unsold stocks in India early in the year

were only about 10,000 bars. In late

December it was known that the Indian

speculative group controlled a stock of

61,900 bars, of which 18,200 bars were

in Bombay, 19,200 in Shanghai, 16,000

in London and 8500 afloat. The value of

these stocks was about S38,000,000, the

quantity over 74,000,000 oz. The import-

ant question now is how long this enor-

mous stock can be carried. This is doubt-

ful, not only on account of the great

amount of money involved, but also be-

cause the interest charge alone amounts

to something like 3c. per oz. for a year.

It is certainly the largest and most ex-

traordinary operation of the kind on

record.

Goldfield Consolidated

The recent sharp decline in the price

of Goldfield Consolidated shares has ex-

cited considerable discussion, the com-

mon explanation being an unfavorable in-

terpretation of statements in the recently

issued annual report of the company. In

that report the president, Mr. Wingfield,

and the general manager, Mr. Finlay,

rather emphasize the fact that the extra

dividend of 20c. per share that has lately-

been paid quarterly, is simply what its

characterization means, and is not to be

counted upon regularly. Mr. Wingfield

said plainly that no prediction could be

made as to how long extra dividends will

be maintained, while Mr. Finlay added:

"It is not reasonable to expect them to

continue indefinitely." Mr. Finlay stated
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that in the mines there is at present ex-

posed a tonnage about equal to twice the

production of the year just closed, but

remarked plainly that this estimate by no

means covers the possibilities of the

property, there being as yet no logical

ground for fixing any term as the prob-

able life of the mine. These commend-

ably frank statements, which are in line

with the policy previously followed by

this company, should inspire confidence,

rather than the reverse.

Whether the mine is worth the recent

quotations for the shares, or the present

one, or something else, is a different mat-

ter. As to this, we do not venture to ex-

press any opinion. However, we depre-

cate such thoughtless statements as "the

stockholders of Goldfield Consolidated

are unmindful of the danger signal of a

30 per cent, investment." The real dan-

ger signal is displayed by those compan-

ies of life of less than 20 years assured,

whose shares sell upon a 10 per cent,

basis, or less. In the case of gold and

silver mines, possessing irregular de-

posits, and seldom showing a great ore

development at any given time, dividend

rates of 20, 30 or even 40 per cent.

ought to be much more common than

they are. In other words, the shares

ought to sell upon such a basis. As stat-

ed above, this is said without any spe-

cial reference to the Goldfield Consoli-

dated. But taking mines of its class,

and including those of Cobalt and many

ether districts, it is impossible, or im-

practicable, to block out and sample ore-

bodies in the way that is feasible, and

desirable, in the case of some ore de-

posits like the porphyry copper mines,

for example.

We doubt if it be possible at Gold-

field at the present time to measure the

ore reserves with any great degree of

accuracy, which, no doubt, explains the

failure of the Goldfield Consolidated

Mines Company to go specifically into

that subject in its last report. It is fu-

tile to make positive statements about

ore reserves unless they can reasonably

be believed to be accurate. In the case

mines possessing such uncertainty,

and the further uncertainty as to ground

not yet explored, the speculative investor

expresses his idea of the chances in the

dividend rate that he considers to be satis-

factory. Th- management does every-

thing that can be expected when it fur-

nishes all the information that it possess-

es. In this respect the Goldfield Con

solidated has always been very open.

Joplin Zinc Ore Contracted

on a Sliding Scale

One or two of the Kansas-Oklahoma

smelters have lately entered into con-

tracts with producers in the Joplin dis-

trict for supplies of ore to be paid for

upon a sliding scale based upon the price

for spelter. This is by no means an in-

novation, as has been erroneously re-

ported, the Illinois Zinc Company having

made such a contract more than 10 years

ago, while since then the same thing has

been done, now and then, by other

smelters. However, this method has not

found any extensive adoption, and the

bulk of the Joplin product has continued

to be sold from week to week upon di-

rect bids. The desirability of sliding-

scale contracts has long been recognized

by the smelters, who have stood ready

to enter into such at any time, the un-

willing party having been the miners.

The recently effected contracts, ne-

gotiated largely through the instrumental-

ity of the Ore Producers' Association,

and B. K. Blair, its secretary, indicate a

change of mind. The desirability of the

arrangement being agreed upon in prin-

ciple, the only question pertains to the

terms.

The contracts recently made are based

upon a price of $37 per 2000 lb. of blende

containing 60 per cent, zinc (and not

more' than 2 per cent, iron and not less

than 0.5 per cent, lead) when spelter is

at 5c. per lb. at St. Louis. The variations

are ± SI per unit of zinc and + $8.50

per differences of lc. in the price for

spelter. If the iron content be 2-5 per

cent, a penalty of $1 per ton of ore is

charged, and 50c. per unit in excess of

five units. If the lead content be less

than 0.5 per cent, a premium of $1 per

ton is allowed. The methods of weigh-

ing, deducting for moisture, sampling,

etc., are the same as in conventional

practice.

Under these terms an ore with 60 per

cent, zinc, < 2 per cent, iron, and >
0.5 per cent, lead will be worth $37 per

ton at the mines when spelter is 5c, St.

Louis; with spelter at 5K>c. the ore will

be worth $41.25 and at 6c. it will fetch

S45.50. Distinguishing sliding-scale

formulas as those (1) which give the

smelters a constant allowance, convert-

ing their business to the equivalent of

smelting on toll; and (2) those which

give the smelter a variable allowance, it
$

will be observed that the scale recently

introduced at Joplin is of the latter class.

Reckoning extraction of zinc at 8iy2 per I

cent, the margins at 5c. and at 0.5c. ad-

vances will be $15.50, $16.50 and $17.50

respectively. At the middle point the

smelter will realize a very fair profit.

On the whole the scale seems to be equit-

able to both parties.

"Copper Talk"

The utter worthlessness of the reports

about the copper market that are com-

monly to be found in the newspapers,

even in some of them that pretend to be

well informed, was illuminated last weeK.

For a rather long while the copper mar-

ket has been dull, i.e., relatively speak-

ing. This market, involving the sale of

an average of nearly 5,000,000 lb. of

copper on every business day for the dis-

position of the American product, can

seldom be quite destitute of transactions;

wherefore, when the market is referred

to as flat and stale, the meaning is not

that nothing is being done.

However, as we started to say, the

market had been relatively dull for some

time back. While some of the selling

agencies were holding aloof, asking nom-

inally a price far above the market,

others were making concessions to meet

such inquiries as appeared, then one of

the larger agencies changed its policy

and made liberal offers of copper at low-

er prices, and finally, about Jan. 13, buy-

ers and sellers were able to come to-

gether in a large way, and during two or

three days ensuing an important business

was done, amounting in the aggregate to

40 to 50 million pounds.

But the newspapers, without exception,

continued to report "market dull—no

business" right up to Jan. 19, when some

of them learned that something had been

done; that in fact the market had been

rather spectacular. Of course the actual

events had been duly reported in the

Journal. This recent display of ignor-

ance on the part of the press, including

the financial section of it, is merely an

example of the unreliability of the "cop-

per talk" that goes the rounds and is

presented as substantial market reporting.
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Correspondence and Discussion
)ld Mexican Mining Law

Still in Force

When the mining law of Mexico of

tie, 1892, went into effect, the dimen-

ns of the mining claim or pertenencia

re established as bounded by vertical

e planes in the form of a perfect

iare measuring 100 m. on each side,

limit being placed on the number of

;h pertenencias that could be acquired

denouncement by a single individual

corporation and special provisions

re made for the taking up at the same

at any time of the demaslas or the

dges and fractions between two or

ire claims in which a perfect pertenen-

. could not be measured. This was the

:ond set of mining laws Mexico pro-

llgated.

The Mining Laws of 1910

The third set of laws governing the

quisition of mineral lands went into ef-

:t in June, 1910, and embodied the same

it of measurement of claims and, as in

i case of the law of 1892, rescinded all

ior laws. Notwithstanding the fact

it Title V, Article 4 of the law of 1892

Dvided for the revision of existing pat-

ts or titles, in order to bring them

der the new law, the redenouncement

them was left optional with the owner,

d in few cases was the privilege taken

vantage of, for which reason there are

w camps in Mexico in which claims

s not met with having odd widths, or

nensions at the end lines, that are not

iltiples of 100 (the number of meters

the side of a modern pertenencia). For

Is reason and in order to explain the

igin of these odd measurements, I have

)ught that the following translation of

:le V, Articles 100 to 105 inclusive, of

p first set of Mining Laws of Mexico

jromulgated Dec. 15, 1883) and in ac-

rdance with which all patents prior to

tjne, 1892, were issued, would be in-

esting and perhaps useful to many
are operating in Mexico:

I|dth of Claim to Vary with Inclina-

tion of the Vein

Art. 100. In the concession, in regards

veins or lodes, the upper surface of the

rtenencia shall be a rectangle, of

Jiich the parallel sides of the course to

1 vein shall have 200 m. level measure,

»a the length of the other two, per-

iocular to the first ones, shall vary
' h the inclination of the vein, between
lj) and 300 m., according to the bases
v ich are detailed in the following arti-

-
1
so that the miner, as a general rule,

"ry enj«y 400 m., approximately, on the

•mi in the direction of the inclination

(\hado).

Views, Sugge/st-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

Art. 101. When the vein shall be ver-

tical (clavada) or when it shall have an

inclination of more than 85 deg., the

square shall be of 100 m., which shall be

measured on one or the other side there-

of, or they shall be divided between both

sides according as the miner may wish it,

providing, that in measuring in this way,

no damage shall result to a third party.

When the vein has less than 85 deg.

of inclination, the length of the sides of

the square (end lines) shall be measured

in the direction of the inclination, and

it shall be as shown in the accompany-

ing table.

Art. 102. The measure of the sides of

the rectangle of the pertenencia parallel

to the strike of the vein may be divided

between both sides of the working of the

survey to which Article 65 of Title IV

refers, according to the wish of the

miner, in lands that are free from other

mining possessions.

Art. 103. When in the vein having

less than 85 deg. of inclination, the miner

should apply, asking that some portion

of the square belonging to him shall be

measured off in a direction contrary to

that of the inclination up to 25 m. may
be granted him, provided that a third

party be not injured thereby. Only in

the case in which, o" account of the ex-

istence of another d^p^. lency to the in-

clination of the vein denounced, there be

no room for all the length of the square,

shall there be measured off more than 25

m. in a direction contrary to the inclina-

tion.

Dimensions of Placer Claims

Art. 104. In the concession of placers,

of precious stones, of gold or of plati-

num, with the metals which accompany

them, the upper crust or surface of the

dependency shall be a square of 20 m.

per side, which shall be measured on a

level as the denouncer may indicate.

Art. 105. In the concession of ir-

regular veins or deposits not specified in

the preceding articles, the upper crust

of the pertenencia shall be a square of

300 m. per side, which shall be meas-

ured on a level, to be divided according

to the wish of the denouncer. If the

deposit be of iron, the upper crust of

the pertenencia shall be a square of 500

m. per side.

WIDTH OF CLAIM FOR VARIOUS DTPS.

Width
of Claim,

Dip, Degrees. Meti

8r> to i:<\ 100
751 to 7J'. 120
7L'i to 69j 110
60] to 86J i«o
661 id ii:;l 180
0:5! to 60 200
GO i > 56 J 220
56* to 531 240
531 to 494 200
49£ to 4:, >, 280
45j to less 300

As these articles of the first set of

mining laws of this republic are the only

ones that at present have any effect on

the mining industry, and as they have

been omitted from all publications bear-

ing on Mexican mining law during the

last 18 years, the above data will no

doubt be useful in many cases.

W. B. Anthony.
Guanajuato, Mex., Jan. 9, 1911.

Sanitary Conditions at Bingham

Last summer I spent seven weeks in

Bingham Canon, Utah, the most im-

portant camp in that State. There are

probably five or six thousand souls in the

camp and it seems remarkable that they

are not "souls" in the strictest sense of

the word. Of course, it is a regrettable

fact that what is to be said of Bingham
may be said of many other Western min-

ing camps.

The fact is that the sanitary conditions,

especially with respect to disposal of

garbage, are abominable, and it seems

really remarkable that some epidemic or

plague has not broken out among the

miners. I have seen garbage and swill

lying in the road of Carr Fork not 20 ft.

from a miner's cabin. There it lay

festering in the sun, producing unbear-

able odors, a menace to health and the

abode of a mighty host of flies.

At the mine boarding house the odor

from the swill and garbage was so in-

tense that it was almost impossible to

masticate one's food. The innumerable

flies that were bred in the filth always

made the dining room their headquarters,

especially at meal time. It seemed unu-

sually strange to me that the health of

the men was not affected by these con-

ditions, but the engineer in charge gave

the following reason for their immunity:

The sulphur fumes from the Yampa
smeltery fumigated and disinfected the

entire camp. This seems to be a reason-

able explanation, but since then this

smeltery has been idle.

It seems certain that unless the local

authorities take radical and speedy

measures to improve the conditions,

Bingham will suffer from a visitation of
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disease and death. Strict regulations as

to garbage disposal are imperative, and

it is necessary to the welfare of the com-

munity that these regulations be rigidly

enforced, especially in a "Bohunk camp"

where the laborer prefers filth to cleanli-

ness. William R. Wright.

New York. Jan. 16. 1911.

[The conditions at Bingham are prob-

ably about as stated by this correspond-

ent. Several years ago a visitor described

Bingham as a sewer five miles long and

this description no doubt fits as well

today as when it was first made.

—

Editor.]

Briquetting Iron Ore

In the Journal of Jan. 14, we have read

a letter by A. A. Nason on the subject of

briquetting fine iron ores. We would be

obliged if you would kindly publish the

following reply:

Mr. Nason in referring to the recom-

mendations of the British Iron and Steel

Institute given in the Journal of Dec. 24,

1910, regarding the briquetting of iron

ores, makes the statement that he would

much prefer further information about

binders rather than rules to which he is

invited to make hypothetical briquets con-

form. As a matter of fact if the use of

the binder could be discontinued entirely

and good briquets obtained, it would be

an advantage, as with the binder, foreign

material is added to the ore, lowering the

iron content.

The Grondal process for the briquet-

ting of fine iron ores conforms with all

the rules recommended by the British

Iron and Steel Institute above referred to,

but no binder is employed. The material

is slightly moistened with water and

formed into briquets by an automatic

brick press; these briquets are afterward

heated to the high temperature of 2400

deg. F. in a furnace where a highly oxi-

dizing atmosphere is maintained. . They

are strong and firm, well able to stand

rough handling without undue breakage.

A sieve test on briquets made from fine

magnetic concentrates, after they had

been crushed to '4 in. and finer in a

Gates crusher, gave only 10 per cent,

through 100-mesh sieve, and little on

other fine sieves, showing that the nature

of the material is such that dust will not

be formed by handling. Having been

burnt at the high temperature mentioned,

they will resist the heat well in the upper

part of a blast furnace, and superheated

steam will have no injurious effect on

them; they can be shipped in open cars,

red in the open without disinte-

grating from rain or snow. Their poros-

ity usually amounts to 20 per cent, and

they arc; therefor.; easily permeable by

As the burning is done in an oxi-

dizing atmosphere the magnetic ore. if

such is the material used, will be oxidized

to sesquioxide of iron and the briquets

arc, therefore, entirely free from the ob-

jections sometimes raised to magnetic

ores. Incidentally any sulphur in the

fine material will be roasted off, the

briquetting kiln being a very efficient

roaster.

During the last few years, the method

has been gradually developed, and kilns

are now being built with a briquetting ca-

pacity of 100 tons or more per 24 hours,

sc that the cost of the procedure can be

compared favorably with that of the

nodulizing process, the product, however,

being vastly superior.

At various plants in Europe and in the

United States over 1,000,000 tons of

briquets are now manufactured yearly by

the Grondal system. During the year

1910, nine new plants with 24 kilns were

designed and erected, five of which are in

this country.

American Grondal Kjellin Company,

By N. V. Hansell.

New York, Jan. 16, 1911.

Blasting in Sulphide Ores

(1) Has blasting ever been known to

cause the ignition of sulphides, and, if

so, are there any means of preventing it?

(2) Is there anything better than

compressed air for getting rid of the

fumes generated by explosives in a

mine?
W. H.

Salt Lake City, Utah, Jan. 10, 1910.

(1) Not so far as we are aware.

(2) The only method of getting na

of fumes, so far as we know, is ventila-

tion. The discharge of compressed air

is, of course, a method of ventilation.

If any of our readers is able to report

any case of the ignition of sulphide ore

by blasting, we shall be glad to hear

about it.

Cyanide Poisoning
The description of the antidote for

cyanide poisoning given in the Journal,

Nov. 26, 1910, is incomplete, not giving

the strength of the caustic-potash solu-

tion, nor the quantity of magnesia. The

quantities recommended by the com-

mittee of the Chemical, Metallurgical and

Mining Society, of South Africa, in its

report upon cyanide poisoning are as

follows: (1) 30 c.c, of a 23 per cent,

solution of ferrous sulphate; (2) 30 c.c.

of a 5 per cent, solution of caustic pot-

ash; (3) 2 grams of powdered mag-

nesium oxide (light). This quantity is

said to be sufficient to neutralize 5 grams

of potassium cyanide.

The use of sodium cacodylate as an

antidote for cyanide poisoning appears

at first sight to be somewhat simpler than

the above ferrous-hydrate treatment, but

careful experiments must be made before

it can be safely recommended for human

beings. Sodium cacodylate is not a coal-

tar product, but the sodium salt of enco-

dylic acid (CHs)> As. O.OH and is a de-

rivative of dimethyl-arsine. Cacodyl

acid is described by Perkin and Kippe

as a crystalline, odorless substance, an

seems to be nonpoisonous.

H. Jones.

Villa Nova de Lima, Minas Geraes,

Brazil, Dec. 20, 1910.

The Siskol Drill

Mr. Hellman's statement, on page 1C

of the Journal of Jan. 7, that the sei

ond place in the Rand drill contest w£

won by an English drill is not correc

The machine which made the second lov

est total cost per foot drilled was tl

Siskol, a design of the Duisburger Ire,

Works, Duisburg, Germany. It is repp

sented in Great Britain and in the Co
onies by the International Channelir

Machines, Ltd., of London. The 2%x;
in. Holman established a total cost i

9.77d. per foot drilled, as compared wi

9.90d. for the 2^x6-in. Siskol drill. The la

named is the speedier drill, and held tl

first place during the surface trials, fo

lowed by the 65-lb. Westfalia, the 97-1

Chersen and the 78-lb. Flottmann. The

were the only four machines that ave

aged over 4 in. per min. in granite 1

.

Robert Schorr.

San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 14, 1911.

Why Is Not Tin Smelted ii

the United States?

What is the amount of tin annual

imported into the United States, and 1

whom is the largest quantity purchasec

Is the process of smelting tin conce

trates, such as are exported from B

livia, particularly expensive or especial

difficult? Is it not ridiculous that wi

our large consumption we should alk

England to purchase the product of B

livia, charge $60 per ton for smeltii

and then sell it to us over here?

A. B.

New York, Jan. 20, 1911.

The importation of tin into the Unit

States is 80,000,000 to 100,000,000 I

per annum, amounting to nearly 40 p

cent, of the world's output. The large

single consumer is the United Stat

Steel Corporation. Some years ago

modern tin smeltery was erected at Ba

onne, on New York harbor, with a vit

to treating tin concentrates import

from Malaya, but about the time wti<

the works were ready the Singapo

government put an export duty on t

concentrates, thereby cutting off the po

sibility of bringing that material to t

United States. The only reason for t

failure of Bolivian tin ore to come hithi

that we can assign, is that the most f

vorable lines of trade do not lead tl

way. Perhaps the Panama can

make a change.

"Kno. am. Min. .Toihn., Mnv 1-".. i

999
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December Operations of

Goldfield Consolidated

he preliminary report of the opera-

s of the Goldfield Consolidated Mines

npany for December shows that the

:s and losses were lower than for any

ith of the last year, and that they will

further reduced. The ore treated was

ower grade than during November.

/EMBER PRODUCTION OF GOLDFIELD
CONSOLIDATED.

lunation
awk
Top
bo

)tal

Drv
Tons.

5,17:5

8,061
3,607
8,709

25,550

Oz. per
Ton.

0.86
1 .08
1 .42
2.05

1 41

Value.

5 91,975
179,921
105,865
369,000

$746,761

Milling Operations

luring December 25,550 tons of ore

e milled, of an average value of

.23 per ton. The total value of the

milled was $746,761 ; the loss in tail-

; was $43,339; the percentage extract-

94.20.

X'E.MBER EXPENSES AT GOLDFIELD
CONSOLIDATED,

eral: Amount. Per Ton.

till ion tax and market-
ing bullion $13,000
lministration, etc. . . . 21,000

34,000 $ 1.33
ing 95,000 3.72
isportation 2,500 . 10

ing:

iliing and
cyaniding. . $60,750
arke t ing
c o n c e n-
trate, resi-

and
b y-p rod-
ducts . ... 6,971

67 721 2.65
^ruction 4,600 0. 18

et cost 203,821 7.98
\ in tailings 43,339 1 . 70
mate for treating con-
ntrate tailings dumped 10,893 0.42

;

>tal costs and losses. . $258,053 $10.10

ft per ton $19. 13
M value of ore per ton $29 . 23
1 1 profit for month .... $488,708 . 00
lentage of profit 65 . 44

he total advances in exploratory open-

}
were as follows: Combination, 342
Mohawk, 1290 ft.; Red Top, 554 ft.;

luna, 465 ft.; Clermont, 1151 ft.; total,
!

3 ft. No new ore was discovered dur-
the month.

Grizzly Bear Lease

he company which has been operating

lease suspended operations at the

(e of December. It sank a shaft 1200

leep and explored to some extent on
• 1160- ft. level, but without success.

N operation has been taken over by
(Consolidated company, which will

)''inue opening up the 1160-ft. level

i out delay. Connection was made
me months ago between the Grizzly

as ore is developed in the Grizzly Bear
it will be taken out through the Cler-
mont.

The World's Production of

Spelter

Henry R. Merton & Co., of London,
with their usual promptness, have issued

their annual report of the world's pro-

duction of spelter in 1910. The figures,

in tons of 2240 lb., are as follows:

Country. 1909. 1910.

Belgium 164,470 169,860
Holland 19,240 20,645
Germany 7!t,12."> 86,120
Greal Britain 58,415 62,085
France and Spain 55,235 57,210
Silesia 137,490 138,040
Austria and Italy 12.440 13,095
Poland 7,820 8,000

534,235 555.i).%5
Australia 500
United States 236,660 246,680

Tons 770.895 802,235

It will be observed that in 1910 there

was an increased production in every

country. The United States continues to

hold the premier position. A noteworthy

feature of the world's spelter statistics

is the increased production that has been
made in each year since 1900, with the

exception of 1908, when there was a

small decrease from the total of 1907.

Morganite, a Rose Colored

Beryl

By George Frederick Kunz*

A pink beryl, together with other gem
minerals, is found at Maharita in the val-

ley of Sahatony, an affluent of the Man-
andora- which passes along the western

slope of Mount Bity, Madagascar. They

occur in numerous veins of pegmatite,

which penetrate the alternating layers

of limestone, mica schist and quartzite.

The veins often attain a thickness ol

nearly 100 ft. and consist of quartz,

amazonite often in fine colors, albite,

lithia, tourmaline, lepidolite in deep

shades, etc. In these veins magnificent

crystals of tourmaline, beryl and kunzite

have been found. In recognition of his

encouragment to mineralogy, and the gift

of collections to the American Museum
of Natural History, by J. Pierpont Morgan,

I proposed the name of morganite for the

new gem.

This pink beryl has also been found

associated with kunzite at Pala, San

Diego county, Cal., in large but pale

crystals and sometimes more of a salmon

color. In Madagascar, however, it is

found in magnificent specimens of gem

quality. The largest cut gem, weighing

98 r/> carats, was presented to the Mor-

gan-Tiffany gem collection, and placed in

the gem hall at the American Museum of

Natural History, in New York. Its color

is a true rose-pink, a pure, clear color

with less of the magenta tint than is

" shaft and the Clermont. As soon *Vice-president, Tiffany & Co.. New York.

found in even a pale tourmaline and
lacking the lilac of the kunzite. It is ob-

tained in larger, finer stones than any
other pink gem mineral.

When exposed to the Rontgen rays tne

new beryl assumed a brilliant cerise

color under a tube of moderately low

vacuum with about 12 or 15 amperes
through the tube. When the current was
increased the brilliancy of the stones in-

creased accordingly. Under the mercury
light it became a pale lilac. This beryl

has been found by Ford 1

to contain 4.98

per cent, of alkalis, distributed as fol-

lows: Na,0, 1.60; LLO, 1.68; Cs.O,
1.70. Along with this unusual amount
of alkalis goes a slightly higher specific

gravity (2.79) and an increase in the

mean refractive index and the amount ot

birefringence.

Copper Mining in Northern
California

Special Correspondence

Recent reports from Shasta county
California, are to the effect that develop-

ment work is being carried on with most
satisfactory results. On the property of

the Mammoth Copper Mining Company a

large body of copper ore has been dis-

covered along the rhyolite contact, on the

northwest extension of the company's
land. The ore of the main lode of the

Mammoth is cupriferous pyrrhotite, but

in the new discovery it is chalcopyrite.

Influenced by this discovery certain New
York people have bonded the Backbone
property which is next the extension of

the Mammoth and on the same lode.

The May Blossom is about one mile

northeast of the Bully Hill mine and on

the Bully Hill contact. As yet this prop-

erty has not reached the producing stage,

but development work is steadily being

carried on. This mine is opened by an

adit 350 ft. below the top of the bill.

The electrical equipment and air com-
pressors are now in operation. A cross-

cut has intersected the vein in which

high-grade copper ore was found in the

upper workings a few months ago. The

hanging-wall is slate; the foot-wall

granite-porphyry; the ore is associated

with rhyolite and the deposit is of the

contact type.

The Bully Hill mine is opened by an

adit and shaft to a depth of over 800 ft.

The ore is chalcopyrite, chalcocite and

bornite, and often is rich in gold and

silver. Much of it carries sphalerite, the

zinc content reaching 12 per cent, in some

places. This deposit is also in rhyolite

at a slate and granite-porphyry contact,

the ore occurring in lenses stepping

down toward the north. The company
also operated the Rising Star and Copper

City mines: The daily production from

the three was about 350 tons at the time

the property was closed. When the

'.1 m. Journ. of sv;.. p. 128, 1910.
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smeltery was closed by injunction, de-

velopment work was discontinued and

the blocked ore in great part ruined be-

fore the mines were finally closed. Ex-

periments are now being conducted with

a view of devising a separation and

treatment scheme whereby it will be pos-

sible to recover the zinc in the ores as

well as the copper, gold and silver.

Award of Perkin Medal to

Charles M. Hall

The fifth annual award of the Perkin

medal for important discoveries in ap-

plied chemistry took place on Jan. 20 at

the Chemists' Club, in New York, when

the Society of Chemical Industry pre-

sented this medal to Charles M. Hall for

his achievements in the production of

aluminum at low cost. The medal was

first awarded (1906) to Sir William

Henry Perkin for his discovery of mauve.

The other medallists have been J. B. F.

Herreshoff (1907); Arnold Behr (1908);

Edward G. Acheson (1909).

Prior to Mr. Hall's invention, alum-

inum had been almost a precious metal.

Professor Charles F. Chandler, of

Columbia University, who made the pre-

sentation speech, sketched the history of

aluminum from its discovery in 1827 to

the present time. In 1855 the metal was

worth S90 per lb,; in 1862 it was worth

S12 per lb.; in 1889 aluminum was sell-

ing at S4 per lb., this reduction having

been brought about by Castner's process

of producing aluminum by the use of

sodium. An extensive factory had been

established in England for the manufac-

ture of the metal by this process, when

Hall's epoch-marking reduction in the cost

of aluminum production practically swept

away the market for Castner product, de-

spite the reduction in cost which Cast-

ner obtained through the cheaper electro-

lytic sodium.

Halls discovery, made in 1886, when

he was but 22 years old, consisted in

finding in cryolite an anhydrous solvent

for alumina and then electrolyzing the

alumina out of the cryolite solution. He
applied for a patent in 1886, the same

being granted in 1889, its validity being

later passed upon by Judge William

Howard Taft. now President of the

United States. After experimenting with

two sets of partners for several years,

the work was finally taken up by the

Pittsburg Reduction Company, now the

m Company of America. The

initial -vork by this company was at Ken-

sington, near Pittsburg. Penn. At pres-

ent this company has five establishments

in the vicinity of Niagara Falls, and pro-

duces annuaiiy about 40,000,000 lb. of

aluminum. Its factories consume 140,-

000 h p.. which is said to be the largest

amourt used by any electrochemical

any

Paul Heroult, who made the same dis-

covery almost simultaneously with Mr.

Hall, and worked out an analogous pro-

cess in Europe, was a guest at the pre-

sentation meeting, and gave a witty re-

view of the trials of the early aluminum
metallurgists in Europe. The present

uses of aluminum were briefly reviewed

by Prof. Joseph W. Richards, as follows:

Its use in steel works for solidifying

steel ingots by removing the gases; as

electrical conductors; in the reduction ot

other metals, such as chromium, man-

ganese, lead-barium, molybdenum, ferro-

boron, ferro-vanadium, ferro-titanium,

manganese-titanium, etc.; in thermit

(aluminum and iron oxide) welding;

culinary utensils. Among its minor uses

are its adaptation to light structural

forms, such as required for flying ma-

chines; various alloys, such as aluminum

bronze, "magnalium," "duralumin,"

"clarus:" as a paint for radiators, steam

pipes and other metal work.

The Oil Industry in Mexico
The general stimulating effect of the

Mexican oilfield development on the en-

tire republic of Mexico is graphically

portrayed by 'Consul C. A. Miller, of

Tampico, Mex., in the Daily Consular

and Trade Reports. In part, fuel for all

the railway systems of the country is fur-

nished by oil. Tampico and Mexico City

are furnished with cheap fuel and light,

while all the larger cities of the country

are being paved with asphalt from the

petroleum residues.

The American Doheny syndicate con-

trols the workings of the Mexican Pe-

troleum Company of California, the

Huasteca Petroleum Company, the Ta-

miahua Petroleum Company and the

Tuxpam Petroleum Company, all of

which operate a little to the south of

Tampico, in the state of Veracruz. Other

properties include the Mexican National

Gas Company, at Mexico City, and the

Mexican Asphalt and Construction Com-
pany. Until recently the Mexican Pe-

troleum Company owned the only pro-

ducing well en the Guif coast, but the

Huasteca company is now producing

largely at Juan Casiano.

There is a pipe line from the Juan

Casiano field to Tampico, delivering

about 30,000 bbl. daily, but it is expected

to begin pumping 32,000 as soon as ad-

ditional storage at Tampico is completed.

The storage plant now consists of nine

tanks holding 56.000 bbl. each, in addi-

tion to which 15 will be finished at the

rate of five per month. There will also

be a concrete reservoir built at Tampico,

holding 1,250,000 bbl., one at the Ge-

ronimo pipe-line station, and another at

Juan Casiano, holding 750,000 and 500,-

000 bbl. respectively.

The Aguila Petroleum Company, at

Tanginjo and Potreros del Llano, Vera-

cruz, has also found oil at those points,

and controls the output of the Oil Fields

of Mexico Company. It is reported that

at Potreros del Llano a well has just

been brought in of 100,000 bbl. per day

capacity. Precautions are being taken

against another Dos Bocas disaster.

[Later news has been received to the

effect that a well in the Potreros de-

Llano field caught fire on Jan. 16. The

well was producing 150,000 bbl. per day

at the time it became ignited. It is stated

that the fire is now under control.

—

Ed.]

The European Spelter Con-

vention
h has been announced by the con-

vention that, up to the end of March

next, sales will be made at present prices,

but on April 1 an advance of 0.25

mark per kg. will take place. In order

to meet the desire of the wholesale trade

it has also been decided to introduce a

graduated price list with concessions for

buyers of large quantities. These con-

cessions, however, may not be arbitrarily

granted by the sellers, but are to be ar-

ranged on a graduated scale fixed by

the convention. Giesche's Erben has

concluded an arrangement with the

German branch of the convention, ac-

cording to which it is to sell its output

through the sales agencies of the asso-

ciation, though it does not join as a

regular member. It has, however, signed

the agreement of the convention, which

governs the outputs of the respective

producers.

Mercury in Transylvania
The mercury mines in the Zalatna val

ley, Transylvania, after having lain idle

for about 20 years, are again attracting

the serious attention of foreign capitalist;

and mining men, says the Mining Jour

rial. The valley is about four kilometer:

long and from 200 to 300 m. wide. Tht

cinnabar ores have for a number of cen^

turies been mined by the natives, and

though the methods employed by then

were primitive, they appear to have beei

fairly successful. About 1875 the wholt

of the mining plots exploited by the na

tives were bought up for 30,000 florins b;

a Paris company (Societe des Mines di

Mercure), which invested a considerabli

amount of money in working the mines oi

a fairly large scale. The enterprise, how

ever, did not prove a success, and in 1891

the mines and the distilling works wer

closed down.

The California State Mining Burea

has lust issued an excellent map of Cal

ifornia. The situation of all known de

posits of 46 different metals and non

metallic mineral substances is shown b

various symbols, as well as the where

abouts of minera? and fresh

springs. The price of the map is $1.50

it is clearly printed, size 48x60 in., end I

on canvas with wooden rollers.
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Dftta i 1 g °f- Practieg I Mining
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

The Malchus Hydraulic

Classifier

By Warren C. Prosser*

The Malchus classifier is the invention

of a San Juan mill man who is now in

charge of the demonstrating operations

The Engineering $
Mining Journal

Malchus Hydraulic Classifier

f milling the argentite ore of the Inter-

ection mine. It was discovered through
lie inability of the ordinary classifiers to

feat galena and gray-copper ores which
ad been slimed, which slimes were lost

i the tailings and middlings from the

incentrators.

In this classifier the slimes pass out

irough a launder A instead of through
ie outer cone and can be treated separ-
fely. The adjustable double-cone plug

,
which regulates the feed, insures all

Jlp being subjected to the upward cur-

,'nt. By using spray cups C with dif-

rent-sized slots, and the cone-plug ar-

ingement, a wide range of classifying
nion can be covered. The baffle board
• is designed to cut out slimes only and

]

diminish the flow of water necessary
r successful operation.

Mining engineer, Silverton, Colo.

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things "that have to

be done in Everyday

Mining

Successive Stages in Flame of

Copper Converters

In the discussion of the article which

appeared under this title in the Journal
of Dec. 17, 1910, Donald M. Levy, the

author, stated that the flames described

were representative of the reactions which

went on in the converting of a fairly pure

iron-copper matte, blown under condi-

tions of fairly high pressure and rapid

working. The character of the flame was

largely dependent on the circumstances

of operation. With low pressure and

slower working than at Anaconda, the

density of the colors might be much
lessened. In addition the presence of im-

purities, such as lead or zinc, which were

themselves likely to give off fumes, in-

creased the luminosity of the flame. W.
A. Heywood, continuing the discussion,

said that it should be remembered that

the conditions in Anaconda were peculiai.

The converters were large; they acted on

a large quantity of metal, and the pres-

sures were high. Anybody studying the

color plates taken by Mr. Levy must re-

member that they only applied to Ana-

conda. Moreover, the matte was taken

from another building, and was cooled in

the transit from one to the other. Mr.

Levy said nothing about the nickel that

might exist. It did not exist in the Ana-

conda matte, but it did in other places,

and completely masked the color. More-

over, if one had nickel present it was

quite possible to determine the end reac-

tions from the appearance of the flame,

regardless of the color. A foreman from

Montana, taken to the Sudbury, Ont., dis-

trict, where colors were bright green from

start to finish, was yet able to determine

the finish by the appearance of the flame,

regardless of the color. Thus the end

reactions could be determined in other

ways than by color.

The ancients regarded manganese ore

as a variety of loadstone, and its dis-

tinct character was not known until the

eighteenth century.

Testing Safety Devices on

Mine Cages

At practically all the mines operated by

the Oliver Iron Mining Company in Min-

nesota and Michigan, the safety catches

on the man cage are tested at least once

every month. The accompanying sketch

shows the device that is used to test the

cage. By using this the time of making

the test is reduced to only a few min-

utes. A cable is tied across the shaft to

the guides or runners about 30 ft. above

The Engineering $ Mining Journal

Tripping Device Used in Testing Safety

Appliances on Cages

the ground, to which is fastened a 6-ft.

cable with a loop in each end. The lower

end is attached to the top of the device

at A. Another short piece of cable with

a loop in either end is used to connect

the tripper with the cage. The clutches

B are drawn together by pressing down
on the lever C, and a leck pin placed in

as shown. This is to insure no tripping

until all arrangements are complete.

When all connections are made the

main cable is given 5 or 6 ft. of slack,

all of which is drawn to the cage by
means of a small block and tackle. A
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good strong timber is placed across the

top of the shaft to prevent the cage from

dropping too far. The pin is then taken

out and by means of a long rope, at-

tached to the lever C. it is drawn up suf-

ficiently to separate the jaws and allow

the piece of supporting cable to drop

cut. At most the cage can only drop 3 or

4 ft. before it strikes the timber across

the top of the shaft. In most cases the

safety dogs will catch in the guide within

less ihan one foot. If not. something is

wrong and the difficulty is remedied.

Comparative Strength of

Several Styles of Framed
Timber Sets

By K. C. Parrish*

In the Journal of June 25, 1910, page

1313, a sketch was given, showing the

style of framing for drift sets used in

the Bunker Hill mine, near Amador City,

Cal. I would have some scruples about

adopting it, in view of the experience I

had several years ago in holding heavy

ground.

Conditions in one place were such that

the sets would be down in six weeks if

not relieved; both caps and posts would

be half moons. Sawed 10x10- or 12x12-

in. caps and posts had to be relieved every

morning in certain sections of the ore-

shoot. This meant that every stick was

overloaded, hence the exceptional oppor-

tunity for trying out different styles of

framing sets.

The desideratum is that a stick should

be so framed that it will not be weak-

ened by splitting, but will break first.

Several methods of framing similar to

those shown in Figs. 1 and 2 were tried,

but it was found that any cuts in the

post or cap weakened the timber, espe-

cially the post, which split most easily

when cut as shown in Fig. 1. The

simplest, cheapest and strongest method

found was that shown in Fig. 3. For

this there is practically no framing at

all. Caps, posts and sills are sawed the

proper length and shape and a 3-in. plank

A is spiked to the lower side of the cap

with six 30-penny spikes, thus obviating

the necessity of cutting into any of the

sticks. It was found that a 8-in. square

timber framed as per Fig. 3 would ap-

parently stand as much, if not more, than

2 10xl0-in. stick framed as in Figs. 1 and

2. A 1 '-in. plank was used with 8x8-in.

timber, a 2-in. for 10x1 0-in. timber, and

•in. one for 12x1 2-in. timber,

planks held the posts so that they

would break at almost any point before

on Id <-p!it. The planks never

buckled or slipped. This method was
found to save much time in both fram-

108 i'Urni blllldll

ing and putting in the sets and, above

all, it gave much stronger timbers.

Load Unevenly Distributed with
Notched Timbers

There are several possible reasons for

the failure of the sets framed as in Figs.

1 and 2; one is the impracticability of

getting a perfect fit, hence producing un-

equal strains, and causing excessive

pressure at certain points, and thus a

tendency to split. The post generally

tends to split at the second cut and near

the middle of the stick. This is j probably

due to the fact that the outer portion

of the post is softer than the central

portion and so, upon the compression of

the post against the cap, the load is

thrown on the inner cut, causing splitting

there before the outer edge is sufficiently

compressed to take its share of the load.

In other words, it seems that even if a

timber framed as in Fig. 1 is fitted per-

fectly, the difference in the texture of

the wood in different parts of the same
stick is such that the timber will be apt

to split before breaking. To get the max-
imum efficiency of a stick, it should be

under uniform compression, whether on

Vertical Unbalanced Loads

Lifted by First Mo-
tion Hoists

By L. F. Mitten*

The accompanying chart is plotted

from the following formula:

, , P X A x zL x \ cylinder X o.8sLoad = —fr i
3. 14 1 6 D

P — Initial pressure at the throttle.

A — Area of cylinder.

L = Stroke in feet.

D = Diameter of winding drum in

feet.

Either cylinder of the pair of engines

is capable of starting the unbalanced load

given, inasmuch as one cylinder may be

on a dead center and would therefore be

inoperative. The steam pressure is tak-

en at the full initial pressure at throttle.

An efficiency of 85 per cent, has been

taken, this having been found after va-

rious tests to be a fair average.

Knowing the unbalanced load and the

steam pressure at the throttle, the proper-

sized engine for the work may be found

without any figuring whatever. It will

Tlie Engineering $
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Styles of Framing Tunnel Sets

the end or on the side, and separate

fibers of the same stick should not be

subjected to varying strains. Of course

the strengths of separate fibers cannot

be judged nor the compression regulated,

hence the obvious advantage of distribut-

ing the load uniformly.

I do not mean to condemn all methods

of timber framing or any certain types,

as they all have their uses, and most

superintendents have good reasons for

adopting certain types. I will say, how-

ever, that in a great many cases money

for mine timbers and retimbering, and

much of the expense for framing and

putting in sets, would be saved if more

consideration were given to the utiliza-

tion of the entire strength of a timber

and not so much to the beauty of the

even notches and tenons.

Experiments at the Knights' Deep mine

in South Africa show that it is often

feasible to cut out the last zinc-extractor

box with good results, but that light

packing of the head boxes results in loss

of efficiency.

also be readily seen that, having the size

of the engine cylinders, the vertical load

that can be lifted by them may also be

found for any steam pressure and va-

rious diameters of drum.

A Practical Example

As an example, find the size of engine

capable of handling a vertical unbalance(

load of 12,000 lb. with 100-lb. stean

pressure at the throttle. The rope man

ufacturers give the working load for 1 -in

rope as 6.8 tons. However, in actua

practice, for this load a lJ4-in. ropi

would probably be used and wound on

say, an 8-ft. diameter drum.

Follow the horizontal line marke<

12,000 until it is intersected by the di

agonal line at or about the vertical lin

representing an 8-ft. diameter drum

then follow the diagonal line down to lei

side of chart; follow horizontal lin

across until it is intersected by diagon:)

line at or about the line representing 100

lb. steam pressure; follow this diai

line as previously described to left sid

•Kncincor. Vulcan Iron Works, Wllke
Barre, Penn.
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of chart; follow horizontal line until

proper combination of stroke and diam-

eter are found. For the work in hand the

following engines would be satisfactory:

24x48 in., 26x42 in. or 28x36 in ; the

24x48-in. size would probably be se-

lected.

[Note.—The above description and ac-

companying chart, dealing with unbal-

anced loads, is the first of a series of

graphic charts that have been compiled

by Mr. Mitten, and that will be pub-

lished in succeeding issues of the Jour-

Vertical Unbalanced Loads
Lifted by

First Motion Engines
at

Various Steam Pressures
with

Drums from 4' to 12Diameter.

Based on Initial Pressure at the Throttle,

and One Cylinder only being- Operative.

Sluicing Out Sand Tanks
By Claude T. Rice

At the North Star company's cyanide
plants at Grass Valley, Cal., a clever

way of sluicing the sands out of the sand
tanks is employed. A somewhat similar

system is used at the Sierra Buttes

plant, but when the method was worked
out for the North Star some modifica-

tions were made.

This device consists of a built-over

Butters-Mein distributer on the dis-

Steam Pressure.
50 60 70 80 90 100110120130U0150

Load = 3.1410 i»

A = Area Cylinder.

P = Initial Pressure at Throttle.

L = Stroke in Feet.

D = Dia. Drum iu Feet.

pipe, which is three inches in diameter,

is welded to a two-inch shaft that in turn

carries the seat on which travel the balls

that carry the whole s'.uicer.

Leading from the sluicer box are eight

arms varying in length and having sluic-

ing pipes fitted to them by means of

T-joints. These sluicing pipes are at right

angles to their respective arms, but are

pointed at a slight angle from the vertical,

not only to cause the pipe to rotate, but

also to give a side motion to the sand

which the jet of water stirs into suspen-

ameter Drum in I ect.

7,000

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 2J 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 i

Diameter Cylinder
50 60 70 80 90 lOU 110120130140150 12 11 10 9 8 7

Steam Pressure. Diameter Drum in Feet.
'Tlt'e Bnotnurino 4 flflnfnn ./mnti

Knowing the Unbalanced Load and the Steam Pressure, the Proper-sized Engine May be Readily Found

nal. All of the 'Charts deal with various
phases of hoisting, and, having been care-

fully prepared, are sure to prove valuable
as a ready reference to engineers who
will file them away.

—

Editor.]

A new aluminum alloy, called "clarus,"

has been patented by a Birmingham,
Eng.. firm. It is claimed to be 60 per
cent, stronger than aluminum, of a spe-
cific gravity one-third that of brass, that

it takes a polish equal to silver, is un-
tarnishable by air and makes sound cast-

ings regardless of size.

tributer box of which a cover is bolted

so water under pressure can be forced

through the orifices on the rotating arms.

The cover plate for the distributer box is

made of cast iron and is bolted by cap

screws to the distributer box at the point

where the cone is riveted on the regular

distributer. This cover plate has a stuf-

fing-box arrangement for making a tight

fit where the feed pipe passes through it.

By means of this feed pipe the whole

contrivance is hung from a carriage that

travels along an overhead track, just as

in the case of the distributer. This feed

sion. These arms end in orifices, 2'
j in.

long by 5-16 in. wide, while one of the

pipes has an elbow at the end from

which water is also discharged. This

elbow can be turned so as to discharge

ahead, or toward the rear, and in this

way the speed at which the sluicer re-

volves is regulated.

The sand tanks are 22 ft. in diameter

and have a depth of 87 in. These are

filled until they hold 100 tons

of sand. A sluice head of 20-lb. pressure

is used, and it takes about an hour and a

half to wash the sands out of a tank. In
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the tanks at the Central mill the last

three inches are washed out by means

of a hose, as the sluicer only tends

to drive the sands around and around in

the tank because of the very flat slope

that the last of the sand assumes toward

the center of the tank, for the action of

the sluicer is rather :o stir the sands up

and get them into suspension in the wa-

ter than to drive them out of the tank

with a direct jet of water. This difficulty

of discharging the last of the sands has

been partly remedied at the North Star

mill by placing one of the four discharge

doors near the side of the tank. As the

sands flow around the tank toward the

end of the sluicing operation, they are

washed out of this door.

Considerable water is needed to wash

the sands out in this way, but it is a

cheap method where there is a good sup-

ply of water available. The sluicer is

pushed around from tank to tank on the

same track as the distributer. The up-

keep is about the same as on a distribu-

ter, being practically nothing. The two

in conjunction make an efficient method

of handling the sands at a cyanide plant.

The Mederer Chilling

Chamber
Mine and works managers in hot

countries will be interested in a recent

cold-, or rather cool-storage building,

built by a Mr. Mederer near Bloemfon-

tein, described in the Journ. of South Af-

rican Association of Engineers, Oct.-Nov.,

1910. The building is circular, with

three or more concentric, detached walls,

built of brick perforated so as to permit

free passage of air, but so staggered that

no openings come opposite each other to

admit light. The roof and floor are

double, the roof with a large insulating

air space, the floor built to admit of free

circulation of air. To produce the cod-

ing effect a water spray is used for a

few minutes each day in the annular wall

spaces.

The continuously recorded tempera-

tures over a period of one month were

from 30 to 56 deg. F., while the outside

air ranged from 27 to 70 deg. F. While

the spray is running, however, the tem-

perature has been reduced from 90 to 35

deg. F. Food stuffs placed in the build-

ing are, however, preserved better trian

one would expect from any a priori rea-

soning, according to the Transvaal De-

partment of Agriculture. The chamber

sterns to be a glorified olla, so familiar

in .Mexican mining camps.

The Union Catorccna Mining Company
in San Luis Potosi, is said to have been

the first company in Mexico to use com-

d nir for drilling operations. This

was in 1877.

Double Trunnion Matte

Ladle
By Charles F. Shelby*

The accompanying drawing shows an
improved type of matte ladle that was
designed by me for the Cananea Con-
solidated Copper Company, by which this

ladle has been adopted, as well as by
the Cerro de Pasco Mining Company and
probably other places.

One of the main points of interest in

connection with this ladle is the employ-

ment of a double trunnion on which the

ladle is suspended. Copper smelters have

has a few other important features,

among which might be mentioned the ab-

sence of any special lines of curvature

in connection with the spout. This makes
it easy for the skull to fall out when the

ladle is turned upside down.

Locomotive vs. Main and

Tail Rope Haulage

According to R. G. Mackie in the Jour-

nal of the Transvaal Institute of Mechan-

ical Engineers, Oct. 1910, it is not

likely the main- and tail-rope electric

Section A-B
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Shelby Double-trunnion Matte Ladle

always experienced difficulties in exactly

locating the trunnions on a matte ladle

and if they should be placed so that the

ladle would balance when filled to a

certain point it would be out of bal-

ance when not exactly filled to the same

level on account of the overbalancing

effect of the spout. This double trunnion

has completely taken care of difficulties

in this respect, and the ladle herewith

illustrated can be depended upon to carry

its load without any danger of spilling

by reason of being out of balance. It

•Smeltery miperlnte ideni < lerrn de Pasco
Mining Company, La Fundlclon, Peru.

haulage on the Rand could be operated

any cheaper than electric-locomotive trac-

tion; the initial installation costs would

be in favor of the latter. Power costs for

running would in both cases be about the

same. If a breakdown occurred in one of

the shafts, the locomotive could be trans-

ferred where most wanted, giving greater

flexibility. The removal to another level,

in the case of locomotive traction, would

be much easier and less costly than with

main- and tail-rope haulage; and after

considering all the advantages and disad-

vantages of the two modes of traction the

locomotive seems preferable.
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Copper in Germany
Messrs. Aron Hirsch & Sohn, Halber-

sladt, estimate consumption of copper in

Germany for two years past as follows,

in metric tons:

1909. 1910. Changes.

Stocks, Jan. 1 2,768 400 D. 2,368
Imports 1S7.S26 207,119 1. 19,593
German production. 31,009 31,000 D. 9

Total 221,603 238,819 1. 17,216

Consumption 197,267
Exports 16,136
Duplication in imp. . 7,500

204,075 I. 6,808
17.7 11 I. 1,308
7,500

Total deduction

.

Stocks, Dec. 31.

.

221,203 229,319 I. 8,116

400 9,500 I. 9,100

Imports in 1910 included 181,355 tons

copper and scrap; 26,064 tons copper

contents of ore, matte, etc. Exports in-

cluded 10,410 tons copper and scrap;

7334 tons copper contents of alloys, ores,

etc. The allowances for duplication is

for copper produced in Germany from

imported ores and pyrites and included

in the total production. The stocks given

are those reported in Hamburg.

Ths Smelting of Lead-

Antimony Ores*
By A. W. Hahn

In the state of Queretaro, Mex., is sit-

uated a small smeltery which uses a lead

bullion high in antimony as a collector of

precious metals. The fine ores received

are bricked by hand, and the sulphide

ores roasted. The smelting bed analyzes

SiG-2, 30.5 per cent.; FeO, 24.5, CaO, 7.0;

per day for furnace foremen. The cost

of smelting per ton of ore was about $12;
this, however, did not include cost of

marketing product, which was expensive,

as freight to the railroad amounted to

$7.25 per ton.

The metallurgical success of the plant

was chiefly due to the extreme care taken

when bedding the ores to have no fines

and as little sulphides present as pos-

sible; mixing the ore thoroughly before

charging; screening both charcoal and
ccke to insure the absence of breeze;

finally, at no time crowding the furnaces.

[The antimony recovery seems to lie

between 62 and 78 per cent., the last

figure being obtained by calculation from
the smelting-bed and bullion analyses,

the first from the slag, matte and bullion

analyses and reported lead- and silver-

recovery figures.

—

Editor.]

Stewart River and Portland

Canal District

Special Correspondence

R. G. McConnell, of the Canadian
Geological Survey, who has been en-

gaged in an examination of the Stewart

River and Portland Canal district of

British Columbia, reports the result of his

investigation of the metalliferous forma-

tions of the region. The two principal

formations are a series of altered, often

schistose, greenstones, partly fragmental

and partly massive, which outcrop in a

wide band immediately east of the Coast

TWELVE-HOUR FURNACE RECORD IN LEAD-ANTIMONY SMELTING.

Furnace Mixture. Tons.
Bedded ore 16.6
Iron flux

.

Limestone.

.

Slag
Calc. matte.
Charcoal . . .

Coke
Poor lead . .

6.0
3.8
6.2
1.0
4.2
1.3
0.1

Furnace
Products.

Slag
Matte
Bullion

Si0 2 FeO CaO Al^Os ZnO

34 32 is

Sb
%
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Chibougamou Region Disap-

pointing

The report of Dr. Alfred Barlow, of

McGill University. Montreal; Prof. J. C.

Gwillim, Queen's University, Kingston,

and E. R. Faribault, Canadian Geological

Survey, appointed as commissioners by

the provincial government of Quebec, to

investigate the mineral resources of the

Chibougamou region, lying about 300

1909

Chibougamou. The orebodies which have
gold as their chief valuable constituent

do not contain it in a free-milling state

in sufficient quantities to make stamp mill-

ing feasible. Asbestos, noticed in the

faces of the various open cuts, as well

as in the dumps, was insignificant in

amount and altogether insufficient for

their successful development as mines.

There was no probability of the finding of

either silver or cobalt.

and there found small quantities of a
substance the diamagnetism of which was
three or four times that of lutecium. A
spectograph examination showed clearly

that it was a new element.

Metal Prices in 1909 and
1910

The accompanying diagram shows the

courses of the important metals in sev-

eral markets during 1909 and 1910. It

1910

Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aing. Sept. Oct. Nov. Deo. Jan. Eeb.. Mar.ali April Mop June

Monthly Metal Prices for 1909 and 1910

July Aug. Septk Oct. Nov. Dec.
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miles north of Montreal, was presented

to the Quebec legislature on Jan. 10. It

was oi a disappointing character. The
commissioners say that having carefully

weighed the evidence which has accum-

ulated as a result of their study of the

district, they cannot find that the mineral

far discovered arc of suffi-

cient merit to justify the spending of

public money in the building of a railway

i John to Lake

Celtium—A New Element
Addressing the Academy of Sciences,

Jan. 16, M. Urbain announced the dis-

covery of a new element which he calls

celtium, reports the New York Sun.

He told the members of the Academy
that he was seeking to increase the sup-

ply nf lutecium, an clement which he first

found two years ago. During his experi-

ments he worked with gadolinite earths

will be observed that most of them show
fairly even lines, with only minor fluctu-

ations; but silver, tin and platinum ex-

hibit sharp rises, and quicksilver a sharp

decline.

Five men were killed, four fatally hurt

and seven injured as a result of an ex-

plosion of dynamite or gas in the Gayton
COal mines, about 15 miles west of Rich-
mond, Virginia, on Jan. 20.
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The Course of Silver in 1910
If we could eliminate two events of an

exceptional character, a retrospect of the

year 1910 would be colored drab. We
shall discuss the cause of this at length

when we have briefly touched upon other

details worthy of attention.

The year opened with a good demand

for India, where the up-country off-take

was about 180 to 200 bars a day, and

the stock stood at about 10.000 bars. On

Jan. 1 the cash price was 23J4d., and

throughout the month it merely fluctuated

between that figure and J4d. below. The

advent of February was accompanied by

lower prices, owing to a reduction of the

Indian off-take, and the fact that the soya

bean crop in China had been over-con-

tracted for. The quotation eased off to

23^d. on Feb. 4, and remained at about

that figure throughout the Chinese New
Year festivities. At the end of the month

the market met with a sudden shock

which brought about the lowest price of

the year.

The Indian Import Duty

The Indian Government maintained

until the actual date of the imposition

the official secret of an increase of the

import duty on silver from 5 per cent, on

the value to 4d. per oz. on the gross

ounce weight, an increase of about 11

per cent, on the value. The line was

drawn so closely, that an arrival of £450,-

000 in harbor at 6 a.m. on Feb. 25, the

day of the announcement, was declared

liable to the new duty. The price fell

iistantly from 24d. to 23 7/16d. on March

1 But it very soon became evident that

the natives were prepared to pay the cost

of the duty, and before three weeks had

elapsed the Indian bazaars were good

buyers in this market, and within a month

the London quotation regained the figure

ar which it stood before the imposition of

the new duty.

Indian Speculation

Toward the end of March an idea be-

gan to gain ground in India that the Mon-
soon was likely to be good, and that the

Indian Government would buy for coin-

age in the autumn—an expectation which

did not meet fulfilment—and some active

buying set in for the bazaars, where the

stock had fallen away to about 3600

bars, excluding the unfortunate shipment
still left in bond. About the beginning of

April a new development arose, and a

speculative group, led by a native Indian

bank, commenced to build up a bull posi-

tion, in the course of which the average
weekly price rose from 24.083 for the

week ended April 7 to 24.885d. for that

ending May 5. A week or so later it was
obvious that the price had been raised by
hese artificial means distinctly higher

than other market considerations war-

By S. Montagu & Co. *

The course of prices is

dictated by India, and

China, the chief buyers.

Indian banks and specida-

tors attempted to corner the

market. A possibility that

hoards of silver in India

may be drawn out. The

Siberian railroad and the

opening of Manchuria are

important factors.

Bullion brokers, London, Eng.

ranted, and from that date onward the

speculative group was in the market at

intervals as a buyer principally of for-

ward silver, the contracts for which,

when they fell due, were prolonged usu-

ally for a further two months, with the

object of sustaining prices.

The average weekly quotation re-

mained between 24.885 and 24.593, from

the 5th of May to the 16th of June, and

general business was almost at a stand-

still, while the huge stock accumulating

in London began to loom large in the

public view. During this period the

market remained under the control of the

Indian speculative group, whose holdings

continued to increase, and throughout the

whole of the months of May and June

the price of cash silver kept with-

in the narrow limit of 7/16d.—

between 2ty2 and 24 15/16, and fre-

quently stood for several successive days

at the same figure. On June 21 there

was the curious experience of 1/16

premium on cash silver. Considering the

enormous lock-up at the time in London

and elsewhere, the market ought to have

recognized this as a petrel and been pre-

pared for the storm which burst a few

weeks later. Doubtless the preparations

of the speculative group to corner the

market were being tested before the ef-

fort was duly accomplished in the early

days of July. There happened to fall

due about that time a large number of

bear sales, made chiefly by the Chinese

banks for the purpose of securing them-

selves against loss on exchange, for

which, when the successive dates arrived,

no spot supplies were available, except

a small portion of which had escaped

the speculative mesh. The premium on

cash silver rapidly rose to J^d. on July

11, and thence remained for a fortnight

round about >£d. The effect was to raise

the price of cash rather than of forward

silver, as this price for cash was purely

artificial, for had the group taken sub-

stantial advantage of the rise, the pre-

mium would have melted away. A pe-

culiar circumstance in connection with

this successful corner in delivery, is that

both the cornerers and the cornered ap-

parently lost money, and the former were

by a long way, the greater sufferers. On
July 11, the day of the greatest squeeze,

the cash quotation was forced up to

25-Vfid., but the forward rate never ex-

ceeded 25.'/6d. during the corner. The

premium on prompt silver continued un-

til Aug. 3, by which date the bear con-

tracts were covered. The market then

commenced to sink into a lifeless con-

dition, and the price fell in sympathy

about jHid. below that at which it stood

before the corner. It remained in the

neighborhood of 24-V^d. until the begin-

ning of September, the market being

dominated by the fear that the Indian

group had overestimated their staying

power.

From September until the end of No-
vember the active export trade from
China created an excellent demand for

silver, the imports being too slight to

make a set off. The price rose steadily,

until on Oct. 20, the highest quotations

of the year were reached, 26J4d. for cash

and 26-V^d. for two months. As money
tightened, the premium on two months
increased, for the enormous stocks were
financed with considerable difficulty; in

November as high as %d. premium was
quoted on two days. Up to the close of

the year the price was heavy in

London, for though the China de-

mand kept good, the speculative

group fed it to a large extent in

Bombay, and the keenness of the edge
was taken off here. The average prices

of the year are 24.667d. for cash and
24.702d. for two months.

Destination of Silver

The following countries were the prin-

cipal consignees of silver from London
during the year: India, £7,300,000;

China, £1,400,000; Germany, £1.200.000;

Russia, £1,000,000; France, £500,000.

The United States of America was almost

out of the market as a buyer.

The following amounts were purchased

for coinage in the British possessions:

Royal mint, London, £880,000; Indian

mint, none; Australian mint, £84,000;

crown agents for the colonies, £162,000.

No doubt British coinage has been kept

back in consequence of the demise of

King Edward VII.
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Cause of Dull Market

It will already have been gathered that

the lassitude of the year's business was

caused by the operations of the Indian

speculative group. The magnitude of

their commitments, exceeding any hereto-

fore, except under government auspices,

is estimated to have at one time consid-

erablv exceeded £4,000.000. We say es-

timated, because the range of their oper-

ations was so extended, and so largely

on paper, besides in actual silver, that

definite figures are rendered impossible.

Part of these holdings in actual silver

was stored and financed in London and

part in Bombay. We have nothing to do

with the ethics of such an interference

with the ordinary course of supply and

demand, but it is worthy of note that this

is the first time that what is practically

a trust has been constituted in this metal.

The primary effect of this action by the

speculative group, as with other trusts,

was to strangle individual enterprise and

to kill much legitimate business.

American Smelters

In their own interests, smelters in the

United States have combined so as to

lessen expenses, insure uniform excel-

lence of their products, and obtain the

advantage of handling large amounts at

a time. It is to their credit, and, we

think, to their advantage, that they have

always met the market fairly. They are

aware that to obtain the best average

value for their silver is far more satis-

factory than to hazard their profits by

juggling with the market; for in the long

run the price of silver finds its own level.

Object of the Speculators

The object of the speculative group

was to garner in for themselves the profit

expected to accrue from the prosperous

outlook in India, which, it was hoped,

would necessitate purchases by the In-

dian government in 1910 for coinage to

keep pace with the expansion of trade.

The moment for entering upon such a

colossal .performance as cornering silver

requires nice calculation. Not only must

the augur divine aright the entrails of

his Indian victim, but the horoscope must

be consulted; the probable movements

of China trade, the money market, and

the world position of silver must be taken

into account, before control can be relied

on to continue effective. If entered upon

too soon the burden might prove too

r.ncrou c
: if entered upon too late, the

price might rise to such a figure that it

might prove too risky to lay in stock.

Looking back we may venture to say

that the scheme was seriously jeopar-

dized at one time by the loading up hav-

ing been undertaken too soon. The deus

ex machina which prevented mishap was

phenomenal demand for the Far Last

the balance of trade, largely In-

ased by the sale of rubber estates in

this market. Exports from China being

unusually large, the speculative group

were not only able to sit tight, but also

to turn out a portion of their holdings

without material loss, even after the

heavy cost of carrying was reckoned.

What would have happened if China's

balance had turned out the other way,

and 10 or 15 per cent, more margin had

become necessary, can well be imagined,

but the extent of the fall in price it

£4,000,000 had had to be put suddenly on

the market can not be so easily gaged.

As a matter of fact, the bulk of the sil-

ver is still held and the ultimate issue is

in abeyance.

We have given a resume of the move-

ments of prices. We now propose to turn

to the causes which governed these move-

ments and also to touch upon the factors

at work which, we venture to think, may
have a bearing on the future course of

the market.

Eastern Trade Governs Prices

The East, in regard to the price, may
fairly be likened to a barometer in which

the silver column rises or falls accord-

ing to the pressure exerted by trade, and

this, in the Eastern Hemisphere, is gov-

erned almost entirely by climatic condi-

tions. The magnificent Indian harvests

of 1910, following on the fair crops of

1909, conduce in a twofold way to the

benefit of silver. Large sums of silver

currency must be provided by the Im-

perial authorities; for the bounty of

Providence is diffused so widely through-

out the land that large amounts of rupees

are required for circulation, which, es-

pecially while conditions continue favor-

able, do not all return to the State

vaults.
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,<travagance is what the joint family

I'Stem dictates as wisdom.

Possible Unearthing of Hoarded
Rupees

We append an extract from the Indian

•ess detailing a movement which,

ough young, is pregnant with hope in

gard to the hidden stores of currency.

is worth noting that the Chenab canal,

hich traverses the district referred to

Mow, is a triumph of State irrigation,

id has enabled a tract of land to nourish

million people, over which 12 years ago

lly a few nomads wandered in a desert
; parched earth and camel thorn.

"It is impossible to pick up report after

port as they issue from the Punjab

ithout being struck by the good use to

hich the people of that province are

rning the prosperity which recent sea-

ms .have brought them. One more in-

ance comes before us in the new report

i the cooperative credit movement,

hich shows signs of enterprise and

gorous life that may well be the envy

some other provinces. For instance:

the Chenab colony they (small rural

cieties) have bought agricultural ma-
inery, opened shops and traded in wood
id cattle. At Panjawar, in Hoshiapur,

e local society is taking combined ac-

m to protect the village from erosion.

Chukeke, in Jullunder, a bank, which

irted with a capital of 20 rupees, pro-

ies scholarships at a Middle School

d forms a standing panchayat for the

ttlement of local disputes. The regis-

ir reports that bank committees in

any places act as standing panchayats

d 'the restoration to currency of bags
rupees crusted with mold suggests that

t banks are beginning to tap the

arded wealth of India.' The general

owth of the movement is astonishing.

le number of societies rose from 316
706 last year, and the working capital

)m Rs. 8,12,939 to Rs. 15,81,357.

id the development of a sense of re-

onsibility and an appreciation of sound
siness principles among members evi-

ntly advances pro rata. These facts

monstrate more clearly than a bookful

speeches could do the vast future

lich lies before the cooperative move-
nt in teaching the people of India

w to work together for the development
the natural resources of their country,

d in fostering among them the germs
a knowledge of the proper use and

lue of the privileges of self-govern-

:nt."

China's Awakening

The forward movement of the largest
ipire in the East, China—a movement
jrary, scientific, and political, but so
' as other nations are concerned, most
portant so far as it touches trade

—

itinues to attract the attention of those
tching the course of silver. The hand-
ling on the wall declares to all who

read that foreign control of China's des-
tiny is but a passing phase in the history
of its race, that by assimilation of West-
tern institutions and methods, and by
adaptation to local temperament and en-
vironment, the sovereignty of the Celestial
Empire will remain unimpaired in the
hands of the native people notwithstand-
ing the freer intercourse with the na-
tions to the other Hemisphere during the

last few decades. In such adjustment,
profiting by the mistakes of the younger
nations, and sifting good from hr.d, the

tortoise may race the hare, and occupy
sooner or later that august place among
the nations which her huge population

and ancient civilization warrant.

The chief factor in the transformation

now taking place is the Trans-Siberian

Railway and the events to which it has
led. A wedge was driven through with

the tenuity of a single line of rails, but

clove the heart of China in twain. From
the moment that the line joined hands
with the Yellow Sea, the isolation of the

Celestial Empire vanished into the limbo

of the past. Manchuria, with its fertile

plains and its laborious peasant popula-

tion, found an outlet for its produce.

Trade means wealth, and wealth in China,

for the present rate, is spelt "silver."

The comparatively recent use by the West
of the soya bean is a pointed illustra-

tion of this new trade. The value of the

crop of this legume exported from China
has risen from £2,000,000 in 1907, to per-

haps £4,000,000 or £5,000,000 in 1910.

Its uses are so manifold in the form of

bread, oilcake for cattle, etc., that an in-

creased demand may well be anticipated.

Chinese Currency

The great obstacle to the advance of

China, is the necessity for financial re-

organization. At present the Pekin au-

thorities seem powerless to grapple with

the problem, so intricate are the details

of modern finance. Apparently efforts

are being made to deal with currency

reform: a commissioner has been spe-

cially appointed for the purpose, and a

foreign loan of £10,000,000 is being con-

sidered. When copper cash vary from

1100 to 1778 per tael, within a few years,

and the curious conglomeration of cur-

rency we attach below is used in Canton,

one of the most important cities of China,

there is no need to emphasize the need

for reform.

"Consular Report of Trade of Canton

for 1909

—

Currency—The following are

the currencies in use at Canton and their

average values in 1909; 1 Haikwan

tael, 2s. 7!4d.; 1 Canton tael, 2s. 4.03d.;

1 Hongkong dollar—clean, not chopped

— Is. 9.275d.; 1 Mexican dollar—clean

—

Is. 9.275d.; 1 Canton Mint dollar—clean

—0.964 Hongkong $1 note; Hongkong
20, 10 and 5 cent pieces, Canton mint 20

and 10 cent pieces, 100 copper cents,

0.803 Hongkong SI note. The Haikwan
tael is the standard used in customs

valuations and in payment of duties, and
is unrepresented by any coin."

If the masses of Chinese are to enjoy
the benefit of dispensing to other peoples
the products of their industry, it is nec-

essary for their government to insure

that payment reaches their hands with-

out exactions on the part of officials, who
maintain these erratic monetary counters
to play with for their own profit. The
prospect of China possessing a repre-

sentative government is beginning to ma-
terialize. Fifteen months ago provinicial

assemblies were formed, and latterly an
Imperial Assembly was created to form
the nucleus of a parliament. Still more
recently an edict has been issued fixing

the actual opening of a Chinese parlia-

ment three years hence.

Chinese Trade

The official data of the trade for 1910
are not yet available, but these for 1909
reveal a very satisfactory feature; name-
ly, that the disparity between imports

and exports has been much reduced. This

is satisfactory from an international point

of view, and also in favor of silver, be-

cause the more China exports, the more
silver is required to adjust the balance.

Outward shipments of goods amounted
to about 23 per cent, above the record

figure of 1908, and the proportion of ex-

ports to imports totaled 81 per cent, as

compared with 70 per cent, in 1908 and
63.5 per cent, in 1907.

Supplies and Stocks of Silver

A new feature of importance in regard

to supplies needs comment. The amount
of silver from the Cobalt district is still

on the increase. It is estimated to reach

26,250,000 oz. in 1910, compared with

23,500,000 in 1909 and 19,000,000 in

1908, and there is every reason to be-

lieve that this year's output is likely to

be equaled in 1911.

Therefore, to form a judgment on the

future of silver, the question of output

is not nearly so important as the dis-

posal of existing stocks. These were
probably at their heaviest about Nov.

17. On that date, outside of silver bars

held for coinage purposes in government
institutions, the following were the visible

accumulations, in round figures: In Lon-

don, 16,000; on the sea, 8500; in Bom-
bay, 18,200, and in Shanghai, 19,200;

making 61,900 bars in all, worth, at the

price of the day no less than £7,750,000

sterling, or over one-third of the world's

output in 1909.

Since that date there has been no great

diminution in stocks, but the disposition

of the bars has been changed, and some
portion has been, or is in process of be-

ing, minted into British dollars; the cir-

culation of which, by the way, is curious-

ly widespread—they pass current in

Hongkong, Ceylon, Arabia and Bahrein

Island, Mauritius and East Africa.

The bulk of this enormous stock of
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silver has been acquired by the Indian

speculative group on the one ground that

the Indian government would figure be-

fore the end of 1910 as a buyer for coin-

age, but the decrease in the total of silver

rupees held in the Indian treasury re-

serve does not yet show pressing need

for fresh coin. At 6 per cent, per annum

the interest on carrying silver in India

adds about 1
; _d. per ounce per annum to

the initial cost, apart from the question

of margin and the expense of creating

an abortive corner; and it takes a bold

man to view the future market without

anxiety as to the length of time the price

of silver will be overshadowed by in-

flated stocks, and as to the risk of a tem-

porary easement in price making the

speculative potato too hot to hold.

Prospects for 1911

Apart from the question of stocks, sil-

ver looks a good market; both India

—

that is, the Indian native—and China are

likely to be free buyers in 1911, though

it would not be safe to count on such

substantial purchases for Continental

governments as in 1910. The critical per-

iod of 1911 will be when the Chinese de-

mand falls off in the early spring, and

the usual anxiety is felt as to the Indian

monsoon. If this point is passed success-

fully, there will be a fair prospect of the

swollen stocks being carried till such

time as the Indian government finds it

advisable to make purchases for the

Indian mint.

New Bills Introduced Affect-

ing Mineral Lands

Washington Correspondence

Senator Nelson, of Minnesota, has in-

troduced a bill, drafted in the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey, for the purpose of estab-

lishing a system of leasing the coal lands

of Alaska. This is considered as the

most important proposal regarding coal

lands yet made by the Taft administra-

tion.

A bill has been introduced to carry

out the administration's suggestion of

referring the case of the Cunningham
coal claims in Alaska to a court to pass

upon their validity.

Representative Smith, of California,

has introduced a bill aiming to protect

those who have located in good faith,

oil and gas claims on the public lana

where actual discoveries of oil and gas

have been made.

A bill has been introduced providing

that no association placer mining claim

shall hereafter be located in Alaska in

excess of 40 acres, and that on every

placer claim not less than $100 worth of

work or improvements shall be made dur-

i
n g each year, for each and every 20

.'tcr<. L or fraction, until a patent has been

'jd.

Short Method for the Deter-

mination of Titanium
Barneby and Isham suggest1 a new

method for the determination of titan-

ium, which has the merit of brevity com-

bined with accuracy.

The method is based on the volatiliza-

tion of silica by hydrofluoric acid, evap-

oration to dryness, fusion of the residue

with sodium carbonate and a little so-

dium nitrate, which converts the iron and

titanium to insoluble ferric oxide and

sodium titanate, extraction of the soluble

compounds with hot water, solution of the

insoluble residue in hydrochloric acid,

extraction of the ferric chloride with

ether, reduction of slight traces of iron

with sulphur dioxide, and precipitation

of the titanic acid by boiling in acetic-

acid solution folowed by filtration and

ignition of the titanium oxide or its

volumetric determination (if the direc-

tions are strictly followed the sulphur-

dioxide reduction may usually be omitted

as the iron will have been completely

removed).

Detailed Description of Method

Place the weighed sample in a plati-

num crucible, moisten with water and

add five to 10 drops concentrated sul-

phuric acid and 1 c.c. of hydrofluoric

acid. Then heat on an asbestos plate

until sulphur-trioxide fumes are given

off. Add five to 10 grams of sodium

carbonate and a litle sodium nitrate and

fuse at least 30 min. Heat with hot

water in a beaker until the melt is dis-

integrated; filter and wash.

Perforate the filter and wash the resi-

due into a clean beaker with hydro-

chloric acid of sp. gr.. 1.11. Wash
out any adhering particles from

the crucible with hot hydrochloric acid

of the same specific gravity, adding

these washings to those already in the

beaker, and heat on a hot plate until the

solution is complete and the volume re-

duced to about 20 c.c. To the solution

add 2 c.c. of concentrated hydrochloric

acid and transfer it to a separatory

funnel, rinsing out the beaker with hy-

drochloric acid of sp. gr. 1.11.

Separation of Iron from Titanium

Add an equal volume of ether which

has been previously shaken with con-

centrated hydrochloric acid, insert a rub-

ber stopper in the top, invert the funnel,

open the stop cock and thoroughly shake.

Close the stop cock, place the funnel

in an upright position and allow to stand

at least 10 min. Draw off the aqueous

layer into another separatory funnel;

rinse the ether twice by shaking well

with 5 tc 10 cc. portions of hydro-

chloric acid (sp. gr. 1.11) and

add the washing to the aqueous solu-

tion. The ether is run off into an ether

Am. Chem. Boc, Aug., 1010.

residue bottle and saved for purification.

The treatment with ether is repeated two;

or three times until the ether no longer

shows the greenish tinge of dissolved

iron. Transfer the aqueous solution to a

beaker, and add 3 to 5 c.c. of hydrogen

peroxide.

If an intense color develops, heat the

solution to expel any dissolved ether,

add 10 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid

and evaporate to sulphur-trioxide fumes.

Dilute the cool solution to about 100 c.c

(if platinum is present precipitate ai

this point by hydrogen sulphide) anc

neutralize the solution with ammonia
Add 1 to 2 grams of ammonium bisul-

phide and warm the solution on the ho

plate for half an hour. Add 10 to |{

grams of ammonium acetate and 5 t(

10 c.c. of glacial acetic acid and boil the

solution for 10 minutes. Filter. Th<

precipitated titanic acid is then washec

with dilute acetic acid, ignited an;

weighed as titanium oxide.

Volumetric Method of Titanium it

Small Amount

In case the hydrogen peroxide test:

indicate the presence of only a smal

amount of titanium, determine colori

metrically. Heat the solution to expe

dissolved ether, cool, transfer to a Ness

ler's tube, treat with 4 to 5 c.c. of hydro

gen peroxide, dilute to 100 c.c. and de

termine by comparison with measure!

quantities of a standard solution of ti

tanic acid in hydrochloric acid whicl

should have been subjected to the sami

peroxide treatment.

Porcupine

We are publishing on page 217 of thi

issue a property map of the Porcupin

district in Ontario. This map has bee:

annotated by an engineer who has re

cently visited the district and is approx

imately correct, though, of course

changes are constantly occurring inane\

and active gold camp. Just what plac

Porcupine is to occupy as a goldfield i

is too early to predict. Some promis

ing showings have been made and th

mineralized district seems to be of con

siderable extent, but more work and mor

specific information are required to de

termine its actual merits. Porcupine i

as yet in a speculative stage, and this i

a feature which should be borne in min

by prospective investors.

Erratum

In the table of silver production o

the world, given in the Journal of Jan

7, the total for 1909 was given at 201,

215,033 oz.; the correct total is 211,222,

033 oz. The table was received at tr

last moment, and was sent to the pfinte

at once, without checking the additioi
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Graphic Calculation of Devel-

opment Work Costs—II

By Claude T. Rice

The deduction-contract curve shown in

Fig. 1 presents graphically the contract

conditions where the company pays cer-

tain of the men working on the contract.

The equation of the curve is ny=mx— d

where n represents the number of man-

shifts worked in a week, 3' the wage

earned each day by the men, m a con-

stant representing the price paid per foot,

a the number of feet advanced in a

week and d the deduction to cover total

wages paid by the company directly to

the men. In the case illustrated, the

company pays the two machine helpers,

whose weekly wage at S2.75 per shift fig-

ures $38.50. This curve is also a straight

line. Calculation shows the origin to be

on the y axis at a point - below the

origin. The inclined lines representing

contract rates per lineal foot radiate

from the origin.

Day's-pay Curve a Useful Addition

On this diagram is added a new curve,

the day's-pay curve. It could be added

with advantage to the curves shown in

Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4, of the first section

of this article as it serves the useful

purpose of showing how far the contract

must advance for the men to earn day's

pay under the wage-rate per foot speci-

fied in the contract.

Hyperbolic Curve for Day's Pay

The equation of the day's pay curve

is x y — k, where k is a constant, the total

wages paid to the men in a week, y is the

cost per foot for labor ai;d x is the dis-

tance driven in one week. This equation

is that a hyperbola referred to its

asymptotes as axes. The data for plot-

ting the curves are easily obtained on the

slide rule by dividing the constant sum
of the total wages by either the assumed

distance driven per week, or by the as-

sumed cost of labor per foot. The first

is the easier way for, as 10-scale paper

is used, the quotient which is the price

per foot, can easily be plotted to the

nearest nickel.

Cost on Day's-pay Basis for Various

Advances

It is frequently desirable to know
what would be the cost of performing

certain work on day's pay, assuming cer-

tain advances were made by the different

crews. As an aid in this matter the ser-

ies of day's-pay diagrams, shown in Fig.

2, are useful. They are plotted in pre-

cisely the same manner as the last curve.

that is, the day's pay curve on the deduc-

tion contract diagram, shown in Fig. 1.

The set of curves in Fig. 2, shown in

solid lines, is plotted for the wage con-

ditions at Minyham, where machin

are paid $3 per day, machine helpers

$2.75, muckers and trammers $2.50; that

shown in dotted lines for the wage con-

ditions prevailing at Butte, Mont., and
Bisbee. Ariz., where all men employed
in the mines are paid $3.50 per day. The

also assist in estimating the distance

certain crews would have to drive to d

the work at a certain cost per foot. Whe
the size of the crew has been determine

the man in charge of development wor
can turn to his contract curves and figur

Engineering J Mining Juurwl

Fig. 1. Deduction-contract Diagram

size of the crew of men for which each

curve is plotted is indicated on the dia-

gram.

The curves shown in Fig. 2 make it

possible to judge as to the possibility of

it's being cheaper to use large or small

machines for a certain piece of work, and

out what rate per foot to specify as

basis for the contract.

Many Possibilities for Successful Ar

plication of Method

The development-work curves h:i\

proved a great service at the Hi|
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toy mine, not only in lightening the work

f the man in charge of the development,

ut in aiding him greatly in the reduction

if costs, particularly in drifting. The

ises and advantages of such curves are

iractically unlimited, and their user will

quickly think of others than those illus-

trated here, which will assist materially

in the economic running of the mine. The
graphic representation of data on mine
operations is unquestionably of the great-

est advantage. It is easy to appreciate

I

i

I '{ -1H 11 \
'-
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Notes on Some Utah Mines
The Utah mining industry during 1910

passed through what might be termed a

quiet year, in which few new important

enterprises were undertaken, with the

exception of starting the Snake Creek

tunnel, and the Bingham & Garfield rail-

road, as noted on page 61 of the

Journal for Jan. 7. There were improve-

ments and additions in equipment at the

various mines, mills, and smelting plants,

which will tend toward increased produc-

tion in the future, but which held back

the 1910 output. Few, if any, new mines

were developed.

The Gold Springs Mining and Power

Company installed and began operating

its power plant at Modena, July 1. This

plant consists of two Westinghouse gas

pioducers operating gas engines, which

in turn drive generators. About 300 h.p.

is developed. Electric power was fur-

nished to the Jennie mine, controlled by

this company, and to other properties in

the Gold Springs district, 10 miles from

Modena. The Jennie mine and mill were

equipped with motors to replace the gas-

olene engines. New development was

undertaken, and production begun by the

end of the year. Tailings from the Nis-

sen stamps and plates are cyanided.

About 80 tons of ore were handled per

day.

Zinc in Utah in 1910

The United States zinc plant at Mid-

vale produced 45 tons of zinc concen-

trates per day, largely from Bingham

ores. The Huff electrostatic separators

made a clean separation of the iron and

zinc. Little or no change has been made

since the starting of the mill in Oc-

tober, 1909. A part of the concentrates

were roasted to furnish zinc oxide for

the baghouse treatment of fumes from

the lead furnaces. The Cedar-Talisman

in Beaver county developed some new

bodies of zinc and lead during the year,

and shipped ore running 40 per cent, and

over in zinc to Bartlesville, Oklahoma.

The Horn Silver mine began construc-

tion on a 75-ton mill for handling its

zinc-bearing ores. The Scranton mine in

North Tintic mined a high-grade zinc ore

from large lenses of zincite. The Daly

Test, in addition to its regular sil-

ver-lead output, also produced zinc

concentrates, which were shipped di-

rect to the East. It was reported

that the Grasselli plant would build

an addition capable of handlinq 125

tons of tailings per day, from the ac-

cumulation along Poison creek. Con-

struction was in progress in December.

Park City Lead Mil

The tonnage of the Park City mines

decreased approximately 10 per cent.

The Daly W iced extensively in

By Edward R. Zalinski *

Review supplementing
that published in the JOUR-
NAL of Jan. 7, 191 1, and
giving more detailed views

of the various camps. Few
important new enterprises

started.

Mining engineer, Salt Lake City, t'tah.

the early part of the year, but later on

confined its attention chiefly to develop-

ment. During January and February, the

company earned in excess of $1000 a

day. In October leases were given off

the upper levels, and ore unusually rich

in silver was shipped. A consolidation

of the Daly West, Ontario and Daly

companies was proposed, but no definite

action taken.

At the Daly-Judge an electrically-

driven Nordberg compressor was put in

at the shaft in February and about the

middle of the year the Snake Creek

Power Company's transmission line was

extended from the mine to the mill. A

leasing system was used, by which the

miners were allowed to make double their

ordinary wages, the company receiving

the benefit of any large orebodies devel-

oped. The Little Bell started mill opera-

tions in November. The company built a

50- to 100-ton mill, met expenses and

maintained quarterly dividends at the rr.te

of 5c. a share, amounting to $45,000 for

the first three quarters.

Silver King Coalition Passes Divi-

dends

The Silver King Coalition early in the

year employed 340 men in the mine and

mill, producing from 80 to 90 tons of

first-class, and 200 tons of mill ore daily.

The stock was listed on the Boston ex-

change and a financial statement was

made public. The total assets were given

as $6,436,510, which included improve-

ments and value placed on mining prop-

erty. The usual quarterly dividends were

passed, on account of pending litigation.

Mining operations were curtailed during

the latter half of the year, to install three

miles of electric haulage on the 1300 and

Alliance tunnel levels. Active develop-

ment was carried on at the Silver King

Consolidated, and galena ore 3 ft. thick

opened in a fissure on the 1550-ft. level.

Two shipments were made. Several as-

sessments were levied to meet operating

expenses, and new property in Thaynes

canon was acquired.

Silver King Consolidated vs. Silver

King Coalition

Testimony in the suit of the Silver

King Consolidated vs. the Silver King

Coalition, which was. taken daily in the

United States court before Examiner

Christy for more than six months,

was concluded June 11. The case

involved an accounting for $5,500,000,

the alleged value of ore taken from

the Parson's stope in the Vesuvius claim,

owned jointly by both companies. The

hearing of arguments and presentation of

briefs were before Judge Marshall in Oc-

tober. The case is now under advise-

ment. The suit in partition of the Uintah

Treasure Hill and Silver King Coalition,

involving 12 claims owned jointly, was

heard before Judge Marshall in October.

The property was ordered to be sold at

auction, the proceeds to be divided be-

tween the litigants.

Thompson and West Quincy Companies

Consolidate

The Thompson and West Quincy com-

panies arranged for a consolidation, to be

known as the Thompson-Quincy Consoli-

dated. A contract was signed in Sep-

tember with the Ontario, Daly and Daly

West, whereby these companies agreed

to extend their drainage systems to

the Thompson-Quincy ground in con-

sideration of stock in the new company.

This will bring about the development of

ground now idle in the southwestern part

of the camp.

Alta, the Cottonwoods and American

Fork

The Cardiff opened 3 ft. of ore carry-

ing silver and copper. Shipments of 12C

tons of first-class ore per month were

made during the summer and fall. The

Utah Mines Coalition, working from the

Big Cottonwood side, extended its tunnei

and opened several bodies of lead-silvei

ore, carrying copper and gold. Ore bins

were built, and arrangements made witl

the Knight companies for furnishing elec-

tric power.

The Columbus Consolidated levied ai

assessment of 25c. a share in March t(

reduce its indebtedness, and to furnisl

funds for development. A second as

sessment of 10c. per share was

levied in November. The Columbus Ex

tension opened ore in two places in it

4000- ft. tunnel. Some of this wa

to the Columbus Consolidated mill, ani

several shipments made direct. Tin

Alta-Hecla and South Columbus proper

ties were merged the latter part of tlv

year, under the name of the South Hechi

while the Howell Mining Company in th

south fork of Big Cottonwood was fortm*

by a consolidation of the Baby McKi
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[ Park City Mining and Power Com-

iy's properties.

n the American Fork district in

ih county work was carried on

the Comstock, Pacific, Bay State,

untain Dell, Miller and Yankee.

B Eudora Bell Company was

organized and started active development.

The Pacific opened a new vein of silver-

lead ore, of which 2 ft. were practically

solid galena. Shipments were made, and

mill ore mined and developed. Leasers

shipped from the Yankee and Miller.

The Ophir and Stockton districts and

Tooele county generally were only mod-

erately active. The Bullion Coalition

Company, which took over the old Hono-

rine and neighboring mines of Stockton,

contracted for extending its drainage tun-

nel early in the year, and developed

galena ore. Other ore was opened by
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s, who made shipments. The old

Kearsarge mine, six miles from Stockton,

was worked under lease by the Dry

Canon Mines Company, which cleaned

out the workings and made shipments of

silver-lead ore. At Ophir the Cliff mine

operated steadily, and shipped 60 to 70

tons of lead carbonates daily. A traction

engine and train of four wagons hauled

this ore 9 miles to the railroad at St.

John, at a cost of 42c. a ton, as com-

pared to $1.50 by teams. The Ophir Hill

mine was troubled with water a part of

the year, but later installed electric

pumps and milled 50 tons of ore or over

per day. working one shift. On Lion

Hill, the Lion Hill Consolidated, backed

by Boston capital, took over the Chloride

Point, Northern Light, Buffalo Consoli-

dated, and adjacent claims, and extended

the Buffalo tunnel to develop this ground.

An air line was built from the Ophir Hill

compressor to the Buffalo tunnel, and

the Chloride Point buildings moved to

the tunnel entrance. The old Chloride

Point mill was dismantled. The Silver

Island Coalition, near Wendover, made

several shipments of silver-lead ore, and

continued work in its tunnel. In two

years, 247 tons of ore were produced

from shallow surface workings, which

give net returns of $21,485.

The Majestic made shipments from its

Harrington-Hickory mine in February

and March. Work was started on a 75-

ton mill by the Horn Silver in November.

Considerable milling ore was broken and

stored in the mine. Since the closing of

the Tintic smeltery, a new contract was

made with the American Smelting and

Refining Company. The Arrowhead

Mining Company was organized and be-

gan operating a silver-lead property on

Indian Peak. The King David and the

Indian Queen closed down in August.

Chief Consolidated

The Chief Consolidated absorbed the

Eureka City Mining Company. Working

fcrces were increased, and ore opened

on the 1400-ft. and other levels. A

statement by the company, dated Sept.

1, showed that in 18 months since its in-

corporation 4952 tons of ore were

shipped, from which the receipts were

SI 16.417, or an average of S23.50 per

ten. Ore sales were slightly in excess

of operating costs for this period. De-

velopment and shipments were contin-

ued through the year. A new hoist was

ordered, and foundations for it laid.

The Colorado and Iron Blossom paid

quarterly dividends. The Iron Blossom

1 shaft was sunk below the 1000-ft.

point, and sinking discontinued on ac-

count of water. The annual report,

C. 5, showed that ore sales brought

6. Dividends amounting to $280,-

paid. The average cost ot

mining from the No. 1 shaft, including

pment, wa= 56.08 per ton, while

that from the No. 3 shaft was $3.72.

Colorado and Eagle & Blue Bell Mines

In the Colorado development was car-

ried on in both shafts, the No. 1 shaft

providing most of the ore. The annual

report in November showed that 25,654

tons were marketed and brought $823,712,

or a little over $32 per ton gross.

There was paid in dividends $400,000.

The cost of mining, including develop-

ment, increased from $3.32 to $7.21 per

ton, due to more extensive prospecting

and to the smaller tonnage mined. A

dividend of 6c. a share was paid in De-

cember.

The Eagle & Blue Bell increased its

capitalization from 250,000 to 1,000,000

shares. Ore was opened in several

places, and shipments made. A Hendrie

& Bolthoff hoist capable of sinking 2000

ft. was installed, and the 200- ft. shaft

retimbered and sunk to the 1000-ft.

level. This provides easier access for

mining and development. Work was

started through the 1000-ft. level to de-

velop the King William claims.

Miscellaneous Tintic Mines

The Grand Central declared dividends

of 6c. a share in March and July. The

Victoria declared a dividend of 4c. in

March; the capitalization was increased

from 250,000 to 700,000 shares, a part

of which was used to acquire claims

owned by the Snowflake Mining Com-

pany. The shaft on the Eureka side was

sunk from the 550- to the 1000-ft.

level, in order to handle work which had

been carried on through the Grand Cen-

tral on the Mammoth side.

The Sioux Consolidated did active

work, maintained shipments and paid

dividends of 4c. a share. Work was

started through the Black Jack to de-

velop the Governor claims, but was later

stopped and continued through the Iron

Blossom. The Yankee installed new

electric hoisting equipment, and sunk its

shaft to the 1300-ft. level. A contract

for sinking to the 1700 was given. Ar-

rangements for electric power and air

were made with the Knight companies.

Shipments were made from the May Day,

both by leasers and on company account;

also of concentrates from the May Day

mill, the only mill in Tintic. The Uncle

Sam developed new orebodies and de-

clared dividends. The Dragon Iron sank

its shaft from the 600- ft. level and be-

gan prospecting below the iron deposits.

Up to Dec. 1, 43^00 tons of iron ore

had been shipped.

Mammoth Forced to Levy an Assess-

ment

The damage at the Mammoth caused by

the dropping of the cage to the bottom

of the shaft was repaired, the shaft re-

timbered and a new cable strung. An

assessment of 10c. a share, in July, was

the first ever levied by the company,

which has paid $2,190,000 in dividends.

The accident and a judgment paid the

Grand central appear to have been re- 1

sponsible. The Gold Chain and Opo- i

hongo installed a joint compressor plant

at Robinson. Connections were made

between the two properties, which will

hereafter be operated through the Gold

Chain shaft. A railroad spur will be

built. The Emerald property near the

Centennial-Eureka carried on develop-

ment. A new compressor and hoist were

installed at the Bradley in North Tintic.

Active development was started at the

Crown Point, an air-line laid from the

Colorado and sinking under contract be-

gun. A new hoist was installed. The

above gives but a small part of the new ,

developments in the camp. .

The Cliff mine, near SilverCity, worked

under lease; the Union Chief, in the San-

taquin district, and the Utah mine, at

Fish Springs, made shipments of silver-

lead ore.

Miscellaneous Operations

The Sevier-Miller Coalition Company

took over the low-grade properties of

the Sevier Consolidated at Gold Moun-

tain, near Kimberly. The Salt Lake

Hardware Company and associate inter-

ests secured the property at a receiver's

sale. There is a 100-ton mill on the

ground, which was partly remodeled.

New development was done, but the mine

and mill closed down in November.

Considerable activity was shown in the

Marysvale district in Piute county during

the latter part of the year, on acount of

the rich strike made in the DeWitt lease,

on the Bully Boy and Webster. Fourteen

inches of gold-silver ore running around

$50 per ton was opened here, and a num-

ber of shipments made. The Shamrock

shipped copper-gold-silver ore from its

property in Bullion canon, and work was

carried on at the Cascade and other

properties. A large vein carrying $5 to

$10 in gold and silver was opened on

the Log Cabin claims of the Gold De-

velopment Company.

In Box Elder county, during the early

part of the year the Susanna Company's

mill was treating 30 tons of ore per day.

Development was carried on at the Cen-

tury adjoining the Susanna, and at the

Deer Trail. A stamp mill of small

capacity was installed at the Wasatch-

Utah, to treat ores from the Jefferson

mine at the mouth of Big Cottonwood.

This was put in commission June

treated a limited tonnage of silicious

gold ore. The Ontario and American

Flag at Park City were worked b

ers, and produced some dry silver ores,

carrying a little gold.

In an actual dollars-and-cents t<

the Abcrnathy Construction Company, of

Boston, the careful cleaning of cement

sacks was found more than to pay for It

self both in extra cement recovered and

in lower freight on returned sacks.
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vlonel Metal and Its Uses
Monel metal is a natural alloy of nickel

d copper produced by the Orford Cop-

r Company, a subsidiary of the Inter-

tional Nickel Company, in its works at

lyonne, N. J. The ore from which this

:tal is derived comes from the mines

Copper Cliff, Ontario. In this alloy

:kel predominates, constituting about 68

r cent. It also contains some iron and

tall percentages of other materials in-

duced in the furnacing.

The rapid advance of Monel metal in a

riety of fields which have been hereto-

re supplied by steel, copper or the

snzes has developed some interesting

:ts regarding the questions with which

signers of many forms of apparatus

d machinery are constantly confronted.

r their purposes, they should have a

iterial which is strong, preferably as

ong as a good grade of steel; but the

nditions are such that this material

ist also withstand the action of cor-

iing agencies. Thus, there are a num-

r of designers who are using copper or

lBLE 1. TESTS OF MONEL METAL IN
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by Monel metal to a greater degree than

by any other metal—except steel—suit-

able for propeller construction, and the

use of steel is eliminated by the neces-

sity for a noncorrodible metal which will

take and retain a high polish.

One investigation of prime importance

that has been completed in the past year

has been a series of tensile tests of Monel

metal at high temperatures. These were

made by heating the test-bar with a small

electric resistance furnace while holding

it in the grips of the testing machine. The

results show that Monel metal retains

over 80 per cent, of its elastic limit and

tensile strength at 1000 deg. F., while at

that temperature steel retains only 71

per cent., manganese bronze 60 per cent.,

and copper has lost 60 per cent, of its

strength at 750 deg. F. This is accom-

panied in Monel metal with no loss, in-

deed with practically no change, in the

ductility figures.

In connection with the Argentine pro-

peller wheels, above referred to, the ac-

ceptance tests on the first wheel are of

interest as showing both the tests on the

metal and the uniformity of tests on du-

plicate specimens in two independent lab-

oratories. The results are given in Table

1 accompanying this article, and given

on the preceding page.

In Table 2 are given the results of

tensile tests made on rolled rods and on

sand castings. Table 3 gives the physi-

cal properties of the metal as ascertained

by tests.

Torsional Strength—The average of

several tests gave shearing stresses—in

pounds per square inch on remotest fibers

—of 31,796 lb. at elastic limit, and of

79,053 lb. at ultimate load.

The Use of Oil for Smelting
Published statements of tests of crude

oil from various localities have been

about as follows: California, 22,680

B.t.u. per lb.; California residuum,

19.215; Texas, 19,060; Russian, 22,027;

Pocahontas coke (ash 7 per cent.),

13,597. As to how these samples were

obtained, I am not informed. In my

smeltery practice I sampled the oil as

caiefully as I sampled the ores and I

found that the average oil delivered did

not give quite as high B.t.u. as the pub-

lished analyses would indicate. For in-

stance, carefully taken samples of Cali-

fornia crude oil from a large number of

cars averaged 18,690 B.t.u. per pound or

149,150 B.t.u. per gallon.

Use of Oil in Various Metallurgical

Operations

In Pueblo, in 1896, I roasted ores and

mattes, using oil for fuel in Brown-

O'Hara roasters and by proper adjust-

ment obtained a perfectly nodulized pro-

duct which was in ideal condition for

smelting in a blast furnace. In another

plant fuel oil was used with great satis-

faction in the retorting of zinc crusts,

but the economy depended upon the

whim of the sellers of the oil. I also ran

three muffle furnaces containing two

muffles, each muffle 13x21x7K' in., for

assaying in a copper smeltery. We used

28 gal. of California crude oil per day

of 6'' hours per furnace, with good re-

sults.

Reverberatory Smelting with Coal

and Oil

The greatest advance in reverberatory

smelting of recent times was the large

reverberatory furnaces which were de-

veloped in Anaconda by Mr. Mathew-

son while I was his assistant. These

furnaces were enlarged from a 50- ft.

hearth up to 118 ft. The average ton-

nage was brought up to approximately

300 tons per day on a coal consumption

or I
• 1 of calcine.

In 1904 these furnaces were copied

by Cyrus Robinson and built in Arizona

with modifications to use California

crude oil and it became my lot to make

them operate successfully. The ore was

By E. H. Hamilton *

Oil successfully used in

roasting and reverberatory

furnaces; in the blast fur-

nace a trial indicated that

oil could be used if the blast

be heated'.

•Metallurgist, West Norfolk, Va.

first roasted in Edwards roasters to

which were attached oil jets. Whenever

the heat began to get too low to do

good work these jets were turned on for

a few minutes. By this means the roast-

ing was maintained in the furnace. At

times when there was a shortage of sul-

phur the length of time for oil firing

was increased considerably. Many diffi-

culties were encountered, but the appli-

cation of the oil as fuel was a great

success.

Wider Use of Oil Indicated

It seems strange that the smelteries in

various parts of the country where for

many years the conditions of the ore,

etc., afforded ideal conditions for the

working of oil-fired reverberatories did

not adopt that system. The conditions

which were forced upon me were such

that the silica in the slags ranged from

45 per cent, downward and the lime from

2 per cent, up to 23 per cent. The physi-

cal and chemical conditions of the con-

stituents varied widely during the time

these oil-fired furnaces were run and I

know from three years' experience on

the coal-fired furnaces of the Anaconda

plant, that it would have been impossible

to smelt charges in Anaconda with coal

which I smelted successfuly with crude

oil for fuel. From tests made I came to

the conclusion that, given the Anaconda

conditions of charge (both chemical and

physical) we would have been able to

smelt over 300 tons per day in oil-fired

reverberatories.

Reverberatory Charge Absorbed Only

20 per Cent, of Heat
My experience showed that about 19

per cent, to 20 per cent, of the heat was

absorbed by the charge and about 50

per cent, was taken up by the boilers.

However, anyone who has been a close

student of the reverberatory smelting

will know what a great range of possi-

bilities there are which tend to vary these

proportions and the firing of the furnaces

by oil affords especially good opportun-

ities to study these. In our case we had

to produce power from the waste heat to

run mines situated 20 miles away and

to furnish power for a concentrator and

to run the whole smelting plant and

sampling mill.

With a furnace hearth of over 100 ft.

in length, all at a white heat, it was pos-

sible to regulate the flames so as to ob-

tain complete combustion, if desired, be-

fore reaching the throat, where there

was practically no CO. All the com-

bustible constituents of the oil were com-

pletely burned before reaching the boil-

ers, and in this way an efficiency was

obtained which could not be obtained ir

ordinary oil-fired boiler practice.

One barrel of 42 gal. of the Cali

fornia oils was about equal to one ton o

best bituminous coal. However, it mus

not be lost sight of that the heavy Cali

fornia oils have to be kept warm in pass

ing through the pipes, and that a con

siderable amount of the steam generate;

in the boilers is used to atomize the oil

A small amount of steam is also use>

(either directly or indirectly) to run th>

oil pumps. Steam was also used t>

heat the oil in various tanks. TheS'

losses of course are variable, dependia

on many conditions, but in our case i

averaged very closely to 7 per cent, o

the steam produced in the boilers,

great number of factors enter into th

loss, many of which can be avoided b

proper construction and by the arrange-

ment and balance of the plant, but other

cannot be avoided, such as weatfu

conditions, etc. A great deal is bein

written about reverberatory smeltin

which is misleading. It is only undc
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ertain conditions that reverberatory

ractice is profitable.

Everyone Invents a New Burner

Much has been written about burners;

n fact almost every metallurgist or pipe

tter has his own "patent" and I have

leard old-time oil burners laughing at

tie probability of people who were about

o use oil for the first time "getting a

ew burner like all the pipe fitters." The

oint to be borne in mind is to "atomize"

tie oil and burn it in the right part of

tie furnace. I also dried and heated up

onverters by means of a small oil jet.

"his for a time gave trouble as each

ew converter was cold and damp.
:inally it was successful and the con-

erters were dried and heated more eco-

omically than by any other fuel.

Oil in Blast Furnace
On one occasion during a scarcity of

coke it became quite evident that we
would not have sufficient coke to keep

the blast furnace running and, as a shut-

down was objectionable, I resolved to

use oil as an auxiliary to replace some
coke. So far as I was able to find out,

the principal difficulty previously had
been that the thick oil failed to reach the

fire zone and the fire went out; so I

rigged up a temporary "hot blast" con-

sisting of one straight pipe around which

I built a temporary brick furnace and

put a small oil jet under it. This gave

a warm blast for the tuyere in which the

oil was injected. This gave an optical

illustration of the action of the blast in

the furnace, because we could see the

flames from the oil in two or three tuyeres

on each side of the one in which the oil

was introduced. In this way we kept

the blast furnace running several days

longer than we would have been able to

do otherwise, until a supply of coke ar-

rived.

This was what I set out to do and it

was certainly not done at any monetary
loss as between a full coke supply and

the cost of oil which replaced it. The
question then arose as to how much of

the saving of coke might be due to warm
blast and how much to the oil fired in

the furnace. So I proceeded to try the

warm blast alone, but my "stove" burned

out and as the manager did not see any

immediate profit to the company the stove

was not rebuilt. The only difficulty ex-

perienced was the slagging of the fur-

nace tuyere.

Developments at Jarbidge
The development of outlying claims at

arbidge is proving a more extensive min-

ralized area, and it is the general opin-

on of mining men who have visited this

Nevada camp that, while phenomenally

ich properties may not be opened, it is

ikely that a number of profitable mines

fill ultimately be producing. The latest

liscovery of rich ore was made on Jack

reek, about 2K> miles northeast of Jar-

idge on the Big Ledge claim. The vein

mtcrops for a distance of 50 to 100 ft.

ind is from 4 to 7 ft. wide; the gold con-

ent is from S6 up, some specimen ore

>eing found. The vein is in porphyry,

ind the ore is white and reddish quartz

rom which some free gold is obtained

>y panning. There are several parallel

ind ciC3S-veins that show gold at the

urface. This discovery proves that the

nineralized area in the Jarbidge district

:xtends for two miles north of the Crater

nines.

Activity in the Southern End of the
District

The wagon road has been extended two

niles up the river beyond the Hub settle-

nent at the mouth of Pine creek, in or-

ier to facilitate the delivery of supplies,

rhe first bridge across the river has been
5ui!t on this section of road.

The St. Joe group on the west side of

.he river includes fifteen claims on the

Hood Luck vein, extending from the

iver to Fox Creek ridge. A number of

renches and opencuts have been made
long the vein, to trace it up the mountain,

ind a tunnel has been started near the

nd of the Good Luck ground, on the

vest side and above the level of the

iver. This tunnel can be driven along

he vein nearly the whole length of the

property and in places will be over a

housand feet below the surface. The

j

; olo vein, which is about 400 ft. to the

est, can also be reached by this tunnel.

By Winthrop W. Fisk

Development work is be-

ing steadily earned on in

many parts of the district,

proving an extensive miner-

alized area in which prom-
ising veins have been dis-

covered.

'Mining engineer, Jarbidge, Nev.

A 20-ft. Vein in the Good Luck

One of the largest veins yet opened in

the district to any depth, is in the cross-

cut from the "Good Luck" tunnel. It is

2) ft. wide and consists of quartz impreg-

nated with sulphides assaying from SI to

$24 per ton. This crosscut is about 50 ft.

below the outcrop and is in richer ore

than that found at the surface.

On the Solo group just west of the

Good Luck, George W. Shoemaker has

opened a vein parallel to the Good Luck.

On the Indian Camp and Stray Dog

claims in Gorge gulch, two veins have

been discovered, in broken ground, by

Heber Lewis. The gold is irregular in

occurrence, and much float is found on

the surface. The veins have been traced

over the ridge and into Snowslide gulch,

across the Red Boy No. 2, High Water

and Shadow claims; some quartz float

with coarse free gold has been found on

the Shadow claim.

John Swicegood has been working on

the three Josephine claims on the north

side of Gorge gulch. There are several

veins crossing this ground; the Good

Luck vein crosses the western end. the

Pick vein runs through the length of the

claims, and about 700 ft. east is another

vein supposed to be the Bluster. The

Pick vein has been cut for 3 feet by a

crosscut tunnel at a distance of 40 ft.

from the portal. The eastern vein has

been cut by another tunnel 40 ft. long;

the quartz resembles that in the Bluster

shaft and pans fairly well.

Middleton & Eichert have opened

quartz veins on the High Up, Vista and

Panorama claims in Snowslide gulch.

These are the extensions of southwest

veins from the Craters and can be traced

up to the Craters, where rich shoots have

been opened.

A high-grade vein has been found on

the Ray Fraction, but as the ground

around it is all located, it has not caused

an excitement as did the finding of good

ore in Jack creek.

Work at the Pavlak

Work on the Pavlak mill is progressing

slowly owing to delays in transporting the

lumber into camp. The rainy weather in

December made the roads soft, but lum-

ber is now accumulating at the mill site.

The company has arranged with H. E.

Dodd to establish a hotel on the flat

across the river above the mill site, for

the accommodation of the workmen.

The Pavlak tunnel is now 540 ft. long;

three veins have been cut and drifting

upon them begun. One of these veins is

about 7 ft. wide; the quartz is of two

characteristic varieties, the clear, white,

fine-grained, sugar quartz carryini: fine

gold that shows in the pan, and the

coarse, blocky, crystalline quartz with

honeycombed streaks in which the coarser

gold is found. The tunnel is now being

driven through the quartzite belt to the

west of the shaft and should before long

cut the main vein. A new vein from 3

to 6 ft. wide has been opened on the sur-

f?ce about half way between the Pavlak

and Taft veins.

A quartz vein has been opened by

Joseph Eichert in the bottom of a 1 0- ft.

shaft on the Valley View claim of the Ely
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group, on the west side of the river op-

posite the Bourne mine. Quartz float is

found on the hillside and can be traced

south across the Valley View, Jarbidge.

Kiski and Amazon to the Pavlak ground

and there is reason to believe that it

ccmes from the extension of one of the

Pavlak veins. Work has been done along

the surface prospecting for the vein from

which this float comes. On the Valley

View, a cut was run through the surface

detritus for a distance of 16 ft. and a

shaft started at the end; at the depth of

10 ft. the quartz shows clear across the

shaft and appears to be the vein in place.

Another vein has been opened on the Ely

Fraction belonging to the same group,

about 400 ft. east of the Valley View

vein, and about the same distance to the

west some float has been found on the

.Viorning claim.

The Guess. Guess Again and Guess

Fraction claims have been acquired by

the Jarbidge- Ely Company. A tunnel has

been started from the lower or west side

of the ground to crosscut the formation.

The Bluster. Success, Rock Creek and

other veins which lie to the east of the

Pavlak, all trend toward this ground.

Transvaal Mining; Notes

Johannesburg Correspondence

The Globe & Phoenix mine was recent-

ly referred to as one of the richest quartz

mines in the world. The yield for Oc-

tober was £64,827, recovered from 5116

tons of ore; equal to £12 13s. 5d. per ton.

The feature of this mine has been the

striking increase in grade since 1908; the

subjoined table shows the ore reserves

and value half yearly since Dec. 31, 1908.

Magnesite in California in

1910

By Lewis H. Eddy*

The production of magnesite from

California deposits for the year 1910 cer-

tainly did not greatly exceed that of

1909. About 8000 tons would cover the

output for 1910. The price for 1909

averaged about $8 per ton for raw ore.

There was a price war during 1910 that

rendered the total value of the output

less than for 1909.

In Tulare county, the Tule Mining

Company produced no ore for the mar-

ket in 1910, except about. one carload,

and confined its labor to development of

the property, holding for better prices.

The only other production from these

mines for 1910 was mined to supply the

Willamette Paper and Pulp Company.

The output from Fresno, Santa Clara

and Riverside counties was about the

same as for 1909. running about 300 or

400 tons to the county. There was some

new development work done in Santa

Clara county. Experiments undertaken

looking to the manufacture of magnesite

brick did not prove successful; the char-

acter of the California ore is not such

that it provides its own binder, and

proper material has not yet been found in

ie magnesite market in 1010.

as in former years, was confined to the

Pacific coast, for the reason that the

price did not warrant shipment to outside

ts. The product of the mines was

used chiefly in the manufacture of car-

bonic-acid gas, and in the paper mills.

i al

Estimated total

ore reserves

—

tons
Estimated aver-

age value in

dwt

Dec-. :51.June30.Dee. 31. Tune 30,

1908. 1900. , 1909.
i

1910.

144,348

16.0

168,984

22 06

171. 507 174,778

31.23 ! 32 259

Shortage of Labor and Increased Use

of Rock Drills

Owing to labor shortage, the number

of rock drills at work on the Rand is

rapidly increasing. In October, of 3808

machines at work, 3486 were employed in

producing mines. The percentage of ore

sorted was 13.86. I have had brought

recently to my attention a simple and

novel invention for ejecting rock chips

from holes bored downward by hammer

drills. It appears to me that this device

will remove the difficulties that have pre-

vented the extensive use of hammer drills

in stoping.

In the East Rand Proprietary mines,

the outcrop workings have now been con-

nected with those of the Angelo and the.

reef exposed for 6000 ft. on the incline.

The ore developed is of satisfactory

grade and it is now estimated that over

70 per cent, of the developed ore in the

workings of the Angelo reef will yield a

profit.

City Deep Operations

The City Deep is expected to start

crushing with some of its 200 stamps in

December. The gold content of the last

2500 ft. of development on the main reef

leader, is 22.2 dwt. for a width of over

17.8 in. There are 2,200,000 tons devel-

oped. Reinforced concrete is being em-

ployed underground for the main-shaft

loading bins. The main haulage level of

the mine is being driven 14 ft. wide, in

order to install a haulage system.

The Cloverfield mine on the East Rand

is closed down, as working capital is ex-

hausted. Development of 2175 ft. of reef

showed an average value of 13.3 dwt. tor

a width of 13.78 in. Upon the solving

of the problem of working a reef of this

thickness and value, at a profit, when it is

lving very flat, depends 'the future of a

large area of unworked ground of trie

East Rand and elsewhere.

The Brakpan mines are working a

wider reef and have 1.500,000 tons ac-

veloped, assaying 6 to 7 dwt. over a fair

stoping width. The mine is opened Dy

two vertical shafts over 4000 ft. apart,

connected by an incline shaft on the

plane of the reef, equipped for haulage.

There are 10 levels 500 ft. apart. Crush-

ing at the rate of 60,000 tons per month

will be started about April, 1911. But-

ters' filters will be employed for slime

treatment.

A government training school for min-

ing students is being opened. Youths

from 17 to 25 years of age will be taught

all branches of mining and paid for their

labor. There is considerable discussion

over the effect of the Mines Regulation

Committee and the new legislation that

will probably follow, between the Gov-

ernment, and the representatives of the

mines and the representatives of labor.

The men desire an eight-hour day, bank

to bank, and are endeavoring to form a

labor federation to protest against fur-

ther reduction in wages 2nd contract

prices.

The tin-mining industry is generally in

a flourishing condition, though affected

like the gold mines from shortage of la-

bor. New discoveries are reported from

the Waterberg tinfield. The Rooiberg

and Zaaiplaats mines maintain a large

high-grade output.

New Discoveries in the Diamond Field

Excitement has been caused by the

discovery of another rich pipe at the

Roberts Victor diamond mine. This

mine was noted for the quantity and ex-

traordinary value of the diamonds, bui

owing to the contraction of the rather

small pipe in depth, it has fallen into

somewhat evil days. A new pipe of an

area of about 100 claims, each 30x30 tt.,

has recently been discovered by boring.

Returns are in the neighborhood of 45

carats per hundred loads. The corrected

figures for the six months' output of t'ie

Premier diamond mine are 1,049,909

carats, from 4,680,598 loads treated, and

for the whole year 2,145,833 carats,

from 9,331.822 loads. The grade showed

a falling off from 0.229 carat per load

against 0.249 carat per load in 1909.

Victoria Falls Power Station

A test of one of the 4000-h.p. centrif-

ugal compressors erected at the Victoria

Falls power station, at Rosherville, shows

that 21,300 cu.ft. of free air were com-

pressed from an absolute pressure ot

11.8 lb. (representing the altitude of the

Rand) to 133 lb. absolute, with an expen-

diture of 3931 h.p. at the compressor

shaft, an efficiency compared with the

isothermal, of 67.8 per cent., equal to

5.05 cu.ft. compressed per horsepower.

The makers are Pokorny & Wittekind,

Frankfort-am-Main, Germany.

The Argentine government has recent-

ly reserved 5000 hectares in the oil region

of Comodoro Revadavia and has appro-

priated $500,000 for work in the district.
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Coal Mining Denartm^nt
Fatal Accidents from Falls of

Roof and Sides

Special Correspondence

About 50 per cent, of the fatal acci-

ents in coal mines are due to falls of

oof and sides. This is clearly recognized

i Great Britain, where efforts have been

nade to enforce systematic timbering,

'he results may not have been uniformly

atisfactory, but for this the system is

;ot blamed so much as the inability of

hose concerned to realize their respon-

ibility in the matter. Evidently by the

pplication of sound common sense,

iuch may be done toward reducing the

aily loss of life in mines from falls.

Notwithstanding accumulated experi-

nce it does not appear to be fully recog-

ized what is meant by systematic tim-

ering. The under officials and workmen

The Important News
Of Coal Mining:
New Appliances,
NewMethods.New
Fields, Colliery-

Engineering

performed. He is severe on men who
work for contractors, and who frequently

venture under roof from which they have
just drawn out the props put in by the

miners, their object being to get on quick-

er with the work they happen to have in

'{''<: i.n.ji ,:,//
,;, Mining Journal

Sketch Showing New System of Timbering, Successfully Introduced in

European Mines

i Scotland, when accidents are being in-

estigated, exhibit ignorance of the

specified distance" laid down by the

ules for propping the roof, and the in-

pector says that until this is as well un-

erstood by them as is the price to be

aid for their labor, systematic timbering

annot be said to have had a fair trial,

ven under the present system of super-

ision.

Causes of Roof Falls

In his report for the Liverpool district

ir Henry Hall attributes falls of ground
cnerallv either to sufficient timber not

eing set, or the work being inefficiently

hand. The result is that they do this

once too often and get caught by the fall-

ing rock. At the same time, Sir Henry is

convinced that since systematic timber-

ing of the working places at the face was

made compulsory, the actual work of

coal cutting has become less dangerous.

In many of the Lancashire mines the

crush or pressure on roads is quite se-

vere, due to some extent to the fact that

too many seams, within the same area,

are worked simultaneously with the ob-

ject of getting a larger output. Many
attempts have been made from time to

time to improve on existing methods of

timbering the main roads, so as to avoid

the expense of constant renewals. What
is called "cockered" timbering has been
introduced with considerable favor. This

consists, instead of the ordinary horizon-

tal bar supported on two props and set

a certain distance from each other, of a

series of struts so arranged that they will

resist greater pressure and weight with-

out being broken or displaced. A sketch

of this system is reproduced herewith.

Some managers who have to contend
with a bad roof at the face of wide work,
use light bars supported at each end by
a prop instead of relying on single props,

by this means fractures and slips can
be crossed and made more secure. It

is held that if single props are used they

should always have a good "lid" or "cap"
placed on the top, and there should be a

proper system of supplying these "lids"

to the workmen.

A Lack of Caution

In the Midland district there were 65
fatal accidents from falls in 1909 and
the mines inspector upon carefully an-

alyzing these accidents, finds that two
were due to neglect of rules by officials

and neglect or breach of rules by work-
men, while 22 would have been prevented

if greater caution had been exercised.

The number declared unavoidable was
31. Every roof, no matter how good its

appearance, should be treated wirh sus-

picion and properly supported. Unseen
slips are the cause of many accidents,

and until the roof is supported as if the

slips were known to exist, the diminu-
tion of deaths from this cause will not

be as great as can be made. A frequent
use of bars, either of wood or steel, will

prevent many of the accidents.

Many fatal accidents are due to neglect

to set temporary supports to roofs as
soon as they are exposed. Too often

men wait until the fallen coal has been
filled into the cars before setting a prop
or bar. This should not be allowed. As
soon as the coal is fallen, room should
be made in advance of where the fillers

are working for their protection, and
if this were done the list of fatal acci-

dents would be considerably reduced.

Effectual supervision by the mine offi-

cials would be helpful in this respect.

The examinations by the officials should
not be hurried, but allow of a thorough
inspection of the roof and sides being
made, and also permit their advising trie

workmen what to do to secure safety.

As Mr. Walker says, "the human element
enters very largely into the question of

prevention of all underground accidents,

and it is only by having rules strictly

enforced by the officials and a ready com-
pliance with them by the workmen that

many of them can be avoided.
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Model Coal Mine at Marianna
The main ventilating fan installed at

the Miller or ventilating shaft, 175 ft.

from the Rachel Shaft of the Marianna

mine, is the largest steel fan in the

bituminous region. The wheel is 35 ft. in

diameter and 6 ft. wide. At 100 per cent,

volumetric efficiency, this fan will de-

liver 700.000 cu.ft. of air. provided the

water gage is not over six inches. The

fan and engines were built by the Con-

nellsville Manufacturing and Mine Sup-

ply Company, Connellsville, Pennsyl-

vania.

A brief recital of the reasons for in-

stalling so large a fan may be of interest.

The fan may be said to be the most im-

portant unit at a mine, occupying a posi-

tion analogous to that of the heart in

the human anatomy; just as the body

depends for its life on the continuous

operation of the pump which forces the

vital fluid to every tissue cell, so the mine

depends for its activity on the continuous

operation of the fan, forcing the life-sus-

taining air to every part of the work-

ings. Not only will "heart failure" of the

ventilating system, particularly in a

gaseous mine, immediately suspend all

mining operations underground, but, un-

less it is of short duration, it will shut

down the whole surface plant.

Just as a man with a weak heart is

seriously hampered in life, so the mine

with inadequate ventilation cannot be ex-

pected "to produce the amount of coal of

which it would otherwise be capable; in

fact, this heart of the mine must never

miss a beat during working hours, if the

mine is to retain its health and efficiency.

This comparison of the fan to the human
heart may serve to show the imperative

nature of the requirements of reliability,

which far overshadows in importance the

consideration of economy and efficiency

of the fan itself.

The Marianna mine requires a large

input of air. because of the extended area

of working face to be ventilated. The fan

is designed to furnish the air required to

ventilate the entire mine when it is work-

ing at full capacity, allowing for the

future extension of the working area a

considerable distance from the shafts.

Reasons for Selecting a Large Fan

The maximum rotative speed was fixed

at 100 r.p.m., and a diameter of 35 ft.

determined on as giving a maximum run-

ning <;peed of 1 1 .000 ft. per minute. These

items were fixed entirely from considera-

ind reliability. All types

of smaller fans running at higher speeds,

and especially all those requiring belt,

chain or other geared drive, were ruled

out for the same reasons. Most of the

smaller fans referred to would have cost

might have shown a

[eitcy, hut t* was considered

By A. C. Beeson *

and Floyd W. Parsons

Second of a series of art-

icles describing the equip-

ment and methods at Mari-

anna. The ventilation is

furnished by a $yft. steel

fan, which style of venti-

lator was selected in pref-

erence to all types of small-

er fans running at higher

speeds. Absolutely contin-

uous operation was prefer-

red to higher efficiency.

Chief engineer, Pittsburg-Buffalo Com-
pany, Pittsburg, Peun.

upon cast-iron stands, which are provided

with double taper adjusting wedges, to

permit horizontal and vertical adjust-

ments, to be made if necessary without

stopping the fan. The fan wheel is of

heavy steel-plate construction, no plates

lighter than Vj in. being used, and some 1

in. thick. Its weight is carried on two

heavy "spiders" which are borne by por-

tions of the shaft nearest the bearings.

The volume occupied by the wheel is

7000 cubic feet.

The Friction Clutch Couplings

The friction clutch couplings consist of

heavy ring members, securely keyed to

the opposite ends of the main fan shaft.

The inside surfaces of these rings are

bored to receive the outwardly expanding,

fiber-lined steel bands, which are con-

nected with the driving members keyed

to the outboard end of the engine shafts.

A suitable mechanism is provided in

each engine room for applying and re-

leasing these clutches with ease and en-

tire safety while the fan is in motion.

When the clutch is released, its weight

Showing Lepley Fan before Housing Was Completed

that these items were far outweighed

from the standpoint of the vital necessity

o f absolutely continuous operation, by the

unfavorable items of higher speed and

increased number of parts.

Each engine alone is capable of driv-

ing the fan to its full capacity, and by

means of the friction clutches it is pos-

sible to change the load from one engine

to the other without even slowing the

fan; so that not only is a spare driving

unit always available, but one engine may
be repaired or altered, and tested light

or under full load at any time, for any

period, without missing a single revolu-

tion of the fan. The proportions for all

parts were made liberal to provide safety

under continuous operation at maximum
speed. The fan-shaft journals arc Hi in.

diameter and 48 in. long, and have ring-

oiling adjustable pillow blocks, with re-

movable babbitted shells mounted

is carried by a heavy adjustable pillow

box with journal 14 in. diameter, 30 in.

long.

To secure as high a degree of steam

econemy as is consistent with absolute

certainty and regularity of operation,

D. F. Lepley, general manager of the

Connellsville Manufacturing and Mine

Supply Company, designed for this

fan a special four-valve Corliss type

engine with independent wristplate

valve movements, driven by sepa-

rate eccentrics. The admission valve

has a hand adjustable link cutoff, by

which a range of cutoff from t"

stroke is secured. While this may not

be quite as economical as a four-valve

engine with a dashpot release, it is con-

sidered far safer and more reliable. It

also provides a greater range of cutoff

than is possible with the other type of

valve gear. This cutoff can be operated
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ith perfect safety with the engine in

otion, and is of such a range that the

ieed of the engine may be practically

ntrolled by it. The crank pins of these

igines are 10K> in. diameter and 6 in.

ng. The main journals are 14 in. diam-

er, 22 in. long, the pillow boxes being

ted with the best high-speed babbitt

2tal and having a full range of adjust-

snts.

A reliable automatic continuous gravity

bricating system was installed with

ch engine, using the oil over and over,

it filtering it each time it is used. The

lin fan bearings are lubricated by pipes

nning to small oil reservoirs in the

of. Small pipes lead from a point in

s fan drift selected as being most free

am eddies, to recording pressure and

cuum gages in the engine room and

company, but it is provided with ex-

haust stack and reversing doors by which
the ventilation can be reversed easily and
quickly.

Details of Construction

The entire fan setting is of brick on
concrete foundation. This extends up to

the elevation of the top of the fan wheel.

The only parts of the housing which are

of steel are the stack, the curved cover

and back plates and the reversing doors.

The engine houses and fan drifts have flat

roofs of concrete in which are embedded
steel beams.

The main fan drift is connected

to the circular air shaft by a long-

radius curve formed of concrete. Air

locks are provided so that the fan drift

may be entered while the fan is running,

The Tipple and Washery
The Marianna tipple is a steel struc-

ture, "L" shaped, being 130x53 ft., and
having a wing about 90 ft. wide, extend-

ing for 50 ft. from the main building.

The headframe is 80 ft. high and the tip-

ple landing is 42 ft. above the ground.

The structure is covered with asbestos-

protected corrugated steel, which has

proved to be durable. The cars are

pushed off the cage by a steam-operated

pusher of original design; they then run

by gravity to four crossover dumps, pass

over two kick-backs and return by grav-

ity to the transfer tables; the lower posi-

tions of the transfer tables are on each

side of the cageways, and beyond them
from the dumps, and their upper posi-

tions are opposite the respective cage-

ways. When the transfers are raised, the

View at Marianna, Showing Part of Tipple and 35-ft. Lepley Fan

e superintendent's office. The ends of

ese pipes are so placed as to be un-

fected by the velocity head.

It may be seen from the foregoing de-

ription that extraordinary care has

en taken in proportioning the parts and
oviding for adjustments, etc., to pro-

de low stresses and wear, and as far as

>ssible to prevent stoppages. In order

at the stops necessary to renew worn
ain bearings, or for any other unfore-

en cause, may be of a minimum dura-

>n, I-beam trolleys have been arranged

er each engine and main bearing,

jiese are equipped with a four-ton Yale

Towne triplex chain block which may
quickly moved from one beam to an-

her.

The fan is now running as a blower,

hich is preferred to exhaust by the

but it is rarely necessary to do this, as

the bearings are lubricated by pipes from

the outside.

The engines ordinarily exhaust to at-

mosphere, but pipes with valves are ar-

ranged so that the exhaust can be di-

rected into the center of the air current,

whenever tests indicate the advisability

of increasing the moisture content of the

mine air.

Although reliability has been the para-

mount issue in the design of this fan,

economy has not been overlooked. The

amount of exposed steel work in the

housing is very much less than is often

used, its place being largely taken by

brick and concrete, thus saving both on

first cost and maintenance. The use of

Corliss engines is also in the line of

economy, as already explained.

opening left in the lower track is guarded

by a stop which is automatically lowered

by the transfer to allow two cars to run

on when it is down, and raised by a

counterweight when the transfer is up to

stop the next car. A similar but lighter

device is installed on the transfer to pre-

vent cars running back after striking the

fixed stop.

Operation of the Transfer

The transfer is operated by a reve'rsing

steam cylinder whose center line forms

the base of an isosceles triangle whose

sides are the transfer tracks. The pusher

consists of a structural steel frame for

each cageway, mounted on rollers run-

ning on an overhead track and carrying

on its lower extremity cast-steel spring

drawheads, which push the cars. The
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pushers are connected together in front

by a wire rope passing over two sheaves,

and in the rear by similar ropes passing

over differential sheaves connected to

each end of the piston rod of a steam

cylinder, thus causing the pushers to act

as points in an endless circuit.

The effect of this arrangement is that

when one pusher moves forward, pushing

cars on the cages, the other returns.

The differential is four to one, so that the

cylinder stroke is only 6 ft. while the

pusher moves 24 feet.

The four-dump tracks are parallel, but

in order to accommodate the machinery

be returned more qu.vskly to the original

position.

The kick-backs are each locaied on a

rear corner of the tipple floor; one of

these is hinged and counterweighted so

that it can be raised, allowing cars to

pass under to a corner of the washer
floor, where minor adjustments can be

made. Between the kick-backs are forges

used for sharpening the heavy bits of the

air punchers.

Tipple Equipment and Machinery

The tipple equipment proper consists

of a standard 1 >^-in. bar screen and a

These latter screens are placed in a

elevated position in the tipple wing par

allel to the railroad tracks. They sepa*

rate coal into nut (between 34 in. and \y
in.) and slack (below 34 in.). The latte

falls through the screens into steel hop

pers, from which it can be delivered b>

chutes either directly into railroad car

beneath, or into two 10x20-in. scrape

conveyers leading to the washer. Simi

larly the nut coal can be loaded direct!

or delivered to scrapers running paralk

to slack scrapers. These do not extend t

the washer, however, but to small hop

pers, as will be described.

-JCI^ The Engineering ^Mining Journa

Section and Plan of 35-ft. Casing Type, Lepley Reversing Fan

underneath, the dumps were not placed

opposite, but are approximately on a diag-

onal line. These dumps are of the usual

Phillips pattern, except that they are ex-

tra heavy on account of the weight of

cars used, and are equipped with steam

pull-backs. Each pull-back consists of

a steam cylinder, mounted in an incline

position below the floor, the piston rod

beinij connected to the sword lever by
means of chains. The dump is mounted
on a shaft and bearings instead of the

usual rockers, and this shaft is located

slightly more off the center of gravity

than is the usual practice; the result is

that the dump is more positive in its ac-

tion, is more easily controlled and can

dumping weigh basket and scales for

each dump. The scale beams are located

in two inclosed weigh houses under the

floor. All machinery in the tipple is in

duplicate, so as to minimize the number

of repair parts kept on hand, and so that

a breakdown of any part will not shut the

tipple down.

All coal passing through the l
T/i-in.

screens is delivered to two 12x36-in.

scraper conveyers running diagonally and

on an incline under the tipple floor. These

deliver to two 50-in. continuous bucket

elevators which discharge over the head

wheels into chutes leading to three 8x24-

ft. hexagonal revolving screens of ''(-in.

wire mesh.

Method of Handling the Lump Coal

The lump coal, passing over the ba

screens and being weighed in the weigl

pans, is dumped into steel hoppers, hold

ing about four tons each. The botton

plates of these hoppers form reciprocat

ing feeders which deliver the coal uni

formly onto four picking bands, locatec

on the main floor of the wing, one directh

over each of the four principal loadim

tracks. These picking bands are six fee

wide and provide about 45 ft. of picking

length. They are of the type known a;

beaded-flight conveyers, and com
flights of steel plates about 12 in. wide

6 ft. long and having vertical end plates
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about 8 in. high which form the sides of

the band.

These flights are beaded and overlap

each other. They are riveted to side

chains carrying rollers. Normally about

three men work on each band; they usu-

ally walk on the coal, facing the feed end.

This method seems to give better results

than the method of having the men re-

main stationary at the side of the belt.

The nut and slack conveyers before de-
scribed leading from the revolving
screens pass over the picking bands at

right angles. Under these conveyers and
over the picking bands at the discharge
end of the latter are small hoppers, one
over each band. They are filled by gates
in the conveyer troughs and emptied
through gates onto the bands. They are
so designed that the correct portion of

View of the Vulcan Hoisting Engines at the Agnes Shaft

They pick the coal more thoroughly be-

cause they travel with the bands and

move about over them. Only the lump
coal passes over these picking bands.

When run-of-mine is shipped, the fine

coa! is added at the end of the band, as

will be explained. This is done in order

to clean the coal more effectively; it is

impossible to pick run-of-mine, as much
of the bone is covered by the fine coal.

The speed of the belt is about 40 ft. per

minute, and as the feeders deliver the

coal regularly from the hoppers and dis-

tribute it uniformly over the belt, the coal

lies in a thin layer on the band, so that

the bone is not covered up.

The Slate and Eone Coal

The bone coal and slate picked from
the bands are thrown into long narrow
steel hoppers between the bands. The
tops of these hoppers are protected by
gratings which limit the size of the lumps
which pass into them. The hoppers ter-

minate below the floor in closed chutes
between the loading tracks which dis-

charge into a transverse apron conveyer,

similar in construction to the picking

bands. This conveyer runs in a concrete

tunnel under the loading tracks, and dis-

charges into a continuous bucket con-

veyer which delivers to a crusher, from
which the bone falls into a reinforced

concrete bin above the larry floor; from
here the electric larries deliver it to the

boiler-house conveyer. Lump coal is

loaded into railroad cars by simply rolling

over the head end of the pick-bands into

adjustable chutes, parallel to and above
the cars.

Mine-run coal is loaded as follows:

Luhrig type, and has a capacity of 150
tons per hour; it is placed immediately
adjacent to the tipple, and the slack coal

is delivered to it by the inclined slack-

coal conveyers from the revolving

screens as already described.

There are 16 primary jigs and four sec-

ondary jigs, which rewash the refuse

from the primary jigs, thus recovering

the bone coal. The washer thus separates

the slack into three portions: pure coal

of specific gravity less than 1.40, the

product of the primary jigs, shipped as

washed slack or made into coke; bone
coal between 1.40 and 1.50 specific grav-

ity, used under the boilers; and refuse

over 1.50 specific gravity, which is

wasted.

The jigs are placed on a level below
the dumping and above the picking floor

of the tipple, and between the tipple and
the washery bins, which are built of

reinforced concrete. They have hop-
pered bottoms, are rectangular in shape
and have a total capacity of 1500 tons

of washed slack. The bins are 32 ft.

wide and 98 ft. long, the length being

parallel to the loading tracks. This

length is divided by transverse parti-

The Mesta Hoisting Engines and Drum at the Rachel Shaft. Also

Showing the Overhead-traveling Crane

fine coal can always be returned to the

lump. The following grades are shipped:

GRADES OF COAL AT MARIANNA.
(1) Mine-run. (2) Three-inch lump.
(3) 1 i -inch lump. m> Mnch lump.
(.">) Four-inch mine-run. (6) Four-inch nut".

(7) 11-inch nut. (8) Nut and slack.
(!)) Slack.

At other points are also loaded as re-

quired; (10) washed slack; (11) 48-hr.

coke; (12) 72-hr. coke.

The Washery

The washery at Marianna Is of the

tions into compartments about 16 ft.

long. These partitions are inserted to

tie the sides together rather than to form

many bins. One of these compartments

is divided by a central partition to form

a raw-coal hopper. There are also two

bins placed at the end of the jig house;

one of these receives crushed bone coal

from the picking tables, and washed

bone from the secondary jigs, while the

other is for refuse from the jigs.

Over the washed-coal bins travels a
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12x36-in. scraper conveyer. This con-

veyer receives at the tail end raw coal

from the tipple slack conveyer. This is

carried along the top strand and depos-

ited through a chute to the raw-coal bin

situated near the other end. On the

lower strand it receives washed coal

from the washed-coal elevators at the

head end and discharges it through sev-

eral gates into the washed-coal bins.

This conveyer is carried on steel frames

high enough above the top of the bins

to charge them to their full capacity.

An economical structure is secured by

building the sides of the reinforced-con-

crete bins only as high as the base of

this triangular heap. From this point the

building is formed of corrugated asbes-

tos-covered steel on a light steel frame.

The bottoms of all the bins are suffi-

ciently elevated above the larry track to

allow the electric larries to run under

and load by gravity. The bins are sup-

ported by reinforced-concrete columns.

Between the outer columns brick walls

with windows are formed, and the ends

are inclosed by large wooden doors. The

bin gates are steam jacketed to prevent

freezing, and in cold weather the larries

are left under the bins at night and the

doors closed; there is thus no delay due

to frozen coal in starting in the morning.

Method of Feeding the Raw Coal

The raw coal is fed by a chute and

adjustable gate to a Williams No. 3 mo-

tor-driven crusher, from which it falls

into the boot of a continuous bucket ele-

vator which delivers it into a 7xl4-ft. re-

volving screen of 3/16-in. steel plate,

having 3/16-in. perforations, which is

supported above the jig floor. The coal

passing over this screen is returned to

the crusher, while that passing through

drops into a V-shaped hopper. Here

it meets with a stream of water which

carries it to the jigs. Ten primary jigs

are placed in a row along one side and

six on the other. Besides these six are

placed the four secondary jigs. The coal

is delivered to the primary jigs in wooden

sluices having adjustable dividing

boards, so that the proper proportion

will be carried to each jig. The jigs are

driven by eccentrics on line shafts re-

volved by an electric motor. The coal is

carried over the weir at the front of each

jig, and the refuse traveling along the

screen is collected by falling through two

circular openings.

The washed coal passes directly into a

concrete recovery bin built in the ground

below the jigs, from which it is raised

by a large elevator, having perforated

buckets, to the distributing conveyer al-

ready described. A gate in the chute at

the head of this elevator allows the

washed slack to flow through a wooden

chute, directly into railroad cars on a

track parallel and adjacent to the tipple

tracks or into the storage bin.

The primary refuse is collected in a

tank and raised by an elevator of the

same size and type as the washed-coal

elevator to troughs, where it is washed,

to the secondary jigs. From these jigs

the washed coal and refuse are elevated

to their respective bins.

The following table shows the excel-

lent results already obtained with this

TABLE SHOWING RESULTS OBTAINED
AT WASHER.

Grade.

Haw coal,
r u n-o f-

mine ....
Haw coal,

slack ....
P r i in a r y

washed . .

Secondary
washed . .

Final refuse,
slack ....

Coke from
washed . .

& -a A

36.11 56.19

33.25 53 . 55

i.">46 58.16

34.60

16.24

2.040

56.18

25.20

89.350

J3
oq

<
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Uinind^Metall! i rflcal Patent^
,A copy of (ho specifications of any of these
itents issued by the I nil' d States Patenl
ill!* i- will be mailed bj The Engineering
wd Mixing Journal upon the receipl of 25
knts. British patents arc supplied al I' 1

ni>. In ordering specifications, corn
requested to gi\ e i he nunibei . i

! Inventor and date of Issue.

COAL AM) COKE
COAL CUTTING Improvements in or Con-

ivith Disk Cutter Machines for I'se in

[ning Coal and other .Minerals. I'. A. Scott
id David Miller. Glasgow, Scotland. (Brit.

a 4357 of 1910.)

COKE and Gas Oven. Louis Wilputte,

oliet. 111., assignor to II. Koppers, Esseu-on-
le-Ruhr, Germany. (U. S. No. 5)81,344; Jan.
t, 1911.)

COKE—Apparatus for Cleaning Gas Pipes,

rederlc \V. C. Schniewind, New York, X. 1 .

C. S. No. 976,933; Nov. 29, 1910.)

COKE Apparatus for Handling Coke, etc.

'illlam Clark Mitchell. Sydney, Nova Scotia.

C. S. No. '.177,110 ; Nov. 29, 1910.)

COKE Car Construction. Frederic W. c.

chniewind, New York. X. Y. (l\ S. Xo.
:ti. !)::•_'

: Nov. 29, 1910.)

COKE—Improvements in Separating Tar
tses. O. Hilgenstock Coke oven Com-

inv Ltd., Crigglestone, near Wakefield, Eng.
Brit No. 17, -Vis of 1910.)

COKE—Process of 1'tilizing Coke Breeze.
enrv A. Tobelmann, Warren, Ariz. (U. S.

,,. 978,236; Dec. 13, 1910.)

COKE OVEN and Heating Arrangement
Frederic W. C. Schniewind. New

ork, X. Y. (U. S. No. 976,930; Nov. 29,

•10. I

COKE OVENS—Improvements in Regener-
Ive coke-oven Installations. O. Hilgen-

ock Coke oven Company, Ltd., Crigglestone,
. Brit. Xo. 17,547 of 1910.)

MINI NO MACHINE. Frank L. Sessions.

tlumbus, Ohio, assignor, by mesne assign-

to the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
B, No. 975,468; Nov. 15, 1910.)

MINING METHOD—System of Mining
>al. Charles Arnold Cabell, Carbon, VY. Va.
•. s. No. 980,196 ; Jan. 3, 1911.)

PEAT—Excavating Machine for Digging
il Conveying Peat. Aleph Anrep, Hel-
jgborg, Sweden. (U. S. No. 980,858; Jan.
1911.)

GOLD AND SILVER

CYANIDING—Improvements in or Relating
Filtering Apparatus particularly adapted

i- Fse in the Cyanide Process of Extracting
ecious Metals from their Ores. Wm. W.
ibacher, Rochester, N. Y. (Brit. No. 16.156
1910.)

MILLING APPARATUS. Ernest Holroyd
irtln, Johannesburg, Transvaal. (U. S. No.
6,585; Nov. 22, 1910.)

IRON AND STEEL

BLAST- FURNACE- CHARGING API'AK
I S. Jacob B. MeKennan, Pueblo, Colo.

S. No. 980,811 ; Jan. 11. 1911.)
MANGANESE STEEL—Method of Treat-
; Manganese Steel. Winfield s. Potter
v- York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 974,822; Nov.
1910.)

MANGANESE STEEL—Production. Treat-
-• and Rolling of Ingots of Manganese Steel.
Infield S. Potter, New York, X. Y (F S

975,371 : Nov. 8, 1910. I

ORE REDUCTION—Method of Reducing
hi Ore. John T. Jones. Iron Mountain,
ch. (U. S. No. 981,280; Jan. 10, 1911.)
SLAG—Process of Making Phosphatic Sla?
d Iron. Hermann Mehner, Velten Oei"
my. (U. S. No. 977.819; Dec. 6, 1910.)
^''-—Manufacture of s <w'- William
Walker. New York. N. Y (F S Xo

Jan. 3, 1911.)

LOAD, ZINC AND OTHER METALS
ANTIMONY—A Wet Process for the Rocov-

"i Antitnonv in a Pure State from Ores
ocentrates, Tailings and Slimes Containing

•' If. Masson, Melbourne. Victoria \us-
lat 'Rrit. No. 25,847 of 1909.)
T

i'\V.rT
Apn!1, 'nhls for Manufacturing Sub-

ied White Lend. Louis s. Hughes. Jonlln,
,
assignor to Picher Lead Company, .Top-
Mo. (U. S. No. 975,768; Nov. !.-» 'mini
'iW, .J

1™00 ** °S Manufacturing Sub-
ed White Lead. Louis S. Hughes. Joplin,

A Classified List-

of New Inventions

Mo. assignor er Lead Company, Jop-
lin, Mo. IF. S. No. 975,867 ; Nov. 15,' 19107)
QUICKSILVER -Process of Separating

Mercury from Poor Ores by Ele< trolysh

g
z
;;
ai"d> Paris, France, assignor to said I. •i.i

Szilard and Henry Bergerat, Paris, France.
(1 . S. No. 980,364 : Jan. 3, 191 I.)

TANTALUM l'r ,s of Case Han
Tantalum. Otto Archibald Simpson, c.n-
Jottenburg, Germany, assignor to Siemens &
Halske A. <;., Berlin, Germanj . (U. S No
974,835 ; Nov. 8, 1910. i

TIN— Furnace for Heating Old Tinned
Sheet-Iron Boxes and the Like to Ken, lei'
(hem Suitable to be Detinned. Karl Gold
schmidl and Josef Weber, Essen-on-the-Ruhr
Germany, assignors to Goldschmidl Detinning
Company, Jersey City. N. J. ( F. S. Xo. 978.-
018; Dec. 6, 1910.)

ZINC —Electric Furnace for the Continuous
Extraction of Zinc from lis ores. Eugene
Francois Cote and Paul Ramberl Pierron,
Lyon, France.

( F. S. No. 980,763; Jan. 3,
1911.)

ZINC— Furnace for Volatilizing Zinc from
lis Ores. Many II. Hughes, Springfield Mo
assignor of one-half to F. X. Heer and A. J.
Eisenmayer, Springfield. Mo. (F. S. No.
980,640; Jan. 3, 1911.)
ZINC—Method of Treating Zinc Ores for

the Recovery of Metallic Zinc Therefrom.
Harry II. Hughes, Springfield, Mo., assignor
of one-half to F. X. Heer and A. J. Eisen-
mayer, Springfield, Mo. (U. S. No. 980,641 :

Jan. ;;. 1911.)

MINING—GENERAL
BLASTING—Mining Needle. Patrick F.

Costello, Vintondale, I'enn. (U. S. No. 977,-
275 : Nov. 29, 1910.)

MIXE CARS—Apparatus for Handling
Mine Cars. James McEvoy, Toronto, Out.
(F. S. No. 978,321 ; Dec. 13, 1910.)

DRILL COUPLING. Martin Hardsocg, Ot-
tumwa, Iowa. (U. S. No. 980,776; Jan. :?,

1911.)

DRILLING Improvements in and Relating
to Dust-Collecting Means for Rock Drills.
The Drill Dust Catcher Company, Leadville,
Colo. (Brit. No. ('..••..".'.i oi 1910.)

EXPLOSIONS—Method of Preventing Mine
Explosions. John W. Coleman. Maybeury,
w. Va., assignor of on, half to Andrew J,
Dalton, Powhatan. W. Va. I F. S. Xo. 981,-
l"u: Jan. in. 1911.)

MINE-ROOF SUPPORT. James Gardner
Sanderson ami Clarence B. Sturges, Scran-
ton. I'enn. (F. S. Xo. 981,226; Jan. 10,
1911.)

TUNNELING MACHINES—Boring or Tun-
neling Machines. .1. I'. Karns Tunneling Ma-
chine Company, Boulder, Colo. (Brit. Xo.
12,591 of 1910.)

ORE DRESSING—GENERAL
AGITATOR. Jasper A. McCaskell, Salt

Lake City, Utah. (F. S. No. 981,098; Jan.
10, 1911.)

CLASSIFICATION—Apparatus for Classi-
fying and Concentrating Ores. Rene

-

Emile
Trottier. Hussein-Dev. France. (F. S. Xo.
981,23(1; Jan. 10. 1911.)

CLASSTETER Ore Classifier. John P.
oiniviu, Seattle, Wash., assignor of one-third
to John G. Smith ami one third to Jean S. T.
Jackson. Seattle, Wash. (U. s. Xo. 980,-
241; Jan. :). 1911.1

CONCENTRATION -Imorovements in the
Concentration of Oxidized Ores, II L. Sul-
man and H. F. K. Picard. London. Eng. (Brit.
Xo. 26 01.9 of 1909.)

CONCENTRATOR Ore Concentrator and
Sliminir Table. Chriotoffer \ Christensen,
Portland, Ore. (F. S. No. 980.202; Jan. 3,
1911.)

orcrSniXn—Improvements in Crushing,
Pulverising nnfl Amalgamating Machines.
C. E. TT.nii. Sheffield, Eng. (Brit. No. 24,854
of 1900.1

CRUSHING -Quartz Mill. Janes V
San Francisco, Cal. (U. S. !

Nov. s, nun.
i

.

I M TEItl! (1 APPARATl 8 [mpro
In and Relating to Filtering Api

ting Liquid fro o Solid Material. Wil-
Qej Mining Machinerj Co.,

I

Roberts, London, Eng. (Brit No
1 909. i

ORE TREATMENT Appa
dation Reduction or < > u r i n at-

i On s, Metallurgical Pro I

•Means of Gas or Aii- Pa ed There-
on Si nlippi ibai

i Brit. No. 29,779 of 1909.

1

SCREEN Ore Screen. Philip it. Stan-
"°Pe, Denver, Colo. (U. S. Xo. 970,943;

RATION Improvements in Ai.p.ir-
iaratlng Metallic Ores from Sandami i n her Extraneous Ma; ters. F \l I ush

1 Cornwall, i Brit. No. 10,608 of
SEPARATION improvemi nts in or Relat-

ing to Apparatus for Separating or Grading
Metals, Ores and other Substances. W E
Cox^ London, Eng. (Brit. No. 27,557 of

SEPARATION Improvements in or Relat-
'"-. to the Separation of Metalliferous Ma-
terials from Their ores or Other Matter Car-
rying Same. J. I >. Wolf, London, mm. (Brit.
No. 15, 169 of 1909.)

SEPARATOR Dry o,e Separator. Wil-
liam w. Bonson, Dubuque, Iowa, assignor lo
Bonson Dry Concentrator Company Du-
bu.liie. Iowa. (F. S. Xo. 980,891 : Jan. :;,

METALLURGY—GENER \L

AIR—Apparatus for Heating Air. Georgre
Westlnghouse, Pittsburg, ami Alexander M
Gow, Edgewood Park, I'enn.; said Cou as-
signor to said Westinghouse. (U. s. No. 976,-
967 : Nov. 29, 1910. i

ALKALI METALS— Improvements in the
Electrolytic Manufacture of Alkali Metals
and Alloys of Alkali Metals. R. .1 McCItt
Niagara Falls. X. V. (Brit. No. 20,519 of

ELECTRIC FURNACE with Magnetically
Rotated Charge. Henry Noel Potter. New Ro-
cliel e. v v, assignor to George Westlnghouse
'i 1

'- 1 ""'-- Penn. (U. S. Nos. '.i7:, :i7i ami
975,974 : Nov. 15, mm.,
ELECTRIC FURNACES—.Improvements in

Electric Furnaces. F. A. J. Fitzgerald Ni-agara Falls, X. V. (Brit. Xo. 11.71s of

ELECTRIC FURNACES Improvements in
Electric Furnaces. .1. Thomson. New y/ork

V,\
' <>• •';

,

F4&gerald, Niagara Falls, x. y(Bnt .\o. M.TiT of mm.,
ELECTRIC FURNACES Improvements in

or Relating to Electrical induction Furnaces
p. Mulacek and f. Hatlanek, Kladno Bo-
hemia, Austria. (Brit Xo. (174 of mm')
ELECTRIC [NDUCTION SMELTING FUR-NACE. Karl Albert Fredrik Hiorth, Chris-

1911V
Norway

- "'• s
- No. 980,259; Jan. ;;,

ELECTRIC MELTING FURNACE. Karl
Albert Fredrik Hiorth, Christianta, Norway
(F. S. .No. 980,781 : Jan. .;. mil.)
EXTRACTION Improvements Relating t*

the i:\iraciion and Separation of MetallicCompounds from Ores, Mattes, Residues and
Other Metalliferous Substances \ Mc-
Kechnic, Birmingham, and c. <; Beaslev
smetl, v, irk, Eng. (Brit. No. 29,287 of 1900)
FUME-CONDENSING APPARATUS Wil-

liam R. Heslewood, Berkeley, Cal, assignor
by direct and mesne assignments, to Southfork Smelting Companv, Oakland, Cal (U s
No. 980,257 : Jan. 3, 1911.)

REVERBERATOR? FURNACE. Wiliam J.Murphy and
1
Alberl E. Culley, Butte, Mont.M.S. Xo. 978,621 : Dec. 13, mm.,

ROASTING improvements in and Relat-
ing to the Roasting of Ores. A. Ramen and

No,
J
23
B
10rtl909

S,

)

ngbOrg
'

S '""' (Br,t

SLAG- Manufacture of Artificial
from Slag. Wilhelm Schumacher
brflck. Germany. (U. S. Xo. P77i;si
<:. 191CJ.)

SM^ET.TTXG—Tmnrovements r n and Relat-
ing: to Means for Heating Smeltine Furnacesand the LIkP, Adolf wiri/. Mulhelm Ruhr,
Germany. (Brit. No. 21.652 of |

STIRRING device for Furnaces, rtlev
Wedge. Ardmore, Penn., assignor to the Fur-
nace Pntenl Comnany, PhiladelDhia i'enn.n s No, 980,717; Jan :i. 1911.)
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Milling and metallurgical engineers are in-

vited to keep The Engineering and Mining
Journal informed of their movements and
appointments.

Walter Harvey Weed is at Butte,

Montana.

F. Augustus Heinze, of Butte, is pay-

ing his first visit to Cobalt.

Regis Chauvenet has been spending

some time at the Mount Franklin tin

mine, near El Paso, Texas.

John Wilson has been chosen chair-

man of the Arizona Copper Company,

Ltd., succeeding the late John Gill.

D. R. Muir has been appointed man-

ager of the smelting plant at Needles,

Cal., in place of L. D. Godshall, resigned.

M. L. Nebeker has resigned as super-

intendent of the Stewart mine in the

Coeur d'Alenes, Idaho, and has gone to

Salt Lake City, Utah.

R. H. Toll, of Denver, left New Or-

leans Dec. 18, on his way to examine

mines in central Honduras. He will re-

turn in the latter part of March.

Cecil Pocock, formerly with the Mon-

tezuma Mines of Costa Rica, has been

appointed chief engineer for the Cerro

de Pasco Mining Company at Cerro de

Pasco, Peru.

A. H. Carpenter has resigned his posi-

tion as manager of sales of the Southern

Iron and Steel Company, Birmingham,

Ala., and has organized the firm of Car-

penter & Hillman.

Dwight C. Morgan has been chosen

president of the Allegheny River Mining

Company, with office at Kittanning, Penn.

He is also general manager of the Pitts-

burg, Shawmut & Northern railroad.

Charles M. Hall, the inventor of the

process of aluminum reduction that is

commonly employed, was presented with

the Perkin medal at the meeting of the

Society of Chemical Industry, Jan. 20,

1911, in New York.

Frank J. Probert visited New York and

Boston last week and has now gone to

Butte, whence he intends to proceed to

Arizona. Weed & Probert have been ap-

pointed consulting engineers for the Ray

Central Copper Company.

W. W. Moyers and L. G. Beaumont,

who have carried on business in Liver-

pool for a number of years as mineral

and metal brokers, as Beaumont, Moyers

& Co., have joined the firm of H. A. Wat-

son & Co., of Liverpool and Swansen.

Edwin Ludlow, manager of the Mexico

Coal and Coke Company for several

years past, has been chosen vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the New
River Collieries Company, at Eccles, W.
Va.. and will have active charge.

J. R. Finlay has resigned his position

general manager of the Goldficld Con-

solidated Mines Company and will return

to New York to resume practice as con-

sulting engineer. He will first go to

Miramar, California, where he will spend

two months.

Prof. Samuel B. Christy, of the Uni-

versity of California, has been made an

honorary member of the Chemical, Met-

allurgical and Mining Society of Johan-

nesburg, South Africa, in recognition of

his published contributions to the science

of cyanidation applied to the reduction of

ores.

William Russell, for two years super-

intendent of the Golden Reward mill,

Deadwood, S. D., left on Jan. 1 for Lon-

don, where he will meet J. V. N. Dorr,

and shortly sail for South Africa. Mr.

Russell has accepted a position as filing

agent for large territory with the Dorr

Machinery Company.

In Butte, Dec. 30, a dinner was given

to A. H. Wethey, on the occasion of his

leaving Butte to take up his residence

in New York. Mr. Wethey has lived 23

years in Butte, and during that time has

made many friends, besides acquiring

reputation for his professional work and

the many improvements he has intro-

duced in the mines and works under his

management.

A man representing himself to be

Frank C. Loring, mining engineer, of

Toronto, Canada, has been obtaining

loans and securing favors from engineers

and others in Utah, Colorado, and else-

where, on this representation. Mr. Lor-

ing informs us that he has not been in

the Western States and territories for the

past four years, all of his work having

been confined to eastern Canada. Con-

sequently this person is making false

representations, and is perpetrating a

fraud in his name.

F. Ernest Brackett has resigned as su-

perintendent of the Maryland Coal Com-

pany, at St. Michael, Penn., and is in

Cumberland, Md. He is concerned in the

new South West Virginia Coal Company,

which will operate in Gilmore county,

W. Va., and expects to do also a gen-

eral engineering business. He was at

St. Michael for about five years during

which time he superintended the sinking

of the shafts, designed and laid out the

plant and brought it to an operating basis.

Previous to that, he designed and erected

several plants for the Columbus & Hock-

ing Coal and Iron Company. The St.

Michael plant is the second he designed

for the Maryland Coal Company.

returned to Pennsylvania in 1859 and

was one of the incorporators of the oldj

Kiskiminetas Iron Company. Later he'

became interested in a number of local!

financial institutions.

John O. Norbom, of Berkeley, Cal.,

was instantly killed by explosion of some

chemical supposed to have been carried

in his pocket Jan. 13, while a passenger

on the ferry steamer on the way from

San Francisco to his home. The trunk

of the body was destroyed, leaving the

head and legs intact. He was a mining

engineer, and was interested in properties

in Shasta county. He was born in Nor-

way; aged 44 years; and was educated in

Christiania. He had been about 20 years

engaged at his profession on the Pacific'

Coast. He left a wife and one son and

daughter.

George C. Tunstall died recently in

Kamloops, after a residence in that Can-

adian province of nearly a half a cen-

tury. He was born in New Jersey in

1836, and was educated at Sorel and

Montreal. When but 25 years of age he

traveled west across the Canadian prair-

ies, in company with other well known

pioneers, arriving in British Columbia in

1862. In 1863 he proceeded to Cariboo,

where for a number of years he was en-

gaged in placer mining. In 1879 he was

appointed provincial government agent at

Kamloops, Yale district, and in 1885 re-

ceived the appointment of gold commis-

sioner for Granite creek, Similkameen,

where a discovery that year of coarse

gold resulted in the biggest rush that dis-

trict has ever seen. Five years later

—

in 1890—Mr. Tunstall was removed to

West Kootenay district, with head-

quarters at Revelstoke, on the Colombia

river. Subsequently he was retransfer-

red to Kamloops, where, until 1909, he

was gold commissioner for the north-

eastern portion of Yale district. Since

his retirement from office his precarious

health necessitated his seeking relief in

change of climate, and it was only about

a fortnight before his death that he re-

turned from California. Although in his

75th year, the news of his death came as

a shock to the many friends his sterling

good qualities and genial disposition had

won for him during his long residence in

the Kamloops district.

+ |
QB ITUARV IHh

Major James P. Speer, well known in

iron and steel circles, died Jan. 11, at

Pittsburg, aged 85. He was born in

Pittsburg and at an early age engaged

in the iron business, operating a fur-

nace in Westmoreland county. After

spending several years in the West, he

SOCIETIES<WTECHNICAL SCHOOLS A
American Iron and Steel Institute-

James T. McCleary, recently of Minne-

sota, has been chosen secretary and will

have his office in New York. He suc-

ceeds W. J. Filbert, who has been acting

secretary.

Western Association of Technical

Chemists and Metallurgists—This associ-

ation gives notice that it has discontinued

the publication of its bulletin, the Western

Chemist and Metallurgist, the issue for

December, 1910, being the last.

.
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Fditorial Correspondent
San Francisco

Jan. 18—The petroleum operators of

California seem to have been at sea

from the beginning of the practical oper-

ation of the Pickett law withdrawing cer-

tain petroleum lands from entry. In fact

they have not been ashore for long dur-

ing the last five years, owing to their in-

ability or incapacity for getting together

and agreeing upon an adequate law that

no doubt would have been passed by
Congress in 1908 had such measure been
submitted. Upon the withdrawal by the

President of certain oil lands in the sum-
mer of 1910 the oil men began to get

together—in bunches—and to cry for re-

lief; then in two squads, one at Los
Angeles, the other at Bakersfield. The
Los Angeles organization wanted a leas-

ing system; the Bakersfield association

wanted first of all remedial legislation,

and then anything that the Federal ad-

ministration might see fit to give. When
the Assistant Secretary of the Interior

called on them they were struggling in

deep water and not a man of the entire

representation from the two organizations

could make a suggestion that would fit

the exigency. When the Director of the

Geological Survey came along they were
getting their heads above water, but they

were bumping each other—or patting one

another on the back, which amounts to

the same thing so far as results are con-

cerned.

Finally, when it is probably too late

:o accomplish a remedy and provide

'"or future practical operation in the pres-

ent Congress, the Oil Conservative As-

sociation, which is the outcome of the

-os Angeles gathering, proposes a leasing

system to apply to petroleum, gas, as-

maltum, tar, and kindred substances, re-

tricting the acreage of one holding to a

ninimum of 20 and a maximum of 160

.cres, and that the lessee shall pay S5
>er acre as the first year's rent, when he
ill be granted a 50-year lease; but with-

n five years he must produce, per acre,

f the substance that he finds or is seek-

b.g, 100 bbl. of oil, 50.000 cu.ft. of gas,

2.000 lb. of tar; and for this lease the

:ssee is to pay not less than 10 per cent,

f his gross returns to the Federal Gov-
rr.ment, the maximum royalty to be de-

*rmined by the bidding system—one tie,

11 tie, and the low man out, and so on
own the line until the man of moderate
eans who has prospected and found the

irmation that indicates the possibility of
-trolific occurrences runs away and
des while the man with the big bank
>11 or the corporation who is accused of
uing up all these little oil fish takes
e prize that the prospector has dis-

vered. And these men forming the as-

ciation referred to call themselves prac-

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

tical petroleum miners. This sort of thing

is precisely the cause of there having
been no adequate legislation in the past.

Prospects for a wet season and a re-

sultant prosperous mining year in 1911

are indicated by the precipitation of rain

and snow in the week ended Jan. 14.

December, and in fact the whole of

1910 was an off year for water, causing

the closing of numerous quartz mills.

Heavy rain began falling after midnight
of Jan. 8 in the bay and valley sections,

followed by snow in the elevated dis-

tricts. There has been some rain in the

lower altitudes of the Sierra and the

Coast ranges, but the greater proportion

of the precipitation in the mining dis-

tricts has been in the form of snow,

which will prove of great value to the

mining industry. The December snowfall

was probably the lightest for a corres-

ponding month ever recorded by the

United States Weather Bureau at this

station.

State Engineer, Nat Ellery, in his re-

port to the legislature, reviews the work
of the California Debris Commission,
which is composed of Lieut-Col. John
Biddle, Major C. H. McKinstry, and Cap-
tain Thomas H. Jackson, officers of the

U. S. Army engineer corps, and declares

that the results have not been commensu-
rate with the amounts expended. Mr.

Ellery urges that the legislature demand
that the State shall have a voice in the

expenditure of the moneys and assist in

the direction of the work. The commis-

sion was organized under the Caminetti

act passed by Congress in 1893. Con-

gress appropriated $400,000, and the Cal-

ifornia legislature an equal amount; but

the law did not provide for any activity

on the part of the State in the conduct

of the work and the expenditure of the

moneys. The report recites that the work

of restraining overflow waters was begun

in 1902 on the Yuba near Marysville,

but that the winter storms carried away
all that was accomplished; the next year

storms destroyed one completed structure

and damaged another. In March, 1907,

the barrier constructed under a fourth

change in the plans was completely
washed away. The results of 17 years of
study and labor and the expenditure of
nearly $800,000 are summed up by the
report as follows: One cobble barrier,
capable of impounding from 15,000,000
to 50,000,0000 cu.yd. of debris and turn-
ing the river through Daguerre Point cut;
two training walls, one about two and
one-half miles long, the other two miles,
forming between them a fixed storm
channel, and one settling basin, having a
probable storage capacity of from 8,000,-
000 to 10,000,000 cubic yards.

Butte

Jan. 18—Nearly 33,950 acres of pub-
lic land situated in Silver Bow county,
near the town of Melrose, has recently
been withdrawn from entry by the Gov-
ernment on account of the recent finding
of valuable deposits of phosphate in the
land. The land withdrawn is within the
land grant of the Northern Pacific Rail-
way and under the terms of the grant
does not pass to the railway. The de-
posits were first discovered during a Gov-
ernment preliminary geological survey
last fall, but no thorough investigation

has as yet been made. The land will not
be thrown open to entry until such time
as Congress shall have enacted a speci-

fic law regulating the acquisition of the
lands by individuals.

At the recent meeting of the Montana
Society of Engineers held at Helena, the
following officers were elected for the
ensuing year: President, F. W. C. Whyte,
Anaconda; first vice-president, Robert A.
McArthur, Butte; second vice-president,

John H. Klepinger, Great Falls; secretary
and librarian, Clinton R. Moore, Butte;
treasurer, Samuel Barker, Jr., Butte;
trustee, Willis T. Burns, Great Falls.

The first definite move in some time in

the contest over the sale of the Parrot

company's assets to the Anaconda Copper
Mining Company was made week before
last when the suits of B. N. Richard-
son, H. B. Jackson, Mary A. Knight and
Isaac Bradford against the Parrot com-
pany, were dismissed as settled. At the

same time a suit was instituted in the
Federal court by William E. Wall and
Lcuis Foss against the Parrot company
and its directors for the purpose of hav-
ing the sale of the property to the Ana-
conda company set aside as being a fraud
against the stockholders. The petition re-

cites that in 1899 those in control of the

Anaconda company entered into a conspi-

racy to deplete the assets of the Parrot
company and gain control of it. This they

proceeded to do, first by closing the Par-

rot smeltery which caused a loss of $500,-

000 to the company and later by selling
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its proper: iequate prices. It is

alleged that the Parrot company's prop-

erty is worth 550.000.000. Unless com-

promised it is likely that the litigation will

be ler_

I 1 ake (

Jan. 19—During the first part of Jan-

uary, the Salt Lake Valley smelteries

operated below normal capacity. At .Mur-

ray, the American Smelting and Refining

Company had five out of a total of eight

furnaces in operation, four on lead ore

and one on matte concentration. The

-rem, which is similar to that

of the United States Smelting Compam .

is reported to be doing satisfactory work.

It was necessary recently to secure ad-

ditional dumping ground for the slag, the

dumps from which are being extended to

the north and west toward the old Ger-

mania smeltery site. There are said to

be bunches of matte in the old Germania
slag, and part of this may be gradually

treated. The United States Smelting.

Refining and Mining Company, at Mid-

vale, has five out of six furnaces in blast

on lead ores. At the Garfield plant of the

American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany, the sixth reverberatory furnace,

recently built, was put in commission in

December. Five out of the six reverberator-

ies are smelting copper ore and concen-

trates, ?.nd three out of the four blast

furnaces are in use. During December,

a larger tonnage than usual is reported

to have been smelted. The International

smeltery, at Tooele, is operating at about

half capacity, running three reverberator-

ies and two converters on copper ores.

General Manager Mathewson and Dennis

Sheedy have been visiting the plant.

The old Winnemucca mill, at Bingham,
was placed in commission, Jan. 16. by

Werner Zieg'er, who recently secured a

lease on it from the Ute Copper Com-
pany. The mill was used several years

ago under the direction of Mr. Ziegler

in working out a milling process for the

ores of the Ohio Copper, at which time

it made an excellent record. The capac-

ity is approximately 150 tons daily. The
mill will be operated on a custom basis,

which will give a market for some of the

Bingham copper, silver and lead ores,

which are not of high enough grade to

be shipped direct to the smelteries.

According to the report of the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office, at

Washington, for the year ended May 30.

isiness was handled by the

Salt Lake office than by any other. The
report shows that 503.443 acres of land

turned o- There were
made during the year 2221 entries, the

m which amounted to

'.- land office for the V
let, comprising the Uintah Indian

rvation and surrounding territory, re-

Involvlng

acres. One reason for the increase this

r is attributed to the enlarged home-
stead act. Section 6 of this act, which

affects only Utah, provides that 320

acres in the semi-arid regions can be tak-

en up, and does not require residence

on the land. Much land of this character

has been filed on for dry fanning.

Denver

Jan. 20—The belief of the Cripple

Creek mine owners in the efficacy of the

deep-drainage tunnel, and their faith in

the permanence of the veins and their

values with depth, is shown by the fact

that the Cripple Creek Drainage and

Tunnel Company has instructed its engi-

neer, T. R. Countryman, to furnish for

the February meeting an estimate of the

cost of driving another tunnel 500 ft.

deeper than the one now near completion.

The president of the company is Frank

G. Peck. It is expected to complete the

crosscut from the deep-drainage tunnel

to the C. K. & N. vein and watercourse,

in about two months. The flow from the

portal is said to be about 7000 gal. per

minute.

The Penn-Wyoming Investors Associa-

tion has been at work for two years on its

efforts to save 'the valuable copper-min-

ing and smelting property for the stock-

holders, and has won the first round of

its battle with the United Smelters, Rail-

way and Copper Company, in the United

States court at Cheyenne, and has been

granted access to all books and records in

the receiver's hands. The court's investi-

gation of the bond issue, and the auditing

of the books and records, will disclose

the whole truth of what was freely

termed "a stock-jobbing, wrecking and

looting proposition." and it is expected

by the association that it will be able to

cause the cancelation of the alleged,

bonds and the fictitious debts of the

company, and recover into the treasury

of the Penn-Wyoming Copper Company
something over S2.000.000 alleged to have

been wrongfully taken therefrom. At least,

so says a representative of the investors'

association. A large amount of the stock

is held in London, and these stockholders

are anxiously awaiting results of the as-

sociation's efforts.

Indianapolis

Jan. 21—A bulletin issued by the

Ignited Mine Workers of the Terre Haute
district severely condemns the State de-

partment of mine inspection as "being
v. holly inadequate, shamefully under-

staffed and notoriously inefficient." "The
factory and mine inspectorships are glar-

ing examples of inefficiency and partisan

control." The miners suggest having a de-

partment of labor of four commissioners,
one of which shall be commissioner of
mines. The bulletin indorses the miners'
qualification bill now before the legisla-

ture.

Cobalt
Jan. 21—Another gold discovery has

been reported in northern Quebec, about
100 miles north of Cobalt. The forma-
tion is stated to be about the same as is

found in Porcupine, and, while no spec
tacular gold showings have been found
considerable staking has been done
veins assaying in the neighborhood
510 per ton.

An important powder merger has jus

been formed, whereby Montreal capital-

ists have acquired the Ontario, Standard,
Montreal and Western companies. Thi
will be a strong combination, as the firs

two companies practically controlled the

trade in Ontario.

Toronto
Jan. 13—The work of codifying the

federal mining law of Canada, under
taken as the result of the agitation car
ried on by the Canadian Mining Institute

has been intrusted by the Minister o
Mines to J. N. Clark, of Toronto. Mr
Clark is recognized as one of the bes
authorities in Canada on mining law an<

has had a wide experience in connection
with mining litigation involving constitu-

tional points. It is hoped to have the

bill ready for introduction in Parliamen
by May. The Canadian Government has
jurisdiction over the mining lands of

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, the

Yukon and other territories, and in addi-

tion over the lands comprised in the rail-

way belt in British Columbia and certain

areas in the older provinces, more par-

ticularly Indian lands. The act now be-

ing drafted will deal with coal, gas, oil

and placer mining, as well as with mining
for gold, silver, copper, iron and other
metals. Hitherto there has been no fed-

eral parliamentary legislation regulating
mining, with the exception of the "Yukon
Placer Mining Act," applying only to that

territory, and mining operations in the

areas under federal jurisdiction have
been regulated by orders-in-council, is-

sued by the Government from time to

time, to meet requirements. This state of

affairs has given rise to considerable con-

fusion and uncertainty. The provinces
would undoubtedly follow the lead of
Parliament.

The Sultana Ophir Mining Company
has resumed work on the Ophir gold:
mine in the Lake of the Woods district,

which had been idle for many years. The
resumption of operations at this mine, the

Mikado, the Ecuador and other properties
in the district, is due in part to the settle-

ment, after many years of litigation, of
the constitutional question as to whether
the federal or the Ontario government
had the right to issue mining patents.

The dispute was decided in favor of the

province, but in the meantime mining en-

terprise had been discouraged and capi-

tal driven away, giving the industry a

blow from which it is just beginning to

recover.
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Alaska

Amalgamated Development—This com-

pany has taken over the holdings of the

Uaska Development Company, and will

jonstruct a wharf on Knik island; O. L.

,vilk. ighby, field manager.

Big Strike— H. W. Suessdorf and T. J.

pevinney have purchased the property,

Ueveloped • by a 100-ft. tunnel.

!
Washington Copper—This property has

been sold to Cincinnati capitalists repre-

sented by Judge Mason.

I Golconda—The company has been in-

:orporated and will install a hydraulic

plant on claims on Golconda creek; A. V.

Dose, Valdez, president.

Imperial—High-grade ore has been

discovered on this property which ad-

joins the Cliff mine near Valdez.

Sealey-Davis— Development work will

be started at once; H. W. Suessdorf, sec-

retary.

Alaska-Treadwell—In December the

240-stamp mill operated 24 days and the

300-stamp mill 8 days, crushing a total

of 41,609 tons. Results were: 874.31

tons sulphurets saved; production, $106,-

777; expenses, $93,277; operating profit,

513,499; construction expenses, $17,735.

Ore yielded $2.59 per ton and the stock

Df broken ore was increased 68,691 tons;

347 ft. of development work was com-
pleted. The orebody shows 42 ft. aver-

aging $2.61 per ton on the 1450-ft. level

and 115 ft. averaging $3.51 on the 1600

level.

Alaska-Mexican—The 120-stamp mill

sperated 29 days in December, crushing

17,347 tons, yielding $63,264, at a profit

3f $25,474; 459 ft. of development was
ione and 1672 tons added to the stock

sf broken ore.

Arizona

Gila County

The Inspiration, Miami, Keystone and
Jve Oak companies, operating in the

sorphyry district of the Globe camp, have
mtered into a side-line agreement to

tvoid conflicting operations in the future.

Old Dominion—On the 1400- ft. level

n the United Globe some ore of good
;rade is being developed. Developments
ire also satisfactory from the 12th to the

6th levels in the Old Dominion mine.

Pima County

Pacific Copper—C. W. Nichol, one of
he managing directors of this mine, in

he Bradshaw mountains, states that im-

irovements are nearing completion and
ictive mine work will be resumed at an
:arly date. A 40-h.p. hoist has been in-

tailed.

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. TKe>.

Current History of

Mining"

Oceanic—San Francisco men have an
option on this property, 62 miles south-
west of Tucson. A number of important
strikes are said to have been made re-

cently in the vicinity of the mines.

Yavapai County

Humboldt Consolidated—It is reported
that this company had been financed to

develop its properties near McCabe,
under the direction of Manager Bowen.
A large body of vanadium ore is stated

to exist there.

Yuma County

Cunningham Pass—Returns from a re-

cent carload shipment from this prop-

erty in the Harcuvar mountains, 12 miles

north of Wenden, are reported as 26
per cent, copper, $12 gold and 25 oz.

silver. Ernest and Frank Graham are

working the mine under bond.

California

Amador County

Kennedy—The shaft is being sunk
from the 3500 level, and the 100-

stamp mill is working on good ore. The
1910 output exceeded $1,000,000.

Bunker Hill—The cleanup for Decem-
ber amounted to $23,000. Twenty new
stamps should be dropping in February.

Johnson Copper-—Several Jackson and

Sutter Creek men are arranging to de-

velop this property, under a working

bond.

Central Eureka—An orebody of mill-

ing rock assaying about $8 per ton is re-

ported to have been encountered on the

2800 level.

Hardenburg—Surface improvements

are rapidly nearing completion. A
shaft will be sunk at a point 200 ft.

from the old one, on the foot-wall.

Kennedy Extension vs. Argonaut—The
damage suit demanding $700,000 is set

down for trial in the Superior court for

Jan. 21. The plaintiff alleges that the de-

fendant has removed ore from the Ken-

nedy Extension by unlawfully extending

underground workings.

Lincoln—The shaft at this old mine
adjoining the once famous Wildman &
Mahoney, near Sutter Creek, has been re-

timbered for over 450 ft. and is now
in hard ground. It is planned eventually
to reopen the 500-, 650-, 800-, 1200-

and 1950-ft. levels.

Butte County

Butte Consolidated—Work has begun
on the new incline of this company's
mine at Magalia; George C. Allen, of

Chico, manager. The opening of this

property and recent attention given to

other prospects in the vicinity of Magal-
ia are attracting attention to the camp
which is situated between Chico and Oro-
ville.

Calaveras County

Lightner—The shaft has reached a

depth of 236 ft.; at the 200 level the sta-

tion timbers are started. The hoist is

installed and the bents of the 70-ft. gal-

lows frame are up; the 500-ton crusher

ore bin is completed and the 60-stamp
mill is being gotten into shape for opera-

tion in February.

Eldorado County

Iris—The main tunnel of this quartz

mine on Fort hill, adjoining the Delwisch

properties, is being extended. The mine
was formerly owned by F. W. Dauben-
speck, but now by Los Angeles men.

Inyo County

Skidoo— In December the mill lost

10)4 days and treated 1155 tons, yield-

ing $19,517 in bullion and $375 in con-

centrates: Costs, $8332; net profits,

$11,560.

McCan—A large body of lead-silver

ore is reported to have been opened on

the claim owned by F. B. McCan, one-

half mile northeast of the strike recent-

ly made by Bert Shivelry.

Kern County

From Jan. 6 to Jan. 11, inclusive, there

have been filed with the county recorder

at Bakersfield, location notices for 12 oil

claims and 40 mining claims.

Madera County

The Deer Point copper claim and the

Bonanza quartz claim in the Hildreth dis-

trict, and Hornets' Nest quartz claim in

the Fine Gold district, located at the be-

ginning of January, indicate new interest

in these districts.

Mariposa County

Bullion Hill—Test ore from this newly
developed property, near Exchequer, is

being hauled to Merced Falls for rail

shipment to San Francisco.
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Mono County

Pittsburg-Liberty—Three shifts are

driving on a o-ft. vein in the tunnel of

mine, near Bodie. The ore is of

mil'.. iging $20 per ton.

Development and practical operation of

5 in has enabled the direc-

tors to clear the indebtedness and install

-ton Chilean mill at a cost of S30.000.

and show a surplus in the treasury at the

end of the year. E. A. McNaughton is

manager. The successful operation of

this mine has attracted large interest to

:he Masonic district.

Masonic Mountain Mining and Milling

—This company is preparing for develop-

ment of its properties in the Masonic

Nevada County

.da City reports state that the

heavy snows falling in the second week

in January had completely closed all

mining operations in the country on the

12th. There was no power even for the

pumps. The first trouble came with the

clogging of the water-power ditches of

the Empire and Union Hill mines. The

Colgate electric line, upon which many

of the mines are dependent, was also put

out of commission. The sudden breaking

of the storm all over the State on Sunday,

the 15th, augurs well for the resumption

of mining in most of the parts of this

and adjoining countries.

Eagle Bird Quartz—The old Eagle

Bird mine, at Maybert. is to be reopened

by this company, incorporated Jan. 11.

under the laws of Arizona, with \V. M.

Wilson, of Butte county, as president.

The mine has been a big producer.

Plumas County

Carr Placers—These claims, in the

Grizzly range, north of the Lovejoy

ranch, will be developed, as soon as the

season permits, with improved machin-

necessary to drive through the heavy

lava cap. The gravel is composed of

well washed quartz, as indicated by num-

erous breakouts on both sides of the

mountain. Santa Cruz capital is inter-

ested in the venture.

San Bernardino County

Yellow Aster—During 1910, 130

stamps dropped. Leasing operations

were successful. A total of 200 men
were employed. The company installed

three 7-ton locomotives and twenty 3-

ton cars.

ta Cl\p\ County

Guadalupe The annual report

for 1910 presented at San Jose on Jai

harea of the

1.000.000 subscribed shares that the out-

put of quid Ing.

companv Min-

iuadalupe

mine adjoining the New Almndcn. H. C.

ted pi
:

lent.

Sierra County

Independence Gold Mining Company—
This is a new 5500,000 corporation to op-

erate a lease on the Independence mine;

F. A. Pearson, president.

Sovereign—The vein encountered 661

ft. in from the tunnel entrance shows

a pay shoot of ribbon quartz, containing

some galena, and sampling from $16.50

to S40.50 per ton in gold. The property

is located in Ladies' canon.

Trinity County

Trinity Gold Mine—The 200-ton cy-

anide plant installed near Carrville, be-

gan operation at the beginning of the

year. The ore is fed to eight 5-stamp

batteries, the stamps weighing 1050 lb.

each; 30-mesh screens are used. The

ore averages $5.25 per ton in gold and

silver, and 80 per cent, extraction is ef-

fected in the battery; a 2-lb. cyanide so-

lution is used. The plant is operated

by hydroelectric power generated from

Coffee creek through a 9000-ft. flume.

Sixty men are employed.

Tuolumne County

Harvard—A new electric ore tram has

been installed, . and concrete mortar

blocks placed under the 60 stamps now
in operation.

Colorado

Chaffee County

Monarch-Madonna—Ore sales and roy-

alties netted $14,863 in December, mine

expenses were $5033 and royalty to the

Colorado Mines Exploring Company
$3183, leaving a profit of $6645 from the

37 carloads of ore shipped from the

sixth level.

Clear Creek County

Donaldson—On this vein, being

worked through the Rockford tunnel, part

of the North American Mines and Smelt-

er Company's property, a strike is re-

ported of two feet of SI 00 ore at a depth

of 1700 ft. The shoot is 150 ft. in length.

The ore is being shipped to the com-

pany's smeltery at Golden. A force of

60 men is employed.

West Griffith—Leasers have made this

mine one of the heaviest shippers in

the district. Eric Erickson has a streak

of $50 ore on the 200 level; Stewart &
Co., leasing on the East Griffith, are ship-

ping 40 tons per week.

Marshall-Russell—This tunnel is in

one mile, and is expected to strike the

main orebody in the next 100 feet.

Mendoia This 00-ton mill in 1910

marketed 2,693,595 lb. of ore, including

zinc and lead concentrates, gross value

about -35.000; net earning, S29.280. The
mill has been running on dump ore from

the Victoria tunnel. It is said to have

been operated successfully for nine

Tin- above production is exclusive

iron product, of which there arc

1500 tons waiting to be treated by the'

Malm mill of the Western Metals Com-'
pany.

Gunnison County

Washington—This mine, at Irwin, has

been sold to Boston people, represented

by F. Austin Wilson.

Lake County—Leadville

Cleveland—A drift in the direction of

Prospect mountain, is in 60 ft., and good

ore is being shipped from it.

Colonel Sellers—The first steel ore bin

in the district has been installed at this

mine, owned by the Empire Zinc Com-
pany. The new shaft, drifts, stations,

etc., should enable the mine to ship about

500 tons of zinc sulphide ore daily.

Stone—John Nord, leaser, has opened

a body of silver-lead ore in this mine,

on Rock hill, and is making shipments.

Oro City—J. Simpson & Co., leasers

on this California gulch mine, have

struck shipping iron-silver ore in the

breast of their 600-ft. tunnel.

Sugar Loaf Consolidated—The tunnel

driven by this company into Sugar Loaf

mountain, at 2600 ft., cut the Lady Lofton

and Virginius veins, and the breast of

the tunnel is reported to be in high-grade

silver ore. A raise will be put up at once

on the ore, and connection made with the

Thrall shaft on the Lady Lofton claim.

Pitkin County

Smuggler—The mine is still flooded. A
diver is endeavoring the fix the pump in

the Silver shaft.

Routt County

Great excitement is reported at

Kremmling over an alleged gold strike on

the very summit of the Gore range.

Teller County

Gold Dollar Consolidated—On these

Beacon Hill properties, 19 leases have

been granted since Jan. 1, making a total

of 24 now in operation.

Jo Dandy—The main shaft is being re-

timbered; there are about 40 applications

for leases awaiting the completion of this

work.

Mary McKinney—This mine has been

taken over by the company from the leas-

ers, and six cars of ore were shipped be-

tween Jan. 1 and 9.

El Paso—The C. K. & N. vein has been

opened in the 800 level of the El Paso

mine, 700 ft. north of the main shaft,

and with it about 2000 gal. of water per

min., which escapes via the churn-drill

hole into the deep d-ainage tunnel. The

vein is four feet in v idth, and it is stated

to assay well. John Nicholls is super-

intendent.

Forest Queen—Two cars of smelting

ore were shipped from the Ironclad hill

mine.

Doctor-Jack Pot—Shipping has been

resumed on company account.
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Idaho

Coeur d'Alene District

Echo—The lower tunnel has been

driven 2000 ft. The mine is southeast of

the Hercules.

Butte & Coeur d'Alene—Work has been

resumed. The shaft is down 400 feet.

Indiana

Clay County

A new coalfield of considerable prom-

se is being developed south of Staunton,

jy the Ehrlich Coal Mining Company,

[n a few months a number of shafts with

nodern equipment will be in operation

n the new field. It will be of advantage

a number of miners who own their

louses in Brazil, but are now working in

listant mines.

Herman Emmert and John Hamilton

lave purchased a tract of coal land, south

»f Brazil, and will open a coal slope in

:arly spring. Tests have shown that a

;ood quality and quantity of coal under-

ies the ground near the surface.

Greene County

Vandalia mine No. 5, near Linton,

ias resumed operation after two weeks

toppage caused by a rush of water.

Gibson County

W. J. Rodgers and others, with offices

t Princeton, have leased several thous-

nd acres of land between Eberfield and

laubstandt, and the drilling of a num-

er of wells is progressing.

Vanderburg County

The Evansville Sand and Gravel Com-
any is expending $50,000 in building a

ock on the Ohio river. It will have 500

1 frontage. Coal from Pittsburg brought

own in barges will be reshipped here

nd sent by rail to gas companies in

restern cities, and Indiana coal will be

lipped from here to southern points. The

ocks will be the largest on the Ohio

ver.

Michigan

Copper

Indiana—Buildings at the site of this

ampany's proposed vertical shaft are

earing completion. Ground has been

roken and everything is in readiness to

irry on the work expeditiously as soon

s the concrete-mixing machinery and

limping apparatus arrive. It is planned
i sink through the overburden with a

eel cylindrical caisson lined with con-

•ete.

Mass—Water has been lowered below
ie 13th level in the "B" shaft, which
bottomed at the 18th level. Drifting

'om the 9th level, the bottom of "C"
laft, is showing a good grade of rock.

New Baltic—The erection of a tem-
srary rock house has been completed
nd as soon as this is ready underground

work will be resumed. A crosscut has
been started toward the lode at the 200-

ft. level; it will have to be driven about
50 ft. before reaching it.

Oneco—The shaft has been unwatered
and drifting has been started on the

4th level. Sinking is to be resumed as

soon as additional boiler capacity has
been installed.

Algomah— Drifting on the 104-ft. level

continues, showing the same character of
ore that has been in evidence throughout.

About 340 ft. has been drifted. No. 4
drill hole is going down to cut the Lake
lode at a point near the boundary be-

tween the Algomah and Lake properties.

Osceola—A meeting of about 45 stock-

holders representing over 7000 shares was
held at Hancock on Jan. 17 to protest

against the proposed Calumet & Hecla
amalgamation. It is understood, how-
ever, that the feeling of dissension, at

first manifested by a number of the Lake
Superior shareholders of subsidiary com-
panies, is gradually subsiding now that

the terms of the proposed merger are

better understood.

Missouri

Jasper County

Galena-Joplin Lead and Zinc—Forty of

the 244 acres in the Carl Junction tract,

northwest of the big Moler-Smith mine,

are being developed. Nineteen holes have
been sunk.

Montana

Butte District

Despatches state that John Gillie, gen-

eneral superintendent of the Anaconda
company, considers the fire in the High
Ore to be under control and that opera-

tions in the Diamond and Bell are to be

quickly resumed. The High Ore will

have to be shut down until the fire is

put out or confined by bulkheads.

Butte & London—At the annual meet-

ing of stockholders, held in Butte Jan. 17,

the following were elected directors: W.
W. McDowell. Fred Whiteside, C. J. Kel-

ly, J. W. Pratt, H. B. Byrne, John D.

Haines, J. W. Wallisch, W. E. Reynolds,.

Guy W. Stapleton, E. J. Anderson and T.

H. Emery.

Beaverhead County

Copper Queen—A new 100-h.p. boiler,

compressor and a concentrator have re-

cently been ordered. On the 100-ft.

level the limits of the orebody have
finally been determined. The ore runs

high in gold and copper.

Broadwater County

Keating—An explosion of seven boxes

of powder occurring on the 200-ft. level,

Jan. 18, killed six miners, seriously in-

jured two and wrecked the main shaft

of this mine in the Radersburg district;

M. D. Graves, superintendent.

Deer Lodge County
Homestake Mining—The Sailor's

Dream, Fortunes Car and Vent mining
claims, together with the mill and ma-
chinery were sold by the sheriff to the

First National Bank, of Butte, to satisfy

a judgment for $1352. The property ha*
been worked at intervals for the past 20
years.

Granite County

The recently organized Silver Lake
Mining Company is preparing to begin
active operations on its New Bonanza
mine, situated near Georgetown lake. At
the Hidden Lake mine, H. C. Bacon has
started to make shipments to the Washoe
smeltery, since the cold weather has
frozen up the water supply at his cyanide
mill. From the Twilight mine the

Peterson brothers are making regular

shipments.

Southern Cross—A force of 75 men is

employed at the mine and mill. The mill

was started the first of the year.

Gold Coin—C. B. Clark is looking over
the property on behalf of Yegen Brothers,

who recently became the owners by a

sheriff's sale.

Jefferson County

Wickes-Corbin Copper—At the Tulare
tunnel No. 2, near Wickes, 4 ft. of ore
has recently been cut. The Bunker Hill

tunnel No. 4 has also cut six minor veins
and is supposedly within 150 ft. of the
main lode.

Amazon-Montana—The c-rosscut on tne
350-ft. level has cut the first vein show-
ing 4 ft. of ore. Drifting will be started
on the vein while the crosscut is extend-
ed to cut the main vein.

King Solomon—The mines, situated at

Clancy, have recently resumed operations.

Little Nell Leasing and Mining Com-
pany—Operations will be begun shortly

on this property in the Lump Gulch dis-

trict, near Clancy. Albert J. Galen, H. C.
Williams and E. E. Griffin are the incor-

porators. Capital is $40,000, par value
of shares $1 each.

Madison County

Winnetka— D. J. McGrath, who with

Frank C. Ball and Arthur Tullock, owned
the mine, has sold out his interest to

Harry E. Hall. Although the mine has

been located but little more than a year,

it has paid from the start and is now
one of the largest producers in the Alder

Gulch district. It is worked by means
of two tunnels, one of which is 175 ft.

and the other 220 ft. long.

Tesla Groud—Arrangements for the

purchase of the property by Milwaukee

capitalists have practically been complet-

ed and the deeds placed in escrow in the

Morris State Bank.

Copperville—The vein is from 2 to 4

ft. wide and carries a high silver and

copper content. A drift has been run 65
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ft. from the bottom of a 35- aft A
new shaft will be sunk.

Missoula Coi n . -i

Hell Gate— Coal has been mined in

small quantities from the property dur-

ing t!-.
' out-

put being about 15 tons daily. The main

shaft deep and the mine em-

10 men under the direction of

Hadlin. foreman. It is the man-

agement's intention to increase the out-

put to 100 tons daily. The property is

situated about a mile from Missoula.

S\NDERS COLNT\

At the Montana Standard the lower

lunnel shows 10 ft. of concentrating ore

:t. of clean galena. Shipments will

gun in the spring. At the Jim Fisk

mine 50 tons of ore are on the dump
-lipment. In the Little Galena

mine, near Plains, a strike has recently

been n

Nevada
Churchill County

Nevada Hills— In compliance with the

Nevada State law. the company has filed

a reoort of its affairs for the six months

ended Nov. 1. 1910. There were issued

142.020 shares of treasury stock in ex-

change for Fairview Eagle stock and 70,-

000 shares are covered by a note for

S35.000. executed by the Fairview Eagle

Company. An increase in capital stock

placed 250.000 shares in the treasury, so

that at the time of the report, there re-

mained 191.950 unissued shares. Ar-

rangements have been made to borrow
'0 from the John S. Cook bank,

of Goldfield. to complete the 100-ton mill

and the new surface plant now under
construction.

Clark County

m> Pine—Construction is reported

to have begun on the 100-ton concen-

trator: zinc-lead ore is being shipped.

Potosi—Zinc-lead ore is shipped to

St. Louis for treatment. The mine is in

od Springs district. Gasolene trac-

ngines are being installed to haul

the ore to Arden.

E County

The following

\.imes of holders of 10,000

or itiM rge Wingo'eld. Gold-

202; T. I). Jones. Chicago,

'A. J. Job: Vorl 7 1.-

in Francisco. 84,450;

. ChicaL".

Gold-
•

30,001

N

• 2277'); 1.. II I

21,100; i 1 " leu

il M
I Unten

New York. 12.000; H. Heilbron, Sacra-

mento, 10.500; F. Percey, Oshkosh, Wis..

10,600; C. Bentley, Marquette, Mich.,

10,608; H. N: McKinney, Philadelphia,

10.500; E. J. Lewis. New York, 10,000;

A. W . Hoyt, New York, 10,000.

Kendall—A rich streak of quartz ore

has been opened on the Aubrey & Dickey

lease.

Rawhide Mining—An electric hoist is

to replace the present gasolene instal-

lation as soon as the power line to Raw-

hide is complete.

Burg Lease—A company capitalized at

S600.000, organized by Goldfield men, is

operating on a seven-acre lease.

Aurora—The Tonopah Mining Corn-

puny has secured options on a large

amount of old property at Aurora and its

engineers and geolosists are said to have

made reports favorable to the develop-

ment of the ground. Work will no doubt

commence in the spring.

Alamo—A carload of electrical ma-

chinery has been shipped to Lucky Boy

for the Gotham Leasing Company, oper-

ating the Alamo property.

Eureka County

New discoveries are reported at

Quartz, in the Buckhorn mining district,

five miles east of Buckhorn, at the head

of Brock canon. Discovery was made

about two months ago by Messrs. Bates

and Gutherie, prospecting for Charles

Rickey, of Elko. Ore is stated to be a

free-milling gold one of good grade.

Humboldt County

A new leasing camp has been estab-

lished 12 miles south of Winnemucca. A
six-mile haul takes the ore to the West-

ern Pacific railroad and a number of

leasers are shipping.

Rye Patch Consolidated—The com-

pany has been reorganized and capital

raised to resume work on this old pro-

ducer. Officers are: C. D. Ray, president;

Hyrum Stewart, vice-president and S. A.

Greenwood, secretary-treasurer.

Lander County

Jack Pot—Four drifts are being driven

and the shaft sunk; 40 men are em-

ployed.

Lincoln County

Pioche Coalition—Articles of incorpor-

ation have been filed at Pioche. The
property includes the Pioche Golden

Prince and the Gold and Silver Prince

mines, comprising over 15 lode claims.

Rand Mining Company This is a new

corporation taking over the holdings of

fund Black Hawk Consolidated at

rchlight.

Consolidated Pioche Connection has

made with the 1 200- ft. level of the

'Id Raymond & Ely mine, famous for

I .- dge ;" William Lloyd is

• uperinti ndent,

Nye County

The period of systematic developmnt

and production at Manhattan promises

greater activity in the spring. Most of

the work is being done by various leasers,

but the War Eagle and McNeill mills are

in constant operation, partly on ore from

leases; and a third will start soon. Elec-

tric equipment has been installed on the

Shea-Putman lease, including transform-

ers, electric hoist and motors for a new
compressor and station pumps. The
main shaft has been timbered to the 325-

ft. level. A 6-ft. face of ore on the 50-

ft. level is being followed by the Hey-
wood-Martinson leasers on Union No.

9, and Smith and Durgan, on Union No.

3, are sinking to recover a vein which

was lost through faulting.

Manhattan Mining—Fred Chapman has

purchased a second one-third interest in

the Pearce-Larsen leasehold. The shaft

is being sunk in rich ore.

Nye County—Tonopah

Ore shipments from Tonopah for the

v/eek ended Jan. 14 were:

Tonopah mining, 3650 tons; Belmont,

2450 tons; Montana-Tonopah, 1053 tons;

Tonopah Extension, 980 tons; West End,

350 tons; total 8483 tons, the estimated

value being $212,075.

Tonopah Mining—The combined In-

come and surplus account for the quarter

ended Nov. 30, 1910, gives the following:

Gross value of ore milled and income

from ore, $9,58,546; mining, milling and

other expenses, $495,050; net earnings

and miscellaneous income, $474,053 or

$74,053 after payment of dividend. As-

sets, after deducting for January divi-

dend are $1,246,072.

New Mexico

Socorro County

Zero weather caused trouble at the va-

rious mills and delayed the starting of

the new Deadwood plant.

Socorro Mines—The shaft has been

sunk to the seventh level. Cold weather

caused a temporary shut down of the

mill.

Ernestine—During the week ended Jan.

7, 540 tons milled yielded 6431 oz. of

gold-silver bullion and 46 sacks of con-

centrates. Thirty stamps are dropping.

Oregon

Lake County

A large deposit of borax has been

found in Summer and Alkali Lake val-

leys, and 3400 mineral locations have

been filed. The interests have been

pooled and machinery will be installed.

Tennessee

Tennessee Copper—The contract with

the Independent Fertilizer Company for

the entire sulphuric-acid output has been

extended for 10 years.
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Utah

Juab County

Eureka-Swansea—This property, west

>f the Opex, ha^ arranged to develop its

ground through the former company's

Vorkings. Shareholders will be offered

ji02,000 shares of the treasury stock to

furnish funds for development.

j

Kenyon—A strike of ore carrying zinc

and lead is reported at this property in

East Tintic.

I
Tintic Combination—The following di-

rectors were chosen at the annual meet-

ing: W. H. King, B. H. Bullock, H. J.

'Fitzgerald, I. A. Smoot and T. H. Fitz-

igerald.

' Syndicate—Articles of incorporation

were filed Jan. 7. This company takes

over eight claims in the Santaquin dis-

trict north of the Union Chief. The

capitalization is $100,000 in shares of 10c.

each.

Union Chief—A tunnel is being driven,

and has about 300 ft. to go in order to

reach a vein which outcrops on the prop-

erty. Some lead-silver ore has been de-

veloped. Eight men are employed.

Chief Consolidated—The new steam

hoist with 6-ft. drums and capable of

sinking 2500 ft. was placed in commis-

sion Jan 11. Foundations for the new
compressor are being laid.

Grand Central— During the week
ended Jan. 21 twelve cars of ore were

shipped, which came largely from the

2000 and 2100 levels.

Lehi Tintic—About 75 ft. of tunnel has

been driven, under the supervision of

George Nichols. The property is in the

north end of the district.

Mammoth—The showing on the 2000-

ft. level north of the shaft is reported to

be encouraging.

Carisa—Leasers are working in two
places on the 700-ft. level, and shipping

Dre has been opened.

Dragon Iron—The shaft is down to

about the 1000-ft. point, and a station

will be cut, and drifting started.

Tintic Central—The following directors

ivere chosen at the annual meeting Jan.

14: A. N. Holdaway, H. B. Cole, F. G.

Richmond, G. M. Smoot and R. Ander-

berg. The shaft is down 1036 ft.; 285

ft. of drifting were done in 1910.

King William—Work has been ex-

:ended 200 ft. into this ground from the

1000-ft. level of the Eagle & Blue Bell,

rhe face is in blue limestone carrying

stringers of calcite, with iron and man-
ganese staining.

Eagle & Blue Bell—High-grade lead-

silver ore was encountered Jan. 13, 300
ft. southeast of the shaft on the 100-ft.

level.

Sioux Consolidated—Secretary Ander-
berg states that shipments are being

maintained at the rate of eight or nine

cars per month, notwithstanding reports

to the contrary.

Uncle Sam—The orebody has been
opened from 27 to 60 ft. in width, and
has been raised on over 200 feet.

New Bullion—These claims adjoin the

Scranton mine in North Tintic. A car of

ore running $22 a ton has been shipped

by A. F. Nelson, and three more cars

are ready. Mr. Nelson has been working
about five weeks under lease. Ore came
from a winze sunk from the bottom of an

open cut.

Eureka-Comstock—Mine buildings have
been completed on this property in the

north end of the district, and shaft sink-

ing commenced. The shaft is down 60

feet.

Salt Lake County

Utah Consolidated—About 400 tons of

ore, and cleanings from the old Highland

Boy smeltery are being shipped to the

International.

Utah Metals—The tunnel from the

Tooele side toward Bingham has ad-

vanced 4250 ft. through quartzite the

greater part of this distance. At pres-

ent the face is in porphyry.

Ohio Copper—During the past week
ore of a slightly better grade was handled,

and the most efficient operations since

the placing of the mill in commission,

are reported.

Columbus Consolidated—Leasers work-

ing in drifts from the main tunnel,

are reported to have mined about 150

tens of ore running $30 per ton. A cross-

cut is being driven 1200 ft. from the

portal, to cut a fissure vein, and prospect

the limestone-quartzite contact.

Columbus Extension—Four feet of ore

carrying silver, copper and gold have

been cut on the tunnel level about 4000

ft. from the portal.

Cardiff—During the past season be-

tween 800 and 1000 tons of ore are re-

ported to have been shipped. Develop-

ment is being continued.

Rexall—Five men are employed in

driving the tunnel.

Utah Mines Coalition—A car of 45

tons of ore was on the local market Jan.

11. The telephone wires near the mine

have been down recently, on account of

storms.

Great Divide—This property, near the

head of Pine canon, and west of the

Utah Consolidated, Bingham New Hav-

en, and Utah Apex, has recently been

added to. It has been partly developed

by tunnels.

Montana-Bingham—A drift from the

mouth of the main tunnel is now in 76

ft., and is reported to be largely in mill-

ing ore.

Bonnie Brier—Messrs. Hayes and Wag-

staff, working under bond and lease, have
encountered mineralized country reck in

a drift from the main tunnel. A vein

showing silver-lead ore was opened in a

small shaft, and the drift is being driven

for this vein.

Flagstaff Consolidated— It is proposed

to reorganize this Alta company capi-

talized at 400,000 shares, about 77,000

outstanding. Much of the stock has re-

verted to the treasury, on account of de-

linquent assessments. In early days a

good production was made from above

the sixth level.

Summit County

West Quincy—The transfer of this

property to the Thoinpson-Quincy Con-
solidated Company was ratified at a

meeting Dec. 15.

American Exploration—This company
which has a lease and bond on the Amer-
ican Flag mine expects to establish head-

quarters in Salt Lake City. The company
is largely a leasing concern, and pro-

poses to do work in the Cottonwoods, and

in the oilfields of San Juan county. F.

V. Bodfish is largely interested.

McKinley— It is intended to start work
on this ground, east of Park City.

Silver King Consolidated—A strike of

a fissure carrying 2 ft. of galena ore

was made recently on the 1550 level.

East Vallejo—Work will be continued

through the winter. George T. Wilson

v/as elected president for the coming
year.

Daly West—Most of the leases have

been revoked, and it is reported that F. T.

Williams, engineer at the mine, is to take

them over, and work his own force of

men.

Silver King Consolidated—The galena

ore lately encountered in raising from the

1550 level has continued to widen, and
is from 5 to 7 ft. in thickness.

New York Bonanza—A drift on the 900

level disclosed 16 in. of shipping ore on

Jan. 17.

Silver King Coalition—New ore is re-

ported in 'the workings which are being

driven northeast for the Uintah-Treasure

Hill ground.

Tooele County

Bullion Coalition—An 8-ft. face of

shipping silver-lead ore has been opened

on the Honorine drain-tunnel level. At

the annual meeting Jan. 9, the following

directors were elected: B. F. Bauer,

Thomas Weir, M. H. Walker, Charles

Crockwell, W. H. Dickson, M. H. Sowles.

and E. J. Raddatz. The company took

over the old Honorine, Honorine Exten-

sion, and several other mines at Stockton

the first of the year.

Galena—A lease has been taken on

this Stockton property by several Eureka
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men. Devore have been put in

charge of the work. The shaft will be

retimbered and the equipment over-

hauled.

Dm- Canon Mines—A shipment of 20

tons said to net $60 per ton was made
From the K property.

Utah Q
Pacific— A car of silver-lead ore con-

taining 33 tons was marketed Jan. 9. and

brought 51500. A crosscut is being run

to cut the vein.

Camp Bird—This property of 15 claims

adjoins the Dutchman on the south. A
tunnel is being driven under contract.

Eudora Bell—A force of 12 men has

been doing development work for the

-.onths and some ore found.

W ashington

Ferry County

Mines in the Republic district of north-

eastern Washington produced gold and

silver-bearing ores of a total estimated

value ot -722.250 in 1910. the bulk of

this being extracted during the last six

months. The output in 1909 was less

than S100.000. The chief producing

properties in the district are the Surprise,

Lone Pine and Pearl, reporting an out-

put of -542,092 in eight months; Knob
Hill, $37,000 in four months; Hope,

$35,000. and Quilp. $25,000, in three

months; by leasers $3250 in six weeks;

North San Poil. $6000; New Republic,

$22,000; Insurgent. $63,000 in 10

months; Ben Hur. S22.000 in four

months and the Morning Glory, $1000 in

two weeks. The Surprise-Lone Pine-

Pearl group paid $220,204 on the pur-

chase price of $225,000 to the Republic

Mines Corporation, $85,000 in dividends,

$63,502 for transportation. $84,550.35 for

treatment at the smelteries, in addition to

operating expenses and wages for 110

men. The gross profits for eight months

>leon—The installation of a mill

comprising 10 stamps, Hardinge mill and
cyanide plant at this Orient property,

owned by the British Columbia Copper
Company, is about completed. Present

mill is to treat oxidized gold ore; sul-

phide ore is shipped to the Greenwood
smelterv for flux.

Valley Dew -This property was re-

cently sold at sheriff's sale to F. Z. Alex-

ander. Orient.

( I'uttr Work is progressing

under Hugh Ranahan.

unday—Supplies have been
put in on this property by the

Mining and Milling Company, of Wau-
kecgan III.: I) C. Ames, mar.

(

ing driven by

Sunset Mining and Development—
Work has been started and the tunnel is

in to the 400-ft. level. H. W. Working,

Northport, president.

Canada

Alberta

The Canadian Coal and Coke Com-
pany—This company has been organized

with a capital of $15,000,000 to take over

the Western Coal and Coke Company,
near Pincher creek (capital, $131,580

preference stock, $1,968,000 common
stock and $600,000 bonds), Lethbridge

collieries, near Lethbridge (capital, $2,-

300,000 stock and $625,000 bonds). Pa-

cific Pass Coal Fields, Yellowhead (cap-

ital, $4,000,000 stock and $1,250,000

bonds), and St. Albert collieries, a short

distance north of Edmonton (capital,

S750.000 common stock and $500,000

bonds). The Lethbridge collieries are

just beginning development and have

opened up a promising 7-ft. seam.

British Columbia

Standard—The sixth-level tunnel is in

1500 ft., and is reported to have recently

cut the lode in a rich oreshoot. The mine
is at Silverton. -

Dundee—The tunnel, at 500 ft., cut the

main vein, exposing 15 ft. of ore in this

mine on Dundee mountain, Ymir camp.

Alpha—N. F. McNaught, of Silverton,

and James McKnight, of New York, are

stated to have given a 30-day option on

this group adjoining the Standard, to D.

B. Wilcox, of Port Arthur, Ontario.

Ontario

The shipments from Cobalt for the

week ended Jan. 13 were: Nipissing,

152,400 lb.; McKinley-Darragh, 125,610

Kerr Lake, 120,399; O'Brien, 79,200

Temiskaming, 64,520; Coniagas, 61,890

Right of Way, 60,860; La Rose, 60,000

Buffalo, 57,990; Crown Reserve,40,200

total, 823,069 lb. Bullion shipments

Temiskaming, 13,840 oz.; Trethewey
1952; Silver Cliff, 832; Waldman, 328
Campbell & Deyell sampler, 160; Kerr
Lake, 4384; total, 21,596 oz.

Trethewey—This Cobalt company has

given up its option on the Burns prop-

erty in Porcupine.

Kerr Lake—The manager reports the

finding of a new vein in the east drift at

the bottom of winze No. 4 averaging 6

in. in width and running 3000 oz. silver

to the ton.

Wyandot—The available funds of this

company having been exhausted, the di-

rectors have been authorized to raise

money by offcrinn to the shareholders
pro rata 500,000 shares of stock remain-
ing in the treasury at 10c. per share.

A'oss Locutions The Porcupine Assay
Company lias purchased a diamond drill

which will he put to work on the Ross
Whitney township.

Bishop The Installation of a 1 10-

h.p. plant and a five-drill compressor has

just been completed at this mine on Cal-

cite lake, Gowganda. Seven veins car-

rying native silver have been uncovered.

Tunneling is being carried on from the

lake shore.

Hollinger—President Noah A. Timmins
reports that 365 ft. of sinking, and 1040

ft. of drifting on the 100-ft. level has

been done. Three shafts are down, two

of them 100 ft. and connected at that

level, and a winze has been put down to

the 200- ft. level. There appear to be

three systems of veins running north-

easterly and southwesterly across the

property. The width of the vein on

which operations have been carried on

averages from 6 to 8 ft. and about 1700

ft. on the surface has been uncovered.

The returns from sampling and assaying

are stated to have averaged $49.80 in

gold per ton, and from the two-stamp

Tremaine mill over $50 with a saving of

85 per cent, effected without concentra-

tion or effort to treat the sulphides.

Nipissing—Net profits for 1910

amounted to $2,228,092.

Scottish Ontario—This Porcupine com-

pany is reported to have cut the vein at

the 100-ft. level.

Vipond—This Porcupine company will

have a small stamp mill running in a few

days.

Silver Bar—At a meeting of creditors

of the company held in Toronto on Dec.

6, it was decided to sell the property. The
indebtedness amounts to about $36,000,

and the assets, exclusive of the mine, are

estimated at about $10,300.

Webb—A new calcite vein 1 y2 in.

wide, carrying smaltite and native sil-

ver, has been found on the surface and

stripped for 150 ft. The wall rock on

both sides shows native silver. The main

shaft is down 102 ft. The location is at

Gillies limit, Cobalt.

La Rose—During December 417,000

oz. silver were shipped, of which 60 per

cent, came from the Lawson property.

The company has cash in hand and due

from smelters about $990,000.

City of Cobalt—The quarterly state-

ment shows a cash balance of $28,525

with $19,000 due from the smelters,

which is an improvement over the last

statement.

Gould Consolidated—Work is to be re-

sumed on this Peterson Lake le?.se, at

Cobalt.

Gold Pyramid—A five-stamp mill is

being installed on its property in Munro&
township.

Wctlauffcr—This South Lorrain prop-

erty will shortly start shipping again. A
new level is being opened up at 300 ft.,

where the vein shows a good width of

high-grade ore.

Tee Arr This Flk Lake property will

install a compressor plant, and will carry

on operations.
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Mexico

Chihuahua

Although revolutionary disturbances in

western Chihuahua have quieted down
mining operations are being carried on

under handicaps. Bullion shipments from

the Batopilas, Dolores, Sierra, Rio Plata

and Republica are going out by way of

Alamos, Sonora, on account of the dif-

ficulty of securing packers delivering

toward Chihuahua and also because of

irregular train service on the Mexico,

Northwestern and Orient railways. None

of the larger producers have as yet sus-

pended operations, but they may be

forced to do so in event that the Govern-

ment ruling prohibiting railroads hand-

ling dynamite continues much longer. In

other ways neither the Federal nor the

revolutionary forces interfere with opera-

tions.

Naica—Owing to the closing of a fav-

orable contract with the Cia. Metalu~gica

de Torreon, it is announced that the plan

of erecting a smeltery has been aband-

oned.

San Cristobal— It is reported that an

electric-hoisting plant is to be installed at

this Parral property. T. G. Gordon, man-
ager; S. Sunningham, superintendent.

Cigarrero—Shipments have been re-

sumed from this property in the Almoloya

camp. Alfredo Rodriguez, manager.

Rio Plata—December returns show a

recovery of 69,875 oz. silver and a total

income of $36,083; operating expenses

were $11,537, leaving an operating profit

of $24,545. The stamp mill has been closed

down since early in December on ac-

count of the scarcity of labor and water,

but the cyanide plant is operating.

Jalisco

The Almoloya y Anexas, a Mexican

company capitalized at 200,000 pesos, be-

gan operations in January 1910, erected

its mill by May, and has been milling

from June to date. The ores average 2.5

to 3.5 per cent, copper as chalcopyrite,

carrying a few grams of gold and two

ounces of silver. The gangue is altered

diorite. The concentrating plant comprises

Merralls stamps and three Wilfley sand

tables, capacity 30 tons per 24 hours. A
saving of 75 per cent, of the copper and

gold and of 25 per cent, of the silver is

claimed. Pedro Suinaga is president of

the company, M. M. Barney manager and

P. A. Babb consulting engineer.

Los Ailes—This South Dakota com-
pany has discontinued work on its cop-

per properties in the Ayutla district, and
is now devoting its attention to silver

properties in the Parnaso camp.
Amajac Mines—Development of the

Condesa vein, of the Refugio-Animas
properties in the Hostotipaquillo district,

is yielding high-grade ore.

Mexico

Esperanza—December returns show:
Mill operated 28 days crushing 19,347

dry tons of ore yielding $165,414; ex-

penses totaled $119,333, leaving $46,081
profit; $2369 was expended on construc-

tion and 1172 ft. of development work
accomplished.

Oaxaca

Natividad—At a recent stockholders'

meeting a new stock issue was voted to

convert the present stock and provide an
increase in capitalization. The additional

capital is for the purpose of liquidating

certain debts, and also to provide funds
for the extension of the present mill

capacity. The present mill uses about
140 kw. supplied from water power. Dur-
ing the last few weeks the company has
filed on several new claims adjoining

their present property at Sierra Juarez.

Lolita—A strike of 20-kg. silver ore

was reported in November at this Taviche
mine. One carload of 10 tons was shipped
to the smeltery but the extent of the rich

ore has not been made known.

Treadwell—This Taviche company is

making arrangements for the leasing of

the Guebeshe mill to treat their copper
ore.

Sanford—Stoping in the new bonanza
is being delayed to permit development
work, and only enough ore is being ex-

tracted to pay costs.

Conejo Blanco—There has been two
sales of the mine within two months, and
the present owners are preparing to de-

velop the property. Wagon roads have
been built to the railroad.

Escuadra—The oreshoot has been
undercut and high-grade ore is again be-

ing shipped. The seven brothers of the

Baigts estate are reported to have started

to form a stock company, capital $300,-

000, to control the mine.

Natividad (Sierra Juarez)—Output is

stated as $8000 shipping ore and $7000
cyanide products per week.

San Jose de Gracia—Davenport Bros.

& Woodward are taking out shipping ore.

The mill has been started.

Rescate—A new body of rich ore is

reported to have been found.

Mimiaga—The property is being

worked steadily.

Brill—This new mill has been started

and the mine owners of Totolapa expect

to operate it on custom ores.

Holder—The mill is nearly complete.

Alta Gracia—Carl Sturgis has com-
menced work on this group and will de-

velop for a year. Large bodies of pay
ore are reported to be in sight.

Escandon—Both mills on this estate

are working regularly.

Xaniza—Iron ore for the local market

is being produced.

Resurrection—This mill is being run

on the ores of the mine and tailings

dump of the old Emmons mill, at

Taviche.

Sonora

Port Lobos Railway—Work is soon to

begin at the Port Lobos end of this pro-

posed line in order to comply with the

concession, which demands that at least

20 miles be finished by the first of May.

Cananea- Boston— Drifts are being run

on the 100 level from the main shaft.

Calumet & Sonora—An electrostatic

plant, to extract the copper from the zinc

ore, is to be installed, according to local

officials of the company.

Cerro Gordo—The prospecting tunnel

at this mine has been driven to a depth

of 1400 feet.

El Tajo—This company, with 90 men
employed in mine and mill, has been op-

erating steadily since last August. A
scheme to cyanide tailings from the mill

is under advisement.

El Tigre—A cyanide plant, represent-

ing an outlay of $450,000 will be in oper-

ation by the first of June.

Santa Rosalia—For reasons unex-

plained, operations have temporarily

ceased at this property, near Cananea.

Providencia—At the recent meeting of

stockholders of the Mexican operating

company, H. S. McKay, Cananea, was re-

elected president and G. H. Skinner

chosen secretary. The property is 20

miles from Cananea in the Manzanal
mountains. Four 90-ft. shafts have been

sunk on vein.

Arizpe Mines—An effort is being made
to resume work at this company's Alacran

mine.

Aldasora—Work on a moderate scale

has been started on this property, situ-

ated near El Tigre.

Chispas—New equipment is being in-

stalled as repairs and betterments to this

concern's power plant.

Sonora & Ures—The company has ac-

quired the La Fe and Santa Anita claims

adjoining its holdings.

Cinco de Mayo—Leasers are shipping

an average of five tons of high-grade

silver ore daily, and a 20-ton mill is

steadily treating its full capacity of lower

grades. The mine's gross production ap-

proximates a value of 40,000 pesos per

month.

Africa

Transvaal

December production of gold is re-

ported at 616,668 oz. from the Witwaters-

rand and 24,327 oz. from the outside dis-

tricts; a total of 640,995 oz. This makes
the total for the calendar year 7,280,542

oz. in 1909, and 7,534,120 oz.—or $155,-

730,260—in 1910; an increase of 251,578

oz. for the year.

The labor-supply return shows that

196,895 Kafirs were employed at the end

of December; an increase of 2139 during

the month.
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The Markets
Coal Trade Review

New York, Jan. 25— It is not so long

ago that the West treated us to the omin-

redictions of coal famines. Now,

when famine is due, if ever, we have

a story of oversupply and falling prices.

Part of this may be due to the rather

open winter; but it looks as if the earlier

predictions of scarcity were overdone.

Moreover, steam-coal trade is rather

quiet and demand has eased off since

December. At any rate there seems to

be coal enough everywhere, and mines in

Indiana and Illinois are reducing out-

put.

In the East bituminous trade is still in-

clined to be dull, though there has been

a small improvement. Competition

promises to be sharp as the spring trade

opens.

Anthracite business is fairly active, es-

pecially for the steam sizes, and supplies

are readily taken up.

Coal Rates to the Lakes—The state-

ment presented by the Pittsburg coal

operators shows that while rates on

coal to Lake Erie ports from the Pitts-

burg district average 0.55c. per ton-mile,

Fairmont coal is carried to the same ports

at 0.388, Kanawha at 0.313, Pocahontas

at 0.246 and New River at 0.230c. per

ton-mile.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal and coke tonnage of Chesapeake

& Ohio Railway, five months of fiscal

year, July 1 to Nov. 30, short tons:

OoaL Coke. Total.

U 8.UB.042 126.720 S.295.762
3.276.H95 28,746 3,

.... 367,081

10,707 55,687

6,857,896 166,173 7,024,071

229,013 190,420 6,419,433

Total increase in 1910 was 604,638

tons, or 9.4 per cent. Deliveries, 1910,

to points west of mines, 4,386,606 tons

of coal and 73,294 coke; points east,

691,437 tons coal and 77,563 coke; tide-

water, 1,780,554 tons coal and 15,316

coke; anthracite to line points, 9903 tons.

Coal tonnage reported by the Monon-

gahela River Consolidated Coal and Coke

Company for its fiscal year, ended Oct.

31:

i

!

I

I

The tonr. the largest

the company.

through the locks on the

Monongahcla r

month

increa

on the

11 months ended I, was

Current Prices of"

Metal, Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

2,461,550 short tons in 1909, and 1,660,-

495 in 1910; decrease, 801,055 tons.

Coastwise shipments of coal from chief

Atlantic ports, 1 1 months ended Nov. 30,

long tons:

Anthracite. Bitura. Total. PerCt.

New York... 13,428,036 10,293,797 23,721,882 60.2
Philadelphia 1,777,657 4,328,638 6,106,295 15.5
Baltimore.... 238,152 3,440,096 3,678248 9.3
Nowp't News 2,639,035 2,639,035 0.7
Norfolk 3,270,438 3,270,438 8.3

Total 15,443,844 23,972,004 39,415,848 100.0

Total, 1909. 15,123,839' 22,139,267 37,263,106

Total increase, 2,152,742 tons, or 5.8

per cent. New York includes all the har-

bor shipping points; Norfolk includes

Sewalls Point.

Bituminous-coal and coke tonnage of

leading railroads in Pennsylvania and

West Virginia, 1 1 months ended Nov. 30,

short tons:

Bituminous. Coke.

Pennsylvania 37,685,169 12,024,687
Bait. & Ohio 28,770,022
BulT., Rocb. A: Pitts. 6,826,369
Buff. & Susqueh'na 1,321,813
Perm, lines, N.T.O. 7,130,646
PittS. A: L. Eric 10.8S-J.408

Pitts..Shawmut& N. 1,127,243
Norfolk k Western. 15,958,457
Ches. A: Oliio 14,605,716
Virginian 1,253,324

Total.

Total 125,661,167 25,651,712 151,212,879

Total, 1909 107,640,945 23,617,977 131,258,922

Increase in coal, 17,920,222 tons; in

coke, 2,033,735; total, 19,953,957 tons, or

15.2 per cent. Anthracite tonnages of

Pennsylvania and Baltimore & Ohio are

given elsewhere.

Anthracite carried over Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, 11 months ended Nov. 30,

was 877,358 tons in 1909, and 978,650

in 1910; increase, 101,292 tons.

Coal shipments over railroads in the

Ohio Coal Traffic Association, 1 1 months
ended Nov. 30, short tons:
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prices to escape demurrage charges.

With a continuation of the mild weather

that has existed generally throughout

Chicago territory except in the North-

west, this situation threatens to become

chronic. Severe and continued cold

would change things, however, only tem-

porarily, to judge from present condi-

tions; the fundamental trouble being that

too much coal is being shipped by the

mines nearest this market—those of Illi-

nois and Indiana. A general restriction

of the output of these mines or of their

shipments to Chicago, would do much

for the market, but is hardly to be hoped

for as a measure of immediate relief.

Buying is on a basis of needs for the

morrow only, under such conditions, ana

eastern coals, though restricted more and

more in shipments, share with western

the results of the depression. All ship-

ments to this market should be made

most cautiously.

Illininois and Indiana coal, in car lots,

brings $1.90<@2.55 for lump, $1.75<§ 1.90

for run-of-mine and $1.50<?/ 1.75 for

screenings. Hocking sells for $3.10^7

3.20, and is fairly firm because of re-

striction of shipments. Smokeless is not

in such oversupply as western coal, but

is near the weakening point, with diffi-

culty in holding prices up to S3.30 for

run-of-mine and $4.20 for lump and egg.

Anthracite sells steadily, though buying

is not large, and chestnut continues to

be most in demand, with the supply much
larger.

Cleveland

Jan. 23—The Marine Review's compila-

tion of Lake rates for the season gives

the following averages, in cents per ton:

1909. 1910.

Anthracite. Buffalo to Chicago... 40.99 40.85
Anthracite. Buffalo to Imluth.... 31.98 31.50
Bituminous, L. Erie to Chicago.. 36.75 :;•"",. ii

Bituminous. I.. Erie to Imluth.. . 31.30 31.07

Milwaukee rates are about the same

as Chicago; Superior the same as Du-

luth. The lower rates to Duluth are due

to the number of ore boats going up.

In the local market steam-coal trade is

quiet and warm weather has lessened the

immediate demand for domestic coal.

Car supply has been sufficient to move
all the coal needed; in fact there is an

excess of some kinds. Prices show no

quotable change.

Indianapolis

Jan. 23—The January slump in the

coal industry is not over. A few mines

are shut down, and others are running

short time. An oversupply is reported at

several consuming points. The demand
for steam coal shows no signs of present

improvement.

Pittsburg

Jan. 24—An interesting item in the lo-

cal coal situation is the official statement

made at last week's annual meeting of

the Monongahela River Consolidated

Coal and Coke Company, which is con-

trolled through majority stock ownership

by the Pittsburg Coal Company, that the

company will in future develop along the

line of rail shipments, paying less at-

tention to its river coal trade. The
change of policy was dictated by the

great loss by the hurricane in the lower

Mississippi in September, 1909, and the

very meager profits promised by the river

trade by reason of the growing compe-

tition of fields farther south.

Demand for coal is poor, mines run-

ning not more than half time, and prices

are being cut more than ever. Nominal
prices remain at SI. 15 for mine-run ana

nut; $1.35 for ?<-in.; $1.40 for 1 '4-111.

and 82 'o (it 85c. for slack, per ton at mine.

Connellsvillc Coke—The market has

been very quiet, furnaces being well cov-

ered for coke against their present op-

erations. There is some uncoverea

foundry consumption for the half year,

but the foundries are slow to contract.

We continue to quote: Prompt furnace,

$1.40^1.50; contract furnace, $1.50@
1.60; prompt foundry, $2^2.10; contract

foundry, $2.25^/2.50 per ton, at ovens.

The Courier reports production in the

week ended Jan. 14 at 280,320 tons, a de-

crease of 1500 tons, and shipments at

2699 cars to Pittsburg, 4563 cars to points

west and 683 cars to points east, a total

of 7945 cars.

St. Louis

Jan. 23—The market has been ex-

tremely slow; operators have been al-

most desperate to move their products.

There se.ems to be a worse condition of

affairs in the coal market prevailing to-

day than at any time during the past

two years. One thing that has brought

about the demoralization is the fact that

a number of strong jobbers during the

flush period of the early fall contracted

for the entire output of their mines at

a specified price. The mines insist upon

running on this account and the jobbers

are disposing of their product as best

they can, often below cost. This condi-

tion is especially true in the Carterville

district.

The demand for Standard coal has been

so bad that operators have been forced

to shut down at least one-half the time.

Several operators have become so blue

over the situation that they can see noth-

ing in sight for the rest of this season

and will close the mines down on Feb.

1 until August.

The weather all week has been almost

like summer; however, today a marked

change has taken place and the weather

is getting much colder, with a heavy

snow storm. This will help the domestic

situation a little. The.steam demand has

also been light and a number of the

largest plants are practically closed

down.

Anthracite—The market on anthracite

and smokeless is fair, though tonnage is

comparatively light. The demand from

the country as well as the city has been

practically dead.

Current prices in the St. Louis market
are as follows:

Illinois. Standard: Mine.

6-in. lump a

2-in. lump ll(i l 62
Mine-run ] 00

niiigs 0.60 l . 12

Trenton:

6-in. lump an«l e«g
3-in. nut 2 on

.Staunton or Mt. < (live:

6-in. lump 1.80 l 32
2-in. lump 17". 2 .'7

Mine-run L.20 l .72
[lings olio 1.12

Carter

6-in. lump or egg 1.75 2.12
3-in. nut 1 .50 2. 17
Mine-nm 1.25 1.92
Screenings 0.75 1.42

Pocahontas and New River:

Lun p ot egg 2 2.">
l

7.".

Mine-run 1.25 3 .''>

Pennsylvania Anthracite:

Chestnul 7.20
se c> .95

(irate 6.70
Coke:

llsville foundry .", in

< las house 1.90
Smithing 4.15

Prices at East St. Louis are 20c. per

ton below the St. Louis quotations.

FOREIGN-COAL-TRADE

British Coal Trade—Exports of fuel

from Great Britain, with coal furnished

to steamships in foreign trade, year end-

ed Dec. 31, long tons:

1909. 1910. Changes.
Coal 63,076,799 (VJ.es.-,, 47c d. 991,323
Coke 1,161,626 961,053 D, 197,573
Briquets 1,455,842 1,470,791 I. 14, '.mi

Total exports... 65,094,267 64,520,320 D. ;.

Steamer coal 19,713,907 19,525,735 D. 188,172

Total 85,408,174 84,046,055 D. 1,362,119

Imports are very small; 6318 tons in

1909 and 36,037 tons in 1910. Foreign

sales last year were about 32 per cent,

of the British production.

Nova Scotia Coal—Nova Scotia coal

shipments for the full year were, in long

tons:

Company

:

1909. 1910.

Domlnioi 2,469,493 8,167,867 1.

Nova Scotia Steel .

.

784,969 816,805 1. 31,836
Acadia 278,131 288,217 1. 10,086
Intercolonial 249,218 237,388 I>. 11,830
Inverness 230,752 270,630 I

Cumc rland 216,325 68,325 D li- 1 D

Small Cos 368,743 272,000 D. 96,743

Total 4,597.631 5,121,232 I.

The total increase in 1910 was 10.z

per cent. Cape Breton was the largest

producer, with 4,133.672 tons.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,

Blyth S: Co.. London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on Jan. 7 as follows:

Best Welsh steam coal, $4.08; seconds,

$3.96; thirds, $3.84; dry coals. $3.84; best

Monmouthshire, S3.72; seconds, S3. 51;

best small steam coal, $2.43; seconds,

$2.10. All prices are per long ton,

f.o.b. shipping port, cash in 30 days less

)er cent, discount.
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IRON -TRADE-REVIEW

York, Jan. 25—While the iron

and steel markets still incline to a wait-

in;: potion, there has been more busi-

ness, as was to be expected at this sea-

son. .Most buyers and manufacturers

have been running on low stocks, and

must replenish them now or soon, if they

are doing any business at all.

-making pig irons have been slow.

tut there has been a better demand for

foundry iron. .Much of this is from the

-:-iron pipe foundries, which seem to

have a pretty good run of business. In

sl aboard territory Southern iron is being

pushed, with some success. It is said

that $11 Birmingham is being shaded to

get orders.

In finished material plates are looking

up. and there is more trade in bars. A
number of structural orders are coming

forward, and it looks as if building re-

quirements for spring and summer would

be heavy. Some railroad equipment or-

ders are coming in.

Wire and wire products have held up
for some time better than any other

bianch of the trade. The larger makers
have now raised prices SI per ton; but

they claim that is not really an advance,

but an equalization. Tinplates are also

up a little, on account of the high prices

of tin.

New Steel Rail Orders— It is stated

that the difficulties over the Pennsylvania

Railroad specifications for rails have

finally been adjusted and the order of

150,000 tons awarded; it is divided

among the Carnegie, the Illinois Steel

and the Cambria Steel companies.

The New York Central has placed

orders for 176,750 tons of rails. The
orders, it is understood, include some
open-hearth steel rails and some of ti-

tanium steel. The Steel Corporation gets

87.500 tons, the Lackawanna Steel 81,250

and the Bethlehem Steel 8000 tons. The
Delaware & Hudson has ordered 3200
tons of rails from the Pennsylvania Steel

Company.

Baltimore

Jan. 23—Exports for the week in-

cluded 903 tons steel rails, 153,214 lb.

rail fastenings and 2,223,400 lb. steel ties

to Bocas del Toro; 1300 tons rails and
114.164 lb. angle-plates to Vera Cruz;

* tons rails and 315,167 lb. angle-

plates to Tampico; 721.000 lb. steel bil-

>w. Imports included 4468

nd 5275 tons cupreous
•'-::) Huelva, Spain; 214 casks

mar ire from Hamburg; 12,550

tons iron ore from Cuba.

mingham
Jan. 23 Win" of pit; iron in

Southern arc far from being
what was expected, it is admitted that

general cond:- Improvement.

Some sales of iron, in small lots and for

practically immediate delivery, have been
made recently and inquiries are in hand
that promise to develop into business;

but the buying movement has not started

in nor have the prices of iron gone up.

There are still rumors that some of

Southern manufacturers are inclined to

sell pig iron at what they can get for it.

In other quarters it is positively asserted

there is no concession being given from
Sll per ton, No. 2 foundry. The home
consumption shows some improvement.

The steel situation shows improvement.

Railroad cars are being furnished at the

steel plant of the Tennessee company
for the prompt handling of rails that

have been ordered. Other shapes are

being shipped steadily from Ensley. The
guide and plate mill at the rolling mills

a: Bessemer, near Birmingham, are

working on double time.

Chicago

Jan. 24—The iron market shows no
great change from the conditions of a

week ago. Buying of pig iron is mainly

in small lots, for the needs of the first

and second quarters, a few sales of over

1000 tons each occasionally giving a

semblance of life to the market. Manu-
facturing in general is proceeding on a

basis of caution and iron and steel in-

dustries feel this tendency notably. The
average melter is gradually looking

farther ahead for his contract require-

ments and inquiries continue active for

second- and third-quarter tonnages.

Prices remain nominally at $11 Birming-

ham, or $15.35 Chicago, for Southern

No. 2 and $16 for Northern No. 2, foun-

dry iron. Actually, sales have been made
at least 25c, possibly 50c. under these

quotations, which apply to the greater

part of the business done and for deliv-

eries in the first quarter. With produc-

tion greatly reduced, furnace represen-

tatives profess confidence in the stability

of prices, but neither Southern nor

Northern appears to be really strong.

The demand for iron and steel products

is better, though not brisk along any im-

portant line and railroad buying still is

lacking. Coke is dull at $4.90 for the

best Connellsville, which is in plentiful

supply.

Cleveland

Jan. 23—Average daily Lake rates on
iron ore for the season are worked out

by the Marine Review as follows, in

cents per ton:

To Lake Erie from : 1009. 1910.
i cana ba 52 55
Mai quel te 61 (;.">

Dulutta, etc 66 70

The charge for unloading in 1910 was
15c. per ton, with 3c. extra where trim-

ming was required.

Pig Iron Quite : number of inquiries

have been received, mostly for basic iron.

have been limited tO small lots.

Furnaces do not seem inclined to make
any lower prices. Quotations remain for

Cleveland delivery $15.90 for bessemer;
$I4.25@14.45 for basic; $14.25 for No.
2 foundry; $13.75^ 14 for forge.

Finished Material—Specifications on
contracts are coming in more freely, and
there are many inquiries for material,,

especially bars, plates and sheets. Some
small structural orders have been placed.

Philadelphia

Jan. 25—Quite a large volume of busi-

ness has been transacted within a few

days as a result of recent inquiries, and
several rather important deals are now
on both for local demands and for New
England. It is denied or rather not ac-

knowledged that this business has been
done below recent selling prices. It is,

however, well known that certain fur-

nace interests here and in the South have
been making strenuous efforts to get rid

of some of their accumulations. Pipe

iron, especially Southern, is active and
full asking prices were paid on recent

orders. The tone of the entire market is

stronger, though every concern that has

iron to sell is on the war path for buy-
ers. Quite a canvass is in progress among
consumers to induce them to take hold.

Stove makers are inclined to buy. Basic

pig, and, in fact, all steel irons are very

dull. Malleable is active in a small way.
Quotations usually given are for No.

2X foundry, $15.75; forge, $14.50; basic,

$14.75fr/ 15. Southern iron ranges from
50 to 75c. lower.

Steel Billets—More liberal deliveries

are reported on orders placed some time

ago. No new orders are reported.

Bars—Mill reports are conflicting, some
saying that orders show a marked im-

provement. Prices are weak and there is

no room for concessions. Jobbers are

sounding the market with a view of order-

ing for early spring supplies. Their stocks

are exceptionally low.

Sheets—Eastern mills are beginning to

book spring and early summer business

at rumored concessions. Large buyers
show a disposition to close for consider-

able material where concessions are ex-

tended-.

Plates—A stronger undertone is ob-

served which means that plate-mill people

are less disposed than a few weeks ago to

scramble for business. More work is

opening up among all users, especially

car builders.

Structural Material—A rush of unim-

portant orders has imparted some little

life to this branch. Car and bridge work is

more promising. Negotiations are hang-

ing fire on a number of big requirements.

Scrap—Some business is reported in

old iron rails and railroad scrap. Prices

have weakened on all kinds for spring

delivery. Scrap has been accumulating

taster than it is being absorbed.
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Pittsburg

|
Jan. 24—Effective at the opening of

oiisiness Jan. 23, wire products were ad-

vanced $1 per ton, making nails S1.75,

base, plain wire, base, 1.55c, painted

barb wire 1.75c. and galvanized barb wire

2.05c. There was a decline of $3 a ton

in 1910, a gradual weakening for several

months culminating in an official notice

jof a S3 reduction early in July. In 1909

[reductions were made May 1 of $7 on

(nails, S8 on plain wire and S10 on barb

Ivvire, there being successive advances

later in that year amounting to $5. Thus

the new list promulgated this week is

$3 per ton higher than the low point

reached in the great break of 1909, but

$4 to $6 lower than the prices at the be-

ginning of 1909 and $6 to $8 below the

prices at the close of 1907.

While the wire advance was made di-

rectly by the American Steel and Wire
Company, probably with the knowledge
of some, but not all, of the independ-

ents, it is being observed by all producers.

It was made after conferences between
the heads of the sales departments of

the different branches of the Steel Cor-

poration and an incidental reason for

making it was the sentimental effect

which an advance in a steel product

would be likely to have at this time, when
there has been a sunrfeit of talk about

the possibility of reductions in steel

prices.

There has been a further though not

large gain in the rate of bookings of

Finished-steel products, and these book-

ings now are not confined to specifica-

:ions on old contracts, but include a con-

siderable tonnage of new orders.

The question of advancing tinplate was
liscussed last week but it was decided

:hat the price had better stand, unless

forced upward by a further large advance
n tin, which is not impossible. Since the

Jresent price of S3.60 was established on

inplate, in November, 1909, pig tin has

idvanced about 12c. a pound, more than

jalancing the decline of S4.50 which has

iccurred in steel in the same period.

Pig Iron—There is more talk in the

xade of large inquiry for pig iron, but

iifted down the situation hardly presents

is much appearance of activity as a week
)r fortnight ago. A sale of 200 tons of

)essemer at S15, Valley, fully confirmed,

stands against some rumors that some
arger tonnages have been sold at cut

>rices. Basic is still held at S13.50, Val-

ey, and while it is not certain the price

:annot be shaded it is established that

I cannot be shaded by as much as 25c.

oundry iron continues to be quoted at

)13.75(T/ 14, Valley, but some limited ton-

lages appear to be available at $13.50.

V local iron mill has bought 4000 tons of

orge for delivery over the half year at

he reported price of $13, Valley.

Ferromanganese— The market con-

tinues quiet and quotable for prompt and
forward delivery at $38, Baltimore.

Steel—The market continues quiet, on
account of so much tonnage being held
over from last year's contracts because
the mills were running slack toward the

close of the year. Prices, however, are

firmly maintained at $23 for billets and
$24 for sheet bars, bessemer or open-
hearth, f.o.b. Pittsburg or Youngstown
district mill. Rods are $27.50 and forg-

ing billets $28 per ton.

Sheets—There has been a little dis-

cussion as to the possibility of advancing
prices on sheets, now that the market has

become well established at prices which
were being shaded last November, but it

seems improbable that any advance can

be effected. We quote: Black sheets, 28

gage, 2.20c; galvanized, 3.20c; blue an-

nealed, 10 gage, 1.65c; painted corru-

gated roofing, $1.55; galvanized, $2.75

per square.

St. Louis

Jan. 23—The pig-iron situation shows
no improvement. Inquiries are scarce

and orders scarcer. None of the foun-

dries is stocking ahead, but only buying

for current light needs. The price of

Sll per ton Birmingham for No. 2 foun-

dry, or $14.75 per ton St. Louis, prevails.

§ METAL- MARKETS $
New York, Jan. 25—The metal markets

this week have shown no great changes,

and no movements of special importance.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

UNITED STATES GOLD
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The Now York quotations for electrolytic
ts and wl

and represent the bulk of
S

-

sent wholesale transactions in the open mar-
spelter an

ordinal
command a premium.
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Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
' Plattsville, Wis., Jan. 21—The highest

price paid this week for zinc ore was

$45; the base price, 60 per cent, zinc, was

W3<u 43.50 per ton. The base price paid

for 80 per cent, lead ore was $54 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED JAN. 21.

Camps. J^
yiinoral Point 822.320

talena 650,500

PlattovMe 548,230

senton 346,000

[larkor 251,710

ihullsburg 69,01 o

Linden 62,370

3ubaCity

Lead Sulphur
ore, lb. ore, lb.

81,1100

78,900

128,400 924,820

Total 2,750,130 288,300 924,820

fear to date 7,254,060 606,060 2,867,520

Shipped during week to separating

slants, 2,930,370 lb. zinc ore.

Joplin, Mo, Jan. 21—The highest price

said for zinc sulphide ore was $46 per

on, the base price $38tf> 43.50 per ton of

50 per cent. zinc. The association scale

sase was $40.40, or with the extra al-

owance of 1 per cent, iron, equivalent

o $41.40. Zinc silicate sold at $22@24
>er ton of 40 per cent. zinc. The aver-

ige price, all grades of zinc, was $40.70.

fhe highest price paid for lead ore was

;56, the average, all grades, being $55.52

>er ton. Producers who expected an ap-

ireciable advance when the Webb City

melter started operation have not been

•enefited so far.

There is a wide divergence of opinion

mong producers as to whether there is

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED JAN. 21.

Febb City-Carterville
oplin
atena
Iba-Neck
luenweg
ironogo
rami)
Ul'ol-,'1.

iadger
prlng City...
'uapaw
arthage
arl Junction.
arcoxie
ave springs.

Totals

Zinc lb. Lead lb. Value

3,775

1,857
751
602
551
406
402
306
229
192
60

127
84
82
43

626,380
276,100
101,330

21,620
4.H40

31,090

18,080
57,420

1,474,280 1,135,860 $224,389

$94,128
47,066
18,186
13,554
11,297
8,536

7, .".50

6,186
4,5'. 15

2,799
2,635
2,607
1,896

1,690
864

wooks 24,840,030 3,177,940 $597,551

inc value, the week, $192,848 ; 3 weeks, $509,026
read value, the week, 31,541; 3 weeks, 88,525

MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICES.

Month.

auuary
'ebruary., .

.

larch.
pril

Iiiy

line

uly
ugust
eptember .

.

Otober
Gfeember. .

.

December. .

.

Year

Lead Oke.

Base Prlco. All Or

1910. 1909. 1910

$52.1
511.50

50.82
55.63
56.59
57 . 52

53.74
57.60
56.11
55.02
53.94
55.26

$56.99
53.64
51.26
49.72
48.16
48.80
48.59
49.75
54.73
53.18
54.80
55.70

$43.98 $42.43841.20 $39.79 S54.60 $52.12

Note—Under zinc ore the first two coi-
ning give base prices for GO per cent, zinc
re: the second two the average for all ores
old. Lead ore prices are the average for
U nll'S SOld.

an advantage in the contract scale as

formulated by the association. No new
contracts were reported made this week,

and those which have been signed are

for only six months, as the association

was formed for only one year, nearly

l:alf of which time has expired.

CHEM ICALS
New York, Jan. 25—The general mar-

ket shows little new business.

Copper Sulphate—Business is moder-

ate, and quotations are unchanged at $4

per 100 lb. for carload lots and $4.25

per 100 lb. fcr smaller parcels.

Arsenic—Business is dull. Quotations

for white arsenic remain $2.12;.j per 100

lb., but it is reported that sales have

been made at less.

Nitrate of Soda—The market is rather

quiet. Quotations are 2.10c. per lb. loi

both spot and future positions.

Sulphuric Acid— It is announced that

the International Fertilizer Company has

closed a 10-year contract with the Ten-

nessee Copper Company to take all the

sulphuric acid produced in that com-

pany's works.

Potash Salts—The final brief in the

case of the American buyers has been

filed at Washington. It contains little or

nothing that has not already been pub-

lished. It is reported that the German
government is not willing to enter into

any further negotiations, claiming that its

regulation of the industry is purely a

matter of internal administration.

/*C MINING-STOCKS $
New York, Jan. 25—The general stock

market was variable, with a tendency to

higher prices, which was marked in a

few stoc!:s, especially Steel common. The
outside business is slow in coming.

One sale of Homestake was reported

at $85 per share.

The Curb market was also variable,

but with generally an upward movement
in prices. Business was not especially

active. Something was done in copper

stocks, but without material changes.

There was more activity in Cobalt stocks.

In regard to the formation of an as-

sociation of the New York Curb Mar-

ket, the agent informs us that details

are now in course of preparation and

formation by him and his advisors and

will be communicated to the public after

submission and ratification by his sub-

scribers.

Boston, Jan. 24—The reported large sales

of copper have imparted a trifle more life

to the copper-share market. As yet,

though, it is not reflected to any extent in

prices. There have been periods of both

weakness and strength the past week,

but prices are not far from those of a

week ago.

Sentiment continues optimistic but not

to the extent of making new commit-
ments. The proposed Calumet & Hecla
merger continues the chief topic of con-

versation and minority stockholders of

Osceola and Centennial are expected to

take action against the terms offered.

There is talk that unless Isle Royale

stockholders accept the terms offered an

COPPER PRODUCTION REPORTS.
Copper contents of blister copper, in |ir,ini<is.

Company.
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issue of bonds may be the only alter-

native with which to carry on mining.

The levying of a $2 assessment on

Franklin stock caused weakness in this

issue which brought it down close to ST.

This is the first time that Franklin stock-

holders have been asked to contribute

money. With this money the company
will pay off its floating debt and have

rising Si 00.000 cash. Helvetia directors

called an assessment of 50c.

per share and the price is off to Si.

This will yield $95,000, will pay for new
equipment and for further development.

Curb business has been light and al-

most featureless. Mazatlan Copper and

Cold stock took a sharp advance today

SI on reports of rich gold

stri'..

* - » Mgmenti

TIN AT NEW YORK SAX FRANCISCO. •Tan. 24.

Company. Dolinq. Sale. I A m
M '

Alpha i .N

Alia. N;.
Andes, Nev
Uia.-k Bear Con.. 1

Bullion. Nev
a, Ida
ginia, Nev

IIN
«. & M . Ida

1 N
Florence If. & M . 1

Idaho-Nevada Expl , 1 la.

.h

pp r, Mich.

.

L let, Ida
Lucky Sv -. Ida

I tab
pr tcp. ft Gold, Ida.

i ,<c ( opper, Utah .

.

.. Ida
Belma, rtah

m Ext. I

[.,]

Feb.
• .mi.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
•Tan.

Jan.
Fob.
Di c.

Jjin.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Doc.

Jan.
Apr.
Jan.
Fob.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

] Mar.

16 Feb.
19 Feb.
j i F b.

9 1 'li.

16 Fob.
1 Fob.

26 i eb.

23 Trb.
•j. Fob.
20 Mar.
23 Feb.
15 Feb.
... Feb.
16 Feb.
] May

21 Fob.
] Feb.

12 Fob.
SO Feb.
15 Mar.
it Feb.
7 Feb.

20 Feb.
1" Mar.

$0,003
0.05
0.08
0.05

Ml

0.05
0.005
0.26

002
0.10

ii

001J
n 05

2° 0.001
23 000}
16 n 08

1.00
5

0.902
0.001
0.006

0.00J
0.003
0.001
ii L0

0.008
0.002
n 06

>lui:tlil; tveragre Prices of Metals
SILVER
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Pig Iron in 1910

The completed figures of the American

Iron and Steel Association give the total

production of pig iron in the United

States in 1910 at 27,298,545 long tons;

which is 1,503,074 tons, or 5.8 per cent.,

more than in 1909, and is the largest

production ever reported for a calendar

year. If, however, we take the first half

of 1910 and the second half of 1909, we

find that in the year ended June

30, 1910, the make of pig iron

reached a total of 29,751,863 tons, or

2,453,318 tons more than in the last cal-

endar year. We may note also that the

completed figures for 1910 differ by only

2953 tons, or 0.01 per cent., from the es-

timate published in the Journal of Jan.

7, 1911.

The gains in 1910 over the previous

year were 10.1 per cent, in basic pig, 6.5

in bessemer and 4.9 per cent, in charcoal

iron; foundry and forge irons being

about stationary. As we have already

noted, the consumption of pig iron for

the two years was practically the same,

the increase in unsold or unused stocks

being about equal to the gain in produc-

tion. We have started the new year in

January with production at a rate rather

more than 3,000.000 tons below the total

of last year; a reduction which was in-

evitable in view of the present conditions

of trade and consumption. That this rate

can be quickly and largely increased

should demand require it, is proved by

recent eAperier.ce.

The production of the two leading

countries, which make approximately 65

per cent, of the world's pig iron, has

been as follows, for two years; the Ger-

man figures being converted into long

tons, for purposes of comparison:

1910. Changes
United States 25.795 171 27 898.545 1.1,503.074
Germany 12.714.516 14,560 355 I.

Total 38,51 19,687 41 ,858,900 I. 2,349,213

Both countries made a substantial gain,

and for both 1910 was a year of record

production. It is of interest to compare

th° make of the two countries as divided

according to the uses for which the iron

was intended:

United States. Germany.
Tons. BerCt. Tons. 1'ert't.

Foundry & forge.. 6,350,606 23.3 3,553,936 24 4
Bessemerpig 11,244.613 412 463.048 8.2
Basic pig 9,084,520 S3.3 9,191.890 03.

1

Steel pig 224,481 0.8 1.350,587 9.3
Charcoal 3'.i4.:i77 1.4

Total 27.298,545 100.0 14,560,366 100.0

The German classification of steel pig

is more comprehensive than the Amer-

ican, which includes only spiegeleisen

and ferromanganese; Germany, however,

is the greatest manufactuer in the world

of the various alloys which enter into

the making of steel. Both the United

States and Germany convert by far the

greater part of their pig iron into steel;

but in Germany 94 per cent, of the re-

fined metal is basic steel, while in this

country the division between acid and

basic steel is nearly even. The difference,

of course, is due to the character of the

ore supply of the two countries; the iron

industry of Germany is based on great

deposits of ores high in phosphorus, and

steel making has been accommodated to

that condition.

Retort and Bee-hive Coke
Ovens

The bulletin on " Coke Manufacture,"

by Dr. Richard Moldenke, recently issued

by the Bureau of Mines, contains a

strong argument for the use of retort or

byproduct ovens in making coke, and a

severe criticism of the wasteful methods

employed in the Connellsville region,

where the old bee-hive oven is still in

general use. Doctor Moldenke has made
a close study of coke, of which he has

been a large user in his own business,

and much of his reasoning is based on

experience. The time has passed when

makers can claim that byproduct-oven

coke is of inferior quality, and assert

—

as some of the old-time coke men still do

—that only bee-hive oven coke can stand

up under the charges in the blast furnace.

Experience has shown the contrary, and

there is no technical reason why the old-

er and wasteful methods should cr
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in general use. The waste of byproducts,

for which there are now ample markets,

and the waste of gas. which could well

be utilized in the production of power,

are alone sufficient arguments for the

use of the retort oven.

Doctor Moldenke's arguments are not

new. though the changes brought about

by time have given them additional force.

Fifteen or 20 years ago. Joseph D. Weeks

and Richard P. Rothwell urged the adop-

tion of the retort oven. John Fulton, a

high authority on coke, at that time did

not favor their introduction, but his sub-

sequent studies led him to change his

opinion decidedly and to regret his earl-

ier opposition. Twenty years ago, per-

:he time was not as ripe for a

change as at the present time. Apart

from the general distrust of coke made by

a new process, there was a fair doubt as

to the profit to be derived from the by-

products. Now, however, those doubts

have been removed. The demand for tar

and other byproducts has greatly in-

creased, practically providing a market

for all that can be produced. The use of

the gas engine for producing power and

the employment of electrical transmission

have provided uses for the gases which

now go to waste.

An economic argument advanced by

some of the Connellsville producers is

the amount of capital which would be

required to change their methods. This

has some weight if an immediate and

universal change were demanded; but it

is only a repetition of the old plea which

has been brought forward time out of

mind against all changes and improve-

ments. The real economic question is

whether the saving in cost and the addi-

tional profit from the byproducts will

pay fair interest on the money needed

to make the changes. There is no rea-

sonable doubt that it will pay, and the

change will doubtless go on more and

more rapidly, as the inertia of mere stolid

rvatism is gradually overcome. A

further argument for the retort oven is

that it extends the range of coals which

can be utilized in making coke. Some ac-

ceptance of this fact is found in the great

plant which the Steel Corporation is

building at Gary, in which it is proposed

nnd Indiana coals as well

as those from Connellsville. Another

Important step forward is found in the

plant which the Bethlehem Steel

Company is building at There

is little doubt that these will be followed

by many others.

A Suggestion to Mining
Institutes

Much time could be saved and greater

benefit derived, if the various mining in-

stitutes (especially coal-mining) would

require that all papers intended for pre-

sentation at the next meeting be pre-

pared, published and sent out in time for

the members to read carefully, before

the day of meeting.

As the work is now carried on, the en-

tire time of the institute at the meetings

is occupied in listening to a reading of

the different papers. This plan prevents

a discussion, not only through lack of

time, but because the members have not

had sufficient opportunity to consider the

subjects dealt with. The greatest benefit

at these institute meetings results from

the discussions that include views and

suggestions from a number of engineers.

If the papers were sent out beforehand,

some members unable to attend the meet-

ing would doubtless be inclined to submit

a written discussion.

A further suggestion is, that meetings

of State and district institutes be ar-

ranged to occupy but two days. When

three days are designated, it generally

occurs that the members attend either

the first two or the last two days. A full

attendance at the whole meeting is rarely

maintained.

Copper at Hamburg and

Rotterdam

Some information respecting the stock

of copper at Rotterdam and Hamburg,

the so called invisible supply of Europe,

is now being imparted, and there seems

to be a possibility that hereafter re-

liable statistics of these accumulations

will be published regularly. At present

there is a rather large discrepancy among

the reports of the foreign metal houses.

All agree that the stock at Rotterdam

at the beginning of 1911 was about 6800

tons, but as for Hamburg, Henry R.

Merton & Co. and Brandeis, Goldschmidt

& Co. estimate the stock at 15,000 tons,

while Aron Hirsch & Co. reckon it at only

00 tons and state that careful investi-

gation has convinced them that that fig-

ure is about right, notwithstanding higher

However, even at the higher figure,

the total of these stocks, about 44,000,000

lb., is nothing alarming. It is reckoned

that about 4000 tons must normally be

carried at those ports to answer the regu-

lar trade and shipping requirements.

As to the stock at the beginning of

1910, authorities are still more at vari-

ance, one giving 2200 tons and another

4500 tons. Turning back to our own

private advices at about that time, we

find a report of 10,000 tons, but this was

not stated for the precise date of Jan. 1.

and probably included an accumulation

following the excessive exports from the

United States in January, 1910.

It is probable that this so called in-

visible supply of Europe increased in

1910 by about 30,000,000 lb., making a

decrease of 26,000,000 lb. in the European

total, while American stocks decreased

by 22,000,000 lb. If we could now have

a monthly report of the copper afloat

from America, we should have informa-

tion as to the stocks of copper about as

far as statistics can go.

Reports as to the insurrection in Mex-

ico are conflicting. The word comes

from many quarters that no trouble has

been observable. Reports of different

tenor come from other quarters. The

discrepancy is explainable by the local

character of the trouble. But that there

has been some trouble is manifest from

the slip attached to a recently received

letter stating that "We wish to advise

that all of our correspondence has been

delayed since Dec. 22, 1910, owing to the

suspension of operations of the Mexico

Northwestern railway on account of dam-

ages done by the revolutionists."

The immediate value of the phosphate

lands discovered near Butte, Mont., has,

we fear, been overestimated. It has been

suggested that a solution of the smeltery-

smoke question is now at hand, by utiliz-

ing the Butte sulphur fumes in the prep-

aration of fertilizers. It is necessary,

however, to bear in mind that even if

fertilizer were made there would remain

the important question of disposing of it.

Much of the land in that region is not

tilled and water is needed more than

fertilizer. Transportation expense in the

Northwest is high, limiting the com-

mercial usefulness of such a product. It

is certain that adjacent agricultural op-

erations would not consume fertilizer in

sufficient quantity to make an adequate

market at present.
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Metallics

In collecting gases in holders having

a water seal, the water should first be

boiled.

White portland cement can be made by

taking limestone and clay carrying less

than 0.2 per cent. Fe. and using 2 to 5

per cent, of cryolite as the flux to effect

combination between the alumina and

silica.

For industrial purposes, finely ground

calcium carbonate is an excellent neut-

ralizing agent, if lime salts in solution

are not objectionable, as the excess of

reagent does not dissolve in the solution,

and it is cheap.

Some authors recommend neutralizing

the solution in arsenic analyses of ore

with zinc oxide. An excess of this pre-

cipitant, however, will carry down ar-

senic with almost the same facility that

ferric hydrate does, and hence vitiate the

analyses.

In concentrating tungsten ores, a high

percentage of tungstic acid in the con-

centrate is only obtained by a corres-

pondingly great loss in tailing. The

greatest efficiency is usually gained by

attempting to get a concentrate carrying

62 per cent, tungstic acid.

A rough-and-ready rule for the size

of sheave for hoisting ropes is: For a

rope having 7 wires to the strand the diam-

eter of the sheave should not be less than

150 times the diameter of the rope; for

a rope with 19 wires to the strand the

sheave should be not less than 90 times

the diameter of the rope.

The use of "coryza wool" for relieving

the annoyance of inhaling dust-laden air

will be appreciated by workers in dusty

mines or mills, or by travelers over dusty

roads. Small tufts of this medicated

wool are placed in the nostrils where they

effectually remove dust from the air with-

out imposing any inconvenience on the

user.

Geologists and oil men have generally

assumed that geological structure is of

little assistance in predicting the posi-

tions of pools situated in monoclinal
folds. It has been discovered that in a

majority of cases the oil has accum-
ulated at places where the change in rate

of dip is locally pronounced; and that

the size and productivity of the pools is

commonly proportional to the abnormal-
ity of the generally uniform dip. The
positions of accumulation are also in-

fluenced by structural "ravines" cross-

ing the sand. Although the structure of
the sand may be quite different from that

of the surface, it can, nevertheless, be
calculated to a considerable degree of ac-

curacy from the surface, by taking into

account the change in intervals, which is

comparatively uniform for a given lo-

cality.

By the Way
Sauerbeck's index of prices of 45 com-

modities in London shows an average for

1910 of about 78, as compared with 74 in

1909 and 80 in 1907.

The Boston News Bureau says that the

Steel Corporation should be enjoined

from annoying and distressing labor agi-

tators with its bonus, profit-sharing and

other schemes.

The biggest trust on earth is the coun-

try newspaper. It trusts everybody, gets

cussed for trusting, mistrusted for cus-

sing, and if it busts for trusting, gets

cussed for busting. There is but one way
to bust this trust—pay your subscription.

Thus says the Tombstone Epitaph.

A despatch from Paris states that

nearly 2 grams of radium were produced

in France in 1910, at the Nogent-sur-

Marne factory. The exact amount pro-

duced was 1.92 grams and it was sold by

the Paris Radium Bank for £30,720,

about two thirds of the product going to

foreign purchasers.

A recent consular report says of a Eu-

ropean enterprise, "the ore in is

not metalliferous." Now this has been

just the trouble with some alleged and

much advertised mines in this country;

but we had no idea that our methods

were being adopted abroad. However,

the consul goes on to say that "water

power is abundant and cheap," which, he

seems to think, will compensate for the

absence of metal in the ore.

John Hays Hammond on his return to

London from Russia said: "There is a

wide field for investment in Russia, pro-

vided discrimination is exercised. Time is

ripe for general development. The

amount of capital that can be profitably

invested will ultimately be millions but

the idea of getting rich quick from em-

ployment of capital in Russia must be

dismissed. At present I have arranged

no concessions from the Russian govern-

ment, but there will be no difficulty when

we want them."

The anniversary of Robert Burns'

birthday was coupled at Leadville, in a

manner, with the celebration of the dis-

covery of that which was formerly looked

upon as waste rock in the mines, but was

in reality valuable ore. A dinner was

given by S. D. Nicholson to 250 people

in a stope 1000 ft. below the surface in

the Wolftone mine, on Carbonate hill,

with Scotch bagpipers, in costume, in

attendance. The connection between

Bobbie Burns and carbonate of zinc is

not apparent, but it was stated that the

high-grade carbonate of zinc in sight in

Leadville mines, guarantees an output

of 500 tons per diem for 10 years, which

means an aggregate of 1,825,000 tons, at

a net profit estimated at S25 per ton

—

rather a large order!

Some wildcat geology: "The Squaw

Creek mining district is a volcanic for-

mation belonging to the Tercerean geo-

logical age. Basaltic upheavals are found
all over the district, which have uplifted

the carboniferous sandstone formation to

a perpendicular position on the group of

claims. The copper ores bearing gold

have been precipitated by static pres-

sure from below into heavy ore veins. . . .

The flat or level part of the country is

covered with a flow of basalt rock from
50 to 100 ft. in depth. Where the basalt

has been seared away by erosion, shows
the formation of crystalline rocks, etc.

Numerous dykes of trachyte and diarite

traverse this formation diagonally, dem-
onstrating the most favorable conditions

for the existence of extensive orebodies.

.... The ore in the numerous veins in

the mine consists of silicates and lime

dyarites, carrying copper in oxides, native

chrysacolla, malachyte, azurite, chalcopy-

rite, redruthite and sulphide."

Our old friend, the divining-rod

swindle, has been standing In the spot-

light again, this time at Palmyra, Penn.,

where, until the postal authorities inter-

fered, the Stauffers conducted a thriv-

ing mail-order business in gold-find-

ers. Under the names of Hall & Co., the

Prospectors' and Miners' Agency and the

Gem Novelty Company, the Stauffers

during the last 20 years have operated in

various parts of the country, and called

the rod by different names—the gold-

meter, the electrometer and the Spanish

needle. Their business was not a secret

to Palymra. The people of Palmyra, in

fact, knew all about the game, but ac-

cepted it as a joke on the rest of the

world, not as wise to the enterprise of

the Stauffers as Palmyra. With the pro-

tection and indorsement of Palmyra pol-

iticians, bankers and trades people with

whom they did business, the Stauffers

circulated tons of highly interesting liter-

ature, and by returning the money of in-

sistent protesting victims, the promoters

succeeded for years in avoiding the

clutches of the law. Farmers were ad-

vised not to sell their land until the

"goldometer" had been tried upon it. The
"latest improved" goldmeter was made
in two sizes: No. 1 at $12; No. 2 at S16,

and the buyer might use his judgment as

to his requirements in treasure hunting.

If he had a Captain Kidd sized imagin-

ation, expecting a large and deeply bur-

ied treasure, he would undoubtedly re-

quire the No. 2. The circulars are illus-

trated with the picture of a miner work-

ing with the goldometer, which looks like

a bug hanging at the end of a string on a

short rod. The "bug" is the business end

of the goldometer, and is claimed by the

divining-rod swindlers to smell gold at a

distance of from 1200 to 2000 ft., after

which it at once starts for the hidden

treasure, no matter how many feet under-

ground it may be.
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American Institute of Min-
ing Engineers

The one-hundredth meeting of the In-

stitute will be held in the Pennsylvania

anthracite region, where the Institute

was organized at the Wilkes-Barre meet-

ing of .May. 1871. Forty years ago. Head-

quarters will be at the Glen Summit
Springs hotel. Glen Summit Springs. Lu-

zerne county (near Wilkes-Barre), where

the first session will be held. June 6.

The annual business meeting of the

corporation will be held at the office of

the Institute. 29 West Thirty-ninth street,

I York, on Tuesday. Feb. 21. at 11

a.m. At this meeting, members present

in person or by proxy will elect three

directors of the corporation, and officers

and members of the council, as required

by the constitution.

Chronology of Mining for

January, 1911

Jan. 3—Explosion in No. 3 colliery of

Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Company, at

Svdney. N. S.. imprisoned six men.— Fire

at Rawhide mine of British Columbia

Copper Company.

Jan. 4—Strike of 12,000 coal miners

in Belgium.

Jan. 5—Stockholders of American
Smelting and Refining Company voted to

increase capital stock by SI 5,000,000, to

provide for the conversion of bonds

of the American Smelting Securities

Company.

7— Dissolution of Association of

Licensed Cement Manufacturers formally

announced. Standard gusher No. 10 in

Midway oilfield. California, brought in.

Jan. 10—Standard Oil 10,000-bbl.

gusher in Kern oilfield. California, took

Jan. 14— iJndereround fire broke out in

the workings between the Modoc and
Butt.- & Ballaklava mines, at Butte,

Mont., two men being smothered.

Jan. 15— Boston & Montana smeltery

at Great Falls. Mont., shut down tem-

porarily on account of ore freezing in

Jan. 16—Operation resumed in rail

mil: IS. Court, at Chey-
- ints Penn. -Wyoming [nvestors'

to audit company's
Announcement of phosphate dis-

• ear Butte, Mont.

Jan. 17-- Powder explosion in Keating
mir: .iter county, Mont., killed

njurcd two and wreck)

minen killed in fire in

<
I colliery. Sosnowi

Injun J by
' ton min<

mile

( "Cil of \r >,o r

ted chart of

Miners on same basis as United Mine
Workers of America.

Jan. 25—Explosion at the Hughes-
town No. 10 colliery of Pennsylvania

Coal Company, at Pittston, Penn., killed

six men and seriously injured five more.

Jan. 30. Arrival at Toronto of first

bullion shipment from Porcupine.

Charles F. Shelby

Charles F. Shelby, general superinten-

dent of the smelting works of the Cerro
de Pasco Mining Company, was killed in

an automobile accident, Jan. 25, while

on his way from Ancon to Lima, Peru.

Mr. Shelby was on a vacation, and was
returning from Ancon, a summer resort,

in his 60-h.p. Palmer-Singer automobile,

which was equipped with flanged car

wheels and was running on the tracks of

the Central Railway of Peru. In accord-

cordance with the regulations, the auto-

mobile was in charge of a pilot or con-

ductor, and besides Mr. Shelby there were
in the car, in the rear seat, Mrs. Shelby
and two other ladies. When the auto-

mobile jumped the track, it struck an
iron telegraph pole, Mr. Shelby and the

pilot being instantly killed. Mrs. Shelby

sustained a broken collar bone, but the

other two women were only bruised. Mrs.

Shelby has practically recovered and,

with a baby born in Peru, will soon re-

turn to the United States. The remains
are now en route, having left Callao on

Jan. 27, and will be held in a receiving

vault pending Mrs. Shelby's arrival. In-

terment will be made at Cleveland, Ohio.

Charles Francis Shelby was one of the

most distinguished of the younger gener-

ation of metallurgical engineers engaged
in the production of copper. He was
born at Omaha, Neb., in 1874, and en-

tered upon his professional career in

1896, when h? became assistant assayer

and chemist at the works of the Globe
Smelting and Refining Company, at Den-
ver, Colo., with which company he re-

mained until 1P00, when he left Denver

to go to the smelting works at Aguas-
calientes. in Mexico, first as chemist, then

becoming assistant superintendent. In

1903 he removed to Globe, Ariz., to be-

come superintendent of the smelting

works of the Old Dominion Copper
Mining and Smelting Company, a posi-

tion that he held until 1906. He made an

nt record of efficiency at Globe,

which, together with his remarkable in-

telligence and ingenuity, attracted general

attention, and led to his selection as sup-

erintendent of the smelting works of the

Cananea Consolidated Copper Company,
tnea ^<<nora, in 1906, when the

rebuilding of that works was inaugurat-

i ! Under Mr. Shelhy the reconstruction

of tl at plant was rapidly i i Uti d, and

at work carried on under the di-

lisl ngui he I chief, Doctor

mtributed largely to the

marvelous reduction in the cost of pro-

ducing copper at Cananea, enabling that

company to survive under recent compet-
itive conditions.

Having substantially completed his

work at Cananea, in the early part of

1910, Mr. Shelby resigned to enter upon
the equally important, but greatly more
arduous, duties of general superinten-

dent of the works of the Cerro de Pasco
Mining Company, in Peru. His services

there during his brief incumbency had
already become of extraordinary value to

the company, and with his untimely death
the officers of the company express their

great satisfaction with his work, and feel

themselves at a loss to obtain a metal-

lurgical engineer of equal breadth to fill

his place.

During a large part of his professional

career, Mr. Shelby was a constant and
highly valued contributor to the Journal.
Brought up in the school of Doctor
Douglas, he was a great believer in the

policy of professional frankness, of

which Doctor Douglas is the great ex-

ponent. Of all valuable developments in

his own practice, Mr. Shelby gave freely,

especially through the medium of the

Journal, to his professional confreres.

Several years ago he gave us for publi-

cation the entire set of drawings of the

new furnaces at Cananea. These were no
perfunctory illustrations, but were the

real working drawings, and because of

their convenience our reproductions were
commonly used for reference in the

drafting office at Cananea.

In speaking of this noteworthy contri-

bution we remarked in the Journal of

April 25, 1908: "There may be some who
will consider that such an exposition of

details as Mr. Shelby makes is a gift to

the public that detracts from professional

prestige, inasmuch as it enables the less

experienced to take advantage of the edu-
cation and study of engineers which con-

stitute their stock in trade. But such a

view is a mistaken one, as has be~n re-

peatedly pointed out by Doctor Douglas,

who is the greatest exponent of the cam-

paign of education against secrecy in the

arts. Let anyone read Dr. Douglas' last

paper on this subject, presented at the

Toronto meeting of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers, July, 1907, and
then see if he can refrain from applaud-
ing such liberality as Mr. Shelby has

shown."

The absorbing character of his work
in Peru, which was of a magnitud" that

would have prevented many men from

communicating results of practice to the

technical pr-ss. did not reduce Mr. Shel-

by's thoughtfulness of the interests of

his professional confreres, and he con-

tinued to h • a frequent contributor to our

pages, Our issue of Jan. 28, that was on

the press when the news of his death

came, contained an article by him, and

not the last.
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Correspondence^ Discussion,
The Handling of High

Explosives

While the handling of high explosives,

such as dynamite and fulminate of mer-

cury caps, should at all times be done

with the maximum amount of caution,

and all possible means be taken to pre-

vent accident, it would seem only rea-

sonable that such methods should at least

be demanded and enforced in or around a

mine.

From personal experience and obser-

vation, I will say frankly that with

the possible exception of a few in-

dependent mines the supervision at the

mines of the Lake Superior copper coun-

try is extraordinarily lax in this respect.

I had for a long time thought that this

was a weak point in the general opera-

tion of the Lake mines, but the fact was

driven home to me with considerable

force by a personal experience which

might well have had worse results than

it did, and which I believe will bear

telling.

A Dangerous Experience

In the. pursuit of my duties as assist-

ant engineer of one of the copper mines

in this district, one day I found it nec-

essary to walk through one of the drifts

to the breast. In so doing, I passed the

blockholer, who was in front of a tim-

bered chute about 150 ft. from the shaft.

Let me say here, for the benefit of those

who perhaps are not familiar with the

term blockholer, that it is the general

custom in these mines to employ a man
whose sole duty is to walk through the

mine several times during the shift,

equipped with dynamite, caps and a hand

drill, and to blast large blocks of copper

ore; called "blockholes." I passed this

man and proceeded to the breast of the

drift. My work occupied me there for

possibly five minutes, then leaving the

miners there I returned toward the shaft.

After going some distance I was sud-

denly blinded for an instant by a blue

flash and partially stunned by the report

which immediately followed. It took me
several seconds to find that I was only

slightly scratched and to realize that I

had walked into the "blockhole." I im-

mediately sought the man responsible for

if, an Austrian, who could barely under-

stand English, much less talk it, and

succeeded in getting the explanation. The
truth of the matter was, he had told the

trammers to go out to the shaft with

their load, had fired his shot, and had
then gone out to the shaft himself. Now
this was in direct disobedience to orders

which required that both approaches

should be guarded. In this case one ap-

Views, Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

proach was left open, and by chance I

happened along at that particular mo-
ment, with the results above described.

Either the man did not understand what
was required of him or he wilfully dis-

obeyed. In either event, the company
was at fault, first because only com-
petent, fairly intelligent men should be

employed for that class of work, and

secondly because in this particular in-

stance, the man was not disciplined.

An Explosion Caused by Hot Grease

It is not at all uncommon, in fact it is

usual in a Lake Superior mine to see a

miner stand over an open tool box con-

taining dynamite and caps, select what
powder he wants, and count out his caps,

meanwhile heedlessly allowing the hot

grease from his sunshine lamp to fall

promiscously where it will. Apparently

he is utterly oblivious to the fact that one

of those hot drops of grease might easily

explode a cap if it should happen to fall

on the right spot. A most flagrant ex-

ample of the old adage—"Familiarity

breeds contempt." Nevertheless the un-

expected sometimes happens. Apropos

of this, I remember having had pointed

out to me a particular spot on the hang-

ing-wall of a certain drift in the old

Osceola mine. The story goes that a

miner left his stope to get powder ?.r.d

caps from his tool box, shortly after

which a loud explosion was heard. Upon
examination the miner was discovered in

small pieces spread over the hanging-wall

not far from the spot where his tool box

had previously stood but of which there

was no sign.

Another custom in vogue is a careless

habit among the drill boys. Upon being

sent by the miners to bring powder and

caps, they will stuff eight or nine sticks

of powder, possibly more, together with

a partly filled box of caps, into

shirt, the latter being partly open in fro^t.

Thus equipped they will climb into ?,

stope, or down a winze, or perhaps run

several lifts on the ladders. As far as

I know there is nothing to prevent th*

cap box from dropping out of their rhirt

fronts if they should happen to u *n .oo

far forward. One misstep and —er ough

said.

It is such methods as these that are

particularly to be decried, and which are

entirely preventable at little or no cost.

To permit such a state of affairs to exist

i? downright neglect on the part of the

company. Rules governing these matters

should be instituted and enforced, and a

breach of them by employees should be

immediately and adequately disciplined.

Although I have no figures at hand to

sustain the statement, I feel quite safe

in saying that undoubtedly a number of

fatal coal-mine accidents are traceable

to such conditions.

The most deadly feature of the matter,

of course, and that which brings it home
tc all of us is, that the many innocent are

often obliged to suffer for the careless-

ness of the guilty one.

L. E. Ives.

Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 11, 1911.

The Concentrator of the Utah
Copper Company

The contribution in the Journal of

December 24, 1910, by Claude T. Rice,

outlining the latest practice in the Utah
Copper mill, was highly instructive.

Graded crushing with graded separation

of the valuable nineral, has become too

well established a feature of concentrat-

ing practice to call for particular notice,

but the means by which it is accom-

plished in this case are so ingenious and

simple as to attract more than passing

interest. The use of "roughing" tables

instead of fine jigs is a departure which

may have a broader significence than

would necessarily attach to it as an

adaptation to meet the exigencies of one

particular low-grade milling problem,

and a fuller knowledge of the factors

which determined the choice might indi-

cate the range of its possibilities.

I cannot see that Mr. Rice's inferences

regarding the tendency of modern mill-

ing practice in the matter of screen siz-

ing and hydraulic classification are war-
ranted. The argument of seme mill men
in favor of unsized and unclassified

feeds, is not new, but the flow sheet un-
der discussion can hardly be offered in

support of such practice. Rather, the

classification of the product of the Chil-

ean mills, presumably approximating 1

mm. to 0. into seven products separately
treated, argues a high appreciation of the

advantages of close classification.

If it was the writer's intention to point

out a growing tendency to favor "classi-

fied" as distinguished from "sized"
table feeds, he failed to make the dis-

tinction clear and his illustrations are
contradictory. In the first case, the split-

ting of the table feed on a 12-mesh
screen is such a crude example of screen-
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sizing practice that other crude factors

influencing the results are to be suspect-

ed. The next case indicates better re-

sults from rough-screen sizing ion and

through 40-mesh) than from hydraulic

n. In the third ease, a bettei

claimed to have resulted

from the treatment of slimes first with

the sands on tables and. again, on van-

::ian from their separate treatment

on vanners alone.

The Personal Equation in Tests

While essential details, omitted for the

sake of brevity, may bear out inferences

not now altogether clear, the manner of

their presentation as evidence serves to

call attention to a too common laxness Ln

the matter of securing exact and sys-

tematic data bearing on operating effi-

Too frequently "rule of thumb"

methods are depended on, not only in

judging the efficiency of various steps in

established mill practice, but in estimat-

ing the benefits of proposed changes in

plant or flow sheet; changes which are

often based on experiments so crude and

tematic as to leave in doubt the

real cause and often the actuality of any

improvement. In such cases, the person-

al equation is often the determining fac-

tor. A prejudiced operator will general-

ly manage to get better results by the

methods he believes should give the bet-

ter results. In cases where the greatest

care is used in testing modifications of

lent of flow sheet, the realization

of its possibilities is by no means easy.

For the operator, a reasonably clear un-

derstanding of the conflicting influences

directing the course of the mineral par-

ticles through or over a machine is essen-

tial to its proper adjustment to suit a

particular class of feed. Measured by

this standard, competent jig, table and

vanner men are rare and when introduc-

ing new methods, especially careful and

intelligent supervision is necessary to

prevent running in old ruts.

Screening and Classification

As to the comparative advantages of

screen sizing and hydraulic classification

for table feeds, there is room for intelli-

gent difference of opinion. In some cas-

es, an unwarranted prejudice may be due

to failure to recognize a fundamental

difference in tables. In jigging practice,

sized feeds are particularly favorable to

making clean gate-discharge products

while classified feeds are favorable to

making clean hutch products. For van-

Be is in favor of classi-

owing to the sizing action of

water flowing <

the case of reciprocating tables, condi-

trc more complex. The m
on tin

'

OTibined

strati' in, due to agitation, and

to iter flow.

These influcne r determine the

course of the various mineral particles

over the table and the grouping of these

mineral particles varies according to the

relative activity of the two influences.

This relative activity differs on different

tables (and on different parts of the same

table), according to the number, depth

and form of the riffles. Numerous, deep,

full length riffles give the stratifying ac-

tion its maximum importance, and

"sized" feeds are better adapted to mak-

ing high extraction and clean products.

On smooth surfaces, the sizing action of

the water flow predominates, and classi-

fied feeds are preferable. Between these

two extremes can doubtless be found

tables which will do equally good work on

either class of feed, if properly adjusted.

When it is considered, however, that the

relative importance of the two influences

at work varies on most tables with the

slope, the rate of feed, and amount of

water used, it is not surprising that con-

tradictory experience is reported, where

from superficial data, general agreement

might be expected.

The Scope of Classifiers and Sizers

One other factor, which must be given

due weight in any comparison, is the effi-

ciency of the "classifying" and "sizing"

operation in each case. The results at-

tainable by either method improve as the

classification or sizing approaches theo-

retical perfection.

In the end, either method must stand

the test of economic utility. Probably

mechanical considerations bearing direct-

ly on costs, more often control the choice

than any direct advantage in extraction

or degree of concentration. But for this

fact, some general principles might be

evolved, which would tend to standardize

mill work in this respect. For installa-

tions where the largest capacity compat-

ible with clean products is desired, close

screen sizing seems to have the strongest

claim to consideration. In low-grade

milling operations the tendency to over-

load tables is very strong, while, at the

same time, the low grade of the ore urges

extreme simplicity of plant. The number

of instances in which hydraulic classifica-

tion is favored under these conditions,

therefore, serve to emphasize the pre-

ponderant importance of the economic

side of every concentrating problem.

The presentation of these views in

connection with the discussion of prac-

tice at the Utah Copper concentrator is

not to be misunderstood as in any sense,

a criticism of methods adopted there.

In view of the results attained, if for no

other reason, anyone appreciating to

how great ;i degree many features of mill

ing and operating arc and must re-

main i n nit of compromise, will be

I to congratulate rather than crit-

J. R. Blake.

New York, Jan. 10, 1911.

Mine Surveying

Several articles, dealing with methods

of mine surveying, have appeared recent-

ly in the Journal and all of them seem

open to the same objection, viz., there is

no check on the work without making

a second, independent survey.

In the azimuth method, it is very easy

to write down a wrong angle, although it

may have been correctly read; in the

other methods, using deflections, the

commonest error is to set down a left de-

flection for a right, or vice versa.

The following method is in common
use in the mines at Butte, and solves

the question nicely, as one can be abso-

lutely sure of the angle and deflection

whether right or left. To be fully certain

of the correctness of the work, it is only

necessary to retape the courses roughly,

as a check. It is rare that the tenths and

hundredths will be wrongly read or en-

tered.

The method is as follows: All sights

are taken with the telescope direct, with-

out plunging, which method eliminates

errors due to poor adjustment of collima-

tion. Set vernier A (nearest eyepiece)

at 180 deg. on the inner scale and sight

on back station; clamp lower motion and

turn to foresight station. Read angle

from inner-scale vernier A. This is the

true deflection angle and is noted right or

left. Next set vernier A at zero; back-

sight on rear station with lower motion;

release upper motion and turn to head

station. The angle will be greater or

less than 180 deg. by the same amount as

the first angle read, according as the de-

flection is right or left.

Glenn Anderson.

Cobalt, Ont., Jan. 18, 1911.

Uses of Zirconium

Is there any commercial value to a de-

posit of zirconium sand, and what are

the uses for it?

O. R. T.

Rio Janiero, .Brazil, Dec. 11, 1910.

Zirconia is highly refractory and of

great radiating power. It is, consequent-

ly, always in demand as a material for

incandescent gas mantles. It is used in

the manufacture of the Nernst glow lamp,

together with thorium and yttrium. Cyl-

inders of zirconia have been used in the

Drummond light, but it is rather an ex-

pensive substance for that purpose. The

use of zirconium nitrate has been pat-

ented as a food preservative. The usual

commercial deposits of zirconium sand

are hydraulicked like auriferous sands.

The crude concentrate thus obtained must

be treated electromagnetically in order to

purify it further. The electromagnetic

concentrates are worth about 1
2

'<> c. per

lb., the crude water concentrates about

3 to 3' c. per lb. The German American

Monazite Company uses the Wetherill

electromagnetic separator.
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Details g Practical Mining
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

A Hinge Gate for Ore Bins

The hinge gate is one of the oldest

forms of chute gates in use, but since

castings have become cheap they have

been largely superseded by the gear and

pinion type of gate, which on account of

frequent breaking of the gear and pinion

has been in turn displaced by the arc

form that now is most in favor and for

most work is best, owing to its cheapness.

A drawback to the use of the arc gate

is its liability to be blocked by a boulder,

but this is true to a much less extent

than with the gear and pinion gate. Both

these gates close from above. The ad-

vantage of the hinge gate is that it closes

from below and since the ore stops run-

ning because it banks up as the gate

rises above the angle of repose of the

material in the bin, there is no trouble

from blocking by boulders. This is a de-

sirable feature, especially when the ore

is being loaded from a bin into a train.

The hinge gate also has the advantage in

that the lift of the gate, that in this type

is the gate itself, pulls back out of the

way after the cars have been filled. This

is a great advantage and shows the spe-

cial field of the hinge gate.

An accompanying illustration shows the

hinge gate that is in use at the Central

shaft of the North Star Mines Company
at Grass Valley, Cal., on the surface bin

into which the skips dump and from
which the ore and waste rock are drawn
into three-ton cars on the electrically

operated trains that take it to the mills.

The chute mouthpiece is given a slope

of 30 deg. to the horizontal. The bin

mouth opening is 20 in. wide, while the

apron gate piece is 3 ft. 4 in. wide, to

spread the ore evenly in the long cars.

The apron piece, or gate piece proper, is

20 in. long and is secured to the mouth-
piece of the gate by a simple hinge ex-

tending across its width. Extending
straight back from the apron plate is a

piece of flat iron 9 in. long, to the end of
which a wooden lever arm for operating
the gate is attached by means of a hooked
rod. This lever is 7 ft. 6 in. long, and

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things "that have to

be done in Everyday

the rod from the apron extension arm is

attached at a point 18 in. from a bolt in

the end of the wooden lever. On the

timbers of the bin an ordinary notched

brake catch is bolted that holds the lever

arm in the desired position when the gate

Hinge Gate at Central Shaft Ore
Bin, North Star Mine

is closed. In order to make the raising

of the apron easier its weight, together

with the weight of the ore resting on it,

is counterbalanced by a weight hung from

the lever arm.

F. Krantz, of Bonn, Germany, has ar-

ranged to prepare scales of refringency

illustrating the degrees of refringency oc-

curring in minerals, and useful in con-

nection with tables for the determination

of minerals microscopically, such as

those published in WinchelPs "Optical

Mineralogy."

Change House at Rose Deep

Mine, South Africa

The operation of the change house at the

Rose Deep mine in the Transvaal is out-

lined by P. Snowden' as follows: A Kaffir

coming off shift hangs his clothes in a

warm room, and passes down a concrete

corridor which is a shower bath with

water varying from warm to cold. At the

end of this corridor is another room in

which he finds his outdoor clothing. From
here he goes to a cocoa house where he

gets a pint of cocoa before going out-

doors. In coming on shift he goes

through the reverse of this process ex-

cept the bath is omitted. It is stated that

the decrease in the company's hospital

bill more than pays for this, which shows
that care of the laborer is not always

wasted. It may be added that from Dec.

1908, to June, 1909, the Rose Deep paid

272j/> per cent, on its capital and from

June, 1909, to June, 1910, an additional

45 per cent, so that the management can-

not be held to be mere sentimentalists.

Storing Inflammable Material

Too much care cannot be exercised in

affording proper storage for inflammable

materials. In section 24 of the proposed

law for the prevention of mine accidents,

the committee proposed that "oils and

other dangerously inflammable materials

must be kept in a covered building kept

solely for such storage," etc. George C.

Stone, in the discussion of this subject

before the Mining and Metallurgical So-

ciety of America, said: "This expressly

excludes the method of storage which is

now being largely used, and which is

most approved by the insurance com-

panies; that is, the storage of all oils,

gasolene, etc., in steel tanks buried in the

ground. This method has a number of

advantages. First, the oil is protected

from freezing; second, if a tank should

leak, the ground around it prevents the

oil from escaping. It is entirely pro-

tected from fire, even if buildings nearby

should get on fire, and it can be placed

close to any building without danger.

Aside from this, where oil is used in

large quantities, it is much more econom-

ical to use the tanks and receive oil in

tank-cars than to get it in barrels. The

oil companies now have tank-cars divided

in halves, thirds or quarters, so that two.

three or four kinds of oil can be shipped

in the same car, and the saving in this

way is considerable. There are a num-

ber of companies which have made

\joum. South African Association of En-
gineers, Oct.-Nov., 1910.
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a specialty of constructing these tanks

and pumps for drawing the oil from

them, and if you will consult any of the

insurance companies. I think you will

find that they will advise this method of

storage. I think you will be wise to

allow this at least as an alternative to

the method described in section 24."

Method of Returning Pulp to

Classifier from 'lube Mill

By Cooper Shapley*

The difficulties of returning the pulp

from the discharge end of a tube mill to

the original classifier at the feed end are

numerous. The principal machines used

for this purpose are the bucket elevator,

centrifugal pump, Frenier spiral pump
and the air lift. Of these, the bucket ele-

vator and the Frenier pump are the most

used because of the slow speed and

therefore slight amount of wear to their

pans. But the objection to any of these

forms of returns is found in the fact that,

if for any reason, the power of the mill

i? shut off without warning, there is a

heavy, flow of pulp from the tube mill as

Box fo
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Returning Pulp to Classifier

soon as it stops that cannot be taken

care of by any of the above returns, be-

cause they also are stopped.

The scheme of returning the pulp as

shown in the sketch, is a combination of

the tube mill itself with a Frenier pump,

the spiral wheel of the pump is bolted

to the feed end of the tube mill and the

sleeve packing joint is bolted to the dis-

charge end of the tube mill. A feed box

is placed so that the discharge from the

classifying cone drops directly into it,

and the spiral wheel scoops it up and

feeds it into the tube mill and out the

discharge end, up into the original cone

classifier. This pumping action of the

spiral causes pressure inside the tube

mill and therefore the mill is always a

little more than half full of pulp, thus

giving it a greater grinding capacity. If

the power is shut off tfiei lop or

spilling of p'i!p to a sump. No extra

is required to run the return ma-
chinery and the only it the pack-

which is no greater than in

the Frenier pump. The speed of a five-

foot tube mill corresponds closely to the

speed of a 54-in. Frenier spiral.

Snatch Blocks Applied to

Hoisting

By Stephen L. Goodale*

The Bristol mines, at Pioche, Lincoln

county, Nevada, comprise a group of the

old-time silver mines. In the early days,

a number of rich bodies of silver ore

were mined from one or another of the

19 claims now owned by the Bristol Con-

solidated Mining Company. The ores of

the Bristol are replacement bodies in

limestone in the shape of chimneys, bed-

ded sheets and narrow tabular bodies

lying in veins due to' faulting, the faults

cutting across limestone strata. The

chimneys contain the most important and

richest ore. They lie usually in or just

above the junction of two faults in differ-

of rich ore was taken out close to the

shaft, and as the work got away from

the shaft a small electric hoist was in-

stalled. This was found to be an ex-

pensive arrangement, especially as the

electric drill, on account of which the dy-

namo was primarily installed, proved un-

satisfactory, and the dynamo had to be

driven for this hoist alone. This meaiu

an extra man at S4 per day to drive the

dynamo, also the hoisting engineer below

and the hoisting engineer at the top of

the Gypsy shaft, each of whom got S4
per day.

To replace this, two 12-in. snatch

blocks were placed at the 450-ft. station

—one in the floor of station at A close

to the shaft, and one at B hung from a

well braced stull in line with the winze.

The bucket was hoisted from the winze

and lowered to a truck on the station

level. The hoist rope was run out to get

slack and taken off the snatch blocks;

TUc Engineering $ Mining Journal
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ent systems. The productive veins be-

long to two systems, one of which strikes

north and south and dips steeply to the

east; the other strikes northeast and

southwest and dips about 30 deg. to the

southeast. The junction of these two

veins, therefore, forms a channel which

has a strike nearly north and south and

dips 30 to 45 deg. to the south.

In the development of a chimney of ore

lying in such a junction, it is necessary

to follow the ore either up or down from

whatever point it may be discovered.

Several times, hoping to catch such a

shoot from a lower level and work up

on it. it has been missed altogether, which

necessitated the expense of going back to

a higher level and carrying a small

winze down in order to follow the ore.

One Mich shoot was cut at the 450

t the Gipsy shaft. A large amount

• ,( 1 1 1
r

«

: 1 1 1 1 1

1
•_ > . i nlver Itj of

I'ih burg, Penn

the slack was again taken up and the

truck run to the shaft. The snatch blocks

were placed, as shown in the dirgram,

to allow the main hoisting rope being car-

ried around the snatch blocks and down

the winze.

This arrangement could be worked

quite rapidly and lessened the number of

men, cutting out the high-priced engineer at

the May Day shaft and replacing the S4

man at the 450 level with a S3 man,

whose duty it was to manage the hoisting

from the winze and the placing of the

hoisting rope around the snatch blocks.

Frequently also during a shift this man
was able to get out several hundred

pounds of high-grade ore near the shaft.

It might seem that there would be

danger of overwinding and pulling out a

snatch block, considering that the bucket

had to be stopped within eight inches of a

given point on the 450 level, and that

the hoisting engineer had to rely largely
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on a bell signal. Again, it was difficult

to maintain a mark on the rope for the

engineer's guidance. No trouble was ex-

perienced. While this cannot be consid-

ered an ideal arrangement for mining a

large deposit, still it worked satisfactor-

ily for prospecting more than 100 ft. be-

low the level of the snatch-block station.

Automatic Car Recording

By Lee Fraser.

The general utility of automatic re-

cording machines is appreciated by those

who once having used them are later

compelled to do without. Recording ma-

chines for various purposes are not dif-

ficult to improvise; those under discus-

sion are comparatively simple. The

problem in this case is to register the

time of arrival and departure of trains of

ore cars at the unloading bins, and the

number of cars in the train.

The mechanism illustrated operates

as follows: As the train approaches the

discharge terminal, the wheels of the

Roller F

As it is desired to register the return

trips, the contact-maker used for spacing

is fitted with contact 2, Fig. 2, thereby

giving an interval in the record for both

incoming and outgoing trips. A second

contact is given the contact-maker work-

ing the car register and a third contact-

maker is provided to group the cars, so

they will appear jn trips on the ribbon.

This group spacing is done by contact 2,

Fig. 2, on the return trip, and so the

contact-maker must be placed a distance

from the first and second contact-mak-

ers, greater than the maximum train

length. Contact 1, Fig. 2, acts to pass

the current through the solenoid in Fig.

3, thereby marking the time of arrival of

the train on the dials. Contact 2, Fig. 2,

is also connected to the same circuit, to

register the time of departure of the trip.

The car record is taken from the reel

and the dial is changed each shift. Re-

marks and memoranda may be readily

made for future reference. Should the

contact makers be tampered with, in-

consistencies in the records will so quickly

Electric Car Recorder

Fig. 3
The Engineering $ Mining .

cars engage a contact-maker, momen-
tarily passing an electric current through

the solenoid A Fig 1, thereby raising the

lever arm to release the band brake on

the drive wheel, which is turned by a

weight, suspended from the main shaft.

Placed a short distance from the first, a

second contact-maker acts so as to pass

the current through the solenoid B,

causing the marker to register on a

strip of paper. During the instant the

brake hand is released the suspended

weight turns the wheel engaging the spur

C, keyed to the shafting of the lower

roller D. The roller D is connected by a

belt to the roller E driving the shaft on

which is mounted the lower reel of pa-

per. The upper shaft carrying a reel of

paper is driven by the roller F belt con-

nected to roller E.

•Mining pp^ineer, Boston mine, Puntarenas.
Costa Rica.

appear, that a person is immediately

aware of the fact and may insure him-

self against its repetition.

Overwinding Allowance in

Head Gears

In cases of overwinding, accidents fre-

quently happen from a blow by the liber-

ated end of the rope, and the rope itself

may also be damaged. To prevent this, a

drag rope forms a useful auxiliary. This

may be of light wire rope carried on a

small light drum placed near the detach-

ing gear, the free end of the rope to be

formed into a loop of such size as to

allow the hoisting rope to run through

freely, yet too small to admit the rope

capping; this loop to be lightly fixed

just over the detaching ring. When an

overwind takes place, the freed end of

the hoisting rope is at once held in check

by the drag rope. The drag-rope drum
might be provided with a brake or a coil

spring inside, so as to prevent the rope

running out too freely.

The headgear should be of sufficient

hight to allow for a fair overwind in ad-

dition to the working hight. As a general

rule, it is suggested that the distance

in feet from the underside of the sheave

to the pin which connects the rope to the

skip or cage standing at the point in

which the journey is properly completed

should not be less than the average hoist-

ing speed in feet per minute divided by

200. For example, if the average hoist-

ing speed be 3000 ft. per minute, the

overwinding allowance would be 15 feet.

A Handy Pipe Wrench
A drill runner in a mine often needs

a pipe wrench to make his air-line con-

nections or for tightening nuts or bolts

the heads of which have become so

rounded that the jaws of a monkey
wrench will not hold. In such cases,

R. A. Rudolph suggests (American
Machinist, Jan. 5, 1911) using a short-

head screw set in the jaws of the wrench
as shown in the sketch. The threads of

Xhe Engineering $ Mining JOU/nTtb

A Substitute for a Pipe Wrench

the screw bite into the pipe or bolt head,

preventing the slipping of the wrench.

Cleaning Filter Leaves

The ordinary practice at cyanide plants

is to clean the filter leaves of lime about

once in four weeks by removing them

from the filter tank and leaving them

stand in a special tank filled with a 10-

per cent, solution of muriatic acid.

At one plant the cake of washed pulp

is kicked off the leaves by running spent

cyanide solution into them from a tank

placed so as to have a head of 20 ft. and

holding four tons of solution. In

cleaning the filter pores of lime this

tank is filled once a week with hot water

from the compressor jackets and a 125-

lb. carboy of muriatic acid poured into

the tank. This hot hydrochloric-acid solu-

tion is then allowed to run down into the

filter leaves in the tank, and owing to the

strong solvent action of the hot solution,

the lime is effectively removed from the

pores of the canvas. The acid bath is

then followed by a water wash to remove

the acid out of the leaves.
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Inside Amalgamation
By K. C. Parrish*

Inside amalgamation is often advisable

when there is difficulty with the outside

s on which a scum sometimes forms

in spite of all precautions. Amalgam is

much safer and less apt to be lost in or-

dinary or careless work when caught on

::side but there are some cases

where gold can be caught on the inside

of the mortar when it cannot be amalga-

E J on the outside.

Several years ago 1 had occasion to

make some mill runs on several hundred

tons of high-grade ore in Colombia,

South America. The ore contained about

13 per cent, sulphides, haif of which was

pyrite and the rest zinc and lead sul-

phides in about equal proportions. It

round that a dark-colored scum

formed on the outside plates within a few

minutes after starting the mill; the ad-

dition of chemicals did not help matters.

The outside plates were placed very

steep so as to clear themselves of the

sulphides as quickly as possible. Fre-

quent and careful dressing of the silver

apron plates had no special effect; differ-

ent degrees of hardness, cleaner mercury,

wells, and traps did not improve the ex-

traction.

The gold was mostly fine and part of

it had to be brightened before it would

amalgamate. This was done by using a

higher discharge and finer screen. It was
noticed that if the gold did not amalga-

mate on the inside but a small proportion

of it could be caught on the outside

plates. The outside plates could not be

kept free from the scum and even the

amalgam that was put on or occasionally

caught, would sicken and scour off. Care-

ful watching and feeling of the plates and

the more frequent addition of quicksilver

(as often as every 15 min.) raised the

extraction from a total of about 50 to

70 per cent. This extra saving was ef-

fected entirely on the inside plates.

The advantage of inside-plate amalga-

mation is that the plates are always kept

clean and bright by the splash of the

pulp. Sufficient quicksilver must be add-

ed to the mortar to take up all the gold,

but not so much as to soften the plates.

It is best added frequently in small

amounts.

e amalgam I have found to

:d brittle, even from the in-

that with the addition of a

little too much quick the points and sharp

break off. Only a small portion

an amalgam can be easily caught

again on thcplatcsafterithas loosened and

all of it will not settle around tlu

tra care must be

in th»; addition of the mercury. The ditti-

imalgamation is

that it requires considerable experience

ill to judge if the inside plati

in condition by the appearance of the

head of the outside and the feel of the

inside plates.

Determining the Rope Speed

in Hoisting

In determining the rope speed in a

hoisting operation wherT the average pis-

ton speed, the length of stroke and diam-

eter of drum are known, the accompanying

chart is a handy method of calculation.

As an example, let us assume an average

piston speed of 600 ft. per minute, and

Reheating Compressed Air

For Underground Use

In a paper read before the Transvaal

Institute of Mechanical Engineers, Oct.,

1910, R. G. Mackie says the reheating of

compressed air underground and close to

its work will receive more attention

in the future than has been given to

it in the past. Having to burn coal, coke

and other combustibles underground, and

the undesirability of introducing anything

which is going to increase the tempera-

ture of the mine, has been the greatest

oo<->oooooooooo oooooooooooCJCOTJflOCOt-OOOSO'-HOJCO ^OCDC-OOG^Ot-tcNCO
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Chart for Determining the Rope Speed in
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Hoisting

a 48-in. stroke; then, following the hori-

zontal line on the chart at 600 until it is

intersected by the diagonal line repre-

senting a 48-in. stroke; follow this line

to the upper section until it is inter-

sected by the diagonal line representing

an S-tt. drum; by following the hori-

zontal line to the side of the chart the

rope speed is found to be lcS'.H) ft. per

minute.

[
Note This is the second of a 86-

• charts prepared by I.. F. Mitten,

Of the Vulcan Iron Works, Wilkes-Barrc.

objection to the reheating of compressed

air in the mines.

When the underground application

of cheap electricity becomes general,

the question of reheating air by

electrical appliances is bound to be se-

riously considered. The reheating of the

air should be done as near to its work as

possible to reduce losses caused by ra-

diation in the pipes between the heater

and the drill. Less radiation means less

interference with the mine temperature

and increased expansive energy of the

air.
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A New Mineral and a New
Source of Potassium

Sulphate

By Nordal Preus*

In 1906 explorations were commenced

for aluminum ore in Spain, the first

found being in the province of Santander,

which was a deposit of gibbsite, Al

(OH)*, but nothing is now left of the

small pocket originally found, except

specimens in the Museum of Natural

Science, in Madrid. The search was con-

tinued, and about 5000 samples from

different places were analyzed and alum-

inum ore was located in six of the 48

provinces of Spain, one of the six being

Almeria, which has been, and still con-

tinues to be, one of the richest in min-

erals. The most important deposit was
that found near Benahabux railway sta-

tion, only 10 km. from the port of Al-

meria.

The ore is especially interesting on

account of its composition, which is as

follows: S0 3 , 77 per cent.; A1,.03 , 37.98

per cent.; K.O, 9.64 per cent.; H,0,

17.61 per cent. The compact ore has a

specific gravity of 2.75, and a hardness

of 3.5. It is an aluminum-potassium sul-

phate, and as it is a new mineral, has

been given the name of galafatite, after

its discoverer, Galafat. The ore when
pure is perfectly white, has a concoidal

fracture, and when recently taken from

the lode is very compact. In its natural

state it does not dissolve in water and

resists the action of acids. Heated, it

will partially dissolve in hydrochloric

acid, and somewhat better in dilute sul-

phuric acid. It is easily dissolved after

being fused with a sufficient quantity of

sodium bicarbonate and attacked with hy-

drochloric acid.

Final Products to be Aluminum and
Potassium Sulphate

Alumina, potassium sulphate and alum
may be produced from this ore. The ore

is transformed into marketable condition

through calcination, and washing in wa-

ter. By the calcination process water

and the part of the sulphuric anhydride

which is combined with the alumina, are

eliminated, leaving a residue of a mix-

ture of alumina and potassium sulphate.

By washing, the potassium sulphate is

dissolved in water, leaving the alumina
almost pure, only retaining small quan-
tities of hygroscopic water.

The average contents of the calcined

mineral are as follows: Alumina, 65 to

70 per cent.; potassium sulphate, 25 to

30 per cent.

The situation of the mine is fa-

vorable, being, as stated above, only 10
km. from the port of Almeria, the climate
of which is especially effective for the

necessary evaporation. The mining con-

•Madrid, Spain.

cessions cover 1000 hectares, or 10,000,-

000 sq.m. Several parallel veins have
been found, with a width of 5 to 6 m.

The working of these lodes is easy, and
the extraction of the crude ore should

be done cheaply. Considerable quanti-

ties will be put on the market in 1911,

and Germany will probably find a serious

competitor to contend with and a brane

on the monopolizing attitude taken lately.

Great Market for Output

The world's consumption of potassium
salts for agricultural purposes in 1909

is given as follows: Europe, 429,885

tons; Asia, 2144 tons; Africa, 959 tons;

America, 153,379 tons; Australia, 1448

tons; total, 587,815 tons, as against 270,-

171 tons in 1901, an increase of 317,644

tons in eight years. This should indicate

that the mines of galafatite, near
Benahabux, may look to a prosperous
future. The mines are the property of

the Compafiia Minera de Benahabux, and
a company is being floated with a capital

of 5,000.000 pesetas to work them.

Annual Report of Goldfield

Consolidated

During the year ended Oct. 31, 1910,

the Goldfield Consolidated Mines Com-
pany recovered 497,045 oz. of gold from

266,867 tons of ore of an average value

of ^40.72 per ton, or $10,866,752

Metallurgical losses were $2.22, gross

operating expenses, S10.97, and net op-

erating profit $27.53 per ton of ore. The
toial recovery was $10,273,934.

BALANCE SHEET—GOLDFIELD
CONSOLIDATED
Oct. 31, 1010.

Assets:

Mine properties S35,367,786
Mine buildings, machinery and
equipment 153,677

Office building and furniture 23,09 1

Compressor plant 18,368
Power station and pole line 1 1,372
Miscellaneous real estate, buildings
and equipment 51,400

Stocks owned 1,430,290
Unexpired insurance 752
Supplies on hand 1 10.122
Accounts receivabl • 135,663
Cash in bank and on hand 1,043,287

S38.387.S16

Liabilities:

Capital stock $35,591,480
Reserves:

Bullion tax $24,001
Income tax 44,679
Property tax 1 .(is;,

Damage fund 5,83

1

76,498
Accounts payable s

1 . 1
.-,.-,

Undivided profits 2,635,682

838,387,816

Four regular dividends at 50c. per

share each, or $2 per share and five extra

dividends of 20c. each, were disbursed

within the year. The company com-
menced the fiscal year with cash balances

of $1,365,324 and closed the year with

cash balances of $1,549,134, bullion in

transit and by-product settlements out-

standing, of $494,044, and no debts.

Earlv in the year the flow sheet of

the mill was changed and six Chilean

mills were installed. In April, a fire de-

stroyed the refinery and 30 stamps. The
latter were reconstructed and put in op-

eration again by July 1. A fire-protec-

tion installation, a new refinery, assay

office, electric storage-battery plant, and

a new hoist and accessories at the La-

guna shaft were built. The cost of all

these improvements was charged to the

expense account of the year.

EXPENSES FOR 1010 AT GOLDFIETiD
CONSOLIDATED.

Per
Mining: Amount. Ton.

Sloping $652,565.67
Development 379, 192 91

$1,032,058.58 $3.86
Transportation 36,799.51 14
Milling 562,881.07 2.11
Treating concentrates ...

.

82,712.7 1 0.31
Market ing:

Bullion 61,314.72 0.23
Conceal rate residues
and mill by-products. 221,113.02 0.83

High grade ore 89,371.49 0.34
Bullion tax 130,807.82 0.49
General expense 238,306.10 0.89

Total expenses $2,455,695.95 $9 .20
Miscellaneous earnings.. . . Is. is]..',2 O.ls

Net operating expense.. . . 2,407,514.43 9.02

Operating profit $7,866,419.74 S29.4R

Less:

100 stamp mill addition . . $ 75,052.20
Mill refinery and other mill

construction 34,058.99
Replacement of fire loss. . 156,446.50
Fire protection 40,101 . 13
Electric storage battery
and other electrical
equipment 60,904.03

Assay office, Laguna shaft
and railroad construc-
tion 53,061.54

Miscellaneous const ruc-
tion, furniture, real es-
tate and equipment .... 16,189. 14

Income tax 72,863 . 50 1 . 95

§518,727.93

Net operating profit for
year $7,347,691 .81 827 53

Net operating profit is 67.62 per cent, of total
production.

The total development work amounted

to 41,938 ft. advance, at a cost of $9.05

per ft. One foot of development was
done for 6J/3 tons of ore mined. The

mining costs were $3.87 per ton, $1.42

for development and $2.45 for stoping.

Transportation cost was $0,136; milling,

$2,121; concentrate treatment, $0,312 per

ton of ore.

Ore Reserves

Estimates of ore in sight were made
quarterly during the year, but these es-

timates, the company states, are at best

inaccurate and unsatisfactory, for the

following reasons:

(1) Estimates of tonnage have been

found to vary between wide limits, ac-

cording to the methods used in making
the estimates, and according to the en-

gineer's conception of what is "ore in

sight." It should be remembered in this

connection that it is impossible in the

normal conduct of mining to expose any

large percentage of the ore on more than

two sides; much of it is exposed only on

one side.

(2) It is useless to fix a tonnage

without also fixing a value for the re-

serves. This is exceedingly difficult, and

must necessarily be somewhat in the na-
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tur: of guesswork, on account of the

presence of some extraordinarily high-

grade ore in the midst of large bodies ot

average ore.

At the end of the fiscal year 1909, a

very high-grade orebody had just been

exposed in the Clermont shaft. After

developments had proceeded on this ore

for several months, it was decided by

the company that it would be the most

profitable policy to extract this high-

grade ore as rapidly as good mining

would permit, so as to let the sharehold-

ers have their profits at once rather than

to spread them out over a longer period.

This policy was announced in February.

It was not the intention of the company

to convey the impression that the grade

of ore maintained under this decision was

the average grade of the mine. While

the extraordinary profits have thus far

.ied expectations, and may still do

so. it is not reasonable to expect them

to continue indefinitely.

There is reason to believe that the

mine can produce from the ore now ex-

posed a tonnage equal to about twice

that of the last year just closed. This

does not measure the possibilities, for

the prospect for further development is

good and there is as yet no logical ground

for fixing any term as the probable life

cf the mine.

Blasting Regulations Recom-
mended in Rhodesia

The following final recommendations
were adopted by the special committee of

the Rhodesia Chamber of Mines, to pro-

vide against the danger arising from
drilling into misfired holes, and they are

suggested for addition to the Mines and
^X'orks Regulations:

Blasting operations may only be
conducted by competent persons.

Misfires must be reported by the

person in charge to the shift boss or

mine foreman and the miner relieving

him.

Charges may be untamped suffi-

ciently to permit of immediate refiring.

No hole which has contained ex-

. may be deepened, and all mis-

fires and sockets must be efficiently

plugged with wooden plugs where pos-

sible.

In the case of ? misfire having oc-

curred the hole shall be blasted, othcr-

the ganger in charge shall remain

at the working face until all the

to be drilled. <-hall have attained a

minimum depth of two inches, and shall

see that the fre>-h holes are given such

direction a p the drill cli

the misfired hole.

' i a misfire, 20 min. must
'-turning to the working

Electric Smelting in Norway
The electric smelting of iron ore is

making progress in Norway, where iron

ore of good quality can be had. Experi-

ments are also to be made in the elec-

tric furnace with titaniferous iron ores,

of which large deposits exist, but have

not hitherto been worked to any great

extent. Water power is abundant in Nor-

way and there are many places where it

can be utilized at moderate cost.

The electric smelting works at Odde,

in Hardanger, built last year, are to be

enlarged. New smelting works are be-

ing built at Tinfoss; and others are pro-

jected.

The Stavanger Electro-Stahlwerk Com-
pany is a new organization, being a

branch of the old Stavanger Company.
It has begun work on a plant at Jorpe-

land, which is to be completed by August

next. Part of the process is new and

is now being patented. The plant is to

include, besides the furnaces, a steel

iron croppings, Professor Verrnaes found

tin in almost all of his samples, some
of them showing 1.4 to 4.5 per cent. He
thinks that these are the iron hats of

stanniferous sulphide orebodies.

Viaduct oxer a Steam Shovel

Pit

The accompany halftone shows a

combined street and water viaduct built

by the Oliver Iron Mining Company at

Hibbing, Minn. This crossing was neces-

sary in order to maintain a road between

Chisholm and Hibbing, the old bridge

east of Hibbing having been abandoned

to make room for steam-shovel work.

The excavation under this bridge con-

nects the Mahoning, Hull-Rust and the

Burt-Sellers mines, which will make a

continuous open pit about three miles

long.

At the point where the bridge is built

the overburden is 80 ft. thick. The con-

crete foundations were set in the iron

Bridge and Flume on Hibbing-Chisholm, Minnesota, Road

foundry, a forge and a rolling mill and
will cost about SI 00,000. The estimated

yearly capacity is 1400 tons steel billets,

600 tons castings, 300 tons forgings and

700 tons scrap for remelting. The com-
pany has already contracted for its power
at Jorpeland. the rate being S6.70 per

horsepower per year for the first 1500

h.p.; $5.35 per horsepower per year for

1000 h.p. additional. This would make
$6.16 per horsepower-year for 2500 h.p.

About 10,000 h.p. can be had from the

falls near Jorpeland.

Tin Lodes in Ranka?

Prof. S. J. Vermaes, of Delft Univer-

sity, Holland, is of the opinion that the

lodes of iron ore known in Banka and
Billiton may be the source of the alluvial

tin deposits of those islands, and any-

way considers that they should be thor-

oughly prospected. He denies the opin-

ion of Verbeek that those deposits are

"I 1

1 p srflcial origin. In examining the

ore, with the top about level with the sur-

face of the ore. The south column is 10>

ft. high, while the one at the north is 82

ft. high. The bridge is 300 ft. long, hav-

ing a 75-ft. span at either end and one

150-ft. span in the center. The roadway
is 30 ft. wide. The trusses are 25 ft.

high and anchored at the lower end, and

mounted on rollers at the upper or north

end. The excavation at the north end

amounted to 2400 cu.yd. at a cost of 56"

per yard, all of which was done by shovel

and wheelbarrow. About 1800 cu.yd. of

1-3-6 concrete were used in the con-

struction of this viaduct.

Flume for Surface Water

There is an 8- ft. flume mounted be-

tween the trusses just beneath the road-

way. The flume is made of 7/16-in.

sheet steel, mounted on 40 pair of 12-in.

wheels. These wheels have 10-in. face

and run on I-beams, and are free to move
with the expansion and contraction of the

flume. The flume is anchored at both ends
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and has two expansion joints, one of

which is shown in the accompanying il-

lustration. The expansion joint simply

consists of an enlargement of the pipe

by means of 9-in. sheet-iron flang&s,

riveted to the main flume and connected

by a 12-in. band. Whatever expansion

there is, is taken up by the flexible flange.

The space in the bottom of this expan-

sion ring, inside of the flume, is filled

with asphalt, so as to prevent rock:: "rom

wedging in it, thus preventing expansion.

The asphalt will soften during the warm

Asphalt Filling

Xhc JZjipinccriny $ Mining Journal

Expansion Joint on 8-ft. Flume

weather, when the expansion is greatest,

and will give readily whenever pressure

comes upon it.

This flume is designed to carry the

drainage from about four square miles

of ground across the steam-shovel exca-

vation. The outlet to the flume is a con-

crete tube 8 ft. in diameter, leading a

short distance to an open ditch. The en-

tire structure cost approximately S75,-

000, and was ready for traffic about No-

vember first.

The Price of Radium

About a year since, says the London

Mining Journal, Sir William Ramsay, on

the occasion of laying the foundation

stone of a radium factory at Limehouse,

valued radium at £500,000 per ounce, or

£20 per milligram. In January, 1910,

the price at the exchange was given as

£600,000 per ounce. At the beginning

of 1910 there was only about a quarter

of a pound of radium in the world, and

since then the quantity has but slightly

increased. Until the last few months

pure radium could not be obtained,

Madame Curie having in September in-

formed the Paris Academy of Science

that she had at last obtained it. In

Paris, London and other large cities, there

has for some time existed establishments

where radium could be loaned for scien-

tific purposes, but the price was almost

prohibitive, reaching as high as £40 per

diem for 100 milligrams.

The Mexican Disorders

By Dwight E. Woodbridge*

At present Mexican revolutionary

troubles are less manifest than they have
been for some time, notwithstanding the

so called news printed by daily papers

along the border. Most of the battles re-

ported as under way never take place

and the capture of towns throughout

Chihuahua and Sonora, announced under
scare headlines, are generally of little

consequence. These "thriving cities,"

such as the aldea of Sahuaripa recently

taken by insurgents, would surely not

know themselves if called cities to their

faces. But there is far more significance

beneath the surface than appears by the

excitement; • the insurgency has alarmed
the authorities, the revolution is more
seriously considered than heretofore.

Estates of Rich Families Not Taxed

It is incontrovertible that the majority

of the general populace favors a change
in government. The proportion varies

with the state and with its control

by a few rich men or oligarchic

families. In Chihuahua the land is

owned by the Creel, Terrazas and Del

Rio families; the first two are practically

the same. One may ride all day on a

through train and never leave Terrazas'

lands; Don Enrique Creel owns millions

of acres; it is supposed that their land

taxes are trifling. In Sonora, Srs. Corral,

Cabu, Torres, the Ysabel estate and one

or two others hold the land; three of the

four mentioned have been governors of

the state. The same conditions exist

elsewhere, and it is safe to say that in

most of the Mexican states the number
of important land owners does not exceed

fifty. It is true that millions of acres of

these lands could not pay taxes; they are

not earning enough; but millions are, and

probably should pay more than they do.

The tax on retail business and all mer-

cantile transactions falls heavily on the

poor man. His food may cost him 20 per

cent, in taxes before it actually reaches

his mouth.

Genera! education among the younger

men of high class, who have been at

American schools, is slowly reacting on

the masses, and some light is filtering

down through them from above. Con-

sequently political conditions do not look

so well as when these men knew less;

they would like some voice in the gov-

ernment, however slight.

Chinese Are Ousting Mexican
Merchants

The Chinese are entering all branches

of trade; where they have entered, and

that is all over Mexico, they have already

pushed, or are now successfully pushing,

the Mexican tradesmen to the wall. The

same is true in the case of agriculture;

•Mining engineer, Providence building, Du-
lulh. Minn.

they are making it a profitable industry,

while the Mexicans did not. That these

things are the direct result of the China-
man's business ability and immense ca-

pacity for labor, of which the Mexican
has none, helps not at all; the contrast

is still there—the one growing prosper-

ous and forehanded, and the other be-

coming les and less able to get ahead.

The foreigner is securing concessions in

mines, forests, railroads, irrigation pro-

jects, and though the Mexican may not

be able to undertake these himself—be

that as it may—he is indignant when
someone else gets the benefit that he

thinks might be his own. The attitude

of foreigners, especially of the Anglo-

Saxon, toward the men of the country

has not always been what was seemly or

just, and it has created a dull, obstinate

hatred, ready to break out when the oc-

casion shall seem right.

The Aim of the Insurrectos

Probably the present aim of the lead-

ers of the revolutionary party is not so

much against President Diaz as against

the system, and against, if one might

pick a typical individual, such a man as

Ramon Corral, as representing that sys-

tem. They do not wish to overthrow the

government; they want to reform it along

certain lines that seem right to them. If

anyone thinks the revolutionist party to

be a mere rabble, without conservative,

careful and thoroughly competent lead-

ership, "he has another guess coming."

Quite the contrary; many of the leaders

of this movement, both in camp and in

town, are graduates of American col-

leges, who are doing what they claim

they think is their duty toward their

country. Knowing their probable punish-

ment if they fail, their whole-heartedness

and enthusiasm cannot be doubted for a

moment.

Operating, as the revolutionists are, in

the interior of rather sparsely settled

states, it is difficult for soldiers to at-

tack them; indeed, it may be doubted if

the rank and file of the Mexican soldiery

is especially anxious to fight; most of

the troops would rather join the in-

surgents. These latter are gradually

gaining in numbers, they are fairly well

armed as a rule, and«have enough money
to pay for what they take from foreign-

ers. Outrages on foreigners have been

most strenuously interdicted, and are

rarely committed. It is not without the

bounds of possibility that provisional

state governments may be set up in the

capitals of one or two states within the

next few months, from which the in-

surrectos may hope to treat with Mexico

City. With the sympathy of 75 per cent,

of the population it is not impossible that

their demands may be seriously con-

sidered.

No general danger menaces foreigners

or foreign investments; probably sporadic

cases of looting or outrage may occur;
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ki .Mexico today. No concessions nor

grants are liable to abrogation, nor are

works or financial operations conducted

by foreigners apt to be injured. This is

a time when the American operating in

Mexico needs a modicum of common
sense and tact, and the too common
".Mexican be damned" policy is hardly

advisable under the present or any other

circumstan<

such would be likely to happen anywhere provided, of course, the miners maintain
under conditions similar to those existing their present wise method of procedure in

the restriction of production.

Methods of mining and treating Florida

hard rock have been practically standard-

ized for several years, the same gen-

eral plan being pursued in all cases. With
the gradual exhaustion of the deposits

lying above the water level, which have
heretofore been mined by open work, it

has been found expedient to install dip-

per dredges in the pits, where the phos-

phate has been extracted down to the

water level. These dredges enable the

miner to extract a large tonnage, which
has heretofore been unavailable; and has,

therefore, materially increased the life

of the mining operations. The transpor-

tation situation throughout the hard-rock

district has been materially improved dur-

ing the year by additional extensions of

the Seaboard Air Line tracks; so that

practically the major part of the hard-

rock district is now served by both the

Seaboard and Atlantic Coast Line sys-

tems.

Florida Phosphate Industry

in 1910

By C. G. Memminger*

The year 1910 presented no special

features of interest in the Florida phos-

phate industry, either from a commer-
cial or technical standpoint. In hard-

rock phosphate there was a marked de-

crease in production; in land pebble there

was an increase in production estimated

at 18 per cent. The present era of low

prices has had one fortunate feature so

far as the miners are concerned; namely,

that there has been no special induce-

ment for new capital to engage in the

mining of either pebble or hard rock;

hence no new plants have been erected

in either district.

Hard-rock Miners Waiting for Better
Prices

On account of low prices, the hard-

rock miners have pursued a wise policy;

namely, of materially restricting their

crtput. and thereby conserving their de-

posits. It is authoritatively stated that

fully 40 per cent, of the hard-rock mines
have been shut down during the last

year. The causes leading to the low
prices of hard rock are as follows: (1)

The increased production of the high-

grade phosphate from the Pacific islands

which has been more freely offered in

Europe recently, owing to the fact that

the Japanese who have for several years

been consumers of this grade have, on

account of changes in connection with

their laws regarding fertilizers, largely

abandoned the use of high-grade phos-
phate, substituting therefore the medium-
grade Florida land pebble. In conse-

quence there has been a greater propor-

tion of the high-grade Pacific island

thrown on the European market, and nec-

v a lowering of prices; (2) there

.en a steady increase of output and
sales of the high-grade Florida pebble

Land-pebble Phosphate

There has been a marked increase in

production of land-pebble phosphate dur-

ing the year, not brought about by the

opening of new plants, but rather by the

increase in capacity and the working to

full capacity of the various operating

mines in the district. The policy of the

pebble producers apparently has been
not to curtail the output and thereby in-

crease prices, but rather by an increased

tonnage to maintain a profit on their

operations. This policy is one that

should be extremely acceptable to the

manufactureres of superphosphate from
this class of material, as they are able to

manufacture their superphosphate at a

minimum cost; but it has not yet ap-

peared that the ultimate consumer, the

farmer, has been accorded any decrease

in price paid for superphosphate, so that

the entire advantage from the situation

accrues to the manufacturer.

International Agricultural Buys the
Florida Mining Company

It is rumored on good authority that

the International Agricultural Corpora-
tion, owners of the Prairie Pebble
Phosphate Company, has acquired by
purchase the Florida Mining Company's
property. This transaction is the only

one of interest that has occurred during
1910. From a technical standpoint there

have been no changes or marked im-

running from 75 per cent, to 77 per cent. P roverTi<-'ms in the methods of mining or

b.p.l., which has replaced a considerable

quantity of the hard rock.

have conspired to the

present low range of prices, which, how-
• ady increase in con-

sumption of fertilizers, will not continue;

i. J i.i.

treating of land pebble, the same general

method which has been employed for

some years being still maintained

throughout the district. There is a gen-
eral tendency for economy in a line of

more efficient prime movers, and through-
out the entire district electric drives have
been practically universally adopted.

Land-pebble Deposits Not Inex-

haustible

There appears to be a mistaken view
as to the reserve of land-pebble phos-
phate in the district, the idea being pre-

valent that these deposits exist in prac-

tically inexhaustible quantities, and that

additional prospecting will develop still

further areas. There are unquestionably

ample reserves for many years of oper-

ation, but there is a definite limit to the

minable tonnage of land-pebble phos-

phate. The low price of land-pebble

phosphate is not due to lack of demand,
but rather to the present unfortunate

method of selling whereby there is un-

necessary and undue competition. As be-

fore pointed out, the only beneficiary un-

der existing conditions is the manufact-
urer of superphosphate, who is thereby

enabled to purchase his crude phosphate
at a minimum figure, and on account of

the active demand for fertilizers is en-

abled to sell his manufactured product at

high figures. The producer and the con-

sumer suffer; the intermediary or man-
ufacturer profits.

Imports of Tin Ores in the

United Kingdom
The figures in the following table are

taken from the London Mining Journal:

Country Whence Imported.
Africa—
Cape of (lood Hope
Natal
Nigeria
Portuguese I-'.ast Africa.
Southern Nigeria
Transvaal .

Swazieland
Rhodesia

America—
Canada (Atlantic ports)
United States
Mexico
Argentine Republic
Bolivia
Chile
Peru

1910.

Tons.

73
1

457
79

•133

2.036
3_'S

1

•1

72

'

12
15,693
3,527
580

Asia—
Bril ish India
Burmah
Japan
St nuts Set tlements.

Australasia—
.New South Wales . .

South Australia . . . .

Tasmania
Victoria

110
10

1909.

Tons.

19
10

230

2,621

14
85
2

32
14,886
3,378
661

2

"2

140

Europe—
Uisl ria-Hungary
Belgium
Denmark
France
« lermany
Ilalv
Nit nerlands
Norway
Portugal . . .

Russia
Spain
Sweden

Totals

2 1

2
822
325
12S
L08

9
169

ss

16
171

165

S53
311

.-.7

82
1

8
97

227

26,109 24,082

It is estimated by the Oil, Paint and
Drug Reporter that the manufacturers of
nitroglycerin in the United States use
from 40,000,000 to 50,000,000 lb. of
glycerin per annum.
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Pig Iron Production in 1910

The detailed figures collected and pub-

lished by the American Iron and Steel

Association show that the production of

pig iron in the United States for the sec-

ond half of 1910 was 12,319,807 long

tons; being 2,658,931 tons less than in

the first half of 1910, and 2,453,318 tons

less than in the second half of 1909. The

production for the entire year, classified

according to the uses for which it was

intended, was as follows, in long tons:

1909. 1910. Changes.

Foundry and forge 6,386,833 6;35O,C,05 D. 36,228

Bessemer pig 10.557,370 11,244,612 I. 087,242

Basic pig 8,250,225 9,084 ,620 I. 834,296

Charcoal iron 376,003 394,377 I. 18,374

Spiegel and ferro.. 225,040 224,431 D. 609

Total 25,795,471 27,298,545 I. 1,503,071

The total increase last year over 1909

was 5.8 per cent., the production being

the largest ever made in one year. The

gain shown in the table was entirely in

steel-making irons. The figures for bes-

semer pig in 1910 include 259,077 tons of

special low-phosphorus iron. The pro-

duction of spiegeleisen was 153,055 tons;

of ferromanganese, 71,376 tons. The lat-

ter includes a few thousand tons of ferro-

phosphorus. A part of the charcoal iron

reported is of basic quality.

Production by States

The production of all kinds of pig iron

by States was as follows for three years

past, in long tons:

States. 1908. 1909. 1910.

Mass. and
Conn 13,794 18,388 16,582

Nfew York 1,019,495 1,733,675 1,938,407
New Jersey .. . 225,372 294,474 264,781
Pennsylvania.. 6,9S7,191 10,918,824 11,272,120
Maryland 183,502 286,856 326,214
Virginia 320,458 391,134 444,976
Georgia' and
Texas 24,345 26,072 10,725

Alabama 1,397,014 1,763,617 1,939,147
West Virginia. 65,551 228,282 174,661
Kentucky 45,096 86,371 100,509
Tennessee 290.S26 333,845 397,569
Ohio 2,861,325 5,551 .545 5,751,067
Illinois 1,691,944 2,467,156 2,675,646
Indiana and

Mich 348,096 964,289 1,250,103
Wisconsin and

Minnesota.. 148,938 348,177 307,426
Others 313,071 382,766 428,612

Total.. 15,936,018 25,795,471 27,298,545

Other States include Missouri, Colo-

rado, Washington and California. The

leading States were Pennsylvania, which

made 41.3 per cent, of the total in 1910;

Ohio, 21.1; Illinois, 9.8; and Alabama,

7.1 per cent.

Production by Fuels Used

The production is classified as follows

by the fuels used in making the iron:

1909. 1910. Changes.

Coke 24,721,037 26,255,086 1. 1.534,049
Anthracite 698,431 649,082 D. 49,349
Charcoal 376,003 394,377 I. 18.374

Total 25,795,477 27,298,545 I. 1,503,074

Coke is the staple fuel for iron making
in this country. Only two or three small

furnaces use raw coal. Moreover, most
of the anthracite furnaces use some pro-

portion of coke mixed with the coal; in

1910 only 20,503 tons were made with

anthracite alone, 628,579 tons being made
with mixed anthracite and coke. No iron

was made with mixed charcoal and coke

in 1910. The charcoal make in that year

included a few thousand tons made in the

electric furnace. Over 95 per cent, of

our iron in 1910 was made with coke as a

fuel.

Condition of the Blast Furnaces

The whole number of furnaces in blast

on Dec. 31, 1910, was 206, against 293

on June 30, 1910, and 338 on Dec. 31,

1909. The number of furnaces idle, in-

cluding furnaces being rebuilt, on De-

cember 31, 1910, was 267, against 180

on June 30, 1910, and 131 on Dec. 31,

1909. On Dec. 31, 1910, there were 17

entirely new furnaces in course of erec-

tion, 16 of which will use min2ral fuei

and one will use charcoal. In addition

one furnace in Virginia was partly erect-

ed, but work on its construction had been

indefinitely suspended. On Dec. 31, 1910,

there were seven furnaces which were

being rebuilt, all to use mineral fuel.

What Mr. Heinze got Out
of Butte

John D. Ryan, president of the Amal-

gamated Copper Company, testifying be-

fore trial in the suit brought by his for-

mer private secretary, William W. John-

son, for $100,000 for alleged services in

aiding in putting through the merger of

Butte copper properties, as reported by

the New York Sun, said that F. Augustus

Heinze, with whom the Amalgamated

interests were negotiating for the merger,

insisted that everything should be done

secretly because he had promised not to

sell out to the Amalgamated.

Mr. Ryan testified that for some years

prior to 1905, when he began the deal

which resulted in the merger a year

later, the Amalgamated and the Heinze

adherents were engaged in bitter political

controversies, and that just before the

election of 1904 Heinze, addressing a

meeting of miners at Butte, said: "If

you will stay with me I will stay with

you."

It was not more than six months after

Heinze had made this statement, Mr.

Ryan said, that the negotiations for the

copper merger began, and Heinze in-

sisted on secrecy because of his pledges

to the miners. Heinze first demanded

$14,000,000 for his properties, but was

told that this was far too much. Then

he said he must get $13,000,000 some

way or another, and finally he accepted

$10,500,000 in cash, less $3,500,000 to

retire certain bonds.

Mr. Ryan said that the money was all

put up by Thomas F. Cole, who was

then president of the Oliver Iron Mining

Company, of Duluth, the mining end of

the United States Steel Corporation, and

he took all the stock in the holding com-

pany formed. When asked if he didn't

tell Heinze that he could arrange so that

Heinze could make $2,000,000 for him-

self out of the deal, Mr. Ryan said he

was quite sure he didn't, although he

wouldn't swear that he didn't tell Heinze

he would make a personal profit. Mr.

Ryan said that before Mr. Cole put up

the money he asked the late H. H. Rogers

to finance the deal, but Mr. Rogers

turned it down.

Mr. Ryan said it was agreed by all the

parties to the merger that no profits

should come to the organizers or pro-

moters except such as was to be had by

buying stock at par and selling it for

what it would bring above par.

American Mining Congress

At the American Mining Congress meet-

in Salt Lake City, Jan. 25, several amend-

ments to the by-laws were made. The

board of directors was increased from 9 to

13 members, 5 of whom shall hereafter

constitute a quorum. The matter of the

creation of State and various local chap-

ters to be self-governing on local mat-

ters was discussed, and voted on affirma-

tively. The executive committee, con-

sisting of John Dern, A. G. Brownlee,

D. W. Brunton, were authorized to ap-

point four new directors to serve until

the next annual session of the congress

and appointed George W. E. Dorsey, of

Nebraska, Dr. James Douglas, of New
York, B. F. Bush, of Philadelphia. The

fourth member was not named, owing to

the desire of appointing someone resid-

ing in Salt Lake City. The next

convention city will be selected by the

board between now and March 1. With

the addition of the above-mentioned mem-
bers, the board is as follows: John Dern,

Salt Lake; E. R. Buckley, Rollo, Mo.;

D. W. Brunton, Denver; E. A. Mont-

gomery, Los Angeles; A. G. Brownlee,

Denver; S. A. Taylor, Pittsburg; L. W.
Powell, Warren, Ariz.; George Wing-

field, Reno; Charles A. Barlow, Bakers-

field, Cal.

The banquet given by the Utah branch

of the congress in honor of the presi-

dent, John Dern, and other officers, was
held at the Commercial Club in the even-

ing. About 100 attended. Gov. William

Spry was toastmaster, the toasts being as

follows: "The American Mining Con-

gress," Hon. John Dern; "Conservation

and Leasing System," Judge W. H. King;

"The Importance of Organization to the

Mining Industry," A. G. Brownlee; "The

Coal Mining Industry," C. N. Strevell;

"Relation of Banks to Mining Interests,"

W. S. McCornick; "The State of Utah,"

Hon. Heber M. Wells; "The Relations

of the Utah Society of Engineers to Min-

ing," Prof. R. R. Lyman.
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The Holden Tunnel at Tintic
The Centennial-Eureka mine, owned

by the United States Smelting, Refining

and .Mining Company, at Eureka. Utah,

is the largest producer in the Tintic dis-

.iving at present an average output

of 300 tons daily. Heretofore this ton-

nage has been hoisted through the 2300-

ft. shaf and sent to the loading station

on the enver & Rio Grande Railroad by

a Bleichert aerial tramway. Steam coal

was brought up in the s.°me manner. All

other supplies were hauled to the mine

b> wagon.

nel Permits Mininc below Water
Level

The collar of the shaft has an altitude

of 6900 ft. Water ievel was cut at about

2100 ft., approximately at the same hori-

zon as the water level in the Gemini and

Opex. This appears to be the ground-

water level at Tintic. and so far but little

work has been done by any of the mines

below it in the sulphide or oxidized zone.

Preparations have been made recently by

the Centennial-Eureka to work at greater

By Edward R. Zalinski
:

Holden tunnel at the Cen-

tennial-Eureka mine, at

Eureka, Utah, is 2207 //.

long; saves pumping 500

ft. ami pro: ides easy out-

let jor ore; equipped for out-

put oj 300 tons in eight

hours. Electric pumps,

tramways and power plant

installed. Company now

prepared to prospect below

the water level of the Tintic

district.

Mining engineer, University Club. Salt
Lake City. Utah.

250 volts. The cars are of steel, and are

especially designed for this work. They
hold five tons, but are not loaded up to

capacity, as it has been found more con-

venient to add an extra car to the train

and not load each one so full. From 25

to 28 tons are carried on a trip.

Tunnel Equipment Can Handle 300
Tons in Eight Hours

The Holden tunnel, bins and traction

system were planned to handle 300 tons

of ore besides bringing in coal and all

supplies in one shift of eight hours.

Twelve trips are made in an actual work-

ing time of seven hours. It takes about

24 min. to load and empty a train and

make the round trip, and 35 min. average

time, counting the bringing in of supplies.

In order to systematize operations, ore,

coal and timber are handled only at cer-

tain times. It is usual to take out ore the

first thing on the morning shift, continu-

ing until about noon. During the after-

noon coal and timber are brought in on

, 1
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a chamber and sump being cut for a

new electric pumping plant on the 20th

level, which is at a depth of 2250 ft., or

65 ft. above the bottom of the shaft. The

levels are 112 ft. apart. This is the first

large pumping equipment to be installed

in the Tintic district, though pumps have

been used before in the Gemini. Two sets

of turbine pumps made by Sulzer Broth-

ers, Winterthur, Switzerland, were in-

stalled. Each pump has a nominal capac-

ity of 500 gal. per min., against a head

of 1700 ft. The pumps are in two sections

with the driving motor placed between

them, the whole set being mounted on a

expanded into them. The weight of the

pipe and water column is 90 tons. At

the tunnel level the water discharges into

a concrete tank, and is taken by a 12-in.

pipe past the ore bins, and into a wooden
launder for the remainder of the distance

to the surface. On Oct. 18 one pump was
handling 375 gal. of water per minute

and was running so smoothly that a half-

dollar could be balanced on edge on one

of the bearings over the revolving shaft.

There is little noise except the hum
made by the motor. The pump has raised

as much as 600 gal. per min.. The United

States Smelting, Refining and Mining

Fig. 3. One Unit of Sulzer Brothers (Swiss) Pumps Installed in the
Centennial-Eureka Mine

gal. to 600 gal. per min. Fig. 3 shows one

of the pumping units.

Hoist Operated by Steam

While the Holden tunnel saves 500 ft.

in hoisting the ore, there is no dumping
room available at present at the mouth,

and waste that is not used in filling stopes

is hoisted to the surface. The hoist was
made by Frazer & Chalmers in 1892, and

has been running 18 years. It is double-

drum 520 h.p., carrying 3000 ft. of 5-in.

flat cable, and is capable of sinking this

distance. Steam is furnished by four 150-

h.p. Stirling boilers fed by American
stokers. Three boilers are constantly in

use, and one is held in reserve. They are

cleaned mechanically. A small amount
of boiler compound is used. Water for

boiler and camp purposes amounting to

about 10,000 gal. per day is obtained

from a well sunk in the Packard rhyolite

near the city of Eureka. A triplex plun-

ger-pump driven by a motor is used. The
power for this plant is furnished by the

Telluride Power Company. At Homans-
ville there is an auxiliary station, owned
jointly with the Bullion-Beck company.

The pumps at this station are duplex

steam pumps, which are used one or two

days per week when the supply is low at

the well first mentioned.

Slack coal is used for the boilers at the

hoist. It was formerly brought up on the

Bleichert tramway and dumped into bins

near the shaft house, from where it was
shoveled into the stokers. Coal is now
brought in through the tunnel. A bin is

heavy, cast-iron bedplate. The motor is

of General Electric make, 400 h.p. at

1800 r.p.m., operated by three-phase

4000-volt current. The pumps are driven

through flexible couplings, the thrust from

the shaft being taker up by hydraulic

thrust bearings. The impellers and guide

vanes are of bronze. Each set consists of

a five-stage and an "ight-stage centrifugal

pump coupled in series, and has the fol-

lowing over-all dimensions: Length, 19

ft.; width, 5 ft.; night, 4 l4 ft. The station

is cut approximately 30x50x10 fr., and

the pumps are placed horizontally and

parallel to each other under a small

sheet-iron roofing, which protects the

engineer and motor from dripping water.

There are two sumps on the 2250- ft. level

to allow the water to settle before reach-

ing the intake. Heavy cast-iron doors set

in concrete have been placed at the en-

trance of the drifts so that the flow of

water can be regulated, if necessary.

Water Elevated 1700 Ft. to Holden
Tunnel

The pumps discharge into a 10-in. steel

pipe set on concrete and steel founda-

tions, and water is pumped 1700 ft. to

the Holden tunnel level. The lower 1200
ft. of pipe is of H-in. thickness, while

the upper part is >8-in. thick. All the

flanges are cast steel and the pipes are

Fig. 4. Ore Train at Entrance of Holden Tunnel, Centennial-Eureka
Mine, Tintic District, Utah

Company has used this type of pump
successfully at its Pachuca properties in

Mexico, and it was adopted after con-

sidering various types of reciprocating

and centrifugal pumps. Recent tests of

the power plant brought out the interest-

ing point that the capacity of the pumps
could be varied either by throttling or by

varying the speed of the engine-generator

set. A variation in frequency of from 56

to 63 cycles varied the capacity from 290

placed where the Denver & Rio Grande

tracks cross the tunnel, so that the ore

train can be loaded with coal on return

trips. The coal is dumped into bins be-

low the tunnel level at the shaft, from

where it is dropped to the 600-ft. level,

hoisted to the surface and then dumped

directly to the stokers.

Electric Signal System for Hoisting

An electric signal system is used in
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hoisting, which gives good service and
saves a great deal of rime. This consists

of a 60-volt bell-ringing circuit carried by

two No. 4 bare copper wires in each com-
partment of the shaft, and a 110-volt

lamp circuit. There are two sets of cir-

cuit-closers, both of which ring a bell at

the hoist. One of these is at each sta-

tion, and one set on the cages, by which
the circuit can be closed while these are

in motion, and the cages stopped at any
point. The station tenders only are al-

lowed to signal for the cage. There is a

Switch at each station connected in series

with the 110-volt lamp system to call the

Station tender. By opening and closing

this switch the lights are flashed at all

stations, thereby calling the tender at

whatever station he may be. The system
works perfectly and there have been no
accidents. There is also an underground
telephone system connecting with the

principal levels.

Equipment at Mine Is Complete

The compressor and machine shop are

in the hoist building. A Sullivan compres-
sor, having a piston displacement of 2060
cu.ft. of free air per minute is now in

use. A Frazer & Chalmers compressor is

held in reserve. The latter is rated at 20
drills, but furnishes air for about 17

drills at this altitude. Ingersoll-Rand
drills from 2 T _-in. up to S^-in. size are

largely used in the mine, also smaller
stoping drills. Ninety pounds of air is

frrnished at the compressor, and about 85
lb. at the face. The machine shop con-
tains a large lathe, drill press, planer,

power saws. etc. It is equipped to handle
any work which may arise around the

mine. The shop was formerly run by a
75-h.p. Corliss engine, which also fur-

nished power for the sawmill. This en-

gine has been displaced by a 10-h.p.

Western Electric motor. Fig. 1, looking
northeast, shows the hoist house and
buildings at the shaft. The blacksmith
shop at the shaft contains a Word drill

sharpener, which at present handles, on
two shifts, about 300 drills per day.

There is also a steam hammer for forging
or heavy work, together with shears and
other equipment.

The sawmill was originally at the shaft,

but has been removed to the yards at the

mouth of the Holden tunnel. The equip-
ment consists of a timber-framing ma-
chine to cut sets 5 ft. 7 in. by 5 ft.

l]/2 in. by 7 ft. 4 in., which is the stand-

ard set used in the mine. There are also

other saus for cutting wedges, etc. All

timber is framed before being taken in-

the mine. The timbermen are the
only men allowed to carry tools on the

cages going in and out of the mine. They
:' with canvas bays for this

purpose. The bags and tools are kept in

lockers at the shaft on the tunnel level.

A fimberman is responsible for the tools

' d to him by the company, but is not
charged for anything broken, if the

broken parts are returned. Before this

arrangement was made, a large number
of tools were lost in tne stopes through
carelessness or otherwise, but by making
the men responsible the losses have
shown a marked decrease.

There is an office for the foreman and
shift bosses at the shaft on the tunnel

level. The men pass though the Holden
tunnel on going to and from work. All

men are required to report missed holes

at the office on a special blank provided
for this purpose. A record of the missed
holes and their location is posted on a

bulletin board, where it can be seen by
the incoming shift. An office is also lo-

cated at the entrance of the tunnel where
the men's time is kept.

The Centennial-Eureka ore carries prin-

cipally gold, silver, and copper. Lead also

occurs in certain parts of the mine. An
assay office is situated at the shaft, and
about 75 mine samples are run daily.

Three assayers are employed. The mine
office and warehouse have been removed
from the shaft to the entrance of the Hol-
den' tunnel.

Power for the traction circuit, sawmill,

machine shops, electric lighting, and mine
pumps is furnished by the Knight Invest-

ment-Company. The power house, which
has been recently built at the mouth of

the Holden tunnel, is held for a reserve

in case of breakdown or the inability of
the other company to furnish electricity.

Electricity is received from the Knight
transmission lines at 11,000 volts and is

stepped down to 4000 volts for the pumps
and to 250 volts for the traction circuit,

etc.

New Power Plant Added to Equipment

The power-plant building is built of
steel. Fig. 2 shows this building, with coal

bins and condenser. The Gemini and
Bullion-Beck shaft houses and dumps are

shown in background. In the boiler room
are three 225-h.p. Stirling boilers

equipped with American stokers. Coal is

dumped from the railway cars into hop-
pers under the tracks and is brought by
a Webster belt conveyer to the 300-ton
storage bin. The latter is at a sufficient

elevation to allow the coal to be drawn
into a push car, weighed, and transferred

lo hoppers over the stokers. In the en-

gine room are the engine-generator unit,

switchboard, motor generator, engine ex-
citer, motor generator for the trolley line,

feed pumps, feed-water heater, and dry
vacuum pump. The generator unit con-

sists of a 400-kw., 3-phase, 60-cycle
4000-volt General Electric Company's
generator mounted on the shaft of a 650-

h.p. Ball & Wood engine. This makes
ISO r.p.m. The vacuum for the engine
exhaust is created by a Worthington
barometer condenser on the outside of the

building. Mine water is used for con-
dcnsinjj purposes. A switchboard is ar-

ranged so that the power distributed can
be accurately measured. The current

from the Knight company is distributed

through this switchboard when this power
is being used. A Whiting 15-ton hand-
power traveling crane has been provided
for installation and machinery repairs.

About 250 men are employed on two
shifts, with three shifts on the pumps.
While the company is preparing to do de-
velopment below the water level there is

still a large territory in the oxidized zone
that has not been prospected. The results

of the work below the water level will be
watched with interest, this being the first

development of the kind ever attempted
in the Tintic district.

Electrolysis as a Preventive of

Boiler Corrosion
Acting on the theory that the corro-

sion of boilers was probably due to local

electrochemical action, engineers in the

employ of the Colonial Sugar Refining
Company of Australia have been trying
the experiment of hanging a steel plate

inside the boiler and connecting it as
anode to a source of electric current,
the boiler itself being the cathode. The
current actually used at the sugar refin-

eries has been from one to two amperes
at four to eight volts. The theoretical

current is a slight excess over the

amount which would be required to pro-
duce electrochemical solution at the rate

the boiler is normally corroded. The
water at these refineries is slightly acid,

and the process is said to be eminently
satisfactory in preventing corrosion of
the boiler1

, the suspended plate being
attacked instead. The system can be
extended to, and is said to be effective

with, pumps, condensers, etc., which are
used with acid or salt water, or similar
dissolving agents. The process has been
patented in Australia.

The Ammonia Dynamites
A new series of explosives is being in-

troduced by the du Pont de Nemours
company, in the so called ammonia dyna-
mites. These are nitroglycerin-ammonia
compounds, and are said to have strong
rending and small shattering effects.

They are somewhat slower in action thar.

nitroglycerin dynamites, but quicker tlr n

the gelatin, and are less inflammable and
less readily detonated than either the
nitroglycerin or gelatin compounds. Th?
gases are less objectionable than those
from nitroglycerin dynamite. The dirn-

culty of igniting this explosive make*
it unlikely to take fire from defective
fuse, and a strong detonator must be
used. The explosive is not recommended
for wet work where the cartridge is to be
broken, but where the cartridge can be
left unbroken a paraffin coating protects
it. The explosiveisespeciallyrecommend-
ed where a minimum of fine ore is de-

sired; for instance, in taking out ore that

is to be smelted.

'hit,, n. Boc. Chem. hid., Nov. 80, 1910.
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Crushing
The recent growth of a sentiment

mong cyanide-plant designers against

be use of gravity stamps for the crushi-

ng preliminary to cyanidation may be

aid to date from the almost simultaneous

erfection of the ribbed tube-mill liner

nd of the tall, air-agitation tank.

Rolls and Tube Mill to Replace

Stamps

The first step in the resulting change of

ractice was the universal adoption of

le tube mill for fine grinding and the

se of coarse screening on the battery.

his was the beginning of the surrender

f supremacy by the gravity stamp since

lerely the single fact that it was a more

conomical machine for crushing fine had

stained it in favor as compared with ball

fills, rolls or steam stamps. The sur-

?nder, however, is not yet complete.

It is the universal practice to use rolls

here a relatively small tonnage is to be

oarse crushed, as, for example, when
3arse concentration is included in the

Ian of treatment. Power, attendance, re-

airs and first cost are smaller for the

)lls, under such circumstances, than for

;amps; and it is becoming daily more

pparent that, with no concentration to

rovide for, the use of rolls and tube

lills, without the complication of trom-

lels and elevators required by concen-

ation, is rapidly gaining favor in the

^es of the leading designers.

The Intermediate Sphere of the
Chilean Mill

The next step was the use of the rapid-

inning Chilean mill between the gravity

amps and the tube mill, which again

arrowed the field of operation of the

•avity stamp while radically widening its

:reen aperture. Such a combination of

amps and Chilean mill offers advantages

hen fine concentration is necessary,

nee the reduction in the Chilean mill can

i adjusted easily and governed by vary-

g the screen mesh. But even concentra-

on is now looked at askance. One of the

aders of this metallurgy has abandoned
e separation and separate treatment of

incentrates in the gold mill which he is

>erating, and uses the concentrators

erely as separators of a product requir-

g finer grinding than the average ore.

ie concentrate thus caught is continu-

lsly returned to the tube mill, only that

irt of it escaping to the cyanide plant

hich is too fine to be caught again on
e tables and which is therefore in a

'oper condition for cyanide treatment

air agitation. Asother consulting

etallurgist has advised his clients to

nit concentration in treating a silver ore

hich is quite similar to that of Pachuca.
1 this point the old-style Chilean roller

ill has begun to come into its own, as,

at Cyanide Plants
By Mark R. Lamb*

The use of breakers and

rolls for coarse, and ball-

tube and chilean mills for

fine crushing, leaves no field

for the gravity stamp.

Milling and cyanlding engineer, Allis-
Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Note—Excerpts from a paper read before
the Canal Zone meeting of the American in-
stitute of Mining Engineers.

although expensive in first cost, power,
labor and repair costs are very low.

The Abandonment of Amalgamation

The next step in point of time and the

most radical in apparent daring was the

abandonment of amalgamation of every
product except the concentrates by the

Goldfield Consolidated company in treat-

ing a high-grade, free-milling gold ore.

Undoubtedly there were numerous rea-

sons for this step; but not the least of

these was the loss of gold through the

operations of the illicit gold buyers. The
fact that the ore is so rich and the con-

centrate so very high in grade makes the

change unusually noteworthy. Whether
the above-described scheme of sliming

the concentrate and treating it with the

balance of the pulp should be recom-

mended in the Goldfield case, can only be

decided by careful experiment. It is only

fair to remember that the Meyer &
Charlton experimented with a view to

omit all amalgamation, both on mill plates

and on shaking tables, recovering all the

gold in the cyanide works. This was re-

ported a failure, but details are lacking.

In any case, the Goldfield plant at present

uses the stamps merely for coarse crush-

ing, a work which probably could be done
more cheaply with rolls, if the plant were
redesigned; and the necessary machinery
would cost less. Even steam stamps would
be cheaper than gravity stamps, but the

fuel cost would have to be compared with

that of local electric power.

The Ball-tube Mill

For soft, or even for hard but friable

ore, the cyanider should be encouraged

by the success of the pebble mill, taken

from the cement industry, to adopt one

more machine from the same source

—

namely, the ball-tube mill. The disadvan-

tages of the ordinary ball mill which has

been tried here and there on ore—its ex-

pensive liners and screens when used for

fine crushing—are entirely avoided in the

ball-tube mill. What remains is merely a

shell on trunnions with simple ribbed lin-

ing and a load of forged-steel balls. It

may be of interest to state here that a

7x7-ft. ball-tube mill weighs 54,000 lb.

without its 12-ton charge of steel balls.

The mill with balls sells for about $4300,

requires 140 h.p., and crushes 260 tons

of dry clinker in 24 hours from 2 in. to

20-mesh or a proportionately larger quan-
tity to a coarser mesh. Clinker, as regards

hardness, may be considered a rather soft

ore, though in thinking of the work done
in the mill, any piece of ore is soft under
the blow of a 6-in. steel ball weighing 30
lb. and falling 5 or 6 ft. In a delightfully

frank contribution 1 M. W. Von Berne-

witz gives interesting data on dry grind-

ing in ball mills. He breaks 120 tons in

six hours in a No. 5 Gates, and puts the

3-in. product through three No. 5 ball

mills to 27 mesh. This dry grinding costs

42c. per ton, each mill requiring 16 to 20

h.p. The wear is 3.5 oz. of steel per ton

of ore ground.

The Machines That May Replace
Stamps

It will be seen from all the foregoing

that there is a choice among three ma-
chines, to replace gravity stamps advan-

tageously in cases where neither concen-

tration nor amalgamation is necessary. A
simple crushing and grinding plant would
consist of breaker, ball-tube mill, classi-

fier and pebble-tube mill, in which at-

tendance and skill requirements would bz

reduced to a minimum. If rolls ?re pre-

ferred to the ball-tube mill, their sub-

stitution does not affect the other ma-
chines. If fuel is advantageously cheap,

the plant will consist of crusher, steam

stamp, classifier and tube mills. For

small plants or with unskilled labor the

slow Chilean mill has advantages. In

either case, there is no work for the grav-

ity stamp which cannot be done better by

either of the other coarse crushers.

The entire mechanics of the cyanide

process have changed radically within a

short period. While we in America have

wondered and worried because South

Africans were building heavier stamps

than we could be persuaded to use, per-

haps, after all, we have been luckily

slow.

The department of mining engineering

of the University of Kansas is making a

survey of the lead-zinc concentrating

plants of the State, for the purpose of de-

termining and attempting to reduce the

amount of waste. It is believed that a

study of the situation will result in sug-

gestions of benefit. This is the beginning

of a study of the State's resources, de-

signed to aid in the prevention of waste. A
similar work in the coal-mining districts

will be undertaken soon.

Win. Journ., Sept. 4. mm.
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Copper Creek Basin, Arizona
The property of the Copper Creek

Mining Company, embracing 175 claims

>rising an area ot approxi-

mately 35 5, is situated in the

Copper Creek basin, on the west slope

of the Galiuro mountains. This range.

belonging to the great northwest-south-

tnountain system of Arizona, lies

between the Pinal mountains, separating

the Globe and Kelvin districts, on the

north, and the Mule mountains, in which

is situated the Bisbee district, on the

south. The property is about 45 miles

southeasterly from Globe, lies partly in

Pinal and partly in Graham counties.

Arizona, and is accessible from Winkle-

man over a road 30 miles in length, suit-

able for either wagons or automobiles;

or from Tucson over a wagon road 65

miles in length.

The projected routes of the Southern

Pacific and the El Paso & Southwestern

railroads, from Winkleman to Benson,

pass through Alammoth, from which

point the Copper Creek company has

completed surveys and part of the grad-

ing for a tramway to its property. The

length of the tramway will be about 10

miles and the average grade will be about

2 per cent. The elevation at Copper
creek is 4100 feet.

Ore Deposits in Diorite—Prominent
Outcrops Common

Although the copper orebodies of the

Copper Creek district may be said to be-

long to the class of disseminated de-

posits, they differ in many respects from

the comparatively nearby orebodies of

the Kelvin-Globe districts. While the

disseminated copper ores at Globe and

Ray consist of chalcocite carried in the

Pinal schist, the Copper Creek orebodies

are found mainly in masses of brecciated

and altered diorite, carrying pyrite, chal-

copyrite and bornite. Secondary chalco-

cite is common in most of the orebodies.

Native copper occurs in sheets along

shear zones, also in masses and grains.

Oxides and carbonates are found at sur-

face, often in commercial quantities, but

give place at shallow depth to sulphides.

The orebodies outcrop in well defined

masses of brecciated rock, stained with

iron and copper; the outcrop, owing to its

ince to erosion, often stands from

50 to 75 ft. above the surrounding sur-

face. The shape of the orebodies is

usually elliptical, but they sometimes as-

sume the form of irregular masses or

chimneys. The transition from fresh dio-

rite to the brecciated, mineralized rock is

usually abrupt, although there are a few

exceptions to this. Within the brec-

ciated zones the fragments have been

sericitized and lilicIAed, the cementing

minerals 1 •'-•, chalcopyrite and

bornite. Within the orebodiei occur

By Edwin Higgins *

About 30 miles south of

Winkleman, the Copper
Creek Mining Company is

developing a disseminated

copper orebody; over a mill-

ion tons of 3.25 per cent,

ore reported.

•Consulting mining engineer, 631 Central
building, Los Angeles, Cal.

zones of leached rock, as well as shoots

of richer ore, there being no rule or reg-

ularity in these occurrences. Recent

work on the property has disclosed brec-

ciated and mineralized zones in the dio-

rite where there was no surface indica-

tion of an orebody.

The theory is advanced that the ores

owe their origin to the diorite magma.
The unaltered diorite of the whole area

shows a trace of copper which occurs as

an original constituent of the rock. The

formation of the orebodies, then, has

here that the camp is situated. On th

group there is a 300- ft. bed of limeston

occupying about 300 acres, suitable fi

burning and as a flux for smelting; al;

beds of iron ore that will doubtless 1

useful for smelting. Here also are tl'

old silver mines of the district that we
worked previous to 1893, when the prii

of the metal declined. These mines a

not being worked now.

The west end of the property is coven

by the Bonanza group. This area er

braces the largest brecciated zone of tl

district, but development work has n

yet progressed to a great extent. Wh(

roads are completed to these claims, d

velopment work will be pushed.

The principal development on the pro

erty is to be found on the Prince,

Reliable and American Eagle group

lying in Pinal county between the Ce
tra'l and Bonanza groups.

American Eagle Group

The American Eagle, the most sout

erly of the three groups mentioned abov

lies within the known brecciated be

Here are nine known orebodies, on

'/SIN=2 MILES

Ideal Cross-section of Copper Creek Basin and Galiuro Mountain, Arizona

been a process of concentration in the

broken masses through the agency of

vapor and gases from the molten magma,
and ascending solutions charged with ore-

forming constituents. These gases and

solutions have not only deposited their

mineral contents, but have . altered the

fragments of rock in the broken masses.

This process of formation of the ore-

bodies evidences the primary character of

the deposits.

Property Divisions

The Upper group consists of a large

number of claims occupying most of the

higher east end of Copper Creek basin.

Here the rocks are basalt, dacite and

similar igneous rocks. Although there

has been about one mile of underground

development work done on this group, at

no place has sufficient work been concen-

trated to develop any large orebodies.

However, some rich copper glance has

been exposed in several places, and it is

likely that these claims will yield a large

quantity of ore when fully developed.

The Central group occupies a large,

comparatively flat area In about the cen-

t< r of the company's holdings, and it is

one of which, that on the Americ;

Eagle claim, has been developed. Th

orebody has been opened from a 300-

three-compartment shaft with sever!

hundred feet of crosscuts and drifts
<|

the levels. There is a tunnel 1026

in length leading from the 200 level !

the mill dump. In addition to tl

above, there are also three prospect tu

nels on this claim.

The outcrop of this orebody preser

the usual elliptical shape and copper-in

stain. It is about 100 ft. long and fro

50 to 60 ft. wide. Good oxide and ca

bonate ores, which can be mined fcvo

ably from an open cut, are to be four

at surface. A high-grade ore zone fc

lows the east wall of the orebody

far as developed in depth; this is fro

12 to 20 ft. wide and 60 ft. long. Alon

side to the west is a large body of mi'llii

ore which is being broken down to tl

200 level and trammed through the tu

nel to the concentrating mill. Betwei

the surface and 200 level is found t!

only faulting on the whole propert

Here the orebody has been moved 1'

ft. west, the disturbed block beii

marked by horizontal slips.
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The workings of this shaft show the

embody to be uniform and to have a

;)SS-section of about 2400 sq.ft. There

: i developed 60,000 tons of ore carry-

g an average of 3.78 per cent, copper,

;race of gold and 8 oz. silver per ton.

Equipment here consists essentially of

:; following: one double drum elec-

ically operated hoist, capacity 5000 lb.,

b ft. per min.; one steam-driven three-

ill air compressor; one one-drill elec-

cally driven air compressor; two 35-

p. boilers; nine air drills of various

:es. The shaft has a timber headframe

d is timbered with lOxlO-in. sets.

Old Reliable Group

The Old Reliable group is situated be-

een the American Eagle and Prince

Prince Group
The Prince group consists of 20

claims, five of which show a total of 16

promising outcrops. The principal de-

velopment work has been done on the

Prince, Globe and Giant mines.

The Prince mine has two orebodies de-

veloped by a 300- ft. shaft, having one
compartment and a manway. This shaft

is sunk on the edge of orebody No. 1
;

ore consisting of oxide, carbonate and
some native copper grains showed all

the way to the 100 level. At this depth

orebody No. 2 is not opened. Orebody
No. 1 shows a cross-section on the 100

of 20,926 sq.ft., the average copper con-

tent of the ore being slightly in excess

of 4 per cent. The tonnage developed

above the 100 is 150,000.

In these two orebodies there are 130,000

tons of ore developed between the 200
and 300 levels.

Equipment at the Prince mine consists

of the following: one single-drum elec-

trically operated hoist, capacity 5000
lb. at 500 ft. per min.; two Cameron
sinking pumps; one Knowles station

pump; one electrically operated station

pump, capacity 150 gal. per min. against

a head of 600 ft.; one electrically driven

drill; one air compressor and four drills.

Preparations are now being made for the

installation of a seven-drill compressor.

Globe and Giant Mines

The Globe mine is developed by a

two-compartment vertical shaft 650 ft.

in depth; five levels are opened. The

Concentrating Mill—250 Tons Capacity Outcrop of Orebody at American Eagle Mine

Basalt Cliffs Near First Camp Giant and Globe Mines, Copper Creek, Ariz.

Dups. It embraces two orebodies, the

d Reliable and Old Reliable Eastern,

; former having the largest outcrop

the district. The sectional area of this

sbody is 147,000 sq.ft. The Old Re-

ble Eastern orebody has a sectional

;a of 90x60 feet.

This orebody is developed by two tun-

Is. The upper tunnel has cut the ore

a depth of 124 ft., gaining a depth

340 ft. at the end. The lower tunnel,

ft. below, is in 400 ft., 165 ft. being

ore. Here milling ore has been

ened in ground that was leached above,

iture work will develop ore rapidly in

is body.

Power wires have been run recently

)m the American Eagle to the Old
^liable and everything is now in readi-

ss for the installation of power drills.

On the 200 level No. 1 orebody is

opened by a main crosscut and 17 lat-

erals. The cross-section is 15.480 sq.ft.,

and there are 125,000 tons of ore de-

veloped between the 100 and 200 levels.

On this level orebody No. 2 has been

opened at a depth of about 300 ft. be-

low the surface. The ore throughout is

chiefly bornite and chalcopyrite, with

quite a little native copper showing in

places. The cross-section is 7915 sq.ft.,

and figuring on ore 200 ft. above the

level, there are 130.000 tons developed.

The 300 level is developed by nine

crosscuts and ore blocked out. There is

little change in the ore except that the

deposit appears to be more primary and

native copper is not so plentiful. No.

1 orebody shows a cross-section of 11.320

sq.ft., while No. 2 shows 4415 sq.ft.

first level is at a depth of 158 ft. below

the collar and at this point a tunnel

from the canon meets the shaft. The

orebodies here are similar to the other

brecciated bodies, except for the occur-

rence of secondary copper glance. This

shaft has developed 300,000 tons of com-

mercial ore in three orebodies, the Globe,

Southeast and Little. Work is suspended

here at present on account of water and

the fact that the reduction works is not

ready for the tonnage that can be sup-

plied. The ore is well blocked out for

mining.

The Giant mine is developed by a ver-

tical shaft 125 ft. deep; a tunnel from the

canon connecting with shaft and fol-

lowing eastern contact of orebody; a 75-

ft. winze; and 50 ft. of work at the

bottom of the winze. Diamond-drill
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work here has proved the ore to a depth

of 900 ft The development has been

promising and the outcrop represents

one of the largest ore breccias in the

district. This shaft is equipped with one

gasolene hoist, five Cameron pumps, one

electrical pump, one 35-h.p. boiler and

one 40-h.p. boiler.

Over a Million Tons of 3.25 per Cent.

Ore Developed

The work done in the various tunnels

and shafts on the property represents a

total of 1.410,000 of developed ore of

an average grade of 3.2? per cent, cop-

per, and about three times that amount

of probable ore. The positive ore is de-

veloped in the following orebodies:

workings gave the following results: feed

samples from 2.21 to 3.15 per cent, cop-

per; concentrates, 12.96 to 16.71 percent,

copper; tailings, 0.53 to 0.62 per cent,

copper; recovery from 72 to 81 per cent.

In this work the average cost of milling

was 81c. per ton; it is expected that this

can be reduced to about 60c. with cer-

tain changes and a larger tonnage.

Flow Sheet Developed

While some changes will doubtless be

made as the mill is enlarged, the flow

sheet will be eventually close to that of

the first unit, in which the following is

the course of the ore: All ore to stock

bins at mill; ore fed automatically to con-

veyer which delivers to grizzly with 1J4-

tank goes to two 8- ft. Callow dewater

ing cones. Overflow from Callow tank.'

is clear and flows to wash- water tanl

for tables. The thickened pulp frorr'

Callow tanks passes to Johnson van-

ners. The Richards pulsator classifie:

divides pulp into six products whicli

are delivered to Wilfley and Card tables

Concentrates from tables go to bin

Tailings from Nos. 1 and 2 Wilfley:

and middlings from four Wilfleys go t<

Chilean mill. Tailings from Nos. 3 am
4 Wilfleys are clean and go to waste

The product of Chilean mill is fed t<

four Johnson vanners. Tailings of fou

Card tables, treating product of spigot

1 and 2 of the classifier, are clean an<

go to waste. Middlings of these table:

Stock Pile at Prince Mine Globe Mine, Showing Outcrop Eroded Gila Conglomerate

American Eagle, 60.000 tons; Prince No.

1. 405.000; Prince No. 2, 130,000; Globe,

150,000; Globe (south-astern), 140,000;

Globe r Little) 10.000; Old Reliable,

385,000; Giant, 130.000; total, 1,410,000

tons.

ling Problem Not Difficult

The problem of concentrating the ore

has not been a difficult one. The first

unit of what will eventually be a 1000-

ton concentrating plant has been erected,

necessary tests to determine the style of

mill required having first been made.

: nit has a capacity of 250 tons per

day and it has been in operation for

some months, although it is closed at

present to make some minor chan:

tons

of mixed ores from the different mine

in. spaces; undersize by chute to second

conveyer; oversize to Blake crusher;

both on conveyer to sampler, then to mill

bins. From mill bin ore is fed by

plunger feeder to first set crushing rolls

set y% in.; thence by elevator to trom-

mels on second floor. First trommel has

6-mm. punched-plate screen; undersize

goes to second trommel, overs to second

rolls set to six mesh. Second trommel

has 1.34-mm. openings; overs from here

go to Richards pulsator jig which makes
first concentrates, feed being under 6 mm.
and over 1.34 mm. Concentrates go to

bin; tails all to third set of rolls set for

12 mesh; product returns to elevator.

The undersize from second trommel,

under 1.34 mm., goes to five-foot thicken-

in," tank; thickened pulp to Richards pul-

•
i tor classifier. Overflow of thickening

pass to duplex Callow screen (8C

mesh) ; overs are clean and go to waste;

unders to Johnson vanner. Johnson van-

ners give concentrates to bin and clean

tails to waste.

Rkvhrberatory and Blast Furnaces

Being Constructed

There is now in course of construc-

tion a smeltery which will consist of

one 75-ton reverberatory furnace, one

matting furnace of 75 tons capacity and

a converter. The reverberatory fur-

nace is of the type used at Cananea

and will be equipped with burners

for crude oil. Waste heat from

the furnaces will be utilized under ver-

tical, water-tube boilers, and it is figured

that about 300 h.p. will be thus ob-

tained. The mechanical equipment of
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, the smeltery will consist of the latest
' type of General Electric centrifugal tur-

bine-operated blower for the blast fur-

nace; one 100-kw. Curtis turbine gen-
erator and Curtis turbine centrifugal

blower for the converter; electrically

i operated converter stands; five-motor
electrical crane and a relining plant.

Following is the equipment of the
power house: Two 150-h.p. return-tub-

ular boilers; one 240-h.p. simple Corliss
engine; one 150-kw. 2300-volt, 60-

cycle, three-phase General Electric,

belted-type generator with switchboard.
The engine room has space for the in-

stallation, when required, of two 1000-

kw. Curtis turbine generators. There is

also a small auxiliary steam plant and an
ice plant. The company operates a large

and well stocked store.

the Sewell & Cameron crank and flywheel
pump, which during the Civil War was in
great demand by the U. S. Navy and mer-
chant marine. At the close of the war
the call for these pumps fell off consider-
ably, and Mr. Cameron turned his at-

tention to designing a pump of greater
adaptability and universal application,
and with remarkable inventive foresight
created the pump which bears his name.

Mexicans as Low Priced

Laborers

Washington Correspondence

Railroad to Winkleman and Tramway
to Mammoth Mine Will Solve

Transportation Problem

The future plans of the company con-
template the completion of the tramway
from Mammoth to the mines and the
gradual enlargement of the concentrator
and smeltery to a capacity of 1000 tons
per day. This will require also the in-

stallation of additional mechanical equip-
ment at the mines and power house. It

is planned to mine the ore by some modi-
fication of the caving system. To start

with, the crude oil for the furnaces will

have to be hauled from Winkleman.
The property has an adequate supply

of water. The holdings also embrace
timber properties on which there is a
large quantity of white oak. This has
been utilized for mine timber and fuel.

Coke will have to be hauled from Wink-
leman. The completion of the projected
railways from Winkleman, and the tram-
way from the mines to Mammoth, will do
away with the hauling of various sup-
plies.

In closing I desire to thank the vice-

president of the Copper Creek company,
C. E. Gilhousen, for supplying photo-
graphs and placing at my disposal cer-

tain records and geological data collected

for the company.

History of the Cameron Pump
Adam Scott Cameron, founder of the

A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works, con-
trol of which was recently acquired by
the Ingersoll-Rand Company, was the

youngest of four brothers, all of whom
took up mechanical pursuits; but the lit-

tle brother was the genius of the family.

While yet a youth "and serving his ap-
prenticeship in New York, he was a close

student at Cooper Institute, giving his

nights and spare time to study and re-

search, with an absorbing ambition and
mflagging energy and determination,

graduating with honors he applied his

cnowledge and ability to mechanical mat-
ers and was soon engaged in building

In its recent report on labor conditions,
the U. S. Immigration Commission called
attention to the low rate of wages usually
paid to Mexican laborers, as compared
with other races. In speaking of con-
ditions in coal mining on the Pacific
coast and the tier of States east of the
coast the commission says that 2417 per-
sons were employed in coal mines in-

vestigated in southern Colorado and
1143 employed in the mines located in

northern New Mexico. The pay rolls of
the mines in the latter State showed that
the average earning per day was $3.26
for all employees. The data are some-
what fragmentary and the personnel was
stated by races, it appearing that the

Mexicans were employed to a consider-
able extent in the industry while their

daily earnings were smaller than those
of any other race.

In regard to metalliferous mining and
smelting the commission found that be-
cause of the situation of the Arizona
and New Mexico smelteries, Mexicans
were largely employed for the ordinary
work. They and the Italians shared the
simplest unskilled work. Of 609 Mexi-
cans out of a total of 2307 persons em-
ployed in mines investigated, there were
only 20 mechanics, and but two were
foremen and they were employed largely

because of their position as "bosses" and
interpreters.

The Mexicans are the scavengers
of the industry, picking up the positions

left vacant by other classes and sup-
planting the least skilled and least re-

liable Europeans. In one district in-

vestigated they were paid $1.50 per day
as common laborers, while few of the

native white men and Europeans em-
ployed were paid less than $2.75. In

another district in which Mexicans and
Italians were extensively employed as

miners and in other occupations as well

as laborers, the wage most commonly
paid to most of those engaged in the

first mentioned occupation was $2.25, as
against the $3.50 per day which was the

wage commonly paid to the miners in the

district farther north, in which the Mex-
icans occupied fewer positions. Of the

Mexicans employed in the mines inves-

tigated 6.9 per cent, earned $1.50 or

over but less than $1.75 per day, 44

per cent. $1.75 or over but less than $2,
42.4 per cent. $2 but less than $2.5o!
Thus, only 7 per cent, earned as much
as $2.50 per day. In contrast to them,
21.1 per cent, of the native-born earned
$4 or over per day and only 6.9 per cent,
earned less than $3.50. The earnings of
the Italians alone of any race of numer-
ical importance in the mines present no
strong contrast to those of the Mexican.
Many Mexicans are employed in the

smelteries at El Paso and in the large
number of establishments in New Mex-
ico and Arizona. The number employed
farther north, as in Colorado, has been
small, for the smelteries there are too
far removed from the source of supply
at El Paso.

The Huff Electrostatic

Process
The Huff process for the electrostatic

separation of zinc ores is controlled by
the American Zinc, Lead and Smelting
Company, by which it was tried in its

plant at Platteville, Wis. It has also been
installed in the Midvale, Utah, plant of
the United States Smelting Company,
and, it is understood, is being tried at

Needles, California.

It is also reported that the process will

be installed at Butte, which will further
benefit the American Zinc, Lead and
Smelting Company, as that corporation
will treat the zinc concentrates from all

the installations. As the capacity of the
United States Smelting Company is in

excess of its own requirements, it an-
nounces that it is ready to receive com-
plex zinc ores for custom concentration,
which are at present without a suitable
market.

Another Contagious Disease

of Metals
The researches of Doctor Cohen, of

the University of Utrecht, on the dis-

ease of tin which results in the forma-
tion of "gray tin" have already been de-
scribed in the Journal. He also de-

scribes another disease which develops
on tin plate. According to a digest of

his paper in Metaux et Alliages, the
crystallized modification of tin is the

most stable form of the metal, and
the eventual tarnishing of tin plate is

often due to the crystallization of the
tin on the surface. Tin thus crystallized

inoculates other metals placed in direct

contact with it, producing the same
trouble.

Not alone other tin, but copper
and lead, or polished rolls of almost any
material, may be affected by this contact.
The crystallization after infection, and
the infection itself proceed more rapidly,

the higher the temperature at which the

articles are kept, thus differing from the

gray-tin disease which is one of cold,

exclusively.
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Electrical Mine Machinery Troubles
At the present day it would be a waste

of time to demonstrate the advantages

which electricity undoubtedly possesses

in connection with the various applica-

tions of power in mine practice. Mining

engineers are now so thoroughly alive to

the ur-es of electricity in this respect and

the economies obtained are so remark-

able that no plea is necessary for the

adoption of electricity in mines. At the

same time it is only fair to mention that

electricity unless properly managed is

apt to change with startling suddenness

from a useful sen-ant to a hard master.

In other words, unless electric mine

equipment is kept in good order and

condition, serious trouble is likely to

arise, especially when it is. to a large

extent, in the hands of uneducated men.

It is therefore necessary in every kind

of electrical installation to have a man

on the spot who can be relied upon to

keep the machinery in proper working

order and to effect the necessary re-

pairs. The necessity of this is more

apparent when one remembers that many

mines are situated long distances from

the nearest manufacturer and in the case

of breakdown the electrician in charge

is left much to his own ingenuity as to

the best way to overcome the difficulties

which suddenly present themselves.

Liability to Trouble not Realized by

Managers

As this particular point does not ap-

pear to be realized by some mining

managers as it deserves, it may be worth

while emphasizing the peculiar difficulty

by relating a few instances of trouble,

selected almost at haphazard, which

have occurred to electrical machinery in

mines and also to indicate the way in

which such troubles were overcome in

these particular instances. It is not in-

ferred in any way that these cases cover

the ground with regard to electrical min-

ing-machinery breakdowns but are used

simply to indicate the wide variety of

trouble which may be anticipated and

which can only be successfully overcome

by a technically equipped engineer.

In most mine equipments it is neces-

sary on account of the distance from a

town or city to provide a generating plant

t 'he mine, and, except in favor-

able situations where water power can be

found, the generating plant is usually

driven by steam. Moreover, where the

mine is of considerable extent it is now

lered ad. to transmit the

f at high tension by meani ol al-

ternating current, and discretion :

vhich it is

taken to the actual working by means

of tr:< re direct

is required, by a motor-generati

In one instance the gencratine plant con-

By James A. Seager

The use of electrical min-
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ibe got away again as quickly as pos-

sible, as apart from the power equip-

ments of the mine the lighting was elec-

tric. The commutator was kept warm
enough to allow the solder to run by

placing large pieces of red-hot iron upon
'

it which were renewed as they cooled.

This kept the temperature of the copper

|

connections high enough to allow the

1 windings to be soldered into the lugs by
' means of the small soldering irons and

in this way what promised to be a

serious stoppage was successfully over-

come.

More Commutator Troubles

A somewhat similar trouble occurring

on a small 1 10-volt direct-current light-

ing dynamo may be of interest as

showing the way in which commuta-

tor trouble can be successfully remedied

in isolated plants. In this particular case

the segments of the commutator of the

dynamo were insulated from each other

by sheets of micanite, and on one occa-

sion a short circuit developed between

two of the commutator parts. An awk-

ward feature of the situation was that

there was no micanite or mica available

within a thousand miles and the repair

was urgently needed. Under the cir-

cumstances the best possible job was

made by first cleaning out the carbonized

dirt between the two parts by means of a

penknife and then filling up the hole

where the insulation ought to have been

by means of a mixture of mica dust and

shellac varnish. When the varnish had

set, the commutator was started up with

much fear and trembling, but it ran sat-

isfactorily for several months until some
mica sheets arrived, when the end ring

was slackened off and a new piece of

mica put in. The repair was then finished

by turning up the commutator in order

to true it.

Troubles Due to Dampness

A lot of trouble occasionally occurs in

electrical machinery in mines due to the

presence of water in the workings or

through dampness in the atmosphere,

and an instructive instance of this may
be quoted. A 13-h.p. direct-current

motor was arranged to drive a three-

throw pump from a 200-volt circuit, and
the pump was situated in a wet locality.

The micanite cone which insulated the

commutator segments from the steel

end ring which is used to tighten up the

bars gave out with the result that the

motor broke down. As there was no

ether cone available at the time, the re-

pair was effected by first of all putting

a sheet of oiled paper, such as is used
in offices for copying letters, on each
side of the cone. The space between
the oiled sheets where the insulation had
been destroyed was filled by means of a

few pieces of mica held together by
means of shellac and the cone was then

replaced and tightened up. Although
this repair was a strictly temporary one

it worked satisfactorily until the arrival

of a new cone.

Earthing Devices in Alternating-cur-
rent Work

It is now becoming the practice to

utilize alternating-current supply to a
large extent in mine equipments and even
to carry the higher pressures down the

shaft and transform them to safe working
pressures underground. In such in-

stances it has been found desirable to

put on the low-tension side efficient

earthing devices so arranged that in the

event of any undue increase of potential

on the secondary side due to a cross

between the high- and low-tension con-

ductors or to any other cause this poten-

tial may put to earth before there is any
chance of life being endangered by a

shock. One of the most widely used
forms consists of parallel metal plates,

the upper connected to the secondary

conductor system, the lower being con-

nected to earth. Between the two blades

and connected to the lower one is a

strip of tin foil and when the potential

difference between the two blades be-

comes excessive this foil lifts up and

touches the upper plates, establishing a

metal path to earth, thus discharging the

excess potential.

These devices probably perform their

proper function quite satisfactorily, but

in their spare time they are apt to be-

come rather a nuisance. They frequently

earth the transformer to which they are

attached quite unnecessarily and the

foils frequently fuse for no apparent

reason, and the result of this is that

any engineer in charge of equipments

including such earthing devices should

make a special point of frequently in-

specting them. It is not too much to sug-

gest that they should be examined at the

beginning of each eight-hour watch. If

this is omitted it is absolutely impos-

sible to be sure that the earthing devices

are in a fit state to cope satisfactorily

with a serious emergency, and a grave

disaster may occur.

Knocked Out by an Automatic Switch

Another feature which is now becom-

ing frequent in mining apparatus is the

use of switches having automatic cut-

out features either for overload or no

load, so arranged that w!en these operate

the blade of the switch flies out and the

handle falls to its open position. There

is no doubt that in the larger number
of cases these devices have proved to

be superior to the fuses. At the same
time the unexpected movement of switch

handles in this way is a source of danger,

as was shown by a minor accident which

occRrred in a mine and which might have

had much more serious results. In this

instance the switchboard controlling a

section of the mine supplied was placed
in a cramped position and a man was
kneeling in front of this board doing
some minor repairs when, owing to an
occurrence at another part of the mine,
the overload release operated and
the long heavy handle of the switch
gear came down suddenly, giving the

man a serious blow on the head. If

in falling he had happened to touch any
live part of the installation it is prob-
able that the result would have been
fatal.

Proper Desicn of Mine Switches

In conclusion one other word may be
given upon the question of mine
switches. There has in recent years
been a wise tendency toward the adop-
tion of ironclad gear for underground
work, even in locations where there is

no immediate prospect of ignition of gas
or coal dust, but some of the designs
appear to be developed more from the

point of view of protection from me-
chanical injury than from any idea to

render them gas- or dust-tight. In many
switches for heavy currents the metal
cases have a vertical slot in them in

order to allow for the movement of the

handle up and down, and the quenching
of the arc inside the case is intended to

be effected either by means of carbon
breaks or a magnetic blowout. It is

in many cases considered undesirable to

use oil-break switches for direct-current

work. In one such instance where a man
pulled the switch a heavy current was
passing, the contact was for some reason
or other broken slowly and a large arc

was formed which flashed through the

slot in the covering and burned the man's
hand severely. Fortunately this was in

a safe part of the mine, so that apart

from the injury to the man no further

trouble ensued, but the incident points

to the grave danger which exists in an
imperfect inclosed switch. In the case
specified the remedy adopted was to

provide the handle of the switch with an
efficient hand guard, but it is unnecessary
to say that this would be ineffective in

a situation where there was danger of
explosion.

The above instances of trouble which
have occurred in mining electrical work
are not selected with any attempt at

classification nor can they be in any way
described as even suggesting the range
of difficulties and dangers which en-

velop the use of electricity in mines.

There has, however, been in the past a

certain amount of disregard of the prac-

tical side of electrical mining engineering

and a tendency toward the discussion of

more or less intricate theoretical prob-

lems. These are extremely useful in

their own way, but although the per-

centage proportion of electrical to gen-
eral mining expenses is low they have
been widely discussed, with the result

that there is now in the minds of mine
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managers a certain amount of distrust

of electricity, and at present it appears
desirable that the attention of electrical

engineers interested in mining matters

should be directed once again to the

more elementary and practical portion of

the subject in order that any weak por-

tions of design and operation which have
been hitherto overlooked should be
systematically strengthened and the un-
deserved suspicions at present attaching

to electricity be removed. For this pur-
pose and with the view of stimulating

discussion upon the general subject of
electrical difficulties in mines the above
notes have been written.

North Carolina

Special Correspondence

The recommendation of Secretary of
the Treasury McVeagh to discontinue the

United States mint at Charlotte aroused
protest not only in North Carolina, but
from all parts of the South. Senator
Overman and various other Southern rep-

resentatives will endeavor to have the

mint kept at Charlotte. It is urged that

operating expenses are small, and that

there are abundant indications to show
that gold mining is to be revived in North
Carolina and the South, and therefore
that the mint should be allowed to remain
in close reach of Southern miners.

North Carolina Gold Mining
Before gold was discovered in Cali-

fornia, North Carolina led the States of
the Union in gold production, over

000,000 having been taken from its

mines alone. The South has turned out
S50,000,000 in gold. The fact that miners
turned their eyes westward after the
California find, caused an almost com-
plete abandonment of mining operations
in this section, and there has been p-ily

a partial recovery. Just now there is a

decided gold-mining boom under way and
many miners have recently invested in

Southern mining properties, particularly
in North Carolina.

If is a well known fact that gold is

found in many parts of North Carolina.
The trouble with its piacers has been,
however, that they could not be worked,
with available machinery, on a paying
basis. Recent inventions for working
gold-bearing sands laden with clay have
paved the way for securing the gold,

and in many parts of the State operations
are shortly to be started on a large scale.

In this territory low-priced labor is

easily available; railroad facilities are
excellent, which was not »he case a few
years ago; climatic conditions permit
full-time operations throughout the year,

and there are many other condition*
'iblc to mining operations. The
s have developed over 1,000,000

e.h.p. in this section recently, and have
"ing of hydroelectric power plai

developed and undeveloped, extend

from Charlotte for 100 miles, with ulti-

mate capabilities of over 200,000 horse-
power. The Whitney power plant was
taken over by the Carolina Electric and
Power Company. This plant is close to

the old Gold Hill mines, and to other

mines which will thus have cheap power.

New Mining Plants

A New York company recently installed

a new gold-washing plant at the old

Catawba mine at a cost of $100,000.
The plant has a daily capacity of 2000
cu.yd. of gravel. The Coggin Mines
Company, of Salisbury, N. C, is a new
project just incorporated by E. H. Graf,

and others. Boston men recently bought
the Burt mine, which adjoins the Portis

property, in Nash and Franklin counties,

N. C. A new plant will shortly be in-

stalled.

Negotiations are pending for the lease

of the old Taylor mine, in Franklin

county, N. C. It is said that a dredge
will be installed. Owners of the Portis

mine claim that with a capacity of 7000
cu. -yd. per day, which their new dredge
and cable plant will give them, they will

have one of the best equipped mines in

the country. W. P. Hammon, the Cali-

fornia dredge operator, has had engin-

eers on the ground for some time.

During the last two months several

Philadelphia capitalists interested them-
selves in mining in North Carolina and
several consulting engineers were sent

there from London. There are abundant
reasons to believe that mining activity

in the South is to be revived, and oper-

ations carried on more extensively than

ever before.

At the nickel mine on the Tuckaseegee
river, near Webster, N. C, expensive al-

terations are to be made in the reduction

equipment, and when this is done the

mine will again be worked. Near Web-
ster are also the copper mines of the

Cullowhee Copper Mining Company, and
the Harris clay mines. A railroad is

now being built from Dillsboro. to the

Tuckaseegee river which will benefit min-
ing operations in that section of the

State.

After five years of work Frank R.

Hewitt, of Asheville, N. C, owner of the

talc mines at Hewitts, has at last re-

claimed one of the shafts, which pene-

trates 75 ft. below the Nantahala river.

In mining under the river a sandhole was
struck in the roof and a cave followed.

By timbering and cementing the roof the

shaft was reopened. This company has

been mining for 23 years, and in 1910

shipped its usual output.

A discovery of wolframite about half

a mile from the South West Miramichi

river, N. B., by Samuel Freeze of Hoak-

town is reported. Twenty sacks of the

ore have been shipped from Boistown to

Montreal to be milled. Some Moncton
ligtfl arc interested.

The Telluride and Selenide of

Aluminum, and Similar

Compounds
These interesting compounds of alum-

inum are readily formed by melting
aluminum in a scorifier in a muffle fur-

nace, and then sticking pieces of selen-
ium or tellurium down into the molten
metal, using a pair of assayers' tongs.
The reaction is accompanied by the evo-
lution of heat and light. The slag which
forms over the surface of the molten
aluminum is the "ide" compound. There
is no particular hurry about removing
the scorifier from the furnace as the
compounds oxidize only slowly at the
melting point of aluminum.

Both the telluride and selenide of
aluminum decompose rapidly with water,
forming aluminum hydroxide and hydro-
gen selenide or telluride. These com-
pounds will decompose slightly in turn,

giving the metalloid, which rapidly
blackens the solution, but whether this

accompanying decomposition is due to

formation of free hydrogen and the

metalloid, or to a reaction between dis-

solved oxygen and the hydrogen of the

compound is not known. The aluminum
telluride or selenide will decompose on
standing in air, owing to the moisture in

it, the reaction being very evident to

even a garbage collector. Care should be
exercised about breathing the gases as
they are poisonous. A quantity of hy-
drogen selenide hardly noticeable even by
odor produces severe headaches!

Similar Magnesium Compounds

The "ide" compounds of magnesium
have about the same properties and can
be formed in a similar way, but this is a

dangerous experiment, the reaction is ex-
tremely violent, and if the experiment is

performed, the quantities used should
certainly not exceed ten or twelve grams,
and heavy gloves and a mask should be

worn."

Iron likewise combines readily with
these metalloids, the reaction being car.

ried out in the same way that ferrous
sulphide is formed in the laboratory, by
heating a mixture of iron filings and
powdered selenium or tellurium. This
forms a far more stable compound than

does the aluminum, and, with hydro-
chloric acid, forms probably the best
way of generating the hydrides of the

metalloids.

Sodium and potassium telluride, best

formed according to the reaction

Na,C03 + Te -f-2 C = Na2 Te + 3 CO,
are not decomposed by water, but form
beautiful purple solution, much like per-

manganate. These solutions mustbemade
in a valved flask, as they are decom-
posed rapidly by the oxygen of the air.

giving tellurium and the caustic alkali.
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Coal Mining Department
1 V-P 3

Monongahela River Consoli-

dated Coal and Coke
Company

This company—otherwise known as the

River Coal Combine—owns and works

extensive properties in the Pittsburg dis-

trict. It is the largest shipper of coal in

the Ohio and Mississippi river trade, be-

sides doing a large local trade. The re-

port for the year ended Oct. 31, 1910,

shows $20,000,000 common stock, $10,-

000,000 preferred stock and $9,087,758

funded debt: The debt was decreased by

$64,050 during the year. The company

owns the stock of the Ohio Valley Coal

Company.

The financial statement for the year

is as follows:

Net earnings over working expenses. $2,117,960

Maintenance of river boats.
Depreciation of river boats.
I) mi. tiation of equipment.
Depletion of coal lands. . . .

Interest

$422,740
402,446
255,087
279,893
526,571

Total charges $1,886,737

Surplus for the year $231,223

From this surplus a dividend of 2 per

cent, on the preferred stock was paid, re-

quiring $200,000. The coal statement for

the year is as follows:

1908-09. 1909-10. Changes.

Coal mined 5.947,826 7,637,553 I. 1,689,727
Ohio Valley Coal

Co.. 84,566 117,5911. 33,025

Total

.

6,032,392 7,755,144 I. 1,722,752

The president's report says: "Our pro-

duction for the fiscal year was the larg-

est in the history of the company, being

1.722,752 tons greater than the past year,

notwithstanding operations during the en-

tire month of April were suspended pend-

ing the adjustment of a mining scale.

Total sales for the year were 7,925,009

tons, an increase of 1,654,767 tons. While

our sales in the Southern river markets

suffered greatly, our local river sales and

the rail and lake sales show a healthy in-

crease.

"Our supplies of Pittsburg coal in the

Southern river markets, from Cincinnati

to New Orleans, were entirely exhausted

early in the fall, which made it necessary

to secure supplies from the West Vir-

ginia, Kentucky and Alabama fields to

serve our customers. This was due to

three main causes, viz.: (1) The loss of

335 coal boats and contents in the hurri-

cane of September, 1909. (2) The total

suspension of mining operations during

April, pending negotiations as to the

mining scale. This made it necessary
early in March to suspend river ship-

ments South and to accumulate large

stocks at Pittsburg to meet our contract

obligations. Mining operations did not

The Important News
Of Coal MiningT
New Appliances,
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become normal again until about May 15.

By that time all our stocks in the river

at Pittsburg had been exhausted, leaving

no coal for shipments South. (3) The
low-water period, extending from early

June, 1910, until January, 1911, pre-

vented shipments to Southern river mar-

kets during that period, and made it nec-

essary to buy from 250,000 to 300,000

tons of coal for our Southern markets,

while we accumulated about 550,000 tons

in the river at Pittsburg, now ready for

shipping South.

"Prices have in the main been fairly

well maintained during the past year.

"We reduced our coal acreage during

the year by 935 acres Pittsburg coal and

17 acres Kentucky coal, leaving at Nov.

1, 1910, a total of 27,914 acres Pittsburg

coal and 2475 acres Kentucky coal.

Accidents in Pennsvlvania

Coal Mines

According to records collected by the

Pennsylvania State Department of Mines,

and published by the U. S. Geological

Survey; from 1885 to 1909, inclusive, a

period of 25 years, there were 11,491

fatal accidents in the anthracite mines,

and 6962 in the bituminous mines.

The nonfatal accidents in the bitumi-

nous mines have been reported since

1889, and in the 21 years, 13,935 men
were injured. During the same period

the injuries received in the anthracite

mines were 23,973. Of the 11,491 deaths

in the anthracite mines in the 25 years

since 1885, 874 were due to explosions

of gas, a little less than 8 per cent. In

the bituminous mines 1067 deaths out of

a total of 6366 since 1891 were due to

explosions of gas or dust. The percent-

age of deaths in the bituminous mines

from this cause was almost exactly

double that in the anthracite mines. Falls

of roof or coal killed 5001 men in the

anthracite mines during the last 25 years

and 3909 men in the bituminous mines

during the last 19 years.

The added danger from dust explo-

sions in the bituminous mines is shown

by the fact that in a period of 25 years,

874 men were killed by gas explosions
in the anthracite mines, where dust is

not a dangerous factor, and the number
of men injured from the same cause was
2942, whereas during a period of 17

years explosions in the bituminous mines
killed 955 and wounded 303. There is

little doubt that the comparatively fatal

character of the explosions in the bitumi-

nous mines is due to the more explosive

nature of the bituminous dust.

New Plan for Conducting
Mining Extension Work

Special Correspondence

The School of Mines of the Pennsyl-
vania State College, cooperating with the

mining branch of the State Y. M. C. A.,

has undertaken an important line of min-

ing-extension work among the coal-min-

ing men of Pennsylvania and adjoining

regions.

In brief, the plan followed is: Lectures

on important mining topics are prepared

by the School of Mines, which are printed

in pamphlet form by the Y. M. C. A., and
distributed, free of charge, to the miners.

The Y. M. C. A. has organized a number
of mining institutes, which hold regular

monthly meetings. At first the lectures

were given out and read at these meet-

ings, the reading being followed by dis-

cussion. It has, however, been found that

the best results come from an earlier

distribution, which allows the miner to

be prepared on the subject matter of the

printed lecture and leaves the entire time

at the meeting for discussion. It is the

intention to follow up these written

lectures, by a lecture given by an in-

structor sent from the School of Mines,

who will review the substance of the

series just studied, answer questions from

members of the institute, and deliver

other lectures on mining topics.

Two lectures were distributed last year,

both dealing with the "Safe Methods of

Drawing Pillars." Lectures on the "Pre-

vention of Accidents," and other practical

subjects were delivered by W. R. Crane,

dean of the School of Mines. Six printed

lectures are to be distributed during the

present year. The first two deal with the

"Atmosphere of Mines," and the last

four with "Ventilation of Mines." Great

interest has been manifested in the work,

and there is a large demand for the

printed lectures. It is stated that more
than 10,000 coal miners were reached

during the last year.

The coal production of France in the

first six months of 1910 was 18,954,333

metric tons, against 18,562,578 in the

corresponding period of 1909.
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Model Coal Mine at Marianna
The power plant at .Marianna is housed

in two buildings, the boiler house being

50x200 ft. and the engine house 55x115

ft. The boiler house contains seven

Stirling water-tube boilers of 3619 ag-

gregate horsepower told rating). They

have individual steel stacks. Three of

toilers arc equipped with Greene

chain grates, one with Glasgow chain

grate and three with Jones underfeed

stokers. The latter have forced draft

and are prepared to carry the fluctuating

load of the hoisting engines. The boilers

fitted with the chain grates are connected

with the waste-heat flue of the coke ovens

so that this heat is used to generate

steam, the grates being used in case the

ovens are not in blast. The ovens and

the main flue are parallel to the length

of the boiler house, and a transverse con-

By A. C. Beeson *

and Floyd W. Parsons

Third of a scries of arti-

cles describing methods and
equipment at Marianna.
Details of power plant,

coking operations, bath

house, timekeeping and
checking system.

Chief engineer, Pittsburg-Buffalo Company,
Frick building, Pittsburg, Penn.

These gases do not pass over the

grate or come in contact with it, so that

its life is not shortened. On a portion of

the larries can discharge raw or washed
slack or bone coal.

The conveyer is carried inside a steel

frame covered with reinforced concrete,

so as to be completely inclosed. There

is ample space in this structure for a foot

walk; a rotary feeder at the hopper

loads the belt uniformly. The belt is

carried on pressed-steel rollers, a recent

development of the Link-Belt Company,
which furnished it.

The complete ash-handling plant has

not yet been installed. It will remove

the ashes through the tunnel provided be-

neath the firing floor and elevate them to

a reinforced-concrete pocket from which

they will be removed by larries.

Particular attention has been given to

the design and installation of the steam

piping. Ample provision has been made

Showing Mesta Corliss Engine Driving 500-kw. Westinchouse Generator in Power Building

necting flue on the center line of each

boiler enters from the rear and termin-

ates at the bridgewall. Here the gases

spread out to the width of the furnace,

and rise through the open top of the

flue. A second wall in the boiler, par-

allel to the bridge and immediately back

of it. directs the Ban I the tubes

in a i this point, the

path of tfl< through the boiler is

exactly the same as of those from the

rrannemcnt does not in-

in the least with the regular use

of the grate so that coal may be fired to

any extent while th ire in

use.

the boiler-house floor between the four

chain-grate boilers and the three under-

feed boilers, are set two 1500-h.p. heaters

and four feed-water pumps.

The stokers are fed from an overhead

steel bin of 280 tons capacity, and sup-

ported by the roof trusses. This ar-

rangement eliminates all columns from

the firing floor. The bin is filled by a

rubber-belt conveyer, fitted with a travel-

If -propelled tripper, which distri-

butes the coal uniformly in the bin. The
Conveyer extends down an incline out-

side the building, and underground to a

point about 165 ft. from the boiler house
li a concrete hopper, into which

for expansion and drainage. The line is

covered throughout with Carey 85 per

cent, magnesia, covering about 3 in. thick.

Foot walks have been placed so that

valves are easily accessible; where ne-

cessary, valves have been equipped with

sprockets and chains so that they may
be operated from below. Drainage is

provided for the entire system by Wy-
oming eliminators.

Steam Lines

From the main header, proceed two

principal steam branches; one supplies

the power house and the other the hoist-

ing engines, fans, pumps and repak
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shop. This line leaves the boiler house

through a concrete-lined tunnel, which

passes beneath the tipple-loading tracks,

passes close to the Rachel hoist house

and surface pump house, and under the

main line of the railroad. This tunnel

is 6 ft. wide and 6 ft. high. The pipes

are secured to the walls and a storm

water sewer occupies the middle portion

of the floor. Over the sewer is a plank

floor. The length of this tunnel is ap-

proximately 600 ft. Beyond the main

track the steam pipe rises vertically and

is carried on concrete piers a distance of

approximately 750 ft. to the Agnes shaft.

At each pier the pipe is slung in hangers

piping is exposed to the weather except

the 10-in. line to the Agnes shaft and
the 3-in. line to the mine pumps, which is

carried about 350 ft. on steel supports to

a 13-in. hole, when it enters the mine to

supply the mine pumps. This bore-hole

contains a 10-in. pipe firmly and tightly

grouted in place.
, The 3-in. steam line

is placed inside this 10-in. line and the

remaining space forms the exhaust for

the pump. The heat of the exhaust steam
is thus utilized to reduce the condensa-

tion loss in the bore hole. The pump dis-

charges through an 8-in. hole near by.

Over the main floor of the power house

a hand-power traveling crane of 20 tons

pressure and is used at present by the

20 six-ton, one 19-ton and one 14-ton

Porter locomotives, which haul the coal

in the mine.

The Generator Engine

The generator engine is designed for

heavy service. Such parts as the cyl-

inders, guides, pillow blocks and fly-

wheel are made of air-furnace melted

iron. The disk and cross-head are of the

very best grade of acid open-hearth an-

nealed steel; the main shaft of open-

hearth steel, and the crank and cross-

head pin of high-carbon forged steel. The
flywheel was turned in a pit lathe, insur-

General View, Showing Interior of Power House at Marianna

supported by double-flanged rollers,

which are free to travel a short distance

with the expansion of the pipe on the

edge of a steel angle. This portion of

the pipe is covered with prepared roofing

in addition to the insulating covering.

Dry Steam Insured By Placing Power
House above the Boiler House

The power house is placed at a con-

siderable elevation above the boiler

house, as suiting the topography and in-

suring dry steam. The steam line enters

the basement from the boiler house

through a large tunnel. The steam header

is supported entirely in the basement,

rising to each machine in a long-radius

bend. It is thus apparent that no steam

capacity is placed; beneath it are in-

stalled the following units:

One 500-kw. Westinghouse generator,

direct connected to a 26x48-in. Mesta

corliss engine.

One Ingersoll-Rand Imperial type 10,

compressor, 20x34x32x20x30-inch.

One Mesta compressor 22x36x34x20

x48-in. cross compound, with a dis-

placement of 3500 cu.ft. of free air per

minute. At 75 r.p.m., these units fur-

nish compressed air at 100 lb. per sq.in.

above atmosphere, which power is used

to cut the coal in the mine.

One Norwalk and one Mesta compres-

sor 22x36x28x1 6x9 '4x5 ^4x36 in., having

a displacement of 2200 cu.ft. of free air

per minute. This is delivered at 950 lb»

ing perfect alinement. The valve gear

is of the straight-line type, designed for

simplicity and economy.

The compressors furnished by the

Ingersoll-Rand Company and the Nor-

walk Iron Works Company are of the

well known and excellent standard types

furnished by these firms. Those made by

the Mesta Machine Company include cer-

tain special features which are worthy

of mention.

The low-pressure machine is of the ro-

tative-crank and flywheel type with air

cylinders connected in tandem to the rear

of the steam cylinders. The steam

end is of the cross-compound Corliss

type. The compressor valve gear con-

sists of semi-rotary inlet valves, posi-
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ively driven from eccentrics on the main

«haft, and automatic poppet outlet valves;

he latter are of a new and improved de-

sign, and are practically noiseless in

speration. All valves are located in the

cylinder heads, which reduces the clear-

inces to a minimum.
Cylinders and cylinder heads are water

r.cketed in a most efficient manner. A
arge intercooler is also provided between

he first and the second stage of the com-

pressor. It is located below the floor

line, thus conforming to the piping

scheme which places practically all pip-

ing in the basement, and also removing

the annoyance from surface condensa-

ground to fit its cylinders and no packing

of any kind is used. This arrangement

varies the speed of the machine to suit

the demand for air. It is calculated to

keep the air pressure within 1 per cent.

of normal.

The Largest Compressors in America

In the high-pressure compressor, the

four stages are practically carried in one

compartment. But one stuffing box is

used, it being against the second-stage

pressure. This arrangement reduces

stuffing-box trouble to a minimum and

eliminates the great difficulties due to air

leakage which obtain where stuffing boxes

bound silica brick, while the crowns are

lime-bound silica. The oven front walls

are built of No. 2 paving brick, the sec-

onds from the company's plant at John-

etta, Penn.; they are laid in cement

mortar. Expansion joints are provided

in the walls between the ovens about 29

ft. apart, and also in the walls over the

door arches; these door openings are

46 in. wide and 31 in. high to a spring

line. Cast-iron door frames have been

used, but no doors have been installed.

The first pair of door jambs are cast iron.

The coke-oven yards are 30 ft. wide

and have a fall of 1 ft. across the yard.

The wharf falls are 10 ft. high and are

One Corner of Power House, Showing Ingersoll-Rand Compressor in Foreground

^hich continually drips onto the

nachine when the intercooler is located

ibove it. Special attention has been paid

n the design of this intercooler to means
)f passing the cooling water in a com-

paratively thin film along the walls of the

in arrangement which is expected

o reduce the quantity of cooling water

'» about one-half to one-third of

he amount required in an ordinary in-

ter having plain pipes.

tt regulator is attached to the

nain engine governor which operates a

loating lev

i plunger which is held down by means
>f a weight and spring. The plum

operate against the very high pressures.

The machine in general is built along the

same line as the low-pressure compres-

sor just described. These high-pressure

compressors are the largest yet built in

this country for work at this pressure.

They are not equipped with receivers, the

line being sufficiently large for this pur-

pose. The lines lead directly to the work-

ings through bore holes near the power
In. use.

The Coking Plant

There are at present in operation, or

nearing completion, 150 bee-hive bank
coke ovens, 12 ft. 6 in. diameter and 8

ft. »; in. high. The liners are of clay-

built of cinder concrete, with a plastered

surface. Runways for loading box cars

have been provided. The ovens are being

drawn by hand, but provision has been

made for installing coke-drawing

machines if expedient. Recesses have

been formed in the new walls for the

valves of the watering system and for

loam. Steel ladders in the front walls

lead to the top of the ovens. The larry

track is of 129-lb. girder rails laid on steel

ties which rest on brick piers between

ovens. The trolley wire is supported by
iron-pipe poles stepped in the ties.

The main heat flue is of firebrick of in-

verted "U" section, and instead of being
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mried in the ground behind the ovens

is in the usual arrangement, is above

he ovens. This is to accommodate the

(earns patent oven connection, whicli

akes off the heat from the trunnel in-

itead of the usual point about midway

if the hight. This oven connection is

if rectangular cross section, the widtn

leing much greater than the hight. The

op and bottom are formed of special

labs of firebrick. These are so arranged

is to give a circulation of air around

hem to reduce their temperature, and so

ncrease their life. A large slab covers

he trunnel when the heat is turned into

he flue, and is used as a damper to cut

iff the oven from the flue when charging

nd drawing. This patent connection af-

brds two distinct advantages; it places

he connections at the surface instead of

everal feet underground, thus facilitat-

ng repairs; and it eliminates a waste of

bout two bushels of coke, which is gen-

Carnegie Steel
Tie, il. 25

Tie "X M»r\

having bottom gates, which deliver to

dump cars. One slate dump is of the

push-back type, the other is a crossover

dump. Beyond this dump at the extreme

end of the tipple is a push-back dump
for delivering coal to a chute for local

consumption.

All men enter the cage and are landed

from the cages at the elevation of the

tipple floor on the opposite side of the

cageways from the dumps. A steel and

concrete bridge divided in the center by

a railing leads to a large assembly room
on the fourth floor of the bath house.

The Bath House

This building is 42x125 ft., four stories

high and of the same fireproof construc-

tion as the mine buildings. On each

of the three lower floors are large bath

rooms, a total of 99 shower baths be-

ing installed. The ground floor is as-

signed to the men employed on

are then out of reach of the floor and

exposed to the light and ventilation from

the large windows. This arrangement is

much superior to lockers, especially for

the drying out of damp mine clothes.

Hot water for the baths is furnished by

a detached boiler house in which is sit-

uated one Scotch marine boiler, fired by

gas. A thermostatic regulator of a de-

sign originated by the company's en-

gineers so regulates the temperature of

the water that it is always hot, and yet it

is impossible for the miner to scald him-

self.

Above the boilers is a storage tank of

2000 gal. capacity, in which the water

is maintained at 212 deg. by a thermostat

on the gas line. From here a hot line

leads to the bath house. It is supported

on steel posts and protected by pipe cov-

ering. This discharges into a mixing

tank in the basement of the bath house.

A cold-water line also discharges into

rally reduced to ash near the opening

if the usual lateral connection.

The Agnes Shaft

The Agnes or supply shaft is provided

vith a steel headframe, side hoist similar

n design and arrangement to that at the

Rachel shaft, excepting that here only

me car is hoisted on each cage. The sur-

'ace landing is used to lower supplies

ind to land cars and locomotives to and

rom the repair shop at the tipple land-

ng, which is about 36 ft. above the

;round; cars of slate and coal for local

ise are caged by hand. The grade on

his tipple is against the loads, being

he reverse of the usual arrangement,

-oaded cars are pulled off the cages

)y a small electric hoist, situated at the

snd of the tipple, which winds a rope on

i drum. The eager hooks the end of the

'ope to the car and the dumper operates

he car. When dumped the car gravitates

o the cage. This device greatly sim-

jlifies the tipple, especially in view of the

trrangement for handling men, which

vill be described later.

There are three dumps on this tipple.

rwo slate dumps are placed side by side

ibout the middle of the length. These

lischarge into steel-lined wooden chutes

k U-6—

the surface. Two separate baths for

boys and an emergency hospital fully

equipped are also located on this floor.

The second and third floors have shower

baths for the miners, and private batn

rooms for officials and visitors.

The shower baths are of the inclined

type, fixed to the walls, and can be reg-

ulated for men of different hight. This is

the best form of cleansing bath, both

from the tygienic and economical point

of view, plunge baths being especially

obnoxious on account of the danger of

spreading infectious diseases. There

have been a number of bath houses con-

structed in this country, particularly in

the iron-mining region of Lake Superior;

but they differ considerably from the in-

stallation at Marianna. Instead of lock-

ers to hold the miners' clothes, the bath

house at Marianna is provided with a

device, which consists of a hook in the

ceiling to which is attached a pulley and

chain. From the chain is suspended a

hanger of four coat hooks and a metal

receptacle for small articles.

Each miner has his own hanger, and

when he has placed his mine or his street

clothes on it, as the case may be, he

hoists it up to the high ceiling and locks

the chain to the steel rack. The clothes

Details showing
Coke Oven Construction

at Marianna.

this tank, the supply being regulated by

valves operated by a special thermostat.

This is so arranged that when the tem-

perature at the showers falls below 90

deg., hot water is admitted to the mixing

tank. This is shut off at about 105 deg.

If the temperature is still rising, due to

a rapid flow, cold water is admitted. In

this manner the temperature of the water

in the pipe in the bath house is main-

tained at but little higher than the tem-

perature of the rooms. This results in a

great reduction of the radiation loss, a

very considerable item in view of the

great length of piping in the building.

Checking and Timekeeper Systems

The fourth floor is principally occupied

by the lamp room. The miner going to

work dons his mine clothes in the batti

room, ascends the broad concrete stairs,

passes the glass-inclosed office of the

timekeeper, and passes before the time

clock on which he registers the exact

time of his entrance. From here he

passes inside railings before the wickets

of the lamp inclosure, through one of

which he receives his safety lamp. He
then walks over the railed bridge to the

cage. Coming out he passes on the other

side of the lamp inclosure, deposits his
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lamp on a long counter, whence they are counter on which the lamps are deposit- Each lamp has a number corresponding

removed by attendant, passes before the ed is of steel, as are also the cleaning to a number on a certain hook. Thesc
f

time board and clock, and proceeds to the tables and lamp racks. Naphtha is stored hooks are part of revolving circulai

bath room. In this manner timekeeping in air-tight steel tanks buried in the racks, conveniently arranged. The ca-

Interior of Bath House, Showing Showers and Method of Hanging Clothes

per Floor of Bath House. Checkboard in Background

is much simplified, and all of the miners

are accounted for at every shift.

The 'ire a of the assembly room d'

to the safctv lamps is inclosed to the

ceiling by a woven- wire screen. The

ground outside the building, hand pumps
being employed in connection with auto-

matic Ailing devices to raise the naphtha

and fill the lamps. Hand-power ma-
chines clean the gauze and chimneys.

pacity of the lamp room is 1000 lamps.

The next article describing Marianna

will deal with the machine shop, style

of dwellings, amusement hall and under-

ground workings.
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ffllNEW PUBLICATIONS |W

Contracts and Engineering. By James
Irwin Tucker. S3. McGraw-Hill

Book Company, New York.

Catalogue of the Minerals of Tas-

mania. By W. F. Petterd. Is.

Mines Department, Hobart, Tas-

mania.

Contributions to Economic Geology,

1908, Part II. By Marius R. Camp-
bell. Bull. 381, U. S. Geological

Survey, Washington.

Clemens Winkler's Praktische
Uebungen in der Massanalyse.

Fourth edition. Revised by Otto

Brunck. 7.20m. Arthur Felix,

Leipzig.

A Reconnaissance of Parts of North-
western New Mexico and North-
ern Arizona. By N. H. Darton.

Bull. 435, U. S. Geological Survey,

Washington.

Report of the Chief Inspector of

Mines in India for the Year End-
ing December 31, 1909. By J. R.

R. Wilson. Department of Mines,

Calcutta, India.

Bulletin of the Geological Institu-

tion of the University of Upsala,

Vol. X, No. 19-20. Edited by H.

Sjogren. Almqvist & Wiksells Bok-

tryckeri-Aktiebolag, Upsala, Sweden.

The Explosibility of Coal Dust. By
George S. Rice, with chapters by J.

C. W. Frazer, Axel Larsen, Frank

Haas and Carl Scholz. Bull. 425,

U. S. Geological Survey, Washing-

ton.

The Irwin River Coalfield and the
Adjacent Districts from Arrino

to Northampton, Western Aus-

tralia. By W. D. Campbell. Bull.

No. 38, Geological Survey of West-

ern Australia, Perth, Western Aus-

tralia.

Tables for the Determination of

Common Rocks. By Oliver Bowles.

50c. D. Van Nostrand Company, New
York.

These tables are preceded by two chap-

ters on rock classification. The first

tables relate to the determination of

rock-forming minerals, and the others

to the grouping and determination of the

common rocks. The book is a handy

reference, but it can hardly be used as a

text book of first-hand study of this dif-

ficult subject.

Rock Drills: Design, Construction
and Use. By E. M. Weston. $4.

McGraw-Hill Book Company, New
York.

Contents: Historical sketch; standard

piston drills; hammer drills; electric

drills; operating rock drills on the surface

and underground; piston drills designed

to use air expansively; philosophy of the

process of drilling rock; repair and main-
tenance of rock drills; drill steel and
drill bits; explosives and their use; the-

ory of blasting with high explosives; ex-

amples of rock-drill practice in Africa,

Australia and America; rock-drill tests

and contests; dust and its prevention;

notes on the use of compressed air.

This is the most exhaustive work on
the use of rock drills that has yet ap-

peared. The first chapters, dealing with

the mechanical design and- building of the

several types of drills, are compiled
largely, as the author frankly admits,

from catalogs of the manufacturers, and
are not as clearly analytical as they

might be. Chapters II and III, dealing

respectively with the construction of

standard piston drills and air-hammer
drills, are similar to the corresponding

chapters in Prof. Robert Peele's latest

books on compressed air. Chapter IV.

on electric drills, covers that ground quite

completely, indicating the progress that

has been made in solving the difficult

problem of using electricity for drilling.

With Chapter V, the author begins to dis-

cuss the use of drills in all classes of

work, and as he became familiar with

this kind of work from long, practical ex-

perience in South Africa and Australia,

his data and suggestions are extra val-

uable. Data from other parts of the

world are compiled from technical liter-

ature on the subject. The best parts of

the book, in our opinion, are those which
Mr. Weston draws exclusively from his

own experience, although the compilation

of data, widely scattered through other

engineer's writings, is also a helpful,

though underestimated and often thank-

less, contribution to the profession.

Iron and Steel, Including Allied Indus-

tries and Sciences. By Hugh P.

Tiemann, with an introduction by
Henry Marion Howe. $3. McGraw-
Hill Book Company, New York.

Instead of attempting to review this ex-

cellent little book, we shall simply re-

peat the following interesting remarks
that Professor Howe contributed as the

introduction:

It is with gratitude as a reader, pride

as a teacher, and pleasure as a friend

that I write a word of introduction to this

admirable work of my former pupil and

long-time friend, the Author.

The jargon of the millman, like that of

the philosopher, is a deplorable neces-

sity. It is a collection of invaluable spe-

cial tools for special men doing special

work. When the dentist and the obste-

trician regard the unfathomable mysteries

of each other's "kits," each has the con-

solation that he need not attempt the

fathoming. But alas, you and I cannot

thus escape each other's jargon, for the

metallographist must needs learn from

the millman and the millman from the

metallographist, and each has become the

slave of his own tools, his own jargon.

He talks and perhaps thinks in terms of

it, if indeed we think in any language,

which I doubt. At least, if he thinks in

any language it is in his jargon. Life is

too short, patience too flimsy, to permit

our forcing our thoughts into others'

minds by means of any tools other than
our own jargon. The author gives me
an admirable case in point.

Foreman: "How does the steel work?"
Heater: "If you don't wash it, it won't

clean."

This is "short hand" for: "The iron

oxide or 'scale' which forms on the sur-

face of this steel adheres so firmly that,

unless it is heated so highly that it melts,

some of it will cleave to the metal during
the operation of rolling, and hence will

deface the finished plates into which the

steel is to be rolled." The heater's words
are not English; they are jargon, and it is

proper that they should be. If he per-

sisted in translating them into English as

I have done, and in talking English in

general, he would simply justify the dis-

missal which would surely come. The
guild has evolved its jargon for its own
use. To replace it with the King's Eng-
lish would be about as unwise as to re-

place it with French or modern Greek, or

to replace "short hand" with "long hand"
in the report of debate.

When the metallographist and millman
meet, it is as the meeting of French and
Greek. The millman scolds the metallog-

raphist, yes, and I have had to endure
with my scanty patience many such
scoldings for deliberately inventing jar-

gon, useful for the metallographic guild,

but a stumbling block to the millman. Of
course, it is not I but the nature of things

that ought to be scolded; but then it is

pleasanter and less transparently foolish

to scold me, especially if I have pre-

viously earned your gratitude by dis-

entangling some of your fallacies and
sophisms.

Now here comes the gallant author to

the aid of fumb'ing metallographist .and

irritated millman. With infinite pains,

ingenuity, and skill he blesses both where
they had banned each other, and enables

the brothers to dwell together in har-

mony, unfolding to each the jargon of

the other by means of a tri-lingual dic-

tionary translating the jargons of both

into the common language, English.

Nor are they alone his debtors. Hav-
ing long lived a metallographist and a

teacher among the millmen, he discloses

clearly, tersely, and graphically the man-
ners and customs of the millmen, io

wit, the how and the why of their actual

practice, as only a resident can know it.

In short, he describes the actual metal-

lurgical operations and apparatus in a

way which seems to me most admirable.

I commend the book without reserve

to the whole family of steel metallurgists,

be they millmen, metallographists, teach-

ers, or students.
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Li PERS O NAL
s are In-

>\i> Mining
\:. informed of their movements and

appointments.

Pope Yeatman sailed for Chile this

week.

Dr. L. D. Ricketts is abroad, on a three

months' vacation trip.

Cortlandt E. Palmer has removed his

office to No. 2 Rector street. New York.

Robert Gordon, mine superintendent of

the .Montezuma mines, of Costa Rica, is

in New York.

Percy E. Barbour, of Salt Lake City,

Utah, has gone to Nevada to examine

mining property.

Job Freeman, of Terra Haute, one of

the largest coal operators in Indiana, has

started on a trip around the world.

Dwight E. Woodbridge has returned

to Duluth. Minn., after an examination of

several properties in Sonora, Mexico.

George A. Packard, of Boston, who is

now at Butte, expects to visit Boston and

New York in the latter part of February.

Dr. Robert Grimshaw, of Dresden,

Saxony, has been commissioned to re-

organize the operations of the Royal

Bavarian mines and salt works.

J. D. Sharp, late of the Pittsburg Coal

Company, has been appointed general

manager of the Amalgamated Asbestos

Company of Canada.

James Doyle, president of the Doyle

Consolidated Mining Company, and

James C. Sweeney, both of Denver, Colo.,

are visiting the Porcupine gold camp.

Roy Finucane and R. W. Robbins have

been appointed general manager and

superintendent, respectively, of the Mc-

Kinley-Darragh mine at Cobalt, Ontario.

William C. Mitchell, late general su-

perintendent of the Dominion Steel Cor-

poration, has opened an office in Mon-
treal as consulting and supervising en-

gineer.

J. W. Baker, mining engineer, of Oak-

land. Cal.. well known throughout that

State and in Mexico, was married. Jan.

20. to Miss H. C. Whitehead, of London,

England.

H. Appelbaum has resigned as

nt and treasurer of the New York

Selling Company. He will con-

tinue business as metal merchant under

his own name.

John M. Boutwell. formerlv eenlogist

on the United Sur-
1 as recently moved from Wash-

inpton and taken a residence at Santa

Barbara, California.

Clarcnc: W. Watson, president of the

'dnfion Coal Company, ha'

elected Ur from West

Virginia to fill the unexpired term of the

late S. B. Elkins.

H. W. Turner, mining geologist, of San
Francisco, has made an engagement with

the Kyshtim Corporation, which will take

him to Siberia. He does not expect to

return to the United States until August.

Don H. Bacon, formerly president of

the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad

Company, who has been in the Birming-

ham district for two weeks examining

the properties of the Southern Iron and

Steel Company, has returned to New
York.

Frank W. DeWolf has been appointed

director of the Illinois Geological Survey.

He was assistant geologist on the United

States Geological Survey for some time,

and went from there to the Illinois Sur-

vey several years ago. He has been act-

ing director since the resignation of

H. Foster Bain, nearly two years ago.

Charles Victor Thierry, civil engineer

of Paris, France, has been made a

chevalier of the Legion of Honor in

recognition of his distinguished pro-

fessional achievements. M. Thierry is

well known among engineers of this

country, who will appreciate the honor

that has been conferred upon him.

Rogers, Brown & Co., the widely

known pig-iron firm, held in Cincinnati,

on Jan. 17, 18 and 19, a meeting of the

members of the company, resident man-
agers and other representatives, to com-
memorate the thirtieth anniversary of

the founding of the firm. This was the

fourth meeting of this character that

the company has held and it was marked

by the presentation of interesting papers

and addresses on matters connected with

the business operations of the firm.

+ OBITUARY +
Walter D. Shaughnessy, mine manager

ot the Eudora Bell mine, in Utah county,

Utah, died, Jan. 18, while on a ski trip

from the mine to the stage line near

American Fork.

Henrv Janin, mining engineer, formerly

of New York and San Francisco, died,

Jan. 6, in London, where he had lived for

several years past. He was a brother of

Louis Janin, of San Francisco.

William H. Valentine was killed on

Jan. 6 by a cave-in at his mine on

Butcher ranch, 12 miles from Auburn,

Placer county, Cal. He was 32 years

old. and unmarried. His mother resides

at Elmore, Ohio.

John W. Seaver died at Cleveland, O.,

Jan. 14. aced 55 years. He was born and

hroneht up in Buffalo, and worked up to

a hiph position as a constructing engi-

Bpeclally in connection with ma-
chinery for steel works and for ore-

handling. For some years past he had

been a member of the Wcllman-Seaver-
Morgan Company.

Epenetus Howe died in New York, Jan.

26. aged 45 years. He was born in North

Salem, N. Y., and graduated from the

Columbia School of Mines in 1886. • For

a number of years he lived at Monterey,

Mex., and was employed at various

mines in that country. He was a mem-
ber of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers and of the Engineers' Club.

John M. Anderson died at Pittsburg,

Jan. 27, aged 54 years. He was born

and brought up in Pittsburg, served his

time at the iron trade, and for a number
of years was superintendent of the mills

of Magee & Co. and later of the Canons-
burg Iron Company. For some years

past he had been treasurer of Allegheny

county. He made some improvements
in welding processes, chiefly in methods
of welding copper and brass to steel.

Robert Peebles, for years connected

with the manufacture of iron and steel

at Ashland. Ky., died recently at Los
Angeles, Cal.. whither he went the middle

of December on account of his healtn.

He was the eldest son of John C.

Peebles, of Portsmouth, Ohio, deceased,

and was 65 years old. Years ago he

was secretary and treasurer of the Ash-
land Coal and Iron Railway Company,
and when the present Ashland Iron and
Mining Company was organized, he be-

came president of the new company. He
retired from that office about a, year ago

to become vice-president.

SOCIEHESflw/lKHNICAL SCHOOLS ft

Southern Appalachian Coal Operators'

Association—A meeting and dinner were

held at Middlesboro, Ky., Jan. 14. Speeches

were made on railroad rates and the coal

industry. The president, B. A. Morton,

read a paper on the history of the organi-

zation and the good accomplished in the

district. There were nearly 100 members
in attendance from the Tennessee and

Kentucky coalfields.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania—
This society has elected the following

officers for the ensuing year: President,

David E. Tracy; first vice-president,

Gilbert S. Vickery; second vice-presi-

dent, Henderson Gilbert; secretary,

Edward R. Dasher; treasurer, John H.

Myers; directors, J. V. W. Reynders and

Samuel B. Rambo. The headquarters

of the society are at 219 Market street,

Harrisburg.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

—To commemorate the fiftieth anniver-

sary of the charter of this institute, a

congress of technology is to be held in

Boston on April 10 and 11 and at this

congress men of prominence from all

parts of the Union are to give addresses,

laying special emphasis on the saving of

waste and the increase of efficiency that

are due to science. Nearly all these men

will be alumni of the institute.
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Fd itori a 1 Corresnondfinre
San Francisco

Jan. 24—There has been marked ac-

tivity in the reopening of old mines along

the Mother Lode within the last two

months, although the work has been

somewhat retarded by the heavy snowfall

prevailing in the northern and eastern

districts, beginning in the second week of

January. The most notable instance is

the Georgia Slide mine, comprising a

group of claims in the northern part of

Eldorado county, near Georgetown. The

property has been bonded to a company
of Sacramento men, known as the

Georgia Slide Mining and Milling Com-
pany, composed of Joseph Bowers, Ma-
jor B. A. Cardwell, William Sears, Jesse

Titus and Dr. A. B. McCullom. Major

Cardwell, superintendent, has secured a

residence for his family at Georgetown,

with a view of giving personal attention

to the development work. The mine has

been worked in a crude way for 50 years.

Since the enforcement of the Caminetti

act, which prohibited hydraulic opera-

tions, the owners have made no effort to

introduce improved methods. It is re-

ported that $100,000 was paid for the

property, it being estimated that there

are about 2,000,000 tons of ore, some

assaying $8 per ton, in the waste dump
extending along Canon creek for about

a mile. This waste will be ground in

Beers mills, and the dump cleaned up

while the work of prospecting and de-

velopment is being prosecuted in the

mine. The profitable reopening of this

mine will serve as an incentive to the

reopening of other old abandoned pro-

ducers in other sections of the Mother

Lode, where active operation ceased

when hydraulicking was legally inter-

rupted.

Details in relation to instances which

the State mineralogist of Calforna re-

gards as discrimination against California

building materials by the supervising

architect of the Treasury Department are

being prepared, and are to be forwarded

to the department in response to a re-

quest from Secretary Franklin Mac
Veagh. Complaints have been made for

several years by State Mineralogist Lewis

E. Aubury and owners of deposits and

active quarries of building stone, in-

cluding especially sandstone, granite and
marble, that the Treasury Department
has insistently drawn on the resources of

other States and Territories for building

material employed in the erection of

Federal buildings in California. Unable
to secure what he considered proper

recognition from the department in an-

swer to these complaints, Mr. Aubury re-

cently addressed a letter to President

Taft in which he alleged that California

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from'

Many''Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

had not been fairly treated in the matter,

and offered to furnish details. This ac-

tion was taken in conjunction with the

Home Industry League of California.

The letter was handed by the President

to the Secretary of the Treasury, and

thus was brought about a request for the

details. There is no doubt of the sound-

ness of the basis for this charge. It is

a fact too well established to admit of

questioning that this State is competent

to produce all the building stones essen-

tial in the construction of the Federal

buildings that have been erected or that

may be contemplated. Also that the se-

lection of materials from regions outside

of California has added to the freight

haulage and earnings of the railroads,

thus aiding the transportation companies

at the expense of the producers of the

State.

Salt Lake City

Jan. 26—The National Copper Bank, of

Salt Lake City, has begun issuing a trade

and finance letter, giving information in

regard to local industries, including min-

ing, smelting, agriculture, irrigation and

general conditions throughout the State

and intermountain region.

The monthly meeting of the Utah So-

ciety of Engineers was held, Jan. 20, in

the Newhouse building. A paper entitled

"Some Important Considerations in the

Design of Hydroelectric Power Plants"

was presented by A. P. Merrill, follow-

ing which the subject was discussed by

Messrs. Wilson, Gray, Grosch, Randall

and others.

Testimony in the case of the Mammoth
Copper Company against the Grand Cen-

tral, regarding the ownership of a small

triangular piece of ground, was taken

before a referee, beginning Jan. 22. The

ground is included by the Bradley claim

of the Mammoth company, and is in con-

flict with the Consort lode-claim, owned

by the Grand Central. The evidence is

being submitted to Judge John A. Mar-

shall, of the United States circuit court.

Reno, Nevada

Jan. 26—On Jan. 20 Judge Ducker,

of the District Court of Humboldt
county, at Winnemucca, ordered an offi-

cial survey of the underground workings o?

the National Mines Company at' National.

The four engineers appointed to do the

work are: James F. Able, George J.

Young, E. B. Mills and Thomas Mack
Jr. The order also includes an examina-
tion of the surface boundaries and a re-

port to the court. An appeal to the Su-

preme Court of the State was immedi-

ately made by the company, denying the

jurisdiction of the District Court on the

grounds that the National Mines Com-
pany was a foreign company. This hear-

ing will come up during the early part of

February.

This order is the preliminary move
in a suit filed against the National

Mines Company by Hewitt & Orr, of

Seattle, who have a bond on the claims

adjoining the company ground on the

west and belonging to J. L. Workman.
Their claim is that the National Mines
Company is working over their side line

and have encroached on the holdings

which they have bonded. The whole

question is a matter of extralateral rights

involving the apex of the rich vein and
whether or not it crosses the West Vir-

ginia claim belonging to the company
through the end lines or the side lines.

This is the claim from which the famous
Stull lease under the management of

H. C. Cutler extracted S800,000 in less

than four months in specimen ore assay-

ing $25 per pound.

The lease was then sold to the

National Mines Company, since which

time they have extracted nearly $1,000,-

000 and have followed the vein on its

dip to 500 ft. in depth paying 35c. per

share in dividends in five months. On
account of the richness of the ground

and the amount of money involved, the

suit is of great importance and no doubt

will attract wide attention. The National

Mines Company is controlled by John E.

Pelton, of National and Snydecker and

Scotten, of Chicago.

The Barrett Springs district, nine miles

northwest of Winnemucca, is attracting

considerable attention at the present time.

A number of lessees as well as com-
panies are operating and several cars of

ore have been shipped recently. The
ore is an arsenical pyrite carrying both

gold and silver.

The affairs of the Kimberly Consoli-

dated at Kimbel, Nev., are gradually be-

ing straightened out and work will be re-

sumed on this property at an early date.

A 10-stamp mill is on the ground and
ready for erection.
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Denver

Jan. 27—The Terrible-Dunderberg

group, on Brown mountain, near George-

town, is to extensively worked,

ported, by the Whining Mining and

Development Company. The Dunderberg

.Mining Company, owning nearly 8000 ft.

of mineral claims, was organized in New
York about 1880. with a capitalization of

,000 in S10 shares. The Terrible

lode, on the same vein, extends from

Brown's gulch to where the Dunderberg

beg s, and part of the Terrible lode

Id to an English company in 187U.

Work was commenced on the Dunderberg

d up ro March, 1879. had pro-

duced silver-lead ore to the value

of about 8309.000. the average value

being about 8230 per ton. Prior

to 1870. the Terrible produced

ore to the value of 8270,000, and up to

1880 the yield of that portion of the vein

owned by the English company, and the

East Terrible, was estimated at 81,500,-

000. The vein has a north and south

course, and is in the granite. The ore

contains galena, gray copper and silver

sulp'-ide. These two mines are produc-

ing rich ore to a depth of 1400 ft. The

Dunderberg. however, has been little

worked below the sixth level, chiefly ow-

ing to legal difficulties between the two

mines before thev were consolidated. It

is proposed to clean out the 11th, 12th

and I3tb levels and drive west on them.

The Terrible is the deepest mine below

-ek in the region, and rich ore is

now *eing mined in the 1400 level, and

tated that gold is coming in at

1465 ft. The Terrible is credited to date

with a produnion of nearly 810.000,000.

The Smuggler, also on Brown moun-

tain, is to he developed by the Hollings-

worth .Mining Company. The vein is par-

allel to that of the Terrible-Dunderberg.

is said that ore rich in lead anu

silver is being shipped to the Georgetown

sampler. The low grade is being con-

centrated at the Terrible mill, and the

.t brings from 'iO per ton.

Stephen & Co.. working on the fourth

level have been shipping ore which it is

ted has been settled for at 8100 per

.'he prospects on Brown mountain

seem good.

nrw reported on good authority

that the sale of the Golden Cycle mines

a London company

—

• -^outh

Afric en definitely close

coal prop ned by the former,

having been eliminated from

Grand and

:thin the last few years,

f them panm
• -

• ported,

onfirmed by J. W
wrings,

amplcd th vein al 8 ft

the surface and is quoted as saying that

4 ft. in width "runs a trifle better than

3 oz. gold and 12 oz. silver to the ton."

The strike is on the western slope of the

range, and not far from Kremmling.

Indianapolis

Jan 21—Several bills of interest to

miners and mine operators have been in-

tioduced in the Indiana legistature chief

among them being a measure providing

for the safety of mines. This bill pro-

vides, whenever the m„in heading in any

mine shall have reached 1500 ft. from

shaft of opening, for a second escape-

way to each vein of coal being mined,

which shall be separated by at least 15

ft. of natural strata from the main or

hoisting shaft. The bill provides fur-

ther that if the third opening is used as

an air shaft, the portion so used shall be

partitioned off from the escapeway con-

taining the hoisting apparatus. All water

coming from the surface or out of the

strata shall be conducted so as to prevent

its welling the mines or forming ice.

Further, that each opening shall con-

tain telephones, speaking tubes or other

approved means of communicating with

the surface. Traveling gangways to each

opening shall be provided from all parts

of the mine so that escapeways may be

reached easily by miners. Signs indi-

cating the means of escape are to be pro-

vided and the measure makes it the duty

of the mine boss or foreman to instruct

and familiarize all men employed in such

mines with the location of all openings

and escapeways before the men begin

work in the mines. Other safety provi-

sions are named in the bill.

A workingmen's compensory bill is

likewise attracting much attention in min-

ing circles. The miners are inclined to

oppose the bill because they believe the

amounts named are not adequate to cover

damages for injuries or death due to

services in a dangerous occupation.

Preliminary steps have been taken at

Terre Haute to organize a corps for giv-

ing "First Aid to the Injured." John

Sutton, fire-boss in the Richard's mine,

near West Terre Haute, is promoting the

club. Mr. Sutton's project is commended

by the Mines Bureau at Washington.

The Indiana Supreme Court has af-

firmed the conviction of Charles E. Bar-

rett by the Sullivan Circuit Court which

fined him 810 for violating the "wide

entry" clause of the coal-mining law. The

higher court held that the "wide entry"

coal-mine law is not in contravention of

either the fourteenth amendment of the

Motion of the United States or of

Article l of the State Constitution.

Cobali

fan. 27 In view of the main

thai have been made regardil

condition of the Kerr I al . it la h

ing to note the report made on the prop-

erty by Robert Livermore. He states that

there is ore containing approximately 10,-

000,000 oz. of silver blocked out, as near-

ly positively as can be done in ground

of this character; also, that there is still

much favorable territory to be explored,

mainly along and under the lake. The

last annual report of this company
showed that production was not keeping

pace with dividend requirements, and that

the cash reserves had decreased. State-

ments regarding the ore reserves were

also extremely vague.

During the last year the smeltery at

Copper Cliff treated 4900 tons of ore,

which is practically 17 per cent, of the

total production in the silver district. The

total silver contents were 8,500,000 oz.

or an average of 1730 oz. per ton. Sev-

eral important changes in the method of

treatment were made, with satisfactory

results. All the Canadian smelters are

complaining about the associated miner-

als of cobalt and arsenic. Although pay-

ment is made for cobalt in certain per-

centages, the market is heavily over-

stocked, and while no payment is made
for arsenic the smelters have to refine it

to get rid of it. They claim to be losing

money on both of these by-products.

Toronto

Jan. 27—Chairman J. L. Englehart, of

the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario

Railway Commission, who has just re-

turned from a trip of inspection to the

Porcupine area, announces that the ex-

tension of the line will come in north

of Porcupine lake, running down the

southeastern side of the lake, stopping

for the present about one mile from the

Dome property. A station will be located

near Golden City on the Leyson claim.

Mr. Englehart expects that the line will

be opened for traffic before the end of

June. There is already one mile of steel

laid and 700 men at work clearing and

grading, although the snow is 3 ft. deep.

Five hundred additional men will be tak-

en on in February. On his return trip

from Porcupine to Kelso, Mr. Englehart

passed 154 loaded teams going to the

camp.

It is proposed to incorporate the three

townsites at the upper end of the lake,

comprising Porcupine City, Golden City

and the Welsh townsite into one town,

to be known as Porcupine.

On Jan. 23, Hon. C. R. Devlin, provin-

cial minister of colonization, mines and

fisheries, introduced into the QueKec leg-

islature, a hill to amend the mining laws.

The principal feature is a rcd'-ction of

the present rental fee of $1 per acre on

mining lands to 50c., a certain amount of

d velopment work every year being exact-

ed. A tax will also be imposed on min-

ing lands allowed to remain undeveloped,

case of default in its payment the

are to revert to the Crown.
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The Minind News
Alaska

Reports of new discoveries in quartz

mining at Valdez, as well as in the region

immediately back of the town, continue

to be received and at the present time

seven stamp mills have been ordered for

crushing the quartz of Willow Creek

section.

Frank Watson, discoverer of the

Matanuska coalfield, and others have

purchased a number of claims near Val-

dez, and will start development work at

once. The new company will be known

as the Matanuska Gold Company.

An important strike has been made on

Spaulding creek in the Innoko district on

the property owned by Paul Denhart,

who was a large operator in the Nome
district.

On or about March 15, the first train

of high-grade copper ore will leave Ken-

nicott, over the new Copper River &
Northwestern Railway, billed direct to

the smeltery at Tacoma, on Puget sound.

The ore is of the highest grade obtain-

able from the Bonanza mine, some of it

running as high as 74 per cent.; while

the whole shipment will average over 60

per cent.

Knight Island-Alaska Copper—Ore

running high in copper has been struck

on this property at Dryer bay; William

Hogan in charge of work.

Berners Bay—Work on this property is

being pushed under the direction of Bert

Thane, Juneau. The mine is the prop-

erty of the Kensington Mines Company.

Kenai-Alaska—This company is in the

market for a stamp mill for its properry

in the Seward district; James Hayden,

Seward, manager.

Alabama

The new mining bill has been intro-

duced in the Alabama legislature, now
in session, and there is every belief that

the same will be adopted. The new laws

are a decided improvement on the present

ones. They were prepared by the Ala-

bama Coal Operators' Association and

Governor O'Neal has given his sanctioM

to them. The new laws provide for five

inspectors and for a more rigid regula-

tion of the mines, looking to a better

preservation of property and life.

Arizona
D. C. Jackling, vice-president of Utah

.ind Ray Consolidated Copper companies
and general manager of the Chino Cop-
per Company, while in New York recent-

lv, was quoted as follows:

"We expect to start the Ray Consoli-

dated mill about Feb. 20, but, of course,

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. The»

Current History of

Mining"

it will take several months to bring the

plant up to efficiency. By July we should

be treating 4000 tons of ore a day and

expect, before the year's close, to Be up

to the full capacity of 8000 tons a day.

Ore handled will run at an average

grade of about 2.2 per cent. Under-

ground developments at Ray are pro-

gressing at the rate of approximately

two miles a month.

"At Chino the steel structure is up

and we are putting in the concrete floors.

The mill should start operations in July,

and will be very quickly brought up to

its capacity of 3000 tons a day, more

quickly than the Ray mill, as the latter

is an underground mine while Chino is

a steam-shovel proposition. Ray costs

should not exceed 9c. per lb., and in time

we expect to bring Chino's costs to rival

the remarkable records of the Nevada

Consolidated.

"Ray will require in all probability no

further financing, and when in operation

will represent an outlay of about 37,000,-

000. Chino has enough money for de-

velopment up to July l, and the total out-

lay on this property will be about S4,-

500,000. While both companies will be

operating by the middle of the year, it is

apparent, allowing 90 days between the

mine and the market, that the copper pro-

duced this year will only come on the

market at the end of I9ll, and in all

probability will not total more than 40,-

000,000 pounds.

California

Amador County

Amador Queen No. 2—The reopening

of this mine, near Jackson, was reported

to have been planned for the first of the

year, but no work has been done.

Treadivell—This old mine, about six

miles north of Sutter creek, not profitably

handled in the past, is being put into

working condition; the tunnel has been

repaired and machinery placed.

South Eureka—The new hoist recently

erected is in successful operation.

Butte County

United States Diamond Mining Com-
pany—This company has received Fed-

eral patents for 76 acres of lands at

Cherokee, one of the oldest placer-min-

ing camps in Butte county, where dia-

monds were reported to be found in the

early fifties.

Forhestoivn Mines—Fred Stoer, of Oak-

land, and M. J. Cooney, Henry Vail and

Charles Nickeison, of Oroville, have pur-

chased the Shakespear (150 acres), Mil-

ler, Byron and Milton claims, and a con-

trolling interest in the Gold Queen, all

on the main mineral zone near Forbes-

town.

Calaveras County

Manitou Mining Company—This com-
pany has brought suit in the United

States land office, at Sacramento, seeking

to oust Thomas E. Edwards from lands

near San Andres, in Calaveras county,

filed on as agricultural land in the Stock-

ton land office in 1904. The complainant

alleges that a deep-river channel crosses

the property, and that it is more valuable

as mineral than agricultural land.

Calaveras Copper—Operations have

been suspended, but the pumps are kept

running.

Eldorado County

Georgia Slide Mining and Milling Com-
pany—This company, Major B. A. Card-

well, superintendent, has recured a bond
on the Georgia Slide mine, near George-

town, and begun preliminary work. Beers

mills will be installed for working the

old dump while development is being re-

sumed.

Rising Sun—Reopening of this mine in

the Kelsey district near Slatington, idle

for about 20 years, has been undertaken

by the James brothers, starting with a

five-stamp mill. The foot-wall has been

followed for about 70 ft. where a good

body of ore is reported.

Humboldt County

Humboldt Mining Company—The ex-

tension of the 800-ft. drift 300 ft. further

is in progress, under Eli Welch, of

Eureka, at this copper property in Horse

Mountain district in the Hoopa range

forming the watershed between Trinity

river and Redwood creek, about 20 miles

east of Korbel. There are indications of

cupriferous ores near the contact of ser-

pentine and gabbro.

Kern County

King Solomon—Recent mill runs of ore

from the 50-ft. level of the Watchman
Brothers' lease on this mine, near Rands-

burg, gave returns of S5l per ton in gold.

The shaft is being sunk. Several leases
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are being worked, and surface prospect-

ing is disclosing pockets.

.Mariposa COUNTY

Bullion Hill—This company. J. E.

Meyer president, has installed a gasolen*

engine and blower at its mine near Ex-

chequer. Drifting from the crosscut is

in progress. A new orebody. discovered

ft. south of the tunnel site, will be

explored by a shaft.

Gold Crown Point—A vein 18 to 26 in.

wide has been cut in this mine in the

Quartzburg distrkt near Hornitos. As-

says show about $10 gold per ton. S. D.

Miller is president.

Nevada County

Fruitvale—The Andy Fitz Mining and

:ing Company, owning this mine near

Moors Flat, in the northern part of

Nevada county, will erect a 10-stamp

mill. Compressor and power drills and

Pelton waterwheel have been installed.

The vein is said to be 12 ft. wide in

places. O. B. McKay is engineer.

Soaring Eagle—This drift mine near

Blue Banks is being profitably operated

by E. Edwards. M. Coughlan and Meyers
Brothers, of Moors Flat, who tapped the

gravel deposit with a bedrock tunnel.

Cassidy—At this mine adjoining the

Empire at Grass Valley, a 100-h.p. elec-

tric plant has been installed, and the

shaft will be sunk 1200 feet.

Placer County

Hcllistcr Gold Mining Company—The
new buildings and other surface improve-
ments begun by this company near Towle
have been suspended. Snowslides have
made the wagon road impassable, and
destroyed the company's tramway.

Pioneer Mines and Mining Company—
This company. H. \X\ Morse, San Fran-
cisco, manager, is installing machinery
in the old Pioneer mine near Towle. J. T.

Patrick, one of the owners of the Raw-
hide mine, near Towle, is in charge.
There is a large body of low-grade ore.

Riverside County

Calzona—Ore rich in gold and copper
is being shipped to the Humboldt smelt-

ery from this property, 17 miles from
Parker, Arizona.

San Bernardino County

•d—The yield for 1910 was S6000.
There are three shafts on the property;

lock, manager.

!'!' B. M. and Tom Atkinson
cleared 10 from this mine in

Ajax a promising prospect tn

the Rand district thai ing ore

wort per ton.

(the
sma
mine yielded in 1010 about B9000, The

feet

Wir Fancy, a

turns of $3000 from eight tons of ore. A
small stringer of $100 ore is being

worked on the same lease.

Shasta County

Pioneer Gold, Silver and Copper Min-
ing—This company and the executors of

the estate of H. C. McClure are being

sued in the United States circuit court

at San Francisco in foreclosure proceed-

ings by the Bully Cave Company, of New
York, assignee of a contract between
McClure and the Phoenix Securities Com-
pany, for the sale of the 20 acres of min-
ing land and 142,964 shares of the stock

of the Pioneer company. It is claimed

that McClure converted to his own
use $20,000 of the purchase price, and
did not account for it. This property

adjoins the Bully Hill copper mines. The
Recorder claim is on the strike of the

Bully Hill lode.

Shasta County

First National Copper—General man-
ager White, of the Balaklala smeltery, is

reported to have stated that the Cottrell

process is now giving satisfaction with'

the one furnace in operation.

Sierra County

Independence—The recent storm caused
such damage to the new flume of this

mine at Alleghany that development work
has been stopped. The new bond op-

erator, the Independence Gold Mining
Company, has installed a new hoisting

and pumping plant and gotten the water
nearly all out. A vein had been recently

uncovered in the shaft.

Siskiyou County

Scott Bar Hydraulic Mining Company
No. 2—This new $500,000 incorporation,

with head office at Los Angeles, has taken

over the property interests of the Mor-
rison & Garlock Gold Mining Company,
Scott Bar Hydraulic Company, L. C.

Hicks & Bros., at Scott Bar, the San
Jose ditch and mining properties of John
B. Chase, of Greenview, and the Mabel
claims at Quartz Hill. The new com-
pany is composed largely of southern
California men; Fred Wilson, of Fowler,
president. The old San Jose ditch will

be extended from the present terminal
near Thompson creek, the contract for

the work having been made with a San
Francisco firm, at a reported cost of $22,-

000. Most of the properties included in

the transfer are old hydraulic mines on
Klamath and Scotts rivers, 15 to 20 miles

of Yreka.

( lolorado

As usual when strikers have broken
faith, tried threats, intimidations and vio-

and faikd to force the operators
to accede to their unreasonable' demands,

en warn a conference with the op-
erator |f the difficulties cannoi

I
I In the case of the Northern

Oi Colorado, the operators, who
justed themselves and are em-

ploying nonunion men up to 85 per cent,

of their original force, naturally decline
to parley or deal with the strikers. Now
the professional and-business men of the

towns in the coal district affected,

whose business has fallen off from 30
to 50 per cent., have joined in the de-
mand for settlement, and a meeting was
held at the Denver chamber of commerce
to devise means to that end. A speaker
for the miners predicted that if "normal
conditions" were not restored, there

would be more Socialist votes polled
next year than ever before in a Colorado
election, "normal conditions" meaning
apparently acceding to the strikers' de-
mands. The representative of the opera-
tors stated that they could get no pro-
tection from the governor, or the sheriff

of the county, and had been forced to

hire guards, at great expense, and even
then their men had been beaten, their

wives insulted and their children not

permitted to go to school. What would
be amusing if it were not such a serious
matter is that the attorney representing
the strikers in applying for the release

of 16 of them who were sent to jail for

these acts of violence, described them as

"honest, hard-working men, who merely
sought to preserve their rights as human
beings!" The only solution of this

trouble that is in sight is a simple and,
tinder the circumstances, it seems, a very
fair one. The operators stated through
their representative that if the president
of the State district union will call off

the strike, and thus permit the striking

miners to return to work, they will treat

with them as individuals.

Chaffee County
Monarch-Madonna—Receipts in 1910

were $104,899; total profits, $68,194
from 5820 tons of wet ore. Total pro-
duction was: Gold, 2162 oz.; silver,

153,634 oz.; lead, 684,776 lb.; copper,
156 lb.; zinc, 483,337 pounds.

Clear Creek County

Seven-Thirty—Alkire & Bryant, leas-

ers, operating through the Hercules Tun-
nel level, have ore for 300 ft., from
which they are shipping 400-oz. and 180-

oz. silver ore. O'Hagan & Co., leasers,

are shipping ore returning 150 oz. silver

per ton and 35 per cent. zinc. They have
also exposed a 6-in. streak of galena,
running high in silver.

Dolores County
United Rico— Plan of reorganization

prepared by W. W. Miller, John J. Tyler
and Louis Werner, provides for the form-
ation of a new company to authorize

$650,000 first-mortgage. 10-year convert-

ible 6 per cent, gold bonds; $300,000
seven per cent, convertible non-cumula-
tive preferred stock and $3,500,000 com-
mon stock. The New York Trust Com-
pany has been designated as depository.

Charles M. Owens is secretary of the

committee.
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Gilpin County

One of the best evidences of the real

revival of mining, and the faith of the

people of Gilpin county in their mines,

is the adoption of the old systetm, which

was at its bight about 15 or 20 years ago,

of local pools of five or six men secur-

ing leases and bonds for the purpose of

reopening old paying producers of the

past, and working them energetically.

This is now being done every week, and

it is an extremely healthy sign.

Clay County—This mine is owned by

the English people who also own the

Running Lode, at Black Hawk. Water

and bad air prevented the former from

being worked, but it has been tapped 300

ft. below the surface by the National

tunnel, and is therefore drained and ven-

tilated. Development work has been

commenced under William Temple.

Frontenac-Aduddell—The 250-ton con-

centrator is expected to be ready in about

30 days. It is stated that much ore

is broken in the mines and ready to be

delivered to the mill via the Gilpin county

tramway. Henry P. Lowe is manager.

Comstock—The 400- ft. shaft of this

old mine is in the back yard of a resi-

dence on High street, Central City. In

digging a ditch for extension of the water

mains, a vein was uncovered which

showed gold by panning. It is within

the Comstock side lines, and the prop-

erty will again be opened and worked

under lease.

Lake County—Leadville

The Big Chief, Evelyn and Catalpa, on

Carbonate hill, are shipping lead and iron

ores regularly, and also one to two cars

daily of carbonate of zinc; total, about

150 tons daily; 80 men are employed.

The lessees are Nicholson and Keeler,

controlling about 80 acres.

Sunday Tunnel—The lessees on this

tunnel, at the head of California gulch,

are shipping about 500 tons of lead ore

monthly.

Sierra Nevada—A fair body of zinc

ore has been found in this mine, worked
through the Yak tunnel, by Walter Cal-

non and associate lessees.

Helena—The first shipment of a car-

load of high-grade silver-lead ore has

been sent out from this mine, in Iowa

gulch. Air and steam lines are being in-

stalled.

Dunkin—From this mine, on Fryer

hill, Edward Dunkin & Co. continue to

ship a good grade of lead ore.

.
Fortune—Franklin Ballon, lessee on

this mine, located on Little Ellen hill, is

shipping.

New Monarch—It is stated that a body
of ore 5 ft. wide, running from S15 to

$20 per ton, has been opened on the 500
level.

Climax—Leasers of this Fryer hill

mine have opened a streak of silver-lead

ore.

Clear Grit—The shaft, down 330 ft.,

will be sunk to 500 ft. Chas. J. Moore
is manager.

Park County

The Phillips, in Buckskin camp,

Mosquito district, Park county, was dis-

covered in 1862, and together with the

Orphan Boy, of Mosquito camp, and on

the same vein, produced about $600,000

in gold from the oxidized ores. Stamp
mills were running, and the camp was a

lively one. until the copper and iron sul-

phide ores were reached, when work was
stopped. Since that those mines have

been rendered nonproductive by the

amount of water encountered. Now,
however, work on the Mascot tunnel, of

Alma, already in 1400 ft., has been com-
menced, and will u'nwater the above

mines, together with the Good Samaritan,

Kansas, Red Lion, Sultana group. Dodge
Union, Kennebec, Alice Lee, Planet Jupi-

ter, Shelby and Black Flag and Mascot
groups, at great depth. This is an im-

portant work and has given great impe-

tus to mining in that district.

Sa\ Juan Region

Silver Ledge—At this mine, closed

temporarily in December, the shaft will

be put down and levels driven to block

out ore for a 200 tons per diem produc-

tion, when the mill is started up in the

spring. E. C. Haas is superintendent.

Camp Bird, Ltd.— Profits for December

are estimated as £23,126.

Teller County

Acacia--The annual report shows total

receipts for 1910 of 532,740; expendi-

tures, S18 v684; cash balance on hand,

Si 4,055; 3792 tons of ore shipped; gross

value, 570,221.

Mineral Hill Tunnel— It is already in

300 ft. in an easterly direction, and a

contract for 300 ft. more has been let;

machine drills will be substituted for

hand drills. A local pool is behind the

undertaking.

Trilby—Van Tilborg & Co., lessees, are

shipping about six carloads per week of

mill ore from this mine on Bull hill.

Blue Bird—A strike of 4 ft. of ore,

claimed to run about 530 per ton in gold,

is reported from this mine on Raven hill;

E. Riley, leaser. Kilday & Co.. leaser,

is shipping three cars of 4 to 6 oz. gold

ore per week. The vein is four feet in

width, and it is estimated that the leas-

ers will have netted 5100.000 in the year

which expires in May.

Dexter—Anderson and partners, leas-

ers, have struck a vein of milling ore;

returns from the first carload gave S17.40

per ton. This mine is owned by C. E.

Reynolds, of Binghampton, Vermont.

Modoc—In this mine, on the north

slope of Battle mountain, Snelder Bros.,

leasers, have opened a 4-ft. vein on the

200 level. One car of smelting ore and
two cars of mill-grade have been shipped.

Idaho

Coeur d'Alene District

Terrible Edith—This property near
Murray has been bonded by T. D. Far-

row, Butte, Mont., for S25,000.

Coeur d'Alene Nellie—The lower cross-

cut tunnel is in 500 feet.

Laclede—The tunnel is in about 1800

ft. giving backs of 600 ft. Mineralized

ground is reported in the face.

Carbonate Hill—On this property of 10

claims, between Carney Copper and

Idaho Giant ground, a crosscut to the

south from the main tunnel, at a depth

of 700 ft., has encountered 20 ft. of lode

matter.

Jack Waite—The tunnel to develop

the recent strike is in 1000 ft. and at a

depth of 400 ft. from the surface. Patrick

Burke is manager.

Illinois

Control of the fluorspar mines at Rosi-

clare has been secured by the well knouu
iron firm of Rogers, Brown & Co., who
will hereafter act as selling agents. It

is stated that new plant will be in-

stalled and the mining operations ex-

tended.

Indiana

Clay County

The new mine of the O. S. Richardson

company, of Brazil, has been completed

and was started Jan. 23. The opening has

been delayed because of the inability of

the contractor to complete the railroad

switch sooner.

Decatur County

Fire, which started in the boiler room,

destroyed the Big Four coal dock at

Greensburg, entailing a loss of S50.000

covered by insurance. The dock will be

rebuilt immediately.

Greene County

Word has been received from Wash-
ington that a mine-rescue car would be

sent to Jasonville. this county, in a few

d2ys and then into other coal-producing

counties of the State. The car will be

in charge of R. Y. Williams, a mining

engineer, with two assistants. After a

month's teaching rescue work among the

miners and assisting and encouraging the

organization of rescue clubs among the

miners the car will be taken to Evansville.

where it will be kept in readiness for

call.

Michigan

Copper District

Bohemia—No. 5 drill is seeking lodes

encountered at 400- to 500- ft. depth by

No. 1 hole.
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Michigan—Tributors are mining ow

royalty between C and D shafts. Two
drills, one down about 775 ft., the other

650 ft., are at work on cross-section of

eastern sandstone.

Isle Royale—Diamond drilling to lo-

cate the lode is being done from the

eighth level of the No. 4 shaft.

Franklin—Improvements. including

moving of rock house, installation of new

WiHleys. engine and boil r plant, are

planned for completion by July.

Iron—Marquette Range

A contract has been let by the Lake

Superior & Ishpeming Railroad Company

to the Wisconsin Bridge and Iron Com-

pany for the building of a new iron-ore

dock at Marquette, which will be one of

the largest on Lake Superior. The new

pier will be of reinforced concrete. It

will be 1200 ft. long, 54 ft. wide and 75

ft. high. 2 ft. higher than any ore dock

yet built, and will have 200 pockets of

an aggregate storage capacity of 47,000

tons. The spouts will be 35 ft. long; they

will be operated in groups of six by elec-

tric motors. Work will begin as soon as

possible.

Cleveland Clifts Iron Company—Work
has been begun on a new ore-crushing

plant at Ishpeming, which is to be of

more than double the capacity of the old

crusher.

Iron—Menominee Range

Goodman and Gleason—The New York

State Steel Company is making excellent

progress with the development of these

properties near Iron River. Some ore will

be shipped the coming season. At one

of the twin properties a 12x12 shaft is

being sunk. The ore lies at considerable

depth at this point and the drifting that

will open the deposit will not be started

for a number of months. At the other

property, an incline shaft is down to the

first level, from which point the ore is

already being tapped. An engine house,

a boiler house and a number of dwelling

houses have been constructed and shaft

houses are in course of erection.

Riverton—Oglebay, Norton & Co., of

Cleveland, have added this old mine to

their holdings in the Iron River district.

It has been idle since 1906, prior to which

time it had produced and shipped more
than 1,250,000 tons of ore. It is the in-

tention of Oglebay, Norton & Co. to ex-

plore and open that portion of the prop-

erty as yet undeveloped. This can be

done advantageously from their Chatham
mine, which adjoins the Rivcrton. Drifts

arc now being extended into the newly

acquired ground and some ore is being

taken out.

Younas The Huron Mining Company
materially curtailed operations at this

mine, in the Palatial field of the Iron

' district. The mine has 100.000

idy to

be hoisted, it is estimated, in addition to

which 40.000 tons are in stock on the sur-

face. As this is about all that will be

shipped next season, operations in the

meantime will be conducted on a small

scale.

Minnesota

Iron—Mesabi Range

A suit attracting much attention is now
pending in the State courts. It is that

of the State of Minnesota vs. Eliza Kor-

rer. Its importance lies in the fact that

it has to do with the ownership of min-

eral bodies underlying meandered and

navigable lakes, whether such ownership

is vested in the State or in the owners
of property on the shore of the lakes.

The final arguments- in the district court

will be made Feb. 28. Whatever the de-

cision, it is expected that the litigation

will be carried to the United States Su-

preme Court. The case directly con-

cerns a body of ore lying partly under

Longyear lake, near Chisholm, which is

being mined by the Euclid Mining Com-
pany. The amount of ore involved in

this instance is not of great magnitude

in itself, but the principle established

will be far reaching, for there are many
meandered lakes in the iron region of

Minnesota, and the State some time ago

laid claim to the mineral which might be

found under them.

A complaint which is attracting local

attention has been filed with the Inter-

state Commerce, Commission by Leon F.

Lum, of Duluth, against the Great North-

ern Railway. The complainant seeks a

reduction in the present railroad rate on

iron-ore shipments from the Mesabi

range. Mr. Lum, who is the holder of a

mineral tract near Grand Rapids, at the

extreme western end of the Mesabi, as-

serts that 80c. is an excessive charge,

and that "any rate in excess of 40c. per

ton is unreasonable and unjust." He
declares that because of this excessive

rate, his ore is greatly depreciated in

value and he is prevented from leasing

or selling the same. His suit is based

on the alleged refusal of the Great

Northern to publish a rate on ore from

Grand Rapids to the docks at Superior.

Missouri

Jasper County

Providence No. 2—This new mill on

the Missouri Zinc Fields has begun oper-

ations, replacing the old Yale mill.

Equipment comprises four jigs and three

tables; capacity 500 tons per day.

Charles T. Orr is general manager.

Montana

Butti: District

It is stated that the subsidiary compan-

iei "i Oil- Amalgamated Copper (Com-

pany arc now upon the most economical

operating basis in their history, and the

Amalgamated companies as a whole are

said to be producing copper laid down
in New York, including all costs of

freight, refining, selling and eastern ex-

penses, at 9c. per pound.

Anaconda—Work on the new compres-
sor plant near the High Ore mine is not

progressing so fast as expected; but one

cf the compressors has been completed

and tested. At the Mt. View mine the

work of changing the cylinders on

the main hoist for air was begun

last week. The "chippie" cage is

the only one now in use in the Mt.

View shaft. The ore bins are rapidly

ncaring completion. At the Anaconda
mine the ne.w electrician's house is com-

pleted. The two Gray Rocks-East and

West, are producing between 600 and 700

tons daily; the Silver Bow mine is hoist-

ing about 225 and Berkley 250 tons daily.

The raise from the 1000-ft. level of the

Silver Bow mine to connect with the

Berkley shaft is now up 100 ft. and has

another 100 ft. to go. As an experiment

the shaft timbers are being creosoted.

Butte & Ballaklava—Judge McClernan
in the local district court granted an in-

junction pendente lite against the Butte

& Ballaklava company in the case brought

against it by the Anaconda company to

determine the ownership of the disputed

orebody. The defendant company of-

fered no evidence and is reserving its

testimony until the main case is tried.

The injunction restrains the company
only from working the orebodies in dis-

pute.

North Butte—The shaft is down 2615

ft.; on the 2600-ft. level a pump station

is being cut after which sinking will be

resumed to 2800- ft. On the 2400- ft.

level the station and skip chute are fin-

ished and a crosscut is being run to the

Edith May vein. The raise from the

1800-ft. level to connect with the Granite

Mountain shaft has been completed.

Tuolumne—The shaft is down 1490 ft.

It is the company's intention to sink to

2000- ft. with stations every 200 ft. About

100 tons mostly assaying over 6 per cent,

copper are being shipped daily.

Deer Lodge County

On account of heavy snows Riley &
Co., and Sutherland & Co., are having

difficulty in getting ore hauled from the

mines at the head of Lost Creek. Andrew
Nelson and Fred Teischer are working

the Silver Moss mine near Silver Lake
under lease. Ernst, Benson & Co., are

working the Revenue mine near George-
town under a lease and bond: at 280 ft.

in the tunnel a gold orebody, 18 in.

wide, has been encountered at 100-ft.

depth.

Madison County

Conroy Placer—No. 2 dredge has sunk

to the bottom of the pond.
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Bartlett—The main tunnel of this mine

at Summit is in 750 ft. giving a depth of

about 300 ft. The orebody is from 1 to

3 ft. wide. J. B. Salisbury is in charge.

Chickadee—Ed Johanson has recently

purchased from J. B. Schermerhom a

one-half interest in the mine west of

Virginia City. Work has been begun.

Apex—The Shafter mill at Summit is

working on ore from the Apex mine. The

Apex company's lease will expire in

April when the Shafter Mining Com-

pany will take over the mill and treat

ore from the Shafter mine.

Sanders County

Montana Gold Mining and Milling

Company—This property three miles

north of Heron, is being worked by a

small force of men.

Nevada

Elko County

Jarbidge-Ely Mining and Development

—The tunnel is now in 65 ft., in slate.

The company has secured lease and bond

on the Guess group comprising the

Guess, Guess Again, Guess Fraction,

Buster Brown, Sport, Short and Search

Me claims; Mr. Featherstone, manager;

Angus McDonald, superintendent.

Rainbow Amazon—Tunnel has ad-

vanced 5 ft. in the Pavlak vein. Drifting

will proceed; Theodore Parks, Jarbidge,

is superintendent.

St. Joe—On this group the tunnel is in

60 ft., proving the southern extension of

the Good Luck quartz vein.

Pavlak—Bad weather has hindered

mill construction. Tunnel on the 4-M
lease has struck the vein, 7 ft. wide, at

a depth of 40 ft. Sinking continues on

the Ham And lease. On the Curley

lease milling-grade ore is being de-

veloped.

True ^issure Gold—This company
operating in the Crater region of Jar-

bidge has gotten in supplies, built cabins,

etc., and advanced the tunnel 50 ft. on a

sugary quartz vein 2 to 7 ft. wide be-

tween hard porphyry walls.

Coon Creek—A strike of copper silver

ore was made about eight miles south-

west of Jarbidge. There has been a small

stampede to the region.

Esmeralda County

Goldfield Consolidated—The purchase
of the joint interest of Jumbo Extension

in^ the Vinegeron claim which embraces
a portion of the Red Top vein between
the Red Top and Laguna groups of the

Consolidated company is reported to have

been arranged. Managing Director

Mackenzie is in charge of operations. It

is understood that Joseph Thorne, Mr.

Finlay's assistant, will succeed the latter.

Rawhide Coalition—A statement is-

sued to the stockholders shows that the

ive principal leasers have opened up ore

of a milling grade. Milling facilities have
not been good and only about 65 per cent,

recovery made. A cyanide plant is ex-

pected as soon as the power line to Raw-
hide is completed.

Lander County

Shoshone Quicksilver Company—One
hundred and fifty flasks of mercury per

month are being retorted at the camp 50

miles south of Austin. Only high-grade

ore is being treated. The erection of a

30-ton furnace is contemplated. A quan-

tity of ore has been developed in both

rhyolite and phonolite dikes.

Lincoln County

Amalgamated Pioche Mines and Smelt-

ers Corporation—The merger of Pioche

properties is reported as consummated.
The holding company, under above name,
is to be incorporated in Maine, 1,000,-

000 shares S10 each. Title to all physi-

cal properties of Prince Consolidated,

Pioche Consolidated and Ohio-Kentucky
will be transferred.

Nevada-Utah—By the terms of the

merger this company will transfer only

two or three of its Pioche claims to Amal-
gamated Pioche, retaining other proper-

ties in that district besides the Day mine
in the Jack Rabbit district, the Last

Chance at Bingham, Comet at Newhouse
and control of the Pioche Pacific Trans-

portation Company.

Lyon County

Mason Valley Smeltery—At Wabuska,
12 miles from Yerington, on the Southern

Pacific, the blacksmith, machine and car-

penter shops and a hotel are completed;

75 men are at work on construction.

Concrete foundations for the ore bins are

completed and excavations are being

made for the furnaces.

Nye County

Tonopah ore shipments for the week
ended Jan. 21 were: Tonopah Mining
Company, 3650 tons; Belmont, 2000
tons; Montana-Tonopah, 1018 tons;

Tonopah Extension, 980 tons; West End,

325 tons; MacNamara, 300 tons; total

8273 tons, the estimated value being

$206,825.

J. M. Fox, general manager of the new
company operating at Hot Creek, has

commenced work on the 20 claims in-

cluded in the group. No systematic work
has been done before. The camp is 60

miles east of Tonopah.

California-Tonopah—This old mine,

adjoining the Jim Butler. Tonopah, on the

south, held under bond and lease by

George H. Keyes, is being developed.

Indiana-Nevada—The company has de-

cided to undertake operation on its own
account. The property adjoins the

Pioneer Consolidated in the Bullfrog

district. The present 200-ft., two-com-

partment shaft will be sunk to the 400-

ft. point.

White Pine County

Nevada Consolidated— It is stated that

10 carloads of high-grade ore were ship-

ped last week from the Liberty pit,

where overburden is being stripped.

Some minor rich streaks have occasion-

ally been uncovered in the Copper Flat

pit.

Giroux—Sinking the Giroux shaft has
been stopped until the big pumps can be
started to handle the water. The depth

of the shaft is 1410 ft. The 1200-gal.

and 600-gal. pumps are in place at the

1 200-ft. level pump station, and there re-

mains only a few feet of steam pipe to

lay on the surface. It is expected that

the pumps will be started this week.

Ort-Lr <>n

Baker County

Conner Creek—Operations have been
started in this mine, owned by the Reed
Estate, of Portland. The property is

equipped with a 20-stamp mill in good
condition.

Nine-Strike Extension—The tunnel is

in over 300 ft.; Anthony Mohr, of. Sump-
ter, is in charge.

Lane County
Yuletide Mining and Reduction—This

company has been organized by Lewis
Cates, of Cottage Grove, to develop an
extensive body of cinnabar ore near
Gowdyville.

Wallowa County
Lead Mountain—Rich tellurides are re-

ported to have been discovered on this

property, and extensive improvements are

planned. A. E. Donnelly, Joseph, is

president.

Pennsylvania

Anthracite Coal

Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron
Company—The financial statement for

the half-year ended Dec. 31 shows gross

earnings, $16,766,172; expenses, $16,-

557,049; net earnings, $209,123. As
compared with 1909, there was an in-

crease of $876,388 in gross earnings, but

a decrease of $297,147 in net.

Utah
Beaver County

Cedar-Talisman—Three drifts are be-

ing run on the 500-ft. level, the east

and west drifts for the limestone-quartzite

contact, and the north one to cut a vein

which produced ore from the surface to

the 200-ft. level. A car of lead-silver

ore and two cars of zinc ore are ready
for shipment.

Lower Cave—Silver-lead ore is being
mined on this property southwest of Mil-

ford. The lode recently cut on the 100-

ft. level is widening.

Horn Silver—There has been some de-
lay in the delivery of machinery for the

new mill.
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White Rock—Drifting from the bottom

of the 100- ft. shaft has opened ore, much

of which is of shipping grade. 250 out

of 280 ft. of workings being in ore. The

property is 5'. miles west of Milford.

Moscow—Two cars of ore. expected to

average about $30 per ton, are in transit.

J tab Coin tv

Ore shipments from the Tintic mints

for the week ended Jan. 28. totaled 140

carloads, inclusive of three cars of slag

sent from the Knight smeltery to the

United States smeltery. This is six less

than last week. Following is the record:

Dragon Iron. 23; Iron Blossom. 20;

Sioux Consolidated. 6; Colorado. 6;

Grand Central. S; Gold Chain, 4; Cen-

tennial-Eureka. 40; .May Day. 2; Uncle

Sam. 6; Iron King. 3; Opohongo, 2;

Black Jack Lease, 2; Chief Consolidated,

2; Gemini. 3; Scranton, 4; New Bullion.

1; Tintic smeltery slag. 3; Ridge Valley,

3; Blakeley lease, 2; total, 146.

Gold Chain—Ore has been opened on

the second, third and fourth levels, and

is being driven for on the 750 and 1000

levels. The Opohongo is mining only

what ore is necessary to meet operating

expenses, awaiting the completion of the

railroad track to the bins.

Mammoth—J. R. Thomas was awarded

^5000 against this company in the United

States district court Jan. 23, for injuries

received from the falling of rock in a

stope.

Iron Blossom—Lead ore has been en-

countered in a raise above the silicious

gold and silver ore on the 500 level.

Ccntennial-Eureka—Water conditions

on the lower levels are reported to be

under control, and it is proposed to sink

t^e shaft to greater depth before any

drifting is done on the 2250.

Sioux Consolidated—The annual re-

port for 1910 showed that 718 ft. of drift-

ing and 180 ft. of raising was done on

and from the 400-ft. level, practically all

in ore. On the 450 level 570 ft. of drift-

ing and raising was done. A winze from

this level opened up 12 ft. of shipping

ore. Work on the 200 was continued. The

treasurer's report showed a cash balance

Jan. 1. 1911, of S82.410. There were

sold 25,916 tons of ore, netting S320.197.

Piute County

Ige—Operations are now under way

at this property, under lease by J. U.

Sargent.

Gold Development—According to re-

the vein recently cut on the tunnel

averages Q 7 per ton in silver and

gold. The tunnel gives about 1300 ft.

of bacVv Operations have been resumed.

Batty Boy—The lower tunnel started

\X'i r t jc being extended by the

Philadelphia Leasing Company; J. W.

Younc. general manager. Ore running
: being mined.

An 8-in. vein is reported to

been cut.

Shamrock—Ore has been cut in a

winze from the main tunnel. Six men
are employed.

Sheep Rock—E. C. McGary and as-

sociates have leased this property near

the south foothills of Mt. Baldy.

Salt Lake County

Ohio Copper—Drilling for water has

been done recently below the mill near

the settling pond and a flow encountered

at a depth of 100 ft. According to re-

ports, a better saving is being made by

milling between 1500 and 1600 tons per

day, than by crowding through 1700 or

1800. Concentrates carry about 25 per

cent, copper, and from $1.25 to $1.50

a ton in silver and gold.

Utah Metals-—The report issued by the

directors shows that the company owns
3450 acres in the West Mountain mining

district; 1650 acres are mineral ground,

the rest chiefly valuable as the source of

water supply for power and for timber.

It is understood that the bonds of the

old Bingham Central Company, which

become due April 1, will be taken up

when due by the Utah Metals, which has

been paying the interest.

Bingham-Neiv Haven—Pres. L. E.

Stoddard has denied the rumors of Utah

Consolidated's negotiations for pur-

chase.

Utah Copper—Two new steam shovels

have been added, bringing the total num-
ber at work up to 20, most of which

are on stripping operations on Boston

Consolidated ground.

Bingham Mines—A contract has been

made with the Winnemucca mill, where-

by the company will be able to dispose

of silver-lead ores of too low a grade for

shipment to the smelteries.

Tooele County

Consolidated Mercur—This company is

reported to be treating around 700 tons of

ore daily, producing gold bullion valued

at between $50,000 and $60,000 monthly.

Utah County

Eudora Bell—A strike of 4 ft. of high-

grade silver-lead ore was made recently

on the tunnel level. Between 25 and 50

sacks of ore have been taken out daily.

Washington

Chelan County

Chelan Butte—This company plans ex-

tensive development work under Edward
Merritt, Chelan.

Ferry County

Easter Sunday—Active operations have

been resumed on this property of the

Forest Alining and Milling Company, of

Orient.

Morning Glory—J. T. Bailey and J.

Bailor, of Spokane, have bonded

this propcrtv for two years. The new

my will start development work.

Silver Crown—Assessment work is be-

ing done by C. F. Patrick, of Spokane.

The mine is in the Orient district.

Okanogan County

A group of tungsten claims on Tung-

sten mountain have been bonded by Al-

bert Allen, of Spokane, and tunnel work
will be started at once. A 20-mile wagon
road will be built from the claims to the

railroad.

Stevens County

Guarantee Mining and Development—
Peter McCann has been made receiver

for this property near Addy.

West Virginia

One of the mine-rescue cars being run

through the mining sections by the Bu-
reau of Mines is now in the State with

Dr. J. J. Rutledge, of Knoxville, Tenn.,

engineer in charge; C. G. Bumby, of

Wyoming, Penn., representative of first

aid to the injured; J. W. Key, of Morris,

Ala., instructing in mine-rescue work.

The car is equipped with six sets of res-

cue appliances, two resuscitating outfits

and an outfit for fighting fire, consist-

ing of hose and other necessary appli-

ances. The car will be later stationed at

Huntington, but first is being shown

around the State.

Among coal companies that are said to

have projected new mines are the Island

Creek Coal and Coke Company, the

Peerless Coal and Coke Company, the

Clinchfield Corporation, the Virginia-

Pocahontas, the Dry Fork-Pocahontas;

the Sycamore, the Red Jacket Consoli-

dated Collieries, the New River & Po-

cahontas Consolidated companies. Among
the companies which will increase output

during the early part of the new year

will be the Standard-Pocahontas, the

Sycamore, the Jewell Ridge, the Weya-

noke, the Crystal Block, the West Vir-

ginia Pocahontas, the Central Pocahontas

Collieries, the Excelsior Pocahontas, the

Thacker and the Majestic Collieries com-

panies.

Will the State create a railway com-

mission? This question is being asked

by shippers on all sides. At the meeting

of the State board of trade a year ago,

a committee was named to investigate

and, if it was deemed advisable, to draft

a bill. The commission was asked to re-

port at the meeting this year, and at

Parkersburg at the annual meeting a re-

port was made, accompanied by a bill

recommending the establishment of a

commission.

Kanawha County

Lackaivanna Land and Lumber Company

—This Pennsylvania corporation is said

to be negotiating for the purchase of the

stock of the Paint Creek Collieries Com-

pany. The latter company has a capital

stock of S5.000.000 and a bond issue of

$3,000,000. It operates 12 collieries and
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has an estimated annual output of about

1,000,000 tons of coal. The land com-

pany owns 53,000 acres of timber and

coal lands. Both companies are owned by

Scranton, Penn., people.

West Virginia Coal Land Company—
This company has been organized with

$400,000 capital by J. E. Price, H. B.

Smith and others. The same people have

also organized the Eagle Collieries Com-
pany, also with $400,000 capital.

McDowell County

Tidewater Coal and Coke Company—
Plans have been made for the opening of

a new mine near the tunnel now being

built on property recently sold the rail-

road for right-of-way. This mine, which

will be near Vivian, will have an even

larger output than the present mine at

East Vivian.

Virginia-Pocahontas Coal Company—
This company is asking for bids on three

shafts which will go down 600 ft. to No.

3 seam of Pocahontas coal. The com-

pany now operates mines at Coalwood

and Susanna and is largely owned by

George L. Carter, the promoter of the

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio Railway. The

work planned will, cost in the neighbor-

hood of $750,000 and is on the Coalwood

branch of the Norfolk & Western.

Mingo County

Red Jacket Consolidated—Surveys are

being made on Mitchell creek preparatory

to installing a new plant about two miles

from the present Red Jacket mine, which

when completed will be the largest plant

owned by the Red Jacket people.

"- —

-

Canada
Nova Scotia

Dominion Steel Corporation—The gen-

eral offices at Sydney were destroyed by

fire on Jan. 25, and a number of import-

ant papers lost.

Ontario

Ore shipments from Cobalt for the

week ended Jan. 20 were: Townsfte,

184,040 lb.; La Rose, 153,310; Nipissing,

124,280; McKinley-Darragh, 110,430;

Kerr Lake, 120,165; Chambers-Ferlana,

64,900; Buffalo, 63,980; total, 821,105 lb.

Bullion shipments: Buffalo, 13,216 oz.

During the last six months the sampler

at Cobalt milled" and sampled 2574 tons

and graded 833 tons.

Crown Reserve—Vein No. 14, opened
for 40 ft. on the 200-ft. level, has widened
from a stringer to between 2 and 2 l/2 in.

of high-grade ore.

Keeley—The employees of this South
Lorrain property are on strike, owing to

a cut in wages to conform to the regu-
lar scale of the Mine Managers' Associa-
tion of Cobalt.

Drummond—Another oreshoot has
been opened on the 75-ft. level of a new
shaft on this Cobalt property.

Gould Consolidated—The shaft, now
down 121 ft., is being sunk 50 ft. fui-

ther; drifting will be done at the 150-ft.

level.

Dome Extension—A controlling inter-

est of this Porcupine company, which
owns five 40-acre claims to the south and
west of Porcupine lake, has been pur-

chased by a syndicate, including P. Ches-
ter Thompson, W. S. Edwards, Alex.

Fasken, George Monteith and J. Wilson.

Two prospecting shafts have been sunk
and a hoisting plant and compressor in-

stalled.

Vipond—On this Porcupine property,

operated by the Porcupine Gold Mining
Company, a shaft has been put down 100

ft. and a crosscut run in for 36 ft. One
small Nissen stamp is running on ore

from another vein, at a depth of 20 feet.

Northern Ontario Exploration Com-
pany—This Porcupine company has been
organized in England by Bewick, More-
ing & Co.; capital, £400,000. Among
those interested are C. A. Moreing, the

Earl of Errol, Sir William Bell, David
Richards and John Barry. Messrs. More-
ing and Richards, accompanied by a staff

of engineers, are on their way to investi-

gate Porcupine properties.

Crown Chartered—Some good surface

showings are reported, including a con-

tinuation of the Scottish-Ontario vein. A
contract has been let to Smith & Traverse,

of Sudbury, for diamond drilling to the

depth of 1000 ft., work to be begun Feb.

15.

Standard Porcupine Gold Mining Com-
pany—This is a new organization with

a capital of $1,500,000. Doctor Guerin,

mayor of Montreal, is president; T. O.

Lyall, vice-president, and C. S. Wallace,

secretary-treasurer. It owns 65 acres

near Simpson lake in South Tisdale. A
force of 12 men is at work.

Golden Eagle—The Nash Bay Mining
Company is being organized to develop

this property, which is situated on an

island in Eagle lake. There are two
strong veins and a shaft sunk and some
drifting done. N. Higbee will be in

charge of the work.

Quebec

Dominion Graphite—A 200-ton milling

plant for the treatment of crude ore

is being built on the property near

Buckingham.

Mexico

Mines Company of America—Oppor-

tunity to convert shares of Dolores and

El Rayo has been extended 60 days from

Jan. 11.

SONORA

Southern Pacific Railway—A strike by

enginemen on all this company's Mexican

lines has affected all operating mines in

Sonora.

Greene-Cananea—Four of the battery

of eight furnaces are idle, and the pro-

duction for January is forecasted as

small.

Calumet & Sonora—The working force

has been augmented to 150 men.

El Triunfo—This company, with im-

proved holdings near Arizpe, is erecting

a concentrator and expending a large

sum for equipment.

El Tigre Company—About 55,000 acres

of timbered land has been purchased to

secure a supply of stulls and fuel.

Africa

German Southwest Africa

The Otavi Mines and Railways Com-
pany reports that during the nine months
ended Sept. 30 its railroad carried

22,860 tons of ores, 1660 tons of lead and
150 tons of copper matte.

Nigeria

Negotiations are pending for the build-

ing of a narrow-gage railroad about 100

miles long, which will give access to the

tinfields in the district of Bauchi. Several

of the companies operating there have
begun to produce alluvial tin, and two of

them are preparing to start dredging op-

erations. The Tinfields of Northern Ni-

geria, the Bisichi and the Nawaguta com-
panies are all doing regular work.

Asia

Korea

Oriental Consolidated—The 240-stamp
mill crushed 28,929 tons of ore during

November, 1910. The actual running

time was 28^ days. The gross receipts

were $121,076; operating costs, $61,517;

improvements and development, $1016;
net profit, $58,542.

South America
Brazil

It is announced that an English com-
pany has secured control of the iron-ore

deposits of Itabira do Matto Dentro in the

State of Minas Geraes. The nearest coasr

town is Port Victoria, which is north of

Rio Janeiro. The London Iron and Coal
Trades Review says that the mines cer-

tainly contain 60,000,000 to 70,000,000

tons of ore, and in the opinion of experts

will be found eventually to have several

times this quantity. Much of the ore is

said 'o run from 69.3 to 69.8 per cent,

metallic iron, 0.10 per cent, silica, 0.00 J

to 0.01 per cent, phosphorus and 0.016

per cent, sulphur, with almost no moist-

ure. A railroad extension to the mines, a

distance of 60 miles, is arranged for. and
the electrification and equipping of the

road to carry 2,000,000 tons of ore a year
to the coast are in the hands of the

British firm of Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd.

The ore has very little overburden, and
can be cheaply mined. It is said that

American interests were also negotiating

for the purchase of these deposits, but

the English company made the best offer.
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Coal Trade Review

New York. Feb. 1—There is very little

calling for comment this week in the

./.-trade reports from the West. Con-

ditions remain about the same, and the

supply of coal seems to be abundant

everywhere. The steam-coal trade is in-

ed to be slow at most points, and mild

weather has affected the domestic de-

mand. There are few or no complaints

now about car supply and transportation.

In the East trade is generally quiet,

with supplies of coal abundant every-

where. Steam-coal demand is inclined

to be slack.

Anthracite trade is steady, with supply

and demand pretty well balanced.

United Mine Workers of America—The

results of the recent election were an-

nounced in the convention at Columbus,

O.. Jan. 28. John P. White, of Oskaloosa,

la., is chosen president, defeating T. L.

Lewis by a majority of 26,743 votes.

Frank Hayes, of Springfield, 111., was

chosen vice-president; Edward Perry, of

Oskaloosa. la., was reelected secretary

and treasurer. The result seems to be a

defeat of the conservative element.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal tonnage of Norfolk & Western

railway, six months of fiscal year, July

1 to Dec. 31, short tons:

Com- Com-
Fleld. merclal. pany. Total.

Pocahontas 5,518,474 ">-i:i,4'.<8 6,061,972
mgBlver 762,395 233,390 995,785

ker hm.ii.vj :j17,<m>4 1,121,116
Kenora 373,198 81,147 4.">4,:f4r.

Clinch Valley :i'.>7,s.vr> -jt.khj 4-24,955

TOta] 7355,974 1,202,199 9,058,178

As compared with the corresponding

half of 1909, there was an increase ot

1.224.353 tons, or 15.6 per cent.

Division of anthracite shipments by

rccions or districts is as follows, for three

past:

•

>n : 1909. 1910.

..Hull 1v«m:.4i;4 16,864,147 17,816,020
7,786,265 7,532,271 8.627,689

mlng 37,678,467 88,433,227

•total 64,666,014 61,969,886 64,905,786

The year 1910 was the heaviest on

record for the Lehigh region. The Schuyl-

kill region is the declining section of the

anthracite country.

Coal receipts at San Francisco, 11

months ended Nov. 30, were 264.411 long

tons in 1909, and 211,808 in 1910; de-

crease. "2.603 tons.

Coal receipts at St. Louis. 1 1 months

ended Nov. 30. were 6.318.728 short tons

in 1909. and 8.135,159 In 1910; increase,

Coal shipments out of Kanawha river

in West Virginia, 1 1 months ended Nov.
•

! ,205,273 short tons in 1009, and

i.i "0.593 in 1910; decrease, 34.680 tons.

Current Prices of"

Metal, Minerals. Coal

and Stocks, Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

New York
Anthracite

Feb. 1—The trade is fair; the local

market now depends essentially on the

weather. For the next two months deal-

ers will watch conditions closely, as none
of them wants to be caught with large

stocks on April 1. Steam coals are in

better supply.

Schedule prices for domestic sizes are

S4.75 for lump, $5 for egg and stove and
$5.25 *for chestnut, all f.o.b. New York
harbor. For steam sizes current quota-

tions are $3 Ca 3.25 for pea; $2.40r?/2.75

for buckwheat; $1.95(W2.25 for buck-
wheat No. 2 or rice; $\A0fa 1.55 for bar-

ley; all according to quality, f.o.b. New
York harbor.

Bituminous

The soft-coal trade is still quiet. Har-
bor trade has picked up a little, but there

is nothing doing in the coastwise busi-

ness. Dealers are hopeful of improve-
ment; but reports of short time at New
England mills are not encouraging.

Prices are about the same. Gas coals

bring SU, 1.10 at mine for )4-in., 95c.((i>

SI for run-of-mine, and 70c. for slack.

Fair steam coals can be had for $2.60,
f.o.b. New York harbor, lower grades
down to $2.35*, 2.45, with better coals
up to $2.85rw 2.90. Present demand is

chiefly for the lower-priced coals.

There is no complaint about car sup-
ply, and transportation is good. So far
the winter has been unusually free from
snow and other blockades. There is

rather a surplus of coal at tide just now.
Alternate fogs and winds have delayed

vessels in coastwise trade, and the sup-
ply is not so good. Rates are about the
same, however. From Philadelphia to

Boston, Salem and Portland, boats can be
had at 80*?90c. From New York rates
are about 65*/>75c. to points around Cape
Cod; 45*?i55c. to Sound ports.

Birmingham
Jan. 30—Coal production in Alabama

is at the top notch. The orders on hand
arc urgent and every effort Is being made
by the coal operators to get the coal out
and shipped at once.

The Pratt Consolidated Coal Com-
pany, the largest independent coal com-
pany in the State, is making preparations
to put on a barge line down Alabama
rivers to reach Mobile and the Gulf. Two
railroads out of the Birmingham district

to New Orleans are now handling coal

to New Orleans, Pensacola, Mobile and
other points.

Reports received by Chief State Mine
Inspector James Hillhouse from the coal

operators indicate that the output in 1910
was above 16,000,000 tons. With one ex-

ception the larger coal companies in the

district produced more coal in 1910 than
in the previous year.

Chicago
Jan. 31—The co^l market continues to

be one of light sales and large receipts,

with consequent difficulty in maintain-
ing prices. Shipments have been some-
what lessened in the last week, but not
enough to avoid the accumulation of coal
on track from the Illinois and Indiana
mines. Alild weather continuing has
made dealers anxious about the situa-

tion, which is primarily due to overship-
ments. Neither consumers nor retailers

will buy domestic coal heavily while the

abnormally warm weather continues and
steam users are either much of the same
mind or have laid in large stocks. Even
eastern coals occasionally sell at cut
prices to escape demurrage charges,
though better regulated as to supply than
the western coals. Except in the event
of cold weather, severe and prolonged,
operators should ship very cautionsly to
this market.

Illinois and Indiana coals in carlots
bring $1.80ra2.55 for lump, $1.75fr/ 1.85
for run-of-mine and $\A0(d 1.65 for
screenings, the last named size being
most in demand. Smokeless sells at
nearly or quite the circular prices of
$4.20 for lump and $3.30 for run-of-
mine, and Hocking brings $3.15r</3.40,
being in rather large supply for the first

time in many weeks. Anthracite is a
light seller and all sizes are in good
supply.

Cleveland
Jan. 30—The weather is still mild, cut-

ting down domestic demand, while steam
coal is rather slow in moving. Car sup-
ply is ample for the present trade, and
many mines are running on short time.

Prices are unchanged. Middle district
coal, f.o.b. Cleveland, is $2.15 for l^-in.,
$1.90 for -H-in., $1.10 for run-of-minr
and $1.55@1.65 for slack. No. 8 and
Cambridge districts, 5 or 10c. higher;
Pocahontas, $3.60 for lump.

Indianapolis
Jan. 31—The coal mines are recovering

from the dull period which set in with
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the new year, but the activity is still

less than it was in December. Ship-

ments to Chicago, especially, have been

cut down. Prices are also lower.

Miners and operators are paying close

attention to the various bills to regulate

mining which have been brought forward

in the legislature.

Pittsburg

Jan. 31—There has been no improve-

ment in demand for coal, which is very

poor, except for slack. Price cutting

continues, mine-run being sold at Si a

ton and V4 -in. at Si. 10, or 15 to 25c. be-

low the nominal quotations which were

the actual market much of the time last

year. We revise prices accordingly:

Mine run and nut, SI@ 1.10; -)4-in.,

SI. 10*/ 1.20; lM-in., $1.20@1.30; slack,

85*/ 90c, per ton at mine. The mines

are running about half time.

Connellsville Coke—The market con-

tinues quiet, and occasional transactions

made show quite a range in price, ac-

cording to quality, etc. The last import-

ant prompt sale was that with the Upson
Nut Company, Cleveland, for about 6000

tons for February, at Si.40 or Si. 45. The

Kittanning Iron and Steel Company,
operating Rebecca furnace, at Kittanning.

Penn., has made an exchange deal, giv-

ing pig iron in return for a supply of

coke for February and March, involving

about 15,000 tons of coke. The furnace

is blowing in this week. It is reported

that a contract for a monthly tonnage

for February to June inclusive has been

made between other parties, but details

are not obtainable. One or two sales of

prompt coke have been made in the East

at SI.35, but it is understood the quality

is questionable. We quote: Prompt fur-

nace, Si.45*/ 1.50; contract furnace.

Si.50*/ 1.60; prompt foundry, S2*/2.10;

contract foundry, S2.25*/2.50 at ovens.

The Courier reports production in the

Connellsville and lower Connellsville re-

gion ended Jan. 21 at 287,475 tons, a

gain of 7000 tons; shipments at 3202

cars to Pittsburg, 4569 cars to points west

and 819 cars to points east, a total of

8590 cars.

St. Louis

Jan. 30—The market during the past

week has been extremely slow, in fact a

perfect nightmare to sales agents. There

seems to be less demand at present than

during the hottest days in summer. The

weather has been most unseasonable, as

there has been scarcely % day this month

when an overcoat was necessary.

There has been considerable coal up to

demurrage in East St. Louis during the

past 10 days, especially Carterville coal.

The high-grade operators in the Carter-

ville district have been forcing their coal

on the market at lower and lower prices,

until it has become so cheap that the ma-

jority of buyers have stopped buying low-

.
grade coal, and as a consequence the

Standard operators in the fifth and ninth

districts have been unable to run more
than one or two days a week. The price

of all coal is down to the cost of pro-

duction and the operators in the Standard
district are showing their wisdom by
shutting down.

Under these conditions the car short-

ages have entirely disappeared and rail-

roads are all lifting their embargoes, con-

sequently the situation in the country is

now just as bad as in town. Every
branch of the soft-coal trade is practical-

ly at a standstill.

Current prices in the St. Louis market
are as follows:

F.o.b.
F.o.l). St.

Standard: Mine Louis

6-in. lump 1 20 1 72
2-in. lump i no l 52
Mine-run 0.90 1 12
2-nut o SO 1 :i2

2-in. screenings 0.50 1 .02
Pea and slack 0.25 0.77

Staunton, Mt. Olive & Springfield:

6-in. lump 1 .50 2 . 02
3-in. lump 1.25 1.77
Mine-run 1.10 1 62
2-in . nut . SO 1 32
2-in screenings 0.60 l . 12

Carterville:

6-in. lump or egg 1.30 2.07
3-in. nut 1 . 20 1 . S7
Mine-run 1 . 20 1 . S7
l*-in. screenings 0.70 1.37

Franklin County:

6-in. lump or egg 1.50 2 27
3-in. nut 1 10 2 07
2-in. nut 1 . 20 1 *>7

U-in screenings 0.70 1.37

Trenton:

6-in. lump 2.25 2 77
6-in. egg 2.25 2.77
3-in. nut 2.00 2.52

Pennsylvania Anthracite:

Chestnut 7.20
md egg 6.95

Grate 6.70

Arkansas Anthracite:

Egg or grate 6 . 25

Coke:

Connellsville foundry 2.50 •"> 30
Cas house •"> oo
Smithing coal 1 .65 1 1 5

Pocahontas Smokeless:

Lump and egg 2 . 25 4 75
Mine-run 1.25 3.75

Prices at East St. Louis are 20c. per

ton below the St. Louis quotations.

Anthracite—The demand for anthracite

and smokeless coal is good considering

the weather, though the tonnage is light.

Monmouthshire, S3.84; seconds,

best small steam coal, S2.34; seconQs,

S2. 10. All prices are per long ton, f.o.b.

shipping port, cash in 30 days less 2 l/>

per cent, discount.

HJIIRON-TRADE-REVIEW i±

FOREIGN-COAL-TRADE

German Coal Trade—Exports and im-

ports of fuel in Germany, 11 months end-

ed Dec. 31, metric tons:

Experts. Imports. r.v

Coal 11,494,707

Brown c 6,715,375

Coke
Briquets 1.771 1,559.195

Total 27,177.«27 17 72 ! I

Total, 1909 -" Exp. 6.112,708

Exports in 1910 included 51,935 tons

of coke to the United States.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,

Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on Jan. 21 as follows:

Best Welsh steam coal. S4.20; seconds.

S4.02: thirds, $3.84; dry coals, S3.84; besi

New York, Feb. 1— Reports from the

iron and steel markets are rather variable

in their tenor. From some points we
hear of improvement in specifications on
contracts and in new orders; from others

advices are less favorable. On the whole
it may be said that business shows little

change, but there is a little better tone.

The advance in wire last week led to

some talk about other, advances; but

these do not seem to be probable. Al-

together, business is still limited to the

filling of present requirements.

In pig iron there have been the usual

inquiries, but actual transactions have

been mainly on a small scale. Buyers

seem to think that prices are near the

bottom, but they are not too confident of

their future requirements.

In finished material jobbers are re-

ported to be contracting quite freely for

their spring stocks, which is rather a

good indication. Spring building require-

ments are being discussed, and there are

quite a number of inquiries for struc-

tural steel.

A little more railroad business is re-

ported. The Rock Island Company has

ordered 10,000 tons of rails; the Chicago.

Burlington & Quincy, 30,000 tons, di-

vided between the Lackawanna Steel and

the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company.

The Southern Railway will take 23,000

tons from Ensley and 3000 tons from

the Maryland Steel Company. Smaller

orders make up a total of about 45,000

tons.

The double-tracking authorization of

the Harriman lines, announced today,

will involve the laying of about 1600

miles of track, which with 90-lb. rails,

would consume about 225,000 tons of

steel rails. The work, however, being

distributed over a period of five years,

will not greatly affect the rail demand,

and the chief interest in the item is the

indication it affords of a renewal of im-

portant railroad expenditures.

United States Steel Corporation T. e

statement for the December quarter

shows net earnings over operating ex-

penses as follows:

October $ 14,048,21

November 13,711,7
December 13,

Quarter $40,

Depreciation anil reserve s

Interest and sinking funds
Sundry adjustments

charges

Surplus

Dividends 12

Undivided surplus j
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Dividends were S0.304.9Hl on pre-

ferred and $6^53,781 on common stock.

The balance brought forward from pre-

vious quarters was $16,520,687, making

a total of $16,928,719. From this there

ppropriated S5.000.000 for additions

to property and SI.000.000 to cover min-

ing royalty charges—which means de-

ficit on the Hill ore-land leases. The

total net earnings for the year 1910

were -141.143.941. against S 131.479.975

in 1909. Unfilled orders on Dec. 31 were

2.074.757 tons, a decrease of 483,843

tons during the quarter.

Baltimore

Jan. 30—Imports for the week in-

cluded 1890 tons ferromanganese from

Great Britain; 4005 tons iron pyrites

from Huelva. Spain; 6650 tons iron ore

from Cuba. Exports included 251,830

lb. spelter and 5.148,500 lb. steel billets

to Liverpool; 6243 tons steel rails to

Brisbane. Australia; 694 tons steel rails

and 104,447 lb. angle-plates to Vera Cruz,

Mexico; 5.878.786 lb. structural and mis-

cellaneous steel to Panama.

Birmingham

Jan. 30—The Southern pig-iron market

is far from being in a satisfactory con-

dition. There has been some improve-

ment lately but the market generally is

dull. The feature of the week is the

announcement that prices will not be cut

under Sll per ton, No. 2 foundry. The

manufacturers appear to be anxious to

sell only for the present quarter of the

year. Inquiries for the last half of the

year are not receiving much encourage-

ment, the consumers not discussing any-

thing but prevailing prices. It is believed

that a slight reduction will be shown in

the accumulated stocks of iron in South-

ern territory during the first month of

the year. This means that the demand

has been a little better than the make.

As far as can be learned, there is no in-

tention in this part of the country of in-

creasing the iron output.

The steel situation continues to look

up. Four of the open-hearth furnaces at

the steel plant of the Tennessee company

at Fnsley are in operation now and steel

is being supplied to the rail department

and to the rolling mills at Bessemer, also

belonging to the same company.

There is still a fair demand for char-

coal iron at <22'<i 22.50 per ton.

( 'hit ago

Jan. 31 The market for pig iron con-

tinues depressed, nearly all the business

being in small lots for delivery one to

three months hence, with a sale of fair

onally occurring. It is Mill a

waiting market both buy

seller are concerned. The vohr

n pin iron is not small, though

individual ill. Prices

arc uncer- -ability

of a large purchase; on the general busi-

ness being done Southern iron is quoted

at Sll Birmingham, or S15.35 Chicago,

for No. 2 foundry, while No. 2 Northern

lags at S15.50f</ 16, with business turning

more to Northern than Southern at these

prices, which at best are only nominal,

some business undoubtedly having been

done at 25c. or 50. less, on Southern.

Lake Superior charcoal continues fairly

steady at SI 7.50. Coke is very dull at

S4.90 for the best Connellsville. The

melters of pig iron are making inquiries

for large tonnage, second- and 'third-

quarter deliveries, with a steadiness that

indicates their expectation of large busi-

ness and a probability that they will buy

heavily as soon as they feel that the bot-

tom of the market has been reached.

Cleveland

Jan. 30—Shipments of ore from Lake

docks to furnaces have increased since

the first of the year. About 500,000 tons

have gone forward in January.

Pig Iron—There is more inquiry, and

a number of small sales, chiefly of

foundry, have been closed. Prices re-

main for Cleveland delivery, at $15,90

for bessemer; $14.25r« 14.40 for basic;

S14.25 for No. 2 foundry; $13.75<§ 14 for

forge. There are reports of shading on

No. 2 foundry.

Finished Material—More orders are re-

ported for sheets and structural material.

Jobbers also report trade better and are

showing a disposition to take on stocks.

The wire advance was unexpected, but

does not seem to have checked buying.

Philadelphia

Feb. 1—The business in pig iron for

the week has exceeded that of any other

week for some time past. Most of it

came from buyers who had not been in

the market with inquiries while those

who have had inquiries under considera-

tion have not made any purchases. To-

day's information is to the effect that a

general buying movement on a small

scale, both from local and outside

sources, will set in, especially for No. 2

foundry iron. Most buyers are waiting

for the proper tip to come into the mar-

ket. While the tone of the market is

weak, the prospects for working off ac-

cumulated stocks are giving a little con-

fidence. Prices are low and no effort

will be made to try the patience of buy-

ers, especially because of the persistent

effort of Southern makers to divert busi-

ness their way. Basic has scarcely been

inquired for. The outlook for forge is

better and business has been done on a

1 1.50 basis.

Steel lii'lets—The users of steel billets

throughout the Eastern territory are well

supplied for immediate necessities.

liars The only reported business of

moment is in common iron, which was ac-

cepted at a shading of the lowest re-

ported rates.

Sheets—While the mills report no

orders of moment, the stores have been

able to deplete stocks more satisfac-

torily than during any other week for a

month or two past.

Pipes and Tubes—From now on repre-

sentatives of tube makers count on doing

a better business in single transactions,

though not more business than the ag-

gregate. The hand-to-mouth method of

buying is probably about at an end. Mer-

chant pipe remains dull.

Plates—There is a decided improve-

ment as measured by inquiries but the

probability of heavy orders is clouded by

the rumor that a shading is possible. A
,

fair week's business has been done in

small orders.

Structural Material—The modest vol-

ume of business is not indicative of any

early improvement. Deliveries on large

late autumn contracts will soon be

finished. At the same time there is a

large amount of structural work already

planned.

Scrap— It is impossible to get rid of

scrap and dealers are not disposed to

add to their accumulations except on

terms decidedly in their favor.

Pittsburg

Jan. 31—There has been a slight

further improvement in the volume of

business in the finished-steel trade, and

a decided increase in favorable senti-

ment. Mills are increasing their opera-

tions in many cases. The Carnegie Steel

Company has blown in several additional

blast furnaces in the past 10 days. The

Republic Iron and Steel Company is op

erating its steel plant at Youngstown at

full capacity this week, practically for

the first time since last June; the Cam-

bria Steel Company is running more

nearly full, and other concerns seem to

be doing at least a little better than they

were. The expectation is that the im-

provement will continue at a moderate

pace.

The tinplate market has been very

nervous on account of the continued rise

in pig tin, as with present prices of steel

and tin there is less margin between the

raw material and finished product than

the normal. When the present $3.60

price on tinplate was named, Nov. 12,

1909. sheet bars were $28.50 and pig iron

30.50c. ; sheet bars are now $24, and

this leaves a margin for tin to cost up

to about 42c, but the market has ad-

vanced above tb,is point already and bids

fair to go considerably higher. Accord-

ing to average prices in 1908, of steel,

pig tin and tinplates, pig tin should not

be over 37c. with tinplates and steel at

their present figures.

Pig Iron—A local sanitary ware in-

terest has bought about 4000 tons of foun-

dry iron, for delivery at Allegheny and

New Brighton during the first half, pay

ing about $13.75, Valley, for most of
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the tonnage, though a little was bought at

less and a little at more. A middle in-

terest sold the Forged Steel Wheel Com-

pany, at Butler, 3000 tons of basic iron,

to come from Midland, Penn., at a price

figuring back to a shade less than $13.25,

Valley, or well below the nominal level.

On the other hand, it is reported that a

middle interest which recently bought

1500 tons of malleable iron at 313.50,

Valley, has succeeded in reselling at

$13.75, Valley. We quote prices un-

changed : Bessemer, S15; basic and

malleable, S13.50; foundry, S13.75r„ 14,

all at Valley furnaces, 90c. higher de-

livered Pittsburg.

Ferromanganese — The market con-

tinues quiet, and quotable for prompt

and forward delivery at about $38, Balti-

more.

Steel—The market is quiet and prices

are reported as well maintained, except

for one lot of high-carbon steel, which

it is reported went at a cut price. We
quote bessemer and open-hearth billets

at $23 and sheet bars at $24, both f.o.b.

maker's mill, Pittsburg or Youngstown.

Wire rods have advanced in consonance

with last week's $1 a ton advance in wire

products, and are quoted by most mills

at $29, Pittsburg, although the new price

has .not been seriously tested.

Sheets—A meeting of practically all

the sheet mills west of the mountains

was held at Pittsburg, Jan. 25. The only

issue as to prices seems to have been

that some mills were charged with al-

lowing a commission to jobbers on gal-

vanized sheets. The meeting developed

that only one or two mills were doing

this, and the mills involved are under-

stood to have stated that they intended

to discontinue the practice. There has

been a further slight improvement in

bookings. We quote prices unchanged:

Black sheets, 28 gage, 2.20c; galvanized,

3.20c; blue annealed, 10 gage, 1.65c;

painted corrugated roofing, $1.55; gal-

vanized, S2.75 per square.

St. Louis

Jan. 30—The pig-iron market contin-

ues slow though a few more inquiries

were received. The situation on the

whole seems to show a slight improve-

ment in demand. The price of $1 1, Birm-

ingham, or $14.75 per ton, f.o.b. St.

Lruis, remains unchanged.

ery in Great Britain, year ended Dec. 31,

as valued by Board of Trade returns:

Exports. Imports. ExceBB.

Iron and steel £43,oo2,'.i:;7 £ 9,093,796 Ex.£
Machinery... 29,296,721 4,471,303 Ex. 24,825,418

Cutlery and
hardware.. 6,424,002 4,673,888 Ex. 1,750,114

New ships 8,769,331 Ex. 8,769,331

FOREIGN IRON TRADE

features present themselves in the mar-

ket. It is thought the plague in China

has had some effect in lessening the de-

mand from that quarter.

Total £87,492,991 £,18,238,986 Ex. £69,254,006

Total, lOD'J.. 77,589,552 16,128,959 Ex. 61,460,693

Increase in exports in 1910 was £9,-

903,439, or 12.8 per cent.; increase in im-

ports, £2,110,027, or 13.1 per cent. The

total quantities of iron and steel were,

in long tons:

1909. 1910. Chanpes.

4,210,799 4,593.768 I. 382,969

1,193,478 1,369,593 I. 170,115

are largely of pig iron,

and other half-finished

material, which is put into finished work

in British mills.

British Iron Ore Imports—Imports of

Iron ore into Great Britain for the year

ended Dec. 31, were 8,328,623 long tons

in 1909, and 7,020,543 in 1910; an in-

crease of 691.920 tons. Of the imports

in 1910 Spain supplied 4,854,606 tons.

Exports
Imports

The imports

blooms, billets

f METAL- MARKETS HO

New York, Feb. 1—The metal markets

have generally been quiet and inclined

to weakness, with the exception of tin.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

CXITED STATES GOLD AND SITAT5B MOVEMENT

Metal.
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them, from all that can be heard on the

outside. At first there was an effort

made to contract a large portion of the

output, on the part of the association,

and it seemed as though the smelters in-

tended taking hold of it, but only one

purchasing company signed any con-

tracts, and no other company would sign

up. Now there is not a producer willing

to sign a contract, so it is practically

void, as contracts could be made for

only six months at the best.

Lead ore prices were stronger again

this week, considerable ore selling at

S57<W 57.50 per ton. The average price,

all grades, was S55.60 per ton.

Other Ore Markets

Iron Ore—The Lake Superior season

is closed and all buying of ore will now
be done on next year's prices. No action

has yet been taken toward fixing then..

In the East there is no organization of

sellers, and no general quotations can be

given. It may be said, however, that

prices on the open market will range

from 7 to 8c. per unit of iron delivered

to furnace; which would be $3.50rT/4 for

a 50 per cent. ore. Most ores, however,

are sold under yearly contracts.

Manganese Ore—The base price, as

fixed by large buyers, is 25c. per unit

for manganese and 5c. per unit for iron

content, for a base ore containing 49 per

:ent. or over in manganese, not over 0.20

phosphorus and 8 per cent, silica. Prices

range down to 23c. per unit for 40 per

cent, manganese; with deductions for

sxcess of phosphorus and silica.

Tungsten Ore— Ferberite, wolframite

and huebnerite ores, S6.50(a7 per unit

per ton of 2000 lb. of ore containing 60

per cent, of tungsten trioxide. For

scheelite ore, 50c. i?7 $1.50 per unit less.

Zinc Ores—For Rocky Mountain blende

of good quality, especially as to iron and

le°.d contents, the current price is for

ths zinc content, less 8 units, at the St.

Louis price of spelter; with a deduction

af $14<7M5 per 2000 lb. of ore. See also

Joplin and Wisconsin ore markets.

Pyrites—Domestic pyrites are quoted

at l\y2 (ftl2c. per unit of sulphur at

•nines fcr furnace sizes. Spanish pyrites,

furnace sizes, are 12@12Hc. per unit,

;x-ship. Arsenical pyrites are from l/2@
1

' 'c. per unit less.

CHEM ICALS
New York, Feb. 1—The general market

remains quiet, and business is rather

slow for the season.

Copper Sulphate—Business is moder-

ate and prices are the same; $4 per 100

lb. for carload lots, and $4.25 per 100 lb.

for smaller orders.

Sulphur—Messrs. Parsons & Petit,

New York, inform us of the arrival of 600
tons crude brimestone from Sicily at New
York, Jan. 26; the same steamer bring-

ing 1500 tons to be delivered at Baltimore

this week. They also furnish the follow-

ing figures for the Sicilian sulphur in-

dustry for the year ended July 31, in

metric tons:

1908-9. 1909-10. Chanes.
Procuctlon 396,849 397,452 I. 003
Shipments 348,745 396,996 I. 48,251
Stocks. Aug. 1 604,598 596,128 D. 8,470

The shipments to the United States and

Canada were about 15,000 tons in each

year.

Arsenic—The market continues dull.

The usual quotation is %2.\2y2 per 100

lb. for white arsenic; but there are per-

sistent rumors of business done at a

shade below that figure.

Nitrate of Soda—There is only a mod-
erate amount of business forward, and
quotations are steady at 2.10c. per lb.

for both spot and future positions.

Potash Salts—The committee of the

German Bundesrath, which has charge of

the potash mines, has increased the allot-

ment which may be mined without pay-

ing the extra tax from 204,380 to 216,-

780 metric tons for home consumption;

and from 198,140 to 282,500 tons for

export. The increase in the export al-

lotment is 84,360 tons, or 42.6 per cent.

Sulphate of Ammonia—Production of

sulphate of ammonia in Great Britain in

1910: Gas works, 168,000; iron works,

21,000; shale-oil works, 60,000; coke

ovens and producers, 120,000; total,

369,000 long tons, an increase of 20,500

tons over 1909. The price advanced in

1910 from £11 7s. 6d. to £12 6s. 3d. per

ten, chiefly on account of large exports

to the United States and Japan.-

^C MINING-STOCKS $

New York, Feb. 1— The general stock

markets have shown some strong points

and some advances, but still mainly on

professional trading. As is generally the

case, small advances have been varied by

halts for profit taking.

On the Curb business has been rather

slow. DeaJings in the copper shares

were not heavy, with quotations generally

firm. Cobalt shares were strong, but on

rather limited trading. An episode of the

Curb was a sudden revival in Yukon
Gold, which sold rather freely and ad-

vanced sharply; it has been little traded

in for some time.

At auction, Jan. 26, there was a sale

of 25 shares New Jersey Zinc Company
at 400 T <. This is the first sale of this

stock recorded for a long time.

Boston, Jan. 31—Although copper

shares show a slightly improved tone the

market continues stupidly dull. Here

and there will be found active spots, but

even then it is of short duration.

The market for the so called Calumet

& Hecla stocks is heavy and few trades

reported. The new Calumet stock, when,

as and if issued is quoted $220 bid, $225

asked. It has been quoted as high as

$225 bid. One thing in connection with

this merger is the fact that there is no

alternative from the original plan. To be

effectual every company, outside of the

Isle Royale and Gratiot, must vote to

consolidate or the plan will not be oper-

ative.

COPPER PRODUCTION REPORTS.
Copper contents of blister copper, in pounds.

Company.
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Osceola stockholders are making ef-

forts to block the plan by demanding

better terms. Some Lake Superior hold-

ers have taken the initiative and organ-

ized. Local holders appear passive.

Lake. North Butte, East Butte and one

or two others have been about the only

active features and at times there is a

good market for them. The Hancock

Consolidated has levied a S2 assessment

payable in two instalments of SI each

on' March 1 and May 1. It had no effect

on the stock as it had been discounted.

Mazatlan Copper and Gold had a jump

of over 100 per cent, on the Curb, touch-

ins S3. 50. This was due to the reported

striking of rich gold ore. Rhode Island

Coal has gone down close to $5 per

share.

TIN AT NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO. Jan. 31.

Assessments

Company.

advance, Mont
Alpha Con-, Nev
Alta, Nev

Hot
Black Bear Con., Ida
Bullion. Nev
t ompton, I<la

Con. Virginia. Nev
Crown Point, Nev
Bast Crown Point, Utah....
Eureka M. 4: M , Ida
Bxcheqner, Nev
Florence M. s M., Ida
Franklin, Mich
Idaho-Nevada Exp] , Ida...
Keystone, Utah
Kin? Philip Copper. Mich..
Lucky Calumet, I<la

Locky swede, Ida
Kiddle Swansea, Utah
Reindeer Cop- & Gold, Ida.
Pac. Cold & copper, I'tah . .

Pandora, Ida
Selrua, I'tah
Sierra Nevada, Nev
Teddy M. k M., Ida
Treasure, cai

Delinq. sal.

Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Dec.

Jan.
Apr.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

1 Mar.
12 Feb.
16 Feb.
19 Feb.
12 Feb.
9 Feb.
16 Feb.
7 Feb.

30 Feb.
in

23 Feb.
24 Feb
20 Mar.
6

23 Feb.
15 Feb.
... Feb.
16 Feb.
1 May

•21 Feb.
1 Feb.

12 Feb.
80 Feb'.

16 Mar.
17 Feb.
•20 Feb.
10 Mar.

1 $0,003
12 0.06

0.03
. 05

0.01
0.06
0.005
0.25
0.10
0.00}

21 0.000}
14 1 0.05
2" 0.001
.. 2.00
23 oooj

16
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The Minin<5 Index
3

This index is a convenient reference to the
current literature of mining and metallurgy
published In all of the important periodicals
of the world. We will furnish a copy of any
article (if in print), in the original language,
for the price quoted. Where no price is

quoted, the cost is unknown. Inasmuch as
the papers must be ordered from the pub-
lishers, there will be some delay for foreign
papers. Remittance must be sent with order.
Coupons are furnished at the following prices :

20c. each, six for $1, 33 for .$.">, and loo for
,<15. When remittances are made in even
dollars, we will return the excess over an
order in coupons, if so requested.

COAL, AND COIvE

14.312—ACCIDENTS—Fatal Accidents in
the Coal Mines of North America. F. L.
Hoffman. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 31,
1910; 3 pp.) 20c.

14.312a—ACCIDENTS—Mining Accidents.
Day Allen Willev. (Cassier's Mag.. Jan.,
1911 : 8 pp.. lllus.) 40c.

14.313—BRITISH COLUMBIA—The Clas-
sification of Nicola Valley Coals. S. .1. Castel-
man. (Quait. Bull. Can. Min. Inst., Oct.,
1910; 4% pp.)

14,314—CANADA—Dominion No. 2 Colliery
of the Dominion Coal Company. A. G. Haul-
tain. (Quart. Bull. Can. Min. Inst., Oct.,
1910; 12% pp.)

14,315—CAPE BRETON—Coal Mining in

Cape Breton during 1910. (Can Min. Journ.,
Jan. 1, 1911; 1% pp.) 20c.

14.316—COKE—Die Entfcrnung der Graph-
itansiitze aus den Steigerohren der Koksofen
mit Nehenproducktengewinning. A. Thau.
(Gluekauf, Nov. 10. 1010: 514 pp., lllns.)
Removal of graphite accretions from the
ascending tubes of coke ovens arranged for
saving by-products. 40c.

14.317—COLORADO COAL INDUSTRY in
1910. J. Dalrymple. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Jan. 7, 1011 : % p.) 20c.

14,318—COUNTRY ROCK—Zur chemischen
Charakteristik der Ilangendgesteine von
Braun- und Steinkohlen. A. Lissner. (Oest.
Zeit. f. B. u. II.. Oct. 15, 22. 20, Nov. 5, 12
and 10. lOlo: lO 1

.. pp.) Relating to the
chemical characteristics of the overlying
country rock of lignite and bituminous coal.

14.310—DRYING—Neuere Yerfahren und
Einrichtungen auf dem Gebiete der Kohle-
trocknung.— III. Jordan. (Gluekauf, Dec.
10, 1010; 5% pp.. illus.) More recent meth-
ods and devices for the drying of coal. 40c.

14.320—DUST—Coal-Dust Experiments in
Austria. (Colliery Guardian. Dec. 30. 1910;
2 pp., illus.) From "Oest. Zeit. f. B. u. EL"
40c.

14.321—DUST—French Experiments on
Coal Dust. Henrv Briggs. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Jan. 21. 1011: 3 pp.) 20c.

14.322—DUST—The Explosibility of Coal
Dust. (Engineer. Dec. 23. 1910; 1

-

:i pp.)
Continuation of article previously indexed.
20c.

14.323—EXPLOSION—The Delagua. Colo.,
Explosion. G. F. Duck. (Mines and Min-
erals. Jan., 1011 : 6% pp.. illus.) 40c.

14.324—ILLINOIS COAL INDUSTRY. The.
F. W. DeWolf. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan.
7. 1011 : 1% pp.i 40c.

14.325—IOWA—Coal Production in Iowa
in 1010. J. II. Lees. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Jan. 14, 1011 : % P-) 20c.

14.326—MONTANA- -Coal Mining in Mon-
tana during 101 o. J. R. McDermott. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. Jan. 7. 1011 ;

U, p.) 2(»c.

14.327—NEW MEXICO—Coal Mining in
New Mexico. J. E. Sheridan. ) Eng. and
Min. Journ., Jan. 14. 1011 : % p.) 20c.

14.328—OHIO—The Coal Trade in Ohio
during 1010. G. Harrison. 'Eng. and Min.
Journ., Jan. 14. 1011: % p.) 20c.

14.320—PEAT—Preliminary Report on the
Peat Deposits of Florida. R. M. Harper.
(Third Annual Report. Fla. State Geol. Sur-
vey. lOlo; 40 pp.. illus.)

14.330 — PENNSYLVANIA — Model Coal
Mine at Marianna. A. C. Beeson and Floyd
W. Parsons. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 21,
1011 : 4 pp.. illus.) 2(ic.

14.331—PENNSYLVANIA—The Pittsburg
District in 1010. B. E. V. Lutv. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Jan. 7. 1011; 1 p.) 20c.

14.332—PRODUCTION AND MARKETS—
The Coal and Coke Industry in 1010. Floyd
W. Parsons. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. *7,

1011 ; 314 pp.) 20c.

14.333 — SCREENING — The Design of
Screening Plants for Old and Modern Col-

A Classified Biblio-

graphy of the Current

Literature of Mining

and Metallurgy

lieries.—II. J. S. Barnes. (Engineer. Dec.
30, 1910; 1 p.) 40c.

14,334—SEPARATION—Die Entsteinung
der Nusskohlen nach dem Verfahren von
Schiindeling. Grahn. (Gliickauf, Dec. 3,

1010; 1% pp.. illus.) The removal of rock
from nut coal bv the Schondeling method.
40c.

14.335—TRANSPORTING METHODS in
Modern Coal Mines. A. Gradenwitz. (Min.
Wld., Jan. 7, 1011: 4 pp., illus. 1 20c.

14.336—WASHING AND COKING TESTS
of Coal at the Fuel-Testing Plant, Denver,
Colo. A. W. Belden. G. R. Delamater, J. W.
Groves and K. M. Way. (Bull. 5. Bureau of
Mines, 1010; 58 pp.) Tests cover period from
July 1, 1908-June 30. 1009.

COPPER
14,337—ALASKA—Opening of the Chitina

Copper Belt in Alaska. D. Donohoe. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Dec. 31, 1010: 2 pp., illus!)
20c.

14.338 — ARIZONA — The Clifton-Morenci
District of Arizona.— II. W. I.. Tovote. (Min.
and Sci. Press, Dec. 24. 1910; ti pp.. illus.)
20c.

14,339—ARIZONA—Copper in Arizona in
1010. James Douglas. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Jan. 7. 1011

;
1., p.) l'Oc.

14.340—ARIZONA—The Miami ' Copper
Mine and Mill. J. Parke ('banning. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Jan. 7. 1011: -'V, p. 1 20c.

14.341—CALIFORNIA—Copper in Cali-
fornia in 1010. L. II. Eddv. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Jan. 14. 1011: % p.) 20c.

14.342 — CONVERTING — Water in Con-
verter Air Mains a Source of Danger. A. R.
McKenzie. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 21,
1011 : >o p.) 20c.

14..°.43—LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER DIS-
TRICT in 1010. C. L. C. Fichtel. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Jan. 7, 1011: 1 p. i 20c.

14.344—METALLURGY of Copper in 1910.
Arthur L. Walker. (Ens:, and Min. Journ.,
Jan. 7, 1911 : 1% pp.) 20c.

14.345—MEXICO—Developments at Can-
anea in 1010. L. D. Ricketts. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Jan. 7, 1011: 1 Ui pp.. illus.

1

20c.

14.346 — MEXICO— San Antonio Copper
District. Sonora, Mexico. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Dec. 31. 1910; 1 p.. illus. 1 20c.

14.347 — NEVADA — Yerington-Buckskin
Copper District. F. A. Goodale. (Colo.
School of Mines Mag.. Jan., 1011 ; 6 pp. 1 40c.

14.348—PRODUCTION AND MARKETS—
The Copper Industry in 1910. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Jan. 7. 1011: 2 pp.) 20c.

14,340—SLAGS— Notes on Metal Losses in

Copper Slags. T. Kiddie. (Quart. Bull. Can.
Min. Inst., Oct.. 1010; 3 pp.)

14,350—SMELTING—Improvements in SII-

ver-Lead and Copper Smelting— I. L. S. Aus-
tin. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. 7. 1011: 3

pp.) 40c.

14.350a—SMELTING—The Copper Smelt-
ing Situation in California. A. II. Martin.
(Min. Wld., Jan. 7. 1011 : 2 pp.) 20c.

14.351 — TENNESSEE COPPER COM-
PANY. Operations of, in 1910. N. II. Em-
mons. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 7. 1011:
% p.) 20c.

14.352 -TRADE—Review of the World's
Copper Trade in 1910. H. J. Stevens. (Min.
Wld., Jan. 21, 1011: 2% pp.) 40c.

GOLD AND SILVER

14.353—AFRICA—The Gold Coast: The
"Sick Man" of the Kilning Industry. J.

Ralph. (Min. Journ.. Oct, 29, 1910; 2%
pp.) Conclusion of article previously indexed.
40c.

14,354—AMALGAMATION Following Fine
Grinding. C. F. Spauldlng. (Min. and Sci.

Press, Lee. 31, 1910 ;
2

' , pp., Illus. 1 20a

14.355 BRITISH COLUMBIA Silver and
Gold Deposits on the Weal Fork of Kettle
Kiver. B. C. I- Relnecke. (Quart. Bull. Min.
Inst., Oct., 1910; 4'.. pp.)

14.356 BULLION REFINING at Walhl
c. m. Co., New Zealand. J. g. Goosman.
(Austral. Min. stand.. Oct. 26, 1910; 1 p.,

illus. 1 10c.

14. .",57 CALIFORNIA Gold Mining In

California In 1910. W. II. storms. (Min.
and Sci. Press, Jan. 7, 1011: l'j pp., illus.

j

40c.

14,357a coi'.ALT—Output of the Coniagas
Mines. Ltd., 1910. Alex. (nay. 1 Min. Wld..
Jan. 7, 1911; -'•_. pp.. illus. 1 20c.

14,358 COBALT The Progress of Cobalt.
J. T. Mandy. (Min. Journ.. Dec. 24, 1910;
2 '

1 pp. 1 Conclusion of article previously in-

dexed. 40c.

14,359—COLORADO Mining in the San
Juan.— III. Wm. II. Storms. (Min. and
Sci. Press. Dec. 31, 1910; 1

:;

4 pp., illus. 1 20c.

14,360 -CYANIDING American Progress
in Cyanidation. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan.
7, 1011 : 3'., pp.. ibis. 1 40c.

14,361—CYANIDING -New Slime Filter at
El Oro, Mex. E. Burt. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Jan. 21, 1911; 2 pp., illus. ) 20c.

14,362—CYANIDING Review of Cyanida-
tion in 1910. Philip Argall. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Jan. 7, 1011; 3% pp.) 20c.

14,363—CYANIDING—The Clancy Electro-
chemical Cyanide Process. (Pacific Miner,
Dec, 1910; 5 1/-> pp.) 20c.

14,364—CYANIDING -The Cyanamide Pro-
cess in the Metallurgy of Gold. J. C.Clancy.
(Met. and ('hem. Eng.. Jan.. 1911 : 6 pp.) 40c
14,365—DREDGE INSTALLATIONS dur-

ing 1910. .1. Tyssowski. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Jan. 7. 1011: 1 p. 1 line.

14,366—DREDGING ('lav Cutout. Isabel
Dredge, at Jenny Lind. Cal. W. B. Winston.
(Min. and Sci. Press, Dec. U4. 1910; 1

;

4 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

14,367—DREDGING on the Seward Penin-
sula. E. II. Ilelverson. (Pacific Miner, Der..
1910; 3 pp.. illus.) 20c.

14,368—DREDGING—Future of Dredging.
C. Janin. (Min. and Sci. Press, Dec. 31,
1910; 3', pp.) 20c.

14.300 — DREDGING — Gold
California. C. Janin and W.
(Min. and Sci. Press. Jan. 7,

illus.) 40c.

14.370—DREDGING—Nome
1010. T. M. Gibson. (Min. and Sci. I*

Jan. 7, 1011: 8 pp., illus. 1 40c.

14.371 — GERMANY — Goldfunde in
Eifel. (B. u. II. Rundschau. Nov. 2o.
5 and 20, loin.) Gold discoveries ii

Eifel mountains.

14,372—INDIA—Geology of Kolar Gold
Field. Mysore. C. S. Durand. (Mines and
Minerals. Jan.. 1011: 1 '

t pp.) 20c.

14.373—JAPAN—Gold Deposits of Japan.
(Min. and Sci. Press, Dec. 24. 1910; 2 pp.)
21 Ic.

14,374—MEXICO—Deep Mining in the
Guanajuato District, Mexico. F. II. Probert.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 31, 1910; 1"

:
.

pi)., illus.) 20c.

14.375—MEXICO—Guanajuato
in lOlo. A. S. Brady. (Eng.
Journ.. Jan. 7. 101 1 ;

c, p. 1 i'0C .

14,376—MEXICO -Hidalgo operations in
101(1. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 7, f!il1:
1 p. 1 20c.

14,377—MEXICO—The Mining Industry in
Jalisco. A. S. Brady. 1 Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Jan. 7. 101 1 : 1 p. 1 20c.

14.378—MILLING of Batopilas Native Sil-
ver Ores. W. M. Brodie. 1 Mex. Min. Journ.,
Jan.. 1011 : 2 1

.. pp., illus.) 20c.

14,379—NEVADA Development of the
Goldfield Mines. C. T. Rice, i Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Jan. 14. 1011: .", :

-, pp., illus. 1 20c.

14.380—NEVADA The Tonopah District
in 1010. II. Haas. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Jan. 14. 1011 : 2 pp.) 20c.

14.381—ONTARIO—The New Goldflelds of
Porcupine. Ont. R. E. Bore. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Dec. 31. 1910; 2 pp.. Illus.) 20c.

14,382— PLACER MINING Sampling a
Platinum Gravel. II. B. Pulsifer. (Sail
Lake Min. Rev.. Dec. 30, 1910; 1

:;

, pp..
illus.) 20c.

14.383—PRODUCTION AND MARKETS

—

Gold. Silver and Platinum in 1910. F. IIo-

Dredging in
R. Winston.
1011 : 4 pp..

Dredges
ress,

der
Dec.
the

Operations
and Min.
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r. Marriott.
. 191 1 : 1 p.)

Central Mill
i;. Gascoyne.

1911 : _ pp., Ulus. I 20c.

MILLING in 1910. L. 1>.

l.art. (Eng. and Mln. Jonrn., Jan. .. 1911;

l\ pp.) -

RE TREATMENT- Progi

Treatment of Gold and Silver Ores during

a .lames, i Min. and Sci. Press, Jan.

p., illus. » 40c.

14,385 RHODESIA. 11.

. and Mln. Journ., Jan. .

\MP MILL- 1'he

nf the. Randfontein Estates.

tMiu. Wld., Jan.

S7 STAMP .

d. (Eng. and Mln. Journ., Jan. r,

1911 : l % PP- '
20c.

-
I
\MP MILLING Low Mortars

:in ,l \\ e
- M P. Boss i Min. and

.
pp.. Ulus -

fter Silver District,
Win B. Phillips,

ad Min. Journ., Dec. 31, 1910; - pp.,

_

14.390- TRANSVAAL -Mining i" the

al in 1910. B. 1'. Marriott. (Eng.
and Min. J. nun.. .Ian. 7. 1911 : :1 pp.) 20c.

IROK \\l> STEEL

1 -l ::: . i ALLOT STEELS The Selection
Alloy sieeis for Automo-

II. Souther. (Journ. Frank. Inst..

1910 : U pp.) 60c.

BLAST FURNACE CHARGING
itte auf drm Gebiete der Hochofen-

begichtung. 11. Aumund. (Stahl u. Eisen,

\ _ and u;. 1910; 12% pp.. Ulus.) Pro-
60c.

BLAST-FURNACE PRACTICE
;i i ii— Moisture in Air Blast. C. F.

Linvilli Rev., Dec. 29, 1911 ; It.-i

-

14,393a BLAST FURNACES New Blast-

struction in the United states in

B 1'.. V. I.utv i Iron Tr. Rev., Jan.

5. 191 1 . _- pp.) 60c.

14,394 l'.l AST FURNACES New Plant

at the Kettering Blast Furnaces. (Iron and
; Dd 16, 1910 : '•_• p., 1 plate, i

14 395 BL \s i FURNACES Untersuch-
und Wiirmebilanz des

Uillhausen. (Stahl u.

\ 16, 1910 :
4'-, pp. i :: •

tcrial and in.ii balance of the

10c

14. :•". BRIQUETTING -Die Brikettier-
und Ihre

a Messershmitt.
:

.... . i'.n<> : 12% pi> I
Bri

foundry and machine-shop chips

. them in the cupola. 10c.

\i:r.i>N DETERMINATION in

Strel • of the Allihn Killer Tube,
tner. (Chem. Engr., net., mln;

p., illus. i

LECTRIC FURNACE A New
for St. -ei Melting and Re-

i Mei. and Chem. Eng.,
lull : 1 ', pp.. illus.

'
10c.

LECTRIC POWER -Trend of

ttion in the Iron and
I; Tschentscher.

7 1911 ; 1 p.) 20
: i;< I ROMAGNETIC SEPAR \T

l.i— n-> paratoren
i; Oppen (Stahl u.

r, pp.. illus. i
pi.

i »ri s'eue Gi< sserel An

; en, Nov.
10c

orrate
and W.

2 , 1910; 2 '
,

pi rature
I. .urn. West.

pi.) 10c

I Weld-
II M

. I'll II 1
-.

Idlng a

HI IRON ' "i N
1

i: A II. el

I

I i him MINING AND TIMBERING METH-
ODS -Die Abbauverfahren auf den grossern
Minettegruben des Kaiserlichen Bergreviers
Sletz. l.linuneri. (Glfickauf, Dec. •"!. 1910:
13 pp.. Ulus.) Method of ore extraction and
timbering al the larger iron mines of the
imperial mining division of Met/., Germany.
10c.

14,41,1—MINING METHODS—The Wa-
l'.ina Mines and Haulage System. <;. A. Gil-

lies. (Quart. Bull. Can. Min. Inst., Oct..

1910; 12% pp.. illus. i

14411 — PLANT — Die Neuanlagen der
Deutschen Maschinenfabrik A. G.. Werk
Bechem iV Keetman in Duisburg. (Stahl u.

Eisen, Nov. 30 and Dee. 11. 1910; 17 pp.,
illus.. 2 pi. I cue.

14,412—PRODUCTION AND MARKETS
The Iron and Steel Industry in 1910. F. Ho-
bart (Eng. and Min. Journ., -Ian. 7. 1911;
5 pp. i 20c.

14,413—SPIEGELEISEN—Ueber Langsam
erstarrtes Spiegelelsen. B. Osann. (Stahl u.

Eisen, Nov. o. 1910; :5 pp.. illus.) On slowly
congealed spiegeleisen. 40c,

14,414 TIN PLATE—Die Fabrikation der
Weissbleche. W. Kramer. (Stahl u. Eisen,

Nov. 23 and Der. 14, 1910; 10% pp.. illus. I

Hie.

14.41.")—TRADE—The Iron and Steel Trade
Outlook. T. Good. (Cassier's Mag., .Ian..

1911 : i% pp.) 40c.

14.416 TUBE MILLS—New Tube Mills of

i he Republic Iron and Steel Company. (Iron
Tr. Lev.. -Ian. .">. 1911; 3% PP-, illus.) 60c.

14.417— UNITED KINGDOM— The Iron
lire Resources of the United Kingdom. II.

I., mis. (Iron and Coal Tr. Lev.. Dee. 0.

I'.i in: 2% pp. i Abstract from "The Iron

Ore Resources of the World." Vol. II. 4(le.

14,418—-WELDING—The Strength of Oxy-
acetylene Welds in steel. II. L. Whittemore.
Wisconsin Bngr., .Ian., 1911; 17% pp., illus.

i

(He.

LEAD, ZINC AND OTHER METALS
14.41'.*--ALUMINUM—Die Verwendung des

Aluminiums als Miinzmetall. (Oest. Zeit.

f. B. u. II.. I lee. ;;. 1910 :

:t
, p. I

On the use

of aluminum as coin metal. 40c.

14,420—COBALT OXIDE—The Use of Co-

ball Oxide for Making Pigments. .1. .1. Mc-
Eachern. (Quart. Bull. Can. Min. Inst., Oct..

1910; 15 pp. i

1 4 . 4 _• 1—LEAD—The Growth of the South-
east Missouri Lead District. II. A. Wheeler.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., .Ian. 14. Dill; % p. i

20c.

14.421'—LEAD— The Metallurgy of Lead in

1910. II. 0. Ilofman. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
.Ian. 7. 191 1 : 2% pp.l 20c.

14,422a—LEAD—The Mild Process of

White I. .'ad Manufacture. A. R. White. (Wis-

consin Engr., Dee.. 1910; 4 '•_. pp.) 10c.

14,423- LEAD -Production of Lead in

1910. (Eng. and Min. .lourn., .Ian. 7. 1911;
1

-'
. pp.. illus. i 20c.

14,424—LEAD- Southeast Missouri Lead
District. II A. Wheeler. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., .Ian. 7. 1911 ; l % pp.) 20c.

1 I 125- NICKEL -Working the Mines of

New Caledonia . Wm. Hewitt. (Industrial

Eng., net.. 1910; 16% pp.. illus. i 40c.

1 I 126 NICKEL INDUSTRY of Canada in

1910. A. Cray. ( Mill. Wld.. .Ian. 21. liil 1 ;

2 pp, i
Hi''.

I 1.427 PLATINUM The Metallurgy of

Platinum in Russia. W. Geibel. (Min. Sci.,

Dec. 29, 1910 ;
•', p.) 20c.

14.42s QUICKSILVER in the

Slates, i Eng. and Min. .lourn.. Jan.

l p, i -a lalifornia," by L. II. Eddy ;

by William I'.. Phillips. 20c.

ii 129 ti\ The World's Tin Production
In linn i Min. Wld., Jan. 21. 1911 ; 1 p.)

p.,

14,430 TIN INDUSTRY in 1910. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., .Ian. 7. 191 I : I p.) 20c.

II 131 -TIN MINING near El l'aso. W. E.

id Min. .lourn.. .Ian. 21 . 191 I :

p . illus. 1 20c,

1 1 132 TITANIUM Studlen liber die

Analyse tltanhaltlger Kbrper. K. Bornemann
ii Bchlrmeister. (Metallurgle, Dec 8,

1010; c ' pp. 1 < lonclualon "i article pre

10c.

1 1 1:;:; Tl NOSTEN INDUSTRY in 1910.

and Min Journ., Jan. 7. 191 1 ;
l p.)

I 1 134 zinc Tim Jonlln District in L910,

I \ /....'
I

I Ins and Min. .1 n .Ian. 7.

I'H I : 1 '
.-. 20c.

1 1 135 /.1 NC The yellow pine H 1
"

\ B. Oregon '
1

, Dei "i 1010 .
l % pp '

'"

1 1 I3fl /.inc I oner Mississippi
1 Mill ami s. i. IT. Jan

lite 1 Hi''

14,437 -ZINC INDUSTRY in 1910. (Eng.
and Min. .lourn., .Ian. 7. 1911; 2 pp.)

14,438—ZINC MINING in Wisconsin in
mln. .1. E. Kennedy. (Eng. and Miu. Journ.,
.Ian. 7. 1911 : % p.) 20c.

14,439—ZINC PRODUCTION in Australia.
Edward Walker. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan.
7. 1911 : 3 PP-, illus.) 40c.

\0\ METALLIC MINERALS

14,440—ASBESTOS, Its Production and
Use. II. R. Edgecomb. (Elec. .lourn., Jan..

1911 : 11 pp.. illus.) 20c.

14.440a—ASRESTOS—Quebec Asbestos In-
dustrv. A. Cray. (Min. "Wld., Jan. 21. 1911

;

-.. p. 1 40c.

14.441 -ASRESTOS—Some Notes on the

Origin of Asbestos. A. E. Barlow. (Quart
Lull. Can. Min. Inst.. Oct.. 1010; 4 pp.)

14,442—ASPHALTS AND BITUMENS in

Electrical Work. C. Toone. (Cassier's Mag.,
.Ian.. 1011 : 4 pp.l

14,443—DIAMONDS — Arkansas Diamond
Field in 1910. J. T. Fuller. (Eng. and Miu.
Journ.. Jan. 7. 1011 : V> p.) 20c.

14.444—CF.M MINING in California a
Profitable Industry. A. II. Martin. (Min.
Wld.. Dee. 31, 1010; 1 p.) 20c.

14.44.-> —MAGNESITE—Works of the Aus-
I ro-American Mamicsite Company. (Iron Tr.
Rev., Jan. 5, 1011; 1% pp., illus.) 60c.

14.41(1 OCHER—Georgia Ocher Mining
and Treatment. S. W. McCallie. (Min. Wld.,
Dec. 31, 1010; 1

-

: ,. pp.. illus.) 20c.

14,447 — OPALS — Lightning Ridge
field. N. S. W. C. W. Troy. (Austral.
Stand., Nov. 0, 1010; % p.) 40c.

14.14s — PHOSPHATE — Tennessee
phate in 1910. J. Ruhm, Jr. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Jan. 14. 1011; 1 p.) 20c.

14,449—PHOSPHATE ROCK—The Use of
Silver Phosphate as a Standard for Phos-
phoric Acid and a Critical Study of the
Gravimetric Magnesia Method for Estimation
of Phosphoric Acid. W. C. Dumas. (Chem.
Engr., Dec. 1010; 5% pp.)

14,450—PYRITES INDUSTRY in 1010. J.

Tyssowski. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 14,
1011 ; % p.) 20c.

1 4 . 4 r. 1 SAPPHIRE FIELDS of Central
Queensland. J. S. Nesbitt. (Austral. Min.
Stand., Oct. 20. 1910; -

:J p.) 40c.

PETROLEIM
14,452—CALIFORNIA—The Petroleum In-

dustry in California. It. Arnold. (Miu. and
Sci. Press. Jan. 7, 1011: :! pp.. illus.) Hie.

14.4.-.:;— ILLINOIS OILFIELDS in 1010.

R. S. Blatchley. (Min. and Sci. Press. .Ian.

7. 1011 ; 2 pp.l 40c.

14, 154—SPAIN—Les Regions petroliferes
de l'Espagne. G. Loygorri and J. Gavala.
(Lev. Oenerale. July 23, 1010; 2 pp.) 40c.

14,455—UNITED STATES—Petroleum in

the United States. I Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Jan. 7, 1911; % p. I Review of production
in California. Appalachian. Mid-Continental,
Illinois and Lima fields. 20c.

United
7. 1911

;

'Texas,"

Opal
Min.

Phos-

M 1 \ I \G—GE XE It V I

,

Accidents in
(Miu. Wld.,

the Belgian
S. II. Rail.

1011; 1 p..

in

21,

I 1.4.-.0 -ACCIDENTS—Mine
United States in Year 1010.
Jan. 21. 1011 ; 2 pip.)

14.457 -AFRICA—Mining in

Congo. Wesi Africa, in 1910.
i.Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. 7,

illus.) 40c.

14.458 -ALASKA Mining in Alaska
101(1. A. II. Brooks. (Min. Wld.. Jan.
101 1 : ::'.. pp.i Hie.

II l.V.i ARIZONA in 1010. A. R. McCou-
nell.

'

i.Min. Wld., .Ian. 21, 1011 : 4 pp.) 10C

I 1,460 ASIA Mining in the Far East.

T T. Read. (Min. and Sci. Press. Jan. 1.

1911 : 2'
, pp. i 10c.

I I 101 -ASSESSMENT WORK upon Min-

ing claims. A. II. Ricketts. (Pacific Miner.

Dec, 10I" : 1 p.) 20c.

I 1. 162 AUSTRALIA
Sei. Press. Jan. 7. 1011

I 1,463 \! S'I'KIA
1 1 Hi tenlndusl rie < Western

Nov 12. 1010: 4 pp.) loe.

I 1 |i;:;
: i RELG1 I'M Hie belgische Ber*

werk'slndustrie Im Jahre 1909. (GHickauf,

N.,\ 26, loin : 2", pp.) 40c.

I 1 164 BELGIUM Slalislioue des In-

dustries Extractives el Metallurgies el flea

Appareils a Vapeiir en Belgiipie pour I Anime.

1909 ' Mini itere de I'Industrle et du Trn all

1 01 11 1

I I 165 I'.i; AZI I. /.ur Kenlniss (lei lea

lliittcnindustrle. II. drossmann.
,|; ,, II Itnudseliau. Dec. 2U. 1910.) 'Hie

heading It misleading as the article nM
nco I" Hi'' mineral resources of Itra/.ll.

in 1010. 1 Min. and
; 1% pp., illus. I I0e.

Hie Bergwerks- und
iehs im Jahre 1909.
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14,466—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Mining in

British Columbia in 1910. E. Jacobs. (Eng.
and Miu. .Journ., .Jan. 7. 1911; l'i pp.) 20c.

14,467—CALIFORNIA—Mining in Cali-
fornia in 1910. I- II. Eddy. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Jan. 7, l9l 1 : 1 p.) 20c.

14.468—CHILE—The Mining Industry in
Chile. II. K. Masters. (Eng. and Miu. Journ.,
Jan. 7, 1911 : 1% pp. • 20c.

14.469—CHRONOLOGY of Mining for 1910.
and Min. Journ., Jan. 7. 1911 :

- '
_•

pp.) 20c.

U.47(»—COLORADO—Mining in Colorado
during 1910. G. E. Collins. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Jan. 7, 1011; 2V.; pp.) 20c.

14,471—COLORADO—Utilization of Colo-
rado Minerals. F. Guiterman. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Jan. 21, 1911; ."5 pp.) Excerpts
from a paper before the Colorado Scientific
Society. 20c.

14,472—DEVELOPMENT WORK -Graphic
Calculations of Development Work Costs.— l.

C. T. Rice. i Ens:, and Min. Journ., Jan. 21,
1911 ; l- :; pp.. i'llus. i 20c.

14.473—DRILLING—Contract Drilling ver-
bos Company Drilling. L. E. Ives. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Jan. 21, 1911; ::

4 p.) 20c.

14.474 — DIVIDENDS — Mining Company
Dividends in 1910. ( Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Jan. 7, 1011 : 2% pp. i 20c.

14.47".—FRANCE— Die franzosische Berg-
werkslndustrie im .Tahre 1908. (Gliickauf,
Dec. 3, 1910; 3 pp.i 40c.

14.476—GRAPHICAL NOTEBOOK for Re-
cording Data in Connection with Mining
Work. F. W. Gray. (Mines and Minerals,
Jan., 1911: 2 pp., lllus.) 20c.

14.477—HANDLING OF ORE and Timber
at Esperanza. F. MacCoy. (Mex. Min.
Journ., Jan., 1011: 2% pp.. ilus. ) 20c.

14.478— IIEADCEARS — Notes on Mine
Headgears. G. Morris. (Journ: So. Afr.
Inst, of Engrs., Dec, 1010; pp.. 1 pi.) 60c.

14.470—HUNGARY—Bergbau und Iliitten-
wesen Ingarns im Jahre 1908. (Gluckauf,
Nov. 12. 1909; 1*4 pp.) 40c.

14.480—IDAHO in 1910. J. F. Leeand.
(Min. Wld.. Jan. 21. 1011: 4 pp.) 40c.

14.4M—JAPAN—Mineral Resources of the
Japanese Empire. A. Selwyn-Brown. (Eng.
Mag-. Jan.. 1011: 17 pp.. i'llus. I Second in-
stallment of article previously indexed. 40c.

14.4s2—LONDON MINING MARKET. T. A.
Rickard. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. 7, 1911:
5 pp.) 20c.

14,483—MEXICO—Mining in Mexico in
1910. K. Thomas. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Jan. 7. 1911 : 2% pp.) 20c.

14.4S4—MEXICO—Mining in Oaxaca in
1910, A. E. Place. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Jan. 7. 1011 : % p.) 20c.

14.4N3—MEXICO—The Mines. Quarries.
Mineral Resources and Geology of the Mining
District of Taxco de Alarcon. Guerrero. Boris
Gorow. (Mex. Min. Journ., Jan.. 1011 ; 2 pp.,
illus.i 20c
14,486—MEXICO—Mining in Sinaloa dur-

ing 1910. E. A. II. Tavs. i Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Jan. 7. 1011: % p. i 20c.

14.4S7 — MEXICO — Northeastern Mexico.
II. ('. Schmidt. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan.
7. 1011: ;

,

! p. ) 20c.

14.4SS—MINE SURVEYING—The Azimuth
Method in Mine Surveying. W. F. P»oericke.
(Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 14. 1011: 1 p..
illus.i 20c.

14. 4so -MONTANA—The Mines of Butte
in 1910. P.. P.. Thayer. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Jan. 7. 1011: y, p.) 20c.

14.400—MONTANA—Mining in Montana
in 1910. W. P. Cary. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Jan. 7, 1011 : 1 '_. pp. i 20c.

14.401—NEVADA—The Mining Industry in
Nevada. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 7. 1011-
2 pp.) 20c.

14.402- NEVADA—The Yellowpine Mining
District of Nevada. N. B. Gregory. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. Dec. 31, 1910; 1

"
4 pp.) 20c.

14.403—NOVA SCOTIA in 1010. A. E.
Barnstead. (Min. Wld., Jan. 21. PHI: 1-.
pp. I 40c.

14.404—ONTARIO MINERAL PRODUC-
TION in 1010. T W. Gibson. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Jan. 7. 1011: 1 c, pp.) 20c

14.49.".—OREGON— Eastern Oregon Opera-
tions in 1910. F. W. Scofield. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Jan. 7. 1011; ">4 p.) 20c.

14.490—PHOTOGRAPHY for Mining En-
gineers and Geologists. H. Mortimer-Lamb.
(Quart. Bull. Can. Min. Inst., Oct.. 1910; 7',

PP.)

14.497—PRICES—Die Bewegung der War-
enpreise im allgemeinen und der Preise fiir

Kohle. Eisen und Zink im besondern. L.
Glier. (Gliickauf, Nov. 5. 1910; 7 1 ', pp.1
The movement of commodity prices in general
and the prices of coal, iron and zinc in par-
ticular. 40c.

14.498—PUMPING SYSTEM at the old
Dominion Mine. K. L. Herrick. (Mines and
Minerals, Jan.. 1911; 3 pp., lllus. » 40c.

l L499 Ql EBEC The Mining industry in
the Province of Quebec during 1910. The,,.
Denis. (Can. Min. Journ., Jan. 1, 191 1 ; 2
pp.) 20c.

14.500 SAXONY—Die neuzeitliche Berg-
gesetzgebung im Konlgreich Sachsen. <..

Stem. (Gluckauf, Oct. 29 and Nov. 5, 1910;
12% pp.) The recent mining legislation in
the Kingdom of Saxony. 60c.

14. r.ol- shaft SINKING Versuche und
Studien fiber das Gefrierverfahren. w. Wal-
brecker. (Gliickauf, Oct. 22. 29 and Nov. 3.

1910; 17 pp.. illus.i Experiments and studies
on the freezing method of shaft sinking.
?1.

14.502— SOUTH AMERICA — Mining in
South America in 1910. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Jan. 7. 1911; 1', pp.) 20c

14..-.o:i- SOUTH DAKOTA OPERATIONS
in 101(1. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 7.
1011 : l' :: pp.) 20c

14..-.04 — SURVEYING — The •Interval-
Method of Determining Elevations in Stadia
Surveys. A. F. Meyer. I Eng. News, Sept. 1,

1910; 3 pp., illus.i 20c
14.505—SWEDISH MINES and Mining.

II. V. Winchell. 1 Min. and Sci. Press, Jan.
7, 1011 : ;;

:;

, pp.) 40c.

14.506—TEXAS—Mining in Texas during
1910. J. K. Prather. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Jan. 7, 1011 : % p. 1 20c
14,507—TIMBERING—Driving in Loose

Ground. 0. J. Young. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Jan. 21. 1011 : % p., illus.i 20c
14,508—TUNNEL—The Loetschberg Tun-

nel. L. Corthell. (Eng. News. Jan. 3. 1011:
2-:; pp.. illus.i 20C.

14.300—TUNNELS—Construction of Tun-
nels in the Austrian Alps. ( Eng. -Contracting,
Jan. 4, 1011 : 6 pp.. illus.i 20c

14,510—UTAH—Mining in Utah in 1910.
E. R. Zalinski. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan.
7, 2011 : :'>, pp. 1 20c
14.311—WASHINGTON in 1910. C. II.

Anderson. (Min. Wld., Jan. 21, 1011; 1 p.)
40c.

14.312—WYOMING in 1010. E. Hall.
(Min. Wld.. Jan. 21, 1911; 2 pp.) 40c.

ORE DRESSING—GENERAL,

14.513—CLASSIFICATION—The Develop-
ment of Hindered-Settling Apparatus. R. II.

Richards. (West. ('hem. and Met.. Dec. 1910

;

34 pp., illus.i Continuation of article pre-
viously indexed. 8<)c.

14.513a—CRUSHING -Blake Jaw Crushers.
Their Design and Construction. P.. G. Mark-
man. 1 Jernkontorets Annaler, Oct., 1910; :'>4

pp., ilius. 1

14.314 —CRUSHING — Progress in Ore
Crushing— II. G. A. Robertson. (So. African
Min. Journ.. Dec. :), 1010: 2 pp.. illus.i 4oc.

14.515—PROGRESS in Ore Dressing,
United States and Mexico during 1910. H. A.

Guess. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Jan.. 1011:
1% pp. 1 40c

14.316 — ROCK-CRUSHING and Storage
Plant at Tonikins Cove. N. Y. (Eng. Rec,
Jan. 7. 1011 : 4 pp.. illus.i 20c

14.317 STONE CRUSHING— The New
Stone-Crushing Plant of the Tomkins Cove
Stone Company, Tonikins Cove. N. V. (Eng.
News, Jan. 12. 1011: 4 pp.. illus.) 20c

METAIJJRGY-GENERAL,

14,518—ALLOYS—The Binary and Ter-

nary Alloys of Cadmium. Bismuth and Lead.

W. E. Barlow. (Journ. Am. chem. Soc, Nov.,

1910: 22 pp.) 60c
14 310—BRITISH COLUMBIA —Metallurgy

in British Columbia in 1910. E. Jacobs. (Met.

and Chem. Eng., Inn . 1911 : 4 pp.)

14 -,-'(i Colorado The Status of Metal-

lurgy in Colorado in 1910. (Met. and Chem.

Eng:. Jan.. 1911; 23J pp.) 40c

14521—FLOW OF GASES -Bestimmung
des Druckes und der Geschwindigkeit von

case,, und Dampfen. E. Stach. (Gluckauf.

Nov. 10 and 26. 1910; 17% pp., illus.i 60c

14522 GASES—The Treatment of Gases.

Oska'r Nagel. (Chem. Engr., Oct.. 1910; .">

pp.. illus.i 40c.

14 523 METALLOGRAPHY—The Utility

of the Metallographic Microsc< in Engineer-

ing James Aston. (Wisconsin Engr.. Jan..

1911 : 8% PP- illus.) 40c.

14 524— ORE TREATMENT The New
Rankin-Westling Reduction Process at Lake

Cltv Colo J E. Harding. (Min. Science.

Jan.' 3. 1011 : 1 p.. illus.i 20c

1( 525 PROGRESS — Metallurgical Pro-

gress in Utah and Nevada during 1010. R II.

Bradford. 'Met. and Chem. Eng.. Jan., 1911;

4% pp.) -10c.

14.526 REVERBERATORY ASH
Ing Reverberatory Asb at tl - Plain
L. Duncan. 1 Eng. and Min. Journ., I

Din: '., n.l I'm,

" ' til' « I * UBIlj ' ' 1 i I I I 1 1 I 1 1 < t MJIilhi'. 1 ' '

1 1.528 SMOKE PREVENTION -1

oiny ni Smoke Prevention. .1 A
I Eng. Mag.. Dec., mio ; •; pp., |

1 I •')() TPI T TTDfTTll 1 f I AV£J \ 1

\II\I\<. \m> MET M.I.I RGICAL
>l ICHINERI

14,300 AERIAL TRAMWAY A Large
Wire Rope of Unusual Consiruclir.ii
Cable Incline of the Mavari R. R., Cuba
F. W. Blinn. (Eng. News, Dec. 29, 1910; -

p., illus.i 20c
14,590a air compressors Beitrag

zur Frage der Luftmengenmessung bel Kol
benkompressoren. R. Lorenz. (Gliickauf.
Nov. 26, 1910; 4 pp., lllus. 1 Contribution to
the problem of measuring the quantity of all
in piston compressors. 40c

14,301- air compressors Electrically
Driven Air Compressors. Chas. McCand
(Trans. So. African Inst, of Elec. Engrs..
Oct., loin :

3 '.j pp. 1 60c
14.592— AIR compressors - Hydrau

lishche Koiupressoren. P. Bernstein. (Zeit
d. Verelnes deutscher Ing., Nov. 3, 1910:
31 '.j pp., illus.i On hydraulic compressors
as installed at Dlllingen an der Saar, Grube
Hoizappel, near Lanrenburg an der Saar,
Grund on the Hartz.

14.593—BOILER SETTINGS -Relnforced-
Concrete Boiler Sellings. W. H. Weston
(Eng. Mag.. Jan.. 1011: 4% pp. 1 40c

14.304—DRILLS— S •lbsttatige VorSchcube
vorriehtungen fiir Bohrhiimmer. P.. Cabolet.
(Gliickauf, Dec. 10. 1910; 12 pp.. illus.i Au-
tomatic devices for moving hammer drills.

10c
14.303—DRILLS—Theory of Spring

Drill. Ilarndo Kudo. 1 Memoirs. (Oil. of Sci.

and Eng.. Kyoto Imp. Univ.. Vol. II. No. 10,
Sept.. 1010 : 66 pp.. illus.i

14.596 DRILLS—Transvaal Stope Drill
Competition. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan.
21. 1911: 1% pp.) Abstract of the report of
the committee. 20c

14.307—DUMP—An Automatic Dump at
Mineville, N. V. Guy C. Stoltz. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Dec. :'.l. 1910; '.: p.. illus.) 20c

14.598—ELECTRIC FURNACES in 1910.
C. Hering. (Elec. Rev.. Jan. 7. 1011: 2%
pp. 1 20c

14.599—ELECTRODE—A New Form of
Electrode. A. Mahlee. 1 Met. and Chem. Eng.,
Jan.. 1011: % p.. illus.i 40c

lt.iinn -oAS power — Some Pertinent
Features Relating to Gas Power. E. D.

Dreyfus. I Elec Journ.. Jan.. 1911; 11 pp.
illus.i 20c

14. Col CAS POWER DEVELOPMENT in

101O. J. R. Bibbins. (Journ. A. S. M. E .

Jan.. 1011 : 11 pp.)

14.602— HOISTING CAGES -Improi
in Hoisting Cages. J. J. Smith. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Jan. 21, 1911; :'>'.: pp., illus.)

20c
14.603—HOISTING ENGINES Control of

Lie.die Winding and Hoisting Engines. E.

Rosenberg. (Elec Rev.. Jan. 14, 1911; 2

pp.) Abstract of paper before Brit. Insln. of

Elec Engrs. 20c
14.604 LOCOMOTIVES Two-Stage Air

Locomotives. (Mines and Minerals, Jan..

1911; 4 1
, pp.. lllus.) Compares two-stage

with single-stage compressed air locomotive-.

10c
14.605 WATER CAR A Two-Ton Water

car. at Mineville, N. V. 0. c. Stoltz. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Jan. 21, 1011: % p.. illus.)

20c.

SAMPLING \M> 1SSAYING—GENERAL

14.606—ELECTROLYTIC ANALYSIS Ap-
plication of Rapid Electrolytic Methods to

Analysis of Western Ores. II A Curtis.

(Univ. of Colo. Journ. of Eng.. Nov. 6, 1910;
pp. 1

14.607— ELECTROLYTIC ANALYSIS -

Rapid Determinations and Separatii
Means of the Mercury Cathode and Station-

ary Anode. R. C. I'.enner anil M. L. Hart-
raiinn. (Journ Am. ('hem. Soc, Dec. 1910;
7*', pp., illus.) so.

14.608 ELECTROLYTIC SEPARATIONS
1 II. Buckmlnster and E. F. Smith. (Journ.
Am. Chem. SOC, Nov.. 1910 1

>>
' 1 pp.) 60c.
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CHEMICALS, MINERALS, RARE EARTHS, ETC.-CURRENT WHOLESALE PRICES.

BRASIVES—
Carbons, good drill quality. carat$50 00@75 .00

Carborundum, f.o.b. Niagara
powd lb. ,„^-?2

Crams'
\\

-^g-"
Corundum .0. (gi.iu

Crushed Steel, f.o.b. Pitts-

burg .05f<§ 06
Eineo". in kegs; Turkish

flour -Olfi

Grains " .03*0' •
<14

•four:::::::
;; -sli-a

| .

Chester tiour .01*© 02
Grains

' -03K" 04

Peekskill flour. f.o.b.

on. Pa
" .011 (<i OH

Grains, in kegs .02*<§ .03

Game:, per quality . sh. ton. 25.00®3o.OO
Pumice Stone. Arn.Powd.,100 lb. 1 60@2 00

Italian, powdered per lb. .0ii(<^.0l}

Lump, per quality.. a%k% ,,V
Rottenst one. ground.. Off'.04
Lump, per quality.. .0o(« .20

Rogue._per quality ... .Oo® 3U
Steel Emery, f.o.b. Pitts-

burg .07®. 0,*

cms—
Acetic 2S% lb. -01650? .020.>

Boric .07

Hydrofluoric. 30% * .02}@ . 03|

;::::::
::

- 6^60' r
10

Hydrochloric acid. 20° per 100 lb. 1 25@1 50
Nitric acid. 36° to 40°. .per lb. .03i® 04*
Sulphuric acid. 50°, bulk per ton. S12 up

60°. 100 lb. in carboys. .So® 1.12*
60°; bulk, ton 16.0001 18.00
66°. 100 lb. in carboys. 1.00(5)1.10
66°, bulk, ton J8a9°

Oxalic per lb. .07^.07*

I ( o HOI.—Grain 957o gal- 2.54@2.56
Denatured ••••• "

-«,-,• 15
Refined wood. 95@97%... '* .52®. 57

1. 1 M— Lump 100 1b. $1.75

Ground M 1 £5
Chrome Alum .044® .05

LI MINI >I—Sulphate. com'l. lb. .90@2.00
mmoMA—24 deg. lb

" .04*®. 05*
26 deg. lb

" .04}®. 05}

uoin >i—
Bromide lb. ^ .32

Carbonate .08® Obi
Muriate grain

"
°?i^„Xi

Lump " •Of*©* ?*.
Sulphate. 100 lb

" 2.85@2.90
Sulpho-cyanide com .25

chem. pure. " .35

\ i I MOW—needle, lump. .lb. .04*@.05
.07}®. 08

RSENIC-white M .02ifo .02}

Red. Outside brands " .05i@.06}
ny " .06}® .06}

fPfJ vi.Tl M—
Barbadoes per .ton. 50.00(2 80.00

Indies '' 30.00(g60.00
Kgvpnan lb. 14

:e. Utah ordinary per ton. 50 00(570.00
Trinidad " 20.00@30.00
California per ton. 25 . 00@30 .

00

I Mill M—
Carb. Lump lg. ton. 26.00(5 35.00

pitated. 96(598% " 31.00@33.00
red, natural lb. 02<g 024

1 ton. 32.00(3
Nitrate powdered, in casks, .lb. .04}@05}
Blanc Fixe, dry, bbl... .per lb. .02j(" W

I MM I Bl
: sh. ton. 10 00(5 13 00

'•
16 OOffi 17.00

Foreign fluted " 18 50(3 22 BO

ill. \< III \t. I'ou mf:r—35%
100 lb . ... 1.2501.40

II I I. \ i i idol.- ; ;
' li-

ft » carload, per 100 lb. 4.0004 25

MlNf. \ -II lb. .02jf" 01

inn \ \, Hacks.... 03} 0; (i

I

m < ii If— tejnr.lOOlb. 2.00«
; ag-

ar* la..-. N. V., for Jentey
. ton.

11.00"' 14.10

i. mi \ i v. bbL ) 25
Portia: Olb " 1 -"<" 1 30

..." 2.26« 2 90
lb "

.66

IIIiomi ORB—
H 00'

Ml, ' lll\(- •

.

.,11 Ml- lb.

COPPERAS—Bulk 100 1b. $0.55

In bbls " .65®. 85
In bags " .60®. 80

( HVOLITE (carload) lb. .06i@.07
FELDSPAR-Ground, .sh. ton. 6.00@14.00
FIRE BRICK—

American per M. 30
'. 00@40 . 00

Imported " 30.00@45.00
St. Louis " 16.00
Extra " 20.0O@23.00
Special extra " 30.00@35.00

FIRE CLAY-F.o.b. St. Louis.

St. Louis, extra quality.per ton. 5.00
ordinary

" 2.50

FLUORSPAR—
Domestic f.o.b. Pittsburg:
Lump ton. 8.00@10.00
Ground " 12.00@14.00
Foreign crude ex. dock. " 8.50

FILLER'S EARTH—Lump.lOOlb. .80®. 85
Powdered " .80® . 85

GRAPHITE—Ceylon.

Flying dust , finest to best ... lb. . 02@ . 04
Dust " .02i@.05
Chip H .04®. 08
Lump " .05*©. 12
Large lump " .08}®. 10*

GYPSUM—
Fertilizer sh. ton. 5.00
Ground " 4.00©7.00

INFUSORIAL EARTH—
Ground Am. Best lb. .01}®. 02}
German, " .02}@.02f

LEAD—Acetate(sugar of)brown,
lb. .071®. 09*

Nitrate, com'l
" .08}

31 A <; XESITE—Greece.

Crude (95%) lg- ton. 7.50@8.50
Calcined, powdered sh. ton. 26.00@37.00
Brick, domes, per qual. f.o.b.

Pittsburg M. 160@200
MAGNESIUM—

Chloride, com'l 100 lb. . 90® 1 . 25
Sulphate (Epsom salt).. 100 lb. .90@1.00

MANGANESE—
Foreign, crude, powdered:
70@75% binoxide lb. .01@.01i
75@85% binoxide " .011®. 01*
85@90% binoxide " .01*®. 04
90@95% binoxide

" .06*
Ore, 80%-85% sh. ton. 16.0O@32.50

MARBLE—Flour sh. ton. 9.00@9.50
MINERAL WOOL—

Slag, ordinary sh. ton. 19.00
Selected " 25.00

Rock, ordinary
** 32 . 00

MONAZITE SAND—
Guar. 97%, with 5% Thorium

oxide, normal lb. .08 and up
NICKEL—

Oxide, crude, lb. (77%) for fine

metal contained .47
Sulphate, single lb. .10}@.ll
Sulphate, double

" .05£@.08

NITRATE OF SODA—
100 lb. 95% (spot) 2.10

95% (future) 2.10
96% is 2*@7Jc. higher per 100 lb.

OZOKERITE—best lb. .15®. 16

PAINTS AND COLORS—
Litharge, Am. powdered lb. .053®. 061

English glassmakers'
" .081®. 091

Lithophone " .03^0". 01
Metallic, brown sh. ton. 16.50(5i30.00

Keel " 14.00(5 18.00
Oclier, Am. common.. . " 10.00(« 15 . 00

Best " 12.000>15.00i
Dutch, washed lb. .022 (</ ,0a
French, washed " .01 JO' .02»

Paris green, pure, bulk "
. 17* C" .201

K(-,| lead, American .

"
.06i(« .071

Foreign " .08}(<r 09]
Tuna-mine, spirits bbl.,pergal. 88<§ .87
While- lead, Am., dry lb. ,05*@ .06

American, in oil " .07K» or;.

Foreign, In oil " <)'»(»
. oojj

Zinc white, Am. extra dry. .

" .05JC' oc>i

d seal.dry " .0*10' . 0SJ
l rencb, proceas, green seal,

dry "
.10J@.10i

PHOIPH ITEM— A' if] 550"' 60c. per unit

•Ma., hard TOCfc 77',' 3 60@6 00
land pebble 68% 3 60@3.76

1T( nn •'. 00a B Mi
! 750 6 00
-I 260 l -

r.o

I 609! :; •'

•i o.b i loridi or Qeorgia pprtt ii o.b, Mt.
i Ashley River, s. c

POTASSIUM—
Bicarbonate crystal lb. $.07*® .08
Powdered or granulated. .

" .08® .081
Bichromate, Am "

.07f @.08
Scotch "

.10}
Bromide "

.20
Carbonate (80@85%) " .03*®. 041
Caustic, ordinary " .03}@.05|

Elect. (90% KOH) "
.05J@.06

Chloride (muriate), 100 1b.. 1.90
Chlorate, powdered " .08*® .09*

Crystals
" .09®. 09}

Cyanide (98@99%)
Carloads (30,000 lb.)

"
18c.

5-ton lots 18*c.
Less than 5 tons .19

Kainite, long ton, bulk, 7.50; bags, 8.50
Permanganate lb. .09*®. 10*
Prussiate, yellow "

. 13® . 13}
Red " .26®. 30

Sulphate (basis 90%).. .1001b. 2.18@2.21
PYRITE—

Domestic, non-arsenical, furnace
size, f.o.b. R. K per unit. 11*@12

Domestic, non-arsenical, fines,

per unit, f.o.b. mines 10£@ll
Imported, non-arsenical, furnace

size, ex-ship, per unit .13
Imported, arsenical,furnace size,

ex-ship, per unit .12®. 12*
Imported fines,arsenical,ex-ship,

per unit 09*®. 10
Imported fines, non-arsenical,

ex-ship, per unit . 10*@11
Pyrite prices are per unit of sulphur. A deduc-

tion of 25c. per ton is made when ore is delivered
in large lumps.
SALT—N. Y. com. fine 280 lb. bbl. .72@1 . 13

N. Y. agricultural sh. ton. 3.80@4.50
SALTPETER—Crude. . . 100 lb. 4.00@4.50

Refined, .crystals
" 6.00@5.75

SILICA—
Ground quartz, ord'ry..lg. ton 7. 00® 15. 00

Silex, ground " 7.00@15.00
Silex, floated " 36.00@40.00
Lump quartz " 5.00@5.50
Glass sand " 2 . 75

SILVER—Nitrate, crystals., .oz. .33}@.36}
SODIUM—Acetate lb .04}®. 05

"Alkali," per 100 lb., 58/48. .. .90®. 95
Bicarb, soda, per 100 lb 1.00@1.30
Soda, caustic, per 100 lb., 78/60 1.80@2.00
Soda, caustic, powdered .02*®. 03
Salt cake, per 100 lb., bulk . 50® .60
Salt cake, bbl .67*®. 80
Soda, monohydrate, per lb. . .

.

1.30@1 .75
Bichromate lb. .05|@.06}
Bromide "

.20
Chlorate, com'l " .08}®. 09*
Cyanide, 120-130% KCN, per 100%

Carloads (30,000 lb.) lb. 18c.
5-ton lots

"
18*c.

Less than 5 tons "
.20

Hyposulphite, Am " 1.30@1.50
Phosphate 100 lb. 2.10@2.40
Prussiate " .08®. 08}
Sal soda, f.o.b. N. Y. . . " .60®. 75

Foreign, f.o.b. N. Y. . " .80@1.00
Silicate, com'l " .65@1.00
Sulphate, com'l (Glauber's salt)

100 lb. .60®. 80
Sulphate, com'l, calcined .65®. 85

STRONTIUM—Nitrate lb. .07®. 08

SULPHUR—Louisiana (prime) to
New York lg. ton. 22.00 up

To Boston, Philadelphia or
Baltimore " 22.50 up
Roll '.

. 100 lb. 1.85@2. 15
Flour " 2.00@2.40
Flowers, sublimed .. . " 2.20@2.60
Powdered commercial, bags 1.55
Sicilian, extra qual., unmixed

seconds, crude brimstone
to New York lg. ton. $22.00

TERRA ALBA—Fr.&Eng. 1001b. .75@1.00
TALC— Domestic sh. ton. 12.00@20.00

French " 33 . 00@45 . 00
Italian, best " 45.00@50.00

TIN-Bi-chloride, 50° lb. .12*
Crystals "

.27*
Oxide, lb

M .37®. 40
HI A MUM—Oxide " 2.20@4.25
ZINC—Chloride sol., com. 20° "

.02}
Chloride, granular '*

.04®. 04}
Dust " .06,i
Sulphate " .0i@.02*

Note These quotations are for ordinary
wholesale lots In New York unless otherwise
specified, and are generally subject to tne

usual trade disc, am ts. In the eases of sniue of

the important minerals, such as phosphate
rock, pyrites and sulphur, in which there are

well established markets, the quotations are

substantially representative. But in the eases

or some hi the minor mineral products, the

quotations represent what dealers asl< of con*

Burners and nut what producers can realize

in selling their output as a matter ol' private
cunt pact,
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The Economics of Curtail-

ment of Production

It is generally admitted that the great

increase in the production of copper in

1908-09, and the accumulation of the

large unsold supply are directly ascrib-

able to the advent of the porphyry mines.

They, themselves, have suffered from the

resulting low price for copper, although

they have been able to pay large divi-

dends. Up to the middle of 1910, when
curtailment was inaugurated, their man-

agers apparently acted upon the theory

that their ore supplies were so huge and

their certain duration of productiveness

was so long that it was the best policy to

realize upon their reserves as quickly as

possible, regardless of price, so long as

there would be any profit; and their cost

of production permits a profit at a very

low price.

Leaving out of account whatever

stock-marketing plans there may have

been and confining attention to the simple

question of supplying a commodity, the

policy was fallacious for several rea-

sons, as follows: (1) These orebodies,

although huge, are not going to last for-

ever, but on the contrary have already

been delimited in some cases and are

known to constitute a supply, at present

rate of production, for only a rather mod-

erate number of years; it is a misfortune

for some of these fine mines to be ex-

hausting the best part of their reserves at

a relatively low price for copper. (2) In

the case of those mines possessing a

probable life of more than 20 years, it

is highly doubtful if the development of

adverse conditions in the extraction of

the deeper portions of the deposits have

been sufficiently taken into considera-

tion, and it is dangerous to sacrifice

present profit on the hypothesis that

there is plenty left, even for more than

20 years. (3) Every threatening com-

petition of established business Ir?s stim-

ulated improvement in methods, often

with the result of perfect ability to sur-

vive, and this has been distinctly the

case among the older copper mines, so

that now to drive them out of business

the porphyry miners would have to force

copper down to a price that even they

would not care to face. The last con-

sideration was probably the most cogent

in bringing about the agreement to cur-

tail last summer.

It is possible, however, that even yet

the economic arguments in favor oi cur

tailment when there be overproduction,

have not been fully considered; or may
not be generally understood.

It is a well established principle in the

economics of mining that given a de-

veloped orebody the profit will be great-

est the more quickly it be extracted. This

principle may be applied without qualifi-

cation only to gold mines, whereof the

value of the product is not subject, at

least not directly, to market fluctuations.

In all other cases the principle of inten-

sive production if generally adopted leads

to such overproduction that for long pe-

riods profit may totally disappear. The

great bituminous coal-mining industry in

many parts of the United States suffers

chronically from that condition, or some-

thing closely approaching thereto.

It does not follow from this that the

remedy is either governmental control or

industrial control by combination; on the

contrary it may better be the individual

operation of enlightened self-interest,

such as always has been manifested by

the Calumet & Hecla management.

Let us try to illustrate by some fig-

uring, taking the case of a mine produc-

ing 50,000,000 lb. of copper per annum

at an operating cost of 8c. per lb. Such

a mine may be assumed to have cost $2,-

500,000 for property and S7.500.000 for

equipment. The promoters who have

raised those huge sums of money and the

original investors who have supplied it.

taking all the risks, will probably value

the enterprise as a going and thoroughly

proved concern at something like

000.000. a valuation that would be sub-

stantially warranted at let us say an

average realization of 13'<c. for the pro-
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duct, the mine being able to maintain the

estimated rate of production for 15 years.

Many investors will doubtless have

bought into the company upon that valu-

ation.

But let us suppose that a good many

new mines of the same class have been

developed at about the same time, and

that their combined production has ex-

ceeded the demand at even 12c. per lb.,

and that as the years run on the prospect

of realizing an average of 13'.>c. over

a series of 15 years becomes more and

more slender. Shall we say "keep on

production at the maximum of capacity

and forego just profit in whole or in

pan?" Or shall we say that it is better

to husband resources until the conditions

of demand and supply become more fa-

vorable?

At 12c. for copper we have a margin

of 4c. per lb. above operating costs, or

52.000.000 per annum. If we should re-

duce production by 25 per cent, we

should reduce the margin in somewhat

greater ratio, because the cost per pound

of copper would rise more or less. How-

ever, we should be prolonging the life of

the mine and should be contributing to-

ward adjustment of supply to demand.

Similar action by other producers would

sooner or later cure the adverse con-

ditions. Would a general curtailment of

25 per cent, increase the price by

25 per cent., or from 12c. to 15c? Of

course, no one can answer positively.

Certainly a general curtailment by all

producing mines is never to be expected,

because there are always many operat-

ing at such a small margin that they must

either produce at full capacity or at a

less. It might be argued that such mines

would best be closed entirely to await

more favorable conditions, but the ac-

tual cost of remaining idle is often a

deterrent.

However, it is not irrational to expect

that a curtailment of 25 per cent, by the

leading producers would at least advance

the price from 12c. to 13!^c. How would

this affect the imaginary company that

we have taken for an example? Its cost of

production would probably rise from 8c.

Its annual margin would be re-

duced from S2.000.000 h 00. But

its life would be extended from 15 years

to 20 year'-, md deducting the annuity

required to redeem the principal

000.000) in the respective period

vested at 4 per cent., the net profit in

one case would be $1,001,200 per an-

num for 15 years; and in the other case,

SI,015,900 for 20 years. In other words

there would be a gain of upward of $5,-

000,000 in the net proceeds of the mine.

These figures must not be taken as

anything but illustrative. Some elements

are purely speculative, especially the

price for copper. But they may safely

be taken as showing the foolishness of

unrestrained overproduction, or any at-

tempt to hog a market when exhaustion

of limited resources is involved. In man-

ufacturing a war to the knife may some-

times be good business, but in the mining

of the commodity metals it is likely to

be the policy of the spendthrift.

Fatal Accidents in Mining

Accidents, their cost and compensation

for them, are the subjects of Bulletin No.

90 of the Bureau of Labor, recently is-

sued. More than half the volume is oc-

cupied by an elaborate article on "Fatal

Accidents in Coal Mining" by Frederick

L. Hoffman, whose work in that direc-

tion is well known to those who have read

his articles on that subject published in

the Journal for some 10 years past. Mr.

Hoffman's work as actuary of a large in-

surance company led him to study first

the comparative risks of various occupa-

tions, and from that to a special study of

accidents in mining. How carefully and

thoroughly he has done this is evident to

everyone who has read his articles in the

Journal. Probably no one has ever made

a more extensive compilation of the sta-

tictics of mining accidents or has studied

a wider range of reports and other avail-

able documents.

Mr. Hoffman's work for the Bureau of

Mines is in some measure free from the

limitations of space imposed on his

earlier articles, and he has been able to

go into more detail and make more ex-

tensive comparisons. His conclusions

are carefully drawn and entirely un-

biased. He has studied the subject dis-

passionately, as an interesting industrial

problem, and suggests no remedies be-

yond the obvious ones of greater care,

hater discipline, less haste and the pre-

ferment of thorough work to temporary

and transient profit. His bulletin is well

worth reading by all who are interested

in mining.

British Columbia Mining
Statistics

In the Journal for Jan. 7 we pub-

lished an article on the mineral produc-

tion of British Columbia, by E. Jacobs,

long our correspondent from that Prov-

ince. In it the figures for the production

were very fully given, although the manu-

script was necessarily forwarded to us

late in December, before the year was

actually closed. We have now received

the full text of the preliminary report of

William Fleet Robertson, the provincial

mineralogist, and the only corrections

needed to the earlier report are a reduc-

tion of $114,000 in gold mined and a

small increase in clay products, stone and

other construction materials. The official

total of $26,183,504 is only $190,000

more than Mr. Jacobs' remarkably close

estimate.

Mr. Robertson's official "Preliminary

Review" for 1910 is the first official re-

port for that year to reach us. The com-

pleteness of its figures and comments

shows how closely the statistics of British

Columbia are collected and how promptly

their arrangement and tabulation are com-

pleted. Possibly some small corrections

will be made at a later date; but the

early issue of a report of this kind is of

very great benefit to any mining country.

The presentation of approximately com-

plete statistics in a very short time after

the close of the year—the report is dated

Jan. 2, 1911—requires close, careful and

intelligent work. It is of far more value

to the mining community and to the trade

than a report in minute detail presented

a half-year or a year later, as is the

custom with too many official reports.

Some interesting notes on the Trans-

vaal mines are given in Professor Peele's

article on page 320 of this issue of the

Journal. The various phases of work

on this great goldfield have been ex-

haustively considered by British engi-

neers, but it is interesting to have the

impressions of a visitor reviewing in

more concise form the features that were

of particular interest to an American en-

gineer. A point of practice which has

probably escaped the notice of many not

intimately connected with this field is

the tendency toward the abolishment of

continuous hoisting in the "turned-ver-

tical" shafts and the substitution of stage

hoisting.
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Correspondence and Disnissiori
The Symons Crusher

H. L. Wollenberg's article in the Jour-

nal of Sept. 10, 1910, comparing gyratory

and jaw crushers, failed to take into con-

sideration a radically new type of gyra-

tory crusher which has come into use

during the last four or five years. This

new crusher may be called a "fixed pil-

lar" as opposed to the "gyrating shaft"

crusher. The fixed-pillar gyratory crusher

was first introduced into the. West for

mill work by me about 18 months

ago, although it had previously been used

by contractors and cement works for

three years. There were some attractive

features to the crusher: first, its compact-

ness, its hight being little more than that

of a Blake crusher; second, the entire

absence of the gyrating shaft, the shaft

cf this crusher being stationary and form-

ing merely a pillar about which revolves

the eccentrically mounted crushing head.

Mr. "Wallenberg has mentioned several

disadvantages inherent to the gyratory,

and among them he mentions the hight,

weight, complication, expense of mainte-

Views, Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

bitting may be done in a few minutes.
The wear on concaves and crushing head
has been materially diminished by making
the concaves of curved section instead of
practically straight. This curved section

gives a much greater length to the throat

of the crusher where most of the crushing

is done, not only distributing the wear
over a greater surface, but giving at the

same time a surface which can be worn
down to a much greater depth without

materially affecting the size of the open-

ing. Furthermore this construction pre-

vents the congestion of material at the

throat, giving a larger capacity when
crushing to small sizes.

eluded it in his comparison. It is giving

remarkable service in mill work, and
none of those whom I have persuaded to

install this crusher has the slightest re-

gret. In fact, it is the consensus of opin-

ion that this crusher combines the

obviously desirable qualities of the gyra-

tory crusher with the compactness and
low maintenance cost of the Blake.

Benedict Shubart.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 25, 1911.

Standards of Work
Referring to Mr. Dolbear's letter in the

Journal of Sept. 3, 1910, on the subject

of "Standards of Work," he appears to

be unduly pessimistic as to the value of

such data. In my original communica-
tion I particularly emphasized the neces-

sity for the most complete and itemized

information, with every possible influ-

encing factor indicated. The notes sub-

sequently furnished by A. O. Christensen

in the Journal of Sept. 17, 1910, are ex-

amples which, I venture to believe, are

quite valuable for comparison with simi-

TABLE OF DATA FOR BLAKE CRUSHERS, GYRATING-SHAFT AND FIXED-PILLAR GYRATORIES.
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.magement. It will be seen that it

is quite possible to compare the two sets.

of results. On a mine the two items of

si expenditure are for development

and mining; in both of these, payments

for labor are more than 50 per cent, of

the totals, in the majority of cases. Al-

though results at one mine may vary

widely from those at another due to the

taJ element presented by the human
- who provide the motive power in

the form of- muscular effort and moral

persuasion, yet a basis of comparison is

afforded by means of units of length and

weight, although not an exact standard.

Personally I have found such "stand-

ards." however inadequate, of the great-

est use. particularly with native labor.

The following notes are -given as briefly

as possible and refer to development

work only; hand drilling in compara-

pay. In the subsequent year, as shown in

Table 1. it will be seen how close is the

relation between the total cost of drilling

and this rate per man.

Data from an Argentine Mine

The Argentine Mine—Single-hand drill-

ing; (5-lb. hammers in soft ground and

8-lb. in harder rock; short handles, about

6 in.; most of the drilling dry upper, or

down holes with water;
~

s -in. steel only,

gaged to l
;
s in., 1J^ in. and l's in.; 125

in. of drilling per man per shift

in soft ground; 60 to 80 in. in the

hard black andesite (dike) of the hang-

ing-wall or the tough granite of the

foot-wall; 8 to 10 working hours in a

shift, with one-hour interval. Progress

per man per shift, 30 to 40 cm., or about

12 to 16 in., depending on the class of

miner, the higher figure being required to
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Mining and Metallurgical

Society

At the annual meeting of the Mining
and Metallurgical Society of America, in

New York, last month, some interesting

addresses were made.

S. J. Jennings took as his theme the

subject of waste. He referred to the

losses of material that are suffered in

our mining and metallurgical practice,

and called attention to a loss that was
generally neglected, viz., the loss of time

and waste of effort that are involved in

doing the same thing over and over

again. This is due largely to the ab-

sence of reports of failures as well as of

successes. The latter are almost always

put on record; not so the failures. But

if they were, much time and money
would be saved in the avoidance of mis-

leading paths. Mr. Jennings concluded

with a plea for conservation in this re-

spect.

Prof. A. L. Walker described a new
process of melting cathode copper under

a cover of boron trioxide, i.e., fused

borax glass, which in some mysterious

way deprives the copper of oxygen, or

rather prevents copper, while in a molten

condition, from absorbing oxygen. The
copper treated by this process, which is

being experimented upon on a large scale

by one of the big copper refineries, ac-

quires a higher degree of conductivity

than ordinary electrolytic copper, and
the process offers other advantages from
an operating standpoint. The doubtful

points in the process, however, are the

chance for volatilizing borax glass, which
is used as the cover, and the extra

amount of heat required to melt copper

under such a nonconducting cover. Pro-

fessor Walker exhibited specimens of

metal and slag and after suggesting a

theory for the action of boron trioxide in

this connection requested other explana-

tions, but none were offered.

Prof. R. H. Richards presented the re-

sults of some laboratory experiments by
his students in the comparative results

obtained in classification under free-

falling and hindered-settling conditions,

respectively. He described the labora-

tory apparatus, which consisted of a gal-

vanized-iron spitzkasten with 12 classi-

fying tubes on the lower side. The tubes

in the free-falling classifier were 2 in.

long, of J/i-in. diameter, and were with-

out constriction of any sort. In the

hindered-settling classifier, a teeter cham-
ber, 1 in. diameter and 2 in. deep, was
placed above the classifying column,

which was of the same size as in the

other classifier. By comparing the re-

sults obtained on screen analysis of the

several products, the hindered-settling

classifier was proved to perform much
more perfect classification than the free-

falling classifier. The concentrates were
almost all recovered in a nearly pure

state, the tailings rejected were al-

most devoid of heavy mineral, and only
a small quantity of middlings resulted.

S. H. Chauvenet next described the

occurrence of tin ore at Camp Florella,

near El Paso, Texas, and the develop-
ment operations that he is carrying on
at that place. An animated discussion of
some of the problems involved in this

enterprise followed. Mr. Chauvenet
added to the interest by showing samples
of ore and products, including one of
pig tin that has already been made in

Texas. W. R. Ingalls described briefly,

in answer to an inquiry of Mr. Chau-
venet, the occurrence of tin in Durango,
Mex., which he said was in rhyolite tuff

and quite different from the occurrence
near El Paso, as described by Mr. Chau-
venet and indicated by his samples.

Attempted Smoke Abatement
in Saxony

Jena Correspondence

On Aug. 7, 1908, the Saxon minister

of finance offered two prizes in the mat-
ter of prevention of injury to agricul-

tural and forestry pursuits by smoke
from furnaces and other industrial appli-

ances, substantially as follows: (1)

One prize of 2000 marks ($500) to be

awarded to the author of the best essay
on the subject, compiled from the all

extant home and foreign professional lit-

erature. (2) One prize of 10,000 marks
($2500) to be awarded to the person best

solving the problem by an invention,

which must be of such a character that

an unskilled workman can manipulate
the apparatus required by it. The money
was to be paid to the inventor after a

lapse of two years, during which the in-

vention was to be thoroughly and satis-

factorily tested. The inventor could

make an unlimited use of his invention.

The writings of the candidates must be

in the German language and seven cop-

ies were to be filed with the minister at

Dresden before Dec. 31, 1909.

The Saxon government appointed a

committee of 30 judges who selected a

number of experts of the highest stand-

ing to assist them in passing upon the

merits of the labors of the candidates.

The first offer received no response ax

all. For the second there was, of course,

a scramble, but the committee was unable

to find a single one of the proposals fit

to be awarded a prize. Most of the

candidates had, in utter disregard of the

specifications of the minister of finance,

which explicitly required the entire re-

moval from the smoke of the acid gases

so destructive to plant life, directed their

attention to the comparatively innocuous

soot nuisance. The rest of the candi-

dates had designed apparatus for wash-

ing the waste gases which were encum-

bered with technical imperfections and

would not stand the test.

The committee in har.ding its decision

to the minister of finance recommended
the appointment of a permanent commis-
sion, the business of which would be to

ke.p an eye on and investigate any fur-

ther inventions on the subject, and to

encourage technical high schools and
recognized technical authorities by grant-
ing them awards for prominent work m
that line.

The Hamburg Metal Ex-
change

The Hamburg Metal Exchange, which.
with 1910, completed the first year of its

existence, has already attained consider-
able importance, which seems to be des-
tined to increase. The contracts negoti-

ated through the brokers' bank, allied

with the brokers' association, are esti-

mated to have amounted, in 1910, to be-

tween 70,000 and 80,000 tons. Under the

system inaugurated at Hamburg, contracts

are continued at advances corresponding
substantially to the cost of carrying the

copper, which has the effect of reducing
the market to the basis of prompt de-

livery. A warehouse concern, with the

exclusive right of issuing warrants, has
been established. Generally speaking,

the quotations at Hamburg in 1910 fol-

lowed the fluctuations of the London mar-
ket, but at times they moved to a lower
level, the difference occasionally being

large enough to enable London to buy
with profit at Hamburg. The business at

Hamburg is chiefly in electrolytic copper.

Utah Copper Company
The report of the Utah Copper Com-

pany for the quarter ended Dec. 31, 1910,

shows a total profit for the quarter of

$1,290,303, of which $901,017 resulted

from Utah Copper mining and milling

operations, $375,187 from Nevada Con-
solidated dividends and S14,099 from
miscellaneous sources. Of this profit,

$1,171,949 was distributed as dividends,

and $118,354 carried to profit and loss.

These earnings were based on 12{/>c.

copper. The average cost per lb. of cop-

per was 8.227 cents.

The Magna plant was in operation dur-

ing the entire quarter, while about one-

third of the Arthur (old Boston Consoli-

dated) plant was down for the entire pe-

riod, and all of it for short intervals,

either because of the reconstruction, or

because the Magna plant was capable of

handling the entire tonnage. The first

entirely remodeled section of the Arthur

plant will be ready to run shortly after

Feb. 1, 1911.

The total copper produced in concen-

trates for this quarter was: Oct., 7,582,-

219 lb.; Nov., 7,468,915 lb.; Dec, 7.137,-

585, a total of 22,188,719 lb. The total

production, by quarters, for the year

was: First, 18,511,819 lb.; second, 25,-

124,052.; third, 23,194,921 lb.; fourth,
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2,188,719 lb.: which gives as monthly

^-erages for the four periods. 6,170,606

174,684 lb.. 7,731,640 lb.: and /
.-

96,239 lb. respectively. These figures

o not include 1,339,019 lb. produced in

inuary. 1910. by the Boston Consolidated

opper Company. Including this, the

910 production totaled iHi.35S.530 lb. of

opper in concentrates; without it. 89,-

19.511 lb. The average grade of the ore

as 1.50 per cent, copper and about 80

er cent, was steam-shovel production.

nd 20 per cent, from underground work-

lgs.

The outlook is still that the Bingham

:
Garfield Railway will be completed be-

ore June 30. 1911. Practically all of

le open grading is completed, and most

f the track material is on the ground.

nd a large proportion has already been

aid. The steel bridges are in process of

rection. and the rolling stock has been

ontracted for.

This change leaves the old pig-iron pro-

ducers in a dilemma. They are rich.

They say. 'Very well, we will go into the

finishing business ourselves,' so they

build converting mills. Thus it works

both ways. The mills go in for pig iron

and the pig-iron people go in for mills,

and the country's over-capacity is being

continually increased. I should guess

steel prices would be lower in the next

few years than in the past five or six,

but all the same there may be a lot of

steel business doing."

January Dividends

The accompanying table shows the

amount per share and total amount of

dividends paid in January, 1911, by a

number of mining companies in the

Iron Making in the United

States

The capacity of all of the iron furnaces

n the United States at the beginning of

1910 was estimated at 36,000,000 long

ons. At the end of the year it was

ligher, some estimates being as high as

10.000,000 tons, but that figure is prob-

iblv an overstatement. Anyway, fur-

in never be operated at full list-

jd capacity, inasmuch as a considerable

percentage must always be down for re-

pairs.

Apropos of the recent increase in

iron-making capacity and changes in the

industry, the Evening Post reports a

man who was raised on pig iron and

knows the iron trade much better than he

knows the stock market as saying: "Wall

Street perhaps does not allow for the

fact that it has to judge the condition

of the steel trade from the statistics of

the United States Steel Corporation,

which controls less than half the coun-

try's capacity, and may be doing at the

present time less than its proportion of

the business going. There are no statis-

tics to show what the independents are

doing. I know 20 mills you never heard

of that are running almost full. The

trade is undergoing a kind of readjust-

ment.

Though mills can buy pig iron to-

day at the cost of production or less,

they cannot afford to handle cold pig

iron any more. It cost* 52.50 per ton to

melt pig iron. This cost the Steel Cor-

porate by never letting its pig

iron cool. It has one continuous pro-

cess of COI
^'" ,*' 'he indepen-

dent mills are going into the blast- fur-

nace business in order to produti

own pig iron and be abl-j to convert it

from the molten tH ll accounts

for the continued increase in r

capacity, though tic

profit in the cold iron at current prices.

U S. Minim: Situa- Amt. per Total Anil.
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pfttailso^ Practical Mining
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

Converter Hood at Cerro de

Pasco Smeltery

By Charles F. Shelby*

The accompanying illustration shows a

converter hood that has been installed at

the Cerro de Pasco Mining Company's

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things that have to

be done in Everyday

design, and is giving equally as good sat-

isfaction, if not better, than any other I

have ever had anything to do with.

Filter Car for Concentrates
When wet concentrates are loaded into

a small car, and trammed a long distance

Arrangement of Converter Hoods at the Cerro De Pasco Smeltery, La
Fundicion, Peru

smeltery during the last few months.

This illustration does not show the new
ladles recently described in the Journal,

as they arrived after the photograph was
taken. The main feature about this con-

verter hood is that it is a radical depart-

ure from the present trend of design for

this machine, and has gone back in prin-

ciple to that which was practically

abandoned seven years ago by all the

new smelteries that have been built since

that date. Since that time all kind of

efforts and mechanical appliances have

been introduced so that the hood would

be movable and could be pushed back

out of the way when changing the con-

verters. This hood is absolutely station-

ary, thereby avoiding all complications in

*I.ate general superintendent of smelting
works, I,a Fundicion, l'eru.

seme of the concentrates stick to the

sides, when the car is dumped. This dif-

ficulty is overcome at the North Star mills

at Grass Valley, Cal., by placing a filter

in the car, which allows some water to

drain from the concentrates, during the

tramming. The filter prevents the form-

ing of a vacuum back of the concentrates,

so the concentrates dump readily out of

the cars and do not stick.

The filter is made of a layer of cocoa

matting laid against the side of the car

with a cover of burlap over the cocoa

matting. This is held in place by a cover-

ing of 4-mesh, coarse-wire screening

which is stiffened by ribs of lx'/s-in. flat

iron, riveted to the screening at 11 -in.

centers. To allow the water to drain out

from behind the filter, holes are bored in

the bottom of the car.

Goldfield Consolidated Fire

Equipment

By Claude T. Rice

Since the fire in April, 1910, did such
serious damage to the Goldfield Consoli-

dated mill, the company has been spend-
ing a considerable sum of money in in-

stalling a comprehensive fire-fighting

equipment. As the square-set method of

timbering is used, it is necessary to keep

a supply of timber at the sawmill. This

timber is protected by means of several

hydraulic monitors, mounted on plat-

forms, high enough for the operator to

get a good view of the yard, in a manner
similar to that adopted at most of the big

sawmills on the Pacific coast. An ac-

companying illustration shows one of

these monitors mounted on its platform.
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a week, for if the water were turned off at

one of these places, it might tak* several

minutes to discover the difficulty, during

which time the fire would be making
headway.

nkler System Used in the Mill

As the floor and much of the interior con-

struction of the mill are of wood, there are

lo connections tor hose. Under the ore

bins, where there is a possibility of a fire

starting and gaining considerable head-

^ fore being discovered, a sprinkler

•inguishing apparatus is installed.

The main water line is carried on the

trestles of the railroad that connects the

mines with the mill, and there are nu-

merous hydrants for hose connections at

each trestle. The reservoir feeding this

system is on top of Columbia mountain,

and has a capacity of 140,000 gal. There

is a pump supplying the reservoir at the

rate of 120 gal. per min. from a tank

holding 30.000 gal. The tank is replen-

ished at the rate of 100 gal. per min. In

t!"e fire-prevention equipment there are

11.500 ft. of 5-in. pipe. 5000 ft. of 4-in.

pipe and 10.000 ft. of 2'j- and 1-in.

pipe, a total of 26,000 feet.

Comparatively speaking, the amount of

water available for underground fires is

small. In contending against such fires,

reliance would have to be placed upon
bulkheads, so placed as to keep the fire

within a restricted area. The mines are

inspected after each shift for the discov-

ery of incipient fires. At each mine there

are two Drager mine helmets with elec-

tric lamps, capable of running for 12

hours.

The Xalil Intermittent Slime

Decanter
By Arthur C. Nahl*

In the accompanying illustration is

shown a slime decanter, used by the Pro-
greso Mining Company, Triunfo, Baja
California, and adapted to the treatment
of its low-grade oxidized silver ores,
used instead of canvas leaves. A 60-
deg. cone is constructed inside of a

wooden tank. The inside surface of the
cone is constructed of brick and mor-
tar finished with a thin surface of cement.
Radial reinforcing walls one foot thick
extend from the inside of the cone to the

sides of the tank, and the space between
these walls and the tank is filled with
sand, or jig tailings.

The scrapers are balanced on both
sides and are supported by a frame
which runs on wheels on a track around

rper edge of the tank, and are

steadied by a pin at the bottom. The
enter the center and settle on the

sides of the cone, whence the coat"

slimes arc ' to the bottom by the

'nit any stirring
I . I

... ig : llinlnf J

'

Nahi Ini I l(\11 I [ I N I Si IV,! DirANTER
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action. The clear solution overflows at

the periphery of the tank. The alkalinity

of the solution must be carefully watched

to obtain the best results.

The frame carries a foam fence three

feet high above the solution, and running

down to six or eight inches below the

surface. It is made of 1/32-in. steel,

and is riveted to the inside of the

sprocket band. The foam accumulates

in this and dries, and drops in gobs to the

bottom when it is too heavy to float. In

this way it does not interfere with the

clear overflow by being carried over the

edge by winds.

The sprocket is a homemade affair.

The pins are riveted in a band of J4 x 3-

in. iron. The pins are riveted about a

foot apart and set exactly to engage a

No. 67 sprocket chain. It is revolved by a

10-in. sprocket. A smaller driving sprocket

is actually used than is shown in the dia-

gram and the whole scraping apparatus

is revolved by a worm gear at the bot-

tom instead of the bevel gear as shown

Device for Cleaning Flat

Wire Cables

By m. J. McGill*

The accompanying drawing shows an

arrangement which I have used success-

fully for cleaning hardened grease, dirt

and rust from flat wire cables. The con-

trivance consists of a box made in four

parts to be hooked and stapled together,

in which is fastened a U-shaped steam
fitting through which the cable is passed.

The bottom of the box is first placed on a

platform above the collar of the shaft,

the cage or skip being lowered just far

enough so as to clear all the cable fast-

enings. A fitting B, made as shown in

the drawing, with two 1 -in. pipe legs with

1/16-in. slots and capped ends, is placed

with one leg on each side of the cable,

the slots being turned a trifle downward.
The top parts of the box are then placed

and hooked to the bottom parts. An
opening just large enough to admit the

1 W.I. Pipe

J& Slots

!—Line of Cable.

Lap Joint

2 W.I. Pipe

Shaft

Cleaning Device for Flat Wire Cables

The Engineering $
I'tumal

in the drawing. The chain is guided on

the driven and also the driving sprockets

by small rollers not shown in the draw-

ing.

The slimes accumulate and are

compressed by their own weight in the

bottom discharge pipe, and are dis-

charged intermittently through an ap-

propriate gate at the bottom of the pipe

into a car. If it is inconvenient to revolve

the scrapers by mechanical power, a

small boy can turn them around slowly

every two or three hours or so by a

crank fastened to the worm shaft.

This decanter was designed by me
with the idea of doing away with can-

vas filter leaves in treating low-grade

base silver ores, and also to meet the

requirements of out-of-the-way mining
camps where other filtering devices

might be costly. Possibly some other

managers may find this settler effective.

fitting, so as to make it as near grease

tight as possible, is made in the side of

the box. A steam line is coupled to the

fitting B, and the steam turned on, while

the cage is slowly dropped.

As the cage drops, the cable passes

through the steam fitting, and being sub-

jected to the scrubbing action of live

steam is readily cleaned. The time re-

quired to clean thoroughly depends on

the condition of the cable. A few min-

utes after applying the steam, grease and

dirt will begin rolling over the blocks

C C, which are placed across the inside

of the box to strengthen it and to divert

grease toward the nipples at the end of

the box, from which it falls into buckets

pieced to receive it. In three hours'

time I have thoroughly cleaned 1500 ft.

of the worst-looking cable that one can

•Manager. New York Bonanza Mining
Company, Park City. Utah.

imagine. I have also cleaned some cables

of equal length that were not in such

bad condition in one-half hour. I have

found that this is superior to any hand-

or mechanical-cleaning methods that I

have seen or read of for thoroughly

cleaning flat wire cables. I always lu-

bricate the cleaned cable immediately

after cleaning.

Reinforcing Mine Timbers

with Old Wire Rope

By Louis Bourdoire*

In certain mines of Westphalia and Pas

de Calais, mine timbers, especially the

cap pieces of sets, are reinforced by a

piece of old wire rope stretched longi-

tudinally around the timber.

The timbers usually break when the

weight of the roof is sufficient to cause

a deflection of 20 to 25 cm., but by the

t'me this happens the rope will have

stretched and by its tension hold the

broken cap to the roof, enabling a miner

to catch up and hold the ground before a

fall occurs. The ends of the rope are

held tightly between the roof and top of

the timber so they cannot slip.

The manner of using the rope is shown

in the sketch. The ends of the cap are

tapered and a groove B is cut at each

Mine Timber Reinforced with Wire

Rope

end for the reception of the rope, deep

enough to prevent any part extending be-

yond the end of the timber. Staples

should not be driven at the points A. In

placing the timbers, blocks should not be

used, but flat wedges, else the timber may
turn when the cap takes weight, and un-

less the rope is at right angles to the

pressure the reinforcing effect will be

lost.

Acid Treatment of Mercury at

Florence-Goldfield Mill

It has been found at the Florence-

Goldfield mill that it is good practice to

distil the quicksilver into dilute sul-

phuric acid, as the acid attacks any dis-

tilled impurities such as zinc and lead

which may have gotten into the amalgam.

This acid dissolves them and holds them

in solution, thus preventing them from

contaminating the mercury. Mercury d's-

tilled in this manner is more lively than

even new quicksilver. The sulphuric acid

does not attack the mercury to any appre-

ciable extent.

Mining engineer, Pas de Calais, Prance
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Suggested Improvement in

Luke Superior Milling

Practice

By A. H. Sawyer*

rhe present practice in feeding steam

.mps at the mills in the Lake Superior

irict. so far as 1 know, is to allow

! ore. as it comes from the mine, to

;s through the ore bins and slide slow-

down an inclined plane into the feed

pper of the stamp. The rate of feed is

nrolled by the head feeder, who also

ks from the ore lumps of native cop-

r and chips of wood.

[ would suggest the following change
- system, believing that it will in-

ase the capacity of the mills and cost

le to install and maintain.

Referring to the sketch, the chute is

ended back into the orebin three or

ir feet. The extended portion A is per-

ated with holes the same size as those

the mortar screen, usually ?$ i"- in di-

Angle Braces •, V

(pper of

tamp

V)* I ntnng f iT.ning Journal

A SCREEN FOR MlLL FEED

eter for amygdaloid and 5 16 in. in di-

eter for conglomerate ore. Old mortar

eens may be used for this purpose. A
ter pipe B is supported at a conven-

t hight above the screen and perfor-

d longitudinally so that water may be

xyed upon the ore with considerable

ce as it descends the chute. The pipe

protected by the shield C that extends

the opening in the wall of the ore-

The fir. it comes from the

rough the screen A, thence

the launder D, around the stamp to

n the discharge from the battery. I he-

re that this method would increase the

of the mill by relieving the bat-

nis material; lessen the cushion-

effect of the fine ore; reduce the

ar on the stamp shaft and screens

ised by the scouring action of this fine

; diminish sliming, and reduce the

ise of milling.

Mining Mich

This operation is analogous to the use

of a grizzly to take fine rock away from

a crusher and is entirely consistent.

An advantage of this method is that the

ore is washed clean and is in excellent

condition for sorting. As the work of

the head feeder is not laborious and his

services are required to care for the

stamp, he may be employed in picking

out waste as well as mass copper and
chips of wood. The expense of stamping

so much waste would be avoided and

that waste would not be enriched at the

expense of the ore. In the designing

of new mills, I believe space should be

allowed here for a picking belt of con-

siderable length.

Determining the Number of

Cars Hoisted per Hour
This third chart of the series prepared

by L. F. Mitten, of the Vulcan Iron

Works, enables the quick calculation of

Sounds in Gas Engines

A knock in a gas or gasolene engine is

often extremely hard to locate, as the

same sound can be generated in several

ways. According to A. L. Brennan, Jr.,

{Power, Jan. 24, 1911), a loose flywheel

is sometimes responsible; yet it may be

that the ignition is advanced too far, or

there is prei'gnition from incandescent

carbon, short-circuits or an overheated en-

gine due to derangement of the cooling

system.

Lack of lubrication of using the

wrong oil will cause a knock, but it is

rot such a distinctive sound as something

loose or broken. Too rich a mixture or

water in the combustion chamber will

often cause uneven running which pro-

duces a sound that slightly resembles a

knock.

Worn bearings will frequently cause

an engine to pound in a most alarming

way. Care should be taken not to set

up a badly worn bearing too much; there

o o e
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Small Heavy Duty Air

Compressors

A new line of small air compressors,

classes W A-4 and W G-4, for heavy

duty has recently been placed on the

market by the Sullivan Machinery Com-
pany, of Chicago. The compressors are

of small tomoderate capacity and for pres-

sures from 10 to 100 lb. per sq.in. They

are built with a heavy frame, supporting

the bearings and crank shaft at one end

and the steam and air cylinders at the

other. They are of the center-crank type

and a heavy steel guard surrounds the

crank, preventing oil being thrown upon

the floor.

In the steam-driven machines, the

plain oteam slide valve is controlled by

an eccentric on the shaft, with which it

is connected by a simple but satisfactory

arrangement of valve rods. The air cyl-

inder is placed outside the steam cyl-

inder, and is connected to it by a heavy

distance piece. The air cylinder is sup-

ported on a sub-base which runs the en-

tire length of the compressor and main-

tains proper alinement of all the parts.

ter line of the piston rod by a special fix-

ture, which assures accurate alinement.

A box-pattern crosshead fitted with ad-

justable shoes is used; it is of the same
type as that employed in cross-compound
machines of the highest grade.

The steam machines are governed by a

split-ball throttling regulator with an ex-

tra cylinder that places the throttle valve

under the influence of the air-receiver

pressure. The power-driven machines

are fitted when desired with an unloading

device placed on the air inlet of the com-
pressor. This device is set to shut off

the incoming air to the compressor when
the receiver pressure exceeds a predeter-

mined point. This enables the compres-

sor to run at regular speed, compressing

no air until the receiver pressure again

falls below the point set. The device is

smooth and even in its action, throwing

the load off and on the compressor with-

out sudden jar or strain. In this way re-

ductions in the amount of power used

when the compressor is furnishing air in-

termittently are secured. Machines of

similar capacity are furnished for opera-

tion by electric or gasolene motor.

ir Outlet N
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Sullivan W A-4 Air Compressor

In the belt-driven machines, the air cyl-

inder is attached directly to the rear end

of the frame.

The air cylinder is cored to form wa-

ter jackets, and the cylinder heads are

jacketed over their whole surface. The

valves are placed close to the ends of

the cylinder, the inlet valves being at the

bottom and the discharge valves at the

top of the cylinder. The ports or pockets

leading to the valves are short and di-

rect so that practically no air is trapped

after compression instead of being ex-

pelled from the cylinder. The valves and

their parts are so made that in case of

breakage it is impossible for the broken

pieces to enter the bore of the cylinder.

They are held in place in cages that seat,

by means of taper fits, in the cylinder

walls. To remove the valves it is only

necessary to unscrew the plug on the out-

side of the cylinder; then the entire valve

and cage may be withdrawn for inspec-

tion or regrinding. The main bearings

have adjustable caps and are heavily

lined with a good grade of babbitt metal.

They are bored at right angles to the cen-

The Motter Process

The Colorado Metals Extraction Com-
pany, of Denver, Colo., which is ex-

ploiting the Motter process, has secured

the Lowell mill, at Idaho Springs, Colo.,

under a long-time lease, and will make
therein an installation of the Motter

process.

According to the Motter process, mixed

sulphide ores are crushed dry and roasted

lightly in a special furnace, with the ob-

ject of sulphating the sulphides. Acid

is recovered as a by-product. The

roasted ore is leached for the extraction

of sulphates of silver, copper and iron,

which are recovered respectively as sil-

ver chloride, metallic copper and iron

sulphate.

The residue from the lixiviation is re-

ground and run over an amalgamator for

recovery of the gold. The tailings from

the amalgamator are concentrated on

tables for recovery of the lead and zinc

minerals, and from that concentrate iron

is extracted by means of a magnetic

separator.

Explosion at Keating Mine
Special Correspondence

Shortly after 2 p.m. on Jan. 18, an ex-

plosion occurred in the No. 2 shaft of the

Keating Gold Mining Company, at Rad-

ersburg, Mont., causing the death of six

men, three from the direct effect of the

shock, and three by asphyxiation in the

fumes from the gelatin. Two men were

injured, but escaped with their lives, as

by a miracle.

Cause Not Likely to be Discovered

The direct cause of the explosion will

probably never be known. During the

forenoon of the same day, the skip used

in hoisting ore either jumped the tracK

or the bearings broke so that the skip

was drawn to the surface loaded, drag-

ging on the track, minus wheels and axles,

bending the rope rollers and doing other

damage to the track. At the time of the

explosion five men were engaged in the

shaft making repairs, straightening and

resetting the rollers at a point 60 to 80

ft. above the 200-ft. level, where the skip

was standing, having just been lowered

from the surface with tools for the upper

group of three men who started to work
on a roller above the skip. The other

two were working just below the skip.

A hammer had just been handed to the

shift boss who struck a blow on the roller

when the explosion occurred. His assist-

ant was on the bail of the skip and fell

back into the skip on the other man who
was about to climb out. This saved the

lives of these two men, for the falling of

the timbers caught the bell rope, signal-

ing one bell at the hoist room and the

men made unconscious by the fumes

were drawn to the surface.

The three men who were suffocated

were at work below on the 300 level;

one, the powder man at his bench prepar-

ing the charges for the shift and the other

two at the north face of the level, 750

ft. from the shaft. Through their at-

tempt to cross to the south of the shaft

and thence by connecting levels to the

Keating No. 1 vertical shaft, they were

caught just south of the shaft in the

fumes, drawn or forced down through

the stopes and returning to the incline,

which is the upcast for the mine. One
of these men was picked up about 40 ft.

and the othsr two 25 to 30 ft. south of the

shaft. Had these men remained where

they were or taken the upcast stopes to

the lower level and thence across, they

would have escaped the fumes and would

have been rescued with the miners who
were at work on the 400, 500 and 600

levels.

Evidence of Two Shocks

William Walsh, State mine inspector,

examined the mine the day following the

accident, and later Hugh M. Wolflin, of

the mine rescue car stationed at Bridger,
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L. S. Ropes, mining engineer, of Hel-

, inspected the workings in the vicin-

of the explosion. There appear to

E been two shocks from the evidence

jght out, one more severe than the

;r. It is thought that the h

,

judging from the effects, was at the

ion on the 200 level, and the minor

the powder thawsr, which was

ed about 90 ft. south of the station

:he same level, beyond which the ore

been stoped out both above and be-

, to the surface and to the 300 level,

t the station, all timbering was

eked for six sets above and four

>w. or 35 and 25 ft. either way.

der that has been brought down after

noon hour was scattered unexploded

upward of 100 ft. north on the 200

1. It is supposed that the powder

i had placed his powder at the station

|y for the afternoon work, and that

e still remained in the thawer. which

heated by electric lamps in the lower

ipartment. No vestige of the thawer

been found on the level, and if any

ained after the explosion, it is buried

:he debris from the stopes south,

re the stulls and lagging were blown

and the filling discharged to the level

into the lower stopes over the 300

1

HErtDFRAME NOT INJURED

he effect of the explosion is notice-

! at several surface openings, but no

lage was done the headframe nor was

heavy skip thrown from the track in

shaft. The formation is exceedingly

i and strong and does not weather on

osure, so that the wrecking is entirely

he timbering. Work of clearing the

ft and retimbering was not corn-

iced until noon, Jan. 22, when three

ts were put on. Arrangements will

made temporarily for hoisting the .ore

>ugh the vertical No. 1 shaft, the re-

's requiring about two weeks to com-

e.

he accident is of an unusual na-

i and following the accident to the

) in the forenoon, brought the five

l in the shaft, within its range, other-

e the accident might not have oc-

red, or had it occurred, no one would

e been in the shaft, and it is probable

t the men on the 300 level would have

lained where they were safe, but

wine the others were in the shaft, it

'resumed they made the desperate at-

pt to get to their assistance.

[ournal Index

"he index

and A 1
. i. is mailed

h this issue 'Feb. 11, 1011). Any
"t receive his copy

iuld notify the Journal office to that

The Symons Crusher

In the usual types of gyratory crusher,

motion is imparted to the crushing head

by the central vertical driving shaft. The

lower end of the shaft is held by an ec-

centric box offset one-half inch from the

axis of the shaft. To rebabbitt the ec-

centric box, it must be removed, which

is accomplished by dropping the bottom

cover of the eccentric box~ chamber and

removing the eccentric box from below.

This necessitates building the foundation

so as to leave working room beneath the

crusher.

In the Symons crusher the eccentric

driving shaft B is hollow and fits like a

sleeve over the central fixed pillar A. Over

The Potash Salts Question

Washington Correspondence.

An answer to American representat-

ions on the potash question has been

filled by the German government with

the State Department. This answer is

practically a rejection of all of the Amer-

ican demands, according to information

now available, and would leave Ameri-

can holders of the much contested potash

contracts practically no recourse except

to the German courts of justice. With

reference to our general claim that the

potash policy of Germany is unjust, it is

answered that this policy is a measure

of conservation analogous in nature to

Tltti Enginwing & Mininu Journal

Sectional Elevation of the Symons Fixed Pillar Crusher

the hollow driving shaft and attached to

the crushing head is a casing D which is

flanged at the bottom below the crushing

head, which flange covers the casing of

the bevel wheel C, keeping dust from en-

tering the bevel-wheel chamber.

To babbitt the eccentric, it is lifted out

at the top. The babbitt is supplied by

the manufacturers, cast in staves or sec-

tions extending the length of the eccen-

tric, as shown in the insert of the accom-

panying illustration. From each stave

projects a babbitt keyway, cut in the ec-

centric, thus holding the stave securely in

place. Together, these staves form

Smooth, continuous hearinqs. When worn

any stave may be separately lifted out

and r I nev one from Stock.

the conservation policy that is advocated

for use in this country. The over-pro-

duction tax, which we have complained

of on the ground that it falls unfairly on

American holders of potash contracts is

described as being simply a feature of

German internal legislation and hence

not subject to criticism from the outside

world. Moreover, it is alleged that this tax

is paid by the German mine-owner and

not by the foreigner. It is true that in par-

ticular contracts the foreign (American)
holders agreed to liquidate all govern-

mental charges and dues of every des-

cription but it is considered an open
question whether the present extraord-

inary tax would he included under the

general descriptive term which has heen
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employed for indicating the govern-

mental charges that were to be payable

by the American holders. As to the ex-

act legal responsibility for the tax under

these contracts, it is considered that this

is a matter which can be settled only

through reference to the proper courts

which, according to the German point of

view, are those of the German Empire.

The potash situation is thus brought

to a deadlock and the adminstration is

once more facing the question whether

it will apply the maximum rates of the

Payne-Aldrich Tariff Law to imports

from Germany in order to compel the

recognition of the American potash con-

tracts without subjecting them to the ex-

cess production tax. Opinion has grown

considerably stronger in opposition to the

use of the maximum rates in this way
because of the increasing doubt whether

the German policy as to potash does ac-

tually constitute a discrimination against

the United States in the sense in which

that term was employed in the tariff

law. Discussion of the situation on the

floor of Congress is now threatened and,

at the request of certain members, the

Bureau of Corporations has prepared a

report on the status of the fertilizing in-

dustry in the United States designed to

show how far the industry has already

been subjected to monoplistic control.

Bill to Open Alaska Coal

Lands

Washington Correspondence

Senator Knute Nelson, of Minnesota,

has reported from the Senate committee

on public lands the bill (S. 9955) which

was introduced by him some time ago

for the purpose of providing a method for

the leasing of coal lands in Alaska. In

summing up, Mr. Nelson says:

No locations or entries of coal land

have been made under the law of 1908,

and all coal lands in Alaska are still with-

drawn from location, filing and entry, so

that not a single coal mine can be opened,

developed or utilized in Alaska, and all

coal used in that Territory, aside from

a little lignite secured at a few points

for local consumption, is still imported

from the outside, and most of it from

foreign countries. This situation is in-

tolerable, and it seems to your committee

that legislation to permit the opening and

development of these coal lands is urgent-

ly needed, and for this reason your com-

mittee recommends the passage of this

bill. The aim of the bill is not so much
to secure large royalties for the Govern-
ment as to promote &.e speedy opening

and development of the coal lands and
the furnishing of the coal to the con-

sumers at fair and reasonable prices;

and in order to protect the consumer and
to prevent a monopoly the bill provides,

among other things, that the Interstate

Commerce Commission shall have juris-

diction, as in the case of railroad rates,

to prescribe the just and reasonable

prices at which the coal shall be sold,

and the just and reasonable rates at

which the same shall be transported. The
bill provides for an exploration license

covering 2560 acres and authorizes the

leasing of a similar area in a single lease

at a reasonable royalty and rental for a

period of 30 years with privilege of re-

newal for 10 additional years.

A few changes of detail are made in

the bill but the measure is otherwise
as it was when it was first introduced,

at which time it was reviewed in this

correspondence.

Report of De Beers Consoli-

dated

The report of the De Beers company
for the year ended June 30. 1910, shows
a great improvement in the demand for

stones. More blue ground was washed
than hauled, the excess being 1,572,632

loads. The diamond account credited to

profit and loss shows a rise for the year

of £2,339.983, which is attributable to the

increased production and sales and the

realization of diamond stocks on hand at

the commmencement of the year. Since

the close of the financial year a new
diamond contract more favorable to the

company has been concluded with the

Diamond Syndicate.

YIELD FROM BLUE GROUND TREATED.
Carats
per Value Value

Load, per Carat, per Load.
De Beers and Kim-

berley 0.38 47s. 9.24d. 18s. 1.83d.
Wesselton 0.32 34s. 3.58d. 10s. 11.7 d.
Bulfontein 0.37 32s. 1.63d. lis. 10.68d.
Dutoitspan 0.23 68s. 1.46d. 15s. 8.02d.

The chairman states that production

is being restricted and hauling is done

only on the day shift. The De Beers

diamonds are of a better class and

greater value than those produced by

competing companies, 80 per cent, of the

product being of the better class, worth

40s. or S10 per carat.

RECORD OF BLUE GROUND MINED
AND WASHED.

Loads Loads
Mined. Washed.

Kimberley 431,339 1,808,734
Wesseltori 1.70.' -

Bulfontein 2,099,173 1

-

Dutoitspan 878,775 '

' 1 7 . 1 7 .">

Total 5,111,524 6,684,156

The De Beers and Kimberley mines are

over 2000 feet deep and have immense

low-grade ground requiring careful man-

agement in order to obtain a profit.

There is a reserve of 7.700.000 loads of

blue ground weathering on the floors of

the various mines. During 1909 the De

Beers could sell scarcely any stones of

any kind and the syndicate that controls

the selling accumulated a stock worth

£1.200.000; this, with £5,800.000 worth of

ordinary product, was sold during 1910.

It is stated as almost certain that a

working agreement will be concluded be-

tween the De Beers and the German
Southwest Africa syndicate. The stones

produced by the German syndicate are

mostly small, but in 1909 these fields,

where the diamonds are picked from
wind-blown desert sand, produced 468,-

930 carats of £795,000 value.

The Canadian Mining Institute

The thirteenth annual general meeting

of the Institute will be held in the city

of Quebec, March 1 to 3. The headquarters

will be at the Chateau Frontenac. Some
important matters will come up for dis-

cussion at this meeting, including the

proposed new mining law of the Do-

minion.

The provisional program of papers is

as follows: '"The Iron Ore Resources of

the World," by Dr. F. D. Adams; "Notes
on the Iron Ores of the Metagami River."

by M. B. Baker; "Recent Developments
of the Bathurst Iron Mines," by J. E.

Hardman; "The Undeveloped Iron Re-

sources of Canada," by A. B. Willmott;

"The Undeveloped Coal Resources of

Canada," by D. B. Dowling; "The Com-
pany Law in Canada," by G. G. S. Lind-

sey; "The Mining Law of Ontario." by

S. Price; "The Functions of Provincial

Bureaus of Mines," by P. Williams; "The
Economic Geology of the Chibougamou
District," by Dr. A. E. Barlow; "The As-

bestos Deposits of the Western United

States," by D. J. Diller; "Asbestos De-

posits of the New England States," by

Prof. C. H. Richardson; "The Milling of

Asbestos," by Edward Torrey; "The
Clays of Western Canada," by Dr. H.

Ries; "The Origin of Archean Graphite,"

by H. P. H. Brumell; "The Ore Deposits

of the Atlin District, B. C," by D. D.

Cairnes; "Copper Mining on the British

Columbia Coast," by William M. Brewer;
"The Copper Deposits of the Keeweenaw
Peninsula, Compared with Similar Cana-

dian Deposits," by Dr. C. Alfred. Lane;

"The Geology of Petroleum," by Eu-

gene Coste; "The Western Ontario Gold

Deposits," by F. Hille; "The Markets for

Canadian Ores and Minerals, and the

Need for Better Freight Rates and Shio-

ping Facilities, in Order that Full Ad-

vantage may be taken of these Markets

by Canadian Producers," by J. J. Har-

pell; "Photography for Mining Engineers

and Geologists," by H. Mortimer Lamb.

Several other papers are expected.

Correction

In the article on "The Use of Oil in

Smelting," in the Journal of Jan. 28,

1911, E. H. Hamilton writes us that there

is an error in the statement which reads:

"One barrel, of 42 gal., of California

oil was about equal to one ton of best

bituminous coal." This should re3a:

"Three and four-fifths barrels of 42 gal.

each were about equal to one ton of best

bituminous coal."
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Air Currents and Shaft Plumb Lines
A number of years ago it was found

hat two 4000- ft. plumb lines suspended

n one of the Calumet shafts were one-

enth of a foot farther apart at the bot-

om than at the collar of the shaft,

^rof. F. W. McNair, of the Michigan

College of Mines investigated this ap-

>arent paradox and concluded that this

livergence was caused by air currents in

he shaft.

Effect of Air Currents

Prior to this time it was considered that

i plumb line suspended in a shaft de-

ined a vertical. Although plumb lines

ibrate irregularly, the average of a

lumber of vibrations should be vertical.

By George C. McFarlane

The deflection of plumb
lines in shafts is practically

the same in up- or down-
cast currents, and propor-
tional to air velocity. Shafts
may be plumbed by direct

sighting.

*503 Gas and Electric building, Denver,
Colo.

ascending current throws a line in the

same direction as a descending current.

a definite reason for these discrepancies.

Fig. 1 shows the position of the lines

in the upcast and downcast shafts. As
the fan was slowed down to about 25
r.p.m. there must have been a current

of about 250 ft. per minute in the

shafts.

Determination of Deflection

To determine what effect the air cur-

rent might have had on the lines, I re-

cently suspended one of the 10-lb. brass

bobs with a No. 28 steel wire in the

700- ft. upcast shaft in the position P,

Fig. 2. Two transits were placed as

shown and scales fastened behind the

lines at right angles to the line of sight

Line of l'lumb Lines
at Collar of Shaft.

Line of Plumb Lines
at Bottom of Shaft.

'J- Meriaian Deflection of Flomb Wires
18 'of Arc.
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the entries leading to the foot of the shaft

showed an average up current of 830 ft.

per min. The amplitude of vibration

was now about two inches, the maximum
variation between the mean of any two

vibrations was 29/32 in., and the maxi-

mum variation between any set of six

vibrations was 19/64 in. The average

deflection shown by 36 readings from

the prime vertical established by the

plumb line in the first case was 1 26/64
in. in the direction A and 59 64 in. in

the direction B. The fan was now
reversed and run at a speed that gave a

descending current of 505 ft. per min-

ute; the amplitude of vibration now
averaged 15/16 in. The greatest varia-

tion between the mean of any two vibra-

tions was 5/64 in. The average deflec-

tion from the prime vertical was 35/64
in. in the direction A and 17/64 in. in

the direction B.

The plumb line was now placed in the

position P, and with an ascending cur-

rent of 740 ft. per minute the deflection

was 1 7/16 in. in the direction C and

5/64 in. in the direction D.

Plumb Lines Inaccurate in Air Cur-
rents of Over 100 Ft. per Second

The result of these experiments shows

that plumb lines are inaccurate when the

velocity of the air current in the shaft

is over 100 ft. per sec. and that the

deflection from the vertical is always tow-

ard the wall of the shaft and is practic-

ally proportional to the velocity of

the air current. When hung in a corner

of the shaft the greatest deflection is tow-

ard the long side. When two lines are

placed on opposite sides or in opposite

corners as shown in Fig. 3, the direction

of a line joining them is not materially

affected by the deflection. If the lines

are placed in diagonally opposite corners

or in positions like that shown in Fig. 1

and Fig. 4, the direction of the line join-

ing them will be materially affected and

the meridian determination rendered use-

less if there is much air current in the

shaft. The walls of the shaft in which

the above experiments were tried were

fairly smooth, as walls and partitions

were solid timber from top to bottom; the

shaft was also entirely free of dripping

water.

Cause of Deflection

The explanation for the deflections of

plumb lines outward toward the walls of

the shaft is that the central body of the

current expands as the outer perimeter of

the air column is retarded by the fric-

tion of the walls. The same result can

be noted in any swift stream of water.

If a log is started in the center of the

stream it will eventually be swept to the

shore. The powerful undertow in rapids

and swift water also shows that the flow

lines of any fluid are directed at a more

or less acute angle toward the wetted

penmeter.

Shaft Plumbing by Direct Sichtinc

I recently tried a direct-sighting

method that I found to be accurate and
convenient for carrying the surface

meridian down a vertical shaft. So far as

I know, this particular method has not

been tried before. It depends on the

fact that in an inclined plane, lines join-

ing points of equal elevation have the

same azimuth. An ordinary transit or a

wye-level on an extension tripod can
be used. For deep shafts a wye-level,

owing to its more powerful telescope,

would be best.

To carry out the method two nails or

spads are lined in on the sheave tim-

bers over the shaft, or in blocks project-

ing over the collar of the shaft. The
transit or wye-level is set up on the

wall of the shaft as shown in Fig. 5. A
clip angle is screwed fast to a shaft

timber, and a small hole is drilled

through the shoe of one of the legs. This

leg is extended and bolted to the clip

angle and the other two legs are short-

ened and set on a timber lower down.

In this position the axis of the instru-

ment is approximately horizontal. If a

transit is used the vertical circle will be

set at zero so the telescope axis will be

at right angles to the instrument axis.

The instrument is now swung with the

leveling screws until the plane of rota-

tion of the telescope axis intersects the

two points set at the top of the shaft. If

the shaft is not over 600 or 700 ft. deep

the instrument may be set at the bottom

of the shaft, as looking from the dark

shaft into the bright light of day gives

such excellent definition that fine sights

can be taken even at a distance of 700

ft. The telescope is now swung around

so as to point into the drift or level and

two points of nearly equal elevation

sighted. These points will have the

same azimuth as the points established

at the surface.

Plumbing Deep Shafts by Direct

Sight

In case the shaft is too deep to be

sighted at one operation, the points may
be brought down in stages, the instru-

ment being operated from the cage. The

hood being raised, the instrument set up

on the wall of the shaft and swung into

exact alinement with the points above,

substations are sighted in a few feet

above the cage hood, the second point

being leveled from the first one with a

straight-edge and a carpenter's level.

These substation spuds are now illumined

and a white block for a background

placed back of each spud. The signal

to lower is now given to the top watch,

the engineer lowers the cage about six

inches, pauses two minutes, then lowers

250 ft. to the next set of substations.

The advantage of this method of di-

rect sighting is that the instrument man
can quickly throw the plane of rotation

of the telescope into exact alinement with

the points above. On the other hand,

when a transitman is setting points far

down a shaft it requires a lot of time

and signaling back and forth to get the

helper to drive the nails in places where
they can be seen from above.

Plumbing Inclined Shafts

It will be understood that this method
only gives the direction of the meridian

underground and it will be necessary to

drop one plumb line from the surface

to properly coordinate the surface and

underground surveys. However, in case

of a highly inclined shaft that can not

be plumbed, if it can be lined up with

one sight, the angle of the line of sight

may be read on the plates from two

horizontal points previously established

in the drift or level. The dip of the

plane of rotation of the line of sight may
be determined by intersecting a short

plumb line in the drift and measuring

the interscetion angle. As most shafts

are fairly straight the plane of

rotation of the line of sight will be nearly

vertical in most cases, perhaps not vary-

ing more than six inches in several hun-

dred feet.

A Triboluminescent Com-
pound

Triboluminescence is the title given to

that property which causes a substance to

emit light on being scratched or rubbed.

A strongly triboluminescent compound is

described by W. S. Andrews. 1 This con-

sists of zinc carbonate (chemically pure),

70 parts; flour sulphur, 30 parts; man-
ganese sulphate, trace. Mix the zinc

carbonate as a fine powder with the sul-

phur, then dissolve a small piece of man-
ganese sulphate in distilled water and

add enough of the solution to the pow-

dered materials to make a thick cream.

Thoroughly triturate in a mortar, then

pour into a shallow glass or earthenware

dish, and dry at a moderate heat. When
dry reduce to fine powder, pack hard into

a porcelain or fire-clay crucible with a

tight cover, and subject to a bright red

heat for 20 minutes. The mixture shrinks

into a stone-like mass, which emits a

train of yellow sparks when scratched.

The sparks will not set fire to inflam-

mable gases and hence is not a substi-

tute for flint and steel, or the cerium-iron

lighters now on the market.

It is a possibility that the tribolumines-

cent zinc ores sometimes found closely

approximate the artificial compound de-

scribed above. It is well known to min-

ing men that certain specimens from the

Merced River district in California, and

from Saltillo. Mexico, become strongly

luminescent on being scratched in any

way.

Chicago meeting, American Electrochemical
Society. 1910.
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Notes on the Rand Gold Mines
During a recent visit to the Transvaal.

[ was given opportunity to see a number

3f the Rand gold mines, and venture to

present a few desultory notes on the

methods there employed. Since much

has been written on the geology and ore

deposits of the W'itwatersrand, a brief

statement n the \eins them-

selves will suffice to bring the local con-

ditions before the mind of the reader.

Of the three principal groups of veins

?r "reefs" only the "Main Reef series"

tias thus far proved to be of economic

importance. All of the larger mines are

an the interbedded vein of this series. In

the earlier days some work was done on

the veins of the Kimberley or "Battery-

reef series." but their average value

appeared to be too low for profitable ex-

ploration at that time.

The Main Reef Series

In the central portion of the Rand, the

Main Reef series comprises three im-

portant veins. On the footwall side is

the main reef, averaging 6 to 7 lA ft.

in width, widening sometimes to 30 or

40 ft., but in the widest parts is usually

too low grade to be mined. In general, it

must be worked economically and on a

large scale to yield a profit. Lying close

above this vein is the "Main Reef Leader,"

averaging 18 in. in width. It is often

split by bands of quartzite, containing

scattered pebbles, but is much richer, as

a rule than the main reef and is profit-

ably worked in all the mines. Under

it is the so called "interbedded dike";

which is not. however, a true dike, as

it is composed o" fine-grained quartzite.

The third and mnst southerly vein of

the series is the Scuth Reef, lying usually

from 3c to 80 ft. above the Main Reef

leader. It averages from 8 to 12 in. in

width, throughout the central part of the

district, but pinches out or becomes poor

toward both the east and west; on the

whole, it is the richest vein now being

worked on the Rand. Both the Main Reef

teader and the South Reef frequently

pinch to only a few inches in width,

though in such places the grade of the

above average. While the gen-

eral character and position of the veins

bstantially a^ described above,

are many local variations. They

are often faulted and, instead of main-

taining their normal distances apart, may
cfa one another quite close

places the;. i sin-

peaking, the horizon

of the ma
wall of the ie hanging

of the upr i width of

The .hich the

• chiefly of rounded

Inch in

By Robert Peele *

The
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sunk before mining can be begun, so that

cost of shaft and equipment only, for a

deep-level property may vary from Sl,-

600,000 to $2,000,000. Under normal
conditions to sink a 4000-ft. shaft re-

quires about four years.

Double-stage Hoisting Succeeding
Single-stage Hoisting

After intersecting the reefs most of

the deep-level shafts are turned to follow

the dip in the footwall generally after

being sunk below the ore. It has generally
been the practice to hoist direct from the
bottom to the surface; the skips being
designed to pass around a long-radius
curve, connecting the inclined with the
vertical portion of the shaft. This has its

disadvantages; the hoisting speed must
be reduced in rounding the curve and
wear and tear on rope, skip and guides is

increased. These considerations, together
with others related to the problems of
hoisting from great depths and raising
and lowering men, have elicited much
discussion during the last few years, the
most notable contribution to which is

the well known work of H. C. Behr,
consulting mechanical engineer to the
Consolidated Gold Fields.

Opinion now tends toward the abolish-
ment of continuous hoisting throughout
the entire depth of "turned-vertical"
shafts and, instead, to hoist in two stages.
At one of the Simmer Deep shafts the
skips are hoisted in the inclined portion
by a compressed-air winding engine,
erected near the intersection, and are
dumped into pockets at the foot of the
vertical shaft, where the ore is loaded
into skips going to the surface. Plants
for other mines are now being designed
or installed, for hoisting the lower stage
by electrically driven drums.

hand tramming is the rule in the Rand
mines, there are some exceptions; as at
the Langlaagte Deep, where a monorail
system of suspended trucks is in use.
In the near future electric haulage will
be employed in a number of mines. For
this and other purposes large central
stations are now being installed for com-
pressed air and electric transmission of
power.

The combination of relatively narrow
reefs and rather flat, variable dip, makes
necessary considerable rehandling of ore.
These conditions have led to the intro-
duction of various labor-saving devices
in the stopes. Small "aerial" rope-ways
running down the dip, have been tried;
but the simple and economical shaking
chutes are now quite commonly used.
They are long. shallow, sheet-iron
troughs, of curved cross section hung by
short chains from eyebolts set in holes
in the hanging-wall. The chute is sus-
pended in an inclined position, and the
broken ore shoveled into it while it is be-
ing swung longitudinally by a "boy." By
its inertia, at each backward swing the
ore moves down the chute from a few
inches to a foot or so, and is discharged
almost continuously from the lower end.
In a large but narrow, flat stope, ore
may thus be conveyed considerable dis-
tances by arranging two or more chutes
in series, the first discharging into the
second and so on; if required to reach
a given point, the different lengths or
sections may be placed at angles to
one another. These inexpensive contri-
vances have a large capacity with a low
operating cost.

Native Labor

The Handling of Ore Underground

In many of the mines, whether outcrop
or deep-level, tramming to the shaft is

not done in all of the levels but is con-
centrated on every second or third level.

The ore from the stopes of the inter-
mediate drifts is shot down through rais-
es (locally called "boxes") to pockets
on the main or tramming levels, where it

is again loaded into cars for transport to

the shaft. The efficiency of underground
transportation is thus promoted as the
trammers are kept more steadily em-
ployed and can be better supervised. An-
other method is to drive the levels farther
apart than the customary 100 ft., thus
increasing the quantity of ore exposed
per foot of development. This policy is

advantageous for veins of fairly steep
dip, but, for flat dips more manual labor
is required in the stopes for handling
and loading. When the dip of the reefs
is too flat for the ore to fall unaided
into the "box holes" or mills, 300 ft.

measured on the dip is considered the
maximum distance between levels. While

The Kafir and other native labor em-
ployed in the Rand mines is well suited
for doing the hand drilling necessary
in narrow veins of flat dip. At many
mines, the width of the stopes, in narrow
portions of the South Reef and Main Reef
Leader, is properly kept down so far as
possible, to the minimum (18 to 22
in.) in which a "boy" can wield a ham-
mer, when lying on his side or back. Such
work is disagreeable and exhausting and
it is quite certain that white men could
not be induced to do it. Where the

stopes average 4 ft. 6 in. and more
machine drills are usually employed, but
the greater part of the stoping through-
out the Rand is done by single-hand
drilling. Hammer drills have recently

been satisfactorily introduced at some of

the mines. In most cases stoping, as
well as development work, is done Dy
white contractors, who oversee and are

responsible for the work of hand or

machine drilling done by the "boys."

Supporting Empty Stopes

A remarkable feature of the Rand
veins is the soundness and strength of

the hanging-wall. Even in the flattest

portion, the roof stands well, unsupported
over large areas. Sometimes pillars are
left (especially in poor spots) or pillars
are built of waste. Little timber is re-
quired anywhere in the stopes, a fortun-
ate circumstance, in view of the hign
price of timber in the district. A few
props are occasionally put in near the
stope faces, in places where the roof is

shelly or otherwise locally insecure, to

protect the miners and to assist in de-
tecting movement of the hanging-wall.

Sand Filling of Empty Stopes

Recently, at the Robinson, Ferreir.;

Deep and several other mines, sand fill-

ing has been introduced with the twofold
object of supporting the hanging in

stopes where the ore is taken out com-
pletely over large areas of reef, and to
dispose cheaply of the sands from the cy-
anide plants. At present, where this

practice has been begun, the sands from
the tailings dumps are run into the
stopes through iron pipes and wooden
launders with from 6 to 10 per cent, of
water; but preparations are being made
for discharging the sand vats direct
through pipes, without the necessity of
any surface handling. For receiving the
filling underground, wooden bulkheads
are built longitudinally along the lower
side of the stopes, just above the level.

These bulkheads are made of stulls to

which horizontal planks or boards are
spiked. To render them tight the joints
in the planking are calked with hay or
oakum. The bulkhead must be carefully
fitted to both foot- and hanging-walls, to
prevent leaks, which are liable to occur
and difficult to deal with. Sand filling

furnishes a perfect support for the hang-
ing-wall and it will probably be largely
adopted in the future. Moreover, some
mines in the older parts of the district

are already embarrased for tailings

space, and the disposal of the material
on the enormously high dumps has be-
come increasingly expensive. Tailings
are usually conveyed up the steep slopes
of the dumps by overhead endless-rope
haulage, which requires the constant at-

tendance of a gang of men.

The City Deep Mill

The stamps used in the Rand mills are
of the California type, varying from 850
tc 1550 lb. per head—the majority of
them probably being 1250 lb. There has
been a tendency of late to increase the
weight, thus, the 200-stamp mill just
completed for the City Deep, and
designed to treat 4000 tons per day, has
2000-lb. stamps. The recent practice,
as exemplified in the mill, is to crush in

the batteries without amalgamation to \
in., to which size it is expected that each
stamp will crush 23 to 24 tons per 24
hours. The product from the battery
goes to dewatering cones and thence to
tube mills; nine tube mills taking the
crushings from the 200 stamps. The
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pulp from the tube mills is delivered to crete bins, near the opposite end of the equipment costs, including the mills, of

shaking tables, and the resulting sand property (which covers nearly three twelve representative mines. They are

and slime to their respective cyanide vats, miles of reef and is the largest producer irteresting in indicating the large invest-

These vats are made of steel plate, the on the Rand) will cost about $150,000. ment requisite for establishing mining

largest of them 70 ft. in diameter by 12 The shaft referred to has six hoisting operations on the Rand. The total aver-

ft deep, holding 480 tons slime and 2200 compartments, measuring 9x45 ft. in sec- age equipment cost per stamp as shown
tons of water. It is interesting to note tion. The average speed of sinking has by these figures is $11,620.

that for the tube mills imported flint been about 85 ft. per month, at a cost

pebbles are now rarely used; they are ranging from $135 to $150 per ft., not in-
C0ST 0F EQUIPMENT OF rand mines.

satisfactorily replaced by pieces of ore. eluding general expenses, nor power for Sonte.n Consol.' !

.' .'

! 220 stamp! ^tifS
of Droper share and size, selected and hoisting and pumping. All the drilling Crown Deep 200 stamps 2i26i!s48

,.. , , . , uuj/fcui* ,c Celdenhuis Deep 200 stamps 2,012,045
put aside during the preliminarv hand has been done by hand, 45 holes trom do Langlaagte estate 200 stamps 1,633,147

sorting. By this change, quite as good to 42 in. deep, making a round. At the gSygSf
on*ein

; ; ; ; ; ; Sg.gSg fjUjM
work is done in the tube mills, at a lower 2200-ft. level a double-track haulage- Robinsou beep 200 stamps 3!642i45o

. n -. - *. .. . ... . • Rose Deep 200 stamps 2,115,025
cost: and. moreover, the introduction of way, 9 tt. by 14 tt. o in., is being driven Simmer and Jack 320 stamps 5,033,226

wholly valueless material into the ore in each direction from the shaft. High- S™™d S2». '.

.' SS £££ iSos'Soo
as it passes through the mills is avoided, teen 6- ft. holes are drilled per round by ^ 2,590 stamps S30,098,125

In the design of the City Deep mill, machines; an average advance of 130 ft.

previouslv mentioned. Mr. Robeson has in- P er month being made in each heading at Detailed Cost Sheets Are Published

troduced several novel features, among * cost of $20 per ft., not including gen- Qn {he Rand ^ excellem custom
shafts, a bearing being placed between eral expenses. Six drills mounted on

vg .,s Qf publishing detailed reports and
each two cams. This is done to reduce the three columns are used in each heading.

cost sheets> This cauges g he t

breakage of the shafts, which has be- J
« intended ultimately to connect this

of rjvalry among the managers and Qther
come frequent in recent mills, as the drift through from one end of the prop-

office rs of the different mines, and doubt-
stamps have been increased in weight, erty to the other, on the 2200-ft level,

,ess hag {ended ^ g gQ^ x .^^ Qf
The stamp stems are carried in solid-iron 2nd to install electric haulage By this

efficiency and economy . It is usual) also

guides, which are expected to give better arrangement the total product of the mine
t0 pub ijsh annua„ y> estimates of the

service than the old fashioned wooden- will be hoisted from two main shafts
probable Hfe f each mine. Though such

,,i Qto 01 ,;hpc n«-mo rhiVflv tn thp hioh ar>d treated in two mills, aggregating 600 , . ., ,plate guides. Uwing cmeti> to tne nign && & & forecasts are necessarily more or less

cost of timber, the battery frames, as stamps.-
tentative and subject to modification from

well as the buildings and supports for Increasing the Capacity of the Mills time to time, they are, nevertheless, of
the cyanide vats are of reinforced con- distinct advantage to shareholders and
crete. The results of the application of The present tendency in the district is

investors The fact that th are at g„
•his material for the construction of mill toward the building of larger mills. At

practicable intg tQ the exceptional
parts subjected to such severe vibration the west Rand m.nes, a 600-stamp mill

larit of the reefs as tQ yaluep and
as are battery frames, will be watched 1S now "early completed which, provided

tonn of mil ,. 0fe
with interest

w 'th tube mills, is likely to lower the

working cost to a new record. It is ex- The Future of the Rand
Elevation of Tailings pected that the mill will crush at least

22 tons per stamp per 24 hours. Though The total prospective value of the Rand
The matter of tailings wheels has long

a |arge reduction in total working costs reefs is a very different and difficult ques-

been a vexed question. There is no has been effected on the Rand within the tion. Estimates have been made varying

doubt as to their general undesirability, past few years, it is probable that in between the wide limits of £750,000,000

as they must often be of large size and the near future the cost of mining and and £2,870,000,000. No approach to ac-

are expensive both in first cost and main- milling at many of the largest and best curacy is yet possible, chiefly for three

tenance. Several years ago, at the Ange- managed mines will be lowered to $3.50 reasons: The uncertainty respecting a

lo and Cason mills, a number of experi- or $3.75 per ton. If this anticipation still further reduction in costs which

ments were made on a special design of be realized, large quantities of ore here- would permit the working of lower-grade

Pohle compressed-air pump. A series tofore considered of too low a grade to ore; the problem of ultimate feasible

of these pumps, of large diameter and
be worked at a P rofit wil1 become avail " hoisting depth

'
and the fact that com "

... j r 11 able. It mav be pointed out, incidentally, paratively little is known about the quan-
capacity. were built and fully tested;

, , -
v

.
'

. .

'

f.. ,. ,, . ^
... , , „ ,, that the cost per ton is not the best en- tity and value of the ore in the extreme

though they did the work successfully, . „ „ . , , c . , - .. .. . . . ~.
tenon of efficient work. Large areas of east and west ends of the district. The

were found to be unsatisfactory in
{he Rand yeins arg SQ ngrrow thgt ip geological indicat ions are that the reefs

point of efficiency, particularly for raising
mining them considerable waste must be of the great basin will probably be found

sand. A. M. Robeson, the consulting me-
broken from dther thg foQt _ Qr hanging . t0 continue t0 depths of from 10,000 to

chan.cal engineer of the Rand M.nes, has
wa|, For fhis reaSQn the Qutput from a ]2000 ff Qr £ven more; whether it will

lately designed and introduced at several
gjven afea of sfope of per man employed pay t0 carry on mining at such depths re _

this group, a new may apparent i y be increased by sending mains to be seen. The opinion has often
centrifugal tailings pump, which is doing

tQ the surface and tQ the mil] an exces . been expressed that a hoisting depth of
to have

sjve quantitv of waste or ore of toc low 6000 or 6500 ft^ measured vertically,
the problem of efficiency, com-

a gfade tQ be wQrked with profit; thg| v_..„ approximate the economic mining

this has sometimes been done is a matter limit. But, from an engineering point

R; (re B]ns Of common knowledge. The proper stand- of view, it is entirely practicable to hoist

ard of efficiency is the cost per ounce of in stages from depths much greater than

At the Crown Mines. Ltd.. two sets of «old produced, from a vein of given any yet reached either on the Rand or

reinforced-concrete ore bins arc thickness and value. elsewhere in the mining districts of the

being erected One of the sets of hins world; and it must be concluded that

100,000, with its belt convey the problem is essentially a question of

and "m The figures in the accompanying tabic the average value of the great quantities

a seven-compartment shaft, now down to taken from "South African Mines, Com- of ore lying below the horizon of the

the 25M- ft. level. Another lar: nd Industry," show the total present deepest workings.
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Gold Dredging in French Guiana
By Leon Delvaux *I described briefly in a previous

issue of the Journal 1

the gold in-

dustry of French Guiana, the old

process of hand sluicing in use in

that tropical country, and some experi-

ments made for substituting steam dredg-

ing for the old and inefficient method of

washing. I wish now to refer to a new
and successful achievement in gold

dredging attained by the Syndicat Mana.

The dredge which, in collaboration with

L. C. de la Marliere, I designed for this

company is the result of the experiments

and tests which we conducted in French

Guiana over a period of six years, and

as this dredge has now been at contin-

uous work for nearly a year, it may be

of interest to describe it and to report

the results obtained.

Mana No. 1 Dredge Embodies Novel
Features

The dredge, known as Mana No. 1, was
built to our designs by Lobnitz & Co., of

Renfrew, Scotland. The bucket chain is

Barren overburden io to

iS ft. thick is removed in

preliminary cut. Pay
streak is rarely over 12 //.

thick. New dredge of Syn-
dicat Mana has open-con-

nected buckets, a propul-

sion-screen tailings stacker

and automatic bucket emp-
tier. The dredge is hand-
ling 16,000 cu. yd. of gravel

per month at a cost of about

20c. per cu.yd.; production

varies from 250 to 500 oz.

gold per month.

Mining engineer. t;2 Rue Taitbout, Faris,
France.

ed to the screen is of an unequal char-

acter, being accelerated on the outward
and retarded on the return stroke. The
device acts as an ordinary screen for dis-

integrating the material and separating

the fine from the coarse, and at the same
time as a conveyer to discharge the

stones and coarse refuse at any required

hight behind the dredge, thus doing away
with the costl" and troublesome tailings

stacker.

Barren Overburden Dug First

The pay streak in the goldfields of

French Guiana is usually not thicker than

one foot, and often less than six inches,

while the barren overburden on top of

the pay streak exceeds 15 ft. in depth. It

has thus been found a great advantage

to remove for the entire width of a cut,

in a preliminary operation, as much of

the overburden as can be taken safely

without incurring any risk of digging into

the pay dirt. This is done at full speed,

and, the water being shut from the screen

Syndicat Mana's Dredge on Roche Creek
Erected in 1909

Dredge Erected in 1907 on Lezard Creek in

French Guiana

of the open-connected type. The logs

and big boulders which are frequently

caught by the buckets would bring a

heavy strain on the buckets if a close-

connected chain were used. The buckets

are built up of steel sheet and are pro-

vided with manganese-steel pins and
bushings. Each bucket has a capacity

of 3]/: cu.ft., difficulties in transport pro-

hibiting the selection of any larger size.

A simple device of my design is

fitted on the main framing near the upper
tumbler for emptying the buckets when
they revolve around the tumbler. It con-

'"Placer Mining in French Guiana," Eng.
am. Mix. Jourx., Mar. L\ 1907, p. 421.

sists of a steel shovel with steel handle

and springs, attached to a frame mounted

on an axle. It is worked automatically

by the motion of the bucket chain and

has proved quite effective, increasing the

capacity by fully 40 per cent, when dig-

ging in sticky ground, such as is fre-

quently encountered.

The screening is effected by a shaking

screen of a new design, called a "propul-

sion screen." This screen receives its

propulsive motion through a rod con-

necting it with the revolving shaft

without the use of any intermedi-

ary gear wheels. By an arrange-

ment of cranks, the motion impart-

pipes, almost the whole of the material

is discharged from the back of the pro-

pulsion screen, without falling through

the screen holes to the tables. Next the

ladder is lowered to bed rock and as the

dredge gradually swings back along the

cut the pay dirt is carefully washed with

the full water supply.

The gold-saving appliances consist of
10 tables, each of which consists of three

steps; arranged five on a side. These
tables are fitted with wooden riffles which
have been found the simplest and most
suitable for the prevailing conditions.

Quicksilver is used on the tables and some
cocoanut matting is laid in the tail sluices.
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The presence in the pay din of a large

amount of fine clay requires frequent

cleaning-up. and to reduce the loss of

time to a minimum, the tail sluices have

been fitted with gates, through which the

auriferous concentrates are quickly sent

to a tank. The dredge can thus be set

again in motion, while the concentrates

from the tank are being washed at leisure

in a small long-torn. The water supply

is from a 12-in. centrifugal pump, direct-

ly connected with a compound self-lub-

ricating Belliss engine. Such engines, of

the inclosed type, while expensive, offer

the advantage of not depending for their

proper lubrication upon careless natives.

The electric plant is fitted with a smaller

engine of the same type.

Equipment Sectionalized to 500

Pounds

For the journey from the coast of

French Guiana up to the mine (including

the passage of some rapids), which re-

quires from 10 to 20 days, small native

canoes must be used, and the whole

dredge, the total weight of which exceed-

ed 200 tons, was sectionalized in 2500-

lb. packages. In spit of the difficulties in-

volved in such a transport, and thanks

to the earnest cooperation of the builders

and the company's staff, it was possible

to stan the dredge on Feb. 20, 1910, 11

months after the order had been placed

by the owners. This is undoubtedly an

excellent record.

The hull was built on the shore and

launched in a pond 100x80 ft., which had

been dug for the purpose. It was found

much cheaper and quicker to dig the pond

only to the required depth for the flota-

tion of the dredge and not down to the

level of the creek bed, and as soon as the

dredge was started we built up a dam
across the creek and thus raised the river

to the same level as the pond.

In a recent issue of this Journal/, Al-

bert Bordeaux described the dredging ex-

periment conducted in French Guiana by

L. C. de la Marliere and myself and

made a reference to our new enterprise

for the Syndicat Mana. I can indorse

most of the statements made by Mr.

Bordeaux, as they were taken from our

actual operations, but, correcting his es-

timates, I figure the monthly expenses

lows: General expenses (Paris

office i neral expenses in Guiana,

management and staff 5650; repairs and

I; labor. 52000; total,

$3300. The first two items will be great-

juced when working with two or

rage cost per

cubic yard, for a monthly output of

about 20c.

taken when he sums

up the results and profits of the three

dredges. The two d-

place- mere et I

• |it 17.

Guyane) have been idle since the middle

of 1909, while the dredge on the Roche

creek, which was under our management,
belongs to another company.

At first it was necessary to train the

native workmen to their task, quite new
for most of them, and the dredge oper-

ated only 12 hours per day, with one

shift. Shortly afterward it was possible

to form two shifts and the working time

was increased to 16 hours daily, and

later on, three shifts were put on, with

continuous working day and night. Up
to the present, the dredge has been at

regular work, stopping only for the

weekly rest on Sundays. It proved

powerful and efficient and well adapted

to the local requirements and the spe-

cial character of the ground to be

treated.

The monthly output of the dredge on

Roche creek has been: March, 1910, 358

oz.; April, 280 oz.; May, 668 oz.; June,

instances showing visible gold. Special

care must, therefore, be taken when
dredging to keep the buckets down to bed

rock; each bucket must bring up a small

quantity of clay from the bedrock, to

make sure that no pay dirt is left behind.

At the same time the digging of too great

a quantity of clay is to be avoided, as it

might block the tables and make washing

and gold recovery unsatisfactory. The
auriferous gravel and clay are not hard

to disintegrate: -The greatest part of it

is washed free in the first sections of the

screen and a large percentage of gold

saved on the first two tables (over 75 per

cent, of the total output).

The barren overburden which lies on

top of the pay streak varies in depth

from 10 to 18 ft. In some places it con-

sists mainly of sand and is then easily

dug and discharged, but in most cases

it is of a clayey and sticky nature and be-

sides being harder to dig, fills the buck-

Clearinc Away Stump in Front of Dredge in. French Guiana

484 oz.; July, 313 oz.; August, 250 oz.;

September, 478 oz.; October, 506 oz. The

record is creditable when the small size

of the buckets is considered.

Character of the Ground

As previously mentioned the gold is

concentrated in the lowest stratum of the

alluvium the depth of the auriferous

streak varying from a few inches up to

two and rarely three feet; as a rule the

thinnest streaks ;,re the richest. This

auriferous material consists mainly of

gravel, pebbles of quartz and pieces of

diorite, mixed with clay and sand; it rests

on a soft bedrock of clay originating from

decomposed diorite The top part of the

bedrock [8 Frequently auriferous down to

a depth of two or three Inches, iii some

ets and does not fall out when revolving

aiound the upper tumbler. In a previous

diedge this caused a great delay, as the

buckets, once they had been filled, went

round and round again with the same

lead and the digging was practically

stopped. The problem was solved by the

use of the new device, previously men-

tioned, for emptying the buckets with

a spring shovel, when they pass over the

upper tumbler.

The dredge digs not only the creek,

which is from 20 to 35 ft. wide, but also

itb. banks, the total width of the cut being

from 80 to 150 ft., according to the width

of the pay streak, and, as the whole of

the valley is covered with dense tropical

forest, numerous trees, logs and roots

have to be removed from the front and
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carried back to the tailings heap. A der-

rick fitted with wire rope blocks is pro-

vided for the purpose so that the trunks

and roots are lifted as soon as the digging

has cleared them sufficiently. Boulders

are not infrequent, some of them weigh-

ing up to 12 cwt. They are lifted easily

by the open-connected buckets, but must

be discharged on the bow of the boat

when the buckets pass near the deck on

their way up to the upper tumbler. The

addition of a strong drop-chute will per-

mit the discharge of these boulders over

the upper tumbler to the propulsion

screen which will easily convey them to

the tailings heap.

Prospecting Methods Employed

The American drill of the Keystone or

any similar type is not well adapted to

the conditions prevailing in French Gui-

ana. It would be extremely difficult to

shift such an outfit from one hole to the

next one through the dense forest. More-

over the concentration of large amounts

of gold in shallow streaks makes it neces-

sary to test the latter in larger lots than

those brought up by the drill. A Dutch

drill worked by hand was used to some ad-

vantage in the Guianas. Being easy to

dismount and light to carry, it was better

adapted to bush work, than the huge

power-drill, while the total depth of the

ground, never exceeding 20 ft., did not

require motor driving. However, it is

liable to the same objection as the power

drill as regards the small quantity of the

sample to be tested and I do not believe

that it can be absolutely relied upon, un-
less it is checked at intervals by pits.

The digging of prospecting pits, al-

though expensive, is the best and most
reliable method. As the ground is fre-

quently swampy and as in any case water
is always found at the depth of a few
feet, the proceedure followed was to

make an excavation, 12x12 ft., as far

down as water would permit. A vertical

casing, 6x3 ft. in section, was then built

up with planks 12 ft. long, held in posi-

tion by two frames made of angle bars.

The digging was then continued inside the

casing, the digger shoveling the dirt out

of the top of the casing, while another

man with a heavy hammer drove the

planks down as fast as digging proceeded.

A twin-cylinder hand pump, operated by

six or eight men discharged the incoming

water out of the pit. As soon as the

digger had reached the pay streak, the

dirt was carefully washed in a torn and

the average yield was thus calculated

from the total gold contents of a block

of alluvium, 6x3 ft. in section. With a

party of eight to 10 men, it usually took

from two to three days for each pit. This

process, which is rather slow and expen-

sive, is much more accurate than drilling

and the actual returns by the dredge con-

formed closely to the estimates based

upon the prospecting results. The half-

tone engraving which appeared in the

Journal of Sept. 17, 1910, p. 563, and

which was wrongly described as, "Native

Gold Diggings," was taken from our

prospecting work on Roche creek and

gives a fair idea of the process. It shows
the top part of the casing which is be-

ing driven down and the exhaust pump
used to keep the pit dry, while digging.

Of course, this process is only suitable

for the banks of the creeks and not for

their beds. It is good for narrow creeks,

or. which the yield does not vary much
from the middle of the bed to the banks

but would give misleading results on

broad creeks. The company is now build-

ing a small prospecting dredge which can

be easily taken down or shifted from one

field to the next, and hopes to be able

through the new device to prospect creeks

and rivers quickly and accurately, at

small expense.

Conclusion

The goldfields of French Guiana have
for many years been known to be rich as

is evidenced by the large output (100,-

000 to 200,000) annually obtained from

crude and inefficient washing. Many at-

tempts have been made to substitute

power dredging for the obsolete sluicing,

but in most cases they have led to fail-

ure through mismanagement, lack of suf-

ficient capital, or of proper prospecting

work, or want of experience in the dis-

trict. The difficulties to be overcome are

not few: An enervating climate; slow,

costly and unsafe transport; inefficient la-

bor; great distance of the mines from any

industrial center, etc. That they can be

overcome, is however, evidenced by the

example of the Mana No. 1 dredge. Care-

ful prospecting work and a reliable oper-

ating staff are conducive to success.

The Gentle Art of Appreciation
Much is written on the question of the

honesty and the efficiency of metal-mine

and reduction-works employees. Little is

written on the honesty and the efficiency

of managers, directors and metal-mining

companies as displayed toward employ-

ees.

Company Honesty as Affecting Em-
ployees

If a miner is kept busy taking ore from

a vein which he knows apexes in anothei

property, what chance has his company
of convincing him that it is wrong for

him to pocket some of the ore? A story

is told of a leaser in Goldfield who, after

having worked for wages and "pickings,"

made a rich strike on a lease of his own.

When he held up his mine crew at the

point of a gun and compelled them to

leave the "high-grade" in the mine, his

argument was not based on high moral

grounds. Such an argument, if attempt-

ed, would have left him (physically as

well as figuratively) not a leg to stand

on. Many mining companies are in no

better standing, and the employees know
it. When a smelting company—this is a

true story—significantly asks an appli-

By Mark R. Lamb

The improvement of the

conditions under which

miners live and provision

of reasonable comforts are

duties too often neglected by

mine managers.

Milling and cyaniding engineer, Mil-

waukee Wis.

cant for a position of ore sampler and

buyer, "Can you 'make money' for the

company?" what can they expect of the

man they finally secure?

Blacklisted for not Patronizing Com-
pany Saloon

But omitting the comparatively uncotn

mon, how much better feeling prevails

when the man who represents the com-

pany takes an interest in and plays fair

with the men. Not long ago one manager

sent a black-list to his mill foreman. This

was a list of the amalgamators and help-

ers who had spent no money during that

month in the company saloon! This

same company operated a store. Em-
ployees taking a vacation (always with-

out pay) were warned not to bring back

"contraband" clothes, since it was their

"duty" to buy at the company store. The

pet names for that store, such as "Rob-

bers' Roost" and "Swindle Shop," in-

dicate the feeling entertained for it by

the men. As a climax might be taken the

warning to one man that he must prevent

any shipment of express packages of

fruit to him from his home in California,

Such a company and manager are entitled

to every consideration—and they get it.

Cheaper to Prevent Malaria Than to

Have It

An American company, operating in

the "hot country" in Mexico, has great

difficulty in keeping men, good or bad,

on account of the discomforts of living,

the lack of reasonable comforts and the

ravages of malaria. The company is

pinking monev. It has cheap native la-

bor, and the doctor is positive that he

could reduce the fever cases 90 per cent,

if given enough labor to clear off and
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drain the ground immediately around the

camp. The marvelous record made on

the canal zone justifies his statement.

Many .Mexican mines are cursed with

fever and the managers of these, as well

as of other tropical countries, owe it to

their companies as well as to their em-

ployees to know and to do the necessary

work for preventing fever among their

people.

A mosquito hunt, as graphically de-

ll in the Canal Record, is as excit-

- any (other) of Roosevelt's hunts.

The fact that the monthly malaria rate

suddenlv took a jump upward was suffi-

cient indication to the Department of

Sanitation that the anopheles mosquito

had found a new breeding place in that

vicinity, undiscovered by the district in-

spector. The local inspector's efforts to

find this place were supplemented by a

second, third and then a fourth inspector.

The successful inspector finally trailed

the mosquitos to a salt marsh. Since

the anopheles do not breed in salt water

he waded out several hundred yards and

found the outlet of a forgotten drain,

through which rain water had been flow-

ing and forming a fresh-water pond.

which was black with larva? and pups.

When this breeding place was oiled the re-

sults were, as they invariably are in such

caSes—the malaria rate immediately fell.

When a mine manager must resort to

having two men for each responsible po-

sition, must have a constant stream of

contract labor on the road and is himself

in bed part of the time drinking quinine

solution, would it not be profitable to

start a mosquito hunt? It would be an

excellent way to show an appreciation

of the value of the health, the lives, even,

of his men and their families. Almost

anything in the way of sanitary policing

is possible in the ordinary camp, as the

mining company usually owns all the

land and most of the houses.

Ice Plants Should Be More Common

The matter of ice. particularly in hot

or fever countries, is usually neglected,

probably on account of the prevailing ig-

norance of the simplicity of the small

plants. No mine should be without ice

when having it means nothing but a few

hundred dollars first cost, the operation

and power costs being negligible. The

traveling expenses of a few men to re-

place t. riken will pay for the

plant, and the ice is credited with saving

the lives of many fever patients. A few

[la of cold brine pipe in a lounging room

in the tropic- /ing out part of the

moisture of the air. greatly reduces the

difficult- ng employees satisfied,

and the amount of power required is in-

nificant.

•['any Store Often a Company
St

The companv com-

in'
...

. ,,f

profit is high. What better way is there

to tempt an amalgamator, a concentrator

man or a precipitate man, whether Mex-

ican, American, Englishman, or Chinese

than to charge him S2 for a 50c. pair

of overalls? Is "foolish stealing" too

hard a title for such a 'sale?" To in-

quire why a man does not spend more

in the company store and even to insist

on a minimum expenditure there, seems

to be thrift gone mad.

A school rarely interests the manager

of the small, isolated mine, which is

notoriously unpleasant as compared to

the large mines. The manager's child-

ren (and alas! usually his wife also)

are in the city. He can see no benefit

to the company in a school for natives,

or in the case of American mines, for

the children of common miners. There

is no doubt that the majority of laborers

have an ambition (admit that it is fool-

ish) to educate their children, and even

if it does the children no good, a school

satisfies the parents and is to that ex-

tent a good investment for the company.

The laborer gets the impression that his

efforts and requirements are considered

and appreciated.

Cheap Doctors the Companies'

Desiderata

Many companies provide a doctor

grudgingly, usually a recently graduated

student, who will work for a small sal-

ary and experience—the latter not fur-

nished by the company—and who will

keep the books and run the store. In

other cases he is a dipsomaniac, a drug

fiend, or a horse doctor available on ac-

count of his misfortunes and satisfactory

on account of his being willing to work

for low pay. A competent, normal phy-

sician is a most valuable asset to a com-

pany which wants to keep a desirable

force Of men. A married man may stay

for a time at a camp not so provided, but

only long enough to find another posi-

tion, while the blind manager explains

to the blind board of directors that the

difficulty of keeping good men is due to

the well known restlessness of miners.

The boarding house is such a prolific

source of dissatisfactions that it is en-

titled to a separate volume. The money

usually spent on a poor table will sup-

ply a good one if proper attention is

given it. The best of oil is none too

good for the engine cylinder, but the

eggs for the minei and the wine for the

manager are usually of the same vintage.

Instead of owning a saloon, an adequate

amusement hall should be built by the

company. Anyone in the business can

look h;'ck to dreary months with little

to brighten or relieve the deadly monot-

ony ot breakfast, the Mope, cold lunch,

nd bed. Such monotony is di-

ponsible for and strengthens

the feeling every man has that he is

merely after a stake and will soon be in

Dth( i place or business. In commer-

cial lines the employee owns his own home,

has a feeling of ownership in his company

and endeavors to give good satisfaction

in order to hold his position, while in the

mine the manager often has more trouble

keeping his men than the men have in

keeping their positions. There is no

valid excuse for the encouragement of

this feeling. From a purely profit point

of view (since the directors' measure of

mining success is money), it is an ex-

travagant management which does not

try to evade such conditions. Back of

it all lies the resentment felt at undis-

guised robbery and imposition and lack

of appreciation. Rarely does a rich mine

afford such a luxury as dissatisfied and

imposed-upon employees, and no other

but a rich mine can afford it.

Men Should Be Kept Longer

A manager complains of a depart-

ment head and feels that there must

be a better man for the position

if he could but be found. Instead

of making frequent changes (the av-

erage life of a mining position is much

short of a year if one may judge by the

changes of addresses of the members of

the American Institute of Mining En-

gineers) it is much better to send de-

partment foremen to see other mines and

plants. They are the best judges of

points of practice which are applicable

to the home mine, yet to suggest such

a trip under pay and with expenses paid

would superinduce heart failure for the

manager. It is certainly true that a

visit by any Mexican company's metal-

lurgist to Pachuca, Guanajuato, El Oro,

and Aguascalientes would be worth much

more than it would cost, yet how few

make it except at their own expense.

There are even camps where the half-

dozen indispensable technical journals

are not seen! There is one method of

influencing employees which is little

practised in precious-metal mines, which

costs little or nothing and which pays

enormous dividends. Put yourself in his

place! It is an art the practice of which

gains friends and partisans and which

influences dividends as much in mining

as in the manufacture of steel or in pol-

itics—the gentle art of showing appre-

ciation.

Therlo and Yankee-silver are the

names of two new resistance alloys put

upon the market recently by the Driver-

Harris Wire Company, of Newark, N. J.

Therlo is an alloy of copper, manganese

and aluminum which has a low thermo-

electric effect against copper (0.3 micro-

volts per deg. C.) Its temperature coef-

ficient is also low, +0.0000031 per deg.

F., and its resistance is 46.7 microhms per

c.c. Yankee-silver is another patented

alloy, having about the properties of 18

per cent. German silver, but withstands

repeated heating and cooling and is

otherwise satisfactory where German

silver fails.
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Nomenclature of Iron and Steel—

I

Denn alle Schuld rdcht sich auf Erden.

Sec. 1. Far as nomenclature lies in

importance below most of the other sub-

jects with which men have to deal, yet

so great is the confusion in the minds of

many who have discussed the nomencla-

ture of iron that I yield to the temptation

to try to clear up both the nomenclature

and their minds.

Many of them leave wholly out of

sight an essential matter which will not

down, viz., that there are actually in cur-

rent use two different meanings for the

name "steel": one meaning which covers

the great bulk of the steel of commerce,

bessemer, open hearth, crucible, eft., and

the other which covers only blister steel

and some other products of no present

importance. Some of us, of whom I am
one, have tried to frame a definition

which should cover both these distinct

meanings. I must admit that such defini-

tions are only makeshifts, and not very

good ones. Further thought leads me to

propose either taking the bull by the horns

and setting up two distinct definitions to

cover these distinct meanings, just as

every large dictionary has for a great

many of our common nouns two or more
distinct meanings, which may have little

relation to each other, or else excluding

blister steel altogether from the class

"steel" and giving it a new name, for

instance "blister." On this same plan its

French name "acier poule" might be

changed to "poule." Such a radical

change as this could be made effective

only by the authority of an unusually

powerful body. It is from this point of

view that the following lines are written.

Definitions

Sec. 2. I offer the following defini-

tions. In case of steel, two alternative

courses A and B are given, conforming

to the two plans above indicated. A
gives a main definition (I) of steel, and
a subdefinition (II) to cover blister and
other weld steels. B removes blister

from the class steel.

A. Steel:—/. Iron which is cast from
the molten state into a mass which is

malleable initially at least in some one
range of temperature. It is steel

whether It can be hardened or not,

whether it contains much or little or even
no carbon, and for that matter even if it

is chemically 'pure iron. It is sometimes
called "ingot metal." With the exception
of "blister steel" all the steels which
have any present industrial importance
fall under this definition.

II. Weld steet:—hon which is aggre-
gated from pasty particles without sub-
sequent fusion; is malleable at least in

some one range of temperature; and con-
tains enough carbon (say 0.30 per cent,
or more) to harden usefully on rapid

By Henry M. Howe *

Discussion of the anom-
alies now existing in the

nomenclature of iron and
steel, and of the methods of
eliminating them. Work
of the former committee on
nomenclature reviewed.

Professor of metallurgy. Columbia Univer-
sity, New York.

cooling from above its critical range.

Blister steel and a few other high-car-

bon steels which are unimportant today,

are the only present steels covered by
this definition.

Steels of class I have been divided

into:

(a) Ingot iron:—Steel with too little

carbon (say 0.30 per cent, or less) to

harden usefully on rapid cooling; obso-

lescent, and to be avoided because con-

fusing. (See Sec. 17.)

(b) Ingot steel:—Steel with enough
carbon (say 0.30 per cent, or more) to

harden usefully on rapid cooling. (Obso-
lescent, and to be avoided because con-

fusing. See Sec. 16.)

B. Or as an alternative to all the

foregoing, the following definitions of

steel and blister.

Steel:—Iron which is cast from the

molten state into a mass which is malle-

able initially at least in some one range

of temperature.

Blister:—Highly carburized iron made
by the prolonged cementation of wrought
iron with carbonaceous matter, usually

charcoal. It has hitherto been called

"blister steel."

"Normal" or "carbon" steels and cast

irons:—those which owe their properties

chiefly to the carbon which they contain.

Alloy steels:—Those which owe their

properties chiefly to the presence of one
or more elements other than carbon.

Wrought iron:—Malleable iron which
is aggregated from pasty particles

without subsequent fusion, and contains so

little carbon (say 0.30 per cent, or less)

that it does not harden usefully when
cooled rapidly. In Great Britain "mal-

leable iron" is often used as synonymous
with "wrought iron." but sometimes at

the risk of leaving the lay reader in doubt

whether it refers to wrought iron or to

malleablized iron. (See below.)

Cast iron:—Generally, iron contain-

ing so much carbon (2.20 per cent, or

more) or its equivalent that it is not

usefully malleable at any temperature.

Specifically, cast iron in the form of cast-

ings other than pigs, or remelted cast iron

suitable for such castings, as distin-

guished from pig iron, i.e., the molten
cast iron as it issues from the blast fur-

nace, or the pigs into which it is cast.

There are three chief varieties of cast

iron.

Gray cast iron:—Relatively soft, and
characterized by the presence of sheet-
lets of graphite, often forming an irreg-

ular skeleton. This is the variety used
chiefly for engineering work.

White cast iron:—Extremely hard and
brittle, characterized by its lack of
graphite.'

Mottled cast iron:—Intermediate be-
tween gray and white cast iron, and

Malleablized iron:—Iron which is first

cast as cast iron and later made mal-
leable without remelting. In practice cast-
ings of this variety are first cast as brittle

v/hite cast iron, and are then made malle-
able by converting their carbon from the
state of cementite into that of temper
graphite or by removing it in part. Mal-
leablized iron differs from steel, (1)
usually in containing more carbon, and
(2) in being cast into a mass which
is not initially malleable. Malleablized
iron is not strictly cast iron, but a dis-

tinct species, coordinate with wrought
iron, steel and cast iron.

I do not think that there is any
agreement as to what it is that distingu-

ishes "alloy steels" from "ferro alloys,"

such as ferro-manganese. To some it

may appear better to restrict the name
"alloy steel" to those products which are
used directly for engineering and other
industrial uses, such as manganese steel,

high speed steel, etc., and to restrict

the name "ferro alloys," e.g., ferro-

manganese, ferrosilicon, etc., to those
alloys so rich in the alloying metal that

they are used solely' or chiefly as ve-
hicles for introducing that metal into our
mixtures. The objection to this is that

an alloy which today is used only for

this latter purpose may next year be used
for the former purpose. Now, while I think

it generally unwise to try to change any
well established meanings of the names
of the several kinds of iron, because
they are primarily trade names and only
secondarily scientific ones, yet when, as
in the case of these alloy metals, our
meanings are in a formative state, we
may well strive to guide their formation.
Hence I here propose to call those of al-

loy metals "alloy steels" which are mal-
leable in at least some one range of

White cast iron is used chiefly as a raw
material for certain metallurgical processes
because its extreme brittleness unfits U for
most direct uses as a material of construc-
tion. But the hard faces of chilled cast-iron
castings are actually in the condition of
white casl irmi. to which their raoid cooling
from the molten state brings them, though
the interior of the casting, cooling more
slowly, returns to the gray state which the
cast iron used had before melting
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temperature, and those "ferro alloys"

which are not. There seems to be

no serious objection to this, and it has

..vantage that the distinction which

it sets up between alloy steels and ferro

alloys is the same as that which now ex-

between carbon steels and cast

irons.

VII. Ferro alloy:—An alloy of iron

with so large a proportion of some ele-

ment other than carbon that it is not

usefully malleable at any temperature.

Or. as an alternative definition, iron so

rich in some element other than carbon

that it i;- used as a vehicle for introducing

cment in the manufacture of iron

or steel.

Steel and Malleablized Iron as

Trade Names

Stv. 3. The name steel is at times ap-

plied to iron made by some slight modifi-

cation of the process of making malle-

atlized iron. Of course, if the time

should ever come when this process was

so modified and bettered that its pro-

duct came to resemble steel closely, and

to be its equivalent, one might then

argue with some force that the name

of this product ought to be changed to

"steel." The fact remains that "steel
"

is not its recognized name and honesty

should compel us to call things, in our

business relations, by their de facto and

not by what we conceive to be their de

jure names. Otherwise we lie under the

suspicion of attempting a suggestio falsi.

"Steel" a Heterogeneous Class

Sec. 4. Looking at it in a general way,

while all cast iron is much alike in con-

taining so much carbon or its equivalent

that it is not usefully malleable at any

temperature and while all wrought iron is

also much alike, being simply iron aggre-

gated from pasty particles, without enough

carbon to harden usefully on sudden cool-

ing, the class "steel" is extraordinarily

heterogeneous. Every new alloy that is

neither clearly cast iron nor clearly

wrought iron is named "steel," no matter

how radically it may differ from all

is steels in every respect. The

only thing that I have been able to dis-

cover which all steels have in common
is that they are all malleable at some
one temperature; but it is mere good

luck that has prevented some inventor

from attaching the name steel to an alloy

brittle at all temperatures.

Slag Cor. a Competent Dis-

TIH ' lie

i rig" and

are so much more clear and convenient

than the circumlocutions

from ;
without subsequent

and "c

into a if distinguishing

and !

Melted, from \ I. wrought

wllicll

have not been melted, that one is sorely

tempted to use them in these definitions.

But on reflection this seems unwise, be-

cause though there is much less slag in

bessemer and like fusion steels taken as

a whole than in wrought iron and blister

steel, yet some bessemer steels seem to

contain much more slag, or at least slag

plus iron oxide, than some wrought

irons; so that if our definitions rested

on the words "slag-bearing" and "slag-

less," then such slag-bearing bessemer

steels would become "wrought iron,"

which would be contrary to all usage,

both good and bad.

Steel—The Rape of a Word

Sec. 6. A brief review of the history

of the use of the word "steel" explains

why I have given it two perfectly distinct

definitions. From the fourteenth century,

and probably from a much earlier time,

the genus iron included three important

known species, steel, wrought iron, and

cast iron.

The species steel owed its value to its

hardening power, i.e., to the fact that it

could be brought at will by thermal treat-

needed shape, because they were far too

brittle to be wrought into shape. Hence
their name cast iron.

Here, then, we had steel, hard and soft

at will; wrought or malleable iron the

most readily wrought, but incapable of

being either hardened or cast; and cast

iron, readily cast, but incapable of being

wrought. The classification was rational

and for a time sufficient. It is shown in

Table 1.

Present Classification of Iron

Sec. 7. In Table 2, I set forth the

present or bessemer classification, to-

gether with certain amendments here un-

der discussion.

Though this classification is so firmly

fixed that, for reasons given in Sec. 10,

it seenfs to me unwise to try to upset

it, yet we may look briefly at its his-

tory in order that we may consider fairly

the changes now proposed.

About 1856 Bessemer's wonderful

process not only greatly lessened the cost

of making Huntsman's cast variety of

steel, but did for wrought iron what

Huntsman had done for steel, by melting

TABLE 1. HISTORIC OR PRE-BESSEMER CLASSIFICATION OF IRON.

(it'HU-

Iron...

Species.

( 1) Wrought (or malleable) iron; (a) iron be-
cause not steel, because not hardenable,
because deficient in carbon, (b) wrought,
because brought to shape by working, be-
cause malleable.

i j
' Steel, containingenough carbon to hard-

|

en on rapid cooling yet not enough to make
it unmalleable when cooled slowly.

(3) Cast iron, (a) iron because not steel f
because not malleable, because of its excess I

of carbon; (b) cast, because necessarily';
brought to shape by casting. t

Varieties.

(1) "Cast steel," excelling because freed
from slag by being melted, "cast" as indica-
tive of this, melting.
(2) Other steel, injured by the presence of
inclosed slag. (Blister steel, puddled steel,
natural steel, etc.)

(a) Gray.
(b) White.
(c) Mottled.

ment, either into a soft, malleable state,

in which the desired shape, that of an

axe, a sword, etc., could be given it;

or into a hard strong state, which gave

it great value as a material for tools

for cutting and fighting. It was made
malleable by slow cooling, worked into

shape, and then made hard and strong

by rapid cooling from a red heat.

But there were many and useful irons

which lacked this Jekyll and Hyde prop-

erty of being shifted at will from hard

to malleable and back. They were clearly

not of the species steel: they were iron.

Certain of these owed their usefulness

to the fact that they were malleable, in-

deed decidedly more malleable and more

easily welded than steel. Hence they

were currently wrought into the shape in

v. hich they were to be used. Hence in

turn they were usually called wrought

iron. They were too infusible to be

melted and cast into a useful shape.

The remaining useful irons owed their

to the Pad thai they were

fusible ;md hence could be cast into a

shape. Indeed, it was only by

that they could be given any

it and so removing its great defect, its

inclosed slag. It is this new product,

slagless wrought iron, that has caused the

difficulties and confusion in our classifica-

tion. It is actually called "low-carbon"

or "mild steel"; but strictly for the pur-

poses of the following discussion as to

the propriety of this name, it may be

called "X-iron."

Because though malleable it could not

be usefully hardened it was clearly not

"steel" but "wrought iron" according to

the then perfectly established usage. But
it had so great a merit in its slaglessness

that it deserved a special name, to dis-

tinguish it clearly from the old slag-bear-

ing wrought irons which it seemed bound
to displace.

A wholly new name, whether "besson,"

i.e., the iron of Bessemer, or "ingot iron"

or any other appropriate one, would have

avoided all confusion. But, not content

with their right to a new name, its intro-

ducers took the existing name "steel" for

X-iron; and in order to fix this name
firmly they insisted that henceforth

"steel" should mean, not hardenable mal-

leable iron as hitherto, but slagless mal-
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leable iron. Witness Holley's definition:

"Steel is an alloy of iron which is cast

while in a fluid state into a malleable in-

got."

Now, quite apart from the illegitimacy

of this step, it set up an anomaly, for

the old slag-bearing steels (blister steel,

etc.), clearly were not steel in this new
sense of the word, yet they were still

called steel. Indeed any attempt to

wrench this name from them must then

have seemed hopeless, so conservative are

those who have to do with these older

steels. Hence this calling X-iron "steel"

and trying to shift the basis of the classi-

fication so as to embrace it. in reality

only set up a new basis of classification

the same process as the high-carbon bes-

semer steel, which because it was harden-
able was legitimately "steel." Indeed,
whether the product should contain
enough carbon to be hardenable or not,

i.e., whether it should be legitimate

"steel" or X-iron, depended solely on how
long the process was kept up. It was es-

sentially one of decarburizing, which,
starting with the high-carbon cast iron,

converted it first into legitimate harden-
able steel and then into X-iron, so that

in early days the operator could not tell

which of the two his product was without
a direct test. Hence as regards both

manufacture and sale the X-iron indus-

try and the legitimate bessemer-steel in-

to cover the legitimate high-carbon slag-

less steels and X-iron jointly, so that the

iron industry as a whole would be divided

into the "besson" industry, the pig-iron

industry, the wrought-iron industry and
the blister-steel industry. The needed
new classification should have had ap-

propriate new names, and should not have
taken existing names and completely
changed their meaning, just as, if it be-

came more important to classify coal ac-

cording to its ash than according to its

bituminosity, the reasonable and legiti-

mate way would be to redivide it into

"high-ash," "medium-ash," and "low-
ash," and not to propose that "anthra-

cite," "semi-bituminous," and "bitumin-

Class.

TABLE 2. GENERAL CLASSIFICATION OF IRON.
Genus. Spei

fWROt'(;HT IRON
, WITH LIT-

TLE CARBON, (i -'()', on LESS.

Variety.

fAggregated or Weld
Metal , aggregated from pasty

j

particles without later fusion.

Weld (or Wrought)

Steel or Blister,

with more carbon, 0.20 to 2.20' , .

Subvariety.

{PUDDLED [RON.
BLOOMER? IRON.

in IK

(Blister steel or
I Blister, <ai
I Puddled steel
{(obsolescent).

Normal or

Carbon|
C 1 a s s j
owing I heir pro-
oerties chiefly to
their carbon con-
tent.

ZitCCt , with either a small or i

IrorH

Cast or
Ingot
Metal,
'"cast " as dis-

lingu i s h e (1

from "aggre-
gated."

Subgenus A:
• lass ified by<
carbon content

intermediate carbon content.

CAST IRON. WITH MUCH CARBON.

Subgenus B:
Not classified by
Icarbon content

.

2.20'
, OR MORE.

Malleable or malleablized cast

malleablized iron, n-.t malleabl

how -car bo n (or[ »< sst mt r su < i.

<< l T U'>\ cj / \
Qpen-hearth Steel.

A Ilia ) Steel, ]Crm Steel,

with little carbon, 0.20', or less. l
Elcctric Steel.

Medium- and High- f
Bessemer Steel.

j r->. ? J Open-hearth Steel.
carbon Steel, \crucm steel.

nit), mart carbon, 0.20 to 2.2095 ^
h

'

!"'/r "' Steel.

fiiRAY CAST IRON

1 u
<! WHITE CAST IRON

I MOTTLED CAST IRON

ORMAL V, 111 IK IRON.
WASHED METAL.

st, but made malleable thereafter.

""" " r (Whit,- bet
i.- wheii <

r. ( BlacK bea

Special or
Alloy Class,
owing their proper-
ties chiefly to tneir
content of an ele-
ment or elements
other than carbon.
UAlways cast.)

[ Nickel Steel.

(Spedal OrAlloySteels , I Manganese Steel.
i

-J
('lira /III Still.

! use]'vd immediately for engineering
I High-speed Steel.

and like uses , or malleable

.

{ etc. etc.

ferro-alloys. useful primaki- i
spiegelei8en.

.
.. ,, ferroman<;a\ese.

i ly for introducing an alloy j febronicke1
element or elements or not i fekrosilicon

i usefully malleable. ETC. IT

(a) Blister steel is graded according to carbon content into several "tempers," viz:—"Grade 1. spring heat; 2. country heat: 3, single
shear heal: 4. double-shear heat: 5, steel through heat; 6, melting heat: 7. doubly converted. or these the first has the lowest
carbon content (given variously as 0.30 and 0.50) and the last has the highest, about 1.90 per cent."

In order to make this table clearer, a special type is used in the "species," "variety" and "sub-variety" columns, for each of the tour
great species, wrought iron, steel, cast iron, and malleablized iron. The wrought iron is given in Roman capitals, all the different
varieties of steel in italics, all the different varieties of cast iron in Roman small capitals, and malleablized Iron in Roman small
letters. Ferro alloys have small capitals like cast iron, with which they have so much in common.

As there is little to choose between the names "malleable cast iron." "malleablized cast iron" and "malleablized iron." between retaining
the name "blister steel" and changing it to "blister" and between basing the distinction between alloy sieels and ferro alloys on
immediate usefulness for ensineeiins purposes and on malleableness, I have here given all three names in the first case.' both
names in the second, and both bases in the last, to facilitate discussion. After the choice lias been made the rejected Forms, of
course, would he struck out and the table correspondingly simplified.

without removing the old; so that both,

though incompatible, remained and still

remain in use, to plague the classifica-

tion-shifters and us, their fellows. The
old slag-bearing steels are called "steel"

because they are hardenable, but X-iron

is called "steel" because it is slagless.

The former lack the essential, slagless-

ness, that makes the latter steel, and the

latter lack the essential, the hardening

power, which makes the former steel.

This attaching the name "steel" to X-

iron was due to several cooperating

causes. X-iron was made currently in the

same vessels, by the same men, and by

dustry were a unit, and hence (A) a

single class name was urgently needed

for the important class which these two

products formed. This need seems to

have been the strongest of these coop-

erating causes. Again, (B) slaglessness

was said to be a more useful basis of

classification than the hardening power.

(C) But if propositions A and B are true,

they simply call for an additional or

cross-classification, based on slaglessness,

and they do not call for changing the

meaning of the word "steel." The reas-

onable and legitimate way would be to

create a new name, for instance "besson,"

ous" should henceforth mean "high-ash,"

"medium-ash," and "low-ash" respec-

tively. Unfortunately this plan was not

set forth fully, if at all.

(D) Finally, the name "steel" was at

that time associated in the public mind
with superiority, and steel sold at a price

1

far above that of wrought iron. Hence

In this connection it is suggestive that.
whereas in the 'To's. when steel was higher
in price than iron. X-iron wa^ illegitimately
named "steel" by its producers; today, when
wrought iron has become higher in price than
the steels wiili which it competes, the intro-
ducers of a new variety which is clearly steel,
according to present usage, name it "iuirot
iron."
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a much higher price could probably be

got for X-iron if it were dubbed "steel"

than if it bore the humble name "wrought

iron."

Hence in giving the two conflict-

•cfinitions of steel at the begin-

ning of this article I simply record

usage as it exists today

Failure of an Attempt at Reform

For our own guidance we

should take to heart the attempt of

the Philadelphia committee of the

American Institute of .Mining Engineers

to restore the classification of iron

to its historic basis, making the hard-

ening power the essence of "steel."

shifting X-iron back to the class "iron"

and giving it a distinctive name,

"ingot iron." i.e.. iron which had been

freed from slag by casting it as an ingot,

to distinguish it from "wrought" or slag-

bearing malleable iron. The committee

aimed at two further needed reforms.

i 1 i In order that the old "wrought

iron" might be distinguished readily from

X-iron, its name was changed to "weld

iron." and very appropriately, because

(2) Early as this attempt was, it was

too late, for the name "steel" had al-

ready been fixed to X-iron so firmly by

even these few years of use that the con-

fusion and the trouble to the interested

and recalcitrant minority, the makers and

the great users of X-iron, incident to a

change back to "iron" seemed likely to

outweigh the slight inconvenience which

the illegitimacy and anomalousness of

the bessemer classification gave the inert

majority, the rest of mankind, very, very

few of whom ever had to consider the

classification of iron at all. Illegitimacy

is but a feeble charge against a de facto

classification or government. The anom-

aly, the dual meanings of "steel," was

relatively unimportant, because it really

troubled but few and because it was only

temporary, for clearly blister steel itself,

the only product which called for the sec-

ond of those two meanings, was bound

to go out of existence relatively soon,

and with it would go the second meaning.

Sec. 9. How should we treat the

changes in our classification now pro-

posed? On one hand we are again

urged to return to the historic basis, mak-

TABLE 3 CLASSIFICATION OF THE PHILADELPHIA COMMITTEE OF 1S76, OF THE
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MINING ENGINEERS.

Mali ;

hen molten into mal-

Aggregated from pasty particles \

. nt fusion. . .

-J

Cannot be hardened
by sudden cooling.

Ikon.

Ingot iron.

Flusseisen.
Fer fonda.
Weld iron
Schuxisseisen.
Fer soudi.

( an be hardened by
sudden cooling.

Steel.

Ingot steel.

Fluss Stahl.
Acirr fondu.
Weld steel.

Schweiss Stahl.
Acier soudi.

NoNMALI.EATil.E.

Cast iron.

whereas X-iron is just as truly "wrought"

to shape as "wrought iron" itself, "weld"

calls attention to the true essence of

"wrought iron," that it was made by weld-

ing together pasty particles within a bath

of slag without later taking that slag

out by fusion.

(2i It divided "steel," i.e., hardenable

iron, into two varieties, parallel to the

varieties of unhardenable iron, viz.:

"weld steel," i.e.. the slag-bearing steels,

blister steel, etc.; and "ingot steel." or

hardenable iron freed from slag by

fusion. This classification is given in

Table 3.

This serious attempt at reform failed

completely, and though I strove as hard

as anybody for it. the failure seems to

me irrevocable. Two reasons why it

failed at once suuec-t themselves.

<\ i Th<: i;roup name "ingot metal" for

the bessemer products as a whole. X-

; nd legitimate bessemer steel to-

gether, was inconvenient. The need of a

handy name for this group was so great

that the trade held to the name "

to which it had helped lt»elf. Had the

committee offered a really convenient
•' r one,

led.

ing the hardening power the essence of

"steel"; on the other hand we are urged

to carry the bessemer classification to

its logical conclusion by dropping "blis-

ter steel" and the other slag-bearing

steels from the class "steel" and erasing

the second of the two present definitions

of steel. Let us consider these two plans

separately on their merits.

Restoration of the Historic Classifi-

cation Inexpedient

Sec. 10. The return to the historic

classification, though a true reform,

would call for an outlay of energy out

of all proportion to the good it would do.

A more competent or authoritative body

than the Philadelphia committee could

hardly be created. If it failed so hope-

lessly to displace the bessemer classifi-

cation so soon after its introduction, how

much energy would be needed now, when

35 years of further use have fixed it so

much the faster, when the number of

makers and users who are wonted to it

has increased so enormously, and when

few active men can remember the days

of the use of the historic classification.

I
disadvantages seem to

me to outweigh whatever advantage a

new attempt might have in better guid-

ance, and especially in offering a con-

venient group name such as "besson"

in place of "steel."

(To be concluded)

A New French Blasting

Explosive

A new explosive has recently been pat-

ented by the Societe Francaise des Ex-

plosifs Promethee (French Pat. No. 413,-

259) known as Prometheus III. It con-

sists of a solid and a liquid, the solid

forming 90 per cent, of the final ex-

plosive, and the liquid 10 per cent. These

components are not of fixed proportions,

sample mixtures being as follows:

Parts by
Solid. Weight.

Potassium chlorate, KC10 3 85 80 70
Ferric oxide, Fe 2 3 .5 10
Powdered aluminum 5 5 10

Total solid 90 90 90

Liquid.

Essence of terebenth, C 10H, 6 7 8 9
Carbolic acid, C6H s0H 3 2 1

Total liquid 10 10 10

These two components are compounded
separately and in that form may be safely

transported or stored. The solid portion

is put up in a cartridge, which is soaked

with the proper proportion of liquid about

15 to 20 minutes before being used,

although the cartridges can be kept for

a long time after preparation in case it is

desired to do so. The explosive is fired

by a fulminate of mercury detonator.

Before mixing, the solid component is

as safe to handle as is potassium chlo-

rate alone. The liquid can be burned,

giving a thick black smoke, but will not

explode. After mixing the cartridge read-

ily takes fire, but will not explode, and

can be extinguished by water. If fired

by a detonator in open air the combustion

is not complete, but is so when confined.

In general the explosive is but little sensi-

ble to shock and resists warmth and hu-

midity well.

The object of the aluminum is to raise

the temperature of the explosion to in-

sure the total combustion of the inflam-

mable liquid. The formula given in the

first column of the composition table

corresponds very closely to

40 C;H„OH + 65C,„ HM + 234 Al +
880KClO 3

which would probably give an explosion

660 H,0 + 779CCX + 1 1 CO + 880KC1 +
117AUO.

thus the combustion to CO^ is ap-

parently not quite complete.

It is claimed (Journ. Am. Chem. Soc.)

that titanium has been prepared in a pure

state by reduction of the tetrachloride by

means of metallic sodium inside a steel

cylinder. It is said to resemble steel, be

brittle when cold, malleable at red heat

and to melt at 1800 to 1850 deg. C. Its

density is about 4.5.
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Coal Mining Dftnartm^nt
The European Markets for

American Coal

Coal producers in the United States

are commencing to realize that the Eu-

ropean coal market is a field worthy of

consideration. France produces less than

40,000,000 tons of coal annually, and the

consumption of the country is consider-

ably in excess of this production. Great

Britain and Germany furnish most of the

coal that is imported into France. It

appears that up to the present time, no

attempt has been made to bring Ameri-

can coal into France, although a study

of conditions indicates clearly the possi-

bility of American coal becoming a strong

competitor.

Some months ago, a company was in

process of formation in the United States,

with a view of exporting coal to Spain,

France and Italy. The promoters of the

project contended that they could under-

sell English coal in those markets, pro-

vided the fleet of ships, which it was

proposed to build for this purpose, could

be assured of return cargoes. Investiga-

tion showed that contracts could be made
in Spain, for a sufficient quantity of

iron ore for return freight to the United

States; it was understood that the ore

could be furnished in any quantity, but

nothing further was done by the Ameri-

can promoters. Spain consumes about

6,500,000 tons of coal annually, of which,

2,500,000 tons are imported.

Increased Use of Mining
Machines

An interesting compilation dealing with

the use of machines in mining bitumin-

ous coal in Pennsylvania, appears in a

recent bulletin issued by the U. S. Geo-
logical Survey. The reports says:

"The number of mining machines in

use in the bituminous mines of Pennsyl-

vania increased from 5103 in 1908 to

5616 in 1909, and the machine-mined
product increased from 52,447,809 short

tons to 57,504,188 short tons. The
machine-mined product in 1909 repre-

sented 41.68 per cent, of the total output,

against 44.76 per cent, in 1908. Of the

5616 machines in use in 1909, 3847

were punchers, 1710 were chain-breast,

38 were longwall, and 21 were chain-

shearing machines. In 167 mines punch-

ing machines were exclusively used and
in 145 mines only chain-breast machines
were used. In the mines using punchers

exclusively, the number of machines was
3132 and the machine-mined product

was 22,741,280 short tons, or an average

7261 tons for each machine. The
exclusively chain-machine mines em-

The Important News
Of Coal Mining?
New Appliances,
NewMethods.New
Fields, Colliery-
Engineering

ployed 1265 machines in the production
of 24,016,842 short tons, an average of

18,986 tons to each machine. In making
these comparisons, however, it should be
remembered that a large number of the

punching machines are used in entry
and other narrow work, to which the
chain machine is not adapted, and in

which the tonnage won is much less than
in the straight-room mining.

Member of Rescue Party

Sacrifices Life

An act of great heroism occurred in

the Bellevue mine, of the West Ca-
nadian Collieries company, on the night

of Dec. 9, after an explosion had wrecked
a large part of the underground workings.

The afflicted property is located two miles

east of Frank, Alberta, on the Crow's Nest

branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Immediately after news of the disaster

was spread, first-aid parties from the

government station and from neighboring

coal companies began to arrive at Belle-

vue, and rescue parties equipped with

oxygen helments descended into the work-

ings to save the imprisoned miners. The
first group of rescuers to enter the danger

zone was led by Fred Aldefson, who per-

sonally succeeded in getting five other

miners out of the poison gases, thereby

saving their lives. While the party was

making its way back to fresh air, Alder-

son saw an unknown Italian fall to the

ground, and, hastily picking up the un-

conscious miner, removed his own hel-

met, placing it on the head of the help-

less man. Alderson then started to run

to fresh air, thinking he could stand the

poisonous fumes until he could get out;

however, he had not gone more than a

dozen yards before he was overcome, and

fell unconscious in the roadway. Some of

his party saw Alderson fall, but they

were in such bad shape themselves, in

addition to the fact that they were drag-

ging other unconscious men to safety,

that they could not help their prostrate

leader.

Help Arrives Too Late

As soon as the rescuers reached an air

station, they left the men they had car-

ried out, and rushed back to save Aider-
son, but found him dead before they ar-

rived.

Alderson left a widow and four young
children. The miners at Hosmer prompt-
ly initiated a movement for the benefit of
the bereft family, and public subscription
lists were opened in several towns in

eastern British Columbia and at others in

Alberta. The government of British Co-
lumbia has shown its appreciation of Al-

derson's heroic conduct by subscribing
the sum of S500 to the fund being accu-
mulated for the benefit of the widow and
orphans.

A coroner's jury is investigating the
cause of the disaster. The first witness
celled was James Burke, secretary of
Bellevue local union of the United Mine
Workers of America, who testified to hav-
ing, on Dec. 3, telegraphed the Chief In-

spector of Mines at Alberta asking for an
inspection of the mine, the presence of

gas in the workings having been reported

by miners.

Explosion in Anthracite Mine
Special Correspondence

An explosion of powder or gas at the

Hughestown No. 10 colliery of the Penn-
sylvania Coal Company at Pittstown, on

Jan. 25, wrecked a section of the mine
and killed or injured a number of the

workmen. Six men were brought out of

the colliery by rescuing parties, four of

them being fatally, and the other two ser-

iously burned. Scores of mine workers

managed to escape by getting out of

emergency openings as soon as the shock

of the explosion was felt.

In the afternoon, on the day of the ex-

plosion, after five more injured men were

brought out of the mine, the officials

reported all out. Forty men who were

shut in and had a narrow escape made
their way out safely. Of the 11 injured

six are fatally burned and five are ser-

iously hurt.

Statistics for many States covering coal

operations during the last few years, in-

dicate a decrease in fatalities due to mine
explosions, but an alarming increase in

deaths due to falls of sides and roof.

It appears certain, therefore, that the at-

tention of coal-mining men must be large-

ly directed to a better system of timber-

ing, and the adoption and enforcement

of carefully considered rules, regulating

the placing of props and the withdrawal

of timbers.
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Model Coal Mine at Marianna
The machine shop at Marianna is con-

veniently located near the Agnes shaft.

. fireproof building 66x182 ft., two

stories high. The basement is 12 ft. high,

while the second story extends to the

roof. The total bight is 57 ft. from the

top of the foundation to the top of the

ventilator. Both standard and mine-car

gage tracks lead onto the main floor,

which is spanned by a 25-ton electric

traveling crane capable of handling an

entire railroad car or any part thereof.

The ends of the building are closed by

steel rolling doors. Turntables are pro-

vided which connect tracks to all parts

of the main floor and basement, the lat-

ter being served by one 5-ton and one 2-

ton elevator. The necessary storage and

supply rooms and office are separated

by fireproof partitions. Besides the 25-

By A. C. Beeson *

and Floyd W. Parsons

Fourth oj a scries of ar-

ticles describing the equip-

ment and methods at Mari-

anna. Compressed-air

undercutting machines are

used exclusively, and a

number of hydraulic min-

ing cartridges are in daily

operatic}!.

•Chief engineer, Pittsburg-Buffalo Company,
Frick building, Pittsburg, l'eun.

This will enable the Johnetta Foundry
and Machine Company, which will oper-

ate the shop, to make all repairs required

by the Pittsburg-Buffalo Company at its

various mines, and do a general foundry
and machine-shop business. The shop

will be abb to make all ordinary repairs

to railroad and mine cars, mine locomo-

tives and mine machines; also to build

mine cars, frogs and switches, fabricate

structural steel and build tipples, etc.

All manner of carpentry work can be ex-

ecuted and forgings and brass castings

turned out.

The Water Supply

A brick pump house is conveniently lo-

cated between the Rachel shaft and the

concrete intake constructed in Ten-Mile

The Machine Shop at Marianna Is Not Only Able to Make All Necessary Repairs to Mine Machinery, but Is

Eqi ipped to Fabricate Structural Steel and Build Tipples

ton crane, there are also three smalbr
ng cranes and a jib crane,

nachine shop is equipped as fol-

drill

i 100 Mi. steam hi a< r.

i'»i ton wheel press, wil b motor.
Colloday bund saw.
Atlantic mortising machine, with motor.

ij jointer.
. planer
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! .Mil'
. 24x12 in.

lam r, 30x30 in

hlne,

1 u lldozer.
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1 drill jm-ss.
M Ul< ii di ill pn

model Colburn boring and turn-
Ill, with m< -.
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i u heel lathe, n Ith motor
.• heel borln

or.

I
1.111 double ' nei -

\ grind* i

.

H wel too
mi .i hi hi in- ma

i, motoi

creek, the situation of the pump house,

furthermore, is adjacent to the pipe tun-

nels.

Here is housed a 12x24x8xl5-in. Jeanes-
ville compound steam pump, having a ca-

pacity of 700 gal. per min. This pump is

n duplicate of the one installed for drain-

age in the mine. It discharges through

a 10-in. pipe to a circular concrete-lined

reservoir, 200 ft. in diameter, having a

capacity ot 2.1)00,000 gal., which is locat-

ed at an elevation of about 300 ft. above
the pump.

From this reservoir an 8-in. supply

n ain leads to the boiler house, ovens

and washer, and two 8-in. lines lead to
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the town. The water system is prac-

tically complete as described, and will

shortly be put into regular operation.

The Miners' Houses

The houses are of four, five and six

rooms, built substantially of brick, with

reinforced concrete and tile floors and

slate roofs. The dwellings are thus prac-

tically fireproof and still pleasing in ap-

pearance. Each house is provided with

hot and cold water, a complete modern

bath room, electric lights, and, if the ten-

ants desire, natural gas is also furnished.

The houses are spaced well apart and

The Amusement Hall

The management of the company has
long realized that the workmen and their

families, especially in isolated locations,

are entitled to some diversion, and that

the provision of such proper and whole-
some entertainment is not only a kindly,

but a wise, and in the end a profitable

undertaking. It has been the practice of
the company in constructing recent plants

to build amusement halls.

At Marianna a two-story building 63x
107 ft. was built for this purpose. The
basement contains seven pool and one

The finish and fittings, while not elab-

orate, are of good quality and taste, and
everything was done to make the build-

ing a pleasant and attractive meeting
place for old and young. The building

is not of the same construction used in

the mine buildings, having paving-brick

outer walls, wooden partitions and wood-
en floors supported on steel beams and
interior columns.

In designing and building the plant at

Marianna, certain aims have been con-

stantly kept in view. The location and
design of all the parts was, of course, de-

termined mainly by consideration of econ-

View Showing General Style of Brick
Dwelling Erected at Marianna.

The Company Store Is Substantially Built
of Brick and Is Modern in Every Respect

The Employees at Marianna Are Made Up of Many Nationalities. This View Shows a Typical Group of Russian Miners

each is provided with a fenced lawn and

garden of generous size. Fruit trees are

planted in the gardens, and shade trees

along the streets. These are well graded

and have concrete sidewalks. A com-
plete sewer system that compares favor-

ably with those of large cities has been

installed, and pure drinking water is fur-

nished from wells sunk deep into the

Waynesburg sandstone.

The hillside situation of the town is

most excellent for the health of the peo-

ple, and affords a beautiful view over a

large portion of Washington and Greene
counties.

billiard tables, and is provided with con-

venient chairs and lavatory. The first

floor is occupied by eight standard bowl-

ing alleys with all necessary fixtures, in-

cluding plenty of seats for spectators.

The second floor can be used either for

roller skating or as a theater, having a

seating capacity of about 600 with ele-

vated stage, asbestos curtain, scenery,

moving-picture booth and dressing

rooms. The seats are movable, so that

it is used on alternate nights for skating

and vaudeville shows. Toilet and rest

rooms are provided, as well as a reading

room occupied by the Y. M. C. A.

omy and efficiency in producing coal of

high grade at the least ultimate ccst. At

the same time it was realised that a mine

is not a mere machine but also a social

institution, and care was taken to provide

for the needs of the workers, in having

working places protected from the

weather and safeguarded as far as pos-

sible from accident, and in providing

comfortable and pleasant home sur-

roundings.

The smokeless making of coke and

burning of coal under boilers, contributes

no little to these conditions, while at the

same time effecting considerable economy
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at the plant. The conveniences at the

bath house also contribute greatly to the

comfort and well being of the men. and

by removing the inevitable dirt of the

working clothes from the home, mate-

rially lighten the labors of the housewife

and improve the home conditions. The

sanitary conveniences of the homes and

The Mine Workings and General Sys-

tem of Development

The underground workings are reached

by the shafts before described. These are

lined with timber in the manner usual to

the region. These shafts were projected

before the recent successful introduction

The shafts are located in a central po-

sition in the coalfield and in a portion of

the seam of low elevation, so that fa-

vorable grades are secured for haulage

and drainage on two principal axes

reaching practically the whole mine.

From the shaft on the raise side, six en-

tries were driven on the butts of the coal,

ip Face Kutry

The Engineering ,$ Mining Journal

SHOWING THI Gi neral System of Underground Development at Marianna. The Main Hoisting Shaft (Rachel)
' rER OP i in: Drawing; the Agnes Shaft Is at the Bottom to the Right

the municipal improvements above de-

scribed, all of which are generally con-

spicuous by their absence in mining

for wholesome and

attractive amusement and the generally

attitude of the con

toward the men. cannot fail in attracting

a high class of labor to the mine.

of concrete-lined shafts. A study of the

latter material and of the experience at

other mines in its application, has con-

vinced the company's engineers of its su-

perlorlty, and concrete is now being used

new developments. The mine is

I on the room-and-pillar system as

In the accompanying map.

and on the empty side five entries lead

oft'. Three main-face entries are driven

right and left every 1400 ft. Three entry

butts are driven from these main-face

entries, being spaced to leave a pillar

500 ft. wide. From these entry butts,

rooms 21 ft. wide and 250 ft. long are

driven on sights having 42-ft. centers.
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The ribs are drawn as soon as the rooms

are up. All entries are 10 ft. wide, the

face entries having 60-fr. centers and

the butts 50 ft. Protection pillars 100

ft. wide are left on each side of the main

heading.

The mine floor consists of about 4 ft.

of fireclay, which is of a firm character,

not given to heaving. Below this clay is

a stratum of hard limestone. The draw-

slate has, in general, a thickness of about

8 in. The roof coal is about 2 ft. thick

and is left up, making a good roof. Above

the roof coal is a stratum of black slate

about 45 ft. thick, which breaks readily

jn rib drawing. The strata above this

consist of alternating layers of slate

and limestone up to the Waynesburg

coal.

of fine coal will prove economical on ac-
count of the rapidity with which headings
can be driven.

Shot holes are drilled by the miner,

who also provides the necessary permis-
sible explosive and clay tamping. The
shot-firers load the holes and fire all

shots; they are paid by the company
and are responsible to the mine foreman.
During the past year, tests have been
conducted to decide what size of hy-

draulic mining cartridge to use, and it has

been determined that the 4-in. 5-piston

machine is best adapted for the seam
worked at Marianna. A large number of

the 4-in. cartridges are now in use, and
it is hoped that this device will ultimately

permit the company to do away with ex-

plosives altogether.

The Amusement Hall at Marianna Contains a Theater, Skating Rink,

Pool Tables and Bowling Alleys

The mine, without being dry, makes
«omparatively little water, about 400,000

gal. being pumped at present per 24

hours. This is drawn from an area of

about 300 acres, and is elevated to the

surface by a Jeanesville pump, a dupli-

cate of the surface pump already de-

scribed.

An unusual amount of underground de-

velopment work was done at Marianna,

in advance of room mining, in order to

secure the required capacity. About 30

miles of entries have been driven to date.

Ingersoll-Rand Heading Machines and
Hydraulic Mining Cartridges

The coal is undercut in the rooms with

air-operated chain-breast machines, an

undercut of about 6 ft. being made. The
machine miners are paid in the usual

way, namely, by being assigned certain

sections and receiving a specified price

per ton for all coal from it. The entries

are driven by air-punching machines used

only for undercutting. Several Ingersoll-

Rand heading machines have been or-

dered. It is expected that these ma-
chines, while making a large percentage

The next article dealing with opera-

tions at Marianna will describe the ven-

tilation, haulage and general safety pre-

cautions.

Prevention of Smoke in

Berlin

The comparative absence of smoke in

Berlin is due partly to the use of fuel

briquets. Consul General A. W. Thackara

states that 30 per cent, of the coal fuel

consumed in the city and suburbs is

brown-coal briquets, and it has been tech-

nically demonstrated that, having been

produced without the addition of a spe-

cial binder, they burn with less smoke

than any other briquets. Considerable

coke is also used in Berlin. The coal

briquets produced in Germany increased

from 9,250,000 tons in 1901 to about

16,300,000 tons in 1907, while the produc-

tion in 1910 will exceed 18,000,000 tons.

-^

The yield of diamonds in German
Southwest Africa in 1910 is estimated at

850,000 carats.

Rules Governing Timbering
in South Wales

For the guidance of those readers who
may not be acquainted with the sys-

tematic timbering rules governing oper-

ations in Great Britain it may be ap-

propriate to reproduce the rules in force

in the South Wales area, as follows:

( 1 ) Propping of Roof—Where the

timber is used to support the roof, trie

owner, agent, or manager should keep
posted up at the mine a notice specify-

ing for each seam, or district of a seam,

the maximum distance apart at which
props or other roof supports at the work-
ing faces where persons are employed
in getting and filling minerals, are to be

set, and the persons setting props oi

other roof supports should see that this

maximum distance is not exceeded, pro-

vided that nothing in this rule shall pre-

vent the setting of timber where it is

required in the interests of safety, at a

less distance than that specified in the

notice.

(2) Spragging Where Holing is Being

Done—Sprags or holing props shall be

set as soon as there is room, and the

distance between such sprags or holing

props should not exceed 6 ft., or such

less distance as shall be ordered by the

owner, agent or manager.

(3) Supply of Timber—A supply of

suitable timber, reasonably sufficient for

the work that is being done, should be

kept either at each man's place where

mineral is being gotten, or at the nearest

point thereto that is reasonably practic-

able.

(4) Drawing Timber—Wherever tim-

ber has to be withdrawn from the waste

or other disused parts of the mine, the

prop drawer shall have with him a "dog

and chain," or other suitable appliance

ready for use.

Lignite Mining in Texas
By Alvin Gray*

The lignite coals of Texas are excellent

fuel for stationary plants and domestic

purposes. The coal-mining industry in

Texas, at present, is not extensive, but

the time is not far distant when the

State will rank as an important coal pro-

ducer. There are thousands of acres of

lignite coal in several counties of Texas.

The coal runs from 4 to 10 ft. in thick-

ness, ranging from 30 to 90 ft. under the

surface. At different places in the same
section, coal is found at a depth of 125

ft. The seams have no gas or firedamp.

The lignite is easily mined and it takes

less money to put such a mine in opera-

tion than it does to develop any other

class of coal in existence. The operators in

Texas have found lignite mining a profit-

able business.

*Mim> manager, Como Lignite Mining
Company, Como, Texas.
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The Miner at Home
By P. M. Greer*

The article which Colonel Theodore

Roosevelt has contributed to the January

issue of The Outlook is naturally and

ssarily superficial in its interpreta-

tion of the life of the anthracite miner at

home. Colonel Roosevelt had neither the

time nor the opportunity to make a per-

sonal and unbiased investigation of the

forces, social, economic*, and political that

are molding the destiny of the miner and

his family. These are not palpable; they

do not lie upon the surface. They are,

like all social conditions, intricate, com-

plex, permanent or evanescent. Colonel

Roosevelt visited the homes of a few

miners and found conditions, if not ideal,

certainly participating in all the domestic

felicities that can be found in homes of

any similar class among wage earners in

any leading industry in the country. A
matter of much importance in this con-

nection, to my mind, which was not evi-

dently brought to Colonel Roosevelt's at-

tention, is the gratifying fact that di-

vorce is scarcely known among mining

communities, although the facilities for

obtaining divorce in the county courts of

Pennsylvania is little more than a matter

of form, and thousands are listed every

year, by working men throughout the

commonwealth.

Miner's Amusements

Colonel Roosevelt says that there is a

lack of facilities for the amusement of

ycung people in the anthracite regions.

I do not think so. The fact of the matter

is that theatrical, musical, and social

forms of amusement are as common in

the anthracite regions as they are else-

where. Welsh miners are celebrated for

their choral concerts and competitions,

the foreign miners have a natural love

for music and some of them are really

brilliant performers. To listen to a large

audience of Polish or Russian miners

singing their respective national anthems

is as impressive as it is pleasing, while a

miner's eisteddfod is rather bizzare to

the uncultured ear through the excessive

precision with with which the solo and

concert singing are estimated. A few

before Christmas, a working miner

conducted Handel's Messiah performed

by a chorus of two hundred and fifty

voices with singular ability and consum-
mate success from a technical and emo-
tional standpoint. Had Colonel Roose-

velt heard it, as I heard it, 1 am sure

that he would come to the conclusion that

I did, that there are few cities in the

United • th»- anthracite

- where a similar spectacle could

be v where practically every

man and woman in the chorus, the

;ra and in the solo p.irts were
or the wives and d;i

min<

The Effect of the Dance Halls

I am not criticizing Colonel Roosevelt's

appreciation of the social conditions in

the mining regions. As far as they went

they are exact, but it seems that facts are

too few upon which to found even his

circumspect generalizations. It is abso-

lutely true that the dance hall as an in-

stitution is baneful, not so much from its

associations, which are morally speaking,

more or less of a negative character, but

ftom its wasteful dissipation of time. I

know young men who, after a hard day's

work in the mines, go straight to the

dance hall and remain there until mid-

night, doing this not once or twice a

week, but almost every night in the week.

The dissipation of their time is bad

enough and sad enough, but the conse-

quence is even worse than this, for these

young fellows, taken at an early age

from school, seldom acquire a taste for

any sort of intellectual culture and the

consequence is that they become men
without participating in that mental train-

ing, which after all matters most in life.

Young Miners Enter Crowded Pro-

fessions

One"t)f the consequences of this state of

affairs is that these boys and young men
when they become mature, become dis-

contented with the mines. They declare

"that there is nothing in them" and use

up five or six years of the most valuable

part of their lives in becoming lawyers,

doctors or dentists. The more successful

and ambitious of them crowd profes-

sions that are already plethorically over-

crowded and live from hand to mouth,

eking out an existence at the bar or in

medicine, while efficient miners capable

of earning excellent wages are at a pre-

mium. The discontent of the American

miner with his position, because he is a

miner and not something else, is in

striking contrast with the pride and con-

tentment of the average British miner,

who is so invariably proud of his calling,

proud even of its incidental risks as far

as they segregate him from the immunity

of other callings.

This discontent can, in my opinion, be

largely attributed to the lack of intel-

lectual culture in the true sense, of the

American miner, and this is the conse-

quence more or less direct of the in-

fluence of the dance hall and its proxi-

mate or remote influence oi. the boy as

he develops into manhood and from man-
hood into middle age.

So far as my observation goes there

are few dance halls associated with the

saloons. It used to be so, but the judges

who grant the licenses, the police and

public opinion are antagonistic to such

a combination and except in the more

remote hamlets, I think that such as-

sociation is nearly a thing of the past.

Colonel Roosevelt says that young men
and young women must amuse theni-

thal it is a psychological necessity

of youth. That is true; but I think that,

with a modification in the idea of what
constitutes amusement, it would not be

difficult to bring our young people to a

realization of the fact that much more
amusement can be secured by educating

one's head rather than one's heels, even

of a sentimental kind.

Number of Saloons Is Decreasing

But one of the greatest reformations

that has been brought about in recent

years in the moral and social conditions

of the miners is the diminution of drunk-

enness and the relative diminution in the

number of saloons. A lieutenant of po-

lice informed me a few days ago that the

decrease in the number of arrests of

mine workers for drunkenness and

drunken brawls was as extraordinary as

it was satisfactory. The foreign miners

who came to this country fifteen or

twenty years ago have now grown up

families who are scarcely distinguishable

from their Anglo-Saxon neighbors in psy-

chological traits. Young girls of Polish,

Lithuanian or Russian extraction will not

associate at a dance hall or elsewhere

with the oafs and drunkards of their

own nationality on any terms. The young

men on the other hand are equally dis-

criminating in their associates and the

effect of this eclecticism is obvious on

every hand.

I do not believe that artificial cultiva-

tion of the dance hall or its environment

will relieve it of its disreputable asso-

ciations wherever these exist. It is in the

nature of the institution to be what it is.

What is Most Needed

What is most needed at present among
native and foreign mine workers, is the

inculcation of esthetic ideas in their

homes. It is scarcely possible to do this

in the "company houses," or houses that

have been erected and rented on the same

principle. The foreign miner, even if he

had the taste, has not the stimulus to

effect a reform in this direction. He lives

in a species of caravansary, not a home.

The anthracite miner is not a sub-

species of the genus homo. He is neither

better nor worse than his fellows. He

breeds true to the type, and although

his environment may bring out saliently,

certain psychological traits that might be

suppressed or eliminated in the individual

if he were a judge or a preacher, a

soldier or a sailor, rather than a man who
digs coal in the bowels of the earth for a

living, yet taking him all in all he is a

good man, an excellent father, and if his

political faith is not debauched by politi-

cal adventurers he is equal to all the

responsibilities of citizenship.

During the year 1910, the State of

Pennsylvania with a total output of ap-

proximately 225,000,000 tons, produced

more coal than any foreign country ex-

cept Great Britain.
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PERS O NAL
Mining am] metal'argical engineers are in

vited to keep 'I'm: Engineering and Mining
Journal informed of their movements and
appointments.

Frank J. Probert has returned to Los

Angeles.

John Hays Hammond has returned

from Europe.

John E. Chase is in Cochise county,

Arizona, on professional business.

W. P. Murray, of Pickands, Mather &
Co., Cleveland, Ohio, is spending some

weeks in Cuba.

Henry M. Lancaster has removed his

office from Wallace, Idaho, to the Hutton

building, Spokane, Washington.

Leo Von Rosenberg has removed his

office to the ninth floor. Bowling Green

building, No. 11 Broadway, New York.

Baylor Hickman, of the iron firm of

Hickman, Williams & Co., spent some

days in the Birmingham district recently.

Robert H. Richards has recently re-

turned from a professional visit to Joplin,

Mo., where he went to look into the op-

eration of his jigs and classifiers.

William M. Byrd, Jr., of the iron firm

of Hammond & Byrd, has been in New
York on business. The firm has estab-

lished several branches in the West.

Guy C. Stoltz, mining engineer at

Mineville, N. Y.. spent last week at the

Forest of Dean iron mine, near Fort

Montgomery, Orange county, New York.

C. R. Thompson, lately professor of

mining at the University of Leeds, Eng-

land, has been appointed principal and

professor of mining at the South African

School of Mines.

H. W. Hardinge is making a professional

trip through the West, and on his way
back will visit a number of milling plants

that have installed the Hardinge system

of ore reduction.

Frank L. Sizer, for many years a resi-

dent of Helena, Mont., is now superin-

tendent of the mines of the Balaklala

Consolidated Copper Company, at Kim-

berley, California.

George Gordon Crawford, president

of the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad

Company, was married last week to Miss
Margaret Richardson, of New Orleans,

La., and is now on a bridal tour to Europe.

Chester Tripp, general manager of the

Rogers Brown Ore Company, in company
with H. J. Kruse, local superintendent,

has just completed a trip of inspection

cf the company's mines on the Cuyuna
range.

Ernest H. Rowe has been elected sec-

retary of the Coke Producers' Associa-
tion of the Connellsville region. Union-
town, Penn., succeeding George B. Ir-

win, who resigned on account of ill

health.

A. W. Allen returned to London last

month from Mexico, after completing the

erection of the new mill for the Torres-

Cherokee Company at San Julian, and
left again almost immediately for

Uruguay.

Prof. H. S. Monroe sailed for the Med-
iterranean on Feb. 4, intending to be ab-

sent from this country until late in the

year. This is Professor Monroe's sab-

batical year, and he proposes to spend it

in taking a much needed vacation.

W. W. Broughton. St. Paul, Minn., has

been elected vice-president of the Pitts-

burg Coal Company, succeeding C. E.

Wales, resigned. Mr. Broughton recently

resigned the position of general traffic

manager of the Great Northern railroad.

L. C. Triplett, recently mill manager of

the Alvarado Mining Company, has ac-

cepted a similar position with the Guan-
ajuato Development Company, Guana-
juato, Mexico. William McLaughlin, re-

cently of Durangc, succeeds Mr. Triplett

at the Alvarado.

Clarence W. Watson, recently elected

Senator from West Virginia, has resigned

his position as president of the Con-
solidation Coal Company, but will remain

as chairman of the board of directors.

J. H. Wheelwright, late vice-president,

has been chosen president in place of Mr.

Watson.

+ OBITUARY +
Calvin B. Orcutt. president of the New-

port News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock

Company and of the Chesapeake & Ohio

Coal Company, died Jan. 30 at Johns

Hopkins hospital, Baltimore, where he

had gone for an operation. Mr. Orcutt

had lived in Elizabeth, N. J., all his life.

He was for a number of years president

of the Chesapeake & Ohio Coal Agency

Company, and was prominent in the early

development of the New River and

Kanawha district in West Virginia.

John C. F. Randolph died at Morris-

town, N. J., Feb. 3, aged 64 years. He
was a graduate of Princeton in 1866 and

of the Columbia School of Mines in 1869.

For many years he practised as a mining

engineer. He was in government service

in Germany from 1869 to 1871 and in

Japan in 1874. At one time he was na-

tional commissioner of mines in Tolima,

Columbia. He was resident manager of

the Borneo Diamond Exploration Syndi-

cate in the year 1890. He was unmarried.

He joined the American Institute of Min-

ing Engineers in 1875, but resigned last

year.

A SOCETIES^TECHNICAL SCHOOLS A
American Institute of Consulting Engi-

neers—The annual meeting was held in

New York, Jan. 17, and the following

officers chosen: President, Alfred P.

Boiler; vice-president. Gustav Linden-

thai; secretary and treasurer, Eugene W.

Stern, 103 Park avenue, New York. Mem-
bers of council for one year, Gustav
Lindenthal, Ralph Modjeski, John F. Wal-

lace; for two years, Gen. T. A. Bingham,
Rudolph Hering, C. O. Mailloux; for

three years, Alfred P. Boiler, J. E.

Greiner, C. C. Schneider. The main ob-

ject of the institute is to promote the

business interests of the consulting en-

gineer, by advocating a code of ethics,

professional practice and schedule of

charges; by acting in pertinent legisla-

tive matters, and by urging the separation

of the contractor from the designing en-

gineer. The membership is limited to

those actively engaged in the independent

practice of the profession of engineer-

ing, in any of its branches as consulting

engineer and who are not engaged in

contracting. The institute is the out-

growth of a local association of consult-

ing engineers, organized in New York
City in 1905, now expanded into one of

national scope.

American Chemical Society—The forty-

third general meeting, held at Minneapo-
lis, Dec. 28 to 31, was attended by 275
members and guests. Owing to the fact

that over 175 papers were presented, it

was necessary to hold meetings of all

of the divisions and the meetings of the

divisions of Agricultural and Food Chem-
istry fertilizer Chemistry, Pharmaceu-
tical Chemistry. Industrial Chemists
and Chemical Engineers, Physical and
Inorganic Chemistry and Organic Chem-
istry, were well attended. At the Bio-

logical section 44 papers were presented

of a strictly chemical nature bearing upon
biochemical problems. The meeting of

the Section of Chemical Education proved

decidedly interesting and the discussion

was general.

On the first day of the meeting the

chemists all gathered in general session

to listen to eight general addresses; also

to the address of the retiring president,

Wilder D. Bancroft, on "A Universal

Law"—an exposition of the general ap-

plication of the theorem of LeChatelier

to all kinds of natural phenomena. The
social functions included complimentary

smoker in the rooms of the Commercial
Club; several receptions and teas for the

ladies, and the banquet which was at-

tended by some 200 members. Excursions

to several places and works were taken

by the members and a large number were
treated to a sight-seeing trip covering

the cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul.

Alexander Smith was chosen president;

Louis Kahlenberg, Frank K. Cameron,
George B. Frankforter, E. C. Franklin

and F. G. Love, councilors-at-large.

M. C. Whitaker was elected editor of the

Journal of Industrial and Engineering

Chemistry and the report of a committee

recommending a decided broadening of

the policy of that journal was adopted.

The secretary announced a net gain of

550 members for the year, the society

now having over 5100 members.
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Fditorial Correspondence
San Francisco

Feb. 2—The bonding of the Champion

mines to the North Star Alines Company,

in Nevada county, is accepted by mining

men as conclusive evidence that large

properties in California must be operated

by big capital. The successful installa-

tion of what is claimed to be the biggest

gold dredge in the world by the Natomas

Consolidated of California, at Rebel Hill,

on the American river, is further proof

of the demand for large operation.

The committee on mines and mining

in the present State legislature has fav-

orably considered a bill providing for the

appointment of an inspector of mines

with a view to the protection of miners

and laborers and the inspection of under-

ground work. The bill provides for a

salary of only S2400 per year, which is

not likely to be accepted by a competent

man, unless the position and the salary

may be added to that of the State min-

eralogist.

The demand for portland cement has

attracted prospective capital in the im-

mediate locality of the town of Salinas.

The limestone formation on the Gabilan

ranch is considered of a character and

quality equal to the requirements of ce-

ment manufacture, and several thousand

acres including the limestone have been

bonded by the owners, J. and H. Bardin,

to Hugh Center for six months, provid-

ing for purchase at a price which is said

to be $60,000.

The Southern Pacific Company is re-

ported to be preparing for the building

of a road from . Grants Pass, Ore., to

Crescent City, in Del Norte county, Cali-

fornia, with a view to tapping the cop-

per region of Siskiyou county. The

Great Northern also is said to be looking

toward a line in that neighborhood, from

Medford, Ore., into the Blue Ledge re-

gion, which includes the copper and tim-

ber lands on the watersheds of the Kla-

math river.

Butte

Feb. 1—The miners' union is attempt-

ing to secure legislation for the benefit

of the miners and with that end in view

it has appointed a committee to appear

before the legislature committee on mines

and mining. Four things are demanded
by the union: (1), that no powder be

used underground until the end of each

shift, except in places where the smoke
wiil not affect the men working; (2),

that in all places underground where

the temperature is in excels of HO deg.

F., six hours shall constitute a day's

(3), that proper provision be made
for pure drinking water and for toilets,

1). that in places where COl

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

able stoping is done there shall be raises

run at reasonable intervals for ventila-

tion purposes.

The annual report of the Alice Gold

and Silver Mining Company has recently

been sent to the stockholders by Secre-

tary-Allen. From the report it appears

that during the four years preceding

April 30, 1910, the company lost $22,000.

At that time the company sold all its

assets to the Anaconda Copper Mining

Company, which has since paid into the

Alice company's treasury two quarterly

dividends of 50c. each on the Anaconda

stock received by the Alice company in

return for its property. The report states

that a plan is now under consideration to

dissolve the Alice company and distri-

bute its assets pro rata among its share-

holders.

The newly discovered phosphate beds,

near Melrose, Mont., have attracted con-

siderable attention and as a result 33,950

acres of land have been withdrawn from

entry. The deposits are similar in char-

acter to those of southeastern Idaho and

western Wyoming from which ship-

ments have been made for several years.

Denver

Feb. 3—Apparently the building of

railroads is to open several coalfields in

Colorado this year. On the north, the

Laramie, Hahns Peak & Pacific will

reach its big 60-ft. seam of subbituminous

coal during the summer, and will then

reach out for the anthracite of the Elk-

head district in Routt county. The Sara-

toga & Encampment railroad, running

south from Walcott, on the Union Pacific,

is also after the anthracite traffic, only

about 50 miles distant from its present

southern terminus at Encampment. On
the south, the Southern Pacific has ob-

tained rights-of-way and secured ter-

minals at Durango and Farmington, and

will thus render available for develop-

ment and production the large area of

coal lands in the vicinity of Durango
which that company acquired several

ago al a com of $1,250,000. Two

railways are also projected westward

from Meeker, along the White river, to

the Colorado-Utah line, through what is

known as the Danforth Hills coalfield,

one coming down from the north via

Steamboat Springs, and the other from

the Denver & Rio Grande at Newcastle,

to Meeker and westward. The Denver,

Laramie & Northwestern, now building,

has a seam of coal 14 ft. thick in Wyom-
ing, about 200 miles from Denver with a

maximum grade of 2 per cent, and that

only for a short distance. So our fuel

supply is assured.

"""In the matter of the Northern coal-

field strike, John McLennan, of the Colo-

rado State Federation of Labor, has

brought charges against Judge Greeley

W. Whitford, who sentenced 16 striking

miners from Lafayette to jail, to the ef-

fect that he did not give them a fair

trial in many ways. Representative

Ardourel, chairman of the house com-

mittee, appointed to investigate the

charges against the judge, says that the

committee will meet at the office of the

speaker of the house today, to hear the

evidence, and if it is considered that the

case warrants it, will recommend that

the senate sit as a court to try the

jurist. Representatives of the labor

unions of Pueblo, Cripple Creek and

Colorado Springs arrived yesterday and

joined the Anti-Injunction League, which

is a confederation of 30 labor unions of

Denver, in a parade as a demonstration

of protest against the action of Judge

Whitford, and a memorial has been pre-

sented to both houses of the legisla-

ture, asking for the impeachment of

Judge Whitford. The result is not known
at this writing. Verily the life of a

judge who tries to do his duty is not a

happy one. The Master Builders' As-

sociation, however, in an open letter to

Judge Whitford, upholding his action, de-

clares that if the time has come when
the decision of the courts, and laws en-

acted by the legislature are to be decided

by parades in the streets, it is time for

the citizens to "get busy" and let the

courts and lawmakers know what they

think about it. The parade, they declare,

has no other purpose than intimidation.

The Leyden coal mine, 17 miles from

Denver, and owned chiefly by the Moffat

crowd, in which 10 men were killed

a month or so ago, is to be reopened. A
new shaft will be sunk half a mile west

of the old No. 2 shaft, which is also be-

ing restored; both shafts are to be lined

with concrete and steel. The No. 1 shaft

will be restored in the same manner. A
school has been started at the mine for

the purpose of teaching the miners the

use of oxygen helmets and pulmotor ma-

chines, and 14 oxygen helmets will be
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placed permanently at the mine. J. C.

Roberts, the Government mine-rescue ex-

pert, is directing the work of the school.

This mine was producing about 700 tons

of lignite per diem, and supplied the

Denver City Tramway Company's power

plant.

In projecting transportation and drain-

age tunnels in various mining camps, the

great obstacle to success was the refusal

of many of the companies or owners who

would benefit thereby to contribute to the

expense of the work. This has happened

at Cripple Creek, Idaho Springs and

many other places; in fact, it always hap-

pens. Now a bill is to be introduced in

the State legislature, asking for authority

to create mine-drainage districts, provid-

ing that the money needed shall be raised

by special levy against all mining prop-

erty to be benefited in a certain district.

The passing of such a measure will be

of tremendous benefit to the State, as

many mine operators in various camps

are anxious and ready to commence tun-

nel-drainage work, and are only deterred

by the hoggish attitude of the few who
know they will be benefited but will not

"ante." It would also be of great ad-

vantage and incentive in the building of

the next deep-drainage tunnel at Cripple

Creek, for which estimates are now be-

ing prepared by the tunnel engineer. The
flow from the present tunnel is now 7300

gal. per minute.

Salt Lake City

Feb. 2—The Government mine-rescue

car No. 4, with headquarters at Rock

Springs, Wyo. was in Salt Lake, Jan. 25

and 26. This car will cover the south-

western part of Wyoming and all of

Utah. A demonstration was given at the

Y. M. C. A. in the use of the rescue

apparatus, as well as an illustrated lec-

ture on first aid to the injured by Dr. M.

J. Shields, field representative of the

American Red Cross Society. This was

well attended. The car, while in the

city, was open to the public. On the

return trip the car stopped at Garfield

and later a two months' tour of the coal-

mining camps of the State will be made,

during which time instruction will be

given to miners. S. S. Smith was in

charge.

The camp of the Utah Mines Coalition

near the head of Big Cottonwood Canon

was wiped out by a snowslide early in

the morning of Jan. 31. The slide was a

result of rains almost continuous

throughout the week and especially

heavy for two days previous to the

accident, and rising temperature. This

gave added weight to the snow, causing a

number of slides at Alta and in both of

the Cottonwoods. There were 22 men
at the mine, three of whom were killed,

and three injured. Several of the

office force, including General Manager
Strickland, who was at the property on a

trip of inspection, had a premonition of

impending danger, and took their bedding

from the office, camping in the main tun-

nel on the night before the slide occurea.

They were awakened at about 5.30 a. m.,

to find the mouth of the tunnel covered

with snow and debris. After about two

hours' work they dug their way through,

and met miners, who had escaped from

the bunk-house, and w;:e digging in to

meet them. The bunk-house, office,

compressor plant, blacksmith shop, and

tool house were wrecked or swept away
by the slide. Several of the miners were

dug out of the wrecked buildings unin-

jured. A party was sent to Brighton on

skis, and telephoned to Salt Lake and

Park City for assistance, which arrived

during the afternoon. The camp was
abandoned, and the dead and injured

brought down on sleds through Big Cot-

tonwood, late in the afternoon and

evening. More slides are expected.

While all the buildings are wrecked, the

damage to the machinery is thought not

to be great.

A second slide occured in Peruvian

Gulch about 8 a.m., killing one of the

two men who were working at the Peru-

vian mine. Later in the day, a third

slide occured at Alta from the mountain

across from the town, but did not ex-

tend far enough to do damage. Alta has

suffered from slides in past years,

usually in the spring, one of which des-

troyed most of the buildings, and killed

a number of people.

Ottawa, Can.

Feb. 2—The House of Commons com-

mittee on railways and canals, compris-

ing a large majority of the members of

the House, took action at today's session

which will add 2500 miles to Canada's

railways. One measure approved was

the bill incorporating the British Colum-

bia & Dawson Railway Company (capital

$10,000,000). The incorporators and

provisional directors are Belvidere

Brooks, John W. Kendrick, William C.

Pratt, Jean Walkenstein, Andrew T. Sul-

livan, Edmund C. Harris, of New York,

and James O. Clifford, of Chicago. The

road is to run from Lytton, B. C, along

the Fraser river to Fort George to the

mouth of the Stewart river, following the

latter by way of Stewart lake, Thatcher

river, Trembular lake, Middle river,

North Tacla lake, Driftwood river and

Bear lake, passing through Fort Con-

nelly, thence along the valley of the

Skeena river to a summit between the

Skeena and the Stickine rivers, down the

Stickine to Telegraph creek and thence

up Telegraph creek to the head waters of

Teslin river, following the same to the

northern boundary of British Columbia,

and from there on by the most feasible

route to Dawson, in the Yukon territory;

also from Ashcroft in British Columbia

to the Fraser river near where Big creek

enters it; also from a point at or near

Lillooet, along the south side of Seaton

and Anderson lakes, via Lillooet lake

and river and Harrison lake to Van-

couver. Total mileage, more than 1000.

Toronto

Feb. 4—The iron and steel interests

are urging on the Dominion gov-

ernment the restoration of the bounty on

steel rods which expires in June next,

contending that the tariff changes under

the agreement with the United States will

be disadvantageous to them. Manager M.

J. Butler, of the Dominion Steel corpora-

tion, is in Ottawa endeavoring to in-

fluence the Government to retain tnc

bounty.

Owing to an accident at Ragged Chutes

power at the Cobalt camp has latterly-

been very low, resulting in a falling off in

production. It was expected that n

would be shut off altogether at the end

of the week and that it would be some
days before the normal amount would be

again available. The smaller and more
isolated mines using hydraulic air have

either been cut off or working intermit-

tently for some time.

Alamos, Sonora

Jan. 28—The revolutionary disturb-

ance in northwestern Mexico have had

the effect of causing the suspension of

operations in several western Chihuahua

districts, owing to the impossibilities of

getting in supplies over the usual routes.

Practically all communication eastward

to Chihuahua and El Paso has been cut

off for weeks and the mine operators

have been obliged to ship bullion via

Sonora points and to get in supplies the

same way. The Dolores mine, belonging

to the Mines Company of America, re-

cently shipped a bullion consignment of

about 100,000 pesos, via Tonichi, on the

Yaqui River railroad to Guaymas. La

Republica mine shipped bullion out via

Alamos. The "insurrectos" have scrup-

ulously respected the property and rights

of Americans in all cases. The move-

ment of the trouble now seems to be to

the Sonora districts, about Sahuaripa.

The Palmarejo company, an English

corporation, operating near Chinipas, Chi-

huahua, is installing extensive mine and
mill equipment. In all nearly a million

dollars will be spent. The machinery is

tirely from German manufacturers, and
the attempt of these foreign machinery
makers to deliver the heavy machinery
on record time as contracted is watched
with interest (and amusement) locally.

The mill is being remodeled; a 15-k.m.

cable installed and electrical power, using

the old canal about 12 miles long. The
property has been in the hands of the

English company for about 20 years,

and in all more than 86,000,000 has been
expended and the dividend returns have
been about one-third of this or less.
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Thp Minin<5 News
Alaska

An item of considerable interest to the

mines in the vicinity of Cordova and the

interior is the reduction in the freight

, the Copper River & Northwestern

v. The reduction amounts to ap-

proximatelv 50 per cent.: and on a num-

ber of items such as coal. nay. gram,

ae and powder, will amount to 50

per cent.

Contracts have been let for sinking six

oil wells at Katalla. Two wells for the

Amalgamated Oil Company, two for

Clark Davis, and two for Camp 7. As-

sessment work for 1910 has been com-

pleted on these claims.

Finch & Campbell, of Spokane, have

purchased holdings on. Canon creek, near

Cooks inlet, and extensive hydraulic op-

erations are planned for the early spring.

Fidalgo-Alaska Copper—This company

will spend $25,000 to improve its prop-

erty on Fidalgo bay. Wharves, bunkers

and an aerial tramway will be built. T. J.

Donahue, J. Y. Ostrander and Charles

Schlossen. Cordova, are owners.

Beaver Dam—A tunnel is being driven

on this property. 40 miles from Valdez,

and the installation of a stamp mill is be-

ing considered.

Seward Gold—This company has just

purchased a 10-stamp mill to be run-

ning by May 15. S. E. Likes, Seward, is

superintendent.

Kenai-Star—This company has taken

over a number of claims on Cook's in-

let, and will install a stamp mill this

spring. George L. Chase, Hope, is in-

terested.

Mineral Creek—Preparations are being

made to install a stamp mill on the prop-

erty on Mineral creek, six miles from

Valdez. B. F. Millard and J. M. Lathrop

have charge of work.

Arizona

Gila County

Miami—Rumors have been current for

some time that Miami was having diffi-

culty with its new mill and that an un-

successful attempt had recently been

made to start concentrating the ore. In

a despatch to the Boston News Bureau,

J. Parke Channing says: "These rumors

are without a shred of foundation. Not a

:nd of ore nor a gallon of water has

c into the new mill. It will take about

iter plant

and pumping station in running condition

ire can ir mill is the

worl- in

ill under the guidance of l'r

- Richards, coupled with the experi-

ence of Mr. Burch. whose Nacozari and

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment'Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. The*

Morenci mills have been giving most ex-

cellent results without the necessity of

being rebuilt or remedied. I believe that

metallurgically and mechanically we

have the best copper mill in the world

and that its saving will be higher and the

costs lower than any other." Our own

information is to the effect that the de-

lay tn starting the Miami mill has been

due to trouble with the water pipe-line,

a cast-iron construction, which failed to

withstand the pressure and has had to

be replaced in part.

Inspiration—During January ore re-

serves were increased by over 1,300,000

tons of developed and 200,000 tons of

partly developed ore; total on Feb. 1,

17,328,000 tons of developed and 4,409,-

000 tons of partly developed ore, averag-

ing 2 per cent, copper.

Graham County

Arizona Copper—The report just made

public shows, for year ended Sept. 30,

1910. a surplus of £225,653, after re-

serving £20,000 for capital outlay.

struction, $15,539. Dividends were $60,-

000, leaving a surplus on Jan. 1, 1911,

of $58,691.

Kennedy Extension vs. Argonaut—The

hearing of this damage suit has been con-

tinued to April 3. The request of the

Kennedy to be allowed to raise from the

1400-ft. level of the Argonaut to the pres-

ent workings of the Kennedy is not

agreeable to the Argonaut, even though

the plaintiff company agrees to pay for

the use. of the machinery. The defend-

ant company avers that the shaft is

crowded with work, and that if so inter-

rupted the mine could not keep the mill

tonnage up to the requisite.

Eureka—A 95- ft. air and timber shaft

has been completed, and ore is being

taken out from the Cooley channel.

Butte County

Another diamond is reported to have

been found in the Cherokee district, north

of Oroville. by Benjamin Utz. It is said

to weigh \
l/2 carats. Utz also found

stone, pronounced good and sold to a lo-

cal jeweler, about a year ago near Oro-

ville on property owned by the Diamond

Match Company.

Burlington Gold Mines—This prop-

erty has been listed on the San Fran-

cisco Stock Exchange. The claims (12-1

acres) are situated in the Forbestown dis-

trict 23 miles east of Oroville. W. W
Stow, former owner, is reputed to have

produced over $1,000,000 with a 60

stamp mill. Directors are W. C. Rals

ton, H. T. Creswell, G. W. Grayson, E. B

Braden, W. S. Graham. Treasury stoct

is being sold for development and equip

ment.

California

Amador County

Oneida— Fairly good rock is being

found by the leasers along the south side

of Oneida valley in parts of the mine

that have not been extensively prospected.

A shaft has been sunk 100 ft. to get rid

of the clay mixed with the ore near the

surface. The Oneida is an old mine lying

between the Kennedy and the South Eu-

reka, near Jackson, which after an idle-

ness of several years was reopened 15

years ago by a three-compartment shaft

in the hanging-wall.

Bunker Hill In the six months ended

Dec. 31 the 20-stamp mill crushed 18.173

tons of ore, dropping 179 days 11 hours,

and averaging about five tons per stamp

per day; bullion produced amounted to

si 31,322. Actual operating expenses to-

t:.kd -KH.012: Labor. $43,233; electric

power, water and mine and mill supplies.

new holsl and partial mill con-

Calaveras County

California-Calaveras Mining Compan,

vs. Wall etal—This suit to set aside

trust deed made to secure an indebted

ness of $100,000 has been transferre

from the United States circuit court i

San Francisco to the superior court c

Calaveras county. The suit arises froi

the sale of the Alta mine situated be

tween Telegraph City and Knights Ferr

and includes 7200 acres of the Ranch

Estanilaus, sale price reported $300,00i

The stockholders of the company sueir

are chiefly residents of Chicago; they ai

represented by Paul Brown of that cit

The hearing will be continued April 4.

Eldorado County

Carpcndar—This gravel property coi

prising about 70 acres located on wh

is claimed to be one of the richest of tl

old channels in Eldorado county has be

contracted for sale by its owner, W.

Carpcndar, of Smiths Flat, near Placi
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ville to George H. Hayes. The contract

price and terms have not been made pub-

lic. The purchaser has surveyed a road

and will haul in machinery and supplies

and reopen the mine.

Hope Mining Company—The capital-

ization of this company is $200,000.

Gravel claims embracing 412 acres near

Placerville will be mined. The directors

chiefly residents of Modesto are H. Ben-

ton, R. M. Williams, J. S. Wootten, B.

Burger, J. F. Campbell.

Fresno County

Numerous locations and relocations

have been recorded in the latter half of

January, including quartz gravel placer,

and oil claims. The greater number of

these locations are oil placers in the re-

gion northwest of Coalinga, near the

foothills of the Coast range.

Nearly $100,000 worth of labor on oil

lands is represented in a single list from

the books of the county recorder in the

last half of January. The largest items

are $45,000 for labor by the Southeastern

Limited Oil Company on the Round
Mountain group, $20,000 by the Light

Oil Extension Company.

Humboldt County

California Mining and Dredging Syn-
.

dicate—The flume of this company at

Orleans on the Klamath river in the

northeastern part of Humboldt county,

which was broken by the heavy snows in

the middle of January, has been repaired

and the water turned on for operation. A
steady precipitation of rain followed the

snow and supplied an abundance of wa-

ter for mining purposes.

Kern County

In the last half of January a large

number of mining and oil locations were

filed with the county recorder in various

mining and petroleum districts, including

two whole sections in the Mojave mining

district, which were located as oil lands.

Some of the mining locations designate

gypsum as the mineral exposed in the

cropping but the actual purpose of these

filings is believed to be the development

of petroleum.

Early Sunrise Mining Company—W. A.

Penrod, of Santa Ana, superintendent, re-

ports that he has encountered a fairly

good vein containing a 2-in. streak of pay
ore. The initial cost of the property,

four years ago, was about $8000, and a

like amount has been expended in de-

velopment work. The tunnel is in about

1000 ft. and will be driven to connect

with a shaft which missed the vein.

Mariposa County

Original—The construction of ore-bins

and other buildings and surface improve-

ments are in progress at this mine near

El Portal on Merced river where a prom-
ising orebody has recently been devel-

oped. The mire is owned and operated

by men who are resident of Merced; G.
W. Engenhoff, superintendent.

Mt. Gaines Mining and Milling Com-
pany—Work has been resumed in mine
and mill of this property near Hornitos.

Crown Lead— In addition to the new
20-stamp mill recently erected at this

mine near Coulterville, the company is

installing an air compressor and other

modern mining machinery: An aerial

tramway connects mine and mill. The
property consists of claims extending about

16,000 ft. along the strike of the souther-

ly end of the mother lode region, and has

been operated intermittently for a num-
ber of years.

Nevada County

Champion Mines Corporation—The
properties of this corporation situated one
mile west of Nevada City have been
bonded to the North Star Mines Com-
pany with a six-months option of pur-

chase. The purchase price and details

of negotiations have not been made pub-

lic. The bonded property includes more
than 20 claims, mostly old producers. The
deal was negotiated by J. M. O'Brien, of

the Sultana group, who represented the

North Star, which fact gave rise to a

rumor that the North Star was about to

purchase the Sultana. This is the biggest

mining deal that has been made in Ne-

vada county in 20 years or more.

Murchie Mines Company— It is be-

lieved that the litigation involving the

mining properties operated by this com-

pany is in a fair way toward a settlement

that will enable the labor claimants as

well as other creditors to secure settle-

ments, and that the mine will resume

work.

Sacramento County

Natomas Consolidated of California—
This company has completed and put in

operation at Rebel hill on the American

river between Natoma and Folsom a new
dredge known as Natomas No. 8, con-

struction cost reported to be about $250,-

000. The capacity is 600 cu.yd. per hour

handled with buckets of 15 cu.ft. ca-

pacity. The first trial run was made

Jan. 22, and on the following day the

dredge was put in operation under in-

spection of officers of the company, mak-

ing a continuous run of l l/i hours, v/hich

was considered a record run for a new

boat. The construction was superintended

by L. D. Hopfield. The head offices of

the company are in the Alaska commer-

cial building, San Francisco; Newton

Cleaveland, general manager.

Shasta County

Western Gold Dredging Company—
This new incorporation, O. E. Sheppard,

Redding, president, capitalized for $25,-

000, has purchased a Du Bois suction

dredge formerly operated by the Con-

solidated Gold Dredging Company. The

boat was sunk in Sacramento river, and

the new company formed of five former

employees of the old company will re-

sume dredging on the river north of

Redding.

Tehama County

Northern California Gold Mining Com-
pany—This new incorporation, capital

stock $100,000, F. H. Mack president, is

organized to explore old workings on

Nunes bar in the Sacramento river near

the Shasta county line, north of Red

Bluff. This bar contains about 250 acres;

it was worked by placer miners in the

early fifties. The present company
has prospected the bar for gold and

platinum to a depth of 40 ft., and in-

stalled a steam shovel, centrifugal pump,

and Doak gas engine. The head office of

the company is at Oakland.

Colorado

Clear Creek County

Crown Point & Virginia—This prop-

erty, on Seaton mountain, which has been

closed down for several years, is to be

worked by W. Renshaw, who has a lease

and bond. The advent of the Central

tunnel into that section has caused the

water to recede from the 800-ft. shaft

and a force of men will be employed at

once in developing new territory. In

early days surface workings produced
$500,000.

Gilpin County

Old Town—Pike & Co., leasers, have
received settlement for 18 tons of ore;

net profit $83 per ton.

Chase—Shipments from the 500 level

of this property, in the Russell district,

are reported to give returns of 15 oz. gold

and 21 oz. silver for first-class, and 6 oz.

gold and 19 oz. silver for second-class

ore.

Baker—Sommers & Co., on this Quartz

hill mine, recently shipped about 6442
tons of smelting ore that returned S93
per ton, 21 tons of screenings yielding

$17 per ton, and 60 tons of mill ore.

Lake County—Leadville

Nevada—The shaft has been un-

watered and the level is being cleaned

out preparatory to searching for the

high-class lead ore discovered in the

upper workings.

Kankaka Tunnel—The tunnel is in

2000 ft. from the portal in Birdseye

gulch, and is being pushed ahead to tap

the London fault.

Crown Point and Pinnacle—At this

property, on Rock hill, the shaft has

been re-timbered, drifts cleaned our,.

machinery installed and underground
work started.

Progressive—The work of unwatering

the shaft has been commenced, and the

manager is making plans for the develop-

ment of the property.
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Saguache County

Rowley Mining Company—The driv-

ing of a 6000-ft development and drain-

age tunnel to tap the vein at the 1200-

ft level is to be begun, probably un-

der contract. There are 7000 ft. of work-

ings. This is a close corporation, com-

posed main'v of New York men.

S^n J lan Region

Slide—A streak of argentite or

IS in wide has been cut in this mine in

Galena basin operated under lease by

Lew Loveland and John Yeager.

Vermillion—In the Rattle tunnel of

this mine at Animas forks an 8-ft. vein

earning 20 per cent lead, 62 oz. silver

and 0.S oz. gold is reported to have

been cut.

Gold King—A development crew has

been employed for several months at this

Silverton property.

Silver Ledge—Workings are being ex-

tended on to the north on the third,

fourth and fifth levels.

Iowa—The galena streak encountered

in the South drift has widened to 12 in.

in 60 feet.

Summit County

In the Frisco section, the King Solo-

mon tunnel has now been driven 4871

ft., and has cut, it is said, 11 veins which

wi'll be developed by the manager. S.

H Alexander. The Mary Verna tunnel,

also near Frisco, is in 3,000 ft. The Sur-

prise mine, on Chief mountain, is also

driving a tunnel to develop at depth a

vein which shipped high-grade ore in the

early days.

Teller County

£/ Paso—U is reported that in the

Charles Ladd lease, on block 28 on Bea-

con hill the vein is 3 ft. in width, and

gives high gold returns. The fifth and

sixth levels are being worked on com-

panv account. With 30 sets of leasers

there are about 200 miners engaged.

Vindicator—Cole & Co., leasing on

block 6 on Bull hill, are producing about

500 tons of 1-oz. gold ore per month. The

annual report gives the production for

1910 at 33.150 tons; value. $944,105. The

profit from mining, after deducting

freight, treatment and total mine expenses,

is S216.308. Cash balance after pay-

ment of SI 80,000 in dividends, was $125,-

Hride of Cripple Creek—From this

mine, on Ironclad hill, 24 cars of ore

were shipped in January. It is stated

that in the louer workings there is a vein

ft. in width that is producing ore of

about 1 oz. gold value.

American Eagle* Four carloads of

ore. carrying, from 2 to 5 oz. gold per ton,

ar ,
| to have been shipped re-

cently in one day by the Colorado Mines

and Investment Company, leaser from

Stratton's Estate.

Anchoria-Leland—\r\ this Gold Hill

mine eight sets of leasers are break-

ing and shipping $12 to $20 ore.

Ajax—lr\ this mine, on Bull hill, there

are over 20 sets of leasers at work. Van-

atta & Co., leasing on the 400 level, are

said to have 4 ft. of ore that is yielding

3 oz. gold per ton.

Elkton—From the Elkton dump, White

& Alexander are shipping three cars per

month of $8 to $10 ore.

Free Coinage—The Altman Leasing

Company, operating the 450- ft. level of

the Pinto, are said to have struck a new

4-ft. vein of ore rich enough to bring the

the average grade of Pinto ore up to $60

per ton.

Stratton Estate—The Ophir May, on

Bull hill, is shipping three carloads of

2-oz. gold ore per week to the Portland

mill. White & Co. are leasers.

Strattons' Independence—The produc-

tion for December was 2633 tons of ore

averaging 18 dwt. 6 gr. per ton; low-

grade mine and dump ore milled, 9bl9

tons; net profits were $10,929, less $1900

for special development.

Idaho

Coeur d'Alene District

Caledonia—Manager McKinnis reports

that the tunnel has advanced 125 ft., and

that the heavy ground encountered last

month has been passed. He denies cir-

culated rumors that the property is leased

from Bunker Hill & Sullivan. Only a

small orebody crossing the end line be-

tween the 300- and 500- ft. levels is be-

ing worked under royalty to the Federal

company. Receipts have arrived from

Land Office for the 34 acres claimed.

Indiana

Gibson County

The coal mines in the Oakland City

district are having the dullest period of

the year and many miners are idle. The

Winslow mines, employing 200 men, are

shut down, and Ayrshire mine No. 4 is

running with only part of the force. The

Massey mines are running only part

time.

A showing of oil obtained in well drill-

ing in this field has caused a great deal

of interest. While the wells so far com-

pleted may not prove paying ventures, 10

ft. of oil sand were penetrated and the

formation has the appearance of nearing

a productive territory. Operators watch-

ing the results are hopeful.

Greene County

Twin Oak Coal Company—Incorporated

to mine coal, clay and other minerals.

The principal office will be in Linton,

Ind., and the mining will be done in

Greene county.

Island Valley—This mine has closed

for two weeks on account of scarcity of

orders. The mine has had a continuous

full-time run for nearly eight months.

Knox County

Bicknell and Glen Ayr—There has

been a strike for three weeks. The

board will endeavor to settle the disputes

in a few days.

Owen County

Stewart Coal Mining Company—Ar-

ticles of incorporation have been filed

with the Secretary of State; capital

stock is $4000. Sherman W. Stewart,

Serug Demarcus, C. F. Allison and J. H.

Murphy are directors.

Sullivan County

Belleview—The holdings of the com-

pany, consisting of a mine near Carlisle,

and 800 acres of leased coal land, were

sold at public auction.

Vermillion County

Miners in the Clinton field complain

of the miners' trains, and have taken

their grievance to the president of the

district union. The miners are asking

for better cars and better handling of

the trains for transporting them to and

from the mines.

The operators charge 50c. a man each

two weeks, and pay the railroad company

$75 a month for each mine for the trains.

The average mine employs about 250

men and they ride on the trains about

which there is much complaint.

Clinton Field—All the mines in the

Clinton field have resumed operation;

about two-thirds time has been the aver-

age during the month of January.

Vigo County

Hall-Zimmerman—A force of men

have started sinking on the 200-acre tract

of coal land owned by the Vigo Clay

Company, west of Terre Haute.

Sugar Valley—This company is in-

stalling a new over cast and otherwise

improving the ventilation in the mine,

near West Terre Haute, and the Deep

Vein mine has resumed operations.

Minnesota

Cuyuna Range

A recent report claimed the finding of

rich ore on section 4, township 45, range

29, but more recent information is to the

effect that the material found was in

part low-grade ore, but mostly schist.

Rogers-Brown Ore—It is reported that

this company has awarded the contract

to the New York Foundation Company

for its third concrete shaft, to be sunk in

the near future, on the northwest quarter

of section 11, township 46, range

29. The shaft will be similar to the

others which the Foundation Companv

has sunk for the Rogers-Brown ,
Com-
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pany, and will contain five compartments.

The overburden in this vicinity is about

60 ft.

Inland Steel Company—A brick office

building has been erected on section 11,

township 46, range 29, where the com-

pany is preparing tc sink a shaft.

Oliver Iron Mining—This company ex-

pects to open a new property near Gil-

bert in the spring. The property is said

to lie between the Mariska mine and the

Gilbert-Bender mine. The former prop-

erty has an estimated tonnage of 200,000

tons; the latter 11,095,000 tons. The new

property is to be worked by underground

methods.

Hobart—This mine is expected to re-

sume operations in the spring, after a

cessation of activity for the last two

years, due to legal entanglements in con-

nection with the title.

Vermillion Range

Aimar—The finding of ore running up

to 63 per cent, iron in No. 2 shaft, at a

depth of about 40 ft. is reported on this

property on section 15, township 62

north range 14 west. The directors are

L. L. Culbertson, E. J. Bunker, C. A.

Lannigan, W. A. McClaran, Dr. E. J.

Bowers and Elois Elmer.

North American—The shaft, recently

completed by the New York Foundation

Company is 6x14 ft. in section and 98 ft.

deep. A steel shaft house, 65 ft. high,

will soon be erected by the American

Bridge Company. The plant is equipped

with two 200-h.p. boilers, a hoist capable

of hoisting five tons from a depth of

1500 ft., and an eight-drill compressor.

The shaft is now progressing at a rate of

about 50 ft. per month.

Minnesota Steel and Iron—Satisfactory

ore has been found and this company,

controlled by T. J. Walsh and associates,

expects soon to erect a mining plant

similar to that installed at the North

American Mining Company's property.

Rice Bay Development—This company
is exploring land in section 35, township

63, range 15, held under option at a

royalty of 25c. per ton. There is a 100-

ft. shaft on the property and a diamond

drill operating from the bottom of this

shaft is reported to have encountered

marketable ore at a depth of 30 feet.

Missouri

Foristell—A deposit of Cartnaginian

marble was discovered a few years ago,

five miles from Floristell, on the Wa-
bash railroad. It is on the property of

Frederick Schrader, has been tested in

some places to a depth of 1000 ft. and
has a known extent of about 80 acres.

Samples tested at Columbia and Wash-
ington universities were of a quality

equal to the Tennessee gray marble.

Montana

Butte District

North Butte—On the Edith May vein

the east drift on the 2200-ft. level has

been driven 100 ft. and the ore en-

countered is of good grade. On the 1600-

ft. level of the Jesse vein a crosscut

has been driven into the hanging-wall

and a band of ore 3 ft. wide encountered.

On the 1700-ft. and 1800-ft. levels the

band is shown to have widened out to

between 6 and 10 ft. and the same body
will be prospected for on the 2000-ft.

level where the west drift has disclosed

an orebody 150 ft. long averaging 6 ft.

in width and assaying 6 per cent, copper

and 7.5 oz. silver.

Davis-Daly— It is learned that F. A.

Heinze has invested about $60,000 for

the company in securing working bonds

on two gold properties, in Alaska and

Porcupine, and has made a concession

to the demands of the New England

shareholders allowing them to appoint

three new directors and two more mem-
bers on the executive board, thus giving

them a majority in the management.

Deer Lodge County

At the Revenue mine the new ore bins

are nearing completion and shipments

will be begun shortly to the Washoe
smeltery. Ore containing free gold has

recently been encountered. At the Trilby

mine adjoining the Holdfast, an addi-

tional force of men has been put to

work. The last shipment of ore from the

Hidden Lake group returned over $38

per ton.

Fergus County

New Year—The mine and mill have re-

cently been turned over to the newly or-

ganized Rheingold Mining Company by

Joseph Meredith, formerly receiver of the

property and operations will be begun at

once, after a shutdown of several years,

due to dissension among the various own-

ers.

Granite County

Ole Roland, John Lawlor, Thomas Mc-
Grath, Tim Calnan and Joseph Lekpe

have recently secured a lease on the

Venezuela mine and commenced opera-

tions. It is reported that Pat Wall and

others have secured an option from Ye-

gen Brothers on the Gold Coin property

which was recently examined by C. B.

Clark.

Hidden Lake—Regular shipments are

now being made and a body of good gold

ore has recently been opened. The leach-

ing plant recently installed is giving sat-

isfactory results.

Jefferson County

Hollyland—W. O. Williams has re-

cently struck a 17-in. vein of high-grade

gold and silver ore. The property is sit-

uated in the Jefferson City district.

Amazon Development—A 4-ft. vein

bearing silver, lead and copper, has re-

cently been cut in the face of the 350-ft.

crosscut tunnel. Drifts will be started

on the vein.

Lincoln County

Montana Silver and Lead Mining—

A

new tunnel which will give a depth of

1200 ft. is being driven from the Cherry

Creek side of the property. A compressor

will be installed.

Madison County

Activity is noted among leasers in the

vicinity of Virginia City and some of the

ore being shipped to the Washoe smeltery

at Anaconda will average over $100 per

ton. Interest is being displayed locally

in the possibilities of the old river chan-

nel between First lake and Granite creek

which is covered over by wash. The
Easton and Pacific properties are among
the steady producers.

Winnetka—Superintendent Bell states

that a mill will be erected on the prop-

erty as soon as the weather permits.

Weekly shipments are being made.

Apex—The management states that a

10-stamp mill will be built.

Mt. Royal—Machinery has arrived for

a 60-ton cyanide plant; an air compressor
has been installed and development work
is being pushed at the Shakespear group

of mines 15 miles southwest of Phillips-

burg. The cyanide plant will be com-
pleted early in the year.

Southern Cross—The leaching plant

has been shut down and the men in the

mill laid off, although it is stated that

the results have been entirely satisfac-

tory. The mill has been running on waste

ore from the dump, crushing about 6000
tons since fall. The miners are still at

work.

Sanders County

Jim Fisk—A 50-ton shipment, taken

from a 2- ft. pay streak is now ready.

Yellowstone County

Republic Coal—No. 2 mine recently

produced 1622 tons of coal in an eight-

hour shift which is claimed to be the

Montana record. In accordance with the

provisions of the October agreement semi-

monthly pay days have been instituted.

Nevada

Nye County

Ore shipments from Tonopah for tile

week ended Jan. 28 were: Tonopah Min-
ing, 3200 tons; Belmont, 2057; Montana-
Tonopah. 1057; Tonopah Extension, 980;

West End, 375; Midway, 50; total 7719
tons, the estimated value being $192,-

975.

White Pine County

Giroux—The annual report for the year

ended Dec. 31, 1910, states that 9,620,000
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com. porphyry ore have

been developed by churn drilling, that

ield 2oJ.0T0.000 lb. copper. The

mine is expected to produce high-

smelting ore in the next three or four

months. The company has cash available

$444,726, besides which the Butte & Ely,

a subsidiary company, has $242,037, a

total of 5686,763. The total assets in

. cess of liabilities are $1,431,084. First-

mortgage bonds aggregating S40.400 in

;iue were retired during the year.

leaving a balance now outstanding of

700. The 600-gal. pump on the

1200-ft level of the Giroux shaft went

into commission on Jan. 30 and is handl-

ing the water with great ease. The 1200-

gal. pump on the same level will go into

commission within a few days. A sta-

tion has been cut on the 1400-ft. level

of the Giroux shaft and work of raising

the remaining three compartments of the

shaft has commenced and should be com-

pleted to the 1200 level in about four

weeks.

New Mexico
Grant County

Chemung—Preparations are being

made to resume operations at this prop-

erty in the Burro mountains. A pump

weighing about four tons has been moved

from Copper Flat to Tyrone and will be

installed at No. 2 shaft.

Socorro County

Ernestine— In the week ended Jan. 21,

655 tons were milled. A completed 'exam-

ination and sampling of the property have

been completed.

Deadwood Mines—Tank wagons are

being used to deliver crude oil for the

De La Verne engine.

Gold Dust— East and west drifts are

reported to have advanced 250 ft. in ore.

Mogollon Gold and Copper—At the

Cooney raising from the main tunnel is

reported in progress.

Pennsylvania

Bituminous Coal

Maryland Coal Company—This com-

pany has sold its mine at St. Michael in

Cambria county to the Berwind White

Coal Company, and the new owner took

charge Feb. 1. The price paid has not

been announced, but is reported to be

not far from $1,000,000. The St. Michael

mine was completed last year; the main

deep, with p'umpn

'.g plants and steel tipple of the

Ign. There is also a miners'

the company. The prop-

ibOUl WOO acres ol coal

land.

;is

t Ma rath'

Of nitnr

Utah

Officials of the International Smelting

Company and Salt Lake route have had

conferences relative to constructing a

railroad line from Tintic to Ely, Nev.

Surveys have been made and the line

would be about 100 miles long. It would

connect with the Giroux mine at Ely,

and traverse several mining camps in-

cluding Deep Creek, where are large de-

posits of silver, lead and copper ores.

The proposed line would probably be the

means of providing the Tooele smelter

with a large tonnage of ore in addition to

the output from Giroux.

Juab County

Beck Tunnel—The drift being driven

for the Uncle Sam orebody is in about

400 ft., and it is thought there remain

about 50 ft. yet to be driven.

Emerald—Work is being carried on

from the 2000- ft. level of the Opex by

this company, in search of the Centen-

nial-Eureka ore system.

Ir.on Blossom—The showing in and

about the cave is reported to be good.

The ore is soft, and no powder is re-

quired, in mining, though all work must

be caught up and timbered immediately.

In places the ore is 60 ft. wide, and is

stated to run high in silver. Lead ore is

being blocked out from a raise above the

500- ft. level.

Uncle Sam—Production is reported to

be in the neighborhood of $1000 a day,

with 14 men working on ore. More ore

is being developed than extracted. The

main stope has followed the body for

280 ft., and is still in ore. In places it is

50 to 60 ft. in width.

Yankee—Development is being done in

search of the Colorado orebody from the

300-ft. level of the new shaft. A con-

tinuation of the orebody in dispute be-

tween the Uncle Sam and Beck Tunnel

is expected about 100 ft. below the main

tunnel. The shaft is down about 1500-

ft. and good progress is being made in

sinking, in spite of having to raise water

daily. No rock is being brought to the

surface, but is being dumped into the

large cave encountered some time ago.

May Day—The mill is handling about

30 tons of ore daily. Mill ore will be ob-

tained from some of the leases which ex-

pired Feb. 1.

Victoria—The crosscut on the 1000-

ft. level broke into ore recently about 30

ft. from the station. New ore bins are

being built.

Midnight—Work is being done on these

claims near Canon siding in East Tintic.

The tunnel has reached the 150-ft. point.

Sioux Consolidated Work is being

continued on the shipping ore in the

win/e. mentioned previously as being 12

ft in width.

Gold Chain The pipe line between the

Of and the mine is laid.

Salt Lake County

Bingham-Ncw Haven—A consider-

able cave occurred recently in one

of the stopes. It is understood that

preparations for smelting an increased

tonnage are being made by the Inter-

national.

Utah Copper—Three sections of the

Arthur mill will be completely remodeled

within 30 days, to handle as large a ton-

nage as that for which the mill was ori-

ginally designed.

Utah Mines Coalition—The second ore-

body in the tunnel has been followed 200

ft. to the west. The face shows ore V/2

ft. wide at the top of the drift, and 3 l/2
ft. wide at the bottom. Assays run from

60 to 100 oz. in silver, and 10 to 12 per

cent, lead with some gold. About 8 ft.

a day is being driven and from 12 to 15

tons of first-class ore mined. Shipments

have been interfered with by the last

storm but will be resumed.

Summit County

Grasselli—This company's zinc plant

at the lower end of Park City is reported

to have been shut down to make some re-

pairs and changes in the machinery. Lit-

tle concentrates have been turned out

since the first of the year. The auxil-

iary plant built to treat tailings along

Poison creek has had a tryout, but has

not yet been placed in commission. Elec-

tric power is used.

Silver King Coalition—The strike

recently made on the 1550 level is being

drifted on in two directions. From four

to five mine cars of carbonate ore car-

rying galena are being taken out daily in

development. A shipment of 41,000 lb.

was made the week ended Jan. 27.

Virginia—Work in the California prop-

erty has opened a vein up to 6 ft. in

width. An average of several samples

from above the old workings gave 22.1

per cent, zinc, 7.36 oz. silver, 13.17 per

cent, lead, and 60c. gold. The Virginia

company's lease will expire Oct. 1.

. Washington
Chelan County

Washington Iron and Steel—Buildings

have been erected and the construction

of the smeltery at Blewett will be begun.

Ferry County

McKinley—Bids for 50 ft. of cross-

cutting in the bottom of the 150-ft. shaft

are being asked. The property is at

Orient; $25,000 will be spent for im-

provements.

West Virginia

Braxton County

C. H. Taney, of Wheeling, and J. J

Williamson, of Bridgeport, O., have

brought suit to enforce a sale of coa

land in this county, which they claim t<

have made to the Pittsburg-Buffalo Coa

Company.
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Brooke County

Steubenville & Panhandle Coal Com-
pany—Work has begun on a tract of 500

acres near Wellsburg.

Mingo County

Turkey Gap Coal Company—A new

washing and electric plant is being in-

stalled at the Freeburn colliery at De-

Iorme.

Canada

The following are the returns of ore

movements for the week ended Jan. 28:

Boundary, 36,371 tons; Rossland, 4752

tons; Slocan-Kootenai, 4234 tons; total

shipments, including the estimated mill-

ing, were 45,347 tons, and for the year

to date, 136,042 tons. British Columbia

Copper Company's receipts, 12,653 tons;

Granby smeltery, 21,881 tons; Consol-

idated company, 7127 tons; total receipts,

including concentrates, 41,661 tons, and

for the year to date, 124,676 tons.

Nova Scotia

Dominion Steel Corporation—General

Manager M. J. Butler states that the

company is at present turning out 800

tons of pig iron per day. The output of

steel per month is 26,500 tons, the rail

output 13,000 tons and the production of

rods from 8000 to 9000 tons. The rail

market is in an exceptionally healthy con-

dition owing to activity in railroad con-

struction. The company has three cargoes

of rails on the way to Prince Rupert,

making the voyage round the Horn.

About 3000 men are employed at the

steel plant and about 1500 more getting

out iron ore and limestone.

Ontario-Cobalt

Little Nipissing—An investigation of

the company's books has definitely ascer-

tained that an over-issue of authorized

stock has been made. This issue has not

been in excess of the company's capi-

talization of $1,500,000, but so far as

can be learned, 1 ,250,000 shares have been

issued the receipts for which do not

show on the books. A special meeting

of shareholders has been called for Feb.

17.

McKinley-Darragh— At the annual

meeting held Jan. 31 the report of the re-

tiring general manager, P. A. Robbins,

was presented, showing silver recovered

during 1910 amounting to 2,226,766 oz.

from the McKinley-Darragh and 412,778

oz. from the Savage, of a total estimated

value of $1,426,856. The net profits of

1910 were $983,043; ore reserves on Jan.

1 were 6,041,500 oz. The cost of pro-

duction of the McKinley-Darragh was
14.50c. per oz., and of the Savage 21.21

cents.

Temiskaming—Good ore is reported at

a depth of 540 ft. in a winze sunk from
the 500-ft. level, this being the deepest

working in the camp.

Beaver—The main shaft has almost

reached the 400-ft. level. A station has

been cut at the 350-ft. level and a cross-

cut is being run to pick up the main

vein. On the 300-ft. level No. 5 vein

has opened up into a rich oreshoot, 1 1 to

16 in. wide, which is better than any of

the ore shoots at 200- ft. depth.

Badger—Four of the directors of the

Crown Reserve were elected directors of

the Badger on Feb. 1 and Colonel Carson

became vice-president.

Ontario—Porcupine

Hughes—These claims, about half a

mile to the north of Porcupine lake, on

which free gold was recently found in

a 10-ft. vein, have been bought by the

Flynn Brothers, of the Porcupine Gold

Mining Company. Stripping is being done

under direction of Thomas J. Flynn and

a shaft will shortly be put down.

Porcupine Exploration—This company
has recently acquired 28 gold claims, in-

cluding the McPortland & Morris claims

in Tisdale; seven McRae claims in

Whitney, the James Ryan claims, Deloro;

and the three Lindberg claims, Tisdale.

Hugh H. Sutherland is in charge of work,

and stripping operations on the McPort-

land & Morris and Lindberg claims are

stated to have resulted in good showings.

Mancha-Nevvman Syndicate—Work has

been begun by a force of 20 men on a

group of 13 claims in southeastern

Deloro.

Leyson—These five locations in North

Whitney near the Scottish Ontario have

been sold by A. J. Young, of North Bay,

to Major Vane.

Foster—These locations have been pur-

chased by F. Augustus Heinze, of Butte,

Mont., and associates.

Mexico

Pacific Smelting and Mining—Accord-

ing to its second annual report, the com-

pany had on Dec. 31, 1910, cash and ac-

counts receivable totaling $157,159; ac-

counts payable, $134,900. Walter Har-

vey Weed has been appointed consulting

geologist.

Chihuahua

Alvarado Mining and Milling—As a

result of a recent test conducted by

Dave Fennessy, consulting engineer, as-

sisted by William Nordholm, of the

Minneapolis Steel and Machinery Com-
pany, and L. A. Watts, of the Allis-

Chalmers Company, the power plant was

accepted. James I. Long is general

manager of this Parral operation.

Veta Colorado—Machinery in the new
Parral plant is being given a thorough

trial. A scarcity of labor is reported.

Iguana—P. B. Butler has leased this

mine, east of Parral, and will develop.

Santa Ines—Shipments of a car a day

are being maintained from this property,

near the Palmilla. Over 100 men are

employed. Sarabia and Botello in

charge.

Argentina y Anexas—This group, in

the Minas Nuevas district, is reported to

have been sold by Alvino Garcia y Her-

manos and associates to a Mexico City

syndicate for a sum stated as about

$300,00(1.

Alfarenz—The shaft has been sunk

over 40 ft. The Alvarado company re-

cently purchased this property from the

Hidalgo Mining Company. I. N. Stanton

is mine superintendent.

Jalisco

Zapote—This group of copper prop-

erties, adjoining the Magistral, Ameca
district, is reported to have been bonded
to E. A. Montgomery, of Los Angeles, for

$100,000.

Sonora

The Manhattan Exploration Company,
of New York, is operating extensively in

the Yaqui river region of Sonora. The
company has under development the fol-

lowing properties: The Promontorio, La

Mesita and Magistral, all in the vicinity

of La Dura. M. S. MacCarthy, of Ala-

mos, is general manager.

Penn-Sonora Mining—An increase in

the working force and adition to equip-

ment are being made.

Con Virginia Mining—Moderate opera-

tions are being carried on under the di-

rection of the Banco de Sonora.

Mina Mexico—The present workers

announce that the smeltery will be blown-

in by the first of March.

El Tajo Mining—An average of four

cars of concentrates per month is ex-

ported to the El Paso smeltery.

Africa

Rhodesia

Gold production in December is re-

ported at 47,367 oz., or 9791 oz. less than

in November. For the 12 months ended

Dec. 31, the total was 616,904 oz. in

1909, and 612,656 oz.—or $12,663,600 in

1910; a decrease of 4248 oz. Other min-

eral production in December included

15,117 oz. silver, 57 tons lead, 5526 tons

chrome ore, 25 tons asbestos and 13,615

tons coal.

West Africa

Gold production of the Gold Coast and

Ashanti in December was 15,042 oz. For

the 12 months ended Dec. 31, the total

was 235,972 oz. bullion in 1909, and 185,-

493 oz. in 1910; a decrease of 50.479 oz.

The bullion reported in !910 was equal to

$3,674,087, or 177.750 oz. fine gold.

Asia

Korea

Oriental Consolidated—The gold pro-

duction for January was $150,500.
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Coal Trade Review
New York, Feb. S—Little new is re-

ported from the coal trade in the West.

There is still a surplus of coal at the

chief consuming centers, but the cold

weather and the severe storms which have

prevailed over a large part of the country

will help to correct this by increasing

consumption and at the same time im-

peding transportation. Mines generally

are less active than they were.

The seaboard bituminous trade con-

tinues dull; demand for steam coal is

light. Miners and dealers alike are hop-

ing for improvement as spring trade

opens.

Anthracite trade is quieter than usual

and consumption is light for the season.

Some mines are beginning to shorten time

and reduce production.

Coal and Coke Railway— It is reported

that negotiations are going on for the

sale of this road to the Baltimore & Ohio.

The line extends from Elkins, W. Va., to

Charleston, with several branches, about

196 miles in all. It serves a number

of mines, and its purchase would bring

some important coal traffic to the Balti-

more & Ohio.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal shipments of railroads in the

Southwestern Association—covering Mis-

souri. Kansas, Arkansas and Oklahoma

—

in 1910 were 8.800,000 tons, a decrease

of 4.371.000 tons from 1909; the result

of the practical suspension of mining

from April to September.

Anthracite shipments in January were

as follows, in long tons:

1910. 1911. Changes.

Beading 1.186.123 1.184.280 D. 50.842
--.'./-lii 1,021.441 I. 147, mi7

\ J Central 617,009 772,180 I. 155,121

kawanna 829,786 863,371 I. :*:»,">H5

. . 4X9,290 611,768 I. 122,468

Ola.... 660,272 691.917 1. 41,646

Brie
'

.... 647,126 678,531 I. 131,406

, Out.* West. 214,874 280,688 I. 16,809

Total... 6,:»x;.GlH 5.904,117 I. 597,499

Total increase this year. 11.3 per cent.

All the companies showed gains except

the Philadelphia & Reading. The tonnage

this year was unusually large for Jan-

• uary.

Coastwise shipments of coal from

chief Atlantic ports, year ended Dec. 31,

long ions:

Anthracite. Bltom. T<.tni Pi rOt

-; "; l . i

T-.Uil ' l "" "

in I'M') «raa 2,644 102

- cent. New Yorl includes

all the h;irbor shipping points; Norfolk

inch; illi Point

Current Prices of"

Metal. Minerals. Coal

and Stocks, Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

New York
Anthracite

Feb. 8—Anthracite trade has been

quiet, so far as domestic sizes are con-

cerned. A heavy snowstorm this week

is interfering with harbor and local de-

liveries, and the touch of winter may

stir up trade a little. Steam size trade

is fair, with rice and barley a little short.

Schedule prices for domestic sizes are

$4.75«for lump, $5 for egg and stove and

$5.25 for chestnut, all f.o.b. New York

harbor. For steam sizes current quota-

tions are $3 (a 3.25 for pea; $2.40 ft/ 2.75

for buckwheat; $ 1.95 ft/ 2.25 for buck-

wheat No. 2 or rice; $1.40 ft/ 1.55 for bar-

ley; all according to quality, f.o.b. New

York harbor.

Bituminous

The seaboard soft-coal trade continues

disappointing, but dealers are looking

forward to a good spring trade. For the

present New England buying is light,

and harbor trade is dull. The snowstorm

has impeded deliveries this week.

Prices are about the same. Gas coals

bring $lft/ 1.10 at mine for M-in-, 95c.@

$1 for run-of-mine, and 70c. for slack.

Fair steam coals can be had for $2.60.

f.o.b. New York harbor, lower grades

down to $2.35 ft/ 2.45, with better coals

up to $2.85ft/2.90. Present demand is

chiefly for the lower-priced coals.

Car supply is good. Transportation is

held up by the storm. There is plenty

of coal at tide, however, and delays may
help to clear off some of the stocks:

In the coastwise trade it is hard to get

vessels on account of the stormy weather.

Quite a number are locked up at Eastern

ports. This situation, however, is only

temporary. Rates are a little irregular

for the time being. In a general way

X()ft/90c. is paid for larger vessels from

Philadelphia to Boston and Portland.

Small boats get 05ft/ 75c. from New York

to points around Cape Cod; 40ft/ 55c. to

Providence and Sound ports.

Mirmintrham

Feb. <> The railroads are working hard

in the Birmingham district to keep up

i
i the demand for cars. The weather

has been like spring for several weeks

now but that does not appear to disturb

the market conditions. Considerable de-

velopment is on throughout Alabama in

the coalfields and several new mines are

being opened. Coal prices which have

been better for four or five months past

than for a couple of years heretofore, are

being maintained. Coal shipments to

Southern ports are being increased right

along as transportation service is sup-

plied.

Coke is still in good demand with the

production kept steady.

Chicago

Feb. 7—A flat market has continued

for coal, both western and eastern, in

the last week. Large supplies from

nearly every source have led to price

cutting. Operators are beginning to les-

seen shipments to this market, and the

process should continue until the ratio

of demand to supply becomes greater.*

Mild weather is largely responsible for

this condition, and the old tendency to

make Chicago a dumping ground for coal

not sold elsewhere seems to be increas-

ing. The result is forced cutting of

prices to escape demurrage charges. At

the beginning of this week receipts are

being lessened by delays on the railways

and this has a tendency to stiffen prices,

though the effect probably will be but

temporary. Much Illinois coal, this mar-

ket's chief supply, has been sold at sac-

rifice prices in the last week, the only

strong size being screenings. Steam coals

as well as domestic need a condition of

smaller supply or greater demand, or

both, to strengthen the market.

Illinois and Indiana lump, very weak,

sells for $2ft}2.55; run-of-mine for

$1.65ft/ 1.75 and screenings for $1.50ftJ

$1.65. Of coals from east of Indiana,

the strongest is smokeless, which has

been restricted in shipments and has held

up well to the circular prices of $3.95

for lump and $3.30 for run-of-mine.

Hocking is rather weak, with the circular

price of $3.40 cut at time to $3.10. An-

thracite moves steadily, though lightly,

with supplies of all sizes plentiful.

Cleveland
Feb. 6—Coal trade is quiet, with light

demand both for steam and domestic sup-

plies. Factories are beginning to use

a little more than they have been; but

there is plenty of coal in stock. Car

supply is good.

Prices are nominally unchanged, but

the market is rather weak.

Indianapolis
Feb. (') There has been a slump in the

coal-mining business in the block coal-
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field. The bottom has fallen out of the

market. The mines have been running

full time for many months and the lull

which is now in the market is the first

for some time.

Other mining operations are quiet, and

quite a number of mines are on short

time. Reports from the consuming cen-

ters are not favorable.

Pittsburg

Feb. 7—The Monongahela River Con-

solidated Coal and Coke Company has

shipped down the river on the present

rise 19,364,000 bu. coal, or about 735,000

net tons. The first coal went out shortly

after Jan. 1 and the last yesterday, to-

day's water being sufficient only for the

lighter craft, of which none is ready,

while all heavier loaded craft have gone

down. The coal market continues un-

satisfactory, mines running at only about

50 per cent, of capacity, being cut

deeply; so we repeat last week's quota-

tions as representing actual selling

prices: Mine-run and nut, SI @ 1.10;

3 4 -in., S1.10©1.20; 1^-in., Sl.20^.1 30;

slack, 82^@85c. per ton at mines. De-

mand for slack is good relative to supply,

as production of slack is decreased, ow-

ing to the mines running so slowly.

Yesterday the board of directors of the

Pittsburg Chamber of Commerce ap-

proved the report of the transportation

committee on the Pittsburg-Lake coal

rate, to the effect that there is gross

discrimination in favor of certain other

fields, particularly West Virginia. Feb.

9, the Chamber of Commerce will act on

the report, but opinion is divided as to

whether it will be approved or not. Last

Saturday a formal complaint was made
to the Interstate Commerce Commission,

the leader in the movement being John

W. Boileau, of Pittsburg.

Connellsville Coke—The tone of the

market is somewhat improved, operators

holding to formerly quoted prices and

looking for a heavier movement. A few

deals are under negotiation, but the work
proceeds very slowly, and no important

transactions can be noted for the week.

We continue to quote: Prompt furnace,

$1.45^/1.50; contract furnace. SI.50©
1.60; prompt foundry. S2©2.10; contract

foundry. $2.25© 2.50 per ton at ovens.

The Courier reports the production in

the Connellsville and lower Connellsville

region in the week ending Jan. 28, at

291,705 tons, a gain of 4000 tons, and

shipments at 3037 cars to Pittsburg, 4772

cars to points west and 739 cars to points

east, a total of 8548 cars.

St. Louis
Feb. 6—The coal market has been com-

pletely demoralized owing to the un-

precedented weather. Last Wednesday
the thermometer registered 84 deg. This

is the hottest January day on record for

ovw 40 years. The average tempera-

ture for the past month has been from

55 to 60 deg. This period of depression

is aggravated by the contrast from the

period of extreme prosperity through

which the trade had just passed, during

which period the tonnage of the mines

in Illinois increased on an average fully

20 per cent.

The average mine is running only

about two days a week and prices are

down to the cost of production and a

good deal of demurrage coal has been
sold at even less. Operators realize that

the best part of the winter is over and
that there is scarcely any chance of con-

ditions improving until the fall rush

commences in August. Operators have

called a joint meeting of all the oper-

ators in Illinois and Indiana at Chicago,

Feb. 10, to see if they cannot figure

out a solution of the problem.

Screenings are getting scarcer and ad-

vancing in price owing to the small pro-

duction of lump. Standard screenings

especially are high and they are bringing

50^/ 60c. per ton at mine.

Current prices in the St. Louis market
are as follows:

St.
Illinois, Standard: Mine. Louis.

6-in. lump and egg $1.10 SI. 62
2-in. lump 1.00 1.52
Mine-run 0.90 1.42
Screenings 0.60 1.12

Trenton:

6-in. lump and egg 2.25 2.77
3-in. nut 2 . 00 2 . 52

Staunton or Mt. Olive:

6-in. lump 1.50 2.02
2-in. lump 1 . 25 1.77
Mine-run 1.20 1.72
Screenings . 60 1.12

Carterville:

6-in. lump or egg 1 . 30 1.97
3-in. nut 1.20 1.87
Mine-run 1.10 1.77
Screenings 0.75 1 . 42

Pocahontas and New River:

Lump or egg 2.25 4 . 75
Mine-run 1 . 25 3.75

Pennsylvania Anthracite:

Chestnut 7.20
Stove or egg 6 . 95
Grate 6.70

Coke:

Connellsville foundry 5 . 40
Gas house 4 . 90
Smithing 4.15

Prices at East St. Louis are 20c. per

ton below the St. Louis quotations.

Anthracite—The market is naturally

getting dull; dealers are all beginning

to hold off as they do not desire to carry

anything over until next season. Some

fairly liberal price concessions have been

made in order to clean up demurrage

stuff.

FOREIGN- COALTRADE

United States Coal Imports—Imports

of coal and coke into the United States,

year ended Dec. 31, long tons:

tons of coal and nearly all the coke;

Australia, 240,899 tons of coal; Japan,

55,948 tons of coal. Imports are chiefly

on the Pacific Coast and in the far north-

western States. Anthracite imports not

reported since July 1, 1910; those given

above are for six months only.

United States Coal Exports—Exports

of coal from United States ports, with

coal furnished to steamships in foreign

trade, year ended Dec. 31, long tons:

1MB. 1910. Changes.
Anthracite 2,842,714 3,0.'l,r,j7 I. 178,913
Bituminous 9,693,843 lu,784,239 L 1,090,396

Total exports.. 12,586,657 13,806366 I. 1.269,809
Steamer coal 6,114,248 6,460,760 I. 386,603

Total 18.650,805 20,256,610 L 1,606,811

Cok«- 895,461 879,073 D. li;,:i:w

Canada took in 1910 a total of 10,531,-

085 tons, or 76.3 per cent, of the exports.

Cuba took 858,776 tons of coal. The

coke went chiefly to Mexico and Canada.

Of the steamer coal in 1910 there was
5,499,815 tons loaded at Atlantic ports;

569,081 at Gulf ports; 129,128 at Pacific

ports, and 252,726 tons at ports on the

Lakes. Nearly 60 per cent, of the

bunker coal was loaded at New York.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,

Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on Jan. 21 as follows:

Best Welsh steam coal, S4.26; seconds,

S4.08; thirds, S3.90; dry coals, S3.84;

best Monmouthshire, S3.84; seconds,

S3.66; best small steam coal, S2.40; sec-

onds, S2. 16. All prices are per long ton,

f.o.b. shipping port, cash in 30 days less

2 T/2 per cent, discount.

S IRON -TRADE-REVIEW 2

1909. 1910. Changes.

2,125 162 D. 1.963

1,267,629 1,991.948 I. 734,314
Anthracite
Bituminous

Total coal 1,259,754 1,992,105 I. 732,351

Coke 170,671 156,417 D. 14.254

Canada furnished this year 1,675,692

New York, Feb. 8—That there is more

activity in the iron and steel trades is

apparent. Orders are coming in more

freely and it is said that specifications

on contracts are also better. We hear

of mills starting up and furnaces going

into blast. In fact fears are expressed in

some quarters that there may be too

great haste in this movement, and an-

other period of overproduction may fol-

low. The increase in production is most

apparent in steel.

In pig iron there have been orders

placed, but generally for moderate quan-

tities. Foundrymen still seem doubtful

about the future and unwilling to make
commitments far ahead; or perhaps they

are convinced that for some time to come
they will be able to get iron at present

prices. In basic pig there has been more
activity.

Structural steel shows some good con-

tracts for building. Two large bridges

have been let. both over the Ohio, one

at Kenova, W. Va., the other at Louis-

ville. Lake shipyards have taken con-

tracts for some large freight boats. The
Cambria Steel Company is to furnish the

steel, part of it on a deal for ore.

Smaller trade, for bars, wire and pipe,

is improving.
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The New Haven and Boston & Maine

have ordered 61,000 tons of steel rails,

all to be open-hearth steel, the order

-oing to the Bethlehem. Lackawanna

and Pennsvlvania Steel companies. Other

smaller rail orders are reported, also an

t \port order for 20.000 tons, taken by

the Steel Corporation

Corporation Exports—In the year

1910 the exports of iron and steel in all

- by the United States Steel Cor-

poration 'amounted to 1,489,819 short tons

—or 1330,408 long tons -showing an m-

80,073 urns, or 4/.5 per cent,

over 1909. The largest item of the in-

was in sheets and plates. 100,000

tons: rails and structural steel each

d about 50.000 tons. The total for

1910 was far above the highest previous-

ly reported, which was in 1906, and was

,319 tons.

Baltimore

/YK 6—Exports for the week included

>0 lb. lead to Belfast and 4,310,000

•eel billets to Liverpool. Imports

included 4050 tons iron pyrites from

Huelva. Spain; 11,050 tons iron ore from

Cuba.

but slow sales of pig iron. Melters are

content as heretofore to buy in small

quantities, for delivery one to three

months hence. An occasional large order

does not influence prices to any great

extent, and Southern No. 2 continues to

be quoted at $11 Birmingham, or $15.35

Chicago, and Northern No. 2 at $15.50r<;

16. These quotations are on the ordinary

run of business; it is probable the lower

ones are shaded slightly on the larger

sales. Both buyers and sellers are in a

waiting mood and sellers profess con-

fidence in the firmness of the market,

basing their professions on the increas-

ing sales of railroad and structural ma-

terials. Inquiries continue to be num-

erous for second- and third-quarter iron

and the general tone of the market is

one of quiet that may develop into

strength, rather than weakness. Coke is

not active, but there is no oversupply

and Connellsville holds to $4.90 Chicago.

Birmingham

Fe b. 6—While the pig-iron quotations

in Southern territory continue at $11 per

ton. No. 2 foundry, there are a few sales

teing made and the market is considered

stronger. The manufacturers of pig iron

in this section of the country are not

selling iron for delivery during the lat-

ter part of the year at prevailing prices.

The sales are still in small lots, but the

aggregate is good. The presence in the

Birmingham district during the past week

of some well known iron brokers caused

some talk that large lots of iron for

future delivery had been sold, but there

is no verification of the rumors. The

make in the South is still at a low mark.

Charcoal iron is a little more active

than it has been, prices still being $22@

22.50 per ton. The make is steady.

In the general iron and steel trade,

the cast-iron pipe concerns report the

most active conditions. The steel in-

dustry is picking up. Shipments of steel

wire, nails and fencing are good at this

time, the Southern Iron and Steel Com-

pany reducing its stock on hand and car-

idy production.

The announcement that the American

Bridge Company will put up a plant in

this district to cost $1,000,000, which,

when in full operation, will give employ-

ment to several hundred men. has created

-able interest. The plans for this

plant were 1 '-ome time back, it

tated, and it may be some time yet

••icy are put through to a complc-

Chii ago

iron BUI

creasing sales of iron and steel products,

Cleveland

Feb. 6—Nothing doing yet as to iron-

ore prices but there is a growing im-

pression that there will be no change.

Pig 4ron—The market has been quiet

with sales only of small quantities. Cur-

rent prices, Cleveland delivery, are

$15.90 for bessemer, $14.25 for basic;

$14.25 for No. 2 foundry; $13.75 fa 14 for

forge. There are reports of shading 10

or 15c. on No. 2 to secure orders.

Finished Material—Orders are in for

plates for a new ore boat and for some

structural work. Quite a number of con-

tracts have been placed for sheets and

for steel bars. Jobbers are quite busy

filling up their stocks. On the whole the

market is more active than for several

months past.

by the close of the week. The usual

quotations for No. 2 X foundry are

$15.75; for gray forge $14.50 and for

basic $15. There is very little difference

in delivery prices between home and

southern makes.

Steel Billets—The only business in

billets is covered by a few smaller trans-

actions to finish out work in hand

Bars—Some mills report more busi-

ness and more inquiry, but this is ex-

ceptional. The fact is that the output of

bar mills in this territory is stationary.

S/j<,e /5_Negotiations which pointed to

large orders covering deliveries into the

summer have failed and the week's busi-

ness shows a relapse into small orders.

Pipes and Tubes—A good week's busi-

ness has been closed for the delivery of

cast pipe. Merchant pipe continues

sluggish. The smaller interests are buy-

ing more freely in tubes, but only for

new jobs.

Plates—Steel-plate makers speak of

more inquiries and several good orders

are the outcome of the week's business.

The car builders have been heard from

in a small way.

Structural Material—Construction re-

quirements for New York and New Eng-

land have shaped up nicely and a num-

ber of good orders have been placed.

Scrap—The scrap market shows im-

provement. The amount of business done

has not been large for the week, but the

inquiries and negotiations show that the

yards will soon be depleted of the kinds

of scrap the mills want.

Philadelphia

peb, s The large transactions in pig

iron, which have been reported during

the last week in this territory are the

culmination of negotiations conducted for

as long as a month past. Only a few of

the larger consumers have been con-

cerned in this activity. Quite a number

of heavy consumers are still debating the

wisdom of forward buying. Southern

makers have succeeded in selling a good

deal of material. Eastern Pennsylvania

furnace interests have made slight con-

cessions, but are inclined to hold their

ground as against the ordinary small

buyer. There is more interest in basic

pig than for some weeks, but buyers

want to see the situation cleared up a

little before contracting. Mill owners

are not buying forge excepting as they

need it. Stove manufacturers are this

week showing a disposition to bring ne-

gotiations to an early close. There is a

troii;; undertone to the entire market,

rj 'nr foundry grades and im-

;t transactions may be completed

Pittsburg

peb. 7—The first week of February

finds no particular improvement in the

iron and steel trade as compared with

the last week in January. There was a

steady improvement through that month,

but, so far as can be observed, the volume

of business is not increasing now, al-

though the gain already made is being

held.

The base price of tinplates has been

advanced 10c. a box, effective Feb. 4.

The advance was caused wholly by the

continued advance in pig tin, and the

schedule of prices was therefore rear-

ranged, heavier advances being made on

the more heavily coated plates, up to 30c.

per box on charcoal bright plates carry-

ing 3 l/j to 7 lb. of tin per box, and up to

60c. per double box on ternes carrying 40

lb. of coating per double box. The new

base prices are $3.70 on 100-lb. coke

bright plates and $3.45 on 100-lb. coke

ternes.

The tinplate advance was effected by

a conference held in Pittsburg between

the various manufacturers, Feb. 3. A

contingent favored an advance of 20 or

25c, to cover the prospective advance in

pig tin, as the syndicate is expected to

push the market above 50c, but those

favoring a 10c. advance, with further
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advances upon occasion, prevailed. De-

mand for tinplate has become brisk and

nearly all the idle mills have been start-

ed, about 85 per cent, of the leading in-

terest's mills being in operation.

Pig Iron—The price of the 3000 tons of

basic, no fed last week as being sold to

the Forged Steel Wheel Company, was

$13.90, delivered Butler, or $13.30, Mid-

land, where the iron came from, the de-

livered price being equivalent to $13.10,

Valley furnaces. The basic market is

quotable at $13.25, Valley, 25c. below

the nominal quotation named in our re-

ports in the past few weeks, and there is

a question as to whether even this price

could not be shaded. Bessemer is still

$15, Valley, and a sale of 1250 tons, equal

tonnages, February to June, inclusive,

has been made by a furnace interest to

a middle interest, which had already

sold such a tonnage to a consumer, the

middle interest being allowed a commis-
sion out of the $15. Foundry iron con-

tinues to be quotable at $13.75, Valley,

while malleable is at a minimum of

$13.50, Valley, some iron with close spec-

ifications being reported as sold at $13.75,

Valley.

Ferromanganese — The market con-

tinues to be quotable at $38, Baltimore,

for prompt and forward delivery, freight

to Pittsburg being $1.95; but it is not

improbable that the price could be

shaded.

Steel—Specifications on contracts for

billets and sheet bars have been increas-

ing rapidly. Most consumers of sheet

bars, and particularly the tin mills, have
specified for February nearly up to their

full allotments, and full specifications for

March are expected. Billet specifications

are somewhat better. A careful inquiry

through the market within the past few
days failed to develop any concessions

possible, and we continue to quote S23
for billets and $24 for sheet bars, either

bessemer or open-hearth, f.o.b. Pittsburg

or Youngstown. Rods are quotable at

$28.50^29, Pittsburg, most mills asking

$29 per ton.

Sheets—Demand for sheets has im-

proved slightly, and mills are only run-

ning at between 50 and 60 per cent, of

capacity. Prices are well maintained:

Black sheets, 28 gage, 2.20c; galvanized,

3.20c: blue annealed. 10 gage, 1.65c;

painted corrugated roofing, $1.55; gal-

vanized. $2.75 per square.

St. Louis
Feb. 6—The market has opened up in

February duller than ever. Scarcely any
inquiries have been received and practic-

ally no business closed. The general in-

dustrial situation seems to be dull and
foundries are all running light. The price

of $11 per ton, Birmingham, or $14.75,

St. Louis, is the prevailing one, though
it would be easy to get a concession of

25c per ton on a contract of any size.

all FOREIGN IRON TRADElB

Iron Production in Germany—Pig-iron

production in Germany, year ended Dec.

31, metric tons:

Foundry iron
Forge Iron
Steel pig i

Bessemer pig
Thomas(basic)pig 8,261,538

Total i , ]. [,875,672

The total increase in 1910 was 14.5 per

cent. Steel pig includes spiegeleisen,

ferromanganese and all similar alloys.

1910.
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Copper—The market has been quiet.

Consumption in Europe continues good

and in this country it is believed to be

improving, but manufacturers having re-

cently bought freely and having been

confirmed by recent events in their belief

that cheap copper may still be had when

required are not yet disposed to contract

far ahead. On the other hand, the pro-

ducers have not been disposed to press

sales. The market is now fairly well es-

tablished at the nominal asking price of

12 c, delivered, usual terms, corre-

sponding to about 12.32'. c. cash, New
York, with concessions of five points, or

so, freely made to consummate busi-

ness. In the sales of the week, European

contracts have predominated. In Lake

copper a moderate business with domestic

consumers has been transacted, special

brands having realized up to 12' 4 c, with

good ordinary brands easily obtainable

at I2 ;
sc. At the close Lake copper is

quoted at 12 T
£ (§ 12-^c; electrolytic in

cakes, ingots and wirebars at \2.2h(a

12.30; and casting copper nominally at

\2(() 12 1
s cents.

Copper sheets are 18f?/ 19c. base for

large lots. Full extras are charged, and

higher prices for small quantities. Cop-

per wire has been reduced l/£c, and is

now 13 ! ^c. base, carload lots at mill.

The London standard market was firm

until Tuesday when, in anticipation of

unfavorable American statistics the senti-

ment became bearish and there was free

selling, in consequence of which the

market declined and closes at £54 10s.

for spot, and £55 5s. for three months.

Copper exports from New York for the

week were 5922 long tons. Our special

correspondent gives the exports from

Baltimore for the week at 130 tons.

Tin—The market is declining as rapid-

ly as it lately advanced. The curious

feature is the fact that future tin does

not show any more pronounced weakness

than spot material, thus indicating that

the powers that be are not willing to de-

moralize the market. The trade at large

is absolutely at sea about the market.

Fairly large transactions took place in

this market during the second half of

last week, when the metal was about 3c.

per pound higher than it is today, but tne

constant severe declines have taken all

the enthusiasm out of prospective buyers

and business has become very dull. Lon-

don closes at £181 15s. for spot, and £181

10s. for three months, while in New York

tin can be bought at about 40 cents.

Lead The market is quiet. A fair

business is reported at slightly lower

-rices. St. Louis being quoted at 4.27 (5

4.30, and New York at 4.4504.50. The

American Smelting and Refining Com-

pany maintains its price- of
I

York, for desilverized, and its contracted

going into consumption at that

pric\ but in the open market no one-

is able to realize higher than 4.45 cents.

The London market for Spanish lead is

firmer, and at the close is quoted at

£13 2s. 6d. and English lead at £13 5s.

per ton.

Spelter—The market is quiet but firm.

Galvanizers are not well covered. There

has been a good inquiry and. business is

reported at slightly higher prices. At the

close St. Louis is quoted at 5.21 ]/> @
5.32' :>c. and New York at 5A2]/2 @
5.47; j oents.

The London market for good ordinaries

closes at £23 7s. 6d. with £23 12s. 6d. for

specials.

Base price of zinc sheets is $7.50 per

100 lb., f.o.b. La Salle-Peru, 111., less 8

per cent, discount.

Imports and Exports of Metals

Exports and imports of metals in the

United States, 12 months ended Dec. 31,

are reported as follows, in the measures

usual in the trade:

Metals: Exports. Imports.

Copper, long tons 315,851 153,7(56

Copper, 1909.... 311,960 143,661

Tin, long tons.... 621 46,937
Tin, 1909 441 42,567

Lead, short tons. 69,786 105,117

Leadfl909 86,077 110,605
Spelter, sh. tons. 8,748 3,452

Spelter, 1909.... 2,899 9,670

Nickel, lb 15,244,937 32.050,032

Nickel, 1909.... 12,048,737 21,916,182
Antimony, lb 339,685 9,899,514

Antimony, 1909. 6,648 9,652,568
Platinum, oz 47 120,109
Platinum, 1909. 195 118,851

Aluminum, value $949,215
Aluminum, 1909 567,375

Ores, etc.

:

Zinc oxide, lb. ..26,333,393

Zinc oxide, '09..29,091,347

Zinc dross, lb 9,457,304

Zinc dross, '09.. 14,138,898

Zinc ores, lg.tons 17,599

Zinc ores, 1909. 11,121

Antim'y ores, lb
Ant. ores, 1909. 504

Chrome ore,tons 30
Chrome ore, '09 30

Excess.

Exp. 162,085
Exp.
Imp.
Imp.
Imp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.

168,299
46,316
42,126
35,331
24,528
5,296
6,771

Imp.16,805,095
Imp. 9,867,445
Imp. 9,559,829
Imp. 9,645,920
Imp. 120,062
Imp. 118,656
Exp. $949,215
Exp. 587,876

Exp.26,333,393
Exp.29,091,347
Exp. 9,457,304

Exp.14,138,898
74,158 Imp. 66,559

80,105 Imp. 68,984

8,386.708 Imp. 3,386,204

38,579 Imp. 38,549

39,820 Imp. 39,790

$46 for domestic orders and $2 less for

export. The London price has been ad-

vanced to £8 10s. per flask, with £8 7s.

6d. quoted by second hands.

Cadmium—Current quotations are 60

fa 70c. per lb. in 100-lb. lots, f.o.b. New
York, according to quantity of metal.

Magnesium—The price of pure metal

is $1.50 per lb. for 100-lb. lots, f.o.b.

New York

Nickel—Large lots, contract business,

40tf/45c. per lb. Retail spot, from 50c.

for 500-lb. lots up to 55c. for 200-lb.

lots. The price of electrolytic is 5c.

higher.

Copper, lead and nickel (and antimony

from Aug. 5, 1909) include the metal

contents of ores, matte, bullion, etc. The

exports given include reexports of foreign

material. Zinc contents of ore imported

in 1910 were 53,523,140 lb.; not reported

prior to date of new tariff. Quantity of

antimony ore is not reported from Aug.

5, 1909, only metal contents being given.

Imports of aluminum are not reported.

Other Metals

Aluminum—The market is quiet. We
continue to quote 21@21^c. per lb. for

No. 1 ingots, New York.

Antimony—Business is about the same

and prices show no change. Quotations

are 8'4c. per lb. for Cookson's, 7)4c. for

U. S. and 7J4@7f6c. f° r Hungarian and

other brands.

Quicksilver—The steady demand and

short supply noted last week have result-

ed in a sharp advance of prices. The
New York quotation this week is $46tf?

47 per flask of 75 lb. for large lots; $49

@50 for jobbing lots. San Francisco,

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

Joplin, Mo., Feb. 4—The highest price

paid for zinc sulphide ore was $44 per

ton, the assay base ranging from $36 to

$41 per ton of 60 per cent, zinc; scale

base price, $39.33 per ton of 60 per cent,

zinc. Zinc silicate sold on a base of $20
(a 23 per ton of 40 per cent. zinc. The

average price, all grades of zinc, was
$38.28 per ton. The highest price paid

for lead was $58 per ton, 350 tons in one

bin selling at this price. The average

price, all grades of lead, was $55.44 per

ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED FEB. 4.

Webb Uity-Carterville
Joplin
Alba-Neck
Galena
Duenweg
Oronogo
Spring City
Granby
Miami
Carl Junction
Aurora
Carthage
Quapaw
Jackson
Sarcoxie
Seneca
Cave Springs
Stott City
Greenfield

Totals 9,723,760

Zinc lb. Lead lb. Value.

,747,940

761,080
432,500
505,630
378,230
369,950
420,460
103,090
208,930
125,180
146,540
125,340
95,140
61,760

61,780
64,100
35,200

900,820
181,530

154,920
77,550
64,700
25,210
14,620

150,570

43,490
5,310
10,950
2,130
16,120

47,780

1,695,700

$104,799
40,915
16,743

12,399

11,605
8,240
6,590

6,210

5,302
4,387

3,677

3,000
1,924
1,765

1,668

1,290

1,174

1,154
317

$233,159

5week8 44,748,590 6,986,770 $1,088,979

Zinc value, the week, $186,149; 5 weeks, $894,683

Lead value, the week, 47,010; 5 weeks, 194.296

MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICES.
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This week's scale base price affords an

opportunity of testing the wage scale,

effective between the operators and min-

ers, and it was currently reported that

settlements for wages this week would

be made according to the cut in the

price of zinc ore. It is conceded gen-

erally *'iat employees will accept the sit-

uation philosophically, and that no labor

trouble will ensue. The weather situa-

tion is such that the output continues

to grow, which, with light shipments, is

adding weekly to the reserve stock in the

bins.

Bleach, lb
Bleach, 19U9

Potash salts, lb..
Potash salts, '09

Soda salts, lb
Soda salts, 1909

Acetate lime, lb.
Acetate, 1909. .

.

Nit. of soda, tons
Nitrate, 1909...

Phosphates, tons
Phosphates, '09

Sulphur, tons
Sulphur, 1909..

Pyrites, tons
Pyrites, 1909...

Magnesite, lb.. .

.

Magneslte, 1909
Sul. Ammonia, Hi.

Sul. Am'nla, '09

Imports.

101,029,846
91,390,004

510,191,653
127,382,618
39,183,686
15,697,637

529,173
422,493
10,277

6,077
28,047

26,914
806,690
692,385

286,899,746
84,814,624
184,686,684
85,829,334

Exports

496
18,964

2,187,787
2,332,386

587,704
1,053,907

64,115,674
72,312,173

5,784

8,238
1,083,037
1,020,556 K

80,747 E
37,168 E

I

I

3,496,662 I

877,475 1

1,205,908 I

114,214 1

Excess.

101,028,849
91,376,040

508,003,866
426,060,232
38,596,882
14,643,780
64,115,674
72,312,178

523,888
414,260

1,072,760
1,011,479

•2,100

10,262

806,590
692,886

283,408,088
83,987,149
183,480,626
85,715,120

Platteville, Wis., Jan. 28—The base

price paid for 60 per cent, zinc ore was
l$2@43; there is very little high-grade

ore to be had and no premium price was

paid. The base price paid for 80 per

cent, lead ore was $54@56 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED FEB. 4.

Camps. Zinc
ore, lb.

Platteville 989,100
Galena 782,300
Benton 772,000
Mineral Point 697,900
Cuba City 134,000
Highland 120,600
Harker 79,070
Hazel Green 60,000
Montfort
Shullsburg
Linden

Lead Sulphur
ore, lb. ore, lb

50,000 281,40

Exports include reexports of foreign

material. Figures for manganese not re-

ported prior to July 1, 1909; imports

above for 1909 are for six months only.

Estimating sulphur contents of pyrites,

the total imports of sulphur in 1910 were
351,283 tons.

Petroleum

Exports of mineral oils from the

United States, 12 months ended Dec. 31,

in gallons:

56,560 617,970 1909. 1910.

119,900
60,135
69,170

80,000

170,337,773 180,111,166
68,758,075 100,695,382

Crude petroleum
Naphthas
Illuminating oils 1,046,401,072 940,247,039
Lubricating and paraffin.. 101,639,609 103,832,544
Residuum 121,966,249 117,605,802

Total 3,634,970 355,765 979,370

Year to date 14,179,320 1,048,025 4,859,100

Shipped during week to separating

plants, 3,126,810 lb. zinc ore.

Total 1,569,103,378 1,502,491.933

The total for 1910 shows a decrease

from 1909 of 66,611,445 gal., or 4.2 per

cent.

CHEM ICALS 6$ MINING -STOCKS $

New York, Feb. 8—The general market

is slow to improve, and business remains

quiet.

Copper Sulphate—The market is more
active and quite a number of inquiries are

coming in. Prices are unchanged at $4

per 100 lb. for carload lots and $4.25 per

100 lb. for smaller orders.

Arsenic—The shading reported last

week has become general, and white

arsenic can be had at $2 per 100 lb. The
market is dull and heavy.

Nitrate of Soda—Business is improv-

ing a little, but prices are unchanged at

2.10c. per lb. for both spot and future

positions.

Messrs. Mortimer & Wisner, New York,

report the position of nitrate in the

United States on Feb. 1 as below, in

long tons:

1910. 1911. Changes.
Stocks, .Tan. 1 14,000 12,790 D. 1,210
Imports, Jan 31,200 77,800 I. 46,600

Total supplies 45,200 90,590 I. 45,390

Deliveries, Jan 20,800 77,190 I. 50,390

Stocks, Feb. 1 18,400 13,400 D. 5,000

Afloat for TJ. S 106,500 125,000 I. 18,500

Quantities afloat include all cargoes
due to arrive at United States ports by
May 15 next.

Imports and Exports—Imports and ex-
ports of chemicals and raw materials in

the United States, year ended Dec. 31

:

New York, Feb. 8—The market on the

general exchange has again been rather

irregular, prices advancing and then re-

ceding without much apparent cause. The
general tendency has been upward, how-
ever, and on the whole there was some
gain during the week. There was also a

little more outside interest apparent than

has been the case for some time.

On the Curb there was more activity

and price movements were generally up-

ward. The Cobalt stocks held their own
well, and there was some trading in the

Nevada shares. Copper stocks were
fairly active. Chino and Giroux sold

quite largely and there was some trading

done in Ray Central and Ray Consoli-

dated; but they all closed a fraction

lower than the highest point. Miami was
also active after quite a period of quiet;

but it also closed a shade below the

highest quotation.

Boston, Feb. 7—Copper shares show
signs of improvement. Prices show a

gradual hardening tendency although it

is certain specialties that are attracting

attention. Among these are Giroux,

Lake, North Butte and a few others.

Pools are working in these issues. The

Calumet & Hecla merger is still on and

the pros and cons are as thick as ever.

Superintendent MacNaughton has been in

this city in consultation with the commit-

tee appointed by Stock Exchange mem-

bers. The deductions of this committee
relative to the terms offered by the Calu-

ment & Hecla Company will likely be

made public the latter part of this week.

Local sentiment regarding the merger
is only lukewarm. It is acknowledged
that while many interests are being

gouged pretty hard the frameup as it

exists is the best for the greatest num-

COPPEB PRODUCTION EBPOET8.
Copper contents of blister copper, In pounds.

Company.
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ber. The new Calumet & Hecla stock is

quouv. i. $230 asked. The so

called subsidiary stocks are seldom

traded in so that already Boston is having

ste of what will happen when the

merger is completed.

The $2 Franklin mining assessment

was paid on over 100.000 shares the day

it was due. Feb. 6, out of the 166,000

shares outstanding.

Giroux took a Si drop to S7 on the

of the annual report. Miami and

a have both shown recent strength.

or & Pittsburg has also shown

good demand.

Curb trading has been of fair dimen-

sions, but the only features have been

in the penny stocks. Both Algomah and

Bohemia show advances for the week.
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The Copper Statistics for

January

The January report of the Copper Pro-

ducers' Association was about what

everyone expected, and it had but

little effect upon the market. It is an en-

couraging sign that the public is, pei-

haps, ceasing to draw too far-reaching

deductions from these figures. The rel-

atively low refinery production in Jan-

uary is, of course, satisfactory, although

it may be premature to say that the cur-

tailment of the smelters is now becoming

manifest. Probably the refiners were do-

ing some cleaning up toward the end of

the year, but, anyway, it is possible to

have a material curtailment in the smelt-

ery output and a maintenance of the re-

finery output because of the larger sup-

plies of foreign material brought hither

for refining. Even in the face of a large

increase in the production of our refiner-

ies in 1910, amounting to upward of 40,-

000,000 lb., the world's production of

copper increased by only about 20,000,-

000 lb. It is the statistics of the world's

production and consumption that tell the

story, not the figures for any single coun-

try.

The smallness of the deliveries in Jan-

uary was significant of nothing beyond

the probability that buyers were await-

ing an opportune time to replenish their

supplies and in the meanwhile were us-

ing up what they already had on hand.

Nobody believes, of course, that the de-

liveries in January measured such a re-

cession in consumption. The confidence of

the buyers of copper was greatly upset by

the bad handling of the market on the

part of the sellers during January. Buy-

ers know very well that copper at present

prices is cheap, but they are not going to

take it in if they feel sure they can ob-

tain it more cheaply later on. However,

real consumptive requirements must,

sooner or later, be provided for.

In the meanwhile, the dreaded increase

in copper production in 1911 seems to be

very slow in materializing. Neither the

Miami nor the Ray Consolidated has yet

turned out a pound of copper in concen-

trates, and it seems to be likely that they

will fail to do so before March. Their

ore is to be sent away from the mines
for smelting and, consequently, it is like-

ly to be a matter of three or four months
after their first shipment before the re-

fined copper will be ready for delivery.

The Giroux Report
Messrs. Cole and Ryan are now com-

pletely committed to the policy of public-

ity. Their progress in this direction has
been rather peculiar. Among their com-
panies, Cananea has always been distin-

guished for the fullness of its reports,

which have communicated all that any

stockholder could reasonably ask. But,

while Cananea was so frank, the affairs

of North Butte were shrouded in secrecy

until the surprising revelations that the

mine was practically bottomed were
made. Since then, the developments of

North Butte have been reported quite

fully, but the veil of mystery still hung
over Giroux. This veil has now been lift-

ed by the publication of an official re-

port.

The showing of this report is a sorry

one. Briefly, the property is said to con-

tain a development of 9,620,000 tons of

ere averaging 1.36 per cent, copper, 40c.

per ton in gold, and 20c. per ton in silver.

This estimate does not include anything
in the Alpha mine. According to Mr.
Cole, the explorations so far made in that

mine "are not sufficient to enable us at

this time to make any estimate of defin-

ite tonnage in that territory, but such
work gives every indication or a very
large tonnage of high-grade ores.

5 '

Analyzing the tonnage estimate, it ap-

pears that in the Old Glory mine there

is 120,000 tons of smelting ore averag-
ing 3V2 per cent, copper; in the same
mine there is 650,000 tons of concen-
trating ore averaging 1.61 per cent. The
Morris-Bunker Hill porphyry orebody
is estimated at 4,650,000 tons, averaging

1
! 2 per cent, copper, while in the terri-
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to:y just north of the Butte & Ely prop-

erty drilling has developed 4.200,000

tons averaging 1.11 per cent, copper.

There is, consequently. 9,500,000 tons of

disseminated ore averaging 1.33 per cent,

copper, but only 5.300.000 tons of the

grade of 1.5 per cent, and upward. Mr.

Cole says that the porphyry ore, near the

surface, has shown the richer copper

content., and that the ore first to be ex-

tracted will average 2 per cent, in cop-

per. However, the figures given indicate

that there cannot be very much ore of

that grade. Thus, assuming that the

.Morris-Bunker Hill orebody has 2,500,-

000 tons assaying 2 per cent, copper, the

remainder of that orebody must consist

of material poorer than 1.1 per cent.

Besides its copper content the Giroux

ore contains about 60c. worth of gold

and silver per ton. It is not frank of

the management to reckon this at face

value, to-wit S5.772.000. With an oie

of approximately the same precious metal

content, the Nevada Consolidated obtains

a IHle less than 50 per cent, thereof. It

is unreasonable to estimate more than

30c. per ton for the Giroux ore on this

account. This may be taken as the

equivalent of 2 T/» lb. of copper. Even

with this addition the average grade of

the porphyry ore is only 1.45 per cent.

Under the conditions existing in this

mine the direct-operating expense for

copper from that grade of ore would

probably be 14*/ 15c. per lb. Out of the

limited quantity of 2 per cent, ore copper

could hardly be obtained at less than

lie. per lb. The value of these dis-

seminated orebodies, in our opinion, is

but small.

As to the Alpha mine some high-grade

ore has been found at the 1000-ft. and

1200-ft. levels, its downward and lat-

eral extent being as yet unknown.

In this mine there is a great zone of

leaching and the possibility that copper

therefrom may have been redeposited at

depth, but nothing very definite is yet

known about that and the mine at pres-

to be regarded only as a prospect.

Mr. Cole is entirely optimistic, but con-

servative people will await developments

before building great hopes.

The disclosures about Giroux will be

distinctly disappointing to a great many

• vho have her

:i the dark. This 1

pity, because under the glamour of

mystery the stock, not very long ago,

was run up to Si 2 per share, for which

there was no justification whatever.

Mystery about a mine usually means that

there is something that would not sound

well in telling.

The Massachusetts Institute

of Technology

The appeal of the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology for a State grant of

SI 00,000 a year for 10 years has dis-

closed a situation in engineering educa-

tion that is of much more than local im-

portance. It is natural for Technology

graduates to feel that all the arguments

in the case are on their side. But even

from a broader point of view than that

of the alumnus, the Institute's appeal de-

serves not only sympathy but active sup-

port. The whole engineering profession,

and the general public as well, have vital

interests at stake in the welfare of our

best technical schools, among which

"Tech" is admittedly one of the foremost,

and one of the most famous.

For Massachusetts in particular, it

would seem that the mere money prud-

ence of helping the Institute through its

impending transfer to a new site should

be so apparent as to make serious op-

position impossible. Massachusetts is an

industrial State, and her prosperity de-

pends utterly on the skilful technical con-

duct of her industries. Higher efficiency

in existing processes, the invention of

still better processes, and new ways of

utilizing waste products, are a few of the

conditions that Massachusetts industries

must meet if they are to withstand future

competition. These are the conditions

that Technology men are trained to deal

with, and have successfully dealt with in

the past. They are conditions that de-

mand a constantly higher grade of train-

ing, and Technology has continually

raised the pitch to keep her graduates in

harmony with the actual progressive con-

ditions of the working, practical world.

The Institute is paying the penalty of

well deserved success in training engi-

neers. The number of her students has

increased more rapidly than her funded

endowments, and she now turns to the

State which benefits most largely frdm

her work.

President Lowell, of Harvard, who is

also a life member of the Institute cor-

poration, put the case before the Legis-

lature committee at the recent Tiearing,

in a fashion that will appeal to every-

one. The profession of engineering,

he said, is a comparatively new one. .

The graduates of Technology have done

much for the support of their institution;

but the Institute itself, though among the

oldest engineering schools of the coun-

try, is still so new that its alumni have

not yet had time to earn fortunes from

which they can give enough to assure her

support. In this case, with high stand-

ards to maintain, the Institute asks the

State to stop the gap for a few years,

while the alumni shoulder the burden of

establishing the institution in new build-

ings, on a new and adequate site.

It would seem that this situation ought

to bring but one answer from the State,

viz., prompt and sufficient money aid.

The case is typical of engineering educa-

tion the country over. The western

States have to pay the whole cost of

their engineering schools. Massachusetts

is more fortunate than she perhaps real-

izes, in having a school of the rank of

Technology, which asks what is compar-

atively so little.

The Joplin Zinc Ore Contracts

It does not seem likely that the re-

cently negotiated sliding-scale contracts

in the Joplin district will be of long

life. Under their terms the producers of

ore have been realizing less than others

selling in the open market in the old-

fashioned way. Later on the market may

possibly show a reverse advantage, but

to begin such an arrangement at a sacri-

fice on his part is more than any minet

can stand. However, the recent invest!

gations by the Ore Producers' Associa-

tion and the terms of the contracts nego-

tiated under the auspices will have done

some good in proving to the miners thai

they are not plundered by the smelters

and that in fact the ore sold in the com-

petitive market fetches not only its ful

zinc value, but also its sulphur value tc

a considerable extent.

The new mining law now under consid

eration in the French Chamber of Depu

ties contains a clause providing that al

companies or individuals obtaining min

ing concessions shall be bound to give

the workmen they employ an interest u

the production of the mines. The shan

of profits to be distributed to the em

ployees is to be not less than 5 per cent
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Correspondence «-d Disnissinn,
Clancy Process of Ore

Treatment

In the Journal of Dec. 24, 1910, there

appeared an account of the most recent

developments of the "Clancy Process of

Ore Treatment," as presented in a paper

by John Clancy at a meeting before

the American Electrochemical Society,

held Dec. 16, 1910, at the Chemists'

Club, New York. Mr. Clancy at this

meeting presented as a novel idea the

application of calcium cyanamide (Ca2

CN;) in ore treatment as a cheap po-

tential cyanogen-bearing substitute in

place of the sodium or potassium cyan-

ides hitherto universally employed in the

cyanidation of gold and silver ores.

I wish to take issue with Mr. Clancy

as regards to his originality in employing

calcium cyanamide in ore treatment,

since I can show priority in the applica-

tion of the idea to the extraction of gold

and silver from ores, although Mr.

Clancy may claim some novelty of doubt-

ful value in adapting the use of calcium

cyanamide to gold and silver extraction

by means of electrolysis instead of the

more direct method which I have pro-

posed, viz., its transformation into cal-

cium cyanide by subjecting the cyanamide

at a red heat to acetylene, water gas or

any hydrocarbon gas rich in carbon, which

can be simultaneously effected during the

process of manufacturing the calcium

cyanamide from calcium carbide.

I cannot understand how Mr. Clancy

could possibly have presented calcium

cyanamide as a cheap and novel substi-

tute of his own invention in place of the

more expensive KCN or NaCN for use

in the cyanide treatment of ores, when I

had already described its application in

U. S. Pat. 911,254, 1909.

The cyanides ordinarily used are potas-

sium and sodium salts, KCN and NaCN.
In recent years, however, there has been

great development in the cheap produc-

tion of cyanides of the alkaline earths,

such as calcium cyanide, Ca(CN)_>, and

barium cyanide, Ba(CN).., by means of

the electric furnace, from atmospheric

nitrogen. I have found that these elec-

:ric-furnace products, even impure as

:hey are, if they contain 80 to 90 per

:ent. of the theoretical quantity of cyan-

ogen are available for and may be used

n ammonia solutions as gold and silver

olvents.

The specific claims of my patent are

1), The improvement in treating ores

nd tailings containing gold and silver,

.hich consists in extracting the precious

letals with a solution of ammonia and

n alkaline-earth cyanide; (2), The im-

rovement in treatment of copper, nickel,

inc and cobalt ores and tailings with

Views, Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

some gold and silver, which consists in

simultaneously extracting all the metals

with a solution of ammonia and an al-

kaline-earth cyanide.

The following periodicals published

articles by me and abstracts relative to

the subject: Min. and Sci. Press, May
15, 1909; Eng. and Min. Journ., April

17, 1909 (letter) ; Pacific Miner, March,

1910; Mex. Min. Journ., Aug., 1910;

Chem. and Met. Engineering, May, 1910

(abstract). In the above articles, ab-

stract and letter, calcium cyanamide as

a cheap cyanide-salt substitute produced
from calcium cyanamide, thus:

Ca.CN, + C = 2Ca (CN) 2

was several times noted and its use rec-

ommended as a cheap cyanogen agent for

ores.

I trust I have made clear my position

in this letter and convinced the cyanid-

ing-engineering profession that Mr. Clan-

cy is entitled to no credit in presenting

calcium cyanamide, but in its intended

use, as described in his last paper be-

fore the Electrochemical Society, is in-

fringing on my rights and prerogatives

in the matter.

D. Mosher.
San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 17, 1911.

After a careful perusal of Mr.

Mosher's communication, and also a care-

ful reading of his patent specifications

and other references, I fail to see any

cause for discussion as to "priority" in

the use of cyanamide in ore treatment.

Nowhere, including his patent specifica-

tions, does it appear that he suggests

the use of cyanamide per se as a solvent

for the precious metals; on the other

hand, he simply proposes, as many others

before him have done, the use of calcium

cyanamide as a starting point in the man-

ufacture of calcium cyanide, by heating

to a red heat calcium cyanamide with

other materials in an electric furnace,

and the product of this mixture, calcium

cyanide, he proposes to apply to the

treatment of ores.

The German chemists, Frank and Caro,

many years ago attempted to produce

cyanides in that way, but found that

the method did not work. I am reliably

informed by those actively interested in

the manufacture of cyanamide that for-

tunes have been spent to make available

the application of cyanamide in a thor-

oughly practical and economical way,
and these persons have very generously
and frankly conceded that I have solved

the problem. It seems to me that it

would be more to the point if Mr. Mosher
took issue with Frank and Caro, for the

determination of the question of "prior-

ity," for there appears to be little, if any,

difference in the result finally accom-
plished by either of them, for they were
apparently working along the same lines

and the results quite naturally were the

same.

The idea of my infringing any rights

and prerogatives of Mr. Mosher is ridic-

ulous. It will be apparent to anyone
reading Mr. Mosher's specification that he
does not use cyanamide in the cyanide

solution, but proposes to use his electric-

furnace product, which contains calcium

cyanide of about 80 per cent, cyanogen
content prepared by secondary electric-

furnace treatment of cyanamide, as al-

ready described.

In the Clancy process any amide or

amidine compound may be used in con-

junction with the cyanide solution, such
as urea, guanidine, etc. It is somewhat
surprising that Mr. Mosher dors not also

claim priority to amide or amidine com-
pounds in conjunction with the cyanide

solution.

I trust that I have made the distinction

clear in regard to the Clancy process,

that it relates to the use of cyanamide
in the cyanide solution and not the use
of the calcium-cyanide product prepared
from calcium cyanamide bv special treat-

ment, as described by Mr. Mosher.
It is abundantly clear from reading Mr.

Mosher's specification that he does not

attempt to claim the use of raw cyanam-
ide in the ore-treatment process, for the

simple reason that he, like many others,

was not aware of the fact that a cyanam-
ide, amide or amidine compound could

be used in conjunction with the cyanide
solutions until the publication of my pat-

ent specifications and the articles which
I have written disclosing the same.

John Collins Clancy.
New York. Feb. 7. 1911.

The Metallurgy of Manganese

What literature exists about the metal-

lurgy of manganese?
A. T.

Zacatecas, Mex., Jan. 27, 1911.

[Metallic manganese is merely a metal-

lurgical curiosity. The important metal-

lurgy of manganese is what pertains to

the smelting for spiegeleisen and ferro-

manganese. Broadly speaking, that kind
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of smelting is performed in a high blast

furnace, similar to what is used for the

production of pig iron, and the process

also is similar. Brief descriptions may

be found in many works on iron smelt-

ing: the transactions of the technical so-

cieties doubtless contain more specific

papers upon the subject. We know of no

special treatise.

—

Editor.]

Seeking Employment

The difficulty referred to by Mark R.

Lamb in the Journal of Oct. 22. 1910, is

only too well known in Australia. In

fact I imagine the mining man or engi-

neer seeking engagement in Australia is

even worse off than in America. For in-

stance he may have spent two or three

years in the Cloncurry district of North

Queensland, to secure another position

he must spend a week or more journey-

ing to Sydney or Melbourne and fre-

quently play the "waiting game" there

for a few months.

It was to meet cases of this kind that

the "Employment Register" was started in

connection with the Australian Mining

and Engineering Review. The work of

trying to bring together the employer and

the man open for engagement is done

gratis. Particulars as to training, age,

experience, salary required, with copies

of testimonials are filed ready to forward

when any application for a man to fill

a vacancy is received.

Up to the present quite a number of

men have been placed in positions and

we feel that the service has also been of

some assistance to the employers. Mr.

Lamb is to be congratulated on his ef-

forts along these lines.

Peter G. Tait.

Melbourne, Dec. 20, 1910.

[The columns of "Positions Vacant"

and "Positions Wanted" in the adver-

tising pages of the Journal constitute a

ready means for seekers of places and

those needing assistance to come to-

gether.

—

Editor.]

Ignition of Sulphide Ores

In the Journal of Jan. 28, a desire is

expressed to hear of a case of ignition of

sulphide ore from blasting; this has oc-

curred frequently at our mines, but ap-

plies only to the fine particles of pyrites

dust that are in suspension in the air

and the combustion does not seem in any

to extend to the larger particles.

The ignition occurs most frequently in

recharging holes that have failed to break

rly and can be avoided by

thoroughly wetting before blasting. We
had no serious acidents from this

source, but I can testify from personal

-.nee that it is exceedingly un-

;

. trapped in the fumes, re-

sulting from such an ignition.

I\ II. II i.i I L

Mineral Poll ' n. 31, 1911.

The Transvaal Stope Drill

Competition

All the abstracts of the report of the

committee in charge of the Transvaal

stope-drill competition that I have seen

to date, omit the cylinder dimensions of

the machine that divided the $24,000

prize with the small 2's-in. Holman
drill. Horsepower and duty in foot-

pounds may be new terms in the voca-

bulary of rock-drill experts; still they are

well worth consideration and I hope soon

to see you present an analysis of the

final figures on some such intelligible

basis.

It would be rather interesting to know

how the cost of 19' jC. per ft. of hole

drilled, credited to the winning machine,

compares with machine-footage costs in

the numerous mining districts of our

country. It looks high even if every-

thing is charged against it, as I believe

was done in the Transvaal, that is, labor,

air power, drill and column spare parts,

stores, air hose, drill steels, sharpening

bits, interest and depreciation on boiler

and compressor plant, pipe lines, drill-

ing-machine outfit, etc. How does 26c.

per ft. for hand-drilled holes compare

with hand-footage costs over here? Is

it not very high?

I presume I am not the only reader

who wonders- how the average rock in

this country compares with that on the

Witwatersrand, where the greatest ob-

stacle to "record breaking" drill stunts

is the toughness of the stuff drilled in

and its grittiness, which causes the bits

to lose their gage in the first few inches

drilled. Perhaps some of our friends

who have been in South Africa will en-

lighten us without booming any partic-

ular drill and without taking too seriously

the hardness of the rock on the prop-

erties they are now working. Let us

have some real light on this subject and

get away from these easy granite-block

surface tests every drill agent talks

about.

The Transvaal committee lays stress

on the fact that the $84,000 (the cost of

the contest) was well spent and that the

lessons should be of incalculable value

to mining men and manufacturers the

world over. If that is so, what are the

lessons? So far as I can see the only

gem is that "maintenance cost is the

deciding factor" when comparing drills.

Another is. that an air pressure of over

60 lb. should be used. Nor should the

weight of the machine be limited to 100

lb. when it is burdened with two to three

men. But these are things we learned

years ago.

We ought to know why hammer drills

received that nasty little slap, indicating

they did not compare with machines of

the Holman and Siskol type. There are

thousands in this country doing more or

less satisfactory work. What were the

peculiar conditions that eliminated them
in the Transvaal contest? It's all very

well to say who was first and who came
in second, but what are the real lessons

to be learned from this contest so far as

it affects us over here?

William D. Gordon.

New York, Jan. 30, 1911.

[During the last 15 years several at-

tempts have been made on the Rand to

decide the relative merits of various

types of machine drills and to establish

the actual cost of machine-drilled holes

as compared with those drilled by hand.

These determinations have been made in

a series of competitive tests with suitable

prizes offered the winning machines.

There are about 60 producing mines on

the Rand supplying ore for about 950C

stamps. At present about a third of the

world's annual gold production is de-

rived from the Transvaal. A determina

tion of the most efficient drill for loca

use therefore benefits a large number o

mines operating under similar condition:

and to a less degree mines in other part:

of the world.

The silicified conglomerate or banke

of the Rand "reefs" is more difficult

drill than the average ore encountered

the United States. Steel quickly lose

COST OF COMPRESSED AIR PER 100 CI

FT. OF FREE AIR COMPRESSED.
Pressure,
Lb.per
Sq.In.

50
60
70
75
80
90
100

Cost in Cents.

0.40
0.50

, 5 I

60
0.64
(I 70

76

its gage and the necessity of stopiri

over as narrow widths as possible con

plicates the problem of mining. Tf

width of the banket ranges from 6 to L

in. and some of the stopes are but 1

in. wide. Underhand methods of stopir

are usual. Kafirs are employed fi

practically all manual labor, and in ef

ciency these natives rank low; they r

the drills and carry them about tl

stopes, a white man usually supervisii

the operation of two or more machines.

On account of the toughness of the o

and inability of the Kafir to lift a hea

machine, a light powerful drill is r

quired. The weight limit fixed by t

competition committee was 100 lb., but

five natives were alloted to two drills,

limit of 125 lb. would have permitt

better proportioned machines without t

gteatly increasing the weight for t

men.

The report of the committee doi

give the power required for the varit

machines, but in the accompanyiiv

the quantity and pressure of the

used by a number of machines are glv

Compared with the average mine in j

United States the pressure used on I

Rand is low, and probably the dl

would have shown greater efficiency li

the pressure ranged from 80 to 90 lb.
-
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ead of 66 to 75 lb. That short-time

sts at the surface, on granite blocks, do

n give reliable comparison, is shown by

ie record of drilling speed obtained at

ie surface and during the competition

ider actual working conditions.

The width of the stopes in which the

impetition took place varied from 24 to

5 in. There were two periods of 43

lifts at an average stope width of 30

. ; three at an average width of 35 to

i in. and seven at an average width of

5 to 40 in., this showing that the ma-

rines were capable of narrow stoping.

was not the fault of the machines that

e whole of the stoping was not done

less than 40 in., but the mining re-

tirements had, of course, to be met.

Underhand stoping is used principally

i the Rand, little back stoping being

me, and for this work the air-hammer

there is little back stoping carried on

here.

(2) Hollow steel is not at present rec-

ommended, the class of material used in

its manufacture not being suitable. It

li a high-priced article, but it appeared

to crystallize more rapidly than the

cheaper solid steel, and gave more diffi-

culty in tempering, which process, how-
ever, it should be stated, was carried out

by smiths used to the cheaper material

ordinarily used.

(3) No new type of rig-up gear was
shown to be efficient. All the finishing

machines used the well known type of

lock bar and screw, with arms and

clamps usually of the Holman type.

(4) Any capable miner can supervise

efficiently more than two small machines,

to which number he was restricted by the

rules of the competition.

RESUME OF RESULTS OF TRANSVAAL STOPE DRILL COMPETITION.

ame of drill . . . .

ype of drill

ust allayer used.

iameter of cylinder, in .

roke, in

'eight, II)

otal footage drilled in 215
eight-hour shifts
ir used, surface trials, cu.
ft. per ft. of hole
ir pressure, surface trials,

lb. per sq.in
ir pressure, underground
trials, lb. per sq.in
ir pressure, average during
competition, lb. per sq.in.
rilling speed at surface
trials, in. per min., actual
drilling time
rilling speed at surface
trials, in. per min. over
total time
rilling speeds in competi-
tion, in. per min. over
total time
otal cost per ft. hole
drilled, cents
jares, per ft. hole drilled,
cents
;ores, per ft. hole drilled,
cents
epreciation, per ft. hole
drilled, cents

Holman,
24 in.

Piston

None used

24
4

99

12,779

376

74

72

67.88

2.393

1.566

0.818

19.51

0.92

0.86

2.23

Siskol

Piston

let through
hollow steel

2|
6

95 \

14,083

202

76

76

73.92

4.337

2.058

0.742

19.80

2.53

1.03

1.98

Holman
2J in.

Piston

None used

21
64

99f

11,744

385

75

66.65

3.110

1.988

0.684

21.82

1.89

1.00

2.08

Chersen

Piston

None used

2f
6

96J

11,781

239

74

76

71.70

4.110

2.515

0.682

23.88

5.07

0.9S

1.73

Waugh
Air Hammer
Water and

Air through
hollow steel

2
3

80i

252

74

76

2.428

Murphy
Air Hammer
Je1 through
hollow steel

11

If
80|

169

74

72

2.916

rills did not appear to be suited. It is

so stated that the hollow steels broke

mtinually, and frequently stuck in the

)le after drilling a certain distance, due

the cuttings jamming in a cement-like

ass, between drill and hole. The

nderground manager in his report

ated that there is no reason why ham-
ier drills cannot be used for stoping,

sing a separate jet to allay dust, and

)lid steel, but that he believes a water

:>llow-steel arrangement will be de-

gned that will not throw water about,

it send it up the hole where it is

anted.

The following deductions were drawn
om the observations of the committee,

lopting the phraseology of the report.

' (1) Hammer drills are not at present

litable for the general stoping condi-

)ns which obtain on these fields. That

to say, for down holes the reciprocat-

g drill has proved its superiority, and

(5) No two machines finishing in the

competition could be efficiently run un-

less the miner had five native assistants.

(6) It is essential that the arrange-

ments made for the supplying of drills,

stores, etc., to the miners should be

good, as a short supply of drills often

causes the loss of half a shift.

(7) Seeing that five boys for two

machines weighing under 100 lb. are

necessary, it would be better to strengthen

the machines, adding slightly to their

weight, but greatly to their durability.

Two boys can handle a machine weigh-

ing 125 lb., practically as quickly as one

weighing 100 pounds.

(8) Under suitable conditions, both as

regards mining and efficient working, it

is possible to break ground as cheaply

and keep stopes as narrow as required

with small machines as with hand-ham-

mer boys.

(9) The machines entered in the

trials have shown that valve gears operat-

ing with a very short stroke are not as

efficient as those with a longer stroke,

due to the fact chiefly that the greater

motion gives more clearance, and there-

fore is less liable to become choked by

small particles of dirt passing through

the air pipe.

(10) Machines with longer piston

strokes have proved themselves in ad-

vance of those of shorter stroke, and

have been able to get out broken ground

more easily, and also to drill deeper

holes.

(11) Provision for a feed of not less

than 18 in. in local mines appears de-

sirable. All this, it will be seen, takes

us back to the question of efficiency, and

points to the need for an increased supply

of trained young miners if the best re-

sults are to be obtained from the use of

small drills.

An accompanying table gives in con-

cise form the results observed on the

performance of the four machines that

completed the contest and also, for com-

parison, such data as are obtainable of

the air-hammer drills.

—

Editor.]

Huff Electrostatic Process

In the Journal of Feb. 4, there is a

short reference to the Huff electrostatic

process, which gives the impression that

the process is applicable only to zinc

ores, and that the American Zinc, Lead
and Smelting Company controls the Huff

company. This general misunderstand-

ing concerning the applicability of the

Huff process seems to have arisen from

the fact that the Huff process was first

applied on zinc ores by the American

Zinc, Lead and Smelting Company and

the United States Smelting, Refining and

Mining Company, whereas the Huff pro-

cess is now being used for the treatment

of ores other than those of zinc, as for

example silver ores in Nevada. In fact

we expect a larger tonnage from crude

ores carrying no appreciable amount of

zinc than from the zinc field, especially

from those regions where large bodies of

copper and other sulphide ores exist in

heavy gangue or where water is scarce.

The American Zinc, Lead and Smelt-

ing Company has an exclusive license

for the use of the process for the treat-

ment of ores containing zinc, from which

a marketable zinc product is made. The
Huff company is on the friendliest of

terms with the American Zinc, Lead and

Smelting Company and with the United

States Smelting, Refining and Mining
Company, and sincerely appreciates the

progressive and right spirit in which they

have cooperated to demonstrate this pro-

cess and to extend its utilization, but it

is our desire to build up a large and
independent business and organization.

Huff Electrostatic Separator Co.

C. H. Huff, President.

Boston, Mass., Feb. 7, 1911.
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Organizing the New York
Curb Market

The agent of the Curb market, with

the assistance of an advisory committee,

has prepared a constitution which has

been submitted to the Curb dealers for

their assent. In presenting this, the

agent. E. S. Mendels, calls especial at-

tention to two principal facts:

| 1 | That the association is organized

to deai only in securities not dealt in on

any department of the New York Stock

Exchange; and when any such security is

at any time listed by the Stock Ex-

change, trading and quoting sales of the

same must at once cease.

That the New York Curb Mar-

ket will remain a public street mar-

ket, and will be open to all who choose

to trade there, subject only to the usual

customs of business tha't no one is

obliged to accept a contract unless as-

sured of the fact that the person making

such contract is reliable and will fulfill

the same.

The constitution provides for the or-

ganization of the New York Curb Mar-

ket Association, which shall be ruled by

a board of 15 representatives. The offi-

cers provided for are, chairman, secre-

tary and treasurer; with standing com-

mittees on finance, commissions, admis-

sions, listing, complaints, law, and on

constitution and by-laws; also an arbitra-

tion committee to adjust disputes and

differences. It also provides for the dis-

cipline or expulsion of any member

charged with fraudulent acts, and

generally for more regulation of the mar-

gin has hitherto been usual.

New Lead Smeltery at Fiume,

Hungary
Jena Correspondence

Hungary consumes a considerable

quantity of lead in the shape of manufac-

tured articles, three-fourths of which

have to be imported on account of the

steady falling off in the home production

of lead ore. To remedy this evil, Man-

fred Von Weiss, an owner of large rolling

mills near Budapest, intends erecting a

custom smeltery of an initial capacity

of from 15,000 to 20,000 tons of lead ore

per annum in the vicinity of Fiume, Hun-

gary's principal port of entry. The ore

will be imported from North Africa and

Australia through a Frankfort firm of

metal merchants (presumably Beer,

Sondheimer & Co.), who will take an in-

:n the enterprise of the Hungarian

capitalist. Moreover, the Hungarian

let of finance has pi

n procuring a state subsidy tor it.

The ' 'tween t w

three million kronen (fn

000), which probably includ

ind ore. II ntend-

•nanufact me and spelter

8S secon

Guanajuato Reduction and

Mines Company

During the year ended Dec. 31, 1910,

the Guanajuato Reduction and Mines

Company produced 44,213 kg. of silver

and 556,476 kg. of gold, from ore con-

taining 193 grams of silver and 2.4

grams of gold per metric ton. The aver-

age recovery of silver was 81.45 per

cent, and of gold 85.02 per cent., an in-

crease over the extraction effected dur-

WORKING EXPENSES OF Tin: GUANA-
JUATO REDUCTION AM) MINES

COMPANY, 1910.

Per Ton
Total Cost, of Ore,

Operation. Pesos. Pesos.

Mining 101,260 0.443
Purchasing ami transporta-

tion. 59,539 0.261
Handling dumps 52,092 o 231

234,973 1.022
Cyaniding 370.02s 1.636
Guanajuato administration..

.

56,561 0.246
Selling expense 195.462 0.856

Total operating cost 1,076,415 4.695

Development and improve-
ments 47,726 0.194

Net .profit 743,675 3 210

Total income 1,S67,816 8.129

ing the previous year. A total of 228,-

344 metric tons were milled, of which

418 tons was custom ore; 45,430 tons

was taken from the filling in the old

stopes of the mines, and the remainder

from old dumps. The average value of

ore milled was 9.80 pesos as against 9.37

pesos per ton for the preceding year.

The average price received for silver was

53.48c. per oz. The profit over all ex-

penses incurred in Mexico was 3.24

pesos per ton as compared with 1.65

pesos in 1909.

The total value of metals recovered

was 1,867,816 pesos as against 1,561,405

pesos in 1909; the total expenses in Mex-

SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS FOB rut).

Weight, Total Value
.Metric Value, per Ton

Source of Ore. Tons. Pesos. Pesos.

San Antonio dumps 32,192 224,071 6.96
Mellado dump-.

Boca Mina and
un SI. 19 J 611.954 ' 7.60

Rayas dumps 63,856 537.612 8.42
Cata min.' 3,881 52,7 12 13.59
Valenciana and 1

1

peyac mines. . 11,092 1 1S.3S0 10.67
Mellado mine, San

Miguel L2.680 112.112 s s»;

Mellado mine, Cru-
Principal. . . 10.766 79.102 7 :;.'.

mine 8,964 80,622 8.99
Custom ore

'

119 9,300 22.22

Totals 228,344 l,s;,6,284 8.13

ico were 1,124,140 pesos in 1910 and

1,208,254 pesos in 1909; the profits were

713.675 pesos for 1910 and 353,150 pesos

for 1909. The las,t year was the most

prosperous in the history of the com-

pany. The bulk of the mill ore was

taken from the dumps, of which about

500,000 tons remain to be treated, not

including the Veta Madre dump in which

there arc estimated to be 411,000 tons.

Filling of the old stopes which can be

removed and treated at a profit amounts

out 500,000 tons.

During the last year a great advance

was made in the knowledge of what can

in the future be done with the great bod-

ies of old stope filling. This filling, gen-

erally compacted by the settli-g of the

hanging-wall, lies in the worked parts

of the mines like new soft veins of lower

grade than formerly existed there. The

extent of the filling makes its profitable

working a matter of great importance to

the future of the company's operations.

Until new ground has been opened, the

ore for the mills must come from the

dumps and the filling. A new method

of working the filling has been developed

that gives assurance that it can be profit-

ably worked as it exists in grade and ex-

tent. The year's work in this direction

has made it possible to calculate an ore

reserve from this source that could not

safely have been relied upon a year ago. i

In opening this filling 19,194 pesos have

been expended that have been charged to

development work. Another project of

much importance to the company is the

completion of the unwatering of the

Rayas and Mellado mines so that the

lower levels may be developed.

Iron—A Pittsburg View
Special Correspondence

Sentiment in the iron market con-

tinues to improve, and by sentiment in

this case is meant the gossip and predic-

tions indulged in throughout the trade.

The more conservative now fear that this

will be overdone a"nd that if actual busi-

ness should fail to increase week by

week a chill will be given. The conservative

place emphasis upon the fact that a great

deal of business was being held back in

' December from a variety of causes, so

that the release of this business does not

necessarily presage a continued improve-

ment. Of improvement in fundamental

conditions there has been relatively

little.

A feature of the situation which is

emphasized, however, is that through the

continued curtailment in general business

a great deal of idle capital has accumu-

lated, and, this capital is bound to seek

investment, so that in the long run new

projects of importance are sure to ma-

ture, barring accidents. The iron and

steel trade is, in the long run, bound

to work up to a better level, but whether

the position will be attained without

backsets, or before the second half of the

year is entered upon, is a matter of

doubt.

Application has been sent to the New

York Stock Exchange to list SI 2,000,000

capital stock of the Ray Consolidated

Copper Company and S3,500,000 of the

Chino Copper Company.
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details °^ Practical Mining
This department is designed to treat

a brief way of details of everyday

actice. Many readers are doing inter-

ring things in mining and milling that

her readers like to know about. The

ought that there is nothing new in them

lould not be. a deterrent of telling about

em. Something that is an old story in

le district may be quite unknown in an-

her. Our draftsmen can develop any

nd of a pencil sketch that is intelligible,

blueprint answers all the purposes of

ie engraver. Contributions are solic-

jd.

boring Up a Crane Runway
The accompanying illustration was
ade from a photograph sent by Charles

Shelby, late general superintendent of

Shoring Up a Crane Runway

i smelting department of the Cerro de
isco Mining Company, and shows the

:thod used at La Fundicion, Peru, to

ore up the crane runway, during altera-

ns. The foundation of this runway
is formerly of rubble masonry, which
now being removed and concrete sub-

tuted.

In making cleanups at the Florence-

>ldfield mill the amalgam from the bat-

ies and the plates is ground in a small

nding barrel with sodium peroxide.

le sodium peroxide attacks the base
" tals in the amalgam and oxidizes them

I that they cannot again go into the

'algam. In this way the bullion from

I cleanups has been made to run 997.6

fe, while formerly it rarely ran over 930

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things that have to

be done in Everyday

Freezing of Compressed Air

Pipe Lines

By Stacy H. Hill*

In nothern countries great inconven-

ience is caused by the freezing of com-
pressed-air pipe lines. The difficulty has

been eliminated to some extent at per-

manent, well regulated properties by
burying the pipe. Even in these installa-

tions trouble is often experienced in the

smaller lines to blacksmith shop or ex-

ploratory shafts, which may be at some
distance. A method whereby this diffi-

culty could be eliminated for all time

would be acceptable and has been the

cause of much study, as nothing disor-

ganizes a force of men so much as the

gradual or sudden loss of air supply.

In the latitudes where weather from

zero to 40 deg. below is occasionally ex-

perienced, the pipes freeze from the cir-

cumferenc, gradually diminishing the

pipe area until the passage is entirely

stopped. As a preventive of this, the in-

troduction of salt or sal-ammoniac has

been found very effective up to the mo-
ment of entire blocking of the pipe. At

a number of properties a barrel of salt is

kept in the engine room and at regular

periods, usually at the beginning and

middle of each shift, several pounds are

introduced into the pipe line just beyond

the air receiver. The pressure is then in-

creased by the air compressor and the

salt blown through the pipe, flushing out

the ice. The quantity of salt necessary

is, of course, dependent upon the size

of the plant. There is a record of one

line transmitting approximately 1000

cu.ft. of free air per min. for 1700 ft.

where two barrels of salt were used in

he course of the five winter months,

and completely did away with all freez-

ing troubles.

In pipe lines where sags exist, no

trouble is encountered by freezing in the

dips, as the salt collects as brine, pre-

venting freezing. For quick relief from a

*218 Frovideneo building. Dnluth, Minn.

partly frozen line, the pipe is sometimes
used as a part of an electrical circuit

temporarily until the pipe is warmed
sufficiently to blow the ice out.

Oiling Tramway Track Cables

An accompanying halftone shows the

machine used to oil the track cables on
the Balaklala aerial tramway, at Coram,
Cal. It consists of a carrier frame ar-

ranged to carry an oil tank having a

capacity of 10 gal. This carrier frame is

fastened to a set of trolley wheels turned

upside down, so as to secure a space

between the wheels for the oil jet di-

rectly over the track cable. By means of

1HHBMHB
'i

7niKlkl!.<)*(*H"*C{

A Tramway Track Oiler

two gear wheels, one of which is mount-
ed on the extended axle of one of the

trolley wheels and the other secured to

the trolley frame and carrying a wheel for

the belt running the oil pump, mounted
on the tank, the speed is so reduced

that the rotary oil pump, used to send

the oil to the oiler over the track cable,

does not run too fast. By means of a

cock in the pipe leading to the oiler the

supply of oil to the cable is controlled.

After a rain the supplv is so regulated

that enough oil is fed to run down and
cover all the cable, while at other times

the supply is only enough to cover the

upper side. When the valve has been
properly regulated to give the right

amount of oil, the carrier is gripped to
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the traction rope and the automatic oiler

is sent out over the line. This oiler

works quite satisfactorily at the Balak-

lala mine where it was designed.

A Substitute for Platinum

Triangles

By R. C. Benner*

While working with an alloy of nickel

and chromium in the form of a resistance

wire, its resistance to common laboratory

fumes and to oxidation at ordinary

blast-lamp temperatures made me
think that this wire might be used

to advantage to replace the ordinary plat-

inum triangle. Several triangles were

made by twisting together the ends of

three pieces of No. 13 "nichrome" wire

( p. size or two larger could be used to ad-

vantage) each about 4 in. long. The

triangles made in this manner were used

to support platinum crucibles, which were

ignited side by side with others support-

ed either on platinum or common pipe-

stem triangles. The crucibles showed

about the same loss in weight when ig-

nited by similar means on any of the

triangles mentioned. This was true

whether they were ignited over a Bunsert

burner, blast lamp, using city gas (con-

taining a large amount of sulphur) or a

gasoline blast lamp. The nichrome tri-

angles themselves, when used with city

gas, either over the Bunsen or the blast,

lost at most one milligram per hour and

at times showed either a slight gain or no

loss at all. When the gasolene blast was

used (this did not contain any amount

of sulphur) the loss of either the crucible

or the triangles was not more than 0.2

or 0.3 mg. per hour. One of these tri-

angles will outlast a number of pipe-

stem triangles and at the same time allow

a higher temperature to be obtained in

the crucibles. In fact they make a good

substitute for the platinum triangle and

cost many times less. This article has

been put on the market by C. R. Stoelt-

ing & Co., of Chicago.

Determining the Face of

Winding Drums
In determining the face of winding

drums when the diameter of the drum

and the rope diameter are known, the

accompanying charts will be found use-

ful.

Assume that the drum has a diameter

ft., and that the rope diameter is

that the shaft is 475 ft.

hen referring to the chart marked

,-ht-facc grooved drums," it is

found that an 8-ft. diameter drum will

wind 227 ft. per foot of face. The drum

required would therefore have to be. say,

2 ft. 6 in. face, which would allow a

sufficient number of JTO< ne end

of drum for fastening the rope.

Capacity in Feet per Foot of Face. Straight Face Grooved Drums.
100 M0 120 130 140 150 ICO 170 130 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 230 200 300 310 320 330 340 350 360 370 380

10

S
Q o

$•'

I
8
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5
'
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The other charts on straight-face

drums not grooved, and conical grooved

drums would, of course, be used in the

same manner as illustrated above. The

diameter used for conical drums, how-

ever, should be the mean diameter.

^Note—This is the fourth instalment of

charts prepared by L. F. Mitten, of the

Vulcan Iron Works, Wilkes-Barre,

Penn.].

An Improved Zinc-Dust

Feeder
By Claude T. Rice

It is important when using the zinc-

dust method of precipitation from cyanide

solution to feed the zinc dust to the solu-

reached, some precipitation remains to be
done in the press. Where a silver solu-

tion assaying 0.035 qz. gold and 2.5 oz.

silver per ton of solution is being precip-

itated, as at Tonopah, all the precious-

metal contents of the solution would be
precipitated by the time that the solution

has passed through 150 ft. of piping, pro-

vided that enough zinc was added.

Zinc Dust Formerly Simply Shoveled
into prccifitatinc vats

In the old method of precipitating the

solution by means of zinc dust, as prac-

tised for years at the Consolidated Mer-
cur mill, at Mercur, Utah, the zinc dust

was poured in large quantity into a vat

where it was violently agitated for a time

D>

<\

- Spring

Zinc-dust Feeder, Montana-Tonopah
The Engineering $ Mining Journal

Mill

tions evenly, for, if the feed is not even,

too much gold is precipitated in the press

itself. This is not an efficient way of

using the zinc, for the zinc particles are

brought more in individual contact with

the solution when the zinc is emulsified

with the gold solution in the pipe line af-

ter it has gone through the pump and the

whole thoroughly agitated, than when
the solution is trickling through the zinc-

dust cake in the press. Still, with the

best mixing of the zinc dust and solution,

unless there is a longer pipe than usually

exists, through which the solution and

zinc dust must pass before the press is

with the solution, but in a few hours the

bulk of the zinc dust was in the presses

and the main precipitation had to be done

there. This resulted in a large excess

of zinc in the precipitate so that it be-

came necessary to cut down the precipi-

tate by means of sulphuric acid before

refining. Moreover, there is an oxidation

Of the zinc dust in the press which re-

sults in a higher consumption of zinc.

Merrill's Belt Feeder the Next Step

Mr. Merrill, when he adopted zinc-dust

precipitation, devised the method of

feeding the zinc dust to the solutions by

a belt that has become almost an integral

part of the process, as most of the zinc-

dust precipitation plants in the country

have been installed by him. The great

drawback to the belt system is that the

length of belt that it is practical to use
in feeding the zinc dust is limited and
so the zinc dust must be piled on the

belt in a thick layer. As a result, the

zinc dust is not fed continuously to the

solution as theory requires, but instead

it is found that the zinc dust at times

does not feed to the emulsifier for sev-

eral minutes because, especially when
the air is a little damp, it banks up and
does not give away at the end until its

angle of repose has been surpassed.

Then the zinc dust starts and feeds

quickly until it has assumed again a

slope that is equal to the angle of repose

that limits motion, quite a different thing

on account of friction and inertia from

that which has to be surpassed in order

to start motion again in the zinc dust.

Of course, the emulsifier, which consists

of a cone with an air jet for keeping

the zinc dust in suspension, acts some-

what as a trap to equalize the feed of

the zinc dust to the solution going to the

suction pipe of the pump, but still the

feed is intermittent and probably not so

effective as when the zinc dust drops con-

tinuously into the emulsifier. At the

Goldfield Consolidated mill, where the

Merrill belt Teed is used for supplying

the emulsifier with zinc, observation has

shown that the zinc will at times hang

up so that not a particle of dust is fed

to the emulsifier for as much as five

minutes.

Ordinarily, in the Merrill method of

feed, the belt is driven from floats in the

gold tanks, but sometimes this is not

convenient as the gold tanks o'ften have

small capacity. Such is the case at the

Central mill at Grass Valley, Cal., where

the belt is driven by means of a ratchet-

fctuated gear wheel driven from the

solution pump that feeds the presses.

This ratchet method is necessary in order

to step down the high speed of the pump
to the slow feed of the zinc-dust belt.

By means of varying the throw of the

ratchet the feed of the zinc is adjusted.

An accompanying photograph shows the

feeding mechanism used at the Central

mill.

Wet Zinc Dust Burns Belt

A minor drawback of the belt feed i6

that, in case water should drop on the

zinc dust on the belt and there should

have been any decomposition of the zinc,

a hole will be burnt in the belt and in

case no one is near, the whols belt will

burn up. Such an accident happened at

the Central mill, where fortunately some"

one happened to be nearby at the time

so that the fire was put out before it

had greatly damaged the belt. More-

over, the spreading out of the zinc dust
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evenly upon the belt takes time, ail of

which is avoided in the zinc-dus;

that will now be described.

This feeder, which was devised bj B

A. Bosqui, superintendent at theMontana-

Tonopah mill, gives a positively con-

tinuous feed of zinc dust to the emulsi-

fier. It has resulted in the saving of

30 per cent, in the zinc consumption over

the method of feeding the zinc by hand,

the way that was first used at the mill.

Bosqui's Screw Feed

In this feeder devised by Mr. Bosqui,

the charge of zinc dust to be fed to the

solution is stored in a hopper. In this

r H. in an accompanying line draw-

ing, there is a feeding arm F which

is moved up and down so as to keep the

zinc dust from packing in the hopper

when the atmosphere is damp and so not

feeding down through the slot in the

pipe that envelops the screw feed be-

low. This arm is the end of a belt-crank

lever system that is raised by a cam
mounted on the screw shaft of the feeder,

while the return is effected by a spring.

The feeder proper consists of a slotted

pipe 1.5 in. in diameter in which rotates a

screw that feeds the zinc dust ahead in

the pipe and drops it in a continuous

stream into the emulsifier E, shown in

the sketch. This screw is turned from

an old piece of 1.5- in. shafting and has

threads cut in it about half an inch deep

and pitched two per inch.

The emulsifier consists of a small box

with a hose attached to a short nipple as

a discharge so that the feed of zinc dust

can easily be turned into whatever one of

the three launders leading to the differ-

ent gold tanks that it is desired. The

emulsification is effected by a spray of

barren solution that issues from a jet /,

pointed downward at an angle of 45

deg. so that it hits the bottom of the

emulsifier box at the point where the

zinc dust strikes as it falls from the

screw feed. Owing to the considerable

force of the spray, as the barren solu-

tion issues from the jet under a pressure

of 40 lb. per sq. in., and the fact that

the jet strikes the bottom at an angle of

45 deg., a good emulsification is obtained

and at less expense than when a jet of

air is used in a cone.

The emulsion of zinc dust and solution

then flows through the launder to a small

pipe which takes the emulsion to a small

sump box in the gold tank about 12 in.

square and 9 in. deep with which the

suction pipe of the pump supplying the

at the head of the mill is con-

In this way an effective emulsi-

fication of the zinc is obtained and an

intimate mixture of individual zinc-dust

let with the solution is effected.

The speed of the feed of zinc dust

to the emulsih'.-r is regulated by me
a set of cone pull' n from the

main ihaft tha- olution

pump feeding the zinc press. By means
of these cone pulleys the speed of the

big driving wheel is. changed through a

range of 3 to 15 r.p.m. as each step on

the cones is equivalent to a change of

one revolution in the speed of the big

wheel. This driving wheel is made large

Belt Zinc-dust Feed at Central Mill

so that a steady drive to the screw is

obtained.

Speed of Feed Varies with Tail

Solution Assay

The wheel's speed is changed only by

the superintendent, who varies the speed

according to the assay of the tail solu-

tion from the zinc press. Generally after

a clean-up the pump is speeded up so

as to get an excess of zinc in the press;

"7
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Guggenheim Exploration nves at San Fra ncisco Dec. 7. This ex- He was a man of wide acquaintance in

Comoanv cursion has been planned in response to many lands, and knew their great songs
^ y repeated urgent and cordial invitation and music and pictures and scenes and

The Guggenheim Exploration Com- from Japanese members, together with customs as well as their mines. He lived
pany reports for the fiscal year ended assurances of special attentions and in Morristown for about 20 years. He
Dec. 31, 1910. net earnings equal to 16.1 facilities from the industrial establish- never married.
per cent, on the S20.793.330 par value of rnents and government officials of Japan. -
stock issued. The profit and loss surplus There is no doubt that it would be made The Calumet V H %

1fl
on that date was $15, 124,589, an in- memorable as an opportunity for the ex- , .

riecia

crease of $1,267,524 over the previous pression of international hospitality. Dr. Consolidation
year. Cash, loans and accounts collect- Joseph Struthsrs, whose management. The proposal of the Calumet & Hecla
ible aggregate $2,924,645. Daniel Gug- upon his own personal responsibility, of management is arousing some strong op-
genheim, the president, says that the the recent trip to the Canal Zone, has position in the Lake Superior country,
figures indicate that the company has had been enthusiastically approved by the especially among Ahmeek and Osceola
a highly satisfactory and prosperous members of that party, has consented to stockholders. Thomas L. Chadbourne
year. In 1909 the company earned 14.7 undertake the organization and conduct has issued a circular against it, which is

percent, on its outstanding stock. of the Japanese excursion, upon sufficient having much influence. On the other
Following are the details of "other encouragement from members. hand the committee appointed by the

properties and investments" for the last The expense of the trip from San Fran- Boston Stock Exchange to consider the
two years: cisco and return, including hotel accom- advisability, from a Stock Exchange point

1910. 1909. modations and transportation in Japan, of view, of the proposed merger has re-

uK-oppe^Co ::::::: 9
S
022:9S6 Siilll

wiU be about S500 Per Person - P° rtc d favorably, saying

:

Yukon Gold Co ... 9.786.409 9,794,639 Members desiring to join this party "We believe, under present conditions,
MSa

s
neOU

! . .

.

mVeSt "
17.224 9.510 should notify Doctor Struthers imme- that the intrinsic worth of the combined

Nevada Cons. Copper
4,234.408 diatel >'' accompanying such notice with companies will be greater than the in-—L—'— remittance of $10 for each person con- trinsic worth of the several companies.

Total S19, 12S.950 819,149.oo2 rprr, pr* w/ ... , , - ,

•For 1910. included under Utah Copper
cernea - We believe that the directors of the

Company item as Nevada Consolidated shares ==——___^_^_—_____^^_^^^_^_ various companies have made an exceed-
iwre exchanged for I tali I opper shares during: ...

, , „ „ .

ihe year. John C. F. Randolph mg y thorouSh and honest effort to find

All of the above items are carried at

"

a
)
ust basis of consolidation; that the

cost. The balance sheet for 1909 'and John C. F. Randolph was born in principles of arriving at these valuations

1910 follows: Trenton. N. J.. Dec. 20, 1846, and died in are correct; and that whereas many of

Assets. Morristown, Feb. 3, 1911. He was the the factors cannot be exactly determined,

1910^ 1909^ son of Judge Joseph F. Randolph, of we believe, on the whole, that the valua-

Amer^Sniehers ' <e<
'•.' Co. ' ' ' New Jersey, and the grandson of Dr. John tions reached are equitable, and that

. (»)•• ... i3.860.ooo 13.860,000 Cooper, of Easton, Penn. His Randolph each and every detail has been given due
Amer. smelters sec. ..,,,,. , .

com l l forefathers had lived in New Jersey for consideration.

\estm™i?ts
rtieSan

.

m
19.12S.950 19,149.552 200 years before his birth—all devout "The committee has come to the unani-

Furnittire and fixtures . 4,293 6,936 and upright men, living on their own land- mous opinion that the plan is conceived
Bills and accounts col-

r '°
, ,

lectible 725,895 1,170,801 Mr. Randolph graduated at Princeton with absolute intent toward fairness, and
Cash and demand loans 2.19S.750 1.463.075 College in 1866i and at the Columbia is as fair a plan as could be produced
Total assets $37,124,589 $36,857,065 School of Mines in 1869, being almost the under existing conditions.

Liabilities.
first « E M _» in the Tjnited States. He af- "It is quite possible that some of the

Capital stock S22,000,000 S22,000,000 , ,. , . „ .. . _..,. , • , „ . • -

Bills and accounts pay terward studied in Gottingen, Tubingen producers might fare rather better under

$urp}u .. is 124,589 13 S5? 065 anc* Vienna. His first employment was favorable conditions as independent
:

—

:— in 1871 in the service of the United properties for a period of ten years. It
Total liabilities. . S37. 124.5*9 S36.857.065 „ _ . , , ., . .,/.-•___^^__

:^^^__^^_^^^_^_:

___ States Government in the structural cast- should be clearly understood that this is

American Institute of Mining
'™ W°* °!,*e U^h™s* Board

-
In

f

dealing on the one Jand with a large

= 18/3 and 18/4 he was in the service of low-cost producer, and on the other hand
r>ngineers

t^ e Japanese government as professor with eleven comparatively high-cost pro-

A circular from the secretary says that, of metallurgy in the University at Tokio. ducers."

subject to obstacles and necessary In 1884 he was in the service of the In a letter to Quincy A. Shaw, presi-

changes of plan not now foreseen, a Chinese government, engaged in examin- dent of the Calumet & Hecla, the corn-

meeting of the Institute will he held at ation of gold lands on the Yangtse river, mittee makes a suggestion concerning the

San Francisco, Cal.. in the earlier half and in 1888 in the service of the republic capitalization of the new company. It

r>f October, 1911. Further details con- of Colombia in South America, as com- says that to make the consolidation plan

:erning this meeting, including, if prac- missioner of mines in the Tolima district, more acceptable, steps should be taken

ticable, a visit to the Grand Canon of the At other times he was engaged for Eng- to so adjust the capitalization of the new
Colorado, in Arizona, will be announced lish and American bankers and syndi- company, through a holding company or

later. cates in extensive examinations in Colo- otherwise, that the number of shares

After the close of the San Francisco rado, Montana, California, Arizona, Can- issued shall be greater, thereby giving

meeting an excursion to Japan is contem- ada. Mexico, Cuba, Peru, Borneo, China stockholders a security selling in the

plated for such members and guests as and India. market around $50 a share, rather than

nay be able to take part in it. not exceed- It was his boast that he had saved for- $200. The high price for the new unit,

ing (according to present calculations) tunes rather than won them; that he had which it is proposed to create, deprives a

!00 in number. This party would sail told the exact truth to clients and had large body of people who have dealt for

from San Francisco Oct. 17. arriving at never negotiatsd sales. He had a con- many years in their favorite Lake Super-

Vokohama Nov. 3, witnessing the festiv- suiting office in New York for about 35 ior stocks from enjoying any speculative

ties in Tokio. connected with the birth- years; was a member of the University possibilities that may attach to the new
iay of the Mikado, remaining in Japan Club and the Down Town Association in securities, and there is. besides, the great

18 days, and returning by the steamship NewYork. and of the Morristown Club and advantage of a broader market which the

A-hich leaves Yokohama Nov. 21, and ar- of the South street Presbyterian church, smaller unit would effect.
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New York Curb Market in 1910
The trading in mining stocks on the

ork Curb decreased greatly in 1910.

/.ing to official tables the total sales

in 1910 were 34.172.548 shares: in 1909.

-428 shares: in 1908. 41,946,351

32.420.517 shares.

The number of shares traded in during

.md the price on the first trading

day and the high and low during the year

and the price on the last trading day. as

reported by the Curb Quotation Company.

Re
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Transport Conditions in Bolivia
In a country which is not self-support-

ing and which imports from foreign mar-

kets many of the necessities as well as

the luxuries of life, transportation plays

an important role in the rapidity of its

growth and development, and it is for this

reason that many of the western South

American republics are still undeveloped,

although many of them are nearly as old

nationally as the United States. This

is particularly true of Bolivia, which, al-

though established as a free republic in

1825, may be said to be still in the earl-

iest stage of development. It is greatly

handicapped by the lack of a sea coast,

By George W. Dean *

Bolivia has no good har-

bor and is deficient in rail-

roads. Development oj I In-

country held back by lack

of transportation facilities.

•Mexican-American Smelting and Refining
Company, Guaymas, Sonora, Mexico.

means of launches, and the loss by

breakage in rough weather and by care-

less handling amounts to a serious item.

Even in the harbor of Guyaquil, Ecua-

dor, 30 miles from the sea, the cargo is

handled by launches as this port is under

perpetual quarantine and the vessels are

not allowed to dock, but are compelled to

anchor in the middle of the river, and

receive and discharge their cargo by

launches. The general type of launch in

use on the west coast is a heavy double-

ended open launch of 25 to 30 tons ca-

pacity, propelled by hand.

Unloading Freight from Coasting Steamer Mules Are Used for the Heaviest Mountain Transport

iw
-l^*^.«-

Llama Train Near La Paz, Bolivia Ferrying Pack Animals in Straw Boats

its present ports of entry being Mollendo,

Peru, and Antofagasta, Chile, both of

which are rather open roadsteads than

harbors, as it is impossible to land freight

or passengers in rough, stormy weather.

All Imports Have to be Lightered

at Pcrt of Entry

As most of the imports of the country

are from European or coast ports, it is all

handled in the same manner, viz: De-

livered to the port by the foreign or coast

steamers, received in lighters or launch-

es, transported to land when weather

permits, conveyed to the principal cities

by rail, and then distributed by carts or

pack trains of llamas or mules.

The principal lines of coasting vessels

are the Compahia Sud-America de

Vapores of Chili, and the Pacific Steam

Navigation Company, or more properly,

the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company,

as this company has lately purchased all

the vessels and holdings of the Pacific

Steam Navigation Company. The last

also operates a line of ships between

Callao, Peru, Valparaiso, Chile and Liv-

erpool, via the straits of Magellan. The

average size of the coasting vessels is

about 5000 tons.

These steamers call at all the

coast ports and also Panama, delivering

and collecting cargo. In all cases the

cargo is received and discharged by

There being few good harbors on the

coast, the facility with which cargo can

be handled depends a great deal on <'•

weather, which fortunately is usual!

fine. The launches are pulled with os

from land through the surf line to the

ship's anchorage, unload and receive

whatever freight there is to discharge,

everything being hoisted out- and in-

board by the ship's winches.

Consignments of live stock are handled

in the same way. Horses are hoisted

in a sling, and cattle usually by

means of a rope sling around the horns,

while many times passengers are hoist'.-

d

aboard in a half barrel by the ship's

winch.
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American Packing Compares Poorly

with European

The accompanying photograph shows

the port of Mollendo on a comparative-

ly fine day with the fleet of cargo launch-

es at anchor outside the surf. Each

launch as it is loaded, is anchored out-

side until time and weather will permit

its removal to the mole and unloading.

They are for the most part open, and

during a storm many are lost with their

contents. It is impossible to obtain in-

surance on goods on board launches, and

in every case the loss falls on the con-

signee. It is in the handling of freight

by the launches that American packing

shows to disadvantage. In rough weath-

er, it is not at all unusual for a case to

slip out of the sling and fall 10 to 20 ft.,

transferred to the lake steamers and car-

ried across the lake, a distance of 116

miles, to Guaqui, the Bolivian port of

entry, whence they are delivered by the

Guaqui-La Paz Railroad to Viacha or La

Paz. Imports via Antofagasta are deliv-

ered to Oruro, Bolivia, by the Antofagas-

ta-Oruro Railroad, and there transhipped

to the Bolivian Railroad for delivery to

La Paz or Viacha, as the cars are not in-

terchangeable on account of the different

gages of the roads. In the cities, the

distribution is made by carts or carga-

dores, and it is from here that the real

difficulties begin.

Pack Trains Much Used

While many of the larger mines have

railroad branches at or near their prop-

Carefully Sectionalized Machinery
Necessary

The size and weight of his machines
or parts must be limited to the carrying ca-

pacity of a mule. In some instances

dynamos, and crushing rings for Hunt-
ington mills weighing up to 500 lb. have
been transported a distance of 130 miles

over the mountains, but the cost, delays

and difficulties must be experienced to be

properly appreciated. Heavy timbers

and long lumber must be dragged to its

destination and are only made use of

when necessity compels, concrete and
stone work taking their place as far as

possible. In at least one instance, a

large piano was carried from La Paz
into the department of Beni, a distance of

about 300 miles by relays of six Indians

Handling Freight at Mollendo, a Peruvian Port of Entry for Bolivia

landing in the bottom of the launch or on

other boxes and packing cases, and not

infrequently in the water, and unless the

packing has been done- exceptionally well,

Hilt may be imagined. The English

and German methods of making cases

holding from 100 to 250 lb., thoroughly

strapped with iron and sewn in bur-

lap, usual in delivering their

in good condition, and this

of the prominent reasons why the

11 a representa-

tion in the trade of the west South Amer-

ican republics. When weather permits,

the launches are brought aloi

ind the cargo landed b.

im crane and forwarded by rail.

Imports via Mollendo arc carr

the P' • iithcrn Railroad to I'nno,

111 port fin

erty, and other have a good road for

hauling in carts, the greater part of the

supplies and material for the interior

must be distributed by mule or llama

pack trains.

The trails are, for the most part, nar-

row and rough, and the accompanying

photograph well illustrates the class of

country and some of the difficulties which

have to be overcome in the building of

trails. The inclination of the hill shown,

is 58 deg. and there are 24 zigzags in

the trail ascending a distance of about

2000 ft. Many places the trails are

1 out of solid rock and are neces-

sarily narrow and rough, which renders

i ortation Of heavy or bulky

hazardous, y\ it is over these

that the miner must ship his ore

and bring in his machinery.

each, the time being over three months.

This method is sometimes employed with

heavy or bulky machinery where it is

impossible to load it on a pack mule or

for stiff Wire cables, which cannot be

conveniently rolled into small coils. This

method was made use of by the Olla de

Oro Gold Mine Company to bring in the

standards of a pneumatic stamp weigh-
; ng about 700 lb. each.

The Wet Season Also a Bar to

Transportation

During the rainy season which extends

from November to March, many of the

trails are obstructed by snow in the high

passes, and by high water in the val-

leys, as there are few streams which

have bridges. In many places, especially

along the Desaguadero river, the pack
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trains are ferried over in straw boats or

balsas. The animals are thrown, their

feet tied, and are placed upon the balsas,

which are paddled or poled to the other

side of the stream, where the animals

are loosened, reloaded, and continue

their journey. The larger mines have

regular contractors or "arrieros," who
operate pack trains of their own and

handle the output of the mine and the

supplies for the work at a stated price,

and by giving return cargo are able to

cut the cost to a minimum, but the oper-

ator who is installing a plant or who has

not enough cargo for a continuous ser-

vice, is often obliged to buy his own ani-

mals or pay extortionate prices for the

transportation of his cargo. The prices

vary from about $2 per quintal ( 100

ib.) for a trip of 130 miles, to S4 per

quintal for a trip of 50 miles. Large

packages or those requiring special care

usually take double the regular rate.

The usual cargo for the mule is 300 lb.

and half as much for a burro, while the

distance made varies from 15 to 25

miles per day, depending on the roads.

Two Years to Move a Dredge 200 Miles

The Incahuari Gold Dredging Com-
pany has been over a year transporting a

400-ton dredge a distance of about 200

miles to a river in the interior and es-

timates that it will be at least another

year before the dredge will be in opera-

tion, although it has its own pack train

of 150 mules and also hires such arrieros

as care to take a contract. Feed for an-

imals forms a very important item in the

cost of mountain transportation, and in

years of drouth and short crops, as in the

last year, the cost of straw barley, their

principal feed, rises to S3 to S4 per quin-

tal.

There are many trails which were

built and maintained by the Incas and

Spaniards, but many of these have fallen

into disuse and the remainder are now
in worse state than when they were left

by the Spaniards in 1780. Although Bo-
livia has liberal laws concerning the con-

struction and maintenance of roads and

requires a road tax from the people, it is

not rigidly enforced and the miner is

practically forced to build and maintain

his own road. This has held back the

development of the country, for before

the prospector can use anything in the

development of his property, which can-

not be carried on a man's back, he has
to build a trail, and this is beyond the

means of the ordinary prospector, and
there are few prospects indeed, which
would warrant such an expenditure.

Spaniards Used Man-back Transporta-
tion

That the Spaniards did much of their

packing upon the backs of Indians is

abundantly proved by the general inac-

cessibility of many of their old trails,

sometimes passing along the face of a

precipice on a narrow shelf where it

would be absolutely impossible to take
an animal, and in other places over
chasms or high passes by a series of
stone steps, which would be impassible
to a cargo animal. Their long trails

passing from one part of the country to

another were undoubtedly for pack trains

from their easy grades and their width,

but apparently all the ore they removed
from their mines, which often amounted
to thousands of tons, was taken on the

backs of Indians to the place where it

was milled, as in many cases the trails

are simply a flight of stone steps.

But Little of Country Accessible by
Railroad

It is only a comparatively small part

of Bolivia which has been opened up by
the present railroads, and the great

natural and agricultural resources of the

country are still inaccessible, except by
means of a few mountain trails and nav-
igable tributaries of the Amazon and
other large rivers. The last Congress
granted a concession for a railroad be-

tween the head of navigation on the

Pilcamayo river and Cochabamba, which
will pass through the department of

Santa Cruz and will open a country rich

in oil, coal, timber and agriculture, af-

fording an outlet to Buenos Aires on the

east and the high pampas on the west.

A railroad between Arica, on the coasts

of Chile and La Paz, is now under con-

struction with about 120 km. to complete,

which will place La Paz in direct connec-

tion with a good port and with a single

all-rail haul of 24 hours, without the

present transfers of freight. There is also

a railroad projected between La Paz and
the head of navigation on the Madre de

Dios river and other tributaries of the

Amazon, which, when completed, will

open up rich rubber lands, timber and ag-

ricultural lands.

The cost of freight from Bolivia to the

sea coast at present amounts to as much,
and often more than the freight to New
York or Liverpool from the port, and this,

added to the transportation to the rail-

road by means of pack animals, leaves but

little margin for the miner unless he has

exceptionally rich ores to work and pro-

hibits the transportation of crude mater-

ial. Through the main cordillera, a rail-

road could only be built at an enormous

cost, and although it would open up a

virgin country rich in all natural re-

sources, it is doubtful if sufficient busi-

ness could be obtained to warrant the ex-

penditure unless the region were con-

trolled by foreign capital, as the natives

are not especially industrious and the

Indians are satisfied with the barest ne-

cessities of life.

Nevertheless, it is only rail com-

munication between the great fertile ag-

ricultural and timber lands of the inter-

ior departments of Santa Cruz and Beni

and the high pampas and mining regions,

that will render the country self-support-
ing and place it in a position to profit

by its great natural wealth.

Largest Gyrator} Breaker

in the World
The largest ore crusher ever built was

recently shipped to the Biwabik mine, Bi-

wabik, Minn. It stands 28 ft. high
and weighs over 500,000 lb. The two re-

ceiving openings are each 48x108 in. and
will take pieces of rock weighing 10 tons.

The crusher is expected to produce a 40-

car train load of crushed rock per hour—
from 1000 to 1200 tons per hour crushed
to 5-in. ring.

The Biwabik Mining Company has ex-

tensive iron-ore properties which have
been developed on the openpit system.
This permits the open blasting of the ore,

which comes loose in large pieces that

can be loaded on cars by steam shovel.

Most of the ore is mineralized taconite,

one of the hardest of iron ores.

To handle this ore the Biwsbik Mining
Company, in 1901, installed the largest

and most powerful breaker that had been
built up to that time. This breaker has
been in service since that time. The en-

largement and extension o'f the com-
pany's work, however, has reached such
proportions that the old breaker is no
longer capable of handling the ore. The
old breaker was built by Allis-Chalmers
Company, which also built the new one.

It is known as a No. 24 and is the larg-

est ever built by any concern.

Improved Lap-Welded Pipe
The American Spiral Pipe Works, of

Chicago, is now making lap-welded pipe

in large sizes from open-hearth flange

steel of 60,000 lb. tensile strength, in

which the weld is practically of equal

strength with the pipe. The pipe runs

from 12 to 72 in. in diameter and is an-

nealed after welding. Tests from welded
portions showed tensile strengths of 62,-

520 lb., 61,070 lb., 63,700 lb., and 56,100

lb. per sq.in. respectively, while a test

bar from the unwelded portion showed
60,370 lb. "per sq.in. tensile strength.

On testing a 24-in. pipe for fatigue of

metals, the pressure was brought nine

times to between 900 and 1100 lb. per

sq.in. The pipe was stretched to 25 .

in. internal diameter, but remained sound.

On the tenth test the pipe fractured, the

strain being then over 55,000 lb. per

sq.in. A 20-in. pipe was tested for re-

sistance to end pressure. At 565.000 lb.

it folded but the weld remained tight.

The pipe is recommended by the makers
for high-pressure hydraulic and con-

denser lines.

A hospital for miners has been estab-

lished at Zacualpan. State of Mexico, by

the mine owners of that district.
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Cyanide Treatment of Concentrates
The Goldfield Consolidated Mines Com-

pany. Gold;'::^. Nev., was confronted at

tne time it was p to start the 100-

stamp mill with the problem of disposing

of the high-grade pyritic concentrates

from the Deister slime tables. A plan was

evolved and a special plant built to cyan-

ide the concent: remove the bulk

of the gold content before shipment, with

a view to avoiding the almost prohibitive

freight rates on high-grade material. Im-

provements have been made from time to

time so that the treatment at present is

so successful that a large proportion of

the residues are too low for profitable

marketing and are placed on the dump.

ie Gold Amalgamated

The difficulties encountered in the

treatment are both chemical and mechan-
ical. Of the material coming from the

Deister slime concentrators, 80 per cent,

passes a 200-mesh screen; the silica

content varies according to the closeness

of concentration, but averages about 40

per cent., the bulk of the remainder of

course being pyrite; and, in addition,

there are the complex compounds of

copper, bismuth, antimony, tellurium and

sulphur, with which the gold is associ-

ated. After leaving the Deisters the con-

centrates are amalgamated, 15 to 20 per

cent, being recovered on the plates.

There is a wide variation in the grade of

the material passing off the plates, but

the average is less than 20 oz. of gold

per ton: the silver is comparatively neg-

ligible. The equipment of the plant

comprises five Pachuca agitating tanks,

three collecting tanks and two clarifying

tanks.

Acid Treatment Before Agitation

The first operation in the treatment of

the concentrates and an interesting fea-

ture from a chemical standpoint is an

reatment preliminary to the treat-

ment with cyanide solution. This is ac-

complished in the wooden collecting

and watering tanks which receive the

pulp through a distributing launder from

the amalgamating plates. The excess

water is decanted off until 40 to 50 tons

of settled concentrates, representing 24

hours' run, and 30 tons of water remain

in the tank, then 1000 lb. of commercial

sulphuric acid is gradually added as soon

as the charge is in thorough agitation.

At the end of 10 ho ins of water

under high : ;n in at the bot-

tom of the tank and agitation stopped.

The charge settles in a couple of hours

and the wash is decanted. Two similar

wash'. |
lied and decanted to re-

•

and any remaining acid. The purr'

the treatment is primari:

the basic ferric sulphate lid the

By A. B. Parsons *

Description of process

used at Goldfield, Nev. C *on-

eeutrates are given prelim-

inary acid treatment, then

made slightly alkaline and
agitated in cyanide solution

in a Pachuca tank.

*Tonopah Liberty Mining
pah, Nev.

Company, Touo-

Agitation and Decanting Both Ef-
fected in Pachuca Agitator

The actual cyanide treatment in the

Pachuca tank consists of a series of

eight-hour periods of agitation. An in-

terval of four hours is allowed for set-

tling the charge, decanting the pregnant
solution, and refilling with strong barren

solution. The idea of settling and decant-

ing in the Pachuca itself was developed

several months after the plant was put in

operation. It was originally necessary to

discharge the pulp to a Dorr thickener

and afterward pump it back to the agi-

tator to be again built up. This transfer

(Cite Engirunrmgi Mining Journal

Cyanide Treatment of Concentrates at Goldfield, Nev.

resultant formation of ferro- and ferri-

cyanides with excessive consumption of

cyanide.

After the final decantation of wash

water the charge is "dropped" by gravity

to a neutralizing tank, where a sufficient

quantity of a thin emulsion of lime is

added to make it slightly but distinctly

alkaline. Continuous agitation is main-

tained until ready to transfer the cl

to a Pachuca tank.

however, proved a source of continued

trouble. On the other hand the present

plan is exceedingly simple, gives equally

good results, and is considered or.e of the

best features of the treatment.

In building up a new charge 250 lb. of

cyanide and 20 lb. of lead acetate are

first dissolved in 10 tons of barren solu-

tion containing about 4.5 lb. of cyanide

to the ton. This gives a solution oi

pearly 30-lb. strength into which thf
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neutralized pulp is pumped. Additional

barren solution is finally added to fill

the tank within about three feet of the

top. This method of procedure has been

found much more effective than diluting

the solution first and then pumping in

the pulp, the very strong solution pre-

sumably attacking the gold more rapidly

at the outset. When finally made up,

the charge contains approximately 45

tons of dry concentrates and 70 tons of

solution. Agitation is commenced as soon

as the pulp enters the tank, and in the

course of an hour a sample of filtered

solution is titrated for cyanide and pro-

tective alkalinity. Sufficient cyanide and

lime emulsion are added to maintain 4.5

and 0.5 standards respectively, the latter

in terms of CaO. For the first four sub-

sequent agitations 10 lb. of acetate are

used and for the remainder only 5 lb.

3 i'ipu

The Engineering $ Mining „

Arrangement of Pachuca Tank

The amount of cyanide added each time
of course depends upon the titration

made at the time agitation was last

stopped, but it generally requires from
25 to 50 lb. The clear decanted solution

amounting each time to about 40 tons,

is run through one of two steel rim-

overflow clarifiers to the gold tank from
which it is pumped to the precipitating

department.

Oxygen Introduced to Oxidize Reduc-
ing Agents

At the end of the fourth hour of each
agitation period a 10-lb. can of sodium
peroxide is opened and immersed in the
tank at the end of an eight-foot pole,

introducing oxygen well in the center of
the charge. The addition of this oxygen
is not so much to supply the element

for the reaction of solution, as to oxidize
the reducing agents which have accumu-
lated in the solution and thus renew the

activity of the cyanide. It should be
noted that all cyanide, lead acetate and
sodium peroxide are introduced, in dry
form, directly into the Pachucas.
The curves show a remarkably high

percentage of extraction during the first

eight hours, with a fairly uniform in-

crease until the ninth, when the curves
become almost horizontal. The original

scheme was to complete the treatment

with the fifth agitation, but the number
of Pachucas was increased from three

to five, giving capacity for the present

treatment.

After the final solution has been de-

canted the charge is dropped to the

Kelly-fiilter stock tank, where agitation is

maintained and some slight increase in

lecting, neutralizing and stock tanks.

The most successful agitator, and the one
now in use, consists of a plain wooden
arm attached to the lower end of a

square 3-in. steel shaft. The shaft is

revolved by means of a beveled gear and
pinion, and is supported from the roof

by means of a chain block attached to a

TABLE SHOWING EXTRACTION AFTER
VARIOUS PERIODS OF AGITATION.

Figi eu - \se I >i -.>
i - Gold pi r Ton

hi Pi LP.

Charge
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sides. A short piece of soft rubber tub-

ing, wired at the upper end, covers these

holes, permitting the air to escape when
the pressure ( about 35 lb.) is turned on,

but preventing the pulp from entering

the pipe during the settling period. In

spite of this arrangement the pipes are

of:en choked and a union is provided

several feet from the end so that the

lines can be cleared out and new fittings

put on when the tank is empty. At the

bottoms of all the tanks high-pressure

solution, water and air lines are connected

through appropriate valves so that the

pulp may be loosened around the dis-

charge opening when a tank is to be

emptied.

While exact figures on costs are not

available it is admitted that they are

but a small proportion of what the mar-

keting costs would be. The largest cost

factor in the plant itself is, of course,

that for chemicals, including peroxide,

cyanide, acid, acetate, etc. One solution

man on each shift handles the entire

plant with the exception of the Kelly

press, which requires an operator and a

helper 12 hours per day; the labor

charge therefore is not high. A single

50-h.p. motor operates all of the agitators

and a number of small-power motors

are required for the various pumps. Air

for agitating and steam for heating the

solution in winter are both supplied from

the main mill, and the concentrate-

treatment plant and the mill proper have

precipitating and refining departments in

common. A proportion of these costs

are of course chargeable against concen-

trate treatment. I am indebted to J. W.

Hutchinson, mill superintendent, and to

S. J. Kidder, formerly assistant superin-

tendent, for their courtesy in giving in-

formation for this article.

Skidoo Mines Company
The management of the Skidoo Mines

Company, operating a gold mine in the

Panamint range, Inyo county. California,

presents some interesting figures regard-

ing recent operations and work done

during 1910. The report for December,

1910, shows the following: Tons of ore

milled, 1155; time lost, 10-M days; value

bullion produced, $19,517; value concen-

trates (estimated), $375; total, $19,892.

Costs: Development, $817; operation,

$7515; total S8332. Net profit for month,

$11,560. The cleanup for the first half

of January, 1911. amounted to $7500.

During this period there was uncovered

in the mine, on the 200 level, a
2' '-ft.

vein that tveragefl $25 per ton in j.',old.

During 1010 there were 295 ft. driven in

raises and 1285 ft. in drifts.

The report coverir ration of

the cyanide plant from March 28 to Nov.

HO, 'hows the following: Tonnage

delivered to mill (dry), 8280; average

value per ton. -112; leaf in slimes, 27.5

per cent.; extraction, 83 per cent.; aver-

age value of tailings, 69c. per ton; total

proceeds, $20,649. Costs: Material,

$2554; smelter, express and stage, $864;

labor, $4793; total, $8212. This shows a

net profit on the 8280 tons (9190 tons

wet) of $12,437. The costs are further

summarized, as follows, the figures being

given in cents per ton: Cyanide, 23.1;

lime, 3.4; zinc, 7.2; acid, 1.6; caustic

soda, 0.4; distillate, 4.3; gasolene, 0.9;

coal oil, 0.8; oil, waste, 0.9; Selby loss

charge, 8.3; Selby treatment charge, 3.7;

expressage, 1.7; stage charge, 0.6; solu-

tion and tank men, 73; assaying, 4; re-

pairs, 2.7; total costs, 136.6, or $1,366

per ton.

The Ingersoll Drill and Cam-
eron Pump Historically

Considered

By W. L. Saunders*

It was in a little shop on the corner

of Second avenue and Twenty-second

street, New York, that both the Ingersoll

drill and the Cameron pump originated;

the manufacture of both began under the

same* roof. The late Henry C. Sergeant,

who is admitted to have done more in

the invention and development of the

rock drill than any other person, de-

signed the first really successful Ingersoll

drill, getting his fundamental ideas of

the valve motion from A. S. Cameron.

This was at a time when the flywheel

engine was more or less of a novelty and

a reciprocating engine, like a pump or a

rock drill, with no crank shaft to carry

it around the center, was practically un-

known. The first machines of this class

were built on steam-engine lines, the

valve itself being mechanically connected

with the piston. In the first Ingersoll

drill, as in the first pump, when the pis-

ton reached the end of the stroke it re-

versed the valve by direct .nechanical

contact with knuckle joints, rods or

other devices, which intervened between

the piston and the valve.

Invention of the Tappet Valve

A. S. Cameron was seeking to perfect a

pump which could be used in rough

places where exposed parts were liable

to wear and injury. He also wanted to

make a valve which would open a large

port at the end of the stroke the instant

that the piston reached a certain point.

This was hardly practicable with a me-
chanically moved valve without exces-

sive shock and wear. Cameron's inven-

tion, therefore, was to place a small

tappet or knuckle in each cylinder head

of the pump, which should serve as a

trigger to trip and open, through contact

with the piston, a small port connecting

either end of the valve. The valve itself

was submerged in live steam, pressure

*i'" Idenl "i the [ngeraoll-Rand Company,
11 Broadway, New York, N v.

being equal on both ends, hence when
this tripping action took place it reduced

the pressure on one end so that the

greater pressure on the other caused it to

reverse. In order to do this with the

minimum shock at the tappet, and also

taking into consideration the importance

of having a small port controlled by such
action, Cameron used a plunger piston,

which in turn overlapped the valve it-

self, this plunger piston having an area

on each end, which might be more or

less, according to the resistance of the

valve to the action of sliding on its seat.

The valve itself was, and still is, a slide

valve, which, as is well known, rests

tightly upon its ports and does not leak
,

through wear.

Sergeant Adapts the Valve for Rock
Drill Use

Sergeant had a more difficult problem

than Cameron, because the speed of a

pump is only about 100 ft. per min.,

while that of a rock drill is four times as

great. This high speed made it difficult

to use any kind of a tappet trigger, and

in order to get the quickest action of the

valve Sergeant sought to use the plunger,

or valve-moving device of Cameron as

the valve itself. In doing this he en-

countered another difficulty, the valve, in

order to be tight on its seat would press

so hard that the speed of the drill be-

came sluggish, so he ran a bolt through

the center of this valve to relieve it of a

certain portion of the pressure. Instead

of the tappet trigger Sergeant moved his

valve by causing the piston of the drill

to undercover passages leading to each

valve end. Here we have the identical

principle, so far as valve movement is

concerned, that is embodied in the Cam-
eron pump, namely, an equal pressure

on both ends of the valve and the valve

moving through a disturbance of that

pressure on one end and the other alter-

nately, the action itself being controlled

by the strokes of the piston. No better

evidence is needed of the success of this

valve action than the fact that the In-

gersoll Eclipse drill and the Cameron
pump are at work today with valves of

this construction.

The community of interests between

Cameron and Ingersoll has extended

from this inception to the present day.

The castings for the first air compressors

of the Ingersoll make were made in the

Cameron foundry on East Twenty-second

street. For many years, and until the

Ingersoll works were moved to Easton,

Penn., castings were made by Cameron.—
The American Detinning Company has

completed its plant at Connellsvihe,

Penn., and will begin to operate it early

in February. The main building is 50x60

ft., two stories, with several smaller

buildings for storage use. The plant has

connections with the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad through a siding.
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Texas Mining Laws and Prospecting
The seasonable move now being made

toward obtaining a revision and improve-

ment of the Texas mining law is worthy

of the support of every man who feels

at all inclined to promote the welfare

and progress of the State, no matter

whether he be directly interested in min-

ing or not. Someone said that "law is

for the convenience and protection of the

people, not for mere perfection of an in-

strument." But the Texas mining law

as now prevailing possesses neither legal

excellence nor protection, unless in its

creation, protection was supposed to mean

a solid barrier designed to prevent the

development of the mineral resources of

the State.

Prof. W. B. Phillips, director of the

bureau of Economic Geology. University

af Texas, has done more than any other

one man, or any association of men, to

remedy the evil in his efforts toward hav-

ing the objectionable clauses in the pres-

ent law repealed and changed; but so far

without avail. Commencing this cam-

paign several years ago, in an able ad-

dress, issued in bulletin form by the

University (Bull. No. 6, July, 1903) he

:learly stated the shortcomings of the

existing law, and suggested the remedies.

He has kept at it ever since, but an in-

different or stupid Legislature has paid

10 attention to him.

Private Ownership of Alternate Sec-

tions a Stumbling Block

To quote from the bulletin mentioned:

'The private ownership of every alter-

late section keeps out prospectors. It is

expensive exploring for minerals, and

when there is such uncertainty as to the

;xact location of public and private lands.

:his expense becomes doubled. I have

tnown prospectors to spend months in

:he mountains, and after finding some-
:hing really good, and having same sur-

veyed, it was found to be on private

and. As a general rule, private indi-

/iduals offer small inducements to the

niner, and the railroad companies own-
ng most of the private surveys offer

lone at all." This condition is in it-

elf sufficient to keep out the honest,

lardy and intelligent prospector; but

here is another yet better designed to

eep him out, and that is, in addition to

ne unreasonable expense attached to the

)cation of a mining claim, the final ex-

rbitant price per acre demanded by the

tate before a complete title is given.

Miner Pays Anything from $25 Per
Acre Up

In article 3498-F, of the present mining

:w, it prescribes that. "All mineral

nds shall be sold at such price as may
2 fixed by the land commissioner, but in

> event shall the same be sold at a price

By Martin Fishback*

Texas mining laws are
highly oppressive to the

prospector and have retard-

ed the State's mineral de-

velopment. Arbitrary val-

uation of mineral lands the

worst feature.

•Mining engineer, P. <t. Box 701, Kl Paso,
Texas.

less than $25 per acre, nor until he has

ascertained approximately their value;

provided, that no person, firm or corpor-

ation or association of persons shall be

permitted to locate or file on more than

five claims of 21 acres within a radius of

five miles." This article assures the

prospector that he will have to pay a

minimum of at least $25 per acre for

his claim, and as much more as a wise

land commissioner may determine the

claim to be worth in a mineral way; in

other words, if the prospector should dis-

cover a bonanza, which is the everlasting

hope of every good prospector he is as-

sured by law that the State may impose

an impossible price for his find and lo-

cation, and thus in fact take it away
from him. Is it any wonder that the min-

eral resources of Texas are lying dor-

mant?
To open up and develop the possible

mineral wealth of Texas, the laws and

regulations must be made such as to

make the field an attraction to the pros-

pector; a field where, if he find valuable

lodes or deposits of mineral, he is not re-

quired by law to pay an exorbitant price

for the land and where he knows his find

and location will be protected; that is all

the reward he asks for the hardships that

belong to the prospector's work.

Protection to the Prospector Neces-

sary for Development

One has only to glance at the enor-

mous development that has taken place

in Colorado, Utah, Arizona, Idaho, Ne-

vada, California and Alaska to be con-

vinced that in the search for and develop-

ment of mineral wealth, liberal laws and

protection for the prospector is the key-

note for the development of mining dis-

tricts. The Federal mining laws, sup-

plemented by State and Territorial stat-

utes and, to a great extent, still existing

local rules in many mining districts, are

a long way from being perfect, and min-

ing societies have in recent years pre-

sented resolutions to Congress for re-

vision and improvement; but notwith-

standing all that it is extremely doubtful

if more restricted and definite laws would

have been so conducive to the mineral

development of the western States; nay,

more than that, it is highly probable that

because of these laws, and local rules

originally adopted by the prospectors

themselves, this great development was
made possible, and induced the intrepid

explorer to go out into the wilds of the

Rockies, fight Indians, cold and starva-

tion, and untold sufferings from thirs*

and alkali dust in the deserts.

The prospector is the real pioneer o*
the west; he and his burro. After him
came the engineers, the capitalists, the

mine promoter, the homesteader, the real

estate parasite, and all the rest of good
and evil things which follow in the wake
of a rich "strike" in a new country; and
eventually there grew railroads, cities

and towns, fruitful farms and profitable

stock ranches. But the prospector does

not get the credit he is justly entitled to

as the advance agent of civilization.

Those who have never been on a real

prospecting trip in the Rockies or Sier-

ras; who have never crossed Death val-

ley, for instance, walking day after day

with a parched throat, spitting out the

alkali dust, with the reflection of a blaz-

ing sun on glaring surface burning the

eyes out of their heads, hundreds of
•miles from the nearest settlement, have
not the least conception of the nerve,

courage and fortitude it requires; those

who have are the sort of men who are

responsible for and made possible the

present prosperity of the western States

lying between the foothills of the Rockies

and the Pacific slope. Prospecting in

Mexico, where there have been native

settlements throughout the Sierra Madre
for several hundred years, is a Sunday
picnic compared with the hardships of

the western prospector of 50 or even 25

years ago. The writer has spent the best

part of 20 years in the mining fields,

from Montana to Guatemala, and feels

qualified to make this assertion. And, if

the State of Texas would establish its

mining laws on a basis that would ap-

peal to this class of men it would be

equivalent to an invitation and the bene-

ficial result would soon make itself

known.

Location Formerly a Rough-and-ready

Process

Nearly all of the richest mining dis-

tricts of the West were discovered and

prospering long before the Government
had subdivided the country; the pros-

pector, when he found and located a
claim, was not and could not reasonably

be expected to be an astronomer, a navi-

gator or a civil engineer, or to establisn

the longitude and latitude of a place

where man had never set foot before;

all that he was required to do was to

state the general direction of the strike
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of his vein, scribbled on a blazed tree

near the discovery, or on a board knocked

off an empty powder bo\ and fastened

to a stake near the regulation 10-ft. hole,

and put up some corner stakes. A cer-

tificate to that effect, which also em-

braced a rough description of the sur-

rounding country, was Bled at the near-

est recording office when convenient, of-

ten several months later, and the title to

the claim was established and continued

in force so long as the annual assessment

work was performed.

This rule prevailed, to the writer's

knowledge, in some districts in Colorado

less than 20 years ago. In one case the

U. S. Supreme Court decided that if a

prospector has discovered '•float" or other

indications of the immediate presence of

a vein and keeps diligently at work, such

incomplete discovery is equivalent to dis-

covery of the vein in place. If it did not

go so far as to decide that the prospector

could at once locate upon such indica-

tions, it did decide that he has not only

the right to be protected in his posses-

sion while following up such indications,

but that he will be protected to the extent

of a full claim when his location is com-

plete.

Abuses Possible under the Present

Law

Although it is certain that the liberal

mining laws of the United States have

made possible this wonderful develop-

ment of the western States, it is also true

that, as the country became settled and

"civilized." the subdivision of Govern-

ment land progressed, and the frontiers

gradually disappeared. In recent years

this limitless opportunity for the pros-

pector has been abused, not by the class

of prospectors previously referred to. but

by a class of individuals who may be

classified as the dog-in-the-manger type

who, because the law made it so easy

to hold a claim, are now to be found in

everv camp fostering a retardation of

development.

The extralateral and apex right

which was originally designed for

the protection of the prospector, has be-

come a fruitful source of endless and in-

tricate legal snarls, costing immense

sums of money; most of these litigations,

however, occurred after the prospector

had sold out and the purchasing company

had developed a "bonanza;" some ad-

joining company would start the trouble

and the legal battle was on. Hundreds

of lawyers ; n the West have become

wealthy by "specializing" in minin

Undoubtedly this liberal mining law

itself

need revision to fit present needs and

conditions; but there certainly mil

:. to bring the

and the undeveloped mineral-
•

• /ether,

miring 1

piece of legal art and perfection.

is not a poor man's law; the mining law

of Canada is in many respects better

and more favorable to the prospector;

the mining law of the Philippine islands

is. on the whole, superior to any of

them. But it is not necessary to copy

anything from any of them; common
sense is the best yard-stick; the test of

value is the use made of it. Persuade

the Texas lawmakers to pass a mining

law that will induce the prospector to

come, a law that is simple and convinc-

ing and strong in protection; give the

prospector a chance to scour the hills

without imposing upon him the necessity

of being a capitalist; offer him an oppor-

tunity to dig down on his vein or deposit

of ore and perhaps take out enougn

money to pay a reasonable price

for a clear title, or at least to

make a showing sufficient to enlist finan-

cial assistance. Once the prospector is

A Flaming Oil Gusher
Los Angeles Correspondence

The accompanying illustration is from

a photograph of well No. 56 (center) of

the American Oilfields Company, and a

well on adjoining property belonging to

the Santa Fe railroad, situated in section

36, Midway field, Kern county, Cal. On
Sept. 11, 1910, while gushing at the rate

of 2000 bbl. per day, well No. 56 in some

way became ignited and soon communi-
cated the flames to the Santa Fe well a

short distance away. For a while it was

feared that a conflagration involving the

loss of many thousands of dollars was

imminent, but after burning fiercely for

two hours both wells filled with sand and

the flames died out for want of fuel.

Well No. 56 was completed July 11.

1910, at a depth of 1988 ft., and on July

18 began flowing at a rate of 300 bbl

Oil Gushers Afire in Midway Field, California

interested and "makes good," the ap-

pearance en the scene of the mining en-

gineer and capitalist will be a natural

consequence, and the mining industry in

Texas will become a realitv.

Cadmium
Paul Speier, of Breslau, reports that

ir. 1910 the price of cadmium moved be-

tween 475 and 525 marks per 100 kg., the

year closing with an exceptionally strong

demand for spot as well as for future de-

livery. Consequently, prices took an up-

ward direction, and for metal warranted

to contain nit per cent. Cd. from 575 to

irks is now being asked per 100

kg. The United States, which frequently

appears as seller in the German market,

during the last few weeks has bought

: il large lots in that market.

per day. On Sept. 6 it was flowing 2(

bbl. per day, but Sept. 7 it made a recot'

of 15,000 bbl., dropping back to 10(

bbl. the next day. After the fire the we

remained choked until Oct. 8, when

made a. record of 10,000 bbl., this ra<

of flow gradually decreased and the we

is at present producing 500 bbl. per da

Well No. 79 of the American Oilfieh

Company, that began producing Ma

1910, and flowed for a while at the ra

of 50.000 bbl., is now making 500 bl

per day.

Maine has joined the list of steel-ma

ing States. The Portland Iron and Stt

Company, at Portland, began the erecti

of a 25-ton basic open-hearth furnace

1909 and completed it in April, 191

Steel merchant bars and bars for rei

forced concrete work are rolled.
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fhe Humphrey System of Pumping
'he Humphrey system of pumping

y be briefly described as a method of

sing a liquid by applying the energy

expansion of an ignited combustible

:ture to one end of a column of the

lid, so as to propel the column along

ischarge pipe, and to cause it to oscil-

: in the pipe under such conditions of

rgy of the moving liquid that every-

lg necessary for preparing for the

:t ignition is performed during one or

re oscillations.

The Simple Form of the Pump

:
ig. 1 shows the pump in its simplest

m. Water is to be raised from a sup-

tank S to an elevated tank R. C
he combustion chamber, W the water-

ve box with valves V opening inward

[ D the discharge pipe. A and E are,

pectively, inlet and exhaust valves

nected by a simple interlocking gear.

; cycle of operations is as follows: A
rge of gas and air compressed in the

of C with all the valves closed, is

d by a sparking plug in the top cas-

;. The pressure of the expanding

:es sets the whole column of water in

n motion and this water attains a mo-
ntum so great that it continues to flow

sr the pressure of the gases has been

uced to that of the atmosphere.

Kt this point the exhaust valve E opens

its own weight, and water is admitted

ough the valves V, mostly to follow

moving column in D, but partly to

i in chamber C in an effort to reach

: level of the water surface in S.

len the water column has expended its

;rgy, it flows back toward the pump,
ning velocity until it reaches the ex-

ust valve E, which it closes by impact,

e energy of the moving column is ex-

ided in compressing the burnt gases

prisoned in the cushion space F to a

assure greater than that due to the

tic head in R. The water moves out-

rd a second time; when it reaches the

el of the valve E the pressure in F
again atmospheric. Further move-
nts of the water open valve A against

ight spring and draws in a fresh charge

gas and air. Once more the column
water returns under the elevated-tank

•ssure and compresses the charge of

(> and air, which is then ignited to

rt a fresh cycle of operations,

"he action of the pump is not altered

i instead of delivering into an elevated

He, it discharges into an air vessel or

I) an open standpipe or tower. The
It that in the Humphrey pump the
1 nt gases are so well cooled at the end
I the long expansion stroke that they
» ] not ignite an incoming combustible
rge. makes it possible to have a two-

vie pump.

The energy of expansion

of an ignited combustible

acting directly on a column

of liquid is the basis of a

new method of pumping.

Note—Abstract from a series of articles in

Power, Dec. 13, Dec. 20, 1910, and Jan. 5,

1911.

The Double-barrel Pump

The left-hand portion of Fig. 3

illustrates the double-barrel pump, the

cycle of which may be readily sur-

mised. Explosion occurs alternately in

the two combustion chambers A and B,

and in each chamber there is the usual

cycle of compression, explosion, exhaust

and the taking in of a new charge, thus

again involving four strokes of unequal

length. In this case, the water column

has only one outward and one inward

movement per cycle, but the expression

"two-stroke" could be applied only to

R
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Increasing the Capacity of a Pump

An important development of this ar-

rangement is made by connecting K to a

supply of combustible mixture instead of

allowing free opening into the atmos-

phere. E then becomes an automatic

pump for taking in mixture and discharg-

ing it under pressure. If the discharge is

into a reservoir from which combustion

chambers A and B can be supplied, we

it once a means of quickening the

cycle and greatly increasing the output

of an apparatus of given size. The 1000

h.p. pump now under construction in

Germany will operate on this principle.

The Efficiency of the Humphrey
Method of Pumping

If the column of water oscillating in

the play pipe of the Humphrey pump is

used as a water piston, and caused to

iise and fall in an air vessel fitted with

suitable valves for the inlet and outlet

of air, the combination constitutes an air

compressor of a very efficient type and of

the greatest possible flexibility.

The Pozos Camp, Guanajuato,

Mexico
By Herbert A. Megraw*

The main factor in starting the revival

of interest in this Mexican camp was the

work done at the Angustias and Cinco

Sehores mines. Late in 1909 the latter

company started a new mill on its prop-

erty and found that the low-grade ore

which the mine was considered able to

produce could successfully be treated.

The mill ran only, a few months when it

was found that the condition of the mine

would not supply sufficient ore of profit-

able grade. The mill was temporarily

stopped; the mine is now being devel-

oped, and the lower levels unwatered.

Late in 1909 the Angustias company
began to unwater its mine and at the

same time to remodel its mill at San

Luis de la Paz for treating the ores by

cyanidation. The unwatering was com-

pleted in March, 1910, and while ore was
being drawn from the upper levels for

treatment, the lower levels were devel-

1
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Nomenclature of Iron and Steel—II
Sec. 11. That there should be two

radically distinct definitions of steel, and

two kinds of steel, the "aggregated"

steels and the steels which have been

:ast, two kinds with absolutely nothing

In common, each lacking completely the

essential characteristic of the other, is

ndeed anomalous and unfortunate. The

>nly remedy suggested is to exclude

'blister steel," the only variety of the

aggregated steels of any importance,

From the class "steel" and give it a

wholly new name, for instance "blister."

3ut no such change should be attempted

jnless it has the approval of a substan-

ial majority of the reasonable. As a

irst step toward learning whether it has

his approval, let me try to state the

irguments for and against it.

Shall Slag-bearing Blister Steel

Cease to Be Steel?

In favor of this change it may be

lrged

:

(1) That it would remove a serious

momaly which, however little it may
rouble the steel trade, must necessarily

:ause more or less confusion to the

normous majority of mankind, those

mtside of that trade, a majority whose
nterests should not be ignored.

(2) That this is a most unusually fit

ime for attempting such a change, be-

ause of the existence of a powerful in-

ernational committee which has this very

ubject of nomenclature in hand.

(3) That the number of persons whose
nterests oppose this change, viz: Those
/ho are closely interested in the blister-

teel trade, is so insignificant that, con-

ervative though they are, they would
lave to yield to the united demands of

he great technical societies if these so-

ieties, adopting a recommendation of

fiis international committee, should de-

land this change.

On the other hand, the change may be

pposed by others on four grounds, as

ollows:

(1) The history of the Philadelphia

lovement certainly gives reason to fear

lat the relatively few makers and users

f blister steel, the only member of this

ariety that has any importance today,

rould ignore the attempt and go right

n calling this product "blister steel,"

lough ali the societies under heaven
'ere to thunder protest. They represent
ie ultraconservative in iron metallurgy;
ie conservatism which they manifest in

leir processes might appear in their at-

tude toward such a change.

(2) With the early disappearance of
lister steel the classification will cure
self.

(3) This plan provides no name for

puddled steel." But to this one may
-ply that, if this product is not already

By Henry M. Howe

Clarification of the no-

menclature urged for the

two present great divisions

of steel and of cast iron.

The temporary inconven-

ience to the trade not

an offset to the advantage

to the many. While "blis-

ter steer
1

is a vanishing

class,
"
malleable cast iron"

is a fixture, so that revision

seems expedient for the lat-

ter. Reason for illogical

nomenclature of iron is that

temporary trade convenience

alone has been valued. The
scientific attitude today and
the present international

nomenclature committee
make permanent clarifica-

tion possible. Permanent
organization would then
keep them straight.

obsolete, it is of such slight importance

that it ought not to stand in the way of

the proposed clarification of our nomen-
clature. Should it ever resume import-

ance, it could be given a new name.

(4) The only reason for this reform is

the inconsistency between the two mean-

ings of the word "steel." But it is only

the harm done by such an inconsistency,

and not its mere existence, that could

justify a change.

Our language abounds in common
words with inconsistent but harm-

less dual meanings. Among the twenty

definitions of the noun "square" in

the Century dictionary are the geo-

metrician's "a four-sided plane rectili-

near figure, having all its sides equal, and

all its angles right angles," and (as part

of its third definition) "a public park

among buildings." It could confuse no

one to call a park a "square" even if it

were undulating and had five sides con-

nected with curves instead of angles; yet

such a "square" lacks every essential of

the geometrician's, being neither four-

sided, plane, rectilinear, equilateral, nor

rectangular: while the geometrician's

"square" lacks all the essentials of the

city "square," being neither public, a

park, nor among buildings.

Consider how little there is in com-

mon between the "bow" of salutation

and that of a vessel; between the "bow"
which bids adieu to the shower, that of

the violin, and that of a bow-knot; be-

tween the bull of the stock market, the

Irish bull, the papal bull, and a bubble
called a "bull;" between the rush used
as candlewicking and the act of rush-

ing. One could go on indefinitely. Grant
that these two meanings of steel are

anomalous; so are the plural meanings
of endless common words, but without
harm. It is not the existence of dual
meanings but only the actual harm done
by them that could justify trying to erase
one of them.

Nor does the difference between the

two meanings of steel do any appreciable
harm, beyond throwing a trifling burden
on a few teachers and writers, and an in-

significant one on any individual student
or citizen outside the trade. Let us
simply make up our minds that there are,

temporarily and only till blister steel goes
out of use, two kinds of steel just as
there are two or more kinds of squares,

bows, bulls, rushes, etc., etc., and do
not let us fret ourselves about a dual-
ity which does no serious harm, certainly

no harm comparable with the energy
needed to remove it.

Browning says truly, "But little do or
can the best of us." We should devote
our strength, of which we are but the

trustees, only to the objects most worthy
of it. Some may hold that the evil to

be cured is so slight that it cannot jus-

tify the outlay of energy needed, to cure

it, in a world in which so many wrongs
cry out to Heaven for redress.

Even after long consideration of these

arguments for and against, it is with

some difference that I give my own
judgment, for that of any one man, of

course, deserves but little weight. In

view of the existence of a committee,

which I believe to be unusually compe-

tent; of the small number of those whose
interest opposes this change; of the con-

siderable simplification which it would

give; and of the enormous number of

those who would be benefited, even

though the benefit to each individual

would be slight; the change seems to

me on the whole worth attempting. It

is the existence of this present committee

which seems to me to remove this change

from the inexpedient to the expedient

class.

Sec. 12. What name shall we give

the material of which malleable castings

are composed? This is a puzzling ques-

tion. These castings are made initially

out of brittle white cast iron, because

this is so fusible that it can be cast

cheaply even into thin shapes. They are

then made malleable either by removing

part of their carbon by long heating (an-
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nealingl in contact with iron oxide, for

instance.

(1) 3 Fe.O, - C = 2 Fe O. + CO

;

or by converting this carbon, by a like

annealing, from its initial state of ce-

mentite. to the extreme hardness and

brittleness of which white cast iron owes

its brittleness. to the state of finely di-

vided or "temper" graphite, thus:

(2) Fe C 3Fe • Gr.

In any individual annealing both these re-

actions take place, but in European prac-

tice it is chiefly the former and in Ameri-

can chiefly the latter that is relied

on. The product of the European or

decarburizing process amounts to some

50.000 tons a year, and is known as

"white heart" or "steely malleable." That

of the American practice amounts to

some 800.000 tons a year, and is called

"black heart." because the presence of

the finely divided temper graphite gives it

a black fracture.

Both black-heart and white-heart

castings are called "malleable castings."

and the material of which they are com-

posed is called in trade "malleable," us-

ing this word as a substantive, or more

commonly "mailable." It is also at times

called "malleable cast iron," but chiefly,

I believe in scientific or at least semi-

scientific writings, and rarely in trade

parlance. I do not now raise the ques-

tion of the expediency of calling the cast-

ings themselves "malleable castings,"

though, of course, even this fixed name

•s unfortunate, because steel castings

also are actually malleable. I ask only,

"What shall we call the material of which

malleable castings are composed?"

Five Plans, but None Unobjectionable

To each of the five courses which sug-

gest themselves there are serious objec-

tions, so that we have either to devise

some sixth and better course or to choose

from among these five, the one which to

a majority of the reasonable seems the

"least bad.

These five courses are as follows:

Ml To call it "malleable cast iron,"

regarding it as simply one variety of cast

iron and distorting the definition of cast

iron so as to include it. (2) To legitim-

ize the use of "malleable" as a substan-

tive for trade purposes and to provide no

scientific name, on the ground that the

hodge podge of which this trade group

consists has no single property in com-

mon, and hence has not enough interest

to science to justify the creation of a

scientific group name. According to this

plan the substance of which malleable

ca«ting c arc composed is "malleable." a

species coordinate with "wrought iron,"

"wctl." and "cast iron." (3) To call

it "malleablized cast iron," and to regard

not strictly cast iron but a distinct

specie-, quite as the "malleable" of

2 is. (4) To invent some new
name for it, such as "rcauminc," or the

Iron of Reaumur, who invented the mal-

leabllizing process. (5) To call it "mal-

leablized iron."

Let us consider these five courses on

their merits, calling this substance "Y-

ircn" till we decide on its name.

Course 1— If the class "cast iron" is

to include Y-iron, we must abandon its

definition given above, which makes the

essence of cast iron the lack of malle-

ableness due an excessive carbon content,

whereas Y-iron is malleable; and, taking

advantage of the fact that Y-iron is not

malleable when cast, make the essence of

cast iron such lack of malleableness at

the time when the iron is initially cast.

This is done in the following definition.

Alternative Definition of "Cast Iron"

Cast iron: generically, iron which,

when molten and when initially cast, con-

tains so much carbon (2.20 per cent, or

more) or its equivalent that it is not

usefully malleable at any temperature

unless as in the case of malleable cast

iron that carbon is later removed or con-

verted into pulverulent or "temper"

graphite. Specifically, cast iron in the

form of castings, other than pigs, or

remelted cast iron suitable for such cast-

ings, «s distinguished from pig iron, i.e.,

the molten cast iron as it issues from the

blast furnace, or the pigs into which it

is cast. There are four chief varieties

of cast iron, of which only the last is

usefully malleable.

But to make Y-iron thus a variety of

cast iron in virtue not of what it is, but

of what it once has been, when all other

divisions of iron are classified according

to their existing and not to their past

properties is a poor makeshift; one is

tempted to call it a "dodge." It is

anomalous in that it calls Y-iron "cast

iron" in spite of its having, in the only

state in which the buyer and user know
it, the very property, malleableness, the

absence of which is the essential of all

the other varieties of cast iron, and in

spite of the fact that much of it lacks the

high carbon content which gives all other

cast iron its essential quality of non-

malleableness.

No Chance for Class, Malleable
Castings, to Die Out

The palliative that makes the anomaly

between the definition of weld steel and

that of other steel tolerable, that weld

steel is about to go out of use and to take

the anomaly with it, has no equivalent

here, because malleable castings are so

useful, and in the nature of the case

are likely to remain indefinitely so much
cheaper than steel castings, that their

use is likely to persist for a long time.

Yet, unwelcome as this course of basing

the definition of cast iron on a property

existing at the time of casting is to writ-

ers and teachers, it would probably cause

: ions inconvenience to trade and in-

dustry, for three of the varieties of cast

iron, uray, white, and mottled, are bought

and used in the state in which they are

initially cast; and as to the fourth, there

is hot likely to be serious difficulty in

finding out whether any individual piece

of supposed Y-iron actually was or was
not malleable when initially cast, i.e.,

whether it is a "malleable casting" or not.

Course 2—The objection to this is

equally clear. To use an adjective like

"malleable" as a substantive, to say that

malleable castings are composed of

"malleable," and that iron is divided into

wrought iron, steel, cast iron, ferro-alloys

and "malleable" is certainly unfortunate.

But this objection is more apparent than

real. The trade already uses "malleable"

in this sense very widely. Writers and
teachers, when they address the trade,

can thus use "malleable" without offense.

When they address the lay they can with

slight trouble avoid naming this sub-

stance, calling the individual castings

"malleable castings," a moderately good
and widely used name; when they ad-

dress the scientific they will very rarely

have occasion to use a group name for

the irrelated substances, black heart and
white heart, which the convenience of the

trade thus groups together. A further

objection is the possibility of confusion

between "malleable" thus used and
"malleable iron," a name by which
wrought iron is widely called in Great
Britain.

Objections to Third Course More Ap-
parent Than Real

Course 3—To call Y-iron "malleablized

cast iron" at first seems harmless

enough; but to hold that "malleablized

cast iron" is not "cast iron" at all is an-

other matter. Certainly if a layman was
told that a given piece of iron, or a given

structure or consignment, was of "malle-

ablized cast iron," he would infer that it

was of a variety of cast iron; and if he

wag then told that it was not cast iron

at all he would be surprised, and could

retort justly that the nomenclature was
confusing and misleading. If then we
pointed out to him that neither a dead
man, a straw man, a pitman, nor an

ottoman is a man; that a saw horse is not

a horse at all; that a hermaphrodite brig

is not a brig; that a sea dog is not a dog,

nor a sea cow a cow, and so forth,

he could properlv reply that these cases

are harmless, because, in fact, they are

not likely to cause confusion. This leads

us to ask frankly whether course 3 would

be likely to cause serious confusion. Of
course, it would throw a burden, really

an insignificant one, on students, and a

trifling one on teachers and writers, a

small class. But for two reasons I think

that it would not cause any considerable

confusion among those who actually need

and use these terms in their life's work,

those who buy, sell, and use true cast

iron and malleable castings, those to

whom the present question is of any im-

portance.

I
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(1) This brittleness of cast iron is so

familiar, indeed so proverbial that when

I say "malleablized cast iron," you read-

ily infer that the state of cast iron is a

past and not a present one, as in such ex-

pressions as "an extinguished fire," "an

abandoned hope," "fuit Ilium," "this gray

shadow once a man" and "joy remem-

bered well."

(2) Ninety-nine times out of a hun-

dred, when "cast iron" is spoken of in en-

gineering, trade and industry, Y-iron is

excluded by clear implication in the

minds of speaker and hearer. "These

locks, chains, pots, columns, etc., are of

cast iron" would certainly be taken to

mean that they were not malleablized

castings, that is Y-iron.

Course 4 would be unfortunate be-

cause of the dislike or repugnance of

most human minds to accepting even a

better new name in place of an estab-

lished one.

A Fifth Course

After this article had been set up

the name "malleablized iron" occurred

to me, and it now seems to me
slightly better than any other so far

proposed. It does not, like Course

(1), call for an anomalous definition of

cast iron; nor like Course (2) use an

adjective as a substantive; nor like

Course (3) require an apologetic ex-

planation that "this cast iron is not cast

iron"; not like Course (4) call for a new
name to be learned by heart; for the

name though new is self explanatory.

"Malleablized iron," does not seem like-

ly to be confounded with "malleable"

iron in the sense of wrought iron. Be-

cause of its past participle, it suggests

the very essence of this species, that it

was not malleable initially but has been

made malleable, like "a reformed man,"

"an extinguished fire" etc. Had it been

malleable initially it could not have been

malleablized, just as the fact that a man
has been reformed implies that he must

have been faulty, and the fact that a

fire has been extinguished implies that it

must once have burnt.

On the whole the faults of the

fifth course seem to me less than

those of any of the others, and I there-

fore recommend it, though the difference

in faultiness is so small that, far from

warranting a confident advocacy, it indi-

cates that the judgment of a majority of

the reasonable and competent should be

sought. I adopt it provisionally in this

article.

Is a Bureau of Nomenclature Needed?

Sec. 13. Shall we create a bureau to

pass on proposed new names, to decide

whether any new product shall be called

steel, or what it shall be called, and for

like duties? The proposition is attractive

and merits careful consideration.

When we reflect that in chemistry,

physics, and other pure sciences classi-

fication and nomenclature are, or are

supposed to be, the work of minds trained

in these very subjects, philosophers and

students, we naturally regret that, in

metallurgy (apart from metallography),

classification and nomenclature are not

made, but grow. The reason lies close at

hand. In chemistry and physics not only

have the men of science, the investigat-

ors, writers, and teachers, been of over-

whelming importance, through their num-
bers and the nature and bearing of their

work; not only has there been a vast body

of them with interest and activities far

removed from those of chemical and

physical manufacture; but the men who
have carried on this manufacture have

themselves had scientific training, and

have carried into that manufacture the

traditions and influence of the men of

science under whom they have studied.

They have turned as naturally and un-

hesitatingly to their own men of science

for their classification and nomenclature

as for their theory. Here science had led

and practice has followed.

In iron metallurgy the reverse has been

true. Here it is the manufacturers that

have been of overwhelming importance.

There has been no large or important

body of scientific metallurgists apart

from those who were carrying on metal-

lurgical manufacture. Until within a few

decades the great bulk of the manufac-

ture has been carried on without any

immediate influence from the men of

science. Those who have directed the

manufacture have not usually been men
of scientific training; they have not

brought to their art the influence and tra-

ditions of scientific teachers, and they

have not turned to those teachers for

their classification and nomenclature. In-

deed, the very attempts of those teachers

to mold the classification and nomen-

clature have received scant consideration.

as the reception of the Philadelphia

classification shows. Here it was not

science that led. with art eagerly follow-

ing in the path traced out for it by learn-

ing; until the days of Bessemer and Bell

it was art that led, while science tagged

on feebly after it, with such imperfect

explanations as it could offer of the

achievements of its leader. But the old

order changes. The influence of men of

scientific training has increased greatly,

and is bound to increase without limit.

The time is close at hand, if it has not

already come, when a permanent nomen-

clature bureau should be able to exer-

cise a strong and valuable influence.

Trade Names Controlled by Advertis-

ing Considerations

Whether it could control trade names

remains to be seen. These are so much

like trademarks, and the manufacturer's

motive for framing them in such a way
as to commend his wares is so strong,

that the task of controlling them would

prove a difficult one to any disinterested

bureau, especially because even the most

eminent of bureaus must necessarily

lack all legal power of enforcing its de-

crees. However this may be, we may
well consider whether there is not enough

good and useful work to be done to jus-

tify an organization for this purpose.

Possibly it might be formed through or

out of the nomenclature committee of

the International Association for Testing

Materials, in which the technical socie-

ties interested in the general subject are

officially represented. At least this com-

mittee might formulate a plan for the

creation of such a bureau.

Traces of the Philadelphia Reform

Sec. 14. Some traces of the attempted

Philadelphia reform have persisted. We
may here consider how far their con-

tinued use should be recommended. These

traces are the adjectives "weld" and "in-

got," and such combinations as "ingot

metal," "weld steel," etc. We should

retain those which are useful and are

not likely to cause confusion through

their conflict with the existing or besse-

mer classification.

Sec. 15. "Ingot metal" and "weld

metal" have proved convenient to writers

and teachers, as a means of grouping to-

gether the cast slagless kinds of malle-

able iron on one hand and the aggre-

gated ones on the other hand. They are

clear and unmistakable where the besse-

mer names are ambiguous. When we
speak of "steels" we leave some doubt

as to whether we include or exclude the

aggregated steels; when we speak of

"ingot metal" wc leave no such doubt.

Again "weld metal" clearly includes all

the aggregated varieties, both wrought

iron and blister steel, and like varieties.

The bessemer classification has no cor-

responding group name. Neither "ingot

metal" nor "weld metal" makes any sug-

gestion that can cause confusion through

conflict with the bessemer classification.

These terms, then, are occasionally con-

venient; no objection lies against them;

and hence they should be retained. The

fact that they are not in wide use, while

it should be borne in mind by those who
would use them, is no more reason for

dropping them than there is for dropping

nine-tenths of the words in the dictionary.

No one man has occasion to use any con-

siderable fraction of the words in the

Century dictionary; but to strike out the

words which the smith finds needless

would be a hardship to the poet, and vice

versa.

Sec. 16. "Ingot steel and "weld steel"

are terms occasionally convenient for

writers and teachers, the former including

only the hardenable cast and the latter

only the hardenable aggregated kinds of

iron. The amended bessemer classifica-

tion has no name which corresponds to

either of these. "Weld steel" is clear and

unmistakable. I therefore advise retain-
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ing it in case "blister steel" is re-

tained. (See "Wrought Steel." Sec. 19.)

''Ingot steel" of course is meant to

cover only the hardenable cast mal-

leable kinds of iron. high-carbon

bessemer. crucible and like steels.

But it might readily be supposed to

include the low-carbon unhardenable

kinds, i.e.. "ingot iron"; in short it is

liable to be misunderstood, and hence the

main reason for its existence is gone. I

advise that it be not used, and be marked

"obsolescent."

Ingot Iron a Confusing Term

Stv. Ki A. "Ingot iron" was meant to

cover only the unhardenable cast malle-

able kinds of iron, low-carbon bessemer,

crucible and like steels. It seems to me
confusing because it calls these kinds

"iron," though according to the existing

bessemer classification, i.e., to common
good usage, they are certainly steel.

Though we cannot escape the anomaly of

having in "weld steel" a steel which has

nothing in common with other steels, we

should reduce the confusion as far as

possible by insisting that, of the malleable

kinds of iron, "steel" apart from "weld

steel" shall cover all those cast from the

molten state, and that "iron" shall be re-

stricted to those made by aggregating

pasty particles. Hence the name "ingot

iron" for low-carbon steel is unfortunate,

and I advise that it be not used and be

marked "obsolescent."

I am the more confirmed in this advice

by the attempt of some enterprising mak-

ers of extremely low-carbon steel to call

their special product "ingot iron," on the

ground that it is lower in carbon and

farther removed from useful hardenable-

ness than the current low-carbon un-

hardenable steels of commerce. In short,

they attempt to revive this name but to

restrict its meaning in a way never in-

tended, and I think without warrant.

However well their interesting product

may be entitled to a distinctive trade-

mark name, I do not think it either wise

or justifiable to appropriate an existing

scientific term like "ingot iron" for this

purpose, or at least to appropriate in a

way which tends to shift its meaning. It

is as if the maker of some special break-

fast cereal should call it "carbohydrate,"

and so tend to confuse the popular mind

as to the real meaning of this word.

Weld Iron and Wrought Steel Unde-
sirable Terms

Sec. 17. "Weld iron" is identical in

meaning with the firmly established

name "wrought iron." It has never come
into wide use, and is probably understood

but by few. It has the advantage over

"wrought iron" of beint; parallel with the

names "weld metal" and "weld

But this merit does not seem to me
tO justify an attempt to in-

a practically an un-

known name, exactly duplicating so

familiar and firmly established a name as

"wrought iron." Hence I advise that It

be not used, and be marked "obsoles-

cent."

Sec. 19. "Wrought steel," still proposed

by Professor Kent, would have the advant-

age over "weld steel" of paralleling

"wrought iron." But if we weigh against ^=^===^^^=====
this, first, its disadvantage of being less California's Gold Production
accurately descriptive or suggestive than

used the yield of iodine is decreased, but

the iodine which remains in solution can

be recovered by proper treatment.

The impure iodine precipitated as given

above is then filtered out through canvas,

and the iodine cakes are heated, the

iodine being sublimed and then caught in

condensers.

"weld steel," because any steel which has

been cast is as truly worked or wrought

as weld steel is, whereas "weld steel" re-

minds us of the essence of this class, the

welding together of pasty particles in a

bath of slag; and, second, the fact that

the formal enunciation of "weld steel"

by the Philadelphia committee gives it a

standing which "wrought steel" lacks,

the residual advantage of "wrought steel"

seems to me too small to warrant pro-

posing this practically new name for this

little group of products which is likely

so soon to disappear, especially in view

of the rareness of the need of any such

group name. But here opinions may well

differ.

If we, should adopt the plan of remov-

ing "blister steel" and "puddled steel"

from the class "steel," we should no

longer need either "weld steel" or

"wrought steel."

Sec. 20. Summary. The matters

which, because of their novelty or for

other reasons, call for discussion are, (1)

my definition of "ferro-alloys;" the pro-

posals (2) to restrict "steel" to initially

malleable cast products; (3) to remove

"blister steel" from the class "steel" and

give it a new name, such as "blister" or

some better one, and to rename puddled

steel should need arise; (4) to use the

name "malleablized cast iron" in place

of "malleable cast iron;" (5) that the

product of the malleablizing process be

not called "steel;" (6) that the terms

"ingot iron," "ingot steel," "weld iron"

and "wrought steel" be avoided and be

marked "obsolescent;" and (7) that a

permanent nomenclature bureau be cre-

ated.

Iodine Extraction

The chief source of iodine' is the

mother liquor from the Chilean niter

works. The iodine exists in the mother

liquor as an iodate. A portion of the

mother liquor is treated with sodium bi-

sulphite which first liberates free iodine

and then reduces that to hydriodic acid.

This reduced mother liquor is then mixed

with a proper proportion of the original

mother liquor, the hydriodic acid and the

iodic acid liberated in the untreated solu-

tion reacting with complete precipitation

of the iodine, if the conditions be cor-

rect. If an excess of either substance be

A correspondent recently inquired of

us as to the annual production of gold

in California from the beginning of its

history. We could not put our hand im-

mediately upon any such statistical com-

pilation and consequently had to collect

the figures, which involved considerable

search in the library, wherefore we think

it is of interest to publish them as

follows

:

CALIFORNIA GOLD PRODUCTION.

Year.
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Coal Mining Department
Western Coal Rates

Washington Correspondence

The River and Rail Coal and Coke

Company of Kentucky has filed a com-

plaint with the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission against the Illinois Central, ask-

ing that the present rate of $1.77 per ton

on coal from Morganfield, Ky., to Chi-

cago, 111., be reduced. The present way

of making the rates, it is said, gives an

undue preference to the Illinois coal.

A petition has been filed with the In-

terstate Commerce Commission asking

for better rates on bituminous coal from

the Utah coal-mining district. The pe-

titioners are the Consolidated Fuel Com-

pany and the Castle Valley Coal Com-

pany, and the defendants named are the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and 25

other railroads.

The coal operators request that they

be given lower rates from the Utah dis-

trict to points in Idaho, Montana, Wash-

ington, Oregon, Nevada and California,

not to be in excess of the rates now in

effect to these same points from the

Wyoming coal-mining district. Further it

has been asked that lower rates be given

the Utah operators to points in Nevada

and California, which will not be in ex-

cess of the rates now in effect to the

same points from the New Mexico coal

mines.

The petitioners also ask the commis-

sion to investigate the car supply, train

service, rules and practices of the rail-

roads in connection with the Utah mines.

Certificated Coal Miners

The new "coal mines regulation act"

for British Columbia requires that "no

person shall be employed as a coal miner

in any mine, who is not in possession of

s. certificate of competency as such." The

act also specifies:

(1) Coal miners' certificates of com-

petency shall be granted by a board of

examiners, consisting of not less than

three competent persons; such board to

be constituted at each colliery which

the lieutenant-gouvernor in council may
designate, and such board shall consist

cf the following persons:

(a) One appointed by the lieutenant-

governor in council.

(b) One, with two alternates, ap-

pointed by the manager or managers of

the colliery.

(c) One coal miner with two alter-

nates, possessed of certificates of com-
petency as such. Such coal miner, and

coal-miner alternates, shall be elected by

the coal miners whose names shall ap-

pear on the list referred to in section 12

of schedule 3 of this act.

The Important News
Of Coal Mining?
New Appliances,
NewMethods.New
Fields, Colliers-
Engineering

(d) The proceedings of the board
shall be in accordance with the rules

contained in schedule 3 of this act.

(e) An inspector of mines shall, ex

officio, be a member of all boards under
this section within his inspectorate.

(2) Such board shall hold office for

one year or until their successors are

appointed.

No certificate of competency shall be

granted to any coal miner who does not

satisfy the majority of the board of ex-

aminers that he is sufficiently conversant

with the English language, and with the

provisions of the acts relating to coal

mining and rules and regulations made
thereunder, to render his employment as

such safe, and also that he has been em-
ployed in a coal mine for at least 12

months previous to the date of his appli-

cation for such certificate, and has suffi-

cient knowledge of methods of coal min-

ing to render him competent to perform

the duties appertaining to his employ-

ment.

Evidence in Favor of Wetting

a Mine
Coal-mining engineers and superin-

tendents seem to have arrayed them-

selves either for or against the plan of

wetting a mine. Those who oppose the

system of sprinkling or introducing mois-

ture underground, point to the great loss

of lives from falls of roof. Their claim

is that the introduction of moisture into

the workings causes disintegration of the

roof and sides, thus increasing the fa-

talities due to falls. All information,

therefore, bearing on this subject is par-

ticularly interesting.

One of those who favors the wetting

of mines as a means of preventing dust

explosions is Mr. Haas, consulting en-

gineer of the Consolidation Coal Com-
pany, in West Virginia. Mr. Haas has

been introducing moisture into his mines

for quite some time, and has been care-

fully investigating the effect. At most

of the mines, the wetting is accomplished

through the introduction of steam into

the intake air, as well as by the more

common system of sprinkling. In no
case has there been any indication that

the water has affected the roof or sides.

Mr. Haas states further: "As you are

aware, we have had two gas explosions

in two of our mines recently, due to out-

bursts of gas from gas wells. These
mines were two of a large number which
we attempted to keep saturated with ex-

haust steam. The fact that neither of

the two explosions propagated beyond the

limit of the gas mixture gives us almost
conclusive confidence that a wet mine,

with saturated humidity of its atmos-
phere, is safe, so far as the propagation
of an explosion is concerned."

Vast Coal Tracts Held in

Reserve
Figures compiled in the different

county commissioners' offices in western

Pennsylvania, indicate that. J. V. Thomp-
son, of Uniontown, Penn., is the largest

individual owner of coal lands. The
Pittsburg Coal Company has the largest

holdings among the coal companies and
corporations. Mr. Thompson and his as-

sociates own or control more than 24,000

acres of coal in Washington county and
approximately 125,000 acres in Green
county. The average assessed value of

the coal in Washington county is $75 per

acre, which is a low valuation for the

Pittsburg seam. The land in Greene
county is assessed at an average price of

about S50 per acre. Statistics show that

in Washington county, the Monongahela
River Consolidated Coal and Coke Com-
pany's holdings have the highest average
acre assessment of any company operat-

ing in the county—$300. This high as-

sessment is due to the fact that all this

coal is in the Monongehela valley, or ad-

jacent the.reto and has a much higher sell-

ing rate and value than the inland fuel.

Marianna—Corrections

In the first article describing opera-

tions at the Marianna mine, published

Jan. 21, the synopsis on page 177 stated

that the mine is designed for an output

of 10,000 tons per day. For an eight-

hour day this statement is excessive.

Marianna has repeatedly made 150 hoists

an hour, and figuring on six tons to the

hoist, this gives a capacity of 900 tons

per hour. It is expected, however, to

put out a tonnage of 5000 per day, with-

out any undue rush and without over-

loading the machinery. In the second ar-

ticle published Jan. 28, the table on page

232 showed that the sulphur of the coke

made from washed coal, averaged 9.14.

The correct figure for sulphur in coke is

0.914 per cent.
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Model Coal Mine at Marianna
Much thought was given to planning

the extensive system of ventilation now-

employed at Marianna. An abundant

supply of air is maintained at the face of

all working places, and the maintenance

of the ventilation receives particular at-

tention. Maps are regularly prepared

showing the direction of all air currents.

The amount of air circulated in various

parts of the mine is determined by meas-

urements made regularly at all principal

nd regulators. There are but few

doors in the ventilating system; over-

casts of brick and concrete with steel

beams are designed and built in the most

substantial manner. At the foot of the

sir shaft, the current is divided into four

splits, and the air currents are carried

in headings separate from the haulage

headings, the latter being ventilated by

small currents through regulators.

By A. C. Beeson *

and Floyd W. Parsons

This article is fifth of a

scries, and concludes the

description of methods and

equipment at Marianna.

The underground haulage

is accomplished entirely

with compressed-air loco-

motives of two-stage type.

•Chief engineer, l'ittsburg-Buli'alo Company,
Frick building, Pittsburg. I'enn.

due to unmanageable refrigeration. These
results are obtained in this case without

the use of any artificially heated sub-

stance, fire of any form being, of course,

highly objectionable in a mine.

The tanks are charged at about 850 lb.

per sq.in. pressure and the air enters the

high-pressure cylinders through a reduc-

ing valve, which reduces the pressure

to about 250 lb. Here it is expanded to

about 50 lb., doing about half of the total

amount of work of which it is capable.

The high-pressure cylinders are on the

right and the low-pressure cylinders on

the left side. In the large motors these

are arranged in tandem in order to reduce

the clearances which would be required

for one large-diameter cylinder.

From the high-pressure cylinder the air

passes through an atmospheric inter-

heater, which is below and between the

The Right Side of the 6-ton Locomotive Left Side of the 6-ton Motor

Shcxinc the Right Side of the 19-ton Porter Locomotive

The Haulage System

With the exception of a short period

during development, mules have never

in the Marianna mine.

All gathering is done by six-ton Porter

air locomotives, 20 of these being in use

at the present time. These locomotives

collect and distribute the cars from and

to the rooms and deliver the loaded cars

to the ends of the butt headings. Space

is provided on each haulage butt between

om and the face entry for about

15 loaded cars. A diagonal "layoff" is

from a point on the face heading

so as •

111 2r empty

The haulage locomotives push the

empty trip into this layoff, which serves

a? a siding. The loads are then pulled

out of the butt ends. This arrangement

leaves the main haulage road clear at all

times for the express motors and does

not necessitate any double-track heading.

The main haulage motors at present used,

are one Porter 19-ton and one Porter 14-

ton. The accompanying illustrations

how the various types of locomotives

used.

All the locomotives are of the two-

Btage type. This constitutes a distinct

Btep in advance and is an interesting ex-

ample of recent progress in overcoming
the difficulties and eliminating the losses

Showing the Operating End of 6-ton

Motor

tanks of the large machine, and is mount-
ed on the side of the smaller one. This

heater is clearly shown in one of the ac-

companying photographs, which also

shows the pipes leading to it from the

high- and from it to the low-pressure

cylinders. The exhaust from the latter is

used to create a draft in the tubes of the

heater. This is accomplished by the

ejector action of the exhaust in the draft

stack shown in front of the heater. The
sharply curved pipe is the exhaust.

The air enters the inter-heater at a

temperature of about 70 deg. below zero,
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having lost about 130 deg. from the mine

temperature of about 60 deg. In the

heater it regains a large part of this loss,

being also expanded, so that not only is

refrigeration controlled, but a high econ-

omy is maintained. The six-ton locomo-

tives haul trains varying from 3 to 15

cars, while the main-haulage motor trains

contain from 15 to 45 cars. They travel

from 3000 to 10,000 ft. without recharg-

ing, the distance depending on the loads

and grades.

The air is delivered to the charging

stations at a higher pressure than that at

which the motors are charged, in order

that the charging process may be a sim-

ple one of partial equalization. The

larger motors require about two minutes

and the smaller ones about one minute

to charge.

lb. of coal. End lift doors and double
brakes are provided. Each car has a

metal number and name plate, bearing
date, name of manufacturer, and a rec-

ord of the wheels and axles.

Emergency Repair Shop Underground

Near the Rachel shaft a shop for

emergency repairs is located in the coal.

It is equipped with a Yale & Towne Tri-

plex block and I-beam trolley, an air-

engine-operated radial drill press; and a

power grindstone. Other tools will be in-

stalled as they are needed. This shop has

brick side walls and arched roof.

A pipe shop is also provided in one of

the headings. A machine operated by a

Troy vertical engine and capable of cut-

ting and threading pipes from 2j/ in. to

8 in., diameter is installed. Storage racks

appearance of the load, as the percentage
of refuse removed from the top of the car
to the whole load must be very small; fur-

thermore, the cost of removing the refuse
thrown off the cars, which must be picked
up from between the tracks in the load-

ing yard is prohibitive. The installation

of 4-in. screens and of devices to classify

more than the usual number of grades of

coal, also the system of inspection and
tests by which the washery is regulated,

are also in the line of economy and effi-

ciency.

The saving of fuel and labor effected

in the power plant by the waste heat sys-

tem; the stokers, the coal and ash handl-

ing machinery, and the thoroughly pro-

tected steam piping; the saving to be
realized from the use of the repair shop
in making repairs for all the company's
mines, all these and numerous other

Emergency Hospital at Marianna, on First Floor of Bath House

A Corner of the ResCue Room in the
Bath House

The mine cars used at Marianna are

of substantial construction, the design

having been worked out by the com-

pany's engineers as the result of years of

practical experience.

The adopted design has steel frame

and sides with oak bottom. The construc-

tion is shown in the accompanying cross-

section. Four tees, Sx2^x% in. extend

transversely under the bottom, and are

riveted to the center Z-bars, and the side

L's, thus forming a rigid steel under-

frame.

The axle bearings are bolted to the side

frames. The cast-steel spring drawheads

are connected to a continuous center

bumper formed of two "Z" bars and a

plate. Wheels and axles of a design de-

veloped by D. G. Jones, general manager
of the company, and made by the Phillips

Mine and Mill Supply Company, have

shown good results on these cars.

The weight of each car empty is about

4000 lb. and the capacity is about 6000

for a large quantity of pipe of various

sizes are conveniently arranged.

Economy

On the large picking bands in the tip-

ple house, the entire output of lump coal

is scrutinized and carefully picked free

from all bone and slate. This consti-

tutes an unusual precaution. It does not

in any way take the place of the separa-

tion of draw slate at the face by the

miner, which is just as strongly insisted

upon as at mines where no picking bands

are installed. This is also in the line of

economy, as it saves the expense of load-

ing, hauling, hoisting and disposal of

slate otherwise necessary.

The picking bands are required, in or-

der to produce absolutely clean coal. On
account of insufficient lighting for the

purpose, and of the difficulty of rigid su-

pervision, it is impossible to pick coal in

the mine, especially of bone or roof coal.

It is frequently attempted to pick such

refuse from the railroad cars while the

coal is being loaded, but it is evident that

this can do little more than improve the

practices may be pointed to as points in

the design of the surface plant making
for economy.

The question of track has received

careful consideration. Several designs of

portable room track are being given trial.

The installation of a pipe machine in the

mine is productive of great saving, es-

pecially where compressed air is the

power used.

The engineering department keeps a

list of all equipment at the various mines

and makes a point in designing new
equipment and machinery to duplicate

parts already in use so far as possible,

so as to reduce the number of extra parts

carried, and at the same time, facilitate

repairs. Equipment is readily and fre-

quently transferred from one plant to an-

other for temporary or permanent use.

Safety Precautions

Of all the causes of accident in coal

mines the most prolific of death is the

fall of the draw slate at the coal face. It

takes its victims one at a time, quietly
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in the remote workings, perhaps, and

creates no excitement and generally no

newspaper comment; nevertheless the

danger is ever present.

The conditions are these: After a cut

of coal is shot down, the slate originally

above that cut is still in position, but it is

not stable enough to form a permanent

roof; in order to prevent its becoming

hopelessly mixed with the coal, it must

be left in place temporarily supported

until the coal is loaded, when it is al-

lowed to fall and is hauled away from

headings or stored in rooms as the case

may be. Now it is in the troublesome

placing of these temporary props that the

ignorant miner fails. He too often hopes

to get that coal without sufficient posts

and get away before the slate comes

down, and he frequently fails.

The only remedy for this condition lies

in the education of the miner. It is im-

possible for the mine foreman or any

reasonable number of foremen to visit

each working place often enough to per-

sonally order the placing of each post,

e\en if he could impress the mind of the

worker with the danger that exists. It

is to be remembered that the miner is a

contract and not a day worker and so he

is not amenable to dictation on detail

methods of his work.

as far as possible of a stable organiza-

tion, will be most effective. It is planned

to institute in the Amusement Hall, reg-

ular classes receiving instruction in min-

Many Mechanical Devices Used
Many mechanical safety devices have

been installed. One of the most inter-

esting of these is placed at the foot of

1> Cross Section

Note: Bottom to consist oi

4 W. O. Plauks
2«"x 8"x 7'8M"long

i__J__L
The Engineering $ Mining Journal

Showing .Details of Mine Car Used at Marianna. The Wheels and Axles Are
of Special Design

'

\()l\
Tlit Engintvnng & Mining Journal

Elevation of School House Designed to Accommodate the Children of Employees at Marianna

It is here that' the policy of ing methods and in first-aid treatment, the shaft. This consists of two pairs of

attracting the best grade of labor thus reaching directly all those employees "Horns" on each track, so placed that the

and of encouraging the establishing who have a desire to profit by such in- forward pair engages the wheels of the

manent homes and the building up struction. first car which is ready to be placed on the
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next cage, while the other pair of horns

are in position to hold the third car after

the two first cars have run on the cage.

The horns are connected by levers to a

trigger which engages the cage, and a

counterweight which ordinarily keeps the

forward horns up engaging the wheels

and the rear horns free of the wheels.

running into the sump, but materially

lightens the labor of the cages.

Similar devices are employed on the

cage and the tipple transfer as already

described and in short, all such arrange-

ments possible are made to secure the

safety of the men and the continuous
operation of the mine.

and making the risk small; the installa-

tion of the most modern machinery tend-

ing to economical operation, and lastly

the provision of homes and surroundings
that will attract the most intelligent

class of men to Marianna. In con-

cluding this series of articles, the au-

thors particularly desire to make mention

The Engineering $ Mining Journal

First-floor Plan of Marianna School, Showing Arrangement of Class Rooms and Exits

When the cage lands it carries the trigger

down, elevates the counterweight, re-

leases the first 2 cars and retains the

second two. When the cage is hoisted,

the counterweight drops, the second two
:ars run to the forward horns and two
nore cars take their place. This device

s simple, durable and reliable. It not

>nly prevents a car from accidentally

A steel highway bridge has been built

at considerable expense so that travel to

and from the town may be carried over

the yard tracks.

In equipping the plant, the Pittsburg-

Buffalo Company has endeavored to take

the following features into consideration.

The installation of fireproof buildings,

preventing long shut-downs due to fires,

and give credit to the firm of Roberts &
Schaefer in Chicago, and to the Jeffrey

Manufacturing Company of Columbus,

Ohio, for data and drawings of the tipple

and some of the other surface installa-

tions. Acknowledgment is also made to

the Link Belt Company for information

relative to the system of handling slack

in the boiler house and slack bins.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

h Annual Report of the

Ontario Bureau of Mines, 1910.

Part I. Toronto. Ont.; King's

Printer.

A Manual of the Principal Instru-

ments Used in American Engineer-

ing a no S ng. 50c. W. & L.

E. Gurley. Troy. N. Y.

Coal Mines 1910: A List of Bituminous

and Semi-Bituminous Mines in States

East of the Mississippi River. S5.

B. H. Rose. Cleveland. Ohio.

North Dakota Lignite as a Fuel for

P'Wer-plant Boilers. By D. T.

Randall and Henry Kreisinger. Bull.

2, Bureau of Mines, Washington.

Report of the Chief Inspector of

Mines in India for the Year End-

ing December 31, 1909. By J. R. R.

Wilson. Department of Mines, Cal-

cutta. India.

\d Gas in Louisiana, with a Brief

Summary of their Occurrence in

\cent States. By G. D. Harris.

Bull. 429, U. S. Geological Survey,

Washington.

Geology and Water Resources of the

San Luis Valley, Colorado. By
C. E. Siebenthal. Water-Supply

Paper 240, U. S. Geological Survey,

Washington.

National Association of Cement Us-

ers. Proceedings of the sixth an-

nual convention. Volume VI. Pub-

lished by the association, at Phila-

:ia. Penn.

Otto Huebner's Geographisch-Statis-

tische Tabellen aller Laender
der Erde fuer das Jahr 1910. By
Franz Von Juraschek. 1.50m. Hein-

rich Keller, Frankfurt.

Geology and Mineral Resources of

the Solomon and Casadepaga
Quadrangles, Seward Peninsula,

Alaska. By Philip S. Smith. Bull.

433. U. S. Geological Survey, Wash-

ington.

The Geology and Ore Deposits of Hed-

ley Mining District. British Co-

v.bia. By Charles Camsell. Mem-
oir No. 2, Canadian Department of

Mines, Geological Survey Branch,

Ottawa.

Thirty-first Annual Report of the
Director of the United States

cal Survey to the Secre-

tary OF THE INTI I

ca: JO, 1910.

U. S. Geological Survey, Washington.

Analysis i Non-
'ALLIC Ml ETC,

Mam in th ' 'ATO-

1907,

9. Arranged by F. G. Vail De-

pal Mine* of ( .lines

..a.

Contributions to Economic Geology
(Short Papers and Preliminary

Reports), 1909. Part I, Metals and

Nonmetals, except Fuels. By C. W.
Hayes and .Waldemar Lingren, geol-

ogists in charge. Bull. 430, U. S.

Geological Survey, Washington.

Mineral Resources of Alaska; Report

on Progress of Investigations in

1909. By Alfred H. Brooks and

others. 6x9, pp. 432. Bull. 442,

U. S. Geological Surv., Washington.

This is, as its title implies, a general

survey of the mineral and power re-

sources of the entire territory of Alaska,

as known on Jan. 1, 1910.

Twelve Years Following Mining Stocks

and the Result. (Investor's Dairy).

Edited by George E. Vigouroux, of

the New York Mining Age; 62

pp.. SI.

The hero of this tale, after several

years of wandering in the Broad Street

financial wilderness, at last sees light and

recoups the losses of his earlier experi-

ences with the mining stock "bulls and

bears." It is interesting and to the tyro

will.be instructive. The hero's final suc-

cess is apparently due to good luck rather

than great wisdom.

Geology and Ore Deposits of the Re-

public Mining District. By Jos-

eph M. Umpleby. Bull. No. 1, 1910.

65 pp. Washington Geological Sur-

vey, Seattle, Wash.

This first bulletin of the Washington

Geological Survey is a comprehensive

discussion of the Republic mining dis-

trict. The report discusses the geology

of the district and the genesis of the ore

deposits, and briefly describes the mining

operations which have been carried on in

the district. It is a satisfactory report

and a convenient record of the facts re-

lating to a district which is not so well

known as its production would justify.

Infora^es y Memorias del Instituto

Mexicano de Minas y Metalurgia,

1909-10, Tomo I. 262 pp., Mexico,

D. F.

This newest of mining societies has

issued an interesting and creditable vol-

ume covering a wide range of subjects

ably treated. Notable articles are

"Smelting in High Altitudes," by R. L.

Lloyd; "A New System of Cyanide Treat-

ment of Slimes." by Ferdinand McCann;
"Cyanide Treatment of Concentrates," by

A. Grothe; "The San Rafael Mill." by

E. Girault; "The Valuation of Ore Bod-

ies," by H. S. Denny; "Continuous

Pachuca Tank Agitation at the Esperanza

Mill," by M. H. Kuryla. These articles

are in both Spanish and English and

some are fully illustrated by photographs.

;md charts. The volume speaks

well for the vitality and earnestness <>t'

trie founders of the Institute and presages

for the society in its import-

ant special field.

Testing for Metallurgical Processes.

By James A. Barr. 5x8 l/2 , pp. 216;

S2. Mining and Scientific Press,

San Francisco.

Contents: Chlorination; cyanidation;

chloridizing roasting; pan amalgamation;

pot roasting; Parkes process; Ziervogel

process; lixiviation of copper ores; elec-

trolytic processes; zinc smelting; furnace

tests; fuel tests; pyrometry; retorting;

bullion refining; concentration tests;

smelting; cost data.

The book is primarily a textbook for

students, but is also a reference book for

the practising engineer provided that he

can overcome an aversion to its profes-

sorial style. The chapter on electrolytic

refining is hopelessly inadequate, but the

rest good.

Furman's Manual of Practical Assay-

ing. Revised by W. D. Pardoe. 6x9,

pp. 530 -f viii. S3. John Wiley &
Sons, New York.

This is the seventh edition of this in-

valuable textbook of assaying, a testi-

monial in itself to its merits. In the

present edition no less than six chapters

have been rewritten and many additions

made, among the latter being the Pearce

method for tin, the bromate method for

antimony, and a full description of the

Shimer combustion crucible. The chap-

ter on phosphate-rock analysis has been

omitted, very properly, we think, as this

is a distinct subject with textbooks of its)

own, and a method for the analysis of

commercial cyanide substituted. The

methods for the analysis of copper bul-

lion are somewhat antiquated, and the

chapter on arsenic could be improved by

excision, now that Neher's method has

been added, but there is, in our opinion,

no question that the book is without a ri-

val in its field.

Record of the' First Series of the

British Dust Experiments Con

ducted by the Committee Ap

pointed by the mining associa-

TION of Great Britain. A Record o)

the Experiments Carried Out Dur

ing 1908 and 1909 at the Altofts Ex

periment Station. 10s. The Collien

Guardian Company, Ltd., London.

This book is probably the most pre

tentious work so far completed, in regan

to the great problem of dust explosions ii

coal mines. The volume contains abso

lute proof of the explosibility of a mix

ture of coal dust and air in the absenc

of imflammable gas. The experiment

were all conducted in an atmosphere en

tirely free from imflammable gas, and n

permitted explosives were used. Th

subject of preventing explosions by hav

ing stone-dust zones underground, i

treated at length. The book contains

large number of photographs and draw

ings, which are complete in detail, an

illustrate the text in a satisfactory mai

ner.
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PERS O NAL
Mining and metallurgical engineers are in-

vited to keep The Engineering and Mining
Journal Informed of their movements and
appointments.

S. S. Fowler, of Nelson, B. C, has

been visiting New York.

George Moore, of Joplin, Mo., is

spending the winter in Paris.

A. C. Conway, of Colorado, is a visitor

to the Porcupine camp in Ontario.

C. B. Flynn, of New York, has returned

to Porcupine, Ont., from a two-months'

trip to Europe.

Lewis T. Wright passed through New
York, Feb. 10, on his way from London

to San Francisco.

Alexander P. Rogers has left New
York on a professional trip to Brazil, to

be gone several months.

Henry Metzler has succeeded M. E.

Appelbaum as president of the New York

Metals Selling Company.

C. L. Lawton, general manager of the

Quincy Copper Company, has returned

from Lansing to the mine.

James Doyle, of Denver, Colo., re-

cently examined several prospects in the

Porcupine district, Ontario.

O. H. Scott, of Toronto, Ont., sailed

for England last week. His address in

London is at the Savoy hotel.

Quincy A. Shaw, president of the Cal-

umet & Hecla and subsidiary companies,

has been a visitor to the mines.

Arthur Howe Carpenter, of Denver, is

examining mines in the Table Mountain
and White Pine districts, Nevada.

W. S. Keith, of Los Angeles, Cal., is

making mining examinations in the White
mountains for Los Angeles people.

Dr. William B. Phillips, director of the

Geological Survey of Texas, has been

examining iron-ore properties in Mis-

souri.

Edward L. Estabrook, late at the Uni-

versity of Pittsburg, has been appointed

instructor in petrology at Lehigh Uni-

versity.

J. V. N. Dorr was in New York last

week on his way back to Denver from
Europe, where he has been for two
months past.

R. Alvin Weiss has been engaged by
F. Augustus Heinze to take charge of the

development of the Foster property, Por-

cupine, Ontario.

The office of Thomas H. Claggett, chief

engineer of the Pocahontas Coal and
Coke Company, has been removed from
Bramwell, W. Va., to Bluefield.

Frank P. Bassett, for several years su-

perintendent of the blast-furnace depart-

ment of the Maryland Steel Company, at

Srarrows Point, Md., has resigned.

Harry L. Day, general manager of the

Hercules mine, at Burke. Idaho, is in

Pasadena, Cai., with his wife and son.

He has just returned from a trip to Hon-
olulu.

Prof. J. C. Branner, of Stanford Uni-
versity, with six assistants, will start on
April 15, to explore a portion of tne

coast of Brazil, the expedition to be aided

by the Brazilian government.

Bewick, Moreing & Co., of London, are

sending out several engineers to examine
property in the Porcupine district, On-
tario, for the Northern Ontario Explor-
ation Company, lately organized in Lon-
don.

James McNaughton, general manager
of the Calumet & Hecla, has returned to

the mine after a visit to the State capitol,

at Lansing, where he has been in attend-

ance at the hearing on the proposed ton-

nage tax legislation.

Eugene P. Thomas has been elected

president of the United States Steel Pro-

ducts Company to succeed James A. Far-

rel, who resigned to become president of

the United States Steel Corporation. Mr.
Thomas has been Mr. FarrePs assistant.

Joseph Irving, mining and metallurgi-

cal engineer, who has lately been at

Alma, Colo., in behalf of the Colorado
Gold Mining and Smelting Company, for

which company he erected a 200-ton

smelting plant and put it into operation,

has removed to Salt Lake City, Utah,

where he has opened an office.

Frederick G. Clapp has enlarged his

geological engineering practice, and will

now specialize in examining and report-

ing on coal in addition to oil, gas and wa-

ter propositions. C. V. Gould, mining

engineer, will be in charge of this branch

of the work. The general offices will be

maintained at No. 331 Fourth avenue,

Pittsburg, Penn.

Robert H. Richards recently returned

to Boston from a trip which included a

dinner at the Plaza hotel, New York City

given to the contributors to the "Ency-

clopaedia Britannica." He also made a

professional trip into Pennsylvania and

a visit to the John Hays Hammond Lab-

oratory, at the Sheffield Scientific School,

New Haven, Conn.

J. Sam Coupal has severed his con-

nection with the Mollie Gibson Mining

Company, at Parral, and has been ap-

pointed manager of the United Mining

and Development Company, of Boston,

Mass. He is starting for that company

the development of its Santa Lucia mine

in the San Carlos district, Oaxaca, Mex-

ico.

William C. Morris has retired from the

presidency of the Laclede-Christy Clay

Products Company and has been made

chairman of the executive committee.

Mr. Morris will spend some time in

southern California before resuming

active duties. James Green is chairman

of the board of directors and John L.

Green becomes president. Richard D.

Hatton, vice-president and treasurer, amJ

Montague Lyon, secretary and counsel.

+11 OBITUARY 1|+

Dr. F. A. Kjellin, the inventor of the

induction electric furnace which bears
his name, died Dec. 30, 1910, aged 38
years. He was educated at the Royal
Technical Institute, in Stockholm, grad-

uating in 1893. In 1899 he began his

work on the induction furnace at Gy-
singe. For some years he had been con-
sulting engineer in the electrometal-

lurgical department
>
of the Swedish

Grondal-Kjellin Company.

John T. Fanning died at Minneapolis,
Minn., Feb. 5, aged 74 years. He was
born at Norwich, Conn., and for some
years practised his profession in Massa-
chusetts and New Hampshire, but had
lived in Minnesota for 30 years. He was
widely known as a hydraulic engineer.

The St. Anthony Falls water power in

Minnesota and the large dam across the

Missouri at Great Falls, Mont., were de-

signed and built by him, as well as many
minor works of the same class.

Louis R. Alberger, president of the Al-

berger Condenser Company and the Al-

berger Pump Company, died Jan. 31 at

his home in New York. He was born in

Buffalo, N. Y., 1864, and was one of the

best known specialists in the country on
pumping machinery and condensing ap-

paratus. After attending Yale University
he went into business with his father,

J. L. Alberger, who was engaged in the

manufacture of vacuum-process special-

ties used in the salt industry. In 1887

Mr. Alberger became connected with

Henry R. Worthington, whose large pump
works at Harrison, N. J., later became a

part of the International Steam Pump
Company's holdings. He left the Worth-
ington organization in 1901, when he

formed the Alberger Condenser Com-
pany and acquired an existing plant at

Newburgh, N. Y. Shortly afterward he

formed the Alberger Pump Company.

SOCIETIES^TECHNICAL SCHOOLS ft

Appalachian Engineering Association—
The annual meeting will be held at Potts-

ville, Penn., Feb. 24 and 25. Baird Hal-

berstadt, of Pottsville, is in charge of the

arrangements.

Montana Society of Engineers—The
twenty- fourth annual meeting was held

at Helena, Jan. 12 to 14. The proceedings

included a visit to the smelting works at

East Helena, and to other points of in-

terest. Several papers were presented.

The following officers were elected:

President, Frederick W. C. Whyte; first

vice-president, Robt. A. McArthur; sec-

ond vice-president, John H. Klepinger;

secretary and librarian. Clinton H.

Moore; treasurer and member of the

board of managers of the Association of

Engineering Societies, Samuel Barker.

Jr.; trustee for three years. Willis T.

Burns.

/ <
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Friitorial Correspondenre
San Francisco

Feb. S—The petroleum producers of

California should be satisfied with the

prospect of remedial legislation indicated

by the action of the lower house of Con-

in the passage of the bill

providing that patent to lands located or

claimed under the mining laws containing

petroleum or gas shall not be denied be-

cause of any transfer or assignment

thereof by original locators to qualified

persons or corporations prior to discovery

of oil or gas. The further provision of

the bill that the land included in the pat-

ent shall not exceed 160 acres should

also be satisfactory. The ultimate enact-

ment of this bill into a law will cure the

evil of the Yard decision.

There is small chance for doubt that

this step toward remedial legislation

is directly, though not wholly, due to the

visits to California of the Assistant

Secretary of the Interior, the Director of

the Geological Survey and Congressman

Smith, of Bakersfield. In the decision on

appeal, of the Bakersfield Fuel and Oil

Company. Assistant Secretary Pierce held

to the Yard decision, that a corporation in

the eyes of the law is an entity, the same
as an individual, and therefore more than

one individual patenting an oil claim is

entitled only to the number of acres to

which a single individual is entitled. A
quarter section of land in a proven or an

unproven field is enough, as the practical

oil man knows, and more than that acre-

age held by any individual or combina-

tion in one claim would work injustice

to the independent operator of small or

moderate capital who is incapable of

handling a larger acreage to profitable

advantage. To have reduced the area of

a single patentable claim to 20 or even

40 acres would have been as unjust, and

indicated a lack of wisdom and of knowl-

edge of the vast difference between a

gold placer and a petroleum prospect.

It requires so little time and so small

expenditure of money and labor to prove

a gold placer compared with the outlay

necessary for the actual discovery of oil

or gas.

Last year the oil agency was enabled to

present a bold front at the approach of

the Associated and the Standard oil com-

panies, by accepting the Union Oil Com-
pany, of California, into full fellowship.

For a long time the Independents were

at the mercy of the Standard and As-

sociated, and compelled to take what

price these buyers mifht offer. The Union

n high ground, and no flood of low

could wreck it. or even move it

from as a producer and

or buyer and seller. It tactful

move when the Independents conceived

;he ."rcat benefit f« be gained by taking

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

m the Union. The Independent producers

have 13,000,000 bbl. of oil on which they

pay storage to the Union for 9,000,000

bbl., at the rate of lc. per bbl. per month

for steel storage and y2 c. per bbl. for

concrete storage. The Associated offers

purchasing, or contracting to purchase

20,000,000 bbl. of oil at 41c. per bbl. The

question of building storage rather than

submit to the Union's storage rates, or

the A*ssociated price, was quite seriously

discussed at a meeting in Bakersfield on

Feb. 4, but the result of the discussion

was wisely withheld from publicity. The

cost of building storage is about 25c.

per bbl., for steel, and about lie. for

concrete. Some of the members are hardly

equal financially to such undertakings.

Anent the controversy between the

California State mineralogist and the

United States Treasury Department, Mr.

Aubury has been informed through a let-

ter from the supervising architect of the

Department that there is an order which

forbids the specifying of materials for

Government buildings, and therefore his

office cannot take any active part in pro-

moting the use of any materials pro-

duced in California or elsewhere. He
further states, however, that it is a mat-

ter of satisfaction to the office of the

supervising architect whenever materials

are submitted from localities in which

structures are to be erected; and that

should contractors for buildings in Cali-

fornia, or any adjoining State, submit

for approval any material produced in

California which meets the contract re-

quirements, it will be promptly approved.

There is no doubt of the sincerity and

truth of the claim of Mr. Aubury that

hundreds of thousands of dollars have

been paid for materials used in Federal

buildings in this State, which have gone

to outsiders.

Denver

Feb. 10—The labor lobby in the State

legislature is working three eight-hour

shifts. The Van Tilborg bill, which

to prohibit employers from de-

manding of their employees, present and

prospective, that they renounce mem-
bership in labor unions and other organ-

izations as a condition of employment,

was passed on third reading, and the

Cassaday bill was placed on third read-

ing for final passage tomorrow. This

latter, copied from the Illinois act of

1899, makes it a felony to bring work-

men to Colorado under false pretenses,

for the purpose of breaking a strike, or

of taking the plsces of workmen locked

out of employment. Under penalty of

imprisonment, or a maximum fine of

$2000, no person, firm or corporation can

bring strike breakers into Colorado under

armed guard. If the Von Tilborg bill

passes the house, and is signed by the

governor, it will prevent all such organ-

izations as the Cripple Creek Mine Own-
ers' Association enforcing the card sys-

tem of employment of men. Organized

labor is fighting hard for the passage of

the Cassaday bill, the strike in the North-

ern coalfield being the main cause for

its introduction. But there are grave

doubts as to the constitutionality of both

these bills.

Butte

Feb. 8—General Superintendent John

Gillie, of the Anaconda Copper Mining

Company, recently was called upon to

testify before the legislative committee

on mines and mining with reference to

the sanitary conditions in the Butte mines.

He appeared before the committee and

gave some very interesting evidence re-

garding the problems which confront the

mining companies in Butte. He stated

that several years ago there had been

a great number of pneumonia cases among

the miners and that an investigation had

shewn one of the causes of this to be

the fact that the miners when coming off

shift were forced to go to their homes

in the wet clothes they had worn while

under ground. Accordingly the com-

panies built change houses fitted with

shower baths so that the men might re-

turn to their homes in dry clothing and

this brought about a great decrease in

the cases of pneumonia. The dust which

is created' by drilling and blasting it is

practically impossible to do away with,

although various devices such as breath-

ing sponges, have been in use.

Mr. Gillie attributes the high tem-

perature in some parts of the mines more

to the oxidation of the mine timbers than

to the depth which the workings have

now reached. Some 75,000,000 ft. are

used underground in the Butte mines

yearly and in addition about 250,000

round timbers.. These timbers start to

oxidize as soon as they are put under-

ground and though the oxidation is slow

yet it is constant and the heat generated
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jy this vast amount of timber is con-

siderable. Mr. Gillie stated that the corn-

sanies are spending much money in run-

ling raises and crosscuts for ventila-

ion purposes but frankly admitted that

hey were in a measure actuated by sel-

ish motives since it has been their ex-

jerience that where there is insufficient

/entilation the cost of mining is high,

jwing to the fact that the men will not

vork well under such conditions. The

egislative committee has yet to make its

eport public.

Salt Lake City

peb. 9—The trouble developed re-

:ently between the foreign miners and

the Independent Coal and Coke Com-

pany, at Kenilworth, Carbon county, has

apparently been settled. The trouble is

understood to have been caused by two

ar three Greeks, possibly labor agitators,

:omplaining of an alleged shortage of

weight in the coal mined, as a basis for

striking for higher wages. The super-

intendent agreed to allow them to put on

one of their own men to check the

weights, but they refused to accept the

offer, and about 150 Greek miners quit

work.

On Feb. 6 many of the Greek miners

stationed themselves along the incline,

where the men going to work must pass,

with the intention of preventing them

from going into the mine. While the

deputy sheriff, Thomas Crick, and one

of his assistants were investigating the

matter, his assistant, Thomas Jackson,

was shot and killed. The Greeks, who

were armed took to the hills, and fired

into the town at the houses of the of-

ficials and American miners. The fire

was returned. A special train with about

30 deputies and police was sent from

Salt Lake in the afternoon. When a

search of the hills was made, the Greeks

could not be found, and are supposed

to have disbanded at Helper and other

camps. During the shooting two Greeks

were killed and several wounded. Five

were captured and the killing of deputy

sheriff Jackson will be investigated. The

Independent Coal and Coke Company

proposes to get rid of Greek labor,

though some Greeks not concerned in

the affair will be allowed to return to

work. The mine was closed Feb. 7, but

work has been resumed, with half forces.

The guard of special deputy sheriffs is

still on duty, though no further trouble

is anticipated.

Cobalt

Feb. 10—The Provincial government

las consented to receive a delegation of

hose interested in the Montreal River

listricts who wish to urge the necessity

or building a branch line of the Temis-

:aming & Northern Ontario Railway to

iowganda. The date for receiving the

elegation is Feb. 15. The matter has

been under discussion for some time and

the determination of the government to

build the branch into Porcupine has

brought matters to a head. The govern-

ment engineers have contended that the

district was not sufficiently developed to

warrant a railroad. The greatly improved

conditions in Gowganda will, it is hoped,

result in a change of sentiment.

Excellent progress is being made with

the Porcupine railroad, and the right-of-

way has now been practically cleared.

The Porcupine end has been definitely

settled, and the road will traverse the

east shore of Purcupine lake. No deci-

sion has as yet been given as to whether

the commission will establish a townsite.

Reports from Porcupine continue to be

satisfactory, although with the exception

of the transfer of claims, there have been

no new developments of moment. Sev-

eral options at large figures have lately

been given to well known mining men,

while the advent of Bewick, Moreing &
Co. is probably the forerunner of others.

Were it not for the extremely high prices

asked by the owners of claims, there

would be many more purchasers than

there are. In too many cases the price

asked is altogether out of proportion to

the prospective value of the property, and

purchasers are still further discouraged

by the rapidity with which the payments

are supposed to follow one another. The

Dome has stopped all mining until

the big rush of freight is over, and

as they are bringing in a 40-stamp mill

and cyanide plant this will take some

time. Ground is being cleared for the

mill, which will be built as rapidly ab

possible, and in the meantime every ef-

fort will be made to get in all the freight.

The roads are in bad shape, and unless

some action is taken shortly, they will be

impassable by spring.

The Little Nipissing Mining Company

is under a cloud, because a large amount

of fraudulent stock has been put on the

market. This company has a lease on

Peterson lake, which has seven years to

run. The capitalization is 1,500,000

shares, par value, SI, of which a quarter

of a million was supposed to be in the

treasury. Some of the records have dis-

appeared and one of the stock books is

missing, so it is as yet impossible to find

out the exact number of shares fraudu-

lently issued, but it is believed to be in

the neighborhood of 200,000.

Johannesburg

Jan. 3—Last year closed with pros-

pects for the mining industry that are

scarcely as favorable as those which wit-

nessed its beginning, but there is really

no cause for discouragement. Lower-

grade ore has been worked and dividends

have been smaller while development

has not invariably been good. The Vogel

Deep, Cloverfield, Van Dyk and Groot-

vlei mines have closed down, and the

Nigel mine which works an extension of

the main reef to the south has been

having troubles and appears to be in a

serious position. The rich ore which

was for many years mined by the Reii-

fontein company on the Du-Preez series

north of the main reef has also appar-

ently been exhausted, all of this tends to

show that mining on the Rand has its

serious risks as anywhere else. On the

other hand developments on the East

Rand Proprietary Mines, New Moddcr-

fontein, Modder B, Van Ryn and Brak-

pan mines have been favorable and the

City Deep and Randfontein Central mines

are this year starting up 800 stamps.

A serious shortage of native labor de-

veloped during 1910 and this is perhaps

the main reason that the output and

profits were not more satisfactory. A
number of unskilled white laborers are

employed on the various mines, princi-

pally in tramming, but the chief source

of relief will be found in the more ex-

tended use of compressed air and rock

drills in breaking rock. There are al-

ready over 3500 rock drills at work on

the Rand and the number will shortly be

increased as soon as the new central

power station is available to supply air in

bulk.

Mining is now better organized and

conducted with more efficiency than ever

before and though the conditions of work

in many mines, as regards ventilation

and the dust evil are still bad, yet arti-

ficial ventilation is being rapidly adopted

and some success has been gained in the

use of dust allayers or arresters of dust

at the mouth of the hole. A new respi-

rator, constructed on the baffle principle

by Doctors Moir and Amyard and Mr.

Koetze, Government mining engineer,

promises to prove successful and to ob-

viate that feeling of stuffiness that makes

the usual forms of filter respirators al-

most impossible to use for any length of

time. Unfortunately, partly owing to

the high death rate in the past, really

skilled and efficient miners are still in

the minority and one manager recently

remarked that he has never known good

men to be so scarce. It is hoped that

this state of affairs will in time be reme-

died by the spread of technical education

and by the betterment of conditions for

work. It has been announced that four

mines, the Princess, Roodepoort, Central

Deep, West Roodepoort Deep & Saxon,

working the narrow South reef at Roode-

poort at a high cost are to be amalga-

mated.

Christmas of 1910 was noted for the

number of serious native intertribal riots

which occurred at the various mines.

Over a score of natives were killed and

several hundred injured. Natives still

suffer from the effects of the illicit sale

of liquor which though it does not

flourish as of old is still carried on.

though the penalty is at least six months

imprisonment without the option of a

fine.
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The Mining News
Alaska

Lon Dc Van—Considerable develop-

ment work is being planned for this prop-

erty on Cook's inlet. Work is under the

direction of E. F. Moore, Ketchikan.

Alaska Industrial- Twenty thousand

tons of ore w;re shipped during HMO.

The property is on Prince of Wales is-

land, and work is under the direction of

Charles A. Sulzer. address Sulzer. Op-

erations will be enlarged for the coming

season.

Gold Stream—A. A. Wakefield. Ketchi-

kan, manager of this property, is con-

sidering a plant for the treatment of its

ores. Some ore is ready for shipment.

Rush & Brown—The lower level of

this mine is to be unwatered, and con-

siderable development work done. U. S.

Rush. Kenai. is manager.

Alabama
Jefferson County

Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad

Company—This company will begin very

soon the construction of a new coal mine,

to be known as Pratt No. 16 shaft. The

shafts will be about 350 ft. deep, con-

crete-lined and of fireproof construction,

with steel tipple and brick buildings and

six-ton skip hoists. The daily capacity

will be 3000 tons. The mine will be

about 12 miles west of Birmingham, in

the Pratt seam of coal, and about half-

way between the new No. 13 Pratt shaft,

now under construction, and the big dam,

also under construction, and on the new

branch of the Birmingham Southern

Railroad. This mine will supply part of

the coal for the by-product ovens now

under construction near the new indus-

trial city of Corey, where a large central

coal washer will soon be built.

This company will also commence at

once the erection of an emergency hos-

pital at the Ensley steel plant.

Arizona
Gila County

Old Dominion— For the year ended

Dec. 31. 1910, the company, on a pro-

duction of 28,000,000 lb. of copper, or

7,000,000 lb. less than in 1909, earned

about $450,000, or about the same as in

the previous year. It disbursed $486,000

in dividends, the equivalent of S3 per

share, which left a small deficit. Copper

was produced at a cosl of 1') c. com-

pared with 11-c. in 1909. The last six

months of 1910 the CO c. com-

pared with 10 [c. for the first six months.

The company is treating its own ores cx-

clu '• is installing electric hat!

in the lowest level of its mines, and is

enlarging Itl concentrator capacity 100

Jay.

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. The>»

Current History of

Mining
1

Orphan—Stock is being sold to obtain

money for churn drilling at the property

near Miami.

Yuma County

Success—The first carload of ore has

been shipped.

Stafford—This mill is in regular op-

eration.

Winchester—Water supply is insuffi-

cient for the operation of this newly

completed mill.

Mc. Entee—The sale of this property

is reported.

California

Amador County

Argonaut—A 500-h.p. electric hoist

will be installed.

Lincoln—A reservoir will be con-

structed upon the completion of the

drainage of the 500-ft. level.

South Eureka—Two damage suits for

$50,200 were filed in the superior court,

Feb. 6, by two women whose husbands

were killed in the shaft last winter.

Butte County

Further interest is being directed to

the Forbestown district by the sale of

three mining claims by J. A. Hartman to

Charles L. Falck.

United States Diamond—M. J. Cooney,

manager of this mining company, is ar-

ranging for renewed prospecting at

Cherokee.

Burlington—The vein traverses the

property for over one mile; it averages

ti ft. in width; in places over 23 ft. In

tin Jo tunnel a shoot is opened for 300

ft. in length and averaging 5 ft. wide.

This tunnel is now 400 ft. in length. It

is the intention to commence sinking a

shaft on the property which is 23 miles

from Oroville.

/ eggt II Gold Mining Company—J. H.

Leggett, manager, is reported to have

sold or leased his dredging interests to

San I rancisCO capitalists.

Eldorado County

Landecker—This gravel mine is being

reopened by the Hope Mining Company.

Dr. B. E. Burger, Placerville, superin-

tendent.

Limpinsel— John F. Limpinsel, a

Placerville merchant, is clearing the tun-

nel which was driven 400 ft. by his

father, and will extend it in the hope of

crosscutting the ledge which has been

prospected near the surface with favor-

able results.

Pacific—This quartz mine near Placer-

ville which has been prospected to the

500-ft. level will be developed to the

700 ft. to determine size of mill required.

Three shifts of men are employed.

Georgia Slide—Two eight-horse teams

are employed hauling lumber and sup-

plies to this mine near Georgetown.

Nevada County

The flumes and ditches supplying water

for the Nevada City and Grass Valley

mines put out of commission by the Janu-

ary snowstorm have been repaired and

all the mines are again in full operation.

The effects of the storm have attracted

the attention of the Pacific Gas and

Electric Company to the necessity for

the construction of an auxiliary power

plant, and there is strong probability that

one will be established at Sacramento,

which will serve to lessen the probability

of mines being closed in Nevada and

other counties another winter on account

of storms interfering with power lines.

The production of the Grass Valley

mines for the year 1910 is estimated at

approximately $2,500,000, of which the

North Star is credited with one-half, and

the Empire nearly $1,000,000.

Interest has been renewed in the drain-

age-tunnel project conceived by Francis

Burns several years ago, and since taker

up by George Downey, of Nevada City

If carried out, the scheme would pro-

vide drainage of the big mines of Nevadf

City and Grass Valley through a tunne

extending from Rush creek at its con

fluence w.ith Yuba river, and following th<

contact on which the gold-bearing vein:

are situated.

Town Talk—Thismine^situated betwee

the Union Hill and the Empire, will prob

ably be bonded to Los Angeles and East

em capital.

Placer County

Pioneer—This old mine in Humbu
canon, near Alta, is to be reopened b

Jack Patrick and Harry Morris.

Alaska—George St. John, of Gras

Valley, manager, reports a 3-ft. ore vei

recently encountered in this mine.

Pittsburg—This mining company wi
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install a 10-stamp mill and a Blake

:rusher.

Coan—The two-compartment shaft will

je sunk to 300 ft. on this property in

Srass Valley district. Dan McGonigal,

nanager.

Winchester—A 6-stamp mill has been

nstalled at this mine one mile east of

Colfax.

San Bernardino County

Luckenbach—A cyanide plant is being

installed at these mines near Daggett,

under construction supervision of Bouldin

& Millet, of Daggett

Dennis Springs—W. H. Wallace, owner

Df claims at this place north of Dag-

gett, is preparing for the installation of a

gasolene hoist.

Calzona Mines—This mine, near Vidal,

has recently shipped three carloads of

are to the Humboldt smeltery in Arizona.

Sanborn—This property, owned by San-

born & Vaughn, is producing and ship-

ping ore to the smeltery at Humboldt.

Steece Copper—This company is de-

veloping good copper prospects near

Vidal.

Atolia—The two hoist houses of this

tungsten mine in Rand district were de-

stroyed by fire late in January, damaging

the engines and causing a total loss of

52500 worth of property. New buildings

will be constructed. Charles S. Taylor,

Atolia, superintendent.

Shasta County

Another mass meeting of farmers and

business men took place at Redding. Feb.

4. Frank Gould, of San Francisco will

complete his smoke tests within two

weeks and 30 days thereafter the farmers

may apply to the circuit court to enjoin

the Balaklala company. It is expected

that the judge will render his decision

within another 30 days.

Evening Star—Edward C. Jacobs, of

San Francisco, has brought suit against

George Bayha, promoter, of Redding,

and others for 515.000 as part of the com-

mission for the sale of this mine, recent-

ly disposed of to a company formed in

Germany.

Sierra County

The recent unusually heavy snows have

forced many of the mines in this dis-

trict to temporarily suspend operations.

Independence—The Independence Gold

Mining Company, with 5500.000 capital,

has recently been formed by Nevada City

people for the purpose of operating this

mine, which they have bonded.

Sovereign—Ore bins are being erected

at this mine in Ladies canon. F. O.

Richardson, superintendent.

Willoughby—At this mine, above Dow-

lieville. a rich strike has just been made
n the 'lower tunnel. E. L. Blincoe. owner.

Reir—James Salee. owner of this mine

near Whitehouse, after completing the

30C-ft. raise from the adit to the surface,

has installed an electric hoist, and ore

extraction has been resumed.

Bully Hill—The Winthrop mine of this

copper company was closed down with-

out notice on Jan. 31.

Siskiyou County

Yreka Creek—Leland & Linscott, of

Yreka, have bonded gravel claims, and

propose putting on a dredge if the re-

sults shall warrant.

Tuolumne County

Tarantula—The development of this

mine near Jamestown warrants 20 ad-

ditional stamps.

Dutch—The 20-stamp mill is to be

doubled in capacity within two months.

Mr. Segerstrom. of Sonora, manager.

Colorado

Boulder County

A tungsten- and gold-reduction plant

is to be built at the mouth of Boulder

canon, by the Mining Association Mill

Company.

Clear Creek County

Unicorn—The Burleigh Mining and

Milling Company has cut 6 in. of solid

ore, high in silver and lead.

Pelican Mill— Eight tons of concen-

trates are being produced daily.

Central Colorado—Ore carrying gold

and silver in veins 6 to 10 in. wide have

been cut.

Capital Mines Company—The crosscut

will be continued another 1000 ft. into

the mountain, making a total of 6700 ft.

W. N. Brady, of Washington, Penn., is

the president.

Beaver—Several leasers are taking out

S60 ore at this old mine on Chicago

mountain; Thomas Egan, manager.

Princess Alice— It is reported that a

6-in. streak of free-milling gold ore of

about ST.50 grade has been opened in

this mine, on Grouse Mountain.

Josephine—Heavy shipments of silver-

lead ore are being made from this mine

on Kelso Mountain, in West Argentine.

Settlements give from $55 to S60 per ton.

The streak is 11 to 20 in. wide, and the

the shoot 400 ft. in length.

Gunnison County

Sandy Hook—This mine, at Ohio City,

is getting out timbers for a 10-stamp

mill to be put up in the spring.

La< Animas County

Cokedale—To the list of nine known

dead, because of the explosion in the

Cokedale mine, were added the names of

E. A. Sutton, assistant superintendent,

and Robert Meek, a volunteer rescue.,

who lost their lives trying to reach miss-

ing men. Sutton overestimated the

amount of oxygen in his helmet. He

was alive when carried out, but died

while efforts were making to resusci-

tate him with a pulmotor. Meek fell un-

conscious after venturing ahead of the

air circuit, and died a few minutes after

being carried out. Five bodies were

found. Before the six missing men can be

reached it will be necessary to put up

more brattices, and enlarge the air cir-

cuit.

San Juan Recion

Gold King—The mill is to be started

at once for continuous operation.

Frank Hough—The shaft house has

been burned down, entailing a loss of

5175,000.

Pride of the West—Additional machin-

ery has been installed, and 13 miners are

employed on development work.

Yankee Girl—This mine, near Ironton,

is producing 300 tons of high-grade sil-

ver-lead and copper ore per month.

Tomboy Gold Mines, Ltd.—The mill

ran 29 days in January; crushed 10,000

tons of ore that yielded 531.500 in bul-

lion and 534.000 in concentrates. The

expenses were 540,500 and profits for

the month 525,000.

Summit County

Wellington—This company, operating

at Breckenridge, has announced its first

dividend of ' jC. per share, amounting to

550.000.

Buffalo Gold Placer—Plans are being

made for the construction of a dredge

which will handle 6000 yd. per day.

Colorado Gold Dredging Company—
This company will work its two plants

at full capacity during the coming sum-

mer.

Teller County

Half Moon—A new orebody has been

opened in this Gold hill mine by William

Klotz, lessee.

Mary McKinney—Shipments are going

out regularly from the Grace Greenwood

claim.

Anchoria-Leland—Leasers are at work

in this Gold hill mine.

Cameron Townsite—Block No. 8 of the

school section, under lease to Montaigne

Brothers, is producing about five carloads

of gold ore per week.

Free Coinage—Most of the leasers on
this property, on Bull hill, are shipping

miiling and smelting ore.

El Paso—The output of this mine for

January was 1 1 1 cars, 20 of which were

shipped by the company, and 91 by
leasers.

A/ax- -The lessees on this mine pro-

duced 46 cars in January.

Wild Horse Mill—This mill is said to

have treated 1000 tons of ore in Janu-
ary.

Isabella—A rich discovery is reported

as having been made at grass roots on
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the Comet, of this company, by G. Sahr-

. lessee.

Dead Shot—A hoist is being installed

on Rosebud hill, and the 11 4- ft. shaft

wil! be sunk to 300 ft., and development

carried forward from that point.

.:' Bond Consolidated—James

Stewart, leaser on block S of this Gold

hill property, is reported to have made
?. strike of 2 ft. of mill ore and 6 in. of

gold ore.

Forest Queen—Shipments of a carload

f $8 1 - i ore from the dump
of the Forest Queen, on Ironclad hill, arc

being maintained.

Last Dollar—Thirty cars were shipped

from this Bull hill property in January,

returning about $30 per ton. Twelve sets

of sub-lessees are at work under

Knight 8k Carey, lessees.

r Idaho

Coeur d'Alene District

Bunkc- Hill and Sullivan—Total dis-

bursements to date are increased to $12,-

456.000 by the payment of dividend No.

161. amounting to $81,750; $163,500 has

been paid so far this year.

Idora—Work on the intermediate drift

on the level from the raise has pro-

d 90 ft. John Nordquist, Wallace,

is manager.

Golconda—This mine has been con-

solidated with the Red Boy and opera-

tions resumed.

Indiana

Gibson County

Princeton—Work has been resumed

with a full force after being shut down

for a week for lack of a demand due to

mild weather.

Kansas

Ottawa County

Quincy— Preparations for resumption

of operations are in progress.

Big Jack—A gas engine has been in-

stalled.

on—A new gas engine is on the

ground and work of overhauling the mill

in progress.

Omaha-Petersburg—The new mill has

been started.

Mk higan

Copper Region

Wyandot—The new shaft at the northern

part of this property is 65 ft. deep; the first

ut has been driven to the lode,

showing it to be about 35 ft. wide.

from the 1500-

ft. level of No. 1 shaft has cut the Kear-

lode where it is 30 ft. wide, drift-

ing has been started southward
I

2 shaft.

Indiana The shaft is down 40 ft. in a

formation; the steel for linin;

the ground and as soon as sufficient depth

has been reached the reinforced concrete

lining will be put in.

Senter-Dupce Development Company
—Bedrock has been reached with two

diamond drills; considerable difficulty

was experienced in getting the sand pipe

down to the ledge, owing to the presence

of boulders.

Franklin—A crosscut is bdng driven

from the 31st level of No. 1 Pewabic

shaft on the Pewabic lode, a distance of

about 70 ft. The steel shaft house, for-

merly at No. 1 shaft on the conglomerate

lode, is being moved to this shaft, and

the erection of the necessary foundation

for the hoisting equipment is under way.

Ahmeek—All shipments to the Tama-
rack-Osceola mill have been discon-

tinued, as the third section of the stamp

mill is completed. The fourth section

will be ready for service March 1. The

mill is now crushing 1700 tons of rock

daily.

Adventure—The sinking of the vertical

shaft to cut the second of the series of

lodes is being continued. A crosscut

toward the hanging-wall may be driven

to expose lodes 2 and 3 before they are

reached by the shaft. The first lode was

cut at a depth of 950 ft., and it is esti-

mated that the second will be reached at

2200 feet.

Mayflower—Drill hole No. 11, whicn

was put down at an angle in the center

of the tract, cut a copper-bearing amyg-

daloid lode about 25 ft. wide.

Iron-Menominee Range

Carpenter—The M. A. Hanna Com-
pany, of Cleveland, has added the Car-

penter lands to the tracts it has under

option in the Crystal Falls district. The

property is in section 31, 43-32. It will

be thoroughly explored and for that pur-

pose a diamond drill already is in opera-

tion. Professor Carpenter, of Chicago,

is the principal owner of the fee, interest-

ed in which are a number of persons,

among them Benjamin J. Neely, of Ne-

gaunee. By acquiring the Carpenter

tract the Hanna interests now have sev-

eral promising parcels of mining lands

in that immediate vicinity. The company

a few months ago secured an extended

lease on the Monongahela and the

Revena properties. The Revena is \Vi

miles from the Monongahela, and the

Monongahela adjoins the Carpenter on

the north. A large deposit of ore already

has been proved up at the Revena and

shaft sinking is in progress.

Escanaha Development—The Com-
pany is organized to explore a tract of

iron-ore lands near Iron River. The offi-

ire C. W. Kates, president; Daniel

J. McRac, vice-president and general

manager and Dr. C. B. J. Kitchen, secre-

(1 1 treasurer. Diamond drill work

at once to determine the

depth and thickness of the ore.

Marquette Range

The Geary and Powers Exploring

Company, which has been drilling for

some months past on the Aronson lands,

east of the Konwinski mine, has found
ore at a depth of over 400 ft. from sur-

face. The indications are that the ore

extends across the property, for a width

of not less than 600 ft., but the overbur-

den is deep..

Republic-Sherwood—The Republic Iron

and Steel company has taken an option on

Sherwood property, south of the James
mine. Ore was found three years ago,

when a few shallow drill holes were put

down. It is said that ore 40 ft. in depth

was encountered in two of the holes,

which were sunk on an angle of 60 deg.

on opposite sides of the Konwinski road.

Minnesota

Iron-Mesabi Range

Longycar—A contract for stripping at

this mine, in the Hibbing district, has

been let to Butler Brothers, of Minne-

apolis. The contract is a large one, in-

volving the removal of approximately

3,500,000 cu.yd. of material. The Long-

year is controlled by the Interstate Min-

ing Company, which is the Mesabi divi-

sion of the Jones & Laughlin Steel Com-
pany. The property adjoins the Morris

on the South and the Webb mine on the

east, and it was originally opened as an

underground proposition. The mine has

been idle much of the time since 1905.

It contains a large body of ore.

Vermilion Range

Vermilion Steel and Iron—This com-

pany, is sinking a shaft 6x14 ft. in the

clear, and has reached a depth of about

120 feet.

Irona Mining—The company is ex-

ploring the property with a diamond drill.

The first hole, driven at an angle of 70

deg., cut 12 ft. of commercial ore at a

depth of 192 feet.

White Iron Lake—The coVnpany has

started underground work again. At a

depth of 160 ft., drifting is being done

from the shaft to reach the ore found

by a drill at a depth of 300 feet.

Hill Property—M. H. Alworth, of Du-

luth, has recently started exploration

work on the Vermilion Range.

Montana
Butte District

Butte and Superior—A statement com-

piled Nov. 30, shows $2,217,045 ex-

pended in the purchase of the property,

equipment and development. The in-

debtedness of the company was $527,764,

exclusive of $84,500 outstanding second

mortgage bonds. There are $150,500

first mortgage bonds, which became due

Jan. 1; arangements have been made for

extension of these bonds for another

year. In the above indebtedness is in-

cluded a loan from the American Metal
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Company of $147,706, which can be paid

at the rate of $1 per ton of ore mined,

rhe net profits of the year are given as

£1 10,676. During December the output

ivas increased from 380 to 500 tons

iaily, and will be increased to 600 tons.

North Butte—Production for Jan. is

jstimated about 2,000,000 lb. copper,

rhe Speculator shaft is being sunk from

he 2200-ft. level to the 2900 level. The

shaft is now down 2640 ft., and should

each the 2900-ft. within four months.

Crosscuts will be run on the 2400,- 2600-

ind 2800- ft. levels to the Edith May
rein. Development has resulted in re-

lucing costs from 10!/jC. for the first six

nonths of 1910 to 9/^c. for the last six

nonths.

Butte Central Copper—A contract to

link the three-compartment shaft on ad-

litional 500 ft. was awarded recently,

rhe ore on the upper levels is being

nined for its silver and gold.

Broadwater County

Ohio-Keating—The board of directors

las recently leased the property.

Fergus County

North Moccasin—The company's prop-

rty comes up for sheriff's sale in

/larch; the Kendall and the Barnes-King

ompanies will probably bid.

Jefferson County

Corbin Copper—This company re-

ently made a shipment to the Washoe
meltery of the Anaconda Company of a

arload of ore from the Rosalie tunnel

mich returned 9.15 per cent, copper,

5.08 oz. of silver and 90c. in gold to the

)n.

Lincoln County

Haxel T.—Machinery for the new con-

entrator is now being hauled to the

line.

Boston & Corbin—The sump below the

200-ft. level has been completed and
le work of cutting a station at that level

egun, after which the orebody will be

rifted upon. Plans for the erection of

concentrator in the spring are being

iscussed.

Amazon-Montana—The crosscut on the

50-ft. level has cut the main vein 200 ft.

rom the shaft, and 5 ft. of ore disclosed.

Nevada

Esmeralda County

Tonopah-Belmont—The local manage-
lent emphatically denies the statement
ublished in a San Francisco paper that

easury stock is being sold in the market.

Humboldt County
National—John E. Pelton, president of

ie company, has on exhibition a 96-lb.
iece of ore assaying $50 per lb. that was
token from a 276-lb. boulder. The mine
producing $125,000 net profit each

month and in eight months hay paid in

dividends 60 per cent, of the par value
of the stock.

Esperando Gold Mining Company—
This new company owns the Nevada
State group of claims on Three Mile
creek in the National district. W. B.

Strang and A. F. Hunt, Jr., of Kansas
City, are interested.

Lander County

George Abel has recently bonded his

silver-lead property, 28 miles from Battle

mountain, to Pittsburg men.

Nye County

Montgomery-Shoshone—The annual re-

port of the company showed net proceeds
of bullion sales $245,907; the net profits,

before deduction for depreciation, interest

and administration expenses, was $867;
the total number of tons mined and milled

were 61,037; the average gross value per
ton was $4.84, and the average percent-

age of recovery was 83.57. The cost of
mining and milling was $4.01 per ton.

The report states that while a large

amount of ore has been handled, the

grade has been so low that the cost of
mining and milling has been practically

the same as the net proceeds of the op-
eration, without deduction for deprecia-
tion, administration expenses and interest.

A comparison of 1910 with 1909 shows
the following changes in the financial

condition of the company: Decrease in

net current and deferred assets, $6553;
increase in loans payable and accrued in-

terest, $20,371; total, $26,924; written

off for depreciation less addition to plant,

$28,726, making a total loss of $55,360.

Storey County

Yellow Jacket—The regular annual
meeting was held Jan. 25. Directors rep-

resenting Edward B. Sturges interests

were unanimously elected as follows: E.

B. Sturges, B. F. Shaw, George S.

Sturges, Henry K. Shaw and Franklin

Leonard, Jr.

Crown Point—The directors reelected

at the recent annual meeting are : Ed-
ward B. Sturges, George S. Sturges, B. F.

Shaw, F. H. Swan and Henry K. Shaw.
George S. Sturges is president and sup-

erintendent; B. F. Shaw, vice-president,

and F. H. Swan, secretary.

Mexican—The recent strike on the

2500- ft. level has widened to 10 ft.; high

assays are obtained.

White Pine County

Ely Consolidated—In sinking the Zack
shaft to the 500- ft. level a vein was cut

5 ft. wide. Below this vein the shaft

is said to have passed through porphyry

ore.

Princess—The Princess Copper Com-
pany has been organized for the purpose

of taking over the property of the Ely-

Resurrection Company, recently sold at

sheriff's sale.

Oregon

Baker County

White Swan—The property has been
bonded and will be known as the Susan
D. The mine is now full of water, but is

to be pumped out. Operations will start

at once. The mine is near Baker.

Bohemia—Some high-grade ore has
been encountered on this property near
Baker; five more stamps are now in op-
eration.

Listen Lake—Preparations are being
made to operate this mine, near Green-
horn, on a more extensive scale. Some
new machinery has been installed.

Coos County

Big Jewel—A large sum will be ex-
pended for a ditch and flume on this

property near Brandon. The mine is to

be reopened.

The Legislature is now in ses-

sion. A new mining law for the State

is being prepared. There is movement
on foot to establish a school of mines at

El Paso, to be supported, in part, by thj

State. The Bureau of Economic Geology
and Technology is trying to secure an ap-

propriation for field work. At present no
money for that purpose is available, and,

unless an appropriation is made, it is

feared that the work on the fuel of Texas
may have to be curtailed for lack of

funds.

Utah

Juab County

Tintic shipments for the week ended
Feb. 3 amounted to 131 cars, including
one car of concentrates from the May
Day mill, and two cars of slag from the

Tintic smeltery.

Yankee Consolidated—The annual re-

port showed receipts during the last year
to have been $89,929 from assessments,
and from other sources, $23,200; operat-

ing expenses, $79,461. An overdraft of

S23,279 outstanding from the year pre-

vious was paid. There was a balance of
$10,388 on hand Jan. 1, 1911.

Chief Consolidated—The second an-
nual report has been sent to stockhold-

ers; receipts, including cash on hand,
$108,788. The disbursements, including

purchase of mining claims, hoist and
equipment, were $242,469, leaving cash
on hand Jan. 1, 1911, of $45,569. During
the year, 6947 tons of ore were shipped,

which brought $177,639. The net profits

from these shipments were $66,448, or

$25.57 per ton.

Grand Central—An orebody has been
opened between the 2000- and 2 100- ft.

levels, which is said to be 1200 ft. in

length, and up to 50 ft. in width.
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Beck Tunnel—Ore is reported to have

been cut in the drift, which is being

driven toward the Uncle Sam.

Gold Chain—On the 400- ft. level ore

has been opened for 250 ft., and is up

to 25 ft. in thickness.

Iron Blossom—The lead-silver ore,

which is being developed by raising from

the 500-ft. level, is widening.

Crown Point— Drifting to the east is

being done from the 250-ft. level of the

new shaft.

Mammoth— Development is being done

on several levels. About 70 men are

employed.

St-lmj Mines—This company, owning

claims in North Tintic, has been reor-

ganized. An 800- ft. tunnel has been

driven, and a winze sunk.

Loner Mammoth—Leasers are ship-

ping from the 1700- ft. level and mar-

keted a car of 35 tons recently, which

brought SSI 2.

Dragon Iron—A special meeting of

stockholders of this and of the Governor

Company has been called for March 2,

for the purpose of considering a con-

solidation between the two companies.

Bullock-Tintic Empire-Tintic Combina-

tion—Stockholders' meetings of these

companies have been called for early in

March, to vote on the question of a

merger to be known as the United Tintic

Mines Company.

Eureka Hill—A force of men under

F. J. Hansen and D. Campbell are tak-

ing out the old iron by contract at the

Eureka Hill mill, and cleaning up amal-

gam and quicksilver.

McKinley—A meeting of directors was

held Feb. 9 to consider the question of

resuming work.

Utah Mine—The question of using a

traction engine for hauling ore from Fish

Springs to the railroad at Oasis is being

considered.

Colorado—Recent developments in un-

explored ground north of the Sioux line

indicate there will be good tonnage here,

much of shipping grade. Ore from 10 to

12 sets in width has been opened from

which assays of 55 in uold, 20 per cent.

lead and 40 oz. in silver have been ob-

tained. On the 250-ft. level 700 ft. north

of the Sioux is a laru<.- stope in silicious

ore. parts of which are of shipping grade.

Columbus Consolidated - - Operations

till confined to the tunnel level in

search of new ore. About 20 miners in

addition to leasers are working .

Columba ion Ore shipments

20 per ton.

The ore comes from the West drift, and

has been I A recent

shipment of 70
.cr. 8.1 1 per cent,

rer cent, iron, and 10.8 per cent.

silica.

South Hecla— The Wedge fissure,

which has been followed 340 ft., showing

a small streak of ore most of this dis-

tance, has widened out to 4 ft. of ore

stated to be of shipping grade, and has

been drifted on 20 feet.

American Flag—Ore is being mined

and shipped from the fourth, sixth,

seventh and eighth levels. The new work-

ings and tunnel level have been con-

nected, providing better ventilation.

Little Bell—The mill has been closed

down until spring, on account of a short-

age of water. Shipments for the week

ended Jan. 27 amounted to 23,000 lb.

The mine is being operated as usual.

New York Bonanza—The drift on the

900 level has been following ore for 60

ft. The fissure shows 18 in. of shipping

ore at the face.

Salt Lake County

Utah Consolidated— It is proposed to

sink from the 700- to the 1000-ft. level,

and a station is being cut on the 700 for

this- purpose.

Bingham Copper—A fissure carrying

galena ore has been cut in a drift from

the tunnel level.

North Utah—It is reported that this

company has been unable to sell bonds

with which to carry on development, and

that a receiver has been appointed.

Montana-Bingham—Two feet of sul-

phide ore has been cut in a drift from

the main tunnel. Three cars have been

mined and are ready for shipment.

Ohio Copper—During January the

daily average of ore milled is reported

to have been about 1600 tons, or in the

neighborhood of 50,000 tons for the

month.

Copper Bank—Articles of incorpora-

tion have been filed by this company,

which takes over a group of six claims in

Big Cottonwood. H. T. Rasmussen is

president.

Washington

Ferry County

International—This company has ad-

vertised for bids for the sinking of a 50-

ft. shaft, and development work is to be

started at once. Larry Hughes, Orient,

is manager.

Washington & Ohio—This company

will start development work at once on

its property, a'. Bossburg. Consider-

able money will be spent.

Beecher— At the annual meeting of this

company, J. W. Rickers was elected pres-

ident. E. C. Ward, superintendent and C.

E. Young, secretary, all of Orient.

Kittitas County

Black Hawk New machinery is to be

installed on this property, which is said

to have copper ore of a high grade. E.

R, Peterson, Seattle, is president of the

company.

Stevens County

Larson Lead—This property is owned
by Jens Jensen and Lewis P. Larson, of

Metaline Falls, who are considering the

installation of a 1000-ton concentrator.

Canada

British Columbia

Granby Consolidated—The operating

profits for the calendar year 1910 are

estimated at $460,000, or S3 per share on

148,000 shares outstanding. The cost

of smelting averaged $2.50 per ton and

for the latter months of the year was

$2.39. Copper production was 20,018,-

048 lb.; silver, 355,997 oz.; gold, 44,130

oz. Gross receipts, $3,635,191; ex-

penses, $3,174,799; net profits, $460,392.

Ontario

Algomah—The drift on the 104-ft.

level has a length of 550 ft. with no

change in the character of the ore. A
third drill hole is being put down about

1000 ft. beyond hole No. 2 to the west of

the shaft.

Ontario—Cobalt

The shipments from Cobalt for trie

week ended Feb. 3 were: La Rose, 237,-

240; Coniagas, 215,830; Temiskaming,

75,465; Right of Way, 64,670; Nipissing,

62,200; Buffalo, 60,900; McKinley-Dar-

ragh, 50,906; Trethewey, 42,000; total,

809,265 pounds.

Beaver—The best shoot of ore yet dis-

covered on this Cobalt property is now
being opened up on the 300- ft. level. It

is expected that a dividend will be de-

clared.

Hudson Bay—This company has relin-

quished its option on the Foster-Ellis

claims in Porcupine.

Hargravcs—The annual statement

showed total receipts, $102,421; expendi-

tures, $58,800. Ore on hand, $37,612.

The total production was 625 tons, valued

at $117,400 gross.

F. & H. B.—Another dividend of 300

per cent., payable Feb. 13, has been de-

clared.

Agaunico—This company's plant has

been destroyed by fire.

Temiskaming—Bonanza ore has been

struck at a depth of 537 ft. in a winze

from the 500-ft. level. This is the deep

est working in Cobalt, and the strike is

of great importance on account of the

fact that the developments at 500 ft.

were disappointing.

Black Consolidated—Work is to be re-

sumed on this property.

Swastika—The discovery of good gold

values on the 100-ft. level has caused a

considerable rush of prospectors to the

district, which is 70 miles north of Co-

balt, on the Temiskaming and Northern

Ontario Railway.

:
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Keeley—Sufficient men have been se-

ared to break the strike and resume

)perations on this South Lorrain proper-

ly. An engineer will be engaged to ex-

unine the mine and report on its value

for the benefit of the creditors of the de-

funct Farmers' Bank.

Buffalo—The mill report of this prop-

;rty for December, 1910, shows that 4154

ons, assaying 36.4 oz. per ton, were

reated, and 125,220 oz. of silver were

•ecovered, an increase of 37,954 oz over

he previous month.

Wettlaufer—Reserves in this South

„orrain mine are estimated at between

!,500,000 and 4,000,000 oz. No stoping

las as yet been done, all ore shipped

laving come from development.

Kerry—Work on this Peterson Lake

ease is to be resumed.

La Rose—Vein No. 8 has disclosed

ligh-grade ore; a stope is now being

pened on the second level and has

eached a hight of 16 ft. In the back the

ire shows for 50 ft. Of the production

if $247,000 in November and December,

learly all came from this stope, from an

rea 50x16 ft. One mill parcel weighed

!9 tons, and assayed 5800 oz. per ton.

Ontario—Porcupine

Messrs. Pope and Kuehn, engi-

leers in the employ of Bewick, More-

ng & Co., are at work in the Por-

upine camp and have looked over a

lumber of properties, in advance of the

rrival of C. A. Moreing and others asso-

iated with him. The inspection has been

arried on quietly to avoid interviews

Ah the large number of prospectors

nxious to dispose of claims.

Harry Bush, of Rossland, predicts a

reat rush to the Porcupine camp this

ummer, and believes the greatest wild-

atting campaign in mining history will

nsue.

Armstrong-McGibbon—High assays in

old aie being obtained from No. 1 shaft.

k diamond drill is working on this prop-

rty and several holes will be put down
3 test the vein at about 100-ft. depth.

Rea—High assays from the cores from
ne drilling operations are being ob-

lined.

Vipond—This property has produced
s first gold bar from a one-stamp mill.

Inderground developments are progress-

ig satisfactorily.

Porcupine Imperial—This property will

istall a complete plant, including a com-
ressor.

Saskatchewan
There is a rush to the oil area near

lorinville, Saskatchewan, where a large

umber of companies are anxious to op-
rate. Over 100 locations, of one square
tile each, have been leased by the Can-
dian government. Sixty companies have
een incorporated this week by the Al-

erta government and other applications
re pouring in.

Mexico

El Oro—Mill ran 29 days in January;
crushed 30,020 tons of ore; yielding;

$199,070 bullion; working expenses, $93,-

690; expenditure on development, $24,-

750. Profit was $80,630; profit on rail-

way, $7000; total prpfit, $87,630. Ex-
penditures on improvements, $2890.

Chihuahua

Alvarado and Palmilla—The Palmilla

Milling and Alvarado Consolidated

Mines Companies have been consolidated

into a new company known as the Al-

varado Minning and Milling Company;
office 60 Congress street, Boston, Mass.

Mina Maria—A 38-ton carload of 2-kg.

silver ore was shipped from this mine in

Roncesvalles to the smeltery at Torreon.

R. J. Ward is in charge.

SONORA

Transvaal—An orebody, 90 ft. thick,

has been disclosed by churn drilling.

South Tigre—Plans for a resumption

of exploration work are under way.

La Mina Prieta—A 5-stamp mill and

a small power plant have been set up at

this mine, near Alamos.

El Tigre—This company's transmission

line from Douglas, Ariz., is, being rapidly

constructed. It will be 66 miles in length

and will cost more than $150,000.

Philippine Islands

Batan District

Four coal cutters are being installed at

the Batan coal mines. Arrangements

have been completed to handle 300 tons

of coal per day.

Bencuet District

The Benguet Consolidated reports 130

oz. gold for November. The installation

of the Headquarters plant is progressing

and development work continues.

The opening of the two good leads on

the Bonanza, which lies east of the

Headquarters, is reported.

Nueva Ecija District

There is much interest in the placer

deposits of this new district. About 2000

hectares have been so far tested by bor-

ing, with encouraging results. W. S.

Begg, an engineer representing Aus-

tralian capital, recently arrived from Syd-

ney to examine the ground of the. Rio

Chico Gold Dredge and Mining Com-
pany, whose holdings cover over 1000

acres on the Rio Chico and Rio Cabu.

It is also understood that another Aus-

tralian group is negotiating for other

properties on the Cabu and it is expected

that a dredge will soon be ordered.

Paracale District

The Far Eastern Review, of Manila, re-

ports that the examination of the Para-

cale Extension property by R. V. Hanlon,

a mining engineer from Korea, has been

in progress. This ground was formerly

experted by Mr. Kane, whose report

placed the average values at 1.05 pesos
per cu.yd. It is understood that plans

for a dredge have already b.en com-
pleted by two Australian experts, familiar

with conditions in the district, and that if

Mr. Hanlon's report is favorable its con-

struction will be promptly undertaken.

The Paracale Gold Dredging Com-
pany's stamp mill, recently arrived to

handle the rich boulders found on the

ground, will soon be in operation. The
installation of a second dredge is being

considered by this company.
In November 73 oz. of gold were re-

ceived at Manila from the Philippine

company's dredge representing 11 days'

saving.

San Mauricio Ditrict

The San Mauricio mine and mill have

been closed down, in consequence of the

flooding of the mine by the torrential

rains around Mambulao. The pumps
were insufficient to handle the water.

Just before the flood a shipment was
made of 125 oz. gold and 135 tons of

concentrates.

Zamboanga District

The discovery of coal deposits is re-

ported near Margosatubig. The district

is on the island of Mindanao, in the

Moro country.

Africa

Transvaal

Cable advices report the gold produc-

tion in January at 651,027 oz.—or $13,-

456,725—an increase of 49,659 oz. over

January of last year.

Australasia

Western Australia

Gold production in January is reported

at 1 19,498 oz.—or $2,470,024—a decrease

of 7853 oz. from January of last year.

New Caledonia

Official reports give the number of men
employed in the mines of the colony in

1909-10 at 2355 whites and 2266 colored

men, a total of 4621. The number of

days worked was 503,656, showing an

average employment of 109 days. Of
the total number 4109 were employed in

the nickel mines. The colored men in-

clude Arabs, Javanese, New Caledonians,

Kanakas and negroes. The white men
include a number of convicts.

South America

British Guiana

Exports of gold from the colony for

the 12 months ended Dec. 31 were 64,-

977 oz. bullion in 1909, and 57,022 oz.

in 1910; a decrease of 7955 oz. The
bullion reported in 1910 was equal to

$971,345, or 46,993 oz. fine gold. Ex-

ports of diamonds in 1910 were 3808

carats, valued at $30,946; a decrease of

1838 carats.
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Coal Trade Review

New York, Feb. 15—Coal trade in the

East is generally dull, the chief cause

g a rather light demand for steam

coal. A better demand from manufac-

turers is looked tor. and most dealers are

hopeful.

In the West conditions are not improv-

reports come from all quarters

of oversupply and resulting low prices.

There seems to be no remedy except a

curtailment of production and shipments

—unless there should be a large increase

in demand, which is not now expected.

Proposed Consolidation—There are re-

ports of a plan to consolidate all the

coal mines in Illinois south of Spring-

field under one management; or to put

the selling of their coal in the hands of

one corporation. There are so many con-

flicting interests, however, that any such

arrangement seems highly improbable.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal tonnage originating on lines of

Southern railway. 11 months ended Nov.

30 was: Tennessee district. 1,104,915;

Alabama district, 2,836,536; total. 4.940,-

451 short tons, an increase of 1.545,191

tons over the previous year.

Coal passing through the locks on the

Monongahela above Pittsburg, year ended

Dec. 31, was 9,736,666 short tons in

1909. and 9.460,695 in 1910; decrease,

275,971 tons.

Coal shipments out of Great Kanawha

river in West Virginia, year ended Dec.

31. were 1,229,660 tons.

Coal passing Davis Island dam on the

Ohio, year ended Dec. 31. was 2,466,710

short tons in 1909, and 1.774.760 in 1910;

decrease, 691.950 tons. The large de-

crease was due to the unusually long

staj;e of low water in the Ohio.

Shipments of Broad Top coal over the

Huntingdon & Broad Top railroad in Jan-

uary, were 58.281 tons in 1910. and

-7 in 1911; increase, 1706 tons.

Coal and coke tonnage of Virginian

railway, six months of fiscal year from

July 1 to Dec. 31, short tons:

Hal pany. Total.

1,017 7

10.002

28 1.112,110

•
:

;
;<- 11 1.408

The road was only partially completed

•id not fully open for traffic.

New York
Ant HRA<

1=> The trade is rather quiet,

.ire not heavy

trade is improving a little I the

| lowti from Tl

Fridav to Tuesday of this «r<

Current Prices of"

Metal, Minerals. Coal

and Stocks, Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

Schedule prices for domestic sizes are

S4.75 for lump, S5 for egg and stove and

S5.25 for chestnut, all f.o.b. New York

harbor. For steam sizes current quota-

tions are S3ra3.25 for pea; $2.40fa2.75

for buckwheat; Sl.95ro-2.25 for buck-

wheat No. 2 or rice; $1.40fo- 1.55 for bar-

ley; all according to quality, f.o.b. New
York harbor.

Bituminous

The soft-coal trade remains dull, and

dealers are all complaining. New Eng-

land buying is light, and harbor trade is

spasmodic and irregular.

Prices are nominally about the same.

Cas coals bring $1@1.10 at mine for y4 -

in., 95c.tf/Sl for run-of-mine, and 70c.

for slack. Fair steam coals can be had

for $2.60, f.o.b. New York harbor, lower

grades down to $2.35 fn- 2.45, with better

coals up to $2.85*/ 2.90. There is a sur-

plus of coal at tide, and some steam coal

has been sold as low as $2.05f?/ 2.10 to

avoid demurrage.

Car supply is abundant and transpor-

tation fairly regular.

In the coastwise trade vessels are in a

little better supply. Rates are still ir-

regular, but tonnage can be had at 75<§

85c. from Philadelphia to Boston or Port-

land; 60rr/70c. from New York around

Cape Cod, and 40*/ 50c. to Sound ports.

Birmingham

Feb. 13—Coal contracts held by op-

erators in Alabama and other Southern

States require steady operation of the

mines. The output in Alabama is heavy

and there is nothing in sight that looks

like any interference with the conditions.

The spring-like weather throughout the

Southern territory during the past month

has not hampered the coal trade.

Considerable development is on in

Alabama. The Alabama Fuel and Iron

Company is pushing the work on a new
mine, while the Tennessee company hard-

ly has the work on one big mine fairly

way before announcement is made
thai another will be started. Frank Nel-

son, Jr., and associates, who some time

back purchased coal lands in this State

late of Joseph Bryan, of

Virginia, are now making preparations

for an active development of this prop-

erty and the opening of several new
mines during this year. The Pratt Con-

solidated Coal Company will do some de-

velopment work also.

Chicago
Feb. 14-—The coal market continues to

be depressed, in the absence of cold

weather. Domestic coals, particularly,

suffer, and Western is in worse condition

than Eastern. Screenings show the near-

est approach to strength, being a popular

mild-weather fuel for steam purposes.

Lump from Illinois and Indiana mines is

weak. Shipments have been lessened, by

many operators, yet the sum total con-

tinues to be too large for ready consump-

tion by the market. A good deal of coal

has been sold at very low prices to escape

demurrage charges. Under these cir-

cumstances prices are not likely to hold

firm or to recover losses, and operators

should be cautious about sending any

kind of coal to this market.

Illinois and Indiana coals bring $2@
2.50 for lump, $1.65@1.75 for run-of-

mine and $1.55*/ 1.75 for screenings, in

car lots. Of coals from east of Indiana

the strongest is probably Hocking, which

has been well kept down as to quan-

tity, in general, with occasionally a ship-

ment sold at 10 or 20c. less than the

standard price of $3.15. Smokeless is

very weak, lump selling for $3.30(7/3.65

and run-of-mine for $3.05*73.30. Anthra-

cite is moving slowly and in small lots,

with all sizes plentiful and chestnut most

in demand.

Cleveland

Feb. 13—Steam-coal demand is im-

proving. Domestic trade continues slow,

but the market on the whole is in bet-

ter shape than it has been. Car supply

is good. Few mines are working on

full time. Prices are unchanged.

Indianapolis

Feb. 13—The coal trade is a little more

active; but a number of mines are stil

running on short time. From Chicago

especially there are complaints of over

supply. Conditions will not improve whilt

this state of affairs continues.

Edward Barrett, Indiana State geolo

gist, has appointed Frank I. Pearce, o

Brazil, chief inspector of mines, to sue

ceed James P. Epperson who has held th

position for the past eight years. Ah

Pearce received the highest grade at th

recent competitive examination for th

office. He is a practical miner with 1

years in the mines. The appointment

meeting with commendation by bot

miners and operators. He will enu

upon the duties of the office March
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Pittsburg

Feb. 14—The coal market continues

ry unsatisfactory, mines running at

ly about 50 per cent, and prices being

r as deeply as ever. Mine-run has sold

less than $1 a ton in a number of

ses, and there is no regular market,

e quote prices, largely nominal, as fol-

jvs: Mine-run and nut, $1; )4-in.,

.10; 1^-in., $1.20; slack, 82y>a 85c.

ices on slack are well maintained as

; demand is steady and production of

ick is reduced on account of mines

nning such short time.

At a meeting of the Pittsburg Chamber
Commerce Feb. 9 the report of the

.ffic committee, to the effect that the

lroads are grossly discriminating

ainst Pittsburg and in favor of certain

sst Virginia and other districts, in coal

es to the lakes, was accepted and filed,

ere was a long parliamentary battle,

: leaders on one side desiring to have

! report rejected, and those on the

ler side to have it adopted. The action

receive and file was had as a compro-

se. It is claimed that the complaint

eady made by private individuals to

! Interstate Commission will receive at-

ition within a fortnight to the extent

the commission hearing at least part

the testimony.

Connellsville Coke—There is a report

it a furnace interest has closed for

ce for second half at SI.75 but the re-

rt is not fully confirmed. Prompt
ce is slightly firmer, and only odd lots

l be picked up at SI.45, while it is im-

)bable that contracts could be made
$1.50, although this price was under

cussion a fortnight ago. We quote

mer prices, except that we advance the

limum on contract furnace coke 5c:
>mpt furnace, $\A5Ca 1.50; contract

nace, $1.55tf/ 1.60; prompt foundry,

§2.10; contract foundry, $2,25(^2.50,
1

ton at ovens.

Hie Courier reports production in the

nnellsville and lower Connellsville re-

n in the week ending Feb. 4 at 291,705

s, a gain of 4000 tons, and shipments

3037 cars to Pittsburg, 4772 cars to

nts west and 739 cars to points east,

oral of 8548 cars.

St. Louis •

7eb. 13—The coal market has been ab-

utely at a standstill. Nearly all of the

h and ninth district mines have been
t down most of the past week.
;re is practically no coal moving on
open market; about all that is mov-
is coal that has been contracted for

Her in the season. Even contracts are

taking their full toni.age as nearly

steam plants are running half time
dealers on account of the weather
all backing off.

he Carterville district mines are run-

l only about half time and insist upon
:ing the products on the market at

lower and lower prices. These mines in-

stead of accepting the situation insist

upon running and as a consequence not
only is there a great deal of coal up to

demurrage at the large reconsigning
point, such as St. Louis, Peoria and Chi-
cago, but all throughout the country in

nearly every town some jobbers and op-
erators have coal up to demurrage, which
was shipped them on consignment.

Sales agents are getting desperate as
there seems to be absolutely no relief

in sight. Railroads and steam plants are
all full to the guards and are not be-
ginning to take their contract require-

ments. There is scarcely any price

quoted on all sizes as 75 per cent, of the

coal that has been sold in the last two
weeks has been demurrage stuff, sold for

what it would bring.

Current prices in the St. Louis market
are as follows:

Standard:

F.o.b.
F.o.b. St.
Mine. Louis.

6-in. lump i
. 20 1 72

2-in. lump i.oo 1.52
Mine-run o . 90 1 . 42
2-nut o.80 1.32
2-m. screenings 0.50 1.02
Pea and slack

. 25 . 77

Staunton, Mt. Olive & Springfield:

6-in lump i . 50 2 02
3-in. lump 1.25 1.77
Mine-run 1.10 1.62
2-in nut 0.80 1.32
2-in. screenings 0.60 1.12

Carterville:

6-in. lump or egg 1.30 2.07
3-in. nut 1.20 1.87
Mine-run 1.20 1.87
li-in. screenings 0.70 1.37

Franklin County:
6-in. lump or egg 1.50 2.27
3-in. nut 1.40 2.07
2-in. nut 1.20 1.87
li-in. screenings 0.70 1.37

Trenton:

6-in. lump 2.25 2.77
6-in. egg 2.25 2.77
3-in. nut 2.00 2.52

Pennsylvania Anthracite:

Chestnut 7 . 20
Stove and egg 6 . 95
Grate 6.70

Arkansas Anthracite:
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Pig Iron Production—The returns from

the blast furnaces, as collected and re-

ported by the Iron Age, show that on Feb.

1 there were 206 coke and anthracite fur-

naces in blast, having an aggregate daily

capacity of 59.550 tons of pig iron; an

increase of 0200 tons, as compare I

Jan. 1. .Making allowance for the char-

coal furnaces, the total production of pig

iron in January is estimated at 1,787,500

long tons; of which 1.128.500 tons were

made by furnaces owned and operated

bv the steel companies.

Baltimore

Feb. 13— Exports for the week included

723,400 lb. steel billets to Glasgow. Im-

ports included 605 tons ferromanganese

from Liverpool and 984 tons from Ant-

werp; 6400 tons iron ore from Cuba.

Birmingham
Feb. 13—The pig-iron market in South-

ern territory shows little change for the

better. Consumers continue to look for

lower-priced iron and the manufacturers

are not inclined to make any concessions.

There is quite a lot of iron being sold in

small lots for delivery during the first

half of the year at $11 per ton, No. 2

foundry. Much of the lower grades of

iron has been sold ahead. As far as can

be learned. Southern manufacturers are

remaining away from the market yet on

iron for delivery during the last half of

the year. The make is not being in-

creased any whatever. The sales are a

little better than the make so that a

slight reduction in the accumulated stocks

of iron continues. There is still quite a

large amount of iron on the yards in

the South.

The steel situation is still active. There

is a steady operation of steel plants.

The cast-iron pipe plants are doing

fairly well, though the melt in this line

has fallen off a little. There is a little

demand still on for charcoal iron. The

scrap-iron market in the Southern ter-

ritorv is picking up.

Chicago

Feb. 14—The iron market about holds

its own, so far as pig-iron sales are con-

cerned, with something of hopefulness

apparent in the better tone to the market

for finished materials, and both con-

sumers and sellers of pig iron in a wait-

ing mood. General foundry sales, on

which chiefly this market depends, are

still mostly of the short-time, small-ton-

nage kind. Melters are buying steadily,

but not buying largely, and chiefly for

ond-quarter needs, with only here and

there a venturesome one dipping over in-

• -he requirements of the third quarter

and last half. There are a good many
inquiries, and selling agents prophesy an

active movement as soon as buying tor

the needs that are in sight, along all

all construction lines, shall rx

Southern coke No. 2 holds to $11 Bir-

mingham, or $15.35 Chicago, on most

sales and rumors of lower prices are

plentiful but not reliable. Northern iron

seems somewhat weaker, with No. 2 at

S\5.500i 16. Sales of finished materials,

particularly railroad supplies and struc-

tural material, are steadily improving.

Coke is quiet at $4.90 for Connellsville.

Cleveland

Feb. 13—There seems to be no interest

felt in the ore market, and nothing has

been done as to prices.

Pig Iron—Negotiations are on for some

round lots of basic, but the parties are

far apart on price. Furnaces are putting

up quotations as soon as a big order is

mentioned. Some good sales of foundry

are reported. The market gznerally is

feeling better. Bessemer is $15.90,

Cleveland delivery; basic, $14.40; No. 2

foundry, $14.25; Lake Superior charcoal,

$17.50 per ton.

Finished Material—Some large orders for

plates for shipbuilding are reported, but

they will not go to Cleveland mills. Lo-

cally,, sheets and bars are most active.

Bars show special improvement, and cut-

ting prices has about stopped.

Philadelphia

Feb. 15—Eastern Pennsylvania fur-

naces have profited a great deal by the

recently developed activity in pig iron,

not only for local delivery, but for several

States to the eastward along the Atlantic

coast. The only regret expressed by the

makers is that the business has been

done at very low prices. What adds to

their dissatisfaction is that some of the

makers in this territory have been

dragged into agreements to furnish at

the option of the buyers considerable

additional material at the present low

rates. It can hardly be said that the tone

of the market is stronger but there is

satisfaction in believing that the tide has

turned and that there are reasonable

prospects for forward requirements. One
decided evidence of coming improvement

is the withdrawal on new inquiries of

the very low quotations of months past.

The past day or two has brought out

quite a number of inquiries from near

and remote buyers who are known to

have very little stock on hand and a good

deal of work secured. It is known that

a good many offerings have been made of

Virginia and Southern irons, and the

makers from the South are apparently

determined to share in the improving de-

mand. The best quotations for standard

No. 2 X foundry are $16 for Northern

and $15.50 for Southern; gray forge is

quoted SI 4.50^ 15; basic appears to be

on a better foundation at $15, seaboard.

Steel llillets- While steel-billet quota-

tion 1
- have not moved up, the undertone

of this market is stronger.

Bars—Quite a number of jobbers and

retailers are looking after their spring

supplies and out of this interest may re-

sult some more liberal ordering, though

the large idle capacity will not stimulate

the anxiety of buyers. Quotations rule

very low and on common iron there have

been a few orders booked at a further

shading.

Sheets—The sheet market is sharing

in the improvement in a moderate way.

The buying is scattered.

Pipes and Tubes—No developments

have been noted and consumers are for

the present protected by contracts for

delivery which may carry them well into

March.

Plates—-The orders for plates refer

mainly to small requirements so far as

local deliveries are concerned. A large

State concern has secured an extensive

contract for Western delivery.

Structural Material—This week's orders

for structural material have been con-

fined to early requirements.

Scrap—All available heavy-steel scrap

has been cleaned up, though deliveries

will not be made on some of it for a

few weeks to come. On this grade of

scrap prices have been quoted 50c. higher.

For the lighter grades of scrap there is

very little call and prices are weak.

Pittsburg

Feb. 14—There has been a further im-

provement in the general tone of the iron

and steel market in the past week, but

little, if any, general improvement in

bookings of orders. Production by the

steel works is steadily increasing, on ac-

count of the increased bookings in Jan-

uary. The Cambria Steel Company,
which was operating five of its eight blast

furnaces late in January, put on a sixth

furnace Feb. 4, and a seventh Feb. 13.

The Carnegie Steel Company, which was

operating about two-thirds of its open-J
hearth furnaces at Homestead last;.J

week, this week is operating the entireB

64 furnaces. Prices of finished steel t

products are firmly held, and in wireij

products it is regarded as almost certairB

that there will be another advance, ol I

cither $1 or $2 a ton, within the next fortB

night, this following the $1 a ton advance!

v/hich became effective Jan. 23. The ad 'I

vanced prices were held from the start]

and accomplished their purpose readily)

in bringing heavy specifications upon ol<|

contracts. The cut-nail market, how

ever, did not respond to that advance, re
|

maining at $1.60rW 1.65 per keg.

Pig Iron—The United Steel Company
Canton, Ohio, last Saturday bought 300'

tons of basic iron, 1000 tons for Marc

and 2000 tons for April, from a furnac

at Dover, paying $14.50, delivered, equr

to $14 at furnace or $13.60,Val!ey fur
1

naces. In two cases firm bids of $13.5(

Valley, have been made for basic iro
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without finding sellers, but it is not im-

probable that this price could be done,

rhe circumstances warrant our raising

3ur last week's quotations 25c, and quot-

ing basic iron at $13.50r<7 13.75, Valley

furnaces. Many of the furnaces are

quoting $14. As a rule consumers are

holding off, doubting whether this sudden

accretion of strength on the part of the

Valley furnaces can be maintained. We
note a sale of 1000 tons of standard

bessemer at S15, Valley, the regular quo-

tation, and quote the market unchanged

at that figure. A number of small lots

Df foundry iron have been sold at $14,

Valley, although it appears $13.75 can

still be done in a few cases, and we con-

tinue to quote $13.75 to $14, Valley,

noting that the market is slighting firmer

than last week. Malleable iron is quot-

able at $13.75, Valley, or 25c. higher

than a fortnight ago.

Ferromanganese—The market contin-

ues quiet and quotable at about $38, Bal-

timore, for prompt or forward.

Steel—The market has grown stronger,

there being some inquiries, and in one

:ase an advance of $1 has been paid, on

spen-hearth sheet bars, a sale of over

2000 tons being made on the basis of $25,

Pittsburg. It does not seem to be settled

n the market whether the advanced price

ivill prevail, the buyer in this particular

instance being in a hurry for the steel,

ivhich is now being rolled. We quote

former prices, possibly nominal in the

:ase of open-hearth sheet bars, at $23
for billets and $24 for sheet bars, Pitts-

3urg or Youngstown mills. Rods are be-

ng regularly quoted at $29, Pittsburg.

Sheets—The sheet mills held a meet-

ng at Pittsburg, Feb. 11, the meeting be-

ng much the same character as those of

Dec. 8 and Jan. 7. It is stated there were
scarcely any reports of shading, and that

nill operations were reported as slightly

setter, mills averaging between 50 and
30 per cent, of capacity. It is not im-

srobable that the mills will continue to

neet about once a month. We quote:
Black sheets, 2.20c; galvanized, 3.20c;
))ue annealed, 1.65c; painted corrugated,
51.55: galvanized, S2.75, per square.

St. Louis
Feb. 13—Inquiries for southern iron

ire very dull. A little business is being
)Iaced for third-quarter shipment. All

>rders and inquiries are for small lots,

rhe price of $11 per ton Birmingham or
>14.75 St. Louis remains unchanged,
["here has been some activity in northern
ron.

M FOREIGN IRON TRADE 115

Canadian Production—The total pro-
iuction of rolled iron and steel in Can-
ida in 1909 was 662,741 tons, of which
544,830 tons were steel rails. The total

compares with 496,517 tons in 1908 and
500,179 in 1907. The total production

of forgings in 1909 was: Iron, 2650;
steel, 13,876; total, 16,526 tons; an in-

crease of 1788 tons over 1908. The total

make of nails was 37,410,000 lb., an in-

crease of 7,610,000 lb. over 1908.

United States Foreign Trade

Iron and Steel— Exports and imports of

iron and steel and of machinery in the

United States for the year ended Dec.

31, are valued as below by the Bureau
of Statistics of the Department of Com-
merce and Labor:

1909. 1910. Changes.
Exports $157,674,394 $201,271,903 I.$4S,597,509
Imports 30,571,542 47,115,112 I. 16,543,570

Excess, exp.$127,102,8.)2 $154,156,791 I.$27,053,939

Increase in exports was 27.7 per cent.;

in imports, 54.1 per cent. The quantities

of the leading articles of iron and steel

were, in long tons:

Gold, Silver and Platinum

—Exports—
1909. 1910,

,
— Imports—
1909. L910.

Pig iron 61,989 127,385 176,442 237,238
Scrap 25,360 25,825 63,504 72, 704
Billots, blooms, etc. 104,862 68,230 19,288 46,578
liars 88,031 12:.. cur, 19,206 43,692
Rails 299,540 353,180 ....

Sheets and plates.. 135,583 274,516 4,720 6,152
Structural stool 90,830 140,721
Wire-rods 20,142 22,869 lo,.">44 20,374
Wire 149,341 171,928
Nails and spikes.. 48,055 61,201
Tinplatos 9,327 12,549 02,59:1 00,040
Pipe and fittings.. 162,185 155,778

Imports of wire not reported in quan-

tities; values were $1,117,812 in 1909,

and $1,468,741 in 1910. Imports of rails

and structural steel in 1910 were not re-

ported separately.

Iron Ore Movement—Imports and ex-

ports of iron ore in the United States,

year ended Dec. 31, long tons:

1909. 1910. Changes.

Imports 1,094,957 2,591,031 I. 890,1171

Exports 455,934 044,875 I. 88,941

The principal items of imports in 1910

were 1,451,096 tons from Cuba; 439,868

from Spain; 259,911 from Sweden; 209,-

006 from Newfoundland and Labrador;

95,005 tons from Canada.

Manganese Ore—Imports of manga-

nese ore into the United States, year

ended Dec. 31, were 212,765 long tons

in 1909, and 242,348 in 1910; increase,

29,583 tons.

9 METAL- MARKETS Q
New York, Feb. 15—The metal markets

have been generally quiet, except that the

speculation in tin continues, with some
sensational variations.

MONTHLY [NDEX NUMBERS.

Month.
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[id not exceed that of last week, $58.

"he average price, all grades of lead,

155.68 per ton.

The lead shipment was the largest this

ear, a portion of which is not included

ri the report, as settlement was not

eached upon it.

MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICES.

*J MINING-STOCKS $

Month.

Zinc obe.

Base Price. All Oros. All Oros

ternary
jbruary.. .

.

arch
pril

ay
ine
Jly
ugust
sptombor .

.

stober
ovember. .

.

ecember. .

.

Tear

$47.31
40.69
43.60
41.00
40.19
40.20
39.63
40.13
43.45
43.31
47 20
42.50

$42.43

Ml. 85

1910. 1911. 1910. 1911.

$45.16 $40.51
89.47
89.71 ,

89 33
37.511

87.83
86 si i

37 . 82
39.96
40.50
43 20
40.70

$39.79 $52.12

$55 68

Note— Under zinc ore the first two col-

ons give base prices for GO per cent, zinc
•e ; the second two the average for all ores
ild. Lead ore prices are the average for
1 ores sold.

CHEM ICALS
New York, Feb. 15—General business

mains rather quiet, and there is not

uch doing outside of contract deliver-

s.

Copper Sulphate—Business is on a

tir scale, with prices unchanged at $4

;r 100 lb. for carload lots and $4.25

;r 100 lb. for smaller parcels.

Arsenic—The market is dull and we
>ntinue to quote about $2 per 100 lb.

ir white arsenic.

Nitrate of Soda—Sales are looking up
little, but prices are unchanged at 2.10c.

;r lb. for both spot and futures.

Potash Salts—Exports of potash salts

om Germany, year ended Dec. 31, met-

c tons:

1909. 1910. Changes.
Unit, etc 946,457 1,181,208 1.234,751
itassium chloride.. 216,286 26'!, 783 I. 50,497
tassium sulphate. 63,065 76,206 I. 13,141
it.-magneslum sul. 138,328 197,408 I. 59,080

rotal 1,364,136 1,721,605 1.357,469

The largest increase was in kainit,

eserit and other crude salts. Exports

the United States, included above,

ere 1,029,324 tons in 1910; an increase
' 328,754 tons over the previous year.

Petroleum

An unusual case is the arrival at Phil-

elphia this week of the tank steamer
.umen" from Kustendje on the Black
a, with a cargo of 2000 tons of

imanian petroleum. The oil is for sale

this country. This is said to be an in-

dent in the fight between the Standard
'1 and its European rivals; the latter

^ving started to invade Standard tei-

'ory.

New York, Feb. 15—Moderate trading,

chiefly professional, and a general ten-

dency of stocks to advance cover the con-

ditions of the market. The advances have
been rather irregular.

One sale of Homestake is reported to-

day, at $85.25 per share.

On the Curb, the copper stocks were
fairly steady in price, but dealings were
only moderate. A stock not heretofore

dealt in— Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western Coal Company—made its ap-

pearance on the Curb during the week,
sales being made at $315r<r330 per share.

An account of the plans to organize

the Curb market appears on another

page.

At auction in New York, Feb. 9,

Nevada Smelting and Mines Corporation

brought 7c. per share for 1200 shares

and 8c. per share for 1300 shares; 1650
shares Discovery Gold Mining Company
of British Columbia, $5 par, $25 for the

lot. A lot consisting of 2625 shares Bul-

lion Mountain Copper Company, $5 par;

34 shares Buffalo Hump Mining Com-
pany, $10 par; 334 shares Carbon-
ate Hill Mining Company, $10
par; 500 shares Julian Gold Min-
ing Company, $10 par; 150 shares

Santa Rita Land and Mining Company,
$25 par. with some industrials, brought

$7 for the lot.

Boston, Feb. 14—There is little inter-

est in copper shares, although the feeling

is growing that they are in a position to

do better when the proper time arrives.

Offerings of stocks are scarce, while

there is a disposition on the part of the

public to sit up and take notice.

The firmer tone of Amalgamated Cop-
per has served to impart a better tone to

the general copper-share list. This has

been noticeable in North Butte, East

Butte, Hancock, Butte Coalition, Calumet

& Arizona and a few others; but the mar-

ket has neither been broad nor active in

any of them.

The market for the so called Calumet

& Hecla subsidiary stocks is almost void.

Occasionally an odd lot of Isle Royale,

Superior. Osceola, Tamarack or La Salle

appears on the market, but at slightly

changed prices. Calumet & Hecla stock

is firmer at $523.

There is now some question whether

the merger plan will go through. Be-

sides the Osceola opposition in the Lake

Superior district, other and stronger in-

terests in the Ahmeek have brought

formidable objections. These latter,

headed by T. L. Chadbourne, of Hough-
ton, Mich.—who, by the way, is an ex-

counsel for the Calumet company—have

brought a broadside against the merger,

which looks like the entering wedge for

blocking the scheme.

Business on the Curb has been re-

stricted, although there are seen signs of

a revival of life. Amalgamated Nevada
furnished a sensational rise from 12 to

25c. on very heavy trading.

Salt Lake City, Feb. 5—The governing

board of the Salt Lake Stock and Mining
Exchange for the coming year was elect-

COPPER PRODUCTION REPORTS.
Copper contents df blister copper, in pounds.

Company.
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ci at a meeting held Jan. 2S. as follows:

W. D. Nebeker, W. H. Child. F. C. Hern,

A. L. Jacobs. W". J. Browning, R. S. Wim-

mcr, R. J. Evans, E. G. Woolley. Jr., and

\V. H. Tibbals. W. J. Browning was

chosen president by the board, to succeed

James A. Pollock, who will be out of the

city much of the time. The vice-presi-

dents are: V. D. Nebek-r, W. H. Child

and E. C. Wooley, Jr. G. P. Norton was 1>n

elected treasurer and J. A. Shorten, sec-

retary. George F. Wasson, who has

served the Exchange as caller for the

p.-.st year will continue in that capacity.

The financial statement showed receipts

for 1P10 to have been S23.304. The as-

ire $160,401, with bonds outstanding

amounting to $67,000, leaving $93,401

surplus.

tin at x;:\v YORK SAX FRANCISCO Feb. 14.
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FEBRUARY 25, 1911.

The Postal Danger

The U. S. Post Office Department suf-

fers from politics. Politics and business

methods do not mix any better than oil

and water. The postal service, which is

a monopoly transacting a huge volume of

business, ought to be conducted at a

profit, as in foreign countries. But be-

cause of its bad management the U. S.

postal service shows an annual deficit.

The administration proposes to abolish

the deficit at the expense of the maga-

zines. By an amendment to the postal-ap-

propriation bill, now before the Senate,

the postage on the reading pages is to

remain at the present lc. per lb., but

upon the advertising pages it is to be

quadrupled. The weekly edition of a

magazine like the Journal weighs into

the tons. Every producer knows the

meaning of an increase from S20 per ton

to $80 in the freight rate on his output.

If the pending bill be enacted, every mag-

azine in this country will be crippled.

Many will be destroyed.

This is not merely a concern of the

publishers. It goes further than them

and hits the readers and the public. Those

who are proposing this change in rate

do not comprehend the effect it would

have.

Technical magazines are a necessity

of industry, which would become stag-

nant without such means for the dis-

semination of knowledge. They obtain

their circulation because of the demand

for the assistance they render. Their

circulation attracts advertisers. Their ad-

vertisements enable them to supply the

costly information that technical readers

require. If their means of performing

their function be crippled, their readers

must suffer.

The Postmaster-General attributes the

whole blame for his deficit upon the sec-

ond-class matter. He says it costs 9c.

per lb. for its transportation. His fig-

ures have been proved to be fallacious.

His department has no definite way of

determining this cost. Upon the author-

ity of a member of the Railroads' Com-
mittee on Mail Pay the actual cost is

probably only about 0.9c. per lb. The

magazines are not asking for a privilege

at the expense of anybody, but are

simply fighting an act of injustice.

If the Postmaster-General really

thinks that this service costs 9c. per lb.

and is performed at a loss, why does he

exempt the magazines shipping less than

4000 lb. per issue?

How does the Postmaster-General ex-

pect to increase his revenue if he kills

off a large part of his business? What
we need is a permanent director of postal

service, the introduction of modern ad-

ministrative methods, and the elimination

of political incompetency.

Every reader of the Journal is con-

cerned in this contemplated outrage be-

cause it will affect every one of them.

We urge every reader to communicate,

by letter and telegram, with members of

Congress, protesting against the consum-

mation of this tax upon knowledge and

the tools of many trades.

The Waihi Gold Mine
A parallel to some movements in this

country is found in the recent course of

Waihi stock in London, which has fallen

from over £10 per share about the

middle of 1910 to £3"
s at the present

time. Waihi is the great New Zealand

gold mine, and one of the great gold

mines of the world; for seven or eight

years past it has been very prosperous.

Since 1902 it has paid large dividends,

the lowest being 55 per cent, in 1905 and

the highest 90 per cent, in 1909. The

price of the shares began to fall in Lon-

don several months ago, under the pres-

sure of disquieting reports and selling

orders from New Zealand where a

good deal of stock was held, and the de-

cline has been continuous.

Now a definite reason for the fall and

a confirmation of the unfavorable re-

ports has appeared in the shape of a re-

port from Mr. Williams, who has been

making an inspection of the mine for the
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company. He reports in substance that

the development of the ninth level is

extremely disappointing; tonnage must

be reduced to 1000 tons per day; and

dividends must fall from 90 to 40 per

cent, perhaps less. There is no pres-

ent prospect for improvement, though

exploration is to be continued.

It is possible, of course, that the mine

may recover; but from present reports

it looks as if its best days were over. It

does not appear, however, that stock-

holders have much to complain about,

except those who bought at the high

level last year. The managers made the

report public without reservation as soon

as the examination was completed. In

the seven years 1903 to 1909, inclusive,

the stockholders received 505 per cent,

on the par value of their shares in divi-

dends, and they had ample opportunity

for the amortization of their original in-

vestment, if they were disposed to take

advantage of it.

Weight of Gravity Stamps

In several small mills recently con-

tracted for in this country, there is ex-

hibited a decided tendency toward the use

of heavier gravity stamps than have been

the established practice. A 10-stamp mill

now being erected in Nevada is equipped

with 1400-lb. stamps; another with 1300-

lb. stamps; and we understand that the

Candor company in North Carolina has

contracted for a 5-stamp mill with 1750-

lb. units. However, among the larger

mills of the United States the most ap-

proved weight of stamp at present is

1050 lb. At the Combination mill at

Goldfield. New. 1250-lb. stamps were

used, but this mill has been dismantled

and when the new mill of the Goldfield

Consolidated was erected, 1050-lb. stamps

were installed. It may therefore be said

that generally speaking, the tendency in

the United States has been not to increase

the weight of the gravity stamp; indeed,

in some quarters, it trends rather toward

the elimination of the stamp and the sub-

• ition of rolls and some other form of

fine-grinding mill.

There are certain of our gold-mining

fields, however, that are not likely to dis-

continue the stamp. In Mexico, the South

African practice is making more headway.

Three large mills in El Oro district, the

;

! Oro and Dos Ettrellas, are

either usint' or arranging to install 1250-

lb. stamps. Heavier stamp equipment

is used in the Pachuca district, and it is

reported that the new Santa Gertrudis

mill will have stamps weighing 1500 lb.

The Providencia mill in Guanajuato is

installing 1600-lb. stamps. In Canada,

two mills with 1500-lb. stamps have been

brought to our attention, one being the

Nova Scotia at Cobalt; the equipment for

the other is at present being shipped to a

Porcupine property. What will probably

be the heaviest installation of gravity

stamps on this continent is the recent

shipment of twenty 1800-lb. stamps for

the New York & Honduras Rosario mill

in Honduras.

Australasian Gold in 1910

The production of gold in the Com-

monwealth of Australia and New Zea-

land has now been reported almost in

full for the year 1910, and the total is

close to the estimate given in the

Journal for Jan. 7. The output by

States is given in the accompanying

table, in fine ounces.

1909. 1010.

West. Australia 1,595,263 1,470,632
Victoria 054,222 610,000
Queensland 455,577 43X.900
New South Wales... 204,709 22.".. 172
Tasmania 44,777 46,500
South Australia 7,500 8,100

Commonwealth ... 2,962.048 2,799,304
New /.''aland 485.179 478,287

Total 3,447.227 3.277.591
Total value $71,254,182 $67,747,806

The returns are all complete except

for Tasmania and South Australia, which

together produce less than 2 per cent,

of the Australian total. The total de-

crease in 1910, as compared with 1909,

was 4.9 per cent.; but the 1910 output

shows a decrease of $21,458,943, or 24.1

per cent., from the maximum produc-

tion, which was reached in 1903, when

the great mines of Western Australia

were at their best. Since 1903 gold pro-

duction has declined steadily, but grad-

ually. No new districts have been op-

ened and the older mining regions, espe-

cially in Western Australia, have failed

to keep up to their maximum output.

The hope for the future is founded

largely on the possibilities of some of

the outlying districts. There is also a

prevalent rumor that in the practically un-

known coast regions there are several

Chinese settlements where placer gold is

obtained and carried off to China, escap-

iriK all notice or record by the govern-

ment. This rumor is based on the acci-

dental discovery of one such working;

but no others have been found, and no

systematic search has ever been made.

Rail Production in the

United States

For a large part of last year there

were complaints that the railroad com-

panies were holding out of the market,

refraining from purchases and postpon-

ing repairs and extensions. Nevertheless

the American Iron and Steel Association

reports that the total make of rails in

1910 was 3,634,026 tons. This was 610,184

tons more than in 1909; it was 374 tons

less—or practically the same—than in

the prosperous year 1907; and it was

only 343,858 tons less than in 1906, when

our maximum production of rails was re-

corded. This is only another proof that

while we were complaining of dull trade

last year, we were actually making very

large productions; and the dullness was

not measured by comparison with what

had been done in previous years, but

with what we had expected and prepared

to do.

A noticeable feature of the year's pro-

duction was the increase in the use or

open-hearth steel. Only four years ago

over 90 per cent, of our rails were made

of bessemer steel. In 1909 the propor-

tion of open-hearth rails was 41.5 per

cent, of the total, and in 1910 it rose to

47.2 per cent. This is the result of the

controversy over quality and rail speci-

fications; largely also of the extension of

open-hearth steel making at Gary, Beth-

lehem and Ensley.

The New Copper Production

The communication respecting the sit-

uation at the copper mines of Katanga,

published elsewhere in this issue, comes

from a well-informed correspondent, and

may be relied upon as stating the precise

facts. It is quite clear from this state-

ment that Katanga copper is not going to

cut any great figure in the market of

1911.

Two months of 1911 have now passed

away and not a pound of the new produc-

tion that has been so much dreaded Has

yet materialized. We may reasonably

look for a little of it to become available

this year, but it seems now that under the

most favorable circumstances none will

be ready for delivery in refined form un-

til after midyear. A better estimate as

to this can be made after the Ray and

Miami mills get into action.
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Correspondence and Discussion
Tradition in Mining

The question of the effect of tradition

i the mining practice of a camp has

ten been discussed by engineers, many

aintaining that it is lack of tradition

at accounts for the antiquated methods

at often characterize the operations of

iportant camps. I take issue with this

ew and claim, to the contrary, it is

ther a redundance of tradition and lack

perspective that in most instances

uses the clinging to old and uneco-

imical standards. My observations in

e various mining regions of the United

ates and Canada seem to warrant this

linion and to my mind prove the cor-

ctness of the conclusion.

Probably the most forceful example of

e foolish clinging to tradition that I

ive observed is in the work of the old

)mstock miners in other camps to which

ey have migrated. No one can ques-

in the fact that in Virginia City has

en developed a class of miners prob-

ly without peer in the holding of heavy

ound and working under almost un-

arable conditions. The square-set

nbering of these men has attracted

)rld-wide notice, and rightfully. How-
er, everywhere the Comstock miner has

ne is to be observed the results of his al-

)St insane desire to "put in timber."

the Blue Stone mine at Yerington, only

;t year all timbering was removed from

>pes that had stood for a number of

ars. Those stopes require no timber

w, other than occasional stulls, yet

?y were filled with expensive square

ts. This same thing was done in

rly days at the Homestake, where even

t unnecessary timber is being recovered

3m old stopes. Anyone who has been

rough this mine and seen the huge
en stopes of more recent days can

alize how useless was most of the early

nbering.

The milling practice on the Mother
'de of California is another example
this clinging to tradition. From the

ginning the scheme of milling has been
imping, amalgamating and concentra-

n on vanners. Lately, when there has
en a tendency toward the introduction

more uptodate methods and machin-

es the forward ones ha.ve had to fight

every turn unreasoning prejudice due
tradition. It is said that when Deister

ncentrators and a Richards classifier

;re introduced at the Original Amador
Amador City, it was almost impos-

)le to get any of the old mill men to

'e the new equipment a fair chance,
id failure was predicted by all of the
seacres.

The same conditions have prevailed at
a Melones, at Melones in Calaveras

Views. Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

county, and the Argonaut at Jackson,

Amador county, where energetic engi-

neers of the newer school have intro-

duced and enforced uptodate mining

methods despite the protests of the blind

followers of tradition. Have you ever

had to deal with any of the old "Cousin

Jack" miners from Grass Valley? If

so, you need no one to tell you how
a man will, against all reason, insist on

working in his own way because that

way happens to be the way he has al-

ways done. It is no joke trying to

show one of these fellows why your
idea is better, either.

The Cceur d'Alene region is fam-

ous, on account of the long adits

and huge underground hoisting plants,

yet when you have a Cceur d'Alene en-

gineer insist on cutting a station and in-

stalling a hoisting plant underground

when there is already a hoist 140 ft.

above at the collar of the shaft, you be-

gin to realize how such following of

traditions will narrow a man's judgment.

In this case it was only necessary to

put in an ore pocket at the adit level

without changing any of the old equip-

ment.

I can recall numerous instances of

the costly results from lack of perspective

in following the dictates of tradition.

Even in the great Homestake mine of

South Dakota probably 10 to 15c. could

be saved on each ton mined by loading

tramcars with ore from filled stopes by

a method that would eliminate shoveling

off the floor. This is accomplished else-

where, i.e., at the mines of the Tennessee

Copper Company, where underground

grizzlies are used with success.

However, these changes are hard to

bring about and cannot be effected in a

day. Few of us are willing to profit by

the other fellow's lesson, and the Com-

stock miner will follow his traditions and

put in square sets no matter how good

the back; the man from the Cobalt re-

gion will insist on surface trenching as

the only method of prospecting, etc.; each

blindly follows his precedents until a

man comes along who has the breadth

to see the worth of the methods of each

of the other and the strength and

ability to break the bonds of tradition

and use only those ideas which are best

suited to the conditions at hand. It is a

whole lot easier to follow the beaten

path than it is to break a new trail.

John Tyssowski.

New York, Feb. 20, 1911.

Rolling and Forging Man-
ganese Steel

A strange idea has become prevalent

that the rolling and forging of manganese
steel have, until lately, been thought to

offer insuperable difficulties. The En-
gineering Record, Jan. 21, says: "The
rolling and forging of manganese steel

was declared to be impossible by most
steel works for some years after the

Taylor Iron and Steel Company had es-

tablished manganese-steel castings on
the American market."

Now, in fact, no insuperable difficulty

has ever been supposed to exist by
those familiar with the subject. To se-

lect a few cases, in a paper before the

Franklin Institute, Feb. 20, 1892, I de-

voted nearly a page to the rolling and
forging of manganese steel, and gave no
hint of any serious difficulty in carrying

out these operations. In particular I

said: "Manganese steel may be rolled

hot into sheets as thin as No. 18 gage,

0.049 in., without special difficulty; and
it- has been rolled hot to No. 28 gage.

0.014 in., but with difficulty, for very

frequent annealing is needed. It has

been rolled cold into much thinner

sheets, but it hardens quickly in cold roll-

ing, and must be annealed often. It has

been drawn into wire, 0.0105 in. thick, or

of No. 31 B.w.g., No. 30 American wire

gage."

Most of the foregoing work I myself

witnessed, and much further like work

was described to me by Sir Walter Had-

field. Of course, the mere fact that such

thin sheets and wire could be made Is

proof positive that the metal could be

rolled to the larger sizes through which

it must have passed in order to reach

these fine sizes. In a paper before the

American Institute of Mining Engineers,

1893, Vol. 23, page 10, I gave a table

showing the results of treating "Rolled

Manganese-Steel Strips." Sir Robert

Hadfield gave particulars about forged

manganese-steel car axles on pages 183

and 184 of his paper before the Ameri-

can Institute of Mining Engineers, 1893.

Vol. 23. On page 185 of the same work

he refers to rolled manganese-steel tires;

and on pages 174 to 185 he gives the

results of experiments on forged man-

ganese steel.

Henry M. Howe.

Columbia University, New York, Feb.

18, 1911.
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An Explanation of the Effects

of Some Explosions
Having read an article in the Feb. 11

issue of the JOURNAL on the explosion of

the Granite mine at Victor, Colo., and the

curious effects produced by it. as for ex-

ample the breaking of two wooden doors,

while a plate-glass window between

them was left unharmed, I beg to suggest

that these effects are easily explained on

well known physical principles, and are

U about what we should be led to

expect. I refer to the classic illustration

of air vibrating in an organ pipe, the

effect being to produce a series of nodes

and antinodes. the former being those

points where the air in the pipe is not in

motion, but experiences successive con-

densations and rarefactions, while the

antinodes are points where the density of

the air is unchanged and its vibratory

movement is a maximum. At the nodes,

the manometric flames and the sand on

a diaphragm constituting part of the wall

will dance most vigorously, while sand

on a diaphragm suspended in the tube will

remain inert at the nodes, and will dance

most vigorously at the antinodes.

These effects are produced solely by

reflection, and where there is no reflec-

tion, that is to say. where the sound

waves travel unimpeded, there can be no

effects causing greater violence of action

at one point than at another. Naturally

the case of explosion referred to is not

so simple as that of an organ pipe, on ac-

count of the irregular disposition of the

obstacles met by the explosion waves. Of
course if the explosion occurs on a street

surrounded on both sides by high build-

ings, the destructive effects would prob-

ably be found to occur periodically at in-

tervals equal to a wave length. But in

the general case the reflected waves will

meet the advancing waves at irregular

points, so that the positions of nodes and

antinodes will be irregularly disposed.

Generally speaking, however, any rigid

surface that faces the advancing wave at

right angles will experience the greatest

shock, there being a node at this point,

giving double the effect produced where

the surface stands parallel to the wave

movement.
Likewise rigidity is necessary to violent

disturbance. The maximum amplitude

of vibration in explosions is probably

extremely minute. In earthquakes it

is usually but a fraction of a mil-

limeter, and seldom exceeds five or

six millimeters. The vibration occasion-

ed by the explosion of dynamite is prob-

ably of a like order of magnitude, and its

violence is due to its suddenness, which

Mive compression and rarefac-

tion on a small scale. Surfaces, there-

fore, like a plate-glass window of con-

siderable size and not too great thick-

may have sufficient elasticity to

yield to the vibration* and will be less

likely to he shattered than a ie( Oi small

panes in a sash, or than a rigid wooden
door. It is almost a safe inference, by
the way, that the doors mentioned were
closed tight at the time.

The length of the waves may be esti-

mated from the tone of the sound and to

fix ideas, if this gives 100 vibrations per

second, the waves traveling at 1100 ft.

per sec. will have a length of 11 ft.;

therefore any node effect should make it-

self felt at recurrent intervals of this

order of magnitude.

We have a quite analogous condition in

the apparently capricious action of

lightning, which is admittedly due to like

causes. Alterndmig-current circuits fur-

nish similar conditions, resulting in the

"resonance effect" which may carry the

voltage at a distant point higher than

that generated.

George W. Colles.

Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 14, 1911.

Quicksilver Mines in the

United States

Can you give us a list of all the

quicksilver mines in the United States

whiah are at present in operation? Also

the dividends paid by them in 1910?

G. A. L.

New York, Jan. 26, 1911.

Most of the quicksilver mines are pri-

vately owned, or controlled by close cor-

porations, and their profits are not made
public. The only record of dividends paid

is that of the New Idria Quicksilver Min-

ing Company, which paid $120,000 or 24

per cent, on its capitalization in 1910.

The following list of quicksilver mines is

thought to contain all that are working,

besides a few at present closed down,

but which have been producers in the

past: Marfa & Mariposa Company,

Chisos Mining Company, Terlingua Min-

ing Company. Colquitt-Tigner Quicksil-

ver Mining Company. Big Bend Cinnabar

Mining Company, all of Terlingua, Tex.;

Texas-Almaden Mining Company, Big

Bend, Tex.; Altoona Quicksilver Mining

Company, 333 Kearney street, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.; Culver-Baer Quicksilver

Mining Company, Cloverdale, Cal.; New
Guadalupe Mining Company, Los Gatos,

Santa Clara county, Cal.; Sierra Morena

Mine, Paso Robles, Cal. (N. S. Kelsey,

supt. ) ; Twin Peaks Mine, Oathill, Napa
county, Cal.; Great Eastern Quicksilver

Mining Company, Mercury, Sonoma
county, Cal.; New Almaden Quicksilver

Mining Company, New Almaden, Santa

Clara county, Cal.; F. V. Layton, 254

S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.; New
Idria Quicksilver Mining Company, 200

Davis street. San Francisco, Cal.; Wall

Street Mine, Middletown, Lake county,

Cal.; Great Western Quicksilver Mining

Companv, 1M Battery street, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.; Oceanic Quicksilver Com-
pany, 303 New High street. Los Angeles,

Cal.J St. John Quicksilver Mining Com-
pany, Vallcjo. Solano county, Cal.; B, B.

Bray, Santa Clara, Cal.; Socrates Con-
solidated Mining Company, Monadnock
building, San Francisco, Cal.; Helen
mine, Middletown, Lake county, Cal.;

Aetna mine, Lawley brothers, Calistoga,

Napa county, Cal.; Sacramento Gold
Mining Company, Auerbach building,

Salt Lake City, Utah; Shoshone Quick-
silver Mining Company, Salt Lake City,

Utah; Black Butte Quicksilver Mining
Company, Black Butte, Ore.; Cinnabar
mine, Quartzite, Arizona.

Heating Cyanide Solutions

I notice frequent reports of disarrange-

ment and stoppage of cyanide plants on
account of unexpected freezing weather.

It seems to me that this nuisance is un-

necessary and avoidable. In all districts

where there is the slightest liability of

such cold weather provisions should be

made to prevent the freezing of solutions

in, and the conequent bursting of

the pipes. It is a simple matter to arrange

steam-pipe connections to allow the heat-

ing of solutions either in stock tanks, agi-

tators or both; and if the temperature of

the bulk of the solution is kept up there

is little danger to be expected from

pipes freezing. If there is no steam

plant close to the mill a spare boiler of

small capacity should be installed.

Not only does this arrangement pro-

vide against emergency but insures a

better extraction as it is a well estab-

lished fact that the dissolving of gold in

cyanide solution is best effected when the

temperature of the solution is high. (The

proper temperature, considering loss of

cyanide, should be determined). Prob-

ably the most satisfactory method of

heating is by turning the steam directly

into the solution.

J. K. Hudson.
Tonopah, Nev., Feb. 10, 1911.

The Cost of Melting Pig Iron

There appears on page 310 of the

Journal of Feb. 11, the statement of a

well known iron man, in part as follows:

"It. costs $2.50 per ton to melt pig iron.

This cost the Steel Corporation saves by

never letting its pig iron cool."

These ' statements are entirely true in

the sense in which they were doubtles*

intended, namely, that it costs $2.50 pet

ton more to cast iron in the form of pig5

at the blast furnace, handle and store it

and then remelt it for steel making, thar

it costs to transport it directly to the stce

mill in the melted form. Only in this

qualified sense, however, is it true tha

\< costs $2.50 per ton to melt pig iron

The actual cost of melting pig iron in

cupola on a large scale is less than

per ton, starting with the purchased ma

terial.

Bradley Stoughton.

New York, Feb. 14, 1911.
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The Katanga Copper Mines

Johannesburg Correspondence

Operations in Katanga have been

greatly delayed. The railway got to the

Star of the Congo mine on Oct. 2, 1910,

and it was expected that the new smelting

plant would be erected and ready for op-

eration early in 1911. According to ad-

vices from the Congo, dating about the

middle of January, there have been dis-

appointments. The plant shipped from

England reached Beira in good time, but

up to the middle of January only a trifl-

ing part of the material required to get

one blast furnace into running order had

been landed at the smelting site.

The trouble has been due largely to

excessive rainfalls. Ordinarily there are

only a few thunderstorms up to the end

of December, but this year there has al-

ready been 30 in. of rain. This has ser-

iously damaged the earthwork of the new

railway. The rails are wobbling and the

rivers are up everywhere. The normal

rains are but now beginning. Under nor-

mal conditions there will be another 4U

to 50 in. of rainfall during the next three

months.

There is no hope that smelting with the

new plant can be bgun before next Aug-

ust, and very likely the beginning will

be still later. The material for the entire

plant, which is designed to produce about

1000 tons of copper per month, is now fn

Africa, but the trouble is getting it to

the mine and getting it erected there.

The plant will comprise a blast fur-

nace for the treatment of ore that is prac-

tically self-fluxing. A recovery of up-

ward of 15 per cent, of copper is antici-

pated. The company has now. at the Kan-

sanshi mine, about 2000 tons of pig copper

produced from similar ore smelted in a

blast furnace with charcoal. The com-

pany is buying coke for the larger works.

It is reported that the smelting at Kan-

sans'r.' has been done quite favorably,

the slag having carried only 1 to 1.5 per

cent, copper.

In the new plant, high-pressure blast

from turbo blowers is to to be used, and

the carbon-monoxide gas from the fur-

naces is to be collected for use as at

Mansfeld and in general iron-smelting

practice.

The plant for the treatment of the sili-

cious ores, by reducing the copper in the

ore to metallic form, and subsequently

separating the metallic particles by wash-

ing, has been designed, and it is under-

stood that the larger part of the ma-
chinery and material is all ready for

shipment. However, the management
seems to be subordinating this part of its

plans in favor of the smelting plant, be-

ing evidently desirous to put itself into a

Dosition to make copper as soon as pos-

sible

As for the mines, only that known as

the Star of the Congo is being prepared

for work. This mine has a large deposit,

which is believed to be three-fourths of

a mile long, and probably over 200 ft. in

width. Three open cuts are being pre-

pared, from which the ore will be hauled

by endless ropes. With the exception

of Kanbove, the other mines are idle.

The total number of mines in the district,

so far as known at present, is about nine.

It is expected that the railway will be

extended to Kanbove, the work commenc-
ing this year. This is regarded by the

company as its best mine, and when the

railway reaches it, the company expects

to be in a position to make a large out-

put of copper.

At the company's headquarters things

are already beginning to become civil-

ized. Everyone going there had formerly

to walk 400 miles from the end of the

railway. The railway now goes right

to the works. The former mud huts have
given place to brick houses with iron

roofs, and even there are two automo-
biles on the ground. Apart from the rain

the climate is excellent. Several white

women have arrived, and the conditions

hsve already become much more congen-

ial to the average man, yet even Katanga
has its conservatives and lovers of na-

ture who find objectionable features in

the improvements, and look back fondly

to the conditions which used to be, but

perhaps they do not really mean what
they say.

Canadian Mining Institute

The preliminary program for the an-

nual meeting at Quebec shows that the

opening session will be held at the Chat-

eau Frontenac on Wednesday, March 1,

at 10 a.m. The proceedings will be

opened by addresses from Sir Lomer
Gouin. premier, and C. R. Devlin, Min-

ister of Colonization, Mines and Fisher-

ies of the Province of Quebec. These

speeches will be followed by the annual

address of the president; general busi-

ness and the reports of production of the

Dominion and the several provinces. The
afternoon will be spent at Montmorenci

Falls. In the evening there will be a

session for the reading of papers and

discussion.

On Thursday. March 2, there will be

morning and afternoon sessions for the

reading and discussion of papers; and in

the evening a smoking concert.

On Friday, March 3, there will be a

session in the morning for the reading

and discussion of papers; and in the af-

ternoon another session for the same
purpose and to dispose of any unfinished

business. In the evening the meeting

will be closed by the annual dinner of

the institute.

The following nominations have been

submitted by members of the institute.

As no other nominations have been sent

in, they will, in all probability, be elect-

ed without opposition: For president,

Dr. Frank D. Adams, Montreal; vice-

presidents, Dr. A. E. Barlow, Montreal,

and T. Cantley, New Glasgow, N. S.;

councillors, Dr. J. Austin Bancroft, E.

Dulieux, Montreal; Theodore Dennis,

Quebec: F. W. Gray, Glace Bay, N. S.;

R. W. Brock, Ottawa; Arthur A. Cole,

Cobalt; John Donnelly, Kingston, Ont.;

G. E. Silvester, Copper Cliff, Ont.; E. T.

Corkill, J. B. Tyrrell, Toronto.

Developments at Jarbidge

By Winthrop W. Fisk*

That the orebodies of the Jarbidge dis-

trict are going to hold up to the early

promise in size and value, is being prov-

ed as development work progresses on

the different properties now being opened
up in this Nevada camp. Not that it

is to be expected that the "hot-air"

tales promulgated in the early days

of last winter, are to be realized; those

tales started a wild stampede and nearly

killed a good mining camp, but the sober

judgment of mining men who early ex-

amined the camp and predicted that it

would in time make a big gold camp, is

being amply justified. To the practical

mining man Jarbidge never offered any

sensational evidence of enormous values

to be had for nothing; he saw evidences

of wealth to be obtained by the expendi-

ture of time and money by experienced

mining men. That the camp is now mak-
ing good, slowly and surely, there can be

no longer be doubt. From Jack creek on

the north to the Fifth crater, five miles

south, and from Fall creek on the east to

Bear creek, three miles west, there are

now good deposits of ore opened up that

can be examined by any one and which

give solid and substantal proof that the

gold is here and that it is only a question

of development and reduction plants

when a steady flow of bullion will be

sent out from Jarbidge.

The Big Ledgf claim, the Third Peak,

the Bluster, Pavlak, Rainbow, Amazon
and North Star are all showing veins of

good promise.

Many other large bodies of low-grade

and some smaller bodies of high-grade ore

have already been opened and develop-

ment work has hardly started in the camp.

The erecting of the Pavlak mill has

been delayed somewhat by bad roads and

slow movement of freight, but most of

the material is now on the ground. The
grading is completed and much of the

foundation work is finished, while a large

number of the timbers are framed ready

to set up.

M. W. Conway and Thomas Curley.

who have been working for some time on

a lease on the block of ground south of

the Pavlak shaft with indifferent success,

having encountered only a fair grade of

milling ore, have at last made a strike of

*Mining engineer, Jarbidge. Xev.
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high-grade ore. On each side of their

tunnel they now have a few inches of

quartz that yields a long string of gold

in the pan. This ore carries the coarsest

gold yet found on the Pavlak vein.

Some fine pannings have been obtain-

ed from ore taken out of the Solo vein at

the south end. The St. Joe tunnel is

nearing the main vein; the spur which

they have been following is showing more

quartz and carries better values. The

nmnel is now in 70 ft. George Fisher has

taken a bond on the Elmore group of

claims just north of and joining the North

Star and expects to turn them over to a

strong company.

A. S. Baty. of Jack Hole, has made a

strike of fine ore to the northeast of Jack

Hole, near the wagon road, about half a

mile north of the Big Ledge and almost

under the edge of the rim of the lava

u which extends to the Snake river.

This in on the strike of the Big Ledge

vein and shows a large body of quartz

some parts of which carry free gold.

This find extends the Crater vein system

for another half-mile or more.

Reduction Temperatures of

Metallic Oxides

Various metallic oxides were submitted

to the action of hydrogen, carbon mon-

oxide, ammonia and methane, at various

the artificial air produced by the ap-

paratus. The work with the helmets con-

cluded by having the students in squads

of six stay a full hour in the School of

Mines' tunnel in an atmosphere fouled

with obnoxious gases.

Mineral Resources of Prince

William Sound

Copper and gold prospects in the vicin-

ity of Prince William sound, Alaska, may
make that region an important producer

of those metals. Two copper mines and

one gold mine are already in active op-

eration there and a number of other

properties have been developed, some of

which have made shipments of copper

ore. The mineral resources of the region

have been examined 1 by U. S. Grant and

D. F. Higgins, geologists for the U. S.

Geological Survey.

Valdez and Cordova are the two most

important settlements in this region.

From Valdez three lines of railway have

been projected to the copper country,

but only a few miles of track have been

laid. . From Cordova, the Copper River

& Northwestern Railway has built about

130 miles of line eastward and northward

across the Copper River delta, passing

Alaganik, near which is McKinley lake,

where there are several gold prospects.

Four smaller towns, a few Indian vil-

TEMPERATURES AT WHICH METALS GIVE UP OXYGEN.

Au.O,

yellow

i

Carbon
Monoxide.

1 legrees ('.

ii

and below

and below
90

110
150
160

140
170
60

Hydrogen.

Degrees C.

and below

80
50

1 !
.">

150
170
190
1 25

Ammonia.

Degrees C.

157
202
198

above 300
299
225
208

233

Methane.

Degrees C.

200-210
202
45
158
210
280
230

152-159

temperatures for a period of six hours,

and the investigators report in the Journ.

Soc. Chem. Ind.. July 30. 1910, the lowest

temperatures at which the oxides begin

to lose oxygen. The accompanying tabu-

lation shows the results obtained.

Mine Kr i ue Work at Colo-

rado School ot Mines

The mine-rescue car of the U. S.

Bureau of Mine i r through Colo-

rado, stopped a weel

instruct the students at the School of

Mines in such work. Along with the

demonstration of the firc-fightn :

.en instruction in f.-

to the injured.

The ' J their endurance,

while wearing the flrc-fighti-

by climbing up C«' I

lages, and a number of mining camps
complete the census of settlements about

the sound.

Copper is the most important metal

found in the district. It was first dis-

covered in 1897, and the prospect first

located was developed into the Ellamar

now one of the two producing mines.

The second mine, the Bonanza, was
located in the same year, and both

have been worked commercially since

1900. In 1908, the latest year for which

production is given, 1,324,963 lb. of

copper, valued at $174,895, were export-

ed. These figures, however, represent

than half the amount and value of

the metal extracted in the previous year,

mnual copper production of Prince

William sound has since much Increased.

1 18 D. s. Oeol. Burv., Washington,

The copper usually occurs as chal

copyrite, mixed with pyrrhotite and py,

rite. The investigations made by Gran

and Higgins indicate that the ore is o

deep-seated origin. Most of it carries

gold, ranging in amount from 25c. t(.

S4.80 per ton; the average is probably

about $1 a ton. Ores yielding 4 per cent

or more of copper can probably be minec

profitably, and less valuable copper ore;

may be extracted commercially if the

amount of gold present is sufficient ti

make up the deficiency in copper. The

ore already shipped has carried fron

5 to 7 per cent, of copper.

At present, the Cliff mine, near Valdez

is the only gold-producing mine, but worl

has been done on a score or more of golc

prospects. The ore at the Cliff mine i:

rich, and there seems to be good reasot

to believe that some of the other pros

pects may prove to be of commercial im

portance.

Topographically the sound and the ad

jacent Chugach mountains are in a regioi

deeply dissected by water and ice erosioi

and invaded by the sea. As a conse

quence the border of the sound is fringec

v/ith long fiords and deep valleys, man}

of which are partly filled with glaciers

Fire at Richmond Oil Re-

finery, California

The Standard Oil Company has suf

fered a second heavy loss within a yea

by fire at the Richmond, Cal., refinery

Less than a year ago a large storage tan!

of crude oil burned at a loss of $50,000

On Feb. 7, three buildings known as th<

old acid refineries and the two building:

comprising the new acid plant were dc

stroyed by fire resulting from an explo

sion, supposed to have been caused k)

sparks from the stacks of a furnac;

building The actual amount of the los:

is not stated; it will likely reach ;

half million of dollars, if not more. Then

was no loss of life, but four men fighting

the fire were injured. The economic ar

rangement and construction of the works

and the Standard's efficient organizatiot

of fire-fighting brigades, saved the de

struction of the entire plant. Althougl

the acid refineries are situated in the

center of the great group of buildings

they occupied such a position as to per-

mit the confining of the fire to those

structures.

The discovery of gold by railroadets in i

number of sandhills at the western flank

of the F.ifel mountains has created quite

a stir in Rhenish-Prussian mining circles.

Five companies have already

formed to explore the gold-bearinp

ground. Whether it will pay remains to

he seen. The ground is not rich, the con-

tent of one cubic meter (35 cu.ft.) only

containing from % t0 3 grams in gold.
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Details °r Practical Mining
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

Dewatering Slime Samples

By Clarence C. Semple

At a large cyanide plant many samples

of slime are taken and sent to the assay

office each day. The slime is mixed with

a great quantity of water or solution, part

of which may be removed by decanting,

if the slime settles readily, but there is

danger in decanting the last of the water

as some of the finest slime may flow

cut. The greater the amount of water re-

maining with the slime, the longer it will

take to dry the sample before it can be

assayed. In the assay office of the Home-
stake mine, South Dakota, a small filter-

press is used to remove the water from

slime samples.

The filter consists of a cast-iron filter

plate or grid A about 18 or 24 in. square.

The upper surface of the grid within the

rim is channeled. The channels, as shown

in the sketch, are drawn upon an ex-

aggerated scale that they may show more

clearly; actually the channels are about

a or 3-16 in. wide and not quite high

enough to be even with the upper surface

of the rim of the grid. At one side of the

grid are one or two passages K. There is

a lug E at the center of each side of the

grid, in which the eye-bolt M is held by

a small bolt or pin passing through the

hole in the lug and eye of the eye-bolt.

The grid is supported upon an iron

stand C. The cover plate B is the same

size as the grid, and is a simple rimmed

casting with a lug D at the center of each

side,, corresponding with those of the

grid. In the center of the cover plate a

hole is bored and tapped for a 1- or a \
lA-

in. pipe H, which is about 42 in. long,

provided with a valve / and terminating

ir. a large sheet-iron funnel /. At one

side of the plate another hole is tapped

for a T <-in. pipe F, provided with a valve

G. This pipe is connected with the air

main in the assay office by a piece of

hose.

The grid A is laid in the frame C and

over its upper face a piece of 10-oz.

duck, a little larger than the grid, is

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things that have to

be done in Everyday

smoothly stretched; upon the duck a

piece of twill cloth of the same size is

laid. The cover plate is placed over the

grid, the four eye-bolts are swung into a

vertical position to fit between the lugs

of the cover, and the nuts of the eye-

bolts are screwed tightly down with a

_nn_

D§

Ml

&

LTJ

D
Plan of Grid.

O-flD

M-
Eye Bolt

nJ°)

4- Valve
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Filter Press for Sli.me Samples

wrench to hold the cover to the grid. The

valve / is opened and the slime sample,

followed by a little wash water, is poured

into the tunnel. Valve / is then closed

and G opened to admit air under pres-

sure, whrch drives the water through the

filter cloths to flow through the channels

and passage K into the pan L. By adding

water at the funnel while the air valve is

closed, the slime cake may be thoroughly

washed.

To remove the sample, the air valve is

closed, the eye-bolts loosened and turned

down, and the cover plate removed. The

dewatered slime is then gathered in a roll

or scraped from the cloth with a spatula

and sent to the drier. The twill cloth is

washed and used for the next sample to

be dewatered.

A Wooden Filter Press

A fairly satisfactory press may be

made of wood. The channels may be cut

with a rabbet plane, and the cover plate

planed to leave a rim and space for the

slime cake. The rim should not be made
of strips of wood nailed or screwed to the

cover board, for leakage will surely re-

sult. The cover is better held to the grid

by clamp screws than by lugs and bolts.

An air supply can be obtained by using a

bicycle pump with a receiver such as is

used for the gasolene tank of gasolene

assay furnaces. In time a wooden filter

press will warp, but for temporary use

it is quite satisfactory.

Mine Tailings for Ballast

By Lucius L. Wittich*

While the use of mine tailings as rail-

road ballast is not new, the method em-

ployed by the St. Louis & San Francisco

Railroad Company, west of Joplin, Mo.,

is, I believe, novel. The tailings were

introduced into abandoned and danger-

ous zinc and lead workings directly be-

neath the railroad right-of-way through

four 8-in. drill holes put down from the

surface to penetrate the drifts, 140 ft.

beneath.

Hopper-shaped excavations were made

at the top of each drill hole, the holes

having been sunk between the rails of the

track about 20 ft. apart. More than 16,-

000 cu.yd. of mine gravel were dsed in

filling the old drifts, the greatest volume

put through a single hole having been in

excess of 9000 cu.yd. That the tailings

might be equitably distributed and made

compact, streams of water from two 2-in.

pumps were poured into the hoppers,

the water carrying the tailings through

the drill holes and spreading them about

the drifts. As a precautionary measure,

to prevent the tailings spreading over

too wide an area, the ground of the old

workings, at certain points where it con-

nected with other drifts, was shot down

and these barriers acted as walls which

stopped the promiscuous distribution of

the waste chat, but which were porous

enough to permit the big volume of wa-

ter escaping into other drifts, from which

it was pumped again through the pumps

that had been stationed in the mine.

The tailings employed came from the

Ruth mine, the drifts of which property

caused the trouble. A side track was laid

tc the tailings heap and flat cars con-

taining 2 cu.yd. each were employed in

Joplin. Mo.
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transporting the gravel to the drill holes.

The work occupied 16 days, 125 men
being employed, double shift, on the job.

The contractors claim the old drifts have

been filled in substantially and that there

is no possibility of future caving at this

point. In recent years several disastrous

caves had occurred, endangering traffic

on the railroad.

An Explosion Indicator

The explosion indicator, described by

N. Teclu iZeit. f. prakt. Chcm.. Vol. 82,

237-240), is intended to detect in a con-

venient place and at a distance from tnc

locality tested, the existence of explosive

gases in mines. The figure shows the

construction of the instrument which is

an explosion pipette A, with safety pack-

ings of wire gauze at H H, and provided

with a by-pass B. The end D is connect-

ed by a long composition or tinned-

iron pipe with the place the air of whicn

The Engineering J Mining Journal

Teclu Explosion Indicator

is to be tested, and the end E with a

pump, so that a continuous current of

air is drawn through. The cocks F and

G are closed (the current still streaming

through the by-pass) and the spark from

an induction coil passed between the

wires. If no explosion occurs, it is be-

cause the proportion of combustible gas

is either above or below the explosive

limit. Should it be above, then on open-

ing for a while the cock C, enough air

will diffus; in to cause an explosion on

sparking again. Should it be below, then

ir / and G are opened and sparks passed

while the gas is streaming throuqh, flame

n in a darkened room with a

•ion of combustible gas consider-

ably below that necessary for explosion.

If the explosion be made to take place

with the cocks / and () closed and C
open, and the suspended iron plate R

tube, the force of the

.

:

'>n will drive U against tin- elec-

tromagnet M, wh'ch will hold it, and elec-

trical connections made by this contact
•< ring a bell at the place

•riinu.

Inspection Department of the

Goldfield Consolidated

In the metal mines of the United
States little attention is given to the

cause and prevention of accidents. The
Calumet & Hecla is an exception; that

company maintains a department, the

sole duty of which is to investigate all

accidents to the end that they may not be

repeated; and to inspect the condition of

the mine and conditions under which the

miners work in order that the safety and
health of the miner may be made as se-

cure as possible. Recently this example
has been followed by the Goldfield Con-
solidated Company.

The inspection department is in charge
of the fire-fighting equipment. Its mem-
bers devote the entire eight-hour day in

inspecting the mine workings, hoisting

engines, hoisting ropes, cages and pas-

sages and ladders used by men. The
miner who neglects keeping his working

place safe is discharged. Records of all

accidents are kept, the cause being spe-

cified after an investigation. The men
are irrmressed with the importance of at-

tending to minor injuries, especially cuts,

in order to avoid septicemic infection.

Since the organization of the depart-

ment in May, 1910, there have been but

two fatal accidents. The records show
that the majority of the accidents were

due to falls of roof, and falls down lad-

derways and chutes. Most of the lad-

derway falls were caused by the miners

having one hand employed in carrying

tools. The miners are encouraged in

every way to report danger, and are

commended for their interest even though

an investigation shows the report to be

not well founded.

A Bushing for Stamp Stems

The stems of the stamps in the mills

of the North Star Mines Company, at

Grass Valley, Cal., are not attached to

the boss heads in the usual manner. The
stems are without taper at either end,

and are held in the boss by a tapered

bushing.

The bushing is made of steel, the de-

tails of design being shown in the accom-
panying drawing. The outside of the

bushing that fits into the boss is tapered,

while the inside cylindrical space for the

reception of the stem is of the same diam-

eter throughout. The bushing is made in

two pieces, each lacking a sixteenth of an
inch of being an entire semi-cylinder, and
is grooved for a width of </8 in. by a mill-

ing saw, from the top almost to the base,

in order that the bushing may have a

certain amount of spring.

The bushing is placed on the stem, then

wrapped with a piece of canvas and
dropped into the boss with the stem

reaching as near to the bottom of the

bushing as possible.

The stems usually break just above the

boss head, and when this happens a new
boss and shoe are set without taking the

stem from the guides. The broken piece

of stem is driven out by a drift key, or in

case of that means, failing is shot out

with dynamite. A shoulder is turned in

the base of the bushing so any burring

of the metal by the drift key will not pro-

ject far enough to touch the side of the

bess, and so impede the bushing being

driven out.

About 20 per cent, of the bushings are

broken in driving the broken pieces of

The I'.nginci-ring .j- Mining Jonnnal

A Bushing for Stamp Stems

stem out of the boss, but this cost is

largely offset by the promptness with

which a new boss and shoe can be fitted

to a broken stem.

The U. S. gallon is equivalent to

8.3389 lb. water at 62 deg. F., and con-

tains 231 cu.in. According to the Can~

adian Engineer, the Canadian gallon is

equal to 10.0172 lb. water and contains

a little over 277 cu.in. In speaking of

tank sizes in gallons it is therefore im-

portant to know which side of the in-

ternational boundary one is on.
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Method of Mining Swedish

Iron Ores

H. deRauw describes the modern meth-

ods
1 used in some of the iron mines of

Sweden, where the ores generally occur

in the form of lenses, often of great size,

interstratified with Archean gneisses,

schists, marbles and other products of

metamorphism. The ores themselves have

also undergone transformation, which ac-

counts for the presence of the iron as

magnetite or hematite. The iron content

Wall

erly considered necessary, in addition to

a few pillars left here and there, but as

accidents from falling rocks multiplied, a

method of filling was adopted many years

ago, and is still in use at numerous mines.

In order, however, to obviate the extra ex-

pense involved by filling, a method of

keeping the stopes filled with ore while

they are being worked has more recently

been inaugurated at some of the most
important mines in Sweden. The method
as applied to the more common type of

deposit, having widths of 5 to 25 m.,

will be described first.

side and the other, but if the drift is close

to one wall, the chutes are all placed

on the side of the timbering away from

the wall, and slight cavities are cut out

of the latter, opposite the chutes, to give

more room. The empty spaces between

the timbering and the walls of the lens

are then filled with waste up to a level

with the top of the timbering; the waste

is piled so as to form a slope toward the

chutes, to assist in the flow of the broken

ore. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 1.

The deposit is subdivided in the above

manner by drifts 50 m. apart vertically.

Ov

4vfl

Ttvc Baffin . Journal

Fig. 1. Method of Starting Stope Fig. 2. Section C D of Fig. 3 FiG. 3. Plan of Stope

Fig. 4. Section A B of Fig. 5

A Y&3

y C

Fig. 5. Section CD of Fig. 4 Fig. 6. Plan of Persberg Stopes

of the ores range from 50 to 70 per cent.,

and they are remarkably free from im-

purities.

The lenses are steeply inclined, be-

tween 65 deg. and the vertical; their

width ranges commonly between 5 and

25 m., reaching 80 or 100 m. in the

celebrated Grangesberg mines. In length

they average 100 to 400 m., reaching 1

km., in the mine just mentioned. Such
deposits as have an outcrop a~e mined in

open cuts to a depth of 70 m.; below that

depth the early practice involved large,

open, underhand stopes. As the walls

are extremely solid, no filling was form-

xAnnales des Mines <lr Belgique, for 1909

Application to Narrow Lenses

A lens is first developed by a drift,

which is then widened out to the full

width of the orebody, to a hight of 5 m.

and to any desired length. Down the

middle, or on either side of this wide

drift are erected tunnel sets of timber.

20 to 25 cm.sq.. covered with heavy lag-

ging. The inside dimensions of the sets

are 2 m., width at the bottom, and 2.5

m. hight. Rock masonry is sometimes

used for this purpose. Every seven or

eight meters, chutes are built into the

sides of the timbering; if the timbered

drift occupies the middle of the lens, the

chutes are placed alternately on one

Stoping then proceeds in layers 2.5 to

3m. thick, beginning at the bottom. The
broken ore is allowed to accumulate on

top of the drift timbers, only enough of

it, 30 to 50 per cent., being drawn out

through the chutes to maintain an open

space on top of the broken ore for the

men to work in. Chimneys are built

here and there up through the broken

ore for the men to climb through and for

hoisting drills. As soon as all the ore

up to the level above has been broken
down in these consecutive slices, it is at

once drawn out through the chutes, leav-

ing an empty space that need never be

entered again. This is practically the

"filled-stope" method of mining.
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Application to Thick Lenses

In a thick deposit, as at Granges-

berg, where the lens is 100 m. wide, the

above method undergoes a change in

that the stoping progresses crosswise as

at the Homestake mine in South Dakota.

A main haulage way is driven in the foot-

wall parallel to the vein, and from this

crosscuts, spaced 24 m. apart, penetrate

clear through the orebody. Stoping over

a width of 12 m. then begins above each

:t, in the manner already described,

leaving a pillar of ore 12 m. thick be-

tween every two stopes (Fig. 3). In order

to facilitate removal of these pillars, it

is necessary to fill the stopes with waste.

This is accomplished very easily at

^sberg by cutting two holes up

through the floor of the open workings;

as the broken ore is drawn off from be-

low, waste is thrown in on top of it, so

that when all the ore has been removed,

the filling of the stope is complete.

The timbers for this work need to be

very heavy and therefore are expensive.

A system has accordingly been devised

whereby the timbered crosscuts are re-

placed by crosscuts through the centers

of adjacent pillars of ore. By means of

a few short drifts at right angles to the

pillar crosscuts, the ore broken in the

two adjoining stopes is withdrawn

through chutes. These crosscuts and

drifts in the pillars are later utilized for

extracting the ore in the pillars, when
the adjacent stopes have been exhausted

by the method previously described.

The extraction of the pillar ore pro-

ceeds in the following manner: From
each crosscut, which extends clear across

the orebody in the center of each pillar,

two vertical raises, spaced 10 to 15 m.

apart, are driven up to within 5 m. of

the floor of the open workings at the

surface. The upper ends of these two
raises are then connected by a cross-

cut. A-B in Fig. 5, which is then extended

from wall to wall of the ore. Short

drifts are next cut at short intervals and

at right angles to the blind crosscut,

reaching out to the waste filling of the

previously exhausted stopes on both sides,

as shown in Fig. 4.

At the two ends of one or more of

these drifts nearest the walls, the roof

and sides are attacked from below, with

explosives, so as to start a cave. When
the first 5-m. block has been disposed of,

the vacant space is filled with waste,

which has already run in more or less

from the adjoining filled stope. Toward
the middle of each pillar, the caving pro-

:

;is to be carried on " ; th extra cau-

tion, because of the overlying waste Pil-

ing. The robbing is therefore limited

to a hight of about 3.5 m.. leaving a layer

1.5 m. thick »<> rapport the Riling

it. As soon as all possible ore has been

extracted from the walls and roof of a

few of the short drifts, the roof is caved,

allowing the Riling to tumble in on top

of the broken ore. This operation covers

only a limited area each time, so that no

danger is involved. The loss of ore by

allowing it to mix with the oncoming

waste is not serious, since all but

about 30 per cent, of it has previously

been taken out clean. The caving pro-

cess goes on back and forth across the

ends of the drifts, working toward the

blind crosscut and the raises, the broken

ore being discharged from time to time

down the latter. In the same manner,

successive slices 5 m. thick are with-

drawn, allowing the filling to follow on

downward, until the original level is

reached. In a thick deposit like this, it

would obviously be impossible to extract

all the ore without resorting to some fill-

ing method.

Peculiar conditions at one of the mines

at Persberg allow a modification of the

above described method to be employed.

In this deposit, consisting of magnetite,

very greatly the output per man, and

consequently, decreasing the cost per

ton. It also permits a heavy production

at any given time, if necessary. In the

less steeply pitching veins, losses of ore

sometimes occur by reason of irregu-

larities in the foot-wall, which hold back

the broken ore. Then, too, a period of

three to 10 years may often elapse while

the ore in a given stope is being broken;

with a rich ore, the loss of interest on
such idle capital might be serious, but it

is less so in fhe case of an iron ore.

Determining the Amount of

Rope Wound on a Drum
In determining the amount of rope

wound on drums of various diameters

and faces, the accompanying chart will

be found a quick method of calculation.

It is, of course, essential that the cir-

Diagram showing Amount- of

- Rope Wound on Drums of various

Diameters and Faces.

the ore is minutely fissured and is inter-

spersed with talc, which also forms a

slippery coating on the walls. Starting

with a haulage way in the foot-wall, it is

necessary only to drive a suitable number

of crosscuts half way through the de-

posit, and then short drifts from near

the ends of the former (Fig. 61 to afford

additional places for chutes. The natural-

ly broken ore can then be drawn out

through these, while waste filling is

poured in from the surface workings to

prevent disastrous caves of the wall

rocks, which are similarly seamed and

figured.

Conclusions

To sum up the relative merits of the

system a rnagazin, as it is termed, it is

safe, while at the same time increasing

cumference and diameter of the drum are

known. The chart also assumes that the

face of the drum is a known quantity.

With these factors at hand, the method of

calculation is self-evident. [Note—This

is the fifth instalment of a series of short

articles and charts prepared by L. F. Mit-

ten, of the Vulcan Iron Works, Wilkes-

Barre, Penn.l

Experiments have been made as

to the effect of keyways on the strength

of shafting, by the engineering ex-

periment station of the University of

Illinois. These showed that the ordinary

keyway reduces the strength of the shaft

about one-sixth. Anyone interested can

obtain a copy of the bulletin by writinq

to W. F. M. Goss, University of Illinois.

Urbana, Illinois.
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Rail Production in 1910

The production of rails in the United

States in 1910, as collected and reported

by the American Iron and Steel Associa-

tion, showed an increase of 20.1 per cent.

over that of 1909, and was greater by a

few hundred tons than the large output

of 1907. The details of the production

are given in the following table:

1909. 1910. Changes.
Bessemer steel I,7(i7,l71 1,917,900 I. 150,729
Open-hearth steel.. 1,256,674 1,715,899 I. 459,225
Iron 230 I. 230

Total 3,023,845 3,(134,029 I. 610,184

The total in 1908 was 1,921,015 and in

1907 it was 3,633,654 tons; in 1906 it

was 3,977,887 tons, the largest produc-

tion on record. Of the total production

of steel rails last year, 3,460,943 tons

were rolled from ingots made by the

makers and 172,856 tons were rolled

from purchased ingots or blooms, crop

ends, seconds, or renewed or rerolled

rails.

Of the bessemer-steel rails made last

year, 1,892,954 tons were rolled by makers

of domestic ingots and 87,946 tons by

companies which did not operate bes-

semer converters. Included in the total

by makers of ingots are 68,497 tons of

rerolled rails. Almost all the open-

hearth rails in 1910 were rolled from

basic steel, and virtually all were rolled

by producers of open-hearth ingots.

Indiana was the largest maker of open-

hearth rails in 1910, followed by Penn-

sylvania, Alabama, Colorado, Ohio, Mary-

land, New York and California in the

order named. The production of iron

rails in 1910 was 230 tons, all rolled in

Illinois.

The large increase in the use of open-

hearth steel is noticeable again, as it

was in 1909. Open-hearth rails were

47.2 per cent, of the total in 1910, com-

pared with 41.5 per cent, in 1909; 29.8

in 1908; and 7.5 per cent, in 1907.

The division of rails made in 1910, ac-

cording to section is as follows:

Bessemer.

TJndor45 1b.. 190,455
45 to 85 lb 861,591
Over 85 lb.... 805,854

Open-
hearth. Iron. Total.

31,977
424,381

1,259,541

230 222,662

. . . 1,285,972

. . . 2,125,395

Total. 1,917,900 1,715,899 230 3,634,029

The increase in weight of rails is a

continuing tendency, as shown by the

figures above. Last year 58.5 per cent,

of the rails rolled were over 85-lb. sec-

tions, a large proportion of them being

90-lb. and 100-lb. ; 35.4 per cent, were

between 45-lb. and 85-lb.; and only 6.1

per cent, under 45-lb. Street and trolley

rails are included in these totals. By
far the larger part of the heavier sec-

tions were of open-hearth steel.

Included in the steel rails rolled in

1910 are 200,621 tons of alloyed steel

rails, as -follows: Titanium rails, 195,-

408 tons; electric rails, 4210; ferro-

titanium rails, 532; manganese rails, 390;
and nickel, chrome and vanadium steel

rails, 81 tons. Of the total 174,822 tons

were rolled from bessemer steel and 25,-

799 tons from open-hearth steel. In 1909
the production of alloyed steel rails was
50,724 tons.

British Mining Investments

in Mexico
By Alfred James*

In spite of the sound and profitable

nature of investments in such great and
well managed enterprises as the Esper-

anza, Dos Estrellas, El Oro and Santa
Gertrudis mines, one is forcibly im-

pressed by the fact that the average

British investor is apt to be misled by
the enthusiasm of promoters into inter-

esting himself in outside enterprises. By
"outside" I mean enterprises either away
from a well known mining camp, or "ex-

tensions" or "deep leads" of some well

known vein. In other words, he is prone

to gamble in uncertain futures instead of

investing in certainties. And thus all

over Mexico one is faced with British

mining investments, the total history of

which is made up of inexpert floundering

with insufficient capital and continuous

reconstruction, usually on the plea of un-

satisfactory ore-treatment equipment.

These reconstructions in some cases have

been going on for 20 or even 30 years;

the shareholders have never received a

penny from the mines and probably

never will under present conditions, the

money raised each time being spent as

hopelessly as that previously put up.

In this article I refer only to gold and

silver mines, and therefore omit refer-

ence to such paying investments as the

famous Mazapil copper and lead mines.

Judgment Necessary in the Selection

of Experts

Let us take one or two recent ex-

amples. An English group not long

since held a meeting at which they asked

shareholders to reconstruct on the plea

that ail expert had been sent out and on

his advice a plant had been erected, not

one single item of which appears ever

to have been really successful for the

purpose intended. One naturally asks

who was responsible for the choice of

the expert and what were his qualifica-

tions. Again, a much reconstructed com-

pany put up an equipment composed al-

most entirely of patented methods with-

out in any way getting the experience

or assistance of the patent owners, with

most lamentable results; their agitators

would not agitate, nor would their filters

filter; they therefore came to the share-

holders for more money to enable them

to try their practised hand on something

else.

•Consulting engineer, 2 Broad street place,

London, E. C.

Dividend Payers Employ High-class
Men

These instances might be multiplied by
recounting the experience of almost

every outside company which has pro-

gressed so far as to have a treatment

plant, and the question naturally arises

as to how it is that dividend-paying mines
manage to escape these contretemps.

There appears only one possible reply

to this and that is that the men in charge

of dividend-paying concerns know they

cannot gamble with their plants and are,

therefore, sufficiently cautious to pay for,

and thus procure, the best advice obtain-

able. Thus, for example, the El Oro,

Esperanza and Santa Gertrudis have
highly expert engineering staffs, able to

design the equipment needed, and other

great mines, such as the Palmilla, La
Blanca and the Santa Gertrudis (prior

to its present staff) have entrusted the

design and erection of their equipments
to such experts as Girault (of the San
Raphael), Barker & Empson, and Mac-
donald. But the Santa Gertrudis, even
with its present staff, is not content to

rely on its own skill, but has called in

the services also of one of the best

known firms of the day, and has done
such original investigation work as will

not only prove of the highest value to it-

self, but of great benefit to the industry

generally. Outside companies, on the

contrary, are usually content to have
some clever inexpert design their equip-

ments from makers' catalogs and inven-

tors' pamphlets, with the invariable

lamentable results above shown.

Cost of Equipment Indicative of
Character

There is one golden method by which
an investor can at once verify the pros-

pects of an outside enterprise, and that

is by regarding the amount allowed for

equipment. It is now admitted practic-

ally universally by the great mining

managers of Mexico that 200-ton treat-

ment plant for silver-gold ore costs

at least £50,000. This is a figure for a

simple silver-gold ore without especial

difficulties, and includes breakers, bat-

tery, concentration tables, tube mills, agi-

tators, filter and extractor house. The
general tendency is considerably to ex-

ceed this figure—-thus the latest plant;

the La Blanca, at Pachuca, will cost

£80,000, but will probably put through

more than the 200 tons a day stipulated.

If then, the outside company proposes to

erect an efficient uptodate plant, which

shall be able to treat low-grade ores for

a profit, and of the above capacity, for a

sum of £5000, £10,000 or £15,000, it is

fair to assume in the absence of excep-

tional circumstances either that sufficient

responsible financial interests do not in-

dorse the proposition or that there is

something unprovided for in the esti-

mates, and the investor may well be wary
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and take other advice be tore committing

himself.

Exploration Company a Criterion

Probably the best thing the owners of

side mines can do for themselves is

at once to sell their shares and invest in

some first-class share, such as the Santa

Gertrudis. but as sentiment and optimism

will probably interfere with such a

wholesale transference of interests, they

will be well advised to consult some min-

ing engineer of local experience already

connected with some dividend-paying

concern and be guided by his advice.

Probably the absolute best source of in-

formation, if available, would be the Ex-

ploration Company, of England and Mex-

ico, which is the most vigorously managed

exploration enterprise I have ever come

across. The amount of reliable informa-

tion collected by its own experts must be

enormous, the management is skilled and

untiring, and. personally, I cannot but

think it would be for the benefit of the

British investor to consult this concern

if possible as to every Mexican enter-

prise in which he may be invited to inter-

est himself. It is almost certain the Ex-

ploration Company has already examined

ir. Certainly they had been before me
in almost even1 enterprise brought to my
notice by "outside" men in Mexico, and

my faith in the accuracy of the informa-

tion at the disposal of the Exploration

Company is unshaken.

Let the investor then consider careful-

ly the two suggestions noted above and

when reading the grouping of the com-

panies below, let him remember that an

occasional class B company may have

already taken expert advice and such

steps as may result in its being placed

equal to the investments in class A.

Bearing the above remarks in mind I

class the investments as follows: Class

A, investments in well known mines in

famous mining districts; class B, invest-

ments in "extensions" and "deep leads"

of the above, and in "outside" districts.

Considering the first class generally, in-

•ors in well known mines, especially

the high-priced ones, are getting a good

return for their money. Of course, it

must be remembered that the future of

Mexican mines cannot be forecasted so

definitely as that of the enterprises on

the Rand, but this may not be altogether

a drawback and, on the other hand, the

ore is of higher grade.

[] iKMATION

Wh:-n this article was first written (in

June last). I committed myself to certain

definite statemer ng values of

certain investments and, indeed, veil-

ing, which

Fa*' rify.

Thi rromincnt mines under

control in Ml re dealt with

seriatim and a note given as to their ;

pects, or at least as to their classification,

but in view of the possibility that the

publication of the views of one individ-

ual might, perhaps, affect the market

value of a mine—and this is not the ob-

ject of this paper— I have preferred to

omit this portion of my remarks and to

confine myself to adding that while the

prominent class A mines are yielding

good returns, as indicated in the preced-

ing paragraph, and the class B mines

are not unusually in the throes of re-

construction, doubtless the adoption by

the latter of the methods which have

proved so successful in the exploitation

the class A group would result in the

transfer of such mines into the class of

dividend-paying investments, but it is

hopeless to expect so desirable a con-

summation to result from the only

too frequent policy of "drift." If

the investor would only look around

and insist on control or manage-

ment being in the hands of the

groups already making money for

their shareholders or, failing this, if he

would change his investment into a prop-

erty .thus controlled, he would probably

save himself much further loss.

Arizona's New Constitution

Special Correspondence

The new State of Arizona has adopted

a constitution which is noteworthy in sev-

eral ways. In the first place it is the

shortest constitution ever adopted ex-

cepting only that of Vermont. Also, it

is the most progressive constitution ever

adopted by a State on admission and in

some ways the most progressive yet

known. Dissenters from its provisions

called it radical. Unlike the constitution

of Oklahoma, which was loaded with

legislative matter, it concerns itself only

with the fundamental principles of gov-

ernment, and in that respect is a model.

A few of the most important provisions

are the following:

The constitution may be amended by

vote of the people at any time upon the

initiative of 15 per cent, of the voters, or

a majority of the legislature, and is thus

flexible. Any legislation can be initiated

by 15 per cent, of the voters and laws

passed by the legislature can be referred

by 5 per cent, of the votes.

All elective officers can be recalled by

25 per cent, of the voters. This includes

the nonpartisan judiciary. It was this

prevision on which the opposition harped,

and it this provision that the President

is supposed to dislike.

Direct primaries are provided for, and

advisory primaries for United States

i ators. Lobbying is prohibited and cor-

rupt-practice laws must be passed.

Anti-child labor, employer's liability,

workingmen's compulsorj compensation,

abolition of fee system, and a mine in-

>f with powers are provided for.

Physical valuation of railroads as a

basis for rate regulation is the most im-

portant commercial regulation.

A corporation commission with wide

powers over companies offering stock

for sale, and a provision to rigidly regu-

late corporations, if rightly administered,

is aimed to make Arizona a place of

honest corporate business. This may
curtail the business of some speculative

persons, but cannot fail to be for the

public good, and especially for the good

of legitimate mining.

The canvass preceding the ratification

election was interesting and sometimes

exciting. The principal argument against

its adoption being that the Presidenf

would not approve it. In fact, the use

of the President's name in this canvass

was much abused by officeholders

under him.

It is generally believed in Arizona that

Congress will accept the constitution and

that the President will approve the con-

certed action of a quarter million of

people even though a few sections of it

may not appeal to him.

High Speed Steels

The accompanying table, showing the

composition of well known high-speed

steels, is furnished by C. W. Leavitt &
Co.

COMPOSITION OF HIGH SPEED STEELS.

Cr. W. C. Mn. si.

Bedel & Co., Paris. 8.10 22.80 0.90 0.27 0.20
Austrian Phoenix.. 3.70 20.70 0.67 0.14 0.15
English Novo 2.95 18.85 0.76 0.42 0.33
Austrian high-speed 7.19 24.50 0.93 0.23 0.24
Universal 6.50 23.50 0.60 0.14 0.42
Kvsar 1.22 18.77 0.87 0.27 0.11
Armstrong 3.40 12.44 0.78 0.49 0.44
( lerman 3 . 70 30 . 20 . 60 . 24 0.23

For the production of steel of this na-

ture, they recommend a high-grade ferro-

tungsten, containing from 80 to 85 per

cent, tungsten and about 15 per cent,

iron. The production of the highest

grade of steel is thus obtained with a

minimum consumption of tungsten.

Standard Solutions of Hydro-

chloric Acid
It is well known to chemists that it is

impossible by boiling either to con-

centrate or deconcentrate a solution

of hydrochloric acid beyond a cer-

tain point, as the distillate and

residue eventually have a fixed and

equivalent composition. Hulett and Bon-

ner ( Journ. Am. Chem. Soc.) recommend

taking advantage of this fact to prepare

standard solutions of hydrochloric acid.

Distil off about three-quarters of a solu-

tion of hydrochloric acid of about sp.gr.

1.10. If the acid is a little stronger than

this, there is simply a little more hydro-

chloric-acid gas to be driven off; if a little

weaker, probably some pure water will

first distil. The residue then contains ex-

actly 22.24 per cent, of HC1, and from it

any required strength of solution can be

prepared by dilution.
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Western Phosphate Legislation
Under pretense of protecting the hon-

est prospector and the original discoverer

of mineral on the public domain, Mr.

Mondell. of Wyoming, introduced in the

House of Representatives on Jan. 18,

H. R. Bill 31,651, entitled, "A Bill Pro-

viding for Adjustment of Conflict Be-

tween Placer and Lode Locators of Phos-

phate Lands." This bill is very brief,

comprising only nine lines as printed,

and is, no doubt, well adapted to being

tacked on as a rider to some other bill

in the hurry of the closing days of a

crowded session. The bill in question

reads as follows:

"Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled, that

in case of any conflict between locators

under the placer laws and the mineral-

lode laws on locations heretofore made
of lands containing valuable deposits of

phosphate or phosphate rock, the respec-

tive claims of the locators shall be de-

By Claude T. Rice

An innocent-looking bill,

apparently in the interest

of certain corporations, will

give control under placer

location to important West-

ern phosphate deposits.

question is, therefore, one of fact, wheth-

er the phosphate deposits are lodes or

placers. Already the matter is in the

hands of the courts, and several lode

claims of phosphate ground have gone
to patent. The placer claims though are

held up. Then comes this special bill,

aiming at special "legislation, that will

take these lawsuits out of the hands of

the courts, and in order to give a good

Company, a subsidiary of the Mountain

Copper Company, and the Union Phos-

phate Company, a subsidiary of tht*

Slauffer Chemical Company.

Shafts Sunk to Mine "Coal"

To understand the conditions truly it is

necessary to go back a few years and
briefly review the history of these phos-

phate deposits. They are in general lo-

cated in the midst of agricultural dis-

tricts, and as they are quite prominent

they soon attracted attention. Owing to

their black color the farmers thought thai

the phosphate bodies were coal deposits

and sunk shafts in some cases a hundred
feet deep upon these "placer" deposits.

But the farmers soon found out their

mistake, and the prospecting of the beds

was stopped. In 1904 the true nature

of the deposits was recognized, and the

main occurrences were located for phos-

phate, and as lode claims. Later the

Phosphate Vein, Raymond Canon, Wyoming Vertical Wall of Phosphate Vein, Raymond Canon

termined as though location of said lands

under either of the above laws was valid

at the time said locations were made."
The bill on the face of it seems fair

and just, but on closer examination it

presents serious questions. The bill is

manifestly retroactive, and in no way
concerns itself with future claims, for

it is intended solely to adjudicate ques-

tions of past locations. It is, therefore,

out-and-out special legislation and sus-

picious on that account if on no other.

The Question of Placer or Lode
Locations

Under the statutes every mineral loca-

tion is either lode or placer, and it can-
not be both. The nearest approach to

such a condition is the provision for the

placer locator to include the lode within
his placer and as this brings the cost
of patenting up to that of "lode" patents,
the practical result is the same. The

reason for it the poor prospector is given

as the one who is the interested party.

All special legislation is worthy of in-

vestigation. When it is in the interest of

the poor man it is so unusual that it is

worthy of more than passing notice for,

forsooth, a champion of the people may
be making his entrance into Congress.

Accompanying this article are pictures of

phosphate deposits in two of the Western

phosphate fields that clearly show the

nature of the occurrence of these de-

posits. Evidently it is the placer claim-

ants that are to be benefited by this law.

Therefore, it is the present owners of

these placer claims of phosphate deposits

as yet unpatented that are to reap the

benefit of this new law, for no one, not

even the greenest tenderfoot, could look

upon such deposits as placer deposits.

Such an investigation shows that it is

two corporations that are to be benefit-

ed, viz., the San Francisco Chemical

knowledge of the fact that in Florida,

where the phosphate deposits are really

placer and had been so located, caused

the original locators to slap placer loca-

tions over their previous lode locations.

It was as original lode locations and

later placer locations covering the same
ground that the titles to the ground were

sold to the corporations in question. Then
it appears that the scheme of patenting

these deposits as placer deposits came to

the fore, for that form of location is

much cheaper to patent than is the lode,

as these "placer claims" are in general

located about 660 ft. wide with their

length parallel to the strike of the beds
approximating to a nicety lode locations.

As the placer locations are of the type

called association placers and include

160 acres of ground, since eight names
are used in making the locations, they

can be patented at one-eighth the cost

at which patent to the same ground could
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be obtained were it covered by lode lo-

cations.

With the many claims that these cor-

porations had bought up the saving of

the placer patent over the lode patent

was quite important. So apparently the

psychology of the transaction was some-

what as follows: These phosphate de-

posits are situated among a lot of farm-

ers who know little, if anything, of the

mining laws. The Land Office has the

precedent of the Florida deposits for al-

lowing placer locations to cover phos-

phates, and precedent is everything in

the Land Office. This permits of patent-

ing the land at one-eighth the cost of

what it would be if lode locations were

used in going to patent. If the patents

are issued the company will have the

phosphate deposits no matter what they

are. for the placer patent includes all un-

known lodes. So the company may as

well take the chance.

Consequently they, the big corpora-

tions, not the poor locators of Mr. Mon-

posits as they were lodes not known at

the time of patent, according to law.

As a result, the placer locations have

become valueless unless the courts can

be made to see these beds of phosphate

as placer deposits, a view which does

not seem probable. Suits for title are

now pending in the Federal courts of

three States, while there are many pro-

tests pending before the Land Office. In

every instance the placer claimants are

either the Mountain Copper Company
or the Stauffer Chemical Company
through their subsidiary companies. In

such case the placer claimants have ap-

peared reluctant to go to trial in the

Federal courts, but now comes Mr. Mon-
dell with his bill ostensively to protect

the original locator, but which really by

means of special legislation, takes the

cases out of the hands of the courts and

gives to the companies in question prac-

tical control of the Western phosphate

deposits in a manner similar to that by

which the control of the hydrocarbon

Carbon Determination in

Iron and Steel

A modification of the usual combustion

method for the determination of total

carbon in iron or steel is proposed by F.

Wiist in Metallurgie, June 8, 1910, p. 321.

The weighed sample is melted with five

times its weight of a mixture consisting

of three parts antimony and one part tin.

At the melting point of this mixture,

about 800 deg. C, the solubility of the

carbon in the metal is so much reduced

that most of it passes into a more readily

oxidizable condition. The metallic mix-

ture is then ignited in a current of oxygen

in a combustion tube, and the resulting

carbon dioxide is absorbed in caustic

soda in the usual manner. With nickel

and tungsten steels, the method is more

accurate than the Sarnstrom method, and

it is especially applicable to those ma-

terials for which the ferric chloride

method alone has heretofore been suc-

cessful.

1.
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Hindered Settling Classifiers
The senior class at the Massachusetts g„ Robert H Richards *

istitute of Technology made the test
*

ere described, to compare a free-settling

ith a hindered-settling classifier. Fig. 1

hows the free-settling classifier with

:ed, distributing grating, 12 regular

jigots, a safety spigot and an overflow,

h; 12 one-gallon bottles for the 12

pigots are arranged in four rows, three

ottles in a row, for convenience and

jmpactness. Fig. 2 shows the hindered-

sttling classifier with the same feed,

pigots, bottles and overflow.

Details of the Classifiers

The two classifiers are substantially

like, except in the distinctive feature,

hich makes one a free-settling classi-

er; having sorting columns y> in- in

iameter and 2 in. high with no con-

xiction below; the other, a hindered-

jttling classifier with teeter or hindered-

jttling chambers above, of 1 -in. pipe and

jnstrictions or sorting columns below of

.-in. pipe, 2 in. high. Both are tank

A comparison of free-set-

ling and hindered-settling

classifiers demonstrates
that the latter make a smaller

middlings product and
greater quantities of concen-

trates and tailings.

B<

'Professor of mining engineering and metal-
gy, .Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
-.ton, Mass.

by -)4-in. rubber tubing to 1-gal. bottles

so that sand only was discharged as no

water could come out below.

Adjustment of the Water Currents

To prepare for the runs the first spigot

current was made fast enough to lift out

all the quartz, allowing galena only to

settle; the last was set at 10 mm. per

Sizing and Estimating the Products

After the free-settling run was finished,

the products were sized on a series of

sieves beginning with holes 1.97 mm. in

size as the coarsest and 0.088 mm. as

the finest. The different sizes were ar-

ranged on a board, Fig. 3. The percent-

age of galena was next estimated by the

eye in all the heaps by Mr. Perry who
has had experience in estimating by

counting grains of galena and quartz.

There was no danger of biased opinion

in this work, as he did not know for what

purpose the estimates were to be used.

The estimated percentages of galena are

given in the table below the diagram.

On this diagram, two dotted lines are

drawn: the lower line divides heaps with

less than 95 per cent, galena from those

with 95 per cent, or more. The upper

line divides the heaps with no galena

from those with 1 per cent, or more. They

therefore divide the heaps into three

groups: Tailings, those with quartz and

Cross Section
„r-j C-D

Fig. 1. Free-settling Classifier Fig. 2.

assifiers with sloping bottoms, causing

le sand to be propelled forward in a

iscade along the bottom; both have sides

i the tanks sloping downward at 60

;g. ; both have a little trough or depres-

on at the bottom with vertical walls in

hich all the main roughing work is

)ne; both have 12 regular spigots with

"aded rising currents, one safety spigot

>r removing any remaining sand, and an

/erflow for the slime. In both experi-

ents they were fed for 10 min. with

lartz and galena; 2.1 mm. — in size,

: the rate of 1 kg. per min. The few
inor differences between the two classi-

cs are: the hindered-settling classifier

as a slope of 30 deg. at the feed end,

ie free-settling classifier has a slightly

eeper slope. The bottom slope of the

indered-settling classifier is slightly less

ian that of the other, and its bottom
ough is a little shallower and wider,

he rated velocities of rising currents are

)r the Vi-'m. pipe in both cases. In both
ases closed spigots were used, connected

sec. The currents in the intermediate

spigots were graded by the eye to make

each successive spigot, discharge through

the rubber tube, when disconnected from

the bottle, less water than the one before

it, when the pressure was at 7 lb. in

the hydrant. In the free-settling run

the waters were not changed at all.

Though the sand was run over and over

for the students to see the working of

the classifier, the products of the last run

only were saved for sifting and photo-

graphing. At the end when measuring

up, it was found that spigots 8, 9, 10 and

11 were receiving no rising currents at

all. (See top line of figures. Fig. 3).

These cocks may have been disarranged

during the run or there may have been

a slight amount of sediment in the water

to close them up. In the hindered-settling

run, which was made after the other, the

waters were adjusted by running the

sand over and over to get the distribution

of sand in the different products as even

as possible.

f\ The Engineering $ Mining Jour

Hindered-settling Classifier

no galena; middlings, those with galena

ranging from 1 to 94 per cent., and con-

centrates, those with galena ranging from

95 to 100 per cent. In like manner Fig. 4

shows the relative size of the heaps, the

estimated percentages of galena, and also

the two dotted lines dividing the heaps

into three groups—concentrates, mid-

dlings and tailings.

Conclusions

In studying the heaps and percentages

we note: (1) That the first spigot of the

hindered-settling classifier which con-

tains the grains that settled against a ris-

ing current of 220 mm. per sec. has prob-

ably double the galena that is in the first

spigot of the free-settling classifier with

a rising current of 254 mm. per second.

(2) That the hindered-settling photo-

graph has only 32 heaps in the middling

class, while the free-settling has 62 heaps

of midlings. Of these 32 heaps there are

only 14 that are more than half the di-

mension of the full-sized heap, while
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with the free-settling there are 34 heaps

that are more than half the dimensions of

the full-sized heaps. There is. therefore,

in the middlings product of the hindered-

settling classifier, somewhere from one-

fifth to 1 10 the material in the mid-

dlings of the free-settling classifier. It

should be noted that there are four large

heaps, two in the 75.7 column and two

in the 27.6 column that ought to have

been in the tailings; these are each esti-

bowever, to have only 5 per cent,

of galena, due to imperfect grading of

concentrates would be extraordinarily

small, and after making those shiftings,

the tailings would scarcely contain any

galena and the concentrates would

scarcely contain any quartz. But for

the accident above referred to on col-

umn 140 and the error in judgment on

columns 75.7 and 22.6, these products

would have none of the other minerals

in them.

(4l These diagrams and estimates,

therefore, indicate that the hindered-set-

tling classifier has won out to a re-

New Hydroelectric Plant

in Oaxaca
The Compania Minera de Natividad y

Anexas, in the Sierra Juarez district of

Oaxaca, has recently purchased from the

Compania Ingeniera, Importadora y Con-

tratista, S. A., a hydroelectric plant hav-

ing a capacity of 1000 h.p., the mine hav-

ing outgrown its old equipment. A canal

is being built to take the water from the

tailrace of the old plant. This will give a

head of 170 m. at the site of the new

FREE = SETTLING CLASSIFIER. HINDERED = SETTLING CLASSIFIER.

Rising Currents in Millimeters per Second Rising Currents in Millimeters per Second in the Constriction Vi inch Tube
Safety Spigot Safety Spigot

Screen 254 143 113 113 69.4 50.0 44.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.9 Overflow Screen 220 146 140 138 120 122 143 127 75.7 27.6 11.4 10.4 Overflow

Sizes Sizes
Percent Lead Sulphide in the heaps Estimated by Eye Percent Lead Sulphide in the heaps Estimated by Eye

On 1.97 mm. 100 : 40 2 j

On 1.50 mm. 100 '; 50 3 1 i

On 1.07 mm. 100 i 60 5 2 2 1 1
j

i

On0.71 mm. 100 ! 75 25 5 5 3 2 2

On 0.49 mm. 100 « 85 75 40 7 10 5 3

5 mm. 100
{ 90_j 95 '..90___25 15 7 10

: mm. 100 98 100 100 100 \ 60 40 15

- On 1.97 mm. 100 " — — — . - —
i

I
'

- On 1.50 mm. 100
j

1 j
-

- On 1.07 mm. 100 ! 1 !

i I

- On0.71 mm. 100 '.,85 1(0000000
— - -

0--
2 i

I

3 2 2 2 2 5 On 0.35 mm. 100 100
j
50 ,100 ! 30 25 15 10 5 5

: /
i

.,

5 5 4 3 3 20 On 0.24 mm. 100 100 j 85 ! 100 95 95 j 90 85 20 5

On0.49 mm. 100 100
j
10 25 2 10 ; 2 3

On 0.15 mm. 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 185 10 10 15 10 5 30 On 0.15 mm. 100 100 95 100 100 100 100 95 i 85 75
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Upward Leaching of Sand
This article refers only to those con-

litions of practical metallurgy in which

he sand or leachable material is sta-

ionary in a vat of some kind, and the

olution passes through the sand either

ipward or downward. Leaching practice

is regards gold and silver has been dis-

:ussed in numberless contributions to the

iterature of the cyanide process but

:ven now, to meet precisely similar con-

litions, operators are by no means

igreed.

Continuous, and Intermittent

Leaching

It is the custom at some cyanide plants

keep the sand covered with solution

ill the time, and in this way to get a

satisfactory residue value by using say

Torn 2 1/' to even 5 tons of solution per

on of sand treated. A similar extrac-

ion can be obtained in the same or less

ime by using less than 2 tons of solution

jer ton of sand treated, if the sand is,

'or aeration purposes, allowed to drain

iry as often as possible. Under these

atter circumstances there is obviously

ess pumping, greater value per ton of

solution, and less solution to be pre-

;ipitated.

In the former procedure the only oxy-

gen as such available to aid the cyanide

1 dissolving the gold or silver is the

quantity actually dissolved in the solu-

tions, and that which fills the inter-

stitial spaces in the sand before it re-

vives its first solution; in the latter pro-

cure there is the additional advantage

that more than once during treatment the

interstitial spaces in the sand (which is

moist throughout with cyanide solution)

are filled with air—thereby yielding a

set of conditions that are generally

most favorable for dissolving the metals,

which will be subsequently leached out.

A vat 40 ft. in diameter by 8 ft. deep

can hold, when filled to a workable hight

about 300 tons dry weight of sand in a

condition fit for treatment, and occupying

an apparent space of about 8000 cu.ft.

The actual space occupied by that quant-

ity of sand is only about 3900 cu.ft. and

when leached dry the sand still contains

14 per cent, of solution which would

actually occupy a space of 1344 cu.ft.

—

there then remains over 2500 cubic feet

of air containing about 40 lb. of oxygen

which is sufficient to aid in the solution

of about 14,000 ounces of gold, that is

to say as much oxygen as under the

average circumstances can be dissolved

in about 2500 tons of cyanide solution.

Substances Other than Gold and
Silver Require Oxygen

In support of the practice of not drain-

ing dry during treatment it has been
urged that a cyanide solution always

By H. T. Durant

Aeration oj sand is more

thoroughly accomplished by

alternate upward and down-

ward leaching. Extraction

by cyanide is often not com-

plete when effluents no

longer show dissolved gold

and silver.

•Consulting engineer, St. Ermin's, West-
minster, London, S. \Y.

does or should contain far more dis-

solved oxygen than is required by the

gdd or silver to be dissolved; these latter

however, are not always the only sub-

stances present which will take up oxy-

gen from the air or from the solutions;

material may be present which first must

have its own oxygen requirement satis-

fied and then an additional amount must

be supplied to aid the solution of the

gold and silver. If such a reducing sub-

stance is present in any appreciable

quantity it is easily possible for it to re-

quire several hundred times as much
oxygen as is required to aid the solution

of the valuable metals, because the re-

ducing substance is probably present in

amount of pounds per ton of sand while

the gold, etc., is present in amounts of

decimals of an ounce.

An entirely erroneous importance is

often attached to the last leachings from

a charge of sand. The fact that the

quantities of dissolved metal in the last

leachings or drainings are low enough,

merely shows that under the conditions of

working, no further profitable extraction

can be obtained— it does not by any

means show that the sand or material that

has been leached cannot or should not

under suitable conditions have been fur-

ther treated.

Extraction Varies in Different Parts

of a Vat

If a vat of sand after treatment be

divided into three similar horizontal sec-

tions, and be sampled so as to give the

residue values separately for the top,

central and lower horizontal sections

—

then under the ordinary leaching condi-

tions, where the whole of the solution is

put on at the top and drains from the

bottom, it will often be found that the

lower section assays from nearly two to

three times as much as the top section,

the central section being about inter-

mediate; and this in spite of the fact that

the last leachings were showing that

practically no more metals were being

dissolved.

To get the full data for a sand residue

one should have, the assay of the total

sample, the assay of the separate hori-

zontal sections, the assay of the last

leachings, the soluble metals in the total

residue sample or in the separate hori-

zontal sections. The value of the last

leaching may be satisfactorily low, but

the soluble metals may still be too high,

in which case there will most probably

be a high assay for the lowest horizontal

section, causing an extraction corres-

pondingly too low, and a total residue

higher than it should be. The assay of

the total residue should very closely ap-

proximate that of the top section of the

residue in the tank.

Causes of High Residue

The principal causes of the high resi-

due in the lower portion of the vat are:

Treatment vats too deep, slimy charges

and leaching in channels, insufficient air

at the bottom of the charge—the neces-

sary oxygen having been used up in the

passage of the solution or air down
through the charge—a state of affairs

which may be remedied by putting some

of the solution through the bottom and

resorting to the well known method or

upward leaching, or by putting through

solution from the bottom and subsequent-

ly allowing it to leach out downward in

the usual way.

By this procedure the cyanide solution

containing oxygen is applied to the sand

at the bottom of the vat. The deeper

the vat the more difficult it is with ordin-

ary downward leaching to supply the

necessary oxygen to the sand in the low-

er portion, and this is the case whether

the necessary oxygen is dissolved in the

cyanide solution or whether it is obtained

by continually leaching dry and thereby

letting air follow the leaching solution.

Leaching Material That Tends to

Pack

At times for some reason, it may be

necessary to leach finely crushed, clean

pyritic material which, by downward
leaching, would pack, so that long before

the treatment is finished the downward
passage of the solution (except in per-

haps one or two channels) would cease.

Under these circumstances I have met

with complete success by putting on all

solution from the bottom under a static

bead of about one foot, and tfrn after

the solution has risen up through the

pyritic material it can leach off downward
as usual. This procedure tends to pre-

vent the material packing, in fact always

keeps it loose and open—the static head

used should always be as low as possible

so that the solutions put on should rise
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slowly through the pyritic material,

thereby avoiding the making of paths of

lesser resistance.

The solution thus applied from the bot-

tom of the charge should not be direct

from a pump, but should be from a head

tank—an arrangement which involves lit-

tle alteration of the leaching pipe or

pump-service system, whatever the solu-

tion arrangements may be.

The Construction of Filter Frames

The wooden filter frames which sup-

port the filter cloths should be made,

for obvious reasons, to occupy the least

possible amount of space. The edging

of the filter frames can be made the

necessary hight to permit proper rope

calking when putting in the filter cloths,

but the main body of the filter frames

can be countersunk so as to occupy a

vertical hight of not more than two

inches; this is a method of construction

that has been well proved. The practice,

however, still exists in many plants to

construct the filter frames so that they

occupy a vertical hight of five inches,

thereby absolutely wasting three inches

of the hight of the vat, which, in a vat 6

ft. deep amounts to an unnecessary waste

of over 4 per cent, of the capacity of the

leaching plant. With shallow filter

frames and vats above 20 ft. in diametei,

it is best, in order to guard against ir-

regularities in the bottom of the vats,

to have two or three leaching pipes tak-

ing off at different places and joining,

coming into one pipe outside; this also

tends to Drevent channeling in the flow

of the solution through the sand.

Crown Reserve Report

Cobalt Correspondence

The annual report of the Crown Re-

serve shows the production for the last

year to have been 3,248,196 oz., and to

date 9,048,196 oz. The net value of the

production was 31,633,716.66 and the cost

per ounce was 11.97c. The total net

profit from the mine was Sl,368,123.79

for the year, which is equivalent to 77.34

per cent, on the issued capital. The av-

erage assay of the high-grade ore was
3611 oz. per ton, and of the low-grade

103!^ ounces.

The information regarding the ore

reserves is rather vague and no esti-

mate of the number of ounces is given.

TIk- report states that "because of the ir-

regularity of silver values and veins in

the Cobalt district, and the great element
of error in samplinf? hi^h-grade ores, it

is almost impossible to estimate abso-

lutely the ore blocked out. In the

Crown Reserve at the 100- ft. level, es-

pecially with the lake overhead, it would
be only a guess " The fact is that below
the 100-ft level, where the veins enter

the Keewatin, they are not regular and
the hich-grade ore is pockety. It is in-

teresting to note that out of a total pro-

duction of 9,048,196 oz., 6,840,000 came
from one vein. At the meeting it was
decided to pay dividends monthly, in-

stead of quarterly, at the rate of 2 per

cent, regular and 3 per cent, bonus. The

reason tor this innovation is not appar-

ent.

The London Mica Market
in 1910

According to Baker & Startin, of Lon-

don, the mica market in 1910 was fairly

active and well maintained, the year

closing with limited stocks of block mica.

Supplies were drawn almost entirely from

the presidencies of Calcutta and Madras,

although Africa, Canada, South America

and Japan each contributed shipments

of varying importance. The demand was

fairly brisk and prospects are encourag-

ing for 1911.

Calcutta—Shipments of block were

somewhat limited, and prices remained

at a steady level.

Madras—Owing to local complications,

Adobe Furnaces in the

Sonora Valley

Special Correspondence

All over northern Mexico, during the

many years when mining operations were
carried on under conditions which made
the Winchester as much a necessity as

the pick and drill, there existed from the

gulf of California to the eastern border

of Chihuahua a number of adobe fur-

naces which were operated almost ex-

clusively on the rich ores which the Mex-
icans and Yaquis stole from the mines.

Before the construction of the Naco-

zari railroad between Douglas, Ariz., and

Nacozari, 80 miles south, and before the

building of the Southern Pacific system

down the west coast of Sonora, only such

mines could be profitably operated as

produced rich silver and gold ore. Ore
carrying as much as 350 oz. per ton was
often left on the dump, because it did

not pay to market it. Especially is this

true of the Sonora valley from Cananea

to Arizpe. This valley was part of the

Ruins of Adobe Furnace and Storehouse

several important sources of supply were

closed, resulting in a scarcity, with con-

siderably increased rates for all medium
and large sizes.

Demand for splittings, especially the

well prepared grades, was very satisfac-

tory, and prices improved all around.

Stocks in London are at present very low.

A few fresh supplies of African and

Japanese amber mica constitute the chief

feature for 1910; the former realized

fairly satisfactory prices, but the quality

of the latter was poor.

The following figures are compiled

from the returns of the London ware-

houses:

DeliV- Stocks,
Arrivals, cries, Dcc.'il,

Year. Cases. Cases. Cases

run 18,906 22, 84 l 6,288
L9O0 19,029 21,878 10.17 1

1008 21..-'.Od 17,008 12,123

The cases average 112 lb. in weight.

main highway from the heart of Mexicc

and Culiacan to the Spanish settlement;

in southern Arizona and California. Min

ing operations flourished along this ave

nue to the markets in the north.

Water flows all the year in the Sonor;

river from a point about nine mile

east of Cananea, where the Cananea wa

ter works is situated. About nine mile

south of Cananea are the Sante Ft

the Montoya and La Ventura mines

where operations were recently renewec

Twenty years ago they were producer

in what is now the Cananea field. Wit

their success sprang up adobe furnace

extending down the river. These fui

naces are crude enough, sometimes cot

structed of adobe only, sometimes t

stone and adobe, and occasionally <

stone. They could not have been opei

ated at all, except for the fact that th
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American workmen and foremen, for

fear of extermination, deemed it best to

curtail the thefts of ore as much as pos-

sible without incurring the concerted

enmity of the native population.

The ore from the mines was usually

stolen at night. The men about the

mines were never -far from their guns,

and the Mexicans and Yaquis had a

wholesome fear of firearms. They knew
that it was only the exceptional Ameri-

can who would deliberately shoot a

woman, and for this reason the robberies

were left largely to the women. The

latter would steal up to the dumps in

the dark, fill their sacks and then pack

it to the furnaces, where the men at-

tended to the extraction of the silver.

This plan of operations naturally led to

the conduct of a commission business in

silver bullion. The furnaces turned over

their product to a Mexican jobber, who
bought up the output of many furnaces

and marketed the bullion in bulk. Amer-
icans in many instances did not hesitate

to engage in the business of buying this

bullion from Mexican dealers.

Another chain of these little furnaces

surrounded the Cinco de Mayo mine, 50

miles south of Douglas. This proved a

rich field of operations for the native

adobe-furnace owners.

The Santa Fe mine has recently in-

stalled a new hoist, and this mine will

soon be one of the small producers in

the Cananea field. It is also probable

that the ore on the Montoya dump will

be marketed in conjunction with the oper-

ations carried on at the Santa Fe. The

days for running the adobe furnaces in

the neighborhood have passed. Amer-

ican influence has become so strong in

the northern part of Sonora that the rob-

bing of the mines will not be tolerated.

Treatment of Tungsten Ores
C. M. Johnson, of Avalon, Penn., in

U. S. Pat. 977,096, Nov. 29, 1910, de-

scribes a simple treatment for the prep-

aration of tungsten ores (wolframite,

hiibnerite and ferberite) for use in met-

tallurgical operations, particularly when
tungsten steel is to be produced. In the

present patent—several others have been

granted to Mr. Johnson—the ore is ground

to a reasonably fine powder, to which

charcoal or carbon in any form is added

and mixed, the amount of carbon being

determined by experiment. The mixture

is then reduced in a furnace in the usual

manner. The product contains metallic

tungsten combined with some manganese,
silica and iron, the latter if wolframite

and ferberite have been used. It is to

be noted that the quantity of carbon is

always under control, and furthermore

any iron present in the tungsten ore is

reduced and is available for the steel

making. The patent has been assigned

by the inventor to the Crucible Steel

Company of America.

The Quicksilver Industry in

Texas

By William B.' Phillips*

Since 1899 the total production of

quicksilver in the Terlingua district,

Brewster county, Tex., has been 44,540

flasks, valued at $1,893,602. The bulk of

this metal has been obtained from the

limestone area (Edwards limestone)

west of Vogel's draw, but of late the ac-

tive operations have been confined to the

bituminous-shale area west of Terlingua

creek. Theyearly productions of quicksil-

ver in Texas are given in an accompany-
ing table, and are the statistics of the U. S.

Geological Survey, with some additions

that do not materially affect the totals.

TEXAS QUICKSILVER PRODUCTION.
Year. Flasks. Value.

1899 1,000 $42,500
1900 1,800 75,600
1901 2,9:52 132,438
1902 5,319 2:59,350
1903 o,029 211.21S
1904 5,336 232,116
1905 4,723 172,302
1906 4,761 17s.s:".>

1907 3,686 148,387
1908 2,384 122,260
1909 4,188 180,084
1910 3,382 158,958

Total 44,540 $1,893,602

The quicksilver ores in the district are

in the upper and lower Cretaceous. The

region is characterized by many intru-

sions of igneous material, chiefly

trachytes and andesites, which find their

culminating points in Maverick moun-
tain, Saw Mill mountain, Elephant Head,

etc. The exact relation of the igneous

flows to the deposition of the ores has

not been fully worked out, but it is

thought that there is a necessary and

vital relation between them.

The ores are chiefly cinnabar, but some

favored localities, confined almost entire-

ly to the limestones, have yielded much
native metal and, in addition, the rare

oxychlorides, terlinguaite, montroydite

and eglestonite, and one place has yield-

ed the ammonia-bearing material known

as kleinite. Taken as a whole, during

the last 10 years this district has been

characterized by a comparatively high

content of metal in the ores, certainly

much above the average of any other

quicksilver district in the country.

The decrease in production has been

due not to the exhaustion of the deposits

so much as to the isolation of the dis-

trict and the difficulty of securing regular

supplies of good fuel for the furnaces.

As a matter of fact, the district has

scarcely been touched. Its distance from

rail points along the Southern Pacific

Railway from 200 to 250 miles southeast

of El Paso, varies from 100 to 130 miles.

Wagon freights are still 50c. per 100 lb.,

both in and out. The labor is almost en-

tirely Mexican, but has been satisfactory.

The increasing scarcity of fuel has

Director, Bureau of Economic Geology and
Technology, University of Texas, Austin,

turned attention toward the use of local

coal in gas producers. Within an hour's
ride of the chief deposits there is enough
fair coal to constitute a fuel supply for

many years. It is not the best of coal,

but would yield sufficient gas in mod:rn
gas producers to do away with the wood,
which is now costing about $7 per cord.

This coal can be delivered at any mine
in the bituminous-shale area for not over
$2.50 per ton.

Analyses of this coal, made by the

University Mineral Survey, several years
ago, gave the results shown in an ac-

companying table.

ANALYSES OF TEXAS COALS.

Cub Kimble Chisos
Spring. Pits. Pen.

Moisture 10.65 4.74 1 16
Volatile matter 50.91 29.84 32 79
Fixed carbon 19 . 52 49 84 1 1 53
Ash 18.92 15 58 L'l 52

100.00 100.00 100.00
Sulphur 0.86 1 .26 3 39
British thermal units. 8,432 11,8X7 11,958

It is likely that better coal than is here

represented could be obtained under
cover, as these samples came from near
the surface. Coal similar to these sam-
ples was used for a long time under
the boilers at the Texas Almaden and thz

Big Bend plants, and coal no better than
this is now successfully used in gas pro-

ducers with great economy.
There is no technical or commercial

reason why coal should not be used in

quicksilver furnaces in place of wood.
Foreign practice has proved this and in

this country, Dennis, at Blackbutt^,

Ore., has shown that it is entirely feas-

ible. With coal at S2.50 per ton and an

abundant supply for all ordinary pur-

poses it would seem that there is no ne-

cessity for considering the fuel supply as

especially troublesome. The wood that

is now being used is hauled for 30 miles

and not a little has come from the Mexi-
can side of the Rio Grande.

From a long and intimate acquaintance
with the district I think that one can de-

pend on large supplies of ore that will

average from 1.5 to 2 per cent, of quick-

silver. The operations that were under
my charge gave an ore that carried a

little over 2 per cent, of metal and we
purposely graded it down to about that

quality. There is little ore elsewhere
in this country that averages as well.

Tin in Bolivia

The largest producer of tin ore in Bo-

livia is Simon Patino, who produces from

his Salvadora and Unica mines an ag-

gregate of 500 to 1000 tons of barilla per

month. Aramayo, Francke & Co., Ltd..

produce about 400 tons per month. The

output of the Llallagua mine is 300 to

400 tons per month. Good progress with

the railway construction in Bolivia is be-

ing made.
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Steam Shovel Work on Mesabi Range
It is almost impossible for one not

familiar with the Mesabi district. Minn.,

to realize the magnitude of the stripping

operations which have been .going on

during the last 10 years. The accom-

panying sketch map shows the areas that

have been excavated at a number of the

mines in the Hibbing district alone, to-

gether with an outline of the waste

dumps. The railroad lines shown are

given simply to connect each mine with

its respective waste dump. No attempt

is made to give the exact location of the

transportation lines. While the outlines

of the dumps and pits are approximate,

yet they are close enough to illustrate

the magnitude of the work being carried

on by the United States Steel Corpora-

tion and independent companies.

The Material Handled

The stripping work consists of remov-

ing glacial drift which covers the

iron ore from 25 to 150 ft. in

thickness. There are places where the

By Albert H. Fay *

Extensive operations on

a scale which exceeds the

work on the Panama canal.

Over 25,000,000 en. yd. of

overburden and 20,000,000

tons of ore moved annually

by steam shovels. Open pit

mining employs 9000 men,

in which the fatality rate is

4.59 per 1000 as compared
with 3.32 per 1000 for

underground work.

Mining engineer, 239 West Thirty-ninth
st feel. New York.

loose dirt is then taken out with a small

long-handled shovel. When the hole is

the'Yequired depth, it is then chambered

steel. Each hole is put in from 12 to

18 in., and a stick of 60 per cent, dyna-

mite inserted and exploded. The driller

does this work on contract at 20c. per ft.,

and he usually drills 12 to 15 ft. per day.

Once the boulders are broken, the rock is

loaded with steam shovels along with

the sand and gravel.

Transportation of Waste Material

Practically all of the overburden has to

be transported from two to three miles.

The main haulage tracks are on a grade

varying from l/2 to 2 per cent., and these

are kept in excellent condition. The lo-

comotives used are standard gage, weigh-

ing from 50 to 60 tons each. There are

a few small engines in use in some of

the shallower stripping work. At one

or two mines, where grades are exceed-

ingly steep, geared locomotives are used.

The standard dirt car used by the Oliver

Iron Mining Company is of 7-cu.yd. ca-

pacity. It will dump on either side and
is operated by hand. A few 12-yd. air-

drift is deeper, but in these the ore is

taken out by underground-mining meth-

ods. The overburden consists of a few

feet of vegetable mold and soil, which

usually contains many granite boulders.

The remaining portion is composed of

sand, gravel and boulders.

In some of the mines, especially the

Buffalo & Susquehanna, the sand is loose

enough so that it is not necessary to do

any blasting—all work being done by

steam shovels. In most of the pits there

is sufficient clay in the sand to make the

entire mass compact and solid. This is

broken by heavy charges of black

powder.

Blastinc the Overburden

Each shove! cuts a slice about 30 ft.

deep and 20 to 2^ ft. wide. The powder

J is inserted by drilling holes

f gophering 1 in the base of the bank to

•h of 20 ft. The hole is usually

driven with a 1 -in. steel bar. After the

bar is in four or five feet, it is withdrawn

and a few sticks of dynamite put in to

the hole. Thi<= enlarge! the drill

• about 10 in. in diameter. The

Shena,ngo Mine, Chisholm, Minn.
Copyright by McKenzie, Duluth.

by placing 15 to 20 sticks of dynamite

in the bottom. These holes are spaced

about 30 ft. apart and loaded with eight

to 15 kegs of black powder and fired usu-

ally three or four at a time. It is best

for shovel purposes that the ground be

not broken too far in advance. Heavy
rains settle the dirt, so that it is not so

easy to handle, and in winter weather the

loose dirt would freeze and have to be

broken a second time. Another method
of breaking the overburden, and which is

usually applied to the ore is to drill ver-

tical holes placed 15 to 20 ft. apart and

20 ft. back from the previous shovel cut.

These are 20 to 25 ft. deep, and cham-
bered at the bottom for the powder
charge.

Breaking Boulders

The steam shovel dipper will handle

boulders up to about 3 ft. in diameter. By
the use of chains, larger boulders may be
handled by the steam shovel. There are

many granite boulders that are from 3

to 12 ft. in diameter. Practically all of

these have to be broken by "block-holing."

They are drilled by hand, using

dump cars are being introduced in thi

district.

System is the secret of the succes

of steam-shovel work. Each man ha

a certain portion of the work to do, an

he does nothing else. There is one c^
on the dump, which attends to the un

loading of the cars and clearing the trac

of dirt. Another crew shifts the tracl

There are usually two or more track

on the same dump and at the point whet

these converge on the main line is ar

other crew of men whose duty it is 1'

right the cars and lock them in positio

for the next load.

The shovel has its regular crew of a

tendants. who clear the ground and ha\

it ready at all times to move the shov

on a moment's notice. The cars ar

men are so adjusted that the shovel

working all the time. Good train servii

is as important in this work as it is up(

any trunk system. In fact, steam-shov

work is largely a matter of railroadin

The waste dumps on the Mesabi ran

are remarkable for their size, many
them covering from 80 to 200 acres

more, and from 25 to 60 ft. high. At Hi
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)ing the surrounding country is quite flat,

md the waste heaps are of uniform depth.

rhe most economical hight for use for

:hese dumps is not exceeding 50 tt.

When they are more than 50 ft. high the

Jirt has a tendency to collect on the

slopes and form shoulders. In ;ime these

jecorne quite heavy, and as a result

jreak loose and slide to the bottom. In

loing so, not infrequently does the dump
>reak 20 to 30 ft. back of the edge and

ake the track out with it. Again high

lumps settle much more than the lower

mes, and it requires a larger amount

>f work to keep the track in fair condi-

ion. When it is necessary to build high-

:r than 40 or 50 ft., a second 30- or 40-

Atlantic shovels which have been intro-

duced recently.

During the summer months the Oliver

Iron Mining Company, in the Hibbing
district, alone handled from 1,000,000 to

1,200,000 cu.yd. of dirt per month. This

is in addition to the amount of ore which
was shipped to the docks. A number of

record runs are given in the following

figures:

Marion steam shovel No. 1623, 90-ton

size, loaded 145 cars with 6023 tons of

iron ore during one 10-hr. shift. The
Bucyrus, 95-ton shovel No. 1083, loaded

135 cars containing 6292 tons. The
Bucyrus shovel was working in heavier

ore, which may have accounted for the

month. The cross-sections are taken at

the same places each time and plotted on

the same sheet of paper with the previous

month's work. The work done during

any particular month can be readily dis-

tinguished by the color with which this

particular area is tinted. These esti-

mates are checked with the railroad

weights for the ore and with the yardage

capacity of the cars handling the dirt

removed during the same period.

Almost 9000 men are employed in

steam-shovel work alone in St. Louis

county, Minn. Of this number 4054 men
are on mining work and 4879 are on

stripping operations. According to the

mine inspector's report for the year

The Engineering J- Mining Jv\

Sketch Map of Hibbing and Vicinity, Mesabi Range, Minnesota

ft. dump is placed on top of the first after

it has thoroughly settled, as shown
in the illustration of the Agnew dump.
In a level country the high dumps also

require a much steeper grade, which

again increases the operating cost.

The cost of stripping varies from 22

to 26c. per cu.yd. for summer work,

while for winter work 5 to 6c. per yard

may be added.

Capacity of Steam Shovels

The majority of the shovels in use in

the district are 70- and 90-ton size, the

Bucyrus and Marion shovels being about

equally represented. There are a few

increased capacity. The Bucyrus 95-ton

shovel No. 1079, during the month of

June, moved 86,761 cu.yd. of sand and

gravel in stripping operations. Three

other shovels handled during the month

of June 256,382 cu.yd. of the same ma-

terial.

Monthly Estimates

All of the shovel work, both in ore and

in stripping, is cross-sectioned every

month. The cross-sections are taken

every 40 ft. and plotted to scale and the

area of each section determined by the

planimeter. There are enough parties in

the field, so that this work usually occu-

pies the last three or four days of each

ended June 30, 1910, the amount of ore

mined underground in this county was
10,577,624 tons, and for the steam-shovel

operations 20,667,751 tons of ore. From
this it is seen that practically 66 per

cent, of the St. Louis county ore shipped

from Duluth comes from the steam-

shovel operations. During, the same

period 363,697 railroad ties were used to

keep up the transportation lines around

the mines. The amount of dirt handled

exe'usive of the ore was 25,902,178

cubic yard.

Another interesting feature brought

out in the mine inspector's report is with

reference to the fata) accidents in under-

ground and surface mining. The fatal
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accidents per thousand for the year re-

ferred to for underground mining were

3.32. The fatalities for the open pit min-

ing for the same period were 4.59 per

thousand. The latter work more nearly

resembles railroading than it does min-

ing, hence the greater percentage of

fatalities.

Mesabi District and Panama Canal
Compared

The steam-shovel work done in the

Mesabi district compares favorably with

the work on the Panama canal, where

during the same period, according to

his last annual report. Colonel Goethals

states that during the year 36,500,000 cu.

yd. of material were moved. The canal

OPERATIONS OF SOME OF THE LARGER
MINES ON THE MESABi RANGE FOR
THE YEAK ENDED JUNE 30, 1910. {a)

Mine.
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it is 135 ft. deep, and covers an area

f about 15 acres. The waste dump is

early 150 ft. high and covers the re-

minder of the 40. In disposing of the

/aste rock and earth, a 50-ton Iocomo-

ve can handle only five 7-yd. cars, and

i order to reach the top of the dump

our switchbacks are necessary. This is

case where steam-shovel work has

bout reached its limit. To take out the

emainder of the ore will require other

lethods.

Commodore Mine

The Commodore mine, at Virginia, is

onfined to 40 acres for both the pit and

faste dump. A large part of the steam-

hovel work being done at this mine is

he stripping of caved ground from

ormer workings. It is a case of work-

rig over the remnants of a so-called

/orked-out mine. The work done by the

hovel shows that some of the early min-

ig methods which claimed to extract all

f the ore were practical failures.

The overburden varies in thickness

rom one to three shovel cuts, and on

ccount of such limited area heavy

rades are necessary. The maximum
rade is between 5 and 6 per cent., upon

rhich geared, locomotives are op-

erated. The main entrance to the

line is on a 3 per cent, grade, and the

ottom of the pit is reached by a series

f switchbacks, as shown in the accom-

anying halftone. The geared engines

rill handle five 7-yd. cars of dirt on the

teep grade, or two 50-ton cars of ore.

)n the 3 per cent, grade one of these

ngines will handle five 50-ton cars,

itandard 65-ton locomotives are also

sed on the 3 per cent, grade. The pit

5 from 100 to 115 ft. deep, while the

raste dump is about 60 ft. high and 900

t. long.

Shenango Mine

The Shenango is another mine that is

onfining its stripping operation to 40

cres, although it has other grounds for

he disposition of the overburden which

s being removed. The waste haul is

\

l/2 miles. The pit is 150 ft. deep and

he overburden varies from 50 to 80 ft.

'he track system of this mine requires

harp curves, with grades as high as

'< per cent. Four locomotives are used

n the pit. In addition to the regular

ocomotives for handling the cars, two

-ima geared engines are used as boos-

ers on each train of ore. On ac-

:ount of the sharp curves and steep

;rades, one 50-ton engine and two Limas

:an handle only four 50-ton cars from

he bottom of the pit. Again, in this

nine is an example of the wastefulness

»f the earlier mining methods. The steam

shovel has taken off the overburden and

n excavating the old workings it re-

pealed the fact that nearly 40 per cent.

>f the ore had been left in the mine.

Buffalo & Susquehanna Mine

The deepest stripping operation on the

Mesabi range is now being carried on at

the Buffalo & Susquehanna mine. The
mine has been worked as an underground
operation for a number of years and con-

tinues so to work. Between 20 and 25

acres of ground are now being stripped,

on which the overburden has an average

thickness of 147 ft. The amount of dirt

to be removed is approximately 8,000,0UU

cu.yd., all of which will have to be trans-

ported a distance of 2^ to 3 ]/2 miles.

The overburden here consists largely of

sand and gravel and no blasting is re-

quired, except for breaking an occasional

granite boulder.

The Winston-Dear Company, of Min-

neapolis, has the contract for this work.

Two 90-ton Marion and two 70-ton Bucy-

rus shovels are working at their full ca-

pacity. Ten 12-yard air-dump cars make
up the train for handling the dirt. Ten

55-ton locomotives operate as many
trains.

Fayal Mine

The Fayal pit is 175 ft. deep with an

overburden from 50 to 127 ft. deep. The

pit is Y\ of a mile long, containing about

100 acres, with railroad grades ranging

from 1 to 2 J/> per cent, on the main

haulage line. The water in this mine is

disposed of by means of a drift run

under the pit at a depth of 75 ft., which

is connected with the steam-shovel work-

ings by two raises. This mine has pro-

duced approximately 19,000,000 tons of

ore, a large part of which has been taken

from the open pit.

Bill Relating to Oil and

Gas Lands

Washington Correspondence

The House of Representatives has

passed and sent to the Senate the admin-

istration bill, relating to locators of oil

and gas lands. The bill is now before

the Senate committee on mines, and it is

stated at the committee rooms that the

measure is expected to be reported short-

ly. The bill has a chance of passing al-

though its prospects are injured by the

congestion which now exists. There ap-

pears to be no serious opposition at pres-

ent.

The bill as at present before the Sen-

ate reads as follows: That in no case

shall patent be denied to or for any lands

heretofore located or claimed under any

mining laws of the United States contain-

ing petroleum, mineral oil, or gas, solely

because of any transfer or assignment

thereof or of any interest or interests

therein by the original locator or locators,

or any of them, to any qualified persons

or person, or to a corporation, prior to

discovery of oil or gas therein, but if such

claim be in all other respects valid and

regular, patent therefor not exceeding

160 acres in any one claim shall issue to

the holder or holders thereof, as in other

cases: Provided, however, that such

lands were not at the time of entry into

possession thereof covered by any with-

drawal.

Secretary of the Interior Ballinger has

recently written a letter strongly com-

mending the bill, in which he says in

part:

Because of the conditions peculiar to

oil and gas deposits, which commonly

lie at great depths in the earth and can

be developed only by extended effort

and at a high cost, it appears that indi-

viduals, in associations of two and up-

ward, have in the past in great numbers

of cases initiated placets upon such

lands by taking such steps in that behalf

as they were able, but minus the all-im-

portant elements of discovery and, when-

ever unable to proceed further for lack

of means, they have transferred either

to an individual, or to an association of,

perhaps, fewer persons, or to a corpora-

tion, by whom the discovery and develop-

ment have been accomplished. This pro-

cedure appears to have been the result of

what was reasonably considered to be

competent legal advice, but the depart-

ment's interpretation of the mining law,

ard, which it is constrained to regard as

sound, is that an individual transferee,

or a corporation as an entity in legal con-

templation, may perfect by discovery a

placer of no greater area than either

could originally locate, namely, 20 acres.

It is my conviction that for the relief of

those cases a remedial measure is both

needed and deserved, but I think it may
be confined to existing cases. It is ob-

served, too, that in its present form the

bill is much broader than the withdrawal

act of June 25, 1910, which, by the first

proviso of the second section, recognizes

only such occupancy and diligent explor-

ation as has preceded any order of with-

drawal theretofore and thereafter made,

while the pending bill would ignore any

such withdrawal preceding that act, al-

though ratified and reiterated by the

President thereunder.

Dissolution of the Mechernich

Company
At a special general meeting on Dec.

22, 1910, the Mechernicher Bergwerks-

Aktien-Verein, of Rhenish Prussia,

which went into liquidation some time

ago, has decided to dissolve and sell its

property. Its mines being exhausted, it

had to go into the ore-buying business,

which proved unprofitable on account of

the keen competition and the unstable

condition of the lead and silver markets.

This is the company which had the high-

est smokestack in Europe (441 ft. 7 in.)

before the one near Freiberg was erect-

ed, and also had the most elaborate

fume-condensing appliances.
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The Maikop Oilfield, South Russia
The history of the Maikop oilfield, of

Kuban province, south Russia, began in

- - when Peter Prokofieff went to

Shirvansky and leased some hand-dug

wells—there is a report that there is a

well dug by hand on the field to over

700 ft., but this is doubtful. He also

drilled weils to 240 ft. on plots 290 and

514. and set up a refinery at Shirvansky,

but when the excise duty was established

in 1888 it is reported that the excise offi-

cers caused it to be burned down as be-

ing too much trouble for them to watch

so small a refinery, which caused the

owner to go insane. M. Selitrennikoff,

a Batoum lawyer, visited the locality

about 1890 and took up leases, and his

son sold a small flowing well, cased with

small pipe to the Anglo-Maikop Corpora-

tion in 1909. This was later enlarged

and slightly deepened and was the sec-

ond of the great gushers. The son still

retains an interest. The now famous

first gusher was brought in on Sept. 12,

1909, by the Baku-Black Sea Company.

Vladimir Winda was appointed by the

Kuban government to examine the field

in its behalf. He wrote the monograph,

'Tndustie des Naphthes au District du

Kuban (Caucasus)." printed by

"Nadejda," Morskaya 65, St. Petersburg,

1906; also a pamphlet since the recent

oil strike. Messrs. Tchernifsky and

Bogdanowitch have each published a

geological memoir on the center and

western portion of the field in 1909 and

1910. De Hautpick has also published

some articles in the London Mining Jour-

nal in 1910, in which he is very emphatic

about the chalk as well as the Tertiaries

being petroliferous.

Area of Field 39 Square Mlles

The area described as being petrolifer-

ous by the recent government commis-

sion is about 59 square versts (39

sq.mi.l, but there is a much larger area

taken up, by all sorts and conditions of

people, as possible petroliferous land,

which by some is estimated to cover an

area of 660 square miles.

Prospecting licenses are granted on

areas of 90 acres (37 decatins) called a

zaifka, but after a certain period has

elapsed the licensee must choose 27

acres (10 decatins! called an atwad, on

which he intends to sink his well. This

must be done within two years. The

remainder reverts to the government, and

in the now proclaimed petroliferous area

is put up at auction; the bids having to

be made in sealed envelops which will

be opened on a specified day.

The Cossack government levies a royalty

of 1 kopeck per pood < 1.2c. per bbl.i on

the BfSl 2.000.000 poods (250,000 hhl.)

obtained, after which it fall* to ' kopeck

per pood (2.1c. per bbl.i. Pew of the

By P. C. A. Stewart *

A new oilfield being de-

veloped chiefly by British

capital. Drilling mainly
done by hand rigs. Oil is

supposed to be both in Cre-

taceous and Tertiary for-

mations.

^Consulting engineer. S. Pearson & Son,
2a Puente Alvaraoo, Mexico, 1). I'".

various companies are the original

leasers, so that there is usually one to

two kopecks (4.2 to 8.4c. per bbl.) per

pood to pay to intermediaries and in

some cases a cash bonus on having the

lease transferred. Russian subjects only

are allowed to hold leases, so that it is

necessary to have them held by some

business house of repute in St. Peters-

burg or Moscow.

Grouping of the Companies

There are in this field three important

groups of English capitalists, namely:

The Anglo-Maikop Oil Corporation, which

is the parent company of the following

four companies and possibly more; Black

Sea Oil Fields; Anglo-Maikop Oil Fields;

Maikop Midland; Maikop Valley. These

companies are financially controlled by

George Twedie; Sir Boverton Redwood is

consulting engineer and F. G. Rappaport,

local representative. The other large

group is the Maikop Trust. The follow-

ing are some of its companies: Baku-

Black Sea Company; Producers' Com-

pany; Maikop Areas (Mr. Henderson,

manager) ; Transportation Company

(Tuapse Pipe Lines managed by Mr.

Ally). These are financially controlled

by Linden Bates; Thompson and Hunter

are consulting engineers; Mr. Winter,

local representative.

The third group is the London Maikop

and Australian Maikop, controlled by

Bewick, Moring & Co. Other smaller

and apparently independent from these

groups are: Spies-Maikop (local organi-

zation of Spies, of Grosney); Interna-

tional Maikop, controlled by Garvey &
Bergheim; Premier, controlled by Jar-

dine, Matheson & Co.; British Maikop,

F. M. Penney, manager. Other interests

are the supposed secret combination of

the Nobels and Rothchilds; the Shirvan-

sky company; Amavir company, and Eu-

ropesche-Russki company. The Maximoff

company, at Grosney, tells me it has

some plots within 460 yd.' (600 archines)

of the gushers on which it intends drill-

ing. There is said to be 200,000,000

rubles ($100,000,000) of English stock

Company shares in this field, but how

much of this is issued, how much rep-

resents actual cash paid, and of the lat-

ter how much ever came to the field I

can not estimate.

Present Producing Wells

The original gusher was struck by the

Baku-Black Sea Company (one of the

Maikop Trust group) and came in on

Sept. 12, 1909, at 240 ft. and is variously

estimated to have produced 220,000 to

360,000 bbl. during the first six days

v/hen it was flowing wild, or 37,000 to

60,000 bbl. per day; it caught fire, was
capped, but broke out again on Sept. 29,

but was again confined. It is cased with

10-in. riveted casing. There was, of

course, difficulty in fitting a gate to this,

but it was done by putting over the cas-

ing a 12-in. gland; to the upper end of

this a gate valve was fixed.

The Anglo-Maikop Oil Corporation

brought in the second gusher on Feb. 27,

1910, at 214 ft. This well is probably

less than 100 yd. from the original gush-

er. It is cased with 3-in. and 6-in. pipe,

but flows a strong stream every 15 min.

outside the casing. It is only returned as

making 300 bbl. per day at present out-

side the casing, but as it is running to

waste and the company has to pay royal-

ty on this, its production is really consid-

erably underestimated. The specific grav-

ity of the oil is 0.864 (32 >4 deg. B.). On
the other side of the hill, probably not

300 yd. from the original gusher, the

Anglo-Maikop has another well said to be

about 210 ft. deep, which is reported to

have flowed over the tripod which is over

it. It was cased with 4-in. and 3-in. tub-

ing. Another gusher has been brought

in on lot 513, by one of the Anglo-Mai-

kop group. '

The Spies company brought in a flowing

well early in November, 1910; this well is

probably a mile or more north of the

gushers and produces a heavier oil, 0.924

sp.gr. (21 1/
_> deg. B.). These wells are sit-

uated about six miles southeast of Nef-

tionya. A comparatively light oil was

struck toward the end of November at

Hadejensky, which flowed about 5 ft.

high above the derrick floor, and heavy

oil was struck at in comparatively small

quantities at 308 ft., at Hadejensky.

Black Sea Oil Fields No. 5, Hadejensky,

is about 26 miles northwest of the gush-

er wells.

Partial analyses of these oils are as

follows: From the first big gusher, Sept.,

1909, the oil had a specific gravity of

0.864. It contained light benzine, 15.97

per cent., sp.gr. 0.7100; total benzine up

to 150 deg. F., 25.11 per cent., sp.gr.

0.7317; illuminating oil, 150 deg. F. to

180 deg. F., 23.84 per cent., sp.gr.

0.8308; residue (rnazut), 45,000; paraf-

fin, 0.25 per cent. From the second big
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gusher, 1910, the oil had a sp.gr. of 0.866,

and contained 12.9 per cent, of petroleum

spirit, of sp.gr. 0.750; 37.8 per cent, of il-

luminating oil of sp.gr. 0.821, and 48.5

per cent, of residue.

Drilling Methods

So far the producing wells have all

been shallow, and have been hand drilled

with a species of spring pole, as great

difficulties and delays were encountered

in bringing in machinery. There are,

however, some power rigs now drilling,

one of which is down to 1750 ft. (No. 1

of Black Sea Oil Fields, plot 513, of

Anglo-Maikop group) and one 530 ft. of

the same group, plot 354, being drilled

with a Ruston-Proctor crude-oil engine.

The Anglo-Maikop group is adopting

the Galician system. The Australian-

to 100 sargins, after that increasing 10

rubles ($5) per sargin at every 10 sar-

gins.

Another form of contract provides

that the company supply nothing what-
soever, the price in this case being

200 rubles ($100) per sargin ($14.30 per

ft.); this great increase in price is, of

course, owing to the contractor having to

supply the pipe, the increase being as

before 10 rubles ($5) per sargin at every

10 sargins.

The Maikop Areas, one of the Trust

companies, is probably going to have its

wells drilled by an Austro-American con-

tractor with a Star rig. There are also

some Russian free-fall rigs in the field.

British-Maikop is going to drill its first

well by hand, as the estimated depth of

oil strata will only be about 40 sargins

years ago and found some oil at 525 ft.

I believe it was drilled somewhat deeper

but is doing nothing just now; No. 5

was begun in June, 1910, with 14-in.

casing, only two or three joints of which
were put in to shut off the river wa-
ter; a considerable quantity of heavy
oil was struck at 308 ft.; it was
cased off and the 12-in. string was car-

ried to 980 ft. The well is now about

1400 ft. deep; no further oil in quantity

seems to have been struck. The drilling

has been good, 34 ft. per 24 hr. being

made when working regularly; no hard

rock was encountered; there have been

some shutdowns for want of fuel oil and

pipe; the rig is Galician. No. 9 is just

starting with a Baku rig, and is begin-

ning with 16-in. riveted casing, and a 34-

h.p. Ruston-Proctor engine and boiler.

The Engineering $Min\n_; :

Map of Maikop Oilfield

Maikop group was using American cable

drillers, but has now turned its Amer-
ican rigs over to a cable-drilling con-

tractor from Grosney, paying the follow-

ing prices: Supplying steam, rig, der-

rick and casing to contractor but the

latter supplying his own tools and cable,

price is 70 rubles per sargin (7 ft.) or $5

per ft. to 100 sargins (700 ft.), with a

guarantee from the contractor that he

will carry the well to at least that depth;

after this the price is to increase 10 ru-

bles per sargin for the next 10 sargins,

and at each further 10 sargins there is

to be an increase of 10 rubles ($5) per

sargin.

Another contract is that the company
supply also tools and rope when the

price is to be 50 rubles ($25) per sargin

(280 ft.), but it has a Columbia machine

ordered. No great difficulties with the

ground seem to have been encountered

in the 1700-ft. well.

Two Water Strata below Surface

Water

No. 8 well of the Black Sea Oil Fields

has struck two seams of water; the first

was charged with carbonic acid and is

already recognized in several of the

shallow wells round the gusher area; the

second at about 460 ft. is also full of gas.

partly H,S, and shows a film of oil (this

well is only a few hundred yards from

the gusher).

At Hadejensky, the Black Sea Oil

Fields have three derricks up. Nos. 4. 5

and 9. No. 4 was drilled about three

The Cossack government now requires

both earthen storage and steel tankage.

Earthen storage costs about S2500 per

60,000 bbl., smaller sizes being compara-
tively more expensive. Six thousand bar-

rels seems to be about the usual size for

the tankage. It is almost impossible to

get delivery under four months, and so

several wells have been prevented from

drilling by the government engineer on

this account. The earthen reservoirs have

on two occasions been filled by rain wat-

er. The oil flooded over, polluted the

streams for 20 to 30 miles, and the Cos-

sack cattle were prevented from drinking.

Transportation

The port is Tuapse, on the Black sea.

where there is 18 ft. of water, but it is
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impossible to enter in stormy weather.

There is also a large submerged rock in

the harbor which is being removed; a

large harbor is about to be built. The

port is about 6(3 miles from the center of

the excitement and connected with it by

a good military road, but as it has to rise

from sea level to 1500 ft. and down on

the other side to 000 ft. there are neces-

sarily some long grades. A railroad is

also being pushed ahead from Armavir

(on the Vladikafkass railroad) to Tuapse.

It will pass through Hadejenskya (west-

ern end of the field). Hauling from

Tuapse to the present center of the field

is contracted for at $15.20 per ton. A
toad is also in course of construction

from Hadejensky (where the railroad

will strike this field) to the present

gusher region.

Pipe Lines and Refineries

An 8-inch line is laid from the field

about 75 miles to Enim station on the

Novorussisk-Ekaterinadar railroad. The

pumps and tanks are not yet installed. It

is estimated that this line should be able

to handle 6.000.000 bbl. per year. Two
pipe lines have been surveyed by the

Maikop Trust group from the field to

Tuapse. There is also some talk of a

third line to Tuapse, but it is doubted by

many whether the field will require more

than one line.

A small refinery is about completed

at Shirvansky to treat 250 to 350 bbl. per

day for local consumption. The oil will

be delivered by motor tank wagons. I

believe another refinery is in contempla-

tion at Tuapse. There is also a large re-

finery at Novorussisk.

Oil in Baku is fetching 61c. per bbl.

Transportation by tank wagon to Batoum
is about 68c. per bbl. The pipe line

from Baku to Batoum is only used for

refined. Therefore 61c. in Baku plus

68c. for transportation equals Si.29 per

bbl. at a Black Sea port (Batoum),

which is the price it would have to com-

pete against; it is just possible Grosney

oil might be delivered at Novorussisk 10c.

per bbl. cheaper.

I have seen the following statement,

which was supposed to be authoritative,

but I would in no way vouch for its ac-

curacy, which supposes that the gasolene

and the residue for fuel will be the im-

portant factors, while only about 10 per

cent, would be taken out as illuminating

oi! ^about 30 per cent., however, could be

used for that if desired), this to be writ-

ten off against minor expenses. The pro-

ducts would be gasolene, 10 per cent.;

illuminating. 10 per cent.; fuel oil, 80

per cent. The cost of producing and put-

ting oil into tanks would be 25c; cost of

conveying to Black sea, 17.2; cost of dis-

tilling, 0.5; royalty. HA; total. 57.1c.

The value of the oil is estimated as 1 '10

of a bbl. of gasolene at ss.78 per bbl.. or

57c, and 8/10 of a bbl. of fuel oil at

81c per bbl., or 65c; the value of 1 bbl.

of this oil is therefore $1.22, which less

cost of production, $0.57, gives the profit

per bbl. as $0.65. The Baku price figured

on is not abnormally high; it often goes

up to 75c per bbl. and occasionally to

92c per barrel.

There were estimated to be about 50

derricks erected on the field in Sept.,

1910; probably now there are from 70 to

80, but I doubt if one-fourth of them are

yet drilling. Of these about 20 are at

Hadejensky and of these only six are

drilling. More would be at work if it

were not for want of transportation for

machinery, and the roads about the field

will soon be impassable for transport be-

cause of the wet season. In fact most

of the wells are being drilled by hand.

Geology

It has usually been said that the oil-

bearing beds in this part of Kuban prov-

ince are Oligocene (Lower Tertiaries).

There seems now reason to think that

some oil exists in the Cretaceous (chalk)

and -de Hautpick marks some seepages

in even the Lower Cretaceous. The struc-

ture would seem to be purely mono-
clinal 4n the Tertiaries, the outcrop hav-

ing a west-northwest to east-southeast

strike; the dip in western part of the

field is as great as 45 deg., but in eastern

only 7 to 12 deg. north, 20 to 30 deg.

east. There is much unconformity be-

tween the Tertiaries and the underlying

chalk. The Tertiaries were apparently

laid down in bays along a chalk shore

line. The geologist of one of the Eng-

lish groups has discovered many inliers

of chalk in the Tertiaries, demonstrating

that there were archipelagoes or peninsu-

las of chalk in this Tertiary sea; he has

also shown the nearness of the shore line

by finding several beds practically com-

posed of pure chalk pebbles and some

in the outcropping "oil-saturated sand

series." The general strike of the Upper

Cretaceous outcrop would seem to be

same as that of the Tertiaries.

There is a recognized foraminiferal bed

or zone at the base of the outcropping

oil sands; this was thought to mark the

bottom of the oil-bearing series, but there

is now some doubt about this. That the

bed from which these gushers originate

does not outcrop immediately to the

south southwest (the gushers are only

214 to 240 ft. deep) is pretty certain,

there being no oil-soaked sand or see-

pages in that direction. The question

then arises, is this bed a lenticle, which

does not come to surface up the dip?

It has rather been suggested that this

sand was deposited along a cliff line of

chalk, or again it is suggested that there

has been faulting along the line near

where the outcrop would have occurred,

thus bringing the chalk up against this

sand. Certainly the chalk not so very

far from the gusher wells has been

strongly impregnated with oil in the past.

How far down the dip and along the

strike this gusher lenticle extends re-

mains to be proved; also, if this lenticle

dies out in strike, may not other similar

ones be found? The striking of a flowing

well of a heavier oil by the Spies com-
pany in beds which probably outcrop

looks as though these outcropping sands

may also be commercially productive

down the dip. And lastly may it not be
hoped that the chalk will also be pro-

ductive? I am largely indebted to T.

G. Madgwick for helping me to see the

field so thoroughly.

Vanadium in Sierra County,

New Mexico

By Brigham Leatherbee*

The first discovery of vanadium in

Sierra county, N. M., was made by Dr.

F. M. Endlich in 1884, at which time he

was the manager of the Lake Valley

mines. The metal occurred in a crystal

formation in combination with lead and

arsenic, and has since been named end-

lichite and so classed by Dana and other

subsequent authorities.

About 1896 or 1897, William F. Hall,

of Hillsboro, discovered the same crys-

tals in the mines about three miles north-

east of that town which are now con-

trolled by the Vanadium Queen Mining

Company.
In less than a year about 1250

lb. were shipped to the Foote Min-

eral Company, of Philadelphia, and dis-

tributed, as rare mineral specimens, to

various public and private collectors

throughout Europe and America. Hav-

ing no known commercial value at that

time, both vanadium and molybdenum
crystals from these properties were

thrown aside, save for such specimens as

were noticeable for their beauty, these

being sent East as above mentioned.

During the winter of 1909-10, vana-

dium in commercial quantities was dis-

covered on the old properties of the

Southwestern Lead and Coal Company
on the east slope of the Caballos moun-

tains. A new company was formed un-

der the title of the Vanadium Mines Com-
pany, which took over these mines and is

now actively engaged in operating them.

Consul Charles H. Small advises that

the new Colombian law in regard to plat-

inum mining provideathatsuchminesshall

be adjudicated by the nation and that they

may be denounced by anyone on the

same terms and conditions as gold and

silver mines. All adjudications in favor

of foreigners in the districts of Choco

and Darien shall be suspended until com

plction of the work of revising the law.

Platinum placers do not require adjudi-

cation.

•HillBboro, N. M.

!
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Coal Mining Denartm^nf^ M »

The Use of Explosives in

Coal Mines
No problem connected with coal min-

ing is of greater importance than the

proper use and handling of explosives

underground. There is a great variety

of mining laws in the various countries

and States governing the use of explo-

sives, and some of the statutes are whol-

ly inadequate. The recent act or amend-

ment to the mining laws of British

Columbia handles the explosives prob-

lem in a most effective way. An abstract

of the British Columbia rules follow:

No explosive shall be used in any

mine except in accordance with the fol-

lowing regulations:

(1) (a) A competent person who shall

be appointed for the purpose shall, im-

mediately before the charging of any

shothole, examine such hole, shall see

the coal is well prepared, the shot prop-

erly placed, and that the borehole is

well cleaned; he shall examine the char-

acter of explosive and shall regulate

the quantity of such explosive to be used

in such hole, and such hole shall be

loaded in accordance with his instruc-

tions. He shall examine all places con-

tiguous thereto within a radius of 75 ft.,

and shall not allow the shot to be fired

unless hs finds it safe to do so, and a

shot shall not be fired except by or un-

der the immediate direction of such com-

petent person appointed for the purpose.

In places where safety lamps are re-

quired to be used, no shot shall be fired

except by means of some form of igniter

approved by the chief inspector. After a

shot is fired the shotlighter shall examine
the place, and the men shall not begin

work again in such place until it has

been so examined and by him pro-

nounced safe. In any coal face, room or

stall, a second hole shall not be loaded

until such place shall have been exam-
ined by the shotlighter after firing the

first shot and by him pronounced safe.

In case of a shot missing fire it shall

be the duty of the shotlighter to fence

off such place and all approaches thereto

outside of the danger zone, marking on

such fence or fences "Missed-fire shot,

keep out," with the date and hour at

which such shot missed fire, and such

place shall not be entered by any per-

son until it shall have been reexamined
by a competent official after the lapse of

time hereinafter specified, and by him
pronounced safe and the danger signals

removed. In the case of an electric ig-

niter having been used, the time which
must elapse between the missing fire of

the shot and the time when the place

may be reentered shall be 15 min., and
in the case of a shot missing fire when

The Important News
Of Coal MiningT
New Appliance-r,
NewMethods.New
Fields, Colliery-
Engineering

any other means than an electric igniter

is used shall be four hours.

(b) Detonators shall be kept under the

control of the manager, or some person
specially appointed in writing by such
manager for the purpose, and may be is-

sued to shot lighters only, and no other

person shall take any detonator into a

mine. Shotlighters shall keep all deton-

ators so issued to them in a locked case

or box of a pattern to be approved by the

chief inspector until about to be used,

and no other explosives shall be carried

in the same case or box with the deton-

ators: Provided, however, the inspector

may grant permission in writing that

such locked cases on boxes containing

detonators may be issued to miners, but

a shotlighter shall be the only person in

the mine who shall be permitted to carry

or use the key for such cases or boxes;

(c) It shall be unlawful for any per-

son to expose any open case or canister

containing explosives or any case or box
containing detonators within 50 ft. of a

naked light on the intake side of the air

current, or within 4 ft. in any other direction

or to prepare any charge with a naked
light on his head.

(2) If the place where the shot is to

be fired is dry or dusty, then the shot

shall not be fired unless one of the fol-

lowing conditions is observed, that is to

say:

(a) Unless the place of firing and all

contiguous and accessible places within

a radius of 60 ft. are at the time of fir-

ing in a wet state from a thorough wa-

tering, or other treatment equivalent to

watering, in all parts where dust is

lodged, whether roof, floor or sides; or

(b) In the case of places in which

watering would injure the roof or floor,

unless the explosive is so used with wa-

ter or other contrivance as to prevent it

from inflaming gas or dust, or is of sucn

a nature that it cannot inflame gas or

dust;

(c) All haulage or other roads that are

dry or dusty shall, for a distance of 120

ft. from the place of firing, be watered

sufficiently to allay dust.

(3) If inflammable gas issues so free-
ly that it shows a blue cap on the flame
of the safety lamp, explosives shall only
be used

:

(a) Either in those cases of rock
drifts, rock work, and sinking of shafts,

in which the ventilation is so managed
that the return air from the place where
the explosive is used passes into the
main return air course without passing
any place in actual course of working; or

(b) When the persons ordinarily em-
ployed in the mine are out of the mine
or out of the part of the mine where it

is used.

Anthracite Shipments for

90 Years

The accompanying table, compiled from
the records of the Bureau of Anthracite

Statistics, in Philadelphia, gives the com-
mercial shipments of anthracite from the

mines since they first began, in 1820.

Up to 1905 they are given at five-year

intervals; from that date for each year.

The figures are in long tons.

ANTHRACITE SHIPMENTS, 90 YEARS.
1820
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The mines at Hankow were busy during

U>09. The output at the collieries was

520.000 tons, and at the iron mines

307,500 tons of ore. The ore was all

consumed by the iron works at Hankow,

whose output included 74.000 tons of pig

iron, of which 23.700 tons went to Japan.

16,800 tons to Chinese ports and 3800

tons to America. The prosperity is ex-

pected to continue, as large orders have

been received for railway bridges, etc..

and there is enough work in hand to keep

Operations and Equipment in

Marianna Tipple

Following the publication of the series

of articles describing the Marianna

mine, numerous inquiries concerning the

handling of the coal in the tipple were

received. Brief details of the method of

dumping and separating the coal, as well

as the class of machinery employed, are

illustrated by the accompanying photo-

graphs.

the weight of the cars used, and after

dumping are returned to their original

position by a steam pull-back.

The Picking Tables

After the lump coal has passed over

the bar screen and been weighed in the

weigh pans, this large coal is dumped in-

to steel hoppers, the bottom plates of

which form reciprocating feeders, per-

mitting the coal to be delivered uniformly

onto the picking bands. Fig. 1 shows one

Fig. 1. Another View of the Picking Tables and

Hopper. The View Shows the Receiving

End of the Flight Conveyer

Fig. 2. Interior View of Washer Building,

Showing Belt Drive to Jigs

Fig. 3. Showing Scraper Conveyer Running from

Screening Pi am to Jigs

Fig. 4. Hexagonal Revolving Screens, 6 Ft. in

Diameter and 20 Ft. Long

the various companies busy for many

months. At the Hankow plants, the entire

staff, both technical and commercial, re-

mains entirely Chinese. The anthracite

mines of the Peking Syndicate, near

en, produced 244,380 tons in I >.

Ill indication of the excellent qual-

hituminous coal mined in Pennsyl-

vania, it is interesting to know thai the

total quant
I vaihed

3 per cent, of the total production.

After the coal has be-en hoisted and

the cars pushed off the cage by a steam-

operated pusher, they run by gravity to

four crossover dumps, shown in Fig. 5.

This photograph was taken while the

dumps were in action, delivering coal to

the tipple screens. Three cars can be

handled on each dump per minute, and

as the capacity of each car is about 6000

lb. of coal, it is evident that the four

chimps enable a large tipple capacity.

The dumps are extra heavy on account of

of these hoppers feeding coal onto the

six-foot picking table, or beaded flight

conveyer. Fig. 1 shows the receiving

end of the conveyer, while Fig. 6 is a

view of the delivering end of the picking

table or conveyer. The hoppers shown

in Fig. 6 and located directly over the

picking table, are designed to deliver nut

and slack coal, to be combined in any

desired proportion with picked lump

upon delivery to the railroad cars. Three

men, facing the feed end, walk on each
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conveyer or picking table and throw out

the bone coal and slate picked from the

conveyer. This method of having the

pickers walk along on top of the coal

Fig. 3 shows the style of double-strand,
reinforced, inclined scraper conveyer
used to carry the fine coal from
the rescreening plant to the jigs. The

Fig. 5. Showing Phillips Cross-over Dumps in Action at Marianna

Fig. 6. Interior of Marianna Tipple, Showing Bins for Slack Coal and the
Flight Conveyers

The Hexagonal Revolving Screens

Fig. 4 is a view of the hexagonal re-
volving screens. These screens are 6 ft.

in diameter, 20 ft. long, and are mounted
on 5 15, 16 in. shafts. The screens are
built with reversible panels of heavy
steel-wire cloth to handle a nominal ca-

pacity of 250 tons per hour of nut and
slack coal. The coal delivered to the re-

volving screens is brought from the tip-

ple screens in continuous bucket eleva-
tors to the top of the tipple building,

where the hexagon screens are located.

These revolving screens separate the coal

into nut (between y4 in. and % in.) and
slack (below YA in.).

Fig. 2 shows an interior view of the
washery. The jigs are placed below the

dumping and above the picking floor of
the tipple. The jigs are driven by
eccentrics on line shafts revolved by an
electric motor. The washery is of the

Luhrig type and has a capacity of 150
tons per hour. Practically all of the ma-
chinery shown in the illustrations ac-

companying this brief description was
manufactured by the Jeffrey Manufac-
turing Company, Columbus, Ohio.

seems to give better results than the

nethod of having the men remain sta-

:ionary at the side of the table.

chains of this conveyer, as in the whole

plant, are of the reversible pin and re-

versible bushing steel-roller type.

An Electric Automatic Trans-

portation Line

The Automatic Transportation Com-
pany, Buffalo N. Y., claims to have per-
fected a system which makes it possible

for a mining property situated where the

character of the country is such that the

construction of steam roads is prohibi-

tive in cost, to secure a safe, speedy and
economical means of transportation for

coal or other minerals.

The transportation line is operated
electrically and consists of a series of

iron posts resting on concrete founda-
tions, capped with malleable-iron Y's

which support insulated heavy steel

rails. The electric carriers or motor cars

draw several trailers, and by a new
adapation of electricity take the current

directly into the motors from the rails

upon which they travel, doing away with

the third rail or overhead trolley. The
standard gage of the line is 30 in. The
point of contact where the current is

taken, is in a V-shaped groove from the

underside of the rail, thus making it pos-

sible to operate the line under all

weather conditions, as snow and sleet on

the rail will not interfere with the elec-

trical contact. Such a line has been con-

structed for the Nowak Coal Company.
Blossburg, Penn. A large portion of this

line is constructed on an 8 per cent,

grade. The system does away with the

tremendous cost of grading, the hight of

the upright poles varying with the con-

tour of the surface of the earth. The

line at Blossburg has a capacity of 1000

tons per day.
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Criticism of Illinois Coal Mining
Attention has frequently been direct-

ed to the producing capacity of coal

mines of Illinois. In the record of mine

operations presented in this year's re-

port this feature is particularly empha-

sized. The shipping mines were oper-

ated but 179 days during the year. This

greatly reduced working time is account-

ed for in part, because of the failure of

the miners and operators to agree upon

a wage scale in consequence of which

mining was suspended from April 1 to

Sept. 9. 1910. As considerable time was

necessary to get the mines in shape after

the settlement, practically six months

were lost, three of which are included

in this report. Substantially all of the

mines closed during April. May and June,

excepting a few in fifth- and ninth-scale

districts, whose owners late in May set-

tled on the terms proposed by the miners.

Notwithstanding the suspension covered

one-fourth of the present fiscal year, the

total coal output was 48,717,853 tons, or

445,857 tons less than for the year pre-

ceding, indicating how far in advance the

present producing equipment is over nor-

mal market requirements.

One-half of the present number of

mines operating on a basis of full time

could easily supply all the coal for which

there is an existing market. The

economic effect of two men contesting for

one man's job is painfully apparent in

the coal-mining industry of this State,

and there is everywhere evidence of the

ruinous results which necessarily follow

such a condition. Unfortunately, the

chief beneficiaries of the situation are tne

railroads and other great consumers who

are thus enabled to name the price they

pay for fuel. Everyone, except the fa-

vored interests, have regrets to express,

but no one any lawful remedy to offer.

It is safe to say that there is no other

legitimate business interest in the State

that has to such an extent been overdone,

or where the margin between the actual

cost on the entire production and the

selling value, is so close. The prices

charged local users, often considered ex-

cessive, are required in many instances,

it is alleged, to offset the losses sustained

in large contracts. So fierce has become

this competitive war. that even the profits

on local supplies are anticipated and dis-

counted in order to keep in the business

at all.

Business Cannot Hi Increased by Re-

nun no Wages

After much unnecessary travail the

trade has recovered from the delusion

that commercial business can be in-

creased by reducing wages. That plan

has been tried with lamentable results.

As nearly evervthinc except the element

' h>J been lot! Of I'iven away.

By David Ross *

The indiscriminate use of

poicder in Illinois mines

causes a loss of approxi-

mately $3,000,000 annu-

ally. The certification of

coal miners, as now con-

ducted, is severely criticized.

•Secretary <>f State Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics, Springfield, 111.

t Abstract of coal report for l'.HO.

neither the wage payer or wage receiver

has anything to gain through any attempt

to reduce labor values and where such

attempts have been frustrated through

combined action on the part of the mine

workers, the effect it would seem has

proved a distinct benefit to the entire in-

dustry.

If wage reductions are to be used as

an exesse for cutting prices and addition-

al business can be secured only by offer-

ing such inducements, certainly the em-

ployer is not the gainer. As wages and

o*her elements of real cost determine,

within certain recognized competitive

limits, the selling price of all commod-

ities and, if profits are to be disregarded,

and the business in a way conducted for

the charitable purpose of furnishing men

employment, why not make their work

worth while? Why not include enough

to provide not only liberal wages while

employed, but a reasonable amount to

cover inevitable accidents, unemploy-

ment, sickness or old age? Better that

the men who risk their lives and health

in the pursuit of an industry be well

compensated than that the product of

their labors be forced upon a glutted

market and sacrificed at a value much
below what it ought to bring.

It is unnecessary at this time to go into

a discussion of the operating causes

contributing to bring about the conditions

complained of. Whether the great excess

of capital and labor in the business was

encouraged by the anthracite strike in

1902, which, while it continued, curtailed

the general coal output, widened bitum-

inous markets and notably increased

prices; whether the acquisition and de-

velopment by railroad interests of im-

mense coal areas on the pretext that it

was necessary to insure an uninterrupted

supply, or, whether it should be charged

to the stupidity of the American Congress

in refusing to amend the Sherman Anti-

Trust Act to authorize combinations in

restraint of trade and to fix and control

prices, is not now of any special import-

ance because there should be more con-

cern over nlnns for partial recovery than

bout conditions causing invalidity.

The Miners' Examining Boards Lack
Discrimination

When the act requiring the examina-

tion and certification of coal miners in

this State became effective it was feared

in addition to the controlling influenct

it would give the mine workers' union,

that there might result an actual scarci-

ty of men. Whatever objections may be

urged against that regulation, it cannot

be said to have had the effect of curtail-

ing the number of mine workers, for

under it there has been no difficulty in

securing a passport to the mines. The
records of the various miners' examin-

ing boards seem to show that every one

who had the required fee also possessed

the necessary qualifications. It is a mat-

ter of _*~gret that its operation has not

been more discriminative in its obvious

purpose to elevate the standard of the

service.

A business loses its distinctive char-

acter when it becomes so simple that

anyone can adopt it. It requires no par-

ticular ability to drill a hole, especially

with a machine, fill it with powder and

delegate the danger of its discharge to

some other workmen. In respect to one-

half of the total coal output of the State,

this is the condition to which the mining

industry has descended, and in conse-

quence the coal mines of the country

have become the collecting centers for

much of the indifferent, incompetent and

unclassified labor of the world. The com-

mendable moiive back of the present-day

conservation movement is the avoidance

of unnecessary waste and expense and

the admittedly wasteful methods that

mark much of modern mining, require

that some steps be taken to prevent the

continued drain upon the lives and ener-

gies of the people and the physical re-

sources of the State. There is no sound

basis for the fear expressed by some

ultra-conservationists that there is any

probability of an early exhaustion of

fuel.

That old miser, the sun, ages ago

stored away in the strata of Illinois alone

enough coal to supply all the industrial

wants of the United States for several

hundred years to come. It is not the

quantity available, but the plan of ex-

tracting what is needed for present .uses

that interest this generation.

In the thicker seams of coal where the

room-and-pillar system prevails, much of

it is left in the earth and a considerable

per cent, of what is taken out, where it

is the custom to blast from the solid, is

of no commercial value. It is against

this form of mining that most, criticism

is directed, and it will be of interest to

note the cost and the extent of territory

it. this State to which it applies.
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The Criminal Use of Powder

Out of 390, the total number of ship-

ping mines operated this year, 225 blast

coal from the solid. These exclusively

solid-blasting mines employed 22,731

men and produced 25,500,000 tons, or a

little over one-half of the aggregate

tonnage for the State. In the production

of this coal there was exploded 1,000,000

kegs of qowder, 25,000,000, lb. or 12,500

tons. Each employee used about 1,100 1b.

producing but a fraction over one ton for

each pound of powder consumed. As to

the marketable quality of the product,

statements vary, some asserting that fully

50 per cent, is unfit for consumption.

The 1,000,000 kegs of powder, according

to the contract rate, cost the miners

$1,750,000, add to this the cost of 688

shot-firers at $4.00 per day, 179 days, or

$500,000, brings the total to $2,250,000

per annum. These items do not include

all the expense which the using of powder

involves. The record this year shows

that 17 men lost their lives directly on

account of powder explosions and as the

statute puts a value of $10,000 on each

life, would add another $170,000 to the

cost. This is not all, as many lives are

lost because of falling rock and coal

Icosened on account of blasting, the net

sxpense would foot up nearly $3,000,000.

Is this not too high a price to pay for

destroying coal and killing men?
What have the miners and operators

done toward changing these conditions?

Beyond a few unimportant experiments

with so-called safety explosives, nothing

has been attempted. The question of ab-

solutely prohibiting the use of all explo-

sives in coal mines has never been pub-

licly considered in this State. When the

mine inspectors two years ago, recom-

mended a law prohibiting solid blasting

in entries or other narrow work, the only

response came from certain mine workers

criticizing the effort as an attempt to in-

crease their work without increasing their

compensation. In the cause of this sug-

gested reform it was not expected that

powder manufacturers would enlist or

that operators who realize considerable

profit from powder sales, would become

enthusiastic. The practice of solid shoot-

ng in narrow work is now practically con-

fined to Sangamon county. Other dis-

tricts, if they ever permitted it, aban-

doned it years ago. In the table relating

o solid-shooting mines the extra cost to

he Sangamon county miners is shown. It

•equired 213,970 kegs of powder to pro-

luce 4,353,890 tons, while in Williamson

:ounty under similar conditions, but

vhere the coal in all narow work is cut,

>alf a million tons more of coal was pro-

luced with 7,517 less kegs of powder, the

>urchase price of this additional powder
t'ith extra work in drilling and a

iminished per capita product, came out

f the wages of Sangamon county

liners.

Probably Not Possible to Abolish Ex-
plosives Entirely

Whether it is possible with the opera-

tion of thick coal seams and the material

now available in the mines to dispense

entirely with the use of explosives or sub-

stitutes therefor, may be questioned, but

much of the unjustifiable waste of pres-

ent methods could be immediately

avoided by requiring that all coal be

undercut before shooting. Where ma-
chines were not employed this would mean
a return to the lost art of pick mining and

incidentally an increase in the cost there-

of, as it would require more time and a

higher grade of skilled labor to produce

coal. This would not necessarily mean
a net increase in the cost of production,

so much as a readjustment of present

labor relations. The employment of prac-

tical miners would notably reduce the

present cost of powder and other sup-

plies; it would also reduce if not entirely

dispense with the services of shot-firers

and the expense of many accidents, a

great part of the wealth that is now di-

verted into these channels would find its

way into the pay envelop of the prac-

tical, competent pick man. Out of the

surplus men in the mines of Illinois

surely there are a sufficient number to

perform the work of mining coal in the

now solid-shooting mines, or who, under

the inducement of added compensation,

would be willing to learn, considering that

present demands do not require their em-

ployment for much more than one-half

of the year.

A Check upon Excess Production

No more effectual check could be

placed upon excess capacity and produc-

tion than through the adoption of a sys-

tem that would require the employment

of practical, experienced men to mine

coal. While the volume at rush seasons

might not be so great, the quality would

be better and the operations conducted in

a more intelligent and workmanlike man-

ner. The men employed at the working

places of the solid-shooting mines are

not miners, in the sense that term should

be understood, the character of their work

does not confer upon them that distinc-

tion; they are at best but drillers,

blasters and loaders, employments which,

while calling for some physical strength,

demand no special tact or ability and as

a sequence American coal mines are now
overcrowded with legions of mere manual

laborers. It is fitting that with the gen-

eral impairment of the craft, its legiti-

mate implements should disappear. In-

vestigators report that in the class of

mines referred to the sight of the pick as

a source of surprise. Once in a great

while the remnants of one is discovered,

but its use is chiefly confined to the un-

lawful practice of opening powder kegs.

Men who have come up from the rank

of apprentices at a time and under con-

ditions that required some knowledge of

the art of real mining, justly regret the

methods through which the industry is

rapidly becoming impaired.

If our coal resources are to be intel-

ligently conserved, a more merchantable
article produced, accidents avoided, the

business put upon a higher plane, wages
and profits increased, these, and other

considerations, can be realized only by
the abandonment of present plans with

all the frightful waste and unnecessary

expense they entail and the substitution

therefor of a system that would encour-

age the employment of practical pick men
and suitably reward skilful work.

iAHCOLLIERY NOTES 4
It is dangerous, and should be illegal,

to use in one shot any two classes,

grades or qualities of explosives.

In every mine where, by reason of its

depth or the extent of its workings,

egress to the surface cannot be conven-

iently obtained, there should be provided

suitable places for sanitary uses, which

should be deodorized and constantly

maintained in a sanitary condition.

There should never be any hesitation or

delay on the part of a mine superinten-

dent in withdrawing all of his men from

a mine after the first indication of trouble

underground. Don't investigate first;

clear the workings immediately, and then

start an investigation of the trouble.

Men familiar with the anthracite in-

dustry have come to the conclusion that

the limit of annual production has about

been reached, and that this kind of coal

is becoming more and more a luxury,

according to an advance chapter, on the

production of anthracite coal from "Min-
eral resources of the United States, cal-

endar year 1909," prepared by E. W.
Parker, of the United States Geological

Survey. "It must be apparent to all," the

author states, "* * * that its use will be

continued at prices that will not reduce

the cost of living."

The mining laws of each State should

require that an accurate map of every

abandoned mine shall be kept on file in

the office of the chief State mine inspec-

tor. The plan should indicate the

boundaries of the workings of such mines

up to the time of their abandonment. It

is not necessary, and is probably inad-

visable, for such a map to be open to in-

spection without the consent of the owner

of the mine. On the other hand, it should

be provided that the chief mine inspector,

or other authorized official of the depart-

ment of mines, may, for the purpose of

guarding the safety of mine operations in

adjacent properties, take from such de-

posited map such measurements or infor-

mation as may be Accessary.
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Uinin<5andMetalliir<5ir,al Patent^
\ r the specifications of any of these

patents issued by the United States Patent

will bo mailed by The Engineering
Journal upon the receipt oi -

British patents are supplied al i

In orderii s itions. correspond-

ents are requested to give the number, name
of inventor and date oi issue.

CO vi. VM) COKE

COKE—Apparatus for Determining Water

l„ coke. etc. James A. I'-Crisneld Philade-
nhia Penn., assignor i<> the l mted Gas im-

provement Company, Philadelphia, lenn.

,l s. No. 982,765; Januarj -\. LOU.)

COKE Apparatus for Quenching, Screen-

.1 Loading coke. Alberl Goodnll,

Spennvmoor. England. (U. S. No. 982,590,

Jan. 24, 1911.)

COKE—Improvements in Coke-Oven Doors.

.1 f. Peters, Ligonler, Penn. (Brit. No. ITS

c.f 1910.)

COKE—Leveling Ram for Coke Ovens.

Wilputte, Joliet. 111. tl • S. No. 981,-

T 2 Ian. 17. 1911.)

COKE Spraying Mechanism for Coke

a Thomas J. Mitchell, Uniontown, and

James A. McCreary. Connellsville, lenn.

(U. s. No. 982,625; Jan. 24, 1!>U.)

COKE-OVEN CASKS—Improvements in or

Relating to the Treatment of Cases from Coke

Ovens or Gas Retorts. A. p. Jones, Whitley

Bay, Eng. (Brit. No. 26,428 of 1909.)

i i (NVEYERS— Improvements in Conveyers
- reens for Coal and other Minerals or

Materials. William Henry Barker, Jr., Stoke-

on-Trent Eng. (Brit. No. 30,123 of 1909.)

EXPLOSIONS— Improved Process for Pre-

venting Explosions of Coal Dusi in Coal

Mines Hermann Kruskopf, Dortmund, Ger-

many. (Brit. No. 4592 of 1910.)

MINING MACHINE. Spencer Jay Teller.

rnadilla N. v.. assignor to Jeffrey Manufac-
turing Company. (U. S. No. 979,597; Dec.

27, 1910.)

WASHER—Coal Washer. Newton A. Smith.

MariOD 111., assignor of one-half to Samuel

il Goodall, Marion. 111. (U. S. No. 979,584;

Dec. 27. 1910.)

COPPER
EXTRACTION—A Process of Extracting

Copper from Ore and Slags and Apparatus
Therefor. Anthony Gadomsky, Tiilis. Russia.

(Brit. No. 3965 of 1910.)

SMELTING PROCESS and Apparatus
Therefor. Richard Fleming, New Rochelle,

N. Y. (U. s. No. 981,850; Jan. 17, 1911.)

gold and silver

CONCENTRATOR AND AMALGAMATOR.
I; :i I. Royse, Martinsville. Ind. (U. S.

No. 979,706; Dec. 27, 1910.)

CYANIDING—Improvements in and Relat-

ing to Rotary Filters for Separating Liquids

from Materials and for Washing and Satur-

ating Materials with Liquids. T. Breakell,

l„ Brit. No. 28,945 of 1909.)

CYANIDING Slime Filter. Elvln H. Lutz,

Hay Springs. Neb., and Edward J. Sin-da. Den-
IU. S. No. 983.735 : Feb. 7. 1911.)

SEPARATION Centrifugal Sluicing Ma-
chine. Anders Ponten, Berkeley, Cal., as-

foitv-live one-hundredth- to James
Portland, Ore. (U. S. No. 980,001 ;

D 27, 1910.)

m on \M> STEEL
Bl ast I PBNACE Method of Treating

i: t-Fui aace Pro< i 38. I "redrlk
f kjeiiin. Stockholm, Sweden. (TJ. B. No.

7 1911.)
i err< >BORON Method of Producin

\ Hansen, Schenectady,
v :ii i:ie ( i lie Company.

17 1911.)

ORE TREATMENT Mel Recover-
Iron froi Iron Al-

ffalo N Y.
i
Hi it.
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A Classified List

of New Inventions

SODIUM—Means for the Electrolytic Man-
ufacture of Sodium. Paul l.eon Ilulin. Gre-

noble, France, assignor to SocleTe" d'Electro-

Chimle, Paris, France, and Paul Leon Ilulin,

Grenoble, France. (U. S. No'. 979,497 ;
Dee.

27. 1910.)

TIN -Process of Detinning Tin Scraps.

Carl von der l.inde, St. Tunis, near Crefeld,

Germany. (U. S. No. 981,775; .Tan. 17,

1911.)

ZINC -Process of Separation. Henry A.

Wont worth. Xewton. Mass.. assignor to Huff
Electrostatic Separator Company. Host on,

Mass. (TJ. s. No. 980,035; Dec. 27, 1910.)

NONMETALLIC MINERALS
BITUMINOUS SANDROCK — Process of

Treating Bituminous Sandrock. Henry F.

Williams, San Francisco, Cal. (U. S. No.

983,851 ; Feb. 7, 1911.)

CEMENT—An Improved Wet Process for

the Treatment of Rock Material, More Par-
ticularly Raw Materials for Cement. Amine.
Cieseck'e and Konegen Akl., Brunswick, Ger-
many. (Brit. No. 27,568 of 1910.)

MINING—GENERAL
BLASTING—Chemical Shot Firer. John

Dowd, Chicopee, Kan. (U. S. No. 981,073;
Jan. 10, 1911.)

CONVEYER BUCKET. Sebern A. Cooney,
Trenton. N. J., assignor of one-half to John
A. Roebling's Sons Co., Trenton, N. J. (U. S.

No. 979.0.-):! ; Dec. 27. 1910.)

CROSSHEAD—Safety Shaft-Sinking Cross-

head. Thomas Bryant, Butte, Mont., as-

signor of one-half to Arthur II. Wet hey.

Butte, Mont. (U. S. No. 98.3,120; .Tan. 31,

1911.)

DRILLING—Improvements in Compressed-
Air Drilling Tools. Belgian Pneumatic Tool
Co.. Brussels, Belgium. (Brit. No. 24, '277 of

1910.1

HOISTING— Safely Mechanism for Mine
Ca^cs and Elevators. Thomas (i. P.aird,

l.add. 111. (V. S. No. 981,908; Jan. 17. 1911.1

MINE-CAR DUMPING APPARATUS, ('has.

A. Griffith, Pruden, Tenn. (P. s. No. 982,-

426; -Ian. 2-1. 191 I.)

MINER'S LAMP. George Laws. Philips-

burg, Penn. (U. S. No. 982,612; Jan. 24,

1911.)

CROPS—Improvements in or Relating lo

Mine Props. Mannesmannrohrenwerke, Diis-

seldorf, Germany, and Friedrich Sommer,
Kssen. Germany. (Brit. No. 4.s:>o of 1910.)

ORE DRESSING—GENERAL
CLASSIFIER — Hydraulic Classifier for

Ores. James X. Flood, Denver, Colo. (U, S.

No. 982,583 ; Jan. 24, 1911.)

CONCENTRATION Improvements in or
relating to the Concentration id' ores. II. L,

Sulman. A. II. Iliugins and J. Ballott, Lon-
don. Eng. (Brit. No. 28,933 of 1909.)

CONCENTRATOR Dry Concentrator. Sam-
uel k. Behrend, Denver, Colo. (U. s. No.

983,803 : Feb. 7. 1911.

)

covcf.ntr.vi ok ore Concentrator. Sam-
uel K. Behrend, Denver. Colo. (U. S. No.
982,785; Jan. 81, 1911.)

CRUSHING Centrifugal Impact Pulverizer.
Don 0. Marks. Los Angeles, Cal., assignor of
one half io Lynn S, Atkinson, Colorado
Borings, Colo. (U. S. No. 982,516; Jan. 24,

191 1 i

CRUSHING Ore Pulverizer. John J.

Knlgbt, Alameda, Cal.. assignor to Kntght-
Conlon Pulverizing Mill Comoany, San Fran-
<i co, Cal a Corporation of California. (U. S.

No. 983.067; Jan 81, 1911.1

CRUSHING Rock and Ore Crusher. Bruce
W. Traylor. New fork, N. y (U. S. No. 980,-

575; Jan ::. 1911.)

CRURHTNfl Improvements in and Relat-
Pneumatic Ore stamps. Hammers and

tin' Llki ii C Behr. Johannesburg, Trans-
vaal <r.:it No 1 1.753 of 1910.)

< i:i SHING Tube Mill. Povl T. Llnd-

hard, New York, N. Y., assignor to F. L.

Smidtb & Co.. New York, N. Y. (IT. S. Nus.

983,068 and 983,069; Jan. 31, 1911.)

JIG—Ore Jig. II. Foust, Galena, Kan.
(U. S. No. 983,616; Feb. 7, 1911.)

ORE FEEDER—Automatic Ore Feed,:.

C. T. Hutchinson. Oakland, Cal. (U. S. No.

983,621-; Feb. 7, 1911.)

SEPARATION— Process for Dry Ore Sep-

aration. William W. Bonson. Dubuque, Iowa,
assignor lo Bonson Dry Concentrator Com-
pany, Dubuque, Iowa. (P. S. No. 980,890;
.Ian'. :i, 1911.)

METALLI'RGY—GENERAL
AIR -Improvements in the Drying of Air

for Supply to Metallurgical Furnaces. .las.

P.liss. Manchester, Eng. (Brit. No. 28,099 of

1909.)

BRIQUETTING—Manufacture of Ore Bri-

quets for Metallurgical or Other Purposes.
William Frederick Collins, London, England.
(F. S. No. 982,796; Jan. 31, 1911.)

CRUCIBLE FURNACES- Improvements in

Gas-fired and Like Crucible Furnaces. Fletcher
Russell & Co., Ltd., and Thomas William
Fletcher. Warrington, Eng. (Brit. No. 99 lo

Of 1910.)

DESULPHURIZING—Process for Reducing
and Desulphurizing Refractory Ores. Chas.
Anderson Case, New York. N. Y., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Ore Desulphurization
Company. ( F. S. No. 9S2.245 ; Jan. 24,1911.)

DESULPHURIZING APPARATUS for Re-

fractory Ores. Charles Anderson Case,

New York. N. Y., assignor by mesne assign
ments, to Ore Desulphurization Company.
(F. S. No. 982,243; Jan. 24, 1911.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE for Metallurgical
Purposes. Paul Girod, Fgiue, France. (F. S.

No. 13,186; Dec. 27, 1910.)

ELECTRIC FURNACES— Improvements in

Electric Furnaces. James Henry Reld, New-
ark, N. J. (Brit. No. 1189 of 1910.)

ELECTRIC FURNACES—Improvement in

Electric Induction Smelting Furnaces. A.

Iliorth, Christiana, Norway. (Brit. No. 12,-

214 of 1910.)

ELECTRIC FURNACES Means for Reg-
ulating the Electrodes in Electric Smelting
Furnaces. Aktiebolaget Elektrometall, Stoca
holm. Sweden. (Brit. No. 12,430 of 1910.)

ELECTRIC FFRNAOES—Methods of and
Means for Charging Electric Resistance Fur-

naces. A. Petersson. Odda, Hungary. (Brit.

No. <>o:i.
r
> of 1910.)

ELECTRIC FFRNAOES—Method of Sup-
plying Electric Furnaces with Polyphase Cur-

rents. Paul Girod, Ugine, France. (P. S.

No. 9k:!,04:?; Jan. 31, 1911.)

ELECTRIC FURNACES—Method of Sup
plying Electric Furnaces with Triphase Cut
rents. Societe Anouyme Electrometallur-

gique, Ugine, France. (Brit. No. :!421 of

1910.)

EXTRACTION—Improvements in or Re-

lating to the Extraction of Metals from

Their Ores. W. Ilommel and II. T. Durant.
London, Eng. (Brit. No. 2S.(>1 1 of 1909.)

FURNACE DOOR—Door for Metallurgical
Furnaces and Ovens. Charles Nelson Hooper,

Dubuque, Iowa. (F. S. No. 9s:i,4!i4 ; Feb. 7.

1911.)

REGENERATIVE FURNACE. Arthur W.
Catton and Charles W. Cation. West Seattle,

Wash. (P. S. No. 979,047 ; Dec. 27. 1010.)

ROASTI-NG Improvements in Du
venting Ore-discharge Apparatus, for DM
more Especially with Roasting Furnaces.

Thomas Ed vards, P.allarat. Victoria, Aus-

tralia. (Brit. No. 14,957 of 1910.)

ROASTING — Dust - preventing Ore - drop

ping Apparatus and the Like for Roasting
Furnaces. Thomas Edwards, P.allarat, vlfl

torla, Australia. (F. S. No. 979.9:17: Dec.

27. 1910.1

Si.AC Process of Granulating Molten
Slag. Helnricli Colloseus, Berlin. Germany,
(F. S. No. 980.606; Jan. :?, 1011.)

SLAG CEMENT Process of Mnnufaclur
ing Cemenl from Molten Furnace Slas Catf

von Forell. Hamburg, Germany, assignor by

mesne assignments, io the Atlas Portland
Cemenl Company. (U. S. No. 982,945; Jan

81, 1911.)

SMELTING FURNACE. Corvdon Willanl
Munson. Toledo, Ohio, assignor, by mesne its

slgnments, to C, \v. Munson, trustee. (!'• s

No. 983,833; Feb. 7. 1911.)

TUYERE Char'es Anderson Cas<
York, N. V., assignor, by mesne assignments.
lo Ore Desulphurization Company. (!'• s -

No. 982,24 I : Jan. 21. 1911.)
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PERS O NAL
Mining and metallurgical engineers are in-

vited to keep The Engineeuinu and Minim;
JOUK.nal informed of their mos-ements and
appointments.

Henry M. Howe has gone abroad.

J. E. McAllister, of British Columbia,

has been visiting New York.

R. B. Lamb, of Toronto, Ont., is in

Porcupine on professional business.

J. W. Mercer is back from Ecuador

and will remain in New York indefinitely.

John C. Worth, of Philadelphia, has

gone to Prescott, Arizona, on professional

business.

H. C. Cutler has been making an ex-

amination in the Seven Troughs district

in Nevada,

Dr. Royal P. Jarvis, of Knoxville,

Tenn., has been examining some Georgia

gold properties.

M. F. Campbell, of Mazatlan, Mexico,

is in Los Angeles, Cal., making a sale of

mining property in Sinaloa.

A. L. Queneau has opened an office as

metallurgical engineer, at 929 Chestnut

street, Philadelphia, Penn.

Chas. A. Giffen has made a sale of

his placer interests on the Rio Mata, in

Colombia, to Los Angeles people.

E. M. Hamilton has left Lluvia de

Oro, and is now with the Dolores Mines

Company at Madera, Chihuahua, Mexico.

W. G. Page, Salt Lake City, who has

been in Los Angeles, Cal., for some time,

has gone to Utah to examine placer ter-

ritory.

Howard D. Smith, of San Francisco,

is making an examination of the Dutch &
Sweeney mine, Tuolumne county, Cal.,

for New York people.

J. W. Jay, president, and Leon Gibert,

of New Orleans, La., are inspecting the

mines of the Wadsworth Red Ash Coal

Company at Falliston, Alabama.

Frank M. Myers, of Seattle Wash., is

at Tuolumne, Cal., making an examina-

tion of the Spring Gulch mine, now under

bond to Thos. Winwood and associates.

Stewart Thorne, late manager of the

Peterson Lake Company, at Cobalt,

has gone to Porcupine, Ont., as manager
for the Preston and East Dome mines.

George T. Haldeman, late instructor

in mining at the University of Pittsburg,

has been appointed superintendent of the

mine-rescue work of the Lehigh Valley

Coal Company.

Judge E. H. Gary, chairman of the

board of the United States Steel Cor-

poration, is spending a short vacation in

the South. He will return to New York
about the beginning of March.

Charles S. Simpson, for eight years

superintendent of the Burt-Sellers mine
at Hibbing, Minn., and in the employ of

the Oliver Iron Mining Company for 14

years, has resigned and will remove to

California.

Capt. Joseph Hodgson, who has been
principal operating man for the iron-ore

mines of the Breitung estate in the Lake

Superior region, has been appointed

general superintendent. His assistant

will be W. B. Bauder.

George L. Carter, president, and J. M.
Roan, manager, of the Clinchfield Cor-

poration, have resigned. Before going to

the Clinchfield company three years ago,

Mr. Roan was with the Sunday CreeK

Coal Company, of Ohio.

Fred W. Solomon, assistant superin-

tendent of the concentrator of the Step-

toe Valley Smelting and Mining Com-
pany, has been appointed superintendent

of the Miami concentrator and will leave

at once to take charge at Miami.

John E. Patton, who has been direct-

ing the Continental Coal Corporation as

vice-president and general manager, has

been elected president of the Sewanee
Fuel and Iron Company, at a recent

meeting of the board of directors.

Banks Hudson has resigned as blast-

furnace manager of the Alabama Con-

solidated Coal and Iron Co., at Gadsden,

Ala., effective March 1. He will on that

date enter the employ of the Lake Su-

perior Iron and Chemical Company.

R. M. Churchman, formerly connected

with the coal interests of M. A. Hanna &
Co., at Toledo, has severed that rela-

tion and formed a co-partnership with

Ford Cate. The new firm will open an

office in the Moffatt building at Detroit.

E. F. Lake, Avenue B and Forty-

seventh street, Bayonne, N. J., announces

that he has severed his connection with

the American Machinist as steel editor,

and will hereafter act in the capacity of

a special correspondent and consulting

metallurgist.

White Smith, Bishop, Cal., has suc-

cessfully financed his salt company, and

in a few weeks will begin the construc-

tion of a 15-mile electric tramway to

carry the salt from Saline valley across

the White mountains to the Southern

Pacific Railway, at Owneyo.

W. H. McFadden has resigned as vice-

president and general manager of Mac-

kintosh, Hempill & Co., Pittsburg, to

take effect March 1. Mr. McFadden has

taken an active part in the construction

and installation of many of the most im-

portant steel mills in the country.

James E. Russell, of Desdwood, S. D.,

is at Campo Bonito. Arizona, engaged in

an exhaustive examination of this Campo
Bonito and the adenine Southern Belle

mines, with Col. Wm. F. Cody, with a

view to the enlargement of the present

plant and to more extensive operations if

the properties warrant such procedure.

George E. Sylvester has been appointed

chief mine insrjpetor of Tennessee, in

place of R. A. Shiflett, who has held the

position for several years. Mr. Sylves-

ter is a graduate of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, and has prac-

tised as a mining engineer in Tennessee
for 18 years, having his headquarters at

Rockwood in Roane county.

Frank Koester, previously with the In-

terborough Rapid Transit Construction

Company, J. G. White & Co., the Gug-
genheim Exploration Company, and the

American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany, recently opened an office at 115

Broadway, New York, as consulting en-

gines. Mr. Koester is author of "Steam
Electric Power Plants" and "Hydroelec-
tric Developments and Engineering."

Dr. J. B. McConnell, of Montreal, and
Robert Devine, of Ottawa, arrived in

Porcupine recently, where they are act-

ing as representatives of Fewick, More-
ing & Co., of London, in the purchase of

options on gold properties. Engineers

Pope and Kuehn had been previously at

work for some weeks, inspecting proper-

ties in the interest of the syndicate.

About 72 claims have been submitted to

Doctor McConnell. It is now announced

on the authority of a banking firm con-

cerned in the transaction, that the Bewick-

Moring syndicate has taken over the de-

velopment of fifty of the Timmins, Mc-
Martin & Dunlap claims outside of the

Hollinger and Miller-Middleton group.

Engineers are to be put to work at once.

+11 OB ITUARY +
William A. Baldwin died at Sewickley,

Penn., Feb. 17, aged 76 years. He was
born in Philadelphia and educated as

an engineer. He was for many years

connected with the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, and rose to a prominent position

on its western lines. Later he was vice-

president of the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburg. He was for a number of

years president of the Walhonding Coal
Company. He retired from active busi-

ness seme years ago, but retained his

coal interests.

Bi SOCIETIES^TECHNICAL SCHOOLS &
University of Pittsburg—Recent ap-

pointments in the School of Mines are

Dr. Charles R. Eastman, of Harvard

University, as professor of paleontology;

Otto Emery Jennings, of the Carnegie

Museum, as instructor in paleobotany,

and James Z. Zimmerman as assistant in

trying.

American Institute of Chemical En-

gineers—The third semi-annual meeting

will be held in Chicago, June 21 to 24. Ar-

rangements will be made to visit a num-

ber of the large technical plants in the

vicinity. The committees on Chemical

Engineering Fducation and Standardiza-

tion of Boiler Tests will have important

reports to present.
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Friitorial Correspondence
San Francisco

Feb. 15—A bill has been introduced in

both houses of the legislature disputing

the constitutional right of the Federal

Government to withdraw from entry pub-

lic lands included in the forest reserve,

and for irrigation and power purposes,

and such lands as were withdrawn by

President Tat't. which are covered by oil-

placer claims. The bill provides for an

amendment to the State constitution,

Art. 13. Sec. 1. by inserting the follow-

ing words respecting Government lands

exempt from taxation 1 "Other than lands

now or hereafter withdrawn from entry,

leased, rented, or contracted for by the

United States for forest reserves, water-

power purposes, oil. oil mining, coal,

coal mining, or any other purpose than

a Government purpose." The amend-

ment does not assume to interfere with

the ordinary Federal right to continue

the policy of disposing of the public do-

main by the usual methods of home-

stead entry and the filing of mining

claims. But insists that the Government

cannot otherwise dispose of such lands;

that it violates its covenant with the State

by leasing, renting and contracting other-

wise than in disposal as originally con-

templated by the Constitution. Assuming

this, the authors of the bill further as-

sume and provide for the amendment of

the Political Code in Sections 3607 and

3629, thus directing United States dis-

trict attorneys to furnish statements of

all taxable property belonging to, claimed

by, or in the possession of, under the

control or management of the United

States on the first Monday in March of

each year. The proponents of the bill,

which they seem seriously to desire shall

be enacted into a law, hold and assume

by its terms that lands so withdrawn

from entry are not only subject to taxa-

tion by the State, but subject to dis-

posal by the United States only through

and by laws that may be enacted by the

State.

Rather a peculiar, if not uncomfort-

able position for the Federal Govern-

ment, to be required by the State of

California to pay taxes on lands which

it may not dispose of as it deems best.

This may seem to the advocates of the

measure an easy and valid method of

. ing the etfect> of. or t he attempts

at conservation, and protection of the

public domain from the rapacity of land

grabbers and unscrupulous placer claim-

Hut such purpose is unbelievable.

If the object of the bill is merely to col-

on 30,000,000 about

one billion dollars worth of public lands,

and thus reduce the tax rate on other

hat would tx

mend.

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

lation, for thus gain of a substantial

kind must fall to the beneficiaries of

such a law. Were such right of State

government declared and made consti-

tutional, even the purpose of pecuniary

gain by the State would not be accom-

plished, for it is beyond reasonable con-

jecture that the Federal Government
would then take further concern in the

conservation or regulation of the public

lands. Whatever the purpose of the bill,

the present effect must be the disturb-

ance of the efforts of California's dele-

gation at Washington to accomplish

remedial legislation in respect to the lo-

cation and patenting of oil placers.

The advisability of attempting legis-

lation respecting the protection of oil

measures against infiltration is being

seriously considered, and has attracted

some comment, the consensus of which

is that the question would be best for-

gotten until there shall come a demand

by the big producers for legislative in-

terference in a matter that does not di-

rectly concern the whole public. True

there are many good laws that have for

their purpose and effect the benefit of a

part of the community in whom the bal-

ance have no particular interest. The

purpose of controlling or regulating

water infiltration in the oilfields is by no

means a selfish one, nor would such

regulation necessarily work a hardship

in the accomplishment of benefits. The

danger is that in such regulative inspec-

tion as would be necessary there is

liability of making public certain infor-

mation which the driller of wells has the

moral and lawful right to withhold. The

only economic and efficient method, at

present apparent to practical oil men, by

which administrative control of the mat-

ter could be accomplished would be the

keeping of an accurate lo^; of each well

drilled, which must be submitted to an

inspector acting under the law of the

State. It has been proposed that such

well lot's be filed with a public official,

such as the recorder of the county. Hut

this plan would be unfair in that it

WOtlld male public just the sort of detail

that petroleum operators very much de-

sire to keep to themselves. The filing of

such logs with a State official would ob-

viate publicity, but it is questionable if

the State of California or any other oil-

producing State would provide compen-
sation equal to the value of the services

of a man competent to perform the duties

of such office. There has been great pro-

gress in the education of petroleum min-

ing engineers in California, gained chiefly

in the practical school of experience and

experiment and observation; but the

number of men competent to satisfactor-

ily handle the water question is limited.

Given every detail of information pos-

sible in a log reccrd, and otherwise avail-

able, respecting a particular well and

such neighboring wells as may affect the

well under consideration, the result of

the effort to control infiltration is by no

means always and entirely satisfactory.

So the desire for legislative action would

better subside in deference to the advice

of some of the oil men who have spoken.

Denver

Feb. 16—On Feb. 9 an explosion oc-

curred in the Cokedale mine, 9 miles

northwest of Trinidad; 17 men lost their

lives. The mine is owned by the Car-

bon Coal and Coke Company, a subsid-

iary company of the American Smelting

and Refining Company, with Franklin

Guiterman as president and general man-

ager, and F. P. Bayles, resident super-

intendent.

This property has long been known as

the "Model Mine" in which every known

safety device has been installed by the

manager, who was also the first to install

the modern rescue apparatus. It was

visited last year by the State Mining

Commission appointed by Governor

Shafroth, the members of which ex-

presed their enthusiasm over the condi-

tion in which the mine workings and the

whole camp was found. Three hundred

men were employed, and the output was

about 1500 tons daily, all of which was

shipped to the American Smelting and

Refining Company. It has been operated

for four years.

In the report to the Governor, Dr.

Victor Alderson, chairman of the State

Mining Commission, referred to the

Cokedale mine as the only one in the

State that could be called entirely safe.

The entire press of Colorado, in fact, has

united in calling it the "Model Mine,"

and therefore genuine sympathy has

been expressed for the management in

this deplorable accident. So far it has

been ascertained that gas was not the

cause of the explosion, but the result of

the ignition of a car of powder by some
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cind of shock. The coroner's inquest,

leld at Trinidad, exonerated the company

rom blame.

Senator Cassaday's "Anti-strikebreak-

rs" bill passed the third reading and will

iow be submitted to the House. If this

neasure is passed it will record a victory

or the labor element in the higher

iranch of the Assembly.

Representative Allen, of the Colorado

egislature, with the Massachusetts sta-

utes and decisions relating to the con-

duction of the Hoosac tunnel as his

;uide, has drawn up a bill providing for

he building by the State of what is

nown as the Moffat tunnel, through the

lain range of the Rocky mountains, from

tie eastern to the western slope,

tie money for the construction to

e provided by an issue of $5,000,-

00 of 4 per cent, bonds. So far as

nderstood at present, the tunnel is

) be "open to all railroads." Presum-

bly this means that other railways could

se the tunnel by traffic agreement with

\t. Moffat, who is operating his line

lose to the point where the eastern por-

tl of the tunnel would be, and west-

ard on the other side from where the

acific slope portal would be. No rail-

iad company would build an indepen-

ent line 50 miles from Denver to the

mnel, at a cost of, say, $40,000 per

tile, and down the other side, when
lere is a line already constructed, over

hich it would make traffic arrange-

lents. The cost of building this tunnel,

hich would be about 2 J/2 miles in

ngth, is estimated roughly at $5,000,-

30, and the time to be occupied in driv-

ig, about four years. It would be of

le greatest importance in the matter of

ituminous and anthracite fuel supply of

ienver, and the development of the

ampa coalfield, as it has been now
nply demonstrated that coal cannot be

auled in quantity sufficient to meet even

le present demand, or at a profit, over

3 miles of 4 per cent, grade. There

a market at this writing for 5000 tons

;r day of the bituminous coal of the

ak Creek district, through which the

lOffat road is now being operated, and
le-fourth of this demand at present

innot be supplied. The other great ad-

image to the State will be the placing

F Denver on a transcontinental line,

lould the tunnel be used by the Denver
Rio Grande, Burlington or Rock Is-

nd, one or more of which railroads

ight probably avail themselves of it.

Salt Lake City

Feb. 16—State Coal Mine Inspector J.

Pettit has reported to Governor Spry
mcerning the recent trouble at

e Independent Coal and Coke Com-
iny's mine at Kenilworth. The trouble
arted because the scales got out of
der for a short time, and the miners
^tended that they were being robbed

on weights. The superintendent offered

to allow them to have a representative

present, which was agreed to at first by
the foreigners, but later the ringleaders

made a fuss, and refused to go to work.

About 15 Greeks were discharged, and
escorted out of camp. They returned,

and incited other dissatisfied Greeks,

Austrians and Italians to violance. The
report states that dissatisfaction had ex-

isted among all the foreigners, the

Austrians having planned the outbreak,

which the Greeks carried into execution.

There were 160 Greeks, out of the 254
miners employed. Armed guards will re-

main at the mine for some time, and
more of the foreigners will be dropped.

The report states that for a large vein

of coal the company pays a higher price

for coal mined than any mine in the

State.

Hancock, Mich.
Feb. 11—When the circulars announc-

ing the outline of the proposed Calumet
& Hecla merger were first published, the

plan was received, as all such plans

are, with a variety of different opinions,

depending to a great extent upon how
deeply various individuals would be af-

fected by the shuffling of shares, which
must take place. After the first surprise

had somewhat subsided, the usual rum-
ors of opposition to the plan commenced
to circulate. In commenting, the press

in general, but the technical publications

in particular have been somewhat prone
to state and reiterate that those who are

now opposing the merger will, upon
further investigation, see that it is all

for the best, and that in the end the op-

position will simmer down to nothing and
that general contentment will prevail.

A short sojourn in the Lake Superior

country forces one to believe, and with

considerable reason, that the real oppo-

sition has just started. The general

sentiment is distinctly opposed to the

Osceola and Ahmeek being absorbed by

any merger and from circulars that have

been printed in the copper-country news-

papers it is apparent that the stock-

holders of these two companies at least,

are to make a determined stand against

the consolidation.

Toronto
Feb. 17—On Feb. 15 a deputation of

mining men and others from Northern

Ontario, numbering about 400, had an

interview with Premier Sir James
Whitney, Hon. Frank Cochrane, and other

members of the provincal Government.

They strongly urged the construction by

the Government of a branch line of rail-

way from Charlton on the Temiskaming &
Northern Ontario Railway, through the

Elk Lake district to Gowganda, contend-

ing that in addition to opening up the

mining area it would encourage agricul-

tural settlement and the lumbering in-

dustry. It was pointed out that large

quantities of low-grade ore had been
accumulated, which could not be shipped
at a profit without railway communica-
tion. W. -R. Hensey, of New York, pres-

ident of the Bishop Silver Mining Com-
pany, and and otherwise largely interest-

ed in Gowganda, said he was prepared to

take in machinery as soon as the building

of the road was assured. If the railway

were built the interests he represents

were prepared to pay $10,000 per year to

the Government for five years. A me-
morial was presented by the deputation

suggesting as an alternative proposition,

in case the Government did not consider

it advisable to build the line, that a char-

ter would be granted to private parties

with a clause agreeing to permit junction

connection with the Temiskaming &
Northern Ontario, and that the Govern-
ment should further agree not to con-

struct any competing line.

The reports of the Premier and Mr.
Cochrane, though non-committal, were

decidedly favorable in tone. The latter

asked for further and more detailed in-

formation's to what tonnage could be

expected from the Gowganda mines in

case the road was built. He advised the

deputation to appoint a committee to

secure this information and said that the

Government would cooperate in obtaining

it. They would then be in a position to

give a definite answer.

Johannesburg
Feb. 2—A new amalgamation is an-

nounced. It is proposed to amalgamate the

Randfontein Central and Randfontein

South mine, which is itself an amalgama-
tion of several producing mines. The 600-

stamp mill of the Randfontein

Central is designed to crush 1,900,-

000 tons per annum; there are 16 tube

mills, but by increasing the number, the

capacity of the mill can be increased by

400,000 tons. It is proposed to increase

the crushing capacity to 3,500,000 tons

per annum, but it is more likely that

crushing will be more and more cen-

tralized, and some of the 100-stamp mills

may be closed.

The combined property will consist of

2150 claims, extending for seven miles

along the reef, which includes three or

more payshoots, some of which have

been but little developed. The total ore

reserve, Nov. 30, 1910, was 6,055,016

tons of 6.9 dwt. ore, or sufficient for

18 months' mill supply. Shortage of labor

probably accounts for the lack of de-

velopment work.

In December, 1909, there were 174,000

unskilled laborers employed in the gold,

diamond and tin mines of the Transvaal,

but the estimated number required was
224,000; the shortage was, therefore,

about 50,000. In December, 1910, 197,-

000 natives were available, but the num-
ber required was 227,000, so the esti-

mated deficiency has increased from

50,000 in 1909 to 80,000 in 1910.
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Thp Minind News
Alaska

Mineral Creek Power—This company

has been incorporated by Joseph Burke,

F. M. Boyle and others, of Valdez, who

are contemplating the construction of a

larse power plant. They will also erect

,ms mill to handle the ores of the

vicinity.

Gold Bullion—Five stamps are to be

installed on the property this spring.

H. D. Cowen is superintendent. Head-

quarters are in Seattle.

Alaska Northern Railway—This com-

pany is considering the purchase of a

large automobile car for the accommo-

dation of the traveling public. The car

will accommodate 60 passengers, and

will be operated by gasolene power. Con-

struction work on the railroad will be

stopped for the season unless the Alaska

coal mines are opened up.

Brooklyn Development — The stamp

mill for this property is being trans-

ported over the snow, and will be in op-

eration at an early date. K. A. McVean,

Knik, has charge.

Chicagotf—The new stamp mill now

being erected on this property, on Chi-

cagoff island, will be in operation in two

months. Mr. Archangel, Sitka, has

charge of the work.

Alaska Mexican—The mill ran 30 days

in December; crushed 17,347 tons of

ore; produced S6 1,434, at an operating

expense of $35,960. The yield per ton of

ore was S3.57.

Alabama

The finishing work is being done in the

State mine inspector's office on the report

of the coal production in Alabama during

1910. Already nearly 16,000,000 tons of

coal have been reported and a few more

mines are yet to be heard from. Chief

Inspector James Hillhouse says that he

would not be surprised to see the produc-

tion go to 16,500.000 tons. There was a

decided falling off in the number of men

killed in mines during 1910 from falling

rock and coal, as compared to the num-

ber in 1909. Fifty-five men lost their

•rom these causes in 1910 against

70 in 1909. The number of men killed

in the Alabama mines during the year

• [909, as

killed 130 men. There

235 men killed in the mines last

year.

Ari/

Miami—One of the chum drill

I to I ring claim,

north of the I

holdir .

J as soon as possible. 11

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Install ations. Develop-

ment'Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. The»

Current History of

Mining

is 1000 ft. north and about 800 ft. west

of the No. 4, or main working shaft. The

other two churn drills will be continued

at exploration work in the western part

of the property. In the underground

workings the mine is rapidly being placed

in position for the time when it will be

required to supply the concentrator.

Cochise County

Calumet & Arizona—Superior & Pitts-

burg—Stockholders authorized an in-

crease in capital stock from 200,000 to

650,000 shares to provide for acquisition

of Superior & Pittsburg on the basis of

one of Calumet & Arizona for three and

one-half of Superior & Pittsburg. When
the exchange is completed there will be

outstanding 628,571 shares of Calumet

& Arizona, leaving 21,429 shares in the

treasury.

Copper Belle—This property near

Gleeson under bond to the Shannon Cop-

per Company is reported to have opened

good ore recently.

Gila County

Inspiration—The Colorado shaft has

been sunk to a depth of 635 ft. To reach

a depth corresponding to that of the sta-

tion on the 500-ft. level of the Bush

shaft it will be necessary to sink 25 ft.

further. As soon as the sump is cut and

a station completed on the new level it

is the intention to start a crosscut to

connect with the Bush shaft.

Mohave County

The Sacramento Valley Mining Com-
pany, operating near Kingman, will in-

stall new hoisting equipment. Extensive

operations are planned.

Pima County

A site for the establishment of a cus-

toms smeltery by the Arizona Consoli-

dated Smelting and Mining Company was

ordered donated to the company in a

meeting of the directors of the Tucson

chamber of commerce. M. A. Bixby is

ling 800 h.p. electrical apparatus for

the company.

California

Amador County

Geological Survey figures for 1909

credit Amador county with gold output of

$2,298,785 and silver, $16,701; an in-

crease over 1908 of $422,61 1 gold and

$3462 silver.

It is reported that damage suits are to

be brought against the Zelia, the Argo-

naut and the Kennedy mining companies

by residents south of lone, charging that

debris from these mines has filled the

bed of Jackson creek above Jackson val-

ley bridge connecting Buena Vista and

Lancha Planta sections with lone.

Bunker Hill—The cleanup for January

is reported at more than $20,000. In the

last four years this mine has been paying

dividends, under the superindency of E

H. Harrington.

Plymouth—There is insistent rumoi

that this old mine near Plymouth is to be

reopened.

Central Eureka—The January cleanup

is reported at $14,500.

Bunker Hill—The vein has been openec

for about 500 ft. on the 1950- ft. leve

for a width of nearly 20 ft.; 20 new

stamps are expected to be dropping be

fore the end of February.

Amador Queen No. 1—The east ane

west drifts on the 1200- ft. level will be

extended after the mine has been un

watered. C. D. Porter, San Francisco, i;

working the mine under bond.

Kennedy—The 100-stamp mill is op

erating steadily.

Butte County

Gold production in Butte county, ac

cording to report of United States Geo
logical Survey for 1909, was $2,987,07?

a decrease of $152,319 from 1908; silve

for 1909, $7,205, a decrease of $5,903

Calaveras County

Lightner—This mine at Angels Cam
is closed on account of water. Superin

tendent Oberg is planning for installatio

of machinery for economic drainage

The company is being sued by James \

Coleman for tresspass in extracting or

from the Angels mine adjoining.

Eldorado County

Mother Lode Mines—This comparn

under the direction of W. A. Hootoi

will reopen the Old Kelsey mine nea

Placerville.

Fresno County

Coalinga Peerless—This company hfl

19 wells and is selling to the Associate

on contract.

Coalinga Eight—We\\ No. 1, flnislic

in January with 300 bbl. output, has in
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reased to 500 bbl. a day. No. 2, after

ieing drilled 2000 ft. with rotary, is be-

l" continued with a churn drill. No. 3

lso was drilled 2000 ft. with rotary.

Imperial County

United Mines—This company has com-

leted equipment for operating the old

ledges mine which has been renamed

ie Tumco, near Ogilby, a station on the

lain line of the Southern Pacific.

Inyo Counts

Skidoo—The mill treated 1155 tons of

re in December, producing $19,893 at a

ost of $8332.

Kern County

Butte Lode—The Rice lease on this

line near Randsburg has proved profit-

ble. Edward Shippey is the present

saser.

Brogan—J. H. Hartman has discovered

ledge on this old prospect near Piute.

Gold Bug—Barney Osdick, leaser on

lis mine in Stringer district owned by

i. J. McCormick, will install a cyanide

lant to be removed from the idle Kenyon

line.

Mariposa County

Mariposa Commercial and Mining—
lanager Maguire is reported to have said

lat the company has not sold the estate

nown as the Mariposa grant to a com-

any of stockmen.

Mono County

The electric power line, with generating

lant at Lundy, has been completed to the

bonder mining district in Nevada, and

ill be in operation as soon as the storms

;rmit. The line is more than 100 miles

ng.

Nevada County

Birchville—This mine continued work

iring the January and February storm,

"iving a crosscut and keeping 12 men
nployed. The ore in the main shaft is

dena and gold-bearing quartz.

Republic—A body of ore is being

rened in the lower levels, but the work-

g force has been reduced on account
;

the bad weather.

Gaston—The operation of the lu-

amp mill has been resumed.

Erie—Twenty men are at work on this

ine, and unless the second storm" stops

em, normal conditions will be soon re-

imed.

Union Hill—L. B. Dow, of San Fran-

sco, principal owner, has contracted

ith the Nevada City Miners' foundry for

new 20-stamp mill to be erected at this

ine just east of Grass Valley. After
ing unwatered the 600-ft. shaft will be
nk to further depth.

Plumas County
Placer claims aggregating about 5000
res have been surrendered to the Fed-
M Government by E. A. Jackson, man-

p of the North Star Mining Company,

as nonmineral lands. Since the adoption

of the policy of surrender, about 50,000

acres in Plumas and the adjoining county

of Butte are said to have been turned

back to the Government.

San Bernardino County

Several reports have come from the

Stringer district that tungsten deposits

have been encountered in placer work-

ings. No definite information has been

made public, except that the occurrence

of gold- and tungsten-bsaring grouna

extends for a width of about 60 feet.

San Dieco County

Gem Mines—Nine claims of 180 acres

east of Ramona have been sold to E. G.

Logan and A. W. Pray, practical gem
miners, who expect to increase the scope

of operation.

Colorado

The cornerstone of the new Federal

building' and Denver post office has been

laid, and the exterior of the building will

b3 constructed entirely of the white mar-

ble from the Yule Creek quarries and

supplied by the Colorado-Yule Marble

Company. The first story will be occu-

pied by the post office, the second by the

court rooms and the third and fourth

by the various Federal bureaus. The

architects are Tracy, Swartwout and

Litchfield, of New York. It will be a

building in all respects appropriate to

its importance, for which we are indebted

to the efforts of Senator Guggenheim.

The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company
has made its first shipment of steel rails

for the laying of the line of the Laramie,

Hahn's Peak & Pacific Railway, from

Fox Park, Wyoming, to their coal mines

near Walden, in North Park, Colorado.

Boulder County

The Mining Association Mining and

Sampling Company, Boulder, Colo., will

build a custom mill, concentrator and

cyanide plant.

Clear Crpek County

Scepter—At 1900 ft. from the portal

of the tunnel in Democrat mountain, a

2-ft. vein of gold and silver ore of high

grade has been opened and 100 sacks

are ready for shipment.

Capital—It is stated that the produc-

tion of this mine has increased so rapidly

that the management contemplates put-

ting a night shift in the mill to keep up

with the output. Every leaser is said

to be in pay ore, and the same is true of

the ground worked on company account.

Mendota—The mill is running steadily

and 3 cars of zinc concentrates were

shipped last week. A 2-ft. vein of solid

galena has been opened in the mine for

a length of 50 feet.

Lake County—Leadville

It is said that after 33 years of min-

ing, Fryer hill is still producing largely,

with plenty of virgin ground yet to be ex-

plored, and that since Jan. 1 new ore-

bodies have been found in the Climax,

Virginus, Dunkin and Nevada claims. The
ore is principally silver-lead.

San Juan Region

Hidden Treasure—The mill at Lake
City, closed since 1907, will be re-

modeled and capacity increased by in-

stalling more Wilfley tables, slimers and

a larger generator (water power). A
concrete dam is being built above the

mill.

Kittemac—The mill, at Silverton, will

be increased in capacity from 100 to

probably 200 tons daily capacity.

Yellow Medicine—This company, at

Capitol City, is considering the installa-

tion of a 50-ton concentrating mill in the

spring.

Atlas—Ten more stamps, two Wilfley

tables and two Deister tables will be in-

stalled in the mill at Sneffels in the

spring.

Mickey Breen—J. H. Anderson, man-

ager, Ouray, expects to install a 100-ton

concentrating mill on the property in the

spring; also a tram for the Grizzly Bear

mine.

Summit County

Bolivar Mining Company—This com-

pany is making plans to build a 150-ton

mill, for the Motter process, at Monte-

zuma. It is the intention of the com-

pany to operate this as a custom mill.

Teller County
,

The sale of the Golden Cycle mine, in

the Cripple Creek district, was an-

nounced in the Journal as having been

made to the Consolidated Goldfields of

South Africa. This announcement has

been made many times by the local press,

but is again authoritatively denied by the

president of the company. It begins to

look as if the corporation had a very ac-

tive and astute press agent.

Dante—Twenty-three carloads of ore

were shipped from this Bull Hill mine

in January by the lessees.

Granite—Fifty-five carloads was the

January output of the Granite mine at

Victor. It is stated that several new
discoveries have been made in the Gold

Coin mine now owned by the Granite

Company.

Jennie Sample—William Trumback,

lessee, has opened a 3-ft. vein of ore.

The first carload has been shipped.

A/ax Company—Nelson & Co., lessees

of the June Blizzard, on Battle mountain,

owned by the Ajax company, are stated

to have opened a 5-ft. vein of high-

grade ore at 310 ft. depth and a carload

has been shipped.

Forest Queen—During the last six

months, 170 cars of dump ore have been

shipped by John Connors, lessee.
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Michigan

Copper Region

Hancock— Practically everything is in

readiness about this property to begin

shipments to the Allouez-Centennial

mill. The surface equipment is ready for

regular service and underground the

~.iry timbering is being done pre-

paratory to the maintenance of regular

production. An order has been closed

for the electrical haulage system that will

handle ;he ore tributary to No. 1 to No.

2 shaft, through which it will be hoisted

to surface.

Houghton—The shaft being sunk at

this property has reached a depth of 260

ft. When 400 ft. is reached a crosscut

will be started to the Baltic lode.

Calumet & Hecla—The erection of the

structural-steel collar and skip houses at

No. 13, 14. 15 and 16 shafts on the Os-

ceola Amygdaloid lode, has been com-

pleted.

Bohemia—No. 5 drill hole has en-

countered a copper-bearing amygdaloid

lode at a depth of about 875 ft. This is

in all probability the same formation that

was exposed by No. 1 hole at a point

about 2000 ft. south.

Winona-King Philip— It is understood

that at the annual meeting of the Win-

ona Copper Company, to be held next

month, a plan will probably be announced

for a merger with the King Philip.

Quincy—From its 1910 operations this

company will have paid to stockholders,

with the current disbursement, a total of

per share, or >522,500 on the out-

standing stock. The dividend of SI just

declared, although payable in 1911, will

be derived from operations during the

last three months of 1910.

Minnesota

Vermillion Range

M errifield—The recent discoveries east

of the river have attracted the attention of

explorers to the possibilities that there

are west of the Mississippi river. Some

drilling is being done by Richelieu and

Whitesides, in this vicinity north of

Merrifield.

Brainerd—By June 1 this company ex-

pects to have a shaft started on its

rath of the city of Brainerd.

Montana

A bill now before the house provides

that the p- of the common law

relative to fellow servants and the as-

sumption of r: fences in negli-

abroe,ated, thus

leaving contributory negligent

a defence. The act hat be< n reported

hly in the house, but

ItiOfl and will

with determined opposition on behalf of

the corporations.

Butte District

La France—Tests are still being made

to determine a process for treatment of

the ore of the Lexington mine.

Laurium-Montana—The company has

recently been organized with the follow-

ing officers: August Hilden, president;

Oscar Karri, vice-president and general

manager, and William Nousianen, secre-

tary and treasurer. The property is a

short distance west of Butte. It is the

intention to start development work at

once.

Tuolumne—The contract has been re-

newed with the Washoe smeltery at a

better rate than formerly. The East Butte

and the Garfield smelteries at Salt Lake

also bid for the contract.

Stewart—The mine is said to be earn-

ing $20,000' net each month on 350 tons

of milling ore per day. This will be in-

creased to 450 tons.

Deer Lodge County

Gold Coin—Yegen Brothers have re-

cently given a 60-day option on the prop-

erty to Paul L. Klein, of Denver. The

purchase price is $25,000.

Granite County

Royal—William Recksiek & Co., of

Butte, have a lease on this mine in the

Princeton district.

Sunday—Leasers have recently shipped

a car of high-grade ore.

Northern Bell—The surface plant has

been completed and the shaft is being

sunk on a well defined vein.

Lewis and Clark County

New Hampshire—A cyanide plant will

be erected at this mine in the Gold Creek

district.

Fourth of July—This mine recently

made a shipment of gold.

Lawful—This claim has been leased to

Anaconda men. A cyanide plant will be

biilt.

Madison County

William Watson, head of the company

which located about 4000 acres of placer

land, east of Virginia City, last fall, will

arrive in April to establish a permanent

camp near that city.

The property owned by Con Cotter,

near Faston, is being leased by Amos
Fox and James Beckcrleg, who have

opened up a good body of gold ore.

Winnetka—Tunnel No. 2 is now in 200

ft. and a raise is being run to connect

with tunnel No. 3 which will be inter-

sected 195 ft. from its portal. A 35-ton

mill will be built in April.

Bartleti At a point 350 ft. from the

porta! of the main tunnel a winze is he-

unk on a 4- ft. vein of ore and is

now down 11 ft. The ore will be treated

fit r mill alter April, when the

Apex company's lease on the mill ex,

pires.

Montana-Illinois—The company has

recently made a strike on its property

situated near Mammoth.

Nevada

Humboldt County

A new strike of high-grade gold on

has been made on the north side of Win
nemucca mountain that has caused quitt

a stampede to the new district.

Dailey Mining and Milling—This com
pany, in the Seven Troughs district, 3:

miles northwest of Lovelocks, has leasei

the Mazuma Hills property. A contrac

has been let for sinking 400 ft. of shaft

Florence—A shipment of 25 tons o

ore, said to be worth $8000 per ton, wa
recently made.

Seven Troughs Coalition—The tailing

from the 10-stamp mill assay $10 per toi

and are being impounded. A cyanidi

plant is to be built; L. A. Friedman

president and general manager.

Washoe County

Wedekind—Operations at this mint

five miles from Reno, have been resumed

New Mexico
The lead ores of the Cutter mines, nea

Albuquerque, are said to be vanadifer

ous. Some of the analyses show 5>

per cent, lead sulphate and 8 t

15 per cent, vanadium oxide. A mill fo

the treatment of the ore is being buil

and is expected to be running in March

the cost will be $150,000. L. S. Whit

is manager.

Grant County

Chemung—The company intends to re,

sume operations in the near future am

develop its known orebodies.

Oklahoma

United—A 200-ton zinc concentrato

is to be built near Davis.

Arbuckle-—The company has a 150-toi

zinc concentrator in transit for th<

Goose Nest mine.

Oregon

Josephine County

Waldo—New machinery is being in

stalled, under the direction of Frank Le

land. Grants Pass.

Utah

The local United States assay office

during January, handled 8,403.33 oz

gold, valued at $156,341, and 5.383.8

oz. silver, valued at $2584, making

total value of bullion received of S158.

925, which was sent to the mint i

Denver.

The shipment of the various forms o

hydrocarbons of Uintah county, Utal

to the Colorado State line, chief o
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svhich is that known as gilsonite, is prac-

leally controlled by the asphalt "trust,"

»'hich owns the Uintah railway, extend-

ng from the principal mines at Dragon

:o Mack, a station on the Denver & Rio

Grande Railway. This road is about 50

niles long, narrow gage, with maximum
1 per cent, grade and operated with Shay

engines. M. W. Rooney, general man-

iger of the line, now announces that he

vill extend his road nine miles to the

lortheast, toward the White river, his

)bject being to connect with a pipe line,

vhich is to be built south nine miles

from the Rangely oilfields in Raven Park,

vhere several wells have been brought

n, but lack transportation for their

>roduct. One of the companies drilling

veils, is at Meeker, one at Vernal and

mother in Denver, known as the Hilde-

5rand Syndicate. This oilfield is in Rio

31anco county, Colorado, and occupies a

)asin about 15 miles in length by five

niles in width and has been fully de-

scribed by Hoyt Gale, in Bull. 350, U. S.

Geological Survey.

Juab County

Tintic shipments for the week ended

-eb. 10 totaled 150 cars, including one

:ar of slag shipped from the Tintic

smeltery.

Beck Tunnel—On Feb. 9, all differ-

snees between this company and the

Jncle Sam were settled out of court,

rhe Beck Tunnel gave the Uncle Sam
>00 ft. of ground along the course of

he new orebody. The settlement allows

joth companies to proceed with ore ex-

action. The Uncle Sam claimed apex

ights to the orebody in dispute, but re-

inquishes its right to follow the ore

south into Beck Tunnel ground. It also

^as the privilege of using the Beck Tun-

lel workings in the extraction of its ores.

May Day—Leasers are sinking a winze
?rom the 400-ft. level, and are down 60

ft. in ore.

Iron Blossom—Work has been started

o sink the No. 3 shaft from the 500- to

he 600-ft. level, from which point it is

sroposed to drift under the cave. Some
:xperiments are still being carried on

A'ith silicious gold-silver ores from this

jroperty, and from the Colorado, with a

/iev to possible treatment of material

lot now av;W'able for shipping.

Yankee Consolidated—An accident in

he shaft, Feb. 10, caused the death of

wo miners. Four men were being hoisted

vith drill steel, and at the 1000-ft. level

>ne of the drills caught between the cage

md timbering, knocking one man off of

he cage and crushing another. Both men
vere in the employ of the contractors.

*ho are sinking the shaft to the 1700
evel.

Lower Mammoth—At the directors'

leeting. Feb. 9, it was decided to give

ut leases on the 400- to the 1000-ft.

>vel.

Colorado—Work in the territory north

of the Sioux line is reported to have

opened lead-carbonate ore, running well

in silver within the main body of lower

giade material.

Salt Lake County

Ohio Copper—Development work is be-

ing continued in the mine, and some of

the levels have been connected with the

shaft, which extends to the Mascotte tun-

nel. Work on the Elvina vein has opened

some higher grade copper ore than the

usual run of the mine. The ore in the

vein itself is solid sulphide, and the walls,

especially the foot, are heavily mineral-

ized for some distance. A representative

of the company has gone East to confer

with Col. E. A. Wall in regard to install-

ing rolls in the remaining two units of

the mill.

Utah Leasing—Silicious ore from the

old Telegraph mine at Bingham, carry-

ing gold and silver, is being slimed and

cyanided by this company and a satis-

factory saving is reported. Heretofore

about 8000 tons running S5 to $12 a ton

was shipped for converter lining. About

40 tons are being treated daily.

Silver Shield—Development on and be-

low the Niagara tunnel level has opened

fiomb 5 to 6 ft. of ore, a part of which is

of shipping grade.

• Bingham Copper—Drifting has been

done on the two fissures which were cut

in the tunnel near the 1200-ft. point.

Columbus Consolidated—Roads have

teen broken down the canon and hauling

ore began Feb. 9. Sleds are used for

about half of the 16-mile haul to the

railroad, and the ore is then transferred

into wagons.

Utah Alines Coalition—A force of men
under Manager Strickland has returned

fiom Big Cottonwood, after investigating

as much as possible the damage caused

by the snowslide of Jan. 30. A tunnel

was driven through the ice, snow and

scattered timbers to the compressor plant,

and the compressor and motor found

standing on their foundations, practically

uninjured. A new boarding house, com-

pressor building, blacksmith shop and

assay office will be built in as sheltered

a situation as possible, when the weather

moderates, and concrete obstructions may
be built to prevent or break up further

slides. The damage is estimated at about

SI 0,000.

Summit County

Shipments from Park City for the week-

ended Feb. 10, made by the Daly Judge,

American Flag, Little Bell, Daly West

and Silver King, totaled 1,882,170 lb. The

shipments for January amounted to ap-

proximately 5618 tons for the camp.

The Snake Creek tunnel at Park City

was driven 367 ft. during January. On
Feb. 2, the face was in 2790 ft. from

the portal. The ditch was completed for

2750 ft., permanent ties, for 2475 ft., and
ventilating pipe placed in position for

2725 ft. Up to Jan. 22, an average pro-

gress of 15 ft. per day was made, when
bad ground was encountered, which

caused the contractors to reduce their

working force and narrow the width of

the heading. Up to the 2654-ft. point,

the tunnel was driven through hard, blue

limestone. Here a porphyry dike about

30 ft. wide was cut, after which the

country rock was decomposed black

limestone, which brought in water at the

rate of about 50 gal. a minute. Both the

limestone and porphyry dike are mineral-

ized with pyrite. The water flows to

about the 1600-ft. point, and disappears

in a fissure. At present no water is be-

ing delivered at the portal. The loose

ground has been temporarily caught up
with lOxlO-in. posts and green aspen
lagging, which will be replaced by tunnel

sets. On Feb. 2, the full-width heading
was 2769 ft. in, and from here on a 5-ft.

drift was driven on the west side to the

2890-ft. point. No water is coming in

at the face.

Virginia—A shipment of several cars

of ore has been made recently from the

California-Comstock.

New York Bonanza—Shipping ore has

now been followed on the 900 level for

190 ft., and ranges from 6 in. to 2 ft.

in thickness.

Silver King Coalition—-It is reported

that ore has been encountered in the old

Uintah-Treasure Hill territory, by raising

from the Coalition workings.

Silver King Consolidated—New ore has

been opened on the 1550 level.

Tooele County

The International Smelting and Re-

fining Company's Tooele plant has

been receiving more ore, and, though

stili running at half capacity, is reported

to be making better than expenses. The
cooling tower, which was damaged by

the severe storms last month, has been

entirely repaired. Hot water from the

roasters is utilized as feed water for

the boilers. Preliminary surveys have

been run from Tooele to near Grants-

ville, where there are limestone quar-

ries, to learn where limestone can be

secured, should it be required. General

Manager E. P. Mathewson left Feb. 10

for Butte after a three days' visit to the

smeltery. There has been little com-
plaint from the farmers in regard to

smeltery fumes, as the stack is at the

mouth of Pine canon, which draws the

smoke and fumes largely toward the

mountains, away from the farming land.

Galena—A leasing company has been

formed to work this property at Stockton.

The development will be in charge of

James Creighton.

Cliff—Owing to snowstorms and wet

weather, the roads between Ophir and
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St. John are badly cut up. and the trac-

tion outfit has been temporarily stopped.

Ophir Hillr—Work on the r.e\\ 3000-ft.

drain tunnel has been delayed somewhat

by an accident to the compressor.

Lion Hill Consolidated—The Buffalo

tunnel was advanced 107 Ft. during Janu-

ar\. and is in at present 889 ft. to the

face. On account of an accident to the

Ophir Hill compressor, from which the

Lion Hill gets it air. work with machine

dri'.N -rended.

\\ ashington

Ferry County

Little Giant—Good ore has been un-

covered on this property, near Kettle

Falls: J. W. Gilpin, superintendent.

First Thought—An extensive test of

the ore from this mine is to be made at

the cyanide mill at Napoleon, and if the

test warrants, extensive improvements

will be made on the property.

Priest Lake—New capital has been in-

terested in this property at Priest lake,

and operations will be started as soon as

machinery can be taken to the mine.

King County

Issaquah Coal—This property, idle for

eight years, has been sold to the Superior

coal and Improvement Company, which

will reopen the mine.

Stevens County

Aladdin—Operations are to be re-

sumed at once and additional machinery

will be installed. Frank Ernest, North-

port, is president.

Whatcom County

Gold Run Mining and Milling—This

company has been incorporated by Wil-

liam Boyd, J. M. Saar and others, with

headquarters at Sumas. They have taken

-everal claims in the Alount Baker

district, which they will develop.

Canada
British Columbia

Standard—This mine, near Silverton, is

under option to Patrick Clark, of Spo-

kane. Shipping ore has been cut in the

face of No. 6 tunnel.

Hercules Consolidated Mining and
Smelting Company This company has

incorporated to acquire and devel-

op the Reco. Trachyte and Buffalo claims

er mountain.

Ontario
••'( American Smelting Company—

The company ! e city of Kings-

r'<r?ion of the city's

smelt or, and

will erect a lea J

their mines in ! township

fenac county. The Canadian Northern

Railwav will run c!-

enabling a spur line to be built to the

mines.

Miller Lake-O'Brien—A shoot of ex-

tremely rich ore has been opened on the

140- ft. level of this Gowganda property.

Calcite Lake—This Gowganda com-

pany will shortly install a compressor

plant. High-grade ore has been found

at 125 ft. in depth.

Ontario-Cobalt

The ore shipments from Cobalt for the

week ended Feb. 10 were: Cobalt Lake,

189,140; Kerr Lake, 180,156; McKinley-

Darragh, 179,650; City of Cobalt, 66>-

280; O'Brien, 65,950; Nipissing, 65,020;

Buffalo, 62,450; Temiskaming, 61,910;

Beaver, 61,050; La Rose, 60,000; Treth-

ewey, 50,600; total, 1,042,206 lb. The

bullion shipments were: Nova Scotia,

67,376; O'Brien, 27,312; Campbell &
Deyell's sampler, 7680; Nipissing, 1872;

total, 104,240 ounces.
*

Cobalt Hydraulic—Repairs to the

plant of this company, which supplies

compressed air to a large number of the

mines in Cobalt, have been completed,

and -regular service has been resumed.

Beaver—The directors of this com-

pany have decided not to commence the

payment of dividends for some time yet.

They have under consideration the erec-

tion of a concentrator.

Little Nipissing—A special meeting of

the shareholders has been called for Feb.

24, when a request will be made that

the directors be authorized to borrow

money, and to issue bonds and deben-

tures. No financial statement has as yet

been presented.

Right of Way—The annual meeting

was held at Ottawa, Feb. 15. The report

showed sales during 1910 amounting to

$233,838; dividends paid, $134,840, and

balance to credit of profit and loss ac-

count, $45,027. Cash on hand and due

from smelters amounted to $76,361.

Trethewey—The annual report for

1910 shows total receipts $437,552, and

net revenue $237,800. The capital as-

sets have been increased by $67,781. The

total production for the year was 602

tons, containing 865,777 oz. of silver.

The concentrating mill, in operation since

the end of May, treated 19,013 tons of

ore. producing 263 tons of concentrates

containing 438,000 oz. of silver. There

was cash on hand amounting to S68.078,

in transit and at mine was $213,729.

Ontario-Porcupine

Imperial Crown—A compressor plant

will be installed.

Porcupine United It is probable that

a cnmpivwir plant will be installed in

the near future.

Preston Past Dome-- Contracts have

let for the sinking of four shafts

and a stamp mill has been ordered.

Mexico
Chihuahua

The production of the Parral camp
for January was over 50,000 tons, and

for the first week of this month about

13,000 tons. The production should

henceforth show considerable increase as

a result of milling operations by the Al-

varado Mining and Milling Company and

the Veta Colorado Mining and Smelting

Company.

Mexican Exploration Company—Du-
rongo, Colo., and New York people have

lately perfected this organization for the

acquisition and operation of the Freeman
properties in the Guadalupe y
Calvo section. B. N. Freeman remains

with the new company as secretary and

manager. It is the plan to remodel the

old 10-stamp mill and add modern con-

centrating equipment.

Abondancia—A French syndicate has

ly taken a working option on this prop-

erty in the Santa Eulalia camp. The

property is owned by Luis Terrazas, Jr.,

of Chihuahua. S. G. Burn has been

placed in charge of the exploratory work.

Esmeralda -Parral—It is reported that

plans are under way for the early instal-

lation of a cyanide plant. The Parral

manager is Wade Armstrong, and the

financial manager is W. P. Fairman, of

Philadelphia.

Rio Plata—A shipment of 90 bars of

silver bullion was lately made via Ala-

mos, state of Sonora. The shipment was

valued at $50,000.

Veta Colorado—This mine, near Par-

ral, is about to commence operation.

Electric generators and motors have been

installed.

Guanajuato
Guanajuato Mines Syndicate—The

power line to the mine is now completed.

Providencia—This company, owning

the Tajo de Dolores mine, has completed

the new stamp mill and cyanide plant;

William H. McCord, manager.

Mexico

Esperanza—The mill ran 25 days in

January; crushed 20,562 tons; produced

$159,188 in bullion and concentrate at a

total cost of $105,904.

Sonora

Plans are being matured for a new

company with $5,000,000 capital to ac-

quire all the Cieneguita property in the

Sahuaripa district. The exchange for the

old shares is proposed on the basis of

40 per cent. This will leave $3,000,000

in the treasury.

Asia

Korea

Oriental Consolidated—The mill ran

29 days in December, crushed 30,121

tons of ore, yielding $134,963 at a cost of

$72,118. The net profits were $61,767.
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Coal Trade Review

New York, Feb. 21—The seaboard coal

rade remains dull and rather depressed.

Steam-coal demand is not active, and late

vinter holds back the coastwise business.

Slow trade is reported almost every-

where.

Anthracite trade has not been heavy,

ind some competition for going business

s reported.

From the West accounts continue to

ome of oversupply at market centers,

:nd of sales at extremely low prices.

n consequence, many mines are on short

ime. As is always the case at such

imes, there is a lot of talk about com-

ination to regulate production and

irices; but it will probably have little

esult. Coal men a few months ago were

reparing to meet a coal scarcity; now
fie scarcity is in demand and the coal is

oing begging. Sellers and not buyers

re doing the chasing.

Coal Rates to Chicago—The table be-

aw shows the freight rates on coal to

Chicago allowed by the Illinois Railroad

'ommission. The coal mines of the

tate are divided into groups, from each

f which a general rate is allowed. The

istances given in the table are the aver-

ge haul from each group:

Rate
Average Per Per Ton,

[roup: Distance. Ton. Mile.

Southern Illinois 344 $1.05 0.305c.
Harrisburg 319 1.02 0.320c.
Helleville 291 0.97 0.333c.
Springfield 238 0.82 0.344c.
Fulton County 193 0.75 0.389c.
Danville 147 0.74 0.503c.

The switching charges in Chicago on

11 coal amount to about 10c. per ton.

Tom the Danville group the distance is

2.7 per cent, of that from Southern II-

nois; the rate is 70.5 per cent.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal and coke tonnage originating on

11 lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company east of Pittsburg and Erie,

lonth of January, short tons:

1910. 1911. Changes.
ntl racito.. 1,045,274 1,101,192 I. 55,918
ltuminous 8,021. 729 3,621,472 D. 3,257
Dke 1,413,157 847,140 D. 566,017

Total 6,083,160 5,569,804 D. 513,356

The total decrease this year was 8.4

er cent. The loss was chiefly in coke.

Total coal and coke tonnage of

Chesapeake & Ohio railway, six months
f fiscal year from July 1 to Dec. 30,

hort tons:

1909. 1910. Changes,
nints west of mines 3,879,302 5,174,264 I. 1,294,962
'intsoast 1,034,141 965,468 D. 68,673
idcwater 2,578,202 2,052,567 D. 525,635

Total 7,491,645 8,192,299 I. 700,654

Total increase was 9.4 per cent. Tne
ain was wholly in shipments to points

Current Prices o£~

Metal. Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

west of mines, Eastern and tidewater

tonnage having decreased.

A statement in the Coal Trade Review
gives bituminous coal receipts at Chicago
for the year ended Dec. 31 as follows, in

short tons:

1909. 1910. Changes.
111. and Indiana. . 11,021,000 10,775.000 I). 246,000
Ohio 400,000 970 000 I. 570,000
West Virginia 2,740,000 2,390.000 D. 350,000
Kentucky 25,000 25.000

Total 14,186,000 14,160,000 D. 26,000

The receipts from Illinois and Indiana

showed very little decrease, notwith-

standing the long stoppage at the Illinois

mines. The deficit from that cause was
largely made up from Indiana mines.

The strike also was the chief cause for

the large increase in Ohio coal. The de-

crease in West Virginia coal was rather

unexpected.

New York

Anthracite

Feb. 21—The anthracite trade has been

disturbed by some rumors of cut prices;

but it is not clear where the cutting is

coming from. At any rate everyone de-

nies any such conduct.

Schedule prices for domestic sizes are

$4.75 for lump, $5 for egg and stove and
$5.25 for chestnut, all f.o.b. New York
harbor. For steam sizes current quota-

tions are $3(??3.25 for pea; $2.40^/ 2.75

for buckwheat; $1.95(r?2.25 for buck-

wheat No. 2 or rice; Sl.40tfM.55 for bar-

ley; all according to quality, f.o.b. New
York harbor. Some washery and individ-

ual pea is said to have been sold 10c.

lower.

Bituminous

The seaboard coal trade is still dull.

There has been little buying for the

coastwise trade, and harbor business is

not heavy. All-rail trade is reported a

little better, but not much.

Prices are nominally about the same.

Gas coals bring SI@ 1.10 at mine for )4-

in., 95c.tf?$l for run-of-mine, and 70c.

for slack. Fair steam coals can be had

for $2.60, f.o.b. New York harbor, lower

grades down to $2.35rJ?2.45, with better

coals up to $2.80^/2.90. There is a

plenty of coal at tide, but we do not
hear of any more demurrage sales.

Car supply is good. The heavy snow-
storm of this week will probably inter-

fere with transportation to some extent.

Delays at Eastern ports have made
vessels for the coastwise trade harder
to get. Tonnage can still be had at 75<fr)

85c. from Philadelphia to Boston or Port-

land; 60tf/70c. from New York around
Cape Cod, and 40fa50c. to Sound ports;

but there is a tendency to put up rates.

Birmingham

Feb. 20—Contracts in hand and in

sight warrant the statement that the op-

eration of mines will be steady for some
time to come. The production of coal in

Alabama is better than it was at this time

last year and the indications are that it

will continue so. There is a large quan-
tity of coal still going to the Southern
ports, especially to New Orleans.

Coke production in Alabama is being

kept up to the demand, which is not very

great at the present time.

Chicago

Feb. 20—Sales of coal are naturally

light because of mild weather, but ship-

ments to this market are not so large in

general as a week or two ago and prices

hold up fairly. Domestic coal from
Eastern and Western mines moves very

slowly; steam coal has a steady market
but the tendency of users is to burn

screenings in mild weather. Lump, there-

fore, is very weak in steam coal and
screenings are strong. Retailers and con-

sumers appear to have come to the con-

clusion that winter is practically over,

and few are buying in large quantities.

Illinois and Indiana coals bring $2(ft

2.40 for lump, $1.70fr/ 1.90 for run-of-

mine and $1.50(?/ 1 .80 for screenings, in

car lots. Of coals from east of Indiana,

Hocking again is probably strongest,

shipments now being fairly well regu-

lated to demand, and sales being made
at $3^/3.15. Smokeless shipments have
been reduced so that comparatively few
lots are sold at low prices to escape

demurrage charges; lump sells for $3.30

tf/3.80 and run-of-mine for $2.95@3.05,
lump being the stronger. Anthracite sales

arc very light.

Cleveland

Feb. 20—The coal business holds up
fairly in comparison with the past few
weeks: but it is light for the season with

no signs of an early increase. Most of

the mines which supply this market are

running short time, so that the supply is

kept pretty well down to the demand.'
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Slack is scarce, owing to the light pro-

duction of lump. Car supply is good.

.Middle district coal is $2.15 for l
; ,-in.,

$1.90 for '-in.. SI.80 tor run-of-mine

and $1.55^ 1.70 for slack, all Cleveland

delivery. No. S and Cambridge districts.

5 or 10c. higher. A few sales are re-

ported at 10c. lower for run-of-mine coal

up to demurrage.

Indianapolis

pek 20— Thj coal industry is still flat-

tened out and there is nothing to give it

a more hopeful tone. Operators frankly

admit their belief that the industry will

not emerge from present conditions for

several months. Prospects in the bitum-

inous-coal trade are not alluring and

prices are ruinously low.

The report that the recent blizzard in

the Northwest increased the demand and

sent the price up at the Indiana mines is

denied. Indiana operators have not

been working over two-thirds of the time

for three weeks.

The operators blame the anti-trust law

and the statutes in Indiana and Illinois,

charging that they foster the kind of

combination they were designed to pro-

hibit. Amendments to the anti-trust laws

are being urged to legalize price-fixing

combinations among bituminous-coal op-

erators.

Pitt>bur£

Feb. 21—The local coal trade shows no

improvement, mines running at between

50 and 60 per cent, of capacity and prices

continuing irregular. We quote: Mine-

run and nut. SI; ; -in.. SI. 10; l'^-in.,

SI.20; slack, 82 !
$ «i 85c. per ton.

Ccnnellsville Coke—The market has

improved. All the slack has been taken

• xeen production and consumption,

the furnaces having used up the stock

they accumulated, quite unnecessarily, to

tide them over possible disturbances to

the movement over the holidays. Prompt

furnace coke which could not find a

ready market was selling at 1.40c. and

1.45c, the last important sale at a low

price being 10.000 tons of March coke

to a Cleveland merchant-furnace interest

40. Last week we reported the

prompt market 5c hicher. and this week

we advance quotations another 5c. to

1.60, and it is not certain that any

•int tonnaee can be picked up at

the lower figur?. The rumor noted a week

at a contract for second-half fur-

coke was made at $1.75 pro-

have been entirely without foundation.

We quote: Prompt furnace. 51.50tfi

contract furnace "
fi 1.60;

prompt founi- 2.10; contract

toxin'.-

The Cntirirr report! the production in

the Connellsvillc and lower Connellsville

<:Y ended Feb. 1 ! al

ncrea^c -

and shipments at 3"

5118 cars to points west and 799 cars to

points east, a total of 9433 cars.

The Crucible Steel Company of Amer-

ica has bought from Josiah V. Thompson,

of Uniontown, 2000 acres of Pittsburg

seam coal, at approximately S800 an

acre, through J. H. Hillman & Sons,

Pittsburg. A trifle over half the pur-

chase price is paid in cash, the balance

being on an exchange basis, the Crucible

company giving several parcels of

ground, the most important being the

remainder of the site of its Howe, Brown
& Co. works, at Seventeenth and Pike

streets, Pittsburg, abandoned several

years ago. The tract lies along the west

bank of the Monongahela river just above

lock No. 6, in Greene county, and not far

from the Mar'anna mine of the Pittsburg-

Buffalo Company, the Jones & Laughlin

Steel Company's mines and other

mines recently opened in the Washing-

ton-Greene county district. The price is

the highest yet paid for Greene county

coal. On the other side of the river de-

velopments have been carried practically

to the river, The Isabella Connellsville

Coke Company's holdings lying along the

river and the Tower Hill property just

beyond. The coal lies 250 ft. below the

river, and slopes toward the river,

so that development will be by shaft

a few hundred feet from the river

bank. The seam is expected to

produce 12,000 tons of coking

coal per acre. Development will prob-

ably not start for perhaps a year, as the

intention is to use river transportation

exclusively, to the Crucible Steel Com-
pany's recently acquired coke oven and

blast-furnace property at Midland, on the

Ohio river, just below the mouth of the

Beaver, and it requires the completion of

one dam in the Ohio river to provide

sjackwater for the entire distance.

St. Louis

Feb. 20—The market this week re-

mains unchanged; in other words it is

resting on rock bottom. The cost of

production has been the basis for all

prices during the past 10 days, and a

good many prices below the cost of pro-

duction have been made to move coal at

reconsigning points. In fact a number
of the larger operators claim that those

who are selling coal on the present mar-
ket do not know how to figure their own
cost of production and the market is los-

ing at least 10c. per ton.

It is a matter of fact that the few
mines which insist upon running do not

figure iti office expenses, selling ex-

penses, depreciation of property, or in-

on their money, as being a part

of the cost of production, but seem will-

• let their product go for what it

actually costs to bring it to the top of the

ground in order to keep their mines run-

ning.

The weather has been like July all

week. The thermometer has registered

around 70 to 80 deg. In fact February

has been a month that has broken all

records for high temperatures. The

weather bureau predicts a cold wave
coming, but the coal trade in general has.

lost all faith in weather predictions.

Current prices in the St. Louis market

are as follows:

Illinois, Standard:
St.

Mine. Louis

6-in. lump and egg SI . 10 SI . 62
2-in. lump 1.00 1.62
M ine-run 90 1.42
Screenings . 60 1.12

Trenton:

6-in lump and egg 2.25 2.77
3-in nut 2.00 2.52

Staunton or Bit. Olive:

6-in lump 1.50 2.02
2-in lump 1.25 1.77
Mine-run 1.20 1.72
Screenings . 60 1.12

Carterville:

6-in. lump or egg 1 . 30 1 97
3-in nut 1.20
Mine-run 1.10 l :;
Screenings 0.75 1.42

Pocahontas and New River:

Lump or egg 2.25 4.7:
M ine-run 1 . 25 3.7;

Pennsylvania Anthracite:

Chestnut
Stove or egg
Grate

7.2(
6.i»:

6.7(

Coke:

Connellsville foundry.
Gas house
Smithing

5 41

4 . 9(

4 1;

Prices at East St. Louis are 20c pet

ton below the St. Louis quotations.

Of course the present market ha

made the production of lump fall off

great deal and consequently screening

are bringing good prices. Both Stand

ard and Carterville screenings are bring

ing 75c per ton at the mines. The onh

thing which seems to be hard to move

and for which there is no apparent rea

son for not moving is nut coal. Domes

tic nut can be bought at a price verj

little higher than screenings.

Anthracite—The market is slow,thougl

a pretty fair supply is being used. Then

is very little coming forward as the busi

ness for this year is practically at an end

Smokeless is in a little better demanc

than it was several weeks ago. Dealer;

are introducing it very generally nov

and a great many people are trying it t(

finish out the season, who would not takt

it for a main season's supply.

FOREIGN- COAL-TRADE

British Coal Exports-

from Great Britain, with

for use of steamships

month of January, long

19)0.

Oonl 4,183,280
Coke 02,087
Briquets 131,018

Total exports. . . 4,401

Btearoer coal 1,480,180

Total 6,808,610

The imports of fuel

cant quantity.

-Exports of fue

coal sent abro;u

in foreign I

tons:

1911. Ohnng»
4,050.215 I. 773,0*

11111.017 I.

160,700 I.

6,222,041 I.

1,564,73? I

6.7H7,67S)

are an insignifi-
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Austrian Coal Production—Coal pro-

duction in Austria, year ended Dec. 31,

netric tons:

1909. 1910.

3oal 13,713,043 14,050,858

Changes.
I. 343,815

Jrowucoal 26,043,710 25,157,541 D. 886,175

Total mined...

'oko made
Jriquets made...

39,750,759 39.214,399

1,985,389 2,010,520

333,900 D

D. 542,300

I. 25,137
32,820300,780

Of the briquets reported in 1910, there

vere 185,877 tons made from brown coal

>r lignite.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,

Jlyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

»rices of coal on Feb. 11, as follows:

Jest Welsh steam coal, $4.32; seconds,

S4.14; thirds, $3.96; dry coals, $3.9«;

iest Monmouthshire, $3.96; seconds,

3.72; best small steam coal, $2.40; sec-

nds, $2.16. All prices are per long ton,

,o.b. shipping port, cash in 30 days less

y2 per cent, discount.

« IRON TRADE-REVIEW S
New York, Feb. 22—The iron trade in

le past week has shown more activity

nd seems to be recovering from the

ill which followed the heavy buying of

le close of January and the opening of

ebruary. The present business is of a

lore diversified character, indicating that

mailer manufacturers and jobbers are

aming into the market for supplies. The
nying of rails and other heavy material,

hich sent up the $teel Corporation's

an. 31 statement, has not been resumed;

ut there is activity in the lighter pro-

ucts.

In pig iron there is more demand for

>undry iron in seaboard territory. Ma-
linery manufacturers and cast-iron pipe

lakers have been taking iron more
•eely for second-quarter needs. There

as been also a call for basic iron, both

i the East and in the Central West.

Buyers and sellers are still far apart

i their ideas of prices for second-half

sliveries, and not much business has

sen done beyond June. Makers are

olding prices more stiffly than they have

sne, except for $outhern iron.

In finished material quite a good deal

F business has been done in bars, sheets,

nplates and wire products. Here also

lere is not much doing on deliveries be-

>nd June. Structural orders are quite

"ominent, chiefly of the smaller class,

ail orders have been light this week,
it some business in bridges and steel

rs was placed. Wire products have been
specially active. Upon the whole the

tuation is improving.

Rail Production—The American Iron

id Steel Association reports the produc-

)n of rails in the United States at

634,029 long tons, of which 1,917,900

ns were of bessemer steel, 1,715,899 of

;en-hearth steel and 230 tons of iron.

ie increase over 1909 was 610,184 tons,

20.1 per cent. Details of the produc-

)n are given elsewhere.

Baltimore

Feb. 20—Imports for the week includ-

ed 1350 tons ferromanganese and 60 tons

silicospieg;l from Liverpool; 800 tons

manganese ore from Liverpool; 9500 tons

iron ore from Cuba. Exports included

236,371 lb. spelter and 3,941,920 lb. steel

billets to Liverpool.

Birmingham

Feb. 20—The Southern pig-iron mai-
ket continues quiet and the general quo-

tations are around $11 per ton, No. k:

foundry. There is a rumor that some
iron was sold in the Western market un-

der $11 per ton, but no confirmation is to

be secured. The make is not being im-

proved. The home consumption is be-

ginning to show a little improvement,
though it is yet considerably under what
it was three or four months ago. The
cast-iron pipe makers in the Southern

territory have been selling their product

right along. Machine shops and found-

ries are doing a little but are far from

being run on full time. The charcoal irofl

demand is holding its own with price at

$22«i 22.50 per ton.

The steel situation alone shows activ-

ity. There is a good demand for fabri-

cated steel, rails, wire, rods and nails,

and the shipments are better than the

production.

Chicago

Feb. 20—Buying of pig iron has in-

creased generally in the last week, the

foundry trade, on which this market

chiefly depends, having been stimulated

by the two large sales of 150,000 tons

total for second- and third-quarter de-

livery, made to the leading agricultural-

machinery manufacturers and to a pipe

company. The average melter, however,

is not yet ready to contract for his needs

beyond the second quarter, though he

will probably do so soon, to judge from
the volume of inquiries about last-half

possibilities. Prices are uncertain, though

nominal quotations are $11 Birmingham
for Southern ($15.35 Chicago) and $16
for Northern No. 2. Above and below
these is a range of at least 25c. each way.
The larger sales have been made at the

lowest point of the market and an up-

ward tendency is perceptible. Sales of

iron and steel materials have been of

moderate volume in the last week with

all lines except railroad supplies well

represented. Coke is quiet at $4.90 for

Connellsville.

Cleveland

Feb. 20—There seems to be little anx-

iety among the blast furnaces about ore

for the coming season. Stocks from last

season are still large.

Pig Iron—There is more interest in

basic iron. Quite a number of small

orders are being received for both basic

and foundry for second quarter. Some
inquiries are in for second-half deliv-

eries, but ideas about prices on such
orders are widely divergent. Quotations,

Cleveland delivery, are $15.90 for bes-

semer, $14.40 for basic, .SI 4^/ 14.25 for

No. 2 foundry. There are rumors of

shading on foundry.

Finished Material—There is a fair run
of new orders for sheets. Bars are ac-

tive and prices firmer than they have
been.

Philadelphia

Feb. 21—The inquiries for pig iron

during the past few days have been for

large lots running in some cases into

thousands of tons and deliveries ex-

tended until June 30. Buyers every-

where are on the alert and heavy deal-

ings are looked for almost daily. Elec-

trical concerns, machine builders, stove

manufacturers and others are among
those who are renewing negotiations

upon much larger supplies than were

asked for more than a month ago. The
various grades of foundry are now the

chief object of interest. The makers of

v/hat are regarded as special irons have
suddenly quoted prices 50c. higher, but

this advance has not been attempted on
large intending buyers. The condition

of the market is that of expectancy and
hope rather than accomplished results.

It is recognized that the current produc-

tion of crude iron will not meet a vig-

orous and healthy demand. Certain large

pig iron transactions in the West are

referred to here as evidences of a wide-

spread movement that may result in a re-

turn to normal conditions. There are

makers here, however, who do not share

any more sanguine views than they did

two or three weeks ago. A renewal of

active effort of some southern makers to

unload iron in this territory has toned

down the views of some makers who felt

a little elated. The expected business

in basic pig is as dead as ever. The bar

mills are scratching along and nothing

of moment is being done in gray forge.

The average quotations is $14.50; basic

nominally is $15 and No. 2 X foundry

$16 per ton.

Steel Billets—The movement is still

confined to actual requirements of users

and efforts to effect sales involving late

deliveries have failed.

Bars—Stores in city and country re-

port a more liberal movement with the

approach of spring and the- most inter-

esting orders of the past week have been

from jobbers.

Sheets—The larger users of sheets are

gradually coming in and placing orders

to see them through until summer. The
near approach of the building season is

helping corrugated sheets.

Pipes and Tubes—The tube market is
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said to show stronger undertone but the

quotations given to recent inquiries show

no sign of it.

Plates—The demand in the local mar-

kets is for small lots for early delivery.

The placing of large car-build.'ng orders

is regarded as a good omen. Capacity

has not been increased but the manufac-

turers feel the worst of the strain is over

and that a moderate increase will be

possible before March is out. The

smaller shops using boiler plate are pick-

ing up business.

Structural Material—A reviving de-

mand from railroad sources is improving

the outlook. The orders for the past

week have been for small bridge work in

some of the Atlantic Coast States,

especially New England. Local require-

ment for construction purposes have been

presented this week and will make a

good showing.

Scrap—Melting scrap has been pretty

well cleaned up in this market and there

is a call for more. Scrap dealers are now
snapping optional bids made a few weeks

ago and are looking for railroad scrap,

yard scrap, car wheels and axles.

Pittsburg

Feb. 21—Bookings of orders for fin-

ished-steel products have been at prac-

tically an unchanged rate since the clos-

ing days of January. They are very

heavy in wire products, considerably in

excess of the current capacity, fairly

heavy in pipe and tinplate, fairly satis-

factory in steel bars, and far below ca-

pacity in plates, shapes, rails and sheets.

Production continues to increase. The

Homestead and Duquesne plants, which

early in January were running at only

between 25 and 30 per cent, of their fin-

ishing capacity, are now running at 75

to 80 per cent. The entire Riverside

plant, at Benwood, W. Va., is being put

in operation, two blast furnaces being

blown in this week, while the steel mill

and finishing departments will start in

about a fortnight. The steel industry as

a whole is operating at between 60 and

70 per cent, of capacity.

A meeting of wire producers is to be

held this week, and the subject of mak-

ing another price advance will be dis-

cussed. The opinion has become more

general that an advance wili occur by

March 1, and it is not impossible that one

will be decided upon at the coming meet-

ing. A meeting of the pipe mills is rum-

ored as likely to be held, and in any

event it is far from improbable that an

advance in pipe will be made. Bookings

-id in the past few

the great accumulations of job-

bers and manufacturing consumers, due

to the heavy buying in the fall of 1900,

having at last been i Demand
for line pipe and oil country goods has

been particularly good.

Pig Iron—The basic pig-iron market

has been unusually interesting. Our last

report noted bids of $13.50, Valley, be-

ing refused. Subsequently several sales

were made at $13.60, Valley, and late last

week a sale of 2000 tons was made at

$13.65, to an Allegheny Valley steel in-

terest. Later another steel interest in

the same valley bought 3000 tons, pay-

ing either $13.65 or $13.75, Valley, while

a sale of about 1500 tons was made at

$13.70. The furnaces have for a fort-

night or more been asking a minimum
of $14, Valley, and the sales at lower

prices have been made by middlemen.

While there are considerable stocks in

the hands of middlemen, it does not ap-

pear that they are all for sale at less than

the furnace price, but rather that the

middlemen are merely selling odd blocks

at advancing prices and as the market

shows strength are advancing their ask-

ing prices on the remainder, so that the

market seems in a fair way to work up

to $14, Valley. This would be an ad-

vance of a clear dollar a ton over what

was done last October at the minimum.

Meanwhile we quote the market at $13.75

(fj 14, Valley. Nothing is reported in bes-

semer since the sale of 1000 tons re-

ported last week at $15, Valley, and this

figure stands as the market. Foundry

iron has been moving more freely, in

small lots, and prices have been advanc-

ing slightly. The $13.75, Valley, quo-

tation has disappeared, Valley furnaces

quoting not lower than $14 at furnace,

equal to $14.90, Pittsburg. A furnace

having a 75c. rate to Pittsburg would sell

at $14, furnace, equal to $14.75, Pitts-

burg. Two or three sales of small lots

of foundry have been made at $14.25.

The quotations now given represent an

advance of 10 to 15c. in the week. Malle-

able has sold again at $13.75, Valley.

Ferromanganese—The market contin-

ues soft, and we quote $37.50 (a 37.75, for

prompt and $38 for forward, f.o.b. Balti-

more, freight to Pittsburg being $1.95 per

ton.

Steel—The market has grown consider-

ably stronger. One or two large pro-

ducers have withdrawn from the market

at the recognized prices of $23 for bil-

lets and $24 for sheet bars, f.o.b., Pitts-

burg and Youngstown. A sale of slightly

more than 2000 tons of special quality

open-hearth sheet bars was made last

week at $25, Pittsburg. There are sellers

of ordinary open-hearth steel at $24, but

the buyer was willing to pay $1 addi-

tional for the particular quality secured.

However, it is a fact that a month earlier

the mill making this sale was willing to

sell the same quality of steel at $24, so

that the sale, while not establishing a

new market price at least indicates an

advancing tendency. Rods arc firm at

$20, Pittsburg.

Sheds In general demand shows no

material increase although the trend ap-

pears to be in the right direction. The
Allegheny Steel Company, which has

been operating five of its 18 sheet mills

of late, this week started nine additional

mills, making 14 in operation. There

have been some slight irregularities in

prices on galvanized sheets, but not of

sufficient importance to be recognized by

sellers generally, while black sheets con-

tinue to be firmly held. We continue to

quote: Black sheets, 28 gage, 2.20c; gal-

vanized, 3.20.; blue annealed, 10 gage,

1.65c; painted corrugated roofing, $1.15;

galvanizer, $2.75 per square.

St. Louis

Feb. 20—-The market in pig iron is a

trifle better. A little interest is being

shown for second- and third-quarter de-

liveries, mostly third-quarter. A num-
ber of medium sized orders have been

placed this week. The current price re-

mains $11 per ton, Birmingham, or

$14.75, St. Louis, for No. 2 foundry.

Sault Ste. Marie Canal

The total freight passing through the

Sault Ste. Marie canals for the full sea-

son was as follows, in short tons:

1909. 1910. Changes.

. . . 57,895,149 62,303,218 I. 4,468,068Freight, tons..

.

Vessels, No
Av. cargo, tons.

19,204
3,014

20,899 I. 1,696

2,984 D. 31

In 1910, owing to greater draft in the

Canadian lock, that canal bore the larger

part of the tonnage. The freight carried

through the Canadian canal was 36,435,-

557 tons as against 25,927,661 tons car-

ried through the American canal. The

total of 62,365,218 tons is the largest ir

lake history, the nearest being that of the

season of 1907, when 58,217,214 torn

were carried. The United States cana'

opened May 5 and closed Dec. 14.; the

Canadian canal opened April 12 anc

closed Dec. 15, giving seasons of 247 anc

214 days, respectively.

The mineral freights included abew

were as follows, in short tons, excep

salt, which is in barrels:

1909. 1910. OhangeO

Coal 9,941,026 13,513,727 I. 3,572,70

Iron ore 40,014,978 41,(503,634 I. 1,588,61

Pig and mfd. iron. 522,281 444,669 D. 77,61

Copper 127,212 148,070 I. 20,86

Building stone 1.784 9,635 1. 7,81

Salt, bbi: 651,091 528,610 D. M3.48

In 1910 iron ore was 66.7 per cent, o

the total freight, and coal 21.7 per cent

S FOREIGN IRON TRADE \\±

Belgian Iron Trade—Exports and Ifli

ports of iron and steel in Belgium, yea

ended Dec. 31, metric tons:

Exports. Imports. Excosr.

Pig- iron 14,696 687,001 Imp. 679,80

Other iron and
Btoel 1,406,190 360,422 I'M'

Total 1,420,885 1,017,123 Exp.

Total, 1909 1.235, 318 828,046 Exp. tOIX

Imports of iron ore in 1910 vei

5,182,436 tons; exports, 595,251 tons
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[bowing increases over 1909 of 835,099

ons in imports and 159,599 tons in ex-

lorts.

British Foreign Trade—Exports and

mports of iron and steel and of ma-

hinery in Great Britain, month of Jan-

iary, as valued by Board of Trade re-

urns:

Exports. Imports. Excess,

ron and steel £ 3,830,687 £ 825,806 Ex. £ 3,

[achinery... 2,248,083 433,719 Ex. 2, (152,364

utl'iv and
hardware.. 615,390 392,752 Ex. 222,638

ew ships.... 230,208 Ex. 230,206

Total £ 7,162.368 £ 1,652,276 Ex. £ 5,510,092

Total, 1910.. 8,188,483 1,318,789 Ex. 6,869,694

Decrease in exports, £1,026,115, or 12.5

er cent.; increase in imports, £333,487,

r 25.3 per cent. The total quantities of

on and steel were, in long tons:

1910. 1911. Changes.

xports 390,823 384. K94 D. 5,929

mports 108,884 129.207 I. 20,323

Imports are largely of crude iron, bil-

;ts, blooms, etc., which are manufactur-

d into finished forms in British mills.

Ore Imports— Imports of iron ore into

ireat Britain, for month of January,

•ere 551,982 tons in 1910, and 681,240

i 1911; increase, 129,258 tons. Of the

nports this year 485,391 tons were from

pain.

Imports of manganese ore, 64,858 tons

i 1910, and 33,253 in 1911; decrease

1,605 tons.

§\ METAL- MARKETS 5
New York, Feb. 22—The metal mar-

2ts have been rather quiet, but fairly

:eady. Tin continues to be the spectac-

lar figure of the markets.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

flTED STATES GOLD
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Copper sheets are 1S'<7 I9c. base for

large lots. Full extras are charged, and

higher prices for small quantities. Cop-

per wire is 13) c. base, carload lots at

mill.

The London market for standard cop-

per has been firmer, and closes at

E55 3s. 9d., for spot, and £55 17s. 6d.

for three months.

Copper exports from New York for the

ere 2593 long tons. Our special

correspondent gives the exports from

Baltimore for the week at 491 tons.

The Osceola company, of Michigan, re-

ports officially the sale of 16.744.258 lb.

of copper in 1910 at an average or

Our quotational average for

1910 was 13.039 cents.

Brass Prices—The Ansonia Brass Com-
pany announces prices as follows, tak-

ing effect Jan. 30: High sheet brass,

14 ,c. per lb.; low, 15 ;
s c.; brass wire,

high. 14'
4 c; low, 15-\xC. ; brass rods,

high. 14' 4 c; low, 16-<sc; brass tubing,

brazed. I9 ; sc. ; open seam, \l*$c. Scrap

allowances are 8 ; ;.c. net per lb. for high

brass, and 9? s c. for low brass.

Tin—While the London market during

the period under review fluctuated con-

siderably, transactions decreased in vol-

ume and the excitement abated. The

Syndicate seems to have taken advantage

of the weak spots to accumulate further

quantities, and thus to strengthen their

hold on the market. Sudden advances in

the near future will, therefore, not be

surprising.

The feature of this market is the con-

tinued scarcity of spot material and the

heavy premiums asked. Buying on the

part of consumers has been almost nil,

and only absolute wants were covered.

While stocks in warehouses in New York

are said to amount to about 1200 tons,

they are owned largely by consumers

who do not resell, and the balance by the

domestic representatives of members of

the Syndicate. The London market

closes strong at £194 15s. for spot, and

£191 5s. for three months, while the New
York market quotes spot and February

tin at about 44 '.c. and March at 43 cents,

-rs. Robertson & Bense report that

receipts of tin ore and concentrates at

Hamburg, Germany, in January were 732

tons from Germany and 25 tons from

South Africa.

/wad—Missouri lead has Deen rnoiu

offered, and the market has eased

off to 4.22 '-/ 1.25, St. Louis. On this

parity, lead is offered at New York, mak-

ing the price here 4.40 tf*4.42 cents.

The foreign market is slightly better.

Spanish lead beint' quoted at £13, and

English lead at £M 2s. <;j. per ton.

Spelter The galvanizing busint

looking up and there hfl good

demand for spelter. '

n?ss was d

market closes at 5.42 1/2 @5.47 J^c, St.

Louis, and 5.57j4@5.62j4c, New York.

Early in the week the foreign market

for spelter was 2s. 6d. lower, but it

closes same as last week at £23 5s. for

good ordinaries, and £23 10s. for spe-

cials.

Zinc dust is quoted at 6?sc. per lb.,

New York.

The premium on brass-special spelter

has lately been smaller than usual, these

brands at present fetching only 5(W 10c.

per 100 lb. over the price for prime west-

ern.

Base price of zinc sheets is $7.50 per

100 lb., f.o.b. La Salle-Peru, Ind., less 8

per cent, discount.

Silesian Zinc Market—Paul Speier re-

ports from Breslau, under date of Jan.

30, that prices have been unchanged at

49 marks per 100 kg. for ordinary brands

at works—equal to 5.29c. per lb. Zinc

sheets are quoted at 57.35^/59.35 marks
per 100 kg.—equal to 6.30c. per lb.,

average.

' Imports and exports of spelter and zinc

products in Germany., year ended Dec.

31, are reported as follows, in metric

tons':

z-Im ports ->, i— Ex ports -^,

1909. 1910. 1909. 1910.

Spelter 44,514 39,328 76,183 82,700
Zinc scrap 2,476 1,896 6,043 6,103
Zinc sheets 99 '246 18,999 26,623
Zinc dust 835 1,285 3,021 3.091
Zinc pigments 7,002 7,959 20,001 32,269

Imports of zinc ores were 201,110

tons in 1909, and 240,584 in 1910; ex-

ports, 51,994 tons in 1909, and 59,440

tons last year.

Other Metals

Aluminum—The market has again been

rather quiet, and few sales are reported.

We continue to quote 2\(<t2\y2 c. per lb.

for No. 1 ingots in large lots, New York.

Antimony—The tone of the market has

improved, chiefly owing to the formation

of the syndicate abroad and the expecta-

tion of higher prices. Cookson's is

quoted at &%c. per lb.; U. S. at 7 -)4 <?/

7~,'c, while 7!4^7 I Sc. is named for

Hungarian and other outside brands.

Quicksilver—Business is good and
there has been another sharp advance.

The New York quotation is $49.50^50
per flask of 75 lb. for large lots; $52.50

ft 53.50 for jobbing lots. San Francisco,

$49 for domestic business and $2 less

for export. The London price has ad-

vanced 10s. and is now £9 per flask, with

the same price quoted by second hands.

Magnesium—The price of pure metal

50 per lb. for 100-lb. lots, f.o.b.

New York.

Bismuth The current price of bis-

muth in London is 7s. Od. or SI.80—per

lb. This price has been maintained for

several mouths.

Nickel Large lots, contract business,

per lb. Retail -pot, from 50c.

for 500-lb. lots up to 55c. for 200-lb.

lots. The price of electrolytic is 5c.:

higher.

Cadmium—Current quotations are 60

OilOc. per lb. in 100-lb. lots, f.o.b. New
York, according to quantity of metal.,

The price in Germany has recently ad-

vanced and is now 575(W600 marks per

100 kg.; equal to 63.4c. per lb., average.

British Aletal Imports and Exports

Imports and exports of metals in Great

Britain, month of January, figures in long

tons, except quicksilver, which is in

pounds:

Metals: Imports. Exports. Excess.

Copper, long tons 11,124 6,058 Imp. 7,4fii;

Copper, 1910.... 13.915 5,515 Imp. 8,fflC

Tin, long tons 3,158 3,472 Exp. 314
Tin, 1910 4,177 3,794 Imp. 383

Lead, long tons.. 23,501 2,912 Imp. 20,589
Lead, 1910 19,012 3,912 Imp. 15.1M

Spelter, l'g tons .

.

10,771 754 Imp. 10,717
Spelter, 1910.... 11,055 813 Imp. 10,242

Quicksilver, lb. .. 54,197 350,525 Exp. 296,328
Quicksilver, '10 455,602 54,073 Imp. 400,988

Minor met's, tons 374 1,490 Exp. 1,122
Minor, 1910 392 2,181 Exp. 1,788

Ores:

Tin ore and con. 2,053 Imp. 2,053
Tin ore, 1910. .

.

1,817 Imp. 1,817'

Pyrites 97,807 Imp. 97,667
Pyrites, 1910... 63,617 Imp. 63,617

Copper totals include metallic contents

of ore and matte. Exports include re-

exports of foreign material. Miscellane-

ous metals include nickel, aluminum and

the minor metals and alloys. Of the im-

ports in 1910, the United States furnished

in all 7254 tons fine copper, and 4410

tons lead. This lead was chiefly Mexican,

refined in this country.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

Joplin, Mo. Feb. 18—The highest price

paid for zinc sulphide ore was $45.50, the

base prices ranging from $39 to $42.50;

per ton of 60 per cent. zinc. Zinc sili-

cate ore sold at $20(0-23 per ton of 40

per cent. zinc. The average price, all

grades of zinc, was $40. The highest

offering reported on lead ore this week

was $56 per ton, with offers as low as

$55, but some of the ore shipped this

week was settled for at $57 Co- 58, having

been purchased one or two weeks ago.

Average $55.48 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED FEB. is.

Webb aty-CartcrviUo
Joplin
\ li>a- Neck
Oronogo
Galena
Duenweg
spii:,g City
Miami
Jackson
Badger
Car] in ni't Ion
Aurora
Carthage
Granby
Stott City

Zinc lh.lLend lb.

1,865,000

314,330

67,860
SI. son

16,860

24,660
156,000

Totals 9,568,010 2,561,4

i a
ii

3.18*

I.' i

7 weeks 64,149.560 12.062.990 $1,609.01.1

Zinc value, the week, $191,393; 7 weeks, $1

Lead value, the week, 71,071 ; 7 weeks,
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The zinc market was Sltf/3 per ton

ligher, on the base price, than last week,

he medium and lower grades coming in

or the heaviest advances. Attempts were

tiade to purchase a considerable portion

if the reserve stock, but as it is in the

lands of the companies able to hold an

inlimited time, little progress was made,

nd failing in this prices eased off at the

;eek-end. Heavy rain set in Friday

ight, continuing all day Saturday, and

jssened the shipment below the pur-

hases. It seems probable tonight that

ouble may be expected at many mines

rom the excess of rain.

ac \\'/>0il2c. per unit of sulphur at

mines for furnace sizes. Spanish pyrites,

furnace sizes, are 12^/ 12j/'C. per unit,

ex-ship. Arsenical pyrites are from y>(n

U4C. per unit less.

CHEM ICALS

MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICES.
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merger was favorable, but more or less

of a sop to the plan. The recommenda-

tion that a holding company be organized

to take over the parent company is well

received by the public, but not by Calu-

met & Hecla officials. The "street" would

be better pleased were there a larger

number of shares and a selling price

aicund 550 per share, rather than $200.

This would naturally give a broader mar-

ket for the stock and also a more specu-

lative flavor, which is what stock-market

interests want.

Curb trading has been quiet and al-

most without feature. First National and

Rhode Island Coal both show better mar-

ket action. Amalgamated Nevada, which

had a perpendicular rise from 12 to 25c,

is back close to the former figure again.

AnaeMsmentN

TIN AT NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO Feb. 20.

Company. iDelinq. Sale. iAmt.

Advance, M'Ht
Aeolian, Ida
Albion, I'tah
Capital. Ma
Con. Virginia, Nev
Eastern star, Ida
Emma. Utah

M. x M., Ida
Grant, Ida
Great Eastern, Ida
Hancock Con , Mich
Helvetia <'• ipper, Aria
Independence, Utah

la Copper, Ida
Lower Mammoth, Utah
Lucky Swede, Ida
Pandora, Ida
B-xall. Utah
Savanna. BT. M
Belma, Utah
Silver Crown, Ida
Sp-.kaii'- Tunnel, Ida
Bunrlse, Ida
Sup<-r' r & Boston Cop.. Ariz.
Tonopah North Star, Nov..
Treasure, Cat

Fell.

Mar.
Feb.
Fell
Fell.

Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mav
Feb
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Apr.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Fell.

1 Mar.
1 Mar.
M Mar.
pi Mar.
: Feb.
4 Apr.

15 Apr.
2(1 Mar.
•27 Mar.
9 Mar.
1

15 ....

9 Mar.
I 3 Apr.
II

1 May
30 Feb.
is Mar.

1

15 Mar.
•21 Apr.
18 Mar.
is Mar.
•in

Feb. in Mar. 3

1 $0,003
18 mi;,

27 0.18
in 0.0021

0.25
(i 002
(i 0(1,5

0.001
0.008

11113

1.00
0.60
II IHI7

0.005
0.115

0.002
0.003
0.005
0.50

0.00J
11.(101

0.002
. 003
TOO
0.08
0.05

2.-,

\vtr:in«' Prtcea of Metal*

SILVER

y
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The Railway Decision

The great event of the last week was

the denial by the Interstate Commerce
Commission of the railways' application

for permission to raise rates. This mat-

ter is of vast importance to the mining

industry, not only because of its depend-

ence upon moderate freight rates, but

also because the railways are among the

largest buyers of metals.

If we accepted the statements of the

angry presidents after the decision was

rendered, we should have prepared our-

selves for a complete cessation' of buy-

ing of everything. In short, it seemed

as if the railways were contemplating

going out of business. However, we do

not fear that, the Interstate Commerce

Commission having pointed out in a

masterly analysis that the net receipts

of the railways in 1910 were greater

than ever before; and we opine that

they will continue to buy our iron, cop-

per, etc.

We believe that sober thought will in-

dicate that the decision was a good thing

for the railways themselves. The plan of

meeting the demands of labor by raising

rates would result only in more demands

by labor and the thing would have gone

on in a vicious circle. The burden of

increased freight rates would ultimately

have rested upon the wage-earners. The

economic necessity of the times is re-

duction in the cost of living, not increase

thereof.

The railways are now in a position to

resist further demands by their men, and

they may, moreover, find it worth while

to consider what economies may be ef-

fected, and even to reflect upon the pos-

sibilities of "scientific management,"

which up to date they have pretended to

despise. Probably they will be led to

improve their methods to such an extent

as to establish their credit on a firmer

basis than ever before. The decision is

likely to prove a blessing in disguise.

Anyway, the railway companies will sure-

ly continue to run their trains, maintain

their tracks, and use up steel and copper

just as if there had been no adverse de-

cision.

The Arizona "Porphyries"
The Arizona Copper Company, mining

a little upward of 2000 tons of ore per

day and producing about 32,000,000 lb.

of copper per year, made its output in

1910 at a cost of 10.3c. per lb. The

methods of this company are in some

respects antiquated, and some of its ore

is rather difficult of treatment. The
modern methods that are being intro-

duced by the newer porphyry mines will

undoubtedly result in great economy as

compared with the cost at Clifton, the

estimate of 9c. being in no way un-

reasonable. It is to be recollected, how-

ever, that of the new mines Miami is the

only one possessing an ore whereof the

yield per ton will be approximately that

of Clifton. When the managers of the

mines of 2 per cent, ore, which may be

assumed to yield about 26 lb. of copper

per ton, tell us that they are going to

produce copper at 9c. per lb., well, "we're

from Missouri."

Proposed Coal Combination
The project for a combination of coal

operators to include all the districts in

the central competitive States, as out-

lined by a correspondent, is an ambitious

one, and undoubtedly has attractions for

coal operators. As now proposed, it is

to cover all the districts from western

Pennsylvania to Oklahoma, and is to

regulate competition, production and

prices; incidentally, also, it is expected

to promote improvement in mining meth-

ods. The promoters are enthusiastic

over the movement; but they seem to

have taken too little account of the many
obstacles in the way.

Foremost among these, of course, are

the Federal anti-trust laws and those of

several of the States. Such a combina-

tion as is proposed would be directlv in

contravention of these statutes. Another

important consideration is the divergent
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interests of different districts, and the

equally divergent interests of the larger

and smaller operators in the several

States. The combination as proposed

covers so wide a territory that it would

seem impossible to bring in all the op-

erators; in any event it would be a long

and uphill work. A still more difficult

task would be to hold every operator to

the agreement, should it be made. Nor

is it certain that such a combination is

desirable. It would certainly be one

in restraint of trade; and one in which

the interests of the consumers would be

set aside more freely and openly than

by some of those trusts and combinations

which are exciting so much popular hos-

tility.

The coal trade is certainly suffering

at present from overproduction and ex-

cessive competition. Some means may be

devised to reduce these evils; but the

combination now proposed is hardly

likely to be successful.

Improvements in Copper

Smelting

Our copper smelters, having largely

perfected the mechanical methods of

handling material in and about their

works, having increased the size of their

furnaces to what now seems to be the

economic maximu.n, and having to a

large extent solved the problem of hand-

ling fine ore to advantage, are again turn-

ing their attention to more purely metal-

lurgical improvements. Some noteworthy

advances in this respect have lately been

made, the most far-reaching of these

having been undoubtedly the successful

introduction of the basic-lined converter,

which has already become an extensively-

used feature of modern practice.

An interesting innovation that is short-

ly to be tried on a large scale is the

blowing of high-erade, fine concentrates

into the converter, a special tuyere for

this purpose having lately been invented.

By this device, which is held in high cs-

>n by metallurgists who have wit-

J its operation, a careful adjust-

ment of the feed into the converter is ac-

complished. This method is to be em-

nea for the treatment of

the Miami concentrate, and we under-

stand it is also to come into use else-

wherr

If this method proves idvtnttgeous,

the successful introduction of tlv

lined converter being, of course, the fac-

tor that renders it possible, copper metal-

lurgy will have made a long stride

toward real pyritic smelting, and the

treatment of excessively fine ore will

have ceased to be the bugbear that once

it was.

Light Railways
It is reported that the Nigerian tin-

fields, from which it is expected that the

present deficiency in the world's tin sup-

ply is largely to be made good, are to be

opened by a railway of 2}£-ft. gage,

about 100 miles in length. This is inter-

esting as another example of the employ-

ment of light railways in the development

of the resources of the Dark Continent.

The most noteworthy of such lines is the

one that was built in German Southwest

Africa to bring out the product of the

Otavi mines. This remarkable line is

about 350 miles long, of 600-mm., or

about 24-in. gage.

In this country, in the early days of

the region west of the Rocky mountains,

many narrow-gage railways, so called,

were constructed to mining camps, but

these were of 3-ft. gage, which is a big

affair compared with the real light rail-

ways. Of the latter we have had but

few examples. Indeed, the only ones that

we recall are that of the Arizona Copper

Company, from Morenci to Clifton, about

11 miles of 24-in. gage, and that in

Mexico which connects fhe Palmarejo

mines with their mill, this being 12H
miles of 30-in. gage. On the latter line a

22-ton locomotive handled 14 cars, car-

rying 63 tons of ore, making the round

trip in 4 to \ lA hours.

The advantages of light railways de-

pend, of course, upon their low cost of

construction. Not only is the track ma-

terial per mile of relatively small cost,

but also they can be laid out upon com-

paratively steep gradients and very small

radii of curvature, while bridges are, of

course, of much more moderate cost than

for broader gages. We are inclined to

think that in many cases large sums of

monov are expended in the construction

of railways of standard-gage where a

light railway or a ropeway would fulfil

the real needs at a much less cost; also

that these comparatively inexpensive

means of transportation have not been

riven sufficiently careful consideration in

connection with mineral resources at

•it lying unworked.

We wonder if the awakening of China

in the development of her mineral re-

sources has been fully recognized. In

fact, Chinese pig iron is now a regular

commodity on our own Pacific coast,

while on our Atlantic coast we receive

liberal supplies of Chinese tin and Chi-

nese antimony. In both the tin and anti-

mony markets of the world, China is now

an important factor. European smelters

derive some lead and zinc ore from

China, and what more there is to come

thence who can tell? Let us hope that

the Chinese do not take it into their

heads to discover and exploit copper

mines. Rather let us pray that they will

inaugurate a new coinage, such as gave

the market a fillip in 1905.

The announcement in the Johannes-

burg letter in last week's Journal of the

discovery of a gold-bearing reef on the

Cyferfontein farm, near Klerksdorp, is of

much interest, although up to the present

it has not been established whether it is a

part of the Main Reef series or of a sep-

arate series. The reef was encountered

at a depth of 560 ft., and 12 in. of it

were reported to assay 39.5 dwt. The

borehole is being continued and is re-

ported to have intersected another reef

but no disclosure has been made as to its

metal content.

About 60 miles southwest of Randfon-

tein the lower division of the Witwaters-

rand formation is regarded as coming

to the surface, and the older geologists

consider the quartzite in which the new

reef has been found to be below the

Main Reef series. The discovery may be

fraught with large possibilities for the

southwestern Rand, but further investi-

gation must be made before its value can

be judged.

The last issue of the Journal, that ot

Feb. 25, may be taken as an example o;

how the proposals of the Postoffice De

partment would work. This issue com

prised the usual 48 pp. of reading am

along with it carried 84 pp. of advertis

ing. The weight of a single copy wa

13 615 oz. The weight of the advertis

ing pages alone was 8.854 oz. The sub

scription price is 9.6c. per copy. Unde

the present second-class mail rate th

postage per copy is 0.85c. The Postoffic

Department would raise this to 2 T/c- Pc

copy.
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Metallics

In sampling metal bars by drilling, the

use of taper-shank drills is a great money

saver.

For a given tank and mother liquor,

slower crystallization can be brought

about by carefully running in a thin

layer of water on top of the liquor.

Small quantities of flue dust have been

successfully smelted by moistening and

wrapping in heavy paper bags and plac-

ing the bags carefully on the charge.

The method, however, needs a cool top

on the furnace and low blast.

The Eureka Windfall Mining Com-

pany, of Eureka, Nev., is said to be do-

ing the cheapest cyaniding of any con-

cern in the world. It is said that the total

cost of crushing and cyaniding, including

all operations from the time the ore

leaves the mines, was only 80.4c. per

ton on the first 30,000 tons of ore milled.

If, in melting retort metal, a flux is

used composed of two parts sodium bi-

carbonate, two parts potassium carbonate

and one part borax glass, a slag is ob-

tained that is gradually decomposed by

moisture. The greater part of the slag is

soluble in water after decomposition. Us-

ing such a flux, the amount of slag to be

remelted can be reduced to an amount

not inconveniently too great to add to a

later melting.

In the tropics galvanized iron soon

corrodes and the use of the "cement"

paint is especially recommended in such

climates. An excellent paint of this type

is made as follows: Red lead, 25 lb.;

white lead ground in oil, 25 lb.; sifted

Portland cement, 10 lb.; boiled linseed

oil, 7 gal. Mix the lead with the oil, then

sift in the cement while stirring, and add

1 gill of japan drier for each gallon of

paint. The paint is applied thickly with

a brush; the mixture should be stirred

frequently while applying. This paint

protects the iron much better and for a

longer time than paints in which there is

no cement.

In precipitating copper by aluminum
in the analysis of ores and mattes, alum-

inum foil is generally used. The manip-

ulations are greatly facilitated by using

aluminum wire. A piece of No. 14 wire,

about 18 in. long, is closely coiled for

all but five or six inches of its length,

around a lead pencil; the coil is then

opened slightly. The precipitation is ef-

fected by the coiled part, the straight wire

being used as a handle. If the precipita-

tion is done in a flare-neck "copper"
flask, and the solution boiled until all the

iron is reduced (until the solution is

colorless) the copper precipitate will fall

almost completely from the aluminum
to the bottom of the flask, where it may
be gathered in a heap and the bulk of the

solution be decanted without any of the

copper passing out.

By the Way
James MacNaughton, general manager

of the Calumet & Hecla, in arguing

against the proposed tonnage tax of ]/>c.

per lb. on copper produced in Michigan,

said that "In 10 years the mines of the

Upper Peninsula will be producing only

10 lb. of copper to the ton of ore." Mr.

MacNaughton said further that out of the

total copper production of Michigan 55,-

000,000 lb. are produced annually at a

loss. This is about 25 per cent, of the

production.

The method for the direct determina-

tion of hydrogen, given elsewhere in the

Journal, is of interest alike to the

analyst and to the pure chemist. To the

former it means freedom from the

troubles connected with the explosion

pipette, and the calculations and manip-

ulations involved in the introduction of

air or oxygen. To the latter it is note-

worthy, as it marks another step in direct

elemental determination, while it makes
use of the properties of what was long

regarded as a chemical curiosity without

utility, a colloidal metal. Which again

proves that the ultimate results of any
discovery are not to be foreseen.

In the copper trade it has been a

"buyers' market" for a long time. They
catch the producers both going and com-

ing. The buyers said, "We need not con-

tract ahead for copper because you pro-

ducers are turning out so much that you

have always got a surplus that you are

anxious to sell." Then the producers

curtail their output, the surplus dimin-

ishes, but buyers don't get scared. Some
doubts are expressed as to whether there

was really a curtailment, so producers

publish statistics to show how much they

have really cut themselves down. This

ought to be a bullish argument, but the

perverse consumers say"See! That shows

how much the production can be quickly

increased if we bid up the price! We
won't do it." However, the producers

will not, perhaps, be so easy to swell

their output as the consumers think.

Seme of them have learned a lesson

about the folly of sacrificing their re-

sources. We are inclined to think that

attention now should be focused on the

growth of consumption rather than upon
the matter of production.

A reported discovery of osmium ore

was recently chronicled by a contempo-

rary under the heading of "Armor Plate

Ore." We find further, "the ore is a

hard, infusible, bluish metal, and is the

heaviest substance known. It has a value

of S40 per ounce and is extensively used

in the manufacture of armor plate and in

the construction of steel battleships."

Further we find osmium steel credited

with tensile strength of 71,000 lb. per sq.

in., concerning which we read, "this is due

to the wonderful resistance of the os-

mium, contained in the ore, and infus-

ing it with" common iron there is nickel

enough in it to make a metal of the

osmi- radium group that will stand any
amount of heat or pressure. The metals

can be extracted by the electrochemical
process, and can be smelted direct by
electricity and the fine metal produced in

a condition ready for forging or resmelt-

ing, and can then be recast into ingots

or rolled into sheets or rods." The de-

posit lies five miles northeast of Boise

Ida., and a million-dollar corporation al-

ready controls it. This is, indeed, impor-

tant if true.

Having only recently chronicled the

close of another chapter of the

perennial dip-needle swindle, we are

now confronted with its first cousin,

the human dip needle. An engineer in

the Lake Superior iron country sends an
account of this old acquaintance. A
Minneapolis paper of Feb. 5, says:
"Down in Bayfield county, Wisconsin,
there is a man who is so strongly charged
with magnetism that he is going to be
used next spring and summer, as soon
as the snow goes off, to locate

deposits of rich ore. This human
dip needle is an ordinary lumber jack,

and can rub a steel knife blade briskly

with his fingers and then pick up 10-d.

nails with the same facility as one would
with a regular magnet. He can burn the

flesh of another person's hand by rubbing
it, and he is so heavily charged with

magnetism that a watch carried by him
will soon be affected." We presume
there will shortly be no more iron lands
left for our great steel corporations, un-
less this man's backers intend to be kind
to them.

According to George Paish, editor of
the Statist, the annual savings of the

people of the United States are about

$5,000,000,000 per year. These savings
are mainly invested in new houses and
buildings. The population of the United
States is growing at the rate of about
1.400.000 per annum, and mere housing
involves the construction of over 300,000
new dwellings per annum. Business
premises must also be erected, and "it

is clear that the aggregate sum expended
each year upon buildings of one kind and
another is at least S2.000.000. This is,

of course, irrespective of the large sums
expended upon furnishing* them, and in

the case of factories and plants of pro-

viding them with machinery." The rail-

ways require a capital outlay of $60,000,-

000 per annum, and tramways $250,000,-

000. The borrowing of municipalities

amounts to $250,000,000. "The savings

of the American people are equal to an
average of at least $60 per head of

population, and excluding children, to

about $100 per head of population. With
so vast a sum available, it is evi-

dent that the prosperity of the United

States is built upon foundations of a very

firm and solid character."
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rnrresnondenre and DiscugSJOQ
British Mining Investments

in Mexico

It may be called folly to take issue

with so eminent an engineer as Alfred

James but 1 must say I do not consider

the premises in his article in the Journal

of |
ire well taken. As the ex-

planation for the failure of numerous

"outside mines" in Mexico. Mr. James

gives the disinclination of those comp-

anies to secure the services of engineers

of the highest class. No doubt this does

in part account for many failures but the

matter warrants closer consideration. We

may say that fine grinding improves ex-

,-ion in cyaniding but the point at which

the cost of pulverizing equals the ad-

ditional recovery effected must not be ex-

ied. Just so. in this matter, it is tun

,:.stion entirely of who is the best

mar. 'o be found, but. how high priced a

man -an the company afford to' employ,

y a promising mining enterprise has

been knocked in the head by incurring

excessive expense for expert consulta-

tion. The solution for the company in

the development stage of its growth is.

in my opinion, to secure the advice or

services of the best men it can afford to

employ—above all exercising care to

secure thoroughly trustworthy men

—

act on the advice of these men and then

make certain that the affairs of the comp-

any are run according to sound business

principles. I believe that more failures

can be attributed to the dishonesty of

those in control and to lack of good busi-

ness methods in conducting affairs than

to failure to secure the best possible

technical advice.

.Many small mines in Mexico, United

States and Canada are today being suc-

cessfully operated by young, energetic.

honest engineers. When absolutely nec-

essary, such men call for the advice of

more experienced engineers, but more

often they work out their own problems

and by conscientious effort earn divi-

dends for the stockholders.

R. Maxwell Bull.

Penn.. Feb. 29. 1911.

Views, Suggevst-

ions and Experi-

ences of Readers

dents from falling roof is, of course,

greater than when the beds have a steep

dip. The deaths and injuries from this

cause are, apart from the holocausts due

to explosions, more numerous than from

any other. May this horizontality of our

coal beds (for instance, those of the

Trinidad field, of Colorado and New

.Mexico, where there have been seven

disastrous catastrophes in 13 months),

not account for the greater number of

explosions than occur in mines opened

upon ttoal beds with a steeper dip, from

which explosive gas may more readily

escape to the surface?

(2) May not another explanation of

the greater frequency of explosions,

especially in our western mines, be

the unstable chemical condition of our

Tertiary coals? Their percentage of

volatile is high, and they are in the pro-

cess of transformation into the more

stable condition of the older coals of the

Cretaceous and Carboniferous series.

I merely throw out these considera-

tions for discussion. We may dismiss

the popular explanation that our coal

companies value dollars more than

human lives, and are careless as to the

sufferings of the injured and the sorrows

of those who mourn for the dead.

James Douglas.

New York. Feb. 18, 1911.

idents in American Coal

Mines

In ?! the greater prev-

alance of accidents in our coal mines

than in Furopc. certain conditions pe-

culiar to our coal d lerally

ut of consideration, though they

may have some bearing on the subject.

md in the

our COftl beds arc more horizontal than,

':ind or the

The liahilif. of acci-

The University Situation in

California

The extent to which efforts to boom a

certain section will cause men entirely to

lose sight of the effect of their work

on all other than their private interests is

truly astonishing. The people of Cali-

fornia have a vivid example of this be-

fore them now in the attempt of a num-

ber of real-estate boomers and politicians

to establish a so called California Insti-

tute of Technology at Pasadena.

In the University of California, at

ley, art- incorporated various tech-

nical colleges. These institutions are

well housed and equipped, are well at-

tended and have established rank among

the foremost technical schools in the

world. The mining college in particular

.limbic eminence, having

attracted attention on account of the suc-

cess of its graduates. The colleges of

mechanical, electrical and civil engineer-

ing are also of high standing, and are all

a great credit to a great State. The tech-

nical schools comprise the most expen-

sive part of the university.

The bill now before the State legisla-

ture proposes to provide an endowment

of $1,000,000 for a separate technical

school in the southern part of the State.

The school that it is proposed to raise

"to the rank of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology" is a little "fresh wa-

ter" high school, known as Throop Poly-

technic School, at Pasadena, that has for

years been attempting to do high-school

work with a moderate degree of success.

If this movement were successful it

would spell mediocrity for both institu-

tions.

Henry S. Prltchett, president of the

Carnegie Foundation for the Advance-

ment of Teaching, attributes the present

high standing of the University of Cali-

fornia to the centralization of all State

collegiate work in one university. He

says: "The whole process of competition

between State colleges is demoralizing.

It means low standards, political log-roll-

ing and waste of the State's money." In

this instance the condition is even more

serious, as the present effort to boom

southern California can only be success-

ful at the expense of the magnificent ed-

ucational structure that the State has

built at Berkeley.

The same spirit that moves those be-

hind this enterprise has led to the expen-

diture cf millions of dollars of the peo-

ple's money for establishing navy yards

up rivers that are not navigable for the

ships of our navy. It seems to be about

the time for the heralded "native son"

pride to step in and save the reputation

of California's great university for her

people.

John Tyssowski.

New York, Feb. 28, 1911.

Oiling Tramway Track

Cables

In the issue of the Journal for Feb.

18, on page 359, is described and illus-

trated a car for automatically oiling

aerial-tramway track cables, as used on

the line built for the Balaklala Consoli-

dated Copper Company. It is stated that

this car was designed at the mine. This

is incorrect; the car was designed by the

Trenton Iron Company and furnished as

:i part of the tramway equipment.

William Hewitt,

For the Trenton Iron Compaq
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 23, 1911.
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Large Rand Amalgamation

By Rowland Gascoyne*

The announcement of the approaching

unalgamation of the Randfontein South

nines with the Randfontein Central

>roup, has attracted attention on the

Rand. The result of such an amalga-

nation will be to place the Randfontein

nines at the head of the producing com-

>anies on the Rand. The nominal capi-

al of the amalgamated mines will be

;4,500,000, with a reserve for future de-

relopments and extension of half a mil-

ion sterling.

This huge undertaking covers an area

>f 2150 claims held under mijnpacht and

:laim title and the claims having the

iteepest dip of any now worked on

he Rand insures a high yield per claim,

["here will be 1000 stamps available for

nilling purposes; a 600-stamp installa-

ion now rapidly approaching completion

ind known as the Rand Central mill, and

t 400-stamp mill with tube mills at the

each unit with the cam pulley midway on

the shaft, each 20 stamps being driven by

100-h.p. motors. The equipment differs

essentially from that of the City Deep
in that the whole of the framing is of

timber with timber pads under the mortar

boxes, a layer of bitumastic concrete be-

ing placed under the concrete pile blocks.

A tunnel -into which the bolts converge

runs the whole length of the mortar-box

foundations, the pulp being conveyed di-

rect to the fixed tables in the gold-re-

covery house without prior amalgama-
tion.

The attempt has been made to restrict

the use of timber in the construction of

the mill to the approaches where it was
thought advisable to use same. The
building, however, is a steel structure

635 ft. long and 70 ft. wide. The origin-

al intention was to have 16 tube mills,

36 steel tanks of 60-ft. diameter, the

slime plant consisting of 23 tanks of

70-ft. diameter with 14-ft. sides and 7-ft.

coned bottoms. The steel- frame gold-re-

6,000,000 tons of practically 7-dwt. ore

developed already in the mines of the

amalgamated corporation.

Geological Survey and Bureau

of Mines Appropriations

Washington Correspondence

The House of Representatives has

passed the sundry civil appropriation bill

ir. which are carried appropriations for

the Geological Survey and for the Bu-
reau of Mines for the coming fiscal year.

No change was made in the appropria-

tions on the floor and it is expected that

they will go through the Senate either

before March 4, or at the extra session

shortly to be called, with little or no

modification.

The appropriations for the Survey are

as follows: Director and office force of

29 persons, $35,340; 11 scientific assist-

ants, $29,900; general expenses of sur-

Randfontein Central No. 3 Shaft The Randfontein Central Mill

Randfontein South group of mines. The
last Rand Proprietary mines, at present

the premier gold producer on the Rand has

?20 stamps and 25 tube mills and crushes

nonthly 186,000 tons for an output of

30,000 oz. of gold, while the Crown
nines, the next producer, has 675 stamps
ivith 15 tube mills, crushing 120,000 tons

For 50,000 oz. The effect of this amalga-

nation ought to be that, as soon as the

jig mill of 600 stamos gets to work in

inything like full swing, the Randfontein

property will outdistance all its compet-

tors for first position, as it will produce

it least 12 per cent, of the Transvaal

>utput and about four per cent, of the

vorld's output.

Randfontein Central Mill Largest in

the World

What is known as the Randfontein

Central mill, now fast approaching com-
letion, is the largest in the world, having

00 stamps, each weighing 1650 lb., ar-

anged in units of 10, four king posts to

tMjnhic: engineer, Box 1078, Johannesburg,
mifli .Tfrioa.

covery house, 310x70 ft., will contain

the amalgamation plates, five Betty zinc

lathes, six 24-in. filter presses and 40

steel extractor boxes.

More Tube Mills Needed

This mammoth ore-reduction works

was first designed to treat 1,900,000 tons

per annum, but is intended materially to

increase its capacity under the amalga-

mation scheme by following the latest

ideas on the Rand of adding tube mills

without increasing the number of stamps.

In fact, under modern ideas of ore treat-

ment on the Rand, the 600-stamp mill is

considered unnecessarily large, but this

mill was commenced before these ideas

had gained ground so that the amalgama-

tion scheme will enable this huge ore-re-

duction equipment to be brought into line

with modern Rand practice besides sav-

ing capital expenditure on the other re-

duction plants of the amalgamated com-

pany. The combined capacity of the two

existing plants is 3,000,000 tons per an-

num, which can easily be increased by

another half-million tons. There are over

vey, including skilled laborers and tem-

porary employees, $20,000; topographic

surveys in various portions of the United

States, to be immediately available,

$350,000; geologic surveys in various

portions of the United States, to be im-

mediately available, $300,000; chemical

and physical researches relating to the

geology of the United States, including

researches with a view to determining

geologic conditions favorable to the pres-

ence of deposits of potash salts, $40,000;

preparation of illustrations of the Geo-

logical Survey, $18,280; preparation of

the report of the mineral resources of the

United States, $75,000; gaging the

streams, underground waters, etc., of the

United States, $150,000; library, $2000;

engraving and printing geologic maps,

$110,000; in all, for the U. S. Geological

Survey. $1,205,520.

The appropriations for the Bureau of

Mines are as follows:

For the general expenses of the Bu-
reau of Mines, including the pay of the

director and the necessary assistants, and

for every other expense requisite to the
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general work of the Bureau of Mines in

Washington and in the field, to be ex-

pended under the direction of the Sec-

retary of the Interior. $54,000; investiga-

tions as to the causes of mine explosions,

methods of mining, especially in rela-

tion to the safety of miners, the ap-

ces best adapted to prevent acci-

dents, th-; possible improvement of con-

ditions under which mining operations

ere carried on. the use of explosives and

electricity, the prevention of accidents

and other inquiries and technologic in-

vestigations pertinent to the mining in-

dustry. $310,000; analyzing and testing

of the coals, lignites, ores and other

mineral fuel substances belonging to or

for the use of the United States, $100,-

000; for tests or investigations author-

ized by the Secretary of the Interior,

other than those performed for the Gov-

ernment of the United States, a reason-

able fee covering actual necessary ex-

penses shall be charged, according to a

schedule submitted by the director and

approved by the Secretary of the Interior,

who shall prescribe the rules and regu-

lations under which such tests or in-

vestigations shall be made and under

which such fees shall be charged and

collected. All moneys received from such

fees shall be paid into the Treasury to

the credit of miscellaneous receipts; sal-

aries of two mine inspectors, authorized

by the act approved March 3, 1891, for

the protection of the lives of miners in

the Territories. $5000; and said inspec-

tors are hereby authorized to inspect coal

and other mines in the District of Alaska.

to which district the provisions of said

act. except so much as requires six

months' residence in a Territory prior to

appointment, are hereby extended and

made applicable; per diem allowances,

subject to such rules and regulations as

the Secretary of the Interior may pre-

scribe, in lieu of subsistence at a rate

not exceeding S3 per day each while ab-

sent from their homes on duty, except

while in Alaska, when such allowance

shall be at the rate of $5 per day. and

for actual necessary traveling expenses

of said inspectors, including necessary

sleeping-car fares, S4500; library, $2000;

total for the Bureau of Mines, $475,500.

The appropriations for the Geological

Survey are substantially the same as last

year. The Bureau of Mines appropria-

tions are. of course, new.

Nomenclature of [ron and

Steel

Dr. Henry .W Howe writes in regard

to his article on the "Nomcclature of

Iron and Steel." in the JOURNAL ol

n p 378, col. 2. sec. 20,

phrase 4 the 1 cast

-hould read "malleablized iron,"

and that on p. 357. col. 3. par. 1. I 3

"diff' • nee."

Direct Determination of

Hydrogen
A direct method for the determination

of hydrogen in gases described in the

Chcm. Trade Journ. (p. 224, 1910) con-

sisted in its absorption by a 2 per cent,

sodium-picrate solution, containing 2 per

cent, of a colloidal preparation of palla-

dium. The palladium acted only as a

catalytic agent, and since the solution

became slow with age, unless the palla-

dium could be recovered completely as

a colloid, the method was too expensive

for general use. A method for such re-

covery is now given.
1 When the solution

becomes slow, through reduction of the

picric acid to triaminophenol, remove it

from the pipette, and add sulphuric acid

cautiously until no further precipita-

tion ensues. This requires care as with

excess of acid and the presence of at-

mospheric oxygen palladium sulphate

may be formed, which is soluble, and

might be lost. The precipitate contains

the colloidal palladium, the protective col-

loid (sodium protalbinate) used by the

makers2
, and some unreduced picric acid.

Wash Jhis precipitate, paying no atten-

tion to the yellow color of the washings,

as this is due to picric acid and not to

palladium.

Suspend the washed precipitate in wa-

ter and add sodium hydrate cautiously

until the precipitate just disappears. Add
sodium picrate, and the solution is again

ready to use. While the originators of

the method (Paal and Hartmann) use a 2

per cent, picric-acid solution, Brunk

recommends 5 grams sodium picrate per

100 cc. of solution. Tedious shaking of the

pipette is avoided by using the phosphor-

ous type of pipette filled with glass balls.

Beads are not used, as they entangle

gas bubbles.

The manipulation is simple. Pass the

gas into the pipette and return after 5

minutes to the measuring tube, pass again

into the pipette, allow to remain five

minutes longer and again remeasure. Con-

tinue this procedure until the gas attains

a constant volume. Brunk has used the

method for some time, and recommends
it as both accurate and convenient.

Arizona Copper Company
During its fiscal year ended Sept. 30,

HMO, the Arizona Copper Company pro-

duced 32,210,000 lb. of copper from 754,-

187 tons of ore, the average yield having

been 42.64 lb. per ton. Of the ore ex-

tracted, 96 per cent, was of concentrating

class, and 4 per cent, direct-smelting. The

average rates of concentration was 5.14:1.

The smeltery treated 158,532 tons of ore

and concentrates the average yield hav-

ing been 10.14 per cent, copper.

The cost of mining, smelting, etc.,

•ri,, ,,, /, ,i
i

,.
, ib 1910; abi tracti <1 In

/ ,,n,. Tout n . p. 29, 191 i

Blebrlch a i:ii < lermany,

was £632,566; of general charges, £31,-

344; total, $663,910, or $3,230,586. This

is equivalent to 10.3c. per lb. of cop-

per. Plans are under way to rebuild the

smelting works.

Chronology of Mining for

February, 1911

Feb. 5—Announcement that Bewick,
Moreing & Co. would investigate the

Porcupine district, Ontario.

Feb. 6—Three men killed at the mine
of the Independent Coal and Coke Com-
pany, at Kenilworth, Utah, by striking

Greek miners.

Feb. 9—Explosion at Cokedale mine of

American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany, near Trinidad, Colo., killed nine

men.

Feb. 14—The mill of the Veta Colo-

rado company, at Parral, commences
crushing.

Feb. 15—President Taft signs the Kahn
bill officially declaring San Francisco the

site for the Panama Canal Exposition in

1915.

Feb.- 18—The 40-stamp mill of the

Tajo de Dolores mine of the Proprietary

Mines Company begins crushing.

Feb. 23—Fire in the Belmont mine,

Tonopah, Nev., traps a dozen men.—The

Interstate Commerce Commission de-

cides against the proposed advance in

freight rates.

Feb. 26—Fire discovered in the Hazel

mine of the Pittsburg-Buffalo Coal Com-
pany, near Canonsburg, Penn.

February Dividends

The accompanying table shows the

amount per share and total amount of

dividends paid during February, 1911,

U. S. Mining
Companies.

Situa-
tion.

Ami . pet
Sim re.

Amalgamated, c Mont.
Arizona Cop., coin . . . Ariz.
Boston & Montana, S.I Mont.
B'k'r Hill & Sul., l.s. . Ida.
I [omestake, k
Mohawk Mm., c. . .

.

Mon. Madonna, g.s.l.

Parrot S. it C
Toulumne, c

S. 1).

Mich.
Colo.
Mont.
Mont.

$0 . 50
0.30
4.00
0.25

50
1.00
0.01
0.15
0.15

U. s. Industrials.

( lambda steel
Iliter'l Nickel. ])l

Jeff, .v Cl'f.,C. & I.,i>f

Lehigh C. & N
V. S. Steel, pf

Foreign Mining
( !omp \\u;s.

Amparo, k.s

Buffalo, s

< loniagas, c
I lot i Coal, pf . . .

Lucky Tiger, com., k

Situa-
tion.

I'enn.

rj. s
I'enn.

Penn.
rj. s.

Ami. per
Share.

$0 . 62*
1 . 50
2 50
1.00
1.75

Total
Aint.
Paid.

$769,439
461,665
600,000
SI. 750

100,200
100, (II 10

10,000
34,47?

120,000

Total
Amt.
Paid.

$562,500
133,689
37,500
182,950

6,304,919

Situa-
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Details °^ Practical Minincf
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

Improved Rake and Ann for

McDougal Furnace
In roasting ores with the McDougal

furnace, one of the constant sources of

expense is the replacement of the rake

atms.

The standard rake (shown in Fig. 1)

becomes sulphated up to the ledge A.

causing it to break, and frequently it is

also necessary to break and remove all

The Engineerix? $ Mining Journal

Ordinary McDougal Rabble Arm and
Rake

the outer rakes if an inner one is to be
replaced.

To overcome this, an arm and rake
(Fig. 2) were designed 1 by Capt. William
Kelly, general foreman, and H. N. Thom-
son, former assistant superintendent, of
the Washoe smeltery. The figure shows

*U. S. Pat. 940,488.

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things "that have "to

be done in Everyday

the method of attaching the rake, and the

water-cooled dovetailed surface of the

arm that acts as the support for the rake.

This combination has been in use for

is let into the pan at one time, the muller
stirs up only a small quantity; and most
of the coarse particles settle back to the

bottom of the pan, so the solution is kept

fairly uniform.

Gas Producer Linings

Lining a gas producer with firebrick set

up hard against the metal shell is likely

to bring about a great deal of trouble.

In this case the brick soon begins to

crumble and crack, owing to its expand-
ing against the unyielding surface of the

shell, after which air passes up through

the lining, reducing the efficiency of the

plant. If the brick is not set tight against

the shell, some provision must be made

New McDougal Rabble Arm and Rake
The Engineering

J-
Mining Journal

nearly two years, and has been satis-

factory, as there is no adhesion, of any

moment, between the rake and the arm.

Adding Lime to Cyanide

Solution

At the cyanide plant of the North Star

Mining Company, at Grass Valley, Cal.,

a simple method of adding lime to the

cyanide solution is used. Enough lime is

slacked in a small box to supply the mill

for 12 hours. This supply is then fed

into a gold pan, such as was formerly

used for grinding concentrate, in six

approximately equal portions, at intervals

of two hours. The muller of the pan

makes about one revolution per minute,

and is driven by a small water wheel.

The muller is loosely hinged to the driv-

ing spider and as it slowly rotates, it

breaks up the lumps of lime on the bot-

tom of the pan and slightly stirs the

slacked lime into a thin emulsion. Water

is added to the pan, the supply being

regulated by a faucet, causing a constant

overflow of milk of lime into the cyanide

solution.

The strength of the overflowing milk

of lime is not constant, but nearly so.

Although a considerable amount of lime

to keep air from passing between the

shell and the brickwork.

C. A. McGahey 1 recommends using as-

bestos or magnesia to fill this space,

which he says should be about 1
1

/$ in-

wide. The asbestos should be put in as the

brickwork is built up, and the bottom lay-

ers tamped. This serves both as a cush-

ion for expansion and a lining to prevent

the upward passage of air.

[The use of cellular magnesia or as-

bestos packing for this purpose is pat-

ented, but sand serves the same purpose.

The use of sand in this connection recalls

the practice of putting sand over the

roofs of reverberatory furnaces to pre-

vent the waste of heat. If used near the

firebox, care must be exercised, as it may
cause undue burning out of the brick, but

it can sometimes be used on the arch

near the "verb" to advantage.

—

Editor]

Kenneth Williams reports that increased

litharge has the effect of decreasing silver

recovered in ore assays (Journ. Ind. and

Eng. Chem., Aug., 1910). The averages

of his results are: With 25 grams litharge,

Yt a.t. of ore, 40.41 oz. silver, per ton;

with 50 grams litharge, 40.25 oz. per

ton; with 75 grams, 40.06 ounces.

ipower, Feb. 7. ion.
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The Borcherdt Automatic

Sampler for Sands and

Slimes

By W. 0. Borcherdt*

From time to time there have appeared

in the Journal descriptions of various

forms of mechanical samplers, especial-

ly intended for the sampling of sands

and slimes, such as the feeds and tail-

ings of sand jigs, tables and vanners. Of

those that have come to my notice usu-

ally some defect, such as too great com-

plexity or inability to take an accurate

sample, has made them impracticable for

ordinary mill use. where simplicity, com-

bined with effectiveness, is essential.

All these devices have one point in

common, their reliance upon outside

operate in the only available place, with-

out the expense of bringing power to it,

I devised the machine shown in detail in

the accompanying illustrations, which

has admirably fulfilled expectations, and

has operated for about a year with little

attention and no cost for repairs or re-

newals.

Sampler Has Only One Moving Part

Referring to Fig. 1, showing the gener-

al arrangement, it will be seen that the

single moving part of the sampler con-

sists of a wheel composed of a sheet-

steel rim and a wooden center, or hub,

joined to the rim by a number of equally

spaced sheet-steel vanes, or blades, ex-

tending from side to side in the plane of

the axis. In the sampler illustrated, No.

18 U. S. Standard sheet steel is usea

with dividers and the grooves made with

a back or miter-box saw. After insert-

ing the vanes and lock strips in the rim

the wheel is turned in the lathe, and the

upper end of the hub faced square and

counterbored to pass the free end of tne

bearing spindle. The lower end of the

hub is also bored out as indicated, to

form a drip edge around the circumfer-

ence. These details are illustrated in

Fig. 2.

One of the open cells is then closed

off on the bottom with a wooden filler,

sealed with thick paint, and a slot cut

from it to the center of the hub which

connects it to a close pipe nipple screwed

into the center of the lower face of the

hub. A ball bearing, in this case simply

the rear hub of a bicycle, is fastened to

the upper face of the hub by means of

wood screws passing through holes

drilled and countersunk in the regular

Fie. 1.

Sample Pipe

The Entii'icci-iny j- Mininy !>>

Gfneral Arrangement of the Borcherdt Sampler

Buitum as Shown
l" Close Nipple'-'

to form Drip Edge.

Section A-B
Tla Enginttnng ,j Mining Journal

Fig. 2. Details of Sampler Wheel

power to cause them to function, whether

it be applied from the mill shafting

or through the medium of a water supply

and the familiar tipping trough. As it

is frequently desired to use an auto-

matic sampler at a point in the mill,

••nvirons. where power is not read-

ily available, a sampler should prove

which, besides combining the ele-

ments of simplicity, accuracy and sturdi-

: ^ also independent of any powet

rhan that derived from the pulp

g through it.

ng need, in connection with table

irricd on during regular mill oper-

ations, of a sampler that would fulfil the.

mentioned condition*, as well ns

for the vanes, which are radial and are

secured in saw cuts in the hub merely

by friction, while their outer ends are

locked together and to the rim by means

of wooden lock strips, with sides cut to

the radial bevel, and driven in simultan-

eously so as to preserve correct spacing

and the circular contour of the rim. At B
in Fig. 2, is shown the butt joint of the

rim. Strap rivets are countersunk on

both sides. This joint should counter-

balance the sample bucket.

The number of open cells thus pro-

duced is suited to the size of the wheel

and percentage of sample cut desired.

In the sampler illustrated, which is as

small as advisable. 50 divisions, making

a 2 per cent, cut, are used. The hub is

turned in a lathe, the space marked off

sprocket and the entire wheel is sus-

pended by this bearing from a small iron

plate bolted to the under side of the feed

box, as shown in Fig. 1.

From the sides of the feed box near the

bottom issue pipe nipples, which carry

elbows into which discharge pipes of the

proper length are screwed, below the

sample wheel, and so arranged that no

pulp can enter it except that discharged

from the sample bucket, is a small cup

with closed bottom from which a pipe

leads the sample to the receptacle in

which it collects until removed.

Sampler Is a Crude Turbine

As will at once be evident, the whole

machine is simply a crude form of tur-

bine, in which the pulp to be sampled
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irnishes the motive power, and as all

e pulp is discharged through the

heel, and as all of the cells are equal

id open save one, it follows inevitably

at the single closed cell or bucket

itches and conveys away its definite

•oportion of the whole pulp, regardless

' the quantity of pulp (within the lim-

of the capacity of the sample bucket),

e speed of the wheel, or the number
' pipes delivering the pulp.

In use, the angle of the discharge

pes to the surface of the wheel is ad-

.sted by turning the elbows on the

read of the horizontal nipples until the

>eed of rotation is as desired, general-

between 30 and 60 r.p.m. This gives

large number of cuts per minute, and

Fig. 3. The Borcherdt Sampler at

Austinville, Va.

: the same time the wheel works without

slash and requires oiling only about

ice a day.

Adjustment of Sampler Easily

Effected

In adjusting the sampler to suit given

editions as to head available and quan-

ty of pulp to be handled, two variable

ictors enter, which permit of consider-

ble latitude. Any number of discharge

ipes may be used on the feed box but

is best to make the number even and
) space them equally on account of

laintaining the wheel in balance. The
umber and size of these pipes can be
lcreased when only a low head is avail-

ble, while with the opposite conditions

fewer and smaller pipes may be used,

and the head in the feed box, measured

from the lower ends of the discharge

pipes to the bottom of the feed launder

(dimension X in Fig. 1), may be in-

creased sufficiently to flow the quantity

of pulp required.

For example, the small sampler illus-

trated handles the tailings, including all

the head water, of five tables, amounting
normally to 66 gal. per min., carrying 80

lb. per min., or 2.4 tons per hour of

solids ranging between 1 mm. and slime.

It has been loaded to 82 gal. per min., the

limit of capacity of the Frenier pump
handling these tailings, without showing
any splash, and it is probable that this

size would take as much as 100 gal. per

min. cutting a 2 per cent, sample, as

at 50 r.p.m. the same bucket would only

have to handle a little less than one-

quarter pint per revolution.

Modifications Necessary to Alter
Capacity

In this particular machine the head

from the end of the two 1^-in. discharge

pipes to the bottom of the feed launder

is 3 ft. 10 in., ample to care for 100 gal.

per min. of pulp of the density stated.

The rear hub of a bicycle, with its

sprocket, forms an ideal bearing for the

small-size sample wheel, but as the size

is increased above 24 in., it is advisable

to use a motorcycle hub, which, with a

yz-in. spindle, provides a bearing strong

enough for a 36-in. wheel. This, with

a hub 12 in. in diameter and 100 blades,

would easily care for 500 gal. per min.,

and take a 1 per cent, sample.

If it is desired to handle denser pulp

than 4 or 5:1, or coarser than about 1

mm., the sample wheel should be modi-

fied so as to make its depth greater in

proportion to its diameter in order to run

the sample quickly out of the sample

bucket, and in all cases the speed of the

wheel should be kept moderate in order

to avoid the retarding effect of centri-

fugal force on the discharge of the sam-

ple.

It is, of course, evident that the sample

bucket could be arranged to discharge

from the outer circumference of the

wheel into a circular gutter or launder,

but as this arrangement occupies more

space and takes greater mill head, it is

generally preferable to use the central

discharge.

Sampler Proved to Be Accurate

Frequent tests with measured weights

have shown that this sampler, under all

operating conditions, cuts the definite

percentage intended, and a convenient

means is thus provided for measuring the

flow of pulp in a launder, or figuring

the tonnage handled by the fines depart-

ment, since the weight of sample col-

lected multiplied by the percentage

factor of the sampler gives the total

tonnage passed.

A convenient means of collecting the

sample consists in piping it from the

sampler to one of two oil barrels stood

on either side of the pipe which has an

elbow even with the center of the top

of the barrels, from which leads a piece

of pipe long enough to reach across and

dip below the water level in one barrel.

The barrels are used alternate days and

are put in service merely by swinging

the end piece, of pipe on its elbow so as

to discharge into the other barrel. The

illustration of the sampler used at Austin-

ville, Fig. 3, shows the arrangement. The

overflow from the barrels is clear, and

the collected sample is prepared for the

drying oven by stirring up the settlings

with that part of the supernatant water

which cannot be dipped or siphoned off

clear, and pouring the mixture through a

riffle sampler until a sample of the de-

sired size results.

Handy Wooden Sleeper

By R. H. Coulson*

A handy form of wooden sleeper for

use with light rails has been designed by

Henry Houghton, a Lancashire colliery

manager, and is shown in the accompany-

ing illustration. Grooves are cut near

each end of the sleeper to fit the base of

the rail, as shown, at such a distance

Wooden Sleeper for Portable Track

apart as to keep the rails at the desired

gage. As many sleepers as are necessary

for one section of track are threaded on

the base of the two rails and spaced at

equal intervals along their length. A sec-

tion of track may be quickly laid by using

these sleepers, and a change from one

part of a drift to another can be made
without the delays incidental to spiking

rails to sleepers.

When cutting pipe threads in a lathe it

is sometimes difficult to get the exact

diameter necessary. When a mistake is

made and the threads on a 6-inch pipe

are cut a trifle too small, so that it screws

right up to the shoulder, then it remains

for the workman to get out of the trouble

the best way he can. A good way, ac-

according to Power, Feb. 7, 1911, is to use

wire cloth of the brass variety, about 60

or 80 meshes to the inch, similar to that

used by the farmer for straining milk.

Wrap a bit of wire cloth around the

pipe, daub it with litharge or red lead

and screw the pipe home. with the wire

cloth in the joint. This joint will never

leak or come loose.

•Wigan, England.
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The Abuse of Conveyer Belts

By John J. Ridgway*

It is an unfortunate fact that the pur-

chaser or user of newly introduced labor-

saving devices has to depend on the pro-

ducer for such information as is neces-

sary to determine the advisability of its

introduction and purchase. If the effort

always to arrive at the facts, un-

prejudiced by the impress of the almighty

dollar, this information might be relied

upon, but unfortunately deficiencies are

either evaded or avoided and when it is

too late the purchaser learns to his sor-

row where the trouble lies.

The engineer in charge of the construc-

tion of new plants or the renovation of

old ones has often an uncertain plan of

operation for the introduction of some-

thing initially undecided upon, and leaves

a space for the installation of the belt

conveyer so circumscribed as to occasion

unavoidable wear and tear, and the pur-

veyor, thinking more of the immediate

profit than of the ultimate effect on his

reputation and the reputation of the ar-

ticle he purveys, concedes what he knows

is wrong, to the detriment of all con-

cerned, purchaser, producer and the rep-

utation of the article itself.

Those who have belt conveyers in

charge are often thoughtless of the risks

they run when they permit a workman,

in clearing the transfer chutes, to use a

shovel or hoe which might be, and is

often dropped from various causes—being

struck with pieces of heavy material,

through the man's foot slipping or some
unusual sound like the pistol shot of

electric contact broken at the switch-

board—and before anything can be done,

hundreds of dollars worth of damage has

been occasioned, when the remedy for

this is equally simple. The instrument

used to clean these transfer chutes ought

to be attached by chain or otherwise, so

that by no possibility could it drop

through and do the damage above de-

scribed, and yet without prejudice to the

ptrformance of its proper function.

Conveyer belts are often left fully

loaded and without the necessary motor
control are started up full speed, a con-

dition absolutely unjustifiable and yet

cne that often occurs. The troughing

idlers are often constructed more for the

immediate convenience of their individual

manipulation than with the thoughtful

consideration of the wear and tear of the

belt which first, last and always being the

'cm. ought to be considered first.

Ir my judgment, pulleys in line, when
driven, have a tendency to act like a pair

•.nd this is continuous and in-

tensified when the loads are heavier than

they ought to he or the carriers are

spaced too wide apart, and is a fruitful

source of destruction to the belt. As a

rule, in belt conveyers of any appre-

ciable length, the belt represents at least

two-thirds of the initial cost of installa-

tion, and it would hardly seem the part

of wisdom to prejudice two-thirds which

is subject to constant wear, for a saving

in one-third which, in the nature of the

material and the character of the work

that it performs, under proper care and

management should last almost indefi-

nitely. Such, however, is the case.

In all other kinds of mechanical de-

vices the construction and adaptability of

the article in question is always the

prime consideration in making a choice

and this maintains in conveyer belts, or

should, more so than in most things, be-

cause of its large initial cost and its

liability to injury through misuse and

abuse. The criterion of merit in an ar-

Power Required to Haul Cars

on Various Pitches
The sixth chart in the series prepared

by L. F. Mitten, of the Vulcan Iron

Works, is intended to simplify the cal-

culations for determining the power re-

quired to haul loads on planes of various

pitches. For example, it is desired to

haul two loaded cars, each weighing

6000 lb., up a plane 1000 ft. long, hav-

ing a pitch of 40 deg. from the hori-

zontal, at a maximum rope speed of 500

ft. per min. What is the equivalent rope

pull? What is the brake horsepower re-

quired to handle the load? Two loaded

cars weighing 6000 lb. each equals a

load of 12,000 lb. exclusive of winding

rope. Referring to the accompanying

diagram follow the horizontal line rep-
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• ft.; 1000 ft. of rope at 0.88 lb. equals

) lb. By working this out as was

ie for the loaded cars, it is equivalent

9 h.p., which should be added to the

[
h.p., making a total of 150 horse-

ver.

ttracting Copper from Ore

in Place

fhe extraction of copper from its ores

hout first removing the ore from the

n by mechanical means has been made

basis of a patent granted to W. L.

stin. The process consists in leach-

the copper from the ore in situ, by

ter or other liquid, collecting the liquid

irged with copper, raising it to the

face by pumps, and precipitating the

tal on scrap iron or by other suitable

ans.

rhe method of applying the process

shown in the sketch. The dotted line

Leached
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by Nature.

^ Enrichment.
^\\\\\\\\\\\\w\\\\\\\\\^^

i

Ore.

^\^^\\\\\\^\\\\\\\\\\\\N
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<J-
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\ Method of Leaching Copper Ore

ndicates the upper surface of the zone

enrichment, and B the top of the

ie of primary ore. The line B is often

natural drainage level of the locality,

ermined by the topography. In accord-

:e with the process, an artificial drain-

: level or collecting reservoir is created

ow the line A, toward which water

tributed throughout the mineral-bear-

rock will flow, as to the point of least

istance. By means of levels, cross-

s, and winzes, a quantity of water is

tributed throughout the deposit, so

t the water percolates the rock and
vs toward the collecting reservoir.

rhe report of the Rhodesia Chamber
Mines for October, 1910, states that it

> been resolved to ask the govern-
nt "to consider the advisability* of is-

ng blasting certificates to miners and
igers in underground employ. It is

isidered that by these means the

iger of accidents arising from drilling

o misfired holes will be minimized."

How Explosives Should Not
Be Used

Miners' Circular No. 1, the first of a

series to be written in plain, nontechnical

language for the benefit of the miner, has

just been issued by the U. S. Bureau of

Mines. It contains the names of the per-

missible explosives tested by the Bureau

at its Pittsburg station previous to Nov.

15, 1910, and gives precautions as to

their use. Permissible explosives give

a short and relatively cool flame that is

less likely to ignite inflammable gas or

coal dust than is the longer and hotter

flame of dynamite or the longer and much
more lasting flame of black powder. Be-

cause they can be used with greater

safety, permissible explosives have taken

the place of other explosives in many
coal mines in the United States during

the last two years and their use is in-

creasing rapidly. To reduce the risks

in storing, thawing and handling explo-

sives at coal mines, the following pre-

cautions are urged by the Bureau of

Mines:

Don't store detonators with explosives.

Don't open packages of explosives in

a magazine.

Don't open packages of explosives with

a nail puller, pick or chisel.

Don't store explosives in a hot or damp
place.

Don't store explosives containing nitro-

glycerin so that the cartridges stand on

end.

Don't repair a magazine until all ex-

plosives are removed from it.

Don't use permissible explosives or

other explosives that are frozen or partly

frozen.

Don't thaw frozen explosives before

an open fire, in a stove, near a boiler,

near steam pipes, or by placing cartridges

in hot water.

Don't put hot water or steam pipes in

a magazine for thawing purposes.

Don't carry detonators and explosives

in the same package.

Don't handle detonators or explosives

near an open flame.

Don't expose detonators or explosives

to the sun for any length of time.

Don't open a package of explosive until

ready to use, then use it promptly.

Don't handle explosives carelessly.

Don't use more than \y> lb. of any

permissible explosive for one shot in a

coal mine.

Don't use a detonator (blasting cap)

or electric detonator of less strength than

No. 6.

Don't crimp a detonator (blasting cap)

around a fuse with the teeth.

Don't economize by using a short

length of fuse.

Don't use, in a gaseous coal mine, any

fuse or other device which emits flame

or sparks.

Don't use coal cuttings or "slack" or

any combustible material for stemming.

Don't use a metal tamping rod. A cop-

per-tipped rod is not to be recommended.

Wooden rods are safer.

Don't use two kinds of explosives in

the same drill hole.

Don't return to the face until at least

5 minutes after a shot has been fired.

Don't breathe the gases from the shot.

Don't return to the face after a misfire

for at least one-half hour.

Don't attempt to draw the charge in

case of a misfire.

Don't leave any detonators or explo-

sives in a mine over night.

Don't charge or load any hole which

has not been properly placed or has been

drilled "on the solid."

Don't light the fuse of dependent shots

at the same time the first shot is lighted.

Don't expect to get satisfactory re-

sults with a permissible explosive or any
explosive when a miner uses it for the

first time.

Don't think the use of permissible ex-

plosives can take the place of other

safety precautions in mines and thus

neglect those precautions.

Tipple for Loading Loco-

motive Tenders
The accompanying sketch shows an ar-

rangement for dumping coal into locomo-

tive tenders or coal cars where there is

but little head room between the level of

the track and the bottom of the pockets.

With a portion of the track movable,

as shown, the car can be run out to the

To Storage Bin3

The Engineering ^Mining Journal

Tipple for Use on Low Loading

Platform

middle of the railroad car or tender be-

fore dumping. When not in use the end

of the track stands nearly vertical. A
chain is attached to the lower end with

which to pull the track in position for

handling coal. The rails are not hinged.

A heavy strap hinge extends from the tie

to 4-ft. sleepers from which the car

dumps. A gravity chute is best, but

sometimes it is necessary to use other

devices.

It is impossible to cupel a button con-

taining nickel and finish it properly. It

is necessary to scorify first and to use

a large enough quantity of lead to give

at all times a fluid alloy and slag.
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Canadian Mining Institute

Victoria Correspondence

The Western branch of the Canadian

Mining Institute held its ninth general

meeting at Nanaimo, Vancouver Island,

B. Con Feb. 16. Wm. Fleet Robertson,

provincial mineralogist, chairman of the

branch, presided.

The business of the meeting was re-

lated chiefly to coal mining, so there was

a peculiar fitness in holding the meeting

at Nanaimo. The late Dr. George M.

Dawson, in -.Mineral Wealth of British

Columbia, 1887," after mentioning the

discovery of coal in the province in 1835,

and some exploratory work done at

Suquash. Vancouver island, in the years

1S49-1S53. stated that: "Meanwhile, in

the existence of coal at Nanaimo

had been ascertained, and in the follow-

ing year it appears that most of the

miners were transferred from the north-

ern end of the island to that place. Work

began in earnest at Nanaimo in 1852 and.

before the close of the next year, 2000

tons of coal are reported to have been

shipped, chiefly to San Francisco. The

price of coal at this time was. at Nana-

imo $11 per ton, and at San Francisco

S28. The Hudson Bay Company, under

the name of the Nanaimo Coal Company,

continued to work the mines thus opened

until 18(31, when they were sold to the

Vancouver Coal Mining and Land Com-

pany." The Nanaimo colliery was ac-

quired by the Western Fuel Company, of

San Francisco, in December, 1902.

Thomas R. Stockett is now manager of

this company, and Thomas Graham, su-

perintendent.

Papers on Coal Mining

At the afternoon session, addresses

were delivered by the acting mayor of

Nanaimo, the chairman. E. W. Parker, of

the U. S. Geological Survey, and E. B.

McKay. The last-mentioned, who is sur-

veyor-general of British Columbia, in a

reminiscent talk, stated that he arrived

at Nanaimo from England early in 1875,

and had with him the first diamond bor-

ing machine ever brought into British

Columbia. Several years later he erected

the engine and headgear at No. 1 shaft,

which has for many years been one of

the main outlets from the mine, which

during his connection with it was oper-

ated bv the Vancouver Coal and Land

Company.
The papers read in the afternoon were.

Relation to Coal Mining,"

by Charles Graham, superintendent of

the Middlcsboro colliery. Nicola Valley.

and "Coal Mining in British Columbia,"

a comprehensive survey of the known oc-

currences of coal in the province, by C.

I | ';:i!loway, of Vancouver.

The prominent feature of the evening

session, following a brief review ol the

ry of coal mining In ice by

the chairman, was an address by F. Na-

pier Denison, of the meteorological office,

Victoria, on "Earthquakes, Strains and

Stresses, and Their Relation to Coal

Mine Explosions," with lantern-slide il-

lustrations. This address proved inter-

esting and instructive, and the coal min-

ers present afterward gave their fellow

miners such a favorable account of it,

that its repetition before a large gather-

ing of miners is being urged.

Mine Accident Rescues

E. Jacobs, of Victoria, branch secre-

tary, gave the meeting an account of the

self-sacrifice of Fred C. Alderson, of

Hosmer, B. C, who while leading a

rescue party after a disaster in the

Bellevue mine, Alberta, took off his

Draeger helmet and put it on an Italian

miner, whose life was thereby saved,

while Alderson was overcome by gas

and died in the mine. A lantern picture

of Alderson was thrown on the screen,

and all present rose as a mark of re-

spect to his memory. A resolution was

passed expressing appreciation of the ac-

tion of the British Columbia Government

in giving $500 to the fund for the benefit

oPAlderson's widow and family of four

young children. Mr. Stockett announced

The Malaspina Gallery

Later in the day the visitors were taker

to Gabriola island, near the entrance tc

Nanaimo harbor, to see a singular natu-

ral phenomenon—the Malaspina gallery

which has been eroded by winds anc

waves. Its dimensions are: Length

about 300 ft.; width, 15 ft; hight frorr

floor to roof, 12 ft. It was discovered or

June 15, 1792, by two Spanish nava

officers, Galiano and Valdes, after the}

had anchored their exploring vessels un

der shelter of the island. The gallen

was named after the Spanish office

commanding the expedition, and from hi:

sketch and report its existence was ulti

mately made known to many other Eu
ropeans.

Platinum in Wyoming
It has been reported from time to tirr.i

that the Rambler mines, at Holmes, Wyo.

yielded an ore containing a remarkabl

high percentage of platinum and metal

of the platinum group. These mines ar

owned by the Rambler Copper and Plat

inum Company, of which A. C. Dart, for 1

merly connected with the University o

Wyoming, is the general manager.

Some time ago Mr. Dart communicate
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no quantitative determination of these

lis was made. The presence of a

II amount of iridium was also

:ed.

)vellite—Platinum, 1.8 oz. per ton;

,
1.1. A very small amount of pal-

im was also noticed in this sample,

gold is principally in the free state,

rating as metallic scale when the

>le is ground. The metallic scale

not contain platinum. This would

ate that the platinum is not present

ie native metal.

atinum Rock—Platinum, 0.25 oz. per

gold, 0.03 oz. This sample also con-

a trace of palladium. Concentration

2 mineral by panning does not show

native platinum, but a small amount

:avy concentrate was obtained which

i separated as far as possible from

sulphides present appears to be

ylite.

iique as A Platinum Lode Mine

will be noted that the report of

ux & Co. bears out the reports of

)art.

e Rambler company has been en-

1 in experimental milling operations

in the installation of water supply,

for regular work. We understand

a shipment of concentrates to

rn smelting works has recently been

There seems to be no question

he ore of this mine is platiniferous

remarkable degree and if the mine

s to be commercially workable it

be unique, we believe, as an ex-

: of lode mining for platinum. The
alization appears to be in a de-

jsed diorite, judging from the sam-

hat we have had.

he Valdez Creek Placer

District

dez creek is one of the tributaries

: Susitna river that flows into Cook
The gold production for 1910 was

)00. The most productive part of

•eek, according to a recent bulletin

; U. S. Geological Survey, is in the

two or three miles of its course.

g began in 1903 and the richest

so far as known, are nearly worked
The gravel, largely the product of

tion, is 3 to 8 ft. thick and consists

te, schist, and granite on slate bed-

Large granite boulders are diffi-

) handle and add much to the cost

ling. The freight rates from Valdez
<imate 30c. per lb. which with the

al proportion of boulders in the

makes the operating cost high.

ew Swiss works for the fixation of

pheric nitrogen is reported (Elect.

Sept. 30, 1910) to be operating,

s the Rhone works of the Neuhau-
Uuminum Industry Company, in

canton.

A New Boiler Feed Water
Treatment

Several months ago it was announced
in the Australian technical press 1

that a

revolutionary method of treating feed
water had been discovered in that coun-
try. The treatment consisted simply in

allowing the water to flow over inclined

aluminum plates in the presence of sun-
light. Under these conditions the mole-
cular or intermolecular conditions of the

scale-forming elements are so changed
that instead of forming a hard crystalline

scale on the boiler tubes, the deposit is a

powdery amorphous mass which can
either be washed out of the tubes, or is

blown out of the mud drum when blow-
ing down the boiler.

The Australian Apparatus

As used at the Broken Hills Proprie-

tary Company, the apparatus consisted

of two aluminum sheets, each 2x4 feet

in size, fixed in a frame at an angle

of 59 degrees and facing the sun. The
water to be used in the boilers was then

flowed over these plates from a perfo-

rated pipe along their upper edge. As the

process was only supposed to be effective

during the daytime, storage was provided

for the water to be used at night.

In all 197,750 gallons of water were
treated and used in a specially cleaned

boiler, the test lasting 54 days.

The boiler was then opened, and in-

stead of the hard adherent scale which
is normally observed after a run of this

length there was either simply a whitish

powder or a brittle loose scale, while

a portion of the boiler had no deposit

in it. The time of cleaning was reduced

from 3]/2 days to eight hours.

American Installations

Several somewhat similar installations

have been made in America recently. In

these installations, however, a corrugated

plate, or a series of aluminum channels

has been used. The equipment is

being tried by several important indus-

trial organizations; for example, at the

Long Island City plant of the Standard

Oil Company, and an installation by the

West Shore Railroad at Newark, N. Y.,

the water in this instance' being used by

the locomotives. These installations have

not been in use long enough to give a

definite opinion as to the value of the

operation, but the important character of

these two corporations indicates that the

matter may be worth following up.

It may be noted in this connection that

the Watson-Stillman Company, of New
York, is putting on the market a com-
pound claimed to be a natural mineral

product "consisting mainly of iron, alum-
ina and silica," which is fed into the

boiler in suitable quantity at each stroke

of the feed pump. It seems to be the gen-

Wust. Mlii. Std., Sept. 21, 1010.

eral assumption that aluminum hydroxide
is partly responsible for the results ob-
tained, as suggested under the idea of
protective colloid below.

On Feb. 24, 1911, Thomas R. Dug-
gan, of London, lectured on this new pro-

cess before the Society of Chemical In-

dustry, adding somewhat to the informa-
tion already made public. The form of
the apparatus shown was that with cor-

rugated aluminum plates, but the cor-

rugations are apparently more to insure

thorough distribution of the water than
for any other reason. There is a hopper
at the top, from which a number of small
nozzles, one to each trough, feed the

water to the plate. The hopper is further-

more provided with a screen to keep
large pieces of dirt and grit from chok-
ing the nozzles.

The plates should be open to the air,

and although more active by day, have
some activity at night, apparently due to

the small amount of ultraviolet radiation

even at that time. The plates in the

northern hemisphere should face south;
in the southern hemisphere, north. It is

essential that the pipes and storage tanks
used after the water is treated should be.

as far as possible, of nonconducting ma-
terial, and the water should be used as

soon as possible after treatment, and
should be used by the seventh day, as a

maximum. It is also essential that the

plates should be given a rest occasion-

ally; where hard water is being treated,

every plate is allowed to rest one day per
week.

It is stated that the plates become
positively charged, and the water nega-
tively, and this, when considered in con-

junction with the fact that the plates

should face either north or south, and
that a nonconducting material should be

used for the storage tank, leads to the

belief that some fundamental change in

ionization is responsible for the results.

However, a minute amount of the alumi-
num dissolves, and researches with the

ultra-microscope show that it remains in

colloidal solution, though whether as a

mixture of aluminum and aluminum hy-
drate, or the latter only, seems open to

question. Whichever of these it may be,

the explanation of protective colloids

seems also possible.

The apparatus is made in units about
6 inches wide, one 6-inch unit having a
capacity of about 1000 gallons per hour.

The advantages claimed for the treatment
are: It is automatic, continuous and uni-

form; no chemicals or heat used, hence
low treatment cost; it has no action itself

on the boiler, and by a deoxidizing effect

on the water is a preventer of corrosion;

hard scale is prevented and the time of

cleaning the boiler much lessened, thero-

by getting more hours' work from a given

plant; by the elimination of hard scale

the efficiency and life of the boiler are

claimed to be increased.

Any water is amenable to this treat-
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merit except that containing ferrous sul-

phate or carbonate. With saline waters

the length of the plates is increased be-

yond the usual 5 feet, or the water

run back over the plates several times.

Boilers under this treatment must be

blown off frequently, particularly during

early stages, as old scale often loosens

ttles into the mud drum during the

first few weeks.

The process is the invention of Herr

Brandes. and is patented in most civilized

countries, the rights for the United States

being held by the Luminator Water Com-
pany of America, with officers in New
York.

Proposed Western Coal

Combination

Indianapolis Correspondence

Every coal mine situated in the Cen-

tral and Southwest competitive field has

taken steps toward a combination for

self-protection and the conservation of

its resources, despite the existence of

the Sherman anti-trust law and the

stringent laws against such combinations

in the various States in which the mines

are located.

It is planned ultimately to take in

every mine not controlled by a railroad

company and a start is being made in the

central southwest States because in these

districts the operators already have a

fairly good working agreement under

what is known as the Joint Interstate

Conference, the main object of which

is to arrange wage-scale agreements with

the miners. The principal States included

in this conference in force are Indiana,

western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois,

Missouri. Kansas, Texas and Oklahoma.

The principal arguments that are be-

ing used to induce the operators to come
into the combination are conservation of

resources and an attendant increase in

the price of coal to railroad companies

and other large steam producers.

Higher Prices for Railroad Coal

With these mines as a nucleus the rail-

roads can be forced to pay higher prices

for their coal and make it possible for

the mines to operate on a more con-

servative basis without reducing the

of the miners; in fact, it is planned

to promise the men a substantial increase

in case of success. Full credit is being

taken by the leaders in the movement for

an improvement in the present methods

of mining coal which are declared to be

•m1 in the extreme and made neces-

. the rush Of competition and de-

mands for hasty shipment ointed

out that in some localities more than 10

per cent, of the coal blasted is never

taken out of the mine and will continue

to lie • the

run out an !

will be oh > r the old

ground and take out the coal which now
is being left behind.

It is contended that with the com-
bination in full working order the great

rush of competition will be cut down and
the railroads and other large steam pro-

ducers, instead of naming the price of

the coal they buy, as is now the case, will

be obliged to pay a reasonable price, in-

cluding a fair profit to the operators.

The claim is made that the railroads are

buying coal as low as SI.25 per ton,

while the cost of mining is more than

90c, to say nothing of the dead work
and outside expenses.

Present Methods Wasteful

Competition has grown so great in the

coalfields that operators cannot afford to

mine economically. The coal is shot

down in many instances from the solid.

This is declared a most wasteful method
and the old method of undercutting is

declared more than ever desirable. This

method has been discarded in many of

the mining districts and machine mining
has taken its place. Under the machine-
mining conditions, it is said efficiency

vanishes and any man may work as a

miner, skill being negligible and as a

result the mining towns have come to be

a congregating place for inefficients who
have failed in other lines of work, but

who know enough to drill a hole with a

machine, put in a blast of powder and
touch an electric button to fire it. The
old experienced miner who knew min-
ing from the beginning to the finish and
never engaged in any other pursuit, is

fast dying out. A new element is taking

his place and with the new element the

difficulties of the operator and of the

miner himself are said to increase.

That the overproduction of coal is the

cause of the vastly reduced price to the

railroads appears plain. The statistics of

the mining industry over the country
show the average miner rarely works 200
days in the year.

The leaders of the present movement
argue that with a reasonable restriction

of competition they can force the big

coal consumers to pay a better price for

their coal and at the same time can re-

duce the price of coal to the domestic

consumer. It is asserted that the increase

in domestic coal during the last few
years has been made absolutely neces-

sary because of the steady refusal of the

railroads to pay a fair price.

Chief among the obstacles in the way
of this movement is the Sherman anti-

trust law, the stringent laws against com-
bination in the various States and the

lack of real leaders who will for a time

forgel their own immediate and individual

interests for the benefit of all.

The conditions in the coal industry are

JUCh that the movement to combine and

force the railroads, steamship lines of the

East and others to pay a higher price for

the product is meeting with favor. The

success or failure of the proposed c

ganization of coal mines will largely d

pend on the men selected to head it ai

the means which are employed to su

mount the obstacles presented by f

law. At least that is the belief of prorr

nent operators in the central States.

British Columbia Copper
Company

In the annual report of the Briti

Columbia Copper Company for the fist

year ended Nov. 30, 1910, the genei

manager states that the year opened w
unsettled labor conditions. A demand u

made by the Western Federation of M
ers that all nonunion employees be d

charged or compelled to join the org?

ization. Arbitration under the "Indi

trial Disputes Investigation Act" resuli

in a decision in favor of the company, 1

a strike was begun April 19, lasting ut

May 11; it was not until July, howev,

that normal conditions were reest.

lished.

A controlling interest in the New I-

minion Copper Company, Ltd., was •

quired; the Wellington Camp clai,

were fully paid for and developm t

work showed them to possess grear

value than was originally estimated; i

aerial tram from the Lone Star mine

be in service about March 1, 1911, ;|j

the cyanide plant at the Napoleon m
in Washington will be completed ab

the same time. Two of the furnaces

the smeltery have been reconstructed,

creasing the capacity 50 per cent.,

order to treat the increased tonnage I

will come from the Lone Star, Welling

Camp and New Dominion mines,

improvements have been paid for ou:

net revenue.

The Canadian Pacific Railway ex'

sion is expected to reach the Nicola '

ley coal mines during 1911, and a s

has already been completed to the \H
ington Camp mines.

The mine shipments during the 5t

year amounted to 400,224 tons. The r-

naces smelted 441,672 tons of ore >d

converter slag from which 7, 199,0- ;
<

^

of blister copper were produced, com i-

ing 7,143,456 lb. copper, 24,962 oz. Id

and' 84,180 oz. silver.

After deducting the receipts from Id

and silver contents, the cost of prov-

ing copper was 9.048c. per lb., or

less than for the preceding year,

yield of copper was 18 lb. per ton, io

Si.23 per ton was realized from I

and silver. The average price r<

for copper was 12.778c. per pou

compared with 13.08c. during 1909,

The proceeds from metal shipm H

totaled $1,466,749; the total expen

$1,210,188, leaving a balance of

561 which, added to the balance ol

s 171 ,701, left the total balance S"

at the end of last year.
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Mining Operations in Peru in 1910
It would be unfair to comment upon

ie mining situation in Peru without

making reference to general conditions

isofar as these affect the mineral indus-

ies. First, then, as to the political sit-

ation. This is comparable to that of the

'nited States in that the party in power

: split into two factions: one, the ad-

linistration; the other, the "block."

hese correspond roughly to the "stand-

atters" and the "insurgents" of the

nited States, and the effect on legisla-

ve business is similar, although there

no indication here of the ultimate re-

lit of the internal dissension being the

jeeess of the opposition party.

Leaving politics and speaking of finan-

al conditions, the country has not en-

rely recovered from the effect upon the

jtside world of the disturbances of May,

K)9, although the Government then held

id now holds the situation well in hand,

ecent despatches published in European

By F. E. Ross *

Mi 11 nig industry prosper-

ing. Ferrobamba, a cop-

per property in southern

Peru, the largest new flo-

tation. Important hydrau-

lic operations at Poto and

A poroma mines in the San-

dia district.

"Editor of Peru, Today, Box 'XV-\, Lima,
Peru.

Government gives every guarantee of

peace and order. With regard to foreign

relations, Peru promptly accepted tne

suggestion of the United States, Brazil

bodies of high-grade copper ores in the

south of Peru, and promptly taken under
option by A. C. Burrage, of Boston, who
has contracted to form a £1,400,000 com-
pany to develop the properties, build rail-

way connections, etc. Tests are going on

with drills at present, and the manager,
W. E. Gordon Firebrace, has gone to Lon-

don on consultation. Frank Klepetko has

been engaged by Mr. Burrage to make a

metallurgical examination and is at pres-

ent at the property.

Aporoma, Ltd., Soon to Operate

The Aporoma Goldfields, Ltd., of Lon-

don, are rapidly installing a large hy-

draulic and electric plant on their placer

property in the Sandia district. G. Al-

len Crane, engineer and manager,

expects to have the first "-giant"

in operation by May or June of this year.

This company will not be hampered by
any lack of funds. The Poto placer

The Cerro de Pasco Smeltery at La Fundicion, Peru

id American papers which have reached

ma show that the press bureaus in

lile are actively disseminating news of

volutions in this country, with the pur-

>se of injuring its credit abroad. There

:ve been slight disturbances in the in-

rior, the most serious being the rob-

ng of the Central Railway pay car of

130 in December, but even in that case

e culprits were behind the bars in six

ys and the money recovered the next

:ek. All this, however, slight as have

en the deflections from perfect order in

mparison with those in other and often

ier countries, has shaken confidence

d caused a disposition to withhold m-
stment in new undertakings.

The administration of Peru is a sound,

isiness administration. The president

a successful business man, and the

and Argentina to submit the boundary

differences with Ecuador to the Hague,

and the disinclination of Ecuador and

Chile to follow the obvious course and

come to an agreement with Peru is rap-

idly alienating from those countries all

sympathy of the responsible republics of

both continents, as shown by recent gov-

ernmental acts and the tone of the Ar-

gentine, Brazilian and English press, as

well as of that section of the press of

the United States which does not get its

Peruvian news from Santiago and Val-

paraiso.

Mining Developments of 1910

Among the most notable mining de-

velopments for the year was the Ferro-

bamba, Ltd., floated in London with a

capital of £120,000 to open up large

mines, a little farther up in the moun-
tains in the same district, propose in-

creasing their four monitors to 15 during

the current year. This is an Argentine

company, Mr. Ingolsby being manager.

There are strong rumors of something

being done shortly with the wonderfully

rich Nusiniscato River gold deposits be-

longing to the Vannoni interests, which

will involve transportation developments

of some magnitude as a preliminary step.

Fernando C. Fuchs has lately returned

from the Montebello Oreo mines, where
he has installed a three-stamp equip-

ment, which is paying its way while aid-

ing further development of this prom-
ising property. Nearby, the Inca Mining

Company is steadily at work on the

Santo Domingo mines, where it has a

heavy investment.
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Important tungsten-ore discoveries are

reported from Ancachs and the Canta re-

gion, but developments are not extensive,

and general secrec) is maintained.

Activity at the Smelteries

The Cerro de Pasco Mining Company

made new records in the produc-

tion of copper bullion during 1910, pro-

ducing 1,926,217 lb. in October and 5,-

:^er. They are erect-

MeDougal roasters for prep-

aration of fine ore for the reverberatory

furnaces, and carrying out a number of

significant improvements at the smelteiy.

At the mines they are preparing to do

part of their underground haulage by

electricity, the first installation in Peru.

The administration of A. B. W. Hodges,

the new general manager, has opened

auspiciously.

Backus & Johnston are erecting some

rew roasting pots of Lima manufacture

The scope of this article will not per-

mit even mention of dozens of new mines

in prospecting or early development

stages in the Canta, Huancavelica and

other districts, some of which are engag-

ing the attention of engineers of prom-

inence and absorbing considerable

amounts of capital and mechanical equip-

ment.

Petroleum and Coal

In the petroleum fields of Zorritos,

Lobitos and Negritos-Talara, all in the

north of Peru, the output has increased

during 1910, owing largely to the policy

of sinking deep wells into the lower

sands, which have proved generally self-

flowing. At Zorritos the kerosene re-

finery has been enlarged to a capacity ot

150,000 gal. per month. Peruvian pe-

troleum possesses characteristics which

place it in the front rank in respect of

the lighter distillates, and ahead of all

save Russian oils as a lubricant. The

points of departure for the Madre de
Dios and southern montana country, and
the Peruvian Corporation (which oper-

ates the Southern and Central railway

systems) this year bought the Guaqui-La
Paz raiiway, with the steamers on Lake
Titicaca, so that there is now a through

service over the Southern from Mollendc

via Arequipa and Puno to La Paz, Boliv-

ia, and a weekly saloon-car express in

connection with the direct Transatlantic

steamers of the Royal Mail to Lima. Un-

der government order, the Peruvian Cor-

poration is now surveying a line from

the Cuzco division to the Madre de Dios

river, and has also undertaken to build

a new harbor in the Bay of Matarani, 12

km. north of Mollendo, with rail conne^

tion to the main line between Mollendc

and Arequipa. This will reduce the dis-

tance, and give a protected, deep-watei

harbor, that of Mollendo being dangerous

in some weathers.

The Smelting Plants at Casapalca and Rio Blanco, Peru

at their Casapalca smeltery, with neces-

sary bins, blowers and motors. Since Mr.

Johnston took direct charge of this plant,

the improvements have been continuous,

being amply justified by the increased

and steady output. Rumors have been

flying about regarding the consolidation

of the Casapalca and Rio Blanco smelt-

and these persist in spite of de-

nials. For more than a year the Rio

Blanco smeltery has not been in opera-

tion, having been run but a short time

that.

At the Fernandini smeltery Rizo

Patron, the engineer in charge, is erect-

ing a new stack of s| a g brick, which will

allow starting the second furnace He
Iting out a slime filter of his

own J Fritz

and Ralph M'.lla are experimenting with

the cyanide process on old silver tail-

•
|

been treating gold and silver ores from

different camps with a view I

cial cyanide installations, for which he

output is mainly consumed in Peru, the

residue going to the nitrate oficinas of

Chile for fuel.

The coal-mining situation is so linked

with the railways that, aside from the

continued development of the Goyllaris-

quisga and Quishuarcancha mines of the

Cerro de Pasco company for their own
purposes, there is little to be said. Coal
of good quality has been discovered in

widely separated districts, amply provid-

ing for the future needs of the country.

At present the failure of the Chimbote-

Recuay Railway Company to complete

the line under its concession leaves

the Yuramarca field, the most accessible

to the coast, still undeveloped. The Gov-
ernment must soon take action in this

matter, and perhaps the Peruvian Cor-

poration will be given an opportunity to

complete the line, the first 57 km. of

which from the coast it already operates.

Rah roai) Devei opments

The Southern Railways now extend to

on the north, giving several new

The Central Railway has completed th<

Huancayo extension, and the Governmen
is building on from Huancayo towan

Cuzco on the Southern, a link in the Pan

American Railway, to which the comple

tion of the Chimbote-Recuay railway wil

also contribute. This will leave only ;

short link between the end of the Cern

de Pasco railway and Huaraz to com

plete this important undertaking fron

Bolivia in the south to within 280 mile:

of the Ecuador boundary.

The Chamber of Deputies has vote<

for the construction of the Ucayali rail

way, promoted by A. W. McCune, to con

nect the Ucayali river with Lima am

Callao via the Cerro de Pasco and Cen

tral lines; but as the measure has yet t(

pass the senate, the strong opposition ti

its provision for a 5 per cent, gradien

and a narrow-gage link in the otherwise

standard-gage lines may defeat it.

The house of Arthur Koppel, of Ber

lin, has completed the preliminary -

ordered by the Government for the Palta

Maranon railway, and is now carryim
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Lit the order for the survey of the

roya-Tarma-Port Werthman railway

om the Central at Oroya to the Ucayali

ver, making the fourth line under se-

ous consideration by the Government

om the coast or a connection with the

last to the navigable headwaters of the

mazon river in Peru, one utilizing the

juthern railway, two the Central, and

e fourth building to the coast at Paita.

t least two of these will be undertaken

iring 1911. The railway reports for

HO show a slight falling off in freight

ceipts over 1909, and a material in-

ease in passenger receipts. The Pe-

lvian Steamship Company, which started

MO with two 18-knot steamers in the

allao-Panama service, will have five on

e run as far south as Mollendo by Aug-

;t, 1911.

The influence of the Panama canal is

:ing strongly felt in advance in Peru,

hich from its position must receive the

st and most lasting benefits from its

>ening. A proposal was launched at the

anama meeting of the American Insti-

te of Mining Engineers for the

ilding of the 1914 or 1915 meeting in

;ru, with the attractions of the highest

neltery at Cerro de Pasco, the highest

ilway line and many engineering,

etallurgical and climatic wonders to in-

rest that scientific body.

Iarket Value of Manganese
Ores

The principal oxidized ores of man-

inese are psilomelane, 49 to 62 per

:nt. Mn; and pyrolusite, containing up

63 per cent. Mn. The carbonate, rho-

ichrosite. equivalent to 61.72 per cent.

nO: , and the silicate, rhodonite, equiva-

nt to 54.15 per cent. MnO--, are pos-

ble sources of manganese. It should

: noted, however, that in an ore in-

nded for blast-furnace use. such of the

anganese as is chemically combined

ith silica is not only useless, but is

:tually a detriment on account of the

creased amount of manganiferous slag

roduced. Inasmuch as manganese ores

re not consumed for the purpose of ex-

acting metallic manganese, but as a

leans of adding manganese to pig iron,

f making ferromanganese, any elements

iat would be objectionable in an iron

re are also detrimental in a manganese
re. Because of the large quantities of

igh-grade manganese ores obtainable in

ussia, India and Brazil, the buyers' re-

tirements have steadily advanced, until

ow ores averaging from 50 to 60 per

:nt. manganese are not at all uncom-
mon. In Zeitschrift fur angeivandte

hemie, Nov. 25, 1910, A. Rzehulka dis-

assed briefly the marketing of man-
anese ores.

In the last 10 years Russia has pro-

uced about 40 per cent, of the total

nount of manganese ore mined in the

world. Its annual production is about

550,000 long tons, of which about \\

comes from Nikopol, in southern Rus-

sia, and about -? from the Caucasus.

About 34 of the total production is con-

sumed in Russia, and of this consump-

tion about 75 per cent, comes from Niko-

pol, so that nearly the entire output of

the Caucasus is exported. The principal

competitors of Russia in the world's mar-

ket are India and Brazil; the largest con-

sumer of manganese ore is the United

States, followed by Germany and Eng-

land. In the American market, Rus-

sian ore has now almost disappeared, and

in the other markets also the consump-

tion of manganese ores mined elsewhere

than in Russia is steadily growing. Con-

sumption in England and Germany has

increased exceedingly in recent years,

with the result that exports from Russia

to these two countries has nearly

doubled; and yet, whereas up to 1907

about 46 per cent, of the English im-

ports and 72 per cent, of the German
imports came from Russia, in that year

Russia provided only 24 per cent, of the

manganese ore consumed in England,

and only 50 per cent, of that consumed

in Germany.

General American Requirements on
Impurities

In the American market, the basic re-

quirements for manganese ore are that

it shall not contain more than 0.20 per

cent, phosphorus, nor more than 8 per

cent, silica,
1

for each 0.02 per cent, phos-

phorus in excess of 0.20 per cent., 2c. per

unit of manganese is deducted per ton,

and for each 1 per cent, of silica in ex-

cess of 8 per cent., 15c. per ton is de-

ducted. The base price fluctuates ac-

cording to the manganese contents, as

follows: 49 per cent, and over, 26c. per

unit; 46 to 49 per cent., 25c. per unit;

43 to 46 per cent.. 24c. per unit; 40 to 43

per cent., 23c. per unit.

German Foreign Ore Terms

Russian manganese ore is bought in

Germany, on the basis of 50 per cent,

manganese, at 1.10 marks per unit, with

1 mark added or deducted for each 1 per

cent, above or below the basis; the sam-

ple is dried at 100 deg. C. The maxi-

mum limit for phosphorus is 0.15 per

cent., and for silica 9 per cent. The price

for Russian ore in all European ports

ranges from 0.65 to 1.30 marks per unit

cf manganese, with deductions of 35 to

40 pfennig per ton for each per cent, of

silica over 9 per cent.; deductions vary

for excess of phosphorus above the al-

lowable limit. With Turkish manganese

ores, the basis is 45 per cent, manganese,

with not more than 0.03 per cent, phos-

phorus, nor more than 10 per cent, silica,

and the price is about 95 pfennig pe'r

unit, or somewhat higher for ores of bet-

Whe Mineral Industry for 1000. Vol. XVIII.

ter grade; deductions for silica and

phosphorus are subjects of negotiation.

Japanese ores are sold at Hamburg on

the following schedule, in marks per ton

on the basis of contents of manganese
dioxide: 87 per cent, and above, 115

marks per ton; 85-90 per cent, (mini-

mum 85), 95 marks per ton; 80 per cent.,

85 marks per ton; 70-75 per cent., 75

marks per ton; 65-70 per cent., 50 marks

per ton.

These Japanese ores average from 44

to 56 per cent, manganese, phosphorus is

about 0.5 per cent, and silica 7 to 10 per

cent. They go by the name of Japanese

brownstone, and bring a high price on

account of their purity.

German Domestic Ore Terms

German manganese ores sell at the

mine, on the basis of 50 per cent, man-

ganese dioxide, at about 20 marks per

ton, equivalent to 40 pfennig per unit of

dioxide; for each unit of dioxide above

or below 50 per cent., about 1 pfennig

added or deducted.

The annual production of manganese

ores in the world is subject to wide fluc-

tuations, as a result, partly, of political

disturbances in the principal producing

countries; it is also directly influenced by

the condition of the iron industry, which

consumes by far the largest part of the

manganese ore produced in the world.

The consumption of manganese ores

in Germany is about 250,000 tons

per year, of which only about 50,000

tons are produced in that country. The

most convenient source of supply for

the extra 200,000 tons is the Caucasus

district, but on account of the political

uneasiness in Russia it is becoming an

interesting problem to arrange for future

supplies obtainable with regularity.

Extraction of Borax

G. E. Bailey and A. Stevenson, of Los

Angeles, have patented a process (Ger-

man Pat. No. 223,025) for extracting,

or manufacturing, borax from its natural

mineral compounds. The process is ap-

plicable to any mineral or combination

of boron with a base that forms insolu-

ble sulphates, such as colemanite (cal-

cium borate), ulexite (sodium-calcium

borate) etc. It consists in roasting the

crude mineral with sodium sulphate,

whereby sodium borate and calcium sul-

phate are formed. The former is leached

out of the latter by hot water, which is

then cooled to deg. C, and the crystal-

lized borax recovered.

American engineers are reported by

Consul A. T. Haeberle to be engaged,

on behalf of an American iron and

steel company, in the examination of the

famous iron mountain of Agalteca, 48

miles northwest of Tegucigalpa in Hon-

duras.
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Notes on Mine Sampling
In presenting the following article no

particular originality is claimed, as the

subjects treated are not new. The notes

were written mainly to group together

and crystallize a lot of scattered memo-

randa and forms, mainly for the use of

ss stant samplers in order to avoid rep-

etition of the subject matter to new men

rnd to gain uniformity in work. From

time to time the notes were amplified to

present the matter in its larger aspects.

As there are few sources of informa-

tion—outside of actual experience—on

the mechanical part of sampling, open to

the beginner, the article is submitted in

the hope that it may be of interest to the

younger members of the profession. The

subject divides itself naturally into two

i 1. Sampling deposits exposed by

underground workings. (2i Sampling by

drilling, test pits or trenches on the sur-

face. The first topic will be mainly con-

:-d here.

Sampling Equipment

The tools necessary for sampling are:

hammers, moils, picks, brooms, sample

catchers, sample sacks, tapes, surveying

instruments, canvas sheet, oilcloth,

shovels, automatic sample reducers,

crushers, bucking board, etc. Moils,

picks, shovels and hammers will usually

be found at the mine and frequently also

surveying instruments and complete as-

say office. This matter must be deter-

mined before setting out and nothing left

to chance. The hammer for average rock

should be from 3'j to 4 pounds in

weight; for very hard rock an 8-Ib.

double-jack may be necessary and two

men be required*to cut the sample—one

to strike, the other to hold the moil.

Moils should be made in various lengths

from 8 to 18 in. of $4- or "s-in. steel

with pyramidal points. In some cases,

especially in hard rock, moils with

handles (Fig. 1) are very useful as the

striker can put more force into his blow

without fear of injuring his partner.

Picks are used for taking the sample
in very soft or sugary rock; the ordin-

ary ideologists' pick is best for this work

Large picks of ordinary mine pattern are

to dress and square the back be-

fore sampling.

Steel or corn whisk brooms are essen-

tia' to remove from the face all dust and
fines that are usually rich and may salt

the sample. Several long-handled

brooms should be included in the outfit

to be used in sweeping up fines when
cutting down I

pie catch' | inds.

A tight powder
| if the

I

chunV and fall into die "-ample.

A canvas funnel suspended from an iron
'

• lent, (

i

F or very hard r wide.

By Glenn Anderson *

This article describes in

detail, the methods of samp-
ling em ployed underground

,

tools required, crushing of

the samples, their prepar-

ation for assay and record-

ing of results.

•Manager, King Edward Silver mines, Co-
balt. Out.

a roll of canvas four to five feet wide

and 10 ft. long is spread on the bottom of

the drift or on planks in stopes so all

cuttings are easily caught. Much care

should be used in picking down before

the sample is taken, as loose lumps will

otherwise jar loose and fall into the sam-

ple. The cloth must not be allowed to

,

become wet and must be carefully beaten

after each sample is taken.

Sample sacks will vary in size accord-

ing to the width of vein and the size of

sample desired. . Usually canvas concen-

trate sacks will be found best for general

use. Each sack should have a string

sewed through the neck so that it will

not be lost. Many engineers have num-
bers stenciled on the sacks, but this is

somewhat risky if there is any danger of

tampering with the samples. If samples

are to be taken out for assay, they will

usually be cut down and placed in heavy

paperpulp-sacks flitted with a metal

closing device, such as are used at

a smeltery.

Good Mine Maps a Great Help

Each man in charge of a sampling

gang should be provided with a steel

tape, 25 to 50 ft. in length, for measur-

ing the widths of cuts, distances from

stations, etc., a compass and clinometer

for taking dips and strikes of faults,

dikes and cross fissures, and a good note-

book with cross-section pages. If the

mine maps can be relied upon, the only

instruments necessary will be tapes and

Brunton compass. If the mine maps are

not complete or are uncertain a transit

should be included, also several hundred

feet of No. 20 copper wire for plumbing

shafts. When the samples are to be cut

drwn at the mine, some form of crusher

is almost essential. For this work the

small laboratory crusher is of little use;

the best type is a small Blake or Dodge

which can be sot up either coarse or

fine; for finishing, a bucking board does

very well. In reducing the mine sam-

ome form of sample cutter is to be

preferred over the coning and quarter-

ing method. The Jones type is the best

portable device or the split shovel is

good. Several pieces of best quality

white oilcloth will be necessary for mix
ing and rolling.

Preliminary Work

While the assistants are checking uj

and making surveys and working map:

of the property, the head engineer shoulc

make a preliminary inspection, takinj

character samples of the differen

classes of ore; noting the geology, veil

formation, shape and character of ore

bodies, and general conditions. H
should get all possible information abou
the history of the district, records o

neighboring mines, changes of the or

in depth, such as influence of wate

level, secondary enrichment, etc.

Sample Maps

Unless the mine maps are to be relie'

upon absolutely, a complete survey i

necessary. In any case the workin

The Engineering 4- 'Mining Journal

Fig. 1. Moil with Handle and Samplin

Bag

stopes must be measured and a longituc

inal projection or development (

all veins be made. It will usi

ally be necessary to make a d(

velopment, as otherwise the orebodk

will not show in their true dimension

In making the development, the diffe

ences in hight between levels at differei

raises are usually neglected, as the di:

tances are short and do not vary widel

from those obtained by assuming straigl

lines from level to level on the dip i

the vein.

The longitudinal distances are usua

ly more variable and must be take

into account. Fig. 2 shows a transven

section of mine workings and Fig.

shows the same mine in plan.

The development is constructed :

follows: The true distances, a—b, b—
c—d, etc. (Fig. 2), taken as the di

tances between levels, arc laid off on tl

development sheet and levels are draw

in parallel straight lines, no allowance bi
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ng made for grade. A center line as

c
—y (Fig. 3) is assumed and the dis-

ances 1—2, 2—3, 3—4, 8—9, 9— lu,

:tc, being the distances between survey

tations, are pricked off on the map. This

hows the true length of all drifts on the

evelopment map. All raises, winzes

tc, are located at their true distances

rom the center line. Fig. 4 shows the

jngitudinal map constructed as des-

ribed above. Raises which are in par-

llel vertical planes will not show par-

llel on this map as the drifts on differ-

nt levels are not of the same lengths

etween raises due to rolls in the vein.

ill raises, winzes and other workings

hould be numbered or lettered and like-

ise each block of ore should be desig-

ated by letter or number. A similar

;ng development should be made for

ach ore-bearing vein.

Taking Samples

The sampling interval, or distance be-

k-een adjacent samples, depends on vari-

es factors. It is well to start with a

mg interval, say 10 ft at first; then if

te distribution is not uniform a resample

the intermediate five-foot points may
: taken. In some cases a 2'j-ft. inter-

The Size of Samples

After the face has been dressed down
it should be brushed carefully to remove
all dust and loose particles. Next, with

the point of the candlestick or the candle

itself, mark off the sides of the groove
which is to be cut. The size of the cut

depends much upon the ideas of the

sampler and the hardness of the rock.

Most engineers try to cut a groove from
four to six inches wide and one inch

deep. Such a cut will furnish from
four to seven pounds of sample per foot

of width in quartz. The utmost care

should be used in keeping the sample
uniform and many engineers insist that

a resample be made on all cuts that vary

more than 10 per cent, by weight from
the average. This is a hard matter to

decide, as the weight of the or^ itself is

variable, especially in sulphide bodies;

but the size of the groove should be

made uniform throughout the work.

Samplinc Streaks or Bands

When the ore exposure shows streaks

or bands, these should be sampled separ-

ately, as the distribution of the valuable

mineral is usually affected and can be

shown on maps. In wide orebodies see-

beyond the vein; also blanks should be
made up frequently to guard against salt-

ing.

Taking Notes

Notes should be detailed and clear. It

is impossible to get too much informa-

tion and nothing should be left to mem-
ory. A useful form of notes is shown in

Fig. 5. Under "General Remarks" note

every unusual occurrence of ore, wall

rock, cross fissures or changes in ge-

ology. It is desirable to note char-

acter of ore, whether oxidized or base, as

different classes will require different

treatment. In taking portional samples,
i.e., two or more samples of different

streaks at the same section, it is best

to give them the same index number with

a letter suffix, as 15a, \ob, 15c, and to al-

ways start from the same point as foot-

wall or hanging-wall, for section a. Al-

ways make sketch of vein at these points

as shown in Fig. 5. A long section of

the level being sampled should be

sketched in the back of the notebook and
each sample should be marked there

when taken to avoid possible mistakes

in writing distances from the datum
point. If the orebody is of less than

stoping width, notice particularly whether

Fig. 2. Transverse Section Fig. 3. Mine Plan

7"',r /'nginctrlny 'Min'nr/ Journal

V

Fig. 4. Longitudinal Map

il may become necessary. The posi-

3ns for sample cuts are measured from

single point (preferably a survey sta-

3n) and are marked with whitewash,

gs giving location, or in any other way
hich may suggest itself. The marking
'ould not precede the sampling by a

ng period as this allows too much op-

^rtunity for salting.

Prepare the back by picking down all

ose and projecting rock. If possible,

ess down so that the vein section is a

raight line normal to the dip. In many
ises the ore extends down the sides of

ie drift and presents an elongated sec-

3n which may give an undue portion for

lis part of the sample and vitiate the

:sults. The more nearly the sample cut

taken normal to the dip in a straight

ne, the less will be the chance of error.

) some cases it is impossible to get a

srmal section, and the only alternative

to take less material from the parts

) exposed. In soft ore, several inches

F the back should be removed to guard
gainst salting, which may occur either

tentionally or by rich ore being blasted

during the course of the work.

tional cuts should be taken, of widths of

four or five feet. As far as possible, take

samples as the ore would be mined. For

example, if a vein consisted of two feet

of sugar quartz with one foot of soft

barren oxidized material on one wall,

the latter would necessarily be sampled

and included, as it would inevitably be-

come mixed when stoped. In difficult

places it pays to rig up a strong, safe

staging, rather than try to work from a

ladder or other inconvenient place.

Each sample is marked with a metal,

wooden or paper tag placed in the sack.

Metal tags with numbers punched or cut

in are best, as they are not affected by

moisture or heat in drying samples. Spe-

cial knots or sealing wax are used when

tying up the sacks so that the sample

cannot be tampered with. A sample

should never be allowed out of sight of a

trusted employee until it is securely

locked in a safe place. If more than one

gang of samplers are at work they should

alternate so that they do not take adja-

cent samples. All cross fissures should

be sampled and wall rock taken at fre-

quent intervals, as values often extend

or not it couid be stripped and mined
clean.

The head engineer should resample

from 5 to 10 per cent, of all cuts; the

assays should agree fairly well with pre-

vious samples unless the ore is spotty.

Several blanks should be included with

each day's lot.

Preparing Samples for Assay

The responsibility of the engineer does

not end when the samples are delivered

to the assayer. In many cases the cus-

tom assayer requires as much supervi-

sion in preparing samples for assay as

does a green man. At a mine with a well

equipped assay office, the cutting down of

samples is comparatively easy, but in

many cases the equipment is not

all that could be desired and
it frequently happens, especially at

small mines, that there is no

crushing machinerv at all. In the latter

case the task of breaking up a large

sample of hard rock is an arduous one.

The following are some of the methods

for crushing and breaking up the large

pieces:
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With hammers;. The large pieces are

... using a heavy piece of

iron, an old anvil or a stamp die for a

bottom block. As the rock chips fly bad-

ly, it is necessary to have a tight floor,

preferably an iron plate or turn sheet

or canvas cloth upon which the anvil is

Around the anvil and workmen

should be placed a light wooden shield,

3 ft. high and 3 ft. square, to retain the

A cylindrical iron ring ot

suitable size, placed around the rock to

ken. may answer fairly well to

prevent pieces from flying off.

An old piece of shafting can be

and dropped end on. like a stamp.

This method also requires something to

stop the flying fragments and any of the

s mentioned in the first case may

be utilized.

With crushers.

The final grinding is done on bucking

board or power sample grinder.

Cutting Down Samples

This is one of the most difficult parts of

the whole process and should have the

personal attention of a trained and trust-

ed man. Too often this matter is left to

a custom assayer whose sole aim is to

run the samples through as fast as pos-

sible, with little attention to the cutting

dewn. Often at customs offices, the

quartering down and grinding are done by

a helper with no careful training. The

relation of the size of the largest lumps

to the weight of the sample is an im-

portant point, depending largely upon the

grade of ore and the distribution of the

valuable mineral. In general a sample

of 30 lb. should all be reduced to l/A in.

before the first cut. The following is a

good rule to observe on most ores:

30 lb. crushed to 4 in-, reduced to

15 lb.; 15 lb. crushed to ' s in., reduced

lb.; 1 . lb. ground to 20-mesh,

reduced to 3^ lb.; 3)4 lb. ground to

40-mesh, reduced to 2 lb.; 2 lb. ground

to 80-mesh or finer and divided into three

samples for assay.

The samples should be dry before at-

tempting to quarter down, as otherwise

some of the rich material may be re-

tained in the sticky, talcy portions and

cause enrichments. The following arc

some of the methods of reducing the

of the sample:

coning and quartering on

floor, canvas sheet or oil cloth. This

method is too well known to require de-

scription. It requires great care to

achieve accurate results.

>2i By use of split shovel or Jones

sampler. These samplers are made of

tin or galvanized iron and are arranged

so that altcrnat' ients retain por-
• e sample, while the inter-

mediate ones reject equal amounts.

l'i cut down large samples it Is

lie, re-

taining altcrnat h third,

fourth, fifth or tenth shovelful for the

sample. Square-point shovels should be

used for this work and great care exer-

cised in sweeping up fines and appor-

tioning them. Coning and quartering

may also be used for fairly large sam-

ples, and usually follow the alternate-

shovel method until the lumps are re-

duced to sufficiently small size for the

sample splitters.

In assaying samples the safest proced-

ure is to cut down samples and sena

duplicates to different assayers, retaining

a third or check sample in case the two

do not agree within reasonable limits. In

many cases it is desirable to assay sam-

ples at the mine as soon as taken. In

this case much caution should be used

and no one allowed in the assay office

except trusted men. Blanks should be

run on all fluxes and reagents used.

Salting

The term salting was originally applied

Sa~r/c A"- >."(")

£°cat'ir> i*«8f.
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As a basis for calculating the tonnage,

e weight of the ore per cubic foot

ould be determined, not guessed. This

done by taking a sample from the re-

ds of the first quartering for deter-

ining its density.

Where there are different classes of

e in a mine, a vein chart is of great

lue to show the distribution of the dif-

rent grades and the trend of shoots,

lis chart is best made on a projection

a plane parallel to the general course

the vein, to show the blocks of ore

thout distortion. The raises are then

Rio Plata Mining Company
The third annual report of the Rio

Plata Mining Company in Chihuahua,

Mexico, states that 13,969 tons of ore con-

taining 669,000 oz. of silver were mined,

from which 17 tons containing 15,429 oz.

of silver were sent to the smeltery; 13,-

952 tons were milled and cyanided in ad-

dition to 8159 tons of old tailings, pro-

ducing 834,862 oz. of silver. The cost

per ounce of silver was 18 cents.

The expenditures on improvements

amounted to $31,960, of which $17,306

From the sale of treasury stock, $25U,-

000 was used in completing the mill

and other improvements.

The aggregate earnings of the com-

pany for two years and eleven months

amounted to $608,853, of which $140,-

072 has been paid in dividends and an

earned surplus of $124,746 created.

There are 26,336 shares of stock in tfte

treasury. The total earning for the year

was $425,556; total expense, $180,493;

net profit, $245,062.

Development work amounting to 2163

ft. was done at a cost of $8 per foot.
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Types of Canadian Gold Deposits
The gold deposits of Canada that have

been worked on a commercial scale are

the placer deposits of the Klondike dis-

trict. Yukon: the replacement lodes of

Rossland. B. C. and the saddle reefs of

I Scotia.

The Klondike Placers

The Klondike District
1

is in the west-

ern part of Yukon territory, just south of

parallel 64, north latitude, and 50 miles

east of the Alaskan boundary line. It is

bounded by the Klondike river on the

north. Wilde valley on the east, the Indian

river on the south and the Yukon river

on the west. Physiographically, the dis-

trict is a thoroughly dissected upland

with elevations ranging from 1200 ft.

above sea level at Dawson in the north-

the summit of the dome in the central

the summit of the Dome in the central

part of the region.

The Klondike area, as bounded above,

is roughly rectangular with its longer

axis in an east-west direction and con-

tains about 800 square miles.

The first placer mining in the district

was conducted on the bars of Indian river

in 1894. Bob Henderson found gold on

Goldbottom creek in the winter of 1895.

While returning from a visit to Hender-

son, in the summer of 1896, George W.

Carmack made his famous discovery of

the rich deposits of Bonanza creek which

started the extraordinary Klondike rush

of 1897-8.

Dawson was founded at the confluence

of the Yukon and Klondike rivers and

the population of the new camp rapidly

rose to 30,000. The White Pass & Yukon

Railway was constructed from Skagway

at the head of the Lynn canal to a point

below the White Horse rapids on the

Lewes river, a branch of the Yukon, thus

making it possible to reach Dawson from

Skagway in 2 da

Gold Production

The production of gold rose rapidly,

reaching a maximum of 522,275,000 in

1900. In 1907 the pioduction had de-

creased to 53,150,000; but now. following

the installation of machinery, the produc-

tion is again increasing. The total pro-

duction from 1896 to 1908, inclusive, is

mated at S225.000.000, and it is esti-

mated that there is $60,000,000 more

which can be extracted at a profit.

Ci

•

Timber

T ' ' colder that that of Fair-

banks and the annual rainfall less, prob-

f Can-
i

I

i

By Francis Church Lincoln *

The Klondike placers are

the principal producers.

In the Lc Roi and Center

Star mines of the Rossland

district the lodes are replace-

ments. Saddle reefs arc the

principal type of gold de-

posit in Nova Scotia.

'Mining engineer, 104 John street. New
York. N. Y.

&bly under 10 in. Groves of spruce

and poplar alternate with swamps in the

valleys, and nearly everywhere the sur-

face is covered with thick moss beneath

which the ground is permanently frozen

to depths ranging from 60 to 100 ft. The

slojjes and ridges up to about 3500 ft.

above sea level are generally wooded

with white and black spruce, balsam-

poplar and birch, while stunted spruce

occur sparingly at the highest points.

Bed Rock

The bed rock of the Klondike district

consists mainly of schists, probably of

Cambrian or Pre-Cambrian age. These

are intruded by a wide variety of igne-

ous rocks and occasionally capped by

outliers of unaltered Tertiary sediment-

ary rocks.

The oldest rocks are the Nasina series

of metamorphosed sedimentaries. They

are principally quartzites and quartz-mica

schists with occasional bands of crystal-

line limestone. In places they are asso-

ciated with chlorite and actinolite schists

which are believed to have been basic

intrusives. The Nasina series occurs

mostly in the northern and southern

parts of the district, and has been folded

and altered to varying extents in the

different exposures.

Klondike Series of Schists

The Klondike series is the most im-

portant in the district. It consists of

alternating bands of acidic and basic

igneous rocks now metamorphosed to

light-colored sericite schists and green-

ish chlorite schists. This series crosses

the Klondike district in a zone from 10

to 20 miles wide which strikes in a

northwest-southeast direction. Not only

is it bounded on the north and south by

the Nasina series, but it frequently in-

closes small Irregular areas of those

rocks. The Klondike series is foliated

throughout, although not equally so In

different parts of the district. While a

few small folds occur, the beds on the

whole have a low dip to the southwest.

Unaltered Eocene sedimentaries belong-

ing to the Kenai series occur as outliers

in a few places about the margin of the

district.

A massive, coarse-grained, grayish,

granite resembling the Coast granites

cuts the Nasina series on the Yukon be-

low Indian river. Smaller intrusions oi

peridotite, diabase, andesite and rhyolitf

also occur in the district.

Quartz Veins in Klondike Schists i

Quartz veins occur in both Klondik<

and Nasina schists but are much mon
abundant in the former. The commoi

type of vein is lenticular and usually bu

a few inches wide and a few feet long

These veins are much younger than thi

schists and are believed to have beei

formed as a result of the intrusion of th

granite, just as in the Fairbanks ani

Nome districts.

Placer Deposits

The Klondike placers constitute

complex deposit including valley gravel;

lower-terrace gravels and upper-terrac

gravels, ranging in age from recent t

Miocene or Pliocene. The upper-tei

race gravels were formed by stream

when the course of the Klondike rive

was probably the reverse of its preser

course. A depression succeeded th;

period of deposition of these gravels an

the Klondike broke into its present valle

and deposited a layer of economicall

unimportant river gravels. Next cam

an uplift of approximately 700 ft. whic

gave the streams more cutting power an

enabled them to carve valleys throug

the older gravels into bed rock. Durin

the carving of these valleys, occasion

arrests in the process led to the form;

tion of rock benches floored with golc

bearing gravel. The gold in both terrac

and valley gravels was derived from tl

veins and stringers in the schists, main

by mechanical concentration. Tl

amount of gold per ton which tl

schists must have contained to produi

the gravels has been estimated by Ty

rell. Correcting his estimate to agn

with the figures for production givi

above, the result might have been pr<

duced by the concentration of schis

containing only 0.019c. in gold per t<

of rock.

Creek Valleys Narrow and Deep

A section across the valley of any

the Klondike creeks will show a coi

paratively narrow trough-like depressii

from 150 to 300 ft. deep, bordered i

one or both sides by wide benches r>

yond which the surface rises in easy re

ular slopes to the crests of the ridgi
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The benches are fragments of old val-

ley bottoms which have been

partially destroyed during the for-

mation of the present valleys. Narrow

rock-cut terraces occur at intervals be-

tween the levels of the old and new val-

ley bottoms, formed during pauses in the

cutting of the present valleys. Aurifer-

ous gravels occur upon the present val-

ley bottoms and upon the lower and up-

per terraces which are the remnants of

ancient valley bottoms.

White Channel Gravels

The gravels of the upper terraces are

known locally as the White Channel

gravels. Originally flooring the bottom

of ancient streams, they have since been

cut through by more recent streams and

their present areal distribution is there-

fore irregular. They vary in thickness

from a few feet to 150 ft. and in width

from 100 ft. to nearly a mile. Structur-

ally the White Channel gravels are di-

vided into white gravels and yellow

gravels. The white gravels are by far

the most important because of their

higher gold content and wider distri-

bution. They are white, compact gravels

composed chiefly of rounded boulders

and pebbles of quartz together with a

few sericite-schist pebbles jn a matrix of

?ericite scales and fine, angular, quartz

grains.

Klondike River Gravels

The White Channel gravels are occa-

;ionaIly overlain by the ancient Klondike

•iver gravels formed during the depres-

ion of the region. These gravels have a

hickness of from 150 to 175 ft., are

omposed of material brought from out-

ide the Klondike area, and are only

lightly auriferous.

The valley bottoms of the present

treams are covered with gravels to a

lepth of from four to 10 ft. These

ravels are overlain with two to 30 ft. or

lore of black, frozen muck. They
re almost entirely of local origin,

onsisting mainly of schist and other

Dcks which outcrop along the val-

n's. They are made up mainly of disk-

haped schist pebbles, associated with

uartz pebbles and boulders and less

equently with pebbles of eruptive

>cks, in a matrix of coarse reddish

ind.

Distribution of Claims

The claims in the Klondike district run
•r 500 ft. along the creek. The richest

aim, No. 17 on Eldorado creek, pro-

jced about Si.500,000, or S3000 per
inning foot of valley; several claims on
Idorado and Bonanza creeks yielded

er $2000 per running foot; and the

ajority of the lower Eldorado claims, a

nsiderable number of the Bonanza
aims and a few of the Hunker creek
aims ran more than Si 000 per foot.

The White gravels on Bonanza creek in

some cases produced S60 per square

yard for entire claims.

The areal distribution of the pay dirt is

irregular, depending largely upon the

condition of bed rock. When this is

soft and smooth, the gold slips across

it, to collect where the harder schists

form natural riffles. The pay is gener-

ally richest in the middle portions of

the stream's course. Sometimes it ex-

tends across the valley from rim to rim.

The pay streak usually consists in part

of the gravel resting upon bed rock

and in part of the underlying bed rock

itself. Thus on Bonanza creek the pay

dirt consists of from four to six feet of

gravel and from two to four feet of bed

rock; and in the White Channel gravels

above this creek the gold is mostly con-

centrated in the lower three to five feet

of gravel and the upper one to two feet

of bed rock.

Character of Gold

The gold varies in shape from large

angular or crystalline pieces at the heads

of the valleys, through smaller rounded

pieces to flattened scales at the lower end

of the valleys. When crystalline, the gold

usually forms bulky octahedral crystals.

Sharp dendritic crystals have been found

occasionally, indicating that a small

amount of solution and deposition of

gold has taken place. The largest nug-

get found weighed 85 ounces.

The fineness of the gold varies on the

different creeks from an average of

$14.59 on Eureka creek to $17.75 on All-

gold creek. The purity of the gold

usually rises as the particles of gold

become smaller. Thus in going down
Hunker creek the value of the gold rises

from S15 to S17.25 per ounce.

Many of the gold grains and most of

the nuggets inclose quartz, and a few are

themselves inclosed in quartz. There oc-

cur associated with the gold galena,

magnetite, limonite, hornblende, garnet,

pyrite, cassiterite, platinum and osmi-

ridium.

The Replacement Lodes of Rossland

Rossland is in southern British Colum-

bia, five miles north of fhe Washing-

ton boundary. Its lodes were discovered

in 1890. From 1894 to 1905. inclusive,

the camp produced $33,351,530, more

than half of which came from the Le Roi

mine. This mine has recently ceased

producing and the. Center Star mine is

now the largest producer in the camp.

The mines are in the West Kootenay

mining district, at the head of Trail creek,

on the south flank of Rp d mountain.

Their average elevation above sea level

is 3140 feet.

Geological Features

The oldest rocks in the Rossland dis-

trict are slates, limestones and quartz-

ites of Mississippian age, with which

some tuffs and lava flows are interstrati-

fied. Into these rocks have been in-

truded successively augite-diorite por-

phyry, monzonite and grano-diorite, rang-

ing in age from Upper Mesozoic to Lower
Tertiary. The eruptive activities were
brought to a close by the intrusion, dur-

ing later Tertiary time, of mica-lampro-

phyre dikes of uncertain age.

Rossland Ore Deposits

The ore deposits consist mainly of

replacement lodes' formed along zones

of shearing. Fissure veins, with or with-

out replacement, and irregular impregna-

tions of the country rock also occur in

the district but are of minor importance.

The lodes were formed in Tertiary time

by hot, ascending waters which found

their way into the narrow fissures of the

shear zones, probably just subsequent to

the intrusion of the mica-lamprophyre

dikes. With the exception of these dikes,

the lodes occur in all the country rocks,

but the augite-diorite porphyry and the

monzonite are especially favorable to

their occurrence.

Le Roi-Center Star Lode

The mineralization is highly centra-

lized, the ore having almost all come
from an area of 100 acres. Within this

area the lodes all have a northerly dip.

The Le Roi-Center Star lode strikes north

60 deg. east and dips northwesterly 70

deg. The Josie is a parallel lode. The
other lodes are branches of the Le Roi-

Center Star and have northwesterly

strikes and northeasterly dips. The mica-

lamprophyre dikes are numerous and all

have a northerly strike and nearly ver-

tical dip. They vary in width from a

few feet to 250 ft. The larger dikes

cut the lodes, but occasionally the smaller

ones are cut by the lodes. Normal faults,

nearly parallel to the dikes, also dis-

place the lodes. That the lodes were

mineralized subsequent to the intrusion

of the dikes and the faulting is indicated

by the tendency of oreshoots to form on

the under side of dikes and faults.

Sheared and Fractured Rocks

The Le Roi lode is from 20 to 40 ft.

wide. The rocks of the lodes being

sheared and fractured, but not brecciated,

the first effect of replacement is to give

an appearance like impregnation. Fur-

ther replacement develops vein-like

sheets, and the final result is the coales-

cence of these sheets and the formation

of a solid replacement lode. Thus the

entire width of sheeted rock is sometimes

replaced and at other times only a nar-

row zone.

-XV. Lindgren. Trans. A. I. M. I".. Vol. •'!"

(1'ihI I. pp. 644 643 : W. II \\
i

Min.'- of tbe World" (1907). pp. 213-217:
J. M. M.-i.l.-n-.-n. "fiold" (1908). JT7I7' 1

G. A. Young, Rep. <;>"i Surv. of Canada, N
1085 H909I. pp. 134-135; B H Allen. Rx«
AND MlN. .lul'TN.. VoL 89 (1910), pp. 17-19.
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The metasomatic replacement is

unique. Biotite replaces hornblende and

invades the feldspars. Pyrrhotite and

chalcopyrite replace augite, diallage and

feldspars.

Character of Ore Deposit

The average value of the ore produced

from 1894 was $15.25 per ton.

The average ore at present contains from

$10 to $20 in gold and from 0.7 to 2 per

cent, in copper, and a little silver. As

much as 50 per cent, of the gold may

be free. Sulphides make up from 60

to 75 per cent, of the ore.

The ore occurs in shoots which vary

in size and shape. Lenticular bodies are

most frequent, but many shoots enlarge

and terminate abruptly against a dike or

fault. The shoots vary in width from one

to 30 ft. and in length from 50 to 500

ft., while the vertical dimension is great-

They have marked pitches in various

directions.

The ore varies from slightly mineral-

ized rock to solid sulphides. Typically,

it consists of more or less altered rock

with reticulating veinlets, irregular

masses and disseminations of lode min-

erals.

Principal Minerals

The principal metallic minerals in the

ore are pyrrhotite, pyrite and chalcopy-

rite. Gold, arsenopyrite, marcasite, bis-

muthinite and molybdenite also occur and

more rarely sphalerite and galena. Bio-

tite and quartz are the principal non-

metallic minerals. Calcite, chlorite,

hornblende, muscovite, touramaline. gar-

net, wollastonite, zeolites and epidote

also occur. Limonite occurs in the shal-

low gossan.

The gold does not accompany any par-

ticular mineral. One authority states

that in some places an increase in the

amount of chalcopyrite denotes an in-

crease in the gold tenor, while another

says that pyrrhotite, pyrite and chal-

copyrite are all auriferous but that the

greater part of the gold occurs with the

pyrrhotite.

The Saddle Reefs of Nova Scotia

Gold was discovered in Nova Scotia

in 1860 and the first mining operations

an at that time. The first veins to be

worked were those of Tangier, 40 miles

east of Halifax. The production rose

from -142.OOO in 1802 to a maximum of

n*. 000 in 1902 and fell to about

$225J000 in 1906. The total production

from 1862 to 1907, inclusive, is estimated

at

The aur:-
'•' of Nova Scotia

extends in a broad belt along the entire

Atlantic coast from Car on the

nort 1 Cape Saint Mary on the

southw

401-

i

Geological Features of Eastern Nova

Scotia

The gold-bearing series of Nova Scotia

is called the Meguma series and is prob-

ably of Algonkian age. It has an esti-

mated thickness of 26,400 ft. and is

divisible into two members: The Golden-

ville formation makes up the lower

15,840 ft. It is mainly quartzite, but con-

tains numerous slate beds and a few

conglomerates. Upon this rests the Hali-

fax formation which is 10,560 ft. thick

and consists chiefly of graphitic and fer-

ruginous slate. The whole Meguma

series has been thrown into sharp, nearly

parallel folds with a northeast trend.

This deformation probably occurred in

Pre-Ordovician time. The sedimentary

rocks are cut by numerous dikes, bosses

and batholiths of granite. This granite

was intruded in Oriskany time, subse-

quent to the folding of the sedimentaries.

Saddle Reef Ore Deposits

The Nova Scotian veins are mainly of

the saddle-reef type which made Ben-

digo, Victoria, famous. They were

formed during the folding of the region

whici probably took place in Pre-Ordo-

vician time. The quaftz veins were

formed by the filling of cavities produced

during folding, and the same solutions

that filled these cavities impregnated the

walls to a greater or lesser extent.

The Meguma series occupies 8500

square miles in southeastern Nova Scotia.

Of this area, 3500 square miles are in-

trusive granite, leaving 5000 square miles

of sedimentary rocks. All the gold-quartz

veins that have been worked are in the

Goldenville formation, and more espe-

cially in a shell situated from 2800 to

8000 ft. below the base of the Halifax

formation.

Gold Mining Districts on Anticlinal

Domes

The gold-mining districts are at points

of doming along the anticlinal axes of

folding. The average distance between

the anticlinal folds is less than five

miles, and the average distance from one

dome to the next along the same anti-

clinal axis is from 10 to 25 miles. Most

of the domes are centers of quartz-vein

systems, although the veins are not al-

ways of ecenomic value.

The section across an anticlinal axis

will show the sedimentary beds disposed

in a vertical series of superimposed para-

bolic bands with intercalated saddles of

quartz. These bedded quartz veins oc-

cur most frequently between strata of

slate and quartzite, but are also found

entirely within the slate and more rarely

within the quartzite. When the anti-

clinal folds are broad, the veins do not

ii m illy occur at the anticlinal axis, but

at a variable distance to one side of this

and in zones from 200 to 1300 ft.- wide,

toward the center of which the veins are

usually thickest and richest.

Bedded Veins a Common Type

While the bedded vein is the more

common type, cross veins locally known

as "angulars" also occur. These are ,

usually parallel with the strike, but cut

the dip, of the sedimentary strata.

The quartz veins often extend thou-

sands of feet on their strikes. They have

been worked to depths of 700 ft. The

average thickness is from one to two feet.

The crests of the saddles may be from

15 to 20 ft., or more, in thickness, but

they rapidly thin out until along the legs

of the folds their average thickness is

only from four to 12 inches.

Veins Much Plicated

The veins, together with the adjoining

layers of country rock, are frequently pli-

cated. The plications vary from broad,

open folds to close, overturned ones.

Large, well marked corrugations are

termed "rolls." Corrugation occurs most

commonly when the veins are in slate,

less frequently when they are in thin-

bedded quartzite, and never when in

thick-bedded quartzite. It is evidently

due to the flowage of the softer rocks

containing the veins when compressed

between the more rigid quartzites.

Banded structure is common in the

bedded veins.

Character of Ore

The ore produced from 1862 to 1906, in-

clusive, averaged $8.97 per ton, while

that produced in 1907 averaged $4. The

average of some districts has been as

high as $30 per ton, while in other dis-

tricts lots of 100 tons or more have

yielded as high as $70 per ton. The

gold averages about $19 per ounce.

Gold is found both in the veins and

the sedimentary rock. It is rare in the

quartzites, but occurs more frequently in

the slates. The ore is in shoots from 20

to 60 ft. wide. These shoots are some-

times at or near the intersection of

bedded veins and cross veins and some-

times in "rolls" or swellings of veins.

The quartz of the veins is usually dark,

ribboned and dense. Some calcite oc-

curs with it. Pyrite and arsenopyrite are

present in both veins and country rock.

Pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, galena and

sphalerite are common in the veins.

The gold in the veins is in the form

of filaments, leaves, and nuggets, or so

fine it is not visible to the naked eye.

In the slates, it occurs as thin plates.

The larger particles of gold are found at

the points of local enrichment in the

neighborhood of vein intersections.

On an average 706 men were em-

ployed per day at the Alaska-Treadwell

mine during the year ended May 31, 1910,

The average wage was $3.45 per day.
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The Vekol Copper Deposits
Although the area here described com-

prises 10 square miles, the notes on the

ore deposits are based chiefly on condi-

tions in the vicinity of the Reward group

of claims where development has been

carried to greater depths than in other

portions of the district. These claims are

six miles east of Vekol, in the Casa

Grande mining district, in the southwest-

ern part of Pinal county, Arizona. The

nearest railroad station is Casa Grande,

en the Southern Pacific, about 27 miles

to the northeast.

Geology

The Vekol range rises abruptly from

the level of the surrounding desert plain,

trending north and south; its eastern

face forms a bold fault escarpment in

which stratified sedimentary rocks are

predominant. The basal rock of the re-

By Edwin Higgins*

These orebodies in Phial
county, Arizona, are lime-

stone replacements along

the intersections of two sys-

tems of faults. The ore is

principally oxide and car-

bonate.

•Consulting mining
building, Los Angele;

engineer, 631 Central
Cal.

Ore Occurrence

The deepest working of the district is

in what is known as the main incline on

the Reward group ; the ore occurrence

here is typical of the copper deposits.

This incline is 600 ft. in length, sloping

nff fr
Mining Journal

Geological Plan and Section, Reward Claims

ion is a complex of schistose character,

hich has been invaded by granitic and

ioritic intrusives prior to the deposition

f the Paleozoic and Mesozoic sediments.

ollowing a later granitic intrusion, ex-

nsive faulting occurred, displacing the

Tmation along north-south lines. A sub-

tquent faulting was apparently accom-

inied by an intrusion of acidic porphyry,

at appears in the form of dikes, some
which cut the formation in a northeast

rection. This porphyry, probably mon-
nitic in character, also has been forced

to the faults of the north-south system,

"lich are the master dislocations of the

gion. It also forms stock-like plugs

masses of irregular shape, especially

lere the faults of the north-south sys-

n are cut by those of the east-west dis-

:ations. This later intrusion, which is

lieved to be intimately connected with

e copper ores, is called the Vekol
rphyry.

under the mountain at an inclination of

27 deg. from the horizontal and attaining

a vertical depth of 392 ft. The portal

is in the eastern face of North mountain

at a point close to the intersection of a

north-south fault with one of the east-

west system. The ore in the stopes was

evidently a replacement of the limestone

just beneath its contact with an over-

lying bed of quartzite which forms the

roof of the incline throughout its length.

The ore bed is thicker and more promi-

nently developed near the portal end of

the incline than elsewhere, although ore

of commercial value occurs throughout

the full length.

The ore exposed shows the effect of

thorough oxidation and leaching. Nu-

merous slips or cross joints appear and

these have doubtless formed the courses

of descending surface waters. Many of

the cross faults as well as irregular seams

and fissures are filled with gypsum.

testifying strongly to the extent of the

leaching that has taken place. The form

of the orebodies in the main incline is

roughly and irregularly tabular; they are

usually conformable to the dip of the in-

closing beds and vary in width. At the

portal end of the incline the red oxide of

copper, mixed with earthy iron oxide and

gypsum, predominates, but as depth is

gained the carbonates are chiefly in evi-

dence. Where the change from the oxide

to carbonate appears there is a prominent

cross joint; this doubtless diverted the

oxidizing and leaching waters working

down the bedding planes and carried

them to deeper levels. The effect in this

instance is so marked and the relations

so plain that the influence of these cross

joints and slips on the mineralization is

strongly emphasized. The width of the

ore beds, as shown in the stopes, is from

50 to 100 ft. The thickness varies from

3 to 10 ft. or more. The general trend

of the ore zone is north and south and
conforms closely with the line of strike

of the great north-south fault that runs

along the base of the escarpment form-

ing the eastern face of the ridge.

Primary and Secondary Ores

Sulphide ores have been exposed in

only one place, in the Phonodoree shaft

of the Reward group. This shaft, near

the extreme south end of South mountain,

is down about 350 ft. vertically, and while

still far above what is believed to be the

level of permanent ground water, shows
three beds of mixed sulphides of copper,

iron and zinc. They are thought to be

residual masses of the primary ores that

for some reason have escaped oxidation

at this level. Elsewhere all ores disclosed

have been thoroughly oxidized and

strongly leached. The occurrence of

lime sulphate with the ores, together with

large amount of iron oxide, and garnet-

ized limestone, makes it reasonably cer-

tain that the primary deposition here, as

has generally been the case in southern

Arizona, was in the form of sulphides of

the metals.

There are two principal factors that

contribute to the production of secondary

ores: First in importance is the existence

of a thoroughly oxidized mass of gossan

at the surface, together with a more or

less extensive underlying zone of oxidized

and leached copper ores. The second

necessary factor is the presence below

the zone of oxidation of primary iron and

copper sulphides which serve to precipi-

tate the copper leached from above. The

total amount of leached material is great;

much copper remains, as is usual, in the

residue, but much also has been carried

to deeper levels. The level of permanent

ground water has been proved by a well

to be in the neighborhood of 800 ft., so
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that the zone of enrichment nay be ex-

ed at about this depth.

W rk no Properties

The Jack Rabbit, about 10 miles

of Reward, is being developed by the

Tube City Alining Company. The prop-

erty has a shaft 400 ft. deep and is

equipped with hoisting plant and machine

shop, both housed. It is a silver pro-

ducer. The old Yekol mine, another

silver producer, about eight miles from

Reward, is being operated by New Or-

leans capitalists with a small force of

men. ella Gold Mines Company,
operating a few miles southwest of Re-

is installing a new plant and hopes

to begin mining ore soon. Gold ore is

mined here and R. E. Fishburn is in

charge. Still further to the south in the

Sheridan range, the southerly extension

Tin in 1910

The following is an abstract of part of

a recent review by \V. T. Sargent & Sons,

of London: Until the last three or four

months of 1910. supplies of Straits.

Banka and Billiton tin were much the

same as in 1909; the last four months,

however, developed a sharp falling off in

the Straits exports. The floating supply of

tin in Singapore and Penang became al-

most exhausted. The total falling off of

exports was about 5800 tons. The reason

for this lies mainly in the enormous de-

velopment of rubber planting in the

Straits and the Mid-East, which have
needed large quantities of labor. On
a moderate computation, it is reckoned

that 100,000,000 rubber trees have been

planted in the Mid-East, and the up-

keep of the plantations has raised the

exported about 700 tons less to Europe
and America. China exhibits a good in-

crease in the exports to Europe and
America, but whether this is due to less

tin being sent to the Straits for smelt-

ing is not yet clearly ascertained. How-
ver, it is to be noticed that the smelting

in China has been greatly improved, and
the tin sent to Europe has been mainly of

a very high grade, and much superior to

the metal exported in former years. In

Cornwall the production increased

slightly.

Nigeria has figured rather largely in tin-

mining enterprise, and there is no doubt

that in the territories of the Niger Com-
pany extensive deposits of alluvial tin

have been discovered. During 1910 about

1500 tons of metallic tin were shipped.

The deposits are. however, a long dis-

tance from the railway, and until this

The Phonodoree Shaft Near Vekol, Ariz. The Reward Incline, North Mountain

of the Vekols, the Brownell mine is re-

ported on the eve of resuming operations.

The following prospects are now idle:

The Copperosity I copper i. on the west
side of the Vekol range; Old Mammon

'

; Lake Shore (copper) : Chamber-
lain (copper) ; Christmas Gift (gold). All

of thv :ave been worked in

the past and have produced ore of ship-

ping and milling grade. With increased

on facilities and further de-

ment some of them should again

roductive.

—^——

—

i

The Atlantic Pebble Company has been
granted a concession by the Newfound-
land Government for tb on of

:

The company' rations

arc a* 1. near Manuel v IS miles
from

rhia in Ji:

cost of labor all around, in addition to di-

verting capital and energy which other-

wise would have been engaged in tin

mining.

The effect of this has been also

largely felt in the sporadic tin mining
which has always furnished a large pro-

portion of the tin output in the Straits;

while as the tin found there is entirely

alluvial, many of the easier and more ac-

cessible deposits have been exhausted in

the last 10 years. Unless prices advance
decidedly, we can only expect moderate
supplies from the Straits.

Banka sales in 1910 increased by 1500
" ns. and lor 191 1 a further 1500 tons in-

crease is announced, bringing the quan-
' Banka and Billiton available to

' tons. Bolivia about maintained its

output, the quantity exported being about

ore, while the grade of ore ar-

riving in Europe was higher. Australia

reaches the tinfields the output is not

likely to be of a character to influence

the price of the metal. Little has been

heard of the South African supplies, but

the railway is fast approaching the Tan-

ganyika deposits, and something should

be heard of these in the next two or three

years. It will be thus seen that as re-

gards supplies there is no great likeli-

hood of these exceeding the usual in-

crease in consumption, and there may be

a deficiency in the early part of 1911.

Reviewing the whole situation, we may
look in the first half of 1911 at least for

consumption to outrun the supplies, and

this should leave the "bull" clique, who

are believed to control about 10,000 tons,

pretty well masters of the situation. What

may happen when this holding comes to

be liquidated, is on the knees of the gods,

but apparently the metal will live up to

its record of big fluctuations.
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fY>al Mining Department
The Holmes-Alderson Auto-

matic Firedamp Cutout*

In view of the large and ever-increas-

ing use of electricity for power pur-

poses in mines, George J. Ralph, an

English engineer, considers it is import-

ant that advantage should be taken of all

satisfactory safety appliances which hu-

man ingenuity can devise, to minimize

danger from shock, fire and explosion.

The Holmes-Alderson automatic firedamp

cutout has been designed to detect the

presence of firedamp, and in conjunction

with suitable relay cutouts, to interrupt

the supply of electrical energy to motors

or other apparatus in the neighborhood

as soon as, or before, firedamp is

present in sufficient quantity to render

the use of such energy a danger. It is,

at the same time, adapted to give warn-

ing of the fact by a visible or audible

The Important News
Of Coal MiningT
New Appliance./*,

NewMethods.New
Fields, Colliery-

Engineering

consisting of two strips of metal (shown
at A and B in accompanying figure)

each composed of two pieces of dissimi-

lar metals, such as steel and brass, hav-

ing different coefficients of expansion.

Each strip is rigidly fixed at one end,

while the free ends overlap each other

""™'® (5) 3- or

The Enginctrvig ,j Mining Journal

Connections for the Holmes-Alderson Automatic Fire-damp Cutout

signal, and is sufficiently sensitive to

operate in a 2 per cent, mixture of gas

and air; however, . the machine may be

set for any larger percentage as de-

sired. It is equally applicable to direct-

current and alternating-current circuits,

and consumes but a small amount of cur-

rent—between one-half and three-quar-

ters of an ampere.

The apparatus is the invention of Mr.

Alderson, and depends for its operation

on the catalytic action of platinum, or.

in other words, on the fact that platinum

increases in temperature in the presence

of hydrogen or marsh-gas.

Details of Apparatus

The apparatus is contained in two sep-

arate cast-iron boxes, the detector itself

*Ai>stract of a paper presented at the
Dec. in meeting of dip North of England In-
stitute of Mining and Mechanical Rnsinoers.

slightly, but under normal conditions do

not make contact with each other. Any

heating of these strips causes bending

or curving to take place on account of

one metal expanding more than the

other, and below the strips are disposed

coils of thin wire, one coil being of plat-

inum, and the other of some metal which

has no catalytic properties.

Under ordinary conditions, on passing

a current through the coils, the metal

strips above are curved up equally by the

heat and therefore do not make contact.

Mr. Ralph proceeds to say that varia-

tions of atmospheric temperature, or var-

iations in the supply of voltage, affect

both coils equally; but should the atmos-

phere contain a sufficient percentage of

firedamp, the platinum coil will increase

in temperature, and thus cause the com-

pound strip, B, above it to curve to a

greater extent than before, sufficiently so

to make it come in contact with the other

strip, A. When this happens, a circuit

is completed through the small magnetic

solenoid switch, C, and the core of this

switch carrying a connecting plate, be-

ing lifted, separates two spring contacts,

D and E. The separation of these con-

tacts causes the lamp, F, to be connected

in series with the lamp, G, and also with

the heating coils; at this time the lamp, F,

lights up brilliantly, and being colored

red, acts as a danger-signal. The cur-

rent is so much reduced by this addition-

al lamp being thrown in series with the

circuit, that the heating coils cool down
and the lamp, G, is much dimmed.

Preferably, Mr. Ralph says, the cutout

box should be mounted on a pane!

containing the motor switch-gear, and

contains another magnetic solenoid

switch, H, the core of which also carries

a plate which connects or disconnects two

spring contacts, / and /. These contacts

are connected to the motor starting

switch-gear in such a manner that a cir-

cuit from one to the other through the

connecting plate will cause the current

to be cut off from the motor.

Should gas be present in sufficient

quantity, the compound strips in the de-

tector will come into contact, and these

strips being connected to the circuit

through the magnetic solenoid switch, C,

the core of this will be lifted and the

contact springs, D and £, separated, so

lighting up the red lamp, F, and thereby

reducing the current so much in the mag-

netic solenoid switch, H, that its core will

fall and disconnect the contact springs, /

and /.

As the current in the magnetic sol-

enoid switch, H, is reduced, the current

is likewise reduced in the platinum coil

of the detector, and as this cools, the

compound strips will separate again.

The main switch cannot operate, how-

ever, since its solenoid coil is opened by

the springs, / and /, being disconnected.

The core of the magnetic solenoid switch,

C, is so constructed that when it has

lifted, it will remain in that position until

it is released by hand, to do which it is

necessary to unlock the cutout box.

The author says that, owing to the

magnetic solenoid switch, H, being in

series with the lamp, H, and the detector

coils, if the lamp should burn out, or the

detector coils break, or any disconnec-

tion occur in the cutout circuit, the core

of the magnetic switch will drop to the

safety position and prevent the motor

switch-gear from operating.

By the courtesy of the secretary of the

Institute in supplying an engraving we

are enabled to repioduce the diagram of

connections of the apparatus.
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Insulation of Cables in Mines
It has occurred to me on reading the

excerpt from the Journal of the Trans-

vaal Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

on "The Insulation of Electric Cables"

in the J< I RNAI of Dec. 10, HMO that some

further information as to the materials

service. At the present

time there arc three insulating materials

employed, india rubber, bitumen and pa-

per. Gutta-percha was used for the in-

sulation of electric signal wires, in the

days when signals were the only electri-

cal apparatus about a mine, and to a

small extent for electric-lighting cables,

when lighting was first introduced. Gut-

. ha. however, has quite passed out

of the sphere of practical insulation of

- for mines, and pretty well for

everywhere else. If the conductor heats

at all, as it is liable to do in most every

case where current is distributed for

lighting or power, the gutta-percha soft-

ens, and the conductor is apt to force its

way through the softened material, the

insulation on that side being considerably

reduced.

Pure Rubber the Best Insulating

Material

All three of the materials mentioned

are used in several different ways. India

rubber is the material that has been used

for the longest time, and still remains,

in my opinion, by far the best of the

three. The great objections t-o it are, as

explained in a previous article, the much
higher expense, if a really good insulat-

ing envelop is to be obtained, and the

difficulty, even when a comparatively high

price is paid, of insuring that good rub-

ber is obtained.

For certain purposes pure rubber is

used for the insulation of conductors. It

is laid on spirally in strips, under ten-

sion, the successive layers being spiraled

in opposite directions, so that the

joints of the spirals overlap each other.

The rubber covering is protected usually

by braiding, and outside of all, by one of

the so called waterproof compounds that

are on the market. Conductors insulated

in this way should not be used except for

very low pressures, certainly not above

110 volts or so. and should never be em-
ployed in damp places.

For very low pressures, and in dry

places, where the ordinary atmospheric

conditions rule, and where the usual

amount of moisture is present, small con-

ductors insulated in this way, should
stand very well. The rubber strips put

on under tension form a fairly homo-
geneous tube, though not sufficiently so

tC prevent the ingress of moisture. Rub-
' any kind, it may be mentioned,
not stand cither moisture or :

The gums of which the rubber is com-
/<• in the

|

:re, and the rubber then tends to

By Sydney F. Walker

Detailed information re-

garding the different insu-

lating materials, and a dis-

cussion of the troubles

caused by defective insula-

tion. Advisable precautions.

Blooinfield Crescent, Bath, England.

break up, the moisture having further in-

gress to the layers underneath, and to the

conductor.

Trouble Caused By Defective In-

sulation

With small conductors, trouble often

arises in damp places from the conductor

itself being eaten in two. Where the

insulation is defective, moisture works

its way in, and attacks the copper con-

ductor, the current often assisting it, the

result being that the service supplied

by that conductor is broken down. With

electric signals, worked by india-rubber

covered wires, this trouble used to be

frequent. It was difficult to keep the

wire out of the wet, and as surely as wet

reached it the conductor would be parted

sooner or later. It had a nasty knack

also of parting at some inconvenient time.

Pure rubber strip is also largely em-

ployed for the insulation of the flexible

cords used in connection with portable

and pendant lamps. The flexible cords

are made of two insulated conductors

stranded together. Each conductor con-

sists of a number of very fine wires

twisted together, the object being to ob-

tain great flexibility. The twisted con-

ductor is often insulated by wrapping

pure rubber strip around it, in the man-

ner described above for small conduc-

tors, two or three layers being employed.

The rubber covering is protected by a

braid of cotton, mohair or silk, the braid-

ed conductors being then twisted together

to form the flexible cord.

Again, the pure rubber insulation an-

swers well for low pressures, not exceed-

ing 110 volts, but in my opinion should

not be used for higher pressures. In

tiie United Kingdom there is a consider-

able difference of opinion among electric-

al engineers upon this point. Flexible

cords that are used with the pressures

now ruling in towns, 200 to 260 volts, are

insulated with vulcanized rubber. The

vulcanized rubber, forming as it does a

complete tube, is a better insulator, offers

n higher resistance to sparking, and

"-hotild be better in every way for the

higher pressures. The great objection

1 to it, is its tendency to break up

into short lengths, like short pipe stems.

In my view, this should only arise

where the rubber is not good, and the

process by which it is put on is not

properly carried out.

Precautions in Laying On Rubber

In laying on rubber, certain precau-

tions have to be taken with the conductor

itself. Rubber contains oxygen, which

freely attacks the copper of the conduc-

tor, if the rubber is brought directly in

contact with it. For all conductors insu-

lated with rubber therefore, except the

flexible cords mentioned above, the wires

are always tinned before the rubber is

laid on, and this applies equally to in-

sulation by pure rubber strip only, and

also to the vulcanized rubber described

below. A point that is of the utmost im-

portance is, that the tinning of the cop-

per wire shall be complete.

With all the processes where one metal

is laid over another for protection, if the

covering of the outer metal is not com-

plete, the action which it is desired to

protect the under metal from, com-

mences wherever there is a break in the

covering, and goes on under the covering

along the conductor. It goes without

saying, that any impurity in the copper

conductor, any defect in the drawing of

the wire, accentuates any trouble that

may arise from imperfect tinning. Tin

is a metal which has a very small affin-

ity for oxygen, and it therefore affords a

good protection to the copper, providing

the copper is pure and the tin covering is

everywhere complete. If the copper is

impure, galvanic action is liable to be set

up, which the tin may take part in, and

other troubles ensue. It is more than

probable that some of the mysterious

faults that have arisen in cables, where

the cables themselves have been parted,

have been due to impure copper, or to

flaws in the copper, combined with im-

perfect tinning.

In the case of the flexible cords, the

small wires are not tinned, as it would

make them too brittle, and brittleness is

one of the faults that all flexible conduc-

tors, all conductors built up of a number

of small wires, are liable to. To prevent

the contact of the rubber with the copper

conductors, the latter are covered with a

thin layer of cotton laid on transversely.

For the great majority of purposes for

which rubber-insulated cables are used,

vulcanized rubber is employed. The pro-

cess is as follows: The conductors are

tinned and are stranded together, where

more than one conductor is employed.

In the usual arrangement six wires are

laid up around a seventh, cables being

constructed with this formation, till the

individual wires become so large that the

cable formed by seven of them is uti-

wieldly.
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A second group is formed by putting

on 12 wires outside of the seven, forming

19 altogether. A third group is formed

by putting on 18 outside of the 19; a

fourth group by putting on 24 outside of

the 37, forming 61, and a fifth group by

putting on 30 outside of the 61, forming

91. The different groups are known as

7/16, 19/16, 37/16, 61/16, 91/16, or

|

7/12, 19/12, 37/12, 61/12, 91/12, and

l
so on. These figures mean, 7 No. 16

j

wires, 19 No. 16 wires, and so on; 7 No.

12 wires, 19 No. 12 wires, and so on.

To Prevent the Sulphur Reaching
the Conductor

The finished conductor, whether single
1

or stranded, is first insulated by

strips of pure rubber laid on spirally, as

explained of pure-rubber insulation. It

is usual to put on two layers of pure rub-

ber, though sometimes three are em-
ployed. The pure-rubber layers are pro-

vided to prevent the sulphur which is em-
ployed in the remaining portion of the

insulating covering from reaching the

conductor. Outside of the rubber insula-

tion, there is a layer of rubber, com-
pounded with a salt of sulphur. This

layer is known as "intermediate." Out-

side of "intermediate" is placed the

"jacket," which is prepared from pure

rubber and other substances. The "in-

termediate" and the "jacket" are laid

over the cable longitudinally, special ap-

paratus being employed in the machine
which lays on the "intermediate" and the

"jacket," at the same time to cut off

the substance exactly in the right quan-

tity, and to seal the two edges together.

Intermediate and jacket are usually put

on in the same machine, intermediate be-

ing a little in front of jacket, and the

joints of the two are at right angles.

After intermediate and jacket have

been put on, the insulated conductor

which has been coiled on a drum, as it

comes from the last machine, is put in

the vulcanizing oven, where it is ex-

posed to the heat for a certain number
of hours. The effect of the heat is to

weld pure-rubber strips, the intermediate

and the jacket into one continuous en-

velop. If the process has been properly

carried out the enveloping insulator is

exactly like the small rubber tubes that

are sold for different purposes, but it is

closely enveloping the conductor. The
thickness of intermediate and jacket

may be varied at will, and also it is in

these that the quantity of "Para" rubber
is varied.

For high insulation thickness is not so

much necessary, as a larger proportion
of Para rubber. On the other hand, for

resistance to sparking, radial thickness is

necessary, and for resistance to the et-

fects of damp, which cables are so sub-
ject to in mines. My view has always
been that a rubber-covered cable hav-
ing a radial thickness of not less than
1/10 in., and as much more as the pro-

prietor of the mine will pay for, is the

best form of cable to be employed in

mines. Some 14 years ago I was given

carte blanche by the manager of a mine
in South Wales, to send him a cable in-

sulated so that it would stand. The size

of the cable was 19/16. I sent him a

cable insulated with rubber, as described

above, the radial thickness being % in.

I heard the other day that the cable was
still in use.

Concentric Cables

Concentric cables are made in exactly

the same manner, up to a certain point.

By a concentric cable is meant the two
conductors placed in the same cable, one
outside of the other. The inner cable is

made and insulated just as described

above, but the insulating envelop is al-

ways rather thicker than it would be if

the cable were merely single. The insu-

lator is protected by braidings and lay-

ers of jute, and the other conductor,

which has the same total sectional area

as the inner one, is laid on outside of the

braiding. Usually the outer wires are in

a single layer, unless there are a large

number of them, and it is a large cable,

in which case there may be two layers.

Bitumen Insulation

It may be interesting to note that all of

the insulating materials employed, rub-

ber, bitumen and the resinous oils used
with paper, are of the same nature, viz.,

hydrocarbons. It is interesting for this

reason; that is, the fact that if sufficient

heat is applied to the insulating envelop,

the insulator will be converted into gas,

which, being a hydrocarbon, has the same
properties as the gas met with in coal

mines. If it be mixed with a certain pro-

portion of air, and heat of a sufficent tem-

perature is applied, an explosion follows.

In the United Kingdom there have been

several explosions under the streets, due

to this cause. What is termed a short

circuit has occurred between two cables,

the short circuit being followed by an

arc between the points where the conduc-

tors were in contact, the heat developed

by the arc has converted the insulating

envelop into a gas, and when a sufficient

quantity of the gas has been formed, if

there has also been a sufficient quantity

of air present to mix with it, an explo

sion has followed. The Corporation of

Manchester had to pay rather heavy dam-
ages, owing to a matter of this kind. A
short circuit occurred in a cable under

the street, and the gas formed found its

way into a house adjoining, where it

mixed with air, and was ignited by a

naked light, ?n explosion following.

Bitumen, it will be remembered, comes

principally from Trinidad. It is found

in the asphalt lakes there, and in some

other parts. When mined, it naturally

contains a considerable quantity of dirt,

and the first processes through which

it is put are designed to remove the dirt.

It melts at a low temperature, and is

therefore easily converted into liquid, and
the foreign matter removed when it is

in that state. For the purpose of cable
making, it is combined with sulphur, and
is used in several different ways. When
combined with sulphur and exposed to a
certain amount of heat, it is known as
vulcanized bitumen, it being claimed to

have- some of the properties of vulcan-
ized rubber; that is, an increased resist-

ance to moisture and to oils. Bitumen
insulation has been largely used in min-
ing work, because it is so much cheaper
than rubber and while, as explained
above, it has been exceedingly difficult

to be sure of having good rubber, there

has been no difficulty in securing good
bitumen. The insulation resistance of

bitum^" is considerably less than that of

rubber, but it is quite sufficient for min-
ing purposes, and for a good many other

purposes, so long as it remains in fairly

good condition. It resists wet quite as

well as rubber, providing that the en-

velop remains intact.

One great difficulty in connection with

the use of bitumen, as generally applied,

it is soft and liable to crack. The great

firm of Callenders, the founder of which
I believe came from America, and who
have done so much to introduce bitumen-

covered cables, use the material for the

insulation of cables in two ways. In one
class of cables, the dielectric, as it is

called, the insulating envelop consists

of either paper or spun-jute fiber, laid

on the outside of the conductor spirally,

in the same manner as the pure-rubber

strips are, except that the paper or jute

fiber is not exposed to so much tension

as the rubber.

The paper or jute fiber after being laid

on the conductor to whatever thickness

may be arranged, is impregnated with a

mixture of bitumen and oil, which the

Callender company has worked out spe-

cially for this purpose. The radial thick-

ness of the paper or jute covering for

this class of cables ranged from 0.08 in.

for small conductors, up to 0.13 in. for

large ones. The insulated conductor is

protected by a lead tube made upon the

cable as it passes through a machine ar-

ranged for the purpose. Virtually this

form of bitumen cable is one of the

paper or jute cables and is subject to

the same conditions as they are. The

lead covering must always be intact. \f

moisture penetrates the insulation is

gradually lost.

In Some Cases the Conductor Is Cov-

ered with Yarn

In the other class of cables made by

the Callender company, the conductor is

first covered with a thin layer of yarn

or paper, called a separator, and a tube

of vulcanized bitumen fs then forced on

under pressure, in a similar manner to

the lead tube in the class previously de-

scribed. The radial thickness of the vul-
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canized bitumen tube ranges from 0.1 in.

with small conductors, up to 0.24 in. with

ones. Both classes of cables are

sent out. either merely braided overall.

or armored with wires or steel tape.

The Callender Company also makes

concentric, and triple concentric cables.

with inpregnated paper insulation, and

with tubes of vulcanized bitumen. When
vulcanized bitumen is used with concen-

>r triple concentric Calender's

- the intermediate insulation be-

tween the two sets of conductors, is of

ir spun-jute impregnated with bi-

tumen and oil. and there is a similar in-

sulation outside of the outer conductor.

n before the bitumen sheath.

The Triple Concentric Cable

The triple concentric cable, as its name

5S, consists of three conductors, laid

on concentrically, one outside the other.

The inner conductor is stranded in the

usual way as described, the first outer

conductor is laid on in one or two layers,

outside of the insulating envelop of the

inner conductor, and a third conductor

j on outside of the insulating enve-

li p of the second conductor, an insu-

lating envelop being laid on outside of

the third conductor usually, and bitumen

or a lead tube outside of all. The triple

concentric cable is used with what is

called the three-wire system, with con-

tinuous currents. Ir. the three-wire sys-

tem, double the pressure that is employed

on the lamps is used for motors. Thus,

the generators mav be furnishing current

at say 500 volts, and it will be supplied

to the motors at this pressure. Lamps
will be furnished with current at 250

volts, and they will be bridged between

the two conductors proper, the outers as

they are termed, of the three-wire system

and a third wire, whose office is merely

to carry the current from one set of

lamps to another.

The three-wire system is largely em-

ployed in town work, and has been em-

ployed to a small extent in mining work

in the United Kingdom. It may be men-

tioned that in the United Kingdom, elec-

trical work in mines is approaching

closely to town practice. In my opinion

this course is not a wise one.

Bitumen is also used for the insulation

of mining cables in another form.

j. Glover use it for the outer

sheath of their paper-covered cables, in

place of lead. I am referring to their

paper-covered cables below. Bitumen is

;n another form for the insu-

lation of C the s t. Helens Cable

Company, of Warrington. England. The
vulcanized bitumen which th'

Company emp!' "dia-

•rom the name of the inventor, Mr.

!)ia. "I) laimed to have

vhich the ordinary

vulcanized bitumen does not r' 1 It

pared in exactly the same manner

as the vulcar rumen de

above, but a substance is added, which

the manufacturers keep to themselves,

which it is claimed gives it a higher

melting point, and renders it less liable

to attack from moisture or oils.

A few years back, I had to report upon

the matter for a mine that I was advis-

ing, with reference to their electrical in-

stallation. I investigated the matter as

fully as the materials at my disposal al-

lowed, the makers placing every facility

at my command, and I made out that the

claim for a higher melting point, greater

mechanical strength and less liability to

attack by water and oil, was substanti-

ated. Dialite, as I understand, is not

put on the cables in the same manner as

vulcanized bitumen usually is. As men-

tioned above, the vulcanized bitumen is

usually pressed on to the cable by means

of a die, just as a lead tube is, the con-

ductor passing through the die, and the

tube of bitumen being formed directly on

and around the conductor as it passes

through. With "dialite," the finished

substance is made into sheets, very much
oh the same lines as rubber, cut into

strips, and laid on the cables spirally. It

is the vulcanizing process to which the

cable is subject after the insulation is

laid on, which welds the strips into one

homogeneous tube. "Dialite" cables are

sent out either protected with jute, yarns,

tapes and braid, or armored, as in other

cases. They are also made in the con-

centric and triple concentric forms.

Paper Covered Cables

Paper-covered cables are really re-

sinous oil cables. Paper is one of the

best insulators known, providing that it

is dry; but it is porous and easily ab-

sorbs moisture, and hence the paper must

have its pores filled also with some insu-

lating substance. Some years back, there

were a number of cables on the market,

insulated with yarns, impregated with

resinous oils, and in the earliest form

which was employed for this insulation

of the distribution cables at Worcester,

England, the oil in the lead tubes con-

taining the conductors and the yarn, was

maintained under pressure by connection

with an oil tank placed at any convenient

part of the service. Modern cable mak-

ing however appears to have settled down

to paper coverings. As with rubber, there

is a large difference in the quality of

paper-covered cables. As with every-

thing else, there is paper and paper.

For good insulation, the best manilla

paper, with a strong fiber, should be em-

ployed. If inferior paper is employed, it

is apt to tear and break, in the process of

being laid on the conductors, the result

being imperfect insulation, cavities where

moisture can lodge if it creeps in, and

early break-downs. It may be men-
tioned that paper-covered cables usually

down, when they do, in the fol-

lowing way. Some aperture is made in

>

' ay by the pick of a

navvy working in the street, or in the

case of a mining cable by a sharp bend,

or by rubbing against the sharp edge of

some metal object. Whatever the cause

of the break in the lead covering, mois-

ture enters. It does not immediately

break the cable down. There is always

a capillary space inside of the lead en-

velop, beween it and the paper covering

of the cable, and any moisture which

enters, creeps along this space. If there

are no faulty places in the insulator,

general deterioration of the insulation

ensues, by the gradual watering of the

oil. Resinous oil is a good insulator,

but it loses its insulating properties,

pretty well in proportion to its dilution

with water. It generally happens, how-

ever, that, even with cables made under

the very best conditions, and with every

care in the selection of the paper, with

every care in laying it on, with every care

in putting the cables into its place, some

faults exist, some breaks in the paper.

With inferior paper, the brakes may be

many. In either case, if- the moisture

finds one of those breaks, it proceeds to

act upon the oil very much more vig-

orously than where the whole insulating

envelop is intact, and in particular at

the fault, deterioration of the insulation,

and of its resistance to sparking, goes on

rapidly.

The Process Known as Osmosis

As mentioned in a former article, there

is another very peculiar process going on

in 'electrical cables, known as osmosis

This process may be best illustrated by a

simple experiment that anyone can make

for himself. Take an ordinary Le

Clanche battery jar, and partly fill it with

water. Take a porous jar, such as is

used for the carbon element of a Le.

Clanche cell, or for a mercury bi-chro

mate cell. The porous jar should bt

empty when taken for the experiment

and should then be partly filled witl

water and placed in the battery jar.

Take now two carbon plates, immerst

one in the porous jar, and the other ir

the outer jar, and connect the two t(

any source of current, such as an ordi

nary Le Clanche cell. After a certa'n

time it will be found that the water ha;

moved in the direction of the current

If the carbon plate in the outer jar ha;

been connected to the positive side of the

source of current, the water will havt

risen in the porous jar, and vice versa

The action may be thus described. Am
liquid which is free to do so and whicl

is exposed to the action of an electrn

current, will move in the direction of tht

current, from the positive to the negativi

side. Thus, if the conductor of a paper

covered cable is positive, the oil will tern

to move toward the lead covering; am

in the negative cable the oil tends ti

move toward the conductor. In the cas<

of the negative cable, the movement o

the oil toward the conductor tends t<
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leave the outer layers of the paper less

impregnated with oil, and therefore more
exposed to the action of moisture.

Modern paper-covered cables may be

broadly divided into two classes. The
majority of makers lay the manilla paper
spirally upon the conductor, layer upon
layer, till the required thickness is ob-

tained, and then either draw the covered

conductor into a lead tube, and force the

oil into the paper, or draw the covered

conductor through an oil bath, in which
the oil is forced into the paper under
pressure, putting the lead tube on after-

ward. This is the method employed by

the British Insulated Wire Company,
which has made such a large quantity of

cable for street work, and whose cables

have also been used largely in mining.

Dia's Insulation'

Messrs. Glover have another method,
also invented by Heyl Dia, who has

given his name to the "dialite" bitumen
process of the St. Helens Company. In

Messrs. Glover's method, the paper is

first impregated with an oil, to which is

added some substance which gives it a

certain stickiness. The paper when im-

pregated has a glossy appearance, and
sticks to the fingers. It is cut into strips,

and laid on the conductor spirally, in the

manner already described. The strips

adhere together, in consequence of the

nature of the substance with which they

are impregated, and it is claimed that the

oil does not tend to run so easily as in
1 other processes, and a more solid insu-

lating envelop is obtained. The method
of insulation is known as "diatrine" from
the inventor. Diatrine insulated con-

ductors are drawn into lead tubes, the

tubes being formed upon them as already

described, and also into vulcanized bitu-

men tubes.

All paper-covered cables are sent out
with their lead or bitumen coverings pro-

tected by jute, braids, tapes, etc.; and
armored with galvanized wires, or gal-

vanized-steel strip. They are all made
in the concentric and triple concentric
form.

One form of armor may be mentioned
in conclusion, that is, the type known as
the locked coil. The locked coil rope is

well known to readers of The Engineer-
ing and Mining Journal. It has been on
the market for a number of years. In it, it

will be remembered, the wires are drawn
to a special section, which enables them
to be locked together, when laid into

the rope, each circle of wires forming a

cylinder, and there being a number of
concentric cylinders to form the rope.
Locked coil armor has been employed in

the United Kingdom, to protect insulated
cables of all kinds.

New Method of Testing for

Gas in Mines*
Special Correspondence

R. D. Cochrane claims that his device
provides a simple, accurate, scientific and
quick means of ascertaining the presence
of gas even in cases of less than 1 per
cent., without any of the ordinary risks
and disadvantages associated with a
safety lamp when used for that purpose.
The lamp is of the ordinary bonneted
Marsaut type, with the important addi-
tion of a diaphragm, with a central open-
ing, rigidly suspended over the wick tube
by depending rods. These are screw-
threaded at their face ends, and as each
is furnished with two nuts they afford a
simple means whereby the position of the
diaphragm may be adjusted relatively to

wick tube.

The diaphragm not only provides for
uniformity in the hight of the flame, for
ordinary lighting purposes, but also
forms a permanent datum from which
the spires can be measured; to facilitate

observation, a vertical scale is attached.
No special trimming of the lamp is

needed other than that necessary for the
exercise of its proper functions as a
source of light, consequently there is no
risk of the lamp going out, a contingency
which is ground for constant anxiety
when the flame has to be reduced to the
minimum when a test is being made.
Lamps so fitted thus combine the triple

functions of an ordinary miner's lamp,
a testing lamp and a means for lighting

the user from place to place, without
any special adjustment being necessary.
As there is no fear of being left in dark-
ness, the necessity does not arise to carry
a second light.

Tests Made with the Lamp

(the tip was, however, bright and the
flame did not spire) ; with 2 per cent, the
flame reached % in. above the dia-
phragm, being still bright at the tip, but
at times tending to spire and becoming
then lurid yellow at the tip; with 3 per
cent., the flame spired up into a lurid
yellow cone, rising yA in. -above the dia-

phragm.

Diaphragm No. 1 —Hight, as before;
illuminant, lamp oil, evidently a paraffin
oil of high flash point. With I per cent,
of gas, the flame spired up to ^ in.

above the diaphragm; with 2 per cent,
the flame spired up to y4 in., and. with 3
per cent, the flame spired up to slightly
oyer 1 in. It will be noticed that the in-

dications with this oil were the same as
those given by ordinary paraffin with the
same diaphragm.

Diaphragm No. 2— Hight, as before;
illuminant, colza oil. With 1 per cent,
of gas the flame increased in hight,
reaching to about 1/16 in. above the dia-
phragm (the flame was clear and bright
and did not spire); with 2 per cent, the
flame increased in hig^t, reaching from
]A to 3/16 in. above the diaphragm, heav-
ing slightly, but being bright and not
spiring; with 3 per cent, the flame in-

creased in hight to about ]/4 in. above
the diaphragm, sometimes heaving up to

3/16 in. above, and showing then a
slight tendency to spire.

Explaining the different indications be-
tween colza and paraffin oil, Mr. Coch-
rane says the colza oil, being less vola-
tile, required the wick to be pushed high-
er above the wick tube, and thus the
flame when adjusted to the hight of the
diaphragm was smaller than that pro-
duced from the volatile oil.

GOLLIERY NOTES IE

The owner of every coal mine should
provide one approved "ambulance box"
for each 100 men employed underground
or on the surface.

Tests made with the lamp by Prof.

G. R. Thompson, of Leeds University,

are given with the paper as follows, the

tests being made with two diaphragms
and with three different illuminations:

Diaphragm No. 1—Opening, oblong in

shape, 17/32 by r4 in.; hight above top
of wick tube, 7/16 in.; illuminant, ordin-

ary paraffin oil. With the equivalent of

1 per cent, of firedamp in the chamber,
the flame spired up to a lurid yellow
cone, feebly luminous at the tip, which
reached to \s in. above the top of the

diaphragm; with 2 per cent, the spire in-

creased in hight to ?4 in. above the dia-

phragm, and with 3 per cent, the spire

increased to slightly over 1 inch.

Diaphragm No. 2—Opening, oblong in

shape, 9/16 by 9/32 in.; hight above top

of wick tube, 7/16 in.; illuminant, ordin-

ary paraffin oil. With 1 per cent, of gas
the flame increased in hight and reached
to about 3/16 in. above the diaphragm

*Frnm paper submitted by Ralph D. Coch-
rane, at n meeting on Dec. lo, of the North
of England Institute «( Mining and Me
chanical Engineers.

The New River & Pocahontas Consol-
idated Coal Company, operating in Mc-
Dowell county, W. Va., has begun ship-
ments at its new No. 4 mine, at Berwind.
The plant is one of the most modern in

southern West Virginia. Steel mine props
will be used.

The West Virginia Supreme Court has
decided that coal companies who em-
ploy boys under 14 years of age, the
limit set by statute, are liable for any
injuries that may occur to them. The de-
cision grew out of a case for damages
for a boy under the legal ag" of such em-
ployment, for the loss of a leg. His par-
ents were awarded SI 500 damages.

The by-product coke-oven plant which
H. Koppers has been building for the

Lake Superior Corporation, at Sault Ste.

Marie, Ont.. will be completed about the

end of February. No. 1 battery of 55
ovens is now ready and will be producing
coke soon. The brick-work on No. 2 bat-

tery of 55 ovens is all completed and It

will be ready to produce coke in March.
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^IInew publications]^

Lacerstabtten der Nutzbaren Min-

eral1en und gesteine nach form,

[nhalt n EntstehunGj by F.

Beyschlag. P. Krusch and J. H. L.

Vog A half of the first vol-

ume. 8.60 marks. Ferdinand Enke,

gart.

The first half of the first volume of

the above work (Deposits of useful min-

and rocks according to shape, con-

tents and origin* was reviewed in the

NAL of July 16, HMO. It dealt with

the introductory subjects of structure

Rcation, evaluation and the like.

The present portion takes up magmatic

segregations, contact deposits, and the

groups of tin and quicksilver veins. The

last two groups are not limited to the

metals tin and quicksilver, but embrace

related veins which are similar in their

geological relations. All the topics pos-

sess exceptional interest, in that they

largely embrace the types of orebody, in

the study of which the modern advances

have been especially made. It would,

moreover, be impossible to assemble three

authors who could bring to bear upon

these subjects fuller knowledge or riper

experience.

The first part of Vol. 1 closed with

the discussion of the classification of

ore deposits. Four main divisions were

established: (1), Magmatic segrega-

tions; (2 1, contact deposits; (3), deposits

u> fissures; in cavities, and those formed

by replacement; (4), beds. The second

part begins with the elaboration of mag-

matic segregations. To the treatment of

this topic Professor Vogt brings especial-

ly wide experience, not only in the study

of ores themselves, but also of mattes

and slags.

Useful minerals of magmatic origin

are subdivided into: (a), Oxides, em-

bracing chromites in peridotites; titani-

ferous iron ores in gabbros, etc.; non-

titaniferous iron ores and rich apatite

iron ores in acidic rocks; rutile in gran-

ite, and corundum in peridotite; (b), sul-

phides, embracing nickel-bearing pyrrho-

:h a few related copper deposits

and certain intrusive sulphides; (c), na-

tive metals, embracing nickel-irons, plat-

inum, copper and gold.

Under the oxides all the chromite of

rpentines is referred to an igneous

origin and the serpentines themselves to

original peridotites. Since the discover-

.hromite in fresh peridotite on the

Island of Hestmando. just under the

polar circle off the coast of Norway, or-

iginal peridotites for these chromite-

bcaring serpentines may I i with

entire The t ita n i
t

•

il mix-

tlte and llmeniti

sion wh :ch is supported by ii

; work

Profess •

of the opinion that the extra coke consump-

tion of the iron ores of this type has been

exaggerated. Magnetic concentration of

the iron with elimination of the titanium

is pronounced an encouraging field of

investigation.

The nontitaniferous iron ores of the

acidic rocks present an interesting topic,

embracing as they do, the great Swedish

deposits at Kiruna and Gellivare. The

authors support the view that these and

other orebodies in Scandinavia are dif-

ferentiation products of an acidic magma.

Much interesting matter, which will prob-

ably be new to the majority of Ameri-

can readers, is given under this head.

Rutile in the granite dikes in Norway

and Virginia is the last of the oxides

treated. The authors appear to have

overlooked the corundum of the

nephelite-syenites of eastern Ontario,

which also furnishes an important mem-
ber of this series and is widespread in

the rich alkaline rocks of the region

cited. The curious rock kischtimite of

the Urals is a similar case. Corundum

is only mentioned in the peridotites and is

placed as a subordinate case after

chromite.

Some Sulphide Bodies Considered

Intrusive

The segregation of sulphides in igne-

ous masses affords another topic of great

interest. Many cases the world over are

passed in review. But what will strike

most readers in America as novel is the

idea of intrusive bodies of sulphides an-

alogous to the intrusive masses of ordin-

ary igneous rocks. Many Norwegian oc-

currences are explained in this way, as

are the ores of Rio Tinto, Agordo and

several minor ones on the continent. Dif-

ferences of opinion will certainly arise

on these points, but it will be stimulating

and instructive for upholders of opposing

views to read these pages with care.

The discussion of terrestrial nickel-

irons, of platinum and of such occur-

rences of copper and gold as have been

referred to direct crystallization from

magmas, terminate this general chapter.

There are not many good cases of the

last two.

In the ore deposits of contact origin an

old-time theme is next taken up, but one

which has proven to be of exceptional

interest in later years. They seem to

have been first emphasized by v. Cotta

and then the "Kristiania type" was later

specifically established by v. Groddcck;

but the phenomena themselves have re-

ceived especially illuminating treatment

in this country by Lindgren, Ransome,

Weed and Barrell. The characteristic ores

are magnetites and originally low-gradj

deposits of sulphides with copper, which

may be enriched by secondary processes.

These iatl r deposits are of extraordinary

Interest and significance and are passed

in review in brief accounts of world-wide

occurrences. The contact zones which

yield tin afford a continuation and yet a

variation of the original theme, in that

limestones are no longer almost the only

wall rock.

From the contacts we pass to the great

subject of the veins—with which we find

'

included, the cavity fillings of irregular

form; and the replacements. Of this

comprehensive division of ore deposits

only two main types are treated in this

volume, viz., the tin veins and the quick-

silver veins. The former are naturally

taken up next after contact zones, since

to an extent unequaled by other types

they show the results of pneumatolytic

agents. With no metal so constantly as*

with tin do we find the boron and fluorine

minerals, and no other veins appear in

such intimate genetic relations with in-

trusive granites. The "granite-juice"

surely exuded in order to bring about

their formation. The discussion of tin

deposits has also unusual historic inter-

est in that it brings to the fore Cornwall,

the mother-land of mining for the Eng-

lish-speaking world, and the famous old

tin districts of Saxony and the bordering

kingdoms, which have played the same

role for the German-speaking miners.

Tin is , however, brought today chiefly

from the Far East, and in the pages be-

fore us the reader will find extremely in-

teresting descriptions, especially of the

Malayan placers, which are illustrated

by new and excellent pictures.

Two Types of Quicksilver Veins

The quicksilver veins are divided at the

outset into two contrasted types, the cin-

nabar and the fahlerz, or as we woulc

say the "gray copper." The former ii'

much the most important but the latter i:

not to be overlooked and may indeed be

present in depth below cinnabar above

In the development of our views regard

ing the general precipitation of vein fill

ings, the cinnabar deposits have been o

exceptional significance. The Californi;

and Nevada cases in which the proces:

is proceeding right before our eyes, hav<

furnished sure and tangible ground oi

which to establish general doctrines. The

close association of these ores with re

cent volcanic activity elsewhere has fur

ther strengthened our faith in hot spring:

and similar thermal agents. Our author:

are alive to these important relation:

and in the general introduction maki

them clear. Following this the produc

ing regions are passed in review. Ex

cellent indexes then conclude the vol

ume.

The second part of Vol. 1, as wi'

be seen from this review, maintain^

the high standard of the first. It happen:

to contain matter that treats especially o

the newer views and doctrines of Stu

dents of the subject, and will prove stim

ulating and instructive to all who read i'

J. F. Kemp.
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The Calumet & Hecla
Consolidation

The directors of the Calumet & Hecla

company have issued a circular letter,

replying to the more important criticisms

of their plan that have been made. In-

teresting statements in this letter are the

following:

The conglomerate lode of the Calumet

& Hecla can yield at the present rate of

production for about 15 years; after that,

six or seven years of a lessened produc-

tion will exhaust this lode. The life of

this mine can be estimated with more

accuracy than that of any other included

in the proposed consolidation, except the

south branch of the Osceola, which can

n.aintain its present rate of production

foi four or five years, after which it will

be entirely exhausted by one year more

o c greatly lessened production.

Mr. Channing, in making his report,

was employed and was paid by all the

companies, and was asked to make an

impartial investigation. In a dispatch

from Globe, Arizona, under date of Feb.

17, Mr. Channing indignantly repudiates

the references by Thomas L. Chad-

bourne, stating that in his valuation of

these properties he knew neither one

side nor the other, past records and fu-

ture prospects being his only guides.

Mr. Channing states further that the

Calumet & Hecla conglomerate is prac-

tically blocked out by shafts and drifts,

and its value is known, whereas Ahmeek
was given credit for an enormous ton-

nage of ore that no one has yet seen,

the value of which can be determined

only by taking into consideration the his-

tory of the district.

Mount Morgan
Interest in the report of the Mount Mor-

gan Gold Mining Company for the half

year ended May 31, 1910, centers chiefly

in the changes brought about by the open-

ing of Many Peaks mine. The Many
Peaks ore is cupriferous pyrite, and is

used as flux to replace the barren iron ore

formerly used. The changes are best

shown in an accompanying table.

FURNACE CHARGE PER TON OF FINE
COPPER—MOUNT MORGAN.

Tons Tons
Year Ended Recent
May 31, 1910. Practice.

Mount Morgan ore 32 . 97 22 . 76
Many Peaks ore 9 29
Limestone 17.60 9 96
Iron ore 7.15 0.88
Converter linings 0.92 1 54
Coke 5.50 3 82

There are three furnaces at work, two
on ore smelting, the third on matte con-
centration. Extra blowers are being
installed, so that a fourth furnace can be
operated, which will increase production
by about six tons of blister per day and
diminish costs. About 600 tons of Mount
Morgan and from 250 to 300 tons of
Many Peaks ore will then be smelted

daily. At present the sulphur elimina-
tion is about 80 per cent, in the first

smelting. From 90 to 92 per cent, elimi-
nation would be required to give a matte
high enough to convert direct. Many
other improvements were made in the
smelting plant, such as larger fore-
hearths, a new jacket-water circulating
system, new converters, etc.

Leaching is still practised on some of
the sulphide gold ores, the production in

the six months under review by this pro-
cess being 25,922 oz. gold and 259 tons
of copper. This was obtained from the
treatment of 59,620 tons of ore.

The ore reserves in the Many Peaks
mine are estimated at 840,000 tons carry-
ing about 2.46 per cent, copper, besides
a large undefined body carrying about 1.5

per cent. This will all be available, as it

will be used for iron flux. No statement
is made of the reserves in the other
mines. A 5 per cent, dividend was paid
in the six months covered by the report,

besides allowances for depreciation.

[Note—Since its organization, Oct. 1,

1886, this company has paid about 725
per cent, on its capitalization.

—

Editor.]

body of lead-zinc sulphide ore. There
are many prospectors exploring the gold
and silver deposits to the north and south
of Kelly.

Magdalena Mining District,

New Mexico

By L. P. Pressler*

The Tri-Bullion Smelting and Develop-
ment Company has recently made ex-
tensive repairs to the milling plant, there-

by increasing the capacity to 100 tons
per day, which has put more activity

into the mining operations. This prop-
erty is the largest producer in the dis-

trict. The lessee's on the Carbonate zone
have curtailed shipments as the smelt-

eries taking these ores have a surplus on
hand. The Tri-Bullion company has let

a contract for an additional 50 ft. of the

main shaft on the Grand Tower claim.

With this increased depth they expect to

encounter another body of zinc-sulphide

ore which had been cut off by a dike.

The Germany Mining and Develop-
ment Company is continuing the cross-

cut and the heading is nearing the ore-

producing zone. It has a large area of

ground in the district.

The Mistletoe company is driving a

crosscut to the south of Kelly on its

newly acquired Lynchburg claims. This

will open up an entirely undeveloped
area. .

The Ozark Smelting and Mining Com-
pany is still experimenting with a pro-

cess for milling the ore, this time trying

out the flotation process, and so far has

met with good results. No doubt it will

soon erect a plant to try out this method

thoroughly as it has a large body of low-

grade zinc sulphide ore blocked out. This

company has a few men at work on the

Mitchell tunnel, developing the upper part

of the mountain side and has opened a

Mining onginepr, Magdalena, N. M.

Idaho Metal Production

According to the report of the State
Mine Inspector the production of the
mines of Idaho in 1910 was as follows,
the figures for the Coeur d'AIene district

being given in brackets: Gold, 49,289 oz.

(3110); silver, 7,890,388 (7,262,271);
lead, 119,572 tons (114,975); copper,
5,837,639 (5,003,639) ; zinc, 5,995,600
lb. (5,995,600).

These figures show that the mining in-

dustry outside of the Cceur d'AIene was
of relatively small account, save for the
lead mines at Gilmore, Lemhi county,
and gold mines in several counties.

Features of interest in the report are
the statements that the Bunker Hill &
Sullivan lode is showing remarkable per-
sistence, that the Morning mine is de-
veloping a better grade of ore at a lower
horizon, that the Snowstorm copper mine
has been bottomed, and that the lead-

silver mines at Gilmore are of good
promise.

First National

The First National Copper Company
in 1910 produced 9,911,451 lb. of copper,
456,487 oz. of silver and 10,389 oz. of
gold. Balaklala ore was the source of
8,451,653 lb. of the copper, the remain-
der coming from ore received from the
Bully Hill and Mountain companies.
Owing to the troubles resulting from the
smoke litigation, the operations of the
year resulted in a deficit. The copper
product fetched a little better than 12' <c.

per lb., while the direct cost was a little

more than lie. per lb., but operating
profit was more than wiped out by the
expenditure of upward of $100,000 on the
Cottrell plant and other experimental
expenditures. The Cottrell system is

said to be now eliminating between 70
and 80 per cent, of the solids from the
smoke. The company is operating one
blast furnace and one reverberatory.
The company is said to have put more
ore in sight than was mined in 1910 and
to have now developed about 2,000,000
tons, averaging 2'/> per cent, copper and
Si per ton in gold and silver.

United Verde

In 1910 the United Verde Copper
Company produced 38,663,800 lb. of
copper, 563,133 oz. of silver and 19.267
oz. of gold. The corresponding figures

for 1909 were 36,694,063; 495,480; 17,-

022. The sales of copper in 1910 yield-

ed S4.906.984 against $4,762,448 in 1909,

these amounts per pound of copper being
12.69 and 12.97c. respectively.
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Minins: ami metallurg
vlted to keep 'I'm: Exgixekbing and >

Informed of Uu>ir movements ami

Mark R. Lamb will return from South

n March.

H. E. Vautelet has resigned his posi-

tion as a member of the Quebec Bridge

Commission.

H. V. Winchell is in Mexico on pro-

nal work. He expects to return

early in March.

B. B. Thayer has gone to Butte on a

trip of inspection and will be absent for

about five weeks

Edward \X'. Parker, statistician of the

U. S. Geological Survey, has been visit-

ing the Pacific coast.

Prof. Willet G. Miller, provincial geol-

->f Ontario, has returned to Tor-

onto from New York.

Francis Church Lincoln is leaving New
York this week to make some mine ex-

aminations in the Southwestern States

and Mexico.

J. Parke Channing is expected to re-

turn from Arizona about March 15, by

which time it is believed that the Miami

will be in operation.

John Hays Hammond, it is announced,

will be special ambassador to represent

the United States at the coronation of

George V of England.

Joseph E. Davis, late of St. Louis, has

been appointed director of the Wisconsin

Mining School, at Platteville, Wis., in

place of H. E. George, resigned.

W. C. Fownes. Jr., has been elected

president of the Pittsburg Crucible Steel

Company; John W. Dougherty has been

chosen vice-president and general man-

ager.

Stewart Thome, late manager of the

Peterson Lake mine. Cobalt, has accept-

ed the position of manager of the Pres-

ton East Dome Company, Porcupine, On-

tario.

William Burlingham has been chosen

president of the Burlingham Coal Com-
pany, of West Virginia. He was recently

connected with the Chesapeake & Ohio

Coal and Coke Company.

William H. Goadby, chairman of the

board of directors of the Sloss-Sheffield

Steel and Iron Company, is in the Birm-

ingham district in Alabama, inspecting

the plants of the company.

Alexander Leggat left Butte. Mont.,

Feb. 17. on his way to examine propcr-

:n the Bill Williams country, Mo-
have county, Arizona. His temporary

address will be Bouse, Arizona.

Hubert Merriweather. recently mine
ritendent of the Juragua Ir<.

pany, of Firn.' '
t, has hcen ap-

pointed general superintendent of the

company in place of E. M. Holmi

T. K. Maher, president of the Bel-

mont Coal Company, has been chosen

president of the Eastern Ohio Operatois

Association, while C. E. Maurer, presi-

dent of the Glens Run Coal Company,

has been made vice-president.

+ OB ITUARY +
Raymond W. Nutting, engineer of the

Aporoma Goldfields, Ltd., at Sandia,

Peru, was killed recently by falling from

a cliff near the mines. He was a gradu-

ate of Cornell University and before go-

ing to Peru was employed as an engi-

neer in the construction of the McAdoo
tunnels under the Hudson at New York.

E. M. Holmes, general superintendent

of the Juragua Iron Company, at Firmeza,

Cuba, and formerly assistant general su-

perintendent of the Spanish-American

Iron Company, at Daiquiri, Cuba, died at

Firmeza, on Feb. 11, of diabetes. He
was an associate member of the Ameri-

can Society of Civil Engineers, member
of the American Institute of Mining

Engineers, and member of the American

Society of Engineering Contractors.

William Kennedy Fleming, who for

the past 1 1 years had been private sec-

retary to Chairman E. H. Gary, of the

board of directors of the United States

Steel Corporation, died, Feb. 17, at East

Orange, N. J. He was 47 years old, was

born in Brantford, Conn., and graduated

from Harvard University. Mr. Fleming,

in the performance of his duties, had

regularly come in contact with the lead-

ing iron and steel makers of the country

and he was well known throughout the

trade.

Godfrey Weerts died at Lasalle, 111.,

'Feb. 4, 1911. He had been the general

manager of the Matthiessen & Hegeler

Zinc Company for many years and had

been connected continuously with that

company since 1866, which is to say al-

most from the beginning. Modest and

unpretentious, seldom figuring in the

newspapers, he was a thorough master of

the zinc-smelting business and was an

able adjunct to his distinguished chiefs

at the head of the great company which

he served so long and so well. His ster-

ling merit was appreciated outside of

his own circle and many friends will

learn of his death with profound sor-

row.

;3> SOCIETIES^TECHNICAL SCHOOLS A
American Institute of Mining En-

gineers—At the annual meeting of the

corporation in New York, Feb. 21,

Charles Kirchhoff, of New York, was

elected president of the council. Dr. R.

W. Ravmond, of New York, was reelected

irv of (tie council.

American Society of Mechanical I:r,

einccts Tlie sixty-third meeting of the

will he held in Pittsburg, Pcnn.,

May 30 to June 2, inclusive. The society

has not met in that city since 1884. An
executive committee consisting of E. M.

Herr, chairman; George Mests, J. M.
Tate, Jr., Chester B. Albree, D. F. Craw-
ford, Morris Knowles and Elmer K.

Hiles, secretary, will have charge of the

Pittsburg meetings.

American Institute of Consulting En-
gineers—At a meeting of the council,

held Feb. 24, it was decided to oppose all

the bills now pending in the Legislature

at Albany to license civil engineers.

President Boiler and the Committee on

Legislation of the Institute were instruct-

ed to attend the hearings on these bills

at Albany, and to use all legitimate

means to prevent their passage; also to

cooperate with other engineering bodies

having a like object in view.

Michigan College of Mines—The Min-

nesota alumni of the college met

at Virginia, Minn., Feb. 22, for their

fourth annual dinner. A. P. Benson was

toastmaster. There are 47 alumni in the

State and of those 31 were present. Pro-

fessors F. W. McNair and James Fisher

were the guests of honor. At the busi-

ness meeting William Wearne was chos-

en president; B. A. Middlemiss, vice-

president; A. L. Gerry, secretary and

treasurer. It was decided to hold the

next meeting at Hibbing.

International Steel Conference—An in-

ternational meeting of iron and steel

manufacturers, similar to that held in

New York in October, 1910, will be held

in Brussels, Belgium, beginning July 5,

1911. A delegation of steel manufactur-

ers representing the American Iron and

Steel Institute will attend. It is expected

that the iron and steel interests of Great

Britian, Germany, France, Belgium, Aus-

tria-Hungary, Italy, Spain and Russia

will also be represented. The organi-

zation which is now being formed will be

known as the International Iron and

Steel Institute.

Massachussetts Institute of Technology

—A Congress of Technology will be held

in Boston on April 10-11, in celebration

of the fiftieth anniversary of the granting

of the charter of the Massachusetts In-

sMtute of Technology. In line with this

idea, the 50 or more papers, which will

be presented at the congress will be writ-

ten by graduates of the Institute, and

will thus serve to record the part the

alumni of the institution have taken in

the development of scientific industry.

As the titles of these papers are sent in

by the writers it is becoming evident that

the managers of the congress will suc-

ceed in their effort to make the proceed-

ings show from another point of view

the general industrial advance that has

taken place during the past 50 years un-

der the guidance of the trained engineers.

The papers will cover a wide range of

subjects, from architecture to sewage

purification.
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Fditorial Corresnonftenr^
San Francisco

Feb. 22—The first consignment of steel

to be used by Moore & Scott, San Fran-

cisco, in the construction of two dredgers

has arrived at the Oakland yards of the

company. These dredgers are to be sent

to Alaska for the Yukon Gold Dredging

Company, and are to be completed in

May next. They are said to be the first

of the kind constructed in the West, with

steel hull. The length of each is to be

93 ft.; beam, 38 ft.; depth, 8 ft.; they

will be operated by electricity and have a

bucket capacity of about 15 cu.ft. The
economy of building dredgers in Cali-

fornia for service in Alaska is apparent,

and others will probably be built in yards

in this vicinity.

Dredge mining raised Sacramento
county to fifth in the rank of gold pro-

duction in the State in 1909, the produc-

tion, according to the U. S. Geological

Survey, being $1,669,814, an increase of

more than $500,000 over 1908. From
other estimates the dredge operations

are said to represent about $1,600,000

in 1909, and to have largely increased

in 1910. The dredge-mining district is

on the American river, comprising about

12,500,000 acres, of which in 1909 more
than 6,000,000 acres had been proved
dredgeable, 5,621,000 of which was
owned by the Natomas Consolidated of

California. This company is adding a

50-ft. extension to the machine shops at

Natoma, thus increasing the capacity

about 50 per cent.

Complaint is made to the Anti-Debris

Association that quartz miners in Amador
county are dumping material into Jack-
son and Dry creeks. The association has
confined its efforts to violations of hy-

draulic and dredge miners, but agreed
to investigate the complaints of Charles
W. Landers and C. C. Prouty, whose
lands in the southeastern part of Sacra-

mento county are said to be affected.

There have been numerous bills in-

troduced in the present legislature look-

ing to the advancement of the mining in-

dustry or the curing of evils, but nothing

definite has been accomplished. The bill

for the appointment of a mine inspector

has been amended in the Senate com-
mittee by increasing the compensation
of the inspector from $2400 to $3600
per year, but providing for one deputy
instead of two. A bill for the conserva-

tion of natural gas, providing for the

capping of gas wells is also under con-

sideration. Should this bill become a

law and properly enforced, it should ef-

fect the conservation of many millions of

cubic feet of gas, and aid in making the

product a profitable commodity. But the

capping and controlling of gas wells is a

physical operation that will meet with

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

obstacles similar to the controlling of

water infiltration. Another bill looking

to the benefit of the mining industry in-

cludes the conservation of various natural

resources. Putting all together there is

possibility that by the conclusion of the

legislature something may be done that

will add to the economy and the profit

of mining in California. The greatest

anxiety, however, respecting legislation

is centered on the oil-placer bill in the

Congress, as the straightening out of the

placer-patent laws is tfu most important

of all the needs of the mining people of

the State.

Denver

Feb. 23—At the annual banquet of the

Boulder Metal Mining Association, Vic-

tor Alderson, head of the State School of

Mines, in the course of his speech

touched on the building of the new mill

by the Association mill company, and

said that a few successful years of wet

treatment of ore in Boulder county would

make the production of gold and silvei

equal to that of tungsten, and added that

the wet method of treatment of ore at

local mills was fast taking the place of

smelting.

The supersedeas applied for by the

striking coal miners of the Northern

fields who were sent to jail for one year

by Judge Greeley Whitford, was denied

by the Supreme Court which sustained

him, holding that he rightly assumed jur-

isdiction in the case. The merits of the

contempt cases were not touched upon.

The Pay Day mine, in the La Plata dis-

trict, and locally known as the Idaho,

asked the Federal court to grant an in-

junction against the Valley View Consol-

idated Gold Mining Company, forbidding

it operating further on the Valley View

vein, which it was claimed apexed on the

Pay Day ground. Under the decision

handed down by Judge John A. Riner, in

the United States District Court on Feb.

20, the Valley View can resume opera-

tions and ore to the value of $75,000 held

at the Durango smeltery is released.

The Valley View is a marvelously rich

mine and since September, 1910, has dis-

bursed 4 per cent, monthly dividends on
its capital of $1,000,000. It is stated that

one carload of the ore realized $34,000,
and that the average of the 1910 ship-

ment was $3000 per carload. Some se-

lected ore contained as high as 600 oz.

gold and 5000 oz. silver per ton.

At Trull, in Routt county, on the Elk
river, just above where it empties into the

Bear or Yampa river, a well was sunk
some eight years ago at the side of the

road and close to the bridge. A reliable

and well known citizen of Steamboat
Springs happened to be in the vicinity,

and a man came to him with news that

oil had been struck. So he went to the

SDOt and saw the oil where it had flowed

across the road. Work had stopped on
the well that day, but a man was kept
there in charge of the machinery for sev-

eral years afterward; why, nobody knows,
except that they were waiting for the

railroad. Now, however, it is stated that

the Oklahoma Oil and Gas Company,
with H. C. Berwind as its representa-

tive, is taking leases from the Trull

ranchmen, and will sink wells as soon as

machinery is installed. This is at the

eastern edge of the Yampa coalfield and
all the indications for oil are promising.

The Colorado chapter of the Mining
Congress held a meeting this week at

which several measures now before the

legislative assembly were considered.

Among them was a bill for an appropri-

ation of $100,000 for the purpose of com-
pleting the ore-testing plant at the Color-

ado School of Mines, for which $75,000
has already been appropriated. The plant

as well as being for the use of the stu-

dents, is to be at the disposal of all min-
ing men and mining districts of the State

for determining the treatment of complex
ores. Other bills under consideration

were, one on mine taxation, one on drain-

age districts, and another on enlarging

mining claims to 600 ft. in width.

Butte

Feb. 23—Louis Seasongood, of Cin-

cinnati, owner of 25 shares of stock in

the Boston & Montana mining company,
has filed in the local district court his ob-

jections to the dissolution of that com-
pany. It is stated that the stockholders'

meeting, at which it was voted to sell

all the company's property to the Ana-
conda company, was not legally held and
that the objector had no opportunity to

be heard in the matter. The whole ac-

tion was merely in furtherance of a

scheme to acquire the Boston & Montana
assets at a grossly inadequate figure, and
in support of this contention it is stated

that at the time of the sale the Boston &
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Montana company, with a capital of

.000. had a surplus of $7,389,?S0,

while the Anaconda company with a cap-

ital of S3 VO. had a surplus of only

i,353. The objector states that dur-

ars he has held his 25

- of the Boston & Montana stock he

125 in dividends, whereas

the Anaconda company is only paving

yearly dividends at the rate of S2 per

share.

In anticipation of the annual meeting of

stockholders of the Barnes-King company

to be held at Lewistown, March 1. a com-

mittee of stockholders has sent out

proxies soliciting votes for C. W. Good-

mn E Corette and John H. Kirk,

ectors. The committee later states

that there should be elected a board of

-n men as directors, so that those

familiar with actual conditions existing

here may have a voice in the future plans

of the company. The three men named

are residents of Butte.

Salt Lake City

Feb. 23—Mining conditions are im-

proved in a number of Utah camps, and

preparations for an increased output are

being made in Bingham, Park City and

Tintic. Most of the mining and smelting

companies are better equipped to handle

their output than they were last year,

and there promises to be an increase in

the tonnages shipped to the Valley smelt-

eries.

The Utah Copper Company will soon

have its milling plants in shape to handle

20.000 tons daily. There are 21 steam

shovels now on the property, of which 15

are in continuous operation. Five of

these are removing the overburden on the

upper benches of the Boston Consoli-

dated territory, and nine shovels are at

work on Utah Copper ground, two on

ore. and seven in capping. Underground

mining is also being done on the Boston

Consolidated side, and drilling operations

are still being carried on. The Bingham
% Garfield railway is expected to be op-

erating by the middle of the year; steel

for the trestles is on the ground, and two

of the towers for the main trestle across

Carr fork have been started. Much ac-

tivity is promised at the Utah Apex,

Bingham-New Haven, and other Bing-

ham properties.

At Park City extensive development

volt has been in progress, and several

ted to increase their out-

put. Operation'; will be started on an

exten- in removing and milling

the old stopc filling fr mtario
mine.

nave been

made, particularly in Tintic. T!

/m and Uncle '

. . .
|

|

Tunnel will soon start to ship from the

v encouni have

a number of mines are increasing pro-

duction. There has been an average ad-

vance of 15 per cent, in the local stock

market since Jan. 1. The general out-

look is conservatively optimistic.

Indianapolis

Feb. 27—The Indiana coal operators

are strongly opposed to the Miners'

Qualification bill which has passed the

lower house of the Legislature. An ef-

fort will be made to amend the bill in

the Senate. They object to that provision

of the bill which provides for the mem-
bership of the board which is to have

the examining power. The bill provides

for a board consisting of two miners and

one operator. This, they say, will be

equivalent to a miners' board since the

operators would be in the minority at

all times, when a difference of opinion

might develop.

They say the miners might exclude

men of the highest qualifications or ad-

mit anyone they saw fit to the privilege

of working in the mines. The right of

appeal to the circuit court is of no value

as the court has no power to give the

man another examination. They ask that

the bill be amended so as to provide for

an impartial board of examiners, con-

sisting of one miner, one operator and

one of the State mine inspectors for each

county. As the bill passed the house the

examinations are to be in the English

language. This would exclude foreigners

who now seek work in the mines. The
Senate committee, however, has amended
the bill so as to provide for the services

of an interpretor.

The shot-firers' bill was amended so

often and so disfigured that the author

of the measure withdrew it before a

final vote was taken in the Senate.

Cobalt

Feb. 24— It is announced that Bewick,

Moreing & Co., has secured options on

50 claims, belonging to the Timmins,
McMartin and Dunlap syndicate, in Por-

cupine. These are apart from the Hol-

linger and Miller-Middleton properties,

which the syndicate still controls. These

properties are practically undeveloped,

but are in good areas and in close prox-

imity to working mines. The company's
engineers will proceed at once to open up

the claims and it is stated that provision

for an expenditure of $500,000, has been

made. The entrance of this firm into the

district will be an extremely good thing

for Porcupine as it will insure the open-

ing of new territory under sane and con-

servative management.
A stampede of prospectors has set in

from Porcupine, south into the Sudbury
division where new gold discoveries are

reported to have been made. The new
r Muskesenda lake, just south

of the township of Bartlett, and forty

miles from Porcupine. Some of the

samples brought in were extremely rich.

Sir James Whitney, speaking to the

Ontario legislature a few days ago, stated

that an important announcement would
shortly be made with regard to the

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Rail-

way. It is believed that further ex-

tensions of the line are to be built in

Ontario, and that a line may be built

right through to Sudbury. This would

be of great importance to the mining in-

dustry of this country as it would un-

doubtedly open new districts that are

rich in mineral resources. Good progress

is being made with the railroad exten-

sion and there are now about 900 men
at work. The operations are considerably

handicapped on account of the depth of

the snow, there being almost four feet

of it.

San Luis Potosi

Feb. 27—Clive Cookson, one of the

principals of Cookson & Co., lead and

antimony refiners of Newcastle-on-Tyne,

England, will arrive in Mexico shortly on

business connected with the extensive in-

terests of the concern in this republic.

The Cooksons hope to soon close a con-

tract with the Towne smeltery at San

Luis Potosi for its lead bullion, which

now goes to the United States. They

have been buying the lead output of the

Torreon smeltery for several years,

Hamburg-American steamers carrying

the bullion from Tampico to England.

The Torreon smeltery has notified the

Cooksons that beginning with March its

lead output will be considerably in-

creased, due to its contract for the out-

put of the Naica mines, of the Comp-
ahia Minera de Naica, in the Naica

camp of Chihuahua. This Mexican con-

cern recently abandoned plans for build-

ing a smeltery, and signed a long-term

contract with the Torreon smeltery.

Several hundred tons of lead-silver ore

will be delivered to that plant daily. The

Cooksons own antimony mines in the

states of San Luis Potosi and Queretaro,

and operate an antimony smeltery at

Wadley, a station on the National Rail-

way, in San Luis Potosi. The proper-

ties were purchased several years ago

from M. Elsasser and A. Weill, of Mex-

ico City, the English refiners paying

£160,000. Shipments of antimony from

the Wadley smeltery amount to hun-

dreds of tons monthly, the product going

through the port of Tampico. All of the

properties are near transportation. \> ith

the exception of those at Santa Maria

do AAiera, state of Queretaro, which are

about 100 km. distant from Bernal sta-

tion. Gas-engine trains, recently pur-

chased in England, will soon replace

mule trains in the transportation of ore

to Bernal. The Cooksons are also in-

terested in oil lands in the state of Vera-

cruz.
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The Minind NI^y<;
Alaska

It is proposed to drive a tunnel

through the divide which separates Fair-

banks, Cleary and Gilmore creeks for

the purpose of finding the source from

which the placer gold in these streams

came. The citizens of Fairbanks have

subscribed $50,000 to carry on the work.

Recent strikes in the Tulaksak River

territory have disclosed rich ore. Ma-
chinery will be sent to the district this

spring.

Crow Creek Consolidated— E. J.

Barnes, Seward, has sold this mine. It

will probably be equipped with machin-

ery in the near future.

Alaska-Mexican—For the month end-

ed Jan. 15, the mill ran 29-^ days;

crushed 18.129 tons of ore; produced

?65. 747, at a cost of $33,209. For con-

struction work $4072 was spent. The

yield per ton milled was $3.77 in bullion

and concentrate.

Alaska- United—During the month end-

ed Jan. 15. the mills ran 29M days;

crushed 35,099 tons of ore that yielded

S63.470. at a cost of $52,336. For con-

struction work $4211 was spent. The
yield per ton of ore was $1.92.

Alaska-Treadwell—During the month
ended Jan. 15, the mills ran 29 l/2 days,

crushed 49,028 tons of ore yielding

$122,275, at a cost of $82,059. Construc-
tion expenses were S18.248. The yield

per ton of ore was $2.61.

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. The.

Current History of

Mining"

Arizona

About 100 men are now engaged at

placer mining in Weaver Gulch.

Cochise County

Cochise Gold Company—A 500-ton

cyanide plant is being planned for this

mine in the Dragoon mountains near
Phoenix.

Gila County

Miami—Although the final details of

the mine and mill equipment are reach-

ing completion with gratifying expedi-

tion, it is nevertheless uncertain that

the mill will be ready for operation as

early as March 1. At the mine every-

thing is ready for extraction of ore. The
ore pocket at the south side of the main
shaft (No. 4) is almost completed, the

chutes leading from the laterals to the

rooms that will first be worked are in

place, the breaking of the orebody above
has begun, the cables have been wound
on the drums of the hoisting engine and
the skips have been hung. The electric

locomotives will be lowered into the mine
as soon as the big cage has been hung in

shaft No. 4. The cable will be wound
upon the engine that will be used to

hoist men as soon as the smaller one
that was temporarily used at the shaft
has been moved away. The new engine
will lift a cage capable of holding 30
men without crowding. It is equipped
with gates and the usual safety ap-
pliances. At the concentrator the work
of reducing stiffness of the bearings of
the new machinery is now confined to

sections of unit No. 2. The power plant
is not yet furnishing energy for opera-
tion of the mill and the small generator
at the concentrator can run only a por-
tion of one unit at a time. At the power
plant the units are still being tested.

The slight setback occasioned by an im-
perfect casting in one of the generators
has been temporarily repaired and it is

being used until the new casting arrives.

All the pipe needed for completion of the

water line from the pumping station at

Burch to the mill is not yet here, but
the management expects to complete it

temporarily by using 8-in. casing until

the remainder of the 14-in. pipe arrives.

The 8-in. pipe is now laid. The spur
from the main track in Miami has been
completed to the concentrate storage bins

west of the power plant. Several smaller

spurs or side tracks have been added
for accommodation of oil cars and other

supplies. The supply tramway from the

town of Miami to the mines and concen-

trator is completed.

Superior & Boston—The management
expects to have the north station on the

1000-ft. level finished shortly after

March 1 ; one pump will be installed.

The installation of the water column and

other pipe will be begun this week in the

shaft between the sixth and eighth levels.

Inspiration—The Colorado shaft has

reached the 500-ft. station of the Joe
Bush shaft. Station cutting will be be-

gun immediately, a 25-ft. sump and an

ore pocket will be cut, and drifting to

connect with the Joe Bush shaft will

then be started. The tunnel will be one

of the passages of the main haulage

level of the Inspiration workings. Four

drills are now operating on the property.

The generator that will furnish power for
the electric locomotives to be used in
moving the ore from the shafts, as well as
for the lighting system, has not yet ar-
rived, but is expected daily. The test

mill is handling about 20 tons of ore
daily with satisfactory results, and va-
rious makes of tables and other machin-
ery are being tested. The company is

preparing a report that will be submitted
in the near future.

Live Oak—Churn drill hole No. 49, on
the southeastern section of the property,
in which the drill penetrated the ore at

20 ft. from the surface, has reached a
depth of 243 ft. and is still in ore. Hole
No. 44, 200 ft. from the eastern side line

of the Barney property, probably will be
discontinued within a few days. The re-

sult of the drilling at this point has not
yet been made public. Hole No. 45 is

down 345 ft. and has not yet passed
through the surface capping. Drill hole
No. 47, being sunk on the southern line

of the property, is 398 ft. deep and still

in the surface formation. Hole 50, start-
ed last week, on the southwestern portion
of the property, has made good progress,
having reached the 360-ft. mark. In this
portion of the property the orebody lies

at a much greater depth. Considerable
drilling will be required yet to reach the
ore zone.

Warrior—The company continues the
daily shipment of 125 tons of 10 per cent,
ore to the El Paso smeltery. The new
wagon road to the side track at Black
Warrior switch is completed. General
Manager E. M. McCarthy is expected to

return from the East, March 1.

Orphan—The churn drill ordered by
General Manager Clark, of the Orphan
Copper Company, has not yet arrived,
but a recent communication from the
manufacturers is to the effect that the
machine will be on the ground about
March 15.

Copper Reef—h is expected that the
500-ft. level of the North Star inclined
shaft will be reached during the coming
week; when that depth is reached
a station will be cut and crosscut-
ting started to intersect the California
vein and the other vein recently encoun-
tered at a depth of 475 ft. The Califor-
nia shaft has. not yet cut the vein, al-

though the management expects to en-
counter the lode within the next few feet.

Old Dominion—The Old Dominion
spur being built from the smeltery to a

point on the Arizona Eastern railroad in

the city of Globe, is to be laid on heavy
concrete piers. The latter are being built

as rapidly as a large force of men can
erect them.
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.Maricopa County

\Y. A. Bondurant. of Los Angeles, is

operating a mine and 10-stamp mill in

;\e Creek district north of Pturnix.

Mohave Colnty

rhan-k—New machinery will be in-

sd at this Kingman mine.

Tom Reed—This mine near Kingman

shipped in February, a 242-lb. gold bar

worth S60.000. the clean-up after a three

a of the 10-stamp mill.

Yavapai County

Germania—The shaft has reached a

depth of 68 ft. and is in sulphide ore at

this gold mine near Walker.

Haynes Copper Company—At this

mine at Jerome operations will be re-

sumed and the shaft sunk from the 700-

to 1000- ft. level.

California

Amador County

Edward Records, of Oakland, has filed

notices appropriating 100,000 in. of

water in four branches of Sutter creek

to be conserved in a reservoir to be con-

structed in Volcano basin. The an-

nounced intention is to use the water for

mining and other power purposes in

Amador. Calaveras, Sacramento and San

Joaquin counties.

Z«.//j—The 40-stamp mill is again in

operation after a short shutdown neces-

sitated by the late heavy rains which

filled the mine.

Butte County

Suit for 5150,000 damages has been

brought by the P. B. Steifer Mining Com-

pany against the Oro Water, Light and

Power Company and others on account

of breaking of the Philbrook dam in Jan-

uary. 1909, causing destruction of the

pumping and the hydroelectric plants on

the plaintiff's mine, near Magalia.

Big Blue Lead—This mine, near Ban-

gor, is reported closed. Superintendent

Young has bonded the Robbers' Roost,

at Nimshew, which he will operate.

Calaveras County

The damage suit for 5150,000 against

the Lightner Mining Company, at An-

I Camp, by James V. Coleman, of San

ncisco, has been in progress at San

Andreas three weeks and only about one-

half the evidence adduced. The ground

from which Coleman alleges ores have

n unlawfully taken is the old Billings

claim, located in IHo'i. but not recorded,

af . .quired and occupied as a

n lot with the superintendent's resi-

dence by the defendant. The claim has

: under the building and into

the cellar, but defendant alleges that the

did not pay for mining and milling;

that the apex is within Lightner

J. though thi Of the

•bin the Angeli mine, the

-he plaintifl.

Lightner—The three-compartment shaft

has reached 345-ft level; 20 stamps will

be ready to drop about March 1 ; the

other 40 stamps within 30 days.

Humboldt County

Klamath River Mining Company—C. A.

Sample, president of this company, op-

erating near Weitchpec, reports a face

of 80 ft. of gravel.

Mariposa County

Exchequer Mining and Power Com-

pany—This company will build a new

electric power house.

Mountain King—The flume that feeds

the 40-stamp mill was put out of com-

mission by the recent flood in Merced

river canon.

Mr. Gaines—The mine, at Hornitos, in

the Quartzburg district, will be partly

closed until electric power is again avail-

able.

Nevada County

Delhi—Underground work is resumed

at this mine, near North Columbia. Ham-

ilton Eddy, superintendent.

Murchie—This mine, at Nevada City,

cleajed of litigation, has been sold to

John J. Meyers and C. F. Humphrey.

Riverside County

Riverside Gold Mining and Milling

Company—A ledge of gold and copper

ore is reported to have been opened.

J. M. McMillan, Chloride, Ariz., manager.

San Bernardino County

Gold Bug Mine—The 5-stamp mill is

crushing ores from this mine and some

custom shipments. Barney Osdick, of

Johannesburg, owner, is installing a

cyanide plant.

California-Trona Company— Drilling

of wells in Borax lake is to be increased

by the addition of a second engine and

rig. C. F. Dolbear, manager.

Annex—This claim, adjoining the Yel-

low Aster on the southeast, has milled

some medium-grade ore at the Osdick

mill, at Johannesburg.

Mojave—This old mine is reported to

have been sold to an eastern syndicate,

represented by H. Chapman Williams,

Cleveland, Ohio. New equipment, in-

cluding a 40-stamp mill, is to be erected.

Shasta County

Washington—An option is said to have

been taken on this old gold producer,

near French gulch.

Shasta-May Blossom Twenty men are

at work at this copper mine. William

Wright, superintendent.

Siskiyou County

ood Development work encour-

ages Superintendent Harrison to state

that a large force will be put at work in

pring, and that the erection of a

Stamp mill is contemplated.

Colorado

Clear Creek County
i

Hoosac—It is claimed that 2 ft. of cop-
,

per ore has been opened in the tunnel.

Stanley Mine—Superintendent Jesse

May employs 25 men and two cars of
j

concentrates and ore are shipped weekly.

Gilpin County

Frontenac-Aduddel—The 250-ton con-

centrator is now in operation and said

to be making a satisfactory saving. The

ore from the Topeka mine is being treat-

ed at the Iron City mill. Henry P. Lowe

is manager of both mines and mills.

Lake County—Leadville

A gold-bearing fissure vein in the por-

phyry and granite was recently opened

in the Rockfeller group in Big Evans

gulch. The country is seamed with

fissure veins and offers exceptional op-

portunities to the miner and prospector.

St. Louis—The Kezar Mining Com-

pany, controlling this mine, is working

on a streak of ore at the south end of

the claim. The shaft, which is 350 ft.

below the tunnel level, will be sunk an-

other 150 ft.

Garbutt—Lessees on this property

have obtained permission to run a drift

from the No. 4 shaft of the Little Jonny

to cut their shaft 200 ft. deeper.

Matchless—About 30 tons of silicious

iron ore is being shipped daily from this

Fryer Hill property by Raney & New-

man, lessees.

Dunkin—The lessees of this Fryer Hill

mine are shipping silver-lead ore daily.

Pitkin County

Smuggler—This mine, at Aspen, is'

again in operation.

San Juan Region

A snowslide carried away a 30-ft.

tower of the aerial tram of the Silver

Lake mine. A tower of the Iowa Tiger

tram and cables and power lines are

down. The mine and mill transformers

were burnt out.

Teller County

Comanche Plume—Heller & Richards,

lessees, are operating through the Bonita

tunnel and have made a trial shipment ol

ore.

Requa-Savage—A new body of ore has

been found at this Beacon Hill mine.

American Eagles—From this property

under lease to the Colorado Mines In-

vestment Company three car loads ol

smelting ore were recently shipped.

Gold Sovereign—The Union Leasing

Company will increase the working force

Work—The dump of the Work Minim

and Milling Company caved into the mini

workings, through an open stope ir

Squaw gulch between Raven and Gold

hills.
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Idaho

High-grade copper ore has been dis-

covered, by William Simpson at the base

of Anderson butte on Crooked river, five

miles from Elk City.

Coeur d'Alene District

Hunter—The ore in sight in this mine

is estimated to be sufficient for five

years. The company has paid only two

dividends in 20 years operating.

Northern Light—The shaft now in

galena ore at 30 ft. is to be sunk 200

feet.

Panhandle—A strike of high-grade ore

has recently been made.

Morning—A flotation process of con-

centration is to be added to the mill, for

retreating tailing.

Idaho-Continental—A force of 25 men
is at work and ore has been cut in the

lower tunnel.

Kansas

Bonanza—Henry Weyman, of Joplin,

has purchased the Bonanza tract of 320

acres. i

Badger—D. R. Goucher, of Carthage,

has purchased 110 acres of mining land

at Badger from R. M. Lane, of Tulsa,

Okla., and Frank L. Williams, of Chi-

cago, for S25,000.

Minnesota

Cuyuna Range

Inland Steel Company—This company
is exploring three forties in the west half

of the west half of Sec. 17- T 46- R
29, which it took under option, some
time back, from Carlson Brothers. The
company is finding some ore that will

run a little over 55 per cent, in iron.

Rogers-Brown Ore Company—It is

said that this company expects to have

between 1600 and 1700 men working for

it by May 1 on its properties in the vicin-

ity of the towns of Crosby and Ironton.

Recent developments at the company's
Kennedy mine indicate that a larger ton-

nage will be developed at this property

than was originally estimated. It seems
that there are two distinct lenses of mar-

ketable ore available from this shaft. The
majority of the underground work to date

has been done on the north lens. How-
ever, some recent drifting on the south

orebody shows that it contains a large

tonnage of good ore. This is a favorable

development, as it will undoubtedly in-

crease the life of the mine to an ap-

preciable extent.

Vermillion Range

Marquette & Vermillion Iron Company
—This company has under option the

southwest quarter of Sec. 19- T 62
R 14. The officers are Sam Simpson, of

Minneapolis, president, John L. Morri-

son, secretary, and Edward M. Barrett,

vice-president. Among the directors are

Henry T. Stack and Richard J. Ryan.
Some drilling has been done and the ore

formation cut. The company expects soon
to start some test-pitting work, in addi-

tion to the drilling.

Roy Development Company— This

company is exploring the northwest

quarter of Sec. 3- T61- R 15. This

property is east of the North American
Company, and north of the Minnesota
Steel and Iron Company's holdings. Some
ili-directed and unprofitable drilling was
done on this property some years ago,

but the present company has sunk a shaft

and is now engaged in crosscutting. The
shaft is now about 100 ft. deep and has

encountered the iron formation. Thomas
Owen, of Two Harbors, J. C. McCreevy,
manager, Louis Loeb and H. J. Grannis.

of Duluth, are among those interested in

the company.

White Lake Iron Company—This com-
pany is exploring the east half of the

northeast quarter of Sec. 4- T61-
R 15, commonly known as La Chance
claim; it adjoins the North American

property on the east. James Le Brec is

president of the company and has charge

of the work in the field. Four holes have

been drilled, one of which is over 700

ft. deep, and at that depth is in ore

formation.

Missouri

Joplin District

Hackett—This company has had to re-

move its installation of Richards pulsa-

tor jigs from its 500-ton mill, as they

would not handle the Joplin ores. The or-

dinary Joplin type of Cooley jigs are to

be installed.

Mattes Brothers—This company has had

seven drills prospecting on their land

west of Joplin.

Nowata—This company has secured a

20-acre lease on the Baker land south of

their Nowata No. 1, and have struck the

extension of the run they are working in

their mine.

Homestake & Mascot—Axel O. Ihlseng

and associates have purchased these

mines at Granby for the sum of $75,000.

These two mines have produced over

$2,000,000.

Granby—The custom mill was recently

destroyed by fire. The company intends

to erect another and larger mill.

Providence—The company has com-

pleted a new 500-ton mill on the Mis-

souri Zinc-fields tract, near Webb City.

The mill will be electrically driven

throughout.

Excelsior—Ezra Allendorf has been

elected general manager of this com-

pany as well as of the Moler Smith.

Melrose—The 300-ton mill at Porto

Rico has been completed and is now op-

erating.

Montana

Butte District

Anaconda—At the Mountain View mine
a new bed is being placed under the

main hoisting engine and the cylinders

are being changed for the use of air. At

the Gagnon mine the new vertical shaft

is now down 1500 feet.

Butte Central—The shaft is being sunk
from the 500- to the 1000- ft. level at the

rate of 3 ft. a day.

Fergus County

Barker—Sixteen men are employed at

the mine situated at the town of the same
name. The ore contains gold, silver,

copper and lead and is being shipped to

the East Helena smeltery.

Alice and Winifred Group— It is

planned to sink a 250-ft. shaft and if the

orebody proves satisfactory a mill will

be built.

Sanders County

Copper Cable—Burns & Graham are

working this property 3 miles south of

Plains. A tunnel has been driven 580 ft.

and a vein encountered.

Granite County

Hobo—McLeod & McMillan recently

struck a body of rich lead and silver

ore, in this Hasmark district mine.

Jefferson County

Sunlight—Messrs. Farish and Josephi,

mining engineers, New York, are making

an examination of the mine for Eastern

men.

Lincoln County

Hazel T.—The 3-ft. oreshoot discovered

last fall has been drifted upon 70 ft.

A new tunnel is being driven to cut the

vein at greater depth. A contract has

been entered into with the Libby Water

Works and Power Company for a supply

of power.

Madison County

Triangle Mining and Development

Company—At a recent meeting of stock-

holders it was voted to increase the stock

fiom $50,000, to $1,200,000 to provide a

fund for development purposes.

Nevada

Nye County

The discovery of a deposit of tungsten

ore in the Wingate Pass district is re-

ported.

Nevada National—A new mill is to be

built at this Millet mine.

White Pine County

Sims-Olsen—Development work on

this tungsten mine is being paid for by

ore produced. The best ore averaging

15 per cent, tungstic acid is being saved

and will be shipped by teams in the

spring.
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Oregon

- County

Pulaski Coal and Navigation Com-

-This company, organized at Los

Angeles. Cal.. controls 300 acres of coal

land near Coquilla and $75,000 will be

expended for new machinery.

Pennsylvania

Bit i Coal

PUts -do Coal Company—

A

fire broke out in the Hazel mine of this

company, near Canonsburg. on the morn-

ing of Feb. 20. Shortly after the fire

seovered in entry No. 37'. dip.

about two miles under the hill, officials

of the company at Pittsburg were notified

and went to the scene the same after-

noon. With 50 men. working in three

shifts, they fought the fire and finally

constructed walls on both sides of it.

. carried through 18,000 ft. of hose,

slowly drowned the flames and the fire

vas brought under control the next day.

:he third fire since the mine was

opened 13 years ago. David G. Jones,

general manager of the company, who

had charge of the fire-fighting forces,

with John H. Jones, president, was over-

come by heat and smoke and had to be

taken from the mine. He soon revived.

Utah

Beaver County

South Utah—Concentrates produced

during January carried 9.88 per cent,

copper, as compared to 10.46 per cent, in

December, and 8.82 per cent, in October.

Since operations were started in the re-

constructed mill. 80.059 tons of ore have

been treated, producing 7006 tons of con-

centrates, or concentrating between 11

and 12 into 1. The concentrates con-

tained 1 lb. copper, 496 oz. gold,

and 8128 oz. silver. During January,

22,090 tons of ore were treated, produc-

ing 2091 tons of concentrates.

Cedar-Talisman—A number of ship-

ments of zinc and lead ore have been

made since the first of the month. On

the 400-ft. level from 2 to 6 ft. of silver-

lead ore has been found.

>le—Arrangements may be made

to ship fluxing ore to the Valley smelters.

The property is near Milford.

is being mined from the

• winze below the 400 level. It is

-ed to sink the main working shaft

from the 500- to the 000- ft. level, and

then to drift for the vein.

r This company in the

Mineral ranRC, Granite district, is re-

ported to be preparing to do work.

p of claims in

over by Minn<. pie. Th<

crty md n frac-

tion, and adjoins t) ' ine on the

south. Arrangements are being made for

installing equipment and beginning work.

Red Warrior—On account of the ne-

cessity of rehandling the ore under the

present conditions, a crosscut is being

driven for the orebody on the 500- ft.

ievel, it will then be possible to do the

hoisting in one operation.

Salt Lake County

Utah Metals— It is planned to issue

new bonds guaranteed by this company

for retiring the Bingham Central and

Bingham Standard bonds, which are out-

standing, the new bonds to run five

years, and to be convertible into Utah

Metals at S5 per share.

Utah Consolidated—Good progress is

being made in sinking the new three-

compartment shaft from the seventh

level. Raising to meet the shaft will be

done from the 10th level, and sinking

from this level will also be carried on,

while the above work is being done.

Bingham-New Haven—The report that

a serious cave had occurred in the large

crebody has been denied, and it is ex-

plained that one of the abandoned stopes

had bee:, allowed to cave, it being useless

to keep the timbering in repair. Regu-

lar shipments are being maintained.

Ute Copper—This company owns the

Winnemucca mill, recently taken under

lease by Werner Ziegler. The mill is

open to treat custom low-grade sulphide

ores.

Utah Mines Coalition—The wreckage

near the mouth of the tunnel, caused by

the snowslide, will be cleared as soon

as weather conditions permit; this will

require about two weeks' work. New
buildings will be constructed, and opera-

tions resumed as soon as possible.

South Hecla—Drifting is being done

on a 4-ft. vein, 2 ft. of which are report-

ed to be rich in silver and lead. This

property is being considered in a pro-

posed consolidation of Alta mines, but

on what basis has not been given out.

Cardiff—Sulphide ore is reported to

have been cut in the north drift, of the

same character as found on the 250-ft.

drift south, from which shipments have

been made

Utah Copper Company—The first of

the three sections dismantled at the Ar-

thur mill will be recommissioned about

March 1. This mill comprises 13 sec-

tions, which will be taken down in lots

of three, and Chilean mills substituted for

the Nissen stamps.

Summit County

Silver King Consolidated -Ore was
opened in a new place west of the dis-

coveries of Feb. 20.

Daly West It is reported that the

ury is in a condition to justify the

r pilar quarterly dividend in March.

New York Bonanza—The ore on the

900- ft. level has been followed about 200

ft., but no attempt has been made to

open it on the 1000-ft. level, as pumping

would be necessary.

Ontario— It is reported that a long-

time lease has been obtained on this

property by Salt Lake people. A con-

siderable tonnage of milling ore has

been estimated as available.

Washington
Germania—Machinery is being hauled

to this tungsten mine, at Deer Trail. The

product is shipped direct to the Krupp

works. Essen, Germany.

White Elephant—Operations will be

extended this spring; Frank Ashley, Or-

ient, superintendent.

Republic Mines Company—This com-

pany has paid the $225,000 bond and

declared $85,000 dividends last year; J.

L. Harper, Republic, in charge.

United Copper—Two cars of ore per

week are being shipped to the smeltery;

Conrad Wolfe, Chewelah, in charge.

Wisconsin
The electric power plant at Galena

will be enlarged and the pole lines ex-

tended.

Frontier—A 3 per cent, monthly divi-

dend has been declared. Last year the

rate was 2 per cent.

Board of Trade—This Cuba City mine

declared a 5 per cent, monthly dividend.

Etna—This mine at Benton is being

developed by Superintendent George W.

Alderson.

Mills—This Hazel Green mine has

opened an orebody beneath the "oil

rock."

Murphy—This mine at Hazel Green is

being prospected for lead.

Cleveland—Foundations for mill and

power plant are being laid.

Coon Branch—The mine has been sold

to the New Jersey Zinc Company.

Winskill—The mine at Shullsburg is

producing one car of concentrate per

day.

Wyoming
Systematic development is being car-

ried on in Wyoming oilfields. Oil has

been found in nearly all the counties of

the Slate; it is said that there are al-

ready 116 producing wells in the central

Wyoming fields. At Cheyenne a $10,-

000,000 company has been incorporated,

called the Wyopo Pipe Line Company,

v/hich is to construct pipe lines and stor-

age tanks. Pipe lines will be construct-

ed, it is said, to the Burlington and the

Chicago & Northwestern railroads, giv-

ing an outlet northwest, east and south,

and another line through Cheyenne to

Denver. The storage tanks will have a

capacity of more than 1,000,000 barrels.
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Canada

British Columbia

Boundary Mining and Exploration

Company—A tipple and hoist will be in-

stalled at the coal mine at Midway.

Granby—Eight furnaces are in blast

! and the largest output of copper in the

history of the company is now being

[made.

Ontario—Cobalt

The shipments from Cobalt for the

week ended Feb. 17 were: La Rose, 226,-

C90; Nipissing, 186,890; Beaver, 63,600

Buffalo, 60,110; Hudson Bay, 61,100

O'Brien, 60,060; Kerr Lake, 60,040

Cobalt Lake, 60,000; McKinley-Darragh,

59,800; Crown Reserve, 56,800; King

Edward, 40,000; total, 934,490 pounds.

Temiskaming—The report for the year

ended Jan. 31, 1911, shows receipts from

sale of ore, $1,017,688; from other

sources, $5000. Expenditures were

5308,071, leaving a profit of $714,319,

about 35 per cent, of the company's cap-

ital stock. There were produced 1029

tons of ore averaging 1819 oz. silver.

The ore reserve is stated to be 118,681

tons, containing 4,805,532 oz. of silver.

Gould Consolidated—Connection with

the power system has been secured.

Rochester- -The capital stock is to be

increased from $1,500*000 to $2,500,000.

Old shareholders may secure 600,000 of

;the new shares for not less than 5c. per

ishare.

1 Standard—Diamond drilling will be

started on the main vein.

British Canadian Power Company—
This company which supplies compressed

:air and electric power to a large num-
ber of mines, is making extensive ad-

ditions to its plant, and will shortly have

750 h.p. more, available. At present it

iis supplying 3500 horsepower.

Cobalt Hydraulic Company— This

company, which operates the largest natu-

ral air compressor in the world, is having

trouble on account of a shortage of wa-

ter.

Beaver—The powder house exploded,

billing one man, besides doing consider-

able damage.

'. Nova Scotia—A rich ore-shoot has

Deen encountered on the 80- ft. level.

Bailey—The annual report of the

:ompany shows a surplus of $26,529 be-

sides a car of concentrates on hand.

Ontario—Porcupine

Hollinger—-The greater part of the ma-
chinery for the 30-stamp mill is on the

ground and the company hopes to have it

•unning by next July. The estimated ca-

pacity is 150 tons per day.

Preston East Dome—A compressor
)lant has been ordered. The Tisdale and
Armstrong Booth properties will also in-

stall plants.

Mexico
The National Railways of Mexico have

let contracts for the long-projected rail-

road that will open the Sombrerete,
Nieves and Chalchihuites mining dis-

tricts of this state. It will extend from
Cahitas, a station on the Mexican Cen-
tral, now one of the merger roads, to the

city of Durango, capital of the state of
that name. A total of 296 km. of track

will be laid. The town of Sombrerete
will be reached over a branch line 1 1 km.
long, its mountainous situation making
this necessary. The Compahia Bancaria
de Obras y Bienes Raices, which has
the contract for 170 km. out of Durango,
has already started work, and the Inter-

national Contracting Company, which
will build from Canitas to Sombrerete,
126 km., will soon commence construc-

tion. The line will also open the Nombre
de Dios and other mining districts of
Durango. The Zacatecas government has
agreed to a subsidy of 680,000 pesos for

the Zacatecas portion of the line, and the

Durango government will contribute

600,000 pesos for the Durango section.

The Robert S. Towne interests, which
have extensive holdings in the Zacatecas
districts that will be benefited, will also

contribute toward defraying the cost of

construction. The line will cost several

million pesos. The concessions for the

railroad were formerly held by the

Towne interests, and a company was
formed to build it. The financial de-

pression in the United States a few years

ago interfered with the plans, and some
time ago the concessions were taken

over by the government merger system.

Baja California

Compania Metalurgica de Baja Cali-

fornia—A 50-ton cyanide filtration plant

will be built at La Paz.

Chihuahua
Rio Plata—The cyanide plant treated

in January 2309 tons of tailings, contain-

ing 83,282 oz. of silver, of which 71,289

oz. were recovered. Expenses were

$11,659; operating profit, $23,520.

Los Angeles—A 30-ton cyanide plant

will be built. Stallforth & Hermano,
Parral, owners.

Galena—Extensive alterations are be-

ing made and new machinery will be in-

stalled at this Parral mine.

San Julian—An 80-ton mill is being

built.

San Toy—The payment of the initial

dividend of 1 per cent, is announced.

Guanajuato

Oro Grande—Regrinding equipment

has increased the capacity of the Guana-

juato Amalgamated plant to 500 tons

daily.

Tula—The new 20-stamp concentrating

and cyaniding plant is in commission.

Providencia—Of the 40 stamps, 20 are

in commission, and the remainder will

be dropping within a short time.

Nayal—This mine, owned by the Dwight
Furness Company, has been leased by
the Mexican Milling and Transportation

Company, which is operating the Nayal
custom mill.

Mineral Development—The Proprietary

Mines Company of America is financing

both the Providencia and Mineral De-
velopment.

San Mafias—The Mexican Milling and
Transportation Company, is building an
aerial tramway to dumps and opencuts
beyond the Sirena mine, a distance of
about 2 kilometers.

Guanajuato Consolidated—Due to a

scarcity of profitable ore, only 40 of the

80 stamps are dropping.

Jalisco

Carrizo Copper—During the last few
weeks the smeltery has been reducing 60
tons of o\; per day, producing 8 tons of
45 per cent, copper matte.

Mexico

Esperanza—Ore reserves Dec. 31 were
estimated at 367,363 metric tons, contain-
ing $1,408,618 in gold and silver; esti-

mated profits to be derived from treating
tailing dumps, $603,861.

SlNALOA

Mazatlan Copper and Gold Mining
Company—Gold ore has been struck on
this property near Tecoripa river.

Sonora

San Rosalia—Reorganization to pro-
vide development funds is planned.

Transvaal—Contracts for 5000 ft. of
drilling have been let.

Tamaulipas

It is rumored that the American
Smelting and Refining Company is to

erect a zinc smeltery at Nuevo Laredo.

Zacatecas

San Roberto—A concentrator is to be
built at this Zacatecas mine.

South America

Brazil

President Fonseca has signed a decree
granting two Brazilian capitalists a 25-

year concession for a 150,000-ton steel

plant in the State of Minas Geraes. with

a subvention of $3 per ton on ingots, $8
per ton on rails, plates and structural

material and $10 per ton on certain other

material. The Government is pledged
to take 50,000 tons annually, and it is

restricted from buying foreign-made ma-
terial unless the inspectors prove that the

material made at the new plant is in-

ferior. The holders of the concession
are exempted from duty on coal and coke
and will receive preferential rates on
the Government railroads.
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Coal Trade Review

York, March 1—The coal trade in

the East, both bituminous and anthracite,

continues quiet and without special fea-

tures.

In the West the conditions of over-

supply and low prices are still prevalent.

Some improvement in the demand for

coal is reported, but it has not yet

helped business to any great extent.

The attempt of the Indiana and Illinois

operators to get together in some way to

restric f production and stop the present

sacrifice of coal is being worked out.

This plan, with the help of some local

papers, is being expanded into a scheme

for a grand Western combine, as noted

on another page. There is little prob-

ability that it will be carried out, at any

rate, on the scale proposed.

Comparative Coal Rates—A statement

compiled by the Coal Committee of the

Pittsburg Chamber of Commerce gives

the rates per ton-mile on coal to Cleve-

land for Lake shipment as follows: From
Pittsburg district, 0.652c; Eastern Ohio,

0.639c; Fairmont. W. Va., 0.410c; Kana-

wha. 0.306c; New River. 0.281 to 0.306c

The rate from the Pittsburg district to

Chicago is 0.406c; from the Pocahontas

district. \V. Ya.. 0.320c per ton-mile.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal tonnage of Norfolk & Western

railway, seven months of fiscal year,

July 1—Jan. 31, short tons:

Com- Com-
i.-t. merclaL pany. Total.

6,433 '^ '' 15.263 7.058 908
r 998,001 --'77 4i'.s 1.275,469

r 9 785 l,.".i'.» Ts:j

-444.41 >1 93,1'61 637,562

J
4'.>7,.",i) 84,762 532,312

T"tal 9,296,595 1,407,439 10,704,034

compared with the corresponding

months' of 1909-10, there was an increase

of 1.4*2.327 tons, or 16.1 per cent.

Coal receipts at Boston in month of

January, reported by Chamber of Corn-

in long tons:

1910. 181L Changes
142,676 I. 5,697

!• - 91 (.401 824,553 I. 56,152

.-- I. 60,849

I 26,220 I. 1,881

431.2U rxi.u* I. 62,230

The foreign coal reported is nearly all

from Nova Scotia mines.

\- v York

h 1 Alternate spells of warm and

cold weather stem to have balanced

each other, so far as effect on i

mestic trade is concerned. The col

have been restrictini/ output a little;

while deal k. hoping

Current Prices of"

Metal. Minerals, Coal

and Stocks, Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

to have their stocks cleaned out before

the April discount comes on.

Schedule prices for domestic sizes are

S4.75 for lump, S5 for egg and stove and
$5.25 for chestnut, all f.o.b. New York
harbor. For steam sizes current quota-

tions show a little more variation, and

may be given at $3ro3.25 for pea; $2.25

(it 2.75 for buckwheat; $1.75ro2.20 for

buckwheat No. 2 or rice; $1.35<§ 1.65 for

barley; all according to quality, f.o.b.

New York harbor. The lower figures are

usually for individual and washery eoals.

Bituminous

The seaboard soft-coal trade does not

yet begin to show the anticipated im-

provement, though general business is

improving. Both harbor and coastwise

buying is slow, and there is a disposi-

tion to dicker and shop around for cheap

coal.

Prices are nominally about the same.

Gas coals bring $1(§ 1.10 at mine for -}i-

in., 95c.ro $1 for run-of-mine, and 70c
for slack. Fair steam coals can be had
for $2.60, f.o.b. New York harbor, lower

grades down to $2,356/2.45, with better

coals up to $2.80 fa 2.90. There seems to

be a surplus of coal at tide, and offers of

such coal at low prices to avoid charges

hold the market down. The New River

people have been keeping down produc-

tion and shipments, and low-priced West
Virginia coals are less in evidence. Car
supply and transportation are good.

There is some talk about yearly con-

tracts, but little has been done yet, ex-

cept in a few high-grade coals which

have a special market.

In the coastwise trade larger vessels

are plenty, but small boats are rather

scarce. Tonnage can be had on a basis

of 7fKo80c from Philadelphia to Bos-

ton; 5Vo05c from New York to points

rround the Cape. Rates are generally

firm.

Birmingham

Feb. 27 The coal trade is still active

though not quite as active as it was last

year. The shipments of coal from this

district to New Orleans are still steady

and in good quantity. Contracts are un-
der consideration for coal to go to othei

Southern ports.

Development is going on in various

parts of the district and during the com-
ing summer it is figured there will be a

least three or four large mines openec
for operation.

The chief State mine inspector report;

that figures on the output during 19l(

are in hand already to show a total pro
duction of nearly 16,000,000 tons in Ala
bama.

The coke production is fairly stead;

with a good demand.

Chicago

Feb. 28—A spurt of cold weathe

brought about a little better business, bu

it has only lasted a few days, and th<

effects will soon pass. Steam coal i;

about the same, with demand for screen

ings much better than for lump. Tht

shipments to this market are still to<

large.

Illinois and Indiana coals bring %2(ii

2.40 for lump, $1.60rt?1.80 for run-of

mine and $1.50^1.80 for screenings

Smokeless holds at about the same prict

as last week, receipts being moderate
and Hocking is $3tf?3.15. There is ven
little doing in anthracite.

The talk about a big combination o

mines in the West is making quite ;

stir, but the plan is not considered prac

ticable, for many reasons.

Cleveland

Feb. 27—Trade is improving, as tht

demand for steam coal is growing better

Domestic trade has been started up ;

little by cold weather, but this is prob

ably only a temporary spurt. At any

rate, more coal is moving, and stock;

have been reduced. Prices are unchanged
but are more firmly held.

Indianapolis

Feb. 27—As a result of a conferenct

between the Indiana and the Illinois coa

operators, a committee has been ap'

pointed to consider methods by which :

more stable market may be maintainec

for the sale of coal in the cities, espe-

cially Chicago, which takes over 50 pe

cent, of the output of the Indiana anc

Illinois mines. This committee is com

posed of seven Indiana and 18 Illinoi;

operators. The discussion at the con

ference touched on every possible mean;

of remedying the conditions that have re

cently demoralized the market. It was

agreed that a pool agreement or a sales

agency scheme would likely bring prose

cutions under the law and an effort wil
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be made to get the laws amended. Some
years ago eight or 10 Indiana operators

were prosecuted for adopting a sales-

' agency scheme, and they are now wary

about any pooling arrangement.

Operators say they are tired of being

held up by the middlemen, who do not

produce or consume coal. How to get

rid of the middlemen was a difficult pro-

j

position. Within the last few years these

so called coal dealers have become num-
1 erous; many of them have become pur-

chasing agents for large consumers, and

i
have given the operators to understand

that they must be taken into account in

any deal for the sale of coal. These mid-

dlemen have no yards, nor any arrange-

ment to handle coal, but collect their

commission on the sales, the operator

shipping the coal direct to the consumer.

The operators figure that, between the

miner and the consumers, there are a

number of useless costs, not to speak

of the loss in transit.

Pittsburg

Feb. 28—The railroads under date of

Feb. 27 have issued a new tariff, effective

March 29, on coal from Group 1, the

Pittsburg district, and Group 2, prac-

tically the Connellsville district, to Lake

Erie ports. This replaces a tariff re-

cently filed, and disapproved by the In-

terstate Commerce Commission. It leaves

: the rates unchanged on coal for vessel

cargoes, at 88c. and SI respectively, and

also the rates on commercial coal, for

consumption at ports, SI and Si. 15. but

it transfers from the first category to the

second coal used for Lake vessel fuel,

thus making an increase of 12c. in the

rate on coal used by the vessels.

On Feb. 25, the Interstate Commerce
Commission suspended the increases

scheduled for Mar. 15, until Sept. 15,

in rates from West Virginia and Kentucky
fields to the lake, so that for the coming
season rates on coal for the Lake trade

will be the same as formerly. Under
• pressure from the Ohio operators the

railroads had been induced to advance
their rates from the more distant fields.

Since the advances were determined up-

on, however, the agitation was started

for a lower rate from the Pittsburg dis-

trict, on the plea that there was strong

discrimination in favor of the West
Virginia and Kentucky fields, having re-

gard to rates per ton-mile, and this put
the railroads on the defensive, so that

there is reason to suspect that had the

Interstate Commerce Commission not

suspended these increases the railroads

would have withdrawn them, in order to

have a free hand to combat the agita-

tion for a modification of the differentials

between Pittsburg and the more distant

fields.

The local coal market continues slug-
gish, with mines running part time and
prices unsatisfactory. We quote as ap-
proximately the market: Mine-run and

nut, SI; 24-in., Si. 10; U4-in., $1.20;
slack, 82y>«i85c. per ton at mines.

Some coal is expected to go down the

river on the present rise, but shippers

are hampered by the fact that most of the

steamboats are down the river. There is

nearly 5,000,000 bu. of coal in the harbor.

Connellsville Coke—The Republic Iron

and Steel Company has bought 10,000
tons of furnace coke for March at SI. 60,
ovens, and 10,000 tons a month March to

December, inclusive, at between $1.70
and SI.75. This practically covers the

company on the coke it requires from
the outside, its own production supply-
ing the major part of its consumption,
while it bought some coke for this year
last December. The coke market has
continued to gain in strength, with prices

for both prompt and forward already
higher, and only a little coke available

at present prices for the balance of this

half year. There is plenty more coke
capacity, but those who control it would
hold out for considerably higher than
ruling prices. We quote the market as
follows: Prompt furnace, $1.55@1.60;
contracts to July 1, $1.60<?/ 1.65; sec-

ond-half contracts, $1.80@2; prompt
foundry, $2© 2. 10; contract, S2.25rr/2.50

at ovens.

The Courier reports the production in

the Connellsville and lower Connells-
ville region in the week ended Feb. 18

at 322,765 tons, a decrease of 600 tons,

and shipments at 3835 cars to Pittsburg,

5568 cars to points West and 699 cars

to points East, a total of 10,102 cars.

St. Louis

Feb. 27—The market for the past week
has shown a slight improvement in ton-

nage, owing to the cold weather. Of
course, a spasmodic flurry of this kind
does very little to improve the demand
for coal. Wholesalers did not feel the

slightest impetus, though retailers report

the little spurt helped them to reduce
their supply on hand.

The demand for steam coals, especially

screenings, has been very good. Never
in recent years have the prices of screen-

ings, mine-run and lump been so nearly
the same as they are at present. In the

Standard group, mine-run and screenings
are selling for identically the same.
Standard lump is only bringing about 5c.

per ton more while steam nut, which is

very scarce, is bringing more than any
other size, bringing about 15c. per ton

more than mine-run and 10c. per ton

more than lump. This situation has been
brought about by the large increase in

number of automatic stokers and by light

demand on domestic lump. The day when
all the profit was made out of the lump
by selling it to dealers and the screen-
ing were practically given away to steam
plants is a thing of the past; in fact, if

the present tendency continues it looks

very much as if the shoe would be on
the other foot.

Anthracite—Owing to the fact that the
weather has been so warm, all jobbers of
anthracite have stopped their shipments;
it is now too late to order any coal from
the mines on the old circular and there

is very little coal in transit. The supply
of anthracite is light and grate size is

very short.

FOREIGN- COAL-TRADE

Belgian Coal Trade—Imports and ex-
ports of fuel in Belgium, year ended Dec.
31, metric tons:

Imports. Exports. Excess.
Coal 0,444, 4:i7 4,961,346 Imp. 1,483,091
Coke 499,575 1.04:4.434 Exp.
Briquets 277,j7r> 545,546 Exp. 268,270

Total 7,221,287 6,550,325 Imp. 670,963
Total, 190'J.... 6,337,770 6,651,090 Exp. 313,320

The principal trade, both imports and
exports, is with Germany and France.

French Coal Production—Output of

the Nord and Pas-du-Calais districts in

France, year ended Dec. 31, metric tons:

1909. 1910. Changes.
Nord 7,219,452 7,353,933 I. 134,481
Pas-du-Calais 19,298,791 19,840,143 I. .->41,:s:,2

Total coal 20,518,243 27,194,070 I. 675,833
Coke made 1,947,2:17 2,109,692 I. 162.656
Briquets made... 1,505,803 1,630,193 I. 124,:f90

These two districts produce about 80
per cent, of the coal mined in France.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,

Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on Feb. 18, as follows:

Best Welsh steam coal, S4.26; seconds,

$4.08; thirds, $3.90; dry coal, $3.96; best

Monmouthshire, $3.84; seconds, $3.66;
best small steam coal, $2.34; seconds,

$2.10. All prices are per long ton, f.o.b.

shipping port, cash in 30 days less 2 l/2
per cent, discount.

m IRON TRADE-REVIEW 2
New York, March 1—The decision in

the railroad-rate cases, which has been
held out as a probable turning point in

the iron markets, has at last been
rendered and it is adverse to the com-
panies. As with many other anticipated

events, it does not appear to have had
more than a sentimental effect. There
has been no cancelation of orders and no
special change in the volume of new
business. As a matter of fact, it looks

as if the railroads would go on buying
needed equipment and material for re-

pairs about as they have been doing for

some time past. At the same time it

must be remembered that railroad con-

sumption of iron and steel, while large

and important, is no longer the con-

trolling factor in the trade which it once
was—and which Wall Street seems to

think it still is. The building industries,

into which iron and steel now enter so

largely, have taken the first place for

some time past.

Generally speaking, trade has been
fair, though new orders have been a lit-

tle below the level of the first part of
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February. There is a continued run of

new business, however, and in some

branches mills are drawing up nearer to

their capacity than they have been for

some time past. Export trade is re-

ported active in several branches. It is

that foreign orders have recently

been placed for 60.000 tons of rails, be-

- rial.

Buying of foundry pig iron has been

rather quiet in Eastern territory. Sec-

ond-half business is still held up by dif-

ferences over price, though there have

been a number of inquiries. Southern

makers are pushing for business for sec-

ond quarter, but are not keen about tak-

. jond-half contracts just yet. For

good demand is reported in

the Central West.

In finished material there continues

a good demand for bars, sheets,

wire and tinplates. Quite a number
of small structural orders are coming,

and some larger ones are under negotia-

tion as spring approaches. The Chicago

& N rthwestern company has placed

orders for 40.000 tons of rails, and

smaller orders amount to 20,000 tons

more for the week. The spring jobbing

trade in the smaller building materials

is reported to be opening up well.

Iron Ore Imports—The Cleveland Iron

Trade Review reports that arrangements

have been completed for bringing to this

country about 250.000 tons of Spanish

ore, practically all representing new sales

just closed.

Baltimore

Feb. 28—Imports for the week in-

cluded 910 tons manganese ore from Ant-

casks manganese ore from

Hamburg; 18,700 tons iron ore from

Cuba.

Birmingham

Feb. 27—While more pig iron was sold

during the month of February than fn

January the quotations have been weak;

$11 per ton. No. 2 foundry, being the

top price for iron in the South, so far

as delivery during the first half of the

year is concerned and where special an-

alysis iron is not required. Some sales

:d to have been made under $11.

The buying in the Southern territory was
- in various parts of tne

country, mostly cast-iron pipe makers.

There are still Inquiries for iron in hand

?nd one or two companies are scid now
out of the m far as iron

for delivery' during half of the

year is concerned.

The tuation shows improve-

ment again. At both the Ensley plant of

the Tei

den plant of the Southern company, ad-

ditional open-hcarth furnaces have been

n recently. Tl iy de-

mand for rods, wire and nail

as for fabrica*

Chicago

Feb. 2S—The decision against the rail-

roads in the rate cases seems to have

affected the market only for a day or

two. The buying of pig iron continues

to increase. Inquiries for second-half

iron still come in, but there is the

same trouble about prices, and business

has been limited to second-quarter de-

liveries for the most part. Nominal quo-

tations are still $16 for Northern No. 2

and $11 Birmingham—$15.35 Chicago

—

for Southern. There are some sales

above and below these points. For sec-

ond-half at least 50c. more is asked, but

not yet conceded. The tendency is up-

ward, however.

Sales of iron and steel products are

moderate, but the tendency is to increase.

Coke is weak at $4.70 for Connellsville.

Cleveland

Feb. 27—The Pittsburg Steamship

Company has bought the three new boats

lately built for the Western Transporta-

tion Company. These vessels cost about

$600,000 each; they are 606 ft. long and
can carry 13,500 tons of coal or 12,000

tons of iron ore. The three will add

about 750,000 tons of ore in a season to

the carrying capacity of the Steel Cor-

poration fleet.

Pig Iron—Interest centers in inquiries

for second-half deliveries. Buyers and

sellers are still far apart on these; fur-

naces are reluctant to quote on them.

Current and second-quarter business is

fair. Prices for Cleveland delivery are

$15.90 for bessemer, $14.40 for basic,

$14.25 for No. 2 foundry, and S17.50 for

Lake Superior charcoal.

Finished Material—Quite a business

has been done in bars, small structural

orders, and small material, such as

spikes, bolts and nails.

Philadelphia

March 1—An interesting feature of the

pig-iron market this week is the receipt

of some inquiries and a few actual or-

ders, which have been accepted for the

delivery of foundry grades of pig iron

for the third quarter of the year. As a

result of vigorous efforts of a few South-

ern makers considerable Southern iron

has been sold in this and farther Eastern

territory for delivery up to the end of

June. These large sales have hardened

Southern quotations and have reflexly fa-

vored Pennsylvania irons. Elements of

weakness have disappeared within a few

days, though but few large transactions

have been closed. Western advices,

which show large sales, have also

Mrencthened the tone of the market in

ist. Unusual activity has devel-

oped in pipe iron and the latest quota-

tions show a nominal advance of $25,

Porge irons remain where they were;

demand is dull and but few inquiries are

received. Basic iron is doing better in

small lots. While no changes have been

made in quotations, it is doubtful even
now whether makers would accept large

orders at prices made within two weeks.

Billets—The movement in billets dur-

ing the week has been the first sign of a

general improvement. The demand for

open-hearth is indicated in a number of

inquiries from large consumers. Nearly

all users of forging billets have sounded
the market within a few days.

Bars—Nothing is likely to happen to

improve bar-iron quotations, because of

the large idle capacity and the long op-

tions which several mill owners have ex-

tended to large consumers.

Sheets—The sheet mills are unable to

show much improvement in local de-

mand, but expect to close some good-
sized orders in New England. Building

demands are under consideration for cor-

rugated.

Pipes and Tubes—Cast pipe is quite

active. Merchant pipe continues dull and

stocks are ample for current distribution.

Plates—Shipbuilding inquiries and or-

ders have helped to improve the market
and an increase in small local orders for

construction purposes is noted. Buying
is restricted to early deliveries.

Structural Material—Construction re-

quirements in some of the large Eastern

cities are the events of the week. Local

transactions will be closed within a few

days for something like 3000 tons. The
outlook for structural is better than for

some months. Manufacturers assert the

lowest shadings made a few weeks ago

are now withdrawn.

Scrap—The improvement in the scrap

market continues and the cheaper

grades are now sharing in it. Heavy
melting steel continues to move as fast

as it can be had. Railroad scrap is be-

ing held a little higher by owners, but

it is wanted and it will bring the price

asked for.

Pittsburg:

Feb. 28—The sweeping decision of the

Interstate Commerce Commission against

the railroads in the "advanced rate

cases," handed down Feb. 23, has given

the iron and steel market a chill, inas-

much as a compromise was expected, giv-

ing the railroads a portion, perhaps half,

of the advances they asked for. Being

disappointed in its expectations, the iron

trade can see no good in the decision, and

the current talk is of further curtailment

in purchases by the railroads. This at-

titude is the creation of the railroads by

their 10 months' campaign of publicity in

favor of the advances, and dispassionate

analysis of the situation will in all prob-

ability lead the trade ultimately to take

a more cheerful view of the situation.

Total bookings of finished steel pro-

lucts by steel companies in February will

slightly exceed those for January. The
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average rate in February has been slight-

ly less than in the closing days of Jan-

uary, but bookings were very light in the

fore part of January. Production has

been at a much greater rate, and the

gain in unfilled orders of the Steel Cor-

poration in February will on this ac-

count undoubtedly prove to be much less

than that of 436,162 tons shown for Jan-

uary. Most of the prominent independ-

ent steel companies are running at from

70 to 85 per cent, of their capacity, while

the Steel Corporation is operating at

about 65 per cent, of its finishing ca-

pacity.

Prices of finished steel products are

stationary. There is no shading of con-

sequence, but since the freight rate de-

cision nothing is heard of the previously

rumored advances in wire products and

pipe.

Pig Iron—The movement in basic pig

iron appears to be about over. Including

sales reported in the past two reports,

there has been a total of about 35,000

tons moved, including one block of 5000

tens sold to an Ohio river consumer and

another block of 10,000 tons to an Al-

legheny river consumer, both by a steel

works interest on the Ohio which does

not sell regularly. Practically all the

remainder of the basic iron sold was by

middlemen. The movement started by

the merchant furnaces marking up their

prices to a minimum of $14, Valley, giv-

ing the market to the outsiders, who sold

at constantly advancing prices up to

$13.75, Valley. The market is now quot-

able at $13.75, Valley, on the basis of

the last sale, and at $14, Valley, on the

basis of the minimum asking price of

furnaces. There is still iron in the hands

of middlemen, who will name a close

price only on a likely looking inquiry,

and as the consumers are well covered

for the immediate future the market is

not promising much activity for a few

weeks. A sale of 1000 tons of bessemer

has been made at $15, Valley, the regu-

lar price. Foundry iron continues the

strength reported last week, and is quot-

able at $14, furnace. A sale of 3000 tons

of malleable is reported, and another

•sale of 200 tons, the latter at $13.75,

Valley.

1 Ferromanganese—The market is very

quiet, and continues quotable at $37.50

for prompt and $38 for forward delivery,

F.o.b. Baltimore, freight to Pittsburg be-

ng $1.95 per ton.

Steel—Deliveries of billets and sheet

)ars are good on contracts, and prices

ire firm, with several producers out of

he market entirely at the regular market
;igures, which remain at $23 for billets

'md $24 for sheet bars, Pittsburg or

'oungstown. Rods are $29, Pittsburg.

Sheets—There has been a slight gain
n activity in the sheet market, and mill

iperations average between 60 and 65
>er cent, of the total capacity. Prices

are well held at 2.20c. for black, 3.20c.

for galvanized, 1.65c. for blue annealed,

10 gage, $1.55 for painted corrugated

and $2.75 for galvanized corrugated.

St. Louis

Feb. 27—The pig-iron market shows a

fair volume of business. There have been
some good inquiries for Northern iron,

though Southern iron, which forms the

bulk of the trade, is dragging. The price

of $11 per ton, f.o.b. Birmingham or

$14.75 per ton, f.o.b. St. Louis, still pre-

vails.

S FOREIGN IRON TRADE a
Canadian Pig Iron—Pig iron produc-

tion in Canada for the full year is re-

ported by the American Iron and Steel

Association as below, in long tons:

1909. 1910. Changes.6
Foundry and forge.. 149,580 153,626 I. 4,04
Bessomer 169,545 221,494 I. 51, 94^
Basic 357,965 365,090 I. 7,125

Total 677.090 740,210 I. 63,120

The production in 1910 was the largest

on record. There were in Canada at the

close of 1910 a total of 17 furnaces, 13

using coke and 4 charcoal. Two new
coke furnaces were under construction.

In 1910 the Canadian furnaces con-

sumed 1,355,057 tons of iron ore and

98,853 tons of mill cinder, scale, etc.,

in the manufacture of pig iron. They also

consumed 510,650 tons of limestone for

fluxing purposes. Of the total production

in 1910, there -were 724,174 tons made
with coke and 16,036 with charcoal.

§ METAL- MARKETS Q
New York, March 1—The metal mar-

kts generally have been inclined to quiet,

and few changes are reported. The

speculation in tin continues.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

UNITED STATES GOLD AM) SIl.VKK MOVEMENT

Metal.
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eek were 2,170,500 lb. zinc ore, 88,000

). lead ore and 319,300 lb. sulphur ore.

hipped to concentrating plants, 1,939,-

30 lb. zinc ore.

Joplin, Mo., Feb. 25—The highest price

aid for zinc-sulphide ore was S46, the

ssay base ranging from S39 to $43 per

»n of 60 per cent, zinc, except fines,

Ihich sold as low as S37 base. Zinc

Jicate sold at $20(§23 per ton of 40

;r cent. zinc. The average price, all

-ades of zinc, was $39.80; the scale

ise was $41.77. Lead ore opened the

eek at $54, followed by offerings of

;4.50. $55 and $55.50 per ton, with un-

mfirmed rumors of $56. The average

ice, all grades of lead, was $54.84, the

ilk of the shipment selling at $55tf/ 55.50

it ton.

Purchasing agents were busy early this

eek loading out late purchases of zinc

e last week, and, although the base

ice was strong and higher buying was

nited, offerings by producers were

ronger than the purchases. A firm

elter market should keep zinc ore

ong at present prices, and will, unless

effort is made by holders to unload a

antity upon the market. The stock in

5 bins is approximately 10,000 tons, the

eater part of which has been and is

ing held by strong companies for the

SHIPMENTS. WEEK ENDED FEB. 2"..

Zinc lh.
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for he has now come out with a mani-

that the consolidation of the

la, Ahmeek, Seneca. Isle Royale

and Tamarack with the Calumet would

be a grave mistake. All in all it now

looks as if the merger plan would not

go through. Calumet people themselves

tat it would be acceptable to form

a hold >any and increase the num-

ber o: .vend the amount allowed

by y statutes.

Sentiment continues optimistic regard-

ing copper shares although there is little

~e from the public.

The Curb has brought out no features

during the week. The advent of Boston

men on the board of directors of the

Daly West Company is pleasing to hold-

ers in this community.

TIN AT NEW YORK SAX FRANCISCO. Tel).

\ xxi • - infills

Oompani

,
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The Minind Index
3

This index is a convenient reference to the
current literature <>f mining and metallurgy
published in all of t lie important periodicals
of the world. Wo will furnish a copy of any
article (if in print), in the original language,
for the price quoted. Where no price is

quoted, the cost is unknown. inasmuch as
the papers must he ordered from the pub-

i Ushers, there will be some delay for foreign
papers. Remittance must be sent with order.
Coupons are furnished at the following prices :

! 20c. each, six for .$1, 33 for $5, and lot) for
si". When remittances are made in even
dollars, we will return the excess over an
order in coupons, if so requested.

COAL, AXD COKE
14.009—ACCIDENTS—Fatal Accidents in

idiff District. F. J. Trump. (Iron and
Coal Tr. Rev., Jan. 13, 1911; 1 y2 pp.) Taper
before Nat. Assn. of Colliery Managers. 40c.

14,610—ALASKA COAL and Its Utiliza-

tion. Alfred II. Brooks. (I". S. Geol. Sur-
Bull. 442-A, 1910; 52% pp.)

14,011—ALBERTA—The Edmonton Coal
Field, Alberta. D. B. Dowling. (Canada
Kept, of Mines, Memoir No. 8-E, 1910; 59
pp., illus.)

14.012 — CLASSIFICATION— Commercial
Classification of Fuels. (Mines and Min-
erals. Feb., 1911; 2 pp.) Abstract of It. E.
Kightmire's paper before the West Virginia
Min. Inst., Dec, 1910. 20c.

14.013—COKE—A New By-Product Coking
Plant of Woodward Iron Company. (Iron
Tr. Rev., Jan. 5, 1911; 6^ pp., illus.) 20c.

14. fil4—COKE-OVEN GAS—Captage des
Gaz donnas pendant le Chargcment et le

Regalage des Fours a Coke. Adrien Say.
(Bull, de la Soc. de l'Ind. Min., Aug., 1910;
6 pp.. illus.) Describes apparatus for avoid-
ing the loss of gas that usually occurs during
charging and emptying of coke ovens.

14,615 — DRAINAGE — An Experience in
Draining a Flooded Goaf. J. R. Wilkinson.
(Iron and Coal Tr. Rev., Jan. 6. 1911: 3V4
pp., illus.) Paper before Nat. Assn. of Col-
liery Managers. 40c.

14,010—DRYING—Neuere Verfahren nnd
Einrichtungen auf dem Gebiete der Kohle-

, trocknung. Jordan. (Gliickauf, Dec. 17,
1910, •">'/•> pp., illus.) Conclusion of article
previously indexed. 4()c.

14,617—DUST—Abstract of the Reports on
the French Coal-Dust Experiments, at the
Lievin Experimental Station, 1907-10. J.

Taffanel. (Colliery Guardian Co., Ltd., Lon-
|
don, 1910: 82 pp., illus., 7 pis.)

14,618—ELECTRIC LIGHTING—The In-
stallation of Electric Lighting in Collieries.
P, I>. Coates. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev., Jan.
0. 1911 ; % p., illus.) 40c.

14.019—ELECTRICITY in New South
Wales Collieries. E. Kilburn Scott. (Iron
nnd Coal Tr. Rev., Jan. 13, 1911; 2 pp.,
illus. i Paper before Assn. of Min. Elec.
Bsgrs. 40c.

14,620—EXPLOSION—The Bellevue Ex-
plosion, Alberta. James Ashworth. (Mines
and Minerals, Feb., 1911; 2 pp., illus.) 40c.

14.021—EXPLOSIONS—Die Bildung des
Kohlenoxydes beim Grubenbrande und die Ex-
plosion von Grubenbrandgasen. Knochen-
hauer. (Zeit. des Ohers. B.- u. II. Ver., Dec,
1910; 5 pp.) Review of experiments and
discussion of the danger of explosions of gas
produced in coal-mine fires.

1 1.(122 — FIRES— Coal-Mine Fires and
Spontaneous Combustion. Arthur Lakes.
(Illn. Sci., Dec. 29, 1910; 1% PP-) Reflec-
tions concerning recent disasters in Colo-
rado: absorption of oxygen from the air by
weathered outcrops may cause ignition. 20c.

14..;-3_GAS—The Safety Lamp as a Gas
Detector. Geo. H. Winstanlev. (Iron and
Coal Tr. Rev., Feb. 10, 1911; 1 y2 pp., illus.)
40c.

14.024—HAULAGE—Model Coal Mine at
Marianna. A. C. Beeson and Flovd W. Par-
dons. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. IS, 1911

;

I pp.. illus.) Fifth of a series of articles de-
scribing methods and equipment at Marianna.
->0c.

14.625—LIGNITE MINING — Loffelbagger
mr Braunkohlengewinnung. Macco. (Gliick-
inf, Jan. 21, 1911; 3 pp., illus.) 40e.

.14.020—LOW-GRADE FUEL—Ausnutzung
nlndorwertiger Brennstoffe auf Zechen des
"berbergamtshezirks Dortmund. O. Biitowmd B. Dohbelstein. (Gliickauf Nov. 5 and
12. 1910; 314 pp., illus.) Continuation of
irtlcle previously indexed. 00c.

14.627—MINING METHODS Model Coal
-Ji

9
,
al Mai 'anna, Penn. A. C. Beeson and

lovd W. Parsons. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,

A Classified Biblio-

graphy of the Current

Literature of Mining

and Metallurgy

Feb. 11, 1911; 3% pp., illus.) Fourth of a
series of articles describing equipment and
methods. 20c.

1 1,628—PENNSYLVANIA—Geologic Atlas
of the United States, Johnstown Folio.
By W. C. Phalen. (U. S. Geol. Surv., 1910.)
40c

14,629 — PENNSYLVANIA — Model Coal
Mine at Marianna. A. C. Beeson and Floyd
W. Larsons. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan.
28, Feb. 4, 11 and IS, 1911; 14 pp., illus.

i

Details of ventilation, power plant, coking
operations, timekeeping, mining methods, coal
haulage, etc. 00c.

14,630—POWER PLANT—Colliery Tower
Plant. John Burns. (Coll. Guardian, Feb.
10, 1911; 72 pp., illus.) Paper before So.
Staffordshire Inst, of Min. Engrs. 40c.

14,631—SURVEYING—Coal-Mine Survey-
ing and Engineering. (Eng. News, Feb. 9,
1911 : 1 p.) Abstract of report on Committee
on Mining of Indiana Eng. Soc. 20c
14,032—TRANSPORTATION— Coal Mine

Transportation. (Mines and Minerals, Feb.,
1911 : 1% pp., illus.) 20c.

14.033—UTAH—Consolidated Fuel Com-
pany, Utah. R. J. Turner. (Mines and Min-
erals, Feb., 1911; 2 pp., illus.) 20c

14,034—VENTILATION—Model Coal Mine
at Marianna, Penn. A. C. Beeson and Floyd
W. Parsons. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 28,
1911: 4% pp., illus.) Second of a series of
articles describing equipment and methods.
20c.

14,635—WASHING—Coal Washing. Sher-
wood Hunter. (Coll. Guardian, Feb. 10,
1911; % p.) Paper before Cleveland Insti-
tution of Engineers. 40c

COPPER
14,636—ALASKA—Bonanza Copper Mine,

Alaska. U. H. Wilhelm. (Mines and Min-
erals, Feb., 1911; % p., illus. by map.) 40c.

14.037—ARIZONA—Copper Creek Basin,
Arizona. Edwin Higgins. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Feb. 4, 1911; 3*4 pp., illus.) 20c.

14.038 — ARIZONA— The Clifton-Morenei
District of Arizona.—III. William L. To-
vote. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. 14, 1911;
3% pp., illus.) 20c
14,039—ASSAY—Notes on the Matte As-

say. L. J. Wilmoth. (Journ. Chem., Met.
and Min. Soc. of South Africa, Dec, 1910;
1% pp.) 60c.

14,040—ASSAY—The Determination of Ar-
senic and Antimony in Copper. G. L. Heath.
(Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Feb., 1911 ;

4Vi PP.) 80c
14.041 — BLAST-FURNACE PRACTICE—

Copper Blast-Furuace Tops. N. II. Emmons.
(Bull. A. I. M. E., Feb., 1911; 15% pp.,
illus.)

14.042—CALIFORNIA—Copper Mining in
Death Vallev. G. Chester Brown. (Salt Lake
Min. Rev., .Tan. 30, 1911; % p., illus.) 20c.

14.043—CANADA—Expansion of Canada's
Nickel-Conper Industry. Alex. Gray. I Min.
Journ.. Jan. 28. 1911'; 2 pp.) 40c

14.044- CONCENTRATOR of the Utah
Copper Company. Glenn Anderson. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. Feb. 4. 1911 : 1 p.) Re-
marks on a previous article by C. T. Rice. 20c

14 045—COST OF COPPER—Costo de pro-
duccion del eobre en Chile. (Boletin de la
Soc. Nac. de Mineria. July-Aug.. 1910; 14
po.) Abstracted from official publication, re-

viewing the cost of the several stages in pro-
ducing copper in Chile.

14.040—JAPAN—Copper Mining in Japan.
Ernest A. TTeber. (Min. Journ.. Feb. 4. 1911 :

2', pp.) 40c.

14.047—LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER DIS-
TRICT in 1910. R. II. Maurer. (Min. and
Sci. Press. Jan. 7. 1911: % p.) 40c.

14,648—LEACHING Applied to Copper

Ore. W. L. Austin. (Mines and M
Jan.. 1911 ;

:'> pp.) Fourth article reviewing
results accomplished, with special reference
to the use of ferric chloride. ^ipc.

I 1,649 MATTE LADLE - Double Trun-
nion Matte Ladle. Charles F. Shell, v.

i
Eng.

aiul Min. Journ., Jan. 28, 1911; \- p., illus.)

20c.

14,650— METALLURGY— Review of the
Metallurgy of Copper in 1910. I.. S. Austin.
(Met. and Chem. Eng., Jan., 1911; 2!_> pp.)
40c.

14,051—PYRITIC SMELTING—La fundi-
cion pliitlca en Carrizal y Maltenes, chile.
F. A. Sundt. (Bole! in de la Soc. N'ac. de
Mineria, Feb-Mar., 1910; 2 pp.) Slates the
practice at two Chilean smelteries.

14,052 — REFINING — Electrolytic Copper
Refining. II. Schroder. (Aust, Min. Stand.,
Dec. lis and Jan. 4, 1911: 2% pp.) First and
second articles in series dealing with purifica-
tion of electrolytes. 80C

14,653—SMELTING—Improvements in Sil-

ver-Lead and Copper Smelling. II. L. S.

Austin. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. 28, 1911;
2V2 pp.)

GOLD AND SILVER

14.r,r,4 — BRAZIL — Mining Conditions in
Rio Grande Do Sul, Brazil. R. S. Botsford.
I Mex. Min. Journ., Feb., 1911; 1

'/2 PP-J 20c.

16,655—CALIFORNIA—The Nevada City
Mining District, California. A. II. Martin.
(Min. Sci., Feb. 9, 1911; 4 pp., illus.) Early
history of gold mining and a survey of the
principal productive areas of the present
time. 20c.

14,656—COBALT—Review of Mining in
Cobalt during 1910. (Can. Min. Journ., Jan.
15, 1911 ; 4 pp., illus.) 20c

14.057—COBALT—Summary of Work Done
at Nipissing and La Rose for 1910. R. I!.

Watson. (Can. Min. Journ., Jan. 15, 1911;
1 p.) 20c.

1 1.058 — COLORADO— Gold Deposits of
San Juan, Colo. W. C. Prosser. (Mines and
Minerals, Jan., 1911; 2 '/> PP-i Illus.) 20c.

14,059—COLORADO—Mining in the San
Juan.— IV. William II. Storms. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Feb. 11, 1911; 2% pp.. illus.)
20c.

14,660 -CYANIDE PLANT of the Com-
pania Minera de los Reyes, S. A., Constructed
of Masonry. John II. Eggers, Jr. (Pacific
Miner, Jan., 1911; 3 V-> pp., illus.) 20c.

14.001—CYANIDE TREATMENT of Con-
centrates. A. B. Parsons. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Feb. 18, 1911; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

14,002—CYANIDING—An Improved Zinc-
Dust Feeder. Claude T. Rice. I Eng. and
Min. Journ., Feb. 18, 1911; 1 y, pp., illus.)

20c
14.003—CYANIDING—Mechanical and Air

Agitation for Slime Treatment. A. W. War-
wick. (Min. Wld., Jan. 28, 1911; 2 pp.,
illus.)

14.004- -CYANIDING—Notes on Precipita-
tion. F. D. Phillips. (Journ. Chem. Met.
and Min. Soc. of South Africa. Dec. 1910;
1 p. I Author's reply to discussion. OOe.

14.005 -CYANIDING—Progress in Cyanid-
ing during 1910. K. W. Gordon. (Met. and
Chem. Eng.. Jan., 1911: 1', pp.) 40c

14.000 - CYANIDING — Recent Cyanide
Practice at the Montezuma. Costa Rica. S. F.
Shaw. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. 28, 1911:
2 pp., illus.) 20c.

14,667—CYANIDING—The Nabl Intermit-
tent Slime Decanter Arthur C. Nabl. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Feb. 11, 1911; 1 p., illus.)
2( le.

14.668—DREDGE—Tyne No. 1 of the New
Era Cold Dredge. E. S. Bennett. (Min. Wld..
Jan. 28, 1911 : 1% pp., illus.) 20c

14,669 DREDGING — Gold Dredging in
French Guiana. Leon Delvaux. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Feb. 11, 191 1 : 2C pp.. illus.)
20c.

14.070—DREDGING—New Klondike Dredge
of the Canadian Klondike Mining Company.
Guy A. II. Lewington. (Min. and Sci. Press,
Jan. 7, 1911 ; 2% pp., illus.) Inc.

14.071—HYDRAULIC MINING -Losses in
Hydraulic Mining. Chas. S. Haley. (Min.
and Sci. Press. Jan. 21. 1911: 1% pp.) 20c.

1 1.072 JAPAN Go'd and Silver Mining
in Janan. Ernest A. llciier. (Min. Journ..
Jan. 21. 1911 : 1 p.) 40c.

14.073 — MADAGASCAR — Los Gisements
Auriferes du Nord de Madagascar. Antoine
Merle. fAnn. des Mines. May, 1910; 34 pp.,
illus. i Describes the eeologv and the
rence of gold in northern Madagascar.
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- Gold Placers of the
k. (Min. Journ., Feu.

n. 191
Propertj Map of

Ontario. (Eng. and
28, 1911; 1 p.) 20c.

XSLAND- The oaks and
ge Goldflelds. 1. ( I.

Min. Journ., Jan.

14. 191 1 : l" pp.. Illus.)

\ Notes on the Rand
g and Min. Journ.,

ill ; :: pp.) 20c.

SILVER PRICES The Course of

1910 s Montagu & Co. (Eng. and
:. 28, 1911 : 3 pp.) 20c.

14 685 TRANSVAAL The Klerksdorp
Rowland Gascoyne. I Min. and Sci.

. 11. 1911 ; l p.) 20c.

IRON AM) STEEL

... Magnetic Proper-
id Their Uses in Alti r

prn . s. Guggenheim. I blec-

trician. Jan. 13, 1011 : 1 '. pp., illus.) 40c.

57 AUSTRALIAN IRON AND STEEL
INDUSTRY. (Austral. Min. and Eng. Rev.,

! pp.) 1",-.

88 BENEF1CIATING
Birkinbine. I Iron Tr.

191 1 • 7 • pp.. illus.
i

20c.

- " BLASTFURNACE CHARGING -
. i levlces for Blast Fur-

II. Anmund. i Iron and Coal 1 r. Rev.,

l :
•_ pp., Illus.) Translated from

und Elsi ii " i"'

BRIQUETS -Tentative
Ori B Iquets. A.

1911 :

-

BRIQUETTING — Iron
,. ting I Iron Age, I

pp., illus. I
1 " -< ribes the Scbu>

20c

I
v i \ \ RANGE The Iron For-

Francis S.

1910; 12 pp..

IRON
Rev.,

ORES.

Speciflca-
E. White.

l
1

, PP-.

in and

BTEE1 D
p Weiller. (Chem.

Of Hi"

I RIC

10. 1911 ; l

. ,i \l ,|;n Die Vei brennut -

I

i D( 7 1010 .

verber-

OUN1 »RY Fouu
Ri I

. ..

;.|auls.

i he Iron and

I
NATION

I

] PROPERTIES OF STEEL La
transformation <'.. I'Acier dans les Llmites

perature utilisees pour les Traitcments
Thermiques. L. Grenet. (Bull, de la Soc.

id. Min., Aug., 1910 : 26 pp., illus.)

Discussion of the thermic behavior ol ordl

nary and of special steels.

14.702 stain Hie Elsenerzlagerstutten
Bilbao und Ihre Bedeutung Eur die

ukiinftige Eisenerzversorgung Grossbritan-
und Deutschlands. John. (Gliiek-

auf, Dec. 17 and 24, 1910; 19 pp.. illus.) The
iron ore deposits of Bilbao and their bearing
on the future iron-ore supplies of Great
Britain and Germany. 60c.

14.703 SWEDEN Igneous Rocks and Iron
of (vilrunavaara, Luossavaara and Tuol

luvaara. P. Geifer. (Econ. Geol., Dec,
1910; 20 pp., illus. i 60c.

14.704 TINPLATE — La Fabrication dn
Fer-Blanc en Allemagne. (Genie Civil, Dec.

17. 1910 : 2 pp.. 1 pi. i 4iic.

14.705 TRADE Iron-Ore Trade in 1910.
<;. II. dishing. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan.

7. 1911 : 2 pp.) 10c.

LEAD, 7.1\< AND OTHER METALS

14.706 - ALUMINUM — Copper-hardened
Aluminum, with Some Notes on Duralumin.
A. Napier. (Mechan. Will., Feb. 10, 1911; 73

p. 1 20c.

14.707 BISMUTH—Beitras zur Kenntnis
der Wismuterze. E. Priwoznlk. (Oest. Zeit.

1 B. u. II., Dec. 24, 1910.) 40c.

14 7ns -LEAD [mprovements in Silver.

Lead and Copper Smelting.- II. L. S. Austin.

1 Mill, and Sci. Tress, .Ian. 28, 1911 :
-' •_ pp.)

20c.

14,709—LITHIUM in 1909. F. L. Hess.

(Advance Chapter from Mineral Resources oJ

the-U. S., 1910; 5% pp.)

14,710— MANGANESE— Die Eisen- und
Manganerzlagerstiitten im Hunsrilekund Soon-

wald. A. Vierschilling. (Zeit. E. prakt.

Geol.^Nov.-Dec, 1910; 39 pp., illus.) 40c.

14 711 -NICKEL- Monel Metal and Us
Uses John F. Thompson. (Eng. and Mm.
Journ., Jan. 28, 1911 : l '

i pp.) 20c.

14,712— PLATINUM - The Metallurgy of

Platinum in Russia. W. Geibel. t Min. Sci.,

Dec. 29, 1910; % p.) 20c.

14,713—PLATINUM MARKET In 1910.

E de Hautpick. (Min. Journ.. Jan. 28, 1911
;

1 p. i 40c.

14,714—QUICKSILVER for 1910. F. L.

Lowell. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. I, 1911;
•. p. i lOc.

14.715—TANTALUM COMPOUNDS Ueber
die Darstelluns von Tantals&ure aus west-
australischer Fergusonite und liber Natrium
tantalat. E. Wedekind and W. Maass. (Zeit.

f. ange. Chem., Dec. '•'. 1910; 2% pp.) Gives
the analysis of the fergusonite specimen, and
describes laboratory experiments in the man
manure of tantalum compounds from it. 40c.

14.716 TIN Notes mi the Occurrence and
Concentration of Tin ores. c. Fred Thomas
(Journ. chem.. Met. and Min. See. of South
Africa. Dec. 1910; '-"i pp.) Discussion by
l\ M. Weston Of paper previously indexed.

60c.

11.717 TUNGSTEN, NICKEL, ETC.—The
Production of Tungsten, Nickel. Cobalt. \ h i id

lum, Titanium, Molybdenum. Uranium. Tan
lalum and Tin. Frank L. Hess. (Advance
chapter Erom Mineral Resources of the (J. .-'..

1909; 16 pp.)

l l.71s zinc Del carmen Zinc Mine.
i Mines and Minerals, Feb., 191 1 : 2 ' pp.,
illus. i 20c

l 1.719 ZINC Gattierung und Distillation
im Zinkhiittenbetriebe. I' Juretzka. (Metal-

Jan, 8, 1911 ; 6 pp. i Mixing of ores
and distillation of zinc. lOc

1 i.720 ZINC l.eaih tile, Colo., Zinc I >e

Howard E. Burton, i Mines and Min
Feb., 191 I

: 1 p.) 20c
14,721 ZINC Mining In Wisconsin' In

i ii Lewi i Min Wld., Jan. 21,

1911; i 10c

l I
7 •__• ZINC The Log Washer In Zinc

:. Wlttlch. ( Mines and Min
1911 : 'j p.. Illu

i I 723 zinc The Mines nnd I ires of the
. ttda W. A. Root.

I Ian . 191 1 ; 2 pp., Illu

II7M ZINC SMELTING I

ila-Zinkliiltte

zn Kiinlg hill to. O E (Zeit. des
r. ii ii \ i

i \\n
. 1910; li pp.,

i and technological
i Itery, In operation Eor 100

NONMI. I \I.1IC MIM.lt \i.s

I I M Sll VI i: ,,i,.l Mum
I

,

N I > I Ri c, c, .,i Sue
Part IV, 1910 : 17

14,726—CRYOLITE—Ueber das Kryoliih-
Vorkommen in Gronland. R. Baldauf. i/.eit.

E. prakt. Geol., Nov.-Dec, 1910; 15 pp., illus.)

On the occurrence of cryolite in Greenland]
40c.

14,727—NITRATE OF SODA—Viaje de
estudio a la rejion salitrera. Ernesto Maier.
(Boletin de la Soc. Nac. de Mineria, .Line,

1910; 16 pp.) Economic study of the nitrate
resources of Chile.

1 1,728 PHOSPHATE — A Preliminary
Paper on the Florida Phosphate Deposits!
I-;, ii. Sellards. (Third Annual Report, Fla.

state Geol. Survey, 1910; 21 pp., illus.)

14.729 PHOSPHATE Florida Phosphate!
Industry. C. G. Memminger. (Eng. and Mini
Journ., Feb. 4, 1911 : % p.) 20c.

14.730 PHOSPHATE — Rock Phosphate
near Melrose. Mont. Ilovt S. Gale. (U. S.

Geol. Survey, Bull. 47<>-A, 1911; '.) pp., illus.)

14,731—PHOSPHATES—The Fauna of the
Phosphate Beds of the Park City Formation
in Idaho. Wyoming and Utah. George II.

GIrty. if. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 43(1, 1910S
82 pp., illus.)

PETROLEUM ANp NATURAL, GVS

14,732 CALIFORNIA—The Petroleum In-

dustry in California. Ralph Arnold. (Min.
and Sci. Press, .Ian. 14, 11)11; 2 pp. I 20c.

14,7:;:: MAIKOP—The Water Problem in

Maikop Wells. E. de Hautpick. (Min. Journ.,

.Ian. 28, P»ll ; 1 p.) 40c.

14,734—NATURAL GAS in the Wi
Slates Arthur Lakes. (Min. Sci., Jan. 19,

1911 ; 1% PP-. illus. i 20c
14,735—SEDIMENTARY DEPOSITION of

oil. Murray Stuart. ( Rec, Geol. Survey of

India. Vol. 'XL, Part IV, 1910; LL'j ppj
14,736— TASMANIAN SHALE. W. II.

Twelvetrees. (Austral. Min. and Eng. Key..

Jan. 5, 1911 : - pp.) Abstract from report to

Tasmanlan Mines Dept. 40e.

1 4.7.S7— TENNESSEE—Preliminary Report
upon the Oil and lias Developments in Ten-
nessee. M. J. Munn. (Extract from Hull. No.

2, Tenn. Geol. Survey, 1911; 45 pp., illus.)

14,738— TRANSVAAL OIL-SHALE I»K-

POSITS. (Min. Wld., Jan. 14. 11)11: ll
pp., illus.) 20c

14,739—WEST VIRGINIA—Map of Weed,
Ritchie and Pleasant Counties, showing oil

and Gas Fields and Structural Contours.

(W. Va. Geol. Survey, Morgantown, W. Va.)

14,740—WYOMING—The Oil Fields of

Byron, Wyoming. II. E. Havener. (Salt

Lake Min.' Rev., Jan. 15, 1911; 2 pp., illus.)

20c.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GENERAL
14.741 ALASKA—Reconnaissance of the

Geology and Mineral Resources of Prince Wil-

liam Sound. Alaska. U. S. Grant and D. F.

Higgins. (U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 44:4.

Uilii; 89 pp., illus. i

14.742 -BRITISH COLUMBIA—The Min-

eral Resources of a Part of the Vale His-

(rid B C. A Descriptive Summary. C Cain

sell. (Quart. Bull. Can. Min. Inst, Oct.,

1910; 15 pp. i

14.743 CANADA—Report on a Traverse

through Hi" Southern Part of the North West
Territories from Lac Seul to Cat Lake m
1002 A. W. G. Wilson. (Canada Hi pi. "i

Mines, Geol. Survey Branch, 1909; 19 pp.,

Illus.)

I l 711 COLORADO—Economic Re
of the Foothills, near Denver. Arthur
(Min. Sci.. Jan. 12, 11)11 : 2 pp., illus.

stone, lire clay, gypsum, cement materials,

pottery clay, coal, petroleum and other val-

uable substances occur in quantity. 20c.

14,745 INTRUSION Tin" Laws of In-

trusion. Blamev Slovens. (Bull. A. 1. M. Iv,

Jan.. 191 1 ; 23 pp.)

14,740 MONTANA Stratigraphie Rela-

tions of He Livingston Formation ol Men
in, i Part III. R. W. Stone and W. It.

Cnlverl (Econ. Geol.. Dec, 1910; 24 pp.,

illus. i 60c
11717 PARACENTESIS of British Ores

A. Mnneiieir K i . 1 1 a v s. hi . (Econ. Geo!
1910; in pp., illus. i Suniiiiari7.es results 01

work on Cm. copper and lead-zinc ores and

their associates. 60c
1 1.748 PRUSSIA Der Namedj Si

Lei \ndernach. F. Ilenrich. (Zeit. I', prakt.

Geol., Nov. I ., P.iKi : s pp., Illus.) 40c.

14,749 QUEBEC Preliminary Reporl Ml

lie Geology and Mineral Resources ol the

Cliibouganiou Mining Region. Ouehec
of Colon!: ntion Mines and Fish I

l.ee L01 1 I L'lC PP, I

I I
7"," cxsoi VED PROBLEMS ol

ogy. Hiram W. lllxon. (Mines and Mi
Jan.. In I 1 :

' . pp., illus. I 20c.

MINING—GlOM.lt \l,

14,751 ACCOUNTING Mine Accounting.
I \ Whlltnker, (Min. and Sci. Press, -Lin.

21, mil: I pi !0c
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1 1,752—ALASKA— History of Mining in
Alaska. D. A. McDonald. (Paoilic Miner,
Jan., 1911; 1 p., illus.) Continuation of

previously indexed. 20c.

14,753—BLASTING Principles of Electric
Blasting. W. G. Hudson. (Mines and .Min-
erals. Feb., 1911 ; 4 pp., illus.) 40c.

1 1,754—BOLIVIA — Transport Conditions
in Bolivia. George \V. Dean. ( Kng. and Mln.
Journ., Feb. IS, 1911; 2% pp., illus.j 20c.

14,735 -BURMA Mining Laws of Burma.
C. Dawes Clark. (Miu. and Sei. Press, Jan.
14, F>11 ; 2'/2 pp. J -Oc.

14,756—COLOUADO in 1910. A. W. War-
wick. (Min. Wld., Jan. 21, 1911; ;;'

; ; pp.)
14.757—COLOUADO Mineral Production.

T. F. Van Wagencu. (Min. and Sei. Press,
Jan. 7, 1911 ; 2V2 pp., illus.j 4Uc.

14,758—COMPRESSED AIR—The Air from
a Hydraulic Compressor. F. W. McNair and
G. A. Kocnig. (Min. Wld., Jan. 2S, 11)11;

pp., il lu-s. ) Paper before Am. A^n. for
the Advancement of Sei., giving results of an
investigation at the Victoria mine, Michigan.
20C.

14,759—COSTA RICA Mineral Resources.
Eraser . (Min. and Sei. Press, Jan. 21,

1011; -'j PP-, illus.j 20c.

14,760—DEVELOPMENT COSTS—Graphic
Calculation of Development Work Costs.— II.

ide T. Rice. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan.
28, 1911 : 1-;; pp., illus.j 20c.

1 1 .
7 1 ; 1—DEVELOPMENT WORK—Prelim-

inary Development Work. Alan M. Bateman.
(Quart. Bull. Can. Min. Inst., Oct., 1910; 10
pp., illus.

)

14,762—DRAINAGE The History of Crip-
ple Creek Drainage Projects. Arthur Lakes.
(Min. Sei., Dec. 8, 1910; 2', pp., illus.j 20c.

14.763—DRILLING—A B C of Empire
Drilling. J. 1'. Ilutchins and N. C. Stines.
iMin. and Sei. I'ress, Jan. 7 and 2S, 1911;

ip., illus.) 40c.

14,764—EARTH PRESSURES. C. K.
Moliler. (Journ. West. See. of Engrs., Dee.,
1910; 62% pp., illus.) A study of the sliding

i theory of Vauhan after (he graphics of
liehhann and of the analytical theory of
liankine, showing lack of agreement ' and

downs in the theories when worked out
for results; also formula; and results from a
new method. 40c.

14,765—EXPLOSIVES—The Handling of
Ilish Explosives. L. E. Ives. (Eng. and Min.
IJourn., Feb. 4, 1911 ; % p.) 20c.

14J66 — HYGIENE — Vorbeugungsmassre-
peln gegen Pressluftertankungen. Grahn.
(Gliickauf, Dec. 17. 1910; 1% pp.) Protec-

asures against the bends. (caisson
disease). 40c.

14.707—KOREA—The Mining Industry in
Korea. T. liana. (Min. and Sei. Press, Jan.
28, 1911 : 1% pp.) 20c.

14.768—MANAGEMENT—Successful Mine
Management. A. II. Martin. (Mex. Min.
Journ., Dec, 1910; l'j pp.) 20c.

14,769 — MEXICAN DISORDERS. The.
Dwight E. Woodbridge. (Eng. and Min.
Jonrn., Feb. 4. Fill : -

;; p.) 20c.
14.77m — MEXICAN LAW— Old Mexican

Mining Law Still in Force. W. B. Anthonv.
.. and Min. Journ., Jan. 28, 1911; '-'• p.)

14.771—MEXICO in 1010. (Min. and Sei.
Press, Jan. 7. 1911; l 1

! pp.) 40c.

14.772—MINE GASES—A Chart Classify-
ing Mine Oases. Compiled by C. K. Gloman.

•ment to Mining Men. Jan.. 1011.)
Characteristics, properties, occurrences, action,
etc.. of gases common to mine atmosphere.

14,773—MINING INVESTMENT VALUES.
W. L. Austin. (Mines and Methods. Jan.,
|9U : 4 pp.) Third paper In discussion relat-
ing to value of securities offered by prom-
inent mining corporations. 20c.

14.774—MONTANA Butte, Mont, in 1910.
'Min. and Sei. Tress. Jan. 7, 1011 ; IF pp.,
illus.) 40c.

14,775—NEVADA in 1010. n. E. Davis.
''Min. and Sei. Press. Jan. 7, 1911: H p.)
40c.

nil
14.770—OREGON in 1010. D. H. Stovall.

Olin. Wld.. Jan. 21. 1011 : C, pp.) 40c.

14.777—SAXONY—Der Berchau des Kfi-
iisrsreichs sachsen im .Tali re 1000. (Gltick-
[Hlf. Dec. 17. 1010 : 4 pp.) 40c.

14.778—SHAFT SINKING—Das Oefrier-
^erfahren und seine neimste Entwicklung.
<aerin<rer. (Oest. Zeit. f. P.. u. TL. Dec. 17.
-'4 and 31. 1010; 8V, nn.. illus.) The freei-
ng method of shaft sinking and its most
'eont development. $1.

14.779—STOPE MEASUREMENTS J T
Srlstol and O. Tonnesrn. (Journ. Chem.. Met!
•nd Min. Soc. of South Africa. Dee. 1010-' pp.. illus.) fiOc.

,f
,
i7

S0—STOPTNG—The Shrinkage Method
-i-iA,

topi " !r nt the Ferreira Gold Mine G
IHdiek Smith. (Journ. Chem.. Met. and

Min. Soc. of So. Africa, N .v., 1910; 7
lIlUS.) Slle.

14,781- TEXAS MINING LAWS and Pros-
pecting. Martin Fishback ,,i Min.
Journ.. Feb. 18, 1911; 1% pp.)

c...
14

'7??— TIMBERINt paratlve
Strength oi Several Styles of Frai I

f'
ls

- oo ,,'•, ' ! "'''. is1
'-

'

Kl '-- and Min. Journ.,Jan. 28, 1911 : % p.. Uliis.) 20c.
14,783—TUNNEL The Holden 'runnel at

the < entennial-Eureka Mine, Eureka I tahEdward R Zalinski. (Eng. and Min.
Feb. 4. 191 1 ; 2% pp., iUus

| 20c.

«.
14 '784t77 UT^S

v

UtahMines. Edward R. Zalinski. (Eng. and Min
Journ., Jan. 28, 1911 ; 3 pp., Illus. by map.)

14,785— VENTILATION AND HEALTHCONDITIONS on the Mines of the Wit-
watersrand, with Special Refi rem to the
Ventilation System of the East Rand Pro-
prietary Mines, s. Penlerii k. (Journ. •

Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Africa, tio\ 1910-
i 'i pp. i 80c.

lt7si!--wi
:
:sTKi:x AUSTRALIA- MineralWealth ot Western Australia. A O Mail-

land. Fart II. (Austral. Min. and 'Eng
Lev. Nov. 5, 1910; 11 '-, pp., Deals with
tin, lead, iron, tantalum, salt, coal and phos-
phate deposits. 40c.

ORE DRESSING—GENER vi.

14.787—AIR LIFT for Raisin- Sand, Used
at the Borbanks Main Lode Mine. a. i; \mi
(Journ. West. Austral. Chamber of Mines
Nov., 1910 : 2 pp., illus.

i sue.

t,
14

-X
8?-£R

,
USHER—Th« Symons Crusher.

Benedict Shubart (Eng. and Min. Journ
Feb. 11, 1911 : % p.) 20c.

,".789— MILL CONSTRUCTION— Quick
Mill Construction for Fort Bidwell Mines.lios.

Press,Algernon Del Mar. (Min. and Sei
Jan. 21, 1911 ; 1 p.. Illus.) 20c.

METALLURGY—GE \ER AL
14.700— ALLOTS— Die elektrische Leit-

fdhigkeit der Metallegierungen in Fliissl^en
Zustande. I'. Miiller. (Metallurgie, Dec. 22
1910.) 40c.

14,701—ALLOYS—Physical and Chemical
Tests of Some Acid-Resisting Alloys. Andrew
M. Farlie. (Metal Industry, Jan.. 1011; i

p., illus.) Data regarding use of lead, anti-
mony and nickel alloys. 20c.

14,792—ALLOTS—Ueber die Constitution
der temaren Legierungen von Blei Zinn und
Antimon. R. Loebe. (Metallurgie, Jan 8
and 22. Fill

; 16 pp., illus., 60c.
14.70.3—BRASS—The Microscope and the

Brass Foundry. Charles T. Bragg (Met
Industry, Jan., 1011; p.. pp.. iuUs.) 20c.
14.704—CHEMICAL INDUSTRY- The Re-

lation of Chemical Industry to Metallurgy
Arthur c. Claudet. (Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind
Dec. 31, 1910; 12 pp.)

14,795—CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION—The
Monoshatt System of Chimney Construction
J. S. E. De Vesian. (Coll. Guardian, Jan.
G, 1011 ; % p., illus. i 40c.

14.70(1—MAXOAXESE BRONZE. W R
Dean. (Metal Industry, Jan. and Feb. f.UI

;

4'
t pp.. illus. i 40c.

14,797—METALLOGRAPHY—Ueber elnige
allgemeine Eigenschaften der biniiren Zu
standsdiagramme. K. Bornemann. (Metal-
lurgie, Dee. 8, 1910; 7 pp., illus. > On s

general properties of binary condition dia-
grams. 40c.

14.70S—OIF FOR SMELTING, The Use of.
E. IL Hamilton. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan.
28, 1911 : 1 p., 20c.

14.700—PYROMETRY—Canton Lectures on
Industrial Pyrometry. Charles R. Darling.
(Royal Soc. of Arts. London. 1911 : 29 pp.,
illus.) 40c.

14.800- SMELTERY SMOKE -The Decom-
position of Clays, and the Utilization of
Smeltery and Other Smoke In Preparing Sul-
phates from Clays. IL E. Ashley. (Journ.
Did. and Eng. Chem., Feb.. Fill : I pp., illus.)
80c.

MINING \\I» METALLURGICAL
M ACHINERY

14.801—BOILER EI REDOXES—Extension
Fireboxes on Lancashire and Cornish Boilers.
W'. R. Degenhardt. f.Tonrn. w. A. Chamber
of Mines. Oct. 31, 1910: 3% pp., illus.) 80c.

1 t sfto—

p

Arj RECORDER Automatic Car
Recording. Lee Fraser. (Eng. and Min.
Tourn., Feb. 4. 1011 ; c p.. HI us-.) 20c.

14.803—COUPLINGS—Tub Couplings used
in German Collieries. (Colliery Guardian.
Dec. 23, 1010: 2 tin.. Hlns.l Translation of
article by O. Schulze in "Gliickauf."

14.804—DRTLLS—A Conn. arisen of Elec-
tric and Gasolene Driven Blast-Hoi" Drills.
B. G. Cope. (Eng. News, Dec. 20. 1910:
p.) 20c.

14.805— ELECTRIC POWER—Three-Wire
Mine Service. T. M. Hunt (Mines and Min-
erals. Feb.. 1011 : 2 pp.. illus i Method of re-

ducing cost for conper wire in mini's operated
by 250 volt dire, ( current.

1 1.800—ELECTRICAL EQ1 IF.M1 \
Metal Mines. R. \\\ Shoemaker. (Mex. Min
Journ., Feb.. F.M l : i '_. pp. , _

1 1,807 ELECTRICAL MINE \|
|ERY TROUBLES

and Mln. Journ., Feb. t. 1911 ; 2 pp.) 2oc.
1 1.808 ELECTRICITY in Min'

ern Australia.- First article. Regulat
Installation. (Aust. Min. Stand.. 1 ••

1910 : 1 p.) 10c.
*

14,809 FIRE EQUIPMENT
i onsolidated I Ire Equipment
Rice, i Eng. and Min. join n., I

'j p.. Illus.) 20c.

,14,810 HOISTING Snatch Flocks Ap-
i' 1 "' 1 '" Hoisting at Bristol Mines, Pioche
Nev. Stephen L. Goodale. (Eng, and Min.
Journ., Feb. 4, 191 1

; % p.. Hius.) 20c,
l 1.813 LUBRICANTS Son,.. Physical and

al Properties of Lubricants. F \ Mc-
carty. (Austral. Min. Stand.. Nov. J and 9
1910; 1 pp., illus.j 80c.

1 1,812 MOTORS - - Schlagwettei
Motor,,,. A. Thoinabn. (Gliickauf, -Nov. 26,
1910; 2 pp., illus.) 40c.

14,813—ORE-HANDLING PLANT A New
Oie Dock and Storage Yard at Toledo, Ohio.
(Eng. Rec, Feb. 11. 1911 : l ', pp., illus.) 20c.

14,814 — PULVERIZED coal - Firing
Boilers with Pulverized Coal. W. s Worth
' Power. Feb. 14, toil ; :; pp.. IHus.} 20c.

l 1,815- PUMPING The Humphrey Sys-
1'''!' VI Vl",",'""?-

lKn -- and Min. Journ.,
!( b. 18, 1911 ; i

1

, pp., Abstt cries
oi articles in "Power,' Dec. 13. 20, 1910 and
"Anier. Machinist." Jan. ."., 1911. 20c.

14,818 -PUMPS- Humphrey Pumps and
pressors. H. a. Humphrey. (Engineering

Nov. 18, Fine 4% pp. Illus.) Paper before
.Manchester Assn. of Engineers, foe

14,817- ROPE DRIVING. T. Hart. -Iron
and ( oal J r. Rev.. Dee. 2, 1910 ' 1 '

. nn
illus.) 40c.

"

SAMPLING AM) ASSAYING—GENERAL
14,818—ARSENIC AND ANTIMONT INCOPPER, The Determination of. G. L Heath

(Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Feb.. Fill • \u.
pp.) 80c.

1FS19 assay OUTFIT—A Portable As-
say Outfit for Field Work. s. K. Bradford.
(Bull. A. I. M. E., Jan.. 1911

; 6 pp.) 40c
14,820— ELECTROANALTSIS — Elektro-

analvse in Jahre 1909. F. Foerster. (Zei't
t. Elektrochem., Oct. 1, 1910; 11 pp., illus,
40c.

•At'82*1
"- MATTE ASSAT— Notes on the

Matte Assay. F. J. Willi,,, tb. (Journ. Chem.,
Met. and Min. Soc. of South Africa. Dec
1910; IF pp.) Co,-.

14.822 -TIN AXD ANTIMONT—Determin-
ation ot I in and Antimony in Soft Solder
(Journ. Did. and Eng. Chem., Jan Fill- c
p.) SOc.

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
14.823 — AMMONIUM SULPHATE — Sul-

phate ot Ammonia for Small Works, p. c. <;
Moon. (Gas Engineer's Mag., Dec. 15, 1910;
2 i pp., IHus.) 10c.

14.824 ATMOSPHERIC NITROGEN—Ni-
tric Acid from Air Nitrogen. (Am. Fertilizer
Nov. 19. 1910; ^ pp., illus., 20c.

14,825- atmospheric NITROGEN—The
Hydroelectric Nitrogen Works. a t Notodden
Norway. (Elec. Rev.. Dec. 30, 1910: ,::

,

pp., illus. t 40c.

14.82B CTANAMID What Is "Cyanamid ?"

J-
W- Beckman. (Met. and Chem. Eng., .Jan..

1011 : % p.) 40c.

J 4 '?27rWrRI£AL POWER in the
Chemical Works. W. IF Miller. (Chem
Engr., Oct., 1910; 4 pp., Illus.) 10c.

14.828 SODA—The Proposition of Manu-
facturing Soda by the Electrolytic Method at
Shrevet.ort. D. T. Fay. (Mfrs.' Roe,. Sold
29, 1910; 1 p.) 20c.

MATERIALS OP CONSTRUCTION
14.829 -CANADA The Production of ce-

ment. Lime. Clay Products. Stone and Other
Structural Materials in Canada during 1909
J. McLeish. (Dept of Mines, Canada. 1910;
14 pp.)

1 f.830—CEMENT—Puzzolan-Portland Ce-
ment: A Suggestion for an Improved Hy-
draulic Commit. E. Duryee. (Eng News,
Dee. 1. 1910; 2H pp. illus. 1 20e.

14.831—CONCRETE—Forms for Concrete.
J. D. Stevenson. (Proc. Engrs. Soc. W. I'enn
Oct.. 1910; ll F- PP., illus.) 40c.

14.832 CONCRETE -How to Put in Con
Crete Work in Winter Months. j;

lough. (Min. Wld.. Dec. 24. 1910 : 1 p

14.833 TIMBER PRESERVATION. Its De
velopmenf and Presen
(Proc. A. S. c. E.. Nov., 1910 : 10 p

14.834 TIMBER PRESERVATION
Preservation of Structural Timbers from De-
cav. C P. Wins',,,', , F:
West. Penn.. Dee. F'lii: 58 pp., Illus.) 10c.
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CHEMICALS, MINERALS, RARE EARTHS, ETC.—CURRENT WHOLESALE PRICES.

ABRASIVES—
uxi drill qua

Carborundum, f.o.b
lb. .OS

drains .10
- .ndum. ... .07(3). 10

eel, f.o.b.

burg .05.'

Emery, in kegs; Turkish
flour .01.

.01.

.03$<
ir " 01{(

.os;
-kill tiour. f.o.b.

.01!
Grains, in 21®. 03

Garnet, per qualitv. .sh. toi 35.00
Pun S Ad. .100 lb. 1.60(<i 2 00

ItaUai per lb .011
Lump, per quality.. .03;'

Rottenstone. ground. . 0-(<' 04
Lump, per quality.. 05@ .20

Rogue, per quality ... " .05(« . 30
Emery, f.o.b. Pitts-

burg " .07®. 07 J

ACIDS—
Acetu S8 lb. 0165(<i .0205
Bor. " .07

H vdrofluoric. 30% "
. 023 @ 031

.06
06}

60« " .10
Hydrochloric acid, 20° per 100 lb. 1.25<§ I 50
Nitric acid. 36° to 40°. .per lb. .03I(« 04*
Sulphuric acid. 50°, bulk per ton. $12 up

60°, 100 lb. in carboys. .S5(« 1 12*
603

, bulk, ton 16 .
00(<i 1 S 00

66°, 100 lb. in carboys. 1.00(« 110
66°, bulk, ton 18.00

Oxalic per lb. .07®. 07}
Ai< ohoi- Grain 05% gal. 2.54@2 56
Denatured " .42
Refined wood, 95® 97 c

; . . .
" .52®. 57

A I I M— Lump 100 lb. $1.75
Ground " 1.85
Chrome Alum " .04}®. 05

A I.I MIM M—Sulphate, com'l. lb. .90@2.00
AMMONIA—24 deg. lb

" .04}®. 05}
26 deg. lb

" .04}®. 05}
AMMIIMI M—

Bromide lb. .32
Carbonate " .08® .081
Muriate grain " .05}® .06
Lump " .09}®. 09}

Sulphate. 100 lb
" 2.85@2.90

Sulpho-cyanide com " .25
chem. pure .

" .35

AN I I Mon Y—needle, powder.lb. .04*®. 05
Oxii. " .07}®. 08

UUERIC-white " 02(" 02}
Red. Outside brands " @ . 061

.06j® 06j|

LSPH \ i II M—
Barbadoes per ton. 80.00C" 100.00

es
•• 30.oo(«6o.oo

;.tian lb. .30
Gilsonite, Utah ordinary per ton. 36 00(u 60 . 00
Trinidad " 20.00(« 30 00
California per ton. 23 00(" 28 00
\ II M—
Carb. Lun lg. ton. 26.00'

31 00(5 33. 00
lb. 02(5 02}

Cbloride com'l ton. 34. 00®37 oo
lb. 04-J(" 05

1

Blanc Fbe, dry, bbl .. per lb. .02J(« 04

\ it \ ii —
Am Ground sh. ton. 10 0(K» 13 00

16 00@ 17.00
18.501

III I \< HIM. I'OW IH.lt-
100 lb 1 -'•"•(" 1 Hi

III I I \ I I Itll.l - M||.

phat<- lb 1 00@ 1 25

M'.M. IfH lb. .021®. 04

IK.ii \ \. .'• -
" 03}f» oi

OAIiCItTV 0@2 05
Caf '-iag-

11 00<§ J | |(i

I

\ i t . bbl.
"

10 lb
"

l HllllMI (III I

M
( l \ \ I ii l I \

< (.11 \ I I -

« OPPERAS—Bulk 100 1b. $0.55
In bbls " .65®. 85

" .60®. 80
« RYOLITE (carload) lb. .061®. 07
i ELDSPAR—Ground.. Bh. ton. 6.00@14.00
EIRE BRICK—

American per M. 30.00@40.00
Imported " 30.00(» 15 00
St. Louis ' " 16.00
Extra " 20.00®23.00
Special extra " 30.00®35.00

FIRE CLAY—F.o.b. St. Louis.

St. Louis, extra quality.per ton. 5.00
ordinary. ..." 2.50

FLUORSPAR—
Domestic f.o.b. Pittsburg:
Lump ton. 8.00®10.00
Ground " 12.00®14.00
Foreign crude ex. dock. " 8.50

FILLER'S EARTH—Lump, 1001b. .80®. 85
Powdered " . 80@ . 85

ii II A PIUTE—Ceylon.

Flying dust, finest to best . . .lb. .02@.04
Dust "

.02J@.05
Chip " .04®. 08
Lump " .05}@.12
Large lump "

.08i@. 10}

GYPSUM—
Fertilizer sh. ton. 5 . 00
Ground " 4.00@7.00

INFUSORIAX EARTH—
Ground Am. Best lb. .01}@.02}
German "

. 02}@ . 02f
LEAD—Acetate (sugar of) brown,

lb. .07}®. 09}
Nitrate, com'l " .08}

MAGNESITE—Greece.

Crude (95 %) lg. ton. 7.50@8.50
Calcined, powdered. . . .sh. ton. 26. 00fe37 . 00
Brick, domes, per qual. f.o.b.

Pittsburg M. 160@200
MAGNESIl Bi-

chloride, com'l 100 lb. .90® 1.25
Sulphate (Epsom salt).. 100 lb. .90® 1.00

MANGANESE—
Foreign, crude, powdered:
70@75% binoxide lb. .006®. 01
75@85% binoxide " .011®. 015
85@90% binoxide " .0H@. 04
90@95 r

f binoxide "
.06}(" (is',

Ore, 80%-85% sh. ton. 12.00@25.00
MARBLE—Flour sh. ton. 9.00@9.50
MINERAL WOOL—

Slag, ordinary sh. ton. 19.00
Selected " 25.00

Rock, ordinary " 32.00
HONAZITE SAND—

Guar. 97%, with 5% Thorium
oxide, normal lb. .08 and up

NICKEL—
Oxide, crude, lb. (77%) for fine

metal contained .47
Sulphate, single lb. .101®. 11
Sulphate, double "

.05}®. 08

NITRATE OF SODA—
100 lb. 951, (spot) 2.10

. i future) 2.10
96% is2}@7}c. higher per 1001b.

OZOKERITE—best lb. . 12® . 16

PAINTS AND COLORS—
Litharge, Am. powdered .... lb. .051®. 061

English glassmakers' "
.08}(» 09}

Lithophone "
03}(«; .04

Metallic, brown sh. ton 16.50@30 00
Red " 14.00(« 18.00

Ocher, Am. common.. . " 10.00(« 15 oo
Best " 12.00<" 15 00
Dutch, washed lb. .02} (in 03
French, washed " 01J(" 02

Paris green, pure, bulk "
. 17-J (" '_'(>*

Red lead, American "
. 06}(" 07j

Foreign " . 08}(« 09}
Turpentine, spirits bbl., per gal. 87*<g 91
Whit. lead, Am , dry lb. .05}<1 (it;

lean, in oil
" o~l <5 ti7 '.

Foreign, in oil . .

" 09«
Zinc White, \m. extra dry .

"
05} <j

liy
"

.08} (" 08}
i rencb, pnx e . green

dry
.

"
10}@.10}

PHOSPHATES—Acid 55@60c. pei unit
•1 'la

, hard n.< 1. 77' : ... 0(3 8.00
land pebble 68% 3 60(

6
1 (3 5 oit

t 25© 1 50
:: 50Q

*F.o.b 1 lorlda nr Georgia porl 1
1 b Mt.

POTASSIUM—
Bicarbonate crystal lb. $.07}® .1

Powdered or granulated. .

*' .086 .OS
Bichromate, Am "

.07J@.
Scotch "

, ioj
Bromide "

20
Carbonate (80@85%) " .03}® .04}
Caustic, ordinary " 03}@ 05$

Elect. (90% KOH) " .05}® (

Chloride (muriate), 100 lb . . 1.
Chlorate, powdered " .08}@.08

Crystals " .09®. 08
Cyanide (98®99%)

Carloads (30,000 lb.)
"

5-ton lots 18}
Less than 5 tons ig

Kainite, long ton. bulk, 7.50; bags, 8 50
Permanganate lb. .09}@ 10
Prussiate, yellow "

. 13® . 13I
Red " .26®. [

Sulphate (basis 90%) . . .1001b. 2.18@2.21
PVKITE—

Domestic, non-arsenical, furnace
size, f.o.b. R. K per unit. 11}@12

Domestic, non-arsenical, fines,
per unit, f.o.b. mines 10}@11

Imported, non-arsenical, furnace
size, ex-ship, per unit

Imported, arsenical.furnace size,
ex-ship, per unit 12}®. 12}

Imported fines.arsenical,ex-ship,
per unit 09}®. 10

Imported fines, non-arsenical,
ex-ship, per unit

. 10}@1]
Pyrite prices are per unit of sulphur. A deduc-

tion of 25c. per ton is made when ore is delivered
in large lumps.
SALT—N. Y. com. fine 280 lb. bbl. .72@1.

N. Y. agricultural sh. ton. 3.80@4.50
SALTPETER-Crude. ..100 lb. 4.00@4.50

Refined, crystals " 5.00@5.75
SILICA—
Ground quartz, ord'ry..lg. ton 7. 00® 15 00

Silex, ground " 7.00@15.00
Silex, floated " 35.00@40.00
Lump quartz " 5.00®5.50
Glass sand " 2.75

SILVER—Nitrate, crystals. . .oz. .33}®. 36}
SODIl'M—Acetate lb .04}® 05

"Alkali," per 100 lb., 58/48. . . .90® 95
Bicarb, soda, per 100 lb 1.00@1 30
Soda, caustic, per 100 lb., 78/60 1.80@2l00
Soda, caustic, powdered .02}® 03
Salt cake, per 100 lb., bulk.. . . .50® 60
Salt cake, bbl .67}® 80
Soda, monohydrate, per lb. . .

.

1 .30@1 75
Bichromate lb. .05|@ 06}
Bromide "

20
Chlorate, com'l " .081® 094
Cyanide, 120-130% KCN, per 100%

Carloads (30,000 lb.) lb. 18c
5-ton lots "

i8jc.
Less than 5 tons "

20
Hyposulphite, Am "

1.30@L50
Phosphate 100 lb. 2 . 10@2 40
Prussiate " .08®. 08}
Sal soda, f.o.b. N. Y . . . " 60® 75

Foreign, f.o.b. N. Y. . " .80@L00
Silicate, com'l " .65@1.00
Sulphate, com'l (Glauber's salt)

_ ,- 100 lb. .60®. 80
Sulphate, com'l, calcined .65® 85

STRONTIUM— Nitrate lb. .07@!o8
SULPHUR— Louisiana (prime) to

New York lg. ton. 22.00 upTo Boston, Philadelphia or
Baltimore " 22.50 up
J^o" 100 lb. 1.85@2.15
l\
0UT

-Ki-
,••

• " 2.00@2.40
1 lowers, sublimed ..." 2 20®'' 60
Powdered commercial, bags i'55
Sicilian, extra qual., unmixed

seconds, crude brimstone
to New York lg. ton. $22 00TERRA ALBA-Fr.&Eng. 1001b. .75@L00

TALC— Domestic sh. ton. 12 00@20 00
French. " 33 00C<«45 . 00
Italian, best " 45.00@50 00

TIN-Bi-chloride, 50° lb. 12}
Crystals " '

071
Oxide, lb "

URANIUM—Oxide "
2.20@4.25

ZINC—Chloride sol., com. 20° "
.02}

Chloride, granular "
04,,

P"8t.
"

sulphate "

Noti These quotations are for ordinary
nle l'iis in New York unless otherwise

specified, and are generally subject to the
11 mil 1 rude discounts, hi the cases of
Hie Importnnl minerals, such 11s phosphate
rock, pyrites and sulphur, In which there arc
well established mnikets, the quotations are
Mibslniitiiilly repres. 'illative. Bui in tin

ol I he minor mineral products, the
'i limns represent what dealers ask of con
sinners and mil what producers can realize
in ciiini' t ii.ii- output as a matter of private
colli 1 a. 1
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Freight Rates on Coal

The prevailing conditions of very large

production of coal and active competition

in its distribution and sale have brought

about much discussion of the question of

railroad rates, which has an important

bearing on the competition of different

districts for trade. The immediate result

has been the filing of several complaints

with the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion, and the preparation of several

others which will soon be submitted. All

of these complaints charge discrimination

and inequality in rates; alleging that they

are so graduated that the more favorably

placed districts derive no advantage from

their situation and nearness to markets;

and even in some cases are placed at

a disadvantage in comparison with mines

having a much longer haul to market.

Most of these complaints are supported

by tables showing the rates per ton-mile

from different coalfields. These certainly

show some striking differences, and on

their face indicate that great discrimina-

tions exist in railroad practice, if the ab-

solute distance or ton-mile basis is alone

to be considered.

In most of the computations of ton-

mile rates, the contrasts are usually

rather greater on paper than in reality,

because they ignore the terminal charges.

Coal is a commodity which is not usu-

ally subject to reloading or transhipment

on the way. The coal car goes through

from the mine to the terminal or other

consuming point, and the unloading or

terminal charge is very much the same

on a 100-mile as on a 500-mile haul. It

is therefore a sort of fixed charge which

ought to be deducted before the ton-mile

rate is computed; but this is not generally

done, and so far the comparisons are

inexact. The differences, however, would

not greatly change the contrasts made.

The question of railroad rates is one of

great difficulty and requires too much

study and discussion to enter into here.

It is a general maxim, however, that

a railroad is justified in making a low

rate to build up a traffic which other-

wise could not exist; and that a very

small margin of direct profit on a rate

can be carried where the bulk of business

is large, and where it brings in and builds

up other and more profitable trade. This

has been preeminently the case with the

West Virginia coal trade. The coal in-

dustry of that State has been built up

and supported by low rates; but these

are not too low to prevent the railroads

from earning some profit, and the growth

of the industry has brought in a large

population, requiring also the haulage of

food and supplies of all kinds, on which

there is a substantial profit. It is notice-

able in all the rate complaints filed that

West Virginia is the main disturbing

element in both the western and the sea-

board coal trade; and this is a fact which

has been well known for years past. The
high quality of much of the West Virginia

coals, the non-union basis on which much
of the mining is done and the lower

cost of mining have combined with low

railroad rates to give its operators ad-

vantages which they have not been slow

to take.

The most striking contrast in coal rates

of which we have any knowledge is not,

perhaps, directly applicable to the ques-

tions now at issue. The ton-mile rate

on anthracite coal from the .Wyoming

Valley to tidewater at New York harbor

is 3.6 times that on Pocahontas and New
River coal from their respective basing

points to tidewater at Hampton Roads.

The application of the anthracite basis

to New River coal, for instance, would

absolutely shut it out of the eastern mar-

ket. This comparison, however, is not

a fair one, since the anthracite trade

stands by itself in its special market, in

its methods and in the close control of

production and sales.

Setting aside this contrast and making

comparisons on bituminous coal alone,

we find that the ton-mile rate on Clear-

field and Cumberland coal to tidewater

is about twice as great as on New Rivei.

This places the West Virginia coals about
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on an equality in the seaboard trade

with those of .Maryland and the central

districts of Penns The rate on

ial to tidewater is the low-

ax where in this country, being about

Ic. per ton-mile on ai haul of

rly 400 miles. On this rate the rail-

-.jure some profit, for

they ma) tnt efforts to increa^

their trade.

Almost equally sharp contrasts are

found in the Western trade. The ton-

mile rate from the Pittsburg district and

•.rn Ohio to Lake Erie ports is 2.25

times that on New River coal; and to

Chicago there is a great discrepancy.

• instances ot variation in the ton-

mile rates can be multiplied, but those

given will be sufficient for the general

held.

To take a narrower field and one

where there is less question of quality,

we find that the ton-mile rate from the

Danville group of mines in Illinois to

( cage is nearly 45 p;r cent, higher

a that from the Springfield group, and

66 per cent, above that from Southern

Illinois. Th;se differences have been

passed upon and allowed by the Illinois

Railroad Commission. Were these rates

to be equalized on the ton-mile basis,

there would be an advance of 38c. in the

rate from the Springfield mines and of

68c. from the Southern group; and these

differences, under the existing conditions

of competition, would be sufficient to shut

the coal out of the Chicago market. That

market would then be entirely in the

hands of the Northern Illinois and West-

ern Indiana operators, so far as they

were able to supply it; a condition

which would be profitable to them, with-

out doubt. But where would the con-

sumer come in?

Only a little consideration is required

to <mow that 3 readjustment of coal rates

on of ton-mile charge alone is

impossible; that it would disorganize

not only the coal trades, but manufac-

turing v u-hich is almost c

where dependent upon i- ppiy.

The In 1 certainly has

a most difficult proposition before it

coal-rate complal- far

allowed

to overrule that of d
: 5th of

j,r» -hat when the com-

plaint on what seem to be its merits. It

is quite certain that it can render no de-

cision that will satisfy all parties, or that

will do away with all apparent inequalities

or discriminations.

Shaft Sinking and Cross Cut-

ting

Elsewhere in this issue will be found

an article on shaft sinking and crosscut-

ing by R. S. Rainsford, which describes

the routine of such work with commend-

able detail. In describing mining op-

erations it is too often the case that the

important small steps are omitted, but it

is generally right in them that the great-

est savings are made. Consequently an

article that goes fully into them is

especially worthy of attention.

While Mr. Rainsford modestly dis-

claims any great originality in the man-

ner of performing his work, nevertheless

there are several important features in it,

and these are well worthy of remem-

brance and deserve emphasis.

In the first place experience showed

that it did not pay to have the men work

seven days a week. The men not only

became stale and therefore failed in the

long run to do as much work as they

did when they rested one day out of

seven, but when the men worked con-

stantly, day in and day out, they firmly

believed themselves entitled to a vaca-

tion at the end of the contract, and this

vacation degenerated into a spree. The

contractors at the end of such a debauch

returned "broke," and it took some time

for the crew to get into shape again for

taking another contract. By making the

men take a day off once a week, the

spree at the end of the contract was gen-

erally avoided, and the company had a

crew trained to a high point of efficiency

and always ready to proceed on another

contract. The advantage of a day's rest

once a week is, of course, well recog-

nized.

At the Argonaut mine, the very com-

mendable practice was followed of mak-

ing the shift that cleaned out the shaft

find all "boot-legs" and plug these butts

of holes with wooden stoppers so that

there was no danger of drilling into a

missed hole a cause of many accidents

in shaft sinking. Another commendable

ire wta the recognition of the rela-

This is an elemental principle in drilling,

but how seldom is any thought given to

this matter. The great advantage of ma-

chine sharpening of drill steel appears

whenever it is attempted to drill holes

with a minimum loss of gage in the bits.

The reader will notice that in the shaft-

sinking the men were spurred on to effi-

ciency by the offer of a bonus for the

footage driven above a certain amount,

while in the crosscutting speed was in-

creased by doing the work on contract. It

is only by these two methods that individ-

uality can be awakened in the average

miner, and it is to be hoped that mining

companies will in time turn more and

more to one or the other of these two

methods of doing work, which will event-

ually restore efficiency to the miners who

are now so obsessed by the Western Fed-

eration and its obtuse leaders.

The Zinc Ore Market

In a review of the situation in the zinc

industry some months ago, we indicated

that the conditions pointed toward r.n up-

ward tendency in the market fci spelter,

barring the effect of a general recession

in business, and an increase in the mar-

gin between the prices for spelter and

ore. The probability of the latter condi-

tion was indicated by the approaching

shortage of smelting capacity on the one

hand, and the increasing supply of ore

on the other hand.

The history of the last three months

has borne out these forecasts. After a

sharp rise in the price for spelter, we

had a sharp decline, resulting from the

slackness of business that affected al-

most all lines of industry. According to

much evidence that condition is passing

away, and we are now experiencing a

general revival, in which the galvanizers,

brass manufacturers and other consum-

ers of zinc are participating. Conse-

quently, we have been having a steady

rise in spelter, resulting from heavy buy-

ing by consumers.

In the meantime the margin between

spelter and ore has increased, of course,

to the benefit of the smelters. Larger

and larger supplies of ore have been

coming in from the far West, while even

in the face of relatively low prices the

Joplin district has maintained its produe-

ion will tion between the diameter of the piston tion. One result has been the accumu-

' rrin- head in the machine drill, the air pros- lation of over 11.000 tons of zinc ore in

com- ind the size of the hole drilled, the bins of the producers in the Jopiin
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district. This stock, which is unusually

large, is held by a strong pool of produc-

ers, whose agreement runs until May 1.

This reservation is not apparently caus-

ing any inconvenience to the smelters,

whose margin has lately been increasing,

so that some of them have expressed the

belief that at last they may be going to

have the innings for which they have

patiently waited.

Scientific Management
Lately we have been hearing a good

deal about "scientific management," es-

pecially since the evidence introduced

recently by Mr. Brandeis in the railway

coses before the Interstate Commerce

Commission caught the public fancy,

and now the subject has been taken up

by the popular magazines. In this is-

sue we reproduce, by the courtesy of The

World's Work, a liberal portion of an ar-

ticle in its February issue, which is of

interest to our readers because of its

account of scientific management in a

great metallurgical works. The story of

its accomplishment there is impressive.

What is scientific management? Broad-

ly speaking it is simply the expert study

of details and the application of intelli-

!
gent methods to save unnecessary labor,

coupled with an incentive to the work-

man to interest himself. If it be found

that in common practice the bricklayer

makes eight motions in setting a brick

and lays 120 brick per hour, whereas

the same thing can be done equally well

by three motions and the result be an

increase to 350 in the number of brick

laid per hour the economic benefit is

self evident. Such has been' actually ef-

fected.

Even in the lowest kind of man-

ual labor, such as the moving of pig iron,

t has been found possible to triple, and

'.wen quadruple, the accomplishment per

nan. These are not theoretical esti-

nates. They are actual results.

The railway presidents affected to scout

At. Brandeis' suggestion that they con-

ider the application of scientific manage-

ment to their work and recommended

im to apply himself to improvement in

'gal procedure, but railway presidents,

ke trust presidents, are apt to be ob-

ise in broad economic questions. Scienti-

c management is not an evolution from

iy professorial study, but comes from

ie works. Its prophet, Mr. Taylor, and

his apostles are men who have done

things in overalls. There is Frank B.

Gilbreth, for example: What is a hard-

headed contractor like him doing in such

a galley if it be not worth while? Mr.

Gilbreth, however, has applied scientific

management in his own business with

material benefit to himself, and in a re-

cent book on the subject he proclaims

that it has economic possibilities of such

magnitude that all other forms of con-

servation appear to be relatively insignifi-

cant.

The application of this system in a

metallurgical works has already been ex-

emplified. What possibilities may it not

have for mining practice? We com-

mend it to the attention of our engineers

and operators.

Uses of Gold

Referring to the question of the dispo-

sition of the gold production of the world,

the London Statist has made a compila-

tion of the approximate amounts of gold

coin held by the large banks and State

treasuries of Europe, America, India and

Japan at the close of the years 1900 and

1910. According to its tables the total

amount of gold coin and bullion so held

was $2,501,335,000 in 1900, and $4,432,-

235,000 in 1910; the increase for the 10

years being $1,930,900,000. Now the pro-

duction of gold for the 10 years ending

with 1910 was approximately $3,809,-

975,000; so that a little over 50 per

cent, of the total may be said to have

passed into known circulation or reserves

which form the basis of circulation. This

is an interesting contribution to the dis-

cussion.

The Railroads and the Iron

Markets

As we have noted from time to time,

there have been comments and state-

ments without number to the effect that

the prevailing quiet in the iron market

had its origin in Washington, and the fu-

ture of the market depended upon the

decision in the railroad rate cases. It is

fair to say that these came chiefly from

Wall Street and not from any accredited

organ of the trade.

The position of the iron industry with

respect to the railroads is that it depends

upon orders growing out of the wearing

out of the material, rather than on orders

arising out of extensions. In 1887 there

was nearly 13,000 miles of new railroad

built, while in recent years there has

been an annual average of about 5000

miles; but from 1887 to the present pig-

iron production has grown from Q [

/j to

25 or 30 million tons, so that new rail-

road building absorbs but a small frac-

tion of the present output. At the same

time, the ton-mileage of freight handled

by the railroads has quadrupled, which

means that rails and rolling stock are

being worn out about four times as fast.

Thus, any influence which tends to in-

crease the freight movement tends to im-

prove the prospects of iron and steel con-

sumption by the railroads, and this view

of the situation will probably prevail ul-

timately.

Prospecting for Potash

The U. S. Geological Survey has been

instructed by Congress to prospect for

deposits of potash salts in the United

States, an appropriation of $20,000 hav-

ing been made for this purpose. This

will imply the inauguration of prospect-

ing by drilling, if any real progress is to

be made, and such we believe is the in-

tention of the Director of the Survey.

Although this will be a new departure

in the work of the Survey, there is ab-

solutely no reason why it should not

engage in such an enterprise of prac-

tical geology. In fact, the mining in-

dustry may properly look with approval

upon any work inaugurated by the Sur-

vey to discover new mineral resources.

This is one of the prime purposes of

the Survey.

However, interesting questions will

come up if the Survey should succeed

in discovering a valuable deposit of pot-

ash upon the public lands. What then

will be done with it? Will it be ex-

ploited by the Government as a national

mine ? Will it be given away to some-

body for a pittance? Will it be sold to

the highest bidder, or will it be rented

under lease?

These are questions of policy that may

soon have to be settled in a practical

way. Government ownership of produc-

ing mines in this country is not without

precedent, the lead mines of Missouri and

Wisconsin having been operated under

that condition for many years in the

early part of the last century.
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New Reef on the Rand

Johannesburg Corres!

There seems every hope that the dis-

covery of a reef 12 in. wide assaying 39.5

dwt. on the Cyferfontein farm near

sdorp will prove important. The

older geolc. :ed the strata in which

it has been found below the

Main Reef series. Doctor Voscule, the

geologist whose name is associated with

the discovery, came to the district with-

out any preconceived notions and before

the reef was cut came to the opinion that

the Main Reef series, if they existed in

the district, should be cut in the bore.

Stated that the strata underlying the

zone in which the reef has been found can

be traced in an outcrop for over 20 miles.

The quartzites containing the reef are

everywhere covered with overburden

which has delayed discovery. A second

reef has since been intersected in the

borehole, but no announcement as to its

metal content has been made public.

Geologists with Hobbies

Rand geology has unfortunately proved

a happy hunting ground for geological

cranks and stratigraphical maniacs. Two
of these are quite well known and appear

to believe that by constant reiteration

and general abuse of competent geolo-

gists, they can turn the Main Reef series

in any direction they please. If there is a

geological fact established both by de-

duction and subsequent proof by actual

mining work, it is that the mines on the

far east Rand basin, the New Modder-

fontein. Van Ryn and others, are work-

ing on the Main Reef series. One gen-

ius persists in saying it exists in country

through which dozens of shafts have

been sunk to work the Main Reef without

finding a trace of it and another per-

sists in identifying it in one place just

beyond Boksburg with the overlying

Kimberley series and a little further on

with the overlying Elsburg series.

One genius for many years preached

that there were untold millions of wealth

in reefs traversing Johannesburg and

despite the fact that every street of the

city has been deeply trenched for sewer-

age purposes without revealing a sign of

the existent— of such reefs or gold de-

still allowed by the newspa-

n his foolish propaganda

which can do only harm and prevent

monc -bed to clear up the

/ical problems alone the extensions

of the reef wh
Another so called scientist recently

proclaimed his epoch-making di-

c conglomer. •

I the Rand

ally of Igi • uin. but unfor-

tunately he h.-i n the merit of

originality I ntpector of

mines. Bergen, who bomhar !

J this

• on.

It seems to me that the chief trouble

with all Rand geologists, orthodox or

otherwise, is that they have "continuity"

on the brain. Because certain well

...irked strata do persist in a wonderful

manner for great distances they can

never bring themselves to believe that it

is only to be expected that quartzite beds

may change along their strike to shale or

slate or sandstone or vice versa, the beds

well developed in one place may be rep-

resented only by a parting or small layer

in another and, that in some cases it

would be fair to correlate geological se-

ries in different districts even if one or

two typical strata were quite absent.

One so called orthodox geologist confi-

dently fixed the position of the Main

Reef 200 miles from the Rand on a

single specimen of green-colored quartz-

ite.

Another correspondent writing on this

subject states that: At Randfontein it is

not generally recognized that the Main

Reef series has been found, in fact some

go even so far as to doubt whether the

reefs worked at the Lancaster and Rand-

fontein mines belong to the Main Reef

series^ but at all events beyond Rand-

fontein the Witwatersrand Upper Divi-

sion which carries the Main Reef series

disappears beneath the newer formation

and so far as known does not appear again

at the surface for a considerable distance

south. About 60 miles southwest of

Randfontein, the Lower division of the

Witwatersrand formation comes to the

surface and continues for over 30 miles,

to beyond the old mining town of

Klerksdorp. It is in this hitherto disre-

garded Lower Witwatersrand Division

that the rich strike has been made.

Prospecting at Klerksdorp

A syndicate engaged in prospecting for

the Main Reef series, which up to the

present has never been discovered in the

Klerksdorp district, had been working for

some time without result, then the ser-

vices of a consulting geologist were

celled in and after making a careful geo-

logical survey of the property the site of

a borehole was determined where it was

estimated the reef might be found if pres-

ent, at a depth of 600 ft. When the drill

reached a d.pth of 560 ft., a pebble reef

3 ft. wide was struck, the lower 12 in. of

which assayed nearly 2 oz. of gold per

ton. The upper 2 ft. were of unprofit-

able grade but 7 in. of the quartzite

foot-wall assayed 5 dwt. to the ton. The

question now arises as to whether this

strike belongs to the Main Reef serjes

for which the syndicate was prospecting

or to one of the lower reefs known to

occur in the western Rand, as the geo-

logical maps would seem to indicate.

The site of the borehole was fixed on

grounds lending color to the suggestion

e Main Reef series might to he

struck at a depth of something li
1

ft. from the surface and the intersec-

tion of a rich reef if not belonging to the

Main Reef horizon within about 50 ft.

of the point calculated upon, must be re-

garded as a lucky coincidence. It is of

some importance, of course, that the re-

lation of the new strike to the Main
Reef series should be established and the

borehole is being continued deeper with

that object in view. At present a depth

of about 900 ft. has been attained, that

is over 300 ft. below the strike, without

encountering any of the usual Main
Reef markers and failing these it is in-

tended to continue the drilling down to

the underlying shales.

Quincy Mining Company

The directors' report of the Quincy
Mining Company for 1910, gives the

mine output as 34,177,380 lb. of mineral

yielding 22,517,014 lb. of refined copper

for which $2,974,086, or 13.208c. per lb.

was realized. After deducting for min-

ing, opening mine, taxes, smelting and

transportation the mining profits were

$725,871. The actual business profits for

1910, after all deductions, were $642,-

693 and $550,000 was paid in dividends;

the quick assets as of Jan. 1, 1911, were

$1,062,907, as against $1,120,214 at the

beginning of 1910. The actual cost of

producing copper figures as 9.98c. per

lb., or 10.35c. per lb. when* all expenses

are charged against the cost of produc-

tion. During the year 800 acres of min-

eral land adjoining the Quincy holdings

was purchased from the St. Mary's Canal

Mineral Land Company, at a price of

$600,000, of which $150,000 in cash was

paid, the balance to be paid without in-

terest in equal instalments during 1911

and the two following years.

General manager Charles L. Lawton

states that operations were "very like

those of the preceding year. The copper

rock sent to the stamp mills was prac-

tically the same tonnage, as also the out-

put or yield, of ingot copper. The develop-

ment . . . was greater." He also states

that the value of the copper rock con-

tinues about the same, but the percentage

of mass copper has slightly increased to

21 per cent, of the total mineral pro-

duced. Additions have been made to the

reserves and Mr. Lawton claims that

there is within the boundaries of the

company's properties, on the Pewabic

lode, more than three times the copper-

bearing ground that has been stoped

during the 50 years of the company's

active existence.

New equipment has been added at the

mine, the Quincy & Torch Lake Railway

system has been improved and a new

reverberatory furnace about completed

at the smeltery. These and other Im-

provements have made it possible to pro

duce copper at a lower cost despite in

creases in the cost of supplies and labor.
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Correspondence and Discussion
Peculiar Mexican Laws Af-

fecting Mine Officials

Gillmore Goodland, a mining engineer

of London, with extensive experience in

South Africa, Australia and other parts

of the world, was imprisoned on Feb. 15

in a Mexican jail on the charge of libel,

or what the Mexican law calls injurias,

brought by an ex-bookkeeper of the Bat-

opilas Mining Company, whom he had

discharged. The Batopilas Mining Com-
pany, a New York corporation, capital-

ized at $9,000,000, in order to obtain

working capital for its mining operations,

formed in London in the year 1909, with

the aid of Mr. Goodland's connections,

an English company, called the Batopilas

Mining, Smelting and Refining Company,
capitalized at £300,000. In this new com-

pany the old company holds stock for

£225,000, £50,000 worth of stock was sold

at par in London and Paris and £25,000

worth remain in the treasury.

By contract the old company leased to

the new company its principal producing

mines and both its mills for the term of

25 years, with the intention later of form-

ing sister companies, to develop other

mines in its mineral grant after the first

company had proved the desirability of

the investment. At a meeting of the di-

rectors of the Batopilas Mining, Smelting

and Refining Company on Oct. 14, 1910,

it was resolved that Mr. Goodland should

proceed to the mines as soon as possible

and there arrange all matters involved

in the transfer of the property to this

company, and advise on the technical and
financial operation of the company's

property.

C. H. C. Moller, chairman of the board

of directors, was requested to accom-
pany Mr. Goodland on behalf of the

French financial group interested in pro-

viding the present working capital, and
was authorized to employ all such pro-

fessional assistance as he might require

in order to make a complete report to the

French directors. Mr. Moller and Mr.
Goodland were also appointed a com-
mittee of the directors to confer with the

board of the Batopilas Mining Company
to carry out the affairs named in the fore-

going resolutions with full power to make
all such arrangements as they considered
fit in connection with the working of the

property.

In New York the board of directors of
the Batopilas Mining Company, of which
Mr. Goodland is also a director, passed a

resolution appointing him and Alexander
R. Shepherd, Jr., the general manaeer in

Batopilas, a committee to effect the
transfer to procure the necessary adjust-

Views*. Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

ment of accounts. Mr. Shepherd was
charged by the board to do everything pos-

sible to raise the technical efficiency of the

work at the mines and was advised that

the time had arrived for rigid economies
and that expenditures in all departments
should be reduced. Mr. Goodland was
instructed to take up the subject most
thoroughly.

Messrs. Goodland and Moller met with

a great deal of opposition at Batopilas

in the exercise of their commission, not

only from the general manager, but from

the company's employees. This opposi-

tion was made so strong and so personal,

that their visit was made extremely un-

pleasant and their mission could hardly

be carried out. Among other changes,

the visiting directors insisted on a num-
ber of dismissals, and the accounts kept

with and credits given to the departing

employees were the principal reason

which led Mr. Goodland to write a pri-

vate letter of discharge which forms the

basis of the suit.

It seems the question pending is: Has
an employer or a superior officer the

right to criticize the acts of an employee
over whom he is placed? Can he ex-

press his opinion in regard to these in a

private letter addressed to such em-
ployee? Does the translation into Span-

ish of this private letter contain any

charges than can be used for action in

court? Is the translation correct? Ow-
ing to technicalities of the Mexican Penal

Code, requiring witnesses to testify

from actual knowledge that the conduct

of the accused has been good during the

last five years, there has been difficulty

in procuring release under, bond, and

added to this the absence of direct com-

munication by mail with the capital of

the State and the interruption of tele-

graphic communication by snowstorm and

revolutionary actions, the matter could

not be brought right away to the atten-

tion of the higher authorities.

From the point of view of the investor

in Mexican mines the case is interesting.

What right does an employer have under

Mexican law to criticize an employee's

actions? Does the foreigner lose the right

of release under bond, simply because

he can bring no witnesses who can swear

that they know from actual personal ac-

quaintanceship with the accused for five

years that during all this time his con-
duct has been good? What consulting

engineer can fill these requirements in

the out of the way places in which he is

likely to find himself?

It is to be supposed that close investi-

gation will be made into the irregularities

of which Mr. Goodland felt himself
obliged to complain, and that the stock-

holders of the Batopilas Mining Com-
pany, as well as the European investors

will take enough interest in the case to

make a careful and prompt investigation.

The mines of Batopilas have given na-
tive silver ores of extraordinary richness

for hundreds of years and during the last

half century have been steady producers.
The stockholders of the Batopilas Mining
Company, however, have not of late years
received much benefit from their invest-

ment. Why, will probably be explained
in the reports made by Messrs. Goodland
and Moller, which I hope will be pub-
lished.

Walter M. Brodie.

Consulting Engineer of the Batopilas

Mining Company.
Batopilas, Chihuahua, Mex., Feb. 20,

1911.

The Postage Question
The proposed increase of magazine

postage failed to pass Congress, but in

view of the declared policy of the Admin-
istration to push the matter further, the

following letter is still of interest, es-

pecially as it puts the case of the techni-

cal papers in a correct manner:
Hon. F. P. Flint,

Senate Chamber,
Washington, D. C.

My Dear Mr. Flint:

I desire to enter my most emphatic
protest against the effort to increase post-

age rates on periodicals and magazines.

There are many reasons why such in-

crease should not be made, which you
are probably familiar with, but I wish
to call your attention to one, which I

think is the most important of all and

sufficient to kill any legislation along the

lines proposed.

An increase in postage rates would kill

many trade journals. In this age of spe-

cializing every trade has its specific

journal. Every progressive business man
takes one or more of these trade jour-

nals. He has to, to keep up with his

competitors.

These journals give technical informa-

tion and are accurate in their data. The
general newspapers cannot afford to run

this class of information, as few of their

readers are interested in these subjects.
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Neither can one magazine cover all the

great variety of trades. Each line de-

mands a distinctive and exclusive journal

own.

This reason alone should convince any

- mable man of the great injustice and

injury which will be done thousands of

our ness men and large mer-

le and manufacturing concerns

throughout the world it this change is

made. No one can deny the immense

value of such trade journals as the

\EER1NG AND

\ . rnal, etc. They not only

ulate the inventive genius, which re-

volutionizes the commercial activities,

but they disseminate the information so

that the great improvements when made

>nie the property of the world at

Can such things be valued in mere

dollars and cents? Is it wise to curtail

si'ch methods which tend to upbuild

our great country ?

I think not, and believe and trust you

will use your best efforts to defeat any

measure which so contemplates such a

catastrophe on the commercial world.

Your sincerely.

Garner Curran.

Los Angeles. Cal.. Feb. 20, 1911.

Mining in Ketchikan, Alaska

.My attention has been called to an

omission in the Press Bulletin issued by

the U. S. Geological Survey, Dec. 31,

1910. abstracted in the Journal of Jan.

T. 1911. as a summary of mining in

Alaska for the year 1910. In this pub-

lication no reference was made to the

fact that in September operations had

been renewed at the Rush & Brown cop-

per mine, situated near Karta bay. Prince

of Wales island. As the bulletin pur-

ported to enumerate all the properties in

the Ketchikan district upon which any

important work had been done during

1910, the operations at the Rush & Brown

mine should have been referred to.

The only excuse that I can' plead is

that the press bulletin was prepared in

considerable haste and that the omission

was simply an oversight. There were

probably other mining operations in

Alaska of equal magnitude which did

not receive mention, but in this case the

omission was the less excusable be-

cause the fact of the renewal of opera-

tions at the Rush & Brown mine had been

recorded in the JOURNAL of Oct. 22, HMO.

It is my purpose to have the annual

summary of the mining developments in

a published by the U. s. Geological

Survey present a complete account of

the conditions of the mining Industry

throughout the Territory. I shall he glad

if mine operators and engineers will in-

form me of any Ofltl rrors which

occur in these publications The /V<ss

Hull, • ! about the Hi

f each year, is simply a preliminary

statement to be amplified and ll

cases, I regret to state, corrected by

the more complete report published some

months later.

Alfred H. Brooks.

Washington, D. C., March 4, 1911.

Review of Cyanidation
In Philip ArgalPs article published un-

der the above title in the Journal of

Jan. 7, 1911, he states: "The drum form

of continuous filter, of which we may

take the Oliver as a type, appears to be

coming into use in the United States and

Mexico; they all leave much to be de-

sired, the complication of automatic

valves on vacuum, pressure air and wash

water prove troublesome, etc."

I do not intend to discuss here the rela-

tive merits and demerits of various types

of filters, but wish to take exception to

statements by an engineer of such high

standing as Mr. Argall that are evidently

based not on the operation of an Oliver

filter, which has never had "valve

troubles," but upon the difficulties exper-

ienced by an imitation of the Oliver filter

which has lately been built in Denver,

and which filter has necessarily had to

omit the vital features incorporated in the

Oliver. While 1 do not object to having

the Oliver referred to as a type, I do

most strenuously object to having the fil-

ter blamed for the deficiencies of infer-

ior imitations.

In substantiation of the fact that the

Oliver does not have "valve troubles," I

beg to state that in the four years that

I have been building these filters no

changes have been made in mechanical

principle or general design of the valve.

Edwin Letts Oliver.

San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 25, 1911.

Zinc Ore at Joplin

Knowing that the Journal does not

wish to misrepresent matters affecting

the zinc industry in the Joplin district, I

beg leave to say that its recent remarks

as to relative prices for zinc ore sold

under the "contract system" and the open

market are incorrect.

Ore selling under the contracts has

uniformly brought from SI to S3.50

per ton, net, more than the same grades

of ore selling in the open market, and

onlv a small tonnage of any grade of ore

in the open market has exceeded the

price that the same ore would have

brought if sold on the scale which gov-

erns the contracts. The information that

the contract price is better only on low-

t^rade and undesirable lots is not true.

There is no fixed base price at any

time. Every buyer is out for himself, and

every bin is bid on separately, and as an

individual transaction. The circumstances

of the seller and the requirements of the

buyer are controlling elements in each

tnidc.

On March 1 a sale of 10(H) tons of

ore was made, this being the largest in-

dividual tonnage sold in many months.

The ore was held by as strong a company

as there is in the district, at a place con-

venient to railway track, in the heart

of the district. It assayed 61 per cent,

zinc, 1 per cent, iron, and less than 0.8

per cent. lead. Such a tonnage commands
usually a premium of from 50c. to $1

per ton, which was true in this case. Yet

the base price was $41. Under the scale,

the ore would have brought $41.09 for

cars carrying above 0.5 per cent, lead

and $42.09 for any cars that sampled

under that lead content.

That the contract price has been higher

than the open market during the entire

period for which the contracts have run

is further emphasized by this instance,

in that the open market is higher this

week than at any time during the period

of the contracts, and has more nearly

equaled the contract base.

The Journal also is misinformed with

reference to the attitude of the district

toward contracts. I am solicited daily by

miners who desire to contract their output

on this scale, and under terms similar

to present contract.

B. K. Blair.

Secretary, Zinc Ore Producers'

Association.

Joplin, Mo., March 3, 1911.

Americans Safe in Mexico
The present disturbances in Mexico

have brought a new grief to the officials

of the American mining companies oper-

ating in that country. Relatives and

friends of the employees at the mines are

naturally anxious for the facts and are

besieging the American offices of the

companies for information and assur-

ance. Of course, this is natural and the

solicitations cannot be ignored, but really

there is a good deal of needless alarm

and worry. Granting the facts of serious

political unrest in Mexico, the situation

does not present any cause for alarm

for the personal safety of Americans

engaged in their legitimate pursuits in the

country. In fact the government and its

opponents have so far avoided even giv-

ing inconvenience to the foreigners as

far as conditions in the country will per-

mit. I would ask that you publish this

for the benefit of the anxious ones at

home and also for the relief of the busy

mining officials at this end.

President.

New York. March 1, 1911.

California Gold Production
In the Journal of Feb. 18, 1911, ap-

pears a statistical table giving the gold

production of California for a long per-

iod of years, but the figure for 187(5 is

omitted. Later on, it is estimated at

$15,000,000. In Del Mar's "History of

the Precious Metals," p. 400, this figure

is given at $19,000,000.

Algernon Del Mar.

Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 28, 1911.
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Details °^ Practical Mining
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

An Automatic Mine Car Tally

By A. Livingstone Oke*

It is impossible to maintain close per-

sonal supervision over trammers of waste

and ore in a mine where there are a large

The Engineering $ Mining Journal

Automatic Car Recorder Set in Rail

number of working faces. In order to

judge the amount of work done and at-

tain a maximum of efficiency, it is desir-

able to have an automatic register for

recording the number of cars or wheel-

barrows of ore or waste taken from each

working place.

I suggest, in the accompanying sketch,

a device that may be let into a rail, or set

in the groove of a wheelbarrow track. It

consists of a compression cap A within

which is a strong spring F. The cap
operates a small piston Bin the compres-
sion cylinder G. This cylinder is con-

nected by a tube C of small diameter to a

second cylinder D. Within the second cyl-

inder is a piston controlled by a rod and

Resident manager. Arsentine & General
Exploration Oomranv. Rodeo. San Juan, Ar-

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-
erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things that have to

be done in Everyday

spring. The end of the rod carries a

recording pencil that presses lightly on
the roll of paper, moved by clock work.
The passage of a loaded car causes

the pencil to trace a high double-peak
curve, and the returning empty a lower

one. By time ruling the roll of paper
the time of passing of the cars can be
registered quite accurately.

Timbering Swelling Ground
By George C. McFarlane*

In swelling ground, in shales and schists

it is noticeable that the swelling is al-

ways at right angles to the foliation, and

drifts paralleling the stratification may
require double setting, while the cross-

cuts will stand without timber. I have

also noted cases where drifts in the

upper workings had stood for years

without retimbering, while below the

oxidized zone heavy sets were crushed

and broken in two months. As a rule this

swelling ground is not difficult to retim-

ber. Ground that is heavy because the

rock is loose and full of slips often comes

down in large masses; when a couple of

sets break, the fall may bring down ad-

jacent sets. On the other hand, in a drift

in swelling ground the timbers may be

crushing and binding and when a broken

set is knocked out, only three or four

wheelbarrow loads of rock will come

down. .

For replacing broken shaft sets in

swelling ground I devised the form of

timbering shown in Fig. 1. Two sets of

6xl0-in. timbers with a 6xl2-in. filler

between the wall-plates are used. One

side of the 6xl0-in. piece and both

sides of the filler are sawed on a bevel of

one-half inch, as shown. In sawing, the

bevel cut is made by placing a bar of flat

iron across the bunks of the saw carriage

in front of the head blocks and canting

the stick back on the bar. In placing the

sets, the posts must be put in tight, using

two or more jacks to bring the plates and

filler to a solid bearing at each post. In

*.-,():•, Gas and Electric building, Denver,
Colo.

sinking a new shaft with this kind of
timbering the set would be gripped to-

gether by hanger bolts until a set of
dead logs were placed. As the walls of

the shaft swell, the filler is of course
forced in between the plates, causing the

posts to sink into them.

If the plates and filler grip tighter on
one side, the set will be crowded toward

Fie. 1. Shaft Timbering in Swelling
Ground

the slack side as it takes the squeeze. In

an hour or so between shifts this can be

remedied by jacking in a couple of extra

posts on the slack side, and in this way
the guides can be kept in good alinement.

This form of set allows the walls of the

shaft to swell four inches without break-

ing the timbers. Should the swelling

5L„~.^t_

11

Fig. 2. Drift Sets for Swelling Ground

force the filler flush with the plates,

pieces of lagging can be removed, a few

a* a time, the wall cut back a few inches

and the lagging reset by inserting blocks

between it and the wall plates. The posts

can then be removed and the filler jacked

out with a couple of pipe jacks, the posts

reset and the temporary blocking be-

tween the lagging an1 the wall plates

removed. One set of posts will have

to be chopped out to release the fillers

of the first set; after that, many of the

posts and part of the lagging can be re-

covered in shape to use again.

Fig. 2 illustrates the same principle ap-

plied to a drift or tunnel set. A couple

of bolts would have to be used in each

leg to clamp the filler; as the sets took
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weight the bolts could be removed, then

the thrust of the collar and toe braces

between the set would throw enough

pressure on the filler to bind it. If the

breast set were solidly braced with "rak-

ers" it might not be necessary to use

bolts at all. This style of timbering

will stand fully as much squeezing be-

fore breaking as a double set and does

not require as much excavation.

Analyses of Converter Fume
By Clarence C. Semple

The following analyses of converter

fume were obtained a few years ago at

the Aguascalientes smeltery of the Amer-
- melting and Refining Company. At

that time there were three stands of con-

verters. The converters were of the deep

type. 8 ft. in diameter and 7 ft. 4 in. high,

from tuyeres to beginning of throat, or 16

fc. high over all. The lining was made of

clay from Pachuca that contained a small

amount of silver. This clay was mixed

in grinding pans with various amounts

of quartzose gold and silver ores, some

cf which were very high grade. The cop-

per in the mattes varied between the

vide limits of 28 and 55 per cent, but the

aim was to make 45 per cent, matte in

the blast furnaces whenever possible.

The silver and gold content of the matte

varied considerably; the average was

probably about 6 kg. silver and 30 grams

gold per metric ton of matte. The pres-

sure of the blast ranged from 12 to 16

or 18 lb. per square inch.

The converter hoods extended at right

angles from the flue. The flue was made
of steel, oval in section, and provided

with hoppers for drawing the dust. The

oval pipe led to an exhaust fan which

was placed in a brick house. There were

four sections of brick chamber at the fan

house through each of which the fume

passed in succession. From the fan-house

The relative quantity of dust and fume

collected from each of the various cham-

bers is shown in the weights given in the

table, but I am unable to state from

what weight of matte converted or blister

copper produced, this amount of dust and

fume was obtained. The greater part of

the fume recovered was grayish-white

or pure-white impalpable powder, and the

analyses show how great the losses may
be when converting copper mattes contain-

ing much gold and silver, and especially

when lead is present, unless there are

adequate means of settling the dust and

condensing the fume.

Ignition of Sulphide Ores

In reply to an inquiry in the Journal
of Jan. 28, regarding the ignition of sul-

phide ores from blasting, James B. Cook,

of West Fairlee, Vt., writes:

"I may state that I have known

many instances of the ore being

ignited and the mine filling with

sulphur fumes. When this happens, it

is usually caused by blasting dry holes.

If water were forced into the hole before

which time the mine will be free from

fume. The best time for blasting and

steaming is at noon."

Cable Clamp for Tramway
By Claude T. Rice

Tramway cables have to be frequently

stretched, especially in the early period

of the operation of a tramway. This is a

rather vexatious task, owing to the de-

sign of the cable clamps in common use.

The clamp furnished by the tramway

companies is made of two iron plates,

with a shallow central groove to increase

the contact and consequently the friction

of a cable when the clamp is tightened.

At the end, the two plates are given an

outward bend, so as to keep apart the

ropes that are fastened to the plates of

the clamp. Two different strands of the

block and tackle system are attached to

the twisted lengths in the ends of the

two clamping plates, so there is little if

any clamping effect obtained from the

pull of the ropes. The entire pressure of

the cable is obtained from the tightening
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clamp on and securely tighten the bolts,

while swinging in mid-air.

Joseph Ruttle, foreman of the High-

land Boy tramway at Bingham, Utah,

has devised the clamp that is now in

general use at Bingham. This clamp is

simple in design, effective in its opera-

tion, easy to put on the cable, even by

one man, and can be cheaply made in

any machine shop. This clamp is caused

to grip by the pull of the tightening

tackles and so is correct in principle.

The tramway man has only to give the

grip pieces a slight blow to cause an

initial grip on the cable. In case the

clamp should be put on at a point where

the cable is larger than elsewhere, and

there should be any slipping, the clamp

adapts itself to the diminishing diameter

of the cable and grasps the cable more

securely than ever. An accompanying

/Tup % "

diameter of the cable on which the clamp
is to be used with that set of grips; but

by having another set of grips the clamp
can be quickly changed so as to be used

on larger or smaller cables. The faces

of the grips are segments of a cylinder,

so they adapt themselves to the cable

when it is considerably worn.

In order to hold the grip pieces in

the channels in which they travel, a

hemispherical pocket is bored in the grip

piece to receive a -Mi-in. steel ball, while

in the base plate a cylindrical groove is

cut under each cover plate, in which the

steel ball may travel. This groove is

made long so the grip pieces may spread

far enough apart at the head end to

facilitate placing the clamp on the cable.

When the grip piece is in its farthest

position at the other end of the groove,

its two faces are considerably nearer to-

Silica Sponge

A correspondent asks us why the

pores of the "silica sponge," made by

the Just process, do not become clogged.

He asks if it be a fact that the pores

are smaller than the finest slime of an

ore, and has that been demonstrated

scientifically, or is it merely an as-

sumption?

We asked E. G. Spilsbury, 45 Broad-
way, New York, to reply to these in-

quiries, which he does as follows:

This is a question to which I have
given much attention, it being somewhat
of an enigma. In fact the pores are not

smaller than the finest particles of the

slimes treated. I can only explain the

phenomenon by assuming that the rag-

ged edges of the surface of the plates

perform the same function in arresting

T/m.Engineering fa Mining Journal

Details of the Ruttle Clamp for Tramway Cables

drawing shows the design of this clamp.

It is an unpatented device and has been

in use on the Bingham tramway for at

least a year, but some of the tramway
companies appear to be trying to assim-

ilate the device and put it on the market

as their own.

The Ruttle clamp consists of a base

plate A, with raised sides, to which are

bolted two cover plates B that partly

cover the top of the base plate. The
sides of the base plate taper toward the

rear end, so, as the clamping pieces C
move along the channels formed' by the

base plates, they are forced nearer to-

gether and so grip the cable more se-

curely. The base plate has a curved

neck, to which the blocks are attached

by a ring. The clamping pieces have

the face toward the cable turned to the

gether than the diameter of the rope.

The angle given to the back raised edge

of the base plate determines the length

of the groove, while the angle of the

back edge and length of the base plate

itself are determined by the length of

gripping surface that is necessary to give

a secure hold on the cable. The size of

clamp shown in the detailed drawing is

ample for all ordinary use. An accom-

panying illustration shows one of these

clamps fastened to a traction cable ready

to take up the stretch.

Petroleum discoveries are reported by

Consul John E. Rowen, within a few

hours' ride of Puntas Arenas, in the

region of Agua Fresca, in the Straits of

Magellan.

the passage of the finest possible par-

ticles as has been found to be the case

in zinc oxide manufacture, where wool,

owing to the fine hairs lying en its sur-

face arrests all solid materials before

they reach the actual pores of the filter-

ing medium.

In the case of the silica sponge the

same condition apparently exists. The

liquid, carrying the solids, striking the

surface at a speed sufficient to move

the solid material with it, is momen-
tarily arrested by the fact that there is

no direct passage for it, and it has to

be deflected on all sides before it can

find an exit. While this change in the

direction of flow is taking place the

solid particles lose their inertia and be-

come attached to the points and rough

edges of the filtering surface, and once
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arrested are not easily entrained into

the interstices by following currents.

That is about the only explanation I

can give of the occurrence, but the fact

is that in practice (now extending over

more than a yean we have never had

case where the pores have become

filled up beyond the most superficial film,

which can be at once cleaned by the

reversal of the liquid current.

Prevention of Dusting of

Concrete Floors

By Albert Moyer*

Cement floors, particularly in ware-

houses, which do not have the advantage

of obtaining the necessary moisture from

the atmosphere such as outside floors

;ind sidewalks on which the dew collects

scrubbing brush to remove all dirt and
loose particles. Allow the surface to dry.

and then as soon as dry apply a solu-

tion of one part water-glass (sodium sili-

cate) of 40 deg. B., and three to four

ptrts of water, the proportion of water

depending upon the porosity of the con-

crete. The denser the concrete the

weaker the solution required. Stir well,

and apply this mixture with a brush (a

large whitewash brush with long handle

will be found the most economical). Do
not mix a greater quantity than you can

use in an hour.

If this solution is sufficiently thin, it

will penetrate the pores of the concrete.

Allow the concrete surface thus treated

to dry. As soon as dry, wash off with

clean water, using a mop. Again allow

surface to dry and apply the solution

Total Output in Tons per Hour

Determining Total Output in

Tons per Hour
The accompanying chart, though sim-

ple, should be used in connection with

the other diagrams published in recent

issues of the Journal. With these charts

any hoisting problem can be worked out

without any figuring whatever.

For instance, assuming that a mine
manager has put down a test hole and
finds that the coal lies, say, 400 ft. below

the surface. He figures that he wants to

get out, say, 2400 tons in eight hours;

this would be equivalent to 300 tons per

hour. By referring to the chart he will

see that with a car holding 5000 lb. of

coal, it would be necessary for him to get

out 120 cars per hour. By referring to

the chart, then, for any output, he could
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Report of Yukon Gold Company
Excellent progress was made last year

at the properties of the Yukon Gold
Companv, situated in the Klondike dis-

trict of Alaska, principally on Bonanza,

Eldorado, Bear and Hunker creeks. The
financial statement as of Dec. 31, 1910,

is presented herewith, and the report of

O. B. Perry, consulting engineer and

general manager for the company, giving

a detailed resume of dredge and hydraul-

ic operations, for the year ended Dec.

31, 1910, is given below practically in its

entirety:

New Property and Equipment

"The property holdings of the company
in the Yukon territory have been added to

by the acquisition, both by outright pur-

chase and by working agreement, of a

number of creek claims within the terri-

tory embraced by the company's opera-

tions, as well as some bench and hillside

claims suitable for hydraulicking. The
properties acquired during 1910 show an

estimated total of 1,300,000 cu.yd., of

which approximately 1,000,000 cu.yd.

are creek gravels suitable for dredging,

the remainder being hydraulic ground.

"The increase of the equipment con-

sisted of distributing pipe lines, tunnels

and sluices for the opening of the hy-

draulic mines. The principal additions of

this nature were on American hill, where
1200 ft. of 26- to 22-in. pipe was in-

stalled with sluices and monitors ready

for operation; American gulch, Boulder
creek, Gold hill and Lovett, where pipe

lines were laid and mines opened for op-

eration; on Cheeckaco hill a tunnel was
driven 300 ft. in length with Y-branches
and raises. 450 ft. of 52-in. sluice, 1000
ft. of distributing pipe lines with gates,

branches and six hydraulic giants.

"The No. 5 dredge, which had en-

countered severe physical difficulties in

operating at the mouth of Hunker, was
removed and rebuilt on 30 Below on Bon-
anza."

Dredging Operations

The opening of the season was earlier

than in 1909 although the first warm
weather was followed by cold which
somewhat retarded the dredge operations.

The last of the six dredges which were
then in commission, began operations
May 24. as against June 9 last year. The
dredging season for six out of the seven
dredges was 159, as compared with 132 1/
days in 1909, or an increase of 20 per
cent. The running time of one dredge.
No. 5, was curtailed due to moving and
rebuilding. The total operating time for
this dredge was 108 days."
"The dredges, during the season,

handled 3.249,788, as compared with 2,-

381.880 cu.yd. last season, an increase of
36 per cent, and produced S2, 150,723

7 he dredging season in

191 o was longer than usual.

Six dredges handled 3,249,-

788 cu. yd. oj gravel con-

taining 66c. gold at 31c. cost

per cu. yd. Hydraulic ope-

rations practically doubled;

the cost per cu. )d. was
25.7 cents.

gross gold, as compared with SI,363,722
last season, or an increase of 57 per
cent. The value per cubic yard was
66.18c, as compared with 57.24c. last

season, or an increase of 15 per cent.

Cost of Dredging

"The cost in 1910 was 31.09c. while
in 1909 it was 31.94c. per cu.yd. The
cost includes all thawing charges, amount-
ing to 14.60c. per cu.yd., preliminary
stripping operations, gross gold tax, sell-

ing charges and depreciation. The in-

crease of 20 per cent, in the length of the
operating season is accounted for by the

YUKON GOLD COMPANY STATEMENT,
DEC. 31, 1910.

Assets.
Property and investments (includ-

ing organization expense, sur-
vers. etc. 1 511 ,885,460

Equipment i cost of ditches,
dredges, pipe lines, etc. 1 6,427,002

Deferred charges (operating ex-
penses, stripping and temporary
equipment applicable to future

,
work) 537,865

Supplies and materials 548 783
Accounts collectible (including ad-

vances to subsidiary companies) 344 636
( 'a*" 32^182

$19,775,928
Liabilities.

Capital stock $17,500, )
Guggenheim Exploration Company 499,850
Hills and accounts payable '. 1,104 828
Depreciation 288*799
Surplus after payment of dividend

I tec. 31 382 45]

$19,775,928

fact that for the first time since opera-
tions were begun, power was available

for late autumn operations. The No. 5
dredge was able to run until Nov. 10, and
was then closed down on account of lack

of water for flotation. The hydroelec-

tric plant was shut down Oct. 6. and
from that time no power was purchased
from the Northern Light and Power Com-
pany's steam-driven plant.

"With regard to the costs, it may be

mentioned that the mid-season cost

showed a marked improvement over the

previous season, but the October and
November operations being considerably

more expensive, brought the cost up to

the figure given above, which is slightly

under that for the season 1909. While
the early spring and late autumn opera-

tions add to the length of the dredging

season, work during these periods is un-
avoidably more expensive than during
the open or mid-summer season.

Hydraulic Operations

"During the season, a total of 1,406,-
397 cu.yd. were handled in the hydraulic
mines, including mechanical elevators,
as compared with 705,544 cu.yd. handled
in 1909, or an increase of 99 per cent.
The total gross production was S696,375
as compared with 8383,877 in 1909, or
an increase of 81 per cent.

"The cost this season was 25.69c. per
cu.yd., as compared to a cost for 1909
of 41.78c, or a decrease of 63 per cent.
The total charges against the main ditch
for the season of 1910 were $196,000 ap-
proximately, including operation, main-
tenance, repairs and construction. Of
this $19,645 was charged to power-plant
operation, and $56,645 to hydraulic oper-
ations, the remainder was taken up in de-
ferred and construction charges and does
not appear in the above statement of
cost.

"In the above comparison of costs,

royalties paid under working agreements
are not included, and this comment ap-
plies as well to the statement as to

dredging cost. The royalties take the
form of a percentage of both the gross
and net return, and are subject to wide
variation so that they cannot be included
in statements of operating cost. The roy-
alties paid in 1909 were heavy, amount-
ing to over $120,000. This amount will

be materially reduced in 1911, as the
work will be confined almost entirely to

properties owned by the company.

Ditches and Pipe Lines

"The main ditch system from the
Twelvemile river was operated 118.3 days
out of a possible 150 days, or 78.7 per
cent, of the possible time. The average
daily delivery of the Klondyke pipe-line
discharge penstock was 3038 24-hour
miner's inches as against a theoretical

capacity of 5000 miners inches, or 60.9
per cent, of the possible flow. The larg-

est 24-hour average flow was 4780 min-
er's inches.

"During the operating season there
were several breaks in the ditch at points
where glaciers had been met with in the
construction. These breaks reduced the
running time, thus decreasing the pro-
duction and increasing the cost. The
breaks occurred largely at points which
had given little trouble during the first

year's operation in 1909. but the trouble
was, to a certain extent, anticipated, due
to the icy condition known to exist at

these places.

"The principal delays and difficulties

were at Quig'ey, Kentucky Point, Noble
Creek and Cripple Creek sections, which
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accounted for 83 per cent, of the total

time lost. Temporary repairs were made

at these points and when the operating

season was over, new construction, con-

sisting of piles and flume, was installed.

Experience for the last two seasons has

shown that this construction will carry

the flow successfully when practically no

other form of underpinning will stand on

account of the presence of ice seams in

With this construction

completed, there is no reason to antici-

pate repetition of the breaks and delays

incident to past season's operations. The

pipe lines which caused some difficulty

and considerable delay in the season of

1909, caused practically no interruption

of service in 1910. From the tests that

have been made, they promise to deliver

fully up to the capacity for which they

were designed.

Conclusions

"From the above, it appears that the

company's dredging operation has shown

a marked improvement over the past sea-

son, and that the hydraulic work has also

improved, although not as rapidly. The

increase in recovery over the previous

season indicates not only an improve-

ment in the tenor of the gravels, but also

an improvement in the method of working.

"In view of the success met with b;

the dredges in handling the creek grav>

els, the decision was reached this season

to work a number of claims on Bonanza
which it had been the previous intention

to abandon for tailings room. This work

has now been begun, and while the re-

sult will be to hold back the hydraulic

work from reaching its maximum output,

the net result will be a substantial gain."

Mineral Production of Canada
Although complete statistics are not

yet available, sufficient information is at

hand to indicate that the total value of

the mineral production of Canada dur-

M IN KRAI. PRODUCTION OF CANADA
I.N 1810.

Product.
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oz. were shipped as bullion. The aver-

age silver content of ore and concen-

trates shipped was thus 865.57 oz., or

$462.96 per ton, as compared with 840 oz.

in 1909.

Copper

No refined copper is produced in Can-

ada, but the copper ores are mostly re-

duced to a matte or blister copper car-

rying some gold and silver. In

Quebec where the copper is recovered

subsequently to the extraction of the sul-

phur from pyritic ores, there was in-

creased activity during the year. A small

quantity of ore was exported from British

Columbia coast mines and the Yukon to

United States smelters for treatment. In

Ontario, where the copper is chiefly re-

covered from the nickel-copper ores of

the Sudbury district, there is a very large

increase in production.

Statistics are not available at the pres-

ent time to show the total quantity of

copper contained in ores shipped from the

mines. The total production of copper,

however, contained in blister and matte

produced and estimated as recoverable

from ores exported was in 1910 approx-

imately 56,598,074 lb. Of the production

in 1910, Quebec is credited with 957,178

lb.; Ontario, 19,259,016 lb.; and in

British Columbia the production is esti-

mated at about 36,000,000 lb. Ontario

shows an increased production of 3,512,-

317 lb. or 22.3 per cent., while British

Columbia shows a slight increase.

Nickel

There was a large increase in the pro-

duction of nickel-copper ores in Ontario

during the past two years, and it is per-

haps not generally realized that the pro-

duction of nickel in this province is now
almost as large, pound for pound, as the

production of copper in British Columbia,

while the market price of the metal is

from two to three times that of copper.

A portion of the production is, however,

now recovered with copper as monel

metal and sold at a much lower price

than fine nickel. Active operations are

being carried on by the same companies

as formerly, the Mond Nickel Company,

at Victoria Mines, and the Canadian Cop-

per Company, at Copper Cliff.

The aggregate results of the operations

on the Sudbury District nickel-copper ores

during the past two years were as fol-

lows in tons of 2000 pounds.

1909. 1910.

Ore mined 451 ,892 652.392
Ore smelted 462,336 628.947

r matte producer! 25,845 35.033
Bessemer matte shipped
Topper contents of matte
shinped 7,8,3 9,630

Vickel contents of matte
shipped 13.141 18,625

Exports of nickel contained in ore.

ratte, etc., as compiled from Customs re-

mits in 1910 were: To the United States.

50.679.451; to Great Britain. 5.335,331;

total, 36,014,782 lb., an increase of 10,-

398,384 lb. over the previous year.

Iron

Excluding Quebec, for which complete
returns have not been received, the pro-

duction of iron ore in 1910 was 254,915

short tons, valued at $566,109. The ship-

ments may be classified as magnetite,

124,535 tons, hematite, 130,380 tons. Ex-

ports of iron ore from Canada during

1910 are recorded by the Customs De-

partment as 114,499 tons. This is chiefly

fiom Moose Mountain mine, Ontario.

Torbrook, N. S., and Bathurst, N. B. Al-

though not a Canadian production, it may
be of interest to state that the two Ca-
nadian companies operating the Wabana
mines, shipped during the year 1,259,626

short tons, of which 808,762 tons were

shipped to Sydney, Cape Breton, and

450,864 tons to the United States and

Europe.

The production of pig iron by prov-

inces for two years was:

1909. 1910. Changes.

Nova Scotia 34.5,380 350,287 1. 4,907
Quebec 4,770 3,237 D. 1.533
Ontario 407,012 417.'_>(»r, I. 40.2S4

Total 757,162 800,820 I. 43,658

These figures do not include the output

from the furnaces making ferro-pro-

ducts, at Buckingham, Que., Welland and

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. The exports of

pig iron during the year are reported as

9763 tons. Probably the greater part

of this is ferro-silicon and ferro-phos-

phorus, produced at Welland and Buck-

ingham. There were imported during the

year 227,753 tons of pig iron, 16,106

tons of charcoal pig and 18.900 tons of

ferro-manganese.

Production of steel in 1910 was: Open-
hearth, basic, 599,015; converter, acid,

223,266; total, 822,281. of which 803,600

tons were ingots and 18,681 tons direct

castings. Total bounties paid on iron

and steel were $1,344,145.

Coal and Coke

The total coal production in Canada in

1910, comprising sales and shipments,

colliery consumption and coal used in

making coke, is estimated at 12,796,512

short tons', an increase of 2,295,037 tons,

or nearly 22 per cent, over 1909, and is

the largest production of coal yet record-

ed for Canada. The production by prov-

inces was as follows:

Province. 1908 1909. 1910.

Nova Scotia ii,(i.">:i..">3li 5,652,089 6,407,091

British Colum-
bia 2.333. 70S 2,606,127 3,319,368

Mberta 1,685,661 1,994,741 2,824,929
Saskatchewan 150,556 192,125 190,484

New Bruns-
wick 60,000 l't.()-".i 53,455

Yukon Terri-
tory 3,847 7,364 1,185

Totals 10,886,311 10,501,475 12,796,512

The exports of coal are reported by

the customs department as 2,377,049

tons. Imports of coal during the year

include bituminous, 5,966,466 tons;

slack. 1,356,281 tons, and anthracite,

3,266,235 tons; a total of 10,597,982 tons.

The total production of oven coke in

1910 was about 897,273 short tons, as

compared with 862,011 tons in 1909. The
total quantity of coal charged to ovens

was 1,373,793 short tons. By provinces

the production was: Nova Scotia, 507,-

996 tons; Ontario, 25,959; Alberta, 121,-

578; British Columbia, 241,740 tons. Ths
coke is all made from Canadian coal with

the exception of that made by the Atiko-

kan Iron Company, at Port Arthur. All

of the coke produced was used in Can-

ada with the exception of 50,922 tons

sold for export to the United States,

chiefly from Alberta. The quantity of

coke imported during the year was 737,-

088 tons.

The quantity of corundum ore treated

during the year was 37,183 tons, from

which was produced 1686 tons of grain

corundum. The shipments were 106 tons

sold in Canada and 1774 tons sold in

other countries, a total of 1870 tons.

Canadian Mining Institute

The annual meeting of the Canadian

Mining Institute was held at the Chateau

Frontenac. Quebec, March 1-3, about 80

members being present. Dr. F. D. Adams,

the president of the Institute, presided

at its several sessions, all of which were

held in the hotel. A large number of

interesting technical papers were read,

these covering the subjects of asbestos,

graphite, copper, coal, gold and slate

mining. A good many engineers from

the United States attended the meeting.

The social side of the meeting was not

neglected. On Thursday evening there

was a highly enjoyable smoker, and on

Friday evening a formal dinner. The

management of the meeting was ex-

cellent.

Power Plant for Porcupine

Toronto Correspondence

Rapid progress is being made with

the construction of the electric power

plant at Sandy Falls on the Mattagami

river, 11 miles to the northwest of the

Porcupine gold area, in order that power

may be supplied to the mines as soon as

possible. A large quantity of machinery

is on the ground and being set up. The

dam to supply the power for the electric

generators is more than half completed.

When finished it will be 730 ft. long, and

will Droduce a 25-ft. fall of water. One
sluice has already been built so that 2000

h.p. can be developed upon the opening

of the plant. Preparations are being

made for the stretching of 70 miles of

transmission lines. The wires used will

be of aluminum. It is expected that

power can be transmitted by June 1. The

Hollinger has contracted for 1000 horse-

power.
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Sinking and Driving at Argonaut
It is always the other man's job that

sy, the other :
- mine that

ought to be cheap to work. To this I

heartily subscribe, and having seen sev-

Mticles on fast driving and sinking

under what I prefer to believe were unus-

ually favorable conditions. I am minded

to bring encouragement to hard-worked

foremen and superintendents, whose

workinf - to advance at the speed

of a Los Angeles aqueduct or a Simplon

tunnel. b\ - me results obtained

in the Argonaut mine. For by so doing

1 hope to do something, however insigni-

ficant, to lower the standard of perfec-

tion so frequently held before our daz-

zled eyes by the mining press.

The results given below are for the

last year, but the system they represent

has now been in force at this mine for

two years, the figures for 1909 being al-

most identical with the figures for 1910.

Nothing startling, however, is claimed for

these performances, nor do the methods

employed present anything novel. Their

only merit is that they achieved to a

reasonable extent their object, namely to

attain a combination of fair speed and

low cost per foot. Yet for this individ-

ual mine they represent an increase in

speed of 100 per cent, over what had

previously been considered possible, and

a decrease of 25 to 50 per cent, in the

cost per foot. Needless to say better

appliances were used than formerly, and

an improved and systemized method of

procedure was enforced. Yet the same

classes of labor were employed as for-

merly, many of them the same men, but

in the beginning they were more closely

watched and advised, and stimulated to

their best endeavor by contract and

bonus.

The details of the work are given with

some apology for their fullness, but with

the belief that details alone make any

work understandable, and with the hope

that others may give the benefit of their

experience and suggestions.

The Argonaut Shaft

The Argonaut shaft is an incline with a

slope of approximately 60 deg., roughly

parallel with the dip of the vein and. in

the bottom levels, distant about 300 ft.

from th? hanging-wall. The depth of the

shaft H30 ft., measured vertic-

•t. on the incline, and the

interval in depth 150 ft. on the in-

cline.

The country rock in the hanginn-wall

of th' ' laminated

edimentaries, dipping u

•he vein but at a somewhat

angle

The tally hard an !

in la'

By R. S. Rainsford*

By attending to details,

omitting Sunday work, and
using cither a contract or a

bonus system, the speed and
cost of shaft sinking and
crosscutting hare been

greatly bettered.

•General manager, Argonaul Mining Com-
pany, Jackson, Cal.

and break very fine, but both give end-

'ess trouble in deep workings from caves

and swelling ground in all openings ex-

cept crosscuts driven directly across the

formation. Hence drifts in ore have led

to the introduction of a system of tim-

bering in the Argonaut and Kennedy

mines that is, I believe, unique. On the

other hand the Argonaut shaft requires

20x20-in. timbers for wall plates, and a

crew of six men is always employed in

the shaft to ease timbers, replace those

badly broken, and keep the track of 40-

lb. tee-rail in safe condition for the pas-

sage of the 3-ton skips.

The shaft has three compartments,

4 ft. 1 in. by 5 ft. 9 in. in the clear, tim-

bered with 20x20-in. wall plates 16 ft. long,

I4x20-in. end plates 6 ft. long and

10x20-in. dividers 6 ft. long, both end

plates and dividers being mortised into

the wall plates the better to withstand

end pressure. The shaft sets are placed

at 5-ft. centers, with four corner blocks,

or posts, 10xl6-irt. section and 3 ft. 6 in.

long between sets, so that a shaft set,

disregarding blocking and lagging, con-

tains 1733.25 ft. b.m. The wall plates come

4 in. over size so that the outside dimen-

sions of a set are 16 ft. 4 in. by 9 ft.

1 in., giving an area for the shaft of

about 150 sq.ft. Butin sinking the shaft the

area excavated must be considerably in-

creased above that size in order to pro-

vide room for blocking, and the bridging

and lagging required by the heavy na-

ture of the ground. Consequently, in

sinking the Argonaut shaft the cross-sec-

tion broken is 50 per cent, larger than

that of the next largest shaft in the dis-

trict.

Crew Employed in Shaft Sinking

The sinking crew is composed of three

shifts of five men each, hein^ two ma-

chine men at $3 per day, two chuck tend-

JS, and an engineer at $3 who

runs the air-operated sinking hoist in-

stalled on the bottom bevel. The shaft

to the limit of its capacity im-

equipment, and it is there-

to provide in the fo<

of the Station a special pocket for shaft

waste, into which the sinking skip dumps,

and from which it is trammed to the

main waste bin in the hanging of the

shaft.

To break the bottom for an advance of

five or six feet requires 32 holes of a

vertical depth of 6 ft. These are drilled

by two machines mounted on cross-

bars 2 ft. inside the end plates.

Each machine drills four rows of

four holes each. The first row is

drill.d flat for a cut, and so as to meet
the corresponding holes of the other ma-
chine, the second row is less inclined,

the third row vertical and the last row

steeply inclined in the opposite direc-

tion. Consequently, the cut holes must be

drilled to a depth of 9 ft. to reach the

same vertical depth as the vertical holes

6 ft. deep of the third row. All holes

are drilled from the same side of the bar,

beginning underneath for the cut.

Two to 2 T
{. shifts are required to drill

the round, exclusive of any pop holes,

using two 2-K-in. Sergeant drills, with an

air pressure of from 80 to 90 lb. Larger

drills and higher air pressure would have

been preferred, but the compressor ca-

pacity is limited, and to have used larger

drills would, it was estimated, further re-

duce the air pressure and thereby not

only reduce the efficiency of all piston

drills but particularly affect the Waugh
drills in the stopes, which need at least

80 lb. for high efficiency.

Size of Bit Used on Drills

To make up, therefore, for the small

piston diameter of the shaft drills the

diameter of the bits are reduced as much
a; possible. The bit on the finishing

drills for the cut holes, which are 10 ft.

long, is 1
r

4 in. in diameter on a shank

of 1 -in. octagon steel. But the bits on

the starters have a diameter of only

2'_> in., and both they and all drills up

to 8 ft. in length are made with l's-in.

shank steel as these are the lengths most

easily bent. Bits in all cases are made

by welding cruciform steel, of size suit-

able for the size of bit, on octagon steel

for shanks, and are sharpened by an

Eclipse drill sharpener which procedure,

because of the accurate sizing of bits,

obviates the trouble usually experienced

when using drills with a two-foot change

and close gage. Thus, with these small

starting bits fairly rapid drilling is ac-

complished, and the 2-H-in Sergeants,

with their 6}<4-in. stroke, prove their

power by bending any shanks not made

of the stiffest and best grade of higO-

carbon steel.

The powder used is 40 per cent, gela-

tin, with a few sticks of 60 per cent, at

the bottom of the hole. The cut is blasted

first, then cleaned out, and the bottom

blasted again with the rest of the round.
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Finally, after blasting the second time,

any bottoms left are again blasted. This

arrangement is far from satisfactory,

since it consumes much time, and, even

with the comparatively light fumes given

off by the gelatin, an hour and a half is'

, lost after each blast before the men can

return to the bottom. The use of strong-

er powder did not remove the necessity

!of re-blasting bottoms and only in-

creased the quantity of gas, but it is

'possible that electric blasting might have

been more successful, particularly in the

cut holes. However, this was not tried

!because of the caving nature of the

giound, which it is desirable to shake up

ino more than necessary, and because,

for the same reason, the timbers must be

jkept within 5 to 10 ft. of the bottom, in

which position they would be exposed to

serious injury from a heavy blast.

Cycle of the Sinking Operations

After blasting the cut, mucking occu-

pies one full shift, then comes the sec-

ond blast, followed by picking down the

hanging-wall and mucking for three or

tour shifts, timbering occupies a shift,

ind the blocking and lagging sometimes

lalf a shift more. It is to be noted in

his connection that there is no separate

imber crew, but that the sets are placed

ind lined up under the direction of the

^oss timberman.

The timber is put in as soon as there

Is room above the muck pile which must

i:ow be cleaned up and the bottom

earched for any missed holes or un-

mrnt powder. For a strict rule is en-

orced that no drilling may be done until

[very bottom still existing has been lo-

ated and plugged with a wooden peg,

learly to indicate its position to the on-

coming shift. Thus, the next shift need

iake nobody's word as to the presence

r absence of any missed holes, and all

anger of drilling into one is removed.

The total time occupied in drilling,

lasting, mucking, and timbering for an

dvance of five to six feet is three clays,

^suiting in a monthly advance of 50 to

ft., when there are no Sunday lay-

ffs. But these are generally en-

irced in order to keep the men from

stting "stale." For a rush month, how-

ler, our record is 60 ft. advance with

ie Sunday lay-off.

Bonus System Used

To keep the crew up to their work
ey are paid, besides their wages, a

mus (to be divided among themselves

they see fit) of $12 per ft. for every

ot of advance above 50 ft., computed
i the basis of a 31 -day month.

On account of the necessity of keep-

? the mill going at full capacity, and
e delays therefore occasioned in shaft

iking from inability to get the main
ips for lowering timber and track as

omptly as desired, progress is un-

'ubtedly retarded. Yet by way of com-

parison with former sinking it is suffi-

cient to say that it had always been con-
sidered impracticable to sink the shaft and
keep the mill going at the same time, and
that when this was first attempted an
average advance of only 30 ft. per month
was recorded, and that at a cost of $75
per foot.

The following costs per foot are for a

total of 283 ft. of sinking completed dur-
ing 1910, and include the cost of clean-

ing out the sump twice after sinking had
been discontinued for several months.
Power cost $4.50 per horsepower-month,
powder $11 per 100 ft., and timber $21.50

per M. No distribution of the cost of

drill repairs, steel, or tools is at the

moment available, but the cost of these

items- per foot of advance would be ex-

ceedingly small.

Cost of sinking per foot of shaft was:
Drillers, $19.94; engineers, $5.54; tim-

berman, $0.78; powder, $3.74; fuse,

$0.48; caps, $0.10; candles, $0.56; tim-

ber, $8.13; track, $1.07; power, (hoist),

$1.67; power (drills), $1.10; total $43.11.

Driving Crosscuts

For driving crosscuts the conditions,

as stated earlier, are much more favor-

able than for shaft sinking; hence more
emphasis is laid on speed. Yet for the

sake of economy only two eight-hour

shifts are employed, and but one drill,

mounted on a crossbar.

The crosscuts referred to here are

those driven from the shaft station a

distance of about 330 ft. to the vein be-

hind the shaft, and about 50 ft. further

into the foot-wall of the vein. They do

not include other crosscuts in the mine,

most of which are narrower, in softer

giound, and so considerably cheaper to

drive, but which are not advanced at

such high speed.

These shaft crosscuts first turn south

from the shaft stations, then turn west

across the formation. For the first 300

ft. they pass through schists and slates,

next 10 to 50 ft. of vein matter con-

sisting of quartz and gouge, and finally

about 50 ft. of hard "greenstone" form-

ing the foot-wall of the vein. The costs,

therefore, represent extremely varying

conditions, and the speed varies accord-

ingly from 5 ft. to 10 ft. per day. The

first 30 ft. of a shaft crosscut is run on

company time, because the men are much

hampered by the work still progress-

ing in the unfinished station and pocket.

The next section running 300 ft. west to

tf-? hanging-wall of the vein is done on

contract at $3.75 per foot for all labor;

and finally the remaining portion through

trie vein and into the foot-wall is again

done on company time, wages being S3

for machine men, $2.75 for helpers, and

$2.50 for car men.

Each shift comprises four men, namely

a machine man, a chuck-tender, and two

car men, and since 3 T/> hours elapse be-

tween shifts, they work unhindered by

smoke and gas, except in the rare in-

stances when a round is not completed
by one shift and has to be finished and
blasted by the next shift before they can
commence on their own round.

A 2)4-in. Sergeant drill is used, with

steel interchangeable with that in use in

the shaft. The machine is mounted on
a 6- ft. cross-bar, which together with

blocking makes a width of 7 ft. for the

drifts, while the hight is 8 ft. The
round consists of never less than 12

holes, in four rows, namely 3 back holes,

3 breast holes, 3 cuts, and 3 lifters,

drilled to reach 6 ft. ahead of the face

and to break at least 5 ft. of ground.

In starting the crosscut from the sta-

tion an advance of 8 ft. per day is made,
in turning the corner usually 9 ft. and
on contract on the straightaway to the

vein 9 1

.. to 11 ft. per day. In cutting the

vein, however, not more than 5 ft. per
day can be safely made, because of

caving ground and the necessity of close

timbering (charged to n.j drift); while

in the foot-wall greenstone from 4 ft. to

8 ft. is made, depending on whether one

round or two can be drilled in 24 hours

in this exceedingly hard formation.

Sunday Lay-off Compulsory

No work is done on Sundays, for the

reason that the strenuous contractors dis-

covered that, if they worked every day,

though they made more money, they re-

quired a lay-off afterward, spent more
and kept less of their pay than if they

rested one day per week as do the other

miners. This arrangement also proved

to be advantageous from the point of

view of the management in that good
men are not lost to the company during

a protracted spree after a period of ex-

ceptionally hard work, and do not come
back penniless and discontented, swear-

ing there is no money in contracts.

Hence the Sunday lay-off, originally vol-

uutary, is now enforced except in cases

of emergency.

Everyone who has tried fast driving

knows that the great difficulty is to get

the muck away. For, if one machine

cannot drill the round in one shift, two
can; yet only two shovelers can work to

advantage in an ordinary mine drift or

crosscut. Indeed, most of the success

here in rapid driving is due to the inclu-

sion of the car men in the contract with

the machine men. The object, therefore,

is to drive a crosscut just wide enough

for two shovelers to work in, one on each

side of the car, but slightly in front of

it, and yet not to give them any un-

necessary labor. This width has been

determined upon at 6'.. to 7 ft., and the

hight, in order to give good ventilation

in a hot mine, at eight feet.

Sometimes the car men are sent into

the breast a couple of hours ahead of

the drillers, but the advantage expected

by this arrangement has never been

secured, for the hours are then incon-
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venient and complained of by the shovel-

ers. who seem to work better when

crowded in with the rest of the crew.

Routine of Muck ng n Crosscuts

On first coming to work all hands aid

pulling back the top of the muck pile,

and in setting up the crossbar over it and

fairly close to the back, from which posi-

tion the top three rows of holes are

drilled, and back holes being drilled over

the bar. and the breast and cut holes

from underneath it. Then, while the ma-

chine is drilling these nine holes, the

greater part of the muck pile must be

shoveled and trammed to the station

pocket. Not having removed all the

muck from the breast, the car men,

••spelled" by the drill runners, next

shovel back the last of the pile, and

clean out the breast so as to enable the

bar to be reset close to the ground in

order that the lifters may be drilled.

Thus the last of the muck is handled

twice, a labor that might perhaps be

avoided if the shovelers would consent

mere cheerfully to commencing their

shift before the machine men. Yet, since

they are able to complete their task in

the shift, the management has no reason

to complain. Then, while the lifters are

being drilled there remains only to shovel

and tram the last of the waste, to lay

ttack and to load and blast the round.

At times it would be possible by using

three shifts and a shorter round, to ad-

vance at the rate of from 12 to 15 ft.

per day. But this arrangement would un-

doubtedly result in the long run in a

higher cost per foot. Hence the two

shifts are preferred, and, they, after

t.-rning the corner at the station, advance

60 ft. for a 6-day week with commend-

able regularity.

The cosr of different supplies used in

the crosscuts is the same as given for

shaft sinking. The cost per foot for a

total of 741 ft. of shaft crosscutting

done during 1910 was as follows:

Drillers. S2.34; car men, SI.62; powder.

fuse, 50.11; caps, S0.03; candles,

S0.08; power. $0.51; track. $0.18; total,

56. 15.

Looking back over performances pre-

vious to 1909 it is now hard to realize

that an advance of 5 ft. a day in one of

these crosscuts should have been con-

sidered satisfactory for the present rate

rogress is accomplished more

smoothly and apparently almost as easily

•

: former one.

The photographs used in connection

article. "Mining I

in Peru In 1910," in the Journal
of March 4, ]' uld have been

credited to C. L. ( who owns the

proprietary rights Therein and through

we were enabled If) pre-

sent these Illustrate

tted in the original article.

Lake Superior Iron Ore

Full statistics of rail shipments of Lake

Superior iron ore have now been obtained

and are published by the Cleveland Iron

Trade Review. The actual rail shipments

were about 36,000 tons less than the es-

timate made in January; the total ship-

ments for two years past having been

as follows, in long tons:

1909. 1910. Changes.

By lake.... 41,683,599 42,628,758 1. 945,159
By rail 903,270 813,639 D. 89,631

Total 42,oS6,S69 43,442,397 I. 855,528

The totals for four years previous to

1909 were: 26,014,987 tons in 1908; 42,-

266,668 in 1907; 38.565,762 in 1906; and

34,384,116 tons in 1905. The shipments

in 1910 were the largest on record.

The division of shipments by ranges

for two years is as follows, in long tons:

Range. 1909. 1910. Changes.

Marquette.. 4,2:>6.l72 4.392,720 !. 136,554
Menominee. 4,875,385 4,237,738 D. 637,647
Gogebic... 4,088,057 4,315,314 I. 227,2.".,

Vermilion... 1,108,215 1,203,177 1. 94,962
Mesabi 28,176,281 29,201,760 1.1,025,474
Haraboo 82,759 91,682 1. 8,923

-Total... 42,586,869 43,442,397 1.855,528

In addition to the above shipments

from the two Canadian ranges in 1910

were 188,260 tons; 72,470 tons coming

from the Moose Mountain range, while

the Helen mine on the Michipicoten

shipped 115,790 tons, all of which went

to the Lake Superior Corporation at

Sault Ste. Marie.

The statistics of shipments from the

region have been so well kept that it is

possible to give the total shipments of

each range from its opening to the close

of 1910. as follows, in long tons:

Year Total Per
Range. Opened. Shipments. Cent.

Marquette 1850 96,296,715 19.5
Menominee 1877 75,450,793 15 3

Gogebic 1884 65,135,817 13.2
Vermilion 1884 30,328,562 6.2
Mesabi 1892 224,905. 184 45 6

Baraboo L903 972,309 0.2

Total 493,089,380 100.0

The total number of mines which

shipped ore in 1910 was: Marquette

range, 28; Menominee, 37; Gogebic, 23;

Vermilion, 6; Mesabi, 101; Baraboo, 2;

total, 197 mines. No shipments are yet

reported from the new Cuyuna range.

The heavier shippers on each range in

1910 were as follows: Marquette: Cleve-

land-Cliffs group, 995,374 tons; Neg-

aunee, 348,818. Menominee; Chapin,

465,543; Pewabic, 380,376. Gogebic:

Norrie Group, 1,333,006; Newport.

1.182,324. Veimilion: Pioneer, 526,435;

Zenith. 283,320. Mesabi: Hull-Rust. 3,-

189,975; Mahoning, 1,515,723; Fayal,

1,485,099; Morris, 1,364,673; Adam,

1,258,595; Canisteo, 1,105,160; Burt,

1,032,815 tons. Nine mines—seven on

the Mesabi and two on the Gogebic

shipped over 1,000,000 tons each. The

Sellers and the Virginia on the Mesabi

and the Cleveland Cliffs group on the

Marquette came close to the million-ton

line, but did not quite reach it.

The Mesabi range far surpasses all

the others, notwithstanding its later date

of opening. New developments have been

made on all the ranges in the past two

years, but those on the Mesabi are much
the most extensive.

The shipments of the mines owned or

controlled by the United States Steel

Corporation were 49.9 per cent, of the to-

tal, against 50.4 per cent, in 1909. The

highest proportion of the total ever re-

ported by the Steel Corporation was in

1907, when it was 56 per cent, of the

total.

Caballos District, Sierra

County, New Mexico

By Brigham Leatherbee*

The Caballos mining district of Sierra

county, New Mexico, is attracting much
attention at present among mining men,

owing to the activity of the Vanadium
Mines Company. This company is now
mining and concentrating vanadium ores,

and will, in all probability, be reducing

its concentrates within a few weeks, as.

it is hoped that the new oxide plant at

Cutter will then be in operation.

At present the company is working it;

White Swan mine, which has a fissure

vein, carrying vanadium ore. A standarc

two-compartment shaft is now down or

this vein about 175 ft., with levels driver

at 80 and 140 ft. This is equipped wit!

an electric hoist. About one-quarter o

a mile west from the White Swan is an

'

other fissure vein of vanadium on

known as the Dewey. A prospect shaf

on this vein is now down about 75 ft. it

good ore, and is operated bv a 40-h.p

steam hoist.

The old mill of the Southwest Lea<

and Coal Company, to which compan:

the new corporation succeeded, has beei

remodeled and is being used as a con

centrating mill. It is running continu

ously, treating on an average about 4<

tons in 24 hours.

Electric power for the mines, mill an

camp is furnished from the power plan

about four miles distant from the mine;

where is the nearest available watei

Two 125-h.p. horizontal tubular boiler

operate a 200-h.p. Monarch corliss en

gine directly connected with a 1 10-kv

alternating-current generator.

Upon the completion of the new oxid

plant at Cutter, which will cost aboi

$100,000, the concentrates from the mi

in the Caballos will be hauled there fr

treatment, with the probable daily pre

duction of 2000 lb. of vanadium pento>

ide. Late reports from Cutter announc

that in drilling the wells to supply th

new plant with water, a large body c

potter's clay has been discovered and th:

this will be developed by the compan

•Hlllsboro, New Mexico,
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Scientific Management of Work
Scientific management is a system of

conducting industrial plants evolved as

the result of 26 years of work by Fred-

erick W. Taylor in the Midvale Steel

Works in Philadelphia. Mr. Taylor gives,

under four heads, the steps necessary for

the practice of "scientific management":

(1) Determine accurately by scien-

tific analysis the elements of each piece

of work and decide how it can best be

done.

(2) Select men who are fitted for the

work—even for the lowest kinds—and

train them in the way that has been de-

termined to be the best way of doing that

task.

(3) By adequate supervision and a

system of payment which gives the men

an incentive, make sure that the men

practise the best methods all the time.

(4) Divide the work between the

management and the men so that the

management does all the work which it

can do better than the men.

After Mr. Taylor had spent many years

h' building up "scientific management"

piece by piece in the Midvale Steel

Works, he was asked to introduce it into

the works of the Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany. At that plant there was a great

yard, approximately two miles long and

half a mile wide, in which there were

about 600 men who shoveled sand, coal,

ashes, etc.

Elements of Shovel Work

In accordance with his principle No. 1

Mr. Taylor began to study the science of

shoveling. Most shovel contractors un-

doubtedly believe that the way to shovel

is to shovel, and that there is no more

science to it than a laborer will acquire

by practice. At Bethlehem the men sup-

plied their own shovels, which they chose

to suit themselves, and each man worked

according to his own method.

Mr. Taylor's analysis showed that a

first-class man working at normal speed

could handle more material on a shovel

that held a 21 -lb. load than on any other.

A lighter load necessitated too high a

speed, and a heavier load meant too

great a strain on the man. He deter-

mined how much more quickly and easily

a man could load his shovel with material

from an iron or a wooden floor than from
the ground. There were several other

things which Mr. Taylor learned about
the science of shoveling, but these will

do by way of example.

In accordance with the second princi-

ple, that of selecting the men and train-

ing them—Mr. Taylor picked out the men
and had them instructed one by one how
to work and how fast to work, for there

was a foreman to every small gang, to

keep teaching such men as needed it.

By Arthur W. Page

Enlightened management
consists in studying each

class of work done, and

after selecting the best men
for that work, spurring
them on by a bonus system.

Note—Abstracted from an article in
World's Work, Feb., l'.il 1

The third principle was made effective

by the "bonus" system of payment. These
men had been accustomed to receive

$1.15 a day for shoveling. Mr. Taylor

allowed that rate to stand. If a man
merely shoveled until the whistle blew,

he got his $1.15, as usual. If, however,

he profited by the teaching and did the

whole task assigned him, he received

Si.85 a day. This 70c. extra a day was
the inducement given to make the men
use the science which they had been

taught.

Living up to the fourth principle neces-

sitated many changes. A tool house was
built and supplied with eight different

kinds of shovels, some for ashes, others

for coal, etc.—for, obviously, a shovel

that will hold 21 lb. of one material

would not necessarily hold the same
weight of another. A planning depart-

ment was established to determine just

what work should be done each day and

by what men. This department gave each

man a card every morning, telling him

just where to go in the yard, just what

to do, what tools to do it with and how
long it ought to take him. These details

were formerly decided by the gang-boss

and by the men themselves in a haphaz-

ard manner. Under Mr. Taylor they

were determined by specialists upon ex-

act information, and the planning office

knew at the end of every day just what

each man had accomplished.

Results Accomplished under Scien-

tific Management

At first sight it would seem a lot of

useless red tape—as if a man who had

shoveled for fifteen years would not

know how to do it. But the results

proved it otherwise, for the number of

laborers was reduced from 600 to 140; the

average number of tons handled per man
per day was increased from 16 to 59; the

average earnings per man per day rose

from $1.15 to $1.88; and the average cost

of handling a long ton (2240 lb.) de-

creased from 7.2c. to 3.3 cents.

In the 3.3c. per ton for the cost of

handling is included the wages of all the

men in the planning department, the

timekeepers, etc. During the first year

the saving was $36,417, and in the next

six months (when the system was further

perfected) the saving was about as much
more—or a total of approximately $72,-

000 in 18 months. This had been ac-

complished without overworking the

men, for one fundamental idea underly-

ing "scientific management" is that the

men who are trained be induced to stay

permanently, and this could not be done

if they were overworked.

The obvious result of the analysis of

the science of shoveling was to supply

the men with the proper tools. That,

of course, is not a new idea, but it is one

that is often overlooked because the work
which the man is required to do has not

been studied. It is usual to accept the

tools in common use, and more usual to

accept the method of handling them
which the workmen happen to have ac-

quired. If a better tool or a better method
is brought to the attention of the manage-
ment, it will usually be accepted. Scien-

tific analysis of each piece of work de-

termines whether or not the tools and the

methods are the best that can be had;

and, if not, wherein they are deficient.

A trained man can naturally do this an-

alyzing better than an untrained work-

man.

In the shovel gang at Bethlehem, Mr.

Taylor found that by far the larger pro-

portion of the men were unsuited to the

work. Some were physically below nor-

mal and others were mentally fitted for a

higher grade of work. A number of the

better men received better jobs in other

parts of the plant. The incapables were
sifted out. At the end of the year the

140 men who were doing the work of the

old gang of 600 could and did fulfil the

regulations of 59 tons a day.

But even after the right men had been
selected and supplied with the proper

tools and taught the proper methods,
they would not have been willing to

shovel 59 tons a day for Si. 15, for it is

against all "union" rules to do so much
work that it throws other men out of

work, while human nature does not en-

courage a man to produce added results

for his employer without recompense to

himself. The 70c. a day extra was the

incentive that made the men do this.

Why Bonus System is Better Than
Contract System

Extra pay for extra work is no new
idea, as piece-work is a recognized

method of payment all over the country.

But there is one vital difference between
piece-wages and the bonus system. If

piece-work had been introduced in the

shovel gang at Bethlehem, the result

would have been somewhat as follows:
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The average movement of the gang was

16 tons per day per man. The wage was

$1.15. or a traction less than 7.2c. per

ton. If that was the piece-rate and some

of the stronger men should, without in-

struction or better tools, shovel 25 tons

instead of 16. they would be earning

51.80 a day. The management would

know that 51.15 was what was paid else-

where, and as soon as the labor market

became glutted it would reduce the rate

per ton to Bve cents. To make the old wage

of 51.15. a man must then shovel 23 tons a

day instead of 16. This speeding-up pro-

Dess 'een worked so often that the

labor unions are on the watch for it. The

trouble is that the rate is based on the

previous performance of the workers, or

on the record of another company, or on

the manager's guess, or on some other

data which do not show what a nor-

mal man's day's work at that particular

job ought tc be. This speeding-up pro-

l system of penalizing labor for its

own extra efforts, is naturally a frequent

cause of strikes. Under the bonus sys-

tem, on the other hand, what a normal

day's work is can be accurately de-

termined, and as this will not vary there

is no occaeion to change the rate of pay-

ment.

Results with the Bonus System

The bonus system does not pay the

men in proportion to the extra produc-

tion, because that is due more to the

work of the management than to them,

but it does pay them more than any other

laborers can earn on similar work where

the management is not helping them.

Moreover, it is to everyone's advantage

in a bonus system that the standard be

reached. If the workman fails to reach

the standard, he loses his bonus. If a

forman's gang fails to reach the stand-

aid, he loses his bonus. Unless everybody

cooperates, the results are below stand-

ard and everybody loses. There is, there-

fore, the same social pressure of the la-

borers among themselves to make every-

one accomplish his task under this system,

which, under the piece-work system and

under day wages, teaches the workman to

do as little as possible for a given wage.

For labor's own interests it is better to

work in an efficient shop than in an in-

efficient one. because only the efficient

can afford to pay high wages.

teful operation, every useless

"i be p'id for by some-

ind in the lonu run the workmen
bear their share. But it often happens

which could pay high wanes
are unwilling to do so, and labor is

nou«h unwilling to do

Mcient mi

gets

found itself hired and paid by <_:

"_• re-

which

more than they demand by classes—that

helps to remove the causes which pro-

duce strikes.

Why Scientific Management Pays

The shovelers at Bethlehem increased

their daily handling from 16 tons to

59. The gang of pig-iron handlers in-

creased their average movement from
12'j to 47 1

.. lrng tons a day. But both

these are low-grade work. It is hard for

a man running a highly specialized ma-
chine shop with labor that is well paid

and which has had long training, to be-

lieve that such increases in production

could be accomplished in his shop. For

example, he has a mechanic who has

worked a certain machine for ten years.

It stands to reason that this intelligent

man knows how to get the most out of

the- machine. When he is given a piece

of metal to cut, he knows from long

practice what speed and what feed to use

on the machine. He learned it from his

predecessor and the men around him in

the "shop. But to see how likely it is

that he has really learned how to run his

machine for each job, it is necessary to

look ftito the different things which affect

the operation. The speed of the machine,

the material to be cut, the kind of tool

to be used and nine other separate and

distinct things affect this operation. If

the mechanic were a skilled mathema-
tician and had accurate data showing how
each of these things affected the opera-

tion he could figure out accurately what
speed and what feed he should give his

machine on a special job to obtain the

best results. In analyzing the elements

of this job, Mr. Taylor revolutionized the

art of cutting metals. He found out the

facts about the twelve things which

affect the speed and the feed to be used

on a machine cutting metal, and he has

made a slide rule that will do the day's

calculating in about twenty seconds. In

some cases this has enabled mechanics

to cut three times as much metal as they

cut before.

What Scientific Management Is

Many people get the impression that

"scientific management" consists of slide

rules, instruction cards, eight sets of

shovels and the like. In reality, the ap-

pliances are the least important part

of it. The main thing is, first, to get the

accurate information and, second, to con-

tinuously apply it. To accomplish this,

the selection and training of men, the

systematic planning of how work shall be

done, in what time and by whom, and the

bonus system of wages have been found

necessary.

In a foundry under "scientific manage-

every man had an instruction card

tillinu him all he needed to know about

ob The materials which he was
to work with and his tools had been

broughl to hini The men were working

steadily and rather quickly, although

there was no appearance of haste. Time
was saved by knowing what to do and in

having the proper facilities for doing it.

No time was wasted going after tools or

asking questions of the foreman. Yet, in

spite of the minuteness of their instruc-

tions, there were two foremen—really

teachers—in one small room. Under the

usual management there would have been
one foreman, and he, besides keeping the

men at work, would have had to answer
their questions and decide off-hand how
and by whom each piece of work was to

be done. Thus overburdened, the fore-

man must necessarily leave the men
pretty much to their own devices, which

is unfortunate.

Besides these extra foremen there were
the time-study men, who collected the

data on which the instructions were
based; the planning department, the

strategists of the plant, who planned just

what part each man was to take in

each day's operations, so that everything

would move in harmony; and the special-

ists, whose knowledge was necessary for

the making of proper instructions. Each
man was supreme in his own specialty,

and each had his particular duty. If

any one failed, it could be noted im-

mediately where actual performance de-

viated from the plan, and if it were the

fault of the president of the company it

showed as plainly as if it were that of a

workman, for accuracy is no respecter of

persons. A plant operating under "scien-

tific management" is an industrial de-

mocracy.

Native Mercury in Australia

According to a correspondent of the

London Mining Journal, an official report

states that native mercury has been

found at Hyponga, eight miles from Wil-

lunga, South Australia, in a country con-

sisting of clay slate, graphite slate,

phyllite, mica schist, and quartzite. The

beds are overlain by comparatively

recent detritus deposits, with much white

quartz and nodular ironstone. The

country is auriferous, and several aban-

doned gold mines exist in the vicinity, but

no well-defined lode or body of ore oc-

curs in the beds traversed by the tun-

nels in which the mercury is met with.

The mercury is found in the elementary

form as small globules distributed over

the rocks in the tunnels, but of extemely

small size. At present the peculiar man-

ner in which the mercury appears re-

mains a scientific mystery.

With the highly pyritic Mount Morgan

ores it is often necessary to install spray

nozzles in the drives (Queensland Govt

Min. Journ., Dec. 15, 1910) to keep

down the sulphur fumes so as to permil

work being carried on.
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Selling American Mines in London
Some basis on which the views of

vendors of American mines and pros-

pective purchasers in London can be

brought to coincide is much needed.

The usual state of affairs is at present

somewhat as follows: Messrs. A, B and

C, joint owners of a healthy prospect

in Colorado, having agreed among them-

selves to sell their property, approach

some mining engineer or intermediate

vendor who has business connections in

London, with a view to the sale of their

prospect, the engineer to take a percent-

age of the selling price should he put the

deal through. The property for sale is

usually either wholly undeveloped, but

in a likely part of the country, or a

mine practically exhausted to water

level, with probabilities of further ore be-

low that, but requiring a shaft, and

heavy pumps, or a long cross cut, to

establish the fact.

Old Reports Usually Used

In the latter case the vendors have

usually had some sort of a "hot-air'' re-

port made by a man with a smooth pen,

and some experience, on a contingent

fee basis (i. e., he receives a commis-

sion if the mine is sold on the strength

of his report) and written five or six

years previously, since which time they

confess that leasers have taken out a

little ore, which means they have been

pulling the mine to pieces.

The report gives locality, altitude

and some description of the mine and

surrounding country. Relative to the

veins, they are nearly always "true fis-

sures" from which "large tonnages of

smelting ore have been extracted," and

the report ends by pointing out the

enormous potentialities of wealth for

anyone who will find the money to do

the necessary crosscutting or sinking.

Attracted by the possibilities, the en-

gineer, or intermediate vendor, before he

spends a cent on going to see the prop-

erty, will, if he is wise, ask Messrs. A,

B and C on what terms they are pre-

pared to grant a lease and option. Sup-
posing $100,000 spread over a period of

two years, is asked; if the property is

worth anything at all it is probably

worth that amount.

It is always the case, however, that

intelligent investors in a lease and op-

tion insist on ample time being given

after the papers are signed before any

payment on account of purchase has to

be made, in order to find out if the ex-

pected ore is in place.

This is where the trouble begins, the

vendors claim that the first payment of

10 per cent, towards purchase price

must be made within 30 days of the

signing of the lease and bond. The
engineer, well knowing that no reputable

By F. Close *

Undeveloped prospects
and exhausted mines usu-

ally offered for sale on state-

ments backed by old reports.

Buyers have learned can
Hon and now prove mines
before making payments.

Conservative Club, London, s. w.. Eng.

or experienced firm in London will even
take the trouble to look at a report when
an early payment is required, struggles
for more time. He sticks out for at

least four months for a mine with appre-
ciable quantities of ore in sight, and, if

the property is an undeveloped prospect,
even though on a good vein and in a

likely locality, sufficient time to do the

necessary development work to prove
the existence of profitable ore. This may
well mean anywhere from nine to 18

months.

The engineer tells the vendors that his

people will contract to spend an ade-

quate sum of money per month on de-

velopment work, up to the time set

down for the first payment on account
of purchase price, but the vendors con-

tinue to insist that the first payment be

made 30 days after the signing of the

lease, and there the whole matter usually

ends.

Buyers Now Prove Mine Before Paying

The prospective purchaser's argu-

ments are much as follows: To send an
engineer over to examine the little that

is to be seen, to go into matters of title,

metallurgy of the ores of the district,

tenor of ore in adjacent mines, and other

data to find out if there is a good chance

of payable ore being found on the

property, will cost us at least S2500.

Then, if our engineer's report is favor-

able, we will have to arrange for under-

writing and flotation of a company over

here, at an additional cost to us of

520,000, and all this will take three

months at the very least. Further, we
know from long experience at the busi-

ness, that, out of every 10 prospects

which are thought worth the while of

sending out an expert to examine, only

one is found to be sufficiently encourag-

ing to go on with, and the money spent

in examinations is lost. We have there-

fore no intention whatever of binding

ourselves to pay anything on account of

purchase price before we have had am-

ple time to do the necessary prospecting

work, and satisfy ourselves that the mine

is worth exploring. Supposing we had
paid $10,000 down toward the purchase
price of the last fifteen properties

visited by our engineers, none of which
turned out to be any good, we would be

$150,000 out of pocket, plus the cost

of the examination we made.
The owners argue (to themselves)

that the possession of a prospect or mine
used to be an excellent business. "Suck-
ers" came along every year or two and
paid $5000 to $50,000 down for a lease

and option, then would go East, pre-

sumably to get capital interested, only
to fail on their next payment, and for-

feit. The idea was to get a payment be-

fore the mine was developed.

The Sucker Crop Failing

It is a difficult matter to interest

capital in London in a prospect, or a

mine showing no ore in sight, at the

best. Capital is much more wary than
it used to be. Mine owners in Colorado
and other States of the Union can give

up all hope of ever persuading, through
agents or otherwise, financiers to agree

to make a payment on account of pur-

chase previous to ample time for ex-

amination, flotation, and development
purposes. "Suckers'* may occasionally

be found who will do so, but their num-
ber is becoming steadily less, as is

shown by the hard time the professional

"con" men are having, and, while wait-

ing for one to turn up, owners of pros-

pects and mines are losing valuable op-

portunities of having their properties

taken up by companies really able to

see the thing through.

Recently certain lease and options on
prospects in the Orient have been taken

over by European syndicates, the ven-

dors asking for no cash consideration

whatever, but a 30 per cent, interest in

the company which will eventually be

formed to work them, if six months' de-

velopment work proves them to be worth
taking up. What chance is there to in-

terest capital in Colorado prospects on

the terms demanded there when as good
chances can be had elsewhere on much
more reasonable terms?

It is true that it is occasionally not

difficult to sell undeveloped properties

adjoining claims on which phenomenal
orebodies, causing a wild boom, have been

found. This, however, can only be done
during a boom in the district, and it

appears to be about hopeless to expect

any such frantic excitement in the de-

veloped camps of Colorado. If owners of

mines and prospects there insist on

waiting for such a boom before listen-

ing to the terms capitalists are nowadays
prepared to order, they are waiting for

an event which in all probability will

never occur again.
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New Mill at Nevada Wonder Mine
The property of the Nevada Wonder

Mining Company is situated at Wonder.

Churchill county. New It is reached via

the Southern Pacific Railroad, by a

I connecting with the main line at

Hazen. New. about 28 miles in length,

to Fallon. From this town a fairly good

automobile or stage route of 65 miles

- ::: a southeasterly direction to

the mines.

The mines were developed before the

bility of a mill was determined,

both tunnels and shafts being opened to

the various orebodies. It is the intention

of the management to employ the prin-

cipal shaft, which has been sunk to a

depth of 500 ft., for the mill ore supply;

this shaft connects with the main ore-

bodies, namely, the Wonder and Badger

veins.

Treatment of Ores

The principal ores are unusually hard,

tough, oxidized quartz, carrying a small

percentage of high-grade sulphides, and

both gold and silver. The silver in the

By P. E. Van Saun*

Interesting departures i)i

crushing and cyaniding
equipment. Stamps weigh

1400 lb. Slime-collecting

tank introduced above agi-

tators to save time. Oliver

continuous slime filter used.

•Chief engineer, Mill and Smelter Engin-
eering Company, 114-11S Liberty street, New
York.

mined upon, crushing to four mesh, fol-

lowed by Chilean and tube mills for the

fine grinding and sliming.

The ores will be brought to the surface

by a 75-h.p. electric hoist placed at the

level- of the collar of the shaft. This hoist

will be operated with the latest improved

system of automatic electrical contac-

tors, which insure against burning of con-

drawn by animal power, extends from

this bin to the mill, the track grade being

such that equal effort is required to haul

the loaded cars and return the empties.

Mill Site and Foundations

The mill site is located on a slope aver-

aging about 22 deg. and extending down-

ward toward the east. The formation

consists of a surface wash averaging

about 5 ft. in depth. Beneath this the

strata are composed variously of white

and light blue kaolinized andesite and
brown andesite, affording excellent foun-

dation supports for the heavy machinery

and equipment of the mill. There are nine

benches or floor levels in the mill proper.

The retaining walls and building piers

are constructed of portland-cement con-

crete except in certain minor locations,

where their duty is such that stone

masonry was found suitable. All broken

stone used in concrete was screened to

size and fines removed to secure maxi-

mum strength. The high retaining walls

are buttressed to give the requisite sta-

Two Views of the Nevada Wonder Mill, Churchill County, Nevada

sulphides is mainiy in the form of ar-

gentite and stephanite and some native

The gold is principally free, oc-

curring to a small extent in combination

v ith the sulphides but mainly scattered

in fine particles throughout the ore, and

is in a favorable condition for extraction.

the type or arrangement of the

plant was determined, extensive tests

Jecide the most suitable

method of pulverization and subsequent

treatment. The proper treatment was thus

conclusively shown to be crushing to a

slime of 200 mesh and finer, concentra-

tion on slime tables to remove the heater
-. of sulphide and native silver.

and cyanidation of the tailings for the re-

of the remaining gold and

While for the intermediate crushing fol-

ally adapted, in thi- Ing to the

extremely hard and tough c
;

the ore- 1 100-lb. stamp deter-

tacts or other causes of interruption of

service incident to a more crude system

of control. The mine equipment includes

a motor-driven, two-stage compressor for

operating the mine drills, drill sharpener

and ore gates. A motor-driven No. 6

exhaust fan connected with the mine

workings affords ventilation.

A counterbalanced safety cage will

raise the 16-cu.ft. steel cars to a track

at the level of the collar of the shaft

from which they will be trammed a dis-

tance; of about 30 ft. to the ore-storage

bin, of 300 tons capacity. This bin will

he equipped with three pneumatically op-

erated arc-type ore gates, which empty
into a train of three 72-cu.ft. side-dis-

charge roller-bearing steel ore cars.

These bin gates are arranged so that all

three cars may be filled from the rcspec-

ites without moving the train. A 24-

in. gage surface train line about MOO ft.

long, on which the car train will be

bility and economize in concrete. All ma-

chinery foundations are particularly high

grade, the stamp concrete-mortar blocks

being of monolithic construction securely

reinforced with twisted steel rods. All of

the sand for the concrete had to be mule

packed in 100-lb. sacks for several miles.

Building Construction

The over-all dimensions of the mill

building are about 250x120 ft. wide; the

framework of the buildings, bins and the

interior woodwork is constructed of

Truckee pine, the stamp-battery timbers

being of seasoned Oregon pine. The

buildings are roofed and sided with gal-

vanized corrugated steel. All supporting

timbers are carried on masonry founda-

tions, the high building over the air-agi-

tating and aerating tanks being secured

to substantial concrete foundations by

steel anchor bars embedded in the con-

crete so as to withstand wind pressure.
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Mill Equipment

The method of treatment may be fol-

lowed by reference to the accompanying

flow diagram. The loaded ore cars pass

over a track scale where the weight of

the ore delivered to the receiving bin is

ascertained. From this bin the ore passes

through a 30x40-in. double-rack gate to

an improved shaking-grizzly feeder. This

machine is driven from a pulley on the

crusher shaft, and has a slow-advance

and quick-return motion, with a falling

which delivers the ore, crushed to about

1^4 -in. ring and finer, into the mill bin.

From this bin the ore is discharged

through two 20x24-in. rack-and-pinion

gates to two Challenge feeders which

feed the two five-stamp mortars.

The 1400-pound Stamps
The stamps are installed in a battery

of 10 operated from a single cam shaft.

They are the heaviest used in this coun-

try, being of 1400-lb. weight each, and

will be run at about 96 drops per minute.

LEGEND
Car Train from Mines.

ie Car Scale.

3 Ore Receiving Din.

4 Shaking Qrlnlej Feeder.

5 10"x 10' Bloke Crushcrv
6 14"Belt Conveyer.

7 Mill Ore Bin.

8 Challenge Feeders.

9 10- HOC Lb. Stamps.

10 Lime Grinder and Mixer.
11 Spitikasten.

12 Ft. Chilean Mill.

13 Dorr Duplex Classifier.

H 5 Ft. x 22 Ft. Tube Mill.

15 Duplicate Bucket Elevators.

10 2.8 Ft. Callow Tanks.
17 0. No. 3 Dclster Tables.

18 Dorr Slime Thickener.

19 Overflow Solution Tank.

20 Thickened Slime Sump.
21 S. A. Triplex Slime Pump.
22 S. A. Triplex Solution Pumr>.
23 Slime Collecting Tank.
24 4- 10 Ft. x 45 Ft. Treatment Tanks.
25 Slime Stock Tank.
26 2 - Oliver Slime Filters

27 Centrifugal Slime Pump.
28 Air Compres
29 High Pressure Air Receiver.

30 Low Pressure Air Receiver.

31 Vacuum Receiver.

32 Wet Vacuum Pump.
33 2 Gold Solution Tanks.
34 5 • 7 Compartment Zinc Boxes.

35 Sump Tank.

30 S. A. Triplex Solution Pump.
37 Strong Solution Tank.

38 Weak Solution Tank.

39 100,000 Gal. Water Tank
40 2- Clean-up TankB.
41 Double Muffle Oil Fired Furnace.

42 2 . Faber Du Faur Furnaces.

43 Reinforced Concrete Vault.

44 Zinc Lathe.

45 Oil Storage Tank.
40 Oil Pump for Feeding Burners.

Oil Fired Boiler for Heating

Solutions and Buildings.

L &t
°

t
,

Fuel Oil Supply,,

(L_j45

The Bngineerinff J Mining Journal

Flow Diagram of Nevada Wonder Concentrating and Cyanide Plant

action on the back stroke which over-

comes choking, particularly since the

screening medium is constructed of taper

steel bars. The stroke can be conven-

iently regulated from to 4 in. The over-

size from the shaking grizzly is thus

mechanically fed to a 16xl0-in. Blake
crusher, equipped with safety shearing

toggles, the crushed product from which
is combined with the through product
from the shaking grizzly, and is dis-

charged on the troughed belt conveyer

The cams and also the cam-shaft pul-

ley are secured to the shaft by Canda

self-tightening fastenings. The pulley

has a 90-in. diameter and a 19-in. face.

The Oregon pine battery frame is secured

to the concrete foundation by heavy tie

bars, the king posts resting in cast-iron

sockets with rubber pads beneath.

The mortars are massively constructed

of cast iron with interlocking steel liners,

no bolts being used for securing liners in

place. They are machined on the bot-

tom and are set on a rubber pad resting

on the concrete foundation, so as to se-

cure a uniform bearing, the anchor bolts

holding them in place being arranged so

as to be easily replaceable in case of

breakage. Each mortar weighs 12,000 lb.

exclusive of linings. A grinding and mix-

ing mill for supplying lime solution is

placed above the stamp level.

The stamped ore, crushed in weak
cyanide solution to pass 4-mesh "ton

cap" wire screen, is fed to a spitzkasten,

where the fine material with surplus so-

lution is removed, and the coarser spigot

product delivered to a 6-ft. Chilean mill,

where it is further crushed in weak cy-

anide solution to pass 30-mesh "ton

cap" screen; this product, after uniting

with the fine overflow product from the

spitzkasten, is delivered to the Dorr du-

plex classifier.

Production of Slimes

From the Dorr classifier all slime ma-

terial 200 mesh and finer, which has been

produced in the previous crushing opera-

tions, is at once removed, the sand

product requiring further reduction, be-

ing delivered to a scoop-feed, wet-grind-

ing 5x22-ft. tube mill with ribbed lining,

which also grinds in weak cyanide solu-

tion. From the tube mill the product is

delivered by either of two bucket eleva-

tors back into the Dorr classifier, so that

any material which may not have been

sufficiently reduced will be returned to

the tube mill. It will thus be seen that

by reason of the closed circuit referred

to, all material will necessarily be re-

duced to slime before being overflowed

from the Dorr classifier to the two 8-ft.

Callow tanks. In these the product is

thickened to suitable consistency for con-

centration, and fed to six No. 3 Deister

slime tables, where the sulphides and na-

tive silver are removed. The tailings

from the concentrators and the overflow

product from the Callow tanks are to-

gether delivered to a Dorr thickening

tank, where the slime is thickened to a

consistency of about two tons solution to

one ton of ore for final cyanide treat-

ment. The clarified overflow solution

from the thickener flows to a sump tank

and is from thence returned by a single-

acting, triplex pump to the weak solution

tank for reuse.

Cyanide Treatment of Slimed Product

The thickened slime flows into a con-

crete sump from whence it is delivered

by a single-acting, triplex, slime pump to

a slime-collecting tank with mechanical

agitator, and placed at a level sufficiently

above the top of the treatment tanks

as to allow the pulp to flow to them by

gravity. By the use of this novel feat-

ure the time otherwise lost in treatment

by the customary practice of using the

treatment tanks for collecting the pulp

is largely saved, as in the former case

about 24 hours would be required for fill-

ing a treatment tank, whereas, in the
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method employed, this time is reduced to

about half an hour.

Four treatment tanks 45 ft. high and 15

ft. in diameter are installed in which the

product is acitated and aerated in strong

cyanide solution for about 4S hours. An

important improvement in the aerating

stem is utilized by which the air is

finely divided so .is to secure more effi-

cient oxidization in its passage through

the pulp, and thus afford more rapid

and economical extraction. When the

:ment in any one of these tanks is

completed, the pulp is discharged into the

stock tank provided with mechanical agi-

tator to prevent settling. This tank serves

as a reservoir for continuously feeding

the two Oliver slime filters. These filters

are continuous in their operation, the

solution containing the gold and silver

being drawn through a receiver by means

of a wet vacuum pump and discharged

into either of two gold-solution tanks.

From these tanks the solution is run

through five 7-compartment zinc boxes,

where the gold and silver are precipitated

on zinc shavings, the discharged barren

solution flowing to the sump tank from

which it is returned by a single-acting

triplex pump to the strong-solution tank

for reuse.

The gold and silver precipitates re-

covered from the zinc-box cleanup are

washed in either of the two cleanup

trnks. decanted and charged into a

double-muffle, oil-fired furnace, where

they are dried and partially roasted. This

furnace is specially built of steel and

cast-iron construction, and lined with

highly refractory material. The dried

precipitates, after mixing with the nec-

essary fluxes, are charged into the two

Fabc-r du Faur furnaces, where the

contained zinc is eliminated by volatiliz-

ation, the melted bullion cast into ingots

ready for the mint and the slag run into

ids which will be shipped to the

smeltery. A reinforced-concrete vault

with fire- and burglar-proof doors is

built for storing precipitates and bul-

lion.

General Equipment of Plant

The mill will be electrically driven

throughout, on the subdivided-unit sys-

tem, there being seven motors developing

an aggregate of 245 rated h.p. The al-

ternating current is delivered to the

i'chboard at 440 volts, and is three-

phase. GO-cycle, 7200 alternations per

minute. The buildings are lighted by the

two-wire system, both arc and incandes-

cent lamps being u

The generating station is located near

Lundy, on Mono creek. Mono county,

. on the eastern slope of the Sierra

.ada range; the distance to the mill-

being about 125 miles. The line

current is three phase, 00-cyclc, 7200 al-

• nations, and is transmitted n» 52,000

volts over No. 4 wire. This line current

will be delivered to the transform<

a building isolated from the mill, and

will, therefore, be delivered to the mill

switchboard at the reduced voltage.

An oil-fired locomotive-type boiler is

utilized for heating solutions to facilitate

extraction and for heating the building in

winter, using the direct system of radi-

ation. The oil-supply tank is placed be-

low the plant to avoid danger from fire,

and the oil pumped to the various burn-

ers. Both compressed air and steam are

used for atomizing, as best suited.

The water for use at the plant is piped

a distance of lO^ miles, the line being

stepped of 6-, 5- and 4-in. steel pipe.

The maximum head at the lowest portion

of the line is 2100 ft., and at the deliv-

ery point 400 ft., where it discharges into

a 30-ft. diameter by 20-ft. stave redwood

storage tank of 100,000 gal. capacity.

The pipe line and tank are complete and

have been in commission over two

months. As will be seen in the illustra-

te Engineering $ Mining Journal

Sectional View of Stamp Mortar

tion, the tank is situated at a level con-

siderably above the mill and mine, but is

placed so that in case of overflow or

accident, it will not wash down to the

mill and cause damage. From this tank

a 5-in. line extends to the plant.

Branches are provided for fire protection

at the mine, in the mill, and outside of

the buildings.

A separate building about 21x54 ft.,

placed at the stamp-floor level and about

30 ft. from the mill building, is for gener-

al repairing and storage purposes. The

shop equipment will take the largest work

usually required and comprises an oil-

fired force, lathe, drill press, pipe ma-
chine, grinder and an ample assortment

of small tools. It is electric motor driven

and steam heated.

In the design and construction of this

plant, the transportation of materials has

been an important factor for considera-

tion since in addition to the cost of rail-

road freighting, the 65-mile wagon haul

was expensive and tedious. A large num-
ber of wagon teams were employed in

addition to two "caterpillar" gasolene

traction engines, especially adapted to

desert hauling. The plant, including the

mine surface equipment, was designed

and is being built by the Mill and Smelt-

er Engineering Company, of New York,

which contracted for the complete equip-

ment and construction of the mill, includ-

ing all excavating, grading and founda-

tion work. The plant is nearing comple-

tion and should be in regular operation

the coming spring.

Osceola Annual Report

The report of the Osceola Consolidated

Mining Company for the six months

ended Dec. 31, 1910, shows dividends

paid of 33 T
/3 per cent., with a decrease

of S10.614 in the surplus. The recovery

of copper per ton of rock continues to

decrease, being 17.1 lb. in 1908, 16.9 lb.

in 1909, and 15.9 lb. in 1910. However,

cost per pound of refined copper likewise

went down, being 10.53c. in 1908, 9.47c.

in 1909, and 9.37c. in 1910.

The production was 19,346,566 lb. of

copper from 1,217,720 tons of rock, at a

cost for mining, transportation, treat-

ment, etc., of SI.28 per ton of rock. The

recovery was 25,669,913 lb. of crude

mineral from which the copper recovery

was 75.367 per cent. The cost at the

mine per pound of copper, excluding

construction, was 8.04c; construction,

0.35c; smelting, freight, commission,

Eastern office, etc., 0.98c; total, 9.37c,

as given above.

The Osceola branch was closed after

March 1, 1910, owing to low copper con-

tents and the low price of copper, so

that only 62 ft. of sinking and 1484 ft. of

tunneling was done. The Osceola No. 5

shaft is now 4623 ft. deep. The South

Kearsarge orebody is now well delimited,

and it is computed that its life will be

only four or five years more. Here 213

fl. of sinking and 1440 ft. of tunneling

was done. At the North Kearsarge no

sinking was done and 7327 ft. of open-

ings made.

The construction was of small moment,

except at the mill, where a portion is

being remodeled to make a better ex-

traction on the Kearsarge amygdaloid. Or.

this the mill has not been making a sat-

isfactory recovery, although it has on the

Osceola ore. From 1900 to 1910, inclu-

sive, this company has paid $65 in divi-

dends, on a par of S25 per share.

The transmission lines from Niagara

Falls to Dundas, Canada, were recently

tested under a pressure of 165.000 volts,

according to the Electrical World.
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Pulmonary Diseases among Miners
Early in 1910 a Royal Commission

was appointed by the Governor of West-

ern Australia to investigate and report

upon (a) the prevalence among min-

ers of pulmonary diseases, (b) the na-

ture of such diseases, and (c) the extent

to which they are associated with or

consequent on mining. The Commission
consisted of only a single Commissioner,

the Hon. John Howard Lidgett Cump-
ston, M. D., B. S., D. P. H., who under

date of October 4, 1910, rendered his

report which constitutes a valuable con-

tribution to the limited literature of min-

ers' lung diseases whether of tubercular

or nontubercular origin. The report, in

an admirably condensed form, contains

a considerable amount of entirely new
information on the subject and all the

essential facts and conditions are dis-

cussed with rare lucidity and ability to

bring the results within range of a lay-

man's point of view.

Medical Data of Value to Mine
Managers

The report makes no specific recom-

mendations, since under the terms of

reference none were requested. For this

reason the report is made to speak for

itself and the conclusions are a matter

of obvious inference. For American
mine managers, physicians, mine inspec-

tors and others interested in the welfare

of the mining population, the results of

this investigation are of decidedly prac-

tical value and the method pursued in

the inquiry would seem to be suitable for

our own urgent needs to ascertain the

actual conditions affecting life and health

in metal mining with particular refer-

ence to the probable excessive occur-

rence of pulmonary disease. In order

tc obtain the required informat'on the

Commissioner personally visited the prin-

cipal mining centers of Western Aus-

ttalia. Quite a number of witnesses

were examined, including medical prac-

titioners, officials of labor organizations,

mine inspectors and others. No volun-

tary evidence was brought to the Com-
missioner's attention, which merely con-

firms the experience elsewhere that it

is difficult indeed to arouse miners and

other wage earners to a vivid realiza-

tion of their own interest in matters per-

taining to health and mortality. It re-

quires to be considered, however, that

personal opinion in a subject of this

kind is of very limited value, and the

excessive amount of verbal evidence

often presented in government investi-

gations frequently precludes the ade-

quate consideration of the actual facts

secured by scientific methods of in-

quiry.

The report of the Commissioner is di-

vided into three sections: (1) Statistical,

By Frederick L. Hoffman *

Western Australian sta-

tistics of itu usual import-

ance proving that miners

sitffer more from lung dis-

eases than workmen em-

ployed in other industries.

*Statistician, Prudential Life insurance
Company, Newark, N. .1.

consisting of a study of the prevalence
of lung disease among miners during
the past ten years; (2) the results ob-
tained in an examination of 2050 men
engaged in the mining industry of West-
ern Australia; of these 2050 men, 1805
were actually at work and were ex-
amined under conditions as nearly as

possible identical with the actual condi-

tions under which they carried on their

work; (3) experimental. This last section

describes the results obtained in a very
limited number of experiments per-

formed with the object of elucidating the

pathological changes in the lungs of

small animals produced by the continued
inhalation of mineral dust.

Complete Data Difficult to Obtain

This outline of the scope of the in-

vestigation is admirable in its simplicity

and comprehensiveness. Of all the in-

formation needed to establish the true

incidence of health injurious trades prob-

ably the most conclusive is the actual

physical condition of the workers ob-

tained by a medical examination and a

truthful record of personal sickness ex-

perienced with a due regard, of course,

to the factors of age, race and nativity,

mine experience and mine employment as

followed in one or more localities or in

different mining fields. The importance

of strict attention to these facts was
well brought out in the investigation into

the health of Cornish miners and the

present inquiry fully confirms this view.

Of course many other facts must be

taken into account, and chief among
these are post-mortem examinations, but

unfortunately it is often very difficult to

obtain the lungs of deceased miners

other than those killed by accident. The

present investigation failed almost com-

pletely in this respect and the lungs of

only one miner were available for the

purpose, which, of course, precluded

definite conclusions.

Importance of Adequate Data

A large amount of statistical data was

collected for a period of 10 years and

the conclusions from the facts obtained

are briefly set forth as follows: (a)

Lung diseases, in the 10 years under re-

view, have been, considered as a group,

distinctly more prevalent among min-
ers than among males over 15 years

of age generally; and while this is true

of lung diseases considered as a group,

it is also true for the principal indi-

vidual diseases of this group, (b) An
important factor in producing an ex-

cess for miners in the group of other

respiratory diseases, has been fibrosis of

the lungs, (c) At all ages between 25

and 60 the percentage of deaths from
lung diseases in each age-group is higher

among miners than among the general

population. (d) Tuberculosis of the

lungs has been steadily on the increase

among miners during the period, a-"d

pneumonia has been steadily on the de-

cline, (e) The miner has considerably

less chance of surviving until the age of

60 years than has the average male over

15 years of age. (/) Considering the

average ages at death for miners and for

all males over 15 years of age, the miner
has 3K> years less of life than the aver-

age male in the general population.

Merely as an economic question the

foregoing conclusions derived from a

sufficiently large statistical basis are en-

titled to serious consideration. Mine ex-

perience slowly acquired is of too high

a degree of economic utility to permit of

the needless waste of the miner's health,

physical strength and years of life, but

most of all in a country like Australia,

where there is normally a deficient

skilled labor supply. If the net economic
gain of miners' work for a year is placed

at S300, then the difference of 3 l/2
years in the average age at death

(granting the accuracy of this compari-

son) means a net economic loss to the

mining industry of $1000 more or less

of unrealized return on the human ma-
chine, which is, of course, the true pro-

ductive force in every industry.

Tuberculosis and Fibrosis Defined

The difference in the duration of mine
life is however probably greater than the

3% years deficiency in the average at

death. The difference is primarily if

not exclusively the result of an exces-

sive mortality from lung diseases, but

in this connection it is pointed out in

the report, and the conclusions will be

read with decided interest by mine phy-

sicians, that "the term miners' phthisis is

used in this paragraph for the first and

last time in this report. That term is

an inexact one, and its use has led to a

great deal of confusion in the past. The
term phthisis has for centuries been un-

derstood to mean tuberculosis of the

lungs, which is a condition having its

own distinctive pathological features;
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but when abnormal conditions in the

lungs of miners have been under dis-

-.. the term miners' phthisis has

been used with the intention of includ-

ing indiscriminately both the fibrotic

ges due to the tubercle bacillus.

Such confusion of distinct pathological

conditions should not be perpetuated;

and therefore throughout this report.

wherever the term fibrosis has been used

it is to be clearly understood that the

Deludes only the changes pro-

duced by dust, and does not in any way

refer to changes produced by the tu-

bercle bacillus. Similarly, when the

term tuberculosis is used it means tu-

berculosis, and does not include fibrosis.

- not for a layman, of course, to

take issue in a matter of this kind, but

it may be said that the discussion has

its practical application to the vexed

question of industrial disease definition

in all workmen's compensation laws. The

time is probably not far distant when all

rial diseases, or in other words,

,s directly traceable to work ex-

posure, will be brought within the scope

of employers' liability and workmen's

compensation legislation, and in any fu-

ture consideration of the subject quali-

fied medical opinion will be of the fore-

most importance.

Fibrosis More Prevalent among Ma-
chine Drillers

Cases occur, of course, in which both

fibrosis and tuberculosis occur together,

but it is said in the report that this is

rare in Western Australia. A complete

physical examination was made of 2050

men engaged in mine work, the men

examined being divided into four groups:

Those actually at work and ex-

amined as nearly as possible under work-

ing conditions. ibt Those brought to

notice by officials of various labor or-

ganizations; chiefly advanced cases who
felt themselves unable to work by rea-

son of affections of the lungs from

which they suffer. d. <c) Miners

amined at the sanatorium. (d\ A f w

men who, for various reasons, desired

to submit themselves for examination.

Of the foregoing only the first croup

was considered a s?.fe basis for final

conclusions, being considered a "fair

ge mining population." The phy-

sical examination disclosed the follow-

ing facts: (a) Early fibrosis was pres-

:iong machine miners in the pro-

portion of 33.16 per cent; among non-

machine miner cent.;

among truckers .1.1 r

among dr

cent. (b) Intermediate h

found among machine miners aid non-

machine miners; late fir: found

only among machine | It is

unnec

intern

, the fact of their

sufficient significance.) (c) Pleurisy

\\ as found to be present in men engaged

in several different classes of mining.

(d) Tuberculosis of the lungs was pres-

ent in a total of 28 cases, i. e., 1.5 per

cent., or, if the whole of the men ex-

amined (2050, including the selected

cases) be considered, this condition was
present in 65 cases, which is 3.2 per

cent, (e) Early fibrosis was most com-

monly present among machine miners

and dry treatment men. (/) Early

fibrosis seems to make its appearance

most frequently about the second year

on machine work.

The Spread of Lung Disease Laid to

Mining

Lung diseases, and particularly tu-

berculosis, being of rather rare occur-

rence in Western Australia the preced-

ing facts and conclusions prove that

these diseases are being spread through

the mining industry, largely however by

methods of mining more or less subject

to improvement and company control.

The- Commissioner properly calls atten-

tion to the seriousness of the present

situation and remarks: "This existence

of a *high percentage of fibrosis among
working miners cannot be attributed to

the importation of such cases from

places outside Western Australia. This

aspect has been dealt with, and it is

quite clear that the mines of Western

Australia can and do produce fibrosis to

an important extent; for among ma-
chine miners fibrosis is present in 25

per cent, of the men, and among the

dry treatment men in 19 per cent., these

percentages are calculated for those men
only who have never worked in mines

elsewhere than in Western Australia.

Fibrosis of the lungs has been shown in

various ways in this report to be due

t<"> the action of dust: and as a general

statement based on the results obtained

by the experiments—and which may be

taken as an indication of the lines upon

which remedial measures must be insti-

tuted— it may be said that a man suffers

from fibrosis to the extent to which he

is exposed to the continued inhalation

of the fine material, dust, in other words;

if there be no dust there will be no

fibrosis. The converse is equally true

that the continued inhalation of dust cer-

tainly produces some fibrosis."

As a drastic measure toward the

eradication of tuberculosis among min-

i rs, the exclusion of affected miners

fiom the mines or mining communities is

suggested, hut also the segregation of

tubercular persons, who are not them-

but who come into more
or less close association with them. In

ation of the point of view that

tuberculosis of the lungs must he con-

I more In the light of an infc ctious

than an industrial disease, it is said that:

"The fact that tuberculosis is most com-
mon in men engaged on machine work
has been interpreted as indicating pri-

marily that this class of work, by reason

of the close association of the two men
working upon one machine, offers the

greatest facility for personal infection,

it has, however, been generally accepted

that lung tissue which has been im-

paired by the action of dust is thereby

rendered more susceptible to the action

of tubercle bacilli. So far as I have been

able to ascertain, there is no direct ex-

perimental evidence upon this point, but

the fact that tuberculosis is found in all

countries to be excessively prevalent

among men engaged in other dusty oc-

cupations—for example, knife grinders,

pottery makers, etc., must be accepted

as indicating the correctness of this

commonly accepted belief. Therefore,

while tuberculosis among machine men
is more an infectious than an industrial

disease, it appears certain that the action

of dust does predispose to the action of

the tubercle bacillus. In this connection,

the significance of the existence of a

large number of cases of fibrosis must

not be lost sight of."

Dust Pkedisposes to Lung Diseases

The importance of dust as a predispos-

ing factor to lung diseases is recognized

by all who have considered the subject.

The report contains some very interest-

ing observations upon the effect of dust

on the lungs, or the changes in lung tis-

sue produced by continuous dust inhala-

tion, but these do not fall within the

present discussion. It may be said, how-

ever, that the effect created by the pres-

ence within the lungs of dust is stated

to be inflammatory changes throughout

the lung substance, resulting in the pro-

duction of fibrosis, and that the ultimate

effects are, ( 1 ) diminished area of lung

tissue available for the purification of

the blood, (2) diminution in the amount

of air which can reach the lungs, (3)

diminution in the amount of blood which

can reach the lungs.

The experimental and pathological

evidence obtained by the Commis-

sioner, therefore, seems to sustain

the conclusion that: "Dust, and dust

alone, is. responsible for fibrosis; that

the causation of pleurisy is some-

what obscure, but that here dust and

cold both probably play some part; that

there is not forthcoming any evidence to

show that there are any other factors

producing abnormal conditions in the

lungs (except, of course, the tubercle

bacillus) though the possibility of the

r; pid alterations of air pressure having

some effect has been considered. It may
be that these alterations of air pressure

affect some in the direction of producing

emphysema, but this is pure supposi-

tion."
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High Mortality of Miners from Lung
Diseases

The medical considerations aside, the

statistical evidence presented in the re-

port is entirely conclusive that lung dis-

eases are extremely common among the

miners of Western Australia. While of

the mortality from all causes of all

males over 15 years, 19.8 per cent, were

from respiratory diseases, the corre-

sponding proportion for miners was 53.9

per cent. Considering the mortality from

diseases in detail, it is brought out in

the report that the death rate from tuber-

culosis of the lungs was 9.6 per 10,000

for all males over 15 years of age, while

the rate for miners was 19.2. From bron-

chitis the respective rates were 1.7 and

4.2; from pneumonia 6.7 and 22.7, from

pleurisy 0.7 and 1.1, asthma and emphy-

sema 0.5 and 1.3, and other respiratory

diseases 0.5 for all males and 5.24 per

10,000 for miners. The foregoing rates

prove conclusively that respiratory dis-

eases, as a whole, are much more preva-

lent as causes of death among miners

than among males over 15 years of

age generally. Tuberculosis has steadily

increased among miners from a rate of

10 per 10,000 in 1901 to 30 in 1909.

There has been a decline in pneumonia,

which may possibly be accounted for by

more accurate medical diagnosis.

The death rates were not calculated

by divisional periods of life, probably

because the necessary information could

not be secured. While calculations of

the average age at death are apt to be

misleading, it is, nevertheless, suggestive

that the average age for all males, 15 and

over, should have been 47.8 years against

44.2 for miners, a difference of 3%
years in favor of the general population.

A comparative table is included in the

report for Queensland and Western Aus-

tralia, according to which the death rate

from lung diseases among miners per

10,000 living was 50.03 in Queensland

and 53.0 for Western Australia. The

rates differ somewhat for the various

forms of lung disease, but, on the whole,

they confirm each other and sustain the

view that the rates are at least approxi-

mately correct.

The Physical Examination of Miners

The most important portion of the re-

port relates to the actual examination of

working miners. Of the 2050 men ex-

amined all but 156 were gold miners

actually at work, or at a sanatorium, or

at union offices. There appears to have
been no difficulty in making the physi-

cal examination, to which the men seem
to have submitted without hesitation, it

is stated that in 26 gold mines there were
employed a total of 6846 men and of

these 1805, or 20.5 per cent., were
physically examined. Considered by in-

dividual employments, it is stated that

94 per cent, of the surface laborers were
found normal, of the wet treatment

hands 91 per cent., of the platmen 88.9
per cent., of non-machine miners 85.01

per cent., of truckers 82.9 per cent., of

dry treatment hands 65.6 per cent., and
of machine miners only 52.6 per cent.

In other words, the surface laborers and
wet treatment hands exhibited the best

physical condition, while dry treatment

hands and machine miners exhibited the

worst.

Pleurisy, as more or less complicated

by fibrosis, was found to exist among
machine men to the extent of 44.9 per

cenU of those examined; among dry

treatment hands, 34.3 per cent.; among
nonmachine men, 13.2 per cent., among
wet treatment hands 8.3 per cent.; and
among surface hands only 5.2 per cent.

Early fibrosis was found among the men
in the following order: Machine miners,

33.2 per cent.; dry treatment hands, 24.5

per cent.; nonmachine miners, 7.2 per

cent., and truckers, 3.10 per cent. In-

termediate fibrosis was only found

among machine miners to the extent of

3.6 per cent, and among nonmachine
miners to the extent of 1.6 per cent.

Advanced fibrosis was met with only

among machine miners, but to the extent

cf less than 1 per cent. Of course, men
really seriously affected would not have

been at work.

Each Trade Has Irs Special Disease

Tuberculosis was found among ma-
chine miners to the extent of 2.2 per

cent, and among nonmachine miners to

the extent of 1.0 per cent. The conclu-

sions are summarized as follows: "Ma-
chine men suffer from the three grades
of fibrosis, from emphysema, pleurisy,

and tuberculosis—the disease most
prevalent among this class of workers
is fibrosis. Nonmachine miners suffer

from the first two grades of fibrosis,

from emphysema, pleurisy, and tuber-

culosis. Truckers suffer only from early

fibrosis and pleurisy, and considerably

more from pleurisy than from fibrosis.

Dry treatment hands suffer from early

fibrosis, but not from the more advanced

stages of the disease. There may be

two reasons for the freedom from the

advanced stages—the fact that they work
in the open air, and therefore would not

be likely to get so much dust in a given

time as men working below on machines

in a confined space; or, on the other

hand, the explanation may be that men
on the dry treatment plants have been

working for a shorter period at that class

cf mining than the machine men, and are

also much less exposed to rapid changes

of temperature. Surface laborers were

affected only with pleurisy, to the extent

of one in twenty. Wet treatment hands

were affected only with pleurisy, to the

extent of 8 per cent.''

While the present investigation is

probably of greater interest to mine

physicians than to mine managers, the

following brief account of the main
features of each of the stages of fibrosis

will prove useful in diagnosing the dis-

ease in its early stages. It is said in

the report that, "The early case is the

man who finds that he is continually

getting "colds," associated with cougn,

which he finds great difficulty in throw-
ing off; he finds that his wind is not as

good as it used to be, and that he can-

not run so far nor work so hard as

formerly, and in whom on examination
the effort at expansion of the chest wall

reveals a rigidity—a rigidity which has

characteristics entirely its own, and
which is not, so far as I am aware, seen

in any other disease. At this early stage

the man is apt to smile indulgently if it

is suggested that there is anything wrong
with his lungs, although he recognizes

clearly that his wind is not so good as

formerly and that he gets colds more
often than he used to and cannot throw
them off so easily."

Diagnosis of Fibrosis

"The next stage in the disease is

marked by the fact that the intervals be-

tween the attacks of "cold on the chest"

are less frequent and less lengthy—the

bronchitis has become an established

fact; the wind is now always short; oc-

casional attacks of "asthma" occur, al-

though hardly ever at night; expectora-

tion is frequent, and a certain blueness

of the lips and the face indicate that

the heart is beginning to feel the strain,

on examination the rigidity is mo'e
marked, roughening of the breath sounds

confirm the hypothesis that the bron-

chitis has become established; emphyse-
matous changes may be present, and the

heart signs show the reason for the blue-

ness of the lips and face. But the

subject can still do an average day's

work.

"When the subject finally has to cease
work the advanced stage has been
reached and then all the features above
detailed are emphasized; the heart and
lungs becoming progressively less able

to carry out their functions."

In addition to the foregoing, it is

pointed out that fibrosis makes its ap-

pearance, as a rule, about the second
year of machine work. The cases of in-

termediate fibrosis were all discovered

among men who had been engaged on
machine mining for not longer than 16

years. With pleurisy the greatest inci-

dence occurred before the fifteenth year

after the commencement of machine
work. Of the total of 424 normal men,
215, or more than half, had been work-
ing on machines for less than four years

only, while 86 per cent, of them had not

>et reached their tenth year of machine
work. In explaining the causes respon-

sible for the occurrence of fibrosis

among machine miners, it is pointed out

that dust is a common factor operating

directly or indirectly in the production
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:h fibrosis and pleurisy. The

furthei Ma is advanced that the

mines of Western Australia can and do

-produce fibrosis to a considerable ex-

tent, both among machine miners and

dry treatment men; and it is to be ex-

* 6° b >' there

will be an increasing number of deaths

from : . and an increasing num-

ber of cases of fibrosis, if the conditions

obtaining in the past remain unaltered

in the future."

Dust Prevention Essential

Thus, in its final analysis, the prob-

lem of health in metal mining is largely

a question of dust prevention. It hardly

requires to be said that machine miners

are practically rock drillers, working un-

rtmost identical conditions in the

quartz mines of Western Australia, on

the Rand, in the Cornwall, or in the

western states of North America.

While not all of the conclusions ar-

rived at by the Commissioner can be ac-

cepted as final, the report unquestionably

constitutes one of the most valuable

contributions to the literature of health

in mining. The results of the physical

examination of the men alone makes the

inquiry a most important one and sug-

gests the utility of a similar investiga-

tion in this country. It is certainly

significant to find that out of 805 machine

miners 267, or 33.2 per cent., were found

to be affected with early fibrosis and 29,

or 3.6 per cent., with intermediate

fibrosis, and 4. or 0.5 per cent., with ad-

\anced fibrosis. Of the remainder of

the machine miners, one was affected

with emphysema, 62 with pleurisy, and

-
i itfa tuberculosis. In other words, only

424 machine miners, or 52.6 per cent.,

were found to be in normal health.

Other Useful Data in the Report

The report contains a large amount of

other interesting and valuable informa-

tion, including the results of experimen-

tal and pathological investigations, a

table of clinical standards, upon which

lung affections are diagnosed and classi-

fied, a copy of the card used in the series

cf examinations among miners, a table

• occupational classifications, extracts

from the reports of the Royal Commis-

sion on Miners' Phthisis in the Trans-

vaal, a report on Miners' Phthisis at Bcn-

digo, and the report on the health of

' -nish miners, also a chapter on the

frequency of human infection in tuber-

culosis, and a brief, but suggestive, note

on ankylostomiasis. The report is un-

questionably a a ful contribution

•he subject of miners' diseases and de-

cidedly e of the utility of a

corresponding Investigation into the

health of American miners and men cm-
- • duction works with a

md considerable e
|

the inhalation of health-injurious dust.

{Fibrosis is the development of a sub-

stance of fibrous texture in a tissue or

organ, or a fibrous replacement of a tis-

sue.

Emphysema is the permanent dilation

of the passages into which the respira-

tory tubes enlarge, and of the elongated

funnel-shaped sacs set with air cells

which terminate the air passages of the

lungs; the air cells becoming obliterated

or ruptured.

Pleurisy is an inflammation of the

membranes which line the walls of the

chest and reflect over the surface of

each lung.

Bronchitis is an inflammation of the

bronchial membranes.

Pneumonia is an inflammation of the

tissues of the lungs distinct from bron-

chitis and pleurisy.

Asthma is a paroxysmal disorder, the

essential feature of which is the con-

traction of the bronchial tubes by the

muscles in their walls.

Tuberculosis is a specific disease af-

fecting most tissues of the body but

especially those wherein there is a pre-

dilection to disorder, as the lymph glands

and lungs, characterized by the presence

in tbe diseased parts of the tubercle

bacillus.

Phthisis is a disease of the lungs, char-

acterized by the progressive consolida-

tion of pulmonary tissue, with decay of

the tissue and formation of cavities.

Fibroid phthisis is a slow-going phthisis

with considerable production of connec-

tive tissue. Both pulmonary tuberculosis

and phthisis are commonly known as

consumption and the last is differen-

tiated by the usual presence of pyro-

genic or fever-producing organisms as

well as the bacilli.—Editor.!

Magnesium-Zinc Alloys

In a patent recently issued to Walter

Rubel, of Berlin, Germany, for an alloy

of magnesium and zinc, it is stated that

"It is known that owing to the develop-

ment of the airship, and of submarine

and torpedo vessels, a brisk demand has

arisen for a strong material of low

specific gravity. In cases where light-

ness is of special importance, some con-

structors use aluminum. This material

presents a number of defects, some of

which are that in the lathe it cannot be

worked without employing oil or soapy

water and it likewise is less resistant to

atmospheric influences than was hereto-

fore thought.

It is claimed 1 by this inventor that an

alloy of zinc and magnesium is a suitable

material for airship construction. The

use of a small quantity of zinc strength-

ens the magnesium, both for casting and

for rolling into sheets. The use of the

following mixture is advocated: Mg., 96

per cent.; Zn., 4 per cent.

u writ, i i... L91 1.

With every per cent, of zinc, the mag-

n.sium is greatly strengthened. It is

unnecessary to use pure zinc, as the

commercial article answers. The alloy

may be made by first melting the mag-

nesium in an iron crucible provided with

a well fitting cover. When melted, the

zinc is added and the whole stirred. The

melting of the magnesium must take

place with the exclusion of air. It is

stated by the inventor that the fracture

of the rolled alloy has a fine structure

like that of steel. It can be rolled or

cast and machined without difficulty.

Wages in the Iron Districts

Washington Correspondence

The U. S. Immigration Commission

has completed a part of its report relat-

ing to the production of iron ore. In

Minnesota 2000 employees and 218 fam-

ilies were studied. More than nine-

tenths of the forces were immigrants, the

chief races being in order of their num-

erical importance, Finns, Slovenians,

Croatians and Italians.

Of the immigrant iron-ore workers on

the Minnesota ranges only 7.0 per cent,

had had any experience in mining before

coming to the United States, while 75.0

per cent, had been farmers or farm lab-

orers and unskilled laborers in their

native countries. The average weekly

earnings of native Americans were

SI 6.20 and of immigrants SI 4. 12. About

four-fifths of all earned more than $12.50

each week. The average annual earnings

of native Americans who were heads of

families were $1024. and of foreign-born

heads of families $659. The average an-

nual income of American families was

S1058, and of immigrant families, $995.

More than one-half of both classes of

families were entirely supported by the

earnings of the husbands. About one-

fifth of the American families, however,

depended also upon the earnings of

children and two-fifths of the immigrant

families supplemented the earnings of

the father by keeping boarders and

lodgers.

In Michigan 3000 iron-ore workers

were studied, the chief races employed

being Finns, North Italians, Poles and

Swedes. Again about 90 per cent, of

the operatives were of foreign birth. The

greater part of these immigrants had

also been farmers or farm laborer?

abroad. Only about 10 per cent, had had

experience in mining before coming to

the United States. The average weekly

earnings of immigrant employees were

$14.24, of native American was $13.78

In the South (Birmingham district

about 3500 employees were studied. Onl\

5 per cent, were foreigners, one-fourtt'

were native American whites, while 6'/

per cent, were negroes. Native white 1

earned $11.09, the negroes $10.60 and

the immigrants $8.81 per week.
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Coal Minind Department
Safety Lamps and Firedamp

Special Correspondence

At a meeting of the Manchester Geu-

logical and Mining Society in England, on

Dec. 13, G. H. Winstanley, lecturer in

mining at the Manchester University,

read a paper entitled, "The Safety Lamp

as an Instrument for the Detection and

Estimation of Firedamp in Mines."

Mr. Winstanley expressed the view

that the ordinary safety lamp, without

]
elaboration of any kind, will continue to

be the most popular and the most gen-

erally useful appliance, especially in the

hands of the colliery fireman, for detect-

ing the presence and estimating the

amount of firedamp in the mine atmos-

phere. After considerable investigation

and experiment, he is confirmed in that

opinion, and also in the view that in the

hands of a properly trained operator the

safety lamp is capable, not only of de-

tecting the presence of a relatively small

percentage, but of affording reasonably

accurate information with regard to the

amount of gas present. He is also led

to the conclusion that the whole question

is one that is still far too little under-

stood, even by those who might be ex-

pected to be fairly familiar with the sub-

ject.

The capacity of the safety lamp to de-

tect and estimate gas depends, not upon

the lamp, or entirely upon the kind of

oil it burns, but upon the skill of the ob-

server. The mere possession of a safety

lamp does not endow the user with the

power of detecting and estimating the

presence of gas. In the hands of one

man the lamp is merely a source of light;

while in the hands of another, properly

trained, it becomes a scientific instru-

ment capable of giving fairly accurate

results.

A Standard Size of Testing Flame

It has been suggested by some investi-

gators, recognizing the fact that the size

of the cap is seriously affected by the

size of the testing-flame, that, in order

to rely upon the size of the cap as an

indication of the percentage, a standard

size of testing flame must be adopted.

In Mr. Winstanley's opinion it would be

unreasonable to expect the ordinary col-

liery fireman, carrying on in the regular

way his daily inspections, to adjust the

size of his testing flame every time, ac-

curately, to within one-hundredth of an

inch above or below a standard light, or

a total error of one-fiftieth of an inch.

Yet a variation to this extent makes quite

a considerable difference in the hight of

the cap.

The Important News
Of Coal Mining:
New Appliance-r,
NewMethods.New
Fields, Colliery
Engineering

It may be asked, then, if the hight of

the cap may not be relied upon to give an
indication of the percentage, how may
the safety-lamp flame be made use of as

a means of estimating the amount of gas

present? Mr. Winstanley secured some
photographs taken with the same lamp
in order to solve this question, and in the

result arrives at the following conclu-

sions:

(1) That the hight of the cap with

a given lamp burning a given oil depends
not only, nor principally, upon the per-

centage of gas present, but also upon
the size of the testing flame.

(2) That even with a percentage so

small as \
l/2 to 2, quite a large cap is

produced with a testing flame having a

small white apex, although these caps

are very delicate and not easily seen.

(3) That the density of the cap (its

visibility) is a more reliable indication of

the percentage than the mere hight of

the cap; and that, in order to estimate

correctly the percentage of gas from the

appearance of the cap, one must be

familiar with all the variations in hight

and degree of visibility possible with dif-

ferent percentages of gas and different

sizes of testing flames.

(4) That with a percentage higher

than 3, the growth of the cap, due to an

increase in the size of the testing flame,

is more rapid than with a percentage

less than 3; and that, as the testing flame

is enlarged, caps caused by 3 per cent.,

or less, rapidly become invisible, while

with more than 3 per cent, the caps re-

main visible with a relatively large test-

ing flame.

The Cause of a Coal-dust Explosion

Dealing with the necessity for care in

testing for gas, Mr. Winstanley pointed

out that the operation of testing for gas

is one not unattended with danger.

Indeed, he demonstrated by means of

a simple experiment that a coal-dust ex-

plosion may be initiated by the opera-

tion of testing for gas, if by chance

the lamp used should happen to be

defective. "There is," he added, "a

good deal of misplaced confidence in

what are called safety lamps." Official

returns show that there are in regular

use in British colleries about 700,000

safety lamps. Of this number, however,

more than half have only one gauze,

which is almost equivalent to saying they

are not safety lamps at all.

There is no "permitted list" of safety

lamps, nor are they required to be put

to the test, and the result is that one

sees some dreadful imitations of safety

lamps taken into mines, both faulty and
inperfect in workmanship. And what of

the undetected defects? Suppose all the

lamps in use at the present time were
called up and submitted to actual tests,

how many would fail? Yet such lamps
may be used for gas testing.

No matter how well ventilated a mine
may be, it is common to find from time

to time pot-holes and other cavities in

the roof which are more or less screened

from the air current and become lurking

places for firedamp, which may appear to

be fairly persistent and not too easily

removed. What really happens in such

a case is that as rapidly as the gas dif-

fuses into the surrounding atmosphere,

other gas is given off, which takes its

place and thus tends to keep the cavity

full. It is this circumstance which gives

rise to the popular but erroneous impres-

sion that if undisturbed the light fire-

damp will ascend to the highest acces-

sible place, and remain there.

The fireman may have such a cavity

under close observation, and as a matter

of fact the amount of gas which it may
contain may of itself be insignificant and

quite incapable, regarded merely as a

small body of explosive atmosphere, of

producing serious consequence. In a

dry and dusty mine, however, every cir-

cumstance directly or indirectly relating

to ignition and combustion must be re-

garded as a possible source of disaster.

In conclusion, Mr. Winstanley urged,

"the importance of the individual training

of all firemen and other colliery officials

whose duties require that they should be

able not only to detect the presence, but

also to estimate the amount of firedamp

present in the atmosphere. They will be

surprised themselves to discover how
easy it is, after a little practice, to esti-

mate correctly the percentage."

Statistics collected by the Pennsylvan-

ia State Department of Mines show that

in 1909, the number of men employed in

the bituminous mines of Pennsylvania

totaled 185,921. The reports also indi-

cate that the death rate, per thousand of

employees, was 2.72. There were 272,-

661 tons of coal mined for each life lost.
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Details of Colliery Trestles
Probably no class of heavy timber

construction is so replete with examples

of poor design as the colliery trestles,

of which the average coal mine tipple

of today is the nucleus. The designing

proportioning of material is often

left to a "pi superintendent,

.red from the ranks of the miners,

or it may devolve upon an otherwise

thoroughly competent engineer, but one

not familiar with the exigencies of the

case. Again the trestles are at times

designed by a machinery firm who are

furnishing the mechanical equipment for

the plant, in which event the structure

is usually well proportioned to the re-

quirements of the work; they, however,

seldom specify any of the details, and

their designs are usually drawn up by

men entirely ignorant of local conditions

which are, at times, of ultimate import-

ance. In any event (and especially so on

a tipple carrying considerable machin-

ery such as shaking screens, conveyers,

etc. i. when running at full capacity, the

vibrations of the structure will often

By A. T. Shurick *

.4 discussion of the vari-

ous types of construction

common to the coal tunics

in America. Suggestions

as to the style of bent that

is best adapted to meet spec-

ified requirements.

•Engineer, coal properties, Amalgamated
Copper Company, Washoe, Carbon county,
Mont.

As the purpose of this article is to

elucidate and discuss the approved

methods of colliery construction from

tne standpoint of the active colliery en-

gineer, a discussion of steel construction

would be out of place and is omitted.

While the engineer should have a good

working knowledge of the resolution of

forces in order to anticipate and pro-

vide for the different stresses liable to

the bent. The ground is first leveled of

and the sills placed in position anc

leveled up with short timber blocks o;

preferably with flat stones; the sills,

should never be permitted to rest di-

rectly on the ground for in this positior

they are liable to rapid decay. Tlu

topography of the ground is sometimes

such as to make a continuous level sil

impossible without excessive excavating

When such a contingency arises, the

ground is leveled up in steps, and shor

sub-sills put down upon which res

plumb posts supporting the main sill

Should it be necessary to splice the sills

the simplest form of an ordinary lap

splice should be used, care being taker

to have the splice as far as convenien

from any post.

When greater permanency is desired

it is necessary to resort to some font

of masonry or concrete for the footings

The commonest form of foundatioi

usually met with consists of a low'

rubble masonry wall, from 18 to 24 in 1

wide, and extending the entire length o

12" to iit eesing

Fig. 1. Showing a Popular But Simple

and Rigid Type of Bent

Thctinyinccriny § Mining Journal

Fig. 2. Method of Framing a Strong

Self-contained Five-post Bent

cause one to look for an immediate col-

lapse. This results in the introduction of

additional bracing, usually a difficult

and unsatisfactory procedure after the

structure is completed, and it is no un-

common thing to see a tipple anchored

by means of wire ropes.

Steel work for tipples has come into

considerable prominence during the past

.ars, and when the probable life of

the operation is great, this should be

given due consideration. Since the

maximum economy of operation is at-

tained only with short hauls and large

outputs, it is seldom that the economical

life of the average mine exceeds from

10 to a frame structure when
well erected will, with some r

mg and also have a final B

value. Uncertainty

the coal, especially among the more ir-

regular Cretaceous met if the

:ntain provint

considered before installing a perma-

nent steel plant.

occur in any st ructure, theory as a whole

i:» a negligible quantity in trestle de-

signing and with a few of the more

important exceptions, is entirely omitted.

Where certain size material is designated

as sufficiently strong to meet certain re-

quirements, it is assumed that some one

of the good construction timbers, adapt-

able for use in heavy construction, and

common to all parts of the country, is

available.

Foundations

The kind of footing to be used will

depend largely on the proposed life of

the structure, and to a certain extent

on the character of the ground. Poor

foundation material in the coal forma-

tions is a rarity and piles or spread

footings are seldom or never required.

When the probable life is short, from

A to <> years, and the ground compara-

tively firm and solid, it is customary

to use a simple timber sill having a

ectlon equal th.it of the posts of

the sill. With a good quarrying stom

and skillful labor, an 18 in. wall, bat

tered 1 :6 on both sides will sometimes

te sufficient, but ordinarily a 20 in. wal

with the same batter is used, while un

der some conditions a 24 in. wall i:

advisable. When the sill is very long, a;

is liable to be the case in a high tipph

constructed with batter posts, there i:

a considerable waste of masonry whei

the wall is made continuous, and with n<

appreciable gain in strength. Thus witl

a four post bent only 10 ft. high, havinj

a 20-ft. cap and a batter of 1:4, a sav

ing of nearly one-third of the masonn

will be effected by having one pier 10 ft

long under the center posts and oni

4 ft. long under each of the outsidi

posts.

These walls are built of rough rubbU

masonry laid in either lime or cemen

mortar; ordinarily lime will suffice, bu

in the presence of much moisture, oi

for bents carrying heavy machinery oi,

otherwise liable to any considerable jar
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Icement should be used. If the ground

is only moderately damp, a mortar com-

posed of 1 cement, 1 lime, and 3 sand

may be used with good results, but for

important work it is advisable to use a

straight cement mortar composed of 1

cement to 3 sand. The wall should pro-

ject from 6 to 12 in. beyond the end

icf the sill, and the best practice dic-

tates the use of a 1:6 batter on the

isides; for low walls this is often omitted,

'and is entirely unnecessary on the ends

as the walls seldom fail there. In the

:

colder climates, the ground should be

excavated from 1 to 2 ft. to prevent the

masonry from being heaved by hard

freezing. Care should be taken to see

that the stone is laid on its natural or

!quarry bed, the joints properly broken,

and that a header or through stone oc-

curs not less than every 4 ft. in length

and 3 ft. in hight.

Overcoming Lateral Displacement

To provide against any lateral dis-

placement of the sill, from three to five

anchor bolts varying from y2 to y± in. in

diameter are sometimes set in the

masonry, thus giving a means for secur-

ing the sill rigidly in place. These bolts

should be sufficiently long to pass

through the sill and reach nearly to the

bottom of the foundation except when

for any reason the wall is excessively

high, a projection into it of from 2 to 3

ft. being then sufficient. To secure the

(bolt in the wall the bottom end of it is

ithreaded for a short distance and passed

through a hole drilled in the web of a

Ipiece of rail and the nut attached; short

pieces of from 16 to 30 lb. rail can be

used for this, but a single long piece

!to which all the bolts in the pier may be

attached is preferable.

During the past few years concrete

has come rapidly into favor as a material

for footings, especially where greater

permanency is desired. Owing to its

much greater strength and reliability it

i? mostly used in the form of square

piers instead of a continuous wall, thus

effecting a considerable economy of

material.

The size of these piers will of

course vary with the size and

importance of the structure they sup-

port, and the character of the foundation

soil. For the ordinary tipple, they are

commonly made 24 in. square with verti-

cal sides, or 18 in. square at the top and

the sides battered 1:6 or 1 :4, eliminat-

ing the danger of the corners being

broken. Usually a 1:3:5 concrete will

suffice, but in the presence of any ab-

normal condition, a 1:2:4 mixture should

be used. Where a large number of piers

are being built, the forms, which are sim-

ply square boxes, may be used over re-

peatedly, and since the cost of forms,

especially on small jobs, is an important

item, a decided economy is thus effected.

Designs for Bents

The variety of designs for bents is al-

most innumerable, and the personal
equation of the engineer enters largely

into the selection of the one for any
particular purpose. To the inex-

perienced on this class of construction

the amount of vibration that will be de-

veloped on a high capacity tipple is a

continual source of surprise, and ex-

perience has shown that every possible

precaution should be taken to provide for

this. One of the simplest and most
effective methods of securing a tipple

against lateral vibration is the use of

batter posts in the bents, having a batter

of from 1:4 to 1:12. While the plumb
post is still used and recommended by
some engineers, it is not generally con-

sidered in keeping with the best prac-

tice, and for this reason only the batter-

post construction will be considered here.

Thirty feet is usually taken as the

maximum hight for any single bent, and

when it becomes necessary to exceed

this hight special designs are necessary.

In Fig. 1 is shown what is by far the

most popular, and probably on the whole,

the simplest and most rigid bent used.

The ease of framing and erecting this

type makes it especially adaptable for

IE S", D) A
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Make a on Timber A 'io to Hi" longer than 6.
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Fig. 3. A Simple Method of Splicing

Members Under Compression

unskilful labor such as is often used on

this work.

With material of the dimensions

shown, this bent is applicable for ordin-

ary tipples from 30 to 40 ft. in hight,

when the bents are placed 15 ft. on cen-

ters and capacity of the mine cars is 2.5

tons; when the tipple is equipped with

shaking screens or carries any other ab-

normal load the posts should be increased

to 12x12. The sill shown is amply suffi-

cient when good foundations are used,

but when the reverse obtains a sill of

the same sectional area as the posts

should be used. The sill should project

at least 6 in. beyond the toe of the

pest, for the reception of which it is

usually dapped l/2 to y{ of an inch, al-

though in the case of the plumb posts

this is entirely unnecessary.

In some cases a mortice and tenon

joint is used here as well as on the cap,

but this adds materially to the cost of

labor and is liable to failure due to rot-

ting. The best method of securing the

posts to the sills is by means of dowels,

and for the construction here shown tw»

5^ in. by 6 in. round iron dowels, pro-

jecting 4 in. into the post and 2 in. in

the sill should be used; with 12xl2-in.

sills and posts, -HxS-in. dowels should

be used. When using dowels, trouble is

sometimes experienced in erecting the

bents, due to the total absence of rigidity

in the joint when not under compression,

and for this reason it is customary to

doubly secure the joint by toe-nailing

with 60d nails.

The plumb posts should be set true

and accurately, and the batter posts bat-

tered from 1:4 to 1:12; 1:4 being very

common. When it becomes necessary to

splice the posts, as often happens, the

form shown in Fig. 3 is one of the

best and simplest methods of splicing

members under compression. The length

L for hard woods such as ash, oak or

hard pine should be 2 or 2.5 times the

depth D, while for soft woods L should

be equal to 4 D. The bolts will vary

from \y2 in. for 6x6 timbers to 8% in.

for 12x12, and should be given a driving

fit. The keys should be of hard wood,

tapered, and driven in from both sides;

the difference of y& to 1/16 in. in the

dimensions a and b insures a neat snug

fit when the cuts are true and accurate.

With a mine using a moderately large

car of say 2.5 tons capacity, and with

the usual double track tipple, the cap

should be 20 ft. long to insure plenty

of room for dumping and handling cars.

The cap should be dapped y2 or yA in. for

all posts, the batter posts are set from

P to 16 in. from the ends and for the

construction here shown, each post

should be secured with a ^8x18 in. round

iron drift bolt, well pointed and driven

in a y2 in. hole. With 12x12 posts and

caps a 5^x20 in. drift pin should be

used.

Another Method of Framing

Fig. 2 shows a method for framing a

very strong, rigid and self-contained

five post bent, which is adapted equally

well for a two, three, or four post bent.

The framing of this bent will require

more labor than for Fig. 1, although not

necessarily a better class, and when the

material runs close to dimensions (as to

width and thickness) the result is usually

a very nest and satisfactory job.

Owing to the introduction of the fifth

post (which may be omitted when inter-

fering with the chutes and screens) and

the strong rigid method of securing the

joints, this construction may be safely

used under the same conditions noted

for Fig. 1 and for hights up to 60 or

65 ft. The method of securing the

joints at the sill makes this construc-

tion especially adaptable for concrete

piers, one of which should be located

under each post. The sill timbers should

project not less than 8 in. beyond the

posts and the bottom of the tenoned por-

tion of the post should be left l/2 or ^
in. above the bottom of the sill to pro-

vide against any pressure being brought

on the tenon. The entire load on the

posts should come on the sills, the tenon

being designed merely to secure the
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post against any lateral movement, and

-.lould be taken with these tenon

cuts to insure a true, even bearing for

the posts. All joints are secured with

two '_• in. through bolts, and other de-

tails as to length of cap, batter of posts,

re the same as mentioned for

1.

Fig. 4 shows a modified form of Fig.

i essentially for a

:her than for use in a

;ve feature of this

form is the use of a light batter post,

which is introduced to secure addi-

tional rigidity, and as an aid to the

method of bracing employed. The safety

of a design of this form is largely de-

pendent on securing good joints at both

if all posts, hence both cap and

sill should be dapped for the posts and

care taken to see that the framing is

ind accurate. The general details

as to drift-pins, dowels, etc., are the

same as for Fig. 1, with which it will

compare favorably as to simplicity of

design and ease of erection. This type

is attaining considerable popularity, but

point, which is offset in a measure by

the rigidity of the cap and post joint.

The sill should be dapped for the posts,

and particularly for the batter posts, and

the latter secured with two 5 8x5 in.

round iron dowels, while the plumb posts

may be toe-nailed with 60d nails. The

posts are notched for the caps only

inough to secure a neat, snug fit, and the

plumb posts are secured to the cap with

two -:s\18 in. through bolts, only one

being used for the batter posts.

Composite framing is meeting with

considerable favor for use on tipple con-

struction, and Fig. 6 shows an example

of this style. The principal advantage

of composite framing, as is well known,

lies in the ease of securing a strong,

rigid splice, the susceptibility of the

smaller size material to more thorough

inspection, and less probability of con-

taining rotten centers, shakes, etc., which

are not perceptible in timber of larger

dimensions. On the other hand the labor

and iron account will run higher with

this method, and a skillful class of labor

is essential to insure good results. While

joints of the sills or caps with the posts

dangerous and exceedingly difficult to

secure; in composite construction, where

the grain of the two pieces are laid op-

posite, this seldom happens. In the con-

struction here shown the pieces are sepa-

rated 2 in., packing blocks of 2x10 in.

plank being used at the ends to provide

for the dowels and drift-pins and 2-in.

cast-iron separators at intermediate

points, not to exceed 5 ft. apart. When
splicing becomes necessary, this is easily

done by introducing a packing block

from 3 to 6 ft. long and securing with

from four to eight Y% or Vu-in. bolts,

care being taken to see that the butt

joints have a true, even bearing. With

batter posts, or others carrying excessive

loads, the two members of the post

should be spliced at different points,

which provides one solid piece at each

splice.

The engineer is sometimes limited as to

the size material he can use, it being ad-

visable for some reason, such as the ex-

cessive cost of large dimension stuff, or

the wish to use up some lighter material

. and QBE S'x 18'Drift Bolts

" V

J"x 10*1 JO' c

|o o " * -*' o ° |
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sidejed the best and most rigid joint at-

tainable, and one that is particularly

adaptable to the broken floor arrange-

ment made necessary by the different

elevations of the loaded and empty

tracks.

Sway-bracing

Sway-bracing is a point often serious-

, ly neglected and one requiring good

'judgment and careful attention on the

,part of the engineer. Tipples are some-

times built of excessively large timbers,

and yet so lacking in proper bracing as

lo swing and vibrate in a most alarming

manner when working full capacity.

While it is impossible to lay down any

set rules to govern the amount of bracing

necessary, generally speaking all tipple

bents and all trestle bents exceeding 10

ft. in hight, should be braced with the

single cross bracing, as shown in Figs. 1,

2, 5, 6 and 7; for bents 20 to 40 ft. in

hight, two cross braces, separated by

horizontal braces, should be used. Fig.

4 shows a style of bracing adaptable to

less trying conditions than the cross

direction of the grain of the timber in

the post, the efficiency being nearly 25
per cent, greater than when driven with

the edge parallel.

It often happens the diagonals of a

bent are too long to be reached with a

single length of plank, in which event

it is customary to bring the braces in at

the bottom. If the bent is to be sub-

jected to heavy or eccentric loading, it is

advisable to divide it into two units, and
single cross-brace each unit.

Spraying Coal Dust with

Soap and Water
Special Correspondence

In connection with the last meeting of

the North of England branch of the As-

sociation of Mining Electrical Engineers,

an interesting demonstration was made
by Doctor Thornton, the professor of

electric engineering at Armstrong Col-

lege, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Mining men all

over the world are concerned about the

problem of coal dust and reducing its

mud, the chief component of which wab
coal dust. The experiments favored the

conclusion that, whereas with water
alone, 10 times the weight, in proportion

to the amount of dust, is necessary to

wet the dust, with the soap solution a

much less quantity will be required.

Effect of Spraying Dust with a Soap
Solution

In the event of this conclusion being

substantiated in daily mining practice,

the knowledge of so simple a remedy
will be of inestimable value to ihe mining
community. Professor Thornton further

demonstrated that coal dust which has

been sprayed with water and then re-

duced can be easily blown into the air,

but coal dust which has been sprayed

with the soap solution dries in a form

more closely resembling a distemper than

anything else, and this cannot be blown
into the air. The demonstration shows
that it can be loosened from the sur-

face upon which it was placed, but this

could only be accomplished by rubbing

it with the fingers

A^nl°''
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A New Metallizing Process

Bi A. Gkapenw itz*

In connection with all the metai-plat-

!ng precede? so far used on an industrial

scale, especially those of an electrolytic

or galvanic nature, the surface to be

.-. has at first to he made electrically

conductive. Another inconvenience of

3 is the necessity of in-

troducing the objects to be treated into

an electrolytic bath, which necessarily

limits the dimensions accessible to the

treatment, while excluding in most cases

any possibility of using a portable appar-

atus. Nor should the fact that not all

metals are capable of galvanic precipita-

tion be left out of account.

Electric Current Not Used

The metallizing process invented by

M. U. Schoop. of Zurich, is independent

of any electric current or electrolytic

bath, and is distinctly different from any

process so far known. It mainly consists

of throwing finely distributed liquid

metal with great energy against the sur-

face to be metallized, thus forming hom-

ogeneous coatings which are remarkable

for their beautiful, smooth appearance as

well as their cheapness. The fine distri-

bution of the liquid metal is effected

either by means of gases or vapors sub-

mitted to high pressure or by purely me-

chanical means (centrifugal apparatus,

nozzles, etc.), the essential point being

that the liquid metal is suddenly convert-

ed into a metal cloud through which

the objects to be metallized are conveyed

at high speed.

When gas under high pressure is used

the liquid metal comes out in the form of

a thread a few millimeters in thickness,

which, shortly after leaving the nozzle,

is torn asunder and pulverized by a jet

of (possibly heated) high-pressure gas.

The speed of the metal particles thus

thrown against the surface, in the case

of a working pressure of about 20 at-

mospheres, is as high as about 25 km.

per hour. As the metal particles, far from

being solidified, are still in a plastic condi-

tion, they are welded by the impact so

form a perfectly homogeneous

metal layer. The gas pressure obvious-

varied according to the fluidity of

the metal, but its chemical and physical

properties, as well as the required thick-

the surface of the object

treated, the form and operation of

the pulverizing apparatus, etc., should

e taken into account. Experi-

ments continued for years have allowed

a number of suitable methods to be found

by purely empirical means.

Ined in a lecture recently de-

livered by Schoop before the Zurich As-

flofl of Engineer! and Architects,

liquid metal of a temp 1

hund- been found

to be cooled down to 60 deg. C. and less,

when pulverized by superheated dry hy-

drogen, or superheated nitrogen at 20 to

30 atmospheres pressure, so that even

combustible and easily melting sub-

stances, such as paper, celluloid, tissues,

wood, etc., can be metallized, while fruit,

flowers and anatomical parts can as well

be coated with metal layer. For produc-

ing metal layers of especial density, and

without any oxides, there are used chem-

ically inactive gases or vapors free from

any oxidizing components. The metal

layers thus produced will form either ad-

hesive coatings, used for protecting or

embellishing the object under treatment,

or self-contained metal bodies capable of

being removed from their support or

matrix.

To the first class of products belong:

Parabolic mirrors and electrically con-

ductive surfaces, metallized wooden ob-

jects (propellers, poles, etc.), rust-proof

coatings for iron and steel, metal coatings

for textile tissues or for the interior sur-

intense flame. There are few inventions

which admit of so many applications as

the process above described. The fol-

lowing possibilities are chosen at ran-

dom:
Metal coatings on the Schoop system

will afford an excellent means of pre-

serving wood, which is likely to be of

special value in connection with the tim-

bering in moist mines. The coatings also

remove to a high degree the fire risk of

wood. Again, in the case of airships, the

metallizing of wooden propellers will be

especially appreciated, because the

smooth metallic surface obtained will re-

duce the frictional resistance opposed to

air, and vibration during operation, while I

increasing the life. The same process is

excellently adapted for the closing up of

glass bottles containing costly or sensi-

tive liquids, and also enables electric con-

densers and fuses to be readily manufac-

tured with paper or pasteboard. The

outlook for the production of art objects

is especially promising.

The Lnfjinccr'.r.g .j Mining Journal

Apparatus for Producing Metal Coating

face of pneumatic tires, all kinds of art

products, substitutes for the metal cap-

sules so far used for closing bottles, coat-

ings for barrels, adhesive aluminum coat-

ings for zinc, tin, lead and other metals,

or conversely the coating of aluminum

with any metals, metal papers, metal

foils, metallized paper hangings, etc.

A Substitute for Soldering and
Wklding

The second class of products compris-

es printing cliches, stereotyping plates,

matrices, substitutes for all kinds of gal-

vanical reproductions, hollow objects,

seamless tubes, etc. This process also

enables two metal pieces to be connected

as if soldered or welded, the two portions

to be united (which may be of different

materials), hcing heated conveniently

ubmitted to metallization. Two lead

pieces can, for instances, be readily con-
1 together by metallization with

finely distributed lead, without using any

Apparatus Portable

Being made portable, the metallizing

apparatus can be taken to the spot In or-

der to provide bridges, cranes and other

constructions, with a protective metal

coating, thus avoiding the expensive,

though little durable, oil painting. In a

similar manner the hulls of vessels can be

coated more easily and cheaply than

heretofore. As the new process enables

a metallic copy of an original to be

obtained within a fraction of a minute,

it will prove a powerful competitor to

galvano-plastics, especially in connection

with the production of stereotype plates

and cliches. All the industries concerned

with the production of metallic coatings

and hollow objects will derive much profit

from the new process, and the preserving

of fruit, eggs and other articles of food

will find therein a means of producing

an absolutely air-tight closure. Finally,

the new process will allow anatomical

preparations to be made durable.
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January Operations of Gold- maP sh™* these orebodies to be nearly depth of 705 ft.; it contains 500 ft of

field Consolidated '" line
>
and the indications are that water. Another, drilled a mile farther

During January a greater tonnage of ff^^S ^/inc^ I" "* ^ * ^ ™^ *
ore was milled by the Goldfield Consol- distance hetwPP n th«» I, V

idated Mines Company than during De- been marked on th. °^ ^ u**
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" 'S am°Unt ° f water availab,e is "°< stated

month
not certain that these orebodies will con- it is confidently expected that sufficient

M n
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the >nd>«t.ons are that they supply can be obtained for all mill re-
Milling Operations will, and it is also expected that in the quirements

The total ore milled in January was
downward extension in the workings

'

27,192 tons, of an average value of
f™m tbe 118°- fL Ievel of the Grizzly PorrnninP I ),,,l (,nm.nf

$29.35. The total value of the ore milled
Bear

'
th^ wil1 also be ^"d -

I'Oraipine Developments

was $798,177; the extraction $27.32 per
Red ^op-The only new work of any

A
<;

arefu! estimate of ore reserves in

ton- the net profit $552 627 or $?0 03 consequence was two drifts north and ™* Uome and fhe Hollinger mines, at
'

ton
south from the bottom of a winze in the

PorcuP ir| e, says the Boston News
Vinegeronc ground. These drifts pro-

Burca"> gives the Dome $7,000,000
JANUARY OPERATING COSTS AT GOLD- duced 360 tons of Qre w(mh abom definitely blocked out and ready for the

Perton $9000. This same orebody was cut in
m >U> and Hollinger $3,000,000. This,

of ore. the north end of the 600-ft. level on the however,- does not include indicated ore.

Development 1.07 Laguna, from which point a raise has Tne Dorne has an orebody 600 ft. long
St0Dlns ^ 3S6 been started, the incline distance on the bv 350 ft - w 'de at the 40-ft. level. All

Transportation o.io vein between the two points being 312 this is milling ore of an average value

Marketing".
'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

o!l8 feet. of $10. Diamond-drill cores at the

Bunion t

e
a
X
x
enSe

: :::::::::::::: olo The mines as a whole are looking 400- ft. level showed no change in the
Construction 0^17 we ll. The famous 401 stope on the 750 formation. All mill machinery will be

Total cost per ton of ore $7.29 level of the Clermont has produced for ' n before the breaking up of winter and

Development Work 19 days of this mont h, according to mine excavations are well advanced. The ore

assays, $337,000, and as far as can be is ide al for milling purposes, about 50
The report of General Superintendent seen , shows no signs of weakness. A net Per cent, being free milling. As mining

J. . Thorn on the development in the profit for the montn of February of will be inexpensive, total cost of pro-
various mines follows: $650,000, is expected. During the month duction should not be more than S2.50

Combination—No new discoveries have there was purchased from the Red Top Per ton.

been made in this mine, but the extend- Extension Company, for the sum of The Hollinger has a high-grade vein
ing of the known orebodies is being con- S 13,000, a small piece of ground (about of quartz, averaging 8 ft., developed
tinned and the mine is at least holding its r _, acres) known as the Bulldog Frac . now for 1300 ft. at the 100- ft. level.
own

- tion. The vein in this fraction un- The official statement of value of ore is
Mohawk—The condition of this mine doubtedly apexes on the Red Top, but $49, but a conservative estimate would

greatly improved during the past month. t0 demonstrate this fact would probably be $37. The winze at the 200- ft. level
The discovery on the 350-ft. level pro- nave cost tne cornpany $20,000, and as shows that the vein is continuous in
duced 1255 tons of ore worth (accord- tnere w ill be quite a tonnage of $20 ore value and width. The custom mill at
ing to mine samples) $117,970. A sill mined from tne property, it was thought which the Hollinger ore has precedence
floor has been cut nearly 40 ft. square on hest t0 buy it . wilI be ready about July About 95 per
this orebody, and it has every indication =_^___=====_=== cent, of the Hollinger ore is free milling
of permanency. On the 450-ft. level, al- and for the present ore wi„ be treated
most vertically between the 403 stope on Water for Miami Mills by concentration and amalgamation alone
the 333 level of the Red Top and the 603 Tne Bewick, Moreing & Co. interests,
stone on the 600-ft level of the ripr Globe Correspondence ... , '.„,_. . 'siope on tne ouu-ir. level ot tne i^ier- which took up 4a of the Timmins, Mc-
mont, a large sill floor has been cut that About a mile east of Pinto creek, Martin and Dunlap claimSi have estab .

has produced 3187 tons of $20 ore, and Arizona, near the Miami-Cactus wagon lished two camps one in soutnern and
two drifts (new work) branching from road, two drill holes have been sunk tne otner in nortnern jisdale. All the
this stope, one going north and one south, that encountered a flow of underground properties are entirely undeveloped
have produced 654 tons of ore; the south water in the Gila conglomerate at a Compressor plants are now on the road
drift producing 319 tons, worth about depth of 160 ft. The drilling was done imo camp and , 50 fons of equipment
$18,000 and the north drift producing by the Cactus company in quest of ore wi |] be rusned jn
335 tons worth about $3500. Up in the on claims held under option. One of =======^==^===========
old Sheets-Ish workings a virgin piece of the holes, which overflowed for a time - , „ .

ground has been discovered that has pro- after striking water, was started May 18,
Anaconda omoke Decision

duced 200 tons of ore worth about 1910. It is not more than three or four A despatch of March 7 says that the

$6000. The indications are that this ter- miles from the concentrator of the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals of San
ritory will produce several thousand tons Miami Copper Company, and 600 ft. Francisco has decided the smeltery

of $20 to $30 ore. higher. At present there is no artesian smoke case in favor of the Anaconda
Clermont—The only development of flow. Other holes have been bored in company and against the farmers who

any importance in this mine is on the Pinto creek, revealing an abundant sought to close the big Washoe smeltery.

900-ft. level where the upward exten- underground flow of water. The decision affirms that of Judge Hunt,
sion of the ore discovered on the 1000- ft. Pinto creek is five miles from the of the Federal court, in Montana, given

level last November, probably has been Miami concentrator and so low that the a year ago and practically ends the long

found. This also seems to be the down- water would have to be pumped over a anxious litigation, although the farmers

ward extension of the 407 orebody on low summit, one and a half miles away, may appeal to the Supreme Court at

the 600-ft. level of the Mohawk. The One of the creek holes was bored to a Washington.
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I PERS O NAL
Mining ami metallurgical englm

,: of their movements and

C. W. Merrill, of San Francisco, is in

''. ork.

H. C. Hoover arrived at New York

from London this « -

B. F. Fackenthal. Jr.. president of the

as Iron Company, is in California.

rk R. Lamb has returned to Mi!-

ee from a long trip in South Amer-

.'.rd A. Parker has moved his of-

- consulting mining engineer to 929

Foster building. Denver.

5. Cook, president of the War-

wick Iron and Stee! Company, has gone

to Europe to remain several months.

H. C. Anchor, formerly of California,

has been engaged to take charge of the

work on the Dome Extension, Porcupine,

Ontario.

.J \V. Bryant is now in charge of the

Cornell gold-copper mine, near Van

Anda, Texada island, B. C, for the Tyee

Copper Company.

Theodore Dwight, of New York, has

become associated actively with the Cat-

lin .\ Powell Company, brokers, with

offices at 15 Broad street. New York.

Percival Roberts. Jr., of Philadelphia,

hr.s been elected a member of the finance

committee of the United States Steel

Corporation, in place of W. E. Ccrey.

F. H. Probert left Los Angeles for

Butte. Mont.. March 1. to be gone two

weeks. While there he will make an ex-

amination of the Butte-Superior prop-

erty.

Thomas C. Clarke, formerly general

superintendent of the Lackawanna Iron

Meel Company, is now at Bethle-

hem. Penn., with the Lehigh Coke Com-

I

William J. Uren, general manager of

the Osceola, Tamarack, Ahmeek, Seneca

and Isle Royale copper mines, has tend-

ered his resignation and it has been ac-

.d.

let R. Hensey, of New York, re-

cently returned from an inspection of tne

Elk Lake and Gowganda districts, in On-

in which he is extensively in-

•-d.

James McNauuhton. general manager

Calumet & Hecla and subsidiary

companies, is in Boston on business con-

with the proposed merger ot the

com p.:

W. '• i.lin. has been

•/I ( ii oi

tor middle

He rill talu : hi

occupied by J. Walter Allen.

rth is no.' ndent

Napoleon mine, near Boyds,

Wash., having succeeded Mr. Gait, who
ral weeks ago left for Nevada.

F. W. Guernsey, for years with the

Consolidated Mining and Smelting Com-
pany of Canada, Ltd., at Trail, B. C, has

been appointed manager of the Bank-

head colliery. Alberta, under Lewis

Stockett.

Howard W. DuBois, of Philadelphia,

recently spent several days in Victoria,

B. C, before going up to the Cariboo

district, where he is putting in an exten-

sive water-supply system for gravel-

washing for the Quesnelle Hydraulic

Gold Mining Company.

The valedictory banquet given on Feb.

20, at Trail, B. C, to W. H. Aldridge, who
on Jan. 1 retired from the position of

managing director of the Consolidated

Mining and Smelting Company of Can-

ada, Ltd., was a striking tribute to the

general esteem in which he is held in

British Columbia. Mr. Aldridge's friends

presented him with an address, and the

employees of the company gave him a

service of silver plate, manufactured from

silver mined in the Kootenay and refined

at Trail.

+ OB ITUARY +
George S. Ramsey died at St. Mary's,

Penn., Feb. 21, aged 54 years. He was
born in Scotland, but came to this

country when a child. He began work

as a coal miner at an early age, and soon

rose to be mine foreman and manager.

He had held responsible positions in

Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Colorado,

Wyoming and British Columbia. For 15

years past he had been general manager

of the mines of the Shawmut Coal

Company.

Dr. Charles Tenison Deane, president

of the board of trustees of the Cali-

fornia State Mining Bureau, died in San
Francisco, Feb. 24. He was 70 years

old, a native of New York and had been

for many years a resident of San Fran-

cisco. Doctor Deane retired from the

active practice of medicine several years

ago, and was identified with the petroleum

industry in the early years of its pro-

gressive history, being secretary of the

California Petroleum Miners Association

from 1901 to 1905. He was appointed a

trustee of the State Mining Bureau in

January, 1908, by Governor Gillett, and
elected vice-president. He was elected

president of the board in July, 1910. He
leaves two sons.

Aaron H. Kelly, of Nelson, B. C. died

at Victoria, Feb. 15. He left Nelson in

January, intending to pay a visit to Cali-

fornia, but proceeded first to Victoria,

."here he had an operation performed.

Ilii d after the operation, hut suf-

I red a lepse. Mr. Kelly was 64 years

of age. He- was born at Indiriclon

Junction, N. B., and after leaving school

engaged in business there. In 1878 he

went thence to Denver, Colo., where he

obtained an appointment with the Rio

Grande railway, then being constructed.

Later, he went to San Francisco, and

after a time spent there as a mining

broker, was some years prospecting in

Arizona. Coming north to Spokane,

Wash., he was first associated with others

in working mining property, near North-

port. In 1888 he went to Nelson, B. C,
the discovery of the Silver King mine

having attracted many men to that vi-

cinity. Ever since then he has been in-

terested in mining, and owned a number
of mineral claims. Among others in

which he was largely interested were

the Dandy group, adjoining the Silver

King, both of which properties were

lately so'd to a syndicate of British Co-.

lumbians. The May & Jennie group,

also near Nelson, is another property in

the development of which Mr. Kelly spent

much money. Eventually he organized

the Reliance Gold Mining and Milling

Company, of which he was managing di-

rector. This company equipped the May
& Jennie with a milling and cyanide

plant. He was also interested in coal

and oil lands on the Pacific Coast.

S0C1EI1ES<WIECHN1CAL SCHOOLS^

Appalachian Coal Operators' Associa-

tion—At the annual meeting at Knox-

ville, Tenn., addresses were made by

George H. Ashley, State geologist, and

George E. Sylvester, State mine inspec-

tor of Tennessee; J. J. Rutledge, U. S.

Geological Survey; George P. Chandler,

John E. Beebe and John R. Williams.

The following officers were elected:

President, B. A. Morton, Knoxville,

Tenn.; first vice-president, H. M. La-

Follette, LaFollette, Tenn.; second vice-

president, J. R. Wooldridge, Wooldridge,

Tenn.; third vice-president, M. J. Moss,

Pinevillc, Ky.; secretary, J. E. McCoy,

Knoxville.

Utah Society, of Engineers—The month-

ly meeting was held Feb. 17 at Salt

Lake City. An illustrated lecture on

"Power Plant Construction and Equip-

ment" was given by J. W. Brinkerhoff,

construction engineer of the Westing-

hour-Church-Kerr Company, who has

had charge of the new Jordan river steam

plant of the Utah Light and Railway

Company, which is of modern design and

uses steam turbines instead of reciprocat-

ing engines. The lecture was followed

by an informal, but spirited discussion

on the relative merits of automatic

stokers. On Feb. 18, members of the

society with friends inspected the 11,000-

h.p. Jordan plant, and were taken in a

special car over the company's new line

to Sandy and Murray, where the sub-

station which furnishes power for the

irrterurban lines was visited.
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Fditorial Corresnonrtenrft
San Francisco

March I—The commencement of dry-

placer mining in the eastern part of Kern

county, the introduction of new capital

into copper exploration and development

in Shasta and Humboldt counties, and

the enactment by Congress of remedial

law affecting oil-land placers, are the

chief features of progress in the mining

industry in California occurring in the

last half of February. While singly these

occurrences have not attracted marked

attention beyond the districts or indus-

tries affected by them, they form collec-

tively an encouraging indication of ad-

vancement which should have a strong

influence upon the ultimate results of the

current year.

Prospecting of the gravel deposits in

the Summit region, six miles north of

Randsburg, in the last two years has

disclosed occurrences of nonmagnetic

black sand containing gold. The con-

struction of dry-placer machines, capable

of separating this black sand from the

gravel and recovering the gold contents,

as well as saving the gold found in the

gravel, is reported to have been success-

ful, and has resulted in the purchase of

160 acres of these deposits and the bond-

ing of 200 acres. The profitable oper-

ation of these dry-placer machines will

make possible the extension of similar

operations to numerous large areas of

gold-bearing gravel that have remained

undeveloped for lack of water or other

economic method of treatment.

The fact that cautious men who have

made fortunes in the production of pe-

troleum and the recovering of gold from

the river beds and banks by dredging

methods have taken financial interest in

the exploration of an undeveloped cop-

per region in Shasta county, lying be-

tween the Balaklala and the Iron Moun-
tain mines, will do much to dispel the

disbelief of doubters or to prove their

doubts well based, as to further profit-

able occurrences of cupriferous ores in

that region. The most encouraging fea-

ture of the undertaking of the Shasta

Copper Exploration Company to decide

quickly and effectually by the employ-

ment of diamond drills regarding the for-

mation and its contents and value, is that

the men behind the project are able to

finance the development and operation in

the event of their successful explora-

tion. The report coming from Humboldt
county that capital has been secured to

properly equip the Horse Mountain cop-

per property with smelting facilities, and
to construct a wagon road to Korbel,

whence the product of copper matte may
be shipped by rail to tidewater at Areata
or Eureka, adds to the encouraging sign

of advancement in the development of

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

new copper resources. The Horse Moun-
tain copper deposits lie in the northeast

corner of the county and on the western
edge of the great chain of cupriferous

regions or districts extending in a north-

westerly course through Plumas, Shasta,

Siskiyou, Trinity and into Del Norte

county. Sufficient exploration is said to

have been done to warrant necessary

equipment for practical development.

Assessment rates to be applied to oil

pipe lines and pumping stations were

agreed upon at a conference of assessors

representing nine counties, held at Fres-

no on Feb. 26. The Standard and the

Producers' will each be assessed at S3300

per mile for pipe lines, and $45,000 for

each pumping-station plant. The As-

sociated will be assessed S3300 per mile

for similar pipe lines, and S3500 for rifled

lines; S45.000 for pumping stations south

and S50.000 for stations north of Men-
dota.

Denver

March 2—Such a gratifying instance of

good management, healthy condition, and

fat returns to the stockholders as that of

the Elkton gold mine in the Cripple

Creek district, certainly deserves special

mention, both as an object lesson to other

companies, and also as showing how un-

deserved is the present apathy to mining

speculation and investment among those

who have loose capital. Manager E. M.

de la Vergne's report to the stockholders

at the annual meeting March 1 shows that

the gross production for the ten months

ended Dec. 31. 1910. was 8720,944. net

cost of operating $450,421, net profit

$279,876, showing that 40 per cent of the

gross production was profit to the stock-

holders. During this period $387,500 was

paid in dividends and the balance in the

treasury in cash is $192,683. Up to Jan.

1 the total amount of dividends paid

amounts to $2,704,460. This mine is on

Raven hill which joins Beacon Hill under

which is the breast of the deep drainage

tunnel and was immediately affected by

it the water receding steadily at the rate

of two feet per week and being now 30

ft. below the ninth level. Double shifts

will now be put on the shaft which will

be sunk day and night and orebodies

opened up at greater depths. The Crip-

ple Creek mines arc credited with a Feb-

ruary production of $1,273,570.

The zinc-ore buyers several weeks ago

clubbed together and cut the price paid to

Leadville producers $2.50 per ton, think-

ing they could force the latter to accept

the cut, but the mines promptly ceased

ptoduction. This brought the buyers to

a frame of mind conducive to confer-

ence, the result of which is that the old

price is practically restored and under a

long time contract. So March 1, the

Waterloo, Maid of Erin, Henriette, Adams,
Wolftone, and Castle View on Carbonate
hill, the Iron-Silver and the Carbonate
of Zinc mines on Fryer hill will resume
work and it would now appear that the

zinc situation in Leadville is practically

settled for some years to come. It is

said that this settlement of the difficulties

is largely due to the efforts of S. D.

Nicholson, manager of the Western Min-

ing Company.
The Tunnel Drainage Van Tilborg bill

already alluded to in the Journal was
reported on favorably by the Senate, but

some opposition has developed by the

smaller mining concerns and owners of

prospects who seem to be afraid that the

tax will work a hardship on them, inas-

much as they will receive little benefit

therefrom and that in the end it will be a

confiscatory measure by which the big

companies will gain control of the area

involved, and drive out or absorb the lit-

tle fellows.

Butte

March 1—On Feb. 27, the petition of

the Boston & Montana Mining Company
for dissolution was granted by Judge
Lynch, of the District Court, in Butte.

When the matter was called for hearing

there was no one present to represent

Lewis Seasongood, who had previously

filed objections to the granting of a dis-

solution upon the ground that it would

be a fraud upon the minority stockhold-

ers. It developed that Mr. Seasongood

was a resident of New York and that he

had attempted to get some Butte at-

torney to represent him but had been

unsuccessful.

The legislative committee which has

been investigating the sanitary condition

of the Butte mines has made a report

in which it is stated that everything pos-

sible is being done by the operating com-

panies to better these conditions. The

committee recommends for passage a

bill which provides for certain improve-

ments in the way of latrines, drinking

water, etc.
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Salt I. .ike City

March 2—The old Ontario mini

Park City has n under a 10

>c by the Crowther Company,

in which a number of Salt Lake men are

interested. It is estimated that there is

at least a million tons of stope fillings

- ore broken in the middle

and lower levels, and that this can be

drawn cheaply, and treated at a profit by

ie methods: 80 per cent, of the fill-

ings are above the main tunnel, and will

require no hoisting. Though some of the

fillings have been in the stopes over 30

experiments indicate that they can

dily removed. During the past few

months some of these fillings have been

shipped direct to the smelteries, and are

stated to have paid better than freight

and smelting charges. What is left in the

mine however is regarded essentially as

milling ore, though some new ground

will probably be opened. Henry Crowther

has operated short-time leases on this

property for the past two years employ-

ing from 25 to 50 men, and has made

160 shipments of one- to four-car lots.

It is planned to expend in the neighbor-

hood of $200,000 in improvements and

equipment, and to eventually mill about

300 tons daily. Preliminary tests show

that 9S per cent, of the gold and 80 per

cent, of the silver can be recovered by

cyaniding. when sliming, agitation, and

filter press methods are employd. Much

filling will run $6 and upward per ton.

The Ontario has paid 813,945,500 in

dividends, the last payment being in De-

cember. 1902. The ore occurred in a large

fissure vein in the quartzite. being up to

30 and 40 ft. between walls in places.

The principal value was in silver, with

some gold, and occasionally a small

amount of lead. The mill ore is sated

to have run more than 8100 per ton for

extended periods, and was treated by the

Russel process. There are 60 miles of

track in the mine.

A bill has been introduced in the State

legislature, to provide for a uniform code

of signals in coal mines throughout 'he

State. The signals vary largely in dif-

ferent mines, with a corresponding prob-

of accidents, when miners chang?

employment. A list of signals is include 1

in the bill, which provides that they be

ry mine.

for mine foremen and

fire ': ' coal and hydrocarbon

re held at Castle Gate. Feb. 20

and 21 by the Carbon county examining

board and il Mine Inspector J.

I applican-

men. and a like num-

the qualifications required in

Utah

inner than those in other

Amor

.

plicantn, who had pa

Cobalt

March 3—The meeting of the share-

holders of the Little Nipissing Mining

Company, of Cobalt, called to inquire

into the affairs of the company, revealed

that there had been an over-issue of the

stock much greater than was first thought.

Up to date 644,244 spurious shares are

known to have been issued, and it is be-

lieved that the over-issue is considerably

in excess of this. There is no means of

distinguishing between the good stock

and the bad. so it has been decided to

increase the capital from $1,500,000 to

$3,000,000, thus validating all the stock

and leaving a surplus in the treasury. It

is proposed to call in all the outstanding

stock and issue new certificates. A by-

law has been passed authorizing the

directors to borrow money in order to

carry on the work at the mine. Criminal

proceedings will be instituted against

those who may be responsible for the'

over-issue.

The differences that have existed for

some - time between the Thomas A.

Nevins and J. S. Bradley factions, in the

Cobalt Central mines, and which have

resulted* in such ruinous litigation, for

the shareholders, have been adjusted. The

sale of the property has been withdrawn,

all litigation has been brought to an end,

and arrangements have been made to

provide capital to carry on operations at

the mine. It has been decided to issue

$400,000 six per cent, ten-year gold

bonds, the proceeds to be used in liqui-

dating the company's debt, and develop-

ing the property.

Government engineers are preparing

plans for the erection of a large dam at

Lake Quinze, which lies north of the

head of Lake Temiskaming. This is one

of a series of storage dams that are be-

ing built to conserve the surplus water

that accumulates in the spring and thus

regulate the flow in the Ottawa river

during the dry seasons. Lake Temiskam-

ing is a body of water 70 miles long and

in the spring the water sometimes rises

to a bight of 20 ft. above low-water mark.

A dam is now being constructed at the

foot of the iake that will raise the level

of the water 9 ft. Dams are also

being constructed on Lake Kippewa,

which, with its tributaries, has an area

almost equal to Temiskaming. Here the

water will be raised 10 ft. With this

of dams the entire flow in the

Ottawa river can be regulated, and they

will also form an important link in the

projected Georgian Bay canal.

Construction has been started on the

I dam at Sandy Falls, on the Mat-

: river, which will supply electric

power tO the Porcupine camp. The nee

tips have been erected and part

oj the machinery is already on the

ground. The power-house equipment will

• of two 1500-h.p. waterwheels

and
V"

itors.

Toronto

March 3—The Ontario Government has

decided to raise a loan of $5,500,000, of

which $3,000,000 will be expended on the

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Rail-

way. The extension to Porcupine will

cost $600,000, and $55,000 will be spent

on an extension from North Bay to con-

nect in the Grand Trunk at Calendar. A
large amount will also be devoted to new
engines and other equipment.

The provincial government has intro-

duced a revenue bill in the Legislature,

providing for tax upon all stock transfers

to the amount of 2c. for every $100 or

fraction thereof of the par value on every

change of ownership. The tax will not

apply to the original issue of secur-

ities by any joint stock company, or to

the transfer of stocks as security for

loans. A similar tax has been in force

for some years in Quebec. The principal

objection taken to the tax is that it bears

unduly hard upon the cheaper issues of

mining stocks.

Chihuahua

Feb. 28—The interruption of railroad

traffic and the interference with the dis-

tribution of supplies to the mountain

regions of Chihuahua and Sonora result-

ing from the continued political disturb-

ances is seriously affecting the operat-

ing mining companies. Practically no

freight has been moved over the railroad

west from Chihuahua since December
and the traffic on the Mexico North-

western running southwest from El Paso

has been only operated intermittently

for nearly as long a time. These two

roads serve all of the important camps
of the Sierra Madre region of Chihua-

hua. Some supplies have been taken in

from the West via Alamos and points on

the Yaqui River railroad, and several

bullion shipments have been made
through these western outlets. The re-

sult of the situation is of growing

Seriousness to the operators and plans

are forming to petition bolh the govern-

ment and the insurrectionists to permit

the restoration of transportation in the

interests of the mining companies and of

the large Mexican population in the min-

ing region who are directly and solely

dependent on their wages from the mines

for subsistence.

At the present writing it may be said

that two-thirds of the mining area of

Chihuahua and about one-third of Sonora

is cut off from the usual transportation

facilities by reason of the demoralization

of railroad trafficc and the suspension of

the customary mountain transport by

burro trains.

A large amount of mine freight is tied

up at EI Paso intended for shipment

south over the National lines, which have

been interrupted between Chihuahua and

th north for nearly a month.
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C
The Minind News

3

Alaska

The Iditarod has passed all records of

virgin Alaska camps by shipping into

Seattle SI,060,535 in gold since the first

arrival last August. During February

the assay office has received two con-

signments of $20,000 and $17,000 re-

spectively. The shipment of more than

a million within six months is a remark-

able showing for a new district. Re-

ports from the assayers show that the

gold from this district is very fine, carry-

ing only a trace of base metal.

Williams-Gentzler—Lumber has been

shipped for the construction of the stamp

mill on this property, near Valdez.

Kenai Alaska—A stamp mill is being

shipped to this property. A large amount

of ore is in sight; William Hawkins,

superintendent.

Alaska Juneau— It is announced that a

mill will be built during the summer.

F. W. Bradley, Juneau, is president.

Bear's Nest—Preparations are being

made for the opening of this property on

Douglas island. William Mein, Juneau,

will have charge.

Mills—This mine has been purchased

by the de Groff Mining Company, of

Sitka, and additional machinery will be

installed. The property is on Chicagoff

island.

Alaska-Treadwell—Twenty stamps will

be added to this mill, making a total of

1000 stamps in operation on Douglas is-

land, with a capacity of 5000 tons daily.

Operations at the cyanide plant have

been resumed for the treatment of 50

tons per day, and at the expiration of the

Tacoma contract the entire output will be

treated.

Arizona

Cila County

National Mining and Exploration—The

advertised public sale of the property, to

have been held in Globe, on Feb. 28 has

been postponed until March 30; but from

the satisfactory reports of the reorganiza-

tion plans it is considered probable that

the sale will be unnecessary.

Barney Copper Company—A car of

10-, 8-, 6- and 4-in. casing has been or-

dered and should arrive soon. With this

equipment hole No. 2 will be sent through

the orebody to determine its thickness.

Inspiration—Station cutting has begun

at the bottom of the Colorado shaft on a

level with the 500- ft. station of the Joe

Bush. When the station is finished work
will begin on the haulage drift that will

connect the Colorado and Joe Bush
shafts. Four drills are operating on the

property, two of them, Nos. 803 and 805

are still in ore. The test mill is running

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Install ations. Develop-

ment'Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. The.

Current History of

Mining

smoothly and ore is being handled by
the different makes of machinery being
tested. There is a corps of engineers in

the field near Wheatfields, about 11 miles

from Miami, surveying the reputed site

for the concentrator. There is consider-

able local comment as to the possible in-

fluence on the company's plans by the

report of a water supply west of Miami.
The nearest visible water is less than

three miles west of the Inspiration and
of considerably greater altitude.

Live Oak— Drilling in hole No. 49 on

the southeastern end of the Live Oak
ground was stopped at 245 ft. when the

drill passed through the ore, the overt

burden being shallow at this point; the

drill entered the ore at a depth of 20

ft. No. 52 entered the orebody at a depth

of 60 ft. on the southeastern part of the

ground, and is still in ore at a depth of

130 feet.

Copper Reef—The inclined shaft has

reached the 500-ft. level and station cut-

ting will begin immediately. As soon as

the station has been cut crosscutting will

begin to explore the two veins en-

countered by the shaft. The California

tunnel has been driven 700 feet. Thus

far it shows no change of formation.

California

Amador County

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company
is extending its power line to Hardenberg

mine, near Middle Bar.

Calaveras County

Water locations totaling 32,000 in. have

been filed on American river for mining

and other purposes.

James V. Coleman, of San Francisco,

owner of the Angels mine, secured a ver-

dict in his suit against the Lightner mine

for $140,000. The value of the ore ex-

tracted was reduced by the jury to $1600.

Other suits are pending.

Fresno County

Berkelev-Coalinga—This well at 300

ft., in Coalinga field, is flowing 15 to 20

bbl., of 20 gravity.

Inyo County

Skidoo—The 15-stamp mill is crushing

50 tons of ore per day.

Arondo—Twenty men are extracting

ore from this mine in the Argus range.

Kern County

Associated Oil—This company has sold

120 acres in Lost Hills field to the

Sterling, a subsidiary company.

Sante Fc—The topping plant of this

company, at Taft. is taking about 23 per
cent, off in tops and shipping it to a Los
Angeles refiner, at 6c. per gal. Light

crude oil thus treated is said to net about
Si per bbl.

Standard—Another strike has been
made on Midway flat in light oil sand of
about 20 to 25 gravity oil, with prospects
of being a good producer. The 3200-ft.
well of this company produced 20,249
bbl. of 14.9 gravity in January.

Midway View—This company is now
running oil into the new steel storage
tanks recently completed.

Nevada County
With the breaking of the road between

Graniteville and Nevada City all the
stage roads are now open in northern
Nevada county and southern Sierra coun-
ty, and should there be no further heavy
snowfalls they can be kept open.

Union Blue Drift— It is reported that

this mine, at North Bloomfield, will be
reopened; Joseph O'Connor, superinten-
dent.

Tidal Wave—Negotiations are pending
with Eastern capital for resuming opera-
tions and working virgin ground in this

drift mine near North Bloomfield; James
C. Haney, owner.

Rose Hill—There is probability that

this mine, situated within the limits of
Grass Valley, is to be reopened.

Sacramento County
Union Dredging Company—Prospect-

ing with Keystone drill on American
river, near Folsom, is completed, and
plans are said to be in preparation for

the construction of a dredge; Andrew
Turner, Folsom, superintendent.

San Bernardino County
Mojavc—New equipment including a

40-stamp mill is to be erected.

Needles Mining and Smelting—The
smeltery and mill are expected to be
ready for operation before the end of

the month. Custom ores are now being

received at the smeltery.

Shasta County

Shasta Copper Exploration Company—
This company will employ two diamond
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drills in exploring its claims in the .

between the Balaklala and

Mountain Copper Company mines. O.

Scribr. Oil Corrnv

S

Bui:

.

E. J. McLaggon, superin-

tendent, is working 10 men in thi-

mine, near Winthrcp.

N '

-The

power house of this company on

river, was destroyed by fire caused by a

3former, Feb. 27; loss.

S75 V - power plant supplied

power for neighboring mines, its own

id lights for Callahan.

Tuolumne Counts

Run-hide vs. Dutch Consolidated—
This is a suit alleging damages of $250,-

000 for trespass in mining ore and flood-

ing tunnels on plaintiff's ground.

Gold Ship Consolidated— H. L. Bean

and others are contesting in the U. S.

Land Office, at Sacramento, this com-

pany's placer claim, on the ground that it

is better adapted to ledge mining.

Carlotta and Pennsylvania — These

mines are to be fully equipped with new

machinery.

Colorado

Gilpin County

Old Town—The Pike Leasing Com-

pany is stated to have received returns

from shipments amounting to about $22,-

700 during the last 13 months.

Lake County— Leadville

Resurrection— Lately there was such a

heavy flow of water from Resurrection

. shaft that it got the best of the

pumps and the Yak tunnel had to lay off

a number of men, but heavier pumps will

be installed at once and the force put

back.

Crown Point and Pinnacle—These

mines on Rock Hill were among the pro-

ducers of rich ore in the early days and

lessees are now actively prospecting

them for carbonate of zinc ore.

Dmero— From this tunnel on Sugar

Loaf last week 150 tons of ore were sent

to the smeltery. The output is hampered

by almost impassable roads.

Chrysolite—This property, which has

not been mined for many years, has now-

been leased by H. E. Burton and as-

sociates, and will be actively prospected

for carbonate of zinc ore.

'om the 200-ft. level of this

mine, in California gluch. N. Hill & Co.,

lessees, are sending ml 30 tons

of silver-lead ore daily and at the mine

adjoining Nord & D
rping about 15 I

lead ore daily.

Fanchon—K small torn J ore

gold is being produced I

mine on Sugar Loaf. John Christensen,

Continental Chief—The opening of

several ore-streaks carrying gold is re-

ported from this mine at the head of

Iowa gulch.

San Juan Region

Silver Ledge—The shaft is being sunk

and development work is in progress.

Intersection—Rich ore is being mined,

from near the level of the Iron Mask tun-

nel.

Gold King—Operations have been sus-

pended pending the opening of the Sil-

verton. Gladstone & Northerly Rail-

road.

Columbus—The Laura drift is being

extended north to reach ore above the

Columbus tunnel.

Vermillion—The mine is producing

good ore from the level of the Rattle

tunnel.

Tomboy—The mill ran 26 days, crushed

9100 tons of ore yielding $30,000 in bul-

lion and $33,500 in concentrate, at a cost

of $38,500 Expenditures on improve-

ments totaled $120.

Camp*Bird—Reports are rife in Ouray

that a very rich strick of gold has been

made, but as the policy at the mine is

to give out no information, the news, if

true, will come here from London first.

Barstow—This gold producer in the

Red Mountain, district is said to be in

good ore again.

Bright Diamond—The mill is running

steadily. This mine is on the same hill

and beneath the American Nettie.

Yankee Girl—This mine, above Iron-

ton, in the Red Mountain district is said

to be producing 300 tons per month of

silver-lead and copper ore.

Suffolk—Lessees on this old-time gold

producer have drifted into a good body,

of milling ore.

Favorite—This mine, at Ophir, has

shipped another gold bar to the mint.

Alta—The Wagner Development Min-

ing Company, leasing this mine, is add-

ing 10 stamps to its mill in Gold King

basin. For a year past the company has

been shipping from 15 to 20 carloads of

concentrates per month to the Durango

smeltery and a carload a day will be the

output when the new machinery is in-

stalled.

Summit County

King Solomon—From this tunnel near

Frisco comes a report of the opening

of a vein of galena ore carrying gold.

Teller County

StrattOfl's Independence Production

for January was 2641 tons of ore aver-

aL'itiK 15 dwt. 13 u,t. gold. Low-grade

trine and dump ore milled, 9226 tons;

net working profit. ^10,800 less

spent on p c- e i n 1 development.

Isabella—This Bull Hill mine is credited

with a production of 44 cars of ore in

February. It came from the Lee shaft

and the Empire State mine.

Idaho

Coeur d'Alene District

Tarn O'Shanter—Extensive develop-

ment work will be done this season.

Hector Mining Company—This com-

pany has secured the Mayflower mine.

Terrible Edith—Rich ore has been

struck; 40 sacks were recently shipped

to the smeltery.

Coeur d'Alene Nellie—This mine has

resumed production of silver-lead ore.

E. C. Meiklejohn, manager.

Indiana

Blackford County

The oilfield shows less completed work

than in any previous week for some
time. Just at the present time the oil

men do not know which way to turn

to open up something new. In this and

other Indiana fields only five wells were

completed during the past week. All the

wells are producers, but not gushers.

Greene County

The Island Valley mine, the property

of the United Fourth Vein Coal Com-
pany, has obtained a large coal contract

from a Chicago firm. The contract calls

for 500 tons per day. This and other

contracts will give the mine a steady run

with an increased force.

W. L. McVicker, lessee of the P. & I.

coal mine, near Jasonville, will sink two

additional shafts. He has purchased the

Boston Hill mine east of Midland, and

will sink a slope to No. 4 vein which is

4 ft. thick. He owns 80 acres of coal

land adjacent to the territory, and has an

option on 400 additional acres, and will

sink a shaft to No. 3 vein. The Monon
railroad has begun the building of a

spur to the field.

Knox County

A satisfactory showing of oil was ob-

tained in a deep-test well drilled by the

Pure Oil Company, near Oakland City,

Feb. 23. The oil was found at a depth

of 2000 ft. The well is now shut down

and will be drilled in later. The oil sand

was only touched by the drill. The find

is considered important and has created

great interest. The oil is thought to be

in Trenton rock.

Sullivan County

A dust explosion in the Hamilton mine

near Hymera, imperiled the lives of 75

miners on the morning of Feb. 24. Four

men were badly burned and it was

thought for a time that 25 miners were

imprisoned in the mine. They were

rescued later.

Work has been resumed in the Ham-
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ilton mine, near Hymera, which was the

scene of an explosion a week ago. Not

much damage was done, and the men
who were burned will recover. No ar-

rests have been made, although the ex-

plosion was due to an illegal shot.

Vigo County

A large number of suits have been

filed against the National Coal and Fuel

Company, with offices in Terre Haute.

Each of the complainants ask for a judg-

ment of $100. The defendant mining

company is charged with negligence in

the construction of entries in the Na-

tional mine, which allowed a creek to

overflow the mine and tools, powder and

fuse's belonging to the employees. They
also charge that various amounts of coal

were mined ready for hauling and that a

loss was incurred by complainants. The
question is a new one, and is attracting

considerable interest.

Michigan

Copper Region

Winona-King Philip—A circular has

been issued to the shareholders of the

Winona Copper Company relative to the

proposed consolidation with the King
Philip, proposing a 100 per cent, in-

crease of stock. Of the new issue of

200,000 shares, 166,666 will be ex-

changed for King Philip shares at the ra-

tio of two Winona for three King Philip;

there will remain in the treasury 33,334
shares.

New Baltic—Sinking has been re-

sumed below the 200-ft. level, where a

station was cut and a crosscut started,

but as the formation is shattered, it was
decided to put the shaft down to a greater
depth before driving to the lode.

New Arcadian—This mine has two
drilling outfits in operation, one drilling

for the Arcadian; the other for the Kear-
sarge lode.

Ojibway—This property will probably
begin shipments during the summer to

one of the mills in the district available
for custom stamping.

Cliff—The new shaft on the Kearsarge
lode is down over 100 feet.

Algomah—Over 800 ft. of drifting has
been done at the 104- ft. level and
throughout that distance the same high-
grade copper ore has been in evidence
that has characterized this property from
its surface opening.

Minnesota

Cuyuna Range
Aitkin—It is generally believed that

the Soo railroad intends to do some drill-
ing in this vicinity. It is said to have
acquired options on about 400 acres of
land and the owners of the land expect
to see a number of drills at work this
spring. Whether or not marketable ore

will be found is questionable, as reliable

data seem to indicate that there is a
large schist area underlying this region.

Meachem—This shaft is owned and
operated by the Rogers-Brown Ore Com-
pany. It was completed several months
ago by the New York Foundation Com-
pany. Drifting on the orebody is now in

progress from the bottom of this shaft,

and some fine ore is being found. This
shaft will be on the shipping list next
spring.

Work—Although general exploration
work is perhaps a little more dull just

now on this range than it usually is at

this time of the year, everything seems
to point to a busy summer. There have
been an encouraging number of land
trades up to date, a number of new ex-
ploration companies have been organ-
ized, and there will be an unusually large

number of drills at work this coming
season.

Vermilion Range

Almar Iron Company—In general, the

property of this company is about a mile
from the county road between Tower
and Ely. In the way of equipment, the

company has good camp buildings, a

boiler, hoist and air compressor. The
shaft is down about 70 ft. Additional

land has recently been secured.

Chicago-Vermilion Iron Company-—
The lands to be explored by this com-
pany lie to the west of the Rice Bay
Company's property. Camps have been
built and some test-pitting done, and it is

now reported that a shaft is being sunk.

Mesabi-Vermilion Iron Company—
E. C. Kennedy, of Duluth, is interested

in this company. The land was drilled

a number of years ago by D. H. Bacon,
for the Minnesota Iron Company. Last

summer this company took under option,

two properties, upon which ore has been
found by drilling, and a shaft is now be-

ing sunk.

Missouri

Joplin District

Granby-—This company has let the

contract for the erection of a new mod-
ern mill of large capacity to take the

place of the mill which burned.

Davey Crockett—This company, oper-

ating northwest of Carthage, has

sunk a drill hole in the bottom of a 100-

ft. shaft north of the Mill shaft, which

struck ore from 195 to 215 feet.

Oronogo Circle—This company has

sold its pile of 1000 tons of jack on a

S41 basis.

Cliffwood—This company, at Neck
City, will erect another 800-ton mill on

the lease northwest of Neck City. B. L.

Van Hoose, Carthage, manager.

Hackett—This company, having re-

moved its installation of Richards pulsa-

tor jigs, has completed the installation of

Cooley jigs and resumed milling. The
report that the Richards jigs would not
successfully handle the Joplin ore ap-

pears to be incorrect. In a test run the

feed averaged about 2 per cent, blende
and the tailings only a little over 0.5 per

cent. In this run the fin- material was
screened out to go to tables, the jig

feed comprising only the coarse material.

The abandonment of the Richards jig

was evidently due to reasons other than
its inability to do good work on the Jop-
lin ore.

Montana

Butte District

Moulton—The property is owned by
W. A. Clark and was not worked for a

period of 12 years until recently, when
work of repairing the shaft was begun.
The work has progressed to the 200-ft.

level and the shaft from there down to

the bottom is in fair condition.

Cas«ade County

Anaconda—The company has recently

purchased from W. H. Albright 1500
acres of land, which include the lime-

stone quarries, which have been supply-
ing all this material for fluxing purposes
for the Boston & Montana smeltery at

Great Falls. Mr. Albright will retain the
water rights and such gypsum deposits
as may be developed in the lands sold.

Fergus County

Barnes-King—The Western sharehold-
ers won the contest for control and John
Kirk, C. W. Goodale, Walter Lewis and
John E. Corette were elected directors.

It was voted to move the offices back to

New York.

Mellor Gold Mining and Development
Company—The company has recently

been incorporated by R. John Mellor,
Dr. George E. Mathews, Dr. J. E. Cow-
perthwaite and George Lester for the

purpose of oprrating claims in the Maid-
en district. Work has already been be-
gun.

Granite County
Sheehan, Durbin & Jackson, who re-

cently leased the Montana mine, have
also taken a lease on the Glenn mill and
are now treating their ore.

Oro Fino—The work is confined to

opening up new orebodies and carrying
on general development work. Charles
Bostrom is operating the property.

Gold Coin—The option given to Fred.
L. Klein, of Denver, by Yegan Brothers,
expires on April 4, and necessitates the
payment of the $25,000 purchase price
in full by that time. H. S. Sanderson, a

Denver mining expert, has completed his

investigation of the property on behalf of
Mr. Klein.

Jefferson County
Amazon-Montana—On the 350- ft. level

the Silver Star vein has recently been in-
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drifting on the orebody will be

at once.

Levis ft Clark Co

7he new mill will be

started the middle of March.

NTV

Edward Johanson has started work on

. laim, situated in Brown's

gulch. He has recently secured a lease

and bond on the .Monte Cristo in the

same section. After reaching a depth of

70 ft. on the Schermerhorn claim, he was

.: to suspend operations temporarily

Nevada

Humboldt Co

The building of a railroad from Win-

nemucca, to Idaho via .McDermitt and

National, has been proposed and steps

are being taken to finance the enterprise.

Arizona—This old mine has been sold,

a mill will be built, and operations re-

sumed.

1910 Mining Company—The mine, at

Barrett Springs, is shipping ore.

Last Chance—The tunnel is 700 ft. in;

the shaft 75 ft. deep at this silver-lead

mine.

Xational—Silver, as well as gold ore

is found near the property of the Na-

tional Mines Company.

Big Four—This mine is now producing

gold ore.

Lander County

It is understood that the old mines at

Cortez are to be worked again by Des

Moines people.

Old Jersey—This silver-lead mine, 50

miles south of Battle mountain, has been

Oklahoma
L. C. Church has the water lowered

in his deep shaft to the depth of 180 ft.

The water will have to be lowered to

230 ft. before mining can be begun. This

pump drains the entire camp.

Davis— This new camp in southern Ok-

lahoma, is soon to have three mills. The

United Mines Company, Arbuckle Min-

ing Company, and the Rumney Mining

Company, are preparing to erect mills

on their properties.

Miami Royalty—Th\» company has its

shaft down to 1K0 ft., and is now wait-

- the water to be lowered so sjnk-

ing can be resumed.

John //. Mollov The shaft of this

company is in ore at the depth ol 1H0 tt.

ii There hi a surplus ol

• of blende in the binv

(
»• egon

Bakik County

Elk -Assays from

this property is high grade. '

owner, has had a crew at work all

winter.

Red Boy Consolidated—Deep sinking

will be started Mar. 1, under the direc-

tion of J. Farrell, manager, Sumpter.

Niagara—Free gold has been encount-

ered in the tunnel on this property. A. C.

Greenlee, Sumpter, is one of the owners.

Grant County

Golden Chariot—Some rich ore has

been encountered in the mine; Connor

Brothers, Sumpter, owners.

Mollie Gibson—Many improvements

are to be made this spring; W. J. Evans,

manager.

Josephine County

Gold Note—This property has been

sold by Hendricks & Crouch, of Grant's

Pass, to Portland men, represented by

John Wickham. Development work will

be started at once and new machinery

installed.

Greenback—Another rich strike is re-

ported on this property, which is being

operated by Thompson & Anderson,

Grant's Pass. Twenty stamps are in op-

eration and 50 men are employed at the

mine.

Utah

Juab County

Tintic shipments are increasing. For

the week ended Feb. 17, 171 cars includ-

ing two cars of slag from the Tintic

smeltery were shipped. The shipments

total 172 cars for the week ended Feb. 24.

Crown Point—Drifting is being done

on the 260-ft. level of the new shaft,

for the first of two known veins.

Colorado—A shipment of 40 tons of

high-grade ore has been made, which was
extracted in opening a body of the usual

grade.

Dragon Iron— It is thought the pro-

posed consolidation between this property

and the Governor will be approved.

Iron Blossom—The 600-ft. level has

been driven south to the Governor line.

This work is in ore. Shipments have been

increased to between five and six cars

daily. The question of a new smelting

contract has not been settled, but trial

shipments are being made to the Murray
smeltery, and it is probable that a con-

tract will bo signed for a certain mini-

mum tonnage, which the Iron Blossom
can provide regularly. A third shift has

been added, which brings the number of

men employed up to about 85. Since

shipments have been increased, 200 tons

daily are being sent out from the No. 1

shaft. Most of this ore comes from the

500 level. With the exception of the

Centennial- Eureka the Iron Blossom

shipments are now the largest from the

Tintic mines. Heretofore the fifth level

of the No. 1 shaft has been the point

• interest, hut recent work on

the sixth level has cut the same orebody

making north and south. It is said that

shipping ore 40 ft. wide is being followed

toward the 600 from the No. 3 workings.

Gold Chain—The company is mining

ere from the body developed in the Dom
Pedro claim, owned jointly with the

Mammoth, but outside of this ground.

Plutus—There has been some talk of

resuming operations on this property, and

it is understood that the Grand Central

interests may take it over.

Scranton—A 700- ft. spur and loading

station has been built from the railroad at

Del Monte. Preparations are being made
to increase the output, which is at pres-

ent around 600 tons per month. Both

lead and zinc ores are shipped.

Salt Lake County

Progress is reported in the proposed

merger of several Alta properties, which

include the South Hecla, City Rocks,

Continental Alta, Copper Prince and Alta

Development. Michigan men are inter-

ested. It is proposed to drive a drain and

operating tunnel which will eventually be

four miles in length, and which will start

from the Continental mill near Tanner's

flat. Besides giving depth and drainage

to a large territory, this tunnel will af-

ford safe transportation through the

snowslide area.

Tintic Mining and Development—This

company, which owns the Yampa mine

at Bingham, is reported to be out of debt,

and to be shipping 550 tons of ore daily.

Silver Shield—It is announced that the

low-grade lead and zinc ores recently

tested did not give satisfactory returns.

Ohio Copper—There are reported to

be funds enough from the monthly earn-

ings to pay interest on the bonds, which

fell due March 1. The company claims

to be earning from $20,000 to $22,000

monthly, with two sections of the mill in

commission.

Utah Consolidated—According to East-

ern reports the latest measurements of

ore reserves gave 40,000 tons of 3 per

cent, ore, or about four months' supply at

the present rate of production. Nearly

one-half of this has been shipped since

the measurements were made. The

company also has about 200*000 tons of

2 l/2 per cent, ore, and 60,000 tons of

lower grade. At present little profit can

be made on ore running less than 3 per

cent. There is a possibility of the com-

pany's securing additional territory.

Rexall—The tunnel is in 800 ft., and

drifting is being done on a fissure, show-

ing oxidized copper minerals.

West Prince of Wales—This propertv

consists of nine claims, which are being

developed by two tunnels from Silver

Fork of Big Cottonwood. The tunnels

are on opposite sides of the canon.

Lucky Dutchman—This group adjoins
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the West Prince of Wales on the south,

and is being opened by a tunnel, which is

headed toward the City Rocks.

Tooele County

Utah—Three cars were shipped from

this Fish Springs mine during February.

Ore is being mined on all levels from the

800 up. Four 10-horse freighting out-

fits are employed in hauling to the rail-

road at Oasis.

Washington

Ferry County

Iowa—The tunnel is now in over 30

ft., and considerable work will be done

this spring. The property is near Orient

on First Thought hill.

Majestic—The first contract on this

property is completed, and E. P. Langer,

Orient, is negotiating for another.

Cuba—H. Yake, Kettle Falls, manager,

is making preparations to operate on an

extensive scale.

King County

Seattle Cascade—This company is con-

sidering the installation of a concentra-

tion plant of 100 tons capacity. E. E.

Blumer, of Seattle, is interested.

Kittitas County

Ellensburg Silica Land Company—

A

large deposit of silica sand has been lo-

cated near Ellensburg, and investigations

are being made to determine its value in

making glass.

Stevens County

Big Joe—Galena ore has been encoun-

tered in the main tunnel on this property,

near Chewelah; J. Wilson, manager.

Canada
British Columbia

Molly Gibson—This mine has resumed

shipping to the smeltery.

Portland Canal—The ore is wider in a

drift on No. 3 level and above normal

grade.

Van Roi—Three cars of machinery for

the concentrating mill on Four-mile

creek have been received at Silverton.

Lucky Jim—Arrangements have been

made with the Canadian Pacific Railroad

to construct a spur line from Three

Forks to near the mine, which has been

without transportation facilities since the

burning of the trestles last summer.

Phoenix Amalgamated—Ore is being

shipped to the smeltery at Trail.

Hidden Creek—About 6000 ft. of dia-

mond-drill cores has been made since last

November. Nine holes were drilled

which encountered ore in substantial

amounts and of good average copper con-
tent.

Rambler-Cariboo—About 200 tons of
galena ore are being shipped each month.

Fife—Contracts for 5000 ft. of dia-

mond drilling have been let.

Nova Scotia

North Atlantic Collieries—A writ of

foreclosure issued by the Eastern Trust

Company claiming $930,351 on behalf of

the bondholders has been issued, the

company having defaulted in its bond in-

terest on Jan. 1. B. A. Weston, manager
of the Trust Company, has taken posses-

sion of the property.

Ontario—Cobalt

The shipments from Cobalt for the

week ended Feb. 24 were: McKinley-
Darragh, 188,080; Cobalt-Lake, 181,510;

Coniagas, 123,740; Beaver, 121,276;

Nipissing, 65,860; Crown Reserve, 64,-

000; Chambers Ferland, 64,000; La Rose,.

63,710; Buffalo, 62,570; Townsite, 40,-

000; total, 974,746 lb. Bullion shipments:

Crown Reserve, 26,840; Nova Scotia,

33,156; O'Brien, 15,832; Buffalo, 14,832;

total, 90,666 ounces.

It is announced that the Harris-Max-

well claims at Larder Lake will pass into

the hands of an English syndicate. A
meeting of the shareholders will be held

in a few days to ratify the transaction.

Thelma—This gold property in Bryce

township will install a complete com-
pressor plant and a 5-stamp mill.

Savage—This subsidiary property of

the McKinley-Darragh produced 80,000

oz. of silver during February, which is

20,000 oz. in excess of the output for

any previous month.

Green Meehan—High-grade ore has

been found on this property. Work has

lately been resumed after a shutdown of

several years.

Cobalt-Lake—At the annual meeting

the proposal of the directors to purchase

capital stock of the company, to reduce

the authorized capital to S3,500,000, was

agreed to. The present capital is $5,000,-

000 with $3,929,166 issued. The reduc-

tion will cost about $175,000, and pur-

chases must be made in the open market.

Cash on hand and due from smelters

is about $84,343.

Ontario—Porcupine

Bewick, Moreing & Co. have already

purchased two complete plants for their

Porcupine properties, and as soon as the

machinery is on the ground will start

sinking four shafts. The work will be

carried on as expeditiously as possible.

Gold Ridge—Work will be resumed on

the Higginson Veteran claim.

Imperial—Free gold has been found at

the bottom of a 40-ft. shaft.

Swastika—A shaft is down about 150

ft. A 5-stamp mill has been installed

and put in operation.

Edwards-Young Syndicate—W. E. Ed-

wards and C. T. Young have staked

eleven claims, two miles west of Wa-
waitan falls and about eight miles south-

west from the Hollinger, on what they

claim to be the continuation of the Tim-

mins lead in Tisdale.

Mexico
Chihuahua

Julietta—Denny Brothers have re-

linquished their lease and purchase op-

tion on this mine in the vicinity of

Jiminez, and the property is again being

developed by the owners, Cinther and
Lujan.

Buena Tierra—This property, in the

Santa Eulalia camp is producing at the

rate of 150 tons daily, the product going

to the Chihuahua smeltery.

Santa Inez—The discovery of rich sil-

ver ore is reported from this property in

Parral. Shipments are being made.

Galeana—This property, in the Guad-
alupe y Calvo section has passed into the

control of English people who are to be-

gin extensive work.

Yoquivo—This company is closing down
its mill on March 1 awaiting better op-

portunity for freighting in machinery for

enlargement of the plant. There is also

considerable difficulty in freighting in

supplies from Cuesta Prieta on account

of the revolutionary disturbances. The
company has been making an excellent

showing for many months and has ample
ore for continued profitable operations.

Rio Plata—This and other companies

operating in the western part of the

state are freighting supplies and ship-

ping out bullion via Alamos and other

Sonora state points on account of the

difficulty of securing freighters to the

railroad to the east incidental to the po-

litical disturbances.

Cusi—Shipments have been practically

discontinued on account of the tieup of

railroad service. It is reported that the

company will install a new milling plant

and add considerable new machinery.

M. W. Crossette is manager.

Cienega—A shipment of bullion val-

ued at $5500 was lately made via

Alamos.

La Republica—During January 1067

tons of ore were milled; value of pro-

duct 72,263 pesos; operating and devel-

opment charges 50,858, and construction

charges 5736 pesos.

COAHUILA

Zinc Smelter Company—This Saltillo

company in planning to build a zinc

smeltery.

Norway

The 500-ton Elmore concentration

plant at Sulitelma, after two years oper-

ation, is again being enlarged with in-

crease of capacity up to about 900 to

1000 tons per 24 hours, thus constituting

the largest flotation plant in the world

for treatment of copper ores. The plant

consumes for each ton of ore treated 2.7

lb. of common fuel oil and no acid.

Asia

Oriental Consolidated—The February

cleanup was $133,000.
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The Markets
Coal Trade Review

York. March 8— Coal trade in the

continues quiet. It begins to look

like a late opening of the spring trade,

and everyone is waiting just now.

In the West the situation remains bad.

all markets are reporting over-

supply and low prices. Talk about com-

bination continues, and it is believed

that strong effort will be made to secure

some united action. The difficulty seems

to be to devise plans which will be at-

E to operators and at the same

time keep within the law.

Coal Rates to the Lakes—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has begun

to take testimony in the matter of ad-

vanced rates for the transportation of

coal from the Pocahontas fields to north-

western points. The testimony is being

taken before special examiner Rynder;

the first witness was T. S. Davout. of

Roanoke. \'a.. vice-president of the Nor-

fcrk & Western. Mr. Davout has testified

that the advances proposed are about 9c.

per ton. Shipments of Lake coal from

the line of the road were 1.333.262 tons

last year.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal shipments of mines in the South-

western Ccal Operators' Association year

ended Dec. 31. short tons:

l'.'iu. Changes.

i 2JFt4Jgn 1,908,038 I>. 666,835

5,779,397 3.-284,574 D. 2,494,823
Arkansas 2,090,540 1,442,178 D. 648.362
Oklahoma 2.554,566 2.165.329 D. 389,237

, . 3,800,119 D. 4,199,257

Total decrease in 1910, as compared

with 1909. was 47.7 per cent. The large

loss was due to the strike last year, which

continued over five months.

Bituminous-coal and coke tonnage of

leading railroads in Pennsylvania and

West Virginia, year ended Dec. 31, short

tons:

iminous. « "k>-. Total.

; 41,491 120,607

Bait k Ohl

716 T.'.'.'T.xTi

17,642,111

I

'

151.112

Increase in coal.

per cent.; increase in coke, 803,340

} per cent.; total gain

r 13.4 per cent. Anthracite

tonnar nnaylvania an.:

Anthracite tonnar lltimore &
Ohio : ended D<

J 1,114 ISO in

Current Prices 0"F

Metal. Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

Coal shipments over railroads in the

Ohio Coal Traffic Association, year ended

Dec. 31, short tons:

Hocking Valley 3
Toledo & Ohio Cent. 1

Baltimore & Ohio. .. 1

Wheeling & L. Erie. 3

Oleve., Lorain & Wh. 2

Zanesville &Western l

Toledo Div.. Pen. Co. 1

L.Erie, Alliance &W. l

Marietta, Col &('lev.
Wabash-Pitts. Term.

IStO'.t.
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from the circular price of $3.95, and
run-of-mine as much as 35c. from the

circular price of $3.30, depending on the

amount on track. Hocking holds up
nearly to the circular price of $3.15, the

supply having been restricted. Anthra-

,
cite is very sluggish and is expected to

continue so, in view of the expected

I

April discounts.

1

Cleveland

March 6—The general tone of the mar-

:

ket is better, chiefly on account of a

i better demand for steam coal. Most
mines, however, are working only on

orders, and are not piling up coal. $lack

; is rather scarce.

Nominal prices, for Ohio coal, f.o.b.

I Cleveland, are $2.15^/2.20 for 1 34-in.,

$1.90^2 for 34-in., $1.80<fi 1.90 for run-

of-mine and $1.50fc 1.65 for slack. Some
slack has been sold for 10c. above these

figures.

Indianapolis

March 6—The Indiana coal operators

report slight improvement in mining con-

ditions during the past week. The ma-
jority of the mines were operated three

days against two days the preceding

week. The railroads report that several

thousand coal cars have been ordered

for March i5 and by April 1 there will

be a good demand for Indiana coal.

Pittsburg

March 7—Pittsburg coal shippers are

imuch pleased at the turn matters have
taken before the Interstate Commerce
Commission in the general issue as to

differentials in rates to the Lake between
Pittsburg and West Virginia. Their ex-

pectation is that the West Virginia rates

i will be left intact and eventually the

Pittsburg rate reduced.

$ecretary of War Dickinson yesterday

decided against the petition that he order

three of the seven bridges across the

Allegheny at Pittsburg raised at once,

with the idea of having the other four

raised later. This is the third time such
a plea has been unsuccessful. It was
made at this particular time because, on
account of the recent union of Pittsburg

and Allegheny, the authorities are about
to purchase some or perhaps all of the

five highway bridges, the other two of
the seven being railway bridges. The de-
cision is against the river interests, com-
posed chiefly of coal operators.

The local coal market continues quiet,

with prices irregular, and mines running
about half capacity. We quote: Mine-
run and nut, $1 ; V4 -m., $1.10; 1^4 -in.

?1.20; slack, 82y2 (a85c, per ton at

rrines.

Connellsville Coke—The market has
teen very quiet, with no sales of conse-
quence, but prices are firmly held:
Prompt furnace, $1.55(3)1.60; contracts
M July 1, $1.60rtT1.65; contracts for sec-

ond half, $1.80@2; prompt foundry, $2<g
2.10; contract, $2.25@2.50. A number
of foundry coke contracts expire April

1, but there are no active negotiations for

their renewal as yet.

The Courier reports production in the

Connellsville and lower Connellsville re-

gion in the week ended Feb. 25 at 339,388
tons, a gain of 17,000 tons, and ship-

ments at 3727 cars to Pittsburg, 5740
cars to points west and 890 cars to points
east, a total of 10,357 cars.

FOREIGNCOALTRADE

St. Louis

March 6—The weather has again been
warm this week and the market is rest-

ing on the bottom, prices on all grades
of coal being based on the cost of pro-

duction. Dealers, however, have been
doing a fair business, though they are

still working on storage coal and are

buying very little on the outside. $team
plants are all running light.

$creenings, however, are in strong de-

mand and they are worth more than mine-
run and almost as much as lump coal.

This is the first time in the history of

the coal trade in Illinois when the price

of screenings has been higher than mine-
run. The tendency toward higher prices

for screenings has been growing for some
time.

The Carterville district seems to be

faring very little better than the Standard
and the mines in that part of the State

are not able to run over two days a week
on account of the lack of business, though

prices on the whole are being held up

better than in the Standard district.

The demand from the country is just

a trifle better and it is evident that

stocks on hand are decreasing.

Illinois, Standard: Mine. Louis.
6-in. lump and egg $1.10 I 62
2-in. lump l .00 1 52
Mine-run 0.90 1.42
Screenings o . 60 111'

Trenton:

6-in. lump and egg 2.2o 2 77
3-in. nut 2 . 00 2 . 52

Staunton or Ml. Olive:

6-in. lump l .50 2 .02
2-in. lump l . 2f> 1 .77
Mine-run 1 . 20 1.72
Screenings 0.60 1 . 12

Carterville:

6-in. lump or egg 1.30 1 97
3-in. nut 1 .20 1 .87
Mine-run l . 10 1.77
•Screenings 0. 75 1.12

Pocahontas and New River:

Lump or egg 2.25 4.75
Mine-run 1 . 2.

_
> 3. 75

Pennsylvania Anthracite:

Chest nut 7.20
Stove or egg 6.95
Grate 6.70

Coke:

Connellsville foundry 5.40
( las house 1 . 90
.Smithing 4.15

Prices at East St. Louis are 20c. per

ton below the St. Louis quotations.

Anthracite—The market for this sea-

son is, of course, at a standstill, though

there is a good deal of activity in lining

up business for April delivery.

United Stutcs Coal Exports— Exports
of coal from United States ports, with
coal furnished to steamships in foreign
trade, month of January, long tons:

1919. 1911. Changes.
Anthracite 216,318 2">i t:j7 i 86424
Bituminous 611,816 740,974 1. 229|658

Total exports.. 726,629 992,711 I. 2M0H2
Steamer coal •4r,7,ju.-, 481,467 I. 24,262

Total 1,1k:s,8:(4 1,474,178 I. 29ii,:jh

(
'" k '' VII, 7CK 87,-,7K I. 18,810

Canada took this year 718,299 tons of
coal, or 72.3 per cent, of the total. The
coke went chiefly to Canada and Mex-
ico. Cuba and the West Indies took
128,502 tons of coal.

United States Coal Imports—Imports
of bituminous coal and coke into the

United States, month of January, long
tons:

1910. 1911. Changes.
c°al 141,478 144, 4.17 I. 2,979
Coke 13,501 13,167 D. 344

Total 154,979 167,614 I. 2,635

Anthracite imports are not reported;
they amount to only a few tons. Canada
supplied this year 324,592 tons of coal
and nearly all the coke; Australia, 9562
tons coal; Japan, 16,853 tons of coal.

Imports are chiefly on the Pacific Coast
and in the border States of the North-
west.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,

Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on. Feb. 25, as follows:

Best Welsh steam coal, S4.26; seconds,

$4.08; thirds, $3.90; dry coal, $3.96; best

Monmouthshire, $3.84; seconds, $3.66;

best small steam coal, $2.34; seconds,

$2.10. All prices are per long ton, f.o.b.

shipping port, cash in 30 days less 2]/2
per cent, discount.

IRON TRADE-REVIEW

New York. March 8—The iron and
steel trades seem to have recovered from
the so-called shock of the railroad-rate

decision. That effect, after all, was
mainly sentimental, and it does not look

as if it was going to have any serious

or practical influence, even on railroad

buying. The markets, however, con-

tinue rather quiet. There is, taking it

altogether, a large volume of business,

but there is no rush and no unusual ac-

tivity.

In pig iron there is quite a business

reported in basic in the Central West.
In foundry iron sales have been made
both in the West and in Seaboard ter-

ritory, chiefly in moderate quantities.

Buyers and sellers are still apart on
prices for second-half deliveries. There
are plenty of inquiries on such business,

but very little business reported.

In finished material orders are re-

ported placed for quite a range of pro-

ducts and many mills are increasing
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their activity. Some good contract

structural - forward, and the

spring building business looks well. The

railroads are r >me orders For

bridge material and equipment, and a

few for rails. The Steel Corporation, it

is reported, has secured an order for

45,000 tons of rails for South America

and a smaller order for Japan.

The expected advance on wire has

materialized; it amounts to $1 per ton.

Other prices on finished materials ap-

to be well held.

Baltimore

. h 6— Exports for the week in-

cluded 3,942,800 lb. steel billets to Liver-

pool; 1,593,794 lb. miscellaneous iron and

steel to Panama. Imports included 5000

tons manganese ore from India; 6300

tens iron ore from Cuba; 5314 tons cu-

preous pyrites from Huelva, Spain.

Birmingham

March 6—The Southern iron market is

a little stronger right now than it has

been at any time this year, though the

sales during the past week were not as

active as they were during the latter part

of February. Iron prices have strength-

ened up as inquiries for the product for

delivery during the last half of the year

start in. The producers appear to be un-

willing to sell iron for such delivery at

present quotations. While a number of

inquiries have been received for iron for

future delivery the statement is made

there have been few sales yet for the

last half. There has been no improve-

ment in the make in the Southern terri-

tory. The accumulated stocks of iron

show considerable decrease, but there is

still a large quantity to be moved out.

The consumption in the home territory is

picking up.

The steel trade is growing better. The

announcement is made of another good

order for steel rails placed by a Southern

railroad during the past week.

The scrap-iron market in the Southern

territory is improving steadily.

The cast-iron pipe conditions also show

improvement There are some good con-

tracts pending which promise to result in

business.

( Chicago

Man h i> Sales of pig iron are in-

creasing and prices are firm at Sll Bir-

mingham for No. 2 Southern ($15.35

Chicago) and $15.50@16 for Northern

No 2. in both cases on second-quarter

deliveries. Some sales are for the third

quarter or last half; nearly all, however,

are for second quarter yet. The sale of

railroad supplies neither increases nor

falls off notably, showing little effect

from the rate decision, "structural ma-
terial is in large demand and the agri-

cultural-implement maker- are buying

liberally of bars. Inquiries indicate that

: tonnage of pin iron inu- 1 I

plied soon for last-half needs, and the

outlook is regarded as encouraging by

leading pig-iron agents. Coke continues

dull with Connellsville at $4.70, Chicago.

Cleveland

March 6—Ore seems to be moving

from the docks rather slowly, and there

will be large stocks left on May 1, to

all appearances.

Pig Iron—Business has been rather

quiet, though inquiries continue to come

in. Prices are unchanged, quotations for

Cleveland delivery being $15.90 for bes-

semer, $14.40 for basic, $14.25 for No. 2

foundry and $13.75 for forge.

Finished Material—A fair business con-

tinues in sheets, plates and bars; also

in nails and wire products.

Philadelphia

March 8—Special interest is felt this

week in basic pig and some transactions

which have been hanging fire for several

weeks will now go through. The only

uncertainty is as to the amount of busi-

ness that will be closed and the date of

the later deliveries.

The impression prevails that basic iron

has seen its lowest, but there is a hesi-

tancy shown by buyers as to how much

iron they will take, as well as on the

part of the sellers as to how far they

will bind themseves at present prices.

While foundry irons are firmer the sales

which have been definitely closed cover

only small lots. Sales of pipe iron are

large and at previous quotations. Sales

of forge iron are trifling and at recent

figures. The improvement in outside

markets is only faintly represented

here. Southern irons are persistently

offered without much result, owing to the

trifling difference in cost under local

brands. There is a nominal advance of

50c, which is likely to become an actual

advance on all future transactions. Sales

of No. 2 foundry are being made at

$15.75, forge at $14.50, with $15(?7 15.50

for basic.

Steel Billets— Billets have nominally

advanced 50c, with light sales for near

delivery. Forging billets have a steady sale

and agents report a larger consumption

throughout Eastern territory.

Bars—Manufacturers report a some-

what freer movement with the approach

of spring, but with ample assortments

ar mills there is no occasion for any

larger output. There are no concessions

and onlv an occasional order.

Sheets—The only bright spot is in the

closing of orders of fair proportions for

galvanized sheets for spring construc-

tion work. Other lines are quiet though

the aggregate of weekly sales is fully

maintained.

Pipes and Tubes -Merchant pipe has

advanced slightly and the first actual im-

provement is now bain^ felt. Cast-iron

pipe is strong and enough new business

is coming along to keep the foundries

busy.
j

Plates—The only business for the pasi

week consisted of small lots mainly fo

construction work and for early delivery

Manufacturers admit that early deliver;

orders have been disappointing; yet thd

aggregate in sight is by no means small

Structural Material—This week's busi.

ness is made up of quite a string o

small orders for bridge work for som>

Eastern railroads and for constructio

work in Eastern cities between Bosto:

and Baltimore.

Rails—Further inquiries for mine rail

for April or May delivery are a featnr

of this week.

Scrap—The local market is dull afte

two or three weeks of activity. Heav
supplies of Panama scrap will, in du

time, reach this market and will be irr

mediately disposed of; in fact, a mark;

has already been found for it. Small lot

of old iron rails and old car wheels hav

been sold to be delivered early in Apri

Pittsburg

March 7—While there are efforts I

make it appear that the iron and stc

market is unchanged or has actually in

proved in the past fortnight, it seerr

perfectly certain that the market hi

grown quieter, and has been less acti\

than early in February. The Februai

total of business, of course, makes a f;

vorable comparison with the Januai

total, because January was a month <

improvement rather than of great tot

activitv. Prices of steel products ai

well held, and there is no room for con

plaint on that score, but the rate of bu;

ing has decreased, and buyers show r

indication of being about to come into tl,

market with larger business.

Effective at the opening of busines

March 6, wire products were advanced J

per ton, making plain wire 1.60c, bast

wire nails, $1.80, base; painted bai

wire 1.80c, and galvanized barb wi

2.10c The previous advance, also $1

ton, became effective Jan. 23, so that J

of the $3 per ton lost last spring at

summer has been regained. The Janua

advance was made to stimulate specific

tions on existing contracts, which h;

been largely rewritten to bring them u

todate, the trade custom being to pern

specifications for 60 days on a contrai

At the advanced price fresh contrac

were written and the question is whetb

the present advance will bring out spe

ifications on those. The jobbers ha'

been taking material very well since tl

January advance, but the distribution h
been poor, the retailers taking little m
terial, so that it is questionable wheth

the jobbers will take on much more m
terial.

An advance of one point, or $2 a to

in merchant steel pipe is imminent, b
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may not occur until April 1. It also would

be for the purpose of stimulating speci-

fications. The jobbers are practically

bare of stocks and by writing up fresh

contracts with them and then advancing

the price some good tonnage might be

developed.

Pig Iron—The bessemer market has

been quiet. Since the 1000-ton sale re-

jportcd last week, 200 tons have been sold

>at SI 5, Valley, the regular price. An in-

jterest in the market for a round tonnage

could do no better than S15, and took an

option on 7000 or 8000 tons, good until

early this week, but gave the option up.

Basic iron has been quiet, and the mar-

ket is quotable on the basis that the last

sales were made at Si 3.75, Valley, while

the minimum asking price of furnaces is

$14, and there is considerable iron in

-niddlemen's hands, prices on which will

jnly be made as definite inquiries appear.

The bessemer average for February,

:ompiled from actual sales, was $15, Val-

ev. there having been practically no

:hange since last August. The basic av-

erage, compiled on a similar basis, was

513.603, Valley, against $13,291 for Jan-

iary and $13.15 for October, the low

nonth on the movement. Foundry iron

s somewhat more active, the Pressed

Steel Car Company having taken about

.500 tons of foundry and carwheel iron,

vhile the Union Switch and Signal Com-

iany is inquiring for 1000 tons for sec-

>nd-ha!f and the Standard Steel Car

Company for 1000 tons for early deliv-

ery. An interesting development is the

nquirv of the Standard Sanitary Manu-

acturing Company for 1000 tons of

Southern iron for delivery over the four

aonths to its New Brighton plant, near

'ittsburg. This iron will cost more than

II in excess of local iron. Several years

go, when it cams about that Southern

ron could no longer be delivered to the

;>ittsburg district on even terms with

Northern iron, the use of Southern was

iscontinued. It is suggested that the

igher Dhosphorus in Southern iron is re-

uired, by reason of Northern irons go-

ng down in phosphorus of late. We
uote local foundry iron at S14 at fur-

ace, or S14.75f0 14.90, delivered Pitts-

urg, a premium of 25c. being sometimes

btained on small lots of particular

rards.

Ferromanganese—The market con-

nues quiet, with prompt quotable at

37.50 <?/ 37.75, and forward at S38, Balti-

tore. freight to Pittsburg being SI.95

er ton.

Steel—The market is quiet but firm,

illets being $23 and sheet bars $24, bes-

amer or open-hearth, Pittsburg or

oungstown. Rods are S29, but it is pos-

ble an advance will be made on ac-

tum of this week's advance in wire.

Sheets—The market is perhaps quieter

mn it was as regards the mills, but job-

?rs have been doing better business in

the past fortnight. Prices are well held

at 2.20c. for black, 3.20c. for galvanized,

1.65c. for blue annealed, $1.55 for paint-

ed corrugated and $2.75 for galvanized

corrurrated.

St. Louis

March 6—The pig-iron market has

been quiet, though a number of small

orders have been received and several

fair-sized inquiries. Most- of the busi-

ness done is for second-quarter delivery,

though a few are venturing into the third

quarter. The price of Sll per ton Bir-

mingham or $14.75 St. Louis, is the pre-

vailing one for No. 2 foundry. There

have also been some calls for Northern

iron this week.

San Francisco

March 1—Two recent incidents in the

local market have been the offerjng of

pig iron made in the electric furnace at

Heroult, Cal.; and the arrival of 500

tens of iron from China. The Heroult

pig is held at $25 per ton, f.o.b. San Fran-

cisco. The Chinese iron is offered at

$23<W 23.50. These prices compare with

S22 for English pig. and $21 r,/ 21.50 for

Alabama foundry.

f METAL- MARKETS Q
New York, March 8—The metal mar-

kets continue rather quiet for the most

part, with few changes from the last re-

ports.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

CXITED STATES GOLD AND SILVER MOVEMENT

Metal.
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The market was exceptionally strong

for the better grades of ore, advancing SI

over the previous week, but medium

grades were pushed no higher, with a ten-

dency at the week-end, among buyers, to

make lower offerings on purchases for

next week's delivery. Weather conditions

continue favorable for outputting and

buying is still under the weekly produc-

tion.

!
SIIII'.MKXTS. WKKK KNDKD MAR. 4.

Zinc lb. Lead lb.! Value.

Webb ( il.v-Carte lv ill"

Voplin
[Iranby
llba-Neck
inlina

go
luenweg
larthage
ipring City
iiirora

ledger
toapaw
actson

prings
lianii

682,310

213,480
29,210

90,080

88,080

26,270

$103,271
38,010
22,670
13,842

12,946
11,665
8,495

4,805
4,498
4,020
2,675

2,362
1.284

1,163
755

Totals 10,420,820 1,134,110, $233,051

weeks 85,783.050 15.307,160 $2,125,033

inc value, the week, $202,000; 9 weeks, $1,700,74

*

Lead value, the week, 31,051; 9 weeks, 424 292

MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICES.
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ing on A\arch 9. A compromise may oe

J with these interests by giving

them representation on the board.

neral are about parallel

with the lowest of the year. Some in-

spiration was given by the declaration of

the u< \ idend by the Wolverine

Mining Company. Calumet & Arizona

mining directors have also declared the

Superior & Pittsburg

stockholders receive an 86c. dividend.

but as a majority of the stock lias

been turned in for exchange into Calu-

na. it does not cut much of a

figure.

Curb trading has been light and of

little importance.

United Verde Extension had a break

50 on profit taking.

\ nx ( -. - men 1 «.
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The Situation in the Bitum-
inous Coal Trade

The situation in the bituminous coal-

mining industry is undoubtedly bad.

Mines of West Virginia, Pennsylvania

and Colorado are being operated at only

about 50 per cent, of their capacity; those

of the Southwest at about 60 per cent.;

of Alabama, about 55 per cent.; of Ohio,

Indiana and Illinois at only about 40 per

cent. This does not mean that consump-

tion is bad. It means rather that the

productive capacity has been greatly

overextended. It does not assuage the

alarm of the operators to tell them that

they are simply paying the penalty of

their own excesses.

The existing condition is a perfectly

natural development. The bituminous-

coal deposits of this country in general

lie nearly horizontal and at no great

depth below the surface. Mining is rela-

tively easy and the capital required to

open a mine is ridiculously small by com-

parison with what is now involved in

most of the European coal-mining dis-

tricts. This is primarily the reason why

coal is cheap in this country and dear

in Europe.

The exuberance in exploitation leading

to overproduction is common in the his-

tory of all easily obtainable resources.

The experience in coal mining is in no-

wise different from that of petroleum

mining, copper mining and everything

else. A new oilfield is discovered in Cali-

fornia. At first there is an enormous

profit in production. A horde of ad-

venturers is attracted by this and by the

fact that comparatively little money is

required to go into the business. The

immediate result is overproduction and

competition to sell the product at any

price leaving a profit, or even at a loss

for a while rather than abandon the busi-

ness and sacrifice all that has been put

into it. It is the same thing with our

bituminous coal-mining industry.

Is there any remedy? That is what

the coal operators would like to know.

They suffer from the operation of a

natural law, which is cruel and painful,

as indeed is everything attending what

we call the "survival of the fittest," but

much as individuals may suffer from it,

nevertheless it is the law. The operation

of natural laws may, however, sometimes

be regulated with advantage. What can

be done in the coal industry? Mere con-

solidation of interests serves no good

purpose. Buy out independent operators

and they put their money back into the

same business and make conditions worse

than they were before. Monopoly, such

as exists in the anthracite business, would

perhaps be pleasing to the bituminous

operators, but how can a monopoly in

bituminous coal be created, and if it

could be, who would advocate taking

such a great stride toward socialism,

which would be the inevitable conse-

quence?

Mr. Garcia in an able article elsewhere

in this issue n.akes some suggestions that

theoretically are good; namely, by the

exercise of the police power of the States

to make the opening and operation of

coal mines more costly, with the purpose

of conserving life and resources. That

ought to be done, we think, for the com-

mon welfare of the people, not merely of

the coal operators: but how under our

sv?tem of government can it be effected?

Illinois could not take such a step until

all of the other States, able to send coal

to its markets, should do likewise. We
believe that there ought to be concerted

and uniform action by the coal-mininsi

States in this direction, but to hope for

-tich action so long as man is human
is Hut little short of Utopian.

Copper in February
The report of the Copper Producers'

Association for February was bad. We
can think of nothing to say in explanation

or extenuation of its badness. The re-

cession in business has evidently been

felt by the copper manufacturers in this

country, while, if consumption in Europe

has maintained itself as brilliantly as
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reported, it must have been feeding upon

the invisible stocks.

Yet we hear oi the successful promo-

tions of such projects as the damming

of the Miss at Keokuk and the

transmission of immense power

Louis; and the plan of the Lehigh Coal

and N Company to electrify

eastern Pennsylvania. Such things may

perhaps require a good deal of copper,

and at present prices it might not be a

bad plan to contract for it. We have

not heard that any substitute has become

available. Let us cheer up.

The Copper Statistics

The official statement made by the Cop-

per Producers' Association, published

.re in this issue, with respect to

the discrepancy between its statistics of

copper exports and those of the Govern-

ment, discloses facts that we have pre-

viously indicated; namely, that the chief

reason for the discrepancy is the dif-

ferent periods of accounting. The Copper

Producers' Association has gone to a

great deal of trouble in this matter, and

has compared its statistics with those of

the Government, item by item. The

items have been checked for the total

exportation in 1910, with the exception

of some amounting to a little over 9,000.-

000 lb. The Copper Producers' Associa-

tion politely says that this discrepancy

has also been satisfactorily accounted

for, but the explanation is best reserved

pending report of the Government of-

ficials, who are now investigating the

matter.

•ake this to mean that some officials

in some custom houses have made

blunders, and that the Government know-

ing when is now investigating how and

wh;\ Of course, there is no reason for

surprise in finding that Government of-

ficials make blunders. In fact, they make

a lot of them, but generally they are kept

quiet, wherefore the Government main-

tains its reputation of infallibility. The

on ly - nn found out.

The only good reason for the Copper

Prod' tion goinu to all of

•rouble, that we can to allay

i faith that may

ited in foreign minds by

the irresponsible criticisms of daily news-

circular

vhich no well in forme I

this country takes

unfortunately, have not the same power

of discrimination as to matters American.

We expressed our confidence in the

statistics of the Copper Producers' As-

sociation long, long ago and have reiter-

ated it many times, wherefore, we have

only to say now that its report respecting

the exports in 1910 is simply what we

expected.

The Foreigner in Mexico

The position of the foreigner in Mex-

ico, who through any circumstances

makes the acquaintance of the Mexican

jails is not a comfortable one, and

whether guilty or innocent it has become

notorious that if he does not wish to

languish there interminably he must se-

cure a powerful lobby, either of influen-

tial banking or fraternal-society connec-

tions, or an active coterie of personal

friends. These influences are not always

at hand and it has long been known that

the mere fact of innocence would not

serve to secure an early release, once

the foreigner has been incarcerated in

the Mexican jail. Hence the long-estab-

lished practice of a hasty exit from the

country rather than put one's innocence

in the balance with the Mexican ma-

chinery of justice, the wheels of which

move with more than ordinary delibera-

tion, and it may be remarked parenthe-

tically that the jails of that country are

not pleasant abiding places.

These remarks apply to conditions

that have existed there for years and

have no reference to the recent situation

that has arisen from the revolutionary

disturbances, which at this writing seems

more serious as regards the supremacy

of the present government than when

the revolution first started. It is but fair

to mention that during the recent dis-

turbances the rights of foreigners have

been studiously observed by both the

governmental forces and by the m-

s u r rectos.

The friction that might be expected

with the commingling of races of op-

posite temperament has been responsible

tor some of the animosity that has re-

sulted, and it must be said that the Mex-

ican has had to entertain some foreigners

who have been no credit to their native

land. The Foreigner on his part has

in contact with peculiarities of the

m law and methods that have

d Incongruous and impractical,

not involved in the eourls these

provisions excite little or no comment,

but they become of exceeding import-

ance when circumstances arise involving

a foreigner in court proceedings. Two

recent instances may be cited where

mining men who would be regarded as

innocent in this country were placed in

Mexican jails, one with a sentence of 10

years, and the other awaiting the arrival

of "witnesses who have known him to

be of good character for the last five

years."

The first case is that of J. A. Farrell,

formerly of St. Louis, who was in charge

of a mine in the State of Zacatecas.

According to the information at hand, he

is facing a 10-year sentence because his

revolver was used by his mine foreman

in defending himself against a dis-

charged and drunken employee armed

with a knife. The foreman was acquitted

on the ground of self defense, but Far-

rell ran afoul of the Mexican law be-

cause his revolver was used. Although

the principal was acquitted, Farrell was

held as an accessory before the fact and

has received the 10-year sentence.

Another difficulty in which a mining

engineer may find himself involved in

Mexico, even when he is pursuing his

duties in what in most countries would

be considered an entirely legitimate

manner, is illustrated in the case of Gill-

more Goodland, a London mining en-

gineer, who was incarcerated in a Mex-

ican jail at Batopilas on a charge of libel

and could not secure release under bond

owing to technicalities of the Mexican

penal code, which required witnesses to

testify from actual knowledge that the

conduct of the accused had been good

during the previous five years. There

is no railroad to Batopilas and direct

communication by mail and telegraph

was impracticable owing to the disturbed

conditions of the country. As noted in

the Journal of last week, the action

brought against Mr. Goodland was based

upon a private letter of discharge writ-

ten to a former bookkeeper whom Mr.

Goodland found it advisable to dis-

charge.

Our advices from excellent engineer-

ing quarters are to the effect that Por-

cupine is likely to prove a great gold-

mining camp, and the most important of

recent discoveries. The coming summer

will probably witness a great develop-

nu nt.
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Metallics
Swedish iron is especially suitable for

a "solder" for making patches in cast

iron with the oxy-acetylene blowpipe.

Electrically driven pumps are superior

to steam pumps for operating convert-

ers, casting ladles, etc., about a smeltery

as they can be placed close to the appa-

ratus they are to serve.

"Coslettizing" to prevent rust consists

in exposing the iron objects to the action

of a solution prepared by the heating a

mixture of equal volumes of water

and strong orthophosphoric acid with

finely divided iron filings.

It has been stated several times in the

technical press recently that there is no

simple cyanide of iron. It seems, how-

ever, that Fe(CN).: can exist in solution,

but cannot be recovered, being analogous

in this respect to FeCl ; , which is decom-

posed on evaporation of its solutions.

Asbestos covering can be made to

stick to steam pipes and cylinder heads

by giving a coating of a solution of solu-

ble water glass (sodium silicate) and

applying the asbestos before it has time

to dry. The sodium silicate will hold

enough asbestos to act as an anchor for

the further coats.

For casting monel metal aluminum is

the best deoxidizing material. It should

be used the same as for casting steel.

Use 4 oz. of aluminum per 100 lb. of

monel metal, then if good castings are

not obtained the difficulty is in the melt-

ing. For a flux three parts lime and one

part fluorspar is used.

Metallic vanadium can be produced

from vanadium pentoxide by the ther-

mite reaction from mixtures of V2 5 with

aluminum and calcium, or with alumi-

num and fluorspar in magnesia cruci-

bles; or with aluminum on a fluorspar

hearth. The product contains about 95

per cent, vanadium, the remainder is

chiefly oxygen.

Pitch pine may be burned for charcoal

and good fuel be produced, but it is very

light for use in forges and for that rea-

son only coarse coal is satisfactory. The

ash usually fuses readily and the slag

pioduced is troublesome, clogging the

tuyere of the forge or grate of the as-

say furnace. The wood burns rapidly,

only five days being required to burn a

hearth 18 ft. in diameter, but though it

burns hot it is an easy matter to pre-

sent flaming. The charcoal quenches

readily and "stays put," or does not heat

up and ignite to the degree that hard-

wood charcoal does. Large pieces of

wood even as large as 18 or 20 in. in

diameter can be readily burned and

Fresh-cut wood may be used without any
seasoning. Pitch pine is common through-

)ut the mountain region of tropical

America and in such countries it is one
)f the most valuable of the native woods
or charcoal burning.

By the Way
A contemporary states that a man fell

down a shaft 40 ft. deep with a case of
dynamite going before him. The dyna-
mite was unhurt, but the man was nearly
killed by the fall.

A deep miner looks doubtfully at the

steam-shovel mines of Minnesota. Some
time ago an old mining captain, who had
made a reputation on the Menominee,
went up to the Mesabi on a visit to a

friend, and was shown over one of the
biggest mines. He was asked what he
thought of it. "Well, the ore ain't quite

up to good Chapin hard, but its none so
bad." "Well, what do you think of the

mine?" said his friend. "Mine! Call yon
a mine? Why, it's nought but a bloody
big ore farm."

Even as the ugly caterpillar is trans-

formed into the lovely butterfly, and as

some mining companies reorganize and
change their stock certificates from blue
to red, so do financiers sometimes ex-

perience metamorphoses. Thus has Mr.
Walter George Newman, who has figured

in the curb market, reappeared as the

Baron Herman Jones. He says he is a

real baron. He was making off for Eu-
rope to avoid telling what he knew about

the Union Copper Mines Company when
he was discovered at Hoboken. The curb

never knew what a distinguished fisher-

man it was entertaining in its midst.

We think it can be satisfactorily dem-
onstrated by geologists, scientists, and all

owners of copper mines that the world's

resources of copper are proportionately

smaller than of iron, coal and many other

necessary things; and that the supplying

of the world's rapidly increasing require-

ment may be rightly viewed with appre-

hension. But at present we have got a

superfluity, not merely beneath the sur-

face but in the ingots actually piled up,

and what everyone wants to know is how
things are going to be adjusted during

1911. A correct judgment of what the

situation will be at the end of 10 years is

of no use if its exponent has gone broke

in the meanwhile.

The Ray Central Copper Mining Com-
pany has published a report by Frank H.

Probert, who estimates its developed ore

as averaging 2.15 per cent, copper and

probably to be counted upon to yield 28.6

lb. per ton. In the mining of 1000 tons

per day he estimates that the copper can

be produced at 10.38c. per lb., which may
be shaded to 10.07c. if the mining be at

the rate of 3000 tons per day. This is

indeed amazing. Is there really a pros-

pective porphyry producer whereof the

copper is not going to be produced from

2 per cent, ore at 9c. per lb., or less?

We have not heard of one heretofore.

Why should Mr. Probert take the trouble

to estimate separately for mining, milling,

development, smelting, etc.? Does he not

know that such details afford an oppor-

tunity for critical analysis? It is a lot

easier to dash down the simple figure of

9c. per lb. and be done with it. Doesn't

he know that the operators can make good
on any old figure by gutting the mine?
We fear that Mr. Probert is too con-

scientious.

We have recorded in the past some cu-

rious reorganizations of mining compan-
ies; but perhaps the most remarkable re-

adjustment on record is that made by the

Little Nipissing Company in Canada. It

appears that someone has been issuing

stock of this company without paying at-

tention to such legal technicalities as au-

thority for the issue, or limitations of the

amount. Uptodate it is known that 644.-

244 of the spurious shares have been is-

sued, and it is quite possible that more
are floating around; and there is said to

be no way of distinguishing the bad
shares from the good. Under these cir-

cumstances the stockholders met and de-

cided to increase the capital from $1,500.-

000 to S3.000.000, thus validating all the

stock; and to call in all the outstanding

certificates and issue new ones. Strict

moralists may object that this course

amounts to putting a premium upon the

nefarious industry of the makers of the

illegal issue. On the other hand it is also

possible that critical—and envious—finan-

ciers may insinuate that the capital stock

of a company may be as well watered in

one way as in another. Intrinsic value is

apt to cut only a small figure in corpor-

ate capitalization.

Mr. Moreing has come and gone, but

although he has committed his house to

explorations at Porcupine there is disap-

pointment there and in Toronto, espe-

cially Toronto. His mere presence in

that city dimmed the effulgence of Mr.

Heinze. Has he not untold reserves of

real cash to draw upon? What a titilla-

tion would not that fact produce in the

breast of the promoter? But Mr. More-
ing was foxy. He is an old hand at the

game and is not given to handing over

:v for

nis tit

able, wherefore he did not exhibit him-

self in the hotel. None of the paper
miners had an opportunity to see him,

which was disappointing. Nobody sold

him anything. The Londoner is not what
he used to be. How times have changed!
However, Porcupine derives satisfaction

fiom the knowledge that Bewick, Moreing
& Co., are going to prospect there. We
commend Mr. Moreing's caution to the

tribe that dabbles in the curb market,

which already has formed a Porcupine di-

\ ision. We have heard it said, quite re-

liably, that land at Porcupine is held at

mighty high figures, and that the price of

a mine is paid for what is mere real es-

tate so far as anyone knows, though, of

course. Porcupine is not No. 1 Wall
street. But why not. if the thing is going

to be passed on to foolish investors?

thousands in real monev for a surface-

showing of snow. Also his time is valu-
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Ontario Mineral Production

The mineral production of Ontario in

amounted to $39,232,814, an in-

1,439 or 19 per

ccord-

Butf. No. 7, of the Ontario Bureau

conservative valua-

n the metals; for instance, nickel

s taken at their value in

not at the prices of refined

metals. Production details of the more

important minerals and metals are shown

in an
• ying table. Beside the

mater there were large outputs

ay products, such as brick, tile,

sewer pipe, etc.; and some nonmetallic

items, such as lime, peat and natural

gas.

More than half the gold production

trom Porcupine, and practically all

of the silver from Cobalt. Notable de-

velopments at this latter camp were the

sion of the milling processes, bar-

silver shipments and the adoption of

hydraulicallv developed power. The

power is transmitted from falls on the

Montreal and Matabitchewan. and costs

about $50 per horsepower-year as against

MINERAL PRODUCTION OF ONTARIO, 1910.

::. 126 oz.

. . . 30,558,823 oz.

. 378 tons.
1 8,636 tons.
0.030 tons.

Gold

\

as pig)
Iron I

ntc
(Portland) - '

'

.,Y,;'r
'.

Corundum
ir ...

> ;rapl
•ii ...

Iron pyrites

147,351
xs.ic'.i tons

570 ton!
:: 047,699 ton:

bbl.
mi

is.

16,37 l tons.
992 ions.

10.043 tons
:;:;.s.rj ions.

513 ions.

.:,;„," '.'.'.".'.'. '.".'.".'..'.. 11,004.357 gal

;
00.685 tons.

... 84.071 Ion-

::::::: :v:.:.v:.::.... 7,112 tons.

$150 when using steam. The largest

producer at Cobalt was Nipissing with

7 12 oz. to its credit. From Gow-

g'anda, six mines shipped 480 tons of ore,

carry ;. oz. \g., and two at Elk

Lake shipped 233 tons carrying 221,2.13

ounces.

The cobalt shown in the table is only

that part of th#output for which the min-

mpanies were paid, the actual out-

put being much lartier. The price of

cobalt oxide has fallen to about 80c. per

lb., and a further reduction of price

seems probable. The nickel-copper mines

of Sudbury are the most important source

of nickel in the world, and the 191

put of 18,636 tons surpassed the best

tons. Most of

irted was recovered from

the <_,
• the nickel-copper ores.

, nickel producers, the

Canadian I
my and ,b

blast

furnaces, and matte

carr\

per. and both compam

mint cal Powtr -

-ion Nit' ipany,

The iron-ore production shows a fall-

ing off of 32.324 tons as compared with

1909. Four mines and eight blast fur-

naces operated in 1910. the blast fur-

s using 143,284 tons of domestic,

and 678,890 tons of foreign ore; the

pio-iron production was 447,351 tons,

and steel, 331,321 tons.

The Yilgarn Goldfield

The Yilgarn (West Australia) excite-

ment seems to have quieted down amaz-

ingly since the Great Chaffinch episode.

This was a mine in which trenching oper-

ations were alleged to have disclosed

large deposits of ore. On the arival of

the new manager, Harold Greenway, he

declared that the ore was a mere streak,

and later his verdict was confirmed by in-

dependent engineers. A touch of mystery

was given for a time by Mr. Greenway's

disappearance, but it simply appears that

under stress of anxiety he lost his way in

the bush.

There appear to be two good prospects,

the Bullfinch and the Corinthian, with

everything else more or less problematic.

Strangely enough, the outcrops of these

reefs were distinct, and lay close to the

road* from the Golden Valley mine, a dis-

covery of 1887, to the town of Southern

Cross, but ihey remained unnoted for over

20 years.

These new prospects lie in a long nar-

row belt of (floritic country, which has

granite on each side. This is the typical

West Australian formation, practically all

of the auriferous reefs of that state be-

ing in dioritic greenstones, near a granite

contact. The actual contact is not so com-

monly mineralized as is the greenstone

near the contact. Occasionally the gran-

ite near the contact will also be found

mineralized but to no great depth.

The Bullfinch leases are about 23

miles from Southern Cross, and are on

the eastern margin of the greenstone belt.

The best veins seem to be quartz, and

quartz and iron oxide. Sixty tons of the

latter material' were sent to Kalgoorlie in

August and netted over 6]/2 oz. gold per

ten. The Corinthian mine, several miles

north of Southern Cross, is on a huge

quartz outcrop. The main quartz orebody

is reported as over 30 ft. wide.

Copper Exports in 1910

The Copper Producers' Association is-

sued the following circular under date of

March 8, 1911:

The exports of copper from the United

States for the calendar year 1910, as re-

ported by the Government and the Cop-

per Producers' Association, were as fol-

lows :

Pounds.
605.162,900
722,431,494

( rovernment
Copper Producers' Association.

Difference 27,268,594

Of this difference of nearly 4 per cent.

the Copper Producers' Association began

early in December an exhaustive investi-

gation. It comprised a critical review of

the data on which the Producers' reports

were based and a detailed comparison

of this data with the original records in

the custom houses at New York and

Baltimore, which two ports cleared near-

ly 98 per cent, of all copper exported in

1910.

This investigation, which has just been

completed, confirms the accuracy of the

statistics issued by the Copper Produc-

ers' Association. The chief cause of dis-

parity is a time difference in the two

sets of reports. The Copper Producers'

Association reports the copper exported

as soon as it is loaded on the lighters that

are to transfer it to the steamships, where

as the customs authorities do not consider

the copper exported till the ship is cleared

through the port. Furthermore, the New

York custom house observes a fiscal

month whereby all the clearances of the

last four business days of any calendar

month are included in the month follow-

ing. It results, therefore, that for near-

ly 70 per cent, of all copper exported

there is an average difference in time of

reporting of from 8 to 1 1 days, and for

the remaining 30 per cent, a difference

of 4 to 6 days. This time difference at

the two ports, New York and Baltimore,

accounts for the amount shown below:

Total difference
Amount explained by difference in

Pounds.

27,268,594

17,002.306

emaininj
plained

difference to lie ex-
0,366,288

The remaining discrepancy of over

At" present all the ground for miles is 9,000,000 pounds has also been satisfac-

"pegged out" in leases of 24 acres each

but much of this has been done only for

stock-flotation purposes, and in general

far more development has been done in

• _k market than in the ground. The

government surveyed a townsite about a

mile from the Bullfinch mine, and auc-

: ofl the blocks. 57 blocks netting

-123.000. The government has also laid

a water pipe at a cosl of $40,000, con-

necting with the Kalgoorlie system, has

graph wire tO the new town it<

oned above, and passed a bill to

run a railroad to the new field, a step

le apparently uncalled for at pres-

tory accounted for, but the explanation

of this may best be reserved till the re-

ceipt of findings from the Government

officials, who are now investigating the

matter.

One of the newest problems in scien-

tific management, namely that of de-

creasing the present rising proportion of

manufacturing "burden" to labor cost in

t; dories, will be presented at the Con-

gress of Technology in Boston, April

10-11 by J. B. Stanwood, vice-prei

and chief engineer of the Houston, Stan

wood & Gamble Company, of Cincinnati.
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Correspondence and Dismssinn
Cost of Transporting Man-

ganese Ore in Brazil

Discussing the conditions of the man-
ganese-mining industry of the Caucasus,

the Journal, in its issue of Aug. 20,

1910, compares the railway rates charged

for carrying the mineral of this region

with those of India and Brazil, and in-

fers, from the figures quoted, that those

for the last are the lowest. This er-

roneous conclusion is doubtless arrived

at in consequence of the calculations

made by the author being based on a

distance of 348 miles from the mines to

the seaboard, whereas in reality the

distance is much less.

Excepting a comparatively small quan-

tity of mineral from the state of Bahia

all the manganese ores exported from

Brazil are from the state of Minas
Geraes, the mines being situated in the

vicinity of the zone served by the

Brazil Central railway.

At the present moment only four

mines are in active production and the

ore is shipped at stations on this line

distant from Rio de Janeiro 438, 462, 468,

and 501 km., respectively, the last being

the station from which is shipped the

manganese of the Usina Wigg; so highly

reputed because of its freedom from

silica and phosphorus, and high tenor in

metals.

Considering the relative exportation

of each one of the mines the average

distance covered by the ore on the rail-

way is 463 km., or approximately 288

miles. The railway freight, until June
last, was 6 milreis per metric ton to the

port of Rio from any one of the above-

mentioned stations, providing the dis-

tance did not exceed 312 miles, 500 km.,

the Central railway charges an extra

12 reis per ton-kilometer for mineral

sent from any point beyond this distance.

Owing to the initiative of the Brazilian

engineer, Dr. Paulo de Frontin, the

present managing director of the rail-

way, this rate has recently been revised,

along with similar reductions made on

all goods carried by this line; that on

manganese ore is now fixed at 5 milreis

per ton for a distance not exceeding 500
km., and 10 reis per ton-kilometer for

distances in excess of this limit.

The freight is uniform at 5 milreis

per ton of mineral from all the mines

excepting the Usina Wigg, for which the

freight is five mil and 10 reis, owing to

the Usina station being 501 km. from
Rio, or 1 km. in excess of the distance

for the above tariff.

The actual value of the Brazilian

milreis is approximately $0.33, from
which it will be seen that the average

Views. Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

rate for the transport of manganese ore
is 0.5194c per ton-mile; lower than that

of the Caucausus, but higher than that

of India, where the rate of freight is

0.428c. per ton-mile.

With a view to facilitate the develop-

ment of the iron and steel industry and
the exploration of the vast and rich iron-

ore deposits of the state of Minas
Geraes, the Brazilian government, be-

sides granting other favors, has decreed

a special freight rate for the transport

of iron ores exported, and the coal and
coke, etc., imported in connection with

the proposed iron and steel works. This

special tariff is 8 reis per ton-kilometer,

equivalent to 0.3854c. per ton-mile at

the exchange of $0.33, and does not

apply to manganese ores and only to

iron ores when exported by iron and
steel works established in the country,

in accordance with the other conditions

of the decree of the Federal Government
bearing on the metallurgical industry,

which it is meant to stimulate.

Possibly the mistake made in the ar-

ticle mentioned was due to the writer

erroneously attributing this decree as

applying also to the rate of transport on

manganese ores.

D. Roc HA.

Ouro Preto, Minas Geraes, Brazil,

Jan. 23, 1911.

Stamp Duty vs. Profit per Ton
The charge of sacrificing economy to

the fetish of low working costs has been

insistently made against managers of

Rand mines and, at least in some cases,

I consider the criticism justified. The

present practice of increasing the capac-

ity of the mills by introducing coarse

crushing is only another manifestation of

the same short-sighted policy. Coarse

crushing has undoubtedly increased the

capacity of many plants but, I believe,

at the expense of the extraction and con-

sequently with an increased waste of

precious metal in tailings.

The unavoidable result of increasing

the crushing capacity of a mill is to over-

load the cyanide plant. With no addition

of equipment in the cyanide plant and an

increased quantity of feed, the inevi-

table result must be that, in order to at-

tain the necessary treatment capacity,

the period of treatment must be reduced.

This means discharging solutions beforj

extraction has been effected—an in-

creased loss in tailings. If additional

equipment is also provided in the cyanide

plant, this criticism does not, of course,

hold.

The result of treating an increased ton-

nage may mean a greater temporary
profit, but the waste is increased and it

is to this aspect of the question that I

desire to call attention. By robbing the

high-grade ore from a mine, we also can
for a while run up the profits, but they

soon fall and a mine that can no longer

be worked at a profit is left. Ths ulti-

mate profit is what should be considered,

and this becomes a complicated matter to

determine when the life of the mine,

interest on the money involved, etc., are

all taken into account. These matters

cannot be settled exactly, but all should

be given due weight before any policy is

adopted and the lure of increased profits

should never cause a mine manager to

lose sight of the broader principles of

economy.

J. K. Hudson.
Goldfield, Nev., Feb. 25, 1911.

Utah Copper Chile Mills

Articles enough to fill volumes have
been written about the advantages of

Huntington mills, stamps and rolls over

the Chile mill. The attacks have been so

persistent and continuous that many
think the sliming at the Utah Copper
Company's mills is excessive, resulting

in a corresponding loss in copper miner-

als.

The silent and dignified position that

the mill managers have maintained has

also been questioned on the ground that

they were not able to refute the charges

made against the mill practice. Their

mental attitude is not generally known,
but possibly they are reminded of the

farmer who owned and drove a high-

class automobile, but had the reputation

among some people of driving oxen only.

The fact is that the system of ore

treatment at the Utah Copper mills for

a long time has had nothing to do with

the much-mooted question of sliming or

the adoption of Huntington or roller

mills. The feed to the Chile mills is ore

that must all be crushed; almost no fines

enter the mills. The feed is heavy and

fast. The ore remains in the mill prac-

tically only for an interval of one revo-

lution of the rollers when it passes the

coarse screens; all oversize is classified

out and returned to the mill; thus only
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the coarse panicles are crushed

of the fines being ground finer. The

apparent proof is shown by the results

ed. for the Garfield mills have a

city 400 per cent, greater than if

: for the ultimate-size product

required were i

The action of the Chile mill is

different from the Hunt-

ington or fine rolls, when operating under

similar condition of classified feed, so

that the alleged controversy between the

different secondary crushers resolves it-

self into a comparison of power, mainte-

nance and capacity.

The problem of handling tremendously

great tonnages of low-grade ore followed

<e sizing of the coarse and fines

sen worked out by the Utah Copper

Company to a degree that has never been

equaled in the testing and scientific

laboratories of this country.

This is only one of the remarkable

things this company has accomplished in

the way of solving the problem of high

extraction of the low-grade porphyry

ores. As one eminent metallurgist says,

the work of sizing at the Utah Copper
mills approaches closely the theoretical

hindered classification, which has never

been attained in our laboratories. Thus,

the sliming caused by all classes of re-

grinding machinery has to a great extent

been solved.

Subscriber.

Salt Lake City. Utah. March 7. 1911.

Seeking Employment
Upon my return from South America

I find, as a result of my communication
v eeking Employment" published in

the Journal of September 10. an unex-

pectedly large mail. The pleasant part

ot this is that nearly all who write re-

member the cooperative phase of the

scheme, and describe positions open. Sev-

eral mining companies employing many
men have written—some for men and

others merely to be pleasant, in the ex-

pectation that we will sooner or later be

or mutual assistance.

There are several suggestions wnich I

want to make to those seeking employ-

ment, and I am confidently imposing upon
the JOURNAL the task of giving them pub-

licity. Letters like the following are not

si fficiently enlightening as it is difficult

to choose a suitable opportunity. "I am a

crackerjack assayer. Do you know of a

• n for me'-" The greater the care

taken in describing his qualifications and

requirements, the more promptly can a list

of appropriate positions be sent to the

pondent He should write at regu-

lar intervals, even though I do not reply

promptly, as otberwiac it will b<

that he has been | When he

vested po

I Other!

>t be directed to the Mil

'lied.

The cooperative feature should not be

forgotten, overlooked or slighted. Re-

number that if no one told of the vacant

situations, no one could be helped. The
most welcome letter is the one describing

several opportunities, and such letters are

kept near at hand. One man writes: "

—

and when the opportunity presents itself.

I shall be glad to help place the other

fellow," but it would seem worth while to

look for the opportunity and even to meet

it half way. Some few who are not seek-

ing positions have been forehanded

enough to help anyway, and a sales en-

gineer and an examining engineer have

volunteered to report what they discover,

as both of them do much traveling.

To those who are members of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers

or have access to its monthly bulletins, the

list of changes of addresses should fur-

nish a -reasonably imaginative man with

numerous opportunities to apply for prob-

able positions.

And lastly, "after your signature, write

your name." While I have no objection

to pen-and-ink or pencil letters, certainly

all applications to possible employers

should be typewritten.

Mark R. Lamb.

Milwaukee, Wis., March 12, 1911.

Peruvian Copper Production

in 1910

Referring to the estimate of the world's

production of copper on page 9 of the

Journal of Jan. 7„ 1911, the figures for

Peru covering 1909 and 1910 are low.

Aron Hirsch & Sohn are in the position

to obtain reliable data and their figures

for 1909 and 1910 are shown below in

comparison with those of the Journal:

Metric Metric
Year. Tons. Tons.

L909E. &M.J.. 16,257 A. H. &S. 19,000
1910 E. & M. J.. 20,500 A.H.&S 25,964

The Cerro de Pasco smeltery alone

produced 19,432 metric tons in 1910. It

is interesting to note in passing that the

copper production has increased almost

37 per cent, over 1909.

On page 76 of the same issue it is said

that "A sulphur property in the depart-

ment of Piura is reported to be yielding

150 tons daily." This refers, no doubt,

to the sulphur deposits south of Sechura.

belonging to the Sociedad Azufrera de

Sechura. The property has not been
worked for the last three years, although

some experimenting was done with re-

gard to a desirable type of furnace, but

up to date no practical results have been
obtained and no production is forthcom-

ing.

Lester W. Strauss.
Lima, Peru, Feb. 7, 1911.

[According to Henry R. Merton & Co.,

tin- production of Peru in 1909 was 1(>,-

257 metric tons, which figure we used in

the tahl of our issue of Jan. 7. Our esti-

for I'M') was based upon the re-

ceipts of blister copper in the United
States from Peru, as reported by the

Customs. According to that official re-

port, we received 14,671 metric tons in

1909 and 18,488 tons in 1910. The
Cerro de Pasco company seems to have
made an increased production in Novem-
ber and December, wherefore our esti-

mate of the total Peruvian output in 1910
was probably too low.

—

Editor.].

British Columbia Coal Mine
Legislation

A bill has recently been passed by the

British Columbia Legislature, entitled

"An Act to Consolidate and Amend the

Coal-Mines Regulation Act and Amend-
ing Acts." The original draft of this bill

was prepared for passing at the 1910 ses-

sion of the Provincial Legislature, but the

minister of mines finally decided, in or-

der to make the bill as perfect as practi-

cable, to first take the opinions of those

directly interested in and affected by the

proposed legislation; consequently only

the parts relating to the compulsory pro-

vision of mine rescue devices by coal

mine operators was passed last year. In

the interim between the 1910 and 1911

sessions, the deputy minister of mines for

British Columbia and the chief inspector

of mines together visited the several coal-

mining districts and there conferred with

both mine operators and miners, noting

all suggestions of changes or additions to

the proposed bill. The outcome was the

presentment to the session of the House
just closed of the present bill which, with

the exception of three or four minor
amendments of a number sought to be

made by two Socialist members of the

House (each representing an important

coal-mining constituency) is as submitted

by Premier Richard McBride, who is also

minister of mines.

William Blakemore, a coal mining engi-

neer well known in western Canada,
wrote editorially in The Week, published

in Victoria, B. C, relative to the submis-

sion of this bill to the Provincial Legisla-

ture saying "that when this bill shall

come into force, British Columbia will

have the best coal mining laws in the

world; not perfect, but perfect as condi-

tions will admit. The bill is conceived

mainly in the interest of the miner and

for his protection."

When the bill was reported to the

House complete with amendments, J. R.

Hawthornthwaite', leader of the Socialists

of the province, heartily approved of it.

The activity of the chief inspector of

mines and his staff of district inspectors

is warrant for the opinion that there is

little room for doubt as to the intentions

of the department of mines and the zeal

of its officials, in insisting on the ob-

servance of the mining laws and regula-

tions of the province. E. Jacobs.

Victoria, B. C, March 3, 1911.
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Details g Practical Minin
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The
thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

'Thawing Frozen Concentrates

By W. F. Boericke*

The accompanying sketch shows a de-

vice in use at a large or.-purchasing

works for thawing concentrates that have

been frozen in freight cars during tran-

sit. Its construction is simple, and it

can be made by any blacksmith. The
different parts are clearly shown in the

T

Bushing
Valve Union

l'pipe' Hose<E?

-1H Pipa
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Concentrate Thawer

drawing. The cap at the top, and the

cone-shaped point at the bottom, are

solid pieces of iron welded on to the

IK'-in. pipe. Near the solid section at

the bottom ->£-in. holes, 10 in number,
are punched in the pipe as shown. The
thawer is taken into the ore car, the

steam turned on, and the point driven

into the frozen concentrates, which, in

the ordinary 30 or 40-ton car, are two
or three feet deep. As soon as one part
of the car is sufficiently thawed to make
easy shoveling, the thawer is moved to

another part, the doors being kept
closed all the time, until the entire car
is thawed. A piece of heavy, flexible rub-
ber hose is attached to the thawer from

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-
erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things "that have to
be done in Everyday

Minora! Point, Wis.

the steam line, so it can be conveniently
moved around.

The pressure used varies from 40 to

70 lb., the higher pressure being of
course the more efficient. The time
needed to thaw a 30-ton car is about
three hours, but depends somewhat on
the size of the concentrates, a uniform,

coarse-grained concentrate thawing
much easier than one containing fines.

In this case the ore was a low-grade zinc

concentrate of about Ki-in. size. With-
out the use of the thawer, it takes three

men half a day to unload a car of con-

centrates that is badly frozen, and it is

hard, disagreeable labor with pick and
shovel. It is, moreover, quite impossible

to get the ore next to the bottom with-

out reducing the floor to kindling wood.

The thawer obviates all the trouble, and

is invaluable in such a case in reducing

tobor costs.

Reinforced Concrete Timbers
The Wolverine mine in the Lake Su-

perior copper district has replaced the old

timbers in all the stations of No. 4 shaft

from the 17th to the 24th levels with

sets of reinforced concrete. The foot-wll

is weak in that part of the mine, but

the hanging-wall is strong, so that little

timber is required in the stopes, while

the shaft itself when the roof is prop-

erly arched requires little if any support.

On this account it has become a saying

among the Cornish miners in the copper

country that to find a timber in the

"Jewel Box," a local name for the Wol-

verine, is a curiosity. In this respect the

Wolverine mine is an exception to the

general rule in the Lake Superior copper

district, as in most of the mines consid-

erable timber is necessary in mining the

ore:

Reinforced-concrete sets are especially

adapted to use in stations, drifts and

shafts, where the absence of deteriora-

tion from rot or of danger of fire influ-

ences the selection of the material used,

but the use of reinforced concrete sets as

yet has made no progress in stopes be-

cause of the inconveniences arising from
inherent drawbacks such as weight, per-
manence of length and of shape.

Raising Churn Drill Rods
Churn drillers usually use a slip-noose

chain for hoisting rods, but the following
sketch shows a much better catch. A
chain causes, much delay and must neces-
sarily be taken off on the removal of
every second or third rod in order to

take out the twists. This catch is made
of ->4-in. square steel shaped in the
form of an "S." The diameter of each
hole is made so that it will easily, slip

over the coupling on the churn rods. The
hook on the hoisting rope is fastened in

The Engineering y Mining Journal

Catch for Churn-drill Rods

one hole of the catch, and the other
hole in the catch slips over the coupling
on the rod. When hoisted the catch slips

down over the rod with the rope attached

and catches the next rod just below the

coupling.

Blast-furnace slags high in zinc can

be used for recovery of that metal, ac-

cording to Gliickauf, by grinding to 50-

mesh, mixing with coke dust and reduc-

ing in a continuous furnace. The zinc

is reduced, volatilized, then oxidized,

and collected in a baghouse after the

fumes have been properly cooled.
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: Conveyer Brush

By \Y. O. B rcherdt*

. n handling terials

ling fines on belt conveyers the

problem of removing that part of the

al which does not discharg

sent. The most

. method, unless a jet ot

nsists in the use of the

. .ines with enclosed gearing

mveyer manufactur-

ind with merely damp materials the

- - supplied as part o.

:es are perfectly satisfactory,

when run at 500 or 600 revolutions per

minute.

en handling wet materials like fine

or table tailings, however, the

brushes must be set up hard against the

. which causes the consumption of

considerable power and the rapid cutting

of the bristles. The action is the

that of the ordinary house

When sweeping light, dry dust

from a floor the broom may be held so

le bristles touch only at the ends,

and little effort is required, but if the

cross section, in mounting, by means of

sloping end blocks and wooden spacers,

disks of rubber or canvas belting 12 in.

in diameter on the brush shaft so that

they maintain a fixed angle to it. When

th brush is revolved the disks stand out

stiffly under the influence of centrifugal

force, and a moment's consideration

will show that a track which each disk

makes on the conveyer belt in contact

with it is a wave and that it removes

the particles in its path entirely by the

action of its edge and with a sidc-to-side

shearing motion practically parallel to

the shaft, instead of by throwing them

directly back from whence they came.

The disks are spaced closely enough so

that the spaces cleared by each disk over-

lap, and only enough tension is needed

on the take-up to maintain the edges of

the belt disks in good rolling contact with

the conveyer.

Rubber Brush is Economical

Direct experiment has shown that one

set of disks arranged in this manner will

outlast three rattan brushes under the

conditions stated and the labor required

A Sanitary Underground
Latrine

The underground latrine, the details of

the construction of which are shown in

an accompanying drawing, is in use at

the Goldfield Consolidated mines, and

after a test of several months has been

found to be absolutely sanitary. More-

over, as the box is not open, there is no

odor of quicklime scenting up the whole

level, as is the case when open boxes

are used.

Th latrine is made of No. K sheet iron

and can easily be made by any black-

smith. The top and bottom are riveted to

the body, which is 26 in. high and 16 in.

in diameter. The top is made by flanging

over a form, as this is the easiest way

when there are several to be made. This

form is made from a plate of ?4-in. iron,

and the inside edge of the ring is turned

Lockiug Ecceutvi<3

End Block

Wooden Spacers f Rubber — •

insr.

r Brush Made of Rubber Disks

The Engineering .j Mining -Journal

fioor is covered with wet sand, pressure

must be put on the broom, so that the

bristles bend, and considerable effort is

required. The consequence is that the

wear, instead of coming only on the ends

o f the bristles, comes some distance up,

the bristles are worn through, and rapidly-

cut off.

Rubber Belting in Place of Bristles

In place of the bristles another ex-

pedient consists in mounting on the

brush shaft a four-, six-, or eight-sided

block, on the faces of which flaps of rub-

ber belting are nailed, so that when the

brush thrown

outward by centrift::

the belt surfai

the rigging mi: it, in-

stead of merely th »1 the Maps

sweeping, an inch

slaps against the belt and dra«s alonn

belt surfa, ' the flaps.

My modification of th

ompanying

to cut the disks and mount them is a

small item after the blocks are once pre-

pared. The easiest way to make the

blocks is to turn them up in the solid,

bore the shaft hole, and saw them apart

at the angle desired. The wear on the

belt disks is entirely on the edge, they

remain circular, and can be used until

worn down to the wooden spacers, when
the end casting is removed and new disks

inserted, nailing each to the spacer

ahead of it with one shingle nail, which

also serves as a mark to locate the in-

clined center line.

There appears to be a change of policy,

according to Power, with respect to the

use of the large gas engine. The

Tennessee Coal and Iron Company, with

a lame amount of coke-oven Kas avail-

i it-. Bnsley plant, has decided to

burn the gas under boilers and use steam

turbines rather than to use the ^as in

engines; and the Cambria

tailing a l.s.ooo kw.

turbine, the steam tor which will be

made in boilers lired with Mast furnace

Xl,e Enginttring j Mining Journal

Sanitary Latrine Used Underground
at Goldfield

in a lathe to an easy curve. The outer

edge of the sheet forming the top piece

of the box is flanged two inches, so as to

stiffen the sides. The bottom piece is also

flanged over the same form.

A flange for a 2 T {>-in. pipe is riveted to

the cylindrical body at the bottom, into

which a pipe is screwed for an outlet.

The outlet is closed with a screw plug, as

n valve would be in the way and liable to

be broken off when the latrine is taker, to

the surface to be emptied. A hole is

drilled through the screw plug, and a pin

put in it so that by means of a wrench

fastened by a universal joint to a rod

about three feet long the screw plug can

be removed without touching it with the

hands.

Near the top, on the opposite side Froifl

the discharge, a flange is riveted for a

s
,
-in. pipe, which is closed by a plug.
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A short piece of pipe extends from the

inside of the flange, ending in an elbow,

that is fastened to a short nipple point-

ing down to the bottom of the box. The

cover piece is a circular plate of half-

inch iron in which a groove is cut about

'

s in. deep, large enough to hold a ring

of j4-in. engine packing, to make a tight

joint between the cover and the seat of

the latrine when the cover is locked in

place. The cover is hinged to the body

of the latrine, and is locked in place by

means of a bar, fastened at one end of

the body by a link so that when the la-

trine is in use underground it hangs straight

down by the side, entirely out of the way.

On the other end in the top of the lock-

ing bar is a notch over which slips a link

fastened to the opposite side. A small

eccentric with a short lever arm is car-

ried on a bar for locking the device.

After using the toilet, a little lime is

thrown in and then the cover closed down,

but not locked, as the weight of the lid is

enough to keep the box fairly air-tight.

The latrine is placed in a small room par-

titioned off for the purpose.

In removing the latrine the top is locked

in place, loaded on a truck and hoisted

to the surface. There the discharge plug

is removed at some suitable place by

means of a wrench, and connection made
between the washing-out jet at the top

of the latrine and the water line at a pres-

sure of about 120 lb. per sq.in. The seat

B also washed by a hose.

A Proposed Method of Min-
ing with Channeling

Machines

A method of breaking ground, in shaft

sinking, drifting and stoping, has been

proposed by G. E. Wolcott, who suggests

that the channeling machine used in

quarries might replace the usual rock-

drill. No explosives are to be used, as a

rule.

In drifting a channel is cut at the

bottom of the drift extending its full

width and to a depth of three feet. A
second channel is cut at a distance above

the first, depending upon the character

of the rock to be broken. When the

second channel has been cut, wedges are

driven into it by pneumatic power to

break the ground between the two cuts.

Other channels are cut above the second

and the ground broken by wedges, the

process being repeated until the proper

hight of drift is cut.

It is claimed that an advance of three

feet can be made in average ground with

one set of cuts. The chanelling and

wedging may be applied to raising, stop-

ing and shaft sinking in a manner simi-

lar to that employed in drifting. An
advantage claimed for the method is that

it will allow a much closer separation

of ore from rock.

-A Small B|
in f f^-..

-

By George A. Guess*

The accompanying photograph shows
what is probably the smallest copper-

furnace in the world. The furnace is

24x5 in. at the tuyeres and 7 in. wide at

the top. The hight from cast-iron sole

plate to top of jackets is 18 in. The
jackets are welded of No. 10 steel, with

a 2-in. water space. There are ten ,-in.

tuyeres on each side. The bustle pipe

is 2'_. in. in diameter and is carried

under the sole plate. To nipples on each
side are fitted 10 short pieces of thick-

walled rubber hose (pneumatic-tool

hose), which are inserted and fit snugly

into the tuyeres on that side of the fur-

nace. On one end of the furnace the

jacket lacks 3 in. of coming to the sole

plate, and in this space is put the clay

breast through which the furnace is

tapped.

Experimental Furnace in Operation

This furnace I built for experimental

purposes, while superintendent of the

Tennessee Copper Company. When run-

ning fast it made sufficient slag and matte

to overflow continuously. In green-ore

smelting and resmelting of low matte, it

made the same concentration as a large

furnace. It was easily started and

easily cleaned out, and I believe, in

many cases, would serve to determine

points for which experimental runs are

often made on a large furnace. The fur-

nace is now set up in the mining depart-

ment of Toronto University. Toronto,

Canada.

The developed reserves of copper-

gold ore in the Mt. Morgan mine, Queens-

land, are said to be 3,500.000 tons. The

Many Peaks mine, whose ore is used to

flux the Mt. Morgan, is said to have

1,000,000 tons of 2Vi per cent, grade.

Metallurgical superintendent, Cerro <le

Pasco Mining Company, La Fundicion, Pern.

Boring Flat Holes with Air

Hammer Drills

By Clarence C. Semple

In the smaller mines and leases of the

Cripple Cre_k district, air-hammer drills

are used to bore flat holes, some of which
are almost horizontal. The cuttings are

removed from the hole by a blowpipe,

an instrument designed for the purpose
by H. E. Harris, the local agent for the

Waugh drill. The blowpipe consists of a

brass tube '

s in. in diameter and
as long as the deepest hole drilled. One
end of the tube is attached to a short

piece of ' -in. hose by a '/> to -in.

bushing and a hose coupling; the other

end of the hose is fitted with a coupling,

and nipple connecting with a K'-in. valve.

The air hose from the mains connect with

the air inlet of the drill by a tee, to the

third branch of which the blowpipe hose
and valve is attached.

Cruciform steel is used and the blow-

pipe tube is extended into the hole be-

tween two of the lugs of the steel, where
it turns easily with the steel without

catching on the walls of the hole as the

drill is rotated. The amount of air nec-

essary to blow the cuttings from the hole

is regulated by the valve of the -in.

hose. The blowpipe makes a dusty work-

ing face if the ground is dry, so

the miners usually wear respirators or

throw a little water into the hole with a

can.

It is also possible to connect the blow-

pipe by a second !

_ - in . hose and a three-

way valve, with a water supply so that

water can be introduced into the hole

to allay the dust, and air then used only

to blow out the mud, the three-way

valve being used to control the flow of

water or air.

Hoops for Cyanide Tanks

A correspondent asks, what are the

claims for the advantage of flat hoops on

wooden cyanide tanks? Our correspon-

dent states that his own experience has

been unsatisfactory, and that he has

spent several thousand dollars in substi-

tuting round hoops. He found that the

flat hoops decay the staves, and that the

hoops themselves become so rusty as to

be unreliable after a short time.

In the construction of wooden tanks,

hoops of round wrought iron or mild

steel of good quality are recommended
by the best authorities. Wrought iron is

preferable because it does not rust so

easily as steel.

The strength of a tank depends chiefly

on its hoops. Experience shows that flat

hoops, especially those of steel, rust

from the back side where they bear

against the staves, and serious accidents

have happened by hoops bursting on ac-

count of this unobserved corrosion.
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Some- .mizing or painting

pended upon to prevent rusting, but there

.:>$ the possibility that spots of the

. :ive coating will be knocked oft in

handling, and one spot left unprotected

-esult in the failure of the hoop.

Round hoops are. therefore, advised for

all tanks, since, for a given cross-sec-

tion of metal, these hoops have the ad-

ge of presenting the least surface

to corrosion. Nearly the whole surface

can. moreover, be examined or painted

while the hoops are in place. In setting

up a tank with round hoops there is

little probability of tightening the hoops

an . \tent that when the tank

swells the hoops will burst; for the round

hoops will simply indent the wood more

as the tank swells and the strain in the

hoops is not likely to be increased to the

breaking point.

Wooden Rails in Coal Mines
The accompanying sketch illustrates a

plan and section of track where wooden

rails are employed instead of iron. Wood-
en rails are extensively used in the an-

thracite coalfield on account of the fact

c|
Wou.lru Kail

Tie

Plan of Track

Section of Rails

•den Mine Rail?

that the wheels of mine cars slide free-

ly, when spragged. on iron rails in "pitch-

ing places." The life of the wooden rail

is comparatively short on account of

rapid wear and tear, consequently iron is

a cheaper material to use in the roadbed;

however, the many advantages gained by

the use of wooden rails more than coun-

terbalance the difference in the cost of

installation. On the wooden track, cost-

ly accidents and delay are reduced to a

minimum.

Rail Dimensions

The dim-.-rx-ions of the wooden rails

Commonly used are 3x5 in. and 14 to 10

ft. long Such wood as beach, maple,

birch, etc.. is generally used in their con-

struction.

For wooden rails the tie must he

5 ft. long and 5 ft. in. in diameter

fer a 30-in. {Age, and for any other gage

the tic i>- pc-nerally 2 ft. longer than the

• ' the track. The tie is so cir

retain the I bowfl in •

The Ctrl
'

in. to

4»< in. wide at the base. Other dimen-

^dicatcd on the drawing The
' •••

ly ' Id in the tie by I

the face of the rail wears out, the

end of the rail is turned around, using

the same face. When the face is com-

pletely worn out the rail is turned upside

down, so that the worn-out face is held in

the tie.

A Sample Crusher

By A. Livingstone Oke*

The accompanying sketch illustrates a

simple form of machine for breaking

mine samples, which I designed, to avoid

the tediousness of crushing on iron plates

with hammers.
This crusher consists of two posts 6x6

in. tied together by two pieces of 1-in.

Another piece of leather, in the slot

where the spring enters the crusher box,

is to prevent pieces of the rock being
lost when they fly up under the blow of
the hammer.

On the left is a movable partition,

which holds back the bulk of the sample
while the rest is being crushed. The ore,

when crushed to the desired size, finds its

way through the holes in the bottom of

the box; the size of these holes will vary

according to requirements and a loose

screen may be adapted here, if desired.

The whole arrangement can be made in

a few hours, and it will be found more
effective than the usual method with a
hammer and an iron plate, while also

A Home-made Crusher

for Mine Samples

board. A cross piece at the foot of one

of these serves to steady them and pre-

vent lateral movement, forming a three-

point support. In the top of the shorter

post a small piece of iron or steel, about

3 or 4 in. in diameter is let in flush and

firmly wedged. On this anvil rests a

sheet of 1/16- to Vs-in. iron, bent to the

form of a flat V, the edges being fitted

snugly into grooves cut in the end pieces.

This forms the receptacle for the sam-

ple and is firmly attached to the top of

the shorter post, the blow of the hammer
falling on the anvil in the center. A
piece of "s-in. drill steel is drawn down
to form a flat sp.ing 3/16x2 in. wide,

to which an 8-lb. hammer is attached by

a bolt. The spring must be firmly at-

'ached, preferably by coach screws, to

p of the taller of the two posts,

not in use the hammer is held up

by n -^hort finger to which is attached a

leather hinge.

•! •!. . t ninnngr'r. Argentine & General
I itlon fompanj Rodeo Ban .imin, Ar-

giving a more even product for subse-

quent quartering down. On account of

the vibration it is desirable to use only

screws in the construction.

Thawing Dynamite

A dynamite thawer, described by R.

E. Tilden, of Winnemucca, Nev., is ef-

fective, safe and has the advantage that

the smallest mine can afford one; its cost

is nothing. To thaw the dynamite use

a large bottle, fill with warm water, then

place the cartridges around the bottle in

layers, wrapping them in place with a

woolen rag or cloth, tied by a string.

The size of bottle selected should be

governed by the amount of powder to be

thawed for use in one place in the mine

and by the time that will elapse, after

being taken underground, until the pow-

der is used. The bottles may be conven-

iently carried in pails. Powder taken

into the mine in the morning will be

thawed and remain so until evening.
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Minor Minerals in Canada

John McLeish, head of the statistical

bureau of the Mines Department of Can-

ada, gives the following particulars in his

report for 1910 on petroleum and some
other minerals.

Petroleum and Natural Gas

The production of crude petroleum

shows large falling off in 1910, the pro-

duction being only 315,895 bbl., or

11,056,337 gal., as compared with 420,-

755 bbl., or 14,726,433 gal. in 1909. The
production in New Brunswick was 1485

bbl. The total imports of petroleum oils,

crude and refined, in 1910 were 67,949,-

643 gal., in addition to 1,362,235 lb. of

wax and candles. The production of nat-

ural gas was valued at $1,312,614, being

$68,568 for the province of Alberta and

$1,244,046 for Ontario. The total quanti-

ty of gas used in Ontario exceeded 7036

million ft., and in Alberta over 450 mil-

lion ft. A considerable flow of gas is

reported from the new wells of the Mari-

time Oil Company, Ltd., in Albert county,

the same as in 1909. Imports of salt

were 128,968 tons.

Complete statistics have been received

from the manufacturers of cement, cov-

ering their production and shipments
during the year 1910. These returns

show that the total quantity of cement
made during the year, including both

Portland and slag cement, was 4,396,282

bbl., as compared with 4,146,708 in 1909,

an increase of 249,574 bbl., or 6 per

cent. The total quantity of Canadian
Portland cement sold during the year

was 4,753,975 bbl., as compared with

4,067,709 in 1909. The total consump-
tion of Portland cement in 1910 including

Canadian and imported cement, and neg-

lecting an export of Canadian cement
valued at $12,914, was 5,103,285 bbl., as

compared with 4,209,903 bbl. in 1909, or

an increase of 893,382 bbl., or 21.2 per

cent.

Rotary Roasting Furnace
The furnace shown in the accompany-

ing figure is designed for the utilization

of the sulphur contained in sulphurous

Baker Rotary Roasting Furnace

New Brunswick, which it is proposed to

pipe to Moncton.

Asbestos

The total shipments of asbestos in 1910

are reported as 75,678 tons, as compared

with 63,349 tons in 1909. The number of

men employed in mines and mills is re-

ported as 3443, at a wage cost of $1,393,-

856. While the shipments are reported

as above, the actual production was re-

turned at 4815 tons of crude and 91,353

tons of mill stock produced from 1,474,-

527 tons of asbestos rock, or a total pro-

duction of 96,168 tons; stock on hand
at the end of the year totaled 39,310

tons, as compared with 20,921 tons on
hand Dec. 31, 1909. The production

of asbestic was 24,707 tons; shipments,

17,629 tons.

Other Products

Complete returns of salt production

show total sales of 84,092 tons. Stock on
hand at the end of the year was reported

as 2474 tons. The production was about

cres, and has been patented (U. S. Pat.

968,313, Aug. 23, 1910) by David Baker,

of Philadelphia, Penn., and assigned to

the firm of Ladd & Baker, Inc. The im-

provements consist in employing a rotary

shell with a central longitudinal roasting

chamber A, and a separate surrounding

heating chamber. The latter has several

longitudinal flues B, through which burn-

ing gases pass during the rotation of

the furnace. The contents of the roasting

chamber are kept entirely separate from

the gases in the heating chamber. Mr.

Baker claims that by reason of the great-

er degree of heat to which the roasting

chamber may be subjected by the sur-

rounding heating chamber, he can re-

move sulphur from zinc and sulphides

and sulphates carrying lead; further, that

in roasting fine ores he can nodulize

them for subsequent use in the blast fur-

nace.

Iridium, osmium and palladium are not

produced commercially in the United

States.

Calumet & Hecla Merger
The various company meetings to con-

sider the Calumet & Hecla consolidation

have thus far been overwhelmingly in

favor of the merger. The strongest op-

position was developed at the Osceola
meeting, as was to be expected, yet even
here, the opposition vote was only 10.1

per cent, of the outstanding stock. The
shares outstanding and the vote is shown
in the accompanying table.

VOTE ON CALUMET A: HECLA
CONSOLIDATION.

Company.
I 'alii.ni'l and

Hecla
Allouez
Ahmeek
Centennial. .

Laurium.
La Salle
< >sceola.
Seneca
Superior
Tamarack

Vote
Shares Vole for Against
Issued. Merger. Merger.

100,000
100,000
50,000
90,000
10,000

70,110
70,027 745
2.'»,x.->:s 280
67,0!»X 130
:i6,ur.i

.'{02,977 215,007 978
95,150 59,584 9,720
20,000 15,455
100,000 78,2:-iO 100
(iO.OOO 43,131 1,628

It consequently becomes evident that

the 60 per cent, vote necessary for a

consolidation is surpassed in each case

by the assenting vote, and that the new
Calumet & Hecla seems to be assured.

Ray Central

According to a report by Weed & Pro-

bert, the ore occurrence at Ray is iden-

tical with that at Miami. In the Ray
Central property there is an estimated

5,020,000 tons of ore blocked out, and
1,420,000 tons of probable ore, the aver-

age assay being 2.15 per cent, copper.

Experimental mill tests have yielded 70
per cent, of the copper. On that basis

and allowance of 5 per cent, for loss in

smelting, the ore is expected to yield

28.6 lb. of copper per ton. The cost of

production is estimated as follows: Min-
ing, $1.25 per ton; milling, 70c; develop-
ment, 10c; smelting, 35c; freight, refin-

ing, etc., 57c; total, $2.97 — 10.38c per
lb. of copper. This is estimated on basis

of 1000 tons per day.

Duralumin
This mixture has recently created much

interest in metallurgical circles, as having
a tensile strength and hardness akin to

mild steel, with a specific gravity of about
2.8. An analysis of this metal gave Al,

94.60 per cent.; Cu, 3.90; Fe, 0.45; Mg,
0.75; Si, 0.21; total 99.91. While the

tensile strength as given for duralumin is

39 tons per sq.in.; an elastic limit of 38
tons per sq.in.; an elongation of 3.5 per
cent.; and a reduction of area of 10 per
cent.; tests by the Alloys Research Com-
mittee on other AI-Cu alloys approximat-
ing the composition given above did not
approach these figures. It is suggested,
therefore, by the Foundry Trade Journal,
that the high strength must be the result

of alloying pure materials under almost
ideal conditions, one of which is a most
thorough deoxidation.
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Rapid Determination of Car-

bon in Iron and Steel

In the Bulletin de S ciete de lTn-

drstrie Minerale for November. 1910, H.

de N the rapid

determination of total carbon in iron,

.nd certain ferroalloys. In princi-

:e method - in igniting a

j of the material in a limited

^sorbing the carbon

thus I in a known

s indard solution of caustic

and then determining the excess of

rrating with standard sulphuric

g
phenolphtalein for an indi-

cator. Tin indicated by the

following equations:

iH 2CO 2Na CO JH.O
H SO 2NaHCO • Na.SO,

The required reagents are: For the

:ion, 4 grams of NaOH in 1 liter

of water; for the indicator. 1 g. phenol-

phtalein in 100 c.c. of 90-per cent, alco-

hol, for the acid solution. 4.083 grams

in enough water to make 1 liter.

The latter will contain 3.333 g. of SO.

per liter, and 1 c.c. will thus correspond

to 1 mg. of carbon. The amount of SOa

--.dardized from time to time by

pieciptation with barium chloride.

tr«p

t-W.VM*W

Mum
Li ails

tance

til. £ -
, Jvitrnd,

Apparatus for Carbon Determination

s :eel

A Jena flask of about 1 liter capacity,

with a wide mouth, is closed by a rubber

stopper with three holes. Through two of

the holes are inserted copper wires. E. c.

placed so as to cause an arc when
current is made to pass through them.

In the other hole is a copper tube, O,

through which the oxygen enters, and

impinges on the sample which is con-

tained in an asbestos cupel, A ; the latter

: ported by a copper wire. S, at-

tached by a spring ferrule. C. to the cop-

- as to be adjustable in hight.

connected with

r in such a way as to

1 or 40 cm. of

A little potassium hydroxide is

added to the water in tl ir. to

all traces of carbon dioxide from

B ' • entering the com-

1 a mercury bath in another bottle.

• f a curr

gas in the

lent.

The ' one

trom disks, about 50-mm. diameter,

cut out of a sheet of asbestos paper of

1 to 2 mm. thickness. After wetting the

disk slightly, it can be pressed into the

form of a cupel of about 30 mm. out-

side diameter. It should then be strongly

d in a muffle for several hours to

decompose all organic matter and car-

ies which might be present.

One or two grams of the material, in

fine borings, are placed in a cupel; if

the sample is in coarse borings, or in

fine powder, it is advisable to add 0.1 to

0.2 gram of lead or bismuth oxide, to

insure perfect combustion. The cupel is

the 1 placed in its wire support and ad-

justed until the oxygen tube is within 5

to 10 mm. above it, while the points of

the electrodes are surrounded by the

grains of the sample. The whole is then

inserted into the flask, which has pre-

viously been filled with oxygen, and in

the bottom of which has been placed 40

-^-E

Til 111

The Bnffuuvring A Mining Jnuzndi

Combustion Flask

or 50 c.c. of the caustic soda solution, the

amount, however, must be accurately

measured. The connection with the

oxygen tank is next opened, and electric

current is then sent through the elec-

ttodes. Sufficient resistance should be in-

serted in the circuit to limit the current

to 12 or 15 amp. when the electrodes are

short circuited.

As soon as the combustion has started,

the electric current is stopped. If it does

not continue satisfactorily, the arc is re-

peated, while manipulating the electrodes

by means of insulating handles, /; if it

les too violent, the supply of oxygen
should hi- reduced. When combustion is

complete, the oxygen is shut off. the flask

cooled in water, the stopper and its ap-

pliances withdrawn, and a tight stopper

quickly inserted in its place. After agi-

sting for a few seconds, the alkaline so-

lution is poured into another flask, with

a few drops of the indicator, and the

Ulphuric-acid solution added

until the pink color disappears. The rc-

Istion of tii'- two standard solutions is

hile determined bv a separate

test, and the percentage of carbon is

worked out by difference between the two
titrations. In this manner, no error is

introduced by the small but inevitable

carbonating of the standard alkali solu-

tion.

This process permits a determination

of carbon in five to seven minutes, with

an accuracy equal to thr.t attained by the

Wiborg apparatus. The presence of

nickel, chromium, tungsten, molybdenum,
vanadium, titanium, etc., offers no diffi-

culty. With white cast-iron, it is neces-

sary to add 2 grams of lead or bismuth

oxide to the sample, but with gray iron,

the results are likely to be low, since

graphite oxidizes incompletely. Ferro-

silicons of 12 to 75 per cent, require the

addition of 2 grams of lead or bismuth

oxide to each half-gram of the alloy, and

on account of the energetic combustion, it

is advisable to reduce the pressure of

the oxygen. As for the other ferroalloys,

the results are low, and no satisfactory

oxidizing agent to mix with the sample

has yet been secured.

[This method is published more for its

value in suggesting new methods for

other substances than for its value as a

means of determining carbon in iron or

steel. The extension of the method of

the bomb calorimeter, /. <?., combustion in

a limited amout of oxygen, and the use of

the electric arc are of interest. As to the

method itself, it is of limited application,

and the apparatus is complicated, while

the manipulation would appear more
difficult than with the Shimer crucible.

—

Editor.]

Vanadium Mines Company
The Vanadium Mines Company an-

nounces ( Iron Trade Review, March 2,

1911) that the first shipment of ferro-

vanadium will be made from its Rankin

Penn., plant, about the middle of March.

The mines and ore-treatment plant are at

Cutter, N. M.
.
The ore is a vanadate of

lead from which lead sulphate and vana-

dium oxide are recovered. The lead sul-

phate is shipped direct to consumers, and

the vanadium oxide is sent to the Rankin

plant for manufacture into ferro-vana-

dium.

Macquisten Tubes

The Federal Mining and Smelting

Company is making an installation of

119 Macquisten tubes at the Morning
mill. Mullan. Idaho. These will be for

the treatment of a middling product,

containing galena, blende, siderite and

quart/. The galena and blende will be

floated, and subsequently will be sep-

arated by washing on tables. The in-

stallation is being made as the result of

an exhaustive series of tests. The plant

will probably be ready in May.
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Gold Placers in Arizona
While Arizona is not especially known

as a gold producer, copper being king

there, it is probable that the output of

gold will grow considerably in the years

to come. Arizona is fast leaving behind

the period of lawlessness and folly with

which it so long has been associated.

The hold-up man is giving way to the

earnest, honest miner, who realizes that

far more money can be made from the

gold mines of Arizona than from the

pockets of an unsuspecting public. With

a growing confidence in the stability of

Arizona, more and more attention will

be given to the mining of gold. Of the

present output of gold from the territory,

the majority comes from vein mining,

either from mines that produce gold only,

cr as a by-product from copper mines.

Lack of Water Retards Placer Mining

The amount of gold now produced

from placers is small. And yet there

are tracts of high-grade placer ground

By T. Lane Carter

Gold is joitthl in long,

narrow strips of n ash i om
posed of angular fragments

of rack. Scarcity of water

has been an obstacle to > \

ploitation.
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iii'7 First National
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cious metal is found in quantities that

would make millionaires of many people

were the climate that of a Southern

State; in Arizona there are placers that

can produce millions if the water is ob-

tained to work them. The experience

in the past with dry-placer machines has

not been encouraging. Possibly in the

Placer Ground in Arizona Along Hassayampa River

from which -.the gold would -have been

won long ago if it had been economically

possible to solve the water question.

Along the Hassayampa river, about 45

miles northeast of Phoenix, a little gold

has been taken from the placers, for

years past, by men working with dry-

placer machines. At one time there was

near the river a camp of 200 men who
were at work with small hand-made con-

trivances, getting the gold from rich spots

here and there. History does not say

whether any fortunes were won ir this

way, but the fact that so much material

was handled, is evidence that money was

made. These men were not working for

their health, nor were they men of

means, and had the placers not paid, they

could not have worked so extensively.

Their methods were crude, and it is

doubtful if they ever recovered more

than 35 to 40 per cent, of the gold.

Pannings made of their tailings show

that this material treated with water will

pay handsomely.

There is nothing more elusive or tan-

talizing than gold. In Alaska the pre-

future dry machines can be used suc-

cessfully, but whenever there is a chance

for water, efforts should be made to treat

the material in the wet way.

The Gold of the Hassayampa Placers

In walking over the low mountains

along the Hassayampa river, the engi-

neer is impressed with the amount of

quartz of every description scattered over

the ground. A few miles north of the

river, between Wickenburg and Morris-

town, he finds micaceous schists dipping

to the south, overlaid by porphyries;

further north are gneisses and granites.

The lime, which in places cements the

material, comes from limestone of Pale-

ozoic age. The mineralizing agents are

the intrusive rocks, such as granites and

porphyries.

On the claims of the Lotowana Min-

ing Company, I found extensive tracts

of placer ground that had been formed

by the denudation of the hills. The

debris was carried to the Hassay-

ampa river through "draws" or "washes,"

as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1.

Such extensive washes as shown at

AH are not common; as a rule the

"washes" or paths of the torrents are

narrow and shallow, and while the gold

contents per cubic yard are high, the

quantity is small. It is in these spots

that most of the dry-placer mining has

been done. Such narrow washes are

shown at K Y, and C D, E F, G H. After

a heavy storm, the water runs as a tor-

rent through these washes on the way
to the Hassayampa river, but the streams

seldom last for more than a day.

A large "wash" on the Lotowana mine
is shown in Fig. 2, in cross-section. The
"wash" is about 2_. miles long, 1000 ft.

wide and 9 ft. deep; and there are be-

tween 300 and 350 acres in this "wash."

It has been thoroughly tested by pits to

bedrock. Some authorities state that a

pit every five acres is sufficient to prove

placer ground; at this rate this ground

would require only 60 to 70 pits, but be-

tween 200 and 300 holes have been dug,

so that the ground can be considered

"positive ore" and the average value of

this tract is 40c. per cubic yard.

There are several unique features

about this gold. Unlike placer gold of

other regions it is angular, showing that

it has not traveled far, and 925 to 965

fine. There is little or no fine, float or

rusty gold. As .here is no clay in the

wash, the gold is not covered with a

clayey coat. All this shows that the gold

is in an ideal form to be caught in riffles.

As a precaution some mercury should be

used, but most of the gold will be caught

at the head of the box.

Another peculiarity of this "wash" is

the even distribution of the gold through

the material. In most placer ground

there is a concentration near bedrock; in

some cases the top part of the ground is

barren and is stripped off and cast to

one side before work begins. In some of

the wash, however, the gold occurs from

grass roots to bedrock. In sampling one

pit 15 ft. deep I found that the top half

of the pit was richer than the section

near bedrock. Associated with the gold

is a large amount of black sand, con-

taining magnetite and pyrolusite, and at

first I thought this material would prove

auriferous, but alter extracting all the

free gold with mercury, I found that

there were only traces of gold in the

black sand.

Besides the angular form of the gold,

the sharp-edged rocks of the placer

ground prove that the material has not

traveled far; there are no large boulders

to contend against, and the ground is

ideal for excavations. The bedrock is a

slightly decomposed porphyry, rather

soft, with no ragged edges where the

gold could lodge and be beyond reach of

scrapers.
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Cost of Working

In those parts of Arizona where water

can f>e obtained in quantities sufficient to

justify the use of ail excavator, such as

the Lidgerwood with a washer, the maxi-

mum cost of handling placer material

should not be more than 10c; with dirt

running 40c. this will leave a net profit

of 30c. per cubic yard. Excavators of

this type are now built large enough

to handle 1000 cu.yd. per day. In Ari-

zona it will be possible to work every

day in the year and double shifts, so far

as the climate is concerned.

Since the Santa Fe railroad runs within

300 yd. of some of these deposits,

freights will be reasonable. Ample la-

bor, either Mexican or American, is avail-

able. As a power producer, the Diesel

engine seems to be the best adapted

for local conditions. Being nearer the

oil wells than the coalfields, distillate

can be delivered at a low cost, so that

pumping of water, lighting, etc., will be

reasonable.

The Water Supply

Were there an abundant supply of wa-

ter, this placer ground would, no doubt,

have been worked long ago. Could ample

water be put into these "washes," the

earth could be profitably handled with

mules and scrapers. But the scarcity of

water is the serious problem of the coun-

try. The only solution is by conserving

the rainfall, as is done in the Transvaal,

where all the gold is produced from wa-

ter stored in dams during the rainy sea-

son. This water is used over and over

again. While the rainfall in the Hassa-

yampa region of Arizona is only one-

third that of Johannesburg, there are

some advantages over here which are

greater than in the Transvaal. In the

first place the country is more precipi-

tous in Arizona and, therefore, less water

soaks into the soil, and more will rush

into a reservoir. Then there is not as long

a period without rain in Arizona. In the

Transvaal the water falls in a well defined

rainy season, whereas in Arizona the

rain is more evenly distributed through

the year, and the rain seems to be more

sweeping, so that far more would run

into the reservoir than if it fell gently.

But the evaporation is 'greater than in

the Transvaal. In mid-summer there are

few hotter places in the world than Ari-

zona, and the amount of water evapor-

ated from such surfaces as the reservoir

made by Roosevelt dam is enormous.

Still, from the rains that fall it will be

!e in normal yean to fill any sized

dam that has been carefully place I

'if the watershed.

On account of the scarcity of water It

will be seen thai ing in Ari

zona. *ave for limited per ry year,

is out of the question. The water must

be conserved and used over and over

again. Before going to the expense of

putting in dams, the amount of ground

to be worked must be determined and

proved, as has been done at the Loto-

wana mine, where there are small isolat-

ed patches of placer ground in narrow

"washes" 3 to 5 miles long, 1000 to

IcOO ft. wide, and 9 to 18 ft. deep, run-

ning from 40 to 50c. per cu.yd. in gold

that can be easily caught. The construc-

tion of a dam above these "washes" is

well worth considering, especially if the

site is such that a wall can be built at a

moderate cost to hold a large supply of

water.

Proposed Scheme of Treatment

At the Lotowana mine there is such a

site as the photograph shows. It will

be possible to put in a concrete wall,

which will dam back 100,000,000 gal. of

water. The reservoir is 90 ft. above the

"wash" that has been tested; water will

be carried from the reservoir through a

10-in. pipe; the Lidgerwood excavator,

Fi« Engineering <$

Mining JournalFig. 2

Plan and Section of Lotowana Placer

with a washer and stacker for the rock,

will be used; the water will be caught

below the washer and be pumped back

for use. On account of the proximity

of the railroad, and the cheapness of dis-

tillate, pumping and power charges will

not be high. The "make-up" water will

come by gravity from the reservoir above

the Lidgerwood excavator, as the mater-

ial will be screened, only a small amount

of it will be passed through the sluice

boxes.

This method of treating placer ground

is being used successfully in California

and in Siberia. The Lidgerwood machine

is now made so that a circular piece of

ground from 140 to 180 ft. in diameter

can be excavated. On such ground as

that examined it will be possible to exca-

vate 5700 cu.yd. of material before the

machine is shifted. In these "washes"

the surface is rather flat so that there

will be no trouble in moving the ma-

Chine forward. It is probable that a care-

ful survey will show that water can be

brought to the property from the upper

waters of the Hassayampa river. This

.would mean a pipe line of 8 or 9 miles

and whether or not it would be practica-

ble, only a careful survey could deter-

mine.

All these washes in Arizona are not
,

so favorably situated as regards water.

On many of them there are no suitable

sites for dams, and although the placer

might run high in gold, it would be too

expensive to get water to the ground.

Something might be done with the latest

devices for treating this material by dry

methods. The Quenner machine is being

used in several parts of the world, but

the problem does not require this dis-

integrator in this part of Arizona. The
material is not cemented together, but

screens readily. The question is how to

treat at a profit the screened material.

There are machines that try to get the

gold out in the dry way, but I believe the

problem can be more satisfactorily solved

in the wet way, wherever it is possible to

procure water. In Alaska the drawbacks

from working all the year round in placer

mines are snow and ice. In Arizona the

only thing that will prevent a continuous

production of gold from the placers is

the scarcity of water.

Mining in Haiti

The mineral resources of Haiti con-

sist of gold, silver, copper, iron, an-

timony, tin, sulphur, coal, kaolin, nickel;

gypsum and limestone are as yet un-

developed. Remains of an ancient gold

mine were recently discovered near

Ouanaminthe on the Dominican frontier

and iron deposits are known to exist in

the same locality, while at Fort Dauphin

and in the Limonade district, respectively,

deposits of copper and iron were found.

Near Les Cahobes outcrops of soft coal

are reported and at Camp Perrin, seven

leagues inland, there are coal mines. In

the vicirity of Jacmel there are copper

and silver deposits which have never

been worked, and at Terreneuve, four

hours from Gonaives, a copper mine is

in exploitation by a syndicate of German-

Haitians. From a geological point of

view there are probabilities that petro-

leum deposits will be discovered. This is

strengthened by results from drilling near

Ocoa bay, in the Dominican Republic,

20 miles east of the Haitian boundary.

Several years ago an American company

sunk a well at this place to 940 ft.

through strata of shale, slate and sand

of the Cretaceous period. Oil was

struck, the well proving to be a gusher,

the gas pressure being so great, it is

said, that at times the oil would rise

to 180 ft. The capacity of this well was

estimated at the time to be 2500 bbl.

per day. The grade of the oil as reported

by the St. Louis company that did the

boring was 24 dcg. Beaumc.
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New Venezuelan Mining Code
A new mining code, passed by the con-

gress in June, went into effect in Vene-

zuela last August. It makes important

changes in the law, and, although some-

what hastily and unscientifically drafted,

is liberal in spirit and should be helpful

in stimulating the mineral industry of

that country.

All mines in Venezuela are the prop-

erty of the nation and are subject to the

provisions of the code. Deposits and

quarries of clay, sand, slate, lime, guano,

phosphate rock and building stones are

not classed as mines, however, and can

be exploited, as a rule, without tax or

formality, with the consent of the owner
of the land where found; if on public

lands, for some of the foregoing, such

as marble, porphyry, kaolin and fertili-

zers, a special contract with the govern-

ment is required. Pearls, corals, sponges

and other marine products are also not

embraced within the code but are sub-

ject to special laws. Titles now in force

procured under former laws are sub-

jected to the provisions of the new en-

actment, vested rights being preserved,

and present holders under lease from the

government have the option of con-

tinuing under their leases or of exchang-

ing them for tfu definitive titles pro-

vided for by this act.

Equal Rights to Foreigners

Foreigners, individually, in partnership

or incorporated, may obtain mining con-

cessions on equal terms with Venezue-
lans. Foreign governments are excluded

and certain government officials of the

country are prohibited from acquiring

during their term of office, except by in-

heritance, any interest in mining prop-

erties. Nonresident owners must main-
tain a resident agent in Venezuela; this

applies of course to foreign corpora-

tions, who have also to comply with the

formalities generally required of foreign

corporations engaging in other lines of

business. Article 23 reiterates the well

known provision that doubts and contro-

versies arising from mining concessions

shall be decided by the courts of Vene-
zuela in accordance with Venezuelan
law, and cannot under any circum-

stances become the subject of diplo-

matic claims. This latter rule is not

of great consequence as our State De-
partment and foreign governments gen-

erally attach no weight to such a clause,

where there has been a denial of jus-

tice.

The limit to the area of a single con-

cession is 200 hectares, except in the

case of alluvial mines, to be worked
solely by mechanical means, for which
as much as 2500 hectares can be ob-
tained. The duration of the concession
is 90 years for vein or lode mines and

By Phanor J. Eder*

Native officials may not

acquire interests in mining
properties during term of

office. Foreigners have the
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Titles now in force may be

exchanged.

•Lawyer, 80 William street, New York City.

50 years for alluvial deposits, both, how-
ever, renewable for like periods upon
compliance with certain formalities and
upon the payment of a sum equivalent to

five years' average taxes.

Denouncement Procedure

Under the code, the first step in the

acquisition of a mining concession or title

is the denouncement, 1 an act of record

which, when duly made and followed up,

gives the maker an indisputable right to

the mine—with one qualification; where
the mine is on private land or on leased

or occupied public lands, the owner or

occupant is entitled, at his option, either

to one-third of the net profits of opera-

tion or to acquire the title for himself

upon paying all the expenses incurred by

the denouncer, assuming his contract

obligations and assigning to him a one-

third interest in the net profits. (Of
course an owner can only be ousted if

the land reasonably promises pay ore.)

No previous notice of discovery, such as

is required in some other Spanish-Ameri-

can countries, need be made; but the

discoverer of a mine, denounced by an-

other, upon duly establishing his claim,

has an irrevocable right to 1 per cent.

of the product.

Time Given for Filing Objections

The denouncement can be made either

personally or by attorney, and consists

in filing a petition in the register's office

of the district. Publication is then made,

citing adverse claimants, if any, to ap-

pear. If there be no opposition, or ad-

verse claims be decided favorably to the

denouncer, he must next proceed within

90 days to have a surveyor, of his own
choice, officially approved and sworn. A
time is appointed within which the sur-

veyor must file his report and map. When

'Salt snrings and deposits of rook salt, car-
bonate of soda. coal, petroleum, asphalt and
one or two other substances cannot be ac-
quired by denouncement, but necessitate a
special contract with the executive author-
ities which can be made without the consent
of the legislature. Tlncer mining by primi-
tive methods and coal mining at a greater
distance than SO km. from navigable waters
and without nearby rail communication, are
open to the general public free of tax and
without the formality of denouncement.

this work is completed, the papers are

transmitted to the mining inspector of the

district (guardaminas) who confirms the

survey and passes upon the proceedings,

and if he find them correct, makes for-

mal delivery of possession of the prop-
erty to the petitioner: full minutes of this

act are entered and then the complete
record is sent to the Department of Fo-

mento at Caracas, the capital, and turned

over to the chief engineer of the mining
bureau, called inspector tecnico de minas.

Upon his rendering a favorable report,

the president of the republic signs the

patent or definitive title. Certified copies
thereof and of the survey remain on file,

the originals being delivered to the peti-

tioner who must have them recorded in

the offices of the local register and min-
ing inspector. Recording the title is ab-

solutely necessary as its legal effect

dates only from the day of registry.

Fees Small, Other Expenses Large

Most of the fees for these proceedings
are small, the largest being for the final

title which is issued on law paper of the

value of 100 bolivars", and requires rev-

enue stamps depending in amount on the

character of the mine, being either 0.02,

0.15 or 0.25 of a bolivar per hectare.

But the fees are the least; the petitioner

has to pay besides his own surveyor, the

expenses of the inspector, and, as an at-

torney will frequently be needed, the

total cost of the proceedings, if the mine
be situated at any great distance from
the inspector's office (there is only one
for each state and territory) or if ad-

verse claims have to be litigated, may be

quite high.

If the denouncement be not followed

up within the prescribed time, rights un-
der it lapse. And the patent itself be-

comes forfeited by failure to work with-

in three years (the time may be ex-

tended upon payment of S200 and ex-

penses), by suspension of work for two
years or if, being put up at tax sale, no
bids are forthcoming.

Annual Taxes Heavy

The annual taxes vary according to

the substance mined; there is a tax of

either T/ or 1 bolivar per hectare and a

production tax which is either ad valorem
(3 per cent, of the gross product in the

case of quartz gold, silver, platinum,

quicksilver, or precious stones, 3 per
cent, of the net product in the case of

placers) or on the tonnage (
T < bolivar

per ton for most minerals; coal 1 bolivar,

paying no hectare tax, and asphalt 2

bolivars per ton. These taxes are rather

heavy, but the law furnishes compensa-
tions: they are imposed only from the

time exploitation actually begins; the

-A bolivar equals 20c. U. S. currency.
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first class of mines above mentioned

are express to be exempt

from any other tax whatsoever, na-

tional, state or municipal, and this ex-

emption is implied for other

mines also: article 91 provides that the

established by the code are not

subject to .:ring the entire term

of the concession; and finally, what is

of prime importance, all machinery, tools

and si ^ ry kind (except ex-

plosives i for mining or assay plants.

smelting works, etc.. and their appurten-

ances are exempt from custom duties.

Liberal Easement Provisions

The code provisions are likewise most

in regard to affording facilities for

prospecting and for the acquisition of

rights of way i including railroads and

overhead cables! and other easements

and water rights. Alines are treated as

public utilities, the right of eminent

domain being exercised on their behalf;

the owners of the surface and of ad-

joining property are subject to having

their lands expropriated, whenever neces-

sary for the proper operation of a mine.

ce does not permit a review of

these topics: suffice it to say that lib-

tow ard mining, at the expense

possibly of agriculture and other indus-

tries, is the keynote. Nor can we do

more than merely mention that the code

establishes rules for safety of opera-

tion and for the protection of laborers,

provides for supervision and policing,

has titles treating of encroachments and

trespass, abandonment, mortgage and

other contracts, liens, etc., besides mak-
ing provision for the organization of the

mining bureau and of a school of mines

and regulating the various requisite

legal procedures. On the whole, this

statute reveals an enlightened and pro-

gressive spirit, should prove attractive

to foreign investors and helpful in the

development of the rich but scarcely

touched mineral resources of Venezuela.

Smelting Imported Zinc Ores

' tRESPONDENCE

Assistant Secretary of the Treasury

Curtis has issued a regulation in reply to

special application made to him by smelt-

zinc in which he adheres to the

literal interpretation of the Act of 1897

ling smelting in bond which is held

[ irtment to have continued in

me of the tariff

act of 1 been

nc smelt' lit them to

smelt imported and domestic zinc together

and f the re-

sulting product nation

iiishing between the imported and

•ic raw material. This was in order

convenience ol

much

claimed that at times a cat

produced from imported material

would not be available. The request has

been refused on the ground that the law

is specific and unmistakable in stating

that the 90 per cent, which is to be set

.isidc must consist exclusively of zinc

smelted from imported raw material.

While the question was under investiga-

tion in the Treasury Department, the opin-

ion was expressed by some officers that

the proposed change suggested by the

zinc interests would result in enabling

them to get off with smaller payments

to the Government. Although argument

was submitted to the assistant secretary

to make good this contention, it was not

accepted by him but the decision was ex-

clusively based upon the explicit state-

ment in the law already described.

The Reid Electric Smelting

Process

A demonstration of an electric smelting

s\ stem was given at Newark on March 9

for the benefit of press representatives

and interested laymen. The process is the

invention of James H. Reid and is con-

trolled by the Cobalt Reduction and Re-

fining Company, Limited, a Canadian cor-

poration with U. S. offices in the Penn-

sylvania building, Philadelphia. So far as

could be learned at the demonstration, the

process consisted of feeding into an elec-

tric arc, ore or charge which is fused by

the heat of the arc and permitted to drop

in a molten condition into a granulating

box, the water disintegrating and carrying

away the gangue, leaving the non-vola-

ti'ized metallic constituents in the granu-

lating box. The gases and volatile ingre-

dients are withdrawn from the furnace by

a suction blower and passed through

scrubbers. The various metals recovered

in the granulating box are taken to a "re-

fining" kettle, where such of the metals

or alloys that will stratify by gravity are

s( parated.

The experimental furnace consisted of

an electric arc inclosed in a cast-iron box,

the sides of which were approximately 2

ft. in length; one of the electrodes forms

a narrow hearth near the bottom of the

box and openings are left on each side to

permit the fused material to drop into the

granulating box. The ore is fed in a cen-

ube, and the fumes arising from the

opi ration are removed by suction.

The separating kettle was fitted with

i lectrodes for melting the metals collected

in the furnace operation, and was

equipped with apparatus for revolving the

kettle. This equipment, however, was not

in working condition on the day of

\s a promised technical de-

scription of the process and equip-

lias not been received, it IS im-

lt to state the exact procedure.

mably th< alloyed metals, such as

silver and lead, which may be stratified

OUt in the above kettle will he refined in

"iilar way, and the baser metals

used in some instances without further

refining as electrodes for the smelting fur-

nace.

The company is engaged in an inter-

esting field of experiment, with large pos-

sibilities, especially for mines that are

situated far from coke supplies and ad-

jacent to cheap water power. Fusion in

the electric arc, however, is not a novel

operation, nor is the segregation of the

metals by difference in specific gravities,

nor the collection of the volatile and

gaseous products. What progress the

company has made toward putting these

operations on a commercial working basis

io not clear. The furnace used in the test

was stated to have a capacity of only one
ton per 24 hours, and no larger furnace

has yet been built. It can hardly be said

that the company has more than an ex-

perimental plant, as the costs and difficul-

ties of operating on a large scale are not

yet worked out. It therefore seems un-

fortunate that the company should be ad-

vertising at this time the sale of stock in

the columns of the daily papers, with the

statement "this system has been placed

on a commercial basis."

Topographic Maps of Middle
Atlantic States

The U. S. Geological Survey has com-
pleted the series of topographical maps
of the State of New Jersey. This work
has been done in part by the State alone,

and in part by the cooperation of the

Survey.

The number of atlas sheets completed
is: New York, 225; New Jersey, 58;

Pennsylvania, 127; Delaware, 14, and

Maryland 72. In all 439 maps of these

States have been published.

The maps show all the physical fea-

tures in great detail, as well as the works
of man, such as houses, bridges, roads

and railways.

^uch maps are of great value to the

engineer locating railroads, a highway,

drainage or irrigation system, and are

excellent road maps for automobilists.

The price of the map is 5c, or $3 per

hundred.

Oil Land Legislation

Washington Correspondence

The only enactment made by the Sixty-

first Congress affecting the location of oil

and gas lands is to the effect that patent

shall not be denied for land containing pe-

troleum, mineral oil or gas, solely because

of any transfer of interest by the original

locator to any person or corporation prior

to discovery of oil or gas. Holders of

such land may obtain patent for not more

than IfiO acres, provided, however, that

at the time of inception of development,

such claims were not on land withdrawn

Prom entry.
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Shaft of Detroit Salt Company
The completion of the shaft at Detroit,

Mich., for the Detroit Salt Company
places on record another engineering feat

which was carried on urder extreme dif-

ficulties. The work was executed under

the direction of Eugene F. Bradt, con-

sulting engineer, Duluth, Minn. The

time occupied in sinking covers a

period of about four and one-half years.

The preliminary drill holes showed ar-

tesian water at a number of places with

sufficient head to rise 20 ft. above the

surface of the ground where the shaft

was sunk. The geological section is

given in the accompanying table.

Four Water Bearing Strata

The first 83 ft. of overburden contains

sufficient dolomitic sand so that it pro-

duced enough water to cause some trou-

ble, most of which, however, was in the

lower 20 ft. near the Dundee limestone.

Below this clay were four water-bearing

strata, the first of which, A, was at 83 to

90 ft. The second, B, at 155 to 168 ft.

is a porous dolomite conglomerate fur-

By Albert H. Fay*

A method of sinking

through artesian, water-

bearing shut (i, by liberal

use of cement. Shaft 1060

ft. deep, and required

nearly pie years' time to

complete. A large quan-

tity of hydrogen sulphide

was encountered. Coal

puncher used in mining

rock salt. A 20-ft. bed now

being mined.

Mining engineer, 239 West Thirty-ninth
street. New York.

the surface to bed rook. No trouble was
encountered in this wo^k until within 10

ft. of the bottom, which contained so
much water, sand and sr-ft clay that the

material would flow in almost like quick-

sand, so that it was impossible to main-
tain the timbers in place. It was found
necesary to sink a drop shaft.

The shaft finally decided upon was 6x

16 ft. in the clear, with three compart-
ments. The bottom timbers of the drop
shaft formed a cutting edge which was
protected by sheet steel. This was about

two feet larger than required for the

shaft and tapered a distance of 20 ft.,

from which point the shaft timbers were
placed vertically to the surface. The
frame work was sunk by digging from
under the cutting edge and building on
the top and settling with weights. No air-

locks were necessary in this work. Fig.

1 shows the drop shaft in detail as it

rests on the ledge.

The upper part of the limestone ledge

contains three small veins of water as

shown in Fig. 1, and in order to seal this

Detroit Salt Company's Plant, Detroit, Mich.
Nearer View of Shaft House and

Crushing Plant

GEOLOGICAL SECTION.

Thick-
ness,
Ft.

Blue clay from surface 73
(lay and sand with water 10
Dundee limestone (3 water veins) .4 7
Dundee limestone 56
Lucas dolomite 9
Porous conglomerate (water bear-

ing) B 13
Lucas dolomite 23
Water strata C 1

Lucas dolomite 124
Amherstberg dolomite 19
Anderson limestone 38
Flat rock dolomite 47
Syhania sandstone, porous (water

bearing) D 10
Sylvania sandstone 103
Raisin River dolomite 124
Bass Island series 220
Mixed salt and limestone 83
Hock salt in
Mixed salt and limestone 50
Rock salt 20
Bottom of shaft
Mixed salt and limestone 70
Rock salt SO
Mixed salt and limestone 199
Rock salt 25
Limestone 73
Rock salt 369

Total
Depth.

Ft.

7:5

83
90
146
155

168
191
192
316
335
373
420

430
533
6:»7

' 877
960
970

1 ,020
1,040
1,060
1,110
1,140
1 ,339
1.364
1,437
1,806

nishing a large flow of water. At a depth

of 191 ft. there was a horizontal opening,

C, 1 ft. thick in the dolomite strata, ex-

tending entirely across the bottom of the

shaft containing water, which on the

pressure gage showed 90 lb. per sq.in.

At a depth of 420 ft. there was a 10-ft.

layer of porous sandstone, D, which gave

sc much water that it was impossible to

sink through it in the ordinary way.

Mr. Bradt estimated the possible total

flow of water which would enter the

shaft at the different levels at approxi-

mately 2,000,000 gal. per min. By meth-

ods which he used in sinking he was able

to control the flow of water so that it

seldom exceeded 500 gal. per minute.

Shaft Sinking

One or two attempts had been made
to sink an ordinary hanging shaft from

it was necessary to build in cribbing simi-

lar to the drop shaft and fill in behind it

with concrete, which served the purpose

of keeping the water out. From 90 to the

145-ft. level no trouble was experienced

in sinking.

Water Bearing Conglomerate

At a depth of 155 ft. a stratum of con-

glomerate 13 ft. thick was encountered.

This is shown in Fig. 2. The dolomite

both above and below this conglomerate

was somewhat porous, allowing more or

less water to enter. The method of pass-

ing through the conglomerate is illustrat-

ed in Fig. 4. In all this sinking it was
necessary to keep a drill hole well in

advance to determine accurately the char-

acter of the strata to be encountered, al-

though the original drilling gave a good

idea of the formation.
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When within 5 ft. of the conglomerate,

3-in. drill holes were put down all along

the edge of the shaft and in the bottom

own in Fig. 4. Before the drill

struck the water-bearing formation a 2-

Ul pipe, as shown, was wrapped with cot-

ton-flannel packing, giving it a slight

taper. This packing is more or less

spongy and serves the purpose better

than a harder packing. The flannel was

thoroughly coated with tallow to make it

^roof. On the top of this pipe was

placed a gate valve by which the flow of

water could be controlled after the pipe

was inserted. A smaller drill bit was

then used and drilling carried on through

the 2-in. pipe until the conglomerate was

penetrated. About 100 drill holes were

put down and thus controlled.

Cementing the Conglomerate

After the drilling was completed two

nr three valves were opened at a time, and

the pressure of the water was such that

a large amount of the sand and small

pebbles were ejected through the pipe,

leaving a large percentage of void. After

all the valves had been opened and the

sand run out, the void was filled with neat

cement. Fig. 4 shows the porous con-

glomerate and the cemented conglome-

rate. In placing the cement it was done

by a Cameron pump at the surface with

sufficient pressure to overcome the hy-

drostatic head, which at this point was

about 75 lb.per sq. in. The 2-in. cement-

carrying pipe was connected to the pipe

in the rock at the gate valve. When no

more cement would pass through the gate

valve, the valve was closed, and the ce-

ment pipe connected at another valve.

After the cement had thoroughly set

and the flow of water through the gate

valves had ceased, the work of sinking

was simply a matter of drilling and blast-

ing out the concrete as' though it were the

original rock in the shaft. This cement-

ing, however, did not entirely stop the

water, and it was necessary to line this

portion of the shaft with concrete.

Concrete Lining

The dolomite both above and below the

conglomerate being more or less porous,

the concrete lining extended from 145 to

the 200-ft. level. In this section of the

shaft steel timbers were used, around

which the concrete forms were built. The

concrete was reinforced with 1 -in. Gabriel

bars 8 ft. lon«. Fig. 2 shows the steel

in section. The walls are 18-in.

thick. On account of the water coming

fiom the porous dolomite it was neccs-

ome provision for this, as

the cement could not be kept in place

until it set. This was taken care of by

placing strips of boards vertically next to

the wall rock. These boards were cov-

vith oilcloth or canvas and each

vertical stick thus covered 1

channel for water to flow down behind

the concrete. This was drawn of! tl

l»T.e1 14£3

The Engineering £ Mining JounnaXf

Fig. 1. Section of Drop Shaft from

Surface to Bed Rock

1
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tap holes as shown at A in Fig. 2. After

the concrete had set, neat cement was
forced in through the tap valves which

finally sealed this portion of the shaft.

Water Stratum at 190 Feet

At a depth of 190 ft. there was a

cavity in the dolomite which gave a

stratum of water 1 ft. thick extending

entirely across the shaft. Hers
again drill holes were sent ahead
of the work and plugged with pipe and
valve as above. Neat cement was
pumped in until the entire area was free

from water. This required several car-

loads of cement, one hole alone consum-
ing more than one carload. The water
evidently carried the cement a long dis-

tance from the shaft. After the cement
had set thoroughly, the shaft was blasted

through in the usual manner. From the

200-ft. level to the 420- ft. level, no water
was encountered.

At the 420-ft. level 10 ft. of porous
sandstone presented another obstacle,

which was treated as shown in Fig. 5.

the work above. After the sand had run
out, neat cement was pumped into these
four holes until the cavity was complete-
ly filled. The valves were then closed and
the cement allowed to set. While this

cement was setting group No. 2 would be
treated in the same way and then No. 3.

By this time Nos. 1 and 2 would be suf-
ficiently set so that No. 4 could be blasted
and cemented. This process was con-
tinued entirely around the shaft until it

formed a cofferdam which shut out most
of the water.

Second Concrete Lining

All of the sandstone from the 415-ft.
level to the 480- ft. level contains some
water, and in order to keep this out a

WM

Plan at Concrete Coffer Dam.
(The Engineering It Mining Journal

Fig. 5. Coffer-dam Construction
Around Shaft

Holes were drilled about 1 ft. apart into
the sandstone, from the edge of the shaft
as shown. These were then taken in

groups of four or five and cemented sep-
arately. The group of holes No. 1 would
be charged with dynamite and exploded.
This would shatter the sandstone and the

water pressure would bring out a large

amount of sand produced, leaving a large

cavity in the sandstone, without breaking
through the dolomite. All of these holes
were plugged with pipe and valve as in

Tin Engineering $ Mining Journal

Fig. 6. Section Showing Concrete
Lining in Porous Sandstone

concrete lining was used. This lining

varied from 24 to 30 in. in thickness. It

was put in in a similar manner to the

first except that steel timbers were not

used on account of the acidity of the wa-
ter. Fig. 6 shows the valves that were
inserted to take care of the water that

collected back of the concrete lining. At
the 480-ft. level there is an almost im-

pervious sandstone stratum containing

but little water. The concrete lining ex-

tends 5 ft. above and 5 ft. below the

water-bearing stratum in order to seal the

shaft properly.

Fig. 3 shows the foundation frame

upon which the concrete was placed.

This is shown in position on line A-B,
Fig. 6. It is constructed of 12-in. I-beams

to the web of which '4-in. steel plates C
are riveted about 4 in. from the top of

the I-beam. The concrete was then built

on top of this, and thoroughly inclosed

the upper portion of the I-beams as

shown in Fig. 3. This framework also

forms a joint for connecting the concrete

when buflt up from below. The forms

were built up to this frame from the 480-
ft. level and concrete filled in, leaving
only the space D. This space was filled

by forcing cement through the 2-in.

holes in the web of the I-beam.

A Dry Shaft

A small amount of water enters the

shaft between the 480- and 533-ft. levels.

No water was encountered below 533 ft.,

and at the 634-ft. level a station was cut

and a pumping plant installed. The ac-

tual amount of water handled does not

exceed 300 gal. per min. No water of any
consequence passes below this point.

The shaft is now down 1060 ft. and the

20- ft. salt bed which is being worked is

dry—almost dusty.

All of the water entering the shaft was
heavily charged with hydrogen sulphide
which added largely to the difficulty of
working. The dolomite and sandstone
contain pyrite and gypsum in varying
amounts, and in one case a large piece of
native sulphur was found.

The men worked two hours at a time
and then were off duty two hours. The
gas seemed to affect their eyes, and a

number of cases occurred where the men
were blind for two or three days at a
time from its effect. It produced a smart-
ing intense pain for the time being, yet

did not seem to affect the eyes perma-
nently. The gas also produces unoon-
sciousness if inhaled in too large quanti-
ties. When a man was taken out in this

condition usually five to ten minutes in

the fresh air revived him.

Ventilation

Fig. 8 shows the method of ventilating

the shaft while sinking. In one compart-
ment was placed a waterproof-canvas
flue, made in 50 ft. lengths 4y2 ft. in

diameter. Each length was independent
of the others and suspended from the

shaft timbers by ropes. They were not

sewed together, but simply the lower end
of one slipped four or five feet, into the

upper end of the other. While this flue

occupied practically an entire compart-
ment, it was found better than to have
boarded one compartment as a downcast.
The flue was flexible and the men could
work around it easily, pushing it to one
side when necessary. Again, if an excess
of air was wanted at one portion of the

shaft, the joints may be easily separated.

A 120-in. American Blower fan fur-

18,000 cu.ft. of air per minute.

On account of the water being so heav-
ily charged with hydrogen sulphide it is

necessary to keep the shaft as cool as

possible. Heat will liberate a large

amount of this dissolved gas. This is

being overcome by sinking 10-in. drill

holes 30 or 40 ft. from the shaft and
thoroughly casing them. One will be used
as a steam line to the pump, one as a

water column, and still another for elec-

tric wiring. This will leave the third

compartment of the shaft free for a lad-
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derway in which will be maintained an

auxiliary water column for emergency

use.

Surface Equipment

The completion of the surface equip-

ment and the work of mining the salt

are under the direction of O. W. Mulkey,

general manager, and D. B. Cowie. super-

intendent. The present equipment con-

^f a steel head frame 125 ft. high,

weighing 125 tons, built by the Wisconsin

. and Iron Comp.inv, of Milwaukee.

Within the headframe is a crushing plant

consisting of two sets of tcothed rolls and

one set of corrugated rolls, a picking belt,

screens and conveyers. The entire equip-

ment is practically the same as is used in

r. coal-crushing plant.

The power plant consists of four verti-

cal boiler*. 300 h.p. each; one boiler is

provided with an automatic stoker, and

the other three are to be thus equipped

in the near future. The hoist is a 20x40

Thompson-Greer machine, with drum 7

ft. in diameter and capable of operating

to a depth of 1500 ft. at a speed of 1800

ft. per min. Two 2'j-ton skips will be

operated in balance from this drum, but

later it is planned to put in an additional

drum, tandem connected, and operated by

the same engine for deeper work. At

present only one skip ;s being used, pend-

ing the completion of the second compart-

ment of the shaft from which steam, air

and water pipes are being removed. The

three compartments of the shaft are yet

to be lined with boards so as to prevent

water from dripping down the shaft. The

board lining will conduct the water down
the walls of the shaft to the pump sta-

tion, and in this way it is hoped that the

hoisting compartments will be compara-

tively dry. At present the hoist and boil-

ers are housed in temporary buildings,

which will be replaced in the near future

by a substantial steel and concrete build-

ing.

Pump Station

The mail pump station is on the 630-

ft. level, and is equipped with two six-

stage centrifugal pumps, 700 gal. capac-

ity, electrically operated. Only one of

these pumps is used at a time, and then

it is not required to run continuously.

There are also two steam pumps of like

capacity which were used during the sink-

ing below this level. These will be held

in reserve for emergency use. A 4-in.

sream iinc through one of the drill holes

connects these pumps with the boiler

plant.

Mr nations

The salt vein upon which mining work
is now in progress is 20 ft. thick with a

"ine capping and a limestone floor.

There is no parting between the strata,

|| nnd limestone gradually merging

one into the other. This necc

ing from 12 to 18 in. of salt in both top

and bottom to prevent breaking the lime-

stone, which would have to be picked out

later. In mining the salt, drifts about 35

ft. wide are carried forward, leaving pil-

lars about 40 ft. wide. The quantity of

salt which the mine contains is so large

that the company feels justified in oper-

ating on a safe basis and is not attempt-

ing to remove more than one-half of the

salt at the present. In this way a

large reserve will be maintained at all

times and can be mined in a retreating

manner, or possibly by the use of pumps
in later years, should the ground cave.

Rotary auger air drills are used in

drilling the salt beds. Holes are put in 8

The Engineering $ Mining Jour

Fig. 7. Steel Reinforcement in Con-
crete Lining

to 10 ft. deep and charged with abou' 4

lb. each of 17 per cent, dynamite. No at-

tempt is made to blast the entire face at

one round. This would require too much
powder and result in a large amount of

fines. A layer about 5 or 6 ft. thick in

the bottom is drilled and blasted to a

depth of 8 or 10 ft. From this face holes

are placed vertically and charged. This

gives two free faces so that less powder

is required and at the same time the

quantity of fine salt is largely reduced.

Coal Puncher for Undercutting Salt

A coal puncher is being tried for un-

dercutting the salt bed in the same man-

ner in which work is carried on in coal

mines. The machine in use has given

satisfactory results for the time it has

been employed. It cuts about 5 ft. deep

and produces a large amount of fine salt,

yet it does not seem to be in excess of

that produced when blasting the under-

cut with powder. The main advantage,

however, is in the use of less powder

and a larger proportion of lump salt.

The salt is shoveled into IVi-ton cars

and trammed by hand to the pit, two

cars of salt making one skip load. Stor-

age bins at the bottom of the shaft are

not feasible on account of the water.

Therefore the skip is loaded direct from

the car.

Crushing and Sizing

When the salt comes to the surface it

is dumped on a 6-in. grizzly, and all the

coarse lumps pass direct to a conveying

belt inclined at 45 deg., which delivers

its burden to the loading and storage

platform on the ground. This product is

about 10 per cent, of the output of the

mine.

All of the salt that passes through the

grizzly goes through a set of toothed

rolls and is crushed to 2-in. mesh, then

passes over about 75 ft. of picking belt

at which 24 women are employed to pick

out the limestone or excessively dark col-

ored salt. The salt then passes to a sec-

ond toothed roll and later through the

corrugated roll. Proper screening is pro-

vided for throughout the process, yielding

four products, ] < in., *4 in-, % in., and

1/16-in. sizes.

Concrete storage bins are provided

below the crushing plant to receive the

salt prior to sacking for shipment.

Steel Head Frame

The shaft house itself being of steel is

subject to corrosion by the hydrogen sul-

phide, which escapes from the water, as

Fig. 8. Showing Ventilation Method
During Construction

well as by salt water which must neces-

sarily be abundant around a plant of this

character. Most of the steel work is pro-

tected by a cement covering, while the

s'ding and roof of the building are ol

cement plastered on expanded meta

lathing. This lathing is covered both in

side and out, and has now been in us<

over one year and shows no detf riora

tion due to the vibration of the heat

frame. The crushing plant consisting en

tirely of rolls, reduces the vibration t>

a minimum and the weight of frhe struc

ture is such that movement due to thi

skip and cable is hardly noticeable.

I
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Mr. Bradt had as his assistant Mat-

thew Luke, of Hibbing, Minn., who had

acted as foreman in sinking a number of

the exceedingly wet shafts on the Mesabi

range. I am indebted to Mr. Bradt for

the notes from which this is written, as

well as for the illustrations. Notes on

the surface equipment and mining op-

I erations were given to me by Messrs.

i

Mulkey and Cowie.

The same method of shaft sinking was
successfully employed at the North

American mine, Tower, Minn., where a

large quantity of water entered through

a sand stratum under a pressure of 40

lb. per sq.in. This method meant a sav-

ing of at least 520,000 for the completion

of the shaft as against the use of com-

pressed air.

The Determination of Lead
in Zinc Ores

By Lancdon T. Merrill*

A great amount of literature has been

published under the above head. However,
I find upon looking over my "Journals"
that nearly every author claims to have

overcome the peculiar difficulties of this

determination by some modification of

the treatment of the lead sulphate. The
separation of the lead sulphate in all

methods is practically identical, each au-

thor seemingly having inferred that up
to this point no error could have oc-

curred and that any improvement upon
known methods must begin after and not

before this stage of the analysis. This

is similar to that proverbial precaution

of "locking the stable door after the

horse is gone," as it is all but impossi-

ble to obtain complete precipitation of

If ad as sulphate under the conditions

prevailing in this analysis. For some
obscure reason the nature of which I have

not ascertained, some lead always re-

mains in solution even after such pre-

cautions as allowing the assay to stand

over night after adding a large percentage

cf alcohol to the solution of sulphates.

Some lead (due probably to the large

quantity of ore necessary for the analy-

sis and therefore to the difficulty of

entirely converting the large amount of

nitrates present to sulphates) always es-

capes precipitation. This statement is

based upon the results of over one hun-
dred tests of filtrates.

Bearing in mind this fact and the ne-

cessity of as brief a method as is com-
patible with accuracy, I have worked
out the following which can easily be

completed in two hours from the initial

weighing, and which for accuracy leaves

but little to be desired. After the pre-

cipitate of lead sulphate has been ob-

tained by this method numerous varia-

tions will be obvious to the reader who

*Assayer and chemist. Box -14."., Webb
City, Mo

has little faith in the molydate titration:

personally I have found it all that could
be desired (barring the presence of lime
in the assay) and it is without doubt the

most rapid.

Scheme of Analysis

Enough of the sample should be
weighed up to insure the presence of at

least 0.025 grams of lead in the assay,

provided only that such an amount will

not require over 10 grams of sample.

For every gram of sample, after plac-

ing in a beaker, add cautiously 6 c.c.

nitric acid, heat until decomposition is

complete and nitrous oxides are no longer

evolved, and then add (cooling is un-
necessary) 4 c.c. sulphuric acid for every

gram of sample taken, boil until white

fumes are copiously evolved, take from
heat and allow to cool to atmospheric
temperature. When cool add cautiously

200 c.c. distilled water, stir well with

glass rod and heat to boiling, remove
from heat and cool again. Filter now
through some small dense filter (I prefer

the 9 cm. Dreverhoff, No. 311), catching

the filtrate in a 250 c.c. flask. Washing
the precipitate at this point is unneces-

sary. Some lead sulphate may pass

through filter, but this may be disre-

garded if only enough is present to cause

a slight cloudiness of the filtrate.

Recovery of the Unprecipitated Lead

Add to the filtrate 2 to 5 grams of 20-

to 30-mesh granulated zinc, free from
lead, heat to violent reaction, remove
from heat and allow to stand until zinc

is in solution. All lead present either as

nitrate or sulphate will be reduced to

rhe metallic form. Filter through a

clean, quick filter and wash well with

cold water. Wash the spongy lead into a

small beaker, dissolve with 2 c.c. nitric

acid, using heat if necessary, add 5

c.c. sulphuric acid, boil until white

fumes are evolved, cool, add 50

c.c. distilled water, boil, cool again,

and filter through original filter con-

taining the bulk of the lead sul-

phate. The combined precipitates are

now washed with cold water to which a

small quantity of alcohol has been added

until no traces of acid remain in the

washings. The filter is now taken from

the funnel, opened and the lead sulphate,

silica, etc., washed into a small beaker

containing about 2 g. ammonium acetate

crystals faintly acidulated with acetic

acid. This is now brought to a boiling

temperature to dissolve the lead sulphate.

After all the lead is in solution filter

tlirough original filter which in the mean-
time has been refolded and replaced in

funnel. After thorough washing with

hot distilled water the lead is titrated

with ammonium molybdate solution using

tannic acid as an indicator.

It is imperative that the solution of the

lead acetate be not diluted more than

one cubic centimeter for every milligram
of lead present if accuracy is desired.

This necessitates the addition of a known
amount of lead sulphate to ores carry-

ing less than 0.50 per cent. lead. It is

also necessary that quantities of lead

approximating those ordinarily met with
in the assay should be used in standard-

izing the ammonium molybdate solution.

For ores carrying noticeable amounts
of lime the following modification is

recommended. The solution of lead ace-

tate is slightly acidified with hydrochloric

acid, a small piece of c.p. zinc is placed

in the beaker and the lead allowed to

precipitate in the metallic form upon
this. When the precipitation is com-
plete the lead is easily removed from the

zinc and washed with cold water, it is

then washed with alcohol and pressed
into a thin lustrous disk in an agate

mortar, after which it is dried between
filters and weighed upon a button bal-

ance. The standard solutions used are:

Ammonium molybdate, 4.25 gr. to one
liter of distilled water; tannic acid, 1 per
cent, solution, to be made up fresh daily.

Copper in Mine Water
A correspondent states that the water

raised from a shaft of the Alto mine,

near Patagonia, Ariz., is reported to as-

say 0.8 per cent, copper. Is such a tenor

unusual ? How does it compare with the

water of Butte and elsewhere? Can
the copper be perfectly extracted by
scrap iron?

Such a copper tenor is indeed unusual.

If there be enough of the water, the

owner of this mine would not need to do
any mining. Just pump. Stop to think.

This would be 16 lb. of copper per ton.

or about on a par with some of the ore

worked at Lake Superior. A high per-

centage of the copper in mine water
can be precipitated by means of scrap
iron. The water at Butte is nowhere
near so rich, containing only about 0.025

per cent, copper. Perhaps our Arizona
correspondent has made a mistake in his

decimal point.

Magadi Soda Company
A company has recently been formed

to exploit the natural soda deposits of
Lake Magadi, British East Africa Pro-

tectorate. The deposit is estimated to

contain about 200,000.000 tons of soda.

It is purposed to connect with the

Uganda Railway by a 100-mile branch

line, and to build piers at KilinJini.

British East Africa. The Chcm. Trade
Review believes it will require at least

four years to get ready for operations,

by which time the United Alkali. Brun-

ner-Mond's, and the Castner-Kellner

works will have taken steps such as to

render it difficult to market the product.
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San Juan Province of Argentina
ng in the Province of San Juan

has passed through several phases and

.sent there is a renewal of activity

which seems to be warranted by the re-

su'ts recently obtained and will lead to

the reopening of many of the antiguas

ed all over the flanks of the Cor-

dillera, from the south to the north end

of the province. The Argentine &

General Exploration Company, Ltd., has

been over four years in developing and

gating some of these old work-

ings with the result that mills and cya-

nide plant are now ordered for one

property in which sufficient ore is de-

veloped to warrant the further outlay.

Work has been confined chiefly to the

Rayado and El Salado mines. A Buenos

Aires company is operating several small

mines and a cyanide plant at Castano,

and also developing, under an option,

the gold deposits at Mineral de Gualilan.

Other mines are being worked by

native owners and by individual foreign-

ers living in the province, but the above

By A. Livingstone Oke*

A district containing

many antiguas, which is

gradually being revived by

modern methods. Good
labor supply composed of

Chileans and Italian and
Spanish immigrants.

'Resident manager, Argentine & General
Exploration Company, Ltd.. Rodeo, San Juan,
Argentina.

doned when the water could be no longer

handled in leather bags on the backs of

men.

Three Years' Ore Supply for Proposed

Mill

One thousand meters west are the

Farellon and Santa Rosa mines, on num-

erous small but high-grade vertical veins

curred. The silver ore contains a little

gold, associated with iron pyrites. The

vertical lode is from 4 to 8 ft. wide, with

granite walls. Still further north of these

mines, about two days journey, are the

Feiro and Lagunita silver mines, owned
by natives who, having made a com-

petence out of them, stopped work on

reaching water and are now holding to

sell.

A Gold Ore in Bedded Limestone

Between these groups of mines are

many antiguas, information about which

it is difficult to obtain and it is both ex-

pensive and tedious to visit them, as

they are in the high parts of the sierra

where neither fuel, water nor pasture are

to be obtained, and travel in the colder

season is impossible on account of the

terrific winds which are characteristic of

this part of the Andes. Most of these

mines are at an altitude over 3000 m.

The Gualilan and Castano mines are

more agreeably situated at elevations of

The San Pedro Mine, San Juan District,

Argentine Republic

View Near Guai.lillan Mine, Showing Island-like Hills

on a Level Plain

mines are the more important. Of

these the El Salado mines have over a

million pesos worth of silver ore blocked

out. Although not a high-grade mine,

there is a remarkable continuity in the

:;. and its value. The ore is in a

nearly vertical fracture, parallel to a

large andesite dike. In places the lode

has dike rock on both walls, but more

usually the footwall is granite. West

of this dike is a system of branch veins

apparently radiating from the main lode,

but work is still needed to discover the

junction of the two systems. The mines

on the main lode are the Animas. Des-

o, Nomengano, and Cielito. On
the branch veins, west of the other and

roughly parallel, are the San Pedro. Cor-

tada, and Rcstadura. These last men-

mines have been worked in a

primitive *ay by the native owner the

silver ore being shipped on mules to

•a for smelting. In spite of the

high freighting charges small fortunes

.-riade, and the mines only aban-

in granite. Little recent work has been

done on these mines, pending the satis-

factory outcome of the Animas and De-

sengano mines, further down the valley.

At these latter mines the development

work has been done in a thorough man-

ner. The ore blocked out is conserva-

tively estimated as sufficient to run the

proposed mill for three years, apart from

probable ore and any that may come

from the smaller mines, such as the Cor-

tada and Farellon. A short distance

north of El Salado is the Mineral de

Rayado, containing the Metal Bronce,

San Antonio and Veta Colorada lodes,

The latter is the most important, having

a wide and remarkable outcrop of oxi-

dized low-grade ore, traceable for sev-

eral thousand feet. In many parts old

workings are to be seen, but develop-

ment has been confined recently to the

west end of the lode, where a shaft and

drifts are being opened. At this mine

re so far taken from development

will more than pay all the expenses In-

1720 and 1360 m., respectively, the lat-

ter being in a fertile valley, one and a

half day's journey from San Juan, the

capital of the Province. At the Gualilan

mines is an unusual occurrence of gold

ore in a bedded limestone, highly tilted,

but not contorted, underlying schists.

The mines lie on the flanks of the small

hills as shown in the illustrations, the

latter rising like islands in a sea of

gravel drift.

The ore occurs in pipes with vertical

axes along the plane of the limestone

beds. In depth the beds of limestone

are heavily impregnated with iron py-

rites. The old workings are extensive

and form an intricate net-work from one

end of the concessions to the other;

there must be miles of old inclined shafts

most of which communicate in depth.

About 40 years ago an English company

had a mill here and the remains of the

buildings and shafts are practically per-

manent memorials of work that was a

credit to the executive, as distinct from
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• the technical ability o.f the men who
carried it out, who were undoubtedly

from Cornwall, as the massive masonry,

dressed granite and bull-engine pits, are

all typically Cornish in design and fin-

ish. These people apparently stamped

and amalgamated the ores and there are

many thousands of tons of tailings, wait-

ing a modern method to extract the metal

they are known to contain.

Only Surface Ores Worked

The mines of this province, as yet,

are little more than surface scratchings,
but the next few years will see a re-

newal of activity under the stimulus of
one or more mines operating success-
fully on modern, as distinct from the
native, methods, of working the surface
rich ores only. Labor is cheap, al-

though not plentiful, and the proximity
to Chile will always give the mines all

the skilled mining labor they require;
while immigration from Spain and Italy

is bringing many of the more highly
skilled artisans of those countries, who

come to the mining districts attracted

by the higher wages usually prevailing,

as compared with those in the cities or
paid by the agricultural industries. In

fact the San Juan province to-day, apart
from the mineral possibilities of other
parts of the Argentine Republic, seems
to offer exceptional opportunities for the

investment of money in mines, under
suitable technical advice, and it is prob-
able that a large amount of capital,

both native and foreign, will soon be so

invested.

Mining Operations near Helena, Mont.
The year 1910 was one of the quietest

in many years in the mining industry

tributary to Helena, yet there is a strong

note of optimism pervading the camps
of the district and healthy signs are

found in the awakened interest of local

capital in mining, and the greater ease

with which its assistance is now obtained

in the opening up of prospects and in

the rehabilitation of some of the aban-

doned mines. This condition has been

brought about by the persistency of a

few small capitalists and the success of

such mines as the Keating, at Raders-

burg, the Wickes-Corbin Copper Com-
pany, Wickes, with its recent reward of

deposits of silver-copper-lead ores, the

cutting of high-grade silver-lead ore by
the Chicago & Alta Extension Mining
Company in its shaft adjoining the

Bertha claim of the Boston & Corbin

Company, at Corbin, and the finding of

good silver-lead ore by Davis & Swan
in the old camp of Rimini.

Effect of Improved Methods

The new year starts with the prospect
that with the opening of spring there will

be much more activity in the hills than
at any time since 1896. There is no
question that economies and improved
methods will again yield profits on the

silver-lead ores properties, although
smelting conditions have been against re-

sumption. Some concessions have been
made but there is room for much in this

line that would stimulate the awakening.
During the period of quiescence, leasers

have operated on practically all avail-

able mines with the result that there is

nothing left on which to base an "ore in

sight" report and this fact has been detri-

mental in the promoting of any of these
old properties.

The Keating Mine Rehabilitated

The Keating mine, at Radersburg, has
been worked intermittently and half-

heartedly for a good many years. Since
its acquisition by Lake Superior capital

it has been put on a dividend-paying
basis and has demonstrated what can be
done by a properly handled gold mine in

this territory. This mine is in the so

Special Correspondence

Local capitalists once

more taking hold of mines
near Helena. Reopened
mines being made profit-

able, the Keating being
cited as an example. Dredg-
ing possibilities.

called diorite formation that extends»arong

the flank of the Boulder granite area
on the northeast from near East Helena.'

to beyond Radersburg. This formation
contains the East Pacific mine near Wins-
ton, a heavy producer of lead-gold ores

of smelting grade. The Elkhorn mine,

in the limestone overlying this formation,

is operated by Messrs. Longmaid. At
present a larger force is employed than

at any time in its history and the pro-

duction is likewise larger. This is a

silver-lead mine, shipping a smelting pro-

duct and milling the second-class ore.

It is developed to 2300 ft. on the dip of

the vein.

Along the northern margin of the

diorite formation near East Helena is the

Lost Hope from which gold ore has been
shipped to the smeltery. A five-stamp mill

has been erected on the property and a

lower No. 3 tunnel is being driven. A
mile to the east of this is the Sterrett

property. Mr. Sterret, an old-time pros-

pector, has been doggedly developing this

property for several years and has at

last brought it to the stage of attracting

the attention of Butte men who have

taken it over on a lease and bond. At

Radersburg, the Black Friday company
and others are developing as a result of

the success of the Keating.

Boston & Alta Shut Down

In the Corbin-Wickes district south

of Helena and within the granite area,

matters have been quieter than they were

three years ago. The Boston & Corbin

company operating on the Bertha have
sunk their shaft to the 1000-ft. level

and continued developing. The severest

blow that the camp had was in the Bos-
ton & Alta shutdown. This company un-

dertook the development of the old Alta

mine below the old levels. A shaft was
sunk near the mouth of No. 8 tunnel, the

lowest outside opening and a station cut

from which a misdirected crosscut was
driven for 600 ft. A change was made
in the direction of the work and return-

ing to the station a crosscut was driven
in the opposite direction, cutting the lode

at 60 ft. from the station. This crosscut

penetrated the hanging-wall of the lode

when work was commenced on the drift

westerly on the vein which would reach
the old incline 100 ft. below the bottom
or No. 12 level. This work had pro-

gressed but 60 or 70 ft. when the pay day
in August was passed and the men quit

work. Operations have not been resumed,
nor have the obligations of the company
been discharged. This has been a decided
set-back to the camp as much other work
has hinged on the result of this deep
work on the Alta.

At the Jefferson property, Mr. Hoy has
sunk his shaft to a depth of 500 ft. at

which point he is prospecting and re-

ports opening a vein of good copper-lead
ore near the shaft. The Chicago & Alta
Extension awarded a contract for sinking
an incline shaft on the west vein of the
Euberta claim near the side line of the
Bertha of the Boston & Corbin company.
The contractors encountered high-grade
silver-lead ore at 65 ft. and this con-
tinued to 130 ft. The width of the ship-
ping ore is 3 ft. At 180 ft. the ore came
in again and has widened to the full

width of the shaft. Charles Mattson has
patented three claims of his group on
the west side of Valpariso mountain and
surveyed four more for patent. A recent
examination of the property for local in-
terests brought out a favorable report.
The property lies east of the Nelson and
Gregory mines and on the extension of
the former. The Nelson produced about
$300,000 from grass-root tunnels in the
early years of the camp.

Passing to Wickes the Blue Bird,
which changed hands and is now owned
by the W. Q. Ranf interests, has oper-
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-readily am
cellent orebodiv shipping regu-

larly. North of the Blue Bird. C. M.

Batch and others of Helena have been

developing a group of claims carrying

. gold, lead and copper. Some ex-

cellent ore has been developed, but no at-

tempt is being made to stope or ship, the

its being confined to developing the

lede to a maximum. The above property

is but half a mile from the mine and mill

of the Corbin Copper Company, operated

ier the management of R. M. Edwards,

of Houghton. Mich, and Frank E. Rich-

5, local agent for Boston interests,

-imental concentrating plant was

installed early in the season and some

concentrates have been shipped from the

mine. Several thousand feet of tunnels

open up the veins on the large group of

DS owned by the company.

Wickes-Corbin Company

Southeast from Wickes the Wickes-

Corbin Copper Mining Company has

Uen working for a number of years, in a

small way. but steadily in development

work and in pushing the main working

tnnnel, Bunkerhill. No. 4. This year's

sessment work in the No. 2 Tulare tun-

nel opened a body of shipping and con-

centrating ore. carrying silver, copper

and lead. The extent of the deposit has

not been ascertained as drifting and

ciosscutting has not disclosed both walls.

Mr. Dunges has developed, on the crest

of the divide between the Prickly Pear

creek and the Radersburg country, a cop-

gold ore worth >100 per ton equally

ded between the two metals. This is

north of the Elkhorn mountain and prop-

erly in the diorite area referred to earlier

in this article. This is but a short dis-

tance from the property of Ballard

Brothers who ship high-grade gold ore

to the smeltery during the summer sea-

Clancy Creek and Lump Gulch Mines

In the northern part of Jefferson

county is a series of old mines and pros-

ong Clancy creek and Lump

Eh, both entering Prickly Pear near

ncy and but a few miles above the

x-na smeltery. The King Solomon

Mining Company, in litigation for some

as finally disposed of these

difficulties and the organization has

.ed a large amount of stock prepara-

commencing operations at the

The mine from the

• cy and when operated

in reduced fr< the
•• zinc ia the

chief r.

rcland has been interested h

ing the mine and is general mat

Mr. I
mining

who has been connected with

smeltery

the mine. It is expected to have the mine

in permanent shipping condition at an

i arly date.

These mines were producers of high-

grade silver ores and some of them

shipped via the bull-team route in the

\ days. Local interests have taken

hold of the Little Nell property and ac-

tive development work will proceed from

this on. Griffin & Williams have been

working on a lease on the old dumps

near the Little Nell and have installed a

hand jig for reworking some of the ores

left. They have been instrumental in

rehabilitating the Little Nell mine. An-

other new company was organized in

December for the purpose of working the

Bertha D. silver-lead claim in the Upper

Prickly Pear and capital has been se-

cured to insure the completion of a tun-

nel started years ago when some ore

was shipped from shallow workings at

the top of the hill.

Dredging Offers Inducements

Swinging around the circle to the

northeast of Helena, on Magpie gulch

near the power plant at Canon ferry, the

Magpiff Development Company has float-

ed its dredge and installed the machin-

ery, which is being wired up and will be

operated by electric power. This will

work the benches and gravels of Magpie

gulch, which have been tested repeatedly.

In connection with dredging, it can be

said that there are a number of avail-

able placer areas suitable for dredging in

close proximity to old hydraulic work-

ings, and that one can find throughout the

Helena district numerous small areas,

too flat or lacking sufficient water for hy-

draulicking, which lend themselves read-

ily to treatment with an excavator as is

now being done in California and which

will yield handsomely to this method with

the investment of small c-pital.

Immediately south of Helena but littb

has been done. The Souvenir Gold Min-

ing Company, of Butte, reports recently

the discovery of a lode of gold-bear-

ing ore. This is a gold area, and a feed-

er of the Grizzley, Oro Fino, Dry and

Last Chance gulches, which produced

millions. The company is operating

near the Whitlatch, which produced

largely from lode mining.

Moving along the range east of the

Missouri to the headwaters of the conti-

nental divide, at Rimini, Joseph Davis

and Theodore Swan have taken up a

croup of three claims opposite the old

Stanton mine and have discovered a

of high-grade silver-lead ore. This

OSPCCI is but a mile from end of the

Rimini branch of the Northern Pacific

Railway. At the town of Rimini, on the

ol Tenmile creek is the old Lee

Mountain property. This has recently

• ken Under lease and bond by

1 1 borne, of Spokane, Wash.,

nnd I
op iied. This, too, is a

operation, and

from the tunnel levels has produced,

from one shoot of ore, $375,000. The

railway of Rimini makes the ores of the

camp accessible.

On Snowshoe creek, north of Elliston,

the Elliston Copper Company has con-

tinued development work on the Flagstaff

and other claims. Leasers have been

shipping from the Flagstaff workings.

This is a silver-copper district and the

ores are oxidized. There is a strong

general resemblance in the geology to

that of the Clifton-Morenci district of

Arizona.

Above old Blackfoot City, on Ophir,

the Victory Gold Mining Company has

installed a slow-speed Lane mill of 40

tons capacity, and has commenced mill-

ing. The mine is owned by local capital,

and the first run of bullion is expected

with the close of the month.

In closing it may be said that the

Helena district has produced close to

half a billion dollars, in placer and lode

gold and in silver, copper and lead. 7ne
present revival appears to be founded

on a substantial basis, and it is safe to

say that the future will see the establish-

ing of a permanent mining industry,

which will mean much to the welfare of

the State and of the cities of the district.

Chinese Tin

According to a U. S. consular report,

practically all of the tin mines of China

are in the province of Yunnan. The
metal is chiefly shipped through the port

of Mengtze, thence going via Haiphong
to Hongkong. About 97 per cent, of the

output goes through Mengtze; the re-

mainder through Wuchow and Kowloon,

with a trifle now and then from Hankow.
The tin reaches Hongkong in rude

slabs. At Hongkong there are several

refineries who handle about 470 tons

per month, producing three grades

of metal, viz., No. 1, with 98K>-93
per cent.; No. 2, with 97':;-98, and No. 3,

with 95-96. The exports of tin from

China in recent years have been as fol-

lows:

^ ear.

1906,
1907

Pounds. Year. Pounds.

9,053,177 1908 10,635,345
.8,196,790 1909 ft.!):! 1

.77.".

Besides the tin exported a considerable

quantity is used in China, especially at

Ningpo and Swatow, where it is manu-

factured into tinfoil and also is coined

for token money.

German interests, which recently se-

cured concessions in Yunnan, are install-

ing a modern dressing and smelting plant

at Kotieou, near Mengtze, and this is ex-

pected to increase the output of tin ma-

terially, besides furnishing a better qual-

Ity of metal.

Diamonds are being found in the Gul-

gong district of New South \\
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Copper Blast Furnace Tops
An interesting development of blast-

furnace construction has been brought

about at the smeltery of the Tennessee

Copper Company in adapting the blast

furnace to be a burner for sulphuric-acid

making.

Steel Tops Affected by Heat

When the acid plant was built, the

standard type of brick-top furnace, sup-

ported by structural steel, was in use.

When the acid plant was put on the flue,

and the flue had to have a damper put

in to force the gas into the plant, troubles

began. It was found that the standard

top would not stand the temperature, par-

ticularly when dampered as was neces-

sary to force the gas into the Glover

towers. The structural steel, of which

the furnace skeleton was constructed,

warped and twisted to an extent that

rendered the furnace unsafe. The effect

is shown in the photograph taken after

removal of the brickwork.

A new furnace top, with brick-lined

flues at each end below the feed floor,

By N. H. Emmons :;

New furnace tops re-

quired at the Tennessee
Copper Company' s plant

as a result of adapting the

blast furnace to sulphuric

acid making; running with

a hot top caused warping

of the steel used in the

standard superstructure.

General manager, Tennessee Copper Com-
pany, Copperhill, Tenn.

Note— Excerpts from a paper read before
the ('anal Zone meeting of the American In-
stitute of Mining Engineers.

expansion. The trouble with this fur-

nace was that the top was too low and,

when the doors were open, smoke and
flame shot out, making it both difficult

and unpleasant to charge and bar. A

air." Repairs were easily and cheaply

made; and the only real objection was
that the gas flues were somewhat small

and low, so that flue dust and partly

melted pieces of charge were thrown into

the exit, obstructing the holes provided
for the removal of flue dust, building up
accretions in the two exits and reduc-

ing their available area to such an ex-

tent that the furnace would emit clouds
of smoke through the doors, making work
on the feed floor almost unbearable.

Moreover, accretions would form on the

top and drop off, seriously disturbing

the running of the furnace. This type
of top would give satisfactory results if

there were at all times a good draft in

the flue.

Cast Iron and Firebrick Adopted

The latest development in furnace-top

construction at the Copperhill plant of

the Tennessee Copper Company is shown
in the view at the right in the accom-
panying halftone engraving. It has cast-

iron corner posts and dividers, with the

No. 6 Furnace Undergoing Repairs After 24 Days'

Campaign
No. 4 Furnace—New Top with Cast-iron Pillars and

Firebrick Walls

leading to the main concrete dust cham-
ber, was constructed for furnace No. 7.

The charging doors were made of cast-

iron sections, three sections to a door,

and three doors to a side. The top was
made up of 18 ribbed copper castings,

in the form of a grid, in which was laid

firebrick. The rib extended above the

brick, and by radiation kept the copper
cool enough to withstand the intense

heat, at times from 1800 to 2000 deg. F.

Iron was tried in place of copper, but

it would not stand the heat, and cracked
and warped badly.

The whole top hung from a structural

steel frame, supported on corner posts, as

shown in a view of furnace No. 6, taken
while undergoing repairs. The top sec-

tions were bolted together, and asbestos
used between the joints, both to make
the joints tight and to allow for the large

good feature, however, was that the

whole side of the furnace could be

opened, as there were no dividers, so

the charge could be dumped readily, and

exactly where it was needed.

Air Jackets Used in the Tops

The changing of the top of furnace

No. 6 came after No. 7 and was made
similar to it, except that the top was
higher, giving more space for the gas.

The flue connections were enlarged and,

above the feed floor, were made of water

jackets. These, however, were not at all

satisfactory, so a connection was made
to the main blast pipe, and air at 45 oz.

pressure was blown through the jacket.

These two furnaces gave satisfactory

results, so far as concerned maintaining

the temperature of the gases and keep-

ing them from being diluted with "false

walls and ends laid up of firebrick. The
13-in. wall is unsupported by tie rods

or angles of any description. The half-

circle top is supported on 20-in. I-beams,

resting on the column, and all metal

parts, as far as possible, are exposed to

the cooling of the outside air. The large

elbow and flue to the dust chamber are

9 ft. in diameter inside the brick lining.

The flues are made of y+-\x\. boiler plate,

with 1.5-in. of magnesia block between

the firebrick lining and the boiler plate.

The doors open inward and are operated

by a simple, railroad, two-throw, weighted

swftch-stand. The door can easily be ad-

justed and repaired, and is quite tight,

as it engages at the top and on the re-

ceiving plate when closed.

The average temperatures, based on

the high and low points for the two fur-

naces, with the average drop in tempera-
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ture. due to charging, are shown in the

ing table. The Glover tem-

peratures are from half-hourly readings.

The ore charges of both furnaces are

given in the table, because the gases

from both go into the large dust cham-

ber, where they mix. and after traveling

• 10 ft. arc drawn into the

Glover tower, where the readings in the

last two columns of the table were taken.

These columns, there tore, represent both

furnaces, whereas the two preceding col-

umns represent, for Aug. 3, No. 5. and

for Aug. 4. No. 4 furnace.

An interesting feature of the compari-

son of the above figures is that the tem-

perature in the horizontal flue of No. 5

on Aug. 3 was hotter than that in No. 4

on Aug. 4. when the latter smelted a

Vanadium Production in 1910

By Thomas F. V Curran*

An active search was made for vanad-

ium during 1910, and new sources of

supply were opened in East Africa, Turk-

estan, Peru, Utah and Colorado, the de-

mand coming principally from English

and American sources. The Turkestan

and African ores seem to be of the des-

cloizite variety, with from 10 to 12 per

cent. V*0« content and about 4 per cent,

copper. No shipments have yet been

made from the former field, but from the

latter are being made at the rate of 80

tons monthly.

Early in 1910 the General Vanadium

Company did considerable work on a
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Coal Mining Department
A Remedy for Overproduction

By John A. Garcia"

I hope the heading of this article will

draw the attention of the average mining

man and lead him to read it: (1) Be-

cause it is deliberately written in a spirit

of criticism and with the desire that it

will draw his own in return; and (2),

because it may contain a few suggestions

or ideas which derived from a dozen

years intimate contact with the business

may be of some good and benefit to the

cause.

In Illinois and Indiana coal mining is

one of the main industries, in Illinois es-

pecially, a State producing last year

practically 50,000.000 tons, underlaid for

two-thirds its area with several work-

able seams; these two States contain

enough coal to keep the statisticians

guessing how many hundred, instead of

single years, the supply will last. Many
of the seams are easily worked enabling

the operator to produce the coal at a

very low cost, and his original investment

for land and development is comparative-

ly small because of the cheapness of coal

lands, the shallow depths and surface

contours.

The coal-bearing area is crossed and

re-crossed in every direction with all

kinds of railroads, trunk lines, branches,

spurs and even the interurban electric

now serves the mines and hauls coal.

It Is Easy to Open and Equip a Mine

Again it is apparently so simple and

easy to sink a shaft, equip it for hoisting

and then just dig the coal and send it on

to some place—no matter where—just

some place, so as to get it away from the

mines; brokers in Chicago or St. Louis

will take it and though at first blush their

prices rather shock, still pencil and paper

will prove you cannot lose, so down goes

the shaft and in due time out comes the

coal.

One by one, and year by year, the

skin of Illinois' fair prairies has been

punctured by coal shafts until today we
find by actual demonstration that over 50

per cent, of the mines in the State can

remain idle for half a year and there

still will be a surplus and a flooded mar-
ket.

Well, what of it? Half-running time
is fairly good for a mine; the men can
live on that time and maybe the company
can skin through and wait for the fat

year, when a strike somewhere or a long

cold winter sends prices skying and
brings the orders.

General superintendent, Brazil Block Coal
Company, Chicago, III.

The Important News
Of Coal Mining:
New Appliances,
NewMethods.New
Fields, Colliery
Engineering

Mining was, is and always will be a

gamble, you say, prices go up and down;
the great law of supply and demand must
control and until the millennium comes, be
happy in the present condition of things;

if you are broke today, tomorrow will

surely bring riches, and if not tomorrow,
then the next day or the next.

Man's Inhumanity to Man

That is good optimism all right and if

based upon the true facts would be a

happy solution of the coal situation in

Illinois today, but to the .operating man in

active charge of coal mines, such op-

timism is a startling example of ignor-

ance of the actual conditions and of

man's inhumanity to man. The dead dig-

ger, the battered bodies, the broken

homes and the little fellows left and lost

in a world of strangers, these, today, to-

morrow and the next day, tell the story.

In Illinois alone, last year, 213 men
died in the mines and 894 were injured.

This grisley grist looks bad on paper,

but to the man who sees it day by day
going on in everyday operation of mines,

the type seems set in red and the knowl-

edge of what it means brings at once the

flush of anger, sorrow and of shame;
anger that such should be, sorrow for

those who bear the burden and shame
that we have not yet applied the remedy.

National interest in coal conservation

has to do with attacks on the operator for

his seemingly reckless disregard for hu-

man life, percentages of extraction, etc.;

or because he seeks to control large-areas

of coal lands. All combinations of cap-

ital looking toward consolidation of mines

or acquisition of large acreage is at once

favored with the limelight of public criti-

cism and political attack; Rooseveltian

gymnastics, Pinchot's theories and the

Sherman law immediately become block-

type items for the public press.

If the allwise adherents of such promi-

nent but disastrous policies, would only

leave the shelter of their comfortable of-

fices and spend a few weeks with me in

the coal mines of the middle West, see

the extreme and ever present dangers the

men must work under, the actual extrac-

tion possible under present condition of
the business, the cheapness and the "lit-

tleness" of that basis of civilization

—

coal—they would change their minds be-

fore their visit was half over and con-
fess the error of their way.

Combinations Should Be Favored

Instead of making laws to harass and
ruin larger companies or a combination
of companies designed to bring about a

greater permanency and better conditions

in the trade, the statutes should be so

framed that none but well financed and
properly organized companies could

conduct mining operations, and a tax

should be established upon coal to pay
for the State supervision necessary for

proper compliance with the laws, which
should be made so exacting and yet so

reasonable, that such holocausts as

the fires and explosions at Cherry, Zeig-

ler, etc., could not happen.

The mines of Illinois or Indiana should

not be subject to such terrible disasters,

for only a few of them contain gas in

really dangerous quantities; there is no

necessity for shaft or cage-room fires in

this age of concrete and steel, and windy
shots is a disease easily cured with min-
ing machines and permissible explosives.

Some Remedies

In the gaseous sections, intelligent

management should readily eliminate the

greater percentage of accidents due to

gas explosions and fires; it is also true

that lives and property would be better

safeguarded if the companies were per-

mitted to conduct their business so that

they would be able to make a profit,

which would enable the management to

pay for increased and detailed supervi-

sion, maintenance of stoppings, numer-
ous overcasts, clean air courses, more
frequent crosscuts and the panel system

of mining with systematic and continu-

ous rib robbing lines, possible only with

steady running time.

The ghastly death roll from rock falls

could be greatly reduced by machine
mining and less powder. In the West-
ville, Illinois, field, there are two com-
panies operating a total of eight mines,

and it is a rare thing to run all the mines
one day without an injury of more or

less serious nature due to fall of roof.

The coal in this field is all shot from
the solid, and records in my office, ex-

tending over six years, show an average

of 25 tons of coal to the keg of powder,

or a ton per pound; the 1 ^ -in. screen-

ings average 40 per cent, of the ton-

nage, and the rock falls caused by the
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heavy she on an average at

least 2c. for each ton of coal,

nothing of timbering costs and personal

injury.

Machine Mining Advocated

I saw last week in the mines of the

A States Steel Corporation, in the

Illinois field, a demonstration of what

machine mining means in that seam of

coal, and I am firmly convinced that fully

half the personal injuries due to roof

falls can be eliminated by the use of

machines, and a great saving made in

cost of dead-work and timbering.

Here. then, is a concrete case of what

a strong, well financed company can do

by merely appropriating enough money

to machine their mines and fight the min-

ers to a finish, if they oppose their in-

stallation; the other company, however,

operating in the same seam and district,

must apparently continue the butchering

of both men and coal, because financial

conditions prevent their doing otherwise,

and overproduction so bears the price

that an even break is considered a good

showing.

I do not mean that the "little fellow"

should be driven from the business— far

from it—there are many so called little

fellows whose mines are far better man-

ind in much safer condition than

those of his brother of greater heft, but

I do in all earnestness maintain that

bcth the little and the big ones who are

unable to make their operations reason-

ably safe and in compliance with rigid

and well designed mining laws, should

not only be driven, but kicked out and

out.

The responsibility of operating a coal

mine where the safety and lives from 100

to 600 men are dependent on your judg-

ment ard your acts is no trifling affair,

and though some superintendents and

mine managers are compelled by force

of circumstances to work for. and follow

out the policies of a badly organized and

impoverished company, they should be

relieved of responsibility by laws which

would compel the abandonment of the

property, unless it be put in condition,

and its operation conducted in strict con-

formity with the law.

This would, ipso facto, brine about the

abandonment of numerous mines in 1 1 1
1

—

nd allow those properties that con-

tinue • be worked in a safe

and sane manner with sufficient running

time to permit intelligent projection of

nnd policies, and aid materially in

a reduction to a minimum of personal in-

Of Steady Running

A mine with Iteady running time, op-

erated un : compelling

measures outlined above will, as a rule,

be manned by the same diggers an I

men month in and month out, an !

constant employment in the same mine

and under same conditions, would be a

great factor in the elimination of acci-

dents caused by men constantly shifting

about from mine to mine, working long

enough to make the price of a move to

another camp, and eventually causing

their own or their fellow's injury through

their unfamiliarity with local conditions.

Mismanaged Coal Mine a Crime

The mismanaged coal mine is not only

a mistake, but it is a crime; as such, it

should be subjected to Federal or State

regulation, and should be treated in the

same way as a bankrupt bank; close it

down until it is either put in good physi-

cal and financial condition, or wreck it

and distribute the salvage money to the

proper parties.

If such action may be legally taken

in the case of banks where continued op-

eration means financial loss only, how
much more reasonable it would be in the

coal-mining industry, where continued

operation means not only financial ruin,

but the great loss of coal acreage,

through the inability to properly mine the

coal, anol because of the loss of life and

limb, due to lack of maintenance, super-

vision and. supplies.

There are, of course, risks incident to

coal mining than cannot be done away

with for as long as men dig and delve

several hundred feet underground, some-

one occasionally will get hurt, and the

personal equation will always be with us.

I am thoroughly convinced, however, that

the great majority of deaths and injuries

in Illinois and Indiana coal mines today

are entirely unnecessary, and it is not al-

together the operator or the management

who is at fault, but the people or the

State or the Government that legalizes

and permits such conditions to exist, and

in fact, practically compels the financial-

ly weak owner of a coal mine to ravage

his coal acreage and imperil his em-

ployees, if he expects to meet competition

and stay in the game.

Great combinations of companies, cen-

tral selling agencies, or price agreements

are not, to my notion, practicable, under

present conditions in a coalfield of such

vast area as in Illinois and Indiana. They
would merely serve as an inducement

and invitation under the present mining

laws for each farmer owning a tract of

coal and so inclined to sink shafts and

thereby bring about worse conditions

than at present, if such were possible.

Suggested Changes

If, however, the mining laws demand-
ed a fixed percentage of extraction; com-

plete concrete shafts, cage rooms, etc.;

clear alt courses, securely timbered and

. Ively for manways; elimina-

tion of solid shooting and black powder;

machine mining; sectional supervision by

Certified managers; trained corps of men
'or drilling and shooting; complete and

accurate mine maps with monthly ex-

tensions and a compensation for personal

injuries, I venture to say that the "wild-

cat" coal companies, the "sure thing"

promoter of get-rich-quick coal mines,

and the "snow-bird" operators would

soon be but memories of the butcher era

of coal mining and things of the past.

Anticipating that some democratic

brother, over-trained in the doctrine of

"free trade, free speech and free lunch,"

•night object to confiscation and rigid

State supervision on the grounds that it

would prevent the poor man from ex-

ercising his constitutional rights to sink

holes and operate so-called coal mines,

and would tend to place the control and

management of the industry into the

hands of capital, let me say, in conclu-

sion, that that is precisely and exactly

where it should be; that the poor man
does not belong in the business of oper-

ating a coal mine, and that if capital

abuses the privileges and protection af-

forded by the laws, the Sherman Anti-

Trust Law will get him and get him

quick.

Influence of Mine Gas on

Quality of Coal

By W. Hartman*

Coal seams containing much mine gas

usually produce a high percentage of

slack coal and dust, while seams with a

hard coal, that is, with a high percentage

of lump, mostly develop little gas. Seem-
ingly there is f connection between these

two facts. Naturally it cannot always

be decided with certainty whether the

tendency toward the formation of slack

and dust has to be attributed to the per-

centage of mine gas, or whether the

abundance of gas has to be credited to

the soft or crumbling condition of the

coal.

In some cases it has been observed

that a seam developing much gas, and

which, through the mining of a nearby

seam, had plenty of time to discharge

its gas, yielded harder coal than under

the former conditions. Therefore, it

has been advised in order to gain a high-

er percentage of lump coal, to discharge

the gas out of the underlying seam by

drilling boreholes from the upper bed

that is being developed.

But it should be borne in mind that

from two seams the one mined later will

have the harder coal because the pres-

sure of the overlying strata is less active.

A new permitted explosive, "National-

ite," has been introduced into English

practice. It is to contain between 90 and

94 parts of ammonium nitrate, not over

1 part of moisture and the remainder di-

nitro- and trinitro-tuluol.

win. Whitney & Kemmerer, New York.
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A Discussion of Colliery Trestles
The usual tipple, equipped for hand-

ling the end dump car, requires a differ-

ent elevation for the loaded and empty

tracks over at least a portion of its

length. Several methods of attaining this

are in vogue, three of the more popular

of which are shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3.

The construction shown provides a 14-ft.

platform for the loaded track and 7 ft.

for the empty, which is about the proper

amount for a mine using a 2.5-ton ca-

pacity car of average design. Oiling and

coupling up the cars is usually the only

work required to be done on the empty-

track, and the 7 ft. amply provides for

this, while on the loaded track the ca-

pacity of the plant may depend on the

speed with which the loads can be handl-

ed and sufficient room must be provided

in which a number of men can work to an

advantage. The tipple scales are also

usually located here, which require some

space, and in event of a car leaving the

track, there should be sufficient room to

permit the use of moderately long lever-

age timbers in replacing it.

By A. T. Shurick
.,-.

Giving details of the .sim-

plest and most effective

methods of framing the

bents for tipples and other

wooden structures. Also

suggestions as to flooring,

housing and longitudinal

bracing.

Note— This is the second ami concluding
article dealing with colliery trestles.

Engineer, coal properties, Amalgamated
Copper Company, Washoe, Carbon county,
Mont.

loaded. The caps are secured to the posts

with drift pins and the posts to the sills

with dowels. To economize space the in-

side of the post of the pony bent is not

battered, but as these seldom exceed 6 or

the first consideration, and the thinnest

one possible accepted, due consideration

being given to the amount of lateral stiff-

ness requisite.

A Continuous-beam Floor

In Fig. 2 is shown an excellent system,

designed for cars of 2.5 tons capacity,

where bents are spaced 16 ft. centers.

The plan is to use 3xl2xl8-in. planks

throughout; a double row being placed

under each rail of the loaded track, and

a single row under the empty track rails.

The 18-ft. lengths provide for 24-in. lap

at the ends which saves trimming, and

makes a good joint when well spiked with

60d. nails; the girders under the loaded

track should be joined with four

bolts, which makes this system a contin-

ous beam, thus giving it a decided theo-

retical advantage and at the same time

forming an important longitudinal brace

for the structure as a whole. The girders

are trimmed with an adze to 11 i in.

which allows for discrepancies in the tim-

ber, thus insuring a true even bearing for

Fig. 1. The Simplest Method of Secur-

ing Different Elevations

In Fig. 1 is shown the simplest method
of securing the different elevations, the

cap being broken and one end lowered

the required distance. For a 10x1 0-in.

cap, the short end should be notched or

mortised into the post and the batter post

which supports it notched into it the same
distance, the whole being drawn up tight

with a lyi-in. bolt. Drift pins 5^x18 in.

are used, and one is driven through the

plumb post and into the end of the sub-

sill to secure it against lateral displace-

ment. Unless an excessive amount of

sway-bracing is used, the joint at A can-

not be made rigid vertically which de-

stroys the utility of the batter-post B and

hence the rigidity of the structure as a

whole. While this design may be ap-

plied in some special cases, and was at

one time popular, it has not of recent

years been considered good construction.

Different Track Elevation

Fig. 2 shows the generally accepted

method of securing the two different track

elevations, the main cap being built up
to the required elevation for the empty
track and a pony cap being added for the

Fig. 2. Generally Accepted Method of

Securing Different Track Elevations

8 ft. in hight, the bent can be made suffi-

ciently rigid by sway-bracing.

Fig. 3 shows an excellent method of

constructing the pony cap. This form is

probably the strongest and most rigid

method obtainable, being especially

adapted to this class of work. The de-

tails of framing are the same as for the

type of bent shown in Fig. 7 in my
article published in the Journal last

v/eek; much that has been said for it

will apply equally well for this style.

Floor System

Since the strength of a beam is directly

proportional to the width times the square

of the depth, economy of design requires

the girders to have a long narrow cross

section. Thus for example a 6xl6-in.

girder having a cross section of 96 sq.

in., has a theoretical value under a trans-

verse load of slightly over 50 per cent,

more than lOxlO-in. timber having a

cross section of 100 sq.in., and the former

is less liable to contain defective material

not perceptible on inspection. When se-

lecting a girder to withstand a certain

prescribed load, the width should be given

Fig. 3. Showing an Excellent Method
of Constructing the Pony Cap

the plank, and toe-nailed to the caps with

SOd. nails.

Laying the Flooring

The flooring is laid with 3xl2-in. plank,

although anything down to 3x6 in. may
be used, 3x8 being common; they are

usually placed from 1 to 2 in. apart,

which allows the finer refuse to pass

through, thus keeping the tipple com-

paratively clean. Where the rail is spiked

directly to the flooring, _nything smaller

than a 3-in. plank will be split by the

spikes, and if large rail and spikes are

used the plank should be increased to

4 inches.

Fig 3 shows a floor system in which the

rails are carried directly on the girders,

a method quite populat at one time. This

system is sufficiently strong for use with

1.5- or 2-ton capacity cars where the bents

ar spaced 16 ft. on centers. Timbers

8x10 in. are used under each rail of both

loaded and empty tracks, although a

6xl0-in. would be sufficiently strong for

the empty track, provided the rail is

small enough so that it can be spiked in

place without splitting the timber. The
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girders may be joined at the end with a

plain lap splice and secured with a drift

pin driven through into the cap. or the

butt splice shown in Fig. 4 may be used,

which is fastened with bolts, although

60d. nails or small boa: spikes are more

commonly used. Each end of both tim-

bers is then secured to the cap with

drift pins or by toe-nailing. The floor-

laid with 2-in. plank which should

be made 3 in. for the loaded track or

additional girders introduced to strength-

en the floor in event of the loaded "cars

jumping the track. To provide for this

latter contingency, a 4\6-in. guard rail

is sometimes spiked or bolted to the out-

age of the platform, but usually the

tipple tracks are well laid and wrecks

seldom happen here except such as may

occur due to a runaway trip on a line

feeding into the tipple.

Tii'ple Housing

The method and extent of housing is a

great deal a matter of taste, limited to a

certain extent by climatic conditions, it

being the custom with some companies,

operating in a mild climate, to cover only

that portion of the tipple carrying the

scales and screens. In colder climates

and especially those subject to heavy

snowfalls, all the tipple on which men

built complete of 2x6-in. material, nailed

at the joints with 30d. nails driven

through and clenched. When using cor-

rugated iron as a covering, the location

of the intermediate supports will be de-

termined by the dimensions of the sheets.

When ordinary sheets of No. 16 gage,

8 ft. in length, are used and lapped one

corrugate, which is sufficient for the

sides, the studs will be 24 in. on centers.

Sheets of this length and gage should

be nailed across both ends and the mid-

lie, which, allowing 1 in. lap at the

ends, necessitates cross-bridging between

the studs every 3 ft. 11 1/2 in. The sheets

should be nailed every 8 in. along the

sides and at alternate corrugates on the

ends. On a roof with a pitch of 8 in.

in 12 in., the sheets should be lapped 3

in. on the ends; and where it is desirable

to make it absolutely water tight, every

alternate sheet should be laid upside

down and lapped \y2 corrugates on the

sides.

In Fig. 6 is shown another good form

where the intermediate supports are not

required in such close proximity. Sim-

ple trusses built up of 6x6-in. timbers

such as a 4x8 or 8x12 in. They are

placed horizontally from cap to cap, or

sill to sill as the case may be, and

notched in such a manner as to bear

against both cap and post.

When cross-bracing is employed, 2x10-

in. or 3xl0-in. planks are commonly

used for this, and on important worK

should be secured to the posts with l/2-

in. boat spikes or ^4-in. bolts. A better

form of cross-bracing, and one largely

used on railroad work, consists of strut

braces of from 4x8 to 6xl0-in. material

placed diagonally from cap to sill, and

spiked in place. The Pennsylvania Rail-

road's standard trestle design shows

every alternate cap, and consequently

every alternate sill, braced thus with a

single 8x8-in. Modern practice in longi-

tudinal bracing is inclining toward the

treatment of two adjoining bents as a

pier or tower, rigidly bracing these and

eliminating all bracing in the adjoining

panels on each side.

A careful study of conditions, exper-

ience and good judgment are requisite

for determining the method and amount

of longitudinal bracing necessary for any

particular case. Thus in a short trestle

running out from an abrupt hillside, one

of the most common problems met with

in tipple construction, the tendency of the
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Fie. 4. Showing Timber Splice for

Girders

Fig. 5. A Simple Method of Supporting

the Housing

Fig. 6. Here the Intermediate Sup-

ports are Not So Close

are required to work should be inclosed,

and it is sometimes necessary to cover

the tracks leading to the mine mouth, to

provide against snow drift. The most

popular covering is corrugated iron, pre-

ferably galvanized, which soon pays tor

the extra cost in paint bills, although

some of the patent roofings are now re-

ceiving more favorable attention. Corru-

gated-iron covering is economical, has

excellent fire-proofing qualities, a long

life and is easily erected and repaired,

all of which tends to make it especially

adaptable to this work. Another good

rig, amply sufficient for ordinary

purposes, consists of 1x12 boards laid

lily side by side, the cracks being

j with lx4-in. battens and the or-

dinary shingle roofing. One window about

in. should be provided at least

it) ft on both mJl-> of the tipple.

a <-implc arid effective

meth'. ortmg the housing when

the span is 20 or 22 ft., one truss thus

put in every H ft., with intern

I 2x4-in. planks. The tl

and placed 15 or 16 ft. on centers are

used with rafters and studs of 2x6 on 3-

ft. centers, the roof being covered with

sheathing and shingles, and the sides

with lxl2-in. boards and battens. This

construction is economical and sufficient-

ly good for temporary structures, but has

not the fireproof qualities northe strength

of the corrugated iron, which latter does

much toward bracing the structure as a

whole.

Longitudinal Bracing

To avoid the possibility of the struc-

ture collapsing, the tendency of the bents

to fall all in one direction, or "jack-

knife," a certain amount of longitudinal

bracing is essential. This is accom-

plished by means of horizontal braces of

planks or wales, run from bent to bent in

a continuous straight line, or by cross-

bracinn similar to that employed for

sway-bracing bjnts.

Wales are designed to withstand both

tensile and compressive stress, and hence

should have a short, thick cross-section,

structure is to fall out or run away from

the hill, and the bracing should be de-

signed accordingly.

High Trestles

In Fig. 7 is shown a very simple bent,

about 70 ft. in hight, designed for a

single-track trestle, with cars of 2.5 tons

capacity, and when the bents are placed

30 ft. on centers.

The caps, sills and posts are all made

of lOxlO-in. material, the sway braces of

3x10, and the batter posts given a batter

of 1:4. The bent is subdivided into four

separate bents, which reduces the length

of the sticks to reasonable dimensions,

making splicing unnecessary. The bot-

tom bent, which carries the greatest load,

is 20 ft. high, and is given two addi-

tional posts placed diagonally, which

serves the double purpose of strengthen-

ing the bent and eliminating the necessity

of sway bracing. The second bent, which

carries the next greatest load, is made
only 16 ft. in hight and sway braced in

the usual manner. The third carries a
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comparatively light load and is made 20

ft. high with the usual sway bracing. The

fourth bent is made the length necessary

to bring the cap up to the required hight,

in this instance 14 ft., and sway braced

in the usual manner. To support the

trestle work over the 30-ft. span, six

lOxlO-in. posts are placed diagonally

each way from the sill of the top bent

and notched on a common lOxlO-in. cap

in the center; from this cap three 1'4-in.

rods extend down to three 4xl0-in. wales.

While serving the purpose of a truss, this

also provides the most important longi-

tudinal brace used in the structure. 4x10-

in. wales at the top of the bottom bent

being the only other brace then necessary.

Fig. 8 shows the construction used on

a tipple 63 ft. high. Five posts of 10x10-

in. material are used, those for the bot-

tom bent, which is 40 ft. high, being

made by splicing two sticks. The fram-

green. And again a beam having a loose

knot near the edge, will fail under a

much lighter load than a solid piece; this

is sometimes provided for in contracts

by specifying that "knots larger than 1 Y>

in. will not be permitted at any section

within 4 in. of the edge of the piece."

One of the nearest approaches to a table

of any practical value is "Wooden Beams
and Columns," by Kidwell and Moore, re-

printed from the proceedings of the As-
sociation of Railway Superintendents of

Bridges and Buildings.

In comparing the safe loads on beams
as given in these tables, with several

well designed tipples. I have found the

values given in the tables to run con-

sistently about 20 per cent, below those

in actual use. Thus, for instance, in the

floor system shown in Fig. 2, the maxi-

mum load carried by each stringer under

the loaded track is 3150 lb., as against

The Engineering A- Mining Journal

Fig. 7. Showing a Simple Bent 70 Ft. Fig. 8. Construction Used on Tipple
in Hight, for a Single Track Trestle 63 Ft. High

ing for the caps and sills consists of

4xl2-in. cuts being made at each end of

the posts to receive two 4xl2-in. pieces

for the cap or sill, one on each side.

Longitudinally the structure is braced by
five 8xl2-in. wales, notched and fastened

to the top of the bottom bent posts witn

M-in. drift pins, and by a double row of

4x8-in. cross bracing between the outside

plumb posts. The bents are placed 17

ft. on centers with the exception of the

last two. which are 26 ft., in order to

provide room for two railroad tracks.

Tables and Formulas

As has already been stated, formulas
or rules for computing the size of mater-

ial for use in trestle work are of doubt-

ful value and seldom used. The proper-

ties of timber are too variable to be
handled by set rules, as, for instance, a

well seasoned stick will often support
twice the load of the same piece when

a tabular value of 2640 lb., when com-

puted for Oregon yellow fir and for a

span of 16 ft., the actual conditions pre-

vailing in one instance where the struc-

ture has been in service for years.

On the other hand a wide variation is

found for the values of safe loads on

posts. For example, on railroad trestles,

computing for a load of 6000 lb. per lin-

eal foot, the actual load carried per post

averages about Vs or 54 the values given

in the tables. The values commonly
used on tipple construction run even

smaller than these; for the construction

shown in Fig. 8 ihe load carried on each

post of the 40- ft. bent is % the tabular

value, assuming that a 10x10x40 post

has 0.835 the value of a 10x10x30 and

computing for Georgia yellow pine; the

values for the posts of the second bent

from the top in Fig. 7 are 1 9 the tabu-

lar value given, when computed for Ore-

gon yellow fir.

As these are examples of abnormal
construction, they cannot be taken as

typical of colliery practice, more average

conditions being presented in Fig. 2. As-

suming this to be built of one bent and
30 ft. in hight, which are the average

conditions prevailing in the normal tip-

ple, and computing for Oregon yellow fir,

the actual load per post is 1/13 the tabu-

lar value. As is noted, however, in t!ie

explanation accompanying these tables,

"the safe load on a post is governed by
the ability of the cap or sill to resist

crushing from side pressure."

Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western Coal Company

This company was organized in 1909 as

a consequence of the commodities clause

of the Interstate Commerce law. It does
not mine coal, but it purchases at the

mines all the coal mined by the Dela-
ware, Lackawanna & Western Railrcad

Company, and attends to all the opera-

tions involved in placing that coal on the

market. The first report covers the per-

iod from Aug. 1, 1909, to Dec. 31, 1910,

or 17 months.

The general balance sheet as of Dec.

31, 1910. is as follows:

Furniture, etc 511.127
foal on hanrl 3,320.394
Bills ana accounts receivable.... 4,488.532
Cash 3,578,516

Total assets $] 1 ,402,569

Capita] stock issued $6,590,700
All accounts, etc.. payable 3,362.159
Depreciation fund 7::.1su

Total liabilities $10,026,039

Surplus of assets $1,376,530

The principal item in accounts receiv-

able is $4,379,068 due from agents.

The income account for the 17 months
is as follows:

Coal sales $55,283.94 )

Miscellaneous 140,003

Total receipts $55,423,947

Working expenses $53,223,596
Dividends, 12% percent B2 -_'

Total payments. . . .- .S-">4.u47.41 7

Surplus. Dec. 31, 1910 $1,37

Expenses include cost of coal, trans-

portation of coal, handling at depots, sell-

ing expenses and commissions, taxes and
general expenses.

Briquet Industry of United

Kingdom
Consul Albert Halstead, of Birming-

ham, England, states that the manufac-
ture of coal briquets has become a large

industry in the United Kingdom. Official

figures show that in 1909 the production

for the whole Kingdom was 1,512.645

long tons, valued at $4.761,860. This out-

put was divided: England, 177,895 tons,

valued at $568,071; Wales. 1.270.235

tons, valued at $3,948,591; Scotland. 43.-

620 tons, valued at $144,885. and Ireland,

20.895 tons, valued at $100,313.
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^IInew publications]!!?

I DES ElSBN HUBTI

Geilenkirchen, I. Band, Julius

Springer. Berlin.

Metal Statistics. 1911. • PP-

Price. erican Metal

.Market Company. New York.

^LOGIE ET LES RlCHE.-

AL; . L. De Launay. 35

francs. Ch. Beranger. Paris.

<se of Lectures on

Economic Geology. Third Edition.

By John C. Brannsr, Stanford Uni-

versity. California.

Electric Circuit Problems in Mines

ctories. By Ellis H. Crap-

per. 4 .
\ii . pp. 159. The Col-

liery Guardian Company, Ltd., Lon-

don. Eng.

An elementary handbook on electricity

for the colliery or works engineer.

Practical Stamp Milling and Amalga-

mation. By H. W. MacFarren.

5\T t, pp. 166; $2. Alining and

Scientific Press, San Francisco, Cal.

This is a good practical treatise on

milling by a practical millman. covering

all points from crushing the ore to refin-

ing the bullion.

Applications Industrielles de L' Elec-

tricte by L. Creplet. 6x9, pp.

283, paper. Second Edition. Asso-

ciation des Ingenieurs Sortis de

PUniversite de Liege, Belgium.

A series of lectures delivered on the

elementary theory and practice necessary

for industrial installations. Creplet is

the chief engineer of La Compagnie In-

ternationale d' Electricite de Liege.

Suggested Rules for Recovering Coal

Mints after Explosions and Fires.

By W. E. Garforth. S1.50. D. Van
Nostrand Company, New York.

This book is the result of many de-

mands made upon the author for copies

of his papers upon the same subject,

read and published first in 1897. The

piesent book contains an interesting and

detailed description of the recovery of

the Altofts mine in England. There are

numerous suggested precautions to be

t. ken before an accident, as well as rules

fo. guidance after a disaster has oc-

curred. All coal men could profitably

read this book.

Chemical Analysis from

the Standpoint 01 Solubilities,

iion, by

! I D Hli vii.

The Chemical Publishing Com-

panv. Fasten Penn.

This i^ an excellent introductory text-

on inorganic qualitative analysis.

While we do not feci certain that the stu-

dent's progim in analvsis will be ac-

ted by the physical-chemical treat-

ment accorded the subject, there can he

Bbf that an early knowledge of the

ideas and nomenclature is o!

assistance to the present-day student, and

believe that the present volume marks

a step in the right direction.

West Vircinia Geological Survey, Bul-

letin No. 2. Levels and Coal An-
alyses. By I. C. White, State Geol-

ogist, Morgantown, W. Va. 385 pp.

+ xvi. SI.50.

Part I of this volume contains a list

of distances and elevations along all the

railways and principal rivers of the State,

as well as of the permanent bench marks

of the U. S. Geological Survey. Part II

takes up the coal beds of the State and

collects together all the analyses hereto-

fore made by the Survey of each coal

bed in regular order from the oldest or

Pocahontas group to the highest and

youngest, at the same time correcting er-

rors that had crept into previous tables

of analyses.

Practical Alloying, by J. F. Buchanan.

6x9, pp. 205. Penton Publishing

Company, Cleveland, O.

Contents: Metal refining, ancient and

modern; history and peculiarities of al-

loys; properties of alloys; some diffi-

culties of alloying; methods of making

alloys; color of alloys; notation of al-

loys; standard alloys; foundry mixtures;

white metals; solders and novelty metals;

fluxes; gates and risers; about crucioles;

testing alloys; reference tables.

This is a remarkably complete instruc-

tion book for the practical foundryman,

and a valuable reference work for the

consulting metallurgist. We must, how-

ever, call the author's attention to the»fact

that air is not a chemical compound of

N and O (p. 17.)

Standardization of Electrical Prac-

tice in Mines. Circular No. 23 of

the Bureau of Standards. Depart-

ment of Commerce and Labor,

Washington.

This volume sets forth the results of

the investigations of a committee ap-

pointed by the American Mining Con-

gress and composed of Dr. Edward B.

Rosa, head of the electrical division of

the Bureau of Standards, Department of

Commerce and Labor, and six others rep-

resenting manufacturers, mine operators

and mine workers. Rules for the in-

stallation and use of electricity in mines

are proposed and explanations given of

the proposed code of rules. There is

also a valuable treatment of the subject

of the danger of electric wires and how
to avoid them. An interesting and in-

structive portion of the circular gives the

electrical mining laws of the various

States and several foreign countries.

The Construction of Graphical
Charts, by John B. Peddle. SI. 50.

McGraw-Hill Book Company, New
York.

Contents: Charts plotted on rectangu-

lar coordinates; the alincment chart;

alinement charts for more than three

variables; the hexagonal index chart;

proportional charts; empirical equations;

stereographic charts and solid models.

This is a systematic study of the un- I

derlying principles involved in the con-

struction of charts suited to the needs

of various branches of engineering. The
author's aim seems to have been to sim-

|

plify the mathematical treatment so as

to be clear to the average practising en-

gineer, thus necessarily restricting the

application of the charts to the simple

forms of equations.

The value of charts in engineering

practice is recognized and this work

forms a useful addition to the literature

of the subject, most of that previously

published being of such a complex mathe- ,

matical nature as to place it beyond the

understanding of the ordinary engineer.

The Design and Construction of In-

ternal Combustion Engines: A
Handbook for Designers and Build-

ers of Gas and Oil Engines. By
Hugo Guldner. Translated from the

Second Revised Edition with Addi-

tions on American Engines, By H.

Diederichs. $10. D. Van Nostrand

Company, New York.

The value and importance of Guldner's

work on the gas engine was fully recog-

nized when it first appeared in 1903.

The period of seven years since then,

while it did not change the fundamental

principles of design, brought about so

many changes in details and in the ap-

plication of those principles, that a re-

writing of the book, with many additions,

became necessary. Among the important

changes have been the development of

the double-acting principle, better meth-
|

ods of speed regulation, the introduction

of the suction-gas producer for supplying

fuel, and finally the introduction of the

gas turbine. The translator has omitted

the first part of the German work, which

was entirely historical, and has sub-

stituted for it an extended discussion of

gas-engine practice in the United States,

which was needed to make the book of

best service to American engineers and

students. The book is divided into four

parts, the first being on the various meth-

ods of operating gas engines and the gas-

engine cycles. The second part treats

directly of the design and construction

of internal-combustion engines. The third

part relates to construction, erection and

tests of modern types of engines; while

the fourth is a discussion of gas-engine

fuels and combustion in gas engines. An

appendix gives a discussion of the theory

of internal-combustion engines. It also

gives a number of details as developed

in practice, with specifications for the

construction of engines and rules for

their testing and operation. The book is

profusely illustrated. In a few cases

the drawings have been rather too much

reduced in size; but are sufficiently clear.

The extending use of gas and oil engines

in mining plants makes it of interest to

many mining engineers.
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Premier Mining Company
Johannesburg Correspondence

For the last financial year the Premier

Mining Company shows a profit of £541.-

192. Diamonds on hand were valued at

£320,068 as against £355,207 for 1909.

Capital expenditure reduced the realized

profit to £489,91(5. Of this 60 per cent.

, went to the Government under the mining

law and 40 per cent, to shareholders,

i Sundry revenue raised the company's

shares to £266,854, of which £260,000

were absorbed in dividends to preferred

and deferred sharers. In eight years the

total profit has been £4,600.678, of which

£1,603,201 has been spent in equipment.

The Government has received £1,377,864

and the shareholders £1,240,000, while

£400,000 has been placed in reserve.

The output was 2,145,835.75 carats and

owing to the rise in price of diamonds the

value per carat rose from 12s. 63d. to 13s.

11.4d. 9.331,882 loads of 16 cu.ft. were

washed for this yield. The average num-
ber of natives employed was 1 1,361. The

efficiency per native is about 75 loads per

toy per month. The average native wage
was 2s. lOd. per day, including piece work

and overtime. The average wage or sal-

ary of white employees, of whom there

were about 800, is £200 per year.

The Premier mine is working an im-

mense low-grade deposit and working it

with a very low margin of profit which

any further reduction in the yield of dia-

monds per load (or of the value of the

stones mined) would entirely eliminate.

In the report of the De Beers Con-

solidated it will be seen that the Kimber-

ley venture has a much higher profit mar-

gin and seems to be in a stronger posi-

tion and is said to be preparing to reopen

the De Beers mine this year.

Conditions at Jerome, Ariz.

Special Correspondence

The United Verde mine is now oper-

ating to 1200 ft. below the railroad level

and the lowest level is reported in good
ore. The Haynes company, exploiting

an area directly west the United Verde
and on the same side of the fault, has

decided to resume sinking from 700 ft.

The shaft is in diorite from the surface

and at 700 ft. over 2000 ft. of drifting

was done without finding any ore. The
Arkansas & Arizona and the United

Verde Extension are both developing on

the east side of the great north and
south fault, which cuts off the United

Verde orebody. In neither of these has
any ore in the diorite formation been
found. The Arkansas & Arizona cut the

fault plane without finding ore and is

now sinking to get ore reported to have
been found in drill holes. The United

Verde Extension is exploiting a small

crebody of low tenor found in the

fault zone. This company has struck the

diorite, but has not found any extension
of the United Verde orebody. There is

little other exploration under way in the
camp.

Daly-Judge Report
The annual report of the Daly-Judge

company, Utah, shows a net gain of
$94,177 during the year. In addition to

the operating expense, $19,803 was ex-
pended for construction, and $36,000 in

payment for drainage arrangements.
There was $222,038 cash on hand at the

beginning of the year, with $316,215 on
hand at the close. Arrangements were
made in June, 1910, for drainage rights

with the Ontario, Daly and Daly West
companies, for a period of ten years.

The annual cost of this privilege is

$12,000, and three years' rental was paid

in advance. The Daly West 1550 level

was extended, and the Anchor shaft will

be sunk to the 1900, in order to make
connections with this work. The On-
tario tunnel will reach the Daly-Judge
property about March, 1912, and will

eventually be connected with the shaft

at about the 2500 level. These arrange-

ments give good drainage facilities, and
will allow extensive development at a

comparatively low cost. The Daly-

Judge owns 108,398 of the 550,000

shares of stock issued by the Snake
Creek Mining and Tunnel Company. The
Snake Creek tunnel is in about 3000 ft.,

and has an interesting mineral country

directly ahead of it. The tunnel will

reach the Daly-Judge property at an ex-

treme vertical depth of about 3000 ft.,

and at a point two miles distant from

the shaft, which will allow extensive de-

velopment possibilities in this direction.

During the year, ore sales including

concentrates and zinc and iron mid-

dlings brought $552,100, which with in-

terest on the surplus made total receipts

of $566,348. Expenses were $472,171.

The crude ore amounting to 9106 tons

sold for $26.14 per ton. There were

47.002 tons of ore milled, the concen-

trates bringing $28.45, zinc middlings

$5.69, iron middlings $12.94 per ton. The

mill ore averaged 138 tons per day and

the ratio of concentration was 3.45 tons

into one.

Daly West Operations

At the annual meeting of the Daly West

Mining Company in Denver, Feb. 20. the

present directorate was reelected. The

board consists of W. S. McCornick J. E.

Bamberger. H. G. McMillan. F. J. Hagen-

barth and John Dern. Executive officers

will be chosen shortly in Salt Lake City.

During 1910, net profits of $238,000 were

made, a part of which was received from

leasers, who worked on the upper levels.

Three dividends of 30c. a share, or a total

of $162,000 were paid. During the year,

85.000 tons of ore were milled, from

which a lead and a zinc concentrate were
produced. The mill ore averaged $8 per

ton. Milling ore is being mined on the

1500-, 1700- and 1900- ft. levels. The
large orebodies have not been found to

continue on the lower levels, though some
ore has been opened here. There is a

cash balance of $76,000 in the treasury.

H. G. McMillan has been chosen general

manager to succeed Ernest Bamberger,
who has resigned.

Vermilion Range Railroads

Duluth Correspondence

The Canadian Northern Railroad con-
trolled by MacKenzie & Mann is appar-

ei tly pursuing the same policy as regards

the Vermilion range as the Great North-

ern, controlled by J. J. Hill, applied to the

Mesabi range in its early days. The first

named road is. without doubt, either ac-

quiring interests in, or encouraging the

development of mines on the Vermilion

range.

The road has both civil and mining ne-

gineers in the field, and the latter are ex-

amining various properties from time to

time. Among those so examined recently

is the Vermilion Iron Development Com-
pany on Pine island.

It is generally believed now that the

original route of the company's line from

Port Arthur to Duiuth will be so changed
that a large tonnage from the Vermilion

range will be available. It is the inten-

tion to haul ore both east and west over

this line, which will give the road a dis-

tinct advantage over other common car-

riers and will provide greater possibilities

for the range itself. The ore from the

west end of the range will be hauled to

Duluth, while that from the east end will

be hauled to Port Arthur. The latter

point, being a lake port, should be able to

compete successfully with Duluth, for

lake freight.

Starting of New Rand Mills
The mill at the City Deep mine has

started crushing, and is apparently per-

forming its work well and justifying the

adoption of the innovations in construc-

tion adopted by its designer. It and the

metallurgical works connected with it are

operated solely by white laborers. Mr.

Robson, the American engineer who de-

signed the mill, has now left the

Rand. The large mill at the Randfontein

Central has now started crushing with

300 of its 600 stamps.

Gold production in February was 610,-

828 oz., being 40,199 less than in Janu-

ary. The difference was due to the short-

er month, the daily average for February

having been 21.815 oz., against 21,001 oz.

in January. For the two months ended

Feb. 28, the total was 1,176.990 oz. in

1910. and 1.261,855 oz.—or $26,082,543

—in 1911; an increase of 84,865 oz. this

vear.
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1 personal]!
.- and metallurg eers are in

vited i<> k«'t'i> Th Mining
:. Informed of their movements and

E. P. Merrill, of Cleveland. 0.. is In

Duluth.

L. Vogelstein has returned from a Eu-

ropean trip.

M. L. Requa. of San Francisco, is visit-

New York.

John N. Judson has returned to New
from a stay of nine months in Peru.

G. W. Gennett, Jr.. of Robert W. Hunt

& Co.. has returned to Chicago from an

extended trip through Mexico.

A. H. Wethey has returned to New
York from Arizona, where he has been

engaged in professional work.

M. B. Cary. president of the Pacific

Mining and Smelting Company is in So-

nora. Mexico, on a trip of inspection.

D. E. Blake, who recently returned

from the Philippines, has gone to the

Yaco mines near Rosario. Sinaloa, Mex-

ico.

M. Francke, a German engineer, is

visiting Porcupine. Ont., and is examin-

ing several properties for German cap-

italists.

F. R. Kennedy, of Duluth. secretary of

the Giroux Consolidated Mining company,

has been spending a few days at Kim-

berly, Nevada.

J. S. McArthur. of the McArthur-

Forrest engineering firm of Glasgow. Scot-

land, will open an office in Porcupine as

consulting engineer.

William F. Carroll, who is with the

Compahia Metalurgica Mexicana, has re-

moved from Zimapan, Hidalgo, to San
Luis Potosi. Mexico.

Gerald Lovell. now in charge of the

Bewick-Moreing mining and railroad in-

terests in India, will come to Canada as

their representative.

A. E. Minium has resigned as presi-

dent of the Northwestern Asbestos Mills

Company of Denver, Colo., and W. A.

Fisher has succeeded him.

T. R. Heakes has resigned his position

-•ral manager of the Kerr Lake and
Wettlaufer companies. Cobalt. Ont., ow-
ing to ill health and is going to Europe.

John B. Farish is at Los Angeles, laid

up with a sprained knee, which is likely

to incapacitate him during this month.

hich he expects to return to New

Herbert T of Linton, Ind.. will

rvburg, Rum! a, to open
there the electrical mining machint-
drill display of the Linton Mining Com-
pany.

We dc-ire to learn the present "
I

' roll, formerly connected

with the Allis-Chalmers Company, and

shall be obliged if any of our readers can

inform us.

Sidney Sprout, of San Francisco, re-

cently examined the power-house and

plant of the Exchequer Mining and Power

Company for the purpose of designing

new plants.

Urban H. Broughton has resigned as

president of the United Metals Selling

Company. He will devote his time to the

management of the Virginian railway,

which is owned by the Rogers estate.

Frank D. Carney, who has been assist-

ant general superintendent of the Penn-

sylvania Steel Company's works at Steel-

ton, Penn., since 1902, has been promoted

to general superintendent, in place of

John W. Dougherty resigned.

H. H. Hart, who made a fortune in

Alaska mines, gave a reception and din-

ner to his fellow pioneers in the Alaska

goldfields, at his home in Berkeley on

March 1. About 100 guests attended from

various points on the Pacific Coast.

R.-J. Brussard, a petroleum expert, ar-

rived at San Francisco, Feb. 25, from

Lobitos, Peru. Mr. Brussard states that

the output of oil in Peru is decreasing

rapidly and that unless improved methods

are applied the supply will be practically

wasted within a few years.

Walter H. Aldridge, who has recently

become associated with the Gunn-Thomp-
son interests, has opened offices at 603-

604 Central Building, Los Angeles, Cal-

ifornia. The properties with which Mr.

Aldridge will have to do are Inspiration.

Mason Valley, Magma and Gunn-Quealy

Coal Company.

John Becker, for 11 years connected

with the Mountaineer mine at Nevada

City, Cal., and for seven years superin-

tendent, has accepted a position with the

Crown Mines Company, Ltd., of London

operating in South Africa. He expects to

arrive at Liverpool before April 1. He
will be succeeded at the Mountaineer by

F J. J. Sloat, of Ohio.

G. W. Heintz general manager, A. F.

Holden managing director, Frederick

Lyon and Sidney J. Jennings vice-presi-

dents of the United States Smelting, Re-

fining and Mining Company have been in-

specting the company's properties in the

Southwest, and visited Los Angeles and

vicinity for the reported purpose of in-

vestigating a possible site for smelting

works.

Richard Lindenberg, president of the

Lindenberg Steel Works, Remscheid-

Hasten, Germany, arrived at New York,

March 7. He will visit a number of steel

works. Mr. Lindenberg has taken a

prominent part in the introduction of the

electric furnace in Germany. He is ac-

companied by Prof. F. R. Eichhoff, of

the Royal Academy of Mining, in Berlin,

formerly managing expert of the Heroult-

Lindenberg electric furnaces.

+ OBITUARY
J. G. Searles died at Philadelphia

March 7, aged 62 years. He had charge

of the coal business of the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company as general agent from
1892 to 1910, when he retired on account

of ill health.

Frank S. Layng, president of the Illi-

nois Zinc Company, died at his resi-

dence in New York, Feb. 11. He was
formerly connected with the Railway
Steel Car Spring Company, and was
its president for some time, before retir-

ing. He became president of the Illi-

nois Zinc Company about two years

ago.

John Corrigan, at one time largely in-

terested in lake vessel companies in

Cleveland, was killed in an automobile

accident in Los Angeles, Cal., March 1,

aged 65 years. He was a brother of the

late James Corrigan, of Corrigan, Mc-
Kinney & Co., and was at one time presi-

dent and treasurer of the Aurania

Transit Company, vice-president of the

American Transit Company and a direc-

• tor of the Lake County Transportation

Company.

SOClETlES^yTECHNICAL SCHOOLS A
Association of American Steel Manu-

facturers—At the annual meeting in

Pittsburg, March 7, the following officers

were chosen: President, M. A. Steven-

son, Philadelphia; vice-president, P. E.

Carhart, Chicago; secretary and treas-

urer, Jesse J. Shuman, Pittsburg. There

were discussions on the specifications for

reinforcing bars for concrete, and on the

stamping of tensile strength values on

boiler plates.

Congress of Technology—At this con-

gress, to be held in Boston, April 10,

"The Conservation of our Metal Re-

sources," the heavy losses of metal oc-

curring in some existing processes of

metal production, and how these losses

may be reduced or avoided, will be dis-

cussed by Albert E. Greene, electro-

metallurgist, American Electric Smelting

and Engineering Company. Francis A.

J. FitzGerald, Niagara Falls, will present

a paper on "An Electric Furnace for

Zinc Smelting."

British Columbia School of Mines-—
In the course of his recent speech in the

Provincial legislature, in support of the

bill authorizing the lieutenant-governor-

in-council to grant certain lands as a site

for the University of British Columbia,

Doctor Young, minister of education for

the province, said: "There will also be

in the new university a College of Min-

ing, in connection with which the gov-

ernment is determined that there shall

be secured one of the foremost faculties

identified with university work."
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Editorial Correspondent
San Francisco

March 10—A decision handed down by

Judge Ross in the U. S. Circuit Court of

Appeals sitting at San Francisco, March 6,

affirming the judgment of the U. S. Dis-

trict Court of Montana denying the ap-

plication of Fred J. Bliss for a perman-

ent injunction against the Washoe Cop-

per Company and the Anaconda Copper

Mining Company, has an important bear-

ing on like issues in and out of court af-

fecting the copper-smelting industry of

California. Bliss contended for himself

and about 100 other farmers in Deer

Lodge valley, 5 miles distant from the

smelteries, that crops and stock on 50,000

acres were materially damaged by smel-

tery smoke. The court found that since

the remodeling of the smelteries in 1903

no appreciable damage had been done.

The situation in California is similar to

that in Montana. The smelteries are

adopting devices and progressing toward

the ultimate abatement of the damaging

effects of smeltery smoke. The Cottrell

system employed by the Balaklala at Co-

rp.m has in the last week been declared by

Frank Gould, chemist, i- a report to the

farmers' association, to ~e accomplishing

its purpose. The Bully Hill at Winthrop

is experimenting with an electrical system

of smelting; and similar experiments with

copper ores are reported from the iron

smeltery at Heroult, for the benefit of the

Bully Hill. Within the last week the

farmers in Calaveras and San Joaquin

counties in the vicinity of the Penn Chem-
ical Company smeltery at Campo Seco

initiated an organization for the purpose

of protesting against the smoke damage;

and a recent attempt has been made in

the Legislature to enact laws controlling

the smelteries, particularly directed

against the plants in Contra Costa county.

In the second paragraph of San Fran-

cisco correspondence on page 483, March

4, relative to dredging in Sacramento

county, the third sentence should read:

"The dredge-mining district is on the

American river, comprising about 12,500

acres, of which in 1909 more than 6000

acres had been proved dredgable, 5621

of which was owned by the Natomas
Consolidated, of California.

The announcement that the Great

Northern Railway will establish a tank-

age for the storage of California petrol-

eum to be used as fuel on the Cascade

division of that road, and the immediate

remodeling of the coal-burning locomo-

tive furnaces into oil burners, is one of

the encouraging happenings of the month.

The recent purchase by the Associated

of 2.555,000 bbl. from the oil Igency at

a reported price of 42.5c. per bbl., and
the purchase by the Standard of 100,000

bbl., the output of a new well of the

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

/$>

Buick Oil Company, at 45c. per bbl.; the

efforts being made by the State mineral-

ogist to influence the United States Navy
to further adopt oil fuel; and the fact

that in 1910 there were 1070 wells com-

pleted in the State and only 151 aban-

doned; all these are further sources of

encouragement that tend to dispel the

misaprehension as to the ultimate good

will of the national administration.

Denver
March 11—The Chamber of Commerce

and the Colorado branch of the American

Mining Congress have presented a joint

petition to the State Legislature to defeat

House Bill No. 306 on taxation of min-

ing property. In the report of the min-

ing committee of the Chamber of Com-
merce, which forms part of the petition,

the decline of S20,000,000 in nine years

in the output of Colorado is attributed

to the heavy taxes levied on mining prop-

erty. The report shows that the mining

districts pay in actual taxation from S30

to S35 per capita, whereas Denver, the

largest and wealthiest city in the State,

pays S20 per capita. The pending rev-

enue bill provides an assessment for tax-

ation purposes of S1000 an acre on min-

ing property, and the attorneys for the

mine owners who are vigorously oppos-

ing it argue that this would be unjust

in its operation and injure the mining in-

dustry, and that the tax should be based

on the net income from the mine.

The coal miners, through the House

committee, protested against the pro-

posed tax of lc. per ton on gross output

for a rescue and inspection fund, stating

that it would increase the expense of the

companies from 10 to 15c. per ton, which

would have to be borne by the consumer.

The Government, in bringing equity

suits against various companies for the

alleged unlawful acquiring of coal lands,

has branched out along new legal lines.

Although it is admitted that the statute of

limitations has run many years against

the alleged frauds, the Government law-

yers say the statute does not begin to run

until the fraud is discovered.

The report of Frank G. Peck, president

of the Portland Gold Mining Company, at

the annual meeting, is somewhat disap-

pointing in the statement that although

seven months have elapsed since the mill

was built at the mine, at a cost of $307,-

676, to treat the dump ores, it has not yet

been able to make a continuous run for

even a month at a time. Several rea-

sons are given for this, one being that the

mill was designed to treat the weath-

ered and therefore softer ores of the

dumps, but it being found that the ore

mined in doing development work was
sufficient to supply the mill, it was de-

cided to treat this instead of dumping it.

and so having to handle it twice, and that

this mine ore was so hard that the crush-

ing capacity of the plant was reduced

much below the original estimate. An-

other reason given is the unavoidable de-

lays that follow the adjustments in open-

ing a new plant. For reasons given the

president said he .would not make a de-

tailed report, but summarized by saying

that, "the results obtained during the last

few months have confirmed my belief in

the unqualified success of the methods

we employ." The whole report strikes

one as rather ambigudus.

The flow of water at the portal of the

Cripple Creek deep-drainage tunnel is

now said to be 12,000 gal. per min. The

drill holes in the breast of the crosscut

from the main tunnel, which was driven

to intersect the C. K. & N. vein, are near-

ly all spouting water, as the vein is en-

tered, and it is believed the main water-

course has been cut. Drilling is done

with much difficulty and even' precau-

tion is taken, the velocipede car being

kept ready for the men who spit the fus-

es, so that they may make a quick run to

the immediate shaft for safety.

There are now before the 18th Gen-

eral Assembly several bills that are of

great importance for good or bad to the

mining industry of Colorado, the latter

effect in the opinion of those who are

actively and professionally engaged in

that profession, being likely to predomi-

nate. The Denver Chamber of Com-
merce, the Real Estate Exchange, and

the Colorado Chapter of the American

Mining Congress are all actively at work

trying to build up and push the mining in-

dustry of the State, but the 18th General

Assembly seems disposed on the contrary

to take such action as will, relegate it

to the waste dump. It is the old story

of men making laws for an industry of

which they are technically and profes-

sionally ignorant.

One especially vicious, is House bill

No. 306 providing for an increase in the

assessment of mining property from four

to ten times the present assessment. As
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now, mining property is

higher than allowed by law, the burden

falling heaviest on the small mining man,

prospector and leaser who has to pay

heavy taxes on non-producing ground.

Yet tfa
- ks to raise the figure 300

per cent.

3 introduced by Sen-

ator J
-an Juan county, to regu-

late cos elteries, sampling works,

and metallurgical works, is looked upon

by mining men generally as mischievous

and unnecessarily meddlesome. The

author claims it will prevent alleged dis-

criminatory treatment rates on ores.

Another is the Proske bill which pro-

that the majority stockholders of a

mining company may carry on develop-

ment work without regard to the wishes

of the minority, whereas under the pres-

ent law a minority stockholder, perhaps

stly or perhaps for stock jobbing

purposes, may sfn operations, file a

complaint, and place his case before the

courts. This bill may possibly prove a

beneficial one.

Salt Lake City

March- 1 1—Attention has been directed

recently to the Utah Apex at Bingham, on

account of the development of lead ore

in a new section of the camp. This ore

occurs in bedded deposits, which have

been opened along the Dana and Louise

fissures. The interest of neighboring com-

panies in the operations of the Apex has

been aroused, and orders of survey of the

Apex workings have been asked by two

companies. The Bingham Copper sus-

pects the Apex of mining ore in its ter-

ritory, and brought suit for SI 5.000 Feb.

24. It is stated that blasting can be

heard, and that some of the water in the

Bingham Copper Company's tunnel has

been drained. Previous to this overtures

were made by the Bingham Copper to sell

an interest to the Apex, but this was re-

fused, and since then suit has been

brought. Some months ago, when an or-

der of survey was sought by the plaintiff,

rex offered to allow the Bingham

Copper to survey its workings before any

action by the court had been taken. The

bowever did not want the plaintiff's

own engineer, but named four of the best

independent surveyors of Salt Lake City.

The Bingham Copper demurred, and in-

on its own surveyor, which request

has since been granted, and permission

given • the Apex workings.. The

work in both properties is in the neigh-

br rhood of the boundary line, and Bing-

ham Copper blasting can be heard in the

Apex. The Apex holds that the reason

for the <>u:
- re on the part of the

plaintiff to obtain information as to the

location of certain orebodiei an i

. hich it thinks may extend into

B'ngham ( otind. The relations

of the two compan
fricn d favor

ave been asked or granted. Operations

bj the Bingham Copper, have been sus-

pended. The case is similar to that of the

Bingham Mary company, which recently

applied to the court for an order of sur-

vey of the Apex workings. This survey

was made in January and showed the

Apex to have been within its own ground.

Birmingham, Ala.

March 10—Joseph Hoadley, of New
York, president of the Alabama Consol-

idated Coal and Iron Company, and Ce-

cil Grenfell. of London, chairman of the

board of directors of the Southern Iron

and Steel Company, accompanied by a

number of financiers from the north and

east, were recently in the Birmingham

district inspecting the properties of

the two companies. While no state-

ments are made that a merger is

under consideration, rumors prevail that

one may be worked out. In the party

are James Shaw, of Boston; T. W. Jones,

of the Dominion Iron and Steel Com-
pany; W. C. Seddon, of Baltimore;

Charjes Hayden and A. Untermeyer, of

New York; T. H. Bowles, of the Balti-

more Trust Company; George A. Morri-

son, of. the same place, and others.

Cobalt

March 11—During February, 17 Cobalt

mines shipped 2105 tons. Production was

curtailed on account of the breakdown

of the plant of the Cobalt Hydraulic

Company.
According to the preliminary report

of the Ontario bureau of mines, the sil-

ver output of the Province for 1910, was
30,558,825 oz. The entire production,

with a trifling exception came from the

mines of the Cobalt district, including

Gowganda and South Lorrain. The ship-

ments of ore and concentrates totaled

34,316 tons, having an average silver

content of 890 oz. There are 14 con-

centrates in operation in the camp, and

these have tended to raise the average

assay of the ore, although large amounts

of low-grade ore are still being shipped

to outside points. Cobalt now ranks

third among the silver-producing com-

munities of the world, being surpassed

only by Mexico and the United States.

In 1910 the total production of the camp
was valued at $15,436,994. and dividends

to the amount of $7,275,240 were paid.

It has been announced in the Ontario

legislature that a loan of $3,000,000 will

be floated to meet the necessarv ex-

penditures for the Temiskaming & North-

ern Ontario railway. Of this amount

5600,000 will be used for the Porcupine

branch. There are now about 000 men
at work on this extension and it is prob-

able that it will he completed by next

August. Tlie continued soft weather has

put the sleigh roads into the district in

bape, and unless they improve,

ill probably be a large amount of

freight left at the railroad when the

breakup comes. There are now about

300 teams at work, but the Dome mines

have almost a thousand tons of freight

yet to go in, and the Hollinger about 300

tons. There still continues to be a brisk

sale of mining properties and several

sales at large figures have recently been

made.

Mexico City

March 1
1—The important mining oper-

ations in Northern and Central Mexico

are seriously hampered by the continued

interruption of transportation and the

restrictions on the shipment of dynamite

and supplies imposed by the government

as war measures. Promised improve-

ment has not been realized as yet and the

conditions are serious both for the com-

panies and for the many thousands of

Mexicans solely dependent on the mines

for a livelihood.

Johannesburg

Feb. 15—The total output of the mines

of the Witwatersrand to the end of 1910

was 65,358,764 oz. of gold, valued at

£277,626,394. Of this sum only about

£72,416,557 has been divided in divi-

dends, which is, I think, a smaller pro-

portion of the total values of output to

that of many other well known milling

fields working a similar grade of ore.

Whether this is so and the reasons, if

any, might form the basis of a profitable

discussion.

The Victoria Falls & Transvaal Power
Company, with its subsidiary, the Rand

Mines Power Company, is pushing for-

ward the work of supplying electricity to

the Rand. It has three stations: one at

Brakpan on the East Rand, another near

the Simmer and Jack mine, at Germiston,

and a third at Rocherville lake, near the

Central Rand. The boilers erected are

capable of evaporating about 30,000 lb.

of water per hour. Electricity generated

is three-phase current at 2240 and 5000

volts, which is transformed in step-up

transformers to 10,000, 20,000 or 40,000

volts, according to the distance it must be

transmitted. The alternators are driven

by A. E. G. Curtis type impulse turbines,

of which there are two of 4500 b.h.p., at

Brakpan. six of the same size at the Sim-

mer station, and when the Rocherville

station is completed there will be five. of

IS.000 b.h.p., each driving alternators of

12.^00 kw. capacity, which are among the

largest, if not the largest, steam units that

have ever been made. A station to sup-

ply 20.000 additional kw. is now being

erected at Vereeniging, 95 miles south of

the Rand on the Vaal river, and another

large station to supply 100,000 kw. is to

be erected on the Tweefontein colliery, to

supply Pretoria and the Premier diamond
mines with power. The ten 4000-h.p.

units to supplv compressed air to the

mines will shortlv he running.
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The Minin<5 News
Alaska

It is believed that a continuous pay-

streak has been found in the Koyukok.

Pay has been found on several claims

on Sheep creek, near Nolan, and there

is run of fine gold different from that

usually found in Koyukok streams.

Captain Barnette & Co. have ordered

a 250-ton hydraulic plant for Mastodon

creek. This plant will be in operation

early in the summer.

Golden Gate—This company has sold

its property on Chicagoff island to the

Chicagoff Gold Mining Company, of

Sitka.

Ellamar Copper—New machinery has

been installed in these copper mines at

Ellamar for handling the ore. J. D.

Meenach is manager.

Arizona

Gila County

Miami—The distance from the pump-

ing plant at Burch to the mill is 14,000

ft,—7000 ft. of the 14-in. pipe line has

been laid. The duplicate generator cast-

ing for the power plant has arrived. The

new skips and cages have been hung and

are operating smoothly.

Old Dominion—An electrically driven

blower is being installed on the 12th level

of the United Globe for ventilation of the

14th level until connection is made with

the Kingdon shaft. At that shaft an

electric hoist is to be placed.

Barney—The 400- ft. shaft on the east-

ern portion of the property is to be deep-

ened in the near future.

Live Oak Development Company—
Stockholders have authorized an increase

in stock. Shareholders of record March
8 will be given the right to subscribe up

to March 24 to one share of new stock at

S20 for each four shares held, $5 per

share being payable at the time of sub-

scription and the balance of S15 May 1.

The company had already 50,000 shares

outstanding.

Pima County

Roosevelt Reduction Company—This
New York Company, T. J, Cowan presi-

dent, has acquired by stock exchange the

Liberty Mining Company property in the

Arivaca district 65 miles south of Tucson.

Extensive development work will be un-

dertaken.

Yuma County
Desert—This property, at Vickburg.

has completed a 10-stamp mill with plates
and tables and is operating about one
week each month pending arrangements
for an adequate water supply for the

mill. Josiah Winchester is manager.

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Install ations. Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Trans-fers. The*

Current History of

Mining

California

Amador County
South Eureka—The mill is working the

full capacity of the 80 stamps and the

ore extraction is equal to the demand.
Notwithstanding $30,000 has recently

been expended in repairs to the shaft, the
last dividend of 3c. will be increased to

5c. for the next. A new motor for the

electric pump has been ordered.

Butte County
Burlington—A 3- ft. lode has been

opened on this mine at Forbestown. A
100-ton reduction plant will be installed

in the spring. W. C. Ralston, San Fran-
cisco, is president.

Gold Bank—This mine, comprising 800
acres at Forbestown, formerly the big-

gest producer of gold in Butte county,

has been sold by H. S. Stowe to M. J.

Cooney, of Oroville, and Fred J. Stoer,

of Oakland.

Calaveras County
Dolling—The new 40-stamp mill at this

mine (formerly the North Star) near
Angels is completed and in operation.

Union Copper—This company's dam is

completed and water is in the reservoir

at Copperopolis.

Lightner—Twenty of the 60 stamps will

be started about the middle of March,
and the 40 a few weeks later. The new
shaft has reached the orebody level, and
a new tramway built. The orebodies

have been tapped by crosscuts at the 200-

and 300-ft. levels. Mr. Chalmers, of

Angels, superintendent.

Eldorado County

Gopher Boulder—This mine in the

Kelsey district is being developed by

drifting on the lode from the tunnel, at

220 ft. depth. W. H. Bell is in charge.

Georgia Slide—The Beers mills for

this mine near Georgetown are being

shipped in over the wagon road from the

railroad at Auburn.

Pennsylvania Consolidated—This gold-

mining company at the annual meeting,

Mar. 6, elected M. R. Vernon, of Oak-
land! president and manager. The prop-

erty adjoins the Union group on the

mother lode.

Humboldt County

J. A. Prentice, of Eureka, has pur-

chased 16 placer claims on the Klamath
river, located by George Senk. It is

the purpose to work these and other

placers with dredgers.

Inyo County

Besides the activity of the Skidoo
where 15 stamps are dropping, the Cor-
liss, Auguburg, Valley View, King, Hoyt
Brothers and the Gilbert properties in

that vicinity are each employing a num-
ber of men.

A committee has been organized at

Ballarat, the commercial center of the

South Park mining district to collect data

with a view of attracting railroad con-
struction into the district.

Southern Belle—Copper ore of high

grade has been disclosed at the 250-ft.

level of this mine at Laws. Water came
in with a 20-ft. stratum of clay carrying

gold. A cornish pump has been installed.

Mr. Vandercook is superintendent.

Kern County

Phoenix—Work is resumed at this mine
at Johannesburg, owned by C. A. Bur-
cham. The new shaft is on a 3-ft. vein
of ore. There is a 1500-lb. rotary stamp
in addition to the five-stamp mill.

Pinmore—A new whim has been in-

stalled, and drifting on the vein at 50
ft. in a new shaft. Frank Feldman,
Randsburg, owner.

Santa Ana—A pay shoot of ore 4 to

6 in. wide on the 250-ft. level is being
mined by Roy Baker and W. H. Boyson
in this mine in Randsburg district, and
milled at the Red Dog mill at Johannes-
burg.

King Solomon— High-grade ore is be-

ing mined and milled from an extension
of the new Butte vein adjoining, by
Watchman Brothers, leasers. Other leas-

ers are also taking good ore from the

King Solomon.

Powel & Humphrey—A rich strike is

reported in this property west of the

Sydney group in Stringer district, in a

vein 8 in. wide uncovered 75 ft. in length.

Pine Tree—This mine, formerly a high-

grade producer near Tehachapi, has been
sold to J. R. McLeod and others of Los
Angeles. There is full equipment of

stamp mill and concentrators.

Mariposa County

Bullion Hill—This mine, near Ex-
chequer, has been sold to J. M. and A. L.

Richardson, of Minneapolis, Minn. B. R.

Binns, of Merced (Merced county),
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superintendent. A Krogh tube mill and

Huntington mill are being installed, to

be driven by two Union gas engines.

nd 50 h.p. The plant has a capa-

city of 75 tons in 24 hours.

.:' -This mining company
v made a rich strike near HI

Portal on the old Hite Cove lead. The

erty is being developed by drifting.

C>. W . Egenhoff. .Merced, is superintend-

ent.

\ \ ada County

Champion—The old caved levels in this

mine, which is under purchase bond to

rth Star .Mines Company, are being

opened in order to completely explore

the entire property.

Red Ledge—Survey for patent has

been made for 6 of the 10 claims in this

group of gold and copper properties at

French Corral, owned by the South Yuba

.Mining and Smelting Company. Otto

W'oehler, Spenceville. superintendent.

Midas— Negotiations are said to be

pending for the sale of this mine at

Randolph flat to San Francisco men for

540,000. The shaft is being pumped.

Colorado

Clear Creek and Gilpin Counties

It is reported that the Marshall-Rus-

sell tunnel which is in Miller mountain at

Empire 5600 ft., has intersected an 18-in.

vein that runs $60 to $70 per ton in gold

and silver.

Little Giant—A strike of an 8-in. streak

of ore that mills 375 oz. silver per ton is

reported from this mine.

Valentine Group — In this property,

Geneva, gulch, in the adit level be-

ing driven on the E. K. C. 10 to 16 in. of

galena has been opened which is stated

will run 5700 in gold and silver and lead.

Mendota—A 2- ft. vein of lead-zinc

ore has been opened by the Mendota

Mines Company leasing this property on

Sherman mountain.

Pioneer—Manager Trevillion of this

mine is preparing to ship ore that it is

said will mill >80 per ton in gold and

silver. The Pioneer mine has been a pro-

ducer of high- and medium-grade ore for

a long time and a number of applications

ises have been sent in.

Aetna L. Oliver. leasing on the above

vein cut by the Capital tunnel HJOO ft.

from the port ~tr,pinc on IS in. of

ore. which shows by assay values oi

per ton.

Ohio Group A new adit to cut the ore

at deeper levels will be driven by the

Mount Kelso company which

mil group in West Argcntii:

heavy production was made from the up-

ngs a yei

h In this mine an 8-in

en struck wh:

Centennial—Fourteen inches of bornite

carrying gold is reported as having been

struck in the shaft of this mine, which is

an extension of the Stanley vein.

Refugee—This mine, which has shipped

heavily for two years under lease, has

now been purchased by T. H. Bowen who

will resume work through the Shafter

mine and the Central tunnel.

War Dance—This mine in Russell gulch,

one mile from Central City, noted for its

being the only mine in the district having

t> pical Cripple Creek ore, i.e., fluorine-

stained quartz carrying sylvanite, and for

its rich ore, has been purchased, it is said,

by a new company closely allied to the

North American Smelter and Mines Com-
pany which owns the smeltery at Golden.

J H. Robeson is the manager.

Hinsdale County

The Pelican. Lone Star, Emerald Isle,

Alpine Tunnel and Cleveland are work-

ing steadily and show promise of being

goodproducers during the summer.

Ocean Wave—Much is expected by

mine operators in the Lake City district

ftom tfie result of the Rankin process of

ore reduction which is being tried out in

the Ocean Wave plant on low-grade sul-

phides.

Golden Wonder—This mine is reported

to have opened an orebody 8 ft. wide and

for a depth of 190 feet.

Belle of the West—The lessees are get-

ting out a big tonnage for the Rankin

mill as well as some high-grade smelting

ore.

Park County

Consolidated Moose Mines—This new
company will exploit the original Moose

mine which was discovered in 1870 and

worked for 20 years, together with 97

placer and other claims in the vicinity. It

is estimated* by J. L. Seward, the chief

engineer of the company, that there are

1.000,000 tons of $25 ore on the old

dumps. Two matting furnaces of 150 tons

capacity each will be built at once. H. W.

Scott is president of the company.

Tiu.ler County—Cripple Creek

Hoosier—This mine on Tenderfoot hill

is credited with a production of about

half a million dollars in the early days of

the camp by Ainstee. lessee, but the shoot

was lost and production ceased. The shoot

is said to have been found again about

140 ft. below the surface and a trial

shipment has been made.

Findley Thirteen carloads averaging l

02. cold per ton went out from the Find-

ley in February.

Pharmacist Two to four carloads of

milling ore per week are being sent out

by this mine on Hull hill. It comes from

.urns shaft. Ward & Hill, lessees.

Maggie From this mine on Raven hill

nt out in February, the

assays ranging from 1 to 5 oz. gold per

ton.

Doctor-Jack Pot—Twenty-five cars of

mill ore went out from this mine in Feb-

ruary.

Gold Dollar—The above mine on Bea-

con hill, leased by the Union Leasing

Company, is reported to be the scene of a

strike in the Husted shaft, where 9 ft.

of sylvanite ore has been gone through

from which grab samples give assays of

from $35 to $276 per ton. In February,

24 carloads went out from the Husted
shaft, yielding from $15 to $45 per ton.

Idaho

Couer d'Alene District

Jack Waite—Patrick Burke has com-
pleted an inspection of the Black Horse
mill and directed repairs prior to the use

of the plant to handle the lower grades

of the Jack Waite ore. Meanwhile the

high-grade shipments are being made by

sleigh to Eagle, on the Idaho Northern.

Idaho County

Del Rio Mining Company—Louis Van-
zac, president, and Albert Pages, of Paris,

France, who is heavily interested, have

just concluded an inspection of the prop-

erty near Elk City, and are planning for

extensive development. The main tunnel

is now in 330 ft. -Peter A. Haines is su-

perintendent.

Indiana

Clay County

Zeller & McClelland—This company
has cleaned up mine No. 3 and closed it

until conditions improve.

Knox County

A large coal mine is to be opened on

the Eastern Illinois railroad a mile south

of Oakland City, work of sinking the

shaft to begin soon. A large block of ex-

cellent coal land has been obtained by

the T. C. Bugg Company, local operators,

who paid $25 an acre for the coal rights.

The plan is to open and equip a modern

mine, with a capacity of 200 tons of coal

a day. It will employ upward of 300

men. The coal vein is known as vein No.

5 to Southern Indiana coal men, and at

this point it is 6 ft. in thickness.

Vermillion County

A strike called by the miners' officials

is on in the Miami mines near Clinton and

Ehrmandalc and the mines are closed

pending a settlement of the trouble be-

tween the miners and operators. The

tiouble arose over the refusal of the

company to make new rooms for the min-

ers to work in, the old ones having been

worked out. The strike affects about

800 miners. The manager said the com-

pany does not propose to turn new rooms

during the lull in the trade. The matter

has been referred to the joint miners and

operators committee for settlement.
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Michigan

Copper

La Salic—No. 2 shaft is sinking below

the 13th level, at that point a plat has

been cut and drifting in both directions

has been started from the shaft. The

openings from the lower levels are show-

ing an improved condition.

Calumet & Hecla—The company is

moving one of its hoisting engines, capa-

ble of handing a 7'j-ton skip from a

depth of about 5000 ft., that has been do-

ing duty at Nos. 11 and 12 shafts on

the conglomerate lode, to No. 15 shaft

on the Osceola Amygdaloid lode, and

has rearranged its rope lines so that the

hoisting from No. 11 shaft is being done

by one of the other engines. No. 12

shaft has been idle for several years,

other than unwatering it a short time ago

for the protection of the other shafts.

South Lake—This company has select-

ed the site for its No. 12 drill hole, which

very likely will be the last hole put down

preparatory to the beginning of shaft

sinking. It has exposed three copper-

bearing formations in its drill work that

give forth much promise.

Winona—The first head in the stamp

mill, owned jointly by this and the King

Phillips company, has been started, and

aside from the various adjustments that

are necessary in getting the mechanism

in running order, everything is working

smoothly. Operations for the present

will be confined to a single shift of 10

hours per day, handling about 350 tons.

Up to the present, operations have been

so limited that it is not known how the

small tonnage has yielded in copper.

Work on the second head is going for-

ward satisfactorily.

Superior—No. 1 shaft is stoping at the

15th level and the shaft is sinking close

to the 16th level. Rock shipments at the

rate of about 20,000 tons per month are

being made to the mill. At No. 2 shaft,

the deepest lateral opening, is at the 6th

level, and the shaft is down about 1000

ft. It has been decided to sink the shaft

to a considerable depth before the next

crosscut has driven to the lode, as the

ground was somewhat shattered and

broken in the upper workings.

Michigan—The company has exposed

at hole No. 33 an amygdaloid formation

about 25 ft. wide, showing some copper

throughout. This hole is in the south-

ern part of the tract 1800 ft. from the

sandstone. As this part of the land has

not been previously explored and as it

lies in the approximated line of the ser-

ies of lodes exposed at the Lake and
South Lake properties, the results of the

work will be watched with interest. The
sand pipe for the 34th hole has been put

down to bed rock. A number of leasers

are at work on the old workings on the

Calico and Branch veins.

Victoria—The annual report to Dec. 31,

1910, shows total receipts of $152,193,

and expenditures of $190,118. The cop-

per output was 1,164,364 lb., on which
there was a profit of $3806. No develop-

ment was carried on. Owing to shortage

of water, operations were curtailed. A
survey of the Ontonagon river for water

power has been made and the utilization

of this for mine purposes and for general

power supply is being considered. Fred

H. Williams, 160 Congress street, Boston,

is president.

Minnesota

Randall—With the winter nearly past,

attention as regards exploration on the

Cuyuna range is being directed toward

the possible southwest extension of the

range. The territory in the vicinity of

Randall seems to be interesting at pres-

ent. For a month two drills have been

working on Sec. 31, T 131, R 30, in

Morrison county. Within the past week
six more drills have gone into the same
region.

Montana
The United States assay office, at Hel-

ena, reports the receipt of $109,903 in

gold and silver during February. Choteau

county leads with $34,290 and Fergus is

second with $29,023.

Butte District

Butte & Superior—Weed & Probert, of

New York, are making an examination of

the property. They are also the geolo-

gists for the Butte & Ballaklava company

in its litigation with the Anaconda Cop-

per Mining Company.

Raven Mining Company—The district

court, upon the company's application,

has signed an order dissolving the cor-

poration. Edward C. Frisbie and Robert

A. Griffing, of Hartford, Conn., and A.

B. Curtis, of Boston, were named as

trustees, with full power to wind up the

company's affairs.

Anaconda—The Butte & Ballaklava

company has filed its answer in the suit

brought against it by the Anaconda com-

pany. Besides denying the allegations of

the Anaconda company's complaint that

the Butte & Ballaklava has taken Ana-

conda ore, the answer makes an attack

on the Anaconda company's title to the

Right Bower lode claim upon the ground

that the certificate of location of the

Right Bower claim, as recorded

in the county clerk's office of Silver Bow
county, was void in that it was never ver-

ified as required by law.

The U. S. circuit court of appeals

has affirmed the United States cir-

cuit court for the district of Montana

in its decision in the case of Bliss against

Anaconda company, et al., more common-

ly known as the smoke case, which was

brought by the Deer Lodge farmers to

secure an injunction closing down the

Washoe smeltery, at Anaconda, because

of the damage alleged to have been done

bv the smeltery fumes to the crops. The
decision, which was affirmed, denied the

farmers an injunction and gave them
relatively small damages.

Pilot Butte—The management states

that active operations will be begun with-

in 30 days. Part of the 30,000 shares

which are being sold to provide an op-

erating fund have already been sub-

scribed.

Fergus County

Rh'-ingold—Two boilers for the new
cyanide plant have arrived and will be

put in place immediately at the New Year

mine.

Barnes-King—At the annual meeting

on March 2, the following were elected

directors: J. E. Corette, A. J. Davis, W.
C. Lewis, J. N. Kirk, C. W. Goodale, E.

G. Hothorn. W. G. Brown and W. H. A.

Fischer. The report states that numerous
properties have been examined with a

view to purchasing, but none have proved

satisfactory. At the meeting of the new-

ly elected board of directors the follow-

ing officers were elected: President, C.

W. Goodale; vice-president, E. G. Hot-

horn; treasurer, C. C. Swinborne; sec-

retary, John E. Corette. It was decided

to have an examination made of three

more properties.

Nevada

Elko County

Coeur d'Alene-Jarbidge— This com-
pany, headed by A. H. Fox, of Wallace,

Ida., has secured control of 17 claims in

the Jarbidge district. The company plans

to install a five-stamp mill and a cyanide

plant.

Humboldt County

National Mines Company—The Auto
Hill National Mining Company has begun
suit against the company to recover 300,-

000 shares of the stock of the National

Mines Company, $21,000 dividends and

$1,710,000 damages.

Lincoln County

Riverside Zinc Company—This corpor-

ation capital $50,000, has been formed at

Riverside, Cal., to operate zinc deposits

at Jean. The ore will be shipped to

Kansas at a rate of $8 per ton freight.

Lyon County

Nevada-Douglas— It has been decided

to provide $80,000 to equip and put the

property in shape for production. It was

decided to sell 40,000 shares of the com-

pany's treasury stock at $2 per share.

Stockholders have to May 1 to exercise

their rights.

Nye County

Tonopah-Belmont—Work has been re-

sumed in the Belmont mine on all levels

except the 1166, on which the recent fire

occurred. The fire damage to the mine is

placed at less than $5000.
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Jim I
rating

on co-: on the 61

of the Stone C.^in shaft, advancing a

:ut southeast at the rate of 4S ft.

kly.

;ra—The only new work be-

ing done is on the 700- ft. level, where

a southwest crosscut is being driven to

open up the vein found on the SOO-ft.

level.

rE Pine County

Surveying parties are engaged in run-

ning preliminary lines between Salt Lake

and EIv by the Deep Creek and

F - Springs i Utah I
districts.

The Giroux and Boston Ely companies.

at Ely. have entered into a side-line

agreement, which will eliminate future

litigation.

Oregon

Baker County

Esmeralda—W. J. Evans, of Bourne,

ken a lease on this mine, and will

• operations.

Coos County

Pulaski Coal and Navigation- -This

company has purchased from H. B.

Guthrey, of Coquille, 300 acres of coal

land, and a large amount will be spent

in development at once.

Wallowa County

Mountain Gem—Operations on this

copper property will be enlarged this

spring, and machinery installed. Offices

are at Joseph.

South Dakota

Recent shipments of bullion from the

U. S. assay office at Deadwood. S. D.,

have been the largest in its history. The

Homestake, Golden Reward, Mogul, Wasp
! and the Lundberg, Dorr & Wil-

son mills are running steadily and ship-

ping through the local assay office.

Hidden Fortune—The sale has been

postponed till May. but it is understood

that no further postponement will be

granted.

Golden Reward The pyritic ore from

• he new shoot will probably be roasted

at the mine near Terry, and then trans-

! to the mill near Deadwood for

cnt.

re recently found is in a

rtlng '"i ft. from the sur-

face in the Mark Twain shaft, and fol-

lowing a porp! This Bhaft la

ich quart/ite at K)0 or
•

I

pany This

I

ling machr produce 20
•

John N Adams is engineer, ami John

Lant. man.i;

Utah

The International Smelting and Refin-

ing Company proposes to enter the lead-

smelting business at the Tooele plant. The

company will install, as soon as possible,

two lead furnaces with a combined capa-

city of approximately 500 tons of ore

daily. It is said this tonnage has already

been contracted for. The building of the

addition to the plant will require four

or five months, but the company will be

in the market for lead ores, as soon as

the necessary arrangements for storing

the ore have been made. Plans for the

work will be prepared at once. At pres-

ent the copper furnaces are treating be-

tween 500 and 600 tons of ore daily.

The local United States assay office

during February received 7307 oz. of gold

valued at S135,941, and 4594 oz. of sil-

ver valued at S2102, or a total value of

SI 38.043. February is generally an un-

satisfactory month to the office, owing

to weather conditions, and the present

month was an unusually stormy one.

The receipts, however, were over S38,000

in advance of the same month of 1910,

which is taken to indicate improved mine

conditions. Most of the material is re-

ceived from Utah and Nevada.

Juab County

Dragon Iron—At the meeting of the

Dragon Iron and Governor companies,

Mar. 2, the advantages to be obtained by

a merger were explained to stockholders,

following which it was voted to merge

the companies under the name of the

Dragon Consolidated. A meeting was

called for Mar. 10, when directors will

be elected, and arrangements for the con-

solidation completed. Drifting has been

started on the 800- and 1000-ft. levels

of the Dragon shaft.

Tintic Leasing Company—Articles of

incorporation have been filed to carry on

a general development and leasing busi-

ness. The capital stock is S5000 divided

into shares of S10 each. Thomas Owen
is president.

Heck Tunnel— It is expected to begin

shipments before the middle of March

from the new orebody which was in dis-

pute with the Uncle Sam. The ore is

the same character of silver-lead ore as

that being shipped by the Uncle Sam.

Bullock The stockholders of this com-

pany have satisfied the proposed con-

solidation with the Tintic Combination

and Tintic Empire. Stockholders of the

latter company will meet soon, and it is

expected will agree to the merger.

Sioux Consolidated It is stated by

General Manager Loose thai there are

three dividends In sight, with good

chances of finding more ore.

Victoria On the 1050 level the new
ly has been followed for about 50

•t.. the face being in shipping ore. As-

from this ore running unusually

I. irli in silver have been obtained.

Salt Lake County

Ohio Copper—Monthly earnings of be-

tween SI 8,000 and S20,000 are reported.

No change in control is likely before the

annual stockholders' meeting in June.
]

The company's floating indebtedness is

placed at approximately $600,000.

Bingham Mines Company—The second

annual report shows the earnings of the

Dalton & Lark mines to have increased

over the preceding year. There were

marketed 12,536 tons, which brought

$153,047. At the Commercial it was nec-

essary to stop mining operations on ac-

count of moving the buildings and equip-

ment from Copper Center gulch to the

mouth of the Niagara tunnel. It was nec-

essary to extend the tunnel 1036 ft. to

bring it under the Commercial shaft. By
this work an additional 164 ft. below the

j

lowest workings was obtained. The re-

port on the Eagle & Blue Bell at Tintic

controlled by this company has not been

issued. The balance in cash and collateral

loans, Dec. 31, 1910, amounted to $109,-

063, and notes receivable $15,000.

Utah Mines Coalition—Work of un-

covering the compressor from ice and

debris has been in progress. To avoid

future danger from snowslides, the en-

trance of the tunnel will be enlarged,

so as to allow the compressor plant,

blacksmith shop, etc., to be placed under

cover of the cliff. Arrangements will al-

so be made near the entrance of the

tunnel for a winter boarding house for

the men, while, during the summer, tent-

houses near the dumps will be used.

Washington

Ferry County

Gold Coin—This company expects to

begin shipments soon. Operations are

to be enlarged under the direction of

F. C. Bailey, Republic.

North Star—This company is in the

market for new machinery. The tunnel

is in 600 ft. S. A. Eslick, Orient, is

president.

Black Bear—Operations will be started

on this property under the management
of Charles Albin, of Marcus. A 300-ft.

tunnel is to be started.

Gem—Operations will be resumed on

this property on Toulon. H. W. Work-

ing, Orient, will have charge.

Wisconsin

Zinc-lead District

The Mineral Point Zinc Company has

purchased the 40-acre tract, at Benton,

of Joseph Weigle, on which the Coon

branch is situated. This company has

also acquired the Carrow farm, at Lin-

den, including the Rajah mine.

Black Jack—A plant has been built at

the Black Jack mine, Galena, 111., to test

the John T. Jones "step" process of

making spelter from crude ore.
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Wilkinson—The Vinegar Hill company

has taken over this lease under option

of 830,000, and will erect a 100-ton mill.

The mine has been a large producer of

lead; a lower run of blende has been

opened.

Frontier—Blende has been found by

I this company on the Hird land, one mile

i south of Benton.

M. & D.—This company, which has

I subleased the jarrett, has proved a new

i
zinc range by churn drill for a distance

'< of 500 feet.

Canada

British Columbia

British Columbia Steel Corporation—

A

charter of incorporation has been granted

to this company which is capitalized at

510,000,000. It is proposed to erect a

large steel plant at some point near Van-

couver with a daily capacity of about

850 tons—employing about 5000 men.

Negotiations are on foot with the Amer-

ican Car and Foundry Company, of Pitts-

burg looking to the establishment by the

latter of large works in connection with

the steel plant. The enterprise is under-

stood to be backed by European capital.

Ontario

The shipments from Cobalt for the

week ended March 3, were: Cobalt Lake,

397,750 lb.; Coniagas, 178,240; Beaver,

119,767; McKinley - Darragh, 118,360;

Nipissing, 99,500; La Rose, 86,800;

Temiskaming, 80,324; Buffalo, 63,800;

Kerr Lake, 60,173; City of Cobalt,

60,000; Crown Reserve, 52,900; Silver

Cliff, 50,260; Cobalt Central, 44,818;

Hargraves, 41,108; total, 1,453,800

pounds.

Buffalo—This Cobalt company has de-

clared the regular quarterly dividend of

5 per cent, with a 3 per cent, bonus.

The January mill report reads: Milled

3708 tons, assaying 39.3 oz. silver per

ton. Ounces recovered, 116,776; ex-

penses, S4319.

Nipissing—A high-grade oreshoot has

opened on the 170-ft. level of No.

122 vein. This is the first discovery of

good ore on the 170-ft. level of this vein,

which has been traced on the surface

for over 900 feet.

Bishop—This Gowganda company will

install a compressor plant.

Swastika—This gold property is now
producing regularly with a 5-stamp mill.

The clean up for ten days gave 50

ounces.

Vipond—This Porcupine property is

showing up well at the 100- ft. level, and

returns from the one stamp mill show

values of about S40 per ton.

Hudson Bay—A high-grade vein 3 in.

wide has been encountered on the sec-

ond level 300 ft. southwest of the shaft.

A smaller rich vein has also been

struck.

Quebec

Amalgamated Asbestos Company—The
annual meeting took place at Montreal

March 8. Reports were presented for

seven months ended Dec. 31, showing

profits of $195,422 leaving after payment
of interest and preferred stock dividends

a balance of $34,018. It was decided to

issue $200,000 additional bonds at an

early date. The total production of the

company was given as 200 tons per day

fiber or about 3500 tons rock.

Compcgnie Francaise d'Etudes au Can-
ada—This company has been formed at

Paris, office 62 rue Caumartin, for the

purpose of investigating and developing

Canadian mineral deposits. Obalski &
Dulieux, consulting engineers, Montreal,

will represent the company in Canada.

The president of the company is Georges

Martin, chairman of the Comptoir d'Es-

compte, in Paris. The board includes

several well known bankers. Rodolphi

Forg't, of Quebec, is also a director.

Mexico
The National Railways of Mexico an-

nounces that it will build the long pro-

jected line from Canitas on the Mexican

Central division north of Zacatecas to Du-

rango via the important camps of Som-
brerete, Chalchihuites and mines in Zaca-

tecas and the Nombre de Dios district in

Durango. State subsidies aggregating

1,280,000 pesos have been granted.

Guanajuato

Guanajuato Mining and Milling Com-
pany—The companv is installing new ma-

chinery and electrical power. Shipments

are now going to the San Matias mill six

miles distant. Chester A. Fuller is man-

ager. The stock is active oh the New York

Curb.

Guanajuato Consolidated Mining and

Milling Company—The company reports

the returns and working charges for the

quarter ended Jan. 31, 1911, as follows:

Ore crushed, 21,572 tons; concentrates

shipped, 341.1 tons; value of bullion,

142,534 pesos; value of concentrates,

105,032 pesos; total recovered, 247.567

pesos; working expenses, including mar-

keting of bullion, concentrates treatment,

etc., 182,064 pesos; profit, 65,502 pesos;

expended on development (out of profit),

32,076 pesos; development. 636 feet.

SoNORA

Mina Mexico—This property, in the

Yaqui River district, has completed a

smelting plant and is ready to operate

as soon as transportation is resumed on

the Yaqui River railroad. R. L. Lloyd is

in charge of the installation.

Mines Company of America — The

company's operation, at La Colorada,

will now be on ore from the Creston

and La Colorada mines, the retreatment

of the tailings having been completed.

The aerial trams have been rearranged

to deliver from either mine to either the

Colorada or the Butters mill. Both mills

will treat 16,000 tons monthly. M. F.

Perry is manager. The same company
is operating La Dura mine, in the Yaqui

River district, and is planning a mill for

it.

Muchacho Grande — This lead-silver

property, in a new district on the Mayo
river, north of Alamos, is developing.

Todd C. Woodworth and W. R. Layne

are in control.

Tecolotes—Work on this copper pros-

pect, west of Carbo, is suspended pend-

ing adjustment of differences between

the owners and backers. The property-

is controlled by the West Coast Smelt-

ing and Refining Company, the bonds of

which have been sold in Holland.

Sonora

West Mexican Oil Company—Charles

Blenman, of Tucson, in charge of this

company, has ordered equipment for drill-

ing the company's oil property about 20

miles south of Nogales.

Greene-Cananea—The new reverbera-

tcry furnace is in commission. By the

addition of this furnace, which is of 250

to 300 tons capacity, the smeltery equip-

ment is increased to a total of eight blast

furnaces, two reverbcratories and 12 Mc-
Dougal roasters. The reverberatories,

which are fired by fuel oil, are attached

to boilers and are operated by the hot

waste gases. These boilers, with others,

drive engines, which in turn generate

electrical energy. During February, the

production was 3,906,000 lb. of copper,

98,424 oz. of silver and 468 oz. of gold,

the copper production being 300,000 lb. in

excess of January figures, and the great-

est for any month since curtailment was

inaugurated in July, when 4,500,000 lb.

were produced.

Tamaulipas

In the Rampahuala and Revillagigida

camps the Tamaulipeca group is being

exploited by the Metals Buying Company,
of Monterrey for zinc and is credited with

having produced 1000 metric tons of 45-

per cent. zinc carbonates during

1910. It is also stated that the company
cut a meter and a half vein of clean ga-

lena yielding 70 per cent. lead and 1200

grams of silver. The Silver Hill Mining

and Transportation Company of San

Antonio, Texas expects to blow in a 30-

ton lead furnace April 1 at the mine

in the canon of Chigne. R. W.

Willey is president and manager W. G.

Van Stone metallurgist, W. F. Davis, of

San Antonio, Tex., secretary.

In the Llera camp the Guadalupe de

Tamaulipas is the only property being ex-

ploited. It is under the management of

W. J. Storms and is owned by La Gloria

Copper Mining Company, of Terre Haute,

Ind., of which O. B. Harris is president

and George C. Richards secretary. This

company will commence moving lead-sil-

ver ore to the ra-ilroad during March.
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Coal Trade Review

.\Y: March 15—Reports from

the West continue to tell the story of

overproduction, low prices and dull

.umber of mines are working

only on part time, while some are run-

ning on sales close to the cost of pro-

duction; thereby making both ends meet

so t.ir as money is concerned, but get-

ting practically nothing for the coal in

the ground. Only in a few special cases

conditions even fairly good.

In the East both anthracite and bi-

tuminous trades are quiet. The market

is in a waiting position, with hopes that

the spring trade will wake things up.

The Hocking Valley Cases—The trial

of the indictments against the Hocking

Valley Railroad Company began in the

United States Court, at Toledo, Ohio, last

week. The charges against the company

are discrimination in rates on coal in

favor of the Sunday Creek Coal Com-

pany; also other discriminations in fur-

nishing cars, forwarding coal promptly,

etc., giving that company undue advan-

tages over other shippers.

Coai. Traffic Notes

Coal receipts at Boston two months

ended Feb. 28, reported by Chamber of

Commerce, in long tons:

1910. Mil. Changes.

Anthracite. 248,981 255,685 I. 6,704

Bituminous. .'..-.T.:.:.l 640,174 1. 82,623

T"t.U domestic 808,582 895,859 I. 89,327

43,364 46,890 I. -2,r>-2V,

Total 849,896 941.749 I. 91,853

The foreign coal is nearly all from

Nova Scotia mines.

Coal tonnage of Chesapeake & Ohio

railway, seven months of fiscal year from

July 1 to Jan. 31, short tons:

To 1909-10. 1910-11. Changes.

Tidewater 8/108,424 2,489,941 D. 518,483
• mines 1,412.498 l,301,44u D. 111,058

I 1,552,969

Total 8,787,909 9,711,837 I. 923,428

Total increase this year. 10.5 per cent.

Tidewater tonnage this year was 26 per

cent, of total; east-bound. 13; west-

bound, 61 per cent.

Coal ret • Louis year ended

Dec. 31 were 7,180,955 short tons in

1909, and 9.026.741 in HMO; increase,

tonnage of the Western
land railroad in 1910 was: Anthracite.

6; bitumitv coke,

Ml tons. Deliveries

to tidewater at Port Covington were 2.-

M tons.

' coal tonnage carried by the

Huntingdon & Broad Top Railroad for

the full year i 1909,

and 1.305.802 in 1910; Increaae, 409,048

Current Prices of"

Metal, Minerals, Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

tons; coke, 104,203 in 1909, and 105,-

542 in 1910; increase 1339 tons.

Coal tonnage originating on lines of

Southern railway, year ended Dec. 31,

was: Tennessee district, 1,209,130; Ala-

bama district, 3,097,122; total, 4,306,252

short tons, an increase of 584,111 tons,

or 13 per cent over the previous year.

New York

Anthracite

March 15—Business is quiet and will

remain so through this month, probably.

The April discounts have not yet been

announced; but it is understood that the

differential of 25c. on' chestnut will stand.

Schedule prices for domestic sizes are

S4.75 for lump, $5 for egg and stove and

S5.25 for chestnut, all f.o.b. New York

harbor. For steam sizes current quota-

tions show a little more variation, and

may be given at S3fo3.25 for pea; S2.25

@2.75 for buckwheat; Sl.75ra2.20 for

buckwheat No. 2 or rice; $1.35(5 1.65 for

barley; all according to quality, f.o.b.

New York harbor. The lower figures are

usually for individual and washery coals.

Bituminous

A slight improvement is noted in buy-

ing for New England, but harbor trade

continues poor. What there is has been

demoralized by oversupply, coal having

been offered very low, to clear demur-

rage charges. Gas coals continue to

sell about SI fa 1.10 at mine for y^-\x\.,

95c.@S1 for run-of-mine .and 70c. for

slack. For low-volatile steam coals the

price remains for fair grades $2.60,

f.o.b. New York harbor, lower grades

down to $2.35(32.45, with better coals

up to S2.80ro2.90. Some demurrage

coal has been offeraa as low as $2 per

ton.

Talk about yearly contracts is heard,

but few have been closed yet. West Vir-

ginia people are looking out for con-

tracts, and are said to he asking about

f.O.b. Lambert's Point or Newport
News, for Pocahontas and New River.

Car supply and transportation are up
to normal. Vessels are making some

complaints about delays at New Eng-
land ports.

In the coastwise trade vessels are in

good supply, but rates are unchanged.
Large vessels ask 75fr/85c. from Phila-

delphia to Boston or Portland. Smaller

boats ask 65@75c. from New York to

points around the Cape; 30(o40c. to

Providence and fhe Sound. From Nor-

folk and Newport News the rates are

75fo85c. to Boston or Portland.

Birmingham
Match 13—There is a little hesitancy

in the coal trade in Alabama, and as a

consequence the production is not quite

so active as it has been. The dullness

is believed to be temporary, however. A
report was received by Alabama coal

operators recently that several govern-

ment boats, which came up ' to Mobile
harbor, had laid in considerable fuel that

had been mined in the Birmingham dis-

trict. The understanding was that in

case the coal did not come up to re-

quirements the selling agency would be

notified. The authorities have since no-

tified the firm from whom the fuel was
purchased that the product met all re-

quirements.

Considerable development is being

planned in the coalfields of this State,

and before the end of the year it is be-

lieved there will be at least half a dozen

new coal mines in operation.

Chicago

March 13—Receipts of coal continue

large and the demand is falling off; in

consequence the market generally is

weak. Fine coals are in greatest demand,

an indication that the winter conditions

have gone for good. Domestic sizes and

kinds naturally are in light demand.

Prices remain low and if contract prices

are an indication are likely to remain

low, for the beginning of the season sees

operators willing to accept contracts on

terms very favorable to consumers. Re-

tailers and large consumers are holding

off from laying in large stocks for the

purpose of holding little coal on hand

April 1, when Illinois tax schedules are

dated.

Lump from Illinois and Indiana mines

is very weak, bringing $1.75@2.15 on

cars; run-of-mine from the same source

sells for $1.70<H>1.85, and screenings

$1.65(3 1.85, with the tendency on screen-

ings upward. Hocking coal is stronger,

owing to restriction of shipments, and in

general brings S3. 15. Smokeless sells

lightly, but the receipts have been

lessened so that not so much demurrage

coal is on the market at cut prices. Poca-

hontas lump brings $3.30fo 3.55, and run-
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jf-mine 82.95(0 3.10. The anthracite

market hardly exists and is not expected

:o show life until April.

Cleveland

March 13—The market is quiet, and

little business will be done until the

(spring schedules are made. Some coal is

'already being loaded on Lake vessels,

jit is understood that fuel coal for Lake

iboats will take the commercial instead of

the shipment rate this season, which will

imake a difference of about 10c. per ton.

Prices are unchanged. Slack con-

tinues in best demand, with 5 or 10c.

premium over schedule rates paid.

Indianapolis

March 13—The miners of Indiana have

reasons to be grateful for the fact that

the work in the mines was better for

the year 1910 than any year in the his-

tory of the business. Up to Dec. 15, the

mines worked every day, but since that

time conditions have grown steadily

worse, until two days a week is the pres-

ent average. During January and Feb-

ruary the Indiana mines produced less

than 50 per cent, of the normal output

for that period. The operators contend

that in addition to mild weather and de-

creased business activity, consumers are

now running upon storage coal, which

will soon be exhausted. They think that

March, which is usually a good month,

i may yet show a decided improvement in

mining conditions. A number of con-

tracts for municipal, school and power-

house supplies were received during the

past week.

Pittsburg;

March 14— It is understood that at the

annual meeting of stockholders of the

Pittsburg Coal Company, held in Jersey

City today, complaints are being made by

J. W. Kinnear, a Pittsburg attorney,

representing a number of stockholders,

regarding the poor prospects of the com-

pany as to meeting fixed charges and

paying dividends unless a lower freight

rate on Lake coal is secured. Those who
complain appear to feel that the com-

pany's management is not taking suffi-

cient interest in the efforts being made
to have the rate reduced. The coal mar-

ket continues unsatisfactory. A small

tonnage of coal has been shipped down
the river in the past few days, but there

has not been enough water to move any

large part of the coal in the harbor.

Prices continue irregular. We continue

to quote: Mine-run and not, SI; -M-in.,

SI. 10; l
T4-in., $1.20; slack, 82 J^*? 85c.

per ton at mines.

Connellsville Coke—It is reported that

the Bethlehem Steel Company has bought

10,000 tons of furnace coke monthly,

April to December inclusive, but this is

not fully confirmed. The Pittsburg

Crucible Steel Company, which bought

the Midland furnace, obtaining possession

March 1, bought 10,000 to 12,000 tons

monthly March, April and May, at the

reported price of SI.60, but it is stated

this price could not be done now, the

market having firmed up in the past

fortnight. The regular asking prices are

$1.60(0 1.65 for prompt furnace, but oc-

casional odd lots can be picked up for

SI.55, and we note sale of a few cars

today at that figure. We quote prompt

furnace, $1.55(2 1.60; contracts for bal-

ance first half, $1.65(0 1-70; contracts for

second half, $1.75@2; prompt foundry,

$2@2.10; contract, $2.25@2.50 at ovens.

The Courier reports production in the

Connellsville and lower Connellsville

region in the week ended March 4 at

352,077 tons, a gain of 13,000 tons, and

shipments at 3820 cars to Pittsburg, 5722

cars to points West and 964 cars to points

East, a total of 10,506 cars.

St. Louis

March 13— It looks very much as if the

domestic business for this season were at

an end. The weather has been very bad

all winter and consequently the domestic

tonnage has been unusually light. Do-

mestic business, however, has been very

fair and dealers on the whole have made

a good deal of money in spite of the

fact that the tonnage has not been up to

normal. The reason for this is that dur-

ing the strike prices for retail coal were

naturally forced very high and since then

dealers have maintained a good price.

Wholesale coal, on the other hand, has

dropped to ridicuously low prices, conse-

quently the margin of profit for dealers

has been most satisfactory.

Operators are having a very rough row

to hoe now and are almost without ex-

ception running at a loss. The industrial

situation is far from satisfactory. There

are few plants running full at present.

Several of the largest foundries have

been entirely shut down. There seems to

be a good chance of improvement in de-

mand from plants during the next 90

days.

Carterville coal has now settled prac-

tically to the cost of production and while

screenings are in a big demand, it is al-

most impossible to move 6-in. lump or

egg.

The demand for screenings and fine

coal of all kinds and grades is heavy. In

the Standard field it is easier to sell

screenings than it is lump at the same

price. In fact screenings and lump are

bringing the same, with nut bringing a

premium over all other sizes. Practically

no straight mine-run is being moved.

Anthracite—Sales agents are out strong

after next season business and a good

deal of coal has been bought for April

shipment and is being already shipped in

here. The trade received notice this week

that the differential on chestnut would be

maintained. This will have the effect of

preventing early buying of that size.

Victoria, H. C.

Lewis Stockett, general manager of the

Bankhead Mines, Ltd., and the Hosmer

Mines, Ltd., chairman of the Western

Coal Operators' Association, was at Cal-

gary, Alberta, recently, negotiating with

officials of the United Mine Workers of

America, in connection with a new two-

years' agreement to replace that to ex-

pire on March 31. James Ashworth, gen-

eral manager of the operating department

of the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company,

which two years ago withdrew from the

Operators' Association and made its own

agreement with its employees, was also

at Calgary. The mining agreement affects

about 5000 men employed in British Co-

lumbia and Alberta.

FOREIGNCOALTRADE

Nova Scotia Shipments—Shipments of

coal from Nova Scotia mines, month of

January, long tons:

Company: 1910. 1911. Changes.

Domini..n 182.411 192,956 I. 10,545

Nova Scotia Steel.. 45,342 32,281 D. 18,061

Acadia 23,584 32,240 I. 8,706

Intercolonial 19,084 -211,775 I. 1,691

Inverness 20,298 19,476 D.

Total 290,009 297,728 I. 7,059

The total increase this year was 2.4

per cent.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,

Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on March 4, as follows:

Best Welsh steam coal, S4.26; seconds,

S4.08; thirds, $3.90; dry coal, S3.96; best

Monmouthshire, S3.84; seconds, S3.66;

best small steam coal. S2.34; seconds,

S2.10. All prices are per long ton, f.o.b.

shipping port, cash in 30 days less 2'1>

per cent, discount.

E. IRON TRADE-REVIEW 2
New York, March 15—The iron and

steel trades are holding rather a neutral

position. On the one hand there is a

large business being done, but with no

manifestation of special activity. On the

other hand there is a large amount of

floating capital ready to go into new con-

struction and other work, but inclined to

hesitate. Proper inducements might turn

the balance and transform a sluggish mar-

ket into an active one. As we have said,

there is the basis of a large business to

go upon, and it would not take much to

work a change. It has been done before,

and it looks as if it could be done again.

In pig iron business has been fair in

basic iron and foundry in the Central

West. Some large agricultural machine

interests have placed contracts for foun-

dry, and others are putting in inquiries.

In seaboard territory there has been

moderate selling of foundry iron. Less

talk is heard about higher prices. Stocks

of pig iron have been reduced since the

first of the year, but are still large.

In finished material the spring demand
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for structural steel promises to be good.

Other materials are in fair demand, but

with no special features. Quite a num-

ber of railroad orders for bridge

equipment are coming forward. Small or-

or rails are still coming in; also

some good orders for rail.- tor export.

Font lake ore have been

made, which practical!) fix prices for the

coming season at last year's figures to

hich buy their ore. It is

not probable that any concerted action

will be taken, but sellers will accept the

- made a- :rd.

The United States Steel Corporation

- the total unfilled orders on the

books March 1 at 3.400.543 tons; which

compares with 3.110.919 tons on Feb. 1

and 2.07 4.757 tons on Jan. 1 of this year.

Pig Iron Production—The reports of

<t furnaces, as collected and pub-

lished by the Iron Age, show that on

March 1 there were 222 stacks in blast,

having a total daily capacity of 66,550

tons: an increase of 7000 tons as com-

pared with Feb. 1. Making allowance

for the charcoal furnaces, the production

of pig iron in February is estimated at

-00 long tons; for the two months

ended Feb. 28 at 3.610.000 tons. Of this

total 2.314,250 tons are credited to fur-

naces owned and operated by steel com-

panic

Baltimore

March 13— Exports for the week in-

clude 2068 tons steel rails and 133 tons

track material to Argentina; 1283 tons

rails and 562 tons track material to

Cuba. Imports included 876 tons ferro-

manganese and 34 casks silicospiegel

from Liverpool; 12,300 tons iron ore

from Cuba.

Birmingham

March 13— Pig-iron manufacturers in

the South still claim that there is strength

to the market despite the fact there is

but little selling going on at present.

Prices are firmer, around $11 per ton

basis. No. 2 foundry. The iron makers

are holding their product for $11.50 per

ton for delivery during the third quarter

of the year and not accepting business

at any concession below $11 even for im-

mediate delivery.

The make in the Southern territory is

owing any chance. The accum-

ulated stock of iron is still beinn re-

duced, but not at a very rapid rate. In-

quiries are coming in from all iron-using

cent'

The steel situation is active. ;i «ood

demand being noted for various pro-

ducts, rail ire, nails, fencing,

plates and other ma 1 him ^hops

and foundry pr rl but little

improvement in conditions.

C 'hi'

The iron market continues

omlng

more general for the last half, though

the average foundryman is not inclined

yet to contract for his last-half supplies

as a whole. One reason for this is that

the furnaces are holding out for advances

of 25 or 50c. over the Sll, Birmingham

($15.35, Chicago ), that remains the

standard quotation for second-quarter de-

livery Southern iron. Inquiries for sec-

ond-half requirements are large and

nothing appears in the general indica-

tions of business to disturb the expecta-

tions of large tannage. Northern iron is

selling for $15,506/ 16, with a consider-

able placing of last-half business at $16.

Aggregate sales for both Northern and

Southern for second-quarter delivery

continue large, though most individual

orders are small. The market for struc-

tural steel shows marked activity; and

railroad supplies, though not selling

largely, are in better demand. For other

iron and steel products the demand is

steady, though not notably larger. Coke

is quiet at $4.70 for Connellsville.

Cleveland

March 13—The shipments of iron ore

from Lake docks were a little better in

February than in January. There is a

general impression that last season's

prices will stand for this year, without

any formal action.

Pig Iron—More inquiries for basic pig

are reported. Foundry-iron sales have

been small, but furnaces are firmer in

prices, and are asking 25 or 50c. above

current quotations for second-half deliv-

eries. The unsold stocks have been pret-

ty well worked down. Quotations, Cleve-

land delivery, are $15.90 for bessemer,

$14^/14.25 for No. 2 foundry, $13,506/

14 for gray forge, and $17.50 for Lake
Superior charcoal iron.

Finished Material—There is a little

more activity, especially in bars, nails,

wire and smaller materials generally.

The prospects for structural steel are

good, and a number of orders for bridges

and buildings are coming forward.

Philadelphia

March 15—While nearly all consumers

of pig iron admit that it is now selling

at as low a price as it is likely to sell at

any time this year they are strangely

indifferent or slow in acting on this con-

viction. The sales in this market during

the past six days have been larger than

for any previous week this year and most

of the purchases are for delivery within

80 days. The chief uncertainty in the

minds of buyers is as to whether the

Mast- furnace interests will take courage

and increase production before a pro-

nounced and reliable improvement sets

in and thus possibly tend to the con-

tinuance of weak prices. Furnace in-

there will be no mat'
| lal

t Prices are about

Alien it comes to closing an

order. Symptoms of restlessness among
some Southern furnace people are evi-

dent in offers made within a week at

prices which show an anxiety to do busi-

ness. Nearly all the recent sales have

been for electrical and machinery manu-

1

facturers whose stocks are known to be

low. Transactions in basic pig have been

closed after hanging fire for several

weeks. One or two more big deals are

still on and may be closed any day. Re-

cent inquiries in some cases are for third-

quarter delivery. Forge iron is dragging

as the bar mills are getting very little

business. Pipe iron is strong. No. 2 X
foundry is $16; gray forge $14.50; with

basic holding strongly at $15 per ton.

Steel Billets—The exhaustion of stock

with a few concerns has brought out

quite a number of small orders for early

delivery. Open-hearth billets are firm at

recent quotations.

Sheets—Manufacturers report some
further improvement made up of orders

from that class of consumers who are

in the habit of ordering far ahead when

they observe a hardening tendency.

Pipes and Tubes—Cast-pipe foundries

are full of business and the week's in-
'

quiries total up encouragingly. De-

liveries have been arranged for May.

Tubes remain quiet with actual consump-

tion increasing a little week by week.

Merchant pipe is showing a little im-

provement.

Plates—Ship-yard orders are helping

out a rather dull season. Boiler-shop

orders are numerous but light.

Structural Material—Quite an amount

of business made up of small orders has

reached the mills, most of the material

to be delivered east of the Hudson.

Scrap—The demand for scrap has

been of a scattering nature, mostly for

heavy melting and railroad scrap, with a

little business in old iron rails.

» —

Pittsburg

March 14.—In general, the finished-

steel trade is quieter than it was a week

or fortnight ago, but some sellers find

business has improved in the past 10

days. The movement, in other words, is

irregular, buyers taking hold only accord-

ing to their known requirements, which

vary from week to week.

A meeting of the wire interests is be-

ing held in New York today (Tuesday) to

discuss the state of the market since the

advance of $1 a ton went into effect

March 6, or in other words to see whether

all sellers, including the jobbers, are ob-

serving the advance. Shortly after the

previous advance, which became effective

with the mills Jan. 23, some of the job-

bers indulged in price cutting as they had

bought freely at the old prices and their

regular trade was not taking the material

off their hands fast enough.

Unusual interest attaches to the meet-

ings in New York tomorrow of heads of
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epartments of the Steel Corporation,

"his is the regular monthly meeting, but

he market is in a somewhat uncertain

ondition since the improvement so no-

iceable in the earlv part of the year has

•een arrested lately.

A meeting of the plate mills will be

jeld in New York on Thursday, to dis-

uss trade conditions and observe how

rlosely the 1.40c. price is being held.

i Pig Iron—Foundry iron has been mov-

ng fairly well. A sanitary-ware interest

s reported to have bought 7000 tons of

Northern iron, for second- and third-

juarter delivery, and another sanitary in-

erest bought 1000 tons of Southern iron,

or delivery during four months at New
Brighton, Penn. Several good inquiries

for malleable iron appeared in the trade

oday, one for 3000 to 4000 tons, another

for 2000 tons, and a couple for smaller

ots, but the iron is needed for consump-

tion at distant points, where other fur-

naces can get in to better advantage than

the local producers. Basic and bessemer

are quiet, but prices are well held. We
continue to quote: bessemer, S15; basic,

S13.75T/14; No. 2 foundry, $14; mal-

leable. $13.75, all at Valley furnaces, 90c.

higher delivered Pittsburg.

Ferromanganese— The market con-

tinues quiet. We quote $37. 50<V/ 37.75 for

prompt and $38 for forward, f.o.b. Bal-

timore, freight to Pittsburg being $1.95

per ton.

Steel—The market is rather quiet as

regards actual sales, but shipments on

regular contracts are good and the large

mills are not anxious to sell. Billets re-

main at $23 and sheet bars at $24, either

bessemer or open-hearth, f.o.b. Pittsburg

or Youngstown. Several of the wire

mills have advanced their price on rods

from $29 to $30. Pittsburg, on account

of the advance in wire products, March 6.

Demand for rods is light, consumers be-

ing covered by regular contracts, and

prices are not being tested.

Sheets—Demand for sheets has fallen

off somewhat and mills are hardly run-

ning as well as they were, perhaps not as

well as 60 per cent, of capacity. Prices

are reported as strictly maintained: black

sheets, 2.20c; galvanized, 3.20c; blue

annealed. 10 gage. 1.65c; painted cor-

rugated. $1.55; galvanized, $2.75 per

square.

St. Louis

March 13—There is a slight improve-

ment in the tone of the pig-iron market,

which seems to be a reflection from other

centers. The local situation has shown
scarcely any change. Sales have been

light for the past week. However, there

seems to be no change for any better

price. $11 per ton Birmingham or S14.75

f.o.b. St. Louis being the top of the mar-
ket for No. 2 Southern foundry.

All FOREIGN IRON TRADE1I5 Gold, Silver and Platinum

United States Foreign Trade
Iron and Steel— Exports and imports of

iron and steel and of machinery in the

United States for the month of January,
are valued as below by the Bureau of

Statistics of the Department of Com-
merce and Labor:

19lo. 1911. Changes.
ExportB $14,513,394 $18,739,961 I. $1,226,567
Imports . 3,368,620 2,874,740 D.

Excess, exp. $11,144,774 $15,865,221 I.$ 4,720,447

Increase in exports, 29.1; decrease in

imports 14.7 per cent. The leading items

of exports and imports were, in long

tons:

—Exports-
1910, 1911.

,
— I ii 1

1

1910. 1911.

Pin Iron 4,307
Scrap
Billets,blooms.etc. 3,080
Bars 7.G50
Rails
Sheets and plates.. 21,892
Structural steel
Wire-rods B5C
Win- 12.920
Nails and spikes.. 3,828
Tinplates S52
Pip.' and fittings.. 11,189

10,848 22,796
19,047

11,738 5,167
8,842

43,127
21,234

12,152
475

15,321

6,184

2,857

14,308

2,178

i.iVii

19,17
304

2,865

2,323

292

2^156

Imports of wire not reported in quan-

tity; values were $105,557 in 1910, and

$124,172 in 1911. Imports of rails and

structural steel not reported separately.

Iron Ore Movement—Imports and ex-

ports of iron ore in the United States,

month of January, long tons:

1911. Changes.

102,600 D. 182,223
8,817 I. 2,335

The chief imports this year were 80,-

150 tons from Cuba, 17,687 from Spain

and 363 from Canada.

Manganese Ore— Imports of mangan-
ese ore in the United Slates in January

were 14,113 tons in 1910, and 12,585 in

1911; decrease, 1528 tons.

Imports
Exports

1910.

2*4,823
1,482

f METAL- MARKETS C5

New York, March 15—The metal mar-

kets continues quiet, though there are in-

dications of increasing consumption in

several lines.

MONTHLY INDEX NUMBERS.

Month.
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price regulated by supply and demand.

The holders of ore at Miami, who were

offered a base price of $45 per ton two

weeks ago, could secure no price offer-

ings on ore this week.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED MAR. 11.

Webb City-Carterville
Joplin
Oronogo
Galena
Alba-Neck
Duenweg
Miami
Spurgeon
Q-ranby
yuapaw
Aurora
Carl Junction
Cartilage
Jackson
Badger

Totals ...

Zinc lb. Load lb. Value

,666,510

289,340
,052,760

695,690
509,621

4:12,14(1

318,780
359,580
] 10,1140
•2(1' ,:.o

117,230
108,560
83,510
68,150

831,160
320,700
136,760
120,250

28,660
202,900
30,130
10, (ISO

57.000

12,069,350 1,7.52,7(10 $285,877

$11(1,1(10

56,669
45,412
17,15!)

11,211
9,415
5,478
5,273
5,120

3,591

3,294
2,578
2,171

2,077

1,263

10 weeks 97,853,300 17,059,920 $2,410,01(1

Zinc value, the week, $238,113; 10 weeks, $1,938,854

Lead value, the week, 47,764 ; 10 weeks, 472,050

MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICES.
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:ough it is now

around $500, e This

,'es with $7 paid the r r -

quarter and

The postponement of these meetings

until next month «

by the fact that the G. M. Hyams' in-

junction cast - . holder of Osceola

ng in the courts of

can on March 28

Coppers will follow the trend of the

market until something

:-.s to pull them out of the present

state of lethargy. The taking over of

nited Metals Selling Company by

the Amalgamated Copper Company is

ed here to be the first tangible

step of late in the long talked of copper

merger.
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Longwall Mining in America
The practice of mining coal on the

longwall system is coming into greater

favor among American mine managers.

Mr. Haas, in this issue, explains why the

room-and-pillar system of mining was

first adopted, and describes how it was

copied from mine to mine until it is now
the prevailing system, notwithstanding

the probability that many seams can be

mined to greater advantage by the long-

wall method. Mr. Haas and other en-

gineers are experimenting with longwall,

and if the final results are as successful

as the present reports indicate, the sys-

tem will eventually be adopted in many
mines.

Probably, the greatest disadvantage at-

tending the use of longwall in American

mines is the necessity of regular working.

If a mine works today, and is idle tomor-

row, and the next day, the longwall meth-

od becomes difficult to operate success-

fully on account of the importance of

perfect roof control. The system is also

unsuitable where the surface has to be

carefully protected.

The majority of European mines are

worked on the longwall system, and, con-

trary to the general idea prevailing in

this country, the method is applied to

many thick as well as to thin seams. In

one district in Scotland, where the bed

is 20 ft. thick, the longwall system is

used, and the coal is mined in from two

to four horizontal slices; in another dis-

trict, where the seam is 1 1 ft. thick, the

longwall method is used and the coal is

taken out in two slices. Even under the

sea, the longwall system is used when

the depth of the seam exceeds 800 feet.

A careful consideration of the various

factors is essential to the successful ap-

plication of the longwall method. The

jointing, or cleavage, of the coal is im-

portant to consider when determining the

direction of the roads. There is always

one direction along which the coal yields

more easily than in any other, and the

best plan is to drive the roads at right

angles to that line of main cleavage. In

soft seams, it is often best to work the

roads parallel to the main cleavage.

The opponents of longwall mining con-

tend that our conditions differ widely

from those existing in Europe. However,

the difference, whether it pertains to the

physical nature of our coal seams, or to'

our labor conditions, is not sufficient to

justify our ignoring the advantages of

longwall, which consist of a larger per-

centage of lump coal, lower working cost

per ton, greater percentage of extraction

and a larger output, which last advan-

tage is due to the fact that longwall per-

mits the employment of more men in a

given area.

Stock Jobbing
The recent controversy over the Calu-

met & Hecla consolidation, whereto the

opposition was apparently based largely

upon the disappointment of some people

over the prospective elimination of stock-

jobbing in certain whilom favorites, in-

spires a consideration of why there

should be so much stock-jobbing in min-

ing shares. If anyone is lucky enough to

find and develop a good mine he acquires

an enviable kind of property and theoret-

ically he ought not to want to sell it. This

idea finds exemplification in some of our

most important copper-mining companies.

Senator Clark has been well satisfied with

the income derived from his United Verde.

So have the chief owners of the Calumet

& Hecla and of Phelps, Dodge & Co.

Glancing around among mining compan-

ies in other fields, it appears that the

owners of such concerns as the New
Jersey Zinc Company, the St. Joseph

Lead Company, and the Homestake Min-

ing Company are in no wise anxious to

sell their shares. Transactions in them

are few and far between.

Now there is nothing illegitimate, or

even reprehensible, in the effort of some

syndicates to merchandise stocks through

the medium of the stock exchange, nor

does the desire to effect a distribution

imply necessarily an idea of imposing

upon the buyers. An exploration com-
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pany or a banking house may embark a

large portion of its capital in the develop-

ment and promotion of a mine requiring

a great deal of money, never with any in-

tention of going into the enterprise as an

investment. It is the business of such

treprqiears to take risks and furnish

knowledge that deserve rates of profit in

of what the investor can reason-

ably expect, and it is consequently a part

of the business of such concerns to turn

over their capital as rapidly as possible.

.Moreover, the amount of capital required

in these huge modern mining enterprises

is so ^reat that comparatively few syndi-

cates are able alone to carry on such en-

terprises as Copper River and Cerro de

Pasco, and in general it is necessary to

transfer a part of the burden to the pub-

lic. The public becomes a rational par-

ticipator in the business when it is able

to buy the shares upon a sound basis.

This happens much more frequently than

is supposed, and it is often the market

created by the shrewder and bolder in-

vestors in their effort to sell at a profit to

the less experienced that involves the

most stock-jobbery.

When, however, the owners of a mine

that is already developed as a going con-

cern, needing no money for enlargement

of operations, etc., list their shares and

inaugurate great activity in them, sus-

picions are naturally excited. Suppose,

for example, that transactions in Home-

stake, which normally amount to 100

shares or so about once a week, should

jump to the thousands per day; or sup-

pose that United Verde should be listed

and made a cynosure of attention; the

natural inference would be that the own-

ers desired to unload. But if those se-

curities had ceased to be good enough for

the owners who had previously been well

satisfied with their income, why should

they be good enough fo»- the public? If

it be a case of necessitous liquidation,

such people usually go about it in a dif-

ferent way.

The purchasers of stocks ought to in-

quire whether the market be representa-

of normal transactions from investor

to investor; or whether it be made for

the purpose of distribution by lar^c own-

ers of the stock; and if the latter, whether

the distribution be a normal btuineM af-

fair, or whether it be a "cashing In of

chip inquiries cannot always

be answered definitely, llthough some-

times illuminating information || avail-

able. However, the positive answer to the

broad question is the relation between

market price and intrinsic value, and

upon that sound information is generally

to be had.

As to most of the mining stocks that

are the subjects of interest in the minor

markets, their shares are usually of not

much more account than gambling tokens.

Let anyone scan the lists of the last 10

years and note the disappearances of

concerns that never paid any dividend

and never had any chance greater than

the chance of finding a needle in a hay-

stack. The trading in such certificates,

we cannot say securities, is usually engi-

neered with ulterior motives. They range

from the out-and-out wild-cat to the more

or less respectable prospect, and up to the

dubious mines. Even the reputable among

such things are quoted at inflated values

at one time or another, and often all the

time until the bottom has dropped out;

and the fool who has bought them high

and has held through a slump hangs on

to sell out to some other fool. If by a

miracle of good luck a doubtful prospect

is converted into a real mining enterprise,

as have been spme in the recent merger,

there may even be dissatisfaction. But

that, perhaps, is merely human nature.

Colliery Wage Disputes

On p. 623 in this issue of the Journal,

a British correspondent explains a

plan that provides a successful solution

to the problem of labor disputes at coal

mines, and it appears likely that it could

be adopted with benefit by the coal oper-

ators in this country. Mine managers in

practically all of our fields have learned

from experience the difficulties that at-

tend the arranging of a wage scale to suit

different mining conditions. It frequently

occurs that in the same mine and in the

same seam, mining conditions differ radi-

cally, so that if a specified wage exists

for all the miners employed underground,

irrespective of where they work, com-

plaints are sure to occur and a contro-

versy follow.

There are few who have not heard min-

ers complain that certain other employees

get the favored places underground. If

all the rooms and entries were scheduled

and parceled out according to the plan

outlined, such disputes would not occur.

If e -h miner were changed to a different

section of the mine three or four times

each year, there is not much doubt hut

that he would secure the equivalent of a

fair average working place.

World's Copper Production
Aron Hirsch & Co., of Halberstadt,

whose annual statistical report has just

come to hand, compute the world's pro-

duction of copper in 1910 as 870,356

metric tons, against 848,299 in 1909. This

may be compared with our own prelimi-

nary estimate, published Jan. 7, when

we reported 863,638 tons for 1910 against

854,316 in 1909.

At that time we reported the reduction

in the visible accumulation as about 72,-

000 tons. Messrs. Hirsch & Co. now re-

port the consumption in 1910 as 947,320

tons, against 847,079 in 1909.

These are encouraging statistics. Even

if a part of the apparent consumption in

1910 went into the invisible supply, it is a

safe deduction from the statistics that

consumption is capable of huge expan-

sion as well as production. In fact, pro-

duction in 1910 increased but little.

Steel Production
The preliminary statement of the Amer-

ican Iron and Steel Association shows

that the production of steel in the United

States in 1910 was 26,094,919 tons; a total

larger than was expected from earlier re-

ports and greater by 2,139,898 tons than

in 1909. This is by far the highest pro-

duction of steel ever reported; the pro-

portion of steel to pig iron having been

as high as 95.6. The remarkable feature

in the statement is the great increase in

open-hearth steel, which last year

reached 63.2 per cent, of the total, while

bessemer steel was only 36.1 per cent.

As expected, Miami was the first

of the new mines to become a producer.

Ray has already followed, and later

in the year Chino and Braden will begin.

Il is scarcely to be expected, however,

that any of the Miami and Ray copper

will be ready for delivery as refined metal

before the middle of the year, and even

then there will not be very much of it.

It is said that the Joplin association of

zinc-ore producers contemplates the erec-

tion of a smelting works of its own. It is

to be hoped that this will be done, inas-

much as the experience will undoubtedly

add materially to public knowledge. A

sufficient capital should be raised to give

the plan a thorough trial and preclude in-

conclusive results because of lack of

funds.
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Progress at Katanga

Johannesburg Correspondence

The smelting plant that is being erected

to treat the ore from the Star of the

Congo mine is situated at Lubumbashi,

ten miles from the mine and two miles

from Elizabethville, the administrative

capital of the province and the present

terminus of the railroad from Broken Hill

in northwestern Rhodesia.

Visitors who have recently returned re-

port that construction work is being done

under the direction of P. K. Horner, the

American manager of construction. The

works, which comprise machinery for two

systems of treatment, are extensive; three

million bricks and 2500 tons of iron, steel

and timber will be used. This work is be-

ing done under extraordinary difficulty,

due to the rainy season.

The heavy rain is severely testing the

new enbankments of the recently com-

pleted railway's main line, and its

branches at the construction works; wash-

outs and overturned trains are common
occurrences.

The greatest difficulty, however, is the

entire absence of animal transport of any

kind. Neither horses, mules, donkeys nor

oxen can survive the attacks of the tsetse

fly, that scourge of Africa which, in some

of its varieties, transmits the dreaded

sleeping sickness to man.

In the dry season, traction engines have

been largely employed, but they cannot

be used during the wet season. Timber,

fuel and machinery have to be carried by

natives, and the bricks are being carried

distances upward of a mile by natives,

each carrying ten at a time. Native labor

is very cheap, but these drawbacks cause

delays, and much machinery is at present

at stations and sidings between the mine

and Broken Hill. The plant will occupy

a space three-quarters of a mile long by

one-quarter mile wide, and 40,000 cu.yd.

of earth have already been excavated.

The crushing plant will include crush-

ers and rolls and will treat the lower-

grade silicious ore, which with the oxi-

dized copper ore will be crushed. The
copper will be reduced to metal by heat-

ing with some form of carbon in rever-

beratory furnaces, and the agglomerated

material concentrated to extract the cop-

per prills.

There are also large ore bins for

receiving the richer ore, which will

be fed from them by aerial gears to the

blast furnaces. These furnaces are con-

nected with a large stack of brickwork,

circular in section and tapering from 20
ft. diameter at the ground level to a hight

of 170 ft. At the end of January it was
about 100 ft. high.

An extensive boiler plant is being
erected, and a hydroelectric generating

station, supplied by a water race 12 by 5
ft. in section and two miles long, giving

6000 gal. per minute at a head of 80

feet. The water supply at this hight can
be greatly increased if necessary.

At the Star of the Congo mine there is

a main incline-haulage and double-track

tunnel, 1500 ft. long, with cross drifts at

the 80-ft. level. It is intended to work the

mine on the glory-hole system at first.

Water has prevented development at

depth. The general director of the Union
Miniera du Haut-Katanga is M. Hale-

wych; Allan Gibb is engineer for R.

Willliams & Co,

Mining in Nicaragua
Special Correspondence

The mines of the Mosquito coast are at-

tracting more attention than at any time

in their history. There are many mining
engineers in the country examining mines
and prospects who represent men of

means in the United States, whose in-

terests established in this country will

portend much for its future.

The Bonanza mine in the Pis Pis dis-

trict has been sold to F. W. Bradley and
associates, of San Francisco. It is now
almost a year since J. H. MacKenzie ar-

rived to make the examination and it

has generally been supposed that negotia-

tions were held up on account of Joseph
Lapiere, the owner, obstinately refusing

to alter his arbitrary valuation of the

mine at a million and a quarter. The
Bonanza mine is of much prospective

value, but as practically no ore is blocked

out, it was absurd to set such a price on

the property. Mr. MacKenzie is expected

to arrive at Bluefields shortly.

Charles D. Kaeding, of San Francisco,

accompanied by V. S. Kelsey, has visited

the country and obtained options on

claims owned by Silverstein & Kelting,

Inc., and Joseph Lapiere in the Bana
Cruz district and on the La Luna mine in

Oconguas.

The Bana Cruz is a comparative-

ly new field and claims were first

denounced there three years ago. T.

Lane Carter spent several months there

in 1909 developing the La Union pros-

pect for Adolph Kelting. Mr. Carter was

associated with the owners of the La

Luna mine, and a vein 30 ft. wide was

exposed. The prospect was examined

by J. B. Stewart, of the firm of C. L.

Constant & Co., several months ago.

J. F. Cowan accompanied by Jose

Aramburu, the owner, is visiting the

Potosi prospect in the Cuicuina district.

It adjoins the La Luz & Los Angeles

mine which produced $7500 in February

while operating two 5-ft. Huntington

mills.

Henry B. Kaeding has succeeded

Richard B. Stanford as manager of the

Siempre Viva mine in the Pis Pis dis-

trict. This is the oldest of the Atlantic

Coast mines and has produced steadily

for 16 years. No development work has

been done below the main-adit level, 300

ft. or so below the crest of the hill. In

the lower workings the ore is low grade,

averaging below $6, and contains much
blende that is troublesome in the cyanide

treatment. The principal asset of the

mine is the hydroelectric power plant at

Pis Pis falls, which can be enlarged to

supply power for all the mines of the

district. The Gladys vein in the claims

of the company has been trenched on
the outcrop and is of considerable pros-

pective value.

Henry Lefevre, representing the Mines
Exploration Company, in which Minor C.

Keith and A. C. Beatty are interested, is

now in Guatemala but will soon revisit

this country.

A large locomotive-type boiler was
purchased for Los Dos Amigos prospect,

George B. Pence owner, but in attempt-

ing to unload it in the small creek that

flows from near the mine to the Banbana
river, it was dropped to the bottom and
the cost was considered too great to at-

tempt raising it. A Roberts boiler will

be purchased for the mine. This is an
example of some of the ill advised at-

tempts to bring heavy machinery to the

more remote mines. Los Dos Amigos is

fully three miles from the river and the

road to the mine is hilly and in bad con-

dition, so only sectionalized or light ma-
chinery can be brought in until a con-

siderable sum has been spent in road im-

provements.

The Santa Rita, now being operated by
Silverstein & Kelting, Inc., is reported as

producing about S2000 net profit per

month, but has just been forced to sus-

pend milling as both engines met with

serious accidents.

Platinum Production
Our St. Petersburg correspondent

writes that the production of platinum in

Russia, as reported to the Imperial Mint,

increased from 312.525 poods—equal to

164,513 troy oz.—in 1909 to 334.575
poods—or 176.120 oz.—in 1910. The gain

was 22.05 poods— 11,607 oz.—or 7.1 per
cent. A large part of the increase was
due to the smaller producers, whose work
was encouraged by the rapid increase in

value through the year. The price paid

at Ekaterinburg, where most of the

small producers sell the metal, rose from
the equivalent in Russian money of

$20.68 per oz. in January and $22.75 in

March to $32.34 in December and $32.90

in March, 1911.

In addition to the reported production,

there is supposed to be some platinum

concealed, and not reported to the mint.

This quantity it is impossible to estimate;

and it is said to be decreasing in recent

years, owing to the concentration of the

business and the greater difficulty of find-

ing buyers.

The United States appears to be the

largest user of platinum, the imports in

1910 having been 120.109 oz. A part of

this is Colombian platinum, but the great-

er portion is from Russia.
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San Rafael v Anexas

According to the report for the second
semester of the last year, the mines of

the San Rafael y Anexas Mining Com-
ll Pachuca. Me\.. have produced

989,555 pesos in gold and silver since

Aug. 31. 1S74. of which 14,162,379 pesos
have been paid in dividends. The last

was the most prosperous year in the his-

tory of the cc and dividends

amounting to I,5< -os were paid.

During the second semester 48,978 met-
ric tons of ore were taken from the mine
and 19.702 tons from the dump; the av-

erage mining cost was 7.123 pesos. The
80 stamps did not crush so great a ton-

na^ . cted on account of in-

terruptions in the electric-power service.

The stamps crushed 62,858 tons of ore
and 11,320 tons were sold. The total

ie of recovered metals was 1,816.211

pesos. The average metal content of the

ore milled was 704 grams silver and 3.74

grams gold: the extraction was 90.87 and

91.80 per cent, respectively for the two

metals. .- - -

- A new hoist is to be installed to facil-

itate working at the deep levels, which

nre now 521 meters below the surface.

and minor changes that have been made
in the mills will increase the crushing

capacity.

Standard Consolidated

The Standard Consolidated Mining
Company, operating gold-silver mines near

Bodie, Cal., has presented its thirty-sec-

ond annua! report for the year ended Feb.

27. 1911. This company was formerly

a large dividend payer, having paid

-5.21 1 .970 on an issued capitalization of
• \940, but has for the last three or

four years been approaching the point

of exhaustion, which the management
makes entirely clear. The ore reserves
on Feb. 27. 1911. were 3275 tons, of an
estimated value of S50.000. and little

probable ore.

There are practically no speculative

possibilities in the company's property
except deep-level mining, which will

necessitate the purchase of expensive
pumping machinery to unwater the mine.
There is at present cash and readily ne-
gotiable securities in the directors' hands
to the amount of about $120,000, and the

problem will soon be before them as to

whether to put this surplus to this use.

treatment imp milling, fol-

lowed by cyanidation. In 1910. 519,024
•i the mortars, and -}.-

in indicated 'extrac-

tion of 41.44 per cent., at

per ton. The slimes plant, working part-

new, and partly on old tailings,

56.21 per ton. «
and d; tflJlf of :i v;ih:

•:. Chemicals vert

follows: (
lj nu.

14.77 lb.; lead acetate, 0.09 lb.; zinc, 0.56
lb.; pebbles, 1.18 lb. per ton. Mining
costs, on 13,486 tons, were $7,554 per
ton.

South African Tin Mines

The tin mines of South Africa are
developing favorably. The pipes on the

Zaaiplaats mines (illustrations of which
appeared in the Journal of Sept. 10) are
developing well. The chief pipes are — —r*-— \c»«.wi oiucm
Nos. 5. 6 and 13. No. 5, at a vertical

at Doug las >
and 22,644,460 lb. of copper

depth of 390 ft., is 20 ft. wide and 18 ft.
at the Morenci (Detroit Copper Mining

No. 6 is 13x25
Company) works. The Moctezuma ore
and concentrates were shipped to the

Phelas, Dodge & Co.'s Report
The report of Phelps, Dodge & Co. for

the year ended Dec. 31, 1910, shows a
total output of 138,805,562 lb. of cop-
per, 1,395,504 oz. of silver, and 20,412
oz. of gold. This was derived from
smelting 787,891 tons of company and
131,050 tons of custom ore. Of this
116,161,102 lb. of copper, 1,395,504 oz.
of silver and 20,412 oz. of gold was
produced at the Copper Queen smeltery,

high of high-grade ore

ft. No. 13 is 95 ft. long and 25 ft. wide.
carrying from 13 to 25 per cent, cassi-

Copper Queen plant. The percentage of
terite. There are 30,000 tons in sight,

C0PPer in the ore treated at Douglas
averaging 6.5 per cent, of cassiterite.

decIined °-86 per cent, during the year,

The output is about 100 tons of concen-
but this decIine was offset by better
working costs, and in general it is the
announced policy of the company that
whenever such betterments of cost are
obtained as to permit hitherto untouched
ores to be mined and smelted at a profit,

that the grade of the ore shall be re-

duced.

At the Detroit Copper Company the
grade of ore likewise was reduced from
2.605 to 2.332 per cent. It is also stated
that the percentage of lump ore at
Morenci has fallen to 5 per cent., and
that sooner or later reverberatories must
be substituted for blast furnaces, but
this change will probably not be made

A reverberatory plant will

trates per month. The pipes appear to

be converging in depth, and present an
interesting problem in ore occurence.
The annual report of the Rooiberg

mine, which is mining lodes and impreg-
nations of tin along joint planes in

quartzite shows that 15.713 tons were
crushed for 4.88 per cent, metallic tin be-
sides tin valued at £23,000 in accumulated
slimes? 696.7 tons of concentrates pro-
duced assayed 68.3 per cent, metal-
lic tin. Ore reserves amounted to

24,308 tons. Forty four per cent,

of the ore mined during 1910
came from branch deposits, met
with in stoping and not formerly estimat--»~f"b "*•»• "" l n/imwujr Vdlllliai- - ..w.j, t'lum will

ed in the ore reserves. Costs were S9.56 Probably be added at Douglas, however,
per ton mined. The production is about in tne current year.

65 tons of concentrates per month.

Gold and Silver in India

The valuation placed on the prop-
erties, according to the holding com-
pany's balance sheet, is Copper Queen,
$27,000,000; Moctezuma, $8,000,000; De-
troit. $6,000,000; Stag Canon Fuel,Messrs. Pixiey* Abe,., in concerning 6 00.000 Burro Mounain Cop>on the disnos t on nf PnlH anH cih^r in .' ' " u" u muunidin i_>opupon the disposition of gold and silver in

India, say: "It appears that India,
during 1910, imported 27 crores, or
£18,000,000 in gold, partly in bars and
partly in sovereigns, an increase of
£8.000,000 over 1909. Of these 27
crores only two crores have gone into
the Indian treasury, so that 25 crores,
or nearly £17,000,000, have gone into
hoarding or been absorbed by the banks.
On the other hand the import of silver
fell off by 16,500.000 oz., and in addi-
tion stocks in Bombay alone increased
from £1,100,000 at the end of 1909, to

£2,400,000 at the end of 1910, so that

pef, $1,487,640, a total of $48,987,640.

These companies paid $8,787,815 in di-

vidends in 1910 to Phelps, Dodge & Co.,
which in turn paid $5,399,875 (12 per
cent.) on its issued capital stock of

$45,000,000. Miscellaneous earnings of
the holding company amounted to $312,-
095, and miscellaneous expenses to

$252,521, so that $3,447,514 was trans-

ferred to its surplus account. This sur-

plus now amounts to $3,894,073, of

which $3,818,618 was in cash on Dec.

31, 1910.

Extensive development was carried on, ,„„„ „. ,,,,. wllu v,, 1C71W, OU Uiai I " "••<» <-«»lll_U Ull

consumption fell off by upward of
at tne Burro Mountain Copper Company.
but as the ore in sight will justify the
erection of a reduction plant at any
time, this property will hereafter be

13.000.000. It is difficult to say how far
this falling off was due to any artificial

inflation of prices caused by the specu-
lative purchases in India, how much to

the increase in the import duty and how
much to the increased consumption of
gold"

In Tennessee only 10 per cent, of the

employee'- of the copper mining and
smelting industry are foreign horn.

looked upon as a reserve, and no large
amounts will be expended in further ex-

ploration. However, churn drilling will

be continued jointly with the Savanna
Copper Company, its neighbor. The
Stag Canon Fuel Company mined and
disposed of 1,381,457 tons of ooal, of
which over 56 per cent, was sold com-
mercially.
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Correspondence and Discussion
Extracting Copper from Ore

in Place

There is a story extant in patent-law

circles of a young attorney who, with lit-

tle to do, succeeded in getting a patent on

an artificial tail for a fox terrier. It is 'also

notorious in metallurgical circles that a

gentleman from Pittsburg, who sought to

revolutionize the metallurgy of copper,

and who, for that purpose, built a plant

in Butte, succeeded in getting patents on

some of the most elementary operations

in blast-furnace and converter work. In

fact, one of his patents would preclude a

skimmer from doping his converter with

white metal as he was about to finish the

charge.

The examiners in the Patent Office as a

rule have not had extensive field practice,

and if something has not already been

patented or found in the literature on the

subject, they assume that it is new, and

issue a patent. This evidently must be

the case in the patent granted to W. L.

Austin for the extraction of copper from

its ores without first removing the ore

from the mine, which is referred to

in the Journal of March 4. This pro-

cess was used in the Eureka mine, in the

Ducktown district of Tennessee, as early

as 1850. by the late John Stanton, who
was then beginning his mining career.

At that time mining in the Ducktown

district was confined entirely to the so

called black copper, which was a product

of secondary enrichment, lying just un-

der the gossan and just over the unal-

tered sulphide. In most of the mines this

black copper was from 6 to 12 ft. thick,

and often carried as much as 50 per cent,

copper. At the Eureka mine and also at

the adjoining Isabella property, the zone

of black copper was not much over a foot

thick, and it was soon found that it would

not pay to mine it. The Eureka was pro-

vided with a shaft and several hundred
feet of drifts along the black-copper

zone, and Mr. Stanton told me that they

finally evolved a method of permitting

the mine to fill up with water and then

pumping ir out once a month. By this

means the- black copper was pretty

thoroughly dissolved and was precipitat-

ed in the usual way upon scrap iron.

I have every reason to believe that Mr.
Stanton's statement was correct, because
we afterward opened up the mine and
found that the primary sulphides carried
less than 1 per cent, copper, which ac-

counted for but a thin deposit of black
ore. The vein, or deposit, on the Eureka
was wide, averaging at least 250 ft., and
the gossan, aggregating approximately
500,000 tons, has all been mined, shipped
and smelted for iron.

Views, Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

While, no doubt, Mr. Austin's process
is extremely ingenious, I think he will

have to admit that the mining engi-

neers and metallurgists of half a century
ago were just as ingenious as those of
today, considering the means at their dis-

posal.

J. Parke Channing.
Miami, Ariz., March 14, 1911.

I have read in the Journal of March
4 that a patent has been granted to W. L.

Austin for leaching copper ores in situ,

by the simple method of running water
into the mine, pumping out the copper
liquor, and precipitating the copper by
iron. Over 20 years ago I was employed
as metallurgist at a mine in the south of

Spain, where this method was success-

fully practised on a large commercial
scale. The river waters were run into the

mine, and the resulting copper liquors

were pumped to surface, and led through

canals and tanks containing iron, to pre-

cipitate the copper. This was done for

years, and may be carried on intermitent-

ly to this day.

However, it is not every copper mine,

that would be amenable to this treatment

on a commercial basis, and the cost of

pumping and material is excessive.

Joseph Irving.

Salt Lake City. March 14, 1911.

An Anglo-American Plant

The statement of the Alamos corre-

spondent appearing in the Journal of

Feb. 11, if viewed merely as a forecast

is scarcely accurate. As a matter of

fact, the order for the new Palrnarejo

mill had not been placed at that date.

However, the order has now been placed,

and not in Germany, as he stated, but

with ourselves. As in a number of other

well known Mexican mills for which we
have recently supplied equipment there

is no question of all the machinery com-
ing from any one place. It is intended

that the crushers be of the Bigelow type

as supplied to the recently started La
Blanca mill at Pachuca. The battery

—

perhaps the heaviest stamps ever sec-

tionalized for muleback transport (1250

lb. falling weight)—will be by Fraser &

Chalmers. The sectionalized tube mills

will'be built up of channels similar to

those which have proved so satisfactory

to the Redjang Lebong group of mines,
from whom we received a large repeat

order. The difficulty of riveting up on
the spot and consequent liability of warp-
ing the body out of true is thus avoided.

The concentrators are to be of American
make. The Pachuca agitators and other
tanks will be the same as those we sup-
plied to the Santa Gertrudis and Real del

Monte companies at Pachuca. We have
included Merrill slime filters as well as
Merrill zinc-dust precipitation. The melt-
ing furnaces will be of our own tilting

type, as used in Western Australia and
South Africa.

It will be seen from the above that so
far from the plant being entirely German
it is an Angio-American product such
as has already been so successfully in-

stalled in some of the best known Mexi-
can mines. There is also no question of
any delivery in record time, nor of the

mill having a big electrical-power in-

stallation—the latter owing to the limita-

tions of muleback transport. Possibly
your correspondent was misled by the

fact that a well known firm of German
ropeway specialists sent representatives
to the spot to survey the ground for a

ropeway, but this latter forms no portion

of the mill contract.

Cyanide Plant Supply Company.
London, Feb. 23, 1911.

Cyaniding Manganiferous Ore
In looking over my files of the Journal

I have found little reference to the ef-

fects of manganese minerals in the cy-

anidation of silver ores. The standard
books on the subject give little or no in-

formation.

The silver ore which I hope to be able
to treat by the cyanide process contains
appreciable quantities of manganese, and
I am anxious to learn what effect, if any,
they will have. Perhaps some of the
readers who have had experience in the

cyanidation of such ore can give me some
information through the columns of the

Journal. Chileno.
Chiquicamata, Chile, Feb. 10, 1911.

[Some manganese minerals, especially

pyrolusite, have a pronounced oxidizing
effect upon other minerals when condi-
tions are favorable. It has been sug-
gested that the oxides of manganese may
change cyanides to cyanates but this has
never been conclusively shown.

At the Komata mine in New Zealand
the ore contains small quantities of man-
ganese, nicke! and cobalt. The high con-

sumption of cyanide was attributed to the

presence of manganese but was aftc r-
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ward found to be due to the cobalt that

dissolved b> the solution and was

- d in the zinc fc

If it is possible : - . some of

the manganese mineral from the ore in a

• ;ze it and mix

with as pure clean quartz as can he ob-

. . in quantities approximate

amount of the mineral in the ore. .Wake

I -liferousore

with cyanide solutions and you will prob-

be able to determine to what

the manganese - -esponsible for the

consumption of cyanide.

—

Editor.]

Seeking Employment

The letter of Peter G. Tait in the

of Feb. IS. and the editorial

p.ote leads me to confess confidentially

that I am in just such a position as Mr.

Lamb described and. although a sub-

scriber for several years, it had not oc-

curred to me that good companies ever

consulted the column "Positions Wanted."
As a test I picked up the number of

Sept. 10 and noted five t.f. advertisements

and furrner examination showed that four

were in the current number. Did the

fifth get an engagement through the

notice or otherwise?

I presume my case is typical. I was
chief engineer for the A B C Mining Com-
pany in Minnesota, practically assistant to

the general manager for four years; a

good position in name and work but

with a low salary. About a year ago a

New York engineer and a graduate of my
college offered me the superintendency

of a development of which he was con-

sulting engineer. Thinking to broaden
perience and attracted by the larger

salary. I resigned against the strongest

advice of the manager and moved my
family and possessions to Montana.
Shortly after the A B C management of-

fered me the superintendency of one of

its mines at an advance in salary but

I did not feel at liberty to change again,

so declined. Two months later, in spite

of the fact that my employers were well

informed as to conditions. I was suddenly
i that funds were exhausted. The

engineer, not having an extensive prac-

tice, was unable to place me, so I have
spent several months and about $1500 in

n'siting and communicating with many of

the prominent engineers.

mining schools seem to be open-
ing and I am wondering what will become
of the batch of engineers that will be
turned loose this spring. If my experi-

•vith relative* in the

J '-tart and the

greater pan of the balance will fall in-

Porty per cent, of my
class gave up mining immediately or

after graduation.

I',. B.

I, Mont :<\\
|

fThc experience of our correspondent
is not uncommon. The difficulty of

engineers in finding suitable places is a

-ubject of interest. The difficulty

that operating companies experience in

finding suitable men is also something to

be duelled upon.

Mr. Lamb thinks that he can be of

service in bringing both parties together,

and no doubt he can be useful so long

as he is able to give his personal atten-

tion to the matter, but we fear that his

correspondence, etc., will outgrow his

capacity single-handed, and his plan is

likely to resolve itself into that of the

empioyment agency, which we do not

think has been successful, at least not in

the mining industry.

We reiterate that we think that both

applicants for places and those having

places to fill ought to make better use
of the advertising pages of the Journal.
Especially ought this to be done by com-
panies that have places to fill and do not

know right away where to find the right

-man. The advertisement and all of the

correspondence ensuing is secret, except

as to the persons communicating with

each other. We know that the best pos-

sible men are often obtained in this way.

It is true that the advertiser finds

usually that the majority of replies re-

ceived by him are from undesirable candi-

dates, but many are likely to be good, and
one or two may stand out as eminently

suitable, after which the consummation
of an engagement by correspondence or

personal interview is a simple matter.

Overtures inaugurated in this way fre-

quently develop the possibility of secur-

ing not merely men out of a job, but

also those who are already placed but

are privately desirous of making a change.

The thing works similarly the other

way. However, it is evident that an ad-

vertisement for a man for a place is

more likely to result in an engagement
than is the advertisement for a place for

a man. because the first is shooting at

the wide world with a shotgun, while

the other is trying to kill a bird with a

rifle.

—

Editor.]

The Svmons Crusher

Benedict Shubart is to be congratu-

lated for his article in the Journal of

Feb. 11, directing the mining fraternity

to the merits of the Symons crusher and
its adaptability o mill work. And while

Mr. Shubait's description of the machine
is clear, and he has apparently left out

ro essential detail. I would like to em-
phasize the import of what he has said

about the Symons crusher. It will as-

suredly crush rock, and it will stand up
under severe service.

The point I want to bring out is, that

owing to the construction of the Symons
crusher the machine has the same lever-

! exert! the same relative force in

breaking rock at the opening or throat as

at the discharge. When a piece of

rock or ore enterl the throat of a

Symons crusher, it immediately "bites*

and begins to crack. Given a feed

that will enter the throat, there is never

any occasion for sbdging. Contrast

this feature of operation with old-line

gyratory crushers as well as with jaw-

crushers, where in operation there is oc-

casion generally for more or less sledg-

ing. Who has not witnessed the phenom-
enon of a chunk of rock riding up and
down in the throat of a crusher, before

it would finally, if at all without sledg-

ing, "bite" and be crushed? This is an

almost unseen phenomenon in operating

^the Symons crusher.

In a new 500-ton concentrating plant

lately completed at Rosiclare, 111., we
have installed two Symons crushers; and
we would be glad to have anyone inter-

ested in crushing investigate them in op-

eration.

Avery H. Reed.

Rosiclare. 111., Feb. 24, 1911.

Cost of Ore Broken in Trans-

vaal Drill Competition
In the accounts of the Transvaal stope

drill competition that have been published

in the Journal no mention has been

made of the quantity of ore broken. Ob-

viously the award was made upon the

basis of minimum cost per foot of hole

drilled and in comparing drilling capaci-

ties of machines of various manufactur-

ers, it might well have been the case that

the total ground broken by the machine

that drilled at the lowest cost was not

so great as for one of the others.

The cost of drilling holes would have

little significance if the competitors had

been allowed to drill holes in such places

as were most favorable. The object of

the competition was to determine the

most economical machine, not the deter-

mination of minimum cost of ground
breaking. In order that the contest for

superiority might be held as near under

working conditions as possible, the

ground breaking factor was made the

basis of the award of the prizes for min-

er's results.

In order to equalize the results ob-

tained in stopes of varying widths a series

of factors were decided upon by which
the total fathomage broken was divided,

to obtain the relative fathomage and this

last divided into the total costs gave the

cost per fathom of ground broken.

The average width of ground broken
was 44 in.; the cost per fathom was 67s.

for the miners winning the first prize

and 69.4s. for the two partnerships that

divided the second and third prizes.

This is equivalent to a cost of $1.61 to

$1.66 per ton of ore broken. This cost

seems high even considering the narrow-

ness of the stopes and does not compare
favorably with most gold mines in the

United States.

C. S. Caton.
New York. March 12, 1911.
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Details ^Practical Mining
This department is designed to treat

n a brief way of details of everyday

iractice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

jther readers like to know about. The

'hought that there is nothing new in them

;hould not be a deterrent of telling about

hem. Something that is an old story in

jne district may be quite unknown in an-

)ther. Our draftsmen can develop any

•and of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

\ blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

The Azi-clinometer

By Guy C. Stoltz*

For a number of years exploration

work has been carried on in the Mine-

ville magnetite district of New York by

diamond drilling. The latitude and de-

parture of each hole drilled is noted on

the mine maps, and also on the peg and

glass maps, while in the case of an in-

clined hole the azimuth and inclination

are also plotted.

In this district the seamy character of

the gneiss and gabbro formations en-

courage the usual tendency for the bit

and long line of rods to depart from the

intended direction of the hole. To enable

the changes in inclination of the drilling

to be mapped, the method of procedure

has been .to lower into the holes brass

cases containing glass tubes filled with

hydrofluoric acid, and etchings were

taken on separate tubes at 100-ft. inter-

vals. However, the angle as determined

by this method, could not be read with

any degree of accuracy. The problem

of reading the inclination of the hole

and still further the azimuth of the drill-

ing has been worked out by M. Garvey,

one of the drill contractors in an ingen-

ious device called the azi-clinometer.

As the name implies, the azimuth can

be read from a magnetic needle and the

inclination is read on a clinometer. The
instruments are mounted in a brass

cylinder, 1 ft. long and l}$ in. in

diameter, on a vertical axis which at

both ends rests in jewelled bearings in

the cylinder partitions. A portion of

each side of the cylinder is cut away
to enable reading of the instruments. At

the base of the cylinder is a brass bumper
and lowering weight which is free to

slide in the cylinder and which is

pressed upon by a coil spring. As the

instrument is lowered in the drill hole,

the bumper takes up any shock that might
result in the instrument striking the bot-

tom severely.

Mining engineer and metallurgist. Mine-
ville. N. Y.

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things "that have to

be done in Everyday

Preparatory to taking readings with

the azi-clinometer, a piece of stick candy
or alum, or any substance readily solu-

ble in water, is inserted in a spring

framework mechanism operating on the

clinometer pointer and above the gradu-

ated arc, while another piece of the solu-

ble substance is placed in a similar

Partition with Perforations
for Passage of Water.

Coil Spring against Disc.

-Sliding Disc with Perforations
for Passage of Water.

.Cylinder of Material sollul>le

in Water. Candy.

-Partition.

-Disc a.

-Cut away Portions of Cylinder.

-Spring compressed by Disc a
as Candy melts Spring locks Pointer.

-Clinometer.

Magnetic Xeedle.

-Spring in Bottom Needle Case.

-Sollublc Material. Candy or Alum,
as Material is dissolved Spring loots

Needle.

"Brass Cylinder.

-Screened to Containing Case.

.Brass Weight and Bumper
"acted upon by Coil Spring.

Tlte Engineering $ Mining Journal

The Azi-clinometer

housing under the magnetic needle. The

candy upon melting in these housings

disengages the springs and levers, one

system of which locks on the clinometer

pointer, while the other acts upon the

magnetic needle of the compass box.

The instrument is then screwed into

the base of a brass containing case, 5 ft.

long and \H in. internal diameter,

which has previously been filled with

water. Attached to the top of the con-

taining case is an eye to which the end
of a line of wire coiled on a winch is

fastened. This wire is marked at 25-ft.
intervals by means of white paint. The
instrument in the case is then lowered
by uncranking the winch to a point de-
cided upon for taking the reading.

The clinometer disk and pointer are
then fr-e to assume the position due to

gravity and the magnetic needle seeks
the position of magnetic north since its

case is free to assume a horizontal po-
sition on any inclination. In the course
of perhaps half an hour the candy has
dissolved and the framework which has
housed the candy is free to contract due
to the springs which are attached. As it

does so, the levers act upon the clinome-
ter and needle, locking both in their

proper positions.

The containing case with the instru-

ment is then hoisted and the readings are
recorded. These readings are taken at

intervals of from 25 to 100 ft. through-
out the course of the hole. The readings
are then plotted on the map by protractor,

and the course of the drilling determined.
The magnetic needle is of course use-

less in detecting the azimuth of a drill

hole in the magnetic formation, but
away from influencing metals the read-
ings should be of great value.

Sampling Placer Ground
By T. Lane Carter*

To my mind there is no method of
sampling placer ground so satisfactory

as digging pits to bedrock. This beats
all the churn drills and sample diggers

that were ever invented. Of course, it

is more expensive, but when the pits

are down, one feels confident of results;

besides there is the satisfaction of seeing
what the ground looks like, the char-

acter of the boulders and bedrock. If

the deposit is not over 12 to 15 ft. deep,

pits to bedrock are most satisfactory;

when the distance to bedrock is 15 ft.

and over, then, of course, other methods
should be employed.

To determine how many pans make a

cubic yard, a piece of earth 3x3x3 ft.

was measured carefully and tested; the

result was 140 pans to the cubic yard.
The samples from the pits were carefully

panned, the number of colors in each
pan being noted and the gold saved. Af-
ter all the samples were panned, the

small residues of black sand and gold
were dried slowly; then the sample was
"blown" to get rid of the black sand and
the remaining gold was weighed. Know-
ing the number of cubic yards that had

•Mining engineer. /)agood, Carter & Co..
(V-'T First National Hank building, Chicago,
111.
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;d the weight of the re-

g d s simple to figure the

ge value of the material.

Another method, which 1 do not con-

- good, is use<

value of .
r tne

is thoroughly n of this

.•i for panning. th«

cury is driven off. the gold is weighed

and the ai alculated. This

quicker method, hut by no means

\ W ash I louse for Miners

Bt Lact Peyton*

The wash house here illustrated, built

for the Hart-Williams Coal Company, at

Benton. 111., is a commendable innovation

in a coalfield where accommodations for

Loading Bore Holes

A factor of great importance in the ac-

tion of a charge of explosives is the "air

High explosives used in rock

lg should always be loaded com-

pactly in the bore hole, says a recent

..italog of the E. I. du Pont de Nemours

Powder Company, so that no air space re-

mains tc act as a cushion when the charge

is detonated, and so reduce its breaking

and rending effect.

The best way to eliminate air spaces is

to use only dynamite cartridges that

art just small enough in diameter to per-

mit pressing to the bottom or back of the

bore hole without jamming. In addi-

tion to using cartridges of the right diam-

eter, it is a good plan to slit the paper

shells from end to end with a sharp knife,

unless the work is wet. A cartridge of

high explosives, only a little smaller in

diameter than the bore hole, and with

mi
Hot nuil Col.i Wuter Pipes

lor Shower Iiiiths.

- '

-'

llfolllll l Ulll l l l lffl jl:;

I i Rows Lockers, 26 each

!

Tffminmimi-H-

Hii Engineering j .»;,„;„,, Journal

House at an Illinois Coal Mine

confinement (as in "mud capping" rocks

or boulders), they will not give anything

like maximum results under such con-

ditions, or even in bore holes that are

not thoroughly tamped to the mouth or

'•collar." Therefore, the only economical

way to use explosives, is entirely to fill

the bore hole, after the charge is in place,

with damp clay or similar material packed

firmly into place. It is very dangerous to

use metal rods, or sticks with any metal

about them for tamping, and an all-wood

tumping stick should always be provided

for the purpose.

Rope Guard for Idler

Trouble is often experienced in keep-

ing hoisting ropes on their idler wheels,

especially where the angle to the sheave

wheel is very great. This can be over-

come by means of the simple device

shown in the accompanying drawing,

which is in use in many mining districts.

The wheel B slides horizontally on its

shaft to allow for the wind on the hoist-

ing drum. Unless there is ample pres-

sure exerted on the idler wheel by the

hoisting rope, it will jump off; and es-

pecially is this so when there is any

slack in the rope. Ropes are supposed

to keep in place by the weight of the

employees have received little attention,

and is the first of such facilities that are

to be built for other companies op-

ng in that district.

The building is built of brick. 35x85 ft.

0118, with shingle root and

The equipment compris-

each with separate

compartment for clean and soiled cloth-

iron enameled

I

pital.

The build

3 mean tei

commodated «

•
t each month for the

L'c The

the shell slit, can be easily spread out

with the tamping stick, so that it will en-

tirely fill the section of even a somewhat

irregular bore hole, and can be relied on

to give maximum efficiency when de-

t( nated.

The above does not apply always in

coal blasting where, under certain con-

ditions; in the use of permissible explo-

sives, an "air shot" may give excellent

results. In these shots, the air space be-

i een the charge and the tamping, with

its cushion effect, results in a greater

"spreading" of the pressure developed on

detonation. These "air shots" sometimes

break across the entire face when the

i ge lot -.I'll without the air space

will blow forward and bring down much
oal.

Although high explosivi particularly

: rad ill give considerable
1

I
'. iih little or no

The Engineering f Mining Journal

Idler Wheels for Hoisting Ropes

rope on the wheel, the idler wheels being

placed in a straight line with the sheave

wheel and the drum or, if anything,

s'ightly above that line. In using this

device it should be placed in a straight

line with the drum and the sheave wheel.

The slotted wheels, C and D, are held

in place by two straps of iron, one placed

en each side of the idler wheel B, as in

sketch. The bearing edge of the upper

wheels should be about }>£ in. above the

hoisting rope.

Flat Rope vs. Round Rope
A correspondent asks us about the

comparative results in practice of flat

and round wire ropes. He says that he

has had the best results from the flat

rope, and considers it the safer because

of being open to closer inspection. His

superintendent contends, however, that

round cable is the better, and cites Lake

Superior and South African practice. Our

u'rrcspondent asks, What are the manu-

facturers' claims?

With respect to this matter a leading

manufacturer of wire rope informs us
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that flat rope is now used only in ex-

ceptional cases, there being but little

demand for it, owing to its greater cost.

The effect of wear in round wire rope

shows first in the outer layers, and any-

thing radically wrong can therefore be

readily detected. Round wire rope ex-

poses less surface to atmospheric oxi-

Idation than flat rope, and the core wires,

iwhich are saturated with grease, are less

'likely to suffer from oxidation or cor-

rosion from the action of water, and

especially water containing acid, so that

las far as safety is concerned round

rope is considered to be superior to flat

; rope.

The superiority of round rope in point

of safety is generally recognized by

engineers. This explains why round

Mining Records
By Frederick T. Rubidce*

It has been aptly said that there can
be no scientific mining without scientific

bookkeeping. Mine bookkeeping properly
includes not only the collection of the

necessary data to give the average cost

per ton of ore mined and its value, but

should go so far as to show that each
operation which goes to make up the

whole is economical and profitable, and
to what degree.

There are few mines in which the ore

is of uniform grade, and in which min-
ing operations entail the same cost

throughout the entire deposit. Usually,

either the ore varies considerably in

value, or conditions obtain in certain

In a well managed mine where these

questions are constantly arising, the

necessary geological and cost data are

collected and reduced to a usable form.

The data so collected not only show
what operations are profitable and

are not, but are of almost equal value

in showing the comparative working costs

of each working place in the mine and

thus facilitate a comparison of the effi-

ciencies of the various shift-bosses and
their various crews. The collection of

st'ch data, too, has a wholesome effect on
both bosses and men. Men will unques-
tionably do more work when they know
that a record is being kept of their

work. In addition to this it is often pos-
sible to instil some rivalry into the shift

bosses by showing them all the records

M im

.COMPANY
Monthly Stop] xu LIei okd'

Form

M until Of

1-L

.191.
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The collection of mining data is

quite a different matter and it not in-

frequently happens that men who are

-en and shift b

little education and cannot write le|

lie and with

the palm of the hand as The

writing of the report- use for

a half hour's leisure, and it is customary

for them to retire to some convenient

place in order to make out those required

of them, and this usually at the end of

the shift when their men require more

d the holes are being charged

a hen thus writing up his

report from memory the shift boss often

forgets just how many men he had in

this or that working place, and satisfies

himselt by putting figures down which

will total properly. And when this report

is received either by the foreman or at

the main office it is scarcely intelligible,

due to the combination of errors, smut

and poor writing.

Pinch Substituted for Pencil

In endeavoring to overcome the diffi-

culties mentioned, I have successfully

ing proper. Under DRILLS, B H stands

for block-hole drill, H D for hammer
drill, and P for piston drill. No. 1, No.

2 and XTRA refer to grades of powder.

Other abbreviations are as follows: ST,
stopers; D R, drill runners; H, drill hel-

pers (or timbermen's helper if TIM is

punched, indicating that it is the timber

boss' report); T R, trammers; T M, tim-

bermen; GRA, grading; M, mucking;

TRIM, trimming; PIL'R, when punched

in conjunction with a stope number is

understood to be the pillar adjacent to

that stope on the north. The numbers

under the different classes of labor and

under drills indicate shifts. For the la-

bor it would be better to use hours in-

stead of shifts as being more accurate

but in this instance it would have made
the form too large for convenient handl-

ing and punching.

For each working place a white and

green sheet is punched—one operation

serving for both. The punched sheets

"are left in the book until the end of the

shift when they are torn out and left

at the mine office. The green, ones are

retained there, filed in pigeon holes cor-
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United States Steel Corporation
The report of the United States Steel

orporation for the year 1910 shows an

lcrease in earnings over 1909. The re-

ort covers, as concisely as could be ex-

acted, the vast and varied transactions

;f the company, and lacks completeness

inly at one or two points.

At the close of the year the corpora-

on owned 143 separate manufacturing

lants, several of them of great size. Its

on-ore properties included 79 developed

lines in the Lake Superior region and 21

i Alabama. Its coal holdings covered

11,384 acres in Pennsylvania, West Vir-

PRODUCTIOX FOR THE YEAR.

1909. 1910.

830,094
1,384,465
1,801,480
1,338,110

son Ore Mined
Lake Superior Region

Marquette range 899,002
Menominee range 1,359,415
Oogenic range 1,312,701
Vermilion range 1,066.474
Ifesabi range 16,968,592 17,910.366

era Region

Tennessee Coal, Iron
and R. R. Co.'s mines 1,824,863 1,981,301

Total

OKK MANUFACTURED
In beehive ovens ....
In by-product ovens.

23,431,047 25,245,816

11,896,211 11,641,105
1,693,901 2,008,473

Total 13,590,112 13,649,578

!oal Mined, not including
that used in making coke

Limestone Quarried. . . .

Blast Furnace Produc-
tion

Pig iron
gel

Ferromanganese and sil-

icon

3,089.021 4,850.111

4,715,708 5,005,087

11,436,570 11,645,510
80,942 102.260

100,836 83.628

Total 11,618,350 11,831,398

Ingot Production
Bessemer ingots 5,846,300 5,796,223

-hearth ingots. .. . 7,508.889 8,383,146

Total 13,355,189 14,179,369

1,719,486 2,118,473

675,614
729,790
614,971

1,290,467
1,013,071
139.149

1,607,689
1,024,985
530,766

682.364
929,020
656,797

1,527,506
868.550
133.722

1,490,318
1,082,787
589,228

190.226 235,998

71,881
68,366
67. us.".

71,326
101,066
98,105

Rolled and Other Fin-
ished Steel

rails

Blooms, billets, slabs,
: and tinplate

bars
Plates
Heavy structural shapes
Merchant steel, bars,

hoops, bands, skelp,
etc

Tubing and pipe
Wire-rods
Wire and wire products
Sheets and tinplate
Finished structural work
Angle splice bars and

other rail joints
Spikes, bolts, nuts and

rivets

Steel car wheels
Sundry steel and iron

products

Total 9,859.660 10,733.995

Spelter 27,853 26,777
Sulphate of iron 33,582 33,684
Universal Portland ce-
ment, bbl 5,786*000 7,001,500

pinia, Indiana and Illinois, with 98 oper-

ating mines; and 347,647 acres, with 24

open mines, in Alabama. In Pennsylva-

nia, West Virginia and Illinois, it had 74

coke plants, with 23,008 beehive and 612
by-product ovens; in Alabama 7 coking

plants with 2974 beehive ovens. It also

owned extensive natural-gas territory in

Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Ohio.

The transportation properties owned in-

115.214 148,735

The report for 19 10

covers operations of 143

steel plants, having $703,-

961,429 gross earnings, be-

sides many subsidiary ope-

rations. The finished steel

production was 60 per cent.

of the total in the United

States.

eluded 948 miles of railroad, having 1869

miles of track, and equipped with 1168

locomotives and 47,025 cars; 79 steamers,

2 tugs and 23 barges on the Lakes; 2

steamers and 100 barges on the Ohio
river; and one ocean-going steamer.

Earnings and Income

The gross receipts for the year, -with

the charges which precede net earnings

were as follows:

dross sales and earnings S703,961,424
Miscellaneous income 5,853,169

Total receipts 8709,81 1,593

Working expenses and repairs $529,215 788
Oeneral expenses, taxes, etc 29,863,055
Charges, subsidiary companies 7,263,454
Profits, subsidiary companies, not

yet realized . . . . 2,417,542

Total deductions $568,759,839

Net earnings for the year $141,054,754

The gross sales and earnings exceeded

those for 1909 by $61,579,173; the net

earnings were greater by $9,563,340. The

income account shows the disposition

made of net earnings as follows:

Net earnings, as above S 1 1
1
,05 1,754

Depreciation and replacement. . .

Interest and sinking funds
Sundry adjustments

24,316,597
29,24 7. s;,0

83,123

Total charges $53,647,570

Surplus for the year $87,4()7.isi

Dividends for the year $50,634,802
Appropriated for new property . . 25,000,000
Reserve for advanced mining roval-

ties 1 ,000,000

Total appropriations $76,634,802

Undivided surplus sio.772.HS2

Dividends paid were $29,219,677, or 7

per cent., on preferred stock and $25,-

415,125. or 5 per cent., on common stock.

This was an increase of $5,083,005 over

1909, on common stock. The net surplus

for the year was $8.33. 489 greater than

in 1909.

The expenditures made during the year

by all companies and properly charge-

able to capital account, for the acquisi-

tion of additional property and additions

and extensions to the plants and prop-

erties, less credits for property sold,

equaled the aggregate sum of $50,091,369.

In addition there was also expended the

net sum of $3,009,853 for stripping the

overburden from orebodies preliminary to

mining from open pits, for development
work at mines and for additional logging

and structural-erection equipment, thus

making a total expenditure on property

account of $53,101,222. The capital ex-

penditures are classified by property

groups as follows: Gary plant, $16,072,-

850; manufacturing, $11,355,227; coal

and coke, $2,499,888; transportation, etc.,

$12,250,534; iron ore, $4,025,792; Ten-
nessee company, $3,887,079 for all pur-

poses.

Capital Account

A closely condensed statement of the

capital account, as of Dec. 31, 1910, is

as follows:

Stocks $869,203,953
599,449,659
52,834,787
20,092,728
1(1.1)00,(100

101.1 13,158

Bonded debt
Current liabilities

Sinking and reserve funds, .

Appropriations from surplus
Undivided surplus

Total liabilities §1.7 to.724,285

Property accounts $1,432,582,256
Sinking and reserve funds assets. 16,067, 905
Deferred charges to operation ... ,1 .705
Current assets 288,7 12.119

Total assets $1,745,724,285

Stocks include $360,281,100 preferred,

$508,302,500 common and $620,353 stocks

of subsidiary companies not owned by the

corporation. Bonds include $465,189,500

Steel Corporation bonds, $131,462,367 ob-

ligations of subsidiary companies and $3,-

097,792 mortgages. The bonded debt was
reduced by $9,698,246 during the year.

The item of appropriations from surplus

includes $35,203,189 already spent for

new construction and $4,796,811 reserved

for future construction at Gary.
At Dec. 31, 1910, the aggregate book

valuation of the inventories of all ma-
terials and products for all of the prop-

erties equaled the sum of $176,537,824,

in comparison with a total at close of

preceding year of $163,811,280, an in-

crease of $12,726,544. The curtailment

in operations of the manufacturing prop-

erties which took place in the last quarter

of 1910 resulted in adding substantially

to the tonnage of iron ore on hand at

close of the year. The diminution in

operations referred to above was the

cause also in part for an increased in-

ventory of fuels and finished products

on hand. These latter, however, to a

considerable extent, show increases aris-

ing from the extension by the subsidiary

companies of the policy of carrying

stocks at warehouses.

Production

The production statement for 1910 and

1909 is given in the accompanying table,

all figures being in long tons, except for

cement, which is given in barrels. The
figures given in the report do not make
it possible to work out the cost of finished

products.
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The shipments of all kinds of products

to buyers— not including material shipped

from one plant to another—in 1910 were,

in long tons except for cement:

pjn. Total.

i d pro-
1.311.604 1.216. O.-.T 10,7

and
1.

Total ton? . . . l

Cement, bbl U5 6.679,415

The total increase in domestic ship-

ments, excepting cement, was 7.1 per

cent.; in export. 21.2 per cent. The in-

crease in cement was 17.4 per cent.

The prices received for shipments made

to the trade during 1910 of all classes

of rolled steel and other finished pro-

including fabricated structural

work, averaged somewhat more than

those obtained in the preceding year, both

in respect of domestic and export ship-

ments. The tonnage shipped for export-

in 1910 was the largest for any year

since the organization of the Corpora-

tion, and evidences the satisfactory pro-

gress which has been made in the exten-

sion of this branch of the business. The

advantages of possessing a fair volume

of export trade have been pointed out

in previous annual reports. Owing to the

low volume of new business booked dur-

ing the last half of 1910, the order books

of the subsidiary companies at the close

of that year showed a relatively low ton-

nage of unfilled orders on hand, the total

being 2.(574,757 tons. Since the early

part of January, 1911, however, the new
business booked has materially increased,

the average daily tonnage booked dur-

ing January and February, 1911, being

nearly equal to the normal maximum
daily capacity of the mills. At Feb. 28,

1911, the tonnage of unfilled orders on

hand amounted to 3,400.543 tons.

Employees and Pay-rolls

The average number of employees in

the service of all companies during 1910,

in comparison with 1909, was as follows:

1909. L910.

Manufacturing 138 - 154,563
21.867
l">.o, 7

17.101
.... 2,587 2,630

l 95.500

annual
-i 74,95 139

In January. 1911, there was offered

to the employee"- of the United States

; oration and of the subsidiary

companies the privilege of subscribing

for preferred or common stock. The con-

ditions attached to the offer and subscrip-

tion i intially thi

under which stock had been ottered in

each of the previous eigl cept-

ription price, which

r pi h Un-

common stock was offered, as compared
with the price for preferred, the allow-

ance for special compensation or bonus

to be paid subscribers who retain their

stock for five years was fixed at $3.50

per share per year for common and $5

per share for the preferred stock. Sub-

scriptions were received from 26,363 em-

ployees for an aggregate of 19,229 shares

of preferred and 29,119 shares of com-
mon stock.

A general increase was made during

the year in the salaries and wages of a

large proportion of the employees of the

subsidiary companies, such advances ex-

tending to about 83 per cent, of the total

number of employees. The advances

were made as of Jan. 16, 1910, in the

case of the coke companies and as of May
1, 1910, in the case of substantially all

of the other subsidiary companies. These

advances averaged for all employees af-

fected an increase of about 6.23 per cent,

in the salary and wage rates previously

paid. The increased amount paid out in

salaries and wages during the year 1910

by reason of the advances was, approxi-

mately, $5,968,000, equal to an increased

annual payment, on basis of the same
number of employees as were in service

during 1910, of about $8,400,000 more.

On May 1, 1910. the several subsidiary

companies inaugurated a voluntary acci-

dent relief plan, under which provision is

made for relief of employees injured in

service and for the families of men killed

in work accidents. The provisions are

purely voluntary on behalf of the com-
panies without any contribution whatso-

ever from the employees. In principle,

the plan is similar to the German and

other foreign laws and to recommenda-
tions which have been made by employ-

ers' liability commissions in the United

States.

On Jan. 1, 1911, there was inaugurated

a system of old-age pensions for em-
ployees of the Corporation and its sub-

sidiary companies to be paid from the

United States Steel and Carnegie Pen-

sion Fund, under rules established by its

board of trustees. This fund was created

by the joint action of the United States

Steel Corporation and Mr. Andrew Car-

negie. For this purpose the Corporation

is to provide an aggregate principal sum
of $8,000,000; which, with the Carnegie

Relief Fund of S4.000.000, created by Mr.

Carnegie in 1901, makes a joint fund of

512,000,000. This fund will be adminis-

tered and the net income from it will be

distributed in pensions by a board of 12

trustees.

New Plants

The construction and development

work, at Gary, Ind.. progressed con-

tinuously and satisfactorily durinp the

year 1910. At the Bteel plant of the In-

diana Steel Company six of the eight

blast turn tcei constructed have been sat-

isfactorily operated. Of the three units,

constructed, each comprising fourteen

65-ton open-hearth furnaces, two units

have been in operation. The rail mill

has been in operation since Feb. 17,

1909; the billet mill since Aug. 16, 1909;,

the 18-in. merchant bar mill since

Dec. 16, 1909, and the 14-in. mill since

April 1, 1910. The axle plant is com-

pleted; the plate mill will be ready for

operation by April 1, 1911, and the three

remaining merchant bar mills by May 1,

1911. Since the publication of the last

annual report, the construction of a con-

tinuous sheet bar mill was started. This

mill will supply sheet bars for the sheet,

plant being constructed at Gary by the

American Sheet and Tin Plate Company.
The new bar mill will be ready for oper-

ation by July 1, 1911. The by-product

coke plant, construction of which was be-

gun in June, 1909, is rapidly nearing

completion.

A number of additions are made at

other works, especially at Birmingham,

Ala. The extension of the cement plant

at Buffington, Ind., was completed.

Construction at Duluth

In the annual report for 1907, refer-

ence was made to the acquirement of a

site for and the proposed construction of

a moderate-sized steel plant at Duluth,

Minnesota. During 1908 and 1909 the

work done in connection with this propo-

sition consisted only of preparing the site

for the steel plant, the acquirement of

right of way for and some construction

work on the terminal railroad connecting

the proposed steel plant with all trunk

lines entering Duluth. In the early part

of 1910 construction work was actively

undertaken on both the steel plant and

railroad. During the year 1910 a total of

$1,715,517 was expended on these prop-

erties. It is expected that further con-

struction will be prosecuted during 1911.

The plant as proposed will include the

following producing departments: Two
blast furnaces, seven open-hearth steel

furnaces, one 10-in. blooming mill, one

28-in. and 18-in. rail and bar mill, 16-,

12- and 8-in. merchant mill, and by-pro-

duct coke plant of 90 ovens, together with

the necessary complement of auxiliary

departments, such as power plants, pump-
ing stations, machine and other shops.

New Coal Lands

Reference was made in the annual re-

port for 1909 to the acquisition of coal

properties in the Danville district, Illinois,

and the Clinton field. Indiana. Subse-

quent to the publication of the report ne-

gotiations were concluded for the acquire-

ment of an extensive acreage of coal in

Franklin county. 111. To the close of 1910

there had been acquired in these three

fields 55,624 acres of coal rights and 742

acres of surface. An additional acreai

of about 6000 acres of coal is now under

option, the larger part of which will prob-
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ably be acquired. On the properties in

he Danville district there are opened and

in operation five mine workings, there

laving been produced from the same 1,-

315,221 net tons of coal in 1910. In the

Clinton field there is now being con-

structed a double mining plant, with com-

plete equipment, which will have a capac-

ity of 3300 tons of coal per day. No de-

velopment work has as yet been com-

menced in the Franklin County field.

'Prior to making the foregoing purchases

the subsidiary companies already owned

in the Illinois and Indiana fields 3742

acres of coal, thus giving at Dec. 31,

1910. a total of coal territory owned in

these fields of 59,366 acres.

There were purchased by the subsi-

diary railway companies 117 additional

locomotives and 3212 cars of various

kinds as additions to the equipment lists

of the companies. There were also de-

livered and placed in service five 12,000-

ton steamships for service in the ore ear-

ning trade on the Lakes. Of these five

vessels, two were on replacement account,

and three added to the complement of the

fleet. There was purchased one ocean-

going freight steamship for service in the

export trade.

General

The volume of business conducted by

the subsidiary companies during 1910, as

indicated both by production and ship-

ments to the trade, showed a substan-

tial increase over the operations of the

preceding year.

Although a material diminution occurred

in the placing of orders by customers

during the early summer and continued

during the remainder of the year, there

was not any appreciable withholding of

specifications nor requests for cancela-

tions of tonnage previously booked. Based

on production of finished products for

sale, the output during the first nine

months equaled about 85 per cent, of

normal maximum capacity; during the

last quarter, 67 per cent. ; and for the

entire year. 80 per cent.

Tennessee Mineral Production

The mineral production of Tennessee

in 1910 is reported by R. A. Shiflett. chief

mine inspector, in the accompanying

table.

MINERAL PRODUCTION OF TENNESSEE,
1910.

Tons. Value.

(ImI 6.3.10,000 $6,975,000
Pii; iron 302,000 4.500.000
Copper 8.500 2,100,000
Clav 1,350.1
tone 1.200.000
Phosphate rock 360.000 1,000,000
Iron ore 728,000 050.000
Coke 27i».0(i(( 720,000

The data reported for other products is

still insufficient for an intelligent esti-

mate, but apparently there will be a

slight increase over the previous year in

total value.

Subsidence at Scranton, Penn.

Scranton Correspondence

During the last four months, two local

engineering experts, William Griffiths and
Eli T. Connor have been making an ex-

haustive underground survey of the mines

at Scranton and vicinity, to ascertain, as

far as possible, the actual condition of

the mines, in order to make a report rec-

ommending means of preventing surface

subsidences. A committee of 16 mining

engineers with John Hays Hammond as

chief, had been appointed to advise and

aid in the investigation.

Messrs. Griffiths and Connor have com-
pleted their work and made the report,

which probably will be published soon.

The reason why the report has not yet

been made public is that two of the ad-

visory board have not yet had an oppor-

tunity of reading it. as finally written, al-

though each is familiar with the details of

its contents.

On Saturday, March 18, the following

members of the advisory board were at

Scranton, and held two conferences on

Saturday, after paying a visit to two

mines, which are in the center of Scran-

ton: John Hays Hammond, chairman;

Dr. H. M. Smyth, Harvard University;

Dr. J. M. McClelland, of Yale; Lewis B.

Stillwell, New York; Dr. H. S. Drinker,

president of Lehigh University; L. D.

Ccnkling, of the mining department of

Lehigh University; Dr. J. F. Kemp. Co-

lumbia University; D. W. Brunton. of

Denver; Dr. J. A. Holmes, Washington;

William Griffith, Scranton; Eli T. Connor,

Scranton; R. M. McKay, secretary to Mr.

Hammond and G. S. Rice, of the United

States Testing Station at Pittsburg.

At the Saturday morning meeting the

report of the engineers was considered in

its more salient features. The commis-

sionersthen donned mining togsand visited

the Pine Brook, a mine in which flushing

operations have been carried on for some

time. They afterward visited the Oxford

mine, where the worst cave in the an-

thracite regions- occurred about three

years ago when a large school house was

completely wrecked and a large number

of buildings more or less demolished. A
thorough study of the conditions in both

mines was made. The party will delegate

later to one of their number the privilege

of making a report of their observations

in these two mines.

This is the present status of the inves-

tigation. The mine-cave question for

years has been a bugaboo at Scranton

and neighboring cities, and not without

sufficient reason. The amount of proper-

ty destroyed has been considerable, and

the greater part of the loss fell upon poor

men who were little able to bear it. But

the material loss to the city of Scranton

brought about by surface subsidences

was in itself of minor consequence in

comparison with the demoralizing effect

that these subsidences wrought in the

minds of people who have some stake in

the cities or districts affected, and by the

loss caused to the communities in general

through the reports, invariably inexcus-

ably exaggerated, that found their way
all over the country through telegraphic

reports.

Doctor Smyth expressed himself as

highly interested in the situation re-

vealed to him by the mine-cave problem
at Scranton. He said: "Engineers all

over the country are watching the pro-

gress of the people of Scranton in work-

ing out a solution of the mine-cave prob-

lem. This is so, not only because of the

engineering difficulties involved, but be-

cause the country at large has a peculiar

regard and is in a measure peculiarly de-

pendent upon this region, because it is

the only source of hard-coal supply

which ministers so largely to the com-
fort of people all over the country."

D. W. Brunton, of Denver, president

of the American Institute of Mining En-

gineers, said that the cave question was
not a new one to him, that many of the

western cities have similar conditions to

grapple with now and in the future. He
referred particularly to Butte, which he

said was undermined in a manner sim-

ilar to Scranton.

After dinner on Saturday, Doctor

Holmes, on behalf of the Lackawanna
Coal Company, extended an invitation

to the visitors to examine the rescue car

of the United States government. Doc-

tor Holmes, assisted by Joseph
#
Evans,

the engineer in charge, explained the ap-

purtenances of the car. The car is in

the anthracite regions for the purpose of

demonstration in rescue work. While

this is the primary work of the car, it

and its crew are always ready at a

moment's notice to travel to any place

where it may be needed in the event of

an explosion or disastrous fire. Turning

to the commissioners, Doctor Holmes
said: "It is a noteworthy fact that the

coal operators are doing their utmost to

help in this work. There are some people

who imagine that the operators do not

care how many are killed. This is not

a fact. We find that the coal operators

are doing everything in their power to

diminish mine accidents and mining fa-

talities."

A report on the Berners Bay region,

in southeastern Alaska, by Adolph Knopf

(Bull. 446, U. S. Geol. Surv.), describes

the northwestern extremity of the long

zone of mineralization known as the

Juneau gold belt. The ores are of low

grade, but as similar ores have been suc-

cessfully exploited at the Treadwell and

other mines in the same belt and as the

topographic conditions of the Berners Bay

region are extremely favorable, the pros-

pects for successful mining are stated to

be good.
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The Homestake Mine, South Dakota
The firs: . quired by the Home-

stake Mining Company were the Grant

and Old Abe. J. B. Pearson,

In the autumn of 1876

of Haggin and Hearst

bought these claims, and the Homestake

Mining Company was incorporated Nov.

-"7. In July. 1S78. the first and

only assessment was levied, this being

SI per share: it afforded the $200,000

required to build the Homestake mill of

80 stamps. The machinery for this mill

was brought to Sydney. Neb., by rail,

thence hauled to the Black Hills by bull

teams at an expense of S33.000. The

company eventually acquired the proper-

ties of the Highland. Deadwood-Terra,

Father de Smet, and Caledonia com-

panies.

At present the Homestake is by

far the largest mine being worked in

the Black Hills region of South Dakota.

Its property runs from the gulch known

as Gold Run on the south to the Black-

By Clarence C. Semple

The ore deposit has been

developed for a length of

10,000 //. and to a depth

of 1800 ft. Ore reserves

approximate thirty milium

tons.

became metamorphosed, by the infiltra-

tion of secondary silica, to a hard, tough,

quartzite. As the subsidence continued

the sediments increased and were often

accompanied by calcareous materials

that formed calcareous shales and sand-

stones.

These sediments were capped, by the

limestones of the Ordovician, and Carbo-

niferous, the sediments of the Jurassic,

Algonkian schists over a broad elliptica

area, and probably an immense amoun
of the old crystalline rocks was carriec

away. Erosion was principally confinet

to the domelike fold, and eventually lef

that area as an Archean island sur

rounded by the later sedimentaries.

Ore Occurrence and Value

The most important deposits of goli

ore are in the crystalline schists. The
are not fissure veins, but impregnation

that appear to have taken place aloni

two converging zones of crushing, om
striking north 10 deg. west, the othe

north 30 deg. west. There are evidence:

of several periods of mineralization, thi

latest having been along the same ole

channels, yielding pyrite and gold, at tht

period of, or subsequent to the intrusior

of, presumably Tertiary, rhyolite por-

phyry. According to Irving the mineral

ized schists differ from the normal ir

greater distortion and presence of sec-

Cretaceous

Homestake
Ore Body

General Geological Section of the Black Hills

Anticlinal Uplift

The Emjintcri.il!) $ Mining Journal

General Geological Section of the Homestake
Mine, South Dakota

tail gulch to the north, and about the

mines and various mills, the towns of

Lead, and Deadwood, and settlements of

Blacktail, Central City and Terraville,

have grown. The company now has 1000

stamps dropping, is one of the largest

gold mines on the North American con-

tinent, and has produced about
"KJ.iXXJ in gold of which over

•<),000 has been distributed in divi-

dends.

Geology

The geology of the Black Hills is quite

simple. At the close of the Archean era

a great area of latea and quartz-

ites of Algonkian age were tilted at a

high angle, almost uniformly to the

northeast, by an intrusion of granite.

This ll urrounded. in the region

of the Black Hills, by the Cambrian sea,

and beneath these waters the island

slowly sank. The sediment deposited

on the Boor of this so

and Triassic, and the limestones of the

Cretaceous. At the close of the Cre-

taceous, the Black Hills region was

slowly uplifted in a quaquaversal fold,

or great domelike anticlinal mound, the

strata of which dipped away in all di-

rections toward the surrounding plain.

The Tertiary rocks were deposited in a

fresh-water lake and must have attained

great thickness, but erosion has re-

moved all but the remnants of those

sediments.

The older schists and the sediments

deposited upon them were intruded by

volcanic rocks. Irving has classified

these intrusives as grorudite, a highly al-

kaline rock consisting of orthoclase,

qi'artz, aegerine, and aegerine augite;

phonolite, dacite, diorite, andesite por-

phyry, diorite porphyry, and basic lamp-

rophyre dikes, all of the Eocene; and

rhyolite porphyry of the Tertiary. As the

uplift continued, erosion removed the

s< •dimentarics, ultimately exposing the

ondary minerals. The ore-bearing zone

is approximately half a mile wide and

several miles long, with a general course

north 35 deg. west, cutting across the

foliation of the schists at a slight angle.

The deposits are similar to the Appa-

lachian type of bedded gold deposits in

crystalline schists. Only the northern

end of the zone has been extensively de-

veloped; such work lying mostly between

the gulches Gold Run, Deadwood and

Blacktail.

The ore occurs in lenses of great ex-

tent, some of the workable portions of

which attain a width of 500 ft. They dip

to the east at a high angle and pitch

to the south. The larger lenses are on

the west side of the zone and are flanked

on the east by series of smaller parallel

lenses, some of which join the larger

in depth. Near the surface the orebodies

follow the rhyolite porphyries but deeper

diverge from them and become in part

associated with the phonolites. The ore is
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quartzified, chlorite and amphibole schist,

with pyrite, pyrrhotite, arsenopyrite, and

occasionally chalcopyrite. The accessory

minerals are dolomite, calcite, garnet,

tremolite and asbestos; the distribution

of the gold seems to be independent of

the accessory minerals. Ore highly

charged with pyrite is generally below,

and arsenopyrite ore above, average

[grade. In the upper oxidized parts of the

'deposits the ore is dark red, but deeper,

I in the zone of unaltered sulphides, is

greenish blue to blue black, and is often

indistinguishable from the country except

' by assay.

The sulphides vary in amount from

3 to 5 per cent, and sometimes con-

stitute as much as 10 per cent, or more

of the ore. Concentrate containing 85

per cent, pyrite has been obtained with

an average gold content of $7 per ton.

In the unaltered sulphide zone the dis-

tribution of the gold is uniform and

averages from $4 to $4.50 per ton. The

ore on the foot-wall is often above the

general average of the rest of the lode.

Over 60 per cent, of the gold is free mill-

ing, the remainder is associated with ar-

senopyrite and pyrite; it is very fine and

can seldom be seen even under a strong

magnifier. In the upper oxidized parts

Scale IHOO l>eec = 1 Inch.

El Porphyry
Star Sl">

m

The Engineering i Minimj Journal

Cross-section of the Homestake
Orebody

ol the deposits about 72 per cent, of the

gold is free milling. The value of the

ore is variable ; in the opencuts near

Terraville some ore is being mined car-

rying only $1.47 in gold per ton, and

from some parts of the opencuts ore

running as high as $16 has been mined.

Secondary enrichment has not resulted

in the formation of any particularly rich

zones.

Mine Development

The Homestake company owns about

350 locations of a total area of 2624
acres on the mineral zone. The lode has

been developed for a distance of 10,000

ft. along the strike, and to a depth of

1800 ft. at the Ellison shaft. There are

in aR about 120 miles of underground
workings, counting all drifts and raises,

of which about 50 miles of drift is

tracked for tramming. The total amount
of excavation underground is estimated

to be about 200,000,000 cu. ft.; about

30,000,000 tons or 20 years' supply of

ore is blocked out, and the broken ore

in the stopes ready for hoisting to the

surface amounts to over a year's mill

supply, or 1,800,000 tons.

Shafts

There are six shafts now being oper-

ated; four are in foot-wall, one in the

hanging, and one in the lode; all the

shafts reach the 800-ft. level, four ex-

tend to the 900, thres to the 1 100, two to

the 1250, and the Ellison has been ex-

tended almost to the 1800-ft. level. There
are levels at each 100-ft. interval from
the surface down to the 1 100-ft. level, be-

low that the levels are 150 ft. apart. The
shafts are all connected by drifts through
the country. The Golden Star and Gold-
en Gate shafts are used for lowering

men, mine supplies and timber, the other

four shafts being used exclusively for

hoisting ore; some of the shafts are

downcast, and others upcast. Besides

these regular shafts there are numer-
ous air shafts, and raises between levels,

and connecting with the surface, that

provide abundant air-passages for thor-

ough ventilation of the mine. The par-

ticulars of the shafts in detail are given

in the accompanying table.

the edge of the shaft and in line with the

cage rails, and at a little distance from

the shaft a diamond crossover is placed

for shunting empty cars. Where a sta-

tion is open at both sides of a shaft a

third track is laid around one end.

Rand machines mounted on a bar,

and 40 per cent, dynamite, fired by

electric exploders are used; the miners

are paid by contract. At the Ellison

shaft, four miners, one engineer, one

lander and one timberman per shift are

engaged, who make progress at the rate

of V-2 ft. of shaft per shift. A carpenter,

working 2V-i shifts, frames timbers for

six ft. of shaft, which are placed in

position in eight hours. The cost of a

set of shaft timbers at the Ellison

shaft is: Timber, $26.85; framing tim-

ber, $10; 4 miners, $16; 1 lander, $3;

1 timberman, $4; 1 engineer, $4. Total,

$63.85, or $10.64 per ft.

The cost of sinking at the Ellison

shaft is: 8 miners, (§ $4, $32; 1 timber-

man @ $4, $4; 2 "engineers <§ $4, $8;

2 landers, @ $3, $6; 1/6 set of shaft

timbers, $10.64; total, $60.64 per ft. of

shaft.

DETAILS OF HOMESTAKE SHAFTS.

Level reached, 1907

Number of hoisting compart merit. .

.

Dimensions of hoisting compartment
Number of cages
Type of cage
Ladder and pipe compartment
Horsepower hoisting engine

Ellison.

1800

2
10'x.V

2
2 car, d. d

10'x6'
1200

Made by U.I. Wks
Type s. d.

Golden
Star.

1250

2
1','x.V

2
1 car, s. d
4*'x5'
150

F. &C.
s. g. d.

H. <v M.

1100
(a)

2
4i'x.V

2
1 car, s. d
•H'x.v
400

F. & C.
s. d.

Old Abe.

900

2
4i'x.V

2
1 car, s. d

4rJ'x5'
150

F. & ('.

S. g. d.

Golden
Prospect.

800
(«
2

9i'x.V
2

2 car, s. d
9i'x5J'
500

1- A C.

b. d.

Golden
(late.

800

2

4i'xo'
2

1 car, s. d.
1 '.'...-/

150
F. &C.
s. g. d.

(a) Has a fourth compartment for ladders and pipes from 500 to 800 feet level.
(6) Has a fourth compartment for cage from surface to :!()() level.
D. d.—Double deck; s. d., single deck cages; T

T
. I. Wks., Union Iron Works; F. A ('., Eraser &

Chalmers; s. d., simple duplex; s. g. d., simple geared duplex.

Shaft Sinking

In deepening the shafts a 25-h.p. hoist,

driven by compressed air, is placed at the

lowest station in the shaft; the air is

heated before using in coke-fired stoves.

A small sheave wheel is placed above

the station set and a ^-ton bucket with-

out guides is used for raising rock and

men. Planks are nailed to the shaft

sets to prevent the bucket catching in

the timbers. The men are protected by a

bulkhead across the shaft just above the

sheave. The shafts are sunk in this man-

ner for 200 or 300 ft.; drifts are run to

the other shafts which are tapped by

small raises, serving for ventilation and

a* chutes through which rock is dumped
as the sides are stripped down to make

room for the shaft timbers.

The station sets are put in 12 to 16 ft.

high, with two or three extra sets at the

stations to serve as braces to the long

shaft sets, and to support the roof. At

the new stations sheet iron floors are

not used, but two tracks are laid up to

Drifts

Prospect drifts are driven 6x8 ft.; sin-

gle track drifts, 7x8 ft.; double track

drifts, 12x8 ft. The prospect drifts are

driven by contract; two men per shift

working in the face. The contractors

car the rock, furnish powder, fuse, can-

dles, shovels, picks, and pay for repairs

to machines; the company furnishes ma-
chine and drills, lays air pipe and track.

The price paid contractors varies from
$5 to $8 per running ft., according to

the hardness of the rock. It is only at

infrequent intervals that the drifts need
timbering. The total cost of a 7x8-ft.

drift averages $8.23 per running foot not
including pipe and track, while the cost
of the 12x8 ft. drift amounts to $11.68.

Ingersoll-Sergeant D-24 and D-32 drills

are used In drifting, the holes are put
in six feet deep and five feet of ground
is broken at a round. The drifts

are nearly level, as there is little water
to be drained, and no track grade ex-

ceeds one per cent. Drainage is effected
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by ditches at one side of the drift from

one to three fe« - ^ re

ss the floor of the drifts and

ever the ditches at intervals of twelve

-. with regular track

ties between them, and upon these string-

ers the air pipes are often laid to save the

expense of hangers. The haulage drifts

and all tht itions are illuminated

Raises

Raises are used to secure ventilation,

age bins, transferring waste

fiom one level to another, or for dump-

ing waste into a finished stope. Per-

mane: ses tor ventilation, orebins,

re in the country. Waste raises are

for the storing of waste taken from dead-

work when not immediately required

for stope filling, or for drawing the

porphyry cap from the surface when

material is required for filling an empty

stope.

A system of raises run from the-

.eve! to the surface; they are

rot continuous from the surface, but

offset about 15 ft. at each level and con-

nected by a short incline. A grizzly of

timbers set one foot apart is placed over

the top of these raises at eac' level so

no large chunks can fall in, and by

means of these grated tops, the short

inclines, and proper gates to control

the waste in the inclines, surface waste

can be drawn or mine waste dumped
into these raises at any level in the mine.

There are raises for storage and pas-

sage of ore running from the 500- to

the 800- ft. level and from the 800- to the

1100-ft. level; they each hold about

3000 tons of ore and are so arranged

that ore may be dumped into them from

the intervening levels.

Pumping

Considering the magnitude of the

workings the mine makes little water,

from 300 to 500 gal. per min. A Riedler,

200 h.p. compound duplex pump is in-

stalled at the 1100-ft. level near the

Golden Star shaft that has a maximum
capacity of 550 gal. per minute against

1 1200-ft. head. The water from the

lower levels was formerly raised to the

sump by small pumps. In 1907 the

mines were flooded to extinguish a fire

; id in unwattring the mine air lifts were

•nth such satisfactory results that

• ave since been used to raise the

from the lower working to the

er pump.

Break iling, and

The met!.' ping have been de-

scribed by John ' in the Journal

About 500 piston drill 1 un-

ind. counting I

. ': fting and shaft linking

and Leyner air-hammer drills are now
being tried in some of the stopes and as

far as I could learn were gaining favor;

the airlines for the drills carry pressure

at 80 lb. On each level, usually near

one of the shafts, an Ajax or Leyner

drill-sharpening machine is installed,

the forges being fired with coke. This

does away with having to raise dull

drills to the surface and enables a miner

to get any special length of drill in the

shortest time.

Forty per cent, dynamite is used

in breaking ground, the amount used

varies from •/> lb. per ton in the

opencuts, to 3% lb. per ton in the drifts

on the lower levels where the rock is

hard. The average powder used per ton

of ore is about one pound.

The ore breaks in great slabs and

as these appear in the drawholes in the

bottom of the stopes, they must be

broken up with a hammer, or blockholed;

opening a valve the air pipes can be

filled with water, affording a supply o:

water at all parts of the mine that car

b? used in case of fire.

Mining Conditions

At the Homestake mine conditions are

ideal for shrinkage stoping; the ore is

tough and hard enough to present a safe

back for the miners to work under. The
great drawback to the stoping system is

in the excessive amount of labor em-
ployed in shoveling. Every bit of ore

and waste has to be mucked into cars

at a cost of 20c. per ton, and though

many attempts have been made to reduce

the amount of this shoveling no satisfac-

tory solution has yet been found. For

working such a large body of low-grade

ore the only other method that might

seem applicable would be a caving sys-

tem, but this is not feasible for the ore

even in places where it has broken from

A 5-ton Air Locoaiotive in a Main Haulage Drift

Jap plugger drills are used for blockhol-

ing.

The ore is shoveled into the cars

that hold about one ton and are pushed

into the foot-wall drift, where five-ton

air locomotives gather them into trains

of eight or ten cars and haul the ore to

the nearest shaft or chute. There are

26 of these air locomotives underground;

they are used wherever ore is hauled,

but ore is raised through the shafts

only from the 500, 800, 1100, 1250, and

lower levels; ore from the intervening

levels is sent down to the next lower

level from which ore is raised, through

chutes.

The air locomotives make a round

trip of 2000 ft. on one charge of

air. Special pipe lines are laid through

..11 the main haulage-ways carrying air

at 900 lb. pressure for the locomotive

supply. The total air used for all pur-

poses in the mine aggregates 20,000 cu.

ft. per min. At certain levels there arc

.vater storage tanks that are so

connected with the air lines, that by

the walls and been under a crushing

stress for years has not broken suf-

ficiently to run.

It does seem that the haulage drifts

could be driven 15 ft. or so below the floor

of the stopes and the drawholes put up
?f a sharp angle, wide enough to permit

a manway being timbered at the side

and a small space cut out with a level

floor large enough for a man to work in

just at the point where the drawhole

enters the stope. By putting in a gate at

the bottom of these short inclines, the

blockholers could break up the large

blocks of ore as they are pulled from

the stopes and rake or push much of the

ore to the edge of the incline, which

sliding to the bottom could be drawn off

into the cars and in this manner at least

i part of the shoveling could be avoided.

In a mine raising such a large tonnage,

it would seem that skips would be more

satisfactory than cars and cages, espe-

cially where the men gain access to all

but the lowest workings through shafts

thai are not used for raising ore.
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About 1400 men are employed under-

ground; they work eight-hour shifts and

are paid $3, $3.50 and $4 per day ac-

cording to the work. The camp does

not recognize the union, in fact lately,

union miners are taboo. Labor consti-

tutes about 77 per cent, of the total cost

of breaking ore.

Cost of Mining

According to the latest report of the

Homestake company the costs of mining

iare: Labor, $1,139; powder, $0,131; ma-
chinery, $0,093; timber and lumber,

$0,057; sundries, $0,034; candles, $0,009;

coal, coke, oil, paid for damages, etc.,

$0,010; total cost of breaking ore per

! ton, $1,473; hoisting and shafts, $0,265;

total cost, $1,738 per ton of ore at sur-

face.

The company operates its own machine

sloops, carpenter shops and foundry, at

Lead, a city of 12,000 inhabitants, about

a mile above sea level. The hoisting en-

gines are equipped with their own boilers,

and the mills all have their own power

equipment, but all other power plants,

air compressors, etc., are at the Ellison

shaft on the east side of the city. When
the Spearfish hydroelectric equipment is

completed, motors will be used for driv-

ing practically all machinery, connected

in such a way that steam may be used

should the current fail at any time.

Silver in February

Messrs. Samuel Montagu & Co. say,

under date of March 2: "The month of

February was not a good one for silver,

and prices fell lower than they had stood

since March, 1910. The market w?.s

net robust enough to withstand the shock

caused by the outbreak of plague in

Manchuria, which was at its worst in the

period immediately after the Chinese

New Year. This last week witnessed

some improvement in price, owing chiefly

to a fairly general demand for China.

Evidently the plague trouble has led to

reduced imports of goods into that coun-

try, and silver must be sent to balance

the exports, even though the stock of

sycee and bars in Shanghai is still ex-

ceptionally large, that is to say, equiva-

lent to 208 lacs of -sycee. Among the

exports to be financed are 200,000 tons of

soya beans, value, freight charges, etc.,

deducted, about £1,200,000. This amount,
we understand, has been engaged to be
shipped up to the end of March, from
Vladivostock and Dalny—principally from
the former port; the export from Chinese
ports is still prevented by the plague.
This total is much less than in the same
period last year, but more than expected.
The large shipments which were made
to India some weeks back, have had no
effect on prices, as the greater portion
was merely a transfer of silver from the
London stock to that in Bombay."

Operating at High Altitudes

The influence exerted by high altitude

upon the operation of mines is reviewed
by G. Trefois', taking for purposes of
illustration two mines familiar to him,
namely, the Sentein lead-zinc mines in

the French Pyrenees, at an altitude of
6500 to 8800 ft. and the Caylloma silver

mines in Peru, at 16,000 ft. elevation.

The most direct and potent influence

is seen in the reduced atmospheric pres-
sure, which is 27 per cent, less at 8150
ft-, and 45 per cent, less at 16,300 ft.

than at sea level; the rarified atmosphere
detracts from the efficiency not only of
workmen and animals, but also of
gas and compressed-air engines. As a

rule, too, regions of high elevation are
apt to be rugged, adding to the difficulty

of transport, and are often subject to

heavy snows and extreme cold, but it is

not necessary here to follow M. Trefois'

analysis of these more indirect causes of
hardship in mountainous mining camps.
As now understood, mountain sickness

is the cumulative result of two physio-
logical phenomena: A congestion of

blood in the lungs, whereby the move-
ments of the chest and diaphragm are

made more difficult, and a more rapid

respiration, due to the necessity for in-

haling a larger quantity of oxygen while

the atmosphere actually contains less of

it. It is plain that the effort thus re-

quired will diminish the amount of useful

work that a man or animal can render.

Relatively slight differences in elevation

produce marked effects. Thus, at Sentein,

the Bulard mine at 8150 ft. is worked
during the summer by laborers who dur-

ing the rest of the year are engaged at

the Bentaillou mine, at 6500 ft.; the

author estimates that the decrease in effic-

iency attributable to the diminished

pressure of air alone, amounts to about

15 per cent., and yet the workmen are

all accustomed to the conditions from
their youth. It is not possible to make
so close a comparison of efficiencies in

the case of the Caylloma mines, since

the men engaged in the mine are mostly

Indians from the neighborhood, while

those working at lower elevations are

men of a superior type. The manager
of these mines estimates that the loss

of efficiency, as compared with workmen
at sea level, amounts to about 50 per

cent.

The author suggests the -idea that it

might be possible, by means of fans or

other apparatus, to adjust the atmos-

phere in a mine so as to remedy the ill

effects of the low barometric pressures;

he has consulted with two distinguished

European scientists with this aim in view.

Exactly parallel results have been

noted in the performance of horses and

other animals. At Sentein it required a

horse of exceptional strength to make

lRevue Univeraelle des Mines, July, 1910.

two round trips per day, carrying a load
of 50 kg. a distance of 10 km. and climb-
ing from an elevation of 3260 to 6520 ft.,

while in the valley, ordinary horses could
readily cover twice this distance, with a

load of 100 kg. At very high altitudes

horses become disabled and it is neces-
sary to resort to mules and burros. The
usual cost of transporting a piece of ma-
chinery weighing 350 lb., requiring a

strong mule, is S20; pieces of less

weight are carried on llamas at a cost

of $10 per ton.

Mines at high altitudes are seldom able

to use coal for fuel, owing to the cost

of procuring it; wood is the common
fuel of such mines. The effects of alti-

tude are to lower the boiling point of

water and also to reduce the back pres-

sure of a non-condensing steam engine.
At 8150 ft., water boils at 92 deg. and
the back-pressure is reduced to 555 mm.,
and at 16,300 ft. water boils at 84 deg.,

the air pressure being only 415 mm., as

compared with 760 mm. at sea level. The
quantity of heat required to raise 1 kg.

of water from a temperature of 15 deg
C. to a temperature corresponding to that

of saturated steam at six atmospheres
pressure are as follows. At sea level

642 cal.; at 7850 ft., 639.5 cal.; at 15,700
ft., 638 cal. This shows an unimportant
advantage in favor of high altitudes, the

principal saving in the case of a non-
condensing engine being in the reduced
back pressure. As for the improved high-

pressure, condensing engines, using
superheated steam, such as are some-
times employed at mines of high alti-

tudes with the object of saving fuel, the

diminished back pressure affords no ad-

vantage.

In regard to gas or gasolene engines
the weight of gaseous mixture drawn in

at each stroke is approximately propor-

tional to the atmospheric pressure, and
while the author has not studied the

question experimentally, he estimates

that the loss of efficiency in such an

engine will be about the same as in the

case of an air compressor, amounting t(

17 per cent., at 8150 ft., and 25 per cent

;tt 16,300 feet. The efficiency of an en
gine using compressed air, owing to thc-

diminished back pressure, is somewhat
increased, but as this efficiency, in an aii

engine working underground, is seldom
over 50 per cent., little of the energy
lost at the compressor is regained

through the fact that back pressure is

diminished.

The Crucible Steel Company of Amer-
ica has bought the plant of the Halcomb
Steel Company, at Syracuse, N. Y. This

plant includes one basic open-hearth

steel furnace, five crucible-steel furnaces

and one four-ton electric furnace, with

rolling mill, steam hammers, etc. The
output has been 20,000 tons yearly, in-

cluding tool steel.
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Handling Copper Smeltery Gases
The handling of smeltery smoke be-

comes each year more of a problem as

the area of cultivated land is extended.

In the final stage of intensive cultivation

the problem can be solved as at Duck-

town, where there is a market for sul-

phuric acid as a necessity for the manu-

facture of fertilizer. In the intermediate

- of agricultural development, how-

ever, when there is no great demand for

superphosphate, but an insistent de-

mand for the suppression of the smeltery

smoke, a difficult problem is forced upon

the smelter.

Methods of Gas Treatment

Each of the smelting centers of Mon-
tana. Utah and California, has its own
solution of the smoke problem. At Ana-

conda. Mont., when the difficulty was first

met. the attempt was made merely to re-

move dust, no attention being paid to

fume and deleterious gases. Later, enough
cooling surface was given the flues to in-

sure the condensation of volatilized ar-

By Claude T. Rice

Description of the appa-

ratus and process at the bag-

house of the Mammoth
Copper Mining Company,
at Kennctt, Cal. Present

installation only handles

gas from two furnaces in

summer, but capacity will

be enlarged.

with all other volatilized material pro-

duced in the process were removed by

baghouse filtration, the remaining con-

stituents of the gas coming from the

smeltery stack were invisible and pro-

duced no injurious effect on vegetation.

In regard to the treatment of lead-

smeltery gases, including the gases pro-

essary, and moreover it will take time to

determine how much electric power is

necessary to operate the plant. The main
recommendation of the process is its low

first cost. The Cottrell process has not

yet demonstrated its commercial success,

but it is expected that within the next few

months all difficulties will be overcome.

The principles on which the so called

baghouse process depends to prevent

damage to vegetation were embodied in a

decree by the United States Circuit Court

in Utah in the litigation there between

the farmers and the smelting companies,

and in Shasta county, Cal., both the

farmers and the smelting companies have

accepted these principles as supplying a

basis on which the companies can con-

tinue to operate with justice to all parties.

In addition to neutralization and removal

of all sulphuric acid, sulphates, etc., this

decree further provides that the gases

emitted from the smeltery stacks shall

not contain over three- fourths of 1 per

cent, of sulphur dioxide. The reduction

)TH Smeltery Before Starting Baghouse Plant in Operation with Baghouse, Kennett, Cal.

senic; still later, short, but wide and tall

dust chambers were built with vertical

wires on which the fume would settle.

Mr. Lee, of the Copper Queen smeltery,

has further worked this out and has

shown that at low velocities dust settles

quickly, and that slow gas movement in

large chambers is more effective than tall

chimneys, but., of course, the fume is not

removed by this method.

In Utah, the United States Smelting

Company adopted a course of chemical

treatment of the smeltery gases, which

seems successful. The investigations of

nited States company showed that

practically all the damage done to vege-

tation by so called smeltery smoke was

1 by sulphuric acid and the metals

and Mltf of metals volatilized during the

smelting process and condensed as an

impalpable but visible cloud after emis-

sion from the smeltery stack. When the

ulphuric acid produced in ordinary

smelting wa neutralized in the flues by

the proper reagents, and i : bates

duced by the roasting of lead ores, the

feasibility of this method has been shown

at Midvale, Utah, while at Kennett, Cal.,

the problem has been worked out in the

treatment of a copper ore that carries 40

per cent, sulphur.

The Cottrell Process

The smeltery-smoke agitation in Cali-

fornia has resulted in still another meth-

od of smoke arresting, the Cottrell pro-

cess, installed at the Balaklala smeltery

at Coram, near Kennett. In this system

static electricity is discharged through

th2 gases, causing the sulphuric acid and

volatilized matter to precipitate on the

electrodes. The Cottrell process has

worked well on a small scale at Vallejo

Junction, and while the work on a larger

scale at Coram has not progressed far

enough to indicate what will be the ul-

timate success of the Balaklala installa-

tion, it probably will turn out all right in

the end But there arc serious difficutics

in handling the high-voltage current ncc-

of the amount of sulphur dioxide is, of

course, a matter of merely diluting the

gases with air. The sulphur trioxide,

though, requires chemical treatment,

while the removal of the solid particles

is a question of purely mechanical treat-

ment. The baghouse treatment as it is

applied at Kennett, with preliminary neu-

tralization of the sulphur trioxide in or-

der to protect the bags, solves all these

difficulties. Except-for about five minutes

after the shaking of the bags in a section,

there are absolutely no solid particles is-

suing from the top of the baghouse. But,

before outlining the baghouse treatment,

a few notes on the Mammoth smeltery

are not amiss, for then one understands

better the conditions under which the

baghouse is operating.

Description of the Mammoth Smeltery

The Kennett smeltery was built in

1905, just about the time when the suc-

cess of electrical operation of converters

was being demonstrated. But, as it was
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not certain that these converters were go-

ing to be successful, hydraulically oper-

ated converters were installed at the

plant as was the case also at the Copper

Queen smeltery, at Douglas, completed

about the same time. In other respects

the Mammoth smeltery is thoroughly

modern. The baghouse was completed

about the first of July, 1910. The ore

treated at the Mammoth smeltery comes

mainly from the Mammoth mine, but as

this ore has an iron excess, the company

does considerable custom smelting of sil-

icious ores. This custom ore amounts to

about 15 per cent, of the total ore smelt-

ed and comes from California, Oregon,

Washington, Nevada and Idaho. Most of

this custom ore is sampled at indepen-

dent samplers, so that the sampling mill

6 Pipes

The smeltery is equipped with five

blast furnaces, 50x180 in., and two con-

verter stands. The converters are oper-

ated by a return-water hydraulic-tipping

device and are 96x150 in. The converter

linings are dried by oil burners. The dis-

tinctive feature of the blast-furnace con-

struction is that the tops are water-jacket-

ed. This is necessary as the furnaces are

run with hot tops, for the ore is smelted

pyritically, or nearly so, since only 5 per

cent, of coke is used in the charge.

Owing to the high sulphur content of

the ores, the furnaces can be run without

a'ny coke and have been run for short

times without adding any fuel to the

charge, but on account of the greater

length of campaign obtained by the use

of a small amount of coke and the

Fan House

tiers as it is so fluid that it readily gives

up its copper. Another feature of the

converter department is the use of a

variable-speed, induction-motor crane.

The capacity of each furnace is about

425 tons of charge per day. During the

summer and autumn, only two furnaces

were in operation and 850 tons of charge

were treated. This was because in the

summer the cooling system in the bag-

house equipment is not large enough to

cool a greater quantity of gas than

comes from the two furnaces and con-

verters, an equivalent of 250,000 cu.ft.

per min. at deg. C; the gases come
from the furnaces at a temperature of

275 deg. C. But since winter set in it

has been possible owing to the increase

in the cooling capacity due to the lower

5 Sh—!

Four 8 Pipes'

. .
/-'

18 x 200 Stack
12 xl50
Stack

General Arrangement of Bag House Plant.

Mammoth Copper Mining Co., Kennett. Cal. ""^^^^-A

at the Mammoth plant is small and main-

ly used for sampling the company's own
ores.

Semi-pyritic Smelting Done

The ore from the Mammoth mine of

the company carries about 4 per cent, in

zinc, which is more than enough to neu-

tralize the sulphur trioxide formed at the

blast furnaces. The ore at the mine

varies considerably in its copper content,

some of it carrying, as mined, as high as

15 per cent, copper, but the average

grade of the ore is about 4 per cent, cop-

per. The ore also carries gold and sil-

ver; on the average about 2 to 2 T/> oz.

silver and 75 to 80c. in gold.

greater capacity of the furnaces some

fuel is added. Another distinction of the

blast furnaces is that none of them has

ever been frozen up.

Normally four of the blast furnaces

are in operation, two making low-grade

matte which is returned to the furnaces,

while two make high-grade matte which

is sent to the converters. The low-

grade matte is cast in a straight-line

casting machine as is the case with the

thicker part of the converter slag, which

is returned to the furnaces, as on ac-

count of its sluggish condition it does

not clean well in the settlers. But the

thin converter slag, from the first skim-

mings, is poured directly into the set-

•

c~':
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temperature of the air to operate three

biast furnaces.

The smeltery is operated entirely by

alternating-current electricity bought

from the Northern California Power

Company. There are seven Conners-

ville rotary blowers, 124 cu.ft. per revo-

lution capacity, driven by induction mo-

tors, that furnish the blast for the fur-

naces, while a Nordberg compressor

driven by a rope drive from a 750-h.p.

constant-speed induction motor com-

presses the air for the converters. This

is one of the first electrically driven

blowing engines used in the country and

has given complete satisfaction for the

last year and a half. There was some
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6 when the engine was first started,

.Uly from weak cylinder heads in

t
mpressor, but the defects were

soon remedied. The engine runs at con-

speed and the air regulation is

effected by a regulator which, when the

air pR ;s too high, lifts a pis-

ton that shuts off the air inlet valve ac-

cording to the amount of air being used

a; the converters. Thus the ambunt of

-sumed is regulated not by

changing the speed of the compressor.

but by regulating the amount of air com-

ing into the compressor.

Converter Tilting Arrangement

The hydraulic system that tilts the con-

verters also is novel in that there is no

furnaces, and are taken through these

flues to the bottom of the old stack. But

this is now closed by a partition and the

gases go to four pipes, eight feet in diam-

eter, that lead from the brick chamber

that formed the bottom of the stack to a

steel collecting chamber. 42 ft. wide and

15 ft. high, which contracts at the other

end and climbs the hill as a steel flue,

15x15 ft. in section, to the fan house and

the neutralizes.

This flue and the hopper chamber are

fitted with doors for the removal of any

fume that may settle in them and for

letting in air for cooling the gases if

that is necessary, but as the velocity of

the gases going through this part of the

svstem is high, little settles. What does

in the future cold air will be blown into

the system after the gases have passed

through the cooling flues as thus the flues

are rendered more efficient in their cool-

ing action, for this efficiency depends

upon the difference in temperature be-'

tween the gases to be cooled and the out-

side air. Moreover, it would take slightly

less power to blow the air in after the

cooling flues have been passed than to

admit it before the air comes to the fans.

These fans are 1 1 ft. in diameter and

run at present at 219 r.p.m. They are of

the Sirocco type and are made by the

American Blower Company. There are

two of these fans, each taking gases

from one side of the gas flue and dis-

charging into a separate flue going to a

E*rt*
of Bachouse Showing Cooling Flues A Closer View of Baghouse from Opposite Side

Main Flue and Tappinc Floor, Mammoth Smeltery, Kennett, Cal.

accumulate sad, a regulator

made by the Mi nlator

harge pipe.

the water to
'

' back

into the supply tank whenever th<

too hinh at the con

round and

:

I

•:!y.

The :n the fun

• •
! h,;,st

settle is white and a fume, and in no way

resembles flue dust, being much lighter

and consisting mainly of the sulphate

and oxide of zinc. Practically all the

solid particles commonly known as flue

dust settle out in the brick flues before

the bottom chamber of the old stack is

reached.

AlK ADM11 li D i" (.""i i HI GA

At present before the gases enter the

on« of the doors [n each side of

the steel flue is opened so at to admit

eold air in order to cool the gases, Bui

steel chamber in front of the cooling

tubes. Each fan is driven by a 400-h.p.

General Electric induction motor. Below

the fans there is a vacuum of 1.7 in.

of water, while there is a pressure of

about 3 in. on the other side of the fans.

Both of the fans operate at the same

time, and at the point where the gases

issue from each of the fans there is a

machine for feeding the neutralizer to

the gases. This is done as a matter of

precaution as never yet has a

test of the gases entering the fans shown

th< presence of anv free sulphur trioxide.
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Neutralization of the Sulphur
Trioxide

All the sulphur trioxide formed at the

blast furnace is immediately neutralized

by the zinc oxide formed through the

oxidation of the zinc in the ore, but

theoretically there is the possibility of

some sulphur trioxide forming at the

converters and getting up to the fans

without combining with anything to form

a sulphate. The chemistry of the pro-

cess of neutralization has already been

described in the Journal' by C. B.

Sprague. Suffice it to say that certain

oxides, mainly those of zinc and cal-

cium, are added to the gases and thor-

oughly mixed with them so as to neutra-

lize whatever free sulphur trioxide there

may be in the gases which otherwise

would attack the fiber of the bags used

in the baghouse.

By means of dampers in the discharge

pipes from the fans, the amount of gas

handled by each of the fans is regu-

lated. The fans discharge into the cham-
ber in front of the cooling pipes. This

chamber is 20x15 ft. in section and 160

ft. long, running at right angles to the

main system of gas flues. From this

discharge chamber the gases are taken

through a system of 39 cooling pipes 4

ft. in diameter. These are each about

200 ft. long, and each consists of a rise

section, a horizontal section and a drop

section of pipe so that the tubes are

raised far enough above the ground so

that the air can circulate freely around

them. They are carried by wooden sup-

ports to which are fastened the iron

rings in which they rest. Each pipe is

fitted with a butterfly valve so that it can

be cut out at any time.

There is not much dust that settles in

these pipes but what does settle is easily

flushed out of them by cutting out a cer-

tain number of pipes and forcing all the

gas to pass through the remaining pipes.

This sweeps out any dust that may have
settled in them. These cooling pipes dis-

charge into the baghouse distributing

chamber, 13 ft. 6 in. by 14 ft. by 210 ft.

long, which is also made of steel. It is

at this point that in the future the cool

air will be blown into the gases in-

stead of having it sucked in just below
the fans. This distributing chamber
then discharges through short pipes to

the baghouse. Each pipe is fitted with a

flap valve so as to cut off the flow of

gases through it whenever desired.

Novel Features of Baghouse

The baghouse is novel in many ways.
There is no cellar but instead there are a

series of hoppers under the thimble

floor that run across the baghouse to

feed the different rows of bags. In all

there are 20 of these hoppers which have
a slope of 45 deg. to their sides. Each
of these connects with the distributing

•Eng. and Mix. Joobn., Mar. 1010.

chamber through one of the short pipes
already mentioned, while at centers of
3y2 ft., but on alternate sides of the
hopper, are small circular gates for
drawing off the dust that drops from the
bags when they are shaken into these
hoppers.

At present this dust is drawn off into
cars, but a system of continuous dis-

charge is soon to be installed that will

avoid any loss from the blowing away
of the light dust that now occurs when-
ever a breeze, even if only slight, is

blowing at the time that the dust is be-
ing drawn into the cars. At present the
dust is drawn off into the cars and then
wetted down by dumping it into a tank of
water through a sealed chute. This damp
flue dust is then run to the briquetting

machine where it forms an excellent

binder for the briquets.

The baghouse is 210 ft. long, 63 ft.

wide, and the main chamber 40 ft. high.

I< is divided into five bays, in each of

which are 600 bags, 34 ft. long and 18

in. in diameter. These are spaced in the

rows so as to leave from three to 10 in.

between them, while the rows are from
21 to 28 in., center to center. Each bay
is surmounted by a monitor tower which
is 20 ft. square and 125 ft. high so as

to give a good suction for drawing the

air in for diluting the gases before they

are discharged, as they must carry only

0.75 per cent, of sulphur dioxide when
they issue from the towers. This di-

luting air is sucked up through openings

.in the floor along the sides of the bag-

house. The pressure at the baghouse is

about 1.7 in. of water. The baghouse is

equipped with both recording pressure

gage and recording temperature gage.

Woolen and Cotton Bags Used

Woolen and cotton bags are both used

in the baghouse and the Benedict shaker,

is employed for cleaning the bags. The
baghouse had been run about 3'_> months

at the time this article was written, and

not a single woolen bag had been lost,

while the cotton ones had failed from

time to time. The temperature of the

gases is kept below 110 deg. C. as it is

feared that a higher temperature would

injure the bags. In order to find out

what bag in a bay may be leaking an in-

genious use has been made of the

Draeger fire-fighting helmet, for with this

helmet on his head a man can enter a

bay when the gas is on and quickly find

out which one of the bags is broken.

To operate the system there is re-

quired a crew of four men on a shift

—

one in the fan house, two in the bag-

house, and one removing dust. There is

one foreman on the three shifts. The
installation works admirably, but it has

been expensive to put in. Still, with the

addition of more cooling tubes the plant

will be able to handle the gases from all

five of the furnaces. These cooling pipes

can be added at a small expense so that

the total cost of such an installation

per 1000 cu.ft. of gas handled per min-
ute would be about S800. In October
250,000 cu.ft. of gases were being
treated per minute, and about 10 tons
of fume were being recovered in 24
hours, with two furnaces in operation.
This fume is high in silver, carries a little

lead and some gold, but only about 0.5

per cent, in copper. It consists mostly
of sulphate and oxide of zinc.

For the many kindnesses shown me.
both in this instance as well as in the

past, I wish to thank the United States
Smelting, Refining and Mining Company,
the parent company, and especially G. W.
Metcalfe, the manager of the Mammoth
Copper Mining Company, and Frederick
Lyon, vice-president of the United
States company, who have kindly given
me much of the information used in

this article.

Tin Lodes in Malaya and
Banka

J. B. Scrivenor, geologist of the Fed-
erated. Malay States, has written to the
London Mining Journal the following in-

teresting letter with respect to the article

by Prof. S. J. Vermaes, of Delft Uni-
versity, entitled "Has Banka any Tin
Lodes?"

Iron ores containing cassiterite are not
uncommon in the Federated Malay States,
and one may often see in a Chinese
kongsi a few men or women assiduously
crushing such stone in rice-pounders
shod with iron for the purpose. In some
cases these iron ores are undoubtedly
the oxidized "hat" of lodes containing
metallic sulphides; in others, they are
the result of the deposition of iron hy-
droxides from ground water in soft, tin-

ore-bearing rocks. It is surprising, how-
ever, to learn that the presence of cassi-

terite in the iron ores mentioned by Pro-
fessor Vermaes had not been detected
previously, as in this country the Chinese
miners are generally quick to detect the

presence of tin ore in ironstone when it

occurs in quantity.

Professor Vermaes says that the de-
posits in Malacca, by which I understand
him to mean the Malay peninsula, agree
entirely with those in the islands of the
Netherlands' Indies. I am wondering
how far the Professor is correct. Two
important points about our tin fields that

are not generally known are that a vast
quantity of the so-called alluvial depos-
its are not alluvial at all, and that we
have here the remains of an old Gond-
wana land tinfield. which is far older
than the granite of our hill ranges, and
appears to have been formed under
glacial conditions. The extension of this

old tinfield under younger rocks is now
the great problem for the future of the

tin-mining industry in the Federated
Malay States.
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Topographic Mine Mapping
It is my intention in this paper to give

a concise description of a quick and accu-

rate method of making a mine surface

map. The scheme here outlined has been

D mapping properties in the West-

ern and Southwestern States and Mexico;

but. while it is especially adapted to arid

. :>. it can be used with modifica-

anywhere except in heavily wooded

country. The theoretical discussions

E as brief as possible, and

no attempt has been made to go into

the consideration of the more elaborate

methods of topographic surveying.

Should Be Shown on a Mine

Surface Map

A mine surface map should show:

(\) The astronomic meridian with the

magnetic variation line; also the loca-

tions of permanent points established by-

the survey; (2) property boundaries or

claim lines; (3) mine openings such as

. tunnels and prospect pits; (4)

buildings, roads, railroads, etc.; (5) a

graphic representation of the natural fea-

tures of the surface, such as hills, drain-

age, etc. This last requirement may best

be fulfilled by a topographic map which

shows contour lines, usually drawn at

fixed intervals depending on the scale of

the map and the nature of the surface of

the ground. A topographic map gives at

a glance a general idea of the surface of

the ground and its relations to artificial

features.

From the map an approximate determi-

nation of elevation may be made by sim-

ply referring to the contour nearest the

point in question, or more accurately by

measuring the distance of the point from

the nearest contour and comparing it to

the distance between contours. Again,

profiles may be constructed from the map
along proposed lines for roads, railroads,

ditches, launders or pipe lines and the

most feasible courses for such surveys

may be determined without additional

field work.

As a basis for geologic mapping a topo-

graphic map is very desirable, for the

geologist can locate boundaries in the

field with reference to the natural fea-

He can also calculate the proba-

ble migration of an outcrop with the dip,

or the probable location of a vein at a

given depth below an outcrop the eleva-

tion of which may be determined with

sufficient accuracy from the map. Since

the map is based on a system of triangu-

lation points the latter ser\< at perma-
nent points from which to start traverse

surveys. Further, any new point may be

located by triangulation, thus obviating

•lus obtained will be RIOI

• a traverse survey will

By J. H. Farrell

The plane tabic method

of topographic surveying,

i)i coined ion with a tri-

angulation system of ordi-

nary accuracy, gives the

'

best basis for surface map-
ping. The office ivork re-

quires little time, but a

favorable situation for a

base line is important.

give, especially in rugged country. One
man with a transit can do practically all

the work of location, thus dispensing with

the other members necessary to a tran-

sit party. This method has been suc-

cessfully used in the exact location of

drill holes which had been laid out by a

traverse which did not close.

Scheme for Construction of Topo-

graphic Map

The following description applies to

work on an area of average size, say four

square miles; the methods are such as to

afford a considerable degree of accuracy.

The first step in the survey is to lay out

a triangulation system to be construct-

ed upon a carefully measured base line.

The general requirements for such a sys-

tem are as follows: (1) At least three

triangulation points should be visible

from any fairly prominent point in the

area. If the scale of the map is such

that several sheets will be required to

cover it (regarding each sheet as 24x30-

in.), at least three points should be visi-

ble from any fairly prominent point in

the area covered by each sheet; (2) No
triangle should have an angle of less than

20 deg. and, as nearly as possible, equi-

lateral triangles should be approximated.

In determining upon the triangulation

points the position of the base line should

be considered so as to be sure of two or

more triangles having the base as one side.

A little preliminary work with a small

compass will often save trouble; the an-

gles should be read roughly and a sketch

of the system plotted.

Favorable Selection of Base Line Im-

portant

The general reconnoissance of the

ground completed, the first step in the

actual work is to select a favorable site

for the base line. The chief requirements

for it arc: (1) The ground should be as

nearly level as possible, or should have

fl fairly uniform slope; (2) The length

of the line should be near that of the tri-

angle sides. In rugged country a short

base is preferable to a long one, since it

can be more accurately measured. With

a short base several intermediate trian-

gles with sides corresponding to the

length of the base line may be made
and thus a longer line for the main sys-

tem determined.

When the site for the base line has been

determined permanent points should be

established at the ends of the line. The

most satisfactory point may be obtained

by digging a hole and setting an iron or

brass pin in concrete, which should be

built up to within a couple of inches of

the top of the rod. On the top of

the rod the base line should be indicat-

ed as a diameter and at right angles to it

another line should be scratched, the in-

tersection thus giving a point over which

to set up the transit.

Accurate Measurement of the Base

Line Necessary

Beginning at one of the permanent

points the line is run out with a transit

and a preliminary measurement of it is

made, by means of which wooden lx2-in.

stakes are set every 25 ft., the longer

dimension being at right angles to the

line, and bisected by it. For the 1 00- ft.

stakes 2x4-in. timber is used with the 4-in.

dimension in the line and the 2-in. dimen-

sion bisected by it. All stakes are set just

firmly enough to hold them in place.

A line of levels is now run over the

base and the profile is plotted. If the

ground is practically level a horizontal

line may be determined and the stakes

driven down to it; if the slope is uniform

the stakes may be driven down to that

line. But the chances are that the slope

line will be broken, in which case the

stakes between the points of change

should be set to conform with the local

slope.

When the stakes have been lined in and

set at satisfactory levels the 100- ft. stakes

are capped with strips of zinc on which

the line is scratched. On top of the in-

termediate stakes shingle nails are put to

guide the tape. The measurement of the

base line should be made under tempera-

ture conditions as nearly uniform as pos-

sible. Such conditions obtain on cloudy

days or when the sun is below the hori-

zon.

A 100- ft. tape which has been stand-

ardized is the most satisfactory measure

for a base line of this type. The tape

should be provided with a handle at the

zero end and a ring for a spring balance

at the other end. A Fahrenheit ther-

mometer reading to degrees should also

be provided. In very accurate work, such

as that done by the U. S. Geological Sur

vey, special devices are used for stretch-
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ing the tape, but for ordinary work such

devices are not necessary.

Odd Measurement Thrown in Last 100

Feet

In making the measurement the tape is

stretched over the zero point of the base

line and the first of the 100-ft. stakes,

and is put in the guides on the support-

ing stakes. At the zero end, one man
holds the tape and keeps its zero mark

in coincidence with the zero of the base;

another man is at hand to give the signal

when the measure is to be taken. At the

other end one man holds the spring bal-

ance and applies, as nearly as possible,

the proper tension, while a second observ-

er is ready to mark the 100-ft. point on the

zinc strip. At the signal to measure,

given when the zero point of the tape is on

the starting point, the recorder notes the

measure, temperature, time of day and

tension. This is repeated for all the sta-

sion of steel (the fraction by which the

length changes for a variation of 1 deg.

F., = 0.0000063596 1 times the measured
length of the line. Expressed by formula,

it = (ta — tin) L x o.ooooo6, where

C't is the correction for temperature, /.,•

is the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit

for which the tape is standard, tm is the

average temperature for the measure-
ment, L is the measured length of the

line. The correction is added or sub-

tracted according as the change is a

lengthening with increase, or a shorten-

ing with decrease, of temperature. Fig. 1

shows the method of recording and re-

ducing base-line measurement notes.

Sag:—Since the tape is supported on
stakes there is some shortening due to

sag under its own weight. The formula

for this shortening is

In this, n is the number of lengths into

Tape StandcLPd at (oX° F. anof Zo/b. tenS/on

tnce in elevation between the ends of the

slope. All these distances are expressed
in feet.

Since the slope distance is usually

given to three decimal places it is awk-
ward to handle as a square. A more con-
venient formula is the following, in which

Ch is the correction necessary to reduce
the slope distance to the horizontal:

Ch = s — h, or Ch — * = h =z j s- — e 2
,

Cjj — 2 Ch s + s- = s- — e-.

Since s'
J may be cancelled and Gl is so

small that it may be neglected, 2Ci,s =

e-, or Ch = -
• The sum of the horizontal

distances thus obtained for the different

sections is the length of the base line;

the mean of the lengths according to the

three corrected measurements is used in

the computation of the triangular system.

Johnson says 1
': "For an accuracy of

one in fifty thousand the mean tempera-
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Fig. 1. Notes on Base Line Measurement and Corrections from Field Book
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tions, and at the last one the observer

reads the tape carefully, as the last meas-

urement will be a little more or less than

100 ft. The scale should be graduated to

500 or 1000 parts to the foot. The meas-

urement should be made two or three

times and if the results check within 0.04

ft. the mean may be taken after the

proper corrections have been applied.

Base-line Corrections

Temperature:—The tape is given as

standard under certain conditions of tem-

perature and tension. By making meas-

urements under nearly the standard ten-

sion this correction may be avoided. The

temperature correction is made by taking

an average of the readings for each sec-

tion and finding the difference between

this mean temperature and the standard.

The correction in length of the base line

is the product of the difference in tem-

perature times the coefficient of expan-

which the tape is divided by the supports,

/ is the distance between supports, ex-

pressed in feet; w is the weight of the

tape per foot, in pounds; t is the tension

in pounds under which the measurement

is made.

With a 100-ft. tape, supported every

25 ft. and weighing 0.0145 lb. per foot,

measurement made under a tension of

20 lb.:

4 X 25 / 0.0145 X 25VC=-^-( ) =0.0136//.

This correction should be subtracted to

give the correct distance.

Slope:—When the slope distance is

known, and since the difference in eleva-

tion of the ends of the slope is known

from the profile, the reduction to hori-

zontal may be made according to the

formula h = i
/

.f
2 — r-', where h is the

required horizontal distance, s the meas-

ured or slope distance, and e the differ-

ture of the tape should be known to the

nearest degree Fahrenheit, the slope

should be determined by stretching over

stakes, or on ground whose slope is de-

termined, and the pull should be meas-

ured by spring balances. The work could

then be done in almost any kind of cloudy

weather." By taking the mean of several

measurements which check within the er-

ror allowable for an accuracy of one in

fifty thousand, the error in the measure-

ment of the base will be of practically no

consequence in triangulation of this type.

Permanent Triangulation Points for

Primary System

All triangulation points, at least those

of the primary system, should be perma-

nent points, which may be made by set-

ting suitably marked brass or iron rods in

-•'Tliporv and Practii
»n. p. VM.

of Surveying .John-
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cement in holes drilled in solid rock

where possible. The rod need not project

than two or three inches. For

sight rods flag staffs of about 1.5-irr.

. :er. painted red and white on alter-

i ate feet, may be used. They should be

of measured length, and shod with a

of pipe which will fit over the pin

of the permanent point, so that the base

of the sts on the top of the pin.

The staff should be set perpendicular and

held so with guy wires. Flags should be

of sufficient size to be seen without diffi-

culty by the unaided eye from other sta-

tions; they should be white or red to con-

trast with the background against which

they will be seen. A white flag shows up

well against the sky. but is very hard to

pick out when backed by white limestone

or snow.

For measuring angles an ordinary tran-

sit, not too light and with a 5-in. compass

needle, is preferable. The vernier should

read at least to minutes, and the limb

should be graduated from to 360, read-

ing in both directions. The work is best

done on cloudy days or early in the morn-

ings to avoid distortion due to convection

currents in the air. Readings are taken

according to some regular plan and are

carefully recorded as read. For instance,

the angle is repeated until the entire cir-

cumference of the limb has been covered.

Of these readings the first and second

and the total are recorded, then the aver-

age angle. One set of readings is taken

with the telescope direct, turning the an-

gles from left to right; another set is

taken turning the angles from right to

left. The telescope is then inverted and

the readings in both directions are re-

peated.

At each station the hight of instrument

is recorded and vertical angles are read

to the tops of the pins or the tips of the

flags of all other stations in sight. These

readings should be made with the tele-

scope both direct and reversed, and re-

corded with the proper -r or — signs.

Fig. 2 shows a form of notes which may
be used for these readings.

Duplicate Calculation of Triangles

Advisable

All calculations in connection with the

base-line measurements, observations for

true meridian, and solution of triangles,

should be made in blank books kept in

duplicate, and all computations should be

checked by two computers working to-

gether. The use of logarithms greatly

facilitates these calculations.

The first step in the calculation of the

triangles is the distribution of unavoid-

able small errors among the angles,

which may be done with sufficient accu-

racy by dividing the error equally. The

Oil of the triangles is t:

with one of them which has the

:tse line for one ^idc. All tl

gles are known and the simplest formula
' tin n. where a an I

resent the sides opposite the angles A

.__,.. , ,
bsin.A

and B. This formula becomes a = . ,,
sin. />.

The triangulation points serve as the

starting points for further surveying oper-

ations, and it is therefore desirable that

their elevations as well as their locations

be known. The most exact method of de-

termining elevations is by means of

checked level lines; but leveling is slow

and costly work, especially in rough

country. For most practical purposes it

will be found satisfactory to determine

the elevations by means of the vertical

angles which have been read at all the

points and recorded together with the

hights of instrument. A careful line of

levels is run to the base line or to some
convenient triangulation point, and with

this as a starting point calculations may
be made for all the points of the survey.

Where sights are taken upon the flag pole

instead of the pin marking a triangulation

point, it becomes necessary to correct for

/* _
this. Referring to Fig. 3 then,

A C

side of a triangle and its computed length

is checked against the measured length.

This is harldy necessary with a small

system.

Co-ordinate System Best for Plotting
the Triangulation System

Preparatory to plotting the triangula-

tion system, an observation for true

meridian should be made and checked,

and referred to some convenient line of

the triangulation system. After deter-

mining a point as the origin for a system

of coordinates, the true bearings of all

the triangle sides are figured. All the

angles of the system are known, also the

lengths of the triangle sides, from which

data it is possible to calculate the latitude

and departure of each triangulation point

as would be done for an ordinary traverse.

The coordinates of all points should be

computed in the calculation books and
tabulated; also a sketch of the system

should be made to scale and put in the

book, together with descriptions of the

locations of all the survey points. These

4* A A

H.I. ^'Z'

C toQ

B to

to/3

D -L /?

D-RL

i-L l\

l-RL
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Plane Table Better Than Transit for

Mapping Topography

The method of working with a transit

is to run a traverse from the nearest tri-

angulation point and establish stations

from which stadia measurements are

made and recorded in a notebook, to-

gether with such sketching as may be

deemed necessary. From these notes the

map is then worked up in the office. The

chief advantage that the method has is

ithat it may be employed in rainy weather.

In all other respects it is inferior to care-

ful plane-table work, especially for map-

ping roads and topography. With copious

notes it is hard to give an even fairly cor-

rect representation of features which are

no longer seen. The mapping of the to-

pography consists chiefly in the location

of the lines of equal elevation, and this

can be done with any degree of accuracy

only when the country to be mapped is

right before the eyes of the mapper and

he can see the relation of the points of

known elevation to the rest of the surface.

This is the case with plane-table work,

hence the representation of the topog-

raphy is much more accurate. It de-

pends on the skill of the topographer,

however, whether or not the map gives a

vivid and graphic representation of the

surface.

turned to give a satisfactory intersection.

The stadia rod for use in this kind of

mapping should be 10 or 12 ft. long, of

light Mx4-in. wood; for general topo-

graphic work it should be painted black

and white and need show no divisions

less than 1/10 of a foot.

Stadia is not used where exact loca-

tions are required; these are obtained by
triangulation or the method of intersec-

tion. The rod should have some sort of

device by means of which it may be
plumbed accurately; a light iron pendu-
lum set in a case on the back of the rod

will serve this purpose as well as the

more expensive rod levels. The base of

the rod should be shod with a light strip

of iron. In leveling the table the strid-

ing level of the alidade may be used.

For orientation a compass needle mount-
ed in an oblong case is provided; it may
be attached to the straight edge of the

alidade. Any compass with a 2y>-\r\.

needle will do for this, but if true merid-

ian is used in the survey, a compass on

which the variation may be set off is

desirable.

Contours Should Not Render Map
Illegible

The choice of scale and contour in-

terval will be determined by the special

B d LEGEND.
A a

Triangulati
Poiuts.

L3 H3 -u
Koail. Trail. Buililiug. Streams.

(Intermittent.)
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Fig. 4. Legend for Topographic Map

In the use of the plane table the re-

quirements are as follows: (1) The sur-

face of the board should be in a true

horizontal plane—the board should be

level; (2) the known point on the table

should be vertically over- the correspond-

ing point on the ground; (3) a known
line or meridian on the map should cor-

respond to a similar meridian on the

area mapped.

The usual method of locating points

on a plane-table map is by "intersection"

or "cutting in," and this scheme is of

especial value in making locations where
considerable accuracy is required; rough

triangulation may be carried out very

rapidly and effectively by this method.

The use which is most frequently made
of the plane table in such mapping as I

am describing is, however, to set up over
an unknown point and determine its lo-

cation. This may be done by "resection."

The discussion of the method of finding

an unknown point, given two or three
known points, i« taken up as the "two
or three point problem" and solutions are

given in most textbooks on surveying.
When the table is orientated by means of
a compass the error will usually be small
and the operator can tell simply by in-

spection which way the table should be

requirements of the area. In general the

contour interval should be such that the

map will not appear crowded or its legi-

bility obscured by the contour lines. The

average space between the lines should

be from y± to Vi in. The best paper for

use on a plane table when the map is

to be on the board for some time is a

fairly heavy mounted drawing paper.

This paper, especially if it is bought in

rolls, should be allowed to dry out thor-

oughly under conditions similar to those

under which it is to be used in the field.

In laying out the working sheets, in case

there are to be several of them to the

map, they should be placed upon a large

table and overlapped a couple of inches

from their working edges to permit of

work being transferred from one to the

other, in joining them for the final map.

Coordinate lines should run true north

and south, and east and west; they should

be ruled on the working sheets with the

greatest exactness, using a long steel

straight-edge. The lines drawn at right

angles to those first laid out should be

parallel to a line made perpendicular to

the first set by means of a good right-tri-

angle, and the perpendicularity should be

checked by geometrical construction or

measurement. The next step is to plot

the triangulation system, checking the lo-

cations of the points by bearings and
length of the triangle sides. Triangula-

tion points should be marked with tri-

angles drawn about them. (See Fig. 4.)

If desirable the coordinate lines and the

points may be inked in with black draw-
ing ink.

Flat boxwood scales graduated on both

sides to the exact scale to be used are the

most convenient for this work; 7H or 8H
pencils are used to prevent smudging, and
soft erasers are most satisfactory for

general work. Over the map should be

put a "cover paper" of dark-green ma-
terial, to lessen the glare on the eyes. In

hot dry climates a large umbrella, such
as is carried on delivery wagons, may be

used to afford shade. It should be shod
with a pointed ferrule and guyed in place

with wires. It will considerably increase

the topographer's efficiency, and unless

many changes of station are made will

not be hard to manage.

Mapping Done in the Field

Plane-table work is started by setting

up the table over some known point, or

some convenient point the location of

which must be determined by the method
of resection. It is not necessary for the

topographic work that the table be set

exactly over the known point by means
of a plumb bob.

If the point is not known its location

is obtained by the method of resections;

the straight-edge of the alidade is placed

on some known point of the map and the

same point on the ground is sighted, a

light pencil line is drawn along the

straight-edge about where the observer
thinks the point should fall on the map.
This is done for three or more points, and
the point at which most of the lines inter-

sect is marked as the point on the map.
Next a point of known elevation, prefer-

ably one of the triangulation stations, is

sighted; the vertical angle is read and
the horizontal distance is scaled from the

point of the setup on the map to the point

sighted. The slope distance may be cal-

culated from the stadia tables and the

difference in elevation given in the table

is then multiplied by the slope distance

(expressed in hundreds) to give the total

difference. The elevation obtained in this

way should be checked by readings to

two or more points.

The topographer is now ready to begin

mapping. He lays out a course for the

rodman to cover, indicating perhaps 15 or

20 points, which should include points of

change of slope, turns and junctions of

stream beds, low points of saddles, hill-

tops, etc. These for fairly accurate work
should lie within a radius of 1000 ft. As
the rodman gives the successive points

his course may be controlled by a set of

signals previously agreed upon, and he

may also signal the points he is locating,

such as monuments and prospects.
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The topographer sights and reads the

rod. calling the reading to his recorder,

and sets the crosshair preferably on the

bottom of the rod. He then signals the

an to go to the next point and reads

the vertical rem this and the rod

reading the corrected horizontal distance

and the elevation of the new point with

respect to the instrument are calculated.

The distance is plotted on the map and

the elevation of the point is written in

small figures nea

The -nould be on the lookout

for new points ;avorable for plane-table

, hen he finds one the rod

should be held on a stake or stone and

lace so marked that it can easily be

again. When such a point is being

located, the rod reading should be made

and the elevation of the new point

calculated carefully. On occupying a new

station of such a plane-table traverse line

the location should be checked by sights

on such triangulation or other known

points as may be visible.

When enough points have been located

to give the topographer some idea of the

relation of the various points of promi-

nence and their elevations, he begins to
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Office Work Materially Reduced
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With plane-table mapping the office

work is cut down to the inking in of the

map and preparation of a suitable tracing

or copy. Contour lines are usually inked

in brown, watercourses in blue, and arti-

ficial features in black. A contour, or

swivel pen, is a great help for inking con-

tours when they are not too close to-

gether; also a double (or road) pen will

aid greatly in drawing lines to represent

roads. Fig. 4 illustrates a suitable legend

for topographic maps. .

It has not been attempted to go into

detailed theoretical discussions or to de-

scribe alternative methods. More detailed

descriptions of the methods and thorough

discussions of the theory involved in sur-

veying practice may be found in the

standard texts, among which are: "Plane

Surveying," Raymond; "Topographic Sur-

veying," Wilson; "Manual of Topographic

Methods," Gannett (Monograph XXII, U.

S. Geol. Surv.); "Theory and Practice of

Surveying," Johnson; and especially for

the Beaman stadia arc, "Stadia Survey-

ing," published by Gurley & Co.

Fig. 3. Diagram for Correction of

Vertical Angles for Elevation

draw in the contours; he interpolates be-

tween the elevations on uniform slope for

the location of any particular contour,

and with careful attention to the surface

before him endeavors to visualize the

location of the line and represent it as

nearly as possible upon his map. Accu-

rate sketching comes with practice, espe-

cially if the observer has any talent for

drawing; as he becomes more expert the

number of points required for the "con-

trol" may be cut down, but for the begin-

ner the more numerous the points the

more accurate will be the work.

The map should show stream beds and

branch watercourses, exact outlines of

open - peel pit--, roads, etc. The

more points located the more valuable the

map will be for subsequent work, such as

geologic mapping. The work should not

be hurried, at least not until the mapper
: fair idea of the problems which

confront him. In hot countries with bril-

liant sunlight the topographer should not

<>r\u. at the Instrument, :i his

I -.tonic tired and his drawing suffers

in consequence.

Turbine Driven Air Com-
pressors

It is stated that the first turbine-driven

air compressor for blast-furnace work in

the United States is the one installed at

the Empire Iron and Steel Company's

plant, at Oxford, N. J.
1 The compressor

is six-stage, designed to run at 1650

r.p.m., delivering about 16,000 cu.ft. of

air at 15-lb. pressure per sq. in. The air

is cooled between each stage of the com-

pression, and is taken in at the turbine

end of the compressor. The turbine is

a Curtis 1740-h.p. machine, direct con-

nected, with balanced end thrust.

The turbine is designed to give a

constant volume of air per minute, the

speed being varied to secure this adjust-

ment. The adjustment is accomplished

as follows: There is a steel disk sus-

tained on the inflowing air current within

a conical enlargement of the inlet pipe.

By means of a sliding weight the resist-

ance of this float and displacement by the

air current are adjusted in accordance with

a scale, which is graduated to read vol-

umes of free air in cubic feet per minute.

By setting the weight on this scale beam

at the graduation corresponding to the

rate of discharge of air which is desired,

the disk is caused to assume such a po-

sition in the conical enlargement as to

result in supplying steam to the turbine

in quantities sufficient to establish the

proper speed of the compressor at the

blast pressure required to force this

volume of air through the furnace.

In case the rate of air flow tends to

decrease, the disk sinks to a lower point

in the enlargement, since the supporting

'/)•',). 7 ,<iii< /,•<
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air current is decreased in its sustaining

power. By this more steam is admitted

to the turbine, and the speed is increased,

resulting in an increase of pressure, and

reestablishment of the desired flow of air.

In case too much air tends to flow into

the furnace the reverse of these effects

takes place. Consequently, the blast-fur-

nace manager instructs the engineer on

this compressor to maintain a certain vol-

ume per minute through the furnace, and

not a certain number of revolutions of

engine, as is customary with reciprocat-

ing engines. At 1950 r.p.m. this auto-

matic air governor is cut out, and a cen-

trifugal governor of the usual type holds

the speed of the compressor stationary

until the demand for air at the pressure

corresponding to this speed, that is, 25 lb.

per sq.in., slacks off, after which the

automatic air governor again resumes its

function. In case of breakage of the

centrifugal governor, which holds the

speed at 1950 r.p.m., an emergency gov-

ernor comes into play and closes the

main throttle valve, bringing the com-

pressor to rest.

The advantages of this style of com-

pressor are said to be: (1) that the out-

put of the furnace is increased on ac-

count of the greater steadiness of opera-

tion and more uniform conditions in the

furnace; (2) that the quality of the

product is improved; (3) that the en-

gine-room space occupied is only a frac-

tion of that needed by the reciprocating

engine; while it is believed that consider-

ing all factors, such as consumption of

fuel, cost of operation, attendance, cost

of building, interest on investment, etc.,

the centrifugal compressor is a blowing

apparatus which can be operated for a

lower net cost than any other means of

blowing furnaces.

The New Wilfley Roaster

A. R. Wilfley has patented and erected

in the testing works of the Henry E.

Wood Ore Testing Company, at Denver,

Colo., a revolving-hearth furnace, de-

signed primarily to effect a light roast

for the purpose of magnetic separation,

although any degree of roasting can be

obtained by reducing the speed of the

hearth. The furnace, as erected, is 12

ft. in diameter and about 5 ft. in hight.

The revolving hearth is 20 in. wide, and

so arranged that it can revolve either

with or against the draft of the furnace.

A hopper discharges a stream of ore of

uniform thickness upon the heated sur-

face. This makes a nearly complete trip

around the furnace. Just before it reaches

the feed hopper, the roasted ore is

sucked off by an exhaust fan through a

pipe to a receptacle, being practically

cooled by that operation. The fan re-

moves every particle of ore. The appar-

atus is reported to work very smoothly

and to he doing excellent work.
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Coal Mining Denartmpnt
Anthracite Mining Mortality

Scranton Correspondence

The territory included in the five an-

thracite-mine-inspection districts of Penn-

sylvania, for the year 1909-1910, pro-

duced 61,906,766 long tons of coal and

the number of fatal accidents that oc-

curred in its production was 512. In

addition to this, 182 wives were left

widows and 542 children left orphans.

There were 282 nonfatal accidents.

The quantity of coal produced during

the year was about the average. The

number of fatal and nonfatal accidents

was somewhat higher than in other years,

even when the quantity of coal mined

was relatively higher. The various re-

ports of the mine inspectors give sta-

tistics, comparative and positive, of the

character of the fatal and nonfatal acci-

dents; of the percentage of men killed

or injured in ton terms, and so on. What-

ever value these may possess as a

scientific record, the final inductive gen-

eralization from them amounts to this,

that there were over 500 men killed in

the production of 67,000,000 tons of

anthracite coal. While there are some

slight fluctuations from year to year in

the number of men killed in the anthra-

cite mines relative to the amount of coal

raised to the surface, yet the inference

is that the mortality in the anthracite

mines of Pennsylvania is on the increase,

when a reasonable expectation would

presuppose before the figures were pub-

lished, that the reports of the mine in-

spectors would show a progressive

diminution of accidents fatal and nonfatal

upon the record of the previous year or

years.

The largest number of men instantane-

ously killed and fatally and nonfatally

injured was caused by falls of rock and

blasting operations. Those who were

either killed or fatally injured from other

accidents and other causes form a small

proportion of the total mortality list.

Due to Miners' Negligence

Nearly all the mine inspectors in their

reports claim that a large percentage of

the fatal accidents were either directly or

indirectly attributable to the negligence,

to the carelessness, to the indifference,

or to the neglect of the most elementary

precautions by the miners themselves.

Probably this is to a great extent true,

but the manner in which the asservation

's made exaggerates the influence of the

personality of the miner in accidents seri-

ous or inconsequential. The miners hear
all the suffering of their folly in killed

and maimed. But how comes it that

miners are permitted to commit these
^violations so persistently? If the

The Important News
Of Coal Mining:
New Appliances,
NewMethods.New
Fields, Colliery
Engineering

statutory regulations which have become
law were enforced, as they should be
enforced, by the executive into whose
hands their administration has been com-
mitted, there would be but few such ac-

cidents.

Mine Officials Responsible

If these officials were as zealous in

the discharge of their duties as they

have become proficient in criticizing the

shortcomings of the miners at work, there

would undoubtedly be no such fearful

mortality as is revealed in these sta-

tistics. It is rarely that an anthracite

miner is prosecuted for infringements of

the mining laws, even when he is caught
in the act. He is perhaps cautioned;

perhaps discharged, but not arrested.

Mine inspectors assert that mine fore-

men do not report such matters to them
in their periodical visits to the collieries,

and that it is impossible for them to be

at the same time mine inspectors and
detectives. But these explanations are

not an excuse, much less a palliation of

the neglect of the enforcement of the

laws.

While all of the children who have

become orphans through their fathers be-

ing killed in the mines do not become
public charges, a great many of them do,

and apart altogether from the expendi-

ture of public money in charity working

backward through a vicious circle, to be

laid at the doors of those who are re-

sponsible for the neglect of enforcing the

mining regulations, the child who loses

a father loses probably the directing hand

that would control its destiny.

An English miner who transgresses a

mining regulation is immediately arrested

and severely punished in the ordinary

police court, receiving from one to six

months imprisonment with hard labor,

according to the seriousness of the trans-

gression of the regulations of which he is

convicted.

The impunity with which anthracite

min°rs transgress the laws and regula-

tion < vhich are established for their own

safe.
v

s no kindness to them. They are

themselves the victims of these infrac-

tions sooner or later. There were 800
serious accidents recorded during the

year, and of these over 500 were fatal.

The rules for the protection of life and
limb in the anthracite mines are amply
sufficient if they are enforced. In fact,

they are perhaps too diversified and min-

ute to be rigidly applied. But a few
broad general rules or regulations might
be deduced from them and unmitigatingly

carried out, which would probably save

the lives of two or three hundred men
every year in the hard-coal region.

British Colliery Disputes

London Correspondence

Throughout practically the whole of

Great Britain coal miners are, paid by
the ton of coal delivered at the pit head.

This system is naturally much favored by
the owners and, on the whole, works well.

Some difficulty, however, arises when
the facility with which the coal can be
won differs in different mines, or in dif-

ferent portions of the same mine, and a

special conference of the Miners Federa-

tion of Great Britain was recently sum-
moned to discuss the point. The Federa-

tion passed a resolution to the effect that

miners working in abnormal places or un-

der abnormal conditions should receive

an average, or minimum, rate of pay; that

a period of three months be allowed for

negotiations between employers and

workmen in each separate district, and if,

at the termination of that period, no terms

have been agreed upon, then a further

conference is to be called to consider the

advisability of taking national action to

enforce the Conference's demands.

Exactly what constitutes an "abnormal

place" is not clear. Under the present

system, miners are generally paid on a

sliding scale per ton of coal produced, the

rate being higher for a narrow and diffi-

cult seam, lower for a wide, easy one.

The principle of a minimum wage for

miners under any conditions is strenu-

ously resisted by the employers, who
know from experience that the costs of

production are always higher under "day

wages" than under "piece-work" condi-

tions.

Many of the employers, however, re-

cognize the fact that there is room for im-

provement in the present system which

places it almost exclusively in the power

of a minor colliery official to fix the al-

lowance paid per ton of coal raised from

narrow and difficult seams.

So far the most successful solution of

the problem is the one in operation in

Durham, England where the working

places are parceled out and scheduled.
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A change around of working places

throughout the mine ch quarter.

so that miners get good and bad places

alternately, and a I ige of the

mine in a year's work.

Any place too bad to work at ordinary

is not allotted as above, but is

_ ial agreement.

A joint board of owners and workers.

v hich has been in existence sometime.

and has won the confidence of both sides

- decisions, settles all disputes. So

smoothly, however, does the system work

that sittings of the joint board are seldom

It is much to be hoped that this system

will be extended by mutual consent of

employers and miners, and disastrous

strikes avoided.

Ignition of Mine Gas

By W. Hartman*

Escaping mine gas. after ignition, burns

in the open air with a light blue, but not

very luminous flame. If before this oc-

curs, a mixing of the gas and atmospheric

air has taken place, such a composition

can explode. The burning and explosion

happens according to the following form-

ula.

ICH.+ 20. +8N, = 1CO. + SX, + 2 H,0

li Molecules 9 Molecules 2 Molecules

If, therefore, one molecule of CH, and

two molecules of oxygen, or 10 mole-

cules of atmospheric air are present, the

oxygen is just sufficient for the burning

of the CH, contents and is used up for

this purpose. The explosion at this stage

is the most powerful.

Calculated exactly, the most favorable

explosive mixture is 9*/j per cent. CH,
and 90 ;

j per cent. air. If the contents

of CH, in the composition is higher, a

part of the gas remains unburnt; if lower,

the oxygen remains in surplus.

The fact is remarkable that with explo-

sions of gas mixtures with more than 9 !A
per cent, of CH,, for want of oxygen, a

development of CO., produced through

the only partial combustion of mine gas.

does not take place. Such an explosion,

besides aqueous vapors, develops car-

bonic acid only while superfluous mine

mains undecomposed. This action

is plain when we consider that the two

elements, hydrogen and carbon, united in

the mine gas, separate only when suf-

ficient oxygen for both elements for a

perfect oxidation is present, otherwise

their composition cannot be disturbed.

In ca«c*s where the percentage of CH,
in the mixture, is greater or le

per cent., cither the mine gas or the su-

perfluous atmospheric air has to he

! before an explosion can occur.

Therefore, the explosion is weaker.

•With vv

Coal in Alabama in 1910
Special Correspondence

The complete returns from Alabama
mines give the coal production of that

State in 1910 as follows, by counties:

Jefferson county, 8,378,996; Walker, 3,-

666,116; Bibb, 1,576,213; Tuskaloosa,

1,078,891; Shelby, 494,703; St. Clair,

-168,203; other counties, 426,166; small

local mines, 50,000; total, 16,139,288

short tons. This is an increase of 3,266,-

669 tons, or 25.4 per cent., over 1909.

More coal was sold outside the State in

1910 than ever before. Large shipments

were made to New Orleans, Mobile and

Pensacola for local trade, for steamship

use and for export. The New Orleans

trade was favored by the long period of

low water in the. Ohio and the consequent

scarcity of Pittsburg coal in that market.

James Hillhouse, State mine inspector,

reports that last year 72 per cent, of the

mines in the State—including nearly all

the larger mines—used the so called per-

missible explosives in mining; only 28

per cent, of the mines adhering to the use

of black powder. The inspector is urging

on the mineowners the total abandonment
of black powder.

The production of coke in Alabama in

1910 was 3,231,399 short tons; an in-

crease of 183,889 tons, or 6 per cent.,

over 1909. The coke is nearly all made
by the large iron companies; and prac-

tically all of it is consumed in the State.

First Aid Contest at: Roslyn,

Washington
By J. B. Warriner*

The first-aid contest of the teams of the

Northwestern Improvement Company,
which corporation operates mines in the

Roslyn field, in Washington, was held at

Roslyn, Feb. 6 and 7. On the afternoon

of the second day of the test, picked

teams from each end of the field contest-

ed against each other for a silver cup,

offered by the Northwestern Improve-

ment Company as a permanent trophy to

be contested for annually. The following

events were contested:

Event 1—Man insensible from gas, to-

tally helpless. One man to pick him up,

carry him 50 ft. to good air, lay him

down and perform artificial respiration

for one minute.

Event 2—Man injured in lower part of

body. Two men to form four-handed

seat and carry him 50 feet.

Event 3—Man injured; leg broken.

Three men to splint his leg with a sprag

and some straw and hay; make tempor-

ary stretcher out of two mine drills and

two coats and carry 50 feet.

Event 4—Man injured, wound right

side of temple. One man to open packet

and dress wound.

*Mlne" Inroector, Northwestern Imp ove
mi nt ' 'ompanj .

'i acoma, w

Event 5—Contest o f six-man teams. Man
unconscious; wounds, simple fracture of

right arm between elbow and shoulder;

crushed foot with severe hemorrhage;

apply tourniquet for bleeding, splints for

fracture, perform artificial respiration

for one minute, place on stretcher, carry

50 ft. over car loaded with coal, pile of

mine rock, then over fence and place in

ambulance.

Each team was started out with a per-

centage of 100 and discounted on the fol-

lowing basis: Wrong or "granny knot,"

0.05; failure to do most important

thing first, 0.05; awkward handling of

patient, 0.05; failure to stop bleeding,

0.10; incorrect artificial respiration, 0.10; >

loose splint, 0.05; slowness, 0.05.

After the regular events were contest-

ed, one special event of which the teams

had no previous knowledge was an-

nounced. This was: A man stumbled

over a broken trolley wire, was badly

shocked and fell, back down, across the

wire. To remove from wire, perform ar-

tificial respiration for one minute and

treat for burns on the back.

The contest was held in Unity hall in

Roslyn, and was largely attended. The
contesting was spirited and close and the

skill of the teams provoked round after

round of applause from the spectators.

None but an expert could have detected

any difference between the work of the

contestants, and Doctor Shields, one of

the judges, was moved to admit that it

was the closest contest he had ever wit-

nessed. The cup was finally awarded to

the Roslyn team by the narrow margin of

2 l/2 points, due to their greater speed in

the third event, which they completed in

the remarkable time of 3 min. and 53

sec. They will therefore hold the silver

cup for one year and will receive in-

dividual bronze medals setting forth

facts of their victory.

This contest was of special importance

due to the fact that it was undoubtedly

the first event of its kind west of the

Mississippi river and probably the first

outside of the anthracite-coal regions of

Pennsylvania. It will undoubtedly give a

great stimulus to first-aid work in all

the mines of the State, and it is hoped

in time to have annual contests between

teams from the mines of the different com-

panies engaged in coal mining in the

State.

C. R. Claghorn, of Tacoma, is general

manager of the Northwestern Improve-

ment Company, and J. F. Menzies, of

Roslyn, is general superintendent for

Washington. To them and to the other

officials of the company, and most partic-

ularly to the men who comprise the

teams, great credit is due. First-aid work

is also being carried on at the company's

mines at Red Lodge, Mont., and Mr.

Claghorn is arranging to have an inter-

state contest in the near future between

picked teams from Roslyn and Red

Lodge.
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Coal Mining in West Virginia
West Virginia has no complaint to

make. During the year 1910, she shared

generously in such prosperity as the

country at large had to offer.

! In the last decade, during several per-

iods of depression (which give real op-

portunity for test of strength), she has

(found the markets which her natural ad-

vantages and quality of products entitle

(her to. There is no need to refer to sta-

tistics to observe that after each depres-

sion, West Virginia had sunk the wedge

into the competing fuel markets, both

east and west, a little deeper each time.

There is now a period of natural growth,

but in this a serious obstacle, largely

beyond the coal interests' control, pre-

sents itself. While it may be known by

all that the principal cost of fuel to the

consumer is in its transportation, the im-

portance of this fact is, however, not

sufficiently appreciated by the consumer,

who is interested only in the ultimate

cost, nor by the producer who considers

his mission fulfilled when the coal is

loaded on board cars at the mines. Does

he fully realize that his efforts count for

nothing until the product is in the con-

sumer's hands? Does he fully appre-

ciate that more money is invested and

more money paid for labor to deliver his

coal than the coal itself, and the labor of

its production?

Is not, after all, the coal business of

West Virginia a transportation problem

rather than one of mining? It is no

exaggeration to say that at the present

time fully one-third of the capital invest-

ed in the operation of coal mines in West

Virginia is an idle asset, all of which

is due to insufficient transportation fa-

cilities?

Unreliable Transportation Facilities

The existing railroads have done much,

and promised more, yet they may have

promised too much and done too little.

The best they can do may still be in-

sufficient. Let coal mining still be pro-

claimed as the greatest industry of West

Virginia, but the solution of its prosper-

ity is the problem of transportation.

West Virginia is severely handicapped

by these inadequate facilities. Large

and important contracts of fuel go to

better favored coalfields simply because

of unreliable delivery. Endless and fruit-

less legislation and legal proceedings,

resulting from discrimination, both al-

leged and otherwise, have resulted in

continually disturbed conditions in the

coal business, all the result of deficient

transportation. The operator who knows
where he is "at," or where he will be

"at" next week, on the car question, is

still to be found.

Coal dust has been unmistakably iden-

tified as the most insidious and dangerous

By Frank Haas

There are many seams

of coal to which the long-

wall method of mining can

be successfully applied.

The longwall system in-

variably results in a greater

yield at less cost.

•Abstract of paper read before West Vir-
ginia Mining Association. Charleston, \V. Va.,

Dec. 10, 1910.

•(•Consulting engineer, Consolidation Coal
Company, Fairmont, W. Va.

element to contend with. Its prevention

is impossible, its removal impracticable.

Prevention of ignition by removal of all

explosives and flames would add dangers

no less deadly than the explosion of coal

dust itself. The problem resolves itself

then into the prevention of the ignition of

the dust or the propagation of such igni-

tion should it occur. Water was first sug-

gested and most extensively tried; while

European engineers are vainly endeavor-

ing to find some other medium, they may,

in my opinion, find a more expensive one,

but none more effective. I can advance

an unreserved opinion that a wet mine

is a safe mine as far as the propagation

of a dust explosion is concerned. What-

ever form you adopt to get water into

your mine, you want water everywhere

and all the time. The water car, the spray

nozzle and the chloride methods are all

used in this State to some extent, but all

need continuous vigilance to make them

effective.

The Use of Exhaust Steam

In this connection I would like to call

your attention to still another method

which has come to be extensively prac-

tised. It is the introduction of exhaust

steam into the intake air. The result

covering some three years of experiments

has developed a thoroughly reliable

method. Whatever may be the virtues

of a wet mine, this method will dis-

tribute water uniformly and in any quan

tity desirable with no attention and er

tirely f.ee from human opinion or direc-

tion. It might be pertinent to remark

also that in the operation of some 40 coal

mines in this State, the Consolidation

Coal Company estimates that the exb' ust-

steam method of introductinc moisture

into mines has resulted in a saving of

some 350,000 per year as compared with

the water-car method. To those who have

rot, as yet, tried this method of saturat-

ing their mines, I would recommend it

as the most efficient, where conditions

and .circumstances will permit.

Whm watering of mines was first se-

riously considered the criticism was of-

fered that additional water in mines

made roof conditions more unsafe. In a

careful survey of results over a wide ter-

ritory, including many mines and a va-

riety of roofs—both from the number of

accidents and the cost of removing roof

falls— I was unable to detect a justifica-

tion of such criticism. To the contrary

it would be reasonable to suppose that

v hen conditions in a
#
mine are held uni-

form both as to moisture (or humidity),

and temperature, that there should be

less effect on the roof. It is the changing

of atmospheric conditions from various

seasons of the year that would tend to

cause such disintegration. It is true that

chemical changes take place in freshly

exposed stratification but such change

may be independent of either tempera-

ture or moisture and should not be

chargeable to either or both. But even

should the roof be affected it is my opin-

ion that watering of mines is a process

that has come to stay.

The old time enemy "firedamp" is still

in evidence in the mines of West Vir-

ginia. Fortunately there are but few

that can be considered as fiery mines

and not many that produce it in appre-

ciable quantities.

Firedamp

The present system of holding examin-

ations of the fire bosses and mine fore-

men by the State Mining Department has

done much, in the education of the dan-

gers of firedamp. It is surprising how
many of the miners, and even mine fore-

men, have never seen a cap in a

safety lamp, and for many it is fortunate

that it has never been necessary. The

causes and effect of firedamp explosions

are fairly well known and I do not be-

lieve that we need anticipate a.. / great

difficulty from this cause. The average

miner has a wholesome respect for fire-

damp, especially when he has seen how
readily it is ignited and the intense heat

which only a small pocket will produce.

However, there is considerable improve-

ment possible, in the detection of fire-

damp. The safety lamp will detect it only

when it gets near the danger mark.

"The information that we should pos-

sess is not only that firedamp exists, but

also to know approximately its quantity

and thus be able to note whether a par-

ticular mine is becominp more or less

gaseous, or to determine positively

whether any gas at all is given off. The

process of procuring such information is

comparrtiv^ly simple by chemical means,

and in .ny opinion it would be a wise

provision to have the State Department of

Mines equipped with a central laboratory

in charge of a competent chemist for this

purpose. It should not be the intention

of such a laboratory to enter into the

large and complicated problems, as these

'.
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will be taken care of by the National

Bureau of .Mines, but simply for routine

work for testing the quality of explosives.

oil and the analysis ot mine air.

By far the most important event af-

g the mining industry in the past

few yt ::e creation of the Federal

Bureau of Mines. Its organization has

been too recent to measure its value by

its work. In the equipment of the mine-

rescue cars with the first-aid corps we

r much good, not only in

the possible protection of life but of

property as well. Previous to the form-

ation of the Federal Bureau of Mines

certain work relative to mining was car-

ried on by the technological branch of

the United States Geological Survey.

Among other work of much value, there

were conducted at the Pittsburg Testing

Station a series of tests on explosives,

from which there was developed a so

celled permissible list. This list is com-

of such powders which have ful-

filled certain prescribed conditions and,

therefore, supposed to possess features

tending toward greater safety in their

use in coal mining. I would caution the

coal miner to understand thoroughly what

both from a standpoint of safety and

quality of coal produced.

Advantages of Longwall

I believe it would be well for West
Virginia to look into her mining methods
with a view of revising them in part to

the betterment of economy, conservation

and safety. When mining first began in

West Virginia the room-and-pillar sys-

tem was adopted, probably because 'of

its low first cost in development and be-

cause it was not expected to extract all

the coal from the seam. It was also

probably due to the fact that only the

thicker seams of coal were first mined,

which is a condition particularly applic-

able to such a method. This method was

copied from mine to mine and it is the

prevailing method today, almost without

exception, in this State. There are many
seams of coal, in many localities, to

which the longwall method of mining can

be successfully applied. Where the long-

wall method of mining is used, it will

invariably result in greater yield of coal

at less cost, more simplified methods of

ventilation and, probably, with greater

safety to the miner.

Mining Coal in Texas

By Henry M. Payne*

The workable coal deposits of Texas

are often spoken of as being lignites,

but in the southern portion of the State,

and in the extreme northern part, are to

be found excellent bituminous mines. The
largest connected carboniferous area is

comprised in the Eocene deposits which
extend from Arkansas southwestwardly

into Old Mexico. These seams dip to the

southeast, and are overlain by uniformly

poor mining cover, which varies from

soft fire clay, or loose sand, to disinte-

grated shales, so that while the workable

area is large, the development has al-

ways been limited in output. Milam
county is the center of the lignite indus-

try in this belt. In Webb county, along

the Rio Grande, this deposit becomes true

bituminous, as may be seen by the analy-

ses given below.

Passing up on the Rio Grande to Eagle

Pass is a small deposit extending north-

ward from the State of Coahuila, in Mex-

ico, but this coal is exceedingly full of

finger partings of slate which render it

necessary to wash the product. The larg-

Fic. 1. Showing Approach to Coal and Clay Tipples Fig. 2. View of Tipple and Refuse Dumps

this "permissible" means. The Bureau of

Mines does not wish you to understand

that these are safety, or even flameless

powders, but merely that under some

conditions these powers have shown cer-

tain effects on ignition which have been

r :ed as safer than other powders.

There is nothing so dangerous around a

cr.al mine as implicit faith in any device

or product which has been pronounced

as safe.

!Ssible Explosives

It has been my opportunitv to observe

practical tests of several of this per-

ind I can state from this

nee that the operator must, by his

own experiments, find still another list

from this permissible list which might

• lied the acceptable list. Condi-

ire equally important to the kind of

r used and each district, if not

•nine, has its own peculiar condi-

A permissible powder which is

acceptable to the extent of displacing

inder all condition

be found. Tl nt is made

Whatever form of longwall might be

adopted, whether it be the advancing, re-

treating, circular or the panel longwall,

it will require several years to thoroughly

install. This method is used almost ex-

clusively in European coal mines where

its distinct advantage of greater capacity

is almost essential to the success of their

enterprise.

I believe that the revision of mining

methods in general offers the greatest

opportunity for reducing the cost of coal

in many mines of our State.

Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co.

At the annual meeting held in Toronto,

March 10, the report of the directors of

the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company
showed a net profit for the year of $178,-

925, or less than 3 per cent, on the capi-

tal. The total amount of coal mined
was 1,209,762 tons, an increase of 310,-

717 tons over the previous year. The
amount of coke manufactured was 194,-

498 tons. A dividend of 1 per cent, was
declared.

est washery in the State has recently

been erected at the Olmos mines, near

Eagle Pass. The extreme western de-

posits are so little developed as to render

their identification uncertain, but it is

probable that they are the same as the

beds mined in New Mexico.

ANALYSES OF TEXAS COALS.
Milam County Webb Coinili/

Lignites: Bituminous:

Fixed carbon.. .

.

0.23 Fixed carbon. . . . 0.37
Moisture 0.35 Moisture 0.08
Volatile com- Volatile com-

bustible matter . 34 bustible matter, o 48
Ash 0.08 Ash Oil
Sulphur 0.01 Sulphur 0.02

The bituminous coals of North Texas

have been extensively developed at

Thurber and Bridgeport, and are found to

dip from the Cretaceous on the east,

toward the northwest, where they dis-

appear under the Permian. It is conceded

that these beds are an extension o? the

Oklahoma coals. Their analysis is about

as follows: Fixed carbon, 0.57; moist-

ure, 0.02; volatile cumbustible matter,

0.32; ash, 0.09; sulphur, 0.01.

Most of the mines in this district are

\v
'Consulting mining engineer. Morgan town,

. V:i.
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perated on longwall, and the output is

sed principally by the railroads, for

earn purposes.

The Webb county field, referred to

bove, is locally known as the Santa

omas field, and carries two workable

leds, called the Santa Tomas and San

'edro seams, and lying about 100 ft.

part. At Cannel, both seams are being

lined, on the room-and-pillar system.

The Mines at Minera

At Minera, 27 miies northwest of

aredo, the Rio Grande Coal Company
5 operating in the Santa Tomas seam,

ihich is about 30 in. thick at this point,

"he mine is served by the Rio Grande

i Eagle Pass Railway, a feeder to the

National Lines of Mexico, and the In-

ernational & Great Northern, at Laredo.

The mine has two slopes and uses 16

nules for gathering only; the entries

ind main slopes use tail-rope haulages,

he longest of which is 3400 ft. The out-

where the clay cars are dumped by
means of a dead man and automatic
trigger.

Fig. 1 shows the approach to the coal

and clay tipples; Fig. 2, the tipples them-
selves, and Fig. 3 shows the runway past

the coal tipple and the automatic clay

dump.

On account of the expense of entry

driving, the rooms are carried out 250 ft.,

and the air courses consist of a series of

connected break-throughs carefully brat-

ticed off in these rooms.

Texas Coal Is Shipped to Mexico

The nut coal is used in Laredo for

burning brick and the clean lump is

shipped exclusively to Monterey, Mate-
huala, Hidalgo and Mexico City for pro-

ducer gas at the steel plants, smelters

and cement works. Although there is a

duty of 15c. Mexican per ton, on Amer-
ican coal, it is said that this Minera coal,

haulage is supplied by a gravity pipe

from No. 1 tank. The main power
house contains two tubular and two
flue boilers, aggregating 200 h.p.;

40-h.p., and 75-h.p. hoisting engines, and
a double-drum horizontal engine with 4-

ft. 6-in. and 5-ft. drums.

The camp consists of a well equipped
machine shop, store and company office,

the superintendent's residence (shown in

Fig. 4), a church, hotel, school house,

club house, butcher shop, fruit and vege-

table store, doctor's residence and 69
double houses. This elaborate equip-

ment is made necessary because of the

barrenness of the surrounding country,

as may be seen in the photograph, Fig.

5, showing the loaded trip at the top of

the slope.

German Coke Production

During a recent year, German coke

ovens consumed 30,522,358 tons of na-

Fic. 3. Showing the Runway Past the
Coal Tipple

Fig. 4. View of Residence of Mine
Superintendent

Fig. 2. Loaded Trip at Top of

Slope

put is from 150 to 250 tons per day, and
is made into two grades, clean lump and
rescreened nut, the former over \y3-ir1.

bar screens and the latter over >^-in.

revolving screens.

On account of the soft fireclay top,

which requires timbering every 2 ft., the

entries can only be driven 7 ft. wide,

and the rooms not to exceed 30 ft., with

30- ft. ribs. The track is 30-in. gage, and
the cars hold from 2500 to 3000 lb.,

which, when screened, gives the miner
about 2250 lb. of clean coal per car, over

the ^-in. revolving screens, on which

basis the men are paid.

The coal has good cleavage, but on

account of the bone underlying, it is

impracticable to undermine it, so that

one-half a car of clay must be handled
for every car of coal mined. Lack of

gobbing room in the mine necessitates

hauling this clay outside, so that in addi-

tion to a double dumping tipple, a sep-

arate clay track leads to the clay tipple,

which is hand-cleaned as the cars are

loaded, runs 2 per cent, less in ash than

competing table-picked coal, and is con-

sidered a very superior gas coal.

The mine is located about 4700 ft.

from the Rio Grande, and the coal lies

70 ft. below the river bed, but on ac-

count of the mine water being high in

salt, it is not available for boiler pur-

poses, but is removed from the dip work-

ings to the sump by hand pumps, and

from there to the surface, by two 1 0- ft.

and two 12-ft. wind pumps.

The river water is brought to the tank

on the hill 75 ft. above, at the rate of

150 gal. per min. by one of two No. 8

Cameron pumps, the second being held

for reserve. The muddy water is there

settled and run to a second tank, where

it settles again, and passes to a third

tank, from which the boilers are fed by a

boiler-feed pump.

An auxiliary 25-h.p. engine at the

mouth of the slope, used for the rope

tive coal, worth 879,564,114, and 349,743

tons of foreign coal, valued at $1,060,-

766. From this amount of coal there

were produced 22,722,917 tons of coke,

valued at $92,388,506; 632,378 tons of

tar, worth $3,037,118; 60,816 tons of am-
monia byproducts, aggregating $13,118,-

560; and 59,494 tons of benzol, valued at

$2,008,482. The average price of the

coal used was $2.61 per ton, and of the

coke produced, $4.06; the average con-

sumption of coal per ton of coke output

was 1.36 tons, and the percentage of coke

production per ton of coal was 73 per

cent.

The U. S. Geological Survey, in Janu-

ary, appraised 470,664 acres as coal land

at a value of $10,835,848, and 447,383

acres were classified as noncoal land,

making a total coal appraisement to date

of 14,119,447 acres, valued at about

$636,000,000.
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Minins Coal and Other Minerals. Mavoi s
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Leland Laflin, Chicago, 111.
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COKE—Improvements in or Relating to

rative Coke Ovens and the Like- Jean

Ruhr, Germany. (Brit. No. 1906

HO.)

COKE— Improvements In Coke Ovens,

ron Bauer, Berlin, Germany. (Brit.

\ 7316 ol 1910.)

COKE Leveling Apparatus for Horizontal
Priedricb aus der Mark, Stei-

any . (U. s. No. 985,266; Feb.

ill.)

Andrew H. Reeder,

No. 980,004 ; Dec. 27.
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IVE1 EB An Improved Underground
William Wilson, Arma-

: | _ b 11 No 30,127 "I 1909.)

CONVEYERS Improvements In and Re-

lating i" I nderground Conveyers for the

and Other Minerals.

James" W'atsnii. Lanarkshire. Eng. (Brit. NO.

1909.)

DRILLING—Coal ami Rock Drilling Bit.

. d, Wyoming, lVnn. (U. S. No.

28, 1911.)

MINING MACHINE -Pneumatic Mining
Martin Hardsocg, Ottumwa, Iowa.

:.;:; ; Feb. 7. 19J1. i

WASHERS Improvements In Coal and
Separators. J. M. Draper
Llton, <>hi Trafford, Eng.

ol 1910.)

COPPER

CONVERTING -Apparatus for the Produc-
t< and Smelting ol Ores. Redlck

•til JohD II. Kees, Sail
, i s No. 985.195 : Feb.

Ml.)

i KEA1 M EN1 Improvements in the
pper and Other Ores. F. B.

liampton, Middlesex, Bng (Brit. No.
MO.)
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SLAG—Apparatus for Atomizing Liquid
slap. Georg Jantzen, Wetzlar, Germany, as-

signor i" t lie Arm of Buderus'sche Eisen-

werke, Wetzlar. Germany. (U. S. No: 982,-

964; Jan. 31, 1911.)

si.Ac A Process tor Utilizing Blast-Fur-
nace Slag Cor the Manufacture of stones or

Bricks. Bernard Grau, Stolzenhagen-Kratz-
wieck, Germany. (Brit. No. 17,109 of 19lo.j

TITANIFEROUS ORE— Improvements In

the Treatment of Titaniferous Iron Ores.

Alf Sinding-Larsen, Christiania, Norway.
(Brit. No. 17,632 of 1910.)

LEAD, ZINC AND OTHER METALS

TIN—Improvements in or Relating to the

Recovery of Tin from Tinplate waste by
Means of Chlorine. Carl von der Linde, Cre-

feld, Germany. (Brit. No. 18,378 of 1910.)

VANADIUM—Process for Extracting Va-
nadium from its ores. George A. Koenig,
Houghton, Mich. (U. s. No. 986,180; Mar.
v. i!ni.i

ZlNC--Improveinents Relating to the Re
covery of Zinc from Ores, Refuse and Waste
Material Containing Same. Adolpb Guten-
sohn, Southend-on Sea. Eng. (Brit. No. 9818
of 1910.)

ZIRCONIUM—Process of Producing Sound
Metal Castings by the I'se of Zirconium as

a Deoxidizer. Ludwig Weiss. Barmen, Ger-
many. (U. s. No. 982,326; January 24,

1911.)

MINING—GENERAL

BLASTING — Improvements in Electrical
Fuses for Blasting and Like Purposes. W. A.
Malson, Chesterfield, Eng. (Brit. No. 17.c,<»4

of 1910.)

DRILLING—Valve Motion for Rock Drills.

Lewis C. Rayles, Johannesburg, Transvaal,
assignor to Ingersoll-Rand Company, New
York. N. Y. (U. S. No. 985,385; Feb. 28,

1911.)

FLUME HEAD GATE. Edward Ashley.
Boise, Ida. (U. S. No. 983,341 : Feb. 7.

I'M i.i

MINERS' CAT and Lamp. Lewis W. Cogs-
well. Tavlorville. 111. (U. S. No. 985,660;
Feb. 28. 1911.)

PROSPECTING DEVICE. Watson Centala
and Frank Centala, Metz, Mich. (U. S. No.
982,246; Jan. 24, 1911.)

TUNNELING AND SHAFT-BORING MA
CHINK. Franklin M. Her. Denver, Coin
(U. S. No. 986,293; Mar. 7. 1911.)

OHIO DRESSING—GENERAL,

CONCENTRATING DEVICE for Mineral
Ores. Herbert T. Heir. Denver. Colo., as
signor to George Westinghouse, Pittsburg,
Penn. i F. s. No. 986,389; Mar. 7. 1911.)

CONCENTRATION Apparatus for ore
i eniraii'in. Theodore Jesse Hoover. Lon
don. England, assignor to The Minerals Sep-
aration Limited. London. England. (U. S.

No. 979,857; Dec. 27, 1910.)

CONCENTRATION Table Adjustment for

On I loncentrators. Henry F. Jurs, l leaver,

coin., assignor to Mine and Smelter Supplj
Company, Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 984,567;
Feb. 21 1911.)

CRUSHING—Chilian Mill. Alexander J.

McCone and Roland !'. Roy. Reno. Nev.. as

to Nevada Engineering Works. Reno,
Nev. M\ s. No. 984,684 : Feb. 21, 1911 I

CRUSHING Chilian Mill. Peter Edwin
Van s.i mi. New York. N. Y.. assignor to Mill

and Smelter Emdneerlns Company. New York,
V Y. ir s No. 985,305 ; Feb, 28, 191 1 I

CRUSHING [mnrovementa In Apparatus
i,, i the Fine Grinding ol Ore or Other Ma-

\ i
i 'rosse. Johannesburg, 1 rana

I
r.iit No I 1,875 ol 1910.)

< i:i sin NG Pebble or Ball Mill. Ernest
P Dai n Denver Colo (U s No. 981,-

rat i7 191 I i

CRUSHING MACHINE. Josiah E. Symons,
Chicago. 111. tl". S. No. 982,899; Jan. 31'

1911.)

DISINTEGRATING AND VALUE-SAVING
MACHINE. George Marshall. San Francisco.
C;il. (U. S. No. 985,359; Feb. lis, 1911.)

JIGGING SCREENS—Improvements inane
Relating to Jigging Screens. William With-
ers. Stechford. Worcester, Eng., and John
Miilan de Mendoza Ver-Mehr, London, Eng
(Brit. No. 1185 of 1910.)

SAMPLE GRINDER. Alexander .1. Me
Cone and Charles Lipe, Reno, Nev., assignors
to Nevada Engineering Works, Reno, Nev.
(U. S. No. 984,583; Feb. 21, 11)11. i

SCREEN—Gravel or Ore Screen. Fred-
erick J. Hovt. Redlands. Cal. (U. S. No
9S5.809 : Mar. 7, 1911.)

SEPARATOR—Centrifugal Ore Separator.
Philip F. Peck. Tacoma. Wash. (1. S. Nos.
981,679, 981,680, 981,681 and 981,682; Jan.
17. 1911.)

SEPARATION—Improvements in and Re-

lating to Machinery for Separating Materials
of Different Specific Gravity. Percy John
Ogle, London. Eng. (Brit. No. 22.72s ol

1909.)

STAMP MILL. Ernest P. Dargin, Deliver
Colo. (U. S. No. 985,012; Feb. 21, 1911.)

METALLURGY—GENERAL,
AGGLOMERATING— Process of Refining

and Agglomerating Ores and the Like. Hugo
Dicke, Frankfort-on-the-Maiu. Germany, as-
signor to Jacob Eduard Goldschmid, Frank-
fort-on-the-Main. Germany. (U. S. No. 986L-
271 : Mar. 7, 1911.)

ALLOYS — Process of Making Aluminum
and Copper Alloys. Joseph Grenville Mellen
and William Francis Mellen, Bridgeport.
Conn. (U. S. No. 982,218; Jan. 17, 1911.)

BRIQUETTING—Improved Process for Bri-
quetting Fine Ores and Other Materials. Max
i

; hiss. Vienna, Austria. (Brit. No. 28,829 of
1909.)

CRUCIBLE FURNACES—Improvements in
Portable Crucible Furnaces. Matthew Har-
vey, Walsall, Stafford, Eng. (Brit. No. 21®
of 1910.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE for Metallurgical
Purposes. Wilhelm Rodenhauser, Ydlklingen,
Germany, assignor to The Gronda! Kjclliu
Company, Lid., London, England. (U. S. No.
984,970; Feb. 21, 1911.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. Hans Nathusitw,
Friedenshutte, near Morgenroth. Germans
(U. S. No. 983,303'; Feb. 7, 1911.)
ELECTRIC FURNACES—Improvements -in

or Relating to Electric Furnaces. John
Thomson. New York, N. \". (Brit. Nos.
15,107 and 15,168 of 1910.)

ELECTRIC INDUCTION FURNACES, .las.

Henry Reid, Newark, N. J. (Brit. No. 949
of 1910.)

ELECTRIC SMELTING FURNACE
ward R. Taylor, Penn Van, N. Y. (U.
985,226; Feb. 28, 1911.)

EXTRACTION— Improvement in or Relat-
ing to the Extraction of Metals from Ores
Containing Silver, Nickel. Cobalt and Arsenic.
Camillo Clement Cito. (Brit. No. 30,377
L909. i

RABBLES—Improvements in Rotary Kab-
bles for Use in Furnaces. Utley Wedge, Phil-
adelphia, Penn. (Brit. No. 20,678 of 19101
REDUCTION— Process of and Apparatus

for Reducing Metallic Oxide Ores. H. E. T.
Ilaultain and J. W. Moffat, Toronto. Cana
(Brit. No. :!715 of L910.)

REDUCTION PLANT for Treatment 1
Metallic Sands or Concentrates. George Fred
crick Kendall, New York. N. Y. ( F. S. No.
986,086; Mar. 7, 1911.)

ROASTING—Ore Furnace. Charles J. Rest.
Oakland, Cal. il. s. No. 979,921 : Dec. 27,
1910. i

ROASTING- Process for Roasting Sulphldf
ores for the Manufacture of Sulphuric Acid.
Cluules W. Kenwick. Isabella, Tenn. (U. S.

No. 981,880; Jan. 17. 191 1.)

SLAG CEMENT and Process of Making (he
Same. Bruno Bruhn, Hamburg. Germany, urn

signor, by mesne assignments, to the Atlas
Portland Cement Company, New York, N. Y.
(F. s No. 983.024 : Jan. 81, 1911.)

TUYERE- Blitzing Tuyere. Charles A, Case.
New York. X Y. (F. S, No. 985.394; Feb
28, I'll 1.

1

WATER JACKET. Samuel W. Tr.ivlor.

Allentown, Penn., assignor to M. P. Schanta
trustee for the Traylor Engineering Cotn-

panj (U s No. 985.077; Feb. 21. 191 1J

Ed-
s. No.
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Seven Troughs District, New
Special Correspondence

This district is becoming more active.

There are now employed in the camp

over 200 men and the prospects for its

continued increased activity are good.

The mill of the Seven Troughs Coalition

mpany has run intermittently during

the winter, being interfered with by the

weather. This mill treats only by amal-

gamation and concentration, treating the

company's own ore and custom ore. The

al Peak Company has resumed op-

erations and is shipping to the Darby

Reduction Company mill. This mill has

been closed during the winter, but has

' resumed.

The district, which is about 30 miles

northwest of Lovelock, on the Southern

Pacific, covers about 10x3' j miles and

includes four towns, Vernon, Mazuma,

Farrell and Seven Troughs, Farrell be-

ing at the north end and Vernon at the

south end. Prospecting in the district

began in 1906, but mining was not in-

augurated extensively until 1908. At that

time, the Fairview, Kindergarten, Ma-

zuma Hills and others began to yield.

The main production of the district is

from the Mazuma Hills, Kindergarten

and Fairview properties. The Florence

Leasing Company, controlled by the

Darby Mining and Reduction Company,

of London, has carried on extensive de-

velopment on the Fairview ground with

good results, operating to a depth of 600

ft. and treating the sulphide ores in the

concentrating and cyanide mill. The

Darby company has also a lease and bond

on the Mazuma Hills property, is com-

pleting a hoisting plant and is sinking.

The Kindergarten property, owned by

the Seven Troughs Coalition Company,

has developed to 500 ft. on the dip of

the vein. In the Fairview property at

the south end of the district, a rich vein

of silver sulphide, 2 in. to 2 ft. in width,

is being developed; work is also being

done on the high-grade gold ore on the

700-ft. level.

Hollinger Gold Mines, Ltd.

The Hollinger Gold Mines, Ltd., which

is now the center of much attention in

the Porcupine district of Ontario, is

capitalized at $3,000,000, divided into

600,000 shares of a par value of S5

each. It is stated that the Timmons in-

terests sold 125.000 shares last autumn

at $3.50. Recently 50.000 shares of

treasury stock were reported taken by

Bewick, Moreing & Co. at $5 per share,

there still remaining in the treasury 50,-

000 shares. Recent quotations have been

around $8 per share.

The following information has been

siven out regarding the physical condi-

tions at the mine: There are two shafts

on the property, each approximately 100

ft. deep and 700 ft. apart. From these

shafts there have been driven about 1200

ft. of drifts, and a winze sunk about 100

ft. from which some drifting has been
done. From the ore taken out during the

development, one bucket was put through

the experimental mill for every three that

were put upon the dump. From the re-

sults of this test mill the ore is claimed

to average $49.80 per ton. David A.

Dunlap, 24 King street, west, Toronto,

Ont., is secretary of the company. The
Hollinger ore will have first call at the

custom mill of the Porcupine Gold Mill-

ing Company, also controlled by the Tim-
mons interests.

Dome Mines, Ltd.
Dome Mines, Ltd., is a close corpora-

tion controlling the Dome mine, on which

was made, the original discovery of gold

in Porcupine. The veins in the dome-
shaped quartz outcrop attracted atten-

tion and have developed so satisfactorily

that the mine is today regarded as one

of the leading properties of the new
goldfield. A testing mill has been oper-

ated on ore taken out in development,

but little information as to results are

available. It is understood, however, that

a 40-stamp mill has been ordered and is

expected to begin crushing during the

summer. Among those interested in

Dome Mines, Ltd., are Capt. J. R. De
Lamar. W. S. Edwards, E. C. Converse,

Charles L. Denison, and Ambrose T.

Monel, of the International Nickel Com-
pany.

San Juan Operations
Special Correspondence

It has been given out by Otto Mears,

lessee of the Silverton, Gladstone &
Northerly railroad, that this road will be

opened as soon as practicable and that

the Gold King will resume at full capac-

ity. This property is now capable of sup-

plying the mill with 200 tons daily.

The Mayflower, belonging to G. H. Mal-

chus, of Silverton, will be worked in con-

junction with the Iowa Tiger Leasing Com-

pany and a short tramway will be built to

connect the property with the Iowa mill.

The Mayflower has low-grade sulphide ore

with occasional rich pockets.

A body of silver-lead ore has been

opened on No. 3 level of the Emma mine

in Ice Lake basin. In addition to this

orebody a cross vein has been developed

for 50 ft. in which was encountered 16 in.

of lead-zinc ore. This property is credited

with the production of $41,000 in lead-

silver ore.

To Appraise Minority Stock

Thomas L. Chadbourne, formerly di-

rector of the Ahmeek Mining Company,

and one of its largest individual holders,

has had a bill introduced into the Mich-

igan legislature that provides that any

stockholders in any corporate company

not vol n? in favor of consolidation, or

protesting against such a plan can, in

case such a plan is adopted by the neces-

sary three-fifths vote, by applying to the

circuit court in which the company is

located, have his stock appraised, either

by the court, or the appointment of three

persons to do so. The value placed upon
the stock by such an appraisal shall be

final and the consolidated company to

pay accordingly.

Dredging in Colorado

The dredges at Breckenridge are get-

ting ready for the season's work, the

present open weather having started

earlier than usual. Two dredges will be

operated in Swan gulch by the Colorado

Gold Dredging Company. Only one boat

was operated last year, which is said to

have recovered $250,000 in gold at a cost

of about S65.000. These boats handle

from 3000 to 6000 cu.yd. of gravel per

day at a cost of 5c. per yard. The Reil-

ing dredge of the French Creek company
expects to duplicate its 1910 record of

$250,000. The Reliance boat has been in

operation during a great part of the

winter season.

Centennial Copper Company
The Centennial Copper Company, op-

erating mines in Michigan, has issued its

report for the year ended Dec. 31, 1910.

The production for the year was !.r72.-

566 lb. of copper at a cost of 14.48c. per

lb., compared with a 1909 cost of 15.61c.

per lb., and a 1908 cost of 18.49c. The

copper sold amounted to 1.249,763 lb. at

13.124c. per lb., and the unsold stock,

322,803 lb., was valued at 12.625c. which,

in conjunction with miscellaneous re-

ceipts and expenses, left a net loss for

1910 of $20,742. On Dec. 31, 1909, there

was a net balance of liabilities of $39,-

365. so that on Dec. 31, 1911. there

is an accrued balance of liabilities of

$60,107.

Thirteen feet of shaft was sunk, and

2852 ft. of openings made. The shafts

are now 3821 and 3955 ft. deep, respec-

tively. There were 106.095 tons of rock

broken during the year, which indicates a

recovery of 14.8 lb. copper per ton of

rock. The report states that "production

has been kept low to conserve the miner-

al resources, but a rather close selection

has been made in the stopes in order to

get out a fair grade of rock to pay for

the openings as far as possible."

The financial statement of the Lake

Milling, Smelting and Refining Company,

a corporation controlled by Centennial,

and Allouez, is appended. This shows

a debit balance of $11,607. as of

Dec. 31. 1910, because of a construction

item of $72,562 during the year. On

stamping operations, receipts were $119,-

867 and pavments $90,605 on 427.048

tons, or 28.1c. receipts per ton, and 21.2c.

costs per ton.
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PERSONAL 1|T

Mining and metallurgical are in-

cited to keep I'm: Engineering lnd Mining
u informed of their movements ami

Intments.

Charles S. Early has returned to Los

I les from Spokane.

\V. S. Keith is making some mine ex-

aminations in Inyo county, in California.

Louis D. Huntoon left New York

.March 22. to examine a pyrites mine in

Georgia.

W G. Page has returned to Los Ange-

les from an examination of placer prop-

erty in southern Utah.

Thomas L. Gamier, manager of the St.

Louis mine, at Cerbat. Ariz., is in Los

i es. in bad health.

William B. Dickson has resigned his

a as first vice-president of the

United States Steel Corporation.

Lawrence R. Davis, of Leadville, Colo.,

has gone to San Geronimo, Oaxaca, Mex.,

to take charge of the Santa Lucia mine.

Fred. G. Robie. owner of the Big Four

mine, near Needles. CaL, has spent the

last six months in opening up the mine.

T. Lane Carter is examining mines in

Jalisco and Tepic, Mexico. His address

for a month will be La Yesca, Tepic,

.Mexico.

Charles G. Yale, special agent at San

Francisco of the U. S. Geological Survey,

has moved into his new offices in the new

custom house.

J. P. Hutchins and Norman C. Stires

are at the Syssert Estate, near Ekaterin-

burg, Ural, Russia, examining copper

and iron mines.

Floyd Weed, who has had extensive ex-

perience in mining in Colorado and

Arizona, has been appointed manager of

the Bailey mine. Cobalt.

James MacNaughton, general mana-

ger of the Calumet & Hecla and subsid-

iary companies, has returned to Calumet,

.Mich., after a short visit to Boston.

Robert C. Davis has resigned as man-

ager of the Iron Mountain Tunnel and

Blue Bird Mine companies, and opened

an office at Butte as consulting mining

engineer.

John Barry, owner of the Towne and

Cerbat mines, near Chloride, Ariz., is in

Los Angeles, making arrangements for

the installation of a concentrating plant

and smelter.

| l.'ren. formerly general superin-

tendent of the Tamarack, Osceola, Ah-

etc. has returned to Lake Superior

after being in attendance at the Osceola

meeting in BottOfl recently.

J. A. Garcia has resigned his p
•rintendent of the Block

'.ompanv, and has formed th firm

Of Al!' iiich will open offices

Ineers,

April 15, in the McCormick building, Chi-

cago.

Dr. William N. Nichols, president of

the Eighth International Congress of Ap-

plied Chemistry, was the guest of honor

it a dinner tendered him by members
of the executive committee of that con-

gress on March 7, at the Engineers' Club,

New York City. The occasion for this

Hinner was Doctor Nichols' departure on

an extended European trip.

+ OB ITUARY +
Isaac Newberger, formerly of Bakers-

field, Cal., died in New York, March 20.

He was well known in California as a

mining engineer.

H. P. Garthwaite, managing director

of Butters' Salvador Mines, Ltd., died

suddenly, March 17, at the San Sebastian

mine, Salvador, Central America.

Albert Lewisohn died in New York,

March 14, aged 44 years. He was a

son-in-law of the late Leonard Lewisohn

and a member of the firm of Lewisohn

Brothers.

William P. Howe died in New York,

March 14, aged 52 years. He was as-

sistant treasurer of the Standard Oil

Company, and had been in the service

of that company for 30 years.

Lewis T. Brown, of Pittsburg, died at

Atlantic City, N. J., March 20, aged 66

years. He was connected with the Car-

negie Steel Company for a number of

years, but retired 12 years ago.

Milton T. Culbert, manager of the

O'Brien mine, Cobalt, died at Toronto,

Ont., March 14. He was taken ill at

Cobalt some three weeks before his death

and went to Toronto for treatment. He
was 30 years of age and leaves a widow
and one son.

Paul K. Brill, formerly of Brooklyn,

N. Y., died recently at Pachuca, Mexico.

He was a graduate "of the Columbia
School of Mines, and had been in Mexico

some time, first at Guanajuato and more
recently with the Real del Monte com-

pany at Pachuca.

John Fertig died at Los Angeles, CaL,

March 19, aged 74 years. He was born

in Venango county, Penn., and entered

the oil business in 1859. He was one

of the organizers of the United States

Pipe Line Company, which afterward

merged into the Pure Oil Company. He
was president of the National Oil Com-
pany, of Titusville. Mr. Fertig was mayor
of Titusville for three terms and was a

member of the Pennsylvania State Senate

in 1876.

Heber S. Thompson died at Pottsville,

Penn., March 10, aged 71 years. He was
horn at Pottsville and graduated from
Yale University. He served in the Army
from 18(il to 1H(>5, and then began work
a a mining engineer in the anthracite

country, soon acquiring a reputati' In

IK74 he was appointed engineer >f the

Girard Estate, having full charge of all

the collieries and coal lands owned by

the Philadelphia City Trusts; he had held

that position ever since. His thorough

knowledge of anthracite mining and of

the anthracite country caused him to be

frequently consulted on difficult questions,

and he was regarded as a high authority.

He served on the Anthracite Waste Com-
mission appointed by the State of Penn-

sylvania some 15 years ago, and the re-

port of the commission was largely his

work. He was a member of the American

Philosophical Society, the Historical So-

ciety of Philadelphia, the American In-

stitute of Mining Engineers, and the

Loyal Legion. He leaves a widow, two

daughters and two sons. Until a few

weeks ago he was president of the board

of trustees of the State Miners' Hospital

at Fountain Springs.

David Halliday Moffat died in New
York, March 18, aged 71 years. He was

born in Orange county, N. Y.; he went

to Iowa when 15 years old and later to

Nebraska. In 1860 he went to Denver.

In 1866 he became instrumental in found-

ing the First National Bank of Denver,

of which he became cashier. Fifteen

years later he was elected its president.

He was one of the leading promoters

of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad,

and was elected its president in 1884.

In 1869, with Governor Evans, he built

the Denver Pacific from Cheyenne to

Denver, and he also participated in or-

ganizing the Denver & South Park Rail-

road to Leadville. He furnished a large

share of the capital used to build the

Denver & New Orleans, and he helped

construct the Boulder Valley and the

Florence & Cripple Creek. Another of

his large interests was mining. At one

time he owned more mines in Leadville

than any other individual or company,

and he opened the biggest mines in

Creede, Aspen, and Telluride. He bought

the first mine in Cripple Creek, the Victor,

for $65,000, of which $5000 was cash

and the rest payable in a year. At the

end of a year he had taken $500,000 out

of the mine. Two years later he sold it

for $3,000,000 after he had taken out

nearly that amount himself. For nearly

40 years he was a prominent figure in

Colorado. His latest venture was the

"Moffat" road, which is opening an im-

portant mining area in Colorado.

,

W S0CIETIEWTECHN1CAL SCHOOLS A
American Mining Congress—For the

purpose of discussing matters relating to

mining affairs in Alaska a meeting of all

Alaska operators and others interested

will be held in Seattle, Wash., May 20.

Local arrangements for this meeting are

in charge of H. S. Taylor, Seattle, as-

sisted by the Alaskan committee of the

American Mining Congress, Henry R.

Harriman, chairman, Alaska building.

Seattle.
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Rditorial Corrasnnnrten<->*>
San Francisco

March 20—The proposed legislation af-

fecting the smelteries of California, con-

templating a license system, if not killed

j in committee will be followed by the op-

ponents of the measure to the floor of the

Assembly where it originated. The bill

provides that no smeltery shall operate

without license from the State Board of

Health; that upon application for license

the applicant must wait 20 to 60 days
for a hearing, subject to objections by in-

jured persons. Should there be no objec-

tion, and upon investigation by the board
the applicant is found to have complied
with all the conditions, the bill provides

that the license may be issued upon pay-
ment of the fee. Besides paying the

license fee of S300 to S600 the applicant

is charged with the expense of the hear-

ing and investigation, and an initial fee

of S25. The bill gives the right to the

board to visit and inspect the smelteries

and examine the processes, and make
such investigation and apply such tests

as it may deem proper, and without no-

tice, at any time by day or night. The
specific provisions require that there shall

not escape into the free atmosphere any
air. smoke, gases, or fumes containing

sulphur trioxide amounting to more
than 2 J/2 grains per cu.ft., the calculation

to be made at a temperature of 60 deg.

F., and at barometric pressure of 30
inches.

It is evident from an intimation made
by Judge Ross in the decision of the U. S.

Circuit Court at Los Angeles, in the suit

of Roberts and others vs. the Southern
Pacific Company, that further actions by
individuals to dispossess the railroad

company of oil lands will be useless. The
suit was brought chiefly on the ground of
false entry, but the court intimated that

only the Federal Government may take
action, as it alone is interested in the

patents issued to the railroad. This has
been a constant contention of the South-
ern Pacific in demurring to complaints
filed by individuals, and the sustaining of
the demurrer in this case, although not
directly upon that issue, is an encourage-
ment to the railroad in that any further
litigation is likely to be confined to suits

brought by the Government. There are
numerous other similar suits pending in

this court, which will probably be dis-

missed in like manner, when the suits by
the Government in the same court may be
taken up, and the legal status of the
Southern Pacific Company determined. It

is probable that if the railroad finds in

us litigation with the Government that the
mineral or nonmineral character of the
land shall be held not to have been deter-
mined at the time of patent issue, the
company will fall back to its contention

Reports from our own
Representatives on
Important Events from
Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

that petroleum is not mineral within the
meaning of the law.

The signing by the President on March
8 of the Smith bill affording remedy from
the effects of the Yard decision, and the
recollection that the bill was called up
out of regular order that its passage
might be hastened, and the further fact

that the Geological Survey, the Interior

Department, and the Department of Jus-
tice aided appreciably in furthering the

legislation have brought to the petroleum
producers the realization that the admin-
istration has been at all times ready to do
its part toward the enactment of just

mining laws, and that it is wholly their

own fault that the legislative adjustment
was not accomplished in the early period
of petroleum development. But there are

many persons interested who do not yet

seem to comprehend the new law, or its

intent: that while patents to lands shall

not be denied solely because of assign-

ment or transfer prior to discovery, the
law does not give title, but merely per-

mits the procedure to patent as in other
cases, and extends the area patentable to

160 acres, and that it does not affect with-

drawals, as the withdrawn lands must
await further action of the President. In

many cases oil had been discovered when
the Yard decision applied, but the confi-

dent operators continued development
while the patent proceedings were in sus-

pense, in the belief that the Government
would not fail in remedial legislation.

There were some large holdings and valu-

able producing oil and gas wells affected

by the Yard decision, and the confidence

and judgment of the operators are now
shown to have been well founded. Among
them were the Standard with 5000 acres

in Midway, Honolulu Consolidated with

about the same acreage, and the Lake-

view well that had produced probably 8,-

000,000 barrels.

Land owners, principally in Amador
county, have organized an anti-debris

association, William Leininger, secretary,

headquarters lone, to obtain relief for

damages on Jackson creek.

Denver

March 20—The mines of the Stratton
Estate in the Cripple Creek district are
for sale, it is said, for $3,500,000, as the

trustees want money for the building of
the Myron Stratton Home. The proper-
ties cover a large area on Bull hill, Iron
Clad hill and other parts of the camp,
and since Stratton's death have been
worked on the leasing system exclusive-
ly. As may be imagined, therefore, there

are no orebodies actually in sight, i.e.,

blocked out, and whether the property
can be sold for such a sum depends en-
tirely on the time the trustees will give

to prospective purchasers to prove the
mines and open reserves of ore. There
is no question, however, of there being
a large area of "ore ground," or what
may be called "probable ore" in these
properties. Stratton died 10 years ago,
and the estate was bequeathed to the
poor of Colorado, providing that a home
be erected in Colorado Springs, but as
yet no steps have been taken to do this.

Now in answer to a petition signed by-

several members from the mining coun-
ties of the State, addressed to the Com-
mittee on State Institutions, State Public
Examiner H. J. Leddy is to make an ex-

amination of the trustees' accounts.

The annual report of the El Paso Con-
solidated Gold Mining Company, of Crip-
ple Creek, shows that the gross ore sales

from lessees in 1910 amounted to $505,-

233, on which the company received $91,-

919 in royalties. The cash on hand, Dec.

31, 1910, was $99,327, $73,500 having
been paid in dividends in 1909 and 1910.

In 1910, 8262 ft. of development was
done chiefly by lessees, and 25 sets of
lessees are at work, 15 of which are pro-

ducing ore, and all above the fourth level

of the main shaft, the ground below that

being worked on company account. The
crosscut driven from the 15,000-ft. point

of the deep drainage tunnel to reach
the C. K. & N. vein of the company,
struck the water course on March 4, and
4000 gal. per min. is flowing through the

crosscut, and approximately 12,000 gal.

per min. from the portal of the tunnel.

Two levels have been recovered in the

main shaft and it is daily expected to

recover the 1000-ft. level and begin min-
ing. Thus the tunnel has not only

drained El Paso ground, but is relieving

the whole district.

The old suit of the Portland company
for $300,000 against Stratton Inde-

pendence, for ore claimed to have been
taken from the Black Diamond lode, is

before the Federal court again. The court

is now asked to deny the suit on the

ground that the statute of limitations has
intervened.
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March 20—As is usual at this season

of the year, the supply of lead ore com-

ing to the
'

elters is below nor-

mal. On March 11. the American Smelt-

ing and Refining Company's Murra;

had thi ist on lead ores,

crating the furnace on matte

concentration, out of a total of eight fur-

The United - elting, Re-

fining and Mining Company was operat-

e lead furnaces out of six at .Mid-

vale. . Thus out of thirteen furnaces for

lead ores in the Valley, there were eight

in blast, not including the furnace for

concentration.

The supply of copper and silicious

gold-silver ores was more plentiful. At

the Garfield plant of the American

Smelting and Refining Company, two

:urnaces out of four and, as nearly

as could be learned, four or five of the

reverberatory furnaces out of six were

in blast, and were smelting between 2500

and 3000 tons of charge about two-thirds

of which represents ore daily, which is

slightly less than usual. There has been

some decrease in the Bingham shipments

to this plant recently, owing to the cur-

tailment of the Yampa and of the Bing-

\'ew Haven; other ores, however,

have been secured.

A new contract has been made by the

Knight interests to ship 250 tons of sili-

cious ores to Garfield daily from their

Tintic properties. The Iron Blossom and

Colorado have a large tonnage of silicious

gold-silver ores blocked out, and more

ore of this class is expected in the Dragon

and Governor groups, which adjoin the

Iron Blossom. The daily minimum ton-

nage of 250 tons contracted for may
come from any of the Knight properties,

and the American Smelting and Refining

Company is understood to have the re-

fusal of any ore in excess of this amount

not already contracted for. First-class

silver-lead ores from the Iron Blossom

and Colorado are being shipped to the

States Company at Midvr.le. The

!>Iossom is also shipping about 70

tons of silicious ore daily to the Inter-

national. The arrangements for smelting

Knight ore by other companies indicate

that the smeltery at Silver City will not be

operated for some time. It is a question

whether it will again be operated, though

ight interests have apparently not

up hope.

At the International, t: rbera-

ting about 000 tons daily,

largely copper ore

from the i lated and

m and cus-

that the copper

f"naces will h
the end of tl

Tiade with tlv

vhich will fur-
....

the pr

Daly-Judge is the first company to take

advantage of the new market for lead ore

offered by the International, and can com-

mence shipments at any time, as ore will

be received and accumulated before the

new lead furnaces are actually built. De-

signs for the furnaces have been made,

and construction will be begun shortly.

It is expected that the furnaces will be

ready to operate within six months,

though this time may be shortened to

four.

The production of lead ore in Utah will

be stimulated by the wider market offered

in this field.

The last steps in the removal of the

old Highland Boy smeltery at Murray

are being taken, and the dismantling of

the former Bingham Consolidated copper

smeltery at Midvale will soon follow.

Track is being taken up on the spur lead-

ing from the main line of the Denver &
Rio Grande railroad to the site of the

first-mentioned plant. Orders were re-

ceived in Salt Lake, March 11, from East-

ern headquarters for the dismantling of

the Bingham Consolidated plant, the ma-

terial from which will be sold. The plant

was [jlaced in commission in 1901, and was

closed down by the court, December, 1907.

Indianapolis

March 20—The twenty-second annual

convention of the mine workers of

Indiana was held at Terre Haute begin-

ning March 14. More than 100 delegates

were present and the convention took a

business-like aspect at once. It was

reported that the association, beginning

with 2000 members, had grown to 18,453.

It was the boast of the delegates that

Indiana's organization and Indiana work-

ing conditions are the best in the country.

At least all attempts to change them were

voted down. It was stated that hundreds

of men who came to Indiana during the

Illinois strike did not return, preferring to

work in the Indiana mines. The miners

have joined the operators in the belief

that the Indiana mines are safer and

give more concessions than those in any

other district.

The convention adopted a resolution

providing that when wages are due, a

mine shall not be operated, though a

change of ownership may take place,

until arrears are paid. The present of-

ficers were reelected.

Toronto

Mar. 21 The Northern Ontario Light

and Power Company has been incorpo-

rated with capital ST.500,000 and exten-

sive powers for the purpose of acquiring

the light and power systems of Cobalt

and Haileybury, as well as the hydraulic

m now supplying power to the

A Toronto syndicate represented

i- David Fasken has recently acquired

franchise from the ( ireal Northern

Silver Mines Company, and last week

concluded negotiations for the purchase

of the Nipissing Central Railway, con-

necting the towns of Haileybury and i

Cobatl, for a sum of about $250,000. It

is anticipated that the new company will

set about improving the hydraulic-power

system, the partial breaking down of

which has considerably restricted the out-

put of Cobalt of late. The interests be-

hind the company are not definitely

known as yet, but they are understood to

be closely concerned with mining.

R. W. Brock, director of the Canadian
Geological Survey, announces the dis-

covery of diamonds in a British Columbia
rock. The rock specimens in which they

were found were collected by Charles

Camsell, on Olivine mountain near the

Tulameen river in the course of a geo-

logical examination of the district. The
rock is a peridotite of the variety known
as dunite, consisting of olivine and

chromite. Samples were submitted to

R. A. A. Johnstone, mineralogist of the

Survey, who found some insoluble frag-

ments of crystals, which, on being sub-

mitted to a number of tests proved to be

diamonds. None of those so far extracted

were larger than an ordinary pinhead, but

many appear clear and bright and of good

quality, though some are yellowish or

brownish. They were found in the chromite

constituent of the rock, in which gold and

platinum also occur. On account of their

small size and irregular distribution, the

discovery is not regarded as being of

commercial importance, though it is pos-

sible that the placer deposits of the

streams draining peridotite rock-mass

may contain stones of greater size, but

as placer mining for gold and platinum

has been carried on for years without

any such discovery this is hardly likely.

Some years ago miscroscopic crystals

were found in British Columbia rocks

which, from the results of all the tests

to which they could be submitted were

believed to be diamonds, and sincbe then

the officials of the Survey have been

looking' out for diamond-bearing rocks.

Mexico City

March 18— It is noticeable that French

and German capital is particularly active

in the Mexican field acquiring new mining

properties at the present time. Apparent-

ly these European interests do not take

the revolution seriously, or at least as-

sume that it will be of short duration and

that the stability and integrity of the

government will soon be reestablished. It

is a fact that at the present time ad-

vantageous terms can be made, particu-

larly with the Mexican owners for their

properties. The British companies seek-

ing Mexican investments are also con-

tinuing their investigations, and while

plan for improvements and operations

are suspended or held in abeyance, nego-

tiations for properties are going on ac-

tively, more so than for some months

hack.
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The MinincS News
3

Alabama

A report is being expected as to the

negotiations in New York looking to a

merger of interests in the Alabama Con-

I solidated and the Southern Iron and Steel

companies. The recent visit to the Birm-

ingham district of high officials of the two

concerns and a party of financiers and

industrial men is looked upon as being

significant.

Arizona

It is reported that oil has been struck

eight miles north of Bowie by Mack Free-

man.

Cochise County

Calumet & Arizona—Plans for a new

smelting plant are being made for submis-

sion to the board, according to John Green-

way, general manager. C. H. Repath is

at Douglas and will make the plans.

Tombstone Consolidated—Plans for the

resumption of operations are being made.

Since the pumps were closed down in

January practically all work has been

suspended at the property.

Gila County

Miami—The first unit of the mill was

started March 15. Three other units will

start within a month and two more later.

Steps have been taken to list the stock

in Paris.

Ray Consolidated—The first regular

run of the mill on ore began March 20.

One 1000-ton unit is in operation at pres-

ent. The company has concluded a con-

tract for ore haulage from mine to mill, a

distance of about 14 miles, with the

Southern Pacific. The rate is 5c. per ton,

minimum 3000 tons daily. The company

furnishes all ore cars.

Maricopa County

Phoenix—A contract for sinking a

shaft for exploration has been let. The

property is in the Cave Creek district,

and at one time was extensively oper-

ated. It is equipped with a mill.

Pima County

Imperial—The smeltery will operate on

concentrates from the company's por-

phyry-copper deposit, which is reported

to run better than 1 per cent.

Yavapai County

Bagdad Copper Company—This com-
pany, with 1,300,000 shares, par S5, will

be financed by New York interests to op-

erate a property of the same name in the

Eureka district.

Yuma County

Yuma Copper—This company :
a con-

tinuing exploration with drills, recently

artesian water was struck. The ;;-opertv

is near Vicksburg. Ernest A. Haggott

is in charge.

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. The*

Current History of

Mining"

California

The most disastrous effect of the re-

cent storm occurred in Mono county,

where an entire power plant was de-

stroyed by snowslide and several lives

lost, besides causing suspension of oper-

ations in a number of camps in Nevada,

dependent on the power plant. In Sierra

county destruction of property and loss

of life, though not so extensive and dis-

astrous as in Mono, also resulted from

snowslides. In Nevada county there has

been much damage during the winter,

due to the heavy snows; and along the

Mother lode in the counties lying along

the base of the sierras, there has been

large damage from high water.

Butte County

Nimshew Ridge Mining and Develop-

ment Company—An underground sluic-

ing system is to be installed and the

drainage tunnel completed on this prop-

erty at Nimshew. The locations cover

one mile of ancient channel.

Eldorado County

Georgia Slide—A rich strike at the

bottom of the 80-ft. shaft is reported at

this mine near Georgetown. The main

tunnel has been completed, and the Beers

mills is erected and ready for opera-

tion. • Major B. A. Cardwill, Georgetown,

is manager.

Imperial County

New :uartz-gold prospects have been

recent 1 uncovered in the Picacho range

in th' mtheastern part of the county.

This strict has produced dry-placer

gold

Inyo County

K: -t icr—This company operating the

'-.d ' rlo.i mine northeast of Owenyo has

driv n a tunnel 500 ft., and for 200 ft.

in 9-ft. lode. Asa B. Hall, manager.

Jcrro Gordo—Increased quantities of

7.nc are being extracted from this old

mine at Keeler. by A. R. Short, leaser.

Nevada County

Mayflower—This group at Canada hill

eas' of Nevada City has been bonded to

Mrs. B. R. Shankland, of Colorado

Springs, Colo., and Ivan Dow, of Bos-

ton, and will be reopened with electric

power from the Pittsburg mine.

Pittsburg—Ten stamps have been added

to the mill, and the full 20 stamps are

dropping. Mark B. Kerr, Nevada City,

manager.

Placer County

Pioneer—This mine at Dutch Flat is be-

ing retimbered preparatory to resuming

work. H. W. Morris is superintendent.

Shasta County

Balaklala—The demand for silicious

oies by the smeltery at Coram is increas-

ing. The Gold Leaf at Middle creek, and

the Old Spanish near Shasta, and also

properties in Old Diggings district are in-

creasing their silicious-ore output.

San Diego County

Chariot Mining Company—This is a new

corporation formed to operate the old

Golden Chariot mine at Julian. George

B. King and others of San Francisco are

the incorporators.

Tulare County

Effort is being made to reopen an old

copper claim near Porterville, which A.

C. Blackman has examined.

Deer Creek Mining Company—Good

milling rock has been uncovered in this

company's property in the White River

district. W. Stone, Porterville, manager.

Colorado

Clear Creek and Gilpin Counties

Capital Mining and Tunnel—This com-

pany, of Georgetown, which is operating

its properties under the leasing system is

now making a large production and pay-

ing dividends. In the Aetna vein, east

drift, 5 ft. of galena ore has been opened,

assays from which return $26 ore in gold,

and 200 tons of mill ore is being sent to

the company mill for concentration. This

ore averages Sl2 per ton and can be re-

duced 5 to l. Hurley & Co., leasers,

have also opened an 8-in. streak of sil-

ver-lead ore carrying gold. Tong Mc-

Cluskey & Co., leasers, are said to have

a 6-in. streak of smelting ore and have

ready for milling 500 tons of $18 ore.

From the block leased to McKirihan. ore

worth S100 per ton is being mined and

Converry & Co.. leasing in the east drift.

have made a shipment of high-grade ore

this week.

Saxon Mining Company—In the Sur-

prise mine of the above company or

Saxon mountain, a notable discovery of

ore is reported as having been just made.

Ft is galena running 71 per cent, lead

with 1 2/10 oz. in gold and 6 oz. silver
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per ton. The ore is only 3 to 4 in. wide

between, but it is the highest-grade lead

ore ever found in Clear Creek county.

The shoot has been explored for 30 ft.

said to be widening. Evans Brothers

are the managers.

Baltic— In the Raymond tunnel. 850 ft.

from the portal, in a drift on the Baltic

vein, which it intersects, a fine shoot of

ore has been uncovered from

which shipments will be shortly com-

merv

Gunneli—This historic producer at

.1 City has at last made connection

with the Newhouse tunnel about 4 \ miles

from its portal at Idaho Springs, and the

mine is unwatered.

Gilpin-Eureka—A strike of 3'.. ft. of

ore in this mine in Prosser gulch near

Central City is reported by William Bray,

superintendent. It was made at the 700-

ft. level and said to be 3 _ ft. wide, run-

ning S20 in gold and silver across the

entire width.

Lake County—Leadville

Miami—The Elk Mountain company, of

Colorado Springs, took a lease and bond

on the properties of the Miami company

and has commenced work on the Miami

tunnel which is in 1670 ft. It is said, that

in a drift from near the breast, a body

of silver-lead ore 2 to 6 ft. wide has

been opened that runs S50 per ton. Terry-

Connors is superintendent.

Little Jonny— In the Cofield lease. No.

2 shaft, has been opened a 3-in. vein,

said to carry 200 oz. gold per ton. This

ore is melted at the assayer's and the

bullion sent to the mint.

Baby— In the Baby shaft on Iron hill

the lessees have opened a body of ore

that runs 12 to 15 per cent, lead and

some silver. Shipments are being made.

New Monarch—This mine on Little

Ella hill is said to have an orebody 5 ft.

wide with values of $15 to S20 per ton;

regular shipments being made.

Lady Lofton— During the week a body

of shipping ore was struck in the above

elaim by the Sugar Loaf Consolidated

Company tunnel; the ore is being

stacked at the mine until the roads be-

come passable.

Progressive—Manager Sisty has in-

stalled new machinery at the Progressive

shaft on North Fryer hill and will un-

uater the mine with a view to active

i^radc of lead ore

carrying fair gold and silver is being

shippc rly by H S. Beamur,

: utt The new ore bins on this

Bruce Hill mine have been completed and

shipments tM daily will be re-

sumed.

| ' trike of 2 ft. of ore

that carries from 2 to 1 '-/ gold per

having been made

in this South Evans mine by Samuel Do-

ran, lessee.

Fortune—Lessees on the Fortune, Lit-

tle Ella hill, are reported to have struck

in the lower workings a streak of ore 15

in. wide that carries 5 oz. gold per ton.

Ouray County

Revenue—This mine in the Sneffels

district employs about 180 men in mine

and mill. The workings extend through

the range from the Ouray side on the old

Virginius vein, through to the San Miguel

side on the Montana vein the extension

of the former and is worked from both

ends. The portal on the San Miguel side

is in Marshall basin at its junction with

Savage basin in which latter is located

the Tomboy mine, owned in London.

Camp Bird—Although no information

is given out at the mine, reports come
from Ouray that 12 ft. of pay ore has

been discovered by diamond-drill boring,

in a parallel vein. 200 ft. west of Camp
Bird, and owned by that company. This

mine was supposed to be nearing its end,

but this discovery may give it a new life.

It made S100.000 net profit in January.

San Miguel County

The mining of vanadium ores has

given an impetus to the Telluride dis-

trict. Four or five companies are said

to be producing ore at Fall Creek sta-

tion, and the product of the Primos

Chemical Company mill at Newmire is

being shipped East by express in 1000-lb.

lots each week. Fifty men are employed

at the Newmire mill and mines.

Teller County—Cripple Creek

Sacramento—The above mine is one of

the Stratton Estate properties on Bull

hill, and leased by W. J. Davenport, who
is credited with having opened a body of

ore 6 ft. wide, which hand-sorted will run

about S30 ore to the ton. The mine has

been idle for years.

Hoosier—This mine on Tenderfoot hill

is shipping again, and a car sent out this

week is said to have yielded about 1 \
_

oz. gold per ton. Mickey & Johnson,

lessees, found the new oreshoot at the

150-ft. level.

Ocean Wave—The Creede & Cripple

Creek Mining Company, owning the

Ocean Wave on Battle mountain, has

leased it to James Dell and associates,

who are now shipping ore estimated at

% !') per ton.

Indiana

Clay County

The four mines of the Miami Coal

Mining Company, two near Clinton and

two near Brazil, are still idle, the con-

tending factions conceding it to be a

game of freeze-out. There are 600 min-

er^ out of employment. The strike grew

out of the fact that the company refused

to turn three new rooms in one of its

mines. The company lias the municipal

contract in Chicago, and has not had a

day's idleness at any of its mines in four

years. However, because of the deplor-

able condition of mining in the West, the'

company can buy coal from other com-

panies cheaper than it can mine it. Ap-

pearance now indicate a long strike.

Floyd County
German American Stone Company—

This company has incorporated to carry

on the business of mining, including the

mining and quarrying of stone, clay,

marl, etc. The place of operation will be

in Floyd county and the principal office at

New Albany. John W. Michaels, Edward
Dorhorty, D. J. Lincoln, Robert W. Morris

and John B. James, directors.

Knox County
The miners of the Glen Ayre Mining

Company recently struck following a dis-

agreement over the pay of the men en-

gaged in taking up the hard bottom. The

question was submitted to arbitration.

After the matter had been settled to the

satisfaction of the parties the miners re-

fused to return to work unless they were

paid for the time lost during the strike.

Vigo County
Western Indiana Mining Company—

This company, with headquarters at Terre

Haute, has incorporated. The company
proposes to mine coal in this and adjoin-

ing counties in Indiana. Homer B. Tally,

William E. Eppert. G. E. Tally, James

Johnson and John A. Templeton, di-

rectors.

Michigan
Copper

Ahmeek—No. 3 and No. 4 shafts of

this company are bottomed in the Kear-

sarge lode, showing good copper ground.

At No. 3 shaft, plats have been cut at

the sixth, seventh and eighth levels. At

No. 4 shaft, stations are in at the

fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth

levels. The fourth, fifth and sixth levels

are in the hangingwall and crosscut will

be driven back. The crosscut at the

sixth level has reached lode and drift-

ing started. The seventh level is within

a few feet of the lode and the short cut-

out has been made.

Keweenaw—The shaft on the Kearsarge

lode is down 800 ft. It passed out of

the lode at 350 ft. but drill holes have

been driven into the lode at depth of 580

and 650 ft. and the drill cores show a

little improvement in the formation over

that exposed by the shaft for the first

350 ft. A drill core taken from the lode

at a depth of about 1250 ft. before this

shaft was started showed the lode highly

mineralized.

Seneca—Drifting from the 950-ft. level

of this company's shaft continues north

and south. The Kearsarge lode is well

formed but carries a very little copper.

Ojibway—The crosscut from the 1500-

ft. level of No. 2 shaft has encountered
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the lode at 40 ft. from the shaft and

the face of the crosscut is breasted in

fine looking ground, showing up well

both in small masses and stamp copper.

The north drift from the 1100-ft. level

of No. 1 shaft has passed through the

bar of trap rock and has entered the

copper-bearing rock of good quality. The

bar of trap rock has been encountered in

nearly all of the levels and is about 250

ft. wide and its trend has now been fully

determined. Results from the 1500-ft.

level of No. 1 shaft continue satisfactory.

Minnesota

Cuyuna Range

Randall—A company composed princi-

pally of Duluth men, for some time past

has been engaged in securing options on

a strip of land almost two miles long,

part of which runs through sec. 31-T 131-

R 30. Recent reports are to the effect

that drilling, which was recently started

on this section, has shown ore.

Vermilion Range

North American—The installation of

surface equipment at the property is

rapidly going forward. The steel head-

frame has been completed, the idler

stands have been erected and the large

hoist is now being used. With this equip-

ment in use, it is expected that from 60

to 75 ft. of sinking can be done per

month.

Vermilion Steel and Iron—Day and

night shifts are being employed in sink-

ing, and the shaft has reached 140 feet.

Minnesota Steel and Iron—The work at

this company's property is in charge of

Captain Kellv, and under his direction

good progress is being made and satis-

factory results attained. Diamond-drill

work is being done and an iron formation

is being crosscut to locate the site for a

shaft for exploratory purposes, but suit-

able for permanent hoisting if desired.

Smith—The Smith property in sec. 9-T

62-R 13 is being drilled for Campbell

& Long, of Cloquet, by Osterburg Broth-

ers, of Tower. The property adjoins the

South Hall piece, and the latter, for

many years past, has been supposed to

contain high-grade ore. The Smith land

itself contains a good outcrop of mixed

ore and jasper.

White Iron Lake—Drifting is being

rapidly carried on from the bottom of the

shaft in sec. 3-T 62-R 12. Some time ago

an orebody was encountered with a dia-

mond drill. It is this orebody that the

drift is expected to open up, and it is

hoped that this will be accomplished in

about 30 days.

Chicago-Vermilion—The company is

installing permanent machinery on the

property in sec. 5-T 63-R 15. The shaft

has reached 50 feet.

Montana

Butte District

East Butte—At the smeltery a dust

chamber of increased capacity is being
constructed and a smokestack, 15 ft. in

diameter and 150 ft. in hight will be built.

The work will take about three months.
Two furnaces are being operated and
plans are made to install a third. The
old tailings will be worked over and dams
are being built. The output from the

mine is about 1600 tons weekly. On the

800-ft. level the new orebody is holding

well. Preparations are being made to

open the same vein on the 1000- and
1200- ft. levels.

Tuolumne—The shaft is down 1650 ft.

and a station is being cut on the 1600-ft.

level. When the station is completed

the shaft will be sunk to 2000-ft. with

stations every 200 ft. The main vein

which will be sought on each of the new
levels is thought to be about 300 ft. from
the shaft. The hoist being built by the

Nordberg manufacturing company is ex-

pected to arrive in June. Shipments to

the Washoe smeltery are being made at

the rate of 100 tons daily and will be in-

creased to 600 when the hoist is in-

stalled.

Fergus County

Barnes-King—The company's funds in

New York banks have been attached in a

suit brought by the Western Development
Company. The suit is brought to recover

$97,000 damages for alleged fraud and

misrepresentation by the agents of the

Barnes-King company in selling the stock

to F. A. Heinze. The Western Develop-

ment Company claims to have succeeded

to all of Heinze's interest in the matter.

Nothing is known by the local officers of

the company concerning the transaction.

Granite County

Oro y Plata—The supreme court has

recently given a decision which grants

to the company 500 in. of the waters of

Flint creek. The property is equipped for

hydraulic mining but has been idle for

two years, owing to the litigation over

water rights. The water-right question

having been definitely settled, work will

be resumed.

Jefferson County

Custard—A. J. Prusse and Thomas
Edwards will begin operations on these

claims south of Basin soon. The tunnel

on the property has opened up a lead 100

ft. wide. A 50-stamp mill will be erected.

Lewis and Ci ark County

James Starett—The Largey estate, of

Butte, is now doing extensive work on

this property, six miles southwest of

Helena. Daily shipments are made to

East Helena.

Montana Mining Company—The U. S.

Supreme Court has denied a petition for

a writ of certiorari in the case of Mon-

tana Mining Company against St. Louis
Mining and Milling Company. The case
was originally tried in the Federal Court
of Montana and a judgment given in

favor of the defendant company for dam-
ages in the sum of $195,000. This deci-

sion was affirmed by the U. S. Circuit

Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court
has declined to interfere with that deci-

sion.

Lincoln County
Hazel T.—A-3 ft. vein of rich lead

ore has been drifted on for 70 ft. without
a break.

Brink—Henry Brink operating on
Howard Creek, 25 miles from Libby has
run his tunnel 50 ft. on the lode, proving
it to be 12 ft. wide and carrying gold and
silver.

Eureka—A strike of 26 in. of galena
has recently been made on this property
near Troy.

Madison County
Ella-May—Matt Arnold and Charles

Leshbrook are working this property in

Laurin canon.

Schermerhorn—The unusual flow of

water has compelled the suspension of

operations temporarily. Pumps have been
ordered.

Nevada
Press despatches contain news of a

sensational gold discovery in Washoe
county, on Fort Sage mountain, near the

California line. The section is reached
from Amadee, Cal., and a stampede is

on.

Elko County

New Goldfields, about 50 miles north

of Winnemucca, is active. The Ohio
mine, which has ore blocked, expects to

erect a small mill. Donald Ferguson, of

Goldfield, is manager.

National Mines—Shipments continue,

the property is producing about $250,000
per month. J. E. Pelton is manager.

Jersey— This old lead-silver mine,

about 90 miles south of Winnemucca, is

reported sold to I. L. Currier, 35 Nassau
street, New York. A mill is being con-

sidered.

Esmeralda County

Begole Mines Syndicate-—The general

land office, at Washington, has rendered a

decision favorable to the syndicate as to

the ownership of eight claims at Gold-

field.

Washoe County

Comstock Securities Company—This

company, capital $2,000,000, has been

formed in New York to act as a holding

company for the Comstock stocks. The

directorate includes Franklin Leonard,

Jr., B. F. Shaw, E. B. Sturges and A. F.

Cushman, all largely interested in the

Comstock mines.
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of ore

i in Dece ' January is re-

in Feb-

lan 1

i. During February

tons, or over 700

'.led. and produced

tons of concentrates, which con-

tained 318,410 !b. copper. 114 oz. gold,

z. silver. The company repotted an

per cent. Concen-

being shipped to the Interna-

tional at the rate of approximately three

cars in two days, or about 70 tons a day.

Some ore running between 3 and 4 per

cent, copper has been developed on the

600- ft. level.

Horn Silver—The report for the year

[910, gives gross rec ipts,

SI 10.137; operating expenses. $9

net earnings. $10,342 which, with cash on

hand at the beginning of the year brought

the surpli^ During the year

7 dry tons of an average value of

were shipped. This produced

146 lb. of lead. 52,229 lb. copper,

76 lb. zinc. 20,644 oz. silver, and

1 74 oz. gold. The new mill is nearly

Majestic—This company is shipping to

-he Valley smelteries, one car having

been settled for recently, and another be-

ing on the market. Water level was

reached some time ago, and operations

have been curtailed on account of inade-

quate pumping facilities. Pumping equip-

is on the way to the mine, and will

be installed as soon as possible. From

12 to 14 cars of ore have been mined

above water level.

Imperial—A two-year lease has been

taken on this copper property by Walter

James, J. H. Manderfield, S. Nielson and

H. E. Van Housen. The property is

near Frisco, and is equipped with a hoist,

compressor, etc.

United—Work will be com-

menced shortly at this property, 12 miles

northwest of Mi! ford. The 420- ft. shaft

will be sunk to the 500 level, and drift-

ing for the vein started.

Juab County

led Untie Mines—Stockholders of

the Bullock, Tintic Combination and Tin-

tic Empire companies have ratified the

idation of these properties under

the name of the United Tintic Mines
Company. The new company owns a

OUth of the Iron Blossom.

>d that development will

on as the organization has

rfected.

from the 400 to th 500 level,

and in pla It is

, the dividing line bet

,

north and south. According to superin-

tendent Griggs, it will make a new mine

of the propertv.

Iron Blossom—No dividend was de-

clared at the recent monthly meeting, but

action will probably be taken on this

question in April. Both the Colorado

and Iron Blossom office forces are largely

. and by declaring dividends in

different months it will give more time to

make out the accounts, etc. During the

present week 46 cars were marketed, this

being the largest tonnage from Tintic,

with the exception of that from the Cen-

tennial-Eureka.

Selma—Development is being carried

on at this property in North Tintic.

Salt Lake County

Utah Copper—Approximately 12,000

tons of ore are being mined daily, and so

far during the winter little or no delay

in transportation has been experienced.

When the Bingham & Garfield railway is

completed, a saving of about 12c. per

ion in shipping is expected to be

made. The trestle over Carr fork

is being built; a large part of the

steel is on the ground, and on

March 8 the fifth bent was being put in

place. „ Eighteen steam shovels are in

use, of which 12 are working on strip-

ping, two are loading ore, one is held in

reserve and three or four alternate in

stripping and working in ore.

Bingham Amalgamated—This com-

pany's holdings consist of some 300 acres

adjoining the Utah Copper, Ohio Copper

and Starless properties. Twenty-two

claims are patented. The ground in-

cludes the old Congor and Copper

Glance, on which considerable develop-

ment work has been done, and from

which good copper ore has been shipped.

A statement by a committee of the larg-

est interests, proposes a plan of financ-

ing, instead of continuing further as-

sessments. The stockholders are asked

to subscribe for 1000 shares of stock at

25c. a share, payable at the rate of y2 c.
a share per month. This will give 50

months in which to make the total pay-

ments, and will afford an»income of $1000

per month for the next four years, with

which to carry on development. In this

time it is hoped to put the property on a

producing basis. There are 200 share-

holders on record, and all must agree to

the plan before' steps can be taken.

Summit County

New York—Shipments have been started

from the new strike, and underground
conditions are reported improving. A

fissure is being followed from the

main vein, and has up to a foot of ore

expo

Silver King Consolidated— At the an-

nual meeting held in Salt Lake City, the
1 of directors was reelected. Solon

; - president; William Piscbel, vice-

ii. I'. Clark, treasurer.

West Virginia

Brooke County

Steubenville & Panhandle Coal Com-
pany—This company, at Wellsburg, has

recently been incorporated with $1,000,-

000 capital, and plans to develop 1500

acres for a daily output of 1000 tons.

Fayette County

At Thayer, , the Ephraim Creek Coal

and Coke Company will improve its plant

and about double its mining capacity.

Harrison County

Several, hundred miners have been on

a strike near Clarksburg, following the

announcement of a reduction in wages
by some of the smaller operating in-

terests. This is nonunion territory, so

at some of the plants affected only part

of the working force struck.

Cook Coal and Coke Company—This

company, at Meadowbrook, has sold 750

acres of Camden vein coal to the Hutch-

inson Coal Company, of Fairmont, for

$175,000. The sale includes land, mines

and equipment.

Kanawha County

Four States Coal and Coke Company—
This company, which took over the Big

Coal Company and the Annabelle Coal

and Coke Company, will increase its out-

put, which will be handled through the

Pittsburg-Buffalo company for the com-
ing 20 years. The mines taken over in-

clude the Dorothy, the largest mine at

Cabin Creek; the Sarita mine, and 8500

acres of land purchased from the Row-
land Coal Company, and 6500 acres of

coal land owned by the Annabelle com-

pany, besides a number of tracts of coal

lands already owned by the Four States

company, making in all more than 23,000

acres of coal.

Logan County

J. R. Hamilton, for some time assist-

ant to Manager Somerville of the

Georges Creek Coal Company, has been

given charge of the company's property

in this county, where extensive develop-

ments are planned.

McDowell County

Pocahontas Consolidated Collieries

Company—Plans are ready for the open-

ing of two new mines. This company has

installed electric apparatus to enable it

to operate at a minimum cost, and its

output can be increased as required.

Yukon- Pocahontas Coal Company—
This company, formed for the purpose of

consolidating the Hall Mining and the

War Creek Coal companies, both located

on Dry Fork, recently took over the Saw-
yer estate. Upon this last property, de-

velopment work was begun some time

ago and it is about ready to ship coal.

It contains about 4200 acres in fee and

5200 acres under lease. H. M. Myers,

of Bramwell, is manager, with offices at

Yukon.
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Mingo County

Red Jacket Consolidated Coal and

Coke Company—Work is in progress on

its Mitchell-branch mine, which will be

the largest in the Thacker field and will

increase the company's output of gas

coals. The mining town of Matewan

recently almost destroyed by fire. The

loss exceeded $150,000, but rebuilding

has already started.

Monongalia County

Construction work has begun on the

Buckannon & Northern Railroad to give

the Pittsburg & Lake Erie road a line

to the coalfields of West Virginia.

Ohio County

W. C. Stewart, of Moundsville, has

purchased between 6000 and 8000 acres

of coal land in this county, while the

Nolte-Selway Coal Company, of Wheel-

ing, has purchased 700 acres of coal land

in Jefferson county, Ohio.

Randolph County

Davis Coal and Coke Company—This

company will develop considerably to

take care of the big long-term contracts

with the Bethlehem Steel Company and

others. It also plans to build up a mar-

ket for its product in Cuba, shipping

from Baltimore. A recent Cuban contract

required the chartering of five steamers.

Canada

Nova Scotia

Hayward—A controlling interest in

this tungsten property has been sold by

A. A. Hayward to a Canadian syndicate

for a reported price of $250,000. Mr.

Hayward still retains an interest.

Ontario—Cobalt District

King Edward—Further work on this

property is to be abandoned, as all ef-

forts to find silver at depth have been un-

successful.

Crown Reserve—In case the proposed

concentrator for the Kerr Lake district is

not erected, this company will install a

40-stamp mill. President Carson states

that there is 50,000 tons ready on the

dump and in stopes for the mill, which is

being increased by 60 tons per day. There

are 14 veins of high-grade ore within an

area of 80 ft. at the 100- ft. level. So far

no attempt has been made to mine low-

grade ore.

Temiskaming—Ten more stamps will

be added to the battery of the mill, in-

creasing its capacity by one-third, and

enabling the company to treat customs

ore as well as its own low-grade output.

Beaver—The annual statement shows

earnings for the year ended Feb. 28,

$100,856, value of ore on hand, at

smelteries and in transit, $143,403, and

total profits, $145,212. The ore in sight

above the 300- ft. level was estimated at

2,000,000 oz. of silver.

Ontario—Porcupine District

West Dome Mines—A company under

this name has been organized to take

over the Foster and other properties re-

cently purchased by F. Augustus Heinze.

It is capitalized at S3.000,000 in $5
shares, of which 200,000 shares will -be

issued at present. A plant will be put in

as soon as possible.

Bewick-Moreing—Plants are being in-

stalled on the properties in Northern Tis-

dale and those near Pearl lake recently

acquired from the Timmins-.McMartin

syndicate, including five boilers of from

25 to 40 h.p. A great effort is being

made to get in the equipment before the

breakup of the winter roads.

• Pearl Lake—A contract has been let

for the sinking of three shafts for 100 ft.

each, work to begin March 20.

Temiskaming—This Cobalt company,

which holds an option on two claims un-

der Pearl lake, is having them tested by

diamond drilling into the bed of the lake.

Mexico

Chihuahua

Under date of March 9, advices from

Parral state that the Palmilla and Veta

Colorado mills were running full blast

and that the San Francisco del Oro mill

had started. The mining outlook was re-

ported favorable contingent on the resto-

ration of normal political conditions.

Coahuila

Jimulco—The company reports for

1910 a production of 9055 metric tons of

which 40 tons was lead-silver ore and

the rest copper ore, averaging 8.4 per cent,

copper and 105 grams silver. Exploration

was done to the extent of 992 meters

without definite results. The property is

near Otto. A. L. Tuttle is superintendent.

Durango

Jerome-Durango Gold Mining Com-

pany—This company has been organized

at Jerome, Ariz., to operate a gold mine

at Pueblo Nuevo. A mill will be erected.

J. M. B. Aros, Jerome, is president.

Anglo-Mexican—This company is

erecting a 500-ton cyanide plant at Guad-

alupe y Calvo. Thomas E. Mackenzie,

the managing director, has returned to

London from the mine.

Guanajuato

Guanajuato Consolidated—The Sirena

mill has 40 stamps hung up for lack of

ore. The results of recent explorations

have not been encouraging.

Carmen—William Everheart is now in

charge. The mill is operating regularly.

Explorations are under way.

Oro Grande—This company is operat-

ing the Jesus Maria mill on ore from its

own property and custom ore. Cooper

Shapley is in charge in the absence of

E. A. Richards. At the Bolanitas group

extensive exploration is under way.

Mexico

Consolidated Mines of El Oro—This

company has been formed in England

to acquire and develop the Pleyades

claims, owned by the Carmen company.

French capital is largely interested. Ar-

thur Thomas will be manager.

Sonora

Mines Company of America—This com-
pany has lately secured control of the

water company which has supplied the

Minas Prietas and La Colorada camps.

Heretofore the company has been paying

a large sum for the water to a separate

company, which has supplied all of the

mines in the district, and the local and

domestic demand for water. The water

is pumped 19 miles. Under the present

arrangement the mining company will be

enabled to reduce its water costs con-

siderably.

Ancient—A company with this name
has been formed by a St. Paul, Minn.,

syndicate to operate a gold property on

the Sonora river northeast of Hermasillo.

A 10-stamp mill is being built. George

H. Prudden is president.

Zacatecas

San Antonio del Carmen—This Mexi-

can company will operate the Carmen
mine, near Fresnillo. H. M. Reynolds is

superintendent.

Australasia

New South Wales

A late report from Australia gives the

production of zinc concentrates in the

Broken Hill district in 1910 at 385,130

tons; which compares with 303,437 in

1909; 299,490 in 1908; 190,956 in 1907;

85,848 in 1906, and 93,343 tons in 1905.

The zinc plants at present in operation

are those of the Zinc Corporation, De
Bavay Company (Amalgamated Zinc),

Sulphide Corporation, Minerals Separa-

tion Company, Proprietary Company,,

and British. The South Blocks will have

a plant during the current year. The tail-

ings from the Broken Hill North mine

go to the De Bavay plant direct, and this

plant also takes stuff from the South and

Block 10. The Zinc Corporation treats

residues from the South, Block 10 and

British.

South America
British Guiana

The discovery of a new gold district

at Menamu, has caused much excitement

in the colony. Over 1000 men have

gone to the new district, and conditions

there are said to be bad. There is much
lawlessness, while provisions and sup-

plies are hard to get. the only way of

carrying them being by canoe. The first

discovery of gold was made by G. Dink-

!age, a prospector from Dutch Guiana.

The district adjoins the Venezuelan bor-

der and runs over into Venezuelan

territory.
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Coal Trade Review

York-. Mart !, 22 The coal trade

in the West is still in poor shape, condi-

tions showing little change. The mines
are limiting production, and few of those

in Illinois and Indiana are running any-

thing like full time. A strike of consid-

rable proportions is on in the Tuscar-

Strict in Ohio.

In the South business at the Alabama
mines, which had been active through the

winter, has been falling off. Those mines
have been shipping a good deal of coal

to New Orleans and other Gulf ports,

and that trade is now decreasing.

In the East there is nothing new and
trade continues on a moderate scale only.

Temple Iron Company—At the annual

meeting in Reading. Penn.. March 18, the

officers elected were. President, George
F. Baer. of the Philadelphia & Reading;
treasurer. A. F. Law. Scranton; assistant,

A. M. Bingham, Scranton; assistant

treasurer of coal department, Albert

Broden. Reading; directors. George F.

Baer. E. T. Stotesbury. Philadelphia; W.
H. Truesdale. of the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western: E. B. Thomas, of the

Lehigh Valley: F. C. Smink, Reading;
Thomas P. Fowler. New York, Ontario &

-:.>rn: F. D. Underwood, Erie; Albert

Brode. Reading, and W. J. Richards,

Reading Coal and Iron Company. No
action as to the reorganization of the

company will be taken, pending the ap-
peal from the Circuit Court decision.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal and coke tonnage originating on
all lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company east of Pittsburg and Erie,

two months ended Feb. 28. short tons:

Current Prices of-

Metal. Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-

Total

Total. *r.do.

1910. 1911. Changes.
Anthra/-lt<- 1,946, joj 1.988,093 I. 7:)11

• ,694.138 1>. 681,963
l H 970,530

216,002 J'. :

The total decrease this year was 13.8

per cent.

- shipments from leading At-
lantic ports in the month of January, long

i II :s

: increase this year was U0.28K
M 1 1.6 per cent.. New Vm

all the Dints;

folk includes Sewall'l Point

Ml and coke tonn.c
Icadir

11,838,103 1,727,504 13,555,907

11,349,337 2,830,886 14,180,223

Increase in coal, 479,066 tons; decrease
in coke, 1,103,382; total decrease, 624,-

316 tons or 4.4 per cent. Chesapeake &
Ohio and the Virginian railway do not
report coke separately. Anthracite ton-
nages of Pennsylvania and Baltimore &
Ohio are given elsewhere.

Coal shipments over railroads in the
Ohio Coal Traffic Association month of
January, short tons:

1910. 1911. Changes.
Hocking Valley •m.47'2 281,250 D 131222Toledo & Ohio Cent. I40.r>7-J 120,385 D 20*187
Baltimore & Ohio. .. 197,272 176 979 D 20 293Wheeling & L. Erie. 325,481 229*72] D 95*760
Oleve., Lorain & Wh. 253,252 189*,807 I>' 63*445
Zanesvillefc Western 128,862 104,021 T> '4 H41
Toledo Div.. Pen. Co. 219,907 190,579 D 29*328
L.Erie. Alliance & W. 105,290 120,889 I 15*599
Marietta, Col. &Clev. 13,095 3 498 D 9*597
Wai.ash-Pitts. Term. 4,405 5,981 I. jV,^;

T " t;i1 1,800,608 1,423,060 D. 377^548

Total decrease this year was 21 per
cent. Baltimore & Ohio tonnage is of the
Ohio lines only; main-line tonnage is

given elsewhere.

Coal receipts at San Francisco in Jan-
uary were 17,223 long tons in 1910 and
24,201 in 1911; increase, 8978 tons.

Coal receipts in St. Louis in January
were 930,979 short tons in 1910 and 788,-
967 in 1911; decrease, 142,012 tons.

Coal shipments out of Kanawha river
in West Virginia in January were 105,640
short tons in 1910, and 147,570 in 1911;
increase, 41,930 tons.

Coal passing Davis Island dam on the
Ohio in January was 451,350 short tons
111 1910, and 574.170 in 1911; increase
122,820 tons.

Coal passing through locks on the Mo-
ihcla above- Pittsburg in January
773.040 short tons in HMO, and 924,-

960 in |9U; increase, 151,920 tons.

Anthracite carried over Baltimore &

Ohio railroad in January was 119,390
short tons in 1910, and 105,415 in 1911;
decrease, 13,975 tons.

West Virginia, month of January, short
tons:

Bituminous. Coke. Total.
Pennsylvania 3,621472 847,140 4,468,612
Bait. & Ohio 2,508.698 271,217 2,779 915
Buff., Roch. & Pitts. 664.077 38,363 692,440
Buff. & Susqueh'na 147,123 27,562 174,685
Penn. lines, N. Y. C. 764.306 6,132 770,438
Pitts. \- L. Erie 712,443 375,755 1,088,198
PIUS..Snawmut&N. 136,983 2,034 139,017
Norfolk & Western. 1,545,955 159,301 1 705*256
(lies. & Ohio 1,519,038 1519 038
Virginian 218,808 218,308

New York

Anthracite

March 22—Business is still on a mod-
erate scale for domestic sizes, though
more business is reported in steam coal.

The April discounts will take effect in a
little over a week; it is understood that
the differential of 25c. on chestnut will

be maintained. It is also understood
that there will be an advance on all

steam sizes except pea coal.

Schedule prices for domestic sizes are
S4.75 for lump, $5 for egg and stove and
S5.25 for chestnut, all f.o.b. New York
harbor. For steam sizes current quota-
tions show a little more variation, and
may be given at $3@3.2S for pea; $2.25
@2.75 for buckwheat; $1.75^,2.20 for
buckwheat No. 2 or rice; $1.35r« 1.65 for
barley; all according to quality, f.o.b.

New York harbor. The lower figures are
usually for individual and washery coals.

Bituminous

New England buyers are beginning to
sit up and take notice, so far as in-

quiries are concerned, though they have
not done much buying yet. Harbor trade
is also a little better. There is no change
in prices. Gas coals continue to sell

about $l(g 1.10 at mine for ^-in., 95c. (a

$1 for run-of-mine and 70c. for slack.
For low-volatile steam coals the price re-

mains for fair grades $2.60, f.o.b. New
York harbor, lower grades down to

S2.35fa2.45, with better coals up to
S2.80r„ 2.90. Most of the cheap demur-
rage coals have been cleaned up, and
mines are limiting shipments closer to

orders, so that there is less surplus coal
weighing on the market.

Talk about contracts continues, but
little has been done yet. The bids for
the Panama contract for 550,000 tons go
in March 27, and there is much interest
in the prices which will be offered.

The coastwise trade is rather quiet
and vessels are in good supply, but rates

are unchanged. Large vessels ask 75@
85c. from Philadelphia to Boston or

Portland. Smaller boats ask 65f??75c.

from New York to points around the

Cape; 30r,/40c. to Providence and the

Sound. From Norfolk and Newport
News the rates are 75i?/85c. to Boston
or Portland.

Birmingham
March 20—The coal trade in Alabama

is not quite as active as last week. There
is a statement that the little dull spell

will be short and that before long there
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trill be reason for an active operation of

mines on all sides. The domestic trade is

not so brisk as it has been, and output

is off, as compared to what it has been.

The coke production in Alabama is

steady and the demand is good. The pro-

duction right now is about the same it

has been for the past few months.

Chicago

March 21—Conditions in the wholesale

coal market seem rather better in general,

owing chiefly to lessened shipments,

though buying has increased in some

quarters because of the smallness of

stocks that have been carried lately; and

domestic coals received a slight and

temporary boost in the cold wave of last

week. Steam coals are quiet and the

tendency of users to turn to screenings

for mild-weather consumption ha's be-

come more pronounced, causing, of

course, greater difficulty in disposing of

lump. In both city and country the dis-

position is to buy in small lots, which is

expected to continue until April. Con-

tract making is increasing, at low prices

which operators of Illinois and Indiana

mines seem glad to make.

Illinois and Indiana bring Sl.75fa2.25

for lump, $1.70fa 1.80 for run-of-mine

and $1,656/ 1.85 for screenings. Hock-

ing continues the strongest of coals from

east of Indiana, holding up firmly to

$3.15. Smokeless is now fairly restricted

to demand, with prices near circular.

Cleveland

March 20—Domestic coal tiade brisked

up a little last week, owing to the cold

I spell. Steam trade is nothing to boast

about. Everybody seems to be waiting

for the spring schedules, and not much
business is expected for the balance of

the month. Preparations for the Lake

trade are on.

Prices are unchanged. Coal is moving

freely and there is no trouble about sup-

plies. The strike in the Tuscarawas dis-

trict will have no effect on the market

here, as there is plenty of coal to be

used.

Indianapolis

March 20—The coal trade in Indiana
' remains slow and most mines are run-

ning on short tim/i. Operators are hop-

ing for a reviva of the steam trade in

the spring, and are looking forward to

the opening of the Lake trade, which

will take off some of the supplies now
going to the Chicago market.

Pittsburg

March 21—Some labor troubles are

promised in the Ohio field. Additional

resumptions are occurring in the West-

moreland field, the strike in that district

having had little force in the past few
weeks. Mines in the Pittsburg district

are running at an average of 50 or 60
per cent., producers having long-time

contracts, like the leading interest, mak-
ing a better percentage that those de-

pendent chiefly upon open-market sales.

Price continue very irregular, and we
continue to quote as nominally the mar-

ket: Mine-run and nut, $1; ,-in.,

$1.10; 1 '

;
-in., $1.20; slack, 80fa85c. per

ton, at mine.

Connellsville Coke—The past week has

seen more sales put through than has

been done for some time. A Cleveland

merchant furnace bought 6000 to 7000
tons a month for April, May and June

at about $1.65, at ovens. A steel inter-

est in Youngstown bought 15,000 tons for

April at $1.60, this interest having a

number of furnaces and having about a

month ago bought 10,000 tons a month

for the balance of the year, also 10,000

tons for March in addition. An eastern

interest has taken about 7000 tons of

prompt coke at $1.65, while another east-

ern interest contracted for about 8000

tons a month for the balance of the year,

beginning April 1, on a variable basis

depending upon the price of basic iron in

the East. Besides these sales a number
of small sales of prompt lots were made,

the total turnover recorded being, between

135.000 and 140,000 tons. The market is

stronger and prompt coke can easily be

quoted 5c. higher than last week. We
quote as follows: Prompt furnace, $1.60

fa 1.65; contracts balance first half. $1.65

fa 1.70: contracts second half, $1.75@2;
prompt foundry, $2@2.10; contract,

$2.25 fa 2.50, at ovens.

The Courier reports the production in

the Connellsville and lower Connells-

ville region in the week ended March 11,

at 357,471 tons, a gain of 5000 tons, and

shipments at 4107 cars to Pittsburg, 5885

cars to point West and 702 cars to points

East, a total of 10,694 cars.

St. Louis

March 20— The market for the past

week has been just a trifle better, owing

to a slight spell of cold weather. This

has had no effect on prices but has con-

siderably augmented the tonnage. Screen-

ings have been on the market in larger

quantities and as a consequence the

prices have been somewhat off. Lump

coal has been extremely hard to move and

the chances are it will get worse as soon

as the weather becomes normal and

warmer. Steam plants are not running

very full and claim that business is slack-

ing up rather than increasing. Nut coal

is bringing a premium over all other sizes

in the Standard district.

There is not very much Carterville on

the market owing to the fact that Stand-

ard is so cheap; the little that is coming

in is sold at very low prices. Carter-

ville screenings, like Standard, are high

in price and most of them seem to be mov-

ing toward Chicago and the Southwest.

Carterville nut is hard to move and oper-

ators find it necessary to reduce it to a

Standard basis in order to dispose of it.

Current prices on the St. Louis market
are nominally as below:

SI
Illinois, Standard: Mine. Louis.

O-iii. lump a. i i'gg $1.10 $1.62
2-in. lump i no 1.52
Mine-run o <»o l i_'

Screenings o . oo l . 12

Trenton:

B-in. lump and egg 2.25 2.77
3-in. nut 2O0 2\52

Staunton or Mt. Olive:

ti-in. lump 1 .".0 2.02
2-in. lump ] 2.*> 1 77
Mine-run 1 20 1 72
Screenings 60 1.12

Carters ille:

6-in. lump or egg 1.30 1.97
3-in. nut l 20 1 .87
Mine-run 1 10 177
Screenings 75 1.42

Pocahontas and New River:

Lump or egg 2 25 4.75
M ine-run 1 . 25 3 . 75

Pennsylvania Anthracite:

Chestnut 7.20
Stove or egg 6.95
Grate 6.70

Coke:

Connellsville foundry 5.40
cias house i '.mi

Smithing 4. 15

Anthracite—The market is active as

everyone is working hard on April busi-

ness. The fact that the anthracite opera-

tors determine to hold the 25c. differential

on chestnut was rather a disappointment

to the trade here, especially the whole-

salers, as they always have some trouble

in moving chestnut earlier in the season.

FOREIGN-COAL-TRADE

British Coal Exports—Exports of fuel

from Great Britain, with coal sent abroad

for use of steamships in foreign trade,

two months ended Feb. 28, long tons:

1910. 1911. Changes.

8,353.703 9,842,644 L 1,488,941
166,971 169,873 I. 2,902

239,165 284,884 I. 46,728

Total exports... 8,759,829 lo,297,iui 1.1,537,572

Steamer coal 2,843.921 3,056,722 I. 212,801

Coal
C'>kc
Briquets.

Total 11,603,750 13,354,123 1.1,750,373

Imports of fuel were only 1405 tons in

1910, and 2068 tons this year.

Belgian Coal—Goal production in Bel-

gium for the full year was 23,517,550

metric tons in 1909, and 23,127.230 in

1910; decrease, 390.320 tons, or 1.6 per

cent.

Spanish Imports—Imports of coal into

Spain in January, chiefly from Great

Britain, were 152,476 metric tons, a de-

crease of 5859 tons from 1910. Imports

of coke, 25,185 tons, an increase of 9778

tons.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,

Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on March 4, as follows:

Best Welsh steam coal, S4.20; seconds,

$4.02; thirds. $3.84; dry coals. $3.90; best

Monmouthshire. $3.78; seconds, $3.60;

best small steam coal, $2.28; seconds,

$2.04. All prices are per long ton, f.o.b.

shipping port, cash in 30 days less 2Vz

per cent, discount.
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2? IRON -TRADE-REVIEW jtt

The iron and

steel markets generally have been with-

out any no v business

continues to come in in fair volume, per-

;an in the first part

of the month. There is still some re-

•>ut contracting far ahead, and

the new business is generally in orders

of moderate size, though these make up

:al.

In pig iron there is less demand for

in the Central West, though the

- taking a good quantity. For

foundry iron there is a moderate de-

mand. Furnaces are generally insisting

on some advance for second-half deliv-

eries, and buyers seem more willing to

concede this than they were. It is said

that there has been some reduction in

unsold stocks, but they still remain large.

In finished material, some more rail

contracts, generally small, are reported,

while some good export orders are under

negotiation. Some good contracts are

pending for plates. Business in bars and

wire is rather active and the same may
be said of pipe. Some large contracts

for structural steel are pending, and a

number of smaller ones have been closed.

The large fabricating companies in the

Fast are still taking contracts at rather

low prices.

The resignation of William B. Dick-

son as vice-president of the Steel Cor-

poration has given rise to a good deal

of gossip. The old Carnegie men who
officered the Corporation at its start are

now all out of the general offices. The

only one left who holds a prominent po-

sition is Alvah C. Dinkey, who is still

president of the Carnegie Steel Com-
pany. It is also pointed out that the

present tendency is to advance men from

the selling and financial side of the Cor-

poration, rather than the practical steel

side. This talk is given for what it may
be worth; but it has some interest.

Steel Production—The American Iron

and Steel Association has ascertained the

production of all kinds of steel in the

United States in the calendar year 1910,

both ingots and direct castings being in-

cluded. The production of Bessemer
* as 9,412,772 gross tons; of open-

heart!. 504,409 tons; of crucible

'22.303 tons; of electric and mis-

cellaneous steel, 55,335 tons. The total

production of steel was 2 I tons,

against a total production ol

in increase of 2,1

ent.

Birmingham
' mufacturcrs of pig

in the Southern territory are not willing

to sell at v
l 1 r

ial f of tli.

•

r immediate delivery, but

this docs not cause producers any alarm,

and inquiries, which are coming in at a

fairly good rate, are being replied to with

quotation 50c. above the immediate deliv-

ery quotations. For the first half of the

year, pig iron has been selling at and be-

low Sll per ton. There has been no

iron sold under $11 per ton, so far as is

acknowledged, since the latter part of

January, and efforts on the part of con-

sumers to place orders for delivery dur-

ing the last half of the year at prevail-

ing prices have not been successful.

There have not been many sales made,

however, at any price for delivery during

the last half of the year.

Baltimore

March 20—Exports for the week in-

cluded 2043 lb. zinc to Rotterdam; 4,592,-

500 lb. steel billets to Liverpool. Imports

included 5427 tons iron pyrites from

Spain; 13,100 tons iron ore from Cuba.

Chicago

March 21—The iron market continues

quiet but firm. Sales^of pig iron are not

for large tonnage, but the aggregate is

enough to warrant the selling agents in

asserting that the SI 1.50 standard for No.

2 Birmingham iron will be maintained for

last-half deliveries. For deliveries before

July. SI \(<i 11.25 are quotations, represent-

ing $15.35rr, 15.60 Chicago delivery.

Northern iron brings S15(W 15.50, with a

fair run of business for the last half at

the higher price. In general the mar-

ket seems to be on a very even basis,

with production kept down to current

needs and with no surplus stocks in the

yards of melters. With the average sale

probably less than 1000 tons, there are a

few occasional sales of more than that

amount and inquiries for larger tonnage.

Iron and steel products show no great

changes; buying of railroad supplies and

stiuctural materials is of fair amount and

other lines show firm, quiet conditions.

Coke is quiet at $4.70 for Connellsville.

Cleveland

March 20—The impression grows that

there will be no change in ore prices for

this season; though a recent despatch

from Pittsburg, announcing large sales, is

not credited.

The Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Com-
pany has taken a contract to build the

ore-handling plant for the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company's new ore and coal

dock at Cleveland. The plant will have

four 15-ton unloaders and a bridge 612

ft. long equipped with 15-ton buckets.

Pig Iron—The market is still rather

quiet, though a number of small sales

have been made. There is a firmer tone,

and furnaces seem disposed to hold to

their demand for 50c. advance on sec-

ond-half contract'-. For present and sec-

ond-quarter deliveries prices are un-

chani

Finished Material—A moderate amount

of new business is coming forward, and

prices seem to be firm. Structural steel

has been the leader this week. Jobbers

report that business is improving.

Philadelphia

March 22—Nothing has occurred to

warrant blast-furnace interests in this

territory in increasing production. Some
active canvassing is going on in the hope

that business can be secured to that end.

Makers are now more willing to consider

deliveries for third-quarter delivery than

heretofore. Some large Eastern consum-
ers who contracted for considerable ma-
terial a few weeks ago are just now
sounding the market with a view of ex-

tending their contracts for future de-

livery and these inquiries have given

rise to some competitive bidding, which

might be regarded as evidence of a

weakening market. Contracts for large

lots of pipe iron are being closed this

week with the condition attached that

additional supplies can be called for

within a stated time on the same terms.

It is claimed by foundry makers that

they have recently done more business

for local delivery in small lots for early

shipment. Makers of forge iron report

a dragging market and handlers of basic

report a discouraging demand, which is

below the expectations that were enter-

tained two weeks ago. Southern No. 2 X
is offered at $15.25, while best Northern

No. 2 is quoted at S16. Gray forge, both

Northern and Southern, can be had at

$14.50 with concessions on two or three

brands of Southern make.

Steel Billets—An improvement is de-

veloping, showing itself in orders for

urgent delivery in small lots to near-by

plants.

Plates—Plate mills report the closing

of some long standing business involving

deliveries throughout the second quarter.

Large construction requirements are be-

ing figured upon.

Structural Material,—Active construc-

tion will shortly begin upon a large

amount of building work in eastern Penn-

sylvania, on several good jobs in New
Jersey and bigger jobs in New York

city and State. Arrangements have been

made for the delivery of material be-

ginning with the early summer and run-

ning into the early fall.

Scrap—Users of scrap are rather con-

servative in their purchases, owing to the

liberal supplies from outside the coun-

try. Only moderate sales are reported

by the leading yards this week.

Pittsburg

March 21—The finished steel trade has

shown some further slackening in point

of activity in new buying. Specifications

on old contracts continue good, and pro-

duction is maintained at as heavy a rate

as early in the month, but new buying

is very light. When present contracts
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I are worked out it will require a fresh

burst of buying to maintain the present

rate of production. It may be estimated

that the steel industry as a whole is op-

erating at about 75 per cent, of full ca-

pacity, while daily bookings, including

< specifications on contracts and new orders

run between 50 and 60 per cent, of ca-

j

pacity, or perhaps a trifle less.

The pipe market is slightly quieter

J

than it was. Merchant pipe orders are

being placed very conservatively, allow-

ing mills to run at 60 to 75 per cent, of

their capacity in this branch, but line-

pipe business has been very slack all

year, and mills are doing very little in

this line, so that as a whole their pro-

duction is only between 45 and 50 per

cent, of capacity. There is no longer

any prospect of an advance in merchant

pipe prices, as was predicted a few

weeks ago.

Pig Iron^-The local pig-iron market is

quieter, there being scarcely any busi-

ness done in bessemer or basic, and less

in foundry iron than early in the month.

The sale of 7000 tons of foundry iron

to a sanitary-ware interest, mentioned in

last report, is confirmed, and it develops

the price was $14 at furnace for second

quarter and 614.25 at furnace for sec-

ond half, this spread having now been

established as the regular market dif-

ferential for the deliveries. The Union
Switch and Signal Company has bought

750 tons of foundry iron for second half

at $14.25, Valley, while a sanitary-ware

interest has taken about 500 tons of

Southern iron. "We quote prices un-

changed: Bessemer, $15; basic, $13.75@
14; No. 2 foundry, $14(W 14.25; malle-

able, $13.75, all at Valley furnaces,

prices delivered Pittsburg being 90c.

higher. Tod furnace, of the Youngs-

town Steel Company, will blow in about

April 1 on bessemer, while Zug No. 2

of the Detroit Iron and Steel Company,
went into blast yesterday, No. 1 being

already in blast.

Ferromanganese—The . market contin-

ues quiet and somewhat irregular. We
quote prompt at $37.50 (a 37.75 and for-

ward at about $38, Baltimore, freight to

Pittsburg being $1.95 per ton.

Steel—The market continues quiet as

to new sales, but specifications are good

on regular contracts and there is a sat-

isfactory movement of material. Prices

are firmly held. We continue to quote

bessemer and open-hearth billets at $23

and sheet bars at $24, Pittsburg, or

Youngstown, with rods $29tf/30, Pitts-

burg.

Sheets—Demand for sheets continues

slack and the mills are not running better

than 50 or 60 per cent, on an average.

The leading interest is doing consider-

able export business and on that ac-

count is running a trifle better than some
of the independents. Prices are well

held as follows: Black sheets, 2.20c;

galvanized, 3.20c; blue annealed, 1.65c;
painted corrugated, SI.55; galvanized

corrugated, $2.75 per square.

St. Louis

March 20—The market on pig iron is

unchanged, the volume of business being

light. All the orders placed are small

and foundries do not seem to be inclined

to order more than 60 days in advance
of requirements. The price of $11 per

ton, Birmingham, or $14.75, St. Louis,

seems the current figure for No. 2 foun-

dry.

f]| METAL- MARKETS 1[Q|

New York, March 22—The metal mar-
kets show little or no change for the

week and are generally quiet.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

UNITED STATES GOl D AND SILVER MOVEMENT

Metal,
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water mark, and while business with

;rers in this country is by no

means booming, it is of good volume and

shows a steady, though slow improve-

ment. There has been a fair business in

Lake copper at 12 -v ;2 . which range

- all prime and special brands.

About all of the sellers of electrolytic are

offering freely at 12
'-

s . usual terms. At

the c! . copper is quoted at 12 s

12 ic, and electrolytic copper in cakes,

wirebars and ingots at I2.15@12.20c.

Casting copper is quoted nominally at

c for the week.

Copper sheets are 18(| 19c. base for

large lots. Full extras are charged, and

higher prices for small quantities. Cop-

per wire is 13 c. base, carload lots at

mill.

A particularly noteworthy feature of

the copper market is the relatively low

price that is being made on copper wire,

which is said to have been sold as low as

. delivered, although the official

price remains nominally at 13' ic. At

the differential between wire and

wirebars is extraordinarily small, and is,

in fact, less than the mere cost of draw-

ing, which may be taken as ''

4 c. It has

been hinted that some refiners have been

secretly cutting prices by selling wire in-

stead of wirebars. This we hardly be-

lieve; but at 12~.sC there would be a

small loss at current quotations for wire-

bars. Most of the wire sales seem to

have been made between 12~
s and 13' s c,

or about '.c. below the official price.

In the London standard market there

has been no change worth mentioning,

showing the same dull but rather firm

tone which has been characteristic of all

speculative markets. The close is cabled

at £55 for spot, and £55 lis. 3d. for

three months.

Copper exports from New York for the

week were 2759 long tons. Our special

correspondent gives the exports from
Baltimore for the week at 1090 tons.

Tin—That the London market is en-

tirely dominated by the Syndicate was
again proved by the happenings of last

week. On March 15 transactions be-

came very large and the market evinced

a good deal of firmness. In consequence,
American buyers availed themselves of

all offers made from London. The next

day, when everybody expected an ad-

vance due to the American orders, the

market declined about £3 10s. under
transactions. This decline stopped

almost entirely American purchases, but

this fact again had no influence on the

London market, which on March 17, ad-

vanced, regaining almost it- entire loss

Of the previous day. The advance con-

tinued under heavy buying by Syndicate

members. The mar- below the

high point of £184 I0». for spot and £183
r three months, which was reached

rch 21, and is cabled as qu

£1*2 : nd £182 .".. foi

months.

In this market there is still a premium
of '_.(W ;

4 c. per lb. asked for spot mater-

ial, while April delivery can be bought

at about 40 cents.

Lead—A good tonnage of the Missouri

lead was absorbed bv both consumers

and dealers, and the market at the close

presents a firmer appearance. Quota-

tions are higher at 4.40ft/ 4.42' Sc, New
York, and 4.22~4@4.27 'Ac, St. Louis.

The London market for Spanish lead is

unchanged at £13 2s. 6d. and £13 5s. for

English lead.

Spelter—Although the statistical posi-

tion of the metal remains very sound,

there has been somewhat more pressure

to sell on the part of the smelters, due to

their ability to cover orders to very good

advantage in the Joplin market, where

prices for ore have declined to a relative-

ly low level on account of an accumula-

tion of large stocks. The market has been

uncertain throughout the week. The

metal which was offered at concessions

"found ready takers, and at the close the

tone is rather steady at 5.40ro* 5.42' ic,

St. Louis, and 5.55ft/ 5.57 ;/>c, New York.

The London market for good ordinaries

is unchanged at £23 and at £23 5s. for

specials.

The Minerals Separation, Ltd., of

London, which is the owner of pro-

cesses by means of which large tonnages

of lead, zinc and copper ores are being

treated in Australia, has formed a sub-

sidiary company, called the Minerals

Separation American Syndicate, Ltd., for

the purpose of handling its American

business. Beer, Sondheimer & Co., 42

Broadway, New York, are the American

agents.

Other Metals
Aluminum—The market continues quiet

and unchanged at 21 ft/ 21 '/>c per lb. for

No. 1 ingots. Some resales of foreign

aluminum were reported this week at

20'/4 ((i20'Ac, the lots being small.

Antimony—A moderate business is be-

ing done. Cookson's is quoted at 9y>(a

9Hc. per lb.; U. S., 9j^c. The syndicate

price for Hungarian and other outside

brands is 8~4tf/9;4c, nominal.

Quicksilver—The position is un-

changed, spot supplies being very scarce.

Some metal has arrived, but it had been
all sold in advance. In New York a quo-

tation of S52 per flask is given, but it is

entirely nominal. Jobbers quote $56ft/57

for small lots. San Francisco price is

S51 for domestic and $2 less for export.

The London price is now £10 per flask,

with £9 10s. quoted by jobbers.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
Platteville, Wis., March 18 The high-

est price paid this week for zinc ore was
$42.50 per ton; the base price, 60 per
(int. zinc, was S42ft/ 42.50. The base
price paid for 80 per cent, lead ore was

54 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED MAR. 18

Camps. Zinc
ore, lb.

Platteville 923,890
Mineral Point 728,1)00

Galena 501,400
Harker 285.510
Hazel Green 144,100
Cuba City 87,240
Highland 3o,ooo
Benton
Shullsburg

Lead
ore, lb.

Sulphur
ore, lb.

223,300

87,000 490,300

114,330
(15,(100

Total 2,7()1,040 266,930 719.GO0

Seartodate 29,601,260 1,954,755 8,362,040

Shipped during week to separating

plants, 3,250,420 lb. zinc ore.

Joplin, Mo., March 18—The highest

price paid for zinc sulphide ore this week
was $45 per ton, the base price ranging

from $37 to $42 per ton of 60 per cent,

zinc. Zinc silicate ore sold on a base

of $20ft/24 per ton of 40 per cent, zinc

The average price of sulphide ore, $39.60,

silicate, $22.30, all grades, $38.36. The
highest price paid for lead ore was $56,

and the average price, all grades, $54.38

per ton.

The bulk of the ore shipped this week
was from purchases of the previous week,

and the average price does not represent

the averaging purchasingprice of the week,

offerings being $1 to $3 per ton lower,

SHIPMENTS, WE
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whs;e any offering was made, with a

large tonnage on which buyers declined

to make an offering. Smelting agents

claim a reserve stock of 15,000 tons in

the district, but a more conservative esti-

mate places it at 14,000 tons, or a shade

under. At the week-end no quotations

for next week's delivery could be ascer-

tained, if any were n.ade.

Other Ore Markets

It appears probable that no formal ac-

tion will be taken on Lake Superior iron-

ore prices for the coming season, but that

last season's quotations will be allowed

to stand. A number of furnaces have car-

ried over large stocks of or- from last

year, and a change in prices might affect

these unfavorably, if any reduction were

made. The prices are, for bessemer

ore bass, 55 per cent, iron and under,

0.45 phosphorus—S5 per ton for Old

Range and S4.75 for Mesabi; nonbes-

semer—base, 51.5 per cent, iron—S4.20

for Old Range and S4 for Alesabi; all

f.o.b. dock at Lake Erie ports.

In the East there is no organization of

sellers, and no general quotations can be

given. It may be said, however, that

prices on the open market will range

from 7 to 8c. per unit of iron delivered

to furnace; which would be S3.50^4 for

a 50 per cent. ore. Most ores, however,

are sold under yearly contracts.

Manganese Ore—The base price, as

fixed by large buyers, is 25c. per unit

for manganese and 5c. per unit for iron

content, for a base ore containing 49 per

cent., or over in manganese, not over 0.20

phosphorus and 8 per cent, silica. Prices

range down to 23c. per unit for 40 per

cent, manganese; with deductions for ex-

cess of phosphorus and silica.

Tungsten Ore— Ferberite, wolframite

and huebnerite ores, S6. 50<W 7 per unit

per ton of 2000 lb. of ore containing 60

per cent, of tungsten trioxide. For

scheelite ore, 50c. tf/S 1.50 per unit less.

Zinc Ores— For Rocky Mountain

blende of good quality, especially as to

iron and lead contents, the current price

is for the zinc content, less 8 units, at

the St. Louis price of spelter; with a de-

duction of $14<?i 15 per 2000 lb. of ore.

See also Joplin and Wisconsin ore mar-

kets.

Pyrites—Domestic pyrites are quoted

at 11 J4@ 12c. per unit of sulphur at

mines for furnace sizes. Spanish pyrites,

furnace sizes, are 12^/12'jC. per unit,

ex-ship. Arsenical pyrites are from T
j (a

l
Tic per unit less.

CHEMICALS

per 100 lb. for carload lots and $4.25 per

100 lb. for smaller parcels. The market

just at present is bare of spot supplies

and it would be difficult to cover a large

order.

Arsenic—The market is dull and prices

are a shade weaker; $1.95(5 2 per 100 lb.

being quoted for white arsenic.

Nitrate of Soda—Business in this ar-

ticle is more active. The position is good

and prices are firm, though unchanged, at

2.10c. per lb. for both spot and futures.

Petroleum

Exports of mineral oils from the United

States, two months ended Feb. 28, in gal-

lons:

New York, March 22—The general

market has been slightly more active, but

the improvement is only moderate.

Copper Sulphate— Sales have been

larger, but prices are unchanged at S4

1910. 1911.

Crude petroleum 22,044,131 20,691,301

9,632,411

129,264,653 149,741,498
22,453.625 •Jt.,44_».

,.t7;»

16,428,080 19,627,423

Naphthas.
Illuminating oils

Lubricating and paraffin..
Residuum

Total 199,822,91 225,101,573

The total increase in the exports this

year was 25,278,673 gal., or 12.6 per cent.

The total production of crude petro-

leum in Galicia in the year 1910 was

1,613,425 metric tons; a decrease of 314,-

255 tons as compared with the previous

year.

6$ MINING-STOCKS $

New York, March 22—The general

stock market has again been dull with

only moderate fluctuations on light trad-

ing. The Supreme Court decisions in the

Trust cases have not yet been rendered,

and speculators seem to be waiting for

them. The public is taking very little in-

terest.

On the Curb trading in mining stocks

was also sluggish, and only small changes

were recorded in quotations. Copper

stocks varied only by fractions on small

dealings. Cobalt stocks were a little

more active and generally held their

prices well.

The organization of the New York

Curb, to which we have previously refer-

red, has been completed. The subscribers

have formed the Curb Association, as

proposed, and have elected the following

officers: Chairman, John L. McCor-

mack; secretary, E. S. Mendels; treasur-

er, Washington Content; board of repre-

sentatives, to serve one year, E. A.

Chartrand. F. T. Ackermann, W. A. Titus,

Raynor Godwin, and Franklin Leonard,

Jr.; two years, J. L. McCormack,

T. J. Newmann, H. P. Armstrong, A. B.

Sturges, and E. S. Mendels; three years,

E. M. Williamson, C. H. Pforzheimer, E.

I. Connor. Washington Content, and

Carl E. Rowley.

Giroux, Utah Consolidated and a few

others have shown some activity and

slightly higher price levels, while the

Lake Superior stocks are dead.

Calumet & Hecla shares hold around

S500 per share. Odd lots sold at S500.25,

an odd price for these shares, as they

usually fluctuate a point or more at a

time. This is explained, perhaps, by the

fact that the commission is 25c. and the

above cases would give the seller even

COPPER PRODUCTION REPORTS.
i -,|i.t contents of blister copper, in pounds.

Boston, March 21—Optimism is the

word to apply to the copper-share mar-

ket. As yet there is but passing interest

in the market, but a growing inclination

is manifest to inquire into future condi-

tions. Specialties like Greene-Cananea,

Company.
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money. North Butte responded moder-

ately to declaration of the 30c. quarterly

dividend. This is the sa E pre-

vious payment, bu: compares with a

.rly rate a J l The Isle

. and Allouez mining companies

operations for

Both mad- profits. It now

probable that Isle Royale will not partici-

in the Calumet & Hecla merger

through the interference of G. M. Hyams,

who is a lar| iolder of Isle

.. and will be influential in block-

Cur- :rions have been normal,

but without especial feature. South Lake

.en fairly firm on favorable drill

.tior.s Raven fell to 20c. on ex-

tern of another assessment soon.

\ «.«.«..- lue M »
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Mine Inspectors

The U. S. Bureau of Mines has pub-

lished a statement by Doctor Holmes, its

director, of which the following is the

gist: "The selection of State mine in-

spectors by popular votes must be stop-

ped if there is to be a reduction of acci-

dents in the coal and metal mines of the

United States. The State mine inspectors

should have greater permanence in office

and freedom from political and other out-

side influences. Their selection and con-

tinuance in office should depend upon

their training and experience. They

should be examined by a nonpolitical

board of mining men. They should be

appointed upon the recommendation of

such a board from the applicants that

have shown the highest skill and best ex-

perience. Under no circumstances

should they be selected by popular vote.

In other words, politics should have

nothing whatever to do with their selec-

tion or their continuance in office. The

inspectors should have a better support

in the way of compensation. In fact,

the salaries and other conditions should

be such as to enable the State to secure

the best possible type of men for this

important work."

Upon the precise method of selecting

mine inspectors there may be difference

of opinion, but upon the broad principle

that such inspectors should not be elect-

ed by popular votes, there ought to be

nothing but unanimity in its favor. Even

the labor unions ought to see that. The

movement toward legislation for the pre-

vention of mine accidents is steadily

gaining ground. New legislation in that

direction is now under consideration in

several States. It is deeply to be re-

gretted that efforts to make the mine in-

spectors elective are strongly in evidence

in several of the States. Everyone who

has the welfare of the mining industry

at heart should exert himself to defeat

this mischievous movement.

The Committee on Uniform Legislation

for the Prevention of Mine Accidents that

made a report last fall was most emphat-

ic upon the point that the keystone of

progress is an adequate system of mine

inspection, and that the inspectors should

be appointed, not elected. The Com-
mittee said, moreover, "To secure such a

system of mine inspection, the States must

appropriate a good deal more money than

any has yet done." Upon these points

there cannot be any difference of opinion

among intelligent mining men. The U. S.

Bureau of Mines will do a good work in

promulgating these principles, and bring-

ing them to the attention of State legisla-

tures with the indorsement of the Federal

Government.

Phelps, Dodge 6c Co's Report

The recent report of Phelps, Dodge &

Co. affords an interesting study in the

value placed upon the mines of the vari-

ous properties of the corporation. In the

balance sheets of the constituent com-

panies the mines and reduction works

are apparently appraised at what has

been spent on them less a fair deprecia-

tion. A consolidated balance sheet of the

Copper Queen, Detroit, Moctezuma and

Stag Canon companies would show total

assets of $25,288,613. 10, constituted as

follows: Mines and surface plants, $8,-

130.622.08; cash, $3,416,243.17; secu-

rities, $4,564,545.82; accounts and bills

receivable, $3,028,704.24; inventories,

$5,016,474.81; loans, $379,672.12. On

the debit side the consolidated balance

sheet would show: Capital stock, $8,600,-

000; plant renewal. $3,192,000; accounts

payable, S2,207,605.23; contingent fund,

$16,441.60; surplus, $11,272,566.27.

Deducting the amounts for plant re-

newal, accounts payable and contingent

fund, we have a balance of assets of

$19,872,566.27, which belongs to the hold-

ing company, since the holding company

holds all the capital stock of the con-

stituents. On the balance sheet of the

holding company the value of these sub-

sidiaries is put down at $47,500,000,

which apparently shows that the Phelps,

Dodge directorate puts a value of about
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,000 on ore in the mines and the

earnir..; of the going plants as

custom smelters. The net earnings of

these four companies in 1910 amounted

- it on the

balance of assets as calculated, and 13.8

per cent, on the valuation assigned on the

Phelps. Dodge balance sheet.

report is also a study in conserva-

.ine financing, in which the di-

rectorate works only with a view to op-

erating results, and has no eye to the

stock market; in other words, it is min-

ing for bullion, not for the distribution

of certificates. As shown by the reports

of the subsidiaries. Si.292,835 was set

aside for depreciation in 1910, no less

than 15.9 per cent, of the book valuation

of the plants, while the Detroit com-

pany has in addition its renewal fund

equal to 65 per cent, of the present book

value of the plant; the Copper Queen

has a 64 per cent, fund; Moctezuma,

11.5 per cent., and Stag Canon, 14.8 per

cent. We can only hope that companies

of this sort may increase, with a diminu-

tion of those which do their mining in

50-ft. stopes of S10.000 ore (on paper)

and whose most valuable possession is a

direct telegraph line to a broker's office.

Copper Wire
A few weeks ago the pool among the

wire drawers became practically dis-

rupted, and since that time the official

price, though maintained nominally, has

been of no real meaning, the various

manufacturers having been making all

kinds of prices in order to effect business.

Their strenuous competition has led in

some cases to the sacrifice of the whole

margin necessary to cover the cost of

the manufacturing process, a condition

which, of course, cannot long continue to

exist.

The disruption of this pool may be wel-

comed as a reestablishment of free com-

n in one important article of man-

ufacture, from which the consumer may
derive some benefit. Upon the copper

market it has no particular effect, except

insofar as anything tending to promote

the consumption of copper is advantage-

ous to the miner. The ability to buy cop-

re at 13c. is equivalent to wirebars

at about 12c, which price ought to be at

tractive.

In general the official pr re has

corresponded with the market price for

.

at many times it has been out of tune, the

fluctuations in the price for the metal not

always having been quickly reflected.

This has given some large users of wire

an opportunity to play both markets, buy-

ing either wire or wirebars to be drawn

on toll according to variations from the

normal difference.

If the price for copper is not to be fixed

if is better that the prices for wire and

sheet be free also. If they are to be

fixed it would seem that the price for the

metal ought to be fixed also. A good

many interests would like to have it so.

They do not include the consumers. Ac-

cording to the modern theory of just sup-

plying the demand prices ought to be

fixed. That apparently is the natural

corrollary. However, we must admit that

we do not understand the new postulates

of economics. We witnessed a great in-

crease in the copper consumption of this

country in 1910 while iron was atastand-

still.«and we fancy that this was because

attractive prices immensely stimulated

the demand for copper, but no doubt we

are old-fashioned.

Iron Smelting on the Atlantic

Coast

It is reported that steps will soon be

taken toward the erection of a large

blast-furnace plant at Everett, Mass.

The establishment of such a plant at that

place is assisted by the Payne tariff

bill, which reduced the duties on iron ore

from 40c. to 15c. a ton. That reduction

contributes materially to the availability

of the immense iron-ore supply of Cuba,

but in addition thereto it is likely that be-

fore many years the important iron re-

sources of Texas will be developed and

that Texas ore will come to market along

the Atlantic coast.

The Everett blast furnace will obtain

coke from the by-product ovens of the

New England Gas and Coke Company

nearby. The cinder of several adjacent

sulphuric-acid works will also be avail-

able as iron ore. A similarly favorable

combination of raw materials may be as-

sembled in New York harbor and at other

ports on the Atlantic seaboard. In such a

utilization of coal, iron ore and pyrites,

there is no waste product. Even slag is

valuable as filling for adjacent marsh

land, which can thereby be increased in

value. The greatest disadvantage, prob-

ably, pertains to the delivery of the fin-

ished steel, the conditions for which may,

perhaps, be less favorable than from

Pittsburg.

Canadian Mining Law
Elsewhere in this issue we publish,

through the courtesy of the officers of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers,

a contribution on the subject of a mining

law for the Dominion of Canada that is

to be presented at the meeting of the

Institute at Glen Summit, Penn., next

Jrne. This contribution is by J. M. Clark,

K. C, of Toronto. Mr. Clark, who is an

eminent Canadian lawyer, and joint

author of the treatise on "The Law of

Mines in Canada," has been requested by

the Dominion government to draft a

federal mining law. The adoption of such

a law has been urged for several years

past by persons interested in the de-

velopment of the increasingly important

mining industry of Canada. Mr. Clark

has presented his paper by invitation of

the council of the Institute, being desir-

ous of obtaining useful suggestions. We

have pleasure in bringing this important

matter to the attention of our readers at

this early date and urge them to con-

tribute their views to the columns of the

Journal and the transactions of the In-

stitute.

The rise and decline of a gold-mining

center is aptly shown in the census of

Nome, Alaska. In 1900 Nome was cred-

ited with 12,488 people, while the census

of 1910 shows but 2600 inhabitants. The

excitement at Nome was about at its

hight in 1900, but has been declining

steadily in recent years. Fairbanks,

Tanana,' Iditarod, Kuskokwim and other

districts have drawn away the adven-

turous souls who formerly congregated

at Nome. Nome, however, is not yet

"off the map," and with the increase of

dredging operations in the Seward

peninsula, it will probably continue to

be a supply center of importance.

The demoralization in the zinc-ore mar-

ket at Joplin is due to the excessive pro-

duction of ore. While the Joplin and Wis-

consin outputs have been well main-

tained, the production at Rocky Mountain

points has been increasing. The smelt-

ers are now getting about 3000 tons of

blende per month from Butte, and about

4500 tons of calamine per month from

Leadville.
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Metallics

The monorail system of underground

haulage has not met with much success

on the Rand. Many natives have met

with accidents and movements of the

hanging-wall disturb the supports.

It is a good practice to use square nuts

wherever possible, especially where they

are frequently removed, as they are less

apt to wear round. In places where

there is little room to turn a wrench hex-

agonal nuts should be used.

The ladderway in a shaft should be to

the right of the pipes looking down the

footwall, because in tightening joints of

large pipe, the lift on the tongs should be

upward as a greater force can be exerted

than where men have to hang on the lad-

der when pulling downward.

Good results with ammonium-nitrate

explosives are above all things dependent

on strong detonators. In England a No.

7 cap is used, in Germany a No. 8. It is

the poorest sort of economy to attempt

to save money on caps when using the

ammonium-nitrate explosives.

In California the quantity of water

used in stamp-mill practice ranges be-

tween 7 and 16 tons per ton of dry solids.

The principal factors governing the quan-

tity of water to be used are the construc-

tion and hight of the mortar and to a

less degree, the character of the ore

and degree of comminution.

At the San Rafael y Anexas mills in

Mexico 16 Wilfley tables handle the pulp

from 80 stamps amounting to 383 tons

per day or 24 tons of pulp per table and

produce from 147.5 tons of pulp 1 ton of

concentrate assaying 20.94 kg. silver and

119.2 grams gold; 20 per cent, of the

silver and 21.74 per cent, of the gold is

recovered by concentration.

In drilling through soft rock, or rock

composed of alternate layers of hard and

soft material, the cores made by diamond

and shot drills are apt to break into short

lengths in the core barrel. In the drilling

process, these short pieces of core revolve

on one another, resulting in the grinding

of the ends, so in such cases the core ob-

tained is shorter than the distance drilled

through.

In the molten state aluminum absorbs

nitrogen; the hotter the metal the greater

is the absorption. The absorption of

nitrogen from the atmosphere may be

readily appreciated if a mass of alum-

inum skimmings be wet with water.

Within a short time the mass will smell

strongly of ammonia, showing that the

water has been decomposed by the alum-

inum and formed ammonia from the nit-

rogen in it. In melting aluminum it has

been generally known that overheating

will injure it, but it generally has been

supposed that oxidation and not absorp-

tion of nitrogen is the cause.

By the Way
The present value of real estate at

Porcupine appears to be about 61000 per
acre. Three townships are quoted at that

figure, except where outcrops have been
exposed, when the price is higher.

In Wales over 180,000 persons are en-

gaged in the mining industry. Of these

over 150,000 are employed underground,
according to the latest official reports.

From which it would seem that the fol-

lowing story recounted in the Saturday
Evening Post was not without some foun-

dation: "Arthur F. Evans, a Chicago law-

yer of Welsh descent, was lunching one

day with Joseph E. G. Ryan. The latter

was inclined to be toplofty about the

martial prowess of his people. 'Look at

the Irish,' he said; 'they have whipped
the English and they have whipped the

Scotch.' 'Yes,' said Evans, 'but they

never whipped the Welsh.' 'How could

they,' asked Ryan, 'when the Welsh are

always underground?'"

A despatch from Berlin, under date of

March 23, announces that Doctors Leim-

bach and Loewy have successfully ap-

plied wireless telegraphy for under-

ground communication, messages being

sent between potash mines in the

North Harz mountains, a distance of

nearly a mile and a half, at a level of

1600 ft. below the surface. The discov-

ery, it is stated, is regarded as highly

important in case of mine disasters. It

may be mentioned that communication by

wireless through the earth is not novel.

During the early days of wireless

telegraphy, such communications excited

much attention, one case in particular

being an installation in the basement of

a Kansas school; a message from a sta-

tion more than a thousand miles distant

was received one morning before the

"aerial" of the installation had been put

up. Up to date, local experimenters have

not found the earth a good medium at

all times. We do not know, however,

whether definite attempts were made to

transmit messages between specific un-

derground points. Entirely aside from

any development accomplished by these

German experimenters in underground

wireless telegraphy, it may be safely as-

sumed that we shall see a much more
general application of wireless telegraphy

at mines in isolated localities.

Even such a worm as the Standard Oil

Company can turn, and before it turns,

can find some Chancellor Day to take

up the cudgel in its behalf. Thus the

railways have found a champion, and

Mr. Brandeis a protagonist in the form

of William J. Cunningham, assistant pro-

fessor of transportation of the Graduate

School of Business Administration of

Harvard University. At a recent meet-

ing of the Boston Economic Club, Pro-

fessor Cunningham dissected the claims

of Mr. Brandtis and showed, to his own

satisfaction, that they do not amount to

much. Professor Cunningham did not

seem to think much of scientific man-
agement anyway. "So-called scientific

management," he said, "is just 96 years

old. Professor Babbidge, of Oxford, ex-

ploited it in 1832 and confessed himself

indebted to an Italian scientist of 1815."

The discussion was entertaining. Frank
B. Gilbreth declared "I don't believe any-
thing Professor Cunningham says. He
could never have made such assertions

if he had visited the Canadian Pacific

shops at Montreal. I ask Professor Cun-
ningham if he has ever visited those

shops." "I have," said the professor.

"Have you," inquired Mr. Gilbreth, "ever
visited the Tabor works in Philadelphia?"
The professor admitted that he had. "How
much time did you spend there?" asked
Mr. Gilbreth. "Forty-eight hours," said

the professor. Mr. Gilbreth was flab-

bergasted and proceeded to talk about
Frederick W. Taylor.

At the last session of Congress, an
ill-informed representative of the people
introduced a resolution directing the De-
partment of Justice to investigate the

copper-selling trust. His resolution did

not pass, but apparently the Depart-

ment determined to be forehanded and
investigate anyway. According to the

daily press an agent has recently been
in New York on this work. We have
been favored with an advance copy of

his report, ac follows: "For the last five

years, and more, the official reports of

a large number of important copper-

producing companies show that in each
year the price received for their metal
has varied widely among themselves. If

they were in a pool the sales were cer-

tainly managed in a very peculiar way.
There is no evidence of a pool. There
has been no pool. About 10 years ago a
concern known as the United Metals
Selling Company thought it could reg-

ulate the price for copper, but because
of underselling by independents the said

company simply held an umbrella, which
in a gale was blown inside out. (See
newspapers of the period.) New um-
brellas have been raised from time to

time, but they have not been of much
protection to the concern holding them.

At the present time there are tons and
tons of copper in the hands of half a
dozen, or more, parties, who stand ready

to cut each other's throats to dispose of
it. When anyone sells a round lot he
crows like Chantecler. Some crow when
they sell a carload. Stocks of copper for

sale at bargains are likely to turn up in

the hands of Macy or the mail-order

houses at any day. The United Metals
Selling Company is going out of busi-

ness. No action recommended. Yours re-

spectfully, etc. P. S. Proceedings in

lunacy might be inaugurated against nu-

merous companies on the ground of con-

tinued selling of copper at less than

cost."
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American Mining Congress

The directors of the American Alining

Congress have selected Chicago as the

meeting place for the 1911 session, which

will be the fourteenth annual meeting.

The exact date has not yet been decided

upon, but it will probably be some time

in October. The oftV for the con-

vention will be issued shortly, authoriz-

e appointment of delegates to the

meeting by the President of the United

vernors of the various

s and Territories, the mayors of

cities, mining organizations, etc. It is

probable that this will be the last annual

session of the Mining Congress to which

outside delegates will be appointed, as

the directors have for some time been

working out plans which have in view the

abolition of the delegate system, and per-

mitting only members of the American

Mining Congress to participate in the pro-

ceedings of the annual convention.

The .Mining Congress is actively agi-

tating the adoption of workmen's com-

Tt-nsation laws by the various coal-mining

States with the object of providing a

fund by a small tax on coal production,

to furnish indemnity for the victims of

mine disasters and pensions for aged

mine workers. Recently a committee

drew up a draft for a law of this char-

acter, which is now being submitted to

the legislatures of many mining States

for consideration. The Mining Congress

is also working for more efficient inspec-

tion and regulation of coal and metal

mines with a view to decreasing the loss

of life in mines; the standardization of

electric practice in mines, the general re-

vision of the mineral land laws, etc. These

end other mining problems will be dis-

cussed at the Chicago meeting.

Bureau of Mines Staff

Washington Correspondence

Several positions in the civil service

are open in the Bureau of Mines, for

which examinations will be held in va-

rious parts of the country April 12 and

Young mining and mechanical en^i-

neers are being sought by the Govern-

ment, with initial entrance salaries of-

00 to 1380, All applicants

must be under 40 years of a^e. Those

animations will be sta-

tioned at Washinetn- hurc

A new provision ofthese ci/il-service ex-

aminations is the enforcement of a recent

act o'

•tmined in the vhich they

are citizens. Actual residence ol

•

Aonounc

animation*- for junior mininn and m
•hat an equivalent to

' training in a

nical school Is I

be graded 30 per cent, upon their training

and experience. Knowledge of mining

operations, including tunneling, blasting,

hoisting, ventilation and shaft sinking are

required of applicants for the position of

junior mining engineer. Physique is also

an important requisite in taking the ex-

aminations for both the mining and me-

chanical engineering positions. Complete

information regarding the examinations

is offered by the United States Civil Ser-

vice Commission.

February Operations at Gold-

held Consolidated

During February, the total production

of the Goldfield Consolidated Mines Com-
pany was 23,675 tons, containing $973,-

730, or an average of $41.13 per ton, the

average recovery was $38.59 per ton,

or 93.84 per cent. The total net profit

was $719,325, or $30.38 per ton.

During the month 4220 ft. of develop-

ment work was done. At the Combination

mine, work was undertaken on the old

Reilly shoot near the south end of the

Combination No. 1 claim, which promises

to open a tonnage of $15 to $20 ore. At

the Mohawk mine, no new discoveries of

any importance were made. There was,

however, quite an area added to the new

orebodies mentioned in the January re-

port.

In the Red Top, Clermont, and Grizzly

Bear mines there were no new discover-

ies. In the Laguna, ore was encountered

on the No. 2 south level, and the indi-

cations are that this portion of the mine

will produce a large tonnage of $15 to

$20 ore.

FEBRUARY OPERATING COSTS AT GOLD-
FIELD CONSOLIDATED.

Mining :

l development $J ''•^

Stoning 2.20
$3.54

Transportation 0.08
Milling 2.47
Marketing 0.48
General expense 0.42
Bullion tax 0.53
Construction ' 0.79

Total nisi of operation **.::!

While no new orebodies of any great

importance were discovered during Feb-

nary. the known orebodies have been

considerably extended. The production

for the month of March will be approx-

imately $900,000, or a net profit of about

$700,000. During February practically

three days were lost on account of a

break in the power line somewhere in the

White mountains.

Quicksilver from Mexico

Under date of March 13, Consul Wil-

bc rt L. Bonney, San Luis Potosi, Mex.,

that a shipment of 400 flasks of

liver from San Luis Potosi to New
vork marks the diver-ion of this article

from the home market and from London.

and is due to unusual market conditions.

Quicksilver lias not heretofore appeared

as an item in the exports from San Luis

Potosi to the United States. The output

has been consumed in the home market

or shipped to Europe, and while present

market conditions continue it is probable

that shipments will be made to or through

New York.

Silver Production and Coinage

In their circular of March 16

Samuel Montagu & Co. give a table

showing in round figures the world's sil-

ver production and coinage for six

years, from which certain useful deduc-

tions can be made:
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Correspondence *<* Discussion
Extracting Copper from Ore

in Place

In that part of the Journal of March

4, devoted to "Details of Practical Min-

ing," there is described a method of ex-

tracting copper from ore in situ that is

the basis of a patent granted to W. L.

Austin. This is an adaptation of natural

processes that can hardly be expected to

prove successful in many instances

when practically applied.

It is true that water pumped from cop-

per mines usually contains a small quan-

tity of copper salts in solution, but in

order that the copper may be dissolved

by water, the minerals must undergo de-

composition, and soluble salts be formed

by oxidation, a process which goes on

in an orebody exceedingly slowly, and

Nature cannot be hurried.

When sulphide-copper ore is removed
from the mine, compared with the rate

of oxidation in the orebody, decomposi-

tion takes place rapidly, and in 25 or 30

years nearly all the copper may be in

the condition of a salt soluble in water,

but this oxidation takes place only upon
exposure to air, moisture, light and heat

while the ore is in a comparatively fine

state of subdivision. The rate of oxida-

tion is more or less directly proportional

to the size of the pieces of ore. In the

mine, where ore is exposed in drifts,

oxidation takes place much more slowly

and only at the exposed surface.

Although I have not been in the Eureka
mine mentioned by Mr. Channing in the

Journal of Mach 25, I am acquainted

with other deposits of the Appalachian

type of bedded copper orebodies in schists

and I have always observed a consider-

able quantity of soluble copper min-

erals, especially copper sulphate, in the

oxidized zone. It is quite to be expected

that, waters charged with sulphate of

copper and iron and free sulphuric acid,

would react on the "black copper" dis-

solving a portion if not all such ore. But
would such solutions react in a similar

manner upon the primary sulphides?

Considering the manner of formation

of the upper zones of an ore deposit, it

is to be expected that in order that water

should have any action upon the sulphide

ore below the zone of secondary enrich-

ment the water must be in motion; in

other words, must slowly percolate the

ore upon which it will exert a slow dis-

solution of the copper by virtue of the

contained oxygen.

Mine water containing more than 0.025

per cent, of copper in solution or 0.5 lb.

per ton is unusual. In a mine making 500
gal. of water per minute, containing this

amount of copper, about 1500 lb. would

Views, Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

be produced per 24 hours, which precipi-

tated as cement copper might be worth
$150 gross.

From 2}/> to 3 lb. of iron is required to

precipitate 1 lb. of copper, so unless
scrap iron can be delivered at the mine
at a very low price, it could hardly be
used as a precipitant.

A large quantity of copper is re-

covered by precipitation from Butte mine
water and the results of the practice

there are sufficient to stimulate investi-

gations of water from other copper mines,
but such processes cannot be depended
upon as a major source of the metal.

Daniel Henry.
Boston, Mass., March 27, 1911.

The Clancy Process
I again have to ask the patience of

the reader, as a number of statements in

Mr. Clancy's reply to my letter on the

Clancy process in the Journal of Feb.

18, demand correction. What I be-

lieve is of most value to the cyanide op-

erator in the arguments presented by Mr.

Clancy and myself, is the idea of cheaper

cyanide (to be had at a cost of $0.03 to

$0.05 per lb., as against sodium cyanide

costing 18c.) and not any strange and

mystifying chemical phraseology. Mr.

Clancy wants cheap cyanide and believes

he has it in calcium cyanamide. I want

cheap cyanide and I feel certain I have

it in calcium cyanide. Since I presented

and patented the idea first, by all laws of

common sense, I am entitled to priority

in its application in ore treatment.

When Mr. Clancy says that "the

Messrs. Frank and Caro many years

ago, attempted to produce cyanides by

this means, but found it was not a com-

mercial success," he is only begging the

question; for the process of producing

both the calcium cyanamide and calcium

cyanide, is a mere matter of chemical

control. But for gold- and silver-extrac-

tion work, calcium cyanamide has only

half the cyanogen value of that of cal-

cium cyanide, and in the commercial cy-

anamide the per cent, of cyanogen is so

low that its use in cyanidation, even at

3c. per lb., is hardly advisable, as I will

prove.

The theoretical per cent, of nitrogen in

calcium cvanamide, CaCCN^N. is 34.22,

while the theoretical per cent, of nitro-

gen in calcium cyanide, Ca(CN),, is 31.5

on the basis of the following atomic
weights: Calcium, 40.09; carbon, 12;

nitrogen, 14.01. As will be seen, in cal-

cium cyanamide, Ca(CN)N, there is

one atom of nitrogen uncombined with

carbon and one molecule of cyanogen.
The atom of nitrogen uncombined with

carbon forms, on slaking the product in

water, NH. or amide, of no known value

as a gold and silver solvent. If this ni-

trogen atom, however, be united with car-

bon, which is readily feasible, another

molecule of cyanogen is gained. That
is, calcium cyanamide is only of half

the value in gold and silver extraction of

that of calcium cyanide, due to double

the quantity of cyanogen (CN), existing

in the latter.

Calcium Cyanamide, Not Cheap at

Present Price

A typical analysis of commercial cal-

cium cyanamide is as follows: CaCN ; ,

57 per cent.; C. 14; CaO, 21; SiO., 2.5;

FcO , 4; S, P and CaCO : , 1.5 per cent.

Multiplying 34.22 per cent, nitrogen pres-

ent in cyanamide by 57 per cent., the

amount of c.p. cyanamide existing in the

commercial product, a percentage of 19.5

nitrogen is obtained. Only half of this is

present as cyanogen, of value in gold and
silver extraction, and is equivalent to 9.75

per cent, available nitrogen, and as this

corresponds to 19 per cent, cyanogen, it

will be seen that even at 3c. per lb. cal-

cium cyanamide is by no means a cheap

cyanogen product. On an average of a

15 per cent, basis of cyanogen contents,

calcium cyanamide in comparison with

sodium cyanide, works out as follows:

One pound sodium cyanide, 48 to 52 per

cent, cyanogen, is equivalent to 3';? lb.

calcium cyanamide of 15 per cent, cyano-

gen. At 3c. per lb., 3'.i lb. calcium

cyanamide cost 10c, additional freight on

2*4 lb. probably 2c, total 12c per lb., as

against 19c for sodium cyanide. With

this comparison and the possibility of

cheaper sodium cyanide, cyanamide of-

fers little inducement for the cyanide op-

erator, when the impurities in the calcium

cyanamide are taken into account.

It is different with calcium cyanide of

an available nitrogen content of 19.5 per

cent., equivalent to 36.6 per cent, cyano-

gen and produced at a cost of 4c per lb.

This would make it equivalent to sodium

cyanide at 6c, or one- third the present price;

at that figure it will certainly prove of value

on account of its cheapness, and in am-

monia cyanidation of the greatest inter-

est, due to the fact that in boiling off the

ammonia the cyanogen goes along and is

practically recovered without loss for

continued re-use, or is transformed into
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ammonia. NH«, and thus replenishes the

ammonia losses in the mill. Calcium cy-

anamide when dissolved in water forms

cyanamide and other organic nitrogen

products. For easy explanation. I will

reverse the appellation of cyanamide and

call it amide cj de, NHiCN. This is

produced from calcium cyanamide. ac-

cording to the equation:

\ +2H;0 Ca (OH).. + NFLCN.
To the cyanide operator amide cyanide

will easily compare with ammonia cyan-

ide. N'H CN, B powerful silver and gold

solvent. But it will be seen at once that

one-half the nitrogen in calcium cyana-

mide forms amide or amidogen and can-

not dissolve gold, it may, perhaps, silver.

The real value of the product is, there-

fore, in its cyanogen contents, as pre-

viously explained. Unless Mr. Clancy

has found some special effect in the use

of cyanamide in his researches, I can see

only a slight commercial value in its

adoption in cyanide treatment, even when

subjected to electrolvsis. It is true that

Mr. Clancy protects his cyanide solution

through reducing the cyanate by means
of the NH. group present in cyanamide.

By the addition of the NH, to cyanate

and subjecting it to the electric current,

water and nitrogen are formed and the

cyanate is reduced. But after all. amide

compounds are expensive reducing

agents, and cyanamide is an expensive

cyanide product even in its apparent

cheapness, and lacks simplicity in its ap-

plication.

Cyanogen Carriers Compared

Following are the cyanogen percent-

ages (on a chemically pure basis i in the

various cyanide salts that could prove of

present interest to the cyanide engineer:

Sodium cyanide, NaCN, 53.07 per cent.;

potassium cyanide. KCN, 39.94; calcium

cyanide Ca'CNi. 56.47; barium cyanide

Ba(CN) : , 28; calcium cyanamide CaCN,,
32.06; sodium sulphocyanide NaCNS,
32.07 per cent.

Mr. Clancy forces the suggestion upon
me of aiming to manufacture calcium

cyanide rather than employ it for cyanide

treatment. To this I will say that ! am
not interested in any process for making

calcium cyanide, but only in applying the

product to the treatment of ores. As to

the possibility of commercial calcium cy-

anide, it can be produced in an exactly

analogous manner to that used by the

Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik. for the

production of the barium salt. (U. S.

i which consists in pass-

ing unsaturated hydrocarbon- over the

cyanamides at temperatures below 1200

dcg. Centigrade.

In conclusion. I will say that I am the

OUld attempt to diw .,

cy ; for lit- certainly

rCfl in

cyano-metallurgy. and by all n

titled to the interest of the Cyanldll

ternity. Mr. Clancy, however, at times.

forgets to give credit to others who are

also working on similar lines and in his

suggestions to apply ferric-oxide elec-

trodes for use in cyanide treatment does

not even mention the original inventor or

patentee of these iron-oxide electrodes,

who is H. Speckter. The patent (U. S.

Pat. 931,513, Aug. 17, 1909) is assigned

to the Griesheim-Electron Company, of

Griesheim a. M., Germany. Their use is

intended in the electrolysis of salt for

the production of chlorine and caustic

soda. D. Mosher.

San Francisco, Cal., March 14, 1911.

Mining with Channeling

Machines
In the Journal of March 18, the state-

ment is made that G. E. Wolcott has

proposed a method of breaking ground in

shaft sinking, drifting and stoping by the

use of channeling machines and it is sug-

gested that the channeling machine used

im quarries might leplace the usual rock

drill.

The suggestion is not new as the Pat-

ent Office records bear ample proof. One
of the original patentees on this subject

proposed a plan by which a series of con-

centric channels, about three inches in

diameter each, might be cut in the face

of a heading or shaft and the material

removed en bloc. The difficulty in this,

as in all cases where channels are cut in

reck, is to provide a machine for the pur-

pose. It is an easy matter, for instance,

to channel stone in quarries or open cuts

where space is unlimited and where the

channeling is usually downward. Ma-
chines for this purpose are mounted on

track, they weigh several tons and con-

sume from 15 to 40 h.p. in operation.

Channeling downward is the easiest

way to channel because the weight of the

reciprocating parts aids the cutting. The

greatest difficulty involved in any kind of

channeling is to maintain the bits against

a force of blow which is consistent with

rapid progress. The wide use of chan-

neling machines in quarries is due to the

fact that the kind of stone quarried is

usually soft or crystalline in structure,

as, for instance, marble, limestone and

sandstone. Little or no progress has been

made channeling granite, because the ma-
terial is hard, the progress slow, and a

hard blow on a chisel point working in an

open channel results in steel breakages

v hich make it necessary to either reduce

the force of blow or enlarge the width of

the cut so as to admit of heavy steels,

both of which alternatives result in slow

pi ogress and prohibitive expense. It is

because of this that the harder rocks can

be quarried at less expense by the usual

process of drilling and blasting.

Another difficulty is that a machine to

: editions channeling in a mine or

heading occupies B0 much of the space

thai it It in the way when mucking takes

Of 'Alien the material is removed.

It must be taken entirely out of the way
or shunted off on a siding.

It is really a mistaken idea to suppose

that there is anything practical about

channeling the rock out of a heading. It

can be done, but it costs money to do it

and this makes it prohibitive. Nobody is

likely to pay a high price in mining work
in order to get smooth walls to his tunnel

or shaft. What is wanted is progress in

excavation, economy of work and not

esthetic conditions. It is plain that dyna-

mite when exerting its influence in a drill

hole will aid in removing rock cheaper

and better than a channeling machine.

The channeling machine belongs to a

class of work where saving of the rock I

is important and where the shock of the

blast is serious.

This brings us to the consideration of

a limited amount of channeling in order

to reduce the shock of blasting, and here

is the practical line on which to work.

Instead of seeking to cut out the entire

heading let the channeling be directed to

make say a single cut in the heading

through the center vertically or horizon-

tally or at the bottom, as preferred. This

channel might not be over two or three

inches in diameter, but when cut into the

face it makes a double bench out of the

heading. It is a release line for the

blasting to work to. It should reduce the

shock and the amount of powder re-

quired. This cut is so simple that it can

be made with a machine which is little

more than a big rock drill working radi-

ally on a column or bar. Such a machine
can be channeling while the rock drills

are putting in the side holes, so that the

whole operation is coordinate. A machine

in this class, known as the Radialax, is

vsed expeditiously in coal mines and in

headings where the material is reason-

ably soft. It is hoped that its adaptation

will extend to rock headings and in that

way substantially reduce the brutal

shocks of heading blasts and minimize

the liability of falls in mines which are

frequently due to constant, heavy blast-

ing. W. L. Saunders.

New York, March 27, 1911.

Seeking Employment

After reading Mr. Lamb's proposals for

bringing together candidates for positions

and employers, it is interesting to note

that the Chemists' Club at New York has

a committee on employment, the files of

which contain a number of applications

from chemists seeking employment.

It seems to me that such a committee

would be a commendable feature in all

engineering societies and one that could

be properly adopted by the American In-

stitute of Mining Engineers. Why should

not such organizations be of some real,

personal benefit to the members?

J. A. Herdy.

Chicago, 111., March 16, 1911.
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Details °f Practical Mining
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solicited.

Convenient Wheel Barrow

Scales

By W. O. Borcherdt*

In weighing wet concentrates in barrow

loads, difficulty was experienced with the

ordinary platform scales because of the

frequent derangement, due to water and

ore dripping through on the knife edges

and equalizing levers, the shocks result-

ing from running a loaded barrow on the

platform and suddenly checking it. and

the carelessness of the wheelers in per-

mitting the sloping boards used to roll

the barrows from the floor to the plat-

form to jam the edge of the platform

and falsify the reading. It was also de-

sirable to weigh at several places in the

mill, which made it a question either of

carrying the scales from place to place

with the resulting delay and derangement

of the scales, or purchasing several new

scales at a considerable outlay. In solv-

ing these difficulties I succeeded in pro-

ducing a barrow scales from stock ma-

terials, which is inexpensive, accurate, al-

most "fool proof" and in general so satis-

factory for mill use that I believe a de-

scription may prove of service to others.

The accompanying "pseudo-projection"

is sufficiently detailed for construction

purposes and will also serve to explain

the use of the scales. The platform and

yoke complete weigh about 115 lb. and

may be counterweighted either with the

small poise or by means of a fixed weight

wired to the end of the beam. The beam
is a plain malleable iron or steel yard

stick costing about S3, and is hung as

shown from a lever of oak having a ratio

of 4:1 which has proved ample to enable

a man, with the assistance of the foot

pedal, to raise the total weight, consist-

ing of the platform at 115 lb., the bar-

row at 75 lb. and its load of 300 lb., a

total of 490 lb. The platform is made up

of 2x6-in. planks, the sides being rein-

forced with 2x2x1 M-in- angles, let into

the platform and secured to it with Y%-

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things that have to

be done in Everyday

in. bolts. The foot pedal has a movement
of 8 in., raising the platform 2 in.; and

the end of the beam passing through a

slot in a lx6-in. plank checks any ten-

dency to swing, and also provides a bal-

ance mark.

•Assistant snnprintpn'lpnt. Bertha Mineral
Company. Austinville. Va.

-ii Staple

The Snffinccriny $ Mining Journal

Suspended Scale for Wheelbarrows

Unless the barrow is run on the center

of the platform the latter dips and allows

a corner to drag; but this cannot pass

unnoticed, as is the case when the wheel-

ing boards jam the deck on platform

scales, because the platform immediately

sways. A little practice makes the or-

dinary laborer adept at placing his bar-

row, and I recently counted 40 barrows

weighed over one of these scales in

rapid succession, without a single read-

justment being necessary.

WcICHing Fixed Amounts

These scales are usually used to weigh

to a fixed amount and the procedure con-

sists in running a loaded barrow on the

platform (which as it rests on the floor

only represents a 2-in. raise for the

wheeler, as against 4 or 6 in. with plat-

form scales), grasping the foot-pedal rod

with both hands while one foot rests on

the pedal, and with a quick motion hook-

ing the rod into the floor staple. Then

taking his shovel the wheeler adds to, or

takes from, the load until the beam

swings equally by the balance mark,

whereupon he unhooks the rod from the

floor staple, lowers the platform and

goes off with the barrow. A swivel be-

low the beam permits the platform to be

turned to any direction desired.

This arrangement contains two sets of

knife edges as against 17 or 18 sets for

the platform scales, and is in every way

more convenient for the purpose in-

tended. The cost of construction, in-

cluding beam, materials and labor, should

not exceed $15. Check tests against

platform scales have shown equal ac-

curacy, i.e., weights correct within one-

half of one per cent.

Collecting; Gold from Pan-

nings

In prospecting an area for gold by the

use of a pan it is not often convenient

to bring in samples to the laboratory. In

testing alluvial ground, J. Edgerton Wood
suggests (Bull. 73, I. M. M.) one's equip-

ment include 50 or 100 pieces of lead foil

4 in. square. These are easily carried,

and with a pan and small spring balance

are often all that is required. A sample

is weighed and panned off, and the gold

washed into a sheet of lead foil, which

has its corners turned up to make a small

basin. In draining off the water care

must be taken that the gold is not floated

away, owing to the greasy surface of the

lead. The lead foil must be free from

holes. The foil is then carefully folded

up, a number scratched upon it, and it

may be carried about with safety for

months.

If the gold has been freed from nearly

all the sand, the lead parcels may be

cupelled at once, but it is safer to run a

crucible assay and cupel the lead but-

ton. The bead is parted in the ordinary

way, and exact results are obtained. By
using small crucibles, even in an ordin-

ary 12-in. wind furnace, 20 samples can

be fused at once. The same method can,

of course, be used in field work for test-
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in ore for free gold, or the gold in

the concentrates of ores crushed in the

As one can pocket the

.;tter panning, all risk of "salting"

rined to the time while a sample is

-ied.

Underground 1 ,eveling

By D. J. Browne*

..'mmon practice among mine sur-

veyors is to record in their office notes,

the elevation of every plug tor other

survey point in the roof of a drift) and

also that of the top of the nearest rail

beneath it; both sights being taken from

one set-up of the instrument, with the

rod held inverted under the plug and

erect on the rail. The advantages of this

method in speed and accuracy may be il-

lustrated by the accompanying extract

from field notes:

To check quickly the accuracy of the

whole series of levels, find the elevation

of the last plug: (1) By the difference

between the sums of columns a and c

calculation may be made underground;

and enable the surveyor to correct the

error by an immediate return to the spot,

thus saving time and annoyance.

Assay Office Wrinkles

A general review of the equipment of

assay offices, by F. G. and W. E. Haw-
Icy, contains' the following suggestions:

If compressed air is available, a small

hose attached to a stop cock is an excel-

lent thing for cleaning bucking boards,

crushers, etc. It is suggested that either

a small platform should be suspended

in the hood to catch anything dropping

down the flue, or else that the flue should

be at the back of the hood, so that ma-

terial should not fall down it.

Old rubber belting, vanner belts, etc.,

are suggested for table tops in the chemi-

cal laboratory. Rubber resists acid nearly as

well as sheet lead, and is much easier

on the beakers, partly because of its

greater softness, partly on account of its

lower heat conductivity. The following

FORM OF LEVEL NOTES.

BA< K8IGHT.
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ners to act as spikes and hold the plate

to a plank. To this plate was riveted a

piece of angle iron bent in a U-shape.

The drill used for this work was the

new Sullivan, Class DA-21 stoper. The

ground was a hard granite. The cutting

speed was from 14 in., in vertical holes,

to eight in. per minute in horizontal

holes. A blowpipe was connected with

the air supply and used to clean the

cuttings from flat holes.

Straightening Furnace Jackets

By Claude T. Rice

In time the water jackets on blast fur-

naces get warped out of shape and either

have to be replaced or straightened. Both

at the United States Metals Refining

Company at Chrome, N. J., and at the

Mammoth smeltery at Kennett, Cal., spe-

cial furnaces are used for expediting

this straightening of the jackets. At the

Chrome plant the jacket is slid into the

furnace, while at the Mammoth smeltery,

the jacket is lifted into and out of the

furnace by means of a track derrick. The

latter furnace is fired by means of oil

as that is the cheapest fuel available

The straightening of the warped jack-

ets starts some of the joints, and the

jacket always requires some reriveting

to stop these leaks. In order to test

for leaks the jacket is connected with

some supply of compressed air, such as

the pipe taking the blast to the con-
verters. The cost of straightening a

jacket, of course, depends entirely upon
its condition, but a badly warped jacket

usually can be straightened and reriveted

for between $50 and $60, so it has been
found to pay well to straighten jackets

at the Mammoth plant where machinists

get $3.87 per nine-hour shift.

A Laboratory for Employees
In the cyanide plant at Goldfield, Nev.,

the Florence Goldfield Mining Company
has equipped an experimental laboratory

for the use of employees. The primary

object is to afford proper facilities for

men who wish to make experiments so

that they will not make such investiga-

tions in the large mill. The laboratory

stimulates interest in the work, attracts

the best millmen and raises the standard

of the employees. Many experienced

men go to work in the Florence mill so

Furnace for Straightening Water Jacket

at the Kennett plant. The top of the

furnace is made in sections, the bricks

being held between angle irons forming

a flat arch as shown in the accompany-

ing engraving.

The table on which the jacket is placed

for straightening consists of two heavy

cast-iron plates, each a little wider than

the jacket. These rest on three I-beams

which run longitudinally under them,

while these beams in turn rest on shorter

cross I-beams. From the ends of the

cross I-beams extend round rods threaded

for a considerable distance at their upper

ends. On the upper ends of these rods

nuts with long ears are screwed. The
red-hot jacket to be straightened is laid

on the frame. Then I-beams are laid

across the top so that as the bolts are

tightened the beams are pressed down
and the jacket is straightened. Long-
handled wrenches are used in tightening

the nuts.

as to be able to do experimental work

at small expense.

Experiments may be made at the ex-

pense of the company at any time that

the employee is not on duty. Any deter-

mination of value is at the disposal of the

company, under the terms of using the

laboratory.

The laboratory is provided with vacuum-

and compressed-air pipes, glass jars for

use as leaching vats, a fine-grinding ma-

chine, glass Pachuca vats, small leaf-

filters, facilities for zinc shaving, zinc

dust and electrolytic precipitation of gold

and silver as well as apparatus for mak-

ing amalgamation tests.

A library containing a large number of

recent standard metallurgical books is

open for the use of the men, and W. H.

Barton, the mill superintendent, who es-

tablished the laboratory, encourages the

taking of detailed notes and the free dis-

cussion of the results of investigation?.

Precautions with Fuel Oil

The use of fuel oil by mining and
smelting companies is constantly increas-

ing, and occasionally accidents occur

with new installations and untrained men.
The following recommendations on the

use of fuel oil are taken from the Hy-
drographic Bulletin, and although written

primarily for use on vessels of the U. S.

Navy, contain many valuable hints for

commercial plants.

( 1 ) When oil is being received on
board, no naked light, smoking or elec-

trical apparatus liable to spark will be

permitted within 50 ft. of the oil hose,

tank, compartment containing the tank, or

the vent from the tank.

(2) While receiving fuel oil the stor-

age tank must be closely watched for

leaks, and care must be taken that all

outlets from the tanks except the vents

are closed.

(3) No naked light, smoking or elec-

trical apparatus liable to spark shall be

permitted at any time in a compartment
containing a fuel oil tank. Electric lamps
used in such compartments shall have
wire protectors around the bulb, or shall

be of a type that will insure the breaking

of the circuit through the lamp in the case

of breaking of the lamp.

(4) No one shall be allowed to enter a

fuel-oil tank until it has been gas freed

by the use of steam, and any person then

entering the tank must have a life line

around his body properly tended in order

that he may be hauled out if overcome by

gas.

(5) Smoking, electrical fuses and
switches, unless of the inclosed type,

shall not be permitted in compartments
containing fuel-oil pumps or piping, ex-

cept that smoking may be permitted on

the fire-room floor plates in front of the

furnaces.

(6) Care must be taken that the wire-

gage protectors in vent pipes from fuel-

oil tanks are at all times intact, and smok-
ing will be forbidden in the immediate

vicinity of these vents.

(7) Dampers in the uptakes of boilers

must be kept full open while burning oil.

Otherwise there may result dangerous ac-

cumulation of gas in the furnace with a

resultant backing out into the fireroom.

(8) The valves on glass gages on fuel-

oil storage or settling tanks shall be kept

habitually shut. When a reading of the

gage is desired the valves may be opened,

but must be at once shut again.

(9) In each fireroom fitted for oil

burning there shall be fire extinguishing

apparatus, consisting of: Steam fire hose,

permanently coupled and of sufficient

length to reach all parts of the fireroom,

and either: (a) A box containing about

two bushels of dry sand with a large

scoop, or (b) chemical fire extinguishers

of the tank type.

(10) When the fuel-oil system has

been not in use for a period of a week.
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Ol after joints in the piping have been

remade, the system shall be tested cold,

der pressures at '.east equal to the

working pressures, before fires are

lighted. During this test there shall be a

careful inspection for lei

ill) Fuel oil will not habitually be

heated above 150 deg. F.. and never above

:lash point in any part of the system

except in the burr..

12) Return connections from the

turner-supply line permitting the recircu-

.g of oil through the heater will not be

permitted.

(13) Care must be taken to prevent

the accumulation of oil or vapor in any

place outside the system, particularly in

tiiges under the furnace. This can best

be accomplished by rigid cleanliness.

In the event of a considerable ac-

cumulation of oil in the furnace, such as

may be caused by a sudden extinguishing

of the burners, the vapor must be blown
cut through the smoke pipes by steam

hose before fires are again lighted.

(15) For lighting the burners, a piece

of burning waste on the end of an iron

rod about four feet long is recommended.
This is to protect the fireman from a

tack flash.

Stop Block for Incline Planes

By Frank Lynde

Sketch No. 1 shows the general ar-

rungement of a breaker plane in which
an endless chain is employed to hoist

to and fro freely. When a car passes

over this point, the axle of the car

causes the upper end of the stop block to

bend down, and permits the axle to pass

over it. The moment the axle has passed

this point, the stop block takes the normal

_ (ta

AxleJ

l^a,

ing $ Mining JournaC

Fig. 2. View of a Simple Form of Stop
Block

or upright position. In case a car comes
down the same track, the stop block

catches the axle of the car, as shown at

a a, Fig. 2, and the lower end of the

stock block is brought tight against the

check rail.

In case the stop block does not take

the desired position, an extra weight of

wood or iron may be attached at X, so as

to alter the center of gravity. In practice.

Fig. I. Showing General Arrangement of a Breaker Plane Where Endless
Chain is Employed

loaded cars up to the desired dumping
As a matter of safety for the

workmen, as well as a protection against
u recks which might occur from loaded

:nhooking and running away while
on the plane, an automatic stop hlock
is provided at every second bent as shown

•-'.. in Fig. 1.

The stop block consists of a 6xl0-in.
timber

,1 anc]

check rail, see Fig. 2. The upper end of
-p block is slightly curved, and at

a a, the timber rm an
•A from 7

Ton The p
to the col bent so is 1

the stop block does not hang vertically,

but makes an angle of about 80 deg. with

the horizon, or about 60 deg. with a 20-

deg. plane. This form of stop block is

peculiarly adapted to endless-chain haul-

age with a speed of chain not greater

than (i ft. per second.

Hoat from Ore

In the Naica district of Chihuahua the

presence of the orebodies is indicated by
a noticeable increase in the mine tem-
perature, supposed to be due to the

liberation of heat in the alteration of the

ore masses from sulphides to oxides.

A Small Testing Jig
By S. H. Hamilton*

Ultimate chemical analysis is not al-

ways the final test of an ore. It is also

slow and costly, and requires technical

skill. In order to arrive at a quick and
accurate idea of how an ore will concen-
trate or whether a mill is working prop-
erly, a little testing jig has been devised.

The device is made of sheet zinc and
takes up a space of about one-half cubic

foot. To a base about 12x6 in. is

soldered a little pump which connects
with a cylinder. In this cylinder fits a
second cylinder with a removable screen
bottom and a circle of packing around
the top to keep it air tight. Run-of-mine
material, broken to a suitable size, is put
in and water poured in so as just to cover
the material. By operating the pump
with a slightly more rapid down that up
stroke, the ore is concentrated. A can,
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Small Testing Jig

which just fits the ore receptacle, is then

inserted and clamped with a set screw.

The ore receptacle is taken out inverted

and the screen removed. Loosening the

set screw, the can is pushed in until the

material in the ore receptacle is extrud-

ed, when a line of demarcation between
concentrates and middlings is seen. The
concentrated ore is scraped off, dried and
weighed. The can is then inserted far-

ther and when the line of demarcation
between middlings and tails is seen, the

former are scraped off, dried and
weighed; and so with the tails also.

In practice, not only is this little device

used for the testing of undeveloped ore

deposits, but also to check the running of

mills. A number of concentrating plants

have their foreman take one with him on
his rounds and remove a shovelful of

tails and test them, to see if any ore is

being run to waste.

After treating the Franklin Furnace,
N. J., zinc ores, it is customary to ex-

amine the tailings with ultraviolet rays
for willcmite. Any willemite not removed
by the concentration will phosphoresce
strongly.

'Geologist, 20 Broadway, Now York.
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Steel Production of the as in 1909
- Twenty-five standard bes- of the total and open-hearth 34.6; while

tj -

t
i c t , f

semer plants were at work in 1910, as in 1910 the proportions were 36.1 and
United Otates compared with the same number in 1909, 63.2 per cent. Bessemer steel reached its

The total make of steel in the United and 24 Tropenas plants were runing in maximum in 1906, when the total was
States in 1910, as collected and reported 1910, against 19 in 1909. In addition one 12,275,830 tons; but the proportion to the

by the American Iron and Steel Associa- plant made steel by the Bookwalter pro- total was then only 52.4 per cent, or less

tion, was 26,094,919 long tons; an in- cess in 1910 and 1909 and 19 plants than in 1901. In 1907 the make of con-

crease of 2,139,898 tons, or 9 per cent., made steel by other minor bessemer pro- verter and open-hearth steels was nearly

over 1909, and the greatest production cesses in 1910, as compared with 13 equal; in 1908, the open-hearth produc-

ever reported. This total in 1910 inelud- plants in 1909. Of the bessemer steel, tion was the larger, and it has since con-

ed 25,154,087 tons of ingots and 940,832 3,314,053 tons were made in Ohio, 2,975,- tinued to gain. A further increase seems
tons of castings made directly from the 750 in Pennsylvania and 1,693,053 in II- probable, since the important new works
converter or open-hearth furnace. The linois; Ohio leading for the first time. —such as those at Gary, Buffalo, Beth-

proportion of direct castings was unusu- lehem and Ensley—all use the open-

ally large. The proportion of steel to
Open-hearth Steel

hearth furnace. The reasons for this

pig iron made in 1910 was 95.6; which The open-hearth steel ingots and cast- change have been often commented on;

compares with 92.9 in the previous year, ings made in 1910 were produced by 147 the most remarkable thing about it is the

.. _ ,. works, as compared with 135 works in rapidity with which it has been made.
Kinds of Steel Made )Qrio ,„ 10(n t , _ 00 ...

19U9. In 1910 there were 28 idle open- :

The division of the steel made in 1910, hearth steel plants, as compared with 30 Inspiration CoDDer ComD'HlV
according to the processes used, is given in 1909. Basic steel was 92.7 and acid

in the accompanying table, in comparison 7.3 per cent, of the total open-hearth The report of the Inspiration Copper

with the previous year; the figures being make in 1910. Of the total production Company, developing copper mines near

in long tons: of basic open-hearth steel 14,858,353 tons Globe, Arizona, for the year ended Dec.

„ A„ „ , were ingots and 433,976 tons were cast- 31, 1910, shows 15,994,000 tons of fully
KINDS Of STEEL MADh. . , „ „ , , , . , _ . , , n«

ings, while of the total production of acid developed ore of 2.02 per cent, copper,
1900. mo. changes.

open .herrth steel 782,805 tons were in- and 4,195,000 tons of partially developed
Bessemer 9,330,783 9,412,772 I. 81,989

v
, ,„. „_ ' . „ , „

Open-hearth u,493,936 16,504,509 1.2,010,573 gots aid 429.375 tons were castings, ore, carrying 1.91 per cent, copper. Be-

Eiecu^en-'.:.".:: S? XiS l sjsi Pennsylvania made 10,153,816 tons of the tween Dec. 31, 1910, and March 1, 191 1,

'
' M „

'
, „.',„» v-. '

no open-hearth steel in 1910; Ohio, 1,733.- these reserves were increased to 18,378,-
Total 23,955,021 26,094,919 1.2,139,898 .£„.... .,„ nnn c j i j j -> jnn nnn

409; Indiana, 1,307,129; Illinois, 995,01 1

;

000 tons of developed, and 3,490,000 tons

The increase in Bessemer or converter New York and New Jersey, 713.245 tons, ol probable ore. Development has been

steel was 0.9 per cent, only; in open- both by churn drilling, and underground

hearth, 13.8; in crucible, 13.9; and in
Crucible and Electric Steels development. Up to Feb. 20, there had

electric and special steels, 141.1 per cent. The production of crucible steel, while been a total of 45,433 ft. of holes drilled,

The special steels were only 3194 tons, considerably larger than in 1909, was and 27,526 ft. of underground work

52,141 tons being made in the electric 8931 tons less than in 1907, when the driven. The ore has been developed on

furnace. Of the total steel output in 1910, maximum output was reported. Of the 39.8 acres out of the total of 581 acres

the Steel Corporation made 14,179,369 total 71,814 tons, or 58.7 per cent., were owned by the company.

tons, or 54.3 per cent. made in Pennsylvania. The capping averages 368 ft. in thick-

The division of the production into acid The production of electric steel was by ness and the ore 166.8 ft. Drilling is

and basic steels is shown in the second far the largest ever reported. The total done on the coordinate system, with holes

table. of 52,141 tons was made in seven plants, 200 ft. apart. Of the first 73 holes, 20

.„_ DAOT , „__ in Massachusetts, New York, Pennsyl- were blank, the other 53 showed an ir-

ACID AND BASIC STEEL
vania, Indiana and Illinois. None is re- regular orebody 1400 x 3400 ft. In gen-

z——And. * r Hasir. * , Total.— —

»

t , «

T,„,s. percfc Tons, lvrct. ions, rev ct. ported from California, where the Her- eral the ore occurs near a contact be-

^nCaro.: l',t\l'lll tl i.v^ii 58.6 u£$3 a\ oult plant is so far making only pig iron, tween schist and granite porphyry, the
crucible, etc KT.638 ju ._. ^ i77,6»g jk7

The gmaU quantjty of 3194 tons was re entering both formations. The power
To'* 10'802 '

590 41 ' 4 15
'
292

-
329 6,e 26

-
094

'
919 100 °

made bv two or three special and ex- equipment for development consists of an
T'.tal, 1909. 10,.-..17,.-,49 44.0 13,117,472 56.0 23,9.-,5,021 100.0 IHdUC Uy I W U Ul LIMCC »^ttiai aim tA I t- f

perimental processes. oil-burning steam plant, and a 100-kw.

There was again an increase in the generator for light and general power,

proportion of basic steel, which has been Steel Production for 10 Years There is also a machine shop and saw-

going on for several years. In 1906, five The {Qtal steel production of the United mill. The Joe Bush shaft has a steam

years ago, only 41.4 per cent, of the total
states for 10 years past has been as fol- hoist, and the gasolene hoist at the Colo-

make was basic. All of our basic steel
jcws in j tons- ra<^° shaft is being replaced by a steam

is made in the open-hearth furnace; the hoist; there are four churn drills operat-

basic converter is not in use in this coun-
verter hearth We^etc. Total. in S- Twenty- four dwelling houses, 12

try. We have assumed that all the cru- 19oi 8,713,302 4,656,309 L03.984 13,473,595 bunk houses and a boarding house have

cible and electric steel is acid; the total gg";;";;;; I'sm'sm sffiwi ilS ltffire been erected. A small experimental mill

quantity of those steels is very small in 1904!!!!!!!!! 7>.v.r,i40 5!908466 92|b81 is.s.v.'.sst
]ias been built, and it is planned to erect

... , , , 19o:> 10,941,375 8,971,376 111,196 20.023,947 ,»„- .,, .

comparison with the whole make. 1906 12276830 10980,513 141,893 23,398,136 a 5000-ton mill as soon as the expen-
1907."!!! ll',667!549 11,649.088 U5.309 23,861.946 . included

RCc«M pD Stpc, woh 6,116.755 7.836.729 69.763 14.023.247 merits are conuuaea.
bessemer steel

l909 9,330,783 14,493,936 130,302 23.955.02J The balance sheet as of Dec. 31, 1910.
„ ,

1910 9,412,772 16.504,609 177,688 26,094.919 ,

"c uau,, "-co fcl
-- cn -c u ,

The bessemer steel made in 1910, in- shows a reserve fund ot bJ,755,U55, but

eluding both ingots and castings, was The noticeable feature in this state- of this only $1,799,669 is in liquid assets,

produced by 71 works, located in 22 ment in the increase in open-hearth steel The bond issue of the Inspiration Mining

States and the District of Columbia. Of and the relative decline in the converter Company, and the preferred stock of the

the active works 21 made ingots but not make. The total increase in 1910 over Inspiration Copper Company have both

castings, 45 made castings but not ingots, 1901 was 10,481,426 tons; but of this been retired, so that the total outstanding

and 5 made both ingots and castings, only 617,481 tons was in bessemer, while securities now comprise 1.000,000 shares

There were only two Robert-Bessemer 9,837,627 tons was in open-hearth steel, of common stock having a par value of

plants active in 1910, the same number In 1901 converter steel was 64^7 per cent. $10 per share.
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German Potash Reserves

In concluding an article on the geology

and extent of the German deposits of

-. in the KunstJur..

: Berlin. Germany, Dr. Ochsenius

s the following estin.

"We arrive at th<. question. 'How much

of the raw saits or potassium chloride,

forming the prime product of the entire

- urn industry, is lying in the carnal-

lite regions under a territory of one

square kilometer?" The cubic meter of

uash salts, as found in the pit,

- in round numbers about two tons;

12 m. thickness of the carnallite de-

>ould yield 84 tons. Of this, 55

It is carnallite. that is, 46.2 tons,

and of this, again. 26.76 per cent, potas-

sium chloride, that is to say. 12.36 tons

—

not to mention at all the potash salts of a

high degree of percentage, such as syl-

vinit, hard salts and kainit. If an oper-

ating loss is to be calculated, and this

— Is taken quite high, say one-third,

every square meter of potash territory

would, still yield 56 tons of raw salt,

with over 8 tons of potassium chloride. A
square kilometer yields 56.000,000 tons;

but. for argument's sake, we will say only

.000. If we come to a yearly yield

>0,000 tons, a square kilometer will

accordingly last 10 years. The tract of

-tween the region of the river We-

str and the cities of Berlin, Segeberg and

Halberstadt contains 62,160 square kilo-

rs, which, multiplied by 10, the num-

ber of years it will take to exhaust one

square kilometer, makes a total of 621,-

600 years. Even if but half of the said

quantity should ever be realized, it stands

to reason that we need not be too eco-

nomical in the handling of our potash."

Tamarack Mining Company

The report of the Tamarack Mining

Company, one of the Lake copper pro-

ducers, for the year ended Dec. 31, HMO,

shows a production of 11,063,606 lb. of

copper at a cost of 14.07c. per lb., a de-

crease of 2.16C001 lb. from the 1909

production, and an increase of 0.40c. per

the cost.

There were 525,554 tons of rock

stamped in 1910, at a total cost

for mining and millinu of -2.67 per ton,

and 2. lb. of mineral were ob-

tained, a yield of 42 lb. of mineral and

21.1 lb. of copper per ton of rock. This

i higher yield of copper than in

*hen the recovery WU 19.6 Ih. of

r ton of rock.

Thcr Ft, of sinking, and

5430 ft. of openings made in 1910, which

the deer :lc ni '' c an<^ one

The low Ptleth level,

! copper ground. Whl
•

for the year ol I, cxamina-

timbcrlanc!

315, so that this is a mere transfer of

fixed assets into quick, while actual oper-

ations show a loss of $191,349. The

Tamarack company has paid $9,420,000

in dividends since its incorporation, but

nothing for the last three years.

Hedley Gold Mining Co.
During the year ended Dec. 31, 1910,

the Hedley Gold Mining Company, oper-

ating the Nickel Plate and Sunnyside

mines in the East Kootenay district of

British Columbia, paid dividends amount-

ing to $168,000, or 14 per cent, on the

outstanding stock.

There were milled 46,828 tons of ore

that yielded $519,356 or $11.09 per ton;

the expenses were $255,370. In the mine

16.000 tons of ore averaging $13 was

broken in excess of the ore milled, and

sand was impounded for future further

treatment having an estimated gold con-

tent of $84,000.

The undivided profits after paying divi-

dends were, on Jan. 1, 1911, $182,809, a

sum considerably in excess of the ex-

penditures from capital for additions to

and changes of plant, which amounted to

$127,294 during the year.

New Idria Quicksilver

Mining Company
This company owns a quicksilver mine

and reduction works at New Idria, Cal.

It is the only quicksilver-mining company

in California which has paid dividends

without interruption in recent years. In

the year 1910, which is covered by the

report, the company mined and reduced

73,208 tons of ore, producing 10,800

flasks of quicksilver, an increase of 1900

flasks over 1909. The average saving of

metal from the ore was 11.06 lb. per ton,

or 0.55 per cent.

The gross earnings for the year were

$463,243; working expenses, $276,304;

net earnings, $186,939. Dividends

amounting to $160,000 were paid, leaving

a balance of $26,939 to surplus. The

gross receipts were 57.2c. and the net

earnings 23.1c. per pound of quicksilver

produced.

The Tin Mines of Nigeria

It is reported that a 30-in. railway

will be constructed from Rigachikum, on

the Baro-Kano line, across the province

of Zaria to Leri at the foot of the Bauchi

plateau, a distance of about 100 miles.

Three hydraulic plants, sectionalized so

that the largest piece does not weigh

more than 560 lb., are now being shipped

out to these mines. There is also to he

shipped 1K.000 ft. of 12-in. pipe. When
the wet season begins, next May, it is

expected that the production of tin will

The cost of transportation has

ly been lowered, the government

having offered to send tin to British ports

fur $99.76 per ton. against the previous

<,| - 131 \0(n 1 (6.

Two Years of Conservation

According to a recent press bulletin of

the U. S. Geological Survey, the present

areas of public land withdrawn under

their respective classes are: Coal, 80,-

007,688 acres; oil and gas, 3,796,572
'

acres; water power, 1,403,054 acres;

phosphate, 2.548,145 acres.

Over seventy million acres of coal

land in the West are still owned by the

Government, on which the coal tonnage

can be figured only in hundreds of bil-

lions of tons. The old way was to sell

the coal land, regardless of value, at $10

per acre if it was more than 15 miles

from a railroad or at $20 if within that

limit. The present way is to measure the

coal and sell the land on the coal-tonnage

basis. As a result, coal land has been

priced as high as even $600 an acre.

Since March 4, 1909, the Geological Sur-

vey has classified by individual 40-acre

tracts, 8,527,166 acres of the Government

coal lands, with a total valuation of

$560,815,081, and this, added to the re-

sults of former work, gives a total of 13,-

480,538 acres classified as coal lands,

at a valuation of $637,619,418. At the

$10-$20 minimum rate these lands would

have had a valuation of $218,289,942,

which shows a net gain to the Govern-

ment of nearly $420,000,000.

The administration has withdrawn

62,140,548 acres of probable coal land as

a result of geologic field examinations,

and has restored to agricultural entry

18,000,000 acres found to be noncoal in

character. The present outstanding with-

drawals awaiting geologic classification

aggregate 80,007,688 acres. Another

public fuel resource, in the conservation

of which the Government is taking an

active interest, is oil. Geologic examina-

tion has been made of the Western oil-

fields, and oil-land withdrawals now ag-

gregate 3,796,572 acres in California,

Oregon, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico,

Colorado and Louisiana. These with-

drawals are.made in aid of proposed leg-

islation, the present gold-placer law un-

der which oil or gas land must be ac-

quired being inadequate, and also provid-

ing no means for the Government to re-

tain an oil supply for the navy. Water-

power withdrawals made during the

last two years cover 161 streams in 12

States, and include 1,403,054 acres, while

186.005,858 acres of agricultural land

have been designated during the last two

years as nonirrigable, thus becoming sub-

ject to entry under the Enlarged Home-

stead act.

It is in connection with the discovery

and classification of phosphate lands,

however, that the Geological Survey has

contributed most to the farming inter-

ests. As the result of geologic examina

tions. 2.548,145 acres of phosphate land

now stand withdrawn, including areas in

Montana. Utah, Idaho, Wyoming and

Florida
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The Claim Business at Porcupine
About 12,000 claims have been staked

in the Porcupine gold district. At a lib-

eral estimate, perhaps 100 contain gold

ore that can be mined at a profit. Oth-

,

ers which, on account of their proximity,

will be valuable for mill sites, dumping
grounds and townsites, but land held for

this purpose should not be valued too

highly.

Already a number of the original pros-

pectors have disposed of their property,

and many more will sell in the next year.

The ownership of not a few of the prop-

erties will undoubtedly change again and

a.cain. Prices range up to several hun-

dred thousand dollars for a single claim,

and two or three groups have been re-

ported sold at figures in the millions.

Many claims with no particular showing
at the surface have brought from $1000
to $5000, merely on account of their

likely location; the presence of free gold

or any large quantity of quartz, of

course, enhances the value.

The Effect of Other Booms

The influence of the comparatively re-

cent Cobalt and Gowganda booms is felt

in Porcupine, and has had the effect of

inflating prices, often beyond any reason-

able bounds. On the occasion of the

celebrated rush to the Gowganda silver

district in 1908, ownership of claims

changed hands commonly without being
seen, at prices that would stagger one
not cognizant of the intense gambling
spirit that pervaded the Cobalt country in

those days. It was a case of "take it or

leave it, and don't waste time."

However, the unhappy results of so
much reckless trading was, in a way, a

lesson to the country; it has been re-

marked, with satisfaction, by conservative
mining men that there is a new order
of affairs gaining ground in the gold
camp. This better arrangement provides
for a small initial deposit or a series of

payments to the owners as an evidence
of good faith, while the prospective pur-
chasers begin exploratory work to dis-

cover whatever of value the property may
contain. In case developments are favor-

able, the owner receives a reasonable
price, in some cases to be paid out of
the product of the mine.

Wildcat Promoters

Due to the proximity of the thickly
populated belt to the south— Porcupine
is less than 1000 miles from either New
York or Chicago—and, of course, to the
unforgetable fortune-making epoch of
Cobalt, the district has had a remarkably
large number of visitors. Investors and
agents have poured in from all parts of
Canada, from the United States and even
from Europe. English capitalists, New
York financiers. Western mining men and
small investors from the cities and farms,

By P. B. McDonald

The camp is infested by

the usual class of camp fol

lowers, promoters and shy

ster engineers, but many r<

sponsible cam panics are

prospecting and selecting

the promising from the

worthless claims.

•Mining engineer, Iron River. Mich.

have traveled the precarious stage and
trail route to Porcupine lake.

As ever, the cry of "gold" has been a
magnet that has drawn not only men who
make a business of mining, but a great
throng of people of all occupations and
classes. It is the presence of this last

element which makes possible the unnat-
ural conditions known as the "mining
booms," the reaction from which has
been disastrous to so many new camps.
Already representatives of wildcat mining
concerns have visited the district, col-

lected specimens of attractive ore from
some of the good properties and gleaned
a talking knowledge of conditions. On
account of their ability to induce small
investors to provide money for their

schemes, these persuasive talkers are
able to pay good prices for claims that
cannot be profitably worked. Their com-
panies, after selling all the stock possi-

ble, usually at some fraction of its "face
\alue," start in with a great flourish to

produce ore. After many falst reports
and after much manipulation of the
stocks, during which perhaps a little ore
is really found, the company falls into

evil days and the officials disappear.

It is argued that this is a good thing

for the prospectors who sell the claims,

and it certainly is a "good thing" for the

promoters, but ultimately the effect on
the mining industry in general and the

district in particular is most deplorable.

The Shyster Engineer

In spite of the advent in Porcupine of

a number of good mining companies who
are carrying on developments in an en-

tirely satisfactory manner, there is a con-

siderable gathering of the shyster kind.

These men, posing as prospectors, engi-

neers or promoters, are to be seen push-
ing their various ventures in the hotels

and public places. They are usually

"very busy" people with many papers in

+heir pockets, maps and samples, and
they can sell a claim in any part of the

district on which you have set your heart.

As a mine superintendent at Porcupine
expressed it, "They will take you out in

the middle of a 10-acre lot and whisper
in your ear about a place they know of,

where the Indians used to chop it off with
tomahawks. Wouldn't do it for anyone
but you." If the victim is interested in

th- tale, they will see that an "engineer,"
incidentally a friend of the promoter, is

recommended for examining the proper-
ty. This shyster will, with great gravity,

compile a voluminous report full of plat-

itudes and nonsense, advising the "in-
mediate purchase of the remarkable
proposition." In many cases not a

single assay will be made, nor any work
at all done on the claim; nevertheless the

"engineer" does not lack for weighty
reasons, and he draws many a fine geo-
logical conclusion.

A Business-like Way

In contrast to this method is the com-
mendable policy pursued by one of the
small companies with headquarters in

Haileybury, near Cobalt. This company
engaged the services of a practical min-
ing geologist to represent it at Porcupine,
and began the investigation of claims in a

systematic manner. With a force of six

or eight men the agent would spend sev-
eral days or a week on a property,
trenching and showing up the veins from
which samples were taken at regular in-

tervals and assayed by reliable assayers.
In this way about 100 claims were ex-

amined, and some six or eight from which
the best results were obtained were
picked out for more thorough work. Up-
on these last, exploratory shafts were
sunk and the veins tested at depth.

In the sampling at Porcupine, chip-

pings are taken across the vein every 5
ft., and the country rock is tested for 2
or 3 ft. in each wall. The presence of

ferruginous carbonate or ankerite is

noted, as are also pyrite and sulphides,

which occur unusually near the surface.

It should be remembered that although
in some cases a high-grade vein a foot or

two in width, will give high assays, this

ore can only be mined by taking out sev-

eral feet on each side to allow for the

width for drifts or stopes. As to wheth-
er the wall rock is Keewatin schist or

Huronian sediments, the provincial geol-

ogist's report states that the age of the

rock has no apparent effect on the gold

contents of the deposit. However, there

is a feeling among the prospectors that

the vein is apt to be more uniform in

shape and size in the schist. This is ex-

actly the reverse of conditions at Cobalt,

where the silver veins usually "peter

out" in the Keewatin. There are now
several reliable firms of assayers in the

camp, and it is no longer necessary to

send samples to other places.
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The Canadian Mining Law
For some wars past, those interested

in the deelopment of the increasingly im-

portant mining industry- of Canada, have

urged the adoption by the Dominion par-

liament of a federal mining law. which

would have the force and stability of

statutory enactment. At present, placer-

mining in the Yukon Territory is gov-

erned by the Yukon placer-mining act.

All other mining under federal jurisdic-

tion is governed by orders in council and

ministerial regulations.

In the earlier stages of development,

ii :< perhaps a matter of necessity that

these important matters should be so

dealt with; but it is now felt that the

time has come when mining rights in the

extensive regions under federal control

should be put on a permanent basis, and

that any changes required from time to.

time should be made only after full and

open discussion in parliament.

Provinxes Owning Public Lands

When the Dominion of Canada was

constituted by the imperial statute known

as the British North America Act of 1867

(which came into force by proclamation

on July 1 of that year), it comprised

only the present provinces of Ontario,

Quebec. Nova Scotia and New Bruns-

wick; but provision was made for the in-

clusion of Newfoundland. Prince Edward

island. British Columbia. Rupert's Land,

and the Northwest territories. Subse-

quently Rupert's Land and the Northwest

territories were acquired, the crown colo-

nies of British Columbia and Prince

Edward island were admitted, and all the

other British territories and possessions

in North America, with the islands ad-

jacent thereto, except Newfoundland and

its dependencies, were annexed to Can-

ada by Great Britrin.

Canada, consequently, now comprises

the whole of the northern half of North

America, except Alaska and that por-

tion of Labrador which constitutes a de-

pendency of Newfoundland. All lands,

mines, minerals, and royalties belonging

at the time of the union to the several

provinces of Canada (now Ontario and

Quebec i . Nova Scotia, and New Bruns-

wick, are declared to belong to that one

of the said several provinces of Ontario,

Quebec. Nova Scotia, and New Bruns-

wick, in which the same are situated or

have their legal origin—subject, how-

to any trusts existing in respect

,t, or any interest therein, other

than that of the province.

Each of the provinces named has juris-

diction to make laws for the n

ment and sale of its public lands, and of

the timber wood thereon, and also as to

rty and civil rights in the province.

With some exceptions, not m
be here specified, the same rule

By J. M. Clark *

A statement of the pres-

ent status of the mining law

of Canada and the changes

that seem necessary, with a

discussion by Rossiter \Y

.

Raymond.

Nute—From advance proofs of a paper to
he presented at the Glen Summit meeting of
the American Institute of Mining Engineers.
June. 1911.

*Attorney-at-law, Toronto, Ont., Canada.

made applicable to Prince Edward island

and British Columbia. But very different

conditions and regulations obtain in the

remaining parts of Canada.

Under the sanction of an imperial

statute, Canada obtained a surrender of

the lands and territories granted by

Charles II. in 1670 to the governor and

company of adventurers trading in Hud-

son bay, known as the Hudson Bay Com-
pany; and Rupert's Land and the North-

west territory were consequently admit-

ted July 15, 1870.

Provinces Owning no Public Land

When the provinces of Manitoba, Sas-

katchewan, and Alberta were formed, the

lands, mines, and minerals, with slight

exceptions, were not transferred to the

provinces, but remained the property of

Canada, and subject to federal jurisdic-

tion and control.

The proposed federal mining law must

deal with the mines and minerals of these

three provinces, of all the territories (in-

cluding Yukon Territory), and of certain

areas of the older provinces, principally

the Indian lands and the railway belts of

British Columbia. It must, therefore, deal

with placer-mining, coal, natural gas, oil,

petroleum, gold silver, copper, and the

other minerals. The whole field must be

covered and every problem of mining law

solved.

The framing of this general law is re-

garded by mining men as supremely im-

portant, not only on account of the great

interests actually and potentially involved,

but also because it is looked upon as

the first step toward the unification of the

mining laws of Canada. The vital im-

portance of such completeness, wisdom,

and practical convenience being pre-

sented by the federal statute as will rec-

ommend it to the several provinces for

voluntary adoption is, therefore, self-evi-

dent.

While the dominion has no jurisdiction

over the mining laws of the provinces

which own mining lands, it is hoped that

the provisions of the federal law, by rea-

son of their excellence and efficiency, will

gradually be adopted by the various prov-,

inces.

To paraphrase a famous saying, this

must take place, not by reason of impe-

rial power, but by the imperial power of

reason.

In this connection, a striking instance

of concerted action by independent juris-

dictions may be mentioned. Some years

ago, an exceedingly well drawn act, deal-

ing with bills of exchange and promis-

sory notes, was passed by the imperial

parliament. The same act, with slight

changes, was passed by the Canadian

parliament, and by a majority of the

State legislatures of the United States;

so that it may now be said that this

statute governs the greater part of the

English-speaking world!

Suggestions Invited

There is no reason why the members
of this institute should not take a useful

and active part in obtaining for the min-

ing world advantages similar to those

which have been thus secured by the

mercantile communities of Great Britain,

the United States and Canada.

At the present time, a discussion of the

fundamental principles upon which such

a mining law as is proposed should be

based, and of the merits and deficiencies

of such codes as that of Mexico, would

be interesting and instructive, as bring-

ing together, in useful form, the results

of close observation and varied experi-

ence of the mining laws of the world.

There is no danger that any form of so

cr.lled "apex law" will be again introduced

in Canada. That law was once copied,

under the influence of miners from the

Pacific states, by British Columbia, but

was finally abolished April 23, 1892, since

which date the rights of the holder of a

mineral claim are confined, as in all other

parts of Canada, to the ground bounded

by vertical planes drawn through its sur-

face boundary lines. The vested rights

of claim owners who had located their

claims under former acts were protected;

and the "apex law," in British Columbia,

as elsewhere, has given rise to costly lit-

igation, which seems inherent in the sys-

tem of extra-lateral rights.

There are, however, other important

questions to be discussed: such as how
adequately to protect the prospector with-

out at the same titr.<: introducing the dan-

ger of "blanketing;" the function of dis-

covery in the acquisition of mining title;

the most useful forms of working condi-

tions, and the most efficient methods of

enforcing such regulations. Last, but not

least, the ever-present and ever-trouble-

some questions of taxation and royalties

must be considered.

I hope that members of the institute
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who have had experience with mining

codes in various parts of the world will

contribute their suggestions in aid of

their Canadian brethren.

Discussion by Rossiter W. Raymond

It is satisfactory but not surprising to

learn that there is no danger of the adop-

tion in Canada of the apex law with its

extra-lateral right. I do not think that

any community which has once experi-

enced the evils of that system, and has

escaped from them by abondoning it,

would ever dream of returning to it. And

British Columbia having had that exper-

ience, has doubtless furnished a sufficient

object lesson for the whole dominion.

Mr. Clark's hope that a federal law

may be framed which will ultimately be

adopted by the provinces, is not chimeri-

cal. Not only the commercial instance

which he cites, but the history of our

United States law encourages such a

hope. That law prescribes a few condi-

tions, leaving to local legislation freedom

to ordain others, not inconsistent there-

with.

For instance, the form and the maxi-

mum dimensions of a mining claim and

the minimum amount of annual "assess-

ment work," are prescribed, together with

a few forms of procedure; but smaller

dimensions, larger amounts of annual

work by possessory owners, and addition-

al forms of procedure may be imposed by

local legislation or regulation. In many
cases, especially during the earlier per-

iod following the adoption of the federal

law (1870), this freedom was abundant-

ly used, and locators of lodes or placers

were often obliged to do for the mainte-

nance of their possessory titles a good
deal more than the United States statutes

required; but gradually the convenience

of uniform conditions, working quietly,

but continuously, like the pressure due to

gravity had its effect; and, at the present

time, the local regulations of mining dis-

tricts have been largely superseded by
state or territorial statutes which are,

in the main, not only consistent but iden-

tical with those of the Federal law.

Another illustration is the manner of

making and recording a mining location

upon the public domain. It may seem
strange that the United States law pre-

scribes nothing at all in this respect. It

requires the location to have certain es-

sential features of shape, maximum di-

mensions, and relations to the discovery

of a mineral deposit within its bounda-
ries; but it does not require any particu-

lar form of record or proof of these fun-

damental requirements. Indeed, the

United States Government does not today
possess either records or maps showing
what portions of its public mineral lands
have been appropriated by valid mining
locations and are being held under pos-
sessory title.

Legalizing Trespass

At the time when our Government
had to do something in order to de-
fine its relations with miners who were
technical trespassers upon the public
lands, those lands constituted in the main
a vast, unsurveyed wilderness. A theo-
retically perfect and properly guarded
system for the record of mining titles

would have been impracticable of execu-
tion; and Congress, therefore, did the

best it could under the circumstances.
The punishment of trespassers being
neither desirable nor practicable, it le-

galized the trespass and left the parties

concerned to settle their relations with
one another according to the local rules

which they had adopted in the several
mining districts, or which might be es-

tablished for them by local legislatures,

subject to a few more or less elastic re-

quirements established by the United
States, as the real owner of the land.

Meanwhile, the, facts concerned were left

to be proved by any kind of evidence,

documentary or oral.

In my judgment this action of Con-
gress, though warranted under the cir-

cumstances so far as records of location,

etc., were concerned, might and could
have been remedied when these circum-
stances had been greatly changed, by re-

quiring records of location, etc., to be
made in or officially transmitted to the

United States local or general land of-

fice. But it is worthy of note that, with-

out any such requirement, the effect of

simple considerations of the certainty

and safety of such records has brought
about a general uniformity of local legis-

lation, requiring them to be filed with the

officers of courts or counties, who will be

responsible for their preservation from
mutilation or destruction. It is not yet

the duty of such officials to give notice to

the United States of such entries, affect-

ing the title to its public lands; but that

step may easily be taken.

This narrative of somewhat chaotic

progress may encourage the belief

that obviously wise and useful fea-

tures of administration will, in the end,

be adopted by communities upon which,

when first promulgated, they are not le-

gally binding. In other words, it is worth
while for a federal government, like that

of the United States or the Dominion
of Canada, to frame a system of mining
law for its lands, which will commend the

acceptance of its constituent states or

provinces in the administration of their

lands.

Confusion from Lack of Surveys

I think the first requisite is a survey

of the public lands. Apart from the

mischievous extra-lateral right, the great-

est cause of confusion and waste in those

mining districts of this country which

have been afflicted by our mineral-land

law, has been the lack of such public

surveys as would permit the accurate
definition of a mining location by refer-

ence to established landmarks. I do not
know how far the Dominion has pro-

ceeded in the discharge of this public
duty—one of the first, in my opinion,

which is incumbent upon any government
worthy of the name. At all events, I

hope that Mr. Clark's draft of a code will

include provision for immediate perform-
ance of this work. Mining grants may
have to be made in territory not yet sur-

veyed; but this should be done under
conditions which will secure their sub-

sequent re-definition by reference to the

lines of such a survey, and will permit
the readjustment of their boundaries so

as to conform, if possible, to those lines.

This will be comparatively easy, if the

boundaries of the original location be re-

quired to follow the direction of the fu-

ture survey lines—e.g., to run north and
south, east and west. The purchaser or

possessory tenant of a tract of mining land

would never object to paying for a little

more area here, or a little less there, in

order to conform to this obviously con-

venient rule—provided, of course, he
were not haunted by the fear of losing

problematical "apex rights" by any va-

riation in his lines.

Evils of Extra-lateral Rights

Under our present United States sys-

tem, the locator determines, as well as he

can, the course of the "apex," which he

fondly hopes he has truly discovered, and
is bound to claim a rectangle covering

that course—under penalty of losing

some or all rights, both extra-lateral and
intra-lateral, if later developments should
prove him mistaken. It might be a hard-

ship to him to be required to draw his

boundary lines in particular directions;

although I am inclined to think that, in

the long run and in the majority of cases,

the result would be advantageous to our
mining operators, by reason of their

greater security of title. I have had to

do with a large number of mining litiga-

tions, and I can recall few lode claims in-

volved in such cases from which the lode

did not. depart, at some point, across a

side line; so that I am inclined to be-

lieve that, even under the "apex law,"

the boundaries of locations might have
been required (with some modifications

or conditions as to length and width), to

run north to south and east to west, with
real advantage to locator. Be this as it may,
I see nothing to prevent the adoption by
the Dominion of Canada of a provision

so well established and so universally

approved in the sale of public agricultu-

ral lands.

Importance of Proper Classification

Next in importance to public surveys
is the official classification of the public
lands to be leased, sold, or opened to

prospectors. This classification should be,
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in my opinion, final and conclusive. If

the land in question has been sold out-

right, say. at the price ot agricultural

nd the grant or patent of the gov-

ernment, coi : he full common-law

fee simple to its contents, usque ad jstra,

s been issued to the

:hen the original official class-

riculrural, should not

• Hacking the

purchaser's title, on the ground that it

r is. in fact, more valuable for

mining than for agricultural purposes,

g vernment should occupy, in this

•. precisely the position of a private

seller. (Of course, actual fraud, to

which the purchaser was a party, might

i against his title, but to no

extent and under no other condi-

tions by the government than by any pri-

vate party wronged by such fraud. That

is to say, the government should itself

bring suit for the abrogation of its grant

or deed; and the latter should not be

open to collateral attack in any private

suit. » In short, the purchaser of any-

thing from the government is entitled, in

jfstice as well as policy, to know just

what he gets, and to be assured that he

really gets it. The danger that, through

an incorrect official classification, mineral

land may be sold at a lower price as agri-

cultural land, is entirely insignificant

compared with the importance of giving

a clear and secure title to purchasers.

Leasing of Public Land

On the other hand, lands may be

granted for agricultural purposes, with a

.ition of the mineral rights by the

government. In this case, a previous

official classification is less important. Yet

I think it might well be required to pro-

tect the government against unnecessary

administrative complications. Any land

which is officially classed as "mineral,"

had better not be sold as "agricultural;"

and, in any case it is best that in such

transactions, as in private bargains, both

parties should clearly know what they

are doing. In leases of mineral rights,

it might be urged that the government

should be able to increase its require -

upon proof of unexpected value of

the property. One obvious answer is, that

such a change should be practicable, if

at all. only after a term of years. But a

answer is. that the min-

ing industry should be taxed upon its an-

and such a tax

u-ill take care of all unexpected pros-

without disturbing the conditions

of mining title.

I feel bound to sav. however, that

near]-. nd ex-

ncllned me to belW

the acquisition

f the full public

including the mineral r

tcr in the long run, than any

.ernment If

system should be deemed advisable, then terprise and industry—reaping its own

the condition of the retention of title advantages, not from the extortion of a

should be, not a given amount of annual percentage of the anticipated results of

•work," but an annual payment of money.

The requirement of "assessment work."

under our iaw, is delusive and useless.

The required annual payment of a sum of

money would be much more effective in

preventing the retention of possessory

titles (which are practically, under our

U. S. law, government leases) for specu-

lative purposes.

The policy of requiring continued work

as a condition of continued possessory-

tenure is not particularly harmful with

regard to metal mines, especially when,

as with us, the amount of such work is

trivial; but the governmental leasing of

coal lands for limited periods, and upon

conditions of continual operation under

penalty of forfeiture, is thoroughly bad.

This idea has been suggested, I believe,

by President Taft himself, whose sane

and wise views of the general subject of

"conservation" have won the approval of

intelligent people. But I think he is wrong

on this point.

Leasing and Conservation

The operation of a colliery by a lessee

is certain to cause the sacrifice of future

to present interests; and the requirement

that such a lessee shall keep going or

lose his lease simply aggravates the situ-

ation. No governmental inspector could

fairly require of a lessee the expenditure

of a large sum of money which he might

never recover, under an arrangement sub-

ject at any time to executive cancela-

tion, especially if such expenditure were

required, not for the safety of work-

men, but only for the advantage of

some future lessee; and the require-

ment of continuous operation as a con-

dition of tenancy, would operate to fa-

vor that overproduction which is the

greatest enemy of "conservation." At

a recent meeting of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers, an eminent

authority on this subject' read a paper

advocating the shutting down by the Gov-

ernment of coal mines that did not pay,

in order to prevent the injurious over-

production and consequent waste of coal.

My proposition is, that such mines will

be shut down by their proprietors with-

out governmental interference, provided

they are not forced to continue opera-

tions for some other reason, such as the

danger of thereby losing their property

altogether. In short, I think that, in all

such questions, private ownership and

liberty are likely to produce better re-

sults than governmental supervision; and

that the best thing any government can

d<. is to preserve order, enforce contracts,

give to lessees or purchasers of its lands

clear and valid titles, and then allow

them the largest practicable liberty of en

>m1 w Parker "The Conservation -if

• •.mi in the Pnlted Bl \i,. p.
'."I ItllO

speculative adventures, but from the con-

sequent increased wealth of all its people

and the fair taxation of that wealth.

I could say many other things upon the

text which Mr. Clark has presented, but

I trust the foregoing will incite other

members of the institute to offer sugges-

tions which may be useful in his un-

dertaking.

A Large Slag Car

A slag car of 260 cu.ft. capacity, built

by the William B. Pollock Company, of

Youngstown, O., is shown in an accom-

panying illustration. The trucks are M.

C. B. 100,000 lb. capacity, and the end

and side sections of the car are formed

of interlocking steel castings, so that

there is no shear on any rivets or bolts.

The pot is dumped by means of a 16-in.

260-cu.ft. Slag Car

piston, worked either by steam or air.

To avoid too rapid dumping an air or

steam cushion is left in the exhaust end

of the cylinder, to be released slowly, and

the gear is elliptical so that a decided

push is necessary through the first half of

the pour. It requires less than one min-

ute to dump and right the pot.

The Chemists' Club

The Chemists' Club, on March 17,

opened its new house at No. 50 East

Forty-first street, which has just been

completed at a cost of nearly $500,000.

The club was formed 12 years ago and

has heretofore occupied a rented house.

The new building combines the features

of a first-class club, including restaurant

and members' sleeping rooms, with finely

equipped laboratories for analytical and

consulting chemists and for research

work. There is also a large auditorium

and lecture room and a large library and

scientific museum. One of the features

is the board room, arranged in medieval

style, with gothic arched roofing and all

the appurtenances of the laboratory of a

worker in ancient times. In the after-

noon the auditorium was dedicated to

the memory of Benjamin Thompson,

the first great American chemist.
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Milling the Homestake Ore
The Homestake company is operating

six mills that were formerly owned by

as many independent companies, but

as they have all been under the

same management almost since the date

of their erection, the practice in the

different mills has always been uni-

form. The mills are in two groups,

known as the South Side, and North

Side mills. The South Side mills are

the Homestake, 200 stamps; Golden

Star, 200 stamps, and Amicus, formerly

called the Highland, with 240 stamps.

These mills are at the city of Lead, just

to the south of the Golden Star shaft.

The North Side mills are the Pocahontas,

formerly the Deadwood-Terra, with 160

stamps; the Monroe, formerly the Cale-

donia, with 100 stamps; and the Min-

eral Point, formerly the Father de Smet,

with 100 stamps; the first two mentioned

mills of this group are at Terraville, the

other at Central City. The South Side

mills crush the ore from the deeper

workings while the North Side mills

crush principally, ore taken from the

opencuts and oxidized parts of the de-

posits.

Arrangement of Stamps

In the Mineral Point mill there are

two ore bins, one along each side of the

building, the 100 stamps being arranged

in two rows of 50 each, in front of each

ore bin, and facing toward the center

of the mill. In the other five mills the

ore bins are built through the center of

the buildings and have doubly inclined

bottoms, sloping to the opposite sides of

the mills, like flattened inverted Vs.

The stamps are in two rows, one on each

side of the ore bin and back to back

so the pulp from each row flows out-

ward from the center toward the sides

of the building. The first arrangement

makes it possible to have all the amal-

gamating plates always in view of the

head amalgamator, but the ore bins in-

terfere with the lighting of the tables.

All of the mills are built on level sites.

At the shafts through which ore is

raised from the mine, are breakers for

the first crushing of the ore. Gates ro-

tary breakers are used and the broken

ore is stored in bins from which it is

drawn into cars to be hauled to the mill.

Trains of 10 to 16 one-ton cars drawn

by a large air locomotive, tram the ore

to the various mill bins. A steel via-

duct has been built between the Ellison

shaft and the Golden Star mill, enter-

ing that mill at the level of the top of

the ore bins; the track connects with the

Homestake and Amicus mills, over

wooden trestles, while all these mills are

so connected by wooden trestles that ore

can be delivered to their bins^from any

of the mine shafts. When a train of ore

Dy Clarence ^ Spmnle G ^ l ^ e com P anv -
The batteries are fed"

with ore by suspended Challenge feeders.

The area of amalgama-
tion plates is exceptional.

Coarse sand is removed

from the tailing and re-

ground in a tube mill or

Wheeler pans.

is dumped into the bins of the mills with

a central ore bin, the ore is diverted so

about one-half of it falls to each side

of the apex of the inverted V bottom.

Details of Construction

The mortar blocks are built of wood
planks standing on end and spiked to-

gether with suitable binders at the upper
end of the block and a second set a few
feet lower. A sheet of >i-in. rubber

cloth is placed over the top of the care-

fully leveled block and the mortar is

placed directly upon it without the use

of an anvil block. The mortar is tied

to the block by eight bolts, four in front

and four in back of the mortar. These

are usually from 3 to 4]/2 ft. long, and

about \'/2 in. in diameter; their upper

ends are threaded and the lower ends

terminate in loops about 2 in. in diam-

eter. The holes for the bolts are bored

from the top of the block vertically

downward. In the front of the block

four horizontal holes are bored parallel

with the short side, and in line with the

loops of the bolts, so when these loops

are in position 2-in. iron rods may be

slipped through the horizontal holes in

the blocks and through the loops in the

bolts, each bar anchoring two bolts, one

at the front and one at the back of the

mortar. This construction permits re-

newal of a block by excavating only at

the front. I believe the wooden blocks

are to be gradually replaced by concrete.

The battery frames are of wood, gen-

erally 12x24 in., with cuts for the boxes

of the cam shaft. They stand on cross

sills above and at right angles to the

mud sills,, which latter run parallel to

the length of the buildings. The brac-

ing timbers are either in front or back

of the batteries, according to the direc-

tion of pull of the driving belts.

The Homestake mortar is too well

known and has been too widely adopted

to require description here. Amalgamated

plates are used in the mortar, one in

front; the other at the back. The ten-

dency of late has been to narrow the

mortars and increase the depth of dis-

charge. The mortar casting weighs about

7000 lb.; mortars, dies and shoes are

now made of cast iron in the foundries

Operation of the Batteries

The drive of the stamps varies in the

different mills. In the Amicus mill there

are two lines of main shaft carried on

the floor timbers below the floor of the

ore bin. Each shaft is belt driven by a

350-h.p. corliss engine; the batteries are

driven in sets of 10 stamps. Each mill

Jias its own power equipment, engines,

pumps and boilers. In the Amicus mill

there are four sets of Sederholm boilers,

the furnaces of which are stoked me-
chanically, Wyoming* slack lignite being

used for fuel.

The stamps weigh about 900 lb., drop

through 10'/. in. from 85 to 90 times

per minute. The discharge opening is on
an average of 10 in. above the dies;

chuck blocks of 6-, 8- and 10-in. depth

are used, changing for a shallower chuck
block as the dies wear in order to keep
the depth of discharge approximately the

same at all times. Steel needle-slot

No. 8 screens are used in the batteries,

the apertures being equivalent to about

35 mesh. The mortars are 12 in. wide at

the level of the dies and flare out to 18

or 20 in. at the discharge opening; the

dies are 8j/> in. in diameter. The narrow
mortar, moderately heavy stamps and

rapid drop tend to a high rate of crush-

ing, while the deep discharge and fine

screens insure the retention of the coarse

ore particles until they have been re-

duced to such fineness that 80 per cent,

of the issuing pulp will pass a 100-mesh

screen, of which 40 per cent, is finer than

200 mesh. The Homestake mortar is de-

signed to give a maximum degree of am-
algamation inside the battery with the

least possible interference with rapid

crushing. The average duty per stamp

per 24 hours is 4.125 tons of ore.

Amalgamation

The amalgamation of the gold is ac-

complished in the mortar and upon
plates; mercury is fed to the mortar to

the amount of 5 dwt. per ton of ore. The

amalgam collects on the chuck and back

plate, the total amount of gold recovered

from these plates is from 50 to 70 per

cent, of the gold recovered by amalga-

mation. In front of the stamps there is a

plain copper amalgamated plate 54 in.

wide by 12 ft. long, there being one of

these plates for each set of five stamps.

The plates in the different mills are not

all the same size. These dimensions are

of the plates in the Amicus mill. The

plates are set at an inclination of 1)4

in. per foot and are about 10 in. below

the discharge level of the mortar. A
splash board is placed at the head of the

table to break the drop of the pulp o*
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the plate and to spread it in a thin

The pulp is verj thin, about 11 parts

water to one of solids by weight being

used in th« the end of the
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tes the pulp passes through an

amalgam trap and thence flows to the dis-

tributing box at the head of the second

sel of plates, which are about 10 ft.

from them. Amalgamation is best when

the battery water is about 50 deg. F. In

the winter the outside temperature fre-

quently falls far below zero and the bat-

.ery water is then heated by the exhaust

steam from the mill engines.

Regrindinc Coarse Tailing

At the South Side mills crushing ore

from the deeper unoxidized parts of the

deposits, it was found that the coarse

portion of the pulp from the last plates

contained gold much above the average

of the rest of the pulp. Some of this

gold was amalgamable when the grains

were crushed finer and the extraction of

the gold from this coarse sand by cyanide

was unsatisfactory. An experimental re-

grinding plant was built in the old cone

house to separate and further grind this

coarse pulp that amounted to 210 tons

daily or about 7 J :> per cent, of the ore

crushed in the South Side mills. The

pulp from the fourth row of plates flows

through a launder at 1 ; _> per cent, grade

This underflow runs to 14 classifying

cones, each 1.33 ft. in diameter, by 3.78

f.. deep with sides sloping at 80 deg.;

with a -H-in. bushing in the discharge

valve. These cones have an upward
stream of water flowing into them

through a pipe that enters at the side

near the bottom, 1095 parts of water be-

ing added to the pulp by this stream. The
underflow is classified into two streams,

one of which goes to a tube mill and the

other to seven Wheeler pans. The
overflow goes to the cyanide-plant

launder. The pulp flows to a dewatering

cone 3 ft. in diameter by 2 ft. 6 in. deep,

the sides sloping at an angle of 60 deg;

the discharge bushing is x/2 in. in

diameter and 484 parts of water are

added. The underflow from the dewater-

ing cone assays $2.45, contains 70 parts

solids to 49 parts water and runs to a

tube mill 5 ft. in diameter by 14 ft.

leng, making 27 r.p.m. The discharge

fiom the tube mill is diluted with the

581 parts water overflowing from the de-

m
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ins, each 18 ft. in diameter by 20 ft.

<ep, the bottoms sloping at an angle of

- deg. The underflow through the %-
bushing goes to the cyanide plant

lile the clarified overflow is used as a

iter supply to the Wheeler pans; 969

rts of water are added at the pans and

e pulp from them contains 140 parts

'

(lids to 1261 parts water. The discharge

om each Wheeler pan flows over a se-

fes of narrow amalgamated plates 6 ft.

ng, set one below the other in a se-

es of steps. At each pan the plates

ive an area of 27 sq.ft.; about 66c. in

)ld are recovered per ton of dry pulp

)ing over these plates. The tailing

jws to the cyanide plant. The gold re-

bvered by amalgamation after passing

ver the Wheeler pan tables is 2.5 per

;nt. of the gold in the original mill tail-

ig. The gold in the average daily tail-

;g from the mills amounts to about

3689, of which $133 or 3 6/10 per cent,

recovered by amalgamation after re-

rinding.

Cleanup and Retorting

The cleanup is made twice each month,

le stamps being hung up for about four

ours each cleanup day. The retort fur-

aces are in the assay-office building and

he retorts, five in all, are of the hori-

ontal type built into the walls of the

urnace. The amalgam is placed in cast-

ron cups about 12 in. in diameter by

ii or 8 in. wide. The section of one of

ihese cups is a circle cut off at a chord

libout three inches below the top, to

iillow space between the tops of the cups

and roof of the retort for the passage of

he mercury vapor. Three cups are placed

n each retort. Retorting is started at

light and is complete by the next morn-

ng. There are two melting furnaces each

aking three pots, one takes No. 50 and

he other No. 100 crucibles. The amal-

gam bullion is from 725 to 800 fine in

gold and from 200 to 220 fine in silver.

Cost of Milling

The average cost for stamp milling

for the year ended June 1, 1910, was
$0,219 per ton of ore treated and the

cost of regrinding $0,015. This figure

is the cost for regrinding averaged from
the total yearly tonnage of all mills, the

cost per ton of material actually reground
is 30c. The total power used in the mills

is about 2550 h.p. The engines driving

the crushers use about 1000 h.p. and
counting the power used for lighting and
pumping, an average of about one horse-

power per ton of ore is 'used in milling.

The checking of the mill work is not so

systematically carried out by assays as
is usual in large gold mills. About 100
assays are made every day but the deter-

mination of the gold content of the bat-

tery feed is usually made by panning.
The samples are first broken in a mor-
tar and then finely crushed in a small

stamp mill made from a rock drill. The
Homestake company employs one man
to do all the panning who is an expert at

estimating the free gold in the ore.

Weighed quantities of the finely crushed

sample are panned, the estimate made
and the tailings from the pannings for

each day are sent to the assay office.

Checks by assay of the panner's results

are made at frequent intervals. About

50 such pan assays are made every day

and the estimates made by the panner

agree closely with the amount of free

gold in the ore as figured from the mill

recovery.

The Chiricahua Mountains

By $. $. Badger*

The Chiricahua Mountains rising to a

flight of 10,000 ft. above sea level, are

in the southeastern corner of Cochise

county, Arizona, 14 miles west of the

western boundary of New Mexico and 26

miles north of the northern boundary of

Mexico. Their history and geological

formation seem to be little known or

understood. As early as 1882 prospect-

ors began their search for the precious

metals. At that time copper in this re-

gion was of little value, owing. to the

pcor means for transporting the ore to

market, so the prospector searched only

for silver and lead. In 1884 a small

silver-lead furnace was erected, and the

ores from several prospects smelted.

The base bullion was hauled by wagon,

86 miles to the nearest railroad station,

then freighted to $an Francisco, and

notwithstanding the enormous expense,

netted good profit.

Early Developments

As depth was attained the lead began

to disappear, and copper ore was found

in its stead, and as the copper could not

be handled at a profit, the mines were

generally abandoned, except by a few

prospectors. For 16 years comparatively

little was done, when in 1902 Michigan

people bonded the old Burns property

and began active development, erecting

a $50,000 hoisting plant and sinking a

three-compartment shaft to a depth of

4000 ft.; drifting and crosscutting was

done at this level to the extent of some

3000 ft. The pumps were then taken

out, the mine allowed to fill with water,

and the owners waived their bond after

having expended about $400,000. A few

months later the owners were called to-

gether, the property purchased outright

and has since remained idle, except for

the annual assessment work.

About this time the same people pur-

chased the Rieder property, which ad-

joins the Burns on the northwest, spend-

ing over $200,000, and then the mine

Mining engineer, Douglas, Ariz.

was allowed to lie idle. Other Michigan

people bought the $ullivan group, started

development, cut a fine body of copper

ore, and then abandoned the property.

In 1906 a local syndicate of Douglas

men bought the Colvin property, which

lies between the two Michigan properties,

and have kept steadily at work, develop-

ing a large body of copper ore, which

they will soon begin to market. Natur-

ally these mountains were avoided by

capitalists in consideration of the failure

of the two Michigan companies.

Occurrence of the Ore

The geological series of the mountains

include carboniferous limestone and

porphyry, with a few scattered sheets

of granite and diorite. »The limestone

and porphyry are of the same age as

those of Bisbee. The limestones have

been tilted by the instrusion of the por-

phyry, so they now stand from 45 deg.

to nearly vertical. At the contacts and
in the outcrops copper, gold and silver

ore is found rich enough to justify the

development, and wherever sinking has

been done, good ore has been found, al-

though so far the deepest working is only

400 ft. The outcrops vary in width on

the surface from a few to 300 ft., and

the outcrops are equal, if not greater,

than those of Cananea, Mexico. The
mineral belt has a mean width of about

one mile and trends from southeast to

northwest for 40 miles, with a general

dip to the southwest, and unlike most

of the Arizona fields, has an abundance

of timber and water.

Filters for Effluent Solutions

As a filter for solutions, such as those

from the iron tanks of copper refineries,

the following is recommended by H.

$chroder (Aust. Min. Std., Dec. 28, 1910).

Cocoa matting was covered with calico,

and about three inches of sand placed on

top of this. The solution flows upward
through this, and no trouble results

either from clogging, or from losses.

It is understood that certain chlorina-

tion mills have used filters of sawdust

for their effluents to great advantage.

The sawdust apparently has not only a

filtering action for any fine gold present,

but also precipitates any gold still re-

maining in solution.

Thorium has so far resisted all efforts

to prepare in a pure state. The purest

contains 96 to 97 per cent, thorium, and

was prepared by heating thorium hydride

in a vacuum of 10 mm. The metal thus

obtained, according to the Journ. Frank-

lin Inst., is black, does not oxidize in

contact with air or oxygen at ordinary

pressures, but oxidizes in oxygen under

pressure and takes fire in fused potassium
chlorate, burning with a luminous flame.
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Geology Applied to Minin
Believing that the work undertaken

and the practical results obtained by a

conducted geological department

are not generally known, this article is

scribe the methods used by

the geok - artment of the Anaconda

Copper Mining Company. Butte. Mont.

The and real value of a geologi-

cal department depends upon the proper

:;on of theory to practice. If the de-

rment confines its work to extensive

. arches along purely theoretical lines,

as microscopic examinations and

detailed studies of hand specimens and

fails to keep in close touch with the act-

ual mining and with the surveying offices,

it is likely to prove useless to the man-

agement. Its work will, no doubt, be val-

uable from the professional point of view

and make good reading in the mining pa-

pers, but that is not what the company

desires.

A well conducted department will pay

more attention to the relative posi-

tions at a given elevation of a vein,

a fault which intersects it and the work-

ings of a mine in that vicinity, than to the

distribution of the minerals in a speci-

men of the ore. In one case the depart-

ment can advise the management directly

as to the best way of reaching the fault-

ed orebody from the present workings

and will undoubtedly save some useless

prospecting.

It is true that the geologist can

see no farther into the earth than the

miner, but it is also true that he can

usually see more than the miner in the

ground that has been opened up. He

can plat everything that he sees on care-

fully prepared maps and can correlate,

project and construct sections. He can

then advise development or suggest pros-

pecting from actual drawings and not

from a mere scientific study which may

be based upon an unstable theory.

Applied Geology as a Direct Means of

Saving Money

The geologist who sees from his plans

and sections that a raise in ore will meet

a certain fault before it reaches the next

level can be of use in a practical way.

He knows that the fault will contain

much soft ground, probably some water,

that it will cause extra expense to keep

die raise open and if some precautions

are not taken the fault may finally de-

// the raise. If it is intended to con-

nect the two levels the raise above the

fault will be in waste rock. The geologist

can therefore move the raise east, west,

north or south M void the fault

and be in ore all the way; he may save

much as I

-

I of the rail e by so

doing. Although these savings may be

:'hf, he will be in a position to make

many in a month if he V' aps

and sections well ur J keeps

By F. A. Linforth

and E. B. Milburn *

The geologists of the Ana-

conda Copper Mining
Company plat all geological

features of the mines, this

work often leading to the

discovery of new oreshoots.

I.inforth & Milburn, constructors oi en-

gineering models, llenuessy building, Butte,

Mont.

in very close touch with actual mining.

By correlating known geJogical facts

in adjoining properties or nearby levels

he can often recognize a new fault

and direct developments so as to

obtain the faulted portion without the er-

ratic prospecting which might, or might

not ultimately find the faulted segment.

These little savings are almost certain

but it is only by the use of carefully re-

corded geological data that they can be

made. In the course of such work the

department frequently is in a position

where it can predict a valuable orebody

which would otherwise be missed. Act-

ual examples will be cited later, in which

orebodies have been found by practical

means.

Geological Data Should Be Used

A geological department which has a

few hand specimens collected from the

100 level and advises that a shaft be

sunk 1000 ft. because a microscopic ex-

amination of thin sections show so and

so as to the relation between wall and

vein matter, takes a long chance. It de-

pends on a theory, and while the work

is more scholarly and requires deeper

thought, the mine superintendent who lis-

tens to such advice may criticize pretty se-

verely. Furthermore, if the correct re-

lation of theory to practice is established

and the department managed according

to this relation, its value may still be

questioned for, no matter how carefully

the notes are taken underground nor how
faithfully they are recorded on the office

maps, the department will be accomplish-

ing much less than it might, because it

fails to follow up every feature of plat-

ted geology.

Carefully prepared notes, maps and

sections would simply be "an inven-

tory of the company's underground

possessions," quoting Mr. Brunton, and

as such has only a certain value, as for

instance in the event of litigation. The

cvery-day value of the work comes from

the study of these records and the appli-

cation of them to actual mining. It is

the failure to obtain practical results the

creates prejudice against geological de

partments, and this failure is largel 1

due to the fact that the data collected ar

not used. The work is excellent as far a

it goes, but it is not carried far enough

In the geological department of the An

aconda Copper Mining Company th<

work of studying the platted informa

tion and applying it to the actual minin,.

is carried on every day.

Equipment for Recording Geologica,

Data

Before discussing the practical result

obtained by this carefully conducted de

partment, a few words relative to th<

method of taking the notes may be ii!|

order. The apparatus in general us>

consists of a Brunton compass, a 100-ft

metallic tape, a small pick, a woodei

scale, preferably one graduated to 40 ft

per in. on one edge and 20 ft. per in. oi

the other, colored pencils and notebooks

the latter are of two sizes and the worl

in hand determines which is used. On;

large notebook, 8x12 in., is prepared fo

each mine and is posted from time t(

time from the regular mine maps; i

therefore contains the correctly orientec

position of the various workings up tc

date. A scale of 40 ft. per in. is usee

for these books. The other book is small .

er and is ruled with indelible ink con-

venient for making sketches on the scak

of 20 ft. per in. The 20- ft. scalebooks

are the most important and most of the

notes are taken in them, as this scale al-

lows much greater accuracy in recording

the details; this is found to be necessary

for the details often decide the case in

hand. The correct sketching of the drag-

ore at the intersection of a vein and a

fault is a case where details is all im-

portant. Nothing of this kind need ever

be omitted in the 20-ft. scale books. The

larger books with the 40-ft. scale maps

are used when it is desirable while taking

the notes, to see the more general rela-

tions between various veins and faults.

Representing Geology in Sketches

The procedure underground is first to

locate a survey station, from which all

measurements are made. The tape ts

usually fastened to it and then suspended

from nails along the drift or crosscut.

When a vein or a fault is encountered

it is examined carefully to decide on its

relative strength and importance, to de-

termine whether it is a vein or a fault,

to trace it across the opening and to look

for any peculiarities which may aid in its

identification at another place. Then it is

sketched with colored pencils in the note-

book in its proper place, representing

each part as accurately as possible.

A simple color scheme is adopted: the

clay or actual plane of movement is rep-
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,sented by heavy blue, the crushed and

tered granite included between the clay

jps by shaded blue, and vein filling,

hether it be only quartz and pyrite, or

fst-class ore, by red, the different

reaks being carefully drawn in and the

i.pth of the color indicating which parts

e ore and which are only vein matter,

ir instance, the foot-wall boundary of

e vein may be represented in the note-

iok with a heavy blue line, then a band
' shaded blue, then a streak of shaded

!d, and then a band of heavy red. This

idicates at a glance that the vein is a

i.ult vein, for the blue shows the move-

ent. The strength of the faulting is in-

!cated by the amount of the crushed ma-
rial. The commercial aspect is repre-
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Determination of Strike and Dip
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In taking the strikes and dips the in-

strument is simply held in the line of the

strike by the observer, who stands at one
side of the crosscut with his back against

some definite streak of the vein and is

pointed exactly at the ,spot where the

same streak of the vein passes out. When
a vein is flat and its strike is important,

a different method is used. A nail is

driven into some certain streak of the

vein and a string is stretched across the

crosscut to another nail in the same
streak. The string is then leveled by

means of the clinometer in the compass,

moving one nail up or down along the

slope of the vein; when level, the string

Fig. 1. Typical Section from Large
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Mine Map

mted by the red band of ore, which can

b scaled to ascertain its width, in fact

>e sketch in the notebook should be so

implete that one who had not seen the

•iginal could tell exactly what the ex-

isure looked fine. Yellow is used to in-

cate porphyry and green stands for ap-

'e. Granite is represented by black

;ncil cross hatching. The strike and dip

•e measured and recorded and a short

ite made of the character of the miner-

ization. The operations are mechanical

lough, but some skill is required in de-

ding on the relative strength and im-

)rtance of the geological features and

representing them in their proper geo-

gical value by a drawing.

indicates the true strike of the vein and

its course may be determined with the

compass.

Mapping and Recording the Data

In the office a set of separate level

tracings is kept for each mine and is

posted from the regular mine maps at

the chief engineer's office once a month.

Tracing cloth is used so that the relations

between the levels may be conveniently

seen by placing one sheet over another.

All the sheets for one mine are held in

place on a board of spring clips. (An ex-

cellent description of these map holders

may be found in Mr. Brunton's article

printed in Trans., A. I. M. E., Vol. 36).

The scale of 40 ft. per in. is found to be
convenient for these maps. When the

underground notes are complete they are

posted in ink on the proper sheets and
every detail is faithfully transferred, re-

ducing the scale from 20 to 40 it., if the

notes are in the 20- ft. scale notebook.

The uses to which these sheets

are afterward put will be taken up later,

but in connection with mapping and re-

cording of data the cross-sections may be
mentioned. Every mine has its set of

cross-sections posted each month from
the level maps; Fig. 1 is a typical section.

The geology must be as complete as pos-

sible on the level sheets before pur-

ting it on the sections. A few sec-

tions of raises are made underground in

the 20-ft. scale notebook, also a few floor

plans of the stopes so that the distance

of projection on the office sections may
not be too great. A scale of 100 ft.

per in. is found very desirable for these

sections.

Besides the 40-ft. scale plan sheets

before mentioned, another very im-

portant set of maps is kept. It is a

collection of large-plan maps on a scale

of 200 ft. per in., which represent eleva-

tions 100 ft. apart and every level in the

camp is platted on the sheet nearest it

in elevation. Each sheet embraces the

whole camp and, of course, every level

of every mine finds its place somewhere
on this set of maps. The geology is plat-

ted in a general way only, and no attempt

is made to represent the detail. Red is

used for veins and blue for fault veins,

but no shading is used. The object of

these shafts is to correlate veins and
faults when discovered in different

mines. Their great value in this respect

will be shown.

Although it takes much time, patience

and careful work to collect all these

notes each month, as this department

does and to record them with every detail

on the 40-ft. scale sheets, and also in

less degree on the 100-ft. scale sections

and 200- ft. scale plan maps, the result

would not be of any great practical value

if that was the extent of it. The geolog-

ical department aims to carry its work
much farther and achieve some really

practical results. It aims to assist in the

actual work of mining and development,

to save money which would be spent in

useless prospecting, to place crosscuts

and raises where they would be least mo-
lested by faults and heavy ground, to dis-

cover the faulted portions of orebodies

and to lay out the development of new
territory.

Discovery of a New Oreshoot from
Geological Data

It may now be in order to cite a few-

definite cases in which the geological de-

partment has been of service. Almost
daily the department has some informa-

tion to offer to the foremen which will be

of use to them, but it is the purpose here
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the more important

. ned by the us<

Take first an ex-

;n which a large and valuable

ed by the preparat

Fter determining

of the vein in ques-

tion by underground examination. This

vein was one of the type locally known

Fault vein: that is. a mineralized

fault fissure. The ore in these veins oc-

curs in shoots and for long distances

ch portions the vein ap-

ss of crusned and ai-

re with clay slips.

On the 1300 level of a certain mine

the drifting had been done along this

worthless fault material for several hun-

Feet, when suddenly a rich oreshoot

-countered. It was developed and

stoped and a drift on the 1200 level was

carried out over it. encountering the same

shoot. In the course of geological ex-

amination the dips, strikes and character

of this shoot were carefully recorded on

the geological sheets. In a crosscut driv-

en into the foot-wall on the 1300 level a

thick clay wall was found running par-

allel with the vein, but having no value;

ht dip was recorded. There was nothing

to correspond with it on the 1200 level.

When platted on the cross-sections, to-

gether with the big shoot, it was found

that this foot-wall slip must join the

main vein above the 1200 level.

Ore that Might Have Been Over-

looked

Later the 1500 drift was advanced to

get under the big oreshoot and a large

and valuable one was cut. It was de-

veloped and stoped and no one thought

it as anv other than the one on the 1200

and 1300 levels above it; the mine fore-

man's composite map showed nothing to

indicate that it was not. When the shoot

was platted by its recorded dip on the

geological sections, it was found to line

up exactly with the worthless foot-wall

slip on the 1300 level. It was evident

then that the work on the 1500 level

had not been carried far enough into the

hanging-wall to get the 1300 shoot so a

crosscut was suggested. Its length neces-

sary to cut the 1300 shoot was deter-

mined from the section, and the work

was done. Within a few feet of the pre-

dicted distance the ore was encountered

! when developed proved to be beyond

a doubt the oreshoot of the 1200 and

while the one first encoun-

tered on the 1500 was on the foot- wall

lit, and did not come to the 1300 level

at all. Only a chance crosscut

Mild have located this orcbody if

there had not been geological data at

hand. It wa<- 300 ft. long and averaged

three 6cts wide. 'he actual lo-

cation of this shoot there was excellent

information upon which to develop the

Hied

and used with equal succ

Locating an Orebody from the Plan

Maps

On the 300 level of a certain mine a

vein had been cut and drifted on and ap-

parently a rich oreshoot has been en-

countered. On the 700 level (which was

but 200 ft. below it) the drift was ap-

parently on the same vein and had been

driven to the farthest extremity of the

shoot on the 300 level in worthless ma-

terial. Suspecting a split the foreman

had driven crosscuts into the foot- and

hanging-walls without avail and, con-

cluding that the shoot did not come down,

he abandoned the drift. When the geo-

logical examination was made on the

300 level it was found necessary to pay

close attention to the detail. A glance at

Fig. 2, taken from the notebook, will

show that the vein had a slight north dip

where cut by the crosscut and that it con-

tained no ore. Its strike was fairly uni-

form, still there was a slight bend in the

drift and at the turn some of the vein

seemed to pass out still dipping a little

to the north.

At the foot-wall side of the drift the

ore had suddenly appeared and it showed

opened and worked again. This w;

done and within a few feet of the platn

intersection the same rich ore of the 3(J

level was found. It proved to be a sho

200 ft. long and 25 ft. average widt

much of it containing native coppe

though most of the ore was chalcoci!

with quartz and pyrite. As soon as nail

ing work started on this orebody, tl

geological department set out to loca

the portion of the ore-bearing vein c

the other side of the fault. Both we

platted on the 200-ft. scale maps, ai

by correlation it was found that the fai

was one already known in the min

From data collected there it was possib

to tell the direction of the throw and a|

proximately the amount, so the fault,

part was platted and the shortest crossc

laid out to get it. Without a foot of ext

work the ore was found and later devt

opments checked the work of the d

partment exactly. By like methods ti

800 and 900 levels were laid out and th

vein with its faulted segments was foui

in every case exactly as predicted. N

a dollar was spent in useless prospec

ing, although 350 ft. of work had to I

done on the 900-ft. level to get this oi
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Fig. 2. Exampi h of Notebook Sketches

a slight south dip. These details made

the key, and when the notes were platted

the north dipping portion, which passed

out at the turn, was projected, as shown,

and the south dipping one was separated

from it. The drawing then indicated that

there were two veins of different ages,

though nearly parallel, one a worthless

fault, the other containing commercial

ore and cut off by the first. This discov-

ery was clearly made from the geological

•naps; no regular mine map could show

it. Now then, why had the 700 level

missed this ore? After projecting the

north dipping portion along its strike

on the 300-IevcI plan map and by its

dip on the sections it became evident that

the drift on the 700 level had been entire-

ly in the worthless fault. Then by plat-

ting the fault and the vein in plan at

successive elevations down from the 300

level, the point of intersection was found

for th.- 700 level. It proved to be 100 ft.

rid tin- face of the abandoned drift.

Ft was suggested thai the drift be

The Engineering $ Mining Journal

Fig. 3. Old Veins Faulted by Tw

Systems of Later Veins

The intersection was only 8 ft. from i

predicted position on this level.

Complex Faulting of Butte Veins

Many discoveries have been made 1

applying newly observed data to esta

lished facts. Take, for instance, the ge

eral relation between the three know

ages of veins in Butte. The oldest vein

locally called quartz-pyrite veins, a

known to be displaced by the fault veil

which have a northwest strike and thes

together with the quartz-pyrite veins, a

in turn faulted by the northeast fault

Over a long period of observation th

relation has been found to be fairly ge;

eral. It is, therefore, well known wh

to expect when a drift along a northwc

fault vein approaches a northeast fan

But the discoveries of orebodies con

largely by platting the faulted parts

the oldest veins after being faulted l

both of the later systems. Many blocl

of ore would be neglected if this gener

knowledge obtained by the geological d

partment was not applied to new note

Fig. 3 shows a peculiar occurrence i
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faulted portions of the old veins after

being displaced by both later veins.

A is the latest fault, one of the north-

east system, B and C are the faulted and

unfaulted portions of a northwest fault

vein displaced by A ; E, F and G are the

faulted segments of the old quartz-pyrite

vein D displaced by B first and A later.

The drift was driven as indicated, com-

pletely missing the segments E and F;

when reconstructed the parts of the

quartz-nyrite vein lie in the order D, E,

| G.

The cross-sections, as shown in Fig. 4,

were used in an interesting way. A is a

crosscut, which intersected the vein at B;

B-C is a raise on the vein which, how-

ever, was cut off by the fault F-G. There

was already a drift on the level above at

D, but the question was: Where was the

point E? The foreman would have con-

tinued the crosscut from B, which pro-

cedure would have been useless. The
department, by means of a cross-section.

ri'uci:inj .T BHiwng Journal

Fig. 4. A Section of a Faulted Vein

saved the cost of this crosscut and locat-

ed the point H, from which the crosscut

H E might be run. The intersection was
found actually to be half a set below the

point predicted.

A Mine Rejuvenated

One more case may be cited- in which a

little geological observation and correla-

tion of facts made a new mine out of

one which had very little ore in sight. A
drift had been run on an east and west

vein and some good ore had been stoped.

Rather suddenly the ore seemed to dis-

i

continue, and the drift became exceed-

ingly wet and heavy. It was breast

boarded and when the ore was all stoped

the drift was abandoned. In examining
the geographical maps of adjoining mines
it was found that a big fault vein should

pass through in that vicinity. This led

to an examination of the wet part of the

drift, revealing the fact that the fault

vein was the cause of the heavy ground
and showed some of its branches cross-
ing the drift behind the breast boards.
The question arose as to which way

the faulted part was displaced.

By correlation on the 200-ft. scale

maps with a mine over half a mile
away the big 'fault vein was identified,

and its throw exactly determined. It

appeared to be opposite the throw, which
the examination of dips and the diagram
for a normal fault would be but the geo-
logical evidence was followed and a

crosscut laid out, which was predicted

to reach the faulted part of the vein

within 100 ft. The crosscut was run and
in 108 ft., and the ore was found. Sim-
ilar developments on three other levels

gave the same results and first-class ore

is now being mined from the 1500- to the'

1000-ft. level from this faulted vein.

Routine Work of Geological Depart-
ment Valuable

In addition to these cases many more
could be mentioned, but the foregoing are

typical. In smaller matters the geolo-

gists are of use every day in keeping

platted records of such details as the

points where some part of a wall passes

out of a drift, and whether or not it

comes in again as the drift proceeds,

keeping the foreman informed as to

which branch of a vein he is drifting on

when it has split between the two levels

and keeping him posted as to the point

at which he may expect to meet some
known fault or telling him how to avoid

one. The foremen very frequently ask

for tracings of portions of the geological

maps to aid them in their work.

In conclusion there might be men-
tioned one other feature of the work in

this department. When complicated geo-

logical structure is encountered under-

ground, glass models are made. Several

of the more important mines have thus

been modeled and many intricate and

important relations have been in this way
worked out. The type of model used is

the well known glass-plate form. Each
plate represents a level and on it is post-

ed regularly all the new work and geo-

logical notes. The plates are held hori-

zontally in wooden frames at the proper

elevations. Glass models using vertical

sections instead of plans are sometimes

used, but the latter is the common
type and the most satisfactory. The

models are an important feature of the

equipment of this department.

A new German process for the pro-

duction of sulphuric acid consists of ex-

posing sulphur dioxide and oxygen to

strong ultra-violet radiation. According

to Zeitschrift fur Electrochemie the reac-

tion is quickest at a little above 570 de-

grees Fahrenheit.

Rothwell Filtering Tanl^

In plants where a part of the operation

is separating liquids from solids, it is

sometimes necessary to alter the raito of

liquid and solid, so that either or both

may be in suitable condition for further

treatment. To accomplish this, J. E.

Rothwell, of Denver. Colo., has patented

(U. S. Pat. 976,923, Nov. 29. 1910) an

improved settling, filtering and collecting

tank.

Referring to the accompanying figure,

the salient features are perforated parti-

tions at the feed end, and a conveyer for

delivering the solid to the collecting re-

ceptacle. The liquid fed to the box A
passes into the tank through small aper-

tures B and then into the settling cham-
ber C, formed by the partition D whose
lower part is perforated. The heaviest

solids settle in the receptacle E, the

lightest rise to the top of D and overflow,

while the others pass through the perfora-

tions in D and move along the tank be-

low the baffles, gradually settling on the

filter surface F F and being gently moved
back to E by the conveyer. The filter is

designed to increase the working capacity

of the tank over what it would be if the

D A

The Engineering
.J
Mining Journal

Rothwell Filtering Tank

separation were by settling and decanta-

tion only. All the liquid may be drawn
through the filter, and the working may
also be varied by raising the partition D
to prevent any overflow from the settling

chamber. The inventor has assigned his

patent to the Colorado Iron Works, of

Denver, Colo.

Separation of the Alkaline

P^arths

In separating the alkaline-earth metals,

barium, strontium and calcium are first

precipitated together as carbonates by
ammonium carbonate. Dissolve this pre-

cipitate in the smallest possible quantity

of dilute hydrochloric acid, and precipi-

tate the barium as chloride by adding to

the solution about 10 times its volume
of concentrated hydrochloric acid.' Fil-

ter on a Gooch, wash with strong hydro-

chloric acid, dry and weigh. Evaporate

the filtrate and make an aqueous solution

of the residue. Precipitate the stron-

tium with 0.15 per cent. H SO, and then

the lime as oxalate.

lZeit. Anal. Chetn., 1909. (;>. 17." ,\ sen.)
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Core Drills in the Joplin District
Joplin bas Jen a field into

which manufacturers and operators of

l hesitated to enter.

?een made to utilize

:id drill, but they were ap-

parer.: ul. The principal dif-

. em to have been encountered

in drilling through pockets and crevices,

in which the diamonds were likely to be

-torn out and I

The shot drill was tried in this district

years ago apparently with

le principal difficulty

being that the drill could make almost

no headway in some of the hard Hint

encountered. There are no authentic

records available regarding these at-

5, but they must have been discour-

aging, or later attempts would certainly

have been made.

Churn Drilling Used in the Past

The churn drill is widely used, and is

ctory from a mere drilling stand-

point, but the records obtained are not

reliable. .Many good mining properties

^een condemned, and many poor

ones recommended on data obtained by

churn drills.

The drilling is almost always done by

contract; speed is about the only factor con-

sidered: and the holes are not cleaned

thoroughly nor often enough so a thin

rich stratum often appears as 4 or 5 ft.

of workable ore. This would not be so

misleading but for the fact that the ore-

bearing ground, being much softer than

the rock above or below is cut much
easier, so the diameter of the hole at

this point is greatly enlarged, and shows

more ore than it should. The jar of the

tools and wash of the water tends to

enlarge the hole at these rich places,

and the mineral runs down to greater

depths, making a false and misleading

record. With a core drill this is impos-

sible as the cuttings are not depended

upon for the record.

Use of the Cork Drill

The objections above noted, and many
others, made the need of a core drill

real and necessary. The improved

nethods of prospecting and the growing

among
;

. and uptodate

more thoroughly to exploit

and block out their orebodies will doubt-

reate a further demand for better

and more extensive drilling.

majority of the mines in the

• are working in deeper hard-

ground orebodies, the principal difficul-

Ahich the core drill will have
• niely hard rock

•

•_ 1 1 v "int.

8ble also that the difficult

• st new n

By Frank W. Sansom *

The Davis calyx drill

was successful!)' used in

exploring for ore deposits,

drilling through hard
ground, crevices and opcti

pockets; Costs from Si. 25
to Si.50 per foot.

*.'U7 Minor's Bank building, Joplin, Mo.

machinery, and the increased cost of

drilling, will be no small problem.

Introduction of the Core Drill

As a bit of history it is pertinent to

mention here the events that led up to

trie introduction of the core drill by this

company. About a year ago they intro-

Operating a Core Drill in a Joplin

Mine

duced an innovation in churn drilling.

Their present workings are at a depth of

240 ft., but an old deep drill hole showed

ore to a depth of 300 ft. The manage-
ment conceived the idea of installing a

drill underground, in order to save a

depth of 240 ft. of drilling: the attempt

was entirely successful, a brief account

0! which appeared in the Journal of

July 23, 1910. Three holes were drilled,

showing workable ore to a depth of 300

ft. The problem of sinking the com-

pany's shafts to such an increased depth,

and the expense attending the opening

of new workings was sueh an important

one, that it was thought best to try to

more accurate Information regard

per run of ore before attempt-

tensive operations.

The ground drilled was limestone and

flint, and seemed to offer no theoretical

obstacles to core drilling, other than ex-

tremely hard rock, and occasional small

pockets. These the company was satis-

fied could be surmounted by the core

drill, so they purchased from the In-

gersoll Rand Company a Davis-Calyx

class F-l shot drill. The drill bores

a hole 434 in. in diameter, makes
a 354-in. core and has a depth capacity

of 800 ft. A drilling expert was sent

to install the drill and train a local crew

to operate it.

The drill was lowered into the ground

and set up without difficulty, and con-

trary to all prophecies concerning this

drill, and the usual delays encountered

in installing machinery under new con-

ditions, it started without trouble. The

driving engine was first operated by

steam but later by compressed air, -and

ran perfectly with either.

Five holes' have been completed to

date, the first to a depth of 90 ft. from

the floor of the mine, or 330 ft. from

the surface. The others were drilled to

an average depth of 300 ft. The drill

is now operating on the sixth hole.

Character of Ground Disclosed

The character of the strata penetrated

was white, gray, and brown limestone,

white, blue, and black flint, varying in

hardness in the order named, the lime-

stones being the softest, and the blatk

flint the hardest; all of the rock being

similar in character to that found on

the 240- ft. level of the mine. The black

flint in this formation is reputed by all

men who have worked in this mine to

be as hard or harder to cut with the

rock drill than any rock in the entire

district. The hardest material encount-

ered by the core drill was balls or no-

dules of blue and black flint bedded in

the limestone.

Zinc blende, or jack, was the only

ore found. It occurred in pockets and

horizontal seams from one to six inches

in thickness; vertical and inclined fis-

sures; and disseminated through the

limestone and flint. The only unusual

occurrence noted was that disseminated

through the limestone, something un-

known in the upper workings of the

mine, and rarely found anywhere in the

Joplin district.

Character of Cores

The cores varied in length up to 30 in.,

the average being about six or eight

inches. The broken nature of the cores

was due to the numerous cracks and

fissures in the rock. No difficulty was

encountered in picking up *he broken

pieces of core, as they readily worked
into the core barrel, and were held there
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by the solid core coming immediately un-

der them. One of the principal objec-

tions to the shot drill' for this district

was in drilling through pockets, in which

case it was predicted the shot could not

be kept under the bit, hence the drill

would not cut. A number of pockets

were drilled through, some as much as a

foot and a half in depth, and no serious

!
difficulty was noted.

Speed of Drilling

The depth drilled per day of eight

hours on the first hole varied from two

I
to eight feet, averaging four feet; on the

second hole the average was 5% ft., on

the third, fourth and fifth holes six to

seven ft. The best day's drilling on the

first hole was eight ft., on the second

13 ft., and on the last three holes 17 ft.;

the character of the rock was about the

same in each hole. The increased aver-

age on the various holes was doubtless

due to the increased experience of the

drilling crew, which became better ac-

quainted with the performance of the

drill as the work proceeded.

Of course the hard blue and black

flint drilled very slowly, two or three

feet per day while drilling in them ex-

clusively, being a fair day's work; while

drilling in limestone 15 ft. per day was

easily made. One condition that pre-

vented faster drilling was the frequency

with which the cores had to be taken

out. This was mainly due to the

broken condition of the core. After the

core barrel became partly filled with

broken core, the pieces had a tendency to

revolve on each other, thus grinding off

the ends. The jack being comparatively

soft was thus most easily ground and

lost, so while drilling in ore-bearing

ground it was necessary to draw the

cores very frequently.

Another condition that took time was

the comparatively low derricks ased. The

derrick on the first, second, fourth and

fifth holes was 26 ft. high, allowing a

break in the drill rods in drawing the

tools, of 20 ft. On the third hole the

derrick was only 21 ft. high, necessi-

tating a break every 10 ft. The change

of rods were 2, 5 and 10 ft., thus the

time required for taking out cores con-

sumed at least one-third of the working

time of each shift.

The Cost of Drilling

The cost of drilling is figured from

the second, third, fourth and fifth holes:

the first hole being drilled by a highly

paid expert, with two helpers who were

learning the work. All the other holes

were drilled by one drill-man and one

helper. The labor cost on these last four

holes was about 95c. per ft.; shot 15c.

per ft.; bits, 10c. per ft.; power, repairs,

etc 10 to 15c. per ft., making a total

cost per foot of $1.25 to SI.30. This

seems to be a high cost when compared

with churn drilling at 80c. to 90c. per ft.,

but when the reliability of records are

compared it is considered, by this com-

pany at least, a satisfactory and

economical investment.

Method of Keeping Records

The cores were kept in boxes five feet

long holding two cores each, side by

side, or 10 ft. of core. The pieces of

core were tagged with consecutive num-

bers, and were thus recorded in the writ-

ten log of the hole, in which the char-

acter of the rock, apparent value of the

ore contents, depth, etc., were noted. For

the purpose of finding the exact value

of the ore, the cores containing ore were

ground in a sample grinder, to a y2 - or

^4-size, then quartered; one portion was

powdered and assayed, the other re-

turned to the core boxes for future rec-

ords.

The performance of the drill for this

company seems to demonstrate beyond

question that the shot drill of core

drill is eminently practicable for this dis-

trict, at least in the hard-ground mines.

The variety of ground encountered in

these five holes, considering the crevices,

pockets, and the extremely hard rock,

seems to be a broad enough test to war-

rant the above conclusion.

Probably the best plan for using this

drill in this district would be to drill

a hole down to the ore horizon with a

churn drill, casing the hole where neces-

sary, and then take a core from the ore

formation with the core drill. A com-

bination churn- and core-drill rig, or two

separate rigs operated in conjunction

with each other, would make the drilling

cost but little more than churn drilling.

Two separate rigs would probably be

better so that both could be in operation

on different holes at the same time. In

such a combination of the two methods

of drilling advantage could be taken of

the best features of both drills, the

churn drill for speed in barren ground

and the core drill for a reliable record

in the ore formation. Now that the core

drill has achieved such practical success

in this test, it would seem only a ques-

tion of time until it would be in common

use in this mining district.

Mica in 1910

The States which were important pro-

ducers of mica in 1910 in the United

States were North Carolina, North Da-

kota, New Hampshire and Virginia, with

a small output from a half dozen other

States. In the production of mica, North

Carolina furnished about one-half, South

Dakota one-third, while the remainder

came from various other sources. The

total domestic output of sheet and scrap

mica amounts to about 6,000,000 lb. per

year. The South Dakota deposits are in-

creasing in value, due largely to the ad-

vent of the Westinghouse company into

the Black Hills district. The New York

mine operated by the Westinghouse com-

pany is now producing about 4000 lb.

of cut mica per week. Three other mines

are being developed by the same com-

pany. The Westinghouse mines pro-

duced 1,856,000 lb. of Mica during 1910.

The duty on mica imported into the

United States is 10c. per pound plus 20

per cent, ad valorem on cut mica,

and 5c. per pound plus 20 per cent, ad

valorem on the uncut product. The im-

ports during the first 10 months of 19!0

were 1,670,395 lb., valued at $625,993.

Estimating the imports for November and

December at the same rate, the total

should be slightly over 2,000,000 lb., as

compared with 1,787,030 lb. for 1909,

valued at $594,210. The imported mica

from Canada amounted to about 8 per

cent, of the total imports. India fur-

nished a large percentage of the re-

mainder.

Colloidal Copper

Anhydrous copper sulphate is dis-

solved in concentrated sulphuric acid and

alcohol, methyl alcohol, ether, acetone,

acetic acid, or chloroform is added so as

to form a separate upper layer. A vio-

let zone 1 probably containing cuprous

sulphate is formed between the two

liquids; the violet color gradually

changes to brown, owing to formation of

colloidal copper. Anhydrous copper

phosphate in anhydrous phosphoric acid

acts in the same manner.

^Bull. Acad, roy Belg.. Class dcs sci.. 1910,

73S-741.

Nativity of Michigan Miners

Washington Correspondence

According to a report soon to be pub-

lished by the U. S. Immigration Com-

mission, in Michigan 80 per cent, of the

employees are immigrants and 3 per cent,

are native Americans. The remainder in-

cludes chiefly Canadians, English, Finns

and Irish born in this country of foreign

parents. At the present time Finns con-

stitute 28 and British subjects 15 per

cent, of the operating forces of the mines.

Before coming to the United Stajes

only 14.6 per cent, of the foreign miners

had been engaged in the mining industry.

Of the 5371 males over 18 years of age

employed in the Michigan copper mines,

97.6 per cent, earn $10 per week or more,

75.9 per cent. $12.50 or more, 36 per

cent. $15, 5.7 per cent $17.50 and less

than 5 per cent earn as much as >20 per

week. The average yearly earning of all

male heads of families is S740.

Of Japan's sulphur output, the United

States took 37.450,515 lb. in 1909; Aus-

tralia. 35.421.604 lb.; Switzerland. 6,000.-

000 lb.; other countries, insignificant

amounts.
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A Rotatable Zinc Smelting Furnace
F.xperiments made dur

at one of the zinc-smelting woi

IS with a revolving fur:.

German pat., 224,457;

Belgian pat, 210,007) are of interest, this

having many advantages

over the ordinary type, which necessarily

requires much hard manual labor. The

new furnace is illustrated in the accom-

panying en

mt view of the furnace

in charging position. Fig. 2 shows it in

the operating position. The furnace con-

t a steel shell, with two tires

supported on rollers. One of the tires

has a gear attached, engaging the driv-

ing mechanism by which the furnace can

be rotated to any desired position. The

of the shell is lined with tile,

with suitable shelves for supporting the

retorts. The pipes supplying gas and air

to the burners are attached to and ro-

tate with the furnace.

Above the furnace is the charging floor,

containing hoppers, each just large

enough to hold the ore mixture for one

retort, with shutoff slides and telescopic

spouts that are lowered to the top of the

retorts so that all of the ore mixture

goes into the retorts. Below the furnace

is a large hopper for the residues.

Charcing Operation

The ore mixture is dumped upon the

charging floor, each hopper filled, and

then the furnace is turned so that the

retorts are vertical with their open ends

in line with the hopper spouts. These

are now lowered and slides opened,

whereupon the ore mixture falls by grav-

ity into all of the retorts simultaneously.

The furnace is then rotated so that

the retorts become horizontal, or take

isition that may be desired for the

distillation.

The condensers are put on. luted,

stuffed and vented. After completing the

distillation the condensers are removed

and the furnace is again rotated so that

the retorts become vertical, but have now
their open ends downward. The resi-

dues then fall out by gravity into the hop-

per under the furnace.

The furnace is then rotated again so

bring the retort 1- into a horizontal

,r\, and is then cleaned of adhering

loam and any remaining residues

which it is recharged as before. But in-

rotating it to [t8 first operating

n, it is now rotated with the Open

'if the retorts pointed in the oppo

site direction. The

"om their first operating position

invcrtin;

them practical! •ling, almo

practically

By G. A. Wettengel
;:

An account of experi-

ments with a novel zinc-

smelting furnace, in which

the retorts are turned up-

ward to receive charge

simultaneously and are

turned downward to dis-

charge the residue, together

with a discussion of the ad-

vantages of this method of

smelting.

Mechanical engineer, 44o!" North Four-
teenth street. St. Louis, Mo.

the present danger of cracking the re-

torts and of the slags perforating them.

Charginc Present Furnaces

To charge the present type of furnace

the charger stands in front of the red-hot

retorts, facing the car containing the ore

mixture, and shovels the charge into the

retorts, eight or nine scoopfuls being re-

quired to fill a retort. This is hard, la-

borious and unhealthful work, and also

unsatisfactory inasmuch as all of the re-

torts do not receive the same quantity

of charge.

The ore is charged into the retorts wet

enough to stick together, requiring about

15 lb. (2 gal.) of water per retort. This

chills the retorts, absorbs heat when driv-

en off, and' retards the zinc distillation.

The steam generated by the intense heat

frequently expels the entire charge be-

fore it can be vented (spiessed).

With my rotatable furnace each retort

receives simultaneously a predetermined

amount of charge, which is uniformly

distributed. Besides saving labor, this

leaves more time for the distillation and

also increases the capacity of a fur-

nace. A further advantage results from

the introduction of the charge in the dry

state.

Behavior of Retorts

Since the retorts in the present type

of furnaces are supported only at their

ends, they gradually sag and distort, not

being strong enough to preserve their

shape and successfully support the

weight ot the contained charge in the in-

heal to which they are subjected.

The retort continues to sag until it fails

by cracking across the bottom. This not

Only requires replacing the retort, but

large losses of /inc.

With :i rotatable furnace any tendency

of t!".c retorts to sag is resisted by in-

verting them for each distillation process.

This not only keeps them practically

straight, but also avoids the danger of

their losing their shape and cracking,

thus increasing their life and also the

zinc recovery.

In the present type of furnaces the

tops and sides of the retorts are not ser-

iously affected by the repeated distilla-

tions. The bottoms, however, are usual-

ly attacked by the corrosive slags and be-

come perforated, particularly when the i

ore treated contains a large percentage of

iron, manganese or lime. After a retort

has been perforated, the slags will drip

on top of the retort lying below, which

will also be perforated, but from the out-

side. This not only occasions large loss-

es of zinc, but necessitates replacing the

retorts.

In the rotatable furnace the slags ad-

hering to the bottom of the retorts after

one distillation are brought to the top for

the next distillation. The adhering slag

then gradually drips off and drops upon
the smelting charge and finally is dis-

charged with the residuum. This not only

prevents slag from accumulating on the

bottoms of the retorts, but also prevents

perforation of the retorts.

After rotating the furnace downward
for discharging the residue, it is left in

that position for several minutes, during

which time small pieces of slag fall out,

and also burning iron, which can be dis-

tinguished by its bright sparks. These

sparks of burning iron continue to drop

from the top of the inverted retorts after

they are brought to a horizontal position.

In bringing the present type of fur-

nace to the proper temperature for dis-

tillation in the lower tiers of retorts, the

upper tiers are subjected to a higher

temperature than is required, which has

an injurious effect on the upper tiers of

retorts. In the rotatable furnace the po-

sition of the retorts is, of course, alter-

nated from day to day.

LOAMING AND METAL DRAWING

In the present type of furnace the

condensers are inserted with their large

ends projecting into the open ends of the

retorts about 1 in. and lying on the bot-

tom of the latter, thus forming a cres-

cent-shaped opening of about 1 in. at the

top, which must be luted up with loam.

After the condensers are removed, the

loam adhering mostly to the upper half

of the retorts must be removed each day

again to admit the condensers. This is

accomplished with a heavy bar, common-
ly called a bumper, with which the work-

man bumps off the adhering loam, fre-

quently chipping off small pieces of the

retort with it, until they become leaky,

or breaking them so that they must be
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Fig. 1. Charging Position of Rotatable Zinc Furnace Fig. 2. Operating Position

Fig. 3. Charging Position of Experimental Zinc Furnace Fig. 4. Operating Position
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x± In the rotatable furnace the

retorts are inverted each day. bringing

the loam on the top one day and on the

bottom the next, and vie This

greatly reduces the danger of chipping

cr breaking the retorts in removing the

loam.

In common practice the metal is drawn

off by inserting an iron scraper into the

end of the condensers and scraping out

the loam stuffing and the liquid metal

into a ladle attached to a crane conven-

iently supported on a truck which trav-

els on a track parallel with the working

face of the furnace. When the ladle is

full of metal, it is swung out from the

furnace, the top skimmed off and its con-

tents poured into molds. Occasionally

a condenser is knocked loose accident-

ally, whereby the liquid metal rushes out,

splashing on the metal drawer and often

seriously burning him. This is hard,

dangerous and unhealthful labor, on ac-

count of the intense heat and fumes

•ig from the ends of the conden-

In my method the metal is drawn off

by rotating the furnace to an angle of

about 15 deg. below the distillation po-

sition, whereupon the metal rushes out of

all the condensers simultaneously into a

trough extending the length of the work-

ing face of the furnace, and then collects.

in a ladle at the end.

Agitating the Charge

By rotating the furnace upward after

each drawing of metal so that the charge

falls to the rear ends of the retorts and

then turning the retorts to the distillation

position but inverted, the charge receives

a mixing, which is advantageous, increas-

ing the recovery of zinc and reducing the

time required for the distillation. In the

present type of furnace the charge is not

uniformly distilled, because that near the

open end of the retort does not receive

heat enough to distill it thoroughly. Two

or three inches of this residue (called

samp! raped out of the open end

and is mixed with the charge for the

next distillation. This not only increased

the labor, but also reduces the amount of

fresh charge that can be put into the

Jifficulties are obviated by

the mixing that the charge receives dqj-

rotation of my furnace.

In the present practice when a new

retort is placed in a furnace it is not

J the first day, this time being

. J for burning and glazing the re-

tort. A r- placed 12 times a

year, nece 12 davs per

year ; ' d. In t

tatablc furnace the retort ;
laced

2.4 times a year, tl ly 2.4

days per year for burning and glazing,
•

onarv

retorts the heat-transmitting efficiency

decreases as the slags accumulate on

the bottom, which sometimes becomes

from 3 to 4 in. thick during 30 days'

use, necessitating more fuel to bring it to

the proper temperature. This does not

happen with the rotatable furnace.

Practical Trials

Fig. 4 is a front view of the experi-

mental rotatable furnace in the operating

position. The furnace is rotated as re-

quired by means of a wrench and link

belting, which engages sprocket wheels

on the shafts of two of the supporting

rollers. It has six ordinary retorts 8 in.

in diameter by 48 in. long, inside dimen-

sions. To maintain the temperature as

nearly uniform as possible, pyrometric

cones were used inside of one of the re-

torts (No. 2) as an aid in regulating and

recording the temperature. Therefore,

only five of the retorts were charged. The

furnace was charged in the usual way for

several months with such excellent re-

sults that I decided to try charging it

from the top to demonstrate its practic-

ability. An inclined runway and platform

was constructed to charge from. The

platform'was on a level with the working

face of the furnace when in the charging

position. After the residues were dis-

charged, the furnace was rotated so that

the retorts were in a vertical position

with their open ends upward (see Fig.

3). It was now charged from above

by wheeling the ore mixture up the in-

chine runway to the platform, then

shoveling it into the vertical retorts, fill-

ing them one by one with dry ore mixture

instead of wetting it as in the present

practice. After all of the ore mixture

v/as charged, the last retort was only

about one-third full, thereby demonstrat-

ing that considerable more dry mixture

could be charged into the retorts than

of the wet.

The furnace is now rotated to the op-

erating position and the distillation pro-

cess continued as in the present practice.

The top charging was discontinued after

charging about one week, as it was hard

work to wheel the ore up the steep in-

cline runway.

Fig. 5 shows the six retorts after they

were removed from the furnace, having

been in 167 days. These retorts were

practically as straight as on the day they

were put into the furnace. Compare
these with the crooked retort to the right

of No. 6, which was taken from one of

the ordinary type of furnaces after be-

ing in use less than one month.

Retort No. 1 was cracked accidentallv

in putting it in the furnace. It was

charged SI times. Charging was then

the crack was opening

up and losing zinc. No. 2 was never

charged. Pyrometric cones were put in

w,rt to regulate the temperature.

No. 3 was changed 151 times, when a

was discovered in one side.

No. 4 was charged 167 times and was
still in excellent condition. No. 5 was
charged 143 times when a small hole

was found in one side. No. 6 was still

in excellent condition after being charged

167 times.

Fig. 6 is a view of retort No. 4 cut in

two, vertically, showing it to be in excel-

lent condition after being in continuous

operation for 167 days. There was very

little slag in it, and little corrosion

had taken place as the walls of the retort

were from )4 to ~/& in. in thickness. None
of the retorts was perforated by the

slag. This is a remarkable showing when
compared with the life of retorts in the

usual type of furnace, which average

about 30 days.

Joplin ore, containing 4 to 5 per cent,

iron, was used in these experiments. The
average loss of zinc was 8 per cent.

This is an excellent showing, considering

the small size of the furnace and the dif-

ficulty in maintaining the correct temper-

ature. After the retorts were removed
from the furnace, a new set was put in

which were in continuous operation for

154 days. The retorts were still in good

condition at that time.

Handling Lake Ore Freight

The report of the Pittsburg Steamship

Company, which operates the Steel Cor-

poration ore vessels on the Lakes, shows
the improvement made in five years

—

1906 to 1910—in the speed of loading

and unloading these ships. The cargo is

the average of all boats for the season,

in long tons:

1906. 1910.

Av. stay at lower
Lake ports. . . . 36 lir. 15 min. 22 hr. 22 min.

Av. stay at upper
Lake ports. ... 22 hr. 25 min. 12 hr. 22 min.

Av. time in ports
pci- trip 58 hr. 40 min. 34 hr. 4-1 min.

Av. cargo, tons. . 5954 6634

The fastest loading record at the ore

docks in 1906 was 9277 tons in 70 min.,

or at the rate of 7288 tons per hour. In

1910 the record was 9788 tons in 45 min.,

or at the rate of 13,051 tons per hour.

The Cleveland Marine Review gives

the following table, showing the growth

in size of Lake ore carriers in the past

20 years. In. each year the largest steam-

er is selected—the "Matoa" in 1890, the

"John W. Gates" in 1900, and the "J.

Pierpont Morgan" in 1910. The figures

are in long tons:

isoo. 1000. 1910.

Length, ft 200 500 600
I '.ram. II 40 52 58
Depth, ii 21 30 .'52

Draft, loaded, ft.. . 15.50 17.75 19.70
Registered tonnage 2,311 5,085 7,161

i

• cargo 2.500 7.000 10,520

In 1890, the average time for the 2500-

ton boat was 15 hr. loading and 36

hr. unloading. In 1910 the average

for the 10,000-ton vessel was 12 hr. 52

min. loading and 16 hr. 21 min. un-

loading.
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Coal Mining Department
Coal in Tennessee in 1910

While in some parts of Tennessee coal

prices ruled lower, owing to the exten-

sion of operations in the Virginia coal-

fields, there was sufficient increase in the

rest of the State to overcome this and

make the average for 1910 about the

same as for the previous year.

Accidents

One of the most important features

connected with coal mining is that of

fatal accidents. There were 34 fatal ac-

cidents occurring during 1910, according

to the reports already received. This is

an increase of three, as compared with

1909, and about an increase of three-

tenths of 1 per cent, per thousand em-

ployed. As compared with other States

this is a low death rate, and is due large-

ly to the special efforts directed by the

department in making and enforcing min-

ing rules and regulations in order to pre-

vent fatalities. From 1897 to 1902, inclu-

sive, the six years immediately preceding

the present mining laws of Tennessee, the

death rate was 6.88 per thousand em-

ployed. For the six years beginning

with 1903 and ending with 1908,

embracing the operations of the present

law, the death rate was 2.87 per

thousand employed. The average death

rate in the United States in 1908

per thousand employed was 3.96, while

the death rate for the United States

and Canada for the 20-year period,

1889-1908, was 3.13 per 1000. Dur-

ing 1908 there was one person killed

for 178,908 tons of coal mined, while for

1909 there was only one person killed

for every 200,000 tons of coal mined.

While the coal-mine accident death

rate in Tennessee has readjusted itself

since the passage of the present mining

laws, and is now favorable as compared

with other States, there are still more
lives being*lost annually than should be,

taking the. coal production as a basis.

The death rate for the United States

is most appalling, and I regard it as

highly necessary that there should be

no dead timber of any character con-

nected with the mining department

of the State or the mining industry. Every

man should be an expert in his line and

should be willing at any and all times to

perform any service necessary to main-

tain safe conditions. The office should

not be used as a dumping ground for fa-

vorite politicians or special agents of

either operator or miner, and none but

scientific men who fully appreciate the

importance of the responsible duties de-

volving upon them should be connected

with* it.

The Important News
Of Coal Mining:
New Appliances,
NewMethods.New
Fields, Colliery-

Engineering

The production of coal amounts to

6,750,000 short tons, valued at 7,020,000

or SI.04 per ton. The number of min-

ing machines in use during the year and

the number of tons of coal mined by ma-
chines will show a slight increase.

New development was limited to the

opening up of a few mines in Scott coun-

ty, and two or three small mines in

Campbell county. There were a large

number of mines operated on short-time

work, and a still greater number of small

mines idle during the year, owing to ad-

verse trade conditions.

There were no strikes or suspensions

of any consequence, for which the State

and the entire mining industry should

be congratulated. The best of feeling

seems to exist between those represent-

ing the miners and operators pertaining

to the adjustment of various wage

scales, and both sides should have due

credit for the conservatism and ability

with which the questions of wage adjust-

ments have been handled.

Gas in Mines

While there are a large number of

mines now in operation that are liberat-

ing explosive gases, there have been no

serious accidents from this source. The

department has formulated special rules

not only for the government of employ-

ees, but for the regulation of the mines.

The number of shots in working places

is restricted as well as the charges of

powder and the kind of tamping used.

Storage of explosives in the mines is pro-

hibited and the quantity allowed is only

such as is necessary for actual use for

each shift. Competent men are required

to be employed as shot-firers and gas-

bosses. The mines are required to be

kept clean and clear of dust as far as

possible, and all haulways and working

places and ribs of all entries are required

to be constantly sprinkled and the proper

degree of moisture maintained at all

times.

The present mining law is now giving

universal satisfaction to both miner and

operator. As originally framed, this

law had one serious defect in that it

failed to hold the operating company re-

sponsible for damages in an accident due

to an act or fault of the mine foreman.

This serious defect in the law was cor-

rected in a special bill.

Profit and Loss Account*

By Neil Robinsonv

Upon strict analysis it will be found

that the majority of our mine managers

exercise skill, good judgment and econ-

omy in handling labor and physical con-

ditions connected with their plants, and

deliver coal on board cars or barges at

the tipples at a low and reasonable pay-

roll cost per ton. In all things over

which he has supreme control, the man-

ager of today is achieving well earned

success and doing his part in the strug-

gle for a satisfactory profit and loss ac-

count.

The unit of measurement for a mine

under full development is the average an-

nual production that may reasonably be

expected under normal trade conditions.

To this tonnage unit all other features

should be coordinated, inasmuch as a

lack of perfect harmony in the adjust-

ment of capitalization, area and equip-

ment to production will inevitably lead

to financial losses for the company and

discredit for the management. There are

elemental laws in mining that cannot

be violated without the payment of a

penalty.

Capitalization

Capital is not well protected if the

number of dollars invested, outside of the

fee land, is largely in excess of the num-
ber of tons of coal produced per annum.

For instance, an ordinary mine with 150,-

000 tons production may protect a sink-

ing fund and pay 6 per cent. (9c. per

ton) on stock and bond accounts aggre-

gating S225.000, but if we double this

capitalization and make an investment

account of $450,000 (S3 per ton) we have

a capital charge of 18c. resting against

every ton of coal production—which is

more than many of our mines can stand.

If, by reason of extra construction costs

for deep shafts, long railroad connections

or unfavorable topography, the invest-

ment is to be materially increased above

the normal ratio to the ton of production,

the prudent manager will advise against

the undertaking.

A manager, who will persistently add

to his production-cost sheets an allow-

*Abstract of article delivered before tlio

Wesl Virginia Coal Mining Institute, Wheel-
ing, w. Va., Dec. 6, 1910.

tCharleston. W. Va.
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For interest on capital invested, will

- to many of the ruinously low

quotations made by the lepart-

.Many comr

upon the tonnage the o attain, and

meet with disappointment through failure

to secure the anticipated output.

An average mine in coal running from

4 ft. 4 in Jucing

r. will need 198 em-

:n an isolated district, tene-

ments, outside of boarding houses, may

d on the basis, approximately,

of 70 houses per 100 employees, but

there can never be an arbitrary rule, and

each company will find a profit in study-

s own conditions and building upon

some well defined system. Too many

houses are a drain upon capital, and a

shortage may hold a mine below its pro-

ductive capacity.

Labor Consignation

The profits of a company are derived

from the labor performed by its em-

ployees and anv impairment in the en-

>f the individuals engaged in the

work will lessen the ultimate income

from the business.

Villages situated a mile or more from

the mine, involving travel through snow

and rain, heat and cold; a mountain

path badly graded, surfaced and drained;

slovenlv, uncomfortable travelways un-

derground—each of these conditions, if

allowed, will cause a waste of energy

that must be paid for by the company,

whether the labor is producing coal un-

der contract or handling it for a day

wage. The wise manager will place his

men at their working stations in the

freshest condition possible for human-

itarian as well as economic reasons.

The manager who, to avoid solving a

problem, adopts the motto, "The future

will take care of itself." concedes that

those who are to come after him will

have an ability greater than his own.

There are very few mining conditions,

aside from concealed troubles existing

underground, that cannot be provided for

at the opening of a mine.

To begin with, there is the question

of acreage to be mined from one plant.

U'e must hold that there are certain eco-

nomical limits in haulage distances be-

yond which a mine cannot go without

undue cost. It is. therefore, a waste

of money if acreage beyond the haulage

limit is added to a lease and the com-

pany must pay a minimum royalty per

acre.

When the lease definitely

i careful i he made
ipproximately the mini!

ll to be won. Divide thi

mate by 25—a fair numt

a mine and the II be the

numb'

er, there may be reasons for ex-

hausting the coal in less than 25 years.

When this condition is presented, econo-

E in construction work and use ma-

terial that will answer for the life of the

mine only. There will be no
.
profit in

stone power houses, slate-roof tenements,

high concrete foundations, etc., in con-

nection with a mine that is to have a

short life. In other words, harmonize

every item of construction with the length

of time it is to serve—temporary, if the

work is to be temporary; permanent, if

the service must run many years. But,

under any and all circumstances, the best

qualities to be obtained cannot be too

good for roadways, motive power and

cars.

I want to urge each manager to seek

for a true balance between the capital

invested and the tonnage to be produced.

You are entitled to protection for your

Electricity at a Colliery

By J. B. Van Brussel*

An interesting example of electric

power applied to colliery work is shown

by the accompanying illustrations, which

refer to the plant now in operation at the

English Birchenwood collieries.

The new generating station of these

collieries shown in the illustrations, con-

tains three 3-phase alternators, each

of 300 kw. capacity, wound for 2600

volts, 50 cycles, of the revolving-field

type, coupled direct to Belliss & Mor-

com's engines. They are provided with

sole plates, so arranged that the stators

may be moved longitudinally to allow of

easy access for cleaning.

The excitation of the alternators is pro-

vided by a motor generator from the high-

tension side, the stand-by supply from a

Interior of Generating Station at Birchenwood Collieries

reputation, and stockholders are entitled

to protection for their investments. You
will both suffer when a mine, designed

by nature for a small tonnage, is given

an expensive equipment, or a mine that

has great natural advantages is unduly
restricted in its outfitting. Strive for har-

mony between capital account and better-

ments on one hand, and your actual out-

put on the other, and the profit and loss

account at the end of each year will be

closed on the right side of the books.

Experiments made by Russian investi-

gators prove conclusively, according to

Practical Electricity and Engineering that

ruhber is best preserved by immersion in

distilled water. The preservatives tried

were distilled water; lime water; soda,

glycerin, carbolic, and boric acid solu-

alcohol; ammonium carbonate and

benzine vapors; air; and vaseline and

direct-coupled, double-cylinder set being

also available.

Encines Exhaust into Ejector Con-
densers

The engines exhaust into condensers of

the ejector' type, fitted with nonreturn and

atmospheric valves. The water for the

condensers is circulated through a cool-

ing pond, the arrangement for the sup-

ply of condensing water having required

considerable thought on account of the

scarcity of water and the high tempera-

ture of the water available, even in win-

ter. The condenser discharge from both

the electric power sets and the existing

air compressors is carried to a hot well,

and from this is lifted by means of two
turbine pumps to the cooling pond.

These pumps each have a capacity of

2000 gal. per min. against a 70- ft. head

*Klectrlcal engineer, Bos 151, Brussels,
Bi Ijclun
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Construction of the Overhead Lines at Birchen\x'Ood, with Guard Wires or Nets for Same

lJ

Main Switchboard in the Generating Station Showing the Back of Main Svitchbo

General View of Overhead Electric Line Used for the Coke-oven Dischargers
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when running at 1450 r.p.m. The water

- from the pumps through spray-

whereby it is effec-

recirculating through

the conde- - pressors. Each

of these two p. -efficient to deal

with the whole of the condensing water

required; they are driven by direct-

coupled three-phase motors of 64 b.h.p.,

wound for 200 volts.

For the control of the alternators and

feeders, a main switchboard, shown in

panying photograph, is situated at

i power house from the

front of which the attendant commands

a full and uninterrupted view of the sta-

tion. Particular care has been taken to

insure that the back of the board (see

illustration i is absolutely safe and im-

mune from any possibility of short cir-

cuit.

vanized-iron wire, and are approximately

12 ft. wide at the bottom, with 3 ft. rise

at each side. The power is taken down

the shafts by two 3-core solid bitumen

double-wire armored cables, respectively

100 yd. and 570 yd. long, supported by

substantial cleats, about 3 ft. long with

chains about every 50 ft., to give flexibil-

ity.

Among other underground machinery'

at the bottom of the shafts are a haulage

engine and six turbine pumps. The haul-

age engine is an endless-drum haulage

gear, provided with two 7-ft. diameter

haulage drums, double reduction geared

and driven by ropes from a 200-b.h.p.

motor. The haulage drums are fitted

with patent brakes. One drum oper-

ates an endless rope for running along

one of the main roads, while the other

is for an endless rope coming up an

Cost of Coal Production

According to statistics prepared by Con-
sul W. H. Hunt, St. Etienne, France, the

cost of coal production in France is

greater than in any other European coun-

try, with the possible exception of Bel-

Countries.

Belgium
I ranee .*.

. .

.

i; ussia
i iermany (in West-

phalia)
spam
England

Wales
Austria-Hungary . -

SI. 59 $3.28
2.14 2.90

0.96

1 L9
1 .26

1909.

S3. 11
3.08
2.49

2. IS

2 It

2.l[

gium. Furthermore, it is stated that the

cost of producing coal is steadily in-

creasing. The above table shows the

price per ton of coal at the mines in

several countries.

'. moating Station at Birchenwood Collieries with the Arrangement of Overhead Lines

mion of the Transmission

Lines

An interesting feature of this instal-

lation is the overhead construction from

the power house to the two shafts. The
transmission line crossing the pit bank

r various sidings, gangways,

r peway, and public foot-

paths. The high-tension power and the

lighting cables are carried

on ma Hi nber poles, from 40 ft. to

00 ft. high, this bighl being reached

the ropeway. To insure

absolu- from live wires in cs

the whole of the line has been

led with guard net

the construction of which can be faintly

rned in the accompanying i!
:

-

Many reasons are advanced to explain

the increasing high cost of production,

among which the following may be men-

tioned : The annual individual output has

been falling off for a number of years, in

spite of the introduction of modern ma-

chinery. The following table shows the

yearly output per miner:

incline of about one in one from the

lower workings. The pumps are of

Mather & Piatt's well known high-lift

turbine type, the lift varying from 20 ft.

in the case of a small portable set to

900 ft. for the two main-shaft pumps.
The actual quantity pumped per minute
is 3200 gal.; the rating of motors is 1040

brake horsepower.

The Pittsburg, Bessemer & Lake Erie
ou "

railroad— the Steel Corporation line from
|. „„| m <i

Conneatlt on Lake Erie to Pittsburg— in Germans

HMO moved 13,405,401 short tons of Belgium'.!!!!!!!!!!!

freight. Of this, iron one was 7,214,296
tons, most of the rest being coal car- A survey of the above tables indicates

ricd north from Pittsburg. The road is a most unsatisfactory condition, for it is

being relaid with steel ties, as the wood- evident that while the efficiency of the

en ones wear out. At the end of 1910 miners has grown less, the wages have
there were 607,000 steel ties in tjie track, materially increased.

1899. I
'.HIS.

Tons.
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Arguments for a Coal Merger

Considerable discussion has followed

the announced intention of Illinois and

Indiana operators to put into effect some

arrangement whereby improved methods

of merchandizing their coal output can be

followed. Speaking for the operators,

Carl Scholz, president of the Rock Is-

land Coal Company, stated:

"In certain quarters there has sprung

up a misapprehension of the primary

purpose of the operators' meeting. Leg-

islative support and authority for the pro-

posed combination appears to be of sec-

ondary importance and perhaps can be

totally neglected once the public is prop-

erly informed and thoroughly under-

stands the conditions surrounding the

coal industry.

"The coal operators face organized ef-

forts in every direction. The labor em-

ployed by them is controlled by the

strongest organization in existence, the

material used in mines is ,sold under reg-

ulated prices and the combined efforts* of

legislative bodies make demands on the

coal operators often without reason or

cause.

"An organization for coal selling there-

fore is becoming an urgent necessity for

the very existence of a great number of

coal companies in the two States, and

even if the plans should be most com-

pletely carried out, there would be little

danger of the consumer being compelled

to pay exorbitant prices, because there

would be coal available from other

States. This fact was demonstrated dur-

ing the suspension in Illinois last year.

"The present mining methods are

wasteful and improper, and in order to

enable the operators to improve them, a

greater expense will have to be incurred,

which must be borne by the consumer.

Further demands are in contemplation

upon mine owners, such as workmen's

compensation and liability acts.

"The principal difficulty confronting the

operators is their inability to determine

the requirements of the trade, and the

development of new fields in territory al-

ready oversupplied. Coal prices now
fluctuate greatly, and invite speculation

on the part of brokers and consumers.

Unfortunately, but little of the increased

revenue reaches the mine owner. In the

case of high prices, he is obliged to apply

his coal on contracts, and with the first

sign of diminished demand, the surplus

product is used to reduce the revenue

of his entire output.

"The regulation of tonnage and output

also would be beneficial to employees and

to carriers. With some idea as to the

probable demand, the number of em-

ployees could be regulated to give them

constant employment, rather than to be

in suspense on a promise that more work
may be furnished next week or the week
thereafter. It is a tremendous economic

waste, affecting over 100,000 men and
their families in Illinois and Indiana
alone.

"The railroads in like manner could or-

ganize their forces and use their equip-

ment to better advantage if the output

would be regulated more uniformly, in-

stead of fluctuating from a minimum to a

maximun on 24 hours' notice, in the

event that a blizzard suddenly develops

or strike rumors are published.

"Other nations have formed the opin-

ion that coal combinations are not only

desirable but a necessity, not alone to the

operators but to their employees and the

consumers as well. The history of the

Westfalia Coal Syndicate, in Germany,
which has been operating for over 15

years, handling 80,000,000 tons of coal

each year, is too well known to require

repetition here. The coal companies un-

doubtedly can satisfy the public as to

their crying need and show justification

for their movement."

Coal Operators Test Laws

Special Correspondence

The Indiana mine operators are pre-

paring to test the weekly-wage law, the

dangerous occupation act, the Employers'

Liability law, the miners qualification law

and several other laws directly relating to

the mining business and passed by the last

legislature. The weekly wage law re-

quires the employer of miners to pay

each employee at least once every week
the amount due in lawful money of the

United States, and any contract to the

contrary shall be void. The dangerous

occupation act defines dangerous employ-

ment and is an employers' liability act,

so far as dangerous occupations are con-

cerned; according to this law, the re-

sumption of risk of employment, etc.,

are all placed on the employer.

All applicants for qualification certifi-

cates are required to furnish satisfactory

evidence of their experience in mining

and shall possess sufficient knowledge to

be able to understand warnings in regard

to dangerous gases and explosives. In

no event shall an applicant be deemed

qualified to be employed in the mines

until after he has appeared in person be-

fore the board and answered intelligently

at least 15 questions propounded to him;

these questions pertain to practical min-

ing and cove*r dangerous gases, com-

bustibles and explosives, the preparation

of shots, timbering, etc. The operators or

employers are given only one member

or representative on the examining board.

The total output of coal in the province

of Alberta, Canada, during 1910, was

3.0,36,757 tons, as against 2,174,329 tons

in 1909. and 1,845,000 tons in 1908. As

compared with 1905, the 1910 production

shows an increase of 274 per cent.

Miners Crushed by Root

Fall

Nine miners were caught under 15 tons

of falling roof slate, on March 22, in the

Hazel mine of the Pittsburg-Buffalo

Company, Canonsburg, Penn. A motor-

man was taking 55 men into the mine on

their way to work. These men occupied

six mine cars. When the train of cars

arrived at the eighth parting in the main

entry, the second car from the motor

jumped the track and its protruding

corner knocked down three posts sup-

porting iron rails which braced the roof.

Instantly, 15 tons of slate from the roof

fell, crushing 10 men who were in the

second car from the motor. Nine of the

men met instant death.

Gas Leakage in Coal Mines

Two coal mines in West Virginia were

recently sampled and analyzed for natur-

al-gas leakage, apparently due to a nat-

ural-gas well passing through a barrier

pillar. Gas was found bubbling upthrough

the water, which, upon examination, cor-

responded with the natural gas obtained

from the well. Samples of mine air vi-

tiated by explosives fired in mines were

examined and found to contain in some
cases harmful amounts of noxious gases.

Samples of natural gas from Nevada
were examined, and in one case found to

be exceedingly rich in methane. A sam-

ple of natural gas obtained from Wash-
ington contained 97 per cent, of nitrogen.

Rate of Burning of Fuses

The explosives chemical laboratory of

the United States Bureau of Mines, at

Pittsburg, Penn., is. contemplating a

study of the influence of temperature and

pressure upon the rate of burning of

time fuse. It has been found that fuses

having a normal rate of burning of 27

sec. per ft. may, under the influence of

pressure alone, burn as fast as 8 sec. per

ft. Conditions of temperature may cause

it to burn as slowly as 70 sec. per ft. A
centrifugal method has been developed

for determining the liability of explo-

sives to exude or "leak" nitroglycerin

from cartridges. From this cause many
accidents have occurred.

Longwall Mining

A Western coal operator, who is en-

thusiastic about longwall mining, having

successfully changed several of his

mines from room-and-pillar to the long-

wall system, makes the following state-

ment: "During the coal strike of last

summer and fall, all of our mines were

closed down for five and one-half

months. When the strike was terminated,

the cost of cleaning up and starting the

mines was nine times as much for the

room-and-pillar operations as it was for

our longwall mines."
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Pope Yeatman is expected here from

Chile about the middle of May.

Charles Fergie. of .Montreal, is en-

in Alberta for about two months.

G. Von Polenz. of Berlin, Germany,

erman capitalists, was in

Porcupine, Ont.. recently.

William B. Ridgely, of Chicago, has

returned from a visit to Porcupine. Ont..

where he is interested in some locations.

Robert Gordon, mine superintendent

and engineer of the .Montezuma .Mines

sta Rica, has returned to the mines.

James Anderson, of Kaslo, B. C. man-

ager of the Ruth-Hope group of mines.

at Sandon. Slocan. has gone to London

on a business trip.

James E. A. Moore, consulting engi-

neer, has accepted a position as chief en-

gineer of the C. O. Bartlett & Snow Com-

pany. Cleveland. Ohio.

George A. Schroter is returning to New

York, after inspecting the properties of

nes Company of America, in Chi-

huahua and Sonora. Mexico.

.M. L. Requa, of San Francisco, mining

engineer, recently delivered an address at

the State university. Berkeley, on the pe-

troleum resources of that State.

Ivan DeLashmutt, formerly of Bing-

ham Canon. Utah, is at Ainsworth. B. C,
arranging for the development of the

Hobson and Hector group of mineral

claims.

Morton "Webber, of New York, has

cone to Porcupine. Ont.. on behalf of

New York interests, and proposes to

make a somewhat extended sojourn in

that camp.

Lord Fairfax, the London representa-

tive of V. P. Bonbright & Co.. New-

York, has been inspecting the power

plants of Cobalt, Ont.. in which his firm

rre interested.

Louis D. Huntoon has resigned his po-

sition as professor of mining at the

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale Uni-

versity, and will open an office as consult-

neineer in New York.

Patrick Crawley, who has been in the

employ of the New Jersey Zinc Com-
at Franklin Furnace. N. J., for 56

has been presented with a valuable

gold watch by the company.

W C. Madge, of Salt Lake City. Utah,

sailed from New York .March 22. on his

ol the de-

! a smelting plant for an 1

company operating in Rn

therton has returned •

Franc ounty, vl

; merit work

for the Bully Cave company, near Win-

throp, and the Afterthought Copper Com-

pany, at Ingot.

Col. John Carson, president, and Sam-

uel W. Cohen, general manager of the

Crown Reserve Mining Company, Ltd.,

"nave lately returned from a trip to Por-

cupine, Ont. Mr. Cohen recently re-

turned from Europe.

A. W. Johnson has resigned his posi-

tion as vice-president and general sales

manager of the Orford Copper Company,

on account of ill health. He is suc-

ceeded by W. A. Bostwick. who was re-

cently with the Carnegie Steel Company.

A. H. Brown has discontinued his of-

fice in the Lick building, San Francisco.

His present address is 2747 Alcatraz

avenue. Berkeley, Cal. He is now mak-

ing some mine examinations in Shasta

and Trinity counties, and in the Allegheny

ramp in Sierra county.

P. G. Sohnlein, mining engineer, left

Amsterdam, Holland, March 4, in the ser-

vice of the West Coast Smelting and Re-

fining Company, of Pittsburg, Penn. He
is on his way to the company's copper

mines, a*t Tecolote, Carbo, in the Altar

district. Sonora, Mexico.

Dr. F. H. Hatch, vice-president of the

Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, will

deliver the nineteenth James Forrest lec-

ture before the Institution of Civil Engi-

neers in London, June 23. His subject

will be "The Past, Present and Future of

Mining in the Transvaal."

Weed & Probert have been selected as

the permanent consulting engineers for

the Proprietary Mines Company, and

affiliated organizations in Mexico. Theo-

dore Dwight, of the Proprietary com-

pany, will visit the company's Mexican

holdings in April with Doctor Weed.

T. J. Bray has been chosen president

of the Republic Iron and Steel Company
in place of T. W. Guthrie, who has re-

signed, after four years' service as presi-

dent. H. L. Rownd, formerly secretary

and treasurer, has been chosen vice-pres-

ident and treasurer, and Richard Jones,

Jr., general attorney for the company,

has been made secretary.

Irwin Norcross, a mining engineer of

Oakland, returned from Madera county,

Feb. 23, after wandering alone for 15

days in the mountains between his cabin

and the town of Laws, Inyo county.

Norcross had gone into the section to

examine mining claims last fall, expect-

ing to return before the heavy weather

set in, but found himself snowed in with-

out warning.

Samuel Franklin Emmons died at

Washington, March 28. He had been in

failing health for some time past. An ex-

tended obituary notice will appear in our

next issue.

M. T. Culbert, manager of the O'Brien

mine, Cobalt, Ont., died in St. Michaels

Hospital in Toronto, March 14. Mr. Cul-

bert took charge of the O'Brien mine in

1904 when it was a mere prospect and

built it up into one of the biggest mines

in the district.

Owen Leibert died at Bethlehem. Penn.,

March 25, aged 75 years. He was asso-

ciated with John Fritz in the development

of the bessemer steel process and other

improvements in the manufacture of iron

and steel. He was connected with the

Bethlehem Steel works for nearly 40

years, and was chief engineer when he

retired from active work nearly 19 years

ago.

Frederick B. Baugh died at Youngs-

town, O., March 14, aged 51 years. He
was born in Detroit, and at the age of

1 1 years went to work for his father,

John F. Baugh, proprietor of the Baugh
Steel Forge Company. In 1900 he went

to Pittsburg as superintendent of the

Lindsay & McCutcheon plant of the Car-

negie Steel Company. In 1905 he was

appointed superintendent of the Union

mills at Youngstown.

Charles W. Hunt died at his home on

Staten Island, N. Y., March 27, aged 70

years. He was born at Candor, N. Y.,

and learned the machinist's trade at an

early age. After engaging in several

enterprises he founded the shop on Staten

Island which grew into the extensive

works of the C. W. Hunt Company, mak-

ing a specialty of machinery for hoisting

and transportation of materials. He was

considered high authority in his line. Mr.

Hunt was a member and past president

of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, a member of the New York

Chamber of Commerce, of the New York

Electrical Society, of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers, of the Rail-

road Club, and ex-president of the Staten

Island Chamber of Commerce.

& S0C1ETIES<WTECHN1CAL SCHOOLS A

+ OBITUARY 1
r

Ogt died at Guadalajara, Mcx-

irch 11. He went to Alcxico from
'

and for a number of years oper-

ated mines In the- Ayutla district, Jalisco.

Montana Mining Mens' Association

This society was organized at a meeting

held at Great Falls, Mont., March 17, at

which over 50 members joined. The fol-

lowing provisional officers were chosen,

to serve until the general meeting of the

association, to be held at Great Falls on

April 4 next: President, H. E. Randall;

vice-president, E. K. Barnum; secretary

and treasurer, Hugh Roberts.

The object of the association is to

look specially after the interests of mine

owners, operators and those directly In*

terested in mines and mining within the

State.
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Fditorial CorrafinonrienriPi
San Francisco

March 25—The bill providing for the
regulation of the smelteries in California
by the State Board of Health was passed
by the assembly (where it originated) by
a vote of 45 to 27 on March 21. The
indications now are that the smelters,

aided by the State Mineralogist and some
of the farmers, and practical mining men
of the legislature, will have a hard fight

to prevent the bill from becoming a law
unless they can depend on the Governor
to veto it. The farmers of Shasta county
are willing to let well enough alone, and
will stand with Shannahan of that county
when the fight goes into the senate, as he
was and is their attorney in their con-
tention with the Shasta county smelter-
ies. They appreciate the possibility that

the very satisfactory decree of the United
States court may be rendered less effec-

tive, if not wholly worthless, by the en-

actment of this law. A compromise meas-
ure providing for a committee of investi-

gation to report at the next session of the

legislature was sought, but ineffectually.

It is probable that the bill introduced
in the U. S. Senate by Flint, of California,

on Jan. 9, providing for the leasing of oil

and gas lands will be made the basis for

final and effective legislation, provided a

leasing system shall be ultimately in-

sisted upon. This bill seems to accord
with the views of the petroleum operators
in California favoring a leasing plan, and
at least has the merit of a sane com-
prehension of the essentials of profitable

operation of oil and gas lands. By the

provisions of the bill undisturbed posses-
sion of the land is allowed until mineral
discovery has been made; then a permit
may be granted to explore and prospect
for oil or gas or both for two years on
land not exceeding 160 acres, and that

actual work leading to physical develop-
ment shall begin within six months and
continue during the two years; this per-
mit may be by the Secretary of the In-

terior extended for one year only. Ac-
tual discovery of oil or gas entitles the

holder of the permit to a lease for a pe-
riod of 15 years with option of renewal
for a like period. Besides the fees paid
for the permit the leaser will pay an an-
nual' rental of $2.50 per acre for such
portion of the 160 acres as he may elect,

il! a compact body, and a royalty of 5 per
cent, on the gross -ceipts from the sale
of oil or gas, but the annual rental shall
be a credit on the royalty, provided the
royalty exceed the rental. Should the
discovery be made at a distance of three
miles from a productive well the rental
for such lease will be $1 per acre. Com-
pared with the leasing system in vogue in

California between owners of lands and
petroleum operators, which is based on

Reports from our own
Representatives on
Important Events from
Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

about I2y2 per cent, royalty, the Flint
measure for government leasing is con-
sidered a fair proposition.

A bill, having the purpose avowed by
its proponents of driving Japanese out of
the agricultural and horizontal fields of
California, but which in its full reach will

doubtless affect all foreign capital in-

vested in mining in this State, was passed
by the State senate March 21, and is like-

ly to be as well received in the assembly.
The bill prohibits the ownership of land
by aliens, and provides that land now
so held may be retained only for a period
of five years, but that it may not be sold

or bequeathed, nor inherited, by aliens.

Companies and corporations, the major-
ity of the stock of which is held by aliens

are included. Thus in the strict enforce-
ment of such a law, English, German and
other foreign owners or stockholders of
mining and oil property may be required
to become citizens of the United States
in order to continue their enterprises.

Everyone engaged in the mining in-

dustry of California is awaiting with in-

terest the action of Governor Johnson
in the appointment of a new State min-
eralogist. So far the governor has in

no way indicated his intentions. It is

said that he will do nothing in the mat-
ter until after adjournment of the legis-

lature, which will probably be about

April 1.

Denver

March 25-—For some time past the

Denver press with one exception has been

strenuously urging the passage of what is

called the Moffat tunnel bill, by which

the State will undertake the construction

of a railway tunnel through the main

range of the mountains west of Denver,

on the line of the Denver, Northwestern

& Pacific Railway.

It is somewhat doubtful if the meas-

ure will pass, and for several reasons.

The northern part of the State is satisfied

with its railway facilities, so likewise is

the southern portion, and the dwellers in

both object to being taxed for a four

million dollar job which they say will

most largely benefit Denver and ought
therefore to be built by that city. Then
the powerful railway systems which now
get the business naturally oppose the

measure for their own reasons, and the

powerful coal companies affiliated with

them naturally do not want the product
of the 1200 square miles of coal in Routt

county brought into competition with

them, which the completion of the tunnel

would accomplish. If the Union Pacific

wants the coal they can drop down from
the north into the above coalfield and get

it over their own lines. The Western
Slope Development congress at Delta went
on record as opposing the construction of
the tunnel by the State, believing the

same would be "detrimental to the best

interests of the State at large and to the

western slope in particular." Under the

circumstances it does not look very prom-
ising for the passing of the bill in the

legislature.

In a district like Cripple Creek which
is a network of veins and crosscourses,

the draining of the same at a given point

by a tunnel becomes simply a matter of
adjustment of the water, but it is as-

tonishing to many, how sudden and far

reaching has been the effect of the com-
pletion of the Roosevelt deep-drainage

tunnel. The water in Stratton's Inde-

pendence, one mile from the tunnel, has
gone down 28 ft., and the same must have
occurred in the Portland which is on the

same vein series. The Isabella, Vindi-

cator, Elkton, and others of the big mines
have been similarly relieved, and it is

stated that sinking is to be resumed on

upward of 20 shafts at once in conse-

quence. It is stated that the El Paso will

continue the Fuller crosscut another 125

ft. and in the meantime the tunnel di-

rectors are making arrangements to drive

the main heading in the direction of the

Elkton shaft.

Placer operations at Russell, nine miles
south of La Veta pass, Costilla county,

have been quietly in progress for a year.

A dredge costing $78,000 and handling
2000 cu.yd. daily is in operation, and the

cleanup of March 4 produced a gold re-

tort of 110.25 oz. worth S2089. The Colo-
rado Gold Dredging Company owns 240
acres. The chief owners live in Moberly,

Missouri.

The Smuggler mine, at Aspen, which in

former years produced such extremely
rich silver-lead ore, has now been unwa-
tered at a cost of approximately $250,000,
and already the rich vein has been
opened again in No. 12 level, and the ore

is coming to the surface. There are 250
miners at work and it requires three elec-

tric pumps in the Free Silver shaft to

keep the water below the men. The
Mollie Gibson belongs to the same man-
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snt, and it was from this mine that

itive silver were pro-

i in the early days, one now in the

Mineral exhibit weighing upward
•

Salt Lake City

27—Suit was riled in the third

March 16 by the Majestic

Copper Company against the .Miners'

Smelting Company and F. An.

Heinze. The Miners' Smelting Company
and Heinze are accused in the complaint

of having procured contracts and money
under fraudulent proceedure, and the

court is asked to grant judgment of $20,-

000 a leged to be due under an

lent, according to which the plaintiff

smeltery and rights at Milford in

- county to the defendant company
Jan. 1. 1909. The complaint states that the

iantcompany was incorporated at the

instance of Heinze June 29. 1907. and

that the company never had, and still is

without property or assets, and was
formed for the purpose of securing con-

for the smelting and treating of

and then assigning them to com-

panies actually engaged in smelting.

Heinze later became the owner of all the

capital stock except a few nominal shares

held by the original incorporators. The

case is especially cited that Heinze

bought stock in the Silver King Coalition

Mines Company, so as to secure a smelt-

ing contract for ores from this property.

A ten-year contract was secured, and the

ores were assigned to the American

Smelting and Refining Company, where-

by Heinze is alleged to have made a profit

- '.000. which was appropriated to

hi- own use. The plaintiff asks for $20,-

000 and interest from Jan. 1, 1911.

Reno
h 27—The report of the rich

strike north of Reno on the Nevada-Cali-

fornia line has not yet been adequately

confirmed. One engineer reports that the

whole story is a "fluke" and that the ore

assays "nil." A correspondent from San
Francisco writes: "Reports indicate the

probability that the new mining camp just

now being established at Mount Sage on

the line dividing California and Nevada
is in a gold-bearing region of value. The
ir.itial discoveries may have been exag-

to the value of the rock, al-

though the finding of large nuggets is

common enough to excite no particular

attention when the find is in a proven re-
"

I [oufthton, Mk li

27 A petition prol
• the ton- j and

pcndi r the Michigan

throughout

•• and -i unani-

•he men employed by the dif-

- and th- f this

Cobalt

March 28—The shipments from Co-

b) t mines have recently showed a large

tailing oft'. This is due entirely to the

shortage of power by the two companies

supplying compressed air to the district.

The severe winter and the absence of

thaws have made the water in the rivers

much lower than usual, and completely

disorganized the power companies. This

state of affairs, will, of course, be only

temporary, but in the meantime several

of the properties are doing practically

no work, as their compressor plants

have been dismantled, or are entirely

too small for their present requirements.

It is stated that the Canadian North-

ern Railway will build a line into Por-

cupine from their present terminus at

Gowganda Junction. The engineers have

been over the ground and their report

will be taken up by the directors at the

next meeting. The all-rail route would

necessitate a line 80 miles in length,

but as an alternative it is proposed to

build to Fort Matagami, and from there

make a water route through a chain of

navigable lakes, which extends to within

ten mHes of the present Porcupine town-

site. In either case the new route would

be of great benefit to the district and

would help to open up new areas.

Toronto

March 27—The official investigation of

the mining conditions of the Gowganda
district made by George R. Mickle, min-

ing assessor of the Ontario Department

of Mines, undertaken as a result of the

request by the mine owners of the area

for the construction of a branch railway

has been completed. While it is regarded

as probable that the railway will before

long be extended to this district, it is

hardly likely that immediate action will

be taken.

The excitement over Porcupine has led

to a revival of interest in other gold dis-

tricts of the country which have been

abandoned of late years. In several

cases engineers who have visited Canada
to inspect the Porcupine camp have had

their attention directed to other goldfields,

which on inspection have appeared to of-

fer opportunities for remunerative work-

ing. Previous disappointments, in some
cases at least, appear to have been due

to primitive and unscientific methods of

mining and it is urged that with modern
improved processes these mines could be

operated at a profit. Attention is at pres-

ent being drawn to the alluvial gold de-

posits of Beauce and Dorchester counties.

Quebec, which have been worked at in-

terval-, lor many years. Several enm-
r-Miies have been formed to exploit this

nd a Montreal syndicate ha

cured an option on 800 acres on the

Famine river near St. George de Beauce.
The tale-mining Industry 'if Eastern

Ontario would he considerably benefited

by the adoption of the reciprocity agree-

ment with the United States. There are

extensive deposits of this mineral in

Hastings and Haliburton counties and
though they have been worked to some
extent, the operators state that they can-

not profitably be developed on a large

scale for want of a market. With free

access to the United States the talc out-

put would be greatly increased.

Mexico

March 24— The American Smelting and
Refining Company denies that any of its

plants have closed. The Parral camp is

operating without restriction and likewise

Guanajuato, Zacatecas and Pachuca. In

Chihuahua the larger mines in the Sierra

Madre have continued to operate. La
Republica and Rio Plata report regular

production and the Mines Company of

America reports that normal output has

been maintained at its Dolores, El Rayo,
La Dura and Creston-Colorada proper-

ties in Chihuahua and Sonora. It is re-

ported that the Pearson road is now open
from El Paso to Madero which will re-

lieve a large mining area which has been

cut off for several weeks. The Yaqui

River district in Sonora has suffered from

interrupted railroad transportation but

most of the mines are continuing opera-

tions. In many of the remote districts of

northern and western Mexico operations

have been stopped or curtailed. In the

southern Mexico districts no direct inter-

ference has been reported but a very

lhely state of apprehension exists. The
Cananea camp has operated fully, also

most of the other large properties in

northern Sonora. The political disturb-

ances are, however, temporarily curtail-

ing the mining operations very widely.

Under date of March 17, a subscriber

from Chihuahua, Mex., writes: "For 15

days ending March 15, we were entirely

incommunicado, without railroad service

in either direction, and most of time

minus even telegraph service. Service

to El Paso difect is off and will con-

tinue indefinitely, judging by the way the

tracks and bridges as repaired are at

once torn up. Trains west of here run

only at diction of Gen. Pascual Orosco,

the rebel leader. We are all safe enough,

but if freight trains are not moved we
will be shy of grub within 30 or 40 days.

Of course, trade is a thing of memory
only with us now. The outlook is not

encouraging in the least. The govern-

ment must concede some things at best".

Both property and persons of foreigners

are safe in hands of either party,

and that is some consolation. There

was a fierce fight in Santa Eulalia

camD last Sunday, resulting in about 30

killed and as many wounded. There is

little fear of an attack on Chihuahua, as

v.e have about 2000 soldiers here now.
Mining in western part of the state is

handicapped, as you can imagine."
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The Minind Npws
Alaska

Work on the Copper River & North-

western Railway is progressing rapidly,

and the line to Bonanza will be complet-

ed early in April. The mild winter has

made fast work possible and rail laying

has been carried on at a rate of more

than a mile a day. General Manager E.

C. Hawkins states that the company is

ready to construct its branch line to the

Bering river coalfields whenever the

Government takes definite action that will

assure the opening of the coalfields.

Krupprenoff—This copper company is

planning extensive development for the

coming season; J. B. Mason, Juneau,

superintendent.

Cliff—Operations have been resumed.

The mine was closed in December in or-

der that improvements might be made for

increasing the output. B. F. Millard,

Valdez, is president.

Kenai-Alaska—This company Is plan-

ning the installation of a stamp mill on

Falls creek. W. E. Hawkins is super-

intendent.

Arizona

Cochise County

Placer operations on a small scale are

under way in the Ash Canon district.

Gila County

Miami—Two units of the mill are now
in operation. Although the nominal ca-

pacity is 333 tons per unit, it is fully ex-

pected that the actual capacity will be

500 tons, giving the mill 3000 tons in-

stead of the nominal 2000. Application

to list the stock on the New York Stock

Exchange has been made.

Keystone—A hoister and air compres-
sor are being installed and development
work will soon be resumed.

Inspiration—This company is making
milling tests.

Pima County

Twin Buttes—President Michael Earle

has advised the erection of a 350-ton

smeltery plant at the mines. In February
1900 tons were shipped to El Paso.

Pinal County

Arizona Hercules—This company is

exploring 240 acres at Ray, adjoining the

Ray Consolidated. Twenty-seven drill

holes have been sunk and ore-bearing
formation is reported.

Yavapai County
Congress—This old mine has been

closed and it is reported that operations
will be suspended permanently after the
cleanup. There are two mills on the
property and the underground workings
are the deepest in Arizona.

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment'Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. The*

Current History of

Mining

United Verde Extension—The property
has been reported on by two engineers.
Neither report has yet been made public.
The company continues to report high-
grade copper ore in its workings.

Monte Cristo—This property, near
Constellation, controlled by Ezra W.
Thayer, of Phoenix, is yielding rich silver

ore.

Yuma County

La Paz Gold Mining Company—This
Company, operating at La Paz, will build

a reservoir for storage for hydraulicking.

O. L. Grimsley is president.

California

Amador County

California Consolidated Mines—This
company has filed a trust deed for $500,-

000 in favor of the Mexican Trust Com-
pany, of Kansas City, thus planning to

pay the indebtedness, on the Spring Val-

ley and other claims and have a surplus

of $300,000 with which to reopen the

mine. The deed is due, March, 1912.

Bunker Hill—The regular monthly di-

vidend, $10,000 was paid March 15. The
20 stamps recently installed have oper-

ated chiefly on low-grade ore. The clean-

up for February was $19,000.

Amador Queen— It is reported that the

preliminaries regarding title have been

settled, and drifting from the 1000-ft.

shaft will begin.

Zeila—The low-grade ore in this mine

has to be moved 2000 ft. through a tunnel

to the hoisting shaft, thus delaying de-

livery so that 5 to 10 of the 40 stamps

are necessarily idle.

Butte County

Robbers Roost—The 1200- ft. tunnel

has been started with two shifts at this

mine near Nimshew.

Wyandotte—A compressor has been

installed at this mine at Wyandotte, by S.

Foden, San Francisco, leaser.

Calaveras County

Table Mountain Consolidated — This

company has bought the gravel claim of

J. B. and H. Allen near San Andreas,
and installed a gasolene hoist and com-
piessor. A 150-ft. shaft is driven below
the lava capping to reach the pay gravel.

Easy Bird—The 10-stamp mill on this

mine at Mokelumne hill is running on
good ore. Mr. Robinson, is superintend-

ent.

Lightner— It is expected the three-com-

partment shafi will be completed to the

400-ft. level by April 1. The 60-stamps
have been overhauled and are ready to

drop. B. C. Clark, of the South Eureka
at Sutter Creek, will succeed Alex Chal-

mers as superintendent.

Eldorado County

Hope Mine—This mine, formerly the

Landecker, near Texas hill, is running
one shift of 16 men, and three machine
drills. The number of men will be
doubled. The cleanup of a 48-hours' run
in the middle of March yielded 55 oz.

gold. Dr. Burger is superintendent.

Carpendar-Kumfa — Machinery for

working the developed gravel in this mine
at Smith Flat, near Texas Hill, is being

installed.

Fresno County

In the three fields in Coalinga district

the total production of crude petroleum
was 1,419,881 bbl. (28 days) against 1,-

681,883 in January (31) days; and 118
wells drilling and 694 producing; in Jan.
133 drilling, 734 producting. The stormy
weather had effect on February opera-
tions. Standard pipeline was the only
one in the district not damaged by storm.

Inyo County
Arondo—This mine, in Arugus moun-

tains, is working 30 men in the extraction

and milling of ore.

Dorothy—A crosscut is being driven to

cut the lode at 100 ft. on this mine, at

Chrysopolis. W. M. Snider, of Bishop, is

managei.

Kern County

A net gain of 2935 bbl. per day is

shown by partial returns of petroleum
production in the four fields of Kern
River, Maricopa, McKittrick, Midway, for

February. The total production was 2,-

833.345 bbl. against 3,045,000 for Janu-
ary. Daily average for February. 101,-

192 bbl.; for January, 98,257.

Producers Transportation—This com-
pany is making deliveries of 24,000 bbl.

a day to the Associated on the 2,555,000
bbl. contract with the Independent agency.
When the February deliveries are caught
up, the delivery will be 7000 bbl. per day.

Western Minerals—This company in

Maricopa field is producing 150 bbl. per

day of 17 gravity oil so heavy in lubri-

cants that it is said to be used in its crude
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state as cylinder oil. The company is

produ. 100 bbl. a day ol 2S grav-

ity.

lining Company
—Th:> .mization of the

Hamilton, is e:: 25 men in three

shifts in the mine and 5-stamp mill near

late. It is said to be producing

about $8000 per month. David Goldberg,

Los Angeles.

- omon—Sixteen tons of ore

j at the Red Dog mill from the

l on this mine is reported

to have produced more than $2700, or an

ge of about S170 per ton.

Wickard— Five tons of scheelite taken

from this tungsten mine adjoining

the Blackhawk in the Rand district,

. treated at the Red Dog mill on

the new Standard concentrators. Some of

the tungsten ore from this mine carries

also gold.

Sd'2t.i Ana—This mine in Stringer dis-

—oduced 17 tons of ore recently that

cleaned up S1200 in the Red Dog mill.

Stanford Mining and Reduction Company.

owner.

Diamond Salt Company—A gasolene

engine and centrifugal pump will be in-

stalled by this company at Kane lake to

raise the brine from the wells to the

\ats which are being constructed to be

for the production of salt as soon

as the winter rains have passed. The

location is near the California & Nevada

railroad; head office. Los Angeles.

.Mariposa County

Exchequer Mining, and Power Com-
pany—At the annual meeting March 14

at Merced, the new board of directors

elected J. J. Le Tourneau, of Duluth,

Minn., president; E. S. O'Brien, of Mer-

ced, secretary. The power plant at Ex-

checquer, on Merced river, destroyed by

flood in the recent winter storms, will be

rebuilt.

Shasta County

Afterthought Copper Company—S. E.

Bretherton. manager, has been informed

by wire that the suit against T. S. Hen-

vice-president, in the United

States court at St. Louis, has been dis-

missed.

Shasta Exploration Company— This

company has bonded the Spread Eagle

group of 22 copper claims for 18 months

at a price said to be -125.000. The prop-

erty rill be explored with diamond drills.

M. E. Dittmar, of Redding, is manager.

T MTY

t •r.tion—This property, in Ameri-

can Camp district, near Jupiter, has been

sold by C ' SHva, both

of Oakland, including 100 in. water from

Knight's creek; : l 10,000.

ten Rule Mining Company This

company has purchased the Jumper mine

of 38 acres and a 500-ln. water riuht. lo-

catcr on the Mother lode.

Colorado

Lake County—Leadville

Climax—The lessees of this Fryer Hill

property in sinking the shaft to get un-

der a body of lead ore in an upper level,

disclosed a body of iron ore running well

in silver which, it is said, will net the

lessees S5 per ton.

Hew Monarch—This company in Feb-

ruary shipped 87 cars of ore from the

Cleveland and New Monarch mines. It is

expected to ship 100 cars this month.

Silent Friend—Doran & Co., leasing on

this mine in South Evans, are said to

have opened a vein of 4 oz. gold ore.

Nevada— In the above mine, on Breese

hill, Simpson, lessee, has opened a body

of 60 per cent, lead ore carrying gold

and silver

Teller County—Cripple Creek

Cripple Creek—On Gold hill the Index-

mine is reported to be the scene of a

strike of 4 ft. of 2-oz. gold ore by Fagan

& Co., lessees.

Isabella—Sixteen sacks from the re-

cent strike on the Comet, and which con-

tained J 1,000 lb. of ore, were settled for

at 43 oz. of gold, worth S860. Twenty-

three cars of ore have been shipped this

month from Isabella mines.

Moon-Anchor—This company is sink-

ing the main shaft again and is shipping.

American Eagles—From the Rice vein

in the above property, owned by the

Stratton Estate, and leased by the Colo-

rado Mines and Investment Company, 15

carloads of ore of about 2-oz. gold value

per ton, will be the product for the

month. Paul Hinds is manager.

Black Belle—A new oreshoot has been

opened on this Beacon Hill mine by the

Union Leasing Company, and a shipment

of S30 ore is being made. The same

leasing company is making daily ship-

ments from the Husted shaft of the Gold

Dollar.

Granite—The shaft house and plant

lately destroyed by fire will be replaced

by a powerful steam plant at the upper

Granite shaft on Battle mountain, which

shaft will then be sank another 200 ft.

In the Gold Coin main shaft of the com-

pany through whicb most of the work has

hitherto been done, the water has almost

entirely receded.

San Juan District

Snowslides have destroyed the board-

ing house of the Gold King, entailing a

loss of Si 0,000 and buildings of the Old

Hundred. The loss from snowslides has

b< en less than usual.

''.a Halo Boy It is reported that the

mine in Galena basin has been sold to an

eastern syndicate. This property is re-

markable for havinc practically paid the

expense of development from the sale

of ore taken from the drifts and raises.

The main drift is in 1000 feet.

Idaho

Bonner County

Idaho-Continental—This mine is now
developed to the 500-ft. level. A rail-

road is being built from the Great North-

ern line and a 500-ton concentrator will

be erected this year.

Indiana

Gibson County

A large tract of coal land in the Oak-

land City district, belonging to the South-

west Coal Company, of Evansville, Ind.,

has been burnt over, destroying timber

needful in mining operations.

Sullivan County

The cage in the Union mine, near Sul-

livan, has been disabled and no coal

hoisted for a week. Feed for the mules

are dropped down the shaft and dragged

pack to the mules by men who go down
the manway.

Vigo County

The operators of this district are pre-

paring to resist the new law requiring

the examination of miners by a commis-

sion of two miners and one operator, to

be appointed by the circuit judge in each

countv. The operators say the method by

which the test case will be raised cannot

be stated at this time.

Vanderburg County

New equipment, consisting of a chest

of surgical appliances, has been placed

aboard mine-rescue car No. 3, which will

make a tour through the mining districts

of this and adjoining counties where

classes will be instructed in first-aid

work. The car will be in care of ex-

perts. A cabinet containing various kinds

of powder and other explosives has been

received and demonstrations as to rela-

tive safety and dangerous work in hand-

ling these explosives will be given.

A meeting of the coal miners of south-

ern Indiana will be held in Evansville,

April 1, to celebrate the anniversary of

the eight-hour working law. Several

thousand miners are expected to attend.

Vermilion County

The miners of the Miami mines, at

Ehrmandale and Clinton, who are on a

strike now, are drawing strike benefits of

$4 a week, while several thousand other

miners who are lying idle simply because

there is no work for them have no income

whatever. It is said if the strike were

not on, the Miami mines would run only

a small part of the time.

Michigan
Copper

Mass—The drift west at the seventh

level of C shaft has been extended 400 ft.

and the improved condition that was

first encountered 75 ft. from the shaft has

continued throughout. The ninth level

drift has entered the lode and the show-

ing is encouraging. No. 14 drill hole is
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down 125 ft. after passing through 80 ft.

of overburden.

Hancock— No. 2 shaft has been
equipped with the permanent Kimberly
skips. Everything is in readiness to be-
gin production.

Algomah—Drifting continues at the

104-ft. level with about the same grade
of ore in evidence. About 1000 ft. of

drifting has been done at this point. The
drilling is expected to cut the lode soon.

Adventure—The new vertical, or No. 5
shaft continues sinking toward a depth of

1525 ft, at which point it has been de-

cided to crosscut in both directions and
open up the three lodes. No. 2 lode is

at an approximate depth of 1900 ft. and
No. 3 at 2300.

Laurium—This company's shaft is at

the 13th level, where drifting has been
started. Copper has appeared from time to

time in the sinking of this shaft and the

lateral openings at the lower levels are

showing improvement.

Minnesota

Cuyuna Range

Inland Steel—The company is making
good progress in putting down the shaft
at the Morrison. The boiler and engine
plant has just been installed by La Vaque
& Webster.

Vermilion Range

Almar—Operations on this property in

sec. 16 T 62 R 14 have been encouraging
enough to warrant the sinking of a 100-

ft. shaft. In addition to test-pitting and
trenching, the company expects to put on
two diamond drills soon. Machinery, in-

cluding three drills and a five-drill com-
pressor, has been ordered. Work has
been started on the concrete foundation
for a compressor house.

Rice Bay—A vertical diamond-drill
hole is reported to have encountered a
good quality of ore. The vein is over 100
ft. wide and dips at about 70 deg.

Vermilion Iron and Steel—The shaft
has reached 170 ft., and at a depth of 200
ft. a crosscut will be driven. Crosscuts,
after the 200-ft. level is reached, will be
100-ft. apart.

Scott-Bevier—Diamond drilling and
shaft sinking are in progress on this

property in sec. 36 T 63 R 15. Ore has
been encountered by both the drill and
the shaft.

Banner Vermilion—The company has
commenced work in sec. 27 T 62 R 13,

in charge of Capt. John Gunn. The
property is supposed to contain an exten-

sion of the Ely formation.

Marquette & Vermilion—The company
is preparing to conduct exploration on its

property in the SW YA of sec. 19 T 62 R
14. The exploration work will probably
include deep drilling, test pitting and
shaft sinking.

Montana
It is stated that the Government's suit

against the Washoe smeltery and Anacon-
da company will be dropped as a result
of a compromise.

Butte District

Soon the Butte & Boston Mining Com-
pany will have been dissolved and most
of the 300,000 shares of Anaconda, which
were turned into its treasury in exchange
for the Butte & Boston property, will re-
vert to the treasury of the Amalgamated
Copper Company, owning on June 30 last

197,220 shares out of a total of 200,000
Butte & Boston. Boston & Montana and
the Trenton companies have already been
wound up and the Anaconda stock revert-
ing to their treasuries in exchange for
property has been distributed likewise
to the Amalgamated Copper Company.
Litigation continues to tie up the disso-
lution of the Parrot company, and until

this is out of the way, the company must
maintain its corporate identity, having as
its onlv asset 90,000 shares of Anaconda.

Davis-Daly—An important orebody has
been opened in the last drift from the
north crosscut on the 1700-ft. level. In

accordance with a vote of the directors
it is reported that President Heinze has
returned to the company the $25,000 paid
on property in the Porcupine district.

Nevada
Esmeralda County

Jumbo Extension—The Goldfield Con-
solidated company has taken a contract

on the Vinegarone claim of this com-
pany. Walter E. Wiley, of Los Angeles,
and Alfred Burch, of San Francisco, are

now making an examination and valua-
tion of the ore developed in the Vine-
garone for both parties. The reported
basis of the negotiation is one-half the

net profit on all ore deducting $9 per ton

for mining, milling and all costs from the

gross content. Payment is to be made
upon completion of the examination.

Montgomery-Shoshone—This Bullfrog

mine has closed, owing to the seeming
exhaustion of its orebodies.

Humboldt County
The Barret Springs district, nine

miles northwest of Winnemucca, is ac-

tive. A telephone line has been com-
pleted to the camp and a daily stage is

running. The Bi-metallic Mining Com-
pany has lately uncovered a new vein.

Adamson—This recently discovered
property, on Winnemucca mountain, has
made several shipments of rich ore by
express to Salt Lake.

National—This company has let a
contract for enlarging the mill. The
high-grade oreshoot has been cut on the

600- ft. level.

Arizona—This mine, formerly a heavy
silver producer, has been sold to C.

Clough and associates, of Reno. A 30-

ton Trent mill and cyanide plant is be-
ing erected.

Lincoln County
Amalgamated Pioche Mines and

Smelters Corporation—The Prince Con-
solidated Mining and Smelting Company,
the Consolidated Prince Mining Com-
pany, the Nevada-Utah Mines and Smelt-
ers Corporation, and the Ohio-Kentucky
Consolidated Mining Company have all

agreed upon the terms of the merger to
be called the Amalgamated Pioche Mines
and Smelters Corporation. Operations
of the mines and the building of the
branch railroad are expected to begin
scon.

Mendha—This mine in the Highland
district is planning to erect a mill.

Nye County
Tonopah-Bclmont—The net profit for

February was SI 16,890, notwithstanding
the interruption and loss from the fire.

The product was gold bullion, 3105 oz.;
silver bullion, 321,648 oz.; total value,
$224,412. The average recovery was
$34.40 per ton.

Tonopah—The February report is as
follows: Number dry tons sent to mill,

13,763; average value per ton, $22.77;
total value of bullion, $218,585; total
value of concentrates, S52,515; net profit.

White Pine County
Nevada Consolidated — The Steptoe

Valley plant is making experiments with
different slime tables with a view to the
installation of a slime plant. George F.

Waddell, superintendent of the Steptoe
concentrator, is on a trip of inspection.
At the present time the Steptoe concen-
trator at McGill is reported to be saving
from 70 to 73 per cent, of the total

amount of copper contained in the ore
from Copper Flat. Foundations are be-
ing put in for the first of the new basic
converters, which are to be installed at

McGill. The new converter will not in-

terfere with the four stands of converters
of the barrel type, which are now in use,
but if the basic type converter does the
work it is expected to do, two stands of
the old converters will be torn out and
two more basic converters will be put
in to take their places.

New Jersey

Oxford—A desulphurizing plant is be-

ing installed at this iron mine at Oxford,
owned by the Empire Steel and Iron

Company. Wedge mechanical roasting

kilns will be used.

Oregon

Baker County

Golconda—This mine has been leased
to William Kinnear, of Susanville. The
mine is equipped with a 20-stamp mill.

A cyanide plant and other machinery will

be added.
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Josephine C.

.-.tain Lion—This property, which

s equipped with a cyanide plant thi

>een idle for the last five years, will be

ed by Brinkerhoff & Co.

Pennsylvania

Bit. oal

kela River Consolidated Coal

any—The financial s

nent for the first quarter of the fiscal

nded Jan. 31, shows that the net

gs W e're Charges for

n of coal lands were $116,913;

ation of plant and equipment,

;
interest, taxes and insurance.

268, leaving a deficit

.175 for the quarter. Total coal

ents were 1,654,218 tons, a de-

^f 1 5.-.124 tons from the first

luarter of last year.

Penu-ood Coal Company—This com-

pany's property was sold by the receiver

it Somerset. Penn.. March 17, and was

>ought in for the bondholders, who will

ize the Brandenburg Company.

Westmoreland Coal Company—This

rompany. which has paid dividends of 5

per cent, half-yearly for a number of

has reduced its payment for the

last half-year to 2Vi per cent. This is the

result of the strike in the Irwin field.

Utah

Juab County

Gold Chain—Ore is being mined from

the 200-, 300- and 400-ft. levels. In the

Don Pedro claim, owned jointly with the

Mammoth company, ore has been extract-

ed recently through the Gold Chain

workings, and the proceeds divided be-

tween the two companies.

Yankee Consolidated—Kellogg & Scott,

who have the contract for sinking the

shaft to the 1700 level, expect to com-

plete the work early in April. The shaft

is down over I63S ft. A new contract

will probably be made to sink to the

1900- or 2000- ft. level. So far water has

not interfered.

Chief Consolidated A car of 43 tons

has been shipped, which brought S7282.

The ore was largely from the 1400- ft.

level, and carried in the neighborhood of

,. silver to the ton. The richest

lot previously shipped gave a return of

McKinley The annual meeting will be-

held April 17. when new officers will be

elected, and action taken in regard to re-

suming. The property was closed several

months ago on account of lack of funds.

The claims adjoin the Centennial- Eureka,

Hill and Bullion I

Colorado V- - being lone in

ty, looking for a possible ex-

Lead

north of the Sioux line. The ore zone

is about 80 ft. wide. Mining at depth in

the Iron Blossom has given encourage-

ment for deeper work in the Colorado.

Tripp & St. George—A lease has been

taken on these claims by M. Anderson

and C. Kryger, who are working from the

500-ft. level of the Carisa mine.

United Tintic Mines Company—Arti-

cles have been filed by this company,

which is a consolidation of the Bullock,

Tintic Combination and Tintic Empire.

The capitalization is $1,000,000 in shares

of 50c. each; about 800,000 shares in the

treasury. B. H. Bullock is president.

Iron Blossom—Two new strikes are re-

ported. Shipping ore has been broken

into on the 600-ft. level of the No. 1 or

South shaft, and ore of a lower grade on

the 800-ft. level of the No. 3 shaft.

Tooele County

Five men per shift are being worked

af the Galena King property at Stockton,

while the old Honorine is being worked

extensively by leasers. The monthly pay

roll of the camp is reported to be in the

neighborhood of $7500.

Consolidated Mercur—The February

cleanup is reported to have amounted to

about $45,000. Some of the tailings from

the first ore treated are being rehandled.

Cliff—New ore has been developed in

this property at Ophir, about 300 ft. from

the surface, and is stated to be from 4 to

5 ft. thick. The ore has been drifted

on 30 ft. Assays show from 40 to 50

per cent. lead.

Lion Hill Consolidated—The report of

Manager St. Clair on development and

progress to Feb. 1 published as a bulletin

by Charles A. Day & Co., of Boston,

shows the Buffalo tunnel to have been

advanced 107 ft. during January, making

a total of 889 ft. from the portal. During

the latter part of the month, progress was

delayed, owing to an accident to the

Ophir Hill compressor, from which power

is obtained. The face of the Buffalo tun-

nel is in black, somewhat fractured lime-

stone, and it is figured will have to be

driven about 400 ft. further to reach ore-

bearing ground. The Chloride Point in-

cline, which is being driven from old

workings, is down about 120 ft., and ac-

cording to the report there has been

mined and developed about 100 tons of

ere, which carries from 70 to 200 oz.

silver, to 8 per cent, lead, and S3 to S7

in gold. Connections will be made later

between the Chloride Point incline and

the Buffalo tunnel, and the ore sent out

through this route.

Utah County

During the winter from 30 to 35 men
have been working in American Fork

canon. At the Miller three leasers are

working: the Mountain Dell has 10 men;

the Dutchman, three; the Blue Rock or

Pacific three; the Eudora Bell, seven or

eight, and the Mineral Flat a like num-

ber.

Camp Bird—An examination has been

made recently on this property by W. D.

Harrington.

Paeifte Gold Mining and Milling—A re-

port for the year ended Feb. 6 shows re-

ceipts from sale of treasury stock and

ore sales to have been $5530; expenses,

including bills payable, absorbed the re-

ceipts, leaving a slight indebtedness. On
Feb. 6 there were 150 tons of second-

class ore on the dump, estimated to be

worth $1500, and there remains 600,000

shares of stock in the treasury. Ore sales

less freight and sampling charges

brought $46 a ton, or a total of $1418.

The ore assayed 65.5 per cent, lead, 21.1

oz. silver, 0.01 oz. gold and 2.5 per cent,

zinc. New work has opened a continua-

tion of the vein beyond the fault.

Miller Hill—Agreements have been

made between this company and the Pa-

cific to establish a vertical boundary line

between the two properties. According

this agreement the Pacific is permitted to

extend the Miller Hill tunnel into the

Blue Rock No. 3 mining claim, and to use

this tunnel for development and ore ex-

traction.

Washington

Ferry County

White Elephant—Machinery will be in-

stalled. Frank Ashley, Orient, is super-

intendent.

New Republic—At the annual meet-

ing F. B. Babcock was elected president,

R. J. Howard vice-president and F. W.
Bewley treasurer. A resolution was
also adopted ratifying the sale of the

lease to the Rathbon Reduction Works.

Orient Gold-—Machinery has been re-

ceived and is being installed. J. C. Cun-
ning, Orient, has charge.

Black Tail—Preparations are being

made to install additional machinery on

this Spokane property.

Swamp King No. 2—A compressor,

pump and hoist will be added to the

equipment at this mine, and a large crew

will be put to work under the manage-

ment of R. N. McEntire, Orient.

Okanogan County

Cain Gold Mining—Operations on this

property, near Chesaw, have been re-

sumed and the mine will be equipped

with new machinery soon.

Stevens County

Aladdin—The suit with the National

Mining Company has been dismissed.

Improvements will be made, and opera-

tions will start at once. Frank Earnest,

of Aladdin, is president.

Bonanza—This property has been

leased by Paul Laplant, of Colville. A

crew is sorting the dumps, and the mine

will be worked during the summer.
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Sunset Mining and Development—

A

ontract has been let for 2000 ft. of drill-

fig on this property, near Northport.

Whitman County

Oakesdale Copper—R. H. Hutchinson

as been reelected president. Develop-

nent will be done.

West Virginia

Marshall County

The mine of the Bituminous Coal

Company of America, near Moundsville,

vhich was being operated by a receiver,

vas closed down recently by the State

fining Department, because the ventilat-

ng arrangements were inadequate.

Canada

British Columbia

Re Roi No. 2—This company, operating

he Josie and other gold-copper mines at

Rossland, on March 3 paid an interim

dividend of 2s. per share on its 120,000

shares, par value £5.

Society Girl — This new lead-silver

nine, in East Kootenay, shipped 287 tons

:o Trail during the winter. Development

is being continued, but shipment has

been suspended until May owing to bad

roads.

Canadian Collieries—The London Stock

Exchange has listed £2,054,800 of this

stock. The company last year acquired

and has since operated the Dunsmuir coal

mines on Vancouver island.

Ontario

The shipments from Cobalt for the

week ended March 10 were: McKinley-

Darragh, 178,240 lb.; Cobalt lake, 125,-

770; Right-of-Way, 124,710; Nipissing,

117,860; La Rose, 86,590; O'Brien, 66,-

110; Chambers-Ferland, 64,000; Conia-

gas, 58,350; Buffalo, 62,620; Crown Re-

serve, 50,230; Trethewey, 42,350; total,

976,830 pounds. Bullion shipments: Nip-

issing, 106,430 oz.; O'Brien, 16,664;

Nova Scotia, 34,112; total, 157,206

ounces.

King Edward—This Cobalt company

will stop operations. Failure to find ore

on the lower levels is the cause.

Chambers-Ferland—The annual report

of this Cobalt company states that cash in

the bank and ore in transit amounts to

S146.414. There has been a slight in-

crease in ore reserves.

St. Anthony—Operations have been

resumed under the direction of Richard

Sandoe on this gold property at Sturgeon

lake, western Ontario. The mill is being

moved down from the apex of the prop-

erty to a level with the lake in order to

operate it by the gravity system. Ore

is being got out to insure a reserve in

readiness for milling.

Wettlaufer—The annual report of this

South Lorain company places the produc-

tion for the last year at 230.000 oz.. all

of which came from development. Up to

date no ore has been produced from the
stopes. Ore reserves are estimated at ap-
proximately 4,000,000 oz. During 1911
at least one car of high-grade ore will be
shipped every month.

Hudson Bay—The new concentrator is

now running, making a total of 14 mills

treating ore in Cobalt.

Cobalt Lake— It has been decided to

build a 20-stamp mill to treat the low-
grade ore.

Dominion Gold Mines—This Montreal
company is developing north of Lake Su-
perior at North East Bay. J. C. Beidel-

man is engineer.

Ontario—Porcupine District

North Thompson—William Davidson,
who is in charge of development on this

property adjoining the Hollinger on the

south, reports having found the No. 2
Vipond vein and stripped it for over 200
ft. Visible gold shows across the vein. A
shaft is down 42 ft. on the northeast

corner of the location from which cross

cutting is being done in high-grade ore.

American Goldfields—This company,
capitalized at $2,000,000, of which E.

Steindler, of New York, is president, has

taken over a property of 80 acres ad-

joining the Foster (West Dome) and will

proceed at once with development.

Boyd & Duncan—This claim has been

purchased by A. M. Bilsky for Montreal

irterests.

Good and Burns Claims—An option has

been given to C. R. Pope for Chicago

capitalists.

Imperial—This company is getting in

a hoist with a sinking capacity of 350 ft.

and a 60-h.p. boiler. The shaft is now
down 50 ft. and when the machinery is in

place development will be resumed with

three drills. A. H. Crampton, formerly

of Nevada, is general manager.

Vipond—A two-drill compressor plant

has been installed.

West Dome—A plant comprising six

drill compressors, two 50- and one 40-

h p. boilers and a hoist have been ordered

for speedy delivery.

Crown Chartered—A vein thought to

be the Vipond free-gold vein has been

encountered in the drift 18 ft. east of the

shaft on the 48-ft. level. A 30-h.p. boiler

and steam hoist have been ordered.

Quebec

L. R. Willard, of East Angus, has pur-

chased 200 acres adjoining the Weedon

copper mine in the town of Stratford, and

will undertake development.

Yukon Territory

A grant of 20,000 in. of water from the

north fork of the Klondike has been

made at Ottawa to A. N. C. Treadgold.

A power plant will be installed early this

spring and will be ready to serve some

of the dredges in the summer.

Mexico

Chihuahua
San Cristobal—Work has been re-

sumed on this Parral mine; B. V. Gor-
don, in charge.

La Republica—Operations for Febru-
ary, are as follows: Tons milled, 1025;
revenue, 65,257 pesos; operating and De-
velopment charges, 44,037 pesos; con-
struction charges, 2542 pesos. Conditions
continue severe, ordinary means of trans-

portation being practically paralyzed.

Durango

Mexico Consolidated—Time for depos-
iting stock with the Federal Trust Com-
pany, of Boston, under the plan of reor-

ganization, has been extended by the re-

organization managers until April 24.

Edwin S. Hooley & Co., of New York, are

reorganization managers.

Guanajuato

Nueva Luz—Work on this important
development at Guanajuato has been
suspended.

Hidalgo

Maravillas—This Pachuca company
has appointed Arthur H. Stockdale as

manager and important changes in oper-

ating and in equipment will be made to

increase the output.

Sonora

Lucky Tiger Combination—The com-
pany held its annual meeting at Douglas,
Ariz., March 21, and elected the follow-

ing board of directors: John Kelly, H.

Vanderslive, O. E. Mosier, E. C. Sooy, E.

D. Fisher, W. A. Moses, George T.

Moore, D. J. Haff, C. E. Grannis, O. V.

Dodge, H. M. Evans, English T. Jones
and H. F. Hall, all of Kansas City. At
the meeting were considered the exten-

sive improvements at the mine, matters

relative to a deal pending for the sale

of control of stock in the company to an

English syndicate. John Kelley will

probably be elected president at the di-

rectors' meeting to be held soon.

Europe

Iceland

Some years ago a discovery of gold

was reported in Iceland, and some Dan-
ish and English capital was invested

there; but the deposit did not prove profit-

able, the quantity of gold recovered be-

ing very small. Recently another discov-

ery has been made on the Middalur farm,

near Reykjavik, which is said to be prom-
ising. The owners have made a contract

with an English company to explore and
test the discovery.

South America

Chile

Braden— In February the small mill

treated 4646 tons of ore averaging 2.89

per cent, copper.
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Coal Trade Review

. v.- 29 Pessimistic re-

ports continue to come from the West, of

.. |o\» prices

for coal and generally bad conditions of

trade. The present hope of improvement

on a revival of the demand

for steam coal as spring opens. Discus-

sion of plans to curtail production goes

on. but nothing practicable has yet been

evoh .

In the East trade continues rather

quiet, but general conditions seem to be

better than in the West.

Rates on Coal— In Washing-

ton. March 24. the Interstate Commerce

Commission rendered its decision in a

X brought by numerous concerns in

the territory east of Illinois and north oT

the Ohio river. The commission ad-

heres to its ruling that "a tariff provid-

ing for reduced rates on coal used for

.:n purposes, or providing that the

carrier will refund part of the regular

tariff charges on presentation of evi-

dence that the coal is so used, is im-

proper and unlawful"—that is. to say.

that "the carrier has no right to attempt

to dictate the uses to which commodities

transported by it shall be put in order to

enjoy a transportation rate."

It also adheres to its ruling that "a

carrier, or a person or corporation oper-

ating a railroad or other transportation

line, may not, as a shipper over the lines

of another carrier, be given any prefer-

ence in the application of tariff rates on

interstate shipments, but it may law-

fully and properly take advantage of

legal tariff joint rates applying to a con-

venient junction or other point on its

own line, provided such shipments are

consigned through to such points from

point of origin, and are in good faith

sent to such billed designation."

The carriers in the territory mentioned

are ordered to desist from maintaining

tariffs which contain rates applicable only

on shipments of a particular consignee

or where the commodities transported

are for a particular use. or rates that

are restricted to the use of certain ship-

and not open to all shippers alike.

r. c Notes

( •.. sbipmei Norfolk & West-

ern railway, eight months of fiscal year,

fron. :if""t tons:

Current Prices of-

Metal. Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

i

H,. r 'I 'ImI.

ft

I

I

The total increase this year was 1,420,-

628 tons, or 13.5 per cent.

Coal tonnage of the Monongahela River

Consolidated for the three months of fis-

cal year, Nov. 1 to Jan. 31. was, in short

tons:

L909-10. L910-11. Changes.

Elver coal 1,166,635 1,100,903 D. •™ >
~i-)

Rail .•..ill 660,707 668.315 D. 97,392

Total 1,807,342 1,654,218 D. 153,124

The total decrease was 8.5 per cent.;

nearly two-thirds of it in rail shipments.

Shipments of West Virginia ooal to

Lake ports for reshipment up the Lakes,

from mines on the Norfolk & Western

railway, short tons:

District: 1909. 1910. Changes.

Pocahontas 644.616 867,235 I. 222,620

Tug Elver 138,860 159,032 I. 20,672

TliRck.-r 209,836 247,819 I. 37,983

Kenova 33,632 59,176 I. 25,544

Total 1,026,443 1,333,262 I. 306,819

These shipments include coal fur-

nished to Lake vessels for fuel. The

rate from the Pocahontas district to San-

dusky docks in 1910 was $1.12; from

Thacker district, 97c, with 5c. addition-

al for loading.

Anthracite tonnage of Lehigh & Sus-

quehanna railroad—operated by Central

Railroad Company of New Jersey—year

ended Dec. 31, long tons:

Region: 1009. 1910.

Wyoming 4,759,046 1,818,493

[Ipper Lehigh 255,005 iTJ-J.s'j.,

Beaver Meadow 543,735 .4 ..in..

Maucb Chunk 2,290,457 2,692,106
Schuylkill 431.509 4SL»..,2:;

Total 8,279,752 8,963,688

Deliveries
Kasl of Maucb Chunk,

rail 7.7-4o.'.iS-_' S.:iT1.'J47

East <>!' Maucb ('lumk.
canal 284,960 326,831

Above Maucb Chunk 258,810 265,610

Total 8,279,752 8,903,688

Increase in 1910 was 683,936 tons.

Earnings of the road on this coal were

$5,030,295, an average of 56.12c. per

ton.

Mew York

Anthracite

March 29—Business In domestic sizes

has been quiet, as was to be expected.

steam sizes have been a little more ac

live.

On Saturday, April 1, the spring dis

counts take effect on domestic sizes

From that date the schedule prices wil

be $4.25 for lump, $4.50 for egg ant

stove and $4.75 for chestnut, all f.o.b

New York harbor. For steam sizes cur

rent quotations are $3tf/3.25 for pea

$2.25(o-2.75 for buckwheat; $1.75fr/2.2(

for buckwheat No. 2 or rice; $ 1 .35f?/ 1.6:

for barley; all according to quality, f.o.b

New York harbor. The lower figures an

usually for individual and washery coals

Bituminous

Both coastwise and harbor trade are ;

little better, but still inclined to be slow

There is no change in prices. Gas coal:

continue to sell about $1(?71.10 at mim
for M-in., 95c. fa $1 for run-of-mine am
70c. for slack. For low-volatile stean

coals the price remains for fair grade:

$2.60, f.o.b. New York harbor, lowe

grades down to $2.35^/2.45, with bette

ccals up to $2.80ra2.90. Supplies at tidt

are down nearer to requirements, and lit

tie cheap coal is offered.

Contracts are coming forward mon
freely. In most cases they are beinj

closed at about last year's prices, bu

some buyers are holding for 5 or 10c. off

West Virginia people have done best wit!

contracts so far.

Storms have interfered to some extern

with coastwise trade, but vessels are ir

fair supply. Going rates are 75<?/85c

from Philadelphia to Boston or Portland;

65f//70c. from New York to points around

the Cape; 30 fa 40c. to Providence and the

Sound. From Norfolk and Newport Newt

the rates are 75fr/85c. to Boston or Port-

land.

Birmingham
March 22—Coal operators in Alabama

say that the trade is looking up again

and the little quietness that prevailed the

last few weeks will soon be forgotten.

The operators in Tennessee and other

States report their trade active. Coal

production is picking up again and the

railroads are being called upon to fur-

nish cars. The shipments of coal to

New Orleans and other Southern ports

#e still steady.

The curtailment at the iron plants in

this section has had effect on coal pro-

duction. Some of the larger iron com-

panies are mining less coal, in keeping

with the curtailed iron output. The coal

prices remain firm.

Chicago
March 28—The coal market is quiet,

with receipts in general kept down to the

extent of diminishing price cutting.

Screenings and run-of-mine continue to

be the favorites of buyers, and lump coal
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is correspondingly weak. The screenings

market has been strong for the last two

or three years and it is safe to presume

v that it will continue strong, especially

with spring at hand. That screenings are

being held back at many mines until

lump and run-of-mine are disposed of ac-

counts in part for the fact that this size

i5 unusually strong now. A temporary

[
slump may come any day by the simul-

. tar.eous shipping to this market of the

screenings now held back. Domestic

coals are weak and are hardly likely soon

to show strength. Very cautious shipping

to Chicago should be the rule among
western operators.

Illinois and Indiana bring Si.75*/ 2.35

for lump, $1.70(5 1-80 for run-of-mine

. and Sl.65^/ 1.85 for screenings, with the

higher priced screenings most in demand.

Coais from east of Indiana are stronger,

smokeless bringing S3.30*/ 3.55 for lump
and egg. and S2.95*/3. 15 for run-of-mine.

Hocking is well adjusted to the somewhat
light demand and is firm at S3. 15 per ton.

Cleveland

March 27—Cold and stormy weather

has livened up the domestic trade a

little. Steam trade is in suspense until

the April schedules take effect.

There seems to be some doubt as to

how far the new strike order will be

effective in the Ohio districts affected.

Indianapolis

March 28—There is no perceptible im-

provement in mining conditions in this

State. The leaders among the Indiana

miners are worrying over the outlook for

the 18,000 miners in Indiana this spring

and summer. There is at present dis-

tress in a number of mining localities be-

cause of a lack of work. Some mines

have been idle five-sixths of the time

since Jan. 15. Some have worked three

days a week. A few have been operated

every day. These latter are railroad

mines, owned by men on the inside of

railroad affairs, and the coal goes to rail-

road division points for locomotive use.

A few others, the owners of which have

public-service contracts, have worked
steadily.

Operators are in doubt as to what pol-

icy to pursue. All recognize that steam
coal, the product for industrial use, is the

basis of prosperity in the mining busi-

ness. One-fifth of the mines can pro-

duce all the domestic coal that is needed
even in the coldest winter. The steam-
coal trade is in bedrock condition. Mines
are being operated and are selling coal

at the cost price, or even below, to avoid
loss by stagnation.

Pittsburg

March 28—The local coal market has
firmed up somewhat. Demand is not
strikingly better, but there is less wild
cutting. Mines are running about 60 per
cent. We advance quotations slightly:

Mine-run and nut, Sl.05*/ 1.15; .-in.,

SI. 15*/ 1.20; l>4-in., SI.30*/ 1.35; slack[
80*/ 85c. per ton at mine.

Connellsville Coke— The market has
been extremely dull, there being no sales
of any consequence. Furnaces are run-
ning as formerly, but there have been no
increases in operations to call for more
coke. One or two producers of foundry
coke, which were quoting the highest
prices have reduced their price 10c, fur-
nace coke prices being unchanged.
Prompt furnace is SI.60*/ 1.65; con-
tracts, balance first half. $1.65(51.70;
second-half contracts. $1.75(92; prompt
foundry. S2*/2.10; contract. $2.20(52.40
at ovens.

The Courier reports production in the
Connellsville and lower Connellsville
regions in the week ended March 18, at

364,596 tons, a gain of 7000 tons; ship-
ments at 4090 cars to Pittsburg. 6025
cars to points west and 901 cars to points
east, a total of 1 1.016 cars.

fgj FOREI^QAjLTjade \\*\\

St. Louis

March 27—The coal market during the

past week has shown practically no
change and everything is as dull as could
be imagined. Lump coal is almost im-

possible to move and the demand for

mine-run is absolutely nil, though screen-
ings and nut are in good demand. Screen-
ings for some unaccountable reason have
been a trifle weaker this week than last.

In fact there are some indications that

some of the largest buyers have been
making an effort to manipulate the mar-
ket with the result that screenings have
been slightly lower this week than last.

There is no doubt, though, that this is

only a temporary condition, as the pro-

duction of lump is steadily falling off and
consequently screenings will undoubtedly
advance in price. Prices are all based
on the cost of production and there seems
to be absolutely no chance of much fluctu-

ation in price for the next three or four

months at least. A good bit of interest

is being shown in contracts for next sea-

son, though all the contracts which are

open are for screenings and fine coal and

owing to the extremely high open market

at present there is little chance of any

contracts being closed on fine coal during

the next 30 days.

A number of mines whose contracts are

out next month will likely shut down for

the summer, as there are some which

have run solely on contract business and

cannot afford to take the current figures.

The average mine is working little over

one-third of the time. This is the case

in the Carterville and Standard districts.

Anthracite—The new circular on an-

thracite will go into effect this week and

wholesale companies are soliciting busi-

ness for next season with a vengeance.

A good deal of coal has been sold for

April delivery, and quite a bit of it is on

the road.

United States Coal Exports— Exports
of coal from United States ports, with
coal furnished to steamships in foreign
trade, two months ended Feb. 28, long
tons:

1910. Kin. Changes.
Anthracite 4.m,._>-t 471,668 I.
Bituminous 1.073.640 1.462.940 1.

Total exports.. 1,479.927 1,924.508 i. 444,5*1Steamer coal ;«:!».m; 978,069 I.

T" ,;l1 -A4H.774 2,902,677 I.

r" k " 138.802 181.017 I. 4_'.2ir»

Canada took this year 1,354,791 tons
of coal, or 70.4 per cent, of the total.
The coke went chiefly to Canada and
Mexico. Cuba and the West Indies took
252.348 tons of coal.

United States Coal Imports—Imports
of bituminous coal and coke into the
United States, two months ended Feb.
28, long tons:

1910.

Goal
Coke 20.186

1911. Chang.-s.

508 U. 11,816
28.50] I. 3,816

Tu,al 309310 301,009 U. H^oi

Anthracite imports are not reported;
they amount to only a few tons. Canada
supplied this year 230,848 tons of coal
and nearly all the coke; Australia. 26,170
tons coal; Japan, lti.853 tons of coal.

Imports are chiefly on the Pacific Coast
and in the border States of the North-
west.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,
Blyth & Co.. London and Cardiff, report
prices of coal on March 4, as follows:
Best Welsh steam coal. S4.20; seconds,
S3.96; thirds. S3.84; dry coals, S3.90;
best Monmouthshire. S3.78; seconds.
S3.60; best small steam coal, S2.34; sec-
onds, S2. 10. All prices are per long ton,
f.o.b. shipping port, cash in 30 days less

2 j per cent, discount.

IRON TRADE-REVIEW

New York, March 29—The iron and
steel markets show some improvement in

the volume of new business, and there
are signs of better demand. The general
tone of the market is rather uncertain.

In pig iron the markets in the Central
West have held up well. In Eastern ter-

ritory there have been many small trans-

actions, making up a good total. Inqui-

ries and orders for third-quarter delivery
are frequent; buyers and sellers are
gradually coming togsther on these de-
liveries. Southern interests are making a

strong push for business, which has dis-

turbed the market a little. A recent es-

timate is that unsold stocks of iron have
been reduced by about 200.000 tons since

the first of the year.

In finished material there is a fair

trade in wire, pipe and other light pro-
ducts. There is activity in structural steel

and a number of large contracts are for-
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ward, with others in sight; while many

small orders ning out. Railroad

.nd bridges are coming in

well. A number of small orders

for rails have been placed, and some

ire under nego-

tiation.

:tract— It is reported

from Quebec that the contract for the

Lawrence has been

let to the St. Lawrence Bridge Com-

. nbination formed for the pur-

,if building this structure. The

steel required, about 65,000 tons, will be

made in the United States, probably at

the Carnegie works.

Birmingham
March 21—A little selling is going on

of pig iron to be delivered during the

third quarter of the year. Reports are

somewhat divided as to the price ob-

tained for this product, one statement

being made that sales have been made

on a basis of Sll per ton. No. 2 foundry,

while another has it that 50c. above that

price is paid for third-quarter iron. The

manufacturers of iron are not willing to

make contracts for iron for delivery dur-

ing the last half of the year at Sll, be-

lieving that a better price will prevail.

The consuming element is still on the

lookout for concessions and is holding

off from the market. Requests are being

received from consumers to deliver

promptly on orders that were placed

some time back. The make in Southern

territory has not been improved. The

month of March will witness further re-

duction of the accumulated stocks, though

there is still a quantity of iron to be seen.

All furnace companies are reported right

up with their deliveries.

The steel situation continues to look

up; several railroads and other interests

are preparing to make contracts for a

supply of rails and other steel products.

Charcoal iron prices remain around S22

per ton. Scrap-iron dealers report a

little better conditions again.

Chicago
March 28—The iron market shows

steady sales of pig iron, mostly in small

lots, for second- and third-quarter de-

-. with an occasional contract made

for the last half. Some No. 2 Southern

iron for second- and third-quarter de-

11 Birmingham, or

Chicago; on the smaller lots and

for third-quarter or last-half delivery

obtains. The foundrymen arc not

so much inclined to buying as they were

in the absence of stimu-

lating effeel ingle purchases.

for No. 2.

with stocks in the local furnace yards

small enough, apparently, to hold up

foundry mcltcrs on whom this

market dt; :i generally inclined

to hold off from heavy buying in .

the market reports (0 the effect tl

production of pig iron is becoming too

great for current needs. Inquiries for

last half tonnage are notably fewer.

Sales of railway supplies and structu-

ral material are increasing slowly, while

for other iron and steel products there is

a quiet market, with a fair aggregate of

s;'les. Coke is somewhat dull, with

Connellsville at S4.75 per ton.

Cleveland

March 27—Little or nothing is doing

in iron ore sales; reports of large deals

have really no foundation.

The weather bureau has just issued

its first ice survey, which indicates that

there is less ice in the lakes now than

for the corresponding date last year, al-

though it is still quite thick in the straits

of Mackinac. The Detroit river is free

from ice and there is little to interrupt

navigation between Cleveland and De-

troit, although some fields of ice are

-floating in the open lake. There is no

hurry to open navigation, however, and

both coal and ore shippers are taking

things easy. Most likely they will do

nothing before May.

Pig* Iron—New orders are mainly

small, but amount to a considerable total.

Little has been done for third quarter.

Spot and early-delivery prices are un-

changed.

Finished Material—Some building and

bridge contracts, with fair orders for

wire, pipe and sheets, sum up business

for the week. Specifications on contracts

are coming forward pretty well.

Philadelphia

March 29—There is a general stir

in eastern Pennsylvania pig-iron

markets, which has not as yet re-

sulted in nearly as much business

as might be supposed. Southern

makers are canvassing vigorously for

possibilities involving deliveries over the

second and third quarters. Northern mak-

ers, especially in this territory, are less

anxious for third-quarter business, but

figure freely for second-quarter. Com-
paratively little iron has been definitely

purchased, but a good deal is in the way

of selling. At present it looks as though

the Southern makers would get away

with the pending business, though the

reason is not quite clear, unless it is that

they are willing to name prices this week

that will hold good from now to the end of

September. A number of interesting in-

quiries have been received within a day

or two from electrical plants, tool-mak-

ers and light concerns which are very

particular as to the kind of iron they buy.

Local makers are not much alarmed over

the Southern crusade. Basic iron has

hard.ncd for late delivery and No. 2

foundry is quoted at trifle higher, at $16
for iron that might have been bought at

a little less a month ago. Stocks are

.'.ill disappear under any brisk

movement. Such a movement is immi-

nent, but makers and brokers are not

willing to speak positively. There has

been more forge iron contracted for dur-

ing the past week than for a good while.

Some of the contracts call for delivery

up to the end of the third quarter. Mal-

leable iron has advanced 25c, and basic

iron is likely to move in large lots before

long. The undertone of the market is

stronger, but it is not likely to show it-

self in higher quotations because of the

anxiety of all makers to get business.

Steel Billets—The only noticeable ac-

tivity has been in forging billets, for

which as much as 50c. more has been

paid than at the opening of the year.

Bars—Local agents report a slight im-

provement in bar sales in stores and

some better business at mills.

Sheets—Sheet manufacturers have

within a few days been coming into their

own by reason of the placing of some
large orders for delivery running over the

summer and early autumn. Orders from

stores have also been coming in. Manu-
facturers have been glad to capture all

this business at the usual rates.

Pipes and Tubes—A large amount of

business for the construction of water-

pipe lines has been virtually placed with-

in the past few days. Merchant pipe is

now moving more freely and the con-

sumption of tube work is heavier than

for some months.

Plates—The heavy orders for steel

cars and the assurance that more are to

come have helped the steel-plate in-

dustry.

Structural Material—The final placing

of a large volume of structural business

in New York and other Atlantic cities has

brought better conditions to the mills.

From today's indications contracts will be

secured by the Pennsylvania mills for

over 20,000 tons within 10 days.

Scrap—Large quantities of scrap are

arriving from Panama and it is disposed

of quickly, as a market is usually found

for it before it arrives. Heavy steel and

railroad scrap are not bringing quite as

much money, owing, perhaps, to outside

supplies.

Pittsburg

March 28—The iron and steel market

has continued on the down grade as re-

gards activity and general tone, and the

dullness may now be regarded as pro-

nounced. Specifications on old contracts

for material continue to come out in sat-

isfactory volume, but the market entirely

lacks snap, there being scarcely any new

buying.

Mill operations continue at about 75

per cent, of total capacity. Current book-

ings, made up almost entirely of specifi-

cations, probably average about 60 per

cent, of capacity.

The local cut-nail market has not re-

sponded to the 10c. advance made by the

Eastern Cut Nail Association, from SI.60
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to SI.70, Pittsburg, and the Western mar-

ket can still be quoted at $1.60fr/ 1.65,

Pittsburg or Wheeling, depending on the

desirability of the order.

The Pittsburg & Lake Erie (New York

Centra!) has inquired for 2000 steel cars,

half gondolas and half hoppers, and the

inquiry will probably be acted on before

the week is out. Inquiries of longer

standing, which are expected to be acted

upon soon, are 1000 cars for the Sea-

board Air Line and 2000 for the Buffalo,

Rochester & Pittsburg, while the Burling-

ton has just inquired for 500 refrigerator

cars and the Louisville & Nashville is

about to build 2000 steel underframed

cars in its own shops, inquiries now be-

out for the plain material for the under-

names.

Pig Iron—Last report mentioned the

Union Switch and Signal Company having

taken 750 tons of foundry iron for second

half, at $14.25, Valley. The company has

taken a second lot, same tonnage, price

and delivery. The Westinghouse Ma-

chine Company has bought 2000 tons, in

two lots, third quarter, paying $15, deliv-

ered Trafford City, which would figure

back to SI 4. 10, Valley, but the iron came

from a furnace having less than the Val-

ley rate. Bessemer has sold only in a

very limited way. Sales of basic to the

extent of about 2000 tons have been

made in the past fortnight, details being

lacking except that the prices were within

the range already quoted. We continue

to quote: No. 2 foundry, $14@14.25,

depending on delivery; basic, $13,756?

14; Bessemer, $15, all at Valley fur-

naces, freight to Pittsburg being 90 cents.

Ferromanganese—The market contin-

ues soft and prices are quotably lower.

The 5000 tons recently sold to a steel

works east of Pittsburg, delivery October

to March, inclusive, at $36.75, Baltimore,

is regarded as representing a cut price.

A sale of 100 tons for delivery during

the second half has been made at $37.50,

Baltimore, while small lots for early de-

livery have gone at less. We quote

/rompt, $37 (ft 37.25; forward, $37.50,

Baltimore, freight to Pittsburg being

$1.95 per ton.

Steel—-The market continues quiet as

regards fresh sales, but deliveries are

very good on old contracts. We continue

to quote: Bessemer and open-hearth bil-

lets, $23; sheet bars, $24, f.o.b. maker's

mill, Pittsburg or Youngstown; rods, $29,

Pittsburg.

Sheets—The market is rather quiet.

Mills are running at about 60 per cent, of

capacity, on an average, filling orders

filed for quick shipment, there being very

little business booked ahead, which

makes operations vary considerably from

week to week. We continue to quote

:

Black sheets, 2.20c; galvanized, 3.20c;

blue annealed, 1.65c; painted corrugated,

$1.55; galvanized corrugated, $2.75 per

square.

St. Louis

March 27—The iron market this week
has been a little stronger; some fair-sized

contracts have been closed and a good
number of inquiries are on hand. All

business, however, is for delivery during
the second quarter. No business is being
closed for the second half as producers
are holding for a 50c. advance on that

business. Buyers are inclined to think

that if they wait producers will be glad
to accept the business on the present
basis. Judging from the experience of
recent years they are undoubtedly right.

The price of $11 per ton Birmingham or

$14.75 $t. Louis remains the current fig-

ure for No. 2 foundry.

All FOREIGN IRON TRADE a
German Iron Production—The. German

Iron and Steel Union reports the make
of pig iron in Germany in January as

follows, in metric tons:

1910.

Foundry iron 228,827
Forgo iron 55,407
Steel pig 105,772
Bessemer pig 37,869
Thomas(basic)plg 749,049

1911.

272,114
55,368 IX

144.775 I.

29,031 D.
819,397 I.

Changes.
I. 43,287

99
39,003
8,828

09,74K

Total. 1,177,574 1,320,685 I. 143,111

Total increase, 12.2 per cent. Steel

pig includes spiegeleisen, ferromangan-

ese and all similar alloys.

|>1| METAL- MARKETS [fHl

New York, March 29—The metal mar-

kets are still inclined to be quiet, with

no important changes during the week.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

CNITKM SI
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ow that the reserve stock was prac-

ically wiped out there might be some-

-ring doing in this mineral.

The annual election of directors of the

;inc Producers' Association is called for

'uesday night, after several postpone-

ments, and there is a rumor that there

till be a demand for an accounting.

SHIPMENTS. WEEK ENDED MAR. 2;"

I

Cal-
Blende. I amine.

pebbCity-
Cal terville

;oplin
lalena
menweg. . .

.

tronogn..
,lba-Neck .

oanby
liami
arthago
Lnrora
ipurgeon
larcoxle <

Jadger
Itotl City
arl Junction

Totals

4.505,650
1,437,470
577,480
C)()0,300
562,180
553,000
130,630
58,550

196,820
166,010
123,980
49,730
03,350

73,990
01 ,380

62,060

312,380

02, ()(•(]

223,120

Lead
Ore.

'.152,110

•250,900

121',, 3311

52,100
77,820

30,480
107,040

13,290

$113,500
36,530
11.071

13,582
12,329

1 1 ,88!)

7,035
5.503

4,097
3, '.MO

3,091
2,300

1,400
1,405

1,319

9,153,580 659,560 1,709,080 $232,023

I months. . 112,105,830 7,475,350 '20,888,370 $2,9211,730

llende, the week, $179,145; 3 raos., $2,205,039.

'alamiue, the week, 0,770); 3 mos : , 88,289.

>ad value, the week, $40,702; 3 mus., 570,402.

MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICES.

Mouth. Base Price. All Ores. All Ores.

1910. 1911. 1910. ' 1911. 1910. 1911.

ranuary. . .

.

February .

Starch
Lprll

May
Tune
ruly

August
September .

Jct.'ber
Governbe r.

December .

: Year

$47.31
40.09
43.00
41.00
40.19
40.20
39.63
40.13
43.45
43 . 31

47 20
42 50

$42 43

$41.85
40 '21

$40 55

39 10

$55 08
54 46

(39 79 $52 12]

Note—Under zinc ore the first two col-
umns £ive base prices for 60 per cent, zinc
ore: the second two the average for all ores
sold. Lead ore prices are the average for
all ores sold.
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some time ago. This was due to t.

that T. W. Lawson was shown I

a block of the stock and the governing

committee was not satisfied with the

small distribution of these shares.

Cor- - manifested in

the Porcupine gold-mining camp, and a

growing interest can be seen in this camp

in this city. The Curb has taken on sev-

eral Porcupine stocks—Hollinger, Mon-

eta, Preston, East Dome. Porcupine Gold

>obie, Ltd. Some of the regular

exchange houses have also gone into un-

derwriting

. idend by the Daly-West com-

- mewhat as a surprise.

Trading on the Curb is of fair volume,

but the activity is largely in the cents-

per-share stocks.

\ sn«-» -. men i

TIN AT NEW YORK SAX FRANCISCO. Mar. 28

Company.

N

[da
ln\ t Oo., Ida.

Oohunl tab
_ II. .v. S., Ida....

Crown Point, Nev
Dalmatia, Ida

M lit

Emma. Utah
B k< ' . Mich

[da
i

-
. l '-•"

M I

. : Copper, Ida
>*••% ada Superior M
L Swede. Ida
Savanna N. M

Silver Crown, Ida
riu, Cal

r, Ida
Trans.-Continental, Ida

>'V
May, Ida

Utah

Dellnq. Sale

Apr.
Vpr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Mar.
May
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
\pr.
Mar.
Mar,
Apr.
Mar.
Mar.

May
May
May

May
Apr.
May
Apr.
Apr.

Apr. 1!

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Max-

Apr.
Apr.
May
Apr.
\pr.
May
Apr.
Apr.

Amt

.

t I 05

0.002
0.01
o.io-
0.0]
0.10
0.001
1 .00

0.006
1.00
0.005

10

0.50
0.003
0.005
0.06
0.002
0.50
0.05
0.001
0.003
0.005
0.002
0.10

0.00J
0.10

Monthly \v(tiii;c Prices of Metal*

SILVER
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The Minind Index
D

This index is a convenient reference to the
current literature of mining and metallurgy
published in all of the important periodicals
of the world. We will furnish a copy of any
article (if in print I, in the original language,
for the price quoted. Where no price Is

quoted, the cost is unknown. Inasmuch as
the papers must he ordered from the pub-
lishers, there will be some delay for foreign
papers. Remittance must lie sent with order.
Coupons are furnished at the following prices :

20c. each, six for -SI. :'.:; for $5, and 100 for
,<15. When remittances are made in even
dollars, we will return the excess over an
order in coupons, if so requested.

COAL, AXD COKE
14,835—ACCIDENTS—Fatal Accidents in

Coal Mining. Frederick L. Hoffman, t Bureau
of Labor, Bull. No. !)(), Sept., 1910; 238 pp.)

14,836 — ANALYSIS — Gravity Determina-
tion of Coal. A. G. Blakeley and Edwin M.
Chance. (Mines and Minerals, Mar., 1911 :

% p.) 20c.

14,837—CALORIFIC VALUE of Solid and
Liquid Fuels. W. Inchlev. i Engineer, Feb.
17. 1911 : 2U PI)-, '"us. i 4<>c.

14,838—COKE—By-Products in 1910: A
Review. (Coll. Guardian, Feb. 10, 1911 : 1

p.) 40c.

14,839—COKE INDUSTRY of the United
States as Related to the Foundry. Richard
Moldenke. (Bull. 3, Bureau of Mines, 1910;
32 pp.)

14.S40—COKE-OVSN BY-PRODUCTS—Das
indirekte und direkte Verfahren der Gewin-
iinng von schwefelsaurem Ammoniak aus
Koksofengasen. W. Meyn. (Oest. Zeit. f. B.
u. H., Jan. 14, 1911; 5'

4 pp., illus.) 40c.

14,841—COKE OVENS—Four a coke a
recuperation de Chaleur et des Sous-Produits.
(Genie Civil, Feb. 11, 1911; 1 p., illus. i De-
scribes an improved form of coke furnace
employed by the Rheinische Chammotte- und
Dinas-Werke, at Cologne. 40c.

14,842—COLLIERY TRESTLES— Details
of Colliery Trestles. A. T. Shuriek. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Mar. 11 and 18, 1011 ; «
pp., illus.) 20c.

14,843—COLORADO—Geology of the La
Veta Coal Fields. Arthur Lakes. (Mines and
Minerals, Mar., 1911; 2y2 pp., illus.) 20c.

14,844—DI'ST—The British and French
Coal-Dust Experiments. (Iron and Coal Tr.
Rev., Fell. .'!. 1911; 2 pp.) Discussion of
reports on experiments at Altofts and Lievin
by members of North Staffordshire Inst, of
Min. and Mechanical Engrs. 40c.

1 4.*45—ELECTRIC MACHINERY in Coal-
Mining Operations. Frank C. Perkins. (Min.
Wld., Feb. 18, 1011; 2 pp.. illus.) 20c.

1 4. s4C>—ELECTRIC POWER — Some Con-
siderations Affecting the Installation of
Power at Collieries. Frank Anslow. (Trans.,
Min. Inst, of Scotland, Vol. XXXIII. Part 2.

1910; 21 pp.)
14.S47—ELECTRIFICATION of the Under-

ground Machinery at Trimdon Orange Col-
liery. Simon Tate. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev.,
Feb. 17. 1011: 2% pp.: Coll. Guardian. Feb.
17. 1911 : 1% PP-. illus. I Paper before
North of Eng. Inst, of Min. and Median.
Engrs. 40c.

14.848— EXPLOSION— Report on the
Whitehaven Colliery Disaster by R. A. S.
Redmavne and S. Pope. (Iron and Coal Tr.
Rev., Feb. 24, 1911 : 2% pp.) 40c.

14.840—EXPLOSIOXS— Coal-Dust Explo-
sions. Editorial. (Engineering, .Tan. 6,

1911 : 2 : <

4 pp.) 40c.

14.850—FINE COAL—Charakteristik der
Feinkohlen und Hirer Aufbereitung mit Riick-
sieht auf das gnisste Ansbringen. K. Rein-
hardt. (Gluckauf, Feb. 11, 1911; 7 pp.,
illus. i Characteristic of tine coal and its
dressing with a view to the largest yield. 40c.

14,851—FIREDAMP The Holmes-Alderson
Automatic Firedamp Cutout. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Mar. 4. 1911: 1 p.. illus.) Abstract
of paper presented at meeting of the North
of England Inst, of Min. and Mech. Engrs.
20c.

14,852—GAS COAL—Producing Gas from
Belt Vallev. Montana. Coal. R. S. Moss.
(Min. Wld.. Mar. 4. 1011: 2V. pp., illus.

i

20c.

14,853— ILLINOIS — Criticism of Illinois
Coal Mining. David Ross. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Feb. 25. 1011: 1% pp.) 20c.

14.854—INDIA—Some Coalfields in North-
western Assam. IT. II. ITavden. (Rec. Geol.
Survev of India. Vol. XL. Part IV, 1010; 37
pp.. illus. )

14.S55 LOW-GRADE FUEL—Ansnutzung

A Classified Biblio-

graphy of the Current

Literature of Mining

and Metallurgy

minderwertiger Brennstoffe auf Zechen des
Oberbergamtsbezirks Dortmund. Biitow and
Dobbelstein. (Gluckauf, Jan. 2*. 1911; 2
pp.. illus.) Utilization of low-made fuel at
collieries of the Dortmund mining district.
Continuation of article previously indexed.
40c.

14,856—MACHINE MINING—Cutting Low
Coal by Machine in Pennsylvania. Urn. M.
Crawford. (Mine and Quarry, Feb., 1911; 5
pp., illus. i 20c.

14,857— MINE GAS— Autocapteur d'Air
i;risouteux des Mines. L. Morin. (Bull. Soc.
d rind. Min., Jan., 1011: 14 pp., illus. i De-
scribes an automatic device for taking per-
iodical samples of mine air. with notes on
methods of analyzing the samples, and in-
terpreting the results.

14.S58 — MINING METHOD — Leber den
nachtriiglichen Abbau hangender Floze beim
oberschlesischen Steinkohlenbergbau. Pusch-
mann. (Preuss. Zeit. f. B. II. u. S.. Vol. 5s,

Part 5; 24 pp.. illus.) On the supplementary
extraction of coal from hanging beds in
Upper Silesian collieries.

14.s5!i OVERPRODUCTION— A Remedy
for Overproduction. .1. A. Garcia. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Mai-, is, 1911; 1% pp.) 20c.

14.S(;o — PLAT — Canada's Experimental
Peat Plants. A. R. Maujer. (Journ. Am.
Peat Soc, Jan., 1911 ; 3 pp.) 80c.

14,861—PEAT—The Future of the Peat
Industry in America. Wm. Eichoff. (Journ.
Am. Peat Soc. Jan., 1911; 6 pp. i 80c.

14,862—PEAT— Investigation of the Peat
Bogs and Peat Industry of Canada during
the Season 1909-1910. Aleph Anrep. Jr.
(Canada Dept. of Mines. Bull. No. 4. 1910;
44 pp., illus. by photographs and map.)

14,803—PEAT—A New Portable Peat Ma-
chine for Excavating and Drying. Ernest V.
Moore. (Journ. Am. Peat Soc. Jan.. 1911;
7 pp. i 80c.

14.8t>4—PEAT—The Possibilities of Can-
adian Peat. Eugene Haanel. (Can. Min.
Journ.. Feb. 15. 1911 ; 3 pp.) Address be-

fore Toronto Canadian Club. 20c
14,865—PEAT—Progress of Peat Briquet-

ting. O. F. Monlton. (Journ. Am. Peat Soc,
Jan., 1911 : (J pp.) 80c.

14.SC>(>—PEAT—Review of the Peat In-
dustrv in Canada. Alexander Dobson. (Journ.
Am. Peat Soc. Jan.. 1911; 5% PP-i 80c.

14,807—PEAT Work of the Peat Engin-
eering Company. Francis J. Bulask. (Journ.
Am. Peat Soc.' Jan.. 1911; 4 pp.) 80c.

14, sr,s PEAT MACHINERY and Produc-
tion of Peat. J. II. Van Glahn. (Journ. Am.
Peat Soc, Jan.. 1911; 2 pp.) 80c.

14,869—PEAT POWER GENERATION. T.

Arthur Mighill. (Journ. Am. Peal Soc. Jan.,
1911 : 12 pp.) sue.

14,870—PRUSSIAN STATU COAL MINE—Die Vermogens- und Ertragsberechnungen
der preussischen Staatsbergwerke. Richard
Passow. (Gluckauf, Feb. 11. 1911; 6% pp.)
40c.

14,871—QUEENSLAND Notes on Coal at
Mount Mulligan, near Thornhorough. L. C.

Ball. (Queensland Geol. Survey. Pub. No.
222. 1910; 5 pp.. illus.)

14.872—REMOVING . PILLARS- -Methods
of Removing Coal Pillars in Use in Pitts-

burg Coal Seam F. W. Cunningham. (Mines
and Minerals. Mar.. 1911; 4 pp., illus.i Me

14.873—(RESCUE APPARATUS

—

Breathing
Apparatus for Use in Mines. R. T. Slee.

(Proc Anst. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. VII. Aug..
1910 : 9 pp.. illus.)

14.874—ROCK PRESSURE—RchirL'sdruck
und Grubenhetrieh unter besonderer Bertlck-

siehtisiun?; des Steinkohlenbergbans. Niess.

(Preuss. Zeit. f. B. IT. u. S. Vol. 58, Part
5: 22 pp., illus.) Rock-pressure and mining
operations, with particular reference to coal

mining.

14,875 SHAFT—-Der Umbau des Wetter-
schachtes Uebelgiinne der Zeche wr. I.

burg. Gilges. (Der Bergbau, Feb. -;. 1911;
_' pp., illus.) The reconstruction of the air-

shaft Uebelgiinne of the United Engelsburg
colliery, Westphalia. 20c.

11.S7C STEAM TURBINE—Die Dampf-
turbinenanlage auf Grube Goulej dea
weiler Bergwerksvereins. L. Haas. (Der
Bergbau, lei,. ;. and 16, 1911; 8 pp., illus.)

The steam-turbine plant at Gouley collierj
of the Kschwcihr Mining Association. 20c.

14.877 TIPPLE- Operations and Equip-
ment in Marianna Tipple. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Feb. 25. 1911; l-

; pp., illus.) 20c.

14.878 - WASHING— Die KohlenwHscuen
der Kgl. Bayeriscben Gruben in Stockheim
und Peissenberg. Guillery. (Gluckauf, .Ian.

7. 1911 : 7 pp., illus.) The coal washeries of
the Royal Bavarian collieries at Stockheim
and Peissenberg. Tin-.

14.879— WASHING AXD SORTING of
Small Coal. George Roblings. (Iron and
Coal Tr. Rev., Jan. 20, 1911; 1

-

:

'.. pp.. illus.)

Paper before So. Wales Inst, of Engrs. 40c.

lT.ssci YUKON Preliminary Memoir on
the Lews and Xordenskiold Rivers Coal Dis-
trict, Yukon Territory. D. D. Cairnes. (Can-
ada Dept. of Mines, Memoir No. 5, 1910; 70
pp., illus.)

COPPER
14,881—ANALYSIS — The Exact Electro-

hue Assay of Refined Copper. 1. Standard
Metbod : 2. Rapid Assay by Rotation of the
Electrolyte in a Solenoid. (;. L. Heath.
(Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Feb., PHI ; 3%
pp., Illus.) 80c.

14,882—ANALYSIS A New Form of Gauze
Electrode for the Rapid Electrolytic Deter-
mination of Lead and Copper. R. C. Benner.
(Met. and Chem. Eng., Mai., 1011; 3% pp.,
illus.) 40c.

14,883 ANNEALING of Copper and Dis-
eases of Copper. F. Johnson. (Met. and
Chem. Eng., Feb., 1911; 2% pp., illus.) 40c

14.SN4 -ARIZONA—The Ray Copper Min-
ing District, Ariz. W. II. Weed. (Min. Wld.,
Jan. 14, 1911 : 3% pp., illus.) 20c.

14,885—ARIZONA—The Vekol Copper De-
posits, Final County, Arizona. E. Biggins.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 4, 1011

; 2 pp.,
illus.) 20c

14,886 CHILE—The Calama Copper Dis-
trict, (bile. F. A. Sundt. (Mines and Min-
erals. Mar., 1011; 2 pp.. illus. i 40c.

14,887—CONCENTRATION of Platinifer-
OUS Copper Ore at the Rambler Mine. Wy-
oming. (Met. and Chem. Fng., Feb., 1911;
2% pp.) Pic

14,888 CUBA—El Cobre Mines, Cuba.
E. G. Tuttle. I Mines and Minerals, Mar.,
1911 : 4% pp.. illus.i 20c
14,889—EASTERN STATUS Gold, Silver,

Copper, Lead and Zinc in the Eastern States
in 1909. Mine Production. II. D. Mc-
Caskey. (Advance Chapter from Mineral Re-
sources of the I". S. : 17 pp.)

14.890— LEACHING Applied to Copper
Ore. W. L. Austin. (Mines and Methods.
Fell. 25. 1911 : :: pp.) Fifth article, review-
ing results accomplished, with special refer-
ence to the use of electrolytic chlorine, and
of ferrous chloride. 20c.

14.891 MUX ICO The Carmen Con. Cop-
per Property, Mexico. Dwlght E. Wood-
bridge. (Mill. Wld.. Feb. 18, 1911; 2', pp.,
illus.) 20c.

14,s<»2 -PENNSLYVANIA— The Copper
Deposits of Franklin Adams Counties, l'enn
svlvania. Edgar T. Wherry. (Journ. Frank.
Inst., Feb., 1911 : 12 pp.. illus. i (inc.

14.893- RUSSIA -Ueber die Kupfererzlag-
erstatten von Bogoslowsk im Ural. Friz.
(Preuss. Zeit. f. B. II. a. S.. Vol. 5s. pan
5; 5'._. pp.. illus.i On the copper-ore de-
posits of Bogoslowsk in the Ural mountains.

14,894—SMELTING—FundlcIoO de cobre
platoso en homos de soplete en an solo fuego-
Establicimlento de Rio Blanco. Ignacln l».

ossa. i Boi. Soc. Nac. de Minerla, Dec. 1910

:

fi pp. i Gives details of an Interesting pro-
cess of smelting copper ore rich in silver at
one operation, in a blast furnace.

14.895 -SOUTHWEST COPPER DEPOSITS
-Vorkommen und Gewinnung der an Durch-

bruchgesteine gehnndenen Kupfererze In den
Wflstengebleten des sudwestllchen Nordamer-
ikas. Rose. (Gluckauf Tan. 7. 14. 21 2s
and Feb. 4. 1911 ; 60% pp.. illus.) A
geographical and geological description of the
ore deposits, the methods of mining, dressing
and Rmelting in the copper districts of Utah,
Nevada. Arizona and Sonera. $1.80.
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Minerals.
\v. Buskett. ad Minei
1911 .

QOU3 AM) SI1 \ IK

f_AFRICA— CI ^
Minos

U Jan.. 1911 ; :< pp.. lllus.) •

be Idltarod. E. II.

Feb. 18,

:

: Juan Province
and Min.

Jou: B, I'.'ll : 1 p.. illus.) 20c.

of Canadian Gold
_ and Mm.

Journ.. Mar. ;

Crown Reserve,
\ i Gray. (Min.

. ! i : 1
i, pp.. illus.) 40c.

iperatlons at tin- Mc-
Ali \. Gray. (Min.

. 1911; - pp.) 20c.

COLORADO — Mining in Cripple
. District W. II. Storms. (Min. and

. 21, 1911 : - '_• pp., illus.) 20c.

RIPPLE CREEK METALLURGY.
- i. Read. (Min. and Scl. Press, Feb.

•11 : 1 p.) 20c.

5—CYANIDING—The "Air Pocket"
A- tator. 11. T. Zembler. (Pacific Miner,

I>.. illus. i 20c.

14,906—CYANIDING — Amerlkanische Cy-
(Elektrocbem. /.cits.. Jan.,

1911; ;; pp.) A aerial article which cata-
• plants in United States and Mex-

irhleh the cyanide process Is In use,

and tabulates data referring to each locality.

4"o
•7 - -CYANIDING—The Classification of

Tailing l'nlp prior to Cyanldlng. E. II.

(Journ. Chem., Met. ami Min. Sue.
: Africa, Jan.. 1911; lo', pp., illus.)

•

14,908—CYANIDING — Continuous Agita-
tion and Decantatlon in Pachucas. John II.

rs, Jr. (Pacific Miner, Feb., 1911; -
..US. I 20C.

14,909—CYANIDING — Dewaterlng Slime
< . C. Simple. t Eng. and Min.

Jour'i. - 19) 1 ; ft p... illus.) 20c.

14,910—CYANIDING—Empire Mines Cy-
anide l'lant. F. C. Landguth. (Min. and

I, 1911 : 1 p., illus.) 20c.

14. '.ill—CYANIDING — North Washington
Power and Reduction Company's Mill, at He-

ll. \v. N.-w ton. (Min. Wld.,
25, 1911 : 1 p.) 20c

14.912—CYANIDING—Short Zinc-. Henry
B. Kaedlng. (Mix. Min. Journ., Mar., 1911

;

1 p.. illus.) 20c.

14.913 — CYANIDING — Upward Leaching
II. T. Durant. (Eng. and Min.

25, 191 1 : 1 p.) 20c.

14.914 — DREDGING — Determining the
Dredging Ground, D. s. Browne.

. I
>.. 191 1 ; - ':; pp., illus.)

14.916 — DREDGING- Restoring Dredged
:.d by Australian Method. A. S. Atkin-

and Minerals. Feb., 1911; 1%
Ins.) 20c.

14916 DREDGING PROSPECTS on the
Of Colombia. i Min. Journ.,

25, 1!'! 1 : 3 pp.. illus. » 4<ic.

7—DUTCH GUIANA- The Gold Fields
. itcb Guiana, B. A. J. B. Per-

.Min. wid . Feb. li, 1911 ; :: pp.,
iiiuh. by maps.) 20c.

.- EASTERN BTATE8 Gold, Sliver,
ad Zinc iti the Eastern Si

In 1909. Mini- Production. II. 1». McCaskey.
:--r from Mineral BesOUrces of

-
: IT pp.)

HYDRAULIC MINING— Sluicing
ban Min' I

W. PurlnKton i Min. and Bel. Press, Feb.
pp., il!u-. i

lo.

ll».\ll<> l!i. Banner Mining ami
Mill.' Sail Ijik. Min. It. -v..

n IIh- I.ml v Tiger Prop-
A Poll i Min. Wld

.

HI; 1 p . Ulna /

Won-
Mid Mill

1)10 P, pp .

• Min
111ns.)

'Min
'."ii

'

I

Wld

Won-

U.P.'T — PLACES MINIM. -Notes on
Placer Mining, with Special Reference to Hy-
draulic Sluicing. N. A. Loggln. (I. M. M.,
Hull. Nos. TCi and 77. 1911 : 38 pp. I Discus-
slon on paper previously indexed.

14,928- PLACERS—Gold Placers in Ari-
: una. T. 1.. Carter. (Eng. ami Min. Journ.,
Mar. 18, 191 i

;
i % pp.. illus. i 20c.

14,929—PORCUPINE - Microscopic Exam-
ination of Some Typical Specimen's ot' Porcu-
pine Rocks and vein Matter. John Stans-
tield. (Can. Min. Journ.. Feb. 15, 1911; t> ' _•

pp.. illus. i 20c.

14,930— PORCUPINE— Modern Milling
Plants tor Porcupine. Alex. Gray. (Min.
Wlii.. Jan. 28, 11)11; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

14,931—PORCUPINE—Winter Activity in
Porcupine Goldfleld. Reginald E. Sore.
(Mines and Methods, Feb. 25, 1911; 2%
pp., illus.) 20c.

14.932—PORCUPINE facts and Extra-
vagancies, Alex. Gray. (Min. Journ., Feb.
4, 1011 ; IU pp.) 20c.

14,933—PROSPECTS—Some Notes on the
Appraisement of Gold Prospects. R.B.Lamb.
(Can. Mill. Journ.. Feb. 15, 1911; 1 p.) 20c.

14,934— QUEENSLAND — Notes on the
Geology of Mount Morgan, Queensland. J. M.
Newman and G. F. Campbell. Discussion.
(Proc. Aust. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. VII, Aug.,
1910; 10 pp.)

14,935—RAND—The Mode of Occurrence
and Genesis of the Carbon in the'Rand Bank-
ets. C. B. Ilorwood. (Trans. Geol. Soc. of
South Africa. Vol. XIII. 1910; 28 pp., illus.)

14.0.JIJ REFINING BULLION at Mount
Morgan, Queensland. II. S. Bolnu. (Proc.
Aust. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. VII, Aug., 1910;
16 pp., illus.)

14,937— RAND— Large Hand Amalgama-
tion. R. Gascoyne. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Mar. 4, 1911; % p., illus.) 20c.

14.938—RUSSIAN FAR EASTERN GOLD-
FIELD. (Mines and Minerals, Feb., 1911;
1 p.) 20c.

14,939—SIBERIAN COLD REGIONS—I.
E. de Ilautpick. (Min. Journ., Mar. 4.11)11:
1 p.) 40c.

14,940— TELLURIUM - BEARING GOLD
ORES, Notes on. w. .1. Sharwood. (Fcon.
Geol., Jan. -Feb., 1911; 15 pp.) 60c.

14.941—TUBE MILLING— The Distribu-
tion of Full) for Tube Milling. G. A Rob-
ertson. (Journ. Chem., Met. and Min. Soc
of Soutb Africa. Jan.. 1911; U, pp., illus.

i

Discussion on paper previously indexed. 60c.
14,942—YUKON GOLD COMPANY, Report

of. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 11 mil •

1 p.) 20c.

IRON AND STEEL
14,943—BLAST-FURNACE CAS—A Meter

for Measuring Blast-Furnace Gas Operated by
Electricity. (Iron Tr. Rev., Mar. '_> Fill • 3
pp., illus. i 20c.

14.044 -BLAST-FURNACE PRACTICE—
Die Berecbnung von Hochofen-Winderhitzern."
II. Gugler. (Stahl u. Blsen, Jan. 12, 1911;
4 pp.. illus. i Computation of air heaters for
blast furnaces. 40c.

14,945—CANADIAN IRON-ORE INDUS-
TRY. (Mines and Minerals, .Mar., 1011: .", i

,

pp., illus.) Information from Government
publications regarding principal iron depos-
its of Ontario. 20c.

14.946 CARBON IX IRON and Its In-
fluence on the Grading of Pig. w. J. Foster
(Iron and Coal Tr. Rev., % p.) Paper be-
fore West of Scotland Iron and Steel Inst
40c.

14.947 CHARGING Verbindung einer
Hangebahnanlage mil einer Kupolofen-Beglch-
tungselnrlchtung. (Stahl u. Eisen, Jan 26
1911; c.'.j pp.. illus. i Connection of a sus-
pended railway with a charging arrangement
tor a cupola furnace. Inc.

1 1.948 CHROMIC IRON ORE The Pro-
duction of in 1909. E. F. Burchard. (Ad-
vance Chapter from Mineral Resources of the
I . S., 1909 : 5 pp.)

14.949 CONCENTRATION Die mngne-
rjschi Anreicherung von Eisenerzen nach dem

ndal Verfahren. n. Ostwald. (Stahl u
151 i o, Jan. .-.. 1011 : 7'.\ pp., illus. i The
magnetic concentration of iron ores bv ihe
Grondal method. 10c

,

14.950 CUBA Exploration of Cuban
iron-Orj Deposits. Dwighl K. Woodbrldge.
fBull A. I M i:

. Mar., ion
: 1 i pp., mna.)

' i 951 CUBA The [ron Ore Deposits of
flu Moa District. Orlente Province. Island of

B Coj (P.nll A I M I'
M ii I'M I ffl pp , pi,

' '-

' '
''"-• fUBA 'ib, Mavarl and Moa [ron

' l>o Iti in Ciibn c Wlllard Haven
' R ill 1 ' M i: Mar 191 1 : 7 pp.) in,.

cip.a Occurrence, Origin nnd
' 'i of Ihe Snrflclal Iron Ore* of dini-

-nd orieiite Province* Pnbn Arthur
£ s'p'f

« r. (Bull A i. m i: . \T;,r 1011 •

10c

14,954—CIT.A—Origin of the Iron Ores of
Central and Northeastern Cuba. C. K. Leith
and W. .1. Mead. (Hull. A. I. M. E., Mar
1011 : 13 pp.) 40c.

14,955 -CUYUNA RANGE—The Iron For-
mal i mi ot the Cuyuna Range—Fart 11. Fran-
cis s. Adams. (Fcon. Geol., Jan.-Feb., 1911-
11 pp., illus.) 60c.

1 1,956 ELECTRIC FURNACE. Its Place
in SIderurgy. P. McN. Bennie. (Proc. Eng
Soc. \V. Penn., Jan., 1011 ; 5;? pp., illus.) 4uc!

14,957- -ELECTRIC SMELTING — FElec-
trosidcrurgie. Emil Traseuter. (Rev. Fniv
des Mines. Dec, 1010; 10% pp.) Review of
progress in the electric smelting of iron, with
reference to the exposition at Brussels.

14,958—ELECTRIC SMELTING—La re-
duction direct du minerai de fer au four
electrique. G. Arnou. (Journ. du Four Flee
Jan. 1, 1911: 1V2 pp.) A serial article on
electric smelting of iron ore, dealing partic-
ularly with the problem of treating finely
pulverized ores. 40c.

14,959—FOUNDRY—Coke Industry of the
United States as Related to the Foundry.
Richard Moldenke. (Bull. 3, Bureau of
Mines, 1910; 32 pp.)

14,0(10—FOUNDRY—Typical Modern Foun-
dry Layouts—IV. (Foundry, Feb., 1911; 7
pp., illus.) General arrangement and equip-
ment of malleable iron foundries of varying
capacities. 20c.

14,001—GAS CLEANING—Ueber ein neues
Gasreinigungsverfahren. F. Miiller. (Stahl
u. Eisen, Feb. 9, 1911; 3 pp., illus.) On a
new method of cleaning gas. 40c.

14,962—GERMANY—50 Jahre deutscher
Fisenindustrie. E. Schrodter. (Stahl u.
Eisen, Jan. 5, 1911; 11 pp., illus.) Fifty
years of German iron industry. 40c.

14,963- GOGEBIC RANGE, The. (Proc.
Lake Superior Min. Inst., Vol. XV, 1910; 17
PP-)

14,004—MALLEABLE CAST IRON—Judg-
ing Malleabie Cast Iron by Its Fracture. 1

Richard Moldenke. (Iron Tr. Rev., Feb. L',

1011: .">y2 pp., illus.) The characteristics of
malleable fractures and how they indicate
over- and under-annealing, high and low sili-
con, etc. 20c.

14,965—MANGANESE IN WROUGHT IRON
-Leber den Eiutluss des Mangans auf die

Eigenschaften des Flusseisens. G. Lang.
(Stahl u. Eisen, Feb. 2, 1011; 3 Vi pp.) On
the influence of manganese on the properties
of wrought iron. 40c.

14,000—MELTING—Two Continuous Cu-
pola Melting Records. Edgar Allen Custer,
Jr. (Iron Tr. Rev., Feh. 2, 1911; 1 p.) 20c.

14,967— MINING METHOD— Method of
Mining Swedish Iron Ores. II. de Rauw.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. 25, 1911; 1%
pp., illus.) From "Ann. des Mines de Bel-
gique." 20c.

14,968—REFINING—A New Process for
the Refining of Fig Iron. .1. B. Nau. (Met.
and (hem. Eng., Mar., 1911; 3 pp.) 40c.

1 4,000 —. ROLLING MILLS— Ueher neue
kontlnnierhche Walzwerke. Jllies. (Stahl u
Eisen, Jan. 5, 1911 ; 9 pp., illus.) 40c.

14.070—SOFTHWEST—Iron Ores of the
Southwest. C. Colcock Jones. (Proc AmMm. Congress, Vol. XIII, 1010; 9 pp.)

14,971 — SUBMARINE MINING — Mining
Iron under the Sea. II. \V. Buker. (Mine
and Quarry, Feb., 1911; 8 pp., illus.) 20c

,
14

lVT-—JSULPHUR IN IRON ORES—Ueberden Schwefelgehalt der Eisenerze. R Schiifer
(Preuss. Zeit. f. B. II. u. S., Vol. 58, Fart
•'

: i PP-) <>n the sulphur content of Iron
ores.

14.973—STEAM-SHOVEL WORK on Mes-
abi Range. A. II. Fay. (Eng. and Min.
Jonrn., Feb. i^., loll; ;|i/, pp., in U s.) 20c.

14.974 STEEL WORKS—The Works of
the Indiana Steel Company, at Gary VII
(Iron Tr. Rev., Mar. 0, 1011; pp.'. Illus.)
Description of the live merchant mills
equipped to roll all sizes of rounds, Hals and
squares and agricultural and light structural
shapes. 20c.

.
14,975 VALUE OF ORES—Rules for Ad-

justing Premiums and Penalties on Lake Su-
perior Iron Ores. George Smart. (Iron Tr.
Rev., Mar. 0, 1011 ; 3% PP-) 20c.

I-RAO. 7.INO AND OT11KR MRTAI.S

14,976— ALUMINUM ALLOYS— Use of
Magnesium in Deoxidizing Aluminum Alloys.
ii M. Lane. (American Brass Founders'
Assn.: 14 pp., Illus.)

11077 ANTIMONY. ARRENTP ETC —
ltt0 Production »r Antimony, Arsenic. BIs-muth nnd Selenium In 1909. Frank L. Heas.

1 Advance
( hapter from Mineral Resources of

tne i s. : o pp.)

T,
n

.''.,
S

i n
AVVLK ANTn ALUMINUM—

i(
','.,

[
\'.
U<]
A ,U "! Bauxite and Aluminum In

, mi °-t>
Tnn,Pn

' Advance Chnolerfrom Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1909;
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14 ; ,7;)—BISMUTH—The Production of An-
timony Arsenic, Bismuth and Selenium In

l'.m'.i." Frank L. Hess. (Advance Chapter
from .Mineral Resources of the U. S.; 9 pp.)

14 980—BISMUTH OCHERS from San
Diego County, California. Waldemar T.

Bchaller. (Journ. Am. Chem. Soc, Feb.,

1911 : 4 pp.) 80c.

14,081 — CHROMIUM — The Distribution

and 'utilization of Chromium ores. (Bull.

Imp. Inst.. Vol. Vlll, No. 4. 1910: !» pp.)

Eta regarding occurrence "i chromium ores

in Africa and Australia and information on
composition, preparation and uses of such

ores. 40c.

14 982—LEAD—The Determination of bead
in Zinc Ores. 1.. T. Merrill. (Eng. and Min.

Journ., Mar. 18, 1011 ; % p.) 20c.

14, Its::—LEAD—Reciprocity with Canada
in the Lead Industry. George Huston. (Min.

Sci Feb- 2, 1911; ::

i p.) Discussion ol a

proposal to establish a tariff agreement and
its effect upon the mines of Idaho. 20c.

14,984—LEAD AND ZINC—Gold. Silver,

Copper. Lead and Zinc in the Eastern Slates

in 1909. Mine Production. II. D. McCaskey.
(Advance Chapter from Mineral Resources of

the I\ S. ; 17 pp.)

14IIS5-LEAD AND ZINC DISTRICT of

Northern Illinois. G. II. Cox. I Min. Wld.,

Feb. 25, 1911: o'a pp.. illus.) 20c.

14,986—MANGANESE—Cost of Transport-
Be Manganese ore in Brazil. (Kng. and
Min. Journ., Mar. is, 1911 : ' _• p.) 20c.

14,987—NICKEL— Expansion of Canada's
Nickel-Copper Industry. Alex. Gray. (Min.
Journ., Jan. 28, Dili : 2 pp.) 40c.

14,988 — PLATINUM — Concentration of
fcatiniferous Copper Ore at the Rambler
Mine, Wyoming. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Feb.,
1911 ; 2% pp.) 40c.

14,98')— QUICKSILVER INDUSTRY in

Texas. W. B. Phillips. (Eng- an<1 Min -

Journ.. Feb. 25, 1911; -• p.) 20c.

14,990— RADIO-ACTIVE MINERALS in
Russia. E. de Hautpick. (Min. Journ.. Feb.

§6, 1911; 1% pp. i 40c.

14.991—RARE EARTHS—Technical Ap-
plications of the Rare Earths. R. C. Beuner.
(Mex. Min. Journ., Mar.. 1911 :

.". pp.; illus.)

80c.

14,992—RARE METALS—Ueber die selt-

enen ehemisehen Elemeute. Frbain. i Client. -

Ztjr . Feb. 11, 1911; 1% pp.). On the rare
Chemical elements. 20c.

14,993—TIN—The Electrically Driven Pus-
ins Bharu and Siputeh Tin Mines. ( Eng. Rev.,
Jan., 1911; 3% pp.. illus.) 40c.

14,994—TIN—The North Dundas Tin Dis-
trict of Tasmania. J. M. Bell. (Min. Mag.,
.Inn.. 1011 : 2 pp., illus.) 40c.

14,995 — TITANIUM — A Feldspar Ag^re-
t;ate Occurring in Nelson County, Virginia.
William M. Thornton. Jr. (Am. Journ. of
Sci.. Mar.. 1911 : :\ pp.) 40c.

14.!>:m;—TUNGSTEN— Scheelite Mining in
New South Wales. YV. A. Longbottotn.
(Austral. Min. and Eng. Rev.. Feb. 6, 1911;
2 pp., illus.) 40c.

14.997—TUNGSTEN AND VANADIUM in
Colorado and Elsewhere. I'. II. Carl. (Min.
Sci.. Jan. 26, 1911; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

14.99S — VANADIUM PRODUCTION in
1910. Thomas F. V. Curran. i Eng. and
Min. Journ., Mar. IS. 1911: % ]>. ) 20c.

14,999 ZINC—Determination of Zinc Ores.
H. B. Pulsifer. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Feb.
15, 1911 : 1 v., pp., illus.) 20c.

15,000—ZINC

—

Milling of Zinc Ores. II. B.
Pulsifer. (Salt Lake City Min. Rev., Feb.
28. 1911 : 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

15.001—/.INC—Notes on the Estimation of
Zinc by Ferro-Cvanide in Acid Solutions.
R. T. D. Williams. (Proc. Aust. Inst. Min.
Bug., Vol. VII. Aug., 1910; 16 pp.)

15,002—ZINC—Zinc Mining Industry of
I.eadville. Colorado. A. W. Warwick. (Min.
Wld.. Feb. 1S. 1911 : 1 p. i 20c.

15,003—ZINC ORE DRESSING in Colo-
rado.—IV. II. C. Parmelee. i Met. and
Chem. Eng.. Feb.. 1911: 3% pp.. illus.) 40c.

NONMETAIXIC MINERALS

15.004—ABRASIVES—Modern High-Speed
Abrasive Wheels. L. Crouch. (Eng. Rev.,
Feb.. 1911 : 15 pp.. illus.) 40c.

15.005—ASBESTOS—LTndnstrie de l'Ami-
ante. (Rev. de Chim. Indus.. Jan.. 1911 :

! 3V, pp.) General description of the occur-
rence, preparation and uses of asbestos.

15,006—BARTTES. Occurrence and Meth-
ods of Preparation. Schuyler Frazler. (Chem.
Bngr.. Fell.. 1911 : 3 pp.) 4(V.

15.007—BORAX—The Production of Borax
In 1900. C. G. Yale. (Extract from Mineral
Resources of the V. S., 1900: 4 pp.)

15,008— CLAYS— The Decomposition of
Clays, and the Utilization of Smeltery and
Other Smoke in Preparing Sulphates" from

Clays. II. E. Ashley. (Journ. Ind. and Eng.
Chem., Feb., 1911; i pp., illus.) sue.

15,009—CRYOLITE and Its Industrial Ap-
plications. A. s. Halland (Journ. Ind. and
Eng. Chem., Feb., 1911; :: pp., Illus.) soc.

15,010—-FELDSPAR as a Source of Pot-
ash. F. .1. Machalske (Am. Fertilizer, Mar.
n, ion ; :;', pp.) 20c.

15,011—FLUORSPAR AND CRYOLITE

—

The Production of Fluorspar and Cryolite in
L909. Ernest F. Burchard. (Advance Chap
ter from Mineral Resources of the I . s. ; t>

pp.)
15.012 FILLERS EARTH—The Produc-

tion of Fuller's Earth iii 1909. F. B. Van
Horn. (Advance Chapter from Mineral Re-
sources of the U. S. ; 6 pp.)

15.013— GEMS— Prospecting for Gems.
(Los Angeles Mill. Rev., Feb. 25, 1911; I'-.

pp.) 20c.

15,014—GRAPHIC i; Proc6des electrlques
de graphitation des matieres charbonneuses.
Arturo Paoloni, (Journ. du Four Flee, Jan.
1, 1911; l '.. pp., illus.) a serial article deal-
ing with the Acheson process and other meth-
ods of making graphite. 40c.

15,015- GYPSUM INDUSTRY in L909.
E. F. Burchard. (Advance Chapter from Min-
eral Resources of the U. S.. L909 ; 11 pp.)

15,016—MAGNESITE The Production of
Magnesite in 1909. C. G. Vale. (Advance
Chapter from Mineral Resources of the U.S.,
1909 ; 5 pp.)

15,017- MICA -The Production of Mica in
1909. Douglas B. Sterrett. (Advance Chap-
ter from Mineral Resources of the F. 8.,

1909; 14 pp.)

15,018—PHOSPHATE—Origin and Import-
ance of Phosphate Deposits. Cordon Surr.
(Min. Wld.. Feb. 11, 1911 : 3 pp.) 20c.

15,019 PHOSPHATE—The Production of
Phosphate Rock in 1909. F. B. Van Horn.
(Advance Chapter from Mineral Resources of
the U. S. : 7 pp. i

15.020—PHOSPHATE—Western Phosphate
Legislation. C. T. Rice. ( Eng. and Min.
Journ., Feb. 25, 1911; 1;, pp., illus.) 20c.

15,021—POTASH— Possible Supply of Pot-
ash. (Am. Fertilizer. Feb. 11. 1911; 2'pp.)
Translation of article by the German geol-
ogist, Ochsenius, who states that German de-
posits will last 621,ooo years. 20c.

15,022—POTASH CONTROVERSY, The.
C. II. McDowell. (Am. Fertilizer. Feb. 25,
1911: 5 ]

._, ])),.) History of the matter re-
viewed by C. II. MacDowell, president of
Armour Fertilizer Works. 2oc.

15,023—POTASH DEPOSITS Outside of
Germany: Their Location. Description and
Probable Commercial Value. II. Frdmann.
(Am. Fertilizer. Feb. 11, 1911; 2% pp.) 20c.

15.024—POTASH SALTS. Their Uses and
Occurrence in the United States. W. C.
Phalen. (Advance Chapter from Mineral Re-
sources of the United Stales. 1910; 24 pp.)

15.025—SALT—Shaft of Detroit Salt Com-
pany. Albert II. Fa,. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Mar. 18, 1911 : 4 pp., illus.) 20c.

15,026—SLATE—The Production of Slate
in 1909. A. T. Coons. (Advance Chapter
from Mineral Resources of the F. S. : 14 pp.)

PETROI.EIM AND NATURAL GAS

15,027 — CALIFORNIA — Oil Resources of
California. M. I.. Requa. (Address before
the Min. Assn.. Univ. of Cal., Berkeley, Cal. ;

24 pp.)

15,028—CALORIFIC POWER—L'Achat den
Houilles d'apres leur Pouvolr Caloriflque.
Eug. Grandmougin. (Genie Civil. Jan. 7,

1911; 2% pp. i Describes die various deter-
minations to be made in estimating the value
of a fuel oil. 40c.

15,029—COLORADO oil and Gas Pros-
pects of the San Luis Valley. Arthur Lakes.
(Min. Sci., Feb. 10. 1911 ; I ',, pp., illus.) 20c.

15,030—CONSERVATION as i( Affects the
Oil Industry of California. (Proc. Am. Min.
Congress, Vol. XIII, 1910; 02 pp.)

15.031- MAIKOP— The Maikop Oilfield,
South Russia. 1'. C. A. Stewart. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Feb. 25. 1911; 2 -'

; pp.. illus.)

20c.

15.032- -MAIKOP: The Position Today, i:.

de Hautpick. (Min. Journ., Jan. 14. 1911:
1% PP-) 40c.

15,033—MAIKOP TODAY. E3. de Haut-
pick. (Min. Journ., Feb. 4, 1911 ;

c. p.i 40c.

15,034—OCCURRENCE The Relationship
of Structure and Petrology to the Occurrence
of Petroleum. A. Beebv Thompson. (I. M M..
Bull. No. 77, Feb. 15, 1911 ; 21! pp., illus.)

15,0.15—OCCURRENCE OF OIL AND G AS
ACCUMULATIONS in Formations Having
Monoclinal Dips. F. G. Clapp. (Econ. Geol.,

Jan. -Feb.. 1911 : 12 pp., illus.) 00c.

15,036—OHIO—Clinton Sand as a Source
of Oil in Ohio. J. A. Bownocker. (Econ.
Geol.. .Tan.-Feb., 1011 ; 14 pp.) 60c.

15,037 — SOUTHERN STATES — The

Souib's oil Contribution. David 'I Day.
(Mils. Rec., Jan. 19. 191 1 : '•. p.) 20i

15,038 WYOMING Oil Operation- in

Spring Vallej Field, Wyoming. Will C. Hig-
elns. isaii Lake Min. Rev., Jan. 30, oil;
.'.. pp., i:ius.) 20c,

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GENEH VI.

15,039- -ALASKA Geology of the Berne,.
Bay Region, Alaska. AdoInh Knopf. (U. S.

Geol. Survey, Bull. 440, 1911; 58 pp., illus.)

15.040 -CANADA—Report on a. Part of the
Northwest Territories of Canada Drained by
die Winisk and Attawapisk.it Rivers. W. Mc-
Innes. (Canada Dept. of Mines. Geol. Sur-
vey Branch, 1910; 56 pp., Illus.)

15,041—COLORADO Geology and Ore De-
posits of Farncombe Hill. Arthur Lakes.
(Min. Wlil., Feb. 25, 1911: 2% pp., illus.)

20c.

15.042 -GEOMORPHOGENY of (be Sierra
Nevada Northeast of Lake Tahoe. John A.
Reid. i Bull. Dept. Geol., Univ. of Cal., Feb.
2S, 191 1 ; 72 pp., illus.,

15.043— MESAB1 ROCKS A Diamond
Drill Core Section of Hie Mesabi Rocks.— II

and III. N. II. Win. hell. (Proc. Lake Su-
perior Min. last.. Vol. XV, 1910; 11 pp.,
illus.)

15,044—NEW SOUTH WALES—Geology of
(be Broken Hill Lode. Interim Report by the
Geological Sub-Committee of the Scientific So-
cietj of Broken Hill. (Proc. Aust. Inst. Min.
Eng., Vol. VII, Aug., 1910 : 38 pp.)

15,045—ORE DEPOSITS and Underground
Water Circulation. (,. W. Miller. (Min.
Wld., Mar. t, 1911; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

15,046 PENNSYLVANIA -Geologic Adas
of the United States, Sewickley Folio. M. .1.

Miiim. iF. S. Geol. Survey, 1911: 20 pp..
illus. i 40c.

15,047—SOUTH AUSTRALIA—Report on
the Geology of the Country South ami Bast
of the Murray Liver, with Reference to the
Subterranean Water Supply in Wells and
Bores along the Pinnaroo and Bordentown
Railways. II. V. L. Brown. Government
Geologist, Adelaide, Somh Australia.

MINING—GENERAL
15,048- -ACCIDENTS — Compensation for

Injury. Raymond I'. Tarr. i Mines and Min
erals, Feb.. 1911: :; pp.) Classification of
injuries in stale of Washington, plans and
costs of compensation. 40c.

15.049—ACCIDENTS— Mine Accident In-
vest igations of the Bureau of Mines. Ceo
S. Rice. (Proc. Am. Min. Congress. Vol.
Nil I, 1910; 12 pp.1

15,050—ACCIDENTS—Recent Action Re-
lating to Employers' Liability and Workmen's
Compensation. Lindley D. Clark. (Bureau of
Labor. Bull. No. 90, Sept., 1910; 40 pp.)

15,051—ACCOUNTING—Report of Com-
mute n Standardization of Mine Accounts
and Cost Sheets. (I. M. M.. Bull. No. TO.
Jan. 1S. 1911 : 10 pp.)

15.052— ALASKA -The Mining Industry
in loot). Alfred H. Brooks. (U. s. Geol.
Survey. Bull. 442-A, 1910; 27 pp.)

15,053—BELGIUM- Die Berkwerks- and
Iliittenindustrie Belgiens im .Libre 1909.
(Preuss. Zeit. f. p.. ii. u. S.. Vol. 58, Pari 5:
o pp.) Mining and metallurgical industry of
Belgium in 1909.

15,054- BLASTING—The Proper Detona-
tion of High Explosives. Charles S. Hurler,
i Proc, Lake Superior Mill. Inst.. Vol. XV,
1910; :;? pp., illus.)

15,055—BRAZIL and Its deal Mineral
Resources. A. Stange. (Min. Wld.. Feb. 25
191 1 ; I', pp.) 20c.

15.O50 .COMPRESSED AIR— Draining
Compressed Air. Frank Richards. (Eng.
Rec, Feb. 18, 191 1 ; % p.) 20c.

15.057 -CONSERVATION Effect of the
Conservation Policy in New Mexico. Harvey
M. Shields. (Proc. Am. Min. Congress, Vol.
XIII. 1910; .", pp.i

15.058 I DISEASES — Pulmonary 1 >i mmm'i
among Miners. F. '.. Hoffman. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Mar. 11. 1911; .; C pp.) 20c.

15,059- DUST—The Mine-Dust Problem.
.1. L. Aymard. (Journ. Chem.. Met. and Min.
Soc. of South Africa. .Ian.. 1911; pp.
illus.) 60c.

15.060 ELECTRIC SHOCK in Mines. Svd-
ney F. Walker. i Mines and Minerals Mar
1911 : l

:t
, pp. i An English view of the con-

ditions affecting the use of electricity under-
ground. 20c.

15.061 EXPLOSIONS -Explosion von
Grubenbrandgasen. Knochenhauer. (B a II
Rundschau, Jan. 20, 1911; f 1

, pp.) The
formation of carbon monoxide in mine eon
flagrations and the explosion of lire gases
Abstract of a paper read at the German MineOwners Convention at Aix-la Ohapelle.

15.002 -FIRES in Metalliferous Mines
R. T. Slee. (Proc. Aust. 1,,-t. Min Ens
Vol. VII. Aug., 1910; is pp., Hhis.)
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.:.-. pp.. lllus. |

lli\ll(>—Twelfth Annual Report

VI 1u Iu v t
'

..i Mines, Boise,

- Uflc Man-
A. \V. 1'..-. (Eng. and

Miu. .' . II. 11)11; 1% pp.) Ab-

il from "World's Work." Feb., 1811.

U— British Mining Invest-
. ,1 James, i Eng. and

Min. Journ., Feb. 25, 1811; l p.) 20c
" NING METHODS—Underground

Mining al Mounl Morgan, Queens-
White, 11. S. White and L. G.

A-.si. Inst Min. Eng., vol.

\ n. Aug., 1910 : 1<' pp.)

MONTANA — Mining Operations
. a. Mont. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,

pp.j 20c.

i i—ORE BANDLING—The Kimberley
ol Handling Large Quantities of

Ground In the Minimum of Time, with
\ Regarding the Life of Wire Ropes.
Alpheus r. Williams. (Journ. South African

. 191 1 : 42 pp., illns. i 60c.

i r. < t l - PERU— Mining Operations in Peru
in 1910. 1". E. Ross. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,

.. l'.U 1 : 2 pp., illns.) 20c.

i".."7- QUEENSLAND—Mercury, Copper
and Coal Mines, Little River, took District.

I i Ball (Queensland Geol. Survey, Pub.
222 1910; 12 pp.)

15.073 -SHAFT PLUMBING—Air Currents
- ii'i Plumb Lines. <;. C. McFarlane.
and Miu. Journ., 1% pp., illns. i 20c.

l.-.nTi SHAFT SINKING and Driving al

Argonaut Mine, Jackson, (al. R. s. Rains-
ford. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 11, 1911;

p.j 20c
15,075—SHAFT SINKING—Shalt of De-

tn.it Salt Company. A. II. Fay. (Eng. and
Min. .Inurn.. Mar. Is. 1 *.

» 1 1 : 4 pp., illns.)

20c
15,076—SIBERIAN IMPRESSIONS. Hor-

(Mln. Mag., Feb., 1911 ; 8
pp.. illns.) 40c.

7 — SIGNALING — Signallsieren und
Telephonleren vom fahrenden FOrderkorbe.

(Gliickauf, Jan. 28, 1911; 2% pp.,
Signaling and telephoning from

or buckets in motion. 40c
ATE ASSISTANCE TO MIN-

ING; Methods, Expenditure and Some Par-
ticulars of Results. C. l' V. Jackson. (Proc
a Inst. Min. Eng., V il. VII, Aug., 1910;

-si. .ii by members.
1 ."....:'.. TIMBERING—Underground Steel

. rticularly NI i in- Shafts.
I:. B. Woodwortb. (Proc. Lake Superior
Min. Inst., Vol. XV, 1910; 55 pp., illus.)

-
< -TIMBERING SWELLING GROUND.
McFarlane. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,

Mar. 11. 1911 : 'j p.J 20c.

15,081—VENEZUELAN MINING CODE,
'1
'!.- Sew. I". .1. Bder. (Eng. and Min.

Journ.. Mar. 18, 1911 : 1 p.) 20c

OBJB DRB8SIN4—GENES \i.

15.082—CLASSIFIERS - Hindered-Settling
C l: II. Richards. i Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Feb. 25, 1911; 1% pp., illus.i 20*

i:i sn i \<; Notes on Chilian
Mills h B B Idon. ( l. M. M
Bull. N<>-. 76 and 77. 1911; 111 pp.) his-

..f paper previously Indexed.

LOTATION PROCESSES, S.-
P. M Newton. (Aus-

Mln and Eng. Rev., Feb. <; 1911 j ::

PP.)

1 i< SEPARATION of a
ti7.ii (Can

ii. No. 5, 1910; n pp.)
• Mill. The Colorado-Toledo Mill

W l: I..- Wald. i Min. and Scl.
191 1 : 1 p.. ill

'

: nil i:l.i R l:i I OVERV \n
i •

. -|:
1 In. (Pacific

ill: i "i pp.. i"

Ml i m i i m.\ —<;r.\ i:it m.

'olnl in

r.

Alt'rxl M. Smith and 11. .1. Humphries. (En-
gineering, Feb. ::. 1911; 2 pp., lllus.) Paper
before Inst, of Metals. Jan. 18, 1911. 40c.

15,090—CUTTING AND WELDING The
Oxhydric Process of Cutting and Welding.
(Iron Tr. Rev., Jan. 20. 1911 : 3% pp., lllus.)

Production and supply of the gases and
methods to use. with some figures on time
and costs. 20c.

15.091 ELECTRODES — Manufacture of

Carbons at Works of British Aluminum Co.,

I id. Win. Clacher. (Elec. Rev., Loudon,
Jan. -0. 191 1 : 4 pp., illus.i 40c.

15.092 FIREBRICK— Die Feuerfestlgkeit
der Dinassteine. W. Grum-Grzimailo. (Stahl
u. Eisen, Feb. 9, 1911; 1% PP-. IHus.) 40c.

15.093— HIGH TEMPERATURES The
Measurement of Temperature. J. C. Peebles.

tChem. Engr., Feb., 1911; 6 pp., illus.i inc.

15.094 -MELTING

—

Application of Gas to

the Melting of Metals. L. F. Tooth. (Gas
Engrs.' Mag., Jan. 16, 1911; 2

' i pp., lllus.)

4(lc.

15.095 METALLIZING—A New Metallizing
Process Invented by M. 1'. Schoop. A. Grad-
enwitz. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 11,
1911; 1 p., lllus.) 20c.

15.096 — METALLOGRAPHY — Gelenkarm
l'iir das Steadsche Betriebsniikroskop. S.

l'rauss. (Metallurgie, Feb. 22, 1911; -'j

pp., illus.i 40c
15,097—REGENERATIVE FURNACES—

Eine neue Berechnungsmethode fttr Wiirme-
spelcher bel Regenerativiifen. F. Castek.
(Oest Zeit. l". B. u. II.. Jan. 7 and 21,1911;
l.'!

1

, pp.) A new method of calculation for
heat storage in regenerative furnaces. 40c.

15,098 SMELTERY SMOKE LEGISLA-
TION. Editorial. (Min. and Scl. Press, Feb.
25, 191 l : 1 'i pp.) 20c

15.099- WEIGHT AND VOLUME OF ORE.
I.. S. Austin. (Min. and Sci. Press. Feb. 18,
1911 ; 1 '

i pp. i 20c.

jflNING AM) METALLURGICAL
M V( lil.VKHY

15,100—AIR COMPRESSOR- Diisenmess-
versuche an elnem Kolbenkompressor. Ter-
beck. (Gliickauf, .Ian. 14. 1911; 4'., pp.,
illus.i Measuring experiments at a piston
compressor by means of nozzles. 40c
15,101—AIR COMPRESSORS — Unloading

of Compressors. (Min. and Sci. Press, Feb.
4. 1911; 1% pp.) 20c
15.102—BELT-CONVEYER BRUSH. W. (>.

Borcherdt. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. is,

1911 ; !; p., illns.) 20c.

15,103 BELT CONVEYERS. R. E. Neale.
(Eng. Rev., Jan., mil ; 6 pp., illns. j 40c.

15.104—CONVEYER BELTS—The Abuse
of Conveyer Belts. J. J. Ridgway. i Eng.
and Min. Journ., Mar. 4, 1i)1l

; % p., illus.)

20c
15,105— DRILLS— Rock-Drlll Tests in

France. M. Deschamps. (Min. Journ., Feb.
18, 1911 ; % P-) 40c.

15.106—ELECTRIC POWER — Insulation
of Cables in Mines. Sydney F. Walker. < IOiisx.

and Min. Journ., Mar. 4, 1911; 2% pp.) 20c
15, 107 -ELECTRIC POWER— Overhead

Lines Leading Into Sub-Stations, G. B. Bur-
rows. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev., Feb. 3,

1911; '_", pp.. illus.i Paper before Brit.
Assn. of Min. I'.lec. Engrs. 40c

15,108- - ELECTRICITY— The Use of
"Earth" in Connection with Electricity in
Mining. I and II. Sydney F. Walker. (Iron
and Coal Tr. Lev.. Jan. <; and Feb. •'!. 1911 ;

2

!

k pp.. illus.) 60c.

15.109 ELECTRICITY IN MINES -Re-
port of Departmental Commltl n Special
Rules tor the Use of Electricity In Minos.
(Coll. Guardian, Feb. 17, 1911; 8 pp.j in,-.

15.110 EXCAVATING Some Now Exca-
vating Machines. (Eng. News, Mar. 16;
1911; l

1

:; pp.. illus.i l>es. i-iiics three new
machines Jacobs excavator, Monahan trench
excavator and Fairbanks dry-land dredge.
20c

15.111 GAS PRODUCER—Der Drehrost-
GaBorzeuger Bauarl HUger. <:. Kassel.
(Stahl b. Elsen, Jan. 19, 1911; I pp., illus.i
Tin- Hllger gas-producer with rotatable
grate. IOc.

15.112 HOISTING Evolution of Hoist-
Ing, i Min. >.a and MlneralR. Feb., 191 1 ;

•_'

pp.. illus.) Methods of calculating (he ca-
pacity of electric hoists and on

t put ofshaftH
10c

15 113 HOISTING Head Gear and Elec-
tric Wlndlne Plan! al the Main Shafl Mount
Morgnn \ i' white (Proc. Ausi [nst.
Min Eng Vol VII, \>il-

. 1910 : 7 pp .

HOISTING Btenm Winding En-i
-.

1 1 i

r
Vol

i
-, n :.

Ounn (Proc, Anst. Inst, Min.
Vll \.il' 1910 ; IB pp.. Illus.i

M\v PAR \ Safety Man Car for
i . in inclined Shafl N F, White T. It.

Mri,in nnri P Ornln (Proc tual lust Min.
vol \i i \ ib I'll" in pp , niui \

15,116—MINK LAMPS—Versuche und Er-
fahrungen mit tragbaren elektrischen Grubenl
lampen. P. Kliver. (Gliickauf, Jan. 14.
1911; 7 pp., illus.) Experiments and ex-
perience with portable electric mine lamps.
40c.

15,117—PRODUCER-GAS POWER-PLANS
DEVELOPMENT in Europe, Features of.

R. II. Fernald. (Bull. 4, Bureau of Mines.
1911 ; 27 pp., illus.)

1.-..1 is PUMPING — Electric Pumping
Problem. M. .1. Welch. (Min. and Sci.

Press, Feb. 11, 1911; 1 Vi pp., illus.) 20c.

15,119—PUMPS—Alternating- and Direct-
Current Electric-Driven Mine-Sinking Puuips.
Frank C. Perkins. (Min. Sci., Feb. 2, 1011;
i... [.., illus.) 20c.

15,120— ROPE DRIVE — An Emergency
Rope Drive in Hydroelectric Plant of the Vir-
ginia Electrolytic Company, at Ilolcomb's
Rock, Va. II. R. Lee. (Eng. News, Mar.
1C, 1011 ; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

15,121—SIPHON in Mining, Its Use, Adap-
tation and Limitations in Practice. .1. T.
Beard. (Mines and Minerals, Feb., 1011 ; 29
pp., illus.) 40c

15,122 — STEAM BOI LER— A Unlquf
French Portable Steam Boiler at a Mexican
Copper Mine. Frank C. Perkins. (Min. Sci..

Jan. 10, 1011 ; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

15,123—STEAM POWER—The Introduc-
tion of Steam Power into the Peruvian
Mines. Oswald II. Evans. (Engineering,
Jan. 20, 1911; 1 p.) 40c.

15,124—SWITCH GEAR—Recent Progress
in Mining Switch-Gear. George Stevenson.
(Trans. Min. Inst, of Scotland, Vol. XXXIII.
Part 2, 1010: 17 pp.)

1.-..1 25—TRAMWAY CABLES—Cable Clamp
for Tramway. C. T. Rice. t Eng. and Min
Journ., Mar. 11, 1011; 1% pp., illus.) 20c.

15.12(5— TRANSPORTATION— Die Ver-
wendung von Motorlastwagen im Bergbau
und Iliittenwesep. T. Wolff. (Oest. Zeit.
f. B. u. H., Jan. 21, 1011; 3% pp.) The
use of motor cars in mining and reduction
works. 40c.

15,127—TURBINE PLANT—Die Zweidruck-
Turbogcneratoranlage der Zeche Constantin
der Grosse, Schacht III. E. Illgen. (Gliickauf,
Nov. 12, 1910; 12 pp., illus.) The duplex
turbo-generator plant of Constantin der Crosse
colliery, shaft III. 40c.

15,128—WIRE CABLES—Device for Clean-
ing Flat Wire Cables. M. J. McGill. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Feb. 11, 1911; % p.) 20c.

15,129— WIRE ROPE — The Internal
Stresses in Wire Rope. W. C. Kretz. (Indus-
trial Eng., Feb., 1911; 8 pp., illus.) 40c.

SAMPLING AND ASSAYING—GENERAL
15,130—ASSAY OFFICE—Practical Sug-

gestions on Assay Office Construction and
Equipment. E. G. llawley and W. E. 1 law-
ley. (Mex. Min. Journ., Mar.. 1011: 29
pp.) 20c

L5.131 — ERRORS — Constant Errors in
Sampling and Assaying. L. I>. Ricketts. (Min.
Mag., Feb., 1011; 4 pp., lllus.) 40c.

15,132—LITIIOPIIONE—Analyse du Lith-
ophone. J. E. Sa. her. (Rev. de Chim. In-
dus., Feb., 1011: .".'•_. pp., illus.) Describes
a variety of analytical methods.

15,133—MINE SAMPLING—Notes on Mine
Sampling Underground. (J. Anderson. (Eng.
and Min. .lourn., Mar. 4, 1911; 4 pp., illus.)
20c.

15.134—SAMPLE CRUSHER. A. L. Oke.
(Eng. and Min. .lourn.. Mar. 1 S, 1911: 9
p., illus.) 20c.

15,135—SAMPLING AND MARKETING
ORES, Besi Methods of. O. Lachmund. (MIn.
Wld., Feb. 18, 1011: 1% pp.) A few sugges-
tions from the shipper's point of view. 20c.

15.13(1—SANHS AND SLIMES SAMPLE!—The Borcherdt Automatic Sampler for Sands
and Slimes. W. O. Borcherdt. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Mar. 4, 1011: 1% pp., illus.)
20c.

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY

15.137 -ALUM MANUFACTURE — Alum
shale and Alum Manufacture al and 1 1

.

: i

r

Kalabagh. Mlanwall District. Punjab. N. D
Darn. (Rec, Geol. Survey of India. Vol, XL,
Part IV, 1010; 17 pp., illus.)

15.138— AMMONIUM SULPHATE Die
C.u inming von Schwel'elsaurem Ammonlak
•mis Stelnkohlengasen und deren Relnlguni
ii-icb dein Verfnhren von Bnrkheiser. O.
Dobbelstein. (Gliickauf, Feb. 4. 1011: , pp..
illus

i |l)c.

15.139 ATMOSPHERIC NITROGEN
Elnlge Versuche liber die Stlckoxvdbildnng
aus i.uft im Llchtbogen unter Druck, D
ll.il.ee and W. Holwech. (Zeit. I\ KleMio
ehoi.l Oct 1. 1910: 3U, pp., IHus. ) IOc
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American Institute of Min-
ing Engineers

At a joint meeting of the board of di-

rectors and of the council of the Ameri-

can Institute of Mining Engineers, on

March 31, Dr. R. W. Raymond tendered

his resignation as secretary. His succes-

sor is Dr. Joseph Struthers. who has been

assistant secretary during the last eight

years. Doctor Raymond has been ap-

pointed secretary emeritus of the

council, the Institute thus retaining

his services for special editorial

and other duties for which he

is so well qualified by training and ex-

perience. Doctor Raymond, one of the

founders of the Institute in 1871. was

elected vice-president and became presi-

dent in that year, following David

Thomas. He was reelected president in

1872, 1873 and 1874. In 1883 he was ap-

pointed secretary to succeed Dr. T. M
Drown, who had resigned. He was elect-

ed secretary in February, 1884, and has

been annually reelected since then. His

70th birthday was celebrated last year.

Doctor Raymond's secretaryship of the

Institute has been a noteworthy period,

not only in its own history, but also in

that of the mining industry. The latter

owes more to the members of the Insti-

tute than words ever can tell, and the

Institute owes to Doctor Raymond a debt

that is well recognized. For upward of

25 years he has been its inspiration and

during the time of his leadership has

produced a collection of technical litera-

ture, edited in his inimitable way. oi

which the value to the mining industry

cannot be overestimated.

But as the industry has grown so has

the Institute, and both are destined to

continue to grow. The leaders of the In-

stitute have felt the need of extending

its usefulness to its membership. The

executive and administrative duties in-

cumbent upon the secretary have been in-

creasing steadily; and with the suggested

extensions of the activity of the Institute

they must further multiply. Doctor Ray-

mond desired to be relieved from some of

the burdens and be free to continue to do

things that he likes best.

It is the intention of the officers of the

Institute to take immediate steps toward

increasing the activity of the organization

and promoting its usefulness to its mem-

bership. Plans for this were discussed

at a meeting of some of the past officers,

by invitation of the president, last Friday

evening. The formulation of these will

devolve upon Mr. Kirchhoff, the presi-

dent, who is devoting much attention to

Institute affairs, and Doctor Struthers.

the secretary, who has had long exper-

ience in the duties of his new position

and has well earned his promotion. We
are sure that both of these officers, to-

gether with the council, will welcome

suggestions from members for the im-

provement of the welfare of the Institute

and the promotion of its interest.

The Lehigh Valley Decision
The decision of the Supreme Court in

the Lehigh Valley case, which is noted

elsewhere, reopens questions which were

supposed to be settled. The former de-

cision on the commodities clause of the

Interstate Commerce law held that it was

net in contravention of the law for a

tailroad to transport coal owned by a

company in which it held an interest, and

this ruling was generally accepted as

applying to the anthracite carriers and

their subsidiary coal companies. The

Government, however, took the Lehigh

Valley Railroad Company as a test case

and sought to prosecute it further. This

suit, thrown out by the lower court, is

now reinstated by the Supreme Court,

and will be tried on a question of fact.

The Supreme Court, apparently

behind its former decision and make? a

distinction in conditions. While an in-

-r in a coal company does not bar a

railroad from handling the coal, that is

not the case where the railroad company

owns all the stock of the coal company-
making the latter practically a mere

agency or department of its operations.
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the court hold?, is more than a

mere interest in the coal operations and

ites . different case.

- decision will affect several of the

carriers. The Delaware,

era, after the former

o, organized a coal company to

which it sells all of its coal at the mines;

ently anticipating some further

n like the present, it did not re-

tain possession of the coal-company stock,

but distributed it to its own stockhold-

This arrangement, while insuring

harmony in the management, made the

coal company an independent corpora-

tion in the eye of the law. The case of

the Reading is also different; the Reading

Company is a holding company which

owns the stocks of the Philadelphia &

Reading Coal and Iron Company and the

Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Com-

pany; but the railroad company has tech-

nically no ownership in the coal stock.

The other companies, however—the

Central Railroad of New Jersey with its

Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Company,

the Erie with its Hillside and Pennsyl-

vania Coal companies, and the New

York. Ontario & Western, with its sub-

sidiary coal companies—seem to come

under the same rule as the Lehigh Val-

d must take some action to avoid

or comply with the law. The Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company holds its coal

nies by lease or by majority owner-

not sole ownership, and so, appar-

is not an offender.

The case has still to be retried in the

Circuit Court, but its decision must rest

upon the rules laid down by the Supreme

Court. Some readjustment of the rela-

tions of the anthracite-coal companies

and the anthracite carriers will almost

certainly be the result.

\ Point in Rescue Work
The activity of mine managers, co-

operating with the Bureau of Mines, in

not only adopting measures to prevent

accidents, but in perfecting a proper sys-

tem for emergency rescue work, has

cause-: thought to concentrate on

cct. Thi ration,

supplemented by re ences here

and a'- I rcibly reminded many

engine ldents

state* on page 725, that ev<

r more men.

The point made that when tw(

equipped with breathing apparat

into a mine after an explosion, or to at-

tend a fire, one man is helpless to rescue

his partner, is a true statement of the

case. The combined weight of two sets

of rescue apparatus is from 80 to 100

lb., and one man cannot carry such a

weight, in addition to lifting his comrade,

especially when his working capacity or

efficiency is somewhat reduced by the

breathing apparatus he is harnessed in.

The Giroux Mines

Our vituperative young contemporary

of Salt Lake City has put us into its

ananias-club. Its last previous nominee

having been the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey, we find ourselves in respectable

company. The indictment of us is based

upon our analysis of the Giroux report.

It seems that an officer of the Giroux

company has told a stockholder that the

assays of the porphyry ore given in its

official report represent, not what the

ore contained, but what is. going to be got

out of it,* the statement being predicated

upon an expected recovery of 70 percent,

of the metal. Attention is called to the

remark in the pamphlet-report, at the

foot of the table of ore-estimation, that

"The above figures are for net recovery."

The simple interpretation of that state-

ment is that net recovery of ore is the

meaning. Estimates of such orebodies

are apt to be for the gross tonnage. Some

companies have been careful to state,

however, that their estimates are for the

extractable or recoverable tonnage, al-

lowing for the inevitable loss in mining.

In the Lake Superior district ore is com-

monly expressed in terms of the metal

that it is expected to yield, but in that

district mine-sampling is not practised.

Elsewhere in copper mining a statement

of the average grade of ore is invariably

referred to the copper content, the ex-

pected yield being commonly reckoned in

terms of pounds per ton of ore, and

the percentage upon which such a esti-

mate is based is commonly stated.

If the Girou:; management has actually

introduced a different system, it ought to

tell something about it, including (A) the

reason why, and (B) the details of pro-

lure. Under the latter, it should tell:

M) The factor employed; (2) how de-

tefmined; (3) why it should he applied

to each individual drill hole; (4) whether

!!iie factor be applied to all grades

of ore.

The president of the company, himself,

would probably like to know about these

things, because even he does not seem

to be clear upon the subject. He stated

that the concentrating ore nearer the sur-

face "will be of a grade considerably

higher than the average shown in the es-

timate; therefore, for several years . . .

. . the ore extracted will average two

per cent, or better in copper. The lower

grade material can be taken out in fu-

ture years as the price for copper metal

advances." The italics are ours.

According to the figures of the general

manager the company has developed 9,-

500,000 tons of ore averaging 1.33 per

cent, copper. If we are to accept what

the secretary has said and apply the di-

visor of 0.7, the quotient would be 1.9

per cent, for the whole amount. The gen-

eral manager has reported the Bunker

Hill orebody as of 2,380,000 tons, aver-

aging 1.65 per cent, copper, which di-

vided by 0.7 would be 2.36 per cent.

The general manager of the company

enumerated its orebodies separately, giv-

ing to one column of figures the caption

"Grade of Ore," and with the aid of

those figures and the tonnages developed

computed the pounds of copper. It is

evident that either the president or the

general manager did not know what he

was talking about.

In fact the matter seems to be a

comedy of errors. We have learned au-

thoritatively, though unofficially, that the

report was made without the statement

that "The above figures are for net re-

covery," and minus those words was

given to the press for publication. It

was upon that publication that our

analysis was based (as also were all of

the other comments that came to our at-

tention). The cryptic sentence in the

pamphlet was introduced subsequently.

We now have reason to believe that

the Giroux porphyry ore assays higher

than was stated in the report and that the

mine has suffered because of the in-

troduction of a bizarre, grotesque and

unique method of estimation, but what

are the facts is still a matter for sur-

mise. The published report of the com-

pany, a spoilage of good white paper,

is simply to be dismissed from con-

sideration. We are disposed to regard

it as the product of stupidity rather than

of any intention to mislead, but certainly

the Giroux management owes an official

statement to its stockholders.
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Correspondence and Pisrnssinn,
Utah Copper Chile Mills

Under this heading in the Journal of

March 18, "Subscriber" greatly praised

the work that is being done in the

mills of the Utah Copper Company.
However, as a matter of fact an extrac-

tion of 68.3 per cent, of copper was
made in the remodeled section and 67.3

per cent, in the old sections, only in cer-

tain tests, and the extraction in the Gar-

field plant is generally slightly under

60 per cent., even since the remodeling.

No one can gainsay that the Utah

Copper management made a great

change for the better when it revised

the crushing system and installed rough-

ing tables. The use of coarse screens

on the Chile mills and the method of

successive classification has diminished

the amount of sliming, but to a surpris-

ingly small degree when one compares

the screen analyses from the two sec-

tions so as to see what the actual change

has been. The reader will see that no

startling improvement has resulted, even

if "Subscriber" thinks that the solution

to the fine crushing of ores has been

found. The trouble is that the Chile

mills are still the ones that do the bulk

of the fine crushing instead of rolls, as

should be the case, and the abrasive ac-

tion of the Chile mills is still there; for

it cannot be avoided as it is inherent in

the machine.

The tailings from the old section con-

tained 6.1 per cent, that passed a 150-

mesh screen and stayed on a 200-mesh

screen, while the tailings from the re-

modeled section contained 5.7 per cent,

of the same size material; in the tailings

from an old section there was 48.1 per

cent, that passed a 200-mesh screen, and

in the tailings from the remodeled sec-

tion 42 per cent, that passed a 200-mesh
screen. In other words there has been
a diminution in the amount of slimes in

the tailings that amounts to 6.1 percent,

and an added extraction, owing to less

slimes, of 1 per cent. But the reader

must remember that these extractions

made during some test runs are not typi-

cal of the ordinary extractions made by
the mill throughout a period of a year,

for during that period of time conditions

equalize themselves, and the extraction

comes down to about 60 per cent, on a

head averaging about 1.55 per cent, cop-

per.

There is nothing phenomenal in such
crushing when done in stages, for in the

Arthur plant, when it was the Boston
Consolidated mill and A. J. Bettles was
in charge of it, ore was crushed in the

batteries so as to pass a punched-slot
screen of Allis-Chalmers make, equiva-

Views, Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

lent to a 26x26-mesh. No. 26 wire screen,

from a size of 1.5 in. as a maximum at

one operation with the production of only

34 per cent, that would pass a 200-mesh
screen, while for short periods the pulp
contained even less slime, the figures given

being averages obtained late in the life

of the plant after the peculiarities of the

individual stamp had been studied and
mastered.

The statements that "Subscriber" makes
in regard to the action of rolls, Chile

mills and Huntington mills being prac-

tically the same is absurd. True, the

Huntington mill as it is operated in large

copper mills makes as much slime ap-

proximately as the Chile mill, but the

slime made is entirely different in its

character from the attrition slime pro-

duced in the Chile mill. But the Hunt-

ington mill is running under a handicap

in these big mills, for on account of the

consequent drop in the tonnage, grind-

ing shoes are not used in the mills to

grind down the bumps that develop on

the die rings and so the rollers begin to

chatter and wear unevenly, causing an

excessive amount of sliming. The true

value of the Huntington mill appears only

when it is handled properly, and that at

present is only in certain of the small

lead mills where continual attention is

paid. It is the cost of this attention that

limits their use, but it is not so great as

many think, provided the manager be

willing to cut down the tonnage some-

what by using grinding shoes in the mills

to true up the die ring frequently. If the

Chile mill is as good for crushing ore,

without sliming it, as is the Huntington

mill, why does not one see Chile mills

working successfully in lead mills? It

is absurd to think that a grain of ore

gets under the mullers only once in the

Chile mill before it is discharged, no

matter what the size of screen used.

Even if it did, the particle is subjected

to the grind inherent in the machine. If

that is not the case, and sliming is not

due mainly to the mullers passing over

ore particles time and time again before

they are discharged, as some maintain,

then why is not the sliming less now that

the successive classification is resorted

to in the Garfield plant, and if it is not

an attrition slime that is made, why does

not the saving rise in the remodeled

mill above 60 and stay near 68 per cent.,

or reach 70 per cent, as was character-

istic of the Boston Consolidated stamp

mill?

It is equally absurd to say that Chile

mills and rolls work the same. If that

is so, why are all the large mills trying

to throw more and more work upon the

rolls?

There are many things yet to be dis-

cussed in regard to the milling of these

porphyry ores. There is much yet to be

learned in regard to the fine grinding of

them, but the solution points not toward

the Chile mill, but rather to the roll. If

the roll fails to prove itself capable of

standing up to the work of crushing to

sizes as fine as required in milling this

class of ore, then the tube mill, which

is the nearest approach in a practical

machine to the action obtained in the

ball mill, will in all probability be found

to give much more promise of solving

the problem than any of the different

types of Chile mills. Even now a tube

mill is used in a western mill to regrind

a zinc-lead middling, and that is done

without excessive sliming.

Sidney J. Jennings is authority for the

statement that the Boston mill averaged

better than 69 per cent, for a year on a

head just as poor as the mill now treats,

but I am told that the Utah Copper Com-
pany succeeded in getting only about 63

per cent.

Claude T. Rice.

New York, March 29, 1911.

Errors in Mine Sampling

Anent the various articles that have ap-

peared in the technical publications in the

kst few months on errors and variations

in sampling, it is interesting to note that

unsatisfactory results were obtained by

sampling in the usual manner at the

Shamva mines in Rhodesia.

The gold occurs in a system of narrow

joints in the vein stuff and in sampling

the engineers decided to give two valua-

tions, one as obtained by assay, and a re-

duced figure. Later a 5-stamp mill was
built to determine the value of the ore

by tests on mill lots. The results are

shown in the accompanying table.

I had a similar experience in sampling

a stockwork deposit in Nicaragua. The
gold occurred in a number of nearly flat

veins of varying width. The vein stuff

was soft as was the country, which also

contained a small quantity of gold. The
softness of the ore and rock and prox-

imity of the veins necessitated working
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the deposit without separating the un-

profitable material between any two

Mi AM \ A

dwt. dwt.

ti

N
\

The rom the vein varied from

gold. a> - 59. The im-

the veins aver-

ting the mean value

i thi< kness of vein

and rock the material averaged S6. Ac-

tual n .suited in the accounting

n gold recovered and in the tailing,

which result was afterward confirmed by

tions extending over several years.

These observations show that the prop-

er interpretation of the results is as im-

portant as the sampling and assaying, and

can only be made by men who have had a

wide experience both in the .examination

and operation of mines where the occur-

rence of gold is erratic.

Thomas F. Keety.

Bluefield- gua, March 1. 1911.

Are You an Engineer?

\\\ have already been forced to ac-

cept almost any old scoundrel with a

slouch hat and the ability to distinguish

between bourbon and rye (if bought by

another i as "Colonel"; "Professor"

seems to mean anybody from the presi-

dent of a college to the dissolute piano

player in a western dance hall; and. the

tendency of the day seems to be to

adopt the title "engineer" whenever one

has an idea that he can sell cheap advice

or run anything from a "skin game" to

a Hupmobile.

This is a democratic country and un-

der the assumption that we are all free

and equal it is hard to see any remedy

for this misuse of legitimate titles. It

has long been a mooted question as to

what constitutes a "mining engineer,"

whether the college diploma or the "ability

is the necessary qualification. While

question was being debated many

issumed the title, evidently under

a misinterpretation of the word "do." for

certainly the ranks of mining engineers

^een infested with a band

of crooks whose sole aim in life seems to

have been to do the public up brown,

n and the legitimate

f mining have suffered from

the <•' One

can 1 der at the attitude of the

public toward the "mining

the way the

publi. • ncd !' hat almost

come when a man who admits

onnection with mir.

; th in order

admitted into society And the

title "mining
Now thru "flnan-

nnd the

cial" engineers are all being foisted upon

the public, the time does not seem far

when the man practising engineering as

a profession will, in answer to the ques-

tion "Are you an engineer?" in self de-

fense reply. "No, plain mister!"

New York, March 2, 1911. J. T.

Poisoning by Cyanide

In recent issues of the Journal I

have noted several interesting discus-

sions of the subject of cyanide poison-

ing. The question is one of importance

to metallurgists as the dangers of cyan-

ide poisoning are ever present in cyanide

plants. Notwithstanding this I note an

inexcusable negligence in providing an-

tidotes in cyanide mills throughout Aus-

tralia and I do not doubt that the same

is true in other countries.

There is, however, no excuse for man-

agers of Australian plant not providing

protection for their employers. As a re-

sult of the research work of Dr. C. J.

Martin and Dr. R. A. O'Brien, the Vic-

torian Mines Department has placed on

the market an efficient cyanide anti-

dote. H- B. Silberberg & Co., Melbourne,

being the authorized sales agents. With

a preparation of proved value accessible

to all, negligence in providing the same

assumes a serious character. It is also

stated by J. L. Jona that adrenalin is

an efficient antidote for cyanide poison-

ing. More information as to the method

of administering, dose, etc., would be in-

structive.

R. S. Black.

Charters Towers, Queensland,

Jan. 16, 1911.

Extracting Copper from Ore

in Place

I have read with interest the observa-

tions made by J. Parke Channing on the

patent granted to W. L. Austin for the

leaching of copper ores under ground.

Air. Channing ably furnishes examples of

precedence having been established on

this process as far back as 1850 in the

Eureka mine in Tennessee. Anticipa-

tions of this patent are more or less

world wide and it is evident that Mr.

Austin has been granted a patent in a

very precipitous manner and it is ex-

ceedingly doubtful if he could enforce it.

Some years ago ! was employed on the

Rio Tinto mine in Spain. There the ore

is removed in large galleries and the

honeycomb part of the vein formed by

the removed chambers otters a large

surface exposed to the action of air arid

i re which causes the oxidization of

the copper in the ore into sulphates, etc.

The cupreous solutions gravitate to the

bottom of the mine and are therefrom

pumped up to tin surface where they are

led into precipitating pits similar to

those employed for treating the cupreous

solutions obtained more rapidly from the

ore burned at the surface. The pumping

of the copper solutions to the surface is

in fact such an important item at Rio

Tinto that the magnitude of the rains

during the wet season is regarded as an

important feature in the year's profits.

Water is even led into mines under cer-

tain conditions.

The famous old Parys mine in Angle-

sey also affords an additional example.

Prior even to the date mentioned by Mr.

Channing the copper-bearing water was

pumped out of the mine and led into

brick-lined pits containing scrap iron. The

iron was raked over from time to time,

and gradually the old pots, kettles, meat

tins, shovels, etc., passed into solution,

while the copper was precipitating. The

iron was not lost; the ferruginous solu-

tions running away from the precipitating

pits was led into large pools and there

exposed to the action of air and rain.

The dissolved iron gradually passed to a

higher state of oxidization, producing in-

soluble ochres, and gradually a deposit

of this substance was formed on the

bottom of the ponds, according to the

strength of the ferrous solutions sup-

plied. The ponds were run dry and

cleared out periodically.

Morton Webber.

New York, March 30, 1911.

Geology Applied to Mining
The article on applied geology by F. A.

Linforth and E. B. Milburn in the Jour-

nal of April 1. is most interesting to the

mining engineer. The possibilities of

making practical use of geological data

obtained from observations in the mine

aided by tape compass and clinometer

are more apparent than the deduction of

abstruse theories based on the micro-

scopic examination of rock specimens.

The field engineer would be yet more

indebted to the geologists if they would

provide him with a simple group of

family names for the igneous rocks;

names that he may employ with a sense

of security and assign tc any rock with-

out resorting to the microscope and thin

sections; names that would designate the

general nature of the rock without en-

tering into refinements unnecessary for

field purposes.

The average engineer has much else

to do than determine the exact nature of

a fine-grained igneous rock and often

feels the need of a group name when

for instance he is not sure whether a rock

is rhvolite or dacite and has no micro-

scope to make the exact determination.

Petrology includes a bewildering mud-

dle of names to most engineers and while

an elaborate system of classification may
be necessary for the geologist the needs

of the engineer for a simple system of

classification should not be overlooked.

Field Engineer.

New York, April 3, 1911.
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Samuel Franklin Emmons
On March 28, 1911, after a short ill-

ness of five days, Samuel Franklin Em-
mons died at his home in Washington,

D. C. For the last year or two Mr. Em-
mons had been in poor health, but none

the less was able to attend to his duties;

as late as March 23 he was in his office

in the Geological Survey.

Mr. Emmons' death has deprived

science not only of an eminent geologist,

but of the pioneer in economic work in

this country. For the last 30 years he

has indeed been the most prominent fig-

ure in that field in America, if not in

the world. The loss which his death has

inflicted on the wide circle of those who
knew and admired him. would be difficult

to estimate.

He was born March 29, 1841, in Bos-

ton, Mass., where his family has resided

since 1840. His great grandfather,

Samuel Franklin, after whom he was

named, was the first cousin and most inti-

mate friend of Benjamin Franklin.

He graduated from Harvard College in

1861, and went to Europe in June of that

year to pursue his professional studies,

there being at that time no mining

schools in the United States. On the ap-

plication of the United States Minister at

Paris he was admitted to the Ecole Im-

periale des Mines in 1862, where, dur-

ing two years, he followed the same

courses, and passed the same examina-

tion as the French government engineers,

being rated first among foreign students

in the final examinations.

In the summer of 1864 he went to

Freiberg, Saxony, taking a practical

course in the mines during the summer
months, and following the lectures and

laboratory work of the Bergakademie

during the ensuing year. Afterward he

studied various European mining dis-

tricts until the summer of 1866, when he

returned to America.

After eight months spent in visiting the

mining regions of the United States, he

went, in May 1867, to California with

Clarence King as volunteer assistant

geologist on the U. S. Geological Ex-

ploration of the 40th parallel. This was
the first Government exploration con-

ducted under scientific, instead of mili-

tary management. At that time the Pa-

cific railroads were just started, that on

the east having reached half way across

the plains, and that on the west half way
up the western slope of the Sierra Ne-

vada; of the intermediate region the

greater part was practically a terra in-

cognita. Mr. King's plan was to make a

topographical and geological survey of

the region to be opened up by these rail-

roads, covering a mountainous belt over

100 miles wide and about 1000 miles

long. In spite of natural obstacles this

plan was successfully carried out, though
it was 10 years before the results, filling

seven Government quartos with two large

atlases, were finally published. Imme-
diate attention was, however, given to

direct economic results, and the volume
on "Mining Industries," largely occupied
by a geological description of the fa-

mous Comstock lode, was completed in

1869. To this, Mr. Emmons contributed

with other members of the Survey, and it

was while engaged in preparing the un-

derground maps for this work, at Vir-

ginia City, in the winter of 1867-8, that

he received his official appointment on
the survey. In March, 1868, Mr. Em-
mons had charge of an expedition to

Mono lake for the purpose of studying
the thermal and recent volcanic phenom-
ena in its vicinity. During the following

summer he headed a party making a

survey of central and eastern Nevada
and western Utah; in 1869 he made a

study of the desert ranges of the Salt

Lake Valley, and of the great Wasatch
range.

In 1870, a study was commenced of the

extinct volcanoes of the Pacific coast.

S. F. Emmons

In October of this year, Mr. Emmons,
with A. D. Wilson, topographer, spent

three weeks on the slopes of Mount
Rainier, the highest and most inaccessible

cf these peaks, which, up to that year,

had never been ascended, and made a

survey of the eastern half of the moun-

tain, including its summit, but he was
driven away by snow before the entire

circuit had been completed.

In 1871 and 1872 he surveyed the

Uinta Mountains, the Green River basin

and the Park range of the Rocky moun-
tains. It was during the summer of the

latter year that a supposed occurrence of

diamonds which had created much excite-

ment in California was shown by Em-
mons and King to be fraudulent.

In the Autumn of 1877 Mr. Emmons,
having completed his government work,

went to Cheyenne, Wyoming, and en-

gaged in the cattle business; he was still

in that State when, in 1879, he was ap-
pointed geologist of the newly organized
U. S. Geological Survey, of which Clar-
ence King was first director. In pur-
suance of the policy adopted by King
of making economic geology the most
prominent feature of the survey, Em-
mons was given charge of the mining
geology of the Rocky Mountain division.

As a commencement of this work. Mr.
Emmons was directed to make a survey
of the newly opened Leadville region.

The geological field work was begun in

December, 1879.

The study of the Leadville district

proved unusually complicated and diffi-

cult, and the field work lasted until the

spring of 1881. During this time Em-
mons also had charge of the collection of

the statistics of the precious metals in the

Rocky Mountain region for the tenth

census, and, in connection with G. F.

Becker, published Vol. XIII* (Precious
Metals) of its reports, in which for the

first time geological sketches were pub-
lished of the Western States with special

reference to mining geology. An ab-

stract of results of the Leadville work
was published early in 1882 in the an-

nual report of the Director of the Sur-

vey, but for various reasons the final

publication of the monograph and atlas

on the "Geology and Mining Industry of

Leadville" was not accomplished until

1888.

It was by his work at Leadville that

Mr. Emmons achieved his greatest dis-

tinction. His study of the geology of

that district was masterly, and has proved

of the greatest practical use, as well as a

valuable contribution to the scientific

knowledge of ore deposits. It has been
largely through this report, and the

studies that local engineers were able to

base upon it, that the ore deposits of

Leadville have been so thoroughly pros-

pected. His conclusions have been proved

by subsequent developments to have
been, in the main, remarkably correct.

No geologist could wish a better or more
honest testimonial than the estimation in

which his work has ever been held by all

classes of mining men in the district,

from the leading mine manager to the

humblest prospector. With all, "Em-
mons' report" has been a constantly

sought book of reference whose worth

has been proved by results.

After several years it was found that

the extensive developments at Leadville

necessitated further geological work and

a part of Emmons' later life was de-

voted to a continuation and elaboration

of this monographic study. The result of

seme, of these examinations was pub-

lished in 1907 as Bulletin No. 320:

"Downtown District of Leadville, Colo-

rado," in conjunction with Prof. J. D.

Irving. Emmons did not live to see the

final results of his labors, but the com-

plete report on Leadville will shortly be

issued by the Geological Survey.
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On July 1. 1900. Emmons was put in

»c of the Section of Metal!

Deposits, under C. D. Walcott, who then

Erector of the Survey. For s<

s to that time he had,

howei - part of that

work. During the time he was occupied

in economic studies with corps of geolo-

nuch of the most valuable work on

minir.- anned

by him and issued under his direct su-

-ion.

In 1S94 was p I description of

the Elk mountains (.in the Anthracite-

ed Burte folio). In 1895 a report

on the Mines of Custer county. Colorado.

~>ued. In 1S97 he published a folio

of the Geologic Atlas of the United

3 on the Butte district. Montana, and

in the following year a folio on the Ten-

mile District. Colorado.

Among the reports in which he had a

large personal share may be mentioned

describing the mining geology of

the Black Hills. Mercur. Bingham. Tintic

and Butte districts.

In addition to his official reports a

number of shorter articles of great merit

were contributed by Emmons to scientific

periodicals. Among the more important

may be mentioned "The Genesis of Cer-

tain Ore-Deposits." "Notes on the Geol-

ogy of Butte. Montana." "Structural re-

lations of Ore-Deposits," and "Geological

ution of the useful metals in the

United States"— all in the Transactions

of the American Institute of Mining En-

In the last mentioned paper,

written in 1894. Emmons predicted the

rapid increase of gold production of this

country. Among those published in the

Proceedings of the Colorado Scientific

Society are: "Notes on some Colorado

deposits." "On the origin of fissure

veins." "Preliminary notes on the geol-

ogy of Aspen. Colorado." During the last

years of his life several articles were

published by him in the recently founded

journal Economic Geology, in which he

was actively interested up to his death.

Among these papers may be mentioned

rtions of the Nacozari and Cana-

r.ea copper deposits of Mexico.

In 1900 a paper by Emmons of spe-

cial importance appeared in the Transac-

>f the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, entitled "The secondary en-

richment of ore deposits," in which the

f sulphide enrichment by desccnd-

was clearly stated; the re-
•

n of the gi

practical value to miners in all parts of

the world. All . con-

:id in-

•!
( at characterized all of his work;

and the same clarity of thoughl and

vividness of expression that ma.l

preeminent am-

I cconomi dally

endeared him to the min:

the world.

In 1874 Emmons was elected Fellow of

the Geological Society of London. In

1S77 he became a member of the Amer-
ican Institute of Mining Engineers, of

which he was twice a vice-president. He
was one of those who organized the

Colorado Scientific Society. Somewhat
later he took part in the organization of

the Geological Society of America, and

was elected president of that body in

1903. In 1892 he was elected a mem-
ber of the National Academy of Sciences,

of which he has been the treasurer since

1902. He was a member of the Mining

and Metallurgical Society of America and

of many other scientific societies. In

1910 the universities of Harvard and Co-

lumbia conferred upon him the honorary-

degree of Doctor of Science.

Emmons was a man of strong personal

characteristics. Somewhat brusque in

manner and blunt of speech, with a

touch of shyness, he was not always

understood at first contact. But under

these traits lay a most kindly heart and

all who were brought into close associa-

tion with him found a genial and sym-

pathetic spirit. This was the experience

of many of the younger men who con-

sulted him. He was always ready to give

advice or suggestion, when asked, and

many a geologist holds in grateful re-

membrance the improvements effected in

his early scientific papers under the

kindly criticism received from Emmons.

With regard to his own work Emmons
was very modest. While appreciating

highly the interest and sincere commen-

dation of qualified critics he never sought

the public honors that are so dear to

some men. Such recognition came to

him late in his career, and was, no doubt,

the more highly prized because unsought.

That Emmons did not leave his Survey

work for that of the professional engineer

is the strongest possible evidence of his

devotion to high ideals. One of the

first to demonstrate the money value of

thorough geological knowledge of ore de-

posits, he might have received high re-

turns for special services. But he chose

to remain in the ranks of those search-

ing for the truth for the pure love of it

—the true man of science.

His name will ever be linked with that

of Clarence King as the two men who
created and directed the U. S. Geological

Survey into channels of practical useful-

ness, and won for it the prestige and

leadership in the science of economic

geology that the world has recognized.

His work at Leadville has been an inspir-

ation of, and model for all subsequent

work of that character. Emmons enjoyed

the fortune, that comes to few scientists,

of winning the appreciation not only of

his confreres, but also of the engineers

and operators whom he sought to serve.

Th' ammonia production of Great Brit-

ain for HMO. calculated as sulphate, is

! 369,000 tons.

By the Way
Hudson' Maxim is quoted in the New

York Sun as stating that more men have
been killed while thawing dynamite than

by all other causes of its premature ex-

plosion.

The reductio ad absurdum of expert

testimony would seem to have been
reached in a case in Tennessee, says the

Evening Post. A New York professor of

toxicology, having stated that caffeine is

not a poison, is confronted with citations

in his own book of 13 cases of fatal

poisoning by the drug. His explanation

that he had read of these cases in some
other work and had copied the account

of them and then forgotten about it,

shows what a great authority may be

like. We may add that mining experts

have sometimes found themselves in the

same predicament.

Doctor Stutzer, of Freiberg, has just

published a treatise on the important de-

posits of "Nicht-Erze." Now we know
of a lot of deposits of "not-ores," but

we are unable to characterize them as im-

portant. Some of them have been
grievously disappointing and some have

been the basis of scandalous doings,

which was not the fault of the "not-ores,"

but rather of evil human nature. We
hoped to learn somewhat of these mat-

ters from Doctor Stutzer, but upon fur-

ther notice it appeared that he was sim-

ply directing his attention to graphite,

diamonds, sulphur, phosphate rock, and

such things.

The president of the Gorham Manu-
facturing Company recently estimated

that the fine and industrial arts of the

United States are consuming about 28

million ounces of refined silver each year.

This does not include the silver con-

sumed by the photographic industry,

which the president of the Eastman Ko-

dak Company estimates at four million

ounces per year, none of which is re-

coverable as it totally disappears when

used in the photographic industry. The

fine and industrial arts on this basis

would consume 57 per cent, of the re-

fined silver produced annually from mines

within the United States.

The young mining promoter who was
arrested for not being able to pay a bill

of S38.90 for a dinner at a fashionable

hotel in New York was evidently a tyro.

He expected to sell stock to his guests

and out of the proceeds pay for the din-

ner, but his plan miscarried and he land-

ed in jail. Now, there is no new thing in

arranging dinner parties to sell stock, as

many distinguished promoters can tell,

hut it is not commonly expected that the

customers will hand over their cash on

the spot. Both politeness and policy

teach that a method not quite so raw be

employed. The education of this unfor-

tunate young promoter was defective.
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Details °^ Practical Mining
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

Automatic Bucket Dump
The automatic-dump hoisting apparatus

shown in the accompanying line cut is

the invention of R. H. Pascoe, former

superintendent of the Burke mines of the

Federal Mining and Smelting Company,

which operates mines in the Coeur d'Alene

district, Shoshone county, Idaho. While

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things that have to

be done in Everyday

B on the skids when the upper end of

the bucket comes in contact with the de-

flector opposite to the skids, thus causing

the bucket to capsize and discharge its

contents into the chute or other re-

ceptacle. In the cut the deflector is

shown as being composed of wooden
pieces faced with iron; 3-in. angle irons

Automatic Dumping Bucket

Longitudinal Section
Shaft

the cost is small, it has all the advantages

of an expensive skip installation and is

in many respects superior to the hoisting

apparatus commonly used for shaft sink-

ing or bailing.

The main features of construction and
operation are clearly shown in the ac-

companying illustration. The laterally

extending trunnions A on the bucket

(which is suspended by chains from a

crosshead) engage in the trunnion recess

are used for this purpose in the Morning

mine of the Federal company. The cross-

head is preferably constructed of steel

I-beams or angle irons, properly braced,

with an eyebolt for suspension from the

cable. The bucket is suspended from the

crosshead by a pair of eyebolts connected

with chains of sufficient length to allow

easy dumping. The crosshead runs be-

tween a single pair of timber guides se-

cured in proper alinement. If. desired

a safety clutch can be applied to the
crosshead.

This apparatus has been thoroughly
tested under actual working conditions
in the mines of the Federal and other
companies operating in the Coeur d'Alenes.
By its use a 1-ton bucket can be hoisted,

dumped, delivered back to the bottom of
100-ft. shaft in 90 sec, this having been
proved in the actual work of sinking two
three-compartment shafts 300 ft. each.
This work also demonstrated a 1-ton
bucket would more than take care of the
rock broken, in addition to hoisting the
men and supplies.

One great advantage of using this ap-
paratus in shaft sinking lies in the de-
gree of safety afforded the men. No rock
falls back into the shaft, and the quick,

positive action and freedom from sway
and sideplay reduces confusion when
ready to blast. As the bucket rides as
steadily as a skip, it is unnecessary to

line a shaft in good ground. In sinking
two- or three-compartment shafts, the

chain on one side can be unhooked and
the bucket taken to any part of the shaft
for loading, thus enabling this operation
to be performed readily and conveniently.

After loading, the bucket is pulled back
into position by the hoist and the loose
chain hooked on, when the load is ready
for hoisting. Owing to vibration being
taken up by the chains, a bucket fitted

with a valve makes an ideal bailer.

It is claimed that the use of this ap-
paratus in sinking a three-compartment
shaft effects a saving of close to $10 per
ft., of which $7 per ft. is saved in -labor

by the elimination of one topman. Dump-
ing can be effected at any level at or be-

low the hoist station, making it unneces-
sary to move the hoist until the limit of
capacity of the engine is reached, which
cannot be done with an ordinary bucket
without the services and extra expense
of a topman at the dumping point. If

the shaft has more than one compartment
this apparatus is best installed in the

pipe compartment.

Gas Engines at High Altitudes

A correspondent inquires what may be
taken as a rough figure for the loss of

power in a gas engine owing to installa-

tion in high altitudes, and what is this fig-

ure based on'3

Roughly, it may be assumed, that the

decreased rating from that at sea level

will be about 3'
j percent, for each thou-

sand feet of altitude. The simplest way
of arriving at this is to consider the de-
crease in barometric hight. which is about
one inch for each 950 ft. above sea level.

This means that the weight of air taken
into the gas-engine cylinder will decre? r e
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irtieth (approximately)

weight taken at sea level for each 950

:ion. The weight of fuel taken

per revolution will likewise be decreased

in the same ratio, and consequently the

number of heat units available per revo-

lution. Therefore the power is decreased

- umount, oi

Storage Bin

B> PRE' . RGEON*

A reinforced-concrete storage bin, in-

teresting for its - of construction

and cheap: vine end of Wither-

Co.'s new magnetic-con-

centrating mill, at Mineville, New i ork.

liar in section. 25 ft. in out-

ameter. and 45 Ft. high. It has a

ol 1500 tons of crude ore, of

which about 1000 tons will run out with-
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On the bottom of the inside of the box

would be placed the electrical resistance

shown in plan in Fig. 2. The inside of

the box would be lined with a thin sheet

of asbestos, and a similar sheet would be

placed above the electrical resistance.

Sawdust can be placed upon the covering

sheet of asbestos, for the dynamite to lie

on. The modus operandi would be as

follows. The cartridges to be thawed

would be placed in the box, the lid closed

and the current turned on. In Fig. 1, the

arrangement for the supply of current is

shown.

The supply service would be protected

by fusible cutouts, as shown in Fig. 1,

and the box would be further protected

by a thermal cutout as shown in Fig. 2.

This latter arrangement consists of fusi-

ble metal, which melts at a certain tem-

perature, quite irrespective of the electric

current passing, so that in case of

dangerous heat the current would be cut

oft' immediately.

Testing for Gas in Coal Mines

It is well known that the goaves of

a coal mine are constant sources of

danger from the collection of gas in

them. They are also dangerous to in-

spect, owing to falling roof. In order

to test these places in safety, Joseph

Smith, inspector in the Phelps-Dodge

mines, at Dawson, N. M., has invented

the apparatus shown in the accompany-

The "Bnffhuortng $ Mining Journctl

Gas-testing Apparatus

ing illustration. In using this device,

the inspector carries enough Vs -inch pipe

with him to reach into the dangerous

places. The pump is then connected to

this pipe and the gas forced into the

attached safety lamp, where the flame

is watched. If the roof falls while the

test is being made and the pipe cannot

be withdrawn, it can be abandoned as a

negligible loss. The pump can be used

with any safety lamp by putting the

pump discharge against the wires and

working the pump, but it is arranged to

fit the Wolf lamp.

The apparatus can also be used as a

demonstrating device by taking any
small tank, say an old fire extinguisher,

putting a small quantity of gasolene in

it and drawing air through this tank and
through another small tank in series,

which serves as a mixing and storage

tank, into a lamp. Any desired flame

thus can be shown to fire bosses in entire

safety.

Gravity Tram Car and Switch

By B. A. Statz*

While operating a small milling plant

near Kelly, New Mexico, I had considera-

ble trouble with a surface tram con-

!T-hc Enffin < lournal

Gravty Tram Car

necting the mine and mill and having a

total length of 2300 ft. The tram line

was single track, with a 30-in. gage,

having a switch or turnout in the center;

the brake was of a drum type, so ar-

car was on the steepest grade. It would
hold 37% cu. ft. of ore.

A switch such as is shown in an ac-

companying drawing was put in at both

ends of the turnout. The tongues of

these switches were made of wrought

iron and coupled together. These slid

over a cast-iron bed plate. The switches

were set opposite from one another, of

course, so that the car would pass on

the switch. Consequently, the car com-
ing up would throw over the tongues of

the switch at the head of the turnout,

while the car going down would throw

over the tongues of the switch at the

bottom end of the turnout. So, when the

car at the top was loaded and the car at

the bottom dumped, and they began

their journeying again, the switches were

set so that each car traveled along the

same side of the turnout that it had

taken before.

Grouting in Quicksand
A new method of grouting in quick-

sand is given in the Eng. News, March 2.

1911. A pipe large enough to serve as a

cement-injection tube is fitted at its lower

end with an auger point and a helical-

screw blade; just above this blade sev-

eral holes are drilled in the wall of the

pipe and fitted for discharging grout out-

ward over the upper surface of the blade.

This boring apparatus is twisted down,

if necessary with the help of jetting, by

water pumped through the pipe. When it

reaches the desired depth, grout is

pumped into the pipe, and at the same

a XI

Top TT TX

Bottom
The Engineering j- Jfl . i.» .faurnal

Switch for Gravity Tram

ranged that each car had to pass, coming

and going, on the same side of the

switch. The. grade of the tram line

ranged from 15 to 40 deg. The cars

used held two tons of material and had

straight bodies. When the cars were

running at fairly good speed the front

v/heels of the cars would be one inch

above track when on the steepest grade,

hence when the cars came to the lesser

grade the front wheels nearly always

missed the track, causing delay. To

overcome this I put in the switch and

car shown in the accompanying illus-

tration; the switch was cast in a lo-

cal foundry and the cars manufactured

by the Truax Manufacturing Company,

of Denver, Colo. This arrangement

worked admirably, the car being designed

so that the top line was level when the

•Albuquerque, New M< xico.

time the drill is turned backward so as

to withdraw it. The grout flows out along

the face of the blade, and becomes

mingled with the layer of sand above

by the rotation; the resulting mixture is

passed by the turning of the screw blade

to the space below, where it builds up in

a cylindrical body corresponding to the

volume swept through by the blade.

When the drill is wholly withdrawn, it

may be sunk again alongside the first lo-

cation, and thus a large mass of contigu-

ous, coherent cylinders of consolidated

sand can be formed. The process is

patented in Germany.

It is announced by Consul General

John T. Bray, of Sydney, Aust., that sat-

isfactory results are being obtained with

eucalyptus oil in the flotation process

used for the Broken Hill silver-lead-zinc

ores.
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Air Lift for Transporting Sand

An application of the Pohle air lift

~-.ng and transporting the sand from

de tanks was recently made at Bur-

Main Lode mine in West Australia
1

.

The sand had to be carried across a public

; in. It was

. i that a submergence of 63 per

cent, of the total length of water pipe

.quired, which in a single-stage lift

would have required a pit 39 ft. 6 in.

For this reason a two-staee lift

. ducing the depth of pit

required to 15 ft. 6 inches.

The air supply for each lift is regulated

by floats, so that a nearly constant level

ntained in each head box, and no

air is blown to waste. The two lifts com-

bined use 47 cu.ft. per min. of air; dis-

charge 320 lb. sand per min., and require

800 lb. water per minute. This means 6.8

J are discharged per cu.ft. of air.

The air used was drawn from a large

er. In testing the air lift, this re-

ceiver was filled to a gage pressure of

70 lb. per sq.in., and was then shut off

from the compressor, and the fall in

pressure in a given time noted. During

this time no air was drawn from the

er for any other purpose. Aline

water was used for sluicing, and the

amount available was only little more

than sufficient to carry away (along a

ped launder having a fall of in.

per ft. i as much sand as one man could

shovel into the discharge door of the vat.

The sand is heavy, and rapid motion

is necessary throughout to prevent it

settling; the proportion of water to sand

is about 2 :

j to 1.

:j Formerly Shoveled

Before the air lift was put in, it was

the practice to shovel the sand through

the bottom discharge doors into trucks;

with the air lift one man empties the vat

in considerably less time than two did

with the trucks, no time having to be lost

in changing and waiting for trucks. The

vats hold 30 long tons and. with one

man shoveling, they are emptied in 3]/>

g 45 to 47 cu.ft. of free air

per minute. Each discharge door has a

-ocket screwed into it, and the door

vet removed. From the bottom of

cket a pipe leads down vertically,

with an elbow just above the launder;

the vat a pipe is screwed into the

• the socket long enough to reach

the top edge of the vat. To dis-

charge the vat the pipe projecting through

I ed and pulk

nient hole through which

void the i

J sluiced into the launder

than the 'long,

water is supplied to the -nd of

the launder running under the discharge

doors.

Both sections of the lift are of the

same dimensions, except in hight, and

consist of a 6-in. cast-iron pipe (which

constitutes the well) with a 3-in. wrought-

iron pipe inside, extending from within

four inches of the closed bottom end of

the 6-in. pipe, up to the required hight

of lift. The air pipes are y± in., though

in. would be ample; they are car-

ried down the pit outside the 6-in. pipes,

and are turned up at the bottom through

the center of the dead end at the bot-

tom of the 6-in. pipes. They extend

upward for 10 in. in the 6-in. and for

6 in. in the 3-in. pipes. The nozzle ends

of the air pipes are closed and twelve

hacksaw slits are cut across each of

the ends, the cuts extending round about

one-quarter of the circumference of the

A- Deflector.

B- V^-in. Screen.

C - Baffle.

i

D - Hand Hole.

E- Supply Launderv
F- Air Supply.

'

- rmj $ Min\nrj~Joiteial

Air Lift for Raisinc Sand

-in. pipe and cut at an angle of 45

deg., thus giving the air an upward di-

rection.

The lift has worked well from the start

and has caused no trouble or delay.

When the water supply fails a -in.

water pipe (which is kept connected by

flexible hose to a supply having a pres-

sure of about 50 lb. per sq.in.) is passed

down the 6-in. pipe which is cleared al-

jnost as fast as the '.-in. pipe can be

lowered. Two or three minutes is suffi-

cient to clear it at any time. The only

wearing parts are the 3-in. pipes, and

having no bends, are likel\ to

long time. The consumption of

air may be tak- n 88 about 50 per cent.

than the best pump would use when

in perfect condition. Unlike sand pumps
the air lift remains in perfect condition.

The added water is heated to a tem-

perature of 95 deg. F. by passing a part

of it over exhaust-steam pipes on its way
to the lift. This heat, no doubt, adds to

the efficiency of the lift.

Mending a. Smelteries

By Claude T. Rice

It often happens at a smeltery that ap-

paratus is discarded months before it

should be, because the management does

not realize how easy it is to make patches

when large holes are burned through

ladles and other such apparatus. Prob-

ably the United States Smelting, Refining

and Mining Company or its subsidiaries,

do more such mending than any other

smelting company in the United States.

Both at the Chrome, N. J., and the Mam-
moth smeltery at Kennett, Cal., extensive

use is made of the thermit process for

mending large breaks and making large

patches, while for smaller jobs the oxy-

acetylene blowpipe and pure Swedish

iron are used to do what might almost

be called the iron-soldering jobs.

Recently the Mountain Copper Com-
pany broke the frame of a locomotive and

sent it to the Mammoth company to have

it patched by means of thermit, and al-

though subjected to considerable strain

the patched place seems to be almost as

strong as the rest of the frame. Holes

are burned through ladles by matte, or

are worn through other apparatus about

the smeltery; when the rest of the ap-

paratus is still in good condition, the

hole is easily patched by means of ther-

mit, and the repaired article may be used

much longer. Holes six inches in diam-

eter in ladles have been mended by this

method.

Pan conveyers are used about the

Mammoth plant for conveying and cast-

ing matte and converter slag. Small holes

are burned through the bottom while the

rest of the pan is still in fair condition.

These holes are easily mended by means
of the oxy-acetylene blowpipe and soft

Swedish iron for "solder." The blowpipe

is also used for other jobs, such as weld-

ing tuyeres to jackets and other such

repairs.

The results with the blowpipe are more

easily and cheaply obtained than with

the thermit process so in case the mend-

ing job is not too large for the blowpipe,

that apparatus should be used. With

the thermit process, unless the man do-

ing the job is familiar with the work, a

leak is liable to occur. The oxy-acety-

lene mending requires considerable ac-

quaintance with the apparatus and at

first the man using it will have poor luck,

but as he becomes acquainted with the

work, better results are obtained. Where

not more than 2 cu.in. of the metal are

required to make the patch it will in gen-

eral be found cheaper to use the blow-

\ ipe method than the thermit process
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Data on Basic Copper Converting
As basic converting is superseding acid

converting more and more, the following

information on some recent experience

may prove of interest. The converters

used were of the Peirce-Smith type, 26 ft.

long by 10 ft. in diameter, having a max-

imum capacity of 65 tons of copper per

charge. The converters have 32 individual

tuyeres though the last one installed has

but thirty. This change in the number
of the tuyeres has not appeared advant-

ageous so far though it is too soon to

draw final conclusions.

The mouth, through which the matte

and flux are fed in, is at one end of the

converter. An auxiliary opening, about

8 in. square, at the other end of the body

has been tried in order to get a better dis-

tribution of the flux, as some of the sili-

cious fluxes, when fed through the mouth

only, tend to form masses and stay at

that end of the converter, remaining un-

smelted throughout the blow. This de-

vice proved of questionable value. The

opinion of the converter men was that

better results would be attained by plac-

ing the mouth in the middle. With ma-

terial like dried concentrates, which

spread readily when poured in, the po-

sition of the mouth does not matter much,

but with silicious ores, ranging in size

from dust to 1 in. or more, the position

of the mouth is important.

Large Range of Silica Permissible

As originally built, the converter had

only one opening for both skimming off

the slag and pouring the copper. As now
built, from suggestions made by opera-

tives, there are two openings; one for

skimming and a second, about two feet

below, for pouring copper. This change

proved beneficial. All varieties of flux

can be used in the basic converter, just

so that it contains sufficient excess silica.

There is a lower limit, reached when the

excess silica in the flux is so small that

the large amount of material required

cools off the converter too much for suc-

cessful operation. We have used as low

as 20 per cent, excess silica when using

concentrates as a flux. If, however, too

much of this was used the converter had

a tendency to fill up. The amount of

such a flux as the above which can be

added at one time to a 26- ft. converter

when hot, is eight tons or even more. It

is questionable though, whether the addi-

tion of large amounts of slag-forming

material at one time is advisable.

Slag on Charge Retards Oxidation

We found that if too much slag was
left on the charge after skimming, the

rate of oxidation of the iron fell greatly.

In one charge, when the converter was
skimmed clean, the rate of oxidation of

the iron was 163 lb. per minute. This

By Carr B. Ned ::

Greater range of silu a

permissible in basic-lined

converter fin.x than in acid

converter tin ing. Flame
colors no guide in basic con-

verting; rod test used.

•Mining engineer, Sail Lake City, I tali

dropped to 95 lb., 55 lb. and finally to 28
lb. when all the slag possible was not re-

moved. After this low point, which was
the second from the last blow "before the

charge was "high," the slag was skimmed
off cleanly and the rate of oxidation rose

irrmediately to 106 lb. of iron per min-

ute. This is probably as high as could

be expected at this stage of operations

as the matte was nearing white metal

and only a comparatively small amount
of iron was left. This diminution of the

rate of oxidation of the iron and sulphur

would also hold true in one of a series of

converters, all drawing their air from the

same blast pipe, if too much flux was
added at one time, as the additional re-

sistance, caused by too great a thickness

of material above the tuyeres, would per-

mit less than its proper share of the air

to pass through the converter.

Slag Must Be Thin

The slag in this type of converter has

to be thin and fluid as it all has to come
off by pouring only. The skimming hole

is too small to permit rabbling, so if the

slag is too thick, the converter must be

turned back and blown longer if the

viscosity is due to the slag being too

silicious; if the slag is too basic, more

silica flux must be added before the con-

verter is turned back. Unlike the acid

converter, inasmuch as it is blown "high"

only just before starting to blow to cop-

per, the appearance of the flame has less

to do with when the converter should be

turned down for skimming than the time

which has elapsed from the start of the

blow. With a three-ton charge of flux,

running about 70 per cent, silica, the time

of blowing is about 40 min., varying ac-

cording to the condition of the converter.

The skimmers, after the first blow, see

how long it is necessary to blow each

succeeding time and govern themselves

accordingly.

Hard to Flux the Last Blow

The initial charge of the converter is

from 40 to 50 tons of matte and about

three tons of 70 per cent, silica flux. At

the expiration of each blow, after skim-

ming, six to seven tons of matte and
three tons of flux are added and this

operation is repeated as long as there is

room or until a charge of the desired size

is obtained. When this point is attained,

the most difficult stage in the blowing of

the charge is reached. Only the exact

amount of flux required to flux the iron

remaining in the matte must be added to

the charge so thai, when the charge is

"high," a liquid slag is formed. This is

the critical point in the operation of the

large basic converters and it is just here

that the experience of the skimmer is of

the most value. If too much silica is added,
the slag is too thick to come off as cleanly

as it should, while not enough silica leaves

some iron still to be oxidized before the

charge is "high." Both result in too much
slag on the charge in the converter. This

makes the charge run hot, foaming be-

gins, and the converter shoots out con-

siderable material. To a certain extent,

this can be counteracted by charging

some cold material, such as copper scrap,

into the converter when it shows a tend-

ency to run hot but this means loss of

time and the converter does not work so

fast as when handled properly.

There is a certain temperature at which
a charge of copper will work fastest. If

hotter than this point, foaming results, as

mentioned above, with the consequent
clogging of the tuyeres while, if colder,

noses begin forming on the tuyeres, clog-

ging them and as a result, in either case,

less air enters the converter and the

charge works more slowly. The appear-

ance of the flame is a guide to the skim-

mer as to when the charge is getting too

hot or too cold and he handles the con-

verter so as to counteract either tend-

ency as far as possible.

Finishing an Acid Charge

In these large basic converters, it is

more difficult to tell the finish of the

charge by the flame and the copper par-

ticles in the flame than in the smaller acid

converters, or in the small basics,

so practically ail the charges are

finished on the rod. One reason is

that less material is thrown from the

converter into the hood than in the case

of an acid converter and another is that

the basic finishes hotter and this makes
the end reaction more difficult to deter-

mine. To determine this end reaction in

an acid converter, as the charge ap-

proaches copper the skimmer watches the

"oily" or "wet" surface of the accretions

in the hood on which the flame of the

converter impinges. This oily look is

probably due to the thin film of white

metal which spreads over the surface of

the excrescences until just before the

charge is finished. When this oily look

disappears, the surface is said to "dry"
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and in a minute e
verter

is working well, it begins to start on the

finish or "throw copper." Minute par-

the flame before this stage but. at the

finish, these copper particles are I

some t n inch in diam-

eter or still larger, and are porous in ap-

looking somewhat lik(

es though whiter. When these

FT, the flame is said "to

and the converter is turned down

in about 30 sec. depending on tlu

of tlK and whether "gas" or

sired. In the large

converters, the change on the finish

is not nearly so clear so it is much surer

to finish on the rod. In finishing by the

-,e skimmer quickly inserts and

withdraws the punching bar and the ap-

pearance of the copper on the bar tells

him how near the charge is to the finish.

When the charge is finished, the copper

on the bar is tree from white metal, full

o: minute pin holes, and usually slightly

blistered.

Hot Finish in Basic Converter

-rated previously, the copper made

in a basic is hotter than that made in an

acid converter and is. at times, so hot

that it is necessary to play a blast of air

on it while it is in the pouring furnace so

cool the copper sufficiently before it

red into the molds to prevent their

too rapid corrosion where the stream of

copper strikes. As the skimmers grew

accustomed to handling the large

basic converters, the amount of copper

produced on the runs has increased.

Since August. 1910, three of the convert-

ers have produced over 3000 tons of cop-

per each on mattes averaging less than

r cent. Cu before being shut down

for repairs, the runs being 3170, 3276 and

4031 tons. The size of the charge, does

not seem to have a determining effect

on the wear of the converter. In the

3170 run, the tons of copper produced

harge averaged 31.4; in the 3276

run. the average produced was 40; in the

run. .^ tons. The average copper

contents of the matte in the 1031 run was

than in the other two runs.

The actual percentage of time the con-

ition to the total time

which had elapsed since their initial runs

per cent. but. it delays

J by waiting for matte or -itnilar

II and it only the time

".-pair, and (ire up a

I

the time in to the

itement
,;

77 per

cent. Th<

will, in ti id to

nldings

that are to house such converters. The

handling of the flux and matte to be

charged into the basic converters can be

done more cheaply by other methods than

by the use of the crane as the useful

load with the crane is such a small pro-

portion of the dead load.

Mining in the Black Hills

Special Correspondence

Operations in the Black Hills district

appear to be in a much more sound con-

dition at the present time than for several

years past. Four or five years ago the

section went through a wildcatting period,

and this has been followed by apathy.

Within the last year a number of import-

ant undertakings have been financed

without aid of wholesale stock peddling,

with a result that operations are in the

hands of more competent men, and the

.money pledged is to be expended along

business lines.

The Golden Reward company has de-

cided to locate its mill in Deadwood. The

plant will have a capacity of 500 tons a

day, and will be patterned after the pres-

ent plant; treating ore by wet crushing,

leaching of sands and treatment of slimes

by the Moore process. A large roaster

is to be built at the mine, where an im-

mense body of sulphide ore has been de-

veloped.

Smeltery shipments continue uninter-

ruptedly from the Portland property,

while development is daily exposing larg-

er tonnages of mill ore. A crew is em-

ployed at the American Eagle mill of the

company, making alterations and enlarge-

ment of the slimes department, which

will put the plant in splendid condition.

Wasp No. 2 Mill

Wasp No. 2 is making a good record

since the new mill resumed operations,

and dividends will be forthcoming in the

near future. The mill is handling 400

tons per day, mining and milling costs

totaling 75 to 80c. per ton. A recent

statement of a director conveyed the in-

formation that there was in sight in res-

ent workings a supply of ore sufficient to

run eight years.

N. Treweek, State mine inspector until

April 1, has assumed the management of

the (jilt F.dge-Maid property, at Galena.

The mine contains a large body of low-

ide Kold-hearinii pyritic ore in altered

porphyry. The property is to be im-

medial lv -quipped with a concentrating

plant, as a contract has been entered into

between the Gilt Hd^c-Maid people and

the Black Hills Smelting Works, also at

Galena, to furnish tin- latter concern tin-

principal supply of its necessary concen-

trate. It is quite probable that the tail-

ings from the concentrates will he treated

by the cyanide proe 38, as tests have

I i IbilitJ "I SUCh a plan.

The Black Hills Smelting Works, which

is the individual property of H. C. Oster-

man, is being constructed under the di-

rection of Paul Danckwardt. The site

of the plant is 2000 ft. beyond the pres-

ent terminus of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy narrow-gage line, and the grad-

ing for the extension has just been com-

pleted. The grading for the plant is well

under way, and will be pushed. A large

amount of structural steel, etc., has been

purchased from the Golden Reward com-

pany, and will be moved from the old

smeltery site in Deadwood as soon as the

railroad is completed. Work on the plant

will be pushed and it is hoped to have it

in partial operation by the middle of

summer.

The Imperial company is developing

from the bottom of the 600- ft. shaft, the

work being performed under contract.

P. H. Bertschy, who has a lease on the

upper workings, is shipping to the Lund-

berg, Dorr & Wilson cyanide plant.

Deadwood parties have undertaken the

development of a zinc property, almost

within the city limits. The ore is similar

to that handled at Midvale, Utah, and it

is proposed to handle it by the same
methods, viz., separation of the lead from

the iron and zinc by concentration and

Huff machines for the treatment of zinc-

iron concentrate. A carload is being

mined and will be shipped for the pur-

pose of a test. Deadwood people are

watching this development with a great

deal of interest, as it is the first thorough

attempt that has been made to work this

zinc deposit.

Prospecting at Katanga

Johannesburg Correspondence

Regulations regarding prospecting in

Katanga have now been issued. This

province forms the southern portion of

the Belgian Congo. Intending prospect-

ors would do well to note that the Kat-

anga special committee has already pros-

pected the country and staked all the

promising areas they could find, and

further that other concessions have since

been granted.

The .general opinion in South Africa

is that these regulations are far too vague

and that unless a prospector has a power-

ful financial backing any valuable find

he might make might easily be shown to

be included in some area already allotted.

There seem better chances at present

tor prospectors in Rhodesia and German

West Africa. This vast Katanga territory

is, however, richly mineralized. The spe-

cial committee have located mines of

gold, copper, diamonds and tin, and one

discovery of rich gold-bearing quartz

apart from discoveries of the committee

has been reported. No doubt the mininj

laws and their administration will im-

prove as the country is developed.
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The Anthracite Railroads and

the Commodities Clause

Washington Correspondence

In an opinion handed down by the

Federal Supreme Court on April 3 in the

case of the United States vs. Lehigh Val-

ley Railroad Company, ground is taken

which, in the opinion of careful students

of the situation, will greatly intensify the

severity of the commodities clause in the

Interstate Commerce Act. The ruling of

the court is in substance that railroads

may not exercise through stock control

so great an influence over affairs of the

coal companies organized to take over

their holdings as to give them a prepon-

derating interest in the management of

such companies, or to bring about a con-

dition in which the working of the com-

modities clause would be practically neu-

tralized.

This particular case presents an unus-

ually complex state of facts. When the

case was originally passed on and re-

manded to the lower court by the former

commodities-clause decision, the counsel

for the Government sought to file an

amended bill of complaint. In this

amended bill, it was averred that the Le-

high Valley Railroad Company used its

stock ownership in the Lehigh Valley

Coal Company so as to commingle the

affairs of the mining company with its

own to such an extent as to render it im-

possible to distinguish between the two.

It was charged that this influence was

used to compel the coal company to buy

all coal in a given area, which was trib-

utary to the railroad and to enable it to

fix prices for such coal. Much more to

the same purport was charged, and the

claim was made that the road was prac-

tically endeavoring to neutralize the ef-

fect of the commodities clause by an al-

leged—but not actual—segregation of the

ownership of coal lands. The counsel

for the railroad, however, moved to dis-

miss the bill absolutely on the ground

that it was not germane, and the lower

court ordered it so dismissed. Then the

Government appealed for a reversal on

error, in that the court had committed

such error in refusing the filing of the

bill. The Supreme Court now decides

that such an error was committed by the

lower tribunal, and says: "That the facts

thus averred and the other allegations

contained in the amended bill tended to

show an actual control by the railroad

corporation over the property of the coal

company and an actual interest in such

property beyond the mere interest which

the railroad company would have had as

a holder of stock in the coal company is,

we think, clear." Further on the court

takes the view that it is the plain duty

of the railroad "not to do by indirection"

that which the commodities clause pro-

hibits. The evident meaning of the de-

cision is that the court holds the action

of the railroad company to be such as in

effect to result in nullifying the operation

of the commodities clause.

Because of this position, as well as on

the strength of the legal rights involved

in connection with the allegation of error

on the part of the court below, the Su-

preme court now directs that the case be

remanded and proper proceedings insti-

tuted under the amended bill of com-
plaint, which counsel for the Government
is to be allowed to file in accordance with

this decision.

March Dividends

The accompanying table shows the

amount per share and total amount of

the dividends paid during March, 1911,

United States Min-
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Notes on Hydraulic Sluicing
In considering a placer-mining property

of first interest to determine the

value of the gravel. The size of the de-

s usuall] i in cubic yards,

is being equiva-

lent to the cubic yard. In sampling a

small deposit test shafts are usually sunk

.rock, fair samples taken every foot

.ill the way down being panned. A

r or small sluice box is best for this

if water is available and in all cases an

re record should be kept of the

amount of gravel washed and the gold

obtained. A magnet should be used to re-

move magnetic sand after other impuri-

ties have been eliminated by careful pan-

ning. It is usual to estimate the value of

- gold as 35c. per grain. For

testing large deposits the use of a me-

chanical appliance such as a Keystone

s approved as quicker and cheaper.

A good plan is to mark the ground off

ir 100-ft. squares and sink holes at each

corner of the different sections.

The pan is the simplest device for the

concentration of gold in gravel, the next

development being the rocker. The con-

struction, operation and scope of this are

well known to mining men so the drawing

shown in Fig. 1 is self explanatory. The

sluice box is also generally known. It

consists merely of three boards nailed to-

gether so as to make a watertight trough

about 12 ft. long by 1 ft. wide and 1 ft.

-et on a grade of 6 in. in 12 ft. or

more. It also has a series of riffles

placed either across or lengthwise. A se-

ries of sluice boxes are sometimes used,

end to end, although the gold seldom

travels far from where the dirt is shoveled

into the box. With the rocker and sluice

robably a better estimate of the

of the gravel in a deposit can be

obtained than with the pan.

Water Supply

In figuring on placer-mining operations

it is of prime importance to determine the

possible water supply. A simple method
of gaging a stream is to measure the

ccpth and width at several places, using

the average as the cross-section. Multi-

plying this figure by the rate of flow

(determined by floating chips on the sur-

.ind deducting 25 per cent, for fric-

give an approximation of the

harge in cubic I

ulickinn the water should be

available under a head of at least 150 It.,

After determining a point above

llfflcient head a line

I ft. per 500 ft. should be run

until t i which «

reached.

• possible a piece of rocky ground
should be selected for the place at which
the ditch connects with ll and

By N. A. Loggin

A general elementary re-

view of the subject of placer

mining, with useful data

and suggestions as to the

design of ditches, dams,

flumes and penstocks.

Note—Abstract of a paper presented be-
loiv the Institute of Mining and Metallurgy,
Jan. J.5, 1911.

the intake should be lined with hydraulic

cement. By damming the stream below
the intake a uniform supply of water is

assured. Fig. 4 shows the method of con-

structing an earth and log dam. Wings
of logs should extend either side well

into the bank.

It is essential for successful operation

that the ditch be well constructed. The
gradient must be such that it will insure

free flow of water without undue erosion

or caving of banks (from 10 to 12 ft. per

mile in average soil.) In bad places, or

27m Enyi) ' i . u,,,
,;, Mini tiff Journal

Fig. 1. The Rocker

to save detours, it is sometimes advisable

or necessary to put in flumes and in such
cases care should be exercised at the

junction to make the flume about 2 in.

lower than the ditch; also the lower end
of the flume should be left about 2 in.

higher. This facilitates drawing off the

ditch. The ditch should be as straight as

possible and where sharp bends are un-

avoidable it is good practice to "rip rap"

or build stone into the outside bend of

the bank. The section advocated is one
in which the depth is about three-quart-

ers the hight (in general 18 to 20 in.

depth and a grade of 10 ft. 6 in. per mile)

and the sides are given a slope of about
one in four at the top and flattening

tov trd the bottom so as to approximate a

semicircular cross-section. In general the

velocity of the water should not be

than 3 ft. per second, which allows

the sediment carried in suspension from
cam to precipitate and to seal any

that may exist. It is difficult, how-
ever, to apply set rules, for the conditions

vary considerably, but in planning a ditch

it is always better to provide for more

water to come through it than is actually
required. The margin should cover al-

lowances for seepage, evaporation and a
possible greater requirement for water.

Flumes

It is usual to slope flumes more than
the ditch but this should not be carried
too far as it will result in scouring the
ditch at the discharge end with conse-
quent obstruction lower down. Flumes
are best built after the sill-post-and-cap

method with a running board on top, pref-
erably at one side over one post. One-
inch boards laid to break joint make a

satisfactory self-sealing flume. A good
foundation should, above all things, be se-
cured' for the sills of flumes. The dimen-
sions of timbers will, of course, vary but
to convey any quantity from 30 to 50
cu.ft. per second the flume should be at

least 4 ft. wide and 4 ft. high; the sills

should be of 6 in. diameter at the small
end, beveled on both sides to 4 in.; and
the posts should be at least 4 in. in diam-
eter, hewed on one side; caps of same
size but not hewed. Caps and sills should
extend 6 in. beyond the "gain" cut into

the side of the sill and underside of the
cap. Four sets to a box 12 ft. long are

generally ample.

Posts of trestles to support flumes
should be sloped one in four and bents
should be about 8 ft. apart. If the
trestle is over 30 ft. high a double deck
should be used. Trusses are better for

trestle work where there is much danger
from washouts or snowslides.

Gates

Turn-out gates, as illustrated in Fig.

2, should be placed at frequent inter-

vals so as to allow a quick emptying of
the ditch in event of sudden trouble.

Fig. 3 shows a sand gate. These are
necessary and should be placed 30 or
40 ft. below the pole or other screening
device on the intake. Overflows should
also be arranged to spill water when the

level reaches the predetermined danger
level.

Pipe Line

The pipe line of the hydraulic plant

requires sound judgment and great care

in its design and execution. A pen-
stock, as shown in Fig. 5, is built to

take water from the ditch. It is usually

built in two sections, each about 12 ft.

long and one about 2 ft. below the level

of the other, the upper one being butted

into the side of the ditch and usually
being about 5 ft. wide and 4 ft. deep
with a total slope of 2 in. The whole is

made watertight and firmly braced
transversely by iron rods extendinR from
side to side, and at the front end it is

stayed against the pressure of the water
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by outside braces or struts. Other de-

tails of construction are shown in the

drawing.

The pipe should gradually taper down

to a diameter of 11 in. Difficulty is

commonly experienced in the design of

the pipe line and it should not be fig-

ured for a more rapid flow of water in

the pipe than 3 ft. per second. A simple,

formula for finding the size of pipe re-

quired is:

5° >/?-"
where d is the diameter of the pipe in

feet; H the head in feet and / the length

of the pipe line in feet. This gives the

velocity in feet per second, which mul-

tiplied by the area of the pipe in square

feet gives the cubic feet of water dis-

charged per second.

Pipe should be laid carefully with a

support under each joint and coated

diameter, with bands of iron riveted on it

to secure it to the pipe and nozzle by
means of threaded bolts, makes a satis-

factory deflector. The approximate rate

of discharge of the nozzle in cubic feet

per second, Q, is given by the equation,

Q = 8.03 a ]/ H where a is the area

of the nozzle in square feet, H the ef-

fective head in feet. To provide a safe

margin it is well to use 6.02 instead of

8.03. Losses due to friction and air re-

sistance may be taken as 16 per cent.

Under average conditions, with a 4-ft.

flume and a grade of 4 in. in 12 ft., 1

cu.ft. of water per second, at 200 lb.

pressure, will take out and wash 100

cu.ft. of gravel in 24 hours.

Flumes

In order to carry away the gravel

broken down by the giant it is usually

necessary to convey water through a

factory riffles. Iron riffles are not gen-

erally used on account of expense, but

are good; wooden blocks made by cut-

ting a tree into 10-in. lengths are most
commonly used. A depth of 2 ft. of

water traveling at eight or nine miles per

hour in the flume will insure that all

rock and debris will be carried through.

Where the gold is fine and hard to catch,

an underflow is sometimes put into the

flume, preferably just above one of the

"drops" referred to. The water thus

diverted, if returned to the flume, should

be directed back at a very acute angle.

It is not advisable to try to run gravel

on a grade of less than about 3 in. to

12 ft., so this must be kept in mind in

figuring on dumping facilities, etc. In

general, placer-mining costs range up
from 2}4c. per cu.yd., according to con-

ditions.

When a cleanup is to be made, a head
of water is turned into the flume until

Lever to, I.

"TIT — Railway Rail
** across end o{

|» Flume

Fig. 2. Riffles and Turnout Gate Fig. 3. Flume and Sand Gate

i tfate

w////////////////////^ v///////////////////^^^

Fig. 4. Construction of Earth Dam

Y///////////////v//////M^^^

Fig. 5. Penstock for Pipe Line

with a thick layer of asphaltum inside

and out. All turns should be securely

braced and the use of elbows avoided.

It is also essential that valves be put
in the pipe so that in case the water
supply drops at any time air can be

sucked in to prevent collapse from at-

mospheric pressure. Ordinary small

"butterfly" valves are satisfactory.

Flanged rather than slip-joint pipe

should be used in uneven country.

Giants and Deflectors

The standard types of giants or moni-
tors are well known and descriptions are

to be found in the trade catalogs of the

various makers. They should be set

in the pipes carefully and be well se-

cured to counteract the end thrust tend-
ing to push them off the pipes, and then
must be loaded down to prevent rising

under the pressure. A cylinder of pipe
steel about 15 in. long by 5 or 6 in.

ditch to the pit. A "sluice" is then

dug, down which the water carries the

gravel to the "flume" which is the chan-

nel in which the gravel is washed and

deprived of its gold. Wings should be

provided at the upper end of the flume

so that all risk of pay gravel escaping

will be eliminated.

Flumes should be laid with a grade of

2 to 8 in. per 12- ft. box and sewral

sudden drops should be arranged as the

rougher the water the better the precipi-

tation and disintegrating action on the

material. The flume should be at least

500 ft. long with as few bends as pos-

sible. Where these are unavoidable the

outside edge of the floor should be

superelevated.

The method of riffling adopted con-

forms generally to the particular op-

erator's idea, and to the conditions.

Boulders are sometimes used in the up-

Der part of the flume and make satis-

the paving is left clean to the tops 01

the riffles. (Mercury for amalgamation is

not run into the flume until about a week
after the pit is started, about the time

the sweeping-in process is inaugurated.)

The paving riffles are then loosened,

washed and removed, after which the

concentrates are given a slight flush of

water. A special spring shovel with a

Hat bottom and sides about an inch high

is used to transfer the amalgam to

granite-ware pails. The last traces of

amalgam are removed with "amalga-

mated" spoons of copper that has first

been cleaned in nitric acid and then

dipped in mercury.

[In the discussion, it was brought out

that the fall of water in races, where the

ground was tender, sometimes had to be

reduced to 4 ft. to the mile and that in

general the grade should be as low as

possible when delivering the required

flow. Attention was also called to the
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fact that with a semicircular ditch.

ed, the width would be twice the

depth. The slope of the sides, one in

four, was criticized as it was not known

whether the author meant from the hori-

zontal or vertical. The figure foi

oration all P er

cent, per mile of ditch. The use of the

terms md "flume" was criticized

res, which were

to low].

The Bear Creek Sylvanite

Camp, Colorado

By Warren C. Prosser*

The Bear Creek mining section is sit-

uated on the continental divide. 11 miles

from Silverton. Colo., and six miles from

Elk Park, a station on the Denver & Rio

Grande Railroad. Hunchback mountain

is the center of the mineralized section,

as defined by the present developments.

Geology of the District

The Bear Creek deposits are in an

area of pre-Cambrian schists, slates and

quartzites. partially covered with ande-

site tuffs and rhyolite flows. The slates

and quartzites lie uncomformably upon

the schists, and are rather closely fold-

ed, the axes of the folds trending general-

ly east and west. They are also faulted,

the faults running east and west approx-

imately parallel with the strike of the

beds. The unchanged andesites rest upon

an eroded surface of slates and quartz-

ites.

A long, narrow fault block on the

north of the section, separates the schist,

to the north, from the slates and quartz-

ites on the south. Where it is surface

rock it stands up conspicuously above

the surrounding country, generally being

mistaken for a dike. The softer slates

have been eroded more rapidly than the

quartzite. forming deep basins and

gulc:

The ore deposits are in fissure veins.

composed of white quartz and brecciated

quartzite surrounded with secondary

quartz. These veins run practically north

iuth. Some of the veins are well

marked by yellow iron stain and may be

followed over the surface for consider-

jistance as on the Gold Bi

Repeal lodes. They are usually vertical,

cut all the rocks and seem to b

relation to the larger structural features

of the countr I are, however,

more clearly defined in the quartzite.

Tin

mine embraces 50 acres

of pal aind. including '.old

ne o1 tne

:• jumped in 186

I to J . H

.

prop-

erty then became that of the Syndicate

Gold Mines Company and up to 1905 was

worked extensively.

Along the outcrop of the Gold Bug
Jode there are several shallow workings.

Some of these rich ore. The vein av-

eraged 18 in., but reached 6 ft. in

width in places. Both in this vein

and in the Repeal vein with a

width of 3 ft. a whitish talc was

encountered, probably kaolinite, due to

the dynamic action of the walls after vein

formation. Both the quartz and talc or

the veins and the slate and quartzites in

the walls carry some iron pyrite. The

gold is found in telluride ores, which oc-

cur disseminated throughout the whole

vein matter, but more concentrated in

small kidneys and seams on either wall.

The largest proportion of the ore en-

countered has been sylvanite, although

petzite and calaverite have been found

in smaller quantities.

The Gold Bug tunnel, started on the

shore of Kite lake, runs a few degrees

south of west for a distance of 900

ft. Here it cuts the Repeal vein, througn

which a raise of 417 ft. passes to the

surface. The Gold Bug vein is cut at 606

ft. .One hundred feet below the collar

of the Repeal raise the vein has been

drifted on both ways for 30 ft. On the

200- ft. level the vein is developed 250 ft.

both north and south and from a small

stope. 20 ft. high and 50 ft. long, S9500

in sylvanite ore was taken in 1899. This

same chute has been opened recently

and encountered on the 100 ft. level and

will produce, it is estimated, $50,000

worth of ore. An upraise started on the

Gold Bug vein is in good ore and indica-

tions are favorable in a 30- ft. shaft on

the surface. Some of the ore encoun-

tered on the Repeal in the winter of 1909

assayed as high as S3300 to the ton. The

best ore is found between silicious

walls.

Other Mines

The Good Hope mine was the first op-

erating in the section. A long tunnel was
driven, encountering an oreshoot where

a raise was started, following it to

surface. It is reported that SI 60.000 was
taken from this shoot. Some of the ore

still remains in the shoot and on the

dump around the portal of the tunnel.

This mine was operated prior to 1892 and

produced in 1893.

The Little May mine was located in

1H92 It was worked extensively in

1893, producing ore valued at Si 50 per

sack. The Elkhorn was located at the

same time and was developed by a tunnel

100 ft. long, encountering sylvanite ore.

The Golden Shear group located in 1893

produced over 100 tons of sylvanite ore

Prom the Bonita lode and the uroup was

patented. The Four Aletals Cnmpanv. a

Telluride corporation, worked the Cough-

lin property for several years but finally

abandoned it. Today indications are

favorable that it will strike good ore on a

fault contact extending through the prop-

erty from the Good Hope mine. The
Hercules group, located by Fred Barry

in 1907, drove a 400- ft. tunnel, in which

a streak of sylvanite was encountered

in June, 1910.

Hydroelectric Plant To Be Installed

The Gold Mines and Power Company,
organized in 1905, bought the Summit
and surrounding claims and started a

2000-ft. tunnel from close to Navajo
lake, along a dike running toward the

Good Hope mine. This tunnel has been

driven 360 ft. and the dam has been con-

structed on the lake from which the pipe

line is to be laid to the power house built

below. The pipe line and necessary wire

is on the ground and it is expected that

the plant will generate sufficient power
to supply the whole section.

On the Kankakee group, located in

1892, an opencut was started through the

slates and quartzites to cut a contact with

the schists. A vein struck in this tunnel

was followed under cover, to an oreshoot

upon which a winze was sunk. Later

a tunnel was started down the hill and

was driven 400 ft. where it encountered

the vein opened above. Some splendid

sylvanite ore was encountered where the

vein was cut and as the vein is being

followed toward the contact, the ore is

becoming better, and is gradually show-

ing more and more calaverite, associated

with pyrite. Shipments of recent date

return an average of S250 per ton, while

sorted ore has been shipped worth over

$1000 per ton.

The Future of the District

Working with hand steel in quartzite

is necessarily slow, so that the develop-

ment of Bear creek has been greatly re-

tarded. Transportation has also been bad,

and that has hindered the progress of the

camp. The Gold Bug mine has up to date

been the leader in development, and has

gone so far as to figure on an aerial

tramway from the mine to the railroad

station at Elk Park. The Gold Mines and

Power Company is capable of completing

its plant and running transmission

lines, at any time that it can make con-

tracts for 1000 h.p. of electrical energy.

With these additions and machine de-

velopment on the various properties,

there is no doubt but what Bear Creek

will add substantially to the production

of San Juan country. One of its chief

advantages is its extreme adaptability to

exploitation and development by adit,

few properties requiring hoists to op-

erate, and ventilation and drainage being

More than one-third of the area ol

the United States has been surveyed

and mapped by topographers of the

United States Geological Survey ir

connection with the preparation of t

detailed topographic atlas of the coun-

try.
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Compressed Air Explosions
Men in charge of compressed-air

plants should watch and study carefully

each case where ignition or explosion oc-

curs in compressed-air pipes and pas-

sages. It is a dangerous thing to main-

tain a large volume of compressed air in

a condition where there is a liability of

ignition of carbonaceous matter. A case

has recently been brought to my atten-

tion where a typical plant of air com-

pressors, consisting of two straight-line

machines with compound air cylinders,

was working in an engine room pumping

air at a pressure of about 90 lb. into a

receiver from which the air was led a dis-

tance of about 150 ft. to the mouth of a

shaft. The explosion took place at the mouth

of the shaft, the pipe and a 6-in. tee were

ruptured, about 6 ft. of the pipe breaking

open and the tee being shattered. The

pipe down in the shaft, which was held

together by flanged couplings, was brok-

en to the extent of one section of pipe

only, this section, together with the

flanges, being thrown out and the flanges

broken.

Avoid Pockets in Air Pipes

One peculiarity about this construc-

tion, which may have had something to

do with the explosion, is that the air line

leading from the receiver to the mouth

of the shaft was not on a level, but was

depressed at the receiver, which means
that there was a pocket in this line near

the receiver, which might have accumu-

lated moisture, oil, carbon or other ma-
terial. The first lesson to be learned

from this explosion is that under no cir-

cumstances should such a pocket exist in

an air line. In this case there appears to

have been no reason for such construc-

tion, though at times, and particularly in

mines, it may be impracticable to prevent

? condition like this, but in such cases

the pocket should be accessible and

should be provided with means for drain-

ing, preferably in the shape of a small

air receiver or enlarged section of pipe.

This plant was provided with a Pitts-

burg recording pressure gage. This re-

cording gage shows a pressure running
uniformly about 90 lb. per sq.in. during
the day until about 3:30 p.m., when the

line forms a right angle, going abruptly
in a straight line up beyond the limits

of the gage. Evidently when the explo-
sion took place the needle was driven
upward until it struck. An investigation
in this case led immediately to the ques-
tion of what oil was used, a sample being
furnished and analyzed, showing a flash

test of 360 deg. F., which is fairly good
oil for this purpose.

It is impossible to determine definitely
in a case like this where the explosion
started; we simply know that the air pipe
in certain places broke and as these

By W. L. Saunders ::

( ompressed-air machvn
ery should he inspected more
carefully than is the rule.

Impure air and poor lubri-

cants the great dangers.
Pockets in the pipes should

be avoided.

President. Ingersoll-Rand Company, New
srork.

places were connected by an unin-

terrupted air passage with the interior of

the compressor cylinder, through the

receiver, it is reasonable to say that the

high pressure which this explosion or

ignition produced existed all along the

line, and that the rupture took place at

the weakest point. A pipe joint, espe-

cially where it connects with a cast-iron

fitting, is naturally weaker than an air re-

ceiver or the discharge passages of an
air-compressor cylinder.

Explosion Probably Starts at Com-
pressor

It is unreasonable to suppose that igni-

tion actually took place at the point of

fracture. It is natural to infer

that it was initiated in the air cylinder

itself or at a discharge valve, and it is

plain that compressed air, when charged

with vapor and oil, will ignite or explode

along the entire line, provided a

spark initiates it. What takes place in

the cylinder of an automobile is probably

what took place in the case of this ex-

plosion. An automobile engine gets its

power through the ignition of a chamber
of air compressed and charged with an

explosive vapor—gasolene. The propor-

tion of gasolene to air is small, the gaso-

lene, however, being so thoroughly dis-

tributed throughout the air that it heats

or ignites the air at all points, causing

rapid expansion.

The word explosion is a relative term.

Steam may be said to explode when it

pushes the piston of an engine, through

an effort to occupy more space, because

the original particles of water are con-

verted into steam by heat. An air receiv-

er filled with compressed air and heated

will have an explosive tendency for the

same reason. In other words, an explo-

sion may be said to be the result of the

tendency of a confined substance to oc-

cupy more space, and if that action takes

place slowly it is called an expansion. If

it takes place rapidly or suddenly it is

called an explosion. In the automobile

cylinder, for instance, it cannot be called

an explosion because it acts harmonious-

ly and practically, producing mechanical

power. If the parts and passages of an

automobile engine were made too light, or

if we inserted gunpowder or dynamite

in the cylinder instead of gasolene, the

result would be an excessive prsssure

which would rupture the engine; this is

an explosion.

Amount of Explosive Determines
Damage

Another point to be considered in

studying a compressed-air explosion is

that the quantity of carbon that is present

in the air has a good deal to do with the

seriousness of the explosion. It is not

uncommon to have what is known as

flaming take place in compressed-air

ports, pipes and passages. A candle will

burn in a closed air receiver or pipe con-

taining compressed air more violently

than in the free air. If while burning,

this candle flame comes in contact with

inflammable gases mixed with the air

there will be what is known as flaming.

What takes place in the automobile cyl-

inder might really be called flaming, but

the point to consider in compressed-air

plants is that, as with the automobile cyl-

inder, this may do no damage provided

the parts and passages are strong enough.

If, however, this flaming is something

more than what takes place in the auto-

mobile cylinder, because there is present

in the air a sufficient amount of carbon

to produce a violent explosion, then the

condition becomes serious.

Take gunpowder, for instance. We have

a solid, which when ignited, undergoes
partial decomposition and recombination

sc rapidly that we have a real explosion,

if confined ; this isnota mere flaming or ex-

pansion as in the automobile cylinder. To
continue the illustration let us suppose
that we have a little dynamite in the place

of the gunpowder. Here we have a still

greater suddenness of conversion and a

more violent explosion. A piece of gun-

powder the size of a pea will produce one

result, a quantity of gunpowder the size

of a cocoanut will produce another. Gun-
powder the size of a pea might be placed

in the air pipe of a compressed-air in-

stallation and ignite without doing any
more damage than flaming, but a quantity

of gunpowder equal to the volume of a

cocoanut would be certain destruction.

The point to be considered here is that

this carbon oil, or other material which
collects in compressed-air receivers, pipes

?nd passages, if only there in small quan-
tities might ignite without doing damage,
but if allowed to accumulate and ignite,

we have a serious explosion.

Don't Clean Pipes with Kerosene

The first point, therefore, is to build so

that there will be no chance through

pockets to accumulate oil, carbon and
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other inflammable matter. Receivers,

s and passages should he looked into

once a week and cleaned out. Do not

clean them out in the easiest way; that

is. by the use sene. for this is add-

ing fuel to the flames, but clean them out

mechanically with a scraper.

N one can tell where or how an ex-

plosion of this kind originates. It is prob-

able, however, that it comes from the air

cylinder, either through a defective dis-

charge val\- night stick and allow

the receiver air to come back again hot into

the cylinder and thus pile up too great

a temperature, or it arises from a foreign

nee being drawn in with the free

air and through friction of the piston or

valve resulting in a spark. This point is

frequently neglected. We look at free

air around an engine room and it looks

all right, but it usually is not all right,

and it should be cleaned by straining be-

fore it is allowed to go into an air com-

r. There have been cases where

machinery has been completely destroyed

in a few months through foreign sub-

stances, or even acids from furnace

smoke, being drawn into the air cylinder,

compressed and concentrated. Steam is

clean, because it is distilled water, the

foreign substances remaining in the

boiler, and we frequently lose sight of the

fact that because we have so little trouble

in the steam cylinder we should not ne-

glect the air end. Apart from the liability

to destroy the piston, cylinder and valves,

we are pumping down into a mine cham-

usty or foul air. The best air is

that which comes from a well, and if a

well is not available an artificial one can

be built outside the engine room by put-

ting some boards together, making a

flume, and with the use of cheese cloth,

bagging or other cheap substance, baffle

plates may be constructed and kept wet

for catching at least the dust and dirt

that is always in the air about an engine

room. This also serves to lower the tem-

perature and it is certain that the cooler

the air is when it goes into the cylinder

of a compressor the more economical is

the process of compression.

Oil I'uel Regulation

Various companies on the Pacific coast

have experimented with automatic oil-

men as giving better results

than individual boiler or burner reg-

ulation. The pioneer in this work was
P icific Electric Railway Company,

of Los Angeles. Cal.. where one man,
stationed near the constant-speed oil

pumps, openjd or closed a bleeder valve

on the oil-pump discharge line, thereby

altering th and hence control-

ling the firing of 54 burners on 18 hoil-

A second taken by the Redondo
plant of the Pacific Light and

I r

Company in 101 .

J control was installed for the oil

supply, the atomizing agent and the air

pressure. The power load at this station

varies widely in small periods, but the

automatic regulation appears 'to respond

to the demands on it immediately. The
method of installation is described fully

in a bulletin, "Unnecessary Losses in

Firing Fuel Oil and an Automatic Sys-

tem for Eliminating Them," published by

Charles C. Moore & Co.

Structure of Goldrield Ores

By E. S. Shaw*

While working as a miner in one of the

Goldfield Consolidated mines, I noticed

three types of rock structure which are

suggestive of the way in which most of

the Goldfield ores were formed. These

types are as follows:

( 1 ) Rock broken and fissured but lit-

tle mineralized subsequently.

(2) Rock in which the openings are

partially filled with minerals.

Fig. 1

(3) Rock in which the cracks are com-
pletely filled with subsequent minerals.

The rock of the first type is fine

grained. It has been hardened to some
extent by silica and in some places the

silicious matter may be seen as a thin,

white coating over the fragments. The
entire surface of the rock is covered with

a dark film of iron oxide. The oxide

coating acts as a cement preventing the

rock from crumbling into bits when
handled. The fragmentary condition of

the rock is the result of great movement.
The second type of rock appears to be

a solid mass until it is broken. Then it is

seen to be composed of sharp-cornered

fragments as are those in the first type.

In the second case, however, the inter-

vening spaces are nearly filled with kao-

lin and silica. In the boulder that I

broke open there was an opening at least

two inches long and half an inch wide.

It was partly filled with a soft, white

material which was probably kaolin. The
fiagments in this type are more silicified

than in the preceding one.

The third type is a true breccia. The
small nodules of hard, silicified rock

are set in a matrix of softer material.

The space between the hard pieces is

completely filled with mineral matter,

chiefly pyrite, quartz and kaolin or alu-

nite.

These three types are probably a com-
plete example of the way in which most
of the Goldfield ores were formed. First

the rock was crushed and broken, then

the mineral-bearing solutions came in and

partly filled the cracks and crevices, and

lastly completely filled the spaces and

formed one solid, compact mass.

Much faulting has produced the crush-

ed area in which all the important ore-

bodies lie. Fig. 1 shows a specimen of

the first type of rock. It came from the

•Goldfield, Wv.

Fig. 2

northeastern part of this area where

there is the least silicification. Fig. 2

shows a specimen of the third type of

rock. This came from the central part

of this area where the silicification is the

greatest.

Labor at the Copper (Jueen

Smeltery

During 1910 the Copper Queen smelt-

ery employed an average of 942 men,

distributed as follows: Unloading ore,

fuel, flux and supplies, 49; sampling, 50;

smelting, 291; converting, 287; power

plant, 37; mechanical, 192; office, 36. The

gross charge treated amounted to 1,147,-

053 tons (exclusive of coke) which, on a

365-day basis, gives 3.34 tons per man *

per day for the total staff, and 10.8 tons

per man per day for the force irt the

smelting department only.
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Tin Mining in Tasmania
Tin mining in Tasmania suffered for a

time from the low price of the metal,

but of late years more on account of the

frequent and continuous droughts. The

price of tin has risen again, until it

stands at a figure that should please

every tin miner, but the high price of

tin is no consolation when mines can-

not be worked on account of lack of

water. Most of the little mines depend

on water for power purposes, and to all

the alluvial mines it is absolutely es-

sential.

The Mount Bischoff mine, after a

long-continued and prosperous career,

appeared to be in its decline, but recent

discoveries promise a new lease of life.

Since January, 1907, the working costs

have been reduced from 7s. 8d. per ton

to about 3s. ll;4d. for the half year

ended Jan., 1910. Part of this reduction

was doubtless due to the greater ton-

nage treated, for in the half year ended

Jan., 1907, only 44,895 tons were treated,

and in the latter half year 107,675 tons.

The establishment of an electric system

probably affected this reduction, for it

should reduce the working costs, and by

increasing the available power, make it

possible to treat a greater amount of

ore. The improvement, however, is

doubtless due more to improved meth-

ods of management than to either of

these causes.

Mount Bischoff Ore Reserves

While assistant manager, the present

manager took a very gloomy view of the

prospects of the mine and also of the

ore in sight, but during the first half year

of his management its value increased.

Prospecting during that period, accord-

ing to his report, disclosed 2,500,000 tons

of profitable ore, much of which was ex-

posed by underground exploration; in

the second-half year, this quantity was
increased by 500,000 tons. To quote his

report: "The development underground

and the prospecting operations have

proved of an eminently satisfactory

nature, and have made an important ad-

dition to the ore reserves, which on a

conservative estimate, now amount to

3,000,000 tons." In later reports he has

been content to claim that "the prospect-

ing and developmental operations . .

. . have revealed as much, if not

more than the quantity extracted." Of
course, the jump of ore reserves from

practically nothing to 2,500,000 tons

could be largely attributed to the sub-

stantial reduction of costs, making ore

previously too poor to work, a valuable

asset. However, the output is sufficient

to allow for monthly dividends of £3000,

and substantial additions to the reserve

fund on a paid capital of £29,600. Over

£2,000,000 has been paid in dividends,

By James B. Lewis*

7 asman ian tin min ing

has suffered from protracted

droughts. Reduction of

working costs and new dis-

coveries of higher grade ore

have increased the value of

the reserves in the Mt. Bis-

chofj mine.

.Mining engineer, Lottah, Tasmania.

and the original capital is being more
than repaid each year. In connection

with the Bischoff are numerous fissure

veins, two of which were worked about

20 years ago, but expensive litigation

resulted in their acquisition by the Mount
Bischoff Company. Little or no pros-

pecting work has been done on other

mines; one, the Wheal Bischoff, was re-

opened by the new management, and a

tramway built to connect it with the

battery, but little work was done.

The Bischoff Extended Company,
working the extension of this lode be-

yond the Bischoff boundary, has re-

cently erected a new plant. The lode

has been traced and developed under-

ground to a considerable extent, and

large ore reserves are considered proved.

On account of the unevenness of tin

lodes— it is unwise to build too much on

results obtained from adits driven a con-

siderable distance apart—a remark that

also applies to the similar conditions un-

der which the extremely optimistic esti-

mate of ore reserves was given in the

Bischoff company's case.

Much was expected of the Mt. Cleve-

land property, but so far it has only been

able to meet working expenses. The

lodes appear to extend a considerable

distance in length and breadth, and ex-

tremely rich samples were obtained at

the surface.

Rf.nison Bell Mine

Almost due south from Bischoff, but

in the neighborhood of the silver-lead

field of Zeehan, is the North Dundas tin-

field. The pioneer mine is the Renison

Bell, which was exploited some years

ago as a silver mine, the presence of tin

having been discovered later. The con-

struction of the Emu Bay railway as-

sisted the prospecting, as a fairly large

cut was made through the deposits; these

included a large pyrrhotite lode, said to

assay about 7 per cent, of tin. On the

Renison Bell is a five-stamp battery that

is being extended. The flow of the pulp

is from the battery to jigs, the overflow

going to an amalgamator which regrinds

it and then to a classifier. Wilfley tables

treat the coarse products and Luhrig

vanners the fine.

The Boulder is operating a five-stamp

battery; the saving appliances include

Wilfley and Card tables, finishing with

a canvas strake. In spite of all the

improvements in concentrating appli-

ances, the tin miner continually re-

turns to some form of canvas strake for

saving his slime tin, and in many cases

it appears to do better work than the lat-

est and most expensive slime concen-
trator.

A number of leases have been taken
up on this field, some of them working
the hillside detritus with profitable re-

sults. It is planned to form a number of

these leases into one undertaking, to be

worked by British capital. It is practic-

ally a lode field, although for a good
many years a little tin has been taken

from the alluvium in the streams. The
nature of the deposits has not yet been
satisfactorily ascertained. On the Reni-

son Bell, the principal lode appears to be

nearly flat; some of the others are nearly

vertical. If, at comparatively shallow

depth, the ore becomes pyritic, the tin

oxide is hard to identify, being very light

in color, light gray, or sometimes white,

and it is fine and difficult to save.

East Coast Mines

The Pyramid mine is on the east coast,

in slate country, near a granite contact,

and close to the sea. In the same neigh-

borhood are copper deposits that have
been unsuccessfully worked, and at no

great distance gold veins are known.
The hill containing the deposit is precip-

itous, and was well known to men in the

neighborhood who had been employed in

tin mining, but it evidently did not inter-

est them. It was prospected by a South

Australian company and it was at first

feared that the output would cause a de-

cline in the price of tin. The erection of

a battery of from 100 to 500 stamps

was contemplated, and a comprehensive

system of development planned. A num-
ber of adits were driven, the sampling

of which showed a good quality of ore.

The consulting engineer was enthusiastic

about it, and reported the existence of a

large body of profitable ore, but suddenly

changed his report, the result, it is said,

of the sampling of an adit driven lower

down the hill, and all work was stopped.

The slate appeared to be partially meta-

morphosed, the tin was found principally

in the seams or disseminated through

the slate. There were evidences of a

dike in the hill, the tin-bearing slate fall-

ing away on each side and apparently

diminishing in value at the same time.
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The consulting engineer was evidently of

the opinion that the formation w

the form of a
" and that the

drifts had penetrated it in i

The manager believed that the lower

vere not driven far enough, and

only just reaching the tin-bearing

rock.

The consulting engineer of the Pyra-

ine planned an extensive scheme

for vorkin alluvial de-

An opinion held by many is that

denudation of th( - on the St.

Helens side of the Blue Tier would ac-

count for an extensivs and rich system of

deep leads, similar to those on the slope

worked by the Briseis and Pioneer mines.

The leads have been cut by bore holes

and shafts, but no workable tin ore

found. The leads worked in the neigh-

borhood of St. Helens have always been

shallow; the tin appears to be of local

origin, and was not derived from the

Blue Tier lodes.

The Mt Lyell company, after spend-

ing a large sum prospecting the Blue

also responsible for bush fires which

swept away the Australian company's

battery and mine buildings, burned the

aerial tramway to the Anchor mine, and

did serious damage to the latter com-

pany's water races.

Derby Mines

On the south side of the Ringarooma
river the operations of the Briseis com-
pany are drawing to an end. Its tribute

arrangement with the New Brothers

Home mine was of advantage to both

parties and provided an amicable work-

ing arrangement probably superior to

any other that could be made for work-

ing the mines. The boundary between

the two mines ran through the center of

the lead, and the gutter was sometimes

on one side and some times on the

other. Above the drift there was 100

ft. of hard basalt overburden. It will

be seen that there was opportunity

for any number of disagreements and

troubles without some such arrange-

ment, but the New Brothers Home mine

any on the other side of the river. This

overburden and the difficulty of removing

it handicapped and crippled all the va-

rious companies until the present man-
ager of the Breseis company took it in

hand. The drift in the old Briseis work-

ings averaged about 5-lb. of tin oxide

to the yard. The New Brothers' Home
drift did not exceed 4 lb. per yard, but

that was enough to pay for the treatment

charge, although on account of the pres-

ence of cement the ground was heavy

and costly to move. Probably the aver-

age cost of removing overburden did not

reach 5c. per cu.yd., and considering the

large proportion of hard rock, this is low.

Dredge Operations

The Pioneer dredges have not been

running for three or four months during

the present year, on account of the lack

of water although last year the large

reservoir and electric plant were used for

the first time. Until electric power was
adopted, the plant consisted of barges

with centrifugal pumps driven by steam

.
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duced, while for the quarter ended March

31, the production was 740.56 tons of tin

ore of a value of £74,407.

Methods of Working

The Bischoff mine generates electricity

for power purposes with its water sup-

ply. The old battery of 60 light stamps

has been supplemented with 10 heavy

stamps of more modern design. At pres-

ent the ore is trucked from the mine to

the mill by electric motors, but an aerial

tramway is about to be installed, so a

much more flexible and economical meth-

od of working can be adopted. If the

mill were in the North valley, there

would probably be no difficulty in mak-

ing a record for low costs, as the greater

bulk of the ore would be worked as

alluvial. It practically requires no

crushing, and is amenable to treatment

unless wet, when its handling is difficult.

The porphyry ore, though harder, is a

good crushing ore, and the great quanti-
ties render quarrying or mining inexpen-
sive and easy. In the mill modern tables

of the Wilfley type have been substituted

for the jigs, convex tables and buddies,

and experiments have been made with

various slime tables.

The Anchor mine substituted Wilfley

and other tables for jigs, but has not yet

succeeded in finding a more satisfactory

slime table than the Frue vanner,
though some of the lode mines have dis-

carded it for the Luhrig vanner. The
circular slime tables of various makes
do not seem to satisfy the tin miner, who
frequently returns to the use of some
form of canvas strake, finishing the

dressing in hand buddies and tossing

tubs.

The alluvial miners are generally sat-

isfied with the sluice box for saving tin.

The slime tin occurs in the ore as native

tin, and in the North Dundas ore is prac-

tically all in that state. From the Cor-
nish batteries, where a good deal of in-

genuity has been exercised in saving the

fine tin, there is still a heavy loss in the

tailings and 15 per cent, of the whole tin

saved is recovered by crude methods
lower down the streams. Here,the alluv-

ial tin is invariably coarser than the bat-

tery tin, but at the same time it seems
probable that the loss at the alluvial

mines is much greater than is suspected;

in some cases exceeding 50 per cent, of

of tin in the wash. The failure of the

bucket dredges is probably due to the

great wash, and the difficulty of finding

room for efficient tin-saving appliances

on the barges. The centrifugal pump
dredges float into position, pump out the

water and then pump the drift to long

sluice boxes; they are thus able to evade
the logs and boulders, and insure a high-

er saving of tin, though the working costs

are higher than for bucket dredges.

Developments at Cobalt in 1910
Cobalt in 1910 showed an increase

in tonnage of ore and concentrates ship-

ped, in total silver contents, in profits and

in ore reserves. In 1909 ore and concen-

trates shipped amounted to 30,677 tons,

containing 25,897,825 oz. silver, valued

at $12,461,576. The profit to mine own-

ers was about $7,000,000. In 1910 there

were shipped 34,316 tons of ore and con-

centrates, containing 30,558,825 oz. silver

valued at SI 5,436,994. The profit to

mine owners was about $8,000,000. The

total production to the end of 1910 was

93,977,833 oz. of silver, valued at $48,-

327,280, and the total profit was about

$25,000,000.

The shipments of smelting ore showed

a slight decrease, 27,394 tons against 27,-

729 tons in 1909. The shipments of con-

centrates were, . however, more than

doubled, 6845 tons against 2948 tons in

1909. Another feature of 1910 shipments

was an important output in the form

of bullion, of which the camp sent out

bars containing over 940,000 oz. silver.

The total shipment of smelting ore to

the end of 1910 was 102,035- tons, and of

concentrates 10,930 tons.

Most of the ore shipped in 1910> as in

previous years, was from mines in

Coleman township. The chief producers

were the Nipissing, La Rose, Crown Re-

serve, Kerr Lake, Coniagas, McKinley-

Darragh, Temiskaming, Buffalo, O'Brien,

Hudson Bay, Trethewey and Right of

Way mines. The first eight produced

about 23,700,000 oz. silver, or about four-

fifths of the total output of Coleman
township. Mines at Gowganda and Elk

Lake contributed 480 tons of ore contain-

ing 481,523 oz. of silver, and South Lor-

rain 233 tons, containing 221,233 ounces.

Dividends paid in 1910 amounted to

$7,275,240, bringing the total to $21,802,-

By Reginald E. Hore *

The production of last

year was the greatest in the

history of the camp. Recent

developments indicate t In it

the deposits can be profit-

ably worked to greater

depths.

*t;eologist, Houghton, Mich.

150. To this must be added the profits

of mines operated by close corporations.

O'Brien and Drummond and the original

La Rose company have made profits

which add over $3,000,000 to the total.

Some of the dividend payers, notably

Nipissing, La Rose and Crown Reserve,

started the year 1911 with a large sur-

plus in cash and ore shipped, or* ready

for shipment.

Cost of Production

The profit from mining operations at

Cobalt is remarkable, amounting to about

50 per cent, of the selling price of the

ore. Owing to the nature of the deposits,

the cost of producing a ton of ore has

been high; but the narrow veins are so

rich that the profit has been in many
cases 30c, and in some 40c. per oz. of

silver mined.

One company, the Crown Reserve, pro-

duced in 1909 ore containing 4,034,325

oz. of silver at a cost of 10.31c, and in

1910, 3,248,196 oz. of silver at a cost of

11.97c per oz. Another mine, the Kerr

Lake, in the year ended Aug. 31, 1910.

produced 3,046,295 oz. at a cost of

13.27c per oz. (7.54c for mining and

5.73 for smelter deductions, treatment,

freight, etc.) The other mines show
costs slightly higher. The Nipissing

mine, the largest producer in the camp,
reported costs for 1909 to be 16.39c per

cz. The La Rose mine, doing unusually

extensive development work for the year
ended May 31, 1910, reported cost 23.27c
per oz. The profit on production for the

Nipissing mine was 68.53 per cent.; for

the La Rose 56.10 per cent. In 1909 four

large shippers produced one-half the

camp's output at an average cost of 14c
per oz. Profits from mining operations

indicate the average cost of the whole
production in 1909 to have been 21c
per oz., including cost of plant, and in

1910 about 24c per ounce.

Grades of Ore

The ore from most of the mines can
be conveniently classed in three grades,

high-grade smelting ore, low-grade (sili-

cious) smelting ore and milling ore.

High-grade ore shipped by the leading

mines in 1910 averaged about 3000 oz.

per ton. Low-grade smelting ore aver-

aged about 200 oz. Milling ore, treated

at Cobalt, averaged about 30 oz. per ton.

The shipment of low-grade smelting ore

has been recently discontinued by some
of the mines, notably the La Rose. The
character of the shipping ores from va-

rious mines is indicated in the accom-
panying table. The chief output in 1910,

as in all previous years, was in the

form of high-grade ore. There is, how-
ever, a steady increase- initonnage of con-

centrates shipped.

The average silver content of smelting

ores shipped in the years 1904 to 1909

was 1309, 1143, 1013, 677, 736 and 809

oz. per ton. Concentrates shipped in

1908 contained 1244, and in 1909, 1174
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1 r ton. For 1910 contents of ore and

. -urates together averaged 890 oz.

per ton.

CONXENTRATION AND CvANIDATION

There are now in operation at Cobalt

fourteen plants lly treating ores

I 40 oz. per ton.

of these, the ConL. :hern Cus-

Trethewej . McKinley-Darragh-

ge, Temiskaming. Colonial. King

rid Hudson Bay, are character-

ized b amps and tables. Two

of these mills, the McKinley-Darragh-

gc and Trethewey, regrind some

ills. In four mills, the

Buffa'. Reduction. Cobalt

il and Silver Cliff, rolls are used

instead of stamps. In two mills using

stamps, the O'Brien and Nova Scotia,

tables are used chiefly for the purpose

f separating a product for cyaniding.

The Nova Scotia mill is the only one in

which amalgamation is used.

At the Buffalo mill in the fiscal year

1910, there were treated 33,708 tons

of ore. containing 1,348,426 oz. of silver,

and of this 70.6 per cent, was recovered

as follows: 563,899 oz. by the jigs, 20,-

403 oz. as metallics picked from jig con-

centrates and 475.958 oz. on the tables.

The ore averaged 40 oz. per ton, the 660

tons of concentrates averaged 1575 oz.

per ton, and the bullion weighed 1941

pounds.

At the Northern Customs mill in the

ear 1909-1910. there were treated

tons of ore from the La Rose

mine, averaging 28.58 oz. per ton. The
.->• was 79.12 per cent., the tails

averaging 3.68 oz. per ton; the 628 tons

of concentrates averaged 663 oz. per ton.

At the Coniagas mill in the year ended

Oct. 31. 1910. there were milled 33.539

tons of ore producing 645 tons concen-

trates averaging 949.9 oz. per ton. Sand

tailings contained 2.5 to 5.5 oz. per ton

according to the nature of the wall rock

treated, while the slime tailings con-

tained 6 to 8 oz. per ton.

At the Buffalo plant, slimes from the

concentrator are cyanided. In the nine

months ended April 30, 1910, there had
been treated 6424 tons of slime, averag-

2 "2 oz. silver per ton, of which

66.08 per cent, was recovered by cyanide

treatment. At the O'Brien plant stamp
sands are reground in Hardinge mills,

and the slime product cyanided together

with the stamp slimes. Tables are used
chiefly for classifying, and about half the

output of the plant is obtained by cyanida-
rion. At the 1 i plant, concen-

from the tab! round and
amalgamated, and the tails slimed and
cyanided. 1. mide process, silver

'1 otherwise he lost,

and ' f 11 considered to be fairly

satisfactory, h able to expect
still |

'he uncommon | lined. Present

enough to

lead to the general adoption of cyaniding.

Tests on tailings from the Coniagas mill

led to the conclusion that present prac-

tice in cyaniding would not recover the

silver economically.

Utilization of Hydraulic Power

During 1910 an important advance was

the completion of three power plants on

the Alontreal and Matabitchouan rivers.

These are now supplying the mines with

electric energy and compressed air, at

prices which have cut power costs in

half. Practically every mine has taken

advantage of the cheaper power, though

interruptions in service have shown the

advisability of having auxiliary steam

plants in readiness. Although it was

May before most of the mines were sup-

plied, the Temiskaming & Northern

Ontario Railway reports that while in

1909, 105,000 tons of coal were carried

to Cobalt, only 53,000 tons were carried

in 1910.

One of the plants is a hydraulic air

compressor similar to that at the Victoria

copper mine in Michigan. The air de-

livered is slightly deficient in oxygen,

and in it ordinary candles do not burn

freely. In consequence, acetylene lamps

ore was found in sinking a winze from

the 500-ft. level, and an important ore-

body was found on the adjoining prop-

erty—Beaver mine. At the Crown Re-

serve, development proved some new rich

orebodies. At the Buffalo there was found

an unexpected length of ore in drifting

v/estward. At the Princess, rich orebodies

were opened at the 135- ft. level, and this

mine became for the first time an im-

portant shipper. The McKinley-Darragh

and Savage mines . improved greatly dur-

ing the year and the Kerr Lake, Coniagas,

Nova Scotia and Hudson Bay found new
rich orebodies. The developments in 1910

were highly satisfactory, and at the be-

ginning of 1911, after a year of record

production, there is more ore in sight in

Cobalt mines than at any previous time

in the camp's history. There remains

to be explored much well located ground,

a considerable portion of which has not

yet been examined even on the surface.

Feldspar as a Fertilizer

The Department of Agriculture has re-

cently made experiments to determine the

availability of finely ground potash feld-

spar as a substitute for the imported

SMELTING ORES PRODUCED
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The Homestake Cyanide Plants
All the tailings from the Homestake

company's stamp mills are treated with

cyanide solution to effect a further re-

covery of the gold. Briefly stated the pro-

cess consists in a preliminary classification

of the tailing as sand and slime; leach-

ing the sand in filter-bottom vats; and

Heating the slime by cyanide solution in

filter presses. Slime mixed with the

sand causes uneven percolation in the

sand vats, with consequent unsatisfactory

solution of the gold, and conversely, sand

in the filter presses causes some parts of

the cake to be more easily percolated by

the cyanide solutions than others. The

aim is to make as clean a separation of

sand from slime as possible, therefore in

By Clarence C. Semple

An elaborate system of

classification is used to sep-

arate sand from slime; the

sand is leached in vats; tin

.slime treated in Merrill

presses.

catch in and choke the bushings of the

classifiers. Upon entering the sand plant,

the pulp flows into nine settling cones,

PMMli.'BtUS Hill

4-1* -Ml:-.' M>nr<- .Mill 4464-44.V.' Miniral I'oipt Mill

tHI J
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Water.
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Figures shown on Flow Lines indicate Tons
of Solids and Tons of Water per 24 Hours.
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Fig. 1. Flow Sheet of Homestake North Side Mills

Tn^re are one central and four side dis-

charge doors. The vats are in two lines

of 10 each, and over each line runs an

overhead track carrying a Butters & Mein
distributor that can be moved over any
one of the 10 vats.

The vats are filled with water before

being filled with sand, and as the sand
flows into the vat a constant stream over-

flows carrying with it any slime that has

not been removed by the classifiers;

about 16 tons of slime are thus removed
every 24 hours. Having the vat full of

water while filling tends to secure a more
even distribution of the sand. It takes

about eight hours to fill a sand vat.

The sand leached in the vats is about 60

per cent, of the tailing from the mills.

Treatment in the Vats

When filled, the vats are allowed to

drain until no more water comes off, then

the water is displaced by filling the vat

with barren solution from the precipita-

tion presses. This solution is drained,

and air blown into the vat. Strong so-

lution, 2.6 to 2.8 lb. KCN per ton, is then

run into the vat and for a period of three

days there are frequent drainages and
aerations. The effluent during this pe-

riod has a normal strength of 0.10 KCN
and runs to the weak-solution precipita-

tion storage tanks. About 500 lb. of

the Homestake cyanide plants is found

an unusually elaborate system of classi-

fication of the pulp before treatment in

the vats and filter presses.

The tailing from the South Side mills

is conveyed to sand plant No. 1, situated

below the city of Lead on Gold Run gulch.

Here the pulp is classified, and the sand

cyanided. The tailing from the North

Side mills flows to sand plant No. 2 situ-

ated at Blacktail, where the sand is like-

wise separated from the slime and cyan-

ided. The slime from both plants flows

through pipe lines to the slime plant in

Deadwood, several miles away.

Sand Plant No. 1

The tailing treated in this plant comes
from the Homestake, Golden Star and

Amicus mills, where the unoxidized ore

is milled, and from the regrinding plant.

A flow sheet of the pulp is given, show-

ing the flow both through regrinding and

sand plants. The tailing flows from the

regrinding plant through a wooden laund-

er about 4 ft. wide and 18 in. deep to

the two cone houses, and two clarifying

tank houses, where some of the excess

water is removed, and a part of the finest

slime is separated, and flows direct to the

pipe leading to the slime plant. The
main stream of pulp flows to the sand

plant through a wooden launder in which

there are two drops, with screen boxes

for the removal of wood chips that might

NO.
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about three hours to discharge a

to a sewer

Gold Run creek. The effluent

frcm the s ution that is col-

in the wea . tanks.

lit Si.50 to $3; only this solu-

tion is precipitated. The effluent from the

solution assays about 50c. and this

solution is made up to the strength of

. solution and g tin before

ration, thus the strong solution of

one day becomes the weak solution the

blowing.

The separation of sand and slime, and

treatment of the sand at the North Side

cyanide plant is similar to the practice

scribed, only 52 per cent, of the

tailing is leached as sand as against 60

phuric acid is then added to the sediment

in the tank, which is heated while being

agitated. The sediment is then allowed

to settle and the acid liquor is drawn off

and sent through the filter press. Wash
waters are then added with successive pe-

riods of washing and settling; the clear

water being sent through the filter. The
sediment from the tanks and material

cleaned from the filter is dried, pulver-

iied with borax, silica and powdered
coke; it is then sprinkled with a solution

of lead acetate and sent to the assay office

where it is bricked in a press operated by

compressed air at a pressure of 900 lb.

per square inch.

The dried bricks are piled upon the

hearth of a cupel furnace, and litharge

Filter Press Treatment of Slime

The slime from the South Side sand
plant is carried to the slime plant at

Deadwood. through a 12-in. pipe on a \y,

per cent, grade; the slime from the North

Side mills is carried to the slime plant

through an 8-in. pipe on the same grade.

As the slime from the North Side plant

is from the oxidized ore, it is treated

separately from that from the South
Side. About 1655 tons of dry slime per
day are treated, of which 1081 tons come
from the South and 574 tons from the

North Side plants. The slime from each
group of mills is received at the slime

plant in large separate storage vats, and
as it flows into these vats the difference

per cent, in the South Side plant. The
details of flow are shown in the flow sheet

for the North Side plant. The cyanide

consumption is about the same in both

S2nd plants and averages 0.3 lb. per ton

of sand treated. The cost of sand treat-

ment averages 24c. per ton.

Precipitation by Zinc Dust

The gold is precipitated by zinc dust.

The amount of zinc required to precipi-

tate 24 hours solution, about '/? lb. per

ton of solution, is weighed out and spread

on a small conveyer belt that slowly and

constantly feeds the zinc into a small

mixing cone, making a thin emulsion of

zinc dust suspended in water. The

solution to be precip*.ated is drawn into

the intake pipe of the filter press pump,
into which pipe a small pipe from the

zfne-dust mixing cone leads. Worthing-

ton compound steam pumps cir-

culate the solution but when the elec-

tric installation at Spearfish is completed,

electric-driven Aldrich pumps will be

The greater part of the precipita-

tion of the gold takes place in the pipe on

the way to the filter presses. For col-

lecting the precipitate there are two

signed by C W. Merrill, form-

erly metallurgist with the Homestake com-

pany. The effluent assays only one

or two centfl gold per ton. The presses

are opened and the precipitate re-

.rv 20 or 30 days. The

treated with dilute hy-

drochloric acid in lead-lined mixing vats

led with a mechanical agitator, and

rltfc exhaust fan for drawing off the

:

'

nd allowing the

sediment to settle, the supernatant liquor

.• n off and forced through B il

clean If pretfw

\ \ W81 + 2S,)G ,

I ' l-'c ll~l'ipe7~

1*4 1? (J ride,
Avcraje Valuo

07 Cents.
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Diagram of Flow of Cyanide Solutions.

Figures shown on Flow Lines indicate Tons of Solids

and Tons of Water per 24 Hours.
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Fig. 2. Flow Sheet of Homestake South Side Mills

and blocks of lead are added. When the

charge is molten the slag is drawn off in

pots and cupcllation of the lead com-
mences. The litharge is drawn off from

time to time in pots. The refined gold

and silver is drawn from the furnace and

cast into bars that are from 725 to 800

fine in gold and 200 to 220 fine in silver.

The by-products from the cupel furnace

are smelted in a small blast furnace

that makes slag, lead and matte. The

slag, which assays only $5 in gold per ton

is discarded, and the lead is cast into bars

to be added to the charge at the time of

the next cupcllation. The worn-out cupels

made of cement, limestone and bone ash,

are broken up and charged into the blast

furnace.

is at once apparent; the oxidized slime is

deep red, while the other is bluish black.

Milk of lime is added to the slime as it

flows into the storage vats. The lime is

slaked in small vats from which it

runs into small storage vats provided

with revolving paddles that agitate the

milk and prevent the lime settling out.

About four pounds of lime are added for

each ton of dry slime.

The Merrill Filter Presses

The extraction of the gold from the

slime by means of cyanide solution is

done in filter presses designed by C. W.

Merrill. The presses differ from other

filter presses in that they are filled and

discharged without taking the press
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apart. They consist of an iron frame in

which are placed 90 cell or chamber

frames, with distance frames or grids be-

tween them, to control the direction of

the flow of solution through ,the cake of

slime.

A diagram of a cell frame is> shown in

Fig. 3. It is a rectangular open casting

with rounded corners, 4 in. wide, with the

edges machine finished. In the four cor-

ners are two 2
'

'• -in. holes, A A and B B. It

the center of the upper part of the frame

there is a 4-in. horizontal hole C, from

which a passage D opens downward into

the chamber or cell. At the bottom of

the frame there is a 6-in. hole E, passing

through the lug-like projection F, which

projection is opsn through the center, as

shown at G, opening into the cell upward

and to both sides. The grid or distance

frame is shown in Fig. 4. It is exactly

the same size as the cell frame, but only

1 in. thick. The edges of the p4ate are

machine finished. The entire frame is a

solid casting, the area within the rim H is

a little thinner than at the rim and is

grooved or fluted on both sides, like, the

of the cell frames, as shown in Fig. 3.

Disks are cut out of the cloths opposite

each of the six horizontal hol;s in the

casting. Cotton-twill cloth is used cov-

ered by 8- or 10-oz. duck. All the frames

have lugs / cast on the sides with roll-

ers K, upon which the frames rest when
placed in the press. The method of mak-
ing up a press is shown in Fig 5. A grid

frame M is placed against the head L of

the press with a gasket between, in which

six circular holes have been cut in line

with the horizontal holes in the grid; P.

& B. paint is used on the edges to make
a tight joint. A cell frame A/, with the

filter cloths in position is then set tight-

$M B-\

.•'/M'This Arc-a is open Spa
wlncli with thu Filter Cloths

V) ami Grids on each Sulc

K Iforms the Cell.

A

A or
B
A

This Area is Iron thinner
than the I'. mi and Channeled

on both Sides.

operated by capstan heads. The six hor-

izonal holes through the frames now
form six continuous passages or tubes

through the press that are blind against

the back head P, but which pass through

the front head L and connect with pipes

outside the press.

There are 26 presses now installed

and five more are soon to be added. The
cost of the installed presses was about

S300,000. Each press has a capacity of

about 25 tons of dry slime at a charge.

The Operation of the Presses

The passage C, through the upper part

of the press, is connected with the pipe

7
CW -—

.

)

I

K

Off

a- a /

Cell Frame
T'.i. Eaymccrinj $ Mining Jm

Fig. 4. Divider Plate

NO.
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and the other to the sewer. The course

of the effluent is controlled by stopping

the entrance to all but one of the sump

drains by screwing home short pieces of

rrovided with a handle and which

are a little longer than the sump is deep.

HARCING THE SLIME CAKE

The slime cake i? discharged through

the bottom central pass.i^. Through the

ge E there runs a 2-in. or 2 -in.

pipe R. Figs. 3 and 4. This pipe enters

the front header through a stuffing box

and enters a bearing socket in the back

header of the press, and is supported out-

side the press by boxes, just as a shaft

would be. In each cell compartment

there is a little nozzle S screwed into

this pipe. Four of the cell frames, at

equal intervals along the length of the

press are tapped at the bottom to receive

a short piece of 2 ! j-in. pipe, that can be

closed by valves. When the press is to

-charged these valves are opened

and water under pressure enters the press

through the pipe R, which is turned back and

fcrth through an angle of 170 deg. by

mechanism outside the press. A jet of

water enters the cells through the noz-

zles S, loosening the cake of slime that

runs through the annular passage left be-

tween the outside of the pipe R and pas-

sage E. until reaching one of the cells

with the discharge pipe, through which

it flows into the launder leading to the

creek.

The effluent from the strong-solution

treatment titrates 0.10 KCN and assays

from SI.50 to S3; this solution is pre-

cipitated in exactly the same way as in

the sand plants. The effluent from, the

weak-solution treatment titrates 0.05

KCN and assays 35 to 50c; it flows

to the strong-solution collecting tanks

where it is brought up to the standard

strong-solution strength and used again

before being precipitated; thus the weak
solution of one day becomes the strong

solution of the day following, just as is

the case at the sand plants. The con-

sumption of cyanide is stated to be 0.3

lb. per ton of slime treated and that the

average extraction is 90 per cent, of the

gold in the slimes. The cost of slime

treatment is 32c. per ton of slime.

Life of Filter Cloths

The filter cloths last from six

months to a year, and to take down and
build up a press is a six- or seven-day
job. although it has been done in as short

a time as 72 hours. A coating of lime
^alts forms on the filter cloths that retards

W and must be removed now and
then by pumping dilute hydrochloric acid

through the press. Ft is said that the for-

mation of the-e lalta i<- the only serious
objection to the DM of the press.

J', remove impurities from the air used
in the r 'ich as oil and the decom-

-1 product-, of oil pieked up in the

cylinders of the con

is filtered before being used, the filter

used for the purpose being exactly like

the slime presses except that only about

25 cells are used.

Extraction and Recovery

The process of treating the slime in

filter presses is admirably adapted to the

ore, and that the satisfactory cyanide

treatment of both slime and sand has

been developed is shown by the remark-

ably small amount of gold in the slime,

that it has been found profitable to treat,

and in the low gold content of the final

tailing sent to waste from the sand vats.

The extraction of gold from the sand

averages about 75 per cent, of the total

gold in that portion of the mill tailing,

while from the slime 90 per cent, of the

assay value is recovered. With sand only

assaying Sl.34 and the cost of regrinding

and slime treatment being respectively 30

and 32 cents, the regrinding of the sand

67 per cent., the South Side mills are

crushing unoxidized ore on which prob-

ably a lower recovery by amalgamation is

effected, possibly not averaging over 60

per cent. As closely as I can figure, the

extraction must sometimes amount to 95
per cent, of the gold and certainly is

never less than 90 per cent.

Resume of Costs and Profits

During the year ended June 1, 1910,

about 1,237,000 tons of ore were mined
and milled that netted $4,498,751 or about

$3.6357 per ton. This would indicate the

total gold content of the original ore close

to $4 per ton. The costs per ton of ore

milled were as follows: Mining, includ-

ing hoisting and expense at shafts,

SI.738; milling, $0,219; regrinding,

$0,015; cyaniding sand, $0,148; cyaniding

slime, $0,126; total operating cost, $2,246.

To this was added $0,626 for general ex-

pense, bringing the total cost to $2,872, in-

jThc Enyimci-ini) .( Mini*!/ Journal
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Fig. 5. Diagram of Flow through Merrill Slime Press
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so as to treat all the mill tailing as slime,

would not only not result in the recovery

of much more gold, but would probably

be less profitable than the process now in

use. The Homestake slime settles read-

ily, as is shown by the clear overflow of

the classifiers, dewatering cones, and

clarifying tanks making a slime under-

flow. The overflow from these tanks is ap-

parently clear water with just a few mi-

caceous scales as the only visible solids.

No amount of gelalinous or clayey slime,

nor opaque overflows from clarifying

tanks are to be seen at the cyanide plants.

The low cyanide losses, normal amount
o f lime used, and comparative weakness
of the solutions, show that there are few

serious difficulties in the cyanide treat-

ment of the ore.

Without complete data it is impossible

to give the exact proportion of the gold

In the original ore that is recovered. At

the North Side mills the gold recovered

by amalgamation varies between 56 and

dicating a profit of $0.76 per ton. Work
is now in progress for the installation of

a power plant, at Spearfish, and it is

thought that sufficient power will be gen-

erated to run all machinery by electricity

which may result in reducing what are al-

ready very low working costs. About 10,-

000 h.p. will be required to operate the

mine, mill and cyanide machinery.

The efficiency of treatment has not al-

ways been high. A decade ago the

Homestake was cited as a mine where
profits were made at the cost of gold

extraction. The European critics espe-

cially viewed the work as an example of

Yankee haste and waste methods. This is

all changed, and now the high efficiency

of treatment of a low-grade ore is as

impressive as the magnitude of the mill-

ing and mining operations. The success-

ful adaptation of the cyanide process to

the treatment of such low-grade ore is an

achievement that can be regarded as a

metallurgical triumph.
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Coal Mining Denartment
*— **-* x J

Pittsburg Coal Company
This company owns and works a large

area of coal lands in the Pittsburg dis-

trict in Pennsylvania and the Hocking

district in Ohio. The report for the year

1910 shows that it has $32,000,000 com-

mon stock, 532,000,000 preferred stock

and $23,050,239 bonds. Of the preferred

stock $4,928,200 and of the common $3,-

895.400 are held in the treasury.

The coal statement for the year is as

follows, in short tons:

1009. 1910. Changes
Pittsburg district. 14,560,331 16,213,912 1.1,653,581

Socking district.. . 1,005,437 1,267,914 I. 262,477

Total mined.
Coke

... 15,565.768 17,481,826 1.1,916,058

484,903 635,338 1. 150,436

There were 78 mining plants in com-

mission during the year. They made an

average of about three-quarters time. The

possible yearly output with plants run-

ning full is 23.000.000 tons.

The income account for the year is as

follows:

i mines. $4,699,863

Depletion of coal lands $777,285
Depreciation plant and equipment 901,089
Interest on bonds 1,056,039

Total charges $2,734,413

Surplus for the year $1,965,450

From this surplus dividends of 5 per

cent, on the preferred stock were paid,

amounting to $1,353,590, leaving a bal-

ance of $611,860 undivided earnings.

The report says: "The most important

factors influencing the coal-mining in-

dustry in this district were: (1) the sea-

sonable winter of 1909-10. which in-

creased local demand and exhausted the

Upper Lake dock stocks; (2) the stock-

ing of coal in anticipation of a suspen-

sion of mining on April 1, 1910; (3) the

practical suspension of all bituminous

mining throughout the country during

April, 1910, and (4) the prolonged strikes

in other districts, laying idle the mines

affected in them nearly six months. Re-

sumption of work in this district began

on May 2 under an agreement for an in-

crease of 5.55 per cent, in all wages,

which will continue until March 31. 1912.

Due to the factors above refered to, the

average selling price of the product for

the year was increased, as was also its

cost by suspension of work during April

and the advance in wages paid during

eight months of the year. The net in-

creased average to which the larger net

earnings for the year were chiefly at-

tributable was 3.79c. per ton.

"Since competition in the Pittsburg dis-

trict is approaching its maximum for

some time to come, the age limit of a

number of our present coal operations is

steadily drawing nearer and a reserve

The Important News
Of Coal Mining:
New Appliance./-,

NewMethods.New
Fields, Colliery
Engineering

must be maintained to insure meeting of
present demand and probable increased
requirements. The opening of three new
mines during 1910 is in line with this

policy.

"The lease and contract entered into

with the Shaw Coal Company dated Jan.

3, 1902, under which possession has since

been held of certain surface lands, coal

rights and improvements situated in Al-

legheny and Washington counties, Penn.,

was canceled by mutual agreement, and
the entire property purchased for the

sum of $1,500,000. payable in 5 per
cent, bonds upon the same, dated Jan. 1,

1910, free of State tax, minimum sink-

ing fund $60,000 for each year.

"Open-weather demand and less activ-

ity in the iron and steel trade chiefly

caused the year 1911 to open with less

tonnage requirements. The production

for the first quarter of this year will not

equal that of 1910. Excepting such loss,

with an average normal demand through-

out the balance of the year which now
seems probable, a maintenance of ton-

nage is looked for at not less than the

average selling value of 1910. A decided

help to such future results would result

from a fair adjustment of the Pittsburg

district freight rates as against the freight

rates in force from competitive fields."

Wetting Mines with Exhaust

Steam

In a recent article describing the use of

exhaust steam to prevent dust explosions,

Frank Haas writes as follows:

"To apply the method of wetting mines

with exhaust steam, a blowing-fan is

necessary. The method cannot be ap-

plied by an exhaust fan, because of the

dense fog which necessarily occurs at the

intake and for some distance in from

the mouth of the mine. In most mines it

is possible to change from exhaust ventil-

ation, and if other conditions do not pre-

vent, it would pay to do so. There are

strong arguments in favor of exhaust

fans in some mines, particularly mines

that were originally planned for such

ventilation and worked by methods adap-
ted to it. In such mines an air pre-

heater must be used. While experiments
along this line indicate that preheating
can be successfully done, it will require

constant attention for its control, be-

sides the expense of erecting and main-
taining the air heater."

Mining at Crow's Nest Pass

Special Correspondence

In his annual address, President Rog-
ers, of the Crow's Nest Pass Company,
stated that the output from the Crow's
Nest district, including that from mines
in British Columbia and Alberta, is now
nearly 3,000,000 tons of coal and more
than 300,000 tons of coke per year.

From 1900 to 1910, inclusive, the Crow's
Nest Pass Coal Company has paid out
as wages in British Columbia, $16,209,-

789, and for plant and equipment, $5,-

031,261. Last year's payroll totaled

$2,259,357. Since the middle of 1908 the

company has used a different method of

accounting, charging to "cost of coal" all

renewals and practically all development
work and in addition, has been setting

aside 10c. per ton on all coal mined and
coke made as a "renewal and depletion

fund." If the 1910 accounts had been
made up along the old lines, the profit

would have been shown as $475,359 in-

stead of the amount of $178,825 appear-

ing in the accounts now presented. Of
this latter amount, only $83,800 was
profit on coal and coke, which was less

than 7c. per ton on the gross output of

the mines for the year.

In answer to questions put by share-

holders, it was stated that the cost price

of run-of-mine coal had been $2.20 per

ton. The Great Northern Railway, which

is the company's largest customer and
which practically controls the Crow's
Nest Pass Coal Company, was stated to

pay for this class of coal $2.25 per ton.

The low profits on coal were stated to

be due to the competition of Alberta col-

lieries, and since it is impossible to in-

crease prices, the company's hope for

increased profits lies in a reduction of

costs. They had a market to the south

for 10,000 tons a day.

Should the reciprocity agreement be-

tween Canada and the United States be

passed, the duty of 90c. a ton would be

taken off coke going into the States. It

would be the consumer, not the company,

though, who would get the benefit of this.

When the duty on coal was lowered 25c.

a ton by the Payne tariff, the consumers,

and in particular the Great Northern

Railway, derived the whole benefit from

that reduction.
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Rescue Work in Coal Mines
From 2000 to 4000 men are killed in

the coal mines of the United States each

Fatalities in our metal mines aver-

to 1000 deaths annually.

For every 1000 men employed in Ameri-

can coal mines, at least three miners are

killed every 12 months. In most foreign

countries about two men are killed each

• for every 1000 employed. It should

-jmembered in this connection, how-

ever, that the American miner produces

considerably more coal per man than

does the miner in Europe. For this rea-

son, if we figure our fatalities on a basis

of tonnage produced, the figures for this

countrv show up as well, or better, than

the European statistics.

.Much activity has been evinced by coal

operators in the United States, aided by

the Federal Bureau of Mines, toward the

development of correct methods for res- -

cue work and the proper establishment of

rescue stations. For this work, we have

called to our aid every contrivance or

machine that has merit. Probably the

most important part of this rescue equip-

ment are self-contained breathing appar-

atus and the machines for reviving those

who have been overcome by gases. The

Prst breathing apparatus to be introduced

in this country was of what is known as

the Draeger type. Following the Draeger

has come the Westfalia and the Proto.

The Draeger and Westfalia are German
products, while the Proto is manufac-

tured in England. German collieries are

equipped almost entirely with Westfalia

and Draeger apparatus, while these two,

with the Proto and a machine known as

the Weg. command the market in Great

Britain. Some of the French collieries

use one of the German types, but princi-

pally are equipped with the Tissot, a ma-
chin; manufactured in France.

To the Federal Bureau of Mines is

largely due the credit of bringing into

this country other types of rescue and

reviving apparatus than the first style

introduced, thus starting a healthy com-

petition and saving mine operators hun-

dreds of dollars, besides encouraging in-

vention. In the early stages of the busi-

ness it was the general policy of those

selling breathing apparatus to obtain as

high a price for each machine as the mine
itor would pay. Such conditions are

now changed and apparatus can be pur-

chased in this country (as they come in

duty free) almost as cheap as they can

be bought in Europe near their point

of manufacture.

Miners
A general campaign of educational

work among the miners is now being con-

ducted by the Bureau of Mines. Not only

are the men taught the use of flic rescue

apparatus, but also the proper way to

an injured miner. There

Special Correspondence

. I brief discussion of the

various types of rescue ami

reviving apparatus, with a

statement of progress and

plans pursued.

will be little excuse for the miner not

benefiting through this free instruction,

for the mine-rescue cars will go to the

miner in his own town or camp. Every

effort is being made to encourage the

and operators should first adopt all pre-

cautions that tend to make their mines

safe; however, recent experiences have
|

proved that the human factor cannot be

eliminated, and, consequently, the recov-

ery of men and mines after an accident is

a most important work. Of equal im-

portance with the work of the Bureau of

Mines are the arrangements which the

American Red Cross has made for the

general instruction of miners In first-aid

work. The object of the Red Cross in all

its work is purely altruistic, and the so-

ciety does not desire to profit from it.

The Red Cross has recently arranged to

have a field agent continually in one of

the mining districts, and a car has been

provided to be used in carrying knowl- I

Side View of Draeger Breathing
Apparatus

miners to form rescue corps at the mines

where they are employed, and to have the

operators equip them with rescue appar-

atus.

Rescue Cars

Each car contains eight so called oxy-

gen helmets, a supply of oxygen in tanks,

safety lamps, a field telephone, resusci-

tating outfits, etc. One end of each car

it fitted up as an air-tight room, to be

employed in training the men in the use

of the breathing apparatus. This room
will be filled with noxious fumes, and the

miners will remain inside for two hours

in an atmosphere that would kill without

the breathing apparatus.

The saying that "prevention is better

than cure" is equally true in coal mining,

Front View of Westfalia Rescue
Apparatus

edge of first-aid and rescue work

throughout our country.

Up. until recently, many engineers

looked upon the various types of breath-

ing apparatus with apprehension, but

actual services performed under trying

conditions, especially in European mines,

have largely removed this fear. Although

there will be important changes and

many improvements as time goes on and

experience accumulates, it is, however, a

fact, that in the hands of a careful and

experienced operator the present form of

rescue apparatus is safe and efficient

in a great majority of instances.

Types of Rescue Apparatus

The early types of portable rescue ap-

paratus bear small resemblance to the
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resent form. Probably the greatest diffi-

ulty was experienced in preparing a re-

enerator, the chemical action of which

/ould provide for perfect absorption of

;0.>, and at the same time maintain a

emperature sufficiently low to cause

no discomfort to the wearer. In the

arly types a fluid solution containing

,austic potash was used. The danger in

(his case was in the wearer's inability to

egulate the flow of oxygen. Then came

[
machine having a regenerator which

iad to be prepared at the time the appar-

tus was to be used; this plan was un-

satisfactory because such an apparatus

hould be immediately available. After

urther years of experimenting, the pres-

nt type of apparatus was designed; this

nachine has a regenerator the absorp-

ive capacity of which is constant and

stations and mines have caused operators

to revise their early opinions and look

with equal favor upon the mouth-piece
machine. This latter type of apparatus

is in high esteem abroad and is now used

in great numbers.

The helmet type is excellent for prac-

tice purposes in a gallery, but the mouth-

piece machine (according to statistics), is

safer and possesses greater merit for use

after a mine disaster in a poisonous at-

mosphere where the temperature is high.

One great point favoring the mouth-piece

type is the fact that it allows the wearer

free evaporation of body heat. Tests in

this country already are bearing out the

European idea that a man will be more
comfortable with the mouth-piece type,

after one or two hours' service, than he

will be with the helmet.

Miners Being Trained in Rescue Work at a Bureau of Mines' Station

which regenerator is ready for immediate

use upon breaking the seal that contains

it. Sufficient absorptive surface was pro-

vided so that a cooler could be dispensed

with, and the present standard type of

cylindrical oxygen bottle was adopted.

Selecting an Apparatus

There are many points to consider in

the selection of a breathing apparatus.

The first problem is to decide whether

the helmet or the mouth-piece type is to

be used. The helmet type was first in-

troduced in this country and was looked

upon with greatest favor by the early ex-

perimenters. Years of tests in European

With the mouth-piece type of appar-

atus, it is a question as to the best meth-

od of stopping the nose. Each manufac-

turer has embodied his own ideas. The

nose clip, which is sometimes used, is

likely to be removed by sneezing, and

aside from its general discomfort there

is a considerable danger that it will lacer-

ate the nose. The method of using cotton

plugs dipped in vaseline and inserting

these in the nostrils, afterward covering

the nose by a leather guard, is a better

plan. A speaking diaphragm should be

attached to the mouth-piece to enable the

wearer to carry on a conversation.

With a helmet type of machine,' safety

and efficiency largely depend upon hav-

ing a tight and comfortable fit around the

face. This difficulty is also met by the

manufacturers in different ways. One
type of machine uses an elastic face

washer and supplements this with a

pneumatic pad; another accepted type of

machine depends entirely upon the infla-

tion of pneumatic pads alone, for mak-
ing the fit around the face and head. This

latter type is slightly more dangerous
than the plan of using an elastic face

washer, because if the pneumatic pad be-

comes punctured, or leaks, and it is nec-

essary to pump up from time to time, the

wearer is pumping mine air into his own
helmet. When the pneumatic pad is out-

side the face washer and a leak occurs,

the air escapes outside.

Effect of Heavy Apparatus

Another point to consider in the selec-

tion of a breathing apparatus is the

weight of the machine. This is a matter
of considerable moment, as the amount
of work a man can do depends largely

on the weight he has to carry. In this

connection I want to say that the plan

of sending two men equipped with breath-

ing apparatus into a mine is neither safe

nor sensible. In case one man goes
down, or has an accident, the other res-

cuer can be of practically no service at

all. A rescue apparatus weighs 40 or 50
lb., and it is impossible for one man al-

ready carrying his own machine to lift

another man also wearing a machine. To
lighten the weight by taking the appar-

atus off the prostrate man would per-

haps mean death immediately. A rescue

party should never be composed of less

than three men, and a still greater num-
ber is most desirable.

The two types of resuscitating appar-

atus now on the market are known as

the "Pulmotor" and the "Doctor Brat."

Both of these apparatus are of great ser-

vice when applied to persons who have
been asphyxiated by gas, or overcome by
smoke or water. The machines are also

valuable for use in hospitals for extreme
respiration. The "Pulmotor" is operated

by clockwork, while the "Doctor Brat"

apparatus is regulated, according to the

needs of the patient by moving a lever

which first exhausts the lungs and then

injects oxygen. Each of the two sys-

tems has .its own advocates, and both

styles of apparatus have a commendable
record for efficient service.

Government engineers have reported

that the Bull Mountain coalfield, situ-

ated between the Yellowstone and the

Musselshell river in south-central Mon-
tana, contains 722,000,000 tons of re-

coverable coal in the eastern part of the

field. Results show that the coals of

this field compare favorably with those

of the Red Lodge, Bear Creek, and Sheri-

dan districts.
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Effects of Eight Hours Act

Special Correspondence

The Ashton Coal Company, in England

owns four pits, the Ashington. employing

3142 persons below and 751 above

ground; the Ellington (sinking), employ-

below and 36 above; the Linton, at

which 96*9 underground and 135 surface

- are engaged; and the Woodhorn,

with 147S underground and 262 surface

workers. The total number of persons

d under the company is, therefore,

or more than are employed at all

the mines of either the third bituminous,

or the fourteenth, eighteenth and twenti-

eth anthracite districts of Pennsylvania.

These four mines are under the manage-

of J. J. Hall, and having regard to

the large number of workers whose oper-

ations he controls, anything he may have

regarding the working conditions

under the "eight-hours act" in the coun-

try of Northumberland, may be accepted

as a reliable index of the changes pro-

duced.

At a gathering of the company's offi-

cials, he said the history of the past year

could be epitomized thus
—

"Legislation,

strike, calamity, strike, calamity." His

view is that the eight-hours act has been

a decided disadvantage to the coal trade.

It came into operation when there was a

slump in the trade, and in his opinion in

the future they will be less in position

to hold out against these slumps unless

the fall in prices is less than in the past.

There are always periodic booms and

slumps, but the effect of the eight-hours

act has been to most decidedly limit the

elasticity of the trade and its ability to

withstand serious drops in prices; also

that it is sure to eventually affect the

wages of the workers.

The Sliding Scale Criticized

As Mr. Hall explained, the sliding scale

in Northumberland is not adapted to meet
the needs of the present time, for coal

owners are making practically no profits

while the men still have their 30 per cent.

If the conciliation board agreement has

to be modified, it is entirely owing to the

difficulties of working under the new act.

At Ashington, they have had increased

production owing to the longer hours of

seme miners and the fact that they have
been able to employ more men. but the

1 production has increased while

have been reduced and. therefore,

Mr. Ha!! is '-till of the opinion that the

eight-hours act was ill considered and
badly conceived.

The Scottish n.incrs. he stated have

I a resolution with reference to the

recent disaster (HultOfl Colliery) stating

that it was advisable that colliery man-
hould be sent to jail when serious

accidents occurred. If the truth was known
•Ing such leriotll Mr.

Hall said, I am afraid it would he found

that the poor souls who deserved to be

sent to jail would be already beyond the

reach of human law.

Coke a Failure in Fire

finesEngi

A test was made recently, in Chicago,

by Fire Chief Archibald, of what is known
a-: 72-hour coke, in engine No. 1, to de-

cide whether it would give the same re-

sults as soft coal without so much smoke.

The test was made at the request of the

superintendent of the Smoke-Abatement
League. It took 6 min. to generate

60 lb. of steam with the coke. When
the engine was started the steam gage

dropped back to 5 lb. in \
l/> min. Sev-

eral tests were made, but the coke would

not keep up the steam. Then a fire was
made with soft coal—the kind now used

by the department. In 2 min. the gage

showed 60 lb. of steam. When the

engine was started at full speed, instead

of running back, the steam crept up, and,

in less than a minute, the gage showed

120 lb. The steam kept up until Chief

Archibald ordered the test concluded.

"I am satisfied the firemen know their

Accidents in British Mines

Special Correspondence

The British Home Office has issued a

return of the tables of fatal accidents

and deaths in and about the mines and
quarries of the United Kingdom during

the year 1910. The toll of death levied

upon the coal miners is greater than for

any previous year recorded in the usual

Blue Books of the department under the

Coal Mines act, no fewer than 1237 sep-

arate fatal accidents occurred, this being

an increase of 55 compared with the

year of 1909 and 286 in excess of the

record of 1901.

Eighteen explosions last year were re-

sponsible for the loss of 500 lives. The
Whitehaven disaster with 136, and the

Hulton Collieries accident with 344

deaths were unusually destructive, the

number killed in the remaining 16 ex-

plosions being only 20. In due course,

official reports on the Whitehaven and

Hulton disasters will be published by

the Home Office, when the lessons

learned and the results gathered will be

brought before the notice of readers of

the Journal. At present it will be suf-

FATALITIES FROM 1891 TO 1900.
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Shaft Accidents

Covering a period of years the 72

shaft accidents involving 88 deaths may
be regarded as somewhat normal when
it is considered that a great many more

underground workers are now employed.

That 24 were killed owing to "falling

from part way down" may, however, be

taken advantage of by those who advo-

cate protective devices to renew their

appeal for the use of gates and other

means of protection to the cages. They

have repeatedly urged that closed safety

cages are necessary owing to the risk

involved should the men in traveling up

and down the shaft become suddenly in-

disposed, and in the absence of such

protective device be hurled to the bottom

of the shaft.

Under the heading, "Miscellaneous

Underground Accidents," there were 398

deaths, and of these, 288 were due to

the haulage, many boys and men being

run over or crushed by trams and cars.

Year by year the detailed reports by the

mines inspectors show that illegal riding

on cars in motion, the breaking of hooks

and the failure of brakes to come into

coke were reduced, and the shipments
of bunker coal were also down, it is safe
to calculate that the death rate per mil-

lion tons of mineral raised will also ex-

hibit an upward tendency.

As shown in the accompanying tables,

the ten-year period, 1901-1910 was
marked by an average increase under
the various accidents headings in the

death roll compared with the ten-year

period ended 1900, working out in the

aggregate to 1232 as against 1004, an
annual increase of 228. The first table

gives the death figures for the decade

1891-1900.

The table shown below gives the death

figures for the last decade, showing the

increase under the various heads.

Prevention of Coal Dust

Explosions

By W. Hartman*

While mine gas is conquered by mixing

it with an air current sufficiently strong,

and thus carrying it out of the mine, this

means of protection fails entirely with

FATALITIES FROM 1901 TO 1910.
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Amber Deposits of the Baltic
From times immemorial, amber, or

succinite, has been found all along the

coast of the Baltic from Danzig. West

lemel, East Prussia,

close to the Russian border. It was gath-

fishermen either in nets, by div-

ing or other means that opportunity sug-

The right of ownership of this

sd in the State and

rmerly leased on long terms to

te parties.

To an enterprising Stettin firm that en-

tered the business with ample capital to

meet emergencies belongs the credit of

having brought the exploitation of amber

-resent successful issue. This firm

not only established a regular system of

mining by opencast work, but also devel-

a system of underground mining.

»s trying dredging in the Kunische

Haff. a bay closed in from the sea by a

narrow promontory, leaving only a small

inlet of communication.

The business must have proved profit-

able for. in 1899. the Prussian State

bought the lease for 10.000,000 marks

.approximated S2.500.000). From an

old textbook on mineralogy, I glean that

the terms of the lease had been 10.000

thalers 57 500) per year, a trifling

amount compared tfith what is now real-

ized by the State.

Situation of the Mines

The most productive region has been

found to be a narrow strip of land fol-

lowing the coastline from Palmnicken

northward to Briisterort lighthouse and

thence eastward to Neukuhren. Palm-

nicken is about midway between Pillau,

the seaport of Konigsberg. the Briisterort,

and may be reached from Konigsberg by

rail in one and one-half hours.

Adjoining the railroad depot at Palm-

nicken are the demonstration and ma-

chinery buildings, storehouses, etc., of

the government. A mile to the north

there is the village of Kra, inhabited by
• rnent employees, miners and

tradesmen dependent upon them. A little

farther to the north, at the foot of a bluff

and close to the beach, there is the Anna

shaft, through which the amber deposits

<»rked. The shaft is provided with

an uptodate hoisting and pumping gear

and is connected with Palmnicken by a

spur of the railroad. Admission is de-

nied: from what I could learn I gather

that the shaft is about 60 ft. deep with

imountir ij >1 length of about

.iles. That there is a large amount

of timber required I
< the work-

nrom the quantity

red into the mine and stored in the

rumored thai

seeping through the quicksand o.

UCh trouble thai

By O. H. Hahn

The amber deposits are

owned by the Prussian

government. Shallow shaft

near the beach at Kra con-

nects with about two miles

of drifts. The by-products

made from the poorer grades

include succinic aeid, am-

ber rosin ana oil.

'Mining and metallurgical engineer, Schill-

erstrasse 6, Jena, Germany.

The mine produces by far the largest

amount of amber, about 350 metric tons

per year, while only one-twentieth of this

quantity is obtained through other

sources. According to Professor Jorn-

quist, of the University of Konigsberg,

the amber is found imbedded in a layer

of bluish-gray, sandy clay, locally called

blaue erde (blue ground), which under-

lies the Upper Tertiary strata and per-

tains to the Lower Oligocene series. If

any be found in the lignites of a higher

horizon or even in diluvium or alluvium

its origin may be traced back to the blue

ground below, where the sea has washed

it out and thrown it upon higher

ground.

Preparation for the AIarket

The raw material from the mine is sent

to the washery at Palmnicken, which con-

sists of two vats with revolving stirrers

and six revolving barrels. In the barrels

the material is treated with a liberal sup-

ply of water to disintegrate the clayey

matter and allow the amber to rise to the

surface, where it is skimmed off. In the

revolving barrels there are rattan brushes

which remove the remainder of the

worthless earthy matter. The amber is

then put on a draining floor where chips

of wood are picked out, after which it is

sacked ready for shipment to Konigsberg.

This is the sales agency of the State

and here the pieces of amber must be

scrutinized closely, for it is alleged

that two hundred classifications are made
for the requirements of the trade.

Large pieces are not common; the larg-

est one found weighed 15 lb., another

which is in the geological museum,

weighs * lb. Blocks of amber are,

however, made by welding small pieces

together under a high pressure at a high

temperature. This compressed amber is

called "amberoid," and is easily distin-

guished from the native amber by the

connoisseur,

Manufacture of By-products

The smallest-size amber is treated at

Palmnicken for fused amber or resin,

amber oil or succinic acid. As the true

amber is, however, accompanied by other

fossil resins devoid of succinic acid and

with different physical properties, a close

sorting is necessary. This is performed

in a commodious building where about

30 girls, under a forewoman, are en-

gaged in picking out, not alone the unde-

sirable resins, but also any amber of

good color for the agency at Konigsberg.

The sorted amber is then removed to

the distillery and placed into one of a

series of open kettles which communicate

with a condensation chamber. The am-

ber is melted at a temperature of 375

deg. C, care being taken to prevent over-

flowing, when it commences to emit black

fumes which are drawn into a water-

cooled condensation chamber. This

chamber conects with a system of upright

cylinders from which the amber oil is

distilled over is drawn off at the top,

while the succinic acid is collected at the

bottom in a white crystalline mass. The

residue remaining in the kettle is cast in

flat molds and broken to be packed in

barrels and shipped as fused amber or

rosin. This is largely used for manu-
facturing varnish.

At the time of my visit a large engine

and boiler room were under construction,

which were to replace a suction-gas

plant that was driving a large dynamo for

furnishing power and light to the mine

and mill. The reason given that the gas

engine was to be discarded was that it is

too sensitive to impurities carried along

with the gas, which was not washed. The

gas was produced from coke.

According to one authority, the sales of

products by the Konigsberg agency in

1909 were as follows: 50,000 kg. crude

amber; 23,680 kg. compressed amber or

amberoid; 147,000 kg. fused amber or

rosin; 500 kg. succinic acid, and 13,560

kg. amber oil. The crude amber is quot-

ed at 21.90 marks per kg., while the value

of the manufactured article varies from

120 to 300 marks. The compressed am-
ber is quoted at 83.74 marks.

A large portion of the crude amber
must be going to Russia, for in the bor-

der towns of Polangen and Kretinga

there is quite a lively industry in manu-
facturing amber ornaments like rosaries,

necklaces and cigar-holder tips.

For 1910 the government had author-

ized the sale of 55,000 kg. of raw and

22,000 kg. of compressed amber, esti-

mated at a value of 3,311,200 marks

($788,357) and a net yield of 898,000

marks ($213,571). Statistics from one

ir show that 712,086 mine cars of blue

ground yielded 386 metric tons of amber.
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PERS O NAL
Mining and metallurgical engineers are in

vitcd to keep 'I'm: Engineering and Mining
Journal informed of their movements and
appointments.

Lewis T. Wright is in New York this

week.

H. C. Hoover sailed for London on

April 5.

Karl Eilers has returned from a West-

ern trip.

C. W. Merrill has returned to San
Francisco.

Ralph Arnold, of Los Angeles, is visit-

ing New York.

Alexander Gray, of Montreal, is visit-

ing New York.

F. M. Kurie has returned to Philadel-

phia after a two months' trip through

northwestern Arizona.

Dr. E. A. Beck has joined the staff of

metallurgists of the Goldschmidt Thermit

Company, of New York.

H. W. Hardinge, of New York, has

returned from a visit to Porcupine and

gone on a trip to Cuba.

S. F. Hunt, recently at Hamilton, Nev.,

has gone to Alaska to take charge of a

new gold-mining enterprise.

J. E. McAllister has returned to British

Columbia. He is expected in New York

again about the end of May.

Alexander W. Kean, general manager
of the Bibiani mines. Gold Coast, West
Africa, will be in London during April.

James W. Keffer has been appointed

manager of the Shelby Iron Company,
Shelby, Ala., succeeding J. H. Walker,

resigned.

Brbr Orton, an official of the Swedish

government mining bureau, has been

visiting the mines and mills of the

Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining Com-
pany at Kellogg, Idaho.

Charles W. Burgess, recently manager
of the Cal Eagle Mining Company, has

also accepted a position as manager of

the S, V & D Mining Company, with of-

fice at Carthage, Missouri.

A. B. Emery, formerly with the South-

ern Division of the American Smelting

and Refining Company, in Mexico, left

New York on March 30 to take charge

o r the Bonanza copper mine at Kennicott,

Alaska.

L. A. Levensaler, for some years past

engaged as mining engineer and geolo-

gist for the Morgan-Guggenheim syndi-

cate in Alaska, will leave Seattle, Wash.,

shortly for an extended exploration trip

in western Alaska.

James Elliott, vice-president and Gen-
eral manager of the Hailey-Ola Coal

Company at Haileyville, Okla., and presi-

dent of the Southwestern Interstate Coal

Operators' Association, has been visit-

ing the Birmingham district in Alabama.

F. W. Hopkins, manager of the Mill
and Smelter Engineering Company, of
New York, has gone West on business.
He will inspect the 100-ton all-slime
concentrating and cyaniding plant, which
his company is building for the Nevada
Wonder Mining Company, at Wonder,
Nevada.

S. Norton, who has been general man-
ager of Witherbee, Sherman & Co., Inc.,

Port Henry, N. Y., has been made con-
sulting engineer of the company and will

devote his attention to general develop-
ment work. S. Le Fevre, who has been
Mr. Norton's assistant, has been made
general manager and H. Comstock as-

sistant general manager.

John Mitchell, formerly president of
the United Mine Workers of America, has
tendered his resignation as chairman of
the trade-agreement department of the

National Civic Federation, to take effect

March 31. An authorized statement says
that the United Mine Workers asked Mr.
Mitchell to withdraw from the Civic

Federation or give up his membership in

their organization.

+11 OB ITUARY +
A. D. Gassaway died at Berkeley, Cal.,

March 19. He was born and raised in

Nevada county, and was familiar with hy-

draulic mining methods from his youth.

Later he turned his attention to dredg-

ing, becoming the first superintendent of

the Lava Beds Dredging Company, and

still later he devoted himself to making
examinations and reports on placer prop-

erties. He had a high reputation for

ability and integrity, and his services were

much in demand. He returned last year

from Siberia, where he had been in the

service of the Lena Goldfields, Ltd., and

had since been in ill health.

Harry Percival Garthwaite, whose
death in Salvador on "Vlarch 17 has been

briefly noted, was born in Brooklyn,

N. Y., 1854. When two years old he

was 'aken by his parents to San Fran-

cisco in which city he was educated and

where later he engaged in various mer-

cantile and financial persuits. For some
years he was general manager of the

Piedmont Cable Company. In 1895 he

went to South Africa and engaged in

mining there. He became Interested

there with Charles Butters and later went

to Central America, to take charge of the

San Sebastian mine, which Mr. Butters

had acquired. He was exceedingly suc-

cessful with those mines. He also found

time for much besides business and was
an important factor in public affairs in

Salvador. Probably his largest piece of

public service was the reconciliation that

he, mainly, effected between Nicaragua

and Salvador at the time he served as

special commissioner for the latter coun-

try in connection with a boundary dis-

pute. He was largely influential also

in straightening out the tangled financial

affairs of Salvador, and that government
and people join mining men everywhere
in regret at his death.

Mrs. Ellen H. Richards, instructor in

sanitary chemistry at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and wife of Prof.

Robert H. Richards, of the Department of

Mining Engineering, died March 30 after

a week's illness of angina pectoris. Mrs.

Richards has been connected with the in-

stitute nearly 40 years. She was former-

ly Ellen H-nrietta Swallow, and was born
in Dunstable, Mass., on Dec. 3, 1842. She
was graduated from Vassar in 1870, and
from the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology in 1873. She continued at the

institute as a resident graduate, and mar-
ried Professor Richards in 1875. In

1885 she became instructor in chemistry

and mineralogy in the Woman's labora-

tory of the Institute and later she became
instructor in sanitary chemistry. Her in-

fluence in developing scientific studies

among women was large, and in her spe-

cialty of social economics she acquired

an international reputation. Mrs. Rich-

ards was the first of her sex to be elect-

ed a member of the American Institute

of Mining Engineers. She was also a

member of other scientific bodies. She
was the author of many books on chemis-

try and sanitary conditions. One of her

noteworthy books was "First Lessons in

Minerals."

/-"

.

SOCIETIES^TECHNICAL SCHOOLS ^
Rocky Mountain Club—This club held

a meeting and smoker at the Waldorf-

Astoria, New York, April 1, listening to

an illustrated lecture by Ernest Thomp-
son Seton.

Utah Society of Engineers—The regu-

lar monthly meeting was held March 17

at Salt Lake City. E. S. Peters, of the

Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone Com-
pany, presented the paper of the evening

on "Protection at High-tension Cross-

ings." A discussion followed.

Canadian Peat Society—The first an-

nual meeting of this society was held at

Ottawa March 28. The following officers

were elected. Honorary president Dr.

Eugene Haanel, Ottawa; president. J.

McWilliam, London, Ont. ; vice-president,

J. M. Shuttleworth, Brantord, Ont.; exe-

cutive council. A. W. Fleck, John R.

Reid, Frank Pedley, Ottawa; secretary-

treasurer, Arthur J. Forward, Ottawa.

The question of asking the government

for a bounty on the production of peat

fuel was considered and referred to the

board of directors. The members visited

the government fuel-testing plant where

a peat gas-power plant was seen in oper-

ation. Dr. Haanel presented figures re-

cording the cost of power produced from

peat, stating that it could be furnished

at S7.50 per horsepower year for a 10-

hour dav
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Frlitorial Correspondence
m of some of

the pr f quicksilver has caused

cause the dissolution of the Eu-

nka Company, which for 10 years or

more has been employed solely as the

: agent foi eral quicksilver

The precise nature

ction is not made clear.

use of the withdrawal of

three of the five companies is that they

:hey can market their product as

usly without consigning to the

Eureka, and thus presumably save the

.: cent, that has been paid as com-

:-.. The advantages of the selling

agency have been in the saving of the

producers the necessity of watching the

market and handling the sales, especially

when there was a large production and

probability of accumulating stocks. Three

years ago the Eureka company had on

hand at one time consigned quicksilver

amounting to 3000 to 5000 flasks, but in

the past year the demand has exceeded

the output, and the total production in the

State is decreasing, while there is an in-

ci eased demand. In February there was

an advance in the London price of 2

points i about 510 » per flask, which has

been assigned as a reason for the deter-

mination of the producers to discontinue

consignments to the selling agency. In

the middle of March the London price

dtopped 15s. but this decline did not alter

the determination. The companies with-

drawing from the agency are the New
Almaden. the New Guadalupe, and the

Helen. Instead of continuing the single

agency H. M. Newhall & Co.. controlling

the Great Western, and Hass Brothers,

controlling the New Idria. will each estab-

lish a selling agency. The first named

commission firm, the latter are

v holesale grocers, in San Francisco. The

ultimate result is likely to be the estab-

lishment of competition, which did not

heretofore exist.

The frequent publicity regarding the

quantity of crude oil in storage in Cali-

fornia is employed as an argument in

-t of the claim of overproduction

and demand for lower prices at the wells.

.ct that in February the total in all

hi., an

r January,

'he claim of overproduc-

ie increase hfl n con-

fer the last 12 months. In the

part of 19

mater

iblc char; car. There

has been r reduction in at

• the life of the ir

permanent

in the several I

Kern COUnl

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

000; Coalinga district, 2,100,000; Santa

Maria fields, 700.000; Southern fields,

824,000. To this total of 24,324,000 there

may be added the pipe-line stocks of

about 5,600,000, or an aggregate of, say,

34.000.000 bbl., which is in fact an evi-

dence of the competency of the fields

to meet the demands rather than of

overproduction.

The legislature has adjourned, but the

result of all the attempted legisation af-

fecting the mining and petroleum inter-

ests will not be known until the governor

has passed upon the various bills that re-

main for his signature or rejection. The

alien land bill, which, though not directed

against the mining industries, would have

ultimately affected them had it become a

law. was put to sleep in the files of the

judiciary committee of the Assembly.

The quartz miners are interested particu-

larly in the bill creating the office of mine

inspector, which in the event of its be-

coming an established law will prove of

small value, since it provides merely for

investigation when mines are reported

unsafe.

Denver
April 2—As predicted, the expected

has happened, and the Moffat Tunnel bill

is being lobbied, filibustered and amend-

ed out of existence. The last amendment

is one requiring the Moffat road to pledge

collateral to the amount of the bonds is-

sued. This seems absurd for, if the Mof-

fat road people were able to do that, they

would have built it themselves, and own

it, instead of its being as now proposed,

owned by the State and open to the use

of other railroads. The other railroads

and coal companies are said to be most

active in their hostility, as was to be ex-

pected. So at present the only outlet for

the product of the Yampa coalfield with-

ar nr two, is via ono or other

of the feeders of the Union Pacific on the

north, two of which by buildin". about 60

miles from their southern terminal would

reach the coal area.

The r.-port nn the Stratton Estate by

•liner I.eddy has now been

filed, and the assets, providing a fair

price can be secured for the mining prop-

erties, are said to aggregate not far from

$9,000,000. The value of the Stratton-

Cripple Creek Mining and Development

Company was placed at $1,891,327 in

1902, and it is said that the value of the

mines has largely increased since then.

This would have to be shown to the pur-

chaser, as every mine has its life, and

these have been steadily worked by leas-

ers since 1902, and the more ore taken

out of a mine, the less its value. There

are 11 mining companies owned or con-

trolled by the estate and they pay in tax-

es $74,184. Claims of a total amount of

$23,000,000 have been made against the

estate, and these have all been met and

defeated, with the exception of a few

minor cases.

The 200-ton concentrator built by H. P.

Lowe at Black Hawk is said to be a suc-

cess, and is treating ore from the

Frontenac and Addudel mines, producing

about 80 tons of concentrates per diem,

and the Independent smeltery at Golden

is developing with excellent results the

War Dance, Mammoth and National

groups, which it purchased lately.

The Leyden coal mine in which ten men

lost their lives a few months ago, will

spend half a million dollars in rehabilitat-

ing the mine. The two old shafts will be

repaired, and a third one sunk, and all

concrete-lined, three compartment—two

compartments for the balance hoists and

the third for air and equipment. The

output will be 1000 tons per diem by

Sept. 1.

The Tarn O'Shanter-Montezuma, an

early surface producer of silver-lead ore

in the Ashcroft district, Pitkin county,

has been rehabilitated, and developed

by a crosscut tunnel intersecting the veins

and thence by drifts along the two veins for

1500 ft., with winzes to the surface, plac-

ing large bodies of ore in sight. The

mil! and tramway will be ready to run

soon. A small force has been at work all

winter blocking out ore. The property

is said to be under option to a London

company and will be submitted to a trial

run and examination. It is 15 miles from

Aspen and there from Ashcroft. and has

one of the most complete plants in Colo-

rado.

Salt Lake City

April 2—Notice has been received by

the local United States land office for a

reclassification of coal land in Carbon

and Sevier counties. This is in line with

the Government's plan of conservation,

and will in some case increase the pres-

ent valuation of the land five times or

more. The lands effected are on Miller

creek, Cottonwood creek, and near Alt.
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, Alice in the southern part of the State.

On Miller creek, all of township 15 south,

range 8 east, the price of the land has

been raised from $20 to $235 an acre;

in township 23 south, range 4 west on

Ivy creek from $10 to $82 an acre; on

Cottonwood creek, township 17 south,

range 7 east from $12 to $150 an acre;

I on Miller creek, township 14 south, range

I

7 east, from $35 to $255 an acre; near

}
Mt. Alice, township 24 south, range 4

I
east, from $10 to $90 an acre, iliese

lands are all more than 15 miles from a

railroad, and according to the reclassifica-

tion notice, the prices will be doubled, as

soon as a railroad has been extended to

within five miles of the land. It is

thought that the sale of coal lands at the

local land office will be materially re-

duced by this reclassification. Inasmuch

as the lands are required to be taken in

40-acre lots, the tendency will be to pro-

tect the present established coal inter-

ests, and keep out possible competition,

as the prices and conditions under which

the lands can be had are almost pro-

hibitive to the ordinary person.

Preparations are being made for the

commencement of Government surveys,

during the coming season under the di-

I
rection of Thomas Hull, U. S. Surveyor

General. Parties are being organized,

and will soon be sent into the field. The

greater part of the work will be in Uintah,

Grand, Juan, Beaver, Iron, Garfield,
' Washington and Kane counties in the

|
southeastern and southwestern part of

the State. Nine parties will be sent out.

Duluth

April 2—As exploratory work proceeds

on the Cuyuna range, sentiment among

the important iron people does not seem

to wax enthusiastic. While it is still too

soon to condemn the range, it is not hard

to understand the reasons that cause a

feeling of pessimism, or at least of doubt..

The character of the orebodies and the

structure of the formation on that range

are such that a much greater quantity of

drilling is necessary to obtain the desired

information than is the case on the

Mesabi range. This feature, in itself,

would be negligible, if it were not for the

indisputable fact that the quantity and

extent of marketable ore discovered to

date are very small in comparison to the

lean ore that has been shown to exist.

To find iron on the Cuyuna is not

so difficult a matter in itself. The

real trouble has been and still is to

obtain an orebody of marketable size and

marketable grade. From this standpoint,

and this is the view from which the situa-

tion must be looked at, because it in-

volves the matter which directly affects

the practical iron man, recent develop-

ments are no more satisfactory than those

of two or three years' standing. It is not

surprising, then, that certain of the in-

fluential iron men view the Cuyuna range

with distrust, and are content to merely

watch the situation closely while someone
else spends the money.

Activity is noted in connection with

preparations for the summer's season on
the Mesabi range. Everything points

toward another busy season on the range.

These in charge of the large ore docks

are assembling their crews, and the lat-

ter are busy making necessary repairs

and getting the huge structures in shape

for the rapid handling of ore. The large

contractors who have taken contracts to

strip new properties on the range are on

the ground with the intention of starting

active operations as soon as the weather

conditions will permit.

The coming summer will witness in-

creased activity on the Vermilion range.

Several properties have very nearly

reached the point where shipments can

be started. This will have the effect of

turning the attention, to this range, of

many who have viewed the developments

to date with only passing interest. Sev-

eial companies that have been organized

during the past winter will start active

oploration as soon as the snow and

frost leave the ground. This range is an

especially favorable one for exploration

at the present state of the iron and steel

market because of the very high grade

of the ore generally found. It is market-

able when ores from the other Lake Su-

perior ranges are not.

Toronto

April 2—The announcement by the

Canadian Geological Survey of the find-

ing of diamonds in the Tulameen dis-

trict, British Columbia, has created wide-

spread interest, and many inquiries as to

the situation of the diamond area have

been received. Some prospectors have

started for the district, but Charles Cam-
sell, of the Survey, states that at pres-

ent it will be impossible to stake claims

with any degree of accuracy on account

of the depth of snow. During the early

part of the summer Mr. Camsell will

revisit the Tulameen area to make further

investigations, after which he will pro-

ceed to examine an area near Vancouver

where gold was discovered in 1910.

Mexico City

April 2—The treasury department re-

ports the exports of minerals and min-

eral products for December, 1910, at 12,-

759,753 pesos, a falling off of 876,507

pesos from the corresponding month of

1909. The mineral exports for the first

six months of the fiscal year, July to

December, inclusive, are given as 85,-

549,025 pesos, showing an increase of

7,173,763 pesos. This increase is largely

represented by the increase in gold ex-

port for the period which was 6,332.343

pesos and which included coined and bar

gold for the payment of private and pub-

lic debts as well as the mine product.

The silver exports for the period likewise

increased 1,050,911 pesos, part of which
is also for trade-exchange purposes.

The exports of other metals for the six-

months' period are given as follows:

Antimony, 845,346 pesos; decrease com-
pared with same period of previous fiscal

year, 322,246 pesos; asphalt, 64,094
pesos; decrease, 59,836 pesos; copper,

12,741,832 pesos; increase, 824,252 pe-

sos; graphite, 8404 pesos; decrease, 6226
pesos; lead, 2,977,366 pesos; decrease,

250,836 pesos; zinc, 342,087; decrease,

244,297 pesos. It is notable that the only

increase is in copper, most of which is,

however, due to the resumption at Can-
anea.

In December, 1910, the copper exports
were 2,607,401 pesos, a decrease from
December of 1909 of 447,445 pesos. The
lead exports were 266,063 pesos; a de-

crease of 387,408 pesos. Other exports
for December, 1910, were: Graphite,

2024 pesos; zinc, 50,590 pesos; anti-

mony, 144,362 pesos.

These figures are interesting, but is it

not possible to consider them as a true

measure of the mining activity of the

Republic.

Mining operations have been greatly

interrupted throughout all northern Mex-
ico during the last three months owing to

threats and in some few cases actual in-

terference on the part of the insurrection-

ists. It is estimated that more than half

of the mines in the Alamos district, and

territory tributary to Alamos have sus-

pended operations, and unless quiet is re-

stored in a short time, practically all of

them will be compelled to close down, as

the Government will doubtless refuse to

allow consignments of high explosives to

be taken to the interior where there is

danger of their falling into the hands of

bands of irresponsible men who are roam-

ing aimlessly through the mountains,

calling themselves "pronunciamentos" or

"Maderistas." Many of these bands are

doing no fighting and have no intention

of doing any, but are contenting them-

selves with "capturing" ranches and con-

fiscating such arms and horses as they

are able, to find and occasionally riding

into some small village which is guarded

by one lone policeman, terrorizing the

peaceful inhabitants and appropriating

such stores of provisions as that may be

able to secure. So far, no American-

owned mine in this district has been

molested, but unless such bands are soon

dispersed there are sure to become more

bold and desperate and American as we!!

as Mexican properties will suffer.

Owing to the continued interruption of

railroad traffic \'. the state of Chihuahua,

the Rio Plata Mining Company, operat-

ing in the Arteaga district is now shipping

all supplies and bullion through Alamos.

A shipment of 96,000 oz. of silver bullion

was received here recently from that

company, being the third shipment to

come in by way of Alamos.
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The Minind News
Alaska

owky—This gold company is in

the market for a stamp mill for the

Moose Pass district. Philip J. Hickey,

of the work.

This company

will operate the three-stamp mill during

the coming season and will install addi-

tional equipment in the fall. Milo Kelly

H. Bartholf. of Seattle, are inter-

ested.

Alabama
Alabama Consolidated Coal. Iron and

Steel Company—This company has been

organized to take over the properties of

abama Consolidated and the South-

ern Iron and Steel Company, both re-

cently reorganized. The principal people

interested are J. H. Hoadley, of New

York; Cecil A. Grenfell. of London; J. F.

Shaw, of Boston, and H. H. Melville, of

New York. The consolidated company

will own over 150.000 acres of ore and

coal lands in the Birmingham district;

eight blast furnaces with a total capacity

of over 500.000 tons of pig iron per

annum; a steel rod and wire mill with a

present capacity of 650 tons of finished

product per day. The company also has

in hand a plan for shipping coal in barges

down the Warrior river to Mobile and

thence by the inside route to New Orleans.

Arizona

Gila County

Miami—S. S. Rosenstamm reports by

wire under date of April 5 concerning

mill operations as follows: "Miami has

made its first shipment of three carloads

of concentrates yesterday and three more

are loading. Two sections of the mill

are treating 750 tons daily, and the third

section will start today when the mill

will be treating over 1000 tons of ore

per day It looks as if four sections will

soon be going, and that Miami will prob-

be treating 3000 tons daily in four

or five months. The mill is doing beauti-

ful work. The concentrates are running

40 per cent, copper, the tailings are clean

and the extraction, even at present, is

r cent. The plant is the

cleanest and smoothest running since the

porphyjes b gan production, and I am
convinced costs will be lower than orig-

inal estimates Channing.

Burc! are de-

lighted wif ine churn drill is

still operating upon the north-

ground. The
concentrating t ceiving t

;

• :• lull.

ooncentraf d by

t will

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. Tho
Current History of

Mining

give no information concerning its future

movements at the property, but it is ob-

vious that development work there will

be resumed soon. It is said that sur-

face equipment will soon be installed and

than an aerial tramway will be built to

convey the ore to the Miami concentrator,

about 400 ft. lower than the former. Two
of the churn drills used on the Miami

ground will be moved to the Keystone.

Inspiration— Installation of electrical

equipment for the new haulage system is

going forward and is expected to be ready

for operation as soon as the new gen-

erator arrives and is installed. Station

cutting at the bottom of the Colorado

shaft is almost completed. When finished

work will be begun on a drift that will be

a portion of the haulage level, connect-

ing the Colorado with the 500-ft. level of

the Joe Bush shaft. Three churn drills

are at work.

Live Oak—Drill hole 45 has encount-

ered 4 per cent. ore. This hole, which

entered the ore at 550 ft. is 600 ft. in

depth. Hole 52 is in chalcocite at 340

ft. Satisfactory progress is being made
in the old shaft (No. 1) and the new
shaft (No. 2) on the western end of the

Live Oak ground is started. The new
shaft will be sunk to 1200 ft., and will

cut ground already proven by drill hole

38. The work of blocking out the Live

Oak orebody will be started as soon as

shaft No. 1 is 70 ft. deeper, at which

depth a new level will be established.

Summit—Station cutting is progressing

at the 600- ft. level, orders have been

given to drift from that level to the Pas-

quale vein about 500 ft. to the west. A
2fH)-ton concentrator will be erected on

the property as soon as materials arrive.

I'lack Warrior Much underground

uork is heing done in the region of the

Winnie shaft and the main west drift is

being driven to prospect to the western

boundary. Churn drills will be put to

work. The mine continues its shipments

of 100 and 125 tons daily to El Paso of

tveraging between per cent, and

10 per cent

3

Arizona Commercial—At the Eureka

shaft diamond-drill prospecting has

shown a zone of secondary enrichment

below the 1000-ft. level. At this depth

16 ft. of 16 per cent, copper glance was

reported drilled. Above the 1200-ft. depth

the drill was withdrawn after penetrating

10 ft. of a body of sulphide that aver-

ages 11 per cent. The shaft will be sunk

to the 1200-ft. immediately and it is ex-

pected that the sufficient ore between that

level and the 1000 will be opened up to

start the smeltery by July 1.

Graham County

Arizona Copper Company—Prelimin-

ary data from the anual report indicates

a copper profit of 5843,240 for the year

ended Sept. 30, 1910, as compared with

$1,016,015 for 1909 and SI,01 3,845 for

1908. The earnings from the railroad for

1910 were $429,115, also a decrease from

the two previous years. Some of the di-

rectors are shortly expected from abroad

to decide on radical changes in equip-

ment and methods of treatment proposed.

California

Amador County

Hardenhurg—The electric motor and

air compressor for this mine are on the

ground and in course of erection.

Amador Queen—Machinery is on the

ground for prospecting this mine in

Hunt's gulch by an English company.

The old shaft is down 1000 feet.

Original Amador—Title to properties

adjoining this mine, and being worked by

this company, is being contested by J. E.

Bullard. The claims are Eclipse, Eclipse

Extension and Last Chance, which were

acquired at delinquent tax sale.

Butte County

Natomas Consolidated—This dredging

company is building another large

dredger of the 15-cu.ft. bucket type to

operate at Thermalito.

Downing—A dredger of 5 cu.ft. bucket

capacity will be constructed by Lawrence

Gardela to work this property on the

southern edge of Oroville.

Calaveras County

Meeker-'This mining property, neat

Angels, has been bonded to Thomas Lane.

Angels—The unwatering of this mint

is in progress and will require abou
six weeks, when the mill will again start

Eldorado County

Georgia Slide The filing of inoor«p

tion articles by this mining andj on
company is taken as evidence res .

factory development. Capital stoc nr

000; directors, W. O. Bower-

Titus, Charles Cunningham, J. E/v\t.

B. A. Cardwell, of Sacramento.
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French Hill—This group of gold claims

on the Mother lode, near Greenwood,
have been acquired by the Hydro-Elec-

tric Mining Company, an Arizona and

Colorado organization, capitalized at

$5,000,000. F. W. Ford, Los Angeles,

manager.

Carpendar-Kumfa—A large quantity of

good gravel is ready for the mill, which

will be put in commission within a few

days.

Pacific— It is reported that extensive

reduction works will be erected on this

mine.

Fresno County

Kern Trading and Oil—This company
is reported to be preparing to drill on the

lines of its properties that are adjoined

by producing wells.

British Consolidated— Sir Robert

Hampson and E. E. Head, of Liverpool,

are making the annual examination of

the oil properties of this corporation.

They are also interested in the Coalinga

British Oil Company.

Kern County

Osdick—The cyanide plant at this mill

in the Stringer district, is again in opera-

tion, and 2000 tons of sand is ready for

treatment. Ore from the Gold Bug and

other mines in the district will also be

treated.

Kenyan—The vein in this claim has

been uncovered within a few steps of

Butte avenue, the main street of Rands-

burg.

Butte Lode—Rock that is reported to

run S30 a ton is being milled from the

discarded dumps and blockings left by

leasers who worked only high-grade ores.

Los Angeles County

Guaranty Oil Company—This com-

pany, which owns 1340 acres of oil lands,

has purchased the refining plant of the

United Refineries Company, covering six

acres in Los Angeles, and all holdings

and the trade of the selling company.

The plant has a capacity of 5000 bbl.

The price is said to be $400,000. The

Gur.ranty also plans building at San

Pedro.

Mariposa County

Little Gem—A good strike of ore has

been made in this mine at Kittridge.

There are five shafts on the property, and

an 86-ft. tunnel crosscutting stringers of

ore from a 2- ft. lode.

Number Five Mining Company—This

company, operating near Hornitos, at the

annual meeting at Merced, March 14,

elected W. J. McCabe, of Duluth, Minn.,

volves'dent, and E. S. O'Brien, of Merced,

the pitary. The shaft will be sunk 50 ft.

ments-r. and drifting from that level will

of tw<w.

surpri Nevada County
fluent mrlad—This mine, in Rough and
Nut

'y district, will be reopened on the

return of H. M. Black, president, from a
trip to New York and Ohio. There is a
complete hoisting and pumping plant on
the mine, and compressors have been re-

cently installed.

Kate Hardy—This mine, on Oregon
creek, has been purchased by J. W.
Morrell, of San Francisco, and W. M.
Beggs, of San Jose, former leasers. Im-
provements contemplated include a 10-

stamp mill. The mine was put on a good
working basis in the early part of 1910
when $20,000 was produced in two
months.

Coan— Five of the 10 new stamps are

in commission on ore from the old work-
ings. A hoist has been erected, and an
incline shaft is being sunk. The prop-
erty is owned by a Pittsburg syndicate.

Mr. McGonigal is superintendent.

Plumas County

The Plumas Power Company, a new
incorporation, will be established at

Greenville for the development and sup-

ply of water and electric power in Indian

valley. Water for direct power and gen-

eration of electricity is available within

4000 ft. of the power site. Electric power
will be applied to the stamp mills in the

vicinity of Greenville.

Sacramento County

Natomas Consolidated—This dredging

company has made several purchases of

land on American river, near Folsom, ag-

gregating 500 acres or more at a price

said to be about $150 per acre.

San Bernardino County

Six-foot depth of gold-bearing gravel

has been opened up by prospectors in

Red Rock canon, who are securing large

returns by the dry-wash method. Chi-

cago capitalists are preparing for dredg-

ing operations in this district south of

Summit diggings, and near Kane lake

(Kern county).

San Bernardino County

Great Gold Belt—The new milling

plant at the mine of this company, near

Amboy, consists of a 7- ft. Lane slow-

speed mill, 40-h.p. engine, 7xl0-in. Dodge

crusher, and Traylor concentrator, capac-

ity. 20 tons per day. Development has

been in progress since Jan., 1909. L. I.

Plummer. Los Angelas, president.

Shasta County

Little Nellie—A 10-stamp mill will be

erected immediately on this mine on the

Iron Mountain railroad; A. B. McVey,

Redding, manager.

Mammoth— It is reported that this cop-

per company is planning a new tunnel to

tap the ore on a level with the electric

tramway.

Bully Hill—The widely circulated re-

port that this company is going to build

a zinc plant is incorrect.

Colorado
Clear Creek and Gilpin Counties
Gold Dirt—]. L. Cutting, lessee of this

mine on Covode mountain, is reported
to have opened a body of ore on the

second level that, as indicated by assays,
runs over $100 to the ton in gold, and is

two ft. in width. It has been developed
for 100 ft. in length. The product will

go to the North American smeltery at

Golden.

Centennial—This well known mine,
situated in the center of the town of

Georgetown, is reported sold to Pennsyl-
vania men for $125,000.

Lake County—Leadville

Ibex—A large body of zinc ore is re-

ported as having been found in this

property by J. Jacket, a lessee. This dis-

covery is of interest as it is so far dis-

tant from the recognized zinc zone.

Penfield—This claim in Evans gulch
between the New Monarch and Resurrec-
tion properties, is under lease to Joseph
Stumpf & Co., who are reported to have
opened 5 ft. of ore running well in gold

and silver.

McMahon—This mine on Sugar Loaf
is leased by McGee Brothers who have
driven a tunnel 600 ft. and are said to

have struck a small but rich streak of

silver-gold ore.

Siwatch—This tunnel is now in 2700 ft.

and in about three months more driving,

the first vein will be cut.

Las Animas County
Royal—The mine at Aguilar has just

taken out its first car of coal, which was
shipped March 21. An electric hoist will

be installed soon, and a second shaft is

to be sunk this summer.

San Juan District

Camp Bird—This London company an-

nounces that it has adopted the policy of

acquiring interest in other mines, in ad-

dition to its own. The estimated profits

for February were reported at £22,300.

Summit County
Wellington Mines—The annual report

shows a gross product of $178,340 and
a net profit of $58,000. The product is

a silver-lead-zinc ore, about one-half the

value of the ore being in zinc. About
10,000 tons were milled at a cost of

$2.80 per ton. The installation of a

magnetic separating plant is recom-

mended. Charles S. Downing is presi-

dent.

Teller County—Cripple Creek
Damon—A shipment has been made

from a new discovery in the 350-ft. level

of the main Damon shaft by Cox & Whit-

more, lessees; and on the Jerry Johnson

adjoining the Damon, the lessees, Caley

& Co., are shipping steadily, and at the

Arapahoe shaft of the Jerry Johnson, 1

oz. gold ore and 2 oz. screenings are

being shipped.

Conundrum—Shipments have been re-

sumed from this mine on Gold hill by
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er, who have had their

oreshoot is reported as

> been opened on the June Blizzard

at 150 : N son & Lewis, lessees,

and the se is producing six

The Colburn

I] be in operation, it is stated, on

June 1.

Pride of Cripple Creek—Lessees on

s mine on Ironclad hill have opened

thr e Pride vein and hav-

ing , -red to stope will probably

- suited that they have

found a new vertical vein and that the

ore coming from this, and what is known
:he Forest Queen flat vein will aver-

per ton in gold all around.

Points—This Bull Hill property is

shipping five cars per month, of ore that

averages about >30 per ton. Polly & Co.

are the lessees.

United Mines—Lessees on the Dead-

wood have made a discovery of ore on

the 500 level, that shows sylvanite of

an estimated value of l'J oz. gold per

ton.

Florida

Peninsular Mining Company—This

company has 80 acres of kaolin near

Lakeland, and is preparing to install ma-
chinery to mine and prepare 50 tons a

day. B. T. Altman. Wauchula, Fla.. is

superintendent.

Idaho

Oriole—This company, operating at Gil-

more, will develop the Liberty property

this season. Hugh Ferguson, of Pitts-

burg, has resigned as president.

Indiana

Greene County

Fire, believed to have been incendiary,

destroyed the exterior of Hoosier mine

No. 1. northwest of Linton March 27. The

tipple, engine room and power house

were burned. All the machinery, dyna-

mos, engines, boilers and cages con-

nected with the mine were a total loss.

The mine is owned by the Chicago, Terre

Haute & Southeastern Railroad Company
and has not been worked recently.

Vico County

The United States Trust Company of

Terre Haute has been appointed receiver

for the National Coal and Fuel Company
and will operate. One reason given for

the rec-uership is that 27 suits for dam-
ffie company pending, filed

by employees for the loss of tools and

Cut This company has
completed the mill on the Windsor tract

'ena and is mining a 1 00- ft. face

r en-cut method. The "dirt"

will .-•

r cent, n

ry.

Kentucky
Kentucky-Panama Coal Company—

This company is arranging to develop two
pieces of coal property in western Ken-
tucky, on the Louisville & Nashville Rail-

road, one in Hopkins and the other in

Muhlenberg county. An electrically

equipped plant will be installed on each
property. The plants will have a daily

capacity of 1500 tons each. The pro-

ject is being managed by Inkerman
Bailey, who has his office at 66 Broadway,
New York.

Michigan
Copper

Mohawk—At the seventh level, 500 ft.

from surface, of No. 6 shaft, a much im-

proved condition in the copper contents

of the rock has been noted. At Nos. 4
and 5 shafts better ground is coming with

depth.

Wolverine—This company has discon-

tinued shaft sinking temporarily on the

Osceola lode and is centering activities at

this point in driving the lateral open-

ings at the second level. The drifts are

cutting across the formation toward the

hanging«-wall side in the hopes of en-

countering the copper-bearing streak in

the foundation. A small amount of cop-

per has been encountered in the shaft,

but it is believed that an improved con-

dition will be met with as the hanging-

wall is approached.

Netv Baltic—The shaft is down 300 ft.

It has been decided to put in the next

station at a depth of 350 ft. and crosscut

to the lode. At the 200-ft. level the

ground was badly broken and the cross-

cut was discontinued before reaching its

lode. The shaft is going down about
along the line of a drill hole from which
a very rich core at 335 ft. The surface

equipment is complete and capable of

handling to 2000 feet.

Lake—The 50-drill compressor that

went into commission some time ago is

working satisfactorily. Additional drills

have been installed and raises are under
v/ay in the line of the new shaft. Con-
ditions continue very favorable under-

ground. The north drift from the fourth

level has again entered the lode, showing
good copper. Openings are showing that

the formation is swinging to the north-

west.

Minnesota

Cuyuna Range

North Range— Exploration on the main
part of the Cuyuna range is being cen-

tered on the North range, and particular-

ly in the vicinity of Crosby. Among the

drilling concerns represented on this part

of the range are Cole & McDonald, Carl-

son Exploration Company, Gaylord &
Guith, and the Helmer Exploration Com-
pany. Township 46, range 29, in which
the town of Crosby is located, has fur-

nished the most and the best ore that has
been discovered on the Cuyuna range.

Mesabi Range

The Hanna interests, of Cleveland, are
exploring the Poole property, near the
shores of Pokegama lake, not far from
Grand Rapids. When work was started,

earlier in the year, the company an-
nounced its intention of opening a mine
there if the grade and quantity of the

ore warranted. If such is found to be the

case, it will mean much to the southwest
end of the Mesabi, as it is well known
that there are large. quantities of ore un-
derlying other property in this territory,

of the same grade and character as that

on the Poole land.

Vermilion Range

Vermilion Steel—The company's heavy
machinery, a duplicate of that ordered
for the North American, is expected to

arrive at Tower shortly.

Vermilion and Mesabi Iron Company
—This company is a Minnesota corpora-
tion and has the following officers: C. E.

Kennedy, Duluth, president and treasur-

er; H. I. Cohan, Brainerd, Minn., vice-

president, and H. E. Walbank, Duluth,
secretary. The company's holdings in-

clude 80 acres in sec. 5 T 62 R 12, 80
acres in sec. 33 T 63 R 12 and 120 acres

in sec. 4 T 62 R 12. The first tract is

known as the Lucky Boy, the second as

the Camp and the third as the Anderson.
Exploration work was conducted through-

out the summer of 1910, with the result

that shafts are now being sunk on the

Camp and Lucky Boy claims. The entire

holdings of the company lie in the basin

which contains the Chandler mine, oper-

ated by the Steel Corporation for some
years. The Camp property has disclosed

a body of ore 100 ft. wide, which is sup-

posed to form the north wall of the basin.

Minnesota Steel and Iron Company—
Little drilling was accomplished on this

property during the very cold weather
this past winter. The reason for this was
the fact that the water pipe for the drills

was over 2000 ft. long. For some time

trenching has b~en going on under the

direction of Captain Kelly. The forma-
tion has been exposed in two places by
trenches 100 ft. wide and 8 ft. deep.

Missouri
R. L. Burke and associates are build-

ing a mill on their lease at Toms station.

R. B. Young, of Boston, has started
suit against the United Zinc Company,
Beer, Sondheimer & Co. and the
National Zinc Company to recover
the profits that have accrued to

the smelting companies as a result of

their contract with the United Zinc Com-
pany to buy 15,600 tons of ore at the rate

of 100 tons weekly. This contract was
made on the base price of ores for sever-

al vcars past and the United Zinc Com-
pany has been a heavy loser, compared
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with the prices received in the open mar-

ket. The United Zinc Company has

run short of ore and has been com-

pelled to buy ore on the open market

at a loss, to fill the contract.

Cliffwood—This company, at Neck

City, is building a 200-ton mill at the

mine.

American Zinc, Lead and Smelting—
This company has secured the lease of

the Gundling company, at Stott City,

comprising 132 acres and the new 400-

ton mill. This includes practically all the

development in that camp. The new com-

pany is at work sinking a shaft. This

company has also secured the first lease

with option to buy on the 640-acre tract

of J. G. Guinn, north of Webb City. This

includes the leases on which the Schoen-

heer- Walton, Bird Dog, Rhea and a dozen

other sheet-ground mines are working.

Sitting Bull—This company has made
its first run with the new mill at Toms
Station and has the record of the dis-

trict. The mine made 140,000 lb. of ore

from 240,000 lb. of "dirt" in the first two

days' run and made 500,000 for the week.

Eastern—This company, at Lawton, is

building a mill on their rich mine and
will soon be operating.

Davey-Crockett—This company, north-

west of Carthage, is starting operations

after a long shutdown.

Gibson—The Pike Land Company has
started the operation of the Gibson mine
on the Land at Porto Rico.

Montana
Improvements are planned for the

Washoe and Great Falls smelting plants

following the visit of President Thayer

to Montana. The improvements at the

Washoe are mainly in the concentrating

department.

Butte District

North Butte—It is reported locally that

the developments on the 2400-ft. level

are very satisfactory. The information

has not yet been confirmed officially,

however.

East Butte—The company reports that

its Pittsmont smeltery produced in 1910,

10,023,568 lb. of copper, of which about

15 per cent, was from custom ore. The
new orebody on the 800 level is opened

for 1000 ft., and is 30 ft. wide. The
company will shortly announce plan for

financing to complete the payments for

the Pittsmont property.

Nevada
Clark County

The Prairie Flower and Yellow Pine,

in the Good Springs district, are ship-

ping zinc-lead ores. The Yellow Pine

custom mill will soon be in commission.

Esmeralda County

C. O. D.—A new vein has been opened

on the Victor claim on the 300 level.

Operations on company account will be

started in the Sills shafts. L. K. Koontz
is in charge.

Johnnie—The February output was
$10,200, of which S2054 was net. The
operations are curtailed by labor scarcity.

Work is being done down to the 900
level. John Rourke is in charge.

Nye County

North Star—Machinery will soon be

installed and development begun.

Storey County

United Comsiock Pumping Association

— The association is planning to install

a new pumping system to replace the

hydraulic elevator equipment between the

2100 and 2650 levels. The new installa-

tion is demanded by the operations on

the new ore channel on the 2500 level

of the Mexican and to permit of deep ex-

ploration in the Ophir, Con. Vir-

ginia, Union Consolidated and other

mines of the north end of the lode.

Con. Virginia—The annual report for

1910 shows a product of 10,384 tons,

valued at S76,063. About 2500 ft. of work

was done during the year between the

1650 and the 1800 levels.

New Mexico
The vanadium reduction plant at Cut-

ter has closed after a short run, dur-

ing which about 1500 lb. of commercial

vanadium product was made.

Altos—This group in the Pinos Altos

district, Grant county, is shipping to the

El Paso smeltery. George H. Utter is in

chareg.

Oregon

Baker County

Grande Rondo—This company's hold-

ings at the head of the Grande Rondo

river, 25 miles from Sumpter, have been

sold to an Eastern company, who will

equip.

Daines—G. L. Bender, receiver, Green-

horn, reports that this property will be-

come active again.

Hnmbolt—The last payment has been

made on this property, and with the 10-

stamp mill now installed and a large

amount of ore blocked out, the company

expects a large cleanup this season.

Tennessee

Tennessee Copper—The acid plant is

producing about 500 tons of sulphuric

acid daily which is about 80 per cent, of

the yield expected when the additional

Gay-Lussac towers are completed.

Kentucky-Tennessee Phosphate Com-
pany—This company has been organized

to develop phosphate lands in Tennessee.

E. Stridecock, Richmond, Va., is presi-

dent.

Utah

Juab County

Colorado—Lead ore of good grade
about 50 ft. north of the Sioux line has
been raised on for some dicance, and
has been opened for about 40 ft. in width.

Recent shipments have been made from
this body. Sinking is in progress from
the 300- ft. level.

Iron Blossom—Ore is reported on the
600-ft. level of the No. 1 shaft. Con-
siderable copper staining is appearing on
the 800-ft. level. It is expected to add
one more car to the weekly shipments.

Beck Tunnel—Two caves have been
opened recently, and show ore in several
places. The larger cave is being ex-
plored by a winze, which is being sunk
on ore. Development is being pushed in

the large east-west break, and south of
it. Up to the present ore has been fol-

lowed south for about 40 feet, and any
streaks in the vicinity of the break are
being followed.

Carisa—Arrangements are being made
to resume development on the 500-ft.

level in search of a possible extension of
the Iron Blossom ore.

Sioux Consolidated—The directors are
scheduled to meet early in April, at which
time a dividend is looked for.

Emerald—Development is being car-
ried on in three places. The drift on the
1100-ft. level is following a break for
the intersection with a north-south fis-

sure. On the 800-ft. level some ore was
encountered a short time ago. A drift

has been driven from the Opex shaft on
the 2000- ft. level, the objective being a

possible extension of the Centennial-
Eureka orebodies to the south.

Piute County

Gold Mountain Consolidated—Notice
of a receiver's sale to sell this property
ai auction at the courthouse at Richfield,

March 30, has been published. The
property consists of 95 patented and 30
unpatented claims in the Gold Mountain
mining district, together with machine
shop, and other buildings: also two wa-
ter-power plants on Fish creek in Piute

and Sevier counties, and one steam-
power plant at Sevier station, and water
rights and franchises and all personal

property of the company, which is in the

receiver's hands.

Lily—Iron ore is being shipped to the

Valley smelteries from this property on

Red Mountain north of Marysvale. The
ere is hauled to Belknap switch.

Bully Boy—A car of rich ore from the

DeWitt strike has been sacked and

shipped to Marysvale. This is expected

to run well in silver. Two shifts are be-

ing worked, and the lower tunnel is being

cleaned out, and it will probably be

driven under the DeWitt strike to catch

i
r at greater depth.
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The old work: e being

;ned out. prep -eginning

e development.

Lake C
: Consoln: cording to

em reports conditions at this property are

improving. This is said to be the case

with development on the 1000-ft. level.

but no . out lo-

The com.- s >ping about

is d . :he International.

\ new body of shipping

.na ore has been opened from the

er tunnel level. This is a bedded de-

sit, and has been raised on for 25 ft.,

with ore still in the top. A similar ore-

body develop rt time ago has

been opened for twice this distance.

Montana-Bingham— About 24 men are

working on the old Tiewaukee group,

and considerable ore has been developed

with some mined and stored on the dump.

The second-class ore will be treated at

the Winnemucca mill, which is a short

distance from the property. A switch is

being built by the Denver & Rio Grande,

and when it is completed regular ship-

ments will be made. John McDonald
will take charge of the work. A tunnel is

being driven on the Eddy group for the

Quinn fissure which extends through the

Utah Copper and Boston Consolidated.

Utah Copper— During February the

production was reported at 7.329,320 lb.

copper, an increase of 622.210 lb. over

Jinuary. The first remodeled section of

the Arthur mill was put in commission

about the middle of the month.

Canada
\ Scotia

Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Company—
At the annual meeting held in New Glas-

gow. N. S., .March 29. a resolution was
adopted authorizing the increase of the

capital by Si,500,000. The directors were
empowered to issue stock to this amount
at their discretion, but President Harris

stated that there was no immediate in-

tention of so doing. The profits of the

being an increase
- cent, over 1909, and a total of

was expended on capital ac-

count at Wabana, Sydney Mines and New

Ontario

ilt This company is being

wound up on the application of William

Unir the president, who is a creditor

to the extent
I he liabiln

amount to

The dividend for the

'•larch 31 has been pa

The rt that the failure

of the Mir upply
- entailed the suspension of

found in t
1

indfl property, in the

diabase formation at a d

Heretofore all the ore has been found in

the conglomerate, and the new discovery

is of great importance, both to this mine
and to those surrounding it.

Crown Reserve—A contract has been

made between the company and the

Kingdom of Saxony, by which the former

will supply 750.000 oz. of silver for coin-

age purposes.

North Thompson—Several good dis-

coveries have lately been reported on this

Porcupine property.

Preston East Dome—This Porcupine

company will put in a steam plant and a

two-stamp mill.

West Dome—A complete compressor
plant will he installed on this Porcupine

property. The vein has been cut at about

200 ft. with the shot drill.

Quebec

East Canada Smelting Company—This

company, controlled by the Precious

Metals Corporation, 49 Wall street. New
York, has shipped from the McDonald
mine at Weedon in five months an aver-

age of 1091 tons monthly from which
the monthly return was S9394. The
March shipments exceed 1900 tons. The
ore yields between 5 and 6 per cent, cop-

per and about 43 per cent, sulphur.

Buildings have been constructed and a

working shaft completed. A Rand com-
pressor and receiver, Jenckes 100-h.p.

boiler, engine and hoist, buckets and cars

were added to the equipment during

March, which will treble the capacity of

the plant and enable development to

proceed 500 feet deeper. Sinking was re-

sumed April 5 and shaft No. 2 will be

driven at the rate of 50 ft. per month.

The present depth from surface is 114

feet.

Mexico
Chihuahua

Santa Eulalia camp is working as

usual. The managers complain that

the miners do not work as steadily

as they used to because of the time

they spend in discussing the revolution.

The lack of railroad transportation has
closed all operations at Terrazas north

of Chihuahua for the present, except at

the Rio Tinto which is developing.

Culantrilla—This property between the

San Francisco del Oro and El Rayo will

M-on be in operation again. It is con-

trolled by M. H. Biiggs, of London and
an examination of it preliminary to oper-

ation has been directed.

. La Triunfa—This gold property on the

Mayo river in western Chihuahua is be-

ing equipped with a 20-stamp mill by

.[. W. Pender. It is a surface deposit of

quartz boulders and is reported to assay

about SI 4 to the ton.

DURANGO

National Mines and Smelting Com-
pany— This reorganization of the Lustre

Company is preparing to start operations
at .Magistral. New equipment will be
installed. J. W. Gillingham and G. W.
Clawson, of Los Angeles, Cal., are en-

gineers for the new company and M. R.

Thurston superintendent.

Jalisco

Tula Iron and Steel Company—The
iron smeltery and plant at Tula is work-
ing steadily. The equipment will be in-

creased. J. W. Dickinson is general
manager.

Hidalgo

La Union—This hacienda, which about
two years ago changed to cyanidation,
has now declared a dividend of 5 pesos
per share. Francisco Narveaz is man-
ager.

Sinaloa

Carrizo—This gold mine, at San Jose
de Gracia, has been acquired by a Van-
couver (B. C.) company, and will be de-
veloped. It is on the vein belt of the
Jesus Maria and the Guadalupe mines.

Tajo—This property, at Rosario. is

running the 60-stamp mill full time. A
gas-producer plant has been installed. J.
H. Tweedy is in charge.

SONORA

San Geronimo—This gold-silver mine,
20 miles east of Pozo, in the Ures dis-
trict, is now being extensively developed
by a New York company. A 100-ton con-
centration mill will soon be completed.
M. Dalton and J. T. McDonald are in

charge.

Africa

Rhodesia

Gold production in February was 48,-

211 oz., making a total for the two
months ended Feb. 28, of 97,573 oz., or

$2,016,484; a decrease of 4783 oz. from
last year. Other metal and mineral pro-
duction in February included 14,478 oz.

silver, 50 tons lead, 6551 tons chrome
ore, 55 tons asbestos and 12,892 tons
coal.

South America
Chile

Braden Copper—The No. 3Y2 Fortuna
timnel .has advanced 30 m. in ore aver-
aging 2J4 per cent, copper per ton. It

was believed that the first section of the

new concentrator would be placed in

commission in April, but owing to the de-
lay in building the hydroelectric power
plant, which is to develop approximately
15,000 h.p., operations will probably not

begin at the mill until June or July.

Up to the end of February, there was
run through the 450-ton experimental
mill 16,200 tons. The monthly amount
and average were reported as fol-

lows: Dec, 4500 tons, 2.87 per cent.;

Jan.. 7100, 3.04; Feb., 4600, 2.89. The
concentrating mill will have a capacity

Of 3000 tons per day.
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Coal Trade Review

New York, April 5—Coal trade in the

West seems to be improving slightly,

owing to some increase in the demand

for steam coal. Conditions are not yet

satisfactory, however, and improvement

is likely to be slow. There is no sign

yet of the opening of the Lake trade.

In the East the bituminous-coal trade

is showing a slight improvement. The

decision of the Supreme Court in the Le-

high Valley case, which may cause some
trouble to the anthracite companies, is

referred to elsewhere.

From Pittsburg reports come of the

organization of a company which is to act

as a central selling agency for a number
of large coal companies. More definite

statements are looked for with interest.

Panama Contract—There were 26 bids

offered on the contract for 550,000 tons

of coal for Panama. On Pocahontas and

New River, delivered at ports on Hamp-
ton roads, offers ranged from $2.47 to

$2.70; Fairmont at Baltimore $2.45, at

Philadelphia, $2.60; Pennsylvania Miller

vein, $2.55(7?2.70 at Philadelphia; Son-

man at Baltimore, $2.65. For transpor-

tation, two bids were offered, one at

$1.32 per ton from Atlantic ports; the

other $1.29^ from Atlantic and $1.42

from Gulf ports. The contract was
awarded to the Pocahontas Fuel Com-
pany at $2.51 per ton, at Norfolk.

Freight Rates on Coke—The railroads

have effected an arrangement, on the ad-

vice of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, making, effective May 15, a

straight rate of $2.50 on Connellsville

coke to the Chicago district, replacing

rates of $2.35 on furnace and $2.85 on

commercial coke respectivaly. This dis-

parity in rates on different grades of coke

arose out of the Commission's decision

in 1904 discountenancing the giving of a

division of 70c. to terminal railroads in

the Chicago district, owned by blast fur-

nace interests. In order to give the fur-

nace interests an advantage when the di-

vision was discontinued the railroads

made separate rates on furnace and other
coke, even refusing to give foundries the

furnace rate when they received what
was actually furnace coke.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal shipments from the Cumberland
and Upper Potomac basins in 1910 are
reported as follows:

Maryland. W, Va. Total.
Baltimore & Ohio 2,725,290 976.673 3 701 963Pennsylvania 344.507 211,884 Wwsi
S,™TMand,-- 523

' 2fi4 2,196,404 2.719; fifiROnes. & Ohio Canal. 170,856 170,856

Total 3,764,007 3,384,961 7,148.968

The increase over 1909 was 1,148,838
tons, or 19.1 per cent. Tonnage cred-

Current Prices of-

Metal. Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

ited to the Baltimore & Ohio includes
414,422 tons sold locally and for rail-

road use.

Tonnage of Virginian Railway, year
ended Dec. 31, short tons:

1909. 1910. Changes.
Coal 486,021 1,420,312 I. 940,291
Coke 43,952 40,598 D. 3,364

Total 529,117:; 1,466,910 I. 936,937

Tonnage in 1909 was for nine months
only, the road having been opened in

April. The deliveries to tidewater at

Sewalls Point in 1910 were 1,146 838
tons, or 78.2 per cent, of the total.

Coal production of the State of Mis-
souri in 1910 is reported at 3,062,765

short tons.

New York

Anthracite

April 5—Domestic trade is unusually

active for the season, owing to the long

continued cold weather. Many consum-
ers have used up their winter supplies

and have had to buy more.

Schedule rates on domestic sizes for

April are $4.25 for lump, $4.50 for egg
and stove and $4.75 for chestnut, all

f.o.b. New York harbor.

Steam trade is active and some sizes

—

especially buckwheat—are rather scarce.

Prices on some sizes are firmer. Pea coal

is $3(77 3.25; buckwheat, $2.40 (7? 2.80; No.

2 buckwheat or rice, $1.90@2.30; barley,

$1.45(7? 1.75; all according to quality,

f.o.b. New York harbor.

Bituminous

The seaboard bituminous trade is in a

little better shape, though there has been

no great increase in sales. Both coast-

wise and harbor trade show a moderate

business. The surplus of coal which ex-

isted at tide not long ago has been

cleared up, however, and we do not hear

of any bargain-counter sales.

Prices have not advanced, but are firm-

er. For steam coals the lowest prices

named are $2.40(7?2.50. New York har-

bor, for lower grades, with higher-grade

coals up to $2.85(7?2.95. A fair Miller

vein coal can be had about 2.60tf?2.65.

Gas coals are in rather liehr demand at

$1.05@1.10 for 54-In., $1@1.05 for run-
of-mine and 70fa,75c. for slack, all at
mines.

Contract making is still slow, though
old contracts generally expired March
31. Some New England consumers have
not taken all their contracts called for.

Production is only moderate, most
mines running short time. This is espe-
cially the case in West Virginia.

Coastwise trade is not heavy yet, and
vessels are in good supply. Going rates
are 75(7/ 85c. from Philadelphia to Bos-
ton or Portland; 65r„ 70c. from New York
to points around the Cape; 30(7, 40c. to

Providence and the Sound. From Norfolk
and Newport News the rates are 75(7, 85c.
to Boston or Portland.

Birmingham
April 3—The coal trade in the South

is still dull, but the operators are look-
ing for a change for the better. Ship-
ments of coal to the Southern ports are
still quite steady but not as big as a

short time ago. There has been no change
in the prices for coal in this section and
no intimation is given that a reduction
in price would bring about a better de-

mand. The operators have everything
well in hand so that when the demand
for coal improves there can be a better

output all around.

The coke situation is fairly good, the

demand taking up the make. The output
is not being pushed.

Chicago
April 4- -The coal market is, in gen-

eral, dull, with lessened consumption
everywhere, except in domestic coals,

which have received a spurt, of tempor-
ary duration, by the sudden cold weather
which has been prevalent over Chicago
territory for the last three or four days.

Retailers profit out of this more than

wholesalers, having been well stocked

with coal that could not be disposed of

owing to the mild weather of February

and March. Steam coals have a steady

sale, but the supply is so large that

prices remain low. Contract making is

proceeding on the basis of very low

prices, indicative of the belief by oper-

ators that there is little hope of speedy

recovery from the condition of large pro-

duction. Supplies of both western and
eastern coals have been lessened, gen-

erally, but potential shipments are so

great as to make improbable any rise in

prices soon.

Illinois and Indiana sell for $1.85(7?

2.40, lump; $1.75(7M.85 run-of-mine. and
SI.60(7? 1.85 screenings. The last-named
size is strongest. Hocking is stable and
in good, steady demand, at S3. 15.

Smokeless has been so reduced in ship-
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s as to be fairly firm, gh not in

demand, at run-of-

mine and r lump.

U 3—A brief cold spell started up

domestic trade, but it will be only a tem-

porary bd n trade is better, and

i special demand for slack,

which is rather scarce. There are no

signs yet of the starting of Lake trade.

s are not vet out.

Meantime Ohio coals hold at 52.15 fi

-
I 90 • 2 For [-in.;

51 ^ (0 for run-of-mine; $1.55@1.65

for slack: all Cleveland delivery. Poca-

hontas is $3.60, Cleveland, for lump and

tor run-of-mine.

Indianapolis

April 3—The Indiana mines paused in

their work April 1 to join in the observ-

)f "eight-hour day." The day is

celebrated annually by the mine workers

in memory of the agreement reached

April 1, 1898, between the operators and

United Mine Workers of America, by

which a day's work in the mines was

it eight hours. The Indiana miners

held their celebration at Evansville.

John P. White, the new president of

the United Mine Workers of America,

has entered upon his official duties at

headquarters in this city. Michael Halapy

and Joseph Poppaini, of Pittsburg, have

appointed editor and business man-

respectively, of the United Mine-

workers Journal. Ex-president Lewis has

returned to his home in Bridgeport, O.,

where he expects to take up again the

work of mining coal.

Pittsburo

April 4—The local coal market has in-

creased further in firmness, and card

prices are being obtained on the bulk of

business done, except in slack, which is

going at 75c. against 82'_.c. in the regu-

lar schedule. Prospects are for a good

Lake movement, closely approaching that

of last year, about 22.500,000 tons for

all districts. Most of the sales have been

effected, and shipments up the Lakes

will begin in a modest way within the

-rtnight, but no heavy movement is

expected before July 1, as the ore move-

menl shows all signs of having a late and

sluggish opening. We quote as approxi-

mately the market: Mine-run and nut,

-• :2-~:
1 -in., $1.35;

slack, 75c, per ton at mine.

tellsvilU Coke Two sales aggre-

gating 4000 tons of April furnace coke

nade last week, at SI.60 and

.ively. Nothing has been done this

and the market is sentimentally

ucaker. although not definitely lower.

Producers have continued to increase pro-

duction while there has been no in

in consumption in about three wec^

have overshot the mark, as some c

going into stock every week. We quote

prices nominally unchanged: Prompt fur-

race, $1.60(§ 1-05; balance first half,

$1.65@1.70; second half, $1.75@2;
prompt foundry, $20/2.10; contract,

>2.20(a 2.40 at ovens.

The Courier reports production in the

Ccnnellsville and lower Connellsville re-

gion in the week ended March 25 at 371,-

255 tons, an increase of 7000 tons, and

shipments at 4192 cars to Pittsburg, 6205

cars to points west and 995 cars to points

e~st, a total of 11,392 cars.

St. Louts

April 4—The weather this week has

been unusually brisk for this time of the

year and it seems as if our seasons were

being reversed. In fact a heavy snow

fell on the last day of March. Dealers

are doing a large rush business on small

orders, which they are filling from stocks

on hand. On the other hand they are

afraid to order additional coal in quan-

tity as they are afraid that by the time

it arrives the weather will have broken.

The mines were nearly all shut down

April 1 and 2, owing to the miners'

holiday, on account of celebrating the in-

stitution of the eight-hour day. Con-

tracts are nearly all up April 1. A great

many firms are in the market for new

contracts though the chances are that

they will buy on the open for some time

to come. Quite a few mines will close

down entirely for a few months.

Prices on the whole remain about the

same for all kinds and classes of coal,

the fluctuations from day to day being

small. The Carterville district is work-

ing about one-half time and reports that

most of the business is from the South

and Southwest.

Current prices on the St. Louis market

are nominally as below:

St.

Illinois, Standard: Mine. Louis.

6-in. lump and egg $1 10 81 62
2-in. lump 100 1.52
Mine-run 0.90 1 42
Screenings 0.60 1.12

Trenton:

6-in lump and egg 2.25 2.77
3-in. nut 2.00 2.52

Staunton or Mt. Olive:

6-in. lump 1.50 2 02
2-in lump 1-25 1.77
Mine-run 1 20 1.72
Screenings 0.60 1.12

Carterville:

6-in. lump or egg 1 30 1.97
:; m nut 1.20 1.87
Mine-run 1 10 1 77
Screenings 0.75 1.42

Pocahontas and New River:

Lump or egg 2.25 4 75
Mine-run 1-25 3.75

Pennsylvania Anthracite:

Chestnut 7.20
Stove or egg 6.95
(.rale 6.70

Coke:

Connellsville foundry 6 40
i 80

Smithing 4 16

Prices on track at East St. Louis are

20c. lower than St. Louis quotations as

given above.

The Bickett Coal and Coke Company,
of St. Louis, has taken over the output of

the Royalton mine, in Franklin county,

and of the Clover Leaf Coal Company,
at Coffeen, 111., on the Clover Leaf Rail-

way, two properties belonging to J. L.

Mitchell.

Anthracite—Business is rather brisk

and an unusually large April tonnage is

expected. Buying has been active for

the past three weeks.

FOREIGN-COAL-TRADE A
French Coal Production—Total coal

mined in France for the full year, metric

tons:

1909.

Coal 37,115,891
Lignite 724,195

1910. Changes.
37,802,020 I. 740,120

708,453 D. 15,742

Total 37,840,086 38,570,473 I. 730,387

There has been a steady gain in pro-

duction of coal for five years past. The
lignite output has been about stationary.

New South Wales Exports—Exports of

coal from New South Wales in 1910

were 3,897,986 tons, an increase of 367,-

989 tons over the previous year.

Natal Coal Production—Coal mined in

Natal, South Africa, in 1910, was 2,296,-

639 long tons, an increase of 510,044

tons over the previous year.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,

Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on March 4, as follows:

Best Welsh steam coal, $4.14; seconds,

$3.90; thirds, $3.78; dry coals, $3.84;

best Monmouthshire, $3.72; seconds,

$3.54; best small steam coal, $2.40; sec-

onds, $2.16. All prices are per long ton,

f.o.b. shipping port, cash in 30 days, less

2'<2 per cent, discount.

S IRON TRADE-REVIEW £
New York, April 5—The iron and steel

markets are still called dull, although a

large volume of business is being done.

There is no push or activity, and the new
business comes in slowly, if steadily.

February trade was swelled by some

heavy rail orders, so that March did not

make quite as large a showing; and on

this basis April is held to be opening in

a rather quiet and unpromising way. That

is the way many look at it; a few take

account of the business which forms the

solid substructure of the market and feel

better about conditions.

Structural steel continues to show new
orders and contracts, many of them on a

large scale. Other heavy material has

been rather slow, so far as new con-

tracts are concerned; though specifica-

tions on old contracts come in well. Some
small orders for equipment and a good

lot of bridge work make up the railroad

business. The Steel Corporation orders

in March were said to have averaged up

to 35,000 tons a day, and its mills are

running between 70 and 75 per cent, ca-

pacity.
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In pig iron the Central West is rather

quiet, though a good volume of third-

quarter business is coming out. In sea-

board territory a fair aggregate of foun-

dry iron has been taken, mainly in small

lots. Southern makers are still pushing

for business in a quiet way.

Panama Contracts—The contract for

emergency lock gates for the Panama

Canal has been awarded to the Export

branch of the Steel Corporation, whose

bid of 82,238,987 was the lowest. Other

bidders were the McCIintic-Marshall

Construction Company and the Pennsyl-

vania Steel Company.

Baltimore

April 4—Exports through the port of

Baltimore for the week included 18,183

lb. zinc dross and 4,539,500 lb. steel bil-

lets to Liverpool; 1,429,286 lb. castings

and 628,129 lb. miscellaneous steel work

to Panama. Imports included 1000 tons

spiegeleisen from Rotterdam; 5800 tons

manganese ore from Bombay, India;

3346 tons iron pyrites from Huelva,

Spain; 19,400 tons iron ere from Cuba.

Birmingham

April 3—The Southern pig-iron market

is looking up. Quotations for last-half

delivery at the same figures as prevail

now are not being made freely. The man-

ufacturers say there are no reasons why

there should be prices fixed now for iron

to be delivered during the fourth quarter

cf the year. A few sales have been

made for delivery during the third

quarter. There will be no increase

in the pig-iron make in this sec-

tion for some time to come. "We must

dispose of what iron we have now and

the probable make before even thinking

of increasing the production," is the way

one interest puts it.

The sales made recently have in the

main been in small lots, with an order or

two for 1000 or more tons.

There is still a considerable demand

for steel and steel products. The scrap

iron market is a little more active but

there is not much profit. The cast-iron

pipe business is good and activity is as-

sured all through the summer.

Chicago

April 4- -Quiet conditions continue in

the iron trade, the demand for pig iron

being steady, but in the form of small

lots for delivery in the second and third

quarters, with only occasionally a con-

tract made for the last half. Prices have

not changed notably, SI 1 Birmingham, or

SI 5.35 Chicago, representing the general

urice on Southern for second-quarter de-

livery. Furnace agents cling to the idea

of a strong market for the second-half

and ask premiums of 25f/50c. on such

deliveries, though a large contract doubt-

less could be placed at a low figure.

Production seems, from the viewpoint of

this market, to be still so large as to

make low prices likely to continue. With
this idea foundrymen do not incline to

large purchases for the future. They
prefer to buy in lots of a carload to 1000

tons.

Sales of iron and steel materials are

fair; railroad and structural needs are

increasing slowly, and there is a good
demand in almost every line. Coke re-

mains dull and plentiful, at S4.75,

Chicago.

Cleveland

April 3—Nothing doing this week on

iron ore sales. There is plenty of ore on

docks for current needs.

Pig Iron—Bessemer and basic have been

quiet; foundry sales confined to small

lots, while forge is dead. Prices quoted

are SI 5.90, Cleveland, for bessemer;

S 1 4.25 oi 14.50 for basic; $14.25® 14.75

for No. 2 foundry; $13.50^/14 for gray

fcrge.

Finished Material—Something is doing

locally in structural steel. Plates are

moderately in demand. Other materials

are quiet, with only small sales reported.

Philadelphia

April 5—The principal feature of the

market this week is inquiry from nu-

merous large consumers for iron to be

delivered over the first and second quart-

ers of the year. Most of the business al-

ready consummated refers to deliveries

up to June 30. Southern furnaces have

succeeded in securing larger business

than furnaces in this territory but the de-

velopments of the next few days are ex-

pected to result in favor of home fur-

naces. Railroad and machine-shop re-

quirements for a few thousand tons will

probably be closed for this week. New
England railroad machine-shop require-

ments are also submitted. Delivery prices

for Virginia irons still favor Southern

makers. It is expected that contracts will

be closed very soon for large lots of pipe

iron en which, if prices suit, deliveries

will extend late into the year. Southern

makers will probably secure this busi-

ness. No. 2X is quoted at S16 for

best; forge around S15; basic S15.25 per

ten.

Steel Billets—Billets have improved in

demand in small lots and negotiations are

started this week looking to summer de-

liveries. The activity in forging billets

is encouraging.

Bars—Bar-iron makers report a still

further increase in business with a few

more puddling furnaces fired up. There

is no probability of better bar-iron prices

because of the considerable idle capacity.

Sheets—A few of the larger users of

sheets who have been hanging back for

several weeks have finally closed for

supplies to cover them up to mid-sum-

mer. This tendency to buy ahead is more

marked than at any time this year.

Pipes and Tubes—A large amount of

cast-iron pipe will be called for very

shortly and quotations will be made on

several good inquiries. Merchant pipe is

quoted slightly higher in retail lots.

Plates—The general condition of the

steel-plate industry is decidedly better

than it has been for many months. Large

prospective buyers have protected them-

selves against the possibility of frac-

tional advances by securing options.

Structural Material—Bridge work, ter-

minal railway work, hotel, warehouse and

other construction enterprises have

brought quite an influx of orders within

d v. i ek. In several cases urgent de-

liveries are specified on portions of the

orders.

Steel Rails— Rails for yard extensions

and for short side lines have been in

evidence. A good deal of material will

be wanted during the spring and sum-

mer for track extensions in mining lo-

calities.

Scrap—The scrap market is abundant-

ly supplied with material. Prices are

weak excepting for railroad scrap and

heavy melting steel. Wrought scrap,

wrought pipe and tubes have weakened.

The call for old rails has improved

sharply of late and it is understood that

considerable material of this sort will

soon change hands.

Pittsburg

April 4—The market has become ab-

solutely stagnant, following two or three

w:eks in which the movement was defi-

nitely toward less activity. The flow of

finished-steel business has greatly de-

creased. The position in this respect was

that there was a fair volume of sales or

contracts, for early deliveries, upon

which specifications came in freely, while

little actual new buying occurred. These

sales or contracts are now pretty well

worked out, and there is very little new
buying to take their place.

The scrap market has experienced al-

most a panic. Dealers have been making

every effort to have mills take material,

while the mills have been instructing

them to discontinue shipments. Disre-

gard of these instructions led to the plac-

ing this morning of an embargo on scrap

shipments to the leading consumer at

Monrtsen, and other embargoes are not

improvable. The mills are all well filled

with scrap and foreseeing reduced oper-

ation are endeavoring to hold back ship-

ments as much as possible. The scrap

market, being sensitive on account of be-

ing entirely free from artificial control,

has illustrated very clearly the general

position into which the steel trade has

fallen.

Prices of finished-steel products are

firmly held, simply because there is an

understanding. There has been a waver-

ing in the sheet-bar market, which is not

so well controlled.
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lron—The bessemer and basic pig-

iron d from actual

ssemer and

illey, tor basic, for the month

-ch. There has been practically no

change in bessemer for six months, while

basic has gained slightly in the past three

months. There have been no sales of

importance in the past week and the mar-

ket in all grades is extremely dull. We
continue to quote: Bessemer, $15;

roundry. SI ! ft 14.25.

all at Valley furnaces, freignt to Pitts-

burg be nts.

Fcrromanganese—The market contin-

ues quiet and soft. We continue to quote

prompt at 25 and forward at

Baltimore, freight to Pittsburg be-

ing $1.95. The Pittsburg agency of Vivian,

Bond & Co.. has been discontinued, and

A. C. Daft, who was in charge of the of-

fice, has opened an office of his own.

-For the first time in several

months there is a break in the line of

prices, several sellers offering open-

hearth sheet bars at a concession from

the regular price, but the extent of the

concession which might be secured is not

known, as no buyers have been in need

of material Thile specifications have

been good, and large r for April than

March, all consumers are well covered

by contracts. The Carnegie Steel Com-

pany is rolling sheet bars at its Edgar

Thomson plant, which has been making

rails exclusively for many years. This is

accomplished simply by changing the

rolls on the No. 2 mill. We continue to

quote: Bessemer and open-hearth bil-

23; sheet bars. >2A, Pittsburg or

Youncstown; rods. >29, Pittsburg.

Sheets—The market is quieter again.

We continue to quote: Black sheets,

2.20c; galvanized, 3.20c; blue annealed,

;
painted corrugated roofing, SI.55;

t:alvanized, $2.75 per square.

St. Louis

April 4—The pig-iron market is con-

siderably better, though the situation is

itisfactory to producers yet. The
sale is confined to small lots for ship-

ment within the next GO days. The cur-

rent price is Sll per ton, Birmingham, or

St. Louis. While producers are

attempting to hold 50c per ton advance

econd-balf delivery there does not

teem to be much chance of their main-

taining it.

g, FOREIGN IRON TRADE ±
rman Foreign Trade Exports of

iron and iteel and of machinery [n

many, year ended Dec. 31, 1910, metric

i

Imports of iron ore in 1910 were 9,816,-

>22 tons; exports, 2,952,634 tons. Im-

ports of manganese ore, 487,872; exports,

1557 tons.

Swedish Iron and Steel—A prelim-

inary report gives production of iron and

steel in Sweden for the full year as be-

low, in metric tons:

MM)'.). 1910. Changes.

Pig iron 443,000 604,300 I. 101..SCO

Puddled blooms 116,900 150,500 1. 33,600
Converter steel 63,400 97.900 1. 34,500
Open-hearth steel 247,200 370.700 I. 123,500

Production in 1909 was reduced by

the long strike of the workmen.

V METAL- MARKETS f?

Neiv York, April 5—The metal markets

remain quiet as a rule, with no material

changes from last week's reports.

New York Metal Exchange—At the an-

nual meeting, April 2, the following of-

ficers were chosen: President, James E.

Pope; vice-president, A. B. Hall; treas-

urer, Robert L. Crook; managers, B.

Hochschild, H. W. Hendricks, G. E. Baer,

E. Baerwald, Edwin Groves, Charles J.

Marsh, W. Parsons Todd, A. Gardner

Cooper^ arbitration committee, E. A.

Caswell, E. J. Keane, J. Langeloth, C. S.

Trench, P. R. Jennings.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

DNITED SI
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chaotic, with a lively scrap
it among the several smelting

nies purchasing. As the bulk of

the com-
tion is becoming very keen. The av-

ailing price, - 55.56
per ton.

The Zinc Producers' Association held
meeting Tuesday night, called for the

ion of new officers, at which an audit-
committee was appointed to act tem-

in executive committee for
the purpose of threshing out ways and

a further organization, over
- membership is widely divided.
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SHIPMENTS. WEEK ENDED APR. 1

tervUle

Alha-N

Miami.
Carl Junction

y
.w

' .i . .

.

g City

27). ."..ill

129,720
SI2.710

146 R60

l'.oio

44,400
3,660

34,530

11.710

,880 3UO,feou 1,709,940

183,551
43,758
30,160
11,104

9,370
9,219

6,293

5,092
4,525

4,022

3,315

3,246
2,922

1,662

1,512

1,133

and spot supplies are still rather scarce
Prices remain at $4 per 100 lb. for car-
load lots and S4.25 per 100 lb. for
smaller parcels.

Arsenic-Tht market remains slow
and prices are unchanged at $1.87) ;<52
per 100 lb. for white arsenic. •

Nitrate of Soda—Business in this ar-
ticle is improving and prices are a little
firmer. Spot is quoted 2.12. c. per lb
while 2.10c. is still named for futures'

Messrs. Mortimer & Wisner, New
iork, report the position of nitrate in the
United States on April 1 as below, in
long tons:

«, , T
1!)lt)

- ion. Changes.
Stocks, Jan. 1 n ni« ..... „
importa, s mos":;::;;;; ug aSB ?; $&
Total supplies 131,080 171,212

Deliveries, 3 mos 121,580 i.vi'712

Stocks, April 1 ..

Afloat for U. S

Boston, April 4-There continues to
be an utter lack of interest in mining
shares, although prices maintain a firm
tone as a rule. Calumet & Hecla re-
tains its heavy tone around S480r??485
per share and Osceola took a $3 drop
during the week, touching $105. These
end a $2.25 break in Lake Copper to $32
have been the only weak features until

COPPER PROJECTION REPORTS
Copper contents of blister copper, in pounds

Company

$219,874

- - -' -."..l.-..C..-....V..s.;„ ll5;n| .

1(;i)4

the week, $168,810; ISwks., $2,433849
-ui.Mliewe.-k. 3.543; ISwks., ' 91*832
J«e. the week, $47,521; lSwks., 623,923

MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICES

9,500 16,500

92,(1110 100,000

Quantities afloat include all cargoes
due to arrive at United States ports be-
fore July 15 next.

Petroleum

Production of petroleum in California
in February is reported at 5,973,206' bbl.
°f 42 gal.; a decrease of 592,974 bbl'
from January. The decrease was due to
the shorter month, the daily average for
February being 15.7 bbl. greater than that
for January. There were 60 new wells
completed during the month.

Febru-
|

January ary March

21,000,000 20,900,000 21,900 000
3,021,000 2,860,000 .

676,605
7,111,

1,762,000
1,918,866
1,065,000

Anaconda
.

Arizona, Ltd.
Balaklala . ,..".

Copper Queen..

.

Calumet & An
Detroit...
East Butte ."

Imperial
Nevada Con
Old Dominion ..

.

Shannon.. ..

Superior & Pitts.!
united Verde*
Utah Copper Co
Lake Superior*
Non-rep. mines*.

Total production
I B7,385,146 86 032 h27iImports, bars, etc..) 18,648,920 23,935,2221

Total blister |UM5,O34,O66|l09,967l49l
Imp.inore&matte| 5,377,70o| 5,981,487

Total

Brit. Col. cos
British Col. Coup
Granby

Mexican Cos
"

Boieo
Cananea ...

Moctezunia

• 111,411,700 115,948,830

2,647,173
3,504,000

1,738,429

Month

Zinc oke Lead ore
^IjmTnTng^stocks]^]

767,470

1,633,300

2,220,500
3,9011,000

1,950,475
3,542.1.00

2,049,150

Base Prio- ah Ores All Ores

iry. .

.ary .

b. ...

April

July.

1910
I
WU

J

1910
I

1911 1910 19H

4'.. 72

39 r

I

4:s 20
40 7(1 ....
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today. Indiana came in with a SI.25 ad-

vance to S13.25 on receipts of good news.

Daly West moved up over SI to $5 on

announcement that the company had de-

clared a dividend of 30c. Amalgamated

and the Cole-Ryan stocks have shown a

degree of strength, although trading is of

such small proportions that it is difficult

to get a line on coppers.

Copper Range and Granby both be-

came weak today; the former fell $3 to

$60 and Granby S2.50 to S30 per share.

A few of the leading Porcupine stocks

were put on the Curb here, but interest

in them soon died out. Certain outside

brokers are endeavoring to create an in-

terest in this new gold-mining camp but

it will be hard to separate the wheat

from the chaff.

Assessments

TIN A! \ FORK SAX FRANCISCO

Company.

Andes, Cal
Bullion, Nev
Cedar Creek, Ida
Challenge, Cal
Cceurd'Alene Iuv't Co., Ida.
Copper King M. & S., Ida....

Crown Point, Nev
palsy, Ida
Dalruatia, Ida
Ely Consolidated, Nev
Emma. Utali
Exchequer, Cal
Hancock Con., Mich
Hypotheok, Ida
L<>g Cal tin, Ida
Majestic, Utah
Nevada Superior Mines Co.
Lucky Swede, Ida....
Silver Crown, Ida
Snowstorm, Cal
Bn< iwsti Tin, Ida
Tam O'Suanter, Ida
Tintic Standard, Utah
Union Con., Nev
Verde May, Ida
Wabash, Utah

Delinq

May
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
Mar.
Apr.
May
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Mar.
Mar.

Sale.

May
Maii
May
May
May
May
Apr.
May
May
June
Apr.
Hay

Apr.
May

Apr.
May
Apr.
May
May
Apr.

May
Apr.
Apr

Amt.

$0.10
ii US
ii U02

(15

ii m
0.01
(I 111

0.001
0.005

05
006

0.05
1 00
I I

I I! IS

006
io

06
o 002
I) 001
O.O03
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.10
0.005
0.10

Monthly Average Prices of 3Ietals

SILVER

New York. London.

1909. 1910. ; 1911.
i
1909. t 1910. : 1911.

January. .

.

February..
March
April
May
June
July
August ... .

mber
October
Hi \ ember.
December.

Total

51 . 750 52
51.472 51

50.468 51

51.428 5:;

52.905 53
52.538 53
51.043 54

51.125 52
51.440 53

:

5i 1. 7i« 55
52.226 54

375 53
534 52
454 52

221
870
462

L50

912
295
490
635
42-

795 23.843 24.154 24 865
222 23.706 23.794 24 081
745 23.227 23.690 24 324

. 23.708
24.343

. 24.166
23.519
23 588

.. 23.743

. 23.502
23.351

. 24.030

24.483
24 . 797
24 . 651

25.034
24 428
24 567

25 5'. '6

25 680
25.160

51 . 502 53 . 486 23 . 71 16 24 .670

York, cents per fine ounce ; London,
per standard ounce.

COPPER
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CHEMICALS, MINERALS, RARE EARTHS, ETC.—CURRENT WHOLESALE PRICES.

ABRASIVES—
Carbons, stood drill qua

no
,.„•?;

.0«>

burg ,0o|@.06
Emery, in _,,_ no

flour 01 i'

03i(" 04

03i@.04
f-O-b.

. 01 i i

25 00<§ 35 00
1.100 lb. 1.60@2.00

per lb .OliOi 01 i

litv.. 034 <a 30
Rot; i ma.. -0-(» 04

r quality.. 05(5 20
Rogue, per quality 0o(" 30

v. f.o.b. Pitts-

bun 07®. 074.

ACir>>-
II, 0162@ .0175

Boric 0<

HTdr. ' 02J(
.06

°?„
10

Hydrochloric a< id. 20' per 100 lb. l -'.}(« l .50
per lb. .

03;(<i 04*

Sulp: • .bulkperton. $12 up
100 lb in carboj - 85w 1.12*
ilk. ton .

16.00(8 18 00
66°, 100 It«. in carboys. 1.00<§ l 10
66°. bulk, ton IS. 00

Oxalic. ..perlb. 07

A i • 1 1 1 o I .—Gra in 95
'

; gal. 2 .52@2 56

Denature " iz
Refined wood,'.'." 97 >-'<" "
aim- ip . . ioo ib. $1.75
Ground

, J- 8
.?

Chrome Alum. .04}®. 05

Al t MIM II—Sulphate. com'l. lb. .90@2.00

AMMO\IA—24 deg. lb .04}®. 05}
. leg. It. ' .04i<§ 05J

AMM(»MI M —
Bromide lb. .§2
Carbonate .

" .08(ii OSS
Muriate grain

" .0546 00
Hi:: 09i@ 09*

2 B5<§ 2.90

( hem. pure " .35

AJITIMOinr— eedle. powder.lb. 04}@.05
.083 < 10

Ait»i.Mi- .oi;<« .02

Red. Outside brands " 05}<5 .064
i (a 06

1

uphai run—
Barba.;.-- per ton mioocioo.OO

3 0-60.00
lb 30(3 in

i tali ordinary per ton. l< (5 >0 00
20 00(" :'.(). 00

California per ton. 23 00@28 00

nom K—
Carb. Lump so("!io', Ig. ton 26 00( I

31 .00 ("33. 00
lb. 02@ 021

Chloride com'] to

b (ii;<" 05}
Bla: • lb .02}<§ 04

H\it I i ES—
Am Ground Bh. ton 12 00<S 13 00

16 <>0<" 17 00

CD floated
"

18 50® 22 50

in i \< 1 1 1 n • imiW in :i<— :;:,",

1 25<§ i io

mil \ i i it km - ppei ^li-

lt, I
.

IKK" i 25

MOM. IgH lb 02|<§ ill

BOH W " 04

< \i « i

Car 1

11 00(9 nio
ii Ml \1 bbl. l 25

"

CHBOMI oi- i

M
r i \ % < II I s \ -

( on \ i i
- lb

COPPERAS—Bulk 100 lb. $0.55

Inbbls " .65®. S5
In bags " .60®. 80

CRYOLITE (carload) lb. .06i©.07
FELDSPAR—Ground, .sh. ton. 6.00(« 1 I 00

FIRE BRICK—
American. : per M. 30.00@40.00
Imported " 30. 00(<> >45 .00

St. Louis " 16.00
Extra " 20.00@23.00
Special extra " 30.00@35.00

FIRE CLAY—F.o.b. St. Louis.

St. Louis, extra quality.per ton. 5.00
ordinary ..." 2. 50

FLl ORSPAR—
Domestic f.o.b. Pittsburg:
Lump ton. S.00C" 10 00
Ground " 12.00(8 14.00
Foreign crude ex. dock .

" 8 50

FILLER'S EARTH— Lump, 1001b. .80

Powdered " .80®. 85

U R V PH ITE—Ceylon.

Flying dust, finest to best .. .lb. .02(" .04
Dust " .02}®. 05
Chip " .04®. 08
Lump " .05}® .

12
Large lump " .08}®. 10}

GYPSUM—
Fertilizer sh. ton. 5 00
Ground " 4.00@7.00

INFUSORIAL. EARTH—
. Ground Am. Best lb. .01J@.021

German " .02}® . 02j

LEAD—Acetate (sugar of) brown,

lb. .07}®. 09}
Nitrate, com'l

"
.08}

MAGNESITE—Greece.

Crude (95%) Ig. ton. 7.50@8.50
Calcined, powdered. . . .sh. ton. 26.00@37.00
Brick, domes, per qual. f.o.b.

Pittsburg M. 160® 200

MAGNESIUM—
Chloride, com'l 100 lb. .90(« 1 . 25
Sulphate (Epsom salt).. 100 lb. .90@1.00

MANGANESE—
Foreign, crude, powdered:
70@75% binoxide lb. .006®. 01

hinoxide
" .011® .0ir>

85@90% binoxide " .OH®. 04
90(" >.).")'

; binoxide "
.06}(« .084

Ore, 80%-85% sh. ton. 12.00®25.00

MARBLE—Flour sh. ton. 9.00@9.50
MINERAL "WOOL—

Slag, ordinary sh. ton. 19.00
Selected " 25.00

Rock, ordinary " 32.00

MOXAZITE SAND—
Guar. 97%, with 5% Thorium

oxide, normal lb. .08 and up

NICKEL—
Oxide, crude, lb. (77%) for fine

metal contained .47
Sulphate, single lb. .10*®. 11
Sulphate, double

" .05|®08
NITRATE OF SODA—

100 lb. 95'; (spot) 2.10
95 i

;
i future 2.10

96% is 2}@7}c. higher per 100 lb.

OZOKERITE—best lb. . 12®. 16

PAINTS AND COLORS—
Litharge, Am. powdered lb.

English glassmakers'
" .08}®. 09}

Lithophone
"

03:,'<" 1

Metallic, brown sh. ton I6.50(«:m no
Kc.l " 14.00(" is 00

Ocher, Am. common. " 10.00(" l."> no
Besl " 12.00(" 15 00
Dutch, washed lb. .02?© .03
French, washed ..." 01}@ .02

Paris green, pure, bulk "
17} (« 20i

Red lead, American " 06j(" 07j
Foreign " .08i(" 09

Turpentine, spirits l. bl., per gal. 80ft 90
White lead, Cm., dry lb. 05J<§ 06

i lean, in oil ,....." .07(" 07}
i oreign, in oil " <s to

Zinc white. Am. extra dry " 051(5 06J
ii, proc's. red seal,dry "

08 ; (8 084
I rench, process, green seal.

dry . .

"
10|@.10i

PHOSPHATES—Acid 55@60c. pel unit

hard TO* I. 77'. 5 75@6 00
land pebble 68"

.

3 76(3 i 00
n . 78(a mi', 5 OOi

1 7.M" 5 IM)

.," I 50
I

:.i land i'. ' 3 50l

•
i 'j i, I lorlda or ( leorgia pi i.b Ml

Pleaaanl {On - e el \ rilej River, s. C,

POTASSIUM—
Bicarbonate crystal lb. $.07}(3 .08
Powdered or granulated. .

"
.08(a .OS}

Bichromate, Am " .07|@.08
.Scotch

"
.10}

Bromide "
.20

Carbonate (S0@85%) " .03}®. 04}
Caustic, ordinary "

,033(" 05}
Elect. (90% KOH) "

.05J(" 06
Chloride (muriate), 100 lb .

.

1 .90
Chlorate, powdered " .08*® .094

Crystals " .09®. 09*
Cyanide (98®99%)

Carloads (30,000 lb.)
"

18c.
5-ton lots 18}c.
Less than 5 tons

. 19
Kainite, long ton, bulk, 7.50; bags, 8 . 50
Permanganate lb. .09}®. 104
Prtissiate, yellow "

. 13@.13J
Red " .26®. 30

Sulphate (basis 90%). . .1001b. 2.18@2.21
PYRITE—

Domestic, non-arsenical, furnace
size, f.o.b. R. K per unit. . ll-i>(" .12

Domestic, non-arsenical, fines,

per unit, f.o.b. mines . 10}® . 11
Imported, non-arsenical, furnace

size, ex-ship, per unit .13
Imported, arsenical,furnace size,

ex-ship, per unit ,12(" 1 _'

*

Imported fines,arsenical,ex-ship, .09j(i' .10
Imported fines, non-arsenical,

ex-ship, per unit .10}® 11
Pyrite prices are per unit of sulphur. A deduc-

tion of 2">c. per ton is made when ore is delivered
i n large lumps.

SALT—N. Y.com. fine 280 lb. bbl. .72@1.13
N. Y. agricultural sh. ton. 3.80@4.50

SALTPETER—Crude. ..100 lb. 4.00@4.50
Refined, crystals

" 5.00@5.75
SILICA—

('.round quartz, ord'ry..lg. ton 7.00@15.00
Silex, ground " 7.00@15.00
Silex, floated " 35.00@40.00
Lump quartz " 5.00@5.50
Glass sand " 2.75

SILYER—Nitrate, crystals. . .oz. .33}®. 36}
SODIUM—Acetate lb .04}®. 05

"Alkali," per 100 lb., 58/48. . . .90®. 95
Bicarb, soda, per 100 lb 1 .00@1 .30
Soda, caustic, per 100 lb., 78/60 1.80@2.00
Soda, caustic, powdered .02}®. 03
Salt cake, per 100 lb., bulk.. . . .50@ .60
Salt cake, bbl .67}®. 80
Soda, monohydrate, per lb. . . . 1.30@1.75
Bichromate lb. .05|@.06}
Bromide "

.20
Chlorate, com'l " .08}®. 094
Cyanide, 120-130% KCN, per 100%

Carloads (30,000 lb.) lb. 18c.
5-ton lots

"
184c.

Less than 5 tons "
.20

Hyposulphite, Am " 1.30@1.50
Phosphate 100 lb. 2 . 10@2 .40
Prussiate " .08@ 08
Sal soda, f.o.b. N. Y .. . " .60®. 75

Foreign, f.o.b. N. Y. .
" .80@1.00

Silicate, com'l " .65@1.00
Sulphate, com'l (Glauber's salt)

100 lb. .60®. 80
Sulphate, com'l, calcined .65<

STRONTIUM—Nitrate lb. .07®. 08

si lpih'r—Louisiana (prime) to
New York Ig. ton. 22.00 up

To Boston, Philadelphia or
Baltimore " 22.50 up
Roll 100 lb. 1.85(" 2.11
Flour " 2.00®2.40
Flowers, sublimed .. . " 2.20@2.60
Powdered commercial, bags 1.55
Sicilian, extra qual., unmixed

seconds, crude brimstone
to New York Ig. ton. $22 00

TERRA ALBA—Fr.&Eng. 1001b. .75@1.00
TALC— Domestic sh. ton. 15.00@25.00

French " *40.00®45.00
Italian, best " *50.00

Pending tariff appeal.

TIN-Bi-chloride, 50° lb. .12}
Crystals

"
.27

Oxide, lb
"

,4S

I It WILM—Oxide
" 2.20@4 25

ZINC—Chloride sol., com. 20° "

Chloride, granular
"

.04 <

Dust ,

"
.0(L

Sulphate
"

,0li

Note These quotations are for ordinary
wholesale hits in New i'orb. unless otherwise
specified, and are generally subjecl to 1 1 »

»

-

usual trade discounts. In the cases of some oi
the Important minerals, such as phospbat^
rock, pyrites and sulphur, in which there are
well established markets, the quotations an

Miaiiy representative, But in the easel
ome of the minor mineral products, the

quotations represent what dealei'B ask of eon
sumers nnd ool whal producers can realize
in sell IOK their Olltpul on private contract.
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The Flotation Processes

At almost all times in recent history

the gaiety of the metallurgical industry

has been enlivened by some long drawn

out campaign in patent litigation. About

the time when one set of litigants has be-

come tired out, the lawyers having ab-

sorbed their substance and the public

having been taught that it need not pay

royalty to anybody anyhow, another com-

pany of players has been ready to appear

upon the stage. Thus was the cyanide

litigation followed by the roasting-fur-

nace cases, and they in turn by the mat-

ter of the filter processes. The last,

even, has not yet been finished, but most

people are now tired of reading about

it, and the flotation litigation must be

conceded to be the present center of in-

terest.

The litigation over the flotation pro-

cesses is a good Kilkenny fight. Every-

one who has got a shillalah is hitting

every head in sight. The Elmore people

are suing Minerals Separation and the

latter are suing back. Cattermole, De

Bavay and Potter are suing or being sued

In fact, almost everybody is suing almost

everybody else, while concerns that own

no patents are drawn in to the vortex.

Thus the Elmore people are suing the

Zinc Corporation for abandoning their

process and substituting that of the Min-

erals Separation Company, and have in-

stituted proceedings in Germany against

the Metalgesellschaft, of Frankfurt, be-

cause it has been importing zinc concen-

trates made by oil-flotation processes not

licensed under the Elmore patents.

The recent announcement that the Zinc

Corporation has resolved to alter its large

treatment plant at Broken Hill, and in-

stall the so-called Minerals Separation

process instead of the so-called Elmore

process, has not attracted the attention

it merited, because of the light that it

throws on the whole situation as regards

the flotation processes and patents. This

action emphasizes the fact, always well

known, that most of these so called flo-

tation processes, as patented by Elmore,

Potter, Scammell, Delprat, Sulman,

Picard, Ballot, Wolf. De Bavay, Catter-

mole, etc., are founded on the process

invented by an American woman, Car-

rie J. Everson, and secured by her

in LI. S. Pat. 348,157, Aug. 24, 1886. The

process was described in the Journal

nearly 20 years ago with an account of

its trial at Baker City, Oregon.

Miss Everson was a school teacher in

Oregon. How she happened to direct her

attention to the separation of minerals

and how she chanced upon the then novel

process that she described, we do not

know. We understand that her brother

was an assayer and it is not unlikely that

through her association with him she be-

came interested in metallurgical research.

Anyway, it is evident that her patent was

not drafted to secure to her a mere dream

of what might be done, but rather was it

based upen something that had been

done. Also it is evident that her ideas

were not lightly dismissed, her patent

having been taken out in 1886, while in

1891 practical trials df her process were

being made. The account of one of the

latter in the Journal of Nov. 15, 1891, is

of peculiar interest, and we reproduce it

in extenso, as follows:

From our Special Correspondent

Baker City, Ore., Nov. 10.

Quite a number of capitalists from Port-

land and Walla Walla are here, watching the

result of some tesl working of the "Criley ..V

Everson <>il Process" for the extraction of

sulpburets from anj ore. as the name -i_

nihes. by the use of oil. Your correspondent
witnessed a tesi made on the Eureka & Ex
celsior ore. which was conducted as follows :

'I'h e was crushed and passed through a

50-mesh sieve, weighed and thoroughly mixed
wiili black, thick oil. To water heated to

near boiling was added enough sulphuric acid

to give it a tarlisb taste. Tins acidulated

water was then mixed with the mas-- of 'it

and ore. a thick scum of sulpburets rose i"

the surface and was skimmed off. leaving the

hitherto black ore as white as snow in fact,

pure silica, The genrlemen express them-
selves as pleased, and the citizens of Baker
county are in hopes they are. because it

means the erection of a large plant at ibis

point

.

In this description we might imagine

that we were reading of a test of one of

the recently exploited processes.
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Most of the later patents on processes

.^een merely refinements of Aliss

.on's process. They are chiefly

notable because they introduce com-

plexities of materials, machinery and

appliances. Now the Zinc Corpora-

tion has swung around to the be-

ginning of things and is installing a pro-

cess which in all its essentials was de-

scribed by Miss Everson.

Her process as she described it,

consists in mixing with pulverulent

ore an oil, an acid and water, fin-

reaking up the mass to allow the

sand to separate therefrom, and washing

out the gangue with water containing an

acid The proportions in which the acid

is added may be varied. In practice upon

large masses, she said, any vessel having

an outlet at the bottom for the sand and

water would be suitable. In practice, the

concentrate, after thorough agitation of

the mass and detachment of the sand,

would be preferably removed by means

of a constant overflow of water from a

washing-out vessel, by which overflow

the concentrate would be floated off. A

proper selection of devices for this pur-

pose would be apparent to those skilled

in the wet concentration of ore.

This patent expired long ago in all the

countries where it was taken out. Its

first claim was as follows: "In the sep-

aration of pulverulent ores containing a

rocky gangue, the method of treatment

herein described, which consists in mix-

ing with such pulverulent ore a fat or

an oil or a constituent thereof, an acid or

soluble neutral or acid salt, and water,

finally breaking up the mass to allow the

sand to separate therefrom."

Such then, in all its essential princi-

ples is the process which by its intro-

duction at the works of the Zinc Cor-

poration we can assume is the best de-

velopment of the art. It marks a rever-

sion to the original idea and establishes

once and for all that an American

woman was the real inventor of the pro-

re concentration in which oil

and acid are used to float certain min-

erals that it is desired to separate. The

later patents apparently cover but little

more than details and apparatus.

The only other early patent of any in-

lUbject was one taken out

by Alcide Froment in Italy and Great

Britain only. The British patent was No.

[une 4, 1002. As it wai taken

out only in those countrk ree and

open to all users in other countries. Fro-

ment's process consisted in mixing the

finely crushed ore with water, adding a

suitable oil, and then liberating a gas

(air is the best one) in the mixture. This

operation results in the sulphides being

carried to the surface in the froth.

American millmen need have little fear

from the consequences of using a pro-

cess described in two patents—one 25

years old and the other of which was

only taken out in Italy and Great Britain.

The patent litigation can wax fierce in

loud clamour or wane feebly in futile as-

servation and it need net bother the bona

fide user of a good but old metallurgical

method, providing he does not infringe

some special apparatus, which the Zinc

Corporation has proved, to its satisfac-

tion, to be quite unnecessary anyway.

American Electrochemical
Society

The nineteenth general meeting of the

Amertean Electrochemical Society, held

in New York last week, was a noteworthy

gathering. This is perhaps the most ac-

tive of the technical societies concerning

themselves with chemical and metallurgi-

cal subjects. The organization is pros-

perous, its membership is rapidly growing

and its meetings are well attended.

The excellent attendance and the un-

flagging interest that inspires the attend-

ance are results of which other tech-

nical societies may rightly be envious.

Here is none of the stagnation from which

many other societies suffer. Therefore

it is worth while to pause to examine

the conditions that contribute to make

the American Electrochemical Society so

live an organization.

In the first place it possesses a very

earnest, energetic and self-sacrificing sec-

retary. Without such an officer no tech-

nical society can succeed, but even such a

one as Prof. J. W. Richards would make

no great headway unless his leadership

were in a cause exciting widespread in-

terest. The membership of his society

find that in the development and exploita-

tion of the new art of electrometallurgy,

or more broadly we should say electro-

chemistry.

This field is especially attractive be-

cause it has been little plowed as yet, and

that which has been done has turned up

sonic rich prizes. Although an important

literature is bcin« created rapidly, it is

not yet rich, and consequently the men

who are giving attention to the new art

like to get together to compare notes, to

discuss experiences and in,short to learn.

That is what makes attendance at a

meeting of the society a thing that is

well worth while.

The older societies would have cause

for congratulation if they could bring

their members together in the same spirit.

Indeed, some of them do that to a more

or less extent. However, it may be re-

marked that in the electrochemical so-

ciety there is a singular concentration of

interest, a deep concern as to subjects

whereof knowledge is thirstily sought,

and an active exploration of new fields.

In brief the art is new and the society is

new, and as in all new things that are

worth while interest is easily inspired and

maintained.

Gold and Silver in India

A remarkable tendency, to which some

reference has previously been made, is

the disposition of India at present to

take gold in place of some of the silver

which it has habitually purchased—and

hoarded— for many years past. In part

this has been attributed to the heavier

import duty on silver levied by the Indian

government for two years past; but in

larger degree it seems to be the result

of greater prosperity, which puts gold

within the reach of large numbers of

people who have heretofore been limited

to silver by their small means.

The trade returns of India for the fiscal

year ended with March show that the im-

ports of gold for 1910-11 were approx-

imately $50,000,000. Now, for 30 years

previously the average amount of gold

imported—and retained—in India was

SI 9,000,000 yearly; and up to 1909 the

amount did not vary greatly from year

to year. The Indian government reports

a marked increase in the demand for gold

coin, though the main bulk of circulation

has always been in silver.

The tendency to hoard gold rather than

silver may have a decided effect on the

silver market in the future.

The copper statistics for March were

unfavorable from all angles of view. The

enormous production has naturally in-

spired the inquiry: "What has become

of the curtailment?" As we have pre-

viously remarked, however, too much an-

alysis should not be devoted to the statis-

tics of a single month.
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Correspondence and nisrnssiop
The Canadian Mining Law

I have read with much interest the il-

luminating remarks contributed by Dr. R.

W. Raymond in the form of a discus-

|
sion of J. M. Clark's paper "The Ca-

I nadian Mining Law," printed in the Jour-

nal of April 1. The significance and

importance of the present endeavor to

provide for the introduction and estab-

lishment of a model mining law in Can-

ada can not be overstated. The effects of

such a measure must necessarily be far-

reaching, and if the high aims of its pro-

moters are attained, stimulatingly bene-

ficial. In view of the fact that so con-

siderable a proportion of the capital in-

vested in Canadian mines is derived from

the United States, a proposal such as the

present to simplify the conditions un-

der which title may be acquired and to

insure its stability by statutory enact-

ment in place of existing uncertainties of

procedure and system, is of no less con-

cern to Americans than to ourselves.

Leasehold System Advocated

The campaign to bring about a reform

in this direction was inaugurated several

years ago, but was not brought to a head

until quite recently, when, in conse-

quence of the determined and persistent

efforts of the Canadian Mining Insti-

tute, the prime minister, Sir Wilfred

Laurier, consented to introduce a bill into

parliament on the understanding that the

institute would assist by enunciating the

principles on which the law as proposed

would be based. These fundamentals

were duly submitted to a parliamentary

committee, and, being approved, Mr.

Ciark was deputed by the minister of

mines to draft a bill in accordance there-

with. One of the principles advocated

was that the basis of tenure should be

leasehold, and it is here noted that Doc-

tor Raymond expresses a preference, al-

though not very emphatically stated, for

the system of granting title in fee simple.

His experience is such that his views on

this point are worthy of the most re-

spectful attention and it would be most

interesting if he would explain more fully

the grounds on which this judgment' is

founded.

Inadequate Tax

In advocating, meanwhile, a leasehold

system, the institute was actuated by sev-

eral considerations, chief among which
was the recognized difficulty of securing
the reversion of property to the Crown
once it had been alienated. In British

Columbia, for example, the greater por-

tion of "Crown-granted" claims are un-

worked; much territory is in consequence
indefinitely "tied up," and development

Views, Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

of potential resources thereby retarded.

It is true a tax on unworked Crown-
granted claims is imposed, but the

amount, $13 per annum for a full size

claim of 52 acres, is inadequate. An
adequate tax should be at least equiva-

lent to such annual rental as the govern-

ment might reasonably exact where lease-

hold is the basis of title. The institute,

desiring to provide for the easy rever-

sion of unworked land to the Crown, de-

cided to recommend a middle course.

The principle of leasehold was upheld,

but an objectionable feature of the lease-

hold system, to which Doctor Raymond
refers, was eliminated by advocating the

granting of a long period, in fact, what
is virtually a perpetual lease, (since a

term of ninety-nine years may be so re-

garded), conditional on the payment of

a fixed annual rental. To all intents and

purposes such a form of title is as valu-

able, permanent and secure as freehold.

The institute was also influenced in fa-

vor of leasehold by the comprehensive re-

port made by A. C. Veatch to the United

States government, on the operation of

the mining laws of Australasia, in which

he clearly proves that the change of ten-

ure systems from freehold to leasehold

in that country stimulated development

and induced industrial activity.

Work Acceptable in Lieu of Rental

Again, representatives of the more im-

portant London firms engaged in the

operation of mines in various fields

through the world, who, upon visiting

Canada, have been asked to give their

views on the subject, have displayed a

remarkable unanimity in favor of the

leasehold system. This also carried

weight in the determination of the point.

Doctor Raymond's contention that "work"

should not constitute a condition of pos-

session, is incontrovertible.

The institute took this viewpoint, for

the imposition of no such condition is

suggested in its recommendations. On
the other hand, a proposal affording

leaseholders the option of "work" in lieu

of the payment of rental, is put forward

and has much to recommend it, having

regard in particular to the interests of

prospectors. The recommendation in

question reads as follows: "That rent-

als be based upon the acreage and paid

in advance at the rate of $1 pe; annum.
Work done on any claim to the ex.en; of

the rental, but only where work alone

amounts to at least $200 in any one year,

is to be received in lieu of rental for

that year." Of course, there is one se-

rious objection to the inclusion of such
a provision in a mining code and that is,

it implies the necessity of appointing in-

spectors to undertake the duty of verify-

ing the statements of claimholders in this

respect; for unless some system of veri-

fication is adopted, this optional "working
provision" would be rendered just as

"delusive and useless" as Doctor Ray-
mond states are the requirements of the

United States code in respect of "assess-

ment work."

The Discovery Clause

It is to be expected, however,
that in attempting to legislate in

the interests of more than one class, in

this case capitalists and prospectors,

minor difficulties will arise, but in gen-

eral the aim of the institute has been to

secure the passage of a law that will be

as free from superfluities as possible.

In other words, as clear as possible and
as simple as possible, leaving no loop-

hole whereby a man may be dispossessed

of his rights in consequence of arbitrary

powers vested in officials. Thus the fol-

lowing recommendation: "The prospec-

tor shall not be obliged to make dis-

covery of mineral in place to the satis-

faction of anyone, but having made what,

by him, is believed to be a discovery of

mineral in place, he is to be permitted to

stake out a claim and then record it in

the government recording office at a nom-
inal fee, on doing which a lease is to be

issued to him, which lease is to be per-

fectly free from any condition dependent

on the opinion or report of officials."

If the requirements as regards "assess-

ment work" have proved "delusive and

useless," how much more so the condi-

tions (included in both the British Co-

lumbia and Ontario acts) in respect of

"discovery." In British Columbia the

courts have decided that any work in

situ constitutes "discovery." In Ontario

the provision of the act is at present

ignored, yet its inclusion has been a

fruitful source of litigation, grievance

and hardship in both provinces. Doctor

Raymond's dictum that one of the first

duties of a government is to provide for

a survey of all public lands, is without

doubt true; but in a sparsely populated

country of the enormous extent of Can-

ada, having, as it has, an area of 3,729,-

665 square miles, the colossal nature of

such an undertaking must be apparent,

the accomplishment of which under the
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favorable circumstances must be

spread over a considerable period of

time. Provision should, however, and no

doubt will, be made for the location of

claims in such a manner to admit of the

adjustment of boundaries to con-

form with the lines of a subsequent offi-

survey. In fact, the present regula-

tions contain provisions having this end

in view. H. Mortimer-Lamb.

Secretary, Canadian Mining Institute.

.Montreal. April 7. 1911.

Cooperation in Research

Work
In this age of cooperation, specializa-

tion and industrial efficiency, it is rather

strange, on the whole, that men engaged

in practical work do not cooperate with

those engaged in research and scientific

work in our various engineering colleges.

Many problems of economic import-

ance, especially of a metallurgical and

chemical nature, are capable of solution

by the man who is engaged in scientific

work along similar lines, especially when

cooperating with someone who is ac-

quainted with all of the "hooks and

crooks" of practice. There are at least

three marked advantages possessed by

the scientific over the practical, insofar

as concerns environment, in the solution

of these problems, which it is possible

to solve apart from the plant: (1) The

scientific man has at his disposal appar-

atus, chemicals, etc., which are not, as a

rule, within reach of those in practice.

(2) He has, as his associates, special-

ists in many of the allied subjects. With

these he can consult at any time. (3)

Last, but not least, he is surrounded by

pirit of investigation, as everyone

who is carrying on work of an investiga-

tive nature should be.

Why this cooperation, which would

render industrial as well as scientific

efficiency much greater, does not taks

place to a larger extent, is due, in most

cases, to the individual rather than class

prejudices. At least the difficulties which

render it so infrequent, will have to be

overcome in each case rather than in a

class.

Raymond C. Bknnkk.
Tucson. Ariz.. .March 31, 1911.

Seeking Employ ment

The letter of B. B. in the JOURNAL of

March 25 touches a vital matter. Some
time ago I was amazed to note the receipt

e 200 applications in answer to an

advertisement for a mine surveyor for a

wild part of M< ilary.

thai too few engineers

realize the obvioui Facts: that mining

engineering is more mining than en-

gineer;- <>i\t engineering qual-

ifications un-

on
; thorough mining

knowledge; ti. it is

to reach the position of assistant super-

intendent in mine operation through our

school training and a little desultory un-

derground experience, the position of the

superintendent requires also a thorough
knowledge of the mine foreman's job,

for continued success; and consulting

and examination work require a prelim-

inary varied experience as superinten-

dent.

"Alining is taking ore out of the

ground with men and machinery at a

profit," and the mining engineer must
'know ore," how to take it out and must
know the mine, the men and the ma-
chinery. The "feel of the mine" can only

really be got by working underground

breaking ore with one's own hands.

It is no loss of an engineer's time to

put in two years working for day's pay

as a miner, underground, in dividend-

paying mines, in as many different dis-

tricts as possible. As one result, his ac-

quaintanceship will then make it un-

necessary to advertise for a salaried po-

sition. A couple of years of manual la-

bor does not dull a man's intelligence ir-

reparably and in any case the gain in the

human broadening of the mind, outside

of the knowledge gained, is well worth a

slight temporary loss in mental brilli-

ancy. "Back to the mine" would be a

good slogan. Taking a lease of a mine

or part of a mine and endeavoring to

work it profitably would show many en-

gineers why they are not in demand.

William H. Hendrickson.

Eureka, Utah, April 4, 1911.

Technical Reports

It has recently been my misfortune to

be forced to go through a great many
reports of examinations of mining prop-

erties. These reports were of all sorts,

having been made by various engineers

and "near engineers." However, the

more of these I read the more strong be-

came my conviction that the exercise of

more common sense and less parade

of technical vocabulary would insure

more valuable reports. This, at times,

approaches a question of consideration

for the audience.

Instead of straightforward presenta-

tion of fact, which is what the business

man requires, technical reports too often

embody— are obscured by—a mass of

unnecessary theorizing serving only to

mystify the reader and provide a display

of the writer's knowledge of technical

terms.

The evident attitude of this class of re-

port writers i I will not call them en-

gineers) is well illustrated by the follow-

ing storv: A professor of mining in one

of the big universities and a long-time

friend of an old miner, visited the latter's

prospect one day. The two men went

through the workings and in the course

of the examination the professor turned

to his friend and said, pointing to

the wall of the tunnel, "Ed. that

looks like a cataclastic conglomerate."
Nothing further was said on the subject,

and after enjoying a bite to eat and a

smoke together, the professor took the

trail down to the nearest railway

station. Just as the professor was
boarding his train he spied his friend

running at full speed down the trail. As
the train started the old miner, realizing

he could not get there in time, shouted,

"Say, Prof., what did you call that

spotted-looking rock in the tunnel." The
professor answered, "Cataclastic con-

glomerate, Ed." The answer came back,

"All right. Prof., I'll fix the next one
of them fancy-talking young engineers
that comes in my diggins."

B. S. Walker.
Butte, Mont., Feb. 10, 1911.

The Clancy Process

It will be seen from reading Mr. Mosh-
er's article on the Clancy process recent-

ly published in several of the mining
journals that there is no ground for the

comments and figures which he has giv-

en.

If Mr. Mosher wants cheap cyanide
and thinks he has it in calcium cyanide,

it has nothing to do with me. I do not

use calcium cyanide nor attempt to pro-

duce it from cyanamide. In all cyanide

plants using lime, surely a certain

amount of calcium cyanide may be

formed. Would Mr. Mosher then at-

tempt to restrict the use of lime in the

cyanide process unless he is paid a roy-

alty ?

That Mr. Alosher has shown in his

writings that he does not use cyanamide
or calcium cyanamide, may be seen from
the disparaging manner in which he

speaks of my use of cyanamide in con-

junction with the cyanide solution. He
goes on to state how he cannot see any
value in the use of cyanamide other than

protecting the cyanide through reducing

the cyanate by means of the NH L. group

present in the cyanamide and forgets that

when I use oxidation means other than

the atmospheric oxygen, a considerable

proportion of cyanate may be formed in

the solutions. If this destruction of cy-

anide to cyanate can be prevented by the

use of cheap cyanamide in presence of

sulphocyanides, is it not a consummation

devoutly to be desired?

To demonstrate that Mr. Mosher has

not caught even a glimpse of the claims

of my process, suffice it to insert a quota-

tion from his article and leave the
#
rest

with the reader: "Unless Mr. Clancy has

found some special effect on the use of

cyanamide in his researches, I can only

see a slight commercial value in its

adoption in cyanide treatment."

John Collins Clancy.

New York, April 4, 1911.
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The Pancoast Mine Disaster
A fire that broke out on a slope in the

Pancoast colliery, at Throop, Penn., April

7, has resulted in the death of 73 men.

The fire occurred in the Dunmore seam,

750 ft. below the surface. Suffocation

caused the death of the men, and the

evidence indicates that they smothered

within an hour of the fire.

The accompanying sketch is a rough

plan of the workings. The engine house

which burned was located at the point

marked 1 ; at 2 is the engine house which

hoisted cars up the inclined plane B from

By Floyd W. Parsons

Through failure
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surface, were of wooden construc-

tion; these persons also point out that

there was only one engineer to attend to

the two engines 200 ft. apart.

There is no doubt but that the colliery

was well equipped and that the officials

.ken many precautions to fight a

mine fire. Investigation shows that a

good system of standpipes and hose was

in use. The statement that the men were

in a blind tunnel is not true; it is clear-

ly shown on the accompanying sketch

that there were ample exits from the

China seam.

A report that a telephone message was

sent into the mine ordering the men out

>e verified by the fact that no

dinner pails, lamps or coats were found

in the chambers where the victims were

working. If they had been warned first by

smelling smoke, it is probable they would

have dropped everything and rushed out.

Summing the matter up. the accident

should not have happened for, first, the

engine houses should not have been con-

structed of combustible material; sec-

ond, the fire, if promptly attacked, would

not have spread from the engine house

to a trip of cars in the gangway, 30 ft.

away. The delay in attending the fire

so great that fire apparatus in the

building where the trouble started was

rendered inaccessible.

The cause of the fire is still unknown.

The engineer who attended both engine

houses, found it on returning to the No.

1 engine house. An investigation is be-

ing made and the details will be pub-

lished in a later issue of the Journal.

New Lake Ore Steamers

The Shenango Steamship Company has

let a contract to the Great Lakes En-

gineering Company, of Detroit, for two

bulk freighters to be larger than any now

afloat. They are to be 617 ft. over all,

64 ft. beam and 34 ft. deep, with a carry-

ing capacity of 14,000 gross tons of orb

on 19 ft. draft. The two steamers are to

be 12 ft. longer, 4 ft. wider and 2 ft.

deeper than any bulk freighter on the

Lakes. Their engines are to be quad-

ruple-expansion, with cylinders 23, 33,

48 and 69 in. diameter, with 42-in. stroke,

supplied with steam from three Scotch

boilers. They are to come out in 1912,

and are to be built in anticipation of the

completion of the third lock at the Sault,

which will be 25 ft. deep.

Explosion at Alabama Mine

rlosion oc-

curred in the Banner mine of the Pratt

I ompany in Alabama.

•ated that the explosion wafl caused

by powder whi " a quant

I he fatal-- ted at 128.

All bill -he miners were convicts,

and only 20 were white men.

World's Copper Production

In the accompanying table we give the

copper production of the world in 1910,

as compiled by Henry R. Merton & Co.,

of London, who have issued similar re-

ports for many years past. The esti-

mates for 1908 and 1909 are also given,

for purposes of comparison. The figures

are in long tons.

COPPER PRODUCTION OF THE WORLD
1908 19C9 1910

Unit. •<! states 423,300 490,280 484,890

Mexico 89,990 56,325 58,825

Canada 2a,570 24,io;> 25,715

Newfoundland 1,430 1.380 i,0«o

Cuba 8,000 2,000 3,475

North America 496,290 575,050 578,985

Argentina 225 600 300
Bolivia 2,500 2,000 2,500

Chile 38,315 85,785 35,235

Peru.... i">. ( »oo 16.000 18,305

South America 56,040 54,385 56,340

Austria 1,575 1,015 2,130

England 570 435 500

Germany 20.200 22,455 24,710

Hungary.. 2.2*° 4 -
( '"° *'^

Italy 2,975 2.725 3,220

Norway ••• 9.190 9,080 l°. 425

RuSBia 20.1)85 17,750 22,310

Spain and Portugal 52,585 52,185 50,255

Sweden 2,000 2,000 2,000

Turkey 1.050 800 600

Europe 112,470 113,645 121,105

Japan 43,000 47,000 46,000

Ulira 6,880 14,045 15,205

Australasia 39,500 34,400 40,315

Total 754,180 839,425 852,950

Of the Spanish production in 1910 the

Rio Tinto furnished 33,575 tons. In Ger-

many the Mansfeld is credited with 19,-

995 tons; in Norway the Sulitelma with

4925. In Africa the Cape Copper and

the Namaqua are put down at 6905 tons,

and 8300 tons are estimated as coming

from other mines; most of this, probably,

is the estimate for the Congo Free State.

The total estimated production in 1910

shows an increase of 13,525 tons, or 1.6

per cent., over 1909; and of 98,770 tons,

or 13.1 per cent., over 1908. The pro-

duction of 1910 was distributed as fol-

lows: United States, 56.5 per cent.; other

North America, 10.5; South America, 6.6;

Europe, 14.2; Japan, 5.5; Africa, 1.9;

Australasia, 4.8 per cent, of the total.

Steel in Germany

The German Iron and Steel Union has

completed the collection of statistics of

the production of steel in Germany in

1910. That production was the largest

ever reported, reaching a total of 13,698,-

638 metric tons, which was 1,635,006

tons more than in 1907, previously the year

of greatest output. The details of the

1910 production are given in the accom-

panying table, in metric tons:

Acid Basic Total PerCt.

ter ingot*.. 171,108 B.080,671 8,201,679 59.9

Open-hearth lng.. 140.189 4,973.569 5,113,758 37.:'.

i astlnga. .. 111,959 161.852 268,811 i ,9

Crucible 88.202 B8.202 8

Electric 86,188 86,188 0.8

Total . ....642,646 18,165,092 18,698,638100.0

Total, 1909 664,802 11,486,082 12,049,884

Direct castings are classified as acid

and basic, but the statement does not

give the quantities made from converter

and open-hearth steel, respectively. The

increase in converter ingots was 533,080

tons, or 6.9 per cent.; in open-hearth,

1,040,821 tons, or 25.5 per cent.; in direct

castings, 57,355 tons, or 27.7 per cent.;

in electric steel, 18,415 tons, or 104 per

cent.; while in crucible steel there was a

decrease of 865 tons, or 1 per cent. The
total gain last year oyer 1909 was 1,648,-

804 tons, or 13.6 per cent. The propor-

tion of steel to pig iron in 1910 was 92.6,

against 93.3 in the previous year.

The production of steel in Germany
and the United States in 1910 compares
as follows, our make being reduced to

metric tons, for purposes of comparisons:

United States Germany
Tons PerCt. Tons PerCt.

Acid converter 9,563,376 36.1 171,108 1.3
Basic converter 8,030,571 58.6
Acid open-hearth... 1,231,575 4.6 140,189 1.0
Basic open-hearth. 15,537,006 58.6 4,973,569 36.3
Direct castings 263,811 1.9
Crucible 124,2(50 0.5 83,202 0.6
Electric 56,220 0.2 36,188 0.3

Total 26,512,437 100.0 13,698,638 100.0

Proportion steel to
pig iron 95.6 92.6

Of the United States make 41.4 per

cent, was acid and 58.6 per cent, basic

steel; while in Germany only 4 per cent,

was acid and 9& per cent, basic steel.

For the first time the proportion of steel

to pig iron in the United States exceed-

ed that in Germany. The high propor-

tion of basic steel in Germany is, of

course, due to the large supply of high-

phosphorus ores there. A marked dif-

ference in practice is found in the use of

the basic converter, in which 58.6 per

cent, of the German steel was made;
while in the United States it is not used.

Cripple Creek Mines
The usual yearly report of the Colo-

rado Springs Mining Stock Association,

dealing v/ith the Cripple Creek mines,

has just been issued. The report deals

with the 75 Cripple Creek mines which

maintain an organization and are listed

on the Colorado Springs Mining Stock

Exchange. The report shows that $15,-

878,000 in gold were mined during 1910

in Cripple Creek, the bulk of which came

from above the present water level of

the camp. It is estimated that the new

Roosevelt tunnel will place a large ton-

nage in gold ores above the new water

level, besides allowing the mining of

much more by using some of the pres-

ent pumping equipment. At present

there is a flow of about 6000 gal. per min.

from the tunnel portal. The low-grade

milling processes will also open a new

lease of life for Cripple Creek, Stratton's

Independence and the Portland mill treat-

ing $3 ore at a profit.

The report gives a brief account of

each company in the Cripple Creek dis-

trict, showing officers, main office, capi-

talization, and other production and

financial data, including high and low

prices for the year of the various stocks.
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Details*^ Practical Minin
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solicited.

The Bryant Safety Crosshead

The accompanying illustration is of a

safety crosshead for use in shaft sink-

ing that has been patented by Thomas

Bryant, of Butte, Mont. A crosshead of

approximately this type was installed at

the Original Consolidated mine in that

district.

The frame of the crosshead comprises

upper and lower cross bars A, platform B,

braces C and side arms D, which are pro-

vided with guide shoes E. The cross bars

are provided with the central passages G.

The skip, cage, or bucket is secured to

the rope, or cable by a shackle /, having

a head K which normally engages the bot-

tom of the lower cross bar. A tube or

sheath L incloses the lower portion of

the rope and is movably mounted on the

cross bars in passages G. Normally this

sheath rests upon and is supported by

the head K of the shackle, but when the

support is withdrawn, downward move-
ment is limited by a collar M.

The upper part of the sheath projects

a short distance above the upper cross

bar and has chains N secured at the op-

posite sides of the collar M. Each chain

is connected with a sheave P keyed to a

shaft Q. One or more springs S are

secured to each shaft so they will nor-

mally operate to wind the chains upon
the sheaves. The dogs T are rigidly fast-

ened to each shaft.

When the crosshead is operating in its

usual manner it rests upon the shackle

and moves up and down upon the guides

with the rope. The sheath L is held in its

raised position which pulls upon the

chains N and holds the dogs T in their

nonoperative position against the tension

of the springs S. When the crosshead

strikes any obstruction or sticks acci-

dentally while the cable is descending,

the rope with the carrier attached will

continue its downward movement inde-

pendently of the crosshead. The shackle

disengages from the lower end of the

sheath which thereupon drops by gravity

and under the tension of the springs, in-

to its lowermost position and simultane-

Ncrfces of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

TKmgs "that have "to

be done in Everyday

ously the springs rotate the shafts to

bring the teeth on the dogs into engage-

ment with the guides. The crosshead

will thus be securely held until the bucket

is raised again and the cable engages

with and raises the tube, thereby rotat-

ing the shafts Q by means of the chains

and returning the dogs to their nonopera-

tive position.

By this construction the disasters

caused by the falling of the crosshead

upon the bucket, or after being acci-

E--
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Bryant Safety Crosshead

dentally caught on the guides will be ef-

fectually prevented. At the same time

the cable is always free to move inde-

pendently of the crosshead and if the

crosshead should be caught no delay is

occasioned as the cable can be lowered

as far as desired and then when raised

again the crosshead will be automatical-

ly released.

In case the traction cable breaks

it is obvious that the safety means

will operate automatically in the same

manner as when the crosshead is acci-

dentally caught and will prevent the

crosshead from falling to the bottom of

the shaft.

The mechanism is especially adapted

for use in shaft sinking in places where

it is necessary to lower the bucket below

the end of the guides, since a stop or

other obstruction placed at the ends of

the guides will cause the safety device

to operate and hold the crosshead posi-

tively and independently while the bucket
is lowered to the bottom.

Practical Demonstration of

Loading Bore Holes

The charging and tamping of the holes

drilled to break down coal or rock in a

mine are matters of interest and import-

ance, but too often these operations are

poorly done due to negligence, careless-

ness of inexperience. It is impossible to

see inside a drill hole that has been
charged to determine if the fuse has been
broken or kinked, the blasting cap pulled

out of the cartridge or to discover the

other possible causes of accidents that

will occur to every practical man.

In order to enable the students in min-

ing engineering at the University of Illi-

nois to practise charging bore holes and

then have the charge inspected and criti-

cized, a charging box or "artificial hole"

has been built. This is illustrated in a re-

cent catalog of the E. I. du Pont de

Nemours Powder Company, and con-

sists of a block of timber 8 in. square

and 4 ft. 6 in. long, with a hole 2 in.

in diameter drilled in the center. This

block is sawed through the center,

hinged and held firmly by clamps

while the hole is being charged. It is

then opened and the charge easily in-

spected.

By varnishing and greasing the hole,

the tamping is prevented from sticking to

the wood when the top is raised. The

"hole" is set on wooden horses and by

raising one horse a bore hole inclined up-

ward or downward can be obtained. Stu-

dents are required to charge the hole, us-

ing different kinds of tamping, different

explosives, and all of the ways of firing

by squib, fuse and electric detonators.

Sand or sawdust is used to represent

black powder and dummy cartridges of

inexplosive dope to represent the nitro-

glycerin explosives. The charge is ex-

amined and criticized by the class and

by the instructor.

An experienced miner and former mine

manager who was showing a class of stu-

dents how to load the hole was much

surprised to find upon opening the box

that the fuse was kinked into an S shape

and broken.

By the use of this box, the effect of us-

ing different kinds of tamping can be eas-

ily shown, the rate of burning of fuse in

a hole can be tested and other experi-

ments with explosives demonstrated much

better than in the darkness of a mine

where also the inside of the charged hole

cannot be seen.
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first thought of. but

the g is hard to clean

for the tamping from another charge and

moreover, as the inside can be seen dur-

ing the tamping, the actual conditions are

not represented nearly so well as with

be easily

pted for demonstrating to

E rienced men at a mine the proper

Arrangement of Economizers

tor \\ aste i [eat Boilers

B^ N. L. Stewart*

The following suggestions are made
for the arrangement of economizers for

:ieat boilers, to avoid the usual

bad practice of using steam-driven auxil-

iaries in smeltery power plants.

By the use of economizers it is unnec-

essary to provide any other feed-water

heaters and hence the boiler-feed and

this is low for direct-fired boilers, the

usual practice being about 4.6 to 4.7 sq.ft.

However, it would undoubtedly heat the

feed water enough to relieve the boiler

of any undue strain.

It may be said that economizer tubes

12 ft. long would require an excessively

large flue connecting the boiler to the

main flue; however, there are flues now
in use as large as this. In the insert

(Fig. 2) of the accompanying illustration

is shown a section of the flues back of

the boilers of furnaces Nos. 5 and 6 at

the plant of the Garfield Smelting Com-
pany in Utah. Such flues are not ex-

pensive to construct. They can be built

of red brick with at most only 4' _. in.

of firebrick lining. The distance from
the back of the boiler to the main flue,

for the above conditions, would only be

about 40 ft., which is not excessive.

The usual automatic economizer soot

cleaner could not be used here, but the

tubes could be cleaned in the same man-

—LI

£— ,'

Boiler

-

i 1 1 1_ i' r 1

Main Flue

Economizer Tubes in Reverberatory Flue

service pumps, the exhaust steam from
which is usually used for feed-water

heating, can be motor driven. Motor-
driven pumps are more economical in

operation and can be placed in any part

of the plant and high-pressure pump- For

casting ladles, etc.. should be

near the apparatus they are to serve.

The ordinary form of economizer would
table as it would materially

reduce the draft. I suggest a modified

form with the tubes arranged as shown
in the accompanying sketch. The tubes

should be about 12 ft. lonu. which is

r than in the ordin lomizer.

me that a boiler of about 750 h.p.

tailed but. only 500 h.p. developed.
' heating surface of 1416 sq.ft.

would be obtained from 100 tube 1? 12

ft. lot in outside diameter in

the economizer This divided by .500

pel boiler h(

t

ner as the boiler tubes. This is done
by a jet of compressed air; the tubes at

A are cleaned from the doors at B and C.

As far as I know such an arrangement
has never been used. At one plant a

superheater is being tried back of the

waste-heat boiler. It would seem that

an economizer would be more desirable

than a superheater. The engines would
probably be provided with individual re-

ceiver separators to avoid trouble from

wet steam.

The report on the Copper Queen smelt-

ing operations, at Douglas, Ariz., for the

vear 1910, allows the following compari-

son of flue-dust and bullion recovery

to be made. The flue dust recovered

amounted to 7.44 per cent, of the charge

and the copper recovered in flue dust was
15.25 per cent, of the copper recovered

in bullion; the silver in the flue dust was

13.3 per cent.: and the gold was 10.07

per cent of thai in the bullion.

Concrete Pipe Carrier

By Guy C. Stoltz*

The accompanying drawing shows in

detail a desirable method of hanging an
air or steam line, when it is necessary
to carry the line over an irregular topo-
graphy and keep to an average gradient.

The bents are of monolithic concrete,

8x8 in. in section, and the legs have a

batter of \y2 in. per ft. The whole is> re-

inforced by two l'.s-in. cables placed 4
in. apart and overlapping in the con-

crete sill. The forms are assembled as

shown and raised to proper hight and
level by nailing strips A to the bottom of

the forms. The bent is braced in all

directions by short guy lines from stakes

driven in the ground.
After inserting the cables, which are

i> -JS"D.

The Bnfmtertnti Mining Journal

Concrete Pipe Carrier

held in position by wooden struts, filling

can begin. When the sill has been
poured, rocks or old bricks are placed
around the bottom of the forms where
the side boards are not long enough to

hold the concrete in the legs. Before fill-

ing the cap a 1 -in. pipe is introduced

to receive a ~.s-in. bolt, to which is at-

tached the pipe hanger T.

The U-hanger is made from 'jx2-in.

flat iron and tapped near the ends to

receive a Vf-in. bolt on which is mount-

ed the pipe roller. The latter is merely

a concave spool casting around a piece

of 1 -in. pipe, 6 in. long.

Witherbee, Sherman & Co., at Mine-

ville, N. Y., have recently hung an 8-in.

air line in this manner, 3800 ft. long,

consisting of 188 bents spaced at 20-ft.

centers. These bents were from 3 to 20

ft. high. The average hight above the

Mlniiij pnglneer and mctAllurcist, Mux-
•, ill. \ Y.
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surface was 4 ft. 10 m and the average add.nonal holes were bored wherever the Cole oiler is attached to a feeding hoseamount of concrete used per bent was flow of water seemed to be the greatest, just as the tip is in the crude device

^ca 7*
Per aVef

f
ge

f

bCnt AIt0^ther 30 tons of cement were con- commonly used. But in this oiler the oi.was ^.90 and the cost per cu.yd of ma- sumed. Th.s work was done in holidays cannot well be turned on until the oilertena^used >n a bent was $9.67. For the and other idle periods during 1906-8. A has been inserted to the bottom of the
used, watertight bulkhead was put in the shaft oiling hole, and the feed is shut off tne

at 11/ m. depth, and the wooden lining instant that the pressure is taken off the
was then removed in sections, beginning oiler. As a result there is no wasting of
at the bottom; the lining higher up in

the shaft was meanwhile

foundations a 1:8 mixture was
while for the bents a 1:6 mixture was
employed.

Sixteen complete bent forms, having

the dimensions given in the accompany-
ing drawing, were used in erecting the

188 bents. The forms are easily removed

by pulling off the nailing strips E and

unbolting the 2x2-in. brackets. Strip F
is not disturbed, for it is advisable to

keep pieces C and D together to facil-

itate assembling and in order not to dis-

turb the batter. H. Comstock, who is in

charge of the power and plant at the

Witherbee-Sherman mines, at Mineville,

devised the stvle of carrier used.

Repairing Shaft Lining

Cement
By A. Brevre

Wl th

An improvement on the Portier method
of injecting cement behind cracks in

iron or other shaft linings was evolved

by Paul Goffart, at Maurage, Belgium, in

1909. Shaft No. 3 was sunk and lined

with iron segments in 1881 ; on sinking

shaft No. 4 in 1903-6. by the Kind-

Chaudron process, at a distance of 40m.

from No. 3. a crack about 2.5 m. long

developed in the lining of the latter, at a

depth of 210 m., and soon was yielding a

flow of 830 cu.m. of water per 24 hours.

The crack occurred parallel to and just

above the lower flange of one of the seg-

ments. Owing to the rapid flow of wa-

ter, the first attempts to close the crack,

by injecting cement mixed with cinders,

were failures. It became necessary then

to find a substance, heavy, fine-grained

and mobile, which could be injected at

the same time as the cement and would

form a resistant filter to hold the cement

in place behind the broken segment. Lead

shot, 00 size, or 2 mm. diameter, were

selected, and were fed through a fun-

nel into the descending column of ce-

ment grouting, which was injected

through the lining just above the break.

The method was entirely successful, and

was then applied to other smaller cracks.

At the Hornu and Wasmes colliery, in

Belgium, shaft No. 4 was lined with wood
to a depth of 100 m.. which had already

been strengthened here and there by in-

jecting cement behind it by the Portier

system. As a means of replacing entire-

ly the wooden lining, cementation was se-

lected in preference to the freezing pro-

cess, which would have occupied 10

months. Bore holes were drilled radially

from the shaft to depths ranging up to

11.5 m.. and cement was injected. The

holes were located on two spirals, and

*One section of a general article on the
sinking of shafts by special processes, in
Rcvitr nnircrwllr ties Mine*, May. 1010.

supported by
iron rods from the surface. As the wood
was removed, masonry lining was put in

its place, without any delay from in-

rushes of water. The cost of doing this

work amounted to S252 per meter.

Oiler for Tramway Buckets

It is necessary to oil the wheels on
the carriers on tramways, especially new
ones, frequently. Moreover, the amount
of oiling necessary seems to bear some
relation to the roughness of the topog-
raphy of the country across which the
tramway is built. In the early stages of
the life of a tramway two miles long,
it is necessary to oil the buckets every
trip, and later at least twice a day, while
with tramways four miles long the bucket
carriers have to be oiled at least even-
other trip. This oiling can be done at

either end of the tramway, but generally

oil and the accompanying disagreeable
features are eliminated. In addition, the
oiling can be done quickly and easily.

The oiler is turned out of two pieces
of brass A and A', to form the shell,

while the interior mechanism consists of
a spring valve B. working upon a valve
seat C. Leak about the valve is pre-
vented by three oil rings D, in which no
packing is used, as whatever oil may
ooze down the valve rod forms its own
natural packing at these grooves. The
barrel is 1 in. in diameter, 4 in. long and
the surface is milled to render it easy to
grip. The surface of the piece A' that fits

into the rubber hose is corrugated to aid
in attaching the oiler securely to the feed
hose. The valve has a play of \i in..

and the stem is fluted, the upper end of
the stem being sharpened so as to assist
the feed of the oil into the oil chamber £,
when the valve is opened. The discharge
hole in the valve tip F is bored to 5/32
in., connection with the oil chamber being

. &&&&
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NONLEAKINC OlLER FOR TRAMWAY BUCKETS

it is far more convenient to do the oiling

at the loading station, while the bucket

is being loaded.

A tank of oil is placed at some
convenient point above the loading-

track station so that enough fall is

given to the oil to insure a quick feed-

ing of it to the carrier wheels. The oil

is led through a small rubber tube to

the metallic tip used for insertion into

the oil holes on the wheels of the car-

rier carriage. To shut off the feed of

oil, a spring clamp or pinch cock is gen-

erally used on the feed tube. Besides

being inconvenient this is wasteful, for

most of the oil in the tube below the point

of clamping drops upon the timbers and

the floor of the loading station while the

tip is being transferred to the next oil

hole. Moreover, as frequently the oil is

not entirely shut off. by the time that the

tip is removed from the hole some is

almost sure to be spilled. This waste of

oil is not onlv a source of needless ex-

pense, but it increases the danger from
fire, and in time makes the loading sta-

tion a greasy, sloppy, disagreeable place.

To obviate these objections. W. H. Cole,

master mechanic at the Highland Boy
mine. Bingham. Utah, devised the oiler

shown in the accompanying drawing. The

through the hole G, bored at right an-
gles to the discharge hole.

When the tip of the oiler is pressed
against any resisting surface, as the bot-

tom of the oi! hole on the carrier wheels,
the valve is forced back against the
shoulder, and oil flows from the oil cham-
ber in the oiler through the tip. When
the pressure is removed, the spring forc-

es the valve back on its seat and the

transverse openings in the body of the
valve are closed. This oiler can easily

be made at a machine shop at small ex-
pense. It has been in use at the High-
land Boy mine since the starting of the
tramway which conveys the ore to the

Tooele smeltery of the International com-
pany, and has been found to work admir-
ably.

A 16-h.p. gasolene motor made by the

Gas Motoren Fabrik Deutz is being tried

for underground traction in the Lang-
laagte Deep mine. Transvaal. A special

form of exhaust condenser is used, in

which part of the cooling water is used

to condense the products of the explo-

sion, so that the vitiation of the air is

stated to be less than would be the case

if the many men required to deal with

the load were at work.
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Matte Explosions

By W. C Smith*

The cause of explosions of molten matte

when brought in contact with wet or

dm .es has been an interesting

subiect to me for several years. Many
that the sudden generation of steam

an important part: others claim

that a rapid partial decomposition of

matte due to superheated steam liberates

large volumes of gas and this causes the

explosion; and still others claim that both

steam and i sponsible.

The following are some of my observa-

tions: <a> In blowing in a lead blast

furnace we use "mill cinder" ipuddling-

furnace ssaying 40 to 45 per cent.

Fe and 30 to 33 per cent. SiO-; CaO,
none; A1.0 . none. When the furnace

slagging the mill cinder comes
through practically unchanged. This

molten mill cinder has a marked tendency

to explode on contact with damp sur-

faces ib i .Molten salt cake (Na,SCM
has to be handled with extreme care. A
damp tool or slag pot will cause a violent

explosion, (c) A copper-sodium matte

carrying no iron is more dangerous to

handle than ordinary mattes, (d) Molten
caustic soda (NaOHi. at high tempera-

tures exhibits the same property, (e)

Molten soda ash (Na,CO>, at high tem-

peratures also requires care in handling,

(fl Antimony litharge, consisting of

PbO. Sb O.. As.O . and low in SiO,, ex-

plodes violently, if it be at an orange

heat.

.My conclusions from these cases are:

( 1 i The tendency of these materials

to explode is not due to the decomposi-
tion of sulphides by steam since five of

them contain no sulphides. (2) The
presence of compounds of iron is not

necessary, as five of them carry no iron.

<3i Sodium or its compounds are not es-

sential; for ordinary blast-furnace matts,

mill cinder and antimony litharge are

free from sodium. (4) No one element
or compound is present in all materials

under consideration, hence explosions

are not due to any one element or com-
pound. (5 1 One property possessed by
all these materials when conditions are

correct is preat fluidity. Great fluidity

means low viscosity and low cohesion.

nail quantity of matte from a

er was poured on a wet iron plate.

The matte exploded violently, flying in all

directions.

A small quantity of slag from the set-

tler under same conditions did not ex-

plode hut became pasty, blisters or bub-

bles rose to the surface, burst, emitted a

jet of steam and the blister closed. The
of the matte allowed the

steam to force in scattering it.

while in the c ig the entire force

of the steam .> rooming
the cohc ufficiently to

permit the steam to escape from blisters.

Therefore, I believe that little or no de-

composition takes place, but that the ex-

plosion is due to the instantaneous gen-

eration of steam and the low cohesion of

matte.

\ Battery Screen Frame
The screens used in the batteries of

the North Star mills, Grass Valley, Cal.,

are punched with round holes within

squares of one inch on a side. Between
each punched area and unpunched band
of metal, ' s in. wide is left, as rein-

forcing. A tear, starting within the

punched area, does not usually extend

across the band. These screens have a

life of 22 days as compared with 10

days for the usual type.

The screen frame is made of wood
2 in. square, the inner rectangle meas-

it.'i

North Star Battery Screen

uring 4 ft. 9 in. by the hight of the screen.

Tc the back of the frame strips of 2x^-
in. strap iron are screwed so as to ex-

tend ft in. into the inner rectangular

space. The screen is held against the

inner side of this strap-iron rim by a

rectangular frame made of -34-in. angle

iron, the outside dimensions of which
permit its fitting within the wooden frame.

The angle-iron frame is held in place

by six buttons. The construction is

shown in the accompanying illustration.

At the Creston-Colorada mine, La
Colorada, Sonora, it has been found

economical to dovetail in flat bars of soft

iron on the clutches for the aerial trams
to take up the wear from the cable. The
soft iron is beneficial to the cables and
the bars can be easily and cheaply re-

placed.

Sampling Placer Ground
By Charles Janin*

The method advocated in the article

on sampling placer ground in the issue

of the Journal" of March 25, of drying
the panned residue from a sample, then
blowing the black sand from the gold and
weighing the gold, is not good practice.

In the early days of dredging some en-

gineers tried this method but soon dis-

carded it for that followed by all ex-
perienced engineers, of amalgamating the
gold after careful rocking and panning
of the sample, dissolving the quicksilver
from the amalgam with nitric acid and
then drying and weighing the gold.

The statement that, when the distance
to bedrock is 15 ft. or over, other meth-
ods than shafts should be used in pros-
pecting gravel areas is not confirmed in

practice. The difficulty of sinking shafts
is not dependent upon depth alone but
more upon the presence of a quantity of
water or of running ground. I have sunk
shafts in gravel 35 ft. and deeper without
difficulty even when the water was pres-
ent, and at less expense than drill-holes

on the same ground. If the conditions
are favorable for shaft sinking, then that

method is, of course, preferable, but drill

holes, like shafts when properly placed
and carefully sunk, will indicate the

value of the ground within a close de-

gree of accuracy. However, unless the

work has been carefully done in every
detail the average results obtained might
be far from representing the value of the

ground under examination and experi-

enced judgment is needed in every phase
of the work.

The determination of the value of
placer ground by making a composite
sample of all the samples obtained from
a property, panning this so called "av-

erage" and calculating the average
value of the ground in one fell swoop,
cannot be too severely condemned. The
inadvisability of such practice, I should
think, would be strikingly apparent. The
placing of holes in prospecting gravel
areas is an important feature and pre-

liminary holes or shafts determine wheth-
er the gold occurs in channels or is more
or less evenly distributed. To mix the

results from these holes in such a non-
sensical manner as that described would
be to lose the benefit of any information
that might be gained from the samples
and it is obvious that the result obtained
from such practice would be inaccurate
in the highest degree and not of the

slightest value.

It is such methods as these that may
occasionally account for the wide dis-

crepancies between the average value

claimed from prospecting and the recov-

ery when afterward working the ground.

Mining engineer, Kohl building, San Fran-
cisco, (Ml.
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Anaconda Company's Timber
Treating Plant

The Anaconda Copper Mining Com-

pany Las recently started its wood-pre-

serving plant at Rocker, near Butte,

Mont. The site is an area of about

200x800 ft., on the main lines of the

Northern Pacific; Chicago, Milwaukee &

Puget Sound; Butte, Anaconda & Pacific

railways; and a branch of the Oregon

Short Line. The plant was built in co-

operation with the United States Forestry

Service.

Next to checking the waste by

forest fires, wood preservation through

chemical treatment is, perhaps, the most

important phase of forest conservation.

Not only does the preservative treatment

of timber bring about a direct saving

to the individual timber user, but the

general adoption of such measures means

a great saving to the timber resources of

the nation as a whole. At the present

rate of consumption, the exhaustion of

he supply of the better class of structur-

al timbers in the United States is a thing

of the near future.

The plant at Rocker is conveniently ar-

ranged and suitable for treating wood by

the various processes. Coal-tar creosote

is used as a preservative, being received

in tank-car lots. The treating cylinder,

6 ft. in diameter and 43 ft. long, is built

to withstand a working pressure of 100

lb. and has a capacity of 530 cu.ft.. or

6360 ft. board measure, per run. It is

planned to treat all the ties and bridge

stringers for the Butte, Anaconda & Pa-

cific Railway, shaft sets and timber in

permanent openings of the company's

mining properties in Butte and vicinity.

Steam, electric power, etc., are furnished

from the boiler and engine room of an

old framing mill about 400 ft. distant,

where all stope timber is framed. A tank

for the butt treatment of poles is in-

stalled. Lodgepole pine given a butt

treatment with creosote will last 18 to 22

years, as compared to 8 to 13 years for

untreated cedar.

An accompanying table shows approx-

imately the relative cost of untreated ce-

dar and treated lodgepole pine poles,

f.o.b. Butte. It is seen that in every case

the treated lodgepole pine will cost less

than the untreated cedar.

COST OF TREATED TINE AND EN-
TREATED CEDAR.

Cost
Top Untreated Treated

Length dlam. cedar pine

2r, 2.10 1.85
2r. 7 2.4.". 2.16
30 2.65 2.37
30 7 3.20 2.80
30 8 4.20 4. mi

6 3.85 3.no
3.". 7 4.7."". 3.60

The following shows the estimated

saving by using treated timber in mines.

The cost of one complete set of un-

treated timber erected in a main drift or

cross cut is $20.77: the cost of a sim-

ilar treated set, $28.02; estimated length

of life of the untreated timber, 6 years;

estimated length of life of the treated

timber, 20 years.

Figuring on 5 per cent, compound
interest, the annual charge for the

untreated set would be $4.09, as com-
pared to $2.38 for the treated, thereby

an annual saving of $1.71 per set is ob-

tained by using treated timber. How-
ever, in considering the practice of wood
preservation, the initial cost of the timber

should not only be considered, but also

the labor cost of replacing decayed ma-
terial and the gradual increase in price of

all kinds of lumber. The treating plant

at Rocker was designed and installed un-

der the supervision of a Forest Service

engineer.

Iron Silver Mining Company
In the report of operations for the

year 1910, of the Iron Silver Mining
Company, operating mines at Leadville.

Colo., George O. Argall, the general

manager, calls attention to the possibil-

ities of profitably mining the zinc-carbon-

ate ores, the extent and value of which

have been but lately recognized.

The search for the carbonate ores has

been conducted principally from the Tuc-

son shaft, and such ores are now being

shipped from previously abandoned and

supposedly "worked-out" stopes. The

sulphide ores are gradually being ex-

hausted and a large amount of develop-

ment work has not materially increased

the ore reserves; to which condition is

due the constant decrease of production

of late years. The discovery of the ox-

idized ores comes at an opportune time,

for they, no doubt, will make it possible

to maintain or perhaps increase the pres-

ent production.

During the last year four dividends of

$50,000 each were paid. The total ore

shipped was 58,863 tons of an average

net value of $6.62, the cost of producing

which was $4.43. The total net income

from ore sales and sundry revenue was

$398,884 and the excess of income over

operating expense was $142,669. For

new equipment $4360 was spent, which

left $138,308 to be added to the surplus

from 1909 of S329.342. After payment

of the four dividends a surplus of S267.-

650 remains.

Utah Consolidated

The report of the Utah Consolidated

Mining Company for the year ended Dec.

31, 1910, was discounted by the informa-

tion already made public concerning its

ore reserves on Dec. 1, 1910. The ore

reserves are estimated at 381,000 tons,

averaging 2.44 per cent, copper; 0.63 oz.

silver, and 0.05 oz. gold per ton. about

two years' supply under the present ship-

ping rate. During the last year $118,709

was expended on exploration and devel-

opment, a sum larger than in any pre-

vious vear.

While the area to the west of

the former mine workings gave no
favorable returns, and explorations in the

present area and to the north thereof in

the upper level showed only small ore-

bodies, on the lowest level of the mine a

body of ore averaging 4 per c.nt. of

copper has been opened. The average

recovery per ton of ore shipped during

the last year was 40.5 lb. Cu; 0.83 oz.

Ag; 0.0805 oz. Au.

The total profit for the year was

$65,349, and the total profit and loss bal-

ance is $322,239. Smelting and aerial

tramway (to the Tooele smeltery) costs

were $2.88 per ton of ore mined; smelt-

ing expenses were $3.33 per ton of ma-
terial smelted. The total income for the

year was $1,253,715, a decrease of S512.-

948 compared with 1909. While it is

true that after paying the $150,000 divi-

dend there is a deficit shown of S84,651,

the dividends were declared in 1909.

Since its incorporation dividends have

been declared amounting to $8,600,000,

or 573 per cent, on the authorized cap-

italization, and the company still has an

excess of $943,342 of liquid assets over

liabilities.

Abangarez Annual Report

The fourth annual report of the Abang-

arez Gold Fields of Costa Rica states

that during the year ended Dec. 31, 1910,

there was mined and milled 31,317 tons

of ore, of an average value of $25.71

per ton that yielded $805,234. The cost

of operation was $532,684, leaving a bal-

ance of $272,550. The cost of operation

includes maintenance and $82,363 spent

in developing the mine.

The property of the company is situa-

ted on the Pacific slope of the mountain

range, about 18 miles from the Gulf of

Nicoya in the district of Las Cafias, prov-

ince of Guanacaste.

The main mill comprises 40 stamps

weighing 850 lb. supplemented by two

54-in. by 20-in. Gates tube mills. All the

ore is slimed, agitated in cyanide solu-

tion and filter pressed. The mill is so

planned that the method of treatment

may be varied when a special process is

deemed necessary by the management.

Power is furnished by electrical trans-

mission, generated by water power sup-

plemented by steam, pending the com-

pletion in the near future of a large hy-

droelectric installation designed to pro-

vide for a much larger development of

the region controlled by the company.

There is a subsidiary plant known as

the "Boston mill" to treat ores not hither-

to accessible for treatment at the main

plant. This mill comprises 20 stamps

( 10 of 850 lb. and 10 of 950 lb.1 and the

product is classified into sand and slime;

the sand is leached in vats; the slime is

sent through a pipe line to the lower

filter-press plant in the main camp.
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During the last year $60,000 was paid

in dividends on the outstanding preferred

i, 40.000 at par value of 525, all of

which have been issued. The common

stock is 160,000 shaK alue of

f which 152.000 have been issued.

Additions and improvements to mill

plants cos:

stallation $266,689, new tramways $109,-

-uildings and furnishings $34,859,

mine and other machinery $21,625, and

a new wharf at Manzanillo $8772, a total

t in improvements.

The development of the property has

.onducted under the supervision of

Percy L. Fearn and the ore blocked out

is at present in excess of the quantity of

ore in sight at any previous time in the

history of the company.

Standardizing Mine Accounts

The council of the Institution of Min-

ing and Metallurgy has unanimously

adopted the report of the mine-accounts

and cost-sheet committee, recommending

that its grouping of expenditures upon

mines be adhered to as far as circum-

stances may permit. The dissimilarity of

conditions in mines renders uniformity in

accounts impracticable: nevertheless the

conclusion of the committee is that cer-

tain general principles may be laid down

which will facilitate a comparison of costs

at different mines. The recommendations

of the committee are given briefly below.

Capital Account

Before the producing stage is reached

all expenditures should be charged to

capital account and may be grouped

under the following head: (1) Property;

(2) main shafts or main adits; (3) ma-

chinery and plant; (4) building; (5)

surface work (reservoirs, water service,

railroad, roads, etc.): (6) underground

development. Main shafts or adits to

reach orebodies should be charged direct

to capital. Inclined shafts that develop

subsidiary shafts, winzes or other

workings that have assisted development

of ore during progress should he charged

to underground development, which may

ibsequently treated as a temporary

development account, or may remain a

capital charge.

- the producing Stage is reached

renditure should he charged to cap-

ital account except larue special items.

such Purchase of additional

• new main shafts

to reach orebodies;
t
(3) erection of addi-

tional buildings, machinery, plant or

stjrfm xhich may he m
either to increase output, to improve re-

Sucrl items

of capital expenditure should bear their

ie ad mini • nd gen-

eral " ma-

chines plant or building! should

M

tirely superseded and replaced, the cost

of the old items should be written off

capital to profit and loss, either at once

• small), or in the case of large items

by instalments spread over as short a

period as the responsible engineer may
recommend. All repairs, maintenance

and replacements of minor machinery

and plant should be charged to working

costs.

In the interest of shareholders, the

committee expressed its strong disap-

proval of the practice, sometimes resorted

to, of charging to capital items of ex-

penditure that should properly be includ-

ed in workings costs, thus exhibiting a

fictitious statement of profit.

Profit and Loss Account

Development—After the producing

stage is reached, all deepening of main

shafts after they have reached the ore-

body, sinking of interior shafts, as well

as all driving, crosscutting, raising, winze

sinking and plat cutting, should be

charged to the development account,

which may be treated either as a main

head of working costs, or the whole of

the development before and after reach-

ing the .producing stage may be treated

as a temporary account. In the latter

case the working account should be deb-

ited with an average rate of development

redemption slightly in excess of the av-

erage cost at which the payable ore re-

serves have been developed, reckoned

on a milling basis; with the object of

gradually extinguishing the temporary

account, or of providing funds for secur-

ing a gradual and automatic increase in

the ore reserves. After such temporary

account is extinguished all development

should be charged direct to working

costs.

Temporary or distribution accounts—
With the object of distributing costs as

evenly as possible, it may be desirable

to open other temporary accounts in

order to spread the cost of considerable

items of machinery or plant replacement,

or payments which recur annually or at

somewhat long intervals, over the month-

ly costs; the multiplication of such ac-

counts is. however, undesirable, and they

should he rigorously extinguished.

Valuations for balance sheet and profit

and loss account Bullion, concentrates

or other marketable products ready for

shipment should be shown as assets in

the balance sheet and credited to revenue

account at net valuation after deducting

all possible realization charges. Unfin-

ished products when taken into account

should be reckoned only at cost, provided

such cost does not exceed market value.

Deprecia I K)N

Depreciation may be considered as it

a fleets the principal heads of capital

expenditure, viz.: (1) Property; (2)

main shafts or adits; (3) machinery.

plant, buildings and surface works. As
regards property, systematic depreciation

is theoretically correct, and especially so

in the case of mines with orebodies of

limited and definitely determinable extent

but is seldom or never carried out. In

such cases, however, special reserve

funds may be accumulated out of revenue

with the full knowledge and assent of

the shareholders.

In the case of some mines, the proba-

bility that existing main shafts will soon-

er or later be required to be superseded

by new ones is so great that it becomes
desirable to write down gradually and

systematically the cost of existing main

shafts, or to accumulate otherwise an

equivalent cash reserve sufficient to cover

the cost of a new shaft when required.

As regards machinery, plant, buildings

and surface plant, it is clear that al-

though maintained out of revenue in per-

fect repair and efficiency all such items

are liable to become obsolete and have

to be superseded. The committee was,

therefore, of the opinion that suitable

financial provision should be made grad-

ually out of revenue in the case of every

mine for new machinery and plant, build-

ings and surface works, all of which will

probably be needed before the mine is

worked out.

California Oil Production

The production of crude petroleum in

all fields for February, in excess of fuel

consumption in operation, was 5,339,720

bbl., a net decrease from January produc-

tion, of 652,632, the total for January
being 5,992,352. There were gains in four

of the thirteen fields: Midway 2435 bbl.

daily inctease; Santa Maria 1576; Los

Angeles, 873; Whittier, 136. The great-

est daily decrease was in Fullerton-

Puente, 3732 bbl; Coalinga, 3234. In the

month there were 915 wells drilling, and

72 completed. The producing wells num-
bered 5030 active; 646 idle. The oil

fuel consumption in the fields totaled

305.500 bbl. There was an increase in

stocks during February of 865,000 barrels.

Lead in Colorado

The production of lead in Colorado in

1910, as compared with 1909, is officially

reported, in tons of 2000 lb., by the State

Bureau of Mines as follows:

County. 1000. 1010.

ilcai- Creek 1.-405 1,228
Hinsdale .~>H 124
Lake 7,061 6,364
Mineral t,526 t.065
Ouray 1,354 '-'.o-jl'

['itkin 6,3 1 r. 6,704
San .Inati t.!llil 5, t I I

oi tiers 6,638 '.».::::i

i ..I;, is :52,3(iO 35,282

Lake county is substantially Leadville;

Mineral, Creedc; Pitkin, Aspen. The lead

entered under "other counties" was de-

rived from San Miguel and Summit
counties.
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Ore Occurrence at the Dome Mine
One of the most interesting features

of the Porcupine gold district is the re-

markable dome-shaped outcrop of gold-

bearing quartz at the Dome mine, about

two miles southwest of Porcupine lake.

Visiting mining engineers have remarked

at the rounded mound of rock, which,

rising out of the swamp, reveals two

great masses of quartz, each 110 ft. in

diameter. It was at this property that the

original discovery of gold at Porcupine

was made by "Jack" Wilson, of Mar-

quette, Mich., and throughout the devel-

opment of the district, the "Dome"
ranked as one of the two or three most

promising properties.

The peculiar form of the quartz, that

in most other cases is confined to veins

and stringers, has an important bearing,

not only from the geological point of

view, but upon the economic value of the

property. For it is evident that an ore-

body which, in lateral dimensions, is

roughly 700 by 250 ft., can be mined

much more cheaply than the ordinary

narrow vein. As a matter of fact, it is

planned to underhand stope the Dome
ore, according to the well known glory-

hole method, at a cost that threatens to

rival some of the records made in the ex-

traction of iron ore in the Lake Superior

district. In this manner ore of a lower

grade can be mined than at most of the

other properties of the Porcupine camp.

Geology

The outcrop is composed of quartz

masses and veins in Huronian sediments

and Keewatin schists. The sediments in-

clude dark-colored graywackes and slate,

and a conglomerate composed of flat-

tened gray pebbles drawn out in the di-

rection of the lamination of the schist.

The Keewatin schists are dull, greenish

rocks containing, especially near the

contact with quartz, bright perfect crys-

tals of pyrite that are supposed to have

been formed on the occasion of the last

period of metamorphism to which the re-

gion was subjected. The quartz is white

or glassy, a little stained with iron, and

contains frequent intrusions of country

rock; it is in the vicinity of these intru-

sions that the gold occurs in the largest

quantity.

There are two major masses of the

quartz that show most markedly, and it

has been the white, glistening domes that

visitors have remembered in connection

with the Dome mine. These two mounds,
with but a narrow strip of country rock

between them, reveal practically a solid

expanse of quartz 220 ft. long and 100
ft. wide. In the same general direction,

to the northeast and southwest, occur

smaller masses and veins of quartz both
in the Huronian and Keewatin. The pro-

vincial geologist's report states that the

By P. B. McDonald *

Gold occurs in quartz

masses and veins in Hur
onian sediments and Kee
watin schists. Same oj

the gold is visible but most

of it is disseminated, prin-

cipally through the quartz,

although it also occurs in

the country rock.

nglneor. Iron River, Mich

age of the rock does not have any bear-
ing upon the form or gold content of the

quart/. As a rule, the veins strike east

and west, coinciding approximately with

the strike of the country' rock (unlike

the occurrences at the Hollinger mine,
four miles to the west, where the veins

cut across the strike of the schist).

Free gold is visible at a number of

places on the outcrop, but one not famil-

iar with the property does not distinguish

the finely disseminated particles offhand.

The yellow metal is found principally in

the quartz, but also occurs in the country
rock. During the sampling of the out-

crops a number of exceptionally rich

specimens were picked up, although con-

Altered Huronian Sediments and
Keewatin Schists with Quartz Veins. Quartz Domes.

South V tt Ft.

Direction of
Drill Holes

Swam» North

Annroximate Section

Glacial and Recent

Drift

nj .| Mininj Journni

Geological Map of the Dome Mine

Quartz outcrops are cross hatched; reins shown us black lines.
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centration of gold by dissolving the

gangue has not been marked, b«

of the shallow zone ot oxidation that

characterizes the entire dis or this

es, of which iron pyrites is

the most common, occur almost

surface. In explanation of the s

zone ot decomposition, it is said that

the g'.. aped off a great thickness

of this ancient land mass, so that the

rock now .
-presents the one-

time "roots of mountains."

Persistence in Depth

The problems which confronted the

Dome Mines company, when it took over

.'.son claims, were unique. There

: outcrop showing free gold in

remarkable quantity. But was the quartz

shaped like an inverted cone that

pinched out just below the surface, or,

if it continued, did the gold content per-

sist at depth? Also did the large mass-

es dip to the north, as most of the small

veins do? To answer these questions

and to sample the orebody systematically,

H. C. Anchor, of California, was en-

gaged, and a force of a hundred men was

put to work. Mining machinery was hur-

ried in 35 miles from the railroad before

the spring break-up rendered the swamps

impassable.

Three shafts were sunk for a 50-ft.

lift, and a system of drifts and crosscuts

was driven at regular intervals; no effort

was made to follow the high-grade

streaks that were occasionally found. In

this manner about 1000 ft. of under-

ground work was completed, and an aver-

age assay value obtained for each 5 ft. of

drift. Two scoopfuls were taken from

every bucket of ore hoisted, to be reduced

for fire assay, while a sample mill, con-

sisting of a Nissen stamp, amalgamation

plate and a Deister table, was operated.

In addition several diamond-drill holes

were put down in the swamp at an angle

that it was figured would intersect the

formation 100 ft. below the surface. Gold

in paying quantities was found at that

depth.

Quantity of Ore Developed

The proved orebody so far determined

stands in a general northeast direction

from shaft No. 3 to shaft No. 1 and is

roughly elliptical in plan. Shaft No. 4

was stopped in rich ore at a depth of

30 ft. The management estimates to

date that there is blocked out ore to the

value of -T/iOO.OOO. at an average assay

value of $10 per ton. The underground

temporarily suspend-

ed when sufficient ore had been proved to

warrant the installation of a stamp mill,

and the company expects to find continu-

of the or »n resuming op-

erations with an U|

The peculiar occurrence of quartz in

such a large mass has been the subject

of much J One of the most

widely accepted theories of its formation

has be-m advanced by George O. Ran-

dolph, mining geologist, of Porcupine, and

is as follows: The dome, or mass, was
originally a quartz vein. When intense

compression brought about the general

metamorphic condition in the region, the

soft, pliable schists and sediments were

buckled and folded into smaller space.

The harder, more brittle quartz would not

bend, but was sheared and pushed into

the masses, which now form the nucleus

of the Dome orebody. A somewhat sim-

ilar case has been observed in the Lake

Superior iron country, near Negaunee,

Mich., where broken masses of quartzite

are surrounded by folded slate.

Mines Company of America
The report of the Mines Company of

America for the "ear ended Dec. 31,

1910, shows that in the year under re-

view the company purchased 94 per cent,

of the capital stock of the Dolores Mines

Company, and 96 per cent, of the stock

of El Rayo Mines Company, and in con-

junction with these companies has pur-

chased La Dura Mill and Mining Com-
pany. The company already owned the

entire stock of the Creston-Colorada

Company. The Mines Company received

dividends in 1910 on its Creston-Colo-

rada stock amounting to $225,000, and

miscellaneous earnings of $1456, had

miscellaneous expenses of $14,640, paid

dividends of $180,000 (9 per cent, on its

old capitalization of $2,000,000) and car-

ried forward $31,817 to surplus. At Dec.

31, 1910, the accumulated surplus stood

at $159,652, of which $25,571 was in

cash.

The Dolores Mines Company holdings

consist of 250 acres in Dolores, Chihua-

hua, and 163 acres a few miles away, be-

sides certain timber concessions. Good
ore developments were made here in 1910

and on Jan. 1, 1911, the ore reserves

were estimated at 64,759 tons in the mine

valued at $26.45 per ton, and 15,000 tons

on the dumps valued at $10.80 per ton,

based on silver at 50c. per oz., and $20

per oz. for gold. Working costs are now
SI 2.60 per ton and the extraction is 90 to

92 per cent.

El Rayo Mines Company owns 766

acres in the Santa Barbara district, Chi-

huahua, Mexico, in which it is estimated

that ore blocked out on Jan. 1, 1911, was

equal to 53,100 tons at $16.74 per ton, or

$889,300 total. The operating costs have

gr.ne steadily down at the mill in late

years, falling from S10.21 per ton in

1908 to $6.23 per ton in 1910.

The Creston-Colorada Company owns
302 acres of mining claims, and 7000
.-icres of surface ground at Minas Prietas,

Sonnra. Estimated ore reserves are

284^10 tons of ore at $6 per ton and

9000 tons of slime at $5 per ton, a total

of 1,750360. The working costs for the

year ended Oct. 1, 1910 were $4.74 per

ton, but it is hoped to reduce these to

$3.80 for 1911. The company has leased

the Chas. Butters & Co., mill and cyanide

plant and began operations there March

1, 1911. During the fiscal year 107,-

500 tons of ore were mined, or

276 tons per man per year. La Dura
properties consist of 563 acres of mining

claims and surface rights to 16,520 acres,

on the Yaqui river, at La Dura, Sonora,

Mexico, on which there are two de-

veloped mines, Gloria and Prieta. It is

estimated that in both these mines there

are 27,500 tons of ore blocked out, with

a gross value of $1,108,060. The former

owners of these properties paid dividends

of almost $2,000,000, besides equipping

the properties out of the profits.

It appears from the separate balance

and income sheets that all of these prop-

erties have good surpluses, and are stead-

ily paying dividends and setting aside

proper depreciation charges. In 1911 the

Mines Company of America will share

in these earnings.

The Belmont Mine Fire

At about 6 a.m., Feb. 23, the occurrence

of a fire in the mine of the Tonopah-

Belmont Development Company was re-

ported to the hoist engineer at the East

Belmont shaft. At the coroner's inquest,

the following facts were brought out:

About seven o'clock the general superin-

tendent, mine superintendent and master

mechanic reached the point on the 1166-

ft. level where the fire originated and

where they found it burning in about

75 pieces of mine timber. It was decided

to attempt closing the draft that was fan-

ning the flames by building a bulkhead,

and men were sent to the surface to ob-

tain material and chemical fire extin-

guishers. Shortly after, the general sup-

erintendent left ihe place and, so far as is

known, was the last man to leave that

portion of the mine alive. He climbed

the winze to the 11 00- ft. level and ar-

rived there in an exhausted condition. He
found a number of men at the 1100-ft.

station and with them ascended to the

surface, by which time dense clouds of

smoke were pouring from the collar of

the Belmont shaft.

At a point 60 or 70 ft. above the 1000-

ft. level the cage stuck for a moment,
and later four bodies were found in the

bottom of the shaft. It was concluded

that one or more of the men fainted

and that their bodies were brushed off

the ascending cage.

The fire did not continue long, but 17

men were killed. The coroner in his re-

port states that the fire was not consid-

ered particularly serious up to the time

the last men reached the surface from

that part of the mine, and that lack of

knowledge and experience in such an

emergency were responsible for the in-

ability of the management and bosses to

reali/e the impending danger.
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The Orijarvi Mine, Finland
At the mine of the Finnish-American

Mining Company, on the Fiskars Estate,

Orijarvi, Finland, is now being installed,

a plant for the separation of zinc and

copper by the flotation process of the

Minerals Separation Company, Ltd. The

separator building, an illustration of

which is given herewith, is 125 by 160 ft.,

and was erected with concrete founda-

tions and floors throughout.

That construction work is not so slow

on the other side is shown in the fact

that ground was broken for this mill

August 6, last. Most of the machinery is

now in place, and production has prob-

ably already begun.

The mine is situated in Kisko parish,

province of Abo, about 18 English miles

from a good harbor on the Gulf of Fin-

land, and 10 miles over a sur-

veyed route to a connection with the Fin-

nish state railways connecting Helsing-

fors and Turku. It is in a region of good

public roads, of high cultivation and

moderate climate, though the summers

are so short that every parish contains

a stone warehouse, capable of holding

sufficient seed grain to sow all the parish

fields should the year not produce a ma-

tured and ripened crop. Geologically,

topographically and arboreally the region

resembles northern Minnesota. As it is

15 deg. further north its season is much

shorter, and its sunlight, during the sum-

mer solstice, running up to 20 and 22

hours per day.

A Complex Ore

The Orijarvi produces an ore rather

difficult to treat, consisting of chalcopy-

rite, pyrrhotite, sphalerite, and some gal-

ena, all slightly auriferous and argenti-

ferous. The rocks are highly silicious.

When the mine was originally worked,

from 1757 to 1875, nothing but the cop-

per could be handled, and there are now
on the surface great piles of zinc sul-

phide ore of all grades. A careful exam-
ination of these piles indicates that there

are at least 1000 tons of 30 per cent, zinc,

6500 tons of 20 per cent, and many
thousand tons of ore that will average 5

to 6 per cent. This higher-grade ore was
long ago separated from the waste and

copper ores and piled by itself, while the

lower grade will be recovered only by

concentrating a large tonnage of rock.

As the mineral coveted by the early min-

ers was copper, these piles contain little

of it, cobbing evidently having been quite

closely and carefully done at a low scale

of wages. Indeed, the natural separation

of these two minerals has been very

good, for the mine shows large stopes of

zinc practically free from copper, and
others of copper with comparatively lit-

tle zinc.

Under the method now being installed

By Dwight E. Woodbrid,

A description of a mine

icorked 150 years ago by

quaint) primitive methods;

has produced 9,000,000 lb.

of copper and is no:,' oper-

ated by an American com-

pany that will treat the

copper-zinc ore by a flota-

tion process.

Mining enginet-r, Sellwood building, Im-
luth, Minn.

it is intended to sort the run-of-mine ore,

then after crushing and classification, the

40-mesh product will go to Wilfleys,

while the oversize will be reground and

concentrated on tables. The slimes and

5

of the Finnish Geological Survey, that the

diorite and granite pinch out the ore

it greater depth, and it is quite possible

that his view will prove correct, though

at such depth that there will be a work-

able deposit above the pinch. At the time

of my examination of the mine, and prior

to the beginning of operations prelimin-

ary to ore production, the greatest depth

reached was about 300 ft.; today the

mine has been developed on the 400- and

500- ft. levels. There is a somewhat bar-

ren zone at the 400, but the lower level

is looking especially well.

The vein, which was found much brok-

en and distorted on the upper levels from

the intensity of eruptive action, is now
somewhat more regular, while the zinc,

massive blackjack, seems to be cutting

out with depth. Diamond-drill work
from the bottom levels is in progress. In

the early days the Finnish government
conducted drill work under the charge of

its geological department, and located

Flotation Process Mill at Orijarvi, Finland

undersize will then be treated by the

Minerals Separation process, which has

*>een found to work effectively on thes^

ores.

Ore May Be of Secondary Origin

The ore deposits of Orijarvi occur in

the northern limb of a great anticline and

dip downward on the north. Granite is

the foot-wall, diorite the hanging. It is

presumed by Tigerstedt. of Finska Geo-

logiska Kommissionen, that this ore is

"secondary," that is, of later origin than

the surrounding rocks, and under the in-

fluence of the diorite outburst that

stretched along to the northward of the

main ore-bearing formation. If this be

the case, the ore can be regarded as

persisting in depth. On the other hand,

it is feared by Doctor Sederholm, chief

som? bodies of ore beneath what was
then the bottom of the mine.

Early Methods of Mining

Historically, this old mine has a pecul-

iar interest. It was first opened in 1757

and was operated uninterruptedly for 118

years, when the settlement of large es-

tates, deaths and diverse outside interests

combined to close it. The workings filled

with water and remained filled for many
years. Some are even now full of water.

One or two attempts toward reopening

were made subsequent to 1870. but by

men with limited capital and experience,

and these all failed. In 1906 an Ameri-

can company, composed almost entirely

of men from the Michigan copper region,

largely Finns, acquired the properties, and

have been working them ever since.
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.Mining in Finland in the early days

was not done with the ability that was
then manifested in other parts of the

world, and this is strange, for its parent

untry, Sweden, was then to the front in

mining science. But this work was then,

r has been since, a very minor indus-

try in Finland. At Orijarvi the miners

had no powder for blasting and only

makeshifts for lighting purposes. Their

knowledge of mining was limited to their

n experience, consequently peculiar

..uions arose. These miners did not

tram their ore to shafts for hoisting, eith-

er not having facilities or thinking some
other way better and cheaper. The mine
was worked in a series of truncated con-

ical vertical caves, the smaller end of the

cones being at surface, the openings

gradually growing larger in diameter as

they increased in depth. Buckets hung
on ropes were let down and were swung
like pendulums as far from the horizon-

tal as might be. in order to reach ore at

the outer edge of the cave. When the

bucket could be swung no further from
the vertical and no ore could be thrown
into it from the workings, no drifts were
run and no ore was trammed to the foot

of the opening, but another bottle-shaped

shaft was started a few feet from the

former

In a space of but 200 to 300 ft. there

exist half a dozen of these caverns, hav-

ing a depth of about 300 ft. The result

of this was that an enormous amount of

waste was broken and hoisted, as it was
necessary that each new cone should go
down through all rock that lay in its

course, in order to reach the enriched
portions of the vein, beneath or to one
side. Thus they were unable to make
any close selection, but had to mine
whatever lean ore came to hand. FUrther-

re, there were doubtless considerable
quantities of good ore that they were un-
able to reach.

Old Method of Breaking Ground

There were other unfavorable condi-
tions of earlv operations; among these
the lack of candles or other suitable

light, compelling the use of long pine
splinters that gave off much smoke and
fume. Then. too. many of the openings
were made without explosives; wood was
laid against the walls and set afire, and
when these walls were sufficiently heated,
water was dashed against them, breaking
the rock. These lights and fires so filled

the mines with smoke that old men say

Me to work underground
•han four or five hours at a time.

A full day's work, or energetic labor
during the shortened period of the day,

••like impossible But these miners
did accomplish much. It is estimated
in the meager historical record avail-

able that they produced during the period
of activity more tha: lb. of re-

fined copper, and it is evident from the

rock piles left on surface and the vast

openings below that they moved out about
700,000 tons of ore and waste.

Conditions in the Old Stopes

It has never been my fortune to see

elsewhere such a combination of caves,

narrow passages, vast untimbered open-
ings of tremendous hight yawning above
me; knife-like flying rock-bridges and
shelves upon which one must crawl be-

tween precipices, the blackness of whose
unknown depths alone made is possible

for a man to traverse them, or great

blocks of copper or zinc sulphide ores,

enormously heavy, ready to fall upon the

slightest tremor, and occasionally doing
so, unheralded.

Instead of sinking a shaft the present
company dropped the loop of a long wire

rope down the center of one of the trun-

cated cones, fastened it at the bottom,
leaving a space wide enough to serve as

guides for a cage, and tightened it at sur-

face. The hoisting was done in this skel-

eton shaft. Close beside it was an old

stairway with occasional landings, some
with rails, reaching from surface to the

depth of 300 ft. I do not know of a more
creepy* undertaking than going down this

ladder, no timbers surrounding it, no
walls that could be seen, merely a single

ribbon of small wire rope, nothing but
inky blackness all about that candle light

could not penetrate; the walls reverber-

ated to every sound like a cavern; while
the occasional landings were slimy with

the talc, mica and other gangue material

deposited during the many years that the

mine was filled with water, and kept

greasy by fresh deposits of the same ma-
terials brought up on miner's boots from
day to day. There was but one other

way into the mine, and that was about as

bad, with its foot-wide passages and
bridges over black openings of great

depths, its many shaky ladders extending
from one cavern to another, its tiny

shelves on which one must creep around
precipices, and its danger from falling

rock.

Grade and Quantity of Ore

At the time of my examination there
was to be classed as probable ore about
175,000 tons of copper-bearing rock, es-

timated at an average of 4 per cent, cop-

per; a considerably greater tonnage
is now said to have been developed, while
much of what was then called probable
is now proven ore.

The bibliography concerning this old

mine, the only important mining enter-

prise in the Grand Duchy of Finland for

many, many years, is exceedingly scanty.

Otto Trustcdt, of the Finnish government,
states in a report on Orijarvi, written in

1908 and recently published by the Kom-
missionen, that "there does not exist any
comprehensive history about the orebod-

• Orijarvi. a want that has been

keenly felt whenever this old mining field

was to be described by foreign mining
geologists. Even in the latest textbooks
there is given about Orijarvi scarcely
anything but the name."

Copper Was Used as Coin

In the early years the owners of this

mine were permitted by the Swedish gov-
ernment to make a copper coinage, and
a few of these coins are still extant.

There is one complete collection in the
national museum at Helsingfors, another
one or two elsewhere, and several frag-

mentory collections are to be found in

various parts of the world. John Daniel,
of Laurium, Mich., has one of the best
of these. This coinage was merely flat

plates of copper of various sizes, up to

about 12x18 in. and '
.; of an inch thick,

stamped on each corner with the arms of

Sweden and Finland, and properly attest-

ed as to weight; enormously heavy, to

be sure, for their monetary value. That
was the time when a Finnish peasant, go-
ing to pay his tax of a few marks, must
needs have a horse and cart with which
to convey it to the treasury.

The Finnish-American Mining Com-
pany's operations are among the first at-

tempts on the part of Americans to re-

open the old mines of northern Europe,
and particularly in view of the present

activity in some American quarters in

mining in Russia, are of more than pass-
ing interest.

"Brass Chills"

According to the Journal of Industrial

Safety, in the brass foundry it has been
the custom to" question the existence of

what is popularly called "brass founder's

ague." or "brass chills." It seems likely

that the sublimation of zinc in the melt-

ing and pouring process must be charged
with the origin of the poisoning. Plainly

ventilation, artificial or natural, helps

greatly. A physical examination of 187

men representing 78 foundries showed
45 suffering from brass chills, or 24 per
cent. Men recently employed are more
susceptible to brass chills than the old

employees, who acquire a sort of immun-
ity or tolerance after a while; but the

nervous system, the digestive tract, the

lungs and the kidneys of such workers
often show the effects of their occupa-
tional disease. The effects of the brass

foundry on the length of life is shown
by the fact that out of 1761 brass

foundry men. only 17 were over 50 years
of age.

Palladium is well adapted for parts of

astronomical instruments and certain

dental work and sells at $34 per oz., and
pure rhodium, which is of considerable

value in making high temperature deter-

minations, is quoted at SI 55 per ounce.
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Milling at the Florence-Goldfield
The Florence-Goldfield mill building

was so crudely designed that, though it

has been rearranged twice, it has been

impossible to make it convenient. W. H.

Barton, the superintendent, by making
judicious changes in the original scheme
of treatment has succeeded in obtaining

an extraction of 93 per cent, of the gold

in the ore, which averages about $12 per

ton. The extraction is about the same as

is being made on a somewhat similar

ore at the Goldfield Consolidated mill

where the ore averages more than $30
and the tailings discharged contain more
than $2.50 in gold per ton. At the Florence

mill the extraction is not made solely by
cyanidation; by amalgamation 30 per

cent, of the gold in the ore is recovered,

by concentration 33 per cent, and by
cyanidation 30 per cent.

The mill is treating from 150 to 160

tons of ore per day and the total cost of

milling is $2.69. The principal items of

expense are: Power and light, 71.2c;

crushing, 35c; amalgamation, 12c; con-

centrating, 15c, and cyaniding, 83c The
tailings discharged contain from 30c to

$1 per ton in gold and average about 70
cents.

Nature of the Ore

The Goldfield Consolidated ore is a

mineralized dacite, andesite or latite con-

taining much clayey matter in the form
of alunite, whereas the ore from the

Florence mines is mineralized dacite and
andesite. In some places where the

mines are particularly dry, there is a

considerable quantity of crystallized fer-

rous sulphate which greatly increases

the cost of cyaniding. The gold occurs

in minute grains; much of it is rusty,

while some occurs as a telluride called

goldfieldite and in arsenic and antimony
compounds. These last are unimportant.

The difficulty of treating the ore is as-

cribed to the presence of the mineral

famatinite, a copper-antimony sulphide.

Little trouble has been experienced from
the presence of copper for it is possible

to remove most of it by concentration by
vanners after the pulp has been slimed.

At present, as great a quantity of the

slimed sulphides is thrown into the tail-

ings as is consistent with the obtaining

of good results in the cyanide depart-

ment, in order that the quantity of con-

centrates may be kept small, because the

concentrates are sent to a custom plant

in the district where they are success-
fully treated by the chlorination process.

The superintendent states that he has
found it possible to treat all the slimed
sulphides and tellurides in the cyanide
plant which pass the concentrators, pro-
vided he can maintain the cyanide solu-
tion below 0.02 per cent, copper. The
only difficulty experienced is in the
greater consumption of zinc when more

By Claude T. Rice

The capacity of the 40-

stamp mill is 150 tons per

day The gold is recovered

by amalgamation, concen-

tration and cyanidation;

concentrates are shipped for

chlorination. Milling costs

are $2.69 per ton.

than that amount of copper is in the solu-

tion.

Crushing and Amalgamation

The skips from the mine dump the ore
directly into the mill bin, whence, after

being weighed in a Fairbanks hopper
scale, it goes to a No. 4 gyratory breaker
and is broken to pass 1-in. ring. The
crushed ore is elevated and distributed to

the stamp-mill bin by belt conveyers and
traveling trippers. There are 40 stamps
weighing 1000 lb., arranged in two rows,

that drop 6 in. 114 times per minute; and
crush through 16-mesh vertical-slot

screens against a hight of discharge of

2 inches.

The gold is amalgamated on eight

tables, each 5 ft. wide by 16 ft. long,

made of four plates, each 4 ft. long and
separated by drops of YA in. The plates

slope \VA in. per ft. At the bottom of

each table there is a carpet apron 4 ft.

long that serves as an amalgam trap. Be-

low the tables there are amalgam traps

of the usual type, and traps are also

used above and below the hydraulic

classifiers that were installed in the mill

when first designed, as it was planned

to concentrate on Card tables before

regrinding in the tube mill.

The hydraulic classifiers are but little

used now and the Card tables serve as

efficient amalgam savers, for there are not

enough coarse sulphide and telluride

minerals in the ore to pay for the op-

eration of two sets of concentrators.

Moreover it was less expensive to treat

some sulphide in the cyanide plant after

removing as much as possible of the re-

fractory minerals by vanners.

Regrinding and Concentration

Before flowing to the vanners the pulp

is fed to the tube mills. There are three

of these, each 5 ft. in diameter by 14 ft.

long. Two are in operation all of the

time. Pieces of quartz ore are sorted

from the dump for use as grinders in

the tube mill. All the pulp from the tube

mill will pass an 80-mesh and 50 per

cent, a 200-mesh screen. More complete
sliming is not at present necessary. The
pulp from the tube mills is raised by
a centrifugal pump to the vanner feed-
boxes. Centrifugal pumps are used
throughout the mill for elevating pulp.
The vanners are adjusted to make a very
clean concentrate, the finer sulphides be-
ing thrown into the tailings together with
practically all the slimes. The concen-
trates range between Si 50 and S200 per
ton gold, from 1 to 4 per cent, copper, and
7 to 8 per cent, silica. These are sent
to the chlorination plant which pays for

95 per cent, of the gold at mint price.

Cyanide Treatment

The tailings from the vanners are
raised by two Aldrich plunger pumps
to the three collectors, 36 ft. diameter by
18 ft. deep. The water overflows into

two clarifiers which are also 36 ft. diam-
eter and 16 ft. deep. From the clarifiers

the overflowing water is returned to the
stamps, while the pulp in the settlers is

drawn from time to time as needed, to

the Pachuca agitators.

The agitators are 17 ft. deep by 17 ft.

diameter. They were made from old

Woods screw-agitators; the screw was re-

moved and a jet put in to supply air at the
bottom of the central tube in which the

screw was rotated. An air pressure of

18 lb. per sq.in. is used in agitating. It

has been found that the area of the air-

jet nozzle must be restricted and the

pressure reduced at the orifice instead of
by a valve in the pipe line in order to get

the full efficiency of the air agitation.

This is somewhat upon the same prin-

ciple of reducing the discharge of a noz-
zle from a garden hose in order to get

a greater range of the stream.

The density of the pulp during agita-

tions is maintained at 1.4, or as near that

as possible. The cyanide solution is

made up in the agitators. Lime is added
at the gyratory crusher in sufficient quan-
tity so that the pulp is neutral when it

reaches the agitators. There more lime
is added to give an excess alkalinity

equivalent to j lb. per ton. The strength

of the solution is kept a little above

Vi lb. per ton. This solution generally

carries about 0.02 per cent, copper.

About '' lb. of lead acetate is added at

the agitators for each ton of dry ore, just

before the cyanide is added to the charge.

The agitation lasts from 6 to 8 hours.

There are four agitators, two of which
are kept in constant operation.

Filtration and Precipitation

From the agitators the pulp goes to

the Butters storage vats. The cycle at

the Butters filter, which contains 90

leaves, 5x10 ft., is from 3 to 3 r/
. hours.

In filtering a vacuum of from 20 to 23 in.
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is used. With pulp of 1.4 density it

takes 1
' 3 hours to form the cake, while

v ith pulp of greater density it takes two

hours. The thickness of the cake is

from 1 to 2
' _• inches. In starting to form

the cake a low pressure, about 5 in., is

used for 20 min.. so as to form an even

cake while, in order to keep the pulp

thoroughout the tank at as even density

the pulp is kept in circula-

tion by means of a centrifugal pump
.turns it to a header pipe running

along the top of the filter. All cakes are

washed with barren solution for 1
' _>

hours before being discharged, so that

the lenrth of the cycle varies between 3

and 3 . hours.

The filter leaves are made of 10-oz.

canvas with an 8-in. header board, no

cocoa matting is used, but wooden
strips are placed between the stitchings

of the canvas. The company makes its

own filter leaves at a cost of Si 2.

The precipitation is effected by means
of zinc-shavi.ngs. In cleaning the boxes

the short zinc is taken out and that por-

tion which does not pass a 40-mesh
screen, together with the precipitate, is

treated with sulphuric acid, for as the

shorts contain much copper, they have
practically lost all their precipitation

qualities and it would not pay to return

them to the boxes. A feature of the pre-

cipitation room is that barrels are used
as zinc-boxes, permitting a more efficient

use of the zinc than the usual type of

box. The tail solutions from the boxes
rarely exceed 5c. per ton in gold.

The extraction on the pulp going into

the cyanide department is only 80 per

~ent. The heads assay from 52 to S3 per

ton. often being lower than the tailings

that are discharged to the pond at the

Goldfield Consolidated mill. The con-

sumption of chemicals in the treatment

of the ore is mercury, 0.15 lb.; lime, 6

to 8 lb.; lead acetate, 0.45 lb.; cyanide,

1.3 lb.: and zinc, 0.25 lb. per ton.

Mohawk Mining Company
The report of the Mohawk Mining

Company, for the year ended Dec. 31,

1910, shows a net profit of $188,083 on a

production of 11,412,066 lb. of copper.

lends of 5200,000 re paid. $54,368
nded in construction, and a net sur-

plus carried forward of 5496,375.

There were 906,423 tons of rock hoist-

7 tOl I rock stamped, 15,-

'i lb. of mineral recovered, and 11,-

8 lb. of copper produced, a 76.01

per cent, recovery on the mineral, and a

0.711 per cent, r on the rock. The

m of rock hoisted was $1,267;

of rock stan.;

of refined copper at the mine was

melting, freight and marketing

produ iction. 0.484c;

total. 1 1.441c.

financial statement shows that the

total paid-in capital and asses-

amount to $1,799,990, and that dividends

paid amount to $2,150,000 and that there

is a balance of liquid assets amounting
to $496,375. Since the incorporation

76,464,219 lb. of copper have been pro-

duced and sold, netting $11,143,026, or

14.6c. per lb. Sales of "mohawkite"
amounted to $116,408. The Mohawk is

one of the owners of the Michigan
Smelting Company, holding 3200 shares

out of 20,000 issued.

["Michigan Smelting Company stock is

said to be held as follows: Baltic,

3200 shares; Champion, 4400; Trimoun-
tain, 4-100; Atlantic, 1600; Mohawk,
3200; and Wolverine, 3200; that is, 12,000

by the Copper Range group and 8000
by the Stanton group. Mohawkite is an
arsenide of copper, nickel and cobalt,

corresponding to the formula (Cu, Ni,

CoLAs. It carries 63 to 69 per cent.

Cu; Ni, 3 to 7; and Co, 0.5 to 2 per
cent.

—

Editor].

North Star Annual Report
The report of the North Star Mines

Company for the year ended Dec. 31,

1910, states that the production was
$1,232,934, at a cost for operation of

$505,792, and for development $50,068,

leaving an available profit of $677,074,

of which $575,000 was distributed as

dividends amounting to 23 per cent, of

NORTH STAR EARNINGS AND EXPENSES
North Star mine :

Incline shaft. 21,540 tons at
$4,739

Central shaft. 68,570 Ions at
$3,081

Mills—North Star, 44.:!75 tons at
$0,570

Central, 45,735 tons ai $0.530...
Cyanide plants, tailings, .ST. .".11

Ions at $0.532
Concentration and cyanidation of

concentrates, 'Jot!) tons a1 $6.3 10
General expense (per ton, $0,944)

$102,082

211,273

25,30]
24,245

46,575

12.000
85,034

$507,500
1,708

Total expense (per ton $5,163).. $505,702
Development expense (per ton $0,556)

North Star mine :

Upper v orkings $9, 13 I

Lower workings 40,634

Less sundry receipts.

Cincinnati Hill development.
Improvements
Property purchases

Dividends, 23-26
Balance on year's production.

Total yield from ore
Intere it and dividends

50,068
16,416
7.1 is

36,486

$('.15,010

575,000
42,024

. . $1,232,934
14,63]

Total gross earnings $1,277,565

the capital stock. Since April 10, 1899,

the amount of ore treated totals 646,591
tons that yielded $13.19 per ton at a cost

of $7.88, of which $2.08 was for devel-

opment. From May, 1884, to Dec. 31,

1910, there was mined 837,956 tons of
ore that yielded $14.29 per ton. During
the last year 00.110 tons of ore was
mined and milled that yielded $13.68 per
ton at a total cost of $6.17 per ton, of

which $0.56 was for development.

1)1 vi.i OPMENTS

The development work done during the

ir amounted to 3316 ft. in drifts

and raises, as compared with 7020 ft.

done the previous year. The reduction

in development work was due to a con-
siderable decrease of exploration in the

upper levels, above the 2700- ft. level,

because the limit of profitable exploita-

tion seemed to have been reached, and in

the lower levels, because the extensive
developments of recent years justified

some curtailment.

During the last year 21,540 tons of ore,

yielding $10.75 per ton, was mined above
the 2700-ft. level, from which a profit

of $3.43 per ton was made. The recent
prospecting work has failed to reveal
any new resources of value and the early
months of 1911 will see the practical ex-
haustion of ore in this part of the mine,
a result which has been foreseen for sev-
eral years.

NORTH STAR FINANCIAL STATEMENT
MAY, 1884, TO END OF 1910

RECEIPTS.
Production. 837,956 tons at
,

*' l -293 $11,977,989
Operating expenses $6,400,525
Developments 1,412 574— 7,81:;.ooo

V
1
'"

1 ' 1 4.104,881
Assessment (1885) 20 000
Working capital stock 1 007'531
Interest and dividends received... 219'814
Investment profits io'74 ->

Sundry ] ',su~

^ $5,433,789
Disbursements

Mining properties purchased for
cash in addition to North Star
mine for which capital stock
was originally issued $510 770Improvements :

North Star mill, hoist,

,,
etc. $158,564

Buildings and machine
shops in o->7

Stockbridge shaft 58)212
Lower house and shaft 109,'437
Central shaft equipment 110 7:17
Central mill 77 178
Cyanide plants:

North Star 40 014
Central 58 615

Residence 2 l.si'l
Electric railway 31,'041
Cincinnati hill ." 4,794
General, assay offlce.etc. 7,4 l'4
Pipe lines and water
property 105,752

t-.. ., , 815,516
Dividends 3 U()] 939
Balance, investments, supplies and
cash 1,045,514

$5,433,789

Development between the 3000- and
5000- ft. levels, not only confirmed pre-
vious expectations of revealing profitable
ground, but opened a further supply of
ore equal at least in amount, and prob-
ably in grade, to that extracted during
the year. It is not possible to make any
precise statement of total ore reserves
now available, but developments already
made indicate that the present scale of
operations can be maintained for several
years to come.

A new development was undertaken
during the year on the Cincinnati Hill

claim that was recently purchased by the

company. A shaft was sunk to a depth
of 340 ft. without disclosing ore of value,

but the character of the ground justifies

further exploration.

According to the Colorado Bureau of

Mines the copper production of that

State in 1910 was 8,304,312 pounds.
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Brejcha Method of Diamond Drilling
The methods adopted in testing for the

Rive-de-Gier coal beds in the Saint

Etienne basin involved principles not

commonly employed in America. The

,

geological conditions surrounding the
' work need net be repeated here, but the

actual method of drilling is interesting.

The Brejcha system 1

differs from

others in three particulars: In the set-

,
ting of the diamonds; in the use of ce-

' ment grouting instead of casing pipes

where it is necessary to support the

|

walls of the hole; and in directing the

current of wash water down around the

outside of the drill rods and up through

them, instead of in the opposite, and

more usual, direction.

By avoiding the use of casing pipes,

a saving is effected through the possi-

bility of starting a hole but little, if

any, larger than it is required to be at

depth. The object of the inverted flow

of wash water is to minimize the wear

that ordinarily occurs, particularly in

soft or schistose rocks, or coal, between

fragments of the core which break apart

in the core barrel; the upward flow of

water through the barrel is thought to

diminish the pressure and friction of

one fragment on the next one below it,

and thus yield a larger percentage of

core.

Equipment Required

The equipment employed consisted of

a derrick 16.2 m. high; a shed 16.8x6.4

m., covering a portable boiler of 15 to

20 h. p.; a hoisting drum; pump for in-

jecting water or cement grouting; cement

mixer, and the boring apparatus The

mixer, shown in Fig. 1, consisted of a

strong iron drum with a covered open-

ing at B for the introduction of cement,

and a shaft, turned by hand, carrying

a pair of perforated paddles. By means

of the pipe connections shown in the Fig.

1, the water from the pump could

pass into the drill rods either through

the mixing drum or through the by-

pass, the latter being the usual route

during drilling.

The boring machine comprised the fol-

lowing parts: Swivel head; driving

sleeve; rotating device; drill rods; core

barrel, and diamond bit.

The swivel head, shown in Fig. 2, was
designed to support most of the weight

of the rods on steel balls, N. The dish-

shaped receptacle catches the overflow-

ing water and sand, discharging them
through a pipe at one side. The stuff-

ing box, shown at the top of the figure,

is screwed into place only when it was
desired to reverse the flow of wash wa-
ter through the rods.

By Victor Sangoy

Cement grouting used in

stead of casing tubes; dia-

monds are set in molten

solder i)i steel plugs. The

diamond expense is about

6o jr. per meter.

The driving sleeve, shown in Figs. 2

and 3, is 90 mm. outside diameter, 7

mm. thick and 4.7 m. long, having two
projecting feathers or splines diametric-

To Drill

Section C-D

'Translated from an article in the Bulletin
de la SociSte' de l'lndustrie Minexale, Sept.,
1910.

Water coming
from Pump

The Enjinecriny $.Mining Journal

Fig. 1. The Cement Mixer

ally opposite and extending throughout

its length. Its upper end carried the

shoulder, P, turning on the steel balls,

./V; its lower end passes through the

rotating device, being driven by the lat-

ter through the medium of the two

splines.

Rotating Device

The rotating device is shown in Fig. 3,

the outer shell being cast iron. The

bottom part is imbedded in concrete,

forming a closure for the top of the drill

hole as well as a standard for the ma-

chine. The method of transmitting ro-

tation by means of splines free to slide

up and down through a revolving collar

is the same as is commonly adopted by

the best known diamond drills in Amer-
ica.

The drill rods, Fig. 4, were of two

sizes, heavy ones being used to start the

hole, and lighter ones to finish it. The
first had an exterior diameter of 70 mm.,
a thickness of 6 mm., and lengths of 5
m., weighing 17 kg. per meter. The
smaller rods were 51 mm. outside di-

ameter. 5 mm. thick, 5 m. long, and

weighed 10 kg. per meter. At each end

was a slightly conical screw of square

threads, for connecting two rods to-

gether. Rods of the lighter size were
sometimes coupled by an outside sleeve.

Near the top of each rod were cut two

opposite flat spaces, 50 mm. high, for

the purpose of applying wrenches for

coupling and uncoupling. The upper-

most section of rod was inclosed by the

driving sleeve, and received its rotation

from the latter through two lugs pro-

jecting into corresponding notches on
the upper edge of the collar which

formed the top of the sleeve.

The core barrel and core lifter em-
ployed by the Brejcha system are prac-

tically identical with corresponding parts

used in the ordinary American method,

but the diamond bit is wholly different

in design and in the method of insert-

ing the stones.

The Diamond Bit

The cylindrical bit is made of soft

steel, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The out-

side diameter is 73 mm., the inside di-

ameter 53 mm., leaving 10 mm. of metal

in the walls. Four rounded grooves are

cut vertically on both outside and inside

surfaces, to allow free circulation of

water. Bored upward in the lower edge

of the bit are 14 holes, of 6.7 mm. di-

ameter, tapering at their inner ends and

so inclined as to break through the outer

or the inner wall of the cylinder, in a

small aperture. Four other similar holes

are bored inward from the outer wall

and two more outward from the inside

surface, making provision for 20 dia-

monds so placed with respect to one

another as to cover the grinding surface

completely as they rotate.

The diamonds are not bedded directly

in the steel of the bit, as in American
practice, but are fixed in little conical

pieces of steel, which are then inserted

into the holes in the bit; this method is

thought to permit a more rapid exchange
of stones and to reduce the wear on both
stones and bit. The little steel plugs
carrying the worn diamonds are simply
forced out of their sockets by driving a

steel pin through the small apertures

provided for that purpose, and other

plugs previously fitted with fresh dia-

monds are inserted in their places.
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The stones are fitted into the little steel

plugs in the following manner: Starting

with a short piece of sott steel bar, 1

cm. squar- .'.low hole, slightly

larger in diameter than the stone to be

inserted, is drilled in one side, near one

end. Turning then to the special tool

illustrated in Fig. 6, the diamond A is

placed in the spring socket P, and the

square steel bar, hole uppermost, is laid

on the anvil M ; by means of the thumb-

screws S S. the guiding arms GG, are

so adjusted as to hold the hole in the

square bar exactly under the diamond,

when the lever /. is depressed. The

hole in the bar is then filled with solder,

which is heated until it melts; the bar is

then replaced in position on the anvil

Three forms of diamonds were tried,

carbonados, borts and balas stones. Car-

bonados, being angular, were found un-

suitable for this particular work, al-

though they might serve for boring in

fine grained, uniform rocks; they cost

about 100 fr. per carat. Borts are

rounded, but as they consist of an ag-

gregate of minute crystals, cleavage soon

developed and the stones broke while

boring in rocks of irregular texture; as

Fig. 4. Drill Rods.

;.W»jr Cock

Fig. 5. Rotating Mechanism
mg Journal

and the diamond forced into the melted

solder by a quick stroke of the lever.

The spring H absorbs superfluous force,

so that the stone may not be crushed.

The bar is then immediately cooled in

water. When carbonados are used, extra

precautions must be observed to chill the

stone at the instant that it is inserted

into the melted solder; this is accom-
J by connecting the tube T by a

ource of cold water,

a jet of which is produced just

stone enter . ity. When the dia-

mond has been successfully cited in

the sq the end of r

turned in a lathe into the form of a cone,

20 mm. lot id cut off from

the rest of the bar.

lie. 5. ('ore Lifter and Diamond Bit.

they cost only 18 to 20 fr. per carat,

they were quite commonly used. Balas

stones, being round and homogeneous,

gave the best satisfaction; they cost

about 300 fr. per carat. The consump-

tion of diamonds was exceedingly varia-

ble: For the first 000 m. it averaged

only 2K fr. per meter, then rose for a

short distance, while traversing a fis-

sured /one, to 500 fr. per meter; the

average for the whole 1152 m. was about

BO lr. per meter.

Registering Device

To avoid the possibility of passing

through a coal seam without noticing the

fact by failure to observe the color of

the sludge, an automatic device was con-

structed for recording the progress of

the drill rods. As shown in Fig. 8, it

consisted of a drum A, on which was
wound a light cord which passed over

a pulley and was fastened to the swivel

head of the drill. The shaft of this drum

FlG. 6. Diamond Setting Device.

I*-
— 20 mm.- -»{

El
Fie. 7. Method of Mounting Diamonds.
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The average speed in sandstones and

similar rocks was 50 cm. per hour, cor-

responding to a rising slope of about 45

deg. on the recording diagram; while

passing through a coal seam, the speed

would rise to 420 cm. per hour, record-

ing a line which would be almost ver-

tical. During stoppages for hoisting and

lowering drill rods, the depth indicator

I was held stationary, making a horizontal

mark on the recording sheet until opera-
1

tions were resumed. A sample record

is shown in Fig. 9, and these being kept

on file, an indisputable record of the coal

seams was procured.

Operating Details

The actual boring operations were con-

!
ducted in much the same way as is

usual in America and elsewhere with

other types of diamond drill. A pit 1

m. square was dug to bed rock, a piece

of cast-iron pipe of 250 mm. diameter

was put in and surrounded with con-

crete, the hole was started with a di-

ameter of 156 mm. to a depth of 20 m.

and was cased with pipe to act as a

guide. As the hole then had to pass

through an abandoned coal seam with

caved roof and hydraulic filling, it was

f
further cased to a depth of 111m., with

108- and 95-mm. pipes. Below 111 mm.
no casing was used. The hole had a

diameter of 78 mm. to a depth of 285

m., 76 mm. to 320 m., 74 mm. to the 500-

m. point, and 73.5 mm. for the remainder

of the 1 152 meters.

The rods rotated at 60 r.p.m. The

longest solid core obtained measured

;
16.5 m., but the average over the whole

depth was only 2.3 m. The volume of

I water needed was 5 cu.m. per hour,

corresponding to a velocity upward

through the 41-mm. drill rods of 1 m.

per sec. Friction and the falling ten-

dency of the solid grains reduced the

velocity of the latter to such an extent

that it required about 25 min. for sand

to reach the surface from 700-m. depth.

The normal pump pressure was 4 kg.

I
per sq.cm., increasing sometimes to 15

or 20 kg., when obstructions were met.

Drill rods were hoisted and lowered,

and the feed of the rods through the

driving sleeve was arranged in precisely

the same way as with ordinary drills.

Before breaking off the core, the water

current was stopped for a moment so

as to allow the suspended sand to settle

down around the core, assisting the

action of the core lifter, and protecting

the core somewhat from breakage during

its journey to the top. On lowering the

rods, they were always stopped at least

1 m. from the bottom, wash water was

circulated for at least half an hour, and

the rods were rotated while gradually

being lowered into position to continue

cutting. Hoisting, washing and lower-

ing to the bottom of the hole, 1150 m.;

occupied nine hours.

Cementing Process

A distinctive feature of the Brejcha
method is the use of cement grouting to

take the place of casing pipes through
fissured or watery zones. The treatment

of strongly fissured, porous rock differs

from that required for passing through

more compact rock in which the fissures,

with or without water, are more iso-

lated.

In the first case, injection of cement
can go on without stopping the boring,

by simply switching the flow of wash
water into and through the cement
mixer, as indicated in Fig. 1. Two sacks

of screened cement are poured into the

mixer, with some water, and the crank

is turned until the grouting is thoroughly

mixed. The valve leading to the drill is

then slowly opened, allowing the grout-

ing to mingle with the wash water; as

the fluid cement passes down along the

wall of the hole, under increasing pres-

sure, it naturally penetrates into any open

fissures and solidifies there. If the fis-

sures are so large and numerous as to

require a continuous flow of grouting,

two mixers may be installed in parallel

pipe lines, so that the mixtures can be

made alternately and fed into the hole

without interruption.

Cementing in Compact Rocks

In dealing with more compact rocks,

but with larger cavities or fissures, sev-

eral cases may arise. If it is only a cav-

ity, without a flow of water, some quick

setting cement is made up into a conical,

sausage shaped plug, and lowered into

the hole. If the plug does not stop and

expand by itself at the right spot, it

should be made slightly larger than the

hole; on pushing it down with the drill

rods it can then be stopped at any de-

sired point. A small amount of grout-

ing is then poured on top of the plug,

and time is allowed for it to set. Then

enough grouting is poured in through the

drill rods to solidify the cavity, the rods

being slowly withdrawn r.s the cavity

fills. After 36 hours it will usually be

safe to resume drilling in the ordinary

way. A speed of 25 m. per hour can

readily be maintained through the

cement plug. While drilling through

cement, it is a good plan to force the

wash water down inside the rods instead

of up, with the object of disintegrating

the core as much as possible, and thus

avoid the necessity of hoisting the ro 's

with the usual frequency, to no useful

purpose. It is an obvious advantage to

use the quickest setting cement avail-

able.

In case an inrus'i of material is met at

or below a cavity, boring is continued

past the fissure, and cement is then

forced by the pump down through the

rods and up between them and the

sides of the hole into the running ma-

terial; on drawing the rods up slowly,

while continuing to feed cement, the hole

can be solidly filled up to a point above
the cavity. If a fissure should be met
which drains water out of the hole,

cement may be forced down the rods
under heavy pump pressure, so as to

cause it to penetrate as far as possible

into the fissure before setting. In these

two last mentioned cases, three or four

days should be allowed for the cement to

set before resuming boring.

Electric Power to Melt Metals

Whether electric power is or is not

economical for melting metals, it is not

alone a question of kilowatt-hour cost,

but is also a function of the relative effi-

ciencies of the fuel-using and the elec-

tric furnace. This question was recently

discussed before the American Brass
Founders' Association, by Prof. J. W.
Richards, who gave the accompanying
table of constants. The column "just

melted" shows the number of Calories

required to bring a kilogram of metal to

bare fusion, while the column "super-

heated 10 per cent." shows the number
of Calories required to bring a kilogram

of the metal to a temperature 10 per cent,

higher in Centigrade degrees than its ac-

tual melting point.
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The Iron Ranges of Minnesota
Iron and steel toj -titute the

si manui. roduct in the

and enter into every branch of

human industry. Iron is outranked in

importance by only one mineral pro-

ld the United States

::ie world in the production of both

of these substances.

Hematite Ore Predominant

The minerals which serve as the

principal ores of iron are: (1),

Oj I, which contains,

when pure, 70 per cent, iron and 30

per cent, oxygen; (2), magnetite

. containing, when pure 72.4 per

cent, iron and 27.6 per cent oxygen;

and (3), limonite (2 Fe,0,3 H,0),

containing. wh;n pure, about 60 per

cent. iron. Of these, by far the most

important is hematite, because of its oc-

By Edgar K. Soper *

Present producing ran-

ges arc the Vermilion and

Mesabi. The Cuyuna may
be a future rival. Open-pit

methods now prevalent, but

half the ore must eventually

be mined by underground

methods.

•University
Minn.

Minnesota, Minneapolis,

youngest. In addition to these, several

newer and less important districts in

-the Lake Superior region produce ore,

ily from year to year until today
it is the most important iron-producing
district in the world. St. Louis county
alone produces three-fifths of the Min-
nesota ore, and the shipments in 1909
amounted to 29,282,526 tons. The
first shipment from the Mountain iron

mine in 1892 consisted of 4248 tons.

Since that time the Mountain iron mine
has produced 17,200,000 tons. There
are 92 producing properties on the

Mesabi, and in 1909 these produced
a total of 28,174,000 long tons. Since
the range was first opened, and up to

Jan. 1, 1910, the shipments from the

Mesabi range amounted to the stupend-
ous quantity of 195,700,000 tons, which
added to 29,125,000 tons from the Ver-
milion range, gives a grand total of 224,-

825,000 tons of iron ore produced in

Minnesota.

Surface Plant of Underground Iron Mink Openpit Work, Mesabi Range

currence in vast deposits, and also be-

cause of the ease and. cheapness with

which it can be mined and smelted.

The United States produces nearly as

n uch iron ore as all the rest of the

elusive of Germany, and
atout twice as much as Germany alone.

B> far the largest amount of this ore
• -n the hematites of the Lake

Superior region. There are six large

producing districts or "ranges" in the

Lake Superior region which furnish
•

. : < 1 i, the

Mesabi range in northeastern Minne-
sota; 12 1. the Vermilion, in nor'

em Minn'. irquette, in

Michigan; (4) the '

Michigan; (5), the Mc-nornim

on the Michigan- 1
.'

1

Of these, the largest and most important,

the Mesabi of Mir.

and one of these at least is probably des-
tined to attain considerable importance.

History of Iron Mining in Minnesota
The two producing ranges in northern

Minnesota are entirely distinct. Mining
began on the Vermilion range, at the

Soudan mine, in 1884, at which time the

Duluth & Iron Range Railroad was fin-

ished as far as the town of Tower, sit-

uated on Vermilion lake. Some years

later, extensive bodies of iron ore were
discovered farther north, on the south
shore of Ely lake, and the railroad was
pushed through to that point. For eight

the Vermilion country furnish d

all of Minnesota's iron ore, but in 1892

the Mountain iron mine, southwest of
Ely, in St. Louis county, on the Mesabi
range made the first shipment of ore

from that district.

Since that time the production of
''

ibi ha increased stead-

The production of the Vermilion
range has shown a marked falling

off of late years, but the Mesabi has
probably not yet reached its maximum.
In addition to these two iron-ore dis-

tricts, there is a third range in Minne-
sota which is being rapidly developed

and already several preliminary ship-

ments are reported. This is the new
Cuyuna range situated in Crow Wing
county, about 100 miles west of Duluth.

This district was located from results of

magnetic work done by Cuyler
Adams about 1895, but little work was
done outside of exploration until 1904.

During the last few years the results of

exploratory drilling have shown the ex-

istence of large bodies of commercial
ore, and at present all indications point

toward a rapid development of an iron

district which may rival some of the old

ranges.
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The Vermilion Range
There are two separate districts in

the Vermilion range, the first and oldest

at Soudan, near Tower, and the second

at Ely. During the last year the Ely

district has been extended six or eight

miles northeast to Sec. 30 where a new
orebody has recently been found.

The rocks of the Vermilion district

consist of ancient greenstones, granites,

slates, jaspers, conglomerates and vol-

canic intrusives. Most of the ore occurs

in what is known as the Soudan forma-

tion, probably of Archean age. The

ern end. Both the north and south walls

of the orebody are spoken of as foot-

walls, for each dips toward the axis of

the trough. Toward the eastern end of

the trough the soapstone, which usually

occurs between the ore and the green-

stone, is lacking in places, so that the

ore lies in direct contact with the green-

stone.

Ore and Soapstone Contact

The contact between the ore and
soapstone is always well defined and
sharp, but the soapstone and parent

blue and red hematites, were probably

produced from an original cherty car-

bonate of iron.

The iron carbonate was partially

oxidized in situ to an oxide of

iron and a further concentration of the

ore was accomplished by descending wat-

ers which carried the iron downward and
deposited it in troughs. The silica which

was present originally in large amount,

was removed in solution, thus effecting a

further concentration of the iron. In ad-

dition to the hard massive ores, there is

considerable brecciated, or crushed, ore

-

Map Showing the Minnesota Iron Ranges

geologic structure of the region is one

of extraordinary complex folding. This

folding, together with the accompanying
intrusions of volcanic material, has re-

sulted in profound metamorphism. The

ore deposits are irregularly distributed,

and are usually of uncertain size and

shape.

They are all folded so as to constitute

pitching troughs occupying overturned

synclines and the ores rest on imper-

vious rocks, usually greenstone or soap-

stone, its altered equivalent. All of the

mines at Ely are situated in the "Ely

trough," an overturned syncline extend-

ing approximately east and west. The

orebody lies in this trough and reaches

its maximum dimensions near the west-

rock (greenstone) grade into each other

gradually. There are several different

phases of this altered greenstone, and

"slickensides" are often present. Even

the ore is sometimes slickensided. Water

is always encountered at or near the

contact of the ore and soapstone and

is one of the best indications of ap-

proaching the limits of the orebody.

However, there are occasional seams of

soapstone in t^e ore, ?o that it is deemed

advisable in exploration always to drive

through to greenstone so as to be sure

the limit of ore has been reached. Little

jasper, with which the ore occurs, is ex-

posed on the surface, but good outcrops

occur on the property of the Pioneer

mine. The ores, which are chiefly hard

which has been recemented. This brec-

ciated material is less compact than the

massive hematite and occurs chiefly at

Ely associated with the unbroken ore.

Producing Mines—Vermilion Range

There are six producing mines on

t'v Vermilion range. These are, with

their production for 1908: Tower district,

Scudan mine, 53,070 tons; Ely district,

Chandler mine, not worked; Pioneer,

525,045 tons; Zenith. 108,536 tons; Sib-

ley, 144,559 tons; Savoy, 55,377 tons;

Section Thirty mine, not reported. These

•are all controlled by the United States

Steel Corporation, except the Section

Thirty mine, which has just become a

producing property during the last year,
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s still largely in a state of develop-

ment. The Soudan mine, which was the

first iron mine in Minnesota, is still pro-

ducing amount of high-grade ore.

although the production has dropped off

notably in lare years.

In the earlier period of mining

some of the ore from this prop-

erty was taken from near the surface by

openpits. but now the - ill mined by

underground methods. The Soudan

shaft, which is the deepest in the State.

is down over 1300 ft. On account of

the great depth to which the orebodies

extend, the narrowness of the deposits,

and the hardness of the ore, openpit

mining Is not practicable.

Chandler Mine Once Abandoned

The largest mine at Ely is the Pioneer,

and this property is the largest producer

on the Vermilion range at the present

30-ft. sides. Then additional raises are

driven to the centers of these blocks.

When the mass is thus honeycombed, its

own weight causes it to crush slowly,

and by the time it is desired to take out

the ore, it is usually well crushed and

broken and will flow easily into the

chutes.

The ore between each two main

levels (usually about 100 ft. apart ver-

tically) is divided into three "subs" or

layers, and the top "sub" is caved first.

Thus, as the crushed ore is drawn off

through the chutes, the overlying ma-

terial gradually settles downi until it

rests on the ore beneath. An illustra-

tion shows the sunken surface at the old

Chandler mine over one of these old

caves. During the winter the ore hoisted

is piled at the surface and later is

loaded by steam shovels into steel rail-

road cars of 50 tons capacity, and hauled

and consist for the most part of ancient

granites, schists, gneisses, slates and

quartzites. The geologic column for the

district has been determined to be as

shown in the accompanying table.

Difficulties in Prospecting

The iron ores occur entirely in the Bi-

wabik, or iron-bearing series, probably of

upper Huronian (Ordovician) age. As

shown in the column, the upper Huronian

consists of: (1), Virginia slates; (2),

iron-bearing series; (3), Pokegama
quartzite. The iron-bearing series com-

prises ferruginous cherts (taconite), fer-

ruginous slates and schists, paint rock,

sands, conglomerates and iron ore. The

ore and taconite usually lie upon the

Pokegama quartzite and are in part over-

lain by the Virginia slate, although the

largest orebodies are found where the

slate has been removed by erosion. Every-

.
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deposits they attain great hardness. They

are of far greater horizontal extent than

vertical and usually occur close to the

surface. This fact has been of tre-

mendous importance in mining the ores

for it has made possible the use of open-

pit methods of mining with steam shov-

els. The ores are almost always closely

associated with the taconite or ferrugin-

i

ous chert of the Biwabik formation, and

' the contact between the ore and this rock

is extremely irregular and shows the ore

to be an alteration product of the taco-

nite. In places there are tongues of

good ore extending out into the taconite,

and again lenses of unaltered taconite

project into the ore, and in many places

taconite occurs in isolated "horses" com-

pletely surrounded by ore. Where this

condition exists it renders steam-shovel

mining impracticable if not impossible,

and raises the cost of extraction.

All Exploration Done by Drilling

Exploration work is done entirely by

drilling. Both churn drills and diamond

drills are used, most of the work being

done by contract. There are several

exploration companies in the field pre-

pared to do this work. The contract

prices for drilling vary from S3 per ft.

in drift and ore to S6 per ft. in hard

rock where diamond drills are required.

There are few geological guides to tell

tne prospector where to drill, and where

ordinarily the geologic structure would

furnish valuable hints, this structure is

usually obscured on the Mesabi by the

covering of gravel. Consequently, drill-

ing is done by systematically surveying

the property into squares, usually 100 or

200 ft. on a side, and putting down holes

on the corners of these squares. If the

first two or three holes do not show indi-

cations of ore, all of the squares are not

drilled. If ore is encountered, each ad-

joining corner is drilled, and a rough

outline of the shape of the deposit may
be obtained by connecting adjoining

holes which showed ore. The drillings

are sampled every five feet, so that a

complete record of the variation in the

vertical limits of the deposit is obtained.

The United States Steel Corporation

spends yearly in Minnesota alone nearly

$1,000,000 in exploration, which consists

mainly in drilling. During the period of

1901 to 1909, inclusive, this company

put down drill hole- with an aggregate

length of 229 miles.

Scope of the Openpit Method

The methods of mining in use on the

Mesabi differ essentially from those em-

ployed on the other ranges in the Lake

Superior region, for here the openpit

method is developed to the greatest ex-

tent. Where the deposits show sufficient

horizontal extent; where they lie com-

paratively near the surface and are free

from projecting ledges of rock, and

where the covering of drift is not too
heavy, the openpit method may be most
profitably employed. Where conditions

are otherwise than above, underground
methods will usually be adopted. There
is one important factor to offset the ad-

vantage of openpit methods, and that

is the tremendous initial capital required

for stripping; and the interest on this

capital, before a single ton of ore can
be produced; for obviously, where this

system is to be used, the overlying drift

must all be removed before mining
operations may begin. In the case of

many of the large properties, operating

on the openpit system, from two to three

years are required to complete the strip-

ping and put the mine in shape for the

most economical mining. This has prob-

ably been the reason for many of the

smaller mines in the district using under-

ground methods. Some of the properties

which began as underground mines are

now changing to the openpit system, and
not a few pits may be seen, with the old

drift timbers visible in the ore bank.

Costs About 30c. Per Cu. Yd. to Strip

Most of the stripping is done by con-

tract. The prices for contract work range

from 25 to 35c. per cu.yd., and will

average about 30c. In stripping it is

estimated that it will pay to remove about

two feet of drift for every foot of ore

thus uncovered. In other words, it will

pay to strip 100 ft. of drift, if by so

doing, a deposit of ore 50 ft. thick is

laid bare.

Since the Mesabi range was opened

there have been 126,531,000 cu.yd. of

stripping removed. Last year the United

States Steel Corporation handled

22,000,000 cu.yd., and other companies

about 8,000,000 cu.yd. The magnitude

of these operations will be better realized

by making a comparison with the work

being done on the Panama canal, where

the material is handled in a similar man-

ner. The estimated total material to be

removed in the construction of the Pana-

ma canal is 174,666,595 cu.yd. The

central division, containing the Culebra

cut, consists mainly of dry digging, while

en the Atlantic and Pacific divisions, the

bulk of the excavation is done by dredg-

ing. Up to date, the amount of materials

removed on all divisions amounts to

94,969,388 cu.yd. On the Mesabi

range the surface stripping by all com-

panies to date has been 126,531,000 cu.

yd.; the equivalent in bulk to 195,700,000

tons of ore is 97,580.000 cu.yd., making

a total already removed of 224,381,000

cu.yd.

For the year 1909 on the Mesabi

range, the surface stripping by all com-

panies was 30,000,000 cu.yd.; the

equivalent in bulk to 28,174,100 tons of

ore was 14,087,050 cu. yd.; making a

total of 44.087,050 cu.yd. In the Pana-

ma canal work, the total material re-

moved in 1909 was 35,142,014 cu.yd.

From the above figures it will be seen
that the total material already handled

on the Mesabi range is greater than the

total material estimated to be removed in

constructing the Panama canal; and fur-

thermore, the material removed each
year is greater in amount than the yearly

yardage handled in the Canal Zone.

Proportion of Openimt Wok*

It must be remembered that 50 per

cent, of the high-grade ore on the Mesabi
range will have to be mined by under-

ground methods. In many cases the over-

burden contains quicksand, made wet

and treacherous by the accumulation of

water, and it is necessary to sink con-

crete shafts in order to reach the ore

below. Both the Morton and Scranton

mines are sinking concrete shafts in

ground of this character at present. This

greatly increases the expense of develop-

ment and adds to the time required be-

fore production may begin.

Toward the western end of the Mesabi
range there are extensive orebodies

mixed with sand. These are too low

grade to ship direct, so they are sub-

jected to a washing process to remove

this waste material. A washing plant has

recently been completed by the Oliver

Iron Mining Company, located at Cole-

raine, Minn. This plant is at present

capable of handling 5000 tons of crude

ore per day, but provision is made for

a much greater capacity.

Many of the mines on the Mesabi are

leased to operators who mine the ore

on a royalty basis. The royalties vary

from 25c. or less, to a dollar per ton; the

higher figure representing some of the

more recent leases. The State of Minne-

sota owns in fee a large number of

properties on the Mesabi range. The

aggregate tonnage of merchantable ore

in these as shown up by exploration, is,

according to the State Tax Commission,

137,495,000 tons. When these ores are

developed they will mean a large revenue

to the State.

It has been estimated that there are

60,000 people directly dependent on the

iron-mining industry of the Mesabi

range; 8000 on the Vermillion range;

and about 12,000 connected with the ore-

carrying railroads, ore docks, exploration

work in other parts of the State, or gen-

eral offices of mining companies. This

gives a total of about 80,000 people de-

pendent mainly on the iron-ore industry

of Minnesota.

Transportation of the Ore

Five railroads tap the iron ranges of

Minnesota. These are: (1), Duluth &

Iron Range; (2), Duluth, Missabe &

Northern; (3), Great Northern (Mis-

sabe Division); (4), Northern Pacific

(through the Cuyuna district); and (5),
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the Soo, recently built tc tap the Cuyuna

range.

In 18S4 the Duluth & Iron Range was

took on the first cargo of Vermilion

range. This is the pioneer ore-carrying

road in the State. ter the

Duluth. Mis Northern carried the

d from the Atesabi range.

Later the Great Northern entered the

country near what is now the city

The d ore has

sd varies from 70 to 100 miles.

The average haul from the Cuyuna

range will be about 100 miles. The fol-

lowing figures give the general equip-

ment of the ore-carrying roads necessary

for the handling of the enormous yearly

tonnage: Duluth cs: Iron Range, 168 mi.,

94 engines. 5247 cars: Duluth. Missabe

rthern, 284 mi., 92 engines, 7178

cars; Great Northern (Missabe division),

mi., 46 engines. 4300 cars.

In order to load the ore into boats at

the least expense and in the shortest time

possible, the railroads have established

immense ore docks at the shipping ports.

These docks are built so that trains of

ore can be dumped directly into the

pockets and several boats loaded from

these pockets at the same time, by means

of chutes. Some of these docks have

cost about Sl.000.000. and each road has

from three to six. The sizes of the docks

are given in the accompanying table:

I,, „ k ST ^TISTICS.

Duluth A: Iron Range, ore dock- al Two Harbors.

h.Width, Capacity,
l Tons.

l
;^s 19 in. 100

l_ i 11,600
19 34,000
19

35,450
13,246

231,656

Dulut). • > Northern, ore docks al Duluth
69,120

4 57 II" -7 1

ii .i.r. Wis.

1 2244 'i-
,; 100,980

2100 94,500

283,500

Ore-carryinc Fleet

An ordinary size boat of 8300 tons is

usually loaded in six hours. The

steamer "Wolvin" was loaded at Superior

with I >s tons of ore in 1 hr. 29

min. (actual time of loading). There

is a ft Lakes

to transport this ore to I points

and to South < Here it is re-

I
ped to the furnaces. The

I with Minnesota ore was

r "Hecla." In 1884 this

f ,n the ' Vermilion

range

1 from the fo!l<

long, 00 ft. wide, 12,900 tons capacity;

•AW B. Kerr." 605 ft. long, 60 ft. wide,

12.300 tons capacity.

Much of the finished iron and steel

manufactured from these ores comes

back to Minnesota and the growing

Northwest. It will be only a few years

before Minnesota will be manufacturing

her own steel from the ores mined in

the State. Work has already been started

by the Minnesota Steel Company on a

new 510,000,000 steel plant at West

Duluth, and the work will be rapidly

pushed to completion. This will save

much transportation and with the open-

ing of the new plant, many of the ore

boats of the Great Lakes fleet will doubt-

less have to seek other cargoes.

Calumet & Arizona and

Superior «Sc Pittsburg

Reports

The reports of the Calumet & Arizona

and the Superior & Pittsburg companies,

operating copper properties in the Bisbee

district of Arizona, for the year ended

Dec. 31, 1910, are the last to be made
before consolidation. The Calumet &
Arizona company produced 14,015 tons

of copper in 1910, which sold at an aver-

age price of 12.9316c. per lb. The Su-

perior & Pittsburg produced 13,067 tons

of refined copper under the same price

conditions. The silver and gold contents

in the two bullions were $18.93 and

$17.98 per ton respectively.

The Calumet & Arizona was originally

capitalized at 250,000 shares at $10 per

share, of which 200,000 were issued,

while the Superior & Pittsburg was capi-

talized at 2,000,000 shares at $10, of

which 1,500,000 were issued. Under the

agreement for consolidation, the number

of shares in Calumet & Arizona was in-

creased 650,000 at $10 each, one of these

shares to be exchanged for 3j4 Superior

& Pittsburg shares. In addition a spe-

cial dividend was to be allowed the hold-

ers of the Superior & Pittsburg stock,

this distribution amounting to 86c. per

share. Calumet & Arizona paid $800,-

000 in regular dividends during the year.

The Calumet & Arizona company did

30,850 ft. of development during the year,

divided as follows: Stations, 152 ft.;

drifts, 23,378 ft.; raises and winzes, 7225

tt. ; sinking, 95 feet.

No new orebodies were opened up in

th Irish Mag shaft during the year, but

promising extensions of previously mined

were found. In the Oliver shaft

new bodies have been found and old ones

11m corporation has been taking an

advanced stand in suppressing Sunday

labor, as far as it can be done. A bond

has been taken on the Superior mine, in

urg district, and about 55 tons

i ( )ctober to Douglas.

and is used as a con-

verter lining. The Courtland and Copper
Giant explorations have been discourag-

ing.

The Superior & Pittsburg did 27,847 ft.

of development work, of which 23,808.5

was in drifts; raises, 3511 ft.; sinking,

383 ft.; stations, 126 ft.; and winzes,

20.5 ft. Developments in the Junction

shaft are stated to be most encouraging,

both in regard to size and tenor of ore-

bodies. During the year 1910 the Su-

perior & Pittsburg pumped 1,516,014,750

gal. of water from its mines, of which

1,354,000,000 came from the Junction

mine. New direct-connected plunger

pumps will probably be installed here in

the near future.

The smeltery of the Calumet & Arizona

consists of four furnaces 44x300 in. and

two 44x180 in., rated at 500 and 300 tons

per day, or a total capacity of 2600 tons

per day. As the percentage of sul-

phides in the Bisbee ores is constantly

increasing, it is a question whether to re-

model the present plant or to build a new

one. Three of the 500-ton furnaces give as

much gas as the dust chamber and stack

should be called upon to handle, and

when producing a low-grade matte to

give the maximum economical copper re-

covery, the converters are also run to ca-

pacity. Experiments have been made
with basic-lined converters, but the tests

are not yet conclusive. Raw-sulphide

smelting was also tried, but extensive al-

terations in plant, such as casting ma-

chines for low-grade matte, etc., would

be required to make this successful com-

mercially.

Allouez Mining Company
The Allouez Mining Company, operat-

ing copper mines in Michigan, reports a

production of 4,655,702 lb. of copper in

the year ended Dec. 31, 1910, at a cost

of 11.57c. per lb., compared with 13.39c.

for 1909, and 16.81c. in 1908. The

pounds of refined copper recovered per

ton of rock in 1908, 1909 and 1910 were

respectively 13.80, 15.93 and 18.84, and

the costs of mining and milling, $2,051,

$1,806, and $1,769 per ton of rock.

The shafts were sunk 175 and 275 ft.

during the year and are now 3118 and

2990 ft. deep. There were 6759 ft. of

openings made. Owing to excessive wear

on the rails of the curved shaft of this

company, No. 1 shaft was closed for

three months of the year, during which

time 60-lb. rails were laid and the tim-

bering strengthened.

Net profits for the year were $71,096,

all of which was applied to the liability

balance of Dec. 31, 1910 ($142,417),

which leaves a net liability balance of

$71,321. The financial statement of the

Lake Milling. $melting and Refining

Company, a corporation owned by Al-

loiu/ and Centennial, has already been

commented on in connection with the re-

port of the Centennial company.
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CInal Mining Department
Coal Exports from United

States

Coal and coke exports from the United

States in 1910 aggregated $45,000,000 in

value, and in addition to this, more than

520,000,000 was supplied to vessels en-

gaged in the foreign trade, making a total

of $65,000,000 worth of coal passing out

of the United States during the year. In

1900, the total value of coal and coke

exported (aside from that supplied to

vessels in the foreign trade) was about

$23,000,000; 20 years ago, about $7,000,-

000 and 30 years ago about $2,000,000.

About one-third of the $45,000,000 worth

of coal exported, or say, $15,000,000 in

round terms, is anthracite; about $27,-

000,000 is bituminous and about $3,000,-

000 worth is coke. Of the anthracite ex-

ported in 1910, all but about $250,000

worth went to Canada. Of the bitumin-

ous, about $18,000,000 went to Canada,

and $2,500,000 worth to Cuba; more

than $1,000,000 worth of bituminous went

to other West India islands. Only about

4 per cent, of the anthracite coal pro-

duced in the United States is exported,

and about 3 per cent, of the bituminous-

coal production is sent to foreign coun-

tries.

The Indiana Employers' Lia-

bility Law
Indianapolis Correspondence

Perhaps the most drastic employers'

liability law ever passed by any State,

with the exception of Oregon, was placed

on the statute books of Indiana 1 on the

last day of the recent session of the

legislature. The real significance of the

measure, apparently escaped notice in the

rush, and now it is found that practically

every employer of labor is included in

its sweeping provisions. It is in effect

a compulsory compensation measure, and

if upheld by the Indiana courts will force

employers to rely wholly upon such pro-

tection as is afforded through liability

insurance at considerable cost. Especial-

ly will the law work a hardship on mine

operators since it prohibits or renders

void any contract made by a miner or

other employee to assume the risks of

his employment. The introduction of

electricity in the operation of a mine is

likely to be retarded since this law makes
a distinction for employers operating

plants by electricity, as the requirements,

it is claimed, are almost impossible of

execution in a coal mine. The law pro-

vides for a fine of from $10 to $500 for

each violation of any of its provisions.

In addition a separate senate bill, soon

to become a law, renders an employer of

miners, or of other laborers, liable in

The Important News
Of Coal Mining:
New Appliances,
NewMethods.New
Fields, Colliery
Engineering

damages to the miner with little or no
right to a defense in court; since this

law practically cuts cut contributory neg-

ligence on the part of employees as a

defense.

Proposed Mine Laws in

Pennsylvania

The proposed new bituminous mine-

code bill that has been introduced in the

legislature of Pennsylvania, embodies

numerous important changes in the pres-

ent law. According to the proposed bill,

every gaseous mine opening after the

passage of the act shall have at least

four main entries, two of which shall

lead from the main entrance, and two

from the second opening into the body

of the mine. Every new projected gaseous

mine which will open a large acreage

with main entries 5000 ft. or more in

length, shall have at least five main en-

tries. New nongaseous mines shall have

at least two main entries. Stairways

must be inspected every 24 hours. The

hoists for employees must not be op-

erated at a speed to exceed eight miles

an hour.

Telephone communication between the

top and bottom of every shaft or slope

must be provided where persons or ma-

terials are lowered or hoisted. The speed

of the cage is not to exceed 900 ft. per

minute.

In every mine where explosive gas is

generated, the foreman must employ

shot-firers. No holes shall be fired by

any person other than a shot-firer. They

shall use no explosive except permissible

explosives and shall use nothing but in-

combustible material for tamping. Elec-

tricity is to be utilized in firing the holes

and all holes are to be charged, tamped

and fired when all of the workmen are

out of the mine except the shot-firers

and other persons delegated to safeguard

property.

In nongaseous mines, the minimum

quantity of air shall not be less than

150 cu.ft. per min. for each person em-

ployed. In gaseous mines the minimum

shall not be less than 200 cu.ft. per min.

Open lights are prohibited where there

is explosive gas. When both kinds of

lamps are used in a mine, a suitable

danger station is to be provided with an

attendant whose duty it will be to pre-

vent employees from one section going

into the other, unless the attendant fur-

nishes them with safety lamps.

Regarding mine inspectors, the new
code specifies that the mine inspector

shall be appointed by the governor, and

the salary of each inspector is fixed at

$3000 a year. Every inspector at the end

of eight years' service shall have his

salary increased to $3500.

Present and Future of the

Anthracite Industry

The following statement of tne presenl

condition of the anthracite industry and

forecast of its future, is of interest as

coming from the report of the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western, one of the larg-

est and most successful of the anthracite

mining and carrying companies: "The
condition of and outlook for the anthra-

cite coal industry as a whole se:m to be

i"ost satisfactory. Witli the growth of

the population of the country the demand
for domestic sizes is increasing steadily.

Thus far this has resulted in recent years

in the demand practically absorbing from

year to year the tonnage produced, the

producing companies not being able to

accumulate any considerable stocks of

coal. Whether, as the demand increases

in the future from year to year, the pro-

duction will be equal to the requirements

of consumers is a question. Certain it is

the older operations are fast exhausting

the coal that has been available for their

profitable mining and while new opera-

tions are being opened up from year to

year by all the producing companies, it is

at least doubtful whether the new ones

will be able to produce sufficient coal to

equal the decreased output of the older

ones, which is inevitable in the future."

There are various methods whereby the

average householder determines the qual-

ity of the fuel he is burning. The gen-

eral plan followed is to inspect the ashes,

consider the heat given off, the relative

ease of burning and the freedom from

clinkers. Such an examination is quite

superficial and is not accurate. A better

plan is to burn a certain weight of coal

and measure the amount of water eva-

porated by its combustion. It is, of

course, understood that absolutely accu-

rate tests can only be secured by Invinc

a sample of the coal analyzed or hotter

still, by having the heating value de-

termined in a calorimeter.
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Fires Due to Electrical Cables
The contractor who was responsible for

fixing the plan- etc., in the col-

lien-, ibed in "An Incident in

Colliery Electrical Work" in the Engi-

neers \l of Nov.

rs to me to have been distinct-

:ot trouble. One of the first

things which I learned, when 1 com-

menced to fix electrical plants in collier-

go, was that colliery folks

knew but little about electrical apparatus-

and that the whole of the appliances re-

quired careful supervision while being

and close attention afterward. In

those early days the apparatus that was

applicable to colliery working consisted

:.nly of electrical signals, while today the

leading collieries are worked to a large

extent by means of electrical apparatus;

however, the same reasoning holds.

^'hile there are a number of colliery

engineers today who have a good knowl-

edge of electricity, sufficient to look after

electrical apparatus, to see that cables

."re properly fixed and in many cases to

discover faults when they arise, the great

bulk of colliery engineers have not that

knowledge. With the majority of colliery

engineers there is the same comparative

want of knowledge today, bearing in mind

the largely increased use of electrical

apparatus, as there was 34 years ago.

At the period when the 300-kw. plant

mentioned in the article in your issue

of Nov. 12 was fixed, there certainly was
but little knowledge indeed of cables,

and of electrical apparatus generally.

Certainly at the period when the plant in

question was fixed, few colliery engineers

would have any knowledge of the prop-

erties of paper-covered cables. At that

period probably very little paper-covered

cable had been used in collieries at all.

It is only since high pressures have

been employed in collieries, 2000 and 3000

volts, that paper-covered cables have

been used largely in colliery work. In

those days there were a few collieries

that experimented more or less in all

kinds of cables, and apparently there

were a few contractors who believed in

paper-covered cables. Attempts were

made to introduce jute-covered cables

into collieries from time to time, as far

back as 20 years ago, but they were al-

miversally unsuccessful.

A Criticism

The idea expressed in the article- that

to be almost incredible

that anyone should imagine a cable sub-

jected to such treatment, should be ex-

pected to stand up to its work in a down-

covered bv
• r and w! phere

'hly damp," a;

be execedi: ird How were col-

liery engin^ vm that a h ad-cov-

By Sydney F. Walker*

Precautions to be ob-

served in the installation of

armored cables, and so Die

causes that lead up to dis-

astrous shaft fires.

•Consulting engineer, Bloomfleld Crescent,
Hath. England.

ered cable would not stand the treatment

that they put it to. At about the same
time this cable was being fixed in the

shaft in question, colliery engineers

might have seen somewhat similar cables

being laid under the streets, and being

subjected to very much rougher treat-

ment than they gave to the cable they

fixed. Unless they were carefully in-

structed in the matter, there was nothing

to tell them that the stripping of the lead

covering rendered the cable useless, and

was likely to lead to the disastrous re-

sults that followed in this case.

Cause of Careless Work
To my mind, one of the great difficul-

ties in connection with the use of elec-

trical apparatus in mines lies in the fact

that electrical engineers are so unfamiliar

with mining conditions. To them the

conditions underground are exceedingly

uncomfortable. The conditions are not

unlike those of a landsman on board

ship. When repairs are to be made, the

electrical man wants to get them done as

quickly as possible, and get away out of

the pit again. It leads also to careless-

ness in work, and to the avoidance of

work that ought to be done. In the case

in question, the contractor ought to have

carefully instructed the colliery engineers

in the properties of the paper-covered

cable, and should have explained to them

how fatal it was for the lead covering

to be damaged, and above all things,

when he found that the cable had been

fixed in the shaft, he should have had the

covering of the boxes removed, and have

examined every inch of it with as good a

lif.'ht as he could get before turning cur-

rent onto it.

Even if he supposed that the cable it-

self had not been damaged in fixing, the

question of the joints surely required at-

tention. The cable, we are told, was a

three-core cable, such as is used for

three-phase work, and that there were
two joints in the shaft. The jointing of

three-cored lead-covered cable is an ex-

ceedingly difficult operation, and particu-

larly so j n a wet shaft. It is necessary

thai the lend covering shall be cut back

on each side of the joint over a sufficient

length to enable the joints in the three

cables to be made in such a position that

they cannot touch each other. It is nec-

essary that, as far as possible, and this

is a most difficult matter in a wet shaft,

water shall be kept out of the joints, and

it is then necessary that the whole thing

shall be closed in by the equivalent of the

lead covering itself. At the time the

plant was fixed probably the joint boxes

that are now commonly employed were

not on the market, and the joints would

be more or less of a makeshift. To
cheerfully entrust the jointing of three-

core lead covered cables to colliery engi-

neers, who had presumably never seen a

paper-covered cable before, was tempting

Providence with a vengenance.

Discussion of Cable Coverings

Probably a little explanation of the

properties of the paper-covered cable and

the three-cored cable used for three-

phase work may be of assistance. Pa-

per is largely taking the place of india

rubber as an insulator for two reasons.

It is much cheaper than india rubber and

its resistance to sparking is higher.

Further, for a number of years past, as I

think I have explained in some previous

articles in the Engineering and Mining
Journal, it has been difficult to insure

that good rubber was used for the insu-

lation of cables. Up till recently, there

were two classes of rubber on the mar-

ket, known as "Para" and West African.

"Para" was worth five times as much as

West African. A cable insulated with

rubber containing 30 per cent, of Para

stood well, but it naturally cost consider-

ably more than a cable insulated with

West African. The cable insulated with

West African lasted but a short time.

There was nothing, however, to show
the difference, and no test that has yet

been devised will show the difference,

when the rubber has been laid on the ca-

ble, between Para and West African.

Hence for street work, where high ten-

sions early became the rule, paper-cov-

ered cables were introduced some 20

years ago, and some mines followed them

at a comparatively early date. But pa-

per is only an insulator as long as it is

dry. Paper is porous, and readily absorbs

moisture. Dry paper offers a high re-

sistance to leakage currents, and to

sparking. Wet paper offers but little re-

sistance at all to leakage. To meet this

difficulty, the paper that is employed for

the insulation of cables is impregnated

with resinous oils, either before it is laid

on the conductor or afterward, and to in-

sure that moisture shall not reach the

paper it is inclosed in the lead tube. If

any damage occurs to the lead tube, and

moisture enters, the insulation of the ca-
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ble quickly deteriorates. So important is

this feature that the ends of paper-cov-

ered cables are provided with caps when

they are sent out on their drums, the caps

insuring that moisture shall not reach

the exposed ends of the paper insulation.

In the three-cored cable usually em-

ployed for three-phase work, each con-

ductor is separately insulated with paper,

or whatever the insulating substance em-

ployed may be; the three insulated con-

ductors are then stranded together, in-

sulated outside of all, "filling" being em-

ployed between the cables, and the whole

drawn into a lead tube, if the insulation

is paper. Conductors employed for

three-phase work must not be made sep-

arately, must not be drawn separately

into lead tubes, as a separate lead cover-

ing lowers the efficiency of the cable, ow-

ing to the currents that are set up in it

by the changes in the alternating cur-

rents passing in the conductor.

The effect is considerably increased if

the cables are armored, as changes of

magnetism are set up in the armor. The

arrangement of the three cables stranded

together, and drawn into a lead tube, is

the best for the efficiency of the cable.

With three-phase currents, what is called

mutual induction takes place between

the currents passing in the three con-

ductors. Mutual induction means a

charge upon the power delivered to the

cable, and this is least when the con-

struction described, the three cables

stranded together, is observed.

This construction, however, it will be

easily understood, renders the cables

liable to short circuits, as they are

termed, to connections between the in-

dividual conductors, or between the con-

ductors and the lead covering, in case of

damage to the lead covering. In town

work, many a cable has been damaged
by a navvy driving the point of his pick

through the lead covering. In the case

described in your issue of Nov. 12, the

stripping of the lead covering off the

conductors provided all the material for

connection between the conductors. Even

a pinhole in the lead covering has some-

times led to a breakdown of a cable

later on, and the removal of a large por-

tion of the lead, provided large facili-

ties for breakdown.

What Leads to Disaster

When the paper insulating envelop is

exposed to the atmosphere, and partic-

ularly in a pit shaft where water is al-

ways running down, the insulating prop-

erties of the paper are quickly lost. The

oil is soon washed out, or diluted to

such an extent, that a considerable leak-

age current passes across from one cable

to the other. In the three-phase system,

it should be mentioned that each two of

the conductors in a three-core cable

form a circuit, just as the two cables of

a continuous-current service do, so that

1he breakdown of the insulation between

any two of the conductors will cause a

short circuit between them. With paper-

covered cables, once a leakage current

is started, the leakage current itself will

make matters worse. The leakage cur-

rent would tend to drive out the oil and
to gradually carbonize the paper, and at

some favorable moment, say when a

large current was switched oft, a spark

might pass from one conductor to the

other, setting fire to the paper, and pos-

sibly to the oil.

The first spark would probably be fol-

lowed by an arc, because it would burn

away a certain amount of the insulating

envelop, and there being plenty of power

in the generator on the surface, and

plenty of pressure, an arc would be

thrown across the space where the spark

had previously passed, and a good fire

would easily result. In the case in

question, the spark probably passed when
the motor was shut down, after running

up. It is a peculiar feature of the dis-

tribution of electrical currents that when
a large current is suddenly switched off,

the pressure at all parts of the service

immediately rises to a considerable ex-

tent, for a very short interval. Fara-

day called the phenomenon, the extra

current. It leads in numerous instances

to sparks passing through insulating ma-

terial that has been supposed to be im-

pervious to sparking, and the spark is

often followed by an arc.

Fixing the Cable in Shaft

I have only one other remark to make

in connection with this matter. The ar-

rangement of fixing the cable in the shaft

was good, provided certain precautions

were taken to render the wood boxing

waterproof. The support of cables in a

shaft is one of the most difficult, and

one of the most important problems that

the electrical engineer engaged in min-

ing work has to tackle. It is of partic-

ular importance in connection with paper-

covered cables inclosed in lead tubes. If

any considerable lengths of the cable are

suspended in the shaft, experience has

shown that the oil with which the paper

is impregnated, tends to run down inside

the lead tube, leaving a space above

filled apparently by gas formed from a

portion of the oil with which the paper

there was impregnated. In course of

time the pressure of the gas above, and

the weight of the oil below, has been

known to burst the lead covering. In ad-

dition to this, there is always the dan-

ger of the lead covering being cracked

by elongation, if too long lengths are

suspended in the shaft.

The very best method of fixing any

cable in a shaft, is by having boxes sup-

ported by the buntons, or by the brick

work of the shaft, the boxes being just

sufficiently large to allow of the cables

being tapped into them. The cables are

then supported by friction the whole way

down. Unfortunately there is one ser-

ious drawback to this method. If un-

treated wood is employed for the boxes,

it quickly becomes saturated with water,

like a sponge. And the water held in the

pores of the boxing being in the very

best position for attacking the lead cov-

ering, trouble often results, as pit water

nearly always contains salts in solution.

By impregnating the boxing with one of

the compounds on the market, which

render it nonabsorbent, and at the same

time noninflammable, this difficulty is

overcome. Failing the use of one of

these compounds, well tarring the inside

of the boxes, and tarring them again

periodically, will accomplish the same

effect to a great extent.

New Gathering Locomotive

A new type of gathering locomotive

has recently been furnished one of the

large anthracite-coal companies by the

Westinghouse company. The locomotive

is known as the Baldwin-Westinghouse

type. It is particularly applicable when

the conditions of the labor require that

the empty car be delivered to the face

of the room, and the loaded car taken

therefrom; the locomotive is also useful

where the rooms are driven to the rise

and to the dip.

The cable is pulled out against the

torque of a small motor arranged to drive

the reel; when the locomotive is return-

ing to the entry, the torque of the motor

automatically winds up the cable, ob-

taining its power, along with that for the

locomotive, through the cable as it is

wound up. Arrangements are provided

whereby the pull on the cable is constant,

regardless of the direction in which the

locomotive is traveling. Another feature

is '.hat the pull does not vary with the

speed of the locomotive, and, consequent-

ly, there is no danger of running over

the cable.

A wire-rope traction wheel is used

where the rooms are driven to the dip at

too heavy a grade for the locomotive to

enter. The rear end of the locomotive is

t'.:en stopped opposite the mouth of the

room and a small steel-wire rope is

pulled down to the face and attached to

the loaded car. The motorman then cuts

out one of the locomotive motors by

means of a switch, and with a clutch de-

taches the motor from the axle and at-

taches it to the cable reel.

The Alby United Carbide Factories re-

ports that the Northwestern Cyanamide

Company's plant in England, in which it

is a large stockholder, is now producing

12,000 tons of cyanamide per annum,

but that the demand for the product is

so great that it will immediately be en-

larged to 16.000 tons per year. Works

with a capacity of 6000 tons per annum

have been erected at Vilvorde, Belgium,

to convert cyanamide into ammonia.
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Report on Surface Caving at Scranton
Two years ago a subsidence of the

surface took place in West Scranton.

Penn., which was of such a serious and

sive character that the public au-

thorities, city council, school board, board

of trade and private individuals having

E financial stake in the city of Scran-

ton. and even those whose only real es-

state consisted of a home, became ser-

iously alarmed; the West Scranton cave-

in wrecked one public school, damaged

another more or less seriously and en-

gulfed two or three private houses. The

area of the sinking covered many acres,

yet this subsidence was the result of the

settling in the workings or ramifications

of one mine alone, the Oxford colliery,

which is located in West Scranton, but

is practically in the heart of the city.

West Scranton is divided from the cen-

tral citv by the Lackawanna river, although

for conventional topographical distinc-

tion, this secMon forms a suburb by it-

self.

After various consultations with John

Hays Hammond and some of the leading

mining engineers of the country as to

what had best be done, an ex-mayor of

Scranton. J. Benjamin Dimmick, secured

an appropriation from the city council

and the school board to the amount of

S10.000 for the purpose of having a sur-

vey made of the workings of the mines of

Scranton. those actually in operation, and,

as far as practicable, the workings of

those that have been exhausted.

To make this survey, two expert min-

ing engineers, Eli T. Connor and William

Griffiths, men who were thoroughly fa-

miliar with the mines of Scranton, were

delegated to make the survey. They were

occupied in this work four months and

the result of their observations and con-

clusions has been published in a volum-

inous report which has just been made

public. The gist of their report is con-

tained in the summary, an abstract of

which follows.

'mary of Report

The report is accompanied by an atlas

containing a full set of plans of the city

and mine workings thereunder, and also

cross-sections showing the positions of

the several beds of coal and the inter-

vening strata, from which can readily be

determined, at almost any given point,

the depth of coal beneath the surface,

the thickness of the beds and the thick-

o! the intervening strata, as all the

plans are drawn to scab. As provided

for in our contract, these plans are based

upon information ohtained from the

maps :nd data loaned to us by

the several mining corporations, the

Pennsvivania Geological Survey of isss

and from our own persona! in-,

and mcasuren.

Scranton Correspondence

Removal of the coal seams

under the city of Scranton

has greatly endangered lives

and property. Engineers

appointed to find a solution

for the problem report the

situation as serious and

suggest remedies.

After about 40 days of careful inspec-

tion of underground conditions of all of

the collieries operating within the city

limits, we find that the total quantity of

coal and refuse that has been extracted

from under the city of Scranton is about

221,000,000 tons. There has been pro-

duced for market from 27 collieries

177,000,t)00 tons of coal. The space ex-

cavated under the city is about 198,000,-

000 cu.yd. The total estimated excava-

tion of the Panama canal is about 174,-

666.504 cubic yards.

It must not be understood that the ter-

ritory from which the above material has

been excavated is still open. It is, of

course, impossible to say what percent-

age of the space excavated remains open,

but we believe that it does not contain

half the original, due to numerous

squeezes and cave-ins that have occurred

and closed the openings.

Conclusions Reached

While some other devices are locally

useful, the only methods that combine

the requisites of strength, ease of appli-

cation and reasonable cost, are by filling

the underground openings by what is

known as the flushingmethod, using forthe

purpose culm, sand, crushed rock and

other fine materials that can be washed
into the mines with water.

This method originated in the anthra-

cite mines of Pennsylvania and has been

extensively adopted in European mines

where, at great expense sand, loam and

crushed rock are filled into the mines,

following the removal of the coal by the

longwall method of mining. We, there-

fore, offer as our only recommendation,

that the flushing method be adopted under

the plans and specifications contained in

our report. The following conclusions are

drawn

:

(1) That, speaking broadly, the ser-

vice of the city can be protected by the

methods recommended and at a cost not

in any sense prohibitory when considered

with its relation to the value of the prop-

erty and the activities for which the sup-

port is absolutely essential.

(2) That while there are points in the

city, as indicated in the detailed report,

where, at the present time, in our judg-

ment, there is distinct and immediate
danger to life and property, yet the total

of such area immediately threatened con-

stitutes only about 15 per cent, of the en-

tire area of the city, mainly from surface

depth.

(3) On the west side of the city, the

middle series of beds are thick and close

together, and the pillars not columnized,

creating a dangerous situation where the

workings have not been closed by pre-

vious caves. Particular areas thus

threatened are not particularized on ac-

count of the inaccessibility of much of

the mined-over area. Detailed investiga-

tion should be made of the portions of

the mines not already closed. Relatively

we do not believe that a large part of the

territory mentioned is threatened, on ac-

count of much having been previously

rlosed by caves. Special attention is

called to conditions under schools Nos.

12, 23 and 29. They should be promptly

attended to.

The lower series of beds, namely, the

three Dunmores are so thin and so far

below the surface that with the usual

system of mining we do not think that

they constitute a serious menace to the

improvements on the surface, excepting

along the margin of solid blocks of un-

mined coal and near the outcrops. In

the deep Dunmore beds, therefore, we
believe these solid blocks should be

mined.

(4^ It would seem, therefore, to be

not only the part of wisdom, but abso-

lutely obligatory to at once commence to

give support to the points menaced and

thereupon proceed upon a general policy

of giving support to the entire area of

the city, for it must be borne in mind

that, with the mines, activities are con-

stantly going on; other and additional

points of danger are not only liable to

occur, but in all probability will occur

with each passing year, it might be said

almost with each passing month.

Coal Removed Will Pay for Filling

(5) Where the owner of the surface

has undoubted rights to support thereof

by coal pillars, in our opinion he could

permit the removal of such pillars, and

the value thereof would, under average

conditions, pay for such artificial support

as we have recommended, assuming that

the pillars were mined and the support

constructed by the same operating com-

pany. This observation is, however,

based upon the assumption that in such

cisc the operating company is one of the

large transportation companies, inasmuch
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as while there might not be a profit in

the immediate transaction of mining the

pillars and installing the support, there

would be, of course, a profit to such com-

panies in carrying the coal to market.

(6) Culm flushing should be used

only in coal beds having a light cover, up

to 200 or 500 ft., according to the amount

of settlement expected. But sand, being

four or five times as strong as culm,

is best suitable for all beds under

Scranton and should be preferred.

(7) We believe that the conditions

adduced from the tests made, and the

calculations and tabulations based there-

on, are reasonably reliable; yet, we de-

sire to record the opinion that there are

conditions existing in the mines where

they might not apply. For instance, in

locations where several seams of coal

are separated by a thin stratum of shale

and slate, or even sandstone, and the

pillars in two or more seams are not

over one another, and it is proposed re-

claiming all or any part of the pillars.

Even although an application of our

deductions might appear to fit the condi-

tions, we believe that the only permis-

sible procedure would be to first fill with

flushed material all of the openings in

the lowest vein of the series, and thence

upward until all are filled, care being

taken to have the flushed areas over one

another. After all of the openings in all

of the seams have been filled, the pillars

in the uppermost seam may be attacked

and, as each pillar is removed, the space

should be at once filled. No pillar recla-

mation to be permitted in any of the

beds until all of the pillars in the upper

bed have been removed and the over-

burden has come to rest on the flushed

material, after which the pillars in the

next lower seam may be attacked and

handled in like manner.

Harmony Essential to Success

(8) Harmonious plans and procedure

between the coal companies, the city, the

school authorities and the public are

essential to the successful carrying out

of any relief measures that are herein

or may be hereafter suggested. It is a

fact which should be evident to all that

the property of the city and community

is to a large extent dependent upon the

coal companies, and that drastic laws or

regulations that may curtail the mining

of coal will necessarily react on the

prosperity of the community and any

ameliorating plans or compromises as be-

tween the city and the mining companies

which it may be possible to effect tend

to prolong the life of the mining in-

dustry in Scranton and vicinity and

should be promoted.

It should therefore be the aim of all

interested in mine-cave protective meas-

ures and the companies operating the

mines to adopt plans that will best con-

serve the welfare of all concerned. The

expenditure for the work would, of

course, be distributed over many years,

the relief being applied at the points

most in need of protection and as rapidly

as proper arrangements could be ef-

fected and the necessary details, sur-

veys, etc., prepared.

A Protective Commission Recommended

For the businesslike carrying out of

the plans suggested, it is recommended
that a Protective Commission be estab-

lished, consisting of not less than three

or of more than five men, representing

the city authorities, school board and coal

companies; this commission to have full

and complete authority for the execution

of the plans approved by the proper

legal action. The commission should

employ an engineer as active manager
of the work, who should devote all of

his time to the service.

It will be observed from the summary
that the engineers recommend the flush-

ing of the mines under Scranton by what

is known on the continent of Europe as

the "Scranton system"; this consists in

filling up the excavations by flushing

culm, sand and small gravel into the

mine. Although giving absolute and un-

qualified approval to this method as

being generally suitable for deep as well

as for shallow beds, the engineers say

that it is not invariably applicable or con-

venient. There are many places, they

say, where it may be preferable or per-

missible to use some other less efficient

or less costly method of support, and. if

for any reason flushing is not adaptable

to any particular circumstance, they ad-

vocate what is known as "dry filling."

Broadly, the engineers recommend that

where flushing is not convenient or prac-

ticable they would substitute for the sus-

tenation of the roof "gob piers" or that

those lumps of rock that are blasted with

the coal should be used for building piers

to sustain the surface where there is im-

mediate or approximate danger of a sub-

sidence.

Further Recommendations

The engineers state further that it

would be an admirable precautionary

measure for the future to "blast roof and

floor in thinner veins." They continue:

"It is a well known fact that loose rock

occupies from one and two-thirds to two

times the volume of the same rock in

place. In other words, if a cubic yard

of solid rock be broken to pieces, the

pieces will occupy a space equivalent to

one and two-thirds to two cubic yards.

"Your engineers have conceived the

idea of taking advantage of this engineer-

ing fact for the purpose of cheaply pro-

ducing an adequate roof support for cer-

tain classes of coal beds under the city.

So far as we know, the method in its

entirety has never been used before in

any coal-mining district and the sug-

gestion is here made for the first time.

The process would be applicable to seams

less than ft. in thickness and so lo-

cated tiiat the shock of blasting would

not produce ruptures of the measures
supporting the adjacent coal beds. It

consists simply in blowing up the floor of

the mine to a depth equal to the thickness

of the vein and blowing down the roof

of the mine directly over, to a hight

equal to the thickness of the vein. This

would produce a total thickness of loose

rock equal to three times the thickness

of the coal bed. It would be well packed
together and have great supporting power,

and withal be a comparatively inexpen-

proc! ss."

COLLIERY- NOTES <fe,

France is Great Britain's be:-t for ign

customer for English coal, with Italy

ranking second, and Germany third. Even
Argentina takes about 3,000,000 tons of

English coal anually.

Coaldust explosions show little vio-

lence near the point of origin unless ori-

ginating from the ignition of a large

volume of firedamp or from the discharge

of a quantity of explosives.

It costs, on an average, about $2 per

ton to mine coal in the South Wales
field. Intervening charges for handling,

and so forth, bring the present cost up

to S4.38 on board ship at Cardiff. The

freight rate to Rio de Janeiro is $4.14.

The freight to Buenos Ayres and other

South American ports is equally high, so

that the coal reaches these ports c.i.f at

from $8.50 to $9 per ton. It does appear

from these figures that American coal

should command this trade. The probable

reason why coal from the United States

has not secured the South American mar-

ket is because of the lack of return car-

goes. The shipment of wheat from Ar-

gentina to the United Kingdom gives the

British ships return freight.

Out of 1,296.007 tons of coal im-

ported into Chile during 1910. only 7260

tons came from America. Cardiff fur-

nished 584,753 tons, while 426.861 tons

came from Australia. According to Consul

Alfred A. Winslow, Valparaiso, it appears

that there is a fine opening for the sale

of American coal in Chile. There is no

question that return cargoes can now
be obtained. The United States pur-

chases large quantities of Chilean nitrate

that are now being shipped in tramp

steamers doing business with European

ports. It will pay American coal inter-

ests to look into the matter of opening an

agency at Valparaiso. Good prices are

usually paid there for high-grade steam

and coking coal. Present prices vary

from $7 to S9 per ton. United States gold.

There is no duty on coal now, but the

mining interests of Chile are advocating

placing a dutv thereon, to compel a great-

er consumption of the native article.
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Sampling Ores from Cobalt Mines
In sampling high-grade ores from the

Cobalt district man) different schemes

have been devised with more or less suc-

cess, including both hand and automatic

sampling. I shall confine myself to that

. under my supervision.

Preliminary Crushing and Screening

The ore or jig concentrates are fed

into a crusher, passing thence into a re-

volving screen of :

4 -in. mesh, the over-

size going to rolls and again to the

screen, until the whole amount sampled

has been broken so that the largest piece

in. in size. All nuggets of silver

which are not broken are screened out,

melted, cast in bars, sampled and assayed

for fineness. In sampling, three holes are

bored through each bar, one at the

center and the others each two-thirds

of the distance from the center to

the corner of the bar. This material

averages about 85 per cent, silver, there

being some cobalt, nickel and arsenic al-

loyed with it; there is some segregation

and the center of the bar is higher in

silver than the outer edges. This method

of sampling has been found to be satis-

factory for determining the true value of

the metallics.

.Mixing and Dividing the Sample

The crushed ore is taken to a floor

covered with steel plates, and dumped so

as to form a ridge some 30 ft. in length;

five men on each side start at one end

and travel the length of the ridge, shovel-

ing from the side and scattering the ore

as they go into another ridge some three

feet from the original. They pass back

and forth until the original ridge is di-

vided in two; the two ridges are then

thrown back into one. This ridge is again

cut in two as in the first case. This pro-

cess thoroughly mixes the ore.

Each of the two ridges are then cut in

two by the same method, making four

ridges. These four ridges, containing the

er.tire quantity of ore to be sampled, rep-

resent four samples to be made. A man
now starts at each end of a ridge, placing

one shovelful of ore on the floor behind

him, and one shovelful in a bag. the

bagged material being the reject. When
the ridge has been traversed one-half is

J and one-half is again in a ridge.

The operation is repeated until each ridge

in reduced to about one and one-half tons.

This amount is coned, shoveled into a

Jones divider and reduced to about 300

lb. thus making four 300- lb. samples.

Final Gr

Each sample is put through sampling-

mill rolls and crushed until it all p
!

i an 8-nv In high

uch metallic on the

which is ground in a metallic

By F. W. Pugsley *

Ores from the Cobalt

mines contain native silver,

making accurate sampling

difficult. The coarse met-

allics arc removed, incited

and tost in a bar which is

sampled apart from the

ether portion of the sam-

ple. The fine ore is usu-

ally richer than the coarse,

and local concentration in

mixing is prevented by

thorough sprinkling.

*Chemis1 and metallurgist, Perth Amboy,
N. I.

grinder until it all passes 8 mesh; the

fine material is coned, flattened and the

metallic silver carefully distributed over

the surface. The sample is then shoveled

into a circle, from the inside of which it

is shoveled into a cone. It is circled and

coned alternately three times, so as to

mix thoroughly the metallics with the

pulp. It is then cut on a Jones divider

to about 40 lb., is again ground until all

passes a 20-mesh screen, this being

passed through a Jones divider several

times for the purpose of again mixing the

pulp and metallics, after which it is cut

on a small riffle to about 1500 grams and

placed in a drier for 12 hours, the final

grinding to 100-mesh being done in a

disk grinder. Formerly pebble mills were

used, which often left as high as 75

giams of metallics to be assayed sepa-

rately from the pulp. The c'isk grinder

does the work much more rapidly, and

seldom leaves more than one gram of me-

tallics.

Assays of Samples and Resamples

This process of sampling tak s about

three days, and has been found o be an

accurate method, it having been proved

by resampling of different grades of ma-

terial. The results of resampling are

here given—the result of eight assays on

the four original samples and eight as-

says on the four resamples: Jig con-

centrates, 1529 oz., 1527 oz.; Hutch con-

centrates, 264 oz., 203 oz.; Wilfley con-

centrates. 725 oz., 728 oz.; Wilfley con-

centrates, 925 oz., 924 oz.; high-grade

ore. 2809 oz.. 2854 oz.

The difference on the high-grade ore is

the greatest, yet it will be observed that

the difference is only a trifle over one-

half of one per cent.

In sampling concentrates from Wilfley

tables there was a wide difference be-

tween the high and low assays on the

four samples, in some cases the differ-

ence being as high as 100 oz., the aver-

age on 16 cars being 66 oz. between high

and low; this difference being consider-

ably more than on high-grade ore crushed
to pass a V\-\r\. mesh screen. The con-

centrates coming to the sampling floor

average about 0.2 per cent, moisture.

The Causes of Differences in Check
Samples

Some time was spent in investigating

and studying the cause of this difference

in the four samples; it was found to be

due to the coarse particles of lower grade

separating from the fine richer material.

The coarse particles were constantly roll-

ing down the ridge, while the very fine

material remained at the apex, and as the

ridge grew in size a streak of rich con-

centrate formed in the center. In shovel-

ing from each side of this ridge, if the

men on one side shoveled faster than

those opposite, the apex would break

down in that direction, so at the finish,

one of the ridges was richer than the

other; the same thing happened again in

cutting each of the two ridges into two

more, so, by the time the four ridges

were ready for the final cutting down,

there was a wide difference in them.

Sprinkling to Overcome
Concentration

To overcome this difference, sprinkling

of the material before and during the first

cutting was resorted to, in order to cause

the fine particles to adhere to the coarse,

and thus prevent them, to a large degree,

from separating and rolling to the bottom

of the ridge, and in case they did they

would also carry along the fine particles.

A favorable result of the sprinkling was
apparent at once, and the difference be-

tween high and low assays on the four

samples decreased 74 per cent., as on 16

cars treated in this way, the average be-

tween high and low was 19 oz. as against

66 Oz. under the dry method of sampling.

It has already been mentioned that the

high-grade ore, broken to pass the T

f -in.

mesh, did not give so great a difference

between high and low samples as the

Wilfley concentrates, which average about

52 per cent, silica, while the high-grade

ore averages about 7 per cent, silica, be-

cause, while the coarse particles in the

sampling of high-grade ore were separated

from the finer material, it did not ma-
terially affect the sample, as the coarse

particles were of approximately the same
richness as the fine, while, with the con-

centrates, the high percentage of silica is

in the coarse particles, and the high metal

contents in the fine.
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Oil and Gas in West Virginia

Special Correspondence

Harrison county shows a good deal of

oil-development work under way, and

next to Roane county is the most active.

With the passing of the Shinnston pool,

the new development in the Gordon sand

in Sardis and Ten Mile districts is now
attracting the most attention in this coun-

try. On Nolin run, Eagle district, the

Hope Natural Gas Company has a small

gasser on the L. S. Harbert farm. On
Booths creek, Clay district, the same
company has drilled on the R. L. Reed

farm through the 50-ft. sand and has a

fair gasser. On Elk river, Clendenin

district, Kanawha county, the Clendenin

Oil and Gas Company has tested its gas-

ser on the Doctor Davis farm, and it

shows a capacity of 9,000,000 cu.ft. a day

in the Weir or Squaw sand. On the east

bank of the Kanawha river, in Cabin

Creek district, the Hamilton company has

a 5,000,000- ft. gasser on a town lot. On
the same stream in Big Sandy district the

Clendenin company has built a rig on the

Jarrett lot at Clendenin. On Coonskin

run, Elk district, the Hamilton company
has built a rig on the Barlow farm.

On Big Panther run, McKim district,

Pleasants county, Walter Reeses and

others on the E. L. Eddy farm, are into

the Alaxon sand and reported to have

developed a strong gas pressure. This is

purely a "'wildcat," located several miles

from any production. On McKim creek,

Lafayette district, H. Wagner & Co. are

drilling on the J. Wrick farm.

On Bond's creek. Clay district, Ritchie

county, the American Hydroscope Com-
pany recently lost a bit in its deep test

on the T. E. Dye farm at 4450 ft. When
the bit was lost, the crew at work on the

well lost its nerve and quit, claiming it

was too deep for them. A. S. Vischer,

president of the company, soon secured a

new crew and made a contract to drill to

a depth of 5100 ft. Ritchie county is

showing more early-spring activity than

any other lower southwest county. There

is quite a good deal of inside territory

that can furnish light producers and it is

shallow as compared with other districts.

On Long run. Grant district, the States

Oil Company has completed No. 3 on the

Hall-Tetrick farm and has a show for

a 30-bbl. producer in the Keener district.

On White Oak creek, near Oxford, Union
district, the Nina Oil Company has

drilled a test on the Black heir's farm

through the Big Injun sand and has a

light gasser.

On Green creek, Roane county,

the United Fuel Gas Company
has completed a test on the E.

E. Mahon farm and has a light gasser in

the Big Injun sand. On Hollywood
creek, Geary district, the South Penn Oil

Company has drilled its test on the Al-

bert Hemrick farm through the Big Injun

sand and has a good gasser. On Shaver

fork, in the same district, the United Fuel
Gas Company is due in the sand at a test

on the Betty Damewood farm. On Hol-
lywood creek the same company is down
1500 ft. at a test on the Philip Keene
farm. The same company has six or
eight other wells drilling or starting in

Geary district.

One of the largest oil and gas deals
ever made in West Virginia was recently

closed by the purchase by the Echo Oil

and Gas Company from the Twelve Pole
Coke and Iron Company of several

thousand acres of mineral land in Wayne
county. This land is rich in both oil and
gas and will be developed.

A new field has been found on Fishing

creek, Wetzel county. The oil is found
in the Gordon sand, and one 15-bbl. pro-

ducer has caused much new work to

start. In the Smithfield district, the South
Penn Oil Company has drilled No. 21 on
the H. L. Smith farm and has found only

a little gas.

New Utah Railroads
Special. Correspondence

Two railroads are projected for eastern

and southern Utah and, if completed,

will lead to the further development of

the mineral resources of these arts of the

State, especially the coal lands. The
Eastern Utah Railroad Company was in-

corporated recently to built a road from
Wellington, Carbon county, to Emery,
in Emery county, near the Sevier county

line. The road will connect with the

Denver & Rio Grande, at Wellington, and
will run southwesterly for about 60 miles,

passing through the extensive coalfields

in Emery county which, on account of

lack of transportation facilities, have re-

ceived but little attention. Carbon county

has been producing the greater part of

the coal mined in the State for the last

10 years or more, but it is thought the

Emery fields will produce generously

>vith a proper outlet. Grading has been

started between Wellington and Orange-
ville, the first part of the road being over

relatively level country. The general

route is along the old survey made by the

Rio Grande Western about 20 years ago.

Henry Wade, of Price, is president of the

company.

The Utah & Grand Canon Railroad,

which is to open up a new section in

southern Utah between Lund, on the Salt

Lake route, and Knarraville, near the

Washington-Iron county line, and which

is to continue toward St. George and on

to Searchlight, Nev., to connect with the

Santa Fe, has acquired the right of way
through most of the private property in

its route and has applied to the Govern-

ment for right of way over the Govern-

ment land, through which it is to pass.

Actual construction has been begun be-

tween Lund and Iron Springs, a dis-

tance of 20 miles. The road will pass in

the neighborhood of large iron and coal

deposits in this section. It is under-
stood that the same company has made
surveys for a proposed line between
Marysvale, the terminus of the San Pete
Valley branch of the Denver & Rio
Grande, southeast to the Grand canon.

Alamos District, Sonora
Special Correspondence

E. G. Swayze and E. H. May, of

Kansas City were in Alamos recently,

completing the purchase of the Plata

Fina mine in the Promontorios district.

T. P. Brinnegar, in charge of the prop-

erty, has let contracts for development,

which will be pushed as rapidly as pos-

sible. G. W. DuBes, of New Orleans, is

developing a silver property in the same
locality. He has three shafts down to

depth varying from 75 to 100 ft. in depth,

and has installed steam hoists and pump.
At Sobia, 30 miles southeast of Alamos,

Louis H. Wilson ana J. L. Obermuller
have completed their five-stamp mill and
have it in operation, treating the free-

milling gold ore from their Prieta mine.

They have a shaft down 200 ft., and have

a good body of medium-grade gold ore.

Fred C. Tatum, of New York, is sinking

three shafts on the Black Fox claim, and
it is said is meeting with encouraging

results. Daniel McKenzie is in charge.

Charles W. Smith is operating a 10-

stamp mill on ore from the La Junta

mine owned by the Mexican company.
The ore is mostly free milling, and it is

said will average $40 per ton. The high-

giade ore is being shipped.

At Matapaco on the Mayo river, 50

miles north of Alamos, Todd C. Wood-
worth, W. R. Layne and associates are

developing a silver property of unusual

interest. There are a number of veins

from 20 to 30 ft. in width, the gangue
being principally calcite and barite. They
are plainly exposed on the surface, in one

case for a distance of more than one

mile. The work has demonstrated that

there are large bodies of payable silver

ores. John M. Akers and Joseph Burk-

hard are in charge.

The Alamos Mining and Exploration

Company has resumed work at Plomosas.

15 miles east of Alamos. This property

was opened two years ago and a large

body of concentrating ore developed.

Further development is to be carried on

during this year, and a mill will probably

be built soon. Alvino Lloyd is manager.

Idaho 1910 Production

According to statistics furnished by F.

C. Moore, State mine inspector of Idaho,

the production of the State for 1910 was
as follows: Gold. 49,289 fine oz.; silver,

7,890,388 o/. ; lead, 239.144,570 lb.; cop-

per. 5.827,639 lb.; zinc, 5,995,600 lb. The
total estimated value is S17, 135,696, an

increase of SI,528,834 over the preceding

year.
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1 PERS O NAL 1

Mining aud metallurgical engineers are In-

IN.: AND Ml MNli
i of their movements and

ntments.

B. B. Thayer has returned from Mon-

Simonds & Burns have moved their

offices from 60 Wall to 55 Liberty street.

New York.

E. C. Clapp has been appointed man-

ager of La Luz hacienda, at Coscotitlan,

Pachuca. .Mexico.

Prof. R. H. Richards has gone to Mon-
tana and will make a somewhat extended

visit in the West

A. Bement. consulting engineer, has

moved from the Fisher building to 206

South La Salle street,, Chicago.

John C. Greenway, manager of the

Calumet & Arizona mines at Bisbee, has

been appointed a regent of the University

of Arizona.

William Miller Booth, chemist and en-

gineer of Syracuse, N. Y., has established

a branch office at No. 299 Broadway,

New York.

A. G. Kirby, manager of the Nova
Scotia mine. Cobalt, Ont., has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Moneta

r.ine. Porcupine.

.Malcolm M. Ray has been appointed

chief accountant of Real del Monte &
Pachuca Mining Company, at Las Calas,

Pachuca. .Mexico.

C. H. Buffet has been appointed gen-

eral superintendent of the mines of the

.Manhattan Exploration Company near

La Dura, Mexico.

Edgar A. Collins, superintendent of

the Montana-Tonopah mine, Tonopah,

New. resigned, to take effect April 1.

.Mr. Collins will go to South Africa.

James Ashworth, general manager of

the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company,
Fernie, B. C. has resigned and is suc-

ceeded by W. R. Wilson, of Toronto.

Otto F. Heizer resigned as superinten-

dent of the Nevada Hills mine, at Fair-

view, Jan. 15, and is now superintendent

of the Seven Troughs Coalition mines, at

Seven Troughs, Nevada.

Walter Harvey Weed is now examining

the property of the Transvaal Copper

Company at Cumpas, Sonora, Mexico,

having just completed the examination

-azzini mine at Arizpe, Sonora.

':',. Lamb has been appointed con-

sulting engineer for the Swastika Min-
• • Company, Otto township. Ont. He
recently concluded examinations in South

Lorrain and Cobalt and has left for Por-

cupine.

innotince the merger

of the hi: Mildon & Russell,

onora .Mining A

'uma, with their own engine-ring

business. They have offices at Mocte-

zuma and Nacozari, Sonora, Mexico.

Victor G. Hills, of Denver, has been

appointed consulting engineer and gen-

eial manager of the Scheelite Mines, Ltd.,

at Moose River, Halifax county, N. S.,

and will construct a mill for the concen-

tration and magnetic separation of the

tungsten ores mined by the company.

J. W. Deetrick has been promoted

from superintendent of the Republic Iron

and Steel Company's plants in the

Youngstown, O., district, to general man-

ager of the company, effective April 1.

Peter Gordon, assistant to Mr. Deetrick,

has been named manager of the Youngs-

town plants.

Frank H. Probert has just left Los

Angeles for Ray, Arizona, where he will

be engaged for four or five days in look-

ing over the property of the Ray Central

Company, after which he will go to

Guanajuato, Mexico, to make examina-

tions of the mines owned by the Proprie-

tary Mines Company, of America.

Jesse Scobey, has purchased an in-

terest in the Henry E. Wood Ore Testing

Company, of Denver, and is now vice-

piesidertt and secretary of the company.

In connection with their regular assaying,

chemical and ore testing work, they will

act as consulting engineers in the design

and equipment of milling plants, and as

managers and agents of mining proper-

ties for foreign investors.

+ OB ITUARY +
Ernest N. Atkins, general manager of

the Atolia Mining Company, owner of

the second largest tungsten mine in the

United States, in San Bernardino county,

Cal., died at his home in San Francisco,

March 23. He had been ill of pneumonia,

but was thought to be recovering. He
was 31 years old. His wife and infant

child survive him.

Samuel Pyrah, 69 yezrs of age, one

of the most prominent and successful

coal operators in the block coalfield of

Indiana, died at Brazil, Ind., April 1.

He was born in Yorkshire, Eng. Believ-

ing that the United States offered greater

opportunities for the young man, he

came to this country a few years after

reaching his manhood. He first engaged

in the sawmill business, but later in coal

mining, to which he devoted nearly 35

years of his life. He owned and oper-

ated several mines in the block coalfield

and was regarded as an unusually suc-

cessful operator. In 1873 Mr. Pyrah

married Phoebe Bayer, who survives him,

with several sons well qualified by ex-

perience to continue their father's min-

ing business.

William O. Clymo died at Butte, Mont.,

Feb. 26, aged 50 years. He was born

in Redruth, Cornwall. He came to this

country with his parents when a lad of

9 years, and was reared in the town of

Pioche, Nev. He went to school in

Nevada and there began his life work of

mining engineering. He had lived in

Butte 29 years. During the greater num-
ber of those years he was superintendent

of leases for the Butte & Boston Mining

Company. Later, he was one of the

promoters of the Butte & Ballaklava Min-

ing Company but retired from that com-

pany soon after it was fully organized.

At the time of his death he was interested

with some others, and also with the

owner, James A. Murray, in developing

the Ticon group of mines. His wife, who
was Miss Esther Schwarz, of San Fran-

cisco, survives him.

Thomas Rickard died at Berkeley, Cal.,

March 25, aged 41 years. He was a son

of Reuben Rickard, one of the pioneer

mining engineers of California, and a

nephew of Thomas Rickard, of London.

Thomas Rickard was born in France and

graduated from the University of Cali-

fornia in 1887. He lived in Nevada, prac-

tising his profession for a year after

leaving college, and then returned to San

Francisco, where he took an interest in

the firm of Parke, Lacey & Co., sellers

of mining machinery. In 1901 he joined

J. O. Harron and Alex McCone in buy-

ing out the older firm, the name being

changed to Harron, Rickard & McCone.

He was vice-president of this concern at

the time of his death. Mr. Rickard found

time to be active in public affairs, having

served as mayor of Berkeley, as member

of the Chamber of Commerce, and as

trustee of the California Institute for the

Deaf and Blind. He was prominent in

lodge and club circles.

S0C1ETIES<WTECHNICAL SCHOOLS £fe

Rocky Mountain Club, of New York—
On April 15, C. J. Blanchard, of the Re-

clamation Service, gives an illustrated

talk on the work which is being done by

the Department of the Interior in re-

claiming the arid lands of the West.

Mining Society of Nova Scotia—At the

recent annual meeting the following of-

ficers were chosen: President, G. J. Part-

ington; first vice-president, Prof. F. H.

Sexton; second vice-president, Thomas
Cantley; council, C. E. Starr, Hiram Don-

kin, R. H. Brown, H. E. Coll, A. L. Mc-

Callum, A. A. Hayward, Hon. R. Drum-
mond, G. W. Stuart, John Johnston.

Capt. John Ericsson Memorial Society

of Swedish Engineers—This society has

just moved into new quarters in the

United Engineers Building, New York.

The society was organized by prominent

Swedish engineers in 1907. Its officers

are: Carl Geo. P. de Laval, president;

Karl Vesterdahl and Frank Mossberg,

vice-presidents; Gust. Pers. Wern, treas-

urer; Algot Sylven, secretary; Birger

Nauckoff, financial secretary; John

Bergeson, librarian; J. E. Fries, master of

ceremonies.
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F.ditorial Corresnonftenre
San Francisco

April 7—Whatever the judicable status

of the action of the U. S. postal author-

ities in the matter of recent arrests of

mining- and oil-stock brokers, the tem-

porary effect must be salutary. If the

authorities in New York and San Fran-

cisco make good their charges of fraud-

ulent uses of the mails against the men
under arrest it will develop that they

have run down some of the old and per-

sistent offenders of this class who have

heretofore escaped.

The character of the evidence adduced

by the State in the trial of Dr. C. How-

ard Merritt, charged with issuing a false

and misleading oil prospectus, in the Su-

perior court at Oakland, indicates the

methods employed by many of the bogus

companies that hold out alluring induce-

ments to prospective purchasers of oil

and and mining stocks in California.

Merritt began operations during the per-

iod of Mr. Roosevelt's administration, and

named his original enterprise the Roose-

velt Oil Company, which he abandoned

upon demand of the President. The

present company is the Hawaee, which

claims to own 6000 acres of the best oil

prospects in the State, in Inyo county,

near Owens lake. Investigation was made

and the defendant brought to trial

through the efforts of Lewis E. Aubury,

State mineralogist, who has shown that

Merritt's company does not own the land,

and that it is not oil land. This is one

of several similar cases that have been

investigated by the State Mining Bureau,

some of which have been turned over

to the postal authorities with good pros-

pect of conviction through the Federal

courts.

The Southern Pacific and the Standard

have made public denial of the report of

the taking over by the Standard of the

railroad's Associated stock. These de-

nials have no effect on the popular be-

lief that there is a deal on for a change

in the control of the Associated, and the

further fact that the Standard is extend-

ing refining facilities at Point Richmond,

and has removed the official head of its

pioducing department from San Francisco

to Bakersfield encourages the belief that

in some way the Standard will eventually

become one of only two great producing

and marketing concerns in the State, thus

placing the entire production and market-

ing of petroleum in the hands of the

Union, the Standard, and the Independ-

ents, excepting, of course, the few large

operators that have never been wholly

dependent upon any of the big corpora-

tions. Since the Union has reduced the

storage rates to the Independent Agency

their relations have been strengthened.

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of the/

World

Denver

April 9—The March output of the

Cripple Creek mines is now given at 73,-

125 tons of a gross bullion value of $1,-

358,455, over $100,000 in excess of Febru-

ary, this being largely due to the open

weather and better facilities for trans-

porting ore and for working of plants.

The general mining interests of the

State, however, as far as investment or

prosperity goes, are unutterably dull. It

is no use to disguise it, there is no specu-

lation in mines, no dealing in stocks.

Four of the leading mining engineers of

this city say this week, that their office

doors might as well be closed for all they

are doing, or for that matter, have been

doing, for over a year. The consensus

of opinion of these four engineers is,

that the chief reason for it is, that there

is no longer an army of men "behind a

burro" as of yore, no longer any local

pools in the mining camps, grub-staking

the prospector, for the merchants in the

camps are barely making expenses, so

no longer as of yore can the prospector

go to the merchant in the springtime and

say, "Well! I've got two burros and a

camp outfit," and have the merchant

answer, "Well! I've got $500 says you

can outfit for a summer's work"; and

their opinion also is, that both are scared

out by the heavy taxation and the string-

ency of the forest-service rules and the

operation of its hirelings. The machin-

ery business likewise is dull and so on

all round. Of course, at this time of

year the high mines of the San Juan

and other regions are still in the grip of

winter snows, and blockaded roads, and

this contributes somewhat to the uni-

versal dullness of the mining industry.

Cripple Creek is a notable exception to

this, and credit for the same is due to the

success of Deep Drainage tunnel in

unwatering the mines and so giving a

tremendous incentive to prospecting, ap-

plications for leases, company work in

the now unwatered deep levels, and num-

bers of long idle properties being "started

up" again. Leadville is doing well but

the fierce smithsonite excitement has

largely abated since the Scottish banquet
in the zinc stope. This week the big

and unwieldy Yak mill has closed down
as it was found it would not pay, but the

Yak tunnel and mining enterprise is suc-

cessful.

Salt Lake City

April 8—Regarding the recent dis-

coveries of lead ore by the Utah Apex
in Bingham, the eastern offices have been

notified that a large body of shipping

grade has been opened. This is a bedded

deposit, and has been developed for more
than 30 ft. in thickness. The greater part

of this body will run 30 per cent, lead,

and will be shipped direct to the smel-

tery. This is one of the most important

developments made recently, and is a re-

sult of the extensive development which
is being done in advance of ore extrac-

tion and milling. The mill has been
closed down nearly six months, and dur-

ing this period the management has been
devoting its attention exclusively to de-

velopment, the only ore shipped being

that which was taken out in doing this

work. During March 1000 tons were

sent to the market. Several important

orebodies have been opened, and the re-

serves are in better shape .than at any

time in the history of the mine. During

the past five months over 3400 ft. of new
workings have been driven. In the Par-

venue section raises have been run from

four drifts, and have encountered high-

grade lead ore in each case, which proved

to be from 40 to 54 ft. in thickness. Mill-

ing ore has also been developed. The

latest strike is in a different locality than

former development. A long crosscut is

being driven from the seventh level, 350

ft. above the main tunnel for the Dana

and Louise orebodies, which were opened

on level No. 4. An ore-bearing fissure

has been encountered by this crosscut.

Copper ore has also been cut in a raise,

and assays 6 per cent, copper, 7.4 oz.

silver, and 33 per cent. iron. This ore

has been drifted on for 150 ft. Copper

ore will not be mined at present, as spe-

cial attention is being given to the de-

velopment of the new lead-bearing sec-

tion. The new fissure cut on the seventh

level will furnish ore for the mill, which

is to be started up about May 1.

While there has been some talk of co-

operation between Utah and Colorado

for building a tunnel through the divide

at the present terminus of the Moffat

road, the general impression appears to

be that, since the death of Mr. Moffat,

the project has lost its impetus, and for

the present at least is not likely to be

undertaken.
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Butte

B -Owing to the general curtail-

in the production of copper in the

nines, the company

my improvements in

the mines and surface plants. Develop-

ment in the mines has been carried to a

point where more ore. both high- and

low-grade, has been blocked out than

ct before, at one time, been ac-

)le to immediate mining in the camp,

and the lower levels of the mines have

— fully proven the theory that the

oiebodies increase in richness with depth.

The development of compressed air by

the use of electricity, to be used as the

motive power of the hoisting engines in

the place of steam, will cheapen the pro-

duction of copper by reducing the con-

sumption of coal. It is thought that the

present rate of production will be main-

tained until an improvement in the metal

situation.

Tonopah

April 10—The Tonopah Mining Corn-

pan) has brought suit in the U. S. Cir-

cuit Court at San Francisco attacking the

legality of the Federal Corporation in-

come tax as applied to mining corpora-

tions. The direct object of the suit is to

recover S5186 paid to the collector under

ptotest last March, together with the ac-

crued interest. Although the legality of

the act was confirmed by the Supreme

Court recently, the attorney for the com-

pany evokes the Federal constitution,

most of his points being under Sections

2 and 9 of Article 1. It is charged that

the law is an attempt to levy a direct tax

without providing for an apportionment

of the tax among the several States of

the Union; that the tax is arbitrary and

discriminatory; that it takes private prop-

erty for public use without just com-

pensation, and publishes confidential facts

not essential to the collecting of the tax.

amounting to "unreasonable search and

seizure." Another cause of complaint by

the company is that the collector refused

to concede that the ore taken out of the

mine depreciates the value ol the whole

property to that extent. Thus there was

SI,190,458 worth of rock removed dur-

ing 1900 which was not taken into con-

sideration in fixing the tax.

»nto

A new mining area known as

sk, lying ' north ol Hailej -

;n Quebec province, is attracting

It is about 20 miles

wide, extending from Lake Opasatika to

Lake MissinabI 1,000 acres

il finds of

d. The Mini Ik

partment of Qu(

litions

'een mad' le to them

lowed to stake and record 200 acres with-

out charge. This will hold his claim for

one year, after which he must do 25

days' work and pay 50c. per acre rental.

It is understood that the Ontario Gov-

ernment, as the result of the investiga-

tion, recently undertaken to ascertain the

output of the silver mines of Gowganda
and Elk Lake, requiring transportation

facilities, declines to build an extension

of the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario

Railway at present. It is prepared,

however, to accept the alternative pro-

posal recently submitted to them by those

interested and will grant a charter to any

private company that is found to under-

take the work.

rorcupine

April 5— E. A. Wallberg, who controls

the British Canadian Power Company, of

Cobalt, which supplies compressed air

and electricity to a large number of the

mines there, has announced that he has

made final preparations for entering into

the Porcupine field. A good water power

has been secured at Wawaitin falls,

which is only a short distance from the

center of the district. It will, of course,

be necessary to wait until the railroad is

running before the machinery can be

taken in.

A spectacular stampede occurred a

few days ago at Cochrane, which is the

present terminus of the railway. A speck

of gold was found in a concrete chimney

among the sand and gravel, and there

was an immediate rush to stake all the

gravel pits in the neighborhood. Large

amounts of gravel were lying along the

streets of the town and this was assid-

uously panned by the excited inhabitants.

Numerous specks of gold, and even an

occassional small nugget was found, but

it is to be feared that the discoveries are

hardly as important as the stakers would

like to believe.

During the last week of March nine

new Porcupine mining companies, with

an aggregate capitalization of S9,580,000

obtained charters. Altogether the cap-

ital of the mining companies of this new
district will total nearly S40,000,000, and

new companies will be promoted all the

time. These figures sound a note of

warning, because, at the present time

there are only two properties which have

large reserves of ore already blocked

out, and although there are a number of

extremely promising prospects, a large-

number of promoters are advertising

shares in companies that are palpably

wild cats.

Public attention has been turned al-

most entirely to the gold shares and as a

consequence the Cobalts have suffered.

Some of the more important companies

will shortly have their shares on the mar-

Mid so far there has heen little dif-

ficulty in having the shares underwritten.

The duplication Of the names of main'

of these companies is liable to cause

trouble, and should be more carefully

supervised by the government.

Chihuahua
April 5—During the latter days of

March there was some improvement in

conditions, political and revolutionary, so

that mining operations were somewhat
bettered. The contingency of the Chi-

huahua plant of the American Smelting

and Refining Company being closed down
on account of coke and coal shortage was
dispelled by the opening of freight traffic

south and the arrival of sufficient supply

to not only preclude an early shut-down,

but also to permit of the blowing in the

fifth and last furnace. The supply of

lime rock has been ample and will so

continue so long as the Orient railway,

running to the east, is kept open. The
greatest shortage is in silicious ore, which
comes mainly from the south and west,

but this is somewhat relieved by regular

shipments from Parral and vicinity. No
ore has been moved from the west since

early in March, on account of the tie-up

of the line of the Mexican Northwestern

by the insurrectos. However, the insur-

rectos did permit the moving of outgoing

supplies during the latter part of the

month, so that provisions and mine sup-

plies, including dynamite, have been re-

ceived by several companies, which

would have been otherwise compelled to

close down indefinitely. The majority

of the large mines in the western part

of the State are operating uninterruptedly,

although the camps are in control of the

insurrectos, who, however, appear from

all accounts, to be preserving as good
order as does the government. Chihuahua
city experienced for the first 16 days of

March a monotonous period of "incom-

municado," having no train or mail ser-

vice, and with only occasional telegraphic

communication anywhere. Some food

stuffs were advanced in price by foreign

merchants in particular, but when it was
learned that there was ample stock of

necessities for at least two months and

traffic was resumed to the south, normal

prices prevailed again. It is not antic-

ipated that the railroad south will be

again tampered with, so that little or no

anxiety is felt over the situation. The

National Railway has abandoned its ef-

fort to put in shape the 200 miles of

railroad between here and El Paso, as

experience has demonstrated its futility

so long as the insurrectos are in the

field. As fast as the last repairs were

made they were destroyed by the insur-

rectos, who followed closely in the wake

of the guarded repair crews. Within and

about the city there were during the lat-

ter days of March about 2500 federal

soldiers, and this force was considered

ample for the protection of the city in the

evenl of long-heralded attack by the 4000

insurrectos, known to be surrounding the

city within a radius of 50 miles.
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The Minind News
Alaska

Press despatches of April 11 state that

the entire business district of Iditarod

City has been destroyed by fire.

Valdez-Bonanza—Ore in a 5-in. vein,

some of which is half gold and which will

average $15,000 to the ton, has been dis-

covered on this property on Mineral creek

near Valdez, adding much to the excite-

ment in this districts.

Amalgamated Development Company—
This company has six wells down, three

of which are yielding 1200 bbl. of pe-

troleum per 24 hours. A dock is being

built on Controller Bay for the com-

pany's use, and preparations are being

made to ship 20,000 bbl. of oil. Charles

O'Connor, Katalla has charge of the work.

Eureka-Alaska Exploration Company—
This new corporation has been formed to

operate in Iditarod and other districts.

A. R. Abrahamsen, of Eureka, Cal., is

president.

Arizona

Cochise County

Copper Belle—The company has won

its suit involving the bond given to the

Shannon Copper Company, and it is ex-

pected that the company will recover its

property, which is developed extensively.

Gila County

Miami— Until the ore pocket at Miami's

main shaft is completed it will be im-

possible to hoist sufficient ore to supply

more than two units of the concentrator.

About 200 tons of concentrates were

shipped April 3 to Cananea. Unit No.

4 at the concentrator was given a pre-

liminary run April 3. Unit No. 1 will

probably be started soon and work is

being rushed on units 5 and 6. One
churn drill is working at the extreme

northwestern portion of Miami ground

close to the Inspiration line, and another

has resumed work on the Pascoe group

also in the northern part of the property.

Superior & Boston—The 1000- ft. sta-

tion in the McGaw shaft, has been fin-

ished and a 3000-gal. pump installed.

Pinal County

Camp Bonito—This company, of which

Col. W. F. Cody is president, reports the

discovery of a deposit of scheelite at the

property in Old Hat district. The tung-

sten is associated with gold ore in a

shale formation.

Yuma County

Yuma Copper Company—The company
is taking a referendum vote among its

shareholders on the future policy that

shall be adopted. The company has se-

cured an extension for one vear on final

Reports of New Enter-

prises, New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. Tho
Current; Hisiory of

Minim

land payment of $23,000, due in April,

but the treasury is exhausted, and no
commercial ore has been developed by

either the shaft or the diamond drill.

Clara Consolidated—E. D. Ellson, sec-

retary, anounces that the smeltery at

Swansea will resume shortly.

California

Eight suits have been filed against the

Selby smelting company, charging dam-
ages to crops and injury to health of per-

sons residing on the opposite side of

Carquinez straits from the smeltery, at

Valleio. The last two suits filed are

for SI 1,700 and $18,500, respectively.

Smelters have formerly paid alleged

damages where the claims were small, in

order to avoid legal expenses and delays;

but the ease with which such damages
have been collected seems to have en-

couraged higher expectations.

Eldorado County

Murdock—This drift gravel mine at

Nigger flat, near Placerville, has been

bonded to P. K. Kelsey, of Lewiston,

Idaho, and others, who will reopen it on

an extensive scale. The mine has been

worked with a 5-stamp mill for several

years by the owners, W. and Thomas
Murdock.

Good Luck—This mine, near Diamond

Springs, which was closed on account cf

bad weather, will be worked with a larger

force by Robert Mitchell, of Berkeley.

Fort Jim—The old 800- ft. tunnel on

this gravel mine on the Newtown chan-

nel has been opened for 300 ft. When
the full length of the caved portion of the

tunnel has been opened machinery will

be installed. Dr. J. W. Hyatt and Henry

Steitz have a purchase option.

Imperial County

Discovery of placer gold 15 miles east

of Brawley and about 20 miles north-

east of Holtville has caused a rush into

the desert. The nearest drinking water is

10 miles distant, though water for pan-

ning is found at a depth of 40 ft. in the

camp, which is known as District No.

11. Frank Rochefort and John Whitlnck,

of Holtville, are among the locators.

Kern County

Windy Alter much dead work the

vein has been found in this mine near

Randsburg at the 140- ft. level. Two feet

of milling ore is being mined in the drift.

Mascot— High-grade rock is being ex-

tracted from this mine south of Rands-

burg. Powell & Humphreys are owners.

Phoenix A 500- ft. winze will be sunk

on the vein in this mine near Johannes-

burg. The 5-stamp mill is in steady

operation.

Ajax—This mine, near Johannesburg,

has been financed, and a shaft is being

sunk on a seam of $50 rock. J. M.

Beach, of Los Angeles, is manager.

Placer County

Beaver Dredge Company—This com-

pany, of Los Angeles capital, is building a

new dredge on the Hawk ranch, near

Rocklin, to cost SI 24,000. dimensions 40

by 90 feet.

Hidden Treasure—Mining will be re-

sumed as soon as the snow is off. Harold

Power, of Auburn, is owner.

Plumas County

Bushman — These placer mines, on

Black Hawk creek near Quincy, are being

put in operation after being idle dur-

ing the winter on account of the snow.

Captain Adams, of San Francisco, man-

ager.

San Bernardino County

It is reported that William H. Crane,

president of the American Lithia & Chem-
ical Company, of New York, and princi-

pal owner of the Pala mines, has recom-

mended the construction of a plant at

San Bernardino for the treatment of the

lithia ores, which have been formerly

shipped to New York for treatment

Calzona Mines Company—A hoist was

recently installed, and the shaft sunk 110

ft. Work will be continued during the

summer. Dr. R. M. Vermilye, Calzona,

is manager.

Steece Copper Company—The shaft on

this mine, near Calzona. is down 380 ft.,

and will be continued. A. W. Martin,

Calzona, manager.

Santa Barbara County

G. H. Brown has located 2 1 ' miles of

ocean beach near Santa Barbara and will

work the black sand and gravel which he

claims yields about 32c. per cu.yd. In

high tide the pay sand and gravel has a

width of 20 ft., which at low tide is in-

creased to about 100 feet.

Santa Maria Petroleum and Pipeline

Company—This is a new incorporation of
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. sco and Berkeley capital

formed to operate in Santa Maria field.

Sussman, San Francisco, presi-

dent.

Tuolumne Co

T.irjnttila—Twenty stamps are being

installed at this mine, near Sonora.

Thomas Russell, superintendent, has re-

signed.

Kanaka—This mine, near Groveland,
which was a dividend payer until litiga-

tion caused a shutdown, will be put in

operation. L. E. Parr is manager.

it- Star—This mine, at Chin-

P- has been sold to the United
Gold Mine and .Milling Company, of

London, operating adjoining properties.

The price is reported to be S150,000.

Jack—The ownership of this

mine, which has been in litigation for 12

/ears, has again been decided vested in

the Evalina Gold .Mining Company.

Colorado
Boulder County

Great activity is manifested in building

milling plants for the treatment of low-

grade sulpho-telluride ores of this dis-

trict. Two large ones are now under
construction and nearly completed, and a

third is to be started soon by the Metal
.Mining Association, of which John R.

Wood is secretary. These are all cyanide
plants.

The Colorado Metals and Chemicals
Company is turning the old Bailey mill,

at Eldora, into a modern cyanide plant
of 50 tons capacity.

Strong demand at higher prices for

tungsten, it is stated, has again opened
all the properties at Nederland producing
that class of ore.

Clear Creek and Gilpin Counties

The Camp Beshear "gold excitement,

"

about which so much was said a few
months ago, has not been heard of lately,

and the "excitement" has apparently
much abated. But a report is now rife

that 3 ft. of ore "showing free gold" has
been found in the Lone Jack, on Lincoln
mountain. It is also stated that there are

OS of gold ore, worth $40 per ton on
the dump of the Esconado, and that the

Black Diamond, near the summit of the

mountain, has a 6-in. streak of --(if) K old

and silver ore.

Western Metals Company The com-
pany which controls the Malm process
reports a continuation of tests on ores.

A bond issue of -25.000 to complete the

n plant is offered to the stock-

holders. John L. Malm is president.

Lake County—Leadville
Ht. Champion Gold Mining Company
This property, in Lackawanna gulch,

bed or horizontal deposit of ore,

- have an averar • grade of

ton in «old, and of which it is claimed
there are 90,000 tons in si^ht. A tramway

will be built 9000 ft. from mine to mill

site.

Result—This property, under lease to

Frank Zaitz, adjoins the Forest City and
Robert Emmet, is producing about 1000
tons per month of iron ore, running well
in silver.

Baby—The lessees on this property on
Iron hill continues to send out shipments
of high-grade lead ore, with the oreshoot
holding out well.

Garbutt—The Garbutt, on Bruce hill,

has four fissure veins of gold and silver

ore, and from now on it is stated that the
mine will ship 75 tons of $45 ore daily.

Sunday—The lessees on this Cali-
fornia Gulch property are shipping about
500 tons per month of lead ore, carrying
gold.

Kankakee—This tunnel, in Birdseye
district, is in 2900 ft., and will be driven
several hundred feet further below any
of the veins intersected will be exploited
by drifting.

Louisville—Thirty-five tons per day of
zinc ore are being shipped from this mine
through the Yak tunnel by Harrison Rey-
nolds.

Teller County—Cripple Creek
Cresson— In march the output of this

mine was about 2500 tons of $25 gold
ore.

Fair Chance—A new strike has been
made at grass roots in this property on
Gold hill, and 30 tons of mill ore has
been shipped by A. T. Rankin, Lessee.

Granite—The properties of this com-
pany, on Battle mountain, are credited
with an output of 45 cars in March, the
average being given at $25 per ton.

Little Clara—This mine, now operated
through the Ophelia tunnel by lessees,

found a small shoot of high-grade syl-

vanite ore and have made a shipment,
which it is guessed at 3 oz. gold per ton.

Mary McKinney—Two cars of \y2 -0z.
gold ore per week are being sent out
through the Pressler shaft, by Russell &
Walker, lessees. The Howard shaft is

also producing and the main shaft is be-
ing worked on company account.

Stratton's Independence—Results for

February, production 2087 tons, averag-
ing 19 dwt. 3 grains per ton; low-grade
mine and dump ore milled, 9100 tons.

Net working profit at mine and mill de-
partments, $1 1,062.

San JUrtN District

The March shipment of concentrates
from Telluride was 74 cars of 25 tons
each, the gold-bullion shipments arc not
Kivcn.

Tomboy - The Exploration Company, of
London, reports the returns for March as
follows: Mill ran 29 days; crushed 0800
ions; yielding bullion, $38,500; concen-

shipped, ^27,000; total, $05,500;
expenses, $40,500; profit, $25,000.

Idaho

Couer d'Alene District

Stewart—This company is reported to
have paid its indebtedness and accumu-
lated a surplus of $70,000, which will be
devoted to the construction of a concen-
trator of 500 tons capacity at the mine.
M. W. Bacon is reported to have made
the announcement that an official report
of the company's operations, physical
and financial, would be issued to stock-
holders soon.

Carney—This copper company, near
Mullan, has awarded a contract for 600
ft. of driving and drifting to D. Martin,
of Morenci, Ariz.

Indiana

Gibson County
The Northwestern Coal and Supply

Company, of Chicago, has entered the
Oakland City coalfield and is buying coal
land in the vicinity, paying $30 an acre
for the coal rights. The company is pre-
paring to sink one or two shafts during
the coming summer. Other companies
are also purchasing coal rights in the
Oakland City field. The Bugg Coal
Company home office Oakland City, is

drilling several test holes.

Sullivan County
The Union mine, owned by the Consol-

idated Indiana Coal Company, of Sulli-
van, has shut down five entries, throwing
more than 100 men out of employment.
The uncertain state of the market is given
as the cause.

Michigan

Copper

Seneca—This subsidiary company of
the Calumet & Hecla has suspended op-
eration. A shaft was put down to 950 ft.

and drifting from this point carried on
the lode was well defined, but carried
little copper. The first level opened
showed the ground badly broken.

One.ca—The shaft continues sinking
toward the depth from which the rich
core was taken. It is bottomed below
the sixth level. The surface equipment
is capable of handling to 1500 feet.

Calumet & Hecla—The exchange of
rock that went into effect the first of the
year, whereby the Calumet & Hecla mills
stamp only conglomerate rock from its

mine and subsidiary, and the amygdaloid
rock was handled by the Tamarack and
Osceola mill, was discontinued on
April 1 and all the companies are again
handling their own products.

Isle Royale—This company is replac-
ing the foundations under one of the
stamp heads at its mill. This work will

probably take about two months to com-
plete and during this time production will

be reduced.
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South Lake—Development has been

practically suspended, awaiting further

financing.

Indiana—The shaft at this property is

down 100 ft. and is bottomed in a felsite

formation. No. 13 drill hole has recently

penetrated an amygdaloid formation

about 25 ft. wide, showing heavy copper.

Bohemia—This company has suspend-

ed exploratory work. A number of drill

holes were put down in the eastern por-

tion of its lands without revealing any-

thing of an encouraging nature.

Gratiot—This company suspended op-

erations on April 1, two shafts have been

sunk to considerable depth and a large

amount of lateral opening done; early in

the year a mill run was made, but the

rock from the upper levels did not yield

well in mineral, although an improve-

ment was noted in the lower levels.

Minnesota

Cuyuna Range

M. Weum, of Moorhead, and J. A.

Stetson, of Deerwood and Duluth, have
been drilling in lot 3 and NW*4- SW*4-
Sec. 4- T 46- R 28.

Ossipee—The Whiteside interests of

Duluth have five drills at work on the

Van Horn farm about three miles from
Cssipee, 16 miles north of Brainerd.

June Lake Iron Company—C. W. Potts,

of Superior, has been drilling for the

June Lake Iron Company, on 71 acres,

leased from Congdon & Hartley, in sec.

9- T 46- R 29.

Mesabi Range

Scranton—This mine, south of Hibbing
will at last enter the shipping list this

season. The concrete shaft, 150 ft.

deep, was recently completed by the

Foundation Company, of New York, and
drifting is in progress from the bottom
of it. A steel shaft house is now being
erected and operations will soon be in

progress.

Vermilion Range

Winton Vermilion Iron Company—
This Minneapolis company has been in-

corporated to operate on the Vermilion
range. The incorporators are George I.

Graham, George Salzer, and H. D. Car-
mack, capital $500,000. The tract which
will be explored lies in Lake county,

northeast of Winton. Machinery will soon
be installed.

Murphy Robinson—J. Pfeiffer has sold

his interest in this claim, near Armstrong
lake, to B. Everett, of Tower. Mr.
Pfeiffer expects to start work in sec.

19- T 62- R 14.

White Iron Lake—The drill on this

pioperty in sec. 4- T 61- R 15, is reported

still in the ore.

Chicago Vermilion—The shaft is down
60 ft and at that depth is in slate, the

latter being supposed to lie between the

greenstone and the orebody. The inten-
tion is to drift at the 100- ft. level. The
land adjoins the Rice Bay property and it

is hoped that the same high-grade ore
will be found by the Chicago Vermilion
as at the Rice Bav.

Montana

Butte District

Anaconda—At the Badger State mine
stope work was stopped for a time about
a month ago, and on the 1300-, 1600-
and 1800-ft. levels crosscutting, drifting
and raising, for development of the ore-
bodies, is being actively carried on. There
are 150 men on the payroll at present,
and 300 tons of ore are being hoisted
daily. The new building containing the

mine offices, and accommodations for

150 miners, has been completed. At the

Mountain View mine the work of chang-
ing and alining the hoist, preparatory to

the use of compressed air, is nearing
completion, though it is not yet known
how soon mining will be resumed there.

It was lately found that the main shaft

was out of plumb 6 in. from the collar

to the 200 level, caused by a shifting of
the ground in an easterly direction, and
it was found necessary to jack the tim-

bers over and shift the headframe.

Davis Daly—In the Colorado mine a

strike was recently made on the 1700-ft.

level in the east drift from the north

crosscut. On March 10 the vein at the

breast was 2 ft. wide and ran 29.5 oz.

in silver and 25.1 per cent, copper to the

ton. The drift has now been run 80 ft.

showing copper glance, bornite, and

covellite, running from 9 per cent, to 30

per cent, copper, and from 12 oz. to 33

oz. in silver, with the vein from 2 to 3

ft. wide. To further develop this vein an

east crosscut has been started from a

point north of the 1700-ft. station to in-

tersect the vein, which is estimated to be

200 ft. distant.

South Butte—In the case of the South

Butte Mining Company against the Butte

& Veronica Mining Company and Michael

J. O'Ferrell, to establish its ownership

of the Veronica quartz claim. Judge

Rasch, at Helena, on April 3, 1911,

granted a decree in favor of the com-

plainants.

Cascade County

Big Silver—A rich orebody was recent-

ly struck at this property, near Neihart,

but bad air has made it necessary to

stop work until better ventilation can be

obtained.

Johannesburg—This gold property was

closed down on March 29 the entire force

laid off, and the pumps pulled.

Deerlodge County

George—Patrick Wall, of Butte, man-

aging director of the Silver Lake Mining

Company, which has purchased the

George mine, together with Mayor

Charles P. Nevin, of Butte, and Charles

Bostrom and Thomas McGrath, of Ana-
conda, has completed an inspection of the

property. There is about $100,000 worth
of high-grade ore on the dump, and ac-

cording to an estimate made by Mr. Wall
and Arthur Cory, consulting engineer,

there is S600,000 of ore blocked out in

the mine. As soon as repairs are made
on the wagon road from the mine to the

railroad spur, Mr. Wall intends to put

100 men to work.

George Hill—Charles A. Brown, Albert

Rivers, Godfrey Limshown, C. E. Farns-

worth, H. A. Conyne, Barry Falk, Alex-

ander Ehlert, James Drumgoole, John
Davies, W. H. Woehler, and T. P. Stew-
art, all of Anaconda, have filed articles

of incorporation of the George Hill Min-
ing Company, capital $100,000, par $1

per share. The property adjoins the

George mine. As soon as machinery
and supplies, which have been ordered,

arrive at the mine, work will be started.

Granite County

Trout—Ex-Senator Clark, of Butte,

who owns this property at Tower, near

Phillipsburg, has leased it to Michelson
Brothers & Co., of Tower, who will in-

stall a gasolene hoist and operate above
water line. This was a famous mine
some years ago, and it is believed there

is still ore in the upper levels.

JeffersOn County

Oscar Hodgens, who for some years

has been working a claim on the summit
of Old Baldy, a mountain in the Elkhorn

district, has opened one foot of gold-

silver ore.

Amazon— Drifting on the 350-ft. level

has opened up an oreshoot 18-in. wide

containing gold, silver and lead and the

first shipment of ore will shortly be

made. The vein where the oreshoot was
struck is 5 lA ft. wide.

Boston & Corbin—General Manager
Emerson's report to Jan. 1, 1911. shows
that 192,800 tons of ore are blocked, and

recommends the building of a concen-

trator. President Amster says it is the

desire of the stockholders to more fully

develop the vein by drifting on the 12th

level, to which depth the shaft has been

sunk.

Nevada

Esmeralda County

The report of the State bullion-tax

collector for Esmeralda county, indicates

that the total for the quarter ended Dec.

31, 1910, was $31,760, as compared with

$25,885 for the preceding quarter, or an

increase of $5785. Of this amount the

GoIdfMd Consolidated contributed $30,-

438, the Florence Goldfield. $315, and

the Silver Peak $1006.

Lyon County

Mason Valley—The company has con-

tracted with the American Bridge Com-
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pany for 400 tons of structural

for the blast and converter building,

ipling mill, power house and ore-bin

girders, costing approximately S40.000.

This contract - the one recently

placed for electrical equipment, involving

$22,000. The smelter. ..ed to go

into commission Sept. 1. The plant.

when completed, will ,000.

\

The compam announces

that it will construct a mill of 2000 tons

monthly capacity. rube mills and

•on will be used. Work on the

mine has been discontinued pending the

construction of the mill. The mill will

the shaft.

• End The company has bought

the Midway mill at Tonopah and will re-

construct it. The mill is 20 stamps and
has a capacity of 120 tons daily.

Tonopah-Belmont — For the quarter

ended Feb. 2S. the company reports cash

resources. SI, 161,996; gross earnings,

$809,950; net earnings. $437,027, or 29

per cent, on the capital.

Storey County
Comstock Securities Company—This

company has been organized in New-

York to acquire the shares in the various

Comstock companies. Franklin Leonard

Jr.. is president.

Mexican—The strike on the 2500 level

is still attracting attention because of

Utah being removed to take the place
• King Coalition—Judge Mar- 0I tne small compressor now in

shall, in the United States Circuit Court use- It is reported that a hoist has been
Salt Lake, has awarded judgment purchased from the Opex company, at

against the Silver King Coalition Mining Mammoth, which will be capable of sink-
Company, owned principally by former inS fo about 1700 feet.

Senator Kearns. of $516,264 and interest,

bringing the total to $734,242, in favor of

the Silver King Consolidated Mining
Company, owned principally by Solon
Spiro, on complaint of fraudulent extrac-

tion of ore from Vesuvius claim, owned
jointly.

Juab County

Tintic shipments are holding up to the

increase of the last few weeks. For the

week ended March 31, 186 cars were
shipped, including one car of concen-
trates from the May Day mill.

Carisa—Development is being done on

the 500- and 700-ft. levels. Ore has been
produced in the past for nearly half a

mile along the strike of the main fissure,

but there remain parts of the ground
which have not been thoroughly pros-

pected.

Yankee Consolidated—The shaft has
reached the 1700-ft. level and a station

is being* cut. The work has been done
by contract up to this point, but from
now on the company will take charge of
sinking to the water level. It is thought
this will be reached short of the 2000-ft.

point. The reason for the company's

Gold Chain—Three feet of shipping
ore has been followed from the Dom
Pedro claim, owned jointly with the
Mammoth, into this company's own terri-

tory. The present face is all in ore.

The hoisting plant is handling the entire
work of the Gold Chain, and Opohongo
properties.

Lower Mammoth—At the next annual
meeting, a proposed increase in the capi-
talization from 250.000 shares to 1,000,-

000 shares will be considered. One of
the objects is the lowering of the assess-
ment rate which, under the present capi-
talization is at 5c. a share. There is

some talk of a consolidation with the
Black Jack; if this should be affected,

the 2000-ft. shaft of the Lower Mammoth
could be used to advantage in opening up
Black Jack territory at depth.

East Crown Point—Arrangements for
air have been made with the Knight com-
panies, and it is expected that the work
of sinking the 260-ft. shaft will be re-

sumed shortly.

Salt Lake County
Bingham-New Haven—This company

is shipping about 200 tons of copper ore
the grade and extent of the new orebody. taking over the work is that they do not

daily
-
which runs from 3 to 5 per cent.

ri Pine County
Giroux—The main working shaft is

completed to the 1400- ft. level. Three

are being run from the station at

the 700-ft. level on the main shaft, and

two drifts at the 1000-ft. level. Cross-

cutting is in progress from the 1400-ft.

station toward the Alpha workings. A
pump with a capacity of 600 gal. per min.

has been ordered for the 1400-ft. station.

The permanent hoisting plant at the new
shaft is working smoothly.

New Mexico
Indian Copper Company—This com-

pany is developing the Hermosa property

at Hanover which it has under bond and
lease. Two Star drills are at work and
holes have been sunk to .300 ft. on the

tone claim. Another drill is at work
on the Accident No. 1 claim. This

claim adjoins the western boundary of the

Chino. W. K. Cox is in charge. The
company is controlled by the Gunn-
Thompson syndicate.

Pennsylvania

f
Jhiiadriphia & Reading Coal and Iron

my The financial statement for

the eight months of the fiscal year, from

J u! >

'

tilings, powdery form. It is planned to install

exper ^22.202.7 fKi
; net more powerful hoisting equipment, and

care to contract for a greater distance

than may prove necessary to reach water
level. Mineralized quartz was cut a short

distance before the 1700 was reached.

The dip of the beds is reported to have
changed from east to west and back to

east again A statement to stockholders

accompanying the assessment notice says
that the object is to provide funds for de-

velopment in sinking and possibly in

drifting from the 1700-ft. level in what is

regarded as promising territory.

Beck Tunnel—Drifting is being done to

the east on a large east and west break,

and about a third of the face is in lead

ore. Plans are being made for sinking

a winze below the present working level.

The first shipment of two cars from the

new strike has been made, and gave re-

turns in rhe neighborhood of S2000.

Fnough ore for another shipment has ac-

cumulated in the bins.

Victoria Drifting has been done on
the 1050- ft. level for over 350 ft. in ore

from the last 40 or 50 ft., of which sev-

eral shipments of high-grade have been
made. Sonic of the richest ores are be-

icked, and are stated to carry a

large amount of Silver chloride in a white

earnir; pared with

10 the ;•' ings Inci

production will probably he maintained

during the installation. The six-drill

compressor at the Snowflake, recent-

ly pi by the Victoria, is

copper, with some gold and silver. Leas-
ers are working on the upper levels.

Some mixed ores carrying lead and cop-
per, part of which will run around S20
a ton, are being mined from a fissure

vein.. It is expected to start up the 100-

ton mill about May 1.

Ohio Copper—According to local re-

ports the new equipment to be installed

by Col. E. A. Wall, will be put in shortly.

The annual meeting takes place in June,
after which it is thought the new inter-

ests in the company will take control.

It is said that prior to the annual meet-
ing the Heinze interests will turn over
the mine, mill and Mascotte tunnel, so that

there will be no interference in a reor-

ganization of the board by the New York
interests and others. The floating debt
has been decreased $100,000 by last

year's operations, and the outstanding li-

abilities, exclusive of bonds, are given in

the neighborhood of $500,000. Net
monthly earnings are reported to be in

the neighborhood of $12,000.

Columbus Consolidated—Arrangements
are being made to unwater this property,
and it is expected to be ready for opera-
tions within three weeks.

Uintah County
Dragon Oil and Manufacturing—This

is a new company formed in Salt Lake
to market the hydrocarbon products pro-

duced near Dragon, Utah. W. M.
Mathewson is president.
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Washington
Ferry County

Surprise—The first carload of machin-

ery has arrived at this mine, near Re-

public. The ore shipments during Febru-

ary averaged about S2000 per car, 36 cars

being shipped.

Trade Dollar—Compressors and elec-

tric hoist will be installed on this prop-

erty. J. W. Lloyd, Republic, is manager.

White Elephant—This mine, which is

being operated by the Orient Gold Mines-

is being equipped. Frank Ashley. Orient,

is superintendent.

Napoleon—The cyanide mill is now in

operation.

Stevens County

Swamp King No. 2—Development will

be pushed on this property, and hoisting

machinery installed. Charles J. Johnson,

Spokane, is secretary.

Blue Star—Operations at this mine,

which has been closed, will be resumed.

Mark Mitchell, Chewelah, is manager.

Copper King—Machinery, including a

large diamond drill, has been ordered for

this property, near Chewelah. This mine

is controlled by the Granby company.

Canada
Ontario—Cobalt

Shipments from Cobalt for March

show a decided decrease and totaled only

1819 tons, consisting of 43 high-grade

cars and 17 low-grade. This decrease is

due to power conditions. The extremely

severe winter and the absence of any

thaws, has made the water so low that

sufficient power cannot be generated to

supply air to the mines. As the compres-

sors have been dismantled at some of

the mines, while at others the scope of

operations has entirely outgrown the ca-

pacity of the steam plants, the output has

been curtailed.

Crown Reserve—The president's report

states 'hat the cash surplus is S659.986,

and that the cost of producing silver is

11.97c. per oz. The policy for the pres-

ent year will be to increase the output

and the cash reserve. A mill will prob-

ably be built to treat the low-grade ores,

of which there is now sufficient to keep

a 100-ton mill busy for two years.

Chambers-Ferland—Two high-grade

veins have been found on the 200-ft.

level of this Cobalt property.

Coniagas—The production on this Co-

balt property is rapidly increasing. For

1910 the total output was about 2.000,000

oz., while for 1911, in January alone,

400,000 oz. were produced.

La Rose—This property is maintaining

its good position, and during the first two

months of the year shipped 623,222 oz.,

which gave a net profit of S224,705.

Erie Cobalt—An order has been grant*

ed for the winding up of this property.

Liabilities are about S30.000.

Wettlaufc- This South Lorrain prop-
erty has been transferred to the Mines
Finance Company, of America.

McKinley-Darra^-Production from
this Cobalt property for three months
ended March 25. totaled 625,000 oz. A
new oreshoot has been opened up on the

250- ft. level.

Beaver—The new vein on the 300- ft.

level is 8 in. wide and carries 2900 oz. of

silver to the ton.

Nova Scotia -The statement of profit

and loss as of Oct. 31, for this Cobalt
company, shows expenditure, S137.228;

receipts, S72.959; making a deficit for the

year of S64,268, and a total deficit of

S235.064. The company spent Si 24,790

on capital account. From Nov. 1 to

March 1, bullion has been shipped show-
ing returns of approximately SI 00,00(3,

leaving a net profit for reduction of lia-

bilities of about S38.000.

Ontario—Porcupine

Success—The property of this com-
pany, consisting of four Tisdale claims

adjoining a portion of the Bewick-More-
ing holding on the north and the Arm-
strong-McGibbon to the east and south,

has been taken over by a syndicate head-

ed by S. R. Clark. The new company
will have a capital of S2.000.000.

Hollinger—Some important changes

have been made in the plans of this

company. The original scheme for the

custom mill called for 30 stamps but

made no provision for the treatment of

concentrates. The Merrill Metallurgical

Company, of San Francisco, will put in

three tube mills, one to each 10 stamps.

This is expected to give a crushing ca-

pacity of 270 tons per day. A diamond
drill is being installed to test the ore-

body.

Foley-O'Brian—This property, where

high-grade ore has been found in No. 1

shaft, which is now down 68 ft., has

passed into the hands of the newly

formed Foley-O'Brian company.

Callinan—This property, adjoining the

West Dome, has been sold for a price

stated at S225.000 to American pur-

chasers, said to be interested in the Ford

Automobile Company.

Shillington-Richardson—These two lo-

cations, immediately north of the Arm-
strong-McGibbon holdings at the east end

of Pearl Lake, have been acquired by the

Porcupine Gold Trust for S150,000.

Twenty men have been put to work on

the property.

Standard—A boiler and steam hoist

have been installed. Two shafts are

now down more than 40 ft. A good find

was recently made at the bottom of the

shaft, running high in free gold.

Dome—All the machinery and supplies

for this Porcupine property are now on

the ground. Work on the 40-stamp mill

is progressing rapidly.

Mexico

Chihuahua

International Gold Mines (.

This company, which is successor to the

Socorro Mines and Development Com-
pany and owns property in the Socorro

camp reached via Ocampo, is winding up
its affairs preparatory to abandonment of

its properties which have proven on sys-

tematic development of too low grade to

permit of profitable operation. Several

hundred thousand dollars have been ex-

pended in development and equipment.
The cessation of operations is on recom-
mendation of the latest consulting engi-

neer, J. Gordon Hardy. The main offices

of the company are in Kansas City. It

is stated that the company will be able
to clean up all outstanding indebtedness.

Americana—Shipments of lead ore

from this Terrazas mine are being made
in wagons to Chihuahua by Felix Mc-
Donald, the leasing operator.

Hinds Consolidated- -This company is

succeeded by the newly organized Re-
forma Mining and Milling Company, the.

Cleveland stockholders in the former
company having stock control in the new
company. This property is in the Santa
Barbara camp.

Durango

The Inde camp has been the scene of
some insurrectionary trouble but opera-
tions have been molested but little. The
large companies, notably the Inde com-
pany. Inde Reduction Works and Guada-
lupe, are maintaining normal production.

Mexico Consolidated—The affairs of

this company operating in the Guanacevi
camp are being reorganized by F. Stall-

forth and other large stockholders pre

paratory to resumption of work on a sys-

tematic scale.

Lucia—The management of this com-
pany operating in the vicinity of Esta-

cion San Gabriel on the Durango branch
of the National, has called for bids on a

75-ton cyanide plant for immediate erec-

tion.

Mexico

El Oro— Returns for March were: Mill

ran 29 days; crushed 28,910 tons; yield-

ing bullion, S207.410; working expenses,

S105,200; expenditures on development,

SI 9,850; profit, S78.360; railway profit.

•><»00o; total profit, S87.360.

South America

Chile

Famatina Development Company
This company's smelting plant in Febru-

ary treated 2K50 tons of ore, producing

3 tons of blister copper and 24<i of

matte, assaying 34 per cent, copper, 4. IS

oz. gold and 58.3 oz. silver per ton.

During February operations were greatly

hampered by floods, which, however, it

is hoped are now over for the year.
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Coal Trade Review

York, April 12—The coal trade in

the Vest is still lagging behind, and

mine oper.. complaining of small

nines and difficulty in

selling their coal at remunerative prices.

some impetus to

but it was only tempor-

ary. The Lake trad: shows no sign of an

early opening.

Coal trade in the East is quiet and

shows no change in conditions.

Southern Coal Rates— Final arguments

have been heard by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission in three cases against

the Southern Railway Company. All

charge discrimination in rates by the rail-

road company in favor of certain dis-

tricts, its apparent object being to pre-

vent competition and confine each coal

producing district to a special territory.

Coal Traffic Notes

Anthracite shipments in March were

5.996.894 tons, being 925,946 tons more

than in February, and 822,728 tons more

than in March, 1910. For the three

months ended March 31 the shipments

were, in long tons:

1910 1911 Changes

Beading 3,<i3.i.i>41 3,137,200 I. 102,169

Valley.... 2,672.321 3,008,256 I. 336,936

tral 1.892,366 '-;. 174 .
n4-2 I. 281,676

Lackawanna 2,282,051 2,287,963 I. 5,902

1,558.164 1,886,975 I. :i'27.*21

Pennsylvania 1,671,499 1,630,470 I. 58,971

Erie... 1,830,817 2,165,028 I. 334,211

X. Y..Ont.& Wtst. 670,319 683,036 I. 12,710

T..tal 16.612,668 16,071,959 I. 1,469,391

The total increase this year was 9.4

per cent. All the companies showed gains,

the larger increases being on the Lehigh

Valley, the Erie and the Delaware &
Hudson; the smallest on the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western.

Shipments of Broad Top coal over the

Huntingdon & Broad Top railroad three

months ended March 31 were 205,254

tons in 1910. and 172,597 in 1911; de-

crease. 32,697 tons.

Coal receipts at Boston, three months

ended March 31, reported by Chamber of

Commerce, long tons:

l'.'l 1 Changes

Anthra'T' l" -'."•-'; 409,468 I. 6,940
:. 983,014 ^i7'i,.>4 1). VJ.4:dt

12380,047 l>. .
r>,4!H)

60,01] •
..-- I'. 1,181

1,464,648 ],I44.'.<27 1). 9,621

The foreign coal is almost all from
• a mines.

\'-.v York
Anthracite

April business in domestic sizes opened

up welt Local dealers were generally

wing to the cold weather

in March, and were quite ready to flil up

Curren-t Prices of"

Metal, Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

their yards on the April discounts. The

mine shipments in March were heavy and

seem to have taken up readily. Steam

sizes are reasonably active.

Schedule rates on domestic sizes for

April ^re S4.25 for lump, $4.50 for egg

and stove and $4.75 for chestnut, all

f.o.b. New York harbor. On steam sizes

quotations are: Pea, $36/ 3.25; buck-

wheat, S2.406/2.80; No. 2 buckwheat or

rice, $1.90ra2.30; barley, $1.45@1.75;

all according to quality, f.o.b. New York

harbor.

Bituminous

Both coastwise and harbor trade have

shown an improvement, but it is slight.

Contract making is the main topic, but it

goes forward slowly. There was some

stir over a reported drop in West Vir-

ginia coal, but it turned out to be only a

local sale in Boston of some demurrage

coal, not a contract.

Prices are about the same. For steam

coals the lowest prices named are $2.40

Oi 2.50, New York harbor, for lower

grades, with higher-grade coals up to

$2.85^/2.95. A fair Miller vein coal can

be had about $2.6067 2.65. Gas coals are

in rather light demand at $1,056/ 1.10 for

M-in., $16/1.05 for run-of-mine and 70

6/ 75c. for slack, all at mines.

Stocks of coal at tidewater are pretty

well limited to demand. Both Pensylvania

and West Virginia mines are running

short time and not shipping much ahead.

Storms and fog have delayed vessels

in the coastwise trade, and this has made
boats a little short in supply and held off

the decline in rates, which usually comes

about this time. Current rates are un-

changed, vessels asking 756/ 85c. from

Philadelphia to Boston or Portland; 656/

70c. from New York to points around the

Cape; 306/ 40c. to Providence and the

Sound. '-'rom Norfolk and Newport

News the rates are 756/ 85c. to Boston or

Portland.

Birmingham

April 10—The coal trade has not yet

recovered from its temporary depression,

hut better business is expected soon. The
attention of coal men is absorbed this

week by the terrible accident in the Ban-
ner mine of the Pratt Consolidated Com-
pany, and there is little discussion of

business.

Chicago

April 11—Quiet conditions exist in the

coal market, with supplies kept down
fairly close to current needs, and the

aggregate of sales large, though natu-

rally less than a month ago. With plenty

of coal in sight, the average steam user

buys for a short time ahead, and often.

The retailers are laying in good stocks,

in the country towns especially, of do-

mestic coals. Screenings continue to be

the strongest size, with much Illinois and

Indiana lump 5c. 6/ 15c. lower in price

than it was two or three weeks ago.

Contract business is increasing, at prices

generally a little lower than obtained last

year.

In general, Illinois and Indiana coals

sell for $1.80@2.30, lump; $1.70@1.80
run-of-mine, and $1,606/1.85 for screen-

ings. Coals from east of Indiana are

steady and in fair demand, Hocking

bringing $3.15 and smokeless $3,306/3.65

for lump and $2,956/3.15 for run-of-

mine. Anthracite, under the stimulus of

the April discounts, is selling very well.

Cleveland

April 10—Coal is beginning to come to

Cleveland for the Lake trade, but there

are no vessels ready to take it; and none

are likely to be ready for some weeks.

The shipments from the mines are not

wanted yet.

The cold spell has lasted long enough

to give domestic trade quite a boost lo-

cally. Steam trade is beginning to look

up a little. Prices are unchanged.

Indianapolis

April 10—Local trade in domestic coal

has been stirred up by the unseasonable

cold weather. Steam trade is about the

same.

A conference of the State tax commis-

sioners with a number of county as-

sessors was held last week. It is under-

stood that an agreement was made to as-

sess coal land on a general basis of $15

per acre of underlying coal.

Pittsburg

April 11—A moderate tonnage of coal

has been shipped in the Lake trade, but

little if any has left the ports. Several

mines are now running largely on Lake

coal, and as a result operations are con-

siderably heavier. Commercial demand
continues very light, but prices continue

on the firmer basis already noted, being

approximately as follows: Mine-run and
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nut, $1.15; M-in., $1.25; lj^-in., $1.35;

slack, 75c. per ton at mine.

Connellsville Coke—The coke market

has continued quiet, which is only natu-

ral considering that pig-iron production

proceeds at an unchanged rate and prac-

tically all the coke required had already

been covered. In the absence of trans-

actions we quote former prices: Prompt

furnace, $1,600/1.65; balance first half,

$1,650/1.70; second half, $1,750/2;

prompt foundry, $20/2.10; contract, $2.20

0/ 2.40 at ovens.

The Courier reports production in the

Connellsville and lower Connellsville re-

gion in the week ended April 1 at 368,-

029 tons, a decrease of 3000 tons, and

shipments at 3936 cars to Pittsburg, 6207

cars to points west and 927 cars to points

east, a total of 11,070 cars.

St. Louis

April 10—The weather has been quite

sharp for April and the market has been

just a little better for the past week than

for some time. Dealers have been doing

a nice business as a number of consum-

ers have been coming back for small

orders to finish out the season. As a

consequence the demand for domestic

sizes and carlot stuff has been a little

heavier, though there has been no change

in price. The market, on the whole,

seems to be a trifle better than last

month. In spite of the fact that lump

coal has been moving a little more freely

this week, screenings also have stiffened

up and seem to be gaining strength; 75c.

per ton at mine is easily the price for

$tandard screenings and there will very

likely be an advance in price in the near

future.

Current prices on the St. Louis market

are nominally as below:

St.

Illinois, Standard: Mine Louis,

6-in. lump and egg SI . 10 $1 .
62

2-in. lump 100 1.52
Mine-run 0.90 1.42
Screenings . 60 1.12

Trenton:

6-in. lump and egg 2.25 2.77
3-in. nut 2.00 2.52

Staunton or Mt. Olive:

6-in. lump 1.50 2.02
2-in. lump 1.25 1.77
Mine-run 1 . 20 1.72
Screenings . 60 1.12

Carterville:

6-in. lump or egg 1 . 30 1
.
97

3-in. nut 1.20 1.87
Mine-run 1.10 1.77
Screenings 0.75 1 . 42

Pocahontas and New River:

Lump or egg 2 . 25 4.75
Mine-run 1.25 3.75

Pennsylvania Anthracite:

Chestnut 7 . 20
Stove or egg 6 . 95
Grate 6.70

£oke:

Connellsville foundry 5 . 40
Gas house 4 . 90
Smithing 4.15

Prices on track at East St. Louis are

20c. lower than St. Louis quotations as

given above.

High-grade coal is slow locally and
the demand for it for both steam plants

and domestic use has been very light

owing to the abundance of Standard coal

on the market and the low prices pre-

vailing.

Anthracite—The market is good and
considerable April coal seems to be com-
ing forward now. Sales on the whole

are satisfactory and agents are anticipat-

ing a better market this year than last.

Calgary, Alberta

April 8—The miners in the Crow's

Nest Pass district and in Alberta, struck

April 1, on the expiration of the old

agreement, March 31. Since then the

striking miners have held several meet-

ings to discuss the question of apply-

ing to the Government board to arbitrate

differences with operators, but nothing

definite has been decided. Operators have

refused steadily to take the initiative,

claiming that the question of open shop,

which is the main point in dispute,

cannot be the subject of arbitration.

Meantime the supply of fuel all over east-

ern British Columbia and Alberta is

reaching a low ebb, even railways having

trouble securing a supply.

FOREIGNCOALTRADE

German Foreign Trade—Exports and

imports of fuel in Germany in January,

metric tons:

Exports. Imports. Excess.

Coal 1,953,781 639,941 Exp. 1,313,840

Brown coal 5,401

Coke 417,018
Briquets 182,273

Total 2,558,473

Total, 1910.. 2,221,154

555,573 Imp. 650,172
46,420 Exp. 370,598
19,410 Exp. 162,863

1,261,344 Exp. 1,297,129

1,233,063 Exp. 988,091

Exports this year included 1335 tons

of coke to the United States.

German Coal Production—Coal pro-

duction in German Empire, month of

January, long tons:

1910.

Coal 12,425,893
Brown coal 6,628,361

Total mined . . 18,1 154,254

Coke made 1,902,710
Briquets made. 1,550,810

1911. Changes.

13,527,215 I. 1,101,322

6,319,544 I. 691,183

19,846,759 I. 1.792,505

2,225,037
1,789,128

I. 322,327

I. 238,318

Of the briquets reported this year,

1,383,503 tons were made from brown

coal, or lignite.

Nova Scotia Coal—Shipments of coal

from Nova Scotia mines two months

ended Feb. 28, long tons:

1910

Dominion 342,252
Nova Scotia Steel . . 74,347

Acadia 45,087
Intercolonial 37,168

Inverness 38,827

Total 537.681 566,835 I. 29.154

The total increase this year was 5.4

per cent. Only one company showed a

decrease.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,

Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on March 11, as follows:

Best Welsh steam coal, $4.14; seconds,

1911 Changes
370,845 I. 28,693

66,177 1). 18,170
59,611 I. 14,524

40,644 I. 3,376

39,658 I. 831

83.90; thirds, $3.78; dry coals, $3.84;

best Monmouthshire, S3.72; seconds,

$3. ,54; best small steam coal, $2.40; sec-

onds, $2.16. All prices are per long ton,

f.o.b. shipping port, cash in 30 days, less

2 1 per cent, discount.

S]llRONTRADEREVIEW~][||

New York, April 12—The iron and

steel markets remain about stationary.

Conditions have not changed, and do not

seem likely to change materially for a

time.

The market is suffering from a compli-

cation of troubles. There is the delay in

the rendering of the Supreme Court deci-

sions in the "trust" cases; this is re-

garded as delay because business inter-

ests had been expecting the decisions to

be rendered April 3. Then there is the

Interstate Commerce Commission's deci-

sions in the advanced-rate cases, and fin-

ally the extra session of Congress. These

probably only accentuate conditions.

From 1899 to 1907, inclusive, a great

deal of new work was done, requiring

increasing tonnages of iron and steel.

Thereafter the amount of new work de-

creased, whereas productive capacity

greatly increased. The ordinary needs of

the country fall far short of engaging the

full capacity. The revival of January-

February had not proceeded far until it

was seen that there was no prospect of

full capacity being reached, which made

the market sensitive to the three disturb-

ing influences mentioned.

The Lake Superior ore interests have

been canvassing the situation with a view

to settling the question of prices for the

coming season, but find themselves con-

fronted by a very trying situation. There

is no lead in the pig-iron market, for

there is no price for ore above cost to

the more expensive mines which would

yield the merchant blast furnace any fair

profit.

The Steel Corporation's report showing

unfilled orders of 3,447,301 tons on

March 31, a gain of 46,758 tons during

March, surprises the steel trade, for

since the corporation is well known to

hav; been operating at the rate of be-

tween 70 and 75 per cent, during March,

the booking must have been at the rate of

between 75 and 80 per cent, of capacity,

and this does not agree with the exper-

ience of other steel manufacturers. There

is every prospect, at any rate, that next

report will show a material decrease.

The Harriman Pacific railroads have

placed orders for 72,000 tons of rails.

The order was divided among the Colo-

rado Fuel and Iron Company, the Illinois

Steel Company and the Tennessee Coal,

Iron and Railroad Company. Other small

orders for rails make up a total of about

28,000 tons.

Pig Iron Production—The reports of

the blast furnaces, as collected and pub-
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lishec \pril

1 ther. d anthracite fur-

an increase oi

tons o\er March I. Making allowance

for the charcoal furnaces, the estimated

production of pig iron in March was

200 tons; for the three months

ch 31 it J6,200 tons.

Of this to:. ns are credited

to the stacks owned and operated b

companies. Notwithstanding the inci

F production, it is estimated that

unsold and ur. cks of pig iron

been reduced about 120.000 tons

-: two months.

Baltimore
April 10— Imports tor the week in-

cluded 846 blooms and 5231 bars char-

coal iron from Sweden; S70 tons ferro-

manganese from Great Britain; 17.115

ron ore from Cuba.

Birmingham
April 10—-The market is still quiet and

new orders have not been plentiful. Some

people think that a good business could

be done if prices were cut below $11 for

No. 2 foundry, but makers are not dis-

posed to give way below that point.

Charcoal iron contines strong around

S22 per ton. Scrap is stronger and de-

mand is improving.

The Blast Furnace Committee of the

Corporation has been visiting this

district, making a thorough examination

of the furnaces, looking into the ore and

coke supplies and discussing practice.

Chicago
April 11 —The demand for pig iron is

restricted to needs of the next one to three

months, generally. Melters feel the mar-

ket occasionally with an inquiry for good-

sized tonnage on last-half delivery, but

most of them appear to be convinced that

prices will not rise soon. Furnace agents

are more willing than they have been for

several weeks to make contracts for the

last half at low prices, little difference

existing now between quotations for early

and late delivery. These conditions point

to continued weakness of the pig-iron

market, as those who have to do with local

requirements see matters. Neither South-

ern nor Northern iron appears to have

an advantage and consumers show no

.Terence.

Sales of iron and steel products show

no falling off. with the leading lines.

railroad and structural materials, increas-

L'htly from week to week. Coke is

tiellsville.

' eland
April 10 No change in iron ore No

action on r lit, and ti

rent figures will likely be continued by

default.

The market is still

nail orders chiefly. No change

in pri' • rted.

Finished Material—Quite an active

business is going in light material—wire,

rail-joints, bolts, nails, etc.; also a fair

business in bars. Quite a number of

structural orders are under consideration.

Plates and sheets are quiet.

Philadelphia

April 12—The pig-iron market has been

rather quiet and the inquiries that were

looked for a week or two ago are still

in abeyance. A good deal of business

expected by local furnace interests has

slipped through their fingers to Southern

furnaces. Most of the iron sold in this

market is No. 2 X foundry. With two or

three exceptions all the orders have been

small. Offers have just been received

for forge from several mills; users of

pig iron are hanging to their policy of

close buying. Transactions in basic which

have been talked of for several weeks

are still not closed. Consumption of

pig iron is on the increase and as only

a" few consumers are protected by con-

tracts an improving demand for current

requirements cannot be far off. Special

brands have sold .at outside figures while

some contracts for pipe iron have been

closed at even shaded quotations from the

last purchases made. Current quotations

for No. 2X are S15.75; for the better

grades of gray forge $14.75. In small

lots there is very little difference be-

tween Southern and Northern brands.

Where a large sale is possible the South-

ern makers cut close to the bone.

Steel Billets - After a long delay users

of billets have finally decided to buy

and their orders have given a little tem-

porary activity to the market.

Bars— For the first week in several

months the bar mills have done what they

regard as a good business. Jobbers and

retailers have decided to stock up and

their requisitions have depleted assort-

ments at mills. Prices, of course, con-

tinue weak and there is no probability of

any improvement.

Structural Material—Office and gen-

eral building requirements are quite a

Feature at present. Business is coming

from a great many cities and towns

along the Atlantic coast, involving shop

construction, hotel work and railroad-shop

work. The tone of the market is improv-

ing week by week.

Scrap—The scrap supply is in excess

of current demands and prices are weak.

Holders of scrap in desirable quantities

are holding their stock at prices which

dealers are not disposed to pay, excepting

where they find customers.

Pittsburg

April 11 The past fortniuht in the

iron and steel trade has been the dullest

'"i a long time; in fact, some observers

ol many years' experience regard the

paralysis which has fallen over the iron

and sti el trad) as absolutely unpre-

cedented. The market has fallen flat in

practically all departments. Buying is on
the most reduced scale, while specifica-

tions against regular contracts for fin-

ished-steel products are reduced. Pro-

duction has only slightly decreased, but

nothing is more certain that that there

will have to be a material decrease in the

very near future unless stocks are to be

accumulated, and this is quite im-

probable, being entirely contrary to the

new spirit of the steel trade.

Prices show slightly more irregularity

than a week ago. There has been con-

siderable shading in sheets, covering

nearly all descriptions; both billets and

sheet bars have been sold at cut prices,

there is one report of a cut price made
on plates, and the scrap market has suf-

fered a further decline. Sales of heavy

melting-steel scrap have been made at

SI 3, the lowest price for nearly three

years.

Pig Iron—The market has been abso-

lutely stagnant, sales being extremely

light, while there is practically no in-

quiry. Prices have not definitely de-

clined, but possibly only because there

has been no real test. We continue to

quote: Bessemer, $15; basic, $13.75;

No. 2 foundry, $14roT4.25; malleable,

S13.75, all at Valley furnaces, freight

from Pittsburg being 90 cents.

Fcrromanganese—A sale of 1000 tons

of ferromanganese for delivery over the

next three months to a Youngstown steel

interest has been made at $36.75, Balti-

more, and a sale of 500 tons for prompt

delivery to a Kentucky plant at $37, Bal-

timore The market is quotable roundly

at $37, Baltimore, for prompt or forward,

freight to Pittsburg being $1.95 per ton.

Steel— Regular steel makers are hold-

ing prices as formerly, at $23 for billets

and S24 for sheet bars, Pittsburg or

Youngstown. with rods at $29, Pittsburg.

There has been a little shading in open-

hearth material, but only of odd lots,

there being no open quotations at cut

rates. A sale of about 250 tons of open-

hearth bars was made to a sheet mill

just west of Pittsburg, at 50c. under the

regular delivered price, and a sale of

about the same tonnage of open-hearth

billets to a point somewhat further west

at a slightly greater cut.

Sheets—The sheet manufacturers met

in Pittsburg this afternoon to discuss the

price cutting which has become more pro-

nounced in the past week or two. The

attendance was fairly good, but not as

large as at previous meetings, held Jan.

7 and Feb. 11. Every effort Is being

made to keep information from leaking

out as to what occurred at the meeting.

Regular prices, which are being shaded

to an extent, particularly in certain dis-

tricts, remain as follows: Black sheets,

2.20c; galvanized, 3.20c; blue annealed,

1.65c; painted corrugated, $1.55; gal-

vanized corrugated, S2.75 per square.
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St. Louis

April 10—The pig-iron market has been

a little bit brighter and a number of in-

quiries have been received during the

last week. A number of concerns are

looking around for third-quarter delivery

iron, but do not seem to be willing to

pay any advance over present prices; any

buyers of considerable tonnage could

place an order for third-quarter delivery

at $11 per ton, Birmingham, though pro-

ducers are holding out for an advance of

50c. per ton on smaller lots. Current

price is $14.75 per ton, St. Louis, or $1 1,

Birmingham, for No. 2 foundry.

§11 METAL- MARKETS [[fl

g FOREIGN IRON TRADE g
Swedish Foreign Trade—Exports of

iron and steel from Sweden for the full

year, in metric tons:

1909.

Pig and scrap 112,800
Ingots, blooms, etc 49,900
Wire and wire rod.. 22,500
OtluT iron and steel 131,000

1910. Changes.

143,500 J. 30,700
70,400 I. 20.500
36,300 I. 13,800
171.100 J. 10,100

Total.... 316,200 121,300 1. l()5.loo

The exports in 1910 not only showed

a heavy gain over 1909, but they were

3000 tons greater than in 1907.

United States Foreign Trade
Iron and Steel— Exports and imports of

iron and steel and of machinery in the

United States for the two months ended

Feb. 28, are valued as below by the Bu-

reau of Statistics of the Department of

Commerce and Labor:

1910. 1911. Changes.
Exports $28,402,470 $37,4:S0,7.r)9 I. $8,908,283
Imports 6,280,306 5,120,543 1). 1,159,763

Excess, exp. $22,182,170 $32,310,216 I.$10,128,040

Increase in exports, 31.5; decrease in

imports 18.5 per cent. The leading items

of exports and imports were, in long

tons:

—Exports—
,,

1910. 1911.

-Imports-

Piglron 7,340
Scrap 658
Billots, blooms.etc. 4,070
Bars 15,290
Kails 76,485
Shoots and plates.. 44,583
Structural steel. . .

.

17,795
Wire-rods 1,876
Wire 22,680
Nails and spikes.. 6,002
Tin plates 1,680
Pipe and fittings.. 25,008

1910.

37,204

14,475
5,215

5,386

25,787

8,827

36,291
24,410
(13,007

43,816

30,374
1,661

28,031
11,700
5,070 10,970

27,876

1911.

30,327

7,836
14,079
4,895

993 420

X104

0,550

Imports of wire not reported in quan-

tity; values were $208,550 in 1910, and

$205,479 in 1911. Imports of rails and

structural steel not reported separately.

Iron Ore Movement—Imports and ex-

ports of iron ore in the United States,

two months ended Feb. 28, long tons:

1910. 1911. Changes.
Imports 155,250 197,420 D. 257,830
Exports 8,513 4,088 D. 3,825

The imports this year included 160,250

tons from Cuba, 26,507 from Spain, 5729

from Sweden and 528 from Canada.

Manganese Ore—Imports of mangan-

ese ore into the United States two months

ended Feb. 28 were 44,433 tons in 1910,

and 27.128 in 1911; decrease 17,305 tons.

New York, April 12—The metal mar-
kets show no material change, and for

the most part continue quiet and without

special interest.

MONTHLY INDEX NUMB!
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which must work in harmony to secure

ihe best results to each, are nearer to-

gether than ever before, and it is prob-

able, with the settlement of contracts

placed in the hands of a committee of

five, that a full agreement will be

reached.

(SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED APR. 8

Cal-
Blendo I amine

Webb City-
Carterville.

.Topi in

Galena
Granny
Alba-Neck....
Spring City.

.

ini'-i

Carthage
Quapaw
OP'liogO
Aurora
Carl Junction

-.ie...

i Badger

—

Totals...

4,213,270

2,225,020
449.4411

78,720
814,390
187,720
247,27(1
•J7>..")Hii

178,21(1

56,130

169,390
170,590
75,8701

89,090i

717,(570

186,320
66,540

62,400

152,986

Lead
Ore

1.047,980
222. Col I

188,520
23,690

33,290
13,380

66,090
97,000

8,733,110 1,184,910 1,692,500 $232,518

$1(19,

51,

14,

11,

6.

6,

5
5

4

3
3

3

3

1

91.',

41)2

147
605
759
611

,869

,291

,734

,822

,714

,591

,276

,781

representatives of all the American inter-

ests concerned in the potash question

will come to Berlin to carry on negotia-

tions for a final settlement of the dis-

putes. All political questions will be en-

tirely excluded from the discussion. The
syndicate will ask the government to levy

the super-tax on potash provided for by
law while the negotiations are proceed-

ing."

Graphite

Exports of graphite mineral from Cey-
lon are reported at 70,306,544 lb. in 1909,

and 70,623,728 in 1910; an increase of

317,184 lb., or 0.4 per cent. The exports

in 1910 included 36,792,224 lb. to the

United States; 14,862,624 lb. to Ger-

many; 11,592,224 lb. to Great Britain;

6,026,384 lb. to Belgium; 1,350,272 lb.

to other countries.

14 weeks 129,654,630 8,961,060 24,290,810 $3,382,122

Blende, the week, $169,168; 14wks., $2,603,017

Calamine, the week, 15,137; 14 wks„ 106,969

Lead value, the week. 48,213; 14wks., 672.136

MONTHLY
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Curb trading has not brought out am
:lar features. Butte Central has

stiffened and Amalgamated-

la has been a strong feature among

5. One or two more Por-

cupine stocks have been put on the Curb

Boston is a slow market

for tru - r ies.
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The Situation in Copper
The refinery statistics for March were

a grave disappointment, especially in the

huge production reported. This has led

to doubt as to the good faith of the pro-

ducers in carrying out their promises of

curtailment and has naturally excited the

inquiry: If production jumped to 130,-

500,000 lb. in March what may it leap to

in April?

Fortunately there exist data in the sta-

tistics of smelters' production, reported

monthly by the Journal, that illuminate

this phase of the situation to some ex-

tent. Our statistics have been compiled

with fullness since last Septemer. Com-

parison of them with the refiners' sta-

tistics shows the following:

Month Smelters Refiners
October 120,293,518 126
November 122,660,608 119,353,463
December 126,304,278 123,339,219
January 111,411,766 115,696,591
February 115,948,836 109,828,297

Totals 596,619,006 594,686,854

The above comparison must not be

made the basis for any minute deduc-

tions. The refiners' statistics are precise.

The smelters' totals are estimated to the

extent of about 12' S per cent, and con-

sequently involve some chances for error.

We may, however, safely deduce two

things, viz. (1) the average production

has lately been about 119.000.000 lb. per

month, a figure to be held in view rather

than those for any single month, which

are erratic for several reasons; and (2)

there can be no question about there hav-

ing been a curtailment by. the leading

producers, because that is shown in the

individual figures making up the smelt-

ers' total; but the curtailment was based

upon a maximum attained last July, not

upon an average, and apparently some of

the minor producers have increased their

outputs, offsetting much of the curtail-

ment that was actually made.

As the production figures should be

considered only over a period, so with the

deliveries. In 1910 the average domestic

deliveries were about 62.000,000 lb. and

the foreign about 60.000.000. During the

first quarter of 1911 the respective aver-

ages are lower in both cases. Europe has

been eating up the invisible supply of

metal shipped thither in excess of im-

mediate demand, and in America there

has been a contraction in business gen-

eially, in which copper manufacturing

has, of course, participated. If the de-

liveries should now rise to the average of

1910 they would but little exceed the

present rate of production, and the new
production is looming into sight.

On the face of it this gives a dark out-

look and the market since early in the

year has consistently reflected the fore-

bodings of evil. With the leading seller

holding aloof, the others have been able

to dispose of their partial supply only at

concessions in price and we now find the

market substantially on a 12-cent basis.

What next is to be expected?

Broadly speaking the future depends

upon supply and demand, and upon noth-

ing else. If demand should not increase

a lower level of price is inevitable, be-

cause the supply will continue and even

will increase. At a lower level of price

the only things to reverse the trend of

things are a stimulation of consumption

or an arbitrary curtailment of production.

The history of copper in the last 20 years

has shown that no low level of price has

ever curtailed production automatically.

Of arbitrary curtailment by agreement

there is at present no prospect whatever,

the leading producing interests being

more hostile than ever. We can look,

therefore, only to an increased develop-

ment of consumption.

Technically the immediate future of the

market depends chiefly upon the attitude

of the largest selling-interest. This has

sold relatively little copper for a long

time, and the uncertainty as to what it

may do hangs over the market like a

cloud. If it should negotiate a large

quantity at a price inducing con-

sumers and speculators to participate

in carrying the accumulation, and then

should declare its firm intention to hold

for a higher price, and ability to do so, the
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situation would be cleared up. temporar-

ily at least, and there doubtless would be

The economic effect of such a transac-

tion would be to interest speculators and

induce them, together with manufactur-

ers, to shoulder part of the load of car-

:he surplus, which for a long time

has been borne by the producers alone,

the manufacturers having well recognized

the situation and having been convinced

of their ability to secure cheap copper

whenever they wanted it. But while the

natural trend of the market might be

checked or reversed by such operations

they would be only temporary in their ef-

fect if they ran counter to the current de-

termined by demand and supply.

It may be that the near future is not

really so dark as it looks today. Good

business continues in Europe, which

ought by this time to have made large

inroads into its supply and be ready to

take a good deal of copper from here,

while there is some evidence that we are

beginning to recover from the recession

in business in this country. A clearing-

up of uncertainties that would release the

capital that is ready for new enterprises

might produce a sharp movement upward,

and there is always the chance that

something unexpected, of favorable ef-

fect, may happen. Although the pros-

pect for copper is gloomy at the moment

a quick reversal of conditions would not

be wholly surprising. Back of all are

the signs, fraught with great importance

to the copper industry, that we may be

approaching the era of railway electrifi-

cation.

The Congress of Technology

There was a noteworthy gathering in

Boston last week when the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology celebrated the

50th anniversary of the granting of its

charter. Tha. was on April 10, 1861. A

few days later the Civil War began and

public attention was diverted from new

educational plans, but although thus de-

layed, Rogers and his associates went on

with the development of their plans and

in the course of a few years the Institute

became an active factor. Itfl first class

raduated in 1808. The subsequent

: and achievements of the Institute

.11 known and well recognized by

the world.

lute of Tcch-

tbe oldest of American

technological schools, but it is among the

oldest. It is now among the largest and

has ever been among those of the high-

est standing. It is unique in the trend of

its educational policy, which has ap-

proached that of the older colleges, minus

their attention to the classics and the

belles-lettres, more closely than that of

any other purely technical school that we

think of. It has ever been the intention

of the governors of the Institute to train

men to be engineers rather than members

of a superior class of artisans, and it has

been recognized that this implies a thor-

ough grounding in the fundamentals of

pure science and the endowment of a

breadth of vision covering general eco-

nomic principles and some knowledge of

the humanities. Under the leadership of

such men as William B. Rogers and Fran-

cis A. Walker this was bound to be so.

It was a happy thought to commemo-

rate the semicentennial of the Institute by

calling a Congress of Technology, bring-

ing together the men, trained in applied

science at the Institute, who have gone

forth from their alma mater and made

their mark in the world. The program in-

cluded sessions covering two days, the

first being devoted to introductory exer-

cises and the second to the reading of

papers by the alumni of the Institute.

Of these 70 were scheduled. They were

divided among six sections and were care-

fully scheduled as to time, so that visi-

tors could arrange their own program,

and pass from section to section.

We fancy that the managers of

the congress themselves were sur-

prised by the magnitude of the attend-

ance. It was necessary to transfer the

second session of the section on "Ad-

ministration and Management" to a larger

hall. The papers that were presented

were of an extremely high order, many of

them being remarkable for their breadth

of view and their revelation of scholarly

attainment such as is hardly to be ex-

pected from the graduates of a purely

technological school. In thus presenting

a sample of the kind of men that the

training of the Institute has produced, the

Congress of Technology was an un-

doubted success.

Tin- activity of the alumni of the Insti-

tute has covered all fields of applied

science, and in each of the fields they

have achieved distinction. In our own

field of mining and metallurgy we need

'uly refer to such men as Professor

Richards, himself the oldest living

alumnus of the Institute, who has at-

tained the highest position in the art of

ore dressing and has not only enriched

the world by his contributions to litera-

ture but also has made discoveries of

principles and inventions of apparatus

that probably will lead to a saving of a

huge quantity of valuable minerals that

otherwise would go to waste; Henry M.

Howe, whose contributions to the metal-

lurgy of steel have become classic; F. W.

Wood, president of the Maryland Steel

Company, who has been prominent in the

development of a great metallurgical en-

terprise and instrumental in the devising

of processes for the utilization of the

great bodies of chromiferous iron ore,

that are destined to play an important

part in the iron and steel industry; H. H.

Campbell, an authority upon the open-

hearth method of steel making and the

inventor of a tilting furnace, useful in the

duplex process, essential in the Talbot

process and coming into use in the mak-

ing of electric steel; Albert Sauveur,

first in the United States to take up met-

allography in connection with the manu-

facture of steel; Jasper Whiting, a pio-

neer in the manufacture of cement from

blast-furnace slags; Charles W. Goodale,

the manager of a great copper-mining and

smelting enterprise.

These are only a few of the men owing

their training to the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology who have done great

service to the world in the art of mining

and metallurgy. During the first 25 years

of the history of the Institute its classes

were small and its alumni of the years

earlier than 1890 are relatively few in

number. Since then there has been a

great enlargement and the younger men

have been rapidly coming to the front.

Already many of them are matching the

successes of the older men. The history

of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology is a conclusive demonstration that

the method of education inaugurated by

Rogers is a useful one and that the arts

and sciences and the welfare of the world

have been immensely improved by its

production of men who can do things.

We commend Mr. Fielding's recent re-

marks, published elsewhere in this issue,

to the attention of some of our American

copper producers.
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Metallics

None of the alloys of cobalt and cop-

per are true chemical compounds.

Manganese steel should be used for

the cores of electromagnets for cranes,

as it demagnetizes .instantly when the

current is shut off.

Lead is hardened by relatively small

additions of tin. An alloy containing 7

per cent, of tin is about as hard as pure

tin. The maximum hardness is attained

with a half-and-half mixture.

The consumption of zinc at the San

Rafael y Anexas precipitation plant at

Pachuca, Mex., is 334 grams per metric

ton of ore or 686 grams per kilogram of

mixed gold and silver precipitate, the ratio

of the metals in the ore being 374 to

70,400.

If air-hammer drill steels, stamp-mill

cam shafts and other steel parts sud-

jected to intense vibration or receiving

repeated blows are removed occasionally

and heated to a dull red, then allowed

to cool very slowly, the breakage from

crystallization would be materially re-

duced.

Owing to the small extent and discon-

tinuous nature of the deposits, mangan-

ese mining in the United States is unim-

portant. The ore must usually be either

washed, or sorted, or both. Single pock-

ets are of small extent and are soon ex-

hausted, which discourages the erection

of expensive concentrators.

When cement undergoes a prolonged

shipment through humid and tropical cli-

mates, it rapidly deteriorates if shipped in

sacks or barrels. For this reason cement

clinker is shipped to Panama and ground

there for use in canal construction work.

Where operations are on too small a

scale to warrant the installation of grind-

ing machinery, the ground cement should

be shipped in light galvanized iron drums.

In designing assay furnaces in which

charcoal is to be burned due regard

should be observed as to the nature of

the fuel to be used. Hard woods produce

charcoal that burns with a short flame,

and the fuel bed should be in contact

with the muffle; soft woods produce long

flame charcoal, the flame of which is hot-

ter than the coals and the muffle should

be placed two or three feet above the

top of the burning coal.

Pipes supplying water to batteries, wet

crushing machines and concentrating

tables should be provided with both plug

and globe valves. The flow is controlled

by the globe valve, which once adjusted

should be changed only when the rate of

flow changes. Water is shut off and

turned on by the plug valve. By this ar-

rangement the time required to adjust

valves is saved whenever the water is to

be shut off for a time. The plug valve

should always be full opened.

By the Way
Alexander Gillies, discoverer of the

Hollinger mine, says that there are today

in Porcupine two real mines and two

near ones; that the other claims run from

good prospects to lemons or culls.

Radium promises to become common.

Now it is said to have been discovered

in the Tatra mountains, near Zakopane,

in Galicia. Like all new radium dis-

coveries, this is "as rich as those of Bo-

hemia."

We learn that a "professor" of mind

reading is guiding a general of the U. S.

Army and a banker in their mining in-

vestment. It is difficult to understand

why a mind reader should leave the

ethereal and sybaritic paths of his pro-

fession for mining. Revelations, however,

may be expected.

It is reported that a rich silver-lead-

copper deposit has been discovered at

Meglo, between Binda and Biggar, about

27 miles from Crookwell, in the southern

portion of New South Wales. The lode

is said to have- been traced for two miles

and Australian enthusiasts are talking

about another Broken Hill.

The Philadelphia Times is evidently of

good discernment, for it gives the follow-

ing dialogue: Mining Company Presi-

dent—Have you seen our annual state-

ment? Friend—Yes. Now, just be-

tween ourselves, I'd like to ask you one

question. President—Certainly. Friend

—

Just what is your exact financial condi-

tion?

The U. S. Bureau of Mines is cir-

cularizing 2000 of the largest consumers

of coal in the United States in an en-

deavor to collect statistical information

on the causes of spontaneous combus-

tion. The information thus obtained is

to be carefully studied and the results

are to be incorporated in a bulletin to

be issued by the Bureau of Mines.

The way of some "mining promoters"

is now rough and rocky. The members

of A. L. Wisnt-r & Co.. were "pinched"

a few weeks ago and William G. Motley

was gathered in on April 4. The Wisner

concern had long been notorious. Mot-

ley's latest "promotion" was the Alle-

gheny Quartz and Channel Mining Com-

pany. His "sucker" list is said to have

been developed to a high degree of per-

fection.

A miner from New Guinea is reported

as having expressed himself in a very

sanguine way about the future of copper

mining in Papua, especially in the region

that extends from beyond the Latoke

river along the Astralobe range, about 30

miles in length by eight miles in width.

"Plenty of prospectors," he says, "have

discovered splendid shows, which they

have covered up, pending an advance in

the price of the metal." Alas! that all

prospectors are not so considerate.

They are trying to foment a Porcupine

boom in Wall Street, says the Boston

News Bureau. Porcupine claims already

are quoted for more by a hundred mil-

lions than all the gold that can be taken

out in a generation. A Curb broker wired

a man in the West the other day, "Bank

rate 4," and he promptly responded

by telegram, "Buy me 500 at not above

" He thought it was a new Por-

cupine proposition. The News Bureau

further remarks that Federal Mining and

Smelting has recently come up from un-

der 20 to above 30. John D. Rockefeller

bought the control of this company a few

years ago, at around S66 per share. He-

boid it to the Guggenheims at S122K?

per share for 53,600,000 share capital out

of a total of $6,000,000 capital. It after-

ward sold up to 199. Why should one

seek Porcupine mining stocks when he

can get such fluctuations in a lead-mining

proposition?

The Massachusetts legislative com-

mittee on mercantile affairs has decided

to report a bill which provides that any

mining company, before it can list its

stock on the Boston Stock Exchange or

Boston Curb, must file with the com-

missioner of corporations a sworn state-

ment giving the facts about the property

of the company, the location of the mine,

the shares owned by each stockholder,

etc.; that after the annual meeting a

sworn statement of the condition of the

property must be filed; that at the re-

quest of 25 per cent, of the stockholders

the company must submit its properties

to examination by an expert engineer;

that the officers of the corporation shall

be personally liable for impairment of

capital through mismanagement; and

that brokers on the exchanges who deal

in a stock which has not complied with

the law shall be subject to a fine or im-

prisonment.

The recent battle of Agua Prieta may

be unique in the history of warfare, inas-

much as it was fought right along the

line of a neutral country into which shots

were directed and unfortunately killed

and wounded some Americans who were

simply attending to their business. The

Copper Queen smeltery seems to have

been considerably riddled. The following

excerpt from a newspaper account of the

battle is picturesque. The rebels swung

up along the international line, taking

possession of the Mexican guard house,

which the Federals had made their am-

munition magazine. A squad of 15

fought from this shelter with Lopez com-

manding. This house is only 70 ft. from

the line, where hundreds of Americans

were standing. As the rebels wheeled

around to this, it brought the Federal fire

from Agua Prieta directly toward the

American custom house. Telephone poles

were struck, shot dug up the sand on all

sides, but the sightseers, mad with the

enthusiasm, stood their ground.
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Mr. Fielding on Copper

Charles W. Fielding, chairman of the

Rio Tinto board, made the following per-

tinent and interesting remarks at th<

eral meeting of his company in London

on Ar

The operations at Rio Tinto for the re-

moval of overburden have been carried

on as usual during the year under review,

and preparations for the future arc well

ahead. In some of the overburden we

come across material -that is more

difficult to break up than that met with

in former years. In dealing with this

the increased use of machine drilling has

been employed, and the introduction of

these and of other improved methods are

creating economies in opencast working

generally. During the past year's mining

operations silicious ore has been met

with in larger proportion than usual. This

ore gives up most of its copper by local

treatment, and is profitable to work; but,

as it occurs intermixed with ordinary ore,

it has in any case to be mined, and then

selected out from the pyrites. For this

reason, and to get sufficient pyrites to

meet the demands of our customers who

make sulphuric acid, the total quantity

of ores mined had to be increased during

1910; but the aveiage copper contents

of the whole of the ores mined was rather

lower than in 1909. Methods for extract-

ing copper from all classes of ores

treated by us in Spain are constantly re-

ceiving attention, and improvements are

gradually being introduced, with a view

to recover their copper contents more

economically and quickly, and to render

the washed pyrites sooner available for

the use of sulphuric-acid makers. When

dealing with millions of tons, the intro-

duction of improvements must of neces-

sity be slow; but at the same time a

fractional saving runs into very large fig-

ures over the quantity dealt with.

The only adverse feature during the

year has been the price obtainable for

copper. Consumption has been satisfact-

ory, and there is no doubt that copper is

ntly being used in ever-increasing

quantities. On the other hand, the world's

stocks of copper are still higher than they

~e. and miners of copper are not

able to hold out for higher prices while

stocks are in excess of consumers' needs

and the production is upon a scale that

not rapidly reduce stocks to a fig-

ure which would beget confidence. A few

of the larger mines and groups in Amer-

ica have undoubtedly reduced their pro-

duction since last autumn, but the total

output figure! of that continent indicate

that other and smaller mlnef are trying

".g by mining the largest ouan-

er they can. in order to I

the cost of each ton I

they make no proflta and exhaust their

This policy, while suicidal to

themselves, is naturally very detrimental

t«-> the interests of copper who,

while still able to pay dividends, yet

have their profits considerably reduced.

As to the future price of copper I can-

not speak with certainty. Stocks are be-

ing reduced somewhat, and I believe that

the larger American producers fully rea-

lize that with a general and quite moder-

ate further reduction of the total output

on their side the excess stocks would

rapidly disappear. This would in the

near future put copper at a price that

would give them reasonable returns.

From an analysis of the published re-

turns of the United States copper mines,

a number of companies, having over £60,-

000,000 of capital, can be picked out,

which together produce more than 25 per

cent, of the world's output of copper, and

which on the average of recent years

have paid less than 2 per cent, in divi-

dends to their shareholders. I do not

think that it is far wrong to put 20 years

as the average effective life of the or-

dinary mine working a vein or an isolated

lense of ore. Therefore, in the last three

years these American mines in question

have probably exhausted nearly a sixth

of their wealth for no ultimate return,

and they have paid, as I have said, less

than 2*per cent, per annum of their work-

ing capital. Fortunately, Rio Tinto is not

ments are in excess of the production,

amounting to about 2,081,936 tons, of

which about half was for domestic

consumption.

There were 20 companies operating in

the hard-rock section for part or all of

1910, and 15 in the land-pebble district,

and at least one new" company preparing

for operations in the latter field. Thirty-

seven plants were operating in the hard

rock at the beginning of the year, 45

at the end.

Broken Hill South Silver

The Broken Hill South Silver Mining
Company, of New South Wales, has re-

ported for the half year ended Dec. 31,

1910. The company is continuing its cus-

tomary dividends of 10 per cent, quarter-

ly, and expects to pay an additional 5

per cent, for the quarter ended March 31,

1911. In addition 10 per cent, per an-

num is written off for plant depreciation.

During 1910 there were 311,874 tons of

ore extracted, while the ore reserves are

estimated at 3,000,000, which amount it

is expected to increase. The ore raised

carried 14.9 per cent, lead, 12.9 per cent,

zinc, and 6 oz. silver per ton. An ac-

companying table shows the classifica-

CONCENTRATION AT BROKEN HILL SOUTH SILVER MINTING COMPANY
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Correspondence and Discussion,
The Cuyuna Iron Range
From the time of earliest exploratory

work up to the present, a period of five

or six years, the Duluth correspondent

of the Journal has never had a word to

say in favor of the new Cuyuna iron

range. Such references as he has made

have been few indeed and invariably of a

pessimistic tone.

In the Journal of April 8 there is one

of his characteristic descriptions of con-

ditions, that is not warranted by the

known facts. He goes out of his way

to say a good word for the Vermilion

iange, when anyone who is at all posted

knows that hundreds of thousands of

dollars have been spent there in almost

fruitless attempts to add new shipping

mines to the five or six that were es-

tablished 20 to 25 years ago. The Ver-

milion range, too, has hundreds of acres

of outcrops of jasper, greenstone and iron

formation to guide the prospector. The

government geological maps of that range

show a regular crazy-quilt of favorable

looking areas for prospecting. It would be

a conservative estimate to say that there

have been incorporated within the last 25

years, a hundred iron companies to give the

public a chance to invest in their stocks and

I cannot recall any such that have ever

shipped ore. The first ore, discovered on

the Vermilion, outcropped. That dis-

covery, followed up, resulted in two or

three mines in that immediate vicinity.

This was easy compared to exploring on

the Cuyuna where a drift mantle covers

the ledge to a depth of 50 to 300 ft. over

the entire district.

Now, what has the Cuyuna district

shown within the brief five or six years

of its existence? The Kennedy mine at

Rabbit lake will be shipping ore this year.

At Crosby there are ledged two large and

substantial concrete shafts and sinking is

being continued to the required levels

on two different properties. Two other

concrete shafts are going down in the

same vicinity and will be ledged within

three months. All five of the above men-

tioned mines are installing the best

modern equipment capable of handling a

large tonnage. Other lands on the range

have been successfully drilled, market-

able orebodies are known to exist and in

due time other active mines will be

opened. A new railroad (the Soo line)

has been built into the district and the

deck at Superior is now about ready to

receive the first ore which will be

shipped within the next few weeks.

In consideration of these facts, I think

that the Cuyuna, in a few years, has done

well and is entitled to as favorable recog-

nition as its older sister, the Vermilion,

which has been in the spot light for the

Views, Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

last 25 or 30 years, with all the advant-

age of the publicity given it incident to

the flotation of numerous companies of-

fering stock to the public in the adver-

tising columns of the press, with reading

notices thrown in. The Cuyuna range

has had no such influence to stimulate

work, but some people, interested in that

range, have been quietly "delivering the

goods" nevertheless. It is true there has

been considerable money spent fruitlessly

and there will be much more spent in the

search for ore, which is a necessary part

of the mining game. The district is not

a wonder like the Mesabi and never will

be, but enough has been accomplished, I

am sure, to warrant using a little brighter

coloring matter than has so far been ap-

plied. C. Neimeyer.

Duluth, Minn., April 13, 1911.

The remarks of the Duluth correspond-

ent of the Journal on the results of de-

velopment and the future of the Cuyuna
Range iron ores in Minnesota, which

were published on page 731 in the issue

of April 8, meet my idea of the situation

exactly.

There is no question but that, in a

contracted area close to the west side of

Rabbit lake, there is some good ore, some

very good ore; but this immediate vicin-

ity seems to cover all that has so far

been found of value. Newspapers here

have, from time to time, reported im-

portant discoveries and leases, one of the

last being a lease to the Inland Steel

Company of a property said to contain

20,000,000 tons at a 50-cent royalty. But

there was never the slightest warrant

for stating any tonnage on this property

from the explorations made, and the In-

land Steel lease is now, I learn, to be

abandoned as worthless.

The same was true of a find that was

taken over by the International Harvester

Company, where some exceptionally

high-grade ore was found—68 per cent.

iron and 0.008 per cent, phosphorous

—

but this, too, was so little that the nego-

tiation was dropped by the Harvester

company. The newspapers do not men-

tion these abandonments.

Four shafts are either down or are be-

ing sunk on the range, all close to Rabbit

lake. One of these shafts is on the

Kennedy mine that has developed a large

tonnage and begins the shipment of a

small tonnage this week to the new
docks of the Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie railroad.

A second shaft is at the Armour, and a

third is to be started at once at the Pine

Tree. All these properties are owned by

Rogers, Brown & Co. The Inland Steel

Company is sinking or is to sink soon, a

concrete shaft on Sec. 11, T. 47, R. 27

and Rogers, Brown & Co., will sink on

their Interstate property, Sec. 10, still

another concrete shaft. While there are

rumors that other shafts will be sunk

I do not know that any are assured. The
Kennedy will be the only shipping mine

fcr this year. Cuyuna.
Duluth, Minn., April 11, 1911.

Diamonds in British Columbia
The brief information given in the

Toronto correspondence in the Journal
of April 8, seems to me so incomplete to

be likely to cause disappointment if, as

stated, "some prospectors have started

for the district." The following informa-

tion on this subject is thoroughly depend-

able: "The diamonds in the rock from

Olivine mountain, near Tulameen river,

B. C, were found by Robert A. A. Johns-

ton, curator of the Canada geological

survey museum, at Ottawa, Ont., while

studying the chromite in a specimen for

Charles Camsell, one of the Survey geol-

ogists, who had done much geological

work in the Tulameen district during 1909

and 1910. This is the only authentic dis-

covery of diamonds in Canada. Numer-
ous reports have been received of dia-

monds having been found in northern

Ontario and Quebec, but in no instace has

investigation proved the accuracy of such

reports. About 10 years ago R. W. Brock,

now director of the geological survey,

found diamonds in British Columbia, but

did not publish a notice of his discovery

for the reason that the material was lost

before the final combustion test was

made. He was, however, sure enough

of the nature of the material to lead him

to advise prospectors to be on the lookout

for diamonds in British Columbia."

It may be added that a press despatch

from Ottawa, dated April 10, includes

the following: "R. A. A. Johnston has

been working for the last few weeks on

the samples of rock from British Colum-

bia in which the first Canadian diamonds

were discovered. 'The discovery is of no

commercial importance,' he said, T have

found it impossible to separate the dia-

monds from chromite and other varieties

of rock in which they appear in the

specimens found, without necessarily

breaking them into small pieces. Of
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cour- this by a slow pro-
but commercially this would be out

of the question.' "

Of the chromite deposits. .Mr. Camsell
reported : "Chromite occurs in varying
quantities in the peridotite of Olivine

mountain. It appears generally along
certain east and west zones, where the

peridotite has been most readily altered to

serpentine, and occurs in short, irregular

- from half an inch to an inch in

width, and in irregular masses or bunches
in the dark green olivine. It also occurs
in small disseminated crystals in the mas-

reridotite not connected with any
iring or Assuring. It is doubtless a

differentiation product of the peridotite

a in the process of cooling. In the

experience of those working on this

peridotite area, some of the best assays
for platinum have been obtained from
peridotite. rich in chromite. This is in

accord with the results obtained by Prof.

James F. Kemp in his study of the geol-

ogy of the platinum deposits." In the

year 1900, Professor Kemp spent nearly

three months in the district, investigating

the geology of the platinum deposits"

along the Tulameen river.

E. Jacobs.

Victoria. B. C. April 12, 1911.

Seeking Employment
Perhaps the following record extending

over a period of twenty years may indi-

cate how the mining student without any
'•pull" may find employment. Of twelve
positions, six I obtained by answering ad-

visements in mining papers, one I ob-
t .ined by an advertisement I placed in a

mining paper, four through personal ac-

quaintances and one by writing to a com-
pany that was just incorporated. This
I heard of through a friend. Although I

am personally acquainted with many of
the best engineers in the country I have
never hrrd any help from them.

My experience is that reliable com-
panies do not advertise good positions.

They do not have to; their waiting list

is too long. Companies may advertise
for millmen or mine foremen but not of-

ten. I believe it a waste of money for the

lent to advertise and that if he waits
for advertisements to appear so that he

his luck he may starve before
- appear, and should he answer

and be accepted the chances are that
he would be ashamed to tell his best
riend the amount of his compensation.

rtunately I was of that large class

bo picked out the
mining of the precious metals as a life

unfortunately been
branch of th' .,]y

Jed with excellent men. Good
men with year

,,f

work. I know this for a fact for I am con-
tinually receiving applications from men
with excellent qualifications who are will-
ing to take any job.

My advice to the young graduate with-
out friends in the business is to consider
carefully these two questions. Do I want
to live most of my years on the frontiers
of civilization and do I wish to lead an
honest upright life? If both of these
questions are answered in the affirmative
the graduate may after many years of
hard work attain a position paying about
$150 per month; if answered in the nega-
tive the individual will be sorely disap-
pointed for on one hand he must remain
on the frontiers to work in mines and on
the other any advantage gained through
dishonest work will be but transitory.

The fact that an engineer has many ex-
cellent recommendations is no indication
of what position he may be compelled to

accept through absolute necessity. The
best advice is to make friends among
mining and business men in the large
cities. The general idea is that if a
student gets in and works hard and works
to advantage he is sure to come out on
top. This I believe to be a fallacy, the
poor worker is just as apt to obtain the
best positions as the man with excellent
qualifications. It is entirely a matter of
personal friendship which often depends
upon individuality. Without meaning to

be frivolous I believe a mining school
might with propriety have a course in

"mixing" where the student might learn
the gentle art of being a "good mixer."

Although mining for the precious
metals is a highly technical profession
which requires experience and judgment,
good positions are obtained, as in any
other business, simply through friendships
and acquaintances. Engineer.

Salt Lake City, Utah, April 5, 1911.

to use "copy" in the shape of numerous
letters I have received—letters that in-

clude lists of previous engagements as
well. as an insight to the personality of
the writers.

The several engineering employment
agencies undoubtedly do much good work,
but I have yet to be convinced that it is

fair to charge a month's salary for ad-
vising an applicant of possible openings.
The charge seems out of all proportion
to the service rendered.

Mark R. Lamb.
New York, N. Y., April 8, 1911.

Sampling Ore in Tunnels

The suggestion that the American In-
stitute of Mining Engineers appoint a
committee on employment for the mem-
bers, made by J. A. Herdy, in the Jour-
nal of April 1, is especially timely as
I am on the point of leaving for Santi-
ago, Chile, for the Allis-Chalmers Com-
pany, and the most valuable feature of
my employment file—promptness—will
be lost. I shall discontinue it except for
positions open along the west coast of
South America.

Mr. Herdy's idea seems good, though
the fact that Secretary Raymond has not
started such a file for aiding those out
of work shows that there is something
wrong with the idea. As was prophesied
in an editorial note, the file would sooner
or later attain unwieldy proportions and
only that it is a hobby keeps it active
and useful.

The "Positions Wanted" columns of
such publications as the Journai are

though it is not universal prac
use them. I believe it would pay

Recently I have had occasion to read
a number of reports on mines where the
ore occurred in a broad vein or zone
that dipped at a high or nearly vertical
angle. These deposits were all situated
in hills so that a considerable depth of
ore could be developed from a system
of tunnels driven at right angles to the
strike of the ore and at or near the base
of the hill.

The ore exposed in a tunnel of one of
these properties was 300 ft. wide and in
sampling, the engineer had cut a contin-
uous channel from wall to wall, reduc-
ing a bulky lot of ore to one small sam-
ple for assay and which was supposed
to represent the ore exposed in the tun-
nel.

It is quite possible to obtain a fair
estimate of the value of the ore as a
whole by such a method of sampling,
but one of the important objects of
sampling is to determine whether, in a
wide zone of ore, the gold or other metal
is uniformly distributed or occurs in

shoots, as is often the case.

The grade of the wide zone of ore
may be too low to admit of profitable
mining, but it may be possible to mine
the richer shoots. on a small scale of op-
erations with excellent returns.

In order to determine the grade of
such ore exposed in a tunnel, one sample
should be cut for not more than every
5 ft. of th; ore zone. It should be cut
at right angles to the walls or, in ver-
tically dipping deposits, parallel with the
roof of the tunnel. The entire width
of the orebody should be sampled in as
many separate cuts, each 5 ft. long, as
may be necessary to represent every 5-

ft. section of the tunnel through the
deposit.

When such samples are assayed and
the results written on the assay maps,
any high-grade oreshoots are automatic-
ally recorded and then the proper inter-

pretation of the results of sampling may
be made. From such a map it is at once
apparent whether the deposit can be
worked as a whole or only the high-grade
shoots pre of value.

J. A. Herdy.

Chicago, 111., April 7, 1911.
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Details^ Practical Uining
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

Ejecting Sludge from Drill

Holes

By E. M. Weston*

A method of ejecting mud and cuttings

from a drill hole has been devised by

Mr. Tippet, an Australian, that may re-

sult in making it possible to use a one-

man drill in the mines of the Rand. He
conceived the idea of withdrawing the

sludge through, instead of forcing water

down hollow steel. He intended to bring

the sludge right through the machine by

means of a suction device which was

to be worked by the exhaust air.

One day, while using a rose bit. he

-\
t

.
.
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Hollow-steel Bit with Side Opening

noted that when the suction was not op-

erating, the drillings were being vigor-

ously ejected. The sludge evidently en-

tered the hollow in the steel with con-

siderable velocity on the down stroke, the

inertia of which was not entirely over-

come during the period of the return

stroke.

All that is necessary to take advantage

of this effect is to employ hollow steel

and forge a collar or thickened mass of

metal near the shank, then to drill a

transverse hole to connect with the cen-

tral channel at a point just below the

chuck.

The steel used with piston drills is 1 V\

in. diameter, through which passes a VA -

in. channel. The central channel be-

comes filled with sludge but doss not

choke with pieces of rock (granite) even
when as large as a 10-c. piece.

It has been found in using steel of this

construction, that it loses gage less rap-

idly. A total of 37 in. of hole was bored
by a New Century air-hammer drill in

12 min., operating at 55-lb. pressure, as

follows; with 1-^-in. steel 15 T4 in. of

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-
erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things "that have to
be done in Ev<

M
reryday

lnini

*Minir.<r pnsinppr. Box 1167. Johannesburg.
R. A.

hole; with 1
'•

s -in. steel 16 v; in. and
with lJ/8 -in. steel 5 inches.

The accompanying illustration shows
the enlarged part of the drill below the

chuck, the transverse and longitudinal

passages.

A Steam Sample Drier

By Clarence C. Semple

The jacket herein described is a modi-
fication of the jacket used in the sample-
drying room of the Aguascalientes smelt-

ery of the American Smelting and Re-
fining Company. The drying room is in

the sampling-mill building, separated

from the bucking room by a corridor, and

in a place remote from dust. The room
is entirely inclosed, lighted by windows
and ventilated by a small cupola at the

top. The jackets are arranged in rows,

one above the other on three sides of the

room.

The jacket is made of cast iron;

js about 24 in. wide and 54 in. long; the

steam space A is about 3 in. high; the

walls are about '< in. thick. The upper

surface is surrounded by a rim C about

1 in. high, except for a width of 6 in. in

the front, as shown at D. At one end. a

pipe flange E for a 1 -in. or IK'-in. pipe

is riveted to make connection with the

steam-supply pipe F. At the other end

and at the bottom of the jacket, a sec-

ond pipe flange G is riveted, in which is

screwed a nipple H and elbow / con-

necting with the return pipe /. The

jackets are supported, in tiers of six or

eight, one above the other, on a stand

made of 1 -in. pipe and fittings.

Usually the samples to be dried are

contained in light sheet-iron pans about

22 in. square and 4 or 6 in. deep. These

ptns are placed on the top of the jacket,

fitting within the rim. Such samples dry

within 12 to 18 hours. When a "rush"

sample is to be dried, the pan is not used,

but the sample is spread evenly over the

top of the jacket, where it dries in not

more than two hours. The rim is pro-

vided for the drying of such samples.

When dry, the sample is scraped into a

pan through the opening in the rim at

D, the fine ore being swept out with
a brush. The surface of the jack

then washed to remove any fine material
that might affect the next sample so

dried.

Samples of concentrate or heavy sul-

phide ore may be decomposed to a slight

degree if placed in a pan directly in con-
tact with the hot jacket. Such samples
should be dried slowly at a low tem-
perature. To dry samples that might be
decomposed under the combined influ-

ences of heat and moisture, two sticks of

wood are placed across and resting on

Plan - Top.

A Steam-jacket Sample Drier

the rim of the jacket; the pan is placed

on these sticks, where the sample will

dry slowly with the minimum danger of

decomposition.

The usual method of drying samples is

to place the pans upon steam coils. The
advantages of the jacket are that the re-

sistance to the flow of steam is much less

than offered by coils; the area of con-

tact of hot surface is much greater than

where coils are used; there is no danger
of spilling a part of a sample into those

below it; when necessary, "rush" sam-
ples may be dried in the minimum time.

The Gold field Consolidated

Bullion Refinery

The new refinery of the Goldfield Con-
solidated Mines Company has many in-

novations; in effect, it is a small smelting

plant that handles the products of the

mi!!, and does away with the necessity

of shipping concentrates and low-grade

bullion.

The precipitate from the filter presses

is molded into small briquets, then dried

in a baking oven. It is then smelted with

lead in two small blast furnaces. Silica

and old cyanide tins are added to the

charge for fluxing.

The slag produced is so low in gold

that it may be discarded. The base bul-

lion is cupelled and bullion 0.900 fine is

obtained. The products from the cupel-

ling furnace, such as litharge, slag and

old cupels are returned to the blast fur-

naces for recovery of the gold contained.
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A Safety Gate for Pit

. used on pit cages in a

g ish collieries is shown in

the accompanying illustrations. Th-

is closed while hoisting men. though in

such a manner as to be readily opened

n. while the g

the men in the cage ii

of emerge when hoistin_

opening of the cage front

for the entrance of coal

The illustrations, says Colliery

Guardian, show the gate in various posi-

ted to the cages at the Wharn-

cliffe Silkstone Colliery. The gate is of

a collapsible pattern, working vertically,

-iides in a strong channel-section

frame which is hinged to the top bar of

ige front, and held in position by

two swing catches attached to the floor

of the cage. The frame remains in this

position as long as men are being carried,

the gate being closed or opened by sim-

- ding the trellis up and down.

When the cage is to be used for hoist-

ing coal the catches are released and

the- whole gate and frame are swung out

Gale Closed far
Carrying Men.

Gate Open to

Admit Men.
ZV £*f**e*ri*j J Mining Journal

Safety Gate for Cages

of the way to the top of the cage, where

they are secured by means of a strong

strap until again required. It will be

noticed that in this position also the

trellis can be closed up so as not to be

in the way when timber is being wound.

The gate is of strong construction so

afford the ne^ rotection to

the men, but is sufficiently light as to be

easily handled. The frame is attached to

the cage with no more trouble than the

drilling of a few bolt holes for the fixing

of the hinges and catches. Should the

width of the cage allow of it. the gate can

be fitted with a fixed frame.

ie bars of the cage front, though

rsg frame

the mere satisfactory, and is that usually

•furnace

Queer
I

Wireless Telegraphy for

Mines
By J. Owen Smith*

In view of the extent to which wireless

telegraphy has developed as a means of

communication between isolated commun-
ities afloat, it is a matter of surprise to

find how few mines have taken advantage

-ot this entirely feasible means of com-

munication. A comprehensive system of

wireless for the civilized spots of "dark-

est" Africa is in construction in German
East Africa, and the intention is to af-

ford communication between such remote

piaces as Muanza, East Africa; Bukaba,

on the Victoria Nyanza; Sahara; and the

Cameroons, the ultimate intention being

to link up, wirelessly. the whole of Ger-

man East and Southwest Africa.

To my mind there is a close analogy

between these isolated communities of

Woodeu Spreader.

vire. This antenna can be of various

shapes, but there are three in general

use. Of these, two are used on land.

One is the flat top, i.e., the wires sup-

ported between two poles; and the other

the umbrella, the wires running down
from one pole and spreading out on all

sides. Each has advantages peculiar to

its construction; the flat top works better

and for longer distances in its own plane,

while the umbrella form radiates and re-

ceives equally well from all directions.

But the flat top, in spite of its directional

fault, is generally used, as its form en-

ables the spreading of a much greater

amount of wire at the maximum distance

from the ground, which is desirable.

The greater the spread of wire and the

higher, the more efficient will be the sta-

tion. It has been found that this follows

the rule of squares; thus: If two sta-

tions working together have aerials 100

1 Glass or Porcelain Insulator at

each End of each Wire
Rope aud Pulley

Lowering «ud
Raising Aerial.

Aerial Wires should be Copper
So. 1 ; or Copper Stranded.

-•
i au<U .if N'o. 20 to the

Wire, the latter preferred.

Wooden Spreade
with Wires JO'apart

Guy
Wire

Coil or

Spark .Transformer.

Gap
Batteries or
Generator.

Sending
Key.

Connections of

Primary Circuit!

of Coil.

Solder to Copper Sheet.

Ground Connection should he made through / ~^r
several Pipes driven in, or Metal Plates about ~
4 I 4'at least, buried in moist Earth.
Ground Wire should be Soldered to Pipes or Plate.

eydeu Jars, Xumlier variable
with Size of Transmitting Set.
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Typical Wireless-telegraph Station

Africa and mines where metallic cir-

cuits are not or cannot conveniently be

maintained.

Operation Simple and Inexpensive

That a wireless-telegraph' station can

be erected and maintained without any

great knowledge of electricity, except that

gained by actual experience, is evidenced

by the fact that in this country today

there are thousands of amateur plants

in operation, some of them covering

large distances. Neither should lack of

knowledge of the telegraph code deter

anyone from entering the wireless field,

ne can become familiar enough

with it in a few weeks to exchange mes-

slnuly.

'.f the m08l important parts of .1

Utfll is the antenna, fir aerial

I'.ny-

ft. high and both increase them to 200

ft., the signal received in either station

from the other will be four times as

strong.

SIZE OF WIRELESS AERIALS

Id Work,
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:>ose here is to give an approximate idea

)f what is necessary to render effective

ind dependable service.

The primary power for a station is an

mportant problem, and one which fre-

quently is a hard one to solve. Dry bat-

v,'ries are sufficient where the distances

lire short, say five or 10 miles. For

greater distances storage batteries, a

jiource of care and worry, are sometimes

Lsed, but the ideal primary power is

110- or 220-volt alternating current. Of

:ourse, direct current at these pressures

answers, but it is necessary either to

."ansform it to alternating, or else use

;ome kind of an interrupter, as the power

o be supplied to a wireless coil or

ransformer must be either alternating or

nterrupted current.

POWER REQUIRED FOR \Y IRK LESS
TELEGRAPHY

Mile-

10
15
20
25
35
50

Sparking
Apparatus

2-in. coil

4-in. coil

8-in. coil

i-k\v. transformer
i-kw. transformer
J-kw. transformer
1-kw. transformer

Power

Dry batteries
Storage batteries
Storage batteries
A.c.ord.c., 110or220v.
A.c.ord.c.,110or220v.
A.c.ord.c, 1 10 or 220 v.
A.c.ord.c, 110or220v.

In an accompanying table will be found

he approximate power necessary for the

various distances, in connection with the

various aerials already outlined.

Cost of Wireless Equipment

The diagram of a wireless station

shown in an accompanying illustra-

tion will give an idea of what is nec-

essary for a complete outfit. If this were

followed and the installing and "tuning

up" carefully done, a station so con-

structed should work constantly with only

slight expenditures of money and labor.

It is almost impossible to give detailed

cost of the complete apparatus unless the

local conditions are known. In fact, a

station should be designed entirely ac-

cording to what it is expected to accom-

plish, and only when this is known can

definite cost figures be given. Roughly,

a complete station to send and receive

reliably for say 15 miles would cost in

the aggregate about Si 25. One for 50

miles, about S300 or $400. After installa-

tion there is practically no cost outside

of the power consumed in the primary

circuit.

The new Randfontein Central mill with

600 stamps and 16 tube mills is esti-

mated to crush 150,000 tons per month,
or a stamp duty of 8.3 tons per stamp
per day. The cost of the mill was £1,-

800,000, about half of which sum was
paid for labor. On the basis of the esti-

mated capacity this is equivalent to a cost

of S4.80 per ton per annum.

Shaping Chuck Bolts

By H. Lawrence Brown*

The accompanying sketch shows a de-
vice for making chuck bolts for machine
drills. It consists of the plate B, made
of 1 -in. iron, bolted to a work bench by
M-in. countersunk bolts A. To the plate
are riveted the pieces C and D, of 1 -in.

material, with a curve in the piece C
corresponding with the bend desired in

the chuck bolt.

The levers F are about 2 ft. long and
are offset as shown at E, where the

thread on the bolt begins, in order not to

injure the threads while the bolt is being

O-A

O-A

'':

A-O

AO
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Device for Shaping Chuck Bolts

shaped. The threaded bolt is heated and

placed between C and D, while the levers

are open. Closing the levers to the po-

sition shown gives the bolt the proper

shape.

Belt Dressings

Most belt manufacturers, according to

William T. Plummer, know from bitter

experience that more belts are ruined

through the use of unsuitable dressings,

especially those that stick the belt to the

pulleys, than from any other cause. The

strongest claims are made for economy,

added efficiency, benefit to belting, wa-

terproofing, etc., for most, if not all, of

the dressings on the market.

Although the traction of a belt is un-

doubtedly temporarily increased some-

what by the use of these dressings, even

that benefit is extremely temporary, and

is lessened, to a great extent, by the
difficulty of pulling the belt from the face
ot the pulley. This is injurious to can-
vas belting, because it tends to tear the

ply of the belt which comes next to the

pulley's face; belts have been absolutely
ruined in this way, the face ply torn to

shreds from the use of sticky dressing.

The proper idea of a belt dressing is

not to cover the surface of the belt with
any sticky substance, but to dress the

belt with some preparation which will

keep it soft and pliable without affecting

its tensile strength.

The only safe as well as reasonable
way is for the belt user to find out what
dressing is recommended by the manu-
facturer of the belt which he wishes to

treat, and to use that dressing on that
kind of belting in accordance with the di-

rections. In that case the user will prob-
ably get the article which is not only best
adapted for the particular belt to increase
its traction and length of service, but will

run no danger of getting an article which
is detrimental to the belt.

Standard Cost Sheets

The standardization committee of the

Institution of Mining and Metallurgy on
mine accounts and cost sheets, has made
the following recommendations' in regard
to the standardization of working ac-
counts and cost sheets. These recom-
mendations have been adopted by the
council, which suggests their use when-
ever conditions will permit.

The committee recommended that for

the sake of convenient comparison, both
in working accounts and cost sheets, all

expenditure should be classified under
the following main heads: (1) Develop-
ment. (2) Extraction of ore (i.e., min-
ing). (3) Sorting at surface, prelimin-
ary crushing and transport. (4) Reduc-
tion costs (i.e., ore treatment). (5) Ad-
ministration charges and general charges
at mine. (6) Realization charges on
products. (7) Taxes and royalties of all

kinds, shown separately. (8) Head-office
charges.

The total capital expenditure should
also be shown on all general-expenditure
sheets.

The subdivision of these main heads
into subheads must necessarily depend
somewhat upon the conditions, but the

advantages of adhering as closely as pos-
sible to one form, and departing from it

only where necessary, are manifest. The
following were suggested as desirable

subdivisions:

(1) Development costs need only ap-

pear in the general cost sheet in one
total, but a detailed sheet should be pre-

pared showing the total expenditure and
cost per foot in shaft sinking, driving,

crosscuttinp, raising, winzing and plat

Mining engineer. Haile Gold Mining Com-
pany, Kershaw. S. ('. 'Hull. Vo. 76. I M. M
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portions . .penditures

:or materials re-

on of ore maj be use-

fully divided ir.- Stoping or break-

ing of ore. including under subheads:

costs, labor

-:io\eling. etc.
I b Tim-

tnd sorting of

ore ii . -if any). (c) Hoisting.

E re the cost of pump-
nail) heavy, it may be

. r.ient to make this item a main

head. lh; same remark applies to the

removal of the overburden when a de-

posit requires to be stripped. («) Un-
derground tramming. (/) Sampling, as-

_ and sun-eying, (g) General un-

und maintenance. It is suggested

that these subdivisions of the main head

should be set out in detail in the general

cost sheet, because mining is at once

the principal item of working cost and

offers the greatest scope for economies.

4
' Reduction costs must be subdi-

vided according to the treatment under-

gone by the ore, e.g.. crushing, amalga-

mation, concentration, fine grinding, cy-

aniding sands, slimes treatment, roasting,

smelting, converting, leaching, precipita-

tion, etc.; for each of which a detail

sheet should be prepared in such form as

circumstances may dictate.

; Administration may be divided

into salaries (general resident manager
and clerical staff on the spot), station-

ery and office general expenses, traveling

expenses, insurance and legal expenses,

accidents, medical, sanitary and hospital

expenses, stabling and sundry transport,

etc.

Head-office charges, besides or-

dinary central-office expenses, will in-

clude a gr:-at variety of items, such as

agency expenses, directors', consulting

engineers' and auditors' fees, bank-

charges, etc.. also interest on debentures
fif any). The individual items under

•
I are liable at times to merge

one into the other.

The committee recommended that all

stateu the quantities and values
ores and products on hand

should be certified by the responsible

d by the manager of

the mine. An independent pudit of

from time to

time.

Borehole Deflections

That the diamond-drill

:i African Institute

. 1911). I!

dency, then, of the end of the drill is to

be deflected in a north-south line. Once
that the deflection has been begun, by

magnetism, the weight of the rods con-

stantly tends to aggravate the deflection,

since in a curved hole, this weight would
tend to throw the center of the line of

rods toward the concave curve, and throw

the diamonds toward the inside of the

curve. In general, the drill hole, once

deflected, tends to become a parabola.

Drifting with Stope Drills

By Horace Lunt*

In the Cripple Creek district the small

hammer-type air drills have almost en-

tirely replaced the piston drills in stop-

ing. Much of the work is done by leas-

ers, who are not, as a rule, able to main-

tain a large equipment of tools, and they

have found that where the ground is not

too hard they can successfully use stope

drills for drifting. Sometimes the drill

is supported by a sprag across the drift,

but a better method is by the simple A-

frame. illustrated in the accompanying

Foot Frame for Stopinc Drill

IIil Ln.jmccriny .} Mining Journal

sketch. This is constructed of 2-in.

plank and is held in position by a sprag
across the drift as shown. The sprag has
to be moved once or twice during a

round, but this does not take much long-

er than changing the hight of the arm on
the column of a piston machine. All the

holes except the lifters are given an up-
ward slope; they are put in nearly hori-

zontal and cleaned with a blowpipe con-
nected to the air supply.

Furnace for Sharpening Drills

A novel furnace for sharpening drills

has been devised by Mr. Allen, who is

carrying out the Mine Trials Committee's
experiments at the Robinson Deep mine,

in Johannesburg. It stands about 5 ft. high

Misists of a length of steel pipe

about 10 in. in diameter lined with firebrick,

v ith a series of holes for the insertion of
drills, cut one above the other in its side.

There is a rack to hold the drills and an
t for dripping water on them

•Mi' '..,/. ii,

1

to confine the heat to the end inside the
furnace. Air is taken from a blower, or

from the compressed-air service of the

mine at a pressure of about 8 in. of mer-
cury, and is used to spray the oil, which
is fed by gravity from a stand about 6 ft.

high; regulating taps control the relative

quantities of oil and air supplied to the

furnace, so that the heat can be perfectly

regulated.

In the Robinson Deep this fur-

nace heats 2800 pieces of Y%-\n. hand
steel per shift and keeps four black-

smiths employed. It burns one case of

paraffin oil (8^ imp. gal.) per shift,

costing here about lis. The economy of

the furnace is chiefly due to the heat in

the upper part of the furnace being util-

ized to warm drills, which are gradually

moved down into the hottest zone. A
great advantage is the easy regulation of

the heat, that only the tips of the drills

need to be heated and that burning of

drills, due to overheating, which is so

easy in a coal furnace when operated by

a Kafir, is largely eliminated. This fur-

nace could be made at any mine and

could be adapted for use for much
blacksmith work, and especially for weld-

ing. It could, as far as its form is con-

cerned, be adapted for use with producer

gas with but slight modifications.

A Skipway for Handling
Supplies

By Jesse Simmons*

When the Wasp No. 2 Mining Com-
pany, at Flatiron, Black Hills, S. D.,

came to reconstruct the milling plant that

had been destroyed by fire, the problem
of delivering the large amount of lum-

ber, cement, machinery, etc., was a big

obstacle to be overcome. The top of the

millsite is at ths crest of Whitewood
canon, on the easterly side, about 400

ft. above the creek. The main line of the

C. B. & Q. railroad passes along the bot-

tom of this canon. During former years

supplies for the mill had been hauled
by team from a railroad spur half a mile

up the creek. The grade of this wagon
road was steep and it was an expensive
haul.

Finally Manager John Gray conceived
the idea of building a skipway direct

from the railroad tracks to the crest of

the hill. The gage is 42 in., the rails

weigh 45 lb. per yard and a 42-h.p. Hen-
drie & Blothoff electric hoist operates

the skips. The heaviest load handled
was a 5-ton section of a No. 6 Gates
crusher. Teaming concerns asked $150
for hauling this piece from the railroad

spur to the mill. The skipway did it for

one-fifth of that amount. Now that the

mill is running, the skipway is used to

deliver supplies to the various parts of

the mill.

Deadwood, s. I >.
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Duty on Lead-Zinc Ores

Washington Correspondence

The United States Court of Customs
Appeals has rendered its decision in the

, case of the appeal of the Consolidated

Kansas City Smelting and Refining Com-

(

pany, affirming the assessments made on

I ores imported. The appeal was taken

, from a decision of the Board of General

Appraisers affirming the assessment of

duty made by the collector at E! Paso,

;
Tex., upon merchandise imported at the

' port of El Paso, Tex. The merchandise

in question consisted of a number of

shipments of ore from Mexico, each ship-

ment containing lead in large or small

percentage, and each containing over 10

per cent, of zinc. All were assessed with

, duty on both the lead and the zinc con-

tents, under paragraphs 181 and 193 of

the act of 1909.

The importer claimed that it was im-

proper to assess duty under both para-

graphs, and that these ores were im-

ported and smelted merely for the lead

contents and should therefore be assessed

with duty only under paragraph 181, the

lead paragraph. The Board of General

Appraisers overruled the importer's claim,

and sustained the action of the collector.

Intention of Congress

It was contended by the appellant that

: the records of the tariff hearings show

! that the question was presented to Con-

gress of specifically providing that where

both lead and zinc appeared, the ore

should pay duty on both the lead and

zinc contained, and that as the proposed

amendment was not adopted the inference

should be drawn that Congress intended

that the ore should not be taxed for both

the lead and zinc content. The record

of the tariff hearing shows that there was

presented a proposed amendment to the

law reading as follows:

"Lead-bearing ores of all kinds, 1*/'C.

per lb. on lead contained therein; zinc-

bearing ores of all kinds, \'/jC. per lb. on

the zinc contained therein.

"Provided. That all ores imported

which contain both lead and zinc shall

pay WjC. per lb. on lead contained there-

in and also l^c. per lb. on the zinc con-

tained therein."

This proposed amendment was not

adopted by Congress, but the language

actually employed was that appearing in

the sections referred to above. "We can-

not regard this incident as controlling un-

less we shall find such ambiguity in the

language employed as justifies resort to

side lights," says the court. "Many rea-

sons might have suggested themselves to

the members of Congress why this par-

ticular language should not be employed,

and among them is that it was thought

best to exempt zinc-bearing ores entirely

from duty where they contained less than

10 per cent, of zinc.

Possible Recovery of the Met .

"It is next contended that lead-bear-
ing ores and zinc-bearing ores are dis-

tinctly different articles of commerce, and
that where the lead ore is recovered the
zinc is not, and where the zinc ore is

recovered, the lead is not. To place a

construction upon the statute which would
confer upon the importer the privilege

of determining for himself to which use
he would put the ores bearing both lead
and zinc is perhaps possible, but before
such a construction should be adopted,
we ought to be convinced that the in-

tention of Congress vesting this privilege

in the importer is made to appear clearly

by the enactment."

In conclusion the court says: "It ap-

pears by the testimony taken that ores

may be both zinc-bearing ores and lead-

bearing ores', and that each of the metals

may be recovered and the ore profitably

manipulated for their recovery by the

process of concentration and smelting the

several ores by the appropriate method.

This being the case, it is hardly conceiv-

able that Congress intended that zinc-

bearing ore which also contained lead

might be dutiable only for the zinc or that

iead-bearing ore which contained zinc

might be dutiable only for the lead. A
most significant feature of this act is

that while the actual smelting of zinc

ores is only practicable when there is

present 35 per cent, of zinc content, sec-

tion 193 in very clear terms makes all

zinc-bearing ore containing 10 per centum

subject to duty. It is very cloar from

this that it was within the contemplation

of Congress that ores which required

mechanical treatment to concentrate them

in preparation for the retort used in re-

claiming the zinc should be dutiable in

their crude state. Indeed this language

requires that all ores containing a greater

quantity than 10 per centum of zinc

must be treated as zinc ores and as-

sessed under paragraph 193. As is

pointed out by the Board of General Ap-

praisers in their opinion, Congress has

provided for a duty on the metal content

of ores rather than on the recovered

metal itself.

Construction of the Act

"We think that section 24 of the act,

which regulates smelting in bond, cannot

be given a construction which would

render unavailing an assessment on metal

other than lead. The record in the case

before us does not show that the im-

porter proceeded under this section. All

we have before us is the question of

whether the liquidation of the collector

upon the importation was correct, and

we do not think that section 24 should

be construed as modifying or abrogating

the provisions of section 193, imposing a

duty upon all zinc-bearing ores contain-

ing more than 10 per cent, of zinc.

"It is urged that the duty must be as-

sessed on goods, wares and merchandise-
in the condition as imported. This is ac-
cepted. But it is the zinc content of these
ores when imported that is in controversy
here, and the zinc content, if in excess of
10 per cent., is dutiable under the ex-
press terms of section 193.

"The same consideration answers the

Btion that articles are not to be sep-
arated into their elements for the pur-
pose of classification. There is no sep-
aration into elements of this ore. There-
is an ascertainment of the contents of
the ore, and the duty is levied upon
such contents. What happens to the ore
thereafter is a matter of no concern to the
collector and is not a matter which was
considered by Congress in enacting the
statute. This statement also answers the

suggestion that chief use is controlling.

It is enough to demonstrate that this ore
is dutiable for the zinc content to show
that it contains in excess of 10 per cent,

of zinc when coupled with the fact that

ordinarily ore containing both lead and
zinc may be mechanically treated so as
to make it commercially practicable to

recover both the lead and the zinc."

Yellow Pine District, Nevada
Fred A. Hale, superintendent Yellow

Pine Mining Company, Goodsprings,
Nev., writes as follows: "The mill now
under construction by the Yellow Pine
company, will begin crushing within 30
days; it will have a capacity of 60 tons
daily. The ore is a carbonate of zinc and
lead, averaging about 30 per cent, zinc,

15 per cent, lead and 12 oz. silver. The
object of the mill is to separat2 the lead

from the zinc and to eliminate as much
barren limestone from the zinc "tailings"

as possible, but the gravities of the min-
erals being so near alike renders it al-

most impossibb to get a clean separation

of the zinc and limestone, and by far the

greater part of the material passing
through the mill will be shipped. The
crushing is done by an 8xl2-in. Blake-

crusher and two sets of 16x30-in. rolls.

The roll products are screened by Colo-
rado Impact screens, the two sizes being

jigged in Harz jigs and the tailings re-

turned to the rolls. The final product

passes through a 20-mesh screen, and is

classified in a six-compartment Over-
strom classifier, the products from the

classifier going to six Overstrom straicht-

Iine tables. Of special interest, is the

fact that this is the first installation of

the Overstrom system of classification

and table work by graded sizes of feed,

which has since been adopted in the de-

signs of several other new mills in the

Southwest.

"The Yellow Pine company is also con-

structing a 36-in. page railroad from Jean

to its mine, via. Goodsprings, a distance

of 12 miles. The material is all on the

ground, and the road should be com-

by July 1. This railroad will also

enable several other companies to work
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their mines to better advantage, and will

result in a marked increase in the ship-

ments from the district.

"The Yellow Pine mine workings

.-iepth of 450 ft. on an inclina-

tion ol -md about 70,000 tons of

high-grade ore have been blocked. The

dies are remarkably regular, being

a met.. .cement in a bed of

mferous limestone, near the contact

intrusion of rhyolite porphyry.

"The district is now shipping about 150

tons of lead-zinc ore per week, together

with an occasional car of high-grade lead

and copper ore. These shipments will

probably be greatly increased in the next

six months. Another railroad, projected

for the west side of the mountains, will

tap a rich mineral belt, and should result

in several large producers."

Report on Transvaal Mining

Johannesburg Correspondence

The government mining engineer, in

his report for the year ended June 30,

1910. presents a well arranged body of

statistics, and the general conclusions he

draws from them appear warranted by

the facts. The two outstanding facts,

as far as the mining industry of the

Witswatersand is concerned, are the low-

er grade of the ore being treated and the

increase in working costs. The first he

attributes largely to the general tendency

at any goldfield to mine increasing quan-

tities of lower-grade ore as the field

grows older. The second he attributes to

attempts being made to work narrower

slopes and mainly to an inadequate and

inefficient labor supply. Mining opera-

tions are being conducted on an increased

scale and the number of mines crushing

over 50.000 tons per month has doubled

as compared with 1909.

Decline in Wages

The average rate of wages paid has

continued to fall, partly owing to the em-

ployment of more unskilled whites, but

the number of whites employed and the

gross earnings have increased. During

the vear ended June 30. 1909. whites em-

ployed during the first half of the year

numbered 1N.203. whose wages averaged

£333 per man per annum; during the sec-

ond half of that year 19,753 whites were

employed, at an annual average wage of

F
;or the year ended June 30, 1910,

whites employed during the first half of

the year numbered 21,497, earning an

average wane of 4-.^27 per man per an-

num, while during the second half of that

year 23,094 whites were employed, earn-

ing an average E321.

The efficiency of the la a dc-

]()(>() ton

the producing mine*; in June 1909, there

und 102 whites

and 1366 natives; in December, 1909, 111

whites and 1270 natives, while in June,

1910, there were 114 whites and 1430

natives employed underground for every

1000 tons hoisted.

On June 30. 1910, 9893 stamps and 182

tube mills were in operation. The

overage duty per 24 hours was 6.924

tons, an increase of 0.341 tons over 1909.

For the year 1904 to 1905, 1.24 white and

9.7 native laborers were employed per

1000 tons milled; in the year 1908 to

1909, 0.88 whites and 8.10 natives, while

for the year 1909 to 1910, 0.95 whites

and 7.58 natives were employed. In the

year 1904 to 1905. 801.9 tons of ore were

milled per white employee and 103.1 tons

per native; in the year 1908 to 1909.

1133.1 tons were milled per white em-

ployee and 123.5 tons per native; for the

year 1909 to 1910, 1056.3. tons were

milled per white employee and 131.9 tons

per native. In West Australia the ton-

nage raised and treated per employee

was 203.69 in 1908 and 193.98 in 1909,

and value of gold per man £443.8 and

£413.18, respectively. For 1908 and 1909

on the Rand, the figures were £166.95

and £166.27.

The ratio of colored labor to whites

showed a decrease for the last year, as

owing to the scarcity of native labor,

much unskilled white labor has been em-

ployed. In the year 1907 to 1908, 9.3

natives; in the year 1908 to 1909, 8.9 na-

tives; in the year 1909 to 1910, 7.7 na-

tives were employed for each white la-

borer.

The total amount earned in salaries

and wages in the gold mines of the

Transvaal in 1910 was £12,395,494; of

this, salaries absorbed £1,186,316, white

wages were £6,385,164, colored wages,

£4,792,357, and £60,000 for Chinese. The

prevailing wages for 1910 were: for shift

bosses, 24s. 7d.; timber men, 20s. 4d.;

machine and stope contracts, 27s. lid.;

and 23s. 8d. for hand stopers' ccntracts.

Rio Tinto Company
The report of the Rio Tinto Company

for the year ended Dec. 31, 1910, shows
a gross income of £1,250,112, and ex-

penses and losses of £232,127. The net

earnings are distributed at the rate of 5

per cent, on the preference shares, and

50 per cent, on the common shares, leav-

ing a balance of £26,980 undivided profits.

The ores mined amounted to 2,146.765

tons, of which 637,020 tons were for

direct shipment, and 1,509,745 tons for

local treatment. During the year there

.ere produced by treatment at the mines

22.700 tons of copper, and in the pyrites

shipped there were 10,633 tons of cop-

Deliveries of Bulphur ore to cus-

tomers amounted to 683,605 tons, and of

cupreous ore, 578,443 tons. Since 1876

the Rio Tinto Company has extracted

1,238 tons of pyrites for shipment

and 33,190,235 tons for local treatment,

and has produced 599,152 tons of copper

at the mines. The copper production

has been exceedingly regular since 1891,

reaching a maximum of 24,364 tons in

1909, and a minimum in 1905 of 19,530

tons.

Operations at Valdez, Alaska

Special Correspondence

The Alaska Gold Creek Mining Com-
pany, operating on Gold creek, five miles

west of Valdez, has completed financial

arrangements for the installation of a

mill to work the property. E. D. West-

brook is president and manager.

The Beaver Dam Mining and Milling

Company, operating near the Government
military trail, at Beaver Dam, has re-

cently extracted some rich ore from tun-

nel No. 2, which is now 180 ft. long. This

property was bought for $40,000.

The Shoup Glacier Mining Company
has acquired a group of claims

located by William Palmer and C. B.

Smith, west of Valdez about 10 miles,

and close to the Shoup glacier. The
company has let a contract for 100 ft.

of tunnel.

Malcolm McDonald and William Brady

report the discovery of quartz veins near

Columbia glacier, about 35 miles west

of Valdez. This indicates the continua-

tion of the gold belt along the coast coun-

try as far west as Seward, 100 miles

from Valdez.

C. W. Harrington reports that the Val-

dez-Liscum property at Shoup bay has

disclosed free gold. The discovery is

considered of importance, as strengthen-

ing the possibilities of the properties on

the east side of Valdez bay.

Perry Drau and Lon Morgan report the

discovery of an 18-in. quartz vein on

Mineral creek, above Fox canon. The

vein is traceable for a long distance and

shows free gold. Numerous locations

have been made and work on a tunnel

started.

The Trinity Gold Mining Company, or-

ganized in March with H. E. Ellis, presi-

dent, and Charles G. Ganty, secretary,

capital, $500,000, has acquired the Mark
Gleason property south of the mouth of

Mineral creek. The price is reported

$100,000. Claims are on parallel veins

and high assays are reported. A delega-

tion of New York stockholders will visit

the property this summer.

It is reported that the Valdez Bonanza

mine, on Mineral creek, has cut its ore-

shoot showing free gold in the lower

tunnel at 110 ft., and that this property

will soon be in position to mill its ores.

The Comet claims, on the south side of

Mineral gulch, have been leased to a

Seattle company represented by O. G.

Ganty, British Columbia operators have

acquired the Crawford-Tuttlc property,

between the Cliff and Black Diamond

properties on Valdez bay.
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Outlook for Mining
Legislation

Washington Correspondence

In connection with the investigation of

the various administrative departments

which is being planned by the committees

of the Democratic House of Representa-

tives, it is expected that some attention

will be paid to the Geological Survey in-

cidental to the general situation in the

Department of the Interior. One side of

the inquiry seems likely to be an un-

mixed good inasmuch as it is to be ex-

pected to deal with conditions in public

buildings that endanger the lives of em-

ployees and the safety of Government

records and property. The Survey has

been badly and inadequately housed for

a long time and appeals to Congress

have not produced any relief, and the

records and property are still exposed to

danger.

The Democrats have practically de-

cided against any tampering with the

metal schedules at this session of Con-

gress. It is now stated that whatever is

done in that direction will probably be at-

tempted next winter, but that there is

less disposition to reduce the' rates on

metals than on most other articles, owing

to the fact that the Republicans made a

reduction in some lines during the Payne-

Aldrich tariff controversy. This puts the

metal question aside for the present un-

less the question of lead and zinc should

be dealt with incidentally in connection

with the subject of smelting in bond, a

subject Treasury Department officials are

somewhat disposed to urge reopening

owing to the unsatisfactory character of

the present law on that subject. The

apparent immunity of the metal schedules

from any attack for the present is lead-

ing to sharp criticism from other in-

terests which are dissatisfied with the

effort to reduce their own rates of duty.

It is expected that this may produce con-

siderable political recrimination, and

some members of Congress predict a

debate on the metal schedules upon the

floor due to a desire to drive Democratic

leaders to an admission of their partiality

for those rates of duty.

Considerable chagrin has been ex-

pressed here by Government officials be-

cause of the failure of mine-rescue meth-

ods to work entirely satisfactorily in re-

cent mine disasters. The accidents lately

announced have led to a revival of the

demand for more powers for the Bureau
of Mines and for Federal legislation

designed to protect workmen's lives in

mining operations. There seems, how-
ever, to be little chance of any immedi-

ate action. Speaking of the question of

mine-rescue apparatus, Doctor Holmes,
of the Bureau of Mines, who has re-

cently returned from investigating the

accidents at Banner, Ala., and Throop,

Penn., says that "no operator should feel

satisfied until every precaution known
to the industry has been taken. Doctor
Holmes thinks that mine fires like those
referred to could easily be extinguished
if promptly attended to, and urges that

the shafts, stables and engine rooms,
when underground, should be of fireproof

construction. If combustible materials

must be stored in the mines there should

be ample water supply and fire-fighting

apparatus. Only explosives least likely

to ignite either gas or dust should be

used and there should be a general sys-

tem of electric firing to be used at a time

when all of the miners are out of the

mine. Under no conditions should the

powder and detonators be carried into the

mine together or kept in the mine over,

night. A thorough wetting of bituminous

mines is necessary, Doctor Holmes
thinks, and that the most satisfactory

manner of securing it is to turn the ex-

haust steam from the mine power plant

into the mine along with the air current."

Old Dominion Company
The Old Dominion Company is a hold-

ing company only, owning 155,245 shares

out of 162,000 issued of the Old Dominion

Copper Mining and Smelting Company,
and 23,000 (the entire issue) of the

United Globe Mines. For the year

ended Dec. 31, 1910, the Old Dominion

Company paid 6 per cent, on its issued

stock (293,245 shares at $25 par) and

ended the year with a total surplus of

$115,948, of which $44,641 was due to

1910 operations.

The Old Dominion Copper Mining and

Smelting Company reports a cost per

ton of ore of $8,677 for 1910, divided

as follows: Mining, $5,171; concentrat-

ing, $0,405; smelting and converting,

$3,101. The corresponding figures for

1909 were: $5.08; $0,408; $3,332; a

total of $8.82. The average smelting ore

mined carried 7.85 per cent, copper and
the concentrating ore, 3.49 per cent.,

there being 119,110 and 86,060 tons of

the respective grades. Concentration

costs per ton of ore concentrated were

$0,975, and smelting costs per ton of

new charge were $2,926. The cost of

converting per pound of fine copper was
$0.00484.

On the twelfth level there was com-

pleted an installation of Nordberg Cor-

liss engines driving duplex pumps, the

total capacity being 6,000,000 gal. per

day. On the fourteenth and sixteenth

levels are three electric-driven triplex

pumps, with a total capacity of 3,240,000

gal. per day. The water during the year

has been less than formerly, varying

from 3,000,000 gal. in January, 1910, to

2,560,000 in July, and thence up to 3,-

816,000 in December. Tests showed that

the water from the lowest end of the

mine was pure, so that one of the twelfth-

level pumps supplied water for the com-

pany's supply. Water was also furnished

the city of Globe during the summer
months, and the Miami company has con-

tracted for 1,000,000 gal. per day.

Production for the year from Old
Dominion ores was 17,712,755 lb. fine

copper; 36,743 oz. silver, and 488 oz.

gold. From custom ores 10,028,577 lb.

fine copper; 109,658 oz. silver, and 1636

oz. gold in 28,018,900 lb. of blister cop-

per. Production for 1911 should be about

the same. The ore seems to be chang-

ing from oxide to sulphide, which will

simplify the metallurgical problems.

United Globe Mines development was
done through the Old Dominion mines in

1910, 5872 ft. of work being thus per-

formed. About 26,000 tons of low-grade

silicious ores were shipped to the Copper
Queen smeltery for converter lining, be-

side various smaller lots of high-grade

ore. Developments are considered satis-

factory. The Old Dominion Copper Min-

ing and Smelting Company paid dividends

of 12 per cent, in 1910 (par $25) and

carries forward a surplus of $2,050,125;

the United Globe has paid no dividends

since 1907 and carries forward a surplus

of $854,256 on $2,300,000 outstanding

stock.

Iron and Steel in France

The iron and steel trade in France

seems to have been prosperous in 1910,

production reaching a hiph level. The
official statement of the production of

pig iron, compared with 1909, is as fol-

lows, in metric tons:

1909 ' 1910 Changes
Foundry iron 700,881 700,022 I. 53.71I

Forge Iron 504,524 556,767 I. 52,213
Bessemer pig 115,097 1114,900 D. 10,131
Basic pig 2,196,273 2,549,908 I. 353,636
Spiegel and ferro... 51,073 60,196 I. 9,123

Total 3,573,848 4,032,4:.'.' I. 158,011

The production in 1910 was the largest

ever reported, exceeding by over 400,000

tons that of 1907, previously the year of

greatest production. Imports were, in

round figures, 237,000 tons and exports

116,000, leaving for consumption approx-

imately 4,154,000 tons, or 544,000 tons

more than in the previous year.

The production of steel also reached

a high point in 1910, the figures being

as follows, in metric tons:

1909 1910

Acid converter 103,23s 112,73s

Basic converter 1,852,233 2,172,806
Open-hearth 1,059,235 1,185,615
Crucible & electric. 24,3411 35,338

Cuanpos
I. 9,500
I. 320,678
I. 120,38(1

I. 10,998

Total 3,039,046 3,506,497 I. 4r,7.iM

The largest increase shown was in

basic converter steel, which was 60.9

per cent, of the total in 1909, and 62 in

1910. Like that of pig iron, the steel

production was the largest ever reported.

For the preparation of Thomas con-

verter bottoms a mixture of crushed dolo-

mite with 4 to 5 per cent, of tar is pro-

posed in French Pat. 418.449, July 19,

1910. The bottoms are then gradually-

heated to a temperature of 300 to 400

deg. C. before use.
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Blow ing In Silver-Lead Furnaces
le the blowing in of silver-lead Mast

a simple routine af-

fair, many crucible troubles can be traced

to a poor start, and at many plants it is

frequently a long, expensive proceeding.

The following method of blowing in a

silver-lead furnace practised at Mapimi

iherefore. be of interest to those

tendents who are using either the

rm method" or that in which lead

is first melted in the crucible preparatory

to filling the furnace. I do not claim to

riginated the method, for it may be

in use at many plants in the United

States, but. as far as I know, I first em-

ployed it at the Mapimi smeltery, where

it has proved so satisfactory, expedi-

tious and economical that it has dis-

placed the other methods and has been

exclusively used for the last 2'j years.

Before taking up the Mapimi method let

us review advantages and disadvantages

of the "lead-melting" and "platform"

methods.

Lead-melting Method

In the lead-melting method it is usu-

ally considered necessary to heat the

crucible thoroughly, and this is generally

done with a coke or wood fire, introduc-

ing blast through pieces of iron pipe con-

nected by canvas tuyere sacking to a con-

venient tuyere or blast main. When the

crucible is thoroughly heated, usually re-

quiring about 12 to 18 hours, this first

fire is cleaned out and the clinkers that

generally form when coke is used are

carefully removed. A new fire is started

and. when glowing, the lead bars are

charged by means of a paddle until the

crucible is full of molten lead. The fire

is then raked out. being careful to leave

no glowing coals that would ignite the

wood that is to follow before the furnace

is full, and the front and back breasts

quickly bricked up. From the feed floor

wood is now thrown in, followed by the

regular blowing-in charge of coke and

slag, the wood being ignited and the blast

turned on when the furnace is about full.

Besides the expense of the coke, wood

and labor for heating the crucible and

melting the lead there is danger of a loss

latilization of the lead, and care

must be taken that the wood, charged

directly on the molten lead, does not

burn before the blast is ready to be

turned on the furnace. In the hurry to

fill the furnace, and get the blast on bc-

• -•od can burn, careful work in

the distribution of the blowing in charge

may be pr »rci into the bat

y the weight of the ch

it and there, deprived of oxygen for

n crucible bai

the "; method. The tim-

By L. B. Harrison

A method of blowing in

silver-lead furnaces which

combines the advantages of

the melted-lead and plat-

form methods of blowing in.

Lead bars are stacked in

the crucible to make a plat-

form and no molten lead is

introduced.

Apartado 1839, Mexico, I). F.

sumed in the drying, melting and charg-

ing may also enter as a factor, as from

Jiu Bnaiuccrinai Jfinino .hurnaX

Blowing in; Platform of Lead Bars

24 to 36 hours are required to get the

furnace in blast.

The Platform Method

The "platform" has even greater dis-

advantages than the lead-melting method,

though it presents the advantage of being

able to fill the furnace in a more careful

manner, as the charge may be ignited and

the blast turned on whenever it is de-

sired to do so. In this method a rough

platform is built over the crucible of

in. lumber that has been well

soaked in water, leaving between the

planks a space of about I
1 ' in., through

which the lead is later to find its way into

the crucible below.

On this platform, as shown in the ac-

companying Illustration, is placed the

wood for igniting the coke, taking care

to place in front of each tuyere some
finely split wood kindling which may be

readily lighted. Directly on top of this

wood, which will occupy from three to

five feet in hight of the jacket space, the

first round of coke is charged and above

this coke there is charged the lead in the

shape of bars necessary to fill the cru-

cible, either all at once or sandwiched in

between the succeeding coke and slag

charges, after which the regular blowing-

in charge is continued. When the fur-

nace is full and it is desired to start, the

wood is ignited by means of a little burn-

ing oil-soaked waste pushed in through

the tuyeres and the blast turned on. The

coke, being ignited by the wood, melts

the lead which trickles down through the

platform and fills the crucible. The slag

is supposed to form after the lead has

melted and filled the crucible and when
it appears at the tuyeres it is tapped out

and the furnace is in blast.

For a 46xl62-in. furnace about 35 tons

of bullion is required to fill the crucible,

and this weight just above the coke and

wood necessitates a platform of solid

construction, not only to support this

weight and the weight of the blowing-in

charge, but to withstand the heavy set-

tlings that occur, as the wood in burning

leaves the space it occupied to be filled

by the descent of the charge above it.

Should the platform be too light to with-

stand these settlings it will be crushed

and the crucible filled with wood, coke

and slag, necessitating the cleaning out

of the furnace and its refilling. At one

plant the platform was supported by

heavy stulls extending down to the cru-

cible bottom in order to prevent the plat-

form being crushed down, and these

same stulls, together with parts of the

platform, were found, carbonized but in

their original position and surrounded by

a hard coppery speiss, after a six months'

campaign of the furnace. The furnace

had long previous refused to make its

lead through the siphon and all at-

tempts at cutting through from the breast

had failed.

Platform Produces Crucible Banks

Again, care must be taken that the

platform be placed well above the slag

tap hole and yet not too near the tuyere

level, for if it be below the slag tap hole

it will be submerged in slag and matte

and there, being out of the reach of the

blast, cannot burn. On the other hand,

should it be built too near the tuyere

level it is liable to be burned or weak-

ened before the lead has melted and

filled the crucible and allow the charge to

get down into the crucible. Once the

charge is down in the crucible the

chances of its rising to the combustion

zone are slim, for while wood, coke or

charge will float on a bath of lead they

would, under the circumstances, be pre-
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vented from doing so by the coke and

unfused charge that at all times fill the

jacket space. The heavy settlings re-

quire, also, that the jackets be well

braced, a fact brought forcibly to my at-

tention in a plant where, of four fur-

naces blown in with platforms, the first

two started had their jackets so displaced

by the settlings of the charge that they

had to be cleaned out and started a few

days later, while the other two furnaces

were barely saved by hurriedly bracing

the jackets.

In fact, of all the furnaces that I have

seen blown in with platforms there was

not one that did not, after a week or so,

develop crucible banks and crusts that

prevented the furnace making its lead

through the lead well in the regular

manner, or whose crucible did not have

to be blasted out after its campaign.

Of the two methods the lead-melting

method of blowing in is, in my opinion,

far superior to the platform method, but

it was to overcome the disadvantages of

both of these methods, and at the same
time to preserve the advantage of being

able to fill the furnace carefully and in-

sure the crucible being full of lead be-

fore slag was made, that the following

method was devised.

Mapimi Method

About the time the furnace is ready,

as far as the mechanics are concerned, a

light fire of pine or mesquite wood is

built in the crucible to dry out the moist-

ure that usually accumulates when a fur-

nace has been down and jackets and wa-

ter connections changed. This usually

requires from four to eight hours, when
the fire is allowed to die out and the cru-

cible to cool. When cool enough to en-

ter, the ashes are swept out and a plat-

form of lead bars is built from the bot-

tom of the crucible to within three or

four inches of the tuyeres by piling the

bars in the same manner that they are

piled for shipment but spacing them

about one inch apart, as shown in the

accompanying illustration.

As the crucibles, 46x162 in., hold when
new about 650 bars of 50 kg. each, about

550 bars are used in building the plat-

form, but should the crucible be an old

one or smaller fewer bars would, of

course, be used.

On top of this platform of lead, in

front of each tuyere, is placed some split

pine wood together with a handful of oil-

soaked waste. The back breast (the end

jacket extends down to within 12 or 14

in. of the crucible top) through which the

lead, etc., has been passed, is now bricked

up, the front breast and tap jacket be-

ing already in place. From the feed floor

some split ties, boards or mesquite wood
are thrown into the furnace till there is a

layer about three feet thick on the lead

platform.

There is then charged about 16 to 18

barrows of coke, each holding about 85

to 90 kg. The regular blowing-in charge
is now fed in, the remaining bars of lead

to the number deemed necessary to fill

the crucible, which were not used in

building the platform, being charged with

the second or third round of the blowing-
in charge; the lead will melt and run
down to the crucible before slag is melt-
ed. On the blowing-in charge raw matte
is used, placing it at such a hight that

it melts well after the slag, as it tends
to wash out the furnace and, by its cut-

ting effect, keep the tap hole open.

Starting the Furnace

The furnace being nearly full and
ready for the blast, the waste is ignited by
means of a little hot slag on the end of
a bar poked through the tuyere and a
gentle blast turned on till coke appears
at the tuyeres, when the blast is in-

creased. At the end of about two hours
slag will show at the tuyeres, when the

furnace may be tapped. While the small
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amount of lead in the shaft and the small
quantity of wood used cause no heavy
settlings, they would be resisted by the

unyielding lead platform and the charge
prevented from getting down into the

crucible. The lead is where it should be,

in the crucible, that placed in the shaft

having trickled down the spaces between
hot coke and filled the spaces between
the bars in the crucible, helping with its

heat to melt them.

The crucible is full of lead that is rap-

idly becoming red hot from the heat of

the lead from above and that of the burn-

ing coke, while the brickwork of the cru-

cible is getting a gradual warming up.

for it is usually about eight hours be-

fore the lead reaches a red heat. A plate

should be placed over the lead well, luted

with clay and held down by a weight,

before the furnace is started, to prevent

the egress of the irritating wood smoke,

and it is usually the case that this plate

may be removed about 1
' hours after

the blast is first applied, and the siphon
will be found to be partly filled with cold

lead. At first it was our custom to drive

red-hot bars down through this cold kad,
about three hours after the furnace had
been started, to start a flow of hot lead

from the crucible up through the siphon,

but we found that by leaving things alone
it invariably opened itself in from six to

eight hours, after which the lead may be
tapped, and after one or two tappings
will be found to be red hot.

No Particular Care in Starting

No further precautions are taken in

blowing-in other than putting on an easy,
low-lime slag, should the slag being run
on the other furnaces be a difficult one,
and the use of an extra 85 kg. of coke
to every four 700-kg. charges for 10 to

12 hours, together with the usual one of

giving the jackets plenty of water.
Crucible crusts at Mapimi are almost un-
known, in spite of a 2V< to 4 per cent,

speiss fall (the total matte and speiss
fall being usually from 6 to 9 per cent,

and the ores arsenical), with, at times, a

low percentage of lead on the charge;
in fact, for the last two years no cutting

through the crucible from the breast has
been necessary, the lead in the well ris-

ing and falling freely with the blast and
so hot that water has to be kept on the

tap hole, for the lead at Mapimi is tapped
at regular intervals into lead pitchers

which are run to the dross plant.

It is interesting to note that in start-

ing with a low blast, obtained by slightly

opening the large gate admitting air from
the main blast pipe to the bustle pipe

of the furnace, more air is forced into

one arm of the bustle pipe than to the

other. This can be plainly seen by the

brighter tuyeres at one side and a back
pressure at the tuyeres of the other

side, and it should be corrected by partly

closing the individual tuyere valves on
the side getting the most wind, thereby

throwing more to the other side. This

seems to be due to the fact that the blast,

under a pressure of 44 oz. or more in the

main blast line, shoots through the small

opening in the blast gate in the direction

of the nearest arm of the bustle pipe

raising the pressure, or increasing the

amount of air, in that arm. This dis-

appears when the gate is wide open and
the furnace taking full blast. It may be

mentioned that at Mapimi each of the 16

tuyeres on the furnaces has its individual

lever valve, an arrangement permitting

quick and easy shutdowns, and far su-

perior to the old arrangement wrier:*

tuyeres pipes had to be loosened, then

pulled in unison, and adobe cakes, or

sheet-iron caps that were never to be

found, put over the smoking tuyeres.

The complete blowing-in charge as

used at Mapimi follows: (1), 18 bar-

rows coke; (2), 8 barrows' coke
r
4 bug-
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100 bars lead: (3), 8 barrows

coke. 4 buggies slag: (4), (5) and (6),

8 coke. 4 slag; (7) and (8), 8 barrows

coke. B ag, 1 barrow raw

; (9), (10) and (11), 6 barrows

coke. 4 bug{ ,
2 ore charges; fol-

low with regular ore charges, using raw

matte, and with one extra barrow of

.. to even- four charges

for 10 to 12 hours. A barrow of coke

weighs about 85 to 90 kg.: a buggy of

nit 830 kg. The fuel on

•wing-in charge, as given above,

figures out about 15 per cent., a reason-

able figure considering that the lead is

put in cold and the furnace shaft, etc.,

absorb a good deal of heat.

Award in Silver King Suit

Salt Lake Correspondence

A decision was rendered at Salt Lake

City April 10 by Judge John A. Marshall,

of the U. S. circuit court in the case of

the Silver King Consolidated vs. the Sil-

ver King Coalition Mines Company, in-

volving an accounting for ore taken from

the Vesuvius claim at, Park City owned

jointly by the two companies. The amount

awarded the plaintiff for its share in this

ore is $516,264 with interest at 8 per cent,

per annum since Jan. 1, 1906. The judg-

ment with interest amounts to 8734,242.

The suit was begun in May 1908 by the

Silver King Consolidated, which sought

an accounting of the net profits to the

defendant from working the jointly

ouned property. After an interlocutory

decree for the accounting the plaintiff

amended its bill so as to claim one-half

the total proceeds, alleging as a reason

why no allowance for cost of extraction

should be made, that the defendant had

extracted the ore secretly, in bad faith

and without any intent to account and pay

o\er to the plaintiff its just proportion of

the net profits. It appears without dis-

pute that the Silver King Coalition by

means of a deep shaft and workings

through its own claims penetrated the

Vesuvius claim, and extracted a large

amount of ore from it; that it treated this

ore as its exclusive property, mingling it

with ore taken from stopes owned by it

alone; kept no separate account of the

value and quantity of ore taken, and at

the time of the suit had no means of

definitely ascertaining the same, having to

on the memory of witnesses and the

opinion of experts. The plaintiff was

ignorant of the taking of the ore while

it was in progress.

N( I HI STOPE

Judge Marshall in his decision states

that to determine the quantity and value

of the ore taken is difficult, and an at-

tempt now to separate the profit is at

attended with uncertainty. The de-

fendant deliberately intended to obscure

the question, where accuracy was readily

obtainable, and it can onlv h< assumed

that it was thought the exact facts would

be more unfavorable to the defendant

than any conclusions that could be ar-

rived at by such evidence.

In determining the quantity of ore

taken the size of the excavated stope was,

of course, necessary, but before the

plaintiff knew of the taking of the ore

the stope had, in a large measure, caved.

There had been no accurate survey of the

cavity from which its dimensions could be

even approximately determined. Judge

Marshall finds the extent of the excava-

tion to be 573,937 cu.ft., with waste and

caved material amounting to 435,350

cu.ft. There had been removed 31,551

cu.ft. in an attempt to clean the stope

since the suit commenced. An expansion

amounting to 100 per cent, was allowed

for the waste with the timbering, com-

pared to the rock in place, so that the

volume originally occupied by the latter

was 233,450 cu.ft., leaving 340.487 cu.ft.

which was removed as ore. This was di-

vided into first and second class.

Classification of the Ore

It was impossible to make a division

into first- and second-class ore based on

the evidence, so that nothing was left

but to conclude that the volume was one-

half first- and one-half second-class ore.

For the first-class ore 9 cu.ft. were al-

lowed to the ton, and for the second-

class 12 cu.ft. This gave 18,916 tons

of first-class, and 14,187 tons of second-

class ore extracted.

The court states there was a great want

of certainty with respect to the value of

this ore. The defendant claimed that a

value ought to be assumed equal to the

average value of the ore sold by it from

this and adjoining claims, during the pe-

riod that ore was mined from this stope

(approximately from 1902 to 1908). The

price of the metals changed from day to

day, and there was no reliable evidence

as to when the ores from the Parson's

stope were marketed. It would have been

an easy matter to have kept these ores

separate. Under these circumstances.

Judge Marshall considers that the de-

fendant must be held for the highest

monthly average price received by it for

ores during the period of the taking. This

price as to first class ore was $60.07 per

ton. The total received for first-class

ore then amounted to $1,136,284. The

cost of mining, tramming and sampling

the ore amounted to S6.33 per ton. or a

total cost of $119,738, leaving a net value

of $1,016,545.

As to the second-class ore the highest

net value, as shown by the defendant was

S3. 53 per ton, and the total net value

was therefore $50,080. The defendant

was allowed a further credit of $34,097

for the cost of development work con-

fined entirely to the Vesuvius claim, and

which was necessary to the extraction of

this ore. The result is that the net total

amount! to $1,032,528, one-half of which,

or $5 16,264 is due to the Silver King

Consolidated. To this to be added simple

interest at 8 per cent, per annum from

Jan. 1, 1906, making a total of $734,242.

The judgment is one of the largest

ever awarded in a case of the kind. The

decision involves a number of points of

law, which makes the case a leading one

on the mining of ore in claims owned by

cotenants. There is some talk that the

case will be appealed. The decision is

favorably regarded in Salt Lake City.

Great Northern Iron Ore

The trustees who hold what are known

as the Great Northern or Hill iron lands

in the northern part of the Mesabi range

in Minnesota, make the following report

for the calendar year 1910:

Dividends (royalties) received $2,105,000
Interest, etc 6,479

Total receipts $2,111,47!)

Expenses of trustees $67,621
Dividends paid 2,250,000

Total payments $2.31 T.cl'T

Deficit for the year $20(>,14K
Surplus from 1000 238,979

Surplus. Jan. 1, 1011 $32,831

Referring to the operation of the ore

properties, particularly those of the

United States Steel Corporation, whose

mining company for the Hill properties

is known as the Great Western Mining

Company, the report says: "During the

year 1910, the shipments of ore from the

properties of the companies in which the

trust is interested amounted to 5,470,270

tons, as against 3,016,619 tons in 1909.

From the notices received from the Great

Western Mining Company and other

lessees of their contemplated operations

during the year 1911 it is expected that

the ore shipments will be increased the

coming season. The work of exploration

and development called for by the lease

of the Great Western Mining Company
has continued to be prosecuted during

the year 1910, with the result of putting

the properties in such condition that ship-

ments therefrom can be made to the full

extent provided by the terms of the

leases.

"In January, 1911, the Great Western

Minihg Company paid the minimum
royalty called for by the lease for the

year 1910. The amount of this royalty

stands as a credit against future ship-

ments to be made by the Great Western

Mining Company and can only be dis-

tributed to the various companies whose

stocks are held in trust by the trustees

when their respective proportions thereof

shall have been ascertained by the results

of actual mining. The trustees, acting as

agents for said companies, have received

the amount thereof and will distribute it

to the companies entitled thereto as soon

as the amount apportionable to each can

be determined. In the meantime these

funds will be placed at interest."

1 i
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Present Status of Porcupine District
Porcupine is rapidly coming into prom-

inence. It is only a comparatively short

time since the first rumors of the new

Canadian gold district were heard. To-

day, the boom is on and the mails are

carrying the familiar market letters, spe-

cial bulletins and the well known run of

"literature" regarding the new flotations.

It is always at this stage of any fresh

mining excitement that the unwary are

caught—the suckers hooked. A few re-

marks regarding the actual state of af-

fairs at the present time, may, therefore,

be apropos; and it is with the hope that

those who are prone to leap before they

look will be led to reverse the order, that

the following facts are presented.

Promptness of Geological Survey

It is unusual that, notwithstanding the

fact that the camp is only a trifle over a

Special Correspondence

Paynu nts for < hums in

this Ontario goldfield an

made in instalments but

with such short intervals

that little prospecting work

can be accomplished before

all the payments have been

made.

Nc correlation or minute details will be

attempted here. Suffice it to say that

there is a great quantity of Keewatin

schist, some Laurentian granite and Hu-

count of the faulting and also because

the formation is one of the oldest known
geologically, a great lack of continuity of

the veins is found as was to be expected.

This has resulted in a wide distribution

of quartz and in a correspondingly ap-

parent wide distribution of gold. Of
course, the distribution of the gold may
be as great as it appears to be at pres.-nt;

only future development work can prove

it. The immediate effect is to stimulate

prospecting. Now undoubtedly the more
prospecting that is done, the greater will

be the number of quartz veins uncovered.

The question of the extent of the miner-

alization enters here. Development work

to date, and the frequent announcements

of fresh finds, indicate that the surface

showing, at least, is distributed over a

large area. How it holds with depth is

observable in only a few cases.

The Hollincer Mine The Vipond Mine

Golden City—Porcupine District Do.me Boiler on Porcupine Lake

year old, an authorized geological sur-

vey has already been made and the re-

sults made public some time since. Such

surveys, on this side of the line at least,

are usually made several years after the

district in question has started to pro-

duce For this very reason the survey

did little more than aid the prospector in

a general way. This was not the fault

of the survey; on the contrary, it was
the express purpose for which the survey

was made. The results obtained did not

settle the geology of the district and it

was impossible that they could do so.

The reason for this is the lack of out-

crops in the district and the scant amount
of development work that had been ac-

complished at the time the survey was in

progress.

ronian conglomerate; quartz, both vitre-

ous and milky, ferrodolomite and iron

pyrites. The gold occurs in the milky

quartz and in the Keewatin schist where

the schist is found separating parallel

stringers and veins of the gold-bearing

quartz. Further, there appears to be a

close relation between the iron pyrites

and the gold; so much so, that the py-

rites is now considered to be a fair indi-

cation of the presence of the gold. The

gold itself occurs free in the quartz, in

particles varying in size from invisible to

large slugs or nuggets.

Variations in Occurrence of Gold

The country has experienced consider-

able glaciation and in a great many

places shows marked faulting. On ac-

It is net uncommon to see a series of

narrow, parallel stringers of quartz, each

a few inches wide and separated from

each other by the Keewatin schist. The

total width of the area so covered may
be 50 ft. or more. One or more of the

stringers may be rich in free gold and the

intervening schist will probably assay 52

to ?4 per ton. On such a showing, at a

comparatively shallow depth, the string-

ers have come together, forming a well

defined quartz vein about 8 ft. wide and

containing good pay ore. In other cases,

a narrow stringer, rich in free gold on

surface has widened with depth, but the

gold contents have decreased or run out

altogether. Again, a 4-ft. vein of quartz,

assaying only $2 to S3 on surface has in-

creased in width with depth, and the gold
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: is materially greater. So it is

it that there is a great variety of

conditions under which the gold may be

ccur.

Proved Properties

The properties best known in the camp

are the Dome, the Hollinger. the

Vipond and the Rea Consolidated. These

alone can. in any sense be regarded as

even approaching the stage known as a

proved property. To consider them in

this C ]
ssibly stretching the mean-

ing of the term. It should be distinctly

borne in mind that such properties as the

Preston East Dome, the Dome Extension

and most, if not all. of those having the

word "Porcupine" prefixed to the name,

are nothing more than prospects. Most

of them have a showing of some sort but

it remains to be proved whether the gold

persists in depth, whether the vein widens

to such an extent as to permit profitable

mining, whether the orebody is so lo-

cated on the property that a deposit of

mineable extent is present and other

points, too often not considered at all,

by the average person who buys stock

in a gold mine. It is such points as

these that the average buyer of stock in

these companies furnishes the money either

to prove or disprove.* In addition to this,

the money first paid to such companies

and a goodly portion of each subsequent

payment, helps defray the original cost of

the claim or makes payments on the

propertv as stipulated in the terms of

the contract by which the property is

held. These prices are not low—quite

the contrary. I could give here a long

list of properties in the district and the

terms under which they could be op-

tioned or purchased. There is nothing

to be gained, however, by so doing. It

is enough to say that the initial pay-

ments run well into the thousands, the

subsequent payments are even larger and

the time between them is about 30 days.

In other words, a great quantity of money

goes immediately into the pockets of the

claim owners when it should go into

.he development of the property.

Claims May be Acquired

For one who visits the camp with a

vLw of selecting one or more claims for

the purpose of exploring them, the fol-

lowing deductions may be useful, when

it is recalled that the country for 15

miles or so around Porcupine is staked

out in claims of 40 acres each. The

blem is by no means simple, especial-

ly if time is somewhat limited. When
this is it becomes necessary

to differentiate between the propositions

which arc encountered on every hand.

Claims are being held at a high price,

if they are close to a gold-bearing vein,

'-f the showing on the prop-

er' • There are. then, five things

that a prospective investor in claims can

do, depending upon his and

upon what sort of a campaign it is de-

sired to follow. The propositions can be

readily places in one of these five classes.

This materially reduces the difficulty of

making a selection and saves a large

amount of time, when it is remembered

that there are upward of 10,000 claims,

any one of which may be obtained if the

terms can be agreed upon. It is possi-

ble then: (1) To purchase a mine. (2)

To option, for a large sum, a prospect

having a spectacular showing of free

gold. (3) To option, for a large sum,

a supposedly well situated property, hav-

ing no showing or outcrop. (4) To buy

a number of cheap claims, scattered

promiscuously throughout the district, on

which there is no showing or outcrop.

(5) To option, for a small sum, a prop-

erty having a fair showing, and upon

which conditions are such that better

values, may be expected at depth.

Which Kind of Propfrty?

The properties- of the first class are the

Hollinger, Dome, Rea Consolidated and

a few others of like caliber. It is useless

to consider these because to purchase

such a property, besides consuming a

fortune at the start, would merely put

into the seller's pocket the profit that the

buyer really expects but will not get.

In short, the speculative element is large-

ly eliminated.

It is not wise to invest in the second

class, because, as a rule, the time

allowed for exploration work is so short

that little of value can be accomplished.

The spectacular showings usually occur

in small stringers and unless they unite

at depth to form a vein 4 ft. wide, it is

difficult, if not impossible, to mine at a

profit.

If properties in the third class are op-

tioned for a large svyn, and it is always

a large sum that is asked, it is absolute-

ly like buying a pig in a poke, if no rock

is visible at surface. Again, a vein found

on one property, can not, with any de-

gree of certainty, be expected to line up

on the adjoining property, as it does on

a piece of paper. This is due to the lack

of continuity of the veins.

There are countless claims to be had

for S200 each, which is a nominal price

in the camp. The only way in which

buying such claims would run a fair

chance of being profitable, would be to

purchase a large number well distrib-

uted over the district. As a rule, only

one year's assessment work has been

done on claims of this class. At the end

of the first year, therefore, it would re-

quire quite a* sum of money to do as-

sessment work required by th- Ontario

Mining Act, in order to hold the claims.

The only chance would be that one or

more of the claims had increased in value

by reason of development on nearby

properties.

The last division, it would seem, con-

tains the best proposition, all things con-

sidered, for the average investor. Pro-

vided that it be possible to obtain, for

a small cash payment, the option to ex-

plore for a reasonable period of time

and with privilege of extension, the most

favorable opportunity offered is a claim

showing a 5-ft. vein of mineralized milk-

white quartz, situated on the property in

such a manner that the orebody of mine-

able extent is present should commercial

ore be found at depth. After several

weeks have been spent in the camp, the

number of properties found to belong

in this class is astonishingly small.

Labor, Power and Supplies

Labor in the camp is fairly plentiful

and of a reasonably good grade. Wages
for day labor, such as is necessary in

trenching, test-pitting, etc., ranges from

$2 to $3.50 per day. If the men are fed

at a company boarding house, 60c. per

meal is the amount usually charged. In

general, Norwegian labor seems to be

preferred. Cook's wages run from $60

to $65 per month, and blacksmiths earn

$3 per day and board.

The mines and mills will be furnished

with ample electric power from a plant

which is now being installed at the Sandy

falls of the Mattagami river, about 12

miles from Porcupine. It is expected that

power will be ready for delivery by June

1, 1911. The distance necessary to trans-

mit the power is short, and by the use of

such power it will be possible to reduce

mining costs materially. Supplies, such

as groceries, hardware and the like are

plentiful, and are furnished by large

Canadian firms that have branch agencies

in Porcupine. The prices are more rea-

sonable than would ordinarily be ex-

pected under the circumstances. For

small quantities, it is cheaper to buy in

Porcupine than to attempt to purchase

outside and haul the stuff in.

The Ontario government is now ex-

tending the Temiskaming & Noithern

Ontario Railway from Kelso to Porcu-

pine and at present the rails are laid

about 6 miles out of Kelso. The condi-

tion of the roads makes it impossible to

transport heavy freight in the summer.

It is expected that the railway will reach

the camp by July or August, 1911.

In the above remarks, I have not in-

tended to detract in any way from what

appears to be a bright outlook for the

camp. It is not unsafe to say that there

have been no unfavorable developments

to date. The worst handicap the camp
possesses is the uniformly exorbitant

prices that are asked for the privilege of

a reasonable working option. What I

have tried to emphasize is the undeniably

prospective stage that the camp is now
in. At the present time there is nothing

in the camp which can be considered an

investment. A few properties are at-

tractive speculations; the balance are

gambles pure and simple. With the near

advent of the railroad, there is every in-
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dication that the district will, during the

coming summer of 1911, undergo a boom
not unlike and possibly even more far

reaching than that which possessed the

Cobalt camp in its early days. Ontario

has, indeed, furnished the mining world
with all the excitement to be desired dur-

ing the last six years.

Cornwall Mining Notes

London Correspondence

The South Crofty mine during the half

year ended Dec. 31 last, paid a dividend of

35c. per share on 40,000 shares. The aver-

age price received for black tin or tin

concentrates for the year was £89 13s.

6d., and the wolfram realized £100 13s.

7d. per ton. The price of arsenic was low

during the year, but this company man-
aged to sell all the refined arsenic it

produced. Every effort is being made to

sink and equip Robinson's shaft, so as

to extend a crosscut to the north in hopes

of finding or intersecting some new
lodes. The ground developed during the

year amounted to 4697 ft., the largest

amount in the history of the mine. The

cost of development, including shaft sink-

ing, was about £2 per ft., or over 3s. per

ton of ore milled. The average recovery

from the tinstone was 28 lb. per ton.

The East Pool and Wheal Agar mines

now worked as one company, are not in

a flourishing condition, although fully

£30,000 have been subscribed as calls

or assessments during the last four

years. These mines are worked on the

"cost-book system," and, therefore, when
any profit was made it was divided among
the shareholders and development had to

look after itself, as evidenced by the

engine shaft not being sunk 15 ft. for 30

years. The mines are now being placed

in good shape in case mineral should be

found.

Dolcoath Operations

The Dolcoath mine earned a profit dur-

ing the six months ended Dec. 31, 1910,

of £24,515, and declared a dividend of

9d. per share on 322,000 shares. The tin-

stone crushed was less than usual, being

only 44,669 tons, which returned £85,809.

The royalties or lords' dues amounted
to £5721, equal to 2s. 6^d. per ton. The
working costs were £1 5s. 5y2 d., leaving

a profit of 10s. ll-Hd. per ton. The de-

velopment during the year was about 3000

ft., the driving was 1670 ft. One en-

couraging feature during the six months

was the driving on a lode at the 510-

fathom level, which averaged 60 lb. of

black tin to the ton. The Williams' or the

new circular shaft should soon be in

working order. The station for the pump
at the bottom is completed. The size of

the section is 20x75 ft. and arched with

18-in. brickwork. The station at the

220- fathom level is also finished, waiting

for the electric pumps. The operation of

this shaft should materially reduce the

working costs. It is well equiped, is

vertical and thoroughly ventilates the
mine. Great improvements are being
made at surface for the more economical
handling of the ore. The 60 heads of
Cornish stamps have been substituted by
12 of Holman's pneumatic stamps, and the
necessary new concentrators are in place.
The average recovery of black tin was 44
pounds.

The Phoenix mine, near the famous
Cheesewring, in the eastern part of the
country, was financed in 1906 by the Cos-
mopolitan Proprietary Company. A new
rectangular shaft has been sunk 120
fathoms. This shaft is away from the

old and extensive works. A new method
in Cornwall has been used to unwater
the mine instead of pumping from the

surface of the water. A crosscut was
driven 34 fathoms from the bottom of

the new shafts and then a 3-in. diamond
drill hole extended 13 fathoms to the old

workings and the mine is being drained.

The new 80-in. Cornish pumping engine

is said to be the best in Cornwall, and it

is anticipated a high duty will be main-
tained with a full load.

Treating Old Tailings

The Cornwall Tailings Company is

registered with £40,000 capital of £1

shares. The object of the company is to

treat the old tailing heaps from Cam
Erea and Tincroft mines. These mines

are so situated that they cannot wash
their tailings into the famous Red river

as is the case at Dolcoath, East Pool,

South Crofty, Wheal Grenville and other

mines, but they have to stack the tailings

much to the annoyance of the residents

in summer time. The tailings' dump now
being treated is said to bs fully 1,000,000

tons, of an estimated average value of

17 lb. to the ton. The tailings were for-

merly carried by traction engine .to the

abandoned tin floors of Wheal Agar, sit-

uated on or near the Tolgus valley. Dur-

ing January, 3566 tons were treated,

which yielded 12.9 tons of black tin,

showing a saving of 8.1 lb. per ton. Dur-

ing February 4470 tons were treated,

which produced 144 tons of black tin,

leaving a profit of £842. The costs were
2s. lOd. per ton, and the recovery per ton

was 7.2 lb. The plant has now been in-

creased to treat 200 tons per day, and it

is anticipated that the percentage saved

will increase from 50 to 60. The com-

pany is largely composed of Australian

mining men. The dump has been

sampled by many different persons, but

none ventured to work it, being afraid to

lay out the necessary capital. Cam Brea

and Tincroft mines do not today reject

17-lb. tailings, as the yield is much less

than the 60 lb. of tin, when Tincroft

was paying such large dividends. The

average of these mines today is 27 lb. per

ton.

There are several companies dredging,

or preparing to dredge for alluvial tin.

All the ground had been previously

worked by the "old timers," and now ma-
chinery is being used to work the "re-

jects" of the old workers. At Redmoor
a dredge is working most satisfactorily,

after the suction-gas plant had been ar-

ranged by the makers to meet some dif-

ficulties. The deposit yields about 3 lb.

of tin, with a little gold which is caught
by the mercury. In the early days all

the alluvial streams carried more or less

gold and many good-sized nuggets were
found. Red Moor Alluvial is situated

about 4'f; miles from Bodmin Road sta-

tion, and the same distance from Lost-

withiel and Bodmin towns. At Goss
Moor, drilling over an area of 580 acres

showed the value to be 1 '/> lb. of black

tin to the ton. A 450-h.p. gas-producer
plant was erected on the dcedge, but it

did not work well, and steam power
is being substituted. A trial run was
made and over five tons of black tin was
sold at a good price. The bottom is of a

clayey nature which carries the tin away.
There was some talk of erecting a stamp
mill to crush the coarse stone and gravel.

The depth of the gravel averages 18 feet.

Gem Production in

United States

the

The total value of the precious stones

produced in the United States in 1909
was $534,380, an increase of $118,317
over 1908. The increase is due, accord-

ing to a press bulletin of the U. S. Geo-
logical Survey, to larger outputs of tur-

quoise, tourmaline, variscite, chryso-

prase. californite and kunzite. The pro-

duction of beryl, garnet, peridot and to-

paz showed a decrease in value. The
output of turquoise matrix and turquoise

amounted to over 17 tons, that of varis-

cite to over 3 T
j tons, and that of tour-

maline to over 2'/, tons. A beautiful new
gem, benitoite, resembling the sapphire

in some respects, has been found in San
Benito county, California. Californite is

compact, massive vesuvianite and resem-

bles jade in hardness, texture and color,

and should be a popular native gem.

Chrysoprase has also been mined at a

number of places in California.

Deposits of turquoise have been
worked in Arizona, California, Colo-

rado, Nevada, New Mexico and Texas.

Turquoise is generally found in arid

or desert regions, where mining is diffi-

cult. New Mexico, California and Ari-

zona were formerly the chief sources of

turquoise, but during the last few years

Nevada has been one of the principal

producers. Variscite, like turquoise, is

generally found in desert regions. The
output formerly came from Utah under

the names of utahlite, chlor-utahlite,

amatrice and variscite, but since 1908 a

number of deposits found in Nevada have

contributed to the production. Recently

there has been an increased demand for

this gem in the matrix.
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Gold Dredging near Ruby, Montana
ir Ruby. .Madison county, Mont.,

ave been operated since

.- rt handling

bearing ground lomically by the

•f suitably improved machinery.

This di Plough common-

ly known - the Conrey Mining

Company, is. in reality, owned by two

rporations. the Conrey Placer

Mining Company and the Poor Farm

Placer Mining Company. Recently they

have placed in commission a Marion ele-

vator dredge with buckets of 16 cu.ft. ca-

. which is believed to be the largest

and most powerful machine of its kind

in the world. The details of this monster

digger will be described, but before doing

so, it may be of interest to consider the

seven smaller dredges which led up to it,

as well as some of the difficulties en-

countered and overcome before the pres-

ent advanced stage of success was

reached.

Conrey and Poor Farm
placer-mining companies

now operating jour dredges.

Buckets on Nos. i, 2 and 3

are of 12 -cu.ft. capacity.

No. 4 is one of the largest

two dredges in the world; has

16-cu.ft. buckets and the

strength and weight of ma-

chinery throughout are in

proportion; the machinery

for this dredge was all ship-

ped within six months of

receipt of order.

constructed several times, but later on it

also was abandoned, the machinery being

too light and of inefficient design. In

1902, the dredge known as No. 2 was de-

signed and built by the owners. While

this embodied many improvements over

the former dredge, it likewise lackod the

strength to successfully cope with the

severe digging encountered. Another bad

feature was its being steam driven,

which made it too expensive to operate,

as coal in that part of the country is

scarce. The boilers, filters and heaters

occupied a great amount of space on

board which could have been utilized for

gold-saving appliances. Trouble was ex-

perienced with the boilers, due to the use

of muddy water that was secured from

the pond.

At the end of 1906 dredges Nos. 1 and

2 were discontinued, and No. 3 put into

commission. This latter dredge had been

under construction for two years. Al-

Marion Dredce, Conrey No. 1, Operating Near Ruby, Montana

- N is ground was bought by

the partial owners of the present com-
pany from the Old German Bar Fluming
Company, which had been operating by

uicing method near the town of

Junction, about half way up the gulch

toward Virginia City. This method not

being a financial success, it was J

•all a plant known as the 1

which consist,.'.! oi a

a cablcway and a flume. The
cable

>

to haul a bucket of

about 1
j ' cu.yd. capacity to the top of

the material was dumped
into an inclined flume which dot

the washed portions to the rear. This

juipment proving too Hgfct, h

machinery and tower were constructed.

After operating this plant for several sea-

sons without the desired success, it too

was abandoned. In 1898 two orange-

peel excavators were installed. These

failed because of their small capacity and

inadequate strength for this kind of dig-

ging, while at the same time they were

not suitable for handling gold-bearing

material on account of the construction

'it the buckets, which could not save the

small particles of gold.

Fihi i Two Dredges Unsuccessful

The next excavating device built was a

floating dredge, known as No. 1 or Old

Gordon. This was in 1899. It was re-

though improved to the extent of being

electrically driven, some of the features

of the old dredges were retained, such as

the long tail sluice, single lift, open-con-

nected bucket line and the mooring-line

system of anchorage. The bucket line

consisted of buckets having 12 cu.ft. ca-

pacity, spaced alternately; that is, one

space link between each bucket. The hull

was 130ft. long by 48 ft. wide and 8 ft.

deep. This dredge is still in operation,

giving fairly good service.

From the foregoing it will be observed

there had been a great deal of expensive

experimenting in machinery and proving

the ground. It still remained for a dredge

to be designed and constructed that could
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Conrey No. 4 Dredge During Construction, Showing Design of Framing, Hull and Digging Ladder
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handle the hard material existing in this

gulch. Climatic and local conditions re-

quired considerable attention. After con-

sidering these problems from every pos-

sible point of view, a contract was placed

with the Mario: S lovel Company,

June 29. 1907. for two dredges to be built

on the latest and most successful plans

known to the industry, with such modifi-

cations as the experience of the Conrey

Placer Alining Company warranted.

Later DREr actory

The two dredges ordered were quite

similar, differing only in the size of some

of the machinery. They were designated

Conrey No. 1 and No. 2. No. 2 was de-

signed to dig 35 ft. below the water line,

No. 1 only to 28 ft. Since their installa-

tion they have been operating success-

fully and continuously during winter

months, the temperature at times being

30 deg. below zero. They have close-

connected bucket lines, belt stackers and

are equipped with spuds intead of moor-

ing lines, which makes them more flex-

ible for maneuvering. They are also bet-

ter gold savers, are operated at less cost

and can handle the gold-bearing gravel

with little loss and no need of retreat-

ment.

With these two dredges in successful

operation for several years, the Conrey
company learned by actual experience

that quality is the most important factor,

regardless of first cost. Experience has

also taught them that the larger the

dredge, the more economically the mater-

ial can be handled. So after further con-

sideration they placed another order with

irion company for a 16-cu.ft. ele-

vator dredge, to be known as No. 4, de-

signed for digging 53 ft. below the wa-
ter line. The contract was placed Feb. 18,

1910, and although the construction of

this machinery required a complete new
set of drawings and patterns, it was prac-

tically all shipped within six months from

receipt of order—a most creditable

achievement.

Heavy Machinery in No. 4 Dredge

The No. 4 dredge is 150 ft. long, 13

ff . deep, with a deck-bearing surface 68
ft. wide. A heating system was installed,

making it possible for the dredge to op-

erate during the coldest weather and, on

account of its .working during the winter

months when ice accumulates in the

pond, the hull was sheathed with

plates, so as to eliminate all danger of
the sides being punctured, thereby flood-

ing the hull. The rrfachinery for this

weighed 2.2so.ooo lb., and 654,-

of lumber were used in building

the hull. The bucket ladder is of the

plate-girder type, 11 ft. deep. 116 ft.

long. Twenty-one high-carbon steel roll-

-upport the bucket line

of the ladder. The total weight of this

ladder and rollen li 112 tone. These
: red in section! and put

together in the field. The heaviest parts

of the machinery shipped in one piece

were the spuds, each of which weighed
42 tons. To transport these from the

railroad station to the dredge—a distance

of about one mile— it was necessary to

build a track of steel rails and ties, as

it was impossible to secure wagons or

trucks strong enough to haul them.

The bucket line consists of 80 buckets

of 16 cu.ft. capacity, each bucket weigh-

ing 4400 lb. These consist of special

high-carbon steel with special heat treat-

ment. The base and hood portion of each
bucket is cast in one solid piece with a

manganese wearing plate inserted in the

bottom of the bucket to withstand the

wear as they pass over the upper tumbler.

The manganese lip, 2>/> in. thick, is

riveted on the cutting edge of the bucket,

and can easily be replaced when it be-

comes too worn.

Sectional Elevation of Marion 16-cu.ft. Electric-driven Dredge
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For raising and lowering this bucket

line and ladder a 600-ton hoist is placed

on the lower deck, inside the house,

and is driven by a separate motor of 200

h.p. The motor is of the variable-speed,

reversible type, and is connected to the

drums by a series of reduction gears.

The first reduction shaft is fitted with an

automatic brake that permits the ladder

to be raised, lowered, or secured in any

position, by the manipulation of the motor

controller only. This feature is a great

improvement in elevator placer-mining
dredges. At the present time many
dredges are constructed with this hoist

connected to the digging motor.

The main drive which operates the

bucket line consists of heavy steel cast-

ings and gearing direct connected to a

300-h.p. induction motor. The main driv-

ing shaft on this drive is 25 in. diam-
eter, while the main gears are 14 in.

Plan of Marion 16-cu.ft. Dredge for Digginc 53 Ft. Below the Water Line

diameter, and have a 14-in. face. All

gears on this drive have cut teeth. The
first reduction shaft is equipped with a

friction clutch which disengages the

motor and acts as a slipping device. The
drive complete, with motor, weighs 93

tons.

The revolving screen, which receives

the material after it is dumped out of

the buckets, is 9 ft. 9 in. diameter and

50 ft. long, and, together with its drive-

weighs 82 tons. The large boulders pass

through this screen to the belt conveyer,

while the fine gold-bearing material

passes through the perforations into the

gold-saving tables which are made of

steel and arranged in a way that in-

creases the gold-saving area, as it has

been demonstrated on previous dredges

that this area should be as large as it

is possible to make it.

The tailings stacker is 130 ft. long, and

is built of solid plate girders decked

over with a steel plate and built deep so

that the stacker belt passes through it

on the return. The whole stacker is

inclosed with canvas covering and the

bottom is equipped with a flue con-

structed of sheet steel, for heating. It is

raised and lowered by a hoist located in

the upper cabin, direct connected to a

35-h.p. variable-speed motor. This hoist

is equipped with an automatic brake to

lock the stacker in any position when
the power is off and it is controlled by

the motor controller alone.

In the pilot house 24 operating levers

are so arranged that one man controls

all the movements of the dredge. This

house also contains a five-panel marble

switchboard. Each motor has its separate

line from this switchboard. All motors

are equipped with automatic circuit

breakers. All the wires on the dredge are

in conduit. Two 10-ton traveling cranes

over the main drive or upper-tumbler

gearing travel the full width of the boat

and are overhung about 2 ft. A three-ton

electric hoist was placed on a jib crane for

use in handling buckets while being re-

paired, and to lift large boulders, chunks

of ice and frozen ground from the bucket

line. The accompanying illustrations

show clearly the general construction of

the dredge, as well as giving an idea of

the conditions under which it is oper-

ated.

The electric equipment was furnished by

the General Electric Company. All mo-

tors are direct-geared, operated by 2200-

volt current. The total motor installation

on the dredge is 1045 h.p. No belts are

used. By using 2200-volt motors it is not

necessary to have transformers on board,

and current can be transmitted from sub-

stations at considerable distances without

loss. The current generated on the Mad-

ison river, about 40 miles away, is trans-

mitted to the substation at 46.200 volts.

In designing this dredge no expense was

spared to make it the most complete and

perfect dredge yet constructed.
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Boston Consolidated Mill—

I

With the realization of the possibilities

of the low-grade monzonite of B

as a source of copper, an entirely new

of concentrating ores sprang into

importance. The Bingham m-onzonite,

with only 6 per cent, of sulphides is a

decidedly different material from the old-

s of concentrating ores. with.

? ) per cent, of sulphides. As late

as 1906 the porphyry ores were but little

understood, and many hold that this is

still true, when they see the present tend-

dency to seek tonnage to attain

low costs, instead of making a higher

:ion of the copper in the ore.

In reducing the cost per pound of

copper, as much is accomplished by in-

creasing the saving of the copper 5 per

cent, as by racing an immense tonnage

through the mill, for when the extraction

is not greater than 65 per cent, of the

contents of the ore. and an increase of 5

per cent, in the saving is made, the

amount of copper saved is 14/13, and

the cost per pound of copper produced

is 13 14 of what it was. or 1/14 less than

before; on the other hand a decrease of

5 per cent, in the operating costs would

only result in a saving of 1/20 in the cost

of producing each pound of copper.

Close Savinc Better Than High
Tonnage

The greater importance of increasing

the efficiency of the milling operation

rather than decreasing the cost by in-

crease in the tons treated, which affects

in the main only standing charges, seems

not to be appreciated sufficiently by all

operators of low-grade copper mines.

Their whole idea is tonnage, a customary

obsession of mine management during

certain stages of the development. But

some mine executive finally realizes that

the grade of ore hoisted is more import-

ant than the amount of it. The

mine superintendent then resorts to

closer sorting in the stopes. The ton-

nage drops, but the profits increase. And
so it will be in future years in the hand-

ling of the porphyry mines, only in this

class of ores the closer sorting and sav-

II be in the milling, not in the min-

ing department. In time the tonnage

i in the low-grade copper mines
of America will surely undergo the same
cycle as the hysteria for tonnage has

followed in South Africa. But even in

this day. I wish to call attention to one
mill preeminent for the high extrac-

tions made by it on a low-copper head,

upply a full record of what
'

I irficld at ! that

this article is written, as that is thi only

concentrator in the world that for

made an extl

from 69 to 72 per cent, of the copper

on a 1
I from 1.4 to l ,6 per

By Claude T. Rice

Early history of concen-

trating tests on porphyry

ores. A issen sta m ps

adopted after thorough tests.

Little slime was produced

and metal recovery was high.

cent. This record will be appreciated

by those who mill the low-grade porphyry

ore 10 years from now, when the tonnage

hysteria has run its course, and the prop-

erties and their working have settled

down to every-day existence, and the

managements can, as was finally the case

at the Homestake mines, pay attention

to their slime.

Stamps as Crushing Machinery

In 1906 the mining world was startled

by the announcement that the Boston

Consolidated Copper Company was going

to use stamps for crushing in its new
mill, at Garfield, Utah. The experience

of Butte with steam stamps was recalled,

and frequent were the predictions of

dire calamity. But finally men began to

appreciate that the results attained on the

ores would be the test—not the history

of the past.

While the determination of the Boston

Consolidated company, or rather of A. J.

Bettles, its metallurgical engineer, to

crush the Bingham porphyry ores with

stamps came as a shock to the mining

world, so astounding did it seem even to

think of using stamps for crushing a con-

centrating ore, the fact remains that it

was not anything new to use stamps on

the Bingham porphyry ore, this having

previously been done successfully on a

small scale.

Mr. Bettles built a small testing mill in

Bingham canon on the company's ground

near the Ohio CopperCompany'sline. This

was a gravity mill equipped with a five-

stamp battery, three Wilfley tables, a Frue

vanner, and a Johnston table, with the

necessary classifiers and settlers.

The early tests were to ascertain the

proper screen aperture to give the best

screen analysis of the pulp, for the main

losses were in the largest sizes and in

the pulp which passed a 200-mesh screen,

which in this article will be called slime.

It then became necessary to test out the

tonnage which could be crushed by the

This resulted in the decision to

try the individual stamp on the ore. The

tl stamp was tried as it was then

the only one giving promise of success,

and th resulted in its selection

for the mill. In these tests it was
clearly shown that the Nissen stamp not

only gave a greater return per horse-

power in crushing, but the pulp from the

Nissen stamp contained fully 7 per cent,

less slime than the pulp from the five-

stamp battery.

Action of the Nissen Stamp

The reason for this is not merely that

each Nissen stamp has a discharge area

equal to about two-thirds the screen area

allotted to five stamps in an ordinary

battery, for probably almost fully as im-

portant is the fact that in the individual

stamp a strong suction action is devel-

oped, which drags the coarser particles

back upon the die, while owing to the

strength of this suction the finer particles

are kept better in suspension and to a

large extent off the die. Moreover, as

the ore is fed directly upon the die, there

is always some ore under the stamp so

as to cushion the blow, and rarely is a

stamp crushing on a thin bed as is the

case in the five-stamp battery where the

center stamp regulates the feed for the

other four.

These early tests also showed that in

concentrating the pulp from the stamp,

the suspended type of vanner was slightly

better than the older Frue type, which

lacks the oscillatory motion imparted to

the belt in the newer type. Moreover,

it soon became quite evident that the

bulk of the concentrates could be saved

much more cheaply and more efficiently

upon Wilfley tables than upon vanners.

Several different types of classifiers were

tried out, but none of these gave any
better classification than the slightly mod-
ified form of the Anaconda type of hy-

draulic classifier described in the

Journal, Nov. 19, 1910.

Screen Analyses

A study of the screen analyses shows

that the copper-bearing minerals slimed

badly and that in consequence of this

each successively finer portion of the

pulp assayed higher than the next coarser

cne until the undersize from the 200-

mesh screen was reached. At that point

there seemed to be a place where other of

the minerals, such as the micas and cer-

tain ferruginous minerals that had begun
to decompose, slimed worse than the

sulphides.

The screen analysis of the tailings

shows that the saving was best on the

sizes between 100 and 200 mesh; above

thai range of size there was copper min-

eral still included in the gangue particles,

while the undersize from the 200-mesh
screen acted so differently in regard to

concentration that it was evident that the

sulphide in it must he extremely small
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compared with the sulphide particles in

the oversize.

Influence of Kind of Screen

There is another fact in connection

with the amount of slime produced in a

stamp mill that is not fully appreciated

by millmen, especially as it is only lately

that much study has been devoted to this

matter. This is the importance of the

shape as well as the size of the discharge

apertures in the screen used on the bat-

tery. A long narrow opening discharges

more readily than does the same area

when distributed among several square

openings having the same width. Of

course, friction is the main thing that

causes this difference, but then the fact

that a long-shaped particle can get

through the long opening that could not

pass the square opening is important.

Moreover the angle of the faces that

meet to form the opening is important.

when testing some of the other low-

grade copper ores, as was for instance the

result of the experimenting when the

Nissen stamp was tried on the Miami ore

by Mr. Burch. Another consideration is

that the ore used in the tests to determine
the manner of crushing the ore generally

comes entirely from drifts and as it is

badly shattered by the large amount of

dynamite that is used in such workings
compared with the amount used per ton

in stopes, the ore itself crushes much dif-

ferently than does the ore that later goes

to the mill. This favors one method of

crushing more than the other, and not

necessarily the one that inherently makes
the most slime in crushing a stope ore.

Therefore, in the tests made to determine

the relative sliming effects of different

manners of crushing ores, it probably

would be a wise policy to use only the

oversize from a four- or five-inch grizzly

as being less fractured by the powder

open up new areas quickly enough to sup-

ply the needs of the mill. It was owing

to the change in mining methods, that the

mine got so far behind the mill, while

the unreadiness of the mine was the

main reason why the mill was so long in

the course of erection and why the dif-

ferent units were so far behind one an-

other in being put into operation.

Mill Started in Jan. 26, 1908

The first unit of the Boston Consoli-

dated mill started Jan. 26, 1908 and the

second unit began crushing the next day.

The third unit began crushing in Febru-

ary, 1908. The fourth unit began on May
16, 1908, the fifth, Sept. 21, 1908. the

sixth, Sept. 22, the seventh, Sept. 24, the

eighth, Sept. 25, 1908. The ninth began

to crush ore on Jan. 10, 1909, the tenth,

Feb. 18; the eleventh on April 18, the

twelfth on May 25; and the last or thir-

teenth on July 8. 1909.

Mill of the Boston Consolidated Copper Company, Garfield, Utah

For instance, an Allis-Chalmers diagonal-

slot screen punched with a narrow margin

so as to be the equivalent of a 26-mesh

No. 26-wire screen will give less slime in

the discharge than does the last-named

screen through its square apertures. On
the other hand, the Tyler rolled-slot

screen having the same shape of opening

as the punched screen and made also to

be equivalent to the 26-mesh screen just

named, makes less slime when used on a

battery than does the punched screen.

The reason for this is that the rounding

surface of the wires forming the sides of

the openings act as loading chutes to

steer the particles into the mesh.

Possibly it may be the failure to ap-

preciate this fact that caused the

stamp to be discarded because it made
more slime than did the Chilean mill

than the undersize and more typical of

the ore that would come from stoping

the deposit. But anyone testing stamps

for use in crushing a concentrating ore

should certainly remember the import-

ance of a long slot opening in reducing

the amount of slime.

The Boston Consolidated company

when it designed the mill at Garfield was

planning to mine the ore by means of

steam shovels, and this fact had an im-

portant bearing in the determination of

many features of the Boston Consolidated

mill. But later, finding that the ore under

the area which had been stripped con-

tained too much pyrite to be mineable at

a profit, the company was compelled

rather hastily to abandon that manner of

working its mines, as it required too much

capital to add to the equipment so as to

The most notable point in the Boston

mill was that the pulp flowed entirely by

gravity from the top to the bottom. This

system has also been adopted in the

Miami mill. One of the features of the

Boston mill that is likely to be adopted in

many mills in the future is the system of

tunnels and cross tunnels under the dif-

ferent terraces, in which the water and

the pulp launders are placed out of the

way of everything. This has already

been adopted in one mill, viz.: Moctezuma

at Nacozari, built by Mr. Burch, and

also in a modified form at Miami, I am
told.

The tables of the Boston mill were ar-

ranged head to head and in lines running

with the slope of the terraces so as to

allow the driving shafts, belts and feed

launders for the two rows to be placed
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Dear to the machines and in such posi-

tion that the light from the windows in

the gables of the roof was not shut off

from the tables. This arrangement not

only gives better lighting, but also there

is a large saving in the amount of belting

to drive the machines. A minor feature

in the construction of the launders was

the use of plate-glass instead of wooden

bottom lining, as less expensive in the

long run.

The most noteworthy thing in the Bos-

ton mill, after the use of the Nissen

stamp, was the use of the Wilfley table

for the saving of SO per cent, of the

itrates and 85 per cent, of

the copper recovered. All the concen-

were passed over Wilfley tables

after very close classification into four

different sizes. Those tables that treated

the coarser sizes made tailings so low

in grade that they would not pay for

the cost of recrushing and retreatment.

The tailings from the other tables were

sent to the Johnston vanners to recover

the fine grains of mineral passing the

.Wilfley tables. In this way Mr. Bettles

was able to throw the work on the Wil-

fley tables to a remarkable degree. A
Wilfley table does not cost more than

tvvo-thirds as much to operate as does a

vanner, but there is a slightly greater

first cost for the tables.

Another notable point in the design of

the mill was the use of electric power

supplied by the Telluride Power Com-
pany to run the mill. Many thought that

there would be vexatious delays on this

account, as the power is brought in over

a transmission line 76 miles long. How-
ever, the time lost at the mill on ac-

count of power lines being out of co-

mission was less than 1 per cent, of the

total running time, while the total loss of

time due to all causes was less than 5

per cent.

Small Drive-units

The use of purchased electric power

rendered advisable the employment of

more clutches on the driving shafts

throughout the plant than would other-

wise have been necessary; but such sub-

division of the system of driving, so that

small units can be shut down without

bother to the other parts of the plant, is

a good feature. For instance, each row

Wilfleys was driven by a sepa-

rate clutch while the drive of the vanners

was controlled by three different clutches,

ss to say, this provision is ab-

solutely necessary in a mill that is driven

by power purchased on a peak-load con-

tract, so as to keep the starting moment
for the plant as low as possible.

The decision of the Boston company
the Telluride power was influenced

by the impurity of the water available

iler use at Garfield. Its engineers

calculated that it would cost over 555

per h.p. to generate steam power, and in

fact it costs the Utah Copper Company

about $52 per annum. The Telluride

Power Company offered the company a

contract at less than S40 per h.p. per year

for 2500 h.p., a somewhat larger quantity

than the mill would require until its ca-

pacity had been increased by adding rolls

or gyratories below the smaller gyratories

now in the crushing plant so that the feed

going to the stamps would be about 0.5

in. size. In this way the capacity of the

mill was to have been raised cheaply to

somewhere between 4000 and 4500 tons a

day. Nevertheless, the contract resulted

in a saving of about 4c. in the cost per

ton of ore milled as compared with steam

power.

Separate Crusher House

The Boston concentrator has a sepa-

rate crusher house, thus avoiding dust

in the main mill building and enabling

the bearings on the cam shafts to be

operated without caps, which is a desir-

able thing in running a stamp battery

where irregular alinement of shafts and

bearings is in time bound to occur.

The mill is built near the top of a slope,

gentle but sufficient to insure gravity

flow, w*hile on account of the ease of the

slope the amount of grading was mini-

mized and no great expenditure was re-

quired for retaining walls, a frequent

drawback to side-hill construction. About

12,000 bbl. of portland cement was used

for concrete foundations, piers and mono-
liths required by the tunnel system un-

der the mill building.

The mill has a wooden floor. This is

less costly than concrete, but is not as

fireproof; however, after the construc-

tion period, the floor being wet when the

mill is in operation, there is no great

danger from fire. The main disadvantage

is that the wood floor is apt to rot in a

short time. But as the tunnels tend to

keep the floor drained, the wooden floor

at the Boston mill will probably have a

greater life than similar floors have had

at other mills. Another drawback is that

the mill cannot be kept so clean as with

a concrete floor. But if the tables are

operated properly and the vanners are

kept in adjustment so that there is no

side-slopping of the pulp over the rim of

the belt, this need be no great matter;

especially if, as is the case at the Bos-

ton mill, there are no elevators or cen-

trifugal pumps handling pulp.

Evils of Concrete Flooding

The great objection to a concrete floor

is that in cold climates it is likely in

the winter to bring on rheumatism among
workmen. This is a serious drawback,

for it causes the best millmen to seek em-

ployment in other mills. However, this

drawback can be overcome easily by

using slat walks as at the Ohio mill.

Both the buildings are constructed with

a steel frame and corrugated-iron sides.

The mill contained 312 Nissen stamps,

52 hydraulic classifiers, 156 cone settlers.

299 Wilfley tables, 156 slime settlers and
234 Johnston vanners. About 70,000

tons per month was the rate at which the

mill was run during most of the time, but

until after the merger was effected, it was
never supplied with as much ore as it

could handle. Since then the mill has

treated, according to reliable information,

as high as 100,000 tons a month. This

was done by changing to the Tyler rolled-

slot screens on the batteries. This was
not the ultimate capacity of the mill, as

it is calculated that by increasing the

weight of the stamps to 1800 lb. and by

crushing the feed so that it would pass

an 0.5-in. ring, the capacity of the plant

could have been increased to about 4500

tons a day.

The highest monthly tonnage crushed

with the feed passing a 1 ^S -in. ring, the

stamps weighing 1600 lb. and Allis-Chal-

mers punched diagonal-slot screens on

the batteries (equivalent to a square-

mesh, 26-mesh, No. 26 wire screen) was
80,845 tons, in January, 1910. This gave

a stamp duty of 8.76 tons per 24 hours,

but that was not the highest stamp duty

attained for the whole mill as in March,

1909, a duty of 9.09 tons per stamp per

24 hours was averaged throughout the

month.

Steel Frame Coarse Ore Bin

The coarse-ore bin is 300 ft. long, 34
ft. wide and 20 ft. deep. It has a ca-

pacity of 12,000 tons. The frame of the

bin is made of structural steel while the

sides are formed by a double lining of 2-

in. planks nailed to strips bolted to the

steel frame. A wood lining is used as it

was cheaper and there was no need of

fireproof construction, since the coarse-

ore bin is not connected with the main
building. The bin is surmounted by two

railroad tracks. The ore from the bin

is fed to two conveying belts by a spe-

cial type of feeder arranged in two rows

of 40 each, the feeders being 7.5 ft.

apart. In the sides of the bin, just above

the feeders and in line with the different

openings in the bottom through which

the ore runs down to the feeders, are a

series of openings 4 ft. high, which in

order to prevent the ore from running

out .through them are closed by means
of three horizontal slats. Through these

openings an opportunity is afforded to

work a punching bar down through the

mass of ore and start any boulders that

may have clogged the feed opening in

the bottom of the bin. In the winter the

ore is likely to freeze near the points

where cold air strikes the wet ore; es-

pecially where the ore is discharged

from the bin. By means of the slat-

closed openings in the sides of the bin

it is possible to work a charge of dyna-

mite injo the ore at a point directly over

the frozen mass blocking the discharge

opening. In this manner the ore, unless

the freeze-up is especially severe, is eas-

ily and cheaply started. To allow the
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-men convenient approach to these punch

holes a balcony is carried along each side

of the bin even with the bottom of these

holes.

These punching openings have been

found to be the only instance, at least in

the West, where any manner of access to

the interior has been provided in the

j
sides of an ore bin. No doubt this will

i prove to be one of the minor innova-

tions that will be copied in the design of

bins for cold climates where trouble is

had from freezing of the ore, or where

there is trouble from large boulders.

Belt Feeder for Coarse Ore

The feeder that is used on the coarse-

ore bin is a. form of the traveling-belt

type that is used at some of the coal

bunkers in the East, but it has been modi-

fied somewhat to adapt it to the new con-

ditions attending the handling of large

ore boulders. The use of this form of

feeder was influenced by the expectations

pawl the feeder is thrown out of opera-
tion without affecting the others. They
are driven in groups of 12 from the motor
that runs the coarse crushers by means
of a rope drive.

These feeders have worked satisfac-

torily; large boulders cause no difficulties

with them, and the cost of repairs has
been practically nil. It takes only one
man to watch these feeders and keep
them operating properly. These feeders, of

course, are higher in first cost than a pan
type of feeder, the only other type that

could be used under the conditions, but

are thought to be more satisfactory for

this1 work.

Belt Conveyers

On the two conveyers built by the

Stephens-Adamson company a Scandina-

vian belt was used at first. These lasted

about a year and a half. They were re-

placed with the best grade of rubber

conveyer belt, as experience had shown

Nissen Stamps, Boston Consolidated Mill

of large boulders in the ore from the

steam-shovels, and this was also one rea-

son for providing the punch openings or

stoker holes as they are called at the

Boston mill.

These feeders consist of a traveling

belt, 36 in. wide, which conveys the ore

that runs down on it through the hole in

j

the bottom of the bin to a steel chute in-

clined at an angle of 30 deg. with the

direction of the belt travel. The ore is

prevented by its angle of repose from

running out of the bin, as the belt of the

feeder is plenty long enough to attend

to that matter.

This belt is fed ahead by a ratchet

wheel operated by a pawl on a wheel

mounted eccentrically on a driving

shaft. The speed of the belt travel

is adjustable so that it can be varied from

driving shaft. The speed of belt travel is

an advance of 1.25 to 6 in. per revolution

of the eccentric shaft. By raising the

that while the Scandinavian belt was

cheaper in first cost it was more expen-

sive in the long run. These two con-

veyer belts are troughed and 30 in. wide.

Each of the belt conveyers takes the

ore up a slight incline and then feeds

the ore to a grizzly having, bars 7 ft. long

spaced to give IK' -in- openings and set

at an angle of 30 deg. The oversize

from each grizzly goes to a No. 6 Gates

gyratory crusher. The undersize from

these grizzlies, after being rejoined by

the crushed oversize, is either taken by

conveyer or passed by chutes to two

trommels, 12 ft. long and having a diam-

eter of 2K> ft., on which a cast-iron

screen Y> in. thick and having holes l/>

in. in diameter is used. Each trommel

feeds its oversize to a No. 5 Gates

gyratory crusher, set to break the ore to

\]/2 in. size.

This recrushed ore then rejoins the

undersize from the trommels and is taken

by two Stevens-Adamson belt conveyers,

18 in. wide, up an angle of 20 deg. to

one of two distributing belts, also 18 in.

wide. Each of these serves half of the

fine-ore bin. These distributing belts are

dumped by traveling trippers that dis-

charge the ore over the end of the belt,

and in this manner an even character is

assured to the ore throughout the fine

bin.

The fine-ore bin, which has sheet-steel

sides and like the coarse-ore bin is made
with a flat bottom, is 580 ft. long, 22 ft.

wide and 20 ft. deep, so that it holds

about 16,000 tons when filled. It is in

the mill building proper between the two
rows of Nissen stamps originally in-

stalled. In fact the bin structure formed
part of the frame for the stamps.

The two No. 6 crushers and the auto-

matic feeders, as well as the two coarse-

ore conveyers, are run by a 150-h.p.

motor, while the two No. 5 gyratories

and the trommels are run by a 75-h.p.

motor. The two belt conveyers are run

by a 30-h.p. motor, while each of the

distributing belts at the fine-ore bin is

run by a 20-h.p. motor. All of these

motors are of the Westinghouse induc-

tion type, as are the other motors

throughout the mill. They all take a

440-volt, three-phase, 20-cycle current.

The mill building is arranged with

three terraces. The first was the stamp

floor, the second the Wilfley floor, while

on the lowest were placed the Johnston

tables, together with the Wilfley that is

used in each section for reconcentrating

the middlings made on the upper Wilfley

tables. The wooden floor is carried by

joists that rest on concrete pillars, while

under it are the several tunnels and cross

tunnels. These are kept open by means

of plank-lagged drift sets.

Stamp Battery Construction

The Nissen stamps rested on two long

massive concrete monoliths, one for each

row of stamps. The battery frames were

made of wood, the posts standing in

cast-iron shoes extending up on the posts

about 8 in. The shoes were in two sec-

tions, held together by bolts placed out-

side the wood of the battery posts, and,

of course, were anchored to the concrete

mortar block. Between the mortars and

the concrete block a disk of rubber K-

in. thick was placed.

The stamps were mounted in batteries

of eight, each further divided by a cen-

ter post into sets of four. A frame for

four stamps consisted of two 14x26-in.

end posts, one 20x26-in. center post, two

14x26-in. jack posts, two 14x20-in. over-

hanging jack beams for the jack posts

to rest on, and two 14x 16-in. girts. Each

post was braced against the bin frame

by wooden beams resting in brackets on

the bin posts and held there by tension

bolts. Each set of four stamps had its

own cam shaft so that the center post of
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the battery frame carried a double bear-

ing. The cam shaft was made of wrought

iron, it having been found that on ac-

count of the carbon in them the steel

cam shafts, first used, broke too fre-

quently. All the steel cam shafts had

to be replaced in the first two years that

the mill was running. The diameter of

the cam shaft was 6 in., and that of the

stamp stems 4 inches.

Stamp Drive

Each group of 20 stamps was driven

by a separate motor, mounted on the

battery-bin foundation where it was
easily accessible. A 14-in. driving belt

was used for each set of four stamps,

while the driving pulley was 12 in. in

diameter. The jack posts used in the

battery frame proved to be a mistake as

they resulted in too much vibration, but

they were used to save floor space. In

building another mill of this type all the

posts would extend to the mortar block.

The cams were fastened to the cam
shafts by means of Canda self-tightening

fasteners. The tappets and the cams
were of chrome steel, while the stamp
stems were made of wrought steel.

These worked in two cast-iron guides.

The dies and shoes were made of white

iron and cast in the company's foundry

at the mill. The battery shoes and dies

are considerably heavier proportionately

in the Nissen stamp than in the ordinary

gravity stamp, and each weighs approx-

imately 325 lb. They ordinarily last

about 50 days.

The stamps originally weighed 1500 lb.,

but later by means of weights they were
increased to 1600 lb. They were run at

110 drops per minute, and with a

drop equal to 7 in. The hight of dis-

charge varied between l]/2 to 2 in., being

as low as possible. On the batteries, for

some time, Allis-Chalmers diagonal-slot

screens punched with a narrow mar-
gin, equivalent to a 26-mesh No. 26
wire-cloth screen, were used. These
punched screens lasted on the average
about seven days. About 10 gal. of wa-
ter a minute were fed to each stamp. The
ore was fed to each stamp by a Chal-

lenge feeder. The actual power con-

sumed by each stamp was 3% h.p., while

theoretically the stamps should have re-

quired about 3.1 h.p. were there no fric-

tion. The base of the mortar was so

heavy that no anvil block was needed un-

der the mortars to distribute the weight

r a large surface on the mortar block.

In order to keep the hight of the dis-

charge even, liners were used under the

dies. These had a groove on one side

and a raised ring on the other, which fit-

ted into the groove on the die.

I OF CHANC1 i BATTERY S<

In the earlier work in the mill when a

mesh, No. 2f> wire-screen was in

n the batteries, a screen analysis
of the battery pulp showed 12.5 per cent.

on 50-mesh, 14.5 per cent, on 80-mesh,
0.5 per cent, on 100-mesh, 17 per cent, on
150-mesh, 1 per cent, on 200-mesh and
45.5 per cent, through 200-mesh. The
pulp obtained when diagonal-slot screens
of equivalent opening were used was 16
per cent, on 40-mesh, 10 per cent, on 50-

mesh, 19.5 on 80-mesh, 9.3 on 100-mesh,
7.7 on 150-mesh, 3.6 on 200-mesh and
33.9 per cent, through 200-mesh screen, a
reduction of slime from 45.5 to 33.9 per
cent. The Tyler rolled-slot screen which
was last used gave not only still less slime
in the battery puip, but it also resulted in

an increase in the crushing capacity of

the stamps of 0.5 to 1 ton in 24 hours.

The mill was divided into 13 units,

each of which contained 24 Nissen
stamps, four three-compartment hydraul-
ic classifiers of a modified Anaconda
type, 24 eight-foot Callow cones, 23 Wil-
fley tables and 18 six-foot Johnston van-
ners. An accompanying flow-sheet of the

mill shows the original flow of the pulp
through the mill, but this was slightly

modified, and a few classifiers and a

Wilfley table added to each section on the

vanner floor as will be explained later.

Anofher drawing shows the plan of a

section in the mill, while a third gives a

longitudinal view of the mill. Each unit

in the mill is an exact counterpart of

even 7 other one.

Glass Launder Bottoms Used

The plate glass used for launder bot-

toms throughout the mill varies in thick-

ness from % to $4 in., according to the

proportion of the pulp passing. The glass

is laid on the bottom of the launder and
is held down by two quarter-round cleats

nailed in the corner of the launder. The
life of the plates, of course, depends upon
the size and quantity of the particles go-
ing over them, but the indication is that

they will last from three to four years.

Such a plate-glass lining cannot be used
for pulp in which the maximum size of
particle is greater than 3.5 mm., as with

larger particles the wear is too great.

(To he concluded)

Testing for Tellurium in

Minerals
The test for tellurium, of heating the

suspected substance with strong sul-

phuric acid, is familiar to all chemists
and engineers. A possible source of er-

ror is pointed out by W. J. Sharwood'.
The tellurium test requires that the par-
ticles be moistened with the strongest

sulphuric acid and heated nearly to white
fumes, as the tellurium color forms only
in a narrow temperature range. Several
specimens containing no tellurium, but
only manganese peroxide, gave a fine

purple color on being treated with strong

sulphuric acid, after standing a few min-
utes. The color could usually be brought
out by breathing on the sample while it

i onomh Geology, Jan Feb . L911

was cooling, and was apparently due to
formation of permanganic acid.

The test fails in the presence of
large amounts of sulphides, and is use-
less with oxidized compounds unless they
are previously reduced. G. T. Holloway ;

describes a method of isolating tellurium
from ores for testing purposes by concen-
trating it with the gold and silver in a
lead button by means of the ordinary fire

assay. The lead button is then dissolved
in nitric acid, the solution diluted, and the
tellurium precipitated on lead foil, the
deposit thus obtained being dried and
tested by sulphuric acid.

Conditions of Steel Works
Employees

It should be noted that William B.

Dickson, whose retirement from the vice-

presidency of the Steel Corporation was
recently reported, took a strong interest in

the employees of the company, and in

improving the conditions of their labor.

His paper, read at the American Iron and
Steel Institute's New York meeting, May,
1910, advocating the adoption of a plan
whereby no individual workman should
be on duty more than six consecutive
days, helped to create sentiment for the

six-day week, and resulted in the ap-
pointment of a committee of steel manu-
facturers to report on the subject. At the

October, 1910, meeting of the institute

he read a paper on the "Betterment of

Labor Conditions in the Steel Industy,"
in which he described some of the work
of the United States Steel Corporation in

reducing seven-day labor to a minimum
and in establishing accident relief and
pension systems. These papers attracted

much interest on account of Mr. Dick-
son's long experience in the management
of works. He spoke not as an idealist,

but as one who understood the practical

and commercial sides of the question.

Copper Queen Power Costs
According to the report of Phelps,

Dodge & Co., the central power plant at

Bisbee used 8168.1 gal. of fuel oil per
day in 1910, which raised 705,969.2 lb. of
steam per day, or 86.5 lb. steam per
gallon of oil. At the Douglas power
plant a horsepower-year cost S72.20,

made up as follows: Labor, $9.23; tools

and supplies, $1.49; repairs, $7.72; fuel,

$53.15; water, $0.61. It is stated that

there was an average development of

3596 h.p. At this rate the total fuel

should have cost $191,127. As 112,475
bbl. of fuel oil were used, this would
bring the average cost of fuel oil per bbl.

at about $1.70, which probably includes

freight from the Kansas oilfields.

The distribution of power at the Doug-
las smeltery was: Blast-furnace blow-
ing engines, 34.93 per cent.; converter
blowing engines, 34.85; electrical power.
25.97; compressed air, 4.25 per cent.

/ .m/v. i. m m.. XVII, 175.
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Coal Minind Denar^mnnt
t

Labor at Bituminous Mines

Washington Correspondence

The Immigration Commission has just

published a review of the whole of its

work on bituminous-coal mining. This

matter has been made available to the

public heretofore only in the form of de-

!
tached treatment of separate coalfields,

but the commission has now consolidated

the separate conclusions. In summariz-

ing its findings as to bituminous-coal min-

ing it says:

The operating forces of the bituminous

coal-mining industry were studied in

Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Alabama,

Virginia and West Virginia. Detailed in-

formation was secured for 88,368 em-

ployees, and 2371 households the heads

of which were engaged in bituminous

mining were intensively studied. Of the

total number of employees, 61.9 per cent,

were of foreign birth, 9.5 per cent, were

of native birth but foreign father, and

28.5 per cent, were native-born persons

of native father. The principal races of

old immigration were the Germans, with

2699 reporting, and the English, with

2497 reporting, while the Slovaks, with

11,318, the Poles, with 7370, and the

North Italians, with 6666, were the races

of recent immigration most largely repre-

sented. Only 20.7 per cent, of the foreign-

born employees had had any experience

in bituminous-coal mining before coming

to this country, while 58 per cent, had

been farmers or farm laborers abroad.

The average daily wage of employees 18

years of age or over was $2.19, and of

all males 18 years of age or over in the

households studied the average annual

earnings were $443. The average annual

earnings of male heads of families who
were employed in the industry were $451,

and the average annual income of

families the heads of which were work-

ing in .he industry was $577. Slightly

more than two-fifths, or 40.6 per cent., of

the families studied derived their entire

income from the earnings of husbands,

while 35 per cent, were supported by the

earnings of husbands and the payments

of boarders or lodgers, and 7.8 per cent,

by the earnings of husbands and the con-

tributions of children.

About the same proportion of the em-

ployees 20 years of age or over in both

nativity groups were married, the per-

centage in the case of -the foreign-born

being 67.3 and of the native-born 67.5.

Only 82.9 per cent, of the employees of

foreign birth were able to read and 80.9

per cent, able both to read and to write.

Of the total number of foreign-born em-
ployees of non-English-speaking races,

61.2 per cent were able to speak English.

The Important News
Of Coal Mining:
New Appliance-r,

NewMethods.New
Fields, Colliery
Engineering

Of the foreign-born employees 21 years
of age or over who had been in the

United States five years or more only

26.8 per cent, were naturalized, and 14.9

per cent, were in possession of first pa-

pers. Of the native-born males in the

households studied 55.8 per cent., and of

the foreign-born 31.8 per cent., were
members of labor organizations.

The report upon this industry consists

of five parts: (1) General survey of the

industry as a whole, which consists of a

statistical summary based upon the total

number of employees and households

studied; (2) survey of the industry in

Pennsylvania, including an intensive

study of two representative bituminous-

coal mining communities; (3) a study of

the industry in the Middle West; (4) a

study of the industry in the Southwest;

and (5) the industry in the South.

Indiana Coal Production
Indiana mines produced 18,125,244

tons of coal in 1910, according to the

annual report of Mine Inspector James
Epperson. The cost of producing that

amount of coal, including the wages of

miners, inside day men and outside day

men, was $15,527,390.72. Accidents in

mines resulted in 51 deaths; also 6 per-

manent and 505 serious injuries.

The report shows that the mines estab-

lished a record for the amount of coal

produced compared with the number of

fatalities, only one death occurring for

each 355,396 tons of coal mined. This is

an increased tonnage of 81,555, as com-

pared with last year, and according to

Mr. Epperson, places Indiana far in the

lead of other States in this respect.

Of the coal produced, the following

tabulation is made: Hand-mined block

coal, 640,946 tons; machine-mined block,

234,512 tons; total, 875,459; cost, $1,-

209,194.60. The bituminous coal pro-

duced was 17,249,785 tons, at a cost of

$14,318,196.12. Of this amount 6,595,-

391 tons was hand mined and 10,653,854

machine mined. An average of 31 tons

of coal was produced' for every keg of

powder used.

Explosion at Banner Mine
in Alabama

A disastrous explosion occurred in the

Banner mine of the Pratt Consolidated

Coal Company at 6:35 on the morning of

April 8, as noted in the Journal of last

week. The total death list is placed at

128. Of this number, only five were free-

men, viz., two white, and three negroes. Of
the 123 convicts only 12 were white.

Rescuers headed by Doctor Rutledge, en-

gineer with the Bureau of Mines, had a

narrow escape from death and were
brought from the mine in an unconscious
condition.

The exact cause of the explosion has
not yet been determined. There are in-

dications that the trouble may have
originated in the seventh left entry, where
the mine is badly damaged and in which
section the bodies of the victims were
mangled. It appears that in other parts

of the mine, the men were killed by after-

damp rather than by the explosion itself.

While the loss of life is the greatest in

the history of Alabama coal mining, the

damage to the mine is estimated to be

very small. The principal damage was to

the fan at the new shaft, and also to

brattices and overcasts in that part of the

mine where the explosion occurred.

As is so often the case, the Banner

mine was supposed to be one of the saf-

est and best equipped mines in Alabama.

Careful attention was devoted to sprink-

ling the mine, and the Pratt officials con-

sidered the system here used as an ex-

ample of the best modern practice. Moist-

ure was supplied to the air circulating in

the mine by means of spraying. Erskine

Ramsay, chief engineer of the Pratt Con-

solidated Company, recently estimated

that the 31 sprays that were installed in

the Banner mine would deliver about 30

gal. per hour each, and with all of the

sprays working, a total of over 22,000 gal.

would be delivered during each 24 hours.

The Banner mine began operating in

the fall of 1904; the seam being de-

veloped is known as the "Big Seam" and

averages about 9 ft. in thickness. The

daily output of the mine is from 1200 to

1500 tons. The coal runs about 30 per

cent, volatile matter.

All of the coal is undercut before being

shot down. Rooms vary from 30 to 40

ft. in width. The particular danger in

the Banner mine has always been due to

the extensive amount of dust that is made,

caused by the friable nature of the coal.

It was the practice at this mine to load

out all of the fine coal and in this way re-

duce the quantity of dust to a minimum.

The mine itself gives off some gas, but

not in dangerous quantities. Naked lights

were used by the miners.
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Friction of Air in Mines
There are a number of figures relating

to engineering data, which by reason of

the want of information concerning re-

lated circumstances, become nearly use-

less for any practical purpose. Such

figures are often still further obscured

by the fact that different experimenters

working under different conditions, ar-

rive at entirely divergent results.

The coefficient of friction of air cur-

rents in mines is one of these figures.

The results obtained by different experi-

menters vary so entirely that it seems

impossible to select from among the va-

rious given values one which will answer

the purpose for a particular case. This

confusion has still further been increased

by the fact that our schools and text-

books, for purposes of instruction, us-

ually select Atkinson's coefficient. Per-

haps Atkinson's work was the first in the

mining field, or perhaps his work is taken

because the value given is about the

highest on record, and is, therefore, safe.

At any rate, the average engineer after

comparing the results of Atkinson's for-

By F. Ernest Brackett *

A technical discussion of

the conclusions of several

experimenters, who have

investigated the friction of

air currents in mines.

Much confusion has been

caused by the divergent re-

sults obtained.

•Mining engineer, Cumberland, Md.

of putting this matter in at least some
kind of order insofar as the ventilation

of mines is concerned.

The formula adopted by Atkinson is,

ksv*

a

when p is pressure in pounds per square

foot;'s is surface rubbed in square feet;

where h = the pressure in millimeters of

water, L the length of the gallery, p
the mean permieter, both in meters, v

the velocity in meters per second and s

the mean sectional area in square me-

ters. The term -5- we here choose to

neglect as the refinement seems too small

in proportion to other disturbing elements

to be taken into account. We consider

the weight of air to be 1.2 kg. per cubic

meter, and all results hereafter detailed

have been reduced to that standard. The
relation between Atkinson's k and Mur-

gues a being simply due to the difference

between the English and metric units is

found to be

, _ 0.5283 g
io 5

Hereafter except as stated, the metric

units are to be understood.

In 1884-85, M. Althans, president of the

Sub Commission on Ventilators of the

Prussian Firedamp Commission, under-

took some experiments on the loss of

pressure in air passing through cast-iron

TABLE NO. 1. EXPERIMENTS OF M. I). MURGUE.

No. of experiment .

Kind of heading . .
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ducing for round section, that there is

no essential difference in the form of the

two equations except in the exponent of

D— the fractional exponent of y(=<5) is

too near unity to have much effect on a

term always so near unity.

Mr. Murgue in commenting on his ex-

periments remarks that the sectional area

of the gallery undoubtedly has some ef-

fect on the value of oc as well as the

roughness of the sides and curvature of

the heading. There are thus at least

three main factors in determining the

value of a; the effect of the section, the

effect of the nature of the sides and the

effect of curves. Now Mr. Murgue's ex-

periments cover all three of these fields

fairly well, but do not cover them so com-

pletely that the effect of the sectional

area can be considered separately. Mr.

Althans' work does, however, cover the

law of sections over a wide range, when

one considers the ratio of the smallest to

the greatest section, but does not discuss

the effect of the nature of the side ex-

cept for cast-iron pipe. It therefore natu-

rally occurs to one that if the effect of

the section could be eliminated from

Murgue's work by the aid of the Althans'

TABLE NO. 2. EXPERIMENTS ON
VENTILATION.

Yah ks rnK cX 10

Mean. Smooth Rough.

0.234
0.376

Arched headings

—

.Straight 0.258
Sinuous 0.378
Curved [0.521] 0.473

Bare headings—Straight 0.770 0.674
Sinuous. [1.1091
Curved 1 1 555]

Timbered head-
ings—

Straight 1.157
Sinuous 1 628
Curved [2.337]

. 282
0.379

1 . 076 1 238

formula the effect of the nature of the

sides and of curvatures might be classi-

fied and the whole matter to some extent

put in order.

A Law that Is Sufficiently Exact

Before proceeding, however, perhaps

some remarks should be made about an-

other matter which to a certain extent

disturbs the value of a. In the First place

Althans' formula gives values of h much
too low at low velocities. This might

be obviated by changing the value of

a for low velocities, or by introduc-

ing another term containing the first

power of u into the equation, or by al-

tering the exponent of u. Murgue found

that the exponent v for his work was

morf exactly 1.9267 but was unwilling to

adopt this figure in his formula as he

considered 2 sufficiently exact and more

easily handled. We think, therefore, that

while the law of the square of velocities

certainly does not hold good over wide

ranges of velocities it is sufficiently ex-

act for use in mine ventilation.

Comparison of Formulas

In order to compare Murgue's work on
irregular sections with Althans' work on

round sections it seems proper for cer-

tain hydrodynamic reasons to reduce both

formulas into terms of the mean radius.

If R be the mean radius then Murgue's

formula becomes h = -~—, and Althans'

cLu 2

formula becomes h =
Ri
-^. In the lat-

ter case c is a new constant which con-

tains all the old constants appearing after

conversion. By combination, the value of

c in terms of « is found to be

In order to make practical use of these

results, the combined formula

h =
A"'

Lpv- cLv 2— —
fll.373

R"

As c was found by Althans to be inde-

pendent of D we can fairly assume that

it depends only on the nature of the sides

and curvatures of the headings. Table

can be used. However, as the exponent

of R makes this tedious, and as most

readers of this article will probably be

still further inconvenienced by the met-

ric measures used, the following table

(No. 3) has been prepared. Table No. 3

gives the value of a for Murgue's formula

and the corresponding value of k for At-

kinson's formula for metric values of

c X 10
:

, varying from 0.20 to 2.60 and

for metric values of R corresponding to

6 in., 1 ft., 2 ft. and 3 ft. The table

is, therefore, available for use either for

the metric or English measures. The

values given of c correspond, of course,

to the metric system, but by reason of

TABLE NO. 3.
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somewhat less than 1.40, according

to his ideas.

From an observation I made in a coal

mine, where the value of the mean radius

. k was found to have a value

of 0.613 — 10\ which would place the

(metric) value of c \ 10'' close to 1. Un-
der similar conditions, however, the value

of k has gone as low as 0.41 -j- 10\ al-

though there was probably more leakage

through old workings, and brattices, in

this latter case than there was in the first

case.

As far as my general experience goes,

it would seem that the value Jfc ^ 0.5 -^~

s usually sufficient in coal mines
working from 6 to 8 ft. of coal in hori-

zontal beds. Although if there were no
leakings this would undoubtedly be too

low.

Judging from the numerous determina-

tions of different writers on the subject,

however, it would seem that the most
usual values of k is about 0.85 -f- 10

s

, a

result which is quite in harmony with

M. .Murgue's ideas, though doubtless the

theoretical conditions of no leakage are

here supposed.

At any rate, the determination of Atkin-

son (a- = ~' \ and of Andre (k = ^~)
undoubtedly, are at least double any gen-
eral value, which is likely to be encoun-
tered in coal-mine practice, and must
represent a set of conditions, severe in

the extreme.

Taxing Anthracite Coal

By P. M. Greer*

The Vi'oodward bill, which is at present
before the Pennsylvania legislature, pro-
vides for a tax of 2*4 per cent, of the
value of bituminous and anthracite coal
at the mouth of the mine. It is backed
by the Republican organization, and there
is therefore every likelihood of the meas-
ure- becoming law. The tax is to be a
State tax and is to be applied to State
purposes.

The bill has encountered a good deal
of opposition, from men and interests

that have but little sympathy with cor-

porate coal interests. It is asserted by
these people that if anthracite coal is to

be taxed to the extent proposed in the
hill, that a Dart, if not the entire amount,
of revenue derived from the tax should
be apportioned and disbursed in the an-
thracite regions for surface protection,

hospiiaK. pensions for disabled miners,

compensation for the widows of miners
killed in the mines and other purposes of
the kind. On the other hand, it is doubt-
ful if such an exclusive appropriation

would be constitutional if it were prac-

ticable. A general tax. such as is pro-
vided for in the Woodward bill, must be
applied for general purposes. However,

fin.

the objection raised to the bill by these
people is eminently just and reasonable.
Its fairness does not constitute its logical

expediency in the eyes of the Republican
party or the ring that dominates the Re-
publican party in the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania.

I am not one of those who are an-
tagonistic to a reasonable tax on coal.

The anthracite industry is a natural
monopoly, limited in extent, and is in the

process of rapid exhaustion. The coal

corporations and individual operators
have had all the benefits of this precious
mineral for generations without making
an adequate or even an appreciative re-

turn either to the State or the localized

communities for the vast wealth which
they have derived from it. The money
which these corporations and individual

operators have disbursed in wages has
not been the equivalent of the economic
return which they received in work. It

is also true that the corporations have
been indifferent to the social progress
of the people who have lived on the sur-

face of the mines from which they have
drawn their immense financial capital.

Bituminous Operators Favor Tax

On the other hand, an arbitrary and in-

considerate tax of this kind, which, al-

though having a legislative sanction, can
hardly be distinguished from graft, is

bound to be injurious to every interest

depending directly or indirectly on the

production of anthracite coal. I am not

concerned just now with the effect of the

tax on the bituminous coal of Pennsyl-

vania, for by the limitation of the pro-

duction of the anthracite mines, or, in

other words, by the increase in the price

of anthracite, the bituminous mines will

undoubtedly extend their domestic mar-
kets, as they are in the way of monopoliz-

ing the steam-coal markets that were
formerly held by anthracite operators.

The bituminous operators are not seri-

ously contesting the tax in the lobby at

Harrisburg, and considering their almost

unqualified political influence in Pitts-

burg and around, there is probably some
truth in the assertions of those who are

fighting the tax on anthracite coal that

the bituminous operators have instigated

the legislation rather than opposed it.

Let us see then, first, the case made
out by those who favor the tax, for they

have a case, and in some respects a

strong one. They say that coal in situ

is worth about 40c. a ton. When
the coal is at the mouth of the

shaft, it may be taken that it is worth

on an average $2.40 a ton. Royalties

would increase the cost of production to

S2.80 a ton as it stands at the mouth of

the mine. This coal sells at tidewater

at from $4.50 to $5. The coal operators

are their own carriers and the difference

between the selling price, say $4.50 on
an average, and the cost of production,

say half of that, makes up or contributes

to the transportation charges and the in-

terest on invested capital. Is there a
sufficient margin of profit to the coal
companies to justify a tax of 2y, per
cent, on the approximate cost of the coal
at the mines?

The Tax Will Fall on Consumer

The coal companies contend that their
profits are not nearly what they are rep-
resented to be by those who wish to tax
them out of existence. They assert that
any increase in taxation that is imposed
by the legislature must be met by the
consumer, recognizing as they do that in-

creased cost of production through taxa-
tion or higher wages or from any other
cause that augments the price of coal,
leads to a restricted demand, the infringe-
ment of bituminous on anthracite and
consequently the depression of trade in

the anthracite regions. I am merely pre-
senting the case as each side presents
it, the coal companies on the one hand, and
those who favor the tax bill that is now
before the Pennsylvania legislature on
the other. One of the witnesses who was
examined before the ways and means
committee of the legislature a few days
ago, stated that if the tax was imposed it

should be expended in the localities from
which it was derived; he said that it

would be as reasonable to impose a tax
on the farmers of Berks or Pike county
for the benefit of Philadelphia, as it

would be for the legislature to tax an-
thracite coal to alleviate the taxation for

the benefit of the farmers of Berks or
Pike county. That is true. The fact is

there is not a State in the union which
has a nobler revenue for its particular
executive purposes than the common-
wealth of Pennsylvania, and to increase
it from a tax upon coal or any other in-

dustrial commodity would be merely the

imposition of a tax to be ultimately dis-

sipated in graft.

There is no question that a small tax

on coal to meet such contingencies as

mine fires, mine caves, hospitals and re-

lief for widows and orphans would be a

just and beneficent exercise of the taxa-

tion powers of the legislature. It is an-

other matter when the money derived
fiom such a comparatively heavy tax as

2 J/2 per cent, on the estimated value of

the coal produced and handled at the top

of the mine, is to be appropriated to the

general revenue of a State that has more
money for its expenses than it can ex-

pend otherwise than by the invention of

new offices for its absorption.

But the people are indifferent. Even

the miners, who will be the most seriously

affected by the new tax are silent. The

officials of their union are more absorbed

in endeavoring to have the State consta-

bulary abolished or crippled than in is-

suing a protest against a tax that may
perhaps seriously hamper the anthracite

coal industry for a generation to come.
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Mining and metallurgical engineers are in-

Mtod to keep Tn -in.; .\m> Mining
Journal, informed of their movements and

ntments,

S. F. Shaw is in London, England, on

professional business.

Henry F. Lefevre has returned to New
York after an absence of two months in

Central America.

Morril B. Spaulding has left New York

to make some extended mine examina-

tions in California.

Brian Leighton, of London, Eng-

land, has been looking over claims at

Porcupine, Ontario.

William Young Westervelt has removed

his office to the Pullman building, 17

Madison Square east, New York.

Robert Musgrave, of Mexico City,

formerly manager of El Tigre mine, went

to Victoria, B. C, early in April.

Charles M. Rolker is going to make an

examination of the properties of the Rus-

sian Alining Corporation in Siberia.

Edward K. Judd left New York, April

14, for a professional trip to northern

Nevada, to be gone about two weeks.

R. G. Hall, general manager of the

United Zinc Company, has been visiting

the Tajo mine at Parral, Chihuahua,

Mexico.

W. S. Keith has returned from an ex-

amination trip to the Noble mines, in

Pine Valley, San Diego county, Cali-

fornia.

C. B. Naremore has resigned from the

U. S. Geological Survey to accept a po-

sition with the Associated Oil Company
of California.

Mark R. Lamb has been appointed

n.anager of the South American branch

of the Allis-Chalmers Company, with of-

fice in Santiago, Chile.

J. M. Ruffner, manager of the North

Columbia Gold Mining Company, has re-

turned to Atlin, B. C, from Cincinnati,

where he spent the winter.

Eugene McSweeney, of Saginaw, Mich.,

president of the United States Graphite

Company, is visiting the company's mines

at La Lapiz, Sonora, Mexico.

F. H. Hillman, recently manager for

the Standard Oil Company in Illinois, has

been transferred to California, and has

established headquarters at Bakersfield.

C. Rasch and Walter Harvey Weed
have been visiting the Transvaal mines,

near Cumpas, Sonora, Mexico, in con-

nection with proposed exploration work.

•

'. Thompson, of the Temiskaming
: Company, Cobalt, has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Pearl

Lake Gold Mining Company, Porcupine,

Ontai

Elmcndorf, manar Port-

land Canal Mining Compan

turned to Portland Canal, B. C, after

having been in Spokane and Seattle,

Wash., during part of the winter.

John Knox, Jr., for the past three years

in charge of the underground work for

the Calumet & Hecla, has been appointed

general superintendent for the Calumet &
Hecla ' and subsidiary companies.

Forest Rutherford, assistant superin-

tendent of the Copper Queen smelting

works at Douglas, Ariz., is reported to

have been wounded in the foot by a stray

shot in the recent battle of Agua Prieta.

Fredrick Winslow Taylor, of Philadel-

phia will make an address on "The New
Conception of Business and Industrial

Efficiency," in Carnegie Hall, New York,

April 28, under the auspices of the Civic

Forum.

Edward R. Haggin, formerly with the

Compania Minera y Exploradora de Ven-

tanas, has taken charge metallurgically

of the reduction plant of the Candelaria

Consolidated Mexican Mining Company,
at San Dimas, Durango, Mexico.

Francis J. Webb, for some time sup-

erintendent of the Republic Iron and

Steel Company's mines, at Gilbert, Minn.,

has been appointed general manager for

the company's mines in Michigan and

Minnesota with headquarters in Duluth.

Charles D. Wilkinson, who has for

several years been one of the consulting

engineers for the George Wingfield inter-

ests, with headquarters in Goldfield,

Nev., has resigned and will hereafter

devote a large part of his time to his per-

sonal mining interests.

Fredrick B. Irvine has resigned as

general manager of the Buena Fc Mining

Company, Ojuelos, Jalisco, Mexico, and

sailed for Haiti, April 15, with the ex-

pedition of the Carribean Construction

Company. He will be at St. Marc, Haiti,

for several months, Clyde W. Smith,

formerly at the Nueva Luz, Guanajuato,

is now in charge of the Buena Fe mine.

+ OBITUARY +
Charles W. Goodyear died at Buffalo,

N. Y., April 16, aged 64 years. He was
born at Cortlandt, N. Y., educated as a

lawyer and practiced law for a number of

years. For nearly 20 years past, how-

ever, he was engaged in the development

of coal and lumber interests in western

Pennsylvania. He was president of the

Buffalo & Susquehanna Coal Company
and was interested in several other coal

companies.

Louis Joseph Forget, of Montreal, died

April 7, at Nice, France, where he had

gone on account of his health. He was
58 vears old, and was born in Quebec.

He was largely interested in mining in

Quebec and Nova Scotia; he was vice-

president of the Dominion Steel Corpora-

tion, and a director of several other coin-

He was active in Canadian

politics and was a member of the Senate
of the Dominion.

Thomas D. Murphy was killed by a

Mexican miner at El Favor mine in the

Hostotipaquillo district, April 3. He was
43 years old, was born in Ontario and
graduated from the University of Cali-

fornia. After some years spent in min-

ing in Montana, Colorado, Utah and
Arizona, he went to Mexico, where he
was engaged at a number of mines. He
was four years with El Oro Mining
Company, and then went to Costa Rica

for two years. On his return to Mexico
he was made manager of El Favor mines,

and held that position at the time of his

death.

Nicholas J. Cavanaugh, who died in

Vancouver, B. C, recently, at the age of

46 years, was born at Appleton, Wis.

When quite a young man he joined the

office staff of one of the large iron mines
at Mountain Iron, Minn.; ever since which
time he has been actively connected with

mining. In the nineties, he went to the

Slocan district of British Columbia. In

1898 he joined the staff of the Byron
N. White Company, owning the Slocan

Star group of mines, and he remained

in charge of the company's office at San-

don, B. C, until 1906, in which year he

removed to Nelson. For some time after-

ward he was associated with James
Cronin, formerly part owner and manager
of the St. Eugene lead-silver mine in

East Kootenay, in operating under a

working bond, the Queen Victoria copper

mine, near Nelson, but when the price of

copper fell the bond was relinquished.

Since then he has been engaged in the

mining brokerage business, first in Nelson

and for the last year in Vancouver.

SOClETIES^/TECHNICAl SCHOOLS A
Michigan College of Mines—The class-

day exercises of the class of 1911 were

held at Houghton, Mich., April 20. The
address to the graduates was delivered

by William L. Saunders, president of the

Ingersool-Rand Company.

Missouri School of Mines—Hon.

Joseph Jaffa, of Denver, Colo., gave 10

lectures on "American Mining Law" at

this school at Rolla, Mo., from March 20

to March 25. Dr. E. R. Buckley addressed

the Mining Club of the school on March
28, on "Importance of Geology to Mining

Engineers."

Queen's University—Contracts for the

erection of the Nicol metallurgy building

in connection with this university, Kings-

ton, Ont., have been let. The completion

and equipment of the building will bring

the total cost up to $55,000. Some two

years since Prof. Wm. Nicol gave $40,000

for the erection of the building, but this

amount was found inadequate and had

to the suplemented by appealing to the

graduates for subscriptions.
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Editorial Corrasnonriftncft
San Francisco

April 14—Dr. C. Howard Merritt was,

on April 10, sentenced in the Superior

court of Alameda county to six months
in the county jail and to pay a fine of

$1000 upon conviction of circulating a

false and misleading prospectus through

which stock in the Haiwee Pacific Oil

Company was sold. The defendant gave

notice of appeal to the Appellate court.

The practical effect of the Smith reme-

dial oil-land law, enacted by the last Con-
gress, has just been demonstrated in a

transaction in the Midway field in Kern
county, by which a final payment of

$112,000 was made by the Alaska Pio-

neers Oil Company for the south half

of the south half of Sec. 32 T 31 R 23.

The agreement for purchase was rested

on the securing of patent by the vendors,

which was interrupted by the Yard de-

cision. The prompt action of the U. S.

Land Office following the enactment of

the Smith law, enabled the vendors to

secure the patent within two weeks after

the passage of the law and its signature

by the President. The publicity given this

transaction will effect a greater confi-

dence in the efficacy of this remedial leg-

islation than all other talk before or after

the enactment that has been made, as it

demonstrates the purview of the law, and
establishes a precedent of positive im-

portance to holders of oil lands whose
application for patent have likewise been
held up by the Yard decision. The ven-

dors in this transaction were known as

the Eight Oil Company, composed of

Bakersfield and Los Angeles operators.

The recent orders received by the hull

division officer at Mare Island from the

Secretary of the Navy to be prepared

with the proper equipment for the install-

ation of oil burners in naval vessels on

shortnotice, and the immediate installingof

oil-burning furnaces in the tug "Navajo"
are taken as intimating the purpose of

the Navy Department to either equip the

Pacific fleet with oil burners or substi-

tute new oil-burning vessels for the pres-

ent coal burners. Practically coincident

with this activity at Mare Island navy
yard the memorial of the State mineralo-

gist and a large number of petroleum

producers has been forwarded to the

Secretary of the Navy urging expedition

in the equipment of the Pacific fleet.

The memorial presents a comparison of

costs of coal fuel and oil fuel on this

coast, based on the 1910 report of the

paymaster-general of the Navy. The
cost of coal per ton including transporta-

tion in foreign bottoms: at Puget Sound,

$7.95; Honolulu, $7.70; Mare Island,

$8.04. For deliveries in American bot-

toms the cost was greater by 1 1 per cent.

to 25 per *~
'
rho cost per bbl. of

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

A
California oil fuel, including freights and
handling; at Puget Sound, 90c; Hono-
lulu, 1.20; Mare Island, 80c. Estimating

31 j bbl. of oil to equal in efficiency one
ton of coal, the saving to the United

States Navy by the substitution of oil

fuel on this coast for 1910 would have
been 53.5 per cent, and amounted to $1,-

000,000. The fear expressed to the

writer a few months ago by an officer at

Mare Island that the Department might
be confronted with a monopoly of the

fuel-oil supply by corporations that could

place the price at a prohibitive figure

seems to have been either unfounded or

recently dispelled. It is not unlikely that

the policy of leasing oil lands by the

Government as advocated by the Presi-

dent has had an influence upon the Navy
Department.

Butte

April 14—The Amalgamated Copper
Company has now practically concluded

the merging of all its Butte properties

into the Anaconda Copper Mining Com-
pany, and is about ready to work its

mines on the cheapest possible basis.

Denver

April 16—A reduction of what amounts
to about 10 per cent, on all classes of ore

has been made in treatment charges at

Cripple Creek by the United Reduction

and Refining Company, as it is out with

an announcement that it will at once put

into effect a rate of $6.50 on ore up to 3

cz. gold per ton and S7 on ore yielding in

excess of 3 oz. Probably the other big

mills will meet the cut, and it will be

a great boon to the whole camp.

The bill introduced by Senator B. J.

O'Connell, of Georgetown, impowering

the State to regulate smelting and reduc-

tion companies, passed the Senate on sec-

ond reading. If the measure passes both

houses and is approved by the Governor,

it will be submitted to a vote of the

people at the next general election. The

Van Tilborg bill providing for the crea-

tion of drainage districts in the mining

counties was read in the Senate today.
This latter is a good measure and the

mining associations of the State are said

to be in favor of it. The former is med-
dlesome, unnecessary and harmful to the

mining interests of the State, and should
be killed.

Duluth

Ipril 16—The inspector of mines for

St. Louis county has rendered a report on
the accident which took place not long
since at the Norman pit, near Virginia.

Mr. Harvev, in his report, says that the

bank which caused the accident did not

overhang or topple over, but that it slid

out from the bottom at the point where
the men were working, and that the frost

undoubtedly started it moving. His opin-
ion is, that the accident was unavoidable
and not due to carelessness.

Within the next 10 days it is expected
that the first shipment of ore from the

Cuyuna range will be shipped from the

Kennedy mine, and placed in the pockets
of the new Soo dock, at Superior. The
cars have already been ordered onto the

mine spur. This shipment will mark the

real opening of the Cuyuna range, and in

a way is unique. Everything is new and
results will be carefully watched. To be-

gin with, it is the first shipment the mine
will have made and the only one ever
made from this range. The Soo line, over
which the ore will be hauled, was built into

the range especially for the ore traffic,

and the new docks at Superior were re-

cently completed for this purpose also.

A celebration is being planned for the

occasion.

New exploration work on the Vermilion
range is now awaiting the spring break-

up. Lake transportation, via Vermilion

lake, is the only means of travel by
which a number of properties now under-

going development can at present be

reached. The ice on the lake is now in-

sufficient to stand heavy traffic. Every-

thing points toward the busiest summer
this range has ever experienced. To one
who has not visited the range, it is hard

to understand the amount of work that is

being done, and that is planned for the

coming summer. Personal inspection im-

presses one with the possibilities of this

range as nothing else can.

Indianapolis

April 15—The operators and owners of

coal mines in Indiana are preparing to

comply with the Aiken bill, which is soon

to become a law. It provides for the

preparation of maps of all mines in In-

diana, showing location, shafts, open-

ing, equipment, etc. These maps must

be deposited with the State mine inspec-
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tor and they must be revised and kept

uptodate from time to time. In case of

refusal or neglect to make the map. it

shall be made under the supervision of

fate mine inspector and the expense

jsed against the oper.

To organize the coalfields where min-

ers are not members of the United Mine

ers of America will be part of the

work which the organization, under the

leadership of President J. C. White, will

advance during the new administration.

Another important matter with which

the new administration will deal during

the first year is the revival of the inter-

state agreement plan of settling wage

disputes. Under the present arrange-

ment each State settles its own differ-

ences and makes its owrt contracts be-

tween miners and operators. Formerly

an interstate agreement plan provided

that such settlements should be made be-

tween the miners and operators of West-

ern Pennsylvania. Ohio. Indiana and Illi-

nois. President White is now of the

opinion that the question of resuming the

interstate agreement plan is one which

will have to be worked out during his ad-

ministration. He said there is a possi-

bility of the organization resuming that

plan by a vote of the next national con-

vention.

One of the first things done by the new

executive board was to rescind the order

whereby former President Lewis called

8000 men out in Pennsylvania and Ohio,

where trouble has been evident between

the miners and operators for a year

or more. The new board held there had

been no violation of contracts in the dis-

tricts called out "sympathetically" by the

former president.

Cobalt

April 14—The continued soft weather

has rendered the trails almost impass-

able, and freighting into Porcupine and

Gowganda districts is at an end. Gow-
ganda and Elk Lake will be practically

isolated until the ice leaves the Montreal

river, and the boats are able to run. Por-

cupine will also be isolated, and even

during the summer until the railroad is

completed, conditions will be bad.

The trading in Porcupine shares indi-

cates that the boom has hardly yet start-

ed, although it received a severe but

healthy check during the past week,

has been a scramble on the part

of hrokers and the public to underwrite

new flotations, and in the majority of

an equally great scramble to get

rid of them at a profit. At the present

time the market is glutted with stock and

notations arc coming out daily. In

this connection it is interesting to note

that Cobalt mines are paying out more in

dividends than ever before in the history

of the camp, and arc selling on the basis

of 20 per cent, returns and art yet being

neglected in favor of Porcupine pros-

pects, many of them of extremely doubt-

ful value. An interesting issue has lately

been floated in London, namely, the

Northern Exploration Company, put out

by Bewick, Moreing & Co. The capital

is £400.000, of which £100,000 has been

issued in London. The company owns
50,000 shares in the Hollinger, and has

an option on another 50,000 and it also

owns 52 per cent, of the 50 claims bought

from the Timmins syndicate. This com-

pany will supply capital to the subsidiary

companies that are to develop the present

holdings and others that may be ac-

quired.

The great interest taken in the new
gold districts of Northern Ontario has,

to a great extent, drawn attention away

from Cobalt, but notwithstanding this, the

coming season promises to be one of con-

siderable expansion. The limits of the

silver-bearing area are by this time fairly

well defined, and although careful pros-

pecting will perhaps widen the field to

some extent, this enlargement will be

small. Operators are realizing, how-

ever, that the same ground may be gone

over several times, and that this careful

work is necessary before the ground can

be considered thoroughly prospected.

The Nipissing company, which owns the

largest average of any property in the

district, is so convinced that even with

the most systematic trenching, many
veins may be missed, that it has decided

to clear the overburden from part of the

holdings by hydraulic methods. By this

means it will be impossible to miss any

of the small veins and the work, though

expensive, is expected to give excellent

results.

During the last few months the mines

have suffered from a shortage of power

and as a consequence shipments have

been largely curtailed. The winter has

been unusually severe and has been

marked by an absence of thaws, so that

the water in the rivers has been exceed-

ingly low. The companies supplying com-

pressed air have been unable to operate

their plants, so that the mines have

had to fall back on their own compressors.

In many cases the capacity of these

plants has been outgrown, and the pro-

duction has been smaller. Another

factor that is partly responsible for the

decreased tonnage is the large amount of

silver being shipped in the form of bul-

lion. Up to date for 1911, approximately

750,000 oz. of silver have been shipped

in this form.

The coming season will also be marked

by a more careful and systematic devel-

opment of underground workings. The

large number of veins that are found,

which do not outcrop on the surface,

makes this exploratory work of great im-

portance, and as in many instances the

oreshoots are short, the amount of dead

work necessary before the ground can be

thoroughly explored, is lan'e. Although

many new views will be found it is

doubtful if the number of discoveries will

equal that of last year.

During the first years of the camp,

operations were almost exclusively con-

fined to the larger and extremely rich

orebodies, but as these are being gradual-

ly worked out, attention was necessarily

turned to the lower-grade ores that are

so easily capable of being concentrated.

At the present time there are fourteen

concentrators in operation in the district,

while one is building and three othc .;

are projected. The proportion of con-

centrates in the shipments is constantly

increasing.

It is probable that the production for

1911 will show a slight increase over last

year, although the increase is not expect-

ed to be as great as in 1910. Dividend

disbursements will probably show an in-

crease also, as one or two of the smaller

companies are entering the dividend-pay-

ing class and increases may be expected

from some of the larger companies.

An agitation is again on foot to have
the royalties that some of the companies
pay to the Government reduced. All the

companies pay 3 per cent, when their in-

come is above a certain figure, but with

several of the mines the granting of their

titles was made conditional upon the pay-

ment of royalites, ranging from 10 to 25

per cent, of the gross proceeds, This is

an exceedingly heavy and unjust handi-

cap to work under, and it is felt that re-

lief should be given by the Government.

Toronto

April 16—The Temiskaming & North-

ern Ontario Railway Commission has ar-

ranged to purchase for $250,000 the Nip-

issing Central Railway, an electric line

running at present from Cobalt to Hailey-

bury. In addition to the existing line the

charter extends to New Liskeard and

round the north end of Lake Nipissing to

the Quebec border. The purchase car-

ries with it control of the water power at

High falls, and is regarded as a step to-

ward the electrification of the entire sys-

tem, which has been for some time in

contemplation. The development of power

for railway operations will be a great

aid to the mining industry.

Exploration work is being conducted on

several iron deposits situated west of the

Metagami river and, 60 miles to the

north of Porcupine. Among those ac-

tively interested are Senator Flynn, of

Pittsburg, and Rinaldo McConnell, of Ot-

tawa. Julius Metzer is manager of a

holding in which Sudbury people are con-

cerned. Drilling and shaft sinking are

going on and examination shows that the

iron runs over 58 per cent, pure and is

low in sulphur and phosphorus. The only

question remaining to be determined is

that of the depth and extent of the de-

posits.
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The Minind KI^w^
Alaska

Alaska Treadwell—The returns for the

month ended March 15 are crushed, 34,-

832 tons; estimated gross value $83,642,

net operating profit S486. Construction

expense 840,171 ;
yield per ton $2.40; de-

velopment 888 feet.

O. S. Mining—This company has just

begun pumping out the workings on 15

below Dome. This new company will

have a good face ready to start upon,

and will begin hoisting ore immediately.

Beatson—A large reduction plant is to

be installed at this mine on Latouche is-

land. Machinery for the concentrator

has been delivered and will be installed

as soon as possible. This mine is owned

by the Guggenheim interests.

Williams-Gentzler—James Hall, Val-

dez, has taken an option on this prop-

erty, which is showing some high-grade

ore.

Gold Creek Hydraulic—This company

will install new machinery on the prop-

erty near Mineral creek. H. E. Ellis,

Valdez, president.

Trinity Gold—This company has pur-

chased claims of Mark Gleason, Valdez,

and will start development work at once.

Guthrie & Rolloli—A five-stamp mill

has been ordered for this property on

Mineral creek.

Shaw, Lcchner & Skeen—The claims

on Falls creek have been bonded by Blain

& Nelson, of Seward, who are planning

a large amount of development work, and

the installation of a stamp mill in the

fall.

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment'Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. The,

Current History of

nincS"

Arizona

Cochise County

Bisbee Extension— Detroit, Mich., in-

terests have provided capital to continue

sinking. The property is 12 miles west

of Bisbee.

Gila County

Miami—Four cars of concentrate were
shipped April 3. At the mine, 150 men
have been added to the working force. It

will be impossible for the mine to furnish

enough ore for more than two units of the

mill until after April 20, when the ore

pocket on the 420-ft. level will be cc..~

pleted. In a recent test one of the units

of the mill put through 755 tons of ore

which is more than double the capacity

that the unit was designed to treat. The
fourth unit will be equipped with Burch
rolls instead of the usual combination of
rolls and Chilean mills.

Inspiration—The company has begun
grading a road from the property to the

proposed site of the concentrating plant

near Wheatfields, and the Arizona East-
ern railroad has begun a preliminary
survey for the spur to that section. There
seems to be a belief that development
will reveal a water supply not far east
of the Inspiration, out no investigation of
that territory's possibilities have as yet
been made. Four drills are operating on
the Inspiration ground.

Live Oak—Shah No. 2 was started
April 1 on the property. It will be sunk
to 1200 ft. and will be two compartment.
Shaft No. 2 is being sunk to greater
depth. Drill hole No. 45 is still in 4 per
cent, chalcocite at 580 ft. Holes 51 and
53 are in the capping. Hole No. 54, on
the western part of the property, is 90 ft.

deep, and hole No. 55, 300 ft. west and
1100 ft. south of shaft No. 1, is over 100
ft. in depth. Both the latter holes are
in the capping.

Summit Copper Company—Work on
the mill will be started soon. It is prob-
able that the dry concentrating method
will be used, experiments having shown
this manner of concentration fitted to the

Summit ores. The station on the 600- ft.

level is almost completed. When the

station is finished crosscutting will be
started to explore the Pasquale vein at

that depth.

Copper Reef—On the 500- ft. level of

the inclined shaft the crosscut has pro-

gressed about 20 ft. It is being driven to

explore the North Star vein. The Cali-

fornia tunnel is 185 ft. long and has
passed through the vein and about 25 ft.

into the hanging-wall. A drift has been
started on the vein from the tunnel.

Barney Development—At the property
the second rhurn-drill hole is 650 ft.

deep, and is expected to enter the ore

zone within 75 or 100 feet.

Superior & Boston—Instead of driving

a crosscut north to the Old Dominion
fault from the point of contact of the

present southwesterly drift and the Great
Eastern the company will crosscut from
the 1000-ft. station for the former vein.

The face of the southwest drift is now

within about 20 ft. of the Great Eastern.
The pump recently installed on the 1000-
ft. level began lifting water April 4 and
is handling all the water.

Mohave County
Gold Road—The property is being ex-

amined under a contract for sale to east-
ern interests reported to be the U. S.

Smelting, Refining and Mining Company.
The mine has an oreshoot 3000 ft. long
and 8 ft. wide.

Pima County
Chesterfield— This copper company

operating near Tucson, H. W. Brown,
president, is negotiating for the Protection
and Glance properties, extensions of the
Esperanza, now operated by the com-
pany and developed to 300 feet.

Yavapai County
Arizona-Nevada— Reports are in circu-

lation to the effect that the Arizona-Ne-
vada Copper Company is to be super-
seded by the Bagdad Copper Company.
The change in title does not in any man-
ner affect the development of the proper-
ties and operations will be continued as
heretofore.

California

Amador County
Bunker Hill—The cleanup at this mine

for March was $30,000, the result of the
first month's operation of the full 40
stamps; though not for the entire batter-

ies the full time, as the 20 old stamps
were idle during a portion of the time,

while being overhauled. The mill was
kept going on low-grade ore. A new
electrjc motor is being installed.

Argonaut—A 500-h.p. electric motor
for hoisting is on the road from Eastern
manufacturers, to supplant the water
motor.

Hardenburg—The gallows frame for

the hoist is completed, supported by con-
crete-piers; the reels are ready, for the
cables, and the electric motors in posi-
tion. The motor for the hoist is 150 h.p.;

the air-compressor motor is 100-h.p. The
power line will be tapped with a 1200- ft.

cable. The engine room and transformer
house are of corrugated iron, the latter

having concrete floor.

Mineral Point—A 10-h.p. gasolene en-
gine has been installed at this mine in

Murphy gulch, near Jackson. George
Hambric, manager.

Butte County
Indications of a prosperous season in

the Magalia and Nimshew districts are
reported. Development is in progress,

notably on the Mammoth Channel. Min-
eral Slide. Robbers' Roost, Eureka, Bader
and Kid mines.
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vera:? County

radi—The 10-stamp mill, hoist and

compressor formerly operated on the Lu-

cas mine, on Mokelumne river, has been

purchased for this mine near Railroad

flat, by F. L. Harrington, owner.

Three B—This is a new gravel mine

opened up by Ralph King and others of

the Ariel quartz mine, near San An-

ro be the largest gravel

deposit in the country. The gravel bed

.en opened for a distance of 100

ft. by an open cut. and has a width

of 30 ft. between walls, and prospects

to a depth of 60 ft. A water-power

hoist will be installed.

•V—This mine, near Angels, will

soon be put in operation, by Leopold

Ziegler, of Alilwaukee, who has recently-

purchased an interest.

Eldorado County

Georgia Slide—The first of the Beers

mills at this mine, near Georgetown, be-

gan grinding April 7. If successful in

operating the tailings that accumulated

from early operations other mills will be

installed. An electric plant is planned.

Davidson—This old mine, near Shingle,

has been bonded by Hugh C. Cline and

others, of Sacramento. A recent mill

test from the 80-ft. shaft was sufficient

to decide a continuation of the shaft to

300 ft. If the developments warrants a

10-stamp mill will be installed.

Gold and Silver—A third shift has

been put on at this mine, near Slating-

ton. Should the orebody develop to good

size, a stamp mill will be installed. W.

A. Hooton, superintendent.

Imperial County

The gold discovered east of Brawley

and northeast of Holtville, 10 to 15 miles

is reported to occur in the black sand

of what is locally known as the beach

line, a mesa 50 to 60 ft. above sea level.

A large number of claims have been

staked. An artesian well, 2 l/: miles

rorth of the Shepherd ranch, and 10

miles from Holtville, recently driven, is

said to be flowing 75 gal. per min. and

has a temperature of 119 deg. A storage

)ir is being constructed. The wa-

ter is palatable, and when cooled is avail-

able for drinking. This well is within

two miles of the nearest mining locations.

Water for gravel washing is available at

a depth of 40 feet.

ada County

Champion This mine, which is under

bond to the North Star Mines Company,
is being more extensively operated than

everal yeai men ar

I by the owners in ore extraction.

and 20 in exploration by the North Star

company.

lira '. 200-h. p. six-plunger

pump, with a capacity 'if 000 to 800 gal

per min., is to be installed, when t!i

shaft will be deepened. Electric power

will be employed.

Pioneer—This quartz mine, at Dutch

flat, is being retimbered, and will be ex-

tensively developed by Harry B. Morse,

formerly manager of the Yuba mine at

Maybert, who has a bond for purchase.

The Pioneer was formerly a big pro-

ducer.

Yuba County

Yuba Consolidated Goldfields Com-
pany—The new dredge No. 13 was

launched at Hammonton April 8. This

boat is designed to handle 300,000 cu.yd.

of earth per month; length 241 ft.; with

machinery installed will weigh 1600 tons.

It cost 8250,000, as against $115,000 for

each of the other 12 operated by this

company. Three shifts of 11 men each

will be employed in operation. A consid-

erable portion of the machinery was con-

structed at the shops of the Yuba Con-

struction Company, of Marysville.

Marvsville Gold Dredging Company—
The new dredge No. 4, built by this com-

pany, was put in commission on April 8,

at Marigold. The boat is similar to the

smaller ones of the Yuba Consolidated,

and cost $115,000. Three shifts of 11

men each are employed in operation.

Blue Gravel—About 100 men are em-

ployed on the flume in preparation for re-

opening this hydraulic mine by the Tarr

Mining Company. The mine was a pro-

ducer in the early days, but was put out

of business by the Anti-Debris Com-
mission. Plans are said to have been

adopted, enabling the company to oper-

ate in compliance with the law: but the

county supervisors are inclined to think

that the plan will not succeed.

Boston Consolidated—This mining

company will advance the tunnel in the

mine at Browns Valley 700 ft., and ex-

pects to cut the Hope vein in the next

20 ft. The company is composed chiefly

of local men.

Colorado

Chaffee County

Belle of Granite— In an abandoned

stope on the above mine, a narrow streak

of extraordinarily rich gold ore has been

opened with an additional 5 ft. in width

of mill ore. It is stated that in two weeks

ore to the value of $100,000 has been

blocked. This mine is owned by the Low
Pass Mining Company and produced rich

ore 30 years ago. The old dumps will

now all be treated and marketed.

Lake County—Leaoville

Dankin— In a recent issue of the

Journal it was stated that a "cave in"

of a drift, which took Lessee Brady two

weeks to clear up, has disclosed a fine

body of ore. It is now stated that on fol-

lowing the ore downward it has widened

to 14 ft. and carries 360 oz. silver and

40 per cent, iron to the ton.

McMalwn—Edward McGee, leasing

this mine on Sugar Loaf, has opened a

small streak of ore that carries 340 oz.

silver and 5 oz. gold per ton.

Little Chief— In one of the lower levels

of this mine, Burton & Co., lessees, have

opened a good body of carbonate of zinc,

thus proving the extension of the zinc

belt to the west. The same lessees are

said to be shipping about 50 tons of zinc

carbonate from the South Seneca & Hay-

den shaft.

Pittsburg—A cave of the surface, caus-

ing the lower workings to give way, has

exposed a streak of zinc carbonate of

shipping grade. A new shaft is being

sunk, from which a level will be driven to

catch this oreshoot.

Teller County—Cripple Creek

El Paso—The March production of

the El Paso Consolidated Gold properties

en Beacon hill was 127 carloads of ore,

said to be the record production from

this mine, the average of the ore is

given at $23 per ton.

Stratton Estate—Many years ago Carl

Johnson took a fortune out of the Half

Moon, on Gold hill, and since then it has

been idle. It is now leased to Trumbach

& Neal, and it is reported that they have

discovered 3-oz. gold ore in one of the

old stopes and have commenced to ship.

Gold Dollar—This mine is shipping

from the main shaft and also from the

Mable M. and Husted shaft.

Jerry Johnson—Several new oreshoots

have been opened and much ore is being

shipped by Frank Caley, lessee.

Isabella—From this property, on Bull

hill, 54 cars of ore were sent out in

March, the average grade being stated to

be about 1 oz. gold per ton.

Forest Queen—In March, 16 cars of

ore were shipped by John Conners,

lessee.

Findley—From the Findley and Shurt-

loff claims, on Bull hill, 60 tons of mill

ore were shipped in March.

Doctor-Jack Pot—Seven hundred tons

of mill ore were shipped from this prop-

erty in March, average about 1 oz. gold

per ton.

Trilbv—Thirty-one cars of mill ore

were shipped by lessees, Van Tilborg &
Olsen. in March.

Dante- -This Raven Hill mine's March
production was 900 tons of mill ore from

two shafts.

Jo Dandy— It is stated that Manager

J. M. Wright has let a contract for the

erection of a cyanide mill of 100 tons ca-

pacity for this mine, on Raven hill.

Vindicator—The March production of

this mine was about 3500 tons, said to

average about 1 -Vi oz. gold per ton. It

came from the 1200 and 1300 le<- ' 7"
i j j iu i

improving,
sump has gone dry and the s . .

i . i enn e ,

aiting ship-
sunk to 1500 feet. n„n , „ ,900 has fo -
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Little Bessie—Samms & Co., leasing

the above mine on the Saddle, between

Beacon and Guyot hills, report a strike

of 11 ft. of 515 ore.

Christmas—Two carloads per day of

V/i-oz. gold ore are being hoisted

through the Golden Cycle shaft by Carr

& Milliken, lessees.

Clear Creek and Gilpin Counties

Seven Thirty—A. D. Bryant, lessee, op-

erating through the Hercules tunnel, has

opened a vein of ore 10 in. in width, car-

rying 325 oz. of silver to the ton. It

is expected to send out about 10 tons per

month. O'Hagan & Co., lessees on the

same property, have an orebody 2 ft. in

width from which shipments have been

made that were settled for at 70 oz. silver

and 35 per cent, lead per ton.

Egyptian—The March production un-

der the Kramer lease was 150 tons. The

orebody is said to be one of the largest

now being worked in Gilpin county and

is 8 ft. wide, the ranges from $16 to $70

per ton.

Russell—A fine body of concentrating

ore has been opened at the 300 level

by Mark Harris, lessee.

Summit County

King Solomon—This company has ad-

vanced the tunnel in Royal mountain to

5000 ft. and is continuing. About 3000 ft.

of drifting has also been done. It is re-

ported that 11 veins have been cut. Re-

cently high-grade lead-silver-gold ore

was encountered in the No. 2 vein.

Idaho

Coeur d'Alene District

Stewart—Following the report of the

strike of an oreshoot on the property,

comes the announcement by J. C. Denny,

of Butte. Mont., who inspected the mine

recently, that 875,000 will be expended

upon a new mill. A reserve fund has

been created for that purpose. The ore-

shoot. Mr. Denny says, is 500 ft. in length

and over 3 ft. in width. More than 50

ft. is in solid galena.

Montana

Butte District

Anaconda—At the Mountain View
mine both hoisting compartments of the

main shaft have been furnished with new
guides from a point between the 800-ft.

and 900-ft. levels to the surface. This

shaft is now plumb its entire length, and

in excellent condition for the hoisting of

ere when the mine re-opens. The skip-

pocket on the 800-ft. level has been re-

lired and a compartment added to it for

the reception of first-class ore only. A
new skip pocket has been cut on the

are high, '"\vel which also contains a com-

pany will be " first-class ore. The new

quarterly from taring completion, and will

use about April 20. The

Mountain View, which will be the first

Butte mine to use compressed air for

running the hoist, will be ready very

shortly to make the first test of its prac-

ticability. The Pennsylvania mine is em-
ploying about 440 men at present and
between 900 and 1000 tons of ore is be-

ing hoisted daily. On the 1800-ft. level

the South crosscut, which is now at 1400

ft. from the shaft, is still being run at

an average of 70 ft. a month. On the

800-ft. level a fine vein of ore was re-

cently cut, and a drift which has now
been driven east over 100 ft., has proved

the vein to have an average width of

about 15 ft. between well defined walls,

and a continuous body of good ore. At

the Badger State mine the Edith May
vein has been cut by the South crosscut

on the 1800-ft. level at a distance of

about 500 ft. from the shaft. The lead

at this point has a width of 33 ft. from

wall to wall and averages about 3 per

cent, copper. Drifting on the vein has

been commenced both east and west from

the crosscut.

Alex Scott—N. F. Hugo, of Duluth,

president of the Butte Alex Scott Com-
pany was here last week making an in-

spection of the Alex Scott mine, and left

with the feeling that the mine was never

is as good condition as at present. The

shaft is down to the 1600-ft. level, and

drifting and crosscutting has been done

on the 500, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1500 and

1600 levels with good results. An aver-

age of more than a car per day is being

sent to East Butte having an average

value of 8 per cent, copper and a little

silver. On the 500- ft. level a crosscut

has been driven south 500 ft., to where a

vein has been intersected carrying high-

grade ore.

Little Annie—This property, owned by

the Butte Alex Scott Company, adjoins

the Goldsmith mine near Walkerville.

The Goldsmith was a rich silver producer

in the days before the slump in silver,

and on the strength of this the Little

Annie will be extensively developed. A

vertical shaft, which has now attained the

depth of 40 ft., is being sunk. An elec-

tric hoist, with a capacity for sinking 800

ft., will be installed shortly, and an elec-

trically driven air compressor is being put

in place.

Lewis and Clark County

Drumlummon—The St. Louis Mining

and Milling Company, which recently

purchased this famous old Marysville

property, is preparing to work it again

in conjunction with the St. Louis. Six

months to a year will be required to un-

water the property.

Madison County

According to the report of F. B. Miller,

assayer in charge of the United States

Assay office at Helena, for March, Madi-

son county leads all others in the output

of gold. The shipments from the count-

ies are as follows: Madison S32.973;

Broadwater $1337; Chouteau

Fergus $31,900; Granite $264; Jefferson

$35; Lewis and Clark $11,587; Park $61;

Powell $432; Silver-Bow $78; a total of

$104,029.

Apex—C. R. Stranahan, who has had a

lease on this property for a year or more,

has temporarily stopped work there and

is now working the Ora Cache, an adjoin-

ing property and former gold producer.

iMinnesota

Sharon—This company has taken an

option to lease 160 acres of land is Sec.

3 T 62 R 12. The land lies between the

White Iron Lake property and the Lucky
Boy and Asa Camp properties. The fee

is owned by Perry D. Jones, of Portland,

Ore., and Ephriam Moran and James La

Bree. F. C. Piatt will have charge of

development. A preliminary exploration

will soon be made with a view of locating

drills, and it is expected that a shaft will

also be sunk this summer.

Nevada
A correspondent writes from Virginia

City: "Recent developments on the

Comstock are attracting wide attention,

especially the discovery in the Mexican

mine of rich ore. Other adjoining mines

have excellent prospects, Ophir and Con.

Virginia mines are producing bullion

steadily, as well as a half dozen other

properties on the lode. Operations bave

now reached a point where interesting

developments are of almost daily and

weekly occurrence."

Churchill County

Nevada Hills—The steel and machinery

for the 125-ton mill are arriving and

construction is under way. Electric power

will reach the camp by May 15. The

shaft is down 200 ft. and will be con-

tinued to 650 ft. The total expenditure

for the mill will be $250,000 and $40,000

was advanced to the electric-power com-

pany to extend the line. George Wing-

field is financing the property.

Esmeralda County

Vinegerone—The report of Messrs.

Burch and Wiley, on this claim of the

Jumbo extension places a value of $195,-

000 on the ore developed, much less than

the valuation made in an earlier report.

Elko County

National Mines Company—At the di-

rectors' meeting last week, the Peltons

resigned, and H. A. Foss was chosen gen-

eral manager and F. E. Taylor assistant

manager.

Nye County

Round Mountain—The company has

decided not to use the Gold Bar mill at

Rhyolite, but has ordered a new mill

equipment. Key Pitman is working a

placer lease on the property.

Big Four—This leasing syndicate at

Manhattan has ordered a 100-h.p. motor
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and a 10-drill compressor and two

Know..

West End— It is reported that 6 ft. of

ore has been opened in the crosscut on

the 300- ft. level.

Utah

Beaver County

Wild Bill—Drifting is being done on

the TOO, and is expected to reach the

vein opened on the upper levels within a

short distance.

Horn Silver—The new 100-ton mill be-

gan limbering up the machinery, April 4.

The crushers have been given a try out,

and things appear to be in fair working

order, though the pumps have given some

difficulty. There is said to be a large ton-

nage of milling ore broken in the mine

ready to be put through. This will run

approximate 10 to 12 per cent, lead and

8 to 10 oz. silver. There is also enough

ore blocked out between the 300- and

900-ft. levels to keep the mill going for

some time. It is figured in mining this

milling ore that some shipping ore will

be obtained.

Imperial—Preparations are being made

by leasers for sinking from 130 ft. to

below the 300- ft. level, and crosscutting

for ore opened above. Ore running well

in copper, and carrying from 5 to 15 oz.

silver, has been mined in the past. The

property is near the old Cactus mine in

the western part of Beaver county.

South Utah—Additional equipment has

been ordered for the mill which has been

in operation since September. The plant

has not been run beyond 50 per cent, of

its capacity. According to company re-

port the monthly earnings have been as

high as S10.000, but in February a lower

grade of ore was treated, which reduced

earnings considerably. The company is

reported to have cash assets of about

$166,000. On the 600-ft. level copper

ore has been opened 100 ft. and is said

to run better than 3 per cent, copper.

Ore. which is thought to be a continua-

tion cf this body has been found on the

700.

Utah United Copper—It is proposed to

give a contract for sinking the shaft to

the 500- ft. level.

r Cave—A tunnel has been driven,

v. hich is 400 ft. lower than the workings

in the Cave property adjoining, and is

ted to have cut 8 ft. of ore carrying

lead and zinc. This property is on the

east mineral zone, while the Moscow,

Red Warrior, Hub, and Cedar-Talisman

arc on the western side of the county.

Hortethoe A strike of silver-lead ore

bave been made on this

claim in the Star district. The pay streak

'it -a foot wide.

Mining, Milling and Transporta-

This company is not shipping at

present on account of the roor condition

of the roads, but is doing development.

The shaft has been sunk from the 300-

to the 400- ft. level, and crosscutting for

the vein started. It is expected to con-

tinue the shaft to the 500, if this can be

done without interfering with other de-

velopment. On the 300 level the orebody

is reported to be 20 ft. wide.

Juab County

May Day—The annual meeting was

held in Salt Lake City April 3. The di-

rectors for the coining year are John

Dern, James Chipman, M. P. Braffet, W.

S. McCornick and J. C. Dick. The finan-

cial statement showed the year to have

begun with an overdraft of $10,090, and

to have closed with $4394 cash on hand

March 31, 1911. During the year 3205

tons of ore, valued at $52,766, and 691

tons of concentrates, valued at $14,543

were marketed. Assessment No. 9

brought in $16,000 which, with miscellan-

eous receipts of $247, brought the total

receipts to $83,556. Leasers discovered

new ore on the 400-ft. level, a continua-

tion of which was broken into by the

company in raising from the 500. The

ore has been opened for 60 ft., and is of

good milling quality. A continuation of

the orebody will be looked for on the 700

and 1100 levels. The handling of low-

grade material on the dumps during the

year helped the company to secure funds

for development without calling for more

than one assessment. A recent strike of

shipping ore is reported in a raise. Dur-

ing the year, a distribution of May Day
stock was made as a dividend by the

Uncle Sam company, which was one of

the largest shareholders, as it was
thought the May Day would be obliged to

finance its development by assessments,

and the Uncle Sam did not consider its

treasury should be subjected to this

drain.

Opohongo—Ore carrying copper and

gold has been followed on the 500-ft.

level for 60 ft., and is 15 ft. and upward
in width. A winze is being sunk to make
connections with the 700-ft. level, when
ore will be sent down and taken out

through the Gold Chain shaft.

Salt Lake County

Silver Shield—One car of 50 tons has

been shipped, and two more are ready for

shipment. This ore came from the level

300 ft. above the working tunnel, and

from the winze being sunk on the new

strike in the tunnel level. The winze is

down 20 ft. Water is being taken care

of by means of a hand pump.

Columbus Extension—The main tunnel

is in about 5000 ft., which gives 1500 ft.

depth. Several fissures were cut in driv-

ing the tunnel, but no effort has been

made as yet to develop them. In one

of the drifts near the face a fissure was

opened recently, which was reported to

be six feet between walls. A part of this

ij of shipping grade. During the past 10

days 75 mine-cars of first-class ore are

said to have been mined. The objective

of the tunnel is a fissure, which is figured

to be 800 ft. ahead of the present face.

Summit County

Daly West—A dividend of 30c. per

share, or a total of $54,000 has been de-

clared payable April 15. The total divi-

dends paid including the present one will

be $6,256,000. A profit was netted dur-

ing the year as compared to a loss for

1909, and while there is cash in the treas-

ury, it is uncertain whether dividends will

be kept up. There is estimated to be

enough milling ore on the lower levels

to operate the mill throughout the year.

Royalties are being obtained from leas-

ers, who are still at work, and conditions

at the property are reported generally

favorable.

Silver King Coalition—Thirty employ-

ees in this company's mill walked out

April 4, because the demand for an eight-

hour shift was refused. Up to a short

time ago one shift was employed in the

mill, and the men worked 10 hours a day.

A second shift was put on recently. The

men then demanded eight-hour shifts.

This was refused on the grounds that the

men had always worked 10 hours, and

should continue to do so. The five men
at the sampling mill have walked out,

demanding an eight-hour shift. A meet-

ing of the Miners' Union has been held.

Following the strike of the mill men the

mine was shut down April 7, and 300

men or over laid off. A few were re-

tained for repair work, during the shut-

down. The bins are full with no place

to store ore at present. General Man-

ager Kearns is expected to return from

California shortly, and it is thought the

matter will then be adjusted.

Golden Head— It is hoped to start

work shortly at this property on Bonanza

flat.

Quincy-Thompson—The 1400- ft. level

of the Daly West, which is being ex-

tended, will reach the end lines of this

property early in May. The work will

then be taken up by the Quincy, and car-

ried to its ore-bearing territory, which is

thought to be about 350 ft. from the

line. Ample facilities for drainage have

been arranged, though no large flows are

looked for. The 1400 level of the Daly

West will give a depth of 1700 ft. in

Quincy-Thompson ground.

Little Bell—Shipments of ore running

in the neighborhood of $40 a ton have

been made recently. This is more than

covering development expenses. No mill-

ing is being done.

New York Bonanza—Conditions at this

property are reported to be improving.

About 50 tons of ore are waiting ship-

ment. The winze below the 900 has fol-
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lowed ore for 25 ft., and a raise is in

ore 50 ft. above the 900 level. The vein

is about 14 in. wide, and it is thought

will continue to the 800. Hauling ore

cannot be resumed before the middle of

the month, as the wagon roads are un-

usually heavy.

Canada
The Keekeek district is attracting at-

tention on the report of good gold dis-

coveries. This district is about 100 miles

north of Haileybury and is in the prov-

ince of Quebec, and very favorable re-

ports are coming down regarding the

showings of gold. Another rush started

a few days ago into the district near

Whitefish lake, between Elk Lake and

Fort Mattachewan, the Hudson Bay Com-
pany post.

British Columbia

Standard—Construction of an aerial

tramway, 8400 ft. long, from mine to mill

site, and erection of 100-ton concentrat-

ing mill, are under way. A 10-drill com-

pressor and six machine drills have been

purchased.

Western Fuel Company—Two new
mines are being opened within a few

miles of this company's Nanaimo colliery.

A compressor has been bought to facili-

tate this work.

Hidden Creek—The Granby Company
exploration work, both diamond drill and

driving, is proving so satisfactory that

confidence is felt the company will take

up its bond on this property.

Portland Canal—First shipment, con-

sisting of 450 tons of iron concentrate

containing gold, has reached Tyee Copper

Company. Silver-lead concentrate is to

be shipped to Tacoma. Capacity of con-

centrator is being increased from 50 to

75 tons daily.

Sullivan—March shipments of lead ore

to Consolidated smeltery, Trail, totaled

3628 tons, containing 824 tons lead and

low value in silver.

Ontario—Cobalt

The shipments from Cobalt for the

week ended April 7, were: McKinley-

Darragh, 239,910 lb.; Kerr Lake, 120,-

200; Cobalt Lake, 109,800; La Rose,

107,200; Silver Cliff, 85,000; O'Brien,

66,270; Buffalo, 62,130; Cbniagas, 53,-

700; Trethewey, 50,830; Crown Reserve,

44,800; total, 939,840 lb. Bullion ship-

ments, Campbell & Deyell's sampler,

1464 ounces.

Big Six—This Elk Lake company has

been reorganized and will start work

shortly.

Beaver—The directors of this Cobalt

company have declared the first dividend

of 2 T/2 per cent., payable May 15.

High-grade ore has been found on the

350-ft. level and returns from shipments

are high. It is expected thai the com-

pany will be able to pay 2V2 per cent,

quarterly from now on.

Crown Reserve—The regular monthly
dividend of 3 per cent, with a 2 per cent,

bonus has been declared. The cash re-

serve now totals S698.000. Dividends
paid to date amount to 165 per cent. The
income for March was about $400,000,
and after meeting all obligations $35,000
was added to the reserve fund.

Temiskaming—This Cobalt company is

now mining ore at 575 ft. On April 1 the

surplus amounted to $377,165.

Ontario—Porcupine

Swastika—This gold company will in-

stall machinery of sufficient capacity to

carry on the work at a depth of 400
feet.

Vipond—The president of this Porcu-

pine company denies that there is any
trouble over the title of the property.

Hollingcr— Assays have been made
showing good gold, for 30 ft. in the

schist, on one side of the vein. The
grade at the 200- ft. level is reported to

be higher than at 100 ft., where the gen-

eral average of the vein is given at S49.50

per ton. Development is progressing

rapidly, about 150 men being employed.

Drifting has been done for 60 ft. on the

200- ft. level, the vein being 10 ft. wide

and rich in free gold. On the 100-ft.

level the two shafts are connected by a

drift and a total of 1400 ft. of drift-

ing has been accomplished. A crosscut

run on this level has encountered a

quartz vein previously found on the sur-

face. The machinery for the new mill

and the new hoist and compressor are on

the ground.

West Dome—The shot-drill, operating

on this Porcupine property, has cut the

main orebody at 330 ft., at which point

it showed gold. Several other veins were

cut during the course of drifting that

may develop into something important.

Burns-Goad—These properties in Por-

cupine, have been purchased by Chicago

capitalists. A complete outfit, including

a 10-stamp mill, has been purchased and

will be brought in by boats.

Dobie— Free gold has been encoun-

tered by diamond drilling at a depth of

240 feet.

Ontario-Porcupine Gold Fields Devel-

opment Company—This company has

been organized as a subsidiary company

by the Northern Ontario Exploration

Company to operate the 50 Porcupine

claims acquired by the latter. The capi-

talization is 53,000,000, of which the

working capital will be $450,000 in addi-

tion to plant now on the field. Bewick,

Moreing & Co. will be the general man-

agers. The board of directors includes

Cyril Vanklyn, Charles Algernon More-

ing, W. E. Lawson Johnston and D. Rich-

ards, of London, England; D. E. Dunlap,

Toronto, and Charles Hart, Montreal. An

advisory committee in Canada will con-

sist of Noah Timmins, Henry Timmins

and John McMartin.

Mexico

Baja California

Estrellas—This mine in the Todos San-

tos region, has been bonded to E. J. Fer-

nandez, of Ures, Son., and George W.
Pickett, of Tucson. A single-stamp pros-

pecting mill has been installed.

Chihuahua

Adargas—This property at Jimenez has

been sold to an English company. H. P.

Eustice of Los Angeles, Cal., is in charge.

Equipment to handle the large water

flow will be installed.

Guanajuato

Ta/'o de Dolores—The mill is now oper-

ating the full 40 stamps mostly on ore

from the old drifts

Hidalgo

Santa Gertrudis— Delays in construc-

tion have deferred the beginning of mill

operations until June 1.

Jalisco

Espada Mines Company—This com-
pany, in the Hostotipaquillo district, con-

trolled by A. J. Vick, of San Antonio,

Texas, Edward Thomson, manager, has

leased the Virginia & Mexico mill on the

Santiago river and will construct an

aerial tram 2J1- km. long

Sonora

Ancient—The company is installing a

10-stamp cyanide mill on the Cura

Moretos claim in the Arizpe district on

the Sonora river. S. R. Norton is man-

ager, George H. Prudden, Minneapolis,

Minn, president.

Greene-Cananea—A new orebody has

been encountered at the Sierra de Cobre

pioperty in the No. 5 Eureka tunnel. It

is reported to be 40 feet in width and

average 5 per cent, copper. The first

shipment of Miami concentrates amount-

ing to 300 tons was received last week.

Las Chispas—Tht mine is closed down

on account of the revolutionary disturb-

ances and all employees have been dis-

missed.

Tepic

Mescalitos-Purisisima—This company

will erect a 20-ton mill in the Amatlan de

Canas district. Water power from a

flowing hot spring will be used. Walter

Foster and E. M. Browder are princi-

pally interested.

Zacatecas

Santa Rosa—Volney D. Williamson an-

nounces that the deal for the sale of this

property in the Concepcion del Oro dis-

trict to the Exploration Company, of Lon-

don, has been concluded after a delay of

several months, due to the revolution.

The Santa Rosa Exploration Company,

capital $750,000, has been organized to

acquire and operate the property. The

mine is developed to 1800 ft. but has no

mill.
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Coal Trade Review
York, April 19—Coal trade in the

is still in ratner a demoralized con-

dition. A late cold spell, extending from

'.ississippi to the seaboard, gave a

temporary boost to the domestic fuel de-

mand; but in the nature of things this

cannot last long. Steam-coal business is

still rather slow. There is little prospect

i

check to overproduction and re-

sultant competition of different districts

for trade. Throughout the Central West

half time is the rule at most mines, and

there is still an abundant supply.

The seaboard bituminous market is

slew and the spring trade is backward.

In this business also there is strong com-

petition and low prices rule in making

yearly contracts and in the open market.

Anthracite trade is steady and has ben-

efited by the late cold weather. The large

production in March has been well ab-

sorbed, and April shipments are expected

to make a good showing also.

The Irwin District Strike—A Pittsburg

dispatch reports that the local Mine

Workers' officers have decided that they

will not hold out for a recognition of the

union if the coal operators of the Irwin

field will pay union wages and give the

men working hours and conditions that

:isfactory. The operators have al-

ready expressed their willingness. The

prospect is for an early settlement of this

strike, which has lasted 13 months.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal and coke tonnage originating on

all lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company east of Pittsburg and Erie,

three months ended March 31, short tons:

1910. 1911. Changes.

Amhra/'iti- 2.822,612 2.988,025 I. 165,413

Bituminous ... .11.267.286 10,162.175 D. 1,105,111

3,985,861 2,740,636 D. 1,245,225

1- )). 3,184,923

The total decrease this year was 12.1

per cent.

Bituminous-coal and coke tonnage of

leading railroads in Pennsylvania and

West Virginia, two months ended Feb. 28,

•ons:

Bituminous < oke Total

.. - 1,683.771 8.277,909

i. 104,781

131,716

1413,002
•

3,723
Norfolk i 3,1(18,021

17,970 2,575,7:13

31,100,

in coal this 18,047

- 4.1 per cent. ; in cokt
•

1
1 decrease, 2,-

10.4 per cent. The Vir-

ginian railway d<

Anthracite tonna;

Current Prices of1"

Metal. Minerals. Coal

and Stocks, Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

vania and Baltimore & Ohio are given

elsewhere.

Anthracite carried over Baltimore &
Ohio railroad, two months ended Feb. 28,

was 228,817 tons in 1910, and 186,717 in

1911; decrease, 42,100 tons.

Receipts of domestic coal at San Fran-

cisco, two months ended Feb. 28, were

56,476 tons in 1910, and 46,118 in 1911;

decrease, 10,358 tons.

The official report gives the coal pro-

duction of the State of Ohio in 1910 at

34,424,954 short tons; an increase of 6,-

669,090 tons over the previous year.

New York
Anthracite

April 19—Trade in domestic sizes re-

mains very good, the continued cold

weather helping sales materially. Steam
sizes are in better supply than they have

been, and prices are pretty well main-

tained.

Schedule rates on domestic sizes for

April are $4.25 for lump, $4.50 for egg

and stove and $4.75 for chestnut, all

f.o.b. New York harbor. On steam sizes

quotations are: Pea, $3fa3.25; buck-

wheat, $2.35@2.80; No. 2 buckwheat or

rice, $1.80@2.30; barley, $1.40@1.75;

all according to quality, f.o.b. New York

harbor.

Bituminous

Coastwise trade remains about the

same; New England consumers have not

got down to the bottoms of their bins

yet, and are holding back. Contract mak-

ing is very slow, and it begins to look

as if some big consumers have decided

to trust to the open market. Harbor

trade is dull.

Pricesare about the same. For steam

coals the lowest prices named are $2.40

@2.50, New York harbor, for lower

grades, with higher-grade coals up to

52.85(7? 2.95. A fair Miller vein coal

brings about $2.60^/2.65. Gas coals can

be had at $1.05@1.10 for *
i
-in., $l(g

1.05 for run-of-mine and 75@80c. for

slack, all at mines.

Mines generally are not running full

time, and shipments to tide have been

Oil a scale corresponding to the market.

In the coastwise trade vessels are mov-
ing more freely, but rates are unchanged.
Going rates are 75@80c. from Philadel-

phia to Boston or Portland; 65tf/ 70c.

from New York to points around the

Cape; 30ra40c. to Providence and the

Sound. From Norfolk to Newport
News the rates are 75(5 85c. to Boston or

Portland.

Birmingham

April 17—The coal trade in Alabama
is dull as compared to recent conditions.

A number of mines in this district are

running on slack time, while in some in-

stances there is no anxiety to get out

coal at all, just enough operation at the

mines to hold the labor. The quietness

is believed, however, to be temporary.
The State legislature in the last days

of the session adopted a new set of min-
ing laws which, it is believed, will regu-

late the business as well as the opera-

tion.

Chicago
April 17—General conditions in the

coal market are better than a week ago.

Both steam and domestic coals find larg-

er sales for current needs, and contracts

are being freely made, with prices about

the same as those of a year ago or a little

lower. Supplies of Illinois and Indiana

coals have been well restricted, so that

there is little profitless price cutting.

Eastern coals, however, are not so strong

and shipments should be made careful-

ly. The current supply continues to ab-

sorb screenings chiefly, and these are

strongest.

Illinois and Indiana bring in general

$1,800/2.30 for lump, $1.7007 1.80 for

run-of-mine and $1.60(o1 1.85 for screen-

ings. Hocking holds up fairly to the

$3.15 mark. Smokeless is too plentiful

for the maintenance of prices, run-of-

mine selling for $3.05(r/ , 3.15 and lump
for $3.55^/3.80, with the lower quota-

tions oftener obtaining. Anthracite sales

are very good in both city and country.

Indianapolis

April 17—The local coal market took

on quite a stiff tone during the recent

cold snap, lasting about 10 days; it gave

almost steady work for men at the In-

diana mines supplying the domestic

trade. Retail coal dealers from many
points found that consumers had barely

tided over until the end of March, expect-

ing to be done with using coal for heat-

ing purposes by April 1. The result was
a rush for immediate delivery of coal.

There is also a hard-coal famine in In-

diana and it is being relieved by the use

of soft eoal for domestic use.
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The demand for steam coal, however,

is disappointing. Operators say many
large factories are running at a greatly

reduced capacity and the mines are over-

stocked with steam coal.

Pittsburg

April 18—There has been no further

increase in mining operations due- to the

opening of the Lake season since that

already reported, for the opening so far

promises to be only a formal affair. The

coal trade must wait on the ore trade,

which so far has promised very light

shipments to July 1. Commercial de-

mand for coal continues light. Prices

are not materially changed in the week,

but as the condition seems to be more
or less fixed that some producers will

shade the open or theoretical price at

SI. 15 more on nut than on mine-run coal,

we change our figures by quoting separ-

ate prices on the two grades. The low-

est cut price made so far as known is

SI.05, this being done frequently on nut.

but rarely on mine-run. A number of

producers are not naming these cut

prices, but are contenting themselves

with producing coal against their regular

contracts. We quote: Nut, S1.05r<7

1.15; mine-run, Sl.lOfr/ 1.15; M-in.,

S1.25; 1^-in., $1.35; slack, 75c. per ton

at mine.

Connellsville Coke—There has been

nothing done marketwise. There are re-

ports that coke is accumulating, but this

has not been confirmed by producers of-

fering prompt coke in the market, as is

usually the case. The Frick company is

reported to have a surplus, presumably
on account of preparations to bank or

blow out some furnaces. We repeat for-

mer quotations, but would note they are

practically nominal: Prompt furnace,

$1.60*571.65; balance first half, $l.65«i

1.70; second half, SI.75ft/ 2; prompt
foundry, $2^/2.10; contract, S2. 20ft, 2.40,

at ovens.

The Courier reports production in the

Connellsville and lower Connellsville re-

gion in the week ended April 8 at 362,-

769 tons, a decrease of 5000 tons; and
shipments at 4062 cars to Pittsburg, 6172
cars to points west and 859 cars to points

east, a total of 11.093 cars.

St. Louis

April 19—The weather has been warm
this week and as a consequence the retail

demand for coal has slackened up a great
deal. There has been quite a fair domes-
tic market for the past month. The pe-
culiar feature of the market has been a

decided slump in screenings in the last

four of five days. It seems that the ton-
nage of lump coal for domestic use must
have produced enough screenings to break
the market for the time. Yet this theory
is hard to believe as the make of lump
was no larger last week than for several
weeks preceding it. On the other hand,

all the plants seem to be running about
as full as usual, and consequently the
marked drop in screenings looks as if it

were an effort at manipulation. Of
course, the fact that a number of large
steam plants are crushing mine-run and
lump has some effect.

High-gn.de coals are moving slowly
locally, and in fact a very small ton-
nage is being received.

The recent report of the Merchants'
Exchange puts the coal that was con-
sumed in St. Louis in 1910 at 300,000
tons of anthracite and 10,000,000 tons of
soft coal.

The St. Louis Coal Company, of St.

Louis, has taken over the output of the

Massie mine, on the Louisville & Nash-
ville, at Belleville, 111., producing 600
tons daily.

Current prices on the St. Louis market
are nominally as below:

Illinois, Standard: Mine Louis
6-in. lump and egg si io si 62
2-in. lump i oo i 52
Mule-run <)<t 1 42
Screenings o.«0 1 . 12

Trenton:

6-in. lump and egg
3-in. nut

2 L'.'i 2 77
2!00 2J52

Staunton or Mt. Olive:

6-in. lump 1 ..">0 2 02
2-in. lump 1.25 1 77
Mine-run j [>o 1 72
Screenings .'

o do 112
Carterville:

6-in. lump or egg 1 30 1 97
3-in. nut 1 20 1 v7
Mine-run 1 10 177
Screenings 0.7.") 1 .42

Pocahontas and New River:

Lump or egg 2.25 4 7.5
Mine-run 1.25 3.75

Pennsylvania Anthracite:

Chestnut
St ove or egg
(irate

Coke:

Connellsville foundry.
< !a^ house
Smithing

7
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to Sydney, Cape Breton.

\ations are still reported to be go-

i
consolidation of several

ia furnaces, but they seem to be

.ssing slowly.

Corporation Prospects—At the

annual meeting of the Steel Corporation,

April IS. Judge Gary spoke hopefully,

saying that while the mills were not full

up to capacity, they had still a large

volume of work to do. and orders had

been up to anticipation. April business

: had been less than March. He

blamed "politics" for the present quiet

in business, specifying the prospect of

tariff changes. He anticipated a great

rush of railroad buying later.

Baltimore

April 17—Exports for the week in-

cluded 2074 tons of rails and 127 tons

rail-joints to Buenos Aires; 4.419,140 lb.

steel billets to Liverpool. Imports in-

cluded 5000 tons manganese ore from

Brazil; 11.100 tons iron ore from Cuba.

Birmingham
April 17—The Southern pig-iron mar-

ket is still quiet with no immediate pros-

pects of improvement. The general quo-

tations are around Sll per ton, No. 2

foundry, despite rumors that some iron

has been selling at 25 to 45c. per ton

under that price. There is a steady out-

ward movement of iron, in fact more

iron is being shipped out than is being

manufactured. The make is being fur-

ther reduced in the Southern territory,

one furnace having gone out of blast

the past week with another soon to fol-

low.

Southern manufacturers of pig iron are

not pushing sales beyond the third quar-

ter, in fact, most small lots are for sec-

ond-quarter delivery. Inquiries are still

coming in for the last quarter, but the

makers do not appear to be willing to

sell at $11. Accumulated stocks of iron

are showing slight reductions month by

month, but there is still a good quantity

of the metal in furnace yards.

The steel situation is the same as it has

been for the last four weeks. The scrap-

iron market is a little quiet.

Iron production in Alabama for the

first quarter was: January, 130,174;

February, 118,699; March, 145,552;

total. 304,425 tons, a decrease of 108,-

631 tons from last year.

Chicago

April 17—Sales of pig iron are light

,irds individual tonnage, though the

itc of orders is larger than this

condition would indicate. Nearly all the

foundrymen are buying for second-quar-

ter delivery, a few stretching their con-

over into third quarter and last

half. The general tendency is to go

1-ghtly. the belief appearing to he gen-

eral among the melters that another r* r -

iod of larger production than the market

can readily absorb exists. Southern No.

2 iron holds nominally to $11, Birming-

ham, or $15.35, Chicago, and this price

is obtained on nearly all the small sales,

for delivery within second or third quar-

ters. Northern No. 2 holds to $15 nom-
inally and is somewhat firmsr for late

delivery. Lake Superior charcoal is quiet

at $17.50. General sales of iron and

steel products are lighter, though t'.:ere

seem no indications of a marked de-

crease. The principal lines, railroad sup-

plies ar.d structural material, are very

quiet. Coke is inactive, with Connells-

ville at $4.75, Chicago.

Cleveland

April 17—The long postponed question

of ore prices for the season is not set-

tled yet. There seems to be no hurry, as

most furnaces have ore enough to last

them for two months at least; some of

them have more. There is no talk of

shipments yet.

Pig Iron—The market is dull, with

sales of only small lots, and few inquir-

ies coming in. Quotations for Cleveland

delivery continue at $15.90 for bessemer,

SI 4.25'/ 14.75 for No. 2 foundry, $13.50

<fi 14 for forge, and $17.50rt7 18 for Lake

Superior charcoal.

Finished Material—Some sales of ship-

building plates and some structural

orders make up the bulk of the new busi-

ness. There is some inquiry for forging

billets. Bars are quiet and mills are hunt-

ing orders. Some cutting of prices on

sheets is reported.

Philadelphia

April 19—Disappointment is expressed

today over the results of inquiries and

the opening of negotiations a week or

two ago, as they have resulted in much

less business than was confidently antici-

pated. This disappointment comes largely

from Eastern buyers who, with a few ex-

ceptions, have no iron in their yards to

speak of. New Jersey and New York

buyers, as a rule, are better supplied, but

they are quite willing to extend their

contracts, if some concession can be

made which they feel the conditions of

the market not only warrant but demand.

This is particularly true of No. 2 foundry.

Several offers of No. 2 have been made

within a few days. It appears as though

Southern makers were insisting upon

their full share of business. While there

has been no cut in prices they are not

as strong as even a week ago. There

have been as many as a half dozen good-

sized orders placed for Southern pipe

iron and it is understood on more favor-

able terms than have yet been quoted.

Ordinary quotations for Northern No.

2X foundry are $16, but good Southern

makes are to be had $1 less. Small

salts of Northern forge are closed at

$14.50 with Southern at about the same
figure for the best.

Steel Billets—Deferred buying of steel

billets has continued the activity recently

noted but in small orders.

Bars—All reports go to show the main-
tenance of a fair seasonable demand,
punctuated occasionally with quite a large

order for iron for car purposes.

Sheets—The week's business has been
made up of small lots for immediate de-

livery. Galvanized has become quite a

factor, owing largely to the use of cor-

rugated in much construction work now
pending.

Pipes and Tubes—Merchant pipe has

met with a somewhat better demand.

Plates—The larger volume of business

in plates has imparted a better tone to

the market. The plate-mill outlook has

decidedly improved.

Structural Material—The business for

the past week has been made up very

largely of orders under 1000 tons, some
of them under 100. The structural re-

quirements are opening up nicely and a

great deal of business will probably be

closed before the end of the month.

Scrap—Scrap of the cheaper grades

has been accumulating and some deal-

ers are refusing to add to their supplies;

even in the heavier kinds there is more
offering than finds ready market. In

consequence dealers have been offering

their stock at a concession of about 50c.

The indications are that the supply of

scrap will be beyond the needs of buyers

for a good while to come.

Pittsburg

April 18—The ore interests, which con-

ferred in Cleveland last week on trade

conditions as affecting prices which

should be charged for ore for the season

about to open, are meeting in New York

today with a number of steel men, the

idea being to gain further light on the

situation. It is not improbable that a

basis will thus be developed permitting

the individual ore interests to make sales

at flat prices for the season, either at

prices ruling last year, or at a cut, say

50c, from those prices. The ore interests

have been making a special effort this

year to discourage the idea that there is

any price agreement contemplated, and

their movements have been correspond-

ingly quiet.

The iron and steel market has con-

tinued extremely quiet and the only

change in the past week has been that

there is more general recognition of the

fact. Current bookings are well under

half the productive capacity, while if pro-

duction has been reduced below the rate

of 70 and 75 per cent., which was reached

in March, the reduction so far has been

slight. A material curtailment has been

inevitable, hut the leading interest has

been slow to curtail. It is now reported
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that it has blown out two blast furnaces,

one Edgar Thomson and one Bellaire, and

has banked five, three Edgar Thomson

and two Carrie, and furthermore that it

will blow out seven furnaces by the end

of next week. It is stated that the local

subsidiary has accumulated 60,000 tons

of pig iron since March 1 and if this is

correct the circumstance would explain

the apparent anomaly which has been re-

marked in the trade, of its continuing

blast-furnace operations in a period of re-

duced demand for finished steel products.

Pig Iron—The past week has been not

merely the dullest of the year; there has

been simply no business at all. We re-

peat former quotations, which may be re-

garded as largely nominal: Bessemer,

$15; basic, $13.75; No. 2 foundry, $14rw

14.25; malleable, $13.75, all at Valley

furnaces, freight to Pittsburg being 90c.

Doubtless the uncertainty as to ore prices

has accentuated the inactivity in pig iron.

Ferromanganese—Two sales of about

100 tons each for early delivery are re-

ported at not over $36.75, Baltimore, and

an inquiry for between 500 and 1000 tons

for more extended delivery. We quote

the market for prompt or forward at about

$36.75, Baltimore, or 25c. less than a

week ago, freight to Pittsburg being $1.95

per ton.

Steel—The market has been practically

lifeless and it is impossible to develop

what are the real prices, since the sales

reported last week of odd lots at cut

prices. We repeat former quotations,

which may be regarded as nominal: Bes-

semer and open-hearth billets, $23; sheet

bars, $24, f.o.b. maker's mill, Pittsburg or

Youngstown; wire rods, $29, Pittsburg.

Sheets—Demand for sheets is light, be-

ing less than in March, although there has

been no material change in the past week.

Most mills are maintaining regular prices,

but the cutting reported at the meeting of

a week ago has not been eliminated, if in-

deed it has been reduced at all. In West

Virginia territory prices seem to be most

irregular, and in some quarters this is

attributed to local mills taking business

at pr^es needed to shut out more distant

mills, while otherwise the shading is at-

tributed chiefly to a few jobbers and pur-

chasing houses. We quote as the regular

mill prices: black sheets, 2.20c; galvan-

ied, 3.20c; blue annealed, 1.65c; painted

corrugated, $1.55; galvanized corrugated,

$2.75 per square.

St. Louis

April 17—The pig-iron market shows a

little more interest as some good inqui-

ries have been received during the last

week and quite a number of fair-sized

orders have been booked at $11 per ton

Birmingham or $14.75 St. Louis, the price

for immediate shipment. Some fair-sized

orders for third-quarter delivery have

been booked at this price, but generally

an advance of 50c is being asked.

g |
FOREIGN IRON TRADE fs

British Foreign Trade—Exports and im-

ports of iron and steel and of machinery
in Great Britain, two months ended Feb.

28, are valued by the Board of Trade re-

turns as follows:

Exports. Imports. Excess.

Iron and steol £ 7,196,410 £1,689,412 Ex. £ S

Machinery... 4,711,446 884,912 Ex. 8,829,534
Cutlery and
hardware.. 1,598,872 199,775 Ex. 1,399,097

Now whips 620,847 Ex. 620,847

1911. Changes.
709,516 1). 9.U74

265,686 I. 59,724

Total £14,130,575 £ 2,774,099 Ex, £11,356,476

Total, 1910.. 14,164,165 2,185,308 Ex, 11,978,847

Decrease in exports, £33,580; increase

in imports, £588,891. Quantities of iron

and steel were, in long tons:

1910.

Exports 718,590
Imports 205,962

Imports were largely in crude or half

finished forms, as pig iron, blooms, billets,

sheet bars and tinplate bars.

British Iron Ore Imports—Imports of

iron ore into Great Britain, two months

ended Feb. 28, were 1,111,158 tons in

1910, and 1,248,298 tons in 191 1 ; increase

137,140 tons. Of the imports this year

865,806 tons were from Spain. Imports

of manganese ore were 84,989 tons in

1910, and 58,092 in 1911; decrease, 26,-

897 tons.

German Iron Production—The German

Iron and Steel Union reports the pro-

duction of pig iron in the German Em-

pire in February at 1,179,109 metric tons,

a decrease of 141,576 tons from January.

For the two months ended Feb. 28 the

total was, in metric tons:

Foundry iron
Forge iron....
Steel pig
Bessemer pig

1910.

435,026
110,108
199,264
76,972

1911. Change*
507,888 I. 72,862

97,072 D.
278,635 I.

57,601 D.
1,558,598 I.

13,036
79,371
19.371

111,043Thomas(baslc)plg 1,447,555

Total 2,268,925 2,499,794 I. 230,869

Total increase this year 10.2 per cent.

Steel pig includes spiegeleisen, ferro-

manganese and all similar alloys.

Cold—With no special demand prices

of gold on the open market in London

remained at the usual level, 77s. 9d. per

oz. for bars and 76s. 4K<d- per oz. for

American coin. India is still taking gold

from London.

Platinum—The market is good and

prices are firmer. Dealers ask $41@42
per oz. per refined platinum and $43.50(0

-14.50 for hard metal. The foreign mar-

ket is reported strong.

Iridium—The metal continues scarce

and quotations are firm at $62 per oz.,

with an advance expected.

Silver—The market has remained very

steady with a good demand. This has been

accentuated today by inquiries from both

China and India. The new monetary

schemes in the former country have stim-

ulated buying on private account, and

possibly may account to some extent for

the recent improvement.

Sir.vr.lt AND STERLING EXCHANGE

§ METAL- MARKETS HO

New York, April 19—The metal mar-

kets generally remain dull and rather un-

interesting.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

UNITED STATES GOLD AND SILVER MOVEMENT

Metal
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Copper, Tin, Lead . d Zinc

NEW YORK
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and the lead shipment is lower. Com-

pared with a year ago the shipments of

both ores are less.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED APR. 15
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-30, even although favor-

ne from the mine.

The Curb has also witnessed a quiet

state of affairs during the week with

- off during the time. Chino is off

to S4.75 and Rhode Island Coal has been

selling off to $3.75 per

share.

\ naeasmen c a
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A Zinc Ore Tariff Decision

The first zinc-ore case to come up un-

der the new tariff has just been decided

by the U. S. Court of Customs Appeals.

This was a case in which the Consoli-

dated Kansas City Smelting and Refin-

ing Company appealed from a decision of

the Board of Ceneral Appriasers affirm-

ing the assessment of duty on both lead

and zinc in some importations of ore

containing lead in large or small per-

centage, and each containing over 10 per

cent, of zinc. The Court of Appeals de-

cided that the language of the Payne-

Aldrich tariff was explicit in this matter

and that the zinc content, if over 10 per

cent., of a lead ore is dutiable as well

as the lead content thereof. In this de-

cision the court manifested the policy

that has always been apparent in such

cases, namely, that a tariff act is to be

construed upon the language appearing

in the act, and not upon any attempt to

show what may or may not have been

the intention of Congress.

The importers would have made out

a stronger case, we think, if they had

relied more upon Section 24, which pro-

vides that ores may be imported in bond

and that the several charges against such

bond may be canceled upon the expor-

tation or delivery of the actual amount

of lead produced from the ores. Upon

the face of the language, which the Court

holds to be governing, if the importer had

reexported the lead derived from the ore

in question, he would have been able to

cancel the duties against the zinc. The

record in the case, however, does not

show that the importer proceeded under

this section

The history of the last two or three

years has shown that the tariff on

zinc ore was of no use to anybody, and

we doubt if its advocates would urge it

any longer. Without being of any ad-

vantage as a protective measure, it is

an impediment to legitimate business. It

is open to much legal dispute, but in view

of the spirit of the times, indicating the

early abolition of some of these im-

posts, it will probably not be worth the

while of anybody to enter into protracted

litigation over this matter.

The Tonopah-Belmont Sur-

face Plant

The Tonopah-Belmont surface plant,

described in this issue, comprises several

new points. The most novel of these is

the hoist house, which is built with a

saw-tooth roof, such as is commonly

used in factory construction in the East.

In this way the hoist room is admirably

lighted, without the use of numerous side

windows, which sometimes cause the at-

tention of the hoisting engineer to be dis-

tracted. Moreover, the absence of side

windows causes the hoist room to

become less of a lounging place

in cold weather than often happens.

Of more importance, however, the hoist-

ing engineer is given an unobstructed

view of the head frame, as the saw-tooth

roof enables the front of the building

directly facing the engine to be entirely

covered with glass.

One of the new forms of reinforced-

concrete construction has been used in

the buildings as much as possible. The

ore bins also are designed along rather

new lines. Taken all in all, the Tonopah-

Belmont is a noteworthy plant and ranks

among the beat in the country, and

Frederick Bradshaw, the general superin-

tendent, to whom most of the features of

the plant are due, deserves much credit

for his efforts.

It is regrettable that such an unfortun-

ate accident as that of the fire of a

month ago should happen at a mine

where so much is being done for the com-

fort and the safety of the men. But

most unusual conditions existed in the

mine, for it has been necessary to de-

velop the new orebody through the

Desert Queen shaft while a new shaft,

the Belmont, where the modern surface

plant has just been installed, was being

prepared. On account of the distance
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of the new orebody from the old shaft.

- not thought advisable to drive to

the ore on more than one level, and so

the new orebody was developed below

the 1000-ft level by means of workings

from an incline winze. .Moreover, the

difference in altitude between the collars

of the two shafts is only approximately

60 ft. The tire at first appeared to be

unimportant, and no one thought of the

likelihood that a fire would cause the

ventilation to reverse under these un-

usual conditions. If that had not oc-

curred, there would probably have been

no fatalities, but it did and quite sud-

denly, so that bosses and men were like-

wise trapped. This unfortunate happen-

ing teaches that a mine fire should never

be viewed as anything but important until

it is extinguished, and everyone should

act in that manner whenever a fire, no

matter how trivial it may appear, is

found in any mine working.

Wireless Telegraph for Mines

In our pages devoted to practical de-

tails, last week, there was described a

simple wireless-telegraph installation

that might be used especially at those

mines situated in remote regions having

no direct means of communication with

the outside world. So far as we know,

no mine is as yet equipped with a wire-

less-telegraph station, but several years

ago the owners of a group of mines

in the Pis-Pis district of Nicaragua con-

sidered the installation of such a plant;

for some reason the idea was not carried

into effect.

These mines are well situated for

wireless communication with the sta-

tions of the United Fruit Company,

which are now being operated at Limon,

Costa Rica; at Bluefields, Rama and

Cape Gracias, in Nicaragua; at Cape San

Antonio, Cuba; at Swan island, and at

:! places on the coast of Honduras.

The Nicaraguan mines are accessible

only after a long and tedious trip up

shallow rivers and the dense forest

growth precludes the construction of t.l-

lere are suitable sites for

the erection of aerials so that there would

. hills intervening between sending

and receiving stations. The distance to

the nearest station on the coast

than 150 miles and as there is abundant

available at one ol the

. the quantity of power nece

transmit messages would not be an ob-

stacle.

In Peru an overland wireless system

has long been in commercial and gov-

ernment use between Iquitos, on the Am-

azon, and Puerto Bermudez, on the

Pichis river. The stations are both about

600 ft. above sea level and are separated

by about 500 miles of impenetrable jun-

gle and an intervening range of the

Andes, attaining an altitude of 15,000

feet.

Conditions in the remote regions are

even better for wireless operation than

they are near the centers of civilization,

because there is little or no interference

from the proximity of other stations.

The possibility of bringing remote

mines into closer connection with the

centers of civilization, adds greatly to

the attractiveness of their exploitation.

When the first of such mines is equipped

with a wireless installation, it will, no

doubt, act as a stimulus to the explora-

tion of those regions, the remoteness of

which is an obstacle to development.

Lake Iron Ore Prices

The long deferred settlement of prices

of Lake Superior iron ore for the season

has at last been effected. For obvious

reasons there has been ostensibly no

general agreement; but the largest ore-

selling interest has made large sales at a

reduction of 50c. per ton from the sea-

son prices of 1910. As this action was

taken after conference with others, it ob-

viously sets the pace for the season and

may be said to establish the prices. For

the merchant furnaces using Lake ore

this means a reduction of approximately

$1 per ton on the cost of their iron, after

they have used up their present stocks.

The new schedule ranges from a basis

of $4.50 for Old Range bessemer ores,

55 per cent, iron—the highest grade-

down to $3.50 for Mesabi nonbessemer,

51.5 iron. These prices are delivered at

Lake Erie ports; and deducting railroad

freight to Lake Superior and vessel

freight on the Lakes, the return to the

mines varies from $2.50 down to $1.75.

from which must be met mining costs,

royalties and general expenses. It is ob-

vious that not a very large amount will

be left to represent the value of the ore

in the ground.

It is, perhaps, not altogether because

iron-making is dull and the prospect of

immediate improvement rather dubious,

that prices have been reduced. In the

past two or three years there has been

a large increase in the consumption of

Eastern ores and of ores imported from

Cuba, Spain and Sweden. Now furnaces

close to the seaboard will naturally use

these ores; but there is what might be

called a neutral zone, in which furnaces

use either Lake or other ores as they

find it most advantageous. This zone

contains a large proportion of merchant

furnaces and in the last two or three

years they have found imported and East-

ern ores the cheapest and best for their

use. The production of iron ores in the

East has been increasing, especially the

Clinton ores of New York, and they have

found a ready market; while imports of

ore increased over 50 per cent. It is

quite probable that Lake sellers hope to

recover lost ground in this neutral zofie;

but they must have some cooperation

from the railroads.

After all, fixing prices for Lake Super-

ior ores is not as important a matter as

it used to be. The large steel companies

own their mines, and the price of ore

to them is the cost of mining and trans-

portation, with the necessary charges for

depreciation and depletion of resources.

The buyers of ore are nearly all merchant

furnaces—that is the furnaces which

make pig iron and sell it in that form.

They make rather less than 30 per cent,

of the pig iron in this country, and some

of the larger concerns own the mines

from which they draw their supplies of

ore. Making necessary allowance for

these and for furnaces in the East the

proportion of Lake ore sold as ore must

be little, if any, over 15 per cent, of the

total. Even this proportion is a con-

siderable quantity, and the price paid for

it is a matter of importance to the buyers.

In some cases it is a question of success

or failure, of profit or bankruptcy.

The corrected returns from Tasmania

for the year make the total production of

gold 37,048 oz. in 1910, which was some-

what less than the preliminary estimate

used in our article on "Australasian

Gold" in the Journal of Feb. 25. This

reduces the total gold output of Australia

and New Zealand in 1910 to 3,268,139

oz., or Sf>7,552,433; a decrease of $3,701,-

749, or 5.2 per cent., from the previous

year.
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Metallics

Don't feed oil to an air drill as if it

were a cathartic. Give small doses at

frequent intervals.

In all chilled-slag analyses, rub the

slag first with distilled water, in order to

prevent it from sticking.

When wire ropes are used for cage

guides they should be weighted unevenly

in order to minimize any tendency to vi-

brate in unison.

In installing a long pipe line be liberal

in the use of flange couplings. It may be

necessary to take out a piece of the pipe

at the center of the line some day.

The use of chrome- or manganese-

steel parts for sampling machinery costs

less per ton sampled than do cast-iron,

besides contaminating the sample less.

Blacksmiths unaccustomed to using

Swedish steel try to work it at too high a

heat, frequently making poor welds, or

burning the material. American black-

smiths are prone to work all steel at too

high a heat.

The Krupp tube mills of the San Rafael

y Anexas company at Pachuca, Mex., are

1.2 m. in diameter by 6 m. long; they

make 31 r.p.m., require 39 h.p. and grind

45 tons of sand per day. The consump-

tion of French flint pebbles is 2.284 kg.

per ton of sand ground.

More drills are ruined from grit carried

to the cylinder from the end of the air

hose after it has been lying on the floor

than from any other cause. Before at-

taching, blow out the hose at full pres-

sure, then play directly on the drill at-

tachment to blow off all grit possible.

A simple counterweight which has

given good satisfaction in balancing skips

or cages in vertical shafts, consists of an

1 1 -in. piece of steel shafting which slides

in a 12-in. cast-iron pipe. There is no

possibility that anyone will thrust an

arm in the way of danger, and the diffi-

culties arising from air currents can be

satisfactorily handled.

Cross drill bits, sharpened by hand,

were found unsatisfactory in the Joplin

mines, where the ore is hard and flinty.

The gage was quickly lost, which was not

so marked with hard sharpened "bull" or

chisel bits. When drill-sharpening ma-
chines were introduced, the cross bits

were found to hold their gage better than

the hand-made bull bits.

For use with leaf filters, wet-vacuum

pumps without intermediate receiver have

been found satisfactory and capable of

maintaining a vacuum up to 27 in. These

pumps are usually of SVz in. diameter,

single cylinder, 10-in. stroke, double-act-

ing up to 40 r.p.m., according to the

number of frames to which they are con-

nected. They are fitted with vacuum and

air chambers to promote uniform action.

The pistons are of the trunk type, using

square packing.

By the Way
Another swindling promoter has come

to grief, this time one J. M. Graybill,

who has been convicted at Los Angeles
of using the mails to promote a fraudu-

lent mining scheme in connection with

the Greenwater-Ely Consolidated Copper
Company.

The occupation of the miner, accord-
ing to the statistics of the insurance

actuaries, is more dangerous than sol-

diering. This is probably the reason why
some miners adopt the latter as their

avocation—or vocation if it looks that

way to you.

A correspondent writes as follows.,

under date of April 16, regarding the

proposed merger of the mines of the

Pioche district in Nevada: "There was
something wrong with the fuse or the

cap or the priming of the big 'merger'

boom, and a missed hole is the result.

Latest reliable information is that the

contending parties are beginning to make
overtures for peace."

The spring breakup is now on at Por-

cupine and practically no further supplies

or equipment of a heavy nature will be

taken into the district until the comple-

tion of the railroad in July. Most of the

larger operators have taken in such sup-

plies as shall be needed in the interim.

The snow is beginning to melt and an

era of mud and comparative quietude is

now due. The incorporation of million-

dollar companies, however, will probably

go merrily on.

"What's in a name?" asked some sage,

prophet or poet (we forget whom).
Nothing much, perhaps. Yet in mining

it appears that the real concerns have

simple names, such as the Butte Cop-

per Company, the California Mining

Company, etc. A perusal of any list of

the concerns that are brought out to en-

trap the unwary will show a different

class of titles, such as the Mount Pisgah

Gold, Silver and Diamond Mining, Mill-

ing, Smelting and Refining Company.

The fraudulent promoters seem to run

to the highfalutin'. Probably in their

study of psychology they have learned

that the gudgeons like such bait.

As in clothes, there are fashions in

mining and metallurgy. Two or three

years since "porphyry coppers" were in

the hight of fashion, and a favorable-

looking gold property was, like Thisbe,

"a gray eye or two, but not to the pur-

pose." Stock brokers a few years ago

listened abstractedly to gold-mining ven-

tures and then said, "Yes, that's very

good, but haven't you something in cop-

pers." Today, however, the red metal

is out of fashion. Now it must be a tale

of gold to attract attention and the fash-

ionable resort is Porcupine. Any other

place at the moment is of no consequence.

One may have a good strong vein on the

Mother Lode or a high-grade showing in

Nevada, but it's of no use unless one c-n

move it to Porcupine. Porcupine has

become the Mecca and the pilgrims have

come from Arizona, South Africa and the

Klondike. Real estate there is golden and

swamps are to the uninitiated as great

in possibilities as the proven orebodies of

Hollinger and Dome. Mere acres are cap-

italized for a million or two. The specu-

lative fever has shot up the price of

claims to the point where experienced

mining concerns find it imprudent to en-

ter further into this district at present.

While some prizes have already been

drawn and more are probably still to be

unearthed in Porcupine, we fear that

many will find only quills. The new
goldfield is an attractive one, but as in

every new camp, the way of the investor

is not easy. If he expects to be suc-

cessful there, he must exercise good judg-

ment and secure competent advice.

We note in a recent published pros-

pectus on a Mexican property, a report

by an engineer personally unknown to

us, but presumably someone mofe or

less experienced in the business, for he

prefaces his report with the following

verbiage: "TO WHOM IT MAY CON-
CERN: I, , a duly authorized

mining engineer and disinterested party,

do hereby make and submit the following

report, made from a personal examination

of a certain mining property known to

me as the group of mines,

and I, the said — , do bind myself

by these presents, for and in considera-

tion of the conditions herein named, to

assist any interested party at any conven-

ient time in making a joint reexamination

of the above-named property. And if all

statements shown or made in this report

cannot be reasonably corroborated in said

joint examination I hereby agree, in that

event, to make no charge for my expense

and services while thus engaged, but

shall receive a fair compensation for

such service providing my work is found

practically correct." The same engineer,

discussing the geology and topography

of the interesting property on which he

reports, states: "Every feature of the

Durazno ledge goes to show it to be a

true-fissure ledge supported by one of

our most popular and reliable formations

from which the metals of many districts

depend on. This formation is not as

commonly faulted as many other kinds of

ore-bearing rocks. Everything seems to

be in place in all exposures." We would

commend the affadavit as being a novel

idea and we recommend that the geology

be revised, although indeed it is very in-

teresting as it stands. Such phrases,

however, as "one of our most popular

and reliable, etc.," are likely to be con-

fused with the description of the bride-

groom in the village paper or of the can-

didate for city clerk, and on this account,

if no other, should be avoided.
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Smelting in Bond
.

i

: n taken by

the Treasury which

ons in bonded

smelting v of the

tariff .
- works of man-

n smelting or refin-

both, of ores or crude metals may

be • de< ded smelting ware-

tion further pr

that the several ch .linst such

bonds .-'ed upon the expor-

tation or delivery to a bonded manufac-

5c i stablished under Sec-

tion 23 of the act of the actual amount

id produced from the smelting or re-

fining, or both, of such ores or crude

s, and further provides, that the

nay be withdrawn for domestic

consumption upon the payment of the du-

ties chargeable against it in that condi-

tion.

The department's new regulations,

!ng the working of this section are

briefly as follows:

L'pon the importation of lead-bearing

e warehouse bond is charged with

the lead contained therein, as shown by

at the rate of 1'jC. per lb. under

iph 181, and upon the importation

se bullion, the warehouse bond is

charged with duty at the rate of 2 c.

per lb. under paragraph 182, upon the

gross weight of the bullion, and an as-

sav is made thereof for the purpose of

determining the amount of lead in the

bullion.

A- Sectic1 24 provides for the can-

celation of the bond upon the with-

drawal from the war:house of the actual

amoun' of lead produced, and as there is

necessarily a wastage in the smelting or

refining of the ores or base bullions, the

assay is made of the product withdrawn

for transportation or exportation, and to

the quantity of lead, as shown by this

J the amount of lead

wasted in the smelting or refining, and

this weight is applied to the cancelation

of the warehouse bond.

If the product, however, is withdrawn

for consumption, duty is assessed upon

the gross weight of the product at the

rate of 2'xc. per lb., for the reason that

Section 24 provides that the lead with-

drawn for consumption shall pay the

duty chargeable against it in that condi-

tion, and its condition is obviously either

bullion or refined lead.

rations of smelt-

ing and refining art- not carried on in the

same • ent. that is, the smelting

in one warehouse and the refin-

ing ir. in another port.

withdrawal for transportation from

the fit weight of

• n and dul tended

; er lb., and

upon ! at the port

refine-

the rewarehouse entry being based on the

withdrawal for transportation, the bond

able accordingly and an assay

made of the base bullion at that port.

Upon the receipt of the assays of the

base bullion by the collector at the first

port, the warehouse bonds are given

credit, that is. credit is given on the bonds

for the actual lead produced by the

smelting of the imported ores and cov-

ered by the warehouse entries, based

upon the assays of such ores, to which is

added the wastage allowance established

for the smelting of ores at that plant.

When the base bullion so transported

to the second port has been refined and

exported, or withdrawn for consumption,

th? rewarehouse bond is canceled.

Miami Copper Company

According to the report of this com-

pany for the year ended Dec. 31, 1910,

the expenditure on mine development had

been Sl.094.100; on mill construction,

$1,204,919; on power plant, $512,155; on

miscellaneous equipment, 866,990; on

mine buildings and improvements, $99,-

902; on dwelling houses. SI 14.084; on

pipe line and water development, $247,-

907; on equipment of No. 4 shaft,

$64,510.

In the development of the mine, under-

ground workings of a total length of

78,388 ft. have been driven, yielding 251,-

000 tons of ore. During 1910 the ore-

body was further prospected by churn

drilling, 29 holes being sunk, of which 14

showed ore of good grade. The re-

mainder were all in mineral-bearing

ground, but the ore found carried less

than 1.5 per cent, copper, and for the

present, at least, this is disregarded. By

means of drill holes and underground

work the company has now explored 58

acres out of the 222 acres classified as

mineral-bearing. Of the ground explored,

15 acres are considered too low in grade

to be classed as ore. In the remainder

there is : stimated to be fully proved

18,000.000 tons of ore averaging 2.58 per

cent, copper.

One section of the concentrating mill

was put in operation on March 15, an-

other section going into commission a

few days later. It is expected that sec-

tion 1 will be put in operation on April

20, and section 4 on May 10. Sections

5 and 6 will not be completed until later

in the year.

Each section is of a nominal capacity

of 333 tons per 24 hours, but sections 2

and 3 have already been doing 400 tons

per section and it is expected that the

real capacity will be 500 tons per sec-

tion. This will give the mill a total ca-

for the treatment of about one

million tons of ore per annum, expected

to yield about 40,000,000 lb. of copper,

i which the foundations for three

[Ions have already been laid.

The two sections now in operation have
been running partly on ore from the

dump and partly from ore extracted in

the course of development work. The
feed to the mill has been averaging about

2.57 per cent, copper, of which a recov-

ery of about 74.5 per cent, is already be-

ing obtained, corresponding to a yield of

about 38 lb. per ton. It is expected that

a yield of 40 lb. per ton will be obtained.

On Dec. 31, 1910, the company had on

hand supplies to the amount of $232,-

369; accounts receivable, $41,064; and

cash, $351,059. Accounts payable

amounted to $142,284.

Indian Demand for Gold
Messrs. Samuel Montagu & Co. write

from London under date of April 13:

"Hon. Edwin S. Montagu, under secretary

of state for India, in an interesting re-

ply to questions in the House of Com-
mons stated that the Government of India

considered 'that in their opinion the bal-

ance of evidence supported the conclu-

sion that the use of sovereigns as cur-

rency was increasing' and added 'no at-

tempt was made in India to force gold

into circulation.'

"The denial in the last quotation was

hardly necessary. The boot is on the

other leg— it is the Indian native who is

forcing supplies of gold—coined and

otherwise—into the country. This desire

on their part is the natural outcome of

the makeshift system which was adopted

when the mint was closed to free coin-

age of silver. The thinking part of the

community recognize that they possess

an asset in sovereigns superior to the

silver currency of the country, for the

treasury is bound to give out rupees

against gold, but not vice versa. It is pos-

sible that the desire to rehabilitate the

silver rupee may impel the Indian gov-

ernment to devise some method by which

the tendency to drive the rupee out of

circulation may be arrested.

"The whole currency scheme of India

is a compromise, and if it result in the

imposition of a duty upon imported gold

—an operation economically unsound in

normal conditions—the innovation would

be most remarkable, and the extraordi-

nary position might be witnessed of an

import tax upon both gold and silver at

the same time.

"In any case, the basis of 16d. per

rupee for the exchange is not in the

least endangered; for, whatever differ-

ence of opinion might have existed as

to the closing of a free mint for silver,

the government has succeeded in main-

taining a steady exchange between India

and the outside world. This is increas-

ingly important as the tale of India's

trade mounts steadily upward.

"As the world's output of gold is just

now at a standstill, an increasing de-

mand for India, such as we indicate,

would dip deeply into the world's stock.*
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Correspondence and nisri issioi^

Sampling Placer Ground

In the Jour ,al of March 25, appeared

an article on sampling placer ground, in

which it is advocated that pits should be

used in sampling placer ground, but the

limit as to the depth is placed at 15 ft.

Two methods for determining the value

of the ground are also given.

Why the limit of a test pit should be

placed at 15 ft. I am not able to fathom.

The depth to which a pit can be suc-

cessfully sunk depends altogether on the

amount of water encountered and to

some extent on the looseness of the ma-

terial to be handled. I have encountered

ground carrying but a small amount of

water in which no difficulty was exper-

ienced in sinking test pits to a depth of

50 ft. and more. But, even should the

ground carry an excess of water, if the pit

has been sunk to a depth of 15 ft., there

is no apparent reason why the depth

should not be continued to the limit of

efficiency of the pump in use.

The first method given for the deter-

mination of the gold by means of pan

samples, and "blowing" to eliminate black

sand, cannot be considered accurate. De-

terminations made in such a manner are

more or less a matter of guesswork.

Whenever practical it is advisable that

the total volume of material taken from

the pit, be washed by the common sluice

method. The concentrates from the sluice

should be panned and the gold extracted

from the sand by means of mercury. If

sufficient water is not available then the

rocker should be used, but in either case,

in order to secure correct results it is

advisable that all excavated material be

washed.

A record of occurrence of the gold in

the pit can be obtained by taking a pan

of material out of each of the four corn-

ers for each foot in depth as the pit pro-

gresses. A memorandum is made of the

number and size of the colors to each pan,

as well as the depth at which they were

secured; all of the gold thus secured is

mixed with the amount yielded by the

washing of the excavated material and the

value accordingly computed.

The method of extracting the gold

from the sand by means of blowing is

used only in cases where the gold to be

treated will not readily amalgamate, due
to the presence of some foreign substance.

However, such instances are rare, and

for general treatment of concentrates

from placers, the most preferable, and
the one almost universally used, is to

extract the gold from the sand, by the

use of a small amount of mercury, after-

ward dissolving the mercury by nitric

acid.

Views, Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

The second method of determining the

value of placer ground by collecting

samples from all pits, mixing them thor-

oughly, and taking a pan of this as an

average, cannot be too thoroughly con-

demned. In testing a placer property it is

of prime importance to determine the ex-

tent of the pay channel, location and pro-

portionate decrease of the gold as dis-

tance from source increases, together

with available area and value. How to

attempt to do this by making one grab

into such a mixture is a puzzle for the

Chinese to solve.

Robert F. Lafferty.

Leadville, Colo., April 15. 1911.

Mine Disasters

It would seem that the two disasters

commented upon in the Journal of April

15 were both extremely fatal only be-

cause of dangers of underground fires.

Suppose, however, that in each in-

stance the management had realized at

once the extreme danger; would it have

been possible to have notified the men
of this danger in time?

The following conditions are character-

istic of most American mines:

(1) No possible means of reaching

all of the miners while at work except

by messengers. In the case of slope

mines with long side entries there is no

signal nor telephone connection, except

at the mouth of each entry. This would

mean that the messenger must travel pos-

sibly one or two miles in toward the face

before he could warn the men. In the

case of shaft mines he would start from

the bottom of the shaft and be compelled

to travel the entire length of the long-

est entry.

(2) No thought has ever been given

to the possibility of a mine fire, despite

the fact that there may be long stretches

of timbered haulageways, underground

timber yards and engine rooms with tim-

ber supports resting on heart-pine, en-

gine-foundation timbers that are oil

soaked to a point of saturation. No fire

drill of any kind has ever been discussed

and the only intelligible fire alarm would

be the word "fire."

(3) No one in charge who would feel

Qualified in calling the men out in case

of a fire until the nature and extent

of t! e lire had been investigated.

i 1
1 The absolute necessity of having

tel phone or other signal connection
with the face of each entry seems never
to have received serious consideration.

Just so long as such conditions are the

rule, instead of the exception, mine fires

will prove as fatal as gas and dust ex-

plosions.

H. S. GEISMER.

Chattanooga, Tenn., April 16, 1911.

Geology Applied to Mining
Messrs. Linforth and Milburn gave, in

the Journal of April 1, an interesting

and illuminating article on applied geol-

ogy, in describing the methods and re-

sults of the work done by the Anaconda
Copper Mining Company's geological de-

partment; this might well be supplement-
ed by an account of the development of

that department.

The imperative necessity for such a de-

partment as an aid to economic mining
was clearly and concisely stated' by J.

D. Kendall as follows: "It may be said

the geological features bearing upon the

development of a mine are, and must of

necessity be, often studied by the man-
agement, although the observations are

not recorded on any plans. Such a state-

ment, it is submitted, amounts practically

to saying that such studies are of the

most perfunctory character; for it is im-

possible that any human being can pro-

duce a true mental picture of all rock

changes, faults, dips, bearings and dis-

tances, that occur in a complicated mine,

so that all the relations and correlations

of important features may be studied.

But even, if this were possible, a further

difficulty remains; it is impossible to lay

on that mental picture a protractor and

scale, by the help of which a competent

i erson may, from a consideration of facts

of observation, properly recorded on an

accurate drawing, arrive at facts of in-

ference which will be of the greatest

value to him in the future working of his

property; they disappear with the man
who made them, and are useless to those

who follow in the management; whereas,

observations carefully recorded, on prop-

erly prepared drawings, remain for the

use 'if whomsoever they may concern.

Furthermore, we all know that observa-

tions that have to be recorded are much
more likely to be accurately made than

those which it is not intended to com-

mit to paper."

It was the appreciation of the truth in

such statements and the importance of

'Mhihui Reporter, Vol. XLVIII.
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geologic.i! study of mines which con-

H. V. Winchell of the necessity

systematized record of his own and

the notes of the many mining engineers,

who had given a great deal of time to ob-

servations in connection with the apex lit-

igation ned by the complicated

structural geology of the Butte district.

that time—in the year 1900

—

that M»\ Winche.i and D. W. Brunton

formulated the plans and partially

2<J out the details for a geological

department. Such a department was

formed and a staff engaged under Mr.

W'inchell's direction. The department

had to prove its economic raison d'etre

and the first necessity was a careful geo-

survey of all the accessible work-

ifter the manner described in Lin-

forth's and Milburn's article. I brlieve

this was the first geological department

organized by a mining company.

\C'hile the immediate results were, for

the most part, negative in that a profit

could not be figured in dollars and c:nts

there were results, which would show a

positive, though in some cases an in-

tangible saving. I recall an instance

where the mining department had made

plans for a large underground pumping

station. These plans were approved by

the engineers, but it remained for the

geological department to point out the

fact that if such a station were cut, it

would be crossed by an extensive fault,

there would be more or less movement
along this fault to the detriment of con-

crete foundations, and there would be

a constant drip of water and ooze of soft

wst clay to contend with. The plans

were changed and these difficulties were

avoided.

In addition to the necessity of demon-

strating its usefulness to the manage-

ment, the department had to overcome

the prejudice of the mine foremen and

bosses. The geological notes of the older

parts of the mines were necessarily in-

complete and would have to be supple-

mented by information known only to

foremen and bosses. However, these men
were usually fair minded and a few man-
ifestations of the ability of the depart-

ment to save them time and expense in

their development work served to estab-

lish an understanding which has con-

tinued, until now the department and the

mine bosses work in harmony.

Then, too, there was the suspicion of

• gjneering department, that their

itives would be infringed on, which

had to be overcome. In a surprisingly

short time the department proved its use-

fulness and the staff under the chief

grew from two to seven tech-

nical graduates engaged in carrying on

the work recently outlined in the article

logy Applied to Mining." There
is another sphere of usefulness for the

mining geologist, in the employ of a min-

ipany, which has been suggested

by this article. Often new mining ven-

tures are submitted to a mine manager.

He seldom has the time to investigate

them himself, but with a mining geologist

on his staff, he can acquire all the facts

regarding the proposed scheme at only

slight cost to his company. Mining com-
panies, be they ever so prosperous, are

bound to be confronted at times by prop-

ositions for acquiring new properties. The
scope of the department's work could be

extended, under the direction of the chief

geologist, to cover such exploration at no

prohibitive additional cost and a fund of

information would be gained which, if

it did not lead directly to the acquisition

of new and valuable properties, would

render unecessary an examination, by a

high-priced engineer, of territory, per-

haps, already reported on by the geologi-

cal department.

There is another field for the geolog-

ical department which, as yet, has been

only partially covered: the transconti-

nental railroads and some steamship

lines. At present the railroads are in the

habit of sending a geologist or other en-

gineer to investigate a circumscribed

area, a report is made, read, and put

away in some almost inaccessible file.

The specific purpose of that specific re-

port has been accomplished but, the bear-

ing it may have on adjacent territory is

forgotten and the report falls short of

fulfilling its possibilities. Instead of this

method of procedure, the information in

these reports should be classified and re-

corded in a systematic manner. Maps of

a convenient size should be made cover-

ing the territory and when assembled,

would make a complete geologic map.

Aside from information of a purely

geologic character, these maps could, in

conjunction with a proper filing system,

be arranged so that they would show the

agricultural and other possibilities of any

area as well as the mining. The limit of

usefulness for the geological department

has not been reached, and I hope to see

more articles describing methods and re-

sults akin to those outlined by Linforth

and Milburn.

Fred. T. Greene.

Butte. Mont., April 15, 1911.

In his letter in the Journal of April 8,

"Field Engineer" remarks, "the field en-

gineer would be yet more indebted to the

geologists if they would provide him with

a simple group of family names for the

igneous rocks; names that he may em-
ploy with a sense of security and assign

to any rock without resorting to the

microscope and thin sections, etc."

Surely the simple classification given

by Louis V. Pirsson in his excellent book.

Rocks and Rock Minerals, should fill the

bill, for, in this system, microscopical dis-

tinctions play no part. For instance, if

the engineer is noi sure whether a fine-

grained volcanic rock is rhyolite or dacite

he classifies it as "felsite" and lets it go

at that. If such a rock be dark in color

it is styled "basalt" and so on. When a

granular igneous rock is chiefly made up
of feldspar and hornblende it is called

a "diorite," if the amount of hornblende
equals or exceeds the amount of feldspar.

A granular igneous rock mainly composed
of feldspar and pyroxene is likewise, in

this classification, termed a "gabbro,"

when the amount of pyroxene equals or

exceeds the amount of feldspar, while if,

owing to fineness of grain or other causes,

the observer is not sure whether the dark
mineral is pyroxene or hornblende, or a

mixture of both, he gets over the diffi-

culty by styling such rocks "dolerite."

Evidently, therefore, "dolerite" is an ex-

ceedingly convenient field name, for it

includes the finer-grained diorites and

gabbros as well as many diabases.

"To every thing there is a season," and

as the field is no place for the refinements

of the laboratory nor for hair-splitting

distinctions, the simple and eminently

practical classification mentioned will

doubtless, as it becomes better known,
in the words of common advertisements

"supply a long-felt want."

Gordon Surr.

San Bernardino, Cal., April 13, 1911.

Seeking Employment

I should like to express my agreement

with the statements made by Mr. Herdy

in the Journal of April 1 and add all

possible emphasis to the suggestion that

the question of obtaining employment be

taken up by the American Institute of

Mining Engineers.

In the meantime, as Mr. Lamb has

suggested it to me and as I am more

likely to be found "at home" than anyone

engaged in technical work, I am willing

to do what I can toward carrying on the

work commenced by Mr. Lamb until it

can be taken up by some such organiza-

tion as the Institute. I should like to

hear from those interested in any way
whatsoever. Raymond C. Benner.

University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz.

Arizona Copper Belt Min-
ing Company

The Arizona Copper Belt Mining Com-
pany, of Wickenburg, Ariz., has published

a prospectus containing what purports

to be a letter by me, over my signature.

This is a wholly unauthorized, letter. I

have never been in Arizona, much less

examined any properties there.

I have demanded of the president of

the Arizona Copper Belt Mining Com-
pany that the alleged letter be with-

drawn. I request that the Journal will

publish this communication in order to

help correct any erroneous impressions

that the letter may have given.

R. W. Groo.

Bingham Canon, Utah, Apr. 13, 1911.
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Details <f Pract.ir.al Mining
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

Device to Empty Dredge

Buckets

By Leon Delvaux*

The overburden which covers the pay

streak in the alluvial deposits of French

Guiana is frequently clayey and sticky

and the buckets become clogged and do

not discharge when revolving round the

top tumbler: the same load thus goes

round and round, and the output is prac-

tically reduced to nothing. In such cases

Elevation^

Device to Empty Gold-dredge Buckets

it was sometimes found necessary to stop

the bucket chain, even several times an

hour, and have men with hand shovels

clear the buckets. I designed a device to

obviate this trouble and fitted it in March,

1909, on the dredge operated by the Syn-

dicat Mana on the Orion placer; it has

been in continuous operation since that

time, and in some instances has increased

the output by fully 50 per cent.

It consists of a steel shovel P, riveted

on a stem T which is carried on a frame

C, through which it can slide. The frame

C is mounted on an axle A, held in two

bearings which are attached on the ver-

tical girders of the main framing. An ad-

justable cross bar K is also attached on

the girders and makes the stop for the

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things that have "to

be done in Everyday

*Minin|.sr engineer. G2, rue Taitbout, Paris.

oscillation of the shovel. The frame is

fitted with a weight P, which counter-

balances the shovel. The shovel being in

the horizontal position shown on the

sketch enters the bucket E, near the lip;

the shovel forces its way through the ma-

terial which fills the bucket, and is driven

downward (as shown in dotted lines) by

the motion of the bucket chain, thus

clearing the bucket. As soon as the for-

ward end of the shovel is clear of the

bucket lip, it is brought again in the ori-

ginal position, ready for the following

bucket. Although this return could be

theoretically effected through the balance

weight alone, it has been found useful

in practice to keep one man on watch

and to help the shovel frame on the re-

turn stroke. The device being only nec-

essary when the dredge is working on

the sterile overburden, the men have then

no work to do on the gold tables and one

of them is sent to the top-tumbler device.

If a boulder comes up in one of the

buckets, the shovel recedes, the stem

sliding back through the frame, and is

brought again in position through the

coil spring R. The device is, of course,

only suitable for open-connected buckets.

Making Copper Shot

A correspondent wishes to know

whether it is possible to pour copper di-

rectly from the launder of a copper-re-

fining furnace into water to make hollow

'shot?

It is usually thought that to produce

hollow shot it is necessary to break up

the stream of copper with a stream of

air or steam before it is struck by the

stream of water. It is also essential to

have a small amount of sulphur in the

copper in order to produce the best hol-

low shot. If the shot are to be used in

making bluestone it is desirable to have

as little impurity present as possible,

owing to the slime formed clogging up

the dissolving towers and retarding the

operation, consequently it is usual to

refine the copper in the customary way,

by oxidation followed by poling, after

which the copper is "thrown back" by the
addition of about V/2 per cent, of a pure
"white metal."

Automatic Mine Air Sampler
In the course of an extended series

of tests made by L. Morin at Lievin to

determine the relation between baro-
metric pressure and the escape of fire-

damp, it was found advisable to take
the samples of mine air automatically
and at definite intervals. A device con-
structed for this purpose is described by
P. Petit, of the Saint-Etienne collieries

(Bull, de la Societe de l'lndustrie

Minerale, Jan., 1911.) In principle, the

air samples are secured by emptying a

bottle of water at the place at which the

sample is desired.

As shown in the figure, 12 bottles of

250 c.c. capacity are held in an inverted

Plan
Section on A-B

Chloride of Calcium
The Engineering ,j- Mining /ou

Mine Air Sampler

position in a circular rack; a short

length of rubber tube attached to the

neck of each bottle dips about one cen-

timeter under the surface of the water

in the bottom of the apparatus. In a

closed receptacle in the center of the

machine is a clock, the hour hand of

which is long enough to reach out and
push aside the bottom ends of the rub-

ber tubes to a sufficient distance to al-

low the water in the bottle to escape and

be replaced by air. As soon as the

pointer releases the rubber tube, the lat-

ter resumes its position under water and

thus seals off the sample of air. An
opening in the side of the basin main-

tains the water at a constant level. Be-

fore removing the sample bottles, the

rubber tubes are clamped with pinch

cocks. The tubes must be of large

enough size, about 10 mm. inside, to

allow free interchange of water and air.

Ordinarily more time elapses while the

end of the tube is out of water than is

actually necessary for the emptying pro-

cess, but little or no error seems to be

introduced by this fact. In an airway

through which air is passing at a con-

siderable velocity, the composition of the

atmosphere is nearly identical at every

point in the sectional area, brt in rooms,

and in headings in which circulation is

deficient, it is difficult to secure a fair
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sample without employing some artificial

- for stirring up the air in the vi-

.;us.

Candle I ests

By Claude T. Rice

Candle tests are run frequently at

mines, but generally candles of the

same make are tried—the Granite candle,

In another experiment, using a bath

of mine water containing: H.SO,, 0.0086

per cent.; FeSCs 0.018 per cent.;

Fe ; (SO.) ;-., 0.022 per cent., the number

of turns required to break 5-in. test pieces

was reduced by a 24-hr. immersion from

21.6 bends to 9.8 bends. To a great ex-

tent the strength of the wire is restored

by boiling for three hours, the hydrogen

being expelled by the heating. Any

An Underground Hoist

The accompanying illustration shows

the method of arranging the hoisting

equipment for a large winze that was

sunk by N. T. Tregear for the Black

Mountain Mining Company, operating a

copper mine near Magdalena, Sonora.

The winze was sunk to a depth of 400

ft. from the No. 8 tunnel at a distance

CANDLE TESTS.

Make of candle

lays
Number of men working per ilay

Price i>er box at mine
Candles used per man per day .

r man per day

Standard
Oil

"Gran-
ite"

12
31

%3 15

I 35
si i 062

Perry
(hard
wax l

1 I

15*
306

si (11

3.06
SO (17 1

Perrv
(hard
wax i

12
17

322'.

si ns
3.94
$0 067

lVrry
(hard
wax>

13
26

396J
SI 36
3 . 58

SO 065

Werks
(hard
wax)

14
23
366

So ().")7

3
. 30

SO 0697

Schnei-
ders
(hard
wax)

1-1

29
380

$4 . 956
3.7

$0.0778

('•God-
wins
i hard
wax •

14
14

388|
55 1

5

3.5
50.749

Standard
Oil,

No. 1

Hard

12 .

16
3831

84.35
3.7

SO . 064

Sunlight
(Soft

candle)

13
30
429i

$2.93
3.44

$0.0421

Sunlight

13
31

37oJ
$2 . 93
3 . 546

$0 . 0433

Sunlight

12
30

377*
$2 . 75
3.538 .

$0 . 0403

a soft one, against the hard wax candles,

the Goodwin or the Schneider. There are

several factors affecting the life of a

candle, the mos* important being the con-

dition of the air; air currents, poor ven-

tilation, and hot workings cause candles

to burn dimly and unevenly, so all the

material is not consumed. The size of

the candle has an important bearing upon

the cost per man, and often a cent per

man can be saved by changing the

weight.

The accompanying table, made from

the results of a test at a fairly well ven-

tilated mine of about the average temper-

ature for a deep mine, is interesting as

showing the merits of some new candles

or rather candles that are not so well

known to western miners, while it also

brings out the importance of the weight

of the candle used. It may be added that

the cost of candles has been brought

down at this mine since the tests were

made to 3.203c. per man, using 12-oz.

"Sunlight" candles.

Deterioration of Wire Ropes

The deterioration of mine ropes due to

absorbed hydrogen has lately been dis-

cussed before the Transvaal Institute of

Mechanical Engineers. W. A. Caldecott

regards the absorption of hydrogen, gen-

erated by contact between the wire rope

rnd acid mine water, as being a po-

tent and dangerous cause of weakened

ropes. Specimen wires were taken by

him from an unused rope, of which some
J without acid treatment, and

some after being immersed in a solution

containing 0.O4 per cent. H.SOi.

The •• were 0.101 in. in diam-

ere required to

break a 8-in. length of the untreated wire.

ID in the above

solution ar !y 12 tun.

requir the *-in. test piece,

while

hardly any cor-

and the I

|| The Iunyinuring $ Mininy Juurnad)

Arrangement of an Underground Hoist

method of heating a mine rope would re-

store its strength, the use
#
of an electric

current being suggested. Of course the

temperature cannot be allowed to go

high enough to injure the hemp core.

The use of an acid-free preservative

on mine ropes from the beginning is

recommended, and the existence of this

field tor further study is pointed out.

Wood saws made of vanadium steel

—

(. 0.80 per cent.; Mn, 0.45 per cent.;

chromium, 1.0 per cent.; and V, 0.25

nt can. according to the Iran and

Trades Review, cut through mild-
:

irs without damage to their teeth,

and have sufficient ductility to permit the

• iii|- bent through the handle.

of 1200 ft. from the portal. Below the

collar there are two compartments, each

P \5 ft. in the clear, while above the

collar there are two compartments, each

4 ; \5 ft., that were carried up to support

the sheaves and to obtain head room

above the tunnel for an automatic dump-
ing skip and two ore pockets.

The sheave-wheel bearers are dressed

timber ll>:.xl5 in. and 26 ft. long; the

bearing posts are 12x12 in. section, as

arc also the supporting bearers and di-

viders. The housing is made of 8x8-in.

timber; the shaft sets are 8x8 in., and

the auxiliary dumping set is of 7' \1 I
'

-

in. timber; two of the collar bearers are

12x12 in., and two 8x8 in., and the guides

arc 5''x5' " in. section. The shaft sets
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are spaced 5-ft. centers, the station sets

15 ft. and the dumping set 20 ft. The

winze is lagged with 2-in. lumber.

The upper 300 ft. above water level

was sunk at the rate of 85 ft. per month,

by Mexican laborers using air drills, at a

cost of 17.50 pesos per foot.

Rand Drill Steel and Bits

By E. M. Weston

Tests have recently been made by

Robert Allen at the Robinson Deep mine

to determine the most suitable steel for

making drills for use in the Rand mines.

Many varieties of steel have been tested

in the following way. From 40 to 60

drills made from each brand of steel were

sharpened by hand, weighed, measured

by a micrometer gage, then sent to the

mine where they were used in 2^4-in.

machines to drill the hardest rock. The

depth of holes drilled and time taken

were noted. The drills were then sent

to the surface where they were again

Starter. Second.

,-ttr -*
! ;-iu.,'p
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Cost of Fuels for Forges

At the properties of the Mammoth
Copper Mining Company in California.

tests have been made with various fuels

se in forges at both the smeltery

and mine blacksmith shops. Coke, coal

ind oil were tried. At the smeltery it was

found that the oil was cheapest, while, at

the mine, oil was found to be cheaper

than either coke or coal in the forge

used for heating steel for the drill sharp-

FUEL COST FOR MINK FORGE
AT KENNETT, CAT..

Number of shifts
running per shift . .

mt of fuel us
Fuel used per shift

.

Fuel per shift per forge. . .

' fuel

Freieht to mine
s for loading oil. ...

Total cost of fuel at mine

Cost of fuel per shift .

fuel per shift per

Extra charges for oil:

( lost of hriek> . .

ilior .

<'o^t of repairs per shift.
< ost of repairs per forge per

shift

Total cost per shift per
forge

Coal

9.239 tons
246.3 It.

61.6 11).

$179 236
30.19

Oil

28
2

992 gal.
35.4 gal.
17.7 gal.

$28 . 7t>s

15.475
1 HI

$209 355
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Spelter Statistics for 1910
The production of spelter in the United

States in 1909 and 1910 is given in Table

I, which as to the ore smelters is com-

piled from reports officially communi-

cated by every one. As to the dross and

scrap smelters the production of three

small concerns has been estimated. Un-

der the classification of "dross and

scrap" smelters I include only those

concerns that work up such material and

market the product as spelter. Some
of them redistil and some of them simply

I. PRODUCTION OF ZINC

By Ore Smelters

States 1909 1910

Colorado 6,115 6,564
Illinois 75,229 79,570
Kansas and Missouri 111,808 112 182
Oklahoma 28,840 3 1,760
Ea>t 44,470 43,989

Totals 266,462 277,065

By Dross and Scrap Smelters

1909 1910

15,997 11,350

Total Production of Zinc

1909 1910

Ore smelters 266,462 277,065
Dross smelters 15,997 11,350

Totals 282,459 288,415

remelt, skimming off impurities. Their

business does not differ essentially from

that of the smelters who make spelter out

of ore, and indeed a good many of the

latter treat dross in connection with ore.

Besides this reclamation of zinc from by-

products, junk, etc., many consumers of

spelter reproduce spelter from their own
waste. It is extremely difficult to enum-
erate accurately the amount of such re-

II. PRODUCTION OF ZINC ORE
State 1909a 19106

Arizona 7,908 7,568
Arkansas 320 190
Colorado 90,288 77,065
Idaho 2,784 10,248
Kentucky 94 179
Missouri-Kansas 304,581 289,913
Montana 12.037 33,514
Nevada 4,609 4,915
New Mexico 19,163 15,959
New Jersey 479,699 c
Oklahoma 17,089 1,640
Tennessee 1,710 2,775
Utah 18,130 27,318
Wisconsin 69,000 51,383
Others 572 46,905

Totals 1,027,984 569,572
Mexico 90,707 29,198
Canada 9,163 11,795

a Production. b Smelters' receipts: reports
missing from three small smelters. c Included
in "Others."

covery, and I have not attempted it. Nor
would such an enumeration properly play

a part in statistics of the spelter industry.

The ore smelters reported a production

of 7793 tons of spelter from dross in

1910, and 269,272 tons from ore.

In 1910 there were produced 3398 tons

of spelter in bond, most of which had
been exported before the end of the year.

All of the ore smelters except two
small concerns, whose output of spelter

was 6170 tons, reported the amount and
sources of their ore receipts, which en-
ables the compilation of Table II.

The statistics for 1909 and 1910 in

Table II are not properly compar-

By W. R. Ingalls

A summary of the pro-

duction of zinc ore and
spelter in the I 'nitcd States

w 1910, together with esti-

mates of the cons u mpt 1 o)i

of spelter and a statement

of the zinc-smelting capa-

city.

able, without explanation. Those for

1909 represent the total receipts of zinc

ore, both by spelter and oxide manufac-
turers, except that the figure for New
Jersey represents the mine production.

The figures for 1910 represent the re-

ceipts of ore by spelter manufacturers
only, with the exceptions previously

noted. The concentrates produced from
New Jersey ore are included for the total

entered under "Other States."

It seems probable that some of the

smelters in reporting credited to Missouri

and Kansas some ore that came from

Oklahoma. The shipments from the Jop-

lin district in 1910 were about 291,000

tons, of which about 15,000 came from

Oklahoma. The shipments from Wiscon-

sin mines in 1910 were 62,000 tons, this

including what went to oxide works.

The amount of zinc ore reported by the

smelters as received from Canada and

Mexico in 1910 was 40,993 tons. The
imports reported by the Government were

83,057 tons. Foreign ore containing 4712

tons of zinc was reexported, which prob-

ably corresponded to about 12,000 tons

of ore. Of the imports reported, 11,683

tons were received by the lead smelters.

Allowing for changes in the quantity of

ore remaining in bond there probably is

no irreconcilable discrepancy between

the Government figures and those of the

smelters.

In 1910, sulphuric acid was made as a

byproduct by seven zinc smelters, their

aggregate output having been about 202,-

000 tons, basis, 60 deg. B. These smelt-

ers produced 100,791 tons of spelter.

They received 49,328 tons of blende ore

from Wisconsin, and 102,466 tons from

the Joplin district, besides less supplies

from the Rocky mountains. It is note-

worthy that these works buy nearly the

whole output of blende in Wisconsin and

about one-third of the total production

of zinc ore in the Joplin district.

CONSUiMPTION

All of the ore-smelters except Chanute

and Sandoval reported their stock on

hand at the end of 1910. Including a

small estimate for these, the total was
23,000 tons. Disregarding any stock that

may have been in the hands of dross and
scrap smelters the deliveries into con-
sumption in 1909 and 1910 are computed
in Table III.

III. Di.i. i\ ERIE8 [NTO CONS! MOTION
1910

5to< 1 Jan 1 25,000 I L.500
282,459 288.415

9,670

Production
Imports

Exports, domestic
Exports, foreign
>iock. Dec ;i

Deliveries

317,129 30

2. :.<ili

14 1.488
11,500 23.000
;uj.7_"i 271,892

In addition to the spelter produced in

bond and exported in slabs, 4486 tons of

foreign spelter was exported in 1910 un-

der drawback privilege. This does not,

however, enter properly into a computa-
tion of domestic consumption, its appli-

cation in the manufacture of wares in this

country having been a consumption.

As to actual consumption I cannot

speak with confidence. Reports from con-

sumers other than brass-makers, account-

ing for 170,982 tons of spelter, show in

their cases about the same consumption
as in 1909. In galvanizing there was a

trifling increase; in the rolling of sheet

zinc a small decrease. Reports received

from brass-makers are too incomplete to

furnish statistical indication of the posi-

tion of that industry, but judging from
the consumption of copper in 1910 there

was probably an increased manufacture

of brass.

The consumption of spelter in the

United States in 1909 was estimated at

261,600 tons. In 1910 it was probably

in the neighborhood of 270,000 tons, di-

vided approximately in the ratio of 60

per cent, for galvanizing, 20 per cent, for

brass-making, 1 1 per cent, for sheet zinc,

and 9 per cent, for other purposes.

Smelting Capacity

The capacity of American zinc works at

the end of 1910 is given in Table IV, the

number of retorts having been reported

officially by all of the producers except

Chanute and Sandoval.

Of the total of 91,291 retorts, 10,528

are owned by smelters at Bartlesville,

Okla., 22,737 at Iola, Kan., and 22.158

at other places in Kansas. The furnaces

of the United States Zinc Company at

Pueblo, Colo., have Rhenish retorts. At

all of the others the retorts are of the

Belgian type.

At the works of the Lanyon Zinc Com-
pany at Iola, Kan., the last furnace was

closed down on Dec. 26. The three works

will now remain closed indefinitely. The

American Metal Company has surrend-

ered its lease of them.

The United Zinc and Chemical Com-
pany dismantled its Iola plant. At its
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Springfield plant it added one block of

i torts, and began building two blocks

comprising 1600 retorts. The Mineral

Point Zinc Company increased its plant

at Depue by one block of 000 retorts. The

Bartlesville Zinc Company added two

blocks, comprising 1152 retorts.

Of the old coal smelteries, the Pitts-

burg Zinc Company closed its plant early

in 1911. and the Cockerill plant at Ne-

vada, Mo., also was closed. On the other

hand the works at Collinsville, 111., long

idle, were put once more into operation.

The Cockerill Zinc Company went out of

business in 1910, its Altoona works being

taken over by Beer, Sondheimer & Co.,

and its Laharpe and Gas City works by

L. Vogelstein & Co.. the other plants be-

coming idle.

At the end of 1910 plans were on foot

for one new smeltery in the gasfield of

Oklahoma, and for at least three plants

in the coalfields of Illinois. Construc-

The Pancoast Inquest

Scranton Correspondence

The inquest upon the death of the 73

men who lost their lives by the fire that

broke out in an engine house at the China

vein of the Pancoast mine at Throop,

Penn., on the morning of April 7 was
formally opened April 17 at the Scranton

court house before Coroner John F. Salcry

and a jury of one mining engineer, three

miners and two citizens. The investiga-

tion was continued on April 21 and may
be extended indefinitely.

Among the first witnesses examined

were Mine Inspector David T. Williams,

in whose district the Pancoast mine is

situated, Superintendent J. V. Birtley,

James J. Moran, who had charge of the

engine house that took fire, and George

Simons, who was passing out ofthe mouth

of the tunnel when the fire broke out

in the engine house.

IV ZINC SMELTING CAPACITY OF THE UNITED STATES AT END OF 1910

Name

American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co
American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co
Bartlesville Zinc Co
Bertha Mineral Co
Chanute Zinc Co
Cockerill Zinc Co. I

Beer, Sondheimer & Co.)

.

Cockerill Zinc Co. il.. Vogelstein A: Co.)*
Cockerill Zinc Co. (L. Vogelstein & Co.). .

Cockerill Zinc Co.*
Collinsville Zinc Co
Edgar Zinc Co
Edgar Zinc Co
Oranby Mining and Smelting Co

i Chemical Co
Begeler Bros
Illinois Zinc Co
Lanyon-Starr Smelting Co
Lanyon Zinc Co.*
Matthiessen & Hegeler
Mineral Point Zinc Co
National Zinc Co

--••;.• Zinc Co.
Zinc Co

Pittsburg Zinc Co
Prime We tern spelter Co
Sandoval Zinc Co
United states Zinc Co
t'nited Zinc and Chemical Co

Location

Deering, Kan.
Caney, Kan.
Bartlesville, Okla.
Pulaski, Ya.
Chanute, Kan.
Altoona, Kan.
' las City, Kan.
La Harpe, Kan.
Nevada, Mo.
Collinsville, 111.

St. Louis, Mo.
Cherryvale, Kan.
Neodesha, Kan.
Clarksburg, YV. Va.
Danville, 111

Peru, 111.

Bartlesville, Okla.
lola-La Harpe, Kan.
Lasalle, 111.

Depue, 111.

Bartlesville, Okla.
Palmerton, Penn.
Bethlehem, Penn.
Pittsburg, Kan.
I '.as, Kan.
Sandoval, III.

Pueblo, Colo.
Springfield, 111.

Furnaces

8
10
4
6
4
3
3
6
9

24
6

10
2
7
5

15
5
6
5

12
19
4

14
4
7
3

Retorts

3.840
3,648
4,608
1,400
1,280
3,840
2,560
1,853
648

1,536
2,000
4,800
3,840
5,760
1,800
4,640
2,880
9,740
4,380
4,520
3,040
2,848
1,680
910

8,584
896

1 ,680
2,080

91,291

tion of some of these will go on in 1911.

Since the beginning of 1911 the works of

the Bertha Mineral Company at Pulaski,

Va., have been closed, and also those of

lew Jersey Zinc Company at Beth-

lehem, Penn. The Palmerton works are

being enlarged to take the place of Beth-

lehem.

Asbestos in Russia

The production of Russia in

1910 i'- reported to have been 11,450

derived as follows: Vozne-

mines, 5000; Govoruzhinsky
wivi mines.

re situati I on

pe of the Ural-. The

>ne ton 'it'

•ine yields about 11 lb. i

'<f the f excellent

:»y.

From the testimony of these four wit-

nesses, it appears to be established that

the engine house was set afire by a naked

lamp falling, exploding and setting the

pine flooring afire.

Inspector Williams said that he had
heard of the disaster at 1 :30 p.m. of the

day on which it occurred and that he ar-

rived at the mine at 4:30 p.m. He said

that the Pancoast mine was in first-class

condition and that its ventilation was per-

fect.

The inspector declared that there is

no law of Pennsylvania to prevent one

engineer attending two engines as far

apart as those in the Pancoast mine.

Superintendent Birtley, of the Scranton

Coal Company, testified that he was in his

office when informed that he was wanted
in the mine. When he got to the bottom

oi the shaft, he was informed that the en-

gine house was afire. He Btated frankly

that hoisting coal was continued while

the fire was in progress, but that this

coal was taken from the upper veins and

the cessation of work could neither fa-

cilitate nor retard the work of rescue. He
said that he dared not give orders to stop

the fan, for there were men in the other

veins, and that the China vein is gaseous.

He declared positively of his own knowl-

edge that the men working in the China

vein, where the holocaust occurred were

notified that the engine house at the

opening of the tunnel was afire. Moran,

the engineer, could not tell how the fire

started, but he too declared that the men
had been notified by telephone.

During the second session of the in-

quest a number of witnesses who were in

the mine when the fire started or who
were lowered later, testified that the men
had been warned by telephone, and one

or two men who escaped death, testified

that they had been notified. A man
named Micheson stated that after he had

learned that a fire had broken out in the

engine house, he notified an aged door-

tender, Mike Kosey, by telephone of the

impending danger and ordered him to

warn the men in the China vein, and that

Kosey answered "All right." One of the

men who was rescued testified that Kosey

informed him of the fire. Kosey lost

his life.

Another witness, Harry Parfrey, testi-

fied that he told John Bray, who
was working near the tunnel, of the fire

and that Bray went directly to give the

alarm to all the men in the China vein

whom he could reach. Bray lost his

life. A driver named Greshen testified

that he obtained the information that the

engine house was afire from a runner,

and that he personally informed John R.

Perry, who was working in a heading, of

the fact. Perry lost his life, but one of

his laborers escaped.

A juror, James Grady, who had been

a fire boss for a number of years held

the following colloquy with a witness

named Henry Simpson: "Don't you think

that if they had put up a canvas brat-

tice back of the engine drum to force the

air the other way that the fire fighters

could have got to a water plug at the

other side of the engine house?" "I do

not know about that," Simpson answered.

"Well, you ought to know," retorted

Grady. "You fought the fire from the

wrong side. There's where the mistake

was made. If you fought from the other

side you would have prevented the fire

from getting into those mine cars—the

15 cars were standing on a branch at the

entrance to the tunnel. It was the cars

that caused the trouble. If you had put

up a brattice, there would have been a

different story to tell." Mr. Grady con-

tended that it was the smoke from the

burning cars and not the smoke from the

burning engine house that killed flic 73

men.
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Tonopah-Belmont Surface Plant
The surface plant that the Tonopah-

Belmont company has just completed at

its new Belmont shaft is one of the best

in the country and by far the best in the

Nevada, not excepting the new equipment

installed for prospecting at the Alpha

shaft of the Giroux Consolidated com-

pany, at Ely. Everything is uptodate and

only in the magnitude of some of the in-

stallations in such large Western camps

as Butte and Bisbee, where the mines

employ more men than is the case at the

Belmont mine, is the Belmont equipment

at all surpassed, and then only in size.

In most of the details" of its design, it is

far in the advance of usual mine con-

struction, for reinforced-concrete has

been used as much as it could be, and

every possible thought has been displayed

in providing for the comfort of the em-

ployees. For instance, in the change

room devices are installed to aid the

monitor construction in ventilating the

building and removing the bad odors that

arise while the clothes of the men are be-

By Claude T. Rice

7 his in w
l
In ill has man y

novel structural featun r,

such as saw-tooth roof for

hoist house, special < < nti

luting devices in < hange

house and reinforced-con

crete roofs and walls for

several of the buildings.

and a compartment and a half wide, and

by enlarging it in the. upper part and
raising from the new workings it has

been made into a fine three-compartment

shaft.

This new shaft and surface plant, with

respect to the old shaft, are over the

ridge that connects Mt. Oddie and Rush-

Owing to the new shaft being 60 ft.

higher than the old Desert Queen
a new water tank had to be installed on
Alt. Oddie at an elevation of 150 tt.

the collar of the new Belmont shaft. Tliis

enables effective fire protection to be ob-

tained by means of hydrants at the dif-

ferent buildings and two elevated fire-

monitor nozzles at the timber yard.

Where possible the water mains have

been placed in trenches alongside the

steam-heating mains so as to guard

against freezing, while in most cases

these water pipes are carried in saw-

dust-filled boxes below the ground sur-

face.

Transformer House

Electric power for the new installation

is brought in at 7200 volts from the Es-

meralda Power Company's sub-station,

2900 ft. away, on 30- ft. cedar poles,

spaced about 1 10 ft., and equipped with

glass petticoat insulators; at the trans-

former house near the shaft it is step-

Tke Tonopah-Belmont Surface Equipment. Tonopah, Nev.

ing dried. As this plant is so far ahead of

most mine construction that it stands in

respect to mine surface plants in much
the same relative position as does the

type of mill construction which has

placed the Nacozari mill of the Mocte-

zuma Copper Company and that of the

Miami Copper Company in a class by

themselves, I have described the plant in

considerable detail.

New Orebody Required a New Shaft

The Tonopah-Belmont has, during the

last year and a half, become almost a

new mine, and as the newr orebody is far

to the east of the old Desert Queen
shaft, it became necessary, owing to the

long tram and the difficulty of ventilating,

to sink a new shaft for the working of

this new ore. Fortunately there was an

old shaft about 1900 ft. to the east of the

Desert Queen shaft that was about over

the center of the probable extension of the

new orebodv. This was down 540 ft.

ton hill, but by extending the tracks from

the Montana-Tonopah spur it has been

possible to get railroad connection with-

out much trouble. The maximum grade

is 4.2 per cent, and the sharpest curve 11

deg. 44 min. Old steel in first-class con-

dition and weighing 65 and 70 lb. per yd.

was used in laying the tracks. This main

spur comes in at a level 40 ft. below the

collar of the new shaft and passes direct-

ly under the ore bin where trackage is

provided to give tail room at the bins

for eight steel-hopper railroad cars. The

set-out spur is 180 ft. from the collar of

the shaft, but an incline railway, of 3-ft.

gage, on which runs a car operated by

an electric hoist, enables freight to be

transferred easily to the collar of the

shaft, and the storehouse at the top of

the incline. A power-operated crane with

a 50-ft. boom is installed at the bottom

of the incline so that it can be made to

serve both the railroad cars and the in-

cline car during loading and unloading.

ped down to 440 volts. The transform-

er house is the one with the rounded roof

shown in the accompanying pictures of

the surface plant. It is 12x28 ft. in plan

and is built with a structural-steel frame.

The walls are of "Hyrib" concrete con-

struction, and the roof is semi-circular

in section, being made of rolled, corru-

gated, galvanized iron. Under this is an

anti-cond n^ation roofing of asbestos

stretched over poultry netting. There

are three type W. C. 400-volt General

Electric transformers with a rated capac-

ity of 200 k.v.a. at GO cycles. The trans-

formers are wound for a 7200-voIt

primary, with a 6600-volt tap brought

out, and a 440-volt secondary. The am-

perage of the primary is 30.3 and of the

secondary, 450. In the transformers No.

8 transil oil is used for insulating, and

the cooling water is sent to a cooling

tower at the compressor plant. The water

is forced through the coils by a 1' -in.

Krogh centrifugal pump directly connect-
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ed to a 2-h.p. Westinghouse induction

motor in the compressor house. In this

way the rise in temperature at the trans-

formers is kept well within the limits

d practice, and the transform-

ers have an 'efficiency at full load

.
; per cent.: at three-quarters load

J; at half-load. 97.7; and at quar-

ter load, 96.1 per cent.; with a regula-

tion on a non-inductive load within 1

cent

Lightning arresters of Westinghouse,

type A. electrolytic, oil-insulated, un-

grounded-neutral design, made for a nor-

mal voltage of breakdown at 11.000 volts

with combination disconnecting and

charging horns, are provided for protec-

tion of line and apparatus, as Tonopah

is in a region of considerable static dis-

turbance. This type of lightning arrester

consists essentially of a system of nested

aluminum cup-shaped trays, supported

on porcelain and secured in frames of

treated wood in a steel-tank container.

These trays are electrically connected

between line and ground and between

line and line. In the trays is a liquid

electrolyte which forms a film that pre-

vents flow of current at normal voltage,

but under an abnormal voltage the elec-

trolyte breaks down and offers a free

path for the discharge. Upon cessation

of abnormal conditions the electrolyte

assumes its former condition and offers

its original resistance to normal voltages.

The switchboard is put in the trans-

former building, and is equipped with re-

cording wattmeter and other features of

a modern switchboard, the larger motor

circuits being equipped with oil circuit-

breakers. The lighting transformers for

stepping down the 440-volt current to 110

volts for lighting are also placed in the

transformer house.

Belmont Shaft and Headframe

The Belmont shaft is at present 1240

ft. deep, and is being sunk still deeper.

It is now the principal shaft of the prop-

erty, the old Desert Queen shaft having

become an auxiliary hoisting and ven-

tilating shaft, as most of the ore in that

part of the mine has already been ex-

tracted. The Belmont shaft has three

compartments, one for ladderway and

pipes and two for hoisting. Double-deck

cages of the Leadville type weighing 2700

lb. are used in hoisting, but the use of

skips is contemplated later. From the

shaft stations have been cut at the 1000-

' 100-ft. and 1250- ft. levels.

This shaft is surmounted by a steel

headframe of the A-type. This was de-

signed and built by the American Brid«e

Company at its St. Louis plant from pre-

liminary drawings and specifications fur-

the Tonopah-Belmont company.

The frame, which is the largest at

I
ir. high from base to ccn-

ives, and 8.1 ft. over all. The

front spaced at 32- ft. centers,

and the distance at the base from front-

post centers to compression-member cen-

ters is 39 ft., giving a base area ample

for all purposes of stability, while the

resultant of the rope stresses falls almost

within the plane of the compression

members. The structure is designed so

as to give a factor of safety of eight

when there is on each sheave a load of

100,000 lb. hoisted at 1000 ft. per min.,

even when the hoisting moment is the

greatest. Consequently, the frame is

sufficiently strong and rigid to permit of

hoisting loads of seven tons from a

depth of 2000 ft., at a speed of 1000 ft.

per min.- without appreciable vibration

and without strain during the most severe

period of starting and acceleration.

The posts as well as the main bracing

members are made up of built-up beams

which in most cases are two channels

latticed back to back, and all connections

are air-hammer riveted, as there is not a

single bolt joint in the frame. The weight

of the structural steel used in the frame

is over 63,000 lb., and the posts rest

on massive blocks of reinforced con-

crete. The sheave boxings are supported

by heavy diaphragms resting on double

built-up pla.te girders that connect the

posts at the top, and the centers of the

sheaves lie in the intersection (pro-

longed) of the posts. On the top con-

necting girders a platform is carried be-,

low the sheaves, and also the framework

of a housing for the sheaves which is to

be erected on the platform.

The sheave wheels are of the bicycle

pattern with a diameter of 84 in. at the

center of the rope groove, and a diam-

eter over all of 91 in. The 16 spokes

consist of eight lj-.s-in. rolled-iron rods

radiating from each side of the hub which

on their inner ends are cast into two

rings, 16 in. in diameter and 3 in. wide,

so that they form integral parts of the

hub, 12 in. diameter and 16 in. long,

while the outer ends are cast into bosses

on the inside of the rims. The rolled-

steel shafts are 6 in. in diameter in the

central portion, while the bearings are 5

in. diameter and 12 in. long. The rope

grooves are turned in hard maple blocks

fastened in a recess in the rim, while the

total weight of the sheaves is 2950 lb.

apiece.

Two-reduction Geared Electric Hoist

The cages are fastened to the cable

through a detachable overwinding device

of the hook-and-c'ip type, made by the

Wellman-Seaver-Morgan company, and

are of six tons capacity. The hoist is

a Wellman-Seaver-Morgan double-drum

electric hoist with drums having 60 in.

diameter and a face 36 in. wide between

flanges. The hoist is designed to operate

in or out of balance, and is capable of

handling a load of 12,000 lb., including

weight of rope, at a speed of 1000 ft.

per min. The drums, which are each

fitted with friction clutch and post brakes,

are driven through two reductions of

spur gearing by a 300-h.p., variable-

speed, type H. F., Westinghouse induc-

tion motor running at 580 r.p.m. under
full load. The gears are cut cast-iron,

and the pinions cut steel, the gear re-

duction being 9.3 to 1. The heavy duty

rendered it impossible to use a rawhide

pinion, but the noise is eliminated to a

great degree by the use of wooden blocks

placed between the arms of the inter-

mediate gear.

Brakes Set by Weights

The post brakes are designed so that

they are put on by heavy counterweights

and released by the action of the air

cylinder of the combination air-and-

cataract control. The cataract cylinders

are steepled upon the air cylinder, with

a common piston rod serving both, and

are filled with oil to insure quiet opera-

tion and freedom from shock. The air

cylinders are operated by air from the

mine compressor at receiver pressure,

but in case of failure of air supply can

be connected to operate by water pres-

sure. In case of a failure of receiver

pressure, or at times when the mine com-

pressor is not running, a small Allis-

Chalmers (Christensen) motor-driven

air compressor having a capacity of 15

cu.ft. per min. is so connected that it

starts or stops automatically as the re-

ceiver pressure falls or rises above a

certain point.

The company thought seriously of in-

stalling a motor-generator set in connec-

tion with the hoist, but as the Belmont

company's contract for electric power

does not base payments on a peak load,

and as the advantages of a direct-current

hoist, although great in respect to flex-

ibility and control, did not warrant the

extra expense of installation, the idea

was given up. At the same time it was

desirable to eliminate peaks as much as

possible, so a contactor and a controller

were devised by the company's electrical

engineer, E. P. Cullinan. While with this

device there is no automatic regulation

during the period of acceleration, when
the peaks in hoisting ordinarily occur, the

movements of the handle of the manual

master controller are such that the

natural manipulation of it produces ac-

celeration to maximum speed in 17 sec.

with surges of current to the motor

that are extremely small as compared

with most automatic controls and with a

correspondingly substantial saving of

power.

The hoist is placed 92 ft. from the

shaft so that there is an angle of slightly

less than two degrees, and the rope winds

perfectly on the drum. Dial indicators

run by chain and sprocket wheel are

used on the hoist, and an electrical de-

vice for showing the position of the

cages in the shaft is being installed. The

rope used in hoisting is a 6-strand, 19-

wire, plow-steel rope, 1 in. in diameter

that weighs 1.58 lb. per ft., and each
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rope is 1700 ft. long. The diameter

of the drum at the starting of a hoist

is 64 in., but the rope winds twice on

the drums so that the diameter is 66

in. toward the end of the lift. Figuring

with proper allowance for bending

stresses and not exceeding the proper

working load as given by the manufac-

turers for the rope of 7.6 tons, and mak-

ing proper allowance for extra rope

stresses incidental to jerk on starting, it

is seen that the rope is plenty strong

enough for hoisting from a depth of 1800

feet.

Hoist House with Saw-tooth Roof

The hoist house is made of steel and

concrete, and is novel in its design as

can be seen from the accompanying il-

lustrations, for the building has a saw-

I

tooth roof. The building faces north

and is 36 ft. long by 24 ft. wide with an

ell at the northwest corner 16 ft. long by

9 ft. wide. The building is without

windows in the walls save for the one

in the west wall of the ell. The roof

is in two "saw teeth": the front one is

24 ft. in span, and the rear one 12 ft.,

measured with the length of the build-

ing. The front of the rear saw tooth

is taken up entirely by windows giving

a glazed area of 140 sq.ft. The front

of the forward saw tooth is carried in

line down to the ground level for a space

10 ft. wide in the central part of the

main building, so that a space 10 ft.

wide and 16 ft. high directly in front

of the drum is of glass. Consequently,

the hoisting engineer has an unobstructed

view not only of the collar of the shaft,

but also of the whole hight of the head-

frame. At night the frame is brightly

illuminated by a 3000-c.p. regenerative

flaming-arc lamp fixed above the sheaves.

The interior of the hoist house is kalso-

mined in white, and the north lighting

from the saw-tooth windows, with an

almost entire absence of shadows, makes
for the best possible working conditions

for the operator. The building is steam

heated.

This hoist building is of steel and

concrete, built on the Kahn system of

reinforced-concrete construction from de-

signs made by the Belmont company.

The structural-steel frame is covered

with Hyrib, a patented painted steel lath

stiffened by rigid ribs, 13/16 in. high and

spaced 3j/> in. apart, that run longi-

tudinally through and along the sides of

the sheets that are 10!/> in. wide; these

ribs also serve to make an overlapping

interlocking splice at the ends. Hyrib

lath of 26 gage is used for roof and of

28 gage for side walls. This lath is se-

cured by means of steel clips to the out-

side of the steel frame of the building,

and this frame is made somewhat lighter

than would be the case for sheet-iron

covered buildings. This steel lathing

when in place is so rigid that studding

or purlins can be dispensed with closer

than at 5-ft. centers. No centering is

necessary for the concrete style of roof
construction.

Method of Puttinc Up Hyrib Buildings

The roofs of the hoist house were
made by plastering on the top side of

the Hyrib a layer of concrete, 3 in. thick,

composed of 1 part cement, 2 parts

sand and 4 parts small broken stone.

This formed the scratch coat, and after

it had dried both its upper and its lower
side were plastered over with a cement
mortar composed of 5 parts cement,

12 parts sand and 1 part hydrated
lime, with enough chopped fiber to key
to a thickness of from three-quarters to

one inch. The exposed surface was
troweled smooth and painted with a ce-

ment-roofing paint. The finished roof is

4'j in. thick, and has shown no cracks

under severe conditions of wide varia-

tions in daily temperature, so the roof

appears to promise to continue water-

proof.

The walls were treated somewhat dif-

ferently, no broken stone being used, as

the mortar for plastering the sides was
mixed in the proportion of 5 parts ce-

ment, 12 parts sand and 1 part lime

paste, to which was added some cut

fiber, as before. This plaster was ap-

plied to the outer side of the wall lath

and surfaced off to cover the ribs, but

this working of the plaster only caused

enough to go through the openings in

the Hyrib to secure a good clinch on the

expanded metal between the ribs. This

first coat was given a scratch finish, and

on the outer side was plastered another

coat of similarly proportioned composi-

tion, but mixed with water to which a

patent waterproofing compound called

'Truss Con Waterproof Paste" had been

added. This surface coat was floated

to a flat impervious finish. On the in-

side of the wall a thin interior-finishing

coat was plastered and troweled smooth,

giving the completed wall a thickness of

2 x/2 to 234 inches. The hoist building

presents a fine appearance, and the light-

ing and the whole treatment of the de-

sign, while somewhat of a departure

from commonly accepted practice, seems

to leave little to be desired, and may
profitably be copied in similar installa-

tions.

Ore House

The new ore house at the Belmont

shaft is built over the main line of the

railroad spur and is 220 ft. easterly from

the collar of the shaft, to which it is

connected by a trestle, on which are ar-

ranged double tracks for the mine cars.

The design of the bin is novel for ore

bins, at least in the West and is patterned

somewhat along the lines of bins at some

of the Eastern cement works, for the

main side posts extend continuously from

the bottom to the top so as to give great

stability to the whole structure, while

the floor of the bin is carried on auxiliary

posts alongside the main posts. As the

design is novel in mine practice it has

been considered best to describe it in

more detail in another article, a

also be done in regard to the efficiency

tests on the air compressor.

The storage bin is divid.d by a parti-

tion longitudinally through the middle as

well as transversely at one-third the

length. This provides two larger com-
partments for the mill ore that has been

sorted on the dry-picking tables abov.-

the bin proper and in the superstructure

of the ore bin itself, while the smaller

transverse compartment is for the ship-

ping ore that has been sorted on the Crane
ore washer, placed in a separate building,

which feeds to the bin by means of

a conveyer belt. The two compartments
for mill ore have a capacity of about

10,000 cu.ft., and so hold about 525 tons

of the light Tonopah ores, while the bin

for smelting ore has about half this ca-

pacity, making a total capacity for the

bin of approximately 750 tons. The griz-

zlies used in separating the fines from

the coarse mill ore that is sorted on the

dry-picking tables are novel in that they

are made of cast manganese plates, one

inch thick. The holes in these are ar-

ranged in staggered rows, and are 2 in.

in diameter at the top and 2% in. at the

bottom. These plates are set at an angle

of 40 deg. and clean themselves well;

the holes show no tendency to bind.

These manganese plates are cheaply ob-

tained from the local foundry as it has

an abundance of manganese to put in

its castings, as a large proportion of its

metal is old manganese shoes and dies

from the mills of Goldfield and Tonopah,

and are fully as cheap as grizzly bars

would be. The oversize from the griz-

zlies goes to the picking tables where the

waste is removed and thrown into mine

cars and trammed to the dump, while the

sorted mill ore is scraped off into hop-

pers that take it to the bin compartments.

Ore-washer Building

Northeast of the shaft about 100 ft.

is the pocket for the smelting ore. This

is made of timber and has inside meas-

urements of 16x16x19 ft., giving a capac-

ity of about 125 tons. The pocket has no

bottom, but instead the whole structure

rests upon concrete sills and the ore

makes its own bottom. The bin is housed

with corrugated-iron covering. From it

the smelting ore feeds through a chute

to a short conveyer belt which takes the

ore to the trommel of the Crane ore

washer This trommel has 1 -in. holes;

the undersi/e goes to the trawling belt

that takes the smelting ore to the main

ore bin, while the oversize is taken up

through a tank of water and then drained

by a series of spiral flights riveted to the

inside face of the inclined washing cyl-

inder to which the trommel feeds its

oversize. This washed ore then falls on
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a traveling picking belt. 40 in. wide and

Vs the ore travels along,

the v Tted out and thrown to

one side of the belt. The picking belt

- waste to .i conveyer stacking-belt

that takes it to a dump on the othe

of the track from the washing shed, while

the ore goes to a conveyer belt that takes

it and the dry undersize from the trom-

:o the ore bin.

The building in which the ore washer

.'king belt is installed is 20x60 ft.,

with an ell for the boiler room. 16x38 ft.

This is built with a wooden frame and a

corrugated-iron covering, while large

,iits in the roof furnish good light

to the ore sorters. The conveyer belts

leading from the washer house to the ore

bin are also covered in. while on the

top floor of the ore house a small motor-

driven crusher is installed for crushing

the mire samples before sending them to

the assay office.

Boilers Use Oil Fuel

In the boiler-room addition to the

washery building is a tubular boiler, 66

in. diameter by 16 ft. long, for furnish-

ing steam to heat the various buildings

during winter, while a small auxiliary

vertical tubular boiler, 36x84 in., is pro-

vided for heating the dry house and fur-

nishing hot water for baths when the

weather is so mild that the large boiler

is not needed. These boilers are heated

with fuel oil, and Whittierfield crude oil

of 18 deg. gravity is used, as it does not

need to be heated in cold weather. The
oil is unloaded by gravity into two tanks

having a capacity of 7500 gal. each,

placed below the main railroad spur, and

from there is pumped to a housed-in sup-

ply tank on the hillside above the plant.

All oil pipes are placed in sawdust-filled

boxes and are carried in the trenches

alongside the steam pipes wherever pos-

sible.

The air compressor is a belt-driven,

variable-capacity Nordberg machine, hav-

ing air cylinders 15 and 24 in. in diame-

ter with a 36-inch stroke. It has a capac-

itv at 80 r.p.m. of 1500 cu.ft. of free

air per min. to 90 lb. per sq.in. pressure,

and at 100 r.p.m. 1800 cu.ft. per min.

At present the machine runs at 84 r.p.m.

and compresses 1580 cu.ft. of air per

min.. but later will be run at 100 r.p.m.

The compressor is an efficient machine,

especially under widely varying loads,

and it is most successful in maintaining

a constant pressure while the volume
of air delivered is only that required by
the constantly varying consumption, such
as prevails at any mine. Consequently,

¥CT consumed la nearly propor-

tional to the amount of air delivered

auto-

matic closing of the in 1-
I

•<, the

air cylin :

The building in which the compi
is housed is of rcinforccd-concrcte con-

struction with a steel frame, erected in

a similar manner to the hoist house, but

with a monitor roof. It is 26 ft. wide and

64 ft. long, and is equipped with an over-

head gantry crane provided with a five-

ton Matchless crawl that runs the length

of the building on floor tracks spaced at

22 feet.

Blacksmith and Machine Shops

The blacksmith and machine shops are

housed in a corrugated-iron covered

building with a steel frame that is 30x54

ft. in plan. This is located about 35 ft.

east from the shaft, with the front facing

the shaft. A transverse partition divides

off the two shops, the blacksmith shop

being 30x32 ft. in size, but a track from

the collar of the shaft runs into both

shops. Twelve side windows furnish am-

ple light, while in the monitor roof of

the building, windows are placed over

the machine shop and louvres over the

blacksmith shop. The blacksmith shop

has a dirt floor, while the machine shop

has a plank floor.

The blacksmith shop is furnished with

a Word drill sharpener and a Tate-Jones

oil forge for heating drill bits. The heat-

ing furnace has an opening 3 ft. long

and is fired with two burners at the ends.

The oil for this forge is contained in

a 420-gal. steel tank placed just out-

side the building, and this tank is filled

intermittently with oil so that an air

pressure of 20 lb. per sq.in. can be main-

tained in the tank by reducing valve

connection with the air receiver. In the

tank there is a steam coil for heating

the more viscous oils, while air for atom-

izing the oil is furnished the burners at

a pressure of 15 lb. by a second reducing

valve which connects also with the main

air receiver.

Air for combustion is furnished to

the furnace at 6-oz. pressure by a

No. 4 motor-driven Sturtevant blow-

er, and this blower also furnishes the air

for the coal forges, as the more or less

wet air from the compressor is unsuitable

for these fires. A general forge and a

tool forge are provided which can be

fired with coal or coke as desired, and
in the shop are the usual anvils, benches,

small air hammers and other apparatus.

The machine-shop equipment consists of

a 16-in.x8-ft. Hamilton back-geared

screw-cutting lathe, drill presses, power
hack-saw, pipe machine for pipes up to

6 in. diameter, emery wheels, and a

runch and shear for plates up to '* in.

thick. The whole is driven by line shaft-

ing from a 5-h.p. Westinghouse motor.

The change or dry room is 30 ft. wide
by 72 ft. long with a partition 12 ft.

from one end, making a wash room 12x30
ft. and a locker room 60x30 ft. The
building is of steel construction with a

gable-and-monitor roof, and is covered
1 and Bides with galvanized cor-

I Iron Listened with clinch nails

to the frame. The inside walls are made
of one thickness of building paper fast-

ened to wooden nailing strips, over which
is nailed galvanized iron. The roof is

lined inside with asbestos roofing, laid on

tightly stretched poultry netting, as a pre-

ventive of condensation. The floor is of

concrete, 4 in. thick and reinforced with

barbed wire stretched longitudinally and
transversely through the bottom layer of

concrete, while on top of this is a grout-

ing of neat cement. Numerous windows
in the side walls and the monitor roof

insure good lighting. The change room
is ventilated by means of two No. 16

Autoforce air-pump ventilators having

each a capacity of 75,000 cu.ft. of air
'

per hour in ordinarily calm weather and
more in winds. These have proved most
efficacious in keeping the air in the build-

ing pure and odorless. The building is

steam heated, and sufficient pipe sur-

face is provided to keep the rooms at a

temperature of 80 deg. F. in the coldest

weather.

Chance-room Equipment

In the change house are 300 expanded-

metal lockers, 12 in. wide, 18 in. deep

and 6 ft. high, placed in banks of 12,

with six on each side and a common
back between. Under each line of lock-

ers are four 2-in. steam pipes for drying

the clothes. The rows run crosswise in

the change room with a bench between
rows, and in order that there will be no

crowding, the night and the day shifts

occupy lockers on opposite sides of the

benches.

The wash room is fitted with two

shower baths with dressing rooms at-

tached, as well as with sinks containing

enameled wash basins. The hot water is

piped from a 600-gal. steel tank heated

by means of a steam coil that is fed

with steam from the heating systems.

In summer when the large boiler is idle

the water in this tank is heated by a

coal-fired ideal hot-water heater placed

directly beneath the tank, and in the same
housing behind the change room. At

first it was the intention to build the

change room of Hyrib concrete construc-

tion, but as the building is on made
ground, it was decided that it would be

safer to use the galvanized-iron cover-

ing on a steel frame, and this has proved

satisfactory for the air space between
the two coverings of iron has afforded

a good insulation against cold and heat.

Timber-framing Mill and Yard

The timber-framing mill and carpenter

shop is housed in a wooden-frame, cor-

rugated-iron building, 24x60 ft., about

230 ft. north of the shaft between the

main spur and the set-out switch. It is

equipped with a Hendrie & Bolthoff tim-

ber framer, a 36-in. cutoff saw, a 36-in.

rip saw, with its carriage in a lean-to on

the west side of the main building, a
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band saw. power grindstone and the usual

benches.

The lumber-storage yard is in the

Y made by the railroad tracks. Mine

timber is handled from the railroad

cars by a power derrick and by hand, and

enters the framing mill from storage piles

on small cars that travel on tracks run-

ning to the various parts of the yard.

After framing, the timber is brought to

the shaft by a switch from the incline

railway that connects with the south end

of the framing mill, so that the whole

timber plant is well arranged to get the

timber to the shaft with the least pos-

sible handling.

The storehouse, 20x48 ft. in plan, is

40 ft. north of the shaft, and has a steel

frame with a Hyrib concrete covering.

A receiving platform on the west side is

arranged conveniently alongside the in-

cline railroad. In the building, bins and

racks are provided for supplies, while

for fire protecting a sprinkler system will

soon be installed. Pipe, bar iron and

steel are stored in locked racks adjacent

to the incline railway, while oils are

stored in a small corrugated-iron building

on the incline railway. Explosives are

stored in a magazine in the old G. H.

tunnel about half-way between the Desert

Queen and the Belmont shafts.

New Office Building

The company has built a new office

building on the ridge that connects Mt.

Oddie and Rushton hill, about 450 ft.

west of the Belmont shaft, and it is on

the ground between there and the shaft

that the site for the new mill will be

chosen in case that it is built. The office

building is a two-story frame, 25x43 ft.

in plan, with shingled hip-roof. The out-

side walls are of cement plaster on metal

lath, while the inside finish is hard wall

plaster on wood lath. On the first floor

are the general accounting office, and

those of the superintendent and the pur-

chasing agent, while on the second floor

are the drafting room, a blueprinting

room with dark room, etc., attached, the

mining engineer's office, bath and toilet,

together with a small locker room. A
two-story, reinforced-concrete vault, 7x8

ft. inside and with walls 18 in. thick,

equipped with fire- and burglar-proof

doors, opens into the general office on

the first floor and into the engineer's office

on the second, so that the books, ac-

counts, drawings and engineering data are

well protected from fire.

In short, everything about the plant

and the office building has been done

with the object of obtaining the highest

efficiency, as the superintendent has con-

sidered money well spent that aids the

men in their work and renders them more
comfortable. Consequently, it was with

the greatest regret that I learned only re-

cently the details of the unfortunate acci-

dent that occurred at the mine. The coro-

ner's jury censured the management for

inexperience, but anyone knows that such
a plant as the one which I have ju

scribed could be designed only by a man
of broad experience, and one who
great solicitude for the welfare and the
comfort of his employees, as in no re-

spect has money been spared when its

expenditure would increase the safety of
the men, or any reasonable amount would
add to their personal comfort.

The Recent Fire

The general superintendent, the mining
engineer, the mine superintendent and the

bosses were all fighting the fire, which at

first seemed to be of small importance,
but it increased so rapidly in magnitude,
especially in respect to the volume of

smoke and gases given off that before the

bosses could get to the men through the

1000-ft. level that connects the old work-
ings of the Desert Queen shaft with the

new ones of the Belmont, the fire had

changed the Belmont shaft from a down-
cast to an upcast, and the men who had
been talking and smoking in a crosscut,

in good air near the Belmont shaft while

it was a downcast, were caught in poison-

ous gases when the direction of ventilat-

ing currents suddenly changed.

The design of this plant is sufficient

contradiction of the charges of the coro-

ner's jury, and it therefore is with a de-

sire to refute that accusation as well as

to describe this most interesting and upto-

date plant which embodies so many new
features in its construction that I have

elaborated my notes so fully. In conclu-

sion, I wish to thank Frederick Bradshaw,

general superintendent of the Tonopah-

Belmont, as well as R. J. King, mining

engineer, and T. F. Fitzgerald, the mine

superintendent, for the many kindnesses

shown me while at the mine.

Transvaal Mining Notes

Johannesburg Correspondence

The circular shaft now being sunk on

the New Modderfontein mine is excit-

ing considerable interest, and opinions are

divided as to the suitability of such shafts

for work here. It is being sunk to cut

the reef at 2000 ft. and it is said that

an average speed of 150 ft. a month, in-

cluding unwatering, is anticipated

in this work. Whether these expec-

tations can be fulfilled is a question.

The shaft is 15 ft. in inside diam-

eter and 22 ft. outside, and has two

hauling compartments in which three-

deck cages carrying two trucks on each

deck will work. Six trucks will be raised

at a time, or four tons. The speed of

winding will allow a hoist being made in

45 3ec. The dead weight carried com-

pares badly with skips, and the total

load per hoist is only four tons as against

10 tons now in use at Kimberley; while

the handling of the trucks is, of course,

much more difficult than tipping a skip.

Uniform Value oi

The yearly reports of development of

some ot the mines show exan
|

wonderful regularity of values found over

areas here. For instance t:

lowing table shows result- obtained in

1909 and 1910 in several mi::
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Speisses and Their Beneficiation
og the various by-products arising

during the treatment of ores by smelting

tht are bj tar the most trouble-

some as they offer especial difficulties to

the separation and extraction of the valu-

able metals absorbed by them. For this

son it was the custom even at large

works to discard them as undesirable

waste products or reserve them for treat-

ment by a process not yet discovered.

Like other similar by-products the speiss-

^how a problematic composition in

rd to the grouping of their constitu-

ents. Thus, for instance, it is difficult to

ssify them with the definite chemical

compounds subject to Dalton's law of

multiple proportions. If it be desired to

do so for the large number of possible

sses, the following general formula

may be established

:

a [(Fe, \i. Co, Pb, Cu, Ag2> An. T't. Zn, Cd)*
- S, Bi)„] + b [(Fe. Ni, Co. Pb,

Ag
s

. An. Pi . Zn. Cd)i, (As, Sh, S, Bi)yJ.

In general they may be considered as

isomorphous mixtures of single types of

the general formula Fe.r As,/, in which Fe

may be isomorphously represented by Ni,

Co. Pb. Cu. Ag, Au, Pt, Zn, and As by

S. Sb and Bi.

It is. however, much more probable

that they have to be ranked with the large

groups of undefined chemical compounds,

not following Dalton's law, in which so-

lutions and alloys are usually reckoned.

The property of intermixing in various

proportions at proper temperatures and

of forming from components differing

in composition a new well characterized,

frequently crystalline mass; the property

to dissolve in lead, or to dissolve

other pure metals, e.g. Fe, Cu or

Ni, brings them unquestionably nearly

in line with alloys. Alloys, that is

to say. compounds which do not follow

Dalton's law, have long been known to

exist among metalloids. Hence, the defi-

nition of an alloy should be enlarged to

embrace all undefined chemical com-
pounds, that is, mixtures of any elements

whatsoever with each other. The speisses

would then be grouped with these. Un-
questionably clues will be found for the

composition of speisses within this group

by further researches into their consitu-

tion as has been done already for the

definition of eutectic alloys.

Thi OF Speiss

We will now contemplate the origin of

in metallurgical processes and

mow far it is adapted to sustain these

melting lead ores or fluxes

as iron finer pent pyritL •-.

zinc-muffle breakings, lead sulphate, etc..

containing the elements which come into

play in formi: .; ' Ni, As,

\u, Pt; these element- art-

reduced and enter the lead, forming what

By C. Guillemain

Origin and treatment of

speiss discussed. Low-ar-

senic speiss successfully

blast-roasted if diluted with

inert materials. High-ar-

senic speiss can be treated

without dilution.

Note Translated by o. ir. Halm from
M( tallurgie, Vol. VII, No. 19.

is known as furnace bullion. This is,

therefore, an alloy of lead with all these

elements to which S, O and Si may come
in addition. Part of these admixtures will

segregate when the metal is cooled form-
ing werkbleischlicker" or lead dross on
the surface. This contains the largest

portion of impurities in the principal

metal and owes its segregation to the

formation of specifically lighter insoluble

compounds, somewhat in the same man-
ner in which from a solution of a sub-

stance saturated at a certain temperature,

other substances more difficult of solution,

but present in small quantities only, will

segregate on cooling. It would lead too

far to enter into the details of the theory

of this unmixing process, suffice it to re-

fer to the work of van t'Hoff on the origin

of natural salt deposits where the similar

phenomena occurring in solutions are dis-

cussed at some length, which will throw
light on the subject in question. The
only difference is in the solvents and the

temperatures applied.

RkfiiNinc by Segregation Possible

The property of unmixing, peculiar in

a particular measure to le::d alloys, has

been variously used for the further treat-

ment of furnace bullion. Thus the liqua-

tion of argentiferous copper-lead alloys,

and the Pattison and the zinc-desilveriz-

ation processes are based upon it. Al-

though by slow cooling and repeated re-

moval of the solidified crusts even a

strongly alloyed lead would yield a cer-

tain portion of pure lead or, by repeated

coolings below the melting point and re-

heating ultimately all the foreign metals

might be eliminated, these processes are

generally too slow and expensive in prac-

tice. Especially the last traces of the im-

purities whose quantity frequently plays

;:n important part in the commercial uses

of the metal, are retained according to

the law of masses. For this reason in

practice usually no importance is at-

tached to a complete removal of the

speiss-forming metals in the furnace

dross (werkbleischlicker), particularly if

the quantity of the foreign metals ad-

mixed is such that a refining operation in

the softening furnace has to precede the

desilverizing process. If the quantity of

impurities is inconsiderable, that is to say,

if ores and fluxing materials are clean,

the small amount of schlicker may be
concentrated by systematic smelting to a
speiss in the case of As and Sb being

present while in the presence of S the

foreign metals will be separated as a

matte.

With larger quantities of foreign met-

als the separation will take place not

only in the schlickers but also in the

drosses from the softening operation,

while a portion will enter the matte if any
be formed. The speiss separation will

then have to be looked for principally in

the reducing smelting of these by-pro-

ducts according as they contain As and
Sb and one may work for a concentration

by smelting them jointly. If the quanti-

ties of foreign metals in the furnace

charge are large speiss will be formed
in the first reducing smelting along with

matte, furnace bullion and schlicker. Ac-

cording to the proportion between the

foreign metals, the operation of the fur-

nace, the course of reduction, the smelt-

ing temperature and the composition of

the ensuing slag under otherwise equal

conditions a speiss of varying composi-
tion will be produced. The speisses from

other smelting processes, for instance

copper, will show a similar behavior.

Difficulties in Speiss Treatment

Beside the difficulty of procuring a

uniform product to start on, the relatively

low melting point of the speiss (between
that of pure metal and matte) constitutes

a further one in speiss treatment. Ac-

tually the difficulties were so great that

formerly the beneficiation of the speiss

was only undertaken, as for instance at

Freiberg, when the problem of the recov-

ery of notable amounts of precious metals

like Ag, Au and Pt presented itself while

Pb, Cu, Sb and As were largely sacri-

ficed
1

. At various works, speisses con-

taining from three to 8-H oz. Ag were
given up as worthless after numerous
fruitless trials of roasting them in heaps,

stalls and reverberatories. It seemed,

therefore, well worth while to subject the

possibility of a further beneficiation of

these speisses to a closer examination.

With this end in view a number of years

ago a series of tests were made on
speisses produced at a certain smeltery,

the analyses of which gave the composi-
tions as shown in the accompanying table.

These will give an idea of the variety in

xOf. II. I\ ColltnB 111 (lie K\<:. \\i, Mis.
Jodrn., Feb. •-•:!. 1905, according i<> whom :it

Laurlum, Or ;e, sprissc s with i per cent
I'l,

:
:: oz. Ag per ton : 03.8 per cent. Fe 1 1 !o

Nl i'.m |: 20.78 per cent. As: 0.03 per cent.
''ii

: 1.01 per cent. S: were thrown over (he
< 1 1 1 1 >

i
j ,-is worthless.
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I the composition of the speisses at the

same works under varying conditions.

I will here outline the few methods
which, according to the numerous ex-

|

periments made, seemed to offer some
prospect for practical realization. I also

refer the reader to a paper by Hiibner,

which discusses a series of such possi-

, bilities".

Removal of Arsenic First Problem

As a conditio sine qua non for further

decomposition and beneficiation a remov-

al of As (or Sb) has to be striven for,

whereafter by repeated smelting and

slagging of the Fe, a concentration of

valuable metal with separation of part of

the reduced metals ensues, or, by intro-

duction of S in the form of poor matte

or other sulphur-bearing raw or inter-

mediate products (lead sulphate, spent

pyrites, pyrite, etc.), a matte essentially

easier to work is produced. It was,

therefore, obvious to seek first to effect a

simple, perfect and economical roasting

of the speiss, leaving aside renewed ex-

periments in that direction in heaps,

kilns, stalls and reverberatory furnaces,

since these, owing to the variability of

the material and the easy fusion of some
speisses which takes 'place before the

temperature required for oxidation and

volatilization of As to As^O :: is reached,

offered little prospect of success. My
later experience has proved that these

speisses can be roasted well in a rever-

beratory furnace if the material is finely

pulverized and intimately mixed with

substances impeding quick fusion. I may
state beforehand that ground limestone,

speiss already roasted, iron oxide in any
form (purple ore) have proved to be most

appropriate. Mechanical power for

crushing the materials, low wages for the

long and onerous furnace work, and

cheap coal are important factors to carry

this roasting method to a successful

issue.

Speiss Converting

Melting of the speiss and its treatment

in the molten state by a strong air cur-

rent forced into or on the speiss bath

appeared to be promising. Indeed exper-

iments on that line especially with air

rich in oxygen yielded favorable results.

The heat evolved in consequence of the

oxidation of As and Sb, and probably of

iron, suffices to keep the speiss liquid and
accessible to the blast without any fur-

ther supply of heat from the outside and
to volatilize the As,^ and Sb.Cv. formed.

A process analogous to the bessemeriz-
ing of copper could be well adapted to

speiss if an appropriate material for lin-

ing the converter could be found. The
speisses have the property of dissolving

not only the metals, especially iron, cop-

per and bronze, rapidly, but also slagging
and thereby destroying fireproof mater-

s"Gl«ickauf," 41, 1903, p. 6.

ial, acid as well as basic. The most re-
sisting material proved to be graphite
mixed with fireclay which could, how-
ever, not be packed tight enough to pro-
tect the walls of the vessel from corro-
sion. Perhaps the melting might be ef-
fected in an electrical furnace in which
the thickness of the walls is no impedi-
ment to the transmission of heat and
melting and oxidation could take place in
the same vessel. Experiments in that di-
rection could not be made at the time,
so we can only make the suggestion.

Chlorine Smelting Unsuccessful

Corresponding difficulties presented
themselves in treating a speiss by a cur-
rent of dry chlorine gas, although the
removal of As and Sb was a perfect
success. The cost of treating large
quantities of speiss by this method was
excessive. Subsequently a chloridizing
roast with NaCl ; or rUSO,, MnO, and
NaCl was tried. This scheme appears
advantageous in case at least a part of
the metals are extracted from a solution
of the roasted speiss by electrolysis. At
the present time wet chemical methods

lar weights. Since speiss is far easier to

melt than lead-sulphide ores combined
« ith gangue or limestone and the evolution
Of heat is here much greater, as a trial

with pure speiss proved by fusing imme-
diately upon forcing blast through it,

means had to be found to prevent the
melting of the whole mass. This was
achieved by mixing the finely ground
speiss with infusible substances like

limestone, acid slags (from copper-matte
smelting), sand or fragments of firebrick.

Method Varied to Suit Material

From the composition of the speiss, and
its fuel content (As, Sb, S), the quantity
of substances to be added could be calcu-
lated in every case. The mixture was,
according to its composition, either wholly
heated to a dark red heat, drawn into a con-
verter and air forced through or, only a

part was heated, raw mixture added and
then blown. In this manner the greater

portion of the As and Sb was volatilized

as As,0, and Sb.O with the gases. These
oxides could be collected in a flue. Only
after the removal of the largest portion
of As and Sb sintering took place. My

COMPOSITION 01 SPEISSES

Pb,
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Part of the Ni and Co went into the

n:atte which contained about

By the addition of corresponding quanti-

: poor lead matte to the roasting

charge the temperature for roasting can

-ily regulated, as also the amount

of Cu and Pb to be collected in the

sequent concentrating

smelting of the partially roasted matte

almost the whole content of Co and Ni

red in a speiss containing 6.5

d Co. A further concen-

tration of the speiss containing 12.5 per

cent. Ni and Co from the original speiss

containing 3.4 per cent. Ni and Co could

not be undertaken tor want of sufficient

material. If the concentration can be

carried out in the same ratio a second

smelting should yield a speiss of 45 per

cent. Ni and Co. a result which has never

been attained by the methods heretofore

employed. According to the deductions

of Gunther the further treatment of a 45

per cent. Ni and Co speiss by electrolysis

would not meet with any special difficul-

ties; one of the many possible methods of

treatment in the wet way would also

recommend itself in this case. (For ex-

ample, the decomposition could be easily

shovelful of live coals and on that fuel

is piled up and the blast turned on to set

it fairly on fire. Then another thin layer

of limestone is put on and the charging

of the speiss mixture begun. In this

manner the perforated plate serving as a

grate is protected from immediate contact

with the fire and kindling material and a

direct action of the fire prevented which

would cause the lower speiss particles

to slag too fast and solidify prematurely.

In consequence of that the access of air

to the upper parts of the charge would

be interrupted, which is to be avoided.

It is advisable to perform the charging in

two sections commencing with one-fourth

of the mixture and adding the balance

when the reaction begins. In this way as

much as 2500 kg. (5500 lb.) of charge

were successfully roasted down to from

3 to 5 per cent. As in about five hours.

Slacked Lime Unsatisfactory

It was of theoretical and practical in-

terest to notice casually that slacked lime

instead of ground limestone would not do.

From this it may be inferred that actu-

ally, as was surmised long ago, the par-

ticles of limestone in losing their CO- by
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is distributed uniformly over the mass

(just as in the case of the escape of CO,

from limestone), separated so far that a

union of the melted particles previous to

the loss of all the As and subsequent

solidification cannot take place; the mass

must, therefore, remain porous and open

to the passage of air. The roasted prod-

uct forms also in this case a homogen-

eous, spongy, porous mass, while in

blowing the speisses poor in arsenic, ow-

ing to imperfect mixture, frequently un-

changed parts inside of the porous mass

may be observed, which generally show

a higher percentage of As.

Mechanical Condition Important

Possibly during the" loss of the first

20 per cent. As part of the Fe has been

oxidized already and acts on the remain-

der of the speiss in the sense above men-

tioned as a flux. As already stated, pure-

ly mechanical (intermolecular) incidents

play an important part in the blast-roast-

ing process of lead ores as well as, un-

doubtedly, in the dearsenicization pro-

cesses. These deductions, probably pub-

lished first in "Theoretical Considerations

on Lead-Ore Roasting," have recently

been confirmed by E. J. Kohlmeyer4
, as

he says: "In general, the view of the

mechanical effect of fluxes, of the separ-

ation of the lead particles to make them

accessible to oxidation will have to be

maintained." A contemporaneous chemi-

cal action of the ingredients among

themselves in consequence of oxidation,

or of the particles of the fluxes may, of

course, frequently cooperate insofar as

new compounds are formed, which influ-

ence the melting point of the mass and

the procedure of the thermo-chemical re-

actions.

Without doubt, investigations on the

influence of ferrites possibly formed in

the course of the process would be

of great interest after Kohlmeyer and

Hilpert in their researches
5 have opened

such numerous new perspectives for

the better understanding of the im-

portance of ferrites in metallurgical

processes. The real foundations for

these methods are unquestionably the

thermo-chemical reactions which need,

however, further clearing up. A previous

determination of the melting points of

speiss and the fluxes used for their mix-

tures and a close observation of the ther-

mic phenomena taking place in the

course of dearsenicization would, of

course, afford important knowledge and

practical hints for this new process

which, for the present, like most of these

processes, has engendered as many theo-

retical problems as solved.

If these lines should incite to new
investigations on the subject treated by

our splendidly equipped metallurgical in-

'Metallurgie, 1010. Vol. VII, p. 204.

"TJeber CaMumferrite ;" Metallurgie, 1010,
Vol. VII. p. 193.

stitutions, their purpose would be well

attained. By the dearsenicization pro-

cess described, a means has been found
to render the utilization of bothersome
and heretofore worthless by-products

economically possible. Even where the

beneficiation by older processes was pos-

sible it will be signally cheaper by the

new process. The advantages accruing
from the abbreviation of the process, the

supplanting of human labor by machinery
and the production of a lumpy, instead of

pulverulent roasted material so much
more advantageous to the succeeding

smelting process, cannot be overlooked.

Broken Hill Proprietary

Company
According to the report of the Broken

Hill Proprietary Company for the half

year ended Nov. 30, 1910, dividend pay-

ments are continued at the rate of 25 per

cent, per annum, besides 10 per cent,

depreciation on the property being pro-

vided. This company has paid 3019 per

cent, in dividends and bonuses since its

formation in 1885, and still has a sur-

plus equal to 153 per cent, of its capital

stock. No mining operations were car-

ried on in the period under review, but

the mine is now in good shape to be re-

opened. Labor has again been scarce,

and a general increase in wages had to

be allowed.

The work of the new zinc-concentration

plant is said to be excellent. Five of the

furnaces in the spelter plant are com-

plete, and the remaining five will soon

be finished. A mechanical roaster is be-

ing pushed, and when complete, will en-

able all 10 furnaces to be placed in com-

mission. During the six months 204,193

tons of tailings were put through the

lead-concentration plant from which 6954

tons of lead concentrates were produced

containing 50.72 per cent, lead and 26.4

oz. per ton silver; 16,155 tons of slimes,

and the residue of 179,713 tons was

sent to the zinc-concentration plant.

From this was produced 43.907 tons

of zinc concentrates carrying 46.06 per

cent, zinc, 6.3 per cent, lead, and 12.49

oz. silver. The new zinc plant has five

flotation pans; with a total capacity of

2400 tons of tailings per day. During

the year 3432 tons of sulphuric acid were

manufactured, 1400 tons being made by

roasting blende. Of this 2459 tons were

used by the Broken Hill Proprietary

Company, and 973 tons sold.

The residue from the zinc-distillation

furnaces is sent back to the lead blast

furnaces, and are said to give a good

return. They carry about 9 per cent,

lead and 25 oz. silver. In the lead-smelt-

ing department, the following material

was put through the furnaces: Oxidized

ores, including ores purchased, 10,994

tons; converted concentrates and slimes,

70,934 tons; sintered slimes, 8282 tons;

residues from zinc-distillation plant. 1221

tons; drosses, 6450 tons; flue du~-

tons; total, (J8,842 tons, producing 49,591

tons of bullion.

The regular roasting department treated

57,818 tons of material during the year,

the Carmichael-Bradford plant. 18,325

tons. Both these plants will soon be

superseded by Dwight-LIoyd machines.

Sloss-Sherfield Report

The Sloss-Sheffield Steel and Iron

Company owns extensive coal and iron-

ore lands in Alabama, besides operating

coke ovens, blast furnaces and steel

works. Its capital account shows $10,-

000,000 common stock, $6,700,000 pre-

ferred stock and $400,000 bonds. The

report for the year ended Nov. 30, 1910,

states that the gross sales and earnings

were $5,020,177, a decrease of $1,377,-

784 from 1909. The income account for

the year is as follows:

Profits on pig iron SIT) )"7
Profits on coal and coke
Rents, Interest, etc 254,004

Total nel earnings $1,001,001

General expenses and taxes $119,478
Interest on bonds 210.11011

Dividends 84 1.

Total payments sir.

Deficit si 7i'. 177
Balance forward from 1909 3,279,522

Surplus. Dec. 31, 1010 $3,107,045

Charges deducted before ascertaining

net earnings included allowances for de-

pletion of coal and ore mines and 25c.

per ton on pig iron for repairs and re-

newal of furnaces. Dividends paid in-

cluded $469,000, or 7 per cent., on pre-

ferred, and $375,000, or 3-34 per cent., on

common stock.

The president's report says: "We de-

livered during the fiscal year 120,000 tons

less than in 1909, which caused us to

add largely to the accumulated stock of

iron in our furnrce yards. Thee result of

the year's business of the company was

not satisfactory; but this was due not so

much to the conditions of the trade as to

the misfortune which overtook the com-

pany near the close of the last fiscal year,

ir. the flooding of the two slopes of its

Sloss ore mines. The output of these

mines is now steadily increasing, and we
hope before long to have the output up

to normal. While the output has not as

yet reached a nominal tonnage, we are

receiving sufficient tonnage of this ore

to reduce the cost of iron for January

in the Birmingham furnaces over SI.50

per ton below the average cost of

the first six months of the year.

The working capital showed a de-

crease in the year of S41ti.OOO, which

is due to decline in the market value of

securities, the heavy expenditures neces-

sitated by the flooding of the ore mines,

the opening of the third iron-ore mine at

Irondale. refitting Nos. 1 and 2 furnaces,

and a deficit for the year of $172,000 af-

ter dividend payments "
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Boston Consolidated Mill—II
The : titration in the Bing-

copper ore Is mainly upon

pyrite which accompanies

the copper sulphide?. This ratio varied

in t>r the Boston Consol-

idated Co.- ipany trom 19:1 to

20:1. The pulp from each six stamps

vent to a three-compartment clas-

sifier where it was separated into

three products and an overflow. The

overflow from the four classifiers in each

unit went to two distributers, each of

which fed six 8- ft. Callow cones, having

E ol 60 deg. A clear overflow was

obtained from these 12 thickening cones,

which was taken to a sump and then

pumped back to the reservoir on the hill

above the mill. The thickened underflow,

which consisted almost entirely of par-

ticles that would pass a 200-mesh screen,

went to the four lower tables on the Wil-

fley floor of each unit, but these tables

By Claude T. Rice

All the first concentration

was done by Wilfley tables.

The tailings were classified

ami retreated on II ilfleys,

Johnston tables and man-

ners. About 6ooo gal. of

water per nun. used; recov-

ery 71.7 per cent., at a cost of

about 51.5c. per ton of ore.

from the tables, while the feed water for

the tables was carried in pipes placed in

the tunnels under the mill and was

brought up to the tables by goose-neck

extensions through the floor. The con-

Close Classification the Basis of

Close Saving

Screen analyses show the excellence

of the classification accomplished in this

mill. The pulp going to the first six

tables contained 62.5 per cent, on a 50-

mesh screen. In the pulp from the sec-

ond spigot were the particles that ranged

between 50-mesh and 200-mesh, the

bulk of these staying on a 120-mesh

screen. The pulp from the third spigot

contained the heavier particles of the

battery pulp that passed a 200-mesh

screen, the lighter portion being in the

settled product that went to the last four

Wilfleys in a unit. It was mainly because

of the close classification at this mill

that a high saving was made, and also

because the finer portion of the pulp was

subjected to different types of concen-

trating action, first on the Wilfley tables,

Vanner and Wilfley Sections, Boston Consolidated Mill, Garfield, Utah

did rot make tailings, the pulp from them

being retreated on vanners on the floor

below.

The combined flow from the first spig-

ots of the four classifiers in each unit

to six Wilfley tables, while the com-

bined pulp from the second spigots went

to a second group of six Wilfley tables

and the combined flow from the last spig-

ots went to a third group of six Wilfley

The 22 Wilfley tables were ar-

ranged in two rows of 1 1 each, heads to

heads, the rows running lengthwise with

the slope of the terrace. The driving pul-

ind shafting were carried by a low

structure springing from the mill founda-

tion and of such hinht that the longest

belt d - On this

mounted the two 30-h.p. n

each of which li 11 tables.

Each line of shaftir ; Aided with

a friction clutch. All the W
rn.

J the

pulp launders, so a

centrates, middlings and tail products

from the tables, as well as the slime

waters, which, by the way, go to the

vanners for retreatment, all dropped into

different launders in the tunnel under

the section. An accompanying illustra-

tion shows the arrangement of the Wil-

fley tables, which was unique in tins

mill. It also shows the manner of light-

ing, through gables over the center of

each unit in the mill, and also the small

amount of waste head room above the

table floor, which in most mills is so

large and in winter forms such a useless

tax on the heating system.

The accompanying sectional eleva-

tion of 'he mill also shows the low

character of the mill building pos-

sible with this type of table arrangement,

which results in a less expensive struc-

ture of the mill. Moreover, the use of

the auxiliary structure for carrying the

Shafting gives greater safety to the oiler

has a better chance to get at the

bearings than is the case when the driv-

lafl is carried by the frame of the

building.

as this is adapted best to the saving of

the larger particles and then on the van-

ners, which on account of the gentleness

o.
e

their motion are adapted best to the

saving of the smaller particles.

Advantages of Wilfleys Followed by

Vanners

Moreover, by doing the bulk of the

concentration on the Wilfley tables a

richer and cleaner concentrate is obtained

than if most of the concentrating be

done on vanners. This is true even when
the Wilfley table is treating a pulp that

will pass a 150-mesh screen, for the Wil-

fley makes a middling product into which

the finer sulphides can be thrown along

with a considerable part of the silica,

•which, in the case of the vanner, would

have to go into the heads rather than let

the sulphide be lost. The cleaner the

concentrates the less is the amount of

tin silica in them and the less the pen-

alty at the smeltery. The silica is a

detrimenl in the concentrates not merely

on account of its being penalized by the

smelter, but also because it increases the
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tonnac. that must be

red to get the cop;

Tailings from F. . eys

Each of the first two groups of six

made Tour products in its op-

neentrates. slime water,

middlings and tailings, the last of which

in the first two grot: tables

went to tilings averaged

5 per cent, copper. The

gs from the first two groups of Wil-

.Mes amounted to about 55 to 57

per cent, of the total tailings made by the

mill, and it was due to the low grade of

these tailings that the mill was able to

make a saving of about 70 per cent, on

5 per cent. head.

The middlings from the first two

groups of six Wilfleys went to a hydraulic

classifier on the vanner floor, which di-

vided them into two sizes, the coarser

of which was retreated on a Wilfley and

the finer on a Johnston. The middlings

from the last Wilfley went with the con-

centrates, while the Johnston and the

>X'ilfley both made tailings. The slime

waters from the tables went to this same

classifier, which removed any sand that

might be in them, and then the over-

flow went to six 8- ft. Callow cones,

which fed the thickened product to two

T^hnston vanners.

The middlings from the third group of

six Wilfley tables went to two 8-ft. Cal-

low cones to be dewatered. and then the

thickened underflow was treated on six

Johnston tables. The tailings from the

third group of six. together with the

tailings and the middlings from the last

group of four Wilfley tables, went to the

four 8-ft. Callow cones and after being

dewatered were treated on nine Johnston

tables. All the Johnston tables made

tailings.

Vanner Arrangement

The vanners were arranged in four

main rows and one minor row, having

four vanners to a section. The driving

shafts for the vanners were placed so

that the maximum length of drive was

12 ft. These vanners were driven in

three units by two 40-h.p. and one 20-

•jotors, each connected through a

friction clutch with the driving shafts.

The nec« |
lacing the vanners

so that they run with the slope of the

terrac. :cJ a shutting off of the

ad lighting to some extent, but

much as in many mills. Still the

arrangement of the feed launders was not

od as could have been obtained had

a trunk-launder system of distributing

•ilp among the different vanners

The van:
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and the vanners were found to require

about a third of a horsepower. The van-

ners were fitted with Shackelford con-

veyers for the concentrates. This con-

veyer consists of a notched piece of tim-

ber fastened by two arms to the vanner

body. The notches are so turned that

they move the concentrates forward to-

Filter on Concentrate Bins Not Used

The concentrates from the vanners and
the Wilfley tables joined and were taken
in one main launder to concrete settling

bins near the railroad tracks below the

mill. These concentrate bins were
equipped with a filter bottom, but the vac-

v ater overflowed from one tank to an-

other and then was returned to the mill.

/Iter a tank had been filled the feed was
shut off, and the tank allowed to drain

tor 15 hours. Then the concentrates

were loaded into cars by means of a

clam-shell bucket, operated by a track

derrick tended by one man and a helper.

TABLE OF COSTS AND OPERATING DATA. BOSTON CONSOLIDATED MILL FEBR1 VRY, L908, TO JAN1 VRY

Tons ore milled
Average heads
Average tails

Indie, extraction, per ct

Actual extract. .percent
Tons concentrates
Ratio of concentration..
Assay of concentrate . .

Copper produced, lb. . . .

Possible stamp hours.

.

Stamp hours run
Stamp hours lost

Tons per stamp day. .

.

Total cost mil'gperton.c

Detail Costs, Cents:
Weighing
Unloading
Crushing
Stamps
Callow tanks
Wilfleys
Vanners
Launders
Water
Concentrate bins
Heating
General (mill)

Total cost as above . .

.

*Power
Screen cloth
Shoes and dies

Feb.

0.307
s L>s

0.270
67 1

70.0
746

12.50
. 22

99,880

0.80

'

7 '. 50
23.70
1.90
5.30
5.30
1.40

15.50
0.80

i.5 .">o

77.70

March

7,857
1 . 330
0.440

67.7
70. X
945
8.30
7.39

139,862
44,352
36,585
7,767

5 . 1

5

loo.oo

0.96
2 . 70
8.60

31.04
LM'O
7.70
6 . 57
1.70

16.18
0.98

2K37

100.00

April

14,800
1.440
0. 160

68
70.7
1,223
12 15
1 1 . 80
288,628
51,840
is,:; i.-,

3,495
7 35

65 . 90

0. 11

1.12
4.31
26.93

1 . 25
3.23
2.94
o.ss
13.85
0.77

May

15,576
I 380
ii 135

Us :;

7n 9
1,190
13.00
12.30
292,740
no,sin
54,68o
5,795

6.83

73.00

10.21

0.32
1 . 56
3 . 70

29.3
1.60
2.98
3.11
0.93
16.59
0.92

1 J
'. 99

6.'.
. 90 73 . 00

June

21 L87
1 510
ii 160

69 6
71 .;

1,304
16 20
1

7

. 50
156,400
69,120
66,275
2, St.",

7 70

54 52

2 1

0.97
2.79

24.24
1.39
2 Hi

2.21
0.93
10.62

85

7 s 7

54 52 52.23

32.20 3S . 18
4.60
1.40

22 .

6.00
2.70

20.3
7.30
2.00

14.

8

8.10
2 .

10

13.46
7.30
2 . 30

L3.75 13.1 ll.o
6.70 7.06 5.50
2.30 1.20 ; 85

12.95
1 52
2 06

Included in total milling cost per ton, but given as additional information.

TABLE OF COSTS AND OPERATING DATA, BOSTON CONSOLIDATED MILL—FEBRUARY, 1909, TO JANUARY, 1910
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they as well as the concentrates were

ed by means of a teeter-box samp-

ler, the modification at the Boston mill

being the hanging of the cutter from a

track above the splash of the water so

a winter there was no danger of ice

stopping the action of the sampler. The

sample cutter had an opening :

> in. wide

and a cut was taken every 20 min. The

were sampled every 20 min. as the

to operate the stamps, 200 h.p. to run

the Wilfley tables and the Johnston van-

ners, 900 h.p. to drive the tailings-pond

pumps, and 150 h.p. to serve the other

pumps. The current was supplied by the

Telluride Power Company at 40,000 volts

in a reinforced-concrete transformer

house, placed between the crusher build-

ing and the main mill, where this power

was stepped down. In this transformer

- \ CONSOLIDATED MILL—Monthly
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the engines used to drive the blowers, and
whatever other steam was necessary to

raise the air to the proper temperature

was added as live steam from the boilers.

A fair average for the tailings coming
from the first two groups of Wilfley

tables, when the mill was treating a head

between 1.5 and 1.6 per cent, copper,

was, as has been said, between 0.3 and

0.35 per cent, copper. The grade of the

tailings from the tables treating the finer

sand was about the same, while the tail-

ings from the vanners handling the sandy

part of the slime pulp averaged between

0.2 and 0.25 per cent. The great loss

was in the treatment of the finest of the

slimes, as the tailings from the slime van-

ners handling the finest pulp ran between

0.4 and 0.6 per cent. Consequently the

average grade of the tailings was about

0.45 per cent, copper, as can be seen

from looking at an accompanying table

which shows that the monthly averages of

the tailings from the whole plant va-

ried from 0.27 per cent, in February,

1908, to 0.549 per cent, in January, 1910.

The average of the tailings assays for

the fiscal year beginning Oct. 1, 1908,

was 0.449 per cent., while the extraction

during that year was 71.7 per cent, on

a head that assayed 1.518 per cent, cop-

per. The total cost of the milling was
about 51.5c. per ton, including every

charge but depreciation of plant.

The cost of this mill was $1,250,000,

and it had a capacity, without crowding,

of 3300 tons per day. By the expendi-

ture of a small amount to give additional

capacity in the coarse-crushing depart-

ment, the mill could easily have been

brought up to over 4200 tons a day.

These facts stand out in sharp contrast

to the cost of erecting several of the

other large concentrating mills of the

country. The reason for this low cost

of construction was mainly that the mill

building was designed sensibly. The main

building was low and the main shaftings

were carried from structures springing

from their own foundations and inde-

pendent of the main building. Moreover,

there was a large saving in belting. There

was no great expenditure of money in

special forms of machinery, and no roy-

alties.

This article was originally written be-

fore the complete disintegration of the

Boston mill had taken place, but owing

to delays in printing, it now appears as

an obituary, as a record of the past, and

consequently in revising it the past tense

has been substituted.

Before closing, I wish to call attention

to a slight error in the middle column of

p. 819 in the issue of April 22. Where
reference was made to the size of open-

ing in the trommels used in the coarse-

crushing department, the diameter of

the holes in the trommel should have

read \y2 in. instead of Y? inch.

Ore Conveyer of Unusual
Length

By John S. Watts*

The iron-ore conveyer, built by I.

Matheson & Co., Ltd., of New Glasgow,
Nova Scotia, for conveying ore from a
storage bin on the shore of Annapolis
basin to the pocket on the end of the
wharf, whence it is delivered by a chute
to the hold of a steamer, is of interest
from its length. It is, I believe, the long-
est conveyer of the bucket type so far
built in one length. The ore is mined at
Torbrook and shipped by rail to Port
Wade, a distance of about 50 miles.

The buckets travel on a practically level
grade under the storage bin and along the
wharf for 838 ft. and then run up a slope
of 33':. deg. for 173 ft. to the top of the
outer pocket into which they empty.
There are 806 buckets, each of which will

hold 1200 lb. of iron ore when full. The
specified capacity of the conveyer is 2000
tons per hour, at a speed of 200 ft. per

The Emjinnring j Mining Journal

Conveyer Bucket and Sprocket

min., which demands an average load of

833 lb. in each bucket.

The buckets, as shown in the accom-
panying illustration have an overhanging

lip, which prevents any ore from falling

between the buckets, and allows the buck-

ets to be loaded by chutes without the in-

tervention of any special filling arrange-

ments. This figure also shows the driv-

ing sprocket. The conveyer is driven

from the shore end, as the wharf was

thought to be unable to carry the engines

and boilers safely. The engines have a

pinion on the crank shaft which meshes

with the gear on the countershaft and

the two pairs of gears reduce the speed

from 185 r.p.m. at the engines to 13

r.p.m. at the sprockets.

The conveyer wheels are 12 in. in di-

ameter and are lubricated by screw-down

grease cups, the wheel having a groove

cast around the bore to increase the

amount of grease carried by each wheel,

and thus allow a longer run than would

be advisable with the small amount of

grease that can be put in the small-size

grease cup that the space at disposal will

*P. O. Box 553, New Glasgow, Nova Scotia.

accommodate. When it is remembered
that there arc Hi 12 of these grease cups
to be screwed off, filled and replaced, it

will be seen that the lubrication of the
machine is no small contract. TIk en-
gines are two 14xl8-in. on a common
crank shaft, running at 185 r.p.m. and
rated at 400 h.p., using steam at 125 lb.

boiler pressure.

Some idea of the magnitude of this

machine can be gained by the following
figures. The 806 conveyer buckets with
their links, axles and wheels weigh 342,-
000 lb., and when loaded the total weight
to be moved is 742,000 lb., of which 69,-

000 lb. is on an incline of 33 '
.'. deg., be-

ing the weight of the ore in the buckets
on the slope, the buckets themselves be-
ing balanced by those going down the

slope.

At the outer end is a pair of massive
take-up bearings, 6-in. bore. The reason
for making the conveyer so long was to

get out to deep water, and thus enable
the ship to float at all stages of the tide,

the tide at Port Wade rising 26 ft., and
there is 26 ft. of water at low tide at

the end of the wharf.

Tin Mining in China
According to Leo A. Bergholz, U. S.

consul-general at Canton, the tin mines
of Kochiu extend over a large area. The
ore is won through slopes usually at an an-

gle of about 45 deg. Some of these slopes

are over half a mile in length. With-
out exception they are very narrow and
low, the larg:st one in the district being

only 4 ft. high and a little over 3 ft.

wide.

For miners, half-grown boys are

in demand, as their small stature gives

them an advantage in these narrow gal-

leries. The ore is generally ferruginous

and contains traces of lead. At the mouth
of the mine it is dressed to a grade of

about 60 per cent. tin. The smelting fur-

naces, of which there are about 30 in the

district, are crude affairs. The blast is

furnished by bellows of wood, each re-

quiring three men to work it. Ten men
in all are employed at a furnace. Char-

coal is used for fuel.

Greek Mineral Production

The Greek government mining depart-

ment has just published the following sta-

tistics of the minerals produced during

1909 and 1908:

Iron on-
Zinc ore
Lead ore
Magnesite
Emery
Sulphur
( Ihrome ore
Iron pyriti a

Lignite
Manganese ore
Nickel oi

Li
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Concentration in the Joplin

District

By J. H. Dietz*

To the newcomer in the Joplin mining

.-. be he the proverbial tenderfoot

or an experienced operator from else-

where, the concentration of Joplin ores

presents some confusing problems. If he

•ning the erection of a concentra-

tion plant and begins a study of existing

plants as a basis for his own. he is soon

involved in a thousand controversies.

The wide diversity of ores in the Joplin

.: is not generally appreciated, even

among the best engineers. This diversity-

is not great in physical appearance, and

less in chemical analysis, but becomes

evident in the finer details of concentra-

tion.

Take, for instance, the use of tables,

which, until recently, has generally been

considered unprofitable. Those who are

using tables successfully for the recovery

of fines will now tell you that tables will

pay on any of this ore if they are proper-

ly handled, but this is not the case, and

of the men who are using tables not

more than 10 per cent, are getting the

full value of their tables. Probably not

more than 25 per cent, of the mills con-

taining tables are dewatering the tailings

from their roughing jigs and settling this

water to feed their tables, the other 75

per cent, using at least a portion of this

water, which may be rich in fine ore, to

wash their tailings to the tailings eleva-

tors. Of the 25 per cent, not more than 5

per cent, are using adequate settling

tanks for a thorough recovery. On the

other hand, there are mines in this dis-

trict in which the iron slimes easily, so

that no matter how carefully the screen-

ing and settling of water is done, the re-

sulting concentrate on the table will be

so high in iron as to be unmarketable.

No table has yet been used here that can

successfully separate the iron and blende

in sludge form, although vanners have

not been tried.

Fine grinding is generally condemned,

but in the majority of cases it is doubt-

ful if proper provision was made for the

recovery of the product after it was

ground. It is probable that in the major-

ity of the mills in this district fine grind-

!I not pay, but that it will pay in

some cases has been demonstrated at the

Gray Fagle mine, near Lincolnville. In

this, as in nearly every other detail of

milling, the operator must learn that what

method he must adopt depends entirely

upon the nature of his own ore. From

would appear that the task of de-

signing a mill to handle a given ore

would be almost insurmountable, and that

it has often proved

the district will demonstrate. Pro

should always be made in financing a

•

new mill to provide for careful experi-

menting to determine the best methods,

and the mill design should be flexible and

spouting arranged so that material may
be handled in different ways. Progress

in concentration has been slow in the dis-

trict, because success or failure depends

to so large an extent on the richness of

the mine. Ore that runs 5 per cent,

of blende will pay well with the crudest

kind of milling, while ore that runs 2

per cent, will make a failure with the

best. Frequently refinements in concen-

tration are blamed for failures, due to the

playing out of the mine, and the natural

tendency here at least is to take the
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Zinc Mill Flow Sheet

cream, if the mine is rich, and let large

additional profits go through bad man-

agement and careless milling.

Two new plants are now being built in

the district that are departures from the

southwest Missouri system of roughing

and cleaning jigs and their success or

failure will mean much to the future con-

centration of Joplin ores. One is the mill

of tlie Hackett Mining Company, west of

Joplin, and the other that being built

by the Petersburg Land and Mining Com-
pany, near Quapaw, Okla. Both are us-

ing tin i/iiu- Bystem, with careful saving

of fines in large settling tanks, hydraulic

classification, and large table capacity.

The Hackett mill is using the new Rich-

ards jigs and pulsating classifiers, and
the Petersburg mill an improved type of

Cooley jig and Richards hydraulic classi-

fiers. Both of these mills represent the

best methods in mill design and con-

struction, and it is greatly to be hoped
that the richness of the ground on which

they are located will make them financial

successes, as that will do much toward

better methods of concentration in the

Joplin district, while failure of the mines
will be a distinct setback to improved
ideas of concentration on account of the

inability of the average operator to dif-

ferentiate the mining and milling process-

es in either failure or success. The flow

sheet of the Petersburg Land and Mining
Company's mill is given herewith.

Warrior Development Co.

The Warrior Development Company is

operating the Black Warrior mine, near

Miami, Ariz. The report of H. B. Hov-
land, president, recently issued, shows to-

tal receipts from Oct. 14, 1909, to Jan.

1, 1911, of $446,043, and disbursements

(including $124,940 paid on property and

$198,190 spent in operating Montgomery
mine) were $415,915, leaving a balance

on hand of $30,128. During the above

period 31,450 tons of ore, dry weight,

were produced at a cost of $6.4287 per

ton, made up as follows: General ex-

pense, $0.4708; maintenance, $0.1870;

mining, $4.4513; loading and shipping,

$1.3196. The average copper content of

ore mined was 9.6554 per cent. On a

basis of 90 per cent, of assay the aver-

age price of copper received was 12.792c.

per lb. From this must be deducted 2.5c.

for freight, refining and selling, and

8.744c. for mining and smelting, leaving

a net profit of 1.548c' per lb. of copper

produced. The profit per ton, dry weight,

of ore produced was $2.6895.

Active mining is now being conducted

on the Warrior group, where the vein has

been opened for a distance of 2500 ft.

Underground openings total over 12,000

ft The vein on this group is from 20 to

100 ft. wide and the ore so far mined has

been mostly silicates and oxides of cop-

per. Mining is being carried on between

the 200 and 300 levels. The company
plans to ship 125 tons of ore per day dur-

ing 1911 and expects to resume churn-

drill operations.

A recent patent (Brit. Pat. 14,023 of

1910) describes a direct method for the

production of ammonia, by t^e passage

of a mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen

over finely divided osmium or uranium,

or other similar catalytic material. The

operation is conducted under about 100

atmospheres pressure, and the ammonia
is separated from the uncombined gases

by cold.
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Coal Mining Dftnartm^nt
Earthquakes and Mine

Explosions

The probability of some connection be-

tween coal-mine explosions and periods

of earth disturbances seems to be clear-

ly indicated by a comparison of the

dates of these events. In a paper

read before the Western branch of

the Canadian Mining Institute at its re-

cent meeting at Nanaimo, B. C F.

Napier Denison presented the results of

his extended investigations,, stating that

of the 114 colliery disasters, involving

the loss of 3850 lives, that occurred in

North America during the 11 years, 1900

to 1910, inclusive. 48 per cent, happened

on the same day, or within 24 hours before

or after an earthquake shock, as record-

ed bv the seismograph at Victoria. Com-

paring nine disastrous explosions in Eu-

rope and South America, it was discov-

ered that 77 per cent, of them occurred

within 24 hours of a recorded earth-

quake. The year 1910 was notable alike

for the frequency of the earth tremors

and for the number of mine explosions.

Mr, Denison has devoted many years

to the study of this problem, having

charge of two official seismographs in

Victoria, and has had for some time two

others situated at the Western Fuel Com-

pany's mine at Nanaimo. one at the sur-

face and the other at 1000 ft. under-

ground. His investigations have attract-

ed the attention of the late Lord Kelvin,

and of Sir George Darwin, the latter of

whom has actively assisted in the inter-

pretation of Mr. Denison's results. It is

hoped that continued study will reveal

some means by which those conditions

of the earth favorable to the occurrence

of shocks, and consequently to the liber-

ation of explosive gases in mines, can be

prognosticated with sufficient certainty

and previousness to enable official warn-

ings to be issued to the managers of coal

mines, so that they may institute extra

precautions to avoid disasters.

In this connection it is interesting to

note a discussion of the source of explo-

sive gases in mines, by L. Morin, an ab-

stract of which was printed in the

Journal of Sept. 17. 1910. According

to this French engineer, the origin and

the most important source of firedamp in

a coal mine is to be found in adjoining

coal seams, to which connection may be

made by fissures through the intervening

rock strata, produced by the unavoidable

settling that accompanies the extraction

of coal from an underlying seam. A suf-

ficient number of fractures to permit

rapid and unexpected inflow of gas might

readily also be produced by an earth-

quake tremor of no very great amplitude,

especially if this event should happen to

The Important News
Of Coal Mining:
New Appliances,
NewMethods. New
Fields, Colliery
Engineering

coincide, as is not infrequently the case,

with a period of unusually low baro-

metric pressure.

As to the actual cause of mine explo-

sions, Mr. Denison refers to the not

thoroughly understood phenomena of

earth magnetism and electricity. It is

quite possible that the conditions that

cause the phenomena known as electric

storms, aurora, etc., may reach a cul-

minating intensity at times of unrest in

the earth; a fall of rock occurring then

at just the right moment might perhaps

produce a spark sufficient to ignite an ac-

cumulation of explosive mixture. Mr.

Denison advocates strongly that further

investigations of this important question

be prosecuted.

Car Distribution Cases

Washington Correspondence

The Interstate Commerce Commission
has reopened the car distribution cases

which were originally brought upon the

complaint of the Hillsdale Coal and Coke
Company; the Clark Brothers Coal Min-

ing Company; and W. Jacoby & Co.,

against the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany.

In the first opinion in the case, the

commission ruled that discrimination had

been practised against the coal compan-

ies but that it could not award repara-

tion. The decision said: "The majority

io still of the opinion that it is not for

us under the law to assess and determine

the measure of damages thus sustained

by the complaint, that being a judicial

question for the courts."

In reargument just presented to the

commission a few day ago, and speaking

of the interstate commerce act as it now

stands the complainant's attorney said:

"The sweeping provisions of the third

section covered every act which would

subject any particular person, company,

firm, corporation or locality, or any par-

ticular description of traffic to any undue

or unreasonable prejudice or disadvant-

age in any respect whatsoever. It is im-

portant to keep this in mind when the

question is under consideration, whether

or not there has been done, or per-

mitted to be done by the carrier any
act or acts prohibited or declared to

be unlawful, or whether any act or

acts were omitted which the carrier was
required by Act of Congress to do.

The commission has found as a fact

that the rule and regulation of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, dated January

1, 1906, and in force at the time of the

hearing for the distribution of its cars,

was discriminatory, and did subject the

complainant companies to undue and un-

reasonable prejudice and disadvantage as

compared with other shippers. This be-

ing true the rules and regulations bearing

dates respectively, Jan. 4, 1903, and March
29, 1905, must also have been discrim-

inatory and have worked an undue and
unreasonable prejudice and disadvantage

to the complainants. We have then dur-

ing the whole period of time covered by
the complaints, to wit, from Oct. 1, 1903,

to May 1, 1907, rules and regulations of

the defendant company, discriminatory in

the application and operation, and work-

ing undue and unreasonable disadvant-

age, in the distribution of cars as between
the complainants and other shippers."

The attorney went further to examine
the interstate commerce act to show that

the commission is granted power to award
reparation in such instance. He said:

"Thus it will be seen that the act of

Congress not only grants the power, but

imposes the duty on the commission to

award reparation where the facts justify,

and on refusal of the carrier to pay the

amount awarded as damages on the or-

der of the commission, sets forth in

detail the remedy as contained in the

sixteenth section of the act, which I have

quoted. There is nothing in the langu-

age of the act that limits the power of

the commission to award damages only

when a rate has been found to be unjust

?nd unreasonable."

The argument concluded with a sum-
mary of the losses which it was believed

should be paid the complainants.

The commission has also heard reargu-

ment in the cases involving the rate on

coke from the West Virginia and Penn-

sylvania ovens to Chicago. These com-

plaints were brought by the Anaconda

Copper Mining Company, and the Boston

& Montana Consolidated Copper and

Silver Mining Company.

During March over 96.000 acres of

public land in Nevada and Utah were

withdrawn from entry by the Government

on the assumption that these lands con-

tained coal. During the same month

there were restored to entry in Western

States. 1,951,021 acres of land previously

withdrawn.
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Government Coal Mine Experiment
The iust in air

iSfullj demonstrated

in the 100-ft. gallery of the U. S. Bureau

of Mines, at Pittsburg, and in the longer

galleries at Lievin. France, and Altofts.

ad, the next step in investi-

gation of coal-dust explosions by each

of the experiment stations was to

determine the exact conditions under

which such explosions took place. When

conditions were understood, tests

of various preventive measures could

be undertaken with some degree of pre-

cision. Prevention, or at least, limitation

of explosions in mines was. of course,

the real objective of the stations.

The gallery at Lievin. a short length

of which was erected in 1908, was grad-

ually lengthened to a distance of 820

ft.: at Altofts. also erected in 1908, the

gallery was about 950 ft. long, as orig-

inally laid out. In both these galleries

the limitations of strength prevent safe

loading with pure coal dust for more than

nee of 400 to 500 ft.; on loading

beyond this distance the galleries are

somewhat ruptured. The managements

of these stations have expressed the de-

sirability of making tests of coal dust

in longer and stronger galleries, since

it is impossible to solve all the prob-

lems surrounding an explosive in the

short distances now available; more-

over, methods of limiting an explosion

which were successful with a loading of

coal dust for a length of 300 or 400 ft.,

would probably not be so with a longer

loading or a larger explosion.

The director of the Bureau of Mines

and his technical staff, at an early date

appreciated these unavoidable limitations

of the surface gallery, hence desired to

obtain an underground gallery or mine

opening, which would not only enable the

tests to be made on a larger scale than is

possible in external galleries, but in

which experiments could be made under

actual mining conditions. In such an

underground gallery there would be no

restriction as to the ext;nt and violence,

resulting from explosion experiments,

provided a suitable location was secured.

Moreover, the methods of limiting and

preventing explosions, the real objective

of all such investigative work, could he

tried out under real mining conditions.

The Greatest Difficulties

It was foreseen that the greatest diffi-

culties in experimenting in an under-

ground gallery would be:

To obtain certain desired natural

conditions.

mi obtained these, to carry

out and control the experiments in a

scientific way, and be able to get com-

plete • the face of violent explo-

By George S. Rice

Plan
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When the removable sections before

mentioned have been rolled to one side

and a steel door lowered in place to cover

the connection into the air course, ex-

periments can be conducted in the iso-

lated gallery without interfering with op-

erations in the mine.

At the start it is intended that coal dust

explosions shall be originated in the steel

gallery and the explosion will enter the

air course through the branch, pass up
same to the last open crosscut, through

the latter into the main entry and out

to the mouth of same. The crosscuts

will be driven on a circle tangent to the

entries.

This will require one 45 deg. turn

and one semicircular turn of the

explosion wave, a condition which seems
to cause no obstacle in a real mine ex-

plosion, nor does it cause difficulty in the

Altofts gallery. The records of experi-

ments in that gallery show that on the

return side, that is, toward the exhaust

fan, the dust, carried by the air current

and the advance compression wave of the

explosion, has been inflamed and the

flame has passed around a number or all

of the five right-angled turns in that gal-

lery.

The purpose of this method of initiat-

ing explosions in the outside gallery of

the experimental mine is to proceed from
the known conditions in the gallery (as

developed at the Pittsburg gallery) to the

unknown conditions prevailing in mine
entries. There is also another object,

that while entries are being driven it will

give double the length of travel for the

explosive wave and thus allow the trying

out of the mathematical instruments, be-

fore the final explosion experiments

which may be originated in the interior

of the mine.

Firedamp

Besides making investigations of the

explosibility of coal dust in pure air, it

is intended to make tests with small per-

centages of methane in the air. It is

generally recognized that a very light

amount of methane, even as low as Vi

per cent., may increase the chance of

ignition of coal dust and more widely ex-

tend an explosion that has once been

started.

The location of the experimental mine

is fortunate in having a natural-gas pipe

line near it. This line takes gas from

some gas wells in the same ravine. It is

intended to take a branch from this gas

main for use in a gas-engine hoist and in

a gas engine for driving a small ventilat-

ing fan. It will also be used for the pur-

pose above indicated, of introducing when
desired, small quantities of gas into the

mine.

Natural gas has nearly the same com-

position as the marsh gas of the coal

seams, the difference being that in addi-

tion to the methane (CH 4 ) there is from

10 to 15 per cent, of ethane (C*H«).

This slightly varies the proportion of the
mixture of air for its combustion, but the
difference for practical purposes is neg-
ligible.

The gas will be piped to certain points
and by a system of mixing with the
ventilating current will be carried through
in whatever proportions may be required;
approximate percentages will be deter-
mined through meter measurements and
precise determinations by sampling the air

and gas mixture and analyzing. It is

considered that this line of investigation

of the effect of small percentages of me-
thane is most important, and the need for

it has been expressed by foreign critics

of coal-dust experimentation now car-

ried on.

It is anticipated that great explosive
force will be developed at the mouth of
the main gallery; hence it is intended that

the timbering which is now in place must

Sketch A Shows Exit of Main Entry,

While B is a Plan View of Exit

at the Experimental Mine

be supported by reinforced-concrete walls

and arching. The latter will present a

smooth surface tc the explosive wave and

thus prevent great falls at the mouth of

the mine, the occurrence of which would

lead to heavy expense and delay in clear-

ing up after each experiment.

It is the plan to concrete the approach

leading from the steel gallery to the air

course, and it may become necessary to

concrete between this connection and the

mouth of the air course, although it is

not intended to load that portion of the

air course with coal dust. It is expected

that the explosion wave entering from the

gallery entrance will not have gained suf-

ficient momentum at the junction with the

air course to break down doors or stop-

pings erected between that point and the

mouth of the air course, but will be de-

flected into the air course toward the face.

Method of Drivinc Entries

The method of driving entries is the
usual one employed in the Pittsburg coal
seam. The coal is undercut and shot down
with explosives, which in this case arc of

the "permissible" type, electrically fired.

The coal is loaded on pit-cars, which are
hauled by mules to the mouth of the

mine, thence over an outside tramway
with slight descending grade, to the

head of a rope incline. Trips of cars are
lowered, by hoist under brake, to a trestle

and tipple located on a siding of the

Baltimore & Ohio railroad.

It is necessary to have a considerable
number of buildings; these are now un-
der construction. There will be a boiler

house with boiler to furnish steam for

the several engines, including the fan en-
gine. A crusher and grinder house will

be necessary to grind up the dust for the

experiments; as much as four tons will

be necessary daily when the mine is de-

veloped.

There will be a blacksmith shop con-
taining small equipment for the neces-

sary repairs and an engine house for the

incline engine. There will be a combined
office and observation room; in connec-
tion with this observation room, there will

be a small laboratory for field analyses of

mine-air samples. Several small build-

ings, including a barn for the mules, have

already been constructed.

The ventilating fan for the experiments
must be of such size as to create all the

conditions which may surround an ex-

plosion in a mine. It is desirable to ob-

tain high velocity in restricted areas, say,

1500 ft. per minute over a considerable

distance. A capacity of 80,000 cu.ft. per

minute at a pressure of 2 in. water-gage

and 15,000 cu.ft. per minute at a pres-

sure of 6 in. water-gage is specified and
has been guaranteed by the builder. The
fan is made reversible so that experi-

ments may be conducted with dust ex-

plosions going against the air current as

veil as dust explosions going with the air

current. The Altofts gallery fan is not

reversible and the explosion portion of

the gallery is at the intake end.

Pressure and Recording Instruments

The important objectives of the experi-

ments are to obtain the speed of the ex-

plosion, as indicated both by pressure

and by flame; the variation in pressures

at different points along the course of

the explosion; the temperatures, and the

samples of the gases immediately pre-

ceding the inflammation of the dust or

gas and immediately following the in-

flammation at a given point. Such ex-

periments will require apparatus of an

extremely sensitive nature.

A similar set to those used in the Al-

tofts' gallery have been purchased from

the Cambridge Scientific Instrument

Company, of England. These were de-
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signed primarily for external galleries,

but it is believed there will be no seri-

ous difficulty in arranging them in steel-

plate boxes sunk into the coal rib. It

may be found necessary to design new

and additional apparatus.

important point in the use of the

ling instruments is their driving,

also the making and breaking of electrical

circuits. To connect these instruments

with the outside will require the wiring to

be done in such a way that it will not be

torn out by the explosions. It is pro-

posed to place the wiring in pipes placed

oove in a coal rib and at the mouth

of the mine; these pipes will be set in

concrete, but arranged with suitable

at short distances apart so that the

wires may be gotten at.

It is evident that to make the wires safe

under the enormous pressures which are

expected, which may run up several hun-

dred pounds or more per square inch,

will need great care. To obtain the cur-

rents for the instruments will require a

very . steady -running generator-engine

set. It is expected to obtain a set which

will be sufficiently large to allow some

lighting with incandescent lamps in and

around the mine.

The real importance of the experiments

is not the mere study of explosion waves,

although of great scientific interest, but

to study methods for preventing or limit-

ing explosions. It is, therefore, proposed

to experiment with all the important

methods that have been suggested up to

date, as described in U. S. Geological

Survey Bulletin 425. and the Bureau of

Mines Circular No. 2, among which may
be briefly recited, watering by water

sprays, by exhaust steam sprays and by

deliquescent salts (calcium chloride) and

by rock and shale dust in various ways.

It is believed these experiments tried out

in a mine on a sufficiently large scale

can effectually demonstrate the relative

efficiency of the various methods.

A secondary purpose of the experi-

mental mine, and bv no means an unim-

portant one, is the study of explosives

which have been placed in the permissi-

ble list for use in gaseous and dusty coal

mines—testing them under actual work-

ing conditions in coal.

HON

Another purpose to which the experi-

mental mine can be put is in studying the

relative production of inflammable dust

by different machines which un-

dercut or shear the coal. Still another

purpose ifl the testing out. under mine

conditi »ne motors to deter-

mine the safety of the apparatus in actual

use and the degree to which the air may
• ated by the exhau I It is

le that many electrical mining de-

tried out under actus
;

er with tests of insulation of

wiri-

The growing scarcity of mine timbers,

as well as the danger of fire from their

use, suggests the importance of testing

reinforced concrete timbers and ties; also

steel props and ties in the experimental

mine. The relative advantages of brick

arching and reinforced concrete for lin-

ing the main entries can also be studied,

and under severe conditions. It is prob-

able that the equipment will be sufficient-

ly installed by May 1 to try some pre-

liminary experiments. In the meantime

the entries are being driven as fast as

possible.

Electricity in Sinking Opera-

tions

Bv James A. Seager*

Engineers are now becoming accus-

tomed to the application of electricity not

only to the ordinary operations of the

mine, but also to the constructional work

in connection with the commencement
of new undertakings, but an instance of

speed of 5 ft. per min. when lifting a

load of two tons, while the traveling

motor propels the crab along the track

at a speed of 100 ft. per min. when
fully loaded.

Motor Controlled by Switch Gear

Each motor is controlled by a switch

gear operated through hand ropes and

the necessary fuses, etc., are, as will be

seen from the illustration, mounted on

the crab There is an angle-iron col-

lector bar by means of which current is

derived, while the equipment further

includes the necessary brake and over-

winding arrangements and a steel-wire

hoisting rope of sufficient length to give

a lift of 12 ft., and an extension of 22

ft. when required. Moreover, the wind-

ing barrel is specially set to allow for a

hook to be pulled outward a distance of

3 ft. from the vertical should this become
necessary.

It will be seen from the above descrip-

tion that this is somewhat of a departure

View of Electric Traveling Winch Used for Setting Tubbing in Shaft

its application at the Astley-Green col-

liery of the Clifton & Kearsley Coal

Company, in England, is not without its

special features of interest to mining

men. The electric traveling winch shown

in the accompanying illustration was

used for the purpose of setting cast-iron

tubbing into position around the mouth

of a new pit shaft.

The arrangement consisted of a circu-

lar track with a traveling crab, this crab

being of a capacity of two tons and car-

ried from a circular track 22 ft. in di-

ameter, the rails being constructed of

steel 12-in. by 0-in. section. It will

be seen on the illustration that two

motors are mounted on the crab, one

for hoisting and the other for traveling.

Both motors are of l
1 -h.p. capacity and

run at 460 r.p.m. The hoisting motor

i red so that the rope is Riven a

<;r Belmont road, 81 Andrews, Bristol,
rid

in electrical apparatus for colliery work;

it is rendered more interesting by the

fact that it was thought economical to go

to the expense of buying from tin Lan-

cashire Dynamo and Motor Company,
this special crab, in preference to relying

on the older mechanical methods of plac-

ing tubbing in position.

Coal in Batavia

The Belgian consul at Batavia reports

that a committee has been formed for the

purpose of investigating the question of

the development of the coal industry of

Ombilien. The Ombilien mines, which are

owned and worked by the state, yielded

over 100.000 tons of coal during 1909.

The main object at present is to make up

for the scarcity of labor by obtaining

powerful electric cranes, capable of rap-

idly transporting large quantities of coal

to the vessels which call at Padang.
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fining andKfetalh i nSiral Patentc
A copy of the specifications of any of these

patents "issued by the United States Patent
Office "ill be mailed by THB ENGINEERING
am) Mining Journal upon the receipt of 25
cents. British patents are supplied at 4'i

ents. In ordering specifications, correspond-
ents are requested to give the number, name
of inventor and date of issue.

COAL VXD COKE

COKE—Coking and Gas-Generating Oven.
Heinrich Koppers, Essen-on-the-Ruhr, Ger-

many. (U. S. No. 985,909; Mar. 7, 1911.)

DUST—A New or Improved Machine or

Apparatus for Distributing Dust in Coal

Mines and Other Places. George S. Bragge,

Midway, near Rurton-on-Treut, Eng. (Brit.

No. 12,360 of 1910.)

SAFETY I.AMI'S—Gauze of Miner's Safety

Lamos. Ernest Arthur Hailwood. Morley,

England. (U. S. No. 986,461; Mar. 14,1911.)

SAFETY LAMPS—Improvements in or Re-

latins to Miners' Safety Lamps and Operat-

ing Devices in Connection with Same. Ernest
\~ Hailwood, Leeds. Eng. (Brit. No. 6928

of 1910.)

SVFETY LAMPS—Miner" s and the Like

Electric Safety Lamp. Charles Victor Al-

bert Elev and Thomas Patrick Brady. Bir-

mingham. England. (U. S. No. 9SS.321 ;
Apr.

4. mil.)
SCREENING AND PICKING APPARATPS

for Coal and Other Minerals. Joseph Dodds,
Rutherglen. Glasgow, Scotland. (I_. S. No.

>55; Mar. 28. 1911.)

WASHING—Coal-Washing Jigger. Thomas
H. OBrien, Dawson, N. M. (U. S. No. 087.-

•342: Mar. 21, 1911.)

COPPER

CONVERTER—Metallurgic Apparatus. Wil-

liam H. Peirce, Baltimore. Md., assignor to

I'eirce-Smith Converter Company, il. S. No.

19 ; Mar. 28, 1911.)

PORPHYRY ORES—Process for the Re-
covery of Copper from Porphyry Ores and the

Like." Georg Schneider. Lauenstein. Germany,
assignor to Oscar Krauth. Charlottenburg,
Prussia, Germany. (U. S. No. 986,508; Mar.
14. 1911.)

GOLD AND SILVER

Frederick J. Hoyt. Red-
No. 987,071 ; Mar. 14,

AMALGAMATOR,
lands. Cal. (U. S
1911.)

AMALGAMATOR AND SEPARATOR. John
T. Ilogan. Denver, Colo. (P. S. No. 987,677;
Mar. 21. 1911.)

ANTIMONIAL ORE TREATMENT—Treat-
ment of Gold-Bearing Antimony Ores. John
Jones and Horace Sandford Bohm. Shandon
Hill, Mount Morgan. Queensland. (U. S. No.
984,090; Feb. 14. 1911.)

CONCENTRATOR AND AMALGAMATOR.
Watson Marshall Nesbit and Edward Pike,

Eureka, Utah. (U. S. No. 989.396; Apr. 11.

1911.)

OYANIDING—Improvements in and Relat-
ing to Apparatus for Separating Solids and
Liquids. Wilbur A. Hendryx. Denver, Colo.
(Brit. No. 111.471 of 1910.)

CYANIDING—Means for Separating Pul-
verized Ore or Other Comminuted Solid Mat-
ter from Liquid. Alexander John Arbitckie,
Johannesburg. Transvaal. (U. S. No. 98S,-
-:;:,; Apr. 4, 1911.)

FILTERING—Container for Pressure Filt-

er-. Charles AY. Merrill. Alameda. Cal. (P. S.

187,904; Mar. 2s. 1911.)

ORE TREATMENT— Apparatus for the
Treatment of Ores and for the Electrolytic
Deposition of Gold and Silver and Other
Metals from Solutions Containing Said Metals.
Frederick Capel Brown. Komata. New Zea-
land. <F. S. No. 9s7.42^

: Mar. 21. 1911.)

ORE TREATMENT—Method of Treating
Ores Containing Tellurides of Gold. Thomas
B. Crowe. Colorado Springs. Colo. (U. S. No.
987,964 : Mar. lis. 1911.)

PLACER-MINING APPARATPS. Charles
Finkbeiner, Denver. Colo. (U. S. No. 9S6,-
<'>2o : Mar. 14, 1911.)

IRON AND STEEL

BLAST-FURNACE DI'ST—Apparatus for
Recovering Metal from Blast-Furnace Dust.
Harry C. Parker. Ironton, Ohio. (P. S. No.
987.739: Mar. 28, 1911.)

CONYERTER. L. G. Woods, Pittsburg,
Penn. (P. S. No. 986,534 : Mar. 14. 1911.)

ELECTROLYTIC IRON—Process of Mak-
ing Sulphuric Acid and Electrolytic Iron.

A Classified List
of New Inventions

Alexander S. Ramage, Detroit, Mich., a
by mesne assignments, to National Tiii..- Com-
pany, Pittsburg, Penn. (U. s. No. ;is t.Tn::

:

Feb. 21, 1911.)
ORE TREATMENT- Improvements inMeans ior Separating the Constituents

tain Iron Ores. Francis I. du Pont, Wilming-
ton, Del. (Brit. No. 17,609 of 1910.)
TITANIUM STEEL Process of Treating

Metallic Bodies. Auguste .1. Rossi, New York
N. V. assignor to the Titanium Alloy .Manu-
facturing Company, New York. N. V' (F S
No. 986,504 : Mar. 14. 1011.)

LEAD, ZINC AND OTHER METALS
NICKEL—Treatment of Sulphide Ores.

James a. McLarty, Toronto, Ont., Canada
(P. S. No. 987,156; Mar. 21, 1911.)
TIN—Detinning and Degalvanizing Scrap.

Alexander s. Ramage, Newark. N. .1.. assignor
to John II. Maugham, trustee for A. s. Ram-
age, Everley M. Davis, mid the Qrm of
Maugham & Lee. (U. S. No. 983,931
14, 1911.)

TITANIUM ALLOYS Process (or Produc-
ing Alloys of Titanium with Other Metals
or the Like. Auguste .1. Rossi, Niagara Falls
N. V. assignor to the Titanium Alloy Manu-
facturing Company, New York. N. Y. (U. s.
No. 986,505; Mar. 14. 1911.)
ZINC—Apparatus lor Smelting Ores yield-

ing a Volatile Metal. Woolsey McA. Johnson,
Hartford. Conn., assignor to Continuous Zinc
Furnace Company. Hartford, Conn. (U. S.
No. l.S.^os. reissue: Feb. 14. 1911.)
ZINC— Extraction of Oxide of Zinc from

Complex Sulphide Ores. w. McCowan, Lon-
don. Eng. (Brit. No. 3357 of 1910.)

NONMETALLIC MINERALS
ELATERITE—Process of Treating Elater-

ite. James c. Ross, Colorado Springs. Colo.
(F. S. No. 984,240 : Feb. 14. loft.)
FELDSPAR—Method of Treating Rocks

Containing Potassium. Allerton S. Cusbman,
Washington. D. C. iF. S. No. !is7.4::i;

: Mar.
21, 1911.1

SULPHUR — Mining Sulphur. Herman
Frasch. New York. N. Y.. assignor to the
Frasch Sulphur Process Company, d". s. No.
988.995 : April 11. 1911.)

MINING—GENERAL
BLASTING—Improvements in and Relat-

ing to Blasting and Mining Fuses. John Gil-
lies, Braeside, Ont.. and Claud l>. McPhee,
Arnprior. Out. (Brit. No. 17.7s:i of 1910.)

DRILL—Rock Drill. Daniel Shaw Waugh,
Denver. Colo., assignor to Denver Rock Drill
and Machinery Company, Denver, Colo, i F. s.

No. !is4.I71 :' Feb. 1 I. 1911.)

DRILLING — Drill-Dust Arrest...- and Ait-

Purifier. William K. Dwyer, Leadvi lie, Colo.
(F. s. No. 983,986; Feb. 14, 1911.)

DIMPLING -Dust-Arresting and Air-Purl-
fving Device. William E. Dwyer, Leadvi lie,

Col.,. (U. s. No. 983 ss L
-

;
|, b l L PUD

DRILLING— Improvements in and Relat-
ing to Water Supply Devices Hammer
Rock Drills. Heinrich Flottmann, Bochum,
Germany. (Brit. No. 8648 of 1910.)

HOISTING -Safety Brake for Mine Cages.
Charles Hansen. East Rand. Transvaal. (U.S.
No. !iss.o.;s

: Apr. 4. 1911.)

MINF CAKs Brake for Mite- Cars. Ties.
Stacev. Wllkesbarre, Penn. i F. s. No. ms)..

045 : Feb. 14. 1911.)

MINT: DOop. Newton K. Bowman, North
Lawrence, Ohio. (U. S. No. 988,622; Apr.
4. 1911.)

PROPS Means for Propping Mines. Wil-
helm Reinhard, Krefeld-on-the-Rhine, Ger-
many. (F. S. No. !iss.!i|s

; Apr. 4. 1911.)

TUNNELING MACHINES- Cutter Heads
for Tunneling Machines. .1. P. Karns Tin-
neling Machine Company, Boulder, Colo.
(Brit. No. 12,590 of 1910.)

\ i.\ I I la i [ON Safetj i
•

I
llll. I 1 .

•'-i.:;:.:.; Feb, 1 1. 1911.)

ORE DRESSING—GBNER \l.

CLASSI) ili: Ore ( ink G.
Janney, Salt Lake City, I tab. i I

984,222 ; lei,. 1 1. 1911.)

CONCENTRATION Improvement! in or
Relating to Apparatus for Ore Concent
'i J- Hoover, London. Eng. (Brit. N
oi 1910 I

( ONCEN1 RATING - Ore- Concentrating
Table. Laos a. Wall,

1 I ^ - T Is
: Apr. 4. Pal F>

CONCENTRATION -Op I oncentrator.
Henry E. Wood. Denver, Colo il
'.is;, _'<i'j

; Mar. 21, Pall.,

CONCEN1 RATION Pi o1 and
atiis ior Concentrating Metalllfi
Henry F. Wood. Denv.-r. Colo. il. s. No
984.633; Feb. 21, 1911.)

CONCENTRATION Process oi Com
' " - Sulphide Ores. w. M. Sanders, Marion.
Ky. i I

. S. No. '.iss.t:;7
: Apr. I. 191 I.)

CONVEYING AND COOLING APPARA1
i s in. -Cooling Apparatus. James I

Etherington, Winthrop, Ms .jnor to
Campbell Magnetic Separating Company.
i D. 8. No. 986,813 : Mai. l i. mil.)
CRUSHING Or.- (rusher. Enos A. Wall,

Salt Lake city. Utah. i I . S. No. :.ss.7P>
;

Apr. 4. Pill, i

CR1 shim, Roller oi,- Crusher. Lamar-
line C. Trent. Reno. Nev. I I . S. No
608; Mar. 14. PHI.!
SEPARATION—Improvements in or Relat-

ing to Magnetic Separators. Marcus Rutlien-
burg. London. Eng. (Brit. No. 21.031 of
Pa in. i

SEPARATION improvements in or Relal
ing to the Separation of Ores or the Like.
Mures Magnetic Co., Ltd.. and Alfred A.
Lockwood, London. Eng. < ID-it . No. 13.009
of 1910.)

SEPARATION —Improvements in the Se-
lective Separation of Metals from Complex
Ores .,r Products. Henry L. Sulman and
Hugh K. Picard, London. Eng. (Brit. No
8650 of 1910.)

SEPARATION -Magnetic Separator. Alvin
Dings and Myron Dings. Milwaukee, Wis., as
signors t,, Dings Electro-Magnetic Separator
Company. Milwaukee. Wis. (U. S No. '.is:;.

881 : Feb.- 14. 1911.)

WASTE Riu'K Apparatus for DIspi
Waste Rock from Concentrating Mills. Henry
R. Wahl. Elvins, Mo i[\ s. No. 984,326;
Feb. 14. PUP)

METALLl ii(;v-(;exi:h \i.

ELECTRIC FURNACE. C.A.Keller. Paris.
France. (U. S. No. 986,179; Mar. 7. 1911.)

ELECTRIC-FURNACE PROCESS and Elec-
tric Furnace. Carl Herlug, Philadelphia.
Penn. ( F. S. No. 988,936; Apr. 4. PHI. i

ELECTRIC FURNACES Preheater and Re-
ducer for Electric Smelting Furnaces. Alfred
Stansiiei.i. Montreal. Quebec, Canadi
signor of one- ball' to John W. Evans,
vllle, Canada. I F. S. No. !ist.::"s

; Feb 1 I,

phi i

ELECTROLYTIC EXTRACTION An of
Electrolyticaliy Extracting Metals from Their
Ores. William D. Rennie. Hackensack, N. J.,
assignor to Universal Ore Reduction
pany, Phoenix, Ariz. il". s. No. 988,210
2s. PUP I

EXTRACTION- Improvements in or Relat-
ing to the Extraction or Recovery of Metals
from Ores and Other Materials. Marcus
Ruthenburg, London. Eng. (Brit. No. 6601
of 1910.)

FUMES Method or Treating Corrosive
Case. mis Fumes or smoke. Clarence B. S]
Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to CuTted
states Smelting, Refining and Mining
pany. (U. S. No. '.is-i.pis

; Feb. 1 I. PHI
RABBLES Improvements in and Connect-

ed with the Rabbles of Calcining I'm
Thomas Edwards, Ballarat, Victoria, Aus-
tralia. (Brit. No. •_'.:. il':i of 1910.

1

REFINING Blectrolytlcallj Reflnli
|

toys. Anson Gardner Betts, Troy, N 'i

No. !is7.!H7: Mar 28, 1911.)

ROASTING Furnaces ror Calclnlt
R.asting Mineral <»ros ami Desulphurl
Same. Thomas Edwards, Ballarat. VI i

Australia. (Brit, No. 21,198 of 1910.)

ROASTING Furnace foi
Nicholas L. Heinz. La Sill-. Ill . and William
II. Freeland. Isabella. Tenn. (U. S \
709; Mar. 1 1. 191 1.)
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Outlook in San Juan County,

Colo.

By Walter C. Prosser*

The outlook for San Juan county for

the season of 1911 is exceedingly prom-

It is expected that fully 2000 men
will be working in the camp by the first

of July.

The Sunnyside mine is working 150

men and is milling 150 tons per day

in the mill at Eureka. It is reported

that the mill will be doubled, and will

produce zinc concentrates and cyanide

the tailings to recover the silver now be-

ing lost. Formerly a zinc concentrate was

made but the zinc plant, destroyed by

fire, has not yet been rebuilt. It is re-

ported that ore reserves are blocked out

for several years' operation. Joseph T.

Terry is again in charge.

At the Gold King development has

been carried on during the winter, and it

is expected at any day that the mine

will resume under full capacity of its

80 stamps. It is reported that the raise

from the Gold King to the American

Tunnels will be driven 538 ft. and that

all operations of the mine will be carried

on from Gladstone as soon as it is com-

pleted The company has suffered loss

of its mine buildings twice by fire and

once last winter by snowslide. Bullion

from the plates and heavy lead-iron con-

centrate were formerly produced. George

Becker is in charge.

The Silver Ledge shaft has been sunk

to 517 ft., and a lead-zinc ore has been

opened up in the new sixth level. Ar-

rangements are said to have been com-

pleted and new machinery is on the road

to double the capacity of the mill, making

it 150 tons per day. Present milling op-

erations will be supplemented by jigging.

Two products are made: Lead concen-

trates, 52 per cent, lead, and zinc con-

centrates. 45 per cent, zinc and over.

The Iowa-Tiger lease is producing 20

tons per day of lead concentrates and

will probably continue throughout the

year. New orebodies have been opened

ir the lower levels. The Mayflower mine

will be connected to the Iowa mill by a

short tramway and worked in conjunction

with the other properties. It is reported

to contain large bodies of lead-copper

sulphide ore.

The Intersection property will operate

under the leasing system for several

months yet. producing gold bullion by

amalgamation following stamps. The de-

'i free milling, at 200 ft.

The 01 lit reported to remain

strong at this depth.

Vermillion mill was last fall in-

j to 100 tons capacity per day.

Development has been carried on during

the winter and it is said that sufficient

lead-copper-zinc sulphidi uood

grade has been opened up for a success-

•

ful season's run. Two products are

made in the mill; lead concentrate and

zinc concentrate.

The Hamlet, which last season encoun-

tered its oreshoots of copper-lead sul-

phide ore in the sixth level just above

the mill, is reported to be ready to re-

sume active operation, producing copper-

lead concentrate; present capacity, 70

tons. Etienne A. Ritter has been re-

tained as consulting engineer.

At the Pride of the West a raise of

470 ft. is being driven on this property

to connect the lower tunnel, which has its

porta! on the wagon road, to the upper

workings, where it is reported a large

tonnage can be taken out. The ore can

then be delivered to wagons through the

raise and hauled to the Green Mountain
switch, a short distance below. The con-

solidation of this property with the Green
Mountain is expected.

The properties, equipped with mills

and reported to have good ore in sight

and said to be completing or making
arrangements for reopening at an early

date are: Hercules, with 20 stamps, 100

tons capacity; Peerless San Juan, 80

tons capacity; Kittimac, 80 tons capacity;

Silver Lake and Aspen, 300 tons ca-

pacity.

Properties which ship crude and have

developed the ore during the winter and

which will be operating as soon as the

condition of trails and roads will permit,

are: San Antonio, Congress, Kansas

City, Queen City, Shenandoah and Dives,

mining gray copper ore; Bullion King,

No. 1 and Emma, mining argentiferous

galena ores; Buffalo Boy, Slide, Summit,

Little Maud and Esmeralda, mining high-

ly silicious argentite ore; Big Bull lode,

mining free gold; Kankakee and Gold

Bug mines, at Bear Creek, mining tel-

luride ore.

Other smaller properties that are re-

ported will operate are: Venus group,

at Gladstone; Standard Mining Company,
in Giant basin; Detroit-Colorado, on Sul-

tan mountain; Gold Mining Company;
Senator Scotia group, at Eureka; Little

Rea, on Boulder mountain; Columbus, at

Animas forks and the Highland Mary
in Cunningham gulch.

The Silverton Commercial Club is

planning for the benefit of the mining in-

dustry in addition to the better freight

and treatment rates, part of which have

already been granted, the construction of

a custom mill for the treatment of the

ores of the prospector and small opera-

tor.

The Ott Mine Explosion

An explosion occurred in Ott mine No.

20 of the Davis Coal and Coke Company
at Elk Garden, W. Va., April 24, with

results disastrous to the mine, and prob-

ably to the men who were in it at the

time. Particulars are lacking, and it has

not hcen learned yet whether the explo-

sion was caused by dust or gas. Officials

of the company say they have never

known the mines to be gaseous.

The rescue parties had not advanced
far into the workings before they dis-

covered it would take several days to dig

through the heaps of roof coal and

slate that had been loosened by the ex-

plosion. , It then was decided to effect

an entrance nearer the probable point

of the explosion by cutting through the

wall of an adjoining mine owned by the

same company. Late in the afternoon the

rescuers penetrated to No. 20 mine at a

point about 4000 ft. from the outside

entry. There still remained a consider-

able distance to go before reaching the

buried miners.

Ott mine No. 20 is almost directly un-

der the town of Elk Garden, which is

on a hill. The mouth of the mine is

about half a mile from the town.

The mine usually employs 200 men on

the day shift and about the same number
at night. A temporary suspension of

work, however, required fewer men in

the mines, else the casualties might have

been greater. So far as known, there

were only 23 men in the mine at the time

of the explosion. The latest despatches

report that eight bodies have been found,

leaving 15 men still missing, but almost

certainly dead.

Progress at Chino Mine
Hayden, Stone & Co., report on Chino

as follows: "Chino has 45,000,000 tons of

developed ore; it has been determined

that 70 per cent, of this can be mined
by steam shovel; the ore has been tested

in an experimental plant, and a mill of

3000 tons capacity is being built."

"There are five steam shovels, one on
the Hearst section, two in Romero, and

two in the Whim Hill-Chino section. The
shovels are moving 5000 tons of mater-

ial daily. Most of this is stripping, as

th.re is already an ore pile of 134,000

tons, in addition to the 250,000 tons of

ore left in dumps by former owners.

The shovels have exposed probably

2,000,000 tons, and in addition there is a

large tonnage of ore practically at the

surface in the Romero and Chino sec-

tions, which will be the first to supply

the mill. There is no doubt that the mine
will be able to supply ore to the mill with

the greatest ease up to any desired

amount as soon as the latter is ready to

receive it; .in fact, the mine could keep

the mill as it is now being built well

supplied with ore. At the mill the fine-

ore bins are completed, the coarse-ore

bins of 16,000 tons capacity are under

way, the superstructure is up, and the

cement flooring is being laid. The foun-

dation of the power plant of 5000-h.p.

capacity is built, and several of the boil-

ers are in place. It looks as though the

first section should be turned over early

in the second half of this year."
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I PERSONAL 1
Mining and metallurgical engineers are in-

vited to keep The Engineering ami Mixing
Journal informed of their movements and
appointments.

B. B. Lawrence left New York this

week on an extended trip to the West.

Blarney Stevens, who has been in New
i York, is going to Valdez, Alaska, for the

season.

Edwin E. Chase, of Denver, Colo., has

been at Kelly, N. M., on professional

business.

W. Weston, of Denver, Colo., has gone
to Guanajuato, Mexico, expecting to re-

main there about a month.

F. W. Hopkins, manager of the Mill

and Smelter Engineering Company, of

New York, has returned from an extend-

ed western trip.

William H. Schacht has been appointed

assistant general manager of the Copper
Range mines to relieve F. W. Denton of

the detail work.

Herbert J. Stiebel has been appointed

assistant to Roy H. Allen, manager of

the Sierra Plata mine in the Minas Nue-
vas district, Mexico.

Lewis A. Parsons and John I. Kane
have formed a partnership and opened
offices as mining engineers in the Codes
building, El Paso. Texas.

J. A. Farrell and W. R. Walker, of

New York, have been chosen directors

of the Edgar Zinc Company, to succeed
F. I. Joy and W. E. Corey.

Dr. J. A. Holmes and George H. Rice,

of the Bureau of Mines, have been in

the Birmingham district, in Alabama, in-

vestigating the Banner mine explosion.

John Hopp returned to Barkerville, B.

C. last month, from his home in Seattle,

Wash., to begin the season's work on his

four placer mines in the Cariboo district.

F. G. Mudgett, manager of the Horse
Shoe and Diana mines, of Coulterville,

Cal., has been appointed field representa-
tive and salesman for the Pierce amal-
gamator.

J. A. Burgess, formerly geologist for

the Tonopah Mining Company, at Tono-
pah, Nev., has been appointed superin-
tendent for the Nevada Wonder Mining
Company, at Wonder, Nevada.

Hon. Richard McBride, minister of
mines for British Columbia, in his ca-
pacity of premier of that Province, will

shortly proceed to England to attend the

coronation ceremonies in London.

Francis Church Lincoln leaves New
York this week on an extended profes-
sional trip into the Northwest and British

Columbia. His headquarters will be at

Butte, Mont, during the summer.
R. T. White, general manager of the

Balaklala Consolidated Copper Company,
has resigned that position in order to be-
come general manager of the Braden
Copper Company, at Rancagua, Chile.

William H. Sayre,of the American Abra-
sive Metals Company, of New York, and
part owner of the Sayre Mining and Man-
ufacturing Company, spent several days
recently looking over the property of
the latter company in ihe Birmingham
district in Alabama.

Leslie Hill, of Nelson, B. C, managing
director of the Head Syndicate Ltd., ac-
companied by F. R. S. Balfour, Sir Ed-
ward Tennant, and Marlborough Pryor,
has been making an examination of the
syndicate coal lands on the South fork of
Old Man river, Alberta.

James Hillhouse, late chief inspector
of Alabama, has gone to Baltimore for
an operation for an illness due to hard
work and exposure in the Banner mines
after the disaster of April 8. Mr. Hill-

house is G5 years of age and has fol-

lowed the mining business since he was
a boy.

Paul W. Gaebelein, of New York, for-

merly with the Golden Cycle Milling

Company, of Colorado Springs, Colo., has
accepted a position as consulting engin-

eer for the Colorado Metals Extraction

Company, of Denver. He will be assist-

ant to Dr. W. L. Bain, at the Denver
testing plant.

Charles H. Nesbitt. resident manager
of the Sloss-Sheffield Steel and Iron

Company for several years, has been ap-

pointed chief State mine inspector of

Alabama by Governor O'Neal under the

new mining bill. Six associate inspec-

tors are to be appointed. Mr. Nesbitt is

38 years of age and experienced in the

mining work.

J. C. Adams, for a number of years

superintendent of the Boston & Montana
properties, has been appointed assistant

general superintendent of the Anaconda
Company, and with B. H. Dunshee, will

have charge of operations under Superin-

tendent John Gillie. Mr. Adams will have
charge of all of the mines on the south

side of the hill, while Mr. Dunshee will

continue to superintend the working of

the hill mines at Butte.

+ OBITUARY +
Frank Fletcher, for a number of years

engaged in Mexico, died recently in

southern California, where he had gone

for his health.

Thos. L. Chadbourne for a number of

years counsel for the Calumet & Hecla

Mining Company and until recently a di-

rector of the Ahmeek Copper Company,
died suddenly at this winter home at West
Palm Beach, Fla., April 18. Mr. Chad-
bourne was a graduate of Harvard in

1862; he went to the Lake Superior dis-

trict shortly after, was admitted to the

bar in 1864, and continued his practice

until recently when the firm of Chad-

bourne & Rees was dissolved and he re-

tired from active legal practice.

Joseph Martin, of Terre Haute, Ind.,

cued ut St. Petersburg, Fla., April 9. He
was one of the oldest coal operators in

the Indiana field. Many years ago he
was a miner. Later he became an
of the Parke Coal Company, which de-
veloped the field at Rosedale. In the
early days Martin was pugnacious, but
when a struggle was ended, either with
an individual at the mine, or in a wage
conference between operators and miners,
he was the first to restore friendly per-

sonal relations. It was "Joe" Martin who
talked to the miners during wage con-
ferences, in blunt and often violent terms,
making it necessary for his brother oper-
ators to placate the miners. Martin, how-
ever, always had the respect of the work-
ers and never forgot his early efforts as

a miner.

^gOOETIEWnCHNICAL SCHOOLS &
Rocky Mountain Club of New York—

On May 9 the Club will give a dinner in

honor of John Hays Hammond.

American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers—The local committee has outlined

the arrangements for the meeting to be
held at Pittsburg, May 30-June 2. There
will be four sessions for the reading of

papers and discussion, and visits to a

number of plants in and near Pittsburg.

Iron and Steel Institute of Great Britain

—The annual meeting of the institute will

be held in London, May 11 and 12. The
Bessemer gold medal for 1911 will be

presented to Professor Henry Le Chate-
lier. The Andrew Carnegie gold medal
for 1910 will be presented to Felix Robin,

Paris.

Utah Society of Engineers—The annu-
al dinner was held at the Commercial
Club, Salt Lake City, April 20. Ad-
dresses were made by President John
Dern, of the American Mining Congress,
and by various members of the society.

The following officers were elected to

serve for the year 1911-1912; President,

M. D. Grosh; first vice-president, C. F.

Moore; second vice-president, E. H.

Beckstrand; secretary, R. B. Ketchum;
treasurer, A. S. Peters.

American Mining Congress— Recently

at a special meeting of the members of

the Mining Congress, the by-laws were
amended to provide for a directorate of

13 members instead of nine, as hereto-

fore. The four new members selected

were Dr. James Douglas, New York;

George W. E. Dorsey, Salt Lake City;

B. F. Bush, Baltimore; Carl Scholz, Chi-

cago. The directors have decided upon
Oct. 23 to 28, both inclusive, as the time
for holding the fourteenth annual session

in Chicago. Charles M. Moderwell. pres-

ident of the United Coal Company. Fish-

er building, Chicago, has been elected

chairman of the local executive com-
mittee on arrangements.
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Fditorial Correspondence
Salt Lake City

April 24—An estimate of the output of

Bingham for the three months ended

March 31 indicates that the production

for the first quarter 1911 was slightly less

than the average during 1910. This is

due in part to the snow and the inability

of leasers and small producers to ship,

also to the curtailment of the Utah Cop-

per, which during January and February

was operating at about 57 per cent, of its

normal capacity. One section of the re-

modeled Arthur plant was put in com-

mission the middle of March, while the

remaining sections were being overhauled.

No definite figures have been made public

by the Utah Copper as to the amount of

ore treated, but it is estimated that be-

tween 12.000 and 13,000 tons per day

were shipped to the mills at Garfield.

Besides this, the ore which came out of

Carr Fork is estimated as follows: The

Bingham-New Haven produced approxi-

mately 200 tons per day; the Highland

Boy. 400 tons; the Utah Apex. 50 tons;

intermittent shipments from the Bingham-

New England, and ore produced by leas-

ers on the Last Chance and former Bos-

ton Consolidated sulphide mine would

make possibly another 100 tons per day

from this side of the camp. The Yampa
curtailed production early in the year,

and produced probably in the neighbor-

hood of 250 tons per day for the quarter.

This makes a total estimated production

for Carr Fork, exclusive of the Utah Cop-

per work on that side, of 1000 tons per

day.

For the remainder of the camp, includ-

ing Upper Bingham, and the mines on the

east slope near Lark the production is

estimated to have been 1875 tons per day,

divided as follows. The U. S. Mining

Company properties, including the Old

Jordan, Galena and Telegraph produced

enough zinc ore to supply the Huff elec-

trostatic plant at Midvale operating two

shifts, and the Midvale lead furnaces in

part. The output of these properties for

the quarter has been 625 tons a day com-

: of lead, zinc and copper ores. In

addition to this, the Utah Leasing Com-
pany working at the Telegraph mine is

cyaniding about 30 tons of silicious gold-

Jaily. There are also leasers

a: the Storey and other properties in Up-

ngham. The Ohio Copper has been

milling between 1200 and 1300 tons of

ore daily, whic: I
out through the

tunnel to the mill at Lark. At

the Commercial mine controlled by the

Bingham ompany connections

DOf been completed between the

Niagara tunnel and the Commercial work-

roduccd by
•

pany's Dalton 8 klyn mines

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

have been sending out probably 50 tons

daily, with some shipments to the Wine-

mucca mill from a dump at the mouth of

the Mascotte tunnel. The Fortuna mine

on the Salt Lake Valley slope has not

been operating, but leasers have made

some shipments from the Congor prop-

erty adjoining, now part of the Bingham

Amalgamated. The production for this

section of the camp is estimated to have

been 1875 tons of ore daily.

Taking the Utah Copper shipments at

12,000 tons, the output of Carr Fork at

1000 tons, and the above figures for the

remainder of the camp, the total esti-

mated production for the first quarter of

1911 was 14,875 tons daily, as compared

to 16,000 tons, which has been estimated

as the average daily production during

1910. This would be 446,250 tons a

month, or 1,338,750 tons for the quarter.

Denver

April 23—The Van Tilborg bill passed

the senate on second reading. Recently

the Chamber of Commerce protested to

the legislature against the passage of

any measure that would entail a heavier

burden of taxation on mining properties.

Mining men are not all opposed to addi-

tional taxation if they can organize along

cooperation lines in the establishment of

drainage districts that will insure greater

development. The bone of contention in

the Van Tilborg bill seems to be that

some provision should be made to exempt

from all other taxation if they are brought

into a drainage district. It will be enough

to assess mine valuation for construction

of drainage without other State and

county tax. Senator Van Tilborg does

not desire a measure to go on the statute

books under his name if its operation

will cripple the owners of nonproducers;

but, the active operators of the State

are almost a unit for some kind of legis-

lation that will enable them to organize

mine-drainage districts.

It is persistently rumored that there

is a negotiation for the purchase of the

Revenue Tunnel Mines Company by the

Camp Bird. The ore reserve in the

Montana vein could forcibly appeal tot

the Camp Bird. It is well equipped

to handle this ore while it is stated that

the old mill belonging to the Revenue
company is not making what is con-

sidered a good saving by mill men.

A ruling by Judge Lewis, of the

Federal Court, which may allow the Gov-
ernment to recover damages for old coal

frauds is far reaching and will establish

an important precedent. It may effect

coal lands obtained back as far as 40

years. The question to be decided is

whether the Government has a right to

recover damages from original procurers

of coal land, alleged to have been fraud-

ulently secured, after the land has been

sold to others, without seeking to affect

the titles of the parties who purchased

it by cancelation of the original patents.

Pres. Frank A. Schirmer, of the New-
house Tunnel Company, at Idaho

Springs, has announced a general reduc-

tion of air, transportation and service

rates. The reduction is 20c. per ton on

ores valued at $6 per ton or less and a

flat reduction of 50 per cent, on com-
pressed air. This is most gratifying to

the low-grade operators and assures a

larger tonnage for the tunnel proper.

The company also contemplates build-

ing a mill to treat custom ore that will

handle all the ore from its tunnel.

Duluth

April 24—Rough estimates of the total

amount that will be carried down the

Lakes this season run from 25,000,000

to 40,000,000 tons. It is firmly believed

here that there are good-sized stocks of

ore carried over from last season, in

storage in Lake Erie ports. The quantity

is in doubt. If such is the case, the con-

trolling factor, as regards the season's

output is the improvement which may
take place in the steel business. As this

is entirely problematical there seems to

be little possibility of determining, even

roughly, beforehand to how great an ex-

tent ore will be shipped from the Min-

nesota and Michigan ranges this sum-

mer.

While no ore has gone down the Lakes

as yet, the season has, in reality, opened.

Reports from Escanaba are to the effect

that the ore-hauling season has started

on the Escanaba & Lake Superior road.

By the time the boats arrive at the docks,

there will be a supply in the pockets of

the docks.

On the Mesabi, the Laura mine was

the first to ship over the Great Northern.

Next in order came the Stevenson, the

Elizabeth, the Mahoning and the Crox-

ton. This ore is going direct to dock.

The Duluth, Missabe & Northern started

to ship April 12, from the Buffalo & Sus-
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quehanna mine, near Mitchell. This ore
I is not being sent to dock as yet, but is be-

ing held at Proctor. At the northeast
end of the Mesabi, shipping began in the

vicinity of Eveleth, April 18.

The Vermilion range, this summer, will

probably show greater tonnage than for

some time past. This is due to the Sec-
tion 30 mine, which enters its first season
as a large producer. It is understood
that this mine has a contract for 200,000
tons for this summer. Owing to the high
quality of the Vermilion ore, any possible
curtailment in iron-ore production will

probably be noticed last on this range.

Indianapolis

April 24—One of the largest coal-
mining deals ever consumated in Indiana
was closed during the last week. The
deal includes all the properties of the
Alliance Coal Company, formerly the
coal holdings of John R. Walsh,
and while the name of the pur-
chasing company and the price were
withheld, it is understood that the Van-
daiia Coal Mining Company is the pur-
chaser and the expenditure considerably
in excess of $1,000,000.

A. M. Ogle, Jr., of Indianapolis, son
of A. M. Ogle, president of the Vandalia
company, has gone to Terre Haute and
taken personal charge of the general
offices of the Alliance company. The
plan is to remove the offices from Indian-
apolis to Terre Haute, and John H.
Hewitt will be continued as general sup-
erintendent.

The transaction gives the Vandalia
Coal Company control of the largest
number of mines of any concern in the
State. Until the deal was made, the
company operated 12 mines with an aver-
age daily output of 10,000 tons. It also
owned three mines which had temporarily
suspended operation. To this property
now has been added the mines of the Al-
liance Coal Company, 29 mines all told.
The combined output aggregates 18,000
tons of coal daily. The purchaser like-
wise acquires 20,000 acres of coal land.

This deal marks the final step in the
John I?. Walsh enterprise. The property
acquired involve mines and lands in Vigo,
Sullivan, Clay and Greene counties,
along the right-of-way of the Southern
Indiana railroad. The Vandalia mines
employ 3000 miners and the Alliance
about 2500. It is conjectured that the
Pensylvania Railroad Company will
eventually come into possession of the
Southern Indiana railroad, and is inter-
ested in this mammoth coal deal.

production could be maintained for two
years, without the discovery of a single
additional orebody. In former years the
practice at many of the mines, was to
take out the ore as soon as found, mean-
time disregarding development. This
method of working was responsible for
many setbacks, but gradually better
practice has prevailed, and now the
majority of the mines are on a better
basis than heretofore. The aggregate
value of the ore reserves of the camp
is placed at -S30,000,000.

For some time past, Charles Butters
and Professor Clevenger, of the Uni-
versity of California, have been conduct-
ing experiments, with a view to dis-
covering the most economical method of
treating the ores of the Nipissing and
La Rose mines. So far only high-grade
ores have been treated, and the results
were very satisfactory, as shown by the
production by the Nipissing of 307,670
oz. of bullion. A modification of 'this
process, which consists in part of amalga-
mation and cyaniding, is being sought;
whereby the lower-grade ores can be
treated economically, and a high percent-
age of extraction assured.

During the last week there has been a
general exodus from Porcupine of those
who wished to get out before the break
up. The roads are practically impass-
able, and, although people will be able
to get in, by the summer route, in a
short time, it is anticipated that the dis-
trict will have a quiet period, until the
completion of the railroad. The work of
opening up the properties will, however,
proceed more rapidly as, with the dis-
appearance of the snow, prospecting for
new orebodies can be carried on to better
advantage.

Cobalt

April 24—In the annual report of A. A.
Cole, mining engineer for the Temiskam-
mg & Northern Ontario railway commis-
sion, it is stated that the ore reserves
of Cobalt mines are now larger than
ever before, and that the present rate of

London
April 12—During March the British

public was asked to .contribute over £31,-
000,000 to 17 different companies. Only
five of these issues with a nominal cap-
ital of £362,000 were to be applied for
mining purposes. The mining issues for
the first quarter of 1911 were 27, with a
capital of £4,816,000 as compared with
the subscribed capital of £2,862,200 for
1910.

The Broomassie mine is one of the old-
est of the Gold Coast companies and re-
cently held its meeting. The chairman in

his opening statement said, "In the further
sinking of the shaft below the 620- ft.

level, it was decided, in place of 100 ft.

vertical, as formerly, to make the in-

tervals between the levels 150 ft. vertical,

or 180 ft. on the dip of the reef. We
broke away therefore at 770 ft. vertical,

and in the crosscut from the shaft to the
formation at this level we fortunately en-
countered the top of a shoot of pay ore.
To show how accidental these occur-
rences are, I may say that had we made
the level at 720 ft. in place of 770 ft. we
should have been above the whole of the

three pay shoots of ore found in the 770
ft. level, and the drive which would nec-
essarily have been extremely costly,
would have been entirely unproductive."
A few mining engineers can give cases of
such fortunate accidents; but most engi-
neers can give instances of unfortunate
accidents. The oreshoots are variable
both in width and value, varying from 9
to 137 in. in width and from 3 to 72 dwt.
in gold. The shaft has been equipped
with steel sets, and a new record for
shaft sinking on the Gold Coast has been
established. The 20-stamp mill was not
operated in October, 1909, on account of
no reserves. The working expenses dur-
ing 1908 were 33s. lid. per ton milled.
The mill capacity is now being increased
from 2500 to 3500 tons per month by the
addition of grinding pans. In addition to
the mine, the company has an interest in

16 miles of dredging concessions on the
Ankroba and Marisi rivers.

The Great Chaffinch, a prospect in
Westralia, which adjoins the celebrated
Bullfinch Proprietary, has again been
brought into notice by the Westralian
government bringing a charge for "al-
leged conspiracy" against three mining
engineers who stated that the reef had
been "salted." After hearing the prose-
cution the magistrate dismissed the case.
He said that he did not believe the mine
had been salted, but considered that the
accused honestly thought otherwise. It

does Westralian mining infinite injury, as
recently £125,000 was subscribed for
this prospect.

Within a comparatively recent period
England was one of the principal copper-
producing countries; today the output is

worth less than £30,000. At the time of the
Reform bill a few of the leading advent-
urers in copper mines waited on Sir
Robert Peel praying that the duties might
be left as they were. The two decades
following were prosperous years, but
since 1870 the mines have nearly all

suspended, not on account of the copper
from other countries being admitted duty
free, but because the lodes have been ex-
hausted or too poor to work. An attempt
is now being made to resuscitate an old
copper mine in Cheshire, and a prospec-
tus has been issued asking for £55.000 to

rework the Alderley Edge mine, aband-
oned more than 30 years since. The
prospectus reads well, especially as re-

gards reserves and profits; the reserve is

estimated at well over 8,000,000 tons, al-

lowing one-third of this for faults, pillars,

loss in working, etc.. there remains in

round figures 5,250,000 tons. "The re-

turns, without taking into account the

ore contained in the two vertical lodes,

and lower grade orebodies, are estimated
at £7,350,000, which after allowing for

working costs should return a profit of at

least £3,675,000." The ore is said to be a

blue and green carbonate in three beds,

with an average thickness of 4' '• ft. each.

The purchase price is £35,000.
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The Minin<5 News
Alaska

Chauncey Williams, formerly manager

of the Big Hurrah quartz mine at Nome,

is opening up galena claims on Steam-

boat mountain, and representatives of

Fairbanks operators are preparing to in-

stall a 20-stamp mill on a free-gold

group. A wagon road is being built from

Hope, and as soon as this is completed,

machinery will be taken in.

Shamrock—The property has been sold

to H. E. Ellis and Charles G. Ganty, both

of Va'.dez, who are planning develop-

ment.

Matanuska—This gold property will be

equipped with a 5-stamp mill. The prop-

erty is on Archangel creek. James W.
Hamilton, Knik, superintendent.

Alaska-United—The March returns

show: Crushing, 28,513 tons; yield,

$67,953; net profit, $13,033. The ore

sent to the two mills averaged $2.09 and

$2.68 per ton.

Alaska Mexican—For the month ended

March 15 the mill crushed 15,739 tons

yielding $49,227. The net profit was

$14,761; yield per ton $3.12.

Hubbard-Elliott Copper Company—
A. J. Elliott, secretary, writes: "We ex-

pect to send our engineer, with miners

and supplies, to Alaska some time in

May to open our properties on a large

scale and also to determine the proper

transportation of our ore from Elliott

Junction on the main line of the Copper

River & Northwestern, to our mines on

Elliott creek. It is the intention of the

company, if possible, to be in position to

ship ore early in 1912. We have much
development already accomplished." The

company has 84 claims in the Elliott

Creek district, and controlling stock in

the Knights Island Consolidated Copper

Company, of Alaska, it was organized

to consolidate the properties of the Hub-

bard-Elliott Copper Mines Development

Company and the U. G. I. properties and

to build the proposed nine-mile tramway

to the railroad. J. G. Sleever is presi-

dent. The capital of the new company

Is 53,000,000; general offices, 265 La

Salle street, Chicago.

Arizona

Cochise County

It is reported that the Denn-Arizona

and the Shattuck-Arizona companies at

arc planning a consolidation. The
2 </r 2 ' shares of Denn

for one of Shattuck.

Gii.a County

:i The company is employing 407
men, 180 in the mine. 210 on surface, 77
on construction. Two sections of the con-

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. The*

Current History of

Mining

centrator are operating and handling 500
tons each, or 150 tons more than the or-

iginal estimate. Section No. 1, the third

section to begin operation, will start soon.

Section No. 4 will begin in May.
Extraction thus far this month has

averaged 75 per cent., and from the

behavior of the mill the management
feels certain that its original estimate of

80 per cent, extraction will be reached

soon. Concentrates are being shipped

regularly at the rate of one 50-ton car

daily.

Warrior—This company is doing de-

velopment in the western underground

portion of its property and may install

a churn drill in the near future. The
mine continues to ship about 125 tons

daily to El Paso. The ore averages slight-

ly under 10 per cent, copper.

Inspiration— Until the generator and

other equipment arrive the present rate

of development will not be altered. A
wagon road to connect the proposed con-

centrator, near Wheatfields, with the

county highway is being graded, but it

has not yet been definitely announced

where the mill will be built. The allu-

sion to partially developed ore in General

Manager Drummond's recent report has

led to some confusion. A block of

ground is said to be developed when its.

four corners, 200 ft. apart, have been

drilled. Where the 200-ft. parallelogram

has not been drilled at all the corners

it is said to be partially developed.

Churn-drill hole 501 is in ore at 575 ft.

No. 903 is 675 ft. deep and has been

in ore for 135 feet.

Superior & Boston—The existence of

a zone of secondary enrichment in the

Arizona-Commercial below the 1000-ft.

level will result in exploration for simi-

lar ore in this adjoining mine.

Arizona Commercial—As soon as the

work of installation of another pump on

the 1000-ft. station of the Eureka shaft

is completed sinking will be continued

until the 1 200-ft. level has been reached.

On the 1000-ft. level the crosscut north

from the station will be continued. It

should encounter the vein within another

50 ft. of drifting, at the point where the

diamond drill recently passed through a

body of 16 per cent, copper ore.

Keystone—A new electric hoist, other

surface equipment of modern manufact-

ure, and an aerial tramway to convey the

ore to the Miami mill, are the more im-

portant of the improvements contemplated

by the management.

Old Dominion—The first electric loco-

motive was installed recently and has

proved satisfactory. The Kingdon elec-

tric hoist is in operation and with two

other hoists is driven by power from the

mixed pressure turbines recently in-

stalled.

Santa Cruz County

R. R. R.—This copper mine started

work again two months ago and is now
shipping. The new strike from which

this ore comes is 12 ft. wide and is sup-

posed to be the downward extension of

an oreshoot formerly worked. R. R.

Richardson, of Patagonia, is the owner.

Alto—This mine closed in 1907 has re-

opened with 10 men as a starter. F. J.

Hobson with a long experience in the

southwest and Mexico is in charge as

manager. S. A. Fisher is in charge of

the mining work. After cleaning up the

company will ship ore from the old pay-

shoot for the present, but expects soon to

begin development to justify the plans for

a concentrating mill. The mine has a

record of $70,000 of ore in the first four

months of 1907.

Anaconda—This mine in the Temporal

district has obtained its new pump and

has resumed sinking. It is financed by

Kansas City money. The shaft is down
200 ft. and it is hoped to sink at least to

500 ft. B. F. Lindsley is in charge.

Ivanhoe—T\)is mine, James Johnson,

superintendent, is shipping ore two cars

a month. The ore carries a silver running

in carloads about $75 per ton. Con-

siderable exploration is being done on the

200-ft. level.

Wynctte—This shaft being sunk by T.

M. Heck is making a good showing at

the first level. The ore is about 3 ft.

wide and assays about $25 per ton. Ship-

ments will be made shortly.

Glove—This is the principal claim on

the new strike made by the Sheehy

brothers. The ore on one of the veins

at the bottom of the main shaft runs 40

per cent, zinc and 20 per cent, lead, and

will probably be shipped east. Further

work is now being done. The orebody

averages 4 ft. The other veins on which

no deep work has been as yet done pro-

duce carbonate lead ores assaying 45 to
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50 per cent, lead and 12 to 20 oz. silver.

Eight-horse teams are hauling this to the

new line at Amado. The mine itself is on

the limestone-eruptive contact on the west

side of Baya canon about five miles

southwest of Mt. Hopkins. About five

thousand tons of the carbonate ore are

now in sight.

Gold Ledge-—This claim, owned by

Josiah Bond, shows at the new work about

18 ft. of quartz carrying about $6 in gold

to the ton. The group has been examined

by a prospective purchaser.

Mansfield—Work is being done at this

mine preparatory to sinking further at

the Black Cap shaft. Some other shaft

work is now being done on the. Ruby
claim further up the Mansfield canon.

Gold Hill—This gold mine, near Mount
. Hopkins in the upper Caliente canon, is

being overhauled by the owner, J. F.

Orosco, of Tubac and is to be examined

by the representative of New York buyers.

Yuma County

Yuma—This copper company, C. C.

Douglas president, floated largely in

Boston, the stock having sold up to

$2 or $3 at the time of flotation, has

failed to develop ore either by shaft

or diamond drill. Its stockholders refuse

to pay an assessment, it is reported and

the property will probably be purchased

by one of the owners and liquidated.

Clara Consolidated—The company has

elected the following board of directors:

George Mitchell, Alfred Quetu, Robert E.

Morrison, G. B. Nuytten, A. A. Sander,

Oscar Fanyan, O. W. Strodthoff, W. B.

Taylor and E. D. Elson. Announcement is

made that smelting operations will be re-

sumed during May, and that mine work

is now in progress and that the company
is in good financial condition.

California

Eldorado County

Ribbon Rock—A good body of ore has

been encountered at the 100-ft. level in

this mine, near Eldorado. Upon the

completion of the new hoist the shaft

will be deepened to 500 ft. H. A. Harp-

er, superintendent.

Alpine—A mill-run of ore from this

mine, near Georgetown, has been shipped

to Sacramento". If the test is satisfac-

tory a Beers mill will be installed.

Monte—This mine, in Gold Hill dis-

trict, has been bonded to the Echo Gold
Mining Company, a new organization of

Sacramento capital.

Inyo County

Cerro Gordo—Zinc ore of high grade

is being extracted from this former pro-

ducer of lead-silver, near Keeler. Pres-

ent work is confined to the 400- ft. level.

L. D. Gordon, Salt Lake, Utah, is leaser.

Sam Kee—Twelve feet of shipping ore

is reported to have been uncovered in

this mine, near Keeler; chiefly lead and
silver, with some gold.

Kern County
Lakeville—Suit has been instituted

against this company for an account by
Parker Barrett and others, who allege
that the gusher has produced 8,000,000
bbl. of oil and is still producing 5000 bbl.

a day, while the royalties received have
not been commensurate with the output
through failure of the defendant to pro-

vide proper storage, and failure to make
statement of production. Plaintiffs claim
200,000 bbl. royalty.

Los Angeles County
Pittsburg Petroleum—This company

has reopened the old field at Santa
Susana, leasing a tract of land from the

Simi Land and water company, on which
are six producing wells that have been
idle for about 20 years, and which are

said to have produced 36 gravity oil.

These wells have been cleaned and put

on the pump, producing 15 to 75 bbl. a

day each, which is contracted to the Los
Angeles Refining Company. A pipeline

is being laid to connect with the South-

ern Pacific Railroad. J. D. Krepps, Los
Angeles, manager.

Nevada County

Union Hill—This mine, at Grass Val-

ley, is being unwatered; the concrete

foundations for the 20-stamp mill have

been laid, and the mill which is being

built by the Nevada City Miners Foun-

dry is nearly completed.

Plumas County

Crescent—The tailings from this quartz

mine, at Crescent, and from the Green
Mountain mill will be worked by cyanid-

ation by the Mother Lode Mining and

Reduction Company; Samuel Allschuster,

San Francisco, manager.

Engels—Twenty men are engaged on

the installation of the reduction works at

this copper mine in Lights canon, near

Keddie. Henry Engels, San Francisco,

one of the owners, is manager.

Canton—This placer mining company
has applied for patent to four claims on

north fork of Feather river, the applica-

tion being contested by the U. S. Forest

Service, on the ground that the applicants

are seeking title for the purpose of water

power. A water filing has been made on

150,000 in. at a point on this group of

claims by W. S. Cone, reputed to repre-

sent the Great Western Power Company.

The hearing will be held before a deputy

commissioner of the Land Office, at

Quincy, May 23.

San Bernardino County

Carbonate King—A purchase option on

this group of claims in Clark district has

been secured by J. Allen Veatch. The

price is $60,000.

California Gold and Copper Company
—The electro-chemical plant at the mine

at Vontrigger, is completed, and in op-
eration.

Shasta Course

Texas—This group of producing quartz
claims in Old Diggings district, has been
bonded to parties represented by George
Bayha, of Redding.

Mammoth The monthly average of

ore treated at Kennett is said to continue

constant, and the reserve to equal the

quantity treated. The production is about
2.000,000 pounds.

Uncle Sam—The new 10-stamp mill on
this mine, near Kennett, is in operation;

20 men are employed in the mine and
mill.

Tuolumne County
Dutch—This mine, at Sonora, is being

explored on and above the 800-ft. level.

The mine has a depth of 1750 ft., but it

is retarded by water below 900 ft. The
20-stamp mill is operating steadily, and
20 additional stamps are on the ground
ready for installation. There is an ore

reserve blocked equal to about four

months milling.

Jumper—The underground force is be-

ing increased, and repairs on the mill

are in progress. It is expected the full

sixty stamps will soon be dropping.

Berkeley—This mine has been unwa-
tered; ore is being extracted.

Ventura County

The exhibition of free gold said to have
been broken from the decomposed gran-

ite in Cuyuna valley, has started a rush

of prospectors. A large number come
from the Maricopa oilfield in Kern
county, 35 miles distant.

Colorado
Clear Creek and Gilpin Counties

Ohio—This mine in the West Argentine
district started a new tunnel adit. This
property has been a good shipper of lead

ore. It is close to the Josephine that

has lately shipped some of the highest

grade lead in the district.

Capital—The mine has several sets of
lessees that are making a good showing.
Frank and John Hurley have encountered
a streak of sheet galena that runs 2.28

oz. gold and 28 oz. silver with 60 per
cent. lead. McCluskey, Long & Co. who
have a lease on the east drift will ship

500 tons of concentrates to the company's
mill. The company is working about 30
men and is shipping about $75,000 per

month of smelting ore.

Burleigh—This company is opening
ground on the Pelican vein and has ex-

posed a body of high-grade smelting ore.

A crosscut run from the Pelican tunnel

to intersect the Unicorn vein is said to

have uncovered 6 in. of ore that carries

500 oz. silver per ton. Mottschall & Co.,

lessees of a block on the Pelican, have
a streak of smelting ore 7 to 12 in. wide
that carries 50 oz. silver per ton.
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Ho- Work is under way on the

construction of the dam on Bard creek

tor storage of water for the power plant.

Kinley—Development is under way

in the McKinley property. The adit is in

a distance of 500 ft. and the last 200

ft. in a body of mineralized quartz that

>m 3 to 5 ft. wide.

It is now stated that

National mine, on Quartz hill. Cen-

tral City, lately purchased by the North

American Mines and Smelter Company,

re blocked out to a depth of 500

ft., sufficient to furnish 100 tons per day

for many months. A modern hoist and

compressor plant with machine drills has

been installed. This company operates

the smeltery at Golden. The ore is auri-

ferous pyrite.

Torcka—The shaft is now down 1500

tt.. and levels are to be run from the

1400 and 1500 points. The statement is

made that the orebody. believed to aver-

age about S12 per ton. has been exposed

in five levels and averages 4 ft. in width.

H. P. Lowe is manager.

Pittsburg— High-grade ore is being

taken out in sinking the shaft to the 1000

level. Drifts will be run from the 900-

and 1000-ft. points.

Lake County—Leadville

Leadville—These claims east of the

A Y. & Minnie properties, after an idle-

ness of years will resume.

Mineral County

The output for Creede for the first

quartei is 7375 tons of smelting ore and

concentrates, about 66 per cent, of this

being concentrates.

Humphry—The mill is handling about

60 tons, mainly from the Collins lease

on the Happy Thought mine.

San Juan District

San Pedro Gold Mines Company—In

the main tunnel at 5700 ft. from the

portal a vein of galena 2 ft. in width was

cut on the Ouija claim of which samples

taken across the vein give returns of

40 per cent, lead and $3 in gold and 12

oz. silver. The company owns about 50

claims in the Sneffel's district embrac-

ing an area of about 400 acres between

the Revenue. Atlas and Camp Bird.

Jonathan— Martin Pouch and George

Anderson, leasers, shipped a car of ore

from this property at Ouray that assayed

over 2 oz. gold.

Gold King -A force of men are pre-

paring for the big force which will be

rut on toon.

Fsmrralda Leasers on the Esmeralda

ipping by "jack tram" from mine

to railroad. The compressor is at;ain in

commission and two drills are working.

Queen Anne Contractors on this

mine, owned by Joe Bordeleaw, drove a

during the winter and

cut the vein, which proved to he 15 to 20

ft. wide, and containing milling ore.

San Miguel County
Mammoth— H. A. Dorfeld, who had a

250-ton mill-run from the Mammoth mine,

will make a test at Bear Creek mill under

the superintendence' of M. A. Ballard.

J. C. Brown and George H. Hall have

taken a lease on the Weller group and

will develop extensively.

Teller County—Cripple Creek

Jo Dandy—A cyanide mill is being

erected at this mine to treat 150,000 tons

of dump which it is claimed will run $5

per ton. The Jo Dandy Company receives

12
'
_ per cent, royalty on bullion ob-

tained. Thomas Kavanaugh is the lessee.

Idaho

Coeur d'Alene District

Hunter— Among the improvements

planned are the enlarging of the mine and

the installation of an electric hoist and

motor cars for hauling ore from the shaft

to the bins on the tunnel level. The ca-

pacity of the mill also will be increased

from 400 to 800 tons daily. The latter

work is to be completed early in June.

One hundred and fifty men are at work,

the principal operations being on the 400-

ft. level. Over $100,000 will be expended

in improvements.

Federal-—Development on the com-

pany's mine at Mace, has opened a large

orebody on the 1800-ft. level. The com-

pany is negotiating for the purchase of

the Cleveland claim.

Beartop—George J. Kiebler, manager,

reports that the property will soon be

operating.

Indiana

Pike County

A big deal in coal lands near Muran

is being made by a company headed by

John Harmon, of Chicago. The company

is paying $30 an acre; three large farms

have been purchased, and 400 acres more

are wanted. The above price is for the

coal rights alone.

Grant County

The new wells brought in on the

Hardacre farm along the Baltimore &
Ohio railroad are arousing some of the

old-time interest in oil mining. The last

well completed is said to be a 2000-bbl.

gusher. Wells brought in on the Vanda-

mark farm are likewise among the big

producers in this county. These wells

are producing 60 bbl. an hour.

Greene County

The North American Oil Company,
which controls oil lands southeast of Lin-

ton, is to make extensive developments

in that field. The company has two

wells completed and is pumping 43-deg.

gravity green oil. Tanks with a storage

capacity of 1000 bbl. are rapidly being

filled. The officials are preparing to sink

several other wells and also construct

a pipeline to Bee Hunter, at the junction

of the Southeastern and Vandalia roads.

Vigo County

The county commissioners have named
Thomas McGregory, of Terre Haute;
Mack Harris, of West Terre Haute, and

William McCurdy, of Seeleyville, for the

first board of examiners under the new
law, which the governor declared in force

this week. The law provides that all

miners must pass an examination before

being allowed to work in the mines.

McGregory represents the operators, Mc-
Curdy and Harris the miners.

Kentucky
Elkhorn Consolidated Coal and Coke

Company—A coal crusher and 50 bee-

hive coke ovens are being erected at the

mine at Hellier in Pike county. F. Rogers,

Pikeville, is president.

Wilholt Consolidated Coal Company—
A mine has been started on a tract of

1000 acres at Pineville, Harlan county.

By October, 1911, it is expected 500 tons

can be shipped daily. Roy Wilholt, Louis-

ville, Ky., is president.

Michigan

Copper

Hancock—This company has begun
rock shipments to the Allouez-Centennial

mills, about 250 tons of rock are being

handled daily, coming from the No. 3

lode, tributary to No. 1 shaft and the

shipments are to be increased as soon as

the working conditions shape themselves.

Algomah—Drifting continues from the

104-ft. level, where the shaft has been

bottomed for some time. About 1350 ft.

of drifting has been done at this point,

all of which has exposed good ground.

The north drift is within 1000 ft. of the

Lake boundary line.

South Lake—This company has dis-

continued its drilling and has selected a

shaft site and it is very likely that active

shaft work will be started at once. The

overburden at the point selected is about

75 ft. Numerous drill cores have re-

vealed a series of copper-bearing lodes,

of which there is more or less difference

of opinion existing as to their correlation

with the Lake lode, but the gradual

change in the strike of the Lake lode

strengthens the assumption that the latter

traverses and is one of the lodes exposed

on the South Lake lands.

Franklin—This company has cut cop-

per-rock as rich as anything previously

exposed anywhere in its working, in the

drift south between No. 1 and No. 3

shafts at the 23rd level. The copper ap-

peared near the foot-wall side of the

drift and a cut was put in across the for-

mation showing it heavily mineralized.

It is probable that this drift has been

parallelling this copper-bearing portion of

the lode for considerable distance. At

the 26th level a cut was put in toward

the footwall and a similar condition was

met with.
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Minnesota

Cuyuna Range

It is reported that Bullock Brothers,

drillers of Aitkin, encountered a body of

good ore while drilling for a well near

the local hospital in the northern part

of the town of Cuyuna. The land is

owned by T. R. Foley, of Aitkin.

The Fayal and the Adams-Spruce mines,

which have been two of the most con-

sistent producers and shippers on the

range, have both large quantities of ore

ready for shipment. Both mines have

been working steadily all winter, with

large crews of men.

A large body of ore has been found in

the SW., NE. of Sec. 10 T 46 R 29 by

George H. Crosby, of Duluth. This tract

adjoins the Interstate mine on the west.

Richleau & Whitesides—A find has

been made by these parties in the SW.,

SW., Sec. 34 T 135 R 27 north and west

of the Mississippi river and about half

way between Crosby and Brainerd. This

find indicates that the ore formation is

considerably further north than was
originally supposed and is therefore im-

portant. At 100 ft. depth the drill was
still in mineralized ground.

Kennedy—This mine, operated by the

Rogers-Brown Ore Company, is prepared

to ship over the Soo Line to the new docks

at Duluth. It is estimated that there

are 200,000 tons of ore in stock awaiting

shipment; 160 acres will be mined from

this shaft.

Pine Tree—This is the name of the

shaft to be sunk by the Rogers-Brown

company in the S. y£, NW. of Sec. 11 T
46 R 29, during the coming summer. The

orebody adjacent to this shaft is one of

the largest ever found on the Cuyuna
range, and is of an exceptionally fine

grade.

Meachem—This shaft of the Rogers-

Brown company in the NE., NE. of Sec.

11 T 46 R 29 is down 140 ft. and is being

put in shape to produce this summer.

Two "forties" will be mined from this

shaft. There is no permanent hoisting

machinery in place yet but the same will

be on the ground in a short time.

Montana

Butte District

North Butte—The Speculator shaft,

which is still being sunk, is nearing the

2800-ft. level, to which depth it will be

carried before a stop is made. At 2750

ft. the shaft passed through a new vein

which is believed to be a north branch of

the Edith May vein east of the fault.

This vein, where cut, is 15 ft. wide, 5 ft.

of it being bornite, averaging 22 per

cent, copper, and the remainder a good

grade of ore carrying copper glance and

enargite. On the 1800-ft. level 16 ft.

of ore having an average of 10 per cent,

copper, has been encountered by a drift

on the Croesus vein. Below the rather

barren zone between the 2000-ft. and
2300- ft. levels, rich ore has been en-

countered, which proves the theory of a

secondary enrichment in this mine. Two
fault veins have been discovered, which
intersect at a point just above the 2200-
ft. level, and a winze has been sunk from
the 2200-ft. to the 2300-ft. level, proving
the oreshoot to widen with depth. On
the 2400-ft. level a drift is being run to

tap this shoot, which should be en-
countered upon passing through the

fault. Drifts will also be run on the

2600-ft. and 2800-ft. levels.

Butte Central—The shaft of the Ophir
mine is being sunk rapidly, and is below
the 700- ft. level. It is expected to reach

the 1000-ft. level by the middle of July.

Development is being done on the 100-

ft. and 300-ft. levels, and considerable

silver ore is blocked.

Davis Daly— In the interests of East-

ern stockholders, W. H. Wiley, of Los
Angeles, is making an examination of

the Colorado mine of the Davis-Daly

company, and upon his report will de-

pend future operations. On the 1700-ft.

level the vein recently struck, has been

opened for 250 ft., at which point the

orebody, which varies in width from 18

in. to 18 ft., has practically pinched out.

Preparations are now being made to

drift on the 1800-ft. level for the ore-

body.

Deer Lodge County

There has been talk of pending litiga-

tion between the Silver Lake Mining

Company and the George Hill Mining

Company, concerning the apex rights of

the George mine of the former company,

and the Roundup mine of the George Hill

company, and it was thought that injunc-

tion proceedings were about to be in-

stituted by both companies. At a meeting

held April 5 in Anaconda, the differences

were settled satisfactorily, and Air. Stew-

art stated that the George Hill Company
would begin operations as soon as the

hoist could be hauled from Anaconda to

the Roundup mine.

Hidden Lake—In nearly all of the 16

claims comprising the Hidden Lake

group, development has exposed well de-

fined veins carrying gold. At present

most of the work is confined to the Gold

Bug No. 2, on which claim a tunnel has

been driven into the hill 250 ft. where

it tapped the lead at a point 150 ft. below

the surface. Raises have been driven on

the lead to the surface, and a 50-ft. winze

has been sunk, showing a continuous vein

with an average width of 23 ft. in a coun-

try rock of brecciated quartzite. The

bottom of the winze is still in oxidized

quartz. The Doherty mill, which is about

a mile from the property, has been leased,

and a cyaniding plant added to it.

Oro Fino— Development at this prop-

erty, Georgetown, has lately exposed

some good orebodies. A winze has been

sunk on the foot-wall from the .

level to the 200-ft. level, to which depth

the shaft has also been sunk, showing;

high-grade gold ore in its entire length.

and indicating a back of about 45,000

tons of ore. The mine is at present oper-

ated by a bucket and whim, but as soon

as the ore blocked out warrants perman-
ent instalment, the company will put in

an engine and air compressor.

Ontario—George Hoadley, Dr. F. B.

Moore, Wilfred St. Jean, Sam and Na-
poleon Landry, and others of Anaconda,
have taken a lease on the Ontario mining

ciaim in the Georgetown district for one

year. This mine was a silver producer

before the fall in the price of silver, at

which time it was closed down, and it

also carries small gold values.

Granite County

Bi-Metallic—The old Granite Bi-Metal-

lic company in the Phillipsburg district

has been absorbing claims in that vicinity

for years, and now owns nearly 500

claims, a number of which are being

worked by leasers who are shipping an

average of 15 cars of silver ore per

month.

Montana Frisco—Spokane capitalists

have purchased this Phillipsburg prop-

erty and are about to resume operations

there. One of the largest gasolene

hoists in Montana, has been installed, and

a concentrator will be built this summer.

The shaft has been retimbered to the 350-

ft. level, and retimbering will be con-

tinued to the 550- ft. level. As soon as

the pump can be started the company
will commence to ship ore, a large

amount of which is now blocked out.

Madison County

Frank Wyrouch—L. Lorenger, of Du-

luth, who has a lease on this property,

in the Bear Gulch district, will begin the

erection of a mill.

Nevada
Lincoln County

The merger of the Pioche properties,

announced recently, is held up by dis-

agreement over details. It is expected that

it will be consummated soon.

White Pine County

Nevada-British—This company has per-

fected its title to the West Extension of

Star, Chief of the Hill and Mascot pat-

ented claims near Cherry creek.

New Mexico
Grant County

Granite Gap—This property is shipping

lead-silver ore and developing. J. F.

Dowling is in charge.

New Jersey

Pahaquarry Copper Company—This

company is working its mine near the

Delaware river, at Pahaquarry in Warren

county, with a small force. The ore is

crushed, hand-picked and handled by

wagon to Dunfield.
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Oklahoma

McGaire—These properties, at Davis,

have recently been examined. A mill is

planned.

Arbuckle—The work on the mill is

under way.

Mason— Stearns, Anderson & Co. has

purchased a lease of the Mason Mining

Company, at Quapaw, and has started

operating.

L. C. Church—This company, operat-

ing the deepest mine in the Miami camp,

is still pumping and draining the entire

camp. All the other operators have

been relieved of the expense of pumping

and have used the water for mill pur-

poses, yet refused to bear any part

of the expense of pumping. The

Church company has now, by digging a

deep ditch, turned its waste water away

from the Miami camp. This will result in

the shutting down of every producing

mine in the camp, unless the operators

consent to share in the expense of

pumping, or put down deep wells for

their own use.

Oregon

Baker County

Zom Paine—This mine is being equip-

ped with a 10-stamp mill, which will soon

be ready for operation. J. T. Parker,

Sumpter, manager.

Canon Mountain—This company has

been organized to operate on Jack

Chambers claims on Canon mountain,

one mile from Canon City. Preparations

are being made for considerable work.

Josephine County

American Belle—This property is to be

equipped with a hydraulic plant and a

complete sawmill outfit. Fred T. Os-

borne, Holland, secretary.

Wallowa County

Chief Joseph—This property is being

operated by H. H. Mulkey, Joseph, who
will do considerable development work

during the season.

Red Cloud—Two tunnels are in over

40 ft., and one 250 ft., all touching the

orebody. If sufficient ore is found, the

property will be equipped with machin-

ery. This mine is near Joseph.

Utah

Juab County

Victoria—Ninety- four sacks, or about

five tons of ore have been shipped from

the recent strike on the 1050 level. It is

estimated that the ore will bring it in the

neighborhood of SI500 a ton. Founda-

fOf the new hoisting equipment are

in place, and the engine and compressor

will shortly be hauled up to the mine.

,<>n as the new equipment cm be

put in working order a much larger ton-

will be hoisted.

Eagle & Blue Bell—A new orebody

has been opened in the northern part of

the property, which it is thought may be

a continuation of the Victoria vein. This

ore is being developed by drifting and

raising from the 1200. The main level

has opened ore for 50 ft. while one raise

has followed ore for 60 ft., and another

raise for 80 ft. A winze below the 1200

is in ore 45 feet.

Grand Central—Experiments are be-

ing made on ore from this property, with

a view to the possibility of installing a

cyanide plant. The ore developed at

depth is said to be running well in sil-

ver and gold, while its copper content

is growing less toward the south. Drift-

ing to the north is being done on the

1800, 1600 and 1300 levels, in the direc-

tion of the Victoria lines.

Lower Mammoth—A special stockhold-

ers' meeting will be called in the near

future for the purpose of considering the

proposed increase in capitalization from

250,000 shares par value $1 to 1,000,000

shares, of the same par value. This in-

crease is generally favored by stockhold-

ers. Part of the resulting treasury stock

will be sold for development instead of

levying further assessments.

Mammoth—Ore has been opened for

about 20 ft. on the 800 level northeast

of the shaft. The find is of special in-

terest, as it is in hitherto unexplored ter-

ritory. The ore runs well in copper and

silver with some gold.

Scranton—About 700 tons of ore a

month are being shipped by this zinc-

lead property in North Tintic.

Beck Tunnel—Underground conditions

are steadily improving. Four cars of ore

have been shipped since the compromise

with the Uncle Sam company, and the

officials feel that present operations will

put the property on a paying basis. No
assessment was called for at the April

meeting.

Iron Blossom—Drifting is being done

on the 600-ft. level of the No. 3 shaft

for the orebody opened in the cave some

months ago. Ore from the north drift

on the 600 level of the No. 1 shaft as-

says up to 60 oz. in silver, and from $2

to $20 in gold. Recent development on

the 400, 500 and 600 levels has shown

the orebody to be practically continuous.

King William—The drift on the 1900-

ft. level has cut a north-south fissure

carrying quartz with slight copper stain-

ing. This is considered encouraging.

Sioux Consolidated—A 25-ton ship-

ment of copper ore was made during

the week, which is reported to have car-

ried around 8 to 10 oz. silver, 15 per

cent, copper, and some gold per ton.

This character of ore has not been pro-

duced by the property heretofore.

United Tintic -The shaft is down 225

ft. A station was cut at the 210-ft. level,

and a crosscut driven to the Bullock vein,

on which about 300 ft. of drifting has

been done. The north face shows al-

ternating streaks of quartz and ore, the

latter carrying around 7 per cent, copper

and 18 oz. silver. A car of 30 tons will

be shipped shortly.

Salt Lake County

Bingham Mines—Raising has been in

progress between the old workings and

the Niagara tunnel. Connections are

nearly completed. Some ore has been
encountered in this work, and shipments

will be resumed in the near future. A
contract has been given to H. H. Green
for the final cleanup around the former

Bingham Consolidated copper smeltery

at Midvale. Mr. Green was formerly

general manager, and made a cleanup of

flue dust, etc., several years ago, when
the plant was shut down. Work has been

started. The equipment, including the

buildings, machinery and tools, will be

sold.

Montana-Bingham—Samples of ore

from the Eddy tunnel running well in

copper, and carrying around $10 in gold,

with a little silver are being shown in

Salt Lake from a high-grade streak re-

cently encountered.

Bingham Amalgamated—A new strike

of shipping ore has been made by Henry
Wolf, who is leasing on this property.

The ore is a heavy sulphide, and carries

from 3 to 4 per cent, copper, with some
silver and gold. It is said to be opened

for 18 ft. One car has been shipped,

and five more are ready.

Columbus Consolidated—It is proposed

to make a mill test with a good-sized

tonnage of low-grade ore, with the idea

of making some additions or alterations

to the mill to treat this class of material.

Washington

Chelan County

Wenatchee—Machinery will be instal-

led and development pushed. J. E. Jor-

genson, Entiat, is superintendent.

Ferry County

McKinley—About $50,000 will be spent

for machinery and development work on

this property, near Orient. A large

amount of ore is now exposed.

Hidden Treasure—Some high-grade

ore was struck on First Thought moun-

tain recently. The property is owned by

Norman Gourley, of Orient.

Knob Hill—Power drills have been in-

stalled, which will greatly increase the

output of this mine. Joseph McFarland,

Republic, superintendent.

North Washington Power and Redi.

Hon—A large amount of machinery is

on the ground for installation at this

plant, at Republic. Ore is being placed

on the dumps at the various mines to

await the completion of this plant.

Little Michigan—This mine has been

shut down. The property is owned by
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Michigan and Rosalia capital. Much de-

velopment has been done.

Walla Walla County

Old Dead Medicine—At this mine,

which is' owned by the Clugston Mining
Company, near Evans, high-grade ore

has been uncovered. The strike is 4 ft.

wide, and was made at a depth of 215

feet.

Wisconsin
The Campbell Magnetic Ore Separat-

ing Company, which has been operating

a small plant for the last year at Cuba
City, will enlarge. J. B. Etherington is

manager.

Joseph Longbotham and others have

formed a company to conduct a custom-

roasting business at Benton; two roasters

have been purchased which will be

moved and reassembled.

Little Minnie—The 100-ton mill,

burned three months ago, has been re-

placed and operations resumed.

Cleveland—Construction of a 100-ton

mill, at Hazel Green, has been com-
pleted.

Sunset—A 6-inch sheet of jack was
struck beneath the old workings of this

property, which was abandoned by the

Union Zinc Company.

Dall—The mine at Cuba City has

closed as the ore run has been lost.

Baxter—This Cuba City mine has

been doing some successful prospecting

and has decided to move the mill to a

location where it will be safe from

caving.

Calvert—The mine at Benton is being

cleaned up preparatory to shafting down.

Frontier—This mine, at Benton, is

shipping three cars a week and has re-

cently found promising ground in drilling

on the Hird lease.

Ollie Bell—The mine has been closed

and the crew shifted to the Fox mine,

where a new air shaft will be sunk; it is

producing 25 to 40 tons of concentrates

daily.

Bronson—This concentrating company
expects to have its testing mill com-

pleted by May 1 ; it will use an air pro-

cess.

Crooked Six—The mine operating on

the McCabe lease near Benton has con-

tacted for a small mill.

Goosehorn—The mine at Dubuque is

installing a pump to prospect further its

rich run of high-grade jack.

Canada
Ontario—Porcupine

The electric-light plant is completed

for lighting Golden City. The Northern

Ontario Land Company is getting ready

to lay pipes from Bob's lake to supply

Golden City with water.

The Temiskaming & Northern Ontario

railway is clearing the grounds for the

station at Golden City. Most of the
grading is complete to within two miles
of this point, and the engineer says
that trains will be running into Porcupine
July 1. The Northern Ontario Trust, Ltd.,

is building a sawmill at Golden City.

Dome—The Merrill Metallurgical Com-
pany, of San Francisco, has the contract

for the construction of the Dome mill.

Henry Anson is construction engineer.

A. D. Niles is metallurgist for the Dome
mines. One hundred and seventy-five

men are at work and the property is well

equipped.

Dome Extension— H. C. Anchor, man-
ager of the property, succeeded in getting

the machinery before the breakup and is

preparing to build the power house. The
company is sinking by hand.

Preston East Dome—Machinery and
supplies have b?en brought in to the

property in Deloro township and the en-

gine house is nearly completed.

Standard—H. M. Roche has completed

the design of the 40-ft. headframe for

this property and the foundation is being

prepared. The hoist and boiler are in

place and sinking will continue as soon

as headframe is completed. The shaft is

down 40 feet.

West Dome—Since beginning opera-

tions Feb. 19, 1250 ft. of drilling has

been done and the vein has been cut at

110, 216 and 326 ft. The quartz vein

passes through a dark schist in which are

various sulphides for many feet.

Pearl Lake Gold Mines—Two shafts

are down 35 ft. each and a third is being

started. The work on the property is be-

ing done by contract.

Rea—The 8-drill compressor which

was ordered six weeks ago is now run-

ning. Four shafts are being sunk and

are down 175. 66, 27 and 16 ft. respec-

tively.

Lindburg—A diamond drill is being

set up to prospect this property. The

property adjoins the Rea mines on the

southeast.

Smith Vet.—Three hundred feet of

stripping has been done and free-gold

specimens are found at several points.

Imperial—The shaft is down 50 ft. and

crosscutting has begun.

North Thompson—The vein is 4 ft.

wide and shows free gold. It is believed

to be a continuation of Vipond vein.

Crown Charter—The third diamond-

drill hole is now down 125 ft. on the

Camp claim. On the South claim the

shaft is down 40 ft. and will be hurried

to the 100-ft. point where a station will

be cut and crosscutting begun.

Clusky Vipond—Two test pits have

been put down 12 and 18 ft. respectively,

in which quartz leads are uncovered.

Stripping has been going on for two

months.

Mexico
Chihuah

The Parral camp produced for the

week ended April 15 as follows: Shipped
to smelteries, 5000 tons; treated locally,

8300 tons; total, 13,300 tons. The March
pioduction was, shipped 40,000 tons; lo-

cally treated 20,500 tons; total, 60,500

tons.

Soledad—This property in the Almaloya
district has been acquired by a French
syndicate represented by E. Bronimann,
of Santa Rosalia. A company of the

same name, capital 200,000 pesos, has

been organized.

Rio Plata—The company announces net

operating returns for March $24,386 from
a total silver recovery of 70,009 ounces.

Dolores—This property of the Mines
Company of America recently shipped

230,000 pesos of bullion through the

Chihuahua bank. A previous shipment
went by way of Toniche, Sonora.

Guanajuato
La Profeta—This company, in the Rayas

district, has made a shipment of rich ore.

Cecil O'Gorman, of Mexico City is in

charge.

Mexico

Esperanza—The March report shows
ore crushed, 23,539 tons, yielding $163,-

524, of which amount $68,947 was net.

Sonora

The Mexican Union railway, running

from Torres to Minas Prietas, is being

extended to Ures, a distance of approx-

imately 60 km. There is at present 10

km. of rails down and 15 km. of grade

finished. Like the mines the railroad is

suffering from a shortage of labor and

it will probably be January before it is

finished.

La Dura—A tramway 1000 ft. long has

been installed across the Yaqui river for

this property, owned by the Mines Com-
pany of America.

Creston-Colorada—This property, at

Minas Prietas, owned by the Mines Com-
pany of America, has treated, Jan. 1 to

April 1, 42,260 tons of ore and 6600 tons

of slimes in the Colorada and Butters

mills. Of the ore 34,633 tons was from

the Colorada, mostly from the upper

levels.

Penn-Sonora Mining Company—This

company has incorporated in Arizona to

operate El Durazno claims in the dis-

trict of Magdelena. The president of

the company is W. R. Lyon, of Glenfield,

Penn.

South America
Colombia

Concordia—This group of mines in the

Pasto region in southern Colombia has

been sold to a New York and London

company known as the Gualacala Mines

Company, of which R. A. Linton is vice-

president. The mines have a record of

large output of gold.
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Coal Trade Review

16—Coal trade in the

East remains rather quiet, and the de-

velopment do not point to an ac-

E summer in the seaboard bituminous

market. Spring trade is slow 'o open,

and contract making is backward.

The anthracite trade, on the other hand,

- active. Dealers are taking advantage

of the April discounts in an unusually

rge way. Coal has begun to move to

Buffalo for Lake shipment, but only in

a small way so far.

In the West the coal trade is still un-

settled and operators are not too happy

er conditions. Operations at mines

continue slow, and trade in steam coal

does not improve much. Shipments have

been curtailed in some degree, so that

there is less congestion and less pressure

to sell coal at the large consuming cent-

ers. Lake trade opens very slowly and

there is a large quantity of coal intended

for shipment up the Lakes, which is held

up until the boats get busy.

An interesting item of news is the

final disposition of the coal interests

which John R. Walsh gathered up. After

his failure these were collected into an

organization known as the Alliance Coal

Company. That concern has now sold

out to the Vandalia Coal Company, mak-

ing it the largest operating company in

Indiana. It is thought that the Southern

Indiana—Walsh's coal railroad—will pass

under Pennsylvania control. This ends a

chapter of "high finance," which involved

a disastrous bankruptcy and a prison

term for the chief operator.

New Coal Line—Chesapeake & Ohio
officers have organized a company to

build a branch from that company's Big

Sandy division at Ward, in Pike county.

Ky.. following the Levisa fork, crossing

ir.to Buchanan county. Va.. and thence to

Grundy, the county seat. The line will

cross the mountains seven or eight miles

north of Russell fork at the Breaks of

Big Sandy. There is no railroad at pres-

ent in Buchanan county, and the new
line will open up an entirely new terri-

tory for traffic. It will be 40 miles long,

and will run through some good coal

territory.

'
. ial Traffic Notes

tonnage of Norfolk & Western
railway nine months of fiscal year from
July 1 to March 31, short tons:

Com-
pany Total

820,190 8,086,068
1,61ft,942
I 807 026

' " i ' 981 780,002

Current Prices of"

Metal, Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics
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Chicago

April 25—The coal market, in gen-

eral, is in good condition, with the de-

mand large for all kinds of steam and

domestic coals and prices maintained in

default of any great surplus on tracks.

Many dealers, indeed, say it is the best

April they have known in years. There

is danger, however, of a slump if too

large shipments arrive. From the Il-

linois and Indiana supply districts the

shipments have been in the last week

just about right. Eastern coals are less

satisfactory; smokeless is the subject

of considerable price cutting and yet

holds up fairly well to standard quota-

tions. Contract making is heavy and •

prices on the average are low.

Illinois and Indiana bring for most

of the coal sold $1.80rf<2.30 for lump,

$1.70 ft/ 1.85 for run-of-mine and $1.60@
1.85 for screenings. Smokeless brings

$2.95r</3.05 for run-of-mine and $3.15<@

3.40 for lump. Hocking is quiet and firm

at $3.15. Anthracite sells well at the

April discount prices, with buying un-

usually good and well distributed. For

steam purposes the fine coals have the

preference, to such an extent that they

are salable at the higher rather than the

lower quotations.

Cleveland

April 24—A few vessels have sailed

with coal, but only a few. Railroad yards

are full of coal for shipment, but boats

are not ready. The railroads are general-

ly refusing to take Lake coal from the

mines, until there is some prospect that

it can be moved.

Local trade is dull. Slack is scarce

for the time being, but it will be plenti-

ful when Lake coal begins to come in

freely. Prices are unchanged.

Indianapolis

April 24—Conditions throughout the

mining districts of Indiana are a little

more encouraging. At present there is

but one insignificant strike on involving

about 30 men. A number of mines have

resumed operation, giving fair hint of

improvement in the coal business.

While coal shipments fn this State are

not up to the volume usual for this time

of year, the situation depends on the

condition of the manufacturing industries.

Any improvement in manufacturing is

felt at once by the mines.

Pittsburg

April 25—Hearings started in Wash-
ington yesterday before the Interstate

Commerce Commission on the Pittsburg-

Lake coal rate and will probably con-

sume all week. Railroad officials proved

rather uncommunicative witnesses and

the subject seemed to be full of

matter they desired to conceal. It is

expected the Pittsburg and West Virginia

cases will be consolidated, the Commis-
sion having recently postponed the ad-

vance in the West Virginia rate to Sept.

15. Coal movement continues rather light

both in the local consuming market and in

the Lake trade. Prices are unchanged and
remain quotable as follows: Nut, si.05

@1.15; mine-run, $1.10@1.15; ;

;

-in..

$1.25; lJ4-in., $1.35; slack, 75c. per ton

at mine.

Connellsville Coke—While production

has been somewhat decreased there is

coke going into stock and another week
will probably see an effort to sell it at

cut prices. In the past week there has

been nothing done, and while the situa-

tion indicates that old prices are purely

nominal, no new basis for quotations has

been afforded. Shipments were recently

started to two merchant furnaces, Mary
at Lowellville, O , which blew in a few

days ago, and Tod, at Youngstown, O.,

which is to go in this week. The Steel

Corporation has blown out four or five

furnaces in the past week and will prob-

ably blow out some more before the end

of the week. We quote former prices

nominal as follows: Prompt furnace,

Sl.60ral.65; balance first half, $1.65<g

1.70; second half, $1.75@2; prompt foun-

dry, $2@2.10; contract, $2.20@2.40, at

ovens.

The Courier reports production in the

Connellsville and lower Connellsville re-

gion in the week ended April 15 at 349,-

475 tons, a decrease of 13,000 tons, and

shipments at 3852 cars to Pittsburg, 5834

cars to points west and 623 cars to points

east, a total of 10,309 cars.

St. Louis

April 24—Despite the little cool

weather we have had this week the de-

mand for coal has been slack and all

sizes are indeed sluggish on the market.

Lump coal has moved very slowly and

screenings have dropped down to 62^c.

Of course, this has had its effect on the

other sizes which have also fallen off in

price.

The demand for high-grade coal is dull

locally and most of the lump and nut

sizes are moving to the Southwest. On
country orders as low as $1 is being

asked for lump. There is practically no

demand for any Carterville coal on the

St. Louis market and very little domestic

coal is being moved excepting a few cars

of lump and nut to the retail yards.

Anthracite—The movement of anthra-

cite is very slow for this time of the

year and, although quite a little chestnut

is coming forward, it is hard to move.

There has not been as much specula-

tion in hard coal among the jobbers of

St. Louis as there was last year, owing

to the number of firms handling it this

year.

for use of steamships in foreign trade,

three months ended March 31, lon^ tons:

Goal
Ooke
Briquets.

L910. 1911. ( bi

IS

34 ; !)l i

Total exports... 13,936,700 15,878,2011 [.]

Steamer coal.... 1,44)5,962 4.701,509 I.

Total 18,342,662 20,679,778 1.2,237,110

Imports of coal were only 3378 tons in

1910, and 3341 tons this year.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs, Hull,

Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on April 15, as follows:

Best Welsh steam coal, $4.14; seconds,

S3.90; thirds, S3.78; dry coals, $3.84;

best Monmouthshire, $3.72; seconds,

$3.54; best small steam coal, $2.46; sec-

onds, $2.22. All prices are per long ton,

f.o.b. shipping port, cash in 30 days, less

2'/> per cent, discount.

S IRON TRADE-REVIEW \U

FOREIGNCOALTRADE

British Coal Trade—Exports of fuel

from Great Britain, with coal sent abroad

New York, April 26—The markets, as a

rule are quiet, both buyers and sellers

holding to a waiting position, except in a

few lines.

The incident of the week is the sale of

large lots of Lake Superior iron ore at

a reduction of 50c. from last year's prices.

This fixes the prices for the season—not

by any concerted agreement, it is care-

fully explained. The new prices for

bessemer ores are $4.50 for Old Range

and $4.25 for Mesabi; for nonbessemer

ores, $3.70 for Old Range and $3.50 for

Alesabi.

The question of ore prices for the sea-

son was a very awkward one. The 50c.

advance for 1910 was settled upon late

in December, 1909, after the pig-iron and

steel market had had an advance for

five or six months, but the event proved

that it was after the market had entered

upon a twelve months' decline, which

soon left ore prices quite out of line, but

the unsatisfactory iron and steel market

left stocks of ore and pig iron in the

hands of merchant furnaces, upon which

a depreciation would be written by a re-

duction in ore prices for this season.

Accordingly the majority of ore buyers

preferred to see 1910 prices on ore main-

tained, if that could be done safely. The

steel interests urged that no reduction

be made, while a number at least of the

ore interests wished a reduction. Such

an alinement of interests has been quite

unusual in the trade.

The effect of the ore reduction upon

the pig iron has been to accentuate the

stagnation, if such a thing is possible.

Some inquiry was developed, but it rep-

resented merely curiosity. Pig-iron prices

have not come down and consumers will

not buy until they do. or until they are

convinced they will not. There is much

ore and pig iron in existence, to be

taken care of before pig iron made from

the new ore gets into the market, and

it remains to be seen whether these

stocks will force a lower market.
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Upon finished-steel prices the ore re-

duction is held not to have any bearing.

The present finished-steel price structure

represents the arresting of the decline

which occurred in the first six or seven

months of 1910 by the establishment of

a controlled market and the idea is to

hold even-thing where it is. In the face

of a restricted demand this has been

very difficult, but will hardly be much
more difficult by reason' of the ore re-

duction.

The demand for structural steel con-

tinues strong. Small orders come in

steadily and a number of important con-

tracts are forward, some actually under

negotiation and others soon to come.

Fabricators continue to take contracts at

prices significant of reductions in steel.

Outside of structural steel the market has

been quiet with new business light.

One of Judge Gary's dinners to the

steel trade is to be given next week, on

May 4. It is stated that "no business

question will be considered;" but there

will doubtless be some discussion of the

situation. A meeting is being held in

New York today.

It is reported that contracts have been

closed for 200,000 tons of iron ore from

Vabana, Newfoundland, for furnaces in

the East. Shipment will begin this month

f:om the mines to Philadelphia.

United States Steel Corporation—The

statement of the Steel Corporation for

the quarter ended March 31 is as follows:

>.-t Earnings: 1910 1911

Januarv $11,310,013 $ 5,869,416
February 11,616,861 7,180,928
March.." 14,684,002 10,468,869

Quarter $37,616,876 $23,519,203

Depreciation funds, etc $3,517,386
; -t and sinking funds 7,311,962

T. ital charge $10,829,348

Surplus $12,689,855

Dividends paid 12,658,700

Balance undivided $ 31,155

Dividends were S6.304.919, or 1 M per

cent., on preferred, and $6,353,281, or

1
|
per cent, on common stock. No ap-

propriations for new construction were

made. There was a decrease of $2,382,-

^26 in net earnings from the fourth

quarter of 1910.

Baltimore

April 24— Exports for the week in-

cluded 1,780,574 lb. structural steel, 548,-

405 lb. plates and 794,052 lb. miscel-

laneous iron and steel to Panama. Im-

inciuded 200 tons ferromanganese

from Liverpool; 40 casks manganese ore

from Hamburg; 19,950 tons iron ore from

Cuba.

Birmingham
April 24 A few scattering sales of

pig iron in Southern territory saved the

day. The market is dull. The shipments

being made are in the main on

which were booked some time

back. There is not much accumulation

but the make is being held down and will

be further cut shortly unless there is

improvement in conditions. The quota-

tion is still $11 per ton, No. 2 foundry,

and, while one or two companies are

holding out of the market at that price

for delivery during the last quarter of

the year, the quotation is general for

the balance of the year.

The accumulated stocks of pig iron

do not show much reduction lately.

Chicago
April 25— It is a dull, flat and unprofit-

able iron market and one that seems
destined to continue such indefinitely.

The average foundry melter, upon whom
this market depends, seems to be of the

fixed opinion that he will do best to buy
in small lots, often, and his general re-

quirements have fallen off considerably

in the last month. Production seems,

also, to be running at least a little be-

yond consumptive possibilities. Most of

the founders have their needs covered

to the end of the first half and are buy-

ing for third quarter, lightly. A few

are in the market for the entire last

half and they are getting low quota-

tions on Southern; Northern remains

more nearly firm, in view of the lessened

production. Only greatly lessened pro-

duction seems likely to produce a change

before the end of the summer. The aver-

age purchase is from a carload to 300

tons; occasionally a sale running up to

1000 tons is reported.

Southern is quoted at $11 Birmingham,

or $15.35 Chicago, for No. 2, and North-

ern at $15, with either probably obtain-

able for a little less, on any large con-

tract.

The market for iron and steel products

continues quiet, with structural steel and

railroad supplies, the leaders, selling

fairly well, though nowhere is there

marked vigor in the market. Coke is

dull at $4.75 for Connellsville.

Cleveland

April 24—The first shipment of ore was
from Escanaba, April 17, by Corrigan,

McKinney & Co., and other boats are

being loaded. Shipments will be slow

for some time.

Pig Iron—Only small sales and in-

quiries are noted. Prices are unchanged.

Finished Material—Some bridge and

building contracts have been closed.

There has been some lively cutting in

sheets, with a fair demand. Some shad-

ing in billets is also reported.

Philadelphia

April 25—The point of interest at pres-

ent is whether the reduction on merchant

ore will affect the price of pig iron. The

present outlook is discouraging and some
prominent makers predict that the trade

in pig will be in small lots for immediate

delivery. There is very little business in

basic pig. In forge iron demand is pro-

vokingly slow. Foundry irons are dull at

a time when they are unusually active.

Fresh offerings of Southern irons have

been made within a few days without any

sales of moment though an option or two

has been taken to terminate at the end

of this month. Pig-iron interests in this

territory are marking time, awaiting de-

velopments and at best it is impossible

to say anything of an encouraging na-

ture. Some brokers report small sales

of No. 2 X foundry at $15.75, gray forge

at $14.50 for Northern and best Southern

basic is $15 nominally.

Steel Billets—Billets are more active in

a hand-to-mouth way, several lots of

forging having been arranged for. It is

understood the purchases are made on

better terms to the buyers.

Bars—The bar mills are cutting their

activities - down to the maintaining of

comfortable assortments. The distribu-

tion of refined iron is naturally improving

at this season though at best the volume

of business is far from sufficient to keep

capacity fully engaged.

Sheets—Sheet manufacturers report

more favorably. The week's business has

been made up of contracts from a num-
ber of large users of sheets and it is

intimated today that the business was
secured at some shading below ruling

quotations.

Pipes and Tubes—The week's business

includes three or four contracts for cast

pipe which have been hanging fire for

several weeks. Merchant pipe is under

better inquiry and the tone of the entire

market is good.

Plates—Business in plates has run

considerably above the average up to to-

day. Most of the orders are for com-

paratively small lots.

Structural Material—The volume of

business shows a decided improvement

as measured by the numbers of orders

under 1000 tons. Spring and summer
construction requirements are figuring up

handsomely. Important bridgework con-

tracts were closed late last week. Car-

building work is making a strong impres-

sion.

Scrap—Some of the larger dealers

have worked off some of their surplus

heavy steel scrap and there has been a

more liberal movement in the cheaper

and less-used grades. Prices have slight-

ly weakened under the vigorous efforts

of scrap dealers to unload.

Pittsburg

April 25—The event of the week from

a news standpoint was the settlement

of the question of Lake Superior iron-ore

prices for the season. Instead of meet-

ing and making a formal agreement, as

used to be done years ago, the ore in-

terests canvassed the subject in an in-

formal way, holding a meeting in Cleve-

land on Apr. 1 1 and in New York, with

some of the steel interests on Apr. 18,
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and then on the morning of Apr. 21 the

Shenango Furnace Company, known as

the Snyder interest, announced that it

had sold two lots of Mesabi bessemer

ore aggregating' 200,000 tons at $4.25

and four lots of Mesabi nonbessemer ores

aggregating 550,000 tons at $3.50, both

on Lake Erie dock, same analysis guar-

antees as in previous years. This opened

the market at prices 50c. under those

of last season, restoring the prices of

1908 and 1909. The market may now be

said to be in full swing, but tonnages

are being closed rather slowly. There

was a total of 2,000,000 tons or more

reserved more than a month ago, and this

will doubtless all be converted into flat

sales at the new prices.

A series of meetings in the different

branches of the finished-steel trade is

being held, preparatory to the general

meeting on the occasion of the Gary

dinner in New York on May 4, and the

first of these occurred this afternoon, in

the tinplate branch. Nothing of import-

ance was developed, as the tinplate trade

has been running smoothly, with prices

firmly maintained. Although it is the

hight of the tinplate season the mills

are not running altogether full, at be-

tween 80 and 85 per cent, of capacity.

This has been so much increased that

the prospect is nevertheless for record

tinplate production this year.

Finished-steel business on the whole

is lighter than it was a week or fort-

night ago, which means that an extreme

state of stagnation has been reached.

The railroads, whether by definite agree-

ment or merely by the interchange of in-

formation, have adopted the uniform

practice of limiting their purchases to

the requirements of 30 days, instead of

three or four months as formerly.

Independent steel interests in several

instances started curtailing production

several weeks ago, but as to finished

material only rather than as to pig iron

also. The Steel Corporation last week

started to curtail and has blown out

four or five blast furnaces to date, with

two or three more to go out this week.

Finished-steel products are being pro-

duced at between 60 and 65 per cent,

of capacity, against between 70 and 75

per cent, at the high point early in

March.

Pig Iron—The market is entirely stag-

nant. Prices are nominally unchanged,

and we continue to quote: Bessemer,

S15; basic, $13.75; No. 2 foundry, $14;

malleable, $13.75, all at Valley furnaces,

90c. higher delivered Pittsburg.

Ferromanganese—The market is quiet

and is quotable about 25c. lower, at

$36.50, Baltimore, freight to Pittsburg

being $1.95 per ton.

Steel—Reports of cut prices being

available in open-hearth billets and sheet

bars are current, but are not traceable to

definite tonnages, and it appears that

prices are being strictly held, although
the market is stagnant and deliveries on
contracts are smaller this month than
last, with prospects of further decrease
for. next month. We quote billets .

and sheet bars at $24, f.o.b. maker's
mill, Pittsburg or Youngstown, and rods
at $29, Pittsburg.

Sheets—Demand continues rather light.

Prices are fairly well maintained, but
there is shading in some districts. We
continue to quote: Black sheets, 2.20c;
galvanized, 3.20c; blue annealed, 1.65c;
painted corrugated, $1.55; galvanized
corrugated $2.75 per square.

g|l FOREIGN IRON TRADE IE
Italian Imports—Imports of iron and

steel into Italy in 1910 were: Pig iron and

castings, 230,711; steel ingots, billets and

scrap, 415,247; finished iron and steel,

181,070; total, 827,028 metric tons, a de-

crease from 1909 of 102,603 tons.

German Foreign Trade—Exports and

imports of iron and steel and of machin-

ery in Germany, two months ended Feb.

28, metric tons:

Exports. Imports. Excess.

Iron and steel.. 800,546 B7.486 Exp. 713,060
Machinery 56,165 7,758 Exp. 4H.407

Total 850,711 95,241 Exp. 7fil,467

Total, 1910 737,921 89,070 Exp. 648,861

Imports of iron ore in 1911 were 1,-

004,450 tons; exports, 427,833 tons. Im-

ports of manganese ore, 43,943 tons; ex-

ports, 597 tons.

§11 METAL- MARKETS If?)

New York, April 26—The metal mar-

kets generally show little change and no

special incident. Sales of copper have

been larger.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

EXITED STATES .1. .\ \ii sin Ell mi >\ i:m ENT

Metal
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outlook this week but for the strike blende of good quality, especially as to
spreading among smelter employees in iron and lead contents, the current price
Kansas and Oklahoma. Although this is for the zinc content, less 8 units at

will be against the open market prices of the St. Louis price for spelter; with a de-
zinc ore it should be a gain to the con- duction of $\4<n 15 per 2000 lb. of ore.

tract sellers, as the strike will undoubted-

ly advance spelter prices. The situation

is reported here tonight as serious, with

no immediate prospects for settlement.

Three smelters at Bartlesville are out of

commission and it is feared the strike will

extend over the line in Kansas.

See also Joplin and Wisconsin ore mar-
kets.

CHEMICALS

Platteville, Wis., April 22—The base

price paid this week for zinc ore was
$40 per ton of 60 per cent. zinc. The

base price paid for 80 per cent, lead

ore was $53@54 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED APR. 22

Camps Zinc
ore, lb.

Mineral Point 766,300
Platteville 740,7:10

Galena 325,600
Shullsburg 175,200
Harker 129,990
Hazel Green 82,300
Montfort 60,000
Livingston

Lead Sulphur
• •re. Mi. ..re, lb.

New York, April 26—The general mar-
kets continue quiet as a rule, with only
moderate business coming forward.

Copper Sulphate—Demand continues

good, and $4.25^4.50 per 100 lb. is quot-

ed for carload lots. For the day this is

almost nominal, as spot supplies are very

scarce; but it is probable that consider-

able supplies will be on the market soon.

Arsenic—The market remains dull,

with quotations at $1.85^7 1.90 per 100 lb.

for white arsenic. Supplies are abun-

Total 2,289,120 198,300 307,:ioo

Yeartodate £1,585,870 2,418,935 10,531,290

63,300 307,300

55,000 '.'. dant.

!!.'.'!! ....... Nitrate of Soda—There is no change

80,666
'..'.'.'.'.'. t0 r^port. Sales are fair and prices un-

changed at 2.10c. per lb. for both spot

and future positions.

Shipped during week to separating

plants, 1,989,330 lb. zinc ore.

Other Ore Markets

Iron Ore—The price of Lake Superior

iron ore has been apparently fixed by

some large sales, though no formal agree-

ment has been made. The prices are 50c.

lower than last season, being as follows,

f.o.b. Lake Erie docks: Bessemer ores

—

base 55 per cent, iron and under 0.45

phosphorus—$4.50 per ton for Old Range

and S4.25 forMesabi; nonbessemer—base

51.5 per cent, iron—S3.70 for Old Range

and $3.50 for Mesabi.

Prices are also lower in the East and

it is understood that both domestic and

foreign ores have been offered at 25 or

50c. below last years' prices. A good 50

per cent, ore can be had at $3^/3.50 per

ton, at mine. In some cases, mines have

assumed part of the freight also.

Manganese Ore—The base price, as

fixed by large buyers, is 25c. per unit

for manganese and 5c. per unit for iron

content, for a base ore containing 49 per

cent., or over in manganese, not over 0.20

phosphorus and 8 per cent, silica. Prices

range down to 23c. per unit for 40 per
cent, manganese; with deductions for ex-

cess of phosphorus and silica.

Pyrites—Domestic pyrites are quoted
at \\V2 (a\2c. per unit of sulphur at

mines for furnace sizes. Spanish pyrites,

furnace sizes, are \2(a 12 T <c. per unit,

ex-ship Arsenical pyrites are from J^@
l^c. per unit less.

Tungsten Ore—Ferberite. wolframite
and huebnerite ores, S6.50tf?7 per unit

per ton of 2000 lb. of ore containing 60
per cent, of tungsten trioxide. For
scheelite ore, 50c. (a $1.50 per unit less.

Zinc Ores—For Rocky Mountain

^ MINING -STOCKS $
New York, April 26—The general stock

market quickly passed through the spasm
of activity noted last week, and relapsed

into dullness. Small transactions and
nearly stationary prices have been the

rule.

There was one sale of Homestake, 100

shares changing hands at $85 per share.

The Curb market was also dull and
slow, with small fluctuations. In the Co-
balt stocks Kerr Lake was the only one

attracting much interest. Moderate deal-

ings in Braden Copper, Giroux, Inspir-

ation and Greene-Cananea made up the

market in the copper stocks. Everything

else was dead.

The declaration of the usual V2 per

cent, quarterly dividend by Amalgamated
Copper aroused no interest.

Boston, April 25—Reports of large

sales of copper caused quite a sharp

rally in copper shares after a period of

depressed prices. The break in the Wall

Street market, which carried Amalga-
mated to S59.62 !

2, brought sympathetic

weakness to the local list and put many
prices down to those reached in 1910.

There was considerable belated liquida-

tion.

Prominent in the break was Lake Cop-

per, which touched $26.50. Hancock fell

$4 to $18, while Calumet & Hecla broke

$15 to $470. and Osceola $5 to $95. Cop-

per Range made a low at S58.25. Mo-
hawk touched $35 for a small lot and

Tamarack fell S4 to S34. Superior fell

$3 to $30. Lake. Nevada Consolidated

and United States Smelting preferred

sold the lowest since 1909. Osceola,

Superior and Superior & Boston are the

lowest since 1908; Isle Royale and Ari-

zona Commercial since 1907. Mohawk
has never been so low since 1904 and
Centennial since 1902. In the case of
Tamarack one will have to go back to

1885 to find as low a price as now.
Prices, however, recovered materially

from the low points. Arizona Commer-
cial spurted Si.50 today to $15 on word

< OPPER PRODI CI ION REPORTS
>pper contents of blister copper, in pounds

Anaconda
Ail/' ua, Ltd
Balaklala
Coppi r Queen
1 lalumet & Ariz
Detroit
Eaal Butte
Imperial
Nevada Con
old Dominion
3hann< m
Superior & Pitts... .

: Verde*
Utah Coppei -

Lake Superior*
Non-rep. mil

Total production.
Imports, liar-, < t.-.

Total 1. lister..

Imp. in ore ,v matte

Total.

Brit. Col. i

British Col. t opper
Granby

Mexican Cos. :

Bui...
Cananea
Moctezuma

January

21,000,000

932,452

2,044,000
2,o|7,:i;t7

1,131,000

5,268,954

2,014,000
:(,IMBI,IM|(I

•'..7o7,nr,

1 .-,
, 7 > M

» , I M M I

'

5,377,700

111.411,760

2,i;47,17.'i

3,504.000

1,738,429

20.WIO.O0O

2,860,000

7,114,278
1,762,000

1,890,000

1,166,000

2,800,000

17,750,000
12,600,000

86,032,127

115.948,830

1,633,300

2,226,560

8,094,000

1,960,000

1,914,710.

2,563,000

3,000,000

20,000,000

3,542,000
2,04'.»,1.-)<i

Figures are reports received from com-
panies, unless otherwise stated. Boleo copper
does not come to American refiners.

Estimated.

STATISTICS OF COPPER.

Month.

111,1910
IV
v
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII

Year 1910..

I, 1911
II
Ill

IV, 1910
V
VI
VII ...

.

VIII...
IX
x
XI
XII
I, 1911..

II
Ill
IV

United
-

Product'n.

120,067,46
117,477,639
123,242,476
127,219,188
118.370,003

119.519,983

126,469,284

123,339,219

1,452,122,120

115,696,591
109,828,297
130.532. OS. I

Deliveries, ' Deliveries
Domestic, for Export

62,344,818
67,985,951

53,363,196
56,708,176
67,731,271

64,501,018
67,814,172
60,801,992

749,426,542

42,078,567

66,080,789

45,496,400
65,895,948
59,407,167

61,831,780
i

68,186,912
67,424 316
88,104,075

722,431,494

53,208,739
45,lll,ol:i

59.081,127

visible Stocks.

123,824,874

141,984,159
160,425,973

168,881,245

139,261,914

122,030,196

142,439,490
156,637,770

Europe.

249,625,600
246,870,400
239,142,400
232,892,800
222,320,000
218,4 It. s. «i

211,276,800

193,200,000
236,629,120

223,014,400

T.tal.

373,460,474
388,854,569

401,278,818

1

I

337,322,714

379,431,190

Figures are in pounds of line copper. I" S
production includes all copper refined In this
country, lmth from domestic and Ii

material. Visible stocks are th
on the first day of each month, as brought
over from the preceding month. From Jan.
1, inn. stocks at Hamburg and Rotterdam
are included in the visible stocks for Europe.
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the company has made a rich strike

at the 1000-ft. level Copper Range,

North Butte and Lake Copper also re-

sponded to the bettered condition.

Trading on the Curb has been at a

minimum and prices weak in the main.

South Lake and Bohemia have been

strong -

\ gseais in f ii t >
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Production of Copper in 1910

We present herewith our revised sta-

tistics of the production of copper in

1910, which will be found not to differ

materially from what we reported in our

' issue of Jan. 7. These statistics are the

compilation of reports communicated offi-

PRODUCTION OF COPPER IN

THE UNITED STATES
(In Pounds)

State 1909 1910

Alaska 4,057.11-' 5,008,17*1
Arizona 292,042,829 299,606,97]
California 53,357,451 15,793,89

1

Colorado 10,487,940 10,127,012
Idaho 7,770,010 6,216,461
Michigan 227,247,998 22 I . too, si; 1

Montana 313,838,203 2sii.212.l03

Nevada 51,835,309 63,877,500
New Mexico 5,134,506 3,632,351
Utah 100,438,543 L25.042.381
Wyoming 89,654 180,861
East and South.. . . 22,837,962 18,195,450
Other States (a). . . 3,746,895 925,664

Totals 1,105,336,326 1,086,249,983

(a) Includes copper of which it is impossible to

determine the origin.

cially by all of the producers, and are

based uniformly upon the fine-copper

content of the blister-copper production

of works converting matte, plus the pro-

duction of the Michigan smelters. This

puts the statistical investigation upon the

same basis and eliminates the error in-

evitably arising from reckoning the cop-

per in different stages.

PRODUCTION OF COPPER IN
NOHTII AMERICA

(In Pounds)

Country. 1909 1910

United States 1,105,336,326 1,086,249,983
Canada 47,677,361 ' 52,492,282
Mexico 126,169,962 137,797,222
Cuba 6,627,028 7.799,764

Totals 1,285,810,677 1,284,339,246

As in previous years the smelters have

gone to much trouble in enumerating

the origin of their copper production. Our

distribution according to States is based

upon their data. For various reasons,

however, this distribution can never be

precise. Smelters receive some copper of

which the geographical origin is unknown

to them. They receive a great deal of

copper from other smelters and know

nothing as to the origin beyond the works

whence received. And the tracing of such

copper back through the works whence

shipped as matte often develops import-

ant differences between their production

and receipts in any given year. Even in

the possession of full data a good deal

depends, therefore, upon the judgment of

the statistician.

For the same reason, also, the dis-

tribution of the production among the

several countries of North America may

SMELTERS' PRODUCTION

(In Pounds)

Source L909 1910

North American ore 1,285,810,677 1,284,
Foreign ore (a). . . . 3-.,:i7.i 13 n
Scrap (/0 12.!51.ssl 10,962,099

Totals 1,336,979,704 1,337,278,078
To foreign refiners. 33,642,944 33,855,800

To American refin-
ers 1,303,336,760 1,303, 122,278

Blister copper im-
ported (c) 135.397.616 146,185,104

Total crude copper 1,438,734,406 1,4 19,607,382

(a) Exclusive of ore derived from Canada,

Cuba and Mexico. (6) Reported by ore smelters

only, (c) Exclusive of copper received from

Canada and Mexico.

REFINERS* PRODUCTION

(As reported by Copper Producers' Association)

(In Pounds)

Class 1909 1910

Lake 226,602,134 221,400,864
Electrolytic 1,101,518,458 1,151,624,597
Casting. 34,123,446 32,193,196
Pig 43,159,018 46,903,463

Totals 1,105.103,056 1,452,122,120

not be absolutely correct, out such error

as may be "plus" in one case will be cor-

respondingly "minus" in another. The

grand total is, of course, the figure es-

pecially to be relied upon.

Besides the copper produced from

scrap by smelters who treat such ma-

terial along with virgin copper there is a

considerable production by smelters who

treat such material alone. Those con-

cerns reported a production of 23,480,000

lb. in 1910, against 33,348,000 lb. in 1909.

The total quantity of copper recovered

from old material was, therefore, 45,799,-

884 lb. in 1909 and 34,442,099 lb. in 1910.

The decrease in this business under the

influence of low prices is probably nor-

mal.
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The Anaconda Smoke De-

cision

The opinion written by Judge Ross, of

the United States Circuit Court of Ap-

: se of Fred J. Bliss vs. the

e and Anaconda Copper compan-

ies, has recently come to hand, and it is

hoped marks the close of this remarkable

and important litigation, popularly known

e Anaconda "'smoke case."

announced some weeks ago. the

Court of Appeals decided in favor of

the Anaconda company, confirming the

opinion of the master in chancery and

the trial judge. A mass of testimony of

extraordinary length was taken, the rec-

ords in the case comprising over 25,000

printed pages.

A feature of the case was the great

diversity and contradiction in the expert

testimony. This was also the case in re-

spect to the lay testimony, and probably

resulted from the selection of individual

cases as a basis of the testimony. There

was so much variance in the latter that

the judges took trips through the so

called "smoke zone" to get a general

view of the situation and extent of dam-

age, if any. In the opinion written by

Judge Ross, who was himself a farmer,

he considered that there was no damage

of general extent, and that there was no

warrant in fact for the closing of an in-

dustry that was paying out millions of

dollars annually, and that had practically

fostered and provided markets for the

complainant's product.

In this connection it was brought out

that since the erection of the reduction

works at Anaconda, the value of the

product of the Butte mines to the date of

the trial had been over $500,000,000.

That the amount of money annually paid

by the defendant companies and the com-

panies shipping ore for treatment at the

Washoe works was approximately $10,-

000,000 for labor. -2.8W.000 for railroad

freight. - 1,000,000 for coal, coke, lum-

ber, etc., and that the Washoe smeltery

during those years had produced from 8.2

to 11.5 per cent, of the entire world's

ly of copper.

Damage from the old works prior to

vas admitted and had been paid

for by the company. Some of the animals

paid for at that time, however, were

vidence in the later suit

e the IICW works and Aere so iden-

by one of the wit- It was

contended by the company, and its con-

tentions were considered by the judges

to have been upheld, that while slight

damage may have occurred since the new

stack was erected, this damage was not

appreciable as a whole, nor in any way

comparable to the benefit the community

and the State received from the mining

and smelting industry.

In view of the importance of the case

the mandate of the Court of Appeals is

stayed for six months, to enable the ap-

pellant to apply to the Supreme Court for

a writ of certiorari, should he so desire.

It is not anticipated, however, that the

case will be appealed further.

One case only is now pending, viz., the

action of the Government against the

Anaconda company on the ground that

the latter has been damaging national

forests. Even this promises to be ad-

justed in a rational way, the Govern-

' ment having just appointed a commis-

sion, consisting of Dr. J. A. Holmes, Dr.

L. D. Ricketts and John Hays Hammond,

to act in an advisory capacity and consid-

er the value of ameliorating methods that

may be presented, with the idea that the

Government may be able to recommend

to the company some solution of the

problem. As we have previously stated

the company itself has devoted much

energy and money toward such a solu-

tion, and if the Government or anybody

else can make a practicable suggestion, we

are quite sure that the company will

quickly adopt it. In the meanwhile the

Government will probably suspend action

in its suit.

Miners' Phthisis

The compensation bill for sufferers

from miners' phthisis, now under con-

sideration in South Africa, is a new

land-mark in the growing list of work-

men's compensation bills. Briefly, this

measure provides, after two years from

the passage of the act, for a payment of

£250 to any white man who has worked

as a miner for a period or periods ag-

gregating two years or more and has

thereby contracted miners' phthisis, and

of £500 to any miner who has contracted

both miners' phthisis and tuberculosis of

the lungs, one-half the sum to be recover-

able from the employers during the two-

year period, the other half from the gov-

ernment. Other retroactive clauses pro-

vide for various forms of compensation

for miners who become affected in the

interim period before the regular working

of the bill begins. Forfeiture of the right

to recover is incurred by beginning work

in "the mines and concealing previous ill-

ness from miners' phthisis; by beginning

work if a sufferer from tuberculosis; by

being convicted three times of disregard

of the regulations for dust prevention;

and by prolonged absences from the

Union of South Africa.

The compensation bills in civilized

countries generally are progressing

through the stages of life, limb, and

health. (Unfortunately we are not all

advanced to this lest stage, or the pres-

ent phosphorous-match industry would be

instantly eliminated.) However, there

seems to be a string on the present bill

which may not be entirely satisfactory to

the white laborer. It seems certain that

such a compensation bill will act as a

decided stimulus to the invention and

utilization of mining machinery, thus cut-

ting down the number of men employed

per thousand tons of ore produced, and

that the employers will use the utmost

efforts to increase the proportion of black

labor underground.

Bounties on iron and steel made in

Canada are to cease this year, accord-

ing to the Dominion finance minister, who

announces that he will not ask Parliament

for any further grant after the expiration

of the term set by the present law. The

companies affected have made no serious

protest against this action, though some

of them have suggested an advance in

import duties by way of compensation.

The iron and steel interests of the Do-

minion are in a fairly prosperous condi-

tion, and their growth seems assured with

the increase of population and business.

Unlike some of the more important

metals, platinum during the last year

has not only held its own, but advanced

materially in price. This is the result of

an increased demand with an almost sta-

tionary supply. At the present time an

ounce of refined platinum is worth two

ounces of fine gold. Under these con-

ditions it is to be expected that further

supplies would be sought, and it is un-

derstood that systematic exploitation is to

be undertaken of placers in Columbia,

which are believed to be rich, but have

heretofore furnished only an irregular

and intermittent supply.
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North Butte Report

On account of the condition of the

copper, market during 1910 the mines of

the North Butte Mining Company were

operated at only 80 per cent, of their ca-

pacity, 419,710 wet tons of ore being

shipped. There were treated at the

smeltery 408,528 dry tons, of which 38,-

043 tons, or 9.3 per cent, were first class.,

and 370,485 tons, or 90.7 per cent, were

second class. From this ore 25,267,092

lb. of fine copper; 988,191 oz. of silver,

and 1196 oz. of gold were produced. The

average prices received for metals pro-

duced during the year were: Copper,

12.771c. per lb.; silver, 54.503c. per 02.;

gold, S20 per oz. The dry tons of ort

mined and shipped during the year were

produced as follows: Edith May stopes,

243.986 tons; Jessie stopes, 104.590;

South Gem stopes. 12.290; miscellaneous

stopes, 6604; development and repairs,

41.058; total, 408,528 tons.

The company has purchased the re-

maining one-quarter interest in the

Snowball mining claim, and a one-half

interest in the Carlile and Protection lode

mining claims, all in Silver Bow county,

Mont., and has sold its three-eights in-

terest in the Emily and Millview claims

to the Anaconda Copper Mining Com-
pany. The litigation over one-quarter of

the capital stock of the Berlin company
has been settled, and the company now
owns all of the capital stock of the Berlin

company. The litigation with the

Tuolumne company was settled on Nov.

28. 1910.

The year's work shows 18,799 ft. of de~

velopment work done. TheSpeculatorshaft
was sunk 312 ft., giving it a total depth

of 2560 ft., and since Jan. 1. 1911, it has

been carried to the depth of 2775 ft. The
Granite Mountain shaft has been carried

from the 500 level to the 1800 level by

raising, and is now being enlarged to

three compartments from the 1800 level

to the surface. Development on the

Edith May vein consisted in sinking a

winze 112 ft. below the 2200 level be-

tween the faults, and in drifting from the

bottom of the winze, east and west a dis-

tance of 210 ft., going practically to the

faults in both directions. Work on the

Adirondack vein disclosed no. bodies of

pay ore. but showed the vein to be con-

tinuous for a distance of 450 ft. The
mine was operated 329.5 days; the num-
ber of men employed averaged 870.7,

and the number of tons hoisted averaged
1274.5 per day.

On Jan. 1, 1911. the ore reserves

amounted to about 958.680 tons, assaying
4.25 per cent, copper and 3 oz. silver.

It is stated that the management does
not wish to develop the ore reserves too

far ahead of the stoping. as the mainte-

nance of the openings becomes a heavy
source of expense. The balance of re-

ceipts over expenditures, exclusive of

dividends, amounted to SI.36 per share in

1910
: $2.50 per share in 1909, 54.66 in

1908 and S9.06 in 1907. Dividends paid
amounted to 5446,000 in 1910, and there
are now 410,000 shares of stock out-
standing, at a par of S15 per share.

Mining in the Black J I ills

Deadwood Correspondence

Operations at the Gilt Edge-Maid mine
have been started in aggressive manner.
N. Treweek. who is in charge, will open
the King tunnel and put it in shape to

furnish an outlet for the large tonnage
that will be mined by the "gloryhole"
method from oreshoots above that level.

It is expected that, by the time the mine
is in shape to produce, the concentrating
plant will be ready, as construction will

be started soon. The concentrates will be
handled by the Osterman smeltery, work
on which is progressing.

On May 6, unless another postpone-
ment is allowed by the court, the mining
and personal property of the Hidden For-

tune company will be sold to satisfy

claims amounting to S36.000. The claims
consist of taxes, receiver's expenses, etc.

The sale to be made will be absolute—no
redemption will be allowed. Stockholders
of the company have endeavored to raise

the necessary money to save the prop-

erty but have apparently failed, and it

looks now that the title will pass to out-

siders. It is quite probable the Home-
stake and Golden Reward companies will

combine and make the purchase, the for-

mer company retaining the mineral land

and the Golden Reward taking the mill.

Shaft sinking was resumed at the

North Homestake, at Maitland. during

April. The shaft is 220 ft. deep, pene-

trating the ore deposits in quartzite. and

additional depth is to develop orebodies

in the primary formation, located by dia-

mond drilling.

Milling will be resumed at the Minne-

sota, in the Maitland district, as soon as

a tunnel, now being driven, penetrates

the oreshoot for which it is headed. This

work will probably be done by the end

of May.
The Golden Slipper, in the Hill City

district, is producing some high-grade

free-milling quartz. The vein recently

faulted, and when picked up showed a 3-

ft. face literally sprinkled with gold. It

will mill S50 per ton. The mine is equip-

ped with an antiquated stamp mill, but

all tailings are being impounded.

Fire Protection for Geological

Survey Records

Washington Correspondence

An investigating committee of the

House of Representatives, which is visit-

ing public buildings with a view to as-

certaining how far they are in danger of

fire, has visited the Geological Survey

office and finds that it is in an unsatisfac-
tory condition. DirLuor Smith
plainly that the condition of the build-
ing and the unsatisfactory character of
the accommodations of the Survey are
well known to him and that he has
simply been obliged to make the best of
the facilities such as they are. It is

probable that when the committee reports

to Congress it will refer to the condi-
tions surrounding the work of the Geo-
logical Survey. This may operate to

secure the rectification of matters that

have frequently been called to the atten-

tion of Congress in a less pointed way
in the past.

Minnesota Iron Ore Notes
Duluth Correspondence

While ore has been loaded into cars

at the Kennedy mine on the Cuyuna
range, none has gone into the dock yet.

Some delay has been experienced in

grading the approach to the dock, but

shipments will start in a few days.

Provision is being made by the Great
Northern Railroad to operate 45 crews
on its ore trains this season, between
the range and the Allouez docks. This

is five more than were used last sea-

son. Five hundred additional ore cars

have been added to the equipment for

this season. At present about 150 to 200
cars of ore are arriving at the docks

daily. With the clearing of the steamer

"L. C. Hanna," on April 22, loaded with

ore, the season officially opened. While

no great activity is looked for for several

weeks yet. there are several boats in the

harbor that will probably clear with ore

in a few days.

Chronology of Mining
April 1—Strike of coal miners in Al-

berta and British Columbia.

April 3— U. S. Supreme Court upheld

commodity clause of the interstate com-

merce law which prevents a railroad from

owning stock in a coal corporation along

its lines.

April 7—Miners on strike in Alberta

and British Columbia agreed to submit

the wages dispute to arbitration.

—

Seventy-three killed in explosion in Pan-

coast coal mine at Throop, Penn.

April 8—Explosion at Banner coal mine,

Birmingham district, Alabama; 128 killed.

April 10— First shipment of copper ore

from Cordova. Alaska.

April 11—U. S. Steel Corporation in-

augurates its $5.000.000 coke-oven plant

at Gary. Ind.

April 19— Strike of zinc smelters at

Bartlesville. Okla.

April 21—Cut of 50c. per ton in Lake

iron-ore price.

April 24— Explosion in Ott mine. No.

20, of Davis Coal and Coke Company,
near Elk G?.rd?n. W. Va., killed 10 men.

April 27—Settlement of zinc smelters'

strike.
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Gypsy Grove Breaker Burned
inton Correspondence

The Gypsy Grove breaker of the Penn-

sylvania Coal Company at Dunmore, a

suburb of Scranton. was entirely de-

stroyed by a fire which started at 4:10

p.m. on April 28. Two men were in-

cinerated in the breaker after the blaze

ind four were seriously injured.

The two men who were killed w?re work-

ing at "the top of the breaker; the other

four employees were at work in other

parts of the structure at the time of the

outbreak, but succeeded in escaping with

their lives.

There were four hundred men working

in the mine at the time the fire broke

cut and all succeeded in making their es-

cape. Although the alarm created among
the miners in the various veins was great,

with the recollection of the Pancoast dis-

aster fresh in their memory, yet, as a

matter of fact, little or no smoke from

the breaker found its way into the mine.

Although the breaker had been built over

the main shaft, there were three air

shafts and a slope through which the men
readily reached the surface, without other

injuries than a few scratches and bruises

incidental to climbing through the shafts,

the ladders in the shafts having become

decayed.

After the first slight panic that ensued

when the men were informed that the

breaker was on fire, those in the veins

behaved with admirable coolness through-

out their trying ordeal. Captain W. A.

May asserted positively that at no time

during the fire was there the slightest

danger to the miners who were at work in

the three veins. When the fans were

turned off, the fire instead of sending

smoke into the mines created a natural

current through the gangways.

It was different, however, in the

bteaker where there were about 50 boys

working at the time the fire was dis-

covered. These youngsters made their es-

cape as best they could, happily without

injury to any of the lads. A man named
James Dykes had a singular escape from

death. He was working at the top of the

breaker, in the place where the two men
lost their lives. In fact he stood fas-

cinated watching the flames enveloping an

unfortunate check weighman named John
Early, when he suddenly realized that the

flames were approaching himself. At this

moment he saw the carriage disappearing

down the shaft. There was only one

thing to do, to grab hold of the carriage

rope; this he did and was carried down
the shaft over 175 feet

The cause of the fire was a spark from

a passing locomotive falling- on a tar-

covered roof on one of the lower por-

tions of the breaker. The breaker was a

mass of ruins in less than an hour. The
involved in the destruction

of the breaker is stated by the officials

of the Pennsylvania Coal Company to be

$50,000. The Gypsy Grove breaker was
built in I860 and was one of the oldest

in Lackawanna county. Its capacity was
only S00 tons per day. It was built over

the shaft, the law requiring the breaker

to be 200 ft. distant from the mouth of

the shaft not having been passed when
the Gypsy Grove was erected. The mine
will continue working as usual, the coal

being brought from the mine to the sur-

face through the breaker of the No. 1 col-

liery.

Oil in California

San Francisco Correspondence

California fields produced an aggre-
gate of 6,341,603 bbl. (net) of crude pe-
troleum in March, an increase of 1,001,-

883 over February. The total increase

embraced all fields except Ventura, where
the decline was slight. There was a

daily average increase in all fields ex-

cept McKittrick, Santa Maria and Sum-
merland. The San Joaquin Valley dis-

trict, embracing Coalinga, Kern River,

Maricopa, Midway, McKittfick, produced
a total of 4,952,967 bbl.; the Coast re-

gions (Santa Maria and Summerland),
540,607; Southern fields (Salt Lake-
Sherman, Los Angeles, Whittier-Coyotes,

Fullerton-Puente, Newhall, Ventura),

842,029. Field consumption totaled ap-

proximately 400,000 bbl. There were
5086 active producing wells, and 600
idle, being an increase over the active

producers of February and a decline in

idle wells. Wells drilling, 844; sus-

pended drilling, 112. There was a de-

crease in stocks of approximately 2,000,-

000 bbl., the exact figures being un-

available.

The annual meeting of the Independ-

ent Oil Producers Agency, at Bakers-

field, April 12, reelected the following

officers: L. P. St. Clair, president; Stan-

ley Morsehead, vice-president; W. B.

Robb, secretary; M. V. McQuigg, treas-

urer. The following directors were elect-

ed: H. H. Welsh, S. A. Guiberson, Jr.,

George A. Scott, Timothy Spellacy, E. L.

Doheny, Thomas A. O'Donnell, C. J.

Berry, W. L. Stewart, H. U. Maxfield,

F. N. Scofield, M. L. Requa. A resolu-

tion was adopted for the issuance of

storage certificates to cover 8,000,000 bbl.

of oil held by the agency in steel and

concrete tanks, and not covered by former

certificates. A plan for the formation of

a storage company to build tanks, pur-

chase the present stocks of oil held by

the agency and hold it out of the market

for three years was favorably considered.

The following new companies had their

contracts ratified: Ojai Valley, Republic,

Black Jack, Aladia, Hatton, Vandever,

Brad, Coalinga South Pole.

The prospect for the substitution of oil

for coal fuel in the Pacific transport ser-

vice of the United States Army is not at

present encouraging.

March Operations at Goldfield

Consolidated

During the month of March, 1911, the
total production of the Goldfield Consoli-

dated Mines Company was 25,714 tons,

containing $1,119,952 or $43.55 per ton,

of which 95.45.per cent, or $41.38 per ton

was recovered. The net profit for the

month was $846,283 or $32.91 per ton.

During the quarter ended March 31,

1910, 76,681 tons of ore were treated

from which was recovered $2,696,665 at a

total cost of $599,713.

MARCH OPERATING COSTS AT GOLD-
FIELD CONSOLIDATED

Mining :

Development $1.22
Stoping 2.21

$3.43
Transportation O.IO
Milling 2.44
Marketing 1.22
General expense 0.56
Bullion tax 0.03
Construction 0.17

Total cost of operation $8.55

In developing; 3960 ft. of work was
done. i the combination mine an ore-

body was opened in the foot-wall of an

old stope on the second level, that has

produced 565 tons of ore worth about

$169,500, oi about $300 per ton. It is

impossible to estimate the extent of this

orebody but the indications are that it

extends to the surface, at least 50 ft.

above the present back. The stope is no«'

20 ft. long and 15 ft. wide, and is being

extended in length.

In the Mohawk mine the 354-sill has

been considerably extended, and has pro-

duced 1320 tons o f ore worth $66,000, or

$50 per ton, and near'y 100 ft. further

into the foot-wall another orebody was
cut that seems to be from 8 io 10 ?t. wide.

On this shoot, 100 ft. of drifting has been

done and has produced 430 tons of ore

worth $38 per ton. This is probably a

branch from the big orebody cut in the

354-sill.

In the Clermont mine the downward
extension of the 306 orebody on the 600

level (near Laguna) was cut by an in-

termediate 40 ft. vertically under the 600-

ft. level. Not enough work has been done

to estimate either tonnage or value of this

orebody. In the 750 north drift 6 ft. of

$15 ore has been cut. The face of the

drift is still in ore. The indications, how-

ever, are that it is not a long shoot. Noth-

ing of importance has been found in the

Red Top, Grizzly Bear, or Laguna.

The mill at the present time is crushing

about 900 tons per day, and no difficulty

whatever has been experienced in supply-

ing that amount of ore. The Red Top

and Combination mines are being oper-

ated on the day shift only, and with the

exception of the Clermont, the mines are

closed down every Sunday. During the

month a half interest in the Vinegerone

claim was purchased for $195,000 from

the Jumbo Extension company. For April,

a net profit of $750,000 is predicted.
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Correspondence and Discussion,
Calculation of Ore Reserve

In most of the articles on mine samp-

ling that have been published in the tech-

nical journals, but little mention has been

made of the proper methods of determin-

ing what volume of ore in place should

be used in reducing measurements of ore

in cubic feet to tons.

After a careful measurement of the ore

by survey, and accurate determination of

its value by assay, it is quite a prevalent

practice to assign empirically a tonnage

factor, taken from a table of typical

weight-volumes of ore, or to rely upon

judgment and previous experience. The

error in calculations by selecting the

wrong factor may easily amount to 20

per cent, and more.

On the other hand, in an attempt at

great accuracy, the pycnometer is used

to determine the density of ore. In such

instances the sample on which the deter-

mination is made is usually a composite

sample made from a portion of all the

samples taken for assay. The ore is in a

finely pulverized state and such a deter-

mination gives the correct density of the

ore in that condition.

Both methods are inaccurate or unre-

liable, as the occurrence of any class of

ore, insofar as density is concerned, is so

variable that tables of typical weights

are useless. An ore may be homogen-
eous in composition but cellular in struc-

ture, or cavities or vugs may exist in the

deposit and factors taken from the tables

or determined by pycnometer may give

erroneous results for this reason.

Perhaps the safest method of deter-

mining the. weight factor is to select,

from a number of places in the deposit,

large pieces of ore typical of that par-

ticular orebody and to make density de-

terminations from these and use the av-

erage of all the determinations. It is

best to use as large pieces of ore as

can be carried without overloading the

balance.

In many instances it is necessary to

make allowances for the barren "horses,"

large vugs or faults that may exist in

the deposit, and which reduce the quan-

tity of valuable material in any developed

block of ground. The selection of the

proper factor for safety must be made
from evidence gathered by an inspection of

the ore faces in the mine workings and

calls for the best judgment, based on ex-

perience of the engineer.

When the factor for waste is large,

the estimation of reserves is but an ap-

proximation, and the conservative engi-

neer will often use the phrase "minimum
estimate of reserve" when it is impossi-

ble to arrive at any degree of accuracy.

By that it is meant that dependence upon

Views, Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

a' minimum tonnage of ore from a partic-

ular block can be made and the chances
are that a greater tonnage may be mined.

The particular point, that I wish to em-
phasize is that, after accurately measur-
ing and sampling positively developed

ore, the determination of tonnage is often

a mere approximation and that in order

to eliminate as many factors of error as

possible, careful attention should be paid

to the determination of the weight per

unit of volume of the ore as it occurs in

the deposit.

Stanford Richards.

Santiago de Chile, March 27, 1911.

Handling Smelting Gases
The data in the article by Claude T.

Rice on copper smeltery gases, in the

Journal of March 25 should be appre-

ciated by all interested in the baghouse
system of handling gases and much credit

is due those in charge of the plants de-

scribed, for the information given. Hav-
ing had, for a number of years, experi-

ence with baghouses at Canon City,

Colo.—the pioneer baghouse of the West
and situated in a region not surpassed

for farm products and fruit— I offer a few
more points to those already brought out.

While more zinc ozide was present in the

gases handled at Canon City than at the

plants referred to by Mr. Rice, yet there

are many points of similarity.

Regarding short but wide dust cham-
bers, I will say that they have been used

at Canon City since the plant was built

by Dr. F. L. Bartlett over 20 years ago

and it has always been recognized that

these chambers were valuable for settling

flue dust. About four or five years ago,

we built inside of the present settling

chamber, a hood over the intake of the

flue-line, so as to turn the fumes down-

ward. At the other side, at the outlet,

we built a baffle wall so as to turn the

fumes upward and found that there was

fully 50 per cent, more flue dust adjoin-

ing and immediately under this baffle than

in the center of the room, showing clearly

that minute particles as light as zinc

oxide would have a tendency to settle

when coming in contact with an object at

low velocity, especially in a large room.

The article conveyed the idea to me
that the furnaces at the California plant

were run with a hot top entirely to ef-

fect an elimination of sulphur. This is

good as far as it goes, but it seems to me
that it is an evident essential that a hot

top be maintained to make the required

zinc oxide for neutralizing the fumes. If

a hot top is not maintained it is doubtful,

in my mind, if the required amount of
zinc oxide would be made to meet the re-

quirements. If such were the case it

would have io be put in mechanically,

or made, as at the Midvale plant by a

roasting furnace similar to those used at

Canon City.

These facts were clearly brought out in

operations at Canon City. There the in-

tention was to make enough zinc oxide at

the furnaces to offset the lead sulphate

made at the roasters. These furnaces
had an ore column not exceeding three

feet. Just as soon as the tops were al-

lowed to cool, the percentage of zinc ox-

ide in the fumes decreased and the zinc

contents of the slag increased, showing
clearly that if it is the desire to make zinc

oxide in the furnace, it is essential to

carry a hot top or lose a good portion of

the zinc in the slag. It appears to me
that the maintaining of a hot top to drive

zinc into the fume is certainly of equal,

if not greater, importance than for oxi-

dizing the sulphur when smelting pyriti-

cally.

Continuous Discharge from Bins

The matter of continuous discharge

from the baghouse bins certainly is a step

in the right direction, not alone in the

way of material being saved, but in the

relief from the continuous annoyance ex-

perienced by the men working at the bag-

house when a slight breeze blows the dust

into their eyes, causing a smarting sensa-

tion. That a screw conveyer can be ar-

ranged to handle this product was long

ago demonstrated. The fact that not a

single bag has been lost during the three

and one-half months of operation of the

baghouse, is mentioned as "something re-

markable." No doubt it would be if any
neutralizer were not used, but under the

present system I, for one, fail to see why
the bags should not be used for a long

time. I know of bags lasting as long as

six years. While I know the conditions

vary in different places, at the same time,

if the Canon City plant and the Globe
plant at Denver can use bags for a long

time, and the two plants are entirely dif-

ferent, I can see no reason why more
plants should not be equally successful

allowing perhaps for some minor changes.

Here it might be well to mention a few
points in regard to the care of bags after

they are installed. As stated in the ar-

ticle, never let the heat rise above 110

deg. C. While a good woolen bag will
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a higher temperature, it is folly to

crowd the danger line. Also have bag

area enough so that the pressure at the

s not over 2 oz.; a little less is

better. Great care should be used in the

selection of the thread for making the

seams, as frequently this thre.-.d is so

poor the bags rip for several yards, es-

pecially if the pressure rises on account

of the bags not being shaken often

enough. Bags should be carefully hung.

If too much slack is allowed, a pocket

will form at the bottom where the bag is

fastened to the nipple. When the bags

are shaken, the material will fall and

n the pocket and remain there until

taken out. Then, if an opportunity is

gi\en. even to a small degree, for moist-

ure to accumulate the bag will soon lose

its life at that point. The plan prac-

tised by the New Jersey Zinc Company.

I think a good one; that is, when a sec-

tion of a baghouse is not used for some

time, all the bags are taken down, shaken

out well and stored in an absolutely dry

place to be used as repair bags when

ethers fail.

The use of sulphate and oxide of zinc,

as a binding material for briquets no

doubt is good, and only those of us who

have handled such light dust dry or by

nixing with water direct, can appreciate

the value of mixing with the ordinary flue

dust in the way described. The fact that

the baghouse is less written about than

other metallurgical appliances makes us

appreciate the article all the more and

hope for further contributions.

F. W. Booking.

Alma. Colo.. April 13, 1911.

Cooperative Mine Rescue

Work
In the investigative work of the Bureau

of Mines, it becomes necessary at times

to employ temporarily miners who have

been trained in the use of breathing ap-

paratus. It is the desire to procure for

such service miners whose training ren-

ders them most efficient.

To extend the list of available miners

trained in the use of breathing apparatus

by the bureau, it is proposed to conduct

supplemental training of miners trained

at private or State stations and to issue

rescue-training certificates to all who

prove themselves eligible.

In this cooperative work the bureau

will follow the scheme outlined below:

Representatives of the bureau,

upon invitation, will inquire into the fa-

cilities provided by mine owners, States

mizations for furnishing instruction

and training in the use of breathing ap-

paratus; and such stations as appear

ad.quately equipped will be recorded as

cooperating training stations,

n trained in the use of breathing

apparatus at Mich stations will, upon ap-

plication be Invited to appear at Govern-

ment '
I ition* <>r ca imina-

tion for the receipt of a Bureau of Mines'

certificate of training; or will be exam-

ined by Government engineers or foremen

at private stations when such procedure

is practicable.

(3 i. Those persons who pass the ex-

amination will be certified to this bureau

for record and the issuance of a certifi-

cate. Applications for record as cooper-

ating training stations, or for supple-

mental training for a Bureau of Mines'

certificate, should be made to the Bureau

of Mines, Pittsburg, Penn.

J. A. Holmes,

Director, Bureau of Mines.

Washington, D. C, April 29, 1911.

The Lake of the Woods
District

Recent discoveries made in the re-

sumption of development in the old

gold mines of the Lake of the Woods

area in the Rainy River district of Ontario

have created much excitement in mining

circles, and in the opinion of many this

district is likely in the near future to

prove a formidable rival to Porcupine.

The report of a rich strike at 100 ft. on

the Ophir has been fully confirmed, and

what is of more importance the existence

of a large body of low-grade ore has

been proved. At the Mikado a drift has

been run on the seventh level at a depth

of 480 ft. in ore for 250 ft. Operations

have been started and machinery is being

installed on several other properties.

Title Difficulties

The cessation of activity in this un-

doubtedly rich gold area for an interval

of 20 years has a most important bearing

on the question of mining titles, which is

now coming to the front in British Co-

lumbia, in connection with the claim put

forward by the Cowichan Indians to a

large area of that province, including the

Cowichan valley. The stoppage of work

in the Lake of the Woods area 20 years

since was due to a question of disputed

jurisdiction between the Dominion and

Ontario governments. The Canadian Pa-

cific Prospecting and Mining Company

which operated under a Dominion title

was putting down a shaft on the Ophir

when work was stopped by an injunction

issued by the late Judge McMahon on be-

half of the Ontario Government. At that

time the company had refused an offer of

$250,000 for the property. Protracted liti-

gation resulted, the case being finally de-

cided by the Imperial Privy Council in

favor of the Ontario government a few

years since after about $100,000 had been

paid in costs. The capital invested was

largely English and the dispute not only

pr-jvented the development of the district

hut tended to discourage the investment

of British capital in Canadian mining en-

terprises.

The claim of the British Columbia In-

dians to the Cowichan valley rests on a

proclamation issued by King George III

in 1763 restoring to the Indians all lands

not included within the limits of the then

existing colonial governments or the Hud-
son Bay territory, and forbidding all set-

tlement upon them until duly purchased

or ceded by the aboriginal owners. The

province of British Columbia has ignored

the Indian title, and after frequent ap-

peals to the Provincial Government with-

out result the Indians have petitioned the

British Government for redress. They
have retained as counsel J. M. Clark, K.

C, of Toronto, a leading authority on

constitutional law, who has successfully

atgued a number of cases before the Im-

perial Privy Council, including the Ophir

mining case. The petition of the Indians

was referred by the British Government to

the Canadian Government which thought

that in the first instance the matter should

b'; referred to the Supreme Court of Can-
ada. The Government of British Colum-

bia, however, has refused to accept this

pioposal. The claims of the Indians were

urged on the Government at Ottawa this

week by a deputation from an organiza-

tion called the Friends of the Indians, in

reply to whom Premier Sir Wilfrid

Laurier stated that he did not see how the

British Columbia Government could be

forced into court, and that the whole mat-

ter would be referred back to the British

Government. Mr. Clark states that it will

be taken to the Privy Council and that

the case rests on the same legal points

as regard Indian titles as governed the de-

cision in the Ophir case. Should the

rights of the Indians be sustained, it fol-

lows that the British Columbia Govern-

ment has no power to grant lands until

the Indians have surrendered their rights

and that all grants hitherto made within

the territory covered by their claims are

invalid.

Philips Thompson.
Toronto, Ontario. April 29, 1911.

Cyanide Antidotes

In the Journal of April 8 R. S. Black

infers "inexcusable negligence in provid-

ing antidotes in cyanide mills throughout

Australia and I do not doubt that the

same is true in other countries."

If our memory does not fail us, Mr.

Black must be doing an injustice to the

chief gold mines of the world, including

the great John Taylor companies in

India, the Bewick-Moreing and other

companies in Australia, and some of the

best known companies in South Africa,

Eastern Asia, Central and South America,

that we know must be provided with these

antidotes and "with full instructions for

using them. The antidotes were sent to

these mines by us at the date of, or sub-

sequent to, our furnishing them with

equipment. We may add that for the

benefit of the mines in Spanish America

special instructions in Spanish have also

been prepared.

Tin-: Cyanidi-: Plant Supply Company.

London. April 19, 1911.
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Details ^'Practical Minind-

This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are dcing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The
thought that there is nothing new in them
should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any
kind of pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solicited.

Transit Bar for Shaft Alining

By L. F. Ives*

In using a transit for shaft-alining

work, the ease and rapidity with which a

set-up can be made depend largely upon
the dip of the shaft. Up to a dip of 50

deg. from the horizontal, the ordinary

tripod can be used almost as readily as

for work on surface. For a dip between

50 and 70 deg. it becomes necessary to

use a short leg on the tripod in place of

one of the ordinary length. If the dip

Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1.

Transit Bar in a Shaft

is greater than 70 deg. it is impossible to

do rapid work with a tripod. Under these

conditions, if the set-up is finally made, it

is extremely difficult for the observer to

shift his position without disturbing the

set-up. Not only that, but the movement

of the skip on the rails, although possibly

several levels below, in the majority of

cases jars the instrument. If one leg of

the tripod, for instance, rests against a

stringer, nothing else must touch that

stringer. With a number of helpers work-

ing around, it is difficult to keep the in-

strument leveled. In a shaft vhere con-

crete supports and stringers are used, it

is difficult to secure sufficient footing for

either the instrument or the observer, re-

gardless of the dip.

The transit bar shown in the accom-

panying illustration was designed pri-

marily for use in a shaft dipping at 80

•Mining engineer, "22 Lumber Exchange
building, Minneapolis, Minn.

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things ihat have "to

be done in Everyday

deg. from the horizontal and in which
all stringers and supports are of concrete.

As can be readily understood, the con-

ditions are somewhat difficult to contend

with for transit work. The device was
built along the lines shown and has given

entire satisfaction.

In Fig. 1 is shown a vertical cross-sec-

tion through the shaft. The concrete di-

viders, are shown at A and the concrete

stringers at D, B is a plug driven into a

drill hole in the back, and holds a spud

from which the plumb line C is sus-

pended. The dotted lines show the ex-

treme position that the plumb line might

take, were it suspended anywhere in the

back between any set of dividers. It will

be noticed, therefore, that the space be-

tween the dotted lines on any divider is

small. In short, because of the high

dip, no matter where a plumb, line is

hung, in the back, a bar placed between

the set of dividers next below will inter-

sect the plumb line, if the bar is moved
only a short distance along the dividers,

either toward the foot-wall or the hang-

ing-wall.

In Fig. 2 is shown a concrete set, with

the stringers, rails and the bar in posi-

tion. The bar itself E is made of steel,

possibly 2'j in. diameter. One end F is

rigid and has a milled head similar to the

ordinary drill post. The other end has a

movable head which by means of the

thread and screw at K and the handle /,

is extended or shortened to suit the di-

mensions of the shaft. There is a ball

and socket joint at G and the head H is

also milled. By tightening the handle J

the bar is clamped between the dividers

in a rigid position. The head or carriage

L can slide along the bar or swing en-

tirely around it in a vertical plane. By

means of the handle N both movements

are locked at any desired point. The

carriage is threaded at M to receive the

transit after the bar is in place and the

carriage has been clamped at the prop-

er place. The operation of the whole

contrivance is exceedingly simple. First

the plumb line is hung from B, with a

long line.

The bar is then moved up or

down along the dividers until the car-

riage, when it is in an approximately
level position, is directly under the point

of the plump bob. The handle J is then

tightened until the whole set-up is rigid.

Any minor adjustments are made through

the two movements in the carriage. This

is finally clamped by the wrench N. The
transit can then be screwed on, and the

final adjustments necessary are slight.

Instead of the usually precarious set-up,

this provides one which is rigid and ab-

solutely free from any jarring caused by

the movement of the skip. The observ-

er's stage can be constructed entirely in-

dependent of this and in such a position

as to permit some freedom of movement.

A Fuse Cutting Device

By George E. Addy*

A handy device for cutting fuse is

shown in the accompanying sketch. It

consists of a board a foot or so longer

than the longest fuse that will be re-

quired. At the head end two headless

Tfu Engineering S- Mining Journal

Board for Cutting Fuse

pins C about 9 in. long are driven through

holes in the board.

Over these pins two reels or disks of

wood or tin each with a face of about 4-

in. and 4 and 6 in. respectively in diam-

eter are placed as shown. The lower

larger disk A is for the outer 50-ft. coil

of fuse, the smaller disk B for the inner

roll.

A knife E is bolted to the board D pro-

vided with a weight at the handle which

is used for cutting the fuse into the re-

quired lengths as it is drawn from the

reels or disks.

The advantage of the device is that the

fuse must be drawn out straight for cut-

ting so there is little excuse for twisting

and it is much easier for a man to gage

the lengths cut so as to use the entire

rolls without any short left-over pieces.

•Park City, Utah.
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Concrete Hot Water Tank

By W. Nor; on

The accompanying sketch shows the

plan and side elevation of a concrete hot-

water tank installed during the summer

of 1908 at the Alden colliery, near

s-Barre. Penn. The shape of the

tank is octagonal. It consists of a tank

proper and footing course. The diameter

of the latter is 25 ft. 3 in. and of the

former 19 ft. 3 in. inside, and 23 ft. 3 in.

the bottom. The thickness of

the footing course is 3 ft. The tank is

10 ft. deep with the walls 24 in. thick at

the bottom and at the top 16 _• in., or

having a V\ -in. batter per foot.

One cubic yard of the concrete used in

building the tank consists of the follow-

ing materials: 12 wheelbarrows of

sand. -1 wheelbarrows of ashes. 3.64 bags

of cement and 16 pails of water. This

proportion is based on an actual test

made with a box holding exactly 1 cu.ft.

The tank walls required 44.7 cu.yd. of

concrete, containing 3.64 bags of cement

per yard, while the footing course re-

quired 50 cu.yd. of leaner mixture, in

which only 1.4 bags of cement per yard

were used.

C INSTRUCTION COSTS

The following is the itemized account

cf the construction: Labor. S173.21

;

sand (55 loads 0i 50c.) S27.50; cement

(30_- bbli. $70.78; lumber and nails,

$22.50; wire ropes, scrap pieces, S4;

total. $297.99.

This makes 94.7 cu.yd. of concrete at

$3.14 per yd. The capacity of the tank

is 23.184 gal., or 245 gal. per cu.yd. of

concrete; it thus cost 1.28c. per gal. of

capacity.

The tank is reinforced with ~,
s -in. old

wire ropes, which are placed about a foot

apart, as shown by W in the sketch.

After the form was removed, the inside

of the tank was faced and plastered so as

to fill up all the pores and to prevent

leaking. The tank is covered with 3/16-

in. steel sheets, which rest on three 56-

1b. rails (not shown in sketch). Upon
the sheet iron there is a stack 30 in. in

diameter. 12 ft. high, and a 2-in. perfor-

ated feed-water pipe is placed in the

stack.

The flow of feed water is automatic-

ally controlled by the elevation of the

water in the tank. There are three ex-

haust pipes connected to the tank: one 6-

in. pipe from large air compressor; one

6-in. from a 24- ft. fan. and one 5-in.

pipe from the slope engines. • The ends
of these pipes are about 18 in. from the

top.

The temperature of water in the

tark, under normal condition, is 170 deg.

F. The feed water for the boilers la tak-

en from this tank a few feet below the

surface of the water through a 5-in. pipe,

which is connected to a Taylor duplex

plunger pump, 7>4x5xl0 in. The power

plant consists of four sets of Finger

water-tube boilers, 200 h.p. each. The
pressure is maintained at 80 to 90 lb. The

boiler fuel consists of rice and barley

coal in equal proportion. The amount
of the fuel used per day is 40 tons.

The saving resulting from the use of the

hot-water tank has not been determined

Retimbering a Tunnel
By Charles W. Johnston*

A short time ago a tunnel I was driv-

ing through old filled ground broke into

an old drift. This drift was in good
condition, extended some 1000 ft. along

the vein In the direction I wished to go,

but the floor of the drift was 2 ft. lower

The Enginttrtng $ Mining Journal

This Tank Cost Less than $300, and Saves $700 Annually

exactly, but it has been approximately

figured as follows:

1 > 5"?
,—- X 40

ioss
10 = 4+ tons

or a total saving of 1000 tons for 250
working days in each year. This is

equivalent to at least S750 on an ex-

penditure of S298, or 250 per cent, on the

investment.

than that of the tunnel. Although it made
a grade of 0.67 per cent, against

the loaded cars, I went back 300

ft. in the tunnel and lowered the floor

from that point to the intersection of the

tunnel and drift.

The ground was heavy, but as the fill-

Minin-
Mnss.

engineer, •'!!• Penn street, Roxbury,
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ing was largely coarse material, mixed new posts in the three sets which were

with some clay, the filling did not run worked as a unit were all in position, the

easily. It was, however, necessary to

drive the lagging to keep pace with the

waste extracted. The dip of the vein

was 50 deg. The tunnel was driven along

Ihe foot-wall; it was 6 ft. wide inside the

posts, and 6 ft. 6 in. from floor to bot-

tom of caps. The sets were spaced 6 ft.

centers. The timber for posts and caps

was cut from 8-in. round poles. Slabs

7 ft. long from a nearby sawmill were

used for lagging.

For the first 100 ft., where the maxi-

mum that the tunnel was lowered was 6

in., the work was simple, consisting in

taking out just a little of the floor and in

sinking the ties. For the next 200 ft.

the work was done as follows: A pole

A, Fig. 1, 18 ft. long, planed on two

sides, was placed under the center of the

wedges under posts B were knocked out,

pole A removed and finally the braces C
and pieces D were taken out.

In the last 100 ft. a modification of this

method was used. In a drift 8 ft. high,

the side thrust would have been too great

for the timbers we had on hand, so in-

stead of using posts 8 ft. or more in

length, we made the drift the same hight,

6 ft. 6 in., used the old posts and a new
cap. On top of the new cap short pieces

of blocking were placed to support the

old cap. Lagging was placed on the top

of the new caps, and the space between
this lagging and the old top lagging was
filled partly with the waste from the floor,

and partly with short pieces of waste

timber. This filling was introduced so

that the weight would not be suddenly

Old Filling
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Fig. 3

Method of Supporting Caps and Lagging While Repairing Posts of

Tunnel Sets

caps, and temporary posts B were placed

midway between the sets as shown. These

posts were set upon pieces of 3xl0-in.

plank and wedges were driven between

them and the bottom of the posts. Two
pieces D of 6x6-in. timber were placed

just behind the posts E of the sets, and

braces C were driven as tightly as possi-

ble. When the wedges under temporary

posts B were driven tight, the posts of

the set E could be removed and the sides

of the drift could not cave. After the

posts were out of the way, the rock or

filling was removed from around the im-

mediate position on which the posts had

been resting, and new posts were cut just

the proper length, so that the old cap F
fitted tightly on the new post. After the

brought upon the new lagging when the

old should break.

A longitudinal section of the tunnel

is shown in Fig. 1, a cross-section in Fig.

2, and a cross-section of the last 100

ft. of the tunnel in Fig. 3. As it was

difficult to work in the drift with so much

temporary timber in the way, only

enough excavation was done to set the

new posts and the bulk of excavation

for lowering the floor was done after the

temporary supports were removed.

Filling the stopes of the Broken Hill

South Silver Company, New South

Wales, in 1910, cost 61.1c. per cu.yd.,

including cost of handling the material

both above and below ground.

Making Adobe Bricks

By N. H. Ri

Sun-dried bricks of clay or adobe are

extensively used in Mexico and Central

America for the construction of all kinds

of buildings. The clay is so abundant and

widely distributed that it is the cheapest

construction material obtainable. The
first requirement for the manufacture of

adobe bricks is a good soil. This should

be of a uniform, heavy, clayey kind, that

will adhere well and dry into a hard brick.

Five 1 -in. boards are required for mak-
ing a molding frame. The two long side

pieces are usually 29 in. long by 5 in.

deep. They are separated by three di-

viders each 1 1 in. long by 5 in. deep, one

at the center, and each of the other two

2 in. from the ends of the long boards.

The frame is held together by screws and

also by a wire band passing around the

projecting ends of the long side pieces

which wire is twisted to draw the ends of

the boards tight against the end dividers

and held in place by a peg. This twisted

wire is also used as a handle to lift the

mold. One frame serves to mold two

bricks, each 11x5x22 inches.

Three men can make a thousand bricks

in three days, at a labor cost of 15 pesos.

The cycle of manufacture is as follows:

One man picks the soil from a bank,

throws out any rock or foreign matter and

sprinkles the loose material with enough

water to saturate it thoroughly. With a

spade he draws it into a bed about 7 in.

thick, making sure that there are no

lumps and that it is thoroughly wetted.

He then sprinkles dry grass cut into 6-in.

lengths, thinly and evenly over the bed

and again works it over with his spade

so as to make a uniform mixture.

Another laborer scatters a couple of

handfuls of dry straw on his empty

wheelbarrow, shovels in just enough clay

to fill the mold, wheels it over to and

dumps it into the mold, which is lying

on the ground where the adobes are to be

left to dry. The third laborer packs the wet

mud into the mold with his hands or feet,

levels off the top, draws up the mold by the

handles, lubricates the inside of the mold

with a wet rag and places it in position to

receive the next charge. In a good sun it

takes a day for the brick to dry enough

so that it can be set on its side to fa-

cilitate drying. In three weeks they are

ready for use.

While fresh and soft adobe bricks are

in danger of being spoiled by animals

and rain. An adobe building in Mexico

is recognized as in every way superior to

a wooden one, having all the advantages

of ordinary brick and is much cheaper

and can be made on the spot. It is

wind, fire and bullet proof, cool in sum-

mer and warm in winter, and when well

made presents a good appearance

•Parral, Chihuahua, Mexico.
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Coaling Steam Shovels

The accompanying sketch shows a de-

vice used by the Shenango Furnace Com-

pany for coaling steam shovels on the

Mesabi iron range. In most cases the

shovel is at a slightly lower level than is

the tender of the locomotive alongside it.

This gives sufficient slope for the coal to

slide down the chute as it is shoveled

from the tender or coal car. This chute

Th* Enytncerinj \ Mining Journal

Method of Coaling a Steam Shovel

is about 12 ft. long, 6 in. deep and 20

in. wide, lined with sheet iron. It is

hoisted to a vertical position when not in

use and may be used on either side.

This is a recent device and is used on

only four or five shovels in the district.

Device for Measuring Angles

It often happens that a transit is not

at hand when it is desired to lay off the

approximate angles for turning cross-

drifts from a main drift. The proper

tM

B
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ICE for Measuring Angles

ani^le may be approximated closely by a

device invented by S. R. Elliott, of the

Cleveland-Clifls Iron Company. This con-
Of two pieces of wood: A, */2 in . x

2 in. x 3 ft., and I',. ' '. in. x 2 in. x 3 ft. 3
in

, clamped together by a set screw a,

with a quadrant of thin sheet iron be-

them. The angle between A and B
can be rend by means of the slot h in

the piece A. Candles are placed in

sockets at the points, a, c and d, for

sighting. From the underside of B. a

portion may be cut out and the piece e at-

tached by a screw. This piece can be re-

volved at right angles, and the instrument

made to stand firmly while reading verti-

cal angles.

An Underground Ore Pocket

By E. S. Dickinson*

The accompanying sketch shows a type

of ore pocket that is used in one of the

Lake Superior iron mines. The ore is

of medium hardness and stands well; the

drifts are not timbered. Raises are cut

from one level to another and these pock-

ets are built at the foot. Sub-levels are

driven 20 ft. below the upper level and
from this sub-level underhand stoping is

erected. They have proved to be well

suited to the work.

Removing Foreign Bodies

from the Eye
When a grain of rock or a chip of steel

forcibly hits the eyeball it cuts the cornea
or outer coating and becomes difficult to

remove. If lodged in the white of the

eye, the particle if left alone will travel

about and eventually work out, but in

case it enters the iris, particularly near
the pupil, or travels toward the pupil, it

may enter through the pupil and cause
loss of sight. Such cases require imme-
diate surgical attendance, lacking which
a careful attempt should be made to re-

move the particle. Make the eye insensi-

Detail of A

Details of Ore-pocket Construction

commenced in the raises. The ore is

drawn from the pockets and loaded into

the mine cars. When the ore has been

stoped to within a short distance of the

pockets or chutes, the floor and roof of

the upper level is blasted down so that

the ore falls into the chutes. This makes
it necessary to build the pockets strong

enough to stand blockholing large chunks

that sometimes block the mouth of the

pocket.

For pocket stopes 2-in. hemlock planks

are used, these are handled by two men,

one on each side of the pocket. A 1 -in.

maple board is used at A to stop the fine

dirt. The bottom and sides of the pocket

are built of hemlock, tamarack or spruce

hewed 8 in. between the faces and cut

8 ft. long. When there is no further use

for the pocket and before the level is

blasted down to the level below, all tim-

ber and irons are removed to be used

again. The cost of a pocket is about $30

'Mining engineer, Florence, Wis,

tive by a few drops of 1 per cent, cocaine

solution, heat the point of a needle in a

smokeless flame to make sterile and

when cool use to dislodge the particle

from the wound. The outer coating of

the eye has a gelatinous consistency, and

outside of the region of the iris and

pupil,, a small speck of the coating can

be removed without danger. Never pry

beyond the outer coating. If in the iris,

it is much more dangerous to attempt re-

moval, particularly if close to the pupil.

When remote from all possible surgical

attendance one is justified in making a

heroic attempt at removal, for the eye,

contrary to common belief, can bear con-

siderable manipulation. A steady hand

and cool nerve may often save a com-

panion's sight.

The new shaft of the West Rand

Consolidated Mines, Ltd., is inclined at

50 deg. ; there are six haulage compart-

ments to take four 6-ton and two 3-ton

skips.
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Utah Copper Company in 1910
According to the sixth annual report of

the Utah Copper Company, during the

year ended Dec. 31, 1910, the net pro-

duction of copper was 85,644,511 lb., of

which the sulphide mines produced 1,-

142,036 lb. The net cost of producing

was 8.059c. per lb. as compared with

8.787c. for the previous year. The aver-

age price received was 12.672c. as com-

pared with 12.915c. for the previous year.

The net profits for the year amounted to

$5,401,775, of which sum $3,890,912 was

the profit resulting from the operation of

the plants in Utah. After the payment of

dividends aggregating $4,648,675, to-

gether with interest on a few outstanding

bonds, there remained a balance for the

year of $752,912. The surplus account

showed a balance of $3,083,980 and is

the amount received in cash from the sale

of stock in excess of the par value there-

of. On Dec. 31, 1909, the issued capital

stock was 734,375 shares, on Dec. 31,

1910, 1,562,599 shares, the increase being

accounted for in the acquisition of the

property of the Boston Consolidated Min-

ing Company, and stock of the Nevada

Consolidated Copper Company.

Ore Reserves

The underground developments on the

original Utah group during the year con-

sisted of driving 1480 ft. of tunnels, mak-

ing the total underground work 181,341

ft., or 34 miles. Previous to 1910, the

underground work on the Boston Con-

solidated group consisted of 109,876 ft.

of tunnels, drifts and raises, and during

the year an additional 45,567 ft. was

driven, making a total of 155,443 ft., or

29 miles. The total length of all under-

ground work done on both groups up to

the end of 1910 was, therefore, 63.78

miles. A considerable portion of this un-

derground work has been destroyed by

steam shovels operating on the Utah

group, and by underground mining on

both groups, the total length so destroyed

being 20 miles, leaving now accessible in

both groups 43 miles of underground

openings.

Churn drills were operated on both

groups, to drill, 16 holes of a total length

of 6209 ft. Previous to 1910 there had

been drilled on the property seven dia-

mond-drill holes, having a combined foot-

age of 2609, and four churn drill holes,

aggregating 1197 ft., making a total of all

drilling for development purposes on the

property of 10,015 ft. The cost of un-

derground development for the year

amounted to 7.02c. per ton on all ores

mined and shipped to the mills. This cost

was charged against operations and is in-

cluded in the per-ton mining cost herein-

after stated.

The ore reserve after deducting all ores

mined up to Jan. 1, 1911, is 203.500,000

Lopp<) i said l<> have

been produ< ed at 8.069c.

and sold at 1 2.672c; the

Copperion mill was dis-

mantled and remodeling of

the Arthur mill begun. The

reserve of fully and par-

tially developed err is esti-

mated (ll 203,500,000 tl>)l A,

contain ing 1.67 per a nt.

copper.

tons of fully and partially developed ore.

Of this amount 152,130,000 tons is fully

developed and blocked. This tonnage of

developed and partially developed ore in-

cludes 22,325,000 tons of ore in the slope,

calculated to apply to steam-shovel work-

ings, outside of the ore area. Of the

fully developed ore 60,000,000 tons has

an average copper content of 2 per cent.,

and the remaining 92,130,000 tons of ore

fully developed contains 1.6 per cent,

copper. The average assay of the par-

tially developed ore is 1.4 per cent, cop-

per. The entire 203,500,000 tons de-

veloped and partially developed ore con-

tains an average of 1.67 per cent, copper.

In obtaining these averages of copper

percentages, there have been used the

samples from 225,722 ft. of drifts, raises,

winzes and drill holes, the total number
of samples taken being 27,186. As a check

against the average percentages of copper

stated, it is interesting to note that the

average assay of the total 11.175,916 tons

of ore mined and milled from the Utah

and Boston groups, prior to the date of

this report, was 1.64 per cent, copper.

Allowing for the unavoidable admixture

of waste in steam-shovel mining, the

average copper content will possibly be

as low as 1.6 per cent.

The average thickness of capping on

that portion of the Utah group now de-

veloped is 80 ft. The best data so far

obtained on the Boston group indicates

that the capping is about 160 ft., al-

though further determination may prove

it to be somewhat thinner. Assuming 160

ft. as the thickness of capping on the

Boston area so far developed, the average

thickness for the total developed and par-

tially developed area of both groups is

105 ft., or a ratio of approximately 3.3

tons of ore to one of capping. The total

area wholly or partially stripped is 85

acres.

During the year no ore was mined by

underground methods from the original

Utah Copper group, but underground

mining operations of the Boston mines

were continued throughout the period. Of
the total ore mined during the year 82 per

cent, was mined by steam shovels from
the Utah mine, and 18 per cent, by under-
ground methods from the Boston mine.

The average cost of mining for the year

was 40.97c. per ton, of which 13.3c. was
to cover development and stripping ex-

pense, leaving a total cost for producing
ore of 27.67c. per ton. The total cost of

producing the 20 per cent, of underground
ore was approximately the same as the

total cost of producing the other 80 per
cent, by steam-shovel methods.

During the year eight steam shovels, 12

standard-gage locomotives, and 80 twelve-

yard all-steel dump cars were purchased.

These, together with the equipment ac-

quired with the Boston Consolidated

property, bring the totals to 22 steam
shovels, 34 standard-gage locomotives, 11

narrow-gage locomotives, 80 standard-

gage 12-yard dump cars, 118 standard-

gage six-yard dump cars, and 146 nar-

iow-gage four-yard dump cars. Of the

22 steam shovels two are obsolete in de-

sign, and are only used in emergencies.

The stripping, ore and service tracks over

and about the mines comprise 25.2 miles

of standard-gage track, 5.16 miles of nar-

row-gage track, and 2.26 miles of three-

rail track, a total of 32.62 miles of track.

Milling Operations

The Magna plant was operated con-

tinuously throughout the year. The Cop-
perton plant was permanently closed on

August 1, and has been dismantled, the

machinery being taken to the Arthur plant

to be used in remodeling it. Portions of

the Arthur plant were operated intermit-

tently during the year, as the tonnage

produced was in excess of the Magna
plant's existing capacity. On November 1

three of the 13 sections of the Arthur,

plant were permanently closed and par-

tially dismantled, for the purpose of re-

modeling them along the lines of design,

and for the methods of operation em-
ployed at the Magna plant. Shortly afteT

the acquisition of the Arthur plant from

the Boston Consolidated company it was

determined to turn the operation of both

the Magna and the Arthur plants over to

independent engineers, who conducted an

exhaustive examination into the methods

employed at both plants. They had charge

of the operations during a period of one

month and both plants were operated on

precisely the same grade and the same

character of ore. This comparison showed

much better extraction and lower cost at

the Magna plant.

At present one of the remodeled sec-

tions of the Arthur mill had been started,

and is showing an efficiency in all points

fully equal to that of the Magna mill and

four other sections are in advance pro-
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: reconstruction. When remodeling

of the Arthur plant is completed, it will

j of approximately 8000

per day. as compared with 3000

tons for the old plant. This increase is

being made with only slight extensions to

the original building. During the year

the .Magna plant has undergone substan-

tial improvement both as to arrangement

and methods of operation, and its ca-

pacity has been increased to more than

10.000 tons per day. and, at the same

time, its metallurgical results have been

improved.

Costs of Mining and Milling

The total tonnage treated at all plants

for the year was 4.340.245 tons, of which

the .Magna plant milled 3.209.984 tons,

the Arthur plant 936.900 tons, and the

Copperton plant 193.361 tons. The aver-

age grade of the ore treated at all plants

was 1.54 per cent, copper; the average

extraction at all plants 66.55 per cent.,

equivalent to a recovery of 20.51 lb. of

copper per ton of ore. The average ex-

traction at the Magna plant, on the grade

of ore stated, was 67.3 per cent., and that

of the Arthur plant, on the same grade

of ore, 64.41 per cent. The improvements

in the Magna plant have resulted in a

gradual betterment in its metallurgical

results, until at the close of the year it

was making an extraction of 70 per cent,

on this grade of ore.

The average cost of milling for all

plants for the year was 46.63c. per ton.

The average cost of milling at the Magna
plant was 43.76c. per ton, and that at the

Arthur plant 51.34c. per ton. these mill-

ing costs including their proper propor-

tions of all fixed and general charges.

The average grade of the concentrates

produced was 27.28 per cent, copper. The

average total cost of mining and milling,

exclusive of transportation charges was

87.6c, as compared with 94.43c. for the

previous year. Included in this cost is

the charge previously referred to, under

the discussion of mining, of 13.3c. per

ton, covering all underground develop-

ments, cost at the mine, and proper pro-

portion of stripping expense.

New Electrolyte for Lead

Refining

The Siemens & Halske company has

patented the use of a new electro-

r lead refining (French Pat. 419,-

German Pat. 223.668, k. 40c, g. 12).

This electrolyte consists of a solution of

lead perchlorate, containing free per-

: acid, and a colloid of some sort,

glue, gelatin, etc. to prevent the lead

from coming down in crystalline form.

The advantage of such an electrolyte is

' consist in its higher conducti-

nnd the fact that it does not de-

compose on hi hydro-

Iclc acid of th(

The Cyanide Industry

By William Neill*

The world's output of gold in 1910 was,

approximately 23,000,000 fine ounces,

about 25 per cent, of which was re-

covered by cyanide. The indirect value

of the process may be measured from the

fact that the cyanide bullion produced on

the Rand in 1910 was equal to the profit

earned by the mines, the figures being:

Yield from cyaniding, £11,552,743; total

working profit, £11,567,099. Conversely,

without cyanide the Transvaal gold-min-

ing industry would not be a profitable

one, and this would also apply to the

principal mines with cyanide annexes in

Australasia and the American continent.

The gold curve since 1891—the year in

which the cyanide process was introduced

—pays tribute to the inventors of the

process, to the able band of British and

American metallurgists and engineers

who developed it and to their successors

who year by year bring the most com-
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plex ores to the cyanide vat and excavate

for retreatment abandoned residues.

Fall of Cyanide Prices

In this development the industry has

been supported by engineering firms who

specialize in mining plant and machinery,

it has also received the support of cyan-

ide manufacturers, and indeed the prog-

ress made in the manufacture of cyanide

during the last 20 years is coordinate

with the progress made in its application.

Research chemists and chemical engi-

neers in this field have solved many
problems—and .have failed to solve as

many more. The expenditure on research

and experimental work, on factories suc-

cessful and unsuccessful for the manu-

facture of cyanide, cannot be less than

$8,000,000. This covers Britain, America,

and the Continent, in the period since

1891. In that year the price of cyanide

was about 48c per lb. on a 100 per cent,

basis; today the price is 14c f.o.b. Eu-

ropean ports. The fall was gradual and

r< fleeted the advent of new processes and

'Manager and secretary, the Caaael Cyaulde
nj i .hi

. Olaagow, Scotland.
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of cyanide, fine grinding of the ore being

largely responsible for this economy. The
tonnage milled on the Rand in 1910 was
almost double that of 1905, while the cy-

anide consumed showed an increase of

barely 50 per cent. Apart from its ap-

plication to the treatment of gold and sil-

ver ores the market for cyanide is un-

important. A few hundred tons will cover

the requirements of the electroplaters,

and of the fruit growers who use it as an

insecticide. These consumers prefer 98

per cent, potassium cyanide (single salt)

despite its higher price. This product is

still manufactured on the Continent, and

to a lesser extent in Britain.

A Large Shipment of Gold

The accompanying illustration is from

a photograph of a r.cent shipment of

gold bullion made by the Goldfield Con-
solidated Mines Company. This bullion

was produced by two weeks' milling.

The shipment comprised 23 bars and
weighed 2138 lb. The average weight of

Woodbury concentrators were replaced by
four Wilfley tables. An appropriation will

be asked for to replace the Huntington
by Chilean mills.

During the year, 2733 ft. of develop-
ment work was done, making the total

footage of drifts, crosscuts, winzes and
shafts, 118,000 ft. Core drilling to the

extent of 2978 ft. was done. The ore re-

serve is estimated at 354,940 tons worth
$6,605,978. Dividends amounting to Sl„-

550,000 were paid during the year.

American Institute of Mining
Engineers

As already announced, the one-

hundredth meeting of the Institute will

be held in the Pennsylvania anthracite

region, where the institute was first or-

ganized at the Wilkes-Barre meeting of

May, 1871. Headquarters will be at the

Glen Summit Springs Hotsl, near Wilkes-

Barre. The meeting will open on the

evening of June 6, and will continue un-

til June 9; one extra day, June 10, will

Two Weeks' Production at Goldfield Consolidated Mill—2138 lb. of
Bullion

the bars was 1350 oz. Troy, and the

average volume of each 148 cu.in., or a

little less than the equivalent of two and

a half ordinary building bricks.

Tonopah Report
In the ninth annual report of the Tono-

pah Mining Company of Nevada for the

year ended Feb. 28, 1911, it is stated that

J. E. Spurr was employed during the last

year to make a geological examination of

the mine and together with the mine su-

perintendent outlined a scheme for de-

velopment work.

During the year 177,745 tons of ore

averaging 0.32 oz. gold and 28.65 oz. sil-

ver were milled for a return of S20.16

per ton. The average price for silver

was 53.665c. The recovery by concentra-

tion was 13.27 per cent, of the gold and

21.53 per cent, of the silver; by cyanida-

tion 76.86 per cent, of the gold and 70.87

per cent, of the silver, a total recovery of

90.13, and 92.40 per cent, of the respec-

tive metals.

The average mining cost for the year

was S3.954; the milling cost S3.177.

Cther expenses brought the total of costs

to S8.25 per ton. During the year five

be devoted to visiting the underground

workings of several mines. The program
includes, besides the regular sessions,

visits to mines, breakers and coal-storage

plants; also to Lehigh University and the

Bethlehem Steel Works.

W. A. Lathrop is chairman and R. V.

Norris, Wilkes-Barre. is secretary of the

executive committee in charge of the ar-

rangements.

The following papers are announced

for this meeting:

1. '"'Geology of the Cobalt District,

Ontario, Canada." By Reginald E. Hore,

Houghton, Mich.

2. "Origin of Certain Bonanza Silver

Ores of the Arid Region." By Charles

R. Keyes, Des Moines, Iowa.

4. "A Drafting Table for Tracing

through Opaque Paper." By A. T.

Schwennesen, Stanford University. Cal.

5. "Lead Smelting on the Ore

Hearth." By J. J. Brown, Jr., Wilburton,

Okla.

6. "Proposed Code of Rules for the

Installation and Use of Electricity in

Mines." By S. A. Taylor. Pittsburg.

7. "The Caddo Oil and Gasfield,

Louisiana." By Walter E. Hopper. Mad-

ison, Wis.

8. "Origin of Iron Ores of Central
-/rtheastern Cuba." By C. K. Leith

and W. J. Mead, Madison, Wis.

9. "Occurrence, Origin and Character
of the Surficial Iron Ores of Camaguey
and Oriente Provinces, Cuba." By Ar-
thur C. Spencer, Washington.

10. "The Mayari and Moa Iron-Ore
Deposits in Cuba." By C. Willard Hayes,
Washington.

11. "Exploration of Cuban Iron-Ore
Deposits." By Dwight E. Woodbridge,
Duluth, Minn.

12. "The Iron-Ore Deposits of the

Moa District, Oriente Province, Island

of Cuba ." Bv Jennings S. Cox, Jr., San-
tiago de Cuba, Cuba.

13. "Characteristics and Origin of the

Brown Iron Ores of Camaguey and Moa,
Cuba." By Benjamin L. Miller and Wil-

lard L. Cummings, Bethlehem, Penn.

14. "The Application of the Equation
of the Straight Line to the Reduction of

Triangulation Readings." By L. D.

Moore, Holden, W. Va.

15. "The Fuel Efficiency of the Iron

Blast Furnace." By John Jermain Por-

ter, Cincinnati, Ohio.

16. "The Continuous System of Cy-
aniding in Pachuca Tanks." By Hunt-

ington Adams. Ixtlan de Juarez, Oaxaca,
Mexico.

17. "Mining Costs at Park City,

Utah." By Fred T. Williams, Park City.

18. "Some Radical Improvements in

the Practice of Concentrating Minerals

by the Use of Wet Tables." By S. Ar-

thur Krom, Plainfield, N. J.

19. " Electrical Practice in Mines."

By Burton McCullom, Washington.

20. "The Bituminous-Coal Industry."

By S. K. Smith, Vintondale, Penn.

21. "History and Geology of Ancient

Goldfields in Turkey." By Leon Domin-

ion, New York.

22. "Tunnel Driving in the Alps."

By W. L. Saunders, New York.

23. "Briquetting Plant of the Lehigh

Coal and Navigation Company." By
Charles Dorrance, Jr., Lansford, Penn.

24. "Canadian Mining Law." By J.

M. Clark, Toronto, Canada.

25. "The Liberty Bell Mine." By

Charles A. Chase, Denver, Colo.

26. "The Storage of Anthracite Coal."

By R. V. Norris, Wilkes-Barre, Penn.

27. "Anthracite Preparation." By

Paul Sterling. Wilkes-Barre, Penn.

28. "Loss in 'Breaking Down' Anthra-

cite." By W. F. Dodge, Scranton. Penn.

29. "The Summit Hill Mine Fire." By

W. A. Lathrop, Philadelphia.

30. "The Anthracite Arbitration

Board." By S. D Warriner, Wilkes-

Barre.

31. "Reminiscences of the Beginning

of the Institute." By R. W. Raymond,

New York.

32. Discussion of paper of W. H. Em-

mons, "Agency of Manganese in the

Superficial Alteration and Secondary En-

richment of Gold Deposits in the United
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States.'
-

By Charles R. Keyes, Des

Moines. Iowa.

Discussion of paper of William

l, "Sampling of Anode Copper,

with Special Reference to Silver Con-

tent." By Edward Keller, Perth Amboy,

Jersey.

British Iron and Steel Institute

The following is a list of the papers

ire expected to be submitted at the

annual meeting of Iron and Steel Insti-

tute this month:

1. "On Temperature Influences on Car-

bon and Iron." By E. Adamson, Shef-

field.

2. "On the Chemical and Mechanical

Relations of Iron. Chromium and Car-

bon." By J. O. Arnold, Sheffield, and

A. A. Read, Cardiff.

3. "On the Growth of Cast Irons after

Repeated Heatings," Parts ii, iii, and iv.

By H. C. H. Carpenter, Manchester.

4. "On the Relation of Impurities to the

Corrosion of Iron." By John W. Cobb,

Leeds.

5. "On Magnetic Properties of some

Nickel Steels with some notes on the

Structures of Meteoric Iron." By E.

Colver Glauert and S. Hilpert, Berlin.

6. "Note on a Process for the Desicca-

tion of Air by Calcium Chloride." By
Felix A. Daubine and Eugene V. Roy,

Auboue, France.

7. "On the Volumetric Estimation of

Sulphur in Iron and Steel." By T. Gif-

ford Elliot, Sheffield.

8. "On the Action of Aqueous Solutions

of single and mixed Electrolytes on Iron."

By J. Newton Friend, and Joseph H.

Brown, Darlington.

9. "On Iron-Silicon-Carbon Alloys."

By W. Gontermann, Siegen, Westphalia.

10. "On the Influence of Vanadium
upon Cast Iron." By W. H. Hatfield,

Sheffield.

1 1. "On the Organic Origin of the Sed-

imentary Ores of Iron." By W. H. Herds-

man, Glasgow.

12. "On Some Studies on Welds." By
E. F. Law, W. H. Merrett, and W. Pol-

lard Digby, London.

13. "On the Corrosion of Steel." By
Percy Longmuir, Sheffield.

14. "On the Influence of 2 per cent, of

Vanadium on Steels of varying Carbon

Content." By A. McWilliam, and E. J.

Barnes, Sheffield.

15. 'On some properties of Heat-

treated 3 per cent. Nickel Steels." By
A. .McWilliam, and E. J. Barnes, Sheffield.

16. "On Mechanicalising Analysis as

an aid to Accuracy and Speed for Com-
mercial Purposes." By ('.. H. Ridsdale

and N. D. Ridsdale. Middlesbrough.

17. "On Welding up of Blowholes and

Cavities in Steel Ingots." By J. E. Stead,

Middlc-brouj-l).

The Application of the Clancy

Cyanide Process

The chemistry of the Clancy cyanide

process has been exhaustively reviewed

in the technical press, and it is the pur-

pose of this article to give a brief pre-

sentation of the practical application of

this process as now being installed at one

of the Cripple Creek mills. It may be

mentioned in passing that the Clancy pro-

equipment, a low-voltage direct-current

generator, a cyanamide solution tank, and
an electrolyzing apparatus which is hung
in the Pachuca, or other agitating tanks

that may be in use.

The cyanamide, of which 56 to 60 per

cent, is soluble, is dissolved in a separate

work-solution tank, and the filtered or

clarified solution is fed into the tube mill,

or at any other convenient part of the

circuit, preceding the agitating tanks.

Clancy Electrolyzing Apparatus Suspended in 1€-ft. Acitating Tank

cess is conducted in two stages: (1) The

generation of a halogen-cyanogen com-

pound, in practice, cyanogen iodide, which

attacks the sulpho-telluride minerals dis-

solving them with the gold: (2) the re-

generation of the cyanide through the re-

action between the calcium cyanamide
and the sulpho-cyanides and alkaline

cyanates.

The apparatus necessary for the Clancy

process is simple. It comprises, besides

the usual fine-grinding and cyaniding

The electrolyzing apparatus is sus-

pended from a frame and hangs about 2

ft. below the surface of the liquid in the

agitating tank. It comprises essentially a

circular beam, from which are hung the

anodes and cathodes, with suitable elec-

tric connections. The accompanying il-

lustration shows an installation of the

electrolyzing apparatus in an 18-ft. tank,

the anodes and cathodes being hung from

a 10-ft. ring. The anodes are hung in

p;:irs between each cathode sheet.
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The anodes consist of fused magnetite,

which is sufficiently hard to prevent wear

by attrition of the pulp. It may be men-

tioned in this connection that Mr. Clancy

reports having tried graphite anodes, but

abandoned them on account of the attri-

tion and the disadvantage of having the

fine particles of carbon distributed

through the solution, with the tendency to

precipitate the gold. Each anode is 46 in.

long, is cylindrical in form, and copper-

plated on the inside for the purpose of

increasing the conductivity. The surface

area of each anode is 2.2 sq.ft. It is

closed at the lower end, and the upper

end is cemented into a porcelain cap,

which insulates the anodes from the

frame and protects the copper connec-

tions from the solution. The top of the

porcelain cap is filled with a waterproof-

ing compound, and the copper leads are

incased in a similar solution-proof cover-

ing.

The cathode is an iron plate, 18 in.

vide by 48 in. long, and 3/32 of an inch

thick. It is insulated in a manner similar

Jo that of the anodes. The current dens-

ity varies, about 18 amp. per sq.ft. of

anode surface being usually employed.

The difference of potential between the

electrodes is about seven volts and a

current of approximately 50 amp. is

passed through each anode.

General Procedure

It should be borne in mind that the

Clancy process differs from most electro-

lytic processes in that the electricity is

not used for the precipitation of the met-

als, but for the manufacture or regenera-

tion of the necessary chemicals. During

the first stage of the process the electric

current is used to generate constantly in

the pulp the cyanogen iodide, thus main-

taining the solution at the best possible

strength. At this stage the alkalinity of

the pulp must be kept as low as possible

and agitation is continued for about eight

hours in the Pachuca or other agitating

tanks. It is during this period that the

extraction of gold from the sulpho-tellu-

ride minerals really occurs, but the oxi-

dation means employed destroys active

cyanide so that a second period of elec-

tiolyzing, extending over four or five

hours, is required for regenerating the

cyanides from the sulpho-cyanides and

cyanates developed during the first stage

of the process. At the beginning of the

second stage the solution is made more
alkaline by the addition of lime up to 0.5

or 0.6 lb. CaO per ton of solution. On
the completion of the second period of

electrolyzing the pulp is passed to the

filtering apparatus, and thence to the zinc

boxes in the usual manner.

The reason for conducting the process

in two stages is that the cyanogen iodide

is not stable in the presence of strong

alkali. During the second stage, however,

the alkalinity of the solution must be in-

creased in order that the reaction between

the calcium cyanamide and the sulpho-
cyanides and cyanates may proceed. The
excess alkalinity from this stage of the
process is reduced when the solution meets
the next batch of ore; further lime is usu-
ally necessary to neutralize the acidity of
the ore. Crude iodine is used as the

source of the iodide, which does not re-

quire replenishing exc6pt for the mechan-
ical loss. This it is estimated will amount
to about 2c. per ton.

An installation substantially as de-

scribed above is now being made by the

Moore Filter Company in the new Ajax
mill near Victor, Colo. This mill should
be completed in June, and the results of
the process in actual practice will be
watched with interest 'by all metallurgists.

Ray Consolidated Interim

Report
At the annual meeting of the Ray Con-

solidated Copper Company, held Sept. 27,

1910, the date of the annual meeting
was changed to the third Friday in April

of each year, and the fiscal year was
changed to correspond with the calendar
year. As a result of the offer of the Ray
company to exchange its shares for

stock of the Gila Copper Company on
the basis of exchange of three shares of

Gila for one share of Ray stock, all but

about 3000 of a total of 605,000 shares

of the Gila company were acquired.

Developments and Reserves

Drilling for development alone was
entirely discontinued in the month of

November, 1910, after having developed

approximately 2,500,000 tons of ore in

addition to that mentioned in the last

annual report. The totally developed

and partially developed ore is now ll.r
535,000 tons. Of this quantity 64,831,-

000 is classed as developed, and the re-

mainder as partially developed. The de-

veloped ore includes only those areas

which have been systematically and

fully drilled in 200- ft. squares. The

partially developed class is represented

by areas that have not been completely

drilled in 200-ft. squares, but where in

some instances the drill holes connected

and used in tonnage calculation are as

much as 400 ft. apart. The average cop-

per content of the developed and partially

developed ore is reported the same as

that given in the last annual report; viz.,

2.17 per cent.

The total length of underground work-

ings existing on April 1 was 88,651 ft.,

or about 16.?4 miles, representing an

increase of approximately 100 per cent.,

as compared to the underground work

completed prior to the publication of the

last annual report. Underground work-

ings are now being extended at the rate

of \y2 miles per month. No extensive

stoping was done up to the first of April,

but there has been produced during

the last year approximately 123,000

tons of ore almost entirely from develop-
ment workings, including the preparation
of a few stopes for actual mining. This
tonnage makes a total of I8<i,0(J() tons
of ore produced during development. 01
this 154,000 tons was put on tin.

pile at the mines, and 32,000 tons shipped
to the mill at Hayden.

Progress at the Mill

One of the eight sections of the mill

was finished on March 10 and was put
into commission on March 15. Five days
later it was given a regular feed of ore,

and barring short periods of suspension
for adjustment, has been running con-
tinuously ever since. This section is now
treating 800 tons in 24 hours— all that

the mine is prepared to furnish until the

permanent equipment of shaft No. 1 «oes
into commission about the middle of

April. The section has not yet been
running long enough to permit of final

adjustment, or to give metallurgical re-

sults of a thoroughly definite and de-

pendable character, but the results so

far obtained, the report states, indicate

extractions fully up to expectation; viz.,

about 70 per cent, on an ore contain-

ing 2.2 per cent, copper, which is the

grade now being milled and approximate-

ly the average grade for the property.

Shipment of concentrate to the El Paso
smeltery has been commenced, and will

continue until the company's smeltery

is ready for operation.

A second section of the mill will be

started about May 1, and after that date

one section will be started each month up

to Sept. 1. After that time longer in-

tervals will probably prevail between the

starting of additional sections, as it is

not expected that the mine will be able

to provide sufficient tonnage to operate

the entire plant to capacity until after

the end of the year. The behavior of the

first section, now in operation, indicates

that the mill will be able to handle about

8000 tons per day.

Construction of the Smeltery

The structural steel for the smeltery is

about ready for shipment, and the ma-

chinery is in process of manufacture,

delivery of a considerable part of it hav-

ing already been made. The grading is

about complete, and the necessary foun-

dation work is light; while the mill build-

ings wil! be completed in July, it is not

expected that the smelting plant will be

ready to operate until late in September

or early in October. The water supply

developed by sinking large shallow wells

in the gravel of the Gila River valley

has proved entirely satisfactory and

abundant. The power-transmission line

from the Hayden power plant to the

mines was completed in March, and the

entire power requirement at the mines

will be supplied through it as soon as

the permanent mining equipment is put

into commission.
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Mining Around Telluride and

Ouray, Colo.

By \S . Prosser

Judging from present plans and ar-

rangements being made, prospecting will

rried on in every section of San

county, but the principal fields of

exploitation will be. the eastern range for

free gold in argentite ores; Bear creek

for telluride ores; and a large area from

South Mineral creek to the La Plata for

limestone deposits.

In the Telluride camp of the San Mig-

uel section, the Liberty Bell. Tom Boy

.uggler mines will continue about

the same in production during the pres-

ent year. The Liberty Bell has perfected

the mill until it now has an extrac-

tion of over 90 per cent., and this from a

rather complicated, ever-changing ore. It

has probably a longer prospective life

than any other mine in the district, as it

has several Years' run blocked out. W.

H. Staver is superintendent, Charles A.

Chase, consulting engineer. The Smug-

gler Union is working largely on the leas-

ing system. The company owns two

mills at Pandora, which are divided into

units according to the number of leas-

ers. The Tomboy will keep 60 stamps

dropping regularly, at the mill in Savage

basin.

With the steady production of these

three mines and other operations appar-

ent, this year will probably see an in-

crease in the number of men employed

and the amount of bullion and concen-

trates shipped.

The Black Bear mine is working 20

men and is forcing operations toward a

producing stage. It has a mill and tram-

way to the railway. The Junta company

plans building a two-mile tramway from

the property in La Junta basin to a mill

site in Bear creek gulch. The Alta in

Gold King basin is shipping one car of

concentrates regularly per day. It is in-

stalling an additional 10 stamps. A two-

mile tramway connects with Ophir. The

Suffolk property at Ophir, under the

management of George B. Pickett, has

had a force at work all winter on de-

velopment and expects to begin opera-

tions soon. The mill is in the town of

Ophir and is connected to the mine by

tramway. The Modern Gold of Ophir

Company has been developing during the

win»cr and is reported to be neady to ship.

The Lewis in Bridal Veil basin has been

active all winter. Their mill erected last

year will be put in operation in the near

future. The Mountain Flower group on

Cteek has had a force of men driv-

ing a crosscut difrine the winter. It has

not yet reached the vein driven for but

has cut a blind lead which is promising.

In the La Plata mountain section the

Hon between the Idaho and the May
Day is not yet settled. This suit is be-

ing fought out over apex rights. The

May Day has built a shaft house and

has installed a hoist and compressor and

is sinking a shaft on its ground with the

expectancy of going down vertically into

the workings of the Idaho. In the mean-

time the Idaho is temporarily closed

down. When these difficulties are settled

work will be resumed. Leasers on the

Van Emmet group are operating in form-

ations and conditions similar to those on

the Idaho. Resumption of operations on

the Delayed property is announced. It is

reported that the ore has been tested suc-

cessfully and that one of the important

adjuncts to the property will be the erec-

tion of a large mill in the Animas valley

at Hermosa, connected to the property by

tramway.

At Ouray, the Camp Bird mine is re-

ported to have struck a large new vein.

New impetus is expected to be given to

the operation of the mine through this

discovery. The Revenue tunnel continues

active with a large force and will prob-

ably operate steadily during the year.

Developments are reported active on the

Atlas, Barstow, Micky Breen, Yankee

Girl, Legal Tender and Lundberg leases.

At Rico, the United Rico Mines Com-
pany, M. Godet in charge, has reorgan-

ized and is expecting to spend between

$150,000 and $250,000 in placing this

group, in conjunction with the Pro-patria

and others, on an operating basis.

In the whole district the new features

developing are the treatment of zinc ores

and the introduction of the cyanide pro-

cess in the Silverton section, the develop-

ing of the rich ores of the La Platas, and

the exploitation and development of the

new vanadium and uranium deposits of

the Telluride section.

The Gold Springs District

Salt Lake Correspondence

A fair amount of activity is promised

this season in the Gold Springs district,

which extends from Iron county, Utah,

across the boundary line into the western

part of Lincoln county, Nevada, about 15

miles northwest of Modena. This district

includes the camps of Gold Springs and

Fay, with Stateline a short distance to the

north. The ore occurs in fissure veins in

andesite and porphyry, and in many
cases can be traced on the surface for

some distance. The vein filling is white

quartz, which carries up to $10 in gold

and silver per ton, though there are

places where higher grade shoots have

been encountered.

The Gold Springs .Mining and Power

Company has done the greatest amount

of development in the district at its Jen-

nie mine and has recently installed a mill

with 12 Nissen stamps and a cyanide

plant of 100 tons capacity, also a com-

pressor and electric hoist. The Jennie

vein has been opened to 300 ft. A mer-

ger of this company with the Gold

Springs Consolidated is being arranged

which will give a much larger territory

and tonnage. It is figured this can be

handled to advantage by the present mill,

which is run by power from the producer-

gas electric plant, at Modena. There is

estimated to be a large tonnage, which
will net $2 a ton above a depth of 400
ft. X. A. Short, H. R. Elliot and A. I.

Martin,- of Salt Lake City, hold the con-

trolling interest.

The Utah-Stateline Mining Company
and the Wild Irish Gold Mining Com-
pany, in which Los Angeles people are

interested, have not been under develop-

ment for some time, but will resume
work with the cheaper electric power
now available.

At the Bull Hill property, the tunnel,

which is being driven to cut a large vein

at a depth of 600 ft., has still about 50

ft. to go. This should be reached in

May. Several smaller veins carrying cal-

cite with some fluorspar have been cut,

which yield free gold on panning. The
property is not far from the old Horse-

shoe mine. Ernest Lane, is manager.
At the White Horse mine, Messrs. Mil-

ler and Rafferty are reported to have

opened a 12-ft. vein at the bottom of

the 80-ft. shaft near Fay. High assays

in silver and gold have been obtained

in places.

About a car of silver-gold ore has

been mined by Tom Beck and William

Brown from the E &. C mine. There is

a 240-ft. incline on the vein, which ex-

poses an 8-in. streak of high-grade ore

along the footwall. A shipment will be

made shortly.

Mining in Aguascalientes

The Leonora mines, in Juchipila,

Aguascalientes, belonging to Daniels &
Sons, have been closed since the first

visit of the revolutionists to that place.

At Asientos, work has been suspended at

the Purisima mine, Mr. Rapp has closed

down the Alta Palmira mine, and the

Towne interests have stopped shipping

from the Lead's Queen mines, although

the latter has a large body of good ore

developed. Mr. MacAllep, superintend-

ent of the last-named mines, has resigned

and will remove to Oregon. The Santa

Francisca mines continue shipping as

well as the mines at Tepezala, and are

the main support of the smeltery at

Aguascalientes, at which plant six fur-

naces are in operation at the present time.

The Nopensada properties are being

worked by S. Rapp, under lease, and are

shipping to Aguascalientes. The Socorro

mine, Gabriel Chavez, owner, is also

shipping steadily to Aguascalientes.

As there is no railroad traffic north of

Zacatecas the Aguascalientes smeltery is

depending on the ores from Asientos and

Tepezala, and what other ores they may

receive from the south and over the San

Luis Potosi branch line.
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Mining and Milling at Trinity Mine
The Trinity gold mine is on the eastern

bank of the Trinity river, in Trinity

county, California, and 32 miles north-

west of Delta, a station on the Portland

division of the Southern Pacific railroad,

with which the mine is connected by a

toll road. The mine is situated in rug-

ged country, covered by a growth of good

timber, in a range of the Salmon moun-

tains, some of the peaks of which are

6000 ft. above sea level. The property,

comprising 423 acres of land, 3j/> miles

of ditch, supplying water under a head of

700 ft. at the mine, and a hydroelectric

power plant on Coffee creek, is now
owned and operated by the Trinity Gold

Mining and Reduction Company.

Early Developments

The discovery and location of the gos-

san outcrop was made nearly 15 years

ago. Subsequent developments have

shown that the orebody, covered by about

25 ft. of overburden, lies in an irregular

sheet on the side of a hill, outcropping at

By J. W. Swaren*

The overburden on an in

dined sheet of ore, at this

California property, is re

moved by hydraulicking;

the ore is mined from glory-

holes and opencuts, crushed

'by stamps and the gold re-

covered by cyanidation.

Shawmut building, San Francisco, Cal.

stroyed by fire, just after the regular

monthly cleanup. As the mine had never

paid any returns to its owners, dissension

arose among the stockholders, followed

by litigation and the property lay idle

eight years or until the present owners
became interested.

From the tests and assays, a method of
treatment was evolved and a reduction
plant designed and built. Since opera-

tions have begun, the results obtained in

actual work have checked with the test

results. The advantages and economics
presented by the continuous system of
slime filtration led to the adoption of that

method of treatment. No gold is recov-

ered by amalgamation as there is no free

gold in the ore. In order to take advan-

tage of the extreme agitation in the mor-
tar the ore is crushed in cyanide solution.

Hydraulic classification was adopted
ard the usual downward leaching of
sand in vats. A system of continuous

thickening, before agitation by com-
presed air, followed by a second thicken-

ing before filtration, was adopted for the

treatment of the slime. Every possible

operation was made automatic. The labor

required for operation is small; one man
on the battery floor and two men in the

cyanide plant constitute a shift. The se-

lection of the continuous system of treat-

Stripped Area of Trinity Orebody Gloryholes in Stripped Area

the lower edge. The first company that

attempted to work the deposit, drove tun-

nels into the side of the hill below the

outcrops, expecting to cut the orebody at

depth. Naturallv these operations were
doomed to failure and each succeeding

company merely selected a new site for a

tunnel or enlarged on one of the earlier

attempts. The last last company endeav-

oring to work this property, before the

present owners obtained it, installed a

5-ft. Huntington mill and a small cyanide

plant with five sand vats. An opencut

was started at the outcrop and enough
ore was mined, in addition to that taken

from the tunnels, to supply the mill.

The first used method of cyanide treat-

ment was not successful, as an attempt

was made to leach a mill product that

was approximately half slime. This

equipment had been in service several

months when the cyanide plant was de-

During the summer of 1909 an exten-

sive sampling campaign was conducted

to determine the size and average value

of the orebody and a suitable method of

ore treatment. Hydraulic giants, using

water from the upper ditch under 400-

ft. head, were employed to strip the over-

burden in order to expose the orebody.

Samples were taken frequently as the

work progressed and assays were made
on the ground. This work commenced in

March and continued until June 28, when

water began to run short. The remainder

of the year was spent in driving raises

from the old tunnels, through the orebody

to the surface. Two separate shipments

of ore from all parts of the deposit were

sent to San Francisco, where tests were

made that showed, when sand and slime

were properly separated, that 90 per cent,

of the gold could be economically recov-

ered by cyanide treatment.

ment has been justified, not only by the

high extraction now being obtained in

the mill, but also by the reduction in the

first cost of the plant and subsequent

labor economies it has been possible to

make.

The Orebody

The orebody uncovered by the strip-

ping operation lies in a sheet, strikes

almost due north and dips at 25 deg. to

the west. The entire region has been

step- faulted and the outcrop first dis-

covered was at the southwest corner of

the orebody now being worked. Along it?

southern edge, the deposit is nearly AC.

ft. thick, while where it enters the hill

on the northern part of the stripped area

it is over 80 ft. thick. Where it enters

the hill on its eastern edge, the thickness

is not known, as the overburden has been

stripped farther than any of the tunnel?
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.netrated. An area of over three

las been stripped and enough ore

out to supply the 200-ton. 40-

- mill for six years.

The ore is oxidized, soft and friable,

onal masses of sulphides are en-

countered, together with small intrusions

of porphyry. These constitute practic-

ally the entire waste broken and make an

extremely small percentage of the total

output. When mining was started the

ore as 5 27 gold and one ounce

silver with a trace of copper, but at pres-

ent the gold content is $5.50 per ton.

Pockets of greater richness are occasion-

ally opened, sometimes running $12 per

ton. These pockets are secondary en-

richments in some instances but more

often are points of intense deposition.

When crushed to 30 mesh, the ore

makes 55 per cent, slime and 45 per cent,

sand, more than half the gold being in

the slime. When stripping was stopped,

it was found that the hard, solid mass

of ore exposed rapidly weathered so that

it crumbled readily and could be easily

mined.

Mining Methods

Raises have been opened to the sur-

face from the tunnels driven in earlier

workings. These raises have been brok-

en out in gloryholes and the greater part

of the ore is now mined in this way.

The ore is too soft for drilling with pis-

ton drills so air hammers are used.

About y* lb. of 40 per cent, dynamite

per ton of ore is consumed, small charges

being used. After blasting, the loosened

ore is barred from the sides of the glory-

bole. In some parts of the orebody it is

not even necessary to blast, the ore be-

ing so soft that it can be loosened with

bars and picks. Logs are put across the

bottom of the gloryholes, forming griz-

zlies with 14-in. openings.

In addition to the gloryholes one raise,

that has not been opened to the surface,

is being used as a basis for shrinkage

stoping while at the opposite end of the

deposit an opencut is being worked. The

stope and opencuts are intended to sup-

ply the mill when the weather or acci-

dent interferes with work in the glory-

hole; the snowfall is quite heavy and it

is important to provide against weather

interruption to the supply of ore. Prac-

tically all rock broken is sent to the mill,

occasional masses of sulphide ore are

stacked, the porphvry intrusion being the

only part sent to the dumps. Small quan-

of surface soil are carried down
from the hill above but not enough to re-

quire separation or to cause interf n. nee

with treatment in the taill. The old tun-

nels have been cleaned out an. I are util-

ized for tramming. They arc being con-
• »o form an extensive

track system and to ventilate the work-

timbering is needed in these

tunnels as they are driven ir» an i

tionally solid porphyry.

All the ore is hand trammed to an ore-

bin near the outer edge of and below

the orebody. The ore is discharged from

the bin through finger gates into two-ton

self-dumping ore cars and is taken over

800 ft. of tramway to the rock-crushing

plant. At present trains of two cars are

pulled by one mule but an electric loco-

motive will be used in the near future.

An electrically driven air-compressor

plant is installed near the mine on the

same level as the main tram and in this

building are the blacksmithing and drill-

sharpening shops. All mining is no.v

done on the day shift although plans are

under consideration for illuminating the

workings, so work may also be done at

night.

The Mill Building

All the mine buildings are built of

wood; the lumber and timbers were cut

on the ground. A complete sawmill, in-

cluding planing and mortising machinery,

was installed and is still operated by the

company. The method employed in ex-

cavating the mill terraces out of solid

rock was rather novel. Holes were drilled

The Engineering ,} Mining Journal,
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and blasted to form the upper terrace

and the broken rock was sluiced out with

hydraulic giants. The lower terraces

were made in succession by the same
method. So accurately was this work
done by blasting and piping that a hand
trim of less than 6 in. was afterward

required. In grading 20,000 cu.yd. of

hard rock was excavated at a cost of

20c. per cu.yd. The heavy mill bents

were framed on the ground and hoisted

to place by donkey engines. Work was
started on the mill in April, 1910, and

was completed in November; the stamps

were start.d Dec. 3, 1910.

The mill, rock-crushing plant, store

house, assay office, refinery, compressor

house, office, manager's residence, cot-

tages for employees and commodious
bunk and boarding houses were erected

and the hydraulic plant completely in-

stalled, while at no time were more than

150 men/»empIoyed. The problem of se-

curing enough labor and maintaining a

proper commissary was rather difficult

as the operations were in a sparsely-set-

tled district at a considerable distance

from the railroad.

Crushing the Ore

The rock crusher is housed in a sep-

arate building apart from the mill and cy-

anide plant. The ore from the mine is

dumped upon a grizzly, with 1-inch

spacing. The undersize passes direct to

conveyers; the oversize into orebins,

thence into a 12x20-in. Blake crusher,

crushing to 3 in. and discharging on a

grizzly with 1 -in. spacing. The grizzly

oversize is fed to a 9xl2-in. roller-jaw
crusher, crushing to 1 in. and discharging

directly on the conveyer belt. A 50-h.p.

motor drives both crushers. Two men
working one shift operate the plant. Dis-

charging on the main belt conveyer at the

same point where the ore is received, is

a short belt conveying lime. To neutral-

ize the acidity of the ore, 5 to 8 lb. of

lime per ton of ore is required. The lime

belt is driven by a ratchet and worm
gear, operated by the tail pulley of the

main conveyer.

Running through a covered passageway,

a 16-in. belt conveyer carries the ore into

the main mill building. This conveyer

discharges on a second 16-in. conveyer

which runs over the bin. The second con-

veyer is equipped with an automatic trip-

per which can be shifted along a track

upon the bin and which automatically

discharges ore at any point. The ore can
be discharged on either side of the con-

veyer and as the tripper can easily be

shifted, no difficulty is experienced' in

maintaining an even distribution in the

bin. Each conveyer is driven* by a 5-

h.p. motor, geared direct to the head pul-

ley of the conveyer belt.

The orebins are 24 ft. deep, 20 ft. wide,

81 ft. long and hold 1000 tons. This pro-

vides sufficient storage to avoid a mill

shut-down following any ordinary acci-

dent in the mining operations. No gates

are provided; the ore discharges directly

into the automatic feeders.

Four batteries of 10 stamps each are

installed. The mortars are patterned after

the Homestake type to attain large capac-

ity and fine comminution. The stamps

weigh 1100 lb., make 102 six-in. drops per

minute and crush in cyanide solution

through a 30-mesh screen. From three

to four tons of cyanide solution, con-

taining 2 lb. of cyanide per ton, are used

in the mortar for each ton of ore crushed.

Due to the extreme agitation in the mor-

tar, over 50 per cent, of the total gold re-

covered is dissolved before the pulp

passes the screen. The battery founda-

tions are timber set in concrete. Two 50-

h.p. motors under the orebins drive the

stamps, each motor driving 20 stamps. A
belt tightener of special design is pro-

vided and by its use the stamps can be

started from rest without hanging up.

The pulp from each battery flows to a 48-

in. double cone classifier adjusted to carry

fine sand in the slime, as better extrac-

tion is effected than would be the case

were slime to enter the sand vats. Some
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difficulties have been experienced from

the foaming caused by the lime. In fact

this trouble extends throughout the en-

tire plant, a thick layer of foam in ap-

pearance like chocolate filling, being

formed on the top of the classifiers, vats

and agitators. For proper classification

three to four tons of solution per ton of

pulp is required.

Leaching the Sand

There are four sand vats, each 30 ft.

diameter, by 7 ft. staves and 170 tons ca-

pacity. The sand is distributed by a 30-

ft. Butters distributer. hung from a crawl.

From three to six tons of solution per ton

of sand is continuously added and the

period of contact, before washing, is 150

hours. An extremely flexible system of

piping is provided, so that solutions can

be carried to the gold tanks, slime over-

flow to the thickeners, or wash water to

the mill stock tank. The sand assays

S2.50 to S3 before treatment, the tailings

about 45c. per ton; only a trace of cyan-

ide is found in the discharged sand. The
vats are provided with bottom discharge

doors operated by handwheels. The
gates are 10 in. diameter at the throat and

can be lowered 7^J in., giving ample pas-

sageway for the tailing, which is washed
out by automatic sluices suspended from

crawls running on the same track as the

distributors. There are two sluices and a

3-in. hose connection is placed near each

vat to supply water under pressure for

their operation. The sluices are similar

to those used in the North Star mills at

Grass Valley. Not more than eight

hours are required to remove the entire

charge. After the sand has been removed,
the vat is given a thorough washing with

a hose, before a new charge is filled.

Treatment of the Slime

The slime from the classifiers contains

four parts water to one of ore and runs

direct to the pulp thickeners. The first

thickening is done in two Dorr thicken-

ers, each 25 ft. diameter by 12 ft. staves.

The pulp is thickened to a consistency of

2:1 and the time of passage through the

thickeners averages 12 hours. After the

first thickening, the pulp is diluted to a

consistency of 3:1, then flows to the agi-

tators. After agitation the pulp is re-

turned to the second pair of thickeners,

exact duplicates of the first pair and is

thickened to a consistency of VA'A for

delivery to the filters. The average time

of passage through the second thickeners

is about 20 hours. The overflow from the

pulp thickeners goes direct to the clarify-

ing tank. Each pair of thickeners is belt

driven by a 5-h.p. motor.

There are two Pachuca agitators, 12 ft.

diameter and 25 ft. high. The agitators

are made of steel plates, 3^16 in. thick.

The central air tubes are made of No. 12

gage steel and are 26 in. diameter. Air

at 40-lb. pressure is supplied to the agi-

tators from an electric-driven Ingersoll-
Rand 10xl2-in. compressor. The agita-
tion is continuous, the average time of
contact being eight hours. An air lift is

used to facilitate the handling of the
pulp between the agitators and the thick-
eners.

The thickened slime flows to two Oliver
filters, each of 75 tons capacity per 24
hours. The wash water almost complete-
ly displaces the solution, as tailing as-
says show only a trace of cyanide and
less than 10c. dissolved metal, while the

insoluble or undissolved metal is between
20 and 50c. per ton. The cake assays of
the pulp fed to the filter show a value of

$2 per ton of dissolved metals. The pulp
enters the filters direct from the thick-

eners, a constant level being maintained
in the filter tanks by a float valve on the

supply tank. But little trouble has been
experienced by lime clogging the filter

cloth and treatment to remove the coating
will not be necessary oftener than once
in eight weeks. A wet vacuum pump with

a single cylinder 14x12 in., running at 90
r.p.m. and having no valves in the suc-

tion ports, was especially designed for

use with the Oliver filters.

The overflow solution from the pulp
thickeners is quite turbid from fine

slime, in suspension. To remove this

before precipitation, two clarifying tanks

are installed, each 25 ft. diameter

by 12 ft. staves. The bottoms of these

tanks are covered with canvas and

6 in. of sand. In the laboratory

three layers of filter paper are required

to clarify the solution from the thick-

eners. When the filter on the Oliver filt-

ers is in good condition, the filtered so-

lution is perfectly clear but as blow
holes occasionally appear, the filtered so-

lution is pumped into the clarifying tank.

Precipitation of the Gold

After the solution is drawn from the

clarifying tank it is run into the gold tank

preparatory to precipitation. The Merrill

zinc-dust process is used. The zinc emul-

sion is made in a small cone, supplied

with solution taken by a small pipe tap-

ped into the main pipe leading from the

solution pump to the precipitation press-

es. The solution and zinc dust from the

feeding belt are fed into the cone at the

top, while compressed air is introduced

at the bottom. The agitation thus given

forms a well mixed emulsion which pass-

es out of the cone through an overflow

opening and into the suction pipe of the

solution pump. From ]

\ to 1/10 lb. of

zinc dust is consumed per ton of solution.

A 5x6-in. triplex pump is used to pump
the pregnant solution to the filter presses.

A 5-h.p. motor is geared direct to the

pump while a pulley on the main pump
shaft moves the zinc belt at the speed of

3 ft. per hour. Two Merrill filter presses

are used for collecting the precipitate.

Each press has 20 frames, each 36x22 in.,

with a capacity of 250 tons of solution

per 24 hours. Air for drying the pre-

cipitate is taken from the compressed-
air system of the mill. The barren solu-

tion is returned by gravity to the solu-

tion sump and is elevated by a 5x8-in.

triplex pump to the stock-solution tank
on the battery level. Assays of the bar-

ren solution show a precipitation of 99
per cent., and a cyanide strength of 2.2

pounds.

Refinery and Power Plant

Electric-driven triplex pumps are used
to handle the weak gold solution, pump-
ing them back to the sand vats and stock-

solution tank. An electrically driven In-

gersoll-Rand air compressor, 10x12 in.,

of the inclosed type, furnishes com-
pressed air for the entire mill. It is

equipped with an automatic unloader and
delivers air to a 42-in. by 12-ft. receiver,

at a pressure of 40 lb. per sq.in. Water
is supplied to all parts of the mill from
three tanks having a capacity of 75,000
gal. and set on the hillside 120 ft. above
the battery level. Five hydrants and fire

hose are distribute at convenient points

throughout the mill, while outside pro-

tection is furnished by hydraulic giants.

The assay office and refinery are
housed in a separate buildrng some dis-

tance from the mill. A Faber du Faur
furnace, using distillate for fuel, is used
to melt the precipitates. Distillate is

used for fuel in the cupelling furnace.

The usual equipment «f grinders and
crushers driven by an electric motor is

provided. A complete series of assays,

covering all operations, is made, keep-
ing the milling and reduction processes
under control at all points.

Electricity is used for lighting and
power about the entire property. It is

generated by water taken from Coffee
creek, carried by a flume 9000 ft. long,

to the power house and delivered to a

Francis turbine under a head of 107 ft.

Three-phase alternating current at a

pressure of 4000 volts and a frequency
of 60 cycles is generated and transmitted

a little over a mile to a substation near
the mill. Here the voltage is cut down
to 440 volts for the motors and 110 volts

for the lighting. The turbine is rated

at 600 h.p. and is direct connected to a

generator rated at 400 k.v.a., at 80
per cent, power factor. The turbine is

controlled by a Lombard governor, while

a Tirrell automatic regulator is used to

maintain a constant voltage. The present

load on the plant is about 200 kw.

Because of the large amount of sand
and detritus brought down from hydraul-
ic operations above, it was not deemed ad-

visable to put in a permanent dan at the

point of diversion of the power water
supply. Instead a temporary dam of
rocks and bush will be built every sum-
mer, with the expectation that spring
freshets will sweep it away with any im-

pounded detritus.
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Genesis of Northern Ontario Ores
The forests of northern Ontario cover

many thousand square miles of rock that

Tactically identical with the geologi-

structure of Cobalt. Probably every

-pector that has scratched the moss

and dirt from these rocks and blasted into

the tight cracks and calcite leads that he

may have uncovered, has wondered why

he or at least some of the prospectors in

his neighborhood should not discover sil-

ver. Notwithstanding the many wild

rushes and excitements, thousands of

prospectors have searched over the whole

country without finding anything that re-

motely resembles profitable silver ore in

the hundred-mile stretch between South

Lorain and Gowganda.

If the surface geological structure has

any bearing on ore occurrence, it seems

strange that all the silver leads should be

confined to a small area of a few thous-

and acres about the town of Cobalt. Ac-

cording to the reasoning of the men who

prospected the country, every seam or

calcite stringer found near contacts of

conglomerate. Keewatin and diabase was

a potential silver vein because they knew

that the great mines of Cobalt had often

followed a crack or calcite seam down a

few feet into nearly solid silver. As we

know now, aside from the lucky few

around Cobalt station and two or three

other widely separated points, the work of

these thousands of plucky searchers was

without result. The results in northern

Ontario raise the question whether our

present knowledge of the origin and form-

?tion of ore deposits is of any aid in

prospecting a country. In many cases it

seems to have caused an unnecessary ex-

penditure in minutely prospecting large

areas because of supposedly favorable

geological structure and resemblance to

the rock of Cobalt.

Area of Silver Deposits Limited

The theory that silver and gold ores

are leached from the country rock either

by descending surface water or ascend-

ing magmatic water or a combination of

both is hardly tenable in the Cobalt dis-

trict. The whole stretch of Laurentian

and Huronian rocks along the hight of

land and the north shore of Lake Su-

perior from the Quebec boundary to Man-

itoba is characterized by isolated deposits

of exceptional richness at widely sepa-

. j points. Regardless of the extent of

favorabl ^nations the ore is usu-

ally bunched into a small compass and

surrounded by lar^e stretches of barren

Of nearly barren rock. A single ore-shoot

in the Sultana and in the Mikado mines

produced nearly all the i/old taken out at

the time of the Lake of the Woods ex-

citement. A tiny islet near Thunder cape

produced from one shoot three million

dollars worth of silver, but stretches of

By George C. McFarlane :

. is silver-ore deposits arc

found only in limited areas

of an enormous expanse of

Laurentian and Huronian

rocks in Northern Ontario,

it is argued that the silver

minerals underwent segre-

gation at depth and only

small quantities were re-

deposited as veins -near the

surface by magmatic waters.

'Mining engineer, 503 Gas and Electric
building, Denver, Colo.

similar rock along the mainland, although

thoroughly prospected, have yielded

scarcely anything. Great as is Cobalt,

its mines cover a comparatively small

area and outside of the limits what little

precious metal is found is generally gold

and not silver. The same may be said of

the newer camp of South Lorain, where

the silver seems to be confined to a much
smaller area. The most probable theory

of the origin of these ores is that they

were brought up by magmatic waters

from extremely rich concentrations or

segregations of precious metal in the un-

derlying magma.
While we have no means of positively

determining the inside structure of the

earth, the weight of evidence now avail-

able indicates that the heterogenous ar-

rangement of rock formations passes by

easy stages into a homogenous fluid

magma at a depth of less than seventy

miles from the surface. The computers

of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic survey

have calculated, from the marvellously

accurate observations on the deflection of

the prime vertical caused by topographi-

cal irregularities, that the material com-

posing and underlying mountain chains

and plateaus is of less density than that

underlying the great valleys and costal

plains and the adjoining ocean beds. That

is, the material in the outer crust of the

earth is so arranged that at a depth of

not more than seventy miles below sea

level, the continents and ocean and every

portion of them exert an equal down-

ward unit pressure on the magmatic

spheroid.

Origin of Eruptive Rocks

This condition of isostacy shows that

the earth is elastic and readily changes

shape to accommodate unequal loading

produced by erosion of the land masses

and deposition of sediments on the ocean

floor, the formation of polar and glacial

ice caps and the shifting of the material

underlying the solid crust. As the earth's

shell is isostatic now, it must have been

throughout the course of geologic time,

and during all this time there must have

been continuous readjustments within

the earth to compensate the tremendous

erosion the land masses have been sub-

ject to during this time. The surface

agencies have always tended to level the

surface of the earth, it is probable the

interior agencies always tend to increase

continental elevation. If the inside of

the earth is a hot fluid magma, the iso-

therms must follow the approximate

contour of the surface. Now if we be-

lieve in the nebular origin of the sun
and planets, from the present observed

rate of cooling of our earth the cooling

process has not penetrated far below the

surface, and most likely at a depth of

a hundred miles or so the fluid magma
becomes incandescent gas, increasing in

temperature with depth.

Magmatic Waters and Segregations

At the present time the earth loses

about twenty thermal units per square

foot of surface per year. This radiation

is causing a continuous liquefaction of

the gaseous core of the earth, the more
refractory elements forming magma and

the lighter and less easily liquefied ele-

ments, like oxygen and hydrogen, bubble

up through the magma and tend to col-

lect in the thermal anticlines underlying

the continents, impregnating the magma
with gas blebs, making it of less density

and thereby tending to uplift the overly-

ing crust. At some stage of its upward

travel the oxygen and hydrogen would

unite to form water, giving out a great

deal of heat. At a point perhaps ten

miles below the surface the rising steam

would liquefy, liberating a thousand

odd degrees of latent heat. This libera-

tion of heat by ascending gas and steam

would tend to form a thick layer of mag-

ma of fairly uniform temperature, and in

this zone it is probable that the crystal-

line eruptive rocks were formed. It is

more than probable that the heavy metals

existing in minute quantities in the primal

magma gradually settled out as crystal-

lization proceeded and collected in zones

much as slag, matte, speiss and metal

settle in the hearth of a furnace. The

flow lines caused by the eruption of the

overlying magma would tend to concen-

trate the segregations of metal still fur-

ther.

It is probable that the magmatic water

released by the slowly liquefying gaseous

core of the earth only penetrates upward

to the surface with great difficulty, as or-

dinarily it could scarcely penetrate the
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pasty or semifluid magma underlying the

cold crustal rocks.

While the solid outer crust of the earth

is easily penetrated by magmatic water,

the under crust is effectually water-

proofed by the zone of semi-fluid magma
and this trapped water becomes effec-

tive in causing continuous continental

elevation. Perhaps after heavy flows and

outpourings of the magma, the crust rocks

are forced down into the more fluid mag-

ma and the magmatic waters then find

vent to the surface until the seams in the

overlying rock are sealed by the thick-

ening magma.

The sequence of eruptions in the

Cobalt region shows the magma to

have undergone a fairly complete
settling and differentiation. The first

flow was the Lorain granite, followed

by a tremendous outpouring of diabase

and gabbro, and as this gabbro in South
Lorain is cut by a small dike of olivine

diabase, there must have been a third

eruption of still more basic rock. If the

primal magma settled into layers of suc-

cessively heavier rock, it is reasonable to

suppose that the metals in the primary

magma settled also and formed rich seg-

regations too far down to be brought up

by the flows. Following the rock erup-

tions the deep-seated magmatic waters

found vent in different places, if a rich

segregation of silver happened to lie in

the path of any of the magmatic water

courses, the metal would be freighted up
and deposited in the surface seams over

this particular vent. It is evident that the

great majority of these ascending water

courses did not encounter silver segre-

gations, but a good number must have

passed through segregations of lead, ar-

senic, bismuth, copper, nickel and cobalt,

as these metals are widely distributed al-

though seldom in commercial quantities.

Decline of Sheet Ore Mining at Joplin
For 10 years the mining of sheet or

blanket ore has been a growing industry

and by 1908 produced fully half of the

zinc and lead sulphides mined in the

Joplin district. The so called sheet ore

consists of a horizontal bed of flint about

20 ft. thick, in which occur little seams

of zinc and lead sulphides, and which ex-

tends in practically a continuous mass for

a dozen miles across the Webb City

camp. There is a separate and apparent-

ly smaller mass in the Joplin camp.

The average yield of zinc and lead con-

centrates has probably been from 2^ to

3 per cent, of the ore mined, which at an

average selling price of $40 per ton for

concentrates, is equivalent to a value of

$1 per ton of crude ore. Prospecting,

development, equipment and operating

costs have to be paid out of this dollar

and the majority of the mining com-

panies have also had to pay a royalty of

from 10 to 20 per cent, of the gross value

of the ore. Mining companies have un-

doubtedly experienced a net loss, while

the landowners have made a profit or per-

haps between the two there has been an

even break or small net loss for the whole

business of sheet-ore mining.

Zinc Produced at a Loss

Some individual mines stand out as

conspicuously profitable—too conspicu-

ously—for it has been their very isola-

tion that has made their success so prom-

inent; hidden the many failures and

diawn in new companies. The ease with

which sheet ore is found by drilling and

the large acreage that can certainly be

proved by a few drill holes has induced

many conservative companies to enter

this field of mining. With a large ton-

nage of ore blocked out, though confes-

sedly lean ore, each new company would

endeavor to surpass its neighbor by thor-

oughness of mine equipment and capacity

of plant, and thus expect to reduce min-

ing and milling costs to a point where

working the lean ore would be profitable.

With so much money invested the com-

pany would be loathe to give up the battle

when confronted with operating losses

By Temple Chapman

The increased costs of

labor, dynamite and power,

together with the high

initial investment required,

make sheet -ore mining un-

profitable when concentrates

sell for $40 per ton.

*Mine operator, Welili City, Mo.

and would continue mining while hoping

for better prices and experimenting in

cutting costs. Thus dozens of mines have

produced tens of thousands of tons of

zinc at actual net loss.

By far the larger part of sheet-ore min-

ing has been done in the upper 8 or 10

ft. of the orebody. The 20-ft. ore-bearing

flint horizon is locally divided into two

7-ft. pay strata, separated by a barren

rib. A large number of the mines have

worked only an 8-ft. stratum, while a few

have followed this work by mining the

lower 12 ft. A few mines have worked

the whole orebed at once. The top layer

has been much richer in both zinc and

lead, but after it had been removed it

was found that the lower half of the

ore could be mined much more cheaply, it

was easier to break, making possible a

marked saving in labor and dynamite.

Though the quantity of zinc obtained

from the lower layer was less, the quality

was better, the concentrate assayed 63

per cent, zinc and was free from lead.

Between the upper and lower strata oc-

curs the stratum of barren flint, 6 ft.

thick, which in actual mining had been

gone over when the upper layer was

worked and has had to be taken when the

lower layer was mined, as it was not

economical or practical to leave It.

Costs Are Increasing

Out of his necessities the sheet-ore

miner has improved his methods of min-

ing and milling but has not lowered ma-

terially the cost (as has been supposed),

and costs may be expected to increase

in spite of improved methods. The larger

plants, to be sure, have shown lower op-

erating costs per ton of ore, but the

difference is offset by the amount that

must be allotted for repayment of the

much larger initial investment when
spread over the rather short life of the

individual mine. The costs, however, are

low compared with other mining districts,

considering the extreme hardness of the

rock and low working face. The prin-

cipal increases in working costs have
been as follows: Labor has increased 10

per cent, in five and 20 per cent, in 10

years; dynamite has increased 20 per

cent., or from 10 to 12c. per lb.; power
has increased 10 per cent.; coal, includ-

ing freight, has advanced from S2 to

S2.25, and natural gas, formerly 10c. per

1000 cu.ft. is now 12' Jc. in summer and

15c. in winter. Labor constitutes 52 per

cent, of the cost of mining, powder 20

per cent, and fuel 12 per cent. Smaller

items, such as lumber, have also ad-

vanced. All costs and prices increased in

1907, but while the price of zinc and lead

has dropped markedly since then, costs

have remained quite as high as the high-

est figures of that boom year, dynamite

and fuel being higher and wages just as

high. So the best of management,

backed by the best equipment, has found

it hard to reduce expenses.

Soft-ore Mines More Promising

What is now arresting the progress of

sheet-ore mining is that sentiment is

turning against it; that is, the prospector

and operator have abandoned the sheet-

ground area, largely prompted by their

poor success there, but also because of

the encouragement offered by the rather

dazzling rich strikes made in virgin

ground and new fields. Ore yielding 10

to 50 per cent, in concentrate is being

found in half a dozen widely different

places, most of which were formerly

thought to be outside of the ore-bearing

areas, such as the Thorns Station camp,

west of Webb City, the new finds north

and west of Carl Junction, and those
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north of Neck City and Carthage. None

of these new discoveries will require

such large initial investments as did

sheet-ore mines, while because of their

richness they promised to yield large

profits on a $40 .ire market, the price

which forces sheet-ore mines to close

down.

The Joplin district as a whole has

shown for 10 years a remarkably regular

production of zinc ore. of about 5000

tons per week and whatever decrease

iccur from the working out of the

richer or the shutting down of the

poorer sheet-ore mines will be made up

by the output of the new producers of

the soft-ground or cavern type of de-

posit.

The wide extent of the workings at-

tained by sheet-ore mines (some mines

discontinuance of the practice, prevalent

10 years ago, of building a mill on a

shaft sunk into ore of unknown value and

extent.

Now it is realized that a moderate

investment in drilling will so thoroughly

prospect an orebody as fo reasonably

insure the larger investment needed

to develop and equip the. mine. It has

been the growth of this very conservative-

ness that has led so many people into

large investments in sheet ground, but

that has been because they have been

too much carried away with the mere ex-

tent of the ore developed to be aware of

its leanness, this being partly because in

drilling through so thin an orebody as 7

ft., it has been difficult to distinguish be-

tween rock which would yield a saving

of 2 per cent, and that which yields 4 per

the air gap, radiation is usually great,

since radiation varies as the fourth power
of the temperatures of the sides of the

space, and these temperatures are usually

high. Consequently, combined radiation

and conduction across the air space ex-

ceeds the conduction of heat across a

similar space of the better conductor,

firebrick. According to these investi-

gators, if it is desirable to build a wall

in two essentially separate layers, the

space should be filled with sand, crushed

brick, ashes, or other similar material.

A New Rand Headframe
By Rowland Gascoyne*

The accompanying illustrations are

iro r
.i photographs of a new steel head-

frame recently completed at the West

New Headframe of the West Rand Consolidated Mines

have worked out a continuous room 3 or

4 miles long) have benefited the district

by showing the mine investor that the oc-

currence of zinc ore is not wholly undeter-

minable and spasmodic, but that the de-

Mave a certain regularity and good

resu'ts may often result from scientific

and common-sense prospecting and de-

velopment. Hven many of the best and

seemingly isolated bunches of soft

ore have eventually proved to be a part,

perhaps the swelling or enrichment, of a

wide-reaching sheet-ore range.

Tim V.'.i UE 01 DRIl LING

One practical consequence of the wider

knowledge '>' ore formation* has been the

cent., especially if the neighboring mine

was actually milling the wished-for per-

centage.

] [eat Conduction through

Furnace Walls
In a recent investigation by Ray and

Kreisinger into the flow of heat through

furnace walls, the rather surprising con-

clusion is reached that an air space in

a furnace wall is not usually so good

for confining heat as is the same thick-

ness of firebrick.
1 This is especially true

if the air space is near the fire side of

the wall. While conduction is low across

/;<'/. I', s. Bureau of Mines, No. 8.

Rand Consolidated mine near Krugers-

dorp in the Transvaal.

The new headframe was built over the

old . wooden structure without interfer-

ence with hoisting until the steel work

was practically finished. The hight from

shaft collar to top of sheaves is 92 feet.

The storage capacity of the orebin is

1000 tons, the bin for waste holds 150

tons and there is a tank for water of

6000 gal. capacity. Steel has been used

throughout the structure as far as pos-

sible in order to reduce risks from fire.

Above the sheave there is a gantry

frame carrying tracks for a crawl for

supporting chain blocks.

*itox 8257, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
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Assaying Diamond Drill Samples
The proper interpretation of assays of

samples obtained in diamond drilling is

an extremely important phase of this

method of exploration. In drilling with a

diamond drill, material is recovered from

the hole in two forms, the solid core of

rock or ore, and the finely ground cut-

tings or sludge. The length of core re-

covered is almost never equivalent to the

distance drilled, because the core does not

remain intact in the core barrel but breaks

in short lengths, the ends of which, es-

pecially if soft, are ground against each

other in the process of drilling. This

ground portion of the core is washed

from the hole with the cuttings, and con-

sequently the sludge represents both the

material cut by the cutting ring of the

bit and the material resulting from the

grinding of the core. When, on with-

drawing the drill rods from the hole, a

part of the core slips from the bit and

cannot be recovered, it is necessary to

pulverize it in the bottom of the hole

with a chopping bit, and to wash this

chopped material from the hole before

continuing to drill. This chopped core is,

of course, also added to the sludge.

Determining Average Assay

It is common practice in the Lake Su-

perior iron districts when drilling ma-
terial requiring assay to divide the hole

into 5-ft. runs or samples for analyses.

In the matter of obtaining the average

assay of these samples, practice differs

rather widely. The several practices are

briefly as follows:

(A) All the core and all the cuttings

from a 5-ft. run are combined for assay

in one composite sample. This would

yield a correct mixture of core and cut-

tings only when all of the cuttings are

recovered. With only a partial recovery

of cuttings too much weight would be

given to the core. This method is also

open to considerable criticism from the

standpoint of the geologist. One of

the important objects of drilling is to

determine the structure of the bed and

secure other geological data.

(B) Cuttings alone assayed. This

method allows a possible error, as in

drilling, the core and the cuttings differ

in iron content because in general, hard

layers are represented in the core to

much greater extent than soft layers.

(C) Core alone assayed, the cuttings

not being collected. Because of the small

amount of core usually recovered and the

difference in iron content of hard and soft

layers, this method allows considerable

error.

(D) Separate assay of the core and

cuttings averaged by giving them equal

importance—that is, adding the assays

together and dividing the sum by two.

This practice is obviously incorrect, as it

By W. J. Mead *

A rapid n/r!hod of cat

culating the relative quanti

ties of core and cuttings

that should h taken for

assaying samples obtained

by diamond drills.

*Departmenl of geology, University of 'Wis-
consin, Madison, Wis.

will be shown that the relative import-

ance of core and cuttings is never in the

ratio of 1 : 1, and in the majority of cases

does not approach the ratio of even 3

parts of cuttings to 1 of core.

(£) Probably the most rational method of

obtaining a true assay of a 5-ft. sample

(but employed only to a limited extent)

is to assay both the core and cuttings

SIZE OF BIT USED
:n a e

Longyear &. Hodge, of Marquette,

Mich. The outside and inside diameters

of these bits are as follows: E standard,

\'A in., 31/32 in.; E medium, 1 ,, 29/32;

E extra heavy, 1 17/32, %\ A standard,

1 25/32, 1 5/32; N standard 2 , in..

2 1/16 in. If a line, be drawn
from the center of the semicircle

through a point on the inner semicircle

indicating die numoer of inches of core

recovered, to the semicircle representing

the size of the bit used, the ratio of core

to cuttings may be read directly on the

latter scale. For example, if 12 in. of

core are recovered using an E extra-

heavy bit, the ratio of core to cuttings is

5:95. In other words, if the total ma-
terial from the 5-ft. run represents 100

units, the core represents 5 and the

cuttings 95 units. Therefore, the correct

average assay would be obtained by mul-
tiplying the assay of the core by 5, and

the assay of the cuttings by 95, and di-

viding the sum of the products by 100.

Tlit Engineering J Mining T.urnal

Device for Calculating Proportions of Core and Cuttings in Samples

separately and to combine these two as-

says in proportion to the actual quan-

tity of core and cuttings in the sample.

This method is somewhat more compli-

cated than any of the preceding, and with

a view of removing some of the mathe-

matical difficulties, I have developed the

accompanying diagram, which indicates

automatically the proportions in which

assays of core and cuttings from a 5-ft.

sample should be combined to give a cor-

rect average of the material drilled.

Operation of the Diagram

In order to use this method it is, of

course,, necessary to know the number

of inches of core recovered from each 5-

ft. run. The inner semicircle of the dia-

gram is divided into 60 equal divisions

representing inches in a 5-ft. run. Each

of the five semicircular scales refers to a

certain size of bit. The sizes of the bits

indicated are those manufactured by

If 5 ft. of core are recovered from 5

ft. of drilling the relative importance of

the core and the cuttings is measured by

the cross-sectional area of the core com-

pared with the cross-sectional area of

the cutting ring of the bit, proper allow-

ance being made for clearance of the dia-

monds both inside and outside of the ring.

Therefore, by measuring the cross-sec-

tional areas of the various sizes of bits

used, the ratio of core to cuttings when
5 ft. of core is recovered may be com-

puted. These figures furnish the ratios

shown at the right hand of each of the

semicircular scales. If no core whatever

is recovered the cuttings obviously repre-

sent 100 per cent, of the sample. There-

fore the percentage of core varies from

zero to a certain maximum, fixed by the

cross-sectional dimensions of the bit. and

the percentage of cuttings of the sample

varies from a certain minimum fixed by

the cross-sectional dimensions of the bit
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to a maximum of 100 per cent. The

scales are divided in equal divisions be-

tween these limits for both core and

cuttings. It is seen that for every posi-

tion on the scale the percentage of core

and cuttings are complementary, that is,

always total 100 per cent. It will also

be noted that the percentage of cuttings is

read from right to left, and the percent-

age of core from left to right.

The accuracy of the diagram may be

slightly affected by the reduction in diam-

eter of the core through wear in the core

barrel, the influence of which is to m ke

the cuttings still more important. In ,':is

method and in fact, in all assays of cut-

tings it is assumed that the cuttings re-

covered are representative of all of the

material ground in the hole. This is be-

lieved to be for all practical purposes

correct except in cases where the porosity

of the formation allows an escape of

part of the water forced down the drill

rods in drilling, thus allowing the pos-

sible separation through difference in

density with a tendency for the heavier

particles not to be washed from the hole.

This is an error which is common to all

methods of sampling diamond-drill holes.

pies recovered in drilling. The relative

unimportance of the core when only

small amounts are recovered shows that

the average assay is practically unaf-

fected by retaining from the sample sev-

eral inches of typical core for geological

purposes, and also that essentially cor-

rect average assays may be obtained by

assaying only the cuttings' where the re-

covery of core does not exceed 10 in. in

a 5- ft. run.

Diamonds in German South-

west Africa

Diamonds were first found in German

Southwest Africa at Kolmans kop, in

Luederitz bay, by a Kafir boy named

Alrokan, who, not knowing what the

bright stones were, handed them to his

"boss," August Stauch, who promptly

took out eight claims, which were reg-

istered in Swakopmund by the Kolonial-

Gesellschaft on May 14, 1908. Since that

date more than 400 claims have been

taken up by various private companies

and individuals, and the German govern-

ment has been granted 30. The diamonds

are found in sand dunes, and not at a
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Dommeldange Electric Steel Plant
By Alfred Gradenwiu :

an extended test, Le Gallais-Metz &
Co. entrusted Siemens & Halske with

the installation of a large plant for

the production of ingot iron and high-

I grade steel from pig iron in Kjellin &
I Rochling-Rodenhauser electrical fur-

naces. This plant, which is the first of

its kind, comprises two single-phase and

one three-phase alternating-current elec-

; trie furnaces; a foundry and extensive

I
shops equipped with special machine

I
tools for the working of steel castings.

General Arrangement of Plant

All the apparatus carrying high-tension

currents, such as transformers and fuses^
1

oil switches, high-tension busbars and

section switches, etc., are installed in

cells below the switchboard, in the base-

ment. In the same room are located the

two regulating starters of the starting

! motors, controlled from the switchboard.

: The section switches are so arranged as

to allow each generator to supply either

of the alternate-current furnaces.

Five cables, laid out in a well venti-

: lated masonry channel, lead from the

converter station to the furnace house

situated about 40 m. distant and the

I three furnace-switch cells, which are

I equipped with the same apparatus as the

I converter-house cells. The furnace plat-

[

form is situated about 3 m. above the
: floor of the steel works, being connected

to its southern wall and contains, in ad-

I dition to the three furnaces, a tilting

Wellman mixer of 15 to 20 tons capac-

ity, a chill pit, the steel foundry with

i
drying oven and molding-sand dressing

|

plant, and in a second room any machine

tools required for working the castings
1 and forgings.

Single-phase Induction Furnace

Induction furnaces are based on the

:
production of high-current intensities,

and accordingly high temperatures, by

the induced effect of an alternating cur-

rent traversing a primary transformer

coil on the melting channel which forms

I the short-circuited secondary winding.

The design of this type of induction fur-

nace has been improved steadily in the

course of the last few years.

The two single-phase furnaces of the

Dommeldange plant are of the same type

and construction. They are designed for

an energy input of about 950 k.v.a. each,

at 3500 volts and 25 cycles. For cooling

the windings and the magnet iron of all

the furnaces, there are two centrifugal

fans, one of which serves as a spare.

They are driven at 975 r.p.m. by 75-h.p.

slip-ring induction motors supplied from

the 500-volt three-phase system. These

fans drive fresh air through a cleansing

and filter compartment equipped with

The equipment comprises
two single phase alternat-

ing-current furnaces, one

three-phase furnace and a

tilting W'ellman mixer.
Steel produced is of homo-
geneous textme.

'Regensburgerstr. Berlin, \\\, Germany,

wool filters and a sheet-metal conduit,

provided with locking gates, to the fur-

naces. The admission of air to the fur-

naces, which are of the tilting type, is

effected through special telescoping

tubes.

ponding to the furnace shape) the dry-

ing and heating are effected by means
of wrought-iron rings which, having been
raised to a red heat by the primary cur-

rent, will radiate heat to the lining.

The switching-in of the two alternat-

ing-current furnaces, the regulating of

the furnace tension, or bath temperature,

through remote control of the series ex-

citer-current regulators and the checking

of the voltage and current by means of

special instruments mounted on two col-

umns, are effected in a easy and simple

manner from the switchboard of the fur-

nace platform. Two controllers are used

for switching-in the tilting motors.

The Three-phase Furnace

The transformer of the three-phase

furnace which, in normal operation, ab-

sorbs 275 kw. with 70 per cent, power

Dommeldange Electric Steel Plant

When the treatment of the charge is

finished, the furnace is discharged by

tilting in a forward d.rection with the aid

of a three-phase 10-h.p. crane motor

(500 volts and 710 r.p.m.) controlled

from the furnace switchboard through

the intermediary of a worm gear and

pinion.

Special attention was paid to the tilting

device. A differential belt brake op-

erated by a braking magnet will stop the

tilting gear automatically and nearly in-

stantaneously as soon as the motor has

been cut out. The maximum tilting angle

in a forward direction is 45 deg., and in

a backward direction (in slag discharg-

ing) 17 deg. from the horizontal. Self-

acting switches prevent these extreme po-

sitions from being exceeded.

The furnace is built within substantial

sheet iron, lined inside with fireproof

material, surrounding the transformer

ceres with their windings and cooling

sleeves. After lining with rammed mag-

nesite (using a wooden model corres-

factor, at 500 volts and 50 cycles, con-

sists of a three-legged core surrounded

by primary and secondary coils. Owing
to the position of the three legs in re-

gard to the melting bath, a regular three-

phase rotary field is produced, resulting

in a rotation of the melting materials and

a most effective mixing of the bath, tend-

ing to homogeneity of the final product.

Three-pole plates are used to which the

secondary windings are so connected that

the interlinking point of the secondary

currents is situated in the melting material

of the central hearth, which in its turn

serves as heating resistance. The slag is

charged and discharged through one of

the two rear doors, and the finished prod-

uct is discharged in the same manner as

in the single-phase furnaces.

The furnace tension, and accordingly

the temperature of the melt, is controlled

by an air-cooled, three-phase, regulating

transformer, with a three-pole tap switch,

giving six voltages. The tilting gear and

mechanical part of the furnace corres-
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to the design of the single-phase 715 h.p. and takes current at 5000 volts switches have been provided so that the
fi rnaces. The furnace switch cell con

tains the measuring rra: -. fuses

and oil switches controlled from the

switchboard. The regulating transformer

and tap switch are mounted beside the

cell.

On the switching pedestal are mounted,
in the same manner as with the

single-phase furnaces, a switch col-

umn carrying an t ge, a volt-

rreter and three ammeters, a hand-wheel

for switching-in the furnace, two hand

and 50 cycles; each single-phase alter-

nator is rated at 825-950 k.v.a. and de-

livers current at 3000-3500 volts and 25
cycles. There are also a synchronous
three-phase starting motor for intermit-

tent operation, of 140 horsepower, built

to take current at 500 volts and 50
cycles, and a direct-current exciter dy-
namo of 110 volts and 218 amp. capacity.

These motor-generators are operated
at 375 r.p.m., the motor and generator
having 16 and eight poles, respectively

exciting current can be obtained, if nec-
essary, from the 110-volt direct-current
system of the iron works. A comfortable
passage with low wooden pedestal pro-
vides an easy access to all the connec-
tions behind the switchboard. On each
panel are signal lamps to indicate that
the switches are closed or open.

wheels for the remote control of the tap Three pedestals bolted to the base plate
switch, and the controller of the tilting

motor. A motor switchboard completes

the equipment of the switch gear. A
loud-speaking telephone plant provides

means of prompt communication between
the power house, converter station and
furnace hall.

-factory Results

The metallurgical results obtained at

the Dommeldange furnace plant are ex-

tremely satisfactory. The best grades of

steel, of absolutely homogeneous struc-

ture as well as in any kinds of ingots, are

produced directly from liquid pig iron.

In view of these results, extension of the

plant has been planned, a third alter-

nating-current furnace of 3 _. tons capac-

ity having been ordered. Meantime a

tilting mixer of 15 to 20 tons capacity,

constructed by Wellman, Leaver & Head,
of London, has been put into commission
so that previously purified material can
now be used as furnace charge, the du-
ration of the treatment being reduced
from eight or ten hours to three or four

hours, according to the final product de-

sired.

The electrical power required to work
this plant is obtained from a generator
driven by a double-acting waste-gas en-
gine at the power house of the company's
iron works at Dommeldange. Luxemburg.
The generator is a three-phase machine
ot 1800-kw. effective output at 80 per
cent, power factor, and delivers current

00 volts and 50 cycles, running at 94

with insulating sockets and provided with
ring lubrication and water-cooled bear-
ings, carry the continuous shaft of each
set. The total weight of each set is about
50 tens.

In the engine room of the converter
station is installed the switchgear,

Tapping an Electric Furnace

mounted on a switchboard made up of

a simple and substantial wrought-iron
fiame with five white marble panels. One
panel is provided for each of the two

Influence of Impurities in

Platinum Ware
That certain platinum ware is rapidly

attacked by coal gas and some is not has
long been known to chemists. A recent
report of the Physikalisch-Technische
Reichsanstalt deals with the causes of
the difference 1

. Pure platinum foil was
first tested against a 3 1

;. per cent,
iridium alloy. On heating pieces of foil

2x4 cm. in a current of coal gas. the pure
platinum separated 14 mg. of carbon in

one hour, 60 mg. in six hours; while the
alloy separated 29 mg. in one hour and
410 mg. in six hours. This seems to in-

dicate a necessity for the complete sep-
aration of iridium from platinum before
making up the ware.

Another test on two pieces of plati-

num, which had been used under similar
conditions, one of which had deteriorated
rapidly, while the other had not, gave as
the only ascertainable difference, 0.2 per
cent, of rhodium in the bad sample, and
0.1 per cent, in the good. Further exper-
iments are in progress to ascertain

whether rhodium is the cause of the sep-
aration of carbon from some hydrocarbon
gases with attendant flaking off of the

platinum. The bud effect of iridium

seems to-be intensified by metallic oxides
such as lime, magnesia or alumina.

Manganese Ore in Uruguay
In an article on the mineral resources

of Uruguay, in Bergwirtschaftliche Mit-
teilungen, September, 1910, C. Guillemain
describes the occurrence of workable de-

r.p.m. A three-phase turbine-generator, synchronous motors and generators.. The P osits of manganese ore at Zapucay, near
consisting of a Zolly turbine designed for two starting motors are connected to the
a steam pressure of 10 atmospheres and 500-volt, three-phase system of the iron
an 8<X)-kw. fat 80 per cent, power factor)

Siemens-Schuckert dynamo capable of
generating 5000 volts at 50 cycles, run-

ning at 3000 r.p.m.. is installed as a re-

The electrical energy is trans-

mitted from the power house to the con-

verter Marion by an armored lead cable

n. in length.

works and are switched off automatically,

when a certain speed is attained, by
means of centrifugal short-circuiting de-

vices. The motors are controlled from
the central panel of the switchboard, on
which is also mounted a lever for actuat-

ing the oil switch of the three-phase fur-

nace, with its ammeter.

nerator Sets

ited synchronous three-phase

re adopted for driving the

phase alternating-current genera-

Corales, in the department of Rivera. The
principal showings are in two ridges, Cer-
ro Iman and Cerro Papageio. The original

source of the ores is a quartz rock bedded
among metamorphic slates, and charged
with braunite and manganiferous horn-

blende. A few zones in the original rock

consist of almost pure iron-manganese
minerals, but the main body of that rock

is silicious. Secondary deposits, how-
ever, are found nearby, containing ore ofBehind the switchboard are installed,

in addition to the switch and measuring
better <J» alit y- In order t0 develop them,

instrument connections, the exciter field
!t wouId be necessarV t0 build a rail-

regulators, the fuses for the starting mo-
road of considerable length, or a canal,

tors, the switches connected with two
utlIizin R the rivers Negro >

Uruguay and

ith a view to improving the power centrifugal devices on the engine shafts.
Takuarembo as means of transport. De-

factor of the whole plant. Two of these v. ith their resistance; busbars for the Posits nave been observed in other parts

were installed at the 500-volt three-phase starting motors, and
of the country« but no workable ones

;
plying the single- the 110-volt direct-current excitation cir-

have yet been deveIoPed -

phase fun. lt cu jt connections. Two change-over ~~Wtom. Trade Journ., Feb. 4. 1011.
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Coal Minind Dftnartm^nt
1 ^—- A »

Labor Cost at French Coal

Mines
In a recent report the Comite Central

des Houillieres submits a table giving the

cost of mine labor in France over a pe-

riod of 20 years. The table gives the

average daily wages of miners, and the

average for all labor employed at coal

mines; the average coal mined daily per

miner, and for all labor; and the cost of

labor per ton of coal hoisted. In the table

we have reduced the French currency to

dollars and cents. The figures of weight

are in metric tons, and are given for five-

year intervals only up to 1905; thence

yearly:
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battery is being charged while hanging

thereon; it is no more trouble for the

miner to charge his batten- than it is for

him to hang up his check, as is the pres-

ent custom. When the miner arrives in

the morning his battery is ready for use.

The Cost of Charging

Two amperes at 250 volts will charge

i>0 batteries in 8 hours; therefore the

cost of charging the batten 1 does not ex-

ceed, counting acid, labor and power,

over 25c. per month. Where these bat-

teries are used in quantities, one man is

designated to fill them with acid once a

week; it requires about a tablespoonful

d to each battery. This acid costs

approximately 30c. a gallon. As to the

cost of an oil light, it is safe to say that

a gallon of oil at 60c. will last a miner

from 7 to 10 days; therefore the cost of

oil is at least 6c. per day.

Wet mines will not affect the lamp.

Lngtnttring j Mining Journal

Showing Miner Equipped with Pilley

Electric Lamp

as the body is made of aluminum and is

waterproof. Furthermore, the body of

the lamp is filled with a special compo-
sition, making it possible to use the light

under water. Ordinarily, for miners use,

there is no switch on the lamp to cut out

the light, as it is understood that a miner

wants a lamp to burn at all times while

attached to the battery. However, for

special service, such as reading gas

when it is desired to burn the

lamp intermittently, a switch is placed on

the back of the lamp so that the light

can be turned off whenever desired. The

manufacturers do not recommend putting

•eh on these lights when the lamps

t DM in mines, as any switch, no

matter how simple, is certain to cause

trouble when used by persons not exper-

ienced in the use of electricity. A re-

flector is furnished when required.

Safety Features

The voltage of the lamp being only two
volts, it is claimed that there is no dan-

ger of any sparks at the time the contact

is made or broken in any part of the de-

vice; as a consequence, it is said to be

impossible to cause an explosion in a gas

mixture. In recent tests, the globe used
in the lamp was purposely broken in a

body of gas, to ascertain if, when the

globe breaks, it would ignite the gas; the

results showed that the gas could not be

ignited in that way.

The average estimated light of the bulb

used in this lamp is from 200 to 300
hours, or in other words about the same
as the average commercial incandescent

lamp. The life of the battery is one or

two vears.

or gust of air. 3. They save much time

that is lost in picking up and filling oil

and carbide lamps. 4. There is no oil

or dirt to grease the hands and clothes,

which is a great advantage, especially to

engineers and others who have to handle
papers and instruments. 5. It costs less

to use the lamp than it does to use an or-

dinary oil or carbide light. 6. The air in

the mine will be clear and pure, and there

will not be smoke and gas given off by

carbide or oil lamps.

The fact that the light cannot be extin-

guished by a windy shot or other con-

cussion is a distinct advantage, for many
lives have been lost through miners be-

ing overcome by afterdamp while grop-

ing their way in a mine after their light

has been blown out. Should the battery

weaken, the light will not go out sud-

denly and leave one in the dark.

For several months these lamps have

been used by a number of State and

«jLW^.WMAA^wwvv,n;xxxx >no;xxxxxxxxxx»A^^

Be sure that the Resistance
Inserted iu this Kheostat before
connecting Battery Wires.

After all Connections are made
gradually Cut out Resistance
uutill Meter reads 2 Amperes.

Charging Rack for Pilley 's

Electric Lamp for Miners.

Before connecting on to the
Batteries, hold both Wires in a
UlaBS of Water, then attach the

One that Bubbles freely to this

End of the Charging Rack mark
ed No. o.

l'he Side of the Battery
marked^ should be
connected to the Wire
marked No. 5.

,Wheu a Battery is removed leaving a vacant Space, a Piece

of bare CopperWire must be placid across the Terminals
to complete the Circuit, as shown below
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4. Hook this Wire on the

last Battery of the Series.
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Diacram Showing Arrangement of Charcing Rack for Batteries

As shown by the accompanying cut,

there is a hook by which the lamp can

be attached to the cap the same as an oil

lamp; when used this way, the rings,

shown on the cable, can be attached to

the back of cap and shirt, if desired,

either with an ordinary safety pin or by

stitching. . However, experience has

shown that the miners prefer to hook the

lamp on their shirt front or other parts

of their clothing.

Advantages Claimed

The advocates of this style of light

claim numerous advantages: 1. No dan-

ger of igniting gas or possibility of an

accident while handling powder. 2. The

light cannot be blown out by a windy shot

county mine inspectors, and lamp outfits

have been placed at various mines for a

sufficient length of time to test the effi-

ciency and lasting power of the lamp and

battery.

On April 11, the United States Steel

Corporation started the byproduct coke

ovens at Gary, built at a cost of $8,500,-

000 and requiring an operating force of

830 men. Coal was placed in the ovens

and the next day the first coke and by-

products, such as ammonia and coal tar,

were produced at the first battery of 17

ovens. There is a total of 56 ovens with

an annual coke capacity of 2,500,000

tons. Besides the byproducts, gas to

operate mills at Gary will be generated.
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The Banner Mine
By Floyd W. Parsons

Mine inspectors Dickinson and Neill

have submitted their reports of the recent

explosion at the Banner mine, to the gov-

ernor of Alabama. The two inspectors

do not agree as to the cause of the ex-

plosion. Inspector Dickinson attributes

the accident to an explosion of gas, while

Inspector Neill says the initial cause

was powder.

In the report of Inspector Dickinson,

he says:

"The explosion commenced on the sev-

enth left landing, on which are 24 rooms.

At room 17 the explosive force split or

divided, one part going out along the

heading to the left slope, and the other

going toward the face of the mine. Twen-

ty feet on the inbye side ( the side next

the face) of room 17, was a powder

house built of stone and cement, the size

of which was 3 ft. by 10 ft. The

house was built in a crosscut between

the heading and the air course. It is

claimed by the mine officials that 100

sticks of permissible powder (equal to 50

lb.) were taken into the powder house

on this heading on the morning of the

disaster, and in some manner became ig-

nited, causing the explosion. I examined

the place carefully, but failed to find

any indication of any powder having

been exploded, either there or elsewhere

in the mine."

Inspector Dickinson then draws atten-

tion to the fact that if the powder had

exploded there would have been an in-

dentation in the floor of the room in

which the explosion occurred.

"I am fully convinced," says Inspector

Dickinson, "that the disaster was caused

by gas being ignited in either room 12

or 14 on the seventh left heading, the

same generating enough heat to ignite

the dry dust with which it came in con-

tact, thus propagating and feeding the

force of the explosion."

Neill's Report

The report of Inspector Neill says:

"This mine is operated by the Pratt

Consolidated Coal Company and is sit-

uated in the extreme western part of

Jefferson county, Alabama, about 20

miles from Birmingham and on the Cane
Creek division of the Louisville & Nash-
ville railroad.

"The mine is working on the 'big-

seam,' and is 140 ft. deep. It gives

employment to 285 men, of this 250
men are inside miners and 35 men
work on the outside. It has a capacity

of approximately 1100 tons of coal

daily. The mine has three openings
known respectively as 'the slope,' No. 1

shaft and No. 2 shaft.

"The ventilating apparatus at Ban-
ner mine consisted of two Crawford-
McCrimmon centrifugal fans; one be-

State inspectors disagree

on cause of the explosion.

One says powder, while Ihe

other inspector claims that

the Alabama accident was
due to an explosion of gas.
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ing 20 ft. in diameter and the other 17

ft. in diameter. The 17-ft. fan, which

is located at No. 1 shaft, is used only

in case of emergency. The 20- ft. fan

is located at No. 2 shaft and furnished a

quantity of air throughout the workings,

ranging from 180,000 to 200,000 cu.ft.

Disaster
of air per min., thus each man had 800
cu.ft. of air per minute.

Method of Mininc

"The headings in this mine are driven

7 ft. high by 18 ft. wide, carrying with
them a gob of 9 ft. by 5 ft., which leaves
a sectional area of 75 to 85 ft. for haul-

age and ventilation. Heading air courses
have the same sectional area as headings.
The split system of ventilation is used
throughout. All overcasts were built of
concrete; the side walls being 2 ft. in

thickness and the arch from 6 to 8 in. in

thickness. All brattices were built of

stone and cement 18 in. in thickness.

"In this mine all coal was undercut by
electric machines before blasting was
done. It was the custom for a free man
to have under his charge three or four

convicts. This man had control of two
working places. This was done in order
to allow him to load in one place, while

the machines were undercutting in the

other. The blasting was done by shot-

firers, each heading having a separate

shotfirer and such work being done dur-

ing the day while the miners were in the

mine. Explosive used was bituminite

No. 1, a permissible explosive passed by
the United States Bureau of Mines. This

explosive was carried into the mine daily

in quantities to do that day's work. This

was not kept together, but each entry was
apportioned the amount necessary for

that day's work and stored therein.

Method of Moistening Dust

"As is the case in all machine mines,

more dust is made than by the old meth-

od of hand mining. While these machines
are in operation the atmosphere is dense

with coal dust in the immediate neighbor-

hood, and to meet this condition it is

necessary that steps be taken to keep

this dust moist and to send it out of the

mine. All the dust made by the machines,

which is not in suspension, is then loaded

into cars and sent out of the mine be-

fore any blasting is done in the partic-

ular place where the machine is at work.

The moistening method adopted by the

Pratt Consolidated Coal Company in

its Banner mine consists of 96 sprays

which are distributed throughout the

mine at intervals of 100 ft. apart, and

each delivering 30 gal. of water per hour

in the form of moisture or water vapor.

The system of haulage in use in this

mine is electric locomotives and mules.

"On April 8 at 6:35 a.m. an explosion

occurred in the foregoing described mines

in which 128 men lost their lives as a di-

rect result thereof.

"The above total does not represent

the total number of men in the mine at

the time of explosion, as about 50 men

escaped before the afterdamp had
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.J them. The machine men and

their helpers and their bosses had not yet

entered the mine for work, with the ex-

ception of O. NX' Spradling. an under

foreman, and Lee Jones, the shot firer

(both free white men) who were in the

mines and were killed.

rurday, April 15, I spent the day in

Banner mine, making an investigation as

to the cause of the explosion, and ar-

rived at the following conclusons:

"Commencing at the face of the slope

we entered the twelfth left, which is 81

ft. in ; a slight disturbance, with no heat,

- own at this point.

"The tenth left, which is 342 ft. was

next examined; heat was shown at this

point, but the disturbance was slight.

Sixty sticks of bituminite, one hundred

(100) detonators. 10 clay dummies and

100 ft. of fuse were found at No. 1 room

of the tenth left heading.

"The ninth left entry was next exam-

ined. The force of the explosion was

shown as traveling up this entry. One

hundred pounds of No. 1 bituminite, 250

ft. of fuse, three rolls of paper and six

cartridges made up ready for use were

found at the end of the side tracks

which was the greatest force shown on

the entry. A slight cap of gas was found

in the heading on the airway in this entry.

"The eighth left entry was next exam-

ined, passing up the airway at the last

crosscut in this entry; much heat was

shown and much coke shown on props.

In a box between the sixth and seventh

rooms. 75 sticks of bituminite were

found. No gas was found in this entry.

itions on Seventh Left Entry

"The seventh left entry was then en-

tered by way of the aircours:; much dis-

turbance was shown in this entry. Be-

tween Nos. 14 and 15 rooms a box was

found containing four sticks of bitum-

inite, 22 ft. of fuse, four rolls paper and

two dozen detonators. Twenty-one feet

inside of No. 17 room, a magazine had

been used for the storage of explosives

for that day's work in that particular

entry. This magazine entry and air-

course had inner and outer wall built

of stone and cement. The outer wall had

a door 4 ft. by 2 ft. to allow for

passage into and out of magazine. Ac-

cording to a statement of the mine offi-

cials 160 sticks of bituminite should have

round at this point. 40 sticks left

over : ous shift, 20 shots made
up ready for use and 100 sticks sup-

Tied down by shot firer. One
f>f the this entry was found

in the near neighborhood of this mag-

azine. There was much fore \ shown on

the heading road, as continuous falls of

rock and coal were encountered in pass-

.• of this entry. Indications of much
heat was shown at the face of all work-

ing rooms on this heading. Room Nos.

10 and II were being prepared to

bring back the top coal (the coal above

parting previously left as a roof, which is

taken down after room has been worked

up to its limit). This entry shows the

effects of a greater amount of explosive

force than any other entry.

"The fifth right entry was examined,

together with all the working rooms on

it. Evidence of heat was .shown by the

coke on the room props. Evidence of

much disturbance was shown also in this

entry. On the entry road near No. 8

room, 27 sticks of bituminite and 100 ft.

of fuse were found. The magazine in

this entry is located near No. 9 room.

We here found 25; i sticks bituminite,

three shots ready for firing, together with

a box containing 50 detonators.

Conclusion

"After having made a thorough exam-
ination of all parts of the mine affected

by this explosion, and with the evidence

furnished, I have arrived at the follow-

ing conclusion as to its origin and cause:

The explosion originated by a premature

part of the mine by leaving doors open,

which would permit the air to short cir-

cuit. As long as the ventilating fan was
kept in operation the ventilation could

not be impaired, and the automatic fan

recorder which accompanies this report

shows the fans to have been in opera-

tion regularly and continuously up until

the minute of the explosion.

"The force of the explosion up to the

air shaft did not show any evidence of

heat as no scorchings are found on the

shaft timbers. This was not the case at

Virginia, Mulga and Palos. At each of

these places flames shot out of the mine

and the explosive gas was found in large

quantities when recovering the dead

bodies. The Banner mine generated some
gas but not in large quantities; as shown
by the daily report of the fire bosses, lit-

tle gas has been found at any time.

Since the explosion, with impaired ventil-

ation and after the lapse of 10 days no

gas beyond a cap has been found, which

shows how difficult it would be for gas

to accumulate under normal conditions.

Prison and Stockade at the Banner Mine

explosion of bituminite at the magazine
located in the crosscut between entry

and air course about 21 ft. inside of room
No. 17 on the seventh left heading. I am
led to this conclusion because of the fact

that the force of the explosion divided it-

self here, traveling in the direction of

the heading face and also in the oppo-

site direction toward the slope. Further

evidence shows that 120 sticks of bitumi-

nite were missing at the magazine, and

the man, who carried 100 sticks down
that mornfng was found badly multiliated

at that point. There may be theories

as to how the bituminite exploded, but

the fact remains that it did explode, as it

was not found at or near the magazine.

"The mine, as before stated, is venti-

lated on the split-current system. The

overcasts and brattices are made of stone

and cement. No doors are used in the

ventilating system, thus making it Im-

possible to impair the ventilation at any

"The evidence as shown by coke de-

posited on timbers, cars, walls, etc., leads

me to the conclusion that the premature

explosion of the bituminite occurring in

the magazines in the seventh left entry,

aided by dust, was the direct cause of the

disaster.

Cause of Explosion in Doubt

As is generally the case in mine dis-

asters, the above reports indicate that the

cause of the Banner explosion will re-

main in doubt. The company officials will

probably agree with Inspector Neill, be-

cause his theory piaces less blame on the

management. When damages are sought,

it makes a lot of difference whether the

fatalities are due to the careless handling

of powder by a miner, or to the ignition

of accumulated gas due to poor ventila-

tion. It seems, however, that Inspector

Neill has made out the better case, and

more weight will attach to his opinion.
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The chief criticism is that quantities of

explosives, far in excess of a day's work

were kept underground. These explo-

sives were handled in a too free or un-

restricted manner. One other criticism

This plan reduces cost of mining, but in-

creases danger through affording a con-
venient and exposed receptacle for

dust.

The death knell of mine explosions in

recognize what they see approaching, and
are trying to look askance. However, it

is surely better to have a say in some-
thing that vitally concerns you, than to

permit others, unfamiliar with your case,

I

2
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YpllNEW PUBLICATIONS

Iowa Geological Survey, Annual Re-

port. 1909. Pp. 542. Iowa Geo-

logical Survey. Des Moines.

The Mineralogy of Arizona. By F. N.

Guild. 5x6*4, pp. 103; $1. Chem-
ical Publishing Company, Easton,

Penn.

Yf.rringerl'nc der Selbstkosten in Ad-

justagen i'ml lacern von stab-

eisenwalzw erken. By T. Klonne.

5 marks. Julius Springer, Berlin.

The Badland Formations of the Black
Hills Recion. By Cleophas C.

O'Harra. Pp. 144. Bull, No. 9, South

Dakota School of Mines. Rapid City,

S. D.

Mineral Resources of Tennessee in

1910. By R. A. Shiflett. Pp. 57.

Nineteenth Annual Report of the

.Mining Department of Tennessee,

Nashville.

The Journal of the Iron and Steel
Institute, Vol. LXXXII, No. II,

1910. Edited by George C. Lloyd.

5 \8 _. pp. 601. E. & F. N. Spon,

Ltd., London.

Geology of the Nipigon Basin, On-
tario. By Alfred W. G. Wilson.

6'
; xl0. pp. 152, paper. Memoir No.

!. Canada Department of Mines, Ot-

tawa, Ontario.

Geology of the Pegmatites and Asso-

ciated Rocks of Maine, Including
Feldspar. Quartz, Mica and Gem
Deposits. By Edson S. Bastin. Pp.,

152. Bull. 445, U. S. Geological

Survey, Washingotn.

Oil Resources of Illinois, with Spe-

ciai Reference to the Area Out-
side of the Southeastern Fields.

By Raymond S. Blatchley. Pp. 138.

From Bull. No. 16, State Geological

Survey of Illinois, Urbana.

The Irwin River Coalfield, and the
Adjacent Districts from Arrino
to Northampton. By W. D. Camp-
bell . pp. 108. Bull. No.

38, Western Australia Geological

Survey, Perth, Western Australia.

La Granodiorita De Concepcion del
Oro en el Estado de Zacatecasy
sus formaciones de contacto. by
Alfred Bergeat. 9x12''.; pp. 109;

plates, paper. Bull. No. 27. In-

Mituto Geologico de Mexico, City of

Mexico.

Titanium in Steel and Iron and Titan-

pp. 12, paper.

George (>. Blackwell Sons & Co.,

Ltd.. Liverpool. f-*ng.

This is one of a series of pamphlets is-

sued I ',. Blackwell Sons & Co.,

and deals with the increased wear tfiven

rails by the addition of f< rro-titanium to

the mixture. Others in the same series

likely to interest the mining and metallur-

gy world are: Low-carbon ferro-chro-

mium ; anti-friction metals; magnesite,
chrome and other refractory materials;

and fluorspar.

Illinois State Geological Survey,
Bull. No. 16. Year Book for 1909.

By Frank W. DeWolf, director. Pp.

402. Urban, 111.

Contents: Administrative report for

1909, by F. W. DeWolf; Elizabeth sheet

of the lead and zinc district, by G. H.

Cox; oil resources of Illinois, by R. S.

Blatchley; studies of Illinois coal; faunal

succession and correlation of the pre-

Devonian formations of southern Illinois,

by T. E. Savage; the occurrence of struc-

tural materials in Illinois, by Jon Udden
and J. E. Todd.

The Scientific American Cyclopedia of

Formulas. Edited by Albert A. Hop-
kins. 6x9, pp. 1077. $5. Munn &
Co., New York.

Contents: Accidents and emergencies;

agriculture; alloys and amalgams; art

and artists' materials; beverages, alco-

holic and non-alcoholic; cleansing, bleach-

ing, renovating and protecting; coloring

of metals, bronzing, etc.; dyeing, electro-

metallurgy and coating of metals, glass;

heat treatment of metals; household

formulas; ice cream and confectionery;

insecticides and extermination of vermin;

lapidary art; leather; lubricants; paints,

varnishes; photography; preserving, can-
ning, pickling; rubber, gutta-percha; cel-

luloid; soaps and candles; soldering;

toilet preparations; waterproofing and
fireproofing; miscellaneous formulas,
chemical manipulation, weights and meas-
ures.

American Red Cross Abridged Text-
book on First Aid. Industrial Edi-

tion. By M. C. Lynch and M. J.

Shields. 4x5' j, pp. 175, paper; 30c;
P. Blakiston's Son & Co., Philadel-

phia.

The object of this book is to provide
elementary instruction in first aid in a

form accessible to everyone. It has been
shown that in certain mines in Penn-
sylvania where first aid is known by all

the workmen that sick and death benefits

have been reduced to one-half their

former figure. With so great direct re-

sults produced by first aid, one can
hardly recommend too highly anything
which will diffuse a working knowledge
of it more widely. A general distribu-

tion of this book by corporations to the

foremen and subforerren would appear
to be a wise precaution, especially in

mining regions.

Guia Minera Para Incenieros y Practi-
cos. By Ferdinand McCann.

This book, following the scope and
style of the numerous valuable hand-
hooks in English for technical use, is a

useful and needed addition to technical

literature in Spanish. It contains com-

plete and convenient conversion tables in

addition to the standard tables for engi-

neers, and new and needed value tables

for copper, silver and gold. There is in

the book a list of Mexican mineral local-

ities and the Mexican mining law and
postal regulations. A good map of Mex-
ico is included. Mr. McCann, who is an
American engineer of long experience in

Mexico, has reared a lasting monument
to his industry and to his public-spirited

interest in the progress of the Mexican
mining industry. He is also author of

another book in Spanish issued in 1909,

"Beneficio de Metales de Plata y Oro por
Cianuracion."

Chrysotile Asbestos. Its Occurrence,
Exploitation, Milling and Uses.
By Fritz Cirkel. Second Edition, en-

larged. Pp. 316, paper, illustrated.

Canadian Department of Mines,
Mines Branch. Government Printing

Bureau, Ottawa.

The advance of the asbestos industry

during the last few years has increased

interest in the subject, and the first

(1905) edition of the monograph by Fritz

Cirkel on asbestos, has been exhausted,
and this more comprehensive edition is

now issued to supply the demand for in-

formation. In 1904 the Canadian output
of asbestos amounted to 35,479 tons,

whereas in 1909 it was 63,349 tons valued
at $2,284,857. The increase is confined

exclusively to mill fiber, the production
of crude being today about the same as

it was eight years ago. The asbestos in-

dustry has taken on an altogether dif-

ferent aspect since the introduction about
14 years ago of mechanical separation,

which has enabled the operator to ex-
tract small fiber from the rock. Dealing
with the future of the Canadian supply
the writer states that the Quebec pro-
ductive area is small as compared with
the whole serpentine belt. But personal
investigation enables him to state that in

one of the Black Lake quarries there

were 44,377,500 tons of asbestos rock in

sight above the railway track, ready for

immediate exploitation. Deducting 50 per
cent, from this for waste rock it means
that there were in sight 22,000,000 tons
of asbestos mill rock. Much speculation
is being manifested with regard to the

depth of the asbestos deposits. Except-
ing in the case of one of the chrome iron-

cre mines, where asbestos was encount-
ered at a depth of 400 ft., there is no
tangible evidence of the presence of as-

bestos below a depth of 200 ft., the
lowest level so far attained in one of the
older quarries. A new feature in the

present edition which adds greatly to the

interest and value of the work is the re-

production of a number of photomicro-
graphs and drawings showing the fiber

structure, etc., of chrysotile-asbestos in

its varied forms, and the numerous photo-

engravings of deposits and plants are also

new.
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PERSONAL [i

Mining and metallurgical engineers are In-

vited to keep The Engineebino and Mining
Joubnal Informed of theii- movements and
appointments.

J. Parke Channing has returned to

New York.

L. F. Shaw has returned to New York

from London.

George E. Farrish has returned to New
York from a trip to Alaska and California.

E. Putnam, of Parral, Chihuahua,

Mexico, is visiting New York and Boston.

Captain Hogan has resigned his posi-

tion as superintendent of the Giroux cop-

per mines, Ely, Nevada.

W. L. Fleming has taken charge of the

engineering department of Baruch & Co.,

20 Broad street, New York.

J. R. Finlay has returned to New York

and has opened an office as consulting

engineer at 52 William street.

F. F. Sharpless left New York last

week for British Columbia, where he will

look over several mining camps.

W. R. Layne has been appointed gen-

eral manager of the Muchacho Grande

mine, near Alamos, Sonora, Mexico.

C. Colcock Jones has returned to Los

Angeles, Cal., from making some mine

examinations near Nogales, Arizona.

James B. Gallagher, of Birmingham,

Ala., has been chosen president of the

new Gallagher Coal Mining Company.

R. H. Lyman, of Mexico City, is in

New York, on his way to Cobalt, Ont.,

where he will investigate some mines.

Jesse J. MacDonald left Los Angeles,

Cal., April 25, on an extended profes-

sional visit to the new oilfields of San

Juan, Utah.

Henry M. Ralston, of Chicago, who is

largely interested in mining in Arizona

and Minnesota, has been in New York

on business.

John D. Ryan has been chosen presi-

dent of the United Metals Selling Com-
pany, New York, in place of Adolph

Lewisohn, resigned.

J. R. Thoenen has removed from

Creighton Mine to Crean Hill, Ont., hav-

ing been appointed superintendent of

the Crean Hill mine.

J. M. Callow has been appointed con-

sulting mill engineer for the Inspiration

Copper Company, with C. H. Repath as

constructing engineer.

Desaix B. Myers left Los Angeles, Cal.,

April 26, for Chloride, Arizona, where he

will be engaged in mine examination

work for about a month.

John Reis has been chosen a vice-

president and Ward B. Perley assistant

to the president of the United States

Steel Corporation. Mr. Reis has had

many years of practical experience in

steel manufacture.

William J. Gebhardt, for some years

past with the Luhrig Coal Mining and
Washing Company, has resigned and

taken a position with the Beech Creek
Coal Company.

James S. Cunningham, for several

years superintendent of the Windber
mines of the Berwind-White Coal Min-

ing Company, is acting as special agent

for E. J. Berwind, of New York.

F. A. Halsey has resigned as editor of

the American Machinist. He will con-

tinue with the paper in a consulting ca-

pacity, with the title of editor emeritus.

L. P. Alford succeeds him as editor of the

Machinist.

The assistants to C. H. Nesbitt, the new
chief mine inspector of Alabama, are: J.

E. Webb, Quinton; Frank Hillman, Amer-
ica; W. R. Ray, Blocton; Thomas Roscoe,

Birmingham; David Kelson, Wylam; W.
W. Kicker, Maben.

R. L. Daugherty, of Lead, on April 1

assumed the duties of State mine in-

spector of South Dakota, succeeding N.

Treweek. Mr. Daugherty was employed

in the Homestake mine and has had

experience at other mines in the Black

Hills.

Daniel G. Davis, a mine foreman for

the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

company, has been placed in charge of

the Government mine-rescue car, sta-

tioned at Kingston, Penn. He takes the

place of Joseph Evans, who was killed

in the Pancoast accident.

The new chief State mine inspector,

Charles H. Nesbitt, and the six assistants,

have divided up the work and are now
making daily inspections of mines in

Alabama. It is proposed to carry out

every letter of the new laws adopted in

Alabama. No hardships will be imposed,

it is asserted, on either the operators or

the miners.

W. H. Landers has resigned as super-

intendent of the Standard Consolidated

Mining Company, Bodie, Mono county,

Cal., and will be succeeded by J. R.

Buchanan, the present assistant superin-

tendent. Mr. Landers will devote most of

his time to opening up the Reward mine

near Independence, Cal., in which he is

interested with A. J. McCone.
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J. E. Johnson, Sr., manager of the

Longdale Furnace Company, Longdale,

Va., died "Hay 1. We hope to publish a

suitable notice later.

A life of the late Mrs. Richards is to

be written with the approval of Professor

Richards. It is hoped that the story of

her life may be of such a character that

it will not only interest those who have

known Airs. Richards either personally or

through her work, but will also serve to

extend her influence and to inspire future

workers. Any material—letters, photo-

graphs, characteristic sayings and inci-

dents, which will help to show her per-

sonality and her far-reaehing interests

and activities will be very valuable to the

editor, Miss Caroline L. Hunt, and
should be sent to her at 32 Eliot

Jamaica Plain, Mass.

Samuel Calvin, died at Iowa City, April

17, aged 71 years. He was born in Wig-
tonshire, Scotland, and removed to Iowa
when but a boy. He is best known for

bis work as a professor in the State Uni-

versity of Iowa and as State geologist.

The comprehensive reports on Iowa geol-

ogy made by the present Survey have all

been written under his supervision and
the present advanced state of knowledge
regarding the mineral resources of that

State is largely due to his energy ana
ability. He was a man of high ideals and

singularly lovable character who devoted

himself unselfishly to his profession. He
leaves a record of clean, honest work, and

of distinguished service.

i SOClETIESam/TECHNICAL SCHOOLS $k

American Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers—Among the topics for discussion

at the meeting in Pittsburg, May 30, will

be the application of mechanical engi-

neering to the field of cement manufact-

ure; steel works practice; hydraulic forg-

ing presses and blowing engines; and the

purchase of coal on the heat-unit basis.

Lake Superior Mining Institute— It has

been stated that there is a possibility the

Institute would hold its annual meeting

this year in some locality remote from

these ranges, invitations having been ex-

tended by Spokane and Detroit. As ar-

ranged originally, however, the conven-

tion will take place on the Menominee
range.

International Railway Fuel Association

—The third annual meeting will be held

at Chattanooga, Tenn., May 15-18. The

program will be interesting to coal oper-

ators as well as to railroad men. The

following papers will be read and dis-

cussed :

"Fuel Investigations Under the Bureau

of Mines." Dr. J. A. Holmes, director Bu-

reau of Mines.

"How to Organize a Railway Fuel De-

partment and Its Relations to Other De-

partments." T. Duff Smith, fuel agents.

Grand Trunk Pacific.

"The Testing of Locomotive Fuel." F.

O. Bunnell, engineei of tests. Rock Island

Lines.

"Some Results of Buying Coal Upon a

Mine-Run Basis." A. A. Steel, professor

of Mining, University of Arkansas.

"The Railway Fuel Problem in Rela-

tion to Railway Operation." R. Emerson,

engineer track economics, Atchison, To-

peka & Santa Fe.

"Petroleum: Its Origin, Production and

Use as Locomotive Fuel." E. McAuliffe,

general fuel agent, 'Frisco Lines.
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Frtitorial Correspondence
Denver

Hay 1— It is hoped that the min-

ing industry in Colorado will be re-

vived if the plan for the promotion

of mining is followed as outlined by

the department of mining, under the

board of immigration, in conjunction

with the committee on mines and mining

of the Colorado chapter of American

Mining Congress, which will establish a

system of filing mining property for lease

or sale. This will be the means of bring-

ing capitalists who are desirous of leas-

ing or buying mining property together.

It will be the purpose of this depart-

ment to keep a record of all mining prop-

erty of the State on file, and anyone de-

siring to lease or buy the land will be

given a description of the property and

then he can make his own investigations.

There will be no chance for graft, as

there will be no charge either to the les-

sor or owner or investor, who desires to

be put in touch with the mining land of

the State.

Salt Lake City

April 29—The first two remodeled sec-

tions of the Arthur mill of the Utah Cop-

per have been placed in commission, and

it is expected, to have the third section

in shape during May. The Magna mill is

not being crowded at present, and a few

minor changes are being made. On ac-

count of the increased capacity, larger

motors will be added in some places and

the old motors sent over to the other mill.

The old Copperton plant has been dis-

mantled, during the past six weeks, and

the buildings torn down, the only one

which remains being a small power house

containing a compressor, which furnished

air for drilling in the tunnels on the

Bingham & Garfield railway. The last

of the tunnels broke through April 22.

The new road is 17 miles long, and re-

duces the present haul about 10 miles.

The freight rate is now lc. per ton-mile,

and amounts to 27 or 27 '<c. Track has

been laid with 90-lb. rail from Garfield

to the site of the old Copperton mill, a

distance of about 15 miles, which largely

completes the road except on the region

between Dry fork and the mine. Grading

on this part is nearly finished, but awaits

the completion of the bridges over Dry

fork and Markham gulch. The large

over Carr fork, 196 ft. above the

wat'on road, was nearly enough com-

pleted April IF so that the fir^t train,

carrying steel for the Markham Gulch
•

| across. Unless some-

thing unforscen occurs, the road should

be far enough completed for trains to

run o Ide of three month 1
-, nnd

pected to be open for traffic he-

summer.

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Evejsvfcs from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

Houghton, Mich.

April 22—The Lake district is com-

mencing to feel acutely the stagnant

condition of the copper market and the

result is extending to all other lines of

business. Since Jan. 1, as the reports

of various companies have been issued

from time to time, the true condition of

affairs as regards a number of the com-

panies has become more and more ap-

parent, with a consequent realization of

the difficulty of conducting exploratory op-

erations. But it is worth noticing that even

some of the dividend payers were unable

to meet dividend requirements out of

the earnings on production. The result

of all this points toward two things—

a

discontinuance of operation in the case

of non-dividend payers, and a cut in the

dividend rate in the case of dividend pay-

ers.

Although it is not generally realized here,

probably the most favorable factor in the

situation is the proposed actual closing

down of some of the properties.

Indianapolis

May 1—The miners' examining boards,

created by the new law and appointed in

each of the mining counties of the State,

begin holding daily sessions today to is-

sue certificates to miners. It had been

supposed that only persons who applied

for work as miners after the law went

into effect would have to get certificates,

but attorneys hold that each of the 17,000

or more miners of the State would have

to get a certificate. Those who have been

at work two years or more need not take

the examination, but they must get a cer-

tificate from the examining board. Those

who take the examination must answer

IS questions, the answers to which will

be regarded as bearing on their qualifica-

tion to work in the mines of the State.

The board can sit only 10 days a month

and it is now believed that it will be a

physical impossibility for all the miners

in some of the counties to go before the

board inside the limited time. One sur-

prising construction of the new law is

that all must pay a $1 fee for the certi-

ficate, including the old-timers who are

not required to take the examination.

This requirement is meeting with opposi-

tion by the miners, who say they were
misinformed relative to this provision of

the bill.

Birmingham, Ala.

May 1—Work has been resumed on

the new plant of the American Steel and
Wire Company at Corey, the new in-

dustrial town in the Birmingham district,

after a week's shutdown. Judge Gary,

of the Steel Corporation, announced that

there was a misunderstanding to instruc-

tions as to the stopping of work on the

big plant, and that it was not intended

to influence Congressman Oscar W. Un-
derwood, of Birmingham district, or any

legislation whatever.

Reports are current that the negotia-

tions looking to the merger between the

Alabama Consolidated Coal and Iron

Company and the Southern Iron and

Steel Company are soon to be completed

and that announcements of a reorganiza-

tion of the merged concern will soon be

made.

Cobalt

May 1—As reflected by last week's

shipments, power conditions in Cobalt

are again becoming normal, and the two

big companies are now in a position to

supply all the compressed air required.

From now on the rate of production will

show a material increase, as the different

properties have been severly handicapped

for power.

El Paso, Texas
April 29—The continued tie-up, owing

to the revolutionary troubles, of the

Mexican railroads running into El Paso,

is making itself felt locally. For three

months no ore has been received at the

local plant of the American Smelting and

Refining Company, and when it is re-

membered that the principal supply of

lead-silver ores for El Paso originate in

the state of Chihuahua, along the Mexi-

can Central and the Pearson railroads,

and both, of these roads being put out of

commission, it is nothing short of remark-

able that the smeltery is operating at all.

However, two lead furnaces and two cop-

per furnaces are kept in operation, handl-

ing between 800 and 1000 tons daily; six

lead furnaces are cold. The copper fur-

naces are kept running on ores from New
Mexico and Arizona principally. Owing
to the foresight of the management, and

new construction work in the way of in-

stalling new copper furnaces preparatory

to handling the product from the Chino

Copper Company and other large pro-
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ducers, no reduction in the laboring force

has been made, and 700 to 800 men are

steadily employed. This means the dis-

tribution of a monthly payroll of approx-

imately $40,000.

How long before the smeltery will be

forced to close down the two lead fur-

naces now operating is problematical, and

largely depends upon how soon the Mexi-

can railroads will be allowed to repair

their tracks and run their trains. New
Mexico and Arizona combined do not pro-

duce enough lead ore to supply even one

furnace for any length of time, and the

ere must come from Mexico.

El Paso is suffering more in a business

way than any other city on this side of

the border; probably more than 50 per

cent, of the trade of the large wholesale

houses, commission firms and machinery

houses is with Mexico, which is com-

pletely cut off at the present time, and

many others interests are suffering.

Mining conditions in other districts

tributary to El Paso, outside of Mex-

ico, are good; Santa Rita, Hanover and

Silver City districts are busy, and the

Mogollon district is rapidly becoming an

important gold-producing camp ; the above

camps are in Grant and Socorro counties.

New Mexico.

Important negotiations are now under

v/ay which, when completed, will mean

the development on a large scale of the

Organ district, 16 miles east of Las

Cruces, N. M. It would not be surpris-

ing if this would be the next large copper

district to come to the front in the south-

west.

Some development is being done in the

gold-silver districts in the Black range,

Sierra county, New Mexico; for some

reason capital has been slow to go in

there, but this field has every feature of

becoming as productive, with equally as

much development, as the Mogollon dis-

trict. The occurrence, extent and value

of the orebodies are similar, and natural

conditions for economic mining and mill-

ing is, if anything, in favor of the Black

Range district.

The failure of the new mining law to

pass the Texas State legislature kept

many from engaging in exploration work

in western Texas. Several interests are

ready and anxious to explore the mineral-

ized sections in this State, if an equitable

law were passed governing mineral rights.

Such a measure will probably be passed

during the next session of the Legis-

lature.

Chihuahua

April 24—Mining conditions throughout

Chihuahua have shown some improve-

ment during the last two weeks, owing

to more regular traffic on the lines of the

National Railways, the assembling of in-

surrectos at less important mining points

and more especially from the peace nego-

tiations under way. The railroad service

between here and Torreon has been in-

terrupted for only a couple of days and
regular passenger and freight traffic on
the Mexico Northwestern line west was
resumed on April 21, so that the shortage
of food and supplies in Sierra camps has
been somewhat relieved and some ore

shipments have been received at Chihua-
hua. Train service on the Parral-Rosario

branch from Jiminez on the National line

has been indefinitely discontinued west of

Santa Barbara, while traffic is irregular

on the Parral & Durango railway owing
to the activity of the rebels.

The Chihuahua smeltery has been oper-

ating at full capacity and is receiving

plenty of ore as well as coal and coke

to insure uninterrupted operations. The
Santa Eulalia mines are supplying a nor-

mal tonnage and silica ores are being re-

ceived in sufficient quantity from the

south.

About the middle of April payrolls

amounting to about 9000 pesos for the

Santa Eulalia mines were robbed on the

Mineral railroad and to preclude a simi-

lar occurrence the companies are now
bringing their men to Chihuahua twice

per month where they are paid. The Santa

Eulalia camp is quiet but there is a scarc-

ity of first-class miners. A normal pro-

duction has been made this month, con-

sidering the almost complete shut-down

customary for several days during holy

week. Considerable development has, of

course, been retarded, but this will be re-

sumed as soon as conditions are more

settled.

There has been no late shut-down of

producing mines in the western part of

the state, and while bullion and ore ship-

ments have been inconsiderable the ac-

tual production has been but little cur-

tailed. Now that regular service has been

resumed on the Mexico Northwestern line

the accumulated bullion, as well as ore

and concentrates, will be moved and the

output will be recorded as usual.

Since Jan. 1 it is estimated that the

falling off in production in the state has

been about 25 per cent., and this mainly

from the bullion-producing properties in

the Sierras. Santa Eulalia has main-

tained a steady output, while the Parral

camp has shown an increased tonnage

owing to the operation of the new cya-

nide plants. The Terrazas output has

been nil, with the exception of small

shipments of lead ore by wagon to the

Chihuahua smeltery. Zinc-ore shipments

have amounted to almost nothing, but this

is probably due as much to its unsatis-

factory marketing as to the revolutionary

disturbances. In any event the mining

and development of the ore at heretofore

productive mines have been practically

suspended.

There has been no output from the

mines tributary to the National and

Northwestern lines in the northern part

of the state owing to interrupted traffic,

and a serious blow has been given the in-

dustry in a number of instances owing to

the fact that several properties had just

reached or were attaining a producing

basis.

With peace in sight, plans are under

way for operations on a larger scale at

many properties and a number of new
producers will be noted, such as the Rio

Tinto Mining and Smelting Company
v. itii mines and smeltery at Terrazas, the

Concheno Mining Company with cyanide

plant near Ocampo, the Rosario mine in

the Guadalupe y Calvo section, San Fran-

cisco del Oro Mining Company at Parral,

as well as numerous smaller properties

Mexico City

April 27—The mining, as well as the

smelting situation in Mexico is bad, with-

out doubt, and although I think that the

present trouble will terminate in one way
or another within 30 days, the effect, es-

pecially to the mining and smelting in-

dustries, will be felt for a considerable

period. From my point of view, after

gathering information on all sides, and

from the "inside," the present govern-

ment is absolutely unable to sustain its

position, and a radical change is to be ex-

pected. I doubt not, but it will be one of

the greatest causes for such progress as

Mexico has never seen, but in the mean-

time the great damage done to the entire

railroad system, business, planting and

the subsequent lack of corps, will make
times hard for a year or two. Of course,

mining, being the most speculative among

the enterprises, is the first one to suffer

and will be the last one to recover. On
the other hand it will be, in my opinion,

the last opportunity to procure properties

of all kinds cheap, as everybody is more

or less demoralized, except the few of us

who have faith and a little something

with which to support our faith in the

meantime.

Another result is to be expected, that

is, as the government is now paying from

one to two pesos per day to its soldiers,

the time of the cheap laborer will soon

be over, as no miner will work himself to

death in a mine for one peso per day

when he can live comparatively in luxury

and leisure and receive twice that sum.

This will be a factor worth taking into

consideration in the future. As far as

Americans and American interests in this

country are concerned. I think they will

be fairly treated, and if possible a little

better, but no one should have any illu-

sions, because the anti-American feeling

still exists and will continue, notwith-

standing all fervid protestations to the

contrary. I am of the opinion that this

feeling is partly due to some of the early

and latter-day Americans' habit of "butt-

ing in." The revolutionists have treated

the people and especially the foreigners

with every consideration, even better in

instances than the federal troops. It has

been the most gentlemanly revolution I

have ever heard or read about.
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The Minin<5 News
3

'.Mia

Gila Co

Miami—The plant is rounding into a

producer with as little friction as would

be expected in a much smaller plant.

Three sections of the mill now are oper-

ating, a fourth will begin as soon as some

pulleys have been changed, and the re-

ining two of the six units will be in

operation about May 15. The original

mate or saving at the mill is being ap-

proached, now being above 75 per cent.,

and the concentrates are already running

per cent, copper. The most notable

feature is the capacity developed. The

units guaranteed to handle 350 tons of

ore per day are concentrating 500 with-

out strain, and a recent tesfresulted in

cne unit handling ore at the rate of 755

tons per day. The ore pocket at the bot-

tom of the main shaft (No. 4) is com-

pleted, the mechanism that controls the

s by compressed air having been in-

stalled. The vast caving system that will

gradually lower the capping covering the

whole ore zone is well begun. Ore will

be taken equally from surface stock

piles (dumps) and underground develop-

ment until the former are exhausted. The

present rate of underground development

is being carried on at the rate of 2000 ft.

monthly.

Ray Central—The company reports as

follows: "Development has been prose-

cuted steadily since the last report, and

over 3000 ft. of additional underground

workings have been driven on the Globe-

Isabella claims, and a total of more than

1500 ft. of additional churn drilling has

been done, the results of which have

been of a most satisfactory character.

The best showing has been made on the

100-ft. and the 400-ft. levels of the

Globe-Isabella group. A large and rich

extension of the known orebody has been

opened up on the 400-ft. level and all

underground work is now being concen-

trated on that level. The two holes put

down on the west end of the Globe-

Isabella group have proved the conten-

tion of Messrs. Weed & Probert that the

diabase, which it had been assumed lim-

ited the orebody, was underlaid by schist,

and that the diabase itself carried ore

ommercial value. These holes have

to date proved up 35 ft. of ore in the

of chalcocite. averaging 3.15 per

cent., and this in a part of the property

not heretofore considered mineralized.

,The churn drilling on the Calumet group

temporarily abandoned, and the

drills brought on to the east end of the

jp. and two holes are

being sunk, both of which should be in

; proximately 350 ft., and will be

sur- put

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Trans-fers. The*

Current History of

Mining

down other holes in this part of the

property."

Ray Consolidated—All concrete foun-

dations, for the equipment at Mine No. 2

have been laid, and the assembling of

parts for the incline and vertical hoists,

the crusher, the compressor is being

pushed forward speedily. The adit tun-

nel at this point has been electrified but,

pending the completion of the transmis-

sion line from Hayden, is operated by a

local generator. The tunnel will be 4500
ft. in length when the two headings meet,

which will be within the next month.

Considerable ore is mined at this work-

ing and is dumped within easy reach of

the railroad. All of the ore that has been
sent to the concentrator has been ex-

tracted from Mine No. 1. An average of

1000 men, all Mexicans except timber-

men, pipemen, pumpmen, bosses and a

few miners and machinemen, are em-
ployed underground. The first unit of

the concentrator has been running regu-

larly since April 16, treating 700 tons

daily. The capacity of this part is 1000

tons, and it will be brought up to that

point when a few changes have been
made.

Mohave County

Gold Road—After a thorough examina-
tion and sampling of the property, it is

understood an offer to purchase was
made of $1,250,000 as against an asking

price of $2,000,000, and the principal

owners, Bayley & Posey, of Los Angeles,

are now abroad conferring with foreign

stockholders as to the acceptance of the

offer of the United States Smelting, Re-

fining ?nd Mining Company, which offer

about covers the net value of the ore

in sight.

Santa Gruz County

Phelps-Fisher—At the deepest samp-
ling of this mine made a day or two ago

4 ft. of quartz (pyritic) gave 1 oz. gold

to the ton. The owners are much en-

couraged and will probably install a small

mill.

Four Metals—Work is being pushed on
the new tunnel to undercut this deposit

at a depth of about 400 ft. The tunnel

125 ft. above this showed about 500 ft.

of copper ore of low grade.

Polaski—Torrels and Michelski have
recently made a shipment of copper-sil-

ver ore from this claim. This last ship-

ment ran S26 per ton.

Felipe—This mine is now being de-

veloped by the owner, G. E. Lopez, and
ore has been put on the dump to be

shipped later.

California

Amador County

South Eureka—Dividend of 7c. per
share, totaling $21,000, was paid April

15. A new vertical shaft south of the

present shaft is contemplated with the

purpose of increasing the output.

Valparaiso—A compressor and other

machinery is on the ground for installa-

tion at this mine near Middle Bar.

Argonaut—More than $30,000 has been
expended for improvements in two years,

including compressor, sawmill, with

wedge and framer machine, automatic
drill sharpener; improvements now in

course and contemplated include a 500-

h.p. electric hoist on concrete 20 ft. deep,

powder magazine, bath and change house.

Eldorado County

Hope—Good pay gravel has been re-

cently uncovered at bedrock in this mine
near Placerville. In former years this

deposit was approached within about 30
ft. The present force of 20 men is to be

immediately increased. N. H. Burger, of

Placerville, and others, owners.

Gray Wing—This gravel mine on Blue
ravine has been bonded to Oakland men,
and is being developed by Polk Gray.

Fresno County

Standard—Well 78, on Sec. 28, T 19 R
15, has come in at 450 "bbl., thus proving

that there is no break in the formation

between the East and the West side fields

of Coalinga district; or rather adding to

the evidence of the Empire on Section 29.

Humboldt County

Horse Mountain Copper—J. R. Finlet-

ter is inspecting these mines in company
with J. A. Prentice, of Eureka.

Mariposa County

Pro Rico—Grading a site for the stamp
mill is in progress at this mine, near

Coulterville, which was purchased of

Capt. A. H. Ward, of Oakland, by San
Francisco parties about a year ago.

Number Five -This mine, at Hornitos,

will resume operations under supcrintcn-
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dency of Carl J. Smith, recently from

Duluth, Minn. An electric power line

will be installed.

Inyo County

Saline Valley Salt Company—Survey-

ors are running a line for the proposed

bucket tram from the salt beds east of

the Inyo range to the Southern Pacific

railroad near Whitney. White Smith, of

Bishop, president. Inyo county people

have taken about $70,000 worth of the

stock in this enterprise.

Mariposa County

W. W. Beeson, who successfully oper-

ated a suction dredge on the Sacramento

river last year, is building an improved

type of suction boat for operation on

Merced river near Barrets bar. The boat

will cost $60,000, and will be put in

commission about May 1.

Bullion Hill^-The board of directors

has elected A. L. Richardson president,

A. W. Richardson secretary; head office,

Merced.

Original—This company has been or-

ganized of business men at Merced to

operate its mine near El Portal. J. F.

Bedesen, president.

Colorado

Gilpin County

Ore shipments from the mines of Gil-

pin county during March were heavier

than during any previous month in the

last three years. From Black Hawk 168

cars were shipped during the month and

the Gilpin tramway carried to the mills

659 cars. A big percentage came from

mines that have been dormant for 20

years. The erection of modern concen-

trating mills accounts for the increased

output.

Gibson—This mine, on Quartz hill, is

being successfully operated by Denver

parties. The ore is shipped to Golden.

Egyptian—This property, on Quartz

hill, is keeping up its monthly output and

for March shipped 100 tons, values from

$18 to $25 per ton.

Cashier—This company has completed

the main shaft to 1000 ft. and has a

streak of copper; a shipment is being

treated at the U. P. R. mill.

Jersey Blue—This mine has installed a

40-h.p. boiler and hoist and all neces-

sary improvements are advanced and the

company will start up soon.

Gunnison County

Augusta Metal Mining Company—This

company, C. L. Arzeno, Cincinnati, Ohio,

president, is planning to erect a mill.

Lake County—Leadville District

Iron Silver—This property Is again to

the fore with a new orebody. The find

is in the eighth level of the Tucson shaft,

and the ore contains zinc, copper, gold

and silver.

Park County

For a consideration of $30,000, the

Colorado Gold Alining and Smelting
Company, which owns the pyritic smelt-
ery at Alma Junction, has purchased the

Grover Cleveland and Winnie patented
claims and the Atlantic group, consisting

of 23 unpatented claims, all in Consoli-
dated mining district. This acreage is a

valuable asset to the already large hold-

ings of the smeltery company.

San Juan District

Mayflower—Otto Mears and others

have made arrangements to operate the

Mayflower in conjunction with the Iowa
Tiger.

Gold King—The Silverton Gladstone &
Northern is now opened to Gladstone and
material is now on the ground for re-

building the bunk houses and other build-

ings.

San Antonio—This mine is making ar-

rangements for an active season's cam-
paign. It is probable that J. O. Camp-
bell, who was the receiver, will be in

charge.

Camp Bird—The March profit is esti-

mated at £19,105, representing the total

net profit from the company's various

holdings.

Summit County

June Bug— It is reported that the new
strike in this property assays 100 oz. sil-

ver, 8 oz. gold and lead in paying quan-

tities.

Teller County—Cripple Creek

Elkton Consolidated—This company

paid a dividend April 23 for the regular

bi-monthly period of Pic. per share,

amounting to $37,500. This makes the

total for 1911, $75,000, or dividends to

date for all time $2,794,460. This com-

pany will soon be drifting over to its

newly acquired property, the Ida May.

Jennie Sample Consolidated Mines—

A

30-ton shipment from the Ophir shaft,

belonging to this company, is the first

shipment for a long period. It is reported

to go over 20 oz. gold.

Rose Nicklcs—A four years' lease on

this property was granted W. C West

and associates. The shaft on Battle

mountain is down 600 ft. and is to be

sunk 200 ft. This property adjoins the

Portland ground.

Vindicator —The shaft is being sunk

from the 1400- ft. level 200 ft. additional.

From No. 1 shaft about 60 cars are be-

ing shipped.

Jo Dandy—This mine, on Raven hill,

is being sunk another 500 ft., and a mill

is being built by Tom Kavalagh, who has

purchased part of the machinery of the

Homestake plant.

Isabella—General Manager Gardner

has let a contract to sink 500 ft. on the

Lee shaft. Additional machinery was in-

stalled to handle sortings from the dump.

Idaho

Couer d'Allne District

Hercules—At this mine the new 600-

ton mill, costing ^100,000 is in operation.

The company is planning a tunnel of more
than 11,000 ft. to explore the silver-lead

bodies at a depth of 3000 tt. The bore

will pass near the Tamarack & Chesa-
peake property.

Indiana

Blackford County

The high-grade petroleum fields show
an increase in completed wells and pro-

duction. Out of six wells completed dur-

ing the past week all are good producers,

except one dry hole.

Clay County

A joint session of the miners' and op-

erators' boards of District No. 8, was

held in Brazil April 26, to settle a griev-

ance at the mine of the Otto Creek Min-

ing Company, over a system of dumping.

The miners complain that the new system

lessens the earning capacity of the men,

while the company maintains that the

same system is used in other mines

throughout the State.

Sullivan County

A ruling of special interest to land

owners and operators has been made by

Judge Brickwell in the case of Frank M.

Need, against the Jackson Hill Coal and

Coke Company. The court held that the

mining company had no right to allow

poisonous or injurious water to escape

to and flow along a natural waterway

where it injured the land belonging to

another.

Michigan

Copper

Lake—R. W. Weeks has recently com-

pleted another examination of this prop-

erty and is very optimistic regarding its

future. He is especially pleased with

conditions to the north of the shaft and

also believes that the lode exposed by

the shaft at the sixth level contains possi-

bilities and warrants further development.

La Salle—This company has curtailed

production and is now sending only about

one car of 40 tons of rock to the mill

daily. No. 2 shaft on the Tecumseh tract

is coming into an improved condition with

depth.

Gogebic Iron Range

Duluth men are exploring at Plummer

at the extreme west end of the Gogebic

range. J. T. Bush, of Norway, Mich.,

has charge. A diamond drill is used.

Norrie—This group, operated by the

steel Corporation, and including the

Norrie, East Norrie, Aurora, Old Pabst

and New Pabst mines, is expected to

produce 1,250,000 tons this season.

Ashland— It is expected that this mine

of the Cleveland-Cliffs Company will
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produce approximately 225.000 tons this

season. After the Newport and Norrie

mines, it is the largest shipper on the

Gogebic range.

Marquette Iron Range

rican—At this old property, idle

from 1893 until 1907. at which time it

..ken over by the M. A. Hanna in-

terests. »f Cleveland. J. R. Thompson,

who conducted the exploration at the

Newport mine which resulted in the lo-

cation of a new orebody at 2000 ft., is in

Exploratory work is progressing

satisfactorily.

Palmer Lake—Development is progres-

sing satisfactorily at this property, which

will be a new shipper on the Marquette

range this season. Thomas F. Cole, of

Duluth. is interested. The property is be-

ing operated by the Volunteer Ore Com-

pany. The shaft is 400 ft. deep and

several levels are being opened. The

mine differs from others in this locality

in that the ore is of bessemer grade.

launee—The Cleveland Cliffs Com-

pany will erect a number of modern

mine buildings at this property, and the

new shaft is being walled with concrete

from top to bottom. The buildings for

which plans are in preparation are a

miner's change house, an office and a

laboratory. The former will be one of

the largest and most complete in the

Lake Superior district.

Menominee Iron Range

Lindahl—A discovery of ore has been

made on this property at Beechwood,

in the Iron River district of the Meno-

minee range. While little is known re-

garding the find, the ore was encountered

at a depth of 212 ft. This find, however,

considerably widens the Iron River dis-

trict.

Missouri

Freeman—William West has struck

rich ore in a shaft on the Freeman lease,

south of Kathleen, at Toms station, by-

sinking seven ft. deeper. Drifts have been

driven in four directions opening up a

large deposit. It is reported that the mine

has been optioned tor >f>5.000.

I . (j. Wilson—This company has sold

its lM-acre lease and mine at Spring City,

to the Spring City Company organized by

ork men. C. W. Landrum. former

manager of the American company, is

general manager with offices in Joplin.

This mine has been a large producer and

: well developed orebody and two

mills.

on This company, operating on

the C. C. Playter land in Gordon hol-

90 ft. deep, and

opened up an orebody 40 ft. thick. The

well drilled and a mill

will soon be erected.

lUh ' : Short tag a

shaft on the Murphy land of this com-

pany at Tom Station and rich oi

been encountered in several drill holes at

170 ft. depth.

Central States—J. S. Ogglesby man-

ager, has concluded the purchase of

McGee mine at Duenweg. This mine has

been for three years the largest and most

consistent producer of calamine in the en-

tire district. A 150-ton mill will be erected.

At least a two-years' run i6" assured.

Continental Zinc—This company is

planning to replace the mule haulage sys-

tem in their mine at Prosperity with Elec-

tric Haulage and small motors have al-

ready been ordered. This is the first

underground Electric Haulage System

ever installed in the district.

Chalman & Lennan—This company is

in to ore at 150 ft. with the shaft at Tom
station. A 60-ft. face of ore, averaging

30 to 40 per cent, ore has been developed

by several drill holes. The 40-acre fee

has been purchased by the Company.

Emma C—This mine at Duenweg has

been sold to James Kasson, of St. Paul,

Minnesota.

Red Ant—This company, operating east

of Carthage, is preparing to build a mill

to replace the one destroyed by fire.

Montana

Butte District

Butte & Ballaklava—The annual re-

port for 1910 shows a production of

2,428,346 lb. copper, 106,811 oz. silver

and 42 oz. gold. The gross value was

$202,120, and the mining cost was $55,-

931, giving a net income from ore ship-

ments of $146,188. Ore has been blocked

out on the 800-, 900-, 1200-, 1300- and

1400-ft. levels, and it is estimated that

200 tons could be shipped daily from

the ore blocked out at the present time.

There was 4184 ft. of development. The

Ballaklava vein has been developed from

the surface to the 1400 level, and an

orebody exposed from the 700- ft. level

to the 1400-ft. level. Shipments were

begun in April, 1910, and continued until

Aug. 22, 1910, when a restraining order

was issued at the behest of the Anaconda

company. At present the shaft is being

repaired below the 1200-ft. level, where

it was damaged by being flooded. As

soon as the shaft is repaired, develop-

ment will be pushed on the orebody dis-

covered north of the shaft on the 1400

level. The east drift on the 1000-ft. level

has shown up mineable ore. The Clymo

vein, which on the upper levels appeared

promising, has failed to show up com-

mercial ore in the east and west drifts

which have been run on the 700- ft. level.

Tuolumne—On the 1600-ft. level the

crosscut has encountered the north lode

and 8 ft. of fine ore exposed, with the

crosscut still advancing in vein ma-

terial. The ore has an average of 12

per cent, copper, with a few samples

running 25 per cent. It is anticipated

that the south crosscut on the same level

will cut the south lode at any time. The
company has a great deal of ore blocked

now, and has just increased the daily

production from 100 to 150 tons, which

will be maintained until the new equip-

ment is installed, which will be some time

in August, when it is expected to in-

crease the output to about 500 tons per

day. Parts of the new Nordberg hoist-

ing equipment are expected to arrive

about June 1. The work of sinking the

shaft to the 2000- ft. level will be pushed

as rapidly as possible with the old equip-

ment.

Pilot Butte—On April 25, deeds were

filed at Butte completing the final trans-

fer of the Pilot mining claim to the Pilot

Butte Mining Company. The stock is

being wel subscribed, and it is thought

that operations will be commenced in

May.

Alice—A meeting of the company will

be held in Salt Lake on May 8, for the

purpose of winding up the company, and

turning over to the shareholders, the 30,-

000 shares of Anaconda stock received in

consideration of the transfer.

Butte & London—W. W. McDowel,

president, filed the annual statement, April

19. It shows capital stock paid up to be

$5,000,000, with liabilities of $10,000.

Ophir—The shaft is nearing the 800- ft.

level, and at the 750-ft. level a pump sta-

tion will be cut. At present the water

is being pumped from the 500-ft. level to

the surface, but as soon as the shaft

reaches the 1000-ft. level an electric

pump will be installed there. The ground

has been surveyed, and arrangements

about completed for a concentrator.

Jefferson County
Bismark—The Montana-Illinois Copper

Mining Company, operating the Bismark

claim near Cardwell, has developed good

ore recently. The property is on a vein

averaging 150 ft. in width, in which the

ore lies in a series of lenses containing

gold, silver and copper. Development has

been done on three levels. Plans are be-

ing considered for a mill and concentrator

ar the mouth of the lower tunnel.

Nevada
Esmeralda County

Gold Bar—Operations have been re-

sumed on this property at Goldfield by

the Copper-Gold Mines Company which

has a lease. W. F. Gray is in charge.

Commonwealth—Quartz ore at the 275-

ft. level has been disclosed and the out-

look is considered encouraging.

Jumbo Extension.— It is reported that

minority interests will fight the sale of

the Vinegerone interest to the Goldfield

Consolidated.

Begolc—This syndicate, which has re-

cently secured patent after contest to the

White Rock and other properties at Gold-

field, is planning to resume. F. H. Be-

gole, of Marquette, Mich., is in charge.
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Storey County

The Gould & Curry, Best & Belcher

and Savage companies are cutting a sta-

tion in the north lateral branch of the

Comstock tunnel, 1700 level preparatory

to sinking a joint three-compartment

winze to the lower levels. A large com-

pressor, together with drilling outfit, is

being installed. An electric hoist will

be erected when sinking begins.

Mexican—Development has been done

on the 2200, 2300, 2400 and 2500 levels,

strengthening the recent ore strike. From

the 2500 level, the two-compartment

raise in the ore was carried up for the

ninth-floor set of timbers, and from the

opening a large tonnage has been ex-

tracted giving an average assay of about

$100 to the ton, all the material being

saved for ore. The rich streak of ore at

this point is 12 ft. in width, and the body

of second-class ore to the west is esti-

mated at 20 ft. wide. On the 2400 level,

the north drift, advancing in the vein,

is in ore the full width of the drift, car

assays giving average of $30 to the ton.

The face of this drift is about 60 ft.

south of a point over the raise in the

ore on the 2500 level. On the 2300

level, the north and south drifts in the

vein have been advanced and the car

assays give values between $50 and $60

per ton. The orebody has now been

opened on three levels, and a north drift

is being driven on the 2200 to cut the

vein above. Mexican last week shipped

five railroad cars of first-class ore to the

California.

Ophir—This company last week con-

tinued the extraction of ore from the

Hardy vein stopes on the 2100 level, and

the cars gave assays of about $30 to the

ton, the output from these stopes for

several months averaging $50,000 per

month. On the 2500 level of the mine,

an east crosscut is being run to a point

180 ft. from the winze station, where air

connection will be made with the 2500

level workings of the Mexican. A south-

west drift will be started soon from

this east crosscut to open a block of

virgin ground.

Con. Virginia—In this mine prospect-

ing continues near the old stopes on the

1650, 1700 and 1750 levels, and low-

grade ore is being extracted from the

1800 level, regular shipments being made
to the Comstock mill at Sutro. On the

2450 and 2550 levels, prospecting drifts

are being driven in a strong vein forma-

tion, this territory below the old Bonanza

workings not having been explored pre-

viously. At the C. & C. shaft, the Evans'

hydraulic elevator pumps have the north

end Comstock properties drained below

the 2650 station of the shaft.

New Mexico
Grant County

The Marcus Daly heirs have an op-

tion on the Tyrone group, at Tyrone,

New Mexico, and one on the Bonita
group. These interests are operating two
Star drills at Tyrone. The Tyrone group
adjoins the Chemung Copper Company
on the northeast. The Bonita group is a
large porphyry area lying across the

Mangas valley from Tyrone in a north-
east direction. The Chemung Copper
Company is working about 125 men
underground and in the last eight months
has developed a large body of high-

grade ore. The Savanna Copper Com-
pany is running two Star drills and is

continuing to find ore. It is developing

the section where it encountered 135 ft.

of 5K' per cent, copper ore in a drill hole

at the depth of 600 ft. last fall. This

company expects to sink a shaft soon on

this orebody. The Azure Mining Com-
pany is actively mining turquoise in the

New mine, through a winze to the third

level. The area of copper lands now
held by this company is the largest of

any holdings in the Burro mountains, be-

ing between 3000 and 4000 acres. The

Chino Copper Company's 3000-ton con-

centrator, at Hurley, is progressing rap-

idly. The steam shovels are active at the

mine getting ready to produce ore for

the mill. The Indian Copper Company

has taken over the claims and mines of

the Hermosa Copper Company, near the

Chino property and is testing the same

with two drills.

Utah
Salt Lake County

Ohio Copper—Three of the first four

rolls, the invention of Col. E. A. Wall,

are to be shipped shortly by the Salt

Lake Engineering Works to the mill at

Lark. The fourth set of rolls is being

finished.

Silver Shield—A statement has been

sent to stockholders explaining that the

recent assesment was levied to carry on

the new development from the tunnel

level.

Utah Metal Mining—A statement has

been issued to holders of the Bingham

Central and Bingham, Standard bonds

by W. B. Farmer, president of the Utah

Metal Company, requesting them to ex-

change their bonds for a new issue au-

thorized for this purpose. This issue is

guaranteed by the Utah Metal Company,

and the new bonds are for the same

amount, dated April 1, 1911, payable in

five years with interest at 6 per cent.

The total authorized issue is $375,000 and

cannot be increased. The bonds are con-

vertible at any time into stock of the

Utah Metal Company at $5 a share.

Utah Consolidated—At the annual

meeting, held in Jersey City, April 19,

U. H. Broughton was elected president,

the office being closely contested by G. L.

Walker. A total of 210,658 shares of

the 300,000 shares outstanding were

represented, 107,339 shares and proxies

being voted for Mr. Broughton as against

94,319 for Mr. Walker. There were no
changes in the board of directors.

A recnt statement made by President

Broughton says that since September 11-

432 ft. of development have been done.
The company made greater profits in the

first quarter of 1911 with copper at

\2 c. than it did during the whole of
1910. Since the last annual report, de-

velopment on No. 10 level has added to

the reserves then reported, and in addi-

tion a body of lead ore was found in new
territory on the lower levels. This has
been opened for over 10Q ft., and aver-

ages 5 ft. in thickness, with the face

still in ore. It will net the company
about $6 per ton at the present prices.

Emma Copper—The continuation of

the ore in the faulted Emma vein has

been found in this company's Monte-
zuma claim, according to General Man-
ager Wantland. Should this turn out to

be the faulted ore of the old Emma,
which adjoins the Emma Copper Com-
pany, as thought by General Manager
Wantland, it will stimulate active interest

in this section of the camp.

Utah Mines Coalition—Work sus-

pended since January was resumed at

this property, April 8.

Cardiff—Ore has been followed 335

ft., and averages 2 ft. in thickness for

this distance. Shipments during the past

season carried over $50 per ton. A winze

is being sunk below the tunnel level,

and has opened ore 2'_. to 3 ft. between

walls. This ore is similar to that in the

recent strike of the Columbus Exten-

sion, and is thought to be on the same
vein system. Shipments will be resumed

June 1.

Washington County

Iron King— It is reported that these

claims in Bull valley, covering large iron

deposits are to be examined by Eastern

interests. It is also understood that the

same party will look at the Judd group

of 16 iron claims on the Colorado river,

south of St. Thomas, New

Washinirton

Okanogan County

About 16 claims on Copper mountain,

in the Chesaw district, have been bond-

ed by the Granby Consolidated Mining

and Smelting Company for $165,000, and

a camp is being located.

Molson—The stamp mill is to be en-

larged this season, and the working force

increased. J. A. Plomert, Chesaw, man-

ager.

Cain Gold—As soon as the weather

will permit, a compressor and power

drills will be installed on this property,

near Chesaw. A tunnel is in 225 feet.

Olentangy—Operations are to be re-

sumed at this mine, near Chesaw. Con-

siderable development work will be done

this season.
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West Virginia

West I'ir^inia Coal Lands Company—
This recently organized company has

bought from the Gallego Land Company
acres in Fayette, Kanawha and

Raleigh counties, and has sold various

to companies now operating under

. and will make leases or develop

the remainder. The Milburn Coal and

Coke Company, the Republic Company

and the Christian Colliery Company are

among the operators which purchased the

tracts they have been working. The

Selbay Company will buy its leased

lands and the Eagle Collieries Company

will be organized to buy and develop

2500 acres. TMs latter company has

H. H. Rothwell. of Burnsville. W. Va.,

as manager and engineer in charge.

Canada

Ontario-Cobalt

Green Meehan—A discovery of high-

grade ore has been made on the 100-ft.

level of this property.

Crown Reserve—High-grade ore has

been found in the main vein at a depth of

jet.

Rochester—The management has de-

cided to sink the shaft to 400 feet.

Provincial—A new oreshoot has been

opened up on the 270-ft. level of this

Cobalt property.

Beacon—This Elk Lake company is in-

stalling a plant, and will do underground

work.

Ontario—Porcupine

Boyce—The Canada Northern Explor-

ers. Ltd.. has an option on this claim.

A 40-ft. reef carrying free gold has been

uncovered at the surface and a shot drill

has been set up and will cut the quartz

at depth.

Lindberg—Manager Rose has let a dia-

mond-drill contract to cut the vein three

times on this property. The drill is on

the grounds and running. One of the

earliest finds of gold in the district was

made on this property.

Hollinger— In the northwest crosscuts

a vein parallel to the main vein was cut

which is showing up well in

gold. Two crosscuts are being driven to

itheast and are now in 80 ft. each.

In the ted to cut another

.fin at about 100 ft. One hundred

and f' ! drifting has been done

on the 2 14- ft.

n Charter A crosscut has been
• to the 100-ft. level

from which a crosscut to the vein will be

be driven. The shaft is down 40 ft and

struck the vein at 20 ft. from the shaft.

.eptionally good snow-

line made on the north vein

» and sink-

ing will be continued immediir

Gillies Lake—Babayon & Parnell own
the water rights on this lake and have

set up a shot drill to find the Mclntyre

vein.

Moneta—The camp is completed and

trenching is being carried on. Two quartz

outcrops have been located so far.

Charles Williams is manager.

Rea—The shaft is down 180 ft. and is

hung hurried to the 200-ft. level from

which a crosscut to the vein will be driven.

The second diamond drill hole has been

started. So far the diamond drill cores

have shown up well.

J. Smith—W. S. Edwards has acquired

these claims which lie west of the David-

son for S150.000. By trenching a quartz

pi'tcrop has been uncovered which is 50

ft. by 150 ft., beyond which no trenching

has been done. The camp is now up and

sinking and trenching will begin next

week.

Dome Extension—Sinking is being con-

tinued on the vein. In trenching last

week the workmen uncovered a stringer

from the main vein carrying visible gold.

Ontario Porcupine Goldfields Develop-

ment Company—This company has been

floated in England, and will be the oper-

ating concern for the Northern Ontario

Exploration Company. These two flota-

tions were made by Bewick Moreing &
Co.. of London, and will control the large

acreage purchased from the Timmins-Mc-

Martin Syndicate.

Yukon Territory

A deal has been concluded by which

the Guggenheim interests of New York

acquire the richest portion of Gold Run
creek, which has already produced mil-

lions, and also the Cruger concession on

Dominion creek, extending down the

stream for two miles from the mouth of

Sulphur creek and covering the full width

of the valley. The consideration is said

to exceed $500,000. The property has

been controlled for years by the Canadian

Bank of Commerce. Gold Run was

grouped and operated first by Chute &
Wills. Later Count Carboneau became
interested in it, and still later the bank

got control of it through a mortgage for

S650.000. The foreclosure litigation was

recently settled.

Mexico

San Antonio District

Compania Metaliirgica de la Baja Cal-

ifornia The operations of this com-

pany are of the most importance in this

district. The new plant is in full opera-

tion day and night, and the manager,

Frank Lawrance. reports his anticipa-

tions fully realized with the capacity of

the plant and more than realized as re-

garding extraction. E. L. Johnson, chem-
ist and metallurgist, has overcome all the

small difficulties regarding the acidity,

etc.. of the various ores and has reduced

consumption of cyanide. The plant has

been running 10 full days and the ex-

traction has not been below 83 per cent.,

and has been considerably higher during

the past three days.

San Juanes Reduction Company—The
chief director of this company .has pur-

chased additional machinery for the

cyanide plant. After a successful run of

500 tons of oxidized ore, the mill was
stopped and will not be started up until

the new automatic screens are in place.

Trinidad Mines Company— E. H. Al-

ford, of Chicago, one' of the chief op-

erators of this company, is supervising

the extraction of a 200-ton parcel of

good grade ore from the various prop-

erties of the company's holdings. He ex-

pects to return before the end of the

year to undertake the erection of a treat-

ment plant.

Las Canoas— Leonard Orynski, owner
and operator of this property, has en-

countered a body of fair-grade ore,

which he hopes to treat in his plant,

which has been in operation for many
months.

Brazilar y Anexas—This company,

formed in Mexico City of several in-

fluential men, has opened operations in

one of its four properties known as

Brazilar. In June work will begin in the

other three properties, Guasabe, La Mina

Rica and La Cruz de las Flores.

Progreso Mining Company—Through

an accident in which six employees were

killed, this company is suffering a tem-

porary shutdown.

In the Todos Santos district there is

still considerable excitement and much
ground has been applied for.

Jalisco

The Southern Pacific road announces

that it will at once extend the line from

Magdelena west to La Quemada a dist-

ance of nine miles. This will aid an im-

portant mining section.

El Favor—The mill in the Hostotipa-

quillo district is in operation treating

about 100 tons daily.

Africa

Transvaal

Gold production in March was 649,247

oz. from the Witwatersrand and 26,818

oz. from the outside districts; a total of

676,065 oz., or 65,249 oz. more than in

February. For the three months ended

March 31, the total was 1,784,109 oz. in

1910, and 1,937,920 oz.—or $40,056,806
in 1911; an increase of 153,811 oz.

The production this year was from 69
mills, having a total of 9701 stamps at

work. The number of negro laborers em-
ployed at the mines on March 31 was
212,011, an increase of 4250 during the

month.
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Coal Trade Review

New York, May 3— In the East the bi-

tuminous trade is quiet, and shows no

material change. Anthracite trade has

been active and rather lively.

In the West the trade seems to be

steadying itself and is in rather better

shape. This is not so much because

trade is improving, but rather because

operators are adjusting themselves to

conditions and limiting production to the

requirements of business. In many im-

portant districts mines are not running

over half time. The limitation of pro-

duction has served to help prices at sell-

ing centers and to prevent a general

sacrifice of coal, which was threatened

not long ago.

Apparently the strike of the miners in

British Columbia and Alberta will be ad-

justed, the government having granted

the request for the appointment of a con-

ciliation committee. The miners will re-

turn to work, pending its report. C. W.
Gordon, of Winnipeg, Manitoba, is chair-

man of the committee, which has begun

to take testimony.

The Lake Coal Rate Cases—The hear-

ing before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission on the Pittsburg coal-rate com-
plaints was, on April 26, continued over

until May 22, when this case will be

joined with the investigation and sus-

pension of the proposed advances in

rates on coal from ,the Pocahontas and

other West Virginia fields to the Lake

ports. These two cases bear a great

similarity to one another. It was brought

out in the testimony that the West Vir-

ginia rates are the lowest coal rates m
the country. The railroads have used

this as an argument for desiring to in-

crease these rates, because, they said, the

West Virginia fields are developing so

rapidly that they threaten to take away
much of the business of the Pennsyl-

vania fields. In defending the Pennsyl-

vania rates the witnesses almost without

exception compared the rate with some
higher rate now in existence.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal and coke tonnage of Chesapeake
& Ohio railway, eight months of fiscal

year from July 1 to Feb. 28, short tons:

Delivered to Coal Coko Total

Tidewater 2,851,274 15,588 2,866,862
East of mines 1,351,076 142,952 1,404,028
West of mines 6,340,319 57,823 6,407,142

Total 10,551,669 216,363 10,768,032

Total, 1009-10 9,779,309 278,065 10,058,334

Total increase this year, 709,698 tons,

or 7.1 per cent. Deliveries to tidewater

this year were 27 per cent, of total;

points east of mines, 13; west, 60 per

cent.

Current Prices of-

Metal, Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

New York

Anthracite

May 3—Tidewater demand for pre-
pared sizes has been very good indeed.
Dealers are taking unusually large stocks,

and there seems to be a good demand all

round. Mines have been running close

up to full time, and little or no coal is

going to the storage yards. Steam sizes

are also in good demand.
On May 1 there was 10c. taken off the

summer discounts. Schedule prices for

May on domestic sizes are S4.35 for lump,
$4.60 for egg and stove and $4.85 for

chestnut, all f.o.b. New York harbor. On
steam sizes there is no change and quo-
tations are: Pea. S3ft/3.25; buckwheat,
$2.35ft/2.80; No. 2 buckwheat or rice,

$1.80ft/2.30; barley, $1.40@1.75; all ac-

cording to quality, f.o.b. New York har-

bor.

Bituminous

Seaboard trade does not pick up as it

ought to do at this season. New England

seems to have gone out of the coal busi-

ness for the time being. Contract making
is very slow. Harbor trade is not active

and there is little interest. Shipments to

tide are limited, so that there is little sur-

plus to trouble the market.

Prices, if anything, are lower. Steam
coals can be had at S2. 30ft/ 2.40 for lower

grades, with better coals up to $2. 75ft/

2.85. A good Miller vein coal can be had

around $2.50ft/2.60, f.o.b. New York har-

bor. Gas coals can be had at $1.05 for

•M-in., $1 for run-of-mine and 75ft/ 80c.

for slack, all at mines.

Coastwise trade is rather slow and

rates are weaker, but rather unsettled.

Tonnage can be had at 70ft7 80c. from

Philadelphia to Boston or Portland. From
New York 60ft/ 65c. is charged to Boston

or Portland; 30ft/ 40c. to Providence and

Sound ports.

Birmingham
May 1—There is but half the normal

production of coal in Alabama at present.

The coal market is rather quiet. Some
coal operators express the belief that the

summer is not going to be a dull one,

despite present conditions. Some of the

mines in this State are working on but
half time. The shipments of coal to the
Gulf Coast are quite steady but not as
active as they were a few weeks back.

There is a fairly good demand for coke.
The new by-product coke ovens of the

Woodward Iron Company are doing well.
All work on the by-product coke ovens
being constructed by the Tennessee Coal.
Iron and Railroad Company is being
pushed and toward the end of the year
they will be ready for operation.

Chicago

May 1—Quiet conditions continue in

the coal market, though the volume of
buying is very satisfactory for the time
of the year. Sales are chiefly in small
quantities, but many, and the aggregate
must be large. Steam-using plants are
buying largely but on short time; the
volume of contract buying has fallen off

somewhat, in view of the large amount of
coal in sight for transient buying. Re-
ceipts are plentiful from all markets.
Illinois and Indiana coals, which furnish

the greater part of the supply, for both
steam and domestic uses, bring $1.90(6

2.45 for lump and egg; $1.75<fjl.85 for

run-of-mine, and $ 1.50ft/ 1.80 for screen-
ings. The demand is still strong for

screenings, lump being weakest. Of
coals from east of Indiana the strongest
is Hocking, which continues at $3.15,

with no oversupply. Smokeless has been
too plentiful and apparently will be bet-

ter regulated within a few days, by re-

striction of shipments. Smokeless sells

for S2.90 lump and S3. 15ft/ 3.30 run-of-

mine, with occasional cuts of 10ft/ 15c.

below these minimum quotations. An-
thracite sales are very good for the sea-

son, though in the last week they have

lessened slightly in view of the May ad-

vance of 10c. a ton.

Cleveland

May 1—Lake trade is slow yet; ves-

sels are not yet ready, most of them hold-

ing back until iron ore begins to move.

Meantime the yard tracks are full and

railroads will not take Lake coal.

Local trade is fait only, the demand for

steam coal being slow. Slack is rather

scarce, but other grades are plentiful.

Prices are unchanged.

Indianapolis

May 1—Steam trade is picking up
slowly; domestic trade is dead for the

time being. Most mines are running

about half time, some a little short of

that. Contracts are being closed, gen-

erally on the same basis as last year

—

$1.1 0ft/ 1.15 at mines for No. 4 run-of-

mine.
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Pittsburg

May 2—There is quite a congestion of

coal on track between mines and Lake

ports, as very little coal is going up the

Lakes, partly on account of the general

dullness but chiefly because there is no

- tion to move iron ore. Operations

at mines will probably have to be cur-

tailed as the movement can hardly sup-

port the recent rate of production. Local

demand for coal is very poor. Quota-

tions are moderately well maintained:

Nut. $1.05(5 1.15; mine-run. $1.10(0 1.15;

: • 1.25; 1 .-in.. $1.30(6 1.35;

slack. 75c. per ton at mine.

Connellsville Coke—The market con-

tinues very quiet, there being little

fresh demand as the tendency for blast

furnaces is to go out rather than to go

in. A sale of 2500 tons of good fur-

nace coke was made today at SI.65. for

May delivery, quality and regularity of

delivery counting in making the price.

Odd lots of good grades are offered

down as low as Si.50 occasionally. Pro-

ducers' ideas of prices on contract are

slightly lower, but there is nothing

definite, as there are no active negotia-

tions on contracts. We reduce quota-

tions slightly: Prompt furnace. $1.50(8.

,-ontracts. balance first half, Si.606/

1.70; contracts, second half. SI. 70ft/ 1.90,

at ovens.

The Courier reports production in the

Connellsville and lower Connellsville

region in the week ended, April 22, at

312.942 tons, a decrease of 36.000 tons,

and shipments at 3546 cars to Pittsburg,

5375 cars to points West and 779 cars

to points East, a total of 9700 cars, a

decrease of 600 cars.

St. Louis

.May 1—Being at the end of the month

dealers and manufacturing plants are not

buying any coal; combined with the warm
v.v-ather of this week, business in the coal

trade has been at a standstill. In the

Standard district, as was anticipated, sev-

eral mines have shut down, having filled

their contracts for the past year, which

depicts very clearly the condition of the

St. Louis market. These conditions do

not prevail only in the Standard district

but also in the Carterville district, where

-veral mines are shut down. Very

little of this coal in coming into the St.

market with the exception of

screenings and a little mine-run coal.

CartcrviUe screenings have advanced in

price and are now bringing 72
'

'

'</ 75c.

:.. This advance has also had effect

mdard screenings which are now
selling at 70c. per ton at mine. The de-

mand for dull and unless

•-•II more freely, screenings will

again be where they were in price last

month. 77 |6?<80c per ton at mine.

The demand from the country on both

-villc and Standard co al

light.

Anthracite—The market, of course, is

very slow. Evidently several firms must
have thought there was a great deal of

money in selling hard coal as at least five

to ten firms are selling it this year who
did not handle it last year. This, of

course, has the usual effect on the mar-

ket of cutting the circular price. Nearly

all of the chestnut size- has been sold

at 15c. per ton off the circular.

FOREIGNCOALTRADE A
United States Coal Exports—Exports

of coal from United States ports, with

coal furnished to steamships in foreign

trade, three months ended March 31, long

tons:

Anthracite..

.

Bituminous

Total exports
Steamer coal. .

.

1910

531,252
l,897,58(i

2,428,838
1,500,047

3,928,885

240,841

t;on,2<"i

2,174,121

2,782,412
1,648,492

77,039
276,685

353,574
48,443

Total 3,928,885 4,330,904 I. 402,019

Coke 240,841 257,893 I. 17,052

Canada took this year, 1,897,683 tons

of coal, or 68.2 per cent, of the total.

The coke went chiefly to Canada and

Mexico. Cuba and the West Indies took

394,237 tons of coal.

United States- Coal Imports—Imports

of bituminous coal and coke into the

United States, three months ended March
31, long tons:
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predicting that such a move will be im-

perative. Shipments of pig iron from this

territory are in small lots, on new buying

or on old orders—a hand-to-mouth busi-

ness. The general quotations for pig iron

are on a basis of $11 per ton for No. 2

foundry. It is denied that concessions are

being allowed on this price. The home

consumption has shown no improvement

of late. There is report that the big cast-

iron pipe plant of the Dimmick Pipe com-

pany will resume operations in all de-

partments in the near future.

The demand for cast-iron pipe is steady

and some good contracts are still pending.

There is very little going on in the South-

ern territory with the machine shops and

foundries. The fabricated steel trade is

the most active. The Tennessee Com-
pany's rail mill has been closed down

pending improvement in the trade.

Chicago

May 2—The iron market seems to be

somewhat better than a week ago, though

the demand for pig iron is chiefly for

current needs and for the second quarter,

with only an occasional sale in the third

quarter and last half. Inquiries for last-

half needs have become more numerous,

but they are probably more to test the

market than to provide against the real

needs of melters. The common opinion

among users of iron and steel products

seems to be that the pressure existing

today is rather on the producers than the

consumers of pig iron; consequently the

average consumer holds off until the

last moment before making his purchase.

It is largely a waiting market now, for

the consumer and the producer alike.

The sales of pig iron run from a car-

load up to 1000 tons, with occasionally

a larger order, but rarely. Southern

iron still is quoted at $15.35, Chicago, or

$11, Birmingham, and Northern at $15,

both for No. 2 foundry. The Southern

furnace agents, at these prices, are more

eager to sell than the Northern. Iron

<md steel products are quiet; no signifi-

cant change has taken place from last

week.

Cleveland

May 1—Iron-ore prices being estab-

lished, interest is now in freight rates.

Pig Iron—Some fair tonnages have

been sold, but the market is not espe-

cially active. Prices for Cleveland de-

livery are $15.90 for bessemer, $14.25 for

No. 2 foundry, $13.50 for forge and

$17.50(T/ 18 for Lake Superior charcoal.

Finished Material—Small contracts for

structural steel continue to be closed.

Outside of that there is little new busi-

ness coming forward.

Philadelphia

May 3—Local brokers and agents re-

port today a further holding off in the

closing of orders which have been sub-

ject of negotiations for two or three

weeks past. There appears to be some
doubt in the minds of buyers as to the ef-

fect of the rearrangement of ore prices on
pig-iron quotations. Makers say the in-

fluence will be nothing, which is probably
the case. There is a disposition among
the furnace people not only to clean out
stocks on hand but to secure some safe

contracts for delivery instead of making
iron at their own risk to sell if buyers
happen to want it. Two or three sales of

basic iron have been made of small

quantities. All kinds of iron are dragging.

No. 2 foundry is offered at a slight shad-

ing to meet some persistent Southern
competition.

Steel Billets—The actual consumption

of open-hearth and forging billets is fair,

but buyers avoid contracts for future de-

liveries. The business is strictly retail.

The only feature of the week has been a

reduction of 50c. on forging billets.

Bars—An improvement in bar-iron sales

is mentioned and it is traceable to the

placing of contracts for common iron

which cover a considerable amount. A
further demand from this quarter is in

sight. Jobbing demand has fallen off.

Sheets—Sheet makers have been un-

able to withstand the pressure for shaded

quotations. The shading is probably per-

manent.

Pipes and Tubes—Tubing is active for

summer delivery and inquiries are in-

creasing. Stocks among manufacturers as

a rule have run very low.

Plates—The week's business in plates

figures up nicely. New enterprises call-

ing for plates are being pushed.

Structural Material—A batch of orders

has been sent to the mills within a week

for bridge work, terminal work and car

work. Much new work involving structu-

ral material is being figured upon.

Scrap—A few sales of old rails have

been reported this week; also three or

four lots of No. 1 wrought railroad scrap

and some heavy melting steel scrap. As

a whole the scrap market is again drag-

ging.

Pittsburg

May 2— It can hardly be said that the

dullness in the iron and steel trade has

been accentuated, for that would prob-

ably be impossible, but it can be said that

the past fortnight has been the dullest, in

pig iron, unfinished steel and finished

steel, that has been experienced in years.

There is practically no inquiry for pig

iron, and sales are the exception. In fin-

ished-steel products bookings— in the

sense of orders or specifications that can

be put on books for rolling—have prob-

ably averaged throughout the industry

between 25 and 35 per cent, of capacity.

It is difficult to make a precise statement

as to production, for the reason that the

three stages, producing pig iron, produc-

ing steel ingots and finished steel, have

not run together. There has been a great-

er decrease in the past few weeks in the

production of finished steel than of in-

gots, and more in ingots than in pig iron,

so that steel and pig iron have been

piling up at mills. This does not apply,

or applies only in a limited way, to the

Steel Corporation, which has as usual

regulated its departments quite closely,

but while it has done this it has not so

far reduced production nearly as much
as orders have fallen off. Roughly
speaking, the country is probably operat-

ing between 70 and 75 per cent, of its

blast-furnace capacity and between 50
and 60 per cent, of its steel-finishing ca-

pacity, while as observed it is booking

finished-steel business at between 25 and
35 per cent, of capacity.

The cotton-tie market has not been
opened, but probably will be within the

next fortnight., by the mills announcing
the season price and closing contracts

with the distributors in the South.

Pig Iron—The Pittsburg Steel Casting

Company has bought 500 tons of basic

iron at $14.35, delivered Pittsburg, equal

to $13.45, Valley furnaces. A brokerage

firm, which a couple of months ago sold

some 1500 tons of bessemer iron, of very

strict analysis, for foundry use, at $15, Val-

ley, has covered with a furnace interest for

the iron, at the same price, but is al-

lowed a brokerage. This is not uncom-
mon in Bessemer iron and is not regard-

ed as cutting the price. The United Steel

Company, Canton, inquires for 3000 tons

of basic iron for third quarter. The
Pressed Steel Car Company has bought

300 tons of malleable iron at $13.75, Val-

ley, the iron being high in manganese;
for low manganese $14 is generally

asked. We quote at Valley furnaces,

90c. higher delivered Pittsburg: Bes-

semer, $15; basic, $13,506/ 13.75; mal-

leable, $13,756/14; foundry, $14 per ton.

Ferromanganese—The market contin-

ues quiet, and we quote $36.50, Balti-

more, for prompt or forward, freight to

Pittsburg being $1.95 per ton.

Steel— It is quite probable that billets

and sheet bars, at least open-hearth,

could be had at concessions, but there is

no business going and we repeat former

quotations as nominally the market:

Billets, $23; sheet bars. $24, both f.o.b.

Pittsburg or Youngstown mill; rods. $29,

Pittsburg.

Sheets—Reports of shading in sheets

are somewhat more frequent. There is

less tonnage going and mills have slowed

down, probably running at not over 50

per cent, of capacity on an average. We
quote regular prices as follows: Black

sheets, 2.20c; galvanized. 3.20c; blue

annealed. 1.65c; painted corrugated,

$1.55: galvanized, $2.75 per square.

I ron Ore Markets

Prices of Lake Superior iron ore for

the season of 1911 are as follows, f.ob.
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Lake Erie docks: Bessemer ore—base

>er cent, iron and under 0.45

phosphorus—$4.50 per ton for Old Range
and 54.25 for Mesabi; nonbessemer

—

base 51.5 per cent, iron—S3.70 for Old

Range and $3.50 for .Mesabi.

Prices in the East are not controlled

by any agreement or association of pro-

ducers, and it is not possible to give any

general quotation. Recent sales of Lake
Champlain ore. nonbessemer. have been

on the following basis, f.o.b. mines at

Mineville, N. Y., for this year's delivery:

Old Bed No. 21 furnace ore, $2.90; Old
Bed No. 21 lump ore. $3.40; Old Bed
concentrates. (35 per cent, iron, $3.70;

Harmony ore, 62 per cent, iron, $3.50.

This is a basis of 5'.'./5\,c. per unit of

iron, and is about lc. per unit below last

j ear's figures.

22 FOREIGN IRON TRADE 22

Scotch Pig-iron Production—The sta-

tistics of Scotch iron for two years are

as follows, in long tons:

1910. Changes
Stocks. Jan. 1 186,045 275,8111. 89,766
Production 1,361,697 1,414,461 I. o2,764

Total supply. . . 1.547.742 1,690.272 1.142,530

Consumption 981,355 1,054,886 I. 73,531
Exports 290,576 303,101 I. 12,525

Total 1,271,931 1,357,987 I. 86,056

S, Dec. I.. 275,811 332,2S5 I. 50,474

Consumption is in Scotland. In 1910

foundries took 215,771 and steel works
839,115 tons. The average number of

furnaces in blast was 82 in 1909 and 85
last year.

L nited States Foreign Trade
Iron and Steel—Exports and imports of

iron and steel and of machinery in the

United States for the three months ended
March 31, are valued as below by the

Bureau of Statistics of the Department
of Commerce and Labor:

l.'l'J 1911 Changes
$46,720,979 $60,022,607 I.$14,301,628

Imports 10,360,069 8,072,253 D. 2,287,816

— , esp. $35,360,910 $61,950,354 I.$16,589,444

Increase in exports, 31.3; decrease in

imports 22.1 per cent. The leading items

of exports and imports were, in long

tons:

—Exports—

,

1910 1911 1910

41,726 10,602

106,524

74,772

Imports—

.

1911

11,906

9,759

19,120
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.at lower figures, considerable sales hav-

ing been made at 12. 15<§ 12.20, c.i.f.,

and down to \2%, delivered, 30 days,

and copper at the latter price has been

rather freely offered throughout the

week. Business in Lake copper has been

insignificant. Good ordinary brands are

freely offered at 12^c, delivered, 30

days. At the close, Lake copper is quoted

at \2%0i \2-)4,c., and electrolytic copper

in cakes, wirebars and ingots at 11.956/

12.05c. Casting copper is quoted

nominally at 11$4@12 cents.

During the past week, the London

market for standard copper has been

more active, and advanced steadily until

on Tuesday, May 2, spot was quoted at

£54 3s. 9d. and three months at £54 16s.

3d. It closes at £54 Is. 3d. for spot,

and £54 13s. 9d. for three months. The

European statistics of the visible supply

of copper show a decrease of 1535 tons

during the second half of April.

Copper exports from New York for the

week were 2331 long tons. Our special

correspondent gives the exports from

Baltimore for the week at 2108 tons.

Tin—The statistics published on May 1

were construed favorably, as they

showed a decrease of about 2200 tons in

the visible supplies. ,
In consequence

thereof, the London market advanced

about £2. In analyzing these statistics,

it appears that the decline in the visible

supply was brought about by much

smaller shipments from the Straits, which,

however, may be a temporary condition

only. Deliveries in this country were dis-

appointingly small and reflect a falling-off

in consumption. The market here moved

in sympathy with that of London, being

firm one day and weak the next, without,

however, developing any great amount of

business. Dealers are soliciting orders at

below the import basis. The London mar-

ket closes weak at £193 for spot, and

£189 15s. for three months, while New
York tin is quoted at 41 % cents.

Visible stocks of tin on April 30, in-

cluding tin afloat: Great Britain, 7773;

Holland, 1366; United States, excluding

Pacific ports, 5302; total, 14,441 long

tons, a decrease of 2241 tons from the

March 31 report.

Lead—The market is without special

feature, and there is a fair business doing

from day to day on basis of 4.22^^
4.2iy2 c.

y
St. Louis, and 4.40c, New York.

The London market is slightly easier,

good Spanish lead being quoted at £12

15s., and English at £12 17s. 6d. per ton.

Spelter—The market is dull. Inquiry

continues light. Prices have eased off

somewhat, St. Louis being quoted at 5.20

@5.25c, and New York at 5.356(5.40

cents.

The London market for good ordinaries

is unchanged at £24 5s., with £24 10s.

for specials.

Base price of zinc sheets $7.25 per

100 lb., f.o.b. La Salle-Peru, Ind., less 8
per cent, discount.

The National Zinc Company is build-

ing two new blocks at Bartlesville, Okla-
homa.

The Bartlesville Zinc Company is going
to build a five-block smeltery at Collins-

ville, Oklahoma.

The strike of zinc smelters at Bartles-

ville was settled on April 27 by the com-
panies granting an increase of 15c. per
day to the furnacemen.

The American Zinc, Lead and Smelt-
ing Company has announced the building

of a six-block zinc smelter at Hillsboro,

111., and the plant will utilize its by-pro-

duct gases in the manufacture of sul-

phuric acid.

Other Metals

Aluminum—The market is still very

quiet and quotations are unchanged at

20'. 6/ 21c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots. The
foreign market is reported as improving.

Antimony—The market remains quiet,

with business on a small scale only.

Quotations are unchanged. Cookson's is

offered at 9.406/ 9.60c. per lb. Other

prices are 9<?/9>;sC. for U. S.; 8J4@8J^c.
for Hungarian, Chinese and other out-

side brands.

Quicksilver—Spot supplies are again

scarce, and large orders cannot be filled

promptly. Quotations, however, are un-

changed. At New York, sales are made
at $46.50, to arrive, per flask of 75 lb.

San Francisco, $46 and $43.50 for do-

mestic and export orders, respectively.

London price is £9 per flask, with £8 15s.

quoted by second hands.

Imports and Exports of Metals

Exports and imports of metals in the

United States, three months ended March

31, are reported as follows, in the meas-

ures usual in the trade:

Metals: Exports Imports Excess

Copper, long tons 70,310 37,080 Exp. 38,024

Copper, 1910.... 72,332 34,760 Exp. 37,506
Tin, long tons 133 13,971 Imp. 13,838
Tin, 1910 166 13,432 Imp. 13,266

Lead, short tons. 16,941 21,132 Imp. 4,191

Lead,1910 11,831 26,749 Imp. 14,918

Spelter, sh. tons. 1,904 579 Exp. 1,385
Spelter, 1910.... 303 1,031 Imp. 668

Nickel, 11) 6,121,418 7,oo5,l-ll Imp. 974,023
Nickel, 1910 3,531,106 8,855,967 Imp. 5,324,861

Antimony, lb 150,704 1,950,670 Imp. 1,799,966
Antimony, 1910. 551 2,709,180 Imp. 2,708,629

Platinum, o7, 47 24,489 Imp. 24,442
Platinum, 1910. 37 24,404 Imp. 24,457

Aluminum, value $292,354 Exp. $'202,354

Aluminum, 1910 93,536 Exp. 03,536

Ores, etc.

:

Zinc oxide, lb. .. 6,177,557 Exp. 6,117,557
Zinc oxide, '10.. 7,496,782 Exp. 7,496,782

Zinc dross, lb.... 1,177,482 Exp. 1,177,482

Zinc dross, '10.. 1,643,211 Exp. 1,543,211
Zinc ores, lg.tons 3,006 15,457 Imp, 12,451

Zinc ores, 1010. 5,394 16,994 Imp. 11,600

Chrome ore, tons 11,479 Imp. 11,470

Chrome ore, '10 20 8,284 Imp, 8,204

Copper, lead, nickel and antimony

include the metal contents of ores,

matte, bullion, etc. Quantity of antimony

ore is not reported. Imports of alumin-

um are not given. The exports given

above include reexports of foreign ma-
terial. Zinc contents of ores imported

were 12,875,754 !b. in 1910, and 10,856,-

619 lb. this year.

Zinc and I /ead ( )re Markets

Platteville, Wis., April 29—The base
price paid this week for 60 per cent.

zinc ore was >40 per ton; nothing sold

higher than the base price. The base

price paid for 80 per cent, lead ore was
$54 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED AI'K. 29

( lamps

Platteville
Mineral Polnl

Zinc
ore, lb.

Lead Sulphur
• re, ii,. ore, lb.

(12,400

Galena.
Hazel ( trees . .

.

Shullsburg
Montforl
Cuba City
Linden

349,870

82,090

60,000
84,000

111,200

75,150

344,340

Total 2,998,930 330,360

Fear to date 14,579,800 2,749,286 11,368,030

Shipped during week to separating

plants, 2,747,290 lb. zinc ore.

Joplin, Mo., April 29—The highest

price paid for zinc sulphide ore was $44

per ton, the base ranging from $36 to $41

per ton of 60 per cent. zinc. Zinc silicate

ore sold at $I9@22 per ton of 40 per

cent. zinc. The average price, all grades

of zinc, was $37.08 per ton. The highest

price paid for lead ore was $59 per ton

for deliveries on last week's purchases.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED APR. 29
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Purchases this week were at $56@58 per

ton. The average price, all grades of

lead, was $56.16 per ton.

At the Thursday night meeting of the

remnant of the Producers' Association

some producers asked pertinent questions

concerning the contract. Heretofore the

inner circle have been able to check all

questions as to the disposition of the ore

signed over with power of attorney to

the committee of five. It is claimed now

that a total of 2700 tons are signed, all

of which is virtually pledged to a sub-

sidiary company of the United States

Steel Corporation. As no additional signa-

tures have been secured it is asserted by

parties who should know that at the next

meeting of the executive committee the

business of the association will be ad-

justed finallv.

CHEM ICALS
New York, May 3—The general market

shows a little more life, but is still only

moderately active.

Copper Sulphate—Spot supplies are a

little better, but not yet plentiful. Quo-

tations continue 4.25^/4.50 per 100 lb.

for carload lots; S4.50tf7 4.75 per 100 lb.

for smaller parcels.

Arsenic—The market remains dull and

uninteresting, with prices $1.85(5 1.90

per 100 lb. for white arsenic.

Xitrate of Soda—Business in this ar-

ticle is fair. Prices remain 2.10c. per lb.

for both spot and futures.

Imports and Exports—Imports and ex-

ports of chemicals and raw material in

the United States, three months ended

March 31

:

Imports Exports Excess
Copper sulph.lb 3,667,554 E. 3,667,554
Copper sul., '10 2,379,816 E. 2,379,816

Bleacb, lb 27,039,672 17,368 1. 27,022,204
Bleach, 1910.. . . 25,174,702 I. 25,174,702

lb.. 256,703,617 931,231 1.254,769,386
! salts, '10 191, 59-2,698 1,004,191 1.190,588,507

.its, lb 11,170,684 170,506 I. 11,000,178
Soda salts, 1910 7,839,103 140,085 I. 7,699,018

Acetate lime, lb 18,593,331 E. 18,593,331
Acetate, 1810 18,002,262 E. 18,002,262

Hit. Of BOda, tOD8 1*8.474 1,937 I. 186 537
Hltrate, 1910... 136,982 2,121 I. 131,861

Pbospfai 212,032 E. 212,032
Phosphates, '10 196,285 E. 196,285

Sulphur, tons.... 6,179 163 I. 6,025
Sulphur, 1910.. >-.::"7 11,968 E. 3,661

tons 217,562 I. 247,562
Pyrites, 1910. .

.

i>-9,27:( i. 189,273
Site, lb.... 70,050,311 675,300 I. 69,375,011

L910 75,210,191 1,510,792 1. 73,699,702
Snl. .•iriinioiilfi.ll). 84,77:i,*18 I. 84,77:S,H18

Sul. am'nla,'10 56,969,890 2. mil) I. 55,967,890
. lt< 1,137,195 1. 1,137,195

OlC, 1910... 2,166,401 2,2511. 2,161,150

irts include reexports of foreign

material. Estimating sulphur contents of

pyrites, the total imports of sulphur this

vear 'Acre 105.503 tons.

Potash Salts \ despatch from Berlin,

Germany, says that "An agreement has

been reached between the Independent

potash interests in the United States and
the German syndicate, through which the

independents will cut loose from the

American combined interests and nego-

tiate directly with the German syndicate.

The negotiations will be opened at Ham-
burg on May 10." This probably means
that certain interests outside of the

three large fertilizer companies will buy

directly from the German syndicate.

*J MINING -STOCKS $

New York, May 3—A dull and variable

market, but with only small fluctuations is

about all that can be said of the general

stock market.

There was one sale of Homestake, 100

shares at $85.50 per share.

On the Curb trading was also rather

quiet. In the Canadian stocks McKinley-

Darragh and Porcupine Central were

most active. Copper stocks were slow,

Braden and Giroux showing most busi-

ness.

Sales at auction in New York, April 27,

included 20 shares United States Steel

preferred at 118-34 and 15 shares common
at 72-% ; six shares Amalgamated Copper

at 61%; 45 shares Republic Iron and

Steel common at 30% ; 10 shares Ameri-

can Smelting and Refining preferred at

103:,s ; 18,600 shares Crown Coal and

Coke, SI par, $165 for the lot; 100 shares

Ely Consolidated Copper, $10 par, $7 for

the lot; 20 shares Shannon Copper, 10

par, $9.37 I
A per share; 100 shares

Florence-Goldfield Mining, $1 par, $155

for the lot; 1500 shares Up-to-date mining,

Si par, $425 for the lot; 100 shares New-
house Mines and Smelters, $10 each, $54

for the lot; 9855 shares Colusa-Leonard

Extension Copper, $5 par, $30 for the lot;

50 shares Trinity Copper, $25 par, $3.25

per share; 2000 shares Britannia Mining,

$1 par, $6 for the lot; 100 shares Yukon

Gold, $5 par, $3.75 per share; 10 shares

Richland Oil, $100 par, $2 for the lot;

200 shares Montgomery Shoshone Con-

solidated, $5 par, $12 for the lot; 100

shares Adventure Consolidated Copper.

$25 par, $51 for the lot; $1000 Allis-

Chalmers first-mortgage bond, $767.50;

interest and title in Centennial, Appleton

and Harrison Mining claims, Pahranagat

Lake district, Lincoln county, Nevada,

$150 for the lot.

Boston, May 2—There is a gradual

awakening in the copper-share market,

and prices have shown marked advances

during the week. The strength and ac-

tivity of the Wall Street list has also been

a large contributing factor. Amalga-

mated has risen $3 to above $64 and is

now selling ex-dividend.

Most prominent in the week's market

have been advances of $15 in Calumet

& Hecla to $485; $11 in Osceola to $106;

$4.50 in Tamarack to $40; $6 in Mo-

hawk to $41; $3.87% in North Butte to

$29.75; $4.25 in Arizona Commercial to

$16; S6.87'/. in Lake to $33.50; $3.50 in

Utah Consolidated to $16; $3.25 in Gran-

by to $33.50; $2.50 in Copper Range to

SO 1.50; $2.50 in Butte Coalition to

$18.50; S2 in Boston Corbin to $13; $1.75

in East Butte to $12; $5.50 in Old Do-

minion to $40.50, and $5.50 in Hancock
to $23.50, the latter including the last

assessment paid.

Strength and activity have also been

imparted to some of the Curb stocks, not-

COPPER PRODUCTION REPORTS
Copper contents of blister copper, in pounds

Company
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ably New Baltic, in which the advance

was due to advices that good copper ore

had been struck in the shaft, which is

down 300 ft. Bohemia also showed some

strength as did South Lake, Chino and a

few others. Amalgamated-Nevada, in the

penny stocks, broke from 12 J^ to 8c,

recovering partially.

Assessments

Company

Alpha Con., Nov
Ancles, Cal
liner. M. Co., Ida
Bell, Ida
Best & Belcher, Nov
Bonanza Mountain, Ida
challenge, Cal
gonndence, Nev
Ely Consolidated, Nev
Exchequer, Cal
Gould & Curry, Nev
Log Cabin, Ida
Minor Inv. Co., Ida
Overman, Nev
Potosi, Nev
Scorpion, Nev
Seven Troughs, Nev
Sierra Nevada, Nev
Silver Shield, Utah
SwauseaConsolidated, Utah
Trans.-Continental, Ida
Union Con., Nev
Utah-Arizona, Ariz
Utah Consolidated, Utah....
Yankee Con., Utah
Yellow Jacket, Nev

Delinq Sale Amt

May
May
May
Apr.
May
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
Apr.
May
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
Apr.
May
May
May
May

4
18
4
16
15

3
11

20
20 J
1

8 J

9 May 31

2 May 23

6 May 27
June 6
June 6

May 27
May 27
May 31

June 22
May 18
June 1

May 24

May 27
June 7

May 31
May 24
June 2

May 25
"una 3
une 7

ay 27
ay 3
ay 31

une 10

M.-

May
M

une 8

$0.05
0.10
0.001
0.04
0.10
0.001
0.05
0.20
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.006
0.0C15
0.05
0.10

. 03
0025

0.10
0.015
0.01
0.002
0.10

. 005
0.01
0.02
0.10

Monthly Average Prices of Metals

SILVER

January
February...
March
April
May
Juno
July
August
September .

October
November.

.

December.

.

Total

1911. I
1909. 1910. 1911

53.795
52.222
52.745
53.325

51.502 53.486 23.706 24.670

24.154
23 . 791
23.690
24.483
24.797
24.651
25.034
24.428
24.567
25.596
25.680
25.160

24.865
24.081
24.324
24.595

New York, cents per fine ounce ; London,
I pence per standard ounce.
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COAL \ M> I'OKE

l.-.i |
5 I ication, a Factor

i'in-. Arthur .T.

in. 191 1 : :; pp.)

15,1 , \ M.\ me Southern Tan of
Alabama. Charles
S. < >eol. Survey,

9 PP-

1

15.142 ARIZONA—Coal Deposits near
\ i "ounty, Ari/. A. C. Veatch.

131-B i - Sui vey, 1911 ; 4

15.143 ARIZOfl \ i B ai k Mesa Coal
if. R. Campbell and 11. K.

Bull. 431-B. U. S Survey.
1911: i" p

l.".l4t AUSTRIA Der Kohlenbergbau in

f. 15. u. II. '

1911 : i |o Statistical. 40c.

15,14.1 BREAKER ai Peck's Shaft of the
i i: B Wilson.

Lpr., 191 1 :
:'. pp., illns. i

15.146 CALIFORNIA Coal in San Benito
M i: I an p ••ll. I Bull. 131 B,

11: 5 pp. i

15.147 COA1 CI TTERS Electric Coal
- with Flame- and Gas Proof Motors.

M 2, 1911; 1

p.. ii

15.148 COKE I >ven Pro<
Markley.

I. 1911 :
"'. pp., illns. i

15.1 ; r. product Coking
• lent. B.

B Guardian Mar. 10. 1911 :

i eland I England i

-

15.150 COKE-OVEN GASES and Their
[{lake Walker. t Iron

Mar IT and 24, 191 1 : and
: and -i 1911 ; 3%

15.151 < OI.l IER1 MANAGEMENT
In Colliery Management. A. .T.

I Min.
ind ll 1911 : 17

I OW CLASSIFICA
..I, Coal.

Chem. Met and Min.
191 I : 6 pp. i

aveyera In
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A E Booth (Col-

1". 1911

Reports

Stat Ion,

: I'll 1 : :W pp. .

• //

hi on tin.

M Taffanel.
Hill : 1

'

tide

191 1 :

A Classified Biblio-

graphy of the Current

Literature of Mining

and Metallurgy

(Eng and Min. Journ., Apr. 15, 1911; l p..

I'm-.

15,100 FIREDAMP- The Holmes Alderson
Automatic Firedamp Cut-Out. George J.

Ralph. (Trans. N. Eng. Inst. Min. and Mech.
Eng., Dec. 10, 1910 ; 10 pp. i

15,161—F I K i: DA M P DETECTOR—An
Electrical Firedamp Detector for Mines, G.
Ralph. (Electrician, Mar. 3, 1911; :1

i p.)
Paper before Instn. of Elec. Engrs: 10c.

15.162 GAS A New Method of Testing
far «.as in Mines with Safety Lamps. Ralph
D. Cochrane. (Trans. X. Eng. Inst. Min. and
Mech. Eng., Dec. 10, 1910. and Feb. 11. 1911:
16 pp., illns. i

15.163 ILLINOIS Geology of Herrin
Quadrangle. T. E. Savage. (Mines and
Minerals, Apr., 1911; 4", pp., Illus.) Loca-
tion and importance Of the area : correlation
of the se;;ms: analyses. 40c.

15.164 MEXICAN COAL DEVELOPMENT.
P. w .Hi. i Min. Wld., Feb. 4. 1911 : 1

p. i 20c.

15,165- -MONTANA The La-tern Part of
the Lull Mountain Coal Field, Montana.
Charles T. Lupton. (Bull. 431-B, L. S. Geol.
Survey. 191 1 : 27 pp. i

15.166 OREGON—Preliminary Report on
the Coos Bav Coal Field, Oregon. J. S. Dil-
ler and Max A. Pishel. (Bull. 431-B, I . S.
Geol. Survey. 191 1 : :;'.» pp. |

15.167 PEAT The Advance Made in the
Manufacture of Peal Fuel in 1910. Ernest
V. M <•. (Can. Min. Journ., Mar. 1, 1911;
7 pp., illus. i 20c.

15.168 PEAT Government Peat Bog at
Alfred, Ont. (Can. Engr., Mar. 2:i, l'.tll

;

:;
' j pp., illns. i 20c.

15.169 PEAT The Preparation and Use
•! Peat as Kuoi. with Special Reference to
Alaska. C. A. Davis. (U. s. Geol. Survey,
Bull. 1 12 B, 191 1 : 32 pp.)

15.170 PEAT The Production of Peat in
1909. C. A. Davis, i Advance Chapter from
Mineral Resources of the L. S., 1909; 6 pp.)

1.-..171 PURCHASE OF COAL on a Speci-
fication La-is. F. R. Wadleigh. (Proc. West
Va. Min. Ass,,.. Lee. 16, 1910 ; 45 pp. i

15.172 QUEENSLAND Coal ai Black
Rock Creek. Near the Sea Coast, Northwest
of Mackay. L. C. Ball. (Queensland Geol.
Survey. Pub. No. 229, 1910; 7 pp.)

15.173 QUEENSLAND A Geological Re-
connaissance of Part of the Mesozoic Coal-
field, Cook District. I. f Ball.' (Queens-
land Geol. Survey. Pub. No. 222, 1910; 16
pp.. illus. i

15.174 '.'i EENSLAND Report on Coal
i Southeast Moreton E. <>. Marks

(Queensland Geo). Survey, Pub. No. 'Ji'."">,

1910 : 53 pp.. illus. i

15 it-, RES< I L APPARATUS New Pat-
tern of L matogen Rescue Apparatus L.

B5ck. (ColHerj Guardian. Mar. 31, 191 1 :

i'. pp.. Illus i Translated from Oeat. '/.<it.

ii in.

15.176 RERC1 L WORK In Coal Mines
and Min Journ., Apr 8, 191 1 :

•_' pp.,
Brii m of va rious kind- of

n tppa ral us. 20c.

- \\ LAMPS Re Lighting of
-ind R < Iremer i I ron

. Mar 3, 1911 ; I ' pp i

-
i
's

i i\<; f puels. The Work of
of Mine-. Herbert M.
Magazine, Apr.. 1911 ; 18

pp I In.

RJXA8 Mining Coal in
iid Mill. Journ.,

1911 ; l i. Iliui i 20c.

15.180 -VENTILATION—Friction of Air in
Mines. F. Ernest Brackett. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Apr. 22, 1911; - pp.) 20c.

15.181 VIRGINIA—The Lowell Mountain
Coal Field, Scott and Wise Counties. Va.
M. R. Campbell and E. <!. Woodruff. (Bull.
131 B, 1 . S. Geol. Survey, 1911; 16 pp.)

15.182 WEST VIRGINIA Some Condi-
tions Affecting Coal Mining in West Virginia.
Frank Haas. (Proc. West Va. Min. Assn..
Dee. 16, 1910; :a> pp. : abstracted In Eng. aud
Min. Journ., Mar. 25, 1911.)

COPPER

15.183 ALASKA—Mining in Southeastern
Alaska in 1909. Adolph Knopf. (U. S. Geol.
Survey. Lull. 442-B, 1911; 11 pp.)

15.184 ARGENTIFEROUS ORE Direct
Smelting of Argentiferous Copper-Ore at Ilio

Blanco, chile. l. D. Ossa. (Min. Journ.,
Mar. 14. 1911; :i

, p.) Translated from L.ol.

de la Sociedad Nacional de Mineria. 4iie.

15.185—ARIZONA Bisl — A Geological
Sketch. William L. Tovote. (Min. and Sci.
Lies-. Feb. 4. 1911; ."> pp., Illus.) 20c.

15,186—CONVERTING—Data on Basle
Copper Converting. Carr B. Neel. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Apr. s. Lin ; l t,.; pp.) 20c.

15,187—FINLAND—-The Orljarvl Mine.
Finland. Dwighl E. Woodbridge. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Apr. 15, 1911 : 1 :i

i pp.. illus.)
20c.

15,188—JAPAN—Status
Mining Industry of Japan.

i Min. Wld., Mar. 25, 1911
15,189—LEACHING COPPER from Lock

in Place. W. L. Austin. (Mines and Meth-
ods. Mar.. 1911 ; 3% pp.
experiments on Arizona's
phyries. 20c.

15,190—MILL—Boston— I. Claude T. Lice. I Km
Apr. 22, 1911; 4 c, pp.. illus.) 20c.

15,191 —NEW JERSEY—Description
Copiier Deposits of New Jersey. F. W.
sood. (Min. Wld.. Feb. 4. 1911: 3%
illus. i 20c.

15,192—QUEENSLAND—Field Notes
the Mount Flora Gold and Mineral
L. C. Ball. (Queensland Geol. Survey.
No. 228, 1910 : 53 pp.. illus.)

15,193—QUEENSLAND—Mount Spencer
Gold and Mineral Field with Special Refer-
ence to its Copper Mines. L. c. Ball.
(Queensland Geol. Survey, Pub. No 229
1910; 13 pp.. illus.,

15,194—REFINING1—Electrolytic Refining
and Smelting Company of Australia. Ltd.
II. Schroeder and w. K. Longworth. (Aust.
Min. Stand.. Jan. 25, Feb. 1. 8 and 1.".. LUl

;

8 pp., Illus.) .$1.4u.

15,195—SMELTERY G A S K S—Handling
Copper Smeltery Cases. Claude T. Lice
I Kim. and Min. Jqurn., Mar. 25, lull: ::-..

pp.. illus. i 20c.
,

15.196 SMELTING—Reverberatory
per Smelting. E. B. Wilson. (Mines
Minerals. Apr., lull

15.197 TASMANIA-
cal Report upon the
Field. L. K. Ward.

of the Copper
Ernest A. Heber.
-':; PP.) 20C

illus.) Deals with
disseminated por-

Consolidated Mill,
and Min. Journ.,

of
Ap-
PP-,

on
Field.
Pub.

Cop-
and
20c.4', pp., illus.)

-Preliminarv Geologi-
Mt. Balfour Mining
(Tasmania Dept. of

Mines. Ceo!. Surv. Report No. l. 1910; •".(>

pp. i

GOLD \\l> SILVER

15,198 -ALASKA -Mineral Resources of
the Nulato-Council Region. P. s. Smith and
IL M. Eakin. (U. s. Geol. Survey, Lull.
I il' ll 1911 : 36 pp.. Illus.)

I.".. Lis ALASKA -Mining in Seward
Peninsula in 1909. Fred K. Ilenshaw. (L S
Geol. Survey, Hull. 442-1, 1911; Li pp. i

15.200 ALASKA Mining ill Southeastern
Alaska in 1909. Adolph Knopf. < I'. S. Geol
Survey, Lull. 1 12 B, 1911 ; 1 1 pp.)

15.201 ALASKA Paj Streaks ai Nome.
I M Gibson. I Min. and Sci. Press. Mar. •_'">

and Apr. 1. 191 1 : '.» pp.. illus.) 40c.

15.202 Alaska Sketch of (he Geologf
"' the Northeastern Part of the Fairbanks
Quadrangle. L. \l. Prlndle. (U. s Geol
Survey, Bull. 1 12 F, 191 1 ; 7 pp.. Illus.)

LVJh:: U.ASKA The Kovukuk Chanda
lar Gold Region. A. G. Maddren ii s
Geol Survey, Lull. 442-G, lull

; 32 pp
illus. by map i

15.204 M.aska Water-Supply of the
inkon-Tanana Region, 1909. c. E.' Ellsworth
(U s. Geol. Survey, Lull. 142-F 1911; 81
pp ,
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15,205—AMALGAMATION Diagnosing
Amalgamation Troubles. Thomas E. Hornsby.
(Pacific Miner, Mar., mil ; % p.) 20c.

15,200 ARIZONA—Mohave County, Ariz.
It. II. Toll. (Min. and Sci. Press, Mar. 11,
191 1 : 2V2 pp., lllus.) 20c.

15. 207 COBALT—Developments al Cobalt
in 1910. Reginald E. More. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Apr. 8, 1911; 1% pp.) 20c.

15.208 COBALT-ORE SAMPLING -Sam-
pling Ores from Cobalt .Minos. I'. \Y. PugS-
ley. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr.
1 p.) 2()c.

l r>.ii<»«.t -COLORADO—Mining in the 8

Juan— V. W. II. Storms. (Min. and
Press, Mar. 11, 1011; '<V- pp., lllus.)

15,210 Colorado—The Bear
Sylvanite Camp, Colorado. Warren C.

ser. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr.
', pp.) 20c.

15,211—CONCENTRATION-
Canvas Plant in Concentration.
Storms. i.Min. Wld.. Mar. is.

lllus.) 20c.

1 ."..-J 1 2—< 'VAX I DING—Unit

15, 1011

Sci.
20c.

Creek
Pros
1011 ;8,

The Use Of
William 11.

1911 ; 4 pp.,

Reaction
Cvaniding. Theo. P. Holt. (Mines and Min-
erals. Mar.. 1911; % p.. illus.) 40c.

15,213 CYANIDING— Notes on Clancy
Process and Its Operation. A. W. Warwick.
(Mill. Wld.. Feb. 4, 1011 : 1 p. I 20c.

15.214- CYANIDING— Roasting Sulpho-
Telluride ores for Cyanidation. W. II. Davis.
(Min. Sci,. Mar 2, 1911: 3

( , pp, illus.) 20c.

15.215- CYANIDING Silver in Sulpho-
cyanate Determinations. E. M. Hamilton.
('.Min. and Sci. Press, Mar. 11. PHI; 1 p.)

20c.

15,216—CYANIDING—The Classification of

Tailing Pulp Prior to Cyaniding. Edward II.

Johnson. (Journ. Chem., Mot. and Min. Soc.

Of South Africa, Feb.. Pill: :: pp., illus.)

Discussion of paper previously indexed. 60c.

15,217—C Y A NIDI N G—The Homestake
Cvanid' Plants. C. C. Semple. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Apr. 8, 1911; 4 pp., illus. i 2<)c.

15,218—CYANIDING—Vacuum-Filter Pro-
cess in Western Australia. T. B. Stevens
and W. It. Degenhardt. (Journ. w. A. Cham-
ber of Mines, Feb., 1911; 11% pp., illus.)

80c.

15,219—DREDGING— Fl Oro Steel Spud.
(Min. and Sci. Press. Apr. S. 1011 : 2%
PI)., illus.) 20c.

15,220—DREDGING—Gold Dredges and
the Hydraulic Mines. C. O'Brien. (Pacific
Miner,' Mar., 1911; 2% pp., illus.) 20c.

15,221—DREDGING—Gold Dredging near
Rubv, Mont. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr.
2-2. 1011 : 4 pp., illus.) 2()c.

15,222—DREDGING—Le dragage de l'or

en (iuvane Francaise. (Genie civil, Feb. 4,
1911: '2 pp.. illus.) Excellent detailed de-
scription of one of the only two successful
gold dredges in French Guiana. 40c.

15,223 DREDGING — Resoiling Dredged
Areas in Victoria. (Austral. Min. Stand
Mar. 1. 1011 ; 1 -';. pp., illus.)

15,224—ECUADOR—Placers
Ecuador. (Min. Journ.. Mar.
pp.) Extract from Wolf's
Geography of Ecuador." 40c.

15,225—HOMESTAKE MINE. South Da-
kota. Clarence C. Semple. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Mar. 25, 1011 ; :: pp.. illus. i 20c.

15.226—IDAHO—The P.oise Basin. W. L.
Bowron. (Pacific Miner, Feb., ion ; iy, pp.,
illus.) 20c.

15.227—IDAHO—The Wood River Mining
District of Idaho. Arthur Lakes. (Min.
Wld.. Feb. 4. 1011: 1% pp., illus.) 20c.

15,228—KOREA—The Chicksan Mines.
Korea. Thomas T. Read. (Min. and Sci.
Press, Apr. 1. 1911; .". pp., illus.) 20c.

15,229—MEXICO—British Mining Invest
inents in Mexico. Alfred James. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Feb. 25. 1011: 1 p.)

15.230—MILLING at the Florence-Goldfield.
Claude T. Rice. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Apr. 15. 1011 ;

IT, pp.) l'<i (
.

15,231—MILLING the Homestake Ore.
Clarence C. Semple. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Apr. 1. 1011 : 2% pp.. illus.) 20c.

15.232—NEVADA—Operations of the Fior-
ence-Ooldfield Companv. Nevada. Willis
Lawrence. (Min. Wld.. Mar. 11, 1011: 12/.

pp., illus.) 20c.

15.233—NEVADA— Structure of Ooldfield
Ores. E. S. Shaw. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Apr S. 1911 ;

i{.
p., nius.) 20c.

15,234—NEVADA—The Halogen Salts of
Silver and Associated Minerals at Tonqpah,
Nev. J. A. Burgess. (Econ. Geo].. Jan. -Feb.,
1911; 9 pp.) fiOe.

15,235—ONTARIO—Differentiation Pro-
ducts in Quartz Diabase Masses of the Silver
Fields of Nipissing. Ont. Reginald E. Hore.
(Econ. Geo!.. Jan. -Feb.. 1011 pp )

40c.

of Northern
4. ion : l%
"Geology and

15.236 -ORE TREATMENT—Treatmenl of
the ( omplex East Gippsland Ores. K. A.
Mickle. (Proc. Aust. Inst. Min. Ens Vol
\ II, Aug., loin

; 22 pp.)
15.237 PHILLIPINES The Gold Deposits

of the Philippine Islands, ll. <;. Ferguson.
(Econ. Geol., Mar., 1911 ; 20 pp., illus. i 60c.
15,238—PLACER MINING -Building a

Mine Sluice. D. II. Stovall. ( Mill, and Sci
Press, Mar. I. Ill] ] ;

j ,,.. Hlus.) 20c.
15,239—PLACER MINING Dry-Washing

tor Placer Cold in Somna Mexico J V
Richards, i Pull. a. i. m. e'., Apr. 1011 • .-,

pp., illus. i I0c.

15,240 PLACER MINING— Notes on
Placer Mining, with Special Reference i

Hydraulic Sluicing. N. A. Loggin. il M M
Pull. No. , x. Mar. i:,. mil: s pp., Con
tributed remarks on paper previously indexed

15.211 PLACER MINING Outlook for
Placer Gold Mining in British Columbia. F
Jacobs. (Can. Min. Journ.. Apr. 15, 1011 •

:,

i 1). I 20c.

15,242—PLACERS Gold Placers in Sierra
County. Cal. <;. Chester Brown. (Salt Lake
MiiK Rev.. Mar. 30, 1011: % p.. illus.) 20c.

1.5.243—PORCT'PIXE Ore Occurrence al
the Home Mine. P. P.. McDonald. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Apr. 15. 1911; 1% pp., lllus.)
20c.

15,244—PORCUPINE Present stains of
Porcupine District. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Apr. 22, 101 1 : 2 pp., illus. ) 20c.

15,245—PORCUPINE The Claim Pusiness
at Porcupine. P. P.. McDonald. (Fug. and
Min. Journ., Apr. 1, PHI ; 1 p.) 20c.

15.246—PORCUPINE GOLDFIELD. W. J.

Loring. (Min. Mag., Apr., 1011; 5 pp.,
illus. i 40c.

15,247—PORCUPLNE GOLD DISTRICT.
Ontario. P. P.. McDonald. (Min. Sci., Mar.
2. 101 1 : 2% pp.. illus. i 20c.

15,248—QUEENSLAND—Eungella Gold-
field. L. C. Pall. (Queensland Geol. Survey,
Pub. No. 22!). 1010; 1.". pp., illus. I

15.249—SIBERIAN GOLD REGIONS—II.

E. de ilautpick. (Min. Journ., Apr. 1, 1011 ;

1 p.) 10c.

15.250—SILVER ORE TREATMENT -

Some Notes on the Combination of Processes
for the Treatment of Silver Ores. V. P..

Sherrod. (Mex. Min. Journ., Apr., 1911 ; 1%
pp., illus.) 20c.

15.251—UTAH—Mining in Tintic District
of Utah. I.eroy A. Palmer. I Mines and
Minerals. Apr., 191] : I pp., illus.) 20c.

n«o\ am) sts;el

15.252—ALASKA—The Occurrence of Iron
Ore near Haines. Adolph Knopf. (U. S.

Geol. Survey. Bull. 442-C. 1011; :', pp. i

15.25:'. -ANALYSIS— Selected Methods of
Analvsis of Iron Ores, lmn and Steel. II.

Allen. (Pract. Engr., Mar. 10. 1011: 2':.

pp.) 20c.

15.254—BLAST FURNACE PRACTICE—
Turbine-Driven Compressor for Blast Fur-
naces. Richard II. Rice. (Iron Tr. Rev.,
.Mar. 2, loll : 4% pp., illus.) Describes tur-
bine-driven air compressor for blowing blast
furnace at Oxford plant of Empire Iron and
Steel Company, Oxford. N. J. 20c.

15,255 — CONCENTRATION — Magnetic
Concentration Experiments with Iron Ores of
the Bristol Mines. Que., Iron Ores of tin

Bathurst Mines, New Brunswick, and a ''op

por-Nickol Ore from Nairn. Out. George C.
Mackenzie. (Canada Dept. of Mines, Pull.
No. 5. 101 1 : 2!) p]).

)

15.256—CONSERVATION OF IRON. Aller-
ton s. Cushman. (Journ. Frank. Inst.. Apr..
191 1 : 20 pp.. illus. ) 60c.

15.257—CUBA—Characteristics and Origin
of the Brown Iron Ores of Camaguey and
Moa. Cuba. W. L. Cummings and P. L.
Miller. (Bull. A. I. M. E'., Mar.. 1011: 18
pp., illus.) 40c.

15.25.9—CUYUNA RANGE—The Iron For-
mation of the Cuyuna Range. Francis s.

Adams. (Econ. Geol., Mar.. 1011: 25 pp.,
illus.) 60c.

15,259—ELECTRIC CONVERTER— Steel
Manufacture in an Electric Converter. Albert
E. Greene. (Iron Tr. Rev. Apr. 13, 1911:
5'f: pp.. illus.) A new method. Combining
best features of the basic bessemer and elec-
tric processes 20c.

15.200—ELECTRIC SMELTING — Das
Elektrostahlwerk des Eicher Hiittenvereins.
Le onllais. Metz & Cie. E. Bian. (Stahl u.
Eisen, Feb. 0. 1011; 7 pp.. illus. i 10c.

15.201—ELECTRIC SMELTING of Ore in
the United States. J. A. Knesche. (Iron Tr.
Rev.. Jan. 5. 1011: HC, pp., illus.) 20c.

15.202—FOUNDRY—Metallurgy in the
Foundry. (Pract. Engr.. .Tan. i3. 1911: 2
pp.) 20c.

15.203 -FRANCE—Les mineral's de Fer de
PAnjou et du Sud-est de la Bretagne. L.

Davy. (Pull. Soc. de I'ln.l. Min., Jan., L911 |

90 pp., illus.) Describes the geological oc-
currence of the iron ores in this district,
with notes on the mining development! at
several place I.

15,264—FUEL ECONOMY—Economizing
l uel and Utilizing Waste Heal in Iron and
s I- Thomas P. Mackenzie. (Iron and
Coal Tr. Rev., Mar. 31, 101 1 ; 3% pp., lllus.)
ADStrad ol paper before ln-1 n. ol Engl ami
Shipbuilders. 40c.

15.205 GEOLOGY Geoiogische Bezlchun
gen SWIseben (len Kisolle |/| g ^,. , „ | :j

| , ,.
,

,

Slegerlandes I des Lahn-Dillgebietes J
Al.lbuig. (Zeit. f. prakt. Geol., Jan. i eb .'"

' : I-'
i PP-. illus. i Geological relations

between 1 1„. ,,,„, , ,,. ,,,.,„, sils ,, r giegerland
and the i.alm Dili country.

15,266—GERMANY Die Versorgung der
"ic'ierrheinisch west fiilis, hen Ilochofenwerke
in

i
Elsenerz nml die schwedische Elsenerz-

Ji-age. Krupp. (Gltickauf, Jan. 21 and 28,
,.' '

i
,,''.' PP.), ,

Th
.
e supply of the Lower

1 " Isl1 Westphalian iron furnaces with iron
1 ' ''' and

1
ie Swedish iron me problem. 60c

a e,'-
,;7

v-
IMPURITIES IN STEEL—Thes " hl1 Non ailic Impurities in Steel

Sonims). Henry j >. mbbard. (Pull A IM. E., Apr.. 19] 1 : 20 pp.)
15,268—JAPAN—The Iron Industry in

's
1 ',' 1

,', ,

l
-, 1Ia?a - (Min. and Sci. Press,' Feb.

IS, 1011; 1 ],. ) o, K._

15,269- MAGNETS— Lifting Eiectro-Mag-
nets as Labor-Saving Devices. F. c. Perkins.
(Min. Wld., Apr. 8, ion ; :; pp., n| lls . , 20c.
15,270—MALLEABLE IRON—The Anneal-

ing Process as Applied to the Manufacture
Ol Malleable Iron. W. I'. Putnam. (Met
and Chem. Eng., Apr., 1911; 1 p., Uhis.)
40c.

15.271—MINING on the IVnokoo Gogebic
Range. Byron G. Best. (Wis. Engr., Apr..
101 1 ; 4 pp.) 40c.

15.272 .MINNESOTA—The Iron Ranges of
Minnesota. I,. K . Soper. (Eng. and .Min.
Journ., Apr. 15, 1011 ; 4 i

;! pp., lllus.) 20c.
15,273- REFINING OF IRON AND STEEL

in Induction Type Furnaces, c. y Elwell
(Proc. A. I. E. E., Apr.. 101 1 ; 111 pp.,

15.27 1 SARDINIA—Sui giacimentl ferri-
len deila Nurra, Sardegna. (Rassegna Min-
eraria, Jan. ll. 191] ; :: pp.) Discusses the
cnaracter and occurrence of iron ore at this
locality. 40c.

c,.
15

.'
2̂ —STEEL works- The Minnesota

Stee Company's New Plant at Dultith. (Iron
rr. Rev., Mar. K;, 1:111

; 2 pp., illus., 20c.

... 15,276 SWEDEN—Schwedens Bergbau und
Liscnindusii-ie im Jahre 1909. (Gliickauf Jan
}
i

- 1011; I', pp.) Statistics of mining and
iron industry of Sweden. 40c.

15 277 TRANSPORTATION of i ron Ore
on the Greal Lakes. R. D. Williams, (iron

I r. Rev., Mar. 16 and Apr. 13, 1011; l<;i.',

pp., illus.) 40c.

15,278—UNITED STATES STEEL
PORATION. Report of. (Eng. and
Journ., Mar. 25, PHI ; 2 pp.)

15,279—WELDING—The Strength of Oxv-
acetylene Welds in Steel. Herbert L. Whitt'e-
raore. (Univ. of III., Pull. 45 Sent 26
101(1 ; 05 pp., illus. 1

LEAD, ZINC \\I) OTHER METAI.S

15,280—ALUMINUM ALLOYS—The Anal-
ysis of Aluminum Alloys. T. Smith. (Met
and Chem. Eng.. Feb., 1011; 1 C, pp.) 40c.

15,281—ANTIMONY—A Volumetric Meth-
od tor Antimony in Alloys. George s. Jami •-

-on. (Journ. Ind. and' Eng. Chem., Apr.,
1011 : 1 p.) 60c.

15,282—LEAD—Blowing in Silver-Lead
Furnaces. L. B. Harrison. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Apr. 22, 1011; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

15,283—LEAD—Charcoal in the Lead Blast
Furnace. A. W. Ilahn. (Mex. Min. Journ.,
Apr., 1011; 1 p.) Cites an instance where
charcoal was necessary for the successful
smelting of sandy lead ores at smeltery of
Reforma Mining and Milling Company. 20c.
15,284—LEAD— Parke's Process for Desil-

verizing Lead. John K. Arthur. (Mex. Min.
Journ., Feb., 191 1 : 1 p. 1 20c.

15,285—MANGANESE—Market Value of
Manganese ores. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Mar. 4. 1911 : % P- > 20c.

15,286 MANGANESE—Production of Man-
ganese Ore in 1909. Ernest F. Burchard.
(Extract from Mineral Resources of the F.S.,
1909; 15 pp.)

15.2R7—MANCANESE—Russian (Chiaturl I

Manganese Industry. E. de Ilautpick. (Min.
Journ., Mar. 1 1, iOll ; 1 p. 1 40c.

15.2SS—MONAZITE—The Production of
Monazite in 1010. Douglas B. Sterrett. (Ad-
vance Chapter from Mineral Resources of tin'

F. S.. 1910; pp.)

15,289—NICKEL—The History of the
Nickel industry In Canada and the United

COR-
Min.
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iu Min-

action

1 .

x. ', - and Apr.

Auction >>f

smuth and Selenium in
Chapter

s. : 9 pp.)

nrury Tin Mines, Ltd. Re-
Vfrican Mm.

i PP-. i»«s ) ±0c "

in an Ore.

al. Mhi. Stand., Mar. 8,

x \ es on the Oc urrence and
C. Fred Thomas,

ad Mm. Soc ol South
illus.| Dis

islj indexed.

he Bang of the Ranges Tin

Mine. Watsonvil md. ' • .' •
Ball.

- irvey, Pub. No. .

pp., illus.)

\ sed New Rooiberg

Mill.'" (South African Mln. Journ., Feh. 11,

40c.

\ AND TUNGSTEN Prelim-

_ . | Report .; on the Mi. isai-

I . K. Ward. (Tasmania
Surv. Report No. 1,

pp.)

• -TIN MIKING in Tasmania. James
a . ad Min. Journ., Apr. B,

2

- TIN BESOT RCES of the British

D - - "- orne. (Min. Wld.,

pp.) From Journ. Royal
-

. LLLFKIIM Canadian Tellur-

L>. T'. Cairn-. << an.

Apr. l. 1911 • •• PP) I ape1 '"'-

Min. !nst. 20c.

I
\\;:m Sensitivem ss of the

tion of Titanium. R
iurn. Am. Chem. Sue. Apr..

.

RANIUM AND VANADIUM- A
Uim and \ anadium. K. i >.

Vlar. 2, l ' 1
1 : 34 P- -

ANADIUM the Chem-
: Metallurgy of Vanadium— II. war-

::d Chem. Lug- Apr.,

1911 *0c.

: VANADIUM SITUATION In the

B ..Min. Sci., Mar. 9.

2

, /i\. a Rotatable Zinc Smelting
and Min.

. 1. 1011 ; 2 ••-, pp., •

\, Bo luillaa Zinc l"

Mos« r. i Mi and

/ \, The Condi z'-' 1
"'

Va ' •
'' Snyder.
BOC, Apr.,

- IngofJop-

1I D i o Buhl, i Min. W Id.,

-

MUM In 1909.
Iial. (Ad-

' the

NUN Mil \l I.M MIHEB \l>

OdUCtlOD 'if

I uilen.

-

il'.i l: Id
: Min. Jou

du l.ltho-

It

PP I

- CARBORUNDUM—The Formation
i arborundum. Horace w •

Gillett. (Journ. lnd. and Eng. Chem., Apr.,

HI is i 60c
i

1 1] winxps - The Occurrem
Diamonds In Dwyka Conglomerate and
daloidal Lavas; and the Origin of Vaal

Harold E. Harger. ( rrans.

South Africa. Vol. XII, 1909 .

15 3*0 DIAMONDS—The Voorspoed Dia-

mond Min . II. S. Harger. (Reprinted from
.'. p. Johnson's "Geological and Archaeological

Notes on Orangla" ; 7 pp., illus.)

15321 GEMS Mining for Precious Stones

in California. A. II. -Martin. (Min. Sci.,

Mar. 23, 1911; 1 'j pp.) 20c.

15 322 GEMS —Occurrences of Native
in North America, c. Roe Gardiner.

(Min. Wld., Mar. 18, 1911; 3 pp.) -Oc.

15,323 GRAPHITE—Natal Graphite. (So.

Vfric'an Min. Journ., Mar. 25, 1911; ' P-)

Deals with operations of the property of rue

Southern Developments, Ltd. 40c.

15324 PHOSPHATE—A Review of the

Phosphate Fields of Florida. William u.

Waggaman. (U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,

Bureau of Soils. Bull. No. 76, 1911 : 23 pp.)

15325 PHOSPHATE ROCK In Florida.

E. H. Sellards. (Am. Fertilizer, Mar. 25,

1911; i'i PP-) Advance statement ol 19iu

production. 20c.

15 3*>6—POTASH can Germany's Potash

Monopoly be Broken V C. L. Breger. t Mm. Y\ Id.,

Mar. 11, L911 I 3% PP-) 20c.

15327 POTASH SALTS of Galicla, F. J.

Machalslse. (Am. Fertilizer. Mar. 25, 1911,

6 pp.) 20c.

15 328—SALT—Sur les Recherches du
.

feei

en Campine. X. Stainier. (Ann. des Mines

de liol-uue. Tome XVI, NO. 1 : 50 pp.) DlS-

cusSon of the results attained in prospecting

for rock salt in Belgium.

15329—SALT AND BROMINE—The Pro-

duction of sail and Bromine in 1909. v\. <..

Phalen! (Extract from Mineral Resources of

tne u. s., 1909; 25 pp.)

15,330— SULPHUR AND PYRITE- -The

Production of Sulphur and Pyrite m 1909.

w c Phalen. (Advance chapter from Min-

eUl Kesources of the U. S.. 1909; 14 pp.)

PETROLEUM VXD NATURAL GAS

15331- CALIFORNIA—The Geology of the

Sargent Oil Field. William F.Jones. iLnir.

of Cal., Bull. Dept ol Geol., Feb. 18, 1911 .

7S pp.. Illus.)

i, :;:;•• COLORADO—The Geology of the

Boulder Oil Field. Arthur Lakes i Mm. Sci..

Mar. :'.<>. 1911 ;
1 » _• PP- >llus. i 20c.

1-, ;:;:: COLORADO The Petroleum Fields

,,i Colorado. Arthur Lakes. (Min. Sci., Mar.

23, T.i 11 : P, PP- iHus.) 20c.

15 334—DISTILLATION- The Recovers oi

Waste Gases from Mineral Oil Stills. Norman

M Henderson. (Joum. Soc. Chen, lnd., Mar.

1.-,. 1911 ; 1 P- iH«s.)

15 335—ELECTRIC DRIVE for Oil Wells.

W F- Patton, Jr. (Elec. Journ., Apr.. 1911,

9 pp.. illus.i 20c.

1 -, 336—EXPLORATION—Osservazioni sul-

10 studio e sulla coltivazione <li giacimenc

K.i,-," Cziel Roberto. (Rassegna Miner-

aria Dec 21, 1910; 3 pp- illus.) Discusses

?he occurence of bil Beds, with particular

reference to Italian localities. 40c.

15,337 -GEOLOGY -Notes on the Geology

,,, lv ,,.„,..,,
|

i. Arthur Lakes. (Mln. Sci.,

Mar. 2, 1911 ! 1 P-) 20C

1<?<*38—LOUISIANA The Caddo Oil- and

GasfField, Louisiana. Walter E. Hopper.

ii. A. I. M. F.. Apr., 1911 ; 21 pp., illus.)

15,339 MAIKOP Stages of Development.

E de Hautpick. i Mln. Journ., Feb. 18, 1911 ,

l P) •'"'•

15340 OCCURRENCE The Relationship

f structure and Petrolon to the Occurrence

,,t Petroleum. A. Beeby Thompson. (I. MM..
Bull. No. TV Mar. 1 :, 1011; 30 PP. I DIs-

., of paper previously indexed.

15 341 TEXAS AND LOUISIANA
FIELDS during 1010. H. S. Reavls. (Petrol.

Lev.. Mar. 25, 1011 I
1 ' • PP • UlUB.) IOC.

15342 i TAB Active Development in the

OU Fields of Utah. w. s. Zehring. (Min.

Wld.. Mar. 18, 1011 : 2 PP.. lHus.l 20c.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GElfEB \L

[5 343 \i..\SK.\ Preliminary Reporl on
:i,, \ii,,crai Resources of the Southern Pari

a | peninsula U. S. Grant and D. F.

i g Geol Survey, Bull. 122 l>.

I'll \ 12 pp . Illui l

, i tNDES I "^ va.'imientos metali

. p la Cordillera de la America del Sur
Ri m n clertas Rocae eruptlvas.

i ,,,, (Bol Hoc. Nac de Min
ppl Oct., 1010; 11 pp., Hius i i ie

.,, of the economic geolog] of the

Andes re- ion. followed by 12 pages of dis-

cussion i'.> L. Stmdt.

15.345 CALIFORNIA—Del Norte County
Geology. Oscar 11. Hershey. (Min. and Sci.

\pr. l. 1911 ; 1 p., illus. by geological
map.! 20C

15.346 FAULTING PHENOMENA in

Kami Mines. <;. II. Beatty. (Journ. Chem.,
Met. and Min. So;-, of South Africa, Feh..

1911 : I '
i pp., illus.) 60c.

15.347 GEOLOGY APPLIED TO MINING.
F. A. Linforth and E. B. Milburn. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Apr. 1, 1911; 3% pp.,
illus.i Describes geological department of
Anaconda Copper Mining Company. 20c.

15.348 -MEXICO—The Copete Ore De-
posits of Sonora. Mex. F. C. Nicholas. (Min.
Wld.. Feh. 4. Fill: 2% pp., illus.i 20c.

15.349 ORE DEPOSITS and Under-
ground-Water Circulation. G. W. Miller.

i Min. Wld., Mar. 25 and Apr. 8, 1911; 1%
pp.. illus.i 4(ic.

15,350—WESTERN AUSTRALIA — Geo-
logical Observations in the Country between
Wilnna. Hall's Creek and Tanami. II. W. B.
Talbot. (West. Aust. Geol. Surv., Bull. No.
39, 1910 : 88 pp., illus.)

MINING—GENERAL
15,351—ACCIDENTS—Liability for In-

dustrial Accidents. S. P.. Smith. (Mines and
Minerals. Mar., 1911; 2% pp., illus.i Dis-
cu ses how losses from personal accidents
may be equitably distributed. Paper before
Coal Min. Inst, of America, June, 1910. 20c.

15,352—ACCIDENTS—Possibilities of a
New Liability Law. Sim Reynolds. (Mines
and Minerals. Apr., 1911 : .'!% pp.) Paper
before W. Va. Min. Inst., Dec, 1910. 20c.

1 5,353 — ACCIDENTS— Summary of For-
eign Workmen's Compensation Acts. I Bureau
of Labor, Bull. 90, Sept.. 1910; 30 pp.)

1 5,354—A< (11 »ENTS—The Mechanical En-
gineer and Prevention of Accidents. John
('aider. (Journ. Am. Soc. Mech. Engrs., Feb.,
1911 : 35 pp.. illus.i

15,355—AC< !OUNTl NG—Mining Records.
Frederick T. Rubidge. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Mar. 25, 1911; 1% pp., illus.) 20c.

15,356—ARIZONA—The Mines of Mohave
c.mnty. Ariz. W. A. Root. (Pacific Miner,
Mar.. 1911 : 2% pp., illus.) 20c.

15,357—BLASTING—Some Principles Gov-
erning the Blasting of Ptock. R. B. Brins-
made. (Min. Wld., Mar. 11, 1911: 4% pp.)
20c.

;

15,358—BOREHOLE DEFLECTIONS. .IS.
Curtis. (Journ. South African Inst, of Engrs..
Mar.. 1911 : 7 pp., illus.) 60c.

15,359—CAVING—Report on Surface Cav-
ing at Scranton. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Apr. 15, 1911 ; 1% pp.) 20c.

15,360—COMPRESSED-AIR EXPLOSIONS.
W. L. Saunders. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Apr. 8, 1911; iy4 pp.) 20c.

15,361 — DISEASES— LTIygiene
Joseph Libert.
Tome XVI

Miniere.
erf. (Ann. des Mines de Belglque,

_. No. 1 ; 04 pp. i Report on the
diseases peculiar to mining presented at the
First International Congress of Maladies of
the Professions, held at Milan in 1900.

15,362—DRAINAGE—Unwaterlng the Sil-
ver Mines of Aspen, Colo. L. D. Lowarv.
,Min. Sci., Apr. 13, 1911: 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

15,363—DRILLING—Brejeha Method of
Diamond Drilling. Victor Sangoy. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Apr. 15, 1911: 2% pp., illus.i

From Bulletin de la Soc. de l'lnd. Min., Sept.,
1910. 20c.

15,364 DRILLING—Core Drills in the
Joplin District. F. W. Sansom. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Apr. 1,1911 : P- pp., Illus.) 20c.

1 .VMS.-.—DUST—The Mine Dust Problem.
J. L. Avmard. (.lourn. Chem.. Mot. and Min.
Soc. of' South Africa. Feb., 1911 : (l^ pp.)
Discussion of paper previously indexed. 00c.

15,3$6 ELECTRIC SHOCK in Mines.
Sydney F.Walker (Mines and Minerals. Apr.,
1011; 1 '_• pp. i Continuation of article pre-
viously indexed. 20c.

15.367 EXAMINATION—Notes on the Ex-
amination of Mining Properties. Arthur
Lakes. i.Min. Wld., Mar. 11, 1011 : 1 p.) 20C

15.368 EXPLOSIVES—Permissible Explo-
sives Tested Prior to January 1, 1911, and
Precautions to be Taken in Their Fse. Clar-

ence iiaii. (Miners' circular 2, Bureau of
Mines, 19] I; 12 pp.)

15.369 EXPLOSIVES The Works of the
British Explosives Svndicate, Limited. Pltsea,

Essex. K'oli. Guardian, Jan. L8, 101 1 : :•
;

i

pp., illus.i Hie.

L5.870 FATHOMAGE SYSTEM Profit

per Fathom, it. B. Sawyer. (Journ. Chem.,
M.-i and Min. Soc. of South Africa, I .'P.,

[011 ;
".

' • pp., illus.i 60c.
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ir,,:',7i—FIRES Due to Electrical Cables.
Sydney F. Walker. < Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Apr. 15, 1911 ; 2 pp.) 20c.

15,572 FLOW OF WATER OVER DAMS.
<;. s. Williams. (Eng. News, Jan. 12, 1!>11 ;

1 p., Illus.) 20c.

15.373 GASES -Report on Investigations
Into the Composition of the Gases Caused by
Blasting in Mines. E. A. Mann, Chief In-

spector of Explosives for Western Australia.
(Fred W. Simpson, Govt. Printer, Perth,
w. A,, 1911 ; 30 pp., lllus.)

15.374 —HOISTING—Electric Winding De-
velopments. Francis Thurslicld. (Iron and
Coal Tr. Rev., Feb. 24. 1911; 2', pp., illus.

Abstract of paper before Midland Inst, of
Min., Civ. and Mee'nan. Engrs. 10c.

15,375—HYDRAULIC SLUICING —Removal
oi overburden bv Hydraulic Sluicing. Paul
Beer. (Clay Worker, Mar., 1911; 4 pp., illus.)

20c.

15,376—LAW—The Canadian Mining Law.
J. M.' Clark. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. 1,

1911; 2% pp. I Paper before A. I. M. E.,

June, 1911. 20c.

ir..:!TT — MAPPING — Topographic Mine
Mapping. .1. II. Farrell. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Mar. 25, 1011 ; 4% pp., illus. | 20c.

15,378-— MAPS — Something about. Mine
Maps. William II. Storms. (Pacific Miner,
Mar., 1911; 1 V4 PP-. illus.) 20c.

15,379—MEXICO—Portions of Chihuahua
and Sinaloa, Mexico. II. A. Horsfall. (Min.
Wld., Feb. 25, 1911; 4 pp., illus. by map.)
20c.

15,380—MINING METHODS—Underground
Methods of Mining Used on the Gogebic
Range. Percival S. Williams. (Proc, Lake
Superior Min. Inst., Vol. XV, 191(i; 1('» pp.,
illus.)

15,381—PETRODYNAMICS—Data of Pet-
rodynamics. R. Dawson Norris Hall, i Mines
and Minerals, Mar., 1911; 1 ',{• pp. i 20c.

15,382—PUMPING—Mine Pumping in the
Southwest. J. E. Bullard. (Flee. Rev., Mar.
4, 1911 ;

ic> pp.) 20c.

15,383— QUEENSLAND— Some Mineral
Fields in the Hinterland of Mackay. L. C.
Ball. (Queensland Geol. Survey, Pub. No.
229, 191(1 ; 45 pp., illus.)

15,384—SFRVIA—Le Code Minier tie la

Serbie. F. Mallieux. (Rev. Univ. des Mines.
Dec, 1910: 17 pp.) Outline of the law of

1900 governing the exploitation and opera-
tion of mining properties in Servia.

15.385—SHAFT SINKING against Water
in Fissured Ground bv Cement Injection. A. L.

Shrager. (I. M. M., Bull. No. 77, Feb. 15,
1911 ; 9 pp., illus.)

15,380—SHAFT SFRVEYING and New
Plummets. John Ilandlev. (Can. Min. Journ.,
Apr. 1, 1911 ; 2% PP*., illus.) 20c.

1,-,.:;87—STEAM SHOVEL MINING—Stopes
in Steam-Shovel Mining. E. E. Barker. (Min.
and Sci. Press, Mar. 4, 1911; 2*4 pp., illus.)

20c.

1 5,388—SURVEYING—The Azi-clinometer.
Guy C. Stoltz. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar.
25.' 1911 ; % p., illus.) 2()c.

15,389—VALUATION—The Estimation and
Valuation of Ore Reserves. G. A. Denny. (In-

formes y Memorias, Instituto Mcxicano Minas
y Metallurgia, Vol. II. No. 1 ; 39 pp.)

15.890—WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY for
Mines. J. O. Smith. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Apr. 22, 1911; 1% pp., illus.) 20c.

ORE DRESSING—GEXERAL
15.391 — CRFSH TNG— The Edison Roll

Crushers. W. II. Mason. (Journ. A. S. M. E..

Apr., 1911 : 20 prj., illus.) Describes method
of quarrying ercployed in conjunction with
Edison roll cruahers, giving records of work
at Edison Por land Cement Company ; also

describes crushing plant of Tomkins Cove
Stone Company.

15.392— FLOTATION P T,.OCFSSFS— Se-

quence of the Patents. P. M. Newton. (Aus-
tral. Min. and Eng. Rev., Mar. (!. 1911; 3%
pp.) Continuation of article preyiously in-

dexed. 40c.

15 303—PULP DISTRIBUTER—Automatic
Pulp Distributer. W. R. Degenhardt. (Journ.

W. A. Chamber of Mines, Jan., 1911 : 14 pp.)

80c.

METALLURGY—GENERAL
15,395—BLAST ROASTING—Recent Pro-

gress in Blast Roasting. James W. Neill.

(Bull. A. I. M. E., Apr., 1911; 8 pp., illus.)

Discussion of paper by H. O. Hofman, pre-
viously indexed. 40c.

15,396—BRASS FOUNDRY—The Micro-
scope and the Brass Foundry. Charles T.
Bragg. (Metal Ind., Apr., 1911: 1 p.) Con-
clusion of article previously indexed. 20c.

15, 397—CALORIMETRY—Recent Progress
in Calorimetrv. Walter P. White. (Met. and
Chem. Eng., "Apr., 1911; 2% pp.) 40c.

15.398—CUTTING AND WELDING with
the Oxy-Acetylene Torch. J. F. Springer.

i lnd. Eng . April, 1911 7 pp., illus., Method
"1 dom

|
,,. M ., 1,,,.

15,399 ELECTRIC FURNACE NO! I

Harden. I Met. and Chem. . ig., Mar . 19 1 1
;

2 pp., illu

15. Km ELEi I IMC S.MLLi ING 'II
''d Posit! i Me- Electric I

i i nac< [or the
Smelting oi Metalliferous ores. •- p
Ick. ( Min. .lorn ii., Apr. 1, 191] I pp. i

4 He.

15,401 HEAT INS1 LA [TON of i

Walls. Carl Hum:. , viet. and Chen
Apr., 191 1 ; :;

<

, pp . illus.) 10c.

15.IHL' REDUCTION The Dawson I

lion Furnace, Charles Dinsmore. (Min. s. i..

Mar. 2:;. 191 1 : I p.) 20c.

15,403 SMELTER! SMOKE The Balak-
lala Smeltery mil Coin-i.il Fume Controller.
A. ii. Martin. i Min. Sci., .Mar. 30, 191 i

;

2% pp., illus. i i^iic.

15.4(11 SMELTING in the Interior of Brit-
ish Columbia. E. Jacobs. (Can. Min. Journ.,
Feb. 1 Mid Apr. 1. 1911 ; 4 '

, pp. i I

15,405 SMOKE PREVENTION Topical
Discussion on the Problem of Smoke Abate-
ment. (Journ. A. s. M. E., Feb., 1911; 30
pp.)

MINING ANO METAJ.l.l RGICAL
MACHINERY

15,406—BELT CONVEYERS. Ii. E. Neale.
(Fug. Rev., Mar.. 191 1

; 5 pp., Illus.) Con-
tinuation of article previously Indexed. 10c.

15,4(i7 CRUCIBLE FURNACE The lie'!

berger Electric Transformer Crucible Furnace.
(Brass World. Mar.. 1911; 1% PP-, illus.

)

20c.

15,408—ECONOMIZERS - - Arrangement of
Economizers for Waste Heat Boilers. N. L.

Stewart. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. 15,
1911 ; -,, p., illus. ) 20c.

15,409—ELECTRIC CABLES -The Laying
and Maintenance of Transmission Cables. C.
Vernier. (Colliery Guardian, Mar. 17, 1911;
2 pp., illus.) Paper before Brit. Insln. of
Elec. Engrs. 40c.

15,410—ELECTRIC FURNACE—Granular
Carbon Resistance Furnace. J. II. Goodwin.
(Met. and Chem. Eng., Apr., 1911; ''i p.,
illus.) 40c.

1-5,411 — ELECTRIC POWER — Breaking
High and Low Potential Circuits. A. G. C<;1-

lis. (Colliery Guardian, Feb. 24, 1911; l'i
pp., illus.) Paper before So. Wales Inst, of
Engrs. 40c.

15,412 — HAULAGE- - Self-Dumping Car
Hauls. (Mines and Minerals, Apr.. 1911; 2
pp., illus.) 20c.

15.41:: — HOISTING — SchachtfSrderung
'.luii 1 1 Bechcrwerksbetrieb. I i< per. (B. u. II.

Rundschau, Jan. .>, Pill ; :; p >.. illus.) Hoist-
ing from shafts by means of bucki t elevators.

15,414—HYDROELECTRIC PLANT The
Hound Chute Plant of the Cobalt Power
Company. A. Vonaesch. ( Fng. Rec, Mar. 4,

1911 ;
5' pp., illus.) 20c.

15,415—KILN—The Rotary Kiln. Ellis
Soper. (Journ. A. S. M. E., Apr., 1911: 21

pp.) Discussion of paper previously indexed.

1 5,416—LOCOMOTIVE—Gasolene Locomo-
tive for Mine Use. (Mines and Minerals,
Apr., 1911 ; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

15.417—OIL ENGINES—Internal Combus-
tion Engines at the Brussels Exhibition.
Percy It. Allen. (Cassier's Mag., Mar., oil;
32 pp., illus.) 40c.

15,418—(PUMP—"Victoria" High-Lift Tur-
bo Pump in Use at Sherburn Colliery. J. R.
Jameson. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev.. Mar. Id,

1911; 1 ]).. illus.) Paper before Nat. Assn.
of Colliery Mgrs. 40c.

15,419—QUARRY EQUIPMENT—Electric
Drive in a Chicago Limestone Quarry. < Elec.
Wld., Mar. 2, 1911 ;

ic, pp., illus.) 20c.

15,420—SCALES Convenient Wheelbarrow
Scales. W. o. Borcherdt. ( Fng. and Min.
Journ., Apr. 1. 1911 ; % 1>-. illus.) De cribes
suspended scale, suitable for weighing wet
concentrates. 20c.

15.421—STEAM BOILERS—The Care and
Management of Steam Boilers. Benjamin
Jones. (Min. Eng., Mar., 1911 : 1 L, pp.) 20c.

15,422—W1RF ROPE The Safety Factor
of a Wire Rope. William Hewitt. (Ind.
Eng., Apr., 1911; 2 pp., illus.) 40c.

SAMPLING AND ASSAYING—GENERAL
15.423—BARIT'M—The ;- piration and Es-

timation of Barium Assoc';. tec with Calcium
and Magnesium, by the Action of Acetylene
Chloride in Acetone upon the Mixed Chloride; .

1". A. Clinch and C. N. Boynton. (Am. Journ.
of Sci., Mar.. 1911 : 6 pp.) 10c

15,424—COBALT ORES Sampling Ores
from Cobalt Mires. F. W. Pugsley. (Eng.
and Min. Journ . Apr. 15, 1911 : ' p.) 20c.

15.4 25—SAMPLING OREBODIES—Discus-
sion on II. S. Denny's Paper on Sampling of
Orebodies. William Crosley. (Informes y
Memorias, Instituto Mcxicano de Minas y
Metalurgla, Vol. CI, No. 1: 8 pp.)

IM)I 8TR1 IX < HEMIS1 R \

15.426 .VI MOSPHERIC NH ROGEN
Nitric Acid and i\ I om Air. 2
i. eel,. i Met, and < hem. Eng., i

-Ij pp., lllllS.) (He.

15.427 ATMOSPHERIC NITROGEN —
Recent In the Fixation ol
liberie Nitrogi ii. John B. C. K
Tr. Journ., Jan. 28, 1911 ; i pp

15.428 ATMOSPHERIC NITROGEN
Tie- Industrial Fixation of .\i mo pier,,
-en. E. Lai !'. 'I ranslated bj u i:

( Met. and < rem. Eng . i eb., 1911 ; 5 pp .

illus.) tin.

15.429 ATMOSPHERIC NITROGEN
I ''in r die Bildung \ on Sticko y d I . Uocb-
spanuungsbogen. F. Haber, A. Koenlg and
E I latou. i/.eit. f. LI ktioehem., «

I

1910 7', pp., Illus.) I0c.

15.430 BOILER WATER A New Treat-
ment oi Water, Using Aluminum Pla
Prevent Scale :

'i Boilers. Thomas i:

gan. i Practical Engr., Apr.. 1911 ; 2 pp. |

Paper before N, V Section of Soc. of Chem.
Ind. 20c.

15,1.11 LEADPiGMENTS -DieDarstellung
von Blelweiss aacb dem Wultzcschen v'er-
labren. ( i. Wentzkl (Zeit. i. ange. Chem
Dec. 2, 1910; ::'.. pp | Reviews the steps In
the progress of white-lead manufacture, and
describes the Wultze pro. ess which

I

signed to obviate the unhealthful conditions
In the usual practice, 10c.

15,432 SULPHURIC ACID—Chemistry of
the Lead Chamber Process. F. Raschig
(Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind., Feb 28 1911- 7'.
pp. i

,
15,433 —Si LPHUR1C ACID - Proc<?de"

d epuratlon des gaz de grillage servant a la
fabrication de I'acide sulphurlque. Duron
and llartinann. (Rev. des Prod. I'bim.. Jan.
1, 1911; l p., Illus.) Describes a Alter for
removing impurities from i , suit-
abb' for sulphuric acid making. 40c.

15,434—SULPHURIC ACID -Relations be-
tween the Metallurgical a id Chemical In-
dustries, with Special Reference to Sulphuric
Acid Manufacture. \v. it. Ingalls. (Journ
Soc. Chem. ind., Dec. 31, 1910; 1

j , pp.)
15,435 SULPHURIC ACID- Leber Ron

zentration v.,n Schwefelsiiure auf 97-98 per
cent. Monobydrate. A. G. Duron. (Zelt [
ange. Chemie., Dee. 9, 1910 ; 1 p.) Di
the problem of acid co tcenl ration, and
scribes a method for accomplishing high de-
grees oi concentralton economically.
15,436—SULPHURIC ACID Zur Theorie

des Bleikammerprozesses. F. Raschig (Zell
i. ange. Chem., Dec. 2, 1910 ; in pp.) Dis-
cusses the several theories advanced in ex
planation of the reactions that take place
during the manufacture of chamber acid. 40c
15,437—SULPHURIC ACID—Zur Theorie

des Bleikammerprozesses und elnige Notizen
uiiei Schwefelstlckstoffverbindungen K Bell
i/eii. i ange. Chem., Dec. 2, 1910- nn
Discusses Mie lead chamber reactionE
describes experiments on combining sulphur
with nitrogen. 40c.

MATERIALS OP CONSTRUCTION
15,439—CEMENT—L'Action de l'Eau deMer sur le Cimenl Portland. (Genie Civil,

Feb. 11. 1911 : % p.) States the resuiti of
exnerlments by Burchartz on methods of
withstanding the bad effects of salt water
on ordinary cements. 40c.

15,440—CEMENT—Notes on Portland Ce-
ment. D. B. Butler. Second and Third Ar-

(Aust. Min. Stand., Dec. 21 and 28.
1910; 2', pp.) 60c.

15,441 CEMENT Portland Cement as a
By-Producr. J. D. Kempster. (Journ. Ind.
and Eng. Chem., Jan., 1911; 2 pp.) 80c.

15,442—CEMENT The Destructive Action
of Alkali upon Cement. George Pierce. (Min.
Sci.. Feb. 2, 1911 :

•". pp., illus.) Describes
product high in silica and low in lime fo
overcome the devouring effect of Ingredients
in Western soils. 20c.

15,44°. CEMENT -The Evolution of Port-
land Cemenl Processes. C. 1". McKenna . (Mil.
and Chem. Eng., Apr., 191 1 ; 4 :

V, pp.) t".

15.444 -CEMENT—The Manufacture of
Standard and Alkali-Resisting Portland ce-
ment in Colorado. (Met. and Chem. Eng.,
Mar.. 11*11 : i% pp.. illus.) 40c

15,445—CEMENT KILNS—Modern Rotarv
Cement Kilns. W. J. Coles. (En*. I'.ev.,

Mar.. 1911 : 7 ' j pp.. Illus.) 40c.

I5.44i; CONCRETE — Bestlmmung des
Mlschungsverhaltnlsses von Zemenl und Sand
Im Beton. (Chem. Ztg '

i . 1". 1911 :
'

•. p '

Determination of t e proportion in which
cemenl and sand s .ould be mixed for con-

crete. 20c.

15.4 17—CONCRETE—Some Thermal Prop-
erties of Concrete. C. L. Norton. (Eng.
News Dec. 2'.). 1910; 1% pp., illus.) Paper
before Nat. Assn. of Cement Users, Dec,
1910. 20c.
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CHEMICALS, MINERALS, RARE EARTHS, ETC.—CURRENT WHOLESALE PRICES.

ABRASH I

—

Carbons, good drill qualit y . caratSoO. 00® 75 . 00
•ira

Grains 10*

indum. . .

.

.07®. 10

Crushed Steel, fob. Tins- _
burg .0oj®.06

Emerv. in kegs; Turkish
flour .... 01 J.

Grains -03*1

..." .03i

oifi R203H' 04

flour. f.o.b.
. .

" .01 i

Of*® OS
ah. ion. 25.00(5 35 00
1 . 100 lb 1 606 2 25

•;. powdered, .per lb 0l|0' 01|

p, per quality. .

03$oi 30
. ground. .02® 04

p. per quality. 0.i@20
Rogue, per quality " .05®. 30
- el Emery, f.o.b. Pitts-

burg " .07®. 071

A< IDS—
18 lb. 0162(n .OlTo

Boric /

Hydrofluoric. 30% " 02*@ 03J06
" 06J

.10

Hydrochloric acid. 20" per 100 1b. 1 25©1.50
acid. 36° to 4ti

c per lb. 03J (5 044
Sulphuric acid. .".o

5
. bulk per ton. S12 tip

60°. 100 lb. in carboys. 85(5 1 12?

bulk, ton 16 00® 18.00
66 =

. ioo lb. in carboys. l.oooi l 10

66°. bulk, ton 18.00
Oxalic per lb. .072^' 0! 75

\i« I
> it in —Grain 95% gal. 2.o-'("-> 56

Denatured " „^- 4
2

Refined wood, • : " .52®. 57

M I >t- :mp 100 lb. SI. 75
Ground " 1 -85

Chrome Alum ,- .044® Oo

iii mim H—Sulphate, com'l. lb. .90@2.oo

AMMONIA—24 leg. lb
" .044(« 05*

leg. lb
" .04}®. 05$

A MUDMI M—
Bromide lb. 32
Carbonate " .0S@.0S|
Muriate grain

" .0o*(a 0b

Lump "
-09i(« 09,'

Sulphate. 100 lb
" 3.10@3.15

Sulpho-cyanide com " 25
chem. pure .

" .35

AMIMOXV-needle, powder.lb. .04J@.05
.08*®. 10

LRSBlflC—white " .01J@.02
Red. Outside brands "

. 05 i @. Oti
',

ay " .06;r« w :

i

A^rn \ n i M—
Barbadoes per ton.l00.00f« i:o 00
V..-- Indies " 30. 00(« 60.00

lb. 30® 4(i

iite, Utah ordinary per ton. 40 00 (« 50.00
;ad " 25 00(" 30 00

California per ton. 2-' 50® 30 00

Carb. Lump 80@90<5 Ig ton. 26.00@35 00
31 00® 33. 00

lb. 02® oi'j

Chloride com'l ton. 34 00® :;. 00
Nitra - (H; i" Oo.

Blanc Fixe, dry. bbl per lb. 02|® 04

BAM : ES—
Am. Ground sh. ton. 1-' 00 f" 13 00

It. 00© 17.00
tm floated " 1* 50@22.50

i.i i. \< iiim. row di:h-
joo lb l 25® l io

III I I \ I I H Mil -
i lb. 4 25(« 4.50

mom **H lb 023'- 04

iimm. acke. " 08J® 04

< \ I < M I lib 2 000,2 06
Caf ':ag-

11 00® 14.10
i I M i \ I - D1 bl.l 1 26

1 20® I 30
2 26® 2 90

100 it. " 85
65

< MiioMr OH i

11 00 r

M I
7', 00

< I \ \ < 1 1 I N \ —

I Oil \ I I
-

COPPERAS—Bulk 100 lb. $0.55

In bbls " .65®. 85
In bags " .60®. 80

< RYOLITE (carload) lb. .06i@07
FELDSPAR—Ground, .sh. ton. 6.00@14.00
FIRE BRICK—

American per M. 30. 00® 40 00
Imported " 30.00@45.00
St. LOUIS " 16.00
Extra " "20.00@23.00
Special extra " 30.00®35.00

FIRE CLAY—F.o.b. St. Louis.

st. Louis, extra quality.per ton. 5.00
ordinary

v
. " 2.50

FLUORSPAR—
Domestic f.o.b. Pittsburg:
Lump ton. 8.00@10.00
Ground " 12.00@14.00
Foreign crude ex. dock " 8.50

FILLER'S EARTH— Lump, 1001b. .80®. 85
Powdered " .80®. 85

GRAPHITE—Ceylon.

living dust, finest to best . . .lb. .02®. 04
Dust " .02i@.05
Chip " .04®. 08
Lump " .054@.12
Large lump "

.08i@. 104

GYPSUM—
Fertilizer sh. ton. 5.00
Ground " 4.00@7.00

IXFl SOK1AL EARTH—
Ground Am. Best lb. .01J@.02J
German " .02*®. 02$

LEAD—Acetate (sugar of) brown,
lb. .07}@.094

Nitrate, com'l "
. 08|

IMAGNESITE—Greece.
Crude (95%) Ig. ton. 7.50C" 8 50
Calcined, powdered. . . .sh. ton. 26.00@37.00
Brick, domes, per qual. f.o.b.

Pittsburg M. 160@200
MAGNESIUM—

Chloride, com'l 100 lb. .90@1.25
Sulphate (.Epsom salt).. 100 lb. .90@1.00

MANGANESE—
Foreign, crude, powdered:
70@75% binoxide lb. .006®. 01
75<u.S5% binoxide " .011®. 015
85@90% binoxide " .0H@. 04
90@95% binoxide "

.064(» 08J
Ore, 80%-85' , sh. ton. 12.00@25.00

MARBLE—Flour sh. ton. 9.00@9.50
MINERAL AVOOL—

Slag, ordinary sh. ton. 19.00
Selected " 25.00

Rock, ordinary " 32.00

HONAZITE SAND—
Guar. 97',, with 5% Thorium

oxide, normal lb. .08 and up
NICKEL—

Oxide, crude, lb. (77%) for fine

metal contained .47
Sulphate, single lb. . 10i@.ll
Sulphate, double "

05i@.08

NITR VIE OF SODA—
100 lb. 95'

, (Spot 2.10
95'; Inline 2.10
96% is 24@74c. higher per 100 lb.

OZOKERITE— best lb. .12®. 16

PAINTS AND COLORS—
Litharge. Am. powdered ... lb. 05K" 06

English glassmakers' " 08i@.09i
Lithophone " .03*® .04
Metallic, brown sh. ton 16. 50©22.00

Red " 14.00(» is (10

Ocher, Am. common.. . " 10.00(» 15 00
Best " 12.00(.< 15 00
Dutch, washed lb. .02$(« .03
French, washed "

. 01}(« (12

Pans green, pure, bulk "
13@ 184

Red lead. American "
.064fa>.07J

Foreign " °*t<i 09
Turpentine, spirits bbl., per gal. . 80(« 90
White lead, Am., dry ..lb. 05J@06

American, in oil
"

.
07(n

. 07i
Foreign, in oil ,

..." .09$®. 10
Zinc white. Am. extra dry " .05j|<« 06J

1 I seal,dry " OH; (<i 0K4
[ ranch, process, green seal,

" .101®. 10$

I'liosriivrES—AHd 60@62c. per unit
• t Ifl . hard rock 77' ; 5

. 78® , 26
land pebble 6895 3 76® 1 00

tTcrm . 78@80' , 6 00 (» 5 50
7'.', 4 75'.- 6 Oil

68® i 4 26® l 50
land rock 60* 3 50® 3 75

*i o.b 1 lorida or Georgia ports. tF.o.b. Mt.
nl :<m vessel Ashley lover, s. c

POTASSIUM—
Bicarbonate crystal lb. S.07.JC' .08
Powdered or granulated. .

" .08(« .08i
Bichromate, Am " .07|@.08

Scotch " .10i
Bromide " .20

Carbonate (80@85%) " .03i@.04}
Caustic, ordinary "

.03i'(« 05|
Elect. (90% KOH) "

.05i®'.06
Chloride (muriate), 100 1b.. 1.90
Chlorate, powdered "

.08', @. 094
Crystals " .09®. 09}

Cyanide (98@99' , )

Carloads (30,000 lb.)
" 18c.

5-ton lots 18Jc.
Less than 5 tons .19

Kainite, long ton, bulk, 7.50; bags, 8.50
Permanganate lb. .09$®. 10$
Prnssiate, yellow "

. 13® . 13}
Bed " .26®. 30

Sulphate (basis 90%). . .1001b. 2.18@2.21
PYRITE—

Domestic, non-arsenical, furnace
size, f.o.b. It. K per unit. . 11J® . 1^

Domestic, non-arsenical, fines,

per unit, f.o.b. mines . 10}@ . 11
Imported, non-arsenical, furnace

size, ex-ship, per unit .13
Imported, arsenical,furnace size,

ex-ship, per unit . 12®. 124
Imported flnes.arsenical,ex-ship, .094C 10
Imported fines, non-arsenical,

ex-ship, per unit .10$@11
Pyrite prices are per unit of sulphur. A deduc-

tion of 25c. per ton is made when ore is delivered
in large lumps.

SALT—N. Y. com. fine 280 lb. bbl. .72@1.13
N. Y. agricultural sh. ton. 3.80@4.50

SALTPETER—Crude. . . 100 lb. 4.00@4.50
Refined, crystals " 5.00@5.75

SILICA—
Ground quartz, ord'ry..lg. ton 7.00@ 15. 00

Silex, ground " 7. 00® 15. 00
Silex, floated " 35.00@40.00
Lump quartz " 5.00@5.50
Glass sand " 2 . 75

SILVER— Nitrate, crystals. . .oz. .33i@.36j
SODI I'M—Acetate lb .04J@.05

"Alkali," per 100 lb., 58/48. .. .90®. 95
Bicarb, soda, per 100 lb 1.00® 1.30
Soda, caustic, per 100 lb., 78/60 1.80@2.00
Soda, caustic, powdered .024®. 03
Salt cake, per 100 lb., bulk .50(" .60
Salt cake, bbl .67$@.80
Soda, iuonohydrate, per lb. . .

.

1 .30@1 . 75
Bichromate lb. .05|@.06J
Bromide "

.20
Chlorate, com'l " ,08}@.094
Cyanide, 120-130% KCN, per 100%

Carloads (30,000 lb.) lb. 18c.
5-ton lots

"
184c.

Less than 5 tons "
.20

Hyposulphite, Am " 1.30@1 .50
Phosphate 100 lb. 2.10@2.40
Prussiate " .08®. 08 J

Sal soda, f.o.b. N. Y .. . " .60®. 75
Foreign, f.o.b. N. Y. . " .80@1.00

Silicate, com'l " .65@1.00
Sulphate, com'l (Glauber's salt)

100 lb. .60®. 80
Sulphate, com'l, calcined .65®. 85

STRONTIUM—Nitrate lb. .07®. 08
SI'LPHIR— Louisiana (prime) to

New York Ig. ton. 22.00 up
To Boston, Philadelphia or

Baltimore " 22 . 50 up
Boll 100 lb. 1.85@2. 15
Flour " 2.00@2.40
Flowers, sublimed .. . " 2.20@2.60
Powdered commercial, bags 1.55
Sicilian, extra qual., unmixed

seconds, crude brimstone
to New York Ig. ton. $22 00

TERRA ALBA—Fr.&Eng. 1001b. .75@1.10
TALC— Domestic sh. ton. 15.00@25.00

French " *40.00@45.00
Italian, best " *50.00
Pending tariff appeal.

TIN-Bi-chloride, 50° lb. . 12i
Crystals "

.27
Oxide, lb

" .45

URANIUM—Oxide " 2.20@4.25
ZINC—Chloride sol., com. 20° "

.02J
Chloride, granular "

,04(" 04|
Dust "

,06:,'(" 07
Sulphate "

. 02@ . 024

Note These quotations are for ordinary
wholesale lots In New York unless otherwise
specified, and arc generally subject to Un-
usual trade discounts, In the cases of some of
the Important minerals, such as phosphate
rock, pyrites and sulphur, in which there are
well established markets, the quotations are
substantially reprpspntatlve. Bui In the cases
of some of the minor mineral products, (he
quotations represent what dealers ask of con-
sumers ami nol what producers can reali/.e
in selling their outpul on private contract
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The Price of Lake Copper
in 1910

With the exception of the Calumet &
Hecla nearly all of the Lake producers

report annually the amount and proceeds

of their sales of copper. The official

data for 1910 are summarized in the sub-

joined table:

SALES OF LAKE COPPER, 1910

Company
Ahmeek
Allouez
Centennial. . . .

Copper Range.
Franklin
Isle Royale . . .

Mass
Mohawk
Osceola
Quincy
Tamarack
Victoria

Pounds Sold

9,574,512
3,5X2,241
1,210,763

42,468,754
1,254,428
5,95s,931
1,321,885

11,412,066
16,744,258
22,517.014
10,039,970

586,941

Av. per
Receipts Lb.

1,244,603
t:. i.iit;

201.77s
.".,107,629

107,192
7") 5,5 17

165,303
1,493,816
2,184,083
2,974,086
1,301,798

71.900

12.99
12.69
13.12
12 74
13.33
12.68
12.50
13.09
13.04
13.21
12.97
12.26

Totals 126,710,763 16,425,122 12.96

The average of 12.962c. per lb. offi-

cially reported for the sale of 126,710,-

763 lb., is to be compared with the quo-

tational average of 13.039c. reported by

the Journal. A comparison for a series

of years appears in the following table:

LAKE COPPER AVERAGES
Quota-

Pounds Average tional
Reported Realized Average

82,372,955 15.597 15.699
113,411.645 19.146 19.616
66,316,025 18.043 20.661
125,949.248 13.348 13.424
136,005,773 13.221 13 .335

Year
1905.
1906.
1907.
1908.
1909.
1910 126,710,763 12.96_ 13.039

In 1910 the several companies as usual

showed a considerable variation in their

individual averages, with the Quincy as

usual realizing the highest, barring one

small concern. The Quincy figure is, how-

ever, exaggerated a little by the in-

clusion of its silver receipts.

Development of Mines

During the year ended Dec. 31, 1910,

the United States Smelting, Refining and

Mining Company received 684 separate

mining propositions. Mr. Sidney J. Jen-

nings, the vice-president in charge of the

exploration department of that company,

reported that an examination of the re-

ports submitted, together with a knowl-

edge of the districts in which the prop-

erties were situated, was sufficient to

warrant the rejection of 514. On 124

properties a preliminary examination was

made by his engineers, with the result

that no further work was recommended

to be done on these properties. On 46

properties, on which a preliminary exam-

ination had been made, further work was

recommended, and a complete examina-

tion of these properties was undertaken,

with the result that two properties were

reserved for further consideration, and

it is hoped that satisfactory terms can

be arranged for their purchase during

the coming year.

The above data, which are in line with

the experience reported by other explor-

ation companies, are illuminating as to

the nature of the mining projects that

float around in the hope of interesting

capital. In the present case of an im-

portant company, maintaining a well or-

ganized department for the investigation

of mining enterprises, only two out of

684 proved sufficiently attractive to com-

mand serious consideration. The ques-

tion of greatest interest, however, is what

proportion of the remaining 44 upon

which exploratory work was recommend-

ed might have been taken up if they had

been presented upon satisfactory terms.

One great factor that retards the de-

velopment of new mines is the unrea-

sonable ideas that are maintained by

their owners.

The Peirce-Smith Basic

Converter

It is interesting to note that the Peirce-

Smith basic converter, concerning the op-

erations of which we present a further

paper in this week's Journal is partially

a new outgrowth of the steel industry,

as was the original Manhes' acid con-

verter. Basic converting along orthodox

copper lines was by no means untried

when the problem was attacked by Messrs.

Peirce and Smith. The ordinary converter

had been lined with basic brick and

tried both without and with added silicious

flux, the former giving what was char-
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ribable mush of

while th

. -sfully

\indoned. owing

to trouble with the lining; or. in c

.used the aban-

donment of all operations at the experi-

menting smelt.

The ;d the present large

.erter was the Peirce-Smith

tilting-reverberatory furnace, a close

proto: licb was Found, it is said,

in the tilting re\ erberatory at Steelton.

Penn. This was a large cylindrical shell

with ends like frusta of cones, externally

fired. In adapting this to the copper

industry a row of tuyeres was added

and the regenerators dropped, so that

the original copper-tilting furnace was a

huge cigar-shaped converter lined with

magnesia brick, and with an external

firebox. In this, cold mattes and silicious

flux were charged, melted and bes-

semerized. Profiting by the experience

•a ith this furnace, the present type of

Peirce-Smith converter was evolved. The

ends were squared, the throat removed

from the end and placed on top and the

firebox omitted, which was a further step

from the original steel furnace toward

the ordinary copper converter. Now, as

seen by this week's article, others \iave

again taken up bessemerizing in the or-

dir.arv type of barrel converter, so that

it will be of interest to note which of

o types will survive, the basic-bar-

rel converter, or the Peirce-Smith type.

It is a matter of interest that the origi-

nal copper-tilting reverberatory is still

standing, but is now idle, it is under-

stood, because of "smoke farmers" in

the vicinity.

Fine Crushing on t 1 e Rand

The most interesting feature, in recent

•land metallurgy is the devel-

opment of ravity stamps and in-

' mills. It has at last

••.alized that fine crushing in the

batter • al and although the

imp has been increased to 20

and more by crushing through

there is considerable

doubt as to the economy of the heavy

stamp -eliminary crusher.

Amalgan tal iding

in the tube mills and if I found

jch milU

a much com

it economically possible. Now, Furthermore, we will answer any spe-

from the Geldenhuis Deep and East cial inquiries, just to be obliging, out of

Rand Proprietary mines, where much ex- the spirit of mutual cooperation that is

perimenting has been done, comes the necessary in everyday life, if we can do
report that the metallurgists there are be- so readily.

sinning to doubt whether the heavy But we cannot undertake to give ad-
stamp rightfully should occupy the exalt" vice on matters that really call for the

ed position they have been prone to give professional service of an engineer, chem-
jt - ist or geologist, nor can we undertake

Reducing in one stage seems to be a special investigations merely to bring

hobby on the Rand, and if any of the in- buyers and sellers together. Our adver-
termediate grinders, so much used in this tising pages are available for that pur-
country, have been installed there, lit- pose and are the most economical me-
tie mention of it has been made. Judg-

ing from previous Rand tendencies we

may expect that a general recognition of

the fact, that the heavy stamp is not

ail that it was supposed, will be followed

by an era of tube-mill development to at-

tempt to make that machine an efficient

slimer of a coarse feed. To what limi-

tations in size the tube mill is restricted,

we hesitate to say, but in a prophetic

spirit predict that the question will be in-

vestigated on the Rand within a few

years.

Stage crushing by rolls has been thor-

oughly tried out in this country with suc-

cess in mills crushing a great daily ton-

nage. One result of such development

was to emphasize the need of an inter-

mediate grinder, especially in concentra-

tion plants—a grinder such as the Chil-

ean or Huntington mill—and possibly

the slow-speed roller mill will be found

to fill this requirement satisfactorily.

dium.

A considerable demand for copper is

promised by the recent action of the

Prussian diet appropriating the money re-

quired to change the State railroad from
Magdeburg to Leipsic from steam to

electric power. The work is to be begun
at once, the construction of the neces-

sary power houses being the first step.

The change will cover 360 miles of line;

moreover, according to the minister of

railroads, it is the beginning of the elec-

trification of the entire State, system. In

England it is proposed to electrify the

London, Brighton & South Coast road.

The troubles between R. T. Bayliss and
S. Pearson & Son over the Mexico Mines
of El Oro, to which we referred several

months ago, developed into an action for

libel brought by the former against the

latter upon the ground of a letter written

to the secretary of the mining company.
This action has lately been settled by the

defendants stating publicly that while crit-
Ou estions and Answers

A little while ago a subscriber to the icizing the conduct 'of the plaintiff as

Journal asked us, in a letter, a question, chairman of the company they did not

to which we replied that he would best intend to make any imputations on his

obtain the desired information by insert- personal honor or character. As we re-

ing an advertisement in the paper. If he marked previously, the treatment of Mr.

had reflected a little, this idea would Bayliss was outrageous, and it is gratify-

probably have appealed favorably to him, ing that his opponents have at last made
but he did not stop to think and wrote to what in effect is an apology,

us, rather indignantly, "Why, I thought =
you promised always to answer ques- Notwithstanding the brave words of

tions." the leading interests, there are not want-

We do indeed answer questions of gen- ing signs of a coming break in steel

etal interest, without any reference as to prices. The question seems to be wheth-

whether the inquirer is a subscriber or er there will be a general reduction like

not. There is scarcely any limit to the that made in 1909, or whether there will

pains that we will take in such matters be a »radual crumbling away, to be tard-

if the interest be sufficiently broad. An ily and grudgingly recognized. The lat-

inquiry may reveal the demand for in- tcr process seems to have already begun
formation that many of our readers want, with some of the lighter lines of steel

and that is exactly what we are anxious products, and such movements some-

to furnish. That, in fact, is <>ur function, times acquire impetus rapidly.
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Metallics

Expansion of pipe lines is often taken

up by using occasionally a length of pipe

bent in a circle with large radius.

In driving keys for cast-iron pulleys,

drive lightly until the key is tight; then

give just one smart blow with a light

hammer.

A well made canvas belt will outlive

two rubber belts in hot, damp places, if

occasionally treated with the dressing

provided by the belt manufacturers.

An alloy is a solution of one or more

metals in another that is in or has been

in the molten state, and regardless of any

separation that may take, or may have

taken place, upon cooling.

In the use of mercuric chloride as

an antiseptic, if a 5 or 10 per cent, so-

lution of common salt be used, the mer-

curic chloride will dissolve more rapidly,

and 1 :2000 or 1 :3000 solutions will not

sting.

The air-valve handle of hammer drills

is made of cast iron so that it will break

easily if a miner uses a wrench to turn

a stiff valve. Formerly steel handles

were used, which proved so tough that

valves were injured before the handle be-

came deformed.

One or two gills of kerosene fed to a

boiler daily with the feed water will

sometimes loosen scale and permit its

being blown off. This treatment kept up

for a few weeks has been known to

loosen completely a thick deposit of scale

on the tubes of a locomotive-type boiler.

When a rock breaker is used inter-

mittently it is preferable to use an auxil-

iary pulley rigidly mounted on the end

of a short shaft supported by two blocks,

than a loose pulley. When a loose pul-

ley is carrying the belt for long inter-

vals of time the bore rapidly becomes

enlarged by wear.

When it becomes necessary to tighten

the belts frequently, and it is found

that grinding machinery does not run

satisfactorily unless the belts are right,

the trouble can generally be remedied

by changing the position of the drive

shaft so the pull of the belts comes

at an angle more closely approximating

the horizontal. A vertical belt must be

kept taut but a flat belt may run slack.

The most difficult slime to filter by leaf

filters is that free from fine sand and

derived from oxidized clayey ore. After

40 min. vacuum such slime formed a cake

only $i in. thick, containing 3.46 lb. of

dry solids per square foot. Slime from

average oxidized ore will form a 1^4 -in.

cake in 25 min., carrying 8 lb. per sq.ft.

A slimed sulphide will form a 2^-in.

cake weighing 18 lb. per sq.ft. Rand

slime is considered a perfect slime free

from sand and is practically a pure clay,

but a 3-in. cake can readily be formed.

By the Way
The following is not a Chinese puzzle

but the caption of a paragraph from an
English contemporary: "Loading and
Unloading of Cages—Under this head are

included: Keps, fallers, or pillars;

winding men or minerals from mid-in-

sets; barriers; persons riding against full

tubs, or with gear; additional outlet for

persons." The puzzle is to find the key

to this code.

A Wall Street man, according to the

Evening Post, was in a Fifty-seventh

Street shop where artists' materials, such

as paints, brushes, canvases, etc., are

sold, and by force of habit he asked the

owner of the shop how it was with him.

"Business is very bad," said the shop-

keeper. "The artists are not selling any-

thing, and, of course, that reacts upon us.

I do wish the Supreme Court would hand
down those trust decisions."

Men have passed through literature of

a sort to Wall Street, says the Even-

ing Post, but instances of their pass-

ing through Wall Street to literature of

another sort were until recently very

rare. Lawson was the first to demon-
strate that it could be done. The prac-

ticability of it will doubtless mitigate the

sorrows of going bankrupt with other

people's money in Wall Street. No more

need the bankrupt sneak into Wall Street

with an aching stomach after 5 o'clock,

when everybody is gone, and stare at the

windows where his name was once spelt

large in gold letters. He passes to great-

er fame. He engages to write the story

of his sordid career—to tell in detail how
he got the people's money, what he did

with it, and how foolish they were to let

him have it.

The professor of political economy in

one of our great Eastern universities

says: "The production and consumption

of coal in this country are probably more

nearly equal than is the case with the

production and consumption of any other

of the great staples. Only about 3 per

cent, of the product of our coal mines is

at present exported." It is not our pres-

ent output so much as our capacity to

produce that interests us. We could pro-

duce this year 100,000,000 tons more

coal than we will consume. This fact

alone is conclusive evidence that the coal

industry is one business where the mar-

ket price of the product is not inflated.

Modern business practices may have set

aside the law of "supply and demand"

in some industries, but this law is operat-

ing 24 hours per day in the coal busi-

ness. When consumption is equal to

productive capacity, then coal men will

sit up and take notice.

A large copper manufacturer remarks

that "Conditions in the copper market

cannot be expected to improve until the

policy of excessive output stops. The

failure properly and scientifically to gage

the situation has yet to be learned, but

the tardy recognition of the necessity for

constructive work to promote confidence

in copper cannot be much longer delayed
without reaping the inevitable conse-

quences. If the market is to be saved
from a more serious setback, the produc-

tion fervor must be restrained." This

savors of the recent remarks of Mr.

Fielding. Their views are sensible no

doubt, but they do not take into account

the present conditions. There are a lot

of new men in the copper business, who
have acquired some wonderful mines at

comparatively small cost in the first

place and are now anxious to realize

their enormous profit. They have no real

intention to continue as producers of cop-

per. They are mining especially for the

stock market. Hence the huge, unneces-

sary increases in productive capacity.

They will be a disturbing factor in the

copper business until they have dis-

tributed their stocks. Then some of

these companies may become as conser-

vative and intelligent as the Calumet &
Hecla and P. D. & Co.

Weary promoters returning from Por-

cupine, says the Evening Post, complain

of the tremendous rise that has taken

place in the costs of promotion; also, of

its being a rich man's game in Porcupine.

Claims are held at prices never dreamed
of before. The owner of a claim sits

receptively around on the very high

placet, and waits for business. He does

not seek the New York promoter; the pro-

moter seekc him, and is warned to be re-

spectful. He asks the claim-holder if he

knows of anybody who has a claim to

sell. The claim-holder admits that he

does; in fact, he has one himself that he

will sell. After some sparring, the New
York promoter asks the price. It is

$350,000. "Oh," says the promoter, "I'm

not after a mine. I want a claim only

—

a prospect." "That's it," says the claim-

holder. "That's what this is—a pros-

pect. Never was a pick in it." The

New York promoter passes on. The next

one is $400,000, and another is $600,000,

and they are all prospects. The option on

such a claim, with 10 days allowed for

examination, costs $10,000 and up. What

is a poor promoter to do? Nearly all

promoters are poor. If he thinks of rais-

ing $10,000 for an option, on the gamble

of being able to buy the claim later, he is

next confronted with Canadian mining

laws, which are so much more prejudicial

to promotion than the American mining

laws that he begins to be discouraged, in-

deed. Presently he comes back, report-

ing, as has been said, that people in Por-

cupine are crazy, and it's a rich man's

game. Imagine paying several hundred

thousand dollars for a claim! A claim

sufficing as the base of $5,000,000 cap-

italization ought to cost only a few hun-

dred dollars. Prospects in Porcupine cost

more than mines in Nevada.
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Correspondence and Discussion
Prevention of Miner's Phthisis

The following resolution has been

adopted at a recent meeting of the board

of directors of the National Association

for the Study and Prevention of Tuber-

culosis:

Whereas, the Royal Commission, ap-

pointed by the Governor-General of Aus-

tralia, to inquire into the subject of min-

ers' lung diseases, has ascertained a tru-

ly alarming state of affairs resulting

from the extensive use of rock drills un-

der ground, not provided with spraying

ratus to diminish the production of

health- ; njurious dust, and:

Whereas, a large proportion of our

mining population is exposed to condi-

tions quite similar to those reported upon

adversely in the -Australian common-

wealth, and:

ereas, the actual extent of ihe oc-

currence of lung diseases among metal

miners in the United States is at present

unknown:
Resolved, by the board of directors of

the National Association for the Study

and Prevention of Tuberculosis, that we

recommend to the President and the

Congress of the United States that a

thorough investigation into the whole

subject of the sanitary conditions sur-

rounding metal mining underground,

with special reference to diseases of the

lungs, be made by the U. S. Bureau of

Mines, the Public Health and Marine

Hospital Service, and the appropriate

State authorities.

Frederick L. Hoffman.

Newark. N. J., May 4, 1911.

The Flotation Processes

In the editorial entitled "The Flotation

Processes" in the Journal of April 15,

1911, it is stated that the Zinc Corpora-

tion in installing "the so called Min-

erals Separation process" at Broken Hill,

has reverted to a process which in all

its essentials was described by Miss

n in her patent which has since ex-

pired. As a final summary American

millmen are assured that the patent situ-

ation '"need not bother the bona fide user

of a good but old metallurgical method,

providing he docs not infringe some spe-

cial apparatus which the Zinc Corpora-

tion has proved to itt satisfaction, to be

quite unn<_

fair inference. I think, from all of

this, and the rest of the editorial that

American I VOIlld be sad- from

actual infringement of valid patents if

they installed such a flotation pro'

the Zinc Corpoi illed.

from tl .t the

as a whole-

Views, Su6f5est-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

much as it fails to give a proper idea of

the relative importance of the processes

referred to, and is erroneous as to

facts; and entirely aside from the fact

thri the Zinc Corporation is operating

under license from Minerals Separation,

Ltd., and is paying royalties for the use

of the process, there are certain aspects

of the patent situation that are pertinent

to the Journal's assurances to American

millmen. The Minerals Separation, Ltd.,

owns a string of about 15 patents taken

out in the United States, Canada and

Mexico, and has a number of applica-

tions pending. These are for processes,

for apparatus, for improvements on ap-

paratus, and for specific reagents.

The Zinc Corporation's installation and

its operation is, prima facie, covered by a

number of these patents. Therefore, if

an American operator installed, without a

license, a flotation plant like that of the

Zinc Corporation, he would prima facie

be infringing certain of the Minerals Sep-

aration patents.

The Minerals Separation, Ltd., has had

competent legal advice and is satisfied

that its patents will be sustained by the

courts, and is determined, therefore, to

carry any infringement proceedings it

may have to initiate through to the court

of last resort. Edward H. Nutter.

New York, May 5, 1911.

Dust and Gases in Mine Air
In the Journal of Jan. 21, it is stated

that in Western Australia the expecta-

tion of life of the average miner is 3]/2

years less than that of an ordinary

laborer; probably the conditions there

are no worse than in other parts of the

world.

Some mines, I notice, are providing

comfortable change and bath rooms for

their miners, but why not go a step

further and improve the conditions under

which they work?
The objectionable features of a mine

atmosphere are excessive moisture, dust

and carbon dioxide. The first is some-

times due to water seepage, but a con-

siderable quantity is carried in with the

compressed air. Would it not be ad-

visable to dry the air before passing

through the compressor'-'

With reference to dust, a water spray

is sometimes used with more or less suc-

cess, but this is liable to cause the air

to be saturated with moisture, and, where

the workings are hot, the result is any-

thing but exhilarating. Would it not be

better to scatter salt about? This would
absorb some of the moisture and so

keep the dust wet and prevent its rising.

It has been stated that when calcium

chloride was used, sulphates in solution

decomposed it, but this would not hap-

pen with salt.

As regards carbon dioxide (a heavy

gas which is liable to be about the floors

of workings and in drives, winzes, etc.),

it seems to me that fan ventilation is

only a partial remedy. Considering that

the gas is exhaled from the lungs, and
that also one pound of blasting gelatin

is stated to produce nearly 3^4 cu.ft., the

quantity distributed through the under-

ground air must be considerable. Though
the presence of even 1 per cent, is not

fatal, the effects are distinctly perceptible.

Could not some cheap material be pro-

vided that would absorb the carbon

dioxide and perform the function of plants

on the surface, and so take it out of cir-

culation? It may be objected that car-

bon dioxide has never been found in ap-

preciable quantities in any but coal mines,

but has it ever been looked for?

Perhaps the miner will say, if the

candle will burn the air is good enough
for him, but let him stand for awhile

with his head near the ceiling of a room
lighted by gas, and he will find the air

there anything but pleasant.

Australian.

Sydney, N. S. W., March 31, 1911.

The Quebec Mining Law
The statements made about the Quebec

mining law, under the caption of Toronto,

page 780, Journal of April 15, are in-

correct. I was the discoverer of molyb-

denite and silver at Keekeek and since

1901 have had claims there so that con-

ditions are well known to me.

In regard to the staking law, $10 will

buy a license which will allow one to

stake 200 acres and which is valid for

four months, after which time the staker

is compelled to take out a mining license,

the fee for which is $10 and $1 additional

for each acre staked. This license holds

the claim for a year.

The staker has to do 50 days' work

every year for 10 years or forfeit the

claims. In other words, he is compelled

to apply for a patent, paying $10 per

acre or, if 20 miles or less from a toll

road the price is $20 per acre.

J. C. Mackormack.
Pembroke, Ont., April 18, 1911.
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United States Smelting, Re- subsidiaries was 777
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fining; and Mining Co
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factory than before, despite reduced ton- The plam WM practically completed t0 emp]oy expert and other

°

assistance-
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supply; and good ore supplies are being tuned up tQ capacity The gag wag first surv£ys and measuremems of ]and and
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camps around Needles, beside which the the latter part of June> and from that commission extend t0 thg examination ofnew concentrator and electrostatic zinc time on the production has rapidly in . the laws of the United States and of for-
plant should help out that smeltery. creased as more chambers were put in eign countries , and the reports and
The total earnings of all the companies service, and in December the production recommendations of persons, officials and

were $3,738,541, from which $1,067,069 f acid was 12,175 tons. societies and commissions respecting the
depreciation and 5187,154 legal and ad- The last chambers were put into oper- subjects investigated. The appropriation
ministration expenses were provided for, atior Dec. 6. The chamber plant is com- for this work is $100,000. The investi-
leaving a net profit of $2,484,318; divi- pieted but there are still under construe- gation is to be completed within two
dends of $2,404,653 were paid, leaving a tion two large Gay-Lussac towers which, years. In its relation to mines and min-
balance to be carried to surplus of $79,- when finished, will complete the largest ing, and minerals and mineral lands, this
C65. The metals produced in 1910 were: sulphuric acid plant in the world. Some investigation has a broad scope that may
Copper. 28,430,425 lb.; lead, 51,450,985 idea of its size may be obtained from be profitably considered. Tl

ie conser-
lb.; silver, 10,776,465 oz.; gold 113,246 the following list of materials used in vation of minerals and mineral lands in
oz.; their values bearing the following re- the construction: California, and the regulation and con-
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ceived were: Copper, $0.12828 per lb.; rock and the placing of 12,000 cu.yd. of products, and the minerals derived from
lead, S0.04478 per lb.; and silver, reinforced concrete. There were 7,220,- streams and lakes, have attracted but
$0.54003 per oz. Mine production of the 000 lb. of iron and structural steel erected small interest until recently. The legis-
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:rned has made some ef-

n the right direction regarding the

lis contained in the waters of the

:.i> provided for inspection of

nes and mills, though ignoring

other mine operations; the conversation

-.ra! mint: as provided for.

But there of careful, system-

ork to be done in behalf of the

mining industry by the new Conservation

the laws of the State re-

thereto are to become of perman-

tlue to investors.

Prize for a New Copper

Recovery Process

The German mining papers contain the

following announcement: "Patrons of the

Prussian .Mining Academy at

5thal have placed the sum of $250

at the disposal of the corps of professors

for the purpose of awarding a prize to

the best solution of the following prob-

lem: The utilization of ores poor in cop-

per, rich in silica, and containing lime

and magnesia." Explanatory to this, it

is given out that extensive ore deposits

exist containing from 60 to 80 per cent.

SiO. and considerable amounts of cal-

cium and magnesium carbonate (10 to

30 per cent, i and copper in quantities

varying from 2 to 12 per cent., partially

as sulphide but predominantly as carbo-

nate, for the utilization of which no

commercial fire or wet method is known

at present. Proposals will be received

for the utilization founded on personal

experiments, calculations of costs, etc.

Particulars may be obtained from the di-

rector of the Mining Academy. The theses

must be written in the German language

and filed with the director of the Min-

ing Academy not later than April 1, 1912.

The announcement of the result will be

made on or before July 31, 1912 and

published in the Zcitschrift fur das Berg-,

Hiitten-und Salinenwescn im Preussi-

scheri Staatc, Gliickauf. Metallurgie, and

Zcitschrift tiir angewandte Chemie. Ru-

mor has it that the object of the above

offer is to get a working method for the

Otavi ores.

A Freiberg Anniversary
At the request of a number of grad-

the authorities of the Bergakad-
emie. at Freiberg, in Saxony, have de-

cided to celebrate each year, about Whit-

suntide, an "Old Freibergcrs' Day," in

the old mining town. The program for

the present year provides for a welcome
meeting in the hall of the Bergakademie
in the morning, followed by a general in-

spection of the buildings and collections

of the mir After lunch there

will be informal receptions, reunion

the evening.

All grad>:

invited to attend. Those who can

I tO nd notice to the sec-

of the Bergakademie at Freiberg

not later than May 20; together with the

sum of 6 marks—$1.50—to cover the in-

cidental expenses.

Sale of the Risdon Iron

Works

The control of the Risdon Iron Works
cf San Francisco passed to the United

States Steel Gorporation by deed dated

May 1. The Risdon company has fur-

nished many of the western mines with

milling and mining machinery, but the

dredges at Oroville and elsewhere and

the Risdon hoists are probably the best

known products of the works among
mining engineers.

The site of the company's plant is at

Potrero. The consideration includes a

$600,000 mortgage to the Mercantile

Trust Company of San Francisco. The

actual price probably amounts to $1,000,-

000 cr $1,500,000 exclusive of the mort-

gage. All manufactured products in hand

and accounts due are excepted. Present

enlargement of plant or extension of

manufacture is not probable, according

to reports.

Utah Copper Company
The report of the Utah Copper Com-

pany for the quarter ended March 31,

1910, shows net profits from milling op-

erations for the quarter of $787,936; in-

come from Nevada Consolidated, $375,-

187; miscellaneous earnings, $11,385;

total, $1,174,508; from which dividends

of $1,171,987 {1V2 per cent.) were paifl,

leaving a net surplus for the quarter of

$2521. No depreciation was provided.

The total production for the quarter

was: January, 6,707,116 lb.; February,

7,329,326 lb.; March, 7,260,267 lb.; total,

21,296,709 lb., compared to 22,188,719

lb. in the previous quarter. Costs were
8.344c. per lb. in the quarter under re-

view, as compared with 8.227c. per lb.

for October-December, 1910. The in-

creased cost is explained by a decreased

tonnage and the mining of more ore

underground because of winter condi-

tions. The tonnage treated was 981,104

tons, and the grade of ore, 1.55 per cent,

copper. All copper produced has been

sold, and on March 31, the copper dues

to nearly the middle of May had been

sold.

The Magna plant was in continuous

operation, the Arthur plant was only op-

erated to take the excess tonnage over the

capacity of the Magna plant. The first

remodeled section of the Arthur plant

went into operation in February. Another

has since started, and a third is ready to

run. The reported recovery in these new
sections is over 70 per cent., and for the

quarter, the extraction in both plants was
It is stated that with the new

Arthur plant in complete operation that

the extraction will considerably exceed

70 per cent.

The construction of the Bingham &
Garfield Railway is nearly completed and

it is now expected that it will begin op-

eration about July 1, 1911. All of the

heavy grading and tunnels on the line

have been finished with the exception of

some unimportant details. One of the

steel bridges has been completed and the

other two are in process of erection and

all but about three miles of the track has

been laid. Delivery of equipment with

which to start operation is promised in

the latter part of June.

Nevada Consolidated

The report of the Nevada Consolidated

Copper Company for the quarter ended

March 31, 1910, shows l l/> per cent, divi-

dends paid, depreciation charges of $136,-

883 met on the Steptoe smeltery, and a

net credit to profit and loss of $126,466.

The copper production was: January,

5,268,954 lb.; February, 4,992,533 lb.;

March, 5,632,256 lb.; total, 15,893,743

lb., compared with a total of 15,698,595

lb. for the preceding quarter. Ore treated

averaged 1.84 per cent., and the cost per

pound of copper, including Steptoe de-

preciation, was 6.99c. per pound.

Stripping has been continued in the

Liberty pit, and 8K> acres have been par-

tially stripped, involving the removal of

334,230 cu.yd. of overburden. The pit is

now in such shape that about 1000 tons

of ore per day could be mined from it if

required, and it is the intention to extend

operations until 2000 tons per day can

be mined when necessary to supplement

the Eureka pit output.

An investigation of oil firing for the

Steptoe reverberatories was undertaken

in November, 1910, and on March 9,

1911, one furnace was changed to oil.

The others will have made the change to

oil by July, it is expected. Basic-lined

converters are being installed, and No. 1

should be in operation early in May;
Nos. 2 and 3 in July.

New Aluminum-Copper-
Tin Alloy

A new aluminum-copper-tin alloy, con-

sisting of about 78 per cent, aluminum,

8 per cent copper, and 5 per cent, tin,

has the following advantages: It can be

easily and economically cast; the cast-

ings arc homogeneous, free from dross,

of such density that they need not be

subjected to pressure; can be finished

without a lubricating agent, and the fin-

ished object has a beautiful lustrous ap-

pearance. The copper contents of the al-

loy, according to the Mining Journal^

may vary between 7 and 8.5 per cent,

and the tin between 4.5 and 5.5, but in

any case the percentage of copper must

exceed that of the tin.
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Petal I s °^ Pract.ir.al Mining
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

Handling Ore in Narrow
Square Set Stopes

By Frank R. Edwards*

While mucking at the Pennsylvania

mine, in Butte, I became acquainted with

a cheap method of handling ore in nar-

row square-set stopes. The main drift

having been driven the desired distance

and a raise put up, overhand stoping was

The Engineering S; Mining Jo .irnal

Handling Stopf.d Ores

at once started from it, going toward the

shaft. Before a blast, heavy shooting

timbers were placed on the sets and tight-

ly blocked except for a space of seven or

eight inches running lengthwise of the

stope, which was covered over on top of

the timbers with foot lengths of 2-in.

stuff laid crosswise. A few shovelfuls of

ore was placed on these and then the

round blasted. When the miner had

worked down his back the muck-r
brought in his cars, placing them under

the first "stoppers" to be pulled, and

with the pick filled the cars as fast as

they could be run under. Any large

boulders were broken with an 8-lb. ham-

mer.

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things "that have "to

be done in Everyday

'Mining engineer, Rosiclaire, 111.

Concrete in Inclined Shafts

By Sheldon Smillie*

When a well organized, well advised

mining company commences to sink a

shaft, the question of durability of equip-

ment outweighs that of first cost, and

for this reason concrete has in some
places gradually superseded timber for

supporting the walls through the over-

burden. Its long life in wet shafts and

its freedom from the danger of fire

especially commend it. For use in ver-'

tical shafts through water-bearing ground

it has been employed for some time, but

only recently has it been applied to metal

mining and inclined shafts.

Concrete Collars and Runners

In the Lake Superior copper region

all new shafts are equipped with con-

crete collars. Concrete runners under

the rails have not yet gained the

popularity they deserve, but are com-

ing into use more and more. The

collar or cribbing makes an absolutely

water-tight joint with bedrock, keeping

out all surface water, is free from rot

and should a fire occur in either the

shaft or in the rockhouse above, large

iton doors may be closed to make an

effectual barrier.

Managers have installed concrete run-

ners experimentally and in a critical

mood have found absolutely nothing to

complain of except that a fast-moving

skip makes much noise. It was thought

that with rails laid rigidly on the con-

crete there would be considerable break-

age from crystallization, but this seems

not to be the case. In my opinion, if it

had proved a source of trouble, both the

breakage and the noise could be elimi-

nated by inserting a strip of wood be-

tween the rail and the concrete. The strip

could be replaced without much trouble

when rotten, and would furnish little

combustible material in event of fire. The

only real objection ever made was that if

a skip went off the track it would either

Mining engineer, Box 233, Aspen, Colo.

break the runners or would become so
tightly wedged that the runner would
have- to be broken to get the skip out and
valuable time would be lost making forms
and allowing new concrete to set. This
might happen with small, poorly balanced
skips, but in a period of four years at

one of the largest mines of the district,

where a hoisting speed of 4000 ft. per
minute is usual, I do not recall a single
derailment.

The accompanying sketches show the
usual designs employed. In preparing
for the collars the shaft is carried down
to firm bedrock, the size of the outside
dimensions of the concrete, the tempo-
rary lining making the outside form for

the concrete. When sufficiently firm

ground is reached, the size of the shaft

is contracted to its regular dimensions,

forming a ledge upon which the concrete
is started. The inside form need only be
built high enough to give the concrete at

the bottom a good set when the lower
frames may be moved above. The collar

can be built to any hight required by
dump facilities and tracks.

Cross Section of Shaft.
The Engineering j Mining Journal

Fig. 1. Sections of Inclined Shaft

The walls are proportioned according

to the depth of the shaft, the concrete

mixture and whether or not reinforcing

is to be used. When well reinforced on

the hanging-walls with old rails, rope and

the usual collection of old iron found

around a mine, 12 in. is probably the

minimum thickness. To make the crib-

bing water-tight, care must be taken that

the ledge is clean, the concrete well

nmped, and when left over night should

be left rough and well wet the following

morning. For this purpose a fire hose

attached to the column-pipe will be found

convenient. In filling in the concrete a

chute is all that is necessary for shallow

work, but if the fall is too great the sand

and rock tend to separate and the con-
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crete should be lowered into place. 'When

first finished the ground water appears to

through and below the cribbing, but

this stops in time, due probably to

clogging of the pores of the cement.

If considerable water is running when
the cribbing is installed it may be neces-

sary to drain in some special way and
stop the holes later with plugs. In the

cribbing the dividers and runners are

built at the same time as the walls. The
dividers between the compartments are

concrete posts normal to the dip about

]\2 ft. in section and spaced 6 ft. cen-

ters.

The dimensions of the runners vary
with the type of skip and may be square
or battered; 12x12 in. is a good sec-

tion. One mine has runners 14 in. high

with a 14-in. face and 16 in. wide at the

base. The first rails are anchored by

er than having special tubes rolled
and made a part of the box. A
piece of old 3-in. pipe laid outside the
runner permits the bell rope to be ex-
tended into the shaft house, and a piece
of old hoisting rope forms a good core
for supporting the runners.

Extending Runners above Surface

In finishing the top of the collar, pro-
vision must be made for attaching
the runners of the permanent rock house.
In the case illustrated in Fig. 2, the
rock-house was to have a channel section
to which wooden runners would be
bolted. Long 2-in. bolts were to be placed
ar the proper distance at the side of each
runner; these would lie between angles
riveted back to back on the back of the
channel and the bolts would tighten down
on a washer-plate at the upper end. If

wall a few feet above. Tie bolts set at
intervals in the concrete outside the rails
support the rails by a long hanging bolt
bent at the lower end and passing
through the web. The guide sheaves for
the ropes are supported on structural-
steel cross pieces from runner to runner
laid in the concrete. Pulleys for the bell
rope are screwed into wedge-shaped
rocks set at convenient intervals in the
side of the runer.

Longitudinal Section

of Shaft showing
Joint in Runners.

Oaga
Side

Fig. 2. Details of Connection of Concrete Shaft Runners with
Wooden Runners of Rock House

straps to the runnners of the rockhouse
and are held in place on the concrete at in-

tervals of 3 ft. by a pair of cast-steel
clips, cast to fit the flange of the rail.

Through the clips K-in. bolts, heads up,
pass through H-in. galvanized pipes set in

the concrete, terminating in No. 20 gal-
vanized-iron boxes. 3x4x12 in., which are
laid transversely in the runner. The box
permits the insertion of a washer-plate
and nuts. Some companies use bolts with
threads at both ends, but this makes
tightening difficult, especially if one nut

M hard and the other easily, and
the threads are apt to wear on the upper
end with any motion of the rail. Square
heads and nuts are preferable as offer-
ing greatest purchase for a wrench and

re»l\ For tight places holts are
made with hexagonal heads as they can
be manipulated more readily. Old
vanized-iron pipes cut to proper |<

for ft. found to he |

doors are to be hung over the shaft a
1-in. length should be made all around
each compartment by thinning the walls
by that amount, and the necessary holes
for bolts and lock provided for. An open-
ing is left at the side of the Iadderway to

admit the air and water pipes from con-
duits or ditches.

The hanging-wall of these mines needs
little or no support, and the runners for
the rails are built directly on the foot-

wall of the shaft, saving room that has
hitherto been given to cross ties. They
are similar to the runners in the collar,

hut usually a little higher to allow for the
irregular footwall. The adhesion to the
footwall is usually neglected, and an an-
chorage made of drill steels are set at in-

tervals in the footwall to carry the entire
weight of the runners.

In steeply inclined shafts the outer
ends of the drill steels are supported by
i if holts from ring holts set in the foot-

Mapping Open Stopes

When old open stopes are in part or
wholly inaccessible the only practicable
method of exploring and measuring them
is by lowering lighted candles. The ac-
companying drawing shows a simple
scheme for securing the candles. The
clamps holding the candles can be made
of sheet iron bent as in an ordinary
miner's candle stick. Wire should be

w
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Method of Suspending Candles

used for the part of the supporting line

that is liable to be burned by the candle
flames.

Such lights can be lowered in various
parts of a stope if the upper workings are
accessible, then by measuring angles with
a Brunton and noting horizontal distances
between points of support, an approxi-
mate mapping of the stoped ground can
be effected.

Gate Valves for Battery Pipes

By C. W. Walker*

In the Journal of April 22, 1911, un-
der the head of "Metallics," it is stated

that batteries, wet-crushing machines,
concentrating machines and tables should
be provided with both plug and globe
valves. Experience has taught me that

a gate valve is always preferable to a

globe valve in mill work.

Globe valves give trouble from dirt,

trash and moss accumulating under the

•MIMninn. Miami, Ariz.
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seat, which makes removal of valve nec-

essary for cleaning, while with a gate

valve the dirt passes through when fully

opened.

It is better to use as small a valve as

will give the required amount of water

under the lowest pressure, for a small

valve almost fully opened is less apt to

be clogged than a larger one only partly

opened.

Gate for Leaching Vats

The North Star mills, at Grass Valley,

Cal., are using a discharge gate for

leaching vats that has proved satisfactory

in operation and cost of maintenance.

Refering to the sketch, M is an annu-

lar casting bolted to the floor of the vat.

Provision is made for calking filter cloth

tightly. A tripod P, cast integral with

M, serves as a guide for the valve-stem

and a support for the operating mechan-

ism. The lower face of M is machined

and forms the valve seat. A groove is

cut in the valve seat and a piece of round

rubber packing D is fitted in place as a

gasket.

The valve gate V is held in place on

the stem by a nut and packed against

leakage along the stem by rubber gasket

tffc-Enpwcrtny $ Mining Journal

Oliver Sand-vat Discharge Gate

E, and cut washer F. The valve stem A
of sufficient length to reach above the

surface of the charge, is made from %-
in. square wrought-iron bar, and is

threaded at its upper end. It passes

through a square opening, in the hub of

the tripod, the upper portion of which is

enlarged and threaded to take a standard

pipe \y2 -\n. diameter. A piece of pipe

somewhat shorter than the valve stem is

screwed into the tripod, and capped by a

reducer at its upper end. This reducer C
serves as a bearing for the operating

handwheel W, running on the thread A of

the stem.

This gate is moderate in first cost and
can be made in any foundry. It opens
away from the charge, the gate dropping

7f$ in. below the valve seat, which has
an internal diameter of 10 in., thus pro-

viding ample discharge area. 'All

troublesome guy wires are eliminated and
the operating mechanism is above the

charge. This gate was designed by E. L.

Oliver, and is not patented.

Mine Dust Prevention on the

Rand

By E. M. Weston*

There are two types of dust arresters

ir use on the Rand, one being merely an

arrangement to trap the dust in a wet

seek and the other adopting the old suc-

tion principle. That designed by Doctor

Aymard belongs to the first class and the

other is known as Pursers'. The gov-

ernment, the mine owners and to a cer-

tain extent the miners have begun to

realize the terrible loss to the community
and to the industry in the destruction of

the" skilled-laborer supply and the life,

moral nature and efficiency of the miners

that is caused by unhealthy conditions in

mining. Of these the worst effects as re-

gards health have been caused by the

gases produced by the explosion of 1 -lb.

explosives per ton of rock broken in the

mines of the Witwatersrand and more
particularly by the dust produced by

blasting, by rock drilling in upper holes

and by shoveling.

With regard to the first, many mines

are introducing fans which improve ven-

tilation, and as the law provides that wa-

ter shall be laid to the face of every

drive, sprays on the principle of James'

water blast can easily be used to cool

the air and absorb much nitric peroxide

and C0 2 gas from the explosion, while at

the same time all the dust caused by ex-

plosion should be laid with ease espe-

cially if a few such sprays be arranged in

the drives leading from the top of stopes.

The law now insists that before blasting

and during drilling of dry holes the walls

and roof of the drive shall be damped

with water to cause the precipitation of

dust. This is a hint American mines

might well take but though good in it-

self all mines should have water sup-

plied in pipes to all faces and a proper

spray be turned on after blasting. Read-

ing between the lines of the account in

the Journal of Feb. 11, 1911, of the de-

mands made by the miners of Butte, one

can only conclude that in certain dis-

tricts of America mistaken notions of

economy are doing as much harm and

causing as much loss as they have done

on the Rand. No wonder the native Amer-

ican miner is deserting the deep mines of

his own country. Turning now to the

dust produced by shoveling, the mining

regulations lay down that water must be

available in all stopes in pipes and all

btoken rock must be damped before

shoveling.

Drill Sprays not Liked by Miners

With regard to dust from drilling up-

pers with either piston or hammer drills,

most miners refuse to use a water jet to

kill the dust in the hole, but lately I have

met a few miners here who are using wa-

ter jets in raises. The general complaint

is that owing to the splash and drip, it is

pleasanter to die of phthisis than of rheu-

matism. Sprays affixed to the machine

have never been popular here, as they

increase the humidity of the air greatly

and do not lay more than 70 per cent, of

the dust. Leyner drills or any hammer
drills working with hollow steel are not

in use, though I think the improved Ley-

ner drill using hollow steel bits in one

piece may yet find a place here for cer-

tain work. When a fair sized mine like

the Nourse blunts 27,000 drill bits a week

the question of maintenance of hollow

steel is a serious one. I can say that at

piesent there is no serious attempt being

made on this field to destroy the dust in

the hole itself when boring dry holes.

Pursers' Dust Arrester

Many attempts have been made to de-

sign an apparatus that will collect all the

dangerous dust at the mouth of the hole.

Mr. Remeaux of France has recently done

some work on the subject. It is com-

paratively easy to design a device that

will collect the dust, but the trouble is to

•Mining engineer, Box 117G, Johannesburg,
S. A.
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Pursers' Dust Collector

design something that will not detract

fiom the efficiency of the work and will

not hinder the men, or take too long to

adjust. Pursers' dust arrester consists of

a short length of piping of such a size at

one end and perhaps split so that it can

be driven into the mouth of the hole

formed by the starter drill bit. To the

outer end is fixed a T-piece with the

opening pointing downward and to this

opening is fixed a reducing piece and an

air cock and small air jet to act as an in-

jector and on the end is a wet bag or a

pipe opening under water. The idea be-

ing that after the hole is started the pipe

is driven in and the air connection made
and the suction of air will draw in the

dust. There are several disadvantages

connected with this device: (1) It in-

volves the use of a certain amount of air

and, as the ordinary •1 4-in. hose in use

does not supply a 3M-im drill with suffi-

cient air as it is, it thus hinders drilling.

(2) It could not be used in a steep hole

as the dust would fall past the opening.
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- the use of an air hose

the feet of the drill tender, a

ner boy," where it is sim

or in drills m the

CTOR

The construction of Doctor Aymard'sde-

,-.d its use with hammer and piston

s shown in the conical

ring, which can be made by riveting sheet

. drop forging out of

- tubing i is hung by

two trunnions in the yoke of wrought iron

which is connected with a bar sliding in a

tube which can be clamped in any posi-

tion by tK » shown. Over this

ring is sewn a bag of jute sacking of the

shape shown and with a piston drill the

other end of the sack is supported by a

loose ring which slides on the drill bit.

With a hammer drill the bottom of the

.: round the drill steel. This

tes, of course, some small

trouble in fixing, but I believe it to be a

practical device and might be adopted in

many American mines with advantage

TKe Ln>j\nt<r\ng § Mining Journal

«D*s Dust Collector

where the hammer drill has already

earned the unenviable name of "widow

maker." The miner if he wishes to, can

make a good use of this device which

costs only £1 to make, and it will pay

miners to install it. The sacking is, of

course, kept damp to settle and collect

the dust. I have heard it said that the

bag is liable to catch the chuck of the ma-

chine in work but this is easily guarded

against with care. On the mines of the

Rand, the only real objection to their

ith piston drills is that where three

drills are used in one face, there is no

rcom for their use; but on one of the

nines the other day quite a num-
ber of ices were shown that had

been wilfully damaged by the miners to

avoid using them.

\TOR

The new miners' phthisis compensa-
tion act will have one n f»od result

makes it in the interest of the mine own-

many convict!-

sible against their workmen for br

of the act onvistions render a

miner ineligible I

tors Ayma' I d Mitchell have dc-

sigscd a new respirator on the baffle prin-

ciple which has great advantages over the

old style though Dr. Hildick Smith holds

that the best respirator and one which

can be worn while working hard is a

thin sponge covering the mouth while the

nostrils are stopped up. The mask of the

new respirator is of ordinary design and

of soft, light, cool leather, such as un-

dyed sheepskin preferably faced on the

edge with rubber. The mouth is about

1 by 2 in. and consists of an aluminum

or zinc box in which are three screens

set parallel to one another a little dis-

tance apart. The center one is of anti-

septic lint so cut as to leave an open slot

about % in. wide down the center. The

other screens face this on opposite sides

and are made of perforated zinc or alu-

minum with a covering of lint on one side

(the inner). Practically there is a nar-

row door with a screen on either side

making the air take a zigzag course.

These screens can be taken out and

cleaned and damped, and experiment has

shown that they arrest practically the

whole of the dust leaving any remainder

to be dealt with by nature's arresters in

the nose and mouth. One can blow

through them or take in a deep breath

past them without difficulty and they also

should have a sphere of usefulness. Some

have been given out to natives who use

and appreciate them. I believe silicosis in

mines to be a preventable disease today

and when public opinion all over the

world is sufficiency aroused it will be

eliminated from mining risks.

Laying a Magnesia Furnace

Bottom

The accompanying description of the

furnace bottom and method of laying

same in the 15-ton electric steel furnace

at South Chicago was given at the meet-

ing of the Chicago section of the Amer-

ican Electro-Chemical Society. With

small changes the method is available for

nonferrous furnace bottoms.

The furnace shell is of plate steel, 1 in.

in thickness, riveted together. The out-

side horizontal cross-section plan is ap-

proximately that of a complete circle of

13 ft. in diameter, with two flattened

portions situated at the front and back re-

spectively. On the bottom of the furnace,

within the 1 -in. plate, and next to it, one

row of magnesite brick laid the 4j/'-in.

way is placed across the flat portion. The
side walls of the furnace are vertical and

consist of two rows of magnesite brick

laid the 9-in. way, giving a thickness of

1H in. of magnesite brick. These solid

magnesite brick walls extend up to the

furnace roof. The bottom proper of the

furnace consists of dead burned Spaeter

magnesite to a depth of 12 in. at its thin-

i point, which is, of course, at the

extreme center. From this thinnest point

the bottom slopes gradually upward so as

to form a portion of a sphere 7 ft. 2 in.

in radius.

This bottom was fixed in the following

manner: Dead burned and carefully

ground Spaeter magnesite was mixed with

basic open-hearth slag in the proportion

of four of magnesite to one of open-

hearth slag. To this mixture enough tar

was added to make the mass sufficiently

plastic to enable it to be tamped into the

furnace in the usual manner. The entire

depth of the bottom was tamped in this

way. Next the furnace was filled with

wood, dried out for about 48 hours, and

then filled with coke and the electrodes

lowered and the current turned on. In

this way the bottom was fluxed into place.

Heating Water for Concrete
The accompanying sketch illustrates a

simple arrangement for heating water

on small jobs of concrete work in cold

weather. The scheme was originally used

by E. L. Jones of Nelson, 111., and

described in a recent number of Popular

Mechanics. Two barrels are placed

about 6 ft. apart and connected with

The Eiajiincrlmj <$' Minimj Juurnat

Apparatus for Heating Water

pipe as shown. The pipe used may be

any size from one to two inches in diam-

eter, with three or four coils in the lower

pipe. Water is poured into the barrels

and a fire built under the coil. As the

water runs through the coil it is heated

and passed into the other barrel hot and

ready for use. A complete circulation

is maintained so long as the water is

higher than the upper pipe.

Cause of Mine Fatalities

Examination of the Idaho State mine
inspector's report for 1910 shows that

there were 12 fatalities for the year, with

6000 men being employed. Seven deaths

were due to falls of rock, two to explo-

sions of blasting compounds, two to fall-

ing down chutes, and one to electrocu-

tion. In the last eight years there have

been 126 fatalities in Idaho, of which

33.3 per cent, have been caused by falls

of rock; 23.3 by explosions of blasting

compounds; 19.9 by falling down chutes;

5.5 by hoisting accidents; 4.8 by electro-

cution; 4.8 by car accidents, and 8.4 by

all other causes.

A mixture of flake graphite and grease

is recommended to prevent adhesion of

screw threads by rusting.
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The Porphyry Copper Mines
The term "porphyry coppers" is a

popular one, which is today applied to

that type of copper deposit in which the

ore occurs as a huge mass of rock,

through which is disseminated copper in

various forms, usually as a sulphide.

Strictly speaking, the expression "por-

phyry" is not correct, although in a

majority of the deposits of this character

the rock mass is an altered eruptive rock

Raving the broad general name of por-

phyry. There is, however, no particular

virtue in an eruptive rock, and in the

case of two of the properties the rock is

a schist almost identical with that form-

ing the island of Manhattan. In both

cases it has been intensely altered and

silicified, so that only in patches would

you be able to recognize it as the gray

schist which outcrops in Central Park.

The First "Porphyry Copper"

When it comes to priority, I should

say that probably the first porphyry mine

is that of the Arizona Copper Company
at Clifton, Ariz. Clifton is an old dis-

trict which produced copper from high-

grade ores way back in the '70's. This

ore was smelted and the copper hauled

by wagon to the nearest railroad and

shipped. Gradually, as the rich ore was

exhausted, attention was called to the

rock inclosing or contiguous to the veins,

which was a soft, white material, some-

what friable, and having through it a

sprinkling of black, which appeared more

like a mere clouding' of the otherwise

white rock. This black was found to be

chalcocite, or rich sulphide of copper, and

a concentrating mill was built in which

the material was crushed and enriched

by wet concentration. The resultant mix-

ture was then smelted.

It was my good fortune to spend three

days in the early part of December, 1897,

in the Clifton district, and the result of

that three days' visit was of incalcuable

value to me as showing what could be

done with a material, which in the or-

dinary mine would be considered waste

rock. Perhaps, however, my apprecia-

tion of the conditions here and the reali-

zation of what it meant was accentuated

by the previous experience which I had

at Lake Superior, where a rock contain-

ing but a small amount of native or

metallic copper was treated at a profit.

My attention was next called, in about

1902, to the immense mountain of por-

phyry up Bingham canon, in which

Colonel Wall had driven an adit and

which showed chalcocite mixed with py-

rite. I was then in the throes of starting

the Tennessee Copper Company, which

is the lowest-grade ore in the world that

is being smelted for copper alone, the

resulting product containing no gold or

silver. This was enough of a problem

By J. Parke Charming *

A review of the discovery

of the so-called porphyry

copper mines. Their equip-

ment a matter of great ex-

pendihirc, which must all

be written against operat-

ing costs within a determin-

able period.

Consulting engineer, 42 Broadway, New
York.
Note— Excerpts from a paper read before

the Finance Forum, May 10, 11)11.

and I reluctantly found myself unable to

devote any attention to Colonel Wall's

showing in Bingham canon. This was
soon after taken up by D. C. Jackling,

who worked out the best method of

handling the ore in a small plant, and
from it has developed the Utah Copper
Company of today with its two enormous
mills and its steam-shovel pits.

Early Days of Nevada Consolidated

In 1904, Messrs. Requa and Bradley

had realized the advantages of the dis-

covery made at Ely by Captain Grey,

who had gone out into the middle of an

apparently unpromising porphyry area,

had sunk a shaft which at 120 ft. had
suddenly plunged into disseminated ore

carrying 3 per cent, copper. They took

hold of the property, continued to de-

velop it, and in the spring of 1905, most

of the properties were brought together

under what was known as the Nevada
Consolidated Copper Company. Messrs.

Requa and Bradley had prepared care-

ful reports upon the property with the

results from their preliminary mill tests,

and the senior member of a prominent

banking firm in New York volunteered

to get all the money desired in Paris for

the equipment of the property. He went

to Paris, the reports were submitted to

prominent bankers in that country, but

as far as I can make out the engineers

to whom the report was submitted had

not kept up with the practice in America,

and considered the proposition as entirely

without value with no hope or possibility

of ever making an ore pay which ran

less than 3 per cent.

After the failure of the New York

bankers to get any results in Paris, I

was asked to make a report on the prop-

erty, which I could readily do, and in

which I predicted a cost of a trifle over

7c. per lb. of copper laid down in New
York. On the result of my report the

control of the property passed into new

hands, the property was developed and
equipped on a larger scale, and today

Nevada Consolidated is producing cop-

per at about the figures of my estimate.

The Discovery of Miami

The discovery of Miami is almost a ro-

mance. In 1900 I had seen the Ray and
had been told that its ore ran 3 per cent,

and over. I had kept the property in

view, and in 1906 I got an option on it

from the London stockholders, and in De-

cember of that year examined it. The
terms which the English proposed were
not satisfactory in view of the fact that

there probably was not over one-half

million tons of ore developed, the grade

appeared low, and so I gave up the op-

tion. As I had never visited Globe I en-

gaged a team and drove over the Pinal

mountains from Ray to Globe, a distance

of 45 miles, which at that time took me
12 hours. The second day that I was in

Globe I was approached by F. C. Alsdorf,

whom I had known in Colorado many
years before. He told me that he was
conversant with the Clifton district, and

that a similar type of deposit existed a

few miles out from Globe. He said that

he had a tentative agreement with some
capitalists in Colorado Springs to sub-

mit anything he thought well of to them

first, and that until they had turned down
the proposition he could not show the

property. Saturday night he came and

told me that he had received a telegram

from his people stating that they had no

engineer to send and regretted that they

had no one to look at the property. The

next day, Sunday, he took me over the

ground which is now the Miami and the

Inspiration.

I was so favorably impressed with the

surface indications that upon returning to

the hotel I got hold of the principals in

the property, and at two o'clock in the

morning closed a deal with them by

which I took an 18 months' option on the

property, the first payment to be made in

six months, with no money down. At that

time there was not a single pound of ore

visible at Miami, nor was there a pit any-

where over 10 ft. deep. We started in

January, 1907, sunk two shafts upon the

property; in May, No. 2 shaft struck ore

at 220 ft.; by the first of June it was in

the ore 50 ft. and two crosscuts at right

angles were driven 30 ft. each way, and

we felt that we v/ere justified in mak-

ing out first payment. I then went

to Alaska, and when I returned in

October a million tons of ore had

been developed. From that time on

development was rapid so that today

Miami has nearly 20,000,000 tons of ore,

covering over 50 acres.

In the meantime, the people from Colo-

rado Springs took the Ray Consolidated
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i g \en up, and as they were

. ople to whom Mr. Alsdorf had ori-

ginally presented the .Mian::, by a strange

dence. we traded propenies as it

I who had started out with Ray

got Miami, and they, who had first choice

..mi. got hold of Ray. This digres-

sion is perhaps personal, but it may he

of interest to you as showing some of the

inner and accidental workings in the

-ition of properties.

EXTRACTABLE ORE

In estimating the total life and the

present value of any of the "porphyry

coppers." the total ore which it is expect-

ed may be extracted should be taken into

consideration, the amount that is avail-

able for extraction by no means ever

equaling the amount that is developed.

It of course goes without saying that

the lower the grade of the ore the larg-

er amount one will have to leave in a

mine, although if care be taken perhaps

some of this may not be waste, but in

later years may be treated. Certainly in

handling the waste or tailing from the

concentrating mill it is considered the

best practice nowadays to store it, as the

time may come when it can be treated.

Although my conclusion has lately been

criticized in the courts, I still adhere to

my opinion that one of the best and

most valuable assets of the Calumet &
Hecla Mining Company is the 30,000,000

tons of tailings which by the foresight of

the late Alexander Agassiz, was care-

fully deposited in the upper end of Torch

lake, and which now, by modern meth-

ods, becomes valuable for the production

of a large tonnage of copper.

You have access to all of the reports

of the "porphyry coppers." Their state-

ment as to tonnage and grade are as ac-

curate as engineering figures can be, and

you may make your own conclusions as

to the value of the property. Roughly

speaking, the grade of the ore varies

from I /i to 3 per cent., and conditions

probably exist in which just as much
money can be made from a ton of \y2
pei cent, ore as from a ton of 3 per

ctr.t. ore. Regarding the tonnage de-

veloped, you can see that they run into

the millions. It will take years to get

them out, and it will cost millions to

get them in shape to do so. The Miami,

with which I am connected, and which

has just now entered the rank of pro-

ducers, has taken us four years and

(KX) to gel into shape, and you will

find in the ca«*c of the Nevada Consoli-

dated, Utah Copper and Ray Consoli-

dated that their expenditures have run

op into the millions.

Cost op Equipment Should Be
Wkittkn Off

who expect to buy an unfail-

at 10 or I Ic. p<r Ih.,

I can hold out no hope. There have been

no new d for several years,

and while they may, and undoubtedly

will be made, it will take time and many
more millions to develop them. In figur-

ing the real cost of the copper that must

come from these porphyry mines, the

cost of the plant must be considered as

part of the operating expense. It is noth-

ing more or less than operating expense

paid as a lump sum in advance, because

when the mine is exhausted, and in the

case of the porphyries their end can be

carefully figured, the plant becomes
worthless, except for scrap iron.

Mr. Moreing on Porcupine

At a recent meeting of the Northern

Ontario Exploration Company, Ltd., the

chairman stated that the company was
formed in January last with a capital

of £400,000, in 400,000 shares of £1

each. Of these, 100,000 shares have

been issued. The company was formed

to acquire mining properties and to carry

on generally the business of an explor-

ation company, primarily, in the Por-

cupine district of northern Ontario. At

the end of January, C. A. Moreing and

David Richards, two of the directors of

the company, went to Canada, accompan-

ied by mining engineers. The Porcupine

field was visited by C. A. Moreing and

the engineers, and investigations made
upon the spot. Negotiations were en-

tered into with Messrs. Timmins, who
owned a group of 50 mining claims

known as the Timmins-McMartin group,

which claims are believed to occupy

seme of the most favorable positions on

the Porcupine field. As the result of

these negotiations, one-half share of the

whole of 50 claims was acquired by the

company. Having acquired this interest,

drills, compressors, boilers and other

plants and stores were at once sent for-

ward to the field, in order to take advan-

tage of the facility of transport prior

to the breakup. Camps were formed,

and the erection of houses, stores, etc.,

at once proceeded with, as also active

development work upon some of the

properties.

The Various Holdings

There is a group of four claims at the

end of Cillies lake, which is in a direct

continuation of the Hollinger line of

reefs, and on the south claim a wide vein

has been uncovered, showing gold.

The claims known as the Miller claims

are on the direct line of veins of the Rea

Mines, Ltd. Veins showing gold have

have been discovered on this property.

At the extreme north there is a group of

five claims, on one of which a large vein

showing gold has been found.

There are three claims situated on the

line of reef of the Dome Extension.

There is also a block of 14 claims situ-

ated on what is known as the "Reserve."

It is stated that several large veins have

been uncovered on this group.

All the 50 claims have been selected be-

cause they have a showing of gold and

veins of some sort on them. These 50

claims, thus jointly owned by Messrs.

Timmins and the company, have recently

been acquired by the Ontario-Porcupine

Goldfields Development Company, Ltd.

That company has been formed with a

capital of £600,000, in 600,000 shares of

£1 each, which are today being offered

to the public for subscription.

The Hollinger Interest

Messrs. Moreing and Richards, while

in Canada, also acquired on behalf of the

company 50,000 shares in the Hollinger

Gold Mines, Ltd., owning the well known
group of Hollinger claims. A participa-

tion of 6000 shares at the cost price to

this company has been granted to

friends who assisted in the matter, thus

leaving the company with a holding of

44,000 shares. The Hollinger Gold
Mines, Ltd., is a company incorporated

under the Ontario Companies Act, with

a share capital of $3,000,000, divided into

600,000 shares at $5 each, of which 100,-

000 shares were reserved for working
capital. The company owns four mining

claims of 40 acres each (160 acres in

all). The claims adjoin each other, and

can
-
thus be operated from one central

plant. There are three veins outcropping

northeasterly and southwesterly across

the property, and on what appears to be

the main vein are the present workings.

The length so far uncovered upon the

surface is about 1700 ft. The shaft has

been put down 100 ft., and the level

driven at that depth for nearly 1400 ft., the

orebody varying in width from 4 ft. to 8

ft., and averaging over 2 oz. per ton gold.

A winze from the 100-ft. level has been

sunk to a depth of 100 ft., and at the bot-

tom of the winze the vein is 7 ft. wide,

showing free gold valued at over 2 oz.

per ton. A 30-stamp mill with cyanide

plant is now in course of erection.

Mr. Moreing's Remarks

C. A. Moreing said that he had recently

paid a visit to the goldfields of Porcupine,

and it was remarkable to his mind how
erroneous were the impressions formed

by people in England with regard to the

situation of that district. The Porcupine

goldfields were actually situated south of

London by latitude, and were only 24

hours by rail from Montreal or Toronto,

which were only seven days from Lon-

don, so that consequently anybody could

get to these fields from London in about

eight days. Work could be carried on

throughout the whole 12 months of the

year, and as far as general climate was

concerned, the place could be considered

a health resort. The fields were situated

not far south of the main line of the

Grand Trunk Pacific, and the Govern-

ment of Ontario is building a branch line

into them, which would be opened for
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traffic during the coming summer—cer-

tainly not later than the end of July.

It was only last summer that the dis-

covery of these important gold-mining

areas was made, and during the present

summer a great expansion in exploratory

work would take place, and he had not

the slightest doubt that further discover-

ies would be made, which would attract a

great deal of attention throughout the

world. Up to the present, several phe-

nomenal and important discoveries had

been made. Thirty-six square miles of

ground had already been pegged out by

prospectors, and it was the company's

intention to concentrate on Tisdale, be-

cause the most important work had been

done there. The Dome mine was there,

and when he visited that mine in January

he had brushed the snow from the out-

crops, and seen the gold glittering on the

surface in the quartz, and he was told

by the managers that they estimated the

width of the face at 30 ft., all payable.

They had put down a borehole, and cut

the deposit at 400 feet.

The surrounding country contained nu-

merous waterfalls, and these could be

used for the supply of power to work the

field. During the coming summer it was

the intention to explore the best veins,

and he supposed that they would then

have to form subsidiary companies for

the actual development. It was certain

that in that district they had a goldfield

containing rich ore, permanent in char-

acter, and likely to be brought very prom-

inently before the world in the near fu-

ture. They were sending out Doctor

Maclaren to make a. geologic study of

this field, so as to give them a scientific

basis on which to carry out their opera-

tions. He thought they might say that

as far as the company was concerned

everything was on a satisfactory basis

and that there was no doubt that the

Hollinger mine would be paying divi-

dends before the end of the year.

New Method of Rolling

Sheet Zinc

Ball Bros., of Muncie, Ind., have

bought the zinc-sheet rolling mill of the

Lanyon Zinc Company, at Laharpe, Kan.,

and are operating it under the name of

the Laharpe Zinc Rolling Mill Company.

At this plant an ingenious and highly

successful system of rolling sheet zinc

in strips has been developed. By this

process zinc is rolled in strips 6 in. wide

and 300 ft. long. Such a width is quite

sufficient for the purposes of many man-

ufacturers using sheet zinc, e. g., manu-

facturers of fruit-jar covers. The roll-

ing of sheet zinc by the new process

is considerably more economical than by

the ordinary method, both in direct oper-

ation and in first cost of plant. More-

over, a relatively inferior grade of spel-

ter may be successfully employed.

The Alaska Coal Claims
Washington Correspondence

What appears to be the final stage in

the history of the Cunningham coal

claims in Alaska, which brought about
the Ballinger-Pinchot investigation, has
been opened at the Land Office. On
May 8, attorneys for the Cunningham
claimants, E. C. Hughes, of Seattle, and
John P. Gray, of Wallace, Idaho, ap-

peared for the claimants. The hearing
was had before Land Commissioner Den-
nett and Secretary of the Interior Fisher,

sitting with members of the Board of

Law Review of the Land Office. It will

be the duty of Commissioner Dennett
to hand down the decision, but Secretary

Fisher resolved to sit at the hearing so

that in case an appeal should be made
to him from the decision of Commis-
sioner Dennett, time and expense would
be saved.

The Cunningham coal-land claims, 33

in number, are so called because it was
Clarence Cunningham, of the State of

Washington, who, while in Alaska in

1902, discovered the coal which led to

the filing of the claims by himself and 32

others. Opposition to the final granting

of the claims was due to the charge that

there was conspiracy to defraud the Gov-
ernment. L. L. Glavis, who wrote to

President Taft charging former Secretary

Ballinger with maladministration of the

public-land laws, began an attack upon

tre Cunningham claims early in 1908.

He asserted that through the assignment

of the Cunningham claims "the Gug-
genheims" were about to be given a

monopoly of Alaskan coal.

The Ballinger-Pinchot investigating

committee filed two reports, the majority

exonerating Secretary Ballinger and the

minority sustaining to a large degree

the allegations made by Glavis. No ac-

tion respecting the merits of either find-

ing was taken by Congress, and since

the proceedings were directed chiefly

against Mr. Ballinger, his resignation

probably forestalls a congressional ver-

dict. The majority of the congressional

committee did not pass upon the merits

of the claims, declaring only that "if

they are regular patents they should be

allowed." The committee said it found

no reason to doubt that the commissioner

of the General Land Office, with an

appeal to the Secretary of the Interior,

would decide the cases fairly and im-

partially.

Mr. Hughes, arguing for the claimants

in the new proceedings, asserted that as

they had paid the purchase price of the

land, and held receipts from the Gov-

ernment for the money, this was equiva-

lent to the actual delivery of patent

rights. According to the Alaskan coal-

land law of 1904, which, he declared,

was complete in itself, as soon as a

claimant had staked off his land and

had entered it in the register's office he

had a right to make contracts to sell

such land, provided the claimant was not
legally disqualified.

Asked by Secretary Fisher whether he
had read the brief presented in behalf
of Gifford Pinchot in connection with

the charges in the case, Mr. Hughes de-

clared that this brief was only partially

correct. He did not believe there had
been intentional deceit, but asserted that

the facts had been "shuffled." He did

not explain in what particular the brief

was only partially correct.

American Institute Lecture
Jennings S. Cox, Jr., general manager

of the Spanish-American Iron Company,
lectured before members of the Ameri-
can Institute of Mining Engineers, on
Monday evening, May 5, at the United
Engineering Societies building, New
York, on the subject of "Iron Ore Mining
in Cuba." Mr. Cox referred briefly to

operations at Daquiri, on the south coast,

but devoted most of his time to the less

known but extensive deposits near the

north coast, where 3000 million tons of

soft hematite ore are reported in the

Mayari, Moa, Taco and Navas districts.

Mr. Cox's lecture was particularly inter-

esting by reason of his account of the

way in which the difficulties met with in

handling the peculiar ores of the Mayari
field had been overcome.

The ore is a decomposition product of

serpentine rock, over which it lies as a

highly-ferruginous mantle, averaging

about 18 ft. in thickness. The uneven
rolling surface of the underlying serpen-

tine compelled the adoption of drag-line

scrapers as the principal means of min-

ing, though some steam shovels are also

used. The ore is soft and much of it

occurs in small shot-like particles. It

contains an unusual amount of water, 12

per cent, of combined and 28 to 30 per

cent, of hydroscopic moisture. When
loose, the angle of repose is about 55

deg., but when shoveled or packed the

ore has a clay-like consistency and the

angle of repose is about 75 to 80 dcg.

Thus the physical conditions of the ore

involved special problems in the way of

mining, as well as of metallurgical treat-

ment. The latter has been overcome by

an installation of 12 nodulizing kilns. A
number of interesting engineering fea-

tures were described, among which was a

series of gravity planes, 7000, 4000 and

2000 ft. long, respectively, by which the

ore cars are delivered from the pits to

the short railroad leading to the coast.

The lecture was one of exceptional

interest in its description of the manner

in which the engineering problems were

solved, and was thoroughly enjoyed by

those present. It is the intention to ar-

range for a series of similar meetings

in order to promote a more active in-

tercourse among the members of the in-

stitute.
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Lucky Tiger Report

The annual report of the Lucky Tiger-

nation Gold Mining Company,

which is operating a gold mine in the

Moctezuma Sonora, Mexico,

that during 1910 there was mined

and a tons of ore, which

he total tonnage of

milled since the com-

mencement of operations to Dec. 31.

1910, amounted to 137,259 tons and the

total amount realized $4,258,374. The

profit for 1910 85,304, of which

5429.000 was paid in dividends. To Dec.

31, 1910, a total of S9K).000 had been

paid in dividends.

The costs of operations for the year

amounted to 5343.710 and there was

spent in addition 5236.734 on the con-

struction of the new mill and 559,616 for

other purposes. The tonnage of ore in

c now amounts to 218,280 tons;

of which 67,780 tons is already broken in

the stopes ready for milling. The ore

developed during 1910 is 51.60 per ton

higher in value than the general average

of the ore reserves. The total ore broken

during the year was 54.274 tons, of

which 5275 tons were broken in devel-

opment work and 3916 tons were broken

under the Rynerson lease.

LUCKY-TIGER OPERATING COSTS FOR
1910

Per ton

Mining $2,468
ment '-^'

TrammhiL- !,'--"

Qg V 7~Y
*•}?*
?-il|

: _____
Total > 1

'

*'
:

Sundry income •

$8,833

During the year there was milled 37,-

'39 tons of dry ore that produced 2367

tons of concentrate, which was shipped

to the smeltery at El Paso. There was

also produced and shipped to the smelt-

ery 1775 tons of sorted ore. The gross

value of the ore milled, plus shipping

ore, amounted to $1,427,196, or $36.57

per ton.

Exploration work on the main or Tiger

vein in the Gold Hill section, in the

southern portion of the property, has re-

sulted in the discovery of a promising

ly, and several thousand tons of

.ted during the year, in-

cluding several cars of shipping ore of

grade This orebody is now being

opened in depth on the 3J. level and

continues in pay ore. Connection has

been established between the seventh

level and the Mpr'-r r
f""tion of the mine,

and this 1> for transpor-

of all the ore from the mine to

the mill. In the Sooy vein an orebody

ft in len: I een dis* i

on the seventh level. Work in the ex-

perimental plant has demonstrated that

this ore can be successfully cyanided

in the new mill.

Construction work on the new mill and

power plant is nearing completion. The

transmission line has been completed

from the mine to Douglas, and the mill

will probably be in operation by May 15.

This will increase the milling capacity

from 100 to 250 tons per day and make

possible the retreatment of 81,000 tons

of tailings now stored below the mill,

with an estimated profit of between 55

and 56 per ton.

At the first of the year 1910, authori-

zation was given for the construction of

a 250-ton cyanide mill, various additions

to the old mill and for the construction

of an exhaust turbo-generator plant at

the Copper Queen smeltery at Douglas,

Ariz., together with a 66-mile transmis-

sion line to the Tiger mill.

Detection of Nickel in

Presence of Cobalt
Neutral solutions of nickel and cobalt

salts produce with potassium chromate

solution precipitates of hydrated basic

chromates, 2NiO, NiCrO. and CoO,

CoCrO., respectively. The nickel com-

pound, chocolate brown in color, is form-

ed slowly in the cold, even in con-

centrated solutions. To obtain a rapid

precipitation it is necessary to heat to

boiling. This reaction will show 0.000028

grams of nickel. The cobalt precipitate

differs from the one just described in be-

ing reddish brown in color, in having a

strong tendency to adhere to glass ves-

sels, and in being formed rapidly in the

cold in solutions containing more than

two grams of cobalt per liter. From

more dilute solutions the precipitation oc-

curs on heating to boiling, and in this

way 0.000032 gram of cobalt has been

detected. Both compounds are formed

only in neutral solutions; they are solu-

ble in weak acids and in ammonia.

The recognition of nickel and cobalt in

solutions containing kt,oth metals in about

equal amounts is simple. {Bull. Soc.

Chim. 1911, 9, 20-22). The solution is

treated in the cold with a 10 per cent,

solution of potassium chromate. The co-

balt precipitate, formed in the cold, is

filtered out and the filtrate heated to

boiling to precipitate the nickel. If the

solution of the metals contains little

nickel relatively to the cobalt, the filtrate

from the cobalt chromate is, as before,

heated to boiling, when a precipitate ap-

pears containing nickel with a little co-

balt. This precipitate is washed free

from potassium chromate solution, dis-

solved in ammonia in the cold, and eva-

porated by heating in a smail basin. If

nickel is present the basic chromate sepa-

rates after a time with its characteristic

color, while the cobalt compound be-

comes dirty green. It is possible in this

way to detect one part of nickel in pres-

ence of 100 parts of cobalt. If, in the so-

lution of the metals, nickel preponderates

greatly, e.g., in the proportion of 50:1,

the cobalt chromate does not separate in

the cold. In this case the liquid is heated

to boiling, and the basic chromate pre-

cipitate then formed is filtered, washed,

dissolved in ammonia and evaporated as

described above. The formation of a

dirty-green deposit shows the presence of

cobalt.

Alaska Coal Lands
Speaking of conditions in Alaska, Isaac

Guggenheim says: "The land situation

up there is an outrage. The agricultural

possibilities of the Copper River valley

are enormous, but nothing can be done

so long as nobody is permitted to touch

the coal.

"Coal costs $12 or more a ton in

Alaska, where it could be mined and dis-

tributed for $5 or $6. We do not own
one foot of coal land in the Territory

and have no desire to add anything to

our investment there outside of our cop-

per properties.

"With assistance of Morgan we have

constructed a railroad from Cordova to

our copper properties. We have put

520,000,000 into that railroad and would

put in as much more as might be neces-

sary to reach the coalfields if the Gov-
ernment would only adopt some stable

policy for development of the fuel de-

posits it controls."

Chilean Nitrate Industry

The following figures on the Chilean

nitrate industry are communicated by
Minister Henry P. Fletcher, of Santiago,

Chile, based upon the recently issued re-

port of the Nitrate Propaganda Associa-

tion. The production of the last few

years is given as follows: 1908, 2,120,-

965 tons; 1909, 2,275,559 tons; 1910

(estimated), 2,667,000 tons; 1911 (esti-

mated), 2,794,000 tons. Stocks held at

northern Chilean ports on Dec. 31, 1910,

were estimated at 503,747 tons.

The Nitrate Propaganda Association is

extremely optimistic as to the general

outlook, inasmuch as it declares that

calcium cyanide has had only a meager

success, and that calcium nitrate has not

proved a successful fertilizer, while am-

monium sulphate has been the only rival

from a fertilizing standpoint, and that

price considerations are against it.

Drilling in Michigan
On Sept. 1, 1910, there were 25 dia-

mond drills in operation in the Lake

Superior copper country, while at present

there are only 14. These are worked as

follows: two at the Senter-Dupee tract

just north of Gratiot lake, two at the New
Arcadian, one each at the Union Land

(just west of the Allouez and North

Kearsarge), Mayflower, Atlantic (under-

ground), Algomah, Mass, Indiana, North

Lake, Isle Royale (underground) and

Contact (formerly Elm River).
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The Lake Superior Copper Mines
By Dwight E. Woodbrid^e *In a paper on the conservation of

Michigan's exhaustible mineral re-

sources, read before the Michigan Aca-

demy of Sciences, and to be published in

the records of that body, R. C. Allen,

State Geologist, has much to say of the

copper mines of the State. A brief sum-

mary of his remarks, together with run-

ning comment on the same, follows: Mr.

Allen sketches briefly the history of the

industry and the geology of the copper-

bearing rocks of Keweenaw peninsula.

In substance he says that the copper in-

dustry of the United States may be said

to date from the opening of the Michigan

range in 1845, and that in the year 1847

the State produced 213 long tons of cop-

per, out of a total of 300 tons made in

the country. In 1850 Michigan produced

572 tons of the 650 made in North Amer-

ica, and up to 1887 was the leading pro-

ducer, when it gave way to Montana and

became second in rank. This place was

held until 1905, at which time Arizona

pushed both Montana and Michigan back

one notch. But Michigan, on account of

its early lead, is still ahead in the gross

amount made, and has the added dis-

tinction of exhibiting the largest copper-

mining operations, of attaining the lowest

cost per ton of material handled, and of

paying greater sums in dividends than

any other copper area in the world.

Keweenaw point," Mr. Allen says, "may
be justly said to be the world's greatest

mining district."

Limits of Copper Formation

Keweenaw point is a narrow peninsula

projecting northeastward into Lake Su-

perior a distance of 70 miles. The back-

bone of this peninsula is formed by the

Keweenawan or copper-bearing rocks,

which are a succession of dark basaltic

lava flows, conveniently called traps, in

lesser part of light-colored lavas, or

quartz porphyries, and interbedded layers

of sandstones and conglomerates. The

trap beds vary in thickness to above

100 ft. Sandstone and conglomerate

beds form the upper part of the series,

becoming diminishingly abundant down-

ward till they become unimportant, in the

lower third of the series. The entire ser-

ies is 25,000 to 30,000 ft. thick, dips

northwest at angles varying from 25 to

70 deg., and forms a narrow band, four

to six miles wide, known as the "copper

range," and which extends into the lake

at the northern extremity of the penin-

sula. The copper-producing belt is one

to two miles wide and 70 miles long. Its

rocks are overlain on the west, in appar-

ent conformity, by sandstone and con-

glomerate. A great fault extending from

a point near the extremity of the penin-

sula through its center and far into the

The first great copper
district in the United States,

opened in 1845; still in
third place in annual pro-

duction. The Keweenawan
formation can he traced over

400 miles hid the producing
.belt is only 70 miles long

and from one to two miles

wide.

*Mining engineer,
luth, Minn.

Kdhvood building, Du-

mainland to the south, drops flat-lying

Cambrian sandstone down against the

upturned edges of the Keweenawan ser-

ies which latter is doubtless repeated

east of the fault.

It is well to note, in passing, that the

Lake Superior copper-bearing formation

is at least 400 miles in extreme length,

as shown by surface outcropings, ex-

tending for 150 miles through Michigan,

and that more or less mining has been at-

tempted, not alone along the entire length

of its course in Michigan, but at various

points through Wisconsin and even into

east central Minnesota, where it outcrops

in the vicinity of Hinckley, and on the

extreme southern edge of Carlton county.

But while "barrel copper" has been

found in these westerly workings, there

never has been a discovery outside of

the 70 or 80 miles on the formation run-

ning southwesterly from the tip of Ke-

weenaw point in which the dissemination

of fine copper was sufficient to permit

successful mine operations. The forma-

tion apparently forms a syncline, and

dips to the surface again on the north

side of Lake Superior, both in Minnesota

and further to the north and east, along

the Canadian shores, and on Isle Royale.

This is the one copper-mining region the

main mineral of which is native copper;

it occurs in the sandstones, conglomer-

ates and trap beds, the two latter fur-

nishing all the ores now mined or that

have ever been profitably extracted. It oc-

curs partly in crystalline but mainly in

massive condition, forming casts and fill-

ings in the conglomerate, there replacing

both pebbles and matrix, and in the traps

filling the amygdules of the original gas-

es. It is also found in veins in cross fis-

sures and in slips or fault planes. In

these latter are sometimes single masses

of native copper weighing many tons.

Only Two Conglomerate Beds Worked

Mr. Allen says that the conglomerate

beds are richer in copper than the traps,

but this is true, in fact, only of one
known conglomerate bed, that of the

Calumet & Hecla. Other conglomerates
have been disappointing in their copper
contents. Speaking of this rich conglom-
erate he says that it has been worked
since the middle of the last century, and
that its deepest workings are at a depth

of 5000 ft. The precise date of the dis-

covery and operation of the Calumet con-

glomerate was in 1866, since which time

it has been continuously operated. The
productive part of this bed is 12 to 15 ft.

thick, and less than three miles long. It

is of a felsitic nature and in this re-

spect differs from many other conglom-
erates of the series. While many of

these beds carry copper in minute quan-
tities, only two of them have ever been

seriously mined, and the Allouez, which
is the second of these, has been a prac-

tical failure, taking it in general.

Amygdaloid Beds Now Greatest
Producers

Though the amygdaloid beds are of low

grade, this fact is compensated for by
their number, evenness of mineralization,

great extent, and by their greater ease

and cheapness of working. Amygdaloid
lodes occur characteristically in the up-

per parts of the trap beds that contain

numerous gas cavities, or amygdules, in

many cases extending into the base of the

bed immediately overlying. It is these

amygdaloid beds that are destined, says

Mr. Allen, to bear in future the greater

part of the output of Michigan copper

mines. Indeed, at the present time they

produce not far from 70 per cent, of

the total metal coming from the region.

It is pointed out that the question of

reserves of mineral is complicated by the

price of the metal, that which is waste at

12c. per lb., is commercial ore at, say,

25c, or even at 15 or 18c. And because

of the varying nature of geological con-

ditions governing the occurrence of ores

in different rocks of varying ages and

characteristics, it is impossible to make a

creditable guess as to reserves. It is true

that a recent estimate places the total

copper reserves in sight on the Michigan

range at four thousand million pounds,

estimating rock that carries upward of 0.5

per cent. (10 lb. per ton) as ore, but in

considering this estimate it is well to re-

member that the average rock now mined

will run about twice this percentage, and

that it is difficult, on a 13- to 15c. copper

market, to make anything under 15 lb.

per ton a profitable ore. It cannot be ex-

pected that refinements of mining and re-

duction will continue to such an extent in

the life of the present generation that cop-

per rock carrying but 10 lb. of recoverable

metal to the ton shall be minable at the

piesent price of copper, nor at any such
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- ..'ems justified by the outlook

for the near future. The acceleration of

. nand for refined copper

that of iron, however, and

of the total yield of the United -

amounting, to 1911, to about 7.025.000

17,000 tons have been the

result of the last 1 1 years. This is no

per cent, of the whole.

:here will be a steady future in-

. in the consumption cannot be

ed for a moment.

-THIRD OF THE LAKE COPPER PRO-

DUCED AT A LOSS

This being so. the question arises

where is the copper of the future to come

from? Lindgren estimated in 1909 that

on the basis of 13c. copper it was doubt-

ful if the reserves of Montana and Ari-

zona would last more than 10 years or

>f .Michigan more than 15. I think

it probable that today he would postpone

the time of reckoning, however. It is im-

portant to note that under present con-

ditions more than a third of the Michigan

product is being made at a loss, and such

a condition cannot long continue. While

Michigan's reserves are greater than

those of other districts, they are lower

in grade and cannot be mined at pres-

ent prices of metal. In the early days of

the Calumet lode its ores were so rich

that they made the average percentage

cf the State several times higher than at

present. Today while this lode has fallen

to about 1.5 per cent, copper the pro-

portion of its production to the whole of

the State is so considerable that the

average for the Michigan range is brought

to about 1 per cent., although many of

the amygdaloid mines are working' on

rock that returns from 13 to 16 lb. per

ton. There is therefore the utmost need

for the conservation of these resources.

If a person seeks the best possible il-

lustration of practical conservation let

him travel the copper country of Mighi-

gan and witness operations there: The

stoping of copper ore at depths to a mile

underground from which 20 lb. or less

of copper is recovered per ton of rock,

the tramming of this ore on electric rail-

roads to shafts through which it is

hoisted in great loads at express-train

speed to surface, where it is loaded into

hopper-bottom cars and sent to vast mills

filled with costly machinery, where the

copper is separated from the rock gangue

containing it, refined and cast into shapes

and all being done at a cost that per-

tbe sale of the final product at 12c.

per lb., or a tot.i for the original

ton of rock! In reducing costs to this

Michigan operators have added

many millions of ton^ to the minable re-

serves of the country, and have thus

conserved to that extent.

Further economies will doubtless add. in

time, many additional million to •

As in the case of iron ores prac-

tical (

operation of known economic laws. As

in the case of iron ore, the copper mining

industry is in the hands of a few large

companies. The tendency is toward fur-

ther consolidation, as witness an import-

ant combination now proposed and that

seems sure to be successful, because it is

in line with the trend of economic laws

and is natural and proper. With the

gradual decline in tenor of ores, increas-

ing depth of mines, growing charges for

exploration and development, operators

are under constant pressure to reduce

costs and effect economies. Consolida-

tion is one of the means toward this end.

Transvaal Notes '

Johannesburg Correspondence

In a recent letter I noted the discovery

near Klerksdorp on the far southwest of

the Rand of a reef in a bore which some
geologists claim to be the main reef. A
shaft is now being sunk to cut this reef

and it is reported that the reef has been

cut in another bore hole three miles to

the south. Results are kept secret but

they are apparently satisfactory as some
leading financiers are interesting them-

selves.

The discovery on the Roberts-Victor

diamond mine proved to be less import-

ant than was supposed, being only an ex-

tension of a fissure or dike connected

with the pipe.

Owing to various causes and chiefly to

the large amount of waste mined from

the pipe the results from the Voorspoed

mine have been disappointing for the

quarter ended March, 1911; 39,800 loads

yielded 59,690 carats of diamonds or

14.9 carats per 100 loads.

The production of diamonds in Damar-
aland by the Diamond Regie for the year

amounted to £798,865. There is news of

the discovery of a new diamond pipe near

the Premier mine and a prospector has

returned from the Kalahard desert be-

yond Kimberley and Vyberg with some
valuable stones.

The Geduld, adjoining the Modderfon-

tein Deep mine on the Rand, is still in

an unsatisfactory position, owing to its

small reduction plant, the extra expense

of development and 1,850,000 gal. of wa-

ter per day met with. There are, how-
ever, over 500,000 tons exposed of a

value of about 9 dwt. over 38 in. As no

provision has been made for hauling sep-

arately and dumping unpayable develop-

ment rock, some 19 per cent, of the ore

going to mill was of this description and

the yield from 127,500 tons milled for

the year was 23s. 6d., while costs were 21

shillings.

The ore reserves on the Village Reef
are 1,043,593 tons exposed in the south

reef and main reef leader with a value

of 6.1 dwt. over about 50 in. Approxi-

l 15,000 tons of sand were packed

in old Mopes to protect the shaft. The
disappointing feature in this mine was

the impoverishment in depth and reduc-

tion in size of the south reef. The de-

velopments on both the south reef and
main reef leader in the Reef-Turf mines

shaft at 4000 ft. have, however, been

good and have raised the general grade

of the ore reserves.

The reports of the two Germiston Deep
mines working between 3000 and 5000

ft. show low grade. The Simmer Reef

crushed for 1910, 480,000 tons, including

40,000 tons of dump rock with 165

stamps, and ore reserves were 1,255,000

tons of a value of 5.01 dwt. The main
inclines below the vertical shafts are

nearly 3000 ft. deep, and the lower levels

are showing better grade; working costs

were 16s. 7.3d. per ton.

The next mine, the Jupiter, has 1,074,-

000 tons of 5.8 dwt. ore exposed and

the main reef in the lower level is stated

to be running 5.6 dwt. over 80 in. for long

distances which would seem to indicate

that the reefs are again widening in

depth.

April Dividends

The accompanying table shows the

amount per share and total amount of the

dividends paid during April, 1911, by a

United States Mining
Companies

Am. Zinc Ld. & Sin., z

.

Anaconda, c
Arizona Copper, pf.. . .

Copper Range Con., c.
Blinker Hill & Sul., 1. .

Bingham-New Haven, i

Dalv-West, s.l

Goldfield Con., g
Homestake, g
Hecla Mining Co., s.l.

.

North Butte, c
New Idria, q
Old Dominion M. & S.

.

Success, l.s

Tonopali Belmont, g. .

Tonopah of Nevada, g.
Wolverine, c

Coal, Iron, Industrial
and Holding
Companies

Am. Ag. Chem
Cen. Coal&Ck. Co.,com.
Cen. Coal & Ck. Co.,pfd.
( ieneral ('hem., pf
Guggenheim Expl. Co.

.

( )ld Dominion, c
Pittsburg Coal ........
Republic I. & S., pf
Sloss-Shef., pf
U. S. Sin., Ref. & Min.

Co., com
U. S. Sin., Ref. & Min.

Co., pf
Va.-Car. Chem

Canadian, Mexican and
Central American

Companies

Buffalo Mines, s

Crown Reserve, s

Dominion Coal, com . . .

Esperanza, s.g
La Hose Con., s

Mck.-Dar. Sav., s.. .

.

Mines CO. of America
(new)

Nipissing, s
San Toy, g
Temiskaming, s

Mtua-
tion

Kan.
Mont.
Ariz.
Mich.
Ida.
Utah
Utah
Nev.
S. D.
Ida.
Mont.
Cal.
Ariz.
Ida.
Nev.
Nev.
Mich.

Per
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The Tampico Oilfield, Mexico
With the approaching completion of

the Panama canal the development of a

large production of fuel oil in its gen-

eral vicinity is of great commercial in-

terest. The Tampico oilfield, along the

border of the states of Tamaulipas and

! Veracruz, Mexico, is in consequence at-

! tracting attention. This oilfield is one of

1 a number of oil districts situated along

: the Gulf of Mexico, including the Beau-

|
mont, Jennings, Caddo. Corsicana and

Isthmus of Tehuantepec oilfields. Each

is situated in either Cretaceous or Ter-

tiary beds along the Gulf of Mexico, to-

ward which the rocks are gently inclined.

Development started in the Tampico

district, at Ebano, about 10 years ago,

but general attention was only called to

the district about four years ago by the

picturesque oil war waged by the Waters-

Pierce interests and S. Pearson & Sons

(The Mexican Eagle Oil Company). The

American interests are largely Californian

I
and Texan with less Pennsylvanian. The

1 known productive area of the Tampico

field extends from Tampico west ap-

proximately 35 miles, and south from the

city about 130 miles.

Oil Occurs in the Cretaceous

The Gulf of Mexico is bordered by a

narrow marshy plain from which rises a

dissected upland, culminating in Cerro

Otontenec, a basalt mass about 2500 ft.

above sea level. This mass trends north

of northeast and so parallels the Sierra

i Madre range. To the north of Tancoco

rather steep but broadly curved hills of

Tertiary rocks, rising about 600 ft. above

the deeper river valleys, are conspic-

uous. South of Tancoco the sedimentary

hills are lower, serving to increase the

prominence of cones and knife-edge

ridges representing plugs and dikes of

basalt which dot the country. The val-

leys of the main rivers even well up

their courses, are broad and flat-bot-

tomed. The marshy coastal plain has a

heavy growth of rank grass, and else-

where the country is covered with a

dense growth of tropical trees, vines and
1 shrubbery. The climate is semi-tropical;

the health of Americans is fairly good,

and Tampico itself could, by modern san-

itary methods, be made a not unpleasant

place to live in.

In addition to soil alluvium and old

marine gravels pierced in places, the

wells pass through Tertiary rocks into the

Cretaceous series. The Tertiary rocks

which cover the greater part of the dis-

trict consist of at least 750 ft. of white

vesicular limestone, thin white beds con-

sisting of oyster shell, calcareous sand-

stone and yellow fine-grained sandstone

containing much clay, felspar and mica.

These rocks are separated from the un-

By Sydney H. Ball *
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derlying Cretaceous by a slight uncon-
formity, but the structures of the two
scries are similar. Anticlines in the Ter-

tiary rocks at the surface will be found
also in the underlying Cretaceous rocks.

Soft bluish-gray massive shales of

Cretaceous age, more rarely brown or

red in color, outcrop at several points,

and probably lie beneath the alluvium of

many of the deeper valleys. Well rec-

ords indicate that this shale is from 1700

to 2400 ft. thick. This rock is the cap-

ping which holds the oil in the forma-

tion next to be described. The wells pass

from these shales to a blue shale with

thin interbedded layers of limestone. The
oil occurs in the cavernous limestone.

This formation is reported to be 500 ft.

thick. Below is 3000 ft. of porous dolo-

mitic limestone; it contains a little oil

end has been in part perhaps the source

of the oil.

Igneous Rocks

The basalt and gabbro rocks intrude

both the Cretaceous and the Tertiary

formations and are perhaps of Pliocene

age. They are particularly abundant in

the western part of the region near Cerro

Otontepec and in the region south there-

of. They grade into one another and

usually occur as dikes, plugs or batho-

liths; sometimes as sheets and flows. The

sedimentary rocks near the larger masses

are hardened and metamorphic rocks are

developed from them.

The Tertiary rocks, although practically

flat-lying, dip gently toward the coast.

Superimposed on this easterly dip are va-

rious folds, the most prominent of which

strike from northeast to southwest. Dips

rarely exceed 5 deg., although near ba-

salt intrusive masses the beds are in in-

stances steeply inclined. Domes are

formed by cross folds. Faulting accom-

panied the basaltic intrusions and to it the

difference in level of the Cretaceous

rocks in neighboring wells is to be

ascribed.

With the exception of the Panuco and

Topilo wells, which were drilled in the

broad alluvial flat of the Panuco river,

oroducing wells are located near asphalt

seeps and ordinarily in the vicinity of in-

trusive masses of basalt. Strong asphalt

seeps, which are ftequently accompanied
by a considerable escape of gas, are or-

dinarily situated near basalt or along a
fracture; either a fault or a fractured

zone near a basalt intrusion. The pres-

ence of asphalt indicates that at some
former date at least the underlying rocks

contained oil, while basalt intrusion

points to the fact that the oil-bearing

rocks have been sufficiently broken up to

permit the rather free flow of oil. The
basalt intrusions appear to have the ef-

fect which is artificially obtained in many
veils by shooting.

Asphalt Seeps Near Faults

Asphalt seeps are widely distributed

throughout the Tampico oil district, and
occur either irregularly distributed over
an area several acres in extent, or situ-

rted along well defined lines. In the lat-

ter case they presumably mark a fault

and their presence is considered an es-

pecially good sign of oil in the under-
lying rocks. In the past some asphalt

has been quarried from these seeps. As
typical of these seeps (called by the

Mexicans ojos de chapapote or "eyes of

asphalt") one lying midway between
Piedra Labr;.da and Cerro Azul may be

described

:

The country rock is Tertiary limestone,

though basalt occurs both to the east

and west within two miles. The largest

seep, about 30 ft. in diameter, has soft

black asphalt over an area 8 ft. in its

center, and into this a pole 20 ft. long can

be readily forced. Much gas. escaping

with a hissing sound, forces holes through

the soft asphalt. Most of the gas is a hy-

drocarbon, though hydrogen sulphide

and sulphur dioxide are also evidently

present.

An asphalt path connects this and
a seep 100 ft. south 10 deg. west

which is soft for 3 ft. across its center.

The gas here forces the asphalt into

iridescent bubbles. From this seep south

30 deg-. west, a natural asphalt road from

30 to 60 ft. wide extends for 1500 ft., the

asphalt escaping from that point down a

small stream valley. At four or five

places, for a distance of 850 ft. along this

level stretch, the asphalt is soft and from

if gas escapes. Across the basalt hill to

the east are the Cerro Azul seepages,

the largest by far in the district. They
at least cover many acres and are re-

ported to extend for several kilometers.

Numerous active seeps occur at the heads

cf small valleys and the sub-valleys and

main streams are filled with solid asphalt.

From the more active seeps strong flows

of gas escape. In smaller seeps else-

where the gas upon being ignited burns

with a long blue flame.
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Production of the Tells

ng the wells

rficulr to obtain, but

-llowing descriptions of wells is

n in the main accurate:

sum Company's wells

at Jui in number, are

illey and in

On either

rise, perhaps 300

ricinit] so tar as

There are tour pro-

ported to have flowed when

brought in, respectively 35.000 12,000,

bbl. per day. From Septem-

when the pipe-line was com-

the middle of March, 2.860,000

bbl. of oil. about 16,000 bbl. daily, had

.red by pipe line at Tampico.

Production is limited to the capacity of

the pipe line. Three wells are variously

reported to have gone crooked, or to be

too shallow, but are perhaps dry. The

wells are from 1700 to 1900 ft. deep.

Strong asphalt seeps occur in the neigh-

borhood, but the nearest known basalt is

at Cerro de Oro. 2'. miles distant. The

c:'l has an asphaltic base, is 20 deg. B. and

in part is being refined at the Waters-

Pierce refinery at Tampico, in part stored

: pico, in part going to the Mexican

National Gas Company. Mexico City and

in part to Ebano, where it is mixed with

-ano oil and delivered to the Na-

tional Railways of .Mexico. All of these

wells have been brought in during the

last two years.

The Ebano wells of the Alexican Petro-

leum Company, a sister corporation to the

Huasteca Petroleum Company, both be-

ing Doheny & Canfield properties, are in

level country, the earlier wells being situ-

ated near a conical butte said to be ba-

salt. There are about 20 wells which at

present market about 3700 bbl. of fuel

oil (9 deg. Baume) per day. The No. 3

Chijol well 6 miles south of Ebano, the

•. is reported to flow 800 bbl. per

day of 14 deg. oil. The oil is more or

ixed with water and pumping is

necessary in most wells, the product be-

rterward settled. These wells, which

are said to be from 1650 to 1900 ft. deep

are the oldest in the district and have

producing about nine years.

The Pearson and Dos Bocas Gushers

The new Peason (Mexican Eagle Com-
pany) gusher at Potrero del Llano,

Jrilling began about two years ago,

the Buena Vista river valley about

from the stream. About one mile

hill, and nearby are

aspha:- 1 came in

about and before if was
ontrolled, approximately

The well is

rtlal control, being capped
but not shut in. 1

bbl. c larch 25

two-thirds full. The foliage for 3

miles in every direction is blackened

by the oil escaping prior to cap-

ping. Early in February it was gush-

:. 8-in. column of oil to a hight

17 m. (040 feet), the daily flow

then being probably 35,000 bbl.; while on

March 16 it was estimated to be making

from 75,000 to 80,000 bbl. per day. The

oil is 22 deg. and has an asphalt-paraffin

base. There are two other older wells

nearby producing 600 and 800 bbl. (No.

1 and 2) respectively. The wells are re-

ported to be 2000 ft. deep, and No. 4 is

Si id to be 200 ft. into the oil-bearing

limestones. At present in addition to the

oil being stored a small quantity is

pumped from the well to a tank on the

the lagoon for five miles from the well.

The gusher (No. 3) is now a huge pond

covering over 23 acres with its sides still

continuing to fall in. The surface is

covered with oil, while the center steams

with hot sulphurous-calcareous water

which at times is forced by gas into a

huge balloon 30 ft. above the surface; it

resembles some huge semi-extinct geyser.

Well No. 1 which, prior to the fire, was a

good producer, is capped and still gushes

a little oil when uncapped, but it is es-

sentially an abandoned well. A well

drilled since the big gusher burned flows

only hot sulphurous water.

The East Coast Oil Company (Southern

Pacific) well at Topila had flowed about

50 bbl. per day and was being deepened

Trmazuncbale

TAMPICO OIL FIELDS,

STATES OF

VERA CRUZ AND TAMAULIPAS,

MEXICO.

T: ncochin river, where one of two or

three steamers draw six barges (steel,

1500 lb.; wood, 1000 lb.) to the mouth of

the Chijol canal. Single barges or two
barges are drawn through the canal by
gasolene launches. As a minimum 1800

bbl., and a maximum 7000 to 9000 bbl.

per day is being marketed. Wells No. 3

and 5 stopped drilling when the big well
•' as struck.

The Dos Bocas gusher of the Mexican
Eagle Oil Company is situated near Tam-
iahua lagoon, near a possible fault along

which seepages were abundant. This was
a huge gusher which, at its zenith, is said

to have spurted oil 1500 ft. high, and at

one time to have flowed at least 90,000
bbl. per day. It began to gush on July

18, but soon caught fire. At the

time aaphaltum and oil float on

The Engineering ^lining Journal

when on about March 19, 1911 a steady

flow was developed. It was capped, but

through a small leak made about 200 bbl.

per day. On March 25 it was opened and

this intermittent gusher made from 5000

to 6000 bbl. per day. The same company
200 ft. away has a 50- bbl. well and near

by an unsuccessful hole while the

Waters-Pierce company across the creek

has a small well of about the same ca-

pacity and one crooked hole. The oil is

20 deg. Baume. The big well is a little

over 2300 ft. deep, the other Southern

Pacific well 2693 ft. deep (more or less

oil from 2400 ft. down).
Little definite information exists as to

the relative proportion of productive and

dry wells, but it is probable that slightly

less than 50 per cent, of the wells drilled

have been productive. On the accom-
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panying map the productive and non-

productive wells known are shown, but a

number of other dry wells have undoubt-

edly been drilled. The field should, from

its great extent, not only be long lived,

but also produce much oil.

Future of the Field

The field is too young to determine the

average life of the wells. Some wells,

like Dos Bocas, have been short lived,

but in the 90 days of its life this gusher

is estimated by some to have thrown out

almost 9,000,000 bbl. of oil, equivalent

to a life of 25 years at 1000 bbl. per day.

The Ebano field alone has been produc-

ing for more than two years. About four

years ago its product was 10,000 bbl. per

day; at present from 2500 to 5000 bbl.

per day. Taking 3700 as the present

production this field appears, after reach-

ing its maximum production, to have lost

yearly about 25 per cent. This would in-

dicate that in 10 years only the largest

wells will be producers. Few fields have

had so many large gushers, and as a re-

sult the average yield of the wells struck

to date is high. A normal well appears to

give from 500 to 1000 bbl. of oil per day.

The grade of oil is not high, and for

the most part has a predominant asphaltic

base. The oil, black in color and viscous,

in a general way becomes better from

north to south; that of the Ebano fields

being low grade, while that of Potrero

del Llano is much better, having a mixed

asphalt and paraffin base. While the oil

of this well, as well as that of a part of

the Juan Casiano field, is being refined,

the Tampico field is believed to be a

fuel-oil producer.

The estimated oil production of Mexico

in 1907 was 975,000 bbl. and 3,500,000

bbl. in 1910. In January, 1911, about

17,000 bbl. were being marketed daily,

and in March, 1911, over 25,000 bbl. The

1911 product should be over 8,000,000

bbl. If all of the wells continued to

produce at the present rate, and if all

were marketed (neither of these condi-

tions, however, is probable), the output

this year should exceed the local demand

for oil. The Mexican demand will, how-

ever, increase after the present unsettled

political situation ends, but the future

depends largely on creating a market in

Europe for fuel oil, and in supplying not

only the British Admiralty, but also the

big steamship lines with fuel oil. Once

a large annual production is assured, a

fuel-oil market will create itself.

In March, 1911, three of the Tampico

wells daily gushed a quantity of oil

greater than the daily production of the

1500 Illinois oil wells, and Illinois is the

third producing center in the United

States. On Dec. 17, 1910, a contract for

2 l/2 million barrels of crude oil at 92^c.

per bbl. was made between the Ebano

(Mexican Petroleum Company) and the

Waters- Pierce company. Such favorable

contracts will, however, not be made in

the near future, 50c per bbl. being con-

sidered a fair price.

Drillers get ^7 per day and their Amer-
ican helpers, usually four in number, $4,

in addition to board and lodging; they

drill 11 hours. For ordinary labor the

Mexicans, fairly efficient, receive 1.25 to

1.50 pesos per day. The labor supply is

probably sufficient, but the wage is apt to

rise.

Drilling and Shipping Facilities

As wells may go over 3000 ft., a heavy
rig is necessary, a combined standard

and rotary being preferable. The rotary

is used for 1500 to 1800 ft. in the soft

layers, and the standard rig to finish the

hole. Drilling is or should be fairly

rapid. Holes will take from three to six

months, the Huasteca wells, 1800 to 1900

ft. deep, having been about four months
drilling. Drilling is not particularly diffi-

cult if the wells do not encounter basalt.

Wells in the latter rock go crooked and

those in shale should be cased im-

mediately, as the shale swells. The great-

est danger appears to be from excessive

gas pressure, which may blow out the

casing and ruin the well. The drilling

costs to date have been exceedingly high,

and probably the majority of the wells

have cost from $9 to S12 per foot. Care-

ful management, however, should reduce

this cost considerably and eventually

companies doing a large amount of dril-

ing should be able to drill wells to 2700

ft. at about $6 per ft. Wood for fuel

is abundant.

Tampico is situated on the Panuco

river, about six miles from the coast, and

steamers of from 8000 to 10,000 tons

and of 22-ft. draft, regularly call at the

port. It is the natural supply point.

Gasolene launches are used to reach

most of the producing wells, which are

situated fairly close to rivers which are

navigable for launches drawing 2 ft.

water. Well cut trails abound, but unfor-

tunately no vehicles are used by the

Mexicans, and *as a result wagon roads

must be built from the rivers, to the

places where drilling is being done.

At the present time there are no cus-

tom pipe lines in the district, but some

will probably be built as the district de-

velops. The principal pipe lines now

existing within the district are as follows:

The Huasteca Petroleum Company has

an 8-in pipe line 105' '_. km. long be-

tween its wells at Juan Casiano and Tam-

pico (crossing the river at Tampico the

line is sunk to river bottom). There are

six pump stations of 200 h.p. each.

Nine and a half kilometers from

Juan Casiano a branch line, now aban-

doned, goes to Presidio. This pipe line,

with pump stations, is said to have cost

14,300 pesos per kilometer. This same

company has surveyed a railroad from

Cerro Azul through Juan Casiano to San

Geromino, near Dos Bocas.

The Mexican Eagle Oil Company has
laid a 6-in. pipe line from its wells at

Potrero del Llano to the Tancodiin
river and has projected a second pipe

line (S-in.) from the former point

to Tuxpan. The same company has
a 6-in. pipe line from Tanguijo to

the lagoon and Furber has a 6-in.

pipe line (80 km. long) and a nar-

row-gage railroad from his field to a

point on the coast east of Tuxpan. The
Fast Coast Oil Company has a pipe line

8000 ft. long from its Panuco wells to

the river of that name. It is rumored
that the Huasteca Petroleum Company
is soon to start a pipe line from the Juan
Casiano wells to Mexico City, a conces-

sion having already been granted. Pre-

sumably the first stage of this pipe line

will merely reach the Mexican Central

Railroad.

At Tampico the Huasteca Petroleum

Company has 30 steel tanks, each of

55,000 bbl. capacity, and in addition to

other similar tanks, intends building a

concrete reservoir at Tampico of 1.250,-

000 bbi. capacity, another at Geromino,

where its pipe line reaches Tamiahua
lagoon, of 750,000 bbl. and still another

at Juan Casiano of 500,000 barrels.

Refineries

Some of the better oil is being refined,

the refineries having the following daily

capacities: Minatitlan (S. Pearson &
Sons), 4000 to 6000 bbl.; Veracruz

(Waters Pierce), 3000 bbl.; Tampico

(Waters Pierce), 8000 bbl.; total, 15,000

to 17,000 bbl. The Minatitlan refinery is

on the gulf, 350 miles from Tampico. It

is being supplied by the Potrero del

Llano, Furber and San Cristobal fields.

The Waters-Pierce refineries treat Juan
Casiano oil. At Ebano there is an as-

phalt plant, the product being largely

used in Mexico, although a little is ex-

ported.

The majority of oil wells have been

put down on land leased from the Mex-

ican farmers. The leases are taken

ordinarily for 30 years; a yearly rental,

commonly paid two or three years in ad-

vance, and ordinarily from 5 to 10 per

cent, of the oil being the consideration;

10 per cent, royalties prevail in the

northern, while 5 per cent, is the ordi-

nary royalty in the southern part of the

field, except near the best asphalt seeps.

The money consideration varies widely,

according to the situation of the land,

and is rapidly rising. In the early days

many thousands of acres were leased as

low as 50c. per acre.

Export shipments by water of Cali-

fornia crude petroleum and products, in-

cluding asphalt, for March aggregated in

value $632,877. Crude destinations and

quantities were: Panama, 102,000 bbl.;

Salvador, 36; Chile, 42.000; Hawaii, 63,-

500; Alaska. 54.000; total value. SI 93,-

200, average price, 73.8c. per barrel.
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California's Mining Building
The -ding,

ed by the department of mining

tetallurgy of t:

ifornia. at Berk< . is the gift of

.1 memorial

The architect of

Prof. John I

In drawing the plans the ar-

rked in constant conference

with Prof. S. B. Christy, the dean of the

ege. Between them, these

sited nearly every college and

. ::ool of rank in the Old World

and in the New. While the design in-

corpo: stions from many
sources, it was in no sense a copy of any

..ilding in the world but was

the result of a careful and comprehen-

Hearst Memorial mining
building at the University

of California a fjords excel

lent quarters for the jnining

college and is well equipped

with modern mining and
metallurgical machinery.

Practical Mining Laboratory

There is a large and well lighted base-

ment, entered from the west by a tunnel,

through which heavy trucks may be driv-

en directly to the storage and supply

rooms. It contains steam-heating and
ventilating appliances, and there is in-

Adjoining the store rooms are two sets of

conveniently arranged locker rooms and
laboratories with shower baths.

In the heart of the building on this

floor is the mining laboratory. This

room is 64 ft. high and about 50 ft. wide

by 120 ft. long. It is surrounded by gal-

leries on the second and third floors. It

is lighted both from the sides and from
above. It is provided also with an elec-

tric elevator, capable of carrying a load

of five tons. Its entire length will be

covered by a traveling electric crane with

a capacity for handling five tons. To the

right and left of this room, on the ground
floor, are wings, arranged like the arms
of a Roman cross. In the right wing are

the forge rooms, provided with down-
draft forges for the working of iron and

Hearst Memorial Mining Building, University of California

sive study of the needs of mining and
metallurgical instruction on the Pacific

The building has in use proved

admirably adapted to its purposes.

east to west the building meas-
::.: from north to south 227

ft. It is of fireproof construction

throughout. The walls are constructed

k and faced with Raymond gran-

la. The frame

J con-

.ind the r e ma-
terial covered with red tile. The build-

ing includes four working f!

with an a

apart, giving practically M !•

• '.ach floor, and leaving

::iine floors

in the la
v

stalled a 15-h.p. electrically driven air

compressor and a 100-h.p., compound-

duplex air compressor driven by a con-

densing steam engine, both of the Laid-

Iaw-Dunn-Gordon make. Compressed
air is now supplied continuously to all

working parts of the building by the 15-

h.p. compressor; the larger machine sup-

plies power for the operation of air drills

in the mining laboratory. These two air

compressors serve to familiarize the stu-

ith standard appliances and meth-

ol supplying compressed air for

power in mining.

On this Boor are two large store rooms

carefully designed for the storage in a

itic manner of the supplies used

in the building. F.ach store room is

1

:i separate electric elevator.

steel, particularly equipped for miners'

drill and tool sharpening. On the left

are the metal and woodworking shops.

The mining laboratory is supplied with

about a hundred tons of blocks of gran-

ite, which are used to illustrate the op-

erations of machine and hand rockdrilling.

From a central switchboard in this floor

the elecrric service of the building is dis-

tributed. The working rooms of the build-

ing are provided with compressed air, wa-

ter, steam, gas and electricity.

Assaying and Metallurgy

The entrance to the main floor is in the

center of the south faqade and opens

into the memorial vestibule and museum
of mining and metallurgy. This room

measures IOxSH ft. and rises through
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three stories to a hight of 50 ft. The

walls and floor are of buff brick and the

room is well lighted from the side and

from above. Surrounding this room are

balconies at the level of the third and

fourth floors. Opening off the museum.
on the first, second and third floors, there

are three large lecture rooms and a num-
ber of offices and studies. A comfortable

and well lighted reading room on the sec-

ond floor is provided for the use of min-

ing students of the upper classes.

The assaying laboratory' opens off the

right of the museum, forming the east

wing of the building on the first floor, and

contains six large rooms fitted with as-

say furnaces of different standard types,

including soft-coal, coke and gasolene

screens. The highest floor of this tower
contains a number of ore bins and
shelves for stock of ore samples, and a
fine sampling floor. The three floors of
the rock-crushing tower are connected
by an elevator.

To the east of the dry crushing and
sampling tower, and adjoining the assay-
ing laboratory, is. a large room, extending
up through three stories, to be devoted
to various types of roasting and smelting
furnaces. To the left of the dry-crushing
and sampling tower is another large

room, extending up through three stories,

devoted to ore dressing.

Connecting the front and rear ends of
the building on the second floor are, on
the right side, six large rooms directly

Oxyacetylene Welding
The welding of metals by fusion under

a blowpipe flame of acetylene burning
in a stream of pure oxygen is a commer-
cial process, which, in recent years, has
come to be widely used for welding thin

pieces of metal and for repair work. By
this method of fusion, known as autogen-
ous welding, not only wrought iron and

steel, but also cast iron, copper and other

metals can be welded; in fact, in some
cases, dissimilar metals have been welded

by this process. The strength of oxy-

acetylene welded joints in thin steel

plates is discussed in a bulletin issued

by the University of Illinois, and
the results of an extensive series of

Assay Laroratory 100-h.p. Air Compressor

Sampling Room Concentrating Room

furnaces. In the left or west wing of the

building is a similar suite of rooms,

which will be devoted to experimental

work in concentration, chlorination and

amalgamation of gold and silver ores; to

hyposulphite iixiviation and to cyanide

work.

The rear of the building forms a tower

50 ft. square, extending up through three

stories, devoted to the dry crushing and

sampling of ores. These rooms contain

several sets of rock crushers, a pair of

Krom 16-in. swinging-pillow block steel

rolls, a Sturtevant centrifugal mill, a

coke-crushing and sizing plant, a Krom
fine grinder and several sample grinders,

together with bucket elevators, a Krom
hexagonal trommel, and a set of shaking

over the assaying laboratories, which are

devoted to advanced work in metallurgy

by senior mining students. On the left

is a similar suite of six large rooms de-

voted to research work. The third floor

of the building contains a large room

which will be fitted up as a steel stack

and used as a reference library of min-

ing and metallurgy; and two suites of

five rooms each, lighted from above, will

serve as drafting, designing, photograph-

ic and blueprinting rooms.

The building as it stands has cost

over S600.000; the present equipment

ovej ?! 00.000; when the equipment

is completed, the building and its equip-

ment will represent an outlay of over

a million dollars.

tests recorded. Information as to the

convenience and efficiency of various

methods of manipulating the oxyacety-

lene blowpipe flame is given, and it is

shown that with careful manipulation a

welded joint between thin steel plates

may be expected to have a strength of

about 85 per cent, of that of the solid-

steel plate.

A study of the proper proportion-

ing of the gases and of the regu-

lation of the flame was made and it was
found that the proper regulation of the

flame is not a matter of great difficulty.

The limitations and adaptability of the

process are discussed, and it is shown to

be particularly adapted to the welding of

thin plates and machine parts.
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Further Data on Basic Converting
converting,

April

8, 1911. was written, one of the conver-

ters there refer. - had its mouth

Ets near the

of the cor..

erter has be;n in

weeks, but the re-

i have proved -

is now the intention to

the mouths in the other conveners

the center at the earliest oppor-

Thou- s converter has five more

ian the others, less slag

thrown from the mouth

during the blow and also. when

the converter is turned up just after

charging the dried flux, less flue dust is

blown out. The additional tuyeres also

caus? the convener to work faster. With

2-tuyere conveners, when 10 tons

of copper were finished per hour in blow-

ing from white metal to copper, it was

considered good. Now. with the 37-

tuyere converter. 14 to 15 tons of copper

can be finished per hour. In order

to avoid the loss of flue dust when

ng flux, attempts have been made

at another smeltery to introduce the fine

material through the tuyeres with th

:

blast. This has. been done successfully

and it was found that as much as six or

seven tons of material per tuyere per

hour could be handled this way. How-

ever, it was not found advisable to intro-

duce all the flux in this manner nor has

it yet been determined whether this meth-

od of feeding the flux possesses sufficient

points of advantage to offset the disad-

vantages inherent in this system.

y\rle Pipe Tuyeres Introduced

A funher change that has lately been

made in the large basic converters is the

introduction of removable pipe tuyeres

in the place of the fixed square tuyeres

originally used. This invention will per-

mit the removal of the tuyere when filled

with copper or matte and its replacement

by a new tuyere without having to drill

out the old. as was formerly done. This

removable tuyere was invented simul-

taneously at a rival plant and this is

again a cav_- where two inventions were

J out independently and the same

obtained by but slightly differing

men
In the second plant, acid conver-

ters have been changed to basic by the

simpl'- ia brick for

Id acid lining. These con

lallcr than the Peirce-Smith type,

bein« the regular 1 barrel con-

verter with a capat -third

to one- founh i-fl Peirce-

Smith TH in lining

By C::rr B. Neel

Peirce-Smith convi rters

improved by moving mouth

to roller and substituting

pipe h;] ores; number of

tuyeres increased to 37 with

good results. Ordinary

converters easily chai gedto

basic lined, giving lower

costs. Anaconda adopts

this system.

ilhu--ir.il engineer, Sail Lake City,
Utah.

grade, approximating 25 per cent, cop-

per, and the men prefer the basic to the

old acid converter.

At Anaconda, an improved mortar for

magnesite lining has been discovered, by

accident, it is said. Instead of the lin-

seed oil-magnesite dust mortar used by

Smith and Peirce, a mixture of 5 parts

sodium silicate to 100 parts magnesite

dust is used. This product sets slowly

but forms a stable and coherent mass

when hard. Being slow setting it appar-

ently adjusts itself to its surroundings

ANALYSES OF MATERIALS
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Tonopah and Its Geology
i at Ton,

id the

the end of

nlike Goldrield,

ped mainly bj

Ten years

camp. Al-

eins re v orked out,

aced.

n Rhyolite

The \eins of Tonopah strike a flow of

md begin to falter, then quickly

as present develop-

ment n, much cannot he ex-

. of the veins in the rhyolite

though in the V.ontana-Tonopah some

stopir. g done in it. and the Ton-

sion has ore for a depth of

in rhyolite. But only at the Ex-

tension mine does the ore continue after

both walls have become rhyolite. the

reason for which I will try to- explain

later. In all other instances the- ore dies

out quickly after the vein is wholly

in the underlying rhyolite.

By Claude T. Rice

Two main vein systems

occur in Tertiary volcanics

.

Upper rhyolite, apparently

extrusive, limits ore. Lull \

is to be expected below ear-

lier andesite except toward

west and east where better

circulation prevailed.

tween the earlier andesite and the cal-

cite-andesite is a flow, as Prof. A. C. Law-

son first suggested, or an intrusion, as

considered by J. E. Spurr, had to be

faced. So I have taken what seemed to

be the more reasonable view and consid-

ered this rhyolite a flow. In general,

where there was disagreement, I have

I am inclined to question whether the

rhyolite in the Belmont is the same as

that under the andesite flow at the Ton-

opah Extension, for it should be remem-
bered that the whole region is made up I

of a series of rhyolite and andesite vol-

canics and that these different rhyolites

and andesites form two series of rocks

quite similar in chemical and physical

character in certain phases. The whole

region is greatly broken up and compli-

cated by faulting, while the rocks are all

much altered by mineralizing agents and

in many instances much decomposed. O
this account it is difficult to determine i

many instances whether an andesitic roc

is calcite-andesite, earlier andesite or lat-

er andesite. and the same holds true, it

is reasonable to suppose, with the rhyo-

litic rocks. On that account also, the

petrographic determinations of the rela-

tionship of the rocks is open to doubt;

basing the age of the rhyolite upon other

than purely petrographic reasons begs

the question, as it assumes a flow origin.

:k

evident that the- ore-bearing solu-

tions came from below, but from where

I the enigma of the camp. Drill

holes sunk to a depth of 2000 ft. failed

I of the lower rhyolite and no-

has ore been found to come up
through the rhyolite.

Because of the many complexities,

- on Tonopah have generally avoid-

ed th-. if how the ore got there.

It ma -.em rash of me to

deal with the problem, and many
cle will be reminded

of the saying about fools and angels. I

should be foolish indeed if I were basing

; OS on my own observations

than a t-

;ind four wee';

:

! in the district

r the

Panoramic View of Tonopah, Nevada

considered that the man who worked the

most in that part of the camp should

knew the conditions the* best, other things

being equal.

Rhyolite-Dacite—Flow or Intrusion?

As to the rhyolite-dacite, most of the

mining men in the district seem to ac-

cept the flow theory. Still, it is said that

in the Montana-Tonopah mine, rhyolite

and earlier andesite have been found

frozen together, with other indications

that the rhyolite is intrusive. In the

Belmont mine there are several places

where a rhyolite, thought to be rhyolite-

dacite, has apparently been intruded into

the earlier andesite. This would seem
to prove the intrusive theory. On the

other hand, I give accompanying this ar-

tiele a diagrammatic section showing the

conditions that prevail in the Tonopah
ion mine in the vicinity of the

main vein :ind in the western fault hlock

' tt wesl of the shaft. This

appears to show that in thai part of the

the rhyolite is prior to the mineral-

and a flow under the earlier ande-

It is reallv a problem that applied

petrology should solve, rather than field

work, but as the microscope as yet has

not unraveled the history of this rhyo-

lite rock. I had to balance probabilities in

coming to my conclusion. The fact that

the rhyolite-dacite or upper rhyolite is

of such general extent in the district

under the earlier andesite, and has no-

where been found wanting; that it always

is found between the two lower ande-

sites, whenever both the earlier and the

calcite-andesite are present, and never

sending off dikes through the earlier an-

desite or "lode porphyry;" that the veins

are generally found to extend some dis-

tance into the rhyolite, but as soon as

both walls become rhyolite, the ore be-

gins to diminish in grade, and with few

exceptions dies out before the vein has

extended more than 50 ft. into the rhyo-

lite; the absence of apophyses, at least

throughout a great area of the camp;
the fact that ore is found characteristical-

ly along the upper surface or contact of

the upper rhvolite with the earlier ande-

siie, together with the mineralization also

of the lower contact in the western part
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Geologic Surface Map of the Producing Area of Tonopah
(after J. A. Burgess)

rineoring j Mining Journal

Diagrammatic Section through Tonopah Extension Mine, 500 Ft. West
of Shaft

of the camp; all seem to me to indicate

that the upper rhyolite cannot be an off-

shoot from the rhyolite-dacite flow at

surface, or for that matter be anything
but a flow. That the parts of the veins

extending into the rhyolite are simply

due to a downward transportation of the

ore from the veins above into later cracks

formed in the rhyolite, as would be the

necessary supposition if the rhyolite were
an intrusion, does not appear reasonable;

these later "gashes" agree perfectly with

ihe vein in the andesite above too fre-

quently to be mere coincidences.

Therefore, I have preferred to consider

the rhyolite in question to be a flow and
to question whether the rhyolite intru-

sions in the earlier andesite are the same
in age as the rhyolite under the earlier

andesite in the west part of the camp.

General Geology of the Camp

Tonopah is a camp of Tertiary lava

flows, probably laid down on a Cambrian
basement, as is the case at Goldfield,

for these sedimentaries outcrop about

four miles to the north and pieces of

such rock have been found occluded in

the lavas of the camp. The accompany-
ing map and sections showing the geo-

logical conditions at Tonopah will great-

ly aid the reader in getting a clearer con-

ception of the district. For these I must
thank J. A. Burgess, who has kindly

brought them uptodate 1

. It is known that

some of the members as generally map-

ped are composed of several different

flows.

Above the calcite-andesite occurs the

ucper rhyolite, which was described by

J. E. Spurr in 1905, as an intrusion. At

that time the amount of work that had

been done in the mines was comparative-

ly small so that Mr. Spurr did not have a

good opportunity to judge of the matter.

But he surely is to be commended for

taking a chance and expressing opinions

on the geology when the camp was young

and at a time when such work was need-

ed badly to aid in doing intelligent pros-

pecting. That this upper rhyolite was

intrusive was the most natural thing to

expect when it was found that there was

no ore in this rock. In time development at

depth became forced upon some of the

mines, and so about two years ago the

upper rhyolite, or rhyolite-dacite, was

cut through to see if the veins were be-

low and the intrusion had merely cut

them off. The result of this work

changed matters. Still, it was generally

supposed in the district that the rhyolite

was an intrusion until J. A Burgess, then

mining geologist and now assistant sup-

erintendent of the Tonopah Mining Com-
pany, published an article'' assembling

the later knowledge in regard to the dis-

trict and giving clearly his reasons for

lEcon. Oeol., Dec, 1909

'Professional Paper No. 42, U. S. Geol.
Snrv.

/,,, CU
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ig the upper rhyolite a? a flow in-

an intrusion. r had

- ce then this theon

:.mce in the camp.

E the upp< rhyolite is what is

throughout the camp the "earlier

andesite." but this deter-

mined by Spur: last visit to the

te, and is now

called by him Mizpah trachyte. This

has been

somewhat resembles

;he main difference

- a tendency for the

earlie: . somewhat larger

phsnocrysts. The main orebodies occur

in this earlier andesite. so in the camp

:en called the lode porphyry.

The veins seem to have been formed

soon after the andesite was extruded.

Then there followed a period of erosion,

which, however, could not have lasted

• the veins under the cap-

show little oxidization, while prac-

all the silver in this ore occurs

in the sulphides. Next followed an ex-

trusion of another andesite. the "later

there was a series of extrusions,

rhyolitic in character, followed by a lake

period, in which tuffs were deposited.

After that, another period of rhyolitic

flows ensued. It is thought that the

peaks of the district were old volcanic

necks, for the underground workings

show three principal areas where the

uneral faulting is more pronounced

than in the central part of the mineral-

ized zone.

These are the areas contiguous to

Mount Oddie, Mount Brougher and

Mount Butler. In the case of the minor-

win system that the Tonopah Midway,

the Montana-Tonopah and the North Star

companies were working, the depen-

dence of this faulting upon propinquity

to Mount Oddie is very noticeable. In

the Midway there is considerable fault-

ing, in the Montana-Tonopah more, while

in the North Star there has been so much
to prevent profitable mining.

Faulting Makes Mining Expensive

Owing to the propinquity of these three

volcanic rocks, the whole ore-bearing

had formed, yet prior to the outpouring

of one of the later flows called the

Brougher dacite, the veins were dis-

placed by a series of faults that have
roughly a northerly strike and an easter-

ly dip.

Step Faulting

These faults are often step-like in

character and are the important ones of

the camp. Probably subsequently to

this series and prior to the outpourings

of the Brougher dacite was the minor

series of faults in the three localities

mentioned.

It may be added that there is a ten-

dency for the flows to dip away from

Alizpah hill, and in general the step fault-

ing is away from the central outcropping

area of earlier andesite on Mizpah hill

as if there had been late in the life of

the camp a slight uplift with that as a

center. The vertical and lateral displace-

ment upon most of the faults is not large,

although along the Stone Cabin fault the

throw is vertically about 600 ft., for

along most of the faults a movement

life
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andesite." the capping andesite, or the

"mud" of the early miners in the camp,
in which there is little, if any, mineraliza-

tion with the exception of the orebodies

formed along the Mizpah fault in the

workings of the Tonopah Mining Com-
and also in the Desert Queen work-

] .nopah-Belmont company.

But it •til' to note that orebodies

along the Mizpah fault have been found

only in these- two instances, for in the

Montana-Tonopah mine where there has

pecting of the fault, only

a meager amount of quartz has been
found along the Mizpah fault, and this is

; commercial value. This may pos-
sibly indicate a secondary origin for

found in

both cases near

- the later andesite. which is main-
ly diffcrcn 1 the earl

Mice of biotite and

area has been badly broken up by faults.

This makes mining difficult and expen-

sive, as much money must be spent in

tracing the orebodies. The faults are

of several periods. The earliest of any

great importance are those along which

the veins occur. These are prior to the

outpouring of the later andesite. That

there was a minor phase of this faulting

preceding even the main-vein Assuring

is indicated, as no continuation of the

Valley View vein has as yet been found

to the east of the Valley View fault; the

Siher Top series of veins are a minor

series that dip to the north in depth, but

are- vertical near surface and are not ex-

tensions of the Valley View system. The
main strike of this prior-mineral faulting

I and west, and it was the direction

of this faulting that determined the direc-

tion of the orebodies in the main-vein

Of the district. After the veins

of more than a few feet is exceptional

and seldom is more than 50 or 60 ft. This

faulting is a detriment except in the case

of the contact deposits, but in the con-

tact mines it was the post-mineral fault-

ing which permitted the entrance of the

solutions that brought the primary min-

eralization up to commercial grade.

There was, it seems probable, one

main period of ore formation in the dis-

trict, and this was just previous to the

outpouring of the later andesite. Later

periods of mineral activity followed, but

none of these appears to have formed

commercial orebodies unless the two ore-

bodies found along the Mizpah fault, one

of the latest faults in the district, are

primary orebodies. During the main per-

iod, the primary ore of the district was
deposited in the main fractures and along

the contact of the upper-rhyolite flow

with the calcite-andesite below, as well
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as along the contact of the upper rhy-

olite with the earlier andesite above. It

was during this period that occurred the

wide-spread primary silification that car-

ries the gold- and silver-bearing min-

erals.

»
Two Sources of Mineralization

This mineralization along the contact

of the rhyolite is especially prominent

in the western part of the camp, and as

yet no such contact orebodies are known

to the east of the Tonopah Midway mine.

The fact that this mineralization of the

contacts is confined to that part of the

camp, at least as far as is known at

present; the greater amount of the sil-

ica deposited in the veins of the western

part of the camp; the characteristic

presence of a black, jaspery quartz as a

secondary filling in the veins and the

absence of adularia (while in the veins

of the Mizpah or eastern series of the

camp adularia is often abundant and is

characteristic, and the absence of black,

jaspery quartz is equally marked) all in-

shown quite clearly by the diagrammatic
section already referred to, of the vein

conditions in the western fault block of

the Tonopah Extension's main vein at a

point about 500 ft. west of the main
shaft. As it will be noted, both the up-
per and the lower contact of the upper
rhyolite are mineralized, but the upper
contact is not mineralized below the point

where the vein that' crosses it comes up
from the lower contact.

It seems conclusively shown in this

block that the solutions came up from the

north and west along the lower contact

for some distance at least until they met
the fissure in the rhyolite. This break

as it afforded a freer channel for the

solutions, tapped the main flow and took

most of the solution up through the

rhyolite. Near the bottom of the rhyolite

numerous feeders extend off in a fan

shape to the contact. The width of this

fan of feeders is about 50 ft. at the con-

tact. Above the contact the feeders merge
into the main vein, indicating conclu-

sively in the manner that they do this that

shown by this section could exist if the

rhyolite is an intrusion later than the

mineralization, I am unable to see.

In general along the contacts in the

western part of the camp the quartz at

present assays low, although seldom less

than $2 per ton. The orebodies which

the West End and the MacNamara are

working are along the upper contact be-

tween the rhyolite-dacite and the earlier

andesite. The mineralization occurs en-

tirely in the rhyolite where a replace-

ment has occurred as wide as 30 ft. or

more in places and seldom as narrow as

5 ft. The ore is found along this contact

wherever there has been a fracturing or

faulting.

That secondary solutions did in places

leach the original ore filling of the vein

is shown in the Tonopah Extension work-

ings in the sheeted zones near the main
faults where the vein quartz has been

broken up considerably by the drag of

the fracturing. These zones are in gen-

eral low grade and only the centers of

the larger blocks of quartz show good

South
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dicate to me that there were two sources

to the mineralization—one in the eastern

and the other in the western part of the

camp, although probably different vents

from the same general magma.
These two different solutions were do-

ing their work at about the same time,

and other than in their relative amounts

of silica and the presence of potassium

in abundance in the eastern solution and

the absence of such salts in the Western

waters, it would appear from the charac-

ter of the mineralization that the solu-

tions were largely similar. There were,

as has been suggested, other minor per-

iods of metal-depositing activity. One
of these caused the deposition of some

stringers of ore on Mizpah hill that have

mainly gold in them, but this is a local

occurrence.

Tonopah Extension Fault Block

The manner of ore formation in the

western part of the camp seems to be

the solutions came up along the lower

contact of the rhyolite into the vein.

Part of the solutions continued along

the lower contact beyond the fissure vein

that put off into the rhyolite, but at the

upper contact there is an entirely dif-

ferent condition. On the lower part of

upper contact below where the fissure

coming up from the rhyolite cuts it, there

is no silification of the contact other than

a small seam of quartz three or four

inches wide, that is accomplished by con-

siderable calcite, showing the later char-

acter of this minor mineralization. Along

the contact above where the fissure

crosses, the silification is intense and a

thick deposit of typical vein quartz is

found up to and beyond the second vein

in the andesite, which development has

shown to spring from the upper contact

as its feeder. The ore in the rhyolite

fissure is as rich as any in the mine, but

the vein in the andesite is stronger and

larger. How the condition of affairs

ore. Outside the unleached kernel is the

dull, dead quartz, inclined toward a

reddish tinge, left after the gold and sil-

ver minerals had been leached out by

the solutions that followed along these

zones of later faulting.

Disappearance of Calcite-andesite

Before leaving the western part of the

area it may be well to state that there are

strong indications that the calcite-ande-

site is much thicker in that part than in

the eastern part of the district, possibly

on account of erosion, but probably due

to the fact that it originally was thicker.

Toward the east the calcite-andesite be-

comes thinner until it has disappeared in

the Belmont workings. This disappear-

ance of the calcite-andesite may pos-

sibly be one reason that the contact ore-

bodies are absent in that part of the

camp, for the solutions once -they got

into the earlier andesite would have been
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follow the more open fissure

rather than the tighter com.:.

the Belmont fault in the east-

art of the t country as you

go farther in that direction appears to be-

come much less broken up by post-min-

eral faulting, although the prior-mineral

i numerous than

in the western part of the camp. In the

:>• of the Belmont, the prob-

• the Mizpah vein beyond

the Belmont fault (where it was long

that ore would not be found

5. H. Brady and his engineer R. J.

about a year and a half ago had

enough courage to cast the traditions of

np aside and go out and look for

it i there are very few faults. This Bel-

mont fault is quite in line with the Stone

Cabin fault, and may be a continuation

of that fault, but the Atizpah fault seems

er out before reaching the Belmont.

Probablv these two faultings, the Bel-

mont and the Mizpah. are closely related.

Tu> Wain Vein Systems

I have already said it seems to me

that the veins at Toncfbah belong to two

main series, the eastern and the western.

Among the veins that I would class as

belonging to the eastern series are the

Mizpah vein with its probable faulted

iion, the Belmont vein, as the com-

pany calls the new extension that was

found beyond the Belmont fault, the Val-

m, the Silver Top veins,

the Wandering Boy and Fraction veins

of the Jim Butler, the Montana and the

Brougher-MacDonald veins in the Mon-

tar.a-Tonopah and the Midway workings.

Probably also the Martha and the Tri-

angle veins, found in the Montana-Tono-

pah workings, also belong to this system,

although it is possible that these two

south dipping veins of the Montana be-

long to the western vein system.

To the western veins I should judge

belong the Extension main vein with its

portion that projects into the ground of

the Tonopah Mining Company and there

called the Red Plume vein, the upper

contact along the upper rhyolite which is

j up in the MacNamara, West End,

Tonopah Extension and Tonopah Midway

properties, and also the lower contact de-

-etween the upper rhyolite and the

calcite-andesite which has been shown to

cNamara and which

ngly silicified, but low in grade in

the few places where it has been cut in

the 1 tension pro] erty.

The the camp all have a gen-

eral -trike, and

with • \artha

and Trian; • ed in the Mon-

tanah-Tonopah mine, and the Wandering
• Ith their I

'ind in the Ji:

fy the di;

iip is

upon the win and •

tent upon the way that the post-mineral

faulting has effected the vein.

The Important Minerals

The ore minerals throughout the camp
are argentite, stephanite, polybasite,

pyrargyrite, cerargyrite, and to a minor

extent a selenide compound of silver.

Some rhodonite, pyrite and chalcopyrite

is found accompanying .the ore. The

ruby silver and the argentite are mainly

secondary, if not entirely secondary min-

erals, while the primary silver minerals

are the antimonial sulphides, stephanite

and polybasite, as is the case on the

Comstock. In one of the stopes on the

Mizpah vein beautiful pale yellow crys-

tals of silver iodide are found.

The manner of the occurrence of the

gold is not known positively, but it is

supposed to occur mainly in the silver

minerals as in the concentrates that are

made in treating the ores prior to cyan-

iding them, the ratio of silver to gold

(about 100:1 by weight) that character-

izes the vein holds fairly constant. In

some of the veins, though, it is known

that part of the gold occurs in the small

amount of pyrite and chalcopyrite found

in the ore. Plates of native silver have

been found in the Tonopah-Belmont mine

and some have been quite large.

Sterility of the Rhyolite

I have intentionally left until the last

any attempt to explain the fact that the

crebodies in general die out soon after

the fissure enters the rhyolite. In many
places the fissuring can unquestionably

be traced below where the ore stops.

This has seemed to many to show that,

as the mineralization does not extend

into the rhyolite as far as the fissuring

does, the veins must have been formed

by a downward transportation of the ore

from the part of the vein lying in the

andesite above, and that the rhyolite must

be a post-mineral intrusion, as Spurr

called it, which has been reopened by-

subsequent movement along the main

vein. But I think that another explana-

tion fits the conditions far better.

Up to the present, the Tonopah Ex-

tension company has come the nearest to

tracing the mineralizing solutions to

depth, and it is only in this mine that

the refilling in the vein continues to be

strong and persistent in the rhyolite. This

shows, as does also the fact that else-

v h( re for short distances the orebodies

continue after the vein is entirely in the

rhyolite, that the solutions can replace

the rhyolite. In fact, such replacement

has occurred quite extensively along the

upper contact in the contact mines. Con-

•itly, the reason that the solutions

> ; posited more ore in the rhyn-

any ureat extent other than in the

I n part of the camp is, in inv opin-

U e the development work in the

of the camp has not been
'

• li PS that brought the min-

eralizing solutions up from below. Other

than in the western part of the district,

the work up to the present seems, with

the exception of the new work in the

Belmont, to be far from the feeders and

so in part of the camp where the flow of

the mineralizing solutions was lateral in-

stead of upward.

Lack of Circulation in Rhyolite

There is no question that some of the

fissures in this part of the camp did ex-

tend into the rhyolite, while others began
and ended in the andesite, as is the case

with the minor parallel vein shown in

the section of the Tonopah Extension

workings. But the fissures that did ex-

tend into the rhyolite were, in my opin-

ion, filled with dead water in the parts

that were in the rhyolite, while the parts

of them in the andesite were above the

permanent water level of that period. So
only in the upper portions of fissures

in the rhyolite did the mineralizing solu-

tions, flowing along over the top of the

dead water filling in the rhyolite, mingle

with the waters in the vein. That. I be-

lieve, is the reason the veins in the cen-

tral part of the camp pinch out so quick-

ly when they reach the rhyolite.

It wr.s the mineralizing solutions that

did the main silification, and the veins

only appear important where these silici-

fying solutions have eaten away the brec-

cia filling that characterized these fissures

caused by a sort of sheet fracturing. In

other places they become sheetings and
are easily lost as is the case with the

Silver Top series. Therefore, it can be

expected that no ore will be found to go
down into the rhyolite until the part of

the camp is reached where the mineral

solutions were working upward and not

flowing sideways. That appears to be to

the east and to the west of the present

workings, with the possibility, but not

probability, that the West End south-dip-

ping contact connects to the south with

one of these deep feeders. In those parts

of the camp, which as yet are unex-

plored, veins in the rhyolite may carry

good ore at depths below the andesite.

The finding of the new ore in the

Tonopah Belmont property has put new
life in the district so that at Tonopah
more new work is being done or is about

to be done than has been the case since

the boom days. Tonopah has a good

future ahead of it because it seems that

the mineralized zone must extend farther

to the east and west than it has as yet

been traced for the deeper feeders must

come up somewhere, and it is in these

directions that the future possibilities, the

speculative values, pure and simple, lie.

So Tonopah looks more promising than

ever in the younger and outskirting prop-

erties. At present the camp has a gross

output of about S750.000 per month. In

conclusion I must thank the officials of

the varimis operating companies for many
kindnesses shown me while at Tonopah.
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The Danger of Mine Fires

Washington Correspondence

Doctor Holmes, the chief of the Bur-

eau of Mines, who has recently been in-

vestigating the conditions which led to

coal-mine accidents of unusual severity

in various parts of the country, has made
the following statement to your corres-

pondent, as the result of his observa-

tions:

Mine fires constitute an increasingly

important cause of the loss of life, and

also of the loss of property, in the coal

mines of today. Mine fires which could

easily have been prevented, and which

after having been started, could easily

have been extinguished if attended to

promptly, cost the loss of 73 lives in the

Pancoast colliery at Throop, recently, and

262 lives in the mine disaster at Cherry,

111., in November, 1909. About the shafts,

and about both the stables and the engine

rooms, when these must be had under-

ground, all constructions should be fire-

proof in character; and wherever in the

mine combustible materials must be in-

stalled, an ample water supply and other

fire-fighting appliances should be pro-

vided.

While no explosives are absolutely

safe, only those explosives should be

used in coal mines which are least likely

to ignite either the gas or the dust. As

rapidly as practicable, a system of elec-

tric firing of all the shots, at a time when
all of the miners are out of the mine,

should be generally adopted. Only the

small quantities of any explosive needed

for use during a single day should be

in the mine at one time. Under no con-

ditions should the powder and the de-

tonators or caps be carried into the mine

together. Nor should the powder or de-

tonators be kept in any mine over night,

as the dampness may change their qual-

ity.

A thorough wetting of the coal dust in

any part of a bituminous-coal mine less-

ens the chances of a dust explosion; but

the safest plan is to wet the coal dust

throughout the entire mine; and this can

be done in the cheapest and most satis-

factory manner by turning the exhaust

steam from the mine power plant into the

mine along with the air current. Each
precaution taken with a view to the pre-

vention of mine accidents thereby less-

ens the probabilities of a disaster; but no
miner or operator should feel satisfied

until every precaution known to the in-

dustry has been taken.

The death of Joseph Evans, while

wearing a helmet in examining the mine
disaster at Throop, illustrates the dan-
gerous character of this work; but the

The Important News
Of Coal Mining:
New Appliances,
NewMethods.New
Fields, Colliery
Engineering

loss of 40 lives a few years ago in the

rescue work at Hanna, Wyo., before the

helmets came into use, indicates the far

greater danger accompanying rescue
work without the use of the helmets. At
the recent Banner mine disaster in Ala-
bama, the helmet men, in a vain search
for miners yet alive, explored all parts

of the mine, though it was filled with

poisonous gases. These helmet men res-

cued from certain death six of their asso-

ciates who, while not wearing helmets,

had ventured too far into the mine, and
were prostrated by the poisonous white-

damp without a moment's warning and in

a moment's time.

The chief work of the Government res-

cue cars is the training of miners as to

how to prevent mine disasters and how
to take part in the rescue work as soon

as a disaster happens. In a few years'

time there will be miners trained in res-

cue work at every important colliery in

the United States. These, when supplied

with equipment, will rush to the rescue

as soon as a disaster occurs.

First Aid Team Contest

Indianapolis Correspondence

James Epperson, State inspector of

mines for Indiana, has arranged for a

contest to be held at Linton, Ind., on May
13, between the Terre Haute team from

the Vandalia Coal Company and the Lin-

ton Vandalia team in the first-aid mine-

rescue work. Dr. J. A. Holmes, director

of the Bureau of Mines, of Washington,

D. C, and Prof. H. H. Stoek, head of

the department of mining of the Univer-

sity of Illinois, have been invited to act

as judges of the contest.

A mine will be "erected" on the sur-

face and conditions similar to those at

the bottom of a shaft will be presented.

Both teams will be divided into squads

and will compete in the work of admin-

istering first aid to the make-believe pa-

tients. Part of the work will consist

of inducing artificial respiration, carrying

the wounded over falls and banks,

bandaging lacerated flesh, splinting brok-

en shoulder bones, broken arms and Lgs.
Temporary hospitals will be arranged
and only equipment usually to be had
at the mines in emergency cases will be
used.

It is the intention of Inspector Epper-
son to make the event one of the most
notable ever held, and the program in-

cludes all-day exercises. It is to con-

clude with a banquet at night, after which
the decision of the judges will be an-

nounced. The contest is the' only one of

its kind ever staged in the Central West,

and the program has aroused unusual in-

terest in mining circles.

Reweighing Coal Shipments

Washington Correspondence

The Interstate Commerce Commission
has issued an important order relating to

the reweighing of shipments of coal in

which it holds that a rule in the tariff of
any railroad providing that shipments of
coal should not be weighed except at

point of origin is unreasonable. The road
involved in this proceeding is the Oregon
Short Line, and the substance of the or-

der is: "That defendant, Oregon Short
Line Railroad Company, be required to

cease on or before June 1, 1911, and for

a period of two years thereafter to ab-
stain, from enforcing that portion of item

8 of its tariff dealing with the weighing
of coal which reads: 'Shipments covered
by such weighbills must not be re-

weighed.' "

In discussing the general situation un-
der this rule the Commission says: "The
defense offered is that under this provi-

sion there was no authority to reweigh
the coal at destination, and that under
the terms of said provision complainant
is absolutely bound by the weights given

at the point of origin and as stated in the

waybills. The actual weight of ship-

ments constitutes the true basis upon
which to assess transportation charges.

The question is one of fact, to be deter

mined in a manner just to both parties,

and as to which the ex parte action of

either party cannot conclude the other.

The provision in the tariffs that 'ship-

ments covered by such waybills must not

be reweighed,' is in our opinion a man-
ifestly unjust and unreasonable require-

ment and constitutes no valid defense in

a case where the question at issue is the

correct weight upon which transportation

charges are to be assessed. Upon the

record, we are of opinion and find that

the charges assessed and collected were
unreasonable to the extent that they ex-

ceeded charges that would have accrued

if assessed upon the actual tonnage of

the shipment as shown by the evidence."
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Block Signal System for Mines
The folio .ription and illi

signal sys-

-ound tracks around shaft

bottoms, junction of entries and other

points where there might be confusion

in I

. 1 illustrates the controller

- the general appear-

ance of same and all the leads 1. 2. 3, 4,

:.d 10, or light wire con-

ductors leading in the different directions

to their respective signal lamps. The

operating hand wheels A and B ( Figs. 1

U be plainly seen, and close

inspection shows that the bottom wheel

B moves the upper drum X, and the other

wheel A the Y drum by means of a staff

running through the center of the drum

X (Fig. I). The posts 1 and 2 (Fig. 1)

are merely fiber tubes around the stay

bolts 11 and 12 i Fie. I), by which all the

contact springs and terminals are sup-

ported and held in position. It is plainly

evident that the contact shoes are rigidly

held in place by the use of springs.

The controller (Fig. 2 of Plate 1) is

shown with the cover in place and the

leads coming from the bottom. The posi-

tive wire 4-C is to the left and the neg-

ative wire —D to the right. The hand

wheels shown in Fig. 4, Plate 1, give

ample room for handling. It is shown

that the lower drum (Fig. 3) has not

the same number of connections as the

upper one (Fig. 4), therefore, the con-

tacts are farther apart on the perimeter

of same.

By referring to the plan of the signal

system used at the shaft bottom (Plate

No. 3L it is seen that there are six rail

switches and red lights on the south

side of the shaft: on the north side, there

are three rail switches and four red lights

which require the construction of connec-

tions as above described.

Method of Operation

It is also plain that S light on the

north block has no latch as the operator

is close at hand and can see down No. 2

track toward the north and prevent all

incoming loaded trains colliding with any
empty trains going south, when coming
out of the crossover A, and going up No.

1 track south and out through the cross-

No. 2 track. The distance

can be spaced off equally between the

number of red lights on the division, that

is, the south contacts are six in number
which are ipart and the north

contacts on drum V, Plate I, Fig. 1, arc
W deg apart.

The diagram of wiring on Plate No. 2

show* that the contact plate 4, Fig. 2,

upplled through
the contact C with the pi irrent,

which e into the

different contact- V S / !'. ..] and

By Mosco Haley *

Details of a switch and

signal-lamp irrangement

whereby six locomotives on

each side of a mine can be

safely handled by one man

and all trains kept moving.

Kentucky Midland Coal Company, Mid-
land, Kv.

B, Fig. 1, Plate 2, to the red lamps which

are inclosed with the different entry

signs painted on the outside, as shown;

thence it passes to the rail or other

E and W, instead of six. The contact D
is the positive which touches the plate

at all times, affording current to the dif-

ferent lights, etc., except when the dead

space 4 (Fig. 4, Plate 2) is turned under

the contact, causing the red light to be

extinguished.

Operating the Lamps

The next step is the rail switches, N, S,

E, W, A and B, Figs. 5 and 6, Plate 2, and

lights E, S, N, B, A and W, on the

operating board which are connected in

multiple; they are connected essentially

the same way, only the wheels of the train

passing over the switch traveling toward

the bottom cause the light to be dis-

played, which signifies that a train wishes

to come in on the bottom system, and

2 1 +^J 11 12 U=9 10

Fig. 1. Interior of Controller showing the

General Appearance of all the Contacts,

Drums, Contact Supports, etc.

if KcJ \^i^
Fig. 2. Exterior of Controller showing
Hand Wheels, Cables, Covering, etc.

Fig. 4. End View of Upper Drum, showing
.
End V.ew of Lower Drum. etc. the Controlling Hand Wheels, etc.

Ti,c Euguiccrim, s Mining Journal

Plate No. 1. Showing Controller and Wire Conductors Leading to Signal

Lamps

negative bodies. It is clearly seen that

all the lamps have the current on them

at all times except the one that is in the

dead space. This space is clearly de-

fined to the operator by the hand-wheel

lugs A and A' (Fig. 2, Plate 1), which are

placed opposite the marks on the upper

drum plate X (Fig. 1. Plate 1). This af-

fords a red or danger signal on all parts

of tliL- division except the one track that

the train is traveling on; all other trains

are held still until one gets out or to

some point so that some other train

can come in or go out with safety.
' exactly the same in Figs. 3

and 4. as the drum connections just de-

I, only four lamps are used, N, S,

awaits the will of the operator to de-

spatch same therein. When the operator

chooses to let a train enter, he puts the

lug on the hand wheel opposite the letter

on the board as previously explained

and this puts the red light out on this

track and displays the red or danger sig-

nal on all the other tracks. In Fig. 6,

only three lights and latches are used as

the other lamp is close to the operator

and he can see the trains approaching

from the north.

The plate. No. 3, shows all the tracks

in bold lines and the wires in small lines;

the signals are indicated by small circles

partially eclipsed, and the latches on the

rail are represented by a line at right
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angles to the track with the track sign

nearby. The operator's station is be-

tween crossovers A and B and at the

junction of Nos. 1 and 2 tracks opposite

the hoist shaft.

Twelve Locomotives Can Be Handled

By following out the diagram, let us

suppose a train wishes to come out of

the east (north) which is signified by

the closed latch switch and the light on

the operating board, and another train

is coming (empty) out of crossover A;
the operator puts the lug on handwheel

A, Fig. 1, Plate 1, opposite the E on

-(x\

No. 2 track through B' crossover and
backs down through A' crossover and
gets the empty trip and goes on its

journey east. This plan is followed pro-
vided the west or north trains have not

passed into the block onto No. 2 track;

if so, the former may stay in the clear

on No. 1 track (south) and the latter

takes the same course as previously ex-

plained. In this way six locomotives on
each side of the mine can easily and
safely be handled by one man and all

the trains kept moving, thus waiting on
the hoist to get rid of the cars instead

of the hoist waiting on the cars.

r
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Modern Spad Work in Coal Mines
Id th< 1 mining, when

the rooms and entries were not system-

id out. the faces of the work-

ing courses, that is. the

room or entry was driven in no fixed

a room breaking

into the next one was not uncommon, and

: the pillars varied from a few

:o even 100 ft. Then

dents and mine disasters

were more numerous than today.

- particularly the case in the

:cite coalfield. To this, perhaps, is

due the present surface disturbance in

the mining region of Pennsylvania. Then

the system of mining was gradually

changed, in that the mine foreman be-

came the master of the situation. He
to use a magnetic corn-

to determine the courses of the

workings. The introduction of this simple

instrument improved the system wonder-

fully. Yet. in some cases, the use of

the compass was no better than the meth-

od before its introduction, as the

mine bosses were not always familiar

with the manipulation of the compass.

During the compass system of mining,

the entries or gangways were driven ac-

cording to the contour of the bottom and

the rooms or chambers were turned off

the entries every 40 or 50 ft. Two holes
1

" . to 2 in. in diameter and 2 to 3 in.

•vere drilled according to compass,

and these holes were plugged with sticks

about 5 in. long. The miner then fast-

ened strings on the sticks and the work
started. In the latter part of the 80's,

the mine surveyors were expected to put

up lines for the rooms and entries, and

the system gradually changed from the

compass to transit lines.

The Present System

Today the lines are put up by an as-

sistant transitman and his helpers. The
outfit consists of a transit, a plumbbob,
50 ft. of linen tape, an iron sight-rod, a

brace and H-in. bits, 3-lb. hammer, a

jumper, spads, plugs x

/\ in. in diameter

and 2 in. long, and a J/^-gal. oil can. Be-
sides this outfit, the man in charge of

the party has a blueprint of the work-
ed a notebook or two which con-

tains the notes of late extension surveys-

The courses and the position of the cen-

ter Iir kings usually appear on

the blueprint. The transitman generally

p the instrument at the nearest

station an i nee on the

blueprint from I tatlc-n to the "line;"

the distance is mcasup J to a con-

venient point and a '--in. hole fro

I in. deep is drilled with the I

•

The jumper and hamrm •

|

for a hard sandstone roof. [nl

is driven a wooden plug, which la then

By Douglas Jones

. 1 description of the

methods employed' to set

hues so that miners can

drree entries and rooms on

a definite course.

cut off level with the roof; into this plug
a spad, which will be described later, is

hammered.
The hole in the spad faces the instru-

ment. The transitman takes the sight

on the middle of the hole in the spad
if it is visible, if not, he hangs the

plumbbob in the hole and then measures
the distance to within 0.05 ft. Then the

transit is set up again under the spad
just put up, and the transitman back-

sights to the first station; he then turns

the telescope to a desired course. On
this course another hole is drilled about

4 ft. from the instrument and into the

hole a spad is driven as before. He
sights to the spad hole, and if the hole is

not in the exact line, a tap or two will

bring the spad to the required position.

A line is then hung on each of the spads
and the work is completed.

In case the station is at the foot of a

room, two spads can be put in by one
setup. When an undulation occurs on
the floor of the working, the sight is ob-

structed from the spads to the face and
it is then necessary to extend the lines

close to the face. In such an instance

the instrument is set up at one of the

spads and the man at the instrument

backsights to the other spad and carries

the same course to the face. This is a

quick method, but in many instances the

spads are more or less disturbed. My
personal experience shows that spads
may be out of line all the way up to one
degree for those in solid roof and even
to 10 deg. for those in collars of props.

For this reason I would advise the ex-

tension of old lines in any very important
work.

In the accompanying illustration, the

sketch at the top shows the relative po-

sition of the spads with respect to the

roof for lines set for an ordinary room
or entry. The ''i-in. hole drilled in the

roof is usually 1'' in. deep for a 1 ^-in.

spad, and \' in. for a l-'K-in. spad. The
! -on Id he made of soft wood and

should fit the hole tightly and should be

made uniformly round, tapering a little

at the end. otherwise the spad will be

disturbed, I have made several

Kood plus's out of an old dynamite box.

II tarn between spads is from

3 to 5 ft. If too far apart, often the
line is hard to be seen, if too short the
face is likely to be out of line.

The sketch just below the one men-
tioned shows a section of a rock slope or
rock plane, which requires the grade line

as well as the center line. The spads are
set in the roof as usual, but more secure-
ly. For this reason a larger-sized spad
is used for the work. A 1^-in. or 2-in.

spad gives the best results. These spads
are set about 3 ft. apart and the relative
elevation of the spad holes is carefully
determined by a level. Stout copper
wires are used for the spad lines instead
of twine, which is used in ordinary
spad work. The length of the wires is

usually half the distance from the roof
to the bottom, but often it is a little

shorter. At the ends of these wires, a 1-

in. pipe is securely fastened, so that
when Jhe wires are hung on the spads,
the lines not only hang parallel, but also
the pipe takes the direction of the grade
as well as the center line of the rock
work.

When the man lines up the face, which
is usually done at every cut, he sees the
face through the pipe while a man at the
face holds a lamp, moving back and
forth, up and down until the light is in

the line of the pipe. When this point is

obtained at the face, the man marks a
point on the rock, which is the guide for
the next cut. He then takes the pipe
and the lines off the spads and puts them
away carefully until the next cut. The
distances X and Y of the spad lines are
usually given by the engineer in charge,
who checks them every time he uses
them. In some instances small iron plates
about 3 in. square with a ^-in. hole in

the center are used instead of the pipe,
but experience has shown that the pipe is

the better of the two, in that the pipe
takes only one direction while the plates

face all directions, so that it is very diffi-

cult to see through the holes.

Lines for Pitch Workings

Engineers are often called upon to set

lines for developing pitch workings. In

such cases it is next to impossible to set

a pair of lines in the roof. Even if done,

they are of little practical use, as the

miner cannot use them, since he has to

line the face either through the trap door

or through the chute. The bottom sketch

in the illustration shows the plan and

section of a pitch working. Three spads

instead of two may be used in such pitch

work. First a spad is set in a convenient

place, from which the face can be seen,

in the roof, as shown by a in the sketch

and the instrument is set up at the near-

est station. Then sight is taken to the

spad as usual and the transit is set at

spad a: the transitman then backsights
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to the station and turns the telescope

in the line of working through the trap

door or chute. He then, on the same

course, sets spads b and c in the bottom

rock. These spads a, b and c are con-

nected by twines meeting at d. Since

these points are in the plane of lines,

the lines bd and cd of the spads c and

b can be used as the lines for the work-

the rocf is often bad; spads can be re-

set, but the face driven on bad lines can

never be rectified.

A day's work done by a party consist-

ing of two men, in spad work, varies

from four pairs up to 25 or 30 pairs of

lines; it all depends on whether the work

to be done is in one locality or scattered

over a large territory. Taking a run of

12 months, 10 pairs of spads constitutes

a day's average work.

The ordinary spads are made of iron,

often they are called "horse-shoe nails."

The third sketch in the illustration shows

typical spads such as are used in the

Pennsylvania coalfields. The smaller

cnes are used in the ordinary work, while

the large size is used for special work.

In a wet mine iron spads are destroyed

in a few weeks by acid mine water. A
peculiar feature of this destruction is

that the acid attacks the surface around

the hole much quicker than any other

part of the spad, consequently the line

hung on the spad soon falls down. For

this reason there are spads on the mar-

ket made of many different metals, such

as copper, brass, tin, etc. The copper

and brass spads give good results. The

only objection to their use is the fact

that brass and copper have salvage value

which tempts the workmen to collect

them for junk. If such a practice be-

comes general in a mine, the men will

pull them out as fast as the surveyors

set them. The cost of these spads is

about $10 per 1000, which is a little more

than twice the cost of iron spads. Re-

cently iron spads plated with tin have

appeared on the market. The price of

these spads is about $5 per 1000. The

tin-plated goods seem to work well, in

that the spads resist the mine acid much

better than do the iron spads. In a wet

mine where an ordinary iron spad lasts

only five or six weeks, the tin-plated spad

in the same length of time shows no sign

of being attacked by the acid water.

Section of

Working Place.

7k Engineering $ Mining Journal

The Sketch at Top Shows Spads Set

for Rooms and Entries. The Second

Sketch Shows Spads Set for a

Rock-plane or Slope

ing. These lines are removed when not

in use.

After the field work is done, these spad

notes are plotted on a map in the office

for the use of the foreman. Spads

should never be set on collars, because

Prevention of a Dust Ex-

plosion

In a circular just issued by the Bureau

of Mines, George S. Rice has discussed

the problem of coal-dust explosions. In

summing up under the head of "pre-

cautions," Mr. Rice says:

In a mine working a coal that makes

inflammable dust, the risk of a dust ex-

plosion can be greatly lessened by fol-

lowing these precautions:

Use permissible explosives where the

coal cannot be wedged down.

Don't use black powder, dynamite or

any long-flame exposive.

Don't blast the coal "off the solid."

Undercut it or shear it, and wedge it

down if possible.

Don't drill the holes beyond the under-

cutting or shearing.

Don't fire two shots at once, except by

electricity from outside the mine. Allow

enough time between shots for the dust

to settle.

When shots throughout a mine are

fired after the shift by shotfirers, they

should be fired on the last of the air

first, then successively toward the intake,

so that the dust and gases from the

earlier shots will not be carried toward

and possibly ignited by the later shots.

Don't tamp shots with coal dust, bug

dust, or small coal, whether wet or dry.

Use clay or other material that will not

flame.

Load out all coal dust or bug dust from

the working places and do not let it col-

lect along the roads. It is dangerous in

the mine; it has value as fuel outside.

Use tight cars and keep the coal below

the sides of the cars.

Flush the tops of the loads with sprays.

Remember that a dry mine is a danger-

ous mine.

Wash the coal dust from the roof, ribs

and timbers; or, if this is not done, keep

the dust damp by making the mine

"sweat" all winter as it does in summer;
or else keep the coal dust covered with

rock dust, clay, or similar material.

Don't be satisfied with having some
parts of the mine wet.

Keep all the mine wet, so wet that the

roof and sides are beaded with moisture

and the dust packs down on the floor

and looks wet.

A COLLIERY NOTES H4>

When an explosion occurs in a mine

that produces a noncoking coal, few or no

signs of coke will result from the explo-

sion. In such mines, the dust will lose

in volatile matter and increase in ash, so

that the chemical analyses will furnish

the clue as to the part played by the dust.

It is now generally believed that the

direction of travel of a coaldust explo-

sion can be partly determined by the

manner and place of deposition of the

caked or coked dust. The particles of

coke are usually deposited on the re-

verse side of timbers or rib corners. The

reason for this is that the excessive speed

of the explosive blast is too great to al-

low deposition on facing exposures.

Speaking of the travel of a coaldust

explosion, Mr. Rice in his report on

American coaldust experiments says, "It

is probable that where extreme speed is

reached, the flame darts only to the cen-

ter of the dust cloud, borne by the ad-

vance wave. When the explosive wave

reaches an enlargement of the passage-

way or where side entries lead off, giv-

ing a large volume of air space, the ex-

cess dust may have opportunity for more

ot less complete combustion, giving a

sudden burst of greater energy. Many ob-

servers have commented on the great ex-

plosive force often manifested at turn-

outs, overcasts and sidings.
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1 PERSO NAL 1

are in-

Minixg
rements and

'.'i. Flynn ie to London in

ccnnection with Porcupine matters.

E. M. Hamilton is now on his way to

. aion trip for three

months.

Frank Lee Norris. of Durango. Mexico,

is in New York. His address is at the

Engineers' Club.

Edwin Higgins is now manager of La

mine near Randsburg, Kern

county. California.

Dyke V. Keedy. of the firm of Dietz &
. Boston, is in Virginia examining

some iron properties.

John B. Hobson has returned to

ria, B. C, much improved in health,

after a month's visit to California.

H. .Mortimer-Lamb, secretary of the

Canadian .Mining Institute, leaves Mon-
treal this week to visit western Canada.

Ernest du Bois, of Yeviers, Belgium,

has been visiting and inspecting mines

and plants in copper district of Lake

Superior.

J. A. Dresser has resigned his position

or the Canadian Geological Survey and

entered the service of the Lake Superior

Corporation.

S. .M. Greenidge. of Cananea, Mexico,

vas in New York last week on his way
to London on professional business. He
will return about the middle of June.

Benjamin B. Lawrence is in British

Columbia to examine the Hidden Creek
copper mine, on Observatory inlet, Port-

land canal district, for the Granby com-
pany.

Charles A. O'Connell has been ap-

pointed manager of the Trethewey mine,

Cobalt, in place of George MacNaughton,
who resigned to look after his interests in

Porcupine.

Sumner S. Smith, of Oakland, Cal., ap-

pointed mine inspector in Alaska by Pres-

ident Taft, is a graduate of the University

of California. He is 31 years old and
/.'. known in California and Utah.

H. R. Holbrook. formerly with the

Balaklala Consolidated Copper Company
at Coram. Cal., has been appointed chief

chemist to the Mexican-American Smelt-

ing and Refining Company at Guaymas,
Sonora, Mexico.

W. R. Freudenberger. for three years

ectrical engineer for the Steptoe

Valley Mining and Smelting Company at

Ely, has been appointed engineer to the

".ice Cor' of the

Stat'. Ja.

McAllister h

cral manager of the British Columbia
pany and wii:

he will enter

suiting engineers. G. E. Warren, who has

been smelter superintendent, succeeds

Mr. McAllister as general manager.

W. Weston, of Denver, Colo., has gone

to Silao, Guanajuato and Tampico, Mex-
ico, on a professional trip which will take

two months. He has opened a branch of-

fice at Calle de Aguacates, 14, Silao, Mex-
ico, under the name of W. Weston & Son.

+ |
O B ITUARV +

James C. Fuller, surveyor and assayer

at Le Roi mine, Rossland, B. C, met his

death on April 10, as a result of having

apparently drunk a solution of potassium

cyanide in mistake for water. At the

time of the occurrence he was alone in

the mine laboratory. Mr. Fuller received

his mining education at the Camborne
School of Mines, Cornwall, leaving there

to go to Rossland, with Anthony J. Mc-
Millan, managing director, in 1904. Ever
since, with the exception of short periods

spent in Rhodesia and Mexico, respective-

ly, on professional business, he had been

employed in various capacities at Le Roi

mine, for several years as chief mining

engineer. Latterly, operations at the mine
being on only a small scale, he did the

assaying. He was held in high regard

by all with whom he came in contact,

and the management bears testimony to

his ability as an engineer. He was to

have been married next June.

Alexander E. Brown died at Cleveland,

O., April 26, aged 58 years. He was born

in Cleveland. He was the son of Fayette

Brown, who was president of the Ste-

wart Iron Company, and prominently

identified with other industries. Mr.

Brown attended the Cleveland public

schools, and in 1869 entered the Brooklyn

Polytechnic Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

from which he graduated in 1872. After

graduation he was connected for several

months with the United States Geological

Survey, engaged on work in the Yellow-

stone National Park. For the next two

years he was with the Massillon Iron

Bridge Company as chief engineer. From
1875 to 1878 he had an office in Cleve-.

land as a consulting engineer, devoting

his attention largely to designing, build-

ing and selling bridges. In 1878 he be-

came connected with the engineering de-

partment of the Brush Electric Com-
pany, Cleveland. While engaged as a

bridge engineer, Mr. Brown took up the

problem of developing machinery for the

rapid and economical handling of iron

ore from boats, and in 1880 organized

the Brown Hoisting and Conveying Ma-
chine Company. He became vice-presi-

dent and general manager of this com-
pany, his father being president. He
Miccecded his father in this office when
the lattet died in January, 1910. At first

the company had its handling equipment
in other shops, not building its

plant until 1886. In 1900 the name of

the company was changed to its present

form, and tetneorporated. Mr. Brown
built the first cable machine for handling

ore from boats in 1879. This was placed

in operation on the Erie Railroad docks

in Cleveland, His next step was the

building in 1883 of the first bridge tram-

way; also for removing ore from ves-

sels to dock piles. This, too, was erected

on the Erie docks in Cleveland. The
many other improvements in hoisting and
unloading machinery made under his di-

rection are widely known both in the

United States and Europe. He leaves

a wife; also a son, Alexander C. Brown,
who is a director of the Brown Hoisting

Machinery Company, and a daughter. He
was a member of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers, the American
Institute of Mining Engineers, the Civil

Engineers' Club of Cleveland, the Elec-

trical Engineers' Club and other organ-

izations.

SOCIEIIES^IECHNICAL SCHOOLS &
West Virginia Coal Mining Institute—

Summer meeting will be held June 18-19

at White Sulphur Springs.

Mine Inspectors' Institute of America
—

- The summer meeting will be held

at Charleston, W. Va., June 13-15 next.

Rocky Mountain Club—The banquet in

honor of John Hays Hammond at the

Waldorf-Astoria, New York, on the even-

ing of May 10, was largely attended and
was a successful affair.

Mining and Metallurgical Society of
America—The following have been elect-

ed to membership: Ralph Arnold, Ross
E. Browne, Joseph A. Holmes, Maurice
B. Patch and Gardner F. Williams.

Kentucky Mining Association—A meet-
ing is to be held at Lexington, May 29,

for the purpose of organizing an associa-

tion to promote the interests of mine
operators and improve mining conditions.

It is propesed to follow in a general way
the lines on which the West Virginia as-

sociation has been successful.

American Iron and Steel Institute—
The annual meeting of the institute was
held at its offices, New York, May 1. The
following were elected directors for the

three-year term expiring in 1914: J. A.

Farrell, E. C. Felton, Elbert H. Gary,

Charles M. Schwab and Powell Stack-

house. Mr. Farrell was elected in place

of W. E. Corey. The others were re-

elected.

Canadian Mining Institute—The West-

ern Branch has called its tenth general

meeting, to be opened at Trail, B. C,
May 18. Robert R. Hedley, manager of

the Hall Mines Company's plant at Nel-

son, B. C, has been nominated as chair-

man for the ensuing year in succession

to William Fleet Robertson, provincial

mineralogist. Papers on both coal and

metal mining will be read and discussed.
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Fditori a I Corresnnnrtenr*
San Francisco

May 5—Of two State measures relating

to the conservation and extraction of min-

erals occurring in the lakes and streams

one is known to have been approved by

Governor Johnson, and the presumption

is that the other also has been approved,

since each is dependent upon the other

for its practical legal effect. These acts

provide that minerals contained in such

waters may be extracted only by lease or

express permission for a period not to

exceed 25 years, and for the withdrawal

of State lands within the meander lines

of streams and lakes known to contain

mineral in commercial quantity. Appli-

cation for lease must be approved by the

surveyor-general of the State within 90

days after the survey has been completed

by the county surveyor; all leases shall

contain reservation of right-of-way to the

State, and to individuals who may lease

such rights upon the same rental terms

as the lands; the further reservation is

made that any city may appropriate and

take water from any stream or tributary

considered in this act.

The rental to be paid for these leased

lands and rights of way shall be $2.50

per acre; but the act does not prescribe

the number of acres of lands to be held

under one lease, though it does prescribe

that the width of any right-of-way shall

not exceed 100 ft. The royalty pre-

scribed is 25c. per ton of 2000 lb., ex-

cept for sodium bicarbonate and sodium

hydrate, on which the royalty is 50c. per

ton; the money thus received as rental

and royalties shall be paid into the State

school-land fund. The preliminary cost

to the leaser includes only the cost of

survey and a filing fee of $10. Leases

may be abandoned upon 60 days notice,

but provided that payment of royalty for

the full calendar year, ending Dec. 31,

within which notice is given, must be

paid. The legislature shall have the right

to change the rental or royalty only after

10 years subsequent to the passage of

this act; and any lease shall terminate at

the end of the fiscal year if the lessee or

assign shall not have extracted from the

water or land an aggregate amount of

mineral equal to 5 tons per acre of the

land leased within the preceding year.

The 25-year life of the lease "nay be ex-

tended for a like period upon such terms
and conditions as may at the expiration

of the initial term be prescribed by law.

The act approved by Governor Johnson
to regulate and limit the appropriation of

water for generating electricity will re-

quire a strict accounting from the power
companies hereafter established and from
present operators who may contemplate

extension of activities. The power com-

Reporfcs from our own
Representatives on
Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

panies present and prospective are re-

quired to proceed with diligence to make
proper use of waters appropriated or the

same will be declared unappropriated.

If after six months the board and any
objectors are satisfied the applicant is

granted a license to go ahead and appro-
priate, after having paid an application

fee of $10 and a license fee of $100, and
an annual rental fee in advance based

on theoretical horsepower, at the rate of

10c. per 100 for all above the first 100

horsepower.

Denver

May 7—The Moffat Tunnel bill passed
the House of Representatives as amended
by the Senate. It is now before the

people to vote the $4,000,000 bonds at

the next regular election. The bill car-

ried an agreement that should the tunnel

be built the Moffat road will build on to

Salt Lake City or connect at Dorset with

the Denver & Rio Grande, thereby as-

suring a western terminal.

The output for April of the Cripple

Creek district was $1,365,130, which was
not quite as large as the output for

March. The drainage tunnel is now low-

ering the water as rapidly as was ex-

pected. Contracts for sinking over 50

shafts, ranging from 200 to 500 ft. in

depth have been let. With Cripple Creek's

low mill, railroad and smelting charges,

there will be considerable revival in low-

grade properties.

Butte

May 5—On May 2, the first test was

made on the Mountain View hoisting en-

gine of the use of compressed air. The

engine, which has been entirely re-

modeled, has had its cylinders enlarged

to over twice their former capacity in

the use of steam, and in order to ascer-

tain if all the parts had been correctly

assembled, the air was turned on, the en-

gine responding quickly and easily to its

power. As the shaft is not yet in readi-

ness for the hoisting of ore with skips,

no further test of the air for the purpose

of noting how it will act for hoisting

purposes, will be made for some time
yet, but the first long step was made on
May 2, when it was proved that the en-
gine would work smoothly and easily,

both at low and high speed, and it seems
practically assured that the Anaconda
mines will soon be operated at a great

saving by the use of this new power.

Joplin

May 5—The outlook for 1911 in the

Joplin district is promising. While mar-
ket conditions have not been the best for

the past few months the production has
been large, averaging so far only about
10 per cent, less than 1910.

The contract system of the Zinc Ore
Producers' Association has resulted in

the pledging of about 3000 tons of sec-

ond-grade ores a week, and puts this

class of ore at the sheet-ground mines
on a more stable basis. The development
in the district has been almost entirely

in the soft-ground territory.

The purchase of the 640-acre Quinn
tract, at Webb City, by the American
Zinc, Lead and Smelting Company, is

the only new development in the

sheet-ground territory. This means the

systematic development of a large acre-

age, the reduction of royalties and the

probable opening of several new mines
by the largest company in the district.

In point of production from new camps
the North Fork camp, at Neck City, still

is in the lead. The limits of the camp
have not extended as rapidly, however,

as has been expected, and at the pres-

ent time anly about one square mile has

been developed.

The Toms Station camp, near Joplin,

has shown the most remarkable develop-

ment and brought in some of the richest

strikes ever made in the district. Already

four square miles have been developed

and 14 prospect drills are in the

field. Without exception the strikes

have been in soft ground and the

ore in almost every instance is of the

highest grade. Two new mills are al-

ready in operation and several others in

process of erection. The ore in the Sit-

ting Bull mine, and that of Chapman &
Lennan eclipse anything yet found in the

district, the ore from the Sitting Bull

running over 50 per cent. The Lehigh

camp, at Carl Junction, is showing re-

newed life, and much prospecting is be-

ing done. The United Zinc Company is

about to begin the erection of a large

mill there.

In Kansas, the Galena camp is coining

to the front again through the reopening

of old tracts by large companies. The

Playter interests are investing heavily

in this field and have built several new
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Little extension of the limits of

the camp is noted, however. The most

northerly camp in the district, Lawton.

teeen reopened and a large mill

erected. Rich ore has been found by

ctors on many tracts near there.

The character of the ground and ore is

•
) that in the Peacock camp.

The Oklahon: - show little life.

In the Quapaw camp, the Petersburg

company has erected a 500-ton mill, but

the ore is thin and the success of the

venture problematical. The Mission mine

-en subleased and operations re-

sumed. At Miami no new work is being

done, aside from the three deep shafts

in the north end of the camp, none of

these are yet producing. The old mines

are still producing and selling their lead

and a little zinc ore. but holding the bulk

of their zinc ore for a better market.

There has already accumulated a surplus

of about 3000 tons in this camp alone.

Taken as a whole the Joplin district

is in a very promising condition. Out-

side capital is slow in coming in, but

development is being done by local in-

"d operators.

Birmingham, Ala.

.May S—The following announcement
was given out the last of the past week
by Vice-President F. H. Crockard, of the

Tennessee Coal. Iron and Railroad Com-
pany: "Having completed all our rail

contracts available for immediate roll-

ing, it is necessary to suspend tem-

porarily the operations of the Ensley rail

mill, April 29. It is not probable that

operations will be resumed before June.

There are several contracts under negotia-

tion which, if closed, may alter the situ-

ation. The Ensley blast-furnace depart-

ment will continue to operate two fur-

naces. No change is contemplated in the

status of the Bessemer blast furnaces.

Orders now on hand seem to indicate a

continuance of operations at the Bes-

semer rolling mills. The present large

construction forces on new work will

be continued without interruption. Every

effort will be made to maintain the ore-

and coal-mining departments on the pres-

ent basis of production."

Indianapolis

8—The Indiana coal miners are

holding mass meetings in several of the

mining districts to evpre. s their disap-

of the miners' qualification act

1 by the recent legislature. Stand-

nmittees have been appointed with

•i'jns to consult attorneys regard-

l probability of having the qualifi-

cation act declared unconstitutional. Two
of the principal objections to the act are

the obligation to take the examination

and the places for holding the examina-

The mi- t that thi

Bid be held at the mines

I of at the county scats, be

too much time and money are li

making the trips to take the examina-

tion. The miners who have a two-years

record and are exempt from taking the

examination, but are required to have a

certificate from the examining board, are

likewise displeased because they must

apply in person for a certificate and pay

a fee of Si therefor.

Duluth

May 7— Indications point toward the

organization of the miners on the Iron

ranges, as an affiliated branch of the

Western Federation of Miners. The vice-

president uf the latter organization

passed through here recently on his way
to the Mesabi range, and the statement

made by him at that time indicates that

it is his purpose to note the conditions o..

the range with the object of organizing

the miners. In 1906, the Western Feder-

ation succeeded in gaining a foothold on

the Minnesota ranges, but the unsettled

conditions which followed the panic in

1907 succeeded effectually in putting a

damper on the plan until now. The

Federation has organizations in both the

iton and copper countries in Michigan,

but as yet it has not brought itself

into prominence in any way :n the latter

places.

Cobalt

May 4—The Temiskaming & Northern

Ontario railway commission has signified

its intention of running an accommoda-
tion train as far as the Frederickhouse

river, wheie connections for Porcupine

can be made with the boats. This will

be of great assistance in handling freight

and passengers, although it is doubtful

if any more heavy machinery will be

brought into the camp until the railroad

is finished. There are over 1000 men
at work on the line, and all the indica-

tions point to its being finished by the

first of July.

During the last few weeks, encourag-

ing reports have been coming down from

the Cripple Creek section. This dis-

trict was discovered last summer, but

owing to the absence of spectacular gold

showings as in Porcupine, it has been

little in evidence. Considerable work has,

however, been done, and in some cases

the results have been satisfactory. Dur-

ing the coming summer these properties

will be systematically developed, as the

water route into the district is quite easy.

During the last week, new Porcupine

mining companies, having an aggregate

capitalization of $17,500,000, were granted

charters.

The continued soft weather and the

rapid rise of the water in the Montreal

river, is rapidly clearing out the ice, and

it is expected that boats will be able to

run into Elk lake by about May 10.

Shipments from this section during this

will probably exceed those of

1910. There are now three Gowganda
mines on a shipping basis and when the

concentrator at the Millerett is completed

shipments from that property will be

largely increased. Owing to the high

freight rates only high-grade ore can be

shipped, and this company has a large

tonnage of medium-grade ore available

for concentration. As an evidence of

the difficulties under which mining is car-

ried on in this section a recent investiga-

tion showed that freight transportation

cost on an average about 60 times what

it would if there vere proper railroad

facilities. So far, with only a few ex-

ceptions, results in Elk lake and Gow-
ganda have been extremely disappoint-

ing. The possibilities of the district are

not, however, by any means exhausted.

Silver has been found over an area of

approximately 5000 sq.m. and careful

prospecting and systematic develop-

ment, will undoubtedly result in the dis-

covery of paying properties. This sec-

tion has suffered greatly in comparison

with Cobalt, and when the boom was on,

companies were formed with an entirely

inadequate supply of working capital,

considering the high cost of mining and

the difficulties of transportation. Partly

on this account and partly on account

of the very limited extent of most of the

orebodies encountered, the great majority

of companies have proved to be failures.

The annual report of the Nipissing

mines, which will be patented shortly,

will show a greatly increased production

over previous years, and also increased

ore reserves. During the last year

5,597,778 oz. of silver were produced at

a cost of $816,980, leaving a net profit

of $2,167,103, or 72.62 per cent, of the

gross production. In estimating the value

of the ore reserves, the high-grade ore

only was considered, no account being

taken of the low-grade in the mines or on
the dumps. The ore reserves are valued

at $3,276,440. The cost of producing sil-

ver was 14.71c. per oz. and the average

price received was 53.48c. per ounce.

Toronto
May 7—The German Developing Com-

pany has just purchased; through Martin

Nordegg, managing director, two square

miles of coal lands close to the Canadian
Pacific Railway main line on the Kanas-

kas river, Alberta, the sellers being J. B.

McLaughlin and T. A. Beament, both of

Ottawa, it is stated that a high price

was paid. The company has already in-

vested about $1,000,000 in Canadian min-

eral properties, and is pursuing a policy

of acquiring areas at points which will

be easily accessible to the railroads. It

holds extensive areas in the West lying

between the Grand Trunk Pacific and

Canadian Pacific lines, a distance of over

200 miles, the most important of its

coalfields being situated on the South

Brazean. The German Developing Com-
pany is financing the road that is being

built by the Canadian Northern from

Seattle to the Brazean country.
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c
The Minind News

Alaska

Regular steamship service will be es-

tablished between Nome and Seattle and

other ports, commencing June 4. Regu-

lar service is now in effect on the Copper

River & Northwestern Railway between

Cordova and Kennicott, a distance of 197

miles. The rates on ore range from

$5.75 per ton to S33.70 per ton, accord-

ing to the value of the ore, and include

railway transportation to Cordova, and

steamship delivery to Tacoma.

Hemple Copper Mining—This com-

pany expects to be shipping ore in 60

days. The tunnel is in 720 ft. S. A.

Hemple, Landlock, is president.

Arizona

Cochise County

Directors of the Denn-Arizona Copper

Company met, May 10, at Duluth to con-

sider a merger of their property with the

Shattuck-Arizona Mining Company. Both

properties are under the same manage-

ment and are organized under Minnesota

laws. The lands of the Denn-Arizona

Copper Company comprise about 200

acres immediately north of the Junction

shaft of the Superior & Pittsburg prop-

erty and are not far from the Shattuck-

Arizona property comprising 120 acres

about a half mile from the original open- .

ings of the Copper Queen and to the

north of Calumet & Arizona.

Gila County

Miami—The fourth mill unit will start

soon. Three units are now handling

a little more than 1400 tons daily, and

shipping 50 tons of concentrate per day.

Although shafting is being placed it has

not yet been decided whether Burch rolls

or Chilean mills will be installed for the

fine crushing.

Live Oak—Hole 51 is 1057 ft. deep

and still in 2-54 per cent. ore. Hole 33

is still in the capping. No. 55 is 315 ft.

deep and still in ore. Hole 57 has just

been started in the southwest corner of

the property. No. 56 will soon be

started. Shaft No. 2 is 104 ft. deep, its

rate of sinking being the record for this

district. It was sunk 12 ft. in one day.

Warrior—The leaching plant has been

destroyed by fire. Estimated loss,

$25,000.

Maricopa County

Relief—This gold mine near Phoenix is

developing on the 400-ft. level. It is ex-

pected to start the mill soon, George
Hamlin is manager.

Santa Cruz County

L. W Powell, Capt. James Hoatson
and William McDermott have formed a

corporation to be known as the Powmott

Reports of New Enter-

prises, New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Trans-fers. The*

Current History of

Mining"

Development Company, and have bonded
the Montana group of mines, owned toy

L. R. Zeckendorf in the Oro Blanco min-
ing district. It is the intention of the
company to begin operations in a small
way. The ore from this property is a

lead-silver ore carrying a little gold and
some zinc, and it will require concentra-
tion. The Montana group lies about two
or three miles northerly from the Old
Glory group, now being worked by
Colonel Posey.

Yuba County

Marc Antony—The old crosscut in this

mine, at Smartsville, has been prospected
and other development work done during
the winter, exposing three separate veins.

A stamp mill is planned by the new own-
ers, who have incorporated the Marc An-
tony Gold and Silver Mining Company,
represented by W. \V. Warren, Marys-
ville.

California

Butte County

A dry-land dredge will be operated on
lands of the Bank of Rideout, Smith &
Co., of Oroville, situated on the Cherokee
road. The boat is under construction at

Los Angeles for L. N. Hearn. This type

moves on rails and operates a steam

shovel in the stead of a bucket line.

Nevada County

Fruitvale—Extensive development with

machine drills has begun or mis mine

at Moores flat. A. Fitzgerald, superin-

tendent.

Numitor—A continuous orebody has

been opened in this mine at Chicane

Park of sufficient grade to warrant steady

operation of the stamp mil!.

Placer County

Middle Fork—Superintendent Tregidgo

purposes operating this property at

Rocky Chucky with a dredge.

Laird—A tunnel is being driven on this

mine at Yankee Hill. The gravel is ce-

mented and runs as high as S50 per ton.

Plumas County

Gold Mountain Hydraulic Company—
A restraining dam is under construction

at this property near Bucks ranch. A
storage reservoir and 1 '/2 miles of pipe

line have been completed. N. H. Frills,

of Quincy, in charge.

San Dieco County
Lower California Onyx Company—Ar-

ticles of incorporation have been filed at

San Diego by San Diego and Los An-
geles capitalists, for working of onyx de-

posits in Lower California, 22 miles from
tidewater, recently prospected by J. V.

Smale, of San Diego. Capital stock,

$200,000.

Shasta County

Mammoth—Two new orebodies have
recently been exposed; one .which was
cut by a drift for a distance of 165 ft.

assays V/> to 5 pc- cent, cooper, which
is erroneously reported to be better grade
than the original orebody. While the
first ore was below this average there

was considerable ore mined in the orig-

inal workings that averaged 19 per cent,

and much of it that ran as high as 20
per cent. The other orebody recently

encountered is in that part of the prop-
erty known as Section 29; this orebody
is much smaller than the first named,
but the copper reaches 26 per cent. It

is too early to offer an estimate of the

average from these two bodies.

National—A vein of free-gold ore has
been exposed in this mine on Churn
creek, paralleling the tunnel driven by
former owners, who had abandoned the

property.

Tuolumne County

Keltz Mining Company—Two new con-

centrators are being installed, roads built

from the Miller shaft to the mill and the

flume is being tepaired. Work is be-

ing rushed and the 15 stamps will be

dropping soon. H. H. Mclntyre is man-
ager.

Colorado

Clear Creek County

A company has been organized and a

site secured near the portal of the Cen-
tral tunnel for the erection of a Partridge

furnace of 50 tons daily capacity.

Gambetta—This mine is shipping a 50

per cent, zinc product to Oklahoma.

Waldorf— The 200-ton concentr. te

plant is running 12 hours a day.

Vidlcr Tunnel—Manager A. J. Wood-
ruff h'as discontinued work on the prop-

erty on account of shortage of coal. It is

the intention of this company to work in

both headings to hasten the 1600 ft. of
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work. The western porta! is

. uma.

ole Belle—The owners of this

i smeltery ha\

.

se and

option on this mine in the Lamartine dis-

trict.

.
- rs on

the Capitol are shipping ore. A night

shift will probable be put on. All gn und

el is on company ac-

count. The main tunnel will be extended

to another lode soon.

fni—The old East Guffni is

working under the leasing system and

rened an S-in. streak of lead-zinc

ore.

anon—This group, on Republican

mountain, regarded 40 years ago as the

er mines in the country, has

been sold to the Clear Creek Holding and

Mining Company, controlled by New
York capital. The property transferred

embraces the Lebanon group of 29 claims

and six mill sites, and Everett group of

aims and six mill sites.

Lake County—Leadville District

The old Cache creek placers at Granite

said to have yielded 55,500,000 in gold

at the time of their discovery in 1859 will

be worked again this summer by a Lon-

don syndicate. Dredges will be used.

Robert Emmet—A 30-ft. orebody of

-ulphide has been opened in this

property in Stray Horse gulch, with the

average grade of 30 per cent. zinc.

Iron Silver—Extensive exploration has

teen done from the eighth level of the

Tuscon shaft with satisfactory results.

San Miguel County

Jjpan Flora—This old property was

shut down in the winter but will resume

operations-soon.

Black Bear—Forty men have been put

to work retimbering and getting the mine

in shape for an active summer cam-

paign. E. J. Carter is manager.

Teller County—Cripple Creek

Vindicator—A deal has been closed

whereby the Vindicator Consolidated

company secured control of the Christ-

company, operating in the Cripple

district, by purchasing 600,000

- of Christmas stock I

The Christmas property lies immediately

of the Golden Cycle and

and has been worked by

been shipping about

•k, worth

*orth of ore al-

iken from Vindicator

This

• as been amicably
'

',f the Chi ntrol to the

n this.

W. C.

Michigan

Copper

Hussey-Hoive Mining Company—This

company has completed its organization

and consists of 160 acres of land owned

by the Hussey-Howe estate and a like

amount by C. A. Senecal. The tract lies

between the Bohemia and Indiana tracts.

The sandstone traverses these lands and

on the Senecal tract a promising out-

cropping is easily traced near the sand-

stone. Trenching on this formation will

be started in the near future and drilling

operations will follow. No stock will be

offered at the present time.

Copper Range Consolidated—This com-

pany will offer 10,000 shares of rts

treasury stock in exchange for the At-

lantic property on a basis of 1 share for 10.

Ahmeek—Judge R. C. Flannigan, in

the absence of A. T. Streeter, judge of

the 12th judicial district of Michigan,

modified the restraining order that was

issued by Circuit Court Commissioner

Marsh on behalf of Waldemar Chad-

bourne, heir of the late Thomas L. Chad-

bourne, so that a formal vote on the

merger can be taken at the adjourned

meeting. This is the last company to act

formally on the proposed marger, all of

the other companies voting in favor of it

by a number above the requisite num-

ber.

Menominee Iron Range

The Breitung interests have in con-

templation the development of an import-

ant deposit in the Randolph district.

Roger—At this mine, in the Iron River

district, operated by the Rogers-Brown

Iron Company, a concrete shaft is being

sunk. The shaft is circular in cross-sec-

tion and is being lowered by the drop

method. This is made necessary by the

nature and depth of the overburden.

which is principally quicksand and 135

ft. deep. No compressed air has been

used as yet, the weight of the shaft it-

self being sufficic-t to force it down-

ward, as the sand is excavated from

the center by means of a derrick and a

clam-shell bucket. Unless something un-

forseen occurs it will probably not be

necessary to use air until the rock is

reached and the process of sealing is

commenced. This stage should be

reached early in June.

Armenia -This mine, owned and oper-

ated by Corrigan, McKinney Company,

of Cleveland, has installed an electric-

haulaizc system, planned to take care of

the tramming both underground and on

ace.

M\rquette Iron Ran

Hand \t this open-pit mine, in the

Michigamme district, owned by the Rog-

•own company, the Hoose & Person

ruction Company, of Iron Moun-

tain,
'

the contract t« mine a' i

md is preparing to resume.

Minnesota

Cuyuna Range

A new find of ore is reported on the

north side of Rabbit lake, about a mile

from the town of Cuyuna. A townsite

has been platted in the vicinity. This new
find is across the lake from the Ken-

nedy mine.

It is reported that the extension of the

orebody from section 17 to the east has

been located on the S.E. of the N.E. and

the N.W. of the S.E. of section 17—
T 46 R 29. The property was purchased

some time ago by R. J. Sewell, of Cros-

by, and a company was formed, includ-

ing C. W. Potts, of Superior, secretary;

H. J. O'Brien, president, and J. T. Mur-
phy, treasurer. Doctor Sewell is vice-

president. A union hole has been drilled

on the east property line, in conjunction

with the Williams-Brown interests. Drill-

ing will be continued.

Inland Steel Company—This company
is sinking a shaft in the W. l/2 , NE. of

Sec. 11 T 46 R 29, one-quarter mile west

of the town of Crosby. The fee is owned

by George H. Crosby.

Cuyuna-Mille Lacs Iron Company—
This company has secured an option to

drill on the NE. of Sec. 27 T 15 R 30, and

will commence operations soon. This

160 acres is generally supposed to lie in

the center of a well mineralized area and

the results of the drilling will be awaited

with interest. The company also has

drills operating on Sec. 3 T 46 R 29 and

on Sec. 10 T 44 R 28.

Mesabi Range

Iron Mountain Mining Company—Iron

running 50 per cent, has been found by

this company on its 40 acres in Sec. 20

T58- R 19. This ore was encountered

at a depth of 240 ft., which depth was

much shallower than was anticipated. It

was expected that this grade would be

found at a depth of 400 ft. The ore is

similar in grade to that found in the

Grant mine a half mile away.

Leonidas—The stripping will be con-

tinued and it is probable that the work

will be completed by the end of the sea-

son. Several steam shovels will be en-

gaged in removing the ore from this pit.

Vermilion Range

Vermilion Iron Development Company
—This company developing the Pine Is-

land property has ordered an electrical

equipment for drilling and lighting pur-

poses. The equipment includes an engine

and generator and drills.

Marquette & Vermilion—An extensive

campaign for exploration is being

planned. A test-pit crew will soon be

started, to be followed later by a diamond

drill. The company's land is in the SE
of Sec. 19- T62- R 14. f

('Innidler—This old mine, supposed to

be worked out, is being reopened. It is
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reported that there are 30,000 tons of

high-grade ore on the stock-pile and over

100,000 tons in sight on the 160-ft. le/el.

There are over 60 men working and the

output is about 200 tons per day.

Almar—The main shaft is down 80 ft.

The plan is to continue the shaft to 150

ft. and then to crosscut south to the form-

ation. A compressor and three drills are

on the ground and work will be oushed

rapidly.

Montana
Butte District

Anaconda—The company is steadily

progressing with the work of installing

compressed air to take the place of steam.

At the Pennsylvania mine it has been

decided to stop driving the south cross-

cut on the 1800- ft. level; and to further

develop the country, a diamond-drill

hole will be run from the present face

of the crosscut. For some years the

Pennsylvania mine water has been

pumped to the 1200-ft. level and then

piped by a roundabout way through the

Pennsylvania, Mountain View and West
Colusa 1200-ft. levels, over to the main

pumps at the Leonard mine, where it is

pumped to the surface. Now a crosscut

will be run on the 1200-ft. level, which

will hole into the Tramway mine, for the

purpose of making a new and much
shorter course for the water, which will

be carried into the Tramway flume and

thus to the Leonard pumps. The ore

hoisted from the former Butte & Boston

mines, comprising the East and West
Gray Rocks, the Silver Bow and the

Berkeley, is about 35,000 tons at present,

of which 12,000 tons and 7500 tons are

hoisted from the East and West Gray
Rocks respectively. At the Silver Bow
and Berkeley mines, work is confined al-

most exclusively to stoping, and very

little development work is being done.

At the West Gray Rock preparations

are being made to extend the shaft from

the 1100-ft. level to the 1300-ft. level

by raising from the 1300-ft. level. At

the East Colusa mine the work of ex-

tending the air-shaft from the 1200-ft.

to the 1300-ft. level has been com-
menced. A winze has been sunk from

the 1800-ft. to the 1900-ft. level on the

vein at the West Colusa mine, and drift-

ing, both east and west from the bottom,

has been carried about 40 ft. showing
an unchanging body of good ore.

Deerlodge County

The Georgetown district is awakening
to great activity. Many new properties

are being opened, and a number of mines

which have not been worked for years,

are being prepared for mining again.

There is said to be a daily tonnage of

500 fons at the present time, and with

shipping facilities improved, this will be

increased. It is practically assured that

a railroad will be built to the dis-

trict soon. The following mines will be-

gin shipping ore to the Washoe smeltery
as soon as the roads can be used: Hidden
Lake, Venezuela, Cld Bonnanza, George,
Roundup, Oro Fino, Holdfast, Montana,
Twilight, and the Cochran group.

Oro Fino—On April 22, a new lead

was struck on the 200- ft. level of this

mine at Georgetown, and the lead has
been cut disclosing ore averaging $40 a

ton, mostly gold.

Roundup—Work is progressing steadily

at this mine of the George Hill Company,
and it is reported that a rich strike has
just been made there. The shaft is down
285 ft. and an incline winze has been

sunk 100 feet further.

• Trilby—Messrs. Drumgoole, Tuchsch-
erer, Ehlert and Nell, of Anaconda, own-
ers of this mine in the Georgetown dis-

trict, will begin operations.

Nevada
Lincoln County

Ernest R. Woolley, who planned the

merger of the Nevada-Utah, the Ohio-

Kentucky and the Prince Consolidated,

visited the Pioche properties of the Ne-
vada-Utah recently. While admitting that

the deal in question was off for the pres-

ent, it is reported he intimated that he

could prevent operations by the Ohio-

Kentucky and the Prince until such time

as they were willing to come to his

terms. Further, he is now planning an-

other merger, namely of the Nevada-

Utah Day mine with the Bristol Consoli-

dated, in the consummation of which he

should encounter no difficulties. Out-

standing bonds of the Bristol Consoli-

dated, held by the California-Nevada

Copper Company, to the amount of about

$200,000, mature this month, and as

the proposed deal would avoid a receiv-

ership, it should go through very easily.

The Nevada-Utah would probably in-

clude the Pioche-Pacific railroad in the

deal, and access to this railroad by a

tunnel V/i miles long, instead of by a

very steep nine-mile wagon haul, would

make a big difference in the profits from

the Bristol orebodies. The fact that

every foot of the proposed tunnel will be

rational development work of property

controlled by the two companies, is also

a powerful incentive. Last month, the

Day mine, under the n.anagement

C. Parker, shipped 57 c-rs of ore, and

should exceed that amour this month.

The Pioche Coalition, a rece-" merger in

which Solon Spiro is interested has re-

sumed work on its Golden Prince prop-

erty. The Pioche X-Ray, of which Jo-

seph Taylor is manager, will resv- ne

work May 15.

Lyon County

Mason Valley—Construction of the

smeltery at Thompson is proceeding. The

foundations for the blast-furnace build-

ing and also for the blast furnaces have

boen completed, and are awaiting the

steel structure and the furnaces. The
large receiving ore bins and the coke-

storage trestle have been finished, as

has the railway-trestle approach. Ma-
chine shops, blacksmith shops, officers'

quarters and a 300,000-gal. reservoir are

also completed. Underground the work

has been confined chiefly to developing

the stopes on the third level. Some ex-

periments are now being carried on in

connection with the breaking down and

the best method of handling this ore, al-

so some tests using the different kinds

of powder. At the mine the orebodies

are well opened up, and are practically

ready to begin production.

Storey County

The total output for the Comstock dis-

trict is estimated at $50,000 for the week
ended May 8, including shipments made
by Mexican, Ophir, Con Virginia, Crown
Point, Belcher, Yellow Jacket, Gould &
Curry, Chollar and Potosi companies.

General Manager George B. Burbank,

of the United Comstock Pumping As-

sociation, has returned from the East,

where he went relative to securing esti-

mates for a new pumping plant on the

2650 station of the C. & C. shaft. It is

proposed to put in an auxiliary plant at

that point, and unwater the lode to the

3000 level and even deeper as conditions

warrant. Important announcement is ex-

pected soon as to the details of the new
plans.

Crown Point—This mine during March,

according to an official statement, made
sufficient net profit for the month on ore

shipped to the Yellow Jacket mill to clear

all mine and general expense with a

margin to spare. The ore came from the

1400 level of the mine where new ter-

ritory is being opened. The Belcher mine,

adjoining, will soon start wcrk on the

1400 level, working through th~ Balcher

shaft, an air connection having been

made with the Crown Point workings.

Mexican—The output of about $20,000

for the past week was the highest in the

history of the mine. The total output from

development in the vein on the 2400 and

2500 levels of the property has been

$35,000 in two weeks. This ore has been

taken out only in blocking out and pros-

pecting the vein, no effort having been

made at stoping. The stoping area on

the 2400 level has been proved to be 100

ft. long to the south, with no explora-

tions yet advanced to the north. Car

samples last week exceeded $100 to the

ton from the 2500-level two-compartment

raise, and from the north drift on the

2400 level.

Chollar—The company has taken a

lease on the Brunswick lode company
of the same name, and is running a west

crosscut from the Comstock tunnel con-

necting drift to a point under the incline

shaft of No. 2 surface workings. This

crosscut will be connected with the in-
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and the ground prospected under

the te< ..oped in the early days

near the surface.

Vhite Pine County

Ely Cons This property has

been sold at sheriff's sale for $48,000,

being slightly less than the judgment to

E. P. Var

Baker County

Rainbow—The initial payment of

vK) was made. May 3, on the Rain-

bow mine, in Mormon basin, by the U.

citing. Refining and Mining Com-
pany. The total purchase price is $750,-

000.

Blue Mountain—This property near

Sumpter is temporarily closed during the

erection of a 100-ton concentrating mill,

work on which will begin in June. C.

L. Arzeno, Cincinnati, Ohio, is manager.

Golden Chariot—A concentrator is be-

ing installed in this mine, owned by Con-
nor Brothers, Sumpter.

Success—Active operations will be re-

sumed at this property, which has been

closed for three years. The mine is

owned by NX'. T. "Woodford, Sumpter.

Jackson County

Oxley & Baker—This company is con-

sidering the erection of a power plant

end smeltery on the property at Gold
Hill.

Utah

Beaver County

Red Warrior—The capital has been in-

creased from 150.000 to 250,000 shares,

par value Si. The stockholders are be-

ing offered 30,000 shares of treasury

stock, being allowed to subscribe for 1

share for every 5 shares of stock now
held.

Cedar-Talisman—Development is be-

ing pushed on the 500 level for the con-

tact between limestone and granite,

where deposits of shipping grade are

looked for. The management reports that

in drifting to the east, what appears to

be the old Stallworth vein has been cut.

In March 23.972 tons of

r an average of 799 tons per day

milled, giving 2301 tons of concen-

which were shipped to the Inter-

national smeltc- le. Froi::

concentrate ere recovered 300,-

007 lb. c<; r. and 141

d. During the month a quaatity of

- ide dumr

tted, which

The com-
ng at the rate of

rper, and 17c. in gold and

or a total of $2.08 per ton. When the

concentrator can be operated at its full

capacity of 1000 to 1200 tons daily, it is

thought a slight profit can be made with

the present price of copper. Experi-

menting has been in progress for several

months regarding some changes in the

milling process, and Janney classifiers

are being installed. -

'

Utah United—Operations have been

resumed. A contract has been given to

continue the shaft to the 500-ft. level.

Blackbird—New equipment is expected

from the east in May. This is a combina-

tion gasolene hoist and compressor plant,

the working of which will be watched

with considerable interest.

Box Elder County

Alpine-Galena—Iron ore spotted with

galena has been encountered at this prop-

erty near American Fork. The ore was
taken from a vein about 15 ft. from the

surface. A tunnel is being driven to cut

the vein at greater depth, and will be con-

tinued 300 ft. to cut a second vein, which

outcrops farther up.

Salt Lake County

Ohio Copper—Sixty Deister No. 3

slime tables have been ordered for the

mill at Lark; it is expected to have the

tables ready for operation in 60 days.

The company has been experimenting

with this make of tables for five months

past, and it is reported that the improved

saving will more than pay for the cost of

installation within a short time. There

have been a few of these tables in use

in Bingham, at the Bingham-New Haven
mill, but the Ohio order will be the first

extensive installation in Utah.

Summit County

Silver King Coalition—The strike of

the mill men at this property has been

settled by allowing 8-hr. instead of 10-

hr. shifts. Three shifts are now operat-

ing. An increased output will be main-

tained from now on.

Virginia—Conditions at the California

mine, which is being worked under lease

by this company are reported to be im-

proved. A 30-in. vein of shipping ore

has been opened in two places about 50

ft. apart, and 100 tons of ore is broken,

awaiting the drying up of the roads from

the mine to the railroad for shipment.

About two tons a day are being produced

fiom development by a small working

force. The new ore was opened in a

crosscut 65 ft. above the main tunnel.

Snake Creek Tunnel—Work during

March encountered a soft black lime,

which brought considerable water and

rig ground making timbering neces-

sary. On March 2 the face was 2924 ft.

in, and an April 2 the distance was 3065
ft.; permanent ties and rails are down

10 It., and the ventilation pipe is

placed for 2805 ft. Early in April the

ground improved, and better progi*

likeh. There has been some talk of sus-

pending operations on the tunnel on ac-

count of lack of interest and cooperation

of property owners along its route.

Southern Tier—Austin Kelly and asso-

ciates have taken a lease on this property,

also called the Hoyt mine, in Snake
Creek canon near Heber.

West Virginia

/. B. B. Coal Company—This company
has been organized and has taken over
the mines in the Pocahontas district,

heretofore operated by Jewett, Bigelow &
Brooks, of Detroit. The following are
officers: H. M. Jewett, Detroit, presi-

dent; Robert Grant, Boston, treasurer;

J. W. Bigelow, Twin Branch, W. Va.,

general manager. The mines were con-
solidated and a new company formed on
March 1, and the New England Coal and
Coke Company, of Boston, purchased an
interest April 1, and will have charge of
the transportation and sale of the coal."

Fayette County
Four States Coal and Coke Company

—This new concern took over the prop-

erty of several coal companies, and will

increase its output in the near future.

Cleveland Coal Corporation—Plans
have been approved for a $500,000 elec-

tric plant, a $100,000 water plant and
other equipment for the plant in the New
River district.

Kelly's Creek Colliery Company—
This company, at Ward, will develop

50,000 acres land for a daily output of

1800 tons. The manager is J. W. Daw-
son.

Kanawha County

Big River Coal, Oil and Gas Com-
pany—This company, of Charleston, of

which E. F. Brown is president, will de-

velop 25,000 acres of coal land and has

begun preliminary work.

West Virginia Coal Land Company—
This new company, headed by H. B.

Smith, of Charleston, and a number of

Eastern capitalists, has purchased 27,000

acres of coal and timber lands, owned by

the Gallego Land Company, situated on

Cabin and Paint creeks, for $1,350,000.

The new purchaser is selling or leasing

portions of the tract for immediate de-

velopment and has already sold 2500

acres to the New Eagle Collieries Com-
pany.

Logan County

P. J. Riley and Dr. J. E. Cox, have

organized the Manbar Coal Company, to

develop coal acreage about nine miles

above Logan, on the new extension of

the Chesapeake & Ohio. Work has been

started recently to develop a 700-ton

mine. The new Rocky Creek Coal Com-

pany, recently incorporated by F. C. Mur-

litz and William Getz, of Cleveland, with

$300,000 capital, will als« develop coal

lands in this country.
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Canada
British Columbia

Nugget—Vancouver men having pur-

chased 142,000 shares of treasury stock

at $1, further development at depth will

be undertaken, and erection of a 20-

stamp mill arranged for.

Van-Roi—The first month's run of the

new mill has resulted in production of

350 tons of silver-lead and silver-zinc

concentrates.

Granby—Two of the eight blast fur-

naces have been blown out, owing to

short supply of coke, consequent on la-

bor troubles at coal mines in Crow's Nest

Pass district.

Mother Lode— Registration of the

Mother Lode Sheep Creek Mining Com-
pany has been gazetted in British Co-

lumbia. Authorized capital is $1,250,-

000; head office is in Portland, Maine.

The company has a gold property in

Sheep creek camp, Nelson mining divi-

sion.

Slocan Star—Although snow is still

deep in the gulches in Slocan, the sea-

son's mining has been commenced at the

Slocan Star.

Le Roi—A little work is still being

done and ore being shipped at a profit.

Shipments during four months of 1911

aggregated in excess of 4000 tons of

ore.

Hobson's Hydraulic—Preparations are

being made for a long season's run on

this placer-gold property, near Quesnel

forks. Plenty of water is available and

the gravel yields profitably.

British Columbia Copper—This com-

pany has bonded the McKinley copper-

gold group, in Franklin camp, about 60

miles from Greenwood.

Tyee—A number of important mining

groups, associated in mining development

and finance business in London, have re-

cently made arrangements to participate

in this company's business.

Portland Canal—Ore of higher grade

than that previously mined has been

entered by No. 2 adit on the Portland

Canal company's property. For 40 ft.

the drift has been in ore varying from

2 to 6 ft. in width, and averaging about

S20 in gold, silver and lead, as against

S12 in the past. No. 3 adit is entering

the downward continuation of the same
oreshoot.

Ontario—Cobalt District

Brydge Lease—Work is to be resumed
on this Peterson Lake property.

Lawson—On this La Rose property the

main shaft will be continued to 300 ft.

Results on the 200-ft. level were satis-

factory.

Cobalt Central—This property, which
has been in liquidation for some time,

will be sold at auction May 18.

Buffalo—The mill report of this Co-
balt company for March shows a general

increase. There were treated 3913 tons,

having an average assay of 44 oz. pei

ton, from which 149,931 oz. of silver

were recovered. Milling expenses were
S6549.

Ontario—Porcupine

Dome—Work is being rapidly pushed
on the construction of the 40-stamp mill.

Concrete work for the foundations has
been started.

Vipond—On this mine of the Porcu-
pine Gold Mines Company, a Nissen
stamp mill is working night and day. The
ore which is bein« run through this mill

averages considerably higher than any
ore which has been run through a mill in

the Porcupine camp.

Brydge—This property on the North

boundary of Deloro township, adjoining

the Preston claim of the Preston-East

Domes Mines Company, has been pur-

chased by Proctor Smith. It is re-

ported that Mr. Smith has bought this

claim in conjunction with some others for

seme important English operators. A
number of promising orebodies have been

uncovered and some spectacular gold

finds have been made.

Hollinger—A crosscut at the 100- ft.

level in the main workings has cut the

No. 3 vein on the Hollinger property.

The vein where opened up is 14 ft. wide

and it is reported that it assays $11 per

ton in gold. In the face of the drift on

the 200-ft. level on the main vein the ore-

body is 20 ft. wide and carries free gold.

Davidson—The Davidson Gold Mines

Company has been incorporated to take

over the two Davidson claims in the

Northern part of Tisdale township. These

properties were staked by Willian David-

son in the fall of 1909 and the first gold

discovery in Tisdale township was made

on one of these properties. It is re-

ported that a syndicate of New York,

Philadelphia and Boston brokers are un-

derwriting the first issue of this stock.

The company will be capitalized at S2,-

000,000, or 400,000 shares, $5 at par.

Fogg-Woodhouse—These locations ad-

joining the Preston-East Dome have been

sold to a Boston syndicate for $200,000.

Porcupine Reserve Mines, Ltd.—

A

company has been organized under this

title capitalized at $2,000,000, and has

purchased the Burke and Elliot claims.

Work will be begun in a few days with a

force of 20 men.

American Gold Fields—On the prop-

erty of this company adjoining the West

Dome two new veins have been opened.

The main vein has been found to be

about 40 ft. wide. On the other property

adjoining the Porcupine Lake company's

holding six veins have been opened up,

three of which show native gold.

Porcupine Imperial—A new vein, that

shows gold, has been discovered on this

property.

Jupiter—A new vein 12 ft. wide has

been found on this Porcupine property.

It is stated to be one of the richest yet

found in the entire district.

Mexico
Chihuahua

El Rayo—This Mines Company of

America property, near Santa Barbara, re-

cently moved 300,000 pesos worth of

bullion held in store owing to the revolu-

tionary disturbances. The product was
transferred 12 miles to the railroad

through rebel country and then shipped to

Torreon.

Sonora

Creston de Cobrc—Work on this prop-

erty, 35 miles west of Hermosillo, owned
by the Mexico Mining, Refining and Ex-
ploration Company, W. T. Calderwood,
of Los Angeles, Cal., president, is pro-

ceeding. A concentrator has been in-

stalled, and the company expects to

make regular shipments.

Manhattan Exploration Company—
M. S. MacCarthy is making concentration

tests of the ore from the Meseta and

Promontorios mines of the company and

will shortly come to the United States to

conclude the investigation and to have

electrostatic and other tests made. The
company's office is at Alamos.

Tepic

Mescalitas-Purisisima— This property

in the Amatlan de Canas district is owned

by the Pan-American Investment Com-
pany, represented by Walter Foster and

Em Browder.

South America

Chile

Braden—This company will increase

its capital stock from $12,000,000 to

$14,000,000. The $2,000,000 new stock

will be used to convert a new issue of

$2,000,000 three-year 7 per cent, conver-

tible bonds. Last October $2,000,000

second mortgage 7 per cent. 5-year con-

vertible bonds were authorized, of which

$1,000,000 has since been issued, leaving

$1,000,000 in the treasury. In addition

to these two issues there was a former

mortgage against $4,000,000 6 per cent.

10-year convertible bonds. The new bonds

will be used to pay for completion of the

reduction works and power plant, as well

as to carry on development work and

provide working capital. President Se-

wall says that there are 12,000,000 tons

of '2.70 per cent, ore in the Fortuna

mine. Fortuna tunnel No. 4 has not yet

reached the main orebody but should do

so at about 400 ft. below No. 3 1 '. Gen-

eral Manager Yeatman will remain at the

property until June 1. when the first unit

of the concentrator should be put in op-

eration. Mr. Yeatman estimates that

when completed the concentrator and re-

duction works should produce annually

36,000,000 lb. of copper at a cost of

less than 7 T 'c. a pound.
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Coal Trade Review

,y 10—The coal trade in

the gas contrast between

the unusi. in anthracite and

>f the bituminous-coal

cite shipments have been

;e; while bituminous

S arc slow, with many

mines working only half time.

In the West trade has been steadier,

but not large. Steam-coal demand is not

and buyers want low prices,

•re being made at a low point, and

it seems impossible to advance prices

in view of the fact that producing ca-

pacity is much greater than consumption.

• irs are complaining that they are

forced to run on slow time, or else part

With their coal at prices which cannot

possibly pay them.

Coal Traffic Notes

Shipments reported by companies in

uthwestern Interstate Coal Opera-

\ssociation in January, short tons:

ion Changes

Missouri. 248.159 D.

Kai.^a- -- D. 147,674

Arkansas 281.149 143.445 D. 137,704

Oklahoma 333,696 251,411 D. 82,286

TotaL 1,541,542 1,105,639 D. 436,903

The total decrease reported this year

per cent.

Coal and coke tonnage of Virginian

railway, nine months of fiscal year from

July 1 to March 31, short tons:

merclaJ Company T> lal

Coal 134,211 1,673,798

\:n:in 1,684,336

:

Coke is reported separately only for

part of the current year. Company coal

was not reported last year.

Anthracite shipments in April are re-

ported at 5.804.915 long tons, or 191,979

tons less than March. For the four

months ended April 30, the shipments

tons:

1911 < i.

j

i

145.131
!

'

...

- per cent.

—the Philadelphia & Reading,

Lackawanna & W
and tl tern -

Marie

canal

Current Prices of"

Metal, Minerals. Coal

and Stocks, Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

Coal tonnage originating on Southern

railway, two months ended Feb. 28, was:

Tennessee district, 207,097; Alabama

district, 457,504; total, 664,601 short

tons, a decrease of 55,755 tons from last

year.

Coal receipts at Boston, four months

ended April 30, reported by Chamber of

Commerce, in long tons:

1910 1911 Ohangee
Anthracito 557,936 607,901 x. 49,965
Bituminous. 1,349,295 1,333,784 D. i'.511

Total domestic... 1,907,231 1,941,685 I. 34,4o4

Foreign 100,311 83,130 D. 17,181

Total 2,007.542 2,024,815 I. 17,273

The foreign coal is almost all from

Nova Scotia mines.

New York
Anthracite

May 10—Business has continued ac-

tive, deliveries being on a large scale.

April shipments from the collieries were

heavy and, apparently have been readily

absorbed. Domestic sizes are in demand
by dealers locally and for coastwise

shipment. Steam sizes have also been

moved freely.

Schedule prices for May on domestic

sizes are $4.35 for lump, $4.60 for egg

and stove and $4.85 for chestnut, all

f.o.b. New York harbor. On steam sizes

quotations are: Pea, $3@3.25; buck-

wheat, $2.35@2.80; No. 2 buckwheat or

rice, $1.80^/2.30; barley, $1.40@1.75;

all according to quality, f.o.b. New York

harbor. Some individual pea and buck-

wheat have been offered at $2.90 and

$2.25, but only in small lots.

Bituminous

The seaboard soft-coal trade still

drags and the promised spring revival

does not materialize. Contract making

is slow; large consumers have coal in

stock yet and arc in no hurry to buy

more. Coastwise movement is only mod-

erate, and harbor trade is limited to

huntirm for bargains. There i«, however,

little or no demurrage coal to pick up,

mines are generally limiting sliip-

: ide.

Price are weak, hut show no quotable

Steam coals can he had at

$2.30 'u 2.40 for lower grades, with bet-

better coals up to $2.75 (a 2.85. A good
Miller vein coal can be had around $2.50

@2.60, f.o.b. New York harbor. Gas
coals can be had at $1.05 for ^-in.,

$1 for run-of-mine and 75@80c. for

slack, all at mines. Some off-color New
River has been offered as low as $2.25,

f.o.b. docks.

Coastwise trade is moderate and
freights have weakened. Vessels can be

had at 65(?/ 75c. from Philadelphia to

Boston or Portland. From New York

going rates are 50@65c. to points around

Cape Cod; 25®35c. to Providence and

the Sound. Some cargoes are reported

taken at 60 fir 75c. from Hampton Roads

to Boston.

Birmingham
May 8—There is some prospect for

better conditions in the coal trade in

Alabama. There is some demand for

coke. The production has not been de-

creased recently. It is announced that

since the successful operation of the new
byproduct coke ovens of the Woodward
Iron Company, at Woodward, a new
company has come into the district to

use some of the byproducts of this plant-

The new concern will be established at

North Birmingham.

It is announced that the Tennessee

company will shortly begin the sinking

of another shaft in the coalfields, a

short distance from Ensley.

Chicago
May 9—The coal market continues

quiet but generally satisfactory to whole-

salers, sales being large for the time of

the year and the supply not over great

on any line. Supplies are fairly well

regulated to the needs of the market ex-

cept in the case of smokeless, which

should be sent with caution. Prices

maintain a firm tone, and are not sub-

stantially changed from last week's quo-

tations. The greatest demand in steam

coals is for screenings; the least for

lump. Domestic coals have been in good

demand for the last week because of the

cool weather over Chicago territory; the

beginning of this week, however, sees a

cessation of the demand, owing to a

warm wave. Contract making confines

large, at rather low prices, and the vol-

ume of sales by contract probably will

exceed any previous record. The May
advance of prices has checked the buy-

ing of anthracite, which still remains

good for the first week in May.

Cleveland

May 8—The market is extremely dull

all around. Steam-coal demand does not

improve and domestic trade is dead for
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the present. Lake trade opens so slowly

that it is uncertain when the surplus on

tracks will be reduced.

Prices are unchanged. Next week the

reduced spring schedule will be an-

nounced. Coal is in abundant supply

for all kinds except Pocahontas.

Indianapolis

May 8—A notable feature of the coal

business for the last week has been the

inclination among large coal users to de-

lay making contracts, although they ad-

mit that the prices offered by the op-

erators are highly satisfactory. The op-

erators say that something aside from

the price of coal is causing consumers to

delay. The Indiana mines are producing

a limited amount of coal. Some mines

are working nearly the whole week,

others only a few days each week. The
cool weather has kept up a fair demand
for domestic coal. The demand for steam

coal is increasing gradually, but is not

equal to this time last year.

Pittsburg

May 9—Coal mines are running at a

slower gait, on account of congestion in

the Lake coal trade, while local demand
is poor. Prices are moderately well

maintained: Nut, Sl.05ral.15; mrne-

run, $1.10@1.15; Vi-'m., Sl.20rrM.25;

l
T4-in., S1.30@1.35; slack, 75c. per ton

at mine.

Connellsville Coke—An unusually

large volume of business has been done
in the past 10 days, considering the pre-

vailing dullness. Sales include 2500 tons

of a special brand of furnace coke at

Si. 65, and three lots of 5000 tons each,

at SI. 60, SI.55 and SI.50, the Si.55 coke

having been sold in the East while the

other two lots were sold in the Central

West. All these lots were for deliveries

spread over the current month, and it is

reported that another lot, running about

5000 tons, has been sold to a Valley steel

interest at Si.50 for the current month.

There is a little figuring on contracts for

second half, and one such may possibly

be closed within a few days. As a rule

consumers are not anxious to buy ahead
and producers are somewhat chary of sell-

ing in the present unpromising market.

"We quote: Prompt furnace, $1.50@ 1.55;

contracts for second half, $1.75@1.85;
prompt foundry, Sl.90tf?2; contract

foundry, S2tf?2.25, at ovens.

The Courier reports production in the
Connellsville and lower Connellsville re-

gion in the week ending April 29 at 300.-

540 tons, a decrease of 12.000 tons, and
shipments at 3287 cars to Pittsburg, 5129
cars to points west and 798 cars to points

east, a total of 9214 cars.

ators 1 or 2c. less per ton than hereto-
fore. All of the operators who are run-
ning now are losing at least 5c. per ton
on their entire output. However, they
seem to prefer to keep on running rather
than to close down.

Dealers report a fair volume of busi-
ness though, of course, the domestic
business for this. reason is about over.
The storing of anthracite has begun,
which will, of course, keep dealers fair-

ly busy for the next month or two. The
industrial situation is far from satisfac-
tory and business seem to be way below
expectations. Plants in St. Louis and vi-

cinity are running only about two-thirds
time. However, it seems that the situa-

tion locally is more satisfactory than it

is in Chicago and other parts of the

country, as a good deal of coal that would
logically go to Chicago is being shipped
to St. Louis. This makes the St. Louis
market even worse than it should be.

Screenings are being absorbed freely

and prices are somewhat better than last

week, though not up to the level of last

month. Most of the coal that is coming
to this market is Standard. A good quan-
tity of Carterville screenings are being
used in St. Louis, though practically

none of the larger sizes. Nut is in better
demand again and is bringing the best

price of any size on the market.

Anthracite—Coal is moving fairly well,

and while a large tonnage was sold in

April, the mines have been somewhat
backward in shipments. In fact not over
30 per cent, of the coal ordered has come
forward vet.

Calgary, Alberta

The miners concerned in the proceed-
ings of the Board of Conciliation and In-

vestigation appointed to inquire into the

various matters in dispute between the

Western Coal Operators' Association and
District 18, United Mine Workers of

America, the latter representing the men
employed in the coal mines in southern

Alberta and the Crow's Nest district of

British Columbia, have demanded that

the meetings of the board be open to

press and public. Heretofore only repre-

sentatives of the two parties to disputes

have been permitted to be present at such

inquiries. The miners protest against this

lack of publicity and state they will not

give evidence under conditions of secresv.

FOREIGN-COAL-TRADE

St. Louis

May 8—The market has been extreme-
ly dull this week and at current prices
mine-run coal has been netting the oper-

French Foreign Trade—Imports and
exports of fuel in France, year ended
Dec. 31, 1910, metric tons:

Imports. Exports. Excess.
Coal 14,007, 3lii 1,278,711 Imp.l3,fi2S,620
Coke 2,273,490 168,975 Imp. 2,104,516
Briquets 974,530 132,391 Imp. 843,189

Total 18,155,360 1,580.077 Imp.16,575,283

Total, 1909 18,307,712 1,493.308 Imp.16,904.404

Decrease in imports. 242,352 tons, or

1.3 per cent.; increase in exports 86,769

tons, or 5.8 per cent. Exports in 1910 in-
cluded 123,547 tons of coal and I

tons briquets furnished to steamships in
foreign tradu.

Russian Coal—Shipments from the
mines of the Donetz basin, the chief coal-
producing district in Russia, in 1910
were: Anthracite, 2,103,000; bituminous
coal, 9,037,000; coke, 1,400,000; briquets,

112,000; total, 13,652,000 metric tons]
an increase of 302,000 tons, or 2.3 per
cent., over the previous year.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,
Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report
prices of coal on April 28, as follows:
Best Welsh steam coal, $4.14; seconds,
S3.90; thirds, S3.78; dry coals, $3.84;
best Monmouthshire. $3.72; seconds,
S3.54; best small steam coal, $2.58; sec-
ends, $2.28. All prices are per long ton,

f.o.b. shipping port, cash in 30 days, less

2 l/> per cent, discount.

Till IRON TRADE-REVIEW |fg

New York, May 10—The consensus of
the recent steel dinner seems to have
rallied the large interests to maintain
prices of finished steel. Whether this

can be done successfully in the present
condition of the market is a question. The
fabricating companies in the East con-
tinue to take large contracts at figures

which certainly involve reductions in

structural steel. Agricultural-implement

makers are holding back their yearly con-
tracts, looking for a reduction. Sheets,
wire and wire products are being shaded
by the smaller independents—and by
some of the larger ones too, it is re-

ported. In a word there are indications

that price reductions must come soon,

and be recognized by all.

Outside of structural steel, new busi-

ness comes slowly in finished material.

This is to be expected under the condi-

tions outlined above. The Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul is said to have placed

orders for 40,000 tons of rails.

Pig iron has been a little more active.

More sales are reported, with a tendency
to increase the size of orders. Shading
in prices is reported here and there. In

seaboard territory Southern furnaces are

making a hard push for business. The
Birmingham furnaces are holding to $11

for No. 2 foundry; but some good orders

are reported placed with Tennessee mak-
ers at $10.75 and even $10.50. Virginia

furnaces are also making concessions to

get good orders. Pipe makers have been
buying extensively of lower grades.

The rules committee of the House of

Representatives has reported a resolu-

tion directing an investigation of the iron

and steel industry. This resolution will

undoubtedly be adopted by the House
within a few days; it provides for a com-
mittee of nine men to be elected by the

House and given full power to issue

subpoenas, send for persons and papers.

and do everything incident to a congres-
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sional investigation of the usua.

Included in this inquiry, it is understood,

K a study of the extent of control

exercised by steel makers over iron-ore

supplies, and the degree to which the

iron- and steel-making business has been

monopolized The Steel Corporation re-

ports its unfilled orders on books May 1

of 181,839

tons from the previous month.

Pig Iron Production—The reports from

the blast furnaces, as collected and pub-

lished by the Iron Age, show that on

May 1 there were 212 coke and anthra-

cite furnaces in blast, having an aggre-

..:'> capacity of 64.450 tons; a de-

of 6300 tons as compared with

April 1. Making allowance for the char-

coal furnaces, the production of pig iron

in April is estimated at 2.093.500 tons;

for the four months ended April 30 it was

7.919.700 tons. Of this total, 5,266.300

tens were made by furnaces owned and

operated by steel companies.

Baltimore

May 8—Imports for the week included

431 tons ferromanganese ore from Liver-

pool; 211 casks manganese ore from Rot-

terdam; 8013 tons iron pyrites from

Huelva. Spain; 30.400 tons iron from

Cuba.

Birmingham

May 8— Plans of further curtailment

in the Southern pig-iron make are being

put into execution, the intent being to

regulate the production in accordance

with the market. The demand is still

slow and for small lots. Consumers are

holding off, confident that at any time

they care to they can buy iron at low

prices. A few sales of low-grade iron

have been made recently and delivery

is going on, but the total business being

booked is not of any consequence It

is believed that with further curtailment

in this section of the country some of the

accumulated stocks of iron can be

worked off. There will be no resumption

at blast furnaces until the market im-
'-. few orders are coming from

cast-iron pipe makers, but in the main
this business is for low-grade iron, No.

4 foundry. Two furnaces have been

shut dnun again, and if there is no im-

ent in the market during May a

couple of other iron makers will cease

In the steel line the plant of the South-

ern Iron and Steel Company, at Gadsden,

and the rolling mills of Tennessee Coal,

Iron and Railroad Company.

doing

well

crn t vitli other

it. The scrap-iron

' ill u are tbe machlnei

foun«J-

Chicago

May 9—Sales of pig iron continue

light, the market being one of small lots

sold for piecing out the needs of found-

ers in the second and third quarter,

chiefly. Few contracts that run over

1000 tons are made, the tendency of the

melters being to buy lightly and await

developments. Local production has

been lessened and Northern is somewhat
firmer in consequence, though far from

strong, at S15 for No. 2. Southern holds

to $11, Birmingham, or $15.35, Chicago,

though a large sale might be made at

slightly less, of either. Some important

interests are making inquiries for sec-

ond-half tonnage and the general re-

quirements of that period, yet to be con-

tracted for. are probably large.

Sales of iron and steel products are

somewhat larger, and the market seems
to be improving, though far from brisk,

with structural material showing most

activity. The coke market is very dull.

Cleveland
May 8—The settlement on 60c. from

the head of the Lakes as ore freight for

the season has been practically accom-

plished by the making of several con-

tracts. Shipments are slow in starting.

Pig Iron—At least one round sale of

pig iron is noted at a slight shading from

previous quotations. For the most part,

however, prices are held at previous

points. Quotations, Cleveland delivery,

are $15.90 for bessemer, $14.25^/14 50

for No. 2 foundry, S13.75fW 14 for forge,

and S 17.50^/ 18 for Lake Superior char-

coal iron.

Finished Material—Some contracts for

structural ste^l make up most of the

market. Prices of bars and sheets are

inclined to be irregular.

Philadelphia

May 10—The week in eastern Penn-

sylvania has been unusually dull, the only

reported business being the sale of a

few lots of a special brand for early de-

livery. Furnace owners are working off

stocks as fast as possible and a further

curtailment is said to be contemplated.

The low prices prevailing do not stimu-

late inquiry and even the larger inter-

ests are postponing buying a little longer.

The only interesting inquiries are for

malleable and they are only for small lots.

Forge iron is perhaps duller than any

other line because of the prospects of a

dull summer. No. 2 X foundry would

sell more freely were it not for some re-

cently shaded rates on Southern which

will probably secure what little business

i£ going. The 'mtire crude-iron market

K in r.n exceptionally sluggish condition

and stocks among consumers are gen-

lower than it is usual to allow them

OUthern No. 2 foundry is of-

15 and gntv forge at B 14.25.

North' in forge i« readily picked up at

I
ton.

Steel Billets—Forging billets have

again been slightly shaded without draw-

ing out large orders.

Bars—Less bar iron is being made
than a month ago and some further cur-

tailment seems probable.

Sheets—Heavy sheets are profiting by
the increasing activity in building and the

week's business constitute a bright spot

in the otherwise dull and disheartening

situation.

Pipes and Tubes—Tubes are merely

holding their own at recent discounts.

Merchant pipe has dropped off; the cast

pipe foundries are doing big business.

Plates—A large amount of business is

on the point of being emptied into the

plate mills from New England, New York
and elsewhere. The securing of this bus-

iness will help to tide the mills over a
dull period. The volume of small orders

shows scarcely any falling off.

Structural Material—The large amount
of building now projected and under way
promise's an active early summer demand
for shapes, largely for delivery along the

North Atlantic coast.

Scrap—The scrap market has fallen

back and very little material is being

purchased by the mills or machine shops.

The Pennsylvania Railroad will soon dis-

pose of a large amount of scrap.

Pittsburg

May 9—Demand for finished steel

products has been showing slight ups and
downs, v/ith no decided trend in either

direction in the past fortnight. One large

steel interest reports that its last week's
bookings were larger than either of the

two preceding weeks, while its bookings
Monday of this week were very large for

a single day. Other interests find de-

creases in bookings in some cases, and
increases in others.

Pig-iron production continues to de-

crease. The country is producing pig

iron at a trifle under 70 per cent, of the

total capacity. Steel production, how-
ever, is at a lower rate, between 50 and
60 per cent, of capacity.

Prices are being firmly held by the

large steel interests, while the cutting by
small interests is perhaps a little more
pronounced. There is no prospect of any
general reductions in prices by the large

interests, but in responsible quarters the

belief is entertained that the price-main-

tenance policy cannot stand much more
pressure and that in the event of orders

continuing light for a month or two
longer, with cutting by the smaller inter-

ests, a general break will occur. There

are some, too, who suspect that the large

interests would not be altogether averse

to a break, if there were reason to ex-

pect that it would stait a general buying

movement.

Pig Iron The United Steel Company,
( anton, O., is understood to have bough!
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the 3000 tons of basic iron recently in-

quired for, for third-quarter delivery, at

a trifle less than $14, delivered, and it

is believed that Cleveland took the busi-

ness. The Cleveland furnaces will make

lower prices in competitive districts than

they will in their own local market. The

American Steel Foundries is inquiring

for about 5000 tons of basic, for third-

quarter delivery to its Alliance and other

plants, but the business is not coming to

a head rapidly. Foundry iron is ex-

tremely quiet. The market is quotable as

follows, Valley furnaces, 90c. higher de-

livered Pittsburg: Bessemer, $15; basic,

$13.50@13.75; No. 2 foundry and mal-

leable, $13.75(5' 14 per ton.

Ferromanganese— The market con-

tinues quiet, with prices for prompt and

forward at about $36.50, Baltimore.

Steel—The leading steel mills are ad-

hering to regular quotations, $23 on bil-

lets and $24 on sheet bars, Pittsburg or

Youngstown, with $29 on wirerods, Pitts-

burg, but there is practically no business

being done. There are rumors that open-

hearth billets and sheet bars can be

bought at 50c. or $1 under the regular

quotations, but there is no business to

test the accuracy of the rumors. Con-

sumers are fully covered by their regular

contracts, and they are curtailing ship-

ments on these, rather than purchasing

additional lots.

Sheets—The market continues very

quiet, with prices moderately well held at

the former level of 2.20c. for black, 3.20c.

for galvanized, 1.65c. for blue annealed,

$1.55 for painted corrugated and $2.75

for galvanized corrugated.

fll METAL- MARKETS lEg]

St. Louis

May 8—The pig-iron market is very

dull. All of the business is small and

there seems no improvement in sight. A
few small inquiries for third-quarter de-

livery have been received. The market

remains unchanged at $11, Birmingham,

or $14.75, St. Louis. There seems to be

no question that this price would be

shaded for any considerable tonnage.

ES FOREIGN IRON TRADE S
German Iron Production—The German

Iron and Steel Union reports the produc-

tion of pig iron in the German Empire

in March at 1,322,114 tons, an increase

of 143,005 tons over February. For the

three months ended March 31, the make

of pig iron was, in metric tons:

1910 1911 Change*

Foundry iron 675,747 773,850 I. 98,103

Forge Iron 167,551 147,685 D. 19,866
Steel pig 314,527 428,202 I. 113,675
Bessemer pig 120,929 87,781 D. 33,148
Thomas(baslc)pig 2,240,355 2,384,390 I. 144,035

Total 3,519,109 3,821,908 I. 302,799

The total increase was 8.6 per cent.

Steel pig includes spiegeleisen, ferro-

manganese, ferrosilicon and all similar

alloys.

New York, May 10—The metal mar-

kets remain rather quiet, with no ma-
terial changes.

MONTHLY INDEX NUMBERS

Month

January..
February
March....
April
May
June

1910
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The mar- s een very

For Lake the quotations are

v.ore than nominal, so little

e. It is reported

the Calumet & Hecla has reduced

-sing price to while good

Is of Lake copper have

been offer. In electrolytic

some sma: both

for foreign and domestic shipment,

E 1. usual terms.

The busir ::ainly consummated

in Europe and was taken by second

The demand both here and abroad

is small and is being freely met and

all of the principal sellers have shaded

The report of the Copper

Prodi.. ciation was not favorably

received; nor was the quarterly report

of the Utah Copper Company, which

led as implying the probability

of a larger production by it in the near

future. At the close Lake copper is

quoted at 12 T . '</ 12 ; vC ; and electrolytic

copper in cakes, wirebars and ingots at

11.90'./ 12c. Casting copper is quoted

nominally at 11 : :''/H"> cents.

Copper sheets are 1 8 <v7 19c. base, for

large lots. Full extras are charged and

higher prices for small quantities. Cop-

per wire is 13 :

^c. base, carload lots at

Transactions in London in standard

copper have been of small volume, and

the market has been quiet and weakish,

closing at £53 15s. for spot, and £54 6s.

3d. for three months.

Copper exports from New York for the

week were 6379 long tons. Our special

correspondent reports no exports from

Baltimore for the week.

The Miami Copper Company is going

to sell its product from its own office.

This will eventually amount to about 40,-

000,000 lb. per year.

The depletion of copper stocks in the

hands of manufacturers has been re-

: to frequently. A certain manu-
facturer came into New York recently to

hurry up deliveries, saying that if he could

not get some copper inside of a week he

would have to close his plant. Such

close sailing in the matter of everyday

working supplv on the part of an import-

ant manufacturer is astonishing and we
Joubt if the generality has drawn things

so fine; but certainly there will be a

great rush to buy whenever the market

rend upward.

The market throughout the week,

both in London and here, presented an
• onally quiet appearance. The un-

to consumption and

n of orders from this country

bt put a damper <>n London
ulation for the advance, and therefore

the policy of the Syndic;:' to be

to keep the ma'
for rj In this market, there

is hardly any r etween d'

and a

for their wants at from '

4 f'/ 'jC below

the import basis. The market in Lon-

don closes firm at £193 2s. 6d. for spot,

.188 15s. for three months, while

.May tin is quoted nominally at about

42c. in New York.

The official report gives the production

of Banka tin in 1910 at 15,890 long tons;

Billiton, 4229; Singkep, 418; total for

the Dutch East Indies, 20',537 tons, an

increase ef 3682 tons over the previous

Lead—The market is dull. There is a

fair business doing from day to day,

for which slightly lower prices have

been accepted. The market closes at

\.22 ,-,i 4.25c, St. Louis, and 4,37j^<g

4.40c, New York.

The London market is somewhat bet-

ter, Spanish lead being quoted at £13,

and English at £13 2s. 6d. per ton.

Spelter—The market has been dull and

sagging throughout the week, liberal of-

ferings at 5.22 '4, St. Louis, having been

rejected. The business actually negotiated

was at a little below that figure, some

tonnage having been sold, while manu-

facturers were reported as being willing

to take larger quantities at a little under

5.20c The price for spelter in this coun-

try is hovering only a little above the ex-

port point, but it is not believed in the

trade that any exports will be made, in-

asmuch as the available supply of spelter

is really needed in this country and any

immediate prospect of exportation would

doubtless stimulate buying here. At the

close the metal is quoted at 5.206/

5.22' ..c, St. Louis and 5.35@5.37}4c.,

New York.

The London market for good ordinaries

is slightly higher at £24 7s. 6d., with £24

12s. 6d. for specials.

Base price of zinc sheets $7.25 per

100 lb., f.o.b. La Salle-Peru, Ind., less 8

per cent, discount.

Silesian Spelter Market—Paul Speier

writes from Breslau, Germany, under

date of April 29, that the market re-

mains strong, with good demand. Quo-

tations for good ordinary brands are

48.50 marks per 100 kg.—equal to 5.24c

per lb.— f.o.b. works. Special, 49.50

marks. Zinc sheets are in good demand
at 56.85(358.85 marks per 100 kg. at

works—equal to 6.25c per lb., average.

Zinc dust is quoted at 45 marks per 100

kg.—4.86c. per lb.— f.o.b. Stettin.

Exports and imports of zinc and zinc

products in Germany, three months end-

ed March 31, metric tons:

r r 1 1 porta Ex ports
[910 1911 1910 1911

8,348 12,079 18,271 19,836

DM 178 1,268 994

86 70 4,681 18,769
• 3,008 2,136 7,908 8,647

Imports of zinc ores, 45,265 tons in

1910, and 52,134 in 1011; exports, 12,262

in 1910, and 9026 this year.

Other Metals

Aluminum—The market continues

dull, with prices unchanged at 20^ @
21c per lb. for No. 1 ingots.

Antimony—The market is still dull,

with only small sales. Cookson's is

held at 9.40fr/ 9.60c per-lb. and U. S. at

9c The outside grades are lower, sales

being made at 8fr78j4c. for Hungarian

and Chinese.

Quicksilver—Spot supplies are still

rather scarce. Quotations, however, are

unchanged. At New York, sales are

made at S46.50, to arrive, per flask of 75

lb. San Francisco, $46 and $43.50 for do-

mestic and export orders, respectively.

London price is £9 per flask, with £8 7s.

6d.fa £8 10s. quoted by second hands.

Cadmium—The price in Germany has

been advanced recently. Current quota-

tions for metal 99;/> per cent, pure are

700fr/750 marks per 100 kg.—equal to

78.27c per lb., average.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
Plattevillc, Wis., May 6—The base

price paid this week for 60 per cent, zinc

ore was $39frM0. The base price paid

for 80 per cent, lead ore was $54 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED MAY C
,, Zinc Lead Sulphur
,lml s

ore, lb. ore, lb. ore, 11.

Platteville 95G.150 306,200
Mineral Point 589,040
Galena 541,200
CubaCity 165,380 601,100
Hazel Green 149,290 57,220
Harkor 135,840 57,090 08,500
Highland HG.ooo
Benton 84,000
Moutfort 81,460

Total 2,818,960 114.310 975,800

leartodate ., 47,398,760 2,863,595 12,343,830

Shipped during week to separating

plants, 2,545,510 lb. zinc ore.

Joplin, Mo., May 6—The highest price

paid for zinc sulphide ore was $43 per

ton, the base ranging from $36 to $40.50

per ton of 60 per cent, zinc Zinc silicate

sold on a base of $19fr/21 per ton of 40

per cent. zinc. The average price, all

grades of zinc ore, was $36.66. As high

as $58 was paid in settlement for lead

ore purchases of previous weeks, but the

buying price of this week was $55fr/57.

The average price, all grades of lead ore,

was $56.46 per ton.

Association matters are held secretly,

though there are many rumors current.

As the year has expired for which the or-

ganization was formed, the contracts with

pioducers are at an end, as none have

sought for extension. The secretary's year

expires May 10. The executive committee

has made several efforts, to meet during

the week, but so far as can be ascer-

tained no quorum has been present. The

total subscription of $17,000 has brought

to the members, so it was declared over

and over in the public meetings, the

knowledge that the best thing producers

could do was to sign their ore over for

contract sale.
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SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED MAY 6

Blende
Cal-

amine
Lead
Ore

Webb Clty-
Cartervillo 4,675,240

J6plln 1,890,340

OrouogO 1,075,760
Galena 791,400

Daenweg.:.. 440,1 in

Spring City. 92,810
(Irani. v 268,90tl

Alba-Neck... . 367,050
Miami 48,500
Quapaw 121,280
Jackson 208,230
Carl Junction 192,350

Aurora 110,050

Carthage
Badger

;

20,490

85,780
722,490
448.460

1. HI III, ITU
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stock in the proportion of one

shares of Atlantic. This has

stimulating effect on Atlantic stock.

Rhode Island Coal has been the Curb

feature selling off close to S2. Payments

ov tru -sue of 10.000 shares of

iry stock were not met and the re-

sult was a break in the sto<

Ittfteitsmeiita

LEAD

•

I

M atain, [da. . .

.

Challenge, Cal

us'n, Id.
n n

aplon, Utah
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The Standard Oil Decision

The great event of the last week was

the handing down of a decision in the

Standard Oil case by the Supreme Court

on Mav 15, this being the first action in

the great monopoly cases upon which at-

tention has been concentrated during

nearly two years. The previous decision

of the lower court was affirmed substan-

tially and the dissolution of the Standard

Oil Company of New Jersey was or-

dered, six months being allowed for that

operation. In so far the decision was a

complete victory for the Government.

Recognizing the supreme importance

of a judicial interpretation of the Sher-

man Act, however, the Court in its de-

cision went at length into the principles

of its prohibitions, and in its construc-

tions the managers of modern business

enterprises find comfort and guidance as

to what they may legally do and what

they may not do.

The matter is so extraordinarily com-

plex that it is hardly possible to sum it

up with brevity and at the same time

with accuracy. But insofar as it can be

briefly generalized, the decision of the

Court seems to be that the mere consoli-

dation of companies, or the organization

of a big company, is not illegal, not even if

it creates a monopoly. The Court holds

that it is necessary to distinguish be-

tween "reasonable" and "unreasonable"

restraint of trade. In other words, a con-

cern which establishes and maintains a

monopoly by unfair practices may be

guilty of unreasonable restraint of trade

and thus illegal and subject to dissolu-

tion, as has been decreed in the case

of the Standard Oil Company, but a con-

cern whereof no unlawful conspiracy or

monopoly can be proved is immune.

Thus there is a drawing of a line be-

tween good and bad trusts. Every case

must be judged upon its own merits.

We must await a careful legal analysis

of the decision before we can deduce

what constructive organization may now

be possible, but without doubt there is a

distinct feeling of relief in that the way

has been illuminated. As to the great

metallurgical companies there is prob-

ably now no ground for action against

such as the United States Steel Corpor-

ation or the American Smelting and Re-

fining Company. Certainly all of the

copper companies are as innocent as

new-born babes. But as to the possibil-

ity of effecting a larger copper consoli-

dation, a subject that is in many minds,

it is not certain whether the way can be

devised. No doubt that old project will

receive much attention.

The Anaconda Report

The Anaconda report for 1910 is of

particular interest as being the first of

the consolidated company, which now

comprises the majority of the mines at

Butte and smelts the ore of all the

other producing companies except the rel-

atively small amount that is reduced at

the East Butte works. The total copper

production of the Anaconda furnaces in

1910 was 266,608,461 lb., of which 223,-

808,546 lb. was derived from Anaconda

ore. The total cost of production was

$27,127,044, or 10.17c. per lb. This fig-

ure is arrived at by dividing the sum of

mining, transportation, smelting and refin-

ing costs, plus ore purchases, by the to-

tal number of pounds of copper produced,

which method disregards the gold and sil-

ver commonly figured as a credit on cop-

per cost. If we credit the miscellaneous

receipts (from subsidiary companies,

etc. 1 the cost of the Anaconda copper in

1910 was about 9.9c. We lack the cor-

responding figures for 1909 but we think

that 1910 shows a material improvement,

in spite of the fact that there was a cur-

tailed production while development work

was carried on at an undiminished rate.

The report shows indeed that the enor-

mous amount of 33.1 miles of develop-

ment work was done in 1910. Incidentally

it is gratifying to note that "a very heavy

tonnage of ore in excess of the amount

extracted has been added to the ore re-

serves."
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In the Anaconda reports ve have the

g always that the representation of

S the real thing, i.e., that all ex-

ploratory, development and construction

work is charged right up to operating ex-

pense, so that when the latter be deducted

we have the whole thing, without any

perplexities of "deferred charges," etc.

Consequently there is no lurking suspi-

cion that things look good just because

the management is running on new tires.

According to its report for 1910 the

Anaconda apparently failed to earn its

dividends ($6,930,000 paid ) by about

51.209.098. A closer examination, how-

e\er, reveals that this is largely a result

of conservatism in bookkeeping. The ac-

counts show that the company had a great

deal more copper on hand at the end of

1910 than at the beginning, and that the

unsold metal is inventoried at the cost of

production. Quantities are not stated, but

we guess that the increase in stock may

have been about 40,000,000 lb. If that

had been sold at the average receipt for

1910, which probably was in the neigh-

borhood of 12.65c, the deficit would have

teen practically canceled. The actual re-

sult will depend, of course, upon the price

at which this copper is actually sold.

We wish that the company had dwelled

more extensively upon the results that are

being accomplished by the consolidation.

Perhaps it prefers to await the record of

a longer period. It is evident, however,

that some important economies have al-

ready been effected, and 1911 will prob-

ably show a further reduction in the cost

of producing copper. Mr. Thayer says in

fact that "the benefits of consolidation so

far as costs were concerned were not felt

during the first half of the year and in

the last six months the profits of the com-

pany on a reduced production were S4,-

214,013, showing a marked improvement

in economy of operation for the last

period."

Compulsory Baths for Colliers

There is considerable discussion in

England with reference to the compul-

sory provision of baths at collieries for

the use o f miners. The new coal-mints

bill that ha 1- fusl been presented in the

•rnons contains provision

for making bath houses and facilities for

drying clothes at each colliery compul-

,n owners; the bill also specifies

that ; tory on

the part of the miners, and it is further motors; there is no danger from "live

specified that the miners are to pay 2c. wires," ot necessity of recharging and

a week per head toward the expenses of moving the storage batteries of electric

maintenance.

It is doubtful whether the advocates

of a compulsory bath for miners in Eng-

land are pursuing a proper course.

There are many inherited traditions

among miners, and especially the Eu-

ropean collier. Habits thus acquired be-

motors.

As regards horse and mule traction,

the gasolene motor is superior. The cost

of maintenance of animals goes on

whether they are working or not and

such cost is not affected by the tonnage

of ore moved, whether it be great or

come deep-rooted, and must be reckoned small. The maintenance of a stable un-

with. There is a universal prejudice derground is not only expensive, but it

among coal miners against washing their pollutes the atmosphere and gives rise

backs, which practice they believe to be to a disagreeable odor. The breathing

weakening. To correct such a personal of the animals alone introduces a greater

habit by compulsion through the enforce- amount of carbon dioxide into the air

ment of a law is not always the best plan, than does a motor capable of doing the

It is generally advisable to educate the same amount of work, the data so far

men first, and if compulsory obligations determined showing that one motor is

are imposed, have the miners themselves equivalent to 15 mules,

draft and submit the demands. In nu- The Midvale locomotives use naphtha

merous instances, operators have been as it is less dangerous and easier to

surprised to find their men opposing reg- handle than gasolene. The exhaust takes

ulations that would, without doubt, have place through a series of parallel per-

greatly conduced to the comfort and forated pipes submerged in a solution

cleanliness of the miners themselves. of calcium chloride which removes all

It is undeniable that cleanliness is only odor from the exhaust and reduces the

acquired at the expense of time and temperature to 100 deg. F. or below. It

money, and miners, especially during the is stated that the mine inspector could

week days, grudge the time required. It detect no odor such as is produced by

is stated by sociologists that the racial automobiles.

vitality of the miners is not decreased by The gasolene motor should materially

dirt; in fact, we are given statistics to reduce the cost of underground haulage,

prove that cleanliness is closely associ- especially in the smaller mines, the out-

ated with a general fall in the birth rate. pu t f which is too small to warrant mule

Nothing will be gained by attempting to traction and where all the tramming is

force a collection of sturdy miners to done by men. Furthermore, such motors

take a daily bath. Even if it were pos-

sible, it is not desirable to inaugurate

such a plan. The problem is one of edu-

cation, not legislation. Appreciation of

the bath will increase with voluntary use,

or not at all.

Gasolene Motors for Mines

may effect the solution of the hauling

problem where increased mill capacity

taxes the tramming of ore through an

inadequate system of haulage drifts.

According to the statement of Chair-

man Gary at the recent annual meet-

ing, the United States Steel Corpora-

Gasolene motors have been used for tion, notwithstanding its large additions to

underground haulage in certain mines of manufacturing capacity, has not quite

Austria and Germany. A few months kept pace with the growth of independ-

ago, a small motor was tested in one ent interests. It is now making about

of the mines of the Rand, and still 50 per cent, of the finished steel output

more recently two motors made by the of the country, against 60 per cent, three

Milwaukee Locomotive Manufacturing years ago. Judge Gary is inclined to take

Company were purchased for the Mid- a hopeful view of the situation, and says

valley Coal Company for its mines at that the Corporation has done and is do-

Wilburton, Penn. ing a very large business, though not as

The gasolene presents many advan- great as was promised a year ago. He

tages over other motors. There is not admits that manufacturing capacity has

the attendant delay for recharging and been increased beyond present needs, but

expensive equipment of high-pressure thinks it will not take long for the coun-

air pipe necessary for compressed-air try to grow up to the possible supply.
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Correspondence and Discussion,
The Cuyuna Iron Range

In the Journal of April 8, a brief re-

port by a correspondent was published

about the progress of developments in

the Cuyuna iron-ore district, to which re-

port Mr. Neimeyer, who is a fee owner

and prospector in the district, took excep-

tion in an article published two weeks

later.

I have been in close touch with de-

velopments in the Cuyuna district since

drilling was started there, and in my opin-

ion the matters set forth in both the com-

munications referred to above are largely

correct; nevertheless, the vital point ap-

pears vaguely expressed. It is true, my
attention has frequently been called in

professional circles to the pessimistic at-

titude taken by Duluth correspondents for

the different mining papers, journals and

special supplements, most of which ar-

ticles are probably prepared by the same

few writers. Many readers therefore get

the impression that the Cuyuna ores are

worthless.

Thus far the Cuyuna district has by no

means proved an expensive ground for

exploration, neither has the district suf-

fered from wild-cat exploration schemes

as has been common on the older ranges.

Throughout there has been a notable lack

of litigation, and a friendly spirit has al-

ways existed between the more important

prospectors. During the short period of

its existence the district has made rapid

progress, even in the overshadowing light

of the older ranges and the prejudices of

the older mining men.

The improper presentation of the situa-

tion is due to the lack of consideration of

the intrinsic value of the ores themselves.

Most people know iron ore and iron-ore

values only when the ore is of bessemer

grade, all other ores are disregarded,

hence the optimism and favoritism on the

one hand, even if the former is more ex-

pensive and more hazardous to secure,

and the pessimistic attitude on the other

hand, even if the latter is more easily

available.

The bulk of the Cuyuna ores is not of

bessemer grade, and even though some

ore of such grade may eventually be

shipped, the district will probably never be

seriously considered as a field for such

ores. But the days of bessemer ore are

rapidly waning, and as the furnace prac-

tices will eventually have to be modified

to meet the changes in the raw product

produced, the Cuyuna ores will receive

mere serious consideration. It seems ad-

visable that ore dealers and furnace men
even now prepare themselves for such

conditions and carefully consider the

Cuyuna ores, for they have many excel-

lent qualities which investigation and a

Views. Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

little experimentation is bound to reveal,

and untimately a strong and steady de-
mand will be created for them.

The high prices now demanded by some
fee owners will probably not prevail long

and a more reasonable rate of royalty will

naturally be established in course of time.

Some such royalties exist even now. The
water problem is not so serious as it has

been described or anticipated by many,
and mining costs can easily be kept fairly

low even though the ores must be re-

moved by underground operations. By
the time the ores are produced regularly,

the iron-ore market will likely be back to

that stage where a greater and more
satisfactory margin than at present will

remain for the operator.

Carl Zapffe.

Brainerd, Minn., May 9, 1911.

Co-operation in Research

Work
In the Journal of April 15, Raymond

C. Benner, of the University of Arizona,

makes a plea to engineers engaged in

practical work in the field to cooperate

with men engaged in scientific and re-

search work in various colleges. It

would be interesting to have Mr. Benner

state more explicitly what it is that he

desires, as I, for one, fail to see what

advantage would come to the practical

engineer from college research work.

As a rule, such work is done under

what may be called classical conditions

and is of too general a nature to be of

much practical use, for in this genera-

tion, when mining and metallurgical prob-

lems are to be solved, some individual

or company expects to profit very ma-

terially upon finding a solution of a

problem and ordinarily where there is

immediate promise of monetary reward

a company can afford to and will spend

much more money than could a college.

That a scientific man has at his dis-

posal chemicals and apparatus not likely

to be within the reach of those in prac-

tice is not entirely true. If any mine

is confronted by a hard problem, unless

it is but a small property, ample means

and facilities for solving such problems

are provided by the directors and if nec-

essary such work can be placed in charge

of men with highly specialized training

and experience in that particular line.

In answer to Mr. Benner's second con-
tention, that the scientific investigator

has as his associates specialists in allied

subjects, I would say that the average
practising engineer has among his ac-

quaintances specialists whom he may call

upon in consultation and whose business
it is to solve certain phases of prob-
lems and being a specialist is more or

less constantly pursuing his line in par-

ticular cases so that his experience is

much broader and more specific than is

the college man's. Then, again, in work-
ing out a problem for a particular mine,

the investigating engineer is more likely

to be able to employ and pay for spe-

cialist's services.

The spirit of investigation surround-
ing a worker in a university laboratory

would be an incentive to exertion. But
would not the inducements held forth

to the engineer in the field be far greater?

The gist of the matter is that most en-

gineering and metallurgical problems are

special cases and the general problems
are too few. Cooperation is desirable

but the sphere of the university is largely

educational and the solution of economic

problems of mining and metallurgy should

properly be left to the practising engi-

neers whose business and livelihood de-

pend upon just such investigations as

Mr. Benner proposes should be done by

a college, which, to a large extent, is an

eleemosynary institution.

B. F.

Denver, Colo., May 15, 1911.

Accidents in Mines

That the miner's calling is dangerous,

no one will deny, especially when the

rate of mortality through accident in

proportion to the number of persons em-

ployed, is considered. A large number

of these accidents can be prevented, but

others are difficult to solve as to their

immediate cause, and frequently the in-

vestigations made result in imperfect and

unsatisfactory conclusions.

As far as the sanitary conditions of our

mines are concerned, they compare fav-

orably with any other industry; the miner

lives on an average a longer life than

many city people. Probably part of

this may be due to their constitutions

when commencing to work. But when

we turn our attention to accidents in

mines, there is no comparison.

Any calling with an annual mortality

of 1 per 1000 persons employed may be

deemed hazardous. Yet when statistics

in the mines inspectors' reports, etc., are

examined, it is found that the average

mortality is much higher than this, even
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nere every possible pre-

- taken to dents, and

. the miners are all able to under-

the language prevailing, and read

the mining rules laid down for

each district or mine; but when or..

itries with the min.

then is a

For instance, the pi

. our mines may be considered

3 per 1000 persons employed.

Fortunately the percentage of accidents

dually decreasing.

\ doubt this reduction is mainly due

to the tact that mining operations are

now carried on by men educated to their

•J the workings are

laid out upon a well organized and scien-

tific principle: in tact, mining may now-

well be considered a profession, and it is

to men of intelligence, educated in this

->ion. that we must look for the

future safety of our mines and miners.

In most States mine officials are com-

pelled to go through a difficult course of

training before being qualified for such

positions, and I fail to see why shot

firers should not also go through a thor-

ough course of training; then. I have

reason to believe, a large number of our

accidents will be prevented.

I will go further to say that the ordi-

nary miner himself should (if he has any

interest in his occupation > make the best

of his opportunities, in reading mining

literature, attending mining schools, or

joining some correspondence school upon

subjects pertaining to mining. For, if it

is intended that mining should produce

the best results, if mining enterprises are

to pay. and if the preservation of life

and property are to be better cared for,

it is absolutely essential that miners and

mine officials should possess technical ed-

ucation, and a knowledge of the princi-

ples of science, which would guide prac-

tical men in efficiently discharging their

duties, with a minimum amount of labor,

and be the means of improving their

positions.

T. G. Nash.

Alderson. Okla., May 6. 1911.

i ilorado School of Mints

Trustees
J in the- growth and

rment of the School of Mines of

' do, is gratified at the recent ap-

pointment by Governor froth, of

-ick Steinhauer, Franklin P. Guitcr-

man and William J. Bennett ;i s trustees.

t opinion that radical

changes in the method- pursued in the

.ill follow. The metho

in the administration ol iltairs

and the minRlir :

nsure.

One ;
: > which

has already been tal

•cinhaucr

Alumni association, and Mr. Bennett is

a resident of Golden, a retired mining

man, but not a graduate engineer. Mr.

Guiterman is a graduate of Columbia

and is manager in Colorado for the

.American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany. The hold-over trustees are Frank

Buckley, of Denver, a mining engineer,

and James T. Smith.

J. M. Bird.

Denver. Colo., May 12, 1911.

American Institute

I note a movement in Peru to invite

the American Institute of Mining Engi-

neers to visit that country. As a member
of the Institute, it would seem to me that

it would be much more desirable for the

Institute to visit Peru than to make the

jaunt to Japan. No doubt, the trip to

Japan would be interesting and of some
benefit to those who are able to avail

themselves of it, but for practical and

commercial advantage I think the Peru-

vian trip would be much more desirable.

The Peruvian field is very interesting.

At the present time a number of import-

ant works are accessible and are in con-

trol of American engineers and compan-

ies. The field is an inviting one, and the

visit of the engineers to this country

would probably lead to important and ex-

tensive American investments in addition

to those already there, and this inci-

dentally would furnish employment for

members of the Institute and the trip

would be of direct advantage, as well as

of great interest. As a member of the

Institute I suggest that the matter of the

Peruvian trip be discussed.

Engineer.

New York, May 8, 1911.

Tonopah Mining Company
Report

In the Journal of May 6, 1911, I no-

tice a condensed report of the Tonopah

Mining Company, of Nevada, for the

year ended Feb. 28, 1911, in which the

milling costs were given as $3,177.

The milling costs for the year were

$2.94. The figures given in the Journal

were the costs for the previous year. The

average cost per ton to mine and mill

the ore and market the products for the fis-

cal year 1910-1911 was as follows: Mining

costs, $3.95; milling costs, $2.94; metal

losses in milling, $1.82; freight on ore

milled. $0.63; marketing mill products,

$0.73; total costs per ton, $10.07; profit

per ton. $11.91; average gross value of

ore milled. $21.98.

A. R. Parsons.

Tonopah. Nev., May 11, 1911.

\<-w Lake Ore Dock
An interesting piece of dock construe-

in progress at Allouez, Mich., for

real Northern Railroad. The con-

struction work is being rushed and it is

thai the dock will he completed on

time—Aug. 1. Although generally known
as the "steel ore dock," the amount of tim-

ber used in the dock and the approaches
will total close to 1,500,000 ft. The
cost is expected to reach $1,000,000, and
the capacity will exceed that of any of

the other three docks, notwithstanding

that it is shorter than the smallest of

the others. This is due to the type of

construction. The dock will be 1800 ft.

long, 40 ft. wide and 72 ft. above low-

water mark. There will be 302 pockets,

151 on each side, and each pocket is

expected to hold about 500 tons of ore.

This will make the total storage capa-

city about 150,000 tons. Including the

approach, which will be 300 ft. long,

there will be used in the construction, in

addition to the timber already mentioned,

10,000 tons of steel, and 32,000 cubic

yards of concrete. Electrical power will

be used to operate the pockets.

Robert Atkins.

Duluth, Minn., May 13, 1911.

Bonus and Contract Work
In an editorial in the Journal of March

11, on shaft sinking and crosscutting,

some remarks were made with regard to

the advantages of doing work either on

contract, or by offering a bonus for the

footage driven. I desire to call attention

to the fact that, under the conditions ex-

isting in those camps where the Western

Federation of Miners has control, contract

work is done on a one-sided basis, since

the union requires that a company shall

guarantee to the contractor that he will

earn at least $3.50 per day, the stipulated

union wages. Of course, with ambitious

men, contracting does bring about an in-

creased individual efficiency, which is ad-

vantageous both to the man and the com-

pany; but with a poor class of labor,

there is actually little advantage, if any,

and sometimes a disadvantage, in doing

work on contract.

Allan C. Morton.

Butte, Mont., May 5, 1911.

Cyaniding Manganiferous Ore
In the Journal of March 25, "Chileno"

asks, from some reader who has had ex-

perience, if manganese has any effect as

a cyanicide in cyaniding ores. Some years

ago I was at the Annie Laurie mine, at

Kimberly, Utah, and although the or;

contained considerable quantities of man-

ganese no difficulty was experienced, and

the consumption of cyanide was quite

normal.

I have also conducted experiments on

the consumption of cyanide by pyrolusite,

and find that little is dissolved by a 1

per cent, solution of cyanide, and less is

dissolved in weaker solutions. So I would

say that the presence of pyrolusite would

be practically no hindrance in the cyani-

dation of gold and silver ores.

Alexander f. Reid.

Glasgow, Scotland, April 8, 1911.
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Tonopah Belmont Report

Operations for the fiscal year ended

Feb. 28, 1911, according to the annual

report of the Tonopah Belmont Develop-

ment Company, resulted in the produc-

tion of 36,115 oz. of gold and 3,527,075

oz. of silver from the sale of which

$2,272,024 was derived after deduction

of treatment charges on ore sent to

smelters.

The total quantity of material mined

was 97,304 tons, of which 59,159 tons

was ore sent to the mill, 21,907 tons was

ore sent to the smelters and the rest was

waste. The average gross value of the

milling ore was $27.58; that of the smelt-

ing ore $54,76. The average value of

all ore was $34.93. The cost of mining

was $6.14 per ton. In milling 89.4 per

cent, of the valuable contents of the ore

were recovered, and the cost was $4.08

per ton of ore milled.

The reserves in the Belmont vein con-

sist of 260,324 tons of positive ore

(blocked out on three or four sides, or

upon two sides and faults known to

bound the deposit) and 182,174 tons of

probable ore. This estimate does

not exhaust the probabilities of develop-

ing more ore. In developing 7853 ft. of

drifting was done, but such work was

hindered by inadequate supply of com-

pressed air for the machine drills.

During the last year extensive im-

provements to mine equipment, surface

plants and mills were made, which will

make it possible to handle ore more

economically than heretofore, A new
Ingersoll-Rand compressor with a capac-

ity to deliver 400 cu.ft. of free air per

minute has been installed, which will

provide an adequate supply of air for

development work to be done during the

next year.

Golden Horseshoe Estates

London Correspondence

The report for 1910 of the Golden

Horseshoes Estates, recently published,

has been awaited with much anxiety by

the shareholders, and with much interest

by mining engineers and the public, on

account of the difference in the estimate

of the ore reserves, made during the

year by the manager, Jack Sutherland,

and Henri Russ, the French inspec-

tor general of mines. The directors

supported their manager, whose es-

timate was 33,875 oz. of gold more

than Mr. Russ, yet the sequel shows

that the latter was more nearly cor-

rect in his figures. The recently is-

sued report shows the reserves have

decreased since 1908 from 1,065,409 tons

to 803,151 tons in 1910; the net profit

from £243,000 to £75,000; the grade of

ore treated from 13.33 dwt. to 8.8 dwt.;

and the estimated grade of ore from

11.89 to 9.55 dwt. The manager ex-

plains the reduction by saying, "that the

grade developed during the last six

months was below the average, and in

order to make the estimate an absolutely

safe one. I have made a deduction of at

least 10 per cent, in value of sections

affected by slides, and not fully devel-

oped."

The cost per ton—excluding capital

and development expenses—was 55.86,

compared with $5.52 for 1909. This in-

crease was almost entirely due to the in-

creased price of the water supplied by
the Westralian government. The yield

per ton was S7.65 for the 257,333 long

tons treated, containing 97,630 oz. of fine

gold, the extraction being equal to 85 per

cent. During the year the dressing

plant was increased. The manager is

still sanguine, and he feels positive that

his estimate of the reserves is an "ex-

ceptionally conservative one," and that a

"recurrence of last year's disappoint-

ments will be practically impossible."

American Institute of Min-
ing Engineers

San Francisco Correspondence

Plans for the entertainment of mem-
bers who attend the annual session of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers,

to be held at San Francisco, Oct. 10 to 17,

contemplate especially visits to fields that

have been developed since the session of

1899. Twelve years ago the chief inter-

est of the visitors was in copper mining

and smelting, then in the second stage of

advancement in this State and in com-

parison with the development of the last

10 years, still an infant industry. In that

year gold dredging had attracted small

attention, the first recorded output of con-

sequence having been a total of $18,847

for the years 1897-98. Petroleum pro-

duction and its practical fuel value had

made an impression from the fact that

the output was steadily increasing, and

that the railroads and the bay and river

steamers were preparing for the per-

manent substitution of oil for coal fuel.

But in 1899 the possibilities of advance-

ment in gold dredging to an annual out-

put of $7,000,000, and an increase in

crude petroleum from less than 3,000,000

to nearly 75,000,000 bbl. per year, were

not even a part of the dreams of mining

engineers. Today these two industries

have advanced, not only in production but

in practical operation, to a position that

must be attractive to all mining engineers.

The constant growth of gold dredging and

petroleum drilling has demanded and de-

veloped two distinctive classes of engi-

neers who have much that is new to of-

fer their visitors in October. So these

fields will be the principal points of in-

terest as arranged by the local executive

committee. The visitors are to arrive in

San Francisco Oct. 10, and those who

make the trip to Japan will sail Oct. 17,

returning Dec. 7. The arrangements con-

template that the business sessions of the

Institute will be held on Oct. 10-12, and

that the remaining days of the week will

include visits to the oilfields the dredging

regions, and to Mount Tamalpais, the

Lick observatory, the University of Cal-

ifornia and Stanford University, and such

other points as may be desired and of es-

pecial interest. It is the purpose, it ar-

rangements may be made with the direct-

ors of the Bohemian club, to visit Bohe-

mian grove on Oct. 15.

The following chairmen of committees

have been named by W. C. Ralston,

chairman of the executive committee: Re-

ception, S. B. Christy; finance, M. L.

Requa; sessions, F. W. Bradley; enter-

tainment, E. H. Benjamin; press, H. F.

Bain.

Copper Range Consolidated

The Copper Range Consolidated Com-
pany is a holding corporation, owning

99,659 shares of the Baltic Mining Com-
pany, 99,699 shares of the Copper Range
Company, 99,335 shares of the Trimoun-

tain Mining Company, and through its

subsidiaries one-half of the Champion
Copper Company, control of the Copper

Range Railroad and of the Michigan

Smelting Company. In 1910 it sold 42,-

468,754 lb. of copper at 12.74c. per lb.,

from which a total profit of $1,737,677

was derived, interest amounted to $6217,

and receipts from the Copper Range

Railway to $75,168, making a total of

$1,819,062. From this general expenses

of $48,602 were paid, and $469,603

turned over to the St. Mary's Mineral

Land Company, as its share of the

Champion earnings, leaving net profits

of $1,300,857. From this, and the pre-

vious surplus, dividends of $1,537,340

were paid, leaving a net surplus of

5641,726. The Copper Range Consoli-

dated Company has $38,433,500 worth of

stock outstanding, and has paid $10,756,-

716 in dividends in the last six years.

The Baltic Mining Company stamped

781,419 tons of rock in 1910, from which

28,067,300 lb. of mineral and 17,549,762

lb. of copper was produced (22.46 lb.

copper per ton of rock). Exclusive of

taxes, the costs per ton of rock were

$1,576, taxes were $0,092 per ton of rock,

and total costs per lb. of copper were

S0.0832. The waste hoisted amounted to

5.09 per cent. Detailed costs were: Sup-

intendence and labor, $0,861 per ton of

rock; rock-house expense, $0,046; hoist-

ing, $0,060; power drills, $0,054; powder

and supplies, SO. 144; total mining ex-

pense, $1,164. Surface labor, including

insurance and legal expense, was SO. 07(5;

transportation, $0,129; and milling was

$0,205 per ton of rock. The Baltic's

deepest shaft is 2164 ft. down.

The Champion Copper Company

stamped 722,051 tons nf rock, recovering

30,508,690 lb. of mineral, and 19,224,174
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lb. of copper. The yield of copper per

ton of rock treated was 26.62 lb., the

cost per ton of rock treated, including

BS, was $1,859, and the cost per lb.

of copper wi The Trimountain

ning Company hoisted 365,521 tons

of rock, and stamped 317,299 tons, leav-

ing 13.2 per cent, waste. The rock aver-

aged only 17.95 lb. copper per ton.

The Copper Range Company is itself

a holding company, owning 9360 acres

of land on the mineral range, 50,000

res of Champion Copper Company
stock, and 2(3.051 shares Copper Range

Railway. The Copper Range Consoli-

dated also has independent holdings of

the railroad stock.

The New Benoni Mill

Johannesburg Correspondence

A new mill, now under construction

on the Rand, will present entirely

novel features in ore-treatment methods

as far as the Rand is concerned. The

plant for the Benoni Consolidated mines

was designed by E. J. Way, and embod-

ies the Arbuckle ore-treatment process,

the well known Caldecott tables, and

some apparatus designed by Mr. Stadler.

There are 55 stamps weighing 2000 lb.

built with ferro-concrete foundations and
king posts, and steel bins. There are

four tube mills, with four dewatering

classifiers and four return overflow class-

ifiers for catching sand not reduced to

less than 60-mesh, so that the sand con-

tains a minimum of coarser than 60-

mesh product. Following the tube mills

are 28 shaking tables for amalgamation
and two 8-in. centrifugal pumps for ele-

vating the pulp to two sets of classifiers.

The underflow from the classifiers,

consisting of the coarsest sand, goes to a

Caldecott dewatering table 20 ft. in di-

ameter, and the overflow to Arbuckle de-

watering cones 21 ft. in diameter. The
thick slime from the underflow is mixed
with the sand from the Caldecott table

and sent to four mixing agitators 8 ft.

deep by 22 ft. in diameter and a strong
solution of cyanide is added. The whole
product goes to 32 Way-Arbuckle air-lift

agitators working in series and the re-
coverable gold is dissolved in four to five

hours instead of the six days, as was
required by the treatment in stationary
tanks. The agitators can be run in ser-

' Darallel and. like Brown tanks, re-
quire but little power. The consumption
of cyanide is slight, a 0.20 per cent,
solution returning 0.19 per cent KCN
after six hours' agitation.

The combined sand, slime and gold
solution is elevated by two 8-in. cen-
trifugal pumps to Stadler classifiers and
the slime overflow «oes to the first set of
three cones for dewaterinn; the overflow
of thickened slime contains about 27 per
cent, moisture. This slime again joins
the dewatered sand from the underflow

of the Stadler classifiers and goes to four
mixing agitators where the pulp is mixed
with weak wash solution. The gold-solu-

tion overflow goes to filter sumps and
thence through 28 extractor boxes to the

strong-solution storage sump.
The mixed sand and slime pulp goes

to two classifiers in series; the underflow

of first to a second set, thence to a 20-ft.

Caldecott table and by a belt conveyer to

the dump. The overflow goes to the de-

watering cones and the slime underfeed
with 27 per cent, moisture is delivered
on top of the sand, on the conveyer to

the dump. In all, 98 per cent, of the
wash solution is extracted and the loss

of dissolved gold is small. Owing to the

process being a continuous and rapid

one, it is stated that the initial cost for

the plant is 10 per cent, less than the
ordinary type of plant.

Chino Copper Company
The Chino Copper Company has pub-

lished an "interim" report, as of May 1,

1911. The period set by the certificate

of organization during which no increase
in stock or bond issue could be made ex-

pires on June 9, so that the directors are

preparing a plan for further financing of

the company, said to be the result of the

need for a larger concentrator than the

one planned (3000 tons). This plan will

be made public during the next month.
The mining property now consists of

2652 acres and the mill site and water
rights to 7031 acres, besides leases on 640
acres. Ore developed is now stated at 45,-

238,312 tons of an average assay of 2.3
per cent, copper. Of this amount, about
71 per cent, is stated to be available for

steam-shovel extraction. Up to March 1,

150,645 ft. of drilling has been done in

414 holes, of which 318 having a length
of 123,393 ft. have been in ore. The
average depth of these holes is 382 ft.,

the average ore thickness 107 ft., and the
average thickness of capping, 71 ft.

Seven drills are now being used in de-
velopment, and the remainder are being
used for drilling in preparation for blast-

ing, in connection with stripping opera-
tions. But little underground development
has been done since the last report, as it

is believed that no ore will be mined ex-
cept by steam shovels for several years.
The underground work that was done was
on the Santa Rita shaft now 529 ft. deep,
partly to explore the surrounding ore-
bodies, and partly to check underground
drilling.

The shaft will be used for such
pumping as is necessary to drain the
steam-shovel pits. Four 90-ton and one
40-ton shovels, and eight locomotives are
now being used in the steam-shovel work.
Up to March 1, 1911, over six miles of
stripping and ore tracks had been con-
structed, 334,000 cu.yd. of stripping
moved, and 134,000 tons of ore mined
and placed in stock piles.

Grading for the mill was begun in July,
1910. The main building is complete, and
the ore bins and coarse-crushing plant
nearly so. It is expected that one mill

section will be in commission by the
middle of July, and the remaining sec-

tions will be put in operation every 45
days thereafter.

A contract has been made to have the
concentrates smelted by the American
Smelting and Refining Company at its

El Paso plant. The Chino company has
$162,743 on hand in cash and accounts
receivable, and no current indebtedness.

The Dome Mines Company,
Porcupine

According to the Boston News Bureau,
the Dome Mines Company is capitalized
in 200,000 shares, of $10 each, which are
held by only 10 persons. The property
was located by Jack Wilson for W. S.
Edwards, of Chicago, who subsequently
interested persons connected with the In-

ternational Nickel Company, especially
R. M. Thompson, J. R. de La Mar, S. H.
P. Pell and Ambrose Monell. They ac-
quired a 60-per cent, interest, paying
therefor $300,000 in cash, and $450,000
in two-year bonds. It is stated that the
Dome orebody is about 800 ft. long and
300 ft. wide, and has been proved by
diamond drilling to a depth of 619 ft.

It is said that a portion of the ore can
be extracted by steam-shovel mining.

Zinc Mining in Nevada
Special Correspondence

The Yellow Pine mine, in southern
Nevada, is now down to a depth of 700
ft., on a vein dipping about 35 deg.
The company is reported to have been
doing so well that it is preparing to avoid
the 14-mile wagon haul to Jean, a sta-
tion on the Salt Lake, Los Angeles & San
Pedro railway, by building a narrow-gage
railroad from that station to the mine.
The Potosi mine, in the same district, is

at present employing four 10-horse
teams in hauling ore to the railroad. The
output of the district is wholly going to

Joplin, Mo. In 1910 the production of
this district was about 5000 tons of ore.

End of Longdale Furnace
Company

The Longdale Furnace Company, of
Longdale, Va., will blow out its last fur-
nace and go out of business in May.
This is the oldest iron furnace in Virginia,
the first stack having been the Lucy
Selina, a stone charcoal furnace built in

1827. This was rebuilt as a coke stack
in 1867 and later remodeled and en-
larged; while a second stack was added
in 1881. Longdale was the first merchant
furnace in the United States to make
basic pig.
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Details °f- Practical Mining
This department is designed to treat

!n a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solicited.

A Safety Crane Hook
One of the interesting exhibits at the

American Museum of Safety, at the Engi-

neering Society building in West Thirty-

ninth street, New York, is a patented

self-closing safety shackle hook for hoist-

ing work. There have been many acci-

dents due to the disengaging of ropes and

chains from hooks and shackles, and this

device aims at their prevention.

As shown in Fig. 1, A represents the

attaching member: B the hook member.

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things that have to

be done in Everyday

siderable degree any chance of straight-

ening out the hook under a heavy load.

From the lower end of the attaching

member there is a heavy inward thrust

against the lower end of the hook mem-
ber when a load is applied, which to-

gether with lug E greatly strengthens the

r~\

FIG
4.

FIG. 2.

Back View.

FIG. 3. Upper Member,
View as in Fig. 2 with
Lower Member removed. The Engineering $ Mining Journal

A New Safety Crane Hook

The attaching portion is formed with an

eye C. A pivot bolt H is passed

through the attaching member and

the hook member to secure the two

parts together. This pivot bolt is

arranged a little to one side of

where the line of load falls on the

hook.

When there is a pull simultan-

eously on the eye and hook, it will

force the hook tightly against the guard-

finger D, and the harder the pull the more

the hook member will be sustained by the

pressure of the guard-finger against the

end of the hook, thus preventing to a con-

hook. It is claimed that a hook made in

this manner, of good material, should be

safe, handy and stronger than an ordi-

nary open hook as the stress is trans-

mitted to all parts; that it is useful for all

kinds of hoisting work where ordinary

hooks are not to be relied upon, and par-

ticularly where shackles are used and

quick changes are required.

In using shackles sometimes the pin is

carelessly or incompletely inserted, some-

times resulting in serious accidents. This

danger is obviated by the use of a hook

of this kind because as long as the

weight is on the hook it cannot open, but

for still further security, a cotter pin

can be inserted in the hole formed in the

lug / if desired.

This hook has been indorsed by the

leading casualty companies and the Amer-
ican Museum of Safety, after a thorough

investigation. It is the invention of F. F.

Norden, and is being used and placed on

the market by the Foundation Company
of New York.

Method of Shaft Plumbing
By F. L. Fisher*

The following method of carrying a

survey accurately down a single vertical

shaft is largely used in the Anaconda
Copper Mining Company's Boston &
Montana mines.

It is best to use copper wire, as any
kinks or twists will be drawn out when
the plump line is weighted, thus insuring

a perpendicular line. The weight and

thickness of the wire may vary somewhat
though it should be as small as possible,

consistent with necessary strength. The
wires, two in number, are placed on reels

for convenience in handling and the reels

are placed at the collar of the shaft above

the points where the lines are to be hung.

The base line, or distance between

wires, should be as long as possible, to

diminish the possibility of error in course;

thus a two- or three-compartment shaft is

the best for the purpose, as the wires can

be hung in separate compartments. In a

single-compartment shaft, where the base

line is necessarily short, the wires are

hung as closely as possible to opposite

sides, care being taken that there is no

contact with the wall plates or any ob-

struction in the shaft. The wires are

lowered to the desired point, one at a

time, and a weight hung upon each.

Two buckets, filled nearly to the top

with water, with K> in. of engine oil on

top, are then provided, the purpose of the

oil being to prevent dropping water, or

sediment, from splashing on the wires

and causing vibration. The most suitable

bucket for this purpose is made of gal-

vanized iron, 18 in. deep and 10 in. diam-

eter, with a cover composed of two semi-

circular removable parts, one overlapping

the other one inch, and the sides of the

bucket Vz in. all around. This cover is

made to slope gently up from the sides

of the bucket to a central hole 2 in. diam-

eter for the passage of the wire. On the

bottom of the bucket a J4-in. pipe is laid,

which runs from the center through the

side and up the outside to within 2 in. of

the top to allow all water running down

the wires in a wet shaft to overflow from

the pipe, keeping it at a constant hight in

•Mining engineer, Butte, Mont.
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>. The overflow pipe has its

at at the center of the bottom

of the tucket to pre\ent a current, which

would tend to deflect the wire.

The .re hung upon the wires

I in the buckets so as to bang

. et wholly under the

a small

of white string or cloth, is then

r-out the wire at a known dis-

above the bucket, to prevent the

ttling to the bottom with-

out the operator's knowledge.

- found that the wires never come

to rest, bu: for some cause, prob-

currents, there is a constant

swing which takes the form of an ellipse,

so that it is almost impossible to obtain

the exact center by lining the transit on

the wires.

Therefore, two strips of wood, 1

in. thick and about 2 in. wide, or

straight-edges, are placed across the shaft

as close to the wires as possible without

touching them, and at right angles to the

Bucket Trolley for Shaft

Sinking

By L. E. Ives*

The problem of maintaining a normal

production of ore from a shaft in which

sinking is being carried on, is one which

constantly confronts the mine superinten-

dent. The accompanying, - illustration

shows a method which is used in the

Michigan copper country, at a number of

important mines.

The sketch shows a section of an in-

clined shaft, but does not show details

of timbering. A and B represent the two

bottom plats from which ore is being

mined and hoisted. Below the bottom

plat H. and not indicated in the sketch,

is a pentice, or bulkhead, which prevents

the skip, in case of accident, from de-

scending upon the miners who are en-

gaged in sinking at the working face M.

While affording protecting to the miners,

the pentice at the same time precludes

the possibility of loading the muck from

the working face, directly into the skip.

Again, even were this possible, it is unde-

sirable for the reason that the skip would

be taken out of ore-hoisting service for

too long periods.

The pentice is extended across both

skip compartments, but terminates just

transit. The operator, his

with the two wires, performing the oper-

ation on each wire in the same manner,

marks off the limit of the swing on the

straight edge on both sides. When this

is accurately completed, the distance ob-

served is bisected and at the point of bi-

n a small perpendicular object is

- rected. such as a pin. as a point to be

d upon.

The transit is then set up beyond

both wires, at a point no farther

than is necessary to obtain a focus,

and at a hight approximately on a level

uith the two pins to be sighted upon, and

placed in direct \\r\i with them, an oper-

ation called jiggling-in, and the angle is

turned off in the usual manner.

titration at Morenci

The I 'Prt-T .Minim: Company,
of Arizona, publishes the following data

onccntrating opera-

millcJ r cent, ol

The concentrates amounted

per. a

cona
con-

tent*. The tai

amour •
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Bucket Trolley for Shaft Sinking

short of the ladderway. Thus the nec-

essary protection is afforded, and at the

same time the ladderway is left clear.

Over the center of the ladderway holes

are drilled in the hanging-wall, at. the re-

quired distances apart. In these holes

iron eve-pins TV are inserted and wedged.
From these eye-pins, by means of

chains G, is supported an I-beam F in

such a way that the flat side of the

fiance is parallel to the hanging-wall and

about 10 in or a foot from it. Along this

I-beam runs the trolley K. The latter

i<- triangular in form, but the angles vary
with the dip of the shaft in which it is

used. It is so constructed that when
the trolley and bucket are being hoisted,

or in other words, when the trolley is

running along the I-hcam. the bucket is

ided vertically heneath the pulley,

which i- farthest up the shaft along the

I. Only one rope E is used and in

•
i umb( i Exchange

'i npolli Minn.

covering the bucket L, when the trolley

is stopped by a projection, placed for

the purpose at the lower end of the I-

beam, the rope continues to lower the

bucket to the working bottom, as indi-

cated by the dotted lines. Here the rope

is unhooked from the bucket, if desired,

and the latter may be moved to any part

of the bottom. In hoisting, when the

bucket reaches the trolley, the former

automatically clamps into the latter and

with no delay whatever, trolley and buck-

et together continue to move upward, un-

til the point for dumping is reached.

In dumping and loading into the skip

two methods are in use. In either case

the bucket is dumped into a chute. In

one case, however, the contents run im-

mediately into a tram car and this, when
filled, is pushed around and dumped into

the skip, just as ore would be. In the

other case, and this is used preferably

where only one compartment is being

used for hoisting ore, the bucket is

dumped into a bin which is built in the

unused compartment. The mouth of this

bin is so placed that when the latter is

full and a skip is available, the gate is

opened and the entire contents of the

bin are dumped at once into the waiting

skip. For hoisting the bucket and trol-

ley an ordinary wire rope is used and

a compressed-air hoist H, usually called

a puffer, is placed on a solar, built for

the purpose at point between the two

bottom levels. The latter is operated

easily by a boy. C D indicates the top

of the skip rail.

Cleaning Drill Holes
By J. H. Forell*

In drilling upward slanting back holes

in dry ground, the drillings are often

removed by a squirt gun, an improved

form of which is shown in the accom-

panying illustration.

A piece of 1-in. black pipe, 20 to 24 in.

long, is threaded at one end. A cap,

slightly cone-shaped at one end, is turned

20 to-24-fu—

lC-to-'Ji-iu. .j }$.iii. Sq. Welded Shonldei
i loir The Engineering fMining /ol I

Squirt Gun for Cleaning Drill Holes

on a lathe and threaded at the large end
to fit the 1-in. pipe; the small end is tap-

ped to receive a Y^-m. pipe 16 to 24 in.

long. The outer end of the %-\n. pipe

is threaded internally to hold a plug

through which passes a 1/16-In. hole. The

% -in. pipe is curved to enable the op-

erator to introduce it into the hole with-

out danger of being struck by the chuck
of the machine. The plunger is made of

>H-in. round iron and is packed with cot-

•Iron River, Midi.
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ton candle-wicking held between two

shoulders of ]A,-m. square iron about 4

in. apart.

The advantage of this squirt gun is

in the long, narrow pipe, which can be in-

troduced into the hole a foot or more,

giving a greater pressure at the cutting

end of the hole, whereas, with the old-

style gun the greatest pressure was near

the collar.

Draining with Well Points

It is often the case in placing con-

crete piers, foundations and retaining

walls, that there is a heavy influx of

drainage water that rapidly fills the pit

dug for foundations, or accumulating be-

hind the forms for retaining walls, rises

to exert a considerable hydrostatic pres-

sure that may warp the forms either

prior to or after filling with concrete.

In laying concrete foundations sup-

ported on all sides, the inflowing water

is not of much moment as the concrete

may be filled in to displace the water,

and if there is no heavy upward flow that

carries away the fine cement, a sub-

stantial foundation is obtained.

But there are many instances when
ground water is detrimental to both the

stability and facility of making the

structure, more particularly in the case

of retaining walls. In laying brick or

stone masonry in pits, such as elevator

pits, the inflow of water must be con-

trolled and usually the desire is to draw
the water from back of the wall being

built, i.e., between the wall and face of

earth which the wall "is to support.

The problem of draining, while build-

ing a wall that will later be impervious

to water, may often be satisfactorily ac-

complished by using well points, driving

them down back of the wall. A number
of such points can be attached, prefer-

ably by a flexible coupling such as a

short length of hose, to a main leading to

the suction chamber of a pump.

The well points are made of 1-, l*/2-

or 2-in. pipe of suitable length, to one

end of which a solid iron or steel driving

point has been welded. Above the point

the pipe is drilled with many small holes

for a foot of its length to make a strainer.

In driving the pipes, a steel or iron

bar, just a trifle smaller than the diam-

eter of the well point and a foot longer,

which at a point about 14 in. from the

end has been upset enough to make

it a little larger than the pipe, is

placed in the pipe, and the point is

driven by sledging the upper end of the

bar. When the point is driven to the de-

sired depth the bar is withdrawn.

When first used the pump draws con-

siderable sand through the pipe but grad-

ually the gravel and bits of rock too

large to pass the strainer form a coarse

filter that not only prevents much sand

from entering the pipe but gives freer

passage for the entering water.

A New Filter Frame*
The filter frame at present being used

in Western Australia is shown in the

accompanying illustration. The trouble
with all the earlier frames was that the

cakes cracked on exposure and conse-

quently fell off. Practically all frames
are now built of l-,in. steam pipe and are
covered with l(i-oz. duck, with cocoa

matting between.

The filter cloths are sewed with verti-

cal seams 3 in. apart, this spacing hav-
ing been found to be the best. Undoubt-
edly a great part of the filtered solution

passes through the stitch holes instead of

the cloths, and it has been found that

'bags with seams 6 in. apart do not take

cake so quickly as those with 3-in. spac-

ing. Bags with seams 1 in. apart have
been tried, but these did not form the

Connect ion to

Manifold.
Oregon Iicarn.

C.I. Shoe, One at
each End of Beam.

Duck sewed along Top"
of Pipe and Loose
Ends Clamped bet

ween Beam.

Duck

Original Filter Beamx,

FIG. 1.

Oregon
Cap I'iecc.

Oregon
Beam in

Halves.

-Cocoanot
Mat.

1 Duck.
Present Filter Beam.

FIG. 2.

Filter Frame Complete.
FIG. 3.

formed on the cloth, where it was
stretched over the beam and could not

afterward be dislodged by the air dis-

charge, thus necessitating constant hand
cleanings. The air pressure also caused
rapid wear of the cloths, for when the

air was turned on a great strain was put
on the vertical seams at the top of the

bag, and it was only a matter of a few
charges before holes appeared, allowing

the slime to leak into the filtered solu-

tion.

All these disadvantages have been
overcome in the improved frame, Fig. 2.

In this frame the support of the cloth

is satisfactory, as it is clamped securely
in the split beam. No cloth is exposed
on the outside of the beams, consequent-
ly no cake can form on it. The shape
of the edge A is designed so that it just

presses on the cloth, but not so tightly as

Half Front Side
Section. Elevation. Elevation.

Cast Iron Support for Filter Frames.
FIG. 4.

To Vacuum Pump.

Plan.

FIG. 5.

Details of Filter-frame Construction

Tlit Engineering $
Mining Journal

cake so quickly as the 3-in., the reason

being that the close stitching drew the

cloth tight and compressed the cocoa

mat so that little space was left for the

solution to pass through.

The weight of the pipe, frame and

cakes is supported by two beams of spe-

cial section. The detail of these beams

is important. The beam at first used, Fig.

1, had many disadvantages. The wood-

en cleats were not strong enough to hold

the cloth, and the weight of the cake.

The cloth also had no support where it

joined the beam, thus causing cracks

to form there on exposure. It is also

obvious that if the cloths were allowed

to stretch, the cake would crack at the

top. Another difficulty was that the cake

•Excerpt from tin article in the Monthly
journal of the Chamber of Mines, oi Western
Australia.

to prevent the passage of compressed air.

The vertical seams come just up to this

ledge, and it is, therefore, impossible for

them to rip.

Frames are now usually made of a

uniform size, Fig. 3, 9 ft. wide by 4 ft. 9

in. deep: this permits the use of a cover-

ing of duck, 72 in. wide. The capacity

of the plant is adjusted, not by the size,

but by the number of the frames em-

ployed Taking into account the hand-

ling of the frames for renewal, and the

time occupied in filling and discharging

the filter vats, this size of frame has

been proved, from practical experience,

to be the most efficient; deeper frames

take considerably longer to discharge,

owing to the choking of the cakes.

If a plant is working on slime that will

form a cake less than 1
' i in. thick, pip-

ing of smaller size than 1 in. may be
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For building the frame; but with

cakes above this weight nothing less than

1-in. pipe will stand the shock of the

falling cakes. Pipes are liable to break

where they join the beam, owing to the

leverage exerted on them when the fall-

ing cakes spread the frames at the bot-

tom. It is advisable not to fix the frames

in the filter vat too securely, as a slight

motion of the beams decreases the shock

to the frame. Figs. 2. 3 and 4 show the

latest design for holding the frames in

n. The cast-iron shoes are secure-

ly bolted to the frames and have a good

footing in the cast-iron sockets bolted

to the filter-vat side. This arrangement

allows for slight rocking of the frame;

it will withstand considerable wear and

tear, and the frames will always hang

plumb.

Various devices have been tried for ob-

taining the necessary spaces for the flow

of the solution between the cloths of the

frame. Wooden laths were first used,

one being placed between each 3-in.

seam; these were fairly satisfactory, but

they did not give the support to the cloth

that the cocoa mat did. and the cakes

were, therefore, more liable to crack dur-

ing exposure. Ripple iron, i.e., galvan-

ized iron with small corrugations, as used

at the Waihi mine. New Zealand, was

also tried, but as this had to be used

without vertical seams, trouble was ex-

perienced in discharging the cakes; when

the air was turned on the cake was

stretched, but not discharged.

Forming the Slime Cake

With very free-filtering slime, i.e.,

slime that will form a cake of 2 in. or

more in 20 min., it has been found that

the cakes formed thicker at the bottom

than the top. The reason for this has

been traced to the fact that the filter mat

is not sufficiently porous to allow the so-

lution to be drawn off as quickly as it

passes through the cloth. This difficulty

has been obviated by using the top pipe

of the frame, as well as the bottom one,

for drawing off the solution. This method

is illustrated in Fig. 5, which may be

>ed briefly as follows: In taking

cake or washing, both the solution and

air cocks on the frame, as well as the

valve A, are left open, thus enabling each

cock to draw from approximately half a

frame. When the cakes are ready to dis-

charge, valve A and the air valves on the

frame are closed; compressed air is then

admitted to the other end of the air man-

ifold, and the air cocks are opened one

at a time to discharge the cakes. The

same result could be obtained by using

larger r>P'-' s f f,r the frames and a larger

solution manifold, but this would add

needless weight to the frames. This ar-

rangement is also useful as an addition

to an old plant, where, by reason of

the internal deposition of lime, the pipes

become too small for the flow of solution

A Small Coke Oven

In the report for 1909 of the chief in-

spector of mines in India there is de-

scribed a small oven for making soft

coke, the details of which are shown in

the accompanying illustration.

The l\s-in. cast-iron sole-plate should

be made in two pieces, each 4x3 ft. The

object of the plate is to retain the heat

after the charge has been started, so as

to raise the unburnt coal quickly, as it is

turned over in the oven, to a compara-

tively high temperature. The rest of the

sketch is self-explanatory.

Coal of about IK'-in. cubes is best

suited to the production of soft coke by

this oven, but it should be remembered

that only coals which will fuse can be

The Engineering § Mining Journal

Oven for Making Soft Coke

used successfully. Carbonization is fa-

cilitated by gently lifting the charge every

15 minutes or so to admit air into the in-

terior of the charge by means of a

pricker or pointed long iron bar, and

should be complete in from 6 to

8 hours, according to the volume of

volatile matter to be driven off.

If the oven is to be used for the pro-

duction of hard coke, it should not be

forgotten that the last traces of volatile

matter must be expelled; if soft coke is to

be produced the charge must be with-

drawn before the last traces are driven

off. Out of 100 tons of coal it is possible

to get from 05 to 70 tons of soft coke by

the use of this oven.

Developing Ore Reserves

Special Correspondence

The Modderfontein B is one of the

large developing mines on the Rand
which will shortly be equipped with a

mill to crush 30,000 tons of ore per

month.

The consulting engineer foresaw the

possibility of finding irregular occur-

rence of the gold in the vein, so advised

development on broad lines. The ground

near the central shaft was known to be

low grade, and in order to reduce the

costs per ton of ore developed, it was
decided to make 800x1 000- ft. blocks.

The vein dips from 10 to 15 deg.

and has been developed to a depth of

2000 ft. on the dip and 7000 ft. along

the strike, resulting in the blocking out

of 2,788,000 tons of 7-dwt. ore over a

width of 48 in. Haulage drifts were cut

in the footwall.

In stating the value of such large

blocks of ore, the figures are, of course,

approximate, for samples from the per-

iphery may indicate pay ore in blocks,

which when cut into smaller parts will

be found to contain ground that will not

be profitable to work and the converse

will be true of other blocks, the samples
from which will indicate unprofitable ore.

The advantages of a preliminary block-

ing out on a large scale are at once ap-

parent to the manager of a mine wherein

the gold occurrence is erratic. He may
so direct the cutting of the larger into

smaller blocks preparatory for stoping in

such order as to secure a more uniform

supply of ore for the mill and having

so much larger area to work from, it is

much easier to draw ore from the differ-

ent faces to secure a mill supply of

about the same average value obtained

from the sampling of the large blocks,

than would be the case were he to devel-

op the vein by cutting smaller blocks.

In short this method of developing

gives a fairly accurate determination of

the value as well as quickly developing

the maximum tonnage of ore. The data

so obtained is much more accurate than

could be obtained by diamond drilling,

and development charges can be more

equitably distributed.

At the laboratory of the Mines Com-
pany of America's property at La Colo-

rada, a device for drying pulp and slime

samples is installed which is of interest,

because of its simplicity and effective-

ness. Instead of drying the samples by

heat, the moisture is extracted by a

vacuum process, employing the principle

of the Moore filter. A canvas is stretched

across the bottom of a small sample-dry-

ing pan, and the vacuum applied at the

bottom by a hand pump. The pans are

6 in. across and 2 in. deep.
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Nevada Hills Surface Equipment
In planning for the new mill for the

Nevada Hills mine, at Fairview, Nev.,

careful experiments made on a large

scale before the plant was designed, in-

dicated that fine crushing in stamp bat-

teries, table concentration, followed by

sliming in tube mills and final cyanida-

tion in connection with continuous pulp

thickening, agitation, decantation, dilution,

filtration and delivering the final pregnant

solution to continuous zinc-dust precipi-

tating presses, would yield the best re-

sults in extraction as well as economical

operation. With the plan of treatment

determined, the most suitable mill site

was found to be a west-sloping hillside

having an inclination of 17J-4 deg. and

immediately adjoining the lower side of

the new three-compartment shaft just

being started near the top of the hill, the

center line of the mill extending through

the center of the shaft. Ground was

broken on Sept. 22, 1910, and work has

continued without interruption, except for

inclement weather.

Hoisting Equipment

The hoisting equipment is as follows:

About 100 ft. east and on a level with

the collar of the shaft is a Joshua Hendy
Iron Works double-drum hoist, operated

by a 150-h.p., Type I, Form M, General

Electric motor, 600 r.p.m., and equipped

with most approved type of control. The

drums are 51 in. diam. by 20 in. face and

each has a capacity- of 2000 ft. of 7-s-in.

wire rope. The maximum duty of the

hoist will be to raise a total unbalanced

load of 8100 lb. in either compartment, at

an average speed of 600 ft. per min.,

made up approximately as follows: 1000

ft. ~A-in. rope, 1200 lb.; one 40-cu.ft. ca-

pacity, self-dumping vertical ore skip with

hood and safety-clutch dogs, 2000 lb.; one

special forged Norway-iron cage, 900 lb.;

40 cu.ft. of ore, 4000 lb.; total, 8100 lb.

The hoisting ropes are the "Tico spe-

cial," being the highest grade of hoisting

rope made by the Trenton Iron Company,

and each has an ultimate strength of 35

tons and a guaranteed safe working load

of seven tons. Similar equipment is pro-

vided for both compartments of the shaft,

and under normal conditions the ore skips

will be operated in balance, reducing the

power consumption about 40 per cent., or

from 150 h.p. to 90 h.p. The hoist is

housed in a building 40x50 ft. which will

also contain an Ingersoll-Rand two-stage

air compressor having a piston displace-

ment of 1350 ft. at 100-lb gage pressure,

capable of operating about fifteen, 2J4*

in. drills or their equivalent. The com-

pressor will be belt driven by a 200-h.p.

G. E. motor.

The machine and blacksmith shop, im-

mediately to the north of the hoist house,

is 30x50 ft., equipped with lathe, drill

By J. B. Fleming

Description of the new
vull and other surface im-

provements at this Nevada

silver mine. Ore treatment

will comprise stamp crush-

ing, concentration and

cyanidation. Plant to be

completed in August.

Mechanical engineer, Fairview, Nev.

press, shaper, emery wheel, crane, forges,

etc., operated by a 10-h.p. G. E. motor. The
carpenter shop, located just south of the

hoist house, is also 30x50 ft. and will be

equipped with the usual wood-working
machinery, electrically driven. There is

also located in this building, a 25-h.p.

electric hoist for operating an inclined

tramway extending to the bottom of the

mill, used for hoisting concentrates,

lowering supplies, etc. Both buildings are

connected to the collar of the shaft by

means of an 18-in. gage track which

passes through the center of each shop

for convenience in handling timbers, ma-
chine drills, tools, etc.

The New Headframe

The new three-compartment shaft is

surmounted with a substantial concrete

collar 25 ft. high which also forms the

foundation for the front posts of the

headframe on one side and of the bin

posts on the other. The steel headframe

is 77 ft. high, weighs 28 tons, and is

equipped with two 84-in. bicycle-type

sheave wheels over the two working

compartments of the shaft and one 48-

in. sheave wheel over the service com-

partment. Immediately in front of the

headframe is a 300-ton bin divided into

two compartments, one for ore and one

for waste, so arranged that one or both

of the two-ton skips can discharge into

either compartment as desired. The waste

bin is provided with a counterbalanced

bottom-gate discharging into a car on

the same elevation as the collar of the

shaft. The ore bin is discharged through

a side gate directly into the crusher. The

bins and crusher are covered by a build-

ing 32x40 feet.

The transformer house, north of the

mill, is 20x30 ft. and is equipped to trans-

form current to the amount of 1000 h.p..

if needed, from 6600 volts to 440 volts at

the switchboard, from where it is dis-

tributed to the various light and power

circuits throughout the plant. Current

will be furnished by the Pacific Power

Company with whom a satisfactory 10-

year contract has been made, delivery of
current to begin about June 1, 1911.

Mill Building

The mill building, adjoining the waste
and ore bin on the lower side, is 308 ft.

long by 56 ft. wide on the crushing and
concentrating floors, 84 ft. wide on the

tube-mill floor, and 112 ft. wide in the

cyanide department. There is a total fall

of 120 ft. from the crusher floor to the

sump floor divided into eight different

levels as follows: (1) Crusher and ele-

vator; (2) mill bin and stamp batteries;

(3) classifiers and concentrators; (4)

tube mills; (5) collecting and thickening

tanks; (6) dilution and decanting tanks;

(7) treatment tank and filters; (8) heat-

ing plant, sumps, etc. The foundations

and retaining walls are of reinforced con-

crete and the building, as are all the

others mentioned above, is built of steel

throughout, and covered with asbestos-

lined corrugated iron, making them easily

warmed in the winter and cool in sum-
mer, and fireproof. They are further

safeguarded by a number of hydrants dis-

tributed about the plant which are con-

nected by a pipe line to a 50,000-gal. fire

tank placed on a hill southeast of the

shaft.

The treatment scheme decided upon,

and the machinery contracted for, are

as follows: The ore, delivered to the

mine ore bin by two 2-ton self-dumping

skips in balance, is drawn from the bin

over a grizzly into a 20xl2-in. Hercules

crusher, which can crush enough ore in

eight hours to supply the mill for 24

hours; a 12-in. continuous-bucket eleva-

tor delivers the ore to the top of the

mill, whence it ascends by gravity

through an automatic-sampling plant and

an automatic-weighing machine into a

600-ton steel- frame ore bin above the

stamp batteries. The sampling plant is

equipped with a Hercules crusher, a set

of rolls, three Vezin samplers, a sam-

ple grinder, and a 4-in. belt and bucket

elevator to deliver the rejected portion

of the sample to the top of the mill where

it joins the main stream of ore just be-

fore it enters the weighing machine.

This automatically weighs and records

all ore passing through it each 24 hours.

Stamps Weigh 1250 lb.

From the ore bin the ore is drawn

into four Hutchinson feeders, which au-

tomatically serve the four 5-stamp bat-

teries of 1250-lb. stamps, which are ar-

ranged in two sections of 10 stamps each,

separately driven by two 35-h.p. motors,

which are belted to cam pulleys, at the

center of each 10-stamp battery. The

four mortar boxes weigh 12.000 lb. each,

and are of the low, heavy-duty type, spe-

cially designed and made with narrow
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i discharge. Each

.i.ored to a reinforced-concrete

sevei -in. bolts, which

.of break-

- ithout interrupting the operation

. battery. The entire battery is de-

ied with

chrome-steel fittings; all bolts are of

-on.

Crushing through 20-mesh screens is

tion and concentra-

tion , Deister sand tables

and four No. 3 Deister slime tables, tail-

s< irging to two 45-in. Akins

overflow to thickening tanks,

- ,5- ft. tube mills dis-

ng into two 12-in. belt and bucket

elevators, delivering to a 36-in. hydraulic

-om which the overflow goes

to the thickening tanks and slimes to four

No. 3 Deister slime concentrators for

final concentration. The tailings again

return to the Akins classifiers, the over-

flow to thickening tanks and the coarse

:

f any. returned to the tube mills,

thus making a closed circuit from which

escape is impossible until all the ore is

reduced to the proper fineness. Each

tube mill is separately driven by a three-

bearing 75-h.p. G. E. motor.

The scheme of concentration may be

varied to suit the ore without interrup-

tion of operation. Inasmuch as concen-

tration, when preceding cyanidation of

ores, is being abandoned in many

it should be stated that there is a

large tonnage of oxidized ores contain-

ing manganese dioxide so combined with

the silver as to make a combination

which does not yield to cyanide treat-

ment, and concentration must be adopted

ove this mineral. When the oxi-

dized ores are exhausted, concentration

can probably be abandoned.

The Cyanide Plant

From the tube mills the finished prod-

uct flows to two continuous-thickening

tanks 34-ft. diameter with 12-ft. staves,,

supplied with overflow launders and

heavy Dorr thickeners. The thickened

pulp flows to a mixing box, where the

- amount of lime water is added,

g on to nine agitation or treatment

tanks, 12-ft. diameter with 32-ft. staves,

the clear overflow from the thickening

tanks being returned by a 6x8-in. Goulds

triplex pump to a 50,000-gal. tank sit-

: near the top of the mill. Stand-

ution is added in the first

treatment tank, the entire number ar-

ranged ir. For continuous agita-

•rcatment for 42

from the time it enters the first

tank until it is discharged from the last

one in the scries. Air I on and

aerat n. du-

plex. Kand com-

the last treatment tank the

:-h three dilution I ft. di-

ameter with 12-ft. staves, supplied with

o\erflow launders and Dorr thickeners,

arranged in steps so that the overflow

from one tank is discharged into the next

one below. Barren solution from

the zinc presses is added in the up-

per tank and thoroughly mixed through

it by the action of the Dorr thick-

ener, diluting the solution, 3:1. The

clear overflow discharged into the next

lank undergoes the same treatment.

This treatment of the ore is automatic

and continuous through the three tanks.

At the same time the thickened pulp

is being automatically drawn off at

the bottom and transferred, in the op-

posite direction, through the three tanks

by diaphragm pumps. The ore from the

last tank, deprived of about 95 per cent,

of its value by this dilution, is dis-

charged into a stock tank 30 ft. diameter

with 12-ft. staves, equipped with a Trent

agitator.

The rich solution overflowing from the

last tank in the series is passed through

two 36-in. 40-frame Perrin clarifying

presses into three precipitation tanks, 15-

ft. diameter with 8- ft. staves, and the

necessary amount of zinc dust auto-

matically added by a Merrill zinc-dust

feeder. Two 4x6-in. Goulds triplex

pumps deliver the rich solution to two

Merrill precipitation presses of 300 tons

capacity each, located in the refinery

building. The barren solution from the

precipitation presses flows to two solu-

tion tanks. 30-ft. diameter with 10-ft.

staves, from which it is drawn off and

standardized as needed, in a tank 34-ft.

diameter with 12-ft. staves, conveniently

located in the mill building.

From the stock tank the pulp flows by

gravity to two Oliver continuous filters,

11 ft. 6 in. diameter and 12-ft. face,

which discharge the filtered and washed

residues continuously to a 14-in. belt-

conveyer taiiing stacker 200 ft. long,

placed at an inclination of 20)4 deg.

Vacuum for the filters is maintained by

two 14xl4-in. Goulds belt-driven vacuum

pumps. The machinery for the cyanide

plant is driven by a 100-h.p. G. E motor.

The mill is heated and the solutions

maintained at the proper temperature by

two 80-h.p. oil-burning boilers, which

also furnish steam to operate an auxil-

iary electric plant of 100 h.p., to be used

to operate mine pumps in case of inter-

ruption or temporary suspension of ser-

vice by the power company.

The Refinery

The refinery building, 28x70 ft., is sit-

uated at the top of the hill and on the

ition as the shaft collar. It is

o! fireproof construction throughout and

contains: Two 52-in. by 1 6-frame Merrill

Four Paber du Faur melting fur-

one fireproof vault; oik- plat form

four steam-drying cars, together

with th( usual equipment required for

preparing five tons of silver bullion for

market per month. The concentrates

produced will be reground in a 5- ft. con-

tinuous-grinding pan, amalgamated and

discharged alternately into two filter-bot-

tom tanks 6x20x3 ft. each, thence to a

steam dryer, then sacked for shipment.

Water for milling operations will be

furnished from the mine by two 4^x8-
in. Goulds triplex pumps, each having a

capacity of 100 gal. per min. against a

1000- ft. head, and direct connected to 40-

h.p. G. E. motors. These are now on

the ground and one is installed on the

eighth level of the mine.

Machinery and equipment is being fur-

nished by the following firms: Electric

hoist and mill machinery, Joshua Hendy
Iron Works; cyanide tanks, Pacific Tank
and Pipe Company; zinc-dust precipitat-

ing equipment, Merrill Metallurgical

Company; continuous filters, Oliver Con-
tinuous Filter Company; electrical ma-
chinery, General Electric Company; air

compressors, Ingersoll-Rand Company;
pumps, Goulds Manufacturing Company;
lumber, Booth-Kelly Lumber Company;
cement, Colorado Portland Cement Com-
pany; hardware, Pacific Hardware and
Steel Company; structural steel for all

buildings and headframe, James J. Burke
& Co. All supplies are being forwarded

from Fallon, Nev., by Walker & Gillson.

Construction work is advancing rapidly

and it is expected the plant will be entirely

completed early in August, 1911. The
estimated cost of the entire surface

equipment is $300,000, which includes

an office building, boarding house, four

bunk houses and a store house, all sub-

stantially built, comfortably furnished

and conveniently located.

Mount Boppy Gold Mine

London Correspondence

Mount Boppy is the premier gold mine
in New South Wales, although not more
than 600 ft. deep, yet the reserves are

estimated at 234,684 tons, ample to keep

the mill running at its full present ca-

pacity for three years. It has increased

the reserves during the year 9000 tons; it

treated 78,690 tons during the year for a

yield of 31,486 fine oz., showing a mone-

tary increase over 1909 of £11,600. The

grade of ore treated was 8 dwt. and the

costs 20s. per ten. This mine has sold

nearly £987,000 worth of gold and has

paid to its fortunate shareholders during

the last eight years £400,000, more than

three times its capital, equal to 40 per

cent, per annum, free of income tax; and

yet it hopes to do much better in the

coming years, as the capacity is to be in-

creased by the addition of ball mills and

its efficiency by the installation of the

vacuum swstem, at an estimated cost of

112,000, with anticipations that £16,000

additional «old will be saved annually.
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Anaconda Copper Mining Company
The report of the Anaconda Copper

Mining Company for the year 1910 is the

first since the consolidation of a number
of Butte properties with the Anaconda
company. The authorized stock was in-

creased from 1,200,000 shares to 6,000,-

000 shares ($25 par), and 3,020,000

shares were given for the properties of

the Boston & Montana Consolidated Cop-
per and Silver Mining Company, Red
Metal Mining Company, Washoe Copper
Company, Butte & Boston Consolidated

Mining Company, Big Blackfoot Lumber
Company, Trenton Mining and Develop-'

ment Company, Parrot Silver and Cop-
per Company, Alice Gold and Silver Min-

ing Company, and the stock of the Dia-

mond Coal and Coke Company. On
April 1, 1910, the Anaconda company be-

gan operating them as departments.

The Original Consolidated Mining Com-
pany and the Clark Montana Realty Com-
pany owned a large number of mining

properties, of which the largest were the

Original and West Stewart mines, the ores

from which were reduced at the Colusa-

Parrot Mining and Smelting Company's
smeltery. These properties, with the ex-

ception of some town lots in Butte and a

few claims in which the predominating

metal was zinc, were bought by the Amal-
gamated Copper Company as agent, and

on June 1, the Anaconda company as-

sumed the management of them, closing

the smeltery and leased it to W. A. Clark

for the treatment of zinc ores.

Mining operations are conducted under

four departments: Anaconda; Boston &
Montana; Butte & Boston and Parrot.

Anaconda Department

No ore was hoisted through the Ana-
conda shaft in 1910, as it was under re-

pair. Some ore was mined from the lower

levels of the mine, and was hoisted

through the St. Lawrence and Never Sweat
shafts. The fire caused but little annoy-

ance.

The Never Sweat shaft is now down
2500 ft., and the usual amount of de-

velopment work was carried on. The

levels were extended westerly to the

crosscuts from the Parrot shaft, and the

ores from the easterly end of the Parrot

ground, together with the ores from the

Never Sweat mine, will be handled

through this shaft.

The St. Lawrence shaft has attained a

depth of 2100 ft., and the .ore supply is

being mined from the 500-, 600-, 700-,

800-, 1000-. 1400-, 1600- and 1800-ft.

levels. On Sept. 23 the ore bins which

had served this mine for many years and

which were beyond repair, collapsed, and

advantage was taken of the compulsory

shutdown thoroughly to repair the shaft.

New ore bins were built and the shaft

will shortly be in operation again. It is

Annual r< port givt \ <l<

tail.s of opt rations in Butte

mines undt r new i onditions

of consolidated manage-
ment. Full economies not

yet realized. Year's profits

$5, 720,903, of which 54,-

214,013 was earned in last

six months.

the intention of the management to sink

this shaft at once to the 2800-ft. level, at

which depth a new drainage system is

being established for all of the mines of
this department.

Ore was mined through the Mountain
Consolidated shaft from the 300-, 400-,

800-, 1600-, 1700-, 1800-, 1900-, 2000-

and 2200-ft. levels. The developments
were most satisfactory, especially on the

2200-ft. level, where the vein was en-

countered in May, and drifting on the

vein disclosed a long continuous shoot of

ore. On March 1, the crosscut on the

2800-ft. level of the Diamond shaft was
started south to connect with the drainage
drift from the High Ore mine.

In the High Ore shaft the crosscut

south on the 2800-ft. level, which was
driven to a point vertically under the

Anaconda shaft, was connected by dia-

mond-drill holes with the bottom of that

shaft to form a part of the 2800-ft. drain-

age system. All of the water developed

in the mines operated by the Anaconda
and Parrot departments is drained to this

shaft.

The Belmont shaft was sunk an addi-

tional depth of 550 ft. during the year

to a point below the 2200-ft. level in the

Anaconda shaft. Stations were cut in

the shaft at points corresponding to the

1800-, 2000- and 2200-ft. levels of the

Anaconda shaft, and connections have

now been established with the 1400-,

1600-, 1800- and 2000-ft. levels of the

Anaconda mine.

Work on the Original shaft has been

carried on since June 1, 1910, with most

gratifying results. Large bodies of high-

grade ore were developed on the 2300-

and 2400-ft. levels, both in an easterly

and westerly direction, and connections

are being made with the levels from the

Gagnon shaft at several points, it being

the intention ultimately to hoist all ores

in the vicinity of the Original and Gag-

non shafts through the Original shaft,

which is equipped with all modern hoist-

ing appliances. At the Moonlight shaft

there are practically no changes. The

Poulin shaft has been operated through-

out the year.

Tramway Mine

The Tramway shaft was sunk 100 ft.

in 1910 and is now 2000 ft. deep. A large

amount of development work was car-
ried on, resulting in the discovery of new
orebodies of great size and carrying
hiiih-urade ore. The limits of the ore-

bodies mentioned have not been deter-

mined. The supply of ore has been
mined from the 1100, 1500, 1600, 1700
and 2000 levels, and from the bottom
levels of the Rarus shaft.

No sinking has been done on the Gag-
non shaft, but a new three-compartment
shaft, located to the westward of the

old shaft, has been sunk 740 ft. during
the year, to a depth of 1175 ft. Develop-
ments on the bottom levels have shown
a large tonnage of smelting ore.

Boston & Montana Department

The Mountain View shaft of the Bos-
ton & Montana department is three com-
partments to a depth of 2200 ft., and in

addition an auxiliary air shaft, fully

equipped, has been sunk to the bottom
levels of the mine. The most important
developments during the year have been
made on the bottom levels. Drifts have
been carried on ore during the year 1910,

for a distance of 6386 ft. The mine
has been equipped with a new office build-

ing, change rooms, blacksmith shop and
ore bins.

In the Pennsylvania shaft, ore has
been mined from the third to the

eighteenth level during the year, and a

fair tonnage of ore in excess of the

amount extracted has been put in re-

serve. Operations on the Leonard property

are carried on through three independent
shafts: No. 1 shaft, known as the old

shaft, has been thoroughly retimbered

during the year; No. 2 shaft, of four

compartments to the 1800-ft. level and
a new air shaft lying in a northwesterly

direction from No. 2 shaft, which is be-

ing sunk to the 1300-ft. level. All of the

ores are hoisted through No. 2 shaft,

which is fully equipped with modern ma-
chinery. The ore hoisted has been taken

from all of the levels of the mine from
the third to the eighteenth level. De-

velopments have been satisfactory gen-

erally throughout the mine, but especial-

ly so on the 1600 and 1800 levels, where

large orebodies of commercial ore have

been developed. The water from all of

the mines operated by the Boston &
Alontana department is pumped through

shaft No. 1 by electrically driven pumps.

At the West Colusa shaft ore has, been

mined from the 300- ft. level to the 1800-

ft. level. Development work has shown
some bodies of ore, remarkable both as

to tonnage and value, especially between

the 1200 and 1800 levels, adjoining the

Tramway orebodies on the west.
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gei State shaft is now 1800
- ; ::. having been sunk dur-

e year. Stations have been es-

ibed at the 1300. 1600 and 3

. and several veins of great promise

ha\e been developed, showing good

widths, and a grade of ore higher in

rying average silver con-

tents greater than that of any of the other

mines. There is a general opinion among

those familiar with this property and its

development that it is destined to become

one of the great mines of the district.

Development work is being pushed with

vigor.

Bltte & Boston Department

Connections have been made between

the Silver Bow and Berkeley shafts, and

the second to the tenth levels have fur-

nished ore. The greatest develop-

ment in the shape of new ore has

• NI'A BALANCE SHEET, DEC.
1910

Absbts
l.and and mines $67,781,
Buildings and plants 15,039,
Timber land '•:!•'•'

1 1.\ • sttuents 4,301
Prepaid insurance 1 33,

Supplies f<T consumption 3.:>ii.

a u.o.v.i

n hand 14.i36,

ts receivable and cash.... 5,402,

31,

r.os

183
719
661
092
251
054
503
247

$118,720,218
Liabilities

itatandlng $105
Capital stock owing -

a and accounts payable.... 4

I'npaid back dividends
Dividend paval.lt- .Ian. 18, 1911.. -

- • I ••
. 31, 1911 3

51 M I

B12

6
lKi
470

ooo
500
-44S

151
OOO
119

$118,720,218

been on the 1000-ft. level, where an

oreshoot was discovered, and at the end

of the year had been drifted upon in

continuous ore of good grade for a dis-

tance of 780 ft., with every indication of

its continuance. An electrically driven

pump is being installed on the 1000-ft.

level of the Silver Bow shaft, and sink-

ing will be continued in the Berkeley

shaft.

A large amount of development work

has been carried on in the East and West

Gray Rock shafts during the year, with

good results. The cost of mining in

the properties of the Butte & Boston de-

partment has been the lowest in the dis-

trict. The West Gray Rock shaft was

inceased from two compartments to three

compartments during the year, and ore

was mined on all levels from the second

to the eleventh.

Parrot Depart.v.j

The Parrot shaft of the Parrot depart-

ment has been abandoned so far as hoist-

conccrncd, and at present is used

only as a means of furnishing air to the

different workings. The West Stewart

shaft, 2300 ft. deep, is fully equipped

modern Poi

months previous to June, the ores were

trammed to the Original shaft and

J. This s\ continued under

the new management until Nov. 1, when

the hoisting engine was started, and as

soon as possible arrangements were made

whereby the ores from the Clear Grit and

Little Mina mines were hoisted through

the West Stewart shaft, and the Little

.Mina shaft abandoned.

Development Work

There was done in the mines of the

company during the year, in the form of

drifts, crosscuts, upraises, winzes and

shafts, 33.1 miles of development work,

and a heavy tonnage of ore in excess of

the amount extracted added to the ore

reserves. The shafts of the different

properties were sunk during the year to

additional depths aggregating 3765 ft.

The mines of the company produced dur-

ing the year 3,326,227 tons of ore and

4413.19 tons of precipitates, or a total

of 3,330,640 tons.

Improvements

An extensive compressor plant was in-

stalled near the High Ore mine, operated

by electric power, which should be in

operation early in the year 1911. It is

purposed to do all of the hoisting by

means of compressed air, generated at

this plant, but the experiment will be

tested out primarily on three of the larg-

est engines. Reductions in costs will be

also attained by the use of electrically

driven pumps, and by electric under-

ground haulage.

The centralization of operations so far

as hoisting is concerned will be a prom-

inent factor in the future tending toward

reductions in costs. Refinements have

been made in both reduction departments,

and during 1911 a final test should be

completed of a centrifugal-concentrat-

ing device which promises well. Some
satisfactory experiments were carried on

during 1910 with a small unit having a

capacity of 40 tons per day. It remains

to be seen whether the same results can

be obtained from a large operating unit,

having a daily capacity of 250 tons.

Reduction Works

The reduction works treated for all

companies during the year 3,302,523 dry

tons of ore and other cupriferous mater-

ial at Anaconda, and 1,035,165 dry tons

of ore and other cupriferous material

at Great Falls. Of this amount 3,253,-

345 tons of ore furnished from the com-

pany's mines, 385,200 tons of purchased

ore, together with 129.61 tons of precipi-

tates, and 13,668 tons of slimes from the

old works, were treated for the company,

from which there was produced 167,507,-

409 lb. of fine copper, 7,107,696 oz. of

silver, and 38,5(54.65 oz. of gold at Ana-

conda; and 56,301,137 lb. of fine copper,

! oz "I silver, and 6,614.46 oz. of

gold at Great Falls; or a total production

for the company of 223,808,546 lb. of

line copper. 8,053,327.141 oz. of silver,

and 45,179.1192 oz. of gold. The pro-

duction of the other companies during

the year and prior to consolidation at

April 1, 1910, amounted to 42,799,915

lb. of copper, 1,481,561 oz. of silver,

and 12,080.5 oz. of gold, making a total

production at Anaconda and Great Falls

for the year of 266,608,461 lb. of copper,

9,534,888 oz. of silver, and 57,259.6 oz.

in gold.

Subsidiary Departments

The coal mines at Belt, Mont., pro-

duced 160,152 tons of coal; 20,101 tons

were shipped to other departments of the

company; 122,943 tons were sold and

17,107 tons were used at the coal mines.

The mines at Diamondville, Wyo., pro-

duced 548,344 tons of coal; 331,924

tons were shipped to other departments

of the company, 169,008 tons were sold,

and 47,411 tons were used at the coal

anaconda copper mining company's
profit and loss account, 1910

Metals on hand, Jan. 1, 1910 $5,986,964
Metals acquired with purchased

properties 7,415.984
Mining, including development... 12,628,535
Ore purchased (f.o.b. smeltery).. 2,986.488
Freight on domestic ore 975,917
Reduction expenses 7,203,880
Freight, refining and selling metals 3,001,378
Administration and taxes 330,847
Interest 140,230
Net profit 5,720.903

Sales of copper, silver and gold.
Royalties and precipitate sales. . .

Income from investments
Rental of properties and water

rights
Miscellaneous receipts
Net profits of subsidiaries less de-

preciation
Metals on hand, Jan. 1, 1911....

$46,391

$30,943.
54

195

376.
14,736

126
508
551
219

228
102

014
504

$46,391,126

mines. The mines at Washoe, Mont.,

produced 120,033 tons of coal; 97,395

tons were shipped to other departments

of the company, 17,290 tons were sold,

and 5348 tons were used at the mines.

The sawmills at Hamilton, Hope, Bonner

and St. Regis cut 128,334,239 ft. of lum-

ber, of which 6,487,768 ft. were used at

the mills, 105,996,951 ft. were sold com-

mercially, and 15,849,520 ft. went into

stock.

The Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Railway

transported during the year 5,101,187 tons

of ore and freight, and 197,240 passen-

gers. The gross earnings were $1,189,716;

and rental of tracks and miscellaneous

rents $17,533; operating expenses $939,-

614; taxes, interest, and rental on leased

lines $84,613; net income $183,022. A
dividend of 6 per cent, on the capital

stock was paid, amounting to $60,000,

leaving a surplus profit for the year of

$123,022. The subsidiary departments of

the company show for the year profits of

$376,014.

Accompanying tables show a condensed

balance sheet and profit and loss account.

It is said that the benefits of consolida-

tion were not felt, so far as costs were

concerned, until the last half of 1910,

and on the last six months the profits

were S4,214,013 on a reduced production.
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The Ore Deposits at Porcupine
The ore deposits at Porcupine may be

roughly divided into three classes; the

quartz fissures, the ferro dolomite zones

and the pyrite-silica impregnations. At

present most attention is being paid to the

quartz fissures and this article will deal

chiefly with that type. The quartz fis-

sure veins occur in schists derived from

Keewatin basalts and quartz porphyries,

also locally in Huronian sediments, and

are found throughout the district as far

as present developments show, in certain

definite belts. They are irregular in strike

and width, often split into two or more

parallel leads, and have numerous

branches and stringers.

Character of the Quartz Veins

These veins have been formed in a

closely spaced zone of fissures wherein

the open spaces have been filled and the

shattered and fissured country rock has

been replaced by quartz. My observations

have led me to believe that there were

some open spaces in the original Assur-

ing, though a good deal of the vein filling

is due to replacement. This replacement

in most cases has been so complete as to

give every appearance of an open fissure

filled by a solid mass of quartz. No in-

stances of crustification were observed,

though it may have occurred on a small

scale.

The veins as seen on the surface are

lenticular, narrowing down at places to

mere stringers and then widening out to

considerable widths, 10 ft. or more. This

is due chiefly to the irregularity of the

original Assuring rather than to any com-

plex system of minor faulting.

In the eastern part of the field this ir-

regularity has been extraordinarily de-

veloped, forming the so called "domes"

of quartz, as seen at the Dome mine, and

on a smaller scale at the Dome Extension

and eleswhere. On examination these

"domes" resolve themselves into net-

works or stockworks of intertwined quartz

veins and stringers, of every conceivable

strike and dip, merging together in places

to form large masses of solid quartz.

In regard to faulting, it is too early to

give an idea of its character and extent,

but some curious cases of minor faulting

were seen, such as that on the 100-ft.

level of the Vipond, where a section of a

more or less vertical vein had been over-

turned and was lying flat. The veins

have various dips, usually close to the

vertical, and are found lying with, as well

as cutting, the laminations of the country

rock, which have a general northeast

trend.

The individual quartz fissures give

slight indication that they can be de-

veloped for any considerable length, prob-

ably none are over 2000 ft. long. Their

strike may be anywhere in the northeast

By Thayer Lindsley *

The most important ore-

bodies are the quartz fissure

deposits that appear to be

fillings and replacements

along lines of fracturing,

and in which the gold seems
to be of secondary origin.

•Mining engineer, 8l> Beaver street, New
York, N. Y.

quadrant, but they lie in more or less

definite zones which are quite persistent,

and traverse the country for several miles.

In the ordinary vein type, as opposed to

the "domes," considerable ribbon struc-

ture or banding of the quartz parallel to

one wall has been noted in some veins,

indicating successive openings or shatter-

ing along the walls. This was well ex-

hibited in the Rea, Vipond and Hollinger

mines. At one mine only, the Rea, was
anything like a well defined wall seen.

There may be other instances but the gen-

eral cementing and silification that took

place after the period of ore deposition

has more or less obliterated these planes

of movement. At the Rea, a recent move-

ment followed one of these planes.

In the Hollinger veins and some others

near Pearl lake, the vein filling has the

appearance of having been subjected to

long continued shattering, refracturing,

reopening and brecciation. This action

was probably most intense in pre-Cam-

brian times, and was followed by a pe-

riod of quiescence that has continued to

the present day, permitting a general sili-

fication and cementing of country rock

and vein matter to take place. However,

in some of the larger veins and especially

in the main oreshoots there have been

slight recent movements permitting un-

derground waters still to circulate to a

small degree.

The Segregated Deposits

Throughout Ontario it is common to

run across irregular quartz bodies of the

segregated, pegmatite type, possibly con-

nected with a period of Laurentian in-

trusion, which represent the stumps or

roots of ore deposits, the upper portions

of which have been removed by erosion.

These deposits are characterized by great

irregularity and intense hardness and

should in no way be correlated with those

at Porcupine. According to Doctor Miller,

the mineralization here is connected with

post-Lower-Huronian granitic intrusives,

which occur in extensive fields at no

great distance from the camp; a review

of the available evidence certainly seems

to support his theory.

It is impossible to determine at present

fiom geological relations, how much ero-

sion these deposits have undergone, but a

study of the character of the structural

features of the Assuring, with the numer-
ous evidences of blocks, slices and frag-

ments of wall rocks found in the veins,

tend to show that at the present horizon

of the veins the country rock was es-

sentially brittle during the time of ore

deposition, and that no great superin-

cumbent load could have existed. In

fact, there is reason to believe that these

orebodies have not suffered greater ero-

sion of the upper portions than say, for

instance, has occurred on most of the

Mother Lode veins of California, though,

of course, there is no geological relation-

ship whatever between the two districts.

It is safe to say that though the quartz

lenses may pinch out, disappear or widen

out locally, the more important fissures

of this camp should extend to fair depths

structurally, i.e., 2000 ft. or more.

Mineralization

Glacial erosion has removed practically

all evidences of oxidation that may have
existed previous to the advent of the

glacier and what oxidation has taken

place since seldom extends more than a

few feet below the surface. What has to

follow applies only to the unoxidized

zone. Stansfield has shown 1 admirably in

a series of slides the minerals and their

relationships as found in the veins. These

veins are of the normal quartz-pyrite fis-

sure type, and if the pyritic wall rock is

excluded from the ore, the sulphides will

not average over 2 to 3 per cent.

The gangue consists chiefly of white

glistening, opaque quartz. Some calcite

occurs in thin films between the quartz

grains, and in some cases notable quan-

tities of calcite, dolomite and ankerite

are found along the walls. The actual

relationships of the carbonates with the

quartz may be interesting, but as far as I

can see, have no particular economic

bearing.

Tourmaline in fine needles is common
and is often found in veins of this type

and period as well as in those of the early

Paleozoic. Stansfield mentions feldspar

and considers that its presence indicates

a pegmatite analogy of the veins, but this

appears doubtful. The other minerals,

chlorite, sericite, etc., are undoubtedly al-

teration products of included fragments

of country rock.

The pyrite in the veins occurs as cube

crystals, as fine aggregate masses de-

posited on slices or fragments of in-

cluded country rock, and also by itself in

thin films showing no crystalline struc-

ture to the eye, along planes of movement

and joints in the quartz. The only way

'Canadian Min. -fount., Feb. 15, 1010.
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. ant for the films is that they

riginally of iron oxide, and have

pyrite by a rise of

•l.S. of course.

~.nt in the lalcopyrite

at the Rea;

- small quantities of Bne-grain«

lena and zincMer.de. usually denoting

riche-

if Gold Occurrence

I occurs native in the quartz

also as an inter-

i in sulphide crystals. An interest-

>le of the last was seen at the

tension, where there was a

small 4-in. stringer of white quartz

gc cubic crystals of pyrite.

One fragment of quartz when broken,

showed a cavity fully > in. square left

by the decomposition of crystals of pyrite

and in the bottom was a loose mass of

minute fragments of gold.

The gold is found with pyrite along

films of country rock, and also occurs in

the quartz in a rough sort of banding or

ik parallel to a wall, as is seen in

the Hollinger and the Rea. At the Vi-

pond. associated with ribbon quartz,

some fine specimens have been found

showing the gold forming a band of min-

ute particles, so fine as to appear almost

as a yellow stain.

e copper was seen embedded in

clear unoxidized quartz at the Rea and a

few crystals of what appeared to be

tetrahedrite. were seen in a specimen

from the Mclntyre. All through the dis-

trict silver is associated with the gold,

but in unimportant quantities.

The schist has been impregnated with

:e and carbonates, and locally con-

siderable silification has taken place. At

the Hollinger there are places where

this silification is accompanied by gold in

quantitv to make good-grade ore over

fair widths. This gold is undoubtedly of

secondary origin.

In consideration of the mode of oc-

currence of the gold in the veins, of the

fact that the unoxidized wall rock is im-

j with gold, that there has been

an immense lapse of time since the or-

• al ore deposition, and that there are
• nets of lonn continued

movement in the vein filling, there is rea-

son to believe that the presence of most

of the gold is due to secondary action

and enrichment, thounh not in the limited

opper. In the larg-

thil district, where the sijjns

long continued movement and shat-

ln filling i- especially

•ninent the chances of finding exten-

rig.

<

It n 11 to draw attention here

lilar

ch re in the world l»

curious fact that a close correlation can

often be drawn between widely separated

districts and a perusal of Lindgen's stud-

ies on metallogenetic epochs and Spurr's

comparisons of metallographic provinces

will open up a line of interesting thought.

The Porcupine gold deposits belong to

the general broad class known as the

pre-Cambrian. In the lands. circling the

Indian Ocean we have the greatest de-

velopment of this type as yet discovered.

There are several subdivisions of this

hut Porcupine so far has only de-

veloped the normal quartz fissure type.

In Rhodesia the Globe & Phoenix, the

Rezende, the Giant and the Lonely Reef

occur in the Bulawayo schists and are

connected with granitic intrusives. The

Globe & Phoenix vein averages about 4

ft. wide down to the 1800-ft. level and

still has ore reserves of about 180,000

tons of 35-dwt. ore, with possibilities of

considerable extension. The Rezende is

down over 500 ft. and has ore reserves

of 170.000 tons of 6-dwt. ore. The

Giant is down to the 1000-ft. level, and

has ore reserves of 300,000 tons of 9-

dwt. ore. The Lonely Reef is a new

mine, but is opening below the 600-ft.

level excellent quantities of 1- to 2-oz.

ore.

The mines in the Kolar goldfield have

been found to persist to remarkable

depths, though there is some question

whether the deposits are of the quartz-

fissure type. In Western Australia occur

these same Archean schists, extensive

granitic intrusions and quartz fissure

veins. The Great Fingall, down 1800

ft., has produced over $18,000,000, but

beneficial effect. On the 16th level of

this mine a diabase dike was encountered

recently, which so enriched the vein that

an oreshoot 40 in. wide and over 1000

ft. long has been opened averaging 134

dwt. per ton.

Conclusions

Zones of ferrodolomite probably exist-

ing prior to ore deposition have been

locally cross fractured, and the seams

filled with quartz. The large structural

features of these deposits have attracted

attention, but they may not have the im-

portance that their size seems to indicate,

though this has yet to be proved.

In Deloro township, just south of Tis-

dale, and around Langmuir, still further

to the southeast, there have been reports

of strong mineralized zones impregnated

with silica and some gold. In view of

the good record of this pre-Cambrian

type in other parts of the world, it might

be well to pay considerable attention to

these deposits.

Whether it is safe or not to venture

an opinion on the future of the quartz

fissure veins at Porcupine, it is reason-

able to believe in the light of what has

been said previously that in the larger

deposits where evidences of secondary

action in the vein filling has been strong,

there should be found extensive and

profitable oreshoots.

Alaska United Report

The Alaska United Gold Mining Com-
pany operating the Ready Bullion and

700-ft. Claim mines on Douglas Island,
at present is not looking particularly well . , . , „ ,. ., . , . n ,~ai jjiw.cmi l° » v Alaska, paid four dividends during 1910
at denth. The Sons of Gwa ha, close to

2000 ft. deep, has had an excellent rec-

ord, and at present has reserves of over

500,000 tons of S10 ore. Prestea Block

A is a recent venture in West Africa, and

also belongs to this type. It is already

more than 600 ft. deep and has blocked

out 700,000 tons of $11 ore.

Gold Produced from Narrow Veins

The above mentioned mines have large

persistent quartz veins. In regard to the

innumerable narrow, small veins from

which comes a large proportion of the

gold produced in these regions, and yet

about which we hear so little, as they are

chiefly worked by tributors. I am obliged

to say that their record with depth has

been uniformly bad. Another point to be

borne in mind is the fact that in these

districts of pre-Cambrian formation, the

quartz- fissure type Has been so far of

minor importance, the chief producers be-

ing the mine'- along impregnated zones.

An Interesting j'cological point in con-

Hi with these pre-Camhrian ore de-

!fl the constant association of dia-

nid liorite dikes. At the Globe &

Phoenix especially, as well as at other

they Beem< d to have exercised a

amounting to $135,150 or 15 per cent, on

par value of the stock and $193,360 was
written off for depreciation, according to

the fifteenth annual report covering oper-

ations for the year ended Dec. 31, 1910.

From the Ready Bullion mine 232,330

tons of $2.43 ore was delivered at the

crushers at a cost of $1.0271 per ton in-

cluding development. The cost of milling

in the 120-stamp mill was $0,259 per ton.

The yield as bullion was $1.2133 and as

concentrate $0.8945 per ton. The total

cost for treatment was $489,693 or

$2.1078 per ton. The amount of $489,693

was realized from sale of products.

From the 700-ft. Claim mine 188,329

tens of $2.44 ore was mined at a cost of

$1.2079 per ton. Of this ore 3728 tons

was sent to the Alaska-Mexican mill and

435 tons to the Alaska-Treadwell mill.

The cost of milling 184,156 tons of ore in

the 100-stamp mill was $0.2419 per ton,

which yielded $233,150 or $1,226 per ton

as bullion and $156,448 or $0.8496 per

ton in concentrate.

The reserves in the Ready Bullion mine

are estimated at 1,754,350 tons of $3.02

ore, while in the 700-ft. Claim mine the

reserve is 865,223 tons of an average

value of ^2.51 per ton.
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The Monell Slime Table

The Monell slime table, shown in an

accompanying illustration, is a compara-
tively new arrival in the concentration

field, but possesses some novel and valu-

able features. The table has a four-ply

rubber and canvas belt which runs level

longitudinally except for the last few
inches near the end roller. The ore is

fed on the first 12 ft. of the table, the

entire table top being 23 ft. long. The
width of the table is five feet, of which

three feet on the feed side is level; the

two feet on the opposite side has a down-
ward slant. The motion is longitudinal,

at the rate of about 180 vibrations per

min., which gives a panning motion to tire

pulp. The concentrates are taken off

over the head of the table, while the

tailings are washed over the edge. The
capacity is claimed to be 10 to 12 tons

per day of 24 hours, with one to 1
'4

h.p. used. The inclination of the tailings

side of the belt can be varied at will.

The Rare Metals in Peru

By Eduardo Higcinson*

The vanadium mines of Minasagra, in

the province of Pasco, belonging to the

American Vanadium Company, repre-
sented in Lima by Eulogio Fernandini,

produce sulphides and oxides of this

metal and constitute the principal source
of that substance in Peru. There are,

furthermore, deposits of asphalt and
vanadiferous coal, whose ashes some-
times contain as much as 40 per cent.

of vanadic acid. These deposits are

found and worked in the provinces of
Yauli. Jauja and Canta, among them be-

ing found the Lucha mine, in Huari, near

Oroya, the property of Alejandro Aza,

of Lima. The most recently worked de-

posits of this class are those in Yautac,

between the provinces of Canta and
Yauli, where Augusto Gildermeister, Al-

berto Noriega, Fausto Valdeavellano and
Carlos I. Lisson, of Lima, and the

The Monell Slime Table

These tables are in use at the Wolf
Tongue mill at Nederland; at Hildreth's

mill at Rollinsville; the Zophar Mining
and Milling Company, Wall street; the

Smith & Ardourel mill, Beaver Creek;

and the Tungsten Mines Company,
Beaver Creek, all in Colorado. Accord-

ing to a report by the Colorado School

of Mines the use of the Monell concen-

trator has raised the saving of tungsten

in the Boulder field by 15 per cent.

Colorado Producing Cadmium
Cadmium has been added to the list of

metals produced on a commercial scale in

Colorado. Following a series of success-

ful experiments the American Smelting

and Refining Company has undertaken
the recovery of metallic cadmium from
flue dust. Most zinc ore carries a small

per cent, of cadmium and is practically

the only source of supply.

Praeli brothers, of Tarma, have different

holdings. The coal here contains from 1

to 1
1/
2 per cent, of vanadic acid, which

is concentrated in its entirety in the

ashes. In the provinces of Huancayo

and Dos de Mayo, there are several such

deposits which are not worked, although

those of the last-named district have been

acquired by the firm of C. Weiss & Co.,

of Lima, for mining purposes.

Molybdenum is found in various parts

of the country: in Cascas in Contumaza,

Antamina, Huari, Magistral, Pallasca and

the provinces of Huaraz and La Conven-

cion, but in none of these has it been

worked. The most important deposits

known which have been examined and

worked are those of Rinatullo and Bicran,

in Jauja, for the working of which the

Sociedad Explotadora de Molibdeno was

formed, one of the directors of which is

•Peruvian consul general, New York.

Juan E. Valladares, of Lima. There are
two important deposits of tungsten: That
of Wolfram de I.ircay. in the province of
Angaraco, belonging to Diosdato Gando-
lini, of Lircay. worked in former times;
and the Conchico deposit in the province
of Pallasca. belonging to Andr.s Castro,
of Trujillo. which is being worked and
produces a high-grade hubnerite ore, al-

most free from iron. The only nickel
mines which have been worked are those
of Rapi. in the province of La Mar, for
the exploiting of which the Compania
Niquelifera Peruana was formed, but
which stopped work some time ago, aban-
doning the mines. These deposits ex-
tend into the province of La Convencidn,
in the department of Cuzco, but up to the
present they seem not to have been de-
nounced or worked in that department.
Deposits of uranium, chromium and
titanium ores have not yet been found.

Scrubber Water Clarifying*

By W. Petersen?

The cleaning of waste water from
blast-furnace gas scrubbers is conducted
with difficulty: even large settling ponds
yield bad results at times, as in the pro-
duction of some classes of cast iron such
a fine dust is taken up by the water
that it will not subside easily. If the

space for the clearing pond is limited,

ihis disagreeable feature is doubly felt.

By adding a few drops of potash lye to

a beaker, which had been filled with such
turbid water in the laboratory and kept
there for days without any noticeable

settling being accomplished, a most sur-

prising change took place. The dust

formed balls which would sink to the

bottom. Experiments were now made
on a larger scale in clarifying tanks

with the same gratifying results. Potash

lye was, however, too expensive for con-

tinued use. So milk of lime was tried

to see whether it would answer the pur-

pose. The lime was slacked in a hopper-
like tank in such a manner that a small

quantity of milk of lime would overflow

into the discharge gutter of the waste

water and thus get intimately mixed with

it. Almost instantaneously upon enter-

ing the clarifying pond the dust segre-

gates in great clouds and the water leav-

ing the pond, which is about 80 ft. long,

is clear. The consumption of lime per

24 hr. amounts vo about 320 kg. (705

lb.), which cleans 40,000 cu.m. of gas

and makes 10,000 cu.m. engine gas per

hour.

[Note—The application of milk of lime

or quicklime in settling fine powder is

not new; it was first used on the Witwa-

tersrand about 16 years ago by Charles

Butters in settling the slimes from the

agitators.—Translator.]

'Translated from Btahl und Eisen, Feb. 16.

191 1.

tlron Works manager, Charlottenhtttte,
Westphalia.
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The Wabana Iron Mines
The Wabana iron mines, operated by

the Dominion Iron and Steel, and

- eel & Coal companies are

the largest low-grade iron-ore deposits

now be N rth America. The
• >r the low sulphur

s content, and the mines

on Be'. of ex< eptional in -

many thousand

feet, below the bottom of the ocean.

Great Bell island is three miles from

the eas tndland, opposite

Portugal cove, in Conception bay. It is

7 miles long by 2 miles broad, and has

an area of v teres. The island is a

rolling plateau at a general eleva-

tion ol that drops to sea level in

almost perpendicu'ar cliffs. The undulat-

ing surface is covered by numerous small

- of spruce and little farms, pre-

senting a striking contrast to the rug-

gedness of all parts of the main land.

History

Although iron ore covered the surface

over many acres of the island, its value

remained unrecognized until the summer

of 1893. In 1895 operations were com-

menced on the outcrops; in December,

of tnat year, the first shipment was made,

and during the three succeeding years,

600.000 tons were exported. In order to

open up the iron-ore deposits in a manner

commensurate with their extent, an ade-

quate system of transportation from mine

to ship was essential. To acquire the

appropriate machinery, a large capital

was indispensable, and this the Nova

Scotia company obtained by selling, in

a portion of its leases to the

Dominion Iron and Steel Company, for

SI,000.000. By this arrangement, the re-

sources of two great corporations were

combined to extend the operation, so

large quantities of hematite ore could

The relations with Sydney, Nova Scotia,

have been of an intimate nature, for, on

-.t of the Sydney coal deposits, the

-land ores could be reduced, after a

short shipment by sea to the blast

furnaces. The distribution of the areas

mewhat involved, as there are two

principal seams of ore. In the agreement

made the companies, the lower

h was a little lower grade, was

inion company, and

the uppei

the N '»th beds in

the .

£ parallel to the

linion,

.juare mi! mrine

Je that limit, lying deep under

the i

tent pi

By Brenton Symons

Extensive low-grade hem-

atite deposits arc mimed at

Bell island, Newfoundland;

(Jure arc six beds but only

two can be profitably mined

at present.

Mining engineer, Burwood, Warminster
road, South Norwood, England.

their properties in building substantial

houses, installing ample machinery, con-

structing tramways, and loading piers for

the transit of the ores to the steamers;

each company having its own tramways

and loading stages. During the first year

of exploitation, by reason of the slight

company and for half a mile into its

own property, and will soon be extending

levels through the lower bed of hematite

which borings have shown to be of large

size and good quality. The production

of the island has steadily increased until

the yearly output has reached about a

million tons.

Geology

The eastern shore of Conception bay

is Huronian strata resting unconformably

on a Laurentian anticline that occupies

a central position in the Avalon peninsula;

the opposite shore, 12 miles to the west,

is of pre-Cambrian age. Both formations

are highly metamorphosed, and are dis-

located by many faults that trend north-

east. Between these coasts and occupying

the greater portion of the bay extends an

almost undisturbed series of Cambrian

sandstones, slates and shales; the beds

sloping toward a center at low inclina-

NOVA SCOTIA COMPANY A SUBMARINE AREAS

The Engineering $ Mining Journal

Map of Bell Island, Newfoundland

northwest inclination of the seam, the ore

was so close to the surface, that it was

raised and put on board for 39c. per ton,

with a freight of 41c. to the Sydney fur-

naces. As the depth of overburden in-

creased, mining the ore was necessary

and the cost increased until now it ap-

proaches SI per ton.

Submarine Areas

Although the surface ore is not quite

exhausted, slopes, or tunnels have been

iied down both beds and are

ly advancing under the sea. Es-

thia the case with the Nova
l
company which, having practically

;

.ill the ore on the island, has

ipe for a mile through

ubmarine areas of the Dominion

tions. The conglomerate and slates of

this shallow basin fringe the eastern, but

have not been recognized on the western

shore. Bell island, with its six hematite

beds, is included in the topmost stratum

of the basin, and the outcrops, inclosed

in silicious sandstones which are char-

acterized by numerous fossils of Lingula,

traverse the island in a northeast direc-

tion. Below the ferruginous beds are

thin micaceous sandstones, and in the low-

est stratum trilobites are found in red

and green sandstones, reposing on con-

glomerate. The conglomerate lies on the

edges of the contorted Huronian.

There are outcrops of magnetite on

the western margin of Conception bay,

supposed to be the equivalent of the

hematite seams of Bell island, but this
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seems improbable in view of the fact

that the rocks which include the mag-

netites were metamorphosed before the

hematite strata were deposited. The Up-

per Cambrian appears to have been de-

posited during the tranquil period that

followed the metamorphism of the pre-

Cambrian, while the undisturbed condi-

tion ol the strata forming the basin

—

except for a few unimportant faults

—

seems to indicate that no folding of the

strata has since occurred. The iron ores

were probably precipitated by the long

continued reaction of organic matter on

the soluble iron in the seawater and

subsequently consolidated into compact
masses by great pressure at low tem-

perature. The accompanying section from
Murray's surveys represents approxi-

mately the relative position of the hema-
tite beds and the intercalated sandstones.

Two of the Six Beds Are Worked

The stratigraphical sequence of the

iron deposits in descending order is as

follows: Shales, 56 ft.; heniatite, 1 ft.;

sandstone, 5 ft.; hematite, 1% ft.; sand-

stone, 2 ft.; hematite, Y+ ft.; sandstone,

3 ft.; hematite, y± ft.; sandstone, 2*/-

Methods of Taking Out the Ore

The present working faces extend
three miles with a cable tramway con-
necting at two distant points with the

shipping station. Following the ore
seam there is a tramway slope from the
deck head that extends at an angle of 12

deg., some 2000 ft. to the bottom of
the mine. A winding engine draws the
loaded trucks which are tipped into a

pocket whence the ore is charged into

2-ton wagons that travel at the rate of

4 miles per hour to the 25,000-ton pock-
ets at the shipping stage. The arrange-
ments for mining and transportation are

similar in character to those of the Nova
Scotia Steel and Coal Company. The
ore has been proved in the submarine
areas and found to be thicker and of

rather better quality than on the land.

The Dominion company produces over

half a million tons per annum, which is

shipped to Sydney.

The upper seam, exploited by the

Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Company,
has a land area of 170 acres and was es-

timated to have contained 6,000,000 tons

of ore, the larger portion of which has

commenced in May, 1906, and at the

close of 1908, it had crossed—at a dis-

tance of about looo ft.— the western
boundary of the property of the Dominion
company. The piercing of this long tun-

nel, through which the whole of the min-
eral mined will be transmitted to surface

over a solidly built railway, has been ac-

complished without any serious diffi-

culties. The influx of water, considering

the nearness of the sea bottom, was
comparatively small, except at the sec-

ond fault— 1250 ft. from the coast—where
a downthrow of 29 ft. was accompanied

by 4 ft. of loose ground; this was cut

through, the flow of water being 5000 gal.

per hour.

On a further advancs of 1800

ft. a third fault with a downthrow of

26 ft. was encountered, but this, and

other less important dislocations cut

through, having a covering of 300 ft.

cr more, were compact, so that there

was little cause for anxiety. The slope

has now been extended 6000 ft. under

the sea with its termination in the midst

of the areas of the Nova Scotia com-

pany's property, and levels can be driven

Conception Bay-

Lower Cambrian. Laurentian

Upper Cambrian.

Laurentian.

' h - White Quartzose Sandstone.
9 - Sandstones with Iron-ore Beds.

/ - Sandstones and Shales.

e - Red, Green and Black Sandstones.

Lower Cambrian.
| ^ .

Limestone or Conglomerate.

Green, Red and Purple Slate.

Slate and Slate Conglomerate.

Quartzites, Diorites, etc.

.

Geological Section of Wabana Iron Ore Series

ft; hematite, 1 ft.; sandstone and shale,

3 ft.; hematite, 4 ft.; sandstone and
shale, 46 ft.; hematite, 9 ft.; sandstone

and shale, 288 ft.; hematite, \2 l/2 ft.

A total of 434 ft., of which 29 ft. is

hematite.

Only the two lower seams are ex-

ploited, as at present the upper beds are

of no value.

Flat Dip of Beds

The strike of the ore seams is par-

allel to the principal axis of the island

and their dip is 9 deg. to the north-

west. The low inclination gives the out-

crops a considerable superficial area that

has permitted working a great width,

opencast.

The lower seam is worked by the Do-

minion Iron and Steel Company, and has

a width of 9 ft. of dense homogeneous
hematite of an almost unvarying quality

of 50 per cent. iron. As it is 293 ft. be-

low the upper seam and covers 800 acres

within land limits, there is a consider-

able reserve of ore, estimated at more

than 20,000,000 tons.

been raised and exported. The original

slope or tramway follows the ore-bed at

an angle of 14 deg., and from it, six

levels branch each way, provided

throughout their working length with

double cable railways.

The stoping is by pillar and stall

method. The roof being of solid sand-

stone allows large excavations; the floor

is hard and smooth. At the surface and

for some distance down the slope the

seam is penetrated by two series of di-

visional planes, at right angles to each

other intersecting the planes of lamina-

tion. These are, however, not so sep-

arable that the ore can be dislodged by

picks, though a charge of dynamite so

shatters the rock for several feet

around as to allow the more or less rec-

tangular bricks to be easily shoveled

into the trucks. In depth these planes

persist, but rather less obviously, the

blocks falling in larger fragments.

New Slope of Nova Scotia Company

To reach the submarine areas (about

a mile from the shore) a new slope was

right and left through the ore. The ex-

tent of the deposit is so great, that the

daily output need only be limited by the

capacity of the hoisting equipment. There

is little doubt that the ore extends over

at least 12 square miles and this would

give for one seam, 400 million tons.

The dimensions of the excavation were

14x8 ft., all in hematite, and it was driven

in three shifts of 8 hours, yielding in

24 hours 140 to 150 tons of 50 per cent,

ore. The holes were drilled from 6 to 12

ft. deep by machines, and the dynamite

consumed was •<; lb. per ton, equivalent

to the removal of 5 cu.ft. per pound of

explosive. The speed of advance averaged

10 ft. per diem.

The ore, on arriving at the summit
of the slope, is dumped by a tipple

into a Gates crusher for reducing the

larger blocks so they can be sorted by
boys as the ore passes up a conveyer

to the charging pocket, whence it is

fed into the tramcars. This sorting raises

the hematite from 50 to 52 per cent. The
daily output is about 1600 tons, which

is transported to the shipping depot.
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SHI:

. ties for loading the steamers

. :it. The piers of both com-

n the landward side

cf the island, where they are perfectly

:ed from the waves raised by the

•'northers.*' so that there is no

swell to affect the steamers when load-

The neighboring piers of the two

tinst the vertical

cliffs of t they are about 100

ft. long and the loading stagings have

•.. above high-water mark,

allowing the lo.;. essels of 10.000

tons burden through adjustable chutes.

There >tb of 24 ft. of water at

the wharves at low water, but

n a short distance, increases to 48

ft., while in the bay. which is void of

all dangerous rocks and shoals, the water

erywhere profound. Navigation is

open for six months in the year; during

the winter there is more or less drift ice

in the bay and the sea is frozen between

the island and the mainland.

Transportation

The system of ore con- eyance is ex-

cellent, the co_t of transmission from

the mine pocket to the steamers being

r ton. Underground engines bring

the trucks to the shore line, whence the

surface winding engine draws them up

the slope in trains of 7 cars, aggregating

12 tons of ore. which arrive at the deck-

iboul every five minutes. Through-

out the working levels, that have been

made parallel to the plane of the seam

of the eotia company, are end-

less wire ropes, which grip the cars at

the junctions of the temporary stoping

tramways. The gage of the lines, size of

cars and weight of rails are the same

as on the main line to the port of ship-

ment.

The main railway to the loading stage

ft long— is straight and is laid

on the gently undulating surface of the

plateau, the cutting and banking being

unimportant. The gage of the line is 2

ft., rails weigh 28 lb. and the steel cars

cu.ft. capacity carry an average

load of 1.75 tons. The distance between

cars on the cable is 60 ft. and the num-

In the mines and at sur-

: cln Itea ~ f K). The 3-in. end-

ripe, carried on wooden rollers

actuated by a wind-

p.. thoimh less than

ndicated h.p. are required. On ar-

• *he ore depot the grips, one

le of the car. td ; it

then I
•') the tipple, thence up a

whence it automatically

the return line and is rc-

the attendant. One man can

falls from the tipple ir
•

pocket which I

from the cliff

to an endless

carried 200 ft. to the summit of the load-

age, whence it runs down the steel

chute into the hold of the vessel at the

rate of 2000 tons per hour. A 20-h.p.

engine keeps the conveyer in motion; the

cost of charging is )^c. per ton.

New Installations

In view of the extent of the submarine

beds of hematite, which will "supply ore

for a century, the directorate has. for

months past, been pressing to completion

the erection of more modern and power-

ful machinery, designee, to increase the

tonnage and diminish the cost of raising

and treating the ore, and its transmis-

sion up the two-mile tunnel, a most es-

sential consideration when the saving

of only lc. per ton is equal to $5000 per

annum. An electric plant to operate the

cables on all the tramways underground

as well as at surface; an efficient engine

for assuring speedy traction up the new

submarine slope, with new machinery for

treating the ores, and a new steamer,

specially constructed for placing them on

the market at the lowest possible freight-

age, have been purchased.

Wharves

On the old pier on which the present

winding engine rests, a new wharf

—

which exacted the blasting of 8000 cu.yd.

of rock from the overhanging cliff—has

been finished, measuring about 120x90

ft. This structure has been massively

built so that it may carry a large electric

power house for working the cable-rail-

way lines, and for a machine grab for

transferring coal from the slip to a 20,-

000-ton coal depot. The grab is also em-

ployed to load the coal trucks, which are

pushed onto a platform holding two cars

that is lifted up the cliff 240 ft. to the

terminus of the main tram line, whence

they can be transported by the endless

cable to any desired point. The power

house contains a three-cylinder engine of

750 h.p. for generating electric current;

the dynamo is in place and the founda-

tion is laid for another.

The ores of the Dominion company are

exported to the furnaces at Sydney, 400

miles distant, the steamers making the re-

turn voyage in six days, inclusive of

loading and discharging. The freight per

ton is uncertain, as the boats are chart-

ered for the summer, but as it is probably

under 40c. per ton, it compares favorably

with the freightage of most other iron

mines. The Nova Scotia company ships

its hematite to Atlantic ports of the

United States and to Sydney, Great Brit-

ain and Holland.

Submarine Slope Equipment

For the working of the hematite beds

Under the- waters of Conception

Nova Scotia company is engaged

ding the finest and most modern

Inery, on a scale allowing for an

of the tonnage in the im-

mediate future. Asolidly constructed deck-

head lies at the termination of the new slope

;

it is 70 ft. in hight and 300 yd. above the

entrance of the tunnel descending to the

bottom of the mine. As it is indispensi-

ble to run the cars at a high speed, on

account of the distance to the face of the

submarine stopes, a new winding engine

has been erected to haul them up the

tunnel incline. The gage of this railway

is 3 ft., and to insure safety, 80-lb. rails

have been laid on squared sleepers. The cars

on arrival at the deckhead are capsized

into two Gate's crushers and the ore sort-

ed as it passes over a percussion table

that automatically drops it into the charg-

ing pocket on the main line to the port.

Every device has been employed to spare

labor, and the hematite from the moment
it leaves the stopes until it is dumped
into the steamer is in continual transit,

and demands no handling.

Freightage

The conveyance of the ore from the

island to market is the most onerous item

of expense, consequently, it has received

much attention, mere especially during

the past year, because an important in-

crease in the output is contemplated. To
cheapen freight a new steamer—called

the "Storstud"—has been built at Walk-
er-on-Tyne on the Isnerwood system of

longitudinal framing. The length is 425

ft. and 58 ft. beam, with cylinders of

25!/., 47 and -78 in., and capacity of

10,650 tons.

Production and Profit

The exact figures of production were

not obtainable on the island, but Pro-

fessor Hawley, the Government geologist,

places the total production of both com-

panies, from the inception of the ex-

ploitation in 1895 to the end of 1908, at

6,849,000 tons.' The production in 1909

was not less than 900,000 and the export

for the current year is expected to ex-

ceed a million tons. The precise amount

of profit was not obtainable, but is gen-

erally admitted to be $1.10 per ton. The
value of a ton of the ore at Sydney is

about $2 and the cost of mining and

freight is probably about 90c. There

is now a government duty of 7c. per

ton payable on exportation.

Titanium steel rails have now been in

use experimentally on the New York

Central & Hudson River road for three

years. The results have been so success-

ful that the company's rail orders for

1911 include a large proportion of such

rails. The titanium steel rails are hard

and show a greater resistance to wear

than ordinary rails. The specifications

for these rails call for the use in the

steel of 1 per cent, ferrotitanium, carry-

ing from 10 to 15 per cent, titanium,

making 0.1 to 0.15 per cent, titanium in

the rail.
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Greenwood Copper Smelting Works
The reduction works of the British

Columbia Copper Company are situated

at Greenwood, B. C, on the Columbia
& Western branch of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, seven miles north of the

international boundary, this being about

the center of what is known as the

Boundary district of British Columbia.

The present plant was designed and

built upon the site of a former smeltery,

the total time between blowing out on

the old furnaces and blowing in the new
plant being a few days less than five

months. The ore handled is furnished

almost entirely by the company's own
mines, of which the principal are the

Alother Lode group, distant four miles

and connected by a branch of the C. &
W. railway; the Oro Denoro and Emma
group, distant 10 miles; the Jack Pot,

Molly Pritchard and Athelstan group in

Wellington camp, distant 18 miles; the

Lone Star group, nine miles, five of which

are covered by an aerial tramway from

the mine to the C. & W. railway; and

the Napoleon group at Boyds, on the

By J. E. McAllister *

The British Columbia
C op>per Company smelts a

charge carrying from i.i

to 1.3 per cent. < opper. It

is also low in .sulphur.

II //// practically no sul-

phur elimination, a con-

centration of about 40 to 1

is obtained. Flue dust

produced, \\ per cent.

Slag cars of 250 cu.ft. cap-

acity arc vised.

•General manager, British Columbia Copper
Company, Greenwood, B. C.

entering at the higher points and the

finished products leaving at the low level.

On the high level there are storage bins

having a capacity for 2000 tons of ore,

ly one-fifth of the total quantity del

by the belt, the four-fifths rejected pass-

ing immediately to storage bins. The
boxes carrying the sample deliver as

they reach the end of the horizontal

drive into a No. 5 Gates crusher, while

the stream of ore falls uninterruptedly

during the period that the boxes are out

of the way. The arrangement is similar

to the sampler described by F. Cazin',

and to the Van Mater sampler *. From
this point the process of sampling is

fully described in the Journal of April

12, 1902, except that all rejects are now
handled by a 26-in. belt conveyer. 116

ft. 3 in. long, instead of being trammed
by men as formerly, the conveyer de-

livering into standard railway dump cars

which transfer the sampled ore finally

to the smeltery bins. The ore coming
from the company's Mother Lode mine
is automatically sampled there before

shipment.

The sampling mill has been designed

with sufficient flexibility to give a sam-
ple for hand quartering of approximately

Smeltery of the British Columbia Copper Company, Greenwood, B. C.

Great Northern Railway, distant 60

miles. The two latter properties are in

the State of Washington, U. S. A.

Terrace Layout for Works

The railroad enters the works on three

different levels, by nine spurs. The up-

per level delivers all material that re-

quires sampling; the intermediate level

delivers coke and all ore that has been

sampled before arrival; and the lower

level takes away the blister copper pro-

duct and converter slag and also de-

livers supplies. At the intermediate level

is placed a set of self-registering track

scales by which all incoming material

is weighed. The accompanying diagram

shows the plant in plan and cross-sec-

tion, illustrating the endeavor to utilize

gravity as far as possible in the general

scheme of handling; the raw material

three railroad spurs traversing the top

of these bins longitudinally.

The bins discharge by chutes into a

Farrel-Bacon crusher 36x24 in. driven by

a 100-h.p. variable-speed motor •with

jack shaft and belt drive.

Sampling Arrangements

The crushed ore passes to the sampling

mill by a 30-in. belt conveyer, 225 ft.

long, driven from the sampling-mill line

shaft. This conveyer delivers into the

first sampler which consists of two steel

boxes 2 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 10 in. deep, at-

tached to double-sprocket chains and

moving around three sides of an inverted

isosceles triangle. The sprockets are

driven from the line shaft by a bevel

gear. This device at regular intervals

takes the entire stream from the con-

veyer belt in an amount of approximate-

uniform size irrespective of the original

quantity passed through the mill. This

is accomplished by cutting out one of

the units of the sampling mill according

as the lots are small or large. With all

the various automatic steps of sampling

in operation the amount left for hand

quartering is 1 6250 part of the original

quantity, and mill lots of low-grade ores

up to 3500 tons in weight are sometimes

carried through to one final sample. The

entire mill is operated from a line shaft

driven by a 100-h.p. 550-volt induction

motor, the low voltage being used on ac-

count of the dusty atmosphere in which

the motor operates. The mill has a

capacity of 2000 tons in 16 hours and

requires a total of 11 men for operation

of the two shifts.

'Enq. \m> Mi Feb. 12 1910.
-'/'././

. r> c. 25, 1909.
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Upon the intermediate railroad level

which constitutes the top of the smeltery

ore and coke bins, there are five spurs

diverging from the incoming track which

has previously passed across the weigh-

ing scales. One of these is for the pur-

pose of transferring material which has

passed through the sample mill to the

smeltery bins, and the other four are for

cLlivering ore, coke and converter slag,

there being two lines of bunkers with

two tracks running the length of each.

Storage for 12,000 Tons Ore

The difference in level between the

upper and intermediate railroad line is

48 ft., and 31 ft. below this intermediate

level is located the electric tram line

which transfers the material from the

bunkers and the briquetting plant to the

blast furnaces. The main section of the

smeltery ore bunkers consists of 18 bins

in two lines, each bin having a capacity

of 600 tons of ore. In addition there are

two bins at the extreme south end hav-

ing a total capacity of 400 tons of coke.

The extension section has 12 bins of the

same size as the main section and at its

this pressure being adopted for the

safety of the operatives, and the equip-

ment consists of four l'/,-ton locomo-
tives (of which one is a spare unit) and
26 sids-dump charging cars, the latter

are of the usual V-shaped cross-section,

the body being released by a foot-trip

underneath when the cars are tipped

over for the purpose of discharging their

load. In operation there is a charging

train to each blast furnace consisting of

eight cars for the larger furnaces and
six for the smaller, each train carrying

an equal number of cars of coke and

charge, the train crew consists of three

men: a motorman and two loaders.

Method of Charging Furnaces

The train makes up its charge by

weighing the first constituents on the

nearest platform scale, then adding the

next and passing on to the next scale, and

so on finally traveling around the semi-

circular loop to the blast furnace where

the charges of coke are dumped first, fol-

lowed by the ore charges, the size of

the latter being from 4000 to 6000 lb. de-

pendent upon the furnace operation. The

which the matte is tapped directly to

five-ton ladles handled by a traveling

crane, and the slag delivered upon the

opposite side to the slag railway.

Converter Equipment

The converter building is 150 ft. long

by 44 ft. wide and contains two stands of

converters 84x120 in. with seven con-

verter bodies, hydraulic power beinc

for tilting and a 6- ft. mixing mill for

working up the converter linings.

A traveling crane with main hoist of

40 tons capacity and auxiliary of 10 tons

serves the plant, four motors giving the

required operations of travel and lift. The
converter slag is poured into beds on the

ground which, when sufficiently cool, are

lifted to a grizzly on top of steel railway

dump cars, the slag breaking readily into

the cars, which are then transferred to

the ore bunkers and the converter sla&

therein delivered for resmelting in the

blast furnaces. The blister copper is

cast into slabs which are weighed and

loaded into railway cars at the lower spur,

this track being 61 ft. below the inter-

mediate railway level previously de-

Slag Pots and Tapping Floor Blower House, British Columbia Copper Company

extreme north end is a larger storage

coke bin of 800 tons capacity. The total

capacity of these bunkers amounts to

12,000 tons of ore and 3000 tons of

coke. All coke beyond this amount is

stored on the ground. Three of the bins

of the main section are divided into

halves and one into quarters to accommo-
date small lots of ore and converter

slag. Under the bunkers are four paral-

lel electric tramway lines of 36 in. gage,

each line being provided with three sets

of automatic platform scales, located at

regular intervals on the tangent which

passes under the ore bunkers.

The four lines converge at each end

to a semicircle of a double track ending

in two parallel lines which pass on both

sides of the blast furnaces. The entire

system thus makes up two flat-sided

ellipses, one outside of the other and

provided with switching arrangements at

both ends to allow of the charging trains

being changed from any one track to

another. The electric-charging railway

operates by direct current at 220 volts,

charging doors of the blast furnaces are

raised and lowered by air at 100 lb. pres-

sure. The elevation and cross-section of

the smaller blast furnace shows the gen-

eral design of these. Originally the plant

possessed three furnaces 48x240 in. at

the tuyeres but the capacity has recently

been extended by lengthening the two

end furnaces to 48 in. by 360 in., the

center furnace remaining as before. By

this means a total increase of 33j/j per

cent, of blast-furnace capacity was ac-

quired. From each furnace a steel down-

take of 7 ft. diameter in the form of an

inverted-V links with the dust flue. The

flue of 180 sq.ft. cross-section conducts

the gasses into an expansion chamber of

550 sq.ft. cross-section, in which the flue

dust is collected, the flue passing on at

an oblique angle where it ascends on the

natural rise in ground ending in a brick

stack 121 ft. high and 12 ft. inside diam-

eter. The hight from top of stack to feed-

floor level is 197 ft. Between each pair

of furnaces is a large fore-hearth 18 ft.

by 10 ft. 6 in. by 4 ft. 6 in. deep; from

scribed and passing between the con-

verter building and the repair shops and

warehouses, thus facilitating the unload-

ing of incoming supplies and the handl-

ing of heavy parts to the shops for re-

pairs. A gantry crane is also provided

crossing this lower spur for the purpose

of unloading heavy material.

The converter gases are taken off sepa-

rately from those of the blast furnace

in order to keep the high-grade converter

flue dust from entering the long blast-fur-

nace flue. The converter flue discharges

the gases into an expansion chamber of

281 ft. cross-section in which the dust is

collected, the gases passing on into a

steel stack of 78-in. diameter and about 75

ft. high. The converter flue dust is

fed back into the molten converter charge.

Flue Dust, V/2 Per Cent, of Charge

The blast-furnace flue dust is briquetted

in a three-plunger press driven by 40-h.p.

motor. About Wi per cent, of the ma-

terial delivered to the blast furnace is

carried over into the flue. The average
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urnace charge contains enough cal-

constitute a lime bond for the

that nothing need be

for this purpose, the dust only r

automatically through a mixer where the

« ater is added. The

briquets are dried on trays for 24 hours

and then fed back to the blast furn

Power is Purchased

rrent for all operations is

from an independent company

upon a watt-meter basis. It is generated

les away and conducted at 40.000

volts to a step-down transformer station

near the works where the voltage is re-

:o 2200 at which it is received and

paid for monthly. The current supplied

I cle and three phase.

The power house is in two adjoining

sections. Section A contains the switch-

board, two motor generators, converter

Mowing engine, high-pressure air com-

r and hydraulic accumulator, and

section B the blast-furnace blowers. The

switchboard consists of line and feeder

panels, upon which are mounted measur-

ing instruments for both alternating and

direct currents and the recording watt-

which registers the entire con-

sumption. Direct current for operating

traveling crane and the slag and

charging railways is generated by two

direct-connected motor generators, one of

75 k.w. and the other of 100 k.w. ca-

pacity.

Air at 100-lb. pressure is used

for tamping converter linings, operating

blast-furnace charging doors and pneu-

matic tools and is generated by a com-

pound duplex compressor of 300 cu.ft.

capacity, operating at 150 r.p.m. This

compressor is belted to a 50-h.p. induc-

tion motor. A triplex plunger pump. 5-

ir. diameter. 8-in. stroke. 60 r.p.m.. ca-

pacity 120 gal. per min. at 200-lb. pres-

sure is belted to a 20-h.p. motor and

operates the hydraulic accumulator, the

ram being 24-in. diameter and 1 0- ft.

stroke. The converter blowing engine

• one side of a cross-compound

machine having an air cylinder 40 in.

diameter by 42 in. stroke and capacity

5000 cu.ft. per min.. with rope drive,

g furnished from a 300-h.p.

variable-speed induction motor. This ma-

chine} has foundations, driving wheel and

crank shaft arranc-d for the addition of

the other side whenever necessity re-

Kach blast furnace is inde-

pendently connected with a rotary blower

I cu.ft. c r revolution and
r

r.p.m. At the

where the bl leave the

• house they enter a header with a

valve system whic'

chant' ' blast

furnaces. The blot :ed to

....
each belt

by a

Sl vc-handling Devices

The blast-furnace slag is handled in

trucks of the type of cinder car used in

the reduction of iron and steel, each

truck having a capacity of 250 cu.ft. of

molten slag. Power for traction is fur-

nished by 35-ton electric locomotives and

each truck is provided with a 15-h.p.

motor, mounted on' its frame, which fur-

nishes the power for tilting the car in

order to discharge the molten slag. The

tilting motors are operated from a con-

troller located in the locomotive cab and

the current is transmitted to these tilting

motors from the trolley wire by means

of extension cables which are coupled

up between the locomotive and the trucks

at the same time as the traction coupling

is made. During the interval of changing

rhese slag cars a smaller ladle supported

upon a swinging arm intercepts and re-

ceives the slag stream, dumping its con-

tents into the empty bowl after the change

is completed. The slag trucks are de-

signed with an especially steep-angle

house switchboard in order to insure pro-

tection from fire. In addition a concrete

reservoir of 150,000 gal. capacity is pro-

vided, which may be connected into the

water system from a point above any of

the plant buildings.

The water from the blast-furnace wa-

ter jackets is returned to a cooling pond

from which it is pumped back to the

service tanks through a 14-in. main by

two direct-connected centrifugal pumps,

each of 1000 gal. per min. capacity, oper-

ated by induction motors. The piping of

the water system is arranged in indepen-

dent circuits as an added protection

against fire and also to permit of the

shutting off of any section for repairs.

The blast furnaces require about 40,000

gal. per min., there being nine water

jackets with 36 tuyeres on each side of

the two larger furnaces and six jackets

with 24 tuyeres on each side of the

smaller center furnace.

The ore from the different mines is

mixed in the charge cars to form a rapid-

Slag Car, British Columbia Copper Company

dump of 47. deg., to enable the bowls

to clear themselves of the shell of slag

when tilted to the extreme limit of

the worm gear.

It is hardly possible to place a figure

which represents the exact cost of the

works, as the present plant was built

upon the site of an old plant, a portion of

the masonry of which was utilized, but

the entire cost, including the former plant

;md the present one amounts to approxi-

mately $900,000.

The plant is equipped with a complete

water system and this item has received

much attention, there being two sources

ply, one by gravity from Copper

ibove, and the other by means of

two 500 gal. per min. turbine pumps
from Boundary creek below the plant.

pumps are tWt>-Stage and direct

connected to induction motors, their con-

trol being independent of the pnwer-

ly smelting mixture, the furnace capacity

being about iy2 tons per 24 hours per

sq.ft. of hearth area, or 2400 tons per

day from the three furnaces. The aver-

age copper contents of the furnace

charge would be from 1.1 to 1.3 per

cent, in the form of chalcopyrite, carrying

SI. 10 to SI.20 in gold and silver. This,

it will be seen, gives a low matte fall,

necessitating careful work in order to

maintain rapid smelting and prevent the

building of large incrustations of chilled

material in the furnace. Endeavor is

made to maintain a slag of an analysis

in its chief components of: SiO,., 42 per

cent.; FeO, 24; CaO, 22; A1,0„ 9 per

cent., and a matte of 45 to 50 per cent,

copper tenor. Iron occurs in the ores

as pyrite (with some pyrrhotite) and

magnetite, and the lime as calcite, but a

deficiency in sulphur has to he supplied

from the company's Napoleon mine, the
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ore from which is a pyrrhotite. From 12

to 14 per cent, of coke carrying 22 per

cent, ash is required to smelt the charge.

Low Sulphur Elimination Desired

Blast pressure is from 16 to 24 oz.

This however, as well as the percentage

of fuel is manipulated to keep oxidation

to the lowest limits and eliminate as little

sulphur as possible in the process of

smelting. The hight from center of

tuyeres to feed floor is 15 ft., about 13

of which is utilized and the ore is of

such nature that it decrepitates readily

upon heating, thus permitting coarser

crushing (to about 8 in.) than would

otherwise be the case.

To distribute properly the fuel and ore

charges each furnace is provided with

two lines of hanging baffle plates which

swing from 4-in. heavy hydraulic pip-

ing, supported upon the feed-floor level

by the end castings of the fur-

naces. The material in leaving the

charge cars strikes the apron plates and

is delivered against these suspended baffle

plates which thereupon swing inward,

their weight making a satisfactory dis-

tribution of the charge in the furnace.

The charge cars are of 55 cu.ft. capacity,

and into the larger furnaces four fuel

cars are first discharged and on top of

this four more deliver their ore charges.

The length of the furnaces permits charg-

ing from eight to 12 tons of ore at a time

on each side. On the smaller furnaces

six charge cars are used to a train in-

stead of four: three loaded with coke and

three with ore.

The blast furnaces are provided with a

trapped spout at both ends and the fore-

hearths are between the furnaces which

arrangement admits of the repairs to the

fore-hearth without stopping the furnace

operations as each furnace is served by

two fore-hearths. The small matte fall

has a tendency to cause freezing of the

forehearth tap holes which is overcome

by burning out with an electric arc. For

this purpose a 1 -in. diameter carbon about

30 in. long is used.

The converter floor is about four feet

below the blast-furnace tapping-floor

level, and the converter plant has a ca-

pacity of 40 to 50 tons of 45 per cent,

matte per 24 hours. The shells are lined

with silicious gold ores purchased for

this purpose from which a smelting toll is

realized. Pneumatic tamping is used in

refining the shells and the blast pressure

for bessemerizing the matte will vary

from seven to 12 lb. To operate the

plant the following force is required dur-

ing the 24 hours: Superintendents and

warehouse clerks, 4; shift bosses, 5;

sampling mill, 11; blast furnaces and

briquet mill, 61 ; converting department,

15; powerhouse, 3; mechanical and elec-

trical force, 12; slag dump and general

labor, 9; total, 120; or approximately 20

tons of ore per day to each employee, in-

cluding superintendents and foremen.

Mineral Production of Ger-
man)

A preliminary statement from the Im-
perial Statistical Office, as published in

Gliickauf, gives particulars of the more
important items of the mineral production
of the German Empire for the year 1910.

The figures are given below, in compari-
son with those for the preceding year.

Ores and Metals

Table I gives the production of metal-

lic ores for two years past, in metric tons.

I. PRODUCTION OF ORES
1909 1910 Chai

Gold & silver ores. 7,510 6 B46 I). 864
Copper ore 798,018 925,957 I. 127,339
Lead ore 159 853 148,497 D. 11,356
Zinc ore 723,566 718,316 I

1 5,250
Iron ore 25,504,464 28,709,654 1.3.205,190
Manganese ore. .. 77.177 wf,.->.->9 I. 3,382
Arsenic ore < 6,151 I. 1
Pyrites 198,689 215,708 I. 17,(H'.»

Miscellaneous 10,896 10,801 D. 96

Of the copper ore in 1910 the Halle

district produced 840,675 tons. Of the

zinc ores 591,154 tons were mined in

Silesia. The chief producers of iron ore

were: Elsass-Lothringen, 16,652,144;

Luxemburg, 6,263,391; Bonn, 3.236,788

tons.

The output of metals and of by-prod-

ucts from metallurgical works is given in

Table II, in metric tons, except gold and

silver, which are given in kilograms:

II. METALLURGICAL PRODUCTION
Metals: 1909 l!)Ki Changes

Gold, kg 5,064 4,625 D. 439
Silver, kg 400,562 420,003 I. ln.441

Copper, tons 33,377 37,223 I. 3,846
Tin 8,995 11,295 I. 2,300
Lead 107,918 157,851 D. L0.067

Zinc 219,766 221,395 I. 1,629

Plgiron 12,512,257 14,227,455 I. 1,715,198

Arsenic 2,911 3,066 I. 156

Sulphur 1,186 1,272 I. 86
Misc. metals 7,83.") 9,245 I. 1,410

By-products

:

Copper sulphate.. 6,211 5,210 D. 1,001

Sulphate oi iron.. 21,839 iw.t',77 1). 3,102

Tin chloride 3,247 3,291 I. 44

Sulphuric acid.... 1,413,812 1,572,792 I. 158,980

Misc. acids 10,543 8,294 I>. 2,251

Lead production in 1910 included 3581

tons litharge. Copper production included

34,921 tons refined copper, 2302 tons

black and blister copper. Particulars of

the pig-iron production have been given

heretofore. The production includes that

from imported ores, as well as from ores

mined in Germany.

NONMETALLIC PRODUCTS

The production of coal and other non-

metallic minerals is given in Table III, in

metric tons:

III. NONMETALLIC PRODUCTS
1909 1910 Changes

Coal .... 148,788,050 152,827,777 1. 1,039,727

Brown -coal 68,657,606 69,473,883 1. M<VJ77

Totalcbal 217,445,656 222,301,660 I. 1,856,004

Graphite 6,774 7.415 I. 641

Vsphalt T7.537 81.186 1. 3,649

Petroleum 143,244 145.168 1. 1.924

Bock-sail I
1,424.064 1

Kainlt 3,181,349 1,249,668 1. 1.068,319

"salt's
,
'"' aS '

3,860.685 1,062,004 1.

Miscellaneous... 687 381 D.

The total crude potash salts mined were

7,042,034 tons in 1909, and 8,311.672 in

1910; an increase of 1,269,638 tons.

The commercial salts as prepared for
market in the various chemical works, in

metric tons, are given in Table IV:

iv PRODI ii ION OF s \i.i s

Domestic Ball

Potassium .hi. .ii. i. 624,994 74
uagneuluRi chloi Id.

Glauber -alts T
J

. - 1
|

Potassium Bulphafc ....

Pot.-mag. Bulphate. .,

Magnesium suiphat
Aluminum Bulphate 22 I

•". 19,44
I

Al1 ""

There was a slight decrease in the

average values of nearly all these salts in

1910, as compared with the previous year.

There were considerable increases in pro-

duction of all except a few of the less

important salts.

Round Mountain Report

In the fifth annual report of the Round
Mountain Mining Company, which owns
344 acres of mineral land and a mill at

Round Mountain, Nev., it is stated that

during the last year two dividends
amounting to $60,658 were paid.

At the end of the fiscal year the ore

reserves developed on three or four sides

were 111,928 tons, estimated to be worth
S9 per ton. During the year 36,252 tons

were milled from which a recovery of

$8.34 or 89.64 per cent, was made at a

cost $5.61 per ton. One foot of develop-

ment work, at a cost of S8.ll per foot

was done for every 5.56 tons of ore

milled, and ore reserves were increased

to the extent of 10.14 tons per foot of

development.

The costs of mining and milling were
greater than had been anticipated, due to

the extraordinary expense of litigation

and temporary injunctions against re-

moval of certain bodies of developed

high-grade ore, necessitating a limitation

of mining work to such parts of orebodies

that were not involved in controversy. Of
the developed ore only 3060 tons is in

disputed territory.

PRODUCTION, COSTS AND PROFITS
Per Ton.

Mining: Stoping *l' 39
Development 1 17

:*:; 86
Milling 1 L's

Bullion, tax, etc 0.13
< leneral expense 34

Cost, including depreciation
Litigation 0.56

Si

() 15
Total expense

Miscellaneous earnings

Net cosl $6.02
Net profit

Bullion sale-
i

1 1 months) 18 34

During the present year the capacity of

the mill will be increased 50 per cent.;

approximately $14,000 will be spent for

new equipment.

Barium salts are much used in Italy,

one peculiar use being in connection with

the manufacture of Gorgonzola cheese;

the cheeses receive a thick coating of

heavy spar, which permits just the proper

amount of aeration.
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The Pilares Mine at Nacozari
Pilares mine of the Moctezuma

six miles sou

id about 85

south of Douglas. Ariz. The mine

•s name from the g
en pil-

: the top of the moun-

tain. Ore was found at a depth of 60 ft..

and the oxidized zo i>und to be

ft in thick:

The Pilares mine lies in a rug

hilly country, and is reached from

B narrow-gage railroad.

over which the ore from the mine is

hauled to the new concentrator at

Nacozari. The ground has been proved

mond-drill boring. The ore occurs

id friction zone of broken

porphyry. The ore is auriferous chal-

copyrite. though bornite occurs with py-

rite. There seems to be no clearly de-

fined foot-wall, and until recently the

orebody was believed to be about 800 ft.

and 1500 ft. long at the top. in-

creasing with depth. The ore mined as-

ibout 3.22 per cent, copper. In

± is semi-circular. Early

work was confined to the southeast side,

as it was for a long time supposed that

the orebody was limited on the south by

a dike of caliche, but development work

has proven that the ore extends far to

the east beyond that supposed boundary

line, on all levels from the second to the

ninth. The Y-shaft. sunk from the Por-

venir tunnel level (from the seventh to

the tenth I shows both the eighth and

ninth levels rich in ore that has been cut

on both sides of the caliche in drifting

toward the Santa Cruz stopes.

The Pilares mine is practically without

water: the long tunnels driven under the

workings and the shafts perfectly venfl-

late the mine. From one of the stopes

the company extracted 150.000 tons of

The uniformity and shape of the

orebody in the Pilares mine permit sys-

tematic development.

Method of Stopinc

The ore was extracted in stopes 100 ft.

square. After removing the ore, the de-

pleted rmerly caved in from

the surface, left empty, or filled, accord-

ing to the hardness of the rock. For filling,

•larried from a hill immediately

to one of the main vertical

shafts. When - had been drawn

and filled, another HKl-ft. square was

'.. and the process repeated the en-

tire length of ; Another sec-

tion i i"o ft. bi

it and the first, and Hie same plan fol-

could then

be sloped while the ground .

the h'

mined in ar-;

tilled with

.

Special Correspondence

The principal copper

mineral is chalcopyrite

which occurs in coarse

seams through a much brec-

dated porphyry, enabling

the 2000-ton concentrator to

make a recovery oj 84 to 86

per cent, oj the copper in

the ore.

break down the next slice across the roof.

The 25-ton cars, drawn by electric loco-

motives, run into the mine through an

adit a mile long. The ore chutes are cut

through rock and the ore is drawn directly

into railroad cars.

The Mills

There are two mills, but the old one is

no longer in use. The old concentrator

designed by L. D. Ricketts had a capac-

ity of 600 tons daily and was operated

by electric power; it was equipped with

two Blake crushers, four sets of 54x30-in.

roughing rolls, two sets of finishing

rolls, 24 revolving screens, 10 five- foot

Huntington mills, 48 Hartz jigs, 56 six-

foot Frue vanners, 20 Bartlett tables,

seven settling tanks and hydraulic classi-

fiers.

In this old mill the experiments were

made to determine the equipment for the

new plant designed by H. K. Burch and

completed in June, 1908. The new mill

has a capacity of 2000 tons daily. The

equipment includes 15 Allis-Chalmers

three-phase, 60-cycle, 220-volt induction

motors, of 10 to 75 h.p. each, and 70

Risdon-Johnson concentrating tables. This

mill makes concentrate of about 12 per

cent. copper
;
saving about 86 per cent,

of the metal in the ore.

The mill is built of steel and concrete

throughout. The gallery floors are made
of reinforced concrete as are also the ele-

vator housings and settling tanks. The

launders are placed in tunnels beneath

the floor of the concentrating tables, as

was done at the Boston Consolidated

mill, at Garfield, Utah. Dust collectors

are used wherever dry crushing is done

with such good effect that the atmosphere

of the mill is practically free from dust.

All ore is weighed by Blake-Dcnison

machines, and before going through the

rolls j : on a conveyer belt helow

electromagnets to remove such

ol iron as may have become mixed

with the ore. The old smeltery is

1 led now. All the concentrate is

shipped over the Nacozari railroad to the

Copper Queen smeltery.

During 1910 the mill treated 447,555

tons of ore of an average tenor of 2.99

per cent, copper, from which 107,014 tons

of concentrate containing 11,301 tons or

10.56 per cent, copper was produced. The

yield of copper was 2.5 per cent, of the

ore, the ratio of concentration 4.182:1,

and the tailing assayed 0.60 per cent,

copper.

The production of ore for 1910 was

434,773 tons delivered to the railroad

bins, of which 74.3 per cent, came from

cut-and-fill stopes; 8.7 per cent, from de-

velopment work; 13.9 per cent, from

swell of shrinkage stopes and the re-

mainder from the reserves of previous

years. An addition of 120,982 tons was

made to the reserves, making the total ore

broken during the year 555,755 tons.

Most of the underground workers, and

many of those on the surface, including

machinists and the workmen in the con-

centrators, are Mexicans. The company

has erected a fine casino, including a

little theater, where moving pictures and

dramas are presented for the benefit of

the employees. There is also an excel-

lent company library, well stocked with

works in Spanish and English, pool and

reading rooms, and bowling alley.

Power Plant

The power plant was completed in

1908; it has a battery of Sterling boilers

with rein forced-concrete stacks 196 ft.

high. Steam turbines and electric gener-

ators supply power for the camp, the

concentrator and the mine. The total

power for the year 1909 was 8,584,090

kilowatt-hours, the average having in-

creased 50 per cent, over the previous

year, but the coal consumption was 3.05

lb. per kilowatt-hour less. A Roney

stoker installed at one of the boilers

showed an increased evaporation of 1.2

lb. of water over hand firing. The other

boilers are to be equipped with these

stokers, and machinery installed to con-

vey coal from the storage bin. Both

gas and steam power are used at the old

power plant, principally the former.

Loomis-Pettibone generators make both

producer and water gas, which are stored

in separate gasometers of 15,000 and

5000 cu.ft. capacity, respectively. The

gases are mixed before using. The old

power plant has eight 100-h.p. Crossly,

single-cylinder, four-cycle gas engines,

and one of 200 h.p. These engines are con-

nected with 65-kw. and 150-kw. genera-

tors. The current is sent to more than

40 motors at 250 volts. The electric

power to the mine is transmitted six

miles at 6600 volts, and stepped down
at the mine to 230 volts for the pump.
The hoists and electric locomotives use

the 250-volt current direct.
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Use of Quartz in Tube Mills
One of the most popular modifications

introduced into tube-mill practice, has

been the substitution, wholly or in part,

oi hard quartz for imported pebbles; the

necessary quartz being usually obtained

from the workings of the mine producing

the ores treated. At first glance, the

economy effected by such a substitution

appears obvious, and of such consider-

able magnitude as to put the point be-

yond dispute. Ore used for this purpose

can generally be obtained in sufficient

quantity from those stopes where ma-
terial of this kind is found and mined
along with ore of milling grade. The
use of this hard, low-grade quartz for

loading tube mills provides a convenient

outlet for this material, which would
otherwise have to remain in the stopes as

filling.

The introduction of this way of econ-

omizing in the direction of tube-mill peb-

bles has gone hand-in-hand with the

adoption of the ribbed liner, as running

a smooth-lined tube mill with raw mine
rock is a harassing experience that no

mill man would willingly repeat. It is

possible that a satisfactory difference in

fineness between the feed and discharge

of the mill might be produced under

these conditions, by speeding up the mill

considerably, so as to compel the frag-

ments of rock to cling more to the peri-

phery of the mill; but, at normal speeds,

the rock appears to. settle in a mass in

the mill, the largest and flattest frag-

ments clinging closest to the lining and

producing an amount of slip that effectu-

ally prevents any considerable portion of

the mass being lifted high enough to fall

with sufficient force to trim its component
fragments into more or less round shape.

Quartz Does Not Protect Lining

A tube mill freshly relined with ribbed

liners and charged with angular pieces

of mine rock, does not take long to trim

the corners off each piece of quartz and

reduce it to some semblance to an im-

ported pebble; although the crushing may
be so bad during this trimming process

that the tails of the mill will, at first, ac-

tually be coarser than the feed. If such

a mill be opened and examined two or

three weeks after starting, when it set-

tled down to its work and is grinding

well, it will be found that, with the ex-

ception of an occasional small gap, the

corrugations in the lining are neatly filled

with smooth pieces of quartz of various

shapes, such as also fill the body of the

mill- One might be led to suppose from

this that, in addition to producing al-

most as good results as the bought peb-

bles in crushing the ore, the mine quartz

performed as successfully the function of

protecting the steel lining from wear.

The dangerous nature of this fallacy,

By A. G. Quartano *

Quartz is an <])'<
< tive

grinder but not a good lin-

ing. In jailing a mixture

of quartz and pebbles, the

pebbles make up the lining,

the quartz stays in the

charge, and the advantages

of both materials are gained.

*Apartado 34, Mineral del Oro, Mexico.

however, is soon rubbed in by a rapid
rise in the cost of liners per ton of ore
slimed. A ribbed lining which would last

11 months in a mill charged with pebbles,
will have to be renewed after about six

months' run on mine quartz.

Lost Time with Quartz Lining

The increased cost of the lining is of
small importance compared with the

economy effected by the substitution of

inexpensive mine rock, carrying small

^20.0
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whereas a large proportion of the charge

>y the ratio 1600:9000—

be renewed at the end

-an with mine rock, the use of peb-

bles reduced this proportion to only

1000, or 1

If we now suppose a mill charged with

rial to be fed daily with 50

kg. o: followed by the

quantity of mine rock, it is imme-

evident that the proportion of

mine rock to pebble inside the mill will

fall g: - will the amount of

to be added every day. The

weight of pebbles contained in the load

of the mill, on the other hand, is given by

summing a geometrical progression, of

which the first term is 50 kg., the com-

mon ratio 1 :3d, and the number of terms

iys that the mill has been running.

The sum of such a series will continually

approach, although never actually reach-

ing, the figure 1800. This is shown

graphically in curve A, in which the pro-

portion of rock to pebbles in the mill is

shown gradually to approach four to

one.

Use 20 Per Cent, of Pebbles to

Protect Lining

Twenty per cent, of pebbles in the total

load of the mill should be sufficient to

insure the proper protection of the lining.

Curve B shows that the amount of mine

rock added per day likewise decreases

gradually until it becomes 1280 kg., when

it remains constant. The point sug-

:hese figures is that one may

make a mill so circumstanced do its best

crushing from the first day it runs by

filling it with rock and pebbles in the

proportion of 4:1 before beginning a

campaign. In fact, the authors practice

with mills using these materials follows

these lines quite closely. Two tons of

pebbles are put into the mill, the door

closed, the mill started, and then mine

rock added until the mill is full. Every

day after this. 50 kg. of pebbles are

and as much mine rock as may be

-ary to keep up the level of the

load in the mill. The object of first add-

ing two tons of pebbles is to encourage

elective action of the ribbed liners

on the two materials, so as to fill the cor-

rugations with good pebbles as soon as

He.

N I ded on Tube Mills

In view of the rapid fall in crushing

efficiency brought about by a small lower-

ck in a tube mill, it

- .

tcnance of ah: ortion of

might not be pr

deal can be d' mine

!ar interval'- during

Jay and night. In I

incre-

ment of pebble I

In the loa

I

addition of only 960 kg. of quartz would

then be sufficient. The most economical

proportion of the two materials depends

on several factors, and the millman who

takes the trouble to determine it in his

particular case, on these lines, will find

himself well repaid by a drop in crushing

s on tube-mill account.

Pneumatic Agitation

By Oskar Nacel*

Air compressors are generally used in

the cyanide process for supplying the

aeration necessary accordng to the equa-

tion:

2Au+ 1 KCN + O + H,0 = 2K An (CN), +2KO II

If, without any extra expense the air

for this reaction could be furnished by

means of an appliance in which direct

steam is the acting medium, it would

mean a great advantage as compared to

the present process, since the aeration

would be coupled with a simultaneous

costless heating of the solution. The ef-

fect of heating is important in the cy-

anide process, as it means an acceleration

-_ _.
Tit* Enyi Jvumuk

Air-jet Agitator

of the reaction and more rapid solution

( Nernst has shown that in nearly all re-

actions the speed is doubled by a 10-deg.

C. increase in temperature).

An apparatus suited for sucking or

pressing air by means of steam through

liquids is the steam-jet exhauster, shown

in the accompanying illustration. D is

the discharge, E the gas and S the steam

entrance.

Compared with air pumps, these in-

struments have advantages which give

them the preference wherever they are

applicable, viz: (1) They have no

moving parts and need practically no re-

pairs: (2) the cost of the jet apparatus

is only a fifth that of air pumps; (3) the

paratUS may be simply inserted in

the pipe line, while air pumps, as a rule.

tions. and often separate

buildings These steam-jet exhausters

are constructed for a mean steam pres-

i( 45 lb . and are built with capac-

rrom 100 to 80,000 cu.ft. per hour.

r. P. '• bOS

La Rose Consolidated
As the La Rose Consolidated Mines

Company and its subsidiary companies,

operating at Cobalt, Ont., have changed

their fiscal year to correspond with the

calendar year, a report is presented for

the seven months end<;d Dec. 31, 1910.

In these seven months the shipments and

profits were nearly as great as for the

previous year. The total production was

2,569,905 oz. silver at a cost of 19.11c.

per oz., and the average selling price was
53.955c. per oz. a profit of $909,408 or

65 per cent, of the gross value of the ore,

as against 56 per cent, in the fiscal year

previous. Owing to treating the low-

grade ore locally, the value of ore shipped

rose from $228 per ton to $437. Six per

cent, dividends were declared in the seven

months under review.

The details of the shipments are: Sil-

ver-cobalt-nickel ore, 901.879 tons carry-

ing 1601.36 oz. per ton silver, 9.60 per

cent, cobalt, and 5.18 per cent, nickel,

low-grade silicious ore, 913.701 tons car-

rying 160.41 oz. per ton silver; concen-

trates, 559.391 tons at 716.83 oz. per ton;

nuggets and bullion, 5.620 tons at 22,555.-

36 oz. per ton. During the seven months

$4208 were received for the cobalt in the

ore, but the market for cobalt is now so

poor that nothing is being paid for it.

The total cost was $199.47 per ton of

ore, of which $117.70 was for mining,

and $52.44 per ton marketing expense. Of
the $117.70 per ton for mining, $36.30

was for exploration and development. Ore
reserves on Dec. 31, 1910 are estimated

at 2929.1 tons high-grade ore carrying a

total of 3,566,412 oz. silver, and 83,829

tons low-grade ore carrying a total of

1,989,836 oz. silver, a total of 5,556,248

oz., at an estimated net value of $2.-

034.687.

Quicksilver in Russia

In Russia quicksilver is produced in

the government of Ekaterinoslav at the

Auerbach Mining Works, in the Bachmut
district, where there are three cinnabar

shafts—the Sophia, the Zhelernyansk

and the Chagarnsk, which yielded about

90,000 tons of ore in 1910, from which

about 360 tons of quicksilver were ex-

tracted. Besides these mines, others are

also to be found in the Kyurinsk district,

Daghestan province, in the Caucasus; in

the Urals, at Nikolai-Pavdinsk, on the

River Pravyanka; and in eastern Siberia,

in the Transbaikal province, on the upper

reaches of the River Ildikan. Apart the

Auerbach company, the quicksilver mines

are not being exploited now, although

this question is important, both for the

Urals and for eastern Siberia, because of

the great demand for quicksilver in the

gold industry. According to report [Min.

Journ., Feb. 11, 1911). in the northern

part of the Primorsk province, on the

upper Anadir, rich deposits of cinnabar

have also been found.
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Coal Mining Department
1 w^r m -J

Pancoast Disaster Verdict

Scranton Correspondence

The coroner's jury, which has been in-

vestigating the Pancoast mine disaster,

which took place at Throop, near Scran-

ton, Penn., on the morning of April 7,

and which resulted in the death of 73

men, returned a verdict on Monday, May
8, in which they declare that the loss of

life might have been much less serious,

or possibly that all of the men might

have escaped if the engineer had been

stationed permanently at the engine house

where the fire started.

The jury declares that the loss of life

was largely due to the fact that the man-

agement did not realize in time the ser-

iousness of the fire that had started in

the engine house, and that too much at-

tention was given to putting out the fire

and too little thought given to the safety

of the men in the China vein.

The jury says it cannot condone the

apathy of the management in concentrat-

ing all their efforts on the fire instead

of immediately notifying the men.

The jury finds:

(1) The fire might have been fought

on entirely different lines, with better

results, from the gangway side. If this

had been done, the loss of life would not

have occurred. The mistake was a most

unfortunate one.

(2) That the mining laws are lax and

should be amended.

(3) That sufficient inspection was not

given this mine by the authorized State

representative, the mine inspector.

(4) That many innovations should be

introduced about the mines for the health

and safety of the men employed in the

mines, which are not legally obligatory.

(5) That danger alarms and danger

signals should be erected in mines.

(6) That the number of competent

aggressive inspectors should be in-

creased.

(7) That the State bureau of mines

insist on inspectors doing their duty, un-

der penalty of immediate dismissal, and

that the bureau should exercise a rigid

supervision over its inspectors.

(8) That five months is too long a

time for a mine to be in operation with-

out an official visit from an inspector.

(9) That there is no excuse for such

delinquency, which is little short of crim-

inal.

The verdict goes into an exhaustive

discussion of the improvements which

the jury believes can be made in further

safeguarding the lives of the miners, and

includes the following recommendations:

Elimination of combustible buildings;

engineers at every engine house; more

The Important News
Of Coal MiningT
New Appliance./-,

New Methods. New
Fields, Colliery
Engineering

inspectors; installation of complete tele-

phone systems and danger signals, such
as fire alarms; familiarizing employees
with the means of exit; organization of

relief corps, and more thorough super-

vision of the conduct of the mine inspec-

tors.

Handling Explosives Under-
ground

In a paper read before a district min-

ing institute, H. B. Jones, a practical

miner of long experience said: "I

have found that the following is the best

and safest method to thaw or soften dy-

namite: I set my tea bottle on two

pieces of rock high enough to place two

mining lamps under said bottle, and let

the tea or water become heated. After-

ward, I place the bottle in a bag or sack

in the bottom of my box and pile six or

eight sticks of dynamite around the

heated bottle; I then wrap a bag or some
old paper around the explosives as you

would a baby in a cradle on a cold day.

I lock my box and go to my work and

by the time I have drilled one or two

holes my dynamite is thawed. In men-

tioning two mine lamps, I want to say

that every successful miner carries two

or three spare lamps in his box."

With reference to the preparation of a

shot hole, Mr. Jones said: "In charging a

hole with dynamite, I use a broom handle

or straight piece of stick to push the dy-

namite to the back of the hole. In using

fuse for safety, I place the fuse in the

exploder a little more than half way and

press with a knife or axe on the open

end of exploder on said fuse. I then

make a hole on the side of the dynamite

with a sharp pointed stick and tie a string

around the dynamite and exploder. I

do this for two purposes; first, so that

the exploder will not rub against the

side of the hole in charging, and, second,

so that I can pull out the charge by the

fuse in case it has failed to explode. If

the shot misses fire, it is, of course, un-

derstood, that the charge must not be

tampered with for at least 24 hours."

Coal versus Oil

Upon the advice of Quartermaster
General J. B. Aleshire, the Secretary of
War has recommended to the House
Committee on military affairs that the
bill for the transforming of the transport

"Thomas" from a coal- into an oil-burner

be not passed. The secretary's investi-

gation of the proposed installation of the

"Thomas" with oil burners seems to have
begun and ended with the quartermast-
er's office. Those who advocate oil as a

fuel advance the following facts as an
argument.

The bunker capacity of the transport

is 1763 tons (coal), equal to 12,7(55 bbl.

(oil) capacity. The vessel burned 4000
tons of coal on one round-trip voyage, or

about 80 tons per day. The cost of coal

fuel for the round trip is 816,488 divided

as follows: 400 tons taken at Manila,

$4.47 per ton; 600 at Honolulu. $5.50

per ton; 3000 at Nagasaki, $3.80 per

ton.

It is further stated that 4 bbl. of oil are

required to equal the efficiency of one
ton of coal; the cost of 16,000 bbl. of

oil being- as follows: For 12,765 bbl.

taken at San Francisco, 80c. per bbl.;

3235 bbl. at Honolulu, $1.25 per bbbl.,

a total of $14,256. This represents a

saving of $2232 in the cost of fuel for

one round trip.

In the cost of a crew, the estimate re-

duces the number of men employed from

38 for coal burning to 15 for burning

oil; this represents a saving of $3600

per round trip.

Other advantages favoring the use of

oil are set forth, such as increased speed,

increased cargo space, and the expendi-

ture of fuel costs wholly on American
soil.

In opposing the use of oil, the quarter-

master general states that one ton of

coal is equal in efficiency to 5.847 bbl.

of oil. In concluding his report, he

further says, "We do not feel assured

that oil-burning apparatus installed on

our ship would always be so carefully

and satisfactorily operated as to elimi-

nate entirely the probability of an ex-

plosion, as the crews are practically with-

out experience in the use of oil."

No miner should ever start his day's

work before he has carefully examined

his roof by pounding it with a pick or

steel drill. Cap pieces for mine posts

should always be cut at least 14 to 18 in.

in length; it is advisable to have the caps

cover the entire surface at the top of

the prop. Many experienced timbermen

advise placing the large end of the prop

next to the roof.
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Fortunes Lost in Welsh Collieries
- ! the Joi

s, there has been during

i months a struggle between

ed labor. Various

- in the proceedings have been

s
- a .

violent measures have been resorted to,

g delay in the settlement

of dirk id a prospect that "peace-

will not be reported for

some time to come. A survey of this

industrial struggle in Mid-Rhondda has

ssued in pamphlet for.n by D. A.

Thomas, the managing director of the

colliery companies known as the

:an Combine; while it is not pro-

'.iere to enter into a discussion of

the points in dispute between the Com-

bine and the 10,000 workers affected, it

— ible that some of the matters dealt

with in the pamphlet may be of sufficient

general interest to justify reproduction.

It appears that three years ago the

Cambrian Trust bought a controlling in-

in the Glamorgan company, a con-

cern that had not paid any dividend on

the ordinary share capital since its for-

mation in 1802. while the dividends on

the preferred shares were some 12 years

in arrears. The 550 shares could then

een bought at a heavy discount; at

time they fell as low as $2.50 per

share.

A Losing Investment

The Penohiwfer colliery is also cited

as an undertaking acquired, upon which

something like S250,000 has been ex-

pended, but for which triers is now noth-

ing to show but two holes in the hillside,

surrounded by roofless buildings with

crumbling walls.

in there is a Brittannic col-

;he last acquisition of the Cambrian

Trust. Mr. Thomas says that though a

sum, amounting to more than $1,000,000,

.en spent upon the steam-coal col-

-. the present company has during

. only paid one small dividend

of 1 \
• per cent, to the ordinary share-

holder, and upon the death of the late

who had lost nearly the whole

e fortune in the concern, th?

- miqht have been purchased at a

.ount; in fact at a quarter of

!ue.

oncerns the

to emphasize

Of the men wh(
• tension

of ttl

tnd acquired them

J have had a fin'

and in the c

Special Correspondence

Although wages and

working costs arc increas-

ing, Welsh miners are get-

ting less coal per shift.

Disablement eases were al-

most doubled when new

compensation act went into

jorce.

the project would have brought the ideal

of the nationalization of mines within

the range of immediate and practical

politics.

The Miners Had an Opportunity

Mr. Thomas urges that the miners

themselves had here an opportunity,

"acting on the cooperative principle, to

have participated in the huge profits

which they allege are made by South

Wales colliery undertakings," and then

he adds: "If it is contended that the

Miners' Federation is so constituted that

it cannot legally employ its funds in

such enterprises and set aside a small

portion, why could not the colliers if

they are serious in the matter, have com-

bined together and set aside a small por-

tion of the enormous increase in their

earnings during the past few years, as

compared with what they were 10 or 15

years ago, and have purchased a few

colliery undertakings as an experiment?

Why, the aggregate increased earnings

over the past 20 years would by now

have enabled them, I believe, easily to

have bought up all the collieries in the

South Wales coalfield."

The chequered career of the Naval col

iieries since they were started three de

cades ago, is also referred to. The his

tory of the first 10 years is of failure and

disaster, the original proprietors having

lost about $1,000,000 in the collieries.

Several times this undertaking has

ged hands and with one exception,

the last, at considerable sacrifice. If

the annual profits and losses since coal

first raised were set off against one

another, there would be a heavy balance

on the debit side, and that too without

making any allowance for depreciation

of the gradual exhaustion of

the coal. In other words, these col-

ling employment for over 2000

have been worked since their

commencement al an actual loss to

ol |i i
i he company hi

during the last

two years $600,000 upon which nothing

has so far been earned, and if they get

ordinary fair play, Mr. Thomas says the

output of the collieries will, during the

next few years, be doubled, and employ-

ment be found for an additional 2000

men. However, the Naval collieries are

now laid in, and as indicated, there ap-

pears to be little likelihood of any im-

mediate settlement.

Two tables are given showing the pro-

portionate cost of labor, stores, etc., and

profit in 1887 and 1909, the comparison

being based on "through" (run-of-mine)

coal, that is "large and small coal" as

fellows:

TABLE A
1887 1909

Percentage of net selling price
of cosl of labor per ton of
" through " coal free on board
ship Cardiff 46.94 59.25

Percentage of cost of stores,

railway tolls and other
charges 41.83 34.37

Percentage of profit 11.23 6.38

100.00 100.00

Another way of putting the matter is to

let the figure 100 represent the respective

costs, profits and selling, price in 1887

as follows:

TABLE B
Percent-
age of

Increase
or

1887 1909 Decrease

Cost of labor per ton of
•'through" coal 100 204 +104

Cost of stores, railway
lolls etc 100 133 +33

Profits 100 92 — 8
Net selling price free on

board ship Cardiff... 100 161 + ci

Wages Are Increasing

In South Wales, at any rate, production

charges are increasing, whereas the indi-

vidual capacity of the workman is on the

decline. It is stated that the cost of labor

per ton of "large" coal in 1908 when the

average wage-rate was 60 per cent, above

the 1879 standard, was about 2% times

the cost in 1887, when the wage rate

was about 3 per cent, above the standard,

while the cost of stores, pit wood, rates

and taxes and general charges increased

very considerably. As Mr. Thomas ex-

plains, that does not mean that the aver-

age earnings of the workman doubled, for

the reason that the output per man was

about 50 tons less in 1908 than in 1887.

The figures for the Cambrian collieries

show that "if the cost of labor per ton of

large coal be represented in 1887 by 100,

the corresponding cost in 1908 would be

represented by 262 and a fraction, or

more than 2'f. times as much, while the

average output of large and small coal

per person employed had fallen in the

ratio of 100 to 76.40.'

\fter stating that the recent 20 per

cent, dividends of the Cambrian collieries
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is largely to be explained "by the fact

that a considerable portion of its income

is derived from investments in which the

reserves have been placed, that its cap-

italization is a comparatively low one and

its output large, though this has been

much reduced by the operation of the

Eight Hours Act." Mr. Thomas offers a

further explanation in the following

terms: "Our output, by reason of the

heavy expenditure on the new sinking

and on improved plant has more than

doubled during the last twenty years. In

1909 our wages bill was nearly five times

as great as it was in 1887. The fact re-

mains that the profits per ton were less

in 1909 than they were in 1887 (the

profits per ton were in both years well"

under 25c.) but the quantity factor was

doubled in 1909."

Quality of Coal Falls Off

Mr. Thomas explains how orders are

being driven from South Wales, his first

point being the loading of dirty coal and

particularly of dirty slack. "Not very

long ago the ash in small steam coal on

incineration often showed a percentage of

from 7 to 9 per cent.; now for the same

coal it is often double that. The price of

the best Welsh coal is exceedingly high

in comparison with that of the North

Country, Yorkshire and German coal, so

much so that the big difference in price,

together with the uncertainty of delivery

in consequence of labor disputes, has un-

questionably driven away many orders

that would otherwise have come to South

Wales. Even at the high prices, a large

number of South Wales and Monmouth-

shire colliery companies cannot make

both ends meet."

Throughout the coalfield there is a

greater quantity of dirt sent out with the

coal, "an inevitable result of extra hurry

consequent upon the Eight Hours' Act."

Large sums have been spent in the last

decade by a number of companies in the

erection of picking belts and yet the coal

is no cleaner. This may be partly ex-

plained by the fact that in many in-

stances the seams now worked are not so

clean as those worked formerly; another

explanation given is that some of the

workmen "deliberately fill into their

trains large lumps of what is known as

iton pyrites, a substance frequently found

in the best seams and which from its

weight, even in an indifferent light, they

must well know is not coal, but which

they think will be weighed, passed and

paid for as coal."

Another ground for- complaint cited is

"the organized action of miners in put-

ting out less coal, often 30 to 40 per cent,

less than they could put out, whenever

a new seam is opened out and when they

are working on a fixed day wage before

the price list has been arranged." This

is what is known as working "ca' canny"

in order to try and prove that the seam is

a difficult one to work, and one in which

the miner can only produce a small
amount of coal per turn. Mr. Thomas
says, "The little game is always seen
through and is so well known as to have
little difference on the minds of those to

whom the settlement of the price list

may be referred."

Strong complaint is made by employers
in South Wales, of the carelessness of
the workmen in carrying out the instruc-

tions of the colliery officials nuder cir-

cumstances of danger. An instance is

given by Mr. Thomas. A fireman noticed

a large piece of coal hanging over in a

dangerous way and instructed the col-

lier to put in a sprag. This was not done
and before the day was out the coal fell

and killed the man, to whose relatives

the employer had to pay heavy com-
pensation, though the man's death had
occurred through disobeying the instruc-

tions given by the employer's representa-

tive. According to the evidence of a

South Wales coroner such cases are not

unique and summing up at the inquest

he said: "If anybody had asked for

trouble, deceased had, and unfortunately

he got it. He lost his life because he had
not taken a very obvious precaution."

Compensation For Accidents

Discussing the question of compensa-
tion for accidents, Mr. Thomas remarks:

"Most of us have known cases where
men have foolishly endangered their

lives through laziness or for some other

reason, and this tendency is likely to be

increased where the person knows that

in the event of his death his relatives will

be provided for. Not many years ago a

man who had at one time been a colliery

workman, had both legs cut off by a Taff

Vale train, and though it almost seems

incredible it was afterward proved in

court beyond the shadow of a doubt that

he had deliberately placed his legs on

the line in order to obtain the insurance

money for which he thought he had fully

provided."

There is a movement in the United

States to establish a system of compen-

sation for accidents among the miners

and the experience as regards malinger-

ing in South Wales may not be without

interest. It is all too prevalent among

a certain type of men in the coalfield.

The colliery companies in the Cambrian

Combine found malingering so rife that

it became necessary to employ a quali-

fied medical man solely for the purpose

of guarding their interests against malin-

gering. They were denounced for em-

ploying a detective, but as Mr. Thomas

says, "Honest men have no fear of a de-

tective, and the results achieved by our

medical man showed that his appoint-

ment was more than justified." It re-

called that under the British Compensa-

tion Act of 1897, the injured workman

received no compensation for the first

fortnight. The Amending Act of 1906

provided that if the injury was such as

to disable the man for above a week and
under a fortnight, he is paid for all over
a week. If the man is disabled for a
fortnight or over, he is paid from the

first day of the injury. The following

are the figures given to show how the

Amending Act increased malingering:

Fob mi. Six Months Endii io, 1907

(be/on amendmi nl) i>< r 1000

Tin- number of cases <>i injured work-
in. mi v ho were di abled for more than
a week and li than a fortnight v.. ... iv .v;,

Numbei ..i ca es of Injin men
who v i- .ii abled for a fortnight
and more

For the Following Six Months Ending
December, 31, 1907 (after amendment) per

1000 rm n < mployed

Number of cases of injured workmen
who win- disabled for more than a

and less than a fortnight 7.11
Number of cases of injured workmen
who were disabled for a fortnight and
more

From the figures given it will be seen
that the disablement cases extending over

two weeks, were almost doubled imme-
diately the Amending Act came into op-

eration and it would not be easy to con-

ceive that the working conditions so

speedily altered to that extent, the sus-

picion being that the prevailing idea was
to secure compensation. However this

may be, Mr. Thomas says, "The Welsh
miners are no better and no worse than

the other classes of the community.
There are good, bad and indifferent

among them, as there are among miners'

agents, colliery owners, members of

Parliament and all other classes of the

community."

Increases Cost of Mining
James E. Roderick, chief inspector of

mines for Pennsylvania, has made a cal-

culation of the increased cost of mining

in bituminous mines if the proposed code

to regulate such operations becomes a

law and places it at 3c. per ton. Mr.

Roderick estimates that the average year-

ly production of bituminous coal is about

150.000,000 tons, and if that figure be

taken, the additional expense will ap-

promixats S4,500,000. The chief says he

bases his estimate on the careful study

of the subject and first-hand informa-

tion. "The bill was drawn," says he,

"to "ive greater security to the safety

of the miners and to the protection of

property, and these requirements will

add to the cost of mining."

The State of Ohio is particularly for-

tunate in never having had an explosion

or other coal-mine accident which caused

the death of a large number of men.

Chief Mine Inspector Harrison says that

over a period of 20 years, the accidents

due to explosions caused 22 deaths, and

the largest number killed in any one year

was four. Falls of roof and coal killed

944; powder explosions and windy shots

killed 89.
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ts with Explosives

.re contained in a

i by Clarence Hall, explosive

- Bureau of .Mines, before

s' Institute of the

A few of the

ill follow: In 1902 there were

of short-flame explosives

.il mines of the I

- there were 2.108.510 lb.

m-flame explosives used in our

s In 1909 nearly 9,000,000 lb.

Fs rt-l une and permissible explosives

In firing explosives in coal mines, the

nd detonators does not

g .id results as the use of de-

. iectrically; at the same

there is a serious objection to the

• this method in gaseous mines for

the reason that the spitting of the fuse

te the i

Even when special igniters are placed

at the end of fuse to prevent this

ng, the flame from the fuse

-een known to burst through

s de. which, of course, nullifies the

.eness of this safety device when

employed in connection with the char-

acter of fuse ordinarily used in coal

mines. At the same time, a considerable

quantity of the oxygen from the air is

consumed in the burning of fuse, which

necessarily vitiates the quality of the

mine air.

When electric detonators are used, ow-

ing to the limited charge contained in

these devices, the quality of gases pro-

duced by them under working conditions

not be considered.

Fire a Number of Small Shots

All field observations indicate that it

is much better to fire a number of small

shots successively than a few large ones.

In the best practice, bore holes should

be so drilled as to take all possible ad-

vantage of bands or partings in the coal

nd after each shot is fired the coal

should be loaded out before firing the

second ch

In charging permissible explosives

the cartridges are smaller in size

than the diameter of the drill hole, the

cartridges are often slit lengthwise and

then tamped tightly into the holes; con-

sequently, the charging density is in-

i and a greater disruptive effect

When a slow action is required, air

II materially lessen the quick

'ay for tamping is being

rapidly introduced and is now generally

emph. his clay may be

mine and brought into

the mine in mine cars and left at various

g the entry within easy reach

miner. It is sometimes obtained

•nine from the strata underly-

•he coal bed.

Coal cuttings and fine dust made by

the coal auger have been used for tamp-

ing, but such practice is dangerous for,

although this tamping might be wet, the

heat generated even by the permissible

explosives increases its liability to cause

ignition. Wooden rods fitting the drill

holes snugly should always be employed

as tamping bars. The stemming should

be loosely tamped near the explosive and

tightly tamped in the remainder of the

hole.

When the explosive is too quick acting

for the coal, a plug of soft, tough

clay is often employed to produce a

small air space between the explosive

and stemming. The charging density is

accordingly less and the explosive force

is reduced to such a degree as is best

suited to the coal being blasted. In the

event of this method being used, care

must be exercised to tamp firmly the out-

er portion of the clay stemming.

One of the most important results se-

cured in the use of permissible explo-

sives properly fired is the absence of

smoke. The ventilating current is not

fouled by large quantities of dense

smoke, as is the case when black powder

is employed, and the roof can also be

better inspected. Even permissible ex-

plosives, when fired in coal mines, pro-

duce colorless, poisonous gases, and the

miner should not proceed to the face any

sooner than he would when using black

powder.

Gaseous Products Are Dangerous

The results of numerous tests indicate

that the gaseous products of practically

all explosives, together with the gases

produced by the coal itself, are, without

exception, extremely poisonous and in-

flammable. This accounts for the ease

with which a miner can set fire to crevice

gas by applying an open light immediate-

ly after a shot; however, this is a most

dangerous practice and should be dis-

couraged. It has been found that after 4

min., the greater volume of the gases

generated have become diffused in the

mine air.

From information received from a few

of the coal operators, who have kept

careful records of the cost of permissible

explosives, there is little increase, if any,

in the cost per ton of coal produced over

that when black blasting powder is used.

At the same time, the quality of coal

produced is equally as good. It is true

that these comparative figures are based,

in the case of black blasting powder, on

- compiled when the miners were

loading and firing their charges in a

'ul manner, while in the case of

permissible explosives shot firers were

employed, and the explosives were used

in a more intelligent way.

In one mine where black blasting pow-

der was used exclusively during th<

hoi firers were employed, the

average cost per ton of coal produced,

including the cost of squibs and the

wages of the shot firers, was 3.15c. The

cost sheets varied from 5.54c. in March
to 2.70c. in August. The cost of shot

firing averaged 1.01c. per ton of coal

produced. In another mine in the same
district during the same period, using

permissible explosives, the average cost

per ton of coal produced, including cost

of electric detonators and the wages

of the shot firers, was 3.33c. In this case

the average cost of shot firing was 1.22

cents.

Lehigh Coal and Navigation

Company
This company owns a large coal estate

in the anthracite region of Pennsylvania;

it is the only large anthracite company
which is not controlled by a railroad

company. It owns the Lehigh & Sus-

quehanna railroad, which is leased to the

Central Railroad Company of New Jer-

sey. It also owns several short lines

built to connect with its mines. It holds

controlling interests in the Lehigh &
Hudson River and the Lehigh & New
England railroads, both extending from

the Delaware river to the Hudson. It

operates the Lehigh and the Delaware
Division canals, from Mauch Chunk to

Philadelphia.

The company is oldest of all the an-

thracite companies, the report for the

year 1910 covering the 90th year of its

active operations. It is also the oldest

mining company in the United States.

The report shows capital liabilities of

324,172,850 stock and 820,915,083 fund;d

debt. Stock was increased S3, 144,200 dur-

ing the year by a stock dividend of 15

per cent., paid March 1, 1910. Since

the close of the year the stock of the

company has been increased to S26,587,-

650, by a 10 per cent, stock allotment at

par, amounting to S2,414,650, to be sub-

scribed and paid for May, 1911. The
proceeds of this issue will be used to re-

tire bonds which mature this year.

Coal Production and Income

The coal-mining statement for the year

is as follows, in long tons:

1909 1910 Changes
By company 2,828,788 3,375,541 I. 540,753
Bylessees 224,927 285,822 I. 60,896
By Alliance Coal Co. 134,264 188,492 I. 64,228

Total Bhlpments. 3,187,979 3,849,855 I. 661,876

Dsedatmipea :t'.>7.r,71 409,083 I. 11,412

Total mined 3,585,650 4,258,938 I. 673.288

The quantity used at mines was 11.1

per cent, of the total mined in 1909, and

9.6 per cent, last year. Comparing this

with the income statement we find that

the earnings of the Coal Department

were S2.574; expenses, $2,133; net earn-

ings, S0.441 per ton of coal shipped. Ex-

penses were SI.928 per ton of coal

mined, including that used at mines.
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The income account for the year is as

follows:

Receipts Expenses Not
Coal $ 9,910,404 $8,312,127 $1,698,277
Canals 234,157 211,893 22,264
Bail roads 2,352,622 67,870 2,285,252
Miscellaneous 144,930 6,202 138,728

Total $12,642,113 $8,497,592 $4,144,521

General expenses and taxes $ 620,066
Interest on funded debt 8'.i7,:f::i

Sinking fund on coal mined 183,068
Depreciation 300,< 00

Total charges $1,900,477

Surplus for the year $2,244,044

Payments from surplus were $49,898

in adjustment of accounts and $1,931,-

744 for dividends of 8 per cent, on stock;

leaving a balance of $262,402. Adding
$748,203 brought forward from the pre-

vious year made a total surplus of $1,-

010,605 at the close of the year.

The railroad receipts included $2,199,-

884 received for rental of the Lehigh &
Susquehanna railroad. The gross earn-

ings of that line were $9,280,995; of

which $5,030,295 or 54.2 per cent., were
from the carriage of anthracite. Earnings
of the short lines operated by the com-
pany were $152,738, or $75,370 more
than the expenses. The company has
187 boats in operation on its canals.

The total freight carried was 364,972
long tons, 323,808 tons being anthracite.

Mine and Other Improvements

Tamaqua breaker, formerly known as

No. 14, was completed and put in opera-

tion in October last, and is now shipping

about 50 per cent, of its capacity. It is

expected that the underground workings
will be in condition to increase this per-

centage largely during 1911, although the

full capacity of the plant will probably

not be reached before the summer of

next year.

Work upon the Lausanne drainage tun-

nel has been carried on during the year,

but owing to the necessity for driving

certain openings to improve the ventila-

tion, the progress was considerably be-

hind that of 1909. The ventilating open-

ings referred to have been finished, and it

is hoped to complete the connection with

No. 2 shaft level in the spring of 1912.

This tunnel will drain a large area of

the company's coal operations.

The company contributed to the em-
ploye's beneficial fund and for pensions

during the year the sum of $32,621,

which was included in operating ex-

penses.

During the year plans were completed
for the extension of the Lehigh & New
England Railroad from a point on its

line near Danielsville, Northampton
county, Penn., to a point of connection at

Tamaqua, Schuylkill county, Penn., with

the tracks of the Panther Creek railroad

of the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Com-
pany. This will give the company con-

nection with the Poughkeepsie Bridge
line, and a direct route for its coal to a

large part of western New England.

Lignite Deposits in United

States

By Joseph A. Holmes*

The extent of the lignite deposits in
the United States will be realized from
the following figures giving the areas in

several of the States:

EXTENI O] I [GNH i. i, i po

Sub
Lignite, bitumin
Square ous, Square
Miles Mil..

6,000
I, nun
8,800

.... 5,900 ....

.... 53,000 ....
i,

31,000
7.mm 8,800

21,3
1,1011

5,000
5,910
1,200

Alabama
Tennessee
Louisiana
Arkansas .

Texas
South Dakota
North Dakota
Montana . .

Wyoming

.

Washington,
New Mexico
Colorado
Idaho

Hon at Pittsburg, using the full-sized
German briquetting

, iich devel-
ops <i pressure oi 20,000 to 25,000 lb.

per sq.in. In the cases just mentioned
the briquets were made without the use
of any binding material, a sufficient

amount of tarry material remaining in

the dried and crushed lignite to serve as
a bond to hold the particles together
in the briquet.

It is believed that the investigations
along this line will demonstrate the fact

that the lignite in Texas, the Dakotas and
Montana can be made into briquets on a

commercial scale, and that in this form
the lignite can be used as a substitute
for other domestic fuel in these regions.

116,700 13,370

In a number of States in the Rocky
Mountain region there are large areas of
coal that represents a transition between
typical lignite and bituminous coals. For
these, the name "sub-bituminous coals"
has been suggested, and is tentatively

used by the United States Geological
Survey.

The lignite beds in Alabama, Missis-

sippi and Tennessee represent a transi-

tion between peat and the more typical

lignites of the Dakotas and Texas. Lit-

tle or no use has been made of the lig-

nite beds in these three States.

The lignites in Texas and Arkansas
have been used to a limited extent; as

have also the lignites of the Dakotas and
eastern Montana. In this latter field the

lignites contain 20, and in some cases

more than 40 per cent, moisture, and
slack badly and rapidly on exposure to

the atmosphere; and this quality serious-

ly interferes with their use and value for

fuel purposes.

The outlook for the utilization of lig-

nites is favorable along three lines:

(1) In gas producers; without either

drying or other treatment.

(2) In boilers of special construc-

tion; such, for example, as that installed

more than a year ago at Williston, North

Dakota, by the United States Reclamation

Service, where lignite is used in its nat-

ural condition almost immediately after

being brought from the mine.

(3) In the form of briquets. This

requires that the lignite should be thor-

oughly and finely crushed and dried to a

moisture content of from 5 to 10 per

cent., and then compressed while still

warm into briquets.

Limited quantities of lignite from Cal-

ifornia, North Dakota and Texas have

been made into satisfactory briquets at

the Government Mine Experiment Sta-

Director of the Bureau of Mines, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Note Abstract of address on lignite, de-

livered before the American Philosophical So-
ciety. Philadelphia, Penn., May 5, 1911.

Anthracite- Mine Fire

Special Correspondence

Five lives were lost in the Boston col-
liery of the Delaware & Hudson Com-
pany, at Larksville, near Wilkes-Barre,
Penn., on May 1 1.

Fire broke out in a section of the mine
where rock miners were employed early
in the evening, but it was got under con-
trol without much difficulty. About I 1

men were at work in that section. After
midnight the odor of smoke was detected
and the alarm was given.

All the employees in the inside work-
ings made their way from the Ross seam
to the main gangway, but the smoke had
become so dense that nearly all were
overcome.

Several rescue parties, at the risk of
their own lives, entered the workings and
succeeded in taking out three miners.
When brought to the surface, these men
were quickly revived. The rescuers, re-

turning to the gangway, stumbled over
bodies of the dead.

Several of the rescuers were overcome
by the smoke, and David Evans was
prostrated. He was rescued by a fourth

rescuing party.

A strike was inaugurated at the col-

liery on Tuesday, and only a small num-
ber of men were at work. Had the full

force been engaged the loss of life would
have been much greater.

So far as the investigation has gone as

to the cause of the fire, it is said that

a workman left a naked light in the

shaft, which fired the timbers. The blaze

quickly worked its way down the shaft

timbers, sending the smoke into the va-

rious chambers.

The rescuers, with the use of dyna-

mite, blocked the air current, and in this

way entrance was gained into the cham-

bers where it was known the five missing

men were at work. The bodies of Feeder

and Mclodicka were found together. They

started to work their way to the foot of

the shaft, but were overcome by the

smoke. An hour later the bodies of the

other three victims were found 100 yd.

from the chamber where they worked.
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Iting Conditions in Utah

ce Correspondence

l ;ting conditions in the Salt Lake

luring the first quarter of the

•r were not normal, but three

companies were operating plants at Mur-

e. Garfield and Tooele, treat-

ing a large tonnage of ore of all classes

•he mines of Utah and Nevada,

also ores from Idaho. Montana. Wyom-
\rizona. Colorado and California.

The supply of lead-silver ores coming

to the \a'.!ey smelteries was below nor-

mal, as has been the case for some time,

and is especially low at this season of

the year, owing to the poor condition of

the roads. At the beginning of .May,

\merican Smelting and Refining

Company's plant, at Murray, was run-

Tee blast furnaces out of eight on

lead ores, not including the furnace on

matte concentration operated intermit-

tently. This is. therefore, about 50 per

cent., or less, of the normal capacity.

Midvale Operations

At the United States Smelting Com-
pany's plant at .Midvale. five out of six

blast furnaces are smelting lead ores, the

seventh furnace, a reverberatory, being

operated from time to time. The tonnage

from this company's Bingham properties

has been increased which, together with

custom ores from Idaho, Nevada and

other points, brings the operations up to

about 80 per cent, of the full capacity of

the plant. The Huff electrostatic zinc

concentrator is operating two shifts,

handling middlings produced in the com-

pany's wet mill, which is treating 250

tons of ore daily. A clean separation is

made of the iron, lead and zinc, the last

being shipped to eastern points, while the

first, which carries practically all of the

gold, is used as a flux in the lead fur-

naces. The copper ores that are pro-

duced by this company are shipped to

the American Smelting and Refining

Company for treatment, as the baghouse
for the United States copper plant has

- been built.

The zinc plant was installed as an ex-

periment, but has proved so successful

that its capacity has been increased. At
• it is one of the principal sources

of revenue of the company at Midvale.

There has been an increase in the produc-

tion of ores containing zinc from Utah
and the adjoining States, some of which

M being treated by the Grasselli

Chemical Company at Park City.

The work of tearing down the old Bing-

ham Consolidated smeltery at Midvale

has been ;• time. The
mater n the construction are be-

ing disposed of. H H Green, who is

making a cleanup around the smelr

preparing a shipment, which will run veil

in c • r.

The I the American

Smelting and Refining Company at Gar-

field is running at about the same ca-

pacity as at the beginning of the year,

smelting between 2500 and 3100 tons of

charge daily, about two-thirds of which

represents ore and concentrates.

The Silver City plant of the Utah Ore

Sampling Company is operating steadily

and all the ore shipped from the south

end of the district, as well as some ore

from Eureka, is sampled there. This ore

is transferred at times to the Murray

sampler, to suit the convenience of the

company.

The Tooele Smeltery

At the International Smelting Com-
pany's plant at Tooele an increasing ton-

nage of copper ore is being smelted.

Three of the reverberatories are in com-

mission, and if ore continues to come at

the present rate another furnace will be

added. The three furnaces are working

at maximum capacity, and are treating

upward of 600 tons daily. Of this ton-

nage the Utah Consolidated is sending in

400 tons, having increased its shipments

from 300 tons at the beginning of the

year. The South Utah concentrates,

amounting to about 70 tons daily and

custom ores make up the rest. More ore

will be received from custom shipments

in the near future. It is thought there

are good chances of operating the five

copper furnaces before the end of the year.

The fourth reverberatory is ready to be

warmed at any time, and the fifth furnace

can be put into shape without much diffi-

culty.

Work has been started on the two new
lead furnaces, the grading being about

half completed. Bids are being received

for the supplies and equipment required

in the construction, and contracts will be

placed shortly. The company is accumu-

lating a good tonnage of silver-lead ores

so that there will be about six months'

supply on hand, when the new furnaces

are ready to begin operations in the fall.

A number of contracts have been made
for ores of this character.

In addition to the Daly-Judge agree-

ment, three other contracts are reported.

The International is getting ore from the

Cliff mine at Ophir, which at present

amounts to 60 or 70 tons daily, and may
be increased; also from the Bullion Coal-

ition, formerly the Honorine at Stockton,

and from the Lion Hill Consolidated at

Ophir which has recently started to ship.

The International appears to be in earnest

in going after the lead business, and is

willing to contract for all the lead ores

obtainable. The International is meeting

with much success in securing this class

of ore. In addition to Utah ores, it will

receive custom ores from Idaho and Ne-

vada points. The company maintains that

it will have an entirely modern plant, and

will be better equipped to smelt lead ores

than some of its competitors.

A partial solution of the lead ore short-

age has often been suggested by the tap-

ping of the Deep Creek country by a di-

rect railroad line to Tintic, which if con-

tinued on to Ely would pass through or

near several old lead camps. It is re-

ported that conferences have been held

by the International with the Western Pa-

cific with a view to getting a branch line

extended into Deep Creek, and though

the subject of a Deep Creek road is some-

what threadbare, there seems to be an im-

pression that this branch will be built.

At the present price of lead many prop-

erties not on a railroad can not ship to

advantage, which accounts in part for the

smaller tonnage of this class of ore being

received in the Salt Lake market at pres-

ent, as compared to what it was a few

years ago when the price of lead was

higher.

Minnesota Iron Notes

Duluth Correspondence

A trainload of ore from the Cuyuna
range, consisting of 75 cars and con-

taining about 5000 tons of ore, was
shipped from the Kennedy mine, May 4,

and met with an accident about 15 miles

from its destination. The hopper doors

on a car near the rear of the train worked

open and gradually permitted the ore

to pile on the track in sufficient quan-

tity to derail 15 cars. The ore will not

be dumped direct into the dock for the

present, as the approach is not complete,

but the trains will be held in the Superior

yards for several weeks. This entrance

of the Cuyuna into the ranks of the ship-

ping ranges has been patiently awaited

by those having interests on this range

and it is believed will stimulate activity

in exploration work there for some time

to come.

The Roy Development Company, op-

erating on the Vermilion range, is con-

ducting negotiations with John T. Jones,

of Iron Mountain, relative to the installa-

tion of a Jones furnace at their property

on the Vermilion range. The Roy mine

has quite a tonnage of banded ores and

it is this kind of ore which is giving the

best results in the treatment by this pro-

cess. Previous to the actual installation

of the furnace at the Roy property, ex-

periments on a commercial scale will be

conducted on the Roy ores at the furnace

which is being erected at the Kloman
mine in the Republic district in Michigan.

Ore will be shipped from the Roy mine

for this purpose and final negotiations

will depend on the outcome of these ex-

periments.

The Universal Portland Cement Com-
pany, a subsidiary company of the U. S.

Steel Corporation, is planning to erect a

4000-bbl. plant in Duluth for the manu-
facture of portland cement. The site of

the plant adjoins that of the Minnesota

Steel Company, now under construction

in West Duluth.
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1 I PERSONAL (i

Mining and metallurgical engineers are in

vited to keep Tub Engineering and Mining
Journal informed of their movements and
appointments.

Henry F. Lefevre left New York last

week and will be in Colombia and Vene-

zuela about two months.

Charles Earley has returned to Los

Angeles from a trip of mining inspection

in Washington and British Columbia.

C. A. O'Connell, formerly of the Green

Meehan mine, has been appointed man-

ager of the Trethewey mine, Cobalt,

Ontario.

C. F. Dike, of Cripple Creek, Colo.,

has been appointed manager of the

Crown Chartered mines in Porcupine,

Ontario.

J. B. Tyrrell, of Toronto, is making

an examination of the property of the

Swastika Gold Mining Company in North-

ern Ontario.

W. H. Trewartha-James, general man-

ager of the Tyee Copper Company, Ltd.,

is back at Victoria, B. C, from a business

visit to England.

H. H. McLaughlin left Panulcillo,

Chile, on April 17, and is now in London

en route to the United States on a five-

months' vacation trip.

Ralston Bell, of Edinburgh, Scotland,

has gone to the Ivory coast, West Africa,

for the French West African Company.

He will be absent about a year.

W. G. Page, of Los Angeles, and F. M.

Myers, of Seattle, Wash., are making an

examination of the Wilson Mesa placer,

near Moab, Utah, for Oakland people.

H. DeC. Richards, managing owner of

the Orleans Mining and Dredging Syndi-

cate, in Humboldt county, Cal., has been

making a business trip to Los Angeles.

Anthony J. McMillan, manager of Le

Roi Mining Company, Ltd., is at Ross-

land, B. C, after having spent several

months in the eastern States and Eng-

land.

Robert H. Stewart, general manager of

the Consolidated Mining and Smelting

Company of Canada, Ltd., has returned

to British Columbia from a visit to Los

Angeles.

Henry C. Beeler, formerly State geolo-

gist of Wyoming, has removed his office

as consulting mining engineer to 1004,

First National Bank building, Denver,

Colorado.

Wakely A. Williams, superintendent of

the Granby Consolidated smeltery at

Grand Forks, B. C, recently visited

New York to confer with the directors

o? the company.

George C. Bayless, of Carterville, has

been appointed inspector of lead and zinc

mines of Missouri, in place of Charles

P. Wallace, who has resigned on ac-

count of ill health.

A. J. Condee, Los Angeles, Cal., has
gone to New York to close a sale of the

Three Friends Mining Company's hold-

ings at Solomon, Alaska. The property

is owned entirely in Los Angeles.

Philo D. Grommon, of Golden, Colo.,

has been appointed superintendent of the

Ophir Gold Mining, Milling and Power
Company at Ophir, Colo. This company
recently bought the Suffolk and some ad-

joining mines at Ophir.

C. J. Adami, for the past four years

superintendent of mines for the Federal

Lead Company, has resigned, and has

been appointed assistant general manager
and superintendent of mines of the Doe

• Run Lead Company at River Mines,

Missouri.

George Gordon Crawford, of Birming-

ham, Ala., president of the Tennessee

Coal, Iron and Railroad Company, who
has been traveling abroad on his wedding

trip since February, spent last week in

New York and has now returned to

Birmingham.

George W. Whitehead, for several

years past with the Lackawanna Steel

Company, Buffalo, N. Y., has been ap-

pointed metallurgist for the company in

place of Dr. G. B. Waterhouse, who will

hereafter devote his time to research and

experimental work for the company.

Prof. Nathan F. Dupuis, dean of the

Faculty of Practical Science, has re-

signed, after a service of 45 years on

the teaching staff of Queen's University,

Toronto, Ont. Professor Dupuis was 75

years of age on April 13, and after a

strenuous life he feels the need of rest.

Dr. James Mackintosh Bell has been

chosen president of the Australasian In-

stitute of Mining Engineers. Doctor Bell

recently resigned his position as director

of the Geological Survey of New Zea-

land, and has been engaged in examining

some mineral concessions in New Cale-

donia.

D. C. Bottin, State inspector of coal

mines, Seattle, Wash., and J. B. Warri-

ner, mine inspector, Northwestern Im-

provement Company, Tacoma, Wash.,

were at Nanaimo, Vancouver Island, B.

C, where they were shown about local

coal mines by Francis Shepherd, chief in-

spector of mines for British Columbia.

jH I OB IT UARV [ffi

James Smith died in New York, May

15, aged 53 years. He was born in Cleve-

land, Ohio, and had been for 38 years

with the Standard Oil Company; for over

10 years he had been chairman of the

manufacturing committee. He was the

first to refine Texas oil successfully.

Capt. Samuel J. Dennis died at Arling-

ton, N. J., May 15, aged 69 years. He

was born at Arlington, but went West

when a young man and was for many

years engaged as a miner and mining

engineer in Colorado and Montana. For

some time he was at the Clark mines in

Butte.

Benjamin Hirsch, grandson of the

founder of the firm of Aron Hirsch &
Sohn, Halberstadt, Germany, died sud-

denly on May 11, at Karlsruhe. He was
born in 1840 and started in business as

a very young man. He traveled exten-

sively and enlarged the business rela-

tions of his firm in all parts of the world.

In the early sixties he was one of the

metal merchants who brought about the

formation of a lead exchange in London,

out of which afterward grew the London
Metal Exchange, and at the time of his

death he was the only non-resident mem-
ber of the London Metal Exchange. He
visited this country several times, the

first time in 1893, and repeatedly since

the establishing of their agency in this

country in 1897. He was a recognized

authority on statistics and was a member
of the German Imperial Board of Sta-

tistics.

SOCIETIES^TECHNICAL SCHOOlSll&i)

Missouri School of Mines—The fortieth

annual commencement of this school at

Rolla will be held on May 26. Dr. J. A.

Holmes, director of the Bureau of Mines,

will deliver an address on "The In-

dividual, the State, and the Nation in the

Development of our Mineral Resources."

American Institute of Chemical Engi-

neers—The third semi-annual meeting

will be held at Chicago, June 21 to 24.

Headquarters will be at the Congress

hotel. The program provides for ses-

sions for business, the reading of techni-

cal papers and discussions, and for visits

to a number of chemical and industrial

plants in Chicago and vicinity. The local

committee of arrangements is: A.

Bement, chairman, 206 La Salle street,

Chicago; P. C. Brooks, secretary and

treasurer, Hegewisch, 111.; Oscar Linder,

T. G. Wagner.

Missouri Mining Association—This as-

sociation was recently established at the

Missouri School of Mines, at Rolla. The

purpose of the organization is "To advance

the knowledge of mining among its mem-
bers; to promote good fellowship among

the students, alumni and others inter-

ested in mining; and to bring the School

of Mines into closer relation with the

mining profession at large." The mem-
bership consists of three classes: Active

(junior and seniors), alumni and hon-

orary. Alumni and honorary members

are not required to pay dues. At a spe-

cial meeting on March 28, the associa-

tion heard an address by one of its hon-

orary members, Dr. E. R. Buckley, for-

merly president of the American Mining

Congress. Dr. Buckley's subject was,

"The Importance of Geology to Mining

Engineers."
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Friitorial Correspondence
SCO

10—The reputed agreemc:

tween the repr. - of the United

•tion and the Risdon

Iron and Locomotive Works by which

the Risdon continues the operation of the

plant for a term of six months from the

e does not appear in the

deed of conveyance dated and ratified

by the board of directors May 1. but is

ritten in a separate

form at the request of A. T. DeForest,

c Coast manager of the American

! Company, in whose name
the option of purchase was made. The

purpose of this temporary continuance

of the Risdon operation is presumably

to allow time for the completion of un-

finished construction orders contracted

previous to the delivery of the option to

•.Forest in March. In this period

ting for actual and active posses-

sion of the premises the purchasers will

opportunity to develop plans for

such establishments at this point as may
be found practicable and of economic

the details and extent of which

. pend somewhat on the result of the

options taken by the same interests at

Portland and Seattle. The Portland op-

tion which is said to be written for ex-

piration on May 24 contemplates the pur-

chase of 700 ft. of water frontage on

the north side of the Willamette, in

s known as North Portland, in the

vicinity of the deep-sea vessel landings,

.utle the site considered (whether

by option or purchase is not definitely

•:iat of .Moran & Co.. who own

a ship-building plant and drydock. There

is much speculation here as to the ulti-

mate purpose of the Steel Corporation,

which, of course, has not been divulged

rresentatives of the subsidiary cor-

porations who have conducted the negotia-

Whether or not the manufacture

ructural steel and ship buildinu is

to be the ultimate purpose of the es-

tablishment of the corporation by land

and plant purchase the fact is known

that I -imilar negotiations have

two years.

If the p the manufacture of

steel • -nail likelihood that two

such plants as the Risdon at San Fran-

and the Moran at Seattle would

both come into n and use. with

an additional distributing plant at

land. -rent that thn

ftential to the trade in the Pacific '

lity of thi

ml rnamr ' and pin

ring in t
l no further

large scale will depend wit

the big i

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

failures have to some extent resulted

from the labor situation and fuel costs.

Neither of these obstacles would inter-

fere in the future under the operation

of such a combination as is represented

by the purchase of the Risdon. The suc-

cessful manufacture of both pig iron and

steel by the electric process has been

theoretically demonstrated by the Noble

Electric Steel Company and five electric

furnaces will be producing in July.

As to the abundance and quality of iron

deposits in both northern and southern

California there is no question whatever.

Butte

May 10—The amount of copper pro-

duced by the Butte district for April was

21,156,150 lb. The production of the

various companies was as follows: The
subsidiary companies of the Anaconda
company, including the Boston & Mon-
tana, 5,971,200 lb.; Anaconda, 6,450,750;

Butte & Boston, 774,000; Washoe, 658,-

800; Parrot, 688,200; Trenton, 708,000;

Butte Coalition, 1,809,000; Original, 1,-

228,50. The independent Butte companies

produced as follows: North Butte, 1,628,-

700 lb.; East Butte, 969,000; Tuolumne,

270,000. The production for March ex-

ceeded these figures by 365,910 pounds.

Denver
May 12—After a stormy session of 124

cays the legislature adjourned Saturday,

several bills affecting mining having been

passed. Van Tilborg's tunnel-drainage

bill was passed; also, O'Connell's bill

empowering the State to regulate smelt-

ing and reduction companies. This bill

wil! be submitted to a vote of the people

at the next general election.

Labor organizations have been trying

in effective eight-hour law for 12

The new measure will affect

Of tile State and applies to

tunnel workers as well as miners. The

employers' liability bill is practical

:is the measure the eonstitutionaltv

of which wen questioned because the

•h the vote on final P8S8-

latei loiind in

another part of the journal after an in-

vestigation had been started. The op-

erators succeeded in getting passed a

number of amendments to the mine-in-

spection bill, but it will cause more and

better inspection and result in improved

conditions in the mines if it is obeyed.

Thomas Henahen, of Silverton, was
appointed by Governor Shaffroth as Com-
missioner of Mines. Mr. Henahen is an

old mining man and has for years been

active in the management of San Juan
properties.

The directors of the Roosevelt Deep
Drainage Tunnel Company have decided

that no new development will be done for

the present, at least. There was some

talk of extending the bore 2000 ft. from

the present heading, but as the cost

would be S40,000 and the tunnel is drain-

ing the district, although at a slower

rate than was anticipated, the directors

believe it would not be wise to spend

any more money on development until

it has been proved that the present tun-

nel will not do all the work expected.

Salt Lake City

May 12—According to statistics col-

lected by the National Copper Bank, of

Salt Lake City, based in part on ship-

ment figures from the railroads, the

various Utah camps produced . as fol-

lows for the first quarter of the year:

The Tintic district has the greatest num-
ber of active properties at this time; the

principal producers are the Centennial-

Eureka, Iron Blossom, Colorado, Uncle

Sam, May Day, Sioux Consolidated,

Dragon, Gemini, Victoria Consolidated,

Grand Central, Mammoth, Gold Chain,

Black Jack, Carisa, Opohongo, Beck

Tunnel, Lower Mammoth, Eagle & Blue

Bell, Scranton, Bullion Beck & Champion
and Yankee. These mines shipped 92,530

tons of ore during January, February and

March. From the Bingham district the

Utah Copper, Bingham-New Haven, Utah

Consolidated, Utah Apex, United States

Mining Company, Bingham Mines, Ohio

Copper, Yampa and others, including

leasers now operating, produced, milled

and shipped 1,137,581 tons of ore during

the first quarter of the year. When tht

Bingham & Garfield railroad is com-

pleted, which is expected to be before

the close of the summer, the Utah Copper
will be enabled to increase its shipments

from 12,000 to 20,000 tons of ore daily.

The Park City district shipped 28,534

tors, since Jan. 1, which is an increase

of approximately 4000 tons over the

first quarter of 1910. The Silver King

Coalition. Daly-Judge, Daly West, Little

Hell. New York, Silver King Consolidated,

American Rag and the Ontario and other

leases were the principal shippers.
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Beaver county shipped 8100 tons to

the smelteries during the first quarter of

1911. The active properties in this sec-

tion include the Cedar-Talisman, South

Utah, Horn Silver, Moscow, Majestic.

Red Warrior and Hub. The Ophir dis-

trict has sent out 4400 tons of ore, in

spite of bad winter roads. Considerable

active development is being carried on

in the camp, and a number of the old

properties on Lion hill have been con-

solidated, and have resumed operations.

Little ore has been sent down from Alta

or Big Cottonwood, owing to the impass-

able condition of the roads. At Mercur,

the Consolidated Mercur Gold Mines
Company has treated 700 tons a day, in- •

eluding ore and some of the early tail-

ings, or above 60,000 tons for the quarter.

The camp of Stockton is doing some de-

velopment, and making occasional ship-

ments, as is Fish Springs, and some of

the smaller camps and detached mines.

The mining outlook is encouraging. De-

velopment work is in progress in all the

camps, and a larger tonnage is looked for

than in several years. Including the

above figures, and properties from which

no record of production was obtained, the

total estimated tonnage of ore mined

during the first quarter of the year

amounted to 1,331,000 tons. A metal

yield in the neighborhood of $35,000,000

is looked for in Utah during 1911.

Marquette, Mich.

May 1—About 60 of the 100 ore cars

ordered by the Lake Superior & Ishpem-

ing road from the Clark Car Company of

Pittsburg, a year ago last fall, have been

shipped from the factory, and they are

being placed at various sidetracks along

the line as they arrive. Several of the

new cars are now in the yards at Mar-
quette, and as they are considered the

last word in ore-car construction, they

are being examined with a great deal of

interest. Rapidity of dumping is the

feature of the new cars that marks the

greatest departure from the style of ore

cars now in use. Though steel practi-

cally replaced wood in the construction of

ore cars several years ago, it is only with-

in a comparatively recent time that any

improvements have been made, the ob-

ject of which was to facilitate the dump-
ing of the loads.

The Lake Angeline mine at Ishpeming

is said to have turned out more mining

captains during the last 15 years than any

other mine in the Lake Superior region.

A list of names recently given out, in-

cludes 32 men who are now holding po-

sitions as mining captains at various lo-

calities on -the Michigan and Minnesota

ranges.

It is the expectation on the Gogebic

range that, while the Lake Superior re-

gion as a whole possibly will show a fall-

ing off in shipments this year compared

with the outgo in 1910, the Gogebic

range will send out fully as much ore this

season as in 1910. The production last

year was 4,315,000 tons, the largest in the
history of the district.

F. J. Webb, of Duluth, who was re-

cently appointed general superintendent
of the Lake Superior mines of the Re-
public Iron and Steel Company was in

Iron Mountain not long ago inspecting the

properties of the Antoine Ore Company.
It is expected, that as a result of his

visit mining operations will be resumed at

the Antoine mine at an early date.

Houghton, Mich.

May 1 1—Both Gratiot and Seneca, Cal-
umet & Hecla subsidiaries, have closed
down, and it is believed that this policy

will extend to other properties, regardless

of whether or not they are under this

management. It is more than probable
that the Atlantic mine will be closed

soon, and in the event that the Calumet
& Hecla is successful in completing the

merger, there is every reason to believe

that the Tamarack will be closed. Prob-

ably at no other time in the history of

this district, or at least for many years

past, has the general outlook and senti-

ment been so cheerless.

Birmingham, Ala.

May 8—Announcement is made here

that Alexis W. Thompson, formerly presi-

dent of the Republic Iron and Steel Com-
pany, now president of the Inland Steel

Company, has been appointed by the

merger committee, which is working out

the plans for the consolidation of the

Alabama Consolidated Coal and Iron

Company and the Southern Iron and Steel

Company, to verify appraisals of the steel

mills and furnaces of the two companies.

The merger plans have about been com-

pleted and the details are being worked

out.

Cobalt

May 12—During April, 20 Cobalt mines

shipped a total of 1980 tons of ore,

which is a greater production than for

any month of the current year with the

exception of February. Shortage of power

has been a serious factor in curtailing

the shipments, but the mines are now
well supplied and production for the

future will probably be above the average

of last year.

Surface prospecting on the Nipissing

property has been started for this sea-

son. For the present the work will be

confined to that section which adjoins

the Savage mine where the McKinley-

Darragh has been obtaining such good

results. An interesting feature of* the

operations this year will be the prospect-

ing by hydraulic methods. A 700-h.p.

turbine pump has been ordered and will

probably be installed by the end of June.

The Nipissing has an area of 846 acres,

only about half of which has been pros-

pected and should the hydraulic method

prove adaptable, it will open a large
field for future operations.

The large cotter dam, 100 ft. long, al

the foot of Lake Temiskaminv
washed away, during a period of high
water in the lake, which was over 13 ft.

above low-water mark. This dam was
built to allow the construction of the

permanent dam, one of a series designed
to control the flow of water in the Ottawa
river, and eventually in the Georgian Bay
canal. This accident has resulted in con-
siderable damage, and will be a

set-back to the completion of the work.

Navigation is now open from Fredrick-

house to Hills Landing, in the Porcupine
district, and launches are making regular

trips. The large amount of surface water
will seriously hinder operations for some
time, and in most places, it is as y_t im-

possible to do any surface prospecting.

During the last week, new mining com-
panies having an aggregate capitaliza-

tion of 89,500,000 received charters.

The annual report of Hon. Frank Coch-
rane, Minister of Lands, Forests and
Mines for Ontario, for the fiscal year
ended Oct. 31, 1910, shows a revenue of

$327,160 from sales and leases of mining
lands; $246,529 from royalties; $84,059
from mining licenses, and $109,622 from
recording fees.

London
May 10—The Gold Fields of Mysore

and General Exploration Company is un-
der the control of the oldest firm of min-
ing engineers in London—Messrs. John
Taylor & Sons—and owns a large extent

of territory on the Kolar goldfield of India,

and is interested in most of the mines,

but of late, the company has been search-

ing for pastures new and a number of

Russian gold properties were offered, but

after examination were rejected on ac-

count of transportation difficulties, or the

terms were unsuitable. Now the com-
pany has secured an interest in the

Uralia gold-dredging company in New
South Wales, which is likely to pay well.

The company also owns a share in an-

other gold-dredging property in Bolivia,

and this dredge is expected to be at work

early next month.

The Whim Well copper mine, in West
Australia, is about to erect a Murex mag-

netic plant to treat 200 tons per day of

either oxide or sulphide ore. Experiments

show a saving of from 80 to 93 per cent,

on trial lots. The bottom of the mine is

opening up well. During the first quarter

of this year 1738 tons of 15 ' per cent,

copper and 251 1 tons averaging 5 per

cent., equaling 395 tons of fine copper

were produced. At surface there is a

dump of between 50,000 and 60,000 tons

awaiting treatment.

A cable from the resident engineer of

the Ettadoom concession at Tarkwa is to

the effect that the Abosso No. 2 shaft has

cut hiiih-grade ore, and footwall not yet

met with.
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The Minind News
3

Lska

The "Corwin." the first steamer to leave

for Nome a: tiled from

the next steamer will

sail June 1.

Tillicum—Some high-grade ore has

.red on this property near

reparations are being

made to work the claims on a larger

Development work will be

done this season, by manager T. D. Cor-

. of Seward.

ska-Treadwell— For the month

ended April 15. ?2.db2 tons of ore were

milled for a realization of S105.988 at

an operating expense of $95,890. For

construction SI 0.0 13 was spent.

.:i-Star—This company has ac-

quired the Logman property on Palmer

creek, near Hope, and will build a

stamp mill.

Rainy Hollow—The first shipment of

copper from these mines, near Haines,

was made recently.

j
Group—This property has been

taken over by Daily, Drank & Co.. of

Valdez, and will be developed under the

name of the Mohawk Mining Company.

Glacier—This property, near the head

of Mineral creek, has been sold to A.

G. Brown and M. S. Griffith, of Valdez.

Great Sorthem Development Company
—This company, under the direction of

E. F. Gray. Copper Mountain, had about

40 men employed during the winter, and

they report ore in large quantities. The

property is only a short distance from

the Copper River & Northwestern road.

Arizona

Gila County

mi—The mill is running at half ca-

pacity. The saving at present is about
".'- per cent., and it is considered certain

that this recovery will be increased in the

.r future. Units 1, 2 and 3 are running

evenly and are handling about 1500 tons

of ore daily. Unit No. 4 will begin oper-

ating about May 20. The value of the

• .entrate. of which a 50-ton carload is

being shipped to the Cananea smeltery

daily, is above 39 per cent, copper. In

every detail the underground work is

pr -id no difficulty is

anticipated in starting the settling of the

capping. The power-controlled door re-

cently finished at the ore pocket is suc-

sful in operation. The hu^e ore pocket
•

i rid lined with

* steel and timber | 1 1 ft.

le, and 25 ft. broad.

: being made on the 1000-ft. level,

where the north crosicut from the M< '

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Trans-fers. The>»

Current History of

Mining

shaft being driven to explore the Old Do-

minion fault, and the southwest drift

from the crosscut following the Great

Eastern vein are making satisfactory

speed through the quartzite. The north

ciosscut should not be far from the vein

at present, and the Great Eastern vein

has already been cut, although because

of the vein's irregular trend the drift is

not now in vein matter. On the higher

levels the vein was characterized by a

fold that swung to the north and returned.

When encountered on the 1000 at a dis-

tance of about 50 ft. from the crosscut

one side of the fold was cut by the drift

which was carried along its regular south-

westerly course, it being considered cer-

tain that the vein would again be en-

countered where it returns from its north-

ern curve and resumes its general strike.

Old Dominion—During April the Old

Dominion concentrated 11,085 tons of ore,

smelted 29,275 tons of charge and pro-

duced 2,515,000 lb. of copper. Because

of opening large bodies of concentrating

ore in the United Globe ground the Old

Dominion company finds it necessary to

enlarge the present concentrator. Definite

plans have not yet been formulated, but

present indications are that another 500-

ton unit will be found necessary. The
management is now installing an addi-

tional set of 36x16 rolls and an addi-

tional 6- ft. Chilean mill. The new high-

line connection with the Arizona Eastern

railroad's main track will be completed

and ready for operation before July 1.

This will be a decided improvement in

the company's transportation facilities, as

the grade into the works will be reduced
from 4 per cent, maximum to 2.8 per

cent, maximum.

California

Amadou County

Central Eureka In the year ended
April I the 40-stamp mill crushed 16,423

tons of ore of an average value of $3.63

per ton. The shaft had reached 2870 ft.

depth, and sinking continues.

Water encountered at the 300-

ft. level in this mine at Sutter creek may
necessitate installation of an improved

pumping system. L. R. Poundstone,

owner.

Calaveras County

Lightner—The directors of the Lightner

Mining Company have levied an assess-

ment of 5c. per share on the stock, said

to be for the purpose of taking appeal on

the judgment of the Superior Court

awarded to James V. Coleman of $140,-

000 for tresspass on the Angels mine. It

is said that the suit will be further com-

plicated by a levy on this amount by

Coleman to be applied on the judgment.

Imperial County

S. L. Packwood and Fogarty & Mc-
Clintock are sinking shafts on their

claims on the Beach line east of Brawley
in the belief that they will find the sand

or gravel at bedrock rich enough to war-

rant development.

Gold Beach Dredging Company—San
Diego capital has become interested in

prospecting the new placer field near

Brawley. A dredge will be operated

should the sand prove of sufficient value.

Kern County

The placer deposits north of the Black

Hawk mine, in Rand district, have been

taken on an option of purchase by north-

ern California capital for 60 days.

King Solomon—Recently 4 l/2 tons of

ore cleaned up at the Red Dog mill at

Johannesburg gave $240 per ton gold, al-

most double the highest estimate placed

on the millrun. This ore came from a

shaft and a drift at 50-ft. depth out of an

irregular vein varying from 5 to 15 in.

Ore from this mine milling $170 per ton

was treated in March. The owners

of the mill purchase the tailings from

these rich ores and cyanide them at a

profit; some run as high as $25 per ton.

Josephine T. G.—At the Osdick mill 23

tons of ore from this group gave an aver-

age plate recovery of about $35 per ton.

The ledge in the breasts of the present

drifts and crosscuts is 2 ft. wide.

Butte Lode—Leasers on this mine are

shipping to the Red Dog mill and getting

high returns. The veins are irregular

and the mineral is in pockets.

William R.—C. A. Burcham, vice-presi-

dent of the Yellow Aster, has taken a

bond on this mine at $15,000. A strong

vein of 2 ft. has been developed.

Merced—This mine in the Rand district

has been sold to T. W. Atkinson, owner
of the Sunshine.

S/*n Luis Obispo County
Sierra Morena Mining and Refining—

This corporation, owner and operator of

the quicksilver mine formerly known as
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the Klau, 17 miles west of Paso Robles.

has rebuilt the furnace sheds and other

buildings destroyed by fire in November,

and will be ready for production this

summer. H. De C. Richards, Crocker

buildiag, San Francisco, manager.

Shasta County

Mount Shasta—This former gold pro-

ducer recently bonded to Theodore Burk-

hart, of Portland, will be immediately un-

watered. The mine has been idle for six

years.

Balaklala—Two furnaces and convert-

ers are running, and the Cottrell process

is doing fairly good work. There is less

complaint from the farmers, most of whom
recognize that the company is doing all

possible to control the fumes. Frank L.

Sizer is superintendent, under general su-

pervision of E. B. Braden, of the Selby

company, who succeeded Mr. White as

general manager. This change in man-

agers does not indicate, as locally re-

ported, any change in the relations of the

Selby and Tacoma companies with the

Balaklala ownership and control.

Mammoth—This smeltery is still run-

ning three furnaces and successfully oper-

ating the baghouse.

Original Quartz Hill—This quartz mine

near Old Diggings will be operated by the

Mammoth under lease for fluxing ores.

This will require resumption of the

branch railroad from Cuargo.

Colorado

Clear Creek County

Wilcox Tunnel—The working force is

gradually being increased and within a

short time 50 men will be employed.

Heavy shipments of both smelting and

concentrating ore will be made as soon

as the Argentine Central railroad is

opened for traffic.

Gilpin County

Since the construction of the new con-

centrator and the operation of the smelt-

ery at Golden, many of the old-time prop-

erties that have been lying idle for years

in the Central City district are now on

a paying basis.

Champion Trio—The company shipped

15 tons of ore from the 850-ft. level.

Egyptian—Leasers, Anderle & Co.,

shipped 14 cars of mill ore from the 300-

ft. level. Kramer Brothers, also leasers

on this property, shipped 100 tons of

screenings.

Trilby—Van Tilborg & Oleson, who
have a lease on the 1300- ft. and 1400- ft.

levels of the Trilby, are shipping about a

car a day of milling grade ore, most of

it coming from the 1300-ft. level. The

ground caved from the 1200.

New York Tunnel—This tunnel has

been leased to local men. It passes

through the Amanda, Romona, Wild

Horse, Mountain, Tiger and Des Moines.

Ouray County
The George Crawford properties in the

Red Mountain district consisting of the
famous Yankee, General Guston, Joker
tunnel and Genesee-Vanderbilt proper-
ties are reported to be undergoing a re-

organization at a much reduced capital-

ization. H. Y. Russel will be in charge.

Revenue—On account of bad roads
caused by snowslides the Revenue com-
pany has had to store 20,000 sacks of

concentrates. It is reported that this

company will work the Ophir tunnel in

San Miguel county through the Revenue
tunnel in Ouray county.

Gold Trio—]. H. Anderson has re-

tired from the presidency of this com-
pany. The company discharged $20,000

worth of debts in April and will now com-
mence work on the Grizzly Bear and
Micky Breen.

Atlas— Prominent among the mines in

this district is the Atlas in the Sneffles

range. Development has been in progress

for several years under charge of Fred

Carrol. It is now planned by the man-
agement to connect the Atlas with the

San Pedro. There is a 10-stamp mill on
the property which will be enlarged.

Teller County—Cripple Creek

Dante—Between 650 and 700 tons of

ore was produced from the Nos. 1 and 2

shafts during April.

Anchoria Leland—Work on the dump
on Gold hill has begun under direction

of Superintendent Howbert. Five sets of

lessees are working.

Isabella—In April, 34 cars were

shipped from the Lee shaft, 26 billed out

by leasers and eight by the company.

El Paso—The El Paso shipped 103

cars in April, the greater part of the ore

coming from the upper levels, declared

to be worked out long ago. The com-

pany has quit work in the heading of

the Fuller crosscut and will now con-

tinue the drift upon the water course.

Elkton—The Elkton company has

granted three leases in the last week to

parties who have entered the Ida May
claim on Raven hill, near the Jo Dandy.

This property was recent'y acquired by the

Elkton. The prospects for developing

oreshoots are good, as several veins are

known to dip into this ground from other

properties.

Mary McKinney—This Raven Hill

mine produced 250 tons of ore during

April.

Stratton Independence—The Robbins

strike on the 400-ft. level is 4 ft. wide

and has been opened for about 30 ft. A
shipment returned S120 per ton. The

company, in crosscutting for the same

vein on the 400-ft. level, opened six ft. of

ore and the hanging wall has not been

encountered. Grab samples from this

strike assayed $25 per ton. On the 300-

ft. level Giroux & Co., drifting on the

Manila Washington vein, opened about

three feet of are which runs better than

$30 per ton. This strike is south of

the shaft. On the vein ore had never

been found at this depth, and it is now
believed the south end of the claim, ly-

ing next to the contact, will be the most
active part of the mine. Another strike

of importance was on the 700- ft. level

also south of the main shaft. C. G.

Gorman, of Victor, who ran a crosscut

on the 300- ft. level to the shoot worked

by Adams on the 400, has ore and the

vein has now been opened 15 ft. The

ore is of milling ^rade.

Idahu

Coeur d'Alene District

Idaho-Continental Mining Company—
It is reported that a compressor plant

and a 200-ton concentrator will be built

as soon as the wagon road to Port Hill

is completed.

Moonlight—The tunnel, now in 2400 ft.,

will be extended 1800 ft. farther to give

a depth of 1200 ft. on the ledge.

Bonanza Copper—A contract for tun-

nel driving has been awarded.

Blue Bell—Work has been resumed
on the tunnel and it is expected that

ore production will begin this summer.

Indiana

Greene County

The miners' examining board has held

its first session in Jasonville. More than

500 miners were examined and received

certificates. The board is composed of J.

E. Barnhill, of Jasonville. and Calvin

Miller and J. W. Wolford, of Linton.

Pierson—The mine tipple and build-

ings, three miles north of Jasonville, were

destroyed by fire May 12, throwing 125

men out of work and entailing a loss of

more than $10,000. The night watchman
was away for the first time in months.

Vigo County

Four times as many miners as could be

waited on by the board of examiners

sought examination certificates during the

last week. It is physically impossible to

examine and qualify all the applicants in

this county in the time allotted. The oper-

ators have closed several mines because

they have refused to run their mines and

risk paying a penalty of $100 per day

because men without certificates are at

work. Under the law from May 15 until

June 7 the board must adjourn.

Michigan

Copper

Mayflower—No. 13 drill hole is oper-

ating in a conglomerate formation and it

is expected that it will reach the lode ex-

posed in No. 11 hole last winter, within

a short time. This drill is operating at a

point about 1500 ft. north of the dis-

covery hole.
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: i ci »scut at the 1 500- ft.

F No. 2 shaft lias just entered the

?ut is not sufficiently opened to

conditions, although the breast of

the crosscut shows some copper. The

n both directions at this level tri-

butar;. I shaft continue in good

so the south drifts at the 650-

:. levels.

The shaft at this prop-

. depth of 350 ft. at which

point the second crosscut will be driven to

the lode which .^out the depth

I rich drill core was taken in the

drilling operations. The first crosscut was

driven to the lode at 200 ft. but the form-

ation was badly broken.

tawk—This property is noting a

:ent in the copper contents of the

No. 3 and No. 4 shafts—also the

lower works at its new No. 6 shaft are

beginning to show a higher standard.

Lake—This company has cut the lode

at the eight level wrth good copper

showing. The opening of the lode at

this point about 1200 ft. from surface

with results about equal to the show-

ing above, is decidedly encouraging for

the ultimate success of the mine.

Hancock—This mine is shipping about

350 tons of rock daily to the Allouez-

Centennial mills; stoping going on at

two points. No official returns have been

gi\en out regarding the yield.

Winona—The mill has been stamping

about 200 tons of rock daily, but no offi-

cial figures as to the mineral yield have

been announced by the management.

Marquette Iron Range

Barasa—The mine, which is an old

one. is being explored by the Corrigan,

McKinney h Co., but results of a partic-

ularly encouraging nature have not been

One diamond drill is being oper-

ated.

Volunteer Ore Company—The com-
- new mine, in the Cascade district,

not far from Negaunee, is slowly devel-

There is -already a small but ex-

cellent stockpile, most of which came
from exploration conducted during the

inter. It is still too early to pre-

dict its future.

is is the only other active

rty in this district, and is one of the

and-Clifts Iron Company proper-

\ new hoisting plant and new bat-

ave been installed.

Charlotte -This mine, in the

:t, owned by the Brcitung

ns made recently

and tl

to the force The compa:

ing the BreitunR-Hcmatite and tl

wauki ime district.

and the Baron mine, at Humboldt

stock pile I ven accumulated at

rty dun- icr.

Minnesota
Cuyuna Range

Aloha Iron Mining Company—This

company has recently been organized

with a capitalization of 200,000 shares

of par value $1. Its first drill is now
being operated west of Crow Wing, a

station a few miles south of Brainerd.

The remainder of the company's lands

lie west of Brainerd. David H. Lawrence,

Two Harbors, Minn., is vice-president.

Ykrmilion Range

Section 30— It is reported that a new
orcbody has been opened during the last

winter and that 2,500,000 tons have

already been developed. About 1000

tons a day are being hoisted, and ship-

ments will soon commence.

Adams Homestead—This tract is held

under option by the Section 30 Explora-

tion Company, and exploration work is

going on under the direction of Capt.

E. F. Bradt. Two diamond drills have

been in operation all winter and ma-

chinery is on hand for shaft sinking.

Frederick Mining Company—This com-

pany has taken an option on some land

in sections 2 and 3, west of the White

Iron Lake Company, and exploration

work will start at once.

Vermilion Steel and Iron Company—
The plans call for a crosscut at a depth

of 250 ft. if ore is not struck above that

depth. If ore comes into the shaft above

that depth, the shaft will be continued

down into the orebody.

La Chance—Drilling has been resumed

in hole No. 1, which was stopped "a short

time ago at a depth of 660 ft., but it is

now planned to continue the hole for

several hundred feet, with the hope of

cutting another belt of formation.

Missouri

Joplin District

Mary C.—A. D. Hatten, of Webb City.

has purchased an eighth interest for

$20,000 in the Mary C. mine at Toms
Station.

Wilcox Mines Company—The John

Jackson mine at Chitwood produced 403

tons of concentrate in the month of April

approaching the record made by the same
mine many years ago.

Durby Lead and Zinc—The mine at

Porto Rico recently made a weekly pro-

duction of 200,000 lb. of lead ore.

Dunham & Howerton—This company

in prospecting the B. M. Robinson land

at Toms Station has struck 34 ft. of ore

that will produce 70 per cent, concen-

trate and has six holes all in good ore.

This is the richest strike made in the

camp.

Joplln-Kentucky This company which

mine at Chitwood lias consolidated

a itli thi ( !oop< r & P i adjoining,

on which a food prospect has been dc-

i ed.

Eldorado Mining Company— Adam
Scott and associates have taken this pros-

pect on the Gray land southwest of Jop-

lin. Six drill holes, the shaft and 125

ft. of drifting all show good ore in soft

ground.

North Pole— E. Becker, of Milwaukee,

has purchased a 20-acre lease and the

North Pole mine northwest of Carthage

for the sum of $15,000. A 250-ton mill

is to be erected.

Freeman—William West is erecting a

150-ton mill on this lease at Toms Sta-

tion.

Little Mary—The company at Neck City

has succeeded in closing the crevices in

the cave under the north fork of Spring

river and has now started pumping the

water from the mine.

Montana
Broadwater County

De Lome—Articles will soon be filed by

the De Lome Gold Mines Company, capital

$100,000. The officers are: Thomas J. Ca-

sey, president; Joseph Jones, vice-presi-

dent and treasurer; and Samuel P. Beall,

secretary. The company has acquired the

De Lome and Sunlight claims in the

Radersburg district. A shaft has been

sunk 40 ft. on the De Lome claim.

Butte District

Anaconda—At the Mountain View mine

the first tests have been made in hoist-

ing and lowering the empty skips by the

use of compressed air in the main hoist-

ing engine in the place of steam; hoisting

through this shaft will soon be com-

menced again. The force at the Badger

State mine has been increased; there

are 200 men on the payroll and an aver-

age of 400 tons of ore per day is being

hoisted.

Davis-Daly—Walter H. Wiley, who re-

cently examined the Colorado mine of the

Davis-Daly company, made a favorable

report on the property. He recommended
extensive development, and that the com-

pany confine its attention to the mining of

the bodies of high-grade ore leaving the

lower grade for the future. Development
work on the rich orebody struck on the

1700-ft. level will be pushed as rapidly as

possible as a result of his recommenda-
tion. The West crosscut on the 1400-ft.

level will be continued 2000-fr. to the

boundary line. The Davis-Daly veins are

known to run, in faulted and broken form,

in a northerly direction, in contrast to a

majority of the Butte Hill leads, which in

general strike east. Development work
will be carried east toward the Moonlight

mine of the Amalgamated company The
main lead of the property, which has been

extensively developed from the 1000-ft.

level to the 1700-ft. level, contains bodies

of low-grade ore averaging 2.75 per cent.

copper and 5 07. silver per ton; this vein

will not he mined at present.
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Pilot-Butte—The Pilot-Butte Mining

Company has been organized with a capi-

tal of 100,000 shares, of $10 par. Edward
Hickey, the original discoverer of the

Anaconda mine, is president. The Pilot

claim adjoins W. A. Clark's Elm Orlu

mine on the east, and lies north of the

North Butte company's Berlin claim. The
shaft is down 530 ft. and will be con-

tinued to the 1500-ft. level, and there is

talk of driving a crosscut on either the

1200-ft. or 1400-ft. level of the Butte &
Superior mine to connect with the Pilot

shaft, as this would be a convenient

method of exploration for both companies.

Chouteau County

For the month of April, Chouteau

county leads all others in the shipment of

bullion according to the report of F. B.

Miller, of the government assay office at

Helena. The gold and silver bullion from

the various counties is: Broadwater, S36

Chouteau, $45,799; Deer Lodge, $210

Fergus, $22,685; Lewis & Clark, $14,410

Madison, $39,563; Missoula, $7; Powell,

$128; Silver Bow, $1676, making $124,-

517 the total for Montana.

Flathead County

Flathead Mining and Development

Company—This company has been in-

corporated by Louis H. Johnson, with a

capital of $40,000. The company owns
several claims, which will be developed

and operated.

Jefferson County

Corbin Metals—The company now has

ownership of 176 acres of ground; the

shaft has been sunk to a depth of 500

ft., and about 800 ft. of development

work has been done on the veins. A
meeting of the directors will soon be

called to discuss plans of a concentrator.

Eagles Nest—On May 4 the Montana
State Mining Corporation was organized

with a capitalization of 1,000,000 shares,

par $5. The company owns the Eagles

Nest group of claims, consisting of 38

claims 7j/' miles rortheast of the Corbin-

Wickes district. On this property, 41 veins

have been traced which will be developed

by means of a tunnel driven over 7000

ft., intersecting the veins at depths rang-

ing from 200 to 1100 feet.

Nevada
Storey County

Mexican—From prospecting work in

the vein, ore of the value of $75,242 was
produced since April 1. Shipments are

being made to the Selby and Mountain

Copper smelteries.

Ophir—From the Hardy vein stope on

the 2100 level, 331 mine cars of ore

worth $10,053 was produced. The Kink-

ead mill has completed a 2000-ton run

and concentrates and bullion have been

shipped.

Consolidated Virginia—Considerable

water is flowing into the mine, as a re-

sult of recent drifting, but not in suffi-

cient quantity to delay work.

C. & C.—The wooden buildings
around the shaft collar are to be re-

moved and steel buildings erected. The
headframe will stand in the open.

Ward Shaft—A south drift on the 2000
level, being driven toward Gold Hill, has
reached a point where it is expected that

old workings can be tapped by diamond-
drill holes to draw water from the Crown
Point, Belcher and Yellow Jacket below
the 1800 level. The water is now just

below the 1400 level and the new drain-

age will open 400 ft. of ground for pros-

pecting.

White Pine County

The item as to sale of the property of
"Ely Consolidated" on p. 982 of the

Journal of May 13, 1911, referred to

the Ely Consolidated Mining Company,
not to the Ely Consolidated Copper Com-
pany. Of course, this should have been
carefully specified in the first place, but

the similarity of the names led not un-

naturally to confusion.

Oklahoma
C. & L. Company—Milling machinery

is being unloaded that will give the mill

double the capacity of any other in the

district.

United Mines Company—The mill has

been successfully started and in the mine

much ore has been blocked out.

Oregon
Bakek County

North American—This mine near Beau-

mont has been purchased by Emett Cal-

lahan at a recent sheriff's sale. Con-

siderable development work is planned

for the coming summer.

Climax — Active operations will be

started on this property in the Cracker

Creek district by the owner Col. G. W.

Grayson, of San Francisco.

Josephine County

A large area of placer ground near

Waldo has been purchased by a recently

organized company, with Frank M. Le-

land, in charge. It is the intention to

work on a large scale.

Oriole—Some high-grade ore has been

uncovered on the 600-ft. level. Fayette

Jones, Grant's Pass in charge.

I

Jennsylvania

Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron

Company—The financial statement for

the nine months of the fiscal year from

July 1 to March 31 shows gross earn-

ings of $24,466,194; expenses, $24,150,-

858; net earnings, $315,336. As com-

pared with the previous year there was

an increase of $643,391 in gross earnings,

but a decrease of $499,847 in net earn-

ings.

Utah

Juab County

Tintic shipments for the week t

May 5 totaled 141 cars, including one-

car of concentrate from the .May hay
mill.

Beck Tunnel—A good body of lead-sil-
ver ore has been found, but in Uncle
Sam ground. The work was done with
the appnnal of the Uncle Sam, in order
to give tile Beck Tunnel a better idea of
the ore system south of the large hreak.
The strike promises good return-, tor
both companies.

Mammoth Drifting to the northeast is

being done on the 500-ft. level for ore
opened in a raise. Six cars of ore have
been settled for from the recent strike on
the 800-ft. level, with others in transit.

Victoria—The new hoist and compres-
sor is in place. About two cars a week
are being sent out.

Swansea—Operations are in progress
in both the north and south workings on
the 700-ft. level. About 150 gal. of wa-
ter per minute is being pumped, and
when the shaft is unwatered sinking un-
der contract will be started.

Iron Blossom—About 100 tons of ore
is being sent out daily from the No. 1

workings. This ore comes largely from
the stopes above the 500 level. Drifting
is being done on the 600, and the ore
should be opened here within the next
month or six weeks. Considerable de-
velopment work is in progress.

Bradley—The shaft at this North Tin-

tic property has passed the 450- ft. level.

East Crown Point—A new Cameron
sinking pump will be installed.

Opohongo—An empty cage dropped
April 29, which prevented the usual ton-

nage being sent out. Eight carloads of

ore were marketed during the week.

King William—Work through the

Eagle & Blue Bell mine has been tem-
porarily suspended, pending a survey of

the Grand Central workings, which has
been granted by the company, in order to

give the King William all the help pos-

sible in finding ore.

Sioux Consolidated—Cyanide tests on

ore from this property as well as from

the Grand Central and Gold Chain,

which have been made on a small scale

are reported to have been satisfactory.

Other tests with larger lots will be made,

to see if the same results can be ob-

tained. If these experiments are suc-

cessful, the erection of a cyanide plant

will be considered.

Iron King—The main tunnel is in

about 400 ft., and is being continued.

Raising from the tunnel is under way;

George Parker, superintendent.

Tintic Centra! —Small stringers of ore

have been cut in drifting east on the
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level. Picked samples assay up

to 31 per cent. lead.

Consoi dated—This property

was closed down for 10 days, beginning

April 27, on account of the breaking of

Sting. The shaft, when work was

stopped, was at the 760-ft point, and

showed some quartz in the bottom.

Crown Point—The shaft is down to the

point, all in limestone. It is ex-

pected to begin drifting shortly.

Salt Lake County

: Consolidated—Between 80,000

and 100.000 tons of ore have been added

to the reserve since last fall. A winze

sunk from the tenth to the eleventh level

own the ore to be of greater width

than on the upper levels. The grade is

ibout 2.4 per cent, copper. A new body

has been opened on the tenth level.

About 400 tons per day are being ship-

ped to the International smeltery, which

is reported to run between 3'S and 4

per cent, copper. Recent development

has opened ore as high as 6 per cent,

copper in places. Conditions at the prop-

erty are said to be much improved.

Bingham Mines—Connections have

been made between the old Commercial

workings and the Niagara tunnel, giving

an additional depth of 200 ft. on the dip

of the orebody. Shipments will be re-

sumed. Operations by way of the Niag-

ara tunnel became necessary on account

of the Utah Copper's securing Copper

Center gulch last year, into which the

Commercial tunnel opened, for dumping

purposes.

Ohio Copper—The 60 No. 3 Deister

slime tables recently ordered will take

the place of the Wilfley tables now at the

slime plant; the Wilfleys will be added to

the main mill. Experiments carried on

with the Deisters gave a recovery of 300

and 350 lb. of concentrate per table in

24 hours, carrying 34 per cent, copper.

England Gold and Copper—The

N'ast property is being worked

through a tunnel at a depth of 200 to

250 ft. from the surface. Silver-lead

ore of milling grade is being mined, with

a small amount of shipping grade. The
=r)-ton mill is operated one shift, and

about three cars of concentrate are mar-

keted monthly.

Utah Copper—This company has re-

recently acquired the Payroll group of

claims comprising 175 acres lying south

of the western portions of the original

Utah Copper ground, and north of the

-isolidated territory. There are

eight full claims, and two fractions. This

'he Utah Copper all the intervening

ground between its original holdincs and

that acquired from the Boston Consoli-

dated

h Metal—h is expected that work

will be started on the Bingham side of

this company's large drainage and oper-

ating tunnel during the summer. The

tunnel has been driven 4700 ft. from

Middle canon on the Tooele side and

when completed will be 1100 ft. long.

Rcxall Silver and Copper—The stock

of this company, owning property in the

Big and Little Cottonwood districts, was

listed on the Salt Lake exchange. April

26. The application for listing states

that the company is organized for 500,-

000 shares, par value 25c, of which

80,831 shares are in the treasury, and

has >1088 cash.

Utah Mines Coalition—Shipping ore

has been followed on the vein for 200

ft. Since resuming operations after the

snowslide, 65 ft. of work have been done

in ore. Ore-bins are being built at the

mouth of the tunnel, and what ore has

been extracted recently from develop-

ment is being stored underground. Ship-

ments will be started as soon as the

roads are opened.

Virginia

Explorations carried on by Walter

Graham at Falls Gap, in Giles county,

have developed a deposit of iron ore of

good quality. It is near both the Norfolk

& Western and the Virginian railroads.

The outcrop is 700 ft. above and 3200

ft. from the No rfolk & Western tracks.

Washington
Ferrry County

Advance—Operations on this property

which has been idle for several months,

have been resumed. O. F. Parmeter, Co-

vada, in charge.

Factor—A new gasolene hoisting plant

and other machinery is to be installed.

J. R. Brown, Orient, president.

Republic Mother Lode Mining and Mill-

ing—This company has been incorporated

with offices at Republic, and will start

development work.

Gem—The company has decided to in-

stall a gasolene-driven ventilating plant.

H. W. Working, Orient, manager.

McKinley—The owners of this property

are considering the installation of a cya-

nide plant. C. F. Wikstrom, Orient, in

charge.

Arkansas Group—This company is to

bond its seven claims at Kettle Falls.

Little Giant—Henry Lancaster, of

Spokane, and associates, have taken an

option on this property.

Knob Hill—The company is making

shipment of 25 tons of ore every day,

and expects to double the output with the

installation of drills. Joseph McFarland,

Republic, is superintendent.

San Poll Consolidated— Preparations

are being made for installing new ma-

chinery on this property. Robert A.

Koontz, Spokane, is president.

North Star—An engine, compressor

and drills are being installed in this mine

under the direction of S. A. Eslick, Or-

ient.

Morning Glory—This property, which

has been idle for several years, is now

being worked by the Gold Coin Mining

Company; J. L. Bailor, Republic, presi-

dent. Some new machinery will be in-

stalled.

Last Chance—Some extensive im-

provements are being planned by the

Federal Mining Company, of Spokane.

A modern sorting plant will be installed.

West Virginia

Fayette County

Federal Coal Company—This com-

pany,, of Fairmont, W. Va., has been

granted a charter with a capital of $100,-

000, and will operate in Logan county.

C. E. Hutchinson and associates are the

incorporators.

Christian Coal Company—This new
company, headed by Judge Christian, of

Lynchburg, recently purchased 2000

acres on Paint creek. Quinn Morton

will have charge.

Morris Fork Coal Company—Eight

hundred acres of coal land, at Heather-

man, will be developed for a daily output

of 400 tons.

McDowell County

United States Coal and Coke Com-
pany—Fires have been lighted in 1500

coke ovens in the Gary field. Em-
ployment will be given to several hun-

dred men, and it is planned to increase

the coal output to 10,000 tons daily be-

fore June 1.

New River & Pocahontas Consolidated

Coal Company—The output will be in-

creased by 1,500,000 tons by the end of

the year. This increase will come from

the company's mines at Minden, Gentry

and Berwind.

Shannon Coal and Coke Company—
This company, at Dawson, will soon com-

mence work on the building of 20 new
ovens. The old bases can be used, and

this will mean a great saving in the cost

of erection.

Dixon-Pocahontas Fuel Company—

A

shaft will be sunk to No. 3 Pocahontas

vein, at Olmstead.

/. B. B. Coal Company—This is one of

the largest coal companies chartered for

some time. Principal office is at Twin
Branch; operations will be located in

Brown district to develop coal, iron, man-
ganese and timber properties. The au-

thorized capital is $500,000, and the in-

corporators are H. M. Jewett, of Detroit,

Mich., and A. Balantine, of Boston.

Mineral County

At Gleason, P. H. Brown, of Cumber-
land, Md., and others, have acquired the

Gleason Coal and Coke Company, and

expect to increase the output of the

mines from 300 to 1000 tons daily.
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Canada

Ontari.o—Cobalt

The shipments from Cobalt for the

week ended May 5, were: La Rose,

210,790; Crown Reserve, 148,830; Treth-

ewey, 139,500; Cobalt Lake, 124,340;

Coniagas, 116,120; Temiskaming, 83,130;

O'Brien, 78,000; Nipissing, 74,900; Mc-
Kinley-Darragh, 70,310; City of Cobalt,

65,500; Hudson Bay, 62,170; Buffalo,

57,520; total 1,231,110 pounds.

Bullion shipments were: Crown Re-

serve, 22,128 oz.; Nova Scotia, 35,000

oz.; total, 57,128 ounces.

Silver Leaf—The 420- ft. main shaft

will be sunk until it enters the Keewatin.

The work is being done by the adjoining

Crown Reserve.

Right of Way—This Cobalt company
has purchased the Weston claims in Por-

cupine, and has started work on them.

There is a good surface showing.

La Rose—The main shaft is being sunk

to 270 ft., the deepest working level.

Crown Reserve—A contract has been

signed to treat 100 tons of low-grade ore

per day, extraction guaranteed, in the

Nova Scotia mill. An aerial tram, 5000

ft. long, will be built between mine and

mill.

Green-Meehan—A stope has been

made for 120 ft. the whole length of the

opencut, the value of ore blocked out be-

ing estimated at $100,000. The west vein

has been drifted on for 150 ft., the north

face of the drift showing 4 in. of calcite

carrying argentite.

Ontario—Porcupine

Work on the Sandy Falls power plant,

at Porcupine, has received a severe set-

back, owing to the sawmill and all the

lumber being destroyed by fire.

Hughes—It is stated that Montreal

capitalists have secured an option on

these properties, in Whitney township.

The price is $250,000, with 10 per cent,

interest.

Gillies Lake—This property, under the

lake, is being prospected with a churn

drill, operated from a platform in the

lake. The vein carries gold.

Dome Extension—A shot drill will be

operated to test the vein at 300 ft. Sink-

ing is being done.

Jupiter—Another high-grade vein has

been found.

Rea—The main vein has been cut with

the core drill at 240 ft. The shaft is

down 210 ft.; at 250 ft. a station will be

cut, and crosscuts run to the vein.

Ontario-Porcupine Goldfields Develop-

ment Company—Accommodation for 75

men has been provided on the three Tim-

mins claims east of Pearl lake, to be

known as Camp No. 4. A compres-

sor, with power for six drills and

two steam hoists, have been put in

place. Trenching and stripping are

in progress and sinking has been
started. Manager Williams states that
it is proposed to sink by hand in-

stead of using the compressor plants, as
he considers the hand method easier and
cheaper until a good depth is reached.
At Camp No. 2, in North Tisdale, work
is proceeding on the Dunlop claims.

Trenching and stripping are being done
to discover quartz deposits that may give
indications of orebodies with depth.

Royal Porcupine—Operations will be
started south of the Vipond, where three

strong veins have been encountered. Jul-

ius Messer is in charge.

Imperial—The main shaft is down 80
. ft. Crosscutting will be started at the

100-ft. level to three veins, which show
on the surface.

Rabyan—This claim, in the bed of Gil-

lies lake, bordering on the Hollinger, has
been tested by diamond drilling, showing
that a vein of quartz 10 ft. wide, oarrying

free gold down to 28 ft., runs through
the lake. It is supposed to be an off-

shoot from the Hollinger vein. A cement
shaft will be put down to the lake bottom.

Yukon Territory

The Klondike cleanup has begun; wa-
ter is running everywhere; dredges

have started; the hydraulic plants are

getting into action, and individual miners
are washing out winter dumps.

Yukon Gold—According to recent re-

ports, several dredges of the Yukon Gold
Company started operating on May 1.

This is the earliest date of placing boats

in commission in the experience of the

company. The last dredge went in com-
mission May 24 last year.

Mexico

Chihuahua

With an armistice between the con-

tending field forces in this state dur-

ing the last 10 days of April and the

probability of an early peace settlement,

mining conditions show considerable im-

provement, as might be expected. During

the last week of April Chihuahua city was
again incommunicado as regards the United

States and points south of Torreon, and

this is serious for the local smeltery gets

all its coal and coke from the Coahuila

fields to the south. However, at this

writing the smeltery has ample coal and

coke for about three weeks and has suf-

ficient ore on hand and is receiving

enough from Santa Eulalia regularly to

insure continuous operations. Although

disturbances have increased in the east-

ern part of the state, the Orient railway

is running as far as Trancas, from which

point limestone is secured. The smeltery

was still operating five furnaces on May 1.

Regular train service has been main-

tained on the Mexico-Northwestern line

west since its resumption on April 21, so

that the mines in the Sierras are oper-

ating under more favorable conditions and

some ore is being brought in to the Chi-
huahua smeltery, and even bullion is

coming in. There are, of course, maraud-
ing bands of bandits in the more remote
sections, but thus far they have been un-
able to commit many depredations on ac-

count of the vigilance of the Maderistas
who will not countenance robberies and
hold-ups.

Everything is quiet in the Santa
Eulalia camp in spite of the complete
dearth of Federal officials of any kind and
the frequent visitation of insurrectos. A
normal tonnage was sent out in April, the

American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany alone shipping about 5000 tons to

the local smeltery.

No production is being made from
points along the Orient railway east of

here nor along the line between here and
El Paso, but with the resumption of rail-

road traffic a large tonnage of accumu-
lated ore will be immediately moved. The
majority of the mines have been operat-
ing and are simply piling up ore.

While the Parral and Santa Barbara
camps were somewhat upset by disturb-

ances actual and feared during the latter

days of April the work in the main has
continued uninterruptedly and a normal
output was made. The Veta Colorado
and Alvarado mills have operated regu-

larly and marketed bullion weekly. Some
of the ore and concentrate-shipping mines
have suffered on account of being unable

to make shipments to smelteries south

but with regular service increased ship-

ments will follow so that there may not

be much falling off in output. The rail-

road line is not in operation west of Santa

Barbara so that the camps tributary to

Rosario in the state of Durango, notably

Guanacevi and Inde, are handicapped.

The industry appears to be progressing

as usual in the Guadalupe y Calvo sec-

tion, two mills being in commission and a

third one under construction. Definite

announcement is also made of the plans

of F. Stallforth, of Parral, for the im-

mediate erection of a 50-ton cyanide plant

at the Los Angeles mine in this camp.

Africa

Madagascar

The official reports give the exports

of gold from Madagascar in 1910 at 104,-

002 oz., or $2,149,721. This is a de-

crease of 14,884 oz., as compared with

the preceding year.

Transvaal

Gold production in the Transvaal in

April is reported at 667,714 oz., or 8351

oz. less than in March. The loss was en-

tirely due to the shorter month, the aver-

age daily output having increased from

21,809 oz. in March to 22.257 oz. in April.

For the four months ended April 30 the

total production was 2,490,154 oz. in

19 tO, and 2,605,634 oz.—or $53,858,455—

in 1911; an increase this year of 115,480

oz., or 4.6 per cent.
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• 1 Trade Review

Hie coal-trade

situation in the ^X'est continues prac-

unchanged. In most districts short

time at mines is the rule, and the lower

production seems to meet all demands

without difficulty. The slow opening of

the Lake trade is a disappointment to

many operators. It looks as if heavy

shipments to the Northwest can hardly

sd before June.

The seaboard bituminous trade is still

slow, and few signs of increased life

are apparent. Coastwise business is

small for the season. The anthracite

trade is slightly less active than it was,

tut is still good.

Rates on Bunker Coal—Some time ago

the Interstate Commerce Commission

granted the Carolina, Clinchfield &

Ohio Railroad permission—by virtue of

the power given the Commission under

the long- and short-haul clause of the

act—to maintain lower rates on coal from

Virginia mines to Charleston, S. C. for

export than were exacted on coal for

domestic use. The permission then

granted also extended to coal for trans-

shipment or to be loaded in bunkers.

Recentlv a decision in the so called re-

stricted-rate case was handed down by

the Commission, by the terms of which

roads were not allowed to grant one an-

other low rates on coal for consumption

by carriers themselves. This has re-

quired 3 change in the earlier permission,

co far as relates to bunker coal, as that
: s now considered inconsistent with the

new ruling. The lower rates on bunker

coal are, therefore, ordered to be dis r

continued. It is understood that this re-

vocation will be made general.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal and coke tonnage of the Chesa-
peake & Ohio railway, nine months of

fiscal year from July 1 to March 31,
c hort tons:

Ooal o.k.' Total

160,(101

i 7,(161,09!)

•oris, or 2.7 per

cent. Tidewater tonnage this year was
27 per cent, of the total; other east-

bound. 13; nnd. 00 per cent.

«rk

in doni'

has quieted down, but if still fairly active.

I veil, with

the usual call '.

I Julc prices for May on doi

L35 f<,r lum|

Current Prices of"

Metal. Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

and stove and $4.85 for chestnut, all

f.o.b. New York harbor. On steam sizes

quotations are: Pea, S3ft/3.25; buck-

wheat, $2.30@2.75; No. 2 buckwheat or

rice, $1.80<§)2.25; barley, $ 1.45ft/ 1.70; all

according to quality, f.o.b. New York har-

bor.

Bituminous

Coastwise trade continues slow. Con-

tract making drags along, and apparently

will continue to do so. Harbor trade is ir-

regular, buying being spasmodic and

varying from day to day. West Virginia

coals are not being pressed for sale as

hard as they were last spring, and the

curtailment of tidewater shipments is

quite apparent in its results. In fact

there is less free coal from all quarters

on the market than there has been for

some time.

Prices are about the same. A fair

steam coal can be had at $2.50 ft/ 2.60,

f.o.b. New York harbor. Lower grades

sell down to $2.30, and better up to

$2.85, with a few specials at $3. Gas
coals are a trifle firmer at $1.10 for %-in.

at mines, $1 for run-of-mine and 75 ft/ 85c.

for slack.

Coastwise trade improves a little and

there are not so many spare vessels.

Rates are a little firmer. Large boats

get 70ft/ 80c. from Philadelphia to Boston

or Portland. From New York rates are

55ft/ 65c. to Boston or Portland; 40c. to

Providence and New Bedford; 25ft/ 30c. to

Sound ports. From Hampton Roads to

Boston, 75ft/ 80c. is asked.

Birmingham

May 15—The coal trade is still quiet.

It was believed that the summer would
sec a steady condition in the coal busi-

ness, but the bottom dropped out almost

overnight and the production is being

curtailed more and more every week.

Plans for extensive development in

the Alabama coalfields are well in hand.

Pratl Cons olid ited Coal Company,
which has been buying up coal lands in

on and Walker counties for some
time, will, it is understood, take up the

i omi railroad

ire completed.

Chicago
May 15—The coal market is remark-

ably good, for a May market. Sales of

steam coal are not large but steady,

while the domestic market surprises

many dealers by its strength. With an

abundance of supplies from the western
mines there is no distinguishable crowd-

ing to the point of forcing very low
prices, on lump, and on screenings they

are slightly higher than a week age. Con-
tract sales are heavy, though not at high

prices. Eastern coals are quiet but ship-

ments are well regulated and prices are

firm.

Illinois and Indiana coals bring for

lump, $1.85ft/2.25; run-of-mine., $1.65 ft/'

1.75, and screenings $1.70ft7'2. Smoke-
less sells well up to the circular prices of

$3.55 for lump and $3.15 for run-of-mine.

Hocking is very strong at $3.15. An-
thracite sales are light but increasing.

Cleveland

May 15—Lake rates on coal for the

season have been fixed at 30c. from Lake

Erie ports to the head of Lake Superior

and 35c. to Lake Michigan ports. The

ttade is still very quiet and vessels are

slow getting out.

Local trade is rather dull. Nothing

doing in domestic, and steam coal demand
is growing very slowly, if it does grow at

all. Prices are unchanged, except that

slack is a little higher, being in short

supply.

Indianapolis

May 15—The coal trade locally shows
very little change. Few mines are work-

ing anything like full time. The only

mines that are running full are those

having special contracts. Steam-coal

consumption is improving, but not much.

The railroads are not taking quite as

much coal as usual, and very few con-

sumers seem to be storing coal just now.

Pittsburg

May 16—Local demand for coal con-

tinues light, while Lake shipments are

not increased, the congestion between

mine and Lake vessel continuing on ac-

count of the lightness of the movement.

Prices are indifferently well maintained,

and we continue to quote: Nut, $1.05ft?

1. 15; mine-run, $1.10ft/ 1.15; H -in., $1.20

ft/ 1.25; 1'1-in., $1.30ft/M.35; slack, 75c.

per ton at mine.

Connellsville Coke—The strike in Brit-

ish Columbia has been felt in the Con-

nellsville coke trade, a sale of 5000 tons

of smelter coke having j.ust been made,

at $1.50 at ovens. The coke will be

shipped to Ashtabula and taken across the

lakes in two cargoes to Fort William at

a 50c. rate, to be delivered to the Ca-
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nadian Pacific, which controls the British

Columbia smelters where the coke will be

used. A sale of 1000 tons of prompt fur-

nace coke has been made to an eastern

concern, at $1.65, which is above the

market for ordinary furnace grades. We
quote: Prompt furnace, $1.50 fa 1.55; con-

tracts for second half, $1.75fa 1.85;

prompt foundry, $1.90fa2; contract, $2fa

2.25, at ovens.

The Courier reports production in the

Connellsville and lower Connellsville re-

gion in the week ended May 6 at 280,-

367 tons, a decrease of 20,000 tons, and

shipments at 3076 cars to Pittsburg, 5136

cars to points west and /98 cars to points

east, a total of 9010 cars, a decrease of

200 cars. Production is now down to the

rate in the first fortnight of January, there

having been an increase to a weekly rate

of 370,000 tons in the closing fortnight of

March.

St. Louis

May 15—The market remains very dull,

and no change can be expected as long as

the situation at the industrial plants re-

mains as unsatisfactory as it is at pres-

ent. Of course, there is a fair amount

of business done by dealers, but it is so

far below the normal level that it leaves

a surplus of coal to depress the market.

Standard coal still makes up the bulk of

the receipts, and Carterville is less in

evidence. The best demand continues to

be screenings, and they command a bet-

ter price relatively than mine-run or lump.

Next to screenings nut is most called for.

Standard operators seem determined to

keep on operating their mines, though

—

as has been said before—most of them

who are running now are losing at least

5c. per ton on their entire output.

Anthracite—The shipments ordered in

April are arriving more freely. Anthra-

cite is moving fairly well, and business

looks better than in soft coal.

FOREIGNCOALTRADE

German Coal Production—Coal pro-

duction of German Empire, three months

ended March 31, metric tons:

1910 1911 Changes
Coal 36,370,787 40,206,274 1.3,835,487
Brown coal 16,147,498 18,571,886 1.2,424,388

Welsh Coal Prices^-Messrs. Hull,

Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on May 5, as follows:

Best Welsh steam coal, $4.17; seconds,

$3.93; thirds, $3.81; dry coals,

best Monmouthshire, $3.72; seconds,

$3.54; best small steam coal, $2.58; sec-

onds, $2.28. All prices are per long ton,

f.o.b. shipping port, cash in 30 days, less
2''. per cent, discount.

Total mlnod.. 52,518,285 58,778,160 1.6.259,875

Coke made 5,636,781 6,364,091 I. 727,310
Briquets made. 4,469,226 5.311,385 I. 842,159

Of the briquets reported this year

4,096,946 tons were made from brown

coal or lignite.

German Foreign Trade—Exports and

imports of fuel in Germany, three

months ended March 31, metric tons:

Exports Imports Excess

Coal 6,367,819 2,088,386 Exp. 4,279,433
Brown coal. . 15,438 1,772,985 Imp. 1.757.517

Coke 1,149,790 142,402 Exp. 1,007,388
Briquets 560,529 59,251 Exp. 501,278

IRON TRADE-REVIEW 2
New York, May 17—The iron and steel

trades must be reported as still in a wait-

ing position. One cause—perhaps the

chief cause— is the persistent rumor that

prices of steel will soon be reduced. This

seems to be generally believed, though

the leading interest insists that no

changes are needed or intended. Such
statements have been made before, how-
ever, and have been followed by changes.

A cut of $2 per ton in steel bars, to

1.40c, Pittsburg base, was expected, but

is now said to be postponed. This

is quite plainly the result of the ac-

tion of the large agricultural-machinery

makers, who have held back from making
their yearly contracts, which are usually

closed before this time. It is believed'

to be the result of a general agreement

of the larger independents. Whether it

will be followed by other reductions is yet

to be seen; but there is a strong feeling

that a general readjustment of prices is

soon to come. Meanwhile the smaller in-

dependents are known to be shading

prices on sheets and wire products, and

the low prices made by Eastern fabricat-

ing companies have already been noted.

New business for the week has been

confined largely to structural steel.

Building is active, and there are many

small orders coming forward, outside of

the large pending contracts for city-rail-

road and municipal work. A number of

small contracts for rails and equipment

have been placed by different railroad

companies. The rail orders make up a

total of about 75,000 tons for the week.

Pig-iron business in Eastern territory

has been confined chiefly to small orders

for foundry iron. Southern iron is still

pushed, but with few sales. In the Cen-

tral West there has been some business in

foundry and basic pig. There is a gen-

eral disposition among buyers to insist

on small cuts in prices, and this is holding

up some business.

Lake Superior Iron Ore—$hipments
of iron ore from the upper Lake ports to

May 1 were, in long tons:

Total 8,093,576 4,063,024 Exp. 4,030,552

Total, 1910. 6,560,172 3,952,955 Exp. 2,607,217

Exports this year include 4090 tons

of coke to the United States.
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With A tons on Lake dock? on

1 there is no hurry for new sup-

plies. The April shipments were only

IS tons, a decrease of 7S.2 per cent.

from last year.

Pig Iron—A contract for basic was

plat week at $13.25 at furnace.

Other sales have been limited to small

lots for short delivery. Current prices,

Cleveland delivery are $15.90 for besse-

mer. $13.75® 14 for basic. $14.25(0! 14.50

for No. 2 foundry. $13.25@13.50 for gray

forge.

Finished Material—Some good local

contracts for structural steel are under

discussion. Orders are coming in for

other material, but they are generally

alL Jobbers report some improvement

in business from stores.

Philadelphia

May 17— Some activity in basic iron

has developed within a few days, result-

ing in considerable sales of iron, which
will be further augmented in all proba-
bility before the close of the week. Buy-
ers are inclined to take advantage of the

present weakness started in the West and
it is stated today that large transactions

can be certainly accounted for. In forge

and foundry irons scarcely any movement
is observable beyond the small hand-to-

mouth sales which have no significance.

Southern irons have been again offered

at a shading which has interfered with

some expected sales in this territory.

Stocks are larger at furnace banks than
usual and the anxiety to reduce them
may lead to some shadings similar to the

course of the basic pig market. Southern
iron is a thorn in the side of not a few
producers and unless something favor-

able transpires makers will feel obliged

to take some action to arrest any further

accumulation. Furnaces are selling No.

2 foundry at $15,75, but cannot induce

buyers to purchase beyond present needs.

Steel Billets— Further deliveries of

steel billets are being made on old con-

tracts, but it is impossible to trace up
sales during the past week.

Bars—While quotations are the same,
orders in a few cases were accepted wfth-

in a week for a slightly lower figure than
has been named for months.

Sheets—Corrugated material seems to

be holding up better than any other line.

Construction requirements are shaping
up nicely.

and Tubes—Manufacturers have
made a pretty thorough canvass of east-

ern territory without so far as is known
up until today securing much business.

Plates The plate mills are beginning
ither in an encouraging amount of

business.

Structural Material A food week's
-ess has been done in structural ma-

I in which the requirement-- for gen-
eral conMruction work have figured up

well. Bridge building material has been
liberally ordered. Structural manufac-
turers have knowledge of a large amount
of work that will reach them for figur-

ing early in June.

Scrap—The moderate improvements in

certain lines served to bring out a few
buyers who have been asking prices for

a month past. The inquiries at present

are for wrought scrap, steel melting scrap

and railroad scrap. The prices are fav-

orable and the larger dealers are count-

ing upon reducing their stocks within a

few days.

Pittsburg

May 16—The local trade is pleased
that the Supreme Court decision in the

Standard Oil case has been rendered.

The decision itself caused no surprise, as
one adverse to the trust has been ex-

pected. The decision is regarded as mod-
erate and few prosecutions of other

trusts or combinations is expected, em-
phasis being laid on the words "undue"
and "unduly" in the decision. As for the

United States Steel Corporation, the

opinion seems to be fairly general that

while the Government might be able to

get a decision against it, the preferred

course will be to work for Federal incor-

poration and regulation, thus putting in

practice what the Government has gained,

rather than risking the possibility of an

adverse decision and the complete loss

of any power to control.

It is held that orders for steel products
have been kept back by many buyers be-

cause they feared wholesale prosecutions

after the Standard Oil decision, but that

as the decision was rendered buyers will

not be afaid of such disturbances and
will now be disposed to buy more freely.

In some quarters, however, the opinion

is freely expressed that there is no ground
for expecting any improvement in busi-

ness, and that materially better business

is not to be expected until 1913. The
more common view is that business will

soon begin to pick up and will begin to

assume important proportions by July,

making the second half of this year a

much more satisfactory one than the first

half is proving.

The volume of business in pig iron and
finished steel products has not been ma-
terially different in the past week from
the two preceding weeks. There are

minor ups and Jowns with the different

producers, but no general change. Buy-
ing is perhaps 30 per cent, of full ca-

pacity, while production, being based
partly upon old business, is hardly down
below 50 per cent. Comment is made
upon the large number of small orders

being booked. Prices of steel products
continue to be firmly held by the leading

producers, shadinn being confined to a

few small interests and not being very

ive in amount at that.

The Steel Corporation on April 29 had
550,000 tons more business on its books
than on Dec. 31. Taking the corpora-
tion's capacity at 1,200,000 tons a month,
the April loss in orders amounted to 20
per cent, of capacity, indicating that book-
ings were 20 per cent, less than ship-

ments, the latter probably being between
55 and 60 per cent, of capacity and the

former between 35 and 40 per cent. In

the past three weeks bookings have been
slightly less than the April average.

Pig Iron— It is understood the Amer-
ican Steel Foundries got the 5000 tons of

basic it was inquiring for at a shade
under $13.25, Valley furnace, a new low
price on this movement, but not as low

as sales were made at last October, when
$13, Valley, was touched. The basic

market is quotable 25c. lower than last

week and 50c. lower than three weeks
ago. Foundry iron has been very dull.

Bessemer iron has sold in a small way at

slight concessions from $15, Valley, the

regular quotation since last August, but

it is claimed no large lot could be had at

under this figure. A large interest has

been canvassing the market with firm of-

fers of spot cash for 10,000 tons, and it

is reported that as high as $14.50 was bid

on these terms without drawing out any

iron. We quote, f.o.b. Valley furnaces,

90c. higher delivered Pittsburg: Bessemer,

$15; basic, $1 3.25*7 13.50; No. 2 foundry

and malleable, $13.75@14 per ton.

Ferromanganese—The market contin-

ues extremely quiet. A sale of about 300

tons is reported at about $36.50, Balti-

more, at which we quote the market for

both prompt and future, freight to Pitts-

burg being $1.95 per ton.

Steel—A sale of 500 tons of open-

hearth billets is reported at $23, Pitts-

burg, the regular quotation, and made by

one of the large steel interests. It is not

denied, however, that one or two small

open-hearth mills would make conces-

sions of 50c. or $1 a ton on both billets

and sheet bars. We quote regular prices

at $23 for billets and $24 for sheet bars,

f.o.b. maker's mill, Pittsburg or Youngs-

town, with wire rods at $29, Pittsburg.

Sheets—Demand continues light and

mills are running at only about 50 per

cent, of capacity. Regular prices are

maintained except in a few instances:

Black, 28 gage, 2.20c; galvanized, 3.20c;

blue annealed, 10 gage, 1.65c; painted

corrugated, $1.55; galvanized, $2.75 per

square.

St. Louis

May 15—The pig-iron market is still

dull and foundries are buying only on a

small scale. Occasionally a large inquiry

comes in, but apparently to test the mar-

ket only. Quotations remain $11 Birm-

ingham—$14.75 St. Louis— for No. 2

foundry, but some shading is reported.
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S FOREIGN IRON TRADE ±
British Foreign Trade—Exports and im-

ports of iron and steel and of machinery

in Great Britain, three months ended

March 31, are valued by the Board of

Trade returns as follows:

Exports Imports Excess

Iron and steel £11,048,392 £2,796,782 Ex. £ 8,251,610

Machinery... 7,479,885 1,402,539 Ex. 6,017,346

Cutlerv and
hardware.. 1,840,852 1.250,5tt6 Ex. 500,346

New ships 1,110,604 Ex. 1,110,604

Total £21.488,733 £ 5,509,827 Ex. £15,078,906

Total, 1910.. 20,218,788 4.120.324 Ex. 16,098.164

Increase in exports, £1,269,945, or 6.3

per cent.; increase in imports, £1,389,203,

or 33.7 per cent. The total quantities

of iron and steel included above were,

in long tons:

1910 1911 Changes

Exports 1,095,786 1,095,567 D. 215

Imports 323,926 445,951 I. 122.021

The larger part of the imports is in bil-

lets, blooms, sheet bars and other half-

finished forms.

Iron Ore Movement—Imports of iron

ore into Great Britain, three months end-

ed March 31, were: 1,797,292 long tons

in 1910, and 1,889,637 in 1911; increase,

92.345 tons. Imports of manganese ore,

1-54,459 tons in 1910, and 101,060 in

1911; decrease, 53,399 tons.

1 METAL- MARKETS

New York, May 17—The metal mar-

kets do not show much interest and few

changes are to be noted.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

UNITED STATES GOLD AND SILVER MOVEMENT

Metal
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or the la;:. si spot, now

amounts to about £8. Business in this

: has not been very brisk, tin still

being offered at about c per pound be-

low the import point. The close abroad

17 10s. for spot, and £189

r three months, while 43c. is the

quoted here.

ssrs. Robertson & Bense report that

tin ore and concentral

Hamburg. Germany, in April were 1179

if which U3J tons were from Bo-

livia and 40 tons from South Africa.

: -The market is quiet. There is

some inquiry from day to day, which has

been met at slightly lower prices. At the

close. St. Louis is quoted at 4.20''-/

c, and New York at 4.35',, 4.37

cents.

The London market for lead is firm,

good Spanish lead being quoted at £13
•

. and English at £13 3s. 9d. per

ton.

ter—The market has been dull,

and prices have gone off somewhat, St.

Louis being quoted at 5. 15@5.20c, and

New York at 5.30''/ 5.35c. In view of

the continued strength in Europe it is

hard to see how our market can go much

lower, and in fact several sellers are

holding aloof for the moment for that

reason.

The London market is firm at £24 7s.

6d. for good ordinaries, and at £24 12s.

<>d. for specials.

Base price of zinc sheets S7.25 per

100 lb., f.o.b. La Salle-Peru, Ind., less 8

per cent, discount.

Other Metals

Aluminum—The market continues

dull, with prices unchanged at 205-4(5

21c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots.

Antimony—The market is quiet, with

only a retail business doing and prices

unchanged. Cookson's is held at 9.40^/

per lb. and U. S. at 9c; while quo-

tations are 8@8.12 c. for Chinese and

Hungarian.

Quicksilver—Supplies here are a little

better, but still scarce. Quotations

show no change. At New York, sales are

made to arrive, per flask of 75

in Francisco. -It; and $43.50 for do-

and export orders, respectively.

London price i- £9 per flask, with £8 10s.

quoted by second hands.

Our San Francisco correspondent

under date of May 10, that the

quicksilver situation, following the dis-

solution of the Eureka company as a

which occurred in the

trch has not been satis

the producers. There has been

recently anoth' i ind fall in the

price, due dire petition i

ing from independent marketing and in

part U That tlu :

compc
parcntly ffl 'han ind :

liffcrenc<

the factions will probably be accom-

plished within the present month. The

stocks in hand in the present week will

not largely exceed 1000 flasks, and there

is no present increase in production.

The possibilities for future increase,

though not numerous, are based upon

prospects of finding new orebodies and

the resumption of extraction and treat-

ment at mines that have been idle for

some time. The Guadalupe and the Idria

are the chief producers; the Great West-

ern is not producing; the Helen has re-

sumed production; the Almaden is dili-

gently seeking new orebodies; El Dinero

prospect is pushing development; the

Sierra Morena—formerly the Klau— is

getting in shape for active production

this summer. The successful settlement

of factional competition by June 1, which

is expected, will encourage production

and should steady the market.

Bismuth—The current price of bis-

muth in London is 7s. 6d.-—or SI.80—per

pound.

Cadmium—The price in Germany is

now, for metal 99J/2 per cent, pure, 70067

750 marks per 100 kg.—equal to 78.27c.

per lb., average.

Magnesium—The price of pure metal

is SI.50 per lb. for 100-lb. lots, f.o.b.

New York.

Nickel—Large lots, contract business,

40^/ 50c. per lb. Retail spot, from 50c.

for 500-lb. lots up to 55c. for 200-lb.

lots. The price of electrolytic is 5c.

higher.'

German Metal Trade

Imports and exports of metals other

than iron, in the German Empire, for the

year ended Dec. 31, were, in metric tons:

Imports. Exports. Excess.

Copper '2(10,774 81,621 Imp. 119,153
Copper, 1909.... 171,582 67,660 Imp. 103,922

Tin 14,469 10,252 Imp. 4,217
Tin, 1909 13,700 7,930 Imp. 5,770

Lead 81,851 45,036 Imp. 36,816
Lead, 1909 77,204 42. ('.75 Imp. 34,619

Zinc 41,638 118,879 Exp. 77,240
Zinc, 1909 47,268 104,382 Exp. r>7,l1!>

Nickel 4,693 1,688 Imp. 3,005
Nickel, 1909 8,822 1,949 Imp 1,873

Aluminum 9,980 2,378 Imp. 7,007
Aluminum, '09. «.i;t'.» 1,768 Imp. 6,911

Miscellaneous... 1,519 13,294 Exp. 11,775
Mlscellan's, '09 1,191 11,285 Exp. 10,094

The figures include alloys and manu-
factures of the different metals. The

imports and exports of ores for the year

were, in metric tons:

( ill-- :

Gold "!-
<. id ore 1909

Bilvei ore
Silver ore, "'.'..

Coppei on
1

|.;

Tin on I

Lead ore, 1909
Zinc ore ..

/

Ni'-k-i or

i i,

Mi COllfl

imp. .its. Exports.

139
177

2,091
I ,:.7H

'-'..ISM

17,348

112,151
l 11,017

S01.1HI

9,937
10,18(1

2:1,7:. I

22,437
7:1

182

2,382
. .1

59.4 in

3K6

11,664

1,111

Excess
Imp.
1 m p.

I mi
1 111 1 1.

Exp.
I nip.

1 hi p.

Imp.
I in p.

1 nip.

I in p,

I m p,

I in p,

I in
I

1 mp
I in p.

i mp.
Imp.
I in p.

I in p.

Ills

177

2.091

1,578
1 ,:.:.7

1. 11;. I

17, -.'71

1

16,241

109,769

108,461

181,1 I!

140,116

9,987
10,186
.'I, ns 1

1,676
1.1 .1

molybdenum and ores of other rare

metals. Imports of slags and slag pro-

ducts in 1910 were 761,320 tons and ex-

ports, 58,832; an increase, as compared

with 1909, of 268,549 tons in imports,

but a decrease of 2842 tons in exports.

British Metal Imports and Exports

Imports and exports of metals in Great

Britain, three months ended March 31,

figures in long tons, except quicksilver,

which is in pounds:

Exports Excess
20,240 Imp. 24,636
15,909 Imp.
12,948 Exp.
10,950 Imp.
0,472 Imp.

11,890 Imp.
2,463 Imp.
2,362 Imp.

962,078 Exp

Metals: Imports
Copper, long tons 44,s7f.

Copper, 1910.... 44,377
Tin, long tons 10,786
Tin, 1910 11,656

Lead, long tons.. 52,897
Livid, 1910 51,062

Spelter, l'g tons.. 81,129
Spelter, 1910.... 82,665

Quicksilver, lb... 547,264
Quicksilver, '10 1,311,702

Minor met's, tons 1,440 4,848 Exp.
Milieu, 1010 1,199 6,484 Exp.

Oros

:

Tin oro and con. 7,433 Imp.
Tin ore, 1910. . . 6,021 Imp.

Pyrites 256,022 Imp.
Pyrites, 1910... 203,142 Imp.

28,468
2,162

(',90

43,425
40,063
28,666
30,313

414,814
243,177 Imp. 1,068,615

3.40K

5,285

7,433

6,022
256,021
203,142

Copper totals include metallic contents

of ore and matte. Exports include re-

exports of foreign material. Miscellane-

ous metals include nickel, aluminum and

the minor metals and alloys. Of the im-

ports in 1911, the United States furnished

in all 14,244 tons fine copper, and 9291

tons lead. This lead was chiefly Mexican,

refined in this country.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

Platteville, Wis., May 13—The highest

price paid this week for zinc ore was $40;

the base price was $39tf/40 per ton of 60

per cent. zinc. The base price paid for

80-per cent, lead ore was $54 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED MAY 13

Camps Zinc
ore, lb.

Mineral Point 793,850
Platteville 735,310
Galena 643,800
Hazel Green 326,730
Benton 172,000
Livingston 149,000
Highland 120,600

Harker 88,500
Linden 82,700

Rewey 62,000
i luba City

Lead Sulphur
ore, lb. ore, lb.

60,000

308,100

80,000

176,000

Total 3,179,990 60,000 564,100

Y.vi i- to date 50,578,750 2,923,595 12,907,930

Shipped during week to separating

plants, 2,713,520 lb. zinc ore.

Miscellaneous ores Include tungsten,

Joplin, Mo., May 13—The highest price

paid for zinc sulphide ore was $43, the

base ranging from $36 to $40.50 per ton

of 60 per cent. zinc. Zinc silicate sold

at $19@21 per ton of 40 per cent. zinc.

The average price, all grades of zinc,

was S37.62. The highest price paid for

lead ore was $56, offerings of buyers

dropping to $54 at the week-end for best

grades. The average price, all grades of

lead, was $55.24 per ton.

The continued low price of zinc ore is

driving many of the sheet-ground mine

operators into the free-ore areas with

prospecting and developing outfits, and as

a consequence mining conditions are

changing. Operators are directing their
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attention to the new area between Joplin

and Carl Junction, to the Carthage, Sar-

coxie, Neck City, Spring City and Jack-

son points. The area northwest of Joplin,

called the Toms station, and southwest,

known as Jackson station, are the two

more important factors, with some of the

other camps making favorable showings.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED MAY 13
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The Park City Geological

Report

The Park City Commercial Club has

passed resolutions complaining of the

tardiness on the part of the U. S. Geolog-

ical Survey in publishing its report on

Park City, the field work for which was

completed by J. M. Boutwell in 1904.

These resolutions have been transmitted

to the Geological Survey, and also to the

representatives of Utah in Congress.

Mr. Boutwell began the field work at

Park City about Aug. 1, 1902; this field

work was continued to December of

that year. In the following year Mr.

Boutwell spent from August to De-

cember inclusive in the district, as well

as January and February of 1904.

The field work was again continued in

July, August, September and October of

that year, the intervening time having

been occupied in the preparation of the

Bingham report. The office work on the

Park City report began in February,

1905, and continued, with slight inter-

ruptions, to July, 1906. During the re-

mainder of this year, as well as in the

first part of 1907, the preparation of the

Park City report was continued, but Mr.

Boutwell's whole time was not given to

it as he had been entrusted with the

compilation of metal statistics for lead

and zinc, including a general review of

the lead and zinc resources of this coun-

try. In the last four months of 1907 and

in January, 1908, Mr. Boutwell was on

leave of absence, without pay. The

months from February to August inclu-

sive were devoted to the Park City report

and to the statistical investigations al-

ready referred to. In September, 1908,

Mr. Boutwell resigned from the Geologi-

cal Survey and an agreement was made

in writing with Mr. Boutwell, in which he

promised the completion of the report by

Jan. 1, 1910. At that time the report was

still unfinished, but its completion -vithin

a few months was promised by Mr.

Boutwell. On May 9, 1911, Mr. Bout-

well reported the shipment of the corn-

complete manuscript of the report.

Without doubt the citizens of Park City

and also the mining industry at large

have strong ground for complaint in the

delay in the publication of this report.

Such delays have, in fact, been a fre-

quent cause for complaint against the

Geological Survey. The Journal has

many times deprecated this tendency and

urged the Survey to concentrate its at-

tention upon the issuance of live, useful

reports rather than obituaries, which,

however, is not to imply that the forth-

coming publication of the Park City re-

port will be an obituary.

In the present case, the director of the

Geological Survey appears to be the

victim of circumstances rather than the

convict of culpable tardiness and mis-

management. There is no doubt that the

Survey has done its utmost to obtain the

report. The advisability of detailing an-

other geologist to complete the work was

considered, but was abandoned for fear

that such a step would lead to still

greater delay, which probably was a cor-

rect assumption.

The record in the case of the Park City

report indicates, however, several import-

ant matters of policy that ought to be

corrected. It seems to us that when a

geologist is detailed to do a certain

piece of work, he ought to be kept stead-

ily at it, and ought not to be shifted from

one job to another; that an economic

geologist of distinction, already commis-

sioned to an important professional re-

port, ought not to be diverted to such a

piece of office drudgery as the compila-

tion of statistics; and finally that before a

member of the staff be released, he ought

to be required to complete all work in

hand, which, in fact, most men would

desire to do. Certainly, all of these prin-

ciples would obtain in the conduct of a

private engineering office or any ordinary

business affair. Such occurrences mani-

fest a real evil in the past management of

the Geological Survey.

We believe that Doctor Smith recog-

nizes this, at least in part, and is doing his

best to eliminate it. We are prone to make

allowances for the scientist and are dis-
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thick orebody reports underground work

to the extent of 78,388 ft. We are at a

loss, moreover, to understand why the

The Utah Copper Report

self. *

The point of especial interest is, of

course, how much it costs this company

to produce its copper. The company it-

self says that the net cost per pound

ned to hum- him up, but hundred equipment requires no discussion. property, besides which 6209 feet of

eers in practice who come close The certified accountants who examined drilling was done. The estimate of aver-

sts io not find any great the books of the company for 1909, in its age COpper content is based on the

in plowing right along to the own behalf, recommended that a portion samples from 225,722 ft. of drifts, raises,

any furrow that they start. We of the profits of the company be set aside winzes and drill holes. It is evident that

• no doubt that the Director of the annually as a reserve for this purpose,
t iie estimates refer to very large blocks

I admit the grotesqueness of and in their report for 1910 they reiter- f ground. Thus, for comparison, the

line in 1912 ( we are assuming the ated that recommendation. The man- Miami Copper Company for the develop-

:he results of field work agement of the company in public inter- men t of 18,000,000 tons in an equally

on an important mining district com- views has stated that its mills are new

pleted in 1904. Certainly the people of plants on which there has been practic-

Park City have a right to complain. ally no depreciation so far. This argu-

—-——==== inent is not conservative, to say the least, longitudinal section showing the Utah

and moreover the fact is disputed. orebody that is given with the report for

In the accounts for 1910 there are 1910 should show so much greater depth

There has been so much controversy some peCuliar things. During the year f ore in certain drill holes than the

over the Utah Copper Company and its the COmpany started to build a new rail- same holes showed in substantially the

affairs, and there is so much doubt re- vay i;ne frorn i ts mines to its mills, for same section in 1909.

:ir.g some of its fundamental condi- which purpose a railway company, with At the end of 1910 the Utah Copper

tions that it is difficult to analyze its an- capital stock at $750,000 was organized. Company figured its investment in mills

nual reports with judicial fairness. This -rhe entire capital stock was issued to the cnd mine equipment at $6,554,251. All

is largely the fault of the company it- ytah Copper Company in payment for f this plant is subject to wear and tear,

tracks and property owned by that com- jn varying degrees. The life of a power

pany, and $746,046 was deducted from plant is relatively long; that of a milling

"prepaid ore expense," and thus became plant is relatively short; that of a steam-

a fixed asset. shcvel plant is very short indeed. As the

More curious, however, is the treatment various portions of the Utah equipment

of copper, including all expense of every
f the \oss f $35,075 incurred in the V/ear out, of course, they will have to be

kind and nature, was 8.069c. per lb. in year's operation of the Sulphide mine, replaced. If no allowance for this pur-

1910, against 8.787c. per lb. in 1909. The jms is carried to the "prepaid ore ex- pose be made now, it is obvious that

question as to the validity of these fig- pense" account and in the latter is fig- very heavy charges will have to be met

ures pertains chiefly to what the company urecj as a part of the fixed assets of the later on. If proper deductions be made

calls "deferred charges" and its admit- company. This is the first time that we now for the things that the Utah man-

ted failure to allow anything for depre- ever heard of an operating loss becom- agement skimps, we are inclined to think

ciation of plant. ing an asset. that its real cost of producing copper is

The Utah management reckons the av- jne statements respecting the enor- at least from 0.5 to lc. per lb. more

erage thickness of its orebody as 345 ft., mous ore reserves of the Utah Copper than it reckons.

and of the overlying capping as 105 ft., Company tend to inspire doubt rather 7ne Bingham porphyry mines are un-

a ratio of about 1 to 0.3. Consequently,
t h an confidence. At the end of 1909 the doubtedly great and valuable mines. Their

for each ton of ore extracted about 0.3 Utah Copper Company reported 90,000.- production has already had an important

of a ton of capping must previously have 000 tons developed, in full or in part,
effect upQn the world>s copper ma rket

been removed, and the cost of this re- averaging 1.75 per cent, copper. At the

moval is chargeable to the cost of C nd of 1908, according to the report of

getting the ore. The Utah management s. J. Jennings, the Boston Consolidated

formerly charged the ore with 5c. pei had 37,439,000 tons, averaging 1.45 per

ton on this account, but bowine. to the cent, copper. The Boston Consolidated

n of so meager an allowance it did not claim any great developments in

has, since the middle of 1910, charged 1909, and wc may take 127,439,000 tons,

per ton. If the cost of removing nxeraging 1.66 per cent., as the total re-

•1, and the ratio serves in both properties at the end of especially the director and to him belongs

f car [n 1910 the extraction of ore was a high measure of praise. It does not.

chare- i be sufficient. How- 4.340,000 tons, while at the end of the year however, add anything to the credit to

ol ap- a development of 203,500,000 tons, aver- which the management is justly entitled,

parenr' -nova! of mo« 1.67 percent, copper, was estimated or to the prestige of the company among

capping than !: the ore within ver- as remaining. investors, to make claims as to resources

tica: nit that is manife ntlv. there was an estimated or cost of production that must neces-

Increast "t 80,401,000 tuns of ore in sarily be taken as nonconservative; nor

That tin mpany ifl 1910. The development work in 1910 does the policy of unendingly expanding

• in failir. rised 1480 ft. of driving in the Utah production upon a declining copper mar-

and 45,567 ft. in the Boston ket create a favorable impression.

and for many years will continue to do

so. In their development and in the

successful solution of many new, intri-

cate and unchartered technical problems

their management has resourcefully

blazed a pathway with great skill and

originality. In this Mr. Jackling has been
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Metallics
Manganese-steel castings should not be

heated even as high as 400 deg. F. as in-

ternal strains are set up which may break
the casting as late as six weeks there-

after.

Increasing the diameter of the noduliz-

ing kilns of the Spanish-American Iron

Company to 10 ft. eliminated the accu-

mulation of rings which previously

caused shutdowns and much difficult bar-

ring, when the kilns were only 8 ft. in

diameter.

In driving the Strawberry tunnel, in

Utah, the average cost of drill repairs

per foot for the completed cross-section

of the tunnel for a period of 19 months
was 17.2 cents, and while 497 ft. of

tunnel was bored, machines were brought

out of the heading only ten times, mostly

for replacing packing.

In the Ready Bullion mine on Douglas
island, Alaska, an average of 10.12 ma-
chine drills were used during the year

1910. The average ground broken per

drill per 24 hours was 23.06 tons; 47.36

in stoping, 8.65 in developing and 14.30

tons in cutting-out. The total footage

drilled was 241,679 and as 154,216 tons

of ore and waste were broken, the aver-

age per foot of hole drilled was 0.64

ten.

When the spirit of cleanliness and or-

der has once been infused into a mill and
broken repair parts are no longer per-

mitted to be thrown into odd corners, it

is easy to keep the plant up to the top

notch of cleanliness and efficiency. Even
a slovenly workman from an outside plant

will soon become infected with the habit,

if the example of order is strictly main-

tained until he can get his bearings in

the new surroundings.

In the excavation of the site of the

Grand Central station now being built in

New York it was found necessary to

break some rock close to the foundations

of a building. Blasting could not be done

with safety unless the rock were first cut

free on the side near the foundation. This

cut was made by channeling machines at

a cost of 75c. per sq.ft. of cut and the

rock was blasted with light charges of

powder that did not imperil the founda-

tions.

What is said to be the largest steel

cable ever made is a part of the equip-

ment of a series of gravity planes of the

Spanish-American Iron Company in the

Mayari district in northern Cuba. The

cable is 3 in. in diameter and consists of

6 strands of 19 plow-steel wires, each,

and has a 1^-in. center which is made
on a hemp core with 6 strands of 19 wires

each. The cable weighed 123,000 lb. and

has a breaking strength of 377 tons. It

is wound on 20-ft. drums and is used on

a plane, 7000 ft. long, the first of a se-

ries of three inclines that lower the trains

of iron ore from the Mayari beds to the

railroad connecting with the coast.

By the Way
Another distributer of wildcat mining

stock has come to grief, C. E Mitchell, a
broker with offices in Spokane and sev-
eral eastern cities, having been convicted
at Spokane on May 10 of usin« trie mails
with intent to defraud.

The stock of the Orphan Copper Com-
pany has sunk to a low point, 161,200
shares having been sold at public acution
on May 17 at lc. per share, which is at
the rate of $6000 for the property, the
company having 600,000 shares. Less
than three years ago, in the days of
Cardenio F. King, this stock sold at

showing that some persons took advant-
age of a great opportunity to lose money.

A certain stockbroker interested in the
Porcupine district recently informed a
listener at the Rocky Mountain Club that
he had great faith in the prospects of the
Porcupine district, because he had been
reliably informed that there was no "se-
dentary" rock there. There are so many
active interests in Porcupine, that it would
doubtless forge ahead even with this

handicap, but we presume there are many
promising young districts where the "se-

dentary" rocks have suppressed the

prophesied activity.

The professor in mechanical engineer-
ing at one of our mining colleges is wont
to address candidates for the course of
power-plant inspection in the following

manner: "In visiting an engine room or

power plant it takes very little effort to

manage to stand out of line of the fly-

wheel and reciprocating parts. There
may never be an accident while you are

around, but I used to have some very

good friends whom I now have no longer,

merely because they did not heed this

simple precaution."

It has been a bad year for stocks of all

sorts, though some of the mining shares,

notably the Tintics, have suffered less

than others from the monotonous quie-

tude. The present position of some of

the stocks is explained by the Pittsburg

Post as follows: "If you are looking for

bargains," said the broker, "I can suit

you, I can offer you some stocks at 10c.

per share." "But why are they so

cheap?" demanded the lady shopper.

"Well, you see, they have been slightly

damaged by water."

That the alchemist has cropped up

again is shown in the following digest of

French pat. 420,535, taken from the

Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind.: "The claim re-

lates to a method by which, it is said,

chemically pure iron may be transformed

into silver, and the silver into gold, the

two transmutations being effected in one

operation when the conditions are fa-

vorable and the temperature is sufficiently

high. The chemically pure iron, reduced

by hydrogen, is ground to an impalpable

powder (25 parts) and mixed intimately

with calcined native silica (975 parts).

A small quantity of the mixture is intro-

duced into a crucible so that the latter, of
a few cubic centimeters capacity, is three-
quarters filled. The air having been ex-
hausted, the crucible rmetically
sealed and heated for 10 to 15 min. in the
center of the electric arc, a current in-

tensity of 40 to 50 amp. and a tension of
60 to 80 volts being employed. A
the necessary cooling, it may then be
opened; when a quartzose mass is ob-
tained, in which, it is said, the silver will

be found disseminated in fine crystalline

veins. The metal is afterward sepa;

by amalgamation. Similarly, employing
chemically pure silver in extremely

I

scraps, in place of the iron, gold may be

obtained; or, finally, when any member of

the iron family, such as nickel, cobalt,

manganese, chromium, molybdenum,
tungsten or uranium, is treated in a simi-

lar manner, each one is transformed into

a different metal." Well, Well! This is

certainly important if true. We wonder,
though, what kind of an examination is

given to such applications in the French
patent office.

H. F. Stinson, "efficiency engineer,"

declared to the H. R. Committee on La-

bor that the universal adoption of the

Taylor system of scientific management
in the industrial world "would result in

a four-hour working day at increased

wages." Let us have it and quickly. Too
many of us now have to work 10 and 12

hours per day. But, alas! Organized
Labor has made up its mind to oppose
anything of the kind. Samuel Gompers
informed the same committee that: "This

proposition would make more money for

manufacturers, all right, and it would
also kill more workmen. It is certain

that a man cannot work under a 'speed-

ing up' system for anything like the

length of time that he can under normal

conditions." James O'Connell, president

of the International Association of Ma-
chinists, remarked that "The shop that

the advocates of this system always,

quote as an example of its workings is

the Midvale steel plant. God help us if

we had to work in the Midvale shops.

God help us if we have to work in any

shop under the Taylor system. The
whole scheme of the system is to remove
the head of the workmen. Taylor and

his associates declare: 'Give us big

physical men and we will do the thinking

for them.' The scheme tends to wipe

out all the manhood and genius of the

American workman and make him a mere
machine, to be driven at a high speed

until he breaks down and then to be

thrown into the scrap heap." This re-

minds us that 60 or 70 years ago work-

ingmen used to smash the newly

introduced machines on the ground

that they were going to take bread out

of their mouths. What a pity that Mr.

Taylor can't devise some scheme to send

Messrs. Gompers and McConnell to

school

!
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American Institute of Min-

ing Engineers

The Council and the Board of Direc-

tors of the American Institute of Alining

Engineers have decided to recommend a

change of its name to "American Insti-

tute of Mining and .Metallurgy." This

proposal will be, however, submitted to

the entire membership for ballot. The

idea in making the change is that the

proposed name more broadly represents

what the organization stands for, the

present name being to a large extent a

misnomer.

The Council and Board of Directors

have also decided to commit the Institute

to the policy of establishing local sec-

tions, in order to afford means for fre-

quent meetings in many parts of the

United States. Applications for the or-

ganization of local sections have already

been received from members in San

Francisco and in New York, and the for-

mation of sections at those places has

been authorized.

The above steps have been taken in

accordance with the plans to develop the

activity, usefulness and interest of in-

stitutes, to which we have previously re-

ferred.

Duty on Lead Smelted in

Bond
Washington Correspondence

Information has been received at the

Treasury Department that the American

Smelting and Refining Company has de-

termined to appeal to the United States

Court of Customs Appeals from the deci-

sion of the Board of General Appraisers

relating to lead smelted in bond, which

was handed down Jan. 11, last. The ap-

peal has been taken at the suggestion of

the Treasury Department, and is partly

the result of the modification of existing

conditions produced by the decision of

the Court of Customs Appeals not long

since with reference to imported lead and

zinc ores.

The decision of the Board of General

Appraisers from which appeal is now to

be taken, is based upon Sec. 24 of the

Payne-Aldrich tariff, in which occur the

words, "that said lead may be withdrawn

mestic consumption or transferred

to a bonded customs warehouse and

withdrawn therefrom upon the payment
of the duties chargeable against it in that

• on." The Board of General Ap-

eld that the part of Sec. 24

refer: ' ut excepts

from duty, and remarked "it is a priv-

accorded and refin-

- ferencc U he con-
struction, in furtherance of the very pur-

role which i? iccomplish,
• ted to pui

commercial lead. It provides

that certain bonds may be canceled when

the actual amount of lead produced from

the refining operation is either delivered

to a bonded manufacturing warehouse

or exported, and then provides that said

lead—the actual amount of lead pro-

duced by refining—may be withdrawn for

consumption upon payment of duties

chargeable against it as withdrawn. The

clause 'against it in that: condition' has,

no doubt, reference to the weight of the

merchandise rather than to its composi-

tion. We do not believe that it was

the intention of Congress to permit the

product of the smelting and refining to

bear a less rate of duty when withdrawn

than was applicable to it when imported

—that is, it was lead or base bullion

when it arrived, and subject to duty at

2'sC. per lb. That rate still applies on

the portion of the said importation ware-

housed and then withdrawn for consump-

tion."

The point of view of the board appears

to have been that if the lead in question

was not pure lead it was at least a form

of lead. As a form of lead, it was then a

part of the actual amount of lead pro-

duced from the smelting. The board ap-

parently felt that there was some doubt

about this position, for later in its deci-

sion it said, "if there is any doubt as to

this issue— it must be resolved in favor

of the Government." This seemed to

point to the desirability of such an appeal

as has now been arranged for. The ques-

tion will also be pushed to the front

whether the provisions by virtue of which

it is sought to obtain lower duties are

really in the nature of a privilege granted

to the "refiners of metal so that the duties

chargeable are not collected but abide the

event of the performance of certain re-

quirements; the exemptions that follow

as a result of the privilege granted being

necessarily construed most favorably to

the Government. The questions of priv-

ilege or exemption and the alleged con-

struction to be accorded to the law under

it have already been partly dealt with by

the Customs Court of Appeals, but it is

hoped to have them fully settled through

the retrial of this case.

Possible Sources of Potash

In an article published in the Kuxen-
Zeitung, of Berlin, Germany, Dr. H. Erd-

mann reviews the possible sources of

potash 9alts outside of Germany. He
dismisses the salt deposits of France,

Austria, the Caspian region in Russia,

and those of Tibet, because the percent-

ace of potassium chloride in all those

deposits is too small for profitable ex-

traction or exploitation. He then takes

up the salt deposits of northwestern

n and Arizona, of which he says, in

iiicc:

Across the Gulf of California the

Colorado marshes centuries ago built a

dam in such a way that the northern

part of the gulf was separated both from

the sea and from the Colorado river. In

the depression resulting from the drying

up of this gulf-end there are hidden, ac-

cording to my estimate, at least 200,000,-

000 tons of potassium chloride, which

would cover the present needs for manure
for 200 years to come. It is not to be in-

ferred, however, that this mass of potash

salts is to be found in a state ready for

exploitation.

It should be borne in mind that

layers which in Germany are rightly

considered worthy of utilization need not

be necessarily so in the desert territory

of the western part of America, where
considerably higher wages prevail and
can be obtained and the conditions of

transportation are far less favorable. For

the present, however, the investigation of

this question is rendered impossible,

since, in consequence of the imprudent

actions of the American engineers, the

heart of the depression, with its settle-

ments and railroad lines, has been placed

below the fresh-water mark. At present,

conditions there resemble those of the

salt lakes of Mansfeld prior to the drying

up of the same. It is out of the question

to attempt to pump out the Salton Sea,

since its contents are about 300 times

greater than that of the Mansfeld salt

lake, and its depth about 300 ft. below

sea level. One must, therefore, patiently

wait until the immense surface in con-

junction with the hot and dry climate of

the desert has effected the evaporation

of the basin, so heedlessly produced, in

order to proceed with the experimental

borings. By that time, however, perhaps

20 to 30 years may yet elapse.

Potassium Deposits in Chile

Chile might sooner attain to a moderate

increase of the potassium industry. To
the extent that the saltpeter deposits of

Chile are worked and are nearing their

exhaustion, it becomes advantageous to

use the capital invested there to open

new auxiliaries, and thus to make use

of the potassium deppsits which are lo-

cated in the province of Tarapaca and on

the Huasco lake, in the province of

Atacama. Several small companies had

been formed as far back as 1905 for the

purpose of exploiting these deposits. It

is a well known fact that the caliche de-

posits of Chile also contain a certain

percentage of potassium. This potassium,

however, can be utilized only as a by-

product of the Chile saltpeter production.

I also doubt at this time whether it would
be easy to bring the potassium of the

Huasco lake into a state to make its ex-

port profitable.

To sum up, we are safe in saying that

no considerable foreign competition

threatens the German potassium in-

dustry in the near future, unless foreign

countries are forced to supply the demand
in a different way, as a result of a sudden
and lar^e increase of prices.
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Correspondence and nisn issinn
The Prevention of Mine

Accidents
The article that appeared in the Jour-

nal of Sept. 24, 1910, on the prevention

of mine accidents containing extracts

from the report of the committee ap-

pointed by the American Mining Con-

gress, held at Denver in 1906, to draft a

uniform law to regulate metalliferous

mining in the various States of America,

has been, I am sure, of great interest to

mining engineers the world over and not

only to those who will be affected by its

provisions if the draft ever becomes law.

As it differs in many respects to the anal-

ogous acts in existence in the various

Australian states it may be of interest

to American engineers to see how it dif-

fers from the Australian both in omis-

sions and additions. The first section

which confines the act as a whole to

mines employing "more than 10 persons

in any period of 24 hours" recognizes the

fact that it is impossible to hamper the

small mines and prospects with numerous

regulations. This classification of mines

according to the number of men em-

ployed is one that could with advantage

have been carried further, although sev-

eial of the sections adopt the principle,

as it is evident that regulations that

should be enforced in some of the big

mines could not be- enforced in the

smaller ones and vice versa. The word-

ing of this section, although more definite

than the New South Wales act which

states "where moce than 10 persons are

employed below ground," would surely

be better if it stated ttiat the act referred

tc mines that employed more than an

average of 10 men, the average being

taken over any period of three months.

Qualifications of Inspectors

The sections governing the qualifica-

tions of inspectors and their deputies are

new to Australia and are an excellent

innovation. The Queensland and New
South Wales acts provide that the mining

inspectors shall be the holders of a first-

class mine manager's certificate but this

only necessitates three years practical

training and a theoretical knowledge of

mining and does not necessitate the ac-

tual management of a mine; in fact in

these states a man cannot manage a mine

until he has a first-class certificate and

therefore, the holding of a certificate

does not show that a man has managed a

mine. The qualifications required for a

candidate for the chief inspectorship do

not appear to be too severe when it is

remembered that the chief inspector is

the final arbitrator as to the safety of a

mine and its method of working and that

he is above all the mine managers in his

Views. Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

state and, therefore, he should be of such
standing in his profession that his de-
cisions will be respected and his ability

fully recognized. The only hardship about
the qualifications is that under the con-

ditions laid down it will be practically

impossible for a deputy inspector to rise

to the position of inspector as few, if any,

deputies will be found with the neces-

sary qualifications. While the section is

careful about stating that the inspector

shall be over 30 years of age no mention
is made of the age at which he must re-

tire and surely in a position such as min-

ing inspector which requires physical fit-

ness and activity it would be as well to

stipulate that the inspector should not be

too old. In all state appointments it is

wise to insert a retiring age as it is cer-

tainly as bad, if not worse, to have a

man too old as too young.

Mine Inspector's Records

In addition to the duties of the inspec-

tor and his deputies laid down in the act

it would be an improvement to copy a

regulation from the Queensland act (Sec.

195 Act 1898): "Whenever any mining

inspector shall have inspected any mine

or machinery he shall enter in a book, to

be kept on the mine or works for the

purpose, his opinion derived from such

inspection of the actual condition of the

mine and machinery at the time of such

inspection and he shall also record what

alterations or requirements he thinks

necessary." This regulation really serves

a double purpose. It keeps the inspector

up to the scratch and allows the manager

to know at once, and while the inspector

is present, the verdict upon his work,

and at the same time it becomes a use-

ful record for the manager in case an ac-

cident occurs, to show that upon a cer-

tain date, at any rate, his mine had been

examined and was then in a safe condi-

tion and being worked within the require-

ments of the act. It also simplifies the

inspector's work to the extent that, upon

visiting a mine and before going below,

he can turn to the records of his pre-

vious visits and so be reminded of what

he saw on his last visit and what he has

specially to look out for.

Queensland has another useful regu-

lation which is not included in this

proposed act: The manager of every
mine has once a week to sign a statement
in a book kept for the purpose that dur-
ing the week he has at least once visited

c\ery working face in the mine and stat-

ing if its conditions were safe or other-
wise. With a big mine with numerous
working faces this regulation will be
found to be useful in keeping the man-
ager up to his work and it is certainly not

asking too much of any manager that he
should personally inspect every working
face once a week. Unless a manager
knows that he has to sign a statement
that he has seen every working place in

the mine during the week there is a tend-

ency to shirk climbing to some awkward
stope "until tomorrow" and to trust to

the foreman that all is well.

Use and Storage of Explosives

The sections and rules covering the

use and storage of explosives are ex-

cellent and are a great improvement upon
similar clauses in the Australian acts.

There seems to be, however, one serious

omission. I can find nothing to govern
the storage of detonators. There is a rule

about the transportation of detonators

but nothing about storage and it surely

would be safer to copy some of the Aus-
tralian acts in this respect. The Queens-
land Act (Sec. 214 (3) E) states that:

"Detonators for blasting shall be kept

on the surface of the ground, in a

covered box placed in a separate maga-
zine. Nd more than 100 detonators shall

be kept underground in any level at one

time and these shall be kept in a covered

box in a separate drive or chamber and

only taken out in such quantities as re-

quired for immediate use. Detonators

shall not, on any pretense whatsoever be

placed near any traveling road, pass, or

working face." Some such regulation is

surely necessary as detonators are the

most sensitive and dangerous adjuncts to

modern explosives. The use of "iron or

steel tools" for tamping is prohibited but

it would be safer to enforce, as in Aus-

tralia, the use of wooden tamping sticks

only when using high explosives. They

are certainly safer and sufficient force

can be used with them to insure the effi-

cient tamping of any charge.

Another useful regulation, which, how-

ever, is not in force in Australia, would

be one giving the length of time that

fuse could be stored underground. The

humid atmosphere of most mines has a

bad effect upon fuse and is liable to

lengthen its rate of burning. The sec-

tions requiring the date of manufacture

of nitro-explosives to be stamped nill

each packet and the rate of burning u

each bundle of fuse are new to Au- to

and must be considered wise and ike
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32 covering the duties of hoisting

engine - much the same ground

as the similar Australian sections but it

is not laid down that the engineers in

e of the engine should have a

and uninterrupted view of the landing

n the top of the shaft. This may

not be perhaps absolutely necessary, if

the indicatv .curate, but even m-

^.i\ of order and it is cer-

tainly safer to provide that an engineei

e able to sec his cage before it is

r him to pull it over the head-

No mention is made of the neces-

sity for an engineer in charge of a wind-

ing engine handling men to have a first-

certificate. This is necessary in all

the Australian states but the Australian

acts have also a peculiar omission; engi-

neers presenting themselves for examina-

tion for a certificate must present a

physician's certificate that their health is

good, but once having gained this cer-

tificate they can use it for the rest of

their lives without again being medically

examined. If it is necessary for them to

get a medical certificate in the first place,

and it certainly is, then it should be nec-

essary for them to be periodically ex-

amined, say every five years, to prove

that they remain in a fit state of health

to control winding engines hoisting men.

Hoisting Ropes and Cage Rules

The section dealing with hoisting ropes

(Sec. 33) differs considerably from the

Australian regulations. It requires a fac-

tor of safety of only five as against eight.

Then in calculating the factor of safety

of the rope the strength is taken from the

manufacturer's published tables, whereas

in Australia it is necessary for the manu-

facturer to supply a certificate describ-

ing the rope and its composition and stat-

ing its breaking strength. This appears

to be better than the suggested method,

as it throws the responsibility for the

quality and strength of the rope upon the

makers, who are in a better position to

take it than either the inspector or the

manager. In this respect I have always

thought that the Australian acts might go

further, and require that before a rope

went into commission a sample should

be cut from it and lodged in the mine

office with the maker's certificate attached

to it. together with a statement by the

:r setting forth in which shaft it

n installed and the date, and that

pie should be kept until the rope

illy discarded. It would be useful

case of an accident and not

much trouble upon the manager.

tig the c. will be found

exact copy of the usual Aus-
'•••'• igainst

rl -nan to ride upon a

timber.

\ I rial." I h;'

wa ; -ion to Ihl

bccai. thai no other
rule in

T , fr(

broken and it is certainly bad to pass a

regulation that will not and can not

be kept in practice and which both

the inspector and the manager know

can not be either enforced or kept. The

wording is too vague and general. Some

rule is certainly required to prevent men

riding upon a dangerously loaded cage,

but to state that no miner shall travel

in a cage with any tool 'or timber is going

too far. That the timber man shall not

carry his kit of tools or a miner take

down a sharp pick or a special length of

steel he may require, makes an absurdity

of the act It certainly should be possi-

ble to rira'L a section that would suffi-

ciently guard the safety of the miners

without going as far as this rule. I fully

appreciate the fact that half the duties of

both the mine manager and his foremen

consist of preventing miners from prac-

tically committing suicide, but for that

very reason it is all the more necessary

to frame the regulations in such a way

that it is possible to keep them, and then

severely to punish any infringement.

Preservation of Mine Maps

As this proposed American act clearly

shows in places that the committee re-

sponsible for it had knowledge of the

Australian acts, the important omissions

are of interest to Australians. In the

sections quoted there is no mention that

the manager of a mine must supply the

mines department with a copy of *he

working plans of a mine. This is in

force in one form or another in all the

Australian states and the best form is

that which requires copies to be forward-

ed at least once a year. This is to be

preferred to the requirement that before

abandonment plans must be supplied as

when a mine has either been worked out

or has been a failure and is on the point

of abandonment, it must often be hard

to find anyone upon whom to force the

responsibility of supplying plans.

When a mine is being actively

worked it is easy enough to get plans.

There can be no two opinions about the

advisability of plans of abandoned mines

being available for inspection somewhere

as one of the most trying and dangerous

duties a manager can undertake is the

connection of his workings with an aban-

doned and water-logged mine, and the

job is made a hundred times worse if

there are no plans of the old workings

available. It would be interesting to

know the reason why this section was not

included in the proposed act.

There is also nothing to compel man-

rs to report immediately to inspectors

dangerous accidents, as well as those en-

tailing loss of life. Sections covering

this are common to all the Australian acts

and they also state that no work, other

than that required to save life, shall be

done at any place at which a Patal acci-

dent has occurred, nor the conditions al-

tered in any way until the inspector has

had an opportunity of examining the

place or in the event of his being unable

to attend, within a reasonable time be-

fore the place has been inspected by two,

independent miners. The advisability of

all serious accidents being reported by

the management is so self-evident, if the

inspectors are to keep in proper touch

with the working conditions of the mines,

that I am inclined to think that it must'

have been provided for in some of the

sections not quoted. In the Queensland

act the occurrence of an accident is taken

as prima facie evidence of neglect on the ,,

part of the management, and the onus of

proof of neglect does not lie with the in-

spector, but the manager has to prove,

at an inquiry, that he has taken all rea-

sonable precautions to insure the safety

of his men and has complied with the

regulations of the act. This attitude

seems a reasonable one to assume, as it

would frequently be difficult, if not im-

possible, for inspectors to collect evi-

dence to implicate an erring manager,

while the inspector will usually be able,

by careful examination, to obtain evi-

dence from the manager's witnesses.

Hygienic Regulations

It is surprising not to find in such a

well considered act, clauses dealing with

the sanitation of the mines. This should

clearly come under the supervision of

the inspectors and is an important part of

their duties. Mines should be compelled to

install and keep clean a system of latrines

upon all the main working levels, the

number to be provided to be dependent

upon the number of men working in the

vicinity. The men should be forced to

use them, and any infringement of this

regulation should be treated as a serious

offense, either by the management, if

it does not supply proper and clean ac-

commodations, or by the men if they are

caught fouling the working of the mine.

It is useless to make regulations for the

cleanliness of the mines unless the man-
agement has to supply suitable and read-

ily accessible accommodation, as lazy

and dirty men are sure to be found in

every mine who, given the slightest ex-

cuse, will foul disused drives or stopes,

being mullocked to the set ous danger to

the health of themselves and their fellow

workmen.

It should also be incumbent upon dll

large mines to supply their men with

a supply of good drinking water, protect-

ed in such a way that it cannot be con-

taminated by the dust about the mine

or by the men themselves promiscuously

drinking out of the vessel holding the

supply. Of course, all good manage-

ments fully realize that it pays hand-

somely to look after the physical well be-

ing of their employees, but the regula-

tions have to be made with an eye upon

the slack managers.

J. Bowie Wilson.

Sydney, N. S. W., Feb. 16, 1911.
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Details °^ Practical Mining
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

Mine Track
By Alvin R. Kenner*

A poorly laid mine track is the cause of

much trouble and the additional time re-

quired to lay it properly will be saved

many times over by the avoidance of

derailed and overturned cars.

When laying short lengths of rail for a

temporary track in the face of a drift

tunnel or crosscut there is usually a

tendency upon the part of the tracklayer

to put the ties in carelessly with the in-

tention of fixing them properly when the

permanent rails are placed. When this

time comes it is too much work to dig out

J7rf Enjinccrin-j * Mining Journal

Extending Track without Using Short
Rails

each tie and place it properly. If the ties

are placed permanently the first time a

much better track will result, especially if

short pieces of rail are dispensed with

and full length rails used instead, in the

manner here described.

Lay the ties permanently as near the

face as advisable and place two full

length T-rails as shown in the sketch;

on the outside of the last set of perman-

ent rails. Drive a track spike at both

ends of the lap of each pair of overlap-

ping rails to hold the new rail against the

old, and the track is ready for the car.

As the heading advances slide the rails

forward. When the ends are reached,

turn over and spike them in place. After

the face is advanced a few feet two

new rails are placed as before.

A decided advantage of this method is

the stability of the rails near the face

due to the fact that they are fastened to

the track behind. This permits of ad-

No-fces of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-
erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things "that have to
be done in Everyday

Mmmi

*Minius engineer,
Chicago, "ill.

5015 Wabash avenue,

vancing the ends much nearer to the face
than when short rails are used, and the
car can always be brought into close

proximity to the muck pile. Instead of
track spikes being used to hold the new
rails in place, a block may be nailed on a

tie and a wedge driven between the block
and the rail. The block being on the

outside of the rail need not be removed.
In spiking the new rails to the ties, spikes

should only be driven on the outside and
when the rails are turned over, these will

be found to be correctly placed for spik-

ing down one side of the base of the rail

and need only to be driven down.

This method is more useful in the sink-

ing of an inclined shaft or in advancing

the waste-dump track than in driving

headings. In sinking an inclined shaft

with a skip, a source of annoyance is the

false track necessary to bridge the dis-

tance from the last set of timbers to the

bottom of the shaft. A long set of rails

will work better than a false track and

has the added advantage of being readily-

extended below the water level and re-

maining in a fixed position. In unwater-

ing and retimbering an old inclined shaft

this was of great assistance making it

possible to lower the water sufficiently to

put in a new set of timbers, as readily

as though the track were already in place.

In hoisting water from a sump where

only two shifts could be used in sink-

ing, the engineer on the third shift was

annoyed by the skip jumping the false

tiack and tearing cut timbers. By adopt-

ing this method the trouble was elimi-

nated.

In advancing a dump track, lack of

stability is often the cause of the car lin-

ing over the dump. To avoid this the

new rails are not only firmly fastened to

the old track but the rear ends of the new

rails are so placed that the outer ends

cannot give downward except by bending.

A support placed at the outer end of a set

of rails placed as suggested will give

dumping room for a considerable period

of time, as the new rails are easily

pushed forward any distance desired.

A similar system which is much u
indicated by the dotted lines in :

ition. This method of placing the
rails, however, has a drawback in that
muck accumulates rapidly in the groove
of the new rail and causes annoyance.

Corner Framing oi Shaft

Timbers
By W. H. Storms*

There is some diversity in the style of
framing timbers for shafts. The differ-

ence is found chiefly at the corner
while each method has its advocates, any
of these several methods will ansuer all

purposes under certain conditions, for all

are in practical use. The drawings il-

lustrate the several styles. Only the

ends of the wall plates are shown, it be-
ing understood that the end plates must
be framed in exact conformance with the

wall plates. In each case the daps in

which the posts must rest are either

shown or are provided for. In Fig. 1, the

dap is shown on both upper and lower

Dap Dap
Fig. 2

Shaft-timber Ends

Fic. 4
The Enj\ncenn3 t .1jin„, Jnrnal

side; in Fig. 2 it shows only on the under
side, the corresponding dap for the up-

per post being cut in the end plate, which

is not shown; in Fig. 3 the edge of the

dap is shown both top and bottom, and in

Fig. 4 it is shown on both upper and

lower side of the plate.

The style of framing shown in Fig. 1.

was in use at least 60 years ago, and is

about the only style of framing shaft

timbers illustrated in old works on min-

ing, such, for instance, as Overman's

"Metallurgy," published in 1850. There

are mines where this peculiar style of

timbering is still in use. but it has noth-

ing in particular to recommend it. while

the placing of the end plates, unless they

are provided with separate hanging bolts,

is accomplished with difficulty, which is

not the case with any of the other meth- t

ods here shown. Fig. 2 represents thto

end of a wall plate halved and pm\ ill

with a dap on the lower side to ace

to

iKe
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date the post of the set below, at that

corner, and a corresponding dap must be

cut on top of the end plate that will rest

upon it. This is a simple and common
Of framing timbers for vertical

shafts. The method of framing shown in

-imilar to that in Fig. 2. the

only difference being in the bevel, shown

a: B. This bevel is for the purpose of re-

ducing the tendency of the timbers to

split under heavy side pressure, but or-

dinarily, where the side pressure is suffi-

ciently great to cause timbers to split

when framed as shown in Fig. 2. the

illustrated in Fig. 3 will make but

little difference. Neither Fig. 2 nor Fig.

3 is well adapted to shafts which depart

more than 15 deg. from the vertical.

Timbers for inclined shafts are now

d almost universally as shown in

This method is equally adapted

tc either inclined or vertical shafts. It

will be noticed that the so called dovetail

which is sometimes not the case when the

work is laid out with a square, unless the

be a most careful workman.

Tonopah Orehouses

In the orehouses at Tonopah special

provision is made for sorting the ore.

The accompanying drawings show the

new bins at the Red Plume and the Sil-

ver Top shafts, which were designed by

J. M. Fox, while assistant superintendent

for the Tonopah Mining Company. The

older bin of the Mizpah orehouse was

built with a sloping bottom, but that

form is not so cheap in the first cost,

and also requires great expenditure to

keep it in repair.

The Silver Top and the Red Plume

orehouses required from 43,000 to 45,000

bd.ft. in their construction, and as they

had flat bottoms, the only protection re-

sloping-bottom bin as one with a flat bot-

tom. One of the commendable features

of the Tonopah orehouses is that the

grizzlies are placed so that the ore is

dumped against instead of with the slope.

This insures a better screening action on
the grizzlies.

In order to sample the fines from
the grizzlies a 3-in. channel iron

is carried underneath clear across

the grizzlies and at right angles to the

bars, but at an angle of between 30 and
35 deg. from the horizontal, so that the

fines, which are caught in the channel

sampler after falling through the grizzly

openings, \Yi in. wide, slide down into a

sample box on the floor of the orehouse.

Besides the economy with which the

timber has been used in the erection of

the bin, a leading feature of the con-

struction is the commodious arrangement

of the upper part so as to facilitate the

sorting of the ore. The oversize from

Section through E-E
Coucrutc Koundutiou £)

Side ElevationSection through D-D

New Orehouses of Tonopah Mining Coaipany

End Elevation
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mortise is beveled on one side only, the

other side being normal (at a right

angle) to the top of the timber. A modi-

fication of this is sometimes seen where

both sides are cut with a bevei. This has

no advantage over that shown in Fig. 4,

and moreover, is more troublesome to

cut. All the marking in the laying out of

shaft timbers can be, and should be done

with the use of a templet. This should

be made of a good <-ound piece of wood,

for the back, to which should be secured

the proper size and shape

to indicate the various cuts to be made.

mplet i
1-

I
are fewer

ide in laying out the work.

n may be an excellent carpenter

ant hatever ol laying

out i. hafl limbers.

Then toi the temp
the timber.

po an

quired was a small amount of sheet iron

around the mouths of the gates. The
capacity of each bin is about 450 tons.

The cost was between $5000 and $6000

each completed, with Oregon spruce at

$37.50 per thousand, and erection done

by contract in a camp where carpenters

earn from $5 to $5.50 per eight-hour

shift. The upkeep for the last two years

that the bin has been in use has been

practically nothing.

The Mizpah orehouse has a bottom

slopinu at 40 deg., so that it has to be

protected with a sheet-iron covering. It

took 1 10.000 bd.ft. to build that orehouse,

and the capacity is between 400 and 450

ton^. As the orehouse was erect-

ed early in the life of the camp when

the cost of materials was excessive, it

would not be fair to use the actual cost

in a comparison, hut it is fair to say that

it eosf 2] times as much to build a

the grizzlies runs into a small upper ore-

pocket, having feed holes at the bottom

which permit the ore to run out by grav-

ity upon the sorting tables as sorting

progresses. Consequently, the ore with

only a little scraping is in a thin layer

in front of the ore sorters so that they

can quickly throw the pieces of waste

into a mine car on a track nearby, while

the ore can be easily scraped into holes

in the floor that lead to the orebin prop-

er. These openings are so placed that

a man cannot easily walk into them.

A concrete made of 1 part cement, 2

sand and -)4 sawdust gives a durable sur-

face which, according to the Engineering

Record, will grip nails driven into it. A
mixture, 1:2:2 would not set, and after

a few weeks could almost be blown away
by the wind.
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Safety Crane Hooks
The United States Steel Corporation

has undertaken a laudable work through

its department of safety. A number of

the devices selected by this department

are described in a bulletin of the In-

dustrial Safety Association which has its

headquarters in the United Engineering

Societies building, West Thirty-ninth

street, New York; the devices are on ex-

hibition in the museum there. Three safety

hooks in use in the works of the Na-

tional Tube Company are shown in the

accompanying illustration.

A safety hook having a lock or safety

piece which closes the entrance to the

hook when in place, and is held from

opening by the sliding collar on the shank

of the hook, is shown in Fig. 1. When
the safety locking device has closed the

entrance and the collar has dropped into

the notch, it is practically impossible for

the sling to get away. If the latch is not

in place and the hook made safe, the col-

lar will not fall. When the collar has

having his hand caught while holding the
hook in place until the chain to which it

is attached has been drawn taut

Drilling with Double Screw

Columns
By P. B. McDonald*

A single-screw column or bar, rigged
horizontally, is of course invaluable for

supporting a machine drill over a pile

of muck in a drift, and in some cases,

due to its length coinciding more close-

ly with the width, than the double-screw
column with the hight of the working, is

easier to handle. Not unusually opera-

tors purchase single-screw columns for

occasional work and the miners get into

the habit of using them generally around

the mine because they permit of more
time being wasted in clearing away muck.

Under ordinary circumstances better

results can be obtained if the muck is

cleaned out promptly, and the drilling

Fig. 1 Fig. 3
Engineering JMining Jour

Types of Safety Crane Hooks

inches, make a loss 'it 7 p<.r w
time spent in rif^m^. blasting, cha-

drills, etc., which operations consume ap-

proximately 50 per cent, oi the miner's

time, making a net loss i I cent,

on the total uork on the cut. This

is especially marked with drill machines

having too short a feed

of them have.

The face of the drift is usually uni

and the horizontal bar has to be i

far enough hack to allow room tor a

"starter" on the Farthest projecting

face. Holes drilled at an angle from a

horizontal bar, such as cutting-in holes,

will not penetrate so far in the line of

the drift as the other holes, making an

uneven space when the round is bl

Of course, this can be corrected by short-

ening the straight hole, or by using an

extra drill on the angle holes, but both

of these operations mean a loss of time.

In general, a cut drilled from a single-

screw column will be shorter than one

drilled from a double-screw column, so

that the time spent in rigging, chan^in^

drills and blasting is not utilized to the

best advantage.

It is always necessary to rig the hori-

zontal bar twice, the second occasion be-

ing for the purpose of drilling the bottom

holes. This consumes from 10 to 30 min.

With the double-screw column it is often

possible to drill an entire cut from one

rigging.

The rigging of the double-screw

column vertically is usually accomplished

in less time than is required to rig a

single-screw bar horizontally, especially

where much blocking has to be done, be-

cause the blocks that rest on the top will

slide out from between the single-screw

bar and the side of the drift. Such de-

tails may affect the day's work of a

single miner but a small amount per day.

but the aggregate difference in work done

by a force of men in a year is large.

fallen into place, the sling cannot come

out of the hook except by exerting a

force sufficient to bend and displace the

latch.

In Fig. 2 is shown a form of toggle

hook for use in lifting large plates. The

sister hooks were formerly forged in one

piece and the weight of the plate was de-

pended upon to jam the jaws so tightly

by friction that the plate was not likely to

slip out and hurt anyone. In the modi-

fication and improvement shown in the

cut, it will be apparent that the end of

the flat link can be forged with the hole

eccentric to the curve of the end, so

that when the strain comes, the bite of

the cam will be the stronger upon the

plate the heavier the applied load. It is

practically impossible for such a hook to

slip off as long as the weight of the plate

is borne upon the suspending chain. In

Fig. 3 is shown a crane hook with a

handle for guidance, as used in some of

the western smelteries. By using the

handle the operator is in no danger of

done on double-screw columns rigged

vertically with an arm. Due to the extra

movement permitted by the arm, the

placing of the holes can be done with

greater accuracy and convenience. When
men can conveniently place holes where

their judgment directs, there is less

chance of the cut failing to break, with

the attendant necessity of reblasting,

causing an extra powder cost, a serious

item with powder at lie. per. stick. For

the same reason it may be possible to

bieak the cut with one or two holes less

than would be required with the hori-

zontal bar, which does not allow much

leeway in the movement of the drill.

When a horizontal bar is used, the

set-up has sometimes to be made a few

inches too far back; if the sides of the

drift are uneven, or the miners mis-

judge the distance from the face a few

inches. This results in shortening the

length of the hole that can be cut with

any one drill. Holes shortened four

*Minin>r f-nsinopr. Iron River, Midi.

A Steel and Concrete Rail-

road Tie

Steel ties of a new type of construction

are being introduced for the track of an

interurban electric railway, according to

Fng. News. They have been laid al-

ready on two lines of this class (one of

which has had them in service for about

two years) and other railways have

placed trial orders. The tie is composed

of two transverse I-beams or channels

from 24 to 36 in. apart, connected at the

top by two steel plates, and at the bot

torn by four steel straps or bars. These

parts are riveted to the flanges of the J^

beams, so that each tie is a rect ;UU'

s
,

frame. Under each rail seat or ba^tf
. A,lai

is a concrete Mock, cast in pku;' Vp/.-ife

tie, and it is stated that \(y™~e in the

concreted 300 ties in or\zA% men h^
^day. In the
to 36 in. apart,

ballast.

s

track the ties are la

and are imbedded in

in oneV

y)ne bal
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xite Deposits of Southern

gia

By S. \C. McCallie*

The deposits here described

were discovered by Otto Veatch, as

n nember. 1906, while

making a study of the Cretaceous and

Terti. .n south Georgia. At the

date here given. .Mr. Veatch collected only

a small sample of the bauxite, which he

then regarded as identical with a peculiar

::c form of white clay previously

r.oted by him in an adjoining county. No

further thought was given this sample

until December of the following year

when Dr. Edgar Everhart. chemist of the

Georgia Geological Survey, in making an

analysis of the samples of clays, identi-

fied the peculiar white clay as bauxite.

The revelation of the analysis was en-

tirely unlooked for. and it was, therefore,

thought that there was a possibility of the

specimen being confused with a sample

of bauxite from northwestern Georgia. To

remove any doubt in regard to the origin

and identity of the specimen, Mr. Veatch

paid a second visit to southern Georgia in

the latter part of December, at which time

he made other collections and was able

thus to demonstrate without doubt the oc-

currence of bauxite there. The specimens

of bauxite were obtained from the J. R.

Honeycutt property in the eastern part

of Wilkinson county, about 30 miles east

.con and three miles northeast of

Mclntyre, a station on the Central of

Georgia railroad.

Bauxite Widely Distributed

During the spring and early summer of

1908, .Mr. Veatch spent several weeks in

Wilkinson and the adjoining counties

studying the distribution and mode of oc-

currence of these deposits. The results

of this work demonstrated the fact that

bauxite was rather widely, but sparsely

distributed throughout the central and

northern parts of Wilkinson county, and,

furthermore, that the deposits were in-

timately associated with the white Cre-

taceous clays, being situated in all cases

at or near the contact of these clays with

ng Tertiary sands.

The bauxite occurs either as masses of

different sizes, varying in weight from a

to a hundred pounds or more,

scattered about the surface; or it may
occur in what appear to be continuous

r tl feet in thickness. In the

former case, the bauxite has the appear-

ance < I lual product derived

e was a continuous

The bedded form of the dtp
' the nature of

1 lateral

) the na-

Then to

the timber

p..

the beds at right angles to the outcrop-

ping beneath heavy overburden. In a few

ces this condition probably obtains;

however, the limited extent of develop-

ment work by no means warrants the

statement that such condition exists

throughout the entire area.

The bauxite may be described, in gen-

eral, as a pisolitic or concretionary ore,

but it also occurs in amorphous condi-

tion, being a structureless clayey mass
resembling kaolin. The pisolitic ore may
be composed almost entirely of pisolites,

or it may be dense, hard, and flinty, show-

ing only a few concretions. The con-

cretions differ in size from an one-eighth

to an inch or more in diameter. They al-

ways have a spherical shape and are

generally made up of a number of con-

centric layers inclosing a central soft

mass. Frequently the soft mass within is

wanting, in which case they consist of

hollow spherules. The concentric layers

of the pisolites are generally hard and

compact with a semi-translucent horn-like

appearance. In one locality, Mr. Veatch

reports that the ore is made up of ir-

regular shaped and rounded pebbles,

Georgia Bauxite Mine

varying from % to V/2 in. in diameter
with the interstices filled with horn-like

translucent bauxite. These pebbles show
no concretionary structure, but are quite

smooth and have the appearance of hav-

ing been water-worn prior to their de-

position. In color, the bauxite is variable,

but generally a grayish-white or cream
color. It is often splotched with red and
again it assumes a more or less uniform
reddish color depending upon the pres-

ence of iron oxide.

About 52 per Cent. AlUiMina

The chemical composition of the ore is

shown by the accompanying table of ana-

lyses made by Dr. Edgar Everhart in the

survey laboratory. I have been told that

the undried ore, now being shipped from

the Carswell property by the National

Bauxite Company, runs on an average of

52 per cent, aluminum oxide.

Bauxite mining in southern Georgia so

tade but little progress. This

Ml due. in some instances, to liti-

gation in perfecting titles, but probably a

neral cause of delay has been the

high figures at which bauxite property

has been held by the owners. The first

regular shipment of bauxite was made
last summer by the National Bauxite

Company, which company has recently

ANALYSES OF WILKINSON
COUNTY BAUXITE
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Taking a
As reports of the much discussed de-

velopments at Porcupine have become

noised around among mining men, the

lure which invariably accompanies the

opening of a new gold camp has aroused

a wide-spread desire to participate in

the exploitation of this interesting dis-

trict.

The broad area over which free

gold has been found and the growing in-

dications of persistence at depth have

emphasized the tendency to such a de-

gree that there has been a considerable

pilgrimage to the attractive-looking fields

of northern Ontario. Many young men
holding down jobs in various parts of the

country have grown to believe that Por-

cupine is a place where valuable gold

claims can be acquired without any par-

ticular effort, and to consider their own
environs totally devoid of opportunity.

In this connection it has been pointed

out that in the Lake Superior copper

country where steady mining has been

going on for several generations, there

have recently been discovered at the

Lake group of explorations on the South

Range some of the richest showings that

the district has ever produced. With the

advent of large corporations in the min-

ing business and a wider knowledge of

systematic exploration, the old-time tac-

tics of the days of '49 are not quite so

effective as formerly.

New mining camps, are becoming less

and less a poor-man's field, and pros-

pecting is more successful when pursued

by an organization as a business proposi-

tion than in the hands of the individual

fortune seeker. However, there are

without doubt good opportunities in the

Porcupine camp, and if the matter be

gene at in a business-like way there is

ground for following the advice of Julian

Hawthorne and "taking a chance." The

majority of men journeying to Porcu-

pine can be classed into one of two

groups, prospectors and investors.

Prospectors

The newly arrived prospector is a little

disconcerted to find that there are sev-

eral thousand other bright, active men
pursuing the same object as himself,

most of whom are better acquainted with

the country and general conditions. The
land is entirely taken up in claims for

several miles beyond the limits of the

proven gold-bearing area. Occasionally

there will drift around rumors of new
discoveries in some outlying district, but

investigation discloses that the men who
found the place quietly notified their

friends several weeks before and the

best locations have been made.

As to traversing the country in search

of new finds there are a number of mat-

ters to consider. The best season is in

Chance in
By P. B. McDonald i:

So large an area has been

staked that the best chances

at Porcupine now consist

in developing promising

prospects.

Mining engineer, Iron River, .Mich.

September and October; even most of
the old prospectors stay out of the woods
in the early summer months on account
of the pest of mosquitoes and black flies

from the swamps. The country is in

general flat and poorly drained with oc-

casional rounded mounds of rock, and
with shallow lakes lying in depressions

Porcupine
The network of streams and lakes

makes canoes universal for any long
trips; blankets, beans, bacon and a fry-

ing pan completes the impedimenta
which have to be portaged over divides
and muskegs.

Land Transport Difficult

Where canoes are not available the us-
ual method of transporting luggage is by
pack-sack, or by "tump line," an Indian
invention consisting of a strap which
rests across the forehead. The roads
and trails are poor. Where much traffic

has cut up the route, it is generally bet-

ter to get out in "the bush" and merely
follow the trail for direction. Efforts,

were made in 1910 to construct passable
roads from Kelso to Frederickhouse
Landing and from Hills to Porcupine; a

gang of convicts worked the entire sea-

son, only succeeding in throwing up a

sticky clay bed with occasional logs or

corduroy in the low places. The winter

SKETCH MAP OF

PORCUPINE DISTRICT.

Showing Region

Southwest of Porcupine

GODFREY

Startim; Point
( Porcupine

roud

Kelso
222 Mile Tost' _.

Railroad will pass along

East Side of Porcupine

Lakernear-Golden-Gity
and South Porcupine,

thence West about One

Half Mile North of

Dome^Mine;

in clay basins. Through much of the

woods a thick moss covers over a sticky

mass of vegetable rot and water held up

by the clay layer, and one trips over the

roots of trees to go knee-deep in the

muck.

Northward from Porcupine stretches

the "great clay belt" which the Ontario

government has advertised as farming

land; to the south it is rougher and

grades into the uneven Cobalt country;

the gold district is being extended to the

south and west, although there have been

occasional rumors of placer deposits

toward Hudson Bay, in which direction

the drainage trends.

Tlie F.njxnunn.j $ Mining Journal

conditions for transportation of supplies

were somewhat superior, so that in place

of S3 charged in the summer from the

railroad to Porcupine, the freight rate on
sleighs was SI per 100 lb. On the nar

row trails between the mines, dog team c

hitched to toboggans were found use 3"1

during last winter.
.iy laid. Jul

Chances .dded. \
y

As to the chances of pro? - ?
'

ing valuable deposits, aln

-

ne
,£-,,..- -•- -

.d rr>

fpectors

be prophesied. In the'lU %$t nothing can

when Porcupine wasAWautumn of 1909,

W. Hotchkin and P* v; f,rst he:ud of
> M.

bury, made a
^teert Cro.cr.of Hailey.
^lUick trip into the country/
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and staked claims next to the Dome.

The following spring they sold for $40.-

000 cash to C. E. Foster, who did some

work on the property and took a chance

that the district was jzoint: to "make

good.
-

' At present the Heinze interests

the holdings under option, and it is

probable that they will bring several

hundred thousan Is. Somewhat

three young men made a long, hard trip

into the country southwest of Porcupine.

.

- ice where they had been

ins used to chop it off with tom-

ahawks:" after several weeks they re-

turned, having found nothing of any value,

only to '.earn afterward that there were

some pood showings there that they had

i In one instance a special train

chartered at Cobalt to investigate

some reported gold-telluride discoveries

roved to be a hoax perpetrated by

I rners who wished to sell claims in

that region. In order to get in on the

genuine finds it is generally necessary

to participate in discouraging failures,

because all rushes look alike at the start.

Mining Laws

The mining laws of interest to pros-

pectors are briefly as follows:

To stake claims the prospector

must have a miners license obtained from

the Bureau of Mines or a mining re-

corder. In a forest reserve—the south-

ern portion of the Porcupine district is in

a forest reserve—a prospecting permit

must also be obtained, and to carry on

g there the land must be leased

from the authorities.

Claims are ]< mile square, or 40

acres.

(3) After staking and recording; as-

sessment work must be performed as fol-

lows: (a) During the three months im-

mediately following the recording, to the

• of 30 days of not less than eight

per day; (b) during each of the

first and second years following the ex-

piration of such three months, to the ex-

tent of 60 days of not less than eight

hours per day; (c) during the third year

following the expiration of such three

months, to the extent of not less than 90

days of eight hours per day.

At the completion of the asses-

*ork the claim may be patented.

It will be noted that 240 days' work

-c accomplished on each clain; at

per day this amounts to -mho.

building roads or houses cannot count as

assessment work, although shoveling

.an, and many reports to the min-

Item. Claim

bed. "'g someti: 1 if the as-

;cn ' fully don>

chance
•

^i yet

hing,
Then to<

the timbeik

1

Investors

A large number of investors have visi-

ted Porcupine, most of whom have had

time for only a few days stay. In such a

short period as is possible for the ma-

jority of business men to devote to the

trip, there is not usually sufficient time

to do more than take a casual look at

some of the showings, get a taste of

walking through the swamps, and talk

with hotel acquaintances. Obviously this

should not form the foundation for any

large investment.

To prospective investors the following

suggestion is offered as having worked

well in practice. Operations can be car-

ried on cheaply and much more efficiently

by an active man on the ground who is

in touch with all developments and who
knows conditions. There are in the camp

a number of young men, usually college

graduates running assay offices or acting

as agents for mining companies, who are

thoroughly acquainted with all phases of

the claim business, and who are usually

honest. The record of such a man can

be looked up and if found reliable, he

can be engaged to examine properties and

conduct negotiations in person to much
better advantage than by correspondence.

Such men are accustomed to the difficult

traveling conditions, know the prospectors

personally, and have had experience in

looking over claims.

Often they are acquainted with pros-

pectors who, holding several claims can-

not furnish funds for assessment work, or

who are forced to dispose of properties

because of some immediate need for

money. In such cases a fractional in-

terest in good claims can be secured at a

reasonable price by someone who knows

the men and the location of the holdings.

Ptobably the most efficient method of

dealing in Porcupine claims is by the or-

ganization of a small company of say

$10,000 paid in capital, with an active

agent on the ground to devote himself to

the details of the transactions. Many
such exploration companies acquire cheap

claims, show up gold-bearing veins and

dispose of them to larger corporations

who are better equipped to do develop-

ment work.

The cost of installing a one-stamp

sample mill with amalgam plates would

probably be in the vicinity of $1500. It

is not an unusual practice to grubstake

prospectors who will stake claims for ex-

penses and a share in the properties

acquired.

Cause of Ott Mine Explosion

Chief Inspector John Laing, of West
Virginia, says thit the explosion which
n -tilled in the death of 22 men at the Ott

Of the Davis Coal and Coke Corn-

April 24, was caused by a miner

mi OVerch irge of black powder.

Mr. I further, that the mine

Iry and dusty, and that the ex-

tension of the explosive wave was sup-

ported by dust rather than gas.

Inspector Laing proposes to abolish

black powder from all dry and dusty

mines, and has instructed his district in-

spectors accordingly.

Traffic on the Great Lakes

The great traffic carried on the Lakes
is again illustrated by the official statis-

tics for the year 1910, just published.

The freight traffic is taken at two points,

the Sault Ste. Marie canal and the De-
troit river. The Sault figures include

only the traffic to and from Lake Super-

ior points; those from Detroit include

also the traffic from Lake Michigan and
Lake Huron. The Sault figures are the

more nearly complete, since every vessel

passing the lock is carefully registered,

with its cargo and other particulars. The
season in 1910 lasted 248 days, the

canals being closed by ice for 117 days.

The figures collected are as follows, the

freight being given in short tons.

Sault District

Vessel passages 20,899 33,638
Tons freight 62,363,318 73,526 602
Average cargo 2,984 2,180
Estimated value $654,010,844 $771,294,055
Average distance

freight moved 840 miles
Average rate per ton-

mile 0.074c

Nearly 60 per cent, of the Sault traffic

was iron ore and about 23 per cent, coal;

which shows the great importance of the

Lake waterway to mineral interests. The
number of vessels at the Sault was about

one-third less than at Detroit, while the

freight tonnage was only about one-

seventh less; a difference due to the

large size of the vessels in the Lake Su-

perior trade. Of those registered at the

Sault six were over 600 ft. in length; 123

between 500 and 600 ft.; 162 between
400 and 500 ft.; 152 between 300 and
400 ft.; a total of 443 over 300 ft. in

length.

The source and direction of traffic to

and from Lake Superior ports were as

follows, in short tons:

From Lake To Lake
Superior Superior

to

—

from

—

Lake Michigan ports 6,181,362 188,85 I

Lake Huron ports 1,580,893 418,si)5
Lake Erie ports 38,543,746 14,229,305
Lake Ontario ports 821,708 392,425

Total 47,133,709. 15,229,479

The traffic confined to a single lake

escapes registry, but it is a considerable

item if it could be collected.

The largest single cargo noted at the

Sault was 13,048 tons, carried by the

steamer "W. B. Schiller" on 18 ft. 10 in.

draft. The greatest quantity of freight

carried by one steamship in the season

of 1910 was 309,339 tons, by the "H. H.

Rogers." The greatest distance run dur-

ing the season was 43,063 miles, by the

"D. J. Morrell." It is also worth noting

that the average number of vessels pass-

ing the Sault locks was 84 per day.
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How to Build an Arrastre
Many a valuable mine got its start

through the medium of the humble ar-

rastre. Although modern mining and

milling machinery is cheap as compared

with the early days when arrastres were

more numerous than at present and is

suited to nearly every situation and con-

dition, there are still mining districts

where the ore is of good grade, but

where the only available capital consists

of abundant energy combined with some

mechanical skill. In such districts the

mine owner turns to the arrastre as a

simple though direct means of working

out his financial salvation.

In the early days of California ar-

rastres were numbered by the thousands

and many are still to be seen scattered

here and there throughout the mining re-

gions. In one small district in southern

California, in what is now Riverside

county, may be seen the ruins of no less

By W. H. Storms *

Dt tail mstt n< tion

of a primitive and simple

mill for grinding and amal

gamatinggold on , that may
be made from a variety of

materials at little expy i

•Mining engineer, Berkeley, Cal.

daily capacity of 200 or 300 lb. of soft

ore, to strongly built basins of stone and
iron 8 to 12 ft. diameter, with heavy
drags and a crushing capacity of 5000 to

10,000 lb. daily. Any power available in

sufficient amount is adaptable to the oper-

tion of an arrastre, even an electric mo-

the "hurdy-gurdy." It . nade of wood.
The pipeline was 7 in. and the

in. diameter. The water wheel was
mounted, as shown, between the t.

rastres. By thii ment the main
shaft of the water wheel, by means of

pinion wheels, drove the two nor:.

pin wheels, each of which turned a post

to which were attached the drag arms.

The pinion wheels were 3 tt. diameter

each having 13 hardwood pins 2 in. diam-

eter, 4 in. high and spaced 4 in. from

center to center. These pins were hori-

zontal and engaged with the vertical row

of pins in the horizontal pin wheels which

were 6 ft. diameter having 51 pins each,

spaced at 4-in. centers each 4 in. high

and made of hardwood; these pins were

also 2 in. thick. The wheels were built of

2-in. plank spiked together and bound

with bands of wagontire iron. The main

shaft. 2 ft. diameter, revolved on 3-in.

nay J Mminj Journal

Sectional Elevation and Plan of a Double Arrastre

than 125 arrastre basins built and oper-

ated by Mexicans who hauled the ore

from the Gavilan and other mines of the

surrounding country on burros in raw-

hide tenates to Arrastre canon in the bed

of which was the only available water.

Capacity and Motive Power

The arrastre basins were built from

the hard granite boulders with which the

surface of the ground was strewn, and

many tons of the rich gold quartz was
ground with large profit in these primitive

mills by the Mexican and American mine

owners. The chief drawback to the ar-

rastre is its high power consumption.

Nevertheless it is a close gold saver, suc-

cessfully amalgamating gold that can be

saved in no other quartz mill without

grinding and it can be built, by a man of

limited mechanical skill, from materials

to be had almost anywhere. I have seen

them in Central America constructed en-

tirely of stone and wood and with the

rudest of tools.

In size these grinding mills range from

small affairs, 3 or 4 ft. diameter with a

tor, if the revolutions be reduced to the

proper number per minute by means of

suitable pulleys or by gearing. Horses,

mules, waterwheels and even gasolene

and steam engines have each been suc-

cessfully employed in driving arrastres.

In the dry regions of the Southwest the

mule has come in for his share of honor

in aiding to contribute to the gold output,

as the most reliable motive force avail-

able for running the arrastre. In the

region of streams, overshot water wheels

have generally been utilized as the

simplest and least expensive means of

obtaining power.

Building a Double Arrastre

Sometimes the arrastres are con-

structed in pairs, each being run by the

same power situated between them. The

accompanying sketch shows arrastres

placed after this plan which were made

with more than the usual care by the

miners. In this instance 30 in. of water

(45 cu.ft. per min.) was available under

100 ft. head. This stream drove an 18-

ft. impulse wheel, of the type known as

iron gudgeons. The upright shafts carry-

ing the drag arms, rotated on spindles

firmly fixed in the bottom of each post,

and were held in place at the top by a

similar pin turning in a box. The lower

center post was 8 ft. long, 18 in. diam-

eter and was set 4'j ft. in the ground.

Around this post at the ground level,

which was carefully smoothed to a level

surface, was laid a double floor of 2-

in. plank, upon which were built the ar-

rastre basins, made up of circular seg-

ments of 2-in. plank solidly nailed to-

gether. In the bottom of each basin

formed by the segments of plank, a layer

of clay was firmly rammed and upon

this was placed a layer of sand six or

eight inches thick. The floor of the basin

was then formed of a pavement of blocks

of some hard, tough rock, carefully laid.

Such blocks should be firmly bedded, the

edges being left rough so that spaces

will be formed between the blocks into

which the amalgam and mercury will

settle.

The drags should weigh from S00 to

1000 lb. Massive diabase or diorite make
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good arrastre floors and drags and so

granite. The latter is better if con-

taining abundance of quartz. No soft

rock is fit for the purpose. Some men
rig up a derrick or winch to handle the

This is an excellent idea as it

much time in placing the drags in

the basin and removing them at the time

of cleanup. Each drag is drilled with

one or more r ,s-in. holes. 5 in. deep into

which are fixed \v-in. eye-bolts, held

tightly in place by means of wooden

To these e\e-bolts the rock

are secured by chains. Never use

-. setting the eye-bolts as it is likely

to work loose and falling into the ar-

will foul the quicksilver. The

should be so disposed on the arms

that every portion of the floor of the

basin is covered by the drags with each

revolution of the shaft. This insures

even wear of the rock floor. They should

be so arranged that each drag, as it

plows through the pulp, sweeps it to one

side and directly in the path of the drag

behind thus increasing capacity.

Feed Should Be Small

Capacity is also increased by deliver-

ing the ore to the basin broken quite small.

Large rocks sweep around with the drags,

doing more harm than good. The drags

should be so suspended from the arms by

the chains that their forward ends are

lifted about 1 in. above the surface. This

permits the coarse sand to sweep beneath

the drags as they pass, still further in-

:'.g capacity. The arms to which

the drags are chained are inserted in

mortises in the revolving post and held

in place by wedges driven in above the

arm and between it and the mortise.

Sometimes there is trouble with the

lower gudgeon, which becomes heated.

No grease nor oil can safely be used on

this spindle, as either would be likely

to contaminate the mercury in the basin.

A good bearing for the center post is

made from a piece of steel 7 or 8 in.

long and 4 in. square, in one end of

which is forged a shallow cup-like de-

pression 3 in. diameter and H_ in. deep.

This should be carefully finished and

then tempered at a bronze color, when it

will be ready to set into the upper end

o' the lower post, with the cup-shaped

depression upward. The top of the post

is then fitted with an iron collar to pre-

vent splitting. Forge the steel gudgeon

for the foot of the revolving post so that

it will fit in the cup or step in the lower

A collar should be welded around

this spindle about 4 in. from its lower

end to give a better bearing to the re-

volving post and the post also should be-

fitted with an iron band to keep the wood

from splitting.

Sluice ways or gates should be pro-

vided for each basin. The gates Should

be in. wide, sliding vertically, the open-

ing extending about 4 in. below the floor

of the basin. In this gateway and be-

neath the sliding door place two or three

1 - in. strips upon which the door proper

may rest. These will permit the hight of

the discharge opening to be kept nearly

uniform as the floor of the basin wears

down. The bottom of the discharge,

when opened should be about one inch

above the level of the floor, which is built

with a slight grade, say 1 in. to 8 ft.

toward the gate.

Amalgamation

Amalgamation is accomplished in the

basin, though some operators place cop-

per plates in the sluices leading from the

basin, to catch any amalgam that may es-

cape at cleanup time. The usual method

of operating is to charge the ore a little

at a time, adding enough water to make

the pulp the consistency of thin mortar,

so that the coarse particles will be con-

stantly lifted and brought beneath the

grinding drags. Fast crushing can not

be done if the pulp is too thin. After

grinding from five to seven hours the

pulp should be sufficiently fine to add the

mercury, when grinding continues for

two or three hours longer—until all the

free gold present appears to have been

taken up. This is determined by testing

the pulp from time to time by panning a

little in a hornspoon or pan. Enough

mercury must be added to amalgamate

all the gold in the charge. If too little

is added it will make hard amalgam
which may be then ground so fine as to

flour, when it will be difficult to recover.

Too much mercury is better than too lit-

tle, for if too much the superfluous quan-

tity will settle in the crevices between

the rocks of the basin floor, and can be

recovered.

When all the gold seems to have been

amalgamated reduce the speed of the

drags to not over 150 ft. per minute on

the outer rim. The peripheral speed of

the outer drags at no time should ex-

ceed 360 ft. per min., when the mercury

is present in the charge, though before

adding it there is no objection to a higher

speed if it is found to crush the rock

more rapidly. Generally speaking, more
end heavier drags is preferable to ex-

cessive speed of rotation, as high speed

tends to injure the construction of the

basin and in fact, of all the moving parts

of the machine. After slowing down add

more water. This will permit the coarse

grains to settle and be crushed. All the

amalgam and mercury should now settle

to the bottom of the basin collecting in

the crevices of the rock floor. When the

pulp is free of particles of amalgam, as

determined by panning, the gate may be

carefully opened and the basin s-lniccd

cut quietly by addition of water and

carefully rakin« the pulp toward the out-

let. Some arraatres are provided with

screens through which the finely ground

partlcli I, as in a Stamp bat-

tery, but this practice is unusual. Also,

some arraatres have a Beriec oJ

holes provided with wooden plugs, as

well as gates, for sluicing out the pulp,

the upper hole being opened first, then

the next lower, and so on to the bottom,

but if all the amalgam has settled when
the drags are stopped, lifted up and
washed off, there is little probability of

serious loss in opening the gate at once.

Variations in Construction

Arrastres are of many sizes and of

many degrees of mechanical skill and ar-

rangement, as well as of materials. Also

there is a wide difference in the care

with which they are operated. Some have

the sides of the basins of rock as well as

the floors. In others the sides are made
of staves driven into the ground, others

have sides of iron with iron gears and
other refinements of construction not al-

ways available to the mine owner who
is short of capital. In most places the

prospector can obtain all the materials

really essential to the construction of an

arrastre which will do surprisingly good

work. I have seen an arrastre on the

Colorado desert built of rocks, both bot-

tom and sides, in which the only

timber used was cottonwood logs which

were cut nearby at a spring, and this

spring was the only available water with-

in many miles. The pin-wheels were

made of cottonwood segments hewn out

with an ax and the pins were fashioned

from the spokes of an old wagon wheel.

This arrastre did good work, notwith-

standing its rudeness of construction.

It may be well to mention that at the

time of cleanup, all the sand taken from

the basin of the arrastre that is still too

coarse may be returned to the basin for

further grinding with the next charge.

Some miners use a rocker in cleaning

up; it is a device that saves much time

and therefore a valuable adjunct in the

operation of this primitive quartz mill.

Result of Paint Tests

The results of the Pittsburg experi-

ments of the Paint, Manufacturers of the

United States have recently been re-

ported'. A test fence was carefully

painted and watched, the paints being

graded on hiding power, liability to

"chalk," resistance to "checking," and

the condition of the painted surface in

regard to readiness for another painting..

The best general results were obtained

from mixed lead and zinc paints, either

metal alone giving inferior results. The
best formulas were: (1) lead, 40; zinc,

50; inert material, 10; (2) lead 38; zinc,

4S; inert material, 14; (3) lead, 44;

zinc, 40; inert, 10; (4) sublimed lead,

60; zinc, 27; inert material, 13. Zinc

oxide alone is too brittle, the straight

lead paints chalk badly, while the litho-

pone paints seemed given to checking and

cracking.

*Druge, faints and Oils, Feb., 1911.
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Copper Mines of the Miami District
Through the courtesy of the manage-

ments of the copper-mining companies

operating in the Miami district of Ari-

zona we have been able to compile the

map accompanying this article, showing

the position and area of the orebodies

thus far developed. This map is of great

interest and value as a correlation of

the respective developments, and the

several companies are to be compli-

mented upon their liberality in making

this interchange of important informa-

tion. From the last official reports of the

respective companies we have also com-

piled the accompanying table. This map
and table give all the essential informa-

tion, but some additional data of interest

and value may be drawn from our cor-

respondence and from the reports.

Four compan de-

veloped about 52,000,000

tons of ore ranging from 2

to 2.6 per cent, in copper

content.

Miami Copper Company

• Mr. Channing writes as follows:

"In showing the concentratinp mill, the

heavy lines indicate the six sections that

are built, and the dotted lines show the

three sections for which the foundations

are erected. The larger lines with dash-

es represent possible extensions of

the mill. In other words, the topography
is such that an is m mill

can eventually be built.

"I have marked on the Miami prop-

erty a line, on the left-hand side of which
is Pinal schist, and on the right-hand

side Gila conglomerate. We do not ex-

pect anything under the Gila conglomer-
ate. Although the contact dips to the

east, the line drawn represents it at about

the level of the ore underground. The
area of our ground to the east of this

line is considered by us as valuable only

for mill and power sites, and for the

storage of tailings, etc."

Inspiration Copper Company

In his report under date of Feb. 20,

1911, Henry Krumb stated that the

leached capping of its orebody averages

Ore Development of the Companies in the Miami Mining District, Arizona

COPPER MINES OF THE MIAMI DISTRICT

Company



•
ft. in depth. The commercial ore-

Bes 155 ft. in thickness
is considered as developed when bound-

either drill holes or under-round
workings not in excess of 200 ft. apart.
T. R. Drummond. manager of the com-
pany, in his report stated that: 'it was
thought at first that the ore was confined

i schist formation. Put later de-
cerns near the Colorado shaft have

'.iuable ore in the gran-
ite porphyry."

Copper Company
In the report of this companv in June

191 — --ued that about 60 acres of
s rroperty are underlain by Pinal

schist, though in many places this schist
erlain by relatively thin sheets of

granite porphyry, varying from 25 to 200
in thickness. Underground develop-

ment work has shown 2.000.000 ton* of
ore in 11 acres, in addition to which

lg over eight acres more has Indi-
an additional area of about the

same tonnage and value per acre as that
Hy opened. There was considered

to be strong probability of materially in-
creasing the tonnage already developed
and indicated.
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or S1.7089 per ton as concentrate at a
cost of $0.2481 per ton. The excess ton-

nilled over the mine product came
from the Ready Bullion and 700-ft.
Claim mines of the Alaska United com-

The developed ore is estimated at 1,-

093,028 tons of an assay value of $3 41
per ton; of this ore 250,000 tons is broken
and m the stopes. For 'the last three
years a 100-ton experimental cvanide
plant has been in use and has demon-
strated that the concentrates from all the
Douglas Island mills can be treated to
much greater advantage and at less cost
than shipping the concentrates to the
Tacoma smeltery.

Production of Lead in the
United States

United States according to origin. Being
based necessarily to a considerable ex
tent upon the reports of smelters pro-ducing base bullion, the totals do notagree with the totals reported by the re-
finers, nor should they.

PRODUCTION OF LEAD IN 1910
(Smelters' Production)
(In tons of 2000 pounds)

State
1909Arizona J

California ' 1,304
Colorado. ....'.' „„ 865
Idaho.. 2S,4vs
Kansas. 97,137

1,500
146,829

1,331
4,086

Kansas.
Missouri ....
Montana..

.

Nevada. . .

.

New .Mexico. .

Oklahoma
. . .M75

Utah. ... 3.000

Wisconsin («)
.' 6.3,975

Other states 2.?40
I "distributed „ 629
Zinc smelters 3,062

2,796

1910

1,399
1,038

34,711
99,840
1,343

160,642
1,791
2,119
1,730
1,860

57,158
3,400
177

1,42!)

1,988

Oak Development Company
Henry B. Hovland wrote as follows-
I have outlined the area of our ore-

body according to the plan adopted in
outlining the Inspiration orebodv viz
extending the hatched area to the last'
periphery holes showing ore. and not be-
yond. You will note hatched patches
outs.de of this area. These represent
drill holes put down showing ore. but
these holes are spaced too far apart tocome in under the plan followed When
additional holes are drilled in the neigh-
borhood of these holes, we shall be able
to indicate a solid orebody. probably con-
necting with the one shown on the mapWe are operating five drills and extending
the Live Oak orebody. particularly in the
southwest part of the property. As an il-
lustration, .haft No. 2 is sunk on drill

> 38. whose record shows 200 ft
of ore of an average grade of 2 7 per
cent, copper. From this point the ore-
body w,ll be extended westward by drill-
ing."

Our revised statistics of the production
of lead in the United States in 1910 are
given in the accompanying tables, which
are compiled from reports made to us
by all of the producers. The first table
gives the refiners' production. This in-
cludes 4805 tons of lead derived from
scrap and dross by refiners whose prin-
cipal business is the refining of base bul-
lion. The same concerns in 1909 pro-
duced 2197 tons from such material.

PRODUCTION OF LEAD IN 1910

(Refinery Statistics)

(In tons of 2000 pounds)

tv, t
.

CIaSS 1909 1910
Domestic:

Totals.
.

.

(«) inclusive of IHinois andW 942 37°'628

It will be noticed from the above tablethat Missouri further emphasized its no!
sition as the premier lead-produefng
State of the Union, a position from wheh
jt is not likely soon to be ousted. Amongthe individual producers of the UnitedStates the St. Joseph Lead Company "ont.nued to hold the first place.

Alaska-Mexican Report
The 18th annual report of the Alaska-

Mexican Gold Mining Company, operat-
ing m.nes at Douglas Island, Alaska
shows that dividends amounting to

r •% per cent, on the par value of
lock, were paid and $23,525 was

written off for depreciation.
During the last year 218,960 tons of

3.78 ore was mined at a cost of -1 2198
Per ton. The 120-ttamp mill crushed
222,698 tons of ore that yield.
or 51.776 per ton as bullion at.

An^llS 2j>^ 217.490

".«a::.:

;;.
:

;;;;;; fl fi
T° tuls

369,164 392,704
Foreign:

Desilverized.... so«oi ™ .-Gonial .::::::::: IS 9
Jl6i

T°ta,S
92,019 ~9l3^

(:ra "d ,otals 461,183 488,069
Smelters who make a business of re-

working scrap and dross alone reported a
production of 1 1,402 tons of pig lead in
1910 against 15,341 tons in 1909 We
enumerate only the lead that is resmelted
for market, excluding the recovery of
lead that goes round and round in the
works of manufacturers, and also ex-
cluding the recovery for sale in the form
of alloys. Even so our figures upon this
subject are probably incomplete. As we
have reported them, however they are
tabulated in the second table.'

TOTAL PRODUCT [ON OF LEAD
(In tons of 2000 pounds)

" rCe
1909 1910

l! ''""' rv
1,-1 to.

ters ''^; ,xs '" (i! '

''341
1 1, (02

-::::::::::::: tsi

::::::::: X
'""'

366,067 :;s.

fa 'he third table we have made a
dittribution of the lead production of the

In the last bulletin of the American
Insmute of Mining Engineers, Doctor
Raymond, ,n a biographical sketch of the
late Henry Janin, recorded one of his
interesting characteristics as follows-
He hated to write a "report" about amining property. Usually he would con-

sent only to report to his client as to the
purchase of the property at the terms of-
fered by the vendor. "Yes" or "No" to
the bargain, often without further partic-
ulars was his favorite form of verdictAnd he frequently insisted, when his re-
port was favorable, upon being allowed
to put his own money into the purchase
on equal terms with his clients. He was
a terror to the owners of promising but
undeveloped properties, because he would
not "do justice" to their "favorable in-
dications." His reply to such complaints
was, ,n substance, that he was not em-
Ployed to do justice to prospects, but to
hunt for bargains; and that he would
not recommend the purchasing of any
mining property unless he was satisfied
that it was worth more than was asked
tor it. I remember, as an instance of
his method, the famous "Emma" mine
in Utah, upon which his California
clients nad an option at Sl.OOOjOOO, and
which he "turned down," because, as he
said to me, he "could only see $1,000 000m it, and wasn't sure there was any
more. The mine was afterward sold for
a much larger sum; but I think that
Janlns million was practically all that
" ever produced.
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Copper Blast Furnace Development
The crudest and earliest form of blast

furnace for the smelting of copper ores

was merely a hole in the ground, in

which the ore was placed with a certain

amount of charcoal and a blast was sup-

plied through bamboo pipes by human
lungs. Strange to say, this earliest form

has been met with by travelers in remote

parts of Africa and Asia, and may be

seen today in these places. The next step

was the addition of crude bellows, made
of goat skin and operated by hand. Next

the depression in the ground was lined

with some refractory substance, and a

crude crucible thus formed. The smelt-

ing operations were intermittent, a few

pounds of ore were treated in a day's

run, then the operation of smelting stop-

ped and after the melted mass had cooled

down, the resultant button of copper, or

matte, was separated from the slag by

hand.

Primitive Furnaces

Fig. 1 of the full-page illustration

shows the plan and elevation of the

model of one of these furnaces (based

on a Japanese furnace), that was
erected at the Royal School of Mines, in

London. It is worth noting that in the

metallurgy of all the common metals,

such as iron, lead, zinc and copper, the

first attempts were made in furnaces

such as those just described; and today,

in remote parts of Africa in the Himalaya
mountains of Asia, in Persia and up to

quite recentlv, in Japan, these furnaces

are to be seen in operation. Figs. 2 and

3 show the plan and elevation of a slight

improvement over the last-mentioned

furnace, observed by H. T. Blandford, of

the Geological Survey of India, many
years ago in the Sikkim, Himalaya, and

described by him as follows: "The fur-

nace, formed of a sandy clay, was built

in a bank about 2 ft. high and consisted

of a shallow, square cavity, the bottom

of which was slightly concave. The back

wall of the furnace which, as a whole,

may be well compared to an armchair,

was carried up to the hight of about 18

in., in the form of a truncated pyramid,

the top being hollowed out for the pur-

pose of receiving the slags as they were
removed with pincers from the furnace.

The front wall was low, not more than

about six inches above the bed, while the

side walls were in intermediate hight, be-

ing about one foot above the furnace bed,

and six inches above the earthen plat-

form on which rested the bellows. These
bellows were of simple construction, two
in number, one being placed on each side

of the furnace. They consisted of a

seamless bag of goat skin, formed of the

skin of the body and fore-limbs of the

animal. The bottom formerly covering

the neck of the animal, now embraced in

like manner the earthen nozzle of the

By E. P. Mathewson *

Thi < i olution of the

modern 3000 ton furnace

from the primitive mouth-

blown forge. Latter .still met

with in savage countru

Note Based on an address delivered to
the Engineering Si the I tab School
of Mines, Sail Lake City, March 9, 1911.

General manager, reduction department,
Anaconda Copper Mining Company, Ana-
conda, Mont.

bellows. The mouth of the bag was gath-

ered in, so as to leave a small opening
only, and was grasped by a boy who
squatted beside it, and worked the bel-

lows, alternately loosening and tightening

with charcoal, were thrown on, and the

bellows worked by boys, as above de-
scribed. More charcoal was added as re-

quired until a perfect fusion ot the ore
was effected. The fused "metal" (regu-
lus) then formed a small pool at the bot-

tom of the furnace, covered with a layer

of fused slag, whils the burning charcoal

floated at the surface. The fusion being
complete, the charcoal wa .!, wa-
ter was sprinkled on the slag to solidify

it, and it was then lifted off in successive

cakes with a pair of pincers and placed

to cool in the shallow basin at the back
of the furnace. A fresh charge was then

thrown on, and the same series of opera-

tions repeated, until a cake of "crude
metal" weighing 8 or 10 lb. had accum-
ulated in the bottom of the furnace. This

was removed when cold, pounded and
kneaded with cow dung into small balls,

which were dried in the sun, and then

Form of Blowing Apparatus

his grasp as he raised or depressed the

bag, thus producing an effectual, though

intermittent blast. The nozzle, molded by

hand, resembles in form the common

mouth blowpipe, the end being bent at a

right angle, so that while the stem rested

on the side wall of the furnace, the en-

trance aperture reached to within three

or four inches of the furnace bed, on

which the blast impinged at a rather ob-

tuse angle. Charcoal was the only fuel

employed in the furnace.

Early Smelting Described

The first smelting operation was a sim-

ple fusion. The furnace being heated

with charcoal, a few handfuls of the

washed ore, previously dried and mixed

roasted in a shallow furnace formed of

a ring of slag cakes placed on edge. The

roasted "metal" was afterward refined in

the same furnace in which the fusion of

the ore had been effected, and in a pre-

cisely similiar manner, the result being

refined copper, which collected in the

bottom in a cake, weighing four or five

five pounds; and slag which was not. so

far as I could learn, subjected to any

further process, the probability being that

the ash yielded by the large amount of

charcoal consumed in the process is suffi-

cient to form a highly basic slag, and

thus allow the whole of the copper to be

reduced to the metallic state. Three

pounds of "crude metal" were said to

yield one pound of refined copper.
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Copper Smelting

iccount of the native

meth. >pcr smelting at Singhana in

India min. nonh and long.

53 min. east' was put

•.. in 1831. The ore was cop-

rites with a matrix of quartz. It

Ded to powder, -nixed with cow-

hand into sai

shapt d in di-

ameter. T! sun-dried and

ed in circular heaps. 4 ft. broad and 1 \

The fire was lighted in the

evening, and on the following morning

the roasted ore. which had a red color,

•.d with charcoal in a small

blast furnace of the following construc-

tion.

A quantity of common sand was

d upon the floor of a circular hut.

and in the center a small hollow was

made from 12 to 15 in. in diameter and

from two to three deep. In this was laid

turn of fine, yellow sand, and then

another of ashes. A sand bottom, or

hearth, was thus formed which, by the

action of the heat and the alkali in the

ashes, would become firmly consolidated.

Two clay nozzles were placed on opposite

sides of the hearth, and a third one

midway between them, the fourth side

being left for the escape of the melted

slag. The nozzles were connected to-

gether with moist clay, so as to form a

little circular wall a few inches high to

serve as a basement for the upper part

of the furnace, which consisted of three

annular vessels of fireclay, placed one

above another. Each of these vessels was

about 15 in. in external diameter. 9 or 10

in. high, and about 3 in. thick. They

were used over and over again, but the

bottom of the furnace required to be re-

constructed daily in the manner above de-

scribed.

Holes were made around the base-

ment, through which a poker might

be introduced into the furnace, and there

was one such hole obliquely directed

through each nozzle near its junction

with the furnace, so that a clear passage

for the blast might always be maintained.

These holes were stopped with clay,

which could easilv be removed when
necessary.

The blast was produced by three

ordinary goat-skin bellows, of which one

was attached to each nozzle. They

worked by men, women and

even children, all Mussulmans. Before

the furnace wa? charged a quantity of

charcoal was burned in the hearth in or-

der to dry it. It is reported that in the

day (nine to 10 hours i a tingle furnace

would consume 'hrce maunds of charcoal

(one mun or maund equals SO lb. i during

which firm- were add' rands oi the

taped pieces of ore and cow
dune, and two or three maunds of iron

. hich was required as a flux, and
- ught from a distance. Four per-

sons were employed at each furnace

—

perhaps a man and his wife and two

children—who received for their united

2S 10 rupees a month. The head

man prepared the furnace and occasion-

ally relieved one of the party working the

bellows, of which all three were kept

intly in action. On the morning af-

ter the first melting, the mass of copper

which had collected in the hearth was

taken out and sent to the refining fur-

nace. This is described as a small ves-

sel which received the blast of a single

bellows. The refined copper was cast into

narrow, shallow clay molds, each about

one foot in length. The ingots thus ob-

tained weighed two or three seers each

i 1 s.er equals 2 lb. av.). The copper

was lilac colored and brittle.

Copper smelting must have been car-

ried on in this locality during a long per-

iod, as the slags had accumulated to

such an extent as to form a line of small

hills several hundred feet in length and

from 30 to 60 ft. in hight. There were

four isolated stone bastions built on one

of these artificial mounds.

Primitive Iron Smelting

The illustration on the first page of

this article is taken from a group in the

American Museum of Natural History in

New York, supposed to represent some
African blacksmiths sharpening a steel

spear point. It is introduced here to

show the crude form of the bellows used

by the aborigines in both blacksmith

work and smelting. The goat-skin covers

of the two air chambers are raised and

lowered by means of thongs operated by

hand, the discharge pipes meet at a point

which is covered by a nozzle of burnt

clay. The bellows are worked alter-

nately so that a moderately steady blast

is obtained. Fig. 4 shows the relation-

ship between the crude forms of iron-

smelting furnaces and similar apparatus

for smelting copper just described.

The account of the operation of the

iron smelters is taken from Percy's

"Metallurgy of Iron and Steel," 1864,

p. 261 et seq. The form of furnace

shown in the accompanying illustration

is that used in the tributary Mehals of

Orissa, but with some slight modifica-

tions may be regarded as typical of those

employed generally by the natives of

lower Bengal. "The furnace from which

the original sketches of the woodcuts

were taken was seen by me in opera-

tion in the village of Kunkerai,' which,

like all such villages in this part of Ben-

gal, is inhabited exclusively by the smelt-

ers, and is distinguished from the agri-

cultural villages around by the filth,

poverty and degraded condition of the

inhabitants. The iron smelters of Orissa,

as I believe, generally in Bengal, form a

ipart from the agricultural inhab-

it, nits, belonging, indeed, to the isolated

aboriginal tribes which, under varying

•i. m Oeol shim j of India, Pari l

;

. .i.

names, are found in all the hilly tracts

of the peninsula, and are regarded by

modern ethnologists as the degenerate

relics of the aboriginal Tamul race. In

Orissa there are several such tribes,

differing in their relative degrees of

civilization; the iron smelters of the

Talcheer and neighboring districts be-

long to the large tribe of the Kols, or

Coles. They are to a certain extent

nomadic in their habits, remaining in one

spot so long as plentiful supplies of ore

and wood are obtainable in the immed-
iate vicinity. These failing, or, as fre-

quently happens, on the occurrence of

anything that is regarded as of evil omen
by these superstitious communities, they

transport themselves and property to

some more propitious site, and work
away as before. The heavy rains and

increasing jungles soon obliterate the

remnants of the deserted village, with

the exception of the large accumulations

of slags, which remain for centuries,

monuments of an unprogressed art.

Such lumps of slag are frequently found

in jungly districts, where no iron manu-
facture has been carried on within the

memory of the inhabitants.

Early Indian Furnaces

"In the furnace here shown the only

essential parts, i.e., parts common to all

the furnaces of Orissa, are the cylindri-

cal portion or furnace proper and the

bellows apparatus. The inclined earthen

tray with its wooden and bamboo sup-

ports I have only seen in a few villages.

The furnace is of the rudest construc-

tion. It is built of the highly ferru-

ginous sandy soil of the country, moist-

ened and kneaded, and is generally

strengthened by a sort of skeleton of

strips of flexible wood (see sections, Fig.

4), over which the earth is worked. In

form it varies from a cylinder, more or

less circular, to a frustum of a tolerably

acute cone, the walls being either of

equal thickness (about three inches)

throughout, or rather thicker toward the

base. The hight of the furnace is gen-

erally about three feet, and the mean in-

ternal diameter about one foot; but all

the dimensions vary according to the

skill of the workman, or, more probably,

according to local custom or chance.

There are two apertures at the base of

the furnace; one in front, about a foot

in hight, and rather less in width than

the internal diameter of the furnace,

through which, when the smelting of one

charge is finished, the resulting mass of

spongy iron is extracted, and which, dur-

ing the smelting, is well plastered up,

the small conical tuyere being inserted

at the bottom. This tuyere is usually

made of the same material as the fur-

nace, viz., of a red argillaceous sand,

worked by hand into the required form

and sun-dried; but sometimes no other

tuyere is employed than a lump of moist

clay with a hole in it, into which the
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bamboo pipes communicating with th

bellows are inserted."

"The other aperture is smaller, and

placed at one side of the furnace and
chiefly below the ground, forming a com-
munication between the bottom of the

furnace chamber and a small trench into

which the slag flows, filtering out through

a small pile of charcoal. The bed of the

furnace is slightly inclined toward this

slag-hole to allow the slag to flow away
freely. The latter solidifies as it leaves

the furnace into vesicular cakes, which

are removed occasionally with pincers by

the workmen.

"The inclined tray at the back of the

furnace is, as above stated, locally em-

ployed. It is formed of the same material

as the furnace, kneaded into shape, and

supported on a bed of split bamboos laid

on a wooden framework. On it is piled a

supply of charcoal which is raked into

the furnace as required.

Orissa Foot Bellows

"The blowing apparatus employed in

Orissa is very ingenious, and is perhaps

as economical of human labor as any

form of hand bellows. Sections of it

are shown in Fig. 4, in the one case ex-

tended, in the other compressed. It con-

sists of a circular segment of hardwood,

usually mango wood, rudely hollowed,

and with a piece of buffalo hide with a

small hole in its center tied over the top.

Into this hole a strong cord is passed,

having a small piece of wood attached

to the end to keep it inside the bellows,

while the other end is attached to a bent

bamboo firmly fixed into the ground close

by. This bamboo acts as a spring, draw-

ing up the string and consequently the

leather cover of the bellows to its utmost

stretch, while air enters through the cen-

tral hole. When thus filled, a man places

his foot on the hide, closing the central

hole with his heel, and then throwing

the whole weight of his body on that

foot he depresses the hide and drives

the air out through a bamboo tube in-

serted in the side and communicating with

the furnace. At the same time he pulls

down the bamboo with the arm of that

side. Two such bellows are placed side

by side, thin bamboo tubes priming to

the same tuyere; and so, by jumping on

each bellows alternately, the workman
keeps up a nearly continuous blast. I

have never seen this form of bellows

elsewhere than in Orissa. The bellows

employed vary greatly in different parts

of India.
:: The drawings are much ideal-

ized as regards regularity and neatness

of construction, but the dimensions, etc.,

are accurately copied from the original.

The native is far too intellectual, muscu-

*See p. Hi of "Reporl < mi Coal and iron of
Cutta< k."

kind of blowing apparatus was de-
crlbed and figured l>\ Roberi Rose In Glean
inns nf Science, No. 84, <»<!.. 1831. Calcutta.
n was observed by him In use for making
Iron ;ii Amdeab, near Bambbalpur.
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lar and clean for any Kol that ever lived."

The slags contain rounded particles of

iron, which are separated by pounding

and washing, and are used instead of

leaden shot.

Doctor Hooker has published a brief

notice of native iron smelting in the

Nonkreem valley, in the Khasia moun-

II Doctor Hooker's engraving had not
been accompanied with a lescrip-
tion, I should have supposed that it was
intended to represent a charcoal fire used
solely for the purpose of reheating the
iron during the operation of hammering
it out into bars or other forms. Details
of the construction of the bellows would

F'.c. 17. Mathewson Furnace Fed by Tilting Charge Cars by Air Cylinders

tains. The ore is described as iron sand

(magnetic oxide?) disseminated through

coarse reddish sand resulting from the

decomposition of soft granite occurring

in the locality. In order to procure this

iron sand, the natives conduct water over

the beds of granite sand; and as the

lighter particles are washed away, the

remainder is removed to troughs, where
the separation of the ore is completed.

The ore must be very abundant, as Doctor

Hooker states that "the country is every-

where intersected with trenches for i ron

washing, and some large' marshes were

dammed up for the same purpose." "The

smelting," Doctor Hooker states, "is

rudely carried on in charcoal fires, blown

by enormous double-action bellows,

worked by two persons, who stand on the

machine, raising the flaps with their

hands, and expanding them with their

feet." In illustration of this Doctor

Hooker has given Fig. 5. "There is

neither furnace nor flux used in the re-

duction. The fire is kindled on one side

of an upright stone (like the headstone

of a grave), with a small arched hole

close to the ground; near this hole the

bellows are suspended; and a bamboo
tube from each of its compartments meets

in a larger one, by which the draft is

directed under the hole in the stone to

the fire. The ore is run into lumps as

large as two fists, with a rugged sur-

face; these lumps are afterward cleft

nearly in two, to show their purity."*

Till I ,<GE

The next step in the development of

the blast furnace Is the Catalan
This is illustrated by Fig. ti. This

furnace was originally u- elting

and making of malleable iron dil

from the ores, and has been ui

up to the present day on I

Pyrenees mountains. A modification of

this same foi used tor many cen-

turies in the Btnelting of Bilver 01

Germany, Spain and Spanish America.

The apparatus consists of a low hearth,

lined with refractory matter, or cast

according to the use to which it is to be

put with one tuyere at the back of the

hearth and open fire, with its top level

with the floor of the smithy or shop.

The blast is supplied from a trompe

which is an apparatus made up of two

cisterns connected by two hollow trunks

of trees, the upper part of each tree

trunk being fitted up with an aspirating

device and a valve, and the lower cistern

being provided with two openings, the

lower one near the bottom for water, and

another at the top for compressed air.

The air is drawn in through the aspirator

near the top of the tree trunks and es-

capes from the water in the lower

cistern; a moderately even pressure of

blast is maintained.

Fig. 18. Tapping Floor of Mathewson Furnace

*Himalauan Journals. London, 18.">4, 2, p.
310.

From Percy's "Metallurgy of Iron and Steel."
1864, p. 261".

have been desirable. As shown in the

engraving, they seem capable of being

worked by the feet alone; for, by means

of the attachment between them, as the

air would be expelled by pressing ob-

liquely with the foot on one side, the

other would by the same action become

inflated. The two sides may be thus al-

ternately filled and emptied, so as to pro-

duce a continuous blast. The attractive

damsel figured by Doctor Hooker will

naturally excite the sympathy of the

reader.

In many part of Mexico, where the

from pes could not be used, owing to lack

of water, an ordinary blacksmith's bellows

supplied the blast at the back of the

smithy, and the furnaces were con-

structed of adobes. This furnace brings

us to our own country, for the early

smelting of copper in Arizona, notably at

the Longfellow mine, near Clifton, was

done in these small Mexican furnaces,

made of adobes, and each supplied with

one tuyere, operated by hand bellows.

The ore was rich and the business in-
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. tuyeres were added. It

is found that the furnaces - not

creased

Fig 7, that had plates of

copper to form the sides at the zone of

-.on and had four tuyere -ular

*er to supply the blast. It was found,

that the

fu- .d fairly well, hut immedi-

. er the cinder notch the wear was

so great that a hollow box of copper was

kept full of water at this point. Here, we

y the first water jacket, as

in sonu

supplied with water-cooled tuyeres prior

to this time. These furnaces were

erected aboi. - capacity

of about 30 tons each per day. The cop-

yings were all made in sand,

from the metal furnished by the furnaces

the

The F:rst \C'ater-;acketed Furnace

When the railroad reached Arizona it

came possible to obtain coke for fuel.

this was substituted for the charcoal in

se furnaces, but the intense heat gen-

ed soon destroyed the furnace walls

then were introduced the more

iern steel water jackets. It has been

ted that water-jacketed furnaces were

i at Pioneer, Cal.. in the '60's,

but these water jackets were not gen-

aown, and I believe had little, if

any, influence on the development of the

modern copper blast furnace.

Fig. 8 shows the construction of a

blast furnace with four tuyeres, such as

was used in Sweden about the middle

of the last century. This construction was
cf stone with brasque lining to the cru-

cible, with a fixed forehearth with the

at the back of the furnace, and

was employed in many countries, but re-

ed its greatest devlopment in Sweden
and Germany. Fig. 9 shows a similar

construction of furnace, with brick lining

i at Mansfeld. Germany. At this

point a peculiar condition caused a di-

ence. from the ordinary practice in

the development of copper smelting

blast furnaces and this is illustrated in

10, which shows the Mansfeld fur-

nace constructed almost exactly as the

furr. - smelting iron ores were
tructed 30 igo. Furnaces of

this description are still in use at Mans-
I fuel and highly

and the utilization of the

g»*t -ion, are features

of the practice.

The Ra<chette Furnace

The furnace illustrated in Fig. 1 1 [|

the one which led to the rapid develop-

ment of the lead furnaces in America,
*nd incidentally to the development of

the copper furnact, as the copper fur-

races were copied in many part:

from the lead fumacei f

furnace, which was invented

about the middle of the last century and

was rectangular in section, with several

es on each side and discharge open-

tt each end for the slag and metal.

The furnace originally was intended for

ng iron ores, but has found its

greatest use in the smelting of copper

and lead ores. This iron furnace had air

courses below the hearth for heating the

Mast. Fig. 12 shows a modification of

the Raschette furnace, built entirely of

brick with large tuyeres, erected at the

Orford Copper Works at Bayonne, N. J.,

during the time when great tonnages

were not required. This furnace did

economical work and lasted a satisfactory

length of time.

Fig. 13 shows Herreshoff's water-jack-

eted copper-smelting furnace with re-

movable forehearth. An ordinary cylin-

drical cupola, such as is used in iron

foundries, was adapted to copper smelt-

ing by adding water jackets, and was the

Fie. 19. Matte Ladle Car at Anaconda

immediate forerunner of the Herreshoff
furnace. Herreshoff noted that the corn-

ers of the rectangular furnace became
filled up with incrustation, so he omitted

ihem in his design. For small tonnages
these furnaces have proved excellent.

Fig. 14 shows a furnace of the Rasch-
ette type with water-jacketed bosh, really

an adaptation of the lead furnace to cop-
per smelting. The tuyeres are merely in-

serted in the taper holes in the water
jackets and are connected to the bustle

pipe by canvas bags. These furnaces
are so close in design to the lead type,

that they can hardly be distinguished;

Irere used but a few years in copper
smelting, when furnaces of the type il-

d in Fig. 15 were introduced. This
furnace had water jackets extending to

the feed floor and had a removable
hearth, supported on jack screws fixed

ruck. This furnace was useful in

tonnages up to 300 tons daily, but it soon

became necessary to make larger fur-

naces, when furnaces of the type illus-

trated in Figs. 16, 17, 18 and 19 were in-

*roduced\ these furnaces are today the

largest so far constructed, and have
proved their value in economy of labor

and coke. The main feature of the fur-

nace is that it is a combination cf the

furnace illustrated in Fig. 15 with the

furnace of the type illustrated in Fig. 14.

The Mathewson Furnace

The furnace should have an extension
of about 12 ft. on each end, this would
give the end spouts the same amount of

material to handle as the center spout.

The intermediate step between the fur-

nace illustrated in Fig. 15 and the large

furnace referred to was a two-spout fur-

nace of the same construction as Fig. 16.

This large furnace is water jacketed from
the crucible to the feed floor. It consists

of three crucibles connected by water-

cooled cast-iron plates, forming a shelf,

this shelf being lined with silica brick and
so arranged as to discharge any molten
matter falling on the hearth at this point

into the nearest sump on either side. The
crucibles are made as small as possible

and are water jacketed, and filled up with

firebrick so that only a sump remains at

the back of the spout.

The charge doors are so arranged as to

leave almost a continuous opening on
both sides of the furnace; the opening
is closed, in sections, by charge doors of

cast iron operated by compressed-air

cylinders. The top is of brick and the

downtakes are sufficient in number to

carry off all gas. The tuyeres are

numerous, being placed as closely as pos-

sible on both sides of the furnace, but

none on the ends, as they were found

to be useless. The tuyere pipes are fastened

to the bustle pipes by Jefferson unions,

each tuyere pipe has its own individual

valve, and the tuyeres themselves are

made as simple as possible.

This style of furnace has one perman-
ent advantage over any other, viz: that

repairs can be made in any one part of

the furnace, while the remainder of the

furnace is being operated, and it has fre-

quently happened that a leaky jacket has

been taken out without interfering with

any more of the furnace than the space

occupied by the jacket and a foot on each

side of that.

Advantages of the Large Furnace

Another valuable feature is that there

is no more metal locked up in the fur-

nace crucible than is absolutely necessary

and not over 30 per cent, of the metal that

would be locked up in the crucibles of

smaller furnaces necessary to smelt the

same tonnage. It was also found that in-

crustations did not form so readily in

furnaces of this type, as there were not

so many corners to collect the encrusting

u. s Pat, 807,951, Issued in 1005.
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material; and further, the feed water for

the jackets was diminished, owing to

there being fewer end jackets for a given

tonnage.

Such a furnace will save (over the best

construction previous to its invention)

not less than 1 per cent, of the fuel on

the charge; and nearly 50 per cent, of

the furnace labor. This is a decided step

in advance of the furnace described at the

beginning of this paper, where a few

pounds of ore were treated daily; this

furnace treats 3000 tons of charge daily.

Fig. 17 shows the method of feeding the

furnace by tilting the charge cars by

means of compressed-air cylinders

hooked temporarily to the bottom of each

car, the charge sliding off into the fur-

race. The coke at this plant is sup-

plied directly from the cars by barrows,

one of which shows in the left of the

picture.

The tap floor of the furnace is illus-

trated in Fig. 18. The matte and slag

discharge from the different spouts con-

tinuously into cylindrical forehearths, the

slag overflowing into granulation boxes,

(where it is granulated by water and car-

ried by the launders to the dump) the

matte being tapped intermittently at the

side of the forehearth into large ladles

mounted on standard-gage trucks. The

discharge of matte and the matte ladle

are shown in Fig. 19. The ladle holds

from 7 to 10 tons of matte.

Lake Superior Iron Ore
Distribution

The records kept by the Cleveland

Iron Trade Review showr the shipments of

the Lake Superior iron ore through Lake

Erie ports to furnaces for two years as

in the accompanying table. The stocks

on docks are taken on Dec. 1, the close

of the Lake shipping season, and on

May 1, the opening of the new season.

The season shipments are those made
from the docks to furnaces during the

season of open navigation. The figures

are in long tons:

1909-10 1910-11 Changes
Stocks, Dec. 1 8,965,789 9,426,8811. 161,092
Stocks, May 1 5,444,080 6,850,285 I. 1,406,205

Winter
shipments. 3,521,709 2,576,596 D. 945,113

Season ship-
ments 30,077,304 30,060,096 D. 17,208

Total for
year 33,599,013 32,636,692 D. 962,321

The winter shipments to furnaces in

1910-11 were very much less than those

for the preceding year. The stocks

on docks May 1, 1911, accordingly

showed an increase of 25.8 per cent, over

1910, and were, we believe, the largest

ever reported. These figures cover about

80 per cent, of the iron ore mined in the

Lake Superior region; the remaining 20

per cent, going to Lake Michigan ports,

chiefly for furnaces at South Chicago,

Joliet and Gary.

The total shipments to furnaces

through Lake Erie ports for the years
ended May 1 have been, for 12 years
past:

lonM
9""

.... 17,21.. 692 ii.,

L904 ...
. 20,0 ,

While the ore deliveries through Lake
Erie ports in 1910-11 show a consider-
able decrease from 1909-10, they ex-
ceeded those of any previous year.

India Gold Mining
London Correspondence

The Mysore gold mine in India has
long been one of the great gold mines of
the world. Since 1883 this mine has pro-
duced nearly £13,000,000 of gold, and has
paid in dividends £6,285,844. There are
many mines on the Rand treating more
tons; in fact, the recent amalgamations
are expected to mill 2,500,000 tons per
year, but there are not many large gold

mines that yield 55 per cent, of the pro-

ceeds as profits, for a period extending

beyond a quarter of a century. The deep-

est working is 2800 ft. vertically. The
main shaft was sunk vertically 1360 ft.

and on the incline 1866 ft. At the low-

est, the 11th level, the lode was reported

to be worth 1 oz. 7 dwt. for 6 ft. in width

and 1 oz. 8 dwt. for 4<_. ft. The 10th

level during 1910 was driven 514 ft. and

averaged 1 oz. 5 dwt. for 3 lA ft. wide.

The reserves increased 87,000 tons, and

with the increased tonnage treated is

ample to keep the mill running between

four and five years. The expenditure

upon machinery and plant during 1910

amounted to £70,000, all of which has

been written off in accordance with a

policy adopted three years ago; namely,

providing that the capital expenditure

shall be paid out of revenue. Dividends

during 1908, 1909 and 1910 have been

paid at the rate of lis. 6d. per lOs.-share.

The grade of ore treated was worth £3

12s. 9d. per ton, as against £5 0s. Id. in

1901. The profit per ton has decreased

during the 10 years from £3 3s. 4d. to £2

3s. lid., yet the profits have increased

from £402,175 to £539,978, and the quan-

tity treated from 127,070 tons to 246,425

tons. Between 9000 and 10,000 natives

and 180 Europeans are employed.

At the annual meeting of the Ooregum

Gold Mining Company, operating in My-

sore district, the question was again asked

about the temperature at a vertical depth

of 3800 ft. when Arthur Taylor, one of

the general managers, stated that the in-

crease is almost one degree to 200 ft. at-

tained. He also added that four years

ago the natives would not do a full day's

work compared with today, as, although

the mine is much deeper, the ventila-

tion is much better. During the year the

development amounted to over three

miles and the reserves increased 7000

tons, being estimated at the close of the

year at 164,534 tons, or about 13 months'

supply for the mill. The amount ol OK
developed during th

been 750,000 ton-, and the manage:
hopeful that in the con.

orebodies will t e fi und milled
during th

.

_> j At j
grains, a decrea ,,n the
tenor of the i I

Hie cost per ton milled, including
ton for development, amounted to

3d., a decrease of 3s. 2d. on the pre-

vious year's figures. One cause of the

decreased cost was the d

electric power which is now, £10 per h.p.

A reserve fund of £15,000 was initiated

during the year, and will be invested. The
total receipts for the year wen
the total expenditure was £175,151, leav-

ing a profit ol £166,377. The dividends

paid on the preference shares were Is.

3d. and on the ordinary shares 3s. 3d.

per 10s. -shire. The lowest dividend i-

equal to 32': per cent. The company
has taken an option on another property
on the Kolar field and is developing i'.

Nevada Hills

Although the present directorate did

not take over the management of the Ne-
vada Hills Mining Company, at Fair-

view, Nev., until July 2. 1010, the report

recently issued covers the year ended
March 31, 1911. In this period 613 tons

of ore were shipped, of which the gross

value was S82.054 ($133.86 per ton),

and on which freight, hauling, smeltery

charges, and losses- were $15,455 I

per ton). In addition about 1500 tons

of $50 ore was put on the dump. The
company commenced the fiscal year with

$12,807 in the treasury, and closed it

owing the bank $167,139.

In September, 1910, it was planned to

build a 20-stamp mill and cyanide plant

of 120 tons capacity, which should be in

operation in August of this year. In

July, 1910, it was decided to obtain con-

trol of the Fairview-Eagle Mining Com-
pany, which has been done by obtaining

877,290 shares of the 900,842 outstand-

ing, by giving one share of Nevada Hills

for six shares of Fairview-Eagle and by

buying in the property after assuming its

indebtedness and suing it therefor.

On March 31, 1011, the total work done
was as follows: Nevada Hills shaft. 117

ft.; adits, drifts and crosscuts. 0270 ft.;

raises and winzes, 1461 ft. The so called

"big fault" had, prior to 1910, been the

great obstacle to the success of the Ne-

vada Hills mine, as prospecting had

failed to find the vein to the cast of this

fault, and it was felt that the $900,000

worth of ore blocked out represented

about the limit of ore in the mine. How-
ever, the vein has again been found 305

ft. below where it was lost, and present

developments point to a prosperous fu-

ture, but the full benefits of this dis-

covery will not be known until more

pumps arc at work.
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Electrolytic Cyanide Regeneration
s well known that by far the larger

at the cyanide employed in the

ent of ores is consumed in reac-

tions other than those involved in the

formation of soluble double cyanic

gold and silver. Moreover, these subsidi-

ary reactions, when not actually detri-

ire at any rate of no benefit

in the process. This waste of cyanide

spheric oxidation, to

ntain.-d in the ore. or to chem-

,ms taking .unong the

uinds in the solution. The

estion has frequently been made that

. part of this wasted cyanogen

could be made available for dissolving

us metals, but hitherto this has

not be ly carried out on a

working scale.

Fok cm Cyanogen Is L

us consider for a moment the prin-

cipal forms in which cyanogen is lost:

\ portion is converted into hydro-

cyanic acid, which volatilizes and is car-

way by ventilation. (2) A por-

ROLYS1S OF SULPHOCYANIDE
0TIONS

Bv J. E. Clennell *

Total
K< \

Tim-

I -

0115

0.107

117 i) lis
• rol vzed'

Alkali

Per Cent

210
(i 202

0.173

0.098

0.060

tion, generally much larger, is converted

into sulphocyanides, ferrocyanides an^

other more or less complex combination

with the constituents of the ore. (3) A

portion combines with the zinc used in

the precipitation process and takes the

form of double cyanides of zinc. (4)

A portion is entirely decomposed, being

-ied into carbonic acid and am-
monia, the former combining with the

alkali always present in the solu-

tion, to form carbonates of sodium and

calcium, and the latter escaping into the

phere or entering into other com-

binations.

''

that any procc^ of re-

gion can only deal with the sec-

ond and third of these forms; the lou
cyanic acid and

ammonia may be minimized by careful

regulation of the alkalinity of the

and migh" : be further re-

duced by using 001 it any

com
pounds which passes into the atmosphere

Experiments with electro-

lytic cyanide regeneration

small or negative re-

sults. Extraction was in-

, ) . asi (I by electrolysis in the

cose of refractory silver ore,

but recovery is still far from

complete.

'Metallurgical chemist. Creston-Colorada
i\. La Colorada, via Torres, Sonora,

Mexico.

either as hydrocyanic acid or as ammonia
must be regarded as finally lost.

Attempts have been made to recover

cyanide in an available form by the ad-

dition of ferrous salts, zinc salts, or

sodium sulphide to the solutions. These

methods, however, affect only the double

cyanides of the types of K 2Zn(CN) 4 and

KAg(CN): leaving the sulphocyanides

(thiocyanates) entirely unaffected. They

also involve one or more operations be-

fore the treated solution is again fit for

use, or before the precipitated cyanogen

compounds can be obtained in an avail-

able form.

Regeneration by Electrolysis

The following experiments v.ere car-

ried out for the purpose of investigating

the statement recently put forward that

free cyanide can be obtained by the

electrolysis of certain mixtures contain-

ing complex cyanogen compounds. Fur-

ther tests were made to determine the

effect of electrolysis on ordinary work-

ing solutions and on mixtures of pul-

verized ore and solution. Practically all

working cyanide solutions contain sulpho-

cyanides, and often, but by no means so

universally, appreciable quantities of fer-

rocyanides. It was thought that sulpho-

cyanides might be decomposed by elec-

trolysis in the presence of free alkali,

with formation of cyanides by some such

reaction as the following:

NaCNS + O ... + Ca (OH ) , = NaCN +
CaSO, + H..0

i.e., the nascent oxygen given off at the

anode, serving to convert the sulphur of

the sulphocyanide into a sulphate.

El l-CTROLYSIS OF SULPHOCYANIDE

A mixture of water, potassium sul-

phocyanide and lime (water. 80 lh.; com-

mercial potassium sulphocyanide, 3 lb.;

lime. 350 grams) was agitated in a small

vat provided with a paddle attached to

a vertical shrift; at the same time a

current of electricity was passed through

the liquid, using electrodes of hard car-

bon having an effective area of one-

seventh of a square foot. The agitation

was continued with occasional addition

of fresh quantities of lime for three

days and the solution tested at intervals

for cyanide and alkali; with the results

shown in Table I.

Regeneration of cyanide from a mix-

ture of potassium sulphocyanide, 32

grams; potassium iodide, 16 grams;
lime, 32 grams, and water, 70 lb., was
next tried, using a current of 20 to 35
amp. per sq.ft. The lime was first agi-

tated with the water for several hours,

then the other chemicals added and agi-

tated for an hour before starting the

electric current. A lead cathode and
peroxidized lead anode were used; these

were immersed a short distance below

the surface of the pulp. The mixture

showed originally: Free cyanide, 0.003

per cent.; total cyanide, 0.005 per cent.;

alkali (NaOH), 0.036 per cent. After

five hours' electrolysis, the test showed:
Free cyanides 0.0175 per cent.; total

cyanide, 0.0185 per cent.; alkali (NaOH),
0.002 per cent.

After another hour the alkali had en-

tirely disappeared and the cyanide

strength appeared to be diminishing. A
further addition of 38 grams lime was
made, giving a total of 60 grams. After

2 l/2 hours the solution tested as follows:

Free cyanide, 0.026 per cent.; total

cyanide, 0.027 per cent.; alkali, 0.046 per

cent.

As the solution originally contained

about 0.1 per cent, of sulphocyanide, and
as the theoretical yield, according to the

equation given, would be 67 per cent.

KCN, the final solution should have con-

tained 0.067 per cent. KCN, or about 2 l/2
times that actually obtained. An extrac-

tion test made on a sample of ore, using

the regenerated solution, showed that it

is an effective solvent of gold and silver.

Electrolysis of Ferrocyanide

A charge as follows: Ferrocyanide, 32

grams; iodide, 16 grams; lime, 70 grams;

water, 70 lb., was agitated as La the pre-

ceding test; first the lime and water

alone for 15 hours, then after adding the

other chemicals and agitating one hour

more, the mixture showed: Free cyanide,

0.0005 per cent.; total cyanide, 0.001 per

cent.; alkali, 0.113 per cent. The cur-

rent was then applied—30 to 35 amp.

per sq.ft. of electrode surface. After

half an hour the liquid became deep

yellow, apparently owing to formation

of ferricyanides. After four hours' agi-

tation and electrolysis, the liquid showed:

Free cyanide, 0.002 per cent.; total

cyanide, 0.003 per cent.; alkali, 0.072

per cent.; that is, the regeneration was
trifling. Comparative extraction tests
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made with the original and electrolyzed

solutions showed that the latter is a more

effective solvent, although both had some

action.

Electrolysis of Working Solutions

A test was made to determine whether

any increase in free cyanide contents

could be obtained by electrolyzing the

ordinary plant solutions, and also whether

any advantage would be gained by a

preliminary aeration of the solution be-

fore electrolyzing. The apparatus and

general conditions were the same as in

the preceding tests. The current used

was about 35 amp. per sq.ft. of effective

electrode surface, the electrodes used

were originally both of graphite but as

the anode was rapidly attacked, a cathode

of stout sheet lead and an anode of

AERATION AND ELECTROLYSIS OF
WORKING SOLUTIONS

Time of Test
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given in a wooden vat with stirrer,

:.uing with air without

rtyzing without

n. the pulp being stirred continu-

The electrolysis was now stopped and

in restarted and continued for

24 hours. Fresh solution was added to

up for losses by evaporation and

: After 2 hours,

B8 per cent. KCN. 0.031 per cent.

NaOH; after 19 hours. 0.1 IS per cent.

NaOH; after 24

hours. 0.1 ent KCN. 0.015 per

NaOH; showing that decomposition

mide was still taking place. Agi-

tation with electrolysis was then resumed

and the air cut off. A current of 49 to 63

per sq.ft. was used. The pulp be-

took place during the final stage of

treatment.

Pulp Alternately Electrolyzed

and Settled

In the following experiment the pulp

ivas alternately electrolyzed and allowed

to settle. Agitation was continued for

eight days, allowing nine to 12 hours for

settlement each day. The clear settled

5 riC I \ ^NIDATION OF .\

.. rom i »re
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Coal Minind merit
Fire Escapes on Coal Breakers

Special Correspondence

Fire escapes on all coal breakers is a

suggestion receiving much ttention since

the disastrous Gypsy Grove colliery fire,

at Dunmore, Penn., which cost the lives

of three persons last week. If the Gypsy
Grove breaker had had fire escapes from

the top to the bottom, the men caught

in the head house would not have lost

their lives. The carriage and stairway

were the only means of exit. In the ex-

citement, the engineer failed to send the

carriage up. Escape by the stairway was
cut off by the fire. The men were forced

to jump through the windows and were

hurt, while two of them who did not

jump died in the flames.

It is argued that breaker buildings

could be equipped with fire escapes on

the same theory as office buildings, fac-

tories and other industrial plants where

buildings go above certain hights, and

large numbers of persons are employed.

Most breakers are higher than factories.

In the case of the Gypsy Grove struc-

ture, a lot of the breaker boys jumped

out of windows at different hights and

others slid down through the coal chutes-

New Corporation to Operate

Walsh Mines
Indianapolis Correspondence

A new corporation is being organized

to operate the former Walsh coal mines,

in Vigo, Clay, Sullivan and Greene coun-

ties, Indiana, recently sold by the Alliance

Coal Company to William Morris Imbrie &
Co., a New York banking concern.. Al-

len M. Ogle, Jr., of Indianapolis, gen-

eral manager of the Vandalia Coal Com-
pany, will be vice-president and general

manager of the new company, with head-

quarters in Terre Haute.

It is expected that the new company
will complete its organization not later

than May 15, and at that time will take

over the title of the property from the New
York banking firm, although the corporation

will be controlled by the same interests

that are interested in the banking house,

thus discounting the report that the Van-

dalia Coal Company, or the Pennsylvania

railway has bought the Walsh properties.

Mr. Ogle says he will sever his con-

nection with the Vandalia Coal Company.
No general manager of the latter com-

pany will be chosen, but the headquarters

will be removed from Indianapolis to

Terre Haute and be in charge of John
Hewitt, general superintendent.

The Walsh properties sold three weeks
ago have been handled by the Alliance

companv, formed after the Walsh failure

The Important News
Of Coal Mining:
New Appliances,
NewMethods. New
Fields, Colliery-

Engineering

by the associated banks of Chicago.
The properties include seven mines now
in successful operation and seven mines
closed temporarily.

The Texas Coal Industry
By William B. Phillips*

Statistics of the production of coal and
lignite in Texas for the year 1910, have
just been collected. While the final fig-

ures may be somewhat different from
these, yet it is not thought that they will

materially alter those now given.

The production of coal was 1,128,947
short tons, valued at $2,829,389, or an
average value, at the mines, of S2.51 per
ton, an increase of He. a ton over the

average value in 1909. In 1908 these

figures were 1,047,407 tons, valued at

$2,580,991, and in 1909 1,144,108 tons,

valued at $2,714,630. During the last 10

years the total production of coal has

been 8,844,207 short tons, valued at

$19,576,335.

The coal-producing counties are: Erath,

Jack, Maverick, Palo Pinto, Parker,

Webb, Wise and Young.

The Rio Grande coalfield, comprising

the counties of Maverick and Webb, pro-

duced, in 1910, 215,328 tons, valued at

$503,867, or $2.34 a ton.

The North Central coalfield, compris-

ing the counties of Erath, Jack, Palo

Pinto. Wise and Young, produced 913,-

619 tons, valued at $2,325,522, or S2.55

a ton.

In 1910 the production of lignite was

979,232 short tons, valued at $941,700,

or an average value per ton at the mines,

of 96c. The average value per ton in-

creased over that for 1909 13.2 cents.

The production of lignite in 1910 was

by far the largest in the history of the

industry, exceeding that for 1908, which

has been the banner year, by 131,262

tons in weight and $103,210 in value.

In 1908 the production of lignite was

847,970 tons, valued at $838,490. In

1909 it was 715,151 tons, valued at

$592,421. The total production oi lig-

nite during the- last 10 years has been
5,31 1,902 tons, valued at ;i. The
total production of coal and lignite dur-
ing the last 10 years has been 14,156,100
tons, valued at 176.

The use of lignite in gas producers,
with subsequent employment of the gas
in gas engines, continues. Satisfactory
progress in this direction has been made
at several large establishments. It is

likely that the use of a tarless gas pro-

ducer, such as has been in successful
operation on Colorado lignite, would be
advantageous in Texas. It is also sug-
gested that an effort be made to save
the anmoniacal liquor from the gas pro-

ducers and use it in the manufacture of

ammonia compounds, such as anhydrous
ammonia, sulphate of ammonia, etc.

The briquetting of lignite does not
seem to appeal to the trade, and there
is no plant in operation in the $tate.

•Director, bureau of economic geology, T'ni-

Verslty of Texas. Austin. Texas.

Telephones in the Springfield

Coal Mine
Many mines have taken advantage of

the special mine-telephone equipment de-
veloped to meet the demand that followed

legislation in Illinois and elsewhere. One
of these installations is in the mine of
the Springfield Coal Company, Spring-

field, III. This mine has a daily capacity

of 2000 tons. There are 300 men em-
ployed underground; the shaft runs to a

depth of 220 ft. A system of eight tele-

phones of the Western Electric Com-
pany's ironclad type is used. One instru-

ment is installed in the engineering room
and is used to assist in the operation of

the cage used in the mine. Another has

been placed at the bottom of the main
shaft. In the different entries of the

mine, about 1000 ft. apart, are the other

six telephones. The chief use of this sys-

tem is in the operation of cars and the

direction of men underground. The sup-

erintendent is at all times in touch with

all parts of the mine. He is able to call

any of his foreman for a consultation

and to give verbal orders direct and

without confusion to any remote point.

Men in different entries can communicate

with each other and take up any ques-

tions which may arise and which without

the use of the telephone would mean a

trip from one end of the mine to the

other.

During April 1.TOP .609 acres of Gov-

ernment land in New Mexico, believed to

be underlain with coal, were withdrawn,

and 830,422 acres of land in Colorado,

Montana, Utah and Wyoming, found on

geologic examination not to contain coal,

were restored to the public domain.
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Garden Culture in a Mining Camp
borne of the average coal miner

\s a usual

..my houses, as well as the

.re situate

. ntral mining plant. Fre-

vens nearby darken the

E with smoke and cover the

surrounding country with soot. Living in

>r does not bring out the best

there is in a man. and several of the

ive recently un-

• providing more at-

~.:rroundings for emploj

The Tennessee Coal. Iron and Railroad

Company, which is a subsidiary of the

States Steel Corporation, at the

ning realized one important

You can- ssfully and con-

tinuously force a man to carry out a

even if the o u will bene-

the man himself. What we

cherish most in this country is personal

. if a man chooses to be dirty or

to live amid undesirable surroundings,

and by so doing does not interfere with

the rights of others, it certainly is his

ege to follow his own dictates.

:an legislate as to the amount of

powder a miner may carry underground.

. v also specify whether he shall carry

a naked light or a safety lamp. How-
ever, when it comes to such things as

compulsory baths, regulating personal

habits and specifying the kind of sur-

roundings in which a miner must live,

only a policy of education and personal

encouragement can succeed.

The Tennessee company has estab-

lished a department of agriculture and
placed an expert in charge. The plan has

:n force only a short time, but

the accompanying illustrations indicate

plainly that the scheme has met with

great success. I will state here that most
of the houses shown in the photographs
are of the types that exist in the older

camps. More modern dwelling? with bet-

ter facilities are being erected at the new
mines. There is no better way to describe

the Tennessee company's system, or

plan, than I of its bulle-

The following circular was issued
:

COAI , IKON AND
RAH

As an incentive to cultivate truck gar-

rrounding the homes
of the errr mining depart-

-.en decided to offer six

at each division, tl i

for the three white employees and hrce

FTering

'Jen of tl.

•on. The 55 will be

awarded in each case for tl"

den. For the second tx

and for the third best ||| be

By Floyd W. Parsons
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ly reflect the attitude of the miners' surroundings and that a satisfied em-
union

Yours truly,

John Mitchell.

Mount Vernon, N. Y., "May 8, 1911.

In conclusion I will say that the Ten-

ployee is more apt to be an efficient
workman.

Classification of Coal Lands
Government coal land is clarified by

nessee company is to be commended for the U. S. Geological Survey as "coal
its movement in this direction. So far land" only if the coal formation lies at

as any direct financial benefit is con- what is considered under present condi-

flne coal beds, but al :.pths of perhaps
,r 4000 r

coal land." Some day in the distant fu-

ture, of COI nincd.

In foreign countries coal mines often run

below the 3000- ft. depth, the d

mine in Belgium nple bcinn only

a few feet BhOI

may be the acreage and tonnage of the

New-style House with Garden Under High
Cultivation

An Old House That Has Been Made Attrac

through Garden Cui.i

Street in Coal-aune Camp at Blocton,
Alabama

Style of Houses Now Beinc Erected,

Showing Fences and Gardens

Office at No. 4 Pratt Mine, Showing Well-kept

Lawn

Street in Johns, Ala., Showing Old Style of

Houses

cerned, the scheme really causes a gross

loss to the company of about $13,000 an-

nually, due to a decrease in business at

company stores. On the other hand, it

is evident that the corporation will profit

through having a better class of miners,

and because these employees will be

more permanent. No one will deny that

contentment is increased by pleasant

tions in this country a minable depth.

In the determination of this depth the

character of the coal is considered, the

maximum depth being 3000 ft. for the

highest grades of coal and less for the

poorer qualities. Thus it happens that

large areas known to be underlain with

'Hull. 424, D. s. Geol. Snrv.

cc al beds of the United States which are

the "maximum depth" have not

been estimated, but they are undoubtedly

large. However, the coal occurring above

this depth is estimated by the Goo'

Survey in round numbers at 2000 billion

tons. Less than 11 billion tons have al-

ready been mined. In 1910 the produc-

tion was a little short of half a billion
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tons, drawn, however, largely from the

- if coal. A >ropor-

tion of the 2000 billion tons of the

s of the comparatively in-

ferior lignites, of which North Dakota

s i s ated to contain 500 bil-

lion tons.

Of coal 1 ft. in thickness con-

ately 1800 tons, of which

1200 to 1400 tons is usually re-

ble. some being necessarily lost

in tlu f mining.

e of the public lands are under-

lain with beds having an aggregate thick-

even 100 ft. or more

of high-grade coal. With such figures in

mind the valuation ($400 or more an

which is being placed by the United

S Geological Survey on the more

valuable coal lands does not seem exces-

Before the coal lands were withdrawn

and their classification and valuation un-

dertaken by the Geological Survey these

would have been sold at only S20

an acre if within 15 miles of a railroad

if outside that limit. The highest

tonnage value placed on any of the Gov-

ernment land is 3c. per ton. a figure that

need by factors of depth, number of

and quality of coal, in the valuation

of manv of the coal tracts.

Coal Business Dull

Indianapolis Correspondence

The demand for coal in the Central

is below the normal and is still fall-

ing off. Conditions throughout the min-

ing districts are admittedly bad. There

is practically no market price and the

warm weather has reduced the demand

for domestic coal to the summer med-

ium. The operators say their only hope

of improvement is in a revival of indus-

trial activity, thus creating a demand for

more steam coal by the industries and

the railroads. The reduction of the num-
• trains operated reduces the de-

mand on mines owned by railroad inter-

,md to keep these mines operated

and provide coal traffic, the subsidiary

coal companies will sell coal at a loss,

so that the bigger corporation, the rail-

road company, may have earnings and

-ds. This causes demoralization in

the coal market.

The mines in Indiana and Illinois are

being operated a limited number of days

each

Arbitration «>f Coal Dispute

The conciliation and investi-

gatior ;nder the Canadian

"Ind': Act.

J Mine 1

America, for the m:-

''in (a

well known writer under the pen name

of Ralph Connor), appointed chairman

of the board by the Dominion Labor De-

partment. Preliminary meetings of the

board have been held at Lethbridge,

Alberta, and the order of proceedings ar-

ranged. Evidence will be taken in both

\lberta and southeastern British Colum-

bia coal-mining districts.- The miners'

representatives now claim that the chief

point at issue is a generally higher wage

for the workers; the "closed shop" ques-

tion is not now being given prominence.

While the finding of the board may facil-

itate a settlement of the existing diffi-

culty, which affects 6000 to 7000 em-

ployees now idle, there is nothing in the

law to compel either or both sides to

accept the conclusions of the conciliation

board.

Nova Scotia Relief Societies

By F. W. Gray*

Relief societies have been in existence

at the Nova Scotia coal mines for the

last 15 years, maintained by joint con-

tributions from the workmen, the employ-

ers and the provincial government. The

usual contribution from the miner to the

funds of the societies has been 25c. per

month; the contribution of the govern-

ment has been based on 0.3c. per ton of

coal which pays royalty. (In Nova Scotia

the coal seams are the property of the

government, and they are leased to min-

ing companies at a royalty of from 10 to

12'..c. per ton.) The contribution of

the coal companies has also been based

on 0.3c. per ton, with the proviso that

their contributions should not amount to

over 50 per cent, of the contribution of

the workmen. This arrangement has

yielded, approximately, 12'jC. per man
per month from the government and the

same amount from the employers, which,

added to the miners' contribution, has

given a total monthly income of 50c.

per member. The several relief societies

were until recently independent of each

other, having their own by-laws and scale

of relief. The weekly indemnity which

was paid averaged $3.50 per week for

disability arising from either accident or

sickness, limited to 26 weeks, after which

period the amount paid was decided by

the managing committee of the society.

The amount paid at death varied from

560 to Si ()(). The widow's allowance was
^H per month for one year, with from

$2 to S3 per month for each child until

the age of 14 years.

Work i vipensation Act Opposed

At the 1909 session of the Nova Scotia

legislature, a workmen's compensation
act was brought before the house. This

Itiotl was Btrongly opposed by the

Of the relief societies on the

ground that the effect of the proposed

nsation ad would be seriously to

I rl ii'
•

i Bjrdnej
, Nova Bi otla.

impair, if not entirely to destroy, the use-

fulness of these societies. The statistics

showed that, while 35 per cent, of the re-

lief paid out had been on account of

disability through accident, 55 per cent

had been paid in relief of disability oc-

casioned by sickness. The remaining

10 per cent, was expended in the cost of

management. As might be expected after

so long a period of operation, there were

many widows and children dependent on

the societies, and the members viewed

with natural alarm any legislation which

would affect their financial stability. It

was also foreseen that the operations

of a compensation act would, in all prob-

ability, preclude further contributions to

the relief societies from the employers

and the government, as a natural conse-

quence of which the societies would,

sooner or later, cease to exist. One of

the striking features of the compensation

act in Great Britain has been the detri-

mental effect exercised upon the long-es-

tablished miners' relief societies in that

country. The miners of Nova Scotia

had, moreover, come to regard their relief

societies as their sheet-anchor in sick-

ness, for which a compensation act does

not provide.

Dominion Coal Company's Plan

A proposal was set on foot to amalga-

mate the various societies at the mines

of the Dominion Coal Company which

ended successfully in the formation of

the Dominion Coal Company Employees'

Benefit Society in July, 1910. The com-

pany offered to contribute equally with

its workmen and to extend the operations

of the new society to all its employees

whether employed in the mines or not.

The workmen thereupon agreed to raise

their contribution to 50c. per man per

month, and the company undertook to

add another 50c; this, together with the

contribution of 12c. from the provincial

government, will give a revenue to the

society of, approximately, $1.12 per mem-
ber per month.

The cash in hand owned by the amalga-

mated societies July 1, 1910, was $47,-

000, of which $21,000 was estimated

to be the excess of assets over liabilities.

The Dominion Coal Company contributed

$21,000, making a gross total of $68,000.

The operations of the first four months
during which the new society was in ex-

istence showed an excess of income over

liabilities incurred of about $8000, and

the total funds to the credit of the society

Oct. 1, 1910, were $83,000. The con-

solidation of the separate funds into one

central fund has enabled the society

to obtain a better rate of interest.

More Adequate Relief Given

The relief benefits paid under the

schedule of the new society are much
more adequate than was formerly the

ease. The indemnity for disability from

any cause is $0 per week for 26 weeks;
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$3 per week for a further 26 weeks;

then $2 per week for two years; after

which, special grants may be made at

the discretion of the managing committee.

The sum of $100 is payable immediately

at death; this payment being intended

to cover the immediate necessities of in-

terment. The widows' allowance is $8

per month for five years, with $3 per

(month for each child up to the age of 14

I years. In addition to the regular in-

'demnities, a grant of $150 is allowed for

loss of hand or foot, and a grant of $450

for loss of limbs or eyesight involving

I total disability, and grants may be made

to deserving members under special cir-

. cumstances at the discretion of the board
:

of directors. Each branch manages its

own affairs and adjudicates upon the

claims incurred at that branch. The man-

aging committees at the branches and

the central -board of directors are com-

posed of representatives chosen equally

by the workmen and the company. By
the end of 1910 it is expected that the

society will have about 7500 members.

When the finances of the society will al-

low, it is proposed to formulate a scheme

of old-age pensions. The sum of $25,-

000 has already been set aside as a

nucleus of a fund for this purpose.

It is significant that the experience

gained from the long operation of

mutually supported relief societies should

have counseled the perpetuation of this

form of industrial insurance rather than

the adoption of the principle involved in

a workmen's compensation act. Under
the scheme detailed above, the amount
of relief payable to a family at the death

of the bread winner is proportioned to

the necessities of the family, and the

general effect of the society's operations

will be to afford an income to those

whose means of livelihood have tem-

porarily or entirely disappeared, in such

a manner as will afford a weekly income,

spread over a long period of time, more

or less proportionate to that coming in

before the disability took place, and the

relief will be forthcoming whether the

disability is occasioned by accident or

sickness. It is hoped that the mutuality

of interests will prevent malingering and

the abuses that so often accompany a

compensation act, and will also promote

better relations between the coal com-

panies and their workmen by eliminating

litigation and bargaining over accident

claims.

Coal Trade in Ohio in 1910

In a summary just issued by Chief In-

spector George Harrison, of Ohio, some
interesting figures are given. It is shown
that in 1910, the total number of pei-

sons employed at coal mines was 48,830;

this is an increase of 1811 men over

the total employed in 1909. The amount
of coal produced by pick mining was
4,341,483 tons, which shows a further

decrease of nearly 300,000 tons in pick

coal, as compared with 1909. Th
produced by machinery totals

tons, as compared with 23,146,630 tons
in 1909. The total production for Ohio
in 1910, therefore, was 34,424,951 tons.
Ohio still leads all of the States in its

percentage of machine-mined coal. Dur-
ing 1910, more than 87 per cent, of the
total output was machine-mined. The av-
erage number tons lump coal mined by
each pick miner per day was 2.4; the av-
erage number of tons lump coal mined
by each driller, shooter and loader per
day was 3.9. Figuring on run-of-mine
coal produced, it is shown that each pick
miner got out 3.6 tons, while each driller,

•shooter and loader produced 5.7 tons of
mine-run coal per day.

There were 161 fatal accidents and 471
serious accidents. For each life lost,

there was 213,819 tons of coal produced.
It is also shown that one life was lost

for every 303 persons employed. There
were 983 mines in operation, as com-
pared with 1034 mines that worked in

1909. It is shown, further, that there

were 1473 mining machines in use.

(^[COLLIERY NOTES ||gfc

About 75 per cent, of all the coal im-

ported by Mexico comes from the United

States; the remainder comes from Eng-

land..

Statistics show that the cost of food

and rents combined is 52 per cent, greater

in the United States than in England and

Wales; however, these heavier relative

charges against the income of our work-

ing class have been accompanied by

weekly wages which are 2.3 times as

great.

The first battery of 55 Koppers coke

ovens at the plant of the Lake Superior

Corporation, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., be-

gan operating March 11. It is expected

that this battery will have an average

output of 700 tons of coke daily. The

second battery of 55 ovens is practically

completed and will be started up in about

two weeks.

Mine-rescue car No. 4, with headquar-

ters at Rock Springs, Wyo., recently left

Wyoming for Coalville, Utah, and will

visit Grass Creek, Provo, Schofield,

Winterquarters, Clear Creek, Castle

Gate, Kenilworth, Sunny Side, Hiawatha

and Mohrland. The car is in charge of

S. S. Smith, and will stop at the various

camps; the miners will be taught the use

of the oxygen helmet, and first aid to the

injured. The car is expected to be in

Utah until about June 17.

A company has been organized in

Mazatlan to explore and develop the San

Juan coalfields, in the Remedio district

in the state of Durango, Mexico, not far

from Cosala. Sinaloa. H. W. Felton. of

Felton Brothers, of Mazatlan, Mexico,

and M. E. Flores are the moving spirits

in the enterprise. There are several

promising coal seams. One is H ft. in

width. At the surface the coal is slacked,
but it is believed that with depth there
will be developed coal of good quality.

The methods of mining coal in '

homa have shown but little improvement
in recent years, and the

on the recent pn rJe by the min-
ing industry in this COUntl tically

all of the coal produced in Oklahoma is

shot from the M>lid, which practice is in-

excusable no matter what physical or
labor conditions exist. Less than

cent, of the total production is machine-
mined and this total is less than was
produced in the same district by ma-
chines 10 years ago.

The Castle Valley Coal Compan
uated at Mohrland, Emery county, Utah,
is working a clean seam of coal, which
varies from 22 to 25 ft. in thickness. This

bed has been opened for several thous-
and feet. Some of the rooms are 21 ft.

wide and 25 ft. in hight, and have re-

quired no timbering. On account of the

position of the seam no pumping is re-

quired. There are four seams on the

company's territory. The production at

present is 400 tons a day, and it is pro-

posed to raise this to 1500 tons daily by

fall. The company has its own railroad,

and has installed modern machinery and

equipment. Salt Lake interests are in

control.

The Pennsylvania Legislature recently

authorized the appointment of a commis-

sion to investigate the physical conditions

and legal rights in relation to surface

support where the coal has been re-

moved, or where the right to remove coal

is vested in parties other than the own-

ers of the surface. The commission is

instructed to recommend such legislation

as is necessary. The governor has

appointed the following members of

this commission: J. B. Di'mmick. W. L.

Connell, E. J. Lynett, Scranton; Charles

Enzian, Wilkes-Barre; W. J. Richards,

William H Lewis, Pottsville; George

Davis, Lansford; W. A. Lathrop. Phila-

delphia.

With the development of our coal dis-

tricts has come wealth to many of the

early inhabitants. Dame Fortune has of-

ten rewarded those who remained true

tc their native soil. One man lost faith

in his home town, Jasonville. Ind., some

years ago, and traded a 75-acre farm at

the edge of the town for a drug store in

a village in Owen county, and moved

there. Today, that 75-acre farm is in the

center of the prosperous mining town of

Jasonville, and a coal shaft is operating

on it, already having made the owner

wealthy. Another Jasonville man, had

faith in the town and traded an old grave

yard site on Wools hill for a small farm

adjoining the above mentioned 75-acre

ttact; the land was cut up into lots and

the owner is now spoken of as "the man

who, having sold half the town, now owns

the other half."
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Ernest A. Hailwood.
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A Classified List

of New Inventions

or Vessel for Re-
Benjamin Talbot,

No. 990,313 : April

F.I.AST-FURNACE GAS—Process of Treat-
ing Blast-Furnace Gases and Preparing Char-
Peat. Burden Loomls, Hartford, Conn., as-

signor to Loomls Utilization Company. (U. S.
\o 990,891 : May 2, 1911.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. Hubert Hoff, Diide-
lingen, Luxemburg, assignor to Eisenhutten-
Actien-Verein Dildelingen, Diidelingen, Lux-
emburg. (U. s. No. 984,371; Feb. 14. 1911.)

MANUFACTURE -Process for the Manu-
facture of Steel. Samuel S. Wales. Munhall,
Penn., assignor to Carnegie Steel Company,
Pittsburg, Penn. (U. S. No. 987,840: March
28 i911.)

REFINING—Converter
fining Iron and Steel.
Darlington, Eng. (U. S.
2o. 1911.)

REFINING PIG IRON—Method of Refining
Molten I Ml: Iron. John B. Nan, New York,
N. V. (U. S. No. 991,633; May 9, 1911.)

REGENERATIVE-FURNACE VALVE. Wil-
liam Allien, Dnquesne. Penn. (U. S. No.
991,592 : May 9, 1911.)

TITANIUM STEEL — Metallic Body.
Auguste J. Rossi, Niagara Falls, N. Y., as-
signor to the Titanium Alloy Manufacturing
Company. New York. N. Y. 1

1". S. No. 986,-
645; March 14, 1911.)

LEAD, ZINC Y\T> OTHER METALS
PLATINUM—Improved Alloys of Platinum.

Firm W. C. Heraeus G.m.b.H., Hanau-on-
the Main, Germany. (Brit. No. 20.733 of
1910.)

TIN- A Process for Cleaning Tin-Plate
Waste before Recovering the Tin by Means
of Chlorine. Carl von der Linde, Crefeld,
Germany. (Brit. No. 26,415 of 1910.)

ZINC—Improvements in the Metallurgy of
Lead-Bearing Zinc Sulphides with or without
Small Admixtures of other Metals. Edgar
A. Ashcroft, London. Ens. (Brit. No. 6670
of 1910.)

ZINC— Improvements in the Metallurgy of
Zinc Bearing Lead Sulphides with or without
Small Admixtures of Other Metals. K. A.
Aschroft, London, Eng. (Brit. No. 7329 of
1910.)

Ill I MXG—GENERAL
DRILL—Hammer Drill. Albert II. Taylor,

Easton, Penn., assignor to Ingersoll-Rand
Company, New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 991,-
'•'.7

: May 9, 1911.)

DRILLING— Improvements i ri and Relating
to Mechanism for Actuating the l>rili I sod
iti Mining Operations and for Exploring Rock
in Blasting Work-. Ernest Penberthy Palnes-
dale. Mich. (Brit. No. 12,1 I I of I9'l0. i

DRILLING MACHINES Improvements
Relating to Drilling Machines for Use In

Drilling and the Like. Thomas L. Lace
and Richard Lace, wigan, Eng. (Brit. No
TlsT of 1910.)

DRILLS Improvements Relating to Per-
Vflnfng Drills. George n. Ravner

Sheffli Id, Eng. | Brit. No. 4392 of 1910.')

EXCAVATING AND SEPARATING AP-
PARAT1 R. Oscar P. Perry, New York, \. v

i s No 901,083 : May 2, 191 I.)

EXPL08IONS Improvements in or Relat-
Meana of Controlling or Minimizing

the Elteots of (explosions and Fires In Mines.
Harry .1 Fisher, Inn-ham. Eng. (Rrii No

ol 1010 i

HOISTING Means for Preventing the
idini oi pit Cages \ N, Barclay

and .1 G, Barclay, Kilmarnock. Scotland
Ri n No 20 i S2 oi L009 i

MINE CAR DER \ii.iM; DEVICE Francis
n Pi nil I I s No 990 -

kpi il 23, PU I i

I T BINKING improved Proc(
Roll by Meani of Bore Holes.

' Koepi Hrkelenz, Germany, ( Brit, No.
ol 1010 i

TIMBERING — Metal-Reinforced-Concrete
Timbering for Mine-Shafts. Darwin W.
Shepard, Denver, Colo., assignor to the Shep-
ard Patent Cement Mine and Tunnel Timber-
ing Company, Denver, Colo. U. S. No. 992,-
073; May 9, 1911.)

OKE DRESSING—GENERAL
CLASSIFICATION—Improvements in Set-

tling Apparatus. Especially Suitable for the
Classification of Ores. J. V. N. Dorr, Denver,
Colo. (Brit. No. 28,500 of 1910.)

CONCENTRATION—Improvements in and
Relating to Ore Concentrators. Arthur Davies,
London, Eng. (Brit. No. 6382 of 1910.)

CONCENTRATION — Improvements in or
Relating to Ore Concentration. T. J. Hoover,
London. Lug. (Brit. No. 10.029 of 1910.)

CONCENTRATION — Ore Concentrator.
Henry Earle, Denver. Colo. (U. S. No. 987,-
866; March 28. 1011.)

CONCENTRATION — Ore Concentrators.
Emil Deister, Fort Wayne, Ind. (Brit. No.
19,256 of 1910.)

CRUSHER AND PULVERIZER. Frank L.
Buchanan, St. Louis. Mo., assignor to Frank
L. Buchanan Mining Machinery Manufactur-
ing Company, St. Louis, Mo. (U. S. No.
991,477 ; May 9, 1911.)

CRUSHING — Improvements in Roller
Crushing Mills. P. E. Van Saun, New York,
N. Y. (Brit. No. 29,537 of 1910.)

CRUSHING—Ore-Crushing Machine. Harry
C. Quick, Los Angeles. Cal., assignor to
Buster Quick Mill Company. (U. S. No.
988,505 : April 4, 1911.)

CRUSHING MILL. Thomas Joseph Sturte-
vant, Welleslev, Mass.. assignor to Sturtcvant
Mill Company. (U. S. • No. 988,403; April
4. 1011.)

JIGS—Improvements in Ore-Concentrating
Jigs. Melvin Doubledee, Joplin, Mo., (Brit.
No. 22,421 of 1010.)

ORE-FEEDER. Enos A. Wall. Salt Lake
City, Utah. (U. S. No. 991,077; May 9,
1911.)

SEPARATION—Dry-Ore Separators. Wil-
liam W. Bonson, Dubuque, la. (Brit. No.
20,072 of 1910.)

SFPARATION—Improved Means Applicable
for Use in Separating Minerals and the Like
from Earthly and other Matters. F. A. Maxi-
milian Schiechel, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Ger-
many. (Brit. No. 10.40S of 1910.)

SEPARATION—Improvements in Ore Float
Separators. Robert H. Jeffrey, Durango,
Mex. (Brit. No. 20.330 of 1910.')

SFPARATION—Magnetic Separator. Alvin
Lings, Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to Dings-
Electro Magnetic Separator Company, Mil-
waukee. Wis. (U. S. No. 980,554 ;' March
14, 1911.)

METALLURGY—GENERAL
ELECTRIC FURNACES—Improvements in

or Relating to Electric Furnaces and the
Method of Charging the Same. Stora Koppar-
bergs Bergslags Akt., Falun, Sweden. (Brit.
No. 6768 of 1010.)

ELECTRIC SMELTING—Means for Regu-
lating Electrodes in Electric Furnaces. James
II. Reid. Newark, N. J. (Brit. No. 19,805 of
1910.)

ELECTROCHEMICAL TREATMENT—Ap-
paratus for Electrochemical Treatment of
ores. Tuilio Bubola, Luipaardsvlei, Transvaal.
(U. S. No. 001.005; May 0. 1011.)

ELECTROLYTIC EXTRACTION—Art of
Extracting Metals, Such as Gold, Silver, Cop-
per or Nickel, from Their Native Ores. Wil-
liam i >. Rennle, Hackensack, N. J., assignor
to Universal Ore Reduction Company, Phoenix.
Ariz. (U. S. No. 989,802; April 18, 1011.)

FUMES Improvements in or Relating to
Appliances for Abstracting or Carrying off
Fumes and Cases EJVoIved from Crucibles.
Casting Pots and other Vessels Used in
Metallurgical, Chemical and Analogous Op-
erations, W. Evans and W. T. Tipper. Bir-
mingham, Eng. (Brit. No. 5797 of 1010.)

LOW-GRADE ORE TREATMENT—Im-
provements in the Recovery of Metals in Coin
plex or Low-Grade ores. Frederick II. Win-
tie. London, Eng. (Brit. No. 1341 of 1010.)

ROASTING Improved Hearth for Cooling
Ores or other Materials Proceeding from
Calcining or Roasting Furnaces. Thomas
Edwards, Ballarat, Australia. (Brit. No.
21,402 of 1010.)

ROASTING Talc ore Roaster. George A.
Btanton, Chlco, Cal. (V. s. No 988,396

;

April I. 1011.)
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The Fire at Porcupine

Forest fires, started on Friday, May 19

near Gillies lake in Tisdale township,

swept over an area of several square

miles at Porcupine. The Hollinger suffered

most severely and damage was also sus-

tained at the Mclntyre, Rea, Pearl Lake

and Dome Extension. It is now stated

that the devastation was not so great as

was first reported and it is believed that

the losses will not exceed the total of

$100,000 and the result of the conflagra-

tion will only slightly delay operations

except on the Hollinger.

Heavy rains checked the fire and late

Sunday night all fires were reported un-

der control. The Hollinger is reported

to have already ordered new machinery

and reconstruction of the 30-stamp mill,

which was nearly completed, will com-

mence at once.

The fire burned the district from the

Hollinger, which borders on Gillies lake,

northeast between Pearl and Gillies

lakes, crossing the Mclntyre, which bord-

ers on Pearl lake, to the Pearl Lake

mine and continuing to the Rea Consoli-

dated, a mile east of Gillies lake.

One result of the fire will be greater

ease in prospecting, for the burning of

the brush will greatly facilitate surface

work, so while the fire was costly for some

properties the new goldfield may be di-

rectly benefited.

Gold Mining in Cuba

By W. T. Grey*

A deal has been concluded, by which

J. S. Black, representing the Oriente Min-

ing Company, again acquires control of

the Santiago, one of the best developed

mines in the Holguin district. Mr.

Black was the first to introduce modern

mining methods in Cuba and under his

former administration the value of the

district as a gold producer was conclu-

sively proved. The opinion in general

was that Cuba contained no gold de-

posits of commercial value.

A company has recently been organized

under the laws of the State of Delaware,

called the Santiago Gold Mine Company,

capitalized at $2,000,000, to develop and

work mines in this district. The property

of this company is situated 15 miles

from the Santiago mine and in an entirely

new district.

Active development is being started

on several of these mines. The Oriente

Mining Company, besides its work on the

Santiago mine, is also doing extensive

prospecting work with encouraging re-

sults. The Ayesha Mining Company has

started the installation of machinery on

its placer property on the river Tran-

quera. The gravel is said to contain

$2.54 per cu.yd. To the north, and ad-

joining this mine, a washing and concen-

trating plant has been installed that is

giving good results. This property is

known as the Mollie mine and is owned
by the Oriente Mining Company.

The Umvuma District of

Southern Rhodesia
By E. M. Weston*

Most of the gold-mining districts of
Rhodesia lie in areas of schist surrounded
and underlaid by granite. These schists are

associated with quartzite and conglomer-
ate and with many younger intrusive

rocks, among which diorites are perhaps
the most common. Many of the horn-
blende and talcose schists appear to be
altered igneous rocks. The banded iron-

stones also occupy large areas and will

present some interesting problems for

geological survey which is shortly to be

started on a modest scale. Some of the

banded ironstones are merely the oxi-

dized outcrops of hornblende schists;

others, however, are typically banded

quartzites with seams of magnetite and

hematite more or less plentifully dis-

tributed through them. In places the

richer bands have been worked by the

natives or the unknown "ancients" for

iron. In other localities they are dis-

tinctly auriferous.

The well known Wanderer, Giant and

Golden Kopje mines are in this forma-

tion. The three chief mines of the dis-

trict are the Falcon, Athens and Excel-

sior mines. These mines all lie on the

northerly contact of a belt of schist and

handed ironstone strata lying between

granite on the north and south. This belt

is about one mile wide. The banded

ironstone formation stands out in high

ridges, owing to its hardness, while the

softer talcose and hornblende schists

form the valleys and flats. The granite

has also suffered denudation. Diorite

dikes traverse both schists and granite,

but do not appear to be so intimately con-

nected with the orebodies as in the Aber-

corn district. The orebodies consist of

quartz reefs often showing prominent

outcrops as at the Athens mines. These

reefs are associated with numerous quartz

leaders in the schist. The whole orebody

is often payable over large widths, as on

the Falcon mine, where the width is over

100 ft. This mine has 217,000 tons

of ore in sight, assaying 6.9 dwt. gold and

2 per cent, copper. Copper is associated

v/ith gold in all these mines, though gold

also occurs free. Galena is also present

with its oxidation products in the upper

levels.

Copper occurs as malachite and azu-

rite in the upper levels, and as chal-

cocite and chalcopyrite in the lower levels.

The presence of copper has retarded the

development of the field as anything in

the nature of refractory ore is avoided in

•Mining engineer. Holguin, Cuba.
Mining engineer, P. O. Box 1176, Johan-

nesburg, Transvaal, Smith Africa.

Rhodesia unLss rich. The mo-'

factory method of treatment would app .

to be similar to that practised at the Tas-

mania mine: Reduction by stamps, amal-

gamation, careful concentration on Wil-

fley tables or vannc •
•:« and

chlorination of concentrates with recovery

of a large proportion of the copper, or

shipment of concentrates and cyanidation

of tailings.

Dominion Steel Corporation

The report of the Dominion Steel Cor-

poration covering the period ended March

31, was accompanied by statements of the

Dominion Iron and Steel company for

10 months, and of the Dominion Coal

Company for 15 months. The net earn-

ings of the Steel company for the 10

months were $2,201,185, out of which

dividends were paid on preferred stock

to the amount of ^2<M.666, and a special

appropriation made of $500,000 for de-

preciation. The balance carried forward

was $2,309,375 as compared with >2.058,-

225 last year. The earnings were at the

rate of 4.92 per cent, on the common
stock for one year.

The net earnings of the Coal company
for the 15 months were $2,118,686, out

of which dividends were paid on pre-

ferred stock of $210,000, and on common
stock, $150,000, and $500,000 appropri-

ated for depreciation. The balance

carried forward was increased from

$394,419 to S668,530. Earnings were at

the rate of 5.16 per cent, per annum on

the common stock.

President J. H. Plummer in his report

to the shareholders stated that in the

period of 10 months the pig-iron output

was 205,000 tons, but that he anticipated

that with the plant now in operation the

production for the current year would

reach 290,000 tons, with a corresponding

increase in finished products.

Cornwall Tailings Company
London Correspondence

The Cornwall Tailings Company has

erected a plant to treat the tailings at

the Cam Brea & Tincroft mines, which

have been accumulating for over 50

years, and are said to contain over

1,000.000 tons. The company was incor-

porated in January. 1910, and began

work on a small scale in May. From

May to February 28, 1911, 34.675 tons

were treated at a profit of £5986. or

about 3s. 5d. ($0.83) per ton. The pres-

ent plant was erected to treat 200 tons

per day. and to make a profit of between

£1500 and £2500 per month, according

to the varying price of tin. An additional

£10,000 is wanted to increase the ca-

pacity of the plant to 400 tons per day,

and to reduce the costs from 3s. to 2s.

per ton. The output for March was over

14 tons of concentrates.
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X PERSONAL
_ ..ii metallurgical eugic

.in.; and Mining
d of their movements and

Dtments.

Frederick G. Clapp, of Pittsburg, is at

Tampico. iMexico.

A. H. Gracey has returned to British

Columbia from a trip to Arizona.

E. Coppee Thurston has returned to

N
. ork after spending eight months

in professional work in Peru and Bo-

J. Nelson Nevius. of Pasadena, Cal.,

recently made an examination of the Oc-

tave mine and the Central Arizona power

plant at W'ickenburg. Arizona.

F. Burbidge. of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho,

recently examined the Molly Hughes

gold-silver mine, situated near New Den-

-ican lake, British Columbia.

iam Watson, of New York, is again

in Nelson mining division, British

Columbia, after having spent the winter

in California, Arizona and the East.

T. L. Lewis, recently president of the

United Mine Workers of America, is now

at work as a miner near Wheeling, W.

Va.. in the Wheeling Creek coal mine.

Harry H. Watson has been appointed

manager and A. Brooks Fleming, Jr., as-

sistant manager of the West Virginia di-

vision of the Consolidation Coal Com-
pany.

Walter Harvey Weed has returned

from Sonora and is now at Porcupine,

Ont., examining the Burns and other

properties. He expects to return to New
York soon.

A. C. Hahn has been appointed mine

superintendent of the Crystal Block Coal

and Coke Company, at Raw], W. Va. He
has been foreman in the Steel Corpora-

tion mines, at Gary.

John E. Struble has been appointed as-

sistant mine inspector of the H. C. Frick

Coke Company. He was recently mine

in, having worked his way up to

that position from a trapper boy.

Cap*. James F. Foley, of Negaunee,

Mich., has retired from active service as

mine superintendent. He is 80 years

o'd. and has been actively engaged in the

Lake Superior country for 61 years.

Percy E Barbour has returned from

a trip to Omaha and is at Tecoma, Nev.,

where he is operating the Copper Moun-
tain mine under lease. Regular ship-

ments are being made to the Garfield

smelt

W. :•
- of Salt Lake City, has

anager of the s ait Lake

pi a position on

the n the American

ing and Refinir ••/. His head-

fork.

the presidency of the South Dakota

School of Mines, Rapid City, S. D., and

is going to the Case School of Applied

Science, Cleveland, Ohio, as professor of

metallurgy and head of its mining de-

partment.

E. A. S. Clarke, president of the Lack-

awanna Steel Company, and Powell

Stackhouse, recently president of the

Cambria Steel Company, sail for Europe

this week. Both will attend the Inter-

national conference of steel makers at

Brussels in July.

E. G. Stobel, of Salt Lake City, who

has just returned from a long stay in

Europe investigating the latest practice

in multistage turbine pumps, has taken

a contract to unwater the Columbus Con-

solidated mine, at Alta, Utah, and is

building special high-efficiency turbine

pumps for the work.

A Belgian party has been visiting and

inspecting the iron and steel works of

Birmingham, Ala., and vicinity. The party

includes James Trazenster, Maurice

Peeters and Serge Nagelmackers. The

first two are engineers of the Ougree-

Marihaye steel works and the latter is

a banker from Brussels.

James Ashworth has been presented by

the officials of the operating department

of the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company,
Fernie and Michel, B. C., with a gold

watch, with locket, suitably engraved. In

the accompanying address appreciative

reference was made to Mr. Ashworth's

activities in connection with the scientific

study of mine gases and ventilation.

J. Edgar McAllister, on retiring from

the position of general manager for the

British Columbia Copper Company, Ltd.,

was given a complimentary valedictory

banquet by the citizens of Greenwood,

B. C. The officials and other employees

of the B. C. Cooper Company presented

Mr. and Mrs. McAllister with an appre-

ciative farewell address and a valuable

silver service.

Captain John McEncroehas resigned the

position of underground superintendent

of the Oliver Iron Mining Company's
hard-ore properties, at Ishpeming, Mar-
quette range, after more than 53 years of

continuous service. He will retire on a

pension. Captain McEncroe has the dis-

tinction of having been employed contin-

uouslv at one mine, serving successive-

ly in the capacity of miner, captain and

underground superintendent.

Frank Pearce, of Brazil, has been chosen

by Governor Marshall, of Indiana, as

State mine inspector. He succeeds J. P.

Epperson, of Linton, who retires with a

good record after 10 years of faithful

service. Mr. Pearce was appointed mine
inspector by State Geologist Barrett be-

fore the legislature changed the law and
rave the appointment to the governor.

He passed the examination successfully

at thai time but did not take the office.

Air. Pearce is well qualified for the posi-

tion. The inspector of mines will bt

under the Bureau of Inspection; the gov-

ernor has appointed A. R. Hooton, an In-

dianapolis attorney, chief of that bureau.

+11 OB ITUARY +
Cornelius J. K. Burmie, a mineowner

of Herraduro, Mexico, was shot and killed

on May 5, according to a telegram re-i

ceived at Berkley, Cal. The killing re-:

suited from a quarrel between Burmie
and a Mexican employee over supplies

for the mine. He was a son of Capt. J.

K. Burmie, of Atlanta.

C. A. Wright, president of the Kewee-
naw Copper Company and the Keweenaw,
Central railroad, died of a stroke of I

apoplexy at Houghton, Mich., May 17.

Mr. Wright was 57 years old and went
to the Lake Superior Copper district in

his early youth. He was for a number
of years superintendent of the Mineral

Range and the Hancock & Calumet roads

and was instrumental in getting the Cop-
per Range railroad built and the South
Range group of mines opened. A few
years ago he turned his attention to Ke-
weenaw county and under his direction

the Keweenaw Copper Company was
formed and the Keweenaw Central rail-

road was built.

N. F. McNaught died at Silverton,

Slocan Lake, B. C, on May 10 aged 66

years. He was the first man to ship ore

from Fourmile camp, near Silverton, which

camp later came into much prominence

as the chief producer of Slocan Lake dis-

trict. He was one of the owners of the

Alpha group from which in the nineties,

rich silver ore was shipped by Mr. Mc-
Naught, whose co-owners were his

brother, Jas. McNaught, of New York,

formerly an attorney for the Northern

Pacific railway;—McKenzie, of Nome
fame; and Senator Hansbrough, of North

Dakota. He was also owner, or part

owner, of the Kilo group, on Lemon
creek; the Hampton, on Ten-mile creek,

and the Capella, near New Denver, all

well known silver properties, situated in

the lake section of Slocan district, Mr.

McNaught was born in Lexington, 111.

After having lived in Western Washing-

ton for some time, he went to Ainsworth,

Kootenay Lake in 1892, and in 1893 re-

moved thence to Silverton. His activities

in connection with mining were many
and his death is generally regretted.

S0C1ETIES<WTECHNICAL SCHOOLS ^d

Columbia School of Mines—Thirty of

the third-year students in mining will at-

tend the usual summer school of mine

surveying which will be held, this year,

at Hazleton, Penn., beginning June 9.

The Lehigh Valley Coal Company has

vi ry courteously placed part of its Slope

No. 5 workings at the disposal of the

school for this purpose.
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Fditorial Corn=>Rnnnr|gn^
San Francisco

May 17—The decision of the Supreme
Court ordering the dissolution of the

Standard Oil Company will have no ap-

preciable effect on the operations of the

Standard Oil Company of California so

far as competition with other California

companies in interstate trade is con-

cerned. The relegation of the Standard
to the position of a mere competitor and
the dissipation of its power to control the

California crude and refined products has
resulted from a process of evolution of

administrative and judicial action of the

Government, beginning with the investi-

gation of the Bureau of Corporations in

this state in 1905, and ending with the

firm establishment of the independent
producers within the last year. There is

no question that the Standard in this

State, operating as a part and under the

direction of the New Jersey head, had
laid its plans to control the crude product

and monopolize the refining and market-

ing. For a time in 1905-6 the independ-

ents were tied hand and foot by the

Standard through cooperation and com-
bination with the Associated and the

Southern Pacific and the implied if not

expressed cooperation of the Union and
the Santa Fe; but neither the Union as a

producer, refiner and marketer, nor the

Santa Fe as a transporter, could afford in

their own behalf to ally- themselves too

closely with the combination. In the pe-

riod of the squeeze the producers not al-

lied with the Associated and not abso-

lutely controlled by contracts with the

Standard were wobbling between the fear

of ultimate extermination and the hope

o; redress through State regulation of the

railroads and pipelines; but the bill which
was sought to be introduced and made a

law in the legislature of 1907, making
common carriers of the pipelines, had
no valid support, and a State board of

railroad commissioners wholly uninflu-

enced by the railroads was not appointed

until recently. The decision of the

Supreme Court will strengthen popular

sentiment and lend encouragement to the

independents in maintaining the position

they have attained, and dispel much of

the resentment against the Standard.

Butte

May 17—At the session of the legisla-

ture this year a law was passed for the

purpose of making the militia of the

State a more efficient body. The statute

as enacted gives special attention to the

prejudice against the militia by the labor

organizations. In the past it has been
found that the labor unions, owing to

their experiences with the Colorado "bull

pens," have taken strong measures to dis-

Reporfcs from our own
Representatives on
Important Events from
Many Important Min-

ing Cehters of thes

World

courage their memberc cr m fining the
militia and have enactec by-laws making
one who is a militiaimj! ineligible for

membership in the union. The new law
provides several penalties for any la-

bor organization tha shall discriminate
against a member of the militia and com-
pels a union man \%ho is a member of
the militia to take up arms a fe?inst his

union when the occasion requires. The
labor organizations of Butte have recent-
ly been circulating a petition for the pur-
pose of having the question of repealing
the law submitted to the people at the
next general election under a provision
of the constitution. A mass meeting will

also be held to awaken public inter-

est in the matter.

Denver

May 19—Several assayers of Leadville,

during the last week or two, have been
treated to another surprise in the zinc

field. In widely separated portions of the

camp several samples have been brought
to the assay offices which ran consider-

ably over the maximum of zinc carbonate.

At first it was puzzling, but afterward it

was determined to be hydrozincite.

As the Roosevelt tunnel has not

drained the mines as was expected, and
in fact is quite a disappointment to many
of the deeper properties, it has been sug-

gested that diamond drills be run in the

main heading in all the different direc-

tions to find the water courses. This

could be done at a moderate cost, much
cheaper than running a tunnel. In this

way the Black Belle, C. K. & N. and
other courses could be developed. While

diamond drills have never been used

to any extent in this camp, there is no

reason why they would not work suc-

cessfully. The suggestion may be acted

upon. Engineer Countryman, of the

tunnel company, is said to be investigat-

ing its feasibility: A drill hole 2 in. di-

ameter can be run easily for 1500 ft.

Once the water course is found, it will be

an easy matter to raise money to drive

the tunnel to it.

Salt Lake (

May 18 The case of the Montelli

Company against the State of Utah in re-

gard to the saline lands lyin^ ..

Great Salt Lake, in Tooele county, which
was decided in favor of the State in the

court before Jud^e Armstrong ill I

now before the Supreme Court o

United States. Following Judge Arm-
strong's decision, the salt company ap-

pealed the case, and an opinion was
handed down by Justices Straup, Frick

and McCarthy, affirming the opinion of
the lower court. The saline lands in

question form a bed approximately eight

miles wide and over 30 miles long. The
deposit ranges from a few inches to a
depth of 15 ft., and is about 98 per cent,

salt. Under the enabling act, two town-
ships were granted to the State for the

establishing of the University of Utah,
followed bv a provision reading, '"That

in addition to the above, 110,000 acres of

land to be selected and located as pro-

vided in the foregoing section of this act,

and including all saline lands in said

State, are hereby granted to said State

for use of said University, and 200,000
acres for the use of an agricultural col-

ege therein." After Utah was admitted

as a State, the Montello Salt Company,
of Ogden, filed on several sections of the

saline lands, and undertook to make its

~laim good. Suit was brought in the dis-

trict court to quiet title to that part of the

feed filed on by the salt company. The
title to thp l^nd depends on the meaning
of the word "including," in the above
provision as held by the Supreme Court,

as the State now claims the saline lands
on the ground that they were granted to

it in addition to the 110,000 acres. There
is much more than 110.000 acres of

saline lands in Utah, and it is probable

that the Supreme Court will construe the

word in the expansive rather than in the

restrictive sense. In this case, if a nom-
inal price per ton were obtained for the

salt in the bed in question, the Univer-

sity of Utah would be one of the best

endowed educational institutions in the

countrv.

Marquette, Mich.

May 19—The Hartford mine was re-

cently the scene of the first disastrous

mine fire on the Marquette range for

many years. The fire broke out on the

fourth level of the mine and resulted in

the death of seven men and the cessation

of operations at this mine and at the

Cambria and Lillie mines which adjoin it.

There is little timber used in these mines,

but the gas generated was sufficient to

penetrate to the two adjoining mines.

A rescue party, using oxygen helmets
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and led bj J. M. Webb, of the Govern-

ment mine-rescue station at Urbana, 111.,

the following day in reaching

the most remote places in the mine and

dies. Operations at

the thr^e properties will be discontinued

for s

Recent developments in iron-ore

it tariffs have somewhat cleared the

rhere in ore-shipp: Re-

ports from Cleveland are to the effect

that two firms have contracted for their

je at 60c. from the head of

the L.. the season's prices have

been es . d at this rate from those

ports. 55c, from Marquette and 45c. from

Shipments are still light and

es are scarce.

The Kloman Mining Company, of

which John T. Jones is president, has

decided to install at once three of the

new step-process furnaces at the Kloman

mine in the Republic district. One of

the furnaces is now on the way from

the shops of the Ailis-Chalmers Com-

pany, and the others are to be delivered

soon. The furnaces will differ somewhat

in construction from the experimental

furnace at Iron .Mountain. The most radi-

cal change will be in the rotary tube,

which will occupy a horizontal position

d of an inclined one. as at present.

The capacitv of each furnace will be

from 200 to 400 tons per 24 hours.

Duluth

.May 20—Work on the new steel plant

of the Minnesota Steel Company in West

Duluth is progressing satisfactorily and

recent developments indicate that more

uork is planned for the coming season

vas originally supposed. It has

been the custom of the Steel Corporation

to erect its blast furnaces by day labor.

It is understood that a departure will be

made in this case and bids are now be-

ing received from contractors in the East

for the erection of two furnaces at the

Minnesota plant. The work will be started

this summer and carried on under the su-

on of the company's experts. The

foundations for the buildings already

planned are now complete and awaiting

the arrival of the structural steel.

ithstanding the almost certain de-

ls from the Lake

this summer, the State

on the Mesabi range will probably

show increased tonna^e^ for this season

Bj State mines is

meant mines that are owned in fee by the

State of Minnesota, but which arc leased

and operated by the several mining eom-

Lbly 125 mines which

ip from tl range this sum

nines, ati I

these hav producing

during the la

rani " (

Of

the Scranton

contain at least 19,000,000 tons of ore.

The Grant mine, also owned by the State,

will probably ship 500,000 tons this year

and the Poole nearly as much. Under

the terms of the State leases, the leasing

companies are compelled to pay to the

State a royalty of 25c. per ton on all

ore mined or on a minimum quantity of

5000 tons annually. The State's income

in HMO from State mines was $275,000

and in addition, SI 00,000 was received in

minimum royalties on leases not de-

veloped. At present there is a total of

232 leases in force, issued by the State,

only 20 of which have been developed.

It is expected that $500,000 will be re-

ceived in 1911 from State leases being

mined. From this fact and from the re-

ports that the Steel Corporation intends

to mine at least 5,000,000 tons from the

Kill properties in 1911, it would appear

that the policy of the Steel Corporation

and also independent companies is to

push the operation of leased properties

auring limes when the steel market is at

a low ebb, and to save the properties

which they own in fee, for markets that

will show a greater margin of profit.

The Pickands-Mather Company is en-

couraging the training of its employees

along the lines of giving first aid to the

injured. The classes are being instructed

by local physicians in all of the work

necessary to aid those injured in acci-

dents, especial attention being given to

temporary relief in the cases of injuries

such as are common around the range

mines. Considerable interest is being

aroused among the men and the wisdom

of the course has already been made ap-

parent by the actual saving of two lives.

Some of the public schools on the

ranges are installing a new feature in

the courses of study offered, and it

should prove of considerable value. The

new plan consists, in reality, of an il-

lustrated course embodying the methods

employed in the mining operations of this

district, and accompanied later by actual

trips of inspection to the various mines

both underground and on surface.

Indianapolis

May 22—Charging breach of faith and

contract by the operators the executive

committee of District No. 11, United

Mine Workers of America, has served

notice on the officials of the Western In-

diana Mining Company and the S. W.
Little company, that unless proper resti-

tution is made all employees will strike

May 23. All efforts to effect a compro-
mise have failed. The strike will affect

about 1350 men.

According to W. D. Van Horn, presi-

dent of the mine workers, the trouble

in the mines of the Western Indiana

company grew out of a breach of the con-

ilie operators and mine
: in that the operators failed to

provide tin lor everv two men

but instead provided but two places for

two men. Besides the mines of the

Western Indiana company and the S.

W. Little Company, the River Side and
Coal Bluff mines, one mine in Clay and
two mines in Greene counties employing

about 850 men, are involved. Philip H.

Penna, secretary of the Indiana Opera-
tors' Association gives a different version

of the trouble declaring that the causes

of the threatened strike are over trifling

matters. "A miner was discharged for

having struck a mine superintendent.

The miners demanded his reinstatement

which was refused."

Cobalt

May 19—A recent Government report

on the Quebec side of Lake Temiskam-
ing, states that there is not the same
mineral wealth there as on the Ontario

side. The area examined comprises about

600 square miles and throughout all the

rock formations quartz veins are num-
erous. These veins are not, however, as

a rule, auriferous, and where they are,

the gold content is not high enough to

permit of profitable mining. The district

examined did not, however, embrace the

new discoveries in the Keekeek section,

where good ore has been found. With
regard to silver, the report states that

this metal is not abundant, despite its

proximity to Cobalt. Silver-cobalt ores

have been found in Fabre township, but so

far no deposits of economic importance.

Toronto
May 19—A private cable from London

states that the Imperial Privy Council

has brought to a close the three years'

litigation of the Sterling mines, at Cobalt,

by confirming the title of William Mar-
shall, of Toronto, and the Grey's Siding

Development Company to the property.

This decision upholds the judgment of

the Canadian courts, which had dis-

missed the action brought by the Drum-
mond Mines, Ltd., and the Montreal

Trust Company to obtain possession. In

1908 Robert Gilmour, of Sudbury, sold

the leases of the Sterling mines to Wil-

liam Marshall, the price to be paid in in-

stalments. This was registered as an

option, and shortly afterward, under a

claim that the terms of the option had not

been fulfilled, the property was resold to

the Montreal Trust Company, in trust

for the Drummond Mines, Ltd. Efforts

to oust Marshall and his assign from

possession resulted in a legal struggle

in the courts of Toronto and Montreal,

which terminated in Marshall's favor,

when it was taken to the court of last

appeal with the result as above stated. An
action for damages of $150,000 by Mar-
shall and the Grey's Siding Development

Company, against the Drummond Mines,

Ltd., and the Montreal Trust Company
was begun some time since, but delayed

to await the result of the appeal, and

will now be proceeded with.

;
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The Minind News
D

Alaska

A nugget weighing 81.34 oz. has re-

cently been found in Fairbanks creek.

Chicken creek is expected to be the

richest producer in the Iditarod placer

district this summer. This is a larger

stream than Flat creek, and is situated

just across the divide from the latter.

Republic—Ore from this property in

the Silver Bow basin will be sent to the

Tacoma smeltery, and if the returns war-,

rant, a stamp mill will be erected. George

Miller, of Juneau, is owner.

Jualin—A lease on this mine has been

taken by Adam Nadeau, Juneau, and

development work will be started at once.

Alaska-United— During the month

ended April 15, 1911, the mills crushed

35,394 tons of ore for a yield of S7 1,805,

at an operating expense of $58,511. For

construction $7064 was spent.

Alaska-Mexican—During the month

ended April 15, 1911, there were milled

17.937 tons of ore for a yield of S44,685,

at an operating expense of $32,705. For

construction work $2944 was spent.

Arizona

Gila County

Live Oak—The record rate of sinking,

is being maintained at the No. 2 shaft,

which is now 200 ft. deep. The central

pcwer plant boilers are being equipped

with oil burners.

Warrior—Shipments of 100 tons of ore

per day to the El Paso smeltery are be-

ing continued.

Inspiration—The work of installing

electric-motor haulage underground is

progressing satisfactorily.

Miami—Ore is hoisted from the mine

during the four-hour intervals between

the shifts, although the mill supply could

be lifted in two hours if necessary. A
test run has shown that 480 tons per

hour can be raised when necessary. The

750-ton orepocket is always emptied be-

fore the next shift enters the mine.

Manitou—The property has a mill that

cost S60,000 and about $225,000 has

been spent on the ground. By consoli-

dation with the Five Points mine the

Manitou Copper Company has been

formed.

German Copper Company—This is the

name of the company that recently ac-

quired the property of the Arizona-Colo-

rado Copper Belt and Gold Mining and

Milling Company about three miles north

of Globe.

Superior & Boston—Sinking to explore

the sulphide zone revealed in the adjoin-

ing Arizona Commercial at a depth of

1200 ft. will probably not be continued

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment'Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. The.

Current History of

Mining

until ore now being cut on the 1000
level has been explored.

Arizona Commercial—The rich ore re-

cently encountered below the seventh
level is not being explored, the manage-
ment probably intending to continue the

general plan of exploration without ex-

ploiting the oreshoots discovered in the

course of the work.

California

Amador County

Bunker Hill—The value of the output

for April was $27,000. Since the instal-

lation of the 20 additional stamps the

usual method of mixing high- and low-

grade ores has not been continued, be-

cause of the necessity of working out

the low-grade in the 1950-ft. level; thus

the yield for April has not been up to

the average.

Hardenburg—Since the installation of

the new electric hoist, three 8-hour shifts

are making rapid sinking progress.

Zeila— It is reported that the $100,-

000 offer for this mine has been refused.

Butte County

Triumph—Sears Brothers contemplate

adding a roller mill to the 20-stamp mill

at this mine, near Lumpkin.

Mineral Slide—Local -and Chico capi-

tal have incorporated to operate this and

other properties at Magalia. M. Gooday,

Magalia, director.

San Francisco—This property near En-

terprise is to be reopened, and a 20-stamp

or Lane mill installed if the development

warrants.

Inyo County

Estelle—A vein carrying silver and

lead has been opened in the tunnel. C.

R. Troeger is manager.

Casa Diablo—Tunneling in this mine at

Granite mountain has been stopped. In a

shaft sunk to 50 ft. it was found that the

ledge had turned from a dip of 45 deg. to

nearly vertical and was joined by a still

larger ledge. It is claimed that there is

sufficient ore in the Summit and the Gran-

itt mountain ledums in this mine to war-

rant doubling the capacity of the 10-

stamp mill, and that it will be nec<

as 10 stamps will not crush enough ore to

make operations profitable.

Mariposa County

Bullion Hill—Charles A. Wilson, of

Tonopah, has come to this mine, near

Exchequer, as superintendent.

Nevada County

Pennsylvania—The new owners have
engaged George W. Starr, superintendent

of the Empire mine, as consulting engi-

neer and T. J. Hooper, formerly manager
of the Empire West, is in direct charge.

.Arctic Mining Company—A proposi-

tion has been made by this company to

build a wagon road to cost $6000, to be

refunded by the county when the taxable

property of the company reaches

$50,000.

Central Consolidated—An electrical

pump is being installed to drain this mine
on Greenhorn creek, preparatory to deep-

ening the shaft. There is a 20-stamp

mill, and the concentrates are shipped.

C. A. Bailey, Nevada City, is manager.

Nevada County Deep Drainage Tunnel
—The company contemplates immediate
undertaking of the 15.000-ft. tunnel from
Yuba river to the mines at Nevada City.

Such a tunnel would tap the mines at

1000- ft. depth.

Plumas County

Antlered Crest—George Sanborn has

started the long bedrock tunnel on this

drift mine near La Porte.

Trinity County

Indications are fnat the mining season

will be active and prosperous. The

Headlight, at Canville, sustains its pro-

duction. The Globe, at Lewiston, will

start in June. The Layman, at Hayfork,

is to be reopened. The Fairview, be-

tween Minersville and Lewiston, has

been opened on a vein of good ore.

Dredges on the Trinity, between Miners-

ville and Lewiston, will be in operation

during the summer.

Tuolumne County

Dead Horse— From a new ledge in this

claim, near Summerville, 14 tons of ore

have been sent to the Charlotta mill for a

test run.

Yuba County

The steel ladder for No. 13 dredge,

being assembled at Hammonton by the

Yuba Consolidated Goldfields Company,

was completed at the shops of the Yuba

Construction Company, at A\arysvil1e,

May 10. This ladder or beam is 135 ft.

long and weighs 111 tons, net.
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rado

Clear Creek Coi

les Beshears. owner

of the Clj d

:nent of smelt on.

wide,

.en uncovered in the Holcomt
or. the Aetna vein in the Capital mine.

Amie—The mine is shipping smelting

carrying gold and copper.

nts o' lead,

and iron concentrate ar being

ore is

lily.

Gold Dirt- -Leasers are doing well and

the output this year promises to be the

. iest in it; history

.:'orf
—

' he mine is making a good

the Commonwealth vein,

?nd the mill is constantly running.

\TV

A year ago thf independent smeltery

a: Golden .d by H. A. Riedel

and it at the ore receipts at pres-

ent are heavier than ever. This company

draw? a c -.pp!y if ore from Gilpin coun-

re it ooerates several large prop-

as wel as some mines recently

: in Clear Creek county above

Georgetown.

ry Hoi »"—This mine is again on

the shipping *ist. Some months ago it

was fo;ced t shut down on account of

r&tev troubl s. The water is now dis-

- sumably through a water

course :
.ito the Newhouse tunnel.

Baker Lode—Semmens & Co. shipped

<uring the month of April, 60 tons of ore

to the sampling work>.

Lake County—Leadville

Hilltop—This property on ihc top of

>as at last been reached by a

>f ore cars from the Colorado &
railroad.

ia—The mine is being steadily

.ted with new machine drills. The

r :s been found in streaks and is

oected ahead.

and associates who

.rating from one shaft in this prop-

:-. Carbonate hill have been pros-

for carbonate of zinc but in-

• have uncovered a

ore.

-client ore

has been opened in the tunnel to the

north. nth the company shipped

» ore on account of

the condition

In the

II, contii

lily.

will be resumed

The work will be carried on near the

site of the old Union smeltery, California

gulch. Several small streaks of ore have

been found in the bottom of the Long

& Derry shaft, which will be prospected

after sinking is completed.

Frisco—The first two cars of ore from

the King Solomon tunnel will be shipped

to the Arkansas Valley smeltery this

week.

Routt County

Royal Flush—What is believed to be

the most important discovery ever made
at Hahns Peak has just been opened in

the Conundrum tunnel at a point 2000

ft. from the portal.

San Juan County

Silver Lake—A lease on the Silver

Lake mines has been given. This prop-

erty is owned by the American Smelting

and Refining Company and for a number
of years has been producing steadily.

Gold King—The mill has been running

two weeks and all machinery is adjusted.

It has a several years' run of ore now in

sight.

Iowa-Tiger—The company has a new
orebody on the fourth level, both richer

and larger than any other in the mine.

Several cars of concentrates are being

shipped each week.

Ledge Consolidated—The mine has

shown remarkable improvement during

the last year. The mill is being en-

larged, modern machinery added, and

when the plant is started about June 1

it will be capable of treating about 750

tons of concentrates every month, or a

total of about 4000 tons of ore.

San Micuel County

Telluride—In April, 72 cars of ore and

concentrates were shipped from Telluride;

last year's April shipment was 92 cars.

Morning Star—Under the management
of W. R. Vandeveer, the property is to

install an air-compressing plant.

Contention— Ferrette & Bargette have

a lease and will treat the ore at the Bear
Creek mill.

Teller County

El Paso—Including the shipments up
to May 8, 34 cars had been billed to the

valley mills and smelteries.

Maggie—A two-car shipment just made
by lessee Carl Johnson, was mined from

the shoot on the 300- ft. level.

lite In April the Granite shipped

about 40 cars. From the upper Granite

about six cars per week are shipped.

Ruby About two cars per week is the

output of tliis mine owned by the Princess

Alice Gold Mining Company and oper-

Humphreys & Thompson. The

coming from tile ninth level.

It is intended to work the Mi
on Raven hill through one

Ol tile upp' '

Of the I'll. ton i i ite,

Illinois

Black Jack—Some experiments with

the Jones step process for the treatment

of zinc ore have been made at this mine,

but we understand that nothing further is

being done and that the mine is now of

fered for sale.

Indiana

Sullivan County

Union—On account of the laying off of

two topmen at this mine of the Con-
solidated Indiana Coal Company near

Sullivan the other topmen left the shaft,

and the mine was closed down May 8.

The trouble will be adjusted, it is thought,

so the mine will resume work in a few
days.

Vanderburg County

Evans Coal Company—Articles of in-

corporation have been filed for this com-
pany to mine and sell coal, manufacture
coke, buy, lease and develop coal lands in

Vanderburg county. R. I. Evans is a di-

rector.

Vigo County

Harry R. Kurrie, of Chicago, general

counsel for the Monon Railroad Com-
pany, filed articles of incorporation with

the Secretary of State for the Marion

Coal Company capitalized at $1,000,000.

The company, which will have headquart-

ers in Terre Haute, has taken over the

Walsh properties consisting of mines and

coal lands in this and adjoining counties.

A. M. Ogle Jr., has been elected presi-

dent and general manager and has re-

moved from Indianapolis to Terre Haute
to take charge of the properties.

Glen Ayr Mining Company—This com-
pany, with headquarters in Terre Haute,

has been incorporated to do a general

coal-mining business.

Michigan

Copper

Adventure—The new shaft is down
ever 1400 ft. and at a depth of about

1500 ft. crossciitting will be started and

the three lodes opened at that depth.

Algomah— No. 5 drill hole has en-

countered a copper-bearing lode at a

depth of 1500 ft., believed to be the ex-

tension of the lode exposed in No. 2 hole

at a shallow depth.

Lake—At the eighth level where the

lode was recently cut the showing is

equal to that in the upper levels.

Contact Copper—The drilling outfit at

this property was recently damaged by
fire which necessitated the suspension of

operations temporarily.

Keweenaw—The shaft on the Kear-

sarge lode is down over 900 ft. and is be-

ing sunk at the rate of about 75 ft. per

month. At a depth of about 1250 ft. a

drill core was taken from the lode, show-
ing it to be highly mineralized.
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Mohawk—This company has started

the erection of its surface equipment at

the new No. 6 shaft.

New Baltic—In the shaft in the foot-

wall of the lode, copper-bearing forma-

tion was found at a depth of 325 ft.

Samples show it to be an amygdaloid,

characteristic of the Baltic and well

charged with copper. Sinking will be

temporarily discontinued and a crosscut

driven across the formation.

Ojibway—Sinking of the shaft below

the 1500- ft. level continues and the lat-

eral openings are all showing good re-

sults. A little stoping has been done

at the 650-ft. level, where there is a uni-

form mineralization well charged with

copper. It is likely that milling opera-

tions will begin early in the summer. The

ore will be sent to one of the custom

mills.

Michigan—Operations at this property

are confined to a few tributors, working

on a half basis.

Calumet & Hecla—This company is

planning to increase the capacity of the

electric plant by 7500 kilowatts.

Iron—Delta County

Exploration has been conducted with a

diamond drill on a tract in Bayde Noc
township, but no iron ore was found and

the drill has been removed. The tract is

remote from both the Marquette and

Menominee ranges and iron men would
have been much surprised if any ore

had been found.

Iron—Marquette Range

Exploration has been started by the

Oliver Iron Mining Company on a tract

about eight miles south of Republic and

east of the Michigamme river. There is

a heavy overburden of drift on the land

and exploration will be rather expensive.

The land is owned by the Michigan Iron

and Land Company, and the Steel Cor-

poration has taken an option on it.

Iron—Menominee Range

The Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company is

continuing its exploration by drill north

of Hermansville. It is reported that some
good indications have been found.

Pickands, Mather & Co have stopped

work for the present on their Baltic and

Caspian mines in the Iron River district.

The pumps are to be kept going. Many
of the men employed have been trans-

ferred to the Fogarty mine in the same

district.

Minnesota

Cuyuna Range

Iron Mountain—This company, which

is engaged in exploring lands on the

Mesabi range, near Buhl, is also drilling

on the Cuyuna range. Ore was encoun-

tered first at a depth of 60 ft. The find

is considerably north of what has been

supposed to be the north limit of the

range.

Mesabi Range
Coleraine—Two units of the Oliver

Mining Company's washing plant have
resumed operations and the remaining
three will resume in the course of 10
days. At present there are only five

units of the plant completed. From 10
to 12 trains of ore are being hauled daily
from the mines, as compared with 4
trains last summer.

Gilbert—The Oliver Mining Company
has closed this mine.

Bangor— Drifting and other develop-
ments have been completed at this PicK-
ands-Mather property, and the mine is

now ready to ship 50 cars of ore per day.

Missouri

The Toms Station camp continues to be
the center of the greatest excitement the
district has had for a number of years.
The ore is found in soft ground at a

greater depth than that at which ore was
formerly mined in this particular camp.
On one 160-acre tract alone, 14 drills

have been at work and from 60 to 70
are at work in the camp. Almost every
day some new strike is recorded.

Conservative Prospecting and Develop-
ment Company—The company has struck

50 ft. of rich ore on the land of the Park
Land and Mining Company at Toms
Station. C. W. Landrum, of Joplin, is

manager.

Lone Pilgrim—The mine at Sarcoxie

has been sold for $15,000 to W. K. Pease

and associates, of Kansas City.

Rains, Moore & Co.—This company,
which has been prospecting a lease on

the Coble land south of the Sitting Bull

mine in the Toms Station camp, has struck

20 ft. of rich ore at a depth of 170 feet.

M. M. & O.—H. P. Sewall who is drill-

ing this tract on an option has struck ore

from 180 to 215 ft. depth.

Montana

Butte District

Butte & London—The directors re-

cently issued a statement to the stock-

holders in which they state that the mort-

gage given to the Miners' Saving Bank

and Trust Company, of Butte, so that

money might be raised to pay a judgment

for damages against the company, has

been paid and S1800 in cash remains in

the treasury. The mortgage was paid

by selling the machinery at the mine.

Granite County

Hobo—The leasers operating the Hobo

mine, near Philipsburg. shipped a car-

load of high-grade silver ore that con-

tained nearly enough lead to pay the

charges for smelting.

Gallatin County

Gus Steffuss, who has prospected for

a number of years along the canon of

the West Gallatin river, has found plac-

er i",ld on the bedrock ol

which is a branch of th

gulch, and will at pi work on
the property.

Jefferson County
Blue Bird—Ore is now being hau

the railroad and shipped to tin.

Helena smeltery. The company ha- im-
proved the mine by Installing an electric

plant.

: ark Cor

Magpie Development The company
has just installed a dredge at La'

well, at the mouth of Magpie gulch, 20
miles from Helena. The dredge, which
is the first one to work on the M
river, was built at a cost of 5150,000,
and has a capacity of 120,000 cu.yd. per
month. The company owns 400 acres of
land, and there is material for six years
of dredging. The dredge is operated by
electricity.

Nevada

Storey County

A new mine-telephone system has just

been installed in the Comstock tunnel,

connecting all points in the seven miles
of tunnels with the surface, and with

the working base at Sutro.

Mexican—A recent week's production
was 323 tons of ore, worth about S2 1,000,

that was taken from a raise above the

2400 level. Only ore from development
work is being raised. Test lots of ore

have been shipped to San Francisco for

the purpose of determining a suitable

method of beneficiation, after which a

100-ton mill will be built:

Ophir—During a recent week 325 tons>

of ore, worth about Si 2.000, was stoped
from the 2100 level. The pumps at

the C. & C. shaft are holding the water
below the 2500 station.

Con. Virginia—Developments on the

2550 level have revealed highly mineral-
ized country and low-grade quartz.

Julia—A crosscut on the 2000 level

of the Ward shaft has passed through a

good vein of quartz.

Belcher—A carload of concentrate
from the Yellow Jacket mill was shipped
to the Se'by smeltery.

Brunswick—Arrangements have been
made to sink the No. 1 shaft to the 1750
or Comstock tunnel level.

New Jersey

Fire recently broke out on the 300- ft.

level of the Huff iron mine, near Whar-
ton, in Morris county. There were only

two men in the mine at the time, pump-
men on the 300- ft. and 500- ft. levels, and

both were rescued with some difficulty.

The extent of the damage is not known,
as it was necessary to flood the mine to

check the fire.
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Ohio

. Company—This

is finally completed the pur-

lf the Belmont Cca! .Mining Com-

The property includes 7000 acre?

id on the Pittsburg vein in Eastern

Ohio. The Lorain company now owns

and, on which are mines

. g ^00 tons of coal daily.

- uth Dakota

Laurence Col nti

. 2—The mill is treating 500

tons per day at a cost for mining and

milling of less than 51 per ton. Dry

crush:- ; anidation. is the milling

ce; the heads average close to 53.

75 per cent, of which is recovered.

Bismarck Consolidated — Preparations

are being made to start the work of re-

modeling and enlarging the Alder Creek

mill, adjoining the Wasp No. 2 on the

north. A portion of the equipment of the

Globe mill, near Lead, is to be used, and

the entire plant equipped for operation

. cctric power.

Trojan Mining Company— In incorpor-

ating this company the Portland and Clin-

ton companies have been merged. The

consolidated company has purchased the

American Eagle and adjoining property,

the holdings now total 700 acres. The

American Eagle mill is being changed in

the crushing and slime departments. The

mill has a capacity of 300 tons per day.

.sent ore is being shipped to the

Lundberg, Dorr & Wilson plant, at Terry,

and smelters at Denver and Omaha. H.

S. Vincent. Deadwood, is general man-

ager.

Hidden Fortune—The sale of the prop-

erty to satisfy taxes and receivers' fees,

was postponed from May to July 8. A.

venson. of Denver, and others in-

terested in the company, are making ef-

•o interest capital and redeem be-

fore the sale.

Deadwood Lead and Zinc Company—
The first systematic attempt to mine zinc

is being made by this company; a test run

is being made at the Safe Investment

mill. The zinc and iron middlings will be

shipped to Plattesville. Wis., for treat-

ment by the Huff electrostatic machines,

and if a successful separation can be

made, the company will proceed with the

erection of a KX)-ton concentrating plant.

xn, man

Tintic s l
-ir the week ended

May 12 t'

car of conccrr- I)

.

Uth drift

be in pr-' mil ! I

: during tl

Iron Blossom—Shipments of 260 tons

per day are being made, 100 tons of this

coming from the No. 3 shaft, and 160

from the No. 1 shaft. The ore from the

No. 3 shaft is stated to run in the neigh-

borhood of $30 per ton, while the other

ore runs from $18 to $20. Ore has been

followed for 550 ft. on the 500- ft. level,

and drifting is being done on the 600, to

get under this body.

May Day—Raising to the top of the

new body of milling ore has been in

progress, the distance being in the neigh-

borhood of 100 feet.

Uncle Sam—During April this com-

pany sent out 28 cars of ore.

Lower Mammoth—At the special

stockholders meeting May 12, the capital

stock was increased from 250,000 to

1,000.000 shares.

Victoria—Good progress in installing

the new equipment is being made.

Gold Chain—Orders have been placed

for the new hoisting equipment. A rail-

road spur to the orebins is being built.

Swansea— It has taken more time than

anticipated to put the machinery in work-

ing order, but the shaft has been unwa-

terer and sinking started.

Opex—Crosscutting is being done on

the 1500- and 2000- ft levels.

Sioux Consolidated—About 5 ft. per

day progress is reported in sinking the

shaft. The present depth is around 480

feet.

Brooklyn—Ore has been opened by

Wightman & Reese on this property in

the south end of the district.

Chief Consolidated—The new com-

pressor was put in operation during the

first week in May. Regular shipments

of four or five cars per week are being

maintained.

Utah Consolidated—Drifting is being

done on the 200-ft. level, to get below

a winze sunk from the main tunnel sev-

eral years ago, and which was reported

to have opened ore.

Salt Lake County

Bingham-New Haven—Some high-

grade copper ore was encountered dur-

ing the last year, netting the company a

good profit. Prospecting work with a dia-

mond drill is being done.

Montana-Bingham— It is reported that

the Knights are negotiating for an inter-

est in this property; that they have taken

a bond and are in charge of mining op-

erations.

Silver Shield The winze being sunk

below the tunnel level is down near-

ft., at which point a station

will be cut, and drifting started. Some
trouble in handling the water has been

rienced.

/ i ih Vftal Arrangements have been

I to 1 Over the- Central Stand-

ard bonds, which became due a short

time ago. Good progress is being made
in the tunnel from the Tooele side, 5 to

6 ft. a day being made in hard quartz-

ite, with two shifts. It appears likely

that this tunnel will be an important

means of transportation from the Bing-

ham mines to the Tooele smeltery, and

plans are being considered for the build-

ing of a railroad from the mouth of the

tunnel to the smeltery, a distance of six

or seven miles.

Columbus Extension—This company,

with the Columbus Consolidated, has

cleared the roads up Little Cottonwood

to Alta, and shipments of ore have been

resumed.

Tar Baby—This company has been in-

corporated by Salt Lake people to work a

group of six claims in the south fork of

Big Cottonwood in the neighborhood of

the Rexall, Kennebeck and Baby McKee.

Columbus Consolidated—At the delin-

quent sale, 11,000 shares went by default,

the prices ranging from the amount of

the assessment to as high as 50c. per

share.

Tooele County

Preparations are being made by sever-

al properties in Dry Canon to send ore to

the local market.

Considerable prospecting is being done

in the Silver Island district, northwest of

Wendover. Some new ground has been

located, and development work has

opened silver-lead ore near the surface.

Bullion Coalition—Eight new orebod-

ies have been opened in this Stockton

property along the extension of the old

Honorine tunnel. Considerable cross-

cutting and exploration work is in prog-

ress. Leasers are at work on the upper

levels and are making shipments. Ore

is also being shipped on company ac-

count.

Galena King—Work of cleaning and

repairing the old shaft is being done and

it is expected that development and min-

ing work will be started within a month

or six weeks. The shaft is down several

hundred feet, and has caved in places

during the period of inactivity. The

company is reported to have had some
legal difficulties with the Honorine, which

have now been settled, so that work can

be resumed. There is some ore exposed

ready for shipment.

Consolidated Mercur—Between 600

and 700 tons of ore and former tailings

are being treated daily.

Washington
Okanogan County

Apex—Operations are to be resumed

under direction of W. H. Blaine. This

property is now equipped with power

drills.

Stevens County

Noble Four—Some high-grade copper

ore lias been found. John Gannon, Boss-

burg, president.
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West Virginia

Fayette County

The Kanawha Banking and Trust

Company has been appointed receiver

for five coal companies in the New River

field. They are the New River Coal

Company, the Ridgeview Coal Company,

the Gaymont Colliery Company, the

Sunberry Coal and Coke Company, and

the Fayette Coal and Coke Company.

All these companies operated by T. C.

Beury interests have been closed down

for two months, owing to slack trade.

Logan County

A number of coal and coke companies-

engaged in shipping to other States, have

complained to the Interstate Commerce
Commission against the Chesapeake &
Ohio and the Island Creek railroad com-

panies. The latter is owned by the United

States Coal and Oil Company, a compet-

itive coal producer, and charges $3 for

every coal car brought to the mines of

the complainants, and the Chesapeake &
Ohio then charges $1 more for transport

beyond Cincinnati, Ohio. It is claimed

that the United States company does not

pay a $3 rate and, therefore, enjoys a

considerable advantage in the market.

Shortage of cars is also charged.

Harrison County

Shannon Coal Company—Twenty

ovens are being remodeled at Jimtown,

and in a short time 40 ovens will be in

operation.

Kanawha County

Three West Virginia corporations have

recently amended their charters and paid

the tax that permits them to hold more

than 10,000 acres of land. They are the

Laurel Coal and Land Company, which

has 423 acres surplus; the Pond Fork

Coal and Land Company, with 1879 addi-

tional acres and the Forks Coal Com-
pany, with a total of 12,813 acres.

West Virginia Coal and Land—Of the

recent coal-land purchase of 27,000

acres, 13,000 acres were already under

lease to other companies and the dis-

posal since purchase of the rest has been

as follows: To the Christian Collieries

Company, 2000 acres; to the Milburn

Land Company, 3000 acres; to the Eagle

Collieries, 2500 acres, and 6000 acres to

the Bedford Land Company.

Morris Fork Coal Company—This

company has been organized to operate

in the Big Sandy district.

Preston County

It is reported that a new railroad will

be built this year from Rowlesburg, W.

Va., to Ohio Pyle. Penn., connecting there

with the Western Maryland extension to

Connellsvile. It is intimated that resi-

dents of Scottdale and Pittsburg, Penn.,

who are owners of coal and timber lands

around Rowlesburg, are interested.

Canada

British Columbia

Tyee Cc During April

5750 tons of ore, valued at 576,000, was
treated.

Ontario—Cobalt

The shipments from Cobalt for the

week ended May 12 were: Nipissing,

130,380; Coniagas, 64,710; Hudson Bay,

64,360; McKinley-Darragh, 62,340; Right
of Way, 60,200; Kerr Lake, 60,034; La
Rose, 59,530; Temiskaming. 58,760;

Buffalo. 54,850; total 615,164 lb. Bullion

shipments were: Nipissing, 62,746;

Nova Scotia, 34,899; Buffalo, 10,140; to-

tal, 107,785 ounces.

Cobalt Hydraulic—Repairs to this

company's power plant have been com-
pleted.

Rochester—Work was resumed May 1.

Crown Reserve—This company has

signed a contract with the Nova Scotia,

under which the latter agrees to treat at

its mill 100 tons of Crown Reserve ore

per day for five years. The Nova Scotia

is to build a 5000- ft. aerial tramway con-

necting the mill with the mine. The

Crown Reserve has 35,000 tons of ore

on the dump running between 15 and 25

oz. to the ton, in addition to the low-

grade ore in the mine.

Silver Leaf—The main shaft, which is

down 420 ft., is being pumped out in

preparation for sinking to a lower level.

The work is being undertaken by the

Crown Reserve, which has a lease of the

property.

Cobalt Silver Queen—k special meet-

ing will be held, May 29, to consider in-

creasing the capital stock of the com-

pany from SI,500,000 to $2,000,000, and

to provide for the sale of 500,000 shares.

Cobalt Lake— It is expected that the

20-stamp mill will be in operation by the

end of August. The management states

that a two-years' supply of ore is in

sight and milling ore is being extracted

steadily.

Beaver—A rich strike has been made

at the depth of 350 ft. in the main or

No. 5 vein, where the vein is high-grade

for 8 in. width. Two cars of ore, one

low-grade and the other running about

2000 oz. per ton are being shipped.

Green Meehan—Further good discov-

ies are reported. Rich ore is being taken

out below the 150- ft. level. A car of

high-grade ore has been shipped and an-

other will shortly follow.

Millcrett—Shipments will be resumed

shortly from this Gowganda mine, al-

though the roads are in bad condition.

The mill will be finished in June, when

concentrates will be shipped as well as

high-grade ore. A vein in the diabase,

carrying milling ore, insures enough re-

serves for the mill.

Ontarii ine

Jupiter— It is announced that George
E. and T. J. Drummond, of .Montreal,

have secured control ot three- fourths of

the capital stock of the company.

Hollinger I). A. Dunlap,

treasurer, states that at the 200- ft,

the assay across a 12- ft. vein runs high.

St showing so far in the mine.

A crosscut made on the 100- ft. level

from the main vein for 145 ft. ha-< cut

three quartz veins from three to four

feet wide, equal in richness to the orig-

inal lead.

Swastika—On this property, 20 miles

south of Matheson station on the Temis-
kaming & Northern Ontario railway,

work has been in progress for three

years. The shaft is down 100 ft. and a

winze from that level, 100 ft., while 1250

ft. of crosscutting and drifting has been

done. A five-stamp mill has been run-

ning for six months and during the last

few weeks $4400 worth of gold has been

produced. The shaft will be put down to

500 ft. and stamps added to the mill.

Porcupine Gold Mines Company—This

company has acquired the South Thomp-
son property for a consideration of $75,-

000, to be paid in treasury shares of the

purchasing company on a basis valuation

of 65c. per share.

Mexico

Mexico

El Oro—During April the mill was op-

erated 28 days, crushing 29,300 tons of

ore that yielded $202,210 at a cost of

$99,020. For developments $19,230 was

spent.

Esperanza— During April 22,224 tons

of ore were milled for a yield of >134.-

794, at a cost of $87,143. There was

spent $23,346 for construction work.

SONORA

Lapiz—This mine, 15 miles south of

Minas Prietas, has continued to ship

graphite of the highest grade to the

United States. The mine is owned by the

U. S. Graphite Company, with offices at

Saginaw, Mich. George Clark is mine

superintendent.

Victoria—This mine has been equipped

with a 10-stamp mill and cyanide plant.

Paul Kinzer is superintendent.

Nicaragua

La Luz y Los Angeles—New York men

who owned a fifth interest in the mine.

sold it recently to Pittsburg owners of

the other four fifths for $185,000.

Asia

Chosen

Oriental Consolidated—during March

30,086 tons of ore were milled for a

yield of SI 70,539. of which SI 00,930 was

net profit.
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Coal Trade Review

:4—There is little or

nothing new in the coal-trade situation in

Prices remain low and cur-

demand is sufficient only to keep

nines on short time. Lake trade is

still small, and the movement of vessels

- - a. The conditions are not promis-

ing.

In the East the trade in bituminous coal

s slow and quiet, with no material

changes. Anthracite is the only active

branch of the market.

The strike in British Columbia and Al-

is still on and the shortage of fuel

mpelled the Granby Copper Com-

pany and others to close down.

Indiana Miners' Certificate Law—As
it has proved impossible for all the min-

ers to secure working certificates within

the time set by the new Indiana law.

Governor Marshall has authorized an ex-

tension of the time. The new law pro-

hibits any man from working as a miner

unless he has a certificate of competency

from the board.

\l Traffic Notes

Coal and coke tonnage originating on

all lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company east of Pittsburg and Erie,

four months ended April 30. short tons:

1911 Changes

Anthracit •

Bltum. I

. 110,621 1). 1,682,480

The total decrease this year was 7.4

per cent.

Bituminous-coal and coke tonnage of

leading railroads in Pennsylvania and

nia, three months ended March

ort tons:

Iiltumlii'iua Coke Total

...

7.415.192

I

l

in coal this

• cent.; in cok<

decrease.

The

mnage
Anthraci- Penn-

sylvania and < I

Anthraci 1

Current Prices of"

Meial, Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

Atlantic ports, three months ended March
31, long tons:

Anthracite Bitum. Total PerCt.

New York... 8,721,220 2,873,620 6,694,840 60.2
Philadelphia 517,641 1,144,250 1,661,891 15.2
Baltimore.... 63,176 1,114,713 1,177,889 10.7
Nowp't News 656,473 656,473 6.0
Norfolk 861.336 861,335 7.9

Total 4,302,037 6,650,391 10,952,428 100.0

Total, 1910. 4,144.272 6,293,433 10,437,705

Total increase this year, 514,723 tons,

or 4 per cent. New York shipments are

from all the harbor points and include

coal floated to city and adjacent wharves.

Norfolk includes SewalPs Point.

New York

Anthracite

May 24—Shipments and sales are

good, and some companies are consider-

ably behind in filling orders. Steam sizes

are in good demand.

Schedule prices for May on domestic

sizes are S4.35 for lump, $4.60 for egg

and stove and $4.85 for chestnut, all

f.o.b. New York harbor. On steam sizes

quotations are: Pea, $3@3.25; buck-

wheat. $2.30(3)2.75; No. 2 buckwheat or

rice. $1.80(5)2.25; barley, $1.45(8 1-70; all

according to quality, f.o.b. New York

harbor.

Bituminous

The trade is dull all around, both har-

bor and coastwise business being slow.

Contract making is still behind, and buy-

ers are asking for lower prices than they

got last year. There are reports that

New River coal has been offered to New
England buyers at a low figure.

Prices are barely maintained, but show
no change. A fair Miller vein steam coal

can he had at $2.50(7/2.60, f.o.b. New
York harbor. Lower grades sell down to

and better up to $2.85, with a

I pedals at S3. Gas coals arc a

trifle firmer at $1.10 for- ^-in. at mines,

$1 for run-of-mine and 75@85c. for

not quilt as good, and

while nominally unchanged, have

ndency. Large boats get

imin Philadelphia tO Boston

Or Portland. From New York rat'

to Boston or Portland; 40c. to

Providence and New Bedford; 25r?<30c.

to Sound ports. From Hampton Roads to

Boston, 15 (it 80c. is asked.

Birmingham
May 22—The announcement that bids

have been asked for by the Southern Pa-

cific railroad to supply its lines in Texas
with 70,000 tons of coal, commencing
Sept. 1, and other requests to submit

bids which have come in, have had a

good effect on the coal market in Ala-

bama. The mines in full operation are

few. Half-time is considered good time

at a majority of the mines. But few of

the miners and mine workers have left

the district during the slack operations

at mines, and it is believed that the men
can be held here.

The coke demand is not as active as

it has been; 200 coke ovens were closed

down during the past week in the

Birmingham district.

Chicago
May 22—Quiet but firm conditions ex-

ist throughout the Chicago wholesale

coal market. The demand is generally

for fine coals; there can be no doubt as

to the permanent popularity of this size.

Mining conditions should be changed so

as to bring into the local market a larger

amount of screenings, for a proper bal-

ance. Of course, there is a demand for

the larger sizes, but it grows smaller

year by year and month by month. For

the summer months screenings will be in

largest demand; for the succeeding aut-

umn and winter demand there will be

needed coals than can be fed by auto-

matic stokers or by hand, so as to make
the maximum amount of heat consistent

with the anti-smoke regulations. Screen-

ings from Illinois and Indiana mines are

now the strongest size in the market.

Whether from these mines or from the

East the smallest' coal is and will remain

popular. Shall we have a change or

will the old conditions continue, with

lump difficult to sell at most times? The
wise operator will attempt to regulate his

output to the signs of the market. East-

ern as well as western shippers to this

market will profit out of the adjustment

to the signs.

Illinois and Indiana lump sells for

SI.90#2. 15, run-of-mine for $1.75@1.90
and screenings for $1.55(5 1.85. Of east-

ern coals smokeless is the most import-

ant, lump selling for $3.45(5 3.55 and

run-of-mine for $3.05, with very little

business.

Hocking is steady at $3.15, the demand
being good and the supply well regulated.

Anthracite sells well at fixed prices, the

demand being unusually good, but in the

middle of May it is naturally languid.
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Cleveland

May 22—It is stated that charters have

been closed for vessels to move 1,250,000

tons of coal up the Lakes. The actual

i movement, however, is small so far and

railroad embargoes on Lake coal are still

in force. Local trade is quiet.

Quotations for Middle district coal,

f.o.b. cars Cleveland, are $2.15 for 1'4-

in., $1.90 for -)4-in-» $1.80 for run-of-mine

and $1.55^/1.65 for slack. No. 8 dis-

trict 5c. higher. Slack is scarce, owing

to the light movement of Lake coal.

Indianapolis

May 22—There has been little or no

change in the coal business in Indiana.

Buying is light and the operators are

growing sensitive over the unhealthy

condition of the market. The Lake trade

is slow and dull, so that Indiana coal is

not being shipped to the Northwest as is

the custom at this season. This condi-

tion is largely due to the slow movement
of iron ore. Owners of Lake boats say

at the prevailing freight rate no vessel

can make a profit or pay expenses with-

out carrying a cargo each way.

The majority of the Indiana mines are

being operated from two to three days

each week. The miners have lost consid-

erable time qualifying under the new
law.

Pittsburg

May 23—The local coal market con-

tinues quiet, and mines are still running

at a poor rate, the majority at less than

60 per cent, of capacity: Local demand
is poor, and Lake shipments do not in-

crease, as there is very little ore coming

down. Prices are fairly well maintained

and we quote the market approximately

as follows: Nut, $1.05(g 1.15; mine-run,

$1.10(01.15; ^-in., $1.20@1.25; lJ4-in.,

$1.30(^1.35; slack, 75c. per ton at mine.

Connellsville Coke—The market has

been extremely quiet and consumption of

coke continues to decrease, but produc-

tion has been continually curtailed and

there is little if any coke pressing the

market, an unusual condition after so

great a decline in consumption. The
Connellsville coke trade is losing the sup-

ply for three furnaces going out of blast.

The market is quotable at former fig-

ures: Prompt furnace, $1.50(^1.55; con-

tract furnace, Si.75(57 1.85; prompt foun-

dry, $1.90(572; contract foundry, $2(5/2.25,

per ton at ovens.

The Courier reports production in the

Connellsville and lower Connellsville re-

gion in the week ended May 13 at 278,-

037 tons, a decrease -of 2000 tons, and

shipments at 2955 cars to PittsbHrg, 5108

cars to points west and 741 cars to points

east, a total of 8804 cars.

St. Louis

May 22—The coal men are glad to

knew that we have at last reached the

dullest period of the year. The market

has grown worse for a month. The
weather is very warm, consequently all

retail business is over and nothing will

be done toward next year's requirements
for some time. Of course, the demand
for lump is at the minimum and screen-

ings have been gaining strength. They
are now bringing 5c. .per ton more than
lump; the first time in the history of the

coal trade when screenings have actu-

ally brought easily more than lump coal.

It begins to look as if the burden of the

cost of production were going to be lifted

from the shoulders of the domestic trade

and be carried by the large manufactur-
ers.

The high-grade coals from southern Illi-

nois are not finding much market owing
to the difference in price and freight; the

mines in the Central district are getting

most of the business.

Prices in the St. Louis market are as

follows:

P.O.B. F.O B.
Standard: Mine St. Louis

6-inch lump $0.90 $1.42
6-inch egg o so l .32
2-inch lump 75 1.27
2-inch nut 0.80 1.32
2-inch screenings 0.78 1.30
Mine-run 0.75 1.27

Staunton and Mt. Olive:

2-inch lump 1.25 1.82
2-inch nut 1.25 1.82
2-inch screenings . 75 1 . 27
Mine-run 1.30 1.82

Equality:

3-inch nut , 1.20 1.79*
2-inch screenings 1 20 l.79|
Mine-run 1.10 1.69*
3-inch lump 1.30 1.891

Carterville:

6-inch lump 1.20 1.87
6-inch egg 1.20 187
3-inch nut 1.00 1.77
Screenings . 80 1 . 47

Trenton:

6-inch lump 1.75 2 27
6-inch egg 1.75 2.27
3-inch nut 1.50 2.02

Pocahontas and New River:

Lump and egg 1 . 50 4 . 00
Mine-run 1.10 3.65

Pennsylvania Anthracite:

Chestnut 80
Stove or egg 6.55
Grate 6 30

Arkansas anthracite 3.35 3 50

Coke:

Connellsville foundry
Gas house
Smithing coal

East St. Louis prices are 20c. per ton lower

on Illinois soft coal.

5 10

4 . 50
i 15

Anthracite—The market is beginning to

slow up as most of the April and May

tonnage has been bought and the natural

June and July lull is coming on. On the

other hand, sales agents have not finished

the delivery of the April orders, and very

few companies have even started on the

May business.

^llFOREIGNCOALTRADEfHl

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,

Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on May 5, as follows:

Best Welsh steam coal, $4.26; seconds,

$4.08; thirds, $3.90; dry coals, $3.84;

best Monmouthshire, $3.72; seconds,

$3.54; best small steam coal,

onds, $2.28. All pric I long ton,

f.o.b. shipping port, cash in 30 da\

2] per cent, discount.

British Coal Trade— Exports of fuel

from Great Britain, with coal furnished

to steamships in foreign trade, four

months ended April 30, long tons:

I'.llu 1911

J

i

Coal
......

Bnq m

Total exports , . 19,871, • |

Steamer coal. . . . • 169,010 I. 124,139

Total i 1,661,160

Imports are insignificant; only 12,253

tons in 1910, and 5259 tons this year.

Ml IRON TRADE-REVIEW Iff?
1

New York, May 24—The iron and steel

markets are still largely in a waiting con-

dition, though there has been a little more
buying. Most of this has been on a

moderate scale.

The feature of the market is the de-

mand for structural steel. New building

projects continue to come forward and

new contracts are recorded. The orders

now are for large lots as well as

small. Outside of structural material

there is not a great amount of new busi-

ness in heavier lines. In the lighter lines

tinplates are selling well; wire and wire

products report fair business and sheets

are selling in fair quantities. The wire

manufacturers have decided to try and

maintain prices; but in sheets much
shading is reported. Railroad orders in-

clude a number of small orders for rails

and some for equipment.

A dozen or more contracts have been

placed by agricultural-implement mak-

ers for season requirements of steel bars,

the year beginning July 1 next. Usually

this tonnage is placed in April, and oc-

casionally the opening on this business

has been in March, but the implement

makers were unusually conservative this

year. The purchases thus far made rep-

resent only a small part of the total re-

quirements, there being many consumers

who have not taken hold at all, while

those that have bought have covered only

for a portion of their requirements, the

idea being to have contracts on which

they could place early specifications.

The contracts placed have all been at

the regular price of 1.40c, Pittsburg,

but with the usual guarantee against de-

cline, which buyers expect will protect

them, as the feeling is practically as

strong as ever in certain quarters that

there will be a decline in steel bars,

if not in manv finished-steel products,

within the next 60 days. None of the

large steel interests has shaded the price

on steel bars, but most of the small mills,

which roll bars from crop-end billets,

have given concessions of SI to $2 a ton

on the limited tonnage they can handle.
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:-. there has been a little

'undry in

. and oi basic in the West. In

with the b re has

d demand for ht scrap,

which bad been rather quiet tor

S uthern furnaces have

been making a push tor DUS

l furnaces

if $11, B to $10.75 and

. irginia furnaces

i cure orders, S

contr.;. tst-iron pipe have been let

which will require good quan-

• foundry iron.

Baltimore

May 22— Imports for the week included

ns ferromanganese and 710 tons

manganese ore from Liverpool; 4878 tons

iron pyrites from Huelva, Spain; 23.000

tons iron ore from Cuba.

Birmingham

May 22—The pig-iron market in the

Southern territory shows no change for

the better— it is dull. There are a few

sales being made but they are in small

lots and for immediate delivery, con-

sumers buying to satisfy their imme-

i ants. The quotations are weak,

the product selling under $11 per

. 2 foundry. Reports are current

that iron has sold as low as $10.50 for

No. 2 foundry, though no contracts cover-

ing any long period or for any large

quantity have been made at that price.

It is not believed any of the Southern

manufacturers would sell iron under $11

per ton on a contract for delivery during

the balance of the year. The make in

the South is yet above the demand, but

the number of furnaces in blast has been

reduced.

The steel situation shows little change.

There is activity at the rolling mills at

Bessemer, which are owned and operated

by the Tennessee Company. The big steel

plant at Ensley will hardly resume opera-

tions until after the middle of June, despite

reports that orders for 24.000 tons of

rails have recently been received from

Southern railroads. Charcoal iron is dull,

held firmly at -22.

Foundries and machine shops in the

South are doing a little but not more

than half of the regular forces are at

V ork.

(
'hi'

22 The iron market is decidedly

weak, with no nprovement

.uthern pin iron

lid to have been made in the last

week at Birmingham, which

mcan . Northern iron.

nominallv ,f> be

in. The

lalntain a brave front in

the face of tb'

iay be

but it is not

ticular cases and the signs are against

neral supposition. No one knows

at what price a large sale of either

Northern or Southern iron could be made

at the present time, but it would be low.

By users of iron it is generally believed

that production must be considerably re-

duced before prices will drop permanent-

ly. General business conditions are such

as to discourage hopes of a revival of

business in the near future, though sales

fluctuate from week to week, on a small

basis. Practically all the iron that is

now bein« sold is for consumption in the

second and third quarters, and orders are

chiefly auxiliary to larger ones placed

earlier. The business, in other words,

is of the short-order kind. Sales of iron

and steel materials are quiet, with little

prospect of a larger business anywhere

soon. Coke is stationary at $4.75 with

the supply large.

Cleveland

May 22—Ore traffic increases very

slowly and there are a number of vessels

still laid up. No large sales are re-

ported. The rumored contract with the

Bethlehem Steel Company has not mater-

ialized, and it is said that the company

was not willing to pay the prices asked.

Pig Iron—Only small sales are noted.

There is no change in prices, which are

$15.90 for bessemer, $14.25 for No. 2

foundry and $13.25 for forge, all Cleve-

land delivery. Southern iron has been

offered at a shading from $11, Birming-

ham, for No. 2 foundry.

Finished Material—Structural steel is

again the leader, and several good local

contracts are pending. The bar situation

is mixed. The expected reduction in sott-

steel bars did not come; but hard-steel

bars are offered here at 1.20c, Pittsburg

base, and iron bars about the same.

Sheet prices are irregular.

Philadelphia

May 24—Sales of pig iron have been

mainly small, of the stop-gap order, to fill

small requirements where yard stocks are

low. The market for foundry and forge

has been demoralized by the open cut of

50c. on Southern iron; and makers are

accepting the lower price for all of the

second half, where they can place orders.

Steel Billets Nominally no change,

hut little business doing.

Bars—The bar market is uncertain and

demora'ized for iron, and a drop in steel

bars in confidently expected.

Sheets Some business has been done.

Shaded prices are reported, but this can-

not be confirmed.

Plates There is more business com-

ing in and the outlook is good.

Structural Material Building and

bridge orders come in freely still, and

ire In Bight. This is the best part

of the market,

Steel Rails—Besides scattering orders

for standard sections, some orders for

trolley rails are coming in.

Scrap—Heavy-steel melting scrap has

been in demand. Other sorts are less ac-

tive, but dealers are inclined to be hope-

ful.

Pittsburg

May 23—For the first time in a long

while the current news in iron and steel

is favorable. The Pennsylvania railroad,

which en April 1 issued a general order

suspending all shipments of rails and

track materials, withdrew the orders

about a week ago, and several other

roads which had issued somewhat similar

orders have partially let down the bars,

with the results that shipments to rail-

roads in the past few days have been

larger than for many weeks. There has

been a slight increase in new buying by

railroads, particularly in spikes, which

are commanding $1.60, Pittsburg, to

which the market advanced by $1 a ton

on April 1.

Production in the iron and steel trade

has continued to decline, but slightly, and

simply because the production was ma-
terially in excess of the greatly reduced

rate of buying in the past three or four

weeks. This week, while it can hardly

be said that buying is on a noticeably

greater scale, the trend appears to be

in that direction. No general movement
of any proportions is expected within the

next 30 days, but producers are practic-

ally a unit in expecting one later, be-

ginning, say, late in June or early in

July; and as fundamental conditions are

regarded as very sound, it is held that a

start will be all that is needed to bring

about much more active conditions. It is

still a question whether or not there will

be a break or general reduction in prices.

Producers are averse to cutting prices in

general, but many of them would prob-

ably be quite willing to cut if a material

stimulus to business could thereby be

produced.

Pig Iron—Sales of two or three lots

of basic pig iron, aggregating about 1000

tons, have been made by brokers to an

Allegheny river steel works at $14, de-

livered, equivalent to $13.10, Valley, 15c.

below the $13.25 done on the 5000 tons

for the American Steel Foundries, at Al-

liance; basic and malleable are quotable

15c. lower. Foundry iron is quite neg-

lected and the market has become nomin-

al. The position of large buyers is that

the market is booked for a decline, and

they do not wish to break the market

by, say,' 25c. when the prospect would

be that the next buyer would secure a

still lower price. Odd sales of bessemer

at below the regular price are claimed

to be short sales by brokers. We quote,

at Valley furnaces, 90c. higher delivered

Pittsburg: Bessemer, $15; basic, $13.10
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(n 13.25; malleable, $13.35<§ 13.75; foun-

dry (nominal), $13.75.

Ferrnmanganese—The market has

been almost lifeless, but is still quotable

for prompt and forward at about $36.50,

Baltimore.

Steel—The market is extremely quiet,

consumers being more than covered by

their regular contracts. It continues to

be the case that most of the small open-

hearth steel works would shade the

regular asking prices of the large mills

by about $1 a ton, while at Cleveland

still greater shading is possible, $22 on

billets, maker's mill, Cleveland, being a

possibility. We quote: Bessemer bil-

lets, $23; sheet bars, $24; open-hearth,

billets, $22^23; sheet bars, $23^24, all

f.o.b. maker's mill, Pittsburg or Youngs-

town; rods, $29, Pittsburg.

Sheets— It has become accepted prac-

tice to shade the regular prices on blue

annealed sheets $1 a ton when necessary

to meet the competition of plate mills,

and such a price— 1.60c, Pittsburg— is

not regarded as cutting the market.

Business is about the same as it was.

the sheet-mill production averaging 50 to

60 per cent, of full capacity. We quote:

Black sheets, 28 gage, 2.20c; galvanized,

3.20c; blue annealed, 10 gage, 1.60<ft

1.65c; painted corrugated, $1.55; gal-

vanized, $2.75 per square.

St. Louis

May 22—The demand for iron is light;

all orders are for small amounts. Most

of the iron that is being bought is for

third-quarter delivered. The foundry

business seems to be very dull though the

demand for structural steel work seems

to be fair. The market for No. 2 foundry

iron remains unchanged at $11 f.o.b.

Birmingham or $14.75 per ton f.o.b. St.

Louis, Mo.

Iron Ore Markets

Prices of Lake Superior iron ore for

the season of 1911 are as follows, f.o.b.

Lake Erie docks: Bessemer ore—base

55 per cent, iron and under 0.45

phosphorus—$4.50 per ton for Old Range
and $4.25 for Mesabi ; nonbessemer—

•

base 51.5 per cent, iron—$3.70 for Old

Range and $3.50 for Mesabi.

Prices in the East are not controlled

by any agreement or association of pro-

ducers, and it is not possible to give any
general quotation. Recent sales seem to

have established a basis of 5^4 fa 6c per

unit of iron at mines; this compares with

about 6-vic per unit for Mesabi non-

bessemers at Lake Erie ports.

The contract price for Newfoundland

and Spanish ores, f.o.b. docks, Philadel-

phia, is this, year about 7!4^7-/|c. Per

unit of iron. The furnaces using these

ores, however, can generally get a low

freight rate from Philadelphia, so that

there is not much difference between

them and domestic ores in cost at fur-

nace.

Little or no Cuban ore is sold to out-

side furnaces, nearly all of it being used
by the steel companies which control the

mines.

f METAL- MARKETS 1
New York, May 24—The metal markets

have shown a little more activity, but

moderate buying still seems to be the

rule among consumers.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

UNITED STATES '."I D
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p seed in Europe at lower

- As a result of those transactions

. ests have remained

out of the market during the last week.

had

ers has been withdrawn. The market

closes a trifle better at 5.17^@5.20c. St.

Louis, and 5.32 @5.35c, New York.

The European market remains exceed-

ingly strong, and a scarcity of material

12,328 tons lead. This lead was chiefly

Mexican, refined in this country.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

Platteville, Wis., May 20—The base

ves° a7d Reported from over there. The close is price paid this week for 60 per cent

cabled at £24 10s. for good ordinaries, zinc ore was S39r«40. The base pnce

and £24 15s. for specials. paid for 80 per cent, lead ore was $53@

Base price of zinc sheets $7.25 per 54 per ton.

-o fully

r?een asking higher prices than

K ..: which the business has been

done. At the end of the week m<

•

[ s« ers were asking 12 £c, delivered.

usual terms, but no trar t that

were reported. Upon the advance

the European demand decreased con-

In Lake copper less activity

-eponed than in electrolytic. The

;s were freely offered at 12 .c.

and in the latter part of the week the

el was upon the basis of about

.. The market closes firm at 12

c. for Lake copper, and 12.05(3

100 lb., f.o.b. La Salle-Peru, Ind., less 8

per cent, discount.

SHIPMENTS,

Camps

WEEK ENDED MAY 20

Other Metals

Aluminum—The market remains dull,

with tew sales. Prices are slightly lower

at 20fW20'_.c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots.

Antimony—There has been some pres-

sure to sell on the part of holders and

prices are a shade lower. Cookson's is

held at 9'jC. per lb., but U. S. can be

had at 8^@9c, and l^fu 8c. is quoted

and wirebars. Casting copper is quoted
fof Chinese and Hungarian.

Zinc
ore, lb.

Mineral Point 816,060

Platteville 073,830

Galena 648,900

Hazel Green 332,100

Harker 223,070

HiRUland 191.600

Benton 151,200

Livingston 86,000

CubaCity 83,540

Shullsburg 82.700

Linden 60,000

Montfort '.

Lead Sulphur
Ore, lt>. ore, II).

IhV.IKO

140,000

59,040

nominally at 11". ''/12c. as the average

for the week.

Copper sheets are 18<§ 19c. base, for

large lots. Full extras are charged and

higher prices for small quantities. Cop-

per wire is I3#c. base, carload lots at

mill. Business is very quiet.

The strength in the London standard

market has made further progress, and

speculators continue to buy vary freely.

The market closes somewhat off its high

point, at £55 for spot, and £55 lis. 3d.

for three months.

Quicksilver—While spot supplies are

still a little scarce, prices have dropped.

At New York sales are now made at $44,

to arrive, per flask of 75 lb. In

Total 3,349,000 267,030 307,400

Year to date 53,927, 75(1 3,190,626 13,275,370

Shipped during week to separating

plants, 2,228,500 lb. zinc ore.

Francisco S43.50 is quoted for domestic

orders and $41 for export. The London

price is off 15s.. and is now £8 5s. per

flask, with £8 quoted from second hands.

Bismuth—The current price of bis-

muth in London is 7s. 6d.—or $1.80—per

pound.

Cadmium—The price in Germany is

Joplin, Mo., May 20—The highest price

paid for zinc sulphide ore was $42.50,
San

the assay base price ranging from $36 to

$40 per ton of 60 per cent. zinc. Zinc

silicate sold at $19tff22 per ton of

40 per cent. zinc. The average

price, all grades of zinc, was $36.48.

The highest price paid for lead

ore was $56 for a few choice bins, with

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED MAY 20

from New York for the now, for metal 99;/ per cent, pure, 700W

v.eek were 5500 long tons. Our special 750 marks per 100 kg.—equal to 78.27c.

correspondent reports the exports from per lb., average.

Baltimore for the week at 1473 tons.

Tin—The Syndicate has put on the

screws and shorts are being squeezed

unmercifully. The market in London for

spot tin has advanced from day to day,

leaving, however, the three months prices

behind, so that the backwardation at this

writing amounts to £13. Consumers in

this market show no interest whatever,

the only business doing being transacted

between dealers in future material. Due

to the diminishing supply of spot mater-

ial, some of which has been reshipped to

London, and the small arrivals at New
York, quotations here have been raised

to import basis. The market closes at

"s. for spot, and £189 15s. for three

months, and New York at about 44^
cents.

Lead—The market remains quiet, with

pedal features or large inquiries.

Quotations are unchanged at 4.20<§

Louis, and 4.35<</ 4.37 >/c.,

York.

•rikes in some Spanish

mines, which in the meantime have been

settled, the London market vai Favorably

influenced and I firm tone. The

close is strong panisfa

lead, and 'Mi.

been quiet, but

it appears that -

which had been exerted quirt

Magnesium—The price of pure metal

is $1.50 per lb. for 100-lb. lots, f.o.b.

New York.

Nickel—Large lots, contract business,

40^/ 50c. per lb. Retail spot, from 50c.

for 500-lb. lots up to 55c. for 200-lb.

lots. The price of electrolytic is 5c.

higher.
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the average price for all grades of lead

at S54.58 per ton.

A reorganization of the Producers' As-

sociation is being effected, a new board

of directors being named at a public

meeting held during the week. Members
who were outside the inner circle of the

former association are at the helm of the

reorganization, and an accounting has

heen asked for.

Other Ore Markets
Pyrites—Domestic pyrites are quoted

at iiy?(fi/12c. per unit of sulphur at

mines for furnace sizes. Spanish pyrites,

furnace size, are \2tit 12J/C. per unit,

ex-ship. Arsenical pyrites are from l/z@
\%c. per unit less.

Tungsten Ore—Ferberite, wolframite

and huebnerite ores, $6.50^7 per unit

per ton of 2000 lb. of ore containing 60

per cent, of tungsten trioxide. For

scheelite ore, 50c. (a SI.50 per unit less.

Zinc Ores— For Rocky Mountain

blende of good quality, especially as to

iron and lead contents, the current price

is for the zinc content, less 8 units, at

the St. Louis price for spelter; with a de-

duction of $14@15 per 2000 lb. of ore.

See also Joplin and Wisconsin ore mar-

kets.

Manganese Ore—The base price, as

fixed by large buyers, is 25c. per unit

for manganese and 5c. per unit for iron

content, for a base ore containing 49 per

cent., or over in manganese, not over 0.20

phosphorus and 8 per cent, silica. Prices

range down to 23c. per unit for 40 per

cent, manganese; with deductions for ex-

cess phosphorus and silica.

New Caledonia Ores
Shipments of ores from New Caledonia

two months ended Feb. 28 are reported

by the Bulletin du Commerce, of Nou-

mea, at 28,381 tons nickel ore and 417

tons chrome ore. Shipments of metals

were 95 tons copper matte and 206 tons

nickel matte.

i

CHEM ICALS |Hg

New York, May 24—The general mar-

ket is looking up a little, and sales are

reported to be increasing in many lines.

Copper Sulphate—Business is good,

and spot supplies are still below the cur-

rent demand. Quotations remain firm,

S4.50 per 100 lb. being asked for carload

lots, with higher prices for early deliver--

ies.

Arsenic—Dullness and oversupply are

the rule. Prices are again lower, $1.65

per 100 lb. being named for white ar-

senic.

Nitrate of Soda—Business is improv-

ing and the market is firm. Quotations

are 2.121/c. per lb. for both spot and

future positions.

Potash Salts—A despatch from Ham-
burg. Germany. May 18. says: "The Ger-

man-American potash conference today
reached a full agreement regarding the
prices of potash and for an adjustment
of a super-contingent tax. The text of
the agreement is now being drafted and
new contracts will be arranged immedi-
ately. The conference was attended by
Peter B. Bradley, William Bradley,
James L. Gifford, and other representa-
tives of the American potash interests,

and by the representatives of the German
Potash syndicate. Details of the agree-
ment nave not yet been made known,
but preliminary German statements inti-

mate that some increase in the American
prices is involved. The adjustment of
existing contracts is left to the
American companies."

The Cole-Ryai

the lead ir. market activity and this in

connection with ngth of Amal-
gamated -which has advanced

$68.37 J4, the highest point this year

—

COPPEB PRODI . lO> .

I

Company

Petroleum
Production and shipments of various

fields in April are reported as below,
in barrels of 42 gal. each:

Production DeUvi rfes
Eastern fields... 2

Illinois 2, I 122 936Kan sius and
Oklahoma 6,010,351 4,467 532

Stocks,
May 1

15,759.086
24,606,984

Anaconda
Ltd,

Balakla

Calumei

Butte
I r 1 1 f

»• i tal

Old Dominion

South Utah
Supei I

United v ei I

Dtali I
i

I - i K .
• Bupni i

Non-rep. mines*.

Total production.
I in i>. .i t-, bai b, etc..

Total Mist
Imp. In on .

-

Total 11

-.0,8.30

The Eastern field includes New York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky
and West Virginia.

*J MINING -STOCKS |f$

I'.rlt. Col. I

British CoL ( opper
Qranby

Mexican Cos.
Boleo
Oananea
M' .o /iima
Exp i

'

Chile
Australia

3,906,000

2,744,000

April

11,8

123.b03,'J'J
,

J

2,040,160

New York, May 24—The activity in the
rr^^-,.1 „«..,„! i . l- , . Figures are reports received fron
general stock markets, which set in last panies, unless otherwise Btated. Boleo copper
week, is less pronounced. Sales have

dw
.%£tL?tri.

'" A, "" ri,:m r '"'

fallen off in amount and the movement tFrom April the Superior ..v Pittsburg pro-
„ r .,,., . duction is incltidi-d with Calumet & Arizona.
ot prices has been irregular, recessions —————^^^——————^-—-^—_—

—

having been recorded as well as ad- statistics of roi-PKR
vances. The general tendency, however,
has been upward, and there seems to be
more outside interest in stocks than there

has been for many weeks past.

On the Curb also trading was more
active and quotations generally tended

upward, with only occasional small

breaks. Cobalt stocks were fairly active,

but not strong as to prices. Porcupine
Central showed a number of sales. Ton-
opah and Tonopah Extension were in

moderate demand. The copper stocks

were active, but the movement of prices

was irregular, some advances and some
declines being recorded. Butte Coalition,

which has been quiet for some time, was
more active this week, at a substantial

advance.

At auction in New York, May 18, 100

shares Page-Hersey Iron Tube and Lead

Company common brought 40 per cent.

of par; 161,200 shares Orphan Copper

Company. 1c. per share.

Boston, May 23— The market for cop-

per shares has broadened out materially.

Sentiment has become optimistic and a

continued bull movement with the usual Figures are In pounds

rpartions- is now looked for Ud to the production Includes all coppi in this
reactions is now iookcu tor. up iu mc

(
.

(
, lintrv ,,„,,, frnm ,,„„„.Mil . nnil ( ,

present the advances have been caused material. Visible stocks are r i
•

,. , ... , . . ___ on Mil' Aral 'i.^

by the trading element—although brokers OV(M . from ,,„, precedlng month
r„nnrt on tnr-rensp in commission busi- 1. 1 " 11 - ^"< - i<s nt Hamburg and Rotterdam
report an increase in commission ou&i

arp |n( .Im]( . (, ln ,,„, vU1M ,. Btooka ror ;

Month.
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LEAD

v - *! Ill s

'

\

January ..

.

Febi -

i....

April
i

June
July

nber . .,

r 4.41X1

bar. ..4 44-_>

iber.. 4 .
."»( k~i

l"oar..

-Now rork and St Louis, i Der
sterling per long ton!

SPELTER

COMSTOCK STOCKS
Alta
Belcher
Best & Belcher
Calodonia
Challenge Con.
Chollar s

Confidence.
. .

.

Con. Virginia..
Crown Point...
Gould & Curry
Halo & N< ii-or.'.ss.

.

Mexican
Occidental
Opbir
Overman.,

.

Potosi
Savage '

.'

Blerra Nevada!]
Union Con
Fellow Jacket..!

6.15

11

It

Month.

i, Itali.
"tali

M....H.I, Vwr:,^.. Price, „, M ,.,. |Is

SILVER

Louis. London.

London.

Belmont...
Jim Butler"
MacNamara....
JJWyay ; H
Mont.-Tonopah
North Star
West End Con'
Atlanta
Booth..
C.O.D. Con .'.'.'.'.]

Comb. Frac.
Jumbo Extension
Oro
Bilver Pick".
St. Ives
Tramps Con
Argonaut...
Bunker Hill
Cent. Eureka'
So. Eureka

11

.07

08
07
.27

M
05
in

02
Jl 7(1

1:7.12

] .
•->()

7.00

January..
February.
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

r

November..

.

December.

Fear

iJS.'SiS'JWftS ;—,:;;;:'

»

64

Jaij .

____ _
I'-'ll. llHftl. l-.M... lt.ll.'

24 154 '4

-* 651 ...

-
. 12*

-

J4
I

PIG IRON AT PITTSBURG.

Amalgamated
Am. Agri. Chem.
Am.Sm.&Ref.,com
Am. Sm.&BeL, pt.
Anaconda
Batopilaa Min. ..

BethlehemSteelnf
Chino
Comstock Tunnel'.
Federal M.&S.. pi
Goldfleld Con..!..
Great Nor., ore ctf
Homestake
Miami Copper...
Nat'nalliead.com
National Load, pi
Nev. Conaol
Pittsburg Coal, pi
Bay Con
RepublicIaS.com
Republic i&s, pf.
SlossSheffl'd.com.i

,

Slosa Sheffield, pf. J112Tennessee Copper, 3S

Adventure..
fil .

Aleomah "• ?'»
9

31 i£

27..,

4

$19.90|$15 90*17 98
1- 9C 15 90 17 21
18 53 15.90 lti 93
18 28 15 90 16 M

23 7
|

- per line ounce
ndard ounce.

London,

COPPER

Xf w York.

M
~~

L' ndon,
Standard.

Utah i upper.
V. s. steel, com
U. 8. steel, pf..
Va. Car. chem

Algomah
a Allouez. .

'

lll,; Am. Zinc ..
'"'

4" * Arcadian.... "
+2 Arizona Com"
63 '4 Atlantic ..
24% Bonanza

Boston & corbin" 14V
Butte &Balak ' lil
calumet & Ariz ',. sellCalumet iHecla' 4«1
centennial 10
Con. Mercui. !".!! 05Copper Bange... K3U

I Daly-West..... l>
East Butte 13 *
Franklin. .:;;."" ,»»
Granby. ' «*
Hancock ' uu
HedleyGold... ' A"
Helvetia i,,
Indiana i.i*
IsleEoyale "| igiJ
Keweenaw

'

n"
Lai.-a

$14 411 $17.94 $14 75
II r.n 17. Us ]4 SI
14 65 17.(1(1 ] 4 .„;

14 <'< It!. 75 1 15 ml
16.18 ..

15.53
IS. 40 .. .

15.1 G

U.93 .

""
14. s- ..

14 78
14 65 ..

Lake . .

,

La Salle .

.

'.

Mass
May 23 ^Jicbigan.'.

Mohawk.

Ariz.-Cananea...
Barnes King.
Braden Copper.
B, c. copper...
Buffalo Mines- ••

Butte coalition.
1

Calumet & Mont.' t 20
1 Oba It Central....'! 04
con. Ariz. sni.

New Arcadian.
North Butte
North Lake.
Ojibway
Old Dominion!
Osceola
Parrot
Qulncy ...!
Shannon
Shattuck-Ariz..
Superior

STOCK QUOTATIONS

•ry.. '

Mar.
1 :.i 7114

J

J

'

troy

Uf,"th

f Month. |, 9,i,.| r̂
-

Acacia. .

.

Cripple Cr'k Con.
C. K A: N

1 Jack Pot.
Elkton Con ..

iso .!
Fin01ay .

.

Gold Dollar..,..!!

la

Jack Pot !!!
Ii SampVe!!]

v Anchor .

McKlnney!

Dd
''or..

i, • r
IZ

;

,Sm
1

Y

Superior ...

FiyTon
y 1}i '

i
Upe2°r * 15osi

•
I...J Ji Superior & Pitts..

]'„ Tamarack.... 37
6% Trinity .'"

4l ,

7 U. S. Smelting.... 3g'
2

07 U. s. Smelt'g.pf.. jew
j:i'^ Utah Apex ...." .. 7

'

-;

1 1 r

I

'

I

I

Bock Tunnel
Black .lack
Carl8a

tllsinan!
Colorado Mining
lumbus Con

Daly Judge.

.

Grand Central
Iron Blossom
Little Bel] '.'.

Lower Mammoth
Mason Valley .

Maj Daj ...
la Hills..

New Vork
Con .

KingOoai'ii
Con

Uncle Sam..

TORONTO

n
Pearl Laki
Dobie,,

1- >, .

Standard
1 1.

Canada

atlon.

Ely con.
Florence
Giroux
Greene ( ana'nea'.

'

Green water
Guanajuato ..."

Guerrero
Guggen. Exp.'.'.',

j

19a
Inspiration

.

Internat. s. & R
Kerr Lake..
La Hose '

"

McKlnley-Dai^Sa!
MIn. Co. of a. new
Moneta Pore

|
24

Mont. Shoshone '

t'04
n, a-. Utah M. & S

•

Nlplsslng Mines.'
Ohio copper.
Pacific 8m. ,v m
Precious Metals'

'

Kay cent •

Bed Wan
s'"nh Utah \i \-s
standard Oil ...
Stewart '.

Tonopah.
Tonopah Ex
Trl-Bullion

.

Tularosa ..

Union Minos
'

XukonGold

Utah Con.
Victoria ..

iWinona
Wolverine.
Wyandot

.

BOSTON CURB M^T 23

l.a>t

Ahmeek
Bingham Mine's.!
Boston Ely
Boswyocolo

.

Cactus
Calaveras
Champion. ...

Chiel cons
Corbin
Cortez
crown Reserve!!
First Nat. Con
Live Oak
Majestic ^
Ma/.atan ,"j
Nat'] Mine fcEx!
Nevada-Douglas
Oneoi

LONDQji Mayji Raven Copper!!!!
ne of Com ci-~ "'""!" Is|;i " aiName ol Com

P Bird
I (Oil 1

II Oro
Bsperanza
Mexico Mines
Orovllli
Stratton'slnd!

s.an Antonio,
South Lake.

.

Trethewe]
Tuolumne Copper
United Zinc, pfd
Vulture
Viima
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Steel Prices

For some weeks past there have been

signs that the break in steel prices, which

the Steel Corporation has so stoutly re-

sisted, was nearly ready to come. A re-

duction has been in the air, so to speak,

and buyers have felt it. They have been

holding back orders and purchasing as

little as possible, the general belief be-

ing that the leading interest could not

much longer resist the pressure. Three

weeks ago it was said in these columns

that a break was sure to come, the only

question being whether it would come by

a general readjustment as in 1909, or by

a gradual crumbling away of existing

quotations.

The larger independent companies

have so far held with the Steel Corpora-

tion in resisting any lowering of the

price level. This week, however, the Re-

public Iron and Steel Company an-

nounced that it had broken away from

the tacit agreement and would pursue a

"more aggressive policy to secure busi-

ness." The immediate result was a break

in the price of steel bars from 1.40c,

Pittsburg base, to 1.25c, and in some

cases 1.20c; followed by the placing of

heavy contracts. The Steel Corporation

mills necessarily followed the cut,

through under strong protest. The Re-

public company is an important factor

in the bar market, but is not a large

maker of structural material.

The result was a "conference" called

by Judge Gary and held in New York on

Monday, at which it was decided to make

general reductions in prices of nearly all

steel products except rails: the details

are given elsewhere.

Of course, the new prices have not

been tested, but it is hardly necessary

that they should be in order to form a

judgment. It has been the steel manu-

facturers' idea that business in the sec-

ond half of this year would be good

from a tonnage standpoint, and that

about July 1 would be the time to take

action, either awaiting a revival in buy-

ing on the existing basis or making ra-

dical reductions to Stimulate a general

buying movement which eventually

would carry prices upward again. Re-

public's action was regarded as altogether

premature, in opening the price question

at a time when there was no disposition

to buy. Presumably, therefore, .Mon-

day's action was taken merely to remove

glaring irregularities and to furnish testi-

mony that Republic's withdrawal did not

disrupt the price agreement.

The cut in sheets was of a different

nature from the others, being a recogni-

tion of the shading by independent mills.

With a reduction of only S2 in sheet

bars the spread between steel and sheets

is reduced S2 a ton, making it certain

that independent mills which must buy

their steel cannot meet the situation. If

this price alinement was adopted to put

such mills out of business the action was

a radical one, and not in keeping with the

general spirit of the cooperative move-

ment as so frequently elucidated from

high quarters. In any event it would be

inconclusive, for the independent sheet

mills which have steel works of their

own can, with the Steel Corporation, sup-

ply much more than the existing demand.

If on the other hand the arrangement

was adopted to put the burden upon Re-

public of meeting the sheet cut by mak-

ing a further reduction in sheet bars to

its sheet-mill customers there is an ef-

fort to force it to pursue a course of open

competition which it has been criticized

for entering upon at all. Thus from

either construction the price maintenance

movement has involved itself in the com-

plication of being conservative with one

hand and radical with the other. A halt-

ing policy is always a mistake; but the

reduction is a wise one.

Electric Smelting
A correspondent asks us to tell him

whether there is any electric smelter

that is a practical success, especially to

smelt and refine in one operation ores

carrying several metals.

The art of electric smelting is •-till in

its infancv. Only in the metallur
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aluminum and steel has it yet become a

commercial process. For copper, lead,

tin. zinc, etc., the electric furnace is still

only in the experimental stage.

..ith all new things to which the

name of "electricity" is attached,

there will doubtless be a lot of visionary

schemes and devices to entrap the un-

wary brought out in connection with elec-

ind electric smelting. It

will be well to explain what the electric

furnace is and what it can and cannot

do. The incandescent electric lamp embod-

ies the principles of the resistance fur-

similarly the arc lamp illustrates

the arc furnace. Both types of electric

furnace are simply developments of

those prototypes.

The electric furnace is merely a means

of generating heat. Its advantage lies in

the ability to generate heat right at the

place where wanted, and very much con-

centrated at that place, wherefore, there

is likely to be thermal economy, and un-

der some conditions, there may also be

commercial economy.

The temperature of an electric furnace

is not necessarily high, except in the case

of the arc furnace. The temperature of

a resistance furnace may be established

at any desired point within a fairly wide

range and may be maintained closely at

the desired point.

In the experimental work in the field

of copper and zinc smelting, the aim has

been generally to maintain temperatures

about the same as are maintained in the

furnaces wherein the heat is derived

from the combustion of carbonaceous

fuel. The metallurgical reactions that

take place are about the same. The met-

allurgical problems are about the same,

plus some that are inherent to the new

apparatus. The electric furnace is not

to be expected to perform any deeds of

magic, such as taking a charge of rebel-

H ores containing several metals,

smelting it in one operation and deliver-

ing the metals, each in a separated re-

fined leveral spouts.

The Postal Savings System in

Mining Towns
note the patronage

of tl, in mining

in which it has been established.

The service was inaugurated on Jan. 3.

in eacti

selected tem is

being extended to other cities as rapidly

as practicable, and it is expected that in

time practically every money-order post

office will be designated as a savings-

depository office. Up to March 31, 1911,48

depository offices had been established;

at the head of this list stand three min-

ing towns, Leadville, Anaconda and Globe,

holding the record both for the total

amount of deposits and for the average

balance per depositor. Globe, Ariz., had

the highest average balance per deposi-

tor, $87.15, with a total deposit of $15,-

339. Leadville, with a population of

7508, according to the last census, had

the largest amount on deposit, $34,679,

and an average balance of $81.22 per de-

positor.

In contrast with this it may be noted

that Rutherford, N. J., a town of

7045 people, had on deposit only $1485

or an average of $17.68 per depositor.

Cohoes. N. Y., a city of 24,000, had on

deposit only $1054, or an average of $17

per depositor. The average balance per

depositor was uniformly high in the

offices established in mining centers.

Some of these may be of interest; the

average balance at Anaconda, Mont., was

$73.57; Carson City, Nev., $67.63; Pitts-

burg, Kan., $56.09; Johnson City, Tenn.,

$57.85; DuBois, Penn., $38.40; Oroville,

Cal., $55.83; Cceur d Alene, Idaho,

$58.65; Deadwood, S. D., $44.19. The

average balance per depositor for all

offices was $46.89, frorh which it will be

seen that the mining towns have, as a

whole, appreciated the establishment of

the postal-savings system more than the

industrial centers.

Metallizing Processes

A good deal of attention has been di-

rected recently to the development of

processes based on the idea of reducing

the metal of certain ores by carbon

without the complete fusion ordinarily

accomplished in the blast furnace, the re-

duced metal being subsequently separ-

ated by jigging and otherwise. The most

noteworthy of these processes appears

to be the so called Jones "step process,"

the invention of John T. Jones, of Iron

Mountain, Mich.

In the Jones' process, which is in-

tended for the extraction of iron from

low-grade ore, not at present commer-

cially available for blast-furnace smelt-

reductlon la effected in a long

. lindrical furnace. The spongy

product, containing the reduced iron and

the unmelted gangue, is dropped into wa-

ter and subsequently concentrated by

magnetic or by ordinary gravity separa-

tion. Elaborate experiments with this

process have been going on, and we un-

derstand that it is shortly to be tried on

a commercial scale.

A similar process is to be introduced

in Katanga for the treatment of the sil-

icious oxidized copper ore of that region.

A plant for this purpose, constructed in

the United States, has been shipped to the

mine, but owing to railway difficulties

we understand that the plant has not yet

been delivered and its erection and oper-

ation during the present year are hardly

to be anticipated,

Oliver B. Dawson has been experi-

menting at El Paso, Tex., with a similar

process, using a furnace shaped like the

frustrum of two cones with their bases

together, the furnace being- lined with

magnesite brick and arranged to be her-

metically sealed after the charge has

been heated to the reduction temperature.

The Dawson furnace has been construct-

ed upon a large scale, as shown by a

photograph of it that we have received.

Some samples of "metallized" copper

ore sent to us showed the formation or

metallic copper in globules. Crushing and

panning a small parcel of these samples,

mixed indiscriminately, gave a pretty

good extraction of metallic copper. Our

tests were, however, made on far too

small a scale to warrant any conclusion

as to the commercial usefulness of this

process.

We understand that some experiments

with the Jones' process for the extraction

of zinc have been made at a mine in

Illinois, but we fail utterly to see how

zinc can be "metallized" in this way, or

how the idea is applicable in the metal-

lurgy of zinc. Our attention has been

called to a recent patent of another in-

ventor, covering a process in which zinc-

lead ore was to be treated by metallizing

the lead, which is then to be jigged out,

leaving a residue to be smelted for zinc

in the usual way. It does not seem to us

that this idea is likely to be of any value.

We refer to these processes merely as

a review of current experimentation that

is engaging considerable attention. Be-

fore any opinion as to their probable use-

fulness be expressed, it is best to await

the results of some practical applications.
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Correspondence and nisn using
Preventing Mine Disasters

Noting in the Journal of April 29.

the findings of the jury on the inquest of

the Pancoast mine disaster and the com-

menrs as to the necessity of prompt ac-

tion in the matter of getting the recom-

mendations before the legislature. I am
constrained to make a few suggestions

that I think of value.

Mining at best is a dangerous vocation,"

and there are many dangers seen ana

unseen that surround even the most skil-

ful miner. This being the case, it would be

a wise and economical policy to take even-

precaution for the protection of the lives

of these toilers. Along this line I make
a few suggestions in addition to those

mentioned in the report of the jury,

which recommendations I concur in.

Relative to what the mines law directs,

some say it is ambiguous and hard to in-

terpret. If so, why not either do away
with it and start over again, or change

it, so that it will be easily understood.

How about the "unwritten" law in this?

During the last year I worked with my
men for a number of months in a zinc

mine in northern New Jersey. There are no

mines laws and no mines inspectors, but

the mines are looked after by capable

mining men, and they can give us several

pointers. The plant is first class in every

particular; steel tower at the 950- ft. ver-

tical shaft, erected in the early '90's; a

four-track shaft inclined at an angle of

47 deg., vertical depth. 1150 ft.; first-

motion hoisting engine with automatic

cutoff to prevent overwinding ; electric

haulage underground; pumps and auxil-

iary engines at various points driven by

compressed air, no steam being used un-

derground. There is no oil used in the

mine; acetvlene lamps are used by all

underground employees and there are

stationary lamps for lighting the haul-

age roads. A large proportion of the

men are of the same nationalities as

we have here at Scranton. There is

telephone service throughout the mines

on various levels with outside connec-

tions and water under pressure and fire

extinguishers are to be found at various

places.

The recommendations I make are:

(1) Install automatic devices to pre-

vent overwinding—an accident happened
at the Pancoast mine within a few days

of the disaster, fortunately resulting in

no loss of life. An engineer at the lever

of a hoisting engine holds a responsible
and trying position, and any little mis-
take on his part means a mishap. If, in

an emergency he loses his nerve when
he might be hoisting men from a burn-
ing mine, when in his haste to get them

Views, Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

out he makes a mistake, the plant is dis-

abled and a cage load of men possibly
sent into eternity and others left to get
out as best they can. Automatic devices
to prevent overwinding would avoid this.

Several are in use in this valley, but the
use is exceptional. Why not make it im-
perative?

(2) Do away with the use of oil in the
mines. Every miner has his wooden box
in which to keep his tools, powder and
oil—nice combination. The box becomes
saturated with oil; the oil lamp drops
sparks frequently; the acetylene lamp
does not.

(3) Avoid using steam as much as
possible, except at the pumping stations

at the foot of the shafts. It dries the

timber and makes it like a tinder box.

Use compressed air or electricity.

(4) Make air bridges of concrete—

a

method that is now being generally
adopted. Make mule barns without tim-

ber as far as possible, which now is gen-
erally done. Make towers over shafts of
iron. Have fire extinguishers at all dan-
gerous places.

J..H. RlTTENHOUSE.
Scranton. Penn., .May 10, 1911.

Electrolytic Lead Refining

Patents
The abstract of the German and French

patents of Siemens & Halske for the use
of lead-perchlorate solution for a refin-

ing bath, which was published in the

Journal of May 6, 1911, gives the im-

pression that Siemens & Halske discov-

ered the use of perchlorates in refining

baths. I should have the credit for hav-

ing devised the method and for having

made the first experiment upon it.

My claims for priority are: fli U. S.

patent 931,944 (1909) for the plating

and refining of metals from perchlorate

solutions. This patent belongs to me.

(2) An article, describing the lead-refin-

ing process, which I published in the

Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc, Vol. 17, p.

261. (3) A translation of the lead-refin-

ing article was published in the Chem.
Ztg. (1910), p. 1316. (4) Siemens &
Halske, before they had received their

patents and presumably before they had

applied for patents, wrote me letters ask-

ing if I intended to protect my process
in Europe.

I do not Bee bo« ui be any
doubt about the priority of n.

and wish to make a statement of these
facts as a mere matter of justice to the

American inventor of the
|

FRANK C. Mai HI

Indiana University. Bloomington,

Ind., May 16, 1911.

A New Filter Frame
In the Joi RNAL of May 2o there ap-

peared, under the above heading, an ex-

cerpt from the Monthly Journal of the

chamber of mines of Western Australia.

The article shows how little must be
known in West Australia of the work
done in this country during the last

seven years in connection with slime fil-

tration.

Referring to the illustrations given,

Fig. 1 shows a cross-section of one of
the Butters' filter- frame headers, al-

though not so stated, which, if properly

constructed, works admirably, even with

the most sticky slime. In Fig. 2 is

shown one of the early Butters' methods
long since abandoned. Both methods are

covered by Butters' patents. One reason
why the Fig. 2 method never became
popular is that when the cake is exposed
to the air a channel of low resistance to

the water wash forms at the right-angle

corner between the cake and the header.

The effect of this is not marked with fine

granular material, such as the so called

slime of West Australia, but with slimes,

as we know them in the United States

and Mexico we have a noticeable differ-

ence. No careful observer could fail

to see the weak point in washing a cake
formed on a frame made as shown in

Fig. 2, especially if true slime is handled.

The article further alludes to the use
of cocoa matting between the filter cloths,

as if it were something new. Surely

everyone who has followed the literature

on slime filtration for the last six years
knows that this is the subject of a But-
ters' patent; the Journal has repeatedly

referred to it. The only feature de-

scribed ahout the frame that could be
designated as "new" is the cast-iron

shoe, which, by the way, adds nothing in

strength, durability or efficiency, but un-

necessary weight. Further, it would be
undesirable to use exposed iron where
the Butters' process for regenerating fil-

ter cloths is in use. This process may
not be used in West Australia, but in

most part? of this country where lime

has to be added to the slime under treat-

ment, the use of the Butters process of

removing the lime coating becomes es-

sential.
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There are a number of other details in

the construction of successful filter

.: the author passes over, pre-

ise they have never pre-

senter i him in treating the

ilian product. Care-

ful attention to details, especially minor

all the difference between

a troublesome -sful filter,

when the operator has to

. 5 :ne.

Incongruous as it may appear, it is

rtt that in this age of rapid inter-

between nations there are still

who will not profit by the ex-

perience of others, but prefer to waste

going over the old ground again

rain.

G. W. Shepherd,
Btary, Butters' Patent Vacuum

Filter Company, Inc.

rk, .May 23. 1911.

The Coal Dust Problem

The .March 25 issue of the Journal,

an abstract of a paper read by

Haas before the West Virginia

.Mining Association.

ne interested in the coal-dust prob-

I wish to record my appreciation of

Air. Haas's efforts to arrive at a method

of treating coal dust to render it non-

me further explanations

it to be necessary in view of some

of the statements in the abstract, and I

hope Mr. Haas will favor us with more

'.s.

statement in the paper is this:

"Prevention of ignition by removal of all

explosives, and flames, would add dan-

gers no less deadly than the explosion of

coal dust itself." I fail to follow this

statement. Does Mr. Haas mean to im-

ply that by removing all shotfiring from

the mine, the danger of explosions is in-

creased ? Or that by taking precautions

to prevent fires, further danger is added

to the mine

The results of three years' experiments

with the introduction of steam into the

intake air currents are given, and com-

ns made as to cost with the water-

car method. This seems an unhappy

comparison, the water-car method of

sprinkling being cumbersome, costly, in-

efficient, and wholly futile, and there are

hundreds of mines where exhaust steam

Dmparison is

of no use to the nines.

ly that he "can

:e an unr ; inion that a wet

gatior n is concerned."

A 1

what

a wet mim. I
ill be

drip-

in the mi'

all the time." The air as it enters the

mine must be superheated so that the

moisture will be carried to the working

faces. What are the conditions going to be

like for men to work in? The sweating

of men. and mules, the heat, the high

humidity. It is easy to imagine that the

roadways of the mine will be converted

into a veritable labyrinth of sewers.

The clothing of every man would be

wringing wet, the miner could not take

off his undershirt and leave it in a dry

place, to put on again at the end of his

shift, because there would be no dry

place. He would be compelled to work

under these conditions for eight or 10

hours every day, and in the winter time

he would pass from this sewer-like at-

mosphere with his wet clothes, into the

night air with the temperature often 10

deg. below zero. The wet-mine theory

must be a case if ever there was one of

the cure being worse than the disease.

Mr. Haas says additional water in

mines does not make roof conditions

more unsafe, and we will take his word.

The interior of the best coal mine is not a

delightful abode of toil and if we can

treat coal dust to render it safe, and at

the same time not make the working con-

ditions any worse, I think we ought to do

so.

Use of Adobe Dust Suggested

In this part of the world, the remedy

may be close at hand, and more plentiful

than water. It is "adobe", which covers

parts of this western country for hun-

dreds of miles. It is the material that

has been used for centuries in Mexico

for making sun-dried bricks. During wind

storms in the Rocky Mountain region the

air is filled with adobe dust.

At the Altofts collieries where the

management has had the experience of

a violent explosion, and also the ex-

perience gained from the experimental

galleries at Altofts, the stone-dust method

of treating coal dust has been applied

for the last two years.

The gallery experiments have shown

that a coal-dust zone of 275 ft. which

usually produced a flame of from 140 to

180 ft. in length, has been extinguished

by a stone-dust zone of a length of only

55 ft. The chemical analysis showed that

stone dust, or other inert matter pro-

duced a cooling effect on the incandes-

cent portions of an explosive blast. The

microscopical examination of the dust

collected and examined after the explo-

in the galleries showed that the

tone dust was found to have ad-

hered to the minute pieces of tarry, or

pitchy coal. Right miles of underground

haulage roads have been treated at Al-

ith stone dust without interfering

with the health of the workmen, or with-

out causing any inconvenience, or ob-

struction to the traffic, and on the au-

thority of the general manager of the

I [i im ih.it the cost of ap-

plying the stone dust has been less than

one-fifth of one cent per ton of the coal

produced.

The Use of Stone Dust

A method of treating a road with stone

dust is to cover the floor to the depth of

about 1 in., and string boards between

the roof timbers and props and load these

up with stone dust.

The first explosive blast no matter

how started will dislodge the stone dust

and cause it to become mixed with the

coal dust in the air and so choke any
flame; stone dust being noninflammable.

In my opinion, one of the first things

to do to combat the coal-dust menace
is to change the type of cars. The end-

gate car is unsatisfactory. It begins to

deposit fine coal and dust, from the time

ir leaves the coal face until it reaches the

tipple. The day must come when the

solid car, and the rotary dump will be

the rule and not the exception.

If Mr. Haas can see his way to pre-

pare a further contribution, I would like

him to compare the stone-dust method
with the water method, and if he pre-

fers the latter to state his reasons in de-

tail. Our Government inspectors might

present their opinions and the working

miner who works in a wet mine could tell

how he likes it. But I would warn the

miner before he begins to write, to be

certain that he is working in a wet mine,

and not in a partly wet mine, because

there is a big difference between the two,

and there are not many of the former.

Regarding the inspection of mines, a

statement by John Mitchell in his speech

last week at Philadelphia is worth re-

peating. He said: "Inspectors of mines

should be thoroughly trained in the work

the law requires them to do, and should

be removed from the sphere of political

influence." Surely every right thinking

man must agree with Mr. Mitchell here.

Samuel Dean.

Delagua, Colo., April 11. 1911.

Mining, in Nicaragua
In the article on "Mining in Nica-

ragua" in the Journal of March 25, cer-

tain misstatements were made with ref-

erence to the Siempre Viva mine.

The ore in the lower workings of this

mine is of a good working grade, quite

as high, if not higher, than the average

of the oxidized zone. The average value

of the sulphide ore on the lowest levels

is SI 7.50 per ton, which can hardly be

called low-grade. It is a sulphide ore

carrying blende, but there is no difficulty

whatsoever in obtaining a high extraction

by cyaniding, and at a much lower cost

for chemicals than the highly-acid ores

of the oxidized zone.

Henry B. Kaedinc,

Genera] manager, Siempre Viva Min-

ing Company.
Blueflelds, Nicaragua, April 20, 1011.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

The Practice of Copper Smelting. By
E. D. Peters. 6x9, pp. 693, illus-

trated. $5. McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New York.

It is the cruel fate of all students and

practitioners that they can repose on no

final authority—except, perhaps, in

mathematics, which dear old Benjamin
Peirce described as "the one science

which draws necessary conclusions." In

everything else, both data and conclu-

sions are perpetually undergoing revision

and correction, so that there is scarcely a

department in which books more than 20

years old are good authority, or mater-

ial for anything but historical inquiry.

And the worst case of all, I fancy, is

that of the science and practice of metal-

lurgy. Some of us who have relied upon
the books of Professor Peters treating of

the metallurgy of copper, have had to ac-

quire successive and augmented editions,

or fall hopelessly behind the times; and

now we are confronted with a new work
from his tireless pen, intended to '"re-

place" all its predecessors! Yet there

are consolations for us. In the first

place, we have cause to be grateful that

a veteran observer, critic and expert has

been spared to do his own work of re-

vision and substitution, infusing into it

the wisdom of experience upon which we
are accustomed to rely. And, in the sec-

ond place, we find, upon investigation of

his latest utterance, that it does not

supersede his earlier ones. We cannot

do without this, but we need not throw

them away! In other words, Professor

Peters has stated in former books the

principles of copper metallurgy, with a

clear logic that needs no restatement;

and, in this respect, the new book is

rather a codicil than a substitute. It does

indeed set forth the elements of the art

so far as was required to make a com-

plete treatise. But the full and felici-

tous discussions, illustrations and ex-

amples given in former volumes have

been necessarily condensed to gain room

for new material, describing more mod-
ern practice.

What Professor Peters has undertaken

to do, unquestionably needed to be done.

In the metallurgy of copper, as in many
other departments of applied science, the

art is forever outstripping the formulated

theory, and the instruction of the schools

is in danger of becoming inadequate as a

preparation for practice. The evidences

of this swift progress are either scattered

through innumerable technical publica-

tions, or hidden in the experience of

practitioners. Certainly they ought to be

collected, sifted and combined, for the

guidance of students and operators. But

whoever does that important work must
have two qualifications: he must be able

to judge the material presented in publi-

cations of varying merit and authority;

and he must be able to get the necessary
additional material not thus available. It

is superfluous to say that Professor Peters
possesses these qualifications in high de-
gree. Besides his personal experience
as practical metallurgist, author, critic
and teacher, he stands in friendly rela-
tions with the captains and noncommis-
sioned officers of the industry of which
he writes, and can command the certified
results of their campaigns— including de-
feats as well as victories. Of this, an in-

teresting proof is afforded by his preface,
in a long list of acknowledgments for
assistance received from professional
colleagues, at the head of which appears
the name of the Anaconda Copper Min-
ing Company, "whose attitude toward the
scientific investigator constitutes a per-
sonal favor to every student of metal-

lurgy."

Among the fundamental elements and
modern developments of copper-smelting
described and discussed in this book, the

following may be particularly noticed:

Chap. IV describes the behavior at high

temperatures of the principal ingredients

of ores, in a manner clear and helpful

to a thorough understanding of the more
complicated furnace reactions. Chap. V
contains an interesting discussion of the

development of mechanical-roasting fur-

naces, including valuable data of Mac-
Dougal furnace practice and results.

Chap. VI and VII contain an excellent

general account of the copper blast fur-

nace and its accessories. Perhaps more
space might have been given with ad-

vantage to the mechanical handling and

feeding of blast-furnace charges, which

is but scantily represented in the present

literature of the subject. But I am not

prepared to say that anything else should

have been omitted, to make room for this.

The table on pp. 146 and 147, giving

the principal dimensions of certain cop-

per blast furnaces, includes a number of

plants not remarkable for successful

practice. Some of them, indeed, have

been out of business for some time past.

This is not to be condemned in a simple

compilation of the raw materials of his-

tory. But the results are sometimes

lamentable—as when, for instance, the

journalistic summarizer treats all the

items of such a table as equally signifi-

cant, and reports the dimensions of mod-

ern furnaces, etc., as"from to ;"

or, worse still, when some young scientist,

ambitious to use tools which he does not

yet understand, deduces "averages" and

"curves" from such miscellaneous data.

I remember a technical paper, written

many years ago by an expert of no mean

ability, and based on a fatally large

amount of undigested scraps of fact, in

which the "average dimensions" of all

the iron blast furnaces of the United

States -old or new. idle or active, vision-

ary and experimental or practically suc-

cessful—were laboriously set forth, with

a delicious, pedantic unconsciousr...
the fact that these a ,t together.
represented a furnace which -

idiot (and there were idots in those
days!) would I ,,f propos-
ing. A reader who has studied \'-

sor Peters' book will not commit mis
blunder in the use of his table; and I

have, in truth, mentioned the matter, not
by way of criticizing his work, but in or-
der to introduce the above re::iar'r.s about
other people— which I contemplate with
a critic's just pride!

In the chapters on true pyritic smelting
and partial pyritic smelting, the diflercnt
phases of this interesting branch of
metallurgy are clearly set forth, and, in

accordance with the practical experience
gained in the last few years, a more ra-

tional classification is presented. These
chapters are based upon the now classi-

cal investigations of Robert Sticht, of Mt.
Lyell, Tasmania, and constitute, in fact, a

condensation of the treatise on the subject
in Professor Peters' former book, "The
Principles of Copper Smelting." Illustra-

tions of the latest type of pyrite-smelting
furnaces at Mt. Lyell increase their

value.

On p. 253 the statement is made that

at Anaconda, Mont., the blast-furnace

flue dust, much of which comes from the

fine material in the briquets, is regard-

ed as a welcome addition to the rever-

beratory-furnace charge, "being pre-

ferred even to the roasted concentrates

from the MacDougal calciners." This

seems to be contrary to the experience

at Cananea, Sonora, mentioned by Dr.

L. D. Ricketts in a paper on the "Can-
anea Reverberatory, " read before the In-

stitution of Mining and Metallurgy, in

which he calls attention to the fact that

calcines are more cheaply smelted than

Hue dust, probably, ( 1 ) because they en-

ter the furnace at a temperature from
400 deg. to 500 deg. F. higher; and (2)

because the particles roasted in the Mac-
Dougal furnace are slowly heated to in-

cipient fusion in contact with other flux-

ing elements, whereas the flue-dust par-

ticles are blown from the top of the

charge and oxidized with extreme rapid-

ity while traveling through the air. In

chap. X, on partial pyrite smelting,

there is an interesting discussion of the

effect of coarse and fine material in

blast-furnace smelting, tersely presented

in the questions: What is the smallest

size of material that is judicious to feed

into the blast furnace? and. what is the

largest size that it is worth while to

briquet, agglomerate or otherwise com-

pact?

The blast-furnace practice at the

Washoe, Mont., plant is piven in consid-

erable detail, including a description of

Mathewson's gigantic smelting furnaces.

There are also considerable data on the

blast-furnace practice at Cananea. with

copious illustrations of furnace details.
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most of which, however, have been pre-

viously published elsewhere, though they

well deserve republication here. An ac-

count of Doctor Carpenter's pioneer
work, at the Deadwood & D(

tery in the Black Hills. South Da-
kota, in making low-iron, high-ma

given.

In the chapter on reverberatory fur-

naces, we have an important statement of

the principles upon which high efficiency

and rapid driving have been secured in

cenl years. Professor Peters empha-
sizes the fact that "it is the last 50 or 100

deg. of heat that does the smelting." and
the consequent necessity of burning the

coal rapidly with strong draft, and of

conserving the temperature by preventing

the ingress of cold air and the egress of

heat. He points out also, the effective-

ness of the propinquity of ingredients to

be smelted. The Washoe reverberatory

is described and illustrated, as are also

some of the special reverberatory fea-

tures worked out at Cananea, mostly
taken from the important paper of Doctor
Ricketts, already referred to, but perti-

nent in this connection. Among these
features are the experimental firing with

pulverized coal, which was not distinctly

successful, and the present practice of
oil firing. Reverberatory smelting with

wood is treated in chap. XI, where
metallurgists who have to improvise
ways and means for treating ores in re-

mote regions will find some valuable
hints.

Chap. XII, blast furnace vs. reverbera-
tory. presents a summary of the import-
ant points in this time-honored contro-
versv, and suggests the proper line of
calculation of the fluxing problem, in

considering the merits of fire as com-
pared to water concentration. The
treatment of fines is discussed at some
length in chap. XIII. Among the pro-
cesses described are: briquetting; blast

roasting in pots, and by the Dwight-
Lloyd system; and agglomeration by
mixing the molten converter slag, as
worked out at the Sasco smeltery in Ari-
2ona. The rapidly growing practice of
converting copper matte in the basic-

lined converter finds mention in chap.
XIV; and credit is given to Messrs.
Peirce and Smith, of Baltimore, for the

first continuous commercial success in

the treatment of ordinary copper mattes
in the basic-lined converter. The remain-
ing chapters are devoted »o copper refin-

inc; flue dust and smoke (a question
which in these days of "smoke-farming"
may outweigh all other technical and
commercial considerations, and in con-
nection with which there is given a de-

scription of the recently constructed fluc-

'
' Boston & Montana

companv. at Gl I .Mont.); copper

•f the more d< tailed

discu<-«-ion to be found in the author's

"Prir melting") ; and,

Anally, a chapter of n with

mention of various unclassified accessor-

iMes of costs of producing copper

by various companies, and statistics of

production. The book, as a whole, takes

rank, bevond question, at the head of its

ass and department. If Professor Peters

should do no more, he would be war-

ranted in cheering his well earned rest

with the thought that he "kept the best

wine to the last."

R. W. Raymond.

The Outlook for the Semi-
Common Metals

The price of a metal is a function not
alone of its rarity and the complexity of

its metallurgy, but also of the demand
for it and the consequent rate of produc-
tion. The uses of a metal are often de-

pendent on the availability of a steady
supply of a uniform grade of either the
metal or an alloy. With a view to stim-

ulating the study of some of the metals
which are becomming common, W. R.

Whitney contributes a paper to the

"Transactions of the American Brass
Founders' Association," from which we
take excerpts as follows:

Calcium a few years ago was a mu-
seum metal selling for several dollars
per gram, but in 1908 sold at $1.50 per
lb., and would certainly sell far below
this were there a greater demand and a
larger output. It decomposes water slow-
ly, giving hydrogen, and should be a fine

deoxidizer. Thallium is similar to lead,
but softer and heavier. Molybdenum,
tungsten and tantalum can now be ob-
tained in wire form and offer a tempting
field for research on their alloys. Tellur-
ium has an entirely fictitious market
price, as it has long been an apparently
useless metal. [However, recent patents
mention it as a constituent of resistance
alloys, and it may come into extensive
use in that connection. It also gives
beautiful ruby glasses, but its price and
the difficulty of obtaining the metal in

pure form have made the use of copper,
gold and selenium more desirable.

Editor.]

Cobalt is a metal of which the world's
supply has been greatly augmented in re-

cent years, but no new or augmented
uses have developed. A possibility of
a new use is seen in the chromium-co-
balt alloys described by Elwood Haynes'.
Silicon in 1900 sold for 40c. per gram,
and is now about 5c. per lb., thousands
of tons being used as a deoxidizer and
for transformer iron. Boron is coming
forward as a deoxidizer and purifier for
making high-conductivity copper cast-

Cadmium is whiter and less
crystalline than zinc, and is a beautiful
metal, hut its price of Si per lb. keeps it

out of the hands of the practical worker.
Vanadium is now selling at about $5

per lh. in ferrovanadium, and is finding

'''"'"' '"'I and Cbem Ens Oct. 1010.

extensive use in tool steels, automobile
parts, etc. Titanium also is being pro-
duced in great quantities; and is a valu-
able reagent in the production of steel.

It is a ductile white metal of high melting
point, with a great affinity for both oxy-
gen and nitrogen, and is rather unique
that its usejn the metallurgy of iron is

not dependent on its remaining in the fin-

ished product.

There is no question that the study
of those metals which have not advanced
to a first-order production cost (as have
iron, lead, zinc, etc.), is most interest-
ing. Consider the element chromium.
Is it a workable metal? Can it be ham-
mered or cast? Is it permanent in the
air? Is there a considerable possible
ore supply? Has the cost of obtaining
the metal been reduced to what seems a
reasonable rate? etc., etc. As it is un-
likely that such an element will suggest
itself for use by men as did copper and
iron, it is probable that its properties
must first be determined and made
known. As a metal, it is only about 15
years old. It is made in the metallic
state by reduction of the oxide by metal-
lic aluminum and also by electrolysis of
its salt solutions. It cannot yet be pro-
duced at a lower cost than that of the
aluminum required, and it now sells at
about 80c. per lb. In its alloys
with iron, which are made by direct re-
duction with carbon, it is sold for 29c.
per lb. This gives a rough idea that ul-
timately, by perfection of metallurgical
processes, etc., we may possibly obtain
the metal much below 80c. per lb. It

withstands heat exceedingly well. When
pure it melts at a high temperature
(Ostwald, about 3000 deg. C.) and it

does not scale when heated red hot in

air, as copper and iron do. It is for this
reason that it is used in resistance al-

loys for electric-heating devices. It has
been plated on metals, and then looks
and acts like nickel plate. Doubtless its

use will rapidly increase in special al-

loys, as it has already come into use in
tool steel.

Russian Osmiridium Pro-

duction
According to official statistics, the pro-

duction of osmiridium in 1910 in the
Urals (Perm and Orenburg govern-
ments) amounted in all to 62 oz. It is

mostly used in the manufacture of foun-
tain pens, the tips of which are lightly

covered with this rare metal to secure
durability. If for the production of plat-

inum we must add to the official figures
about 60 per cent, as surreptitiously

placed on the market, then for iridium
we must add at least 1000 to 2000 per
cent., says the Mining Journal, for it is

difficult to follow closely the production
of a metal, the annual production of
which can be carried away by a single

person in his pocket.
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Details °^ Practical Mining
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

Use of Sprags in Coal Mines
By Frank Lynde

Mine cars are seldom provided with

brakes in the Pennsylvania coalfields;

the system of controlling the cars by

spragging is much more effective, as well

as quicker. Fig. 1 shows a typical sprag

such as is generally used. It is 21 in.

long, the diameter at the middle is 2Y\
in., while the diameter at the extreme

ends is z/> in. The sprag is made of oak

and weighs approximately 2 x/2 lb., and

costs about $20 per 1000 at the factory.

T7ie Engineering $ Mining Journah

Fig. 1. Common Form of Sprag

The Engineering .j- Mining Journal

Fig. 2. Method of Applying Sfrac to

Car

This sprag is applied to the moving wheel
between the spokes and jams against the

base of bed frame, causing the wheel to

stop running. Wherever it is necessary

to keep the car standing in the mine or

outside, the sprag is always used. In

Fig. 2, A shows the sprag as applied to a

mine car.

Fig. 3 shows the wedge sprag applied

to the wheel of a car. This latter form

of sprag is especially adopted for use

at the foot of a shaft, where the motion

of the car is slow and the foot-tender

wishes to stop the car within an inch or

two. The wedge sprag is made of oak.

One end of it is made round for the

handle while the other end has two faces;

one of these faces is made to fit the

tread of the wheel, while the other face

fits the rail.

No-fces of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-
erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things that have to

he done in Everyday

The use of the sprags causes the

wheels to slide on the rails. This slid-

ing, in turn, causes the wheels to be-

Tie --tilJ"
Tlu Enyinterinj $ Mining Jm

Fig. 3. Wedge Sprag in Operation

come "flat" when the car has been in

long use. Such wheels are sent to the

machine shop to be ground, otherwise

they become so flat that the car refuses

to run on a 3 or even 4 per cent, grade.

The Gemsbokfontein Shaft

The Western Rand Estates Company
commenced sinking the circular shaft of

the Gemsbokfontein in September, 1909,

but owing to the difficulties connected

principally with the soft, decomposed

chert and dolomitic breccia in which it is

sunk, the depth at the end of June, 191U,

was less than 80 feet.

The shaft is 17 ft. 9 in. in the clear,

and will be lined throughout with lead-

jointed cast-iron tubbing, varying in thick-

ness from 1 3/16 in. for the first 100 ft.

to about 2% in. at the lowest depth of

the water-bearing strata. The whole

shaft will be completely water tight, the

tubbing being strengthened by concrete

fillings behind. The tubbing is made in

10 segments to the circle, the width of

each ring varying from 2 ft. 6 in. to 5

ft. Bearer rings, which will be let in at

intervals on the solid rock, pro ct 2 ft.

outside the circle.

The question of an influx of water has

been met, according to the South African

Min. Journ., by using two Sulzer

pumps entirely novel on these fields, ca-

pable of lifting over 200.000.000 gal. per

24 hours. This is a centrifugal pump

and is operated by 2300-h.p. motor, cast

all in one piece, weighing about 30 tons,

the length over all of pump and
being 33 ft. Sy3 in., with a maximum di-
ameter of 5 ft. 6 in. The whole is sus-
pended from the surface. Advance drills
are kept boring in the bottom to minimize
the danger of a sudden and overwhelm-
ing rush of water. At the present time
all sinking is being done with a

j

ful winch operating a bucket, which trav-
els without guides in the center of the
shaft.

Prevention of Foaming in

Launders
By Victor H. Wilhelm*

A simple device to prevent foaming
over of slime launders is used in the

Last Chance cyanide plant, at Mogollon,
N. M. It was usual for foam to collect

in the Dorr classifiers and overflow the

slime launders, especially when there is

much wood mixed with the ore. This

T)u Enjincrrxnq -* .Vmirw jTumai

Wheel to Prevent Foaming

overflowing was successfully overcome,

by placing a small wooden paddlewheel

in the launders, as shown in accompany-
ing illustration. This wheel was revolved

by the force of the slime stream, the

paddles serving to knock down the foam.

A Douhle Tool Zinc Lathe

At the Desert mill of the Tonopah

Mining Company, a lathe is used for

cutting zinc shavings, the unusual feat-

ure of which is that shavings are cut

simultaneously on each side of the

mandrel.

The two cutting tools are fed against

the zinc by a screw feed. The screw

feeds, one for each of the cutting tools,

are operated by pawls, driven by eccen-

trics that engage ratchet wheels on the

screw- feed axles; in this manner the

high speed of the driving shaft is stepped

down. The screws make 3.5 r.p.m.

and are cut with threads so spaced that

a forward travel of 0.58 in. per min. is

secured.

•Mining ongineer, Portland. Ore.
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On the mandrel 22 sheets of No, i
1

36 in. wide and 108 in. long are

.:. The tools cut this into shavings

nin. so that the lathe has a ca-

of 100 lb. of zinc an hour. The

rel on the lathe is cooled bj pass-

:ne of the head solution through

the mandrel as it is pumped to the precip-

of the men are written on small pieces of machine. The capacity of alternating-
j

paper and pasted opposite the number,

the miner's name above the laborer's.

When the fireboss makes his round in

the morning, he takes note of every

working place and on his return to the

shanty puts on the board the conditions

oi each place. One cross right of the

hole indicates a trace of gas found at

face, two crosses show that there is suffi-

Board for Coal Mines 'tent ** ™ the face to require a safety
A G

Bi Thomas T. Jom

In gaseous mines of the anthracite

:ne miner must learn from the Hre-

ss :he condition of his working place

before entering the mine in the morning.

In such mines the gas board is kept by

the fireboss. either on the surface or at

the foot of the shaft, in a shanty where

the miner re.orts to the fireboss for his

duty of the day. The miner simply calls

out his number to the fireboss. who In

turn notes the number on the board.

The gas board is a blackboard about

lamp, three crosses signifies that the vol-

ume of gas is so great that extra pre-

cautions must be taken to remove it. The

miner is not allowed to enter the face

under such condition, unless he is ac-

companied by the fireboss to reexamine

the place. Crosses between two peg holes

indicate the condition in the crosscut.

As the miner enters the mine, he stops

at the shanty and calls his number to

the fireboss, who in turn puts a peg into

the hole and cautions the miner as to the

condition of his working place, whether

there are one, two or three crosses.

A PRACTICAL GAS HOARD
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Rusting of Steel in Concrete

In view of the extended use of rein-

forced concrete in structural work, the

report issued by the committee of the

Concrete Institute, on the "Rusting of

Steel Inside a Concrete Covering," is of

more than ordinary interest
1

. As a result

of their investigations, the committee has

drawn up the following conclusions. Re-

inforced concrete will last as long as

plain concrete in any situation provided

that certain precautions are taken during

its construction. The precautions are as

follows: The materials (cement, sand

and stone) must be of good quality.

They must be carefully and thoroughly

mixed and scientifically proportioned, so

as to be practically water-proof and air-

proof. The mixture must be fairly wet,

and must be well tamped into position

60 as to minimize voids. The aggregate

should be as nonporous as possible,

*.hould all pass through -)4-in. mesh, and

should not be oiled or painted, and thick

rust should be scraped and brushed off

before placing. The scantling of the va-

rious members of the structure should
be sufficient to prevent excessive deflec-

tion. If electric mains are laid, care
must be taken that no current is allowed
to pass through the reinforced concrete.

Fresh water should be used in mixing,
and aggregates charged with salt should
be washed. These recommendations
have regard only to the prevention of

corrosion of steel and not to fire resist-

ance or any other property of reinforced

concrete

Water Tank Signal Systems

Two arrangements of a signal to give

warning when the water in a tank be-

comes too high or too low are shown in

the accompanying illustrations (Power,

May 9, 1911). The diagrams are self ex-

planatory, and will be appreciated by

Float Lever

C*t_

Grounded
to Water

Pipe

Float

grounded
to Water

Pipe

Two Arrangements for Water-tank Signals

any aggregate which is known to have

a chemical action on steel should be

avoided. The concrete covering should

in no case be less than y2 in., and it is

suggested that if round or square bars

be used, the covering should not be less

than the diameter of the bar.

In structures exposed to the action of

water or damp air the thickness of cover-

ing should be increased at least 50 per

cent., or the size of the aggregate should

be reduced so as to insure a dense skin.

In the case of structures exposed to

severe conditions the concrete might be

covered with some impervious coating as

an extra precaution. The reinforcement

should be so arranged that there shall

be sufficient space between one piece and

its neighbor to allow the concrete com-

pletely to surround every part of the

steel. All steel should be firmly sup-

ported during the ramming of the con-

crete, so as to avoid displacement. It

iMech. Eng., March 24. 1911.

everyone who either dislikes to see water

pumped into an overflowing tank, or who

objects to being caught with none.

Sanitary Drinking Fountain

One of the features of American city

life is the increasing recognition of the

importance of guarding against the

spread of contagious diseases. In the

West one of the latest indications of the

awakening to such matters is the in-

creased number of sanitary drinking foun-

tains in which pollution by germs from

the lips of users is prevented by the

flow of a constant stream of water over

the surface of the upturned nozzles from

which the men drink.

At the International smeltery, at

Tooele, Utah, somewhat similar drinking

fountains are provided. These work on

the same principle as the more elaborate

ones in the cities, but cost a mere

trifle. An elbow is attached to a nipple

from a water pipe, and a funnel-topped

drain pipe is provided below to catch

the water that overflows. Thh
screwed on securely and points upward,

consequently, the v..: Jischarges

washes the sides of the elbow and pre-

vents the germs from adhering to it.

Sufficient head of . ivided BO

that the jet rise-- about , in. above the

elbow before it falls back. It is inexpen-

sive to install and is well worth using.

A Rigging Crane
By Liu i- 1.. Hi i K

The accompanying illustration shows a

cheap yet handy man-power crane for

erecting or rigging work. It is merely a

gauntree frame centered on two 12- ft.

planks, for supporting a snatch block

and differential chain hoist, with the

planks resting upon rollers. The snatch

block runs upon a rod, thus giving the

trolley or cross motion, and the whole

frame, by means of the rollers can eas-

ily be moved to get the travel, while the

chain blocks will facilitate the lift. For

rollers, pieces of iron pipe are most con-

venient. For work such as placing mo-

tors, small pumps or other machines upon

their foundations when it is either dif-

ficult or impossible to rig up tackle, this

simple crane is most useful.

Flooi

Rod lor Snatch-
Iilork 1 rirel.

m-

Top View.

Rigging Crane

It can be made in an hour or so by

one man with a hatchet, saw, and nails,

from a few pieces of timber and an iron

rod, and when its usefulness is completed

i* is easily knocked apart. If made of

stout timbers and properly braced, it can

be used for handling rather heavy work

and will save time and a great deal of

labor above the usual pinch bar, blocking

and jack methods of getting a bedplate

placed over the foundation bolts or in ac-

curately placing some piece of machinery,

such as an armature. As is always the

ense where rollers are used either a good

floor or carefully placed planking is nec-

essary to insure a comparatively level

surface for the rollers to roll upon. An

improvement upon the rollers, howe\er,

is to use a "dollie." or timber jacks, un-

der the centers of each plank, thus do-

ing away with the trouble of having to

continually pick up and carry forward the

rear rollers.

*.-.i4l Woodlawn ayenne, Pittsburg, Pens.
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Zinc Oxide in Chemical

Glassware

By A. M. SMOOT*

In examining commercially pure metals

for traces of nickel I have repeatedly

found small quantities of zinc. when.

from the nature of the material, zinc

would not be expected to occur, for ex-

ample in copper wire bars and cathodes.

After determining that the chemical re-

agents used in making the analyses were

perfectly free from zinc, further exami-

nation showed conclusively that it came

from the gla>s apparatus. The so called

refractory or insoluble gl«sses used in the

r rather in the highest-priced, chem-

assware are made by substituting

zinc oxide in part for lime and boric acid

for part of the silica. This zinc-boro-

tc glassware has certain superior

qualities, for instance it is less liable to

break when exposed to heat than ordi-

nary silica-lime-alkali glassware, and un-

der some conditions it is less soluble, that

is. it is less affected by chemical re-

agents in solution. The composition of

the principal kinds of glass and the ef-

fects of reagents upon them have been

shown by Percy H. Walker 1

. The zinc-

oxide glasses are comparatively resistant

to water and acid saline solutions, but

not to solutions containing fixed alkalies

nor to alkaline saline solutions.

By heating alkaline solutions, or even

allowing them to stand at room tempera-

ture in zinc-oxide glass vessels, relatively

large amounts of zinc may be dissolved.

Since the amount depends upon the na-

ture of the solution, the concentration, the

temperature, the time and the surface of

glass exposed a statement of quantitative

figures would be useless. It is sufficient

to say that neutral and acid saline so-

lutions do not dissolve an appreciable

amount of zinc from the glass. With am-
moniacal solutions the amount dissolved

is small, even in a long time. With alka-

line-carbonate solutions the action is ap-

preciable and with solutions of the fixed

alkaline hydroxides it is distressingly

large. Three or four milligrams of zinc

oxide may easily be dissolved from a

300-c.c. beaker in a comparatively short

time by a 2 per cent, solution of sodium
or potassium hydroxide. This undesirable

rty of zinc-oxide glass does not ap-

pear to have been emphasized before. It

is important in dealing with the fourth-

group separations, especially in separa-

tions of nickel and zinc or cobalt and

nickel and it may have a bearing on other

determination! as veil when accurate re-

sults are required. Of course, other things

are dissolved from the ela^s hut this is

well known. The disconcerting effects

-nail quantity of zinc derived from

glassware may in some cases lead to er-
•

Opening Alaska's Oilfields

By W. T. Prosser*

A noteworthy oil development is tak-

ing place in Alaska. The Katalla fields,

once regarded as most promising, and

then for half a decade almost forgotten,

are coming to the front again. New
owners have obtained possession, and

find that high-grade oil is ready to flow

at least 2000 bbl. per day. Steel tank-

age to contain 30,000 bbl. of oil was

shipped from California to Seattle early

in March, 1911, and then forwarded to

Katalla to be put in place at the harbor,

where tank vessels can load direct. Be-

sides this tankage two other steel tanks

are being put in place at the -wells, about

nine miles distant from the harbor. One

of these tanks is of 2000 bbl. capacity,

and the other 5000 bbl. A 2-in. pipe

line is almost completed from the wells

to the harbor, but recent developments

at the wells convinced the owners that

this will be entirely inadequate. A 4-in.

pipe line, to cover the nine-mile dis-

tance, is on the way to the coast from

Pittsburg.

In May the first commercial shipment

of Alaska oil will be made—at least the

oil producers hope to have their equip-

ment in place by that time. The flow of

the wells will be sufficient to fill two ves-

sels a month, even if no other gushers

are found. A refining plant, to reduce

about 500 bbl. of oil per day is under

construction near Katalla. About half

the flow of the four wells would supply

Alaska's entire needs, as the northern

district now imports a little over 17,500,-

000 gal. annually, worth over $500,000.

The oil belt extends about 25 miles

east of the Copper river's mouth, and

back from four to eight miles from the

coast. Years ago seepages were noted

there, by the Indians, who carried the in-

formation to traders. In 1897 much of

the land was taken up. A number of

American claimants, having some of the

most promising locations, formed the

Alaska Development Company, which

later leased to the Pacific Coal and Oil

Company, a Canadian corporation, which

in turn leased to the Pacific Mines

Company, Ltd. This last named company

did the actual operating. Drilling out-

fits were set at work, and four of the

five first bores resulted in oil. Then each

of the companies sought to oust the

others.

About a year ago the Amalgamated

Development Company quietly began the

task of acquiring all the old ownerships,

or of absorbing those that could not be

purchased. Only recently the task was

finally completed. That company is go-

ing ahead with the development of its

properties on an extensive scale. So far

$200,000 has been expended, chiefly Ca-

nadian capital, in acquiring possession,

Lumber Exchange building, Seattle,

and in providing equipment to handle

the northern oil. Aside from this com-
pany half a dozen other companies will

be at work this season, and perhaps as

many as 25 wells will be drilled.

The crude oil contains a high per-

centage of inflammable and illuminating

products. Analyses from different wells

show that the Katalla oil is from 30 to

40 per cent, gasolene, benzine or

naphtha, as the various government re-

ports classify it. An equal or greater

proportion is the coal oil or kerosene of

commerce. These ingredients make the

Katalla product particularly valuable in

the market, and strongly in demand, as

gasolene-producing petroleum is none
too plentiful. Pennsylvania and Ohio
wells supply nearly the entire country.

The California oil, for the most part,

is on an asphaltum base, and a govern-

ment analysis gives it only 5 per cent,

of gasolene—such a small proportion

that it is not worth refining. The Cal-

ifornia oil is chiefly used for fuel in its

crude state. In the market the northern

flow is worth three or four times as much,

barrel for barrel. Some Colorado wells

yield 20 per cent, gasolene, as does much
of the Pennsylvania flow, while the Okla-

homa and Ohio wells are classed at

from 10 to 15 per cent., and the Wyoming
product at 10 per cent. California oil

is higher in illuminating products, the

figures running from 21 to 33 per cent.

Some tests show Alaska's burning oil to

run 50 per cent.—about equal to the

Pennsylvania oil. Colorado's oil runs

about 40 per cent. The remaining 20 or

25 per cent, of Alaska's oil is divided

into two or three grades of fine lubricat-

ing oil and some coke and paraffin. The

Alaska wells are not deep—the deepest

producing bore going down not more than

1500 ft. From the formation of the

country, oil experts are of the opinion

that it will not be necessary to go much
deeper than that, at any time.

Peculiar Occurrence of

Mercury
At Myponga, about eight miles south-

east of Wallunga, South Australia, is a

peculiar occurrence of mercury. The
metal is found native in small globules

distributed over the faces of certain tun-

nels. When fresh faces are exposed

no metal, can be seen, but the miners

assert that after a time metal sweats out

on these new exposures. The govern-

ment geologist says1

that while this may
be the case with rocks in situ, it did

not occur in specimens taken to Ade-

laide.

If mercury does thus come to the sur-

face it does not follow the lines of cleav-

age of the rocks, being found mainly on

the flat exposed schistose surfaces. When
rock which did not show mercury on the

'Report <>f the South Australia Minister of
Mines', for I ho lutlf year ended Dec. 81, l!»l(».
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surface was panned it gave a dull streak

of mercury in the dish, the particles not

coalescing readily. Repeated searching

for cinnabar or other combinations of

mercury gave negative results, and an

analysis of some rock from which all ad-

herent globules had been brushed gave

only a faint cloudiness in the second-

group precipitate.

river, a distance of 12 miles. The route sure equal to static plus velocity pres-
is then by launches to Hills Landing, sure; while the pressure in the trail-

from which point there is an eight-mile ing set is equal to static minus veloc-
walk to

grade.

the camp along the railroad ity pressure, thus causing different pres-

sures in longitudinal chambers leading to

the outer end of the plug, which are

communicated to the meter.

The meter element consists of tw<

tical cups connected at the bottom by a

Converter Tilting Device
One of the recent patents of William

H. Peirce (U. S. pat. No. 530,312) deals tube. They are half filled with mercury
with a new converter-tilting device, whicli and the whole arrangement is free to
is especially applicable to the Peirce- m0ve about a set of knife edges like a
Smith converters, because of their great balance.
weight. The application is that of the The different pressures in the orifices
old idea of swinging jib cranes and other cause the mercury to rise in the left-

All Opinion on Porcupine

Walter Harvey Weed, who recently

returned from Porcupine where he has

been engaged in examination work, stated

that he was satisfied that the camp was similar apparatus by means of a rope hand cup and to fall in the right-hand
going to be a large producer. He be- around a horizontal wheel at the base, cup until the unbalanced mercurial col-
lieves that the spectacular showings of In case of the converters, couplings ere umn exactly balances the difference in

ftee gold will cause a rush to the dis- placed on the shell and two pairs of op- pressure. This action causes the beam
trict when the railroad begins operating

July 1. He believes that ultimately,

however, Porcupine will resolve itself

into a large low-grade camp. He states

that in all the developed properties, in

addition to veins carrying free gold that

the wall rock is impregnated with pyrite

carrying profitable quantities of gold

readily amenable to cyanide treatment.

positely wound wire ropes are connected

to them. The other ends of the ropes are

then attached to two connected cross-

heads which are actuated by hydraulic

power. Means are provided for adjust-

ing the tension and keeping these ropes

taut. In the illustration the channel irons

A can be seen which connect the cross-

heads B. Under the channels are the

Spout

The Lnyinccnng 4' Mining Journal

Peirce Converter-tilting Device

Regarding the fire of Friday May 19,

Doctor Weed states that the principal

damage was confined to the Hollinger

property, where all buildings were de-

stroyed except the hay barn. The mill

building was completely burned, the

heavy machinery was damaged but lit-

tle, but the electrical machinery was al-

most entirely destroyed. At the mine the

hoist burned and the shaft was damaged

slightly, the management, however, at

once started to repair this and by Sun-

day, work was well under way. A di-

rector of the company has placed the

total damage at $175,000 and the delay

at four months' time.

Doctor Weed stated that there are

probably as many as 5000 men in and

about Porcupine, and that notwithstand-

ing the present difficulties of reaching

the camp, owing to the swampy condition

of the country, that many men are going

in daily. He stated that in 15 min. he

counted 35 men walking the track in the

direction of Porcupine. Trains are now
operating from Kelso to Frederickhouse

guide bars. These guide bars have up-

ward projecting ribs C, which carry a set

of bars or narrow plates, which project

over angular extensions of the cross-

heads and thus hold them down on the

guides.

Improved Flow Meters
In order to use water, steam or gas

economically, it is necessary to know not

only the amount available, but more par-

ticularly the amount delivered. In or-

der to meet a growing demand, the Gen-

eral Electric Company has developed

several efficient flow meters, both record-

ing and indicating.

The recording water-flow meter corn-

carrying the cups to move until the

movement of the mercury is balanced.

The motion of the beam is multiplied by
means of levers and actuates the record-

ing pen, the movement of the latter be-

ing proportional to the amount of mer-
cury displaced.

Operations at Esperanza
At a recent meeting of the Esperanza

Mining Company, which operates mines
in the El Oro district of Mexico, the

chairman said that during the last year

193,000 metric tons of ore were treated

at the Esperanza mine from which a

yield of £437,000, equivalent to about

$11 per metric ton, was obtained. The
net profit was £176,000, equal to >4A2
per ton, or £15,000 more than for the

previous year, and is equivalent to 38
per cent, on the capital. Four divi-

dends, totaling 30 per cent, of the

capitalization, were paid during the year.

It is estimated that there are in sight

367,000 metric tons of ore, which should

vield a profit of £289,000. The tailings

dumps, it is estimated, will yield a profit

of £K2,000 in addition to paying back

£41,000, the cost of the plant. The treat-

ment of these tailings has been discon-

tinued for the present.

The costs, including development, de-

preciation and all other charges, amount

to 18s. lOd. per ton, and with the plant

working at the full capacity of 1000 tons

daily, operating costs may be further re-

duced.

Developments in oxide ore have been

satisfactory, the sulphide ores are lower

in arade than had been expected and de-

velopments at depth are not encouraging.

There is considerable ground yet to be

developed and old filled stopes in the up-

per workings can be relied upon to sup-prises a nozzle plug screwed into the

pipe and projecting across it at the point ply some ore that can now be profitably

where the flow is to be measured, a me- treated.

ter element, and a recording mechanism.

The nozzle plug has two sets of orifices:

the leading set facing the direction of

flow, and a trailing set opposite.

The water impinging against the ori

The plant is now uptodate, and four

more tube mills and six Pachuca vats

have been added to the mill equipment.

Since the inception of the company 1 ]
[-

years ago, a total of £2,229.000. or 490

fices of the leading set develops a pres- per cent., has been paid in dividends.
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Steel Prices

Btever is to be the result of this

- preliminary outbreak of price re-

ductions in the steel trade, says the Even-

ing Post, at all events the episode forces

on fresh consideration the new economi-

cal theories of which the Steel Corpora-

tion has become the exponent. This is

the daw if not of new economic theories,

at least of new interpretation of the old

\X'hen principles of government

which had been accepted as immutable

are uprooted by constitutional experi-

- In as widely separated fields as

England and Arizona, when science and

philosophy are daily discovering new axi-

oms, it is not in the spirit of the time

to toss aside arguments which reject sup-

ply and demand as proper influences on

prices. If the Steel Corporation's theor-

ies are right, their correctness is not in

the least impaired by the fact that guei-

rillas in the outside trade refuse to recog-

nize them. The real question is, are they

right?

Economists who have looked on them

with a friendly eye. have presented two

sets of arguments in their favor. Reduc-

tion of prices at a time of industrial de-

pression is futile, because no one who is

not buying now will be induced to buy

because of lower prices. Either he has

not the purchase money, even at the low-

er price; or else the opportunity for

profitable and immediate use of his pur-

chased steel is too small to make conces-

sions in price an object; or else (this is a

very familiar argument) the saving to

the purchaser, through a cut of two or

three dollars a ton on structural material,

for instance, is so slight as to be negligi-

ble in a 10- or 20-story building. That

is the first line of reasoning. The second

is that a cut in prices, at a time of trade

reaction, is not fair to consumers who
bought before the cut—that it will upset

the business plans of such purchasers,

will probably induce them to withhold

further intended purchases until they are

sure that prices have touched bottom,

and will thus defeat its own purpose.

the very obvious comment on

these two arguments is, that tl.ey are mu-
tually destructive. If nobody will buy
more on such occasions with prices low

than with prices high, and, if there is no

advantage in buving at the reduction, and

if the margin between the higher and

in any case a matter of

indifference then how is the purchaser

wronged who bought at the higher price,

and why should he wait for the lower?
The Mand-pa' theorist impales himself on

the horn^ iwn dilemma.

The Tuth is, all past experience of

iat new buyers will

be attracted by a cut in prices: that fore-

sighted business men do find inducement
to accumul

• 1 that nothing iTutely

characteristic of successful enterprise in

the twentieth century than careful ob-

servance of economies in cost. Since

the beginning of commerce, every trad-

er in possession of his senses has been

aware that the way to stimulate a reluc-

tant market is to mark down the prices

of goods. That a dominant influence in

any trade, which should be used to re-

strain the excesses of rising prices in a

"boom"' and the sometimes equally mis-

chievous excesses of the "cut-throat com-

petition," is a most useful and salutary

thing, is a principle recognized a

thousand years before the Steel Corpora-

tion. But the industrial machinery which

undertakes to go very far beyond those

laudable achievements will be wiser in

reconstructing human nature first.

Ducktown Sulphur, Copper

and Iron Company
At the recent annual meeting of this

company it was stated that a contract for

the sale of its output of sulphuric acid

for 10 years had been secured at a price

which would enable the company to pay

a dividend of 10 per cent, on its ordinary

stock, even if the selling price for cop-

per should fall so low that there would

be no profit from it at all. Development

work in the mines has shown that the

ore reserves are larger than ever known
before. Diamond drilling in the Isabella

mine has proved the accuracy of previous

estimates of the large quantity of ore

existing in the deposit. Some of this ore

which contains a high percentage of sul-

phur, and less than the average of cop-

per, will pay for the manufacture of

sulphuric acid only.

Natramblygonite

Natramblygonite is, as the name indi-

cates, a sodium amblygonite (hydrofluo-

phosphate of alumina and soda with the

soda in part replaced by lithia). This
new mineral was found by Waldemar T.

Schaller, of the U. S. Geological Survey,

in a large mass of pegmatite about four

miles northwest of Canon City, Colo., in

a low oval hill composed of pegmatite

inclosed in contorted biotite and horn-

blende gneiss, in which the presence of

lithium minerals—lepidolite and pink

tourmaline—had already been noticed.

The minerals associated with it were few
in number and did not possess any unus-
ual properties. The specimen measured
about 7x5x3 cm. and in general appear-
ance much resembled massive amblygon-
ite. The hardness was 5.5 and the speci-

fic gravity about 3.01. The luster is vit-

reous, inclining to greasy; color, grayish

white lo white. Heated in a blow-pipe
flame the mineral fuses easily without

nation, but with a slight in-

himetCl an opaque white enamel.

MIC is colored vellow, with no in-

dication of the lithium red. In this par-

ticular natramblygonite differs markedly
from amblygonite and can thereby be dis-

tinguished from the common mineral. (It

would be well to test amblygonite from
different localities by this flame test.)

Heated in a closed tube, water is given

off and the mineral then quietly fuses

without decrepitation. The analyses
gave P.O-,, 44.35 per cent.; ALO ;i , 33.59;

Li20, 3.21; Na.O, 11.23; K,0, 0.14;

H.O, 4.78; F, 5.63; total, 102.93 per

cent.; less oxygen equivalent of the

fluorine, 2.37 per cent.; net total, 100.56

per cent.

Chronology of Mining for

May, 1911

May 5—Seven men killed by fire in the

Hartford mine of Republic Iron and Steel

Company at Negaunee, Mich.

May 8—Leaching plant of the Warrior

Copper Company in Gila county, Ariz.,

destroyed by fire.

May 11—Fire in the Boston colliery

of the Delaware & Hudson company at

Larksville, Penn., suffocates five men.
May 12—The mine tipple and build-

ings of the Pierson colliery near Jason-

ville, Ind., destroyed by fire.

May 15—Supreme Court orders dis-

solution of the Standard Oil Company of

New Jersey.

May 19—Bush fires at Porcupine de-

stroy surface plant of Hollinger and

other mines in Pearl and Gillies Lake

sections.

May 24—Cut in steel prices started by

Republic Iron and Steel Company.

May Dividends

The accompanying table shows the

amount per share and total amount of

the dividends paid during May, 1911,

United States Mining
Companies
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Ore Occurrence at Little Bell Mine
The Little Bell mine is situated near

Park City, Utah, on the eastern slope

of the Wasatch range, at an altitude of

8440 feet. The shaft and mine buildings

are near the head of a gulch which de-

scends in a northerly direction past the

Daly-West mine and connects with Em-
pire canon. The sides of the gulch are

not precipitous, but have slope enough

to cause occasional snowslides, one of

which, occurring in 1902, wrecked the

Quincy shaft and boarding house, killing

several people.

The property consists of some 20

claims, covering the ridge, which forms

the dividing line between Summit and

Wasatch counties, and also marks the

boundary between the Uintah and Snake

Creek mining districts. The ridge ex-

tends easterly and westerly between

Bonanza Flat and the basin at the head

of Empire canon. The greater area of

the claims lies north of the ridge, while

By Edward R. Zalinski *

Sit I orebodies in

llu i / tah rriin , a

repUu i ments in linu Horn

wht /-< Hi,
i 01,1,1, l u i Hi

quartziU havt b< i n < ut In

mint ralizing fissun

•Mining engineer, 607 Newhouse bulldine
Sail I.. ik- City, I tah.

ot 2400 ft. Ore is sent down to the

railroad in wagons or sleighs. Water is

obtained from the Ontario pipe line,

leading from one of the Bonanza Flat

lakes. The equipment consists of two
Sterling 80-h.p. boilers, with Underwood
automatic stokers, a 70-h.p. Fairbanks-

the lames in texture, though no ch<

analyses were made. 1 oi in-

terest

plicated form of occurre:

being genetically connected with thi

City ore-.

While porphyi BOUth
and west of the Little Bell shaft, it has

not been encountered by the vrorkii

the 700- ft. level, which extend under
this ground. This would indi

colithic character, or else that the

porphyry broke irregularly across the

bedding, rising from the south and west

The 300- ft. level of the Little Bell,

distance south of the shaft, encountered

porphyry with a nearly vertical dip, which

is a part of the belt that outcrop- on

the divide. The porphyry is evidently in

the form of a neck, or stock Ik

further development failed to cut its

continuation along the strike to the south-

east. Mineralization, in part at

Fig. 1. The Little Bell and Neighboring Mines, Park City District, Utah

a part of the property crosses the divide

on the southern or Bonanza Flat slope.

Two ridges extending northerly from the

divide and the gulch between them are

also covered by the claims. The Little

Bell mine lies on the southern edge of a

group of well known mines, among which

are the Daly West, Quincy—now owned
by the former company— Daly, and On-
tario. The Wabash, Lucky Bill and West
Quincy border it on the east and south,

while the Thompson Mining Company's
claims lie on the west and separate it

from the Daly-Judge. The West Quincy
and Thompson have recently been merged

under the name of the Quincy-Thompson
Consolidated.

Fig. 1 shows the Little Bell at the ex-

treme left, the dumps and shaft house

of the Quincy in the left center, the Daly

West mill and buildings on the right, and

the Anchor shaft of the Daly-Judge in

center background. The mine buildings

consist of an office and boarding house,

hoist house, compressor building, ore

bins, blacksmith's shop. etc.

The mine is reached by wagon road

by way of Ontario canon. Supplies are

hauled from Park City, a distance of

three miles, with a difference in elevation

Morse hoist, and an Ingersoll-Sergeani

10-drill compressor.

Geology

The surface of the Little Bell mine

is rounded, with few prominent outcrops.

Quartzite and limestone with intruded

porphyry are the principal country rocks.

The limestone belongs to the Park City

ore-bearing beds and covers the greater

part of the surface. It extends from the

-west end of the claims to the gulch, which

is shown on the left in Fig. 1. From

here easterly Ontario quamite outcrops,

the contact being along the bottom of the

gulch. The beds strike N. 20 to 30 deg.

nagnetic), and dip to the northwest

at 26 deg.. with local variations.

Porphyry outcrops along the divide on

the southern part of the claims. A
dike cuts across from here northwesterly

past the Quincy shaft toward the Daly

West. The porphyry is .1 into

the sediments in the form of dikes, and

possibly laccolithic masses. It forms an

irregular belt with an east-west trend,

extending across Little Bell ground and

some distance beyond to the east. Thin

sections indicate that the rock is a rapidly

cooled form of monzonite approaching

was subsequent to the intrusion. Thin

seams of sulphides are found along

fractures in the porphyry, hut so far no

ore has been developed either in it, or

along its contact with the limestone.

Non-igneous Rock-

The ore-bearing beds of the camp and

adjoining formation are well exposed on

the divide sovth of the Little Bell,

is a section along this ridge. The ele-

vations are by barometer reading, taking

the Daly West shaft as 8260 ft. Begin-

ning on the east, are limestone beds of

unknown thickness, which, according to

are of lower Carboniferous

So far no » orebodies have

developed in this lower limestone and it

has proved of relatively little economic

ince. On top of these beds lies

rio quartzite about 19

thick, which contains interbedded lime-

of small thickness. The Ontario

quartzite forms the foot-wall of many of

rge replacement orebodies of the

district. The ore-bearing limestone

on top of the Ontario quartzite and is

about 600 ft. in thickness. It forms the

.'!'. I S. Gi
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country rock for the bonanza orebodies.

. i made tfu ted. Above

this a: - of thick, red shale, lime-

stone and sandstone beds. A more de-

jription of the beds is given

by Boutwell.-

Ignbous Rocks

There are two t\ pes of igneous rock

exposed along the ridge: a fine-grained

' diorite. which fonns a saddle

southwest of the Anchor shaft of the

Daly-Judge, and a coarser porphyritie

.vhich breaks through the ridge at

various points, and which has been re-

to as porphyry. The section (Fig.

- ideal insofar as the underground

relations of the igneous rocks are con-

cerned, though it shows their surface ex-

tent with accuracy, and indicates the

points where porphyry broke through the

sediments. The extent of the porphyry

underground is probably somewhat

greater than shown in the section. It is

a question whether the rock forms only

a thick belt or dike along the ridge, or

whether it has widened out along the bed-

ding in places forming laccolithic masses,

which are now exposed by erosion. In

favor of the latter view are the facts

that the underground workings of the

Little Bell pass under this ground and do

not encounter porphyry, except at one

point on the 300- ft. level. There are also

several small shafts east of the Lucky

bill which enter porphyry and pass into

quartzite at no great depth. The

porphyry may be partly in the form of

sills, and break across from bed to bed.

If this is not the case, it would be neces-

sary to regard a part of the rock as ex-

trusive to account for the above occur-

rence. The greater part, however, if not

all. is undoubtedly intrusive.

rock is a rapidly cooled form of

monzonite. !n hand specimens, it is

greenish to grayish in color, and shows

phenocrysts of feldspar from 1 16 inch

inch in length, which give the rock

a spec!.!?d appearance. The ground-

mass is fine-grained and compact, inclos-

ing occasional needles of hornblende.

Rock sections under the miscroscope

show both soda-lime and potash feldspar.

The hornblende is partly altered to chlor-

te and augite are present

in smal! quantity. The accessory miner-

als are apatite and zircon. There is no
in the base, but rapid cooling is

shown iticground-

which. with approximately equal

quant: ioclase

would bring the rock under the latil

rapidly cooled form of a mon/onite

magma. hies a

I ngham n.'
i ljoin-

ntact in Sap gulch,

near tl

and had evidently

'

cooled rapidly near the contact. Thin

sections of this rock are nearly identical

with those of the Park City porphyry.

Ore Occurrence

The orebodies in the Little Bell occur

along the contact of a small bed of

quartzite in the Park City limestone. This

bed is called the intermediate quartzite

and is from 18 to 50 ft. thick. It is

separated from the Ontario quartzite by

150 ft. Quartzite forms the foot-wall, and

the ore replaces the limestone where the

contact is cut by mineralizing fissures.

Ore makes in some beds above the con-

tact. In the Silver King Coalition and

other properties the ore makes on the

contact of the Ontario quartzite with

the limestone, but until recently no

ore has been found here in the Little

Bell.

is the only reversed fault noted and has

a throw of about 25 ft. It brings lime-

stone on the west into contact with the

foot-wall quartzite. There are numerous
barren fissures, with or without gouge,

striking in various directions. The dips

in all cases are steep, ranging from 50 to

90 degrees.

The ore was deposited in lenticular

bodies, having a maximum thickness near

the mineralizing fissure and gradually

feathering out along the bedding. The

greatest length of these lenses is along

the fissure and ore may extend a hundred

feet or more on the dip of the beds. Usu-

ally the ore is 2 to 4 ft. in thickness. In

some places there are two layers of ore,

one 2 to 3 ft. thick lying along the

quartzite foot-wall and separated from a

second layer or bed of ore by 4 to 5 ft.

of white limestone. The upper ore lying
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There has been strong Assuring and

faulting. Both prominent northeast and

northwest fissures occur with zones of

marked crushing and shearing. The

principal Assuring is northeast, and the

prevailing dip is steep to the northwest,

except in the mineral-bearing fissures,

most of which dip steeply to the south

toward the porphyry. Faulting in nearly

all cases is normal and with relatively

small displacement. Some strike fault-

ing on the bedding has occurred. The

fissures along which marked displace-

ment is shown include some of the min-

eral-bearing fissures. These strike most-

ly northeast and dip southeast. On these

fissures the southeast side is the down
throw.

In general, on the east-west faults the

north Mde has moved to the west on the

northwest faults, the southwest side is the

down throw and movement was to the

I here is one north-south fault on
"i tt. level on which the west, or

ill side is the down throw. This

over this varies from 1 to 3 ft. in thick-

ness. This may make a total of 7 to 8

ft. between the foot and hanging. The
intermediate band of white limestone may
be more or less replaced by ore. Near
the fissures, the ore sometimes extends

from 10 to 15 ft. above the bedded de-

posits into the limestone.

Nature of the Ore

The chief valuable metals are silver

and lead, with copper and some gold. In

shipment lots the ore assays approxi-

mately 21 per cent, lead, 76 oz. silver,

0.05 oz. gold, 2.25 per cent, copper. It

carries an excess of iron, and brings net

smeltery returns between S40 and $50 per

ton. A considerable tonnage of lower

grade ore has also been developed. Ga-

lena and pyrite are the chief ore min-

erals. The former occurs both coarsely

crystalline and fine-grained. There is also

some cerusite, anglesite and tetrahedrite

(gray copper). Oxidation has extended

to below the 700- ft. level, so that sul-
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ph'fie and carbonate ore occur together.

The galena often remains in lumps and

nodules in otherwise oxidized ore. Sil-

ver occurs principally with the galena

and gray copper. The latter, where oxi-

dized, colors the ore blue and green, with

azurite and malachite. Where these min-

erals are present, the ore often assays

high in silver. The gold probably occurs

with the pyrite, which is now largely oxi-

dized to hematite and limonite. This is

present in appreciable quantity, giving

the ores a reddish-brown color. There is

also a varying amount of manganese

staining. In only a few places is pyrite

seen fresh and unaltered, and then in

silicious material surrounding the ore-

bodies. Zinc sulphide is not common,

but is occasionally noted in small quan-

Fig. 3 shows a part of the 700-ft. level

where ore was discovered, with Assuring
and some of the displacements. It will

be seen that the prevailing Assuring here

is approximately parallel to the Little

Bell fissure, on which Raise 1 and Raise

2 are driven, and dips to the south. There
have been two or more periods of fault-

ing, one nearly east and west, and one
approximately north and south. The lat-

ter is the older. Its continuation cannot

be found on the north side 6f the Little

Bell fissure.

Sections AB and CD (Fig. 4) are on

either side of the Little Bell fissure, and

show the position of the orebodies here

as far as developed in September, 1906.

On the north side of the fissure (section

AB), the ore follows the contact with

Sections AB and CD
Scale 120 Ft.—1 la.

.---'' ^-^J.I.C.Diiftri,

^^^
Zfci Enffinci ring j Mining Journal J)

Fig. 4. Sections of 700-ft. Level, Little Bell Mine

tity. It is not present in large enough

amounts to show in the smelter returns.

Quartz and calcite are the principal

gangue minerals.

The first ore discovered was found in

the Little Bell fissure, which was cut on

the 700-ft. level in drifting from the

shaft toward the West Quincy (J. I. C).
Where cut, the fissure carried streaks of

ore running well in silver with some lead

in iron and manganese stained vein-matter.

It was followed westerly a short distance,

and opened into galai a ore when the con-

tact was reached. Some galena also oc-

curred in the fissure itself. The strike is

north 80 de;i. west, and dip 76 deg. south.

It is 3 to 7 ft. between walls, and carries

galena and lead carbonate with much iron

staining. The south side, or hanging has

dropped and moved to the east. There

are a number of similar displacements of

small throw along south-dipping fissures

on the 700-ft. level. In most cases the

south side has moved to the east.

the intermediate quartzite, and also

makes in the limestone 20 to 30 ft. above

the contact. On the south side of the

fissure (section CD) ore also occurs in a

north-south fault, and makes out from

this fault in the limestone, and along the

contact.

The Mine Workings

A winze has been sunk on the Little

Bell fissure from the 700-ft. level and

connections made with the 900-ft. level

of the Daly West. This secures good ven-

tilation and drainage by way of the On-

tario tunnel. Before this, the water was

drained from the 700-ft. level by means

of sumps sunk in fractured quartzite. Ar-

rangements have been made with the

Daly West to furnish compressed air.

Two levels were opened from the winze

below the 700-ft. level and ore is hoisted

by a donkey engine and sent out to the

Little Bell shaft. The ore below the 700

has been found on both sides of the fis-

sure, and in the fissure itself, sometimes
making into the limestone several

wide along ihe contact of the Ontario

quartzite.

Mining is carried on in the usual man-
ner. The ground holds well and but lit-

tle timbering is required. Stulls are used

in the stopes and square sets where the

ore is of sufficient thickness. Ore is

hoisted at the Little Bell shaft and passes

through a sorting-house on the way to

the bins. Some of the ore is sorted, and

a part put on the second-class dump.
A mill with a capacity of 100 tons daily

has been built to treat this material which

has accumulated and also the ores of

milling grade developed in the mine.

F.iectric power is furnished by the Snake
Creek Power Company.

Determination of Tin in Pre-

sence of Antimony

J. A. Sanchez describes (Bull, dc la

Soc. Chirn. dc France of Oct. 5, 1910)

a method for the estimation of tin in the

presence of antimony, which is rapid, and,

in cases where the tin is present in rela-

tively small amount, accurate. The method

depends on the fact that ferric chloride

oxidizes stannous chloride to stannic

chloride, while it is without action on an-

timonious chloride. Therefore, if stan-

nous and antimonious chlorides occur to-

gether in solution, the tin may, in the

absence of interfering salts, be titrated

directly by means of a ferric-chloride so-

lution of known strength, the end-point

of the titration being indicated by the ap-

pearance of a persistent greenish-yellow

color.

When tin and antimony have been sep-

arated from other metals as sulphides the

following method is recommended. The

sulphides are dissolved by heating with

concentrated hydrochloric acid with the

addition of a gram or two of powdered

potassium chlorate, added a little at a

time, and the solution is diluted with an

equal bulk of hot water and filtered

from particles of unoxidized sulphur. The

filtrate is next warmed with some alumi-

num wire in a flask fitted with a Bunsen

valve. A violent disengagement of gas

takes place, and the whole of the anti-

mony is precipitated as metal, the tin

being reduced to the stannous state.

When action has ceased, the solution is

diluted somewhat with boiling water,

filtered, and the filtrate titrated hot with

ferric chloride after addition of more

hydrochloric acid. The metallic antimony

is dissolved in hydrochloric acid (1:1)

with addition of a little iodine solution,

from time to time, and the antimony pre-

cipitated as sulphide. Large quantities of

tin cannot be estimated in this manner

without possibility of errors which may

exceed 0.5 per cent., but where the total

amount of tin is only some 1 or 2 per

cent., the method is said to he as accurate

as can reasonably be required.
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The Management of Mexican Labor
To manage Mexican labor successfully

it is
•

.it the outset to take into

-ration the fact that the Mexican

peon is of a race whose habits and char-

are those of a simple-minded

people, accustomed for generations to

conditions not far removed from actual

servitude and who have not yet learned

on their own initiative. Thes

ditions are gradually changing, due to the

ise in educational facilities and the

influences of modern civilization. The

successful manager is the one who under-

s the limitations of the people and

:ng to adapt his methods to their

ss. Above all he must have un-

i patience.

i to say that in the mining in-

at least, the most intelligent labor-

ers are found in the mechanical depart-

ment. Here the standard of work and

efficiency is rapidly increasing and it is

quite possible now to get native mechan-

ics who are fully capable of performing

ctorilv the dailv run of small re-

pairs at any large mine, though it is still

considered necessary to employ a for-

eigner to direct and systematize the work

and assume the responsibility of the

more important undertakings.

Management of the Inefficient

On the other hand the ordinary miner

is an uncertain quantity. Generally, this

class of labor inefficient and therefore

cheap, and with this in mind it is readily

understood that some ingenuity is re-

quired on the part of the superintendent

in order to treat the men in a fair-minded

way and at the same time protect the in-

terests of the company. The best solution

of this problem seems to be some method

of contracting for every possible class of

underground work. By a close adherence

to this principle the underground superin-

tendent of a well known mining company
reduced his working costs 20 per cent, in

three months. This man had studied the

Mexican peon and knew his points of

weakness.

'here are special cases

where it is imp contract for the

required work, but as a general rule the

only v »p the costs within reason-

able limits, is to have all drifting, stop-

'ling, tramming,

track-laying and even hoisting don.- by

contract.

All com- mild be terminated

at the end ( r the
•

with contracts running for a fortnight or

longer is liable to frequent d y

many casc

uch in name only, every man
|ually in the profits

es. and the contract bec

By Evan Fraser-Campbell *

The most intelligent labo-

rs rs art found among the

machinists ami mechanics.

At mines the greatest effi-

ciency is attained by assign-

ing tasks and small con-

tracts.

•Mining engineer, 74 Wall street. New
York.

tically a small benevolent association

with the company paying the bills.

Manner of Letting Contracts

In drifting there are two general ways

of letting the contract, either by the dis-

tance driven or by the length of hole act-

ually drilled. In the latter case no ac-

count is taken of the advance. Under

the first of these systems the contract

is given to an individual who provides

his labor, pays for the supplies used, does

the necessary mucking and tramming and

is responsible to the shift boss for the

progress of the work. In the other case

each pair of men work under a separate

contract, so that in a given face there

may be two or three different contracts,

each independent of the others. Under
this system, the shift boss has to ascer-

tain at the beginning of his shift the

number of pairs of men he needs and as-

sign them to the various working faces.

As soon as possible thereafter he must
visit them underground and point their

holes, thus assuring himself that the

work will be done to the best advantage

and again measure the amount drilled by

each pair at the end of the shift, so that,

unless he is provided with several assist-

ants, a considerable amount of time is

lost at the beginning and end of each
shift. In addition extra men may be

needed to load and fire the holes after

they have been measured, for with this

form of contract the responsibility of the

contractors ends when the holes have
been put in, the cost of the powder re-

quired being borne by the company In

this way. with experienced men the cost of

explosives is reduced to a minimum. Final-

ly there is the added trouble of getting su t-

ficient men to make up the full quota of

the -'lift, and this is indeed a serious draw-
back, as anyone conversant with Mexican
labor will appreciate, for a native, rec-

d by his countrymen as a leader,

can dailv bring a hundred men to work
'In- alien shift boss can collect hut

half that number with any regularity.

I

r the first system the time of the

shift bos^ is not taken up witli the in-

rable details outlined above and he

can devote his energies to keeping the

general routine of work running smooth-

ly and the other duties of his position.

The contractor knows his working face

and hence little time is lost at the be-

ginning and end of each shift, and finally

the number of men required to oversee

the work is reduced to a minimum. How-
ever, the cost of explosives is apt to

reach startling proportions, for compara-

tively few Mexican miners understand

the placing of holes to produce the best

results, or have any conception of the

amount of powder required for a given

burden. Opposed to these advantages is

the fact that under the second plan the

work is accomplished much more effi-

ciently and economically.

It will be seen, therefore, that both

these methods possess distinct advan-

tages. Local conditions would have to

be considered before adopting either

method, but as a general rule at a small

mine the second system will give more
satisfactory results, whereas in a mine
where there are many workings the first

system should be adopted. It frequent-

ly happens in outlying districts that the

available supply of labor is controlled

by one man, whose good will once ob-

tained, will settle the labor question for

the superintendent.

Where the contract is let by the length

of hole drilled, it is generally advisable

to set a separate contract at a per car

price for tramming the broken rock.

Contracts for Stoping

In stoping there are several methods of

letting contracts. The shift boss may
set a price per linear meter depending on

the cubical contents of the strip to be re-

moved and the fact that extra men must

be supplied by the contractor to throw

the ore into the chutes. Occasionally a

separate contract is let for this purpose,

but seldom with satisfactory results.

Sometimes a contract is let for the meter

of hole drilled, .but this necessitates the

unsatisfactory method of another contract

for throwing the ore into the chutes, as

well as the numerous disadvantages that

have already been mentioned. Perhaps

the best plan is to let the contract for a

given stope to one man at so much a car,

the amount paid the contractor being de-

termined by the number of cars of ore

drawn from the stope and delivered at

the station. Each contractor is provided

with metal lags marked with the number
of his stope, one of which he places

in every car. This tag is removed at the

surface and the total number placed to

the credit of the contractor. By com-
paring this record with that from under-

ground a good check is obtained. The

usual precautions are necessary to pre-

vent the contractor from mixing waste

with ore.
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All timbering, whether square set or

drift set, should be paid for by the set in

place and, as is usual in all contract

work, should be thoroughly inspected be-

fore being credited to the contractor for

the reason that few Mexicans understand

the art or the necessity for good tim-

bering and are inclined to be careless in

framing the sets and putting them in

place. It is best to have all timber

framed outside the mine.

Filling Stopes

It is always difficult in most mines to

have the filling keep pace with the stop-

ing, but the following method has always

proved satisfactory where judiciously

used. A daily contract is let to a gang of

men for filling a given space, the amount

to be filled depending on the number of

men in the gang and the number of cubic

yards of dirt a man can move in a day

under the existing conditions, which

amount can only be determined by ex-

perience. The understanding is that as

soon as the stipulated amount is done the

men can come to the surface receiving a

full day's wage for the work. The pros-

pect of a short day at full pay is a great

incentive, but as the work rccomplished

is usually much more than would be done

under other conditions the company does

not lose by the transaction. Occasionally

little leniency in the amount to be done

does no harm and when the system is

established the results are astonishing.

This system of giving a tarea or task is

generally acceptable to Mexican workmen.

Tramming and. Sinking

With regard to tramming, it is best to

put the trammers on contract at so much
a car delivered at the shaft. A good head

carman will see that the ore is trammed
impartially from every chute. The tally

for each carman may be kept by the man
in charge of the station. A slightly

higher rate may be paid for cars filled by

shovel from the floor as in the case of

cleaning out old headings.

In hoisting, where the output is suffi-

ciently large it is well to give a contract

to the cage or skip tenders of a few

centavos a car based on the average daily

run, with a bonus for every car above a

stipulated number. This system tends to

keep the hoist working to full capacity

and hence economically, it being per-

fectly clear to all hands that time wasted

is money out of pocket.

In sinking winzes or small shafts it is

rare that a contract whereby the con-

tractor is paid for the advance he makes
is satisfactory to the mine foreman, for

the average Mexican knows little or noth-

ing about down holes. The best method
is to engage as many pairs of miners as

necessary and set them a contract per

meter of hole actually drilled, each pair

working independently of all others. Poor

workers are thus easily recognized and

can be . removed. A responsible head

man is necessary who will point the holes
and be otherwise directly responsible to

the shift boss who measures the holes
and superintends the loading and firing
which may be done at convenient inter-
vals. The muck is hoisted and paid for
by the bucket, but during the period when
mucking is in progress all the men par-
ticipate equally in the amount earned.
Men can make good wages by this method
and the costs are kept as low as possible.
The timbering is contracted for separate-
ly. The chief advantage of this method
is that only work actually done is paid
for and the time that may be spent doing
it does not enter into the calculation.

All track work should be done by the
tarea system, which gives better results

than any other way.

The basic principle to be observed in

all dealings with the native of the land
of mahana is to so define his work that

the amount of compensation he receives

depends directly upon actual results ob-

tained, thus making the time required a

negligible factor in the calculation.

Determination of Alumina
By T. W. Cavers

The method of determining alumina in

ores, slags, etc., described below, has
been in use at the Tennessee Copper
Company for some time and has given

greater satisfaction than either the phos-

phate or the electrolytic method. This

method was suggested by the qualitative

test for alumina in the presence of iron

and chromium, described by H. H. Wil-

lard, of the University of Michigan, with

modifications to make it practicable for

quantitative work.

For ores containing only iron and

alumina of the metals of the third group,

the regular scheme of analysis is fol-

lowed. The sample is fused with car-

bonates, silica removed and iron and

aluminum precipitated with ammonia. The

iron and aluminum are then separated by

treatment with hydrogen peroxide and a

weak solution of sodium hydroxide. If

the ore contains manganese, it must be

removed. The iron, aluminum and

chromium if present, are thrown down

by means of barium carbonate, after the

removal of the silica, and the separation

of the iron and aluminum made as be-

fore. Any chromium present goes into

solution as sodium chromate along with

the aluminum. The solution containing

aluminum and chromium is made acid

with nitric acid and the aluminum precip-

itated with ammonia, the chromium re-

maining in solution.

Procedure—Manganese Absent

The procedure, when manganese is

not present, is as follows: Digest 0.5

gram of the sample with HNO, or

HCI, as the nature of the ore requires,

Tennessee Copper Company, Coppertalll,

Ton n.

filter, fuse the residue .. . an(j
potassium carb<"

add the filtrate and
dryne- n with water and take
to dr\:-

HCI, boil, then filter ofl the silica.

from lh< 5iO |i

with NH.OH, add 5 ^ra;ii- .Nil (J and
bring to a boil. Filter and wash twice

with hot water. Reserve the filtrate for

CaO and MgO.
Transfer the precipitated hydroxides

to a beaker with as little water as pos-

sible, add 10 c.C. H O and 10 e.e. normal
(approximately I NaOH and bring to a

boil. Filter through the paper from
which the hydroxides were washed.
Wash twice with hot water, with the ad-

dition, each time, of 1 c.c. NaOH solu-

tion and 1 c.c. HO., to the funnel.

Transfer the precipitate again to the

beaker and repeat the treatment with

HO. and NaOH. The iron remains

quantitatively on the paper as Fe(OH),
and is determined by the bichromate or

permanganate method. The filtrate con-

tains the aluminum. Make the filtrate dis-

tinctly acid with HCI, and take to dry-

ness to render any SiO. which may have

teen introduced in the NaOH solution

insoluble. Take up with 2 or 3 c.c.

HCI and water, filter off the silica and

from the filtrate precipitate the aluminum
as AH OH); by the addition of 5 grams
NH ; C1 and a slight excess of ammonia.
Boil, filter, wash the precipitate well

with hot water, ignite and weigh as

Al.O:. The filtrate from the AHOHh
generally contains a little lime and mag-

nesia, held up by the heavy hydroxide

precipitate, so it is added to the filtrate

from the first precipitation of the iron

and aluminum, and CaO and MgO de-

termined in the usual manner.

Procedure—Manganese Presknt

The procedure, when manganese is

present, is as follows: Make the filtrate

from Si02, above, almost neutral with

NaXO: and precipitate Fe, Al and Cr if

present, with BaCO, emulsion. Allow to

stand in stoppered flask for three or four

hours. Shake frequently. Filter and

wash well by decantation. The filtrate

contains Mn (Co, Ni, Zn), Ca and Mg.

Treat the precipitate containing Fe, AI,

etc., with NaOH and HO, and determine

Al O: as described above, but make the

filtrate from the Fe(OH). precipitate

acid with HNO: instead of HCI. be-

fore precipitating with NH.OH. To

the filtrate from the BaCO precipi-

tation, add a little NH.OH and throv/

down Mn and the remaining metals of

the third group, with (NH.) S. Filter

off the sulphides, make the filtrate acid

with HCI, boil, precipitate the excess of

barium as sulphate and proceed for CaO
and MgO as usual. Blanks must be run

on the HO: and NaOH solution in the

manner described for alumina above, to

determine the necessary correction.
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Ore Reduction in the Harz—

I

Harz mountains, in which an
: mines famous for their an-

tiquity and productiveness, arc an ag-

te of hills ranging in night from

2000 to 3500 ft. in the northwestern part

rman) and cover an area of about

quart miles. The part west of the

of mountains constitutes

what is geographically designated as the

Harz in distinction to the eastern

part, which is called the Lower Harz.

Administratively, but not conforming to

the g. I designation, a small

strip of territory in the extreme north-

rn part of the Upper Harz wherein

the town of Goslar is situated is called

the "Communion Unterharz" (Lower

Harz Community). The mines and re-

duction works of this territory are owned

jointly by Prussia and the duchy of

Brunswick, the former owning four-

sevenths and the latter a three-sevenths

inter.

The Harz mountains are encompassed

by trunk lines of the Prussian state rail-

from which feeders run up the

most important valleys. The Lower

Harz is more conspicuous for the beauty

and grandeur of its scenery, while the

Upper Harz attained its fame through

its mineral wealth. Only one mile south

of the town of Goslar we have the Ram-

melsberg with its great deposit of low-

grade lead and copper ores and farther

to the south, on the table land of Claus-

thal. the whole country is mineralized,

which gave rise to the seven mining

towns of Lautenthal. Wildemann, Grund,

Zellerfeld. Clausthal, Altenau and St.

Andreasberg.

Ram.melsberc Ore Deposits

The ore deposit of the Rammelsberg

has been definitely identified as a reg-

ular stratum in the Goslar slate of the

Devonian era, having followed all its

foldings and faultings, and even con-

taining index petrifactions of that slate.

During the folding process the strata

tilted, so that what was orig-

inally the hanging- is now the foot-wall

and i « By a transverse fault

about the middle of its longitudinal ex-

tent the ore deposit has been divided

into a southwestern or "old lode" and a

northeastern or "new lode." Owing to

the foldings the width of the lode va-

tt. and upward. Its

: length is 3036 ft. The

mine I rked through three shafts

and a main adit; a number of ancient

n utilized for ventilation.

All t!. ted is railed to the

•f the main adit and trammed over

ral ore dump \

second adit having its mouth below

the town the mine,

cally driven pumping machin-

By O. H. Hahn*

-1 district noted for its

refractory ores and compli-

cated treatment processes.

A new zinc-recovery pro-

cos -the Pape-Witter-

Babe -insures work for a

long time in the retreatment

of old slag.

Metallurgist, Schlllerstrasse ti, Jena, <;pr-

many.

ery discharges the water from the

lower levels into this adit. The greatest

depth attained by the main hoisting shaft

is 1312 ft. below the level of the valley.

The ores of the Rammelsberg mines

are not notable for their richness, but for

their abundance and their refractory

character. According to the order in

which they are deposited in the lode

from hanging- to foot-wall Professor

Klochmann, 1 of Aix-la-Chapelle, enum-
erates: (1) Kupferkniest, that is, clay

slate impregnated with copper and iron

pyrites, assaying about 4 per cent, of

copper; (2) a dense aggregate of cop-

per pyrites and iron pyrites with a slight

admixture of arsenical pyrites, and

sphalerite assaying from 5 to 25 per

cent, copper; (3) in the center of the

lode the so called meliert ores (mixed

ores), i.e., extremely fine layers of cop-

per pyrites and galena, intimately blended

with sphalerite, assaying about 12 per

cent, in lead and 5 per cent, copper;

(4) lead ores proper, that is fine-grained

aggregates of galena, sphalerite, iron

pyrites and barite, with 12 per cent, lead

and up to 24 per cent. zinc.

The silver content varies between 3

and 6 oz. per ton. There is also a slight

amount of gold in the ores which has

been indirectly computed from the dore

bullion produced, at from 30 to 60c. per

ton. A variety of other metallic min-

erals, such as nickel, cobalt, bismuth,

make their presence known in the sub-

sequent metallurgical operations. Quartz

is scarce and only found in visible quan-

tity in fissures and cracks through the

country rock, while barytes is abundant.

Water Concentration a Failure

All attempts ai concentrating these ores

by water having proved futile, technically

II as financially, a rough hand dress-

ing; in the mine had to he resorted to.

I,, i Htlttenwi en de Ober
il> ran • .•!" n \ "ii II Bn nnlza, !•'.

Klofkmann \ Lengemann, A. Lympber,
tttuttgart, i

The smalls are sent above ground and

dumped over a grizzly. The fine stuff

from there goes to a rotating picking

table where, by a spray of water from

a rose, it is washed clean and a number
of boys engage in sorting out the dif-

ferent classes. The finest material is

passed through jigs.

The meliert copper ore and the kupfer-

kniest go to the Okerhiitte for reduc-

tion, the lead ores to Juliushiitte and
Sophienhiitte, all three belonging to the

Lower Harz Community. The ore is

hauled in wagons directly to the reduc-

tion works as a matter of policy and
economy, instead of taking it to the rail-

road depot at Goslar and loading it on

cars.

Lead Smelting at Juliushuette

Juliushiitte is situated on the line of

the state railway from Goslar to Seesen.

It was originally built in 1575, but has

undergone so many alterations that there

is nothing ancient about it now but the

outlines of the metallurgical process. I

did not see any sampling arrangements,

but I presume that the ore is now sam-
pled. Under the old regime, prior to

1866, this was not the case, for as Kerr
has it, "owing to the wide fluctuations in

the composition of the ores, no results

fit for checking the metallurgical opera-

tions could be obtained by assaying

them."

Mr. Brauning, general manager of the

Oker works, has computed the min-

eralogical composition of the lead ores3

from analyses made at his laboratory

and gives it as follows: Sphalerite, 36

per cent.; iron pyrite, 24; barite, 16;

galena, 14; copper pyrites, 1.5; gangue,

8.5 per cent.

Heap Roasting Still Practised

As a preliminary to smelting, the ore is

first roasted in heaps of 400 or 500 tons

on a bed of pine cordwood in the open.

Flues are left in this bed to provide for

draft, but no chimney as formerly. The

heaps are prepared with great care, and

the sides and top are covered with fines

from a former roast. As this method of

roasting, crude as it is, has been prac-

tised for more than 250 years, it is quite

natural that it should be understood to

perfection.

The roasting process is conducted

in such a manner that sulphates

and not oxides are formed from the

metallic sulphides present; hence the tem-

-Kcri. "Die Rammelsberger Httttenprozesse
am Communion Unterharz." 2 Auflage. Claus-
thal, 1861.

s"Vorkommen unci Gewlnnung der Kara-
melsberger Erze und die Unterharzer HUtten-
prozesse." i'\ \v. Wimmer and J. Brttuntng.
xcitsrhrlfi fiir daa Bcrff-, Hilttcn- und
Bfllincniocaen i»> Preuaaioachen Stnate, Vol.
Preuaa. Zeit. f. li.. II. u. 8., Vol. XXV, 1877.
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iperature must be kept low, not exceed-

ing 500 deg. C. The first fire lasts eight

to nine months, after which the heap is

taken apart.

The lump ore is broken up with

sledge hammers and at once con-

signed to the second fire. The fine ma-
terial from the interior of the heap is

especially rich in sulphates and goes to

the leaching plant for the purpose of ex-

tracting all the soluble zinc sulphate. The
deckenerz (covering ore) is not fit for

leaching on account of its crude state

nor for reroasting on account of its fine-

ness. It is left to weather in the open

and later on goes directly into the smelt-

ing charge.

No screening is done in taking apart a

roast heap to avoid the raising of dust,

out of consideration for the health of the

workmen, but rakes and tools like coke

forks are used to separate the coarse

from the fine. The second and third

Roasted Orb Leached in Barrels

in the leaching plant the fine ore is

first revolved with water in rotating bar-
rels provided with T-shar. tirrera
and curved guide plates to dissolve the
sulphates. After the lapse of five hours
the solution is drained off into a s;

of settling tanks to allow impurities to

subside, heated in a lead pan to precipi-
tate all the basic salts of iron and man-
ganese, and finally pumped into crystal-

lizing vats where the pure zinc-vitriol

crystallizes out. This is subsequently
calcined to get rid of most of the com-
bined water and is now ready for the
trade. It is used in cotton-printing fac-

tories, but more largely for the manufac-
ture of lithopone, a white paint composed
of zinc sulphide and barium sulphate,

much in demand for inside painting.

The leached ore is dried in reverberatory

furnaces and then goes to the charge
floor where it is mixed with the roasted

<>PhiX *• Hwiover. Bremen C

BrunswickjT 1

AGoslar jpoker^.

RamiuelsWrg, A Harzbu

Sketch Map oe
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fires are effected under roofs in sheds,

the second lasting four months, the third

six weeks. The sulphur content of the

roasted ore then still amounts to 4 or

5 per cent.

A peculiarity of the process as car-

ried on here is the winning of sul-

phur as a byproduct. This is pre-

sumably the free atom of sulphur of the

pyrites which escapes oxidation and sub-

limes to the surface of the heap, where

it is collected in hollow places made for

that purpose and dipped out into molds.

Subsequently it is refined by melting it

and skimming off the impurities. Kerl

states that in the year 1850, as much as

90 tons of crude sulphur were thus saved

and figured out that it almost paid for

the cost of roasting. If it were not for

the fact that the country in the immedi-

ate vicinity of the works is unfit for

agricultural or pastoral purposes, the

roasting in heaps would not be tolerated.

lump ore and properly fluxed for smelt-

ing with quartzose material, slag from

Okerhiitte and iron in the shape of mill

cinder, iron-refinery slag, spent pyrites,

etc. The charge is smelted with 22 per

cent, of coke in circular blast furnaces,

16 ft. 4 in. high from smeltery floor to

top and provided with five water-cooled,

cast-iron tuyeres arranged symmetrically

around the furnace, leaving only the front

bare. These furnaces differ in shape

from Pilz furnaces in that they are cylin-

drical in the upper half, widen out grad-

ually to within a foot above the tuyeres,

thus forming a truncated cone, and then

narrow down again. This shape has been

found to suit the particular smelting ma-

terial best. The breast of the furnaces

is kept open, they are what the Germans

call sumpfofen (sump furnaces or

open-breasted furnaces). They are built

entirely of masonry, the fireproof ma-

terial being clay slate. The crucible is

made of brasquc con
:

coke slack and one of loam.

Smoi

The smoke is draw n

tral tube inserted in the open top of the

furnace and joined to a I that

runs into a dt .iber com.
a brick stack about 100 ft. hi^h. The
fumes of the slag tap and the lead tap

are drawn into hoods, which connect
through a 'onu tube with a separate
stack 105 ft. high and of 3 ft. 3 in. i

ing at the top. To prevent contrary winds
from driving the fumes back into the

and through that into the furnace build-

ing, the crown of the chimney is provided
with a Johns' patent hood (made at a ma-
chine shop near Erfurt), which has been
found to check efficiently that annoy-
ance and at the same time not impede the

draft. This ventilating arrangement was
devised by the present manager, who
was opposed to the installation of ex-

haust fans with their attendant whirring

noises and breakdowns, and gives entire

satisfaction. There are 10 circular fur-

naces in the establishment, the capacity

of which is rated at 15 tons of ci

or 10 tons of ore each per 24 hours.

The blast is derived from Enke blowers

and kept at a pressure of 1 in. of mer-
cury.

It is sought to make a slag with 12

per cent. SiO,, which is said to hold the

oxides of zinc and barium in solution, its

corroding action on the walls of the fur-

nace brings, however, the SiO. higher,

as will be seen from the subjoined analy-

sis taken from Wimmer & Brauning's

monograph: SiO., 16.9; FeO, 35.05;

ZnO, 19.64; BaSO,, 10.24; A1.0 , 6.31;

CaO, 6.05 per cent.

The slag is run into conical pots, brok-

en up after cooling and sent to Oker to

be dezinkified by the Pape process.' Al-

though the ore is not dead roasted, there

is no matte perceptible in the slag, nor

on the lead bullion tapped from the fur-

naces. The slag is heavy, of a brownish

black, earthy color and full of air holes.

The lead bullion is tapped at fixed inter-

vals from the forehearth of the furnace

into a cast-iron tap basin and ladled into

flat, round molds. The disk-like cakes

of lead bullion are carted to Okerhiitte

for refining. The flue dust saved is as

light as tinder and of a grayish color. It

is leached and smelted along with the

ore.

Owing to the formation of unavoidable

zinc incrustations in the crucible and of

accretions in the shaft of the furnace,

and owing to the corrosive nature of the

basic slag, the furnaces make only short

runs of six weeks' duration, when they

require barring out and repairing. All

the machinery with the exception of that

of the leaching plant, as boilers, engines,

turbines, dynamos, blower and pumps, is

assembled in one central building.

Eng vm> Min. Joi bn .
\'"i. 89, p. S10.
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- PHIENHUETTE

Sophienhutte was built in 1556. It is also

situated on the line of the state railway

from Goslar to Seesen, two miles west of

Juliushiitte and is almost an exact

counterpart of the latter, but has only

.-. of 10. Be-

ing under the same management as

«Juliushutte. the operations carried on

there apply > qually to the former. The

ore is hauled in wagons from the Ram-

melsberg to the reduction works and the

lead bullion produced, by the same con-

veyance, to Okerhutte. The slag is. how-

ever, trammed from the furnaces to an

elevator and dumped from there directly

into railroad cars to be taken to Oker-

hutte. The elevators on the Harz are

all of simple construction, the load being

raised by means of a counterweight in

the shape of an iron box filled with wa-

ter. On arriving at the ground floor the

uater is automatically discharged through

alve at the bottom of the box bumping

against a resistance which raises it. The

;e and car in descending now raises

the empty water box to the top floor, both

being filled again to undergo the same

operation.

A ditch, tapping a confluent of Innerste

creek, furnishes the water for running

the elevators, and two turbines driving

the pumps, blower and dynamo. A steam

engine is kept in reserve for power in case

there should be a scarcity of water. The

surplus current is stored in a battery of

accumulators for electric lighting at

night.

Okerhuette

Okerhutte was originally built in 1527,

but has, of course, like the preceding

works seen many alterations and im-

provements since. It is situated on the

Goslar-Halberstadt line of the Prussian

state railways. 2 \ miles east of Goslar.

Tne treatment of the melieri and copper

-. the desilverization of the lead bul-

lion from all the Community works and

dezinkification of the slags, new and

old. produced by them, indicates what an

extensive establishment the Okerhutte is.

In former times its scope of work was

still larger as mav be seen from Kerl's

treatise on the "Rammelsberger Hiitten-

prosesse." At the present day it is re-

nted to the production of electrolytic

per, refined lead, fine silver, fine gold,

sulphuric acid, bluestone, copperas, so-

dium sulphate, yellow paint and zinc

dust. Mr. Brauning who has been at the

helm now for more than 30 years, ^ives

the mineralonical composition of the

melicrt i I
sphalerite, 28

per cent., iron pyrites. 25; copper pyrites,

galena, 11; barite. 14; other gangue

nt.

:cd in kilns down to

10 Of 12 r*-T Bent sulphur, utilizing the

phur dioxide for the manufacture of

sulphuric acid, and then twice more in

under roof when they should not

retain more than 6 per cent. sulpTiur.

are then smelted with a low pres-

sure of blast (1-in. mercury) in furnaces

of the same pattern as at Juliushiitte.

One or two of the furnaces are, however,

larger, carrying eight tuyeres instead of

five. They are charged with alternate

layers of smelting mixture and coke and

are run with a dark top. When I saw

them last, in 1889, they were run with top

fire to promote the volatilization of the

zinc, but it seems that this practice has

been abolished. A five-tuyere furnace

will smelt 27 tons of charge or, say 10

to 11 tons of melicrt ore in 24 hours

while the eight-tuyere one consumes 50

tons of charge, or 20 tons of ore, in the

same space of time. The products are a

coppery-lead bullion and a so called lead

matte. The slag which is quite free from

matte is composed of the following con-

stituents according to Mr. Brauning:

SiO„ 19.0 per cent.; FeO, 37.7; ZnO,

11.9; BaS, 9.56; AUOs, 12.10; CaO, 6.84;

Pb. 0.3; Cu, 0.75 per cent. The un-

avoidable formation of zinc incrustations

Treatment of hhe Lead Matte
The lead matte which is tapped out

with the lead bullion is, more properly

speaking, a copper matte to judge by its

composition. Its principal components
ate: Fe, 30.53 per cent.; Zn, 16.35; Cu,
16.81; Pb, 5.09; S, 16.38 per cent. As
and Sb not given.

It is roasted in heaps twice, the roast-

ings being of short duration and smelted

with twice-roasted kupferkniest as sili-

cious flux in a blast furnace, yielding an

impure black copper or rather, a copper

speiss with 60 to 70 per cent, copper and

a concentrated copper matte with 40 per

cent copper. The resulting slag is com-
posed as follows: SiO., 26.95 per cent.;

FeO, 42.91 ; ZnO, 2.68; ALO, 14.21 ; CaO,
5.08; Cu, 0.5 per cent. The large amount
of alumina is due to the kupferkniest. The

fuel consumed amounts to 33 per cent,

of the smelting mixture.

The copper speiss is subjected to an

oxidizing smelting in a furnace called

spleissofen which has the shape of a Ger-

man cupelling furnace, but is provided

with a bottom of brasque to guard it from

The Juliushuette, Harz District, Germany

and the basicity of the slag cause short

furnace campaigns though slightly longer

ones than in the case of the lead ores

proper.

Lead Refining Process

The lead bullion from the above oper-

ation as well as that from the two sister

reduction-works is treated in essentially

the same manner as in the United States.

It first goes through a softening furnace

and is then desilverized by zinc in cast-

iron pots. The dried alloy is retorted in

a Faber du Faur tilting furnace and the

resulting rich lead cupelled in a German
cupelling furnace.

The dore bullion from this operation

runs about 950 fine in silver and 7.5 in

gold and is, therefore, worth about 68

cents per oz. Troy. It is refined on a test

and parted by the sulphuric-acid process.

The desilverized lead is not dezinkifled in

a calciner or refining furnace, but is poled

by steam in the market pot to attain the

same end. The market pot dross produced

by this operation is freed from adhering

granules of lead by sluicing it on a can-

cuddle and sold as yellow paint.

being cut out by the slag. Through two

port holes over the fire bridge, air is

blown on the surface of the metal by

which lead, iron, arsenic and antimony

are oxidized and go into the slag which is

run off on an incline and saved. After

having reached a certain pitch the cop-

per is tapped into a vat filled with water

and granulated by turning a jet of water

across the stream of copper. These gran-

ules will then have the proper shell-like

shape for dissolving in dilute sulphuric

acid preparatory to the manufacture of

copper sulphate or bluestone of the trade.

Soft coal is the fuel and a forced draft

is used.

Retreatment of Reverberatory Slag

The slag from the above oxidizing

operation is smelted with raw pyritic ore

for a speiss and copper matte. By roast-

ing this speiss (coarsely crushed) with

pyrites in a long hearth furnace and

again smelting a speiss is obtained which

contains the nickel and cobalt sufficiently

concentrated to become marketable. The
copper dross from the softening furnace

after the adhering lead has been removed
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as much as possible by liquation, is also

smelted with raw pyritic ore in a blast

furnace whereby lead bullion with about

50 oz. silver, copper matte and cuprifer-

ous speiss are obtained. The latter is

treated like the spiess before mentioned

or sold outright. The treatment of other

furnace and refinery byproducts is more
or less similar to that practised in the

United States and does not offer any spe-

cial features.

Treatment of Copper Ores

The copper ores were formerly sepa-

rated into two and even three classes. Mr.
Brauning gives the mineralogical compo-
sition of two classes as follows: First,

class ore, sphalerite, 12 per cent.; iron

pyrites, 25; copper pyrites, 45; galena, 5;

barite, 7; other gangue 6 per cent. Sec-

ond class ore, pyrites, 60 per cent.; cop-

per pyrites, 23; sphalerite, 6; galena, 2;

gangue, 9 per cent.

As it was found that the ore rich in

copper pyrites and poor in iron pyrites

was not easily amenable to roast-

ing as it has the property of de-

crepitating into a fine powder in the

heat and in that condition caused

mischief in the kilns as well as in the

roast heaps, it was smelted raw in con-

junction with roasted second- and third-

class ore. By making but one class of

the copper ore a method seems to have

been found of roasting the lump ore suc-

cessfully in kilns connected with acid

chambers. The schlichs or fine ore are

roasted in Rhenania furnaces, an im-

provement upon the Hasenclever, the

muffles of which are also connected with

acid chambers.

The roasted ore is smelted with 20 per

cent, roasted kupferkniest and 60 per

cent, basic slag in a circular four-tuyere

blast furnace with forehearth. The con-

sumption of coke is 20 per cent, of the

smelting mixture, the pressure of blast

1 in. of mercury. The resulting slag has

about 25 per cent, silica and from 0.3 to

0.5 per cent, copper. The zinc of the ore

passes mostly into the slag and the matte

and so does not bother with incrustations.

Hence the furnaces are able to make
campaigns of nine months or a year.

First Matte Is Kiln Roasted

The product is a first matte with 35 to

45 per cent, copper. This is roasted in

kilns connected with the acid factory and

smelted with the concentrated matte from

the meliert ores in a Welsh reverberatory

for white metal of 65 to 75 per cent, cop-

per. The white metal is roasted in a

Rhenania furnace and smelted for blister

copper, which is cast into anodes and

electrolyzed. The electrolytic plant is not

open to inspection, but it may be as-

sumed that the residues carrying the pre-

cious rnetals are treated as in other

places, that is, passed through a filter

press and added to a charge in the cupel-

ling furnace for the recovery of gold and
silver.

The impure coppers from the spleiss-
ofen and the bottoms of the matte con-
centration are used for making blue-
stone

. The sediment containing silver

and gold besides gypsum, lead oxide, ar-
senic and antimony is mixed with litharge
and cow's hair and • formed into balls,

which are dried and smelted with an ad-
dition of litharge and slag from the cop-
per-matte smelting. The resulting rich

lead is added to a charge in the cupel-
ling furnace and the speiss goes back to

the ore smelting.

Sulphuric-acid Plant

The sulphuric-acid factory is extensive.

It is built on the chamber principle, but
brought into accord with modern views
by the addition of Gas-Lussac and Glov-
er towers. There are 14 or more units

of three chambers each. The kilns in

which the sulphur-bearing material (ore

or matte) is roasted are of two kinds:

Shaft furnaces with inverted V-shaped
bottoms to facilitate discharging on oppo-

site sides, and they carry a column of ore

4 ft. 3 in. high, broken to 2'j-in. size

and are used for ores poor in sulphur;

and kilns with shaking grates which car-

ry only about 18 in. of an ore column,

but the ore is smaller in size, say, about

1 in. They are used for ores rich in

sulphur, which would sinter in the shaft

furnaces.

The roasting capacity of both is small,

not exceeding one ton of roasted ore in

24 hours. Between each pair of kilns

there is a cast-iron box in which vessels

containing the niter and sulphuric acid

for the generation of nitric anhydride are

placed. The cast-iron box communicates

by an opening overhead with the main

flue through which the gases flow into the

lead chambers.

There are three kinds of acid made:

Crude acid of 50 deg. and of 60 deg. Be.,

and refined of 66 d:g. Be. The lat-

ter is made by causing 48-deg. acid to

trickle through an atmosphere of H,S,

whereby As and Sb are eliminated, and

concentrating the weak acid in platinum

retorts to the required strength. Part of

the crude acid is used at the works, the

largest portion is shipped in lead tanks,

the refined in carboys to consumers. In-

cidentally sodium sulphate and copperas

are produced, the former finding a ready

market in glass works. The precipitate

of As..S :1 and SbsSa from the purification

of the acid is not utilized for want of

takers.

The parting plant is not shown to vis-

itors; it is antiquated, according to Mr.

Brauning, who gives a description of it

in his monograph, but answers the pur-

poses of a small production of dore bul-

lion.

•cr Percy, "Metallurgy of Silver and
Gold." Part I. p. 191.

The Pape-Witter-Babe Zinc Process

The most interesting branch of the
Oker works and one which promi
turn out a veritable bonanza is the plant
for the extraction of zinc from the -lag
by the Pape-Witter-Babe process. There
are immense old slag dumps near the

three Community reduction works that

await treatment beside- the new *lag pro-
duced every day, which will keep tl

zinkifying plant going with present ca-
pacity as long as the Rammelsberg mine
lasts. The process, having passed the

experimental stage, is now in regular
running order, producing, it is stated, at

the rate of 10,000 tons of zinc oxide an-
nually with 13 oxide furnaces going. This
plant is built substantially of brick and
iron, and is said to have cost with all

its preliminaries and appendages two
million marks ($500,000).

The furnaces are constructed of fire-

brick incased in iron plate. While in op-
eration they are kept closed entirely with
the exception of the bottom, which con-
sists of hollow grates cooled by water.
The molten slag trickles through the

openings in the grates into iron cars un-
derneath, while the zinc reduced and any
lead that may be present burns up to ox-
ide, which is carried off through flues into

precipitating tanks and bag chambers by
the suction of exhaust fans. The smelt-
ing column is naturally kept low, as the

object is to volatilize the metal to be ex-

tracted. I estimate the smelting capacity

of each furnace at 10 tons a day, which
would correspond to the consumption of

about 43,000 tons of material for 330
working days per year. The exhausted
slag is said to retain 3 per cent, zinc ox-

ide, and is returned to the blast fur-

naces for the recovery of the copper it

contains in a slightly enriched state.

Experiments with Briquetted Ore

Mr. Brauning has experimented on the

smelting of meliert ores briquetted in the

same manner as the slag worked by the

Pape process, and feels confident that he

will be able to smelt 80 tons per day of

this briquetted material in an eight-tuyere

blast furnace, as against 50 tons now,

which would lead to a considerable re-

duction of smelting costs. The known
briquetting methods heretofore tried have

been unsatisfactory, as the breakage and

attrition in the furnaces interfere with

good work.

The arrangements for saving flue dust

are nearly all alike in the government

smelting works and do not present any

novelties. The power required for mov-
ing the machinery, such as blowers, ele-

vators, pumps, ball mills, machine slops.

etc., is derived from turbines, steam en-

gines and dynamos. Steam boilers are

scattered all over the premises, as steam

is used for various purposes. Water is

taken through a ditch from Oker creek,

a mountain stream which gives an abun-
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y all the year round. As the

ground is not altogether favorable for

acks rw o aerial rope ways are

in use to move material to places not

other\ ssible.

The production of the Rammelsberg

mine in 1909, according to official statis-

esse< i ore, 39,157.2

metric tons: dressed copper ore, 22,467.2;

i pyrite ore. 4099.3; other sulphur

65,829.4 metric tons.

The money values of these ores, not

including, however, their silver and gold

content which I could not separate from

the official figures of the administrative

district of Clausthal. I calculate to be

1.011.974 marks, or $252,993, approxi-

mated.

Thermit Repairs at Mines

No other industries are so dependent

upon their own resources as are mining

plants and it is for this reason that any

process that will enable them quickly to

repair heavy machine parts, is one which

they can not afford to overlook. During

the last few years a number of welding

processes have been developed: The

electric-welding; the oxyacetylene; and

the thermit process. Each is adapted to

special requirements, but as the thermit

process is particularly adapted to welding

heavy sections, such as locomotive frames,

crank shafts, gear wheels, etc., it is

probably more generally useful around

a mining plant than a process that can

be used on light work only.

Thermit consists of a mixture of finely

divided aluminum and iron oxide and

when heated enough, the aluminum com-

bines with the oxygen in the iron oxide

and sets the iron free. The reaction de-

velops a high temperature so that the

metal comes down in the form of a super-

heated-liquid steel at a temperature of

approximately 5400 deg. F. (nearly twice

the temperature of ordinary molten steel).

This reaction has been known to chemists

for many years, but it is only within the

last six or seven years that it has been

put to any commercial service.

In practice the broken parts are thor-

oughly cleaned and a space cut out be-

tween them so as to allow a free flow of

thermit steel into and around the fracture.

A pattern of yellow wax is then formed

around the broken pieces, allowing for a

collar usually four to five in. wide by Xj

to one in. thick at the center, and taper-

ing to each side, the general shape being

that of a segment of a circle. A sheet-

iron mold box is then placed in posi-

tion and rammed with a special molding

material consisting of a mixture of equal

parts of fire city, ground firebrick and

md. provision being made for a

pouring gate, a riser directly over the

top of the fracture, and a small preheat-

ing hole at the bottom. Wooden patterns

are used for these various openings.

When the mold is complete the flame of

a gasolene compressed-air torch is di-

rected into the lower opening and the

heating continued until the wax is entire-

ly melted out and the sections to be

welded have been brought to a bright-red

heat. In the meantime a cone-shaped

crucible is suspended over the pouring

pate of the mold and filled with the weld-

ing portion of thermit. As soon as the

parts are red-hot the torch is withdrawn,

the lower opening plugged up and the

thermit in the crucible ignited. At the

end of the reaction the thermit steel is

tapped into the mold where it flows into

the space formerly occupied by the wax.

About twice as much steel is provided as

is required for the mold proper and this

excess steel is forced into the riser where

it remains liquid for some time and

serves to fill any shrinkage openings.

This thermit steel, owing to its high tem-

perature, dissolves the metal with which

it comes in contact and amalgamates with

it to form a single homogeneous mass

when cooled.

The fact that all the necessary ma-

terials are easily portable enables thermit

welds to be made at any point desired

and it is usually possible to repair heavy

sections without removing them from

their working position. This applies par-

ticularly to locomotive frames which are

welded without dismantling the engine,

at a tremendous saving over other meth-

ods. The only outside power required

is a small amount of compressed air for

the operation of the preheating torch.

The process is particularly useful for

welding wrought-iron and steel sections,

but it is not so easy to weld cast iron,

owing to the great difficulty of overcom-

ing shrinkage stresses which develop

during the cooling of the welds. A num-

ber of companies, however, have re-

cently had success with cast-iron repairs,

one of the most important of which was

the welding of some cast-iron cylinders

by the H. C. Frick Coal and Coke Com-
pany at Everson, Penn., under the direc-

tion of James L. Reynolds.

The repair consisted in welding two

cast-iron cylinders, each 5 ft. long and

18 in. in diameter. They were badly

broken and one had a piece completely

broken out, causing a fracture about 48

in. long in the shape of a horseshoe.

The other was a straight fracture about

12 in. long but of such a nature as to re-

quire 160 lb. of thermit metal to repair

it. Both had been previously brazed, one

twice and the other three times. It was

finally decided to try the repair with

thermit, and both proved to be perfect

welds so that the saving effected in re-

pairing them by the thermit process was

considerable. The cylinders were valued

when new at about $300 each, while the

cost of the repair was only about $100

each.

A thermit weld on a Janesville pump
cylinder 14x48 in. was also executed by

Air. Reynolds. The fracture occurred

around the cylinder close to the flange,

the length being about 18 in. It then I

ran straight out to the end of the cyl- I

inder a distance of 18 in., making a total

length of 36 in. This cylinder when new
cost about $400 while the expense of

repairing it with thermit amounted to only

$75. It will be seen that mining com-
panies can use this process to great ad-

vantage for their general repair work.

It is controlled in the United States by

the Goldschmidt Thermit Company, 90
West street, New York.

Rankin Quartz Mill
A recent invention of H. S. Rankin, of

Cripple Creek, Colo., is a rock crusher

which consists of an air hammer turned

upside down. This hammer striking up-

ward hits a crushing head which fits in-

side a mortar block. Their faces are

both cones, the inner of which has the

less inclination. The ore is fed into the

space between them and is crushed by

the impact, then falls out as soon as fine

The Engineering $ Mining Journal

The Rankin Crusher

enough to pass through the opening left

by the crushing head as it falls away
from the mortar block. The arrange-

ment of the crusher parts is shown in

an accompanying illustration.

South Australia's Mining Area

On Dec. 31, 1910, the following areas

were held under the South Australia

mining acts: Mineral leases, 14,999

acres; mineral claims, 9993 acres; coal

claims, 19.220 acres; gold leases, 1304

acres; gold-dredging leases, 34 acres;

gold claims, 15 acres; miscellaneous

leases, 7584 acres; occupation licenses,

105 acres; search licenses, 144,460 acres;

total, 197,714 acres.

The number of men employed in min-

ing and reduction work on Dec. 31, 1910,

was: Copper, 4150; gold, 950; salt,

450; silver-lead. 60; other minerals,

570; total, 6180 men.
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Coal Mining Denartm^nt
Mine Explosion at Elk

Garden, W. Va.

By John Laing*

An explosion occurred at the No. 20

mine, near Elk Garden, Mineral county,

W. Va., on April 24, at 8: 30 o'clock a.m.,

causing the death of 24 persons. This

mine is owned by the Davis Coal and

Coke Company, and is operated in the

Lower Kittanning seam. The plant is sit-

uated on the Western Maryland railroad."

The coal is about 4'j ft. high; the seam

is irregular and is full of rolls, clay

veins, etc. The mine is dry and dusty

and explosive gas was given off in some

sections. This was local, however, and

at no time was the mine known to liber-

ate gas in dangerous quantities.

Immediately after the explosion, a res-

cue party was organized by Superinten-

dent Robert Grant and work was begun

to repair the mine and reach the en-

tombed men; five miners escaped from

the mine after the explosion. These five

men were working in a section near the

crop and almost one mile distant from

where the explosion occurred, and by

reason of the mine's being quite wet be-

tween where they were working and

where the explosion occurred, it had the

effect of stopping the explosion before

it reached them, and they were enabled

to reach the surface in safety.

The Fan Was Not Destroyed

The fan was not damaged, so that the

rescue party were able to proceed with-

out hindrance— it being a force fan

—

however, it was some time before the

rescue party could enter the mine, as it

was not deemed advisable to reverse the

air current for fear that some of the

men might be on the airway.

Deputy Aline Inspector Plaster reached

the mine on Monday night and assisted

with the rescue work. Inspectors Connor

and Martin reached the mine on Tuesday

morning and aiso assisted in recovering

the bodies. On the morning of April 27.

sixteen expert mining men accompanied

me and made a detailed examination of

the mine for the purpose of investigation

and determining, if possible, the origin

and cause of the explosion.

On arriving at the working face of

what is known as the Dean air course,

we discovered a shot had been fired in

the left side of said air course, and that a

hole had been drilled directly in the solid.

This air course had struck a "fault" and

the intention in drilling the hole was to

make a mining in the rock so that the

top slate could be blasted down after-

ward.

The Important News
Of Coal Mining:
New Appliances,
New Methods.New
Fields, Colliery
Engineering

Chief mine inspector, Charleston, W. Va.

Where the hole was drilled there was
a streak of coal about 2 in. thick and
they had bored the hole in this coal;

when the shot went off, it blew this coal

straight back into the airway, which was
heavily charged with fine coal dust, as

shots had been fired a few minutes pre-

vious to this one in this entry, causing

this dust to be already in suspension;

after the shot above mentioned was fired,

it blew out this fine coal dust and the

flame from the powder ignited the gases

and had the effect of burning the dust as

it went, until it traveled over the whole

working part of the mine.

As evidence that this shot had just

been fired and was the cause of the ex-

plosion, there was one of the men who
worked in this entry found lying with his

hands still gripped to the battery, which

was to explode the shots; the wires from

the battery were traced directly to where

the shot had been fired. This man was

quite badly burned and showed signs that

he had been killed almost instantly when

the shot went off. The force of the ex-

plosion was easily traced from this point

through the entire mine, as all the brat-

tices, mine cars, etc., were thrown

toward the outside from this point and

in no other part of the mine were there

any signs of flame or of an explosion

paving occurred.

The Mine Was Not Properly Watered

After a thorough examination of the

mine by the experts who were present, it

was easily determined that had the work-

ings been damp, or had the mine been

sufficiently watered, as it should have

been, the disaster would not have been

as widespread as it was; and there is no

doubt in the minds of any who investi-

gated the explosion but what dust was

the main factor in the disaster. It was

quite evident that gas was not the cause

of the explosion, as the men had been

at work with naked lights at the face of

their working places.

The rules of the company were that

no black powder be used in the mine

and that a permissible explosive known

as "MonoK the onl)

permitted by the district mine insf.

and the company, and while it would be
unfair, perhaps, to say that black powder
was used in the shot that caused th<

plosion, there was every reason to be-

lieve that it had been, as black powder
was found in the mine, which was proof
that the miners were using it

against the advice of the district mine
inspector and the rules of the company.
My own convictions are, that if the hole

referred to had been properly charged
and a permissible explosive used exclu-

sively, the accident would not have hap-
pened; and because of the violation of

instructions, this man took his own life

and the lives of 23 others, some of
whom no doubt, were practising the same
violations as himself.

The only possible way the department
can avoid accidents of this kind is to

prohibit absolutely all shooting in mines
(that -are dry and dusty i during the day
or while men are at work, and require

that expert shotfirers be employed for the

purpose of doing all blasting after all

men have left the mine.

A ruling of this kind will for a short

time work more or less hardship on the

miners and perhaps curtail the output of

the mine, but it is the only way that I see

to prevent a repetition of the accident,

and I have issued a circular letter to each

of the inspectors of the different districts

to put such a ruling into force at once;

we cannot permit dangers of this kind

to exist where every man's life is de-

pending on the most reckless miner.

I expect to meet with some complaints

against this order, but propose to exe-

cute it regardless of how it may be ap-

proved by either miners or operators.

Cost of Overcoming Mine Fire

Chief Mine Inspector Roderick, of

Pennsylvania, estimates that it will cost

$232,500 to isolate and overcome the

mine fire that has been burning for a

number of years at Carbondale, Penn.

The fire has already caused the financial

ruin of a company engaged in mining

coal. The report says that the only sure

way to control the fire is by digging a

channel 6100 ft. in length and having an

average depth of 50 ft. In the construc-

tion of such a channel, 355,000 cu.yd. of

earth will have to be removed. The cost

of moving the dirt is placed at 50c. per

cubic yard; this total will be increased by

855,000 which must be paid for con-

demned properties. The commission ap-

pointed to investigate the Carbondale fire,

has recommended that S100.000 he ap-

propriated to this cause immediately.
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Coal Min
The mineral wealth of Spitsbergen,

is long

Nfiown, but the difficulties attending

ration, owing to the

ne northern situation of the coal-

militated against development

great obstacle was the

•on problem from the mines

to tidewater for shipr-.ent. the configura-

. . .::itry being against cheap

construction of a surface railroad.

:>t. however, a company was formed

to develop the coal resources under

ces, and the requisite

preliminarv development was carried

out satisfactorily by the American Arctic

Coal Company. When the drifts were

driven into the mountainside, the ques-

tion of conveying the coal to the ship-

ping berth in Advent bay arose. Owing

to the country being ice bound for the

r part of the year, it was essential

that, during the short season when the

bay is free from ice, the vessels loading

ing in Spitsbergen
By F. A. Talbot *

. 1;; American company,

operating within the Arctic

circle where navigation is

open only two or three

months each year, lias

largely overcome the un-

usual difficulties by con-

structing an aerial tramway.

•15 Wilbury Crescent, Hove, England.

ft. in length, while the difference in lev-

els between the terminal stations at the

mine and shipping berths respectively Is

660 feet.

In the designing of the plant, special

attention had to be devoted to automatic

tion. The coal depot is situated at the

mouth of the adit on the hillside, in the

form of a silo fitted with chutes whereby
the ropeway cars can be loaded automat-

ically. Two persons suffice for the oper-

ation of the railway at the loading sta-

tion, their work being confined to guid-

ing the returning empty cars to the coal

depot, and the opening of the chutes

charging the cars. At the unloading sta-

tion only two men are likewise neces-

sary, their duties being to guide the in-

coming loaded cars around the loop to

discharge the coal into a hopper when
the vessels alongside are filled, the dis-

engaging of the lock levers of the cars,

and the manipulation of the telescopic

chute fitted to the hopper. As the sin-

gle loads which follow in quick suc-

cession are small, three or four men suf-

fice to distribute the coal to the ship's

holds without delaying the task of load-

ing in the slightest degree.

The telescopic chutes can be set to any

of Advent Bay. Showing the Unloading Station The Loading Station Is Situated on a Steep Mountainside

coal should be able to make the maxi-

mum number of trips; it was thought ad-

visable, therefore, to have the transporr-

veen the collieries and

tidewater, of the most economical de-

scription. Thorough investigation of this

problem revealed the fact that an aerial

cableway would offer the best solution of

the problem, and accordingly, the firm of

Bleichert & Co., of London and

Leipzig, to whom I am indebted for the

accompanying illustrations, were re-

carry out the essential sur-

quently to construct the

line.

; untered

account of its length, but in view

fact that it is well within the Arc-

tic circle, and that Its realization entailed

of enormous and pc-

• difficulties The line i

1

- only 1 WO

loading of the vessels, so as to reduce the

length of this operation as much as pos-

sible; it was also desired to reduce man-
ual labor to a minimum. This latter was
a most important factor inasmuch as

Spitzbergen has no native population,

every workman having to be brought

over from Norway at great expense. The
necessity for rendering the line workable

by the smallest number of men is con-

sequently obvious. As a result it was
decided that instead of dumping the coal

from the cableway into lighters at the

water's edge, which in turn should pro-

ceed out to the mooring stations in the

bay, the cableway should be carried out

to sea so as to be able to discharge direct

into the vessels' holds, the ships mooring

alongside the unloading station.

The extent to which manual labor has

aved on this plant is distinctiy

constituting in fact one of the

pronounced features of the installa-

desired position so that the distribution

of the coal in the ships' holds is greatly

facilitated. When it is required to move
the vessel fore or aft to bring another

hold beneath the chutes, an electric-bell

signal is sent to the loading station to

stop the working of the line until the

vessel is in a position to enable loading

to be resumed. The movement of the

vessel itself is facilitated by special ar-

rangements provided for this purpose, so

that the interruption in the loading task

is reduced to a minimum.

Steamship Can Be Loaded in 12 Hours

The success of the system has been

complete in every respect. So long as

the depot at the loading station is keor

well filled with coal, a steamer can be

loaded in from 6 to 12 hours, according

to its size. A conclusive idea of the per-

fection of this installation is evidenced

by comparison with the experience at the
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English Flangen mines on the other side

of Advent bay which, possessing no mod-

ern transporting plant, requires several

days to load a vessel.

The difficulties arising from the rigors

of the climate and character of the coun-

try in the work of constructing the line

the construction material as best they
could. During the winter months all

work perforcedly had to be suspended.
Every particle of material employed on
the task—nails, timber, cement and such
like—had to be carried over from the main-
land, together with the pony required for

and the line is relatively of short length,

- not until the end
i a the

task was comp:

Cableway Opkrated By Gravity

The gradient between the coal de-
pot and the loading station is quite

::;.

The Landing Station Where Construction Materials
Were First Landed

Showing Silo and Loading Station While under
Construction

The Mountain Back of the Unloading Station, Viewed
from Center of Bay

Showing Timber Sufports Used in the Construction

of the Tramway Line

Side View of the Aerial Tramway, Showing
Barren Character of Land

The Mine Mouth and Longyear City in Valley

Below

were unique. The task commenced early

in 1907, but when the engineers reached

the bay, they could not effect a landing,

owing to unfavorable ice conditions, until

the summer was well advanced. Even

then they had to make a forced march of

several miles over the pack ice, hauling

haulage and the workmen, the sea jour-

ney being of several days' duration. Then

as the ground is always frozen solid,

excavation work to carry the supports

for the line was tedious, being only

found feasible by dynamite. Although

the undertaking was commenced in 1907,

steep so that the cableway can be

operated entirely by gravity without

the aid of any driving power whatever.

Indeed, an excess of power is produced

which has to be absorbed by a Schrieder

hydraulic-brake regulator. The coal is

brought from the mine adit and dumped
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- ie into the silo at the loading

n. The coal falls through the silo

into - hich terminate in lock

shoots, along the mouth of which extends

the a so that t. :an be

. directly before them for loading.

There is a short length of cablewaj used

s not in service.

The 1. - are pushed by hand over

the end return or over the intermediate

switch to the station exit, where they

couple automatically to the traction rope

which is constantly moving.

Owing to the steepness of the moun-

tain side, which was furthermore littered

with sandstone boulders, the

a of the loading station and its

requisite facilities was accompanied by

considerable difficulty. The rock, owing

to the frozen condition of the ground,

had to be blasted out by dynamite.

s were unavailable, so the loose

boulders had to be pressed into service

as a building material. Moreover, in or-

der to insure the stones binding together

the action of the cement, it was

necessary to keep a large fire going in

which the stones were heated before be-

ing laid, since the temperature only rises

slightly above tbe freezing point under

the direct ravs of the sun. Owing to the

ce of timber, great economy had to

be exercised in the maintenance of the

necessary fire. For the purpose of haul-

ing the requisite material from the beach

to tbe erection level, an inclined lift was

laid down, up which a car was hauled

by the aid of a winch.

Care also had to be observed in the

erection of the cable-carrying supports.

Each support had to be provided with a

foundation on the outer side for the

purposes of safety, and these in some

cases were of an extensive character.

I'pon reaching tidewater, the line is

carried seaward until it gains a point

where there is sufficient depth of water

to enable the vessels entering Advent

bay to anchor. The sea end of the line

;«= carried on piling. The latter has a

platform on the outer end on which the

return sheave is fitted. As the cars ar-

rive at the outermost point they are au-

tomatically uncoupled, are pushed round

the loop by hand and their contents tip-

ped into the hopper. Then the coal

- through the telescopic chute into

the hold of the vessel moored alongside.

The cah'eway is carried over the water

to the unloading station in a single span

I ft. from the beach, and the last

appreciably strengthened

e dump which has been piled

around it. The line measures about 1 100

'.rid, is carried upon IS

supports: during the season it carries

a day, according to the

tonnage of the vessel to be loaded.

"

Trar ecn mines and ship

or three months

during the summer, when work has to be

carried on at high pressure to make the

greatest avail of the short length of time

the bay is open to navigation. During

the winter, no ships can approach the

landing stage. Moreover the silo at

the mouth of the mine is quite inadequate

to contain the whole of the coal brought

to the surface during the winter. As a

result, a supplementary storage is pro-

vided in the form of a dump by automat-

ically disengaging the cars on the open

track. To take up coal during the sum-

mer from this dump there is a short sur-

face line running on a piled bridge to the

ship-loading station where the trucks are

tipped by hand into chutes over the ships'

holds.

The provision of this comparatively

simple means of transport has enabled

the resources of Spitzbergen to be

turned to greater commercial account

than formerly, and bearing in mind the

unique conditions prevailing in regard to

extreme northern latitude, this aerial

railway is distinctly interesting.

Costly Fire in West Virginia

Mine
Special Correspondence

A fire broke out in the drift coal mine

of the Hutchinson Coal and Coke Com-
pany at Kingmont, W. Va., on Saturday,

May 20. It is supposed that the fire

started in a pile of rubbish near the out-

crop and occupied several weeks in

creeping around through the coal to the

airway near its exit. At this latter point

it burst out at 3 p.m. on May 20, and

soon had destroyed the wooden casing of

the intake fan neaijby. The men were

about all out of the mine then so no

lives were lost, but little headway was
made against the flames till help arrived

from Fairmont at 6 o'clock on Sunday
morning.

The greater part of Sunday was spent

in erecting a 4-ft. electric fan (obtained

from the adjoining mine) in the second

left with the idea of forcing out the

flames, which were then advancing in-

ward, and bratticing them off from the

workings. Unfortunately this plan could

not be carried out for the air at the

brattices became so foul with smoke,

that the men lost their lights and were
forced to flee outside.

On Monday at 3 p.m. the U. S. rescue

car arrived from Pittsburg with Mine-

Rescue Foreman Roberts, and First-Aid

Foreman Robbins, and several assistants.

After a reconnaissance, it was seen

that nothing could be done inside the

mine so it was decided to seal up its

three openings. The sealing was done
with brick masonry and concrete. Mean-
while ;i water pipe had been laid to the

nearest creek and pumps had been rigged

up th( n to force up water to flood the

I looding the mine seems to be

the only solution.

An Electric Tail Lamp
The Pilley Manufacturing Company,

608 South Third street, St. Louis, Mo.,

has designed an electric tail lamp for

mine use. The light will burn 14 hours

without recharging, and costs only about

lc. per day. The lamp, which can be

arranged to show all white, or red lights,

or both, is made with a heavy iron and
oak frame and its chief advantage is that

Wht Eiit/inctring ,j .vi,n„,, Jmnuil

Electric Tail Lamp for Use in Mines

it cannot be extinguished by the jolting

or colliding of cars. The lamp radiates

light on three sides.

Coke Production in Colorado
and Utah

The U. S Geological Survey figures

show that the production of coke in Utah
and Colorado in 1910 amounted to 1,-

346,211 short tons, valued at $4,273,579,

against 1,251,805 short tons, valued at

$4,135,931, in 1909—an increase of 94,-

406 short tons, or 7.5 per cent, in quan-

tity, and $137,648, or 3.3 per cent, in

value. The smaller increase in value was
due to the decline in the average price

per ton, from $3.30 in 1909 to $3.17 in

1910, but this decline does not appear

to be assignable to any particular cause,

unless it be to the larger proportion of

slack coal used in the ovens in 1910. In

that year nearly 50 per cent, of the coal

used for coke-making was slack, whereas

in 1909 the quantity of slack coal made
into coke represented only 35 per cent.

All the ovens in use in Colorado and

Utah are of the beehive type. They are

distributed among 18 establishments, 16

in Colorado and 2 in Utah. There were

235 ovens abandoned in 1910, reducing

the total number from 4700 to 4465.

Six of the 18 establishments (5 in Colo-

rado and 1 in Utah) were idle through-

out HMO. The six idle establishments

represented a total of 666 ovens.
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xMine Explosion at Mineral, Kansas
It is generally easy enough to tell how

it happened after it is all over. It would

have been easy to prevent it if we had

known what was to happen. We thought

we had taken all proper precautions, but

somewhere something somehow happened

that was not expected, so there was an

explosion and many good men lost their

lives. Frequently our explanations do not

all agree, but this is the common history

of mine explosions.

So it was in this case. This is the

story of a mine explosion, written with,

no idea of bringing out any new facts or

theories, but with the hope that it may
help miners to keep in mind the fact that

things are not always as we expect them

to be, that there is always a possible

danger and that only provision for all

possible conditions will enable us to live

and work in reasonable safety. Even

then it sometimes happens that things go

wrong.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas mine

No. 16 is at Mineral, in southeast Kansas.

It is wet and free from dust. It is also

free from gas, as far as experience goes.

In my opinion, it is doubtful whether any

coal mine is absolutely free from gas;

but no gas had ever been detected here.

The miners had no fear of gas or dust

explosions and many of them knew noth-

ing of the dangers of gas or of the use of

safety lamps.

On the evening of March 18, while the

shotfirers were at work, there was a

slight explosion. This was thought to be

a windy shot—nothing uncommon where

much powder is used. Mr. Jopling, the

mine superintendent, immediately went

down to see whether any harm had come
to the shotfirers. He carried a naked

lamp, as did all the miners and the shot-

firers.

The Mine Superintendent Killed

He found nothing out of the ordinary

until he reached the beginning of the

"Little North" entry. There he was sud-

denly enveloped in flame and fell dead, a

victim of the unexpected. A miner, who
was about 100 ft. behind, ran to him and

dragged him back for a few feet, until

himself overcome by afterdamp. Another

miner following this one succeeded in

getting both men back to good air. The
one overcome by afterdamp revived.

This explosion was a violent one and

the sound was heard for some distance.

A party at once went underground, again

with naked lamps, knowing that there

was no gas in the mine. Their knowl-

edge was mistaken, the gas was lighted

again and two more men died because

things were not as they were supposed to

be. Three men were dead and the two

shotfirers who had gone to the end of

the "Little North" were missing.

By C. M. Young *

'I w
< . ident then u , r<

violation- o

especially those with refer

ence to tin use of powder

and the law requiring drill

holes in advance of entry

faces. Carelessness in

early investigations.

'Associate professor of mining engineering
I niversity of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan.

This is the outline of events as they
were known immediately after the ex-

versed the t in,
I would

thus have a Bhorter path to travel to the
upcast and would he blown oul
quickly. A curtain was placed about 10
ft. south of the main shaft to shut of] the
south side of the mine and t.\

the fan was increased to twice the
rate.

It was found that the door at «H
crossover between the Link North main
and the back entries had been blown out.
A curtain was put in to send the air up
the west side. Under these conditions
gas was found in explosive quantii

the south end of the Little North hack
entry, 18 hours alter the beginning of the

attempt to sweep it out. It was evident
that a large supply of gas had been
tapped and the Inspector started a syste-
matic search for the source.

The conditions which made it possible

JlK/RNAl_

General View of Tipple Building at Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad
Mine No. 16

plosion. The State mine inspector, Frank
Gilday, was not far away and he reached

the mine during the night and immedi-
ately commenced the task of finding the

cause of the trouble and searching for the

two shotfirers.

Systematic Rescue Work Begun

Using safety lamps, he went into the

mine with a party of miners and went

out the Main North and the Fourth East

to the beginning of the Little North. Here

his lamp" showed firedamp in large quan-

tities.

During this time the direction of the

air current had been down the air shaft,

out to the Little North, up the east side

and down the west side of this entry,

across to the west side of the mine and

back to the main shaft.

Knowing now that the gas was coming

from the Little North, the inspector re-

to break into this large body of gas and
which gave the gas its high pressure are

as follows. Lying to the north of No. 16

is the Old No. 7 mine. The shafts are

possibly a mile apart, the exact distance

is of no importance. The shaft of Old
No. 7 is about 50 ft. deeper than that of

No. 16, the difference being due to the

dip of the coal. It is said also that there

is a low place in the old mine, between

the shaft and the point at which No. 16

cut into it. If this is true it means only

that the accumulating gas was confined

in a smaller part of the mine. This old

mine had been abandoned for some years

and was known to be full of water, at

least at the shaft. It is seen that the

highest part of the old mine is nearest to

No. 16. It is reported that this old mine

had been cut into by another mine some

time previously and that blackdamp had

been found, with no firedamp.
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A Probable Explan

It i- see now. after the tapping

of this body of gas. that .. al had

teen formed at the shatt and that any

I en off by the coal or the neighbor-

ing rocks would accumulate until an

opening had been made through the

.. or until the pressure had become

great enough to break the

the shaft. In the latter c - >vould

.d until the pressure had been

.J to that due to the head of v. .iter

in the shaft. This escape of gas would

. ccurred intermittently as long as

the gas was generated. It is even con-

>Ie that the gas might be due to the

of mine timbers under water, but

it is more probable that it came from the

coal. The fact that no gas was found

when the mine was cut into before, is

probably due to the fact that there was

no warer-seal to confine the gas and it

was given off too slowly to be noticeable

unless it had accumulated for some time.

This accumulation may have been going

on for several months or years.

Little North entry was being driven

toward Old No. 7 with the purpose of cut-

ting into the old mine and letting the

water from the north part of No. 16 drain

into it. A fire had destroyed the maps of

the old mine some time previously and

the place where it would be reached was

not accurately known. It was known

that the entry would reach it soon, but

nothing except blackdamp had been found

there and it was thought that there would

be no danger. So no drrll hole was kept

in advance of the entry. If this pre-

caution, seemingly so useless, had been

taken there would have been no trouble.

To return to the story of the explo-

sion; it was found that the gas was not

swept out as easily as was expected and

the inspector started a systematic ven-

tilation of the rooms. A curtain was placed

in Little Nonh entry, so as to drive the

air into the first room. When this was

free from gas the curtain was moved to

the next room, and so on until all the

rooms on the west side of the entry had

been ventilated and examined. The stop-

pings between the main and back entries

had been blown out and the curtains

were put in.

During all this time, while the search

for the gas was goiny on, many of the

miners held firmly to their belief that the

mine contained no gas. Once when the

inspector veak and exhausted from the

effects of hard work and bad air, had

crawled under a curtain in the break-

through near the head of the entry and,

with his lamp nine inches from the bot-

tom, had found «as that flamed in the

lamp, men with naked lamp-

his orders and went up the main entry.

It is no wonder that he used language

that wa<- eloquent becau

ful
l

drive them back.

Omittini.- found that a

hole had been made in the end of the

back entry, about nine inches wide and

two and a half feet high. Through this

a strong current of gas was coming, so

strong that it blew away the wet straw

with which the inspector tried to plug it.

Finally, working in the dark, he filled it

with wet straw, canvas and broken coal

and built a wall of coal in front of it.

Then the rooms on the east side were

swept out and the search for the missing

shotfirer was resumed. Probably the es-

cape of gas had reduced the pressure so

fired on the east side was the more rapi

of the two and on this occasion all of the

«

17 rooms had been fired. This shotfirer

had been found in the crossover between

the two entries, so burned that he would

hardly have been recognized as a human
being. Probably he had been burned by

the second and third explosions and pos-

sibly by the first.

The second shotfirer had fired all

rooms from 17 to 6. Nos. 8 and 6 had

not been worked that day and there were

no shots in them. In No. 6 the cap and

Old No. 7

North Half of

Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad

Mine No. 16

I q\ Approximate Place
of Break into

Old No. 7
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J Iprobe the bodies of water in the old parts
c of the mine. Nothing was found here.

Meanwhile the falls of roof and coal

were shoveled over until no place re-

mained unsearched except a very large

' fall in room No. 8. Here the body was

found on the morning of March 24. The

head was turned toward room No. 9. The

body was badly burned. Whether he be-

came confused and went through the

breakthrough to this place, or was blown

there by an explosion, is not definitely

known.

Thus six deaths were the result of

omitting the precaution of keeping a bore

hole in advance of the entry as it ap-

proached the old mine, a precaution re-

quired by the laws of most States and

one that would seem to need no law to

prevent its omission. The men and the

mine management observed all precau-

tions that seemed necessary. Those who
died were not the victims of greed or of

ignorance of mine work. They failed to

prepare for the improbable but possible

danger. The accident will be a lesson in

this district, and I hope that it may have

some meaning for other districts.

In company with Mr. Gilday, State

mine inspector, Mr. Smith, of the U. S.

Mine-Rescue Station at McAlister, Okla-

Ihoma, and Mr. Harrigan, a miner, I went

to the end of the Little North on March

21. The ground was covered with debris.

Powder cans were prominent and some

of them contained powder. This is cer-

tain proof of the fact that miners do not

always obey the rule forbidding the keep-

ing of powder in the mines. I believe

that Mr. Gildav followed the wisest

course in his efforts to find the cause of

the trouble and prevent further disaster.

Caused by a Windy Shot

In conclusion, I wish to express my
belief that the first explosion was what

was originally supposed to be, a windy

shot. That there was no gas in the en-

try before the shots were fired is proved

by the fact that the shotfirers had just

been to the end of the entry with naked

lamps. One of the shots in the head of

the entry made an opening in the old

mine. This shot must have been one of

the first to explode. The gas was under

considerable pressure, being confined by

the water in the old mine. If it had

been ignited by one of the shots it would

seem that it should have burned as a

torch, projecting its flame into the entry.

There is no evidence of such an occur-

rence. Probably it was not ignited at this

time, but was first ignited by the lamp

of the superintendent. It has been thor-

oughly proved that black powder, fired in

the presence of coal, frequently produces

combustible gases which, being mixed
with air and ignited, explode. This hap-

pens with especial frequency where large

charges of powder are used, as is the

case in this field. It is my opinion that

it occurred in this case.

The Treatment oi Mine
Fir

By Herbert M. Wilson*
Fires in mines are a far greater men-

ace to life and property than is gen-
erally appreciated. Two of the most se-
rious disasters in coal mines within the
last two years—one at Cherry, III., and
the other at the Pancoast mine, near
Scranton, Penn., originated from trivial

causes. Two of the most destructive
disasters in metal mines in the last year—Tonopah, Nev., and Copperhill, Tenn.,
resulted from similar causes. At Dead-
wood, S. D., $1,000,000 has been spent in

fighting a metal mine fire.

The nature of the combustible material
found in metal mines offers varying but
usually good opportunities for the

spreading of a fire. While the progress
of a fire might, at first, be slow, in some
cases it may spread quickly and involve

a large area and result in tremendous
damage if not promptly extinguished.

I believe that the introduction of com-
paratively inexpensive fire-fighting appli-

ances, the adoption of proper regulations,

and the Institution of a reasonable sys-

tem of fire drills will minimize fires and
confine others to a brief period of time

with little damage to life and property.

Causes of Mine Fires

Among the most fruitful causes of
mine fires are, in approximate order of

importance, the ignition of timbers,

wooden stoppings and brattice cloths;

hay or oil-soaked materials by open
torches; the ignition of coal by blown-

out shots or explosions of firedamp or

coal dust, or the improper use of

explosives. Surface fires communi-
cated to the mine through the shaft

or tunnel; underground furnaces and

boiler plants; ignition by friction on oily,

wooden rollers or rope haulageways,

fires occasioned by spontaneous combus-
tion of coal, timber or greasy waste.

The engineers of the Bureau of Mines

have adopted as the most effective means
of exploring and in the earlier stage of

combatting mine fires, the use of the

oxygen helmet. By the use of such ap-

paratus a number of fires have, within

the last few years been promptly ex-

tinguished which would doubtless other-

wise have spread and perhaps extended

beyond control.

The Bureau of Mines encourages the

the treatment of wood and brattice

cloths and other inflammable materials

with fire-proofing substances. Chem-
istry, through the quick analysis of

gases sampled at frequent intervals

in the neighborhood of the fire has

proved a most useful adjunct in

fighting fires. By this means it is found

*Ohief engineer. V. S. Bureau of Mines.
Pittsburg, Penn.

Notp— Abatracl of lecture delivered before
the National Blre Protection Association at
its annual meeting in New York, May 25.

possible to stop off the fire and by
pumping in carbonic acid or smothering
it with water, to determine by the pro-
gress of the analysis, the condition of
combustion; thus ascertaining with as-
surance the time when the fire may have
been extinguished or may call for further
combatting.

To a body of men familiar with the
subject as you are, it seems unnecessary
to call attention to the necessity of pro-
viding at each mine ample storage
supplies of water under proper head and
properly conveyed in protected pipes to

possible danger points. To the desir-
ability of employing larger amounts of
noninflammable material in place of
wooden mine timbering or wooden doors;
the proper regulation of the disposal of
waste; cleanliness, whereby grease or
oil-soaked material shall not be per-
mitted; proper inspection of steam
pipes and boiler plants to insure their

insulation; fireproof manways and air

shafts; proper fire protection and the

use of noninflammable material so far as

possible in all top works and other sur-

face structures within 50 to 100 ft. of the

main opening.

Suggested Preventive Measures

Aside from these well-known meas-
ures there are others which the engi-

neers of the Bureau of Mines would
suggest, such as careful examination of

the working face after firing each shot;

keeping barrels of water or boxes of sand
convenient to points at which explosives

are being used; keeping open lights away
from the working face for some time
after firing the shot; disconnection of

electric wires before shot firing; proper
attention to all electric wires and their

insulation at danger points; examina-
tion of the manner of liberation of ex-

plosive gases; use of safety lamps or

lanterns instead of open lamps in the

neighborhood of all inflammable mate-
rials when engaged on repairing wooden
stoppings or examining for air leakage.

A proper system of fire-alarm signals

should be installed in every mine and
should be tested at suitable intervals,

and underground employees should be

familiar with the signals through fre-

quent drills. The water supply for mines

is usually such as to render desirable

the use of nozzles of as small diameter

as one-half to three-quarters of an inch.

As high pressure as is reasonably at-

tainable, say not under 50 lb. per square

inch should be furnished, for the rea-

son that the trajectory of the jet of water

must be very low, since the hose must

be used in tunnels often under 5 ft.

and rarely over 6 or 7 ft. in hight. In

consequence, the nozzle can be elevated

only at a very low angle and the jet can

be thrown a comparatively short distance.

By test under 20 lb. pressure, only 23

ft.; under 30 lb. pressure. 30 ft.; 40 lb.,

34 feet.
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Electricity at Alabama Coal Mines—

I

Electricity was first installed in the

of the Tennessee Coal. Iron and

Railroa p tny about seven years ago,

which time the system has been

. . ded until it now embraces

- applied by 11 power

stations. Some of the mines are com-

pletely electrified so far as is possible

with the present state of the art. The

coal not only is mined and hauled by

electric machinery, but electric motors

drive the pumps for unwatering the

mines; electric fans are used for ventila-

ing; electric machinery for hoisting and

lowering men and material; for drilling

the headings; handling the loaded

and empty cars about the bottom; for

heating tally shacks, and oil houses,

where steam is not available and where

there is danger from fire. In addition.

there are electric shotfiring systems

whereby all of the shots in the mine

are exploded simultaneously when the

men have left the workings. Also,

there are complete telephone and sig-

nal systems and electric lighting. The

company is now experimenting with an

electric-driven centrifugal drier to re-

move the moisture from the crushed coal

By A. F. Elliott*

Details of electric equip-

ment at several mines be-

longing to the Tennessee

Coal, Iron and Railroad

Company. The coal is

undercut, shot and hauled

by electric machines, while

pumps and fans are also

operated by electricity.

•Chief electrician, Tennessee Coal, Iron and
Railroad Company, ICnsley, Ala.

is in the famous Pratt Seam of coal

which averages a little more than 4 ft.

in thickness and is of a fine coking qual-

ity. The seam outcrops at the surface on

a pitch of about 15 deg., which gradually

decreases for a distance of anproxi-

mately one mile when it becomes practi-

cally flat and continues for some miles to

the other outcrop. The seam underlies a

splendid roof and is practically free

pacity of 800 gal. per min. and driven

by a 90-h.p. General Electric motor,

stands as a- reserve for use during an

unusually wet period. The mine is venti-

lated by a 5M>xll ft., Capell revers-

ible fan, with a capacity of 200,000

cu.ft. of air per minute. This fan is

driven by two 100-h.p., Northern Electric

Company motors, one of which is belted

to each end of the fan shaft, one mo-

tor being used to drive the fan while the

other stands idle, for use in case of

accident. The fan is situated at an air

shaft two miles from the pit mouth.

The air shaft is equipped with double

cages for hoisting and lowering men and

is operated by a double-drum electric

hoist driven by a 40-h.p. Westinghouse

motor.

i
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Showing Reel for Room Shotfiring Wires

before it is put into the coke ovens. In

fact nearly everything is done through

the agency of electricity except the su-

pervision and shoveling the loose coal

into the mine cars.

The Original Installation

The original installation was made in

No. 3 Pratt mine and consisted of three

i-r.p.m. Jeffrey com-

pound-wound generators, belted to 18x

20-in. 200-r.p.m. Skinner automatic en-

housed in a substantial brick

building, together with a 750-h.p. Web-
ster. Camp & Lane hoisting engine.

Steam for this plant is supplied by four

rtical water-tube boilers, with

Ite of 1250 h.p. The boilers

are fired by wfl from a battery

hive COk( < mine

from gas. The main haulways have 40-

lb. steel rails, while 30-lb. rails are used

in the cross headings. These rails are

all rolled at the company's own mills at

Bessemer, Ala. The original underground

equipment consisted of two 10-ton and

four (5-ton Jeffery electric locomotives,

which equipment has since been in-

creased by one 13-ton, three 10-ton, one

8-ton and five 6-ton locomotives; also

seventeen 17A Jeffrey breast mine ma-
chines.

The water in the mine gravitates to one

large sump where it is pumped to the

surface against the vertical head of 330
ft. by a 10xl8-in., [200-gal. per min.

triplex Connellsville pump, driven through

gearing and flexible coupling by a 150-

h.p. Northern motor. Another 8xl8-in.

triplex Connellsville pump with a ca-

Legend \\\

E>eetr.ic Shot Firing Lines \ \

Pipe with Hose Attachment
lor Sprinkling. u

v

Pipe with Patent .Nozzle Spray _\.\

\\

The Ewjau <rituj f Mining Journal

Layout for Electric Shotfiring and

Sprinkling Systems

The cages have self-closing gates and

an auxiliary safety rope, also detachable

sockets which release the cage in the

event of an overwind. The motor is

equipped with an electric time-limit

switch controlled by the drum, which cuts

off the current should the operator fail

to shut off the controller or should he

start the cage in the wrong direction.

Power is transmitted to the mine by two

independent feed lines, one underground,

and the other on a pole line overhead,

k^
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•so that it is possible to operate the pumps,

Jfans, etc., even after a serious disturb-

ance of normal conditions. The under-

ground line consists of a 450,000 circ.

mils, weatherproof cable supported on the

mine timbering and roof, and the over-

head line consists of a 600,000 circ. mils,

and a 400,000 circ. mils, weatherproof

cable run on the pole line which also car-

ries the telephone lines to the air shaft.

There is also a 600,000 circ. mils, feed

and return line, from the air shaft 8000

ft. distant to an air shaft in the No. 4

mine; this latter line provides for running

the pumps and fans at both mines by

power supplied from either one of the

by the gathering locomotives. These 20-
car trips are delivered to the main slope
locomotive which hauls them to the foot
of the engine plane where they are
hoisted to the tipple. There they are un-
coupled and dumped and again made up
into trips of 20 cars each for return
to the mine. The 20-car trips are handled
by all of the locomotives and the cars are
never uncoupled except on the tipple and
at the room necks. Different size loco-

motives handle the same trips over the

different grades. The nearest coal mined
is 2J4 miles from the tipple. The mine
has a capacity of 1600 tons per day, but
is now producing 1200 tons per day.

Pratt No. 3 Power Station
The Ensley Furnace Plant of the

Tennessee Company

Interior View of Generating Station at No. 4 Mine

two power stations, in case of a serious

accident at one of the plants, and while

it has never been necessary to use it for

this purpose, it is a good insurance and

is convenient when making repairs or

alterations at either plant. Double-throw

switches are provided so that the pumps
or fans may be thrown on to either plant

as the load conditions may demand.

Method of Haulage

After the coal is undercut and blasted

down by permissible explosives, it is

loaded into 3000-lb. capacity cars, which

are made up into trips of 20 cars each,

The coal is charged into the ovens by

electric larries after being crushed in

the usual way, but it may be of 'merest

to mention the trolley system used on the

ovens. The trolley wires were originally-

put on 1 ! j-in. pipe brackets set in con-

crete. These soon rusted out, either at

the top of the concrete or where they

were threaded for connection. Also the

heat from the ovens, with the sulphur

fumes and gases rapidly softened and de-

composed the insulating material used in

the trolley hangers, causing them to burn

out and ground. To overcome this diffi-

culty a line of 30-ft. poles was set 75

ft. apart along each side of the bai

and a No. 3 hard-drawn copper *pan wire

pu; up .'. ith double strain insulators. The
trolley wires were tl

span wires by the regular feed-in

no effort being made to insulate the trol-

ley wires from the span wires. This

system was installed two years n^o and
seems to be the better type of con-

struction where the conditions are such
that it can be used. All of the trolley

wires used underground are shielded on
both sides by lx7-in. creosoted pine

boards, held in place by shielding h

attached to the regular mine trolley

hanger as shown in the accompanying
sketch. There are more than seven miles

of such shielded trolley wire in this

mine alone.

One of the other illustrations shows a

view from the tipple at this mine which

is of some interest, it being the Ensley

furnace plant of the Tennessee Coal, Iron

and Railroad Company. It is possible to

stand on this tipple and see the coal

being hauled out and delivered to the by-

product coke ovens nearby; from there

it is hauled steaming hot by electric lo-

comotives to the coke bins at the fur-

nace, where it goes into the charging

cars and into the furnace stack with the

ore from the iron mines owned by the

company a few miles distant. The iron

is carried in a molten state to the con-

verter and through the various processes

of steel making and comes out a finished

steel rail laid down within 200 yd. of the

tipple of the No. 4 mine. On a test run

the ore has been taken out of the mines

on Red Mountain, and delivered as a

finished steel rail at Ensley within 24

hours time.

The No. 4 Mine

The No. 4 mine is located

miles south of No. 3 mine and is

in the same seam of coal. It was orig-

inally supplied with power from the

plant at No. 3 mine, but has now an in-

dependent power plant. The generating

station consists of two 150-kw. 500-volt

Northern generators, direct connected to

20xl6-in., 200-r.p.m. American Ball en-

gines as shown in illustration. The com-

pany has eleven of these units in service

at the various mines. The No. 4 mine

is similar in many respects to No. 3 mine.

The coal is all mined by 7 Sullivan con-

tinuous-cutting chain machines. The coal

is hauled in trips of 21 cars, each car

holding 3000 lb., to the foot of the engine

plane where it is hoisted to the top in trips

of 7 cars each. These trips are hauled

from 2 to2<4 miles by three 15-ton and one

10-ton Jeffrey locomotives against a max-

imum grade of 4 per cent. The coal is

gathered by one 6-ton and four 4-ton Jef-

frey locomotives. The plant has a capacity

of 1000 tons per day.

The mine is ventilated by a Capell

4x8- ft. fan, having a capacity of 60,-

000 cu.ft. and placed on the sur-
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in air shaft one mile from

the pit mouth. The fan is driven by a

60-h.p. Northern Electric motor, which

may be operated from either No. 3 or

No. 4 rower st.uion. The water is pumped
from the mine by two 8xl8-in. trip.

a. Connellsville pumps, driven

-h.p. G. E. motors, and

400-gal. pump driven by a 60-h.p.

motor. The latter pump also supplies

water for the spray lines throughout the

mines, there being more than 200 sprays

in use in this mine.

N 5 ".

5 mine is also in the same seam of

coa! and is equipped with an exact du-

plicate of the plan: at No. 4 mine. This

le first mine in the South to be

equipped with an electric shotfiring sys-

tem. The layout fcr this system, together

with the sprinkling system, is shown in

the accompanying drawing. A pair of

Still

- erring 4 Mining Jlurnal

Sketch Shoving Trolley-wire Hanger

No. 6 copper weatherproof insulated

wires are run on overhead pole lines to

the air shaft. 6000 ft. distant from the

station, where they go under-

ground, and No. 10 and No. 12 weather-

proof copper wire is used in the head-

Rooms are wired with No. 14

weatherproof copper wire. Instead of ex-

tending the room wiring from time to

time, a shotfiring reel, shown in accom-

panying sketch, has been adopted for use

in the rooms. This consists of two in-

dependent reels, each holding 300 ft. of

itherproof wire located at the

room neck, or end of the permanent

wire. porcelain knobs are at-

tached to the room props in such a way

as to allow the nu through

the hole in the insulator. The wii

pulled through as the room advances.

This results in a c nv. in

wire and prevents the numerous splices

necessary when extending the wires by

the former method. A pair of face wires

are used over and over again for con-

necting the shots across the face of the

room.

In the No. 8 Pratt mine, which was

the last to be equipped for electric shot

firing. No. 10 insulated iron wire was used

instead of the No. 12 and No. 14 copper

wire, and has been found to be much

better for this work on account of its

greater mechanical strength, beside being

cheaper than the copper wire. More than

20 miles of this wire was required to

equip the mine for electric shot firing.

( To be concluded)

Alabama Coke Production

The U. S. Geological Survey reports

that in 1910, West Virginia produced 3,-

803,881 short tons of coke, as against

Alabama's 3,249,027 short tons. Yet Ala-

bama received $1,810,588 more for its

coke than West Virginia did. This was

not because the West Virginia coke was
inferior, but because Alabama enjoys the

advantage of having, in the iron-making

district of Birmingham, a home market

for the State's coke output. West Vir-

ginia, on the contrary, probably ships 98

per cent, of its coke out of the State to

furnish fuel to distant iron works.

The most significant feature of the

coke-making industry in Alabama, as in

most of the coke-producing States in

1910, was the advance in values. The

quantity of coke produced in 1910 was

not materially larger than in 1909, the in-

crease being only 163,203 short tons, or

5.3 per cent., but with the improved de-

mand prices advanced from an average

of S2.61 a ton in 1909 to $2.82 in 1910,

and the total value increased from $8,-

068,267 to $9,165,821, a gain of $1,097,-

554, or 13.6 per cent. In quantity the

production of coke in Alabama in 1910

was the largest ever attained; the value

of the 1910 product, however, was about

$50,000 less than that of 1907.

The following table shows the growth

of the coke-making industry in Alabama:

Short tons

1880 60,781
1800 1,072,942
1900 2.1 10,837
1905 2,576,986
1906 3,034.501
1907 3,021,794
1908 2,362,666
1 3.0S5.824
1910 3,249,027

Of the total quantity of coke made in

1910 in Alabama, 557,148 short tons were

produced in by-product retort ovens, of

which there are 280 in the State, at two

establishments. The quantity of coal

used in the retort ovens was 769,212

short tons, and the yield of coke of this

kind was, therefore, 72.4 per cent. Dur-

ing [910 construction was begun on a

bank of 60 Koppers by-product recovery

ovens at Woodward by the Woodward
lion Company.
There were 43 coke-making establish-

ments in Alabama in liUO, the same num-

ber as in 1909, but the total number of

ovens increased from 10,061 in 1909 to

10,132 in 1910, exclusive of the 60 Kop-
pers ovens under construction at the

close of 1910. Of these, 9614 ovens were
in operation in 1910, with an average pro-

duction of 338 short tons each. In 1909

the average production per oven was 330
tons.

Growth of Pennsylvania Coal

Industry

The accompanying chart illustrates

plainly the phenomenal growth of coal

production in Pennsylvania since mining

began in that State. It is quite probable

145,000.000
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Spassky Copper Mines Ltd.

London Correspondence

The report of the Spassky Copper

Mines, Limited, for the year ended Sept.

30, 1910, has just been issued, and it is

a case of "making hay while the sun

shines.'' The usual time that is neces-

sary to prepare the report is nearly

twelve months, but as further capital is

needed; namely, £100,000 to purchase

an interest in the Atbasar copper mines

and as the share transactions in Russian

mines are active at present, it is no doubt

daemed a good opportunity to raise the

additional capital.

The accounts show a profit of £91,258

from which interest on £242,450 deben-

tures have been paid leaving a net bal-

ance of £73,021. A dividend of 2s. 6d.

was paid last November, and a further

dividend of 2s. 6d. will be paid in June.

During the year 2384 tons of copper were

sold for £188,243 with an average price

of £78 18s. lOd. The average cost per

ton was £37 15s. lOd. The stock pile at

surface has been nearly doubled and was

estimated at 16,284 tons.

The stocks have since increased to

22,790 tons. In a drive west from the

490-ft. level, the lode for the full width

of the drive is said to assay 18 per cent,

copper. The outlook for the current year

seems most hopeful as the mine is de-

veloping well and by the use of the rock

drills the orebodies should be opened

quickly, and the costs for producing

copper should be lower.

Power at Porcupine

Special Correspondence

The new gold camp of Porcupine will

be exceptionally well situated with re-

gard to power, and it is estimated that

before the end of the year, two custom

plants will be ready to serve the dis-

trict. At present there is one plant

under construction at Sandy falls, and

all the necessary material and ma-

chinery are on the ground, having been

brought in over the winter roads. The

equipment for another plant has now
been ordered, although the machinery

will not arrive on the ground until after

the completion of the railroad. This

plant will be erected at Wawaitan falls,

on the Mattagami river, by the British-

Canadian Power Company, which is suc-

cessfully operating a combined electric

and compressed-air power plant, at Co-

balt.

The main dam will allow for a total

head of 123 ft., and the water will be

carried to the turbines by two steel pen-

stocks, each 8 ft. in diameter. The two

turbines will be capable of generating

3450 h.p. each, and will be direct con-

nected to the generators, having a total

capacity of 4000 kw. The power house

will be so arranged that additional units

may be added. The current generated

will be three-phase, 25-cycle, and at a

pressure of 12,000 volts, a distributing

station will be built in the vicinity of the

Hollinger mine, from which lines will

radiate to the different properties.

The construction of these power plants

will be of great economic importance to

the new district and will probably prove

to be a big factor in making it a suc-

cess. At the present time, of course,

the only fuel available is wood, but this

supply will not last long, and forest fires

can be depended upon to destroy a large

portion of the standing timber. When
the railroad is completed, coal can be

brought in, but the cost, laid down at

the mines, will be high, and judging from
the experience at Cobalt, the cost of

power generated by coal would probably

be about S175 per horsepower-year. No
rates for the electric power are as yet

available, but they will probably be about

the same as at similar plants at Cobalt,

$50 per horsepower-year.

April Operations at Goldneld

Consolidated

During April, 1911, the total produc-

tion of the Goldfield Consolidated Mines

Company was 28,253 tons, containing

$1,061,497, or an average of $37.57 per

ton, the average extraction being $35.75

per ton, or 95.16 per cent. The total

net profit was $796,151, or $28.18 per

ton.

During the month 3961 ft. of develop-

ment work was done. At the Clermont

mine a winze was started from the 604

orebody to connect with a raise from the

1200-ft. level of the Grizzly Bear. This

was started in the hanging wall and was

APRIL OPERATING COSTS AT GOLD-
FIELD CONSOLIDATED

Mining :

Development $1.11
Stuping 2.21

$3.32
Transportation OH!)
Milling 2.22
Marketing 1-10
General expense 0.31

Bullion tax 0.52
Construction O.Ofi

Total cost of operation $7.68

low grade, but is now down 50 ft. and is

in $50 ore. It is hoped to complete this

winze by June 1, after which development

will be pushed on the 1200-ft. level. Two
hanging-wall crosscuts are now being

driven on this level, one north and one

south from the Grizzly Bear shaft, and

the quartz mass is being found wider

and stronger than on the 1000-ft. level

of the Clermont. The 700-C. hanging-

wall raise, which is practically a crosscut

on the 1200-ft. level 200 ft. south of the

shaft, cut 6 or 7 ft. of ore that averaged

$12 per ton. The air on this level has

been bad, and until the winze and raise

are connected not much work on this ore-

body can be done.

At the Combination mine 330 tons of

ore were mined from the sill floor of the

136 stope on the second level, averaging

$200 per ton. An or< cut 50 ft.

west of the 13(i stope which will probably
connect with the main ing a

stope 75 ft. long by 10 or 1

In the Mohawk mine the 260 sill floor on
the second level, and the 354 sill Ho

the third level were considerably

tended, and 1223 tons of ore that aver-

aged $30 per ton were mined from the

354 sill. The 384 and 385 drifts on the

third level on the footwall of the

stope were extended 100 ft. through ore

that averaged $20 per ton. The footwall

was not exposed, but the indications are

that the orebody will be about 0) ft.

wide, and is now opened up 200 ft. in

length; the face of the south drift still

being in ore. The mines are producing
about 940 tons per day.

Zinc Corporation Ltd.

London Correspondence

The Zinc Corporation, Ltd., according

to its recent report, has had a success-

ful year; the total sales amounted to

£324,020 as compared with £292.095 for

the preceding year, an increase of nearly

£32,000. The number of tons of tailings

treated from the Broken Hill mines was
270,637, and yielded 85,625 tons of zinc

concentrates averaging 46.71 per cent,

zinc, 5.4 per cent, lead and 11.4 oz. sil-

ver; also lead concentrates to the amount
of 9.319 tons assaying 56.65 per cent,

lead, 38.39 oz. silver, and 15.95 per cent.

zinc. The profit was $97,906 after de-

ducting working costs, the purchase of

tailings at 5s. per ton, and depreciation.

Four dividends of 12' \ per cent, on

the £1 shares were paid during the year

making a total of £89,513. Two divi-

dends were paid in 1909, one dividend in

March, 1911, and the eighth dividend will

be paid in June making 100 per cent,

on the preference shares. Now that the

preference shares are paid in full the or-

dinary shares are entitled to participate

in the profits.

An improved process or method is to

be tried in the treatment of the tailings.

The directors have approached the di-

rectors of the Broken Hill South Block

with the object of entering into some

kind of working arrangement, possibly

amalgamation, as the latter has a mine,

and the former a process with a limited

tonnage reserve. Such a union should

tend to longevity provided the zinc cor-

poration does not have to pay too much

as the mine made a loss of over £1000

during April.

The seven Scotch shale-oil companies

are now said to mine 3,000,000 tons of

shale per year. [Chem. Trade Journ.,

May 13, 1911). Their product is: Burn-

ing oils, 20,000,000 gal. per year; naph-

tha. 5,000.000 gal.; lubricating and lms-

making oils. 22.000.000 gal.; paraffin. 27-.-

C00 tons; ammonium sulphate, 54,000

tons.
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Charles Janin. of San Francisco, is

making a professional trip in Arizona

and Colorado.

F. W. Bradley, ol San Francisco, has

gone to Alaska, where he will remain for

three or four months.

C. L. Constant, of the C. L. Constant

Company. New York, is in Cobalt. Ont.,

on metallurgical work.

.Morton Webber, of New York, is en-

gaged in valuation work in eastern Can-

ada for the C. L. Constant Company.

C. R. Pope, who purchased the Burns

properties in Porcupine, Ont.. for a Chi-

cago syndicate, is making a short visit

to the camp.

Dietz & Keedy, of Boston, have re-

cently made some mineral-land examina-

tions in .Maine in the interest of New
York parties.

H. .Mortimer-Lamb, of Montreal, re-

cently attended a meeting of the western

branch of the Canadian .Mining Institute,

held at Trail.

P. E. Van Saun, chief engineer for

the Mill and Smelter Engineering Com-
pany of New York, has gone west on pro-

fessional business.

.M. Bates has resigned his position as

manager of the Foley-O'Brian mine in

Porcupine. Ont.. and will open offices as

consulting engineer.

Quincy A. Shaw and Rudolph Agassiz,

of the Calumet & Hecla and subsidiary

companies, are at the mines on their

semi-annual tour of nspection.

Andrew G. Larson, of Vancouver. B.

C. and A. J. McMillan, came to New
York lately in connection with a prospec-

tive sale of the Le Roi mine at Rossland.

Frank H. Probert, of Weed & Probert,

Los Angeles, Cal., recently spent a week

in New York, on his return from Mexico.

He left May 29. on his way to Arizona.

Albert I. Coodell. of Salt Lake City,

Utah, has been seeking business in the

Cotur d'Alene district of Idaho for the

International Smelting and Refining

Company.

Juan B. Carrasco. a mining engineer

from Los Angeles. Chile, is visiting the

Canadian and American mining districts.

now in Sudbury. Ont., and will go

to Houghton, Michigan.

Ilcy, of Vancouver. B. C,
has been elected chairman of the

ern branch of the Canadian Mining In-

stitute for the ensuing year, in succession

to Wm. PI • on.

been relieved

from active work on the I,'. S. Geological

Surrey, and expects to spend the next

*ix months visiting mining districts in

Peru. Bolivia and Chile.

Frank E. Marcy, formerly with the

Allis-Chalmers Company, has been ap-

pointed manager of the branch house of

line and Smelter Supply Company

at Salt Lake City, Utah.

\V. Yolen Williams has returned to

Spokane, Wash., from the Hidden Creek

Copper mine. Observatory Inlet, B. C,

which the Granby company is developing

under option of purchase.

Robert H. Stewart, of Trail, B. C, gen-

eral manager of the Consolidated Mining

and Smelting Company, of Canada, Ltd.,

has been in Toronto lately, conferring

with the direction of the company.

John M. Boutwell, consulting geologist

for Phelps, Dodge & Co., is making a

geological survey of the property of the

Moctezuma Copper Company at Pilares

de Nacozari, Sonora, Mexico.

Peter Diehn has resigned his position

as engineer of construction for the

Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron

Company, and will go to Brussels, Bel-

gium, for the export branch of the Steel

Corporation.

Alexander Sharp, mining engineer for

P. Burns, who owns mining properties in

Mexico, northern Washington, British

Columbia and Alberta, is removing his

headquarters from Orient, Wash., to

Calgary, Alberta.

I. L. Merrill, of Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, president of the Hedley Gold Min-

ing Company, has returned home after

having spent several days at the com-

pany's gold mine in the Similkameen dis-

trict, British Columbia.

C. W. Geddes, former consulting en-

gineer for the Foley-O'Brian mine, Por-

cupine, Ont., has been appointed man-

ager of the property. A. F. Motz, for-

merly of Coram, Cal., has been ap-

pointed superintendent.

+ OBITUARY +
Charles D. Lane died at Palo Alto,

Cal., May 24, aged 71 years. He was one

of the pioneer gold miners of California,

and for many years was a prominent fig-

ure in the mining industry of that State

and of Alaska. We hope to publish a

suitable notice later.

Nathaniel Wright Lord, professor ot

mineralogy and metallurgy at the Ohio

State University, Columbus, Ohio, died

at his home in that city May 23, aged

56 years. He was born in Cincinnati. He
graduated at the Columbia College School

of Mines in 1876; was chemist and engi-

neer of the Monte Grande Gold Mining

Company, 1879; chemist in charge of anal-

ysis of fertilizers of the Ohio State Board

of Agriculture; consulting chemist Ohio

Geological Survey; author of "Notes on

Metallurgical Analysis," "Iron Manufac-
ture of Ohio." "Natural and Artificial

Cements," and numerous reports and pa-

pers for technical societies and scientific

and technical journals. He was di-

rector of the chemical laboratory, United'

States fuel-testing plant, St. Louis,

Exposition, 1894. He was a high author-

ity on fuel and fuel testing and for eight

years past had been chief chemist or

consulting expert of the technologic

branch of the U. S. Geological Survey,

now a part of the Bureau of Mines.

Dr. Robert Wheelock Ells died at Ot-

tawa, May 23, aged 66 years. He was
born at Cornwallis, N. S., and educated

at Acadia College and McGill University,

graduating from McGill in 1872 with

first-class honors and the Logan gold

medal in geology and natural history.

He joined the staff of the Geological

Survey in the same year and had been

ever since—39 years—steadily engaged
in geological work in that branch of the

service. He was a fellow of the Royal

Society of Canada and of the American
Geological Society and a member of the

Canadian Mining Institute. For a num-
ber of years past he had represented the

province of Ontario on the corporation of

McGill University. He was the author

of many able reports on the geology and

mineralogy of the Canadian provinces

in addition to numerous papers for the

various scientific bodies with which he

was connected. Doctor Ells was prob-

ably most widely known in recent years

for his researches in connection with the

problem of the utilization of the oil

shales of Eastern Canada, which did

much to attract attention to the value

of these deposits. His memoir on the

subject, which was published in 1910,

is regarded as a standard authority on

the question.

SOCIETIESanc/TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

Colorado School of Mines—The annual

commencement was held at Golden,

Colo., May 26, when a class of 35 re-

ceived degrees.

American Institute of Mining Engi-

neers—The second local meeting of mem-
bers and guests of the Institute was held

May 26, in the assembly room of the

United Engineering Society building, New
York. Dr. James Douglas gave a lec-

ture, illustrated by lantern slides, on the

Copper Queen Mine, Bisbee, Arizona. The

meeting was preceeded by an informal

dinner at the Engineers' Club.

Utah Society of Engineers—At the

monthly meeting at Salt Lake City, May
19, the annual reports of the officers

were presented. The paper of the even-

ing was "Notes on the Construction of a

Large Concrete Diverting Dam," illus-

trated by lantern slides, by George M.

Bacon. This was followed by the intro-

duction of the new president by the re-

tiring president, Mr. Honnold.and the in-

augural address by M. D. Grosh, presi-

dent.
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Fditorial Correspondence
San Francisco

May 24—The executive committee of

the Independent Agency is considering

a plan for the organization of a storage

company to include the Union with a

view of providing tankage sufficient to

handle about 14,000,000 bbl. The plan

contemplates a 85,000,000 capitalization,

the financing to be done almost ex-

clusively by agency members and the

Union, which will include a $4,000,000

bond issue at 8 per cent, to run ten

years. Of this amount it is the purpose

to issue $2,250,000 at once, and to pay

to the Union Oil Company $1,000,000 of

such first issue in consideration for the

4,000,00 bbl. steel tankage it now owns.

The balance of the first issue is to be

employed in the construction of concrete

reservoirs with a total capacity of 10,-

000,000 bbl. This new construction and

the present steel tankage of the Union,

together with the pipe-line storage sta-

tions now in operation, will make the ag-

gregate storage of the agency 19,000,000

hbl. The result of the consummation of

such a plan would be a direct saving to

the independents in storage costs, reduc-

ing them from the 6c. per bbl. now paid

the Union to about 1.7c. per bbl., per

month. The independents, both at Bakers-

field and Coalinga, are reported to be

strongly in favor of this storage idea,

considering it a surer and' more economic

solution of the difficulties that arise in

the effort to hold the agency intact than

anv that has been suggested.

The law relating to the conservation

of minerals in the streams and lakes and

providing a method of leasing and operat-

ing has had an early result in the in-

corporation of a $5,000,000 organization

known as the United States Soda Com-
pany, which announces as its purpose the

exploitation of soda deposits known to

occur particularly in Inyo and Mono
counties. The company has not announced

the locality of its intended operations or

prospecting, nor does it declare the names
of capitalists who are claimed to be be-

hind the scheme and ready for practical

rperation and actual production to follow

successful exploitation. The company
just incorporated is composed of San

Francisco men, Luther Elkins, A. H. Jar-

man, Oliver B. Wyman. George W.
Mordecai, N. Schmukowitz, L. L. Dunne,

S. Canham, E. del Valle and Henry H.

Rolph, who claim to be acting merely

for the unnamed backers of the project.

As none of the stock is offered for sale

the genuineness of the andertaking is

the more favorably regarded. There has

been for a long time the opportunity

for exploitation and production of the

various saline deposits of the State, but

it seems to have been either neglected

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

or improperly taken. At any rate no
large successful operation has resulted,

although both the Geological Survey and
the State Mining Bureau have issued

bulletins setting forth the character,

value, situation and extent of the various

deposits that would yield commercial
profit. It was the direct purpose of the

proponents of the conservation law re-

specting such minerals to bring about

just the results that may be attained by
the company now incorporated, and by
ether such organizations.

Denver

May 26"—The Camp Bird company is

negotiating for the purchase of the

Revenue-Virginius property at Ouray in

the Sneffle's district; also, for the ac-

quiring of the San Pedro property be-

tween the Camp Bird and the Revenue.

The Revenue is owned by A. E. Reynolds,

of Denver, and has a large production

to its credit. While the Revenue is still

worked on the original vein it is said that

there is practically a new mine in the

Montana vein which is cut by a tunnel

that comes out of the mountain on the

Telluride side. It is now stated that the

Revenue management will push work on

the Montana claims and a number of

others. P. H. Sheldon left Ouray last

week to complete plans for the opening

of a boarding house for the men at the

Ophir end of the tunnel. The Montana

vein is a gold-copper producer. At a

recent run of a quantity of this ore in

the Camp Bird mill about 95 per cent, of

the gold was recovered.

The San Pedro owns a targe and prac-

tically unexplored territory. If either or

both properties can furnish profitable

ores to the Camp Bird mill, it will be a

splendid move to acquire them. The

Camp Bird has earned and is earning

a steady profit from its present territory,

but it has been recognized that the ques-

tion of diminishing ore reserve was be-

coming of pressing importance. Camp
Bird expects to have the Santa Gertrudis

mine in Mexico on a profitable basis

soon.

The Denver Republican is starting what
is termed by them, "A Prospecting Fund,"
in order to get the old-time pros-

pector and his burro back to the mount-
ains again. This fund is subscribed to

by business, as well as mining men,
throughout the State. Many an old-time

prospector will gladly go into the mount-
ains again with his grubstake.

Butte

May 24—The case of Mills v. Olsen
decided by the supreme court of Montana
is one of the most important cases de-

cided by that tribunal in recent years as

affecting the laboring classes. The laws
of the State provide that any miner, me-
chanic or other laborer who performs
work upon any real property shall be en-

titled to a mechanics' lien upon such
property for the value of the work done
provided he file a notice of such lien in

the county clerk's office of the county in

which the property is situated. The stat-

utes also provide that in a suit brought

to enforce such a lien the plaintiff shall

be entitled to a reasonable attorney's fee

as part of the costs of the case. In the

case referred to, the supreme court holds

that part of the law providing for at-

torney's fees to be unconstitutional and

void. The filing of mechanics' liens has

been a popular method of enforcing such

claims, owing to the provision giving the

lienor his attorney's fees, but in view of

this decision it is doubtful whethet in

the future the procedure will be used to

the same extent since its method of en-

forcement is extremely technical.

At the last annual meeting of the

stockholders of the Anaconda Copper
Mining Company, held May 17, at Ana-

conda, the following were elected di-

rectors for the ensuing year: B. B.

Thayer, William Rockefeller, John D.

Ryan, H. H. Rogers, F. P. Addicks, Ur-

ban H. Broughton, and George H.

Church. President Thayer presented an

exhaustive report of the condition of the

company's properties. Comment is made
on the fact that the concentration of the

management of the various subsidiary

companies of the Amalgamated, through

the acquisition by the Anaconda company

of all the properties, has produced a re-

duction in the cost of mining and general

operation. During the last year the

mines produced 3,326,227 tons of ore,

4413 tons of precipitates, or a total of 3,-

330.640 tons. The Parrot and Little Mina

shafts have already been abandoned for

hoisting purposes and are now used

merely for ventilation. It is the com-

pany's intention to do the same with

the shafts of the Rarus, Never Sweat, and

East Cray Rock mines as soon as prac-

ticable.
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Salt Lake City

May 26—A number of improvements

on railroad lines in the State and neigh-

boring territory are projected or in pro-

which will benefit Salt Lake City

and I .rally. It has been an-

nounced that the new owners of the .Mot-

fat road are to issue bonds to complete

the line from its present western terminus

imboat Springs. Colo., to Salt Lake

Contracts have been let and work

started for the completion of the double-

: the Oregon Short Line from

Farmington to Ogden and from Ogden

to West Weber on the Southern Pacific.

A road is also being built by the Oregon

Short Line from Burley, Idaho, to Kelton

Summit, a distance of 58 miles through

the Raft river country in southern Idaho,

which will probably be extended to Salina,

on the main line of the Southern

Pacific west of Ogden.

The San Pedro. Los Angeles & Salt

Lake railroad has begun the construction

cf a new road from Moapa on its main

line between Salt Lake and Los Angeles,

south through the Moapa melon country

to St. Thomas. New, a distance of 22

miles. The roadbed of the main line

between Barclay and Moapa through

Ca'.iente is being changed to a higher

position along the sides of the canon,

which should keep an open line to Los

Angeles the entire year. The distance

niles. and the work is nearly com-

pleted. A new road from Washington

county, Utah, to the eastern boundary

of Union county, N. M., is projected by

Eastern and New Mexican people and the

Taos. Sierra Nevada & San Francisco

Railroad Company with a capitalization

i.OOO, filed articles of incorporation

in Salt Lake. May 22. It is proposed to

reconstruct the old Jordan Valley rail-

road running from Sandy to Wasatch

near the mouth of Little Cottonwood

canon.

A lease has been secured from

the Denver & Rio Grande by J. G. Jacobs

and a number of others. The Denver &

Rio Grande has a branch line from Mid-

vale to Sandy, which is not used much

randard gage former-

ly ran to the mouth of Little Cottonwood

and connected with the old narrow gage.

The distance from Sandy to Wasatch is

about six miles and the roadbed is in

fairly good condition. This is the part

of the line to be rebuilt. Rails are on

the ground, but new ties must be laid

throughout and some grading will be ncc-

If thi put through to

•eh, it will reduce the com of ore

hauling from Alta and the road will be

:n hauling sand from the lai

indy and possibly g

' The line will

connect with the l>

and S
" Sail Lake

indy.

Duluth

May 25—Rumors have been persistenr

for some time that the International Har-

Company was contemplating the

erection of a washing plant at some point

on the Mesabi range, to treat the low-

grade ores which form an appreciable

percentage of the total in some of the

mines owned by the company on this

range. That these rumors were well

founded is evidenced by the fact that

work is actually in progress at the Haw-

kins mine, near Nashwauk. Not long

since, the company purchased a large

tract of land in the vicinity from the

State, at prices averaging about S60 per

acre. The plant will probably be erected

at O'Brien lake, to which railroad tracks

are now being laid, and while nothing

definite has been given out, it is sup-

posed that the plant will, in its essential

features, be modeled after the Coleraine

plant of the Steel Corporation. The ore

at the Hawkins mine contains a large

percentage of sand, and for this reason

the mine has not been operated steadily

for the last five years. It is this class

of ore, however, that the washing plant

at Coleraine is designed to treat, par-

ticularly, and with the completion of the

new plant of the International Harvest-

er Company, at Nashwauk, the Hawkins

mine will undoubtedly become a large

and steady producer.

Work on the Minnesota Steel Com-
pany's plant, at West Duluth, has prog-

ressed to such a point that the ultimate

size and capacity of the plant is well

established. During the year 1910, the

Steel Corporation expended about $1,-

750,000 at this plant and work is now go-

ing on with a force of from 400 to 500

men. The amount of work done from

July, 1910, up to the present time gives

some idea of the size of the undertaking.

During that time the amount of concrete

used totaled 150,000 cu.yd., of which

40,000 cu.yd. went into foundations; 3100

ft. of sewers were constructed, and 3000

ft. of tile sewers, the latter at an average

depth of 30 ft. below surface. Seven

miles of railroad track were built, and

the foundations for five buildings, in-

cluding machine shop, forge shop, black-

smith shop, power house and storage

building. These vary in size from

100x40 to 280x HO ft. Twelve miles of

copper wire for power-transmission pur-

poses have been strung and 250,000 ce-

ment blocks have been made. Machinery,

consisting of a 1 ,000,000-gal. centrifugal

pump, 800-h.p. boilers and a 500-kw.

electric generator, has been installed. A
consignment of structural steel is

expected to arrive early in June and the

working force will be increased at that

time. Bids on contracts for the erection

I blast furnaces are now being re-

ceived.

The Mesabi Railway Company was in-

corporated some months ago, and the

plans provided for an electric passenger

and freight railway connecting all of the

important range towns—a service that J

has long been needed. Two other minor

companies are planning to build shorter

lecal lines connecting two or three towns, \

one running from Virginia to Gilbert and

the other to the west end of the range.

Cobalt

May 26—Attention has lately been

drawn to the discoveries of gold in the

Elk Lake district, where finds have been

reported in seven different places during I

the last few weeks. This district has,

however, been known for several years,

and discoveries of gold were made long

before the Porcupine district was opened

up. So far the work done has not been

productive of very satisfactory results,

and caution will be necessary in dealing

with these latest discoveries.

During the last week six new mining

companies have been incorporated to

operate in the Porcupine district. Track

laying on the railroad has reached Fred-

crickhouse landing and the track-laying

machine has been taken across the river.

The railroad is expected to be in oper-

ation by July 1, when the facilities for

transportation will materially aid in the

replacement of machinery damaged by

the recent fire.

Toronto
May 26—Hon. C. R. Devlin, minister

of mines for Quebec, states that never

before has the number of mining licenses

issued by his department been so large

as during the last three months. He at-

tributes the increased interest taken in

the industry to the new mining laws

and anticipates a mining boom before the

end of the year. In regard to the report

of the Chibougamou exploration party,

which was regarded as adverse to the

district, Mr. Devlin said that the conclu-

sion of the explorers was not against

the quality of the minerals found in the

region—they merely • found that condi-

tions were not such as to justify the con-

struction of a railroad at enormous ex-

pense. The department was satisfied

with the exploration of Chibougamou and

Temiskaming, and for this reason will

send out another exploring party which

will leave by the middle of June for the

Canton Bousquet, halfway between Ville

Marie and the Grand Trunk Pacific rail-

way.

The Ontario government has detailed

A. L. Parsons, lecturer in mineralogy in

Toronto University, to make an investiga-

tion of the goldfields in the Lake of the

Woods district, the latest strikes in which

have attracted attention among mining

men and prospectors. A. J. Burrows, of

the Ontario Bureau of Mines, will be in

charge of the field work.
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Alaska

It is officially announced that the

United States Mining, Smelting and Re-

fining Company will open offices in Seat-

tle, with A. P. Anderson in charge. It is

the intention of this company to thor-

oughly explore Alaska.

A recent snowslide on the claims of

Gantzler & Williams, and of the Ibex

Mining Company, near Valdez, disclosed

a quantity of ore, which may prove to be

as good as that of the celebrated Cliff

mine in the same district.

Cliff—The additional stamps installed

on this property will soon be in opera-

tion. B. F. Millard, Valdez, is president.

Gold Bullion—A body of rich ore was
recently struck on this property. Sev-

eral stamps will be in operation this

summer. F. G. Bartholf, Seattle, is

president.

Kenai Mining and Milling—This com-

pany, under the direction of F. H. Bry-

ant, has made extensive preparations for

operations during the coming season.

Wibble—This property has been bond-

ed to Finch & Campbell, of Spokane,

who will do considerable work during the

summer. This is a placer mine.

Arizona

Officers of Phelps, Dodge & Co. say

that no plans are under consideration

for extension of the El Paso & South-

western system westward into California

and to the Pacific coast. The extension

of the El Paso from Benson to Tucson,

surveys for which are now being made,

will bring the Phelps-Dodge lines 50

miles nearer the western seaboard. At

present freight on the El Paso & South-

western bound for Tucson is transferred

to the Southern Pacific at Benson, ana

poor facilities for transfer at this point

is one of the reasons for the extension to

Tucson. The Southern Pacific is build-

ing from the south in Mexico to Naco-

zari and to Douglas, both of which points

are served from the north by the Phelps-

Dodge system.

Gila County

Arizona Commercial—No water has

been encountered on the footwall of the

vein, although considerable was found In

the hanging wall. The flow of water is

decreasing and the mine now makes less

than 2,000,000 gal. daily.

Summit—On account of low copper

prices only ore from development work

is being shipped.

Inspiration—Plans are being made for

the new mill, which will be of 5000 tons

capacity. Pending completion of the mill

plans, underground work has been cur-

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Transfers. The,

Current History of

Mmmi
tailed, but churn-drill work is being con-
tinued.

Live Oak—The No. 2 shaft is being
sunk by contract at an average rate of 6
ft. daily.

Yavapai County
Consolidated Arizona—Since A. H.

Wethey assumed the position of general
manager, many property improvements
have been made. Shipments now amount
to 10 cars per month, while production
is about 600,000 lb. per month.

California

Alameda County

The completion of the standard rig

by the installation of a 25-h.p. engine on
the property of the W. M. & S. Oil

Company near Livermore has revived in-

terest in the oil prospects of this county.

Amador County

Argonaut—The new vein on the 3400-

ft. level, north, is reported to be 600 ft.

long. The foundation for the new hoist

is about completed.

Alpine—This mine at Plymouth has

recently been reopened and a good strike

of ore on the 700-ft. level is reported.

John L. Henry is superintendent.

Johnson Copper—A 15-h.p. gasolene

engine for hoisting and a compressor for

driving air drills will be installed at this

mine. John S. Garbarini is owner.

Butte County

Channel Mining Company—Consider-

able interest is manifested in the pros-

pecting of this company's property near

Magalia, from the fact that representa-

tives of the Associated Oil and other big

mercantile interests of Sacramento are

giving it financial attention.

Calaveras County

Lightner—The 200- and 300-ton ore-

bins at the No. 1 and 2 levels are filled

and ore is being hoisted to the 500-ton

bin at surface. Electric connections have

been made with the mill -md by June 20

the 40 stamps are to be ready to drop.

A larye depot I bearing ore on
a contact of gray r j slate is

reported to ha\ >und on Smith
river 45 miles northeast of Cre
The property is not easily

Fred M. Law, Yreka (Siskiyou county),
one of the owner-, reports that an
cut 30 ft. deep indicates a large low-
grade prospect.

Eldorado Coi

Ribbon Rock—Development continues
on this mine, near Eldorado. At
in the shaft the vein has been crosscut,
showing milling ore of good grade. H. A.
Harper, superintendent.

i'.OLDT COUNTY
Horse Mountain Mining Company—

This company is driving the fourth tunnel
on its copper property on Horse mountain
to tap at 300 ft. depth the orebody which
was disclosed in the upper tunnels.

Lake County

Sulphurbank—This quicksilver mine in

the Clear Lake district, it is reported will

be reopened by W. S. Tevis, of San Fran-
cisco; and that the sinking and drifting

method of development and extraction

will be superseded by stripping and open-
face excavation or quarrying. The mine
is an old producer, but has recently been
idle and in litigation.

Mariposa County

Merced—This mine near Coulterville

has been purchased by George C. Pardee,

and associates. Electric power will be

installed.

Monterey County

Pitts Quicksilvr Mining Company—
Deposits of cinnabar are reported six

miles northeast of Parkfield, and this

company has been organized in Monterey
to develop 5 claims located by William

Zinkand and others. Two tunnels have

been driven at a depth of 450 ft. and
following a hanging wall of serpentine.

The erection of a Scott furnace is con-

templated should further development

warrant continued operation.

Placer County

Golden Sheaf It is reported that Su-

perintendent Thompson is opening good

ground that will warrant the installation

of a mill.

Cash Rock Dredge—This dredge,

which has been operating on the tailings

from the mills along the American river,

is now at the mouth of Buckeye canon

on the Eldorado county side of the river,

and will work up to Dardanelles canon

on the Placer side when the present work
is completed.
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Colorado

Clear Creek County

Josephine— At 1400 ft. from the adit

portal. 5 ft. of rich lead-silver ore was

recently uncovered.

Saratoga—The Argentine Central rail-

road will soon be open for traffic,

when shipments of ore will start to the

smeltery at Colden.

Central Capital—This property on

Griffith mountain is being developed by

the owner. L. Hoery. Drifting is in pro-

gress and a body of lead-zinc ore is be-

ing followed. This ore, being complex

in character, is left standing pending the

completion of the Malm electro-chemical

plant.

Capital—During April there was

shipped 170 tons of concentrates.

Pelican—The mill has been started on

night shifts and an average of 200 tons

of ore is being treated daily.

Lake County—Leadville

The Sugar Loaf district is rapidly be-

coming the leader of the outlying camps.

The Dinero tunnel is working a body

of gold ore; the Siwash tunnel is being

driven at the rate of 8 ft. per day. An
increased production is anticipated from

this district.

One of the most interesting develop-

ments in many months in Leadville is

the opening of ore deposits in the granite

in the mines of Big Evans gulch. New
Monarch has gone down 65 ft. into the

granite and the vein continues as strong

and as rich as above.

Progressive—This shaft, operated by

the Mound City Mining Company, is

again unwatered and a force of men are

engaged in cleaning out the debris from

the drifts. The small streak of rich ore

that was opened some time ago and

which contains native silver, is being

thoroughly prospected.

Crown Point—The lessees on the

Crown Point and Pinnacle have found

a u.ak of zinc carbonate ore in one of

the lower levels.

Columbia—George Craemer and part-

ners, leasing on the Columbia, California

gulch, have uncovered silver ore. The

shipments at present average 200 tons

per month and will be increased.

Ouray County

It is now reported that the erec-

tion of the smeltery by the Mono-

Baltic company will be pushed ahead as

scon as the weather permits.

r Tunnel — Lumburg Brothers

leasers, are shipping three cars per week.

When the railroad is open in July this ore

will be shipped to Durango via Silverton.

Pitkin County

The three electric pumps at the Free

Silver mine in the Aspen camp have been

started on a trial test. These are the

most powerful pumps built for mining

purposes and will force the water in a

straight line 1200 ft. to the surface. The

Janesville pump at the bottom of the

shaft will be held in reserve, and will

be connected with the main water col-

umn so that in case of a shutdown of

the electric pumps there will be no inter-

ference with operations in the lower

workings caused by an accumulation of

water.

San Juan Recion

Camp Bird—The net profit was £13,-

110 from April operations.

Gold King—After a season of devel-

opment this mine at Gladstone has re-

sumed production. The mill is now run-

ning at full capacity, the output amount-

ing to about three cars of concentrate per

day.

Teller County

The flow which passes through the

portal of the Roosevelt tunnel has dimin-

ished until it is now about 5800 gal. per

min., due to decrease in head.

Stratton Estate—With the renewed ru-

mor that a custom mill will be erected to

treat low-grade ore here, comes the re-

port that the Stratton estate is contem-

plating the immediate erection of a large

plant for the treatment of dump rock.

The plant will no doubt be patterned

after the Portland's new mill.

Stratton Independence—After drifting

180 ft. on the black dike, which goes

through the Isabella estate from the

school section on the north slope of Bull

hill, an oreshoot was encountered which

promises to prove persistent. This is the

first oreshoot of any consequence opened

in Isabella ground by the School Section

Leasing Company. The vein intersects

the dike at this point and it is said to

be a new shoot, not found in the work-

ings of the Lee shaft.

Indiana

Gilson County

Bicknell Coal Company—This com-
pany, at Bicknell, has increased its capi-

tal stock from $25,000 to $40,000 to make
extensive improvements and open addi-

tional mines. T. M. Byers is president.

Greene County

Ogle Land Company—This recently in-

corporated company has acquired 1400

acres of land for both agricultural and
mining purposes. A. M. Ogle, of Terre

Haute, president of the Vandalia Coal
Company and the Monon Coal Company,
is president.

Sullivan County

About fiOO miners, who refused to de-

posit with the company their qualification

certificates issued by the county board of

examiners, were refused entrance to twu
mines near Hymera. The law provides

a penalty for operating a mine by other

than licensed miners. The matter has

been referred to State officials of the

miners and operators for settlement.

Parke County

Suit has been filed in the circuit court

at Rockville, asking for the appointment
of a receiver for the Wabash Valley Coal
Company, which owns large coalfields in

Florida township.

Michigan
Copper

Calumet & Hecla—Shaft sinking on
the St. Louis tract has been started.

Several drill cores were cut recently from
a lode thought to be a continuation from
the Mayflower.

Oneco—Operations are confined to the

deepening of the old shaft on the Oneco
lode. The shaft is down over 700 ft.

and will be sunk to 1000 ft. depth.

Ojibway—This property is being stopsd
j

at three points tributary to No. 1 shaft, I

all opening good ground. Sinking is be- 1

ing done in both shafts, No. 1 is down I

about 1550 ft. and No. 2 about 1850 ft.

This property is rapidly getting in a posi-

tion to begin production.

Tamarack—A fire broke out at the 72d j

level of the No. 5 shaft on May 24. All

the men were taken out without any fa-

tality and the shaft closed in hopes of
smothering the fire.

Iron—Marquette Range

Hartford—The shaft at this mine,
which was recently the scene of a baa
mine fire, has been found to be more
seriously damaged than was at first sup-
posed. Hoisting will not be resumed for

at least a month. After examining many
witnesses, the coroner's jury returned a

verdict censuring the Republic Iron ana
Steel Company, which operates the prop-

erty, for not having a ladderway in No. 1

shaft. The absence of ladders prevented

the men from making their escape. The
fire occurred in No. 2 shaft. Most of

the men got out through the adjoining

Cambria mine. The jury's verdict states

that the seven men who were victims of

the fire were asphyxiated and that the

water that was poured into the burning

shaft was largely responsible for forcing

the smoke and gas upon the men.

Breitung—It is expected that ship-

ments this season will be nearly as large

as last year.

Mass—The production for this season

from this mine of the Cleveland Cliffs

Company, at Negaunee, will be curtailea

to permit of reconstruction of the shaft,

which will be lined with concrete a dis-

tance of 190 ft.; three months more will

be required to complete it, so that hoist-

ing may be resumed. About 100 ft. has

been finished to date.

Iron—Menominee Range

The Cascade district will have three

shipping mines this season, the Volun-
teer, the Empire, which is an Oglebay-
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Norton property, and the Richmond, op-

erated by the M. A. Hanna Company.
There are two other developed mines

which have not shipped for several years,

the Moore, which is a Steel Corporation

property, and the Star, owned by the

Corrigan-McKinney company. The dis-

trict generally has been in disfavor be-

cause of the high silica content of the

ores, but the recent find of bessemer ore

at the Volunteer mine has stimulated in-

terest and it is probable that a consider-

able amount of exploration work will be

done in the future. Indications are that

it will be necessary to attain a greater

depth in searching than heretofore.

Iron—Menominee Range

Gleason—The Jones & Laughlin Steel

Company has taken an option on the

leases held by the Gleason Exploration

Company, at the western end of the

range, and are preparing to explore the

tract with diamond drills.

Purcell—This 80-acre tract in S 14-

T 43-R 25 has recently been optioned

by the Wickwire company, a New York

corporation with furnaces at Buffalo. A
contract has been made with the Cole

& McDonald Exploration Company, who
will immediately start drilling operations.

Minnesota

Cuyuna Range

Thompson—This shaft of the Inland

Steel Company, in S. 11-T 46-R 29,

has been dredged to a depth of 46 ft.,

and the caisson work will be started soon.

The overburden is about 90 ft., and the

shaft will be lined with concrete.

Mesabi Range

Hill Mine—This is an openpit, and is

near the town of Calumet, on the west

end of the Mesabi range. Much drilling

is being done and arrangements are be-

ing made to ship about 1,500,000 tons

this year; last year's output was 800,000

tons. This is to be accomplished with lit-

tle or no addition to the present equip-

ment, but by transferring the steam

shovels from stripping, to mining ore. It

is expected that about two-thirds of the

amount to be shipped will be clean ore,

the rest will require treatment in the

washing plant at Coleraine.

Section 9—This mine is owned by the

Pickands-Mather Company, and is one

mile north of Calumet. It will be an

open-pit mine, and Winston & Dear, who
have the stripping contract, will place

four shovels in operation at once.

Brainerd Mine—This mine, near Hib-

bing, has ordered the Duluth, Missabe &

Northern railroad to remove its tracks

from the property, so as to permit com-

mencement of stripping operations.

Vermilion Range

Vermilion Iron Development Company

—The last reports are that the Pine Is-

land shaft is bottomed at 180 ft. in hard

hematite ore high in iron and low in
phosphorus. This shaft was planned for
a permanent hoisting shaft and with that
object in view was sunk in the footwall
of the formation. At a depth of approxi-
mately 40 ft. the ore came in and the
shaft has been in it most of the time
since, with higher iron and lower phos-
phorus content at increasing depth.

Vermilion Iron and Steel—The shaft,

which is being sunk vertically on the
line between this company's property and
that of the Vermilion Steel and Iron Ex-
tension, has reached a depth of 230 ft.

and is bottomed in greenstone, jasper
and iron ore. Crosscutting will probably
be done at a depth of 280 ft. A new
strike was recently made at a depth of

about 6 ft. in another part of the prop-

erty, a vein of ore being uncovered for

a distance of 30 ft. Drills will be placed

immediately to explore the new find. Due
to the fires which burned over this region

last summer, a formation of considerable

width and consisting of mixed ore and
jasper was uncovered on a 40-acre tract

of this company's property, heretofore

believed to be valueless for minerals.

Missouri

Senator Mining Company—This com-

pany of Joplin has been incorporated with

a capital stock of $100,000 by James
Shirley and associates. The company has

extensive leases at Seneca and east of

Joplin.

Joplin District

Chapman & Lennon—The 200-ton mill

at Thorns Station is nearly completed.

Mattes Brothers—A rich strike of ore

has been made on the Connor land in

the Thorns Station camp.

Merton Park Land and Leasing Com-
pany—This company composed of Eng-

lish people has purchased 200 acres of

land north of Joplin near the Thorns Sta-

tion camp, from the B. W. Realty Com-
pany.

Madison Land and Leasing Company—
The company has bought a 60-acre tract

from the B. W. Realty Company at Thorns

Station. This was formerly known as the

Murphy tract.

United Lehigh—A 500-ton mill is being

built on the company's 200-acre lease at

Lehigh.

Federated—This company, which has

taken over the Lost Forty property of

the Mexico & Joplin Land Company at

Thorns Station, has done some drilling,

sunk a shaft, and is now erecting a mill.

The company is also drilling near the

Sitting Bull mine.

Adam Scott—Adam Scott and associ-

ates have drilled a 10-acre lease of the

Mexico and Joplin Land Company di-

rectly west of the Sitting Bull mine at

Thorns Station and are now sinking a

shaft.

Moi

Butte District

Considerable activity has been evi-

denced recently in the Blacktail Park
and Highland districts, near Butte. The
Golden Surprise Mining Company has
recently opened a vein of ore. About
3000 ft. of development work has been
completed and a mill has been built.

Other mines in the vicinity which give
promise are the Hirenian, Nerkely and
Andhunla.

Butte & Bullaklava—Stockho\deri,
holding a majority of the stock have en-
tered into a pooling agreement for one
year, to end April 30, 1912. The certifi-

cates have been placed in the City Na-
tional Bank, of Duluth. The company has
recently brought suit against the Anacon-
da Copper Mining Company to recover

damages in the sum of $1,376,095 for ore

alleged to have been extracted by the de-

fendant company from the plaintiff's

Burke claim. Four causes of action are

set forth in the complaint. It is alleged

that prior to June 25, 1905, the Anaconda
company abstracted ore valued at $400,-

000 and at various subsequent times took

additional ore, making up the total value

asked for in the complaint. Some time

ago the Anaconda company began an ac-

tion against the Butte & Ballaklava for a

similar cause and obtained an injunction

pendente lite, which is still in force.

Cascade County

Great Falls Power Company—This

company recently issued $15,000,000

worth of first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds

secured by its property in Cascade, Silver

Bow and other counties in the State.

Lewis & Clark County

Prickly Pear Mining Company—The
company has been incorporated with a

capital of $500,000, for the purpose of

operating a group of seven claims near

Silver. Enos Carhean is president and

W. H. Nichols vice-president.

Park County

A. M. Downing, representing Chicago

people, has arrived at Jardine, where he

is making arrangements for the open-ng

of the gold mines and mill.

Nevada

Clark County

Yellow Pine—The mine workings have

reached a depth of 500 ft. on an inclina-

tion of 45 deg. Lead-zinc ore has been

developed on the lower levels. Part of

the surface plant is to be electrified, and

no further sinking will be done until

after the installation of an electric hoist.

Electric lights and telephones are also

to be installed throughout the mine. The

60-ton concentrating mill is completed

but will not be operated at full capacity

until after the completion of the narrow-

gage railroad. About six miles of steel
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:>een laid on the railroad and the

usbed to completion. Gas-

s manufactured by the

i e Locomotive Works, are to be

for motive power, and the road

should be in operation by the last of

Potosi—This mine continues to ship

about four carloads of zinc ore per week.

Two makes of gasolene tractors have

been tried out in hauling the ore from

the mine to Arden on the San Pedro rail-

road, a distance of about 20 miles, but

proved unsuccessful, owing to the ex-

E grades; the hauling is still done

by teams.

Prairie Flower—Zinc ore has been en-

countered on the third level and the mine

will resume shipping in the near future.

Star—The Riverside Zinc Company,

recently incorporated to operate the Star

group, made its initial shipment last

week. Two carloads of zinc ore were

shipped to Wisconsin. An extensive sur-

face plant has recently been completed.

W. B. Stanley is in charge.

Milford—This property is under lease

and bond to H. J. Jarman and associates,

and is steadily shipping lead and zinc

ore.

South Dakota

Custer County

Cuyahoga—This company is sawing

lumber in its own mill for shaft house,

bunk house, etc., and will install a steam

plant for sinking 100 ft. this summer.

F. A. Gira, Custer, is manager.

Anghouse—This company is again

working the New York mica mine full

capacity, producing about 4000 lb. per

week of sheet and scrap mica. Details

have practically been completed for in-

stalling full electrical equipment. Power

will be secured from the Dakota Power

Company plant on Rapid creek, 25 miles

distant. It is hoped to have the plant

electrified by Sept. 1. Joseph Pine,

Custer, is superintendent.

Lawrence County

Imperial—This company is preparing

to resume work of drifting from the bot-

tom of the 700-ft. shaft. A contract will

be let for advancing the drift, now 1950

ft. in length. The burning out of the

fan motor set fire to the station timbers

and caused a suspension of work.

Rav This company is preparing to re-

sume work on its nickel deposit near

Nahant. During the winter a number of

Acre made proving that the ore-

carries nickel and gold, and chemists
claim that a good saving of both metals

can be made at a reasonable cost. The
main shaft is to be continued to a depth

ft H. A. Thompson ll mat

o A shaft is being sunk from a

station in the main adit, at a point 600
ft. from the portal and 300 ft. below the

surface. It is proposed to sink 200 ft.

A small compressed-air hoist is in use,

but an electric hoist will be installed.

Homcstake—A wireless telegraph in-

stallation will afford communication be-

tween the main office at Lead and the

power plant on Spearfish creek, the nec-

essary equipment having been received

and is now being erected.

Pennington County

Continental Copper — Superintendent

Overpeck has received orders to resume

sinking in the 500-ft. shaft, and all em-
ployees engaged are nonunion men. Work
was suspended a year ago, when the

Western Federation demanded recogni-

tion.

Tennessee
Continental Coal Corporation—This

company has been organized to complete

the merger of coal mines in Tennessee

recently referred to. Its capital stock

is $6,000,000, of which $3,000,000 is

stock and $3,000,000 is in bonds.

This consolidation includes compan-
ies owning about 30,000 acres of land.

Its main offices are at Chattanooga;

Earl Martin is president and gen-

eral manager. The consolidation in-

cludes Continental Coal Corporation of

Tennessee; American Coal Land Com-
pany; Black Raven Coal Company;
Straight Creek Coal and Coke Company;
Straight Creek Collieries Company;
Straight CreekCoal and Mining Company;
Central Coal Company; Left Fork Com-
pany; 11 miles of railroad connecting

mines with the Louisville & Nashville

railway. W. L. Moss, of Pineville, Ky.,

will be general superintendent of mining.

Utah

Juab County

Eagle & Blue Bell—The orebody on
the 1200 has been developed by a winze

for 65 ft. below this level.

Shoebridge— Leasers are working on
this property near Silver City and have
sent out a 20-ton shipment of copper
ore.

Sevier County

Belnap Aluminum and Power Com-
pany—This company is considering the

erection of an electric plant in Sevier

canon, six miles north of Marysville. If

necessary 8000 h.p. can be developed.

Sevier-Miller Coalition—The old mill

will be overhauled and additional ma-
chinery including a filter press will be
installed. When completed the capacity

will be 100 tons of gold ore per day.

The property is in the Gold Mountain
district near Kimberly.

Summit County

Park City shipments for the week
ended May 5 amounted to 3,979,910 lb.;

for the week ended May 12, 3,704,750

poun

Silver King Coalition—As a result of

the concession made to the millmen, giv-

ing them eight-hour instead of ten-hour

shifts, the mill hands at the Daly-West,
and the Daly-Judge, who have heretofore

worked ten hours have been given shorter

time since the first of May.

American Flag—A deal for the control

of this property at Park City is said to

be pending. The mine has been examined
by J. W. Finch for Colorado and eastern

people. A vein which was opened on the

tunnel level some years ago has been

cut recently on the 700- and is being

driven for on the 1000-ft. level.

Daly West—For the first quarter of

1911, this company reports the sale of

7648 tons of crude ore and concentrates

valued at $194,263. The greater part of

this came from stopes on the 1700- and

1800-ft. levels. Some encouraging de-

velopments on ore have been made above

the 1900-ft. level. Mill operations were

hindered in March by cold weather and

freezing, which curtailed the output.

New York Bonanza—General Manager
McGill states that development work has

been handicapped on account of much
surface water coming in, which has inter-

rupted the opening of a promising ore-

body in the winze below the 900. The

roads have been in such bad condition

from the spring thaws that it has been

impossible to begin shipments, although

there is considerable ore on hand. An
assessment of 2c. per share, delinquent

June 8, has been called for. From 14 to

20 in. of ore are reported at three dif-

ferent points.

Quincy-Thompson Consolidated—At a

meeting of the directors May 4, it was
stated that the Daly-West had driven its

1200 level to the Quincy-Thompson line.

The Consolidated will take up the work

from this point. The Quincy-Thompson
ground is higher than the Daly-West, so

that the 1200 level will give severel hun-

dred feet additional depth in their ter-

ritory.

Little Bell—This property was closed

down for a few weeks, on account of a

large amount of surface water. The

roads are in such shape that it is im-

possible to haul up fuel or send down ore.

Work will probably be resumed about

the middle of June.

Silver King Consolidated—New ore

has been opened in a raise from the 1550

level west of the previous discoveries, and

has been exposed for some distance along

the bedding. The ore is largely carbon-

ates carrying galena, and runs well is

silver.

Snake Creek Tunnel—During April,

140 ft. was driven, giving a total length

on May 2 of 3205 ft. The ditch is com-

pleted for 3010 ft., track laid for 2985 ft.,

and ventilating pipe for the same dis-

tance. The water will be used at the

Snake Creek Power Company's plant.
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Tooele County

Eureka-Ophir—Operations at this

property, between the Dry Canon mines

and Hidden Treasure, are to be resumed

;, shortly.

Cliff—Shipments of 60 tons of silver-

lead ore daily have been resumed with

the traction outfit between Ophir and St.

Johns. During the winter the roads pre-

vented regular shipments. The installa-

tion of a new electric hoist in the lower

tunnel has been completed, and ore has

been followed 100 ft. below this level.

Regular shipments will be maintained.

Lion Hill Consolidated—Roads have

been broken and two carloads of high-

grade ore will be sacked and hauled by

wagon to the railroad. This has come
from the Chloride Point incline and in

places was high in silver. There were

shipped 45 tons April 26, and another car

is ready. It is proposed to continue

shipping two cars per month. The Ophir

Hill compressor, from which the Lion

Hill obtains power, has been repaired, so

that machine drills are again in use.

Utah County

Glendale Mining—This company has

been incorporated at Spanish Fork, Utah,

with a capitalization of S10,000, to de-

velop the Wall Street group of claims in

the Eldorado district.

West Virginia

Harrison County

Thermal Coal Company—This is a

pew company, recently chartered with

S50,000 capital by D. G. Carter and G.

H. Earl.

Marion County

Inspectors Karl Schoew, F. E. Parsons,

Bonner Hill and Vaughn, comprising a

State examining board, met in Fairmont

recently to examine candidates for' certi-

fication as mine foreman of the first and

second grades, and fire boss. Seventy-

four candidates took the examination.

For first-grade certificate, an applicant

must have had five years' experience, of

which three years have been in gaseous

mines. He must also pass the fire-boss

examination. For second-grade foreman

the applicant must have had three years'

experience in mines not necessarily gase-

ous. The certificate for fire boss is given

to those who are able to pass the tests

in gases and the use of safety lamps and

have had three years' experience in gas-

eous mines.

Mingo County

Red Jacket Consolidated—This com-

pany is having a steel, machine-driven

coal tipple erected at its Mitchell Branch

mine by the Jeffrey Manufacturing Com-
pany. It has a daily capacity of 6000

tons, and has four loading tracks and two

miles of extra switch.

Canada

Nova Scotia

Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Company—
The coal shipments for the first four
months of the year were 108,496 tons;
160,665 tons were shipped during the
corresponding period of the last year.

Dominion Coal Company—During the
first four months of the year 804,028
tons of coal were shipped; the shipments
for the same months of last year were
710,127 tons.

Ontario

Mikado—Arrangements are being

,

made for the installation of a cyanide
plant. The winze being sunk from the

fourth to the seventh level is giving good
results.

Scramble—This claim, about four
miles east of Kenora, in the Lake of the

Woods district, has been acquired by the

recently organized Canadian Homestake
Mining Company, with a capitalization of

$1,000,000, and will be operated with

electrical power from Kenora. Charles
Brent, of Kenora, is manager.

Dwyer & Elliott—At this iron property,

Wilberforce, Haliburton county, a gang
of men is at work. Two shafts are down
25 feet.

English Land Company—This com-
pany, at Wilberforce, Haliburton county,

is opening up a molybdenite mine, and
has installed an extensive plant.

Ontario—Cobalt

The shipments from Cobalt for the

week ended May 19 were: La Rose,

146,630; McKinley-Darragh, 109,130;

Nipissing, 66,070; Temiskaming, 64,910;

Chambers- Ferland, 62,615; Beaver. 62,-

165; Cobalt Lake. 61.420; Coniagas, 61,-

000; Kerr Lake, 60,082; total, 694,022

pounds. Bullion shipments were: Nipis-

sing, 47,663; Nova Scotia, 36,200; Temis-

kaming, 42,023; O'Brien, 9952; total,

135,838 ounces.

Boyd-Gordon—At this mine in Gow-
ganda, the vein that yielded high-grade

ore on the 40- ft. level has been cut

again by a crosscut at the 75-ft. level.

It is 2 in. wide and carries native silver.

Ophir—A shaft is to be sunk 100

ft. on the smaltite vein, recently un-

covered at the south end of the property.

High-grade ore is being taken out at the

100- ft. level.

Ontario—Porcupine

West Dome—This company is now op-

erating three shot drills, one of which

will be used to explore for the vein at a

depth of 1000 ft.

Sherrill—Two new discoveries of good-

grade ore have been made on this prop-

erty.

Foley-O'Brian—It is understood that

negotiations are under way whereby

Boston and Montreal people will acquire

this property. Several good
have been made md the property is

equipped with a complete plant.

Standard—A depti

reached in No. 2 shaft, sunk on a con-
tact. A pay shoot in the porphyry

: out of shaft Bl 25 ft. When the

100- ft. level i- reached a CrOSSCUt will

be run to pick it up.

Porcupine Power Company — This

company has decided to increase its hy-

droelectric installation at Sandy falls by
an additional 2000 h.p. The original

plant is nearly completed.

Hollinfier—Many of the miners have
been paid off and underground work will

be suspended until the damage done by
the fire can be repaired.

Mclntyrc—The power house, 25 h.p.

boiler and hoist on the north vein hav-

ing been destroyed by fire on May 20,

sinking of the shaft will be continued by

hand.

Dome—The headframe at the new
shaft is nearing completion, the hoist is

in place and three boilers are ready for

firing.

Martin—This claim adjoining the prop-

erty of the Philadelphia Mining and De-

velopment syndicate is reported sold for

$35,000 to New York people.

Porcupine Reserve—This company has

purchased the Birk-Elliott properties at

Tisdale. It is the intention to start de-

velopment work at once. R. W. Nor-

rington of the Porcupine Imperial com-

pany is secretary and treasurer.

Great Northern— Prospecting work on

the three claims of this company in the

southwest of Whitney township has re-

sulted in the discovery of another quartz

orebody, carrying sulphides with free

gold in a streak about 3 ft. wide.

Mexico

Chihuahua

Rio Plata— During the month of April

2237 tons were treated at the cyanide

plant which contained 84.594 oz. silver.

There were recovered 72,534 oz. of silver

worth $36,267 with a cost of $10,788

for treatment.

Durango

It is reported that the American Smelt-

ers Securities Company has heard from

Velardena to the effect that the mines

and five furnaces have been running

without interruptions. The insurrcctos,

when they took possession of the place,

appointed an effectual guard for the

mines and smeltery.

Hidalgo

Real del Monte—The enlarged mill

will soon be in operation and it is ex-

pected that the production will be 9,000,-

000 instead of 6,000.000 oz. of silver

per annum.
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Coal Trade Re\ iew

New York. May 31 Verj little that

is new has developed in the eoal trade

in the West since our last report. Steam

coal demand is reported as improving at

some points, but the growth is very slow.

Lake trade is still slow, though better

than it has been. .Most mines in the West

are working at somewhere between 50

and 60 per cent, of their capacity. As a

general rule shipments have been kept

down, so that there have been no bad

breaks in prices.

In the East the bituminous trade re-

mains dull, and mines are generally lim-

iting their output. Railroad returns show

a considerable falling off in shipments.

The anthracite trade alone reports a

good condition. The shipments have been

large and seem to be well taken up by

ners.

Lake Coal Rates—The Interstate Com-

merce Commission has resumed hearings

on the complaint of the Pittsburg opera-

tors that there is discrimination in rates

on coal to Lake Erie ports from different

districts. The evidence given was in-

tended to show that the ton-mile rate is

much higher on Pittsburg coal than on

that from West Virginia mines.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal shipments of companies in South-

western Interstate Coal Operators' As-

sociation three months ended March 31,

short tons:

-i

Arkansas
ma

Total

191 I

935,770

1.016,394

1911 Changes
044,710 I). 291,060

1,221,587 I>.

16 J). 47J.173
-

I). 386,936

4,:.:,l,'.,4 2,841,577 D. 1,709,957

Total decrease this year 37.6 per cent.

In 1910 the shipments were rushed in

anticipation of a strike, on April 1. The
association reports cover close to 90 per

cent, of the coal produced in the States

named.

Coal tonnage of Norfolk & Western

railway ten months of fiscal year from

July 1 to April 30, short tons:

I

• a.

Com-
mercial ix'uiv Total

I .1 1,467
i"i.ii'.i 1.783,473
.M-.'.M- '

.

• y 7-l.li'..

T-.Ui

The total increase this year was 1,142,-

211 toi cent

Louis, three months
1 short tons

in HMO. a-

'.ment of coal on various water-

tDOntl I Dded March 31,

Current Prices of"

Meial. Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

l'Jio 1911 Changes
Ifonongahela River,
Ponn 2,086,020 2,805,080 1.119,660

Great Kanawha, W. V. 322,280 408,780 I. 8t;,500
Davis Island Sam, O. 835, 180 1,293,540 1.458,360
Louisville Falls, oWo 104,510 042,028 1.237,488

The movements at Davis Island dam
and Louisville Falls canal duplicate each
other to a certain extent.

Receipts of domestic coal at San Fran-

cisco, three months ended March 31, were
95,032 long tons in 1910, and 86,211 in

1911; decrease 8821 tons.

Coal shipments over railroads in the

Ohio Coal Traffic Association, three

months ended March 31, short tons:

Hocking Vallev
Toledo & Ohio Cent.
Baltimore & Ohio. .

.

Wheeling & L. Erie.
Oleve., Lorain k Wh.
Zanesville & Western
Toledo Div., Pen. Co.
L.Erie, Alliance &\V.
Marietta, Col. & Clev.
wabash-Pitts. Term.
Kanawha & Mich

1910

1,212,432
480,478
011,825
940,140
71)7,538

385,120
072,888

323,338
41,216
12,107

1911

737,510
338,930
444,841
711,543
498,740
280,442
522,545
324,100

9,151
18,782
14,107

Changes
D. 474,916
D. 147,548
I>. 100,984
D. 228,003
D. 298,798
D. 104,078
D. 150,343
I. 828
D. 32,005
I. 0,015

I. 14,107

Total 5,483,148 3,900,703 D. 1,582 385

Total decrease this year was 28.9

per cent. Baltimore & Ohio tonnage is

of the Ohio lines only; main-line ton-

nage is given elsewhere.

New York
Anthracite

May 31—The trade is quieter, as is to

be expected at this season, but business
is still active in line and local shipments.
Coastwise trade has improved. Steam
sizes are going more slowly.

Tomorrow 10c. comes off the summer
discounts, making schedule prices o-f do-

mestic sizes for June $4.45 for lump,
$4.70 for egg and stove and $4.95 for

chestnut, all f.o.b. New York harbor. On
steam sizes quotations are: Pea, $30r
3.25; buckwheat, $2.30(32.75; No. 2
buckwheat or rice, $1.80@2.25; barley,

$1.45<j?>1.70; all according to quality,

f.o.b. New York harbor.

Bituminous

Tli'.- soft-coal market is dull as regards
spot business, but there has been some
activity in the closing of yearly contracts.

Most of these are bcin», taken at from
5 to 15c. below 1010 prices. West Vir-

; I tlBI finned up a little.

Prices are a shade off. A fair Miller
vein steam coal can be had at $2.50, f.o.b.

New York harbor. Lower grades sell

down to $2.30, and better up to $2.83.

Gas coals are $1.10 for )4-in. at mines,
$1 for run-of-mine and 75@85c. for

slack.

From Norfolk off-shore trade is re-

ported better, and this has contributed 10

the firmer prices on West Virginia coal.

Bunker trade at New York is good.

Coastwise trade is quiet and rates are
off all around. From Philadelphia large

boats get 60 (a 70c. to Boston and Port-

land. From New York going rates are

55(r/60c. to Boston and Portland, with

10c. more to the shoalwater ports; 35@
40c. to Providence and New Bedford;
25 ^>30c. to Sound ports. From Hampton
Roads to Boston, 65G7>70c. is asked.

Birmingham
May 29—The coal market in Alabama

is quiet. The coal production in this

State is at a low mark. There are no
prospects of an early improvement in

the conditions. The price of the product,

however, is holding up well. There is

steady operation at mines where convicts
are employed and at a few of the free-

labor mines, but in the majority of in-

stances the mines are working on half
and even less time. The coke demand is

slack in this State also and wherever
possible coke ovens are being shut down.
Chief State Mine Inspector Charles Nes-
bitt has just completed a personal inspec-

tion of all mines in this State where con-
vict labor is employed. His six assistants

have also completed an inspection of all

mines in Alabama and it is announced
that the new mining laws of the State

will be enforced to the letter.

Chicago
May 30—The coal market is very quiet,

with little prospect of anything like

activity until the summer period of dull-

ness shall have passed. This condition
has been foreseen by the Western op-
erators and their output is fairly regu-
lated to the demand, but occasionally there
is a wave of receipts that forces prices
down to the profitless point. Fine coals
as heretofore have the firmest position
in the market. Contract business has
been larger than ever this year and has
been at low prices with the result of
depressing the open market. Eastern
coals are fairly strong, compared with
Western, but this is rather because they
are not coming freely to this market than
because of increasing demand; for East-
ern as for Western coals, trade condi-
tions are bound to be quiet for several
weeks at least, considering the general
slackening of business. Anthracite con-
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tinues to sell well with the expectation

that its sales will fall with the 10c. ad-

vance due on the first of June.

Prices show little change, Illinois and

Indiana being quoted at $1.90fr/2.25 for

lump, $1.70(/71.90 for run-of-mine and

$1.55@1.85 for screenings. Smokeless is

$3.40fr73.55 for lump and $3.05@3.15

for run-of-mine, and Hocking at $3.15

per ton.

Cleveland

May 29—Lake trade is improving a

little, but is still rather slow for the sea-

son. Steam-coal trade is improving and

dealers feel a little more hopeful.

Quotations for Middle district coal,

f.o.b. Cleveland, are $2.15 for lJ4-in.,

$1.80 for run-of-mine, $1,556/1.65 for

slack. No. 8 and Cambridge districts, 5

or 10c. higher. Pocahontas, $3.60 for

lump and $2.60 for run-of-mine.

Indianapolis

May 29—A careful canvass puts the

average working of mines in this State

at about 60 per cent, of their capacity.

On the other hand prices have been

pretty well maintained, as the mines have

kept down shipments and have not

flooded the market. Steam-coal trade

continues slow, while domestic trade is

good for the season, as an unusual num-

ber of consumers are putting in stocks.

Operators say that at current prices they

are coming out even, but getting little or

nothing for the depletion of their coal

reserves.

Pittsburg

May 30—The coal movement has slack-

ened down further. The movement up

the Lakes is extremely light, and very

little tonnage can be moved
>
toward the

Lakes on account of the congestion. Local

demand is lighter than it was and mine

operations are probably averaging con-

siderably less than 50 per cent. There

is very little business coming up to test

prices, which can be quoted unchanged

Nut, $1.0567)1.15; mine-run, $1.1067 1.15

.^-in., S1.20@1.25; 1^-in., $1.30@1.35

slack, 75c. per ton at mine.

Connellsville Coke-—While no official

information is available, it is believed in

well informed quarters that the deal has

been absolutely completed whereby the

United States Steel Corporation acquires

the Connellsville coke properties of the

Pittsburg Coal Company, comprising

about 900 ovens and 7000 acres of cok-

ing coal, mostly held by the company's

coke subsidiary, the Colonial Coke Com-

pany, and probably including some 4000

acres of coking coal held by the Monon-

gahela River Consolidated Coal and Coke

Company, in which the Pittsburg Coal

Company holds a controlling stock in-

terest. The price is probably based on a

rate of between $2000 and $2500 an acre

for the Connellsville coking coal.

The coke market is absolutely inactive.

Very little coke has been forced upon the

market, but as a rule coke could only be
sold in the past week at a cut price. We
repeat last week's quotations, although
they are practically nominal: Prompt
furnace, $1,506/ 1.55; contract furnace,

$1,756/1.85; prompt foundry, $1.90(Q>2;

contract foundry, $26/2.25 at ovens.

The Courier reports production in

the Connellsville and lower Connellsville

region in the week ended May 20 at

273,108 tons, a decrease of 5000 tons,

and shipments at 3013 cars to Pittsburg,

4894 cars to points West and 594 cars to

points East, a total of 8501 cars.

St. Louis

May 29—The market on lump and on

all larger sizes is dead slow. The weath-

er has been oppressively warm and the

demand from dealers has been almost

nothing. The little lump that is being

moved is going to a few plants and to the

railroads, though a good many plants are

buying lump and crushing it, because

of screenings being so high.

While the market has seemed very dull

all season, yet the coal reports show
that the receipts at East St. Louis are

heavier than ever before during this

month; the receipts up to date being

nearly 5000 tons more than any preced-

ing May. The reason the market has

seemed so dull is that production has

more than kept the pace with the increas-

ing demand. Nearly all of the mines in-

creased their output considerably last

year, especially those in the fifth and

ninth districts, which ran full time all

summer, while the rest of the State was

shut down. There are four big mines be-

ing put down in these districts this sum-

mer, which will be producing coal this

fall and which will augment the tonnage

in this district 7000 tons daily when com-

pleted. All of the new mines are aiming

at 2000 tons daily as a minimum, where-

as 10 years ago a mine producing 50U

tons was considered a very good-sized

mine.

Prices in the St. Louis market are un-

changed from last week's reports.

Anthracite—Coal is moving fairly well

and a good many orders have been re-

ceived from dealers wishing to get the

May price; consequently, more orders

have been received this week than during

the rest of the month.

Canada took this year, 2,885, (J44 tons

of coal, or 71.6 per cent, of the total.

The coke went chiefly to Canada and

Mexico. Cuba and the Weal Indies took

490,638 tons of coal.

United Stall's Coal Imports Imports

of bituminous coal and coke into the

United States, tour months ended April

30, long tons:

i'ii

Bltumlnoiu D
('••k'' 87,400 89,931 I.

Total

Anthracite imports are not reported;

they amount to only a few tons. Canada
supplied this year 425,678 tons of coal

and nearly all the coke; Australia, tjti.llfi

tons coal; Japan, 24,740 tons of coal. Im-

ports are chiefly on the Pacific Coast

and in the border States of the North-

Weteh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,

Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on May 5, as follows:

Best Welsh steam coal, S4.26; seconds,

$4.02; thirds, $3.90; dry coals,

best Monmouthshire, $3.72; seconds,

$3.54; best small steam coal, $2.52; sec-

onds, $2.28. All prices are per long ton,

f.o.b. shipping port, cash in 30 days, less

2 J/2 per cent, discount.

FOREIGN-COAL-TRADE

United States Coal Exports—Exports

of coal from United States ports, with

coal furnished to steamships in foreign

trade, four months ended April 30, long

tons:

Anthracite....
Bituminous .

1910

950,454

2,572,512

1911 ChnnpoB

984,014 I. 88.680
:t.nt l.Tsr, I. 472.274

Total exports.. 3,522,966

Steamer coal 2,049,181

Total. .

.

Coke

5,572.147

307,863

4,028,800

2,087,812

6,116,612

849,869

I. 505,834
T. 38,681

I. 544.465

I. 41,506

1|]| IRON -TRADE-REVIEW Igg

New York, May 31—The event of the

week was the announcement of the Re-

public Iron and Steel Company that it

would hereafter adopt "a more aggres-

sive policy to secure business." The first

step in this policy was to reduce the

price of steel bars from 1.40c, Pittsburg

base, to 1.25c, a cut of $3 per ton. This

was met by the Steel Corporation sub-

sidiaries and putting the price of steel

bars, light angles and similar products

down to nearly the level at which iron

bars have been selling for some time.

A meeting of the steel men was held in

New York on Monday, May 29, and the

results are given in the following state-

ment:

Representatives of the leading manu-

facturers of finished steel (except the

Republic) met at luncheon at the Metro-

politan Club today and existing condi-

tions were fully discussed. It was the

unanimous opinion that cooperation, as

heretofore fully explained, should be

continued.

Opinions were expressed that recent

developments seem to require some

changes in prices. Subsidiary companies

of the United States Steel Corporation

have decided to make adjustments to be-

come effective June 1, and it is believed

that these will be generally followed. The

commodities affected, with the new

prices, are as follows:

Steel bars (15c. per 100 lb. off). $1.25

base.
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Plate? and structural* (5c. per 100 lb.

ck sheets (20c. per 100 lb. of;

ed sheets. 3c. per lb. for No.

Blue annealed sheets (10c. per 100 lb.

c. per lb. for No. 10 gage.

Steel billets. 4 in. square and largei,

ss ton.

set Bars, $22 per gross ton.

All f.o.b.. Pittsburg, effective June 1,

1911, for shipment prior to Oct. 1.

The cut on galvanized sheets is the

same as on Mack sheets, 10c. per 100 lb.;

on steel billets and sheet bars the cut is

Si per ton.

The larger independents will undoubt-

edly follow these cuts; but they may

be taken as a declaration of an open mar-

ket. The cuts are too recent at the pres-

ent writing to say anything of the re-

sults; but the change certainly looks like

a wise measure.

The Republic company also cut pig

iron from its Alabama merchant furnaces

to S10.50, Birmingham, for No. 2 foun-

dry. This reduction was only a recogni-

tion and emphasizing of existing facts,

since most Southern furnaces have been

for some weeks cutting under the $11,

Birmingham, which some Southern mak-

ers have been trying to maintain. North-

ern furnaces have also been shading to

secure business with some success. A

number of orders, chiefly small, have

been placed for both Northern and

Southern pig. Recent estimates of un-

sold and unused stocks of pig iron put

the total at from 2.000,000 to 2,200.000

tons of which perhaps one-third is held

by steel companies.

Steel Corporation Investigation — The

Congressional committee appointed to in-

vestigate the Steel Corporation has spent

some time hearing evidence from John

W. Gates as to the formation of the cor-

poration, the Tennessee purchase and

other matters. Mr. Gates gave some of

his testimony in rather a sensational way.

but after all told nothing which was not

already known. A number of other wit-

nesses have been summoned.

Baltimore

May 29—Exports for the week in-

cluded 1885 tons rcils and 114 tons rail-

points to Ro'-ario. Argentina; 1.908,540

teel billets to Liverpool; 5,507,400

.•_-! rails and 486,359 lb. rail fast-

enings to St. Johns, Newfoundland Im-

piegeleisen from

Germany; ferromanKancse and

171 tons manganese ore from Great

Brita : - Iron ore from Cuba.

Birmingham

•ron market in the

Southern tcrrr II dull. There-

is a quantity of iron going to the yards

and if there is no Improvement in the

next few weeks further curtailment will

be necessary. The prices for the pro-

duct have been reduced openly, say brok-

ers. SI 0.50 per ton, No. 2 foundry, now

being asked in some quarters, though SI 1

is still given as the general quotation.

There have been no contracts made, how-

ever, for delivery during the last half of

the year so far as can be learned at

the lower price. It is understood that

iron sold at the new price is for im-

mediate delivery. The sales recently noted

are in small lots.

There is no definite date set for the

resumption of operations at the steel

plant of the Tennessee Coal, Iron and

Railroad Company. There is no change

in conditions with the machine shops

and foundries. Cast-iron pipe is in a

fair condition with some good orders

pending.

Chicago

May 23—Actual transactions in pig

iron, while widely scattered, are small in

gross amount, and the general condition

of the market shows no indications war-

ranting hope for the immediate future.

There are a few sales of more than 500

tons; most of the business still being in

small lots. That much iron must yet be

sold for second-quarter requirements is

hardly to be doubted; inquiries are num-
erous on last-half needs and point to a

close watching of the market by melters.

But few result in actual sales, the feel-

ing seeming to be general that it is well

to wait a while, in view of no decided

turn upward. Southern No. 2 iron is

obtainable at S10.50fW 10.75, Birmingham,

or S14.85ra 15.10, Chicago. Northern Nu.

2 stays nominally at S15; some sales

may be made at 25c. or 50c. under that

figure. Production is still ahead of con-

sumption in the opinion of the average

melter. Lake Superior charcoal iron is

dull at $17.

The market for iron and steel products

does not improve notably; structural ma-

terials are in somewhat better demand,

but other lines show little activity. Coke
is in fairly good condition, owing to re-

striction of supply, with Connellsville at

$4.75, Chicago.

Cleveland

May 29—Iron-ore movement is slow

yet. In fact it may be said that it has

hardly started. Sales of some 500,000

tons of ore are reported.

Pig Iron—Some basic has been sold,

but only small lots of foundry. Nomi-
nally there is no change in prices, but the

tone of the market is weaker.

Finished Material—The cut on bars has

not affected this market much so far.

Sheets are being shaded and there are re-

ports of cutting on wire. Some local con-

for structural steel have been

Philadelphia

May 31—Business in pig iron is still

mainly in small lots. The present ques-

tion is whether Northern furnaces can

hold their quotations in view of the break

in Southern prices.

Steel Billets—The cut in billets con-

firms some offers of low prices recently

made here.

Bars—The reduction in bars puts steel

nearly on a level with iron bars. It is too

recent to have affected business yet.

Sheets—Like billets, the new price

merely confirms recent low quotations.

Structural Material—Orders keep on

coming, chiefly small this week; but big-

ger ones are in sight.

Plates—The outlook is good, with little

change.

Steel Rails—A fair run of orders for

light rails is noted.

Scrap—Actual business has been light,

but dealers are not disposed to lower

their selling prices.

Pittsburg

May 30—On Wednesday afternoon,

May 24, the Republic Iron and Steel

Company began openly to quote steel bars

at 1.25c, a cut of $3 a ton, at the same
time formally announcing its withdrawal

from the price agreement on steel pro-

ducts. It did not make other reductions,

but intimated that the June settling price

on its scale contracts for sheet bars

would be lower. Other steel producers

met the steel-bar cut but advised their

customers to hold off until the situation

was clearar, assuring them they would
be protected. A general meeting of steel

manufacturers was at once called for

Monday of this week, the results of

which are given elsewhere.

There has been very little finished-steel

business booked in the past week. The
Republic Iron and Steel Company had

booked probably 10,000 or 15,000 tons

of bar business at guaranteed prices, be-

fore it made its open announcement of

the 1.25c. price, but since then neither

it nor other companies have booked much
business. In other finished-steel pro-

ducts there has been increased hesitancy

about specifying, on account of the in-

creased possibility of price reductions.

It is improbable that much business

will follow the steel-bar cut and the cuts

made on Monday. Apparently the is-

sue is postponed until buyers are really

ready to buy, when it will have to be de-

termined whether existing prices are to

hold or are to be reduced by an at-

tractive amount.

Pig Iron—The market has been ex-

tremely quiet. Without important sales

basic iron is quotable at the price re-

ported last week, $13.10, Valley, but it is

quite probable that $13 could be done.

Foundry iron is regarded by buyers as in
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'ts
can,

line for a drop, and no one wishes to be

the first to take hold. Bessemer has been
(' entirely without serious test. We repeat

former quotations, except that we reduce

malleable 10c. noting that the quotations

are practically nominal: Bessemer $15;

basic, $13.10; foundry, $13.75; malle-

able, $13.25tf/ 13.50, all at Valley fur-

naces, 90c. higher delivered Pittsburg.

Ferromanganese—The market has been

without developments and we continue to

quote prompt and forward at $36.50,

Baltimore.

Steel—The new prices as developed by

Monday's meeting are $21 on billets and

$22 on sheet bars, f.o.b. maker's mill,

Pittsburg or Youngstown. There are not

likely to be any sales of consequence, as

consumers are covered chiefly by scale

contracts, the settlement price on June

deliveries being simply the new price in-

stead of the old one. Wire rods were $29

and may be quoted nominally at this fig-

ure in the absence of any action, and no

market demand to test the actual posi-

tion.

Sheets—The new prices are: Black

sheets, 28 gage, 2c; galvanized, 3c; blue

annealed, 10 gage, 1.50c Former regu-

lar prices were 2.20c, 3.20c and 1.65c

respectively, but there had been some
shading. In the case of blue annealed

an informal reduction was made about a

month ago to 1.60c The sheet mills

have been operating an average of about

50 per cent, of capacity. The market is

likely to drag for awhile. Buyers have

been showing no interest and sellers will

hardly be keen to sell on this new aline-

ment.

St. Louis

May 29—The iron market is, if any-

thing, duller than ever. There seems

to be no prospect of any improvement

within the next 60 days. A few small

orders are being received for immediate

shipment. There seems to be no inclin-

ation on the part of buyers to take any-

thing for future requirements. The pre-

vailing price is $11 per ton, Birmingham,
or $14.75, $t. Louis, though there is no

question but that this price would be

shaded at least 25c to obtain orders.

Sault Ste. Marie Canals
The report for the Sault canals in April

shows that 374 vessels passed through,

carrying 792,857 tons of freight, of which
370,325 tons were east bound and 422,262

tons west bound. The total is less than in

April, 1910, by 1,166,326 tons, or 60 per

cent. The mineral freights reported this

year included 339,411 tons coal, 136,315

tons iron ore, 19,137 tons pig and manu-
factured iron, 4844 tons copper and 26,-

907 bbl. salt.

g [FOREIGN IRON TRADE ZE

British Iron Ore Imports—Imports of

iron ore into Great Britain four months

ended April 30 were 2,441,431 long tons
in 1910, and 2,485,303 in 1911; increase.
43,932 tons.

British Foreign Trade— Exports and im-
ports of iron and steel and of machinery
in Great Britain, four months ended
April 30, are valued by the Board of
Trade returns as follows:

Exports Imports Excess
Iron and steel £14,757,854 £3,744,338 Ex.jtn
Machinery. 10,094,804 2,035,061 Ex.
Cutlery and
hardware .. 2,427,241 [,e I BiNow ships.... 1,098,428 Ex. 1,698,428

Total £28,9 Ex. £21,647,689
Total, 1910.. 28,081,678 5,591,024 Ex. 22,490,649

Increase in exports, £896,654, or 3.1

per cent.; increase in imports, £1,839,664,
or 32.9 per cent. The total quantities of

iron and steel included above were in

long tons:

1910

Exports 1,534,618
illports 434,067

1911 Changes
1,475,674 J). 58,944

I. 164.952

Imports are largely in the form of pig

iron and of half-finished material, such

as billets, blooms and bars.

f METAL- MARKETS
New York, May 31—The metal markets

continue rather quiet, and with only small

changes in price.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

DNITED STATES GOLD
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ready to pay the price, and no business

resulted. The advance in standard in

London in the last three days of the week
has not yet had any apparent effect on

the market here. Lake has been dull.

The largest producer continues to sell at

B. for the small quantity taken.

Copper sheets are IS.i !9c. base, for

large lots. Full extras are charged and

higher prices for small quantities. Cop-

per wire is 13 :

c. base, carload lots at

mill. Business is very quiet.

European buyers have not been in evi-

dence, but with the firmer London stand-

ard market, this may change. The mar-

ket closes dull but firm at unchanged

prices, tor Lake copper;

12.05'./ 12.15 for electrolytic in cakes,

wirebars or ingots, while casting cop-

per is quoted nominally at ll"s'<H2'sC.

for the week.

The London standard market, which at

the end of last week was rather easy

—

speculative buying having stopped almost

entirely—again became more active the

beginning of the week, and touched its

highest point the morning of May 31,

when quotations reached £55 6s. 3d. for

spot and £55 18s. 9d. for three months.

The close is cabled as sensitive at £55

3s. 9d. for spot and £55 16s. 3d. for three

months.

Tin—The Syndicate in London has
everything its own way. The spot mar-
ket is extremely firm, and quotations for

this material are now £20 per ton higher

than for future deliveries. This situation

may ease up somewhat after the May
deliveries have been made, for, as it ap-

pears at present, it has all the earmarks
of a squeeze of the May shorts. Some
interest was shown by American con-

sumers in purchases for future delivery,

which in comparison with the quotations

for prompt tin now look cheap. The mar-
ket closes strong at £210 for spot and

for three months; New York quota-
tions being about 46'<c. for May-June
deliveries and about 42 ; ^c. for July.

Lead—The market does not display

any new features and remains very dull.

No change is to be reported in the quo
tations. which are 43K<; 4 22' .'. St.

Louis and 4.35-w 4.37 c. New York.

The London market retains its firm-

ness, a very good demand being reported

on the part of consumers, while sup-

plies do not seem to be very large. It

closes at £13 3s. 9d. for Spanish lead

and £13 8s. 9d. for English.

'< -r The market is quiet, and as

cmsumers all seem fairly well supplied,

at least for the near future, very little-

buying is reported. The close is un-

changed at 5.20c. St. Louis, and

.. New York.

In Europe, the excellent demand on

the part of consumers continues and

remain very firm. The London
market closes at £21 lOl for rood or-

dinary for ipe<

Base price of zinc sheets S7.25 per

100 lb., f.o.b. La Salle-Peru, less 8 per

cent, discount.

Other Metals

Aluminum—The market continues dull,

with very few sales. In the absence of

business prices are nominally unchanged
.it 20'-/20'.-c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots.

Antimony—The market has again be-

come very dull and prices are unchanged.

Cookson's is held at 9K'C. per lb., but

U. S. can be had at 8"
s tf?9c, and 1VA @

Sc. is quoted for Chinese and Hungarian.

Quicksilver—Spot supplies are still

very scarce; nevertheless the price has

again been reduced. At New York sales

are now made at $43, to arrive, per flask

of 75 lb. In San Francisco $42.50 is

quoted for domestic orders and $40 for

export. The London price is now £8 5s.

per flask, with £8 quoted from second

hands.

Cadmium—The price in Germany is

now, for metal 99 Yi per cent, pure, 700(7?)

750 marks per 100 kg.—equal to 78.27c.

per lb., average.

Magnesium—The price of pure metal

is $1.50 per lb. for 100-lb. lots, f.o.b.

New York.

Nickel—Large lots, contract business,

40^/ 50c. per lb. Retail spot, from 50c.

for 500-lb. lots up to 55c. for 200-lb.

lots. The price of electrolytic is 5c.

higher.

German Metal Trade
Imports and exports of metals other

than iron and steel in the German Em-
pire, three months ended March 31 were,

in metric tons:

Imports. Exports.
Copper
Copper, lyio....

Tin
Tin, 1910

Lead
Lead," 1910

Zinc
Zinc, 1910

Nickel
Nickel, 1910....

Aluminum
Aluminum, '10.

Mini 'l- metals, .

Minor, 1910

46,400
48,444
3.496
3.552

17,467
13,320
8,763

12,669
820

1,251

1,921

2,132
449
374

20.016
11,718
2. 67 9

2,484
10,024
9,027

35,512
24.913

580
293
795
452

3,482
2,967

Excess.

Imp. 26.384
I rn p.

Imp.
Imp.
Imp.
Imp.
Exp.
Exp.
Imp.
Imp.
Imp.
Imp.
Exp.
Exp.

36,726
817

1 ,068

7,443
4.297

26,749
12,244

240
958

1,126
1,680
3,043

2,593

The figures include alloys and manu-
factures of the different metals. The
imports and exports of ores for the quar-

ter were, in metric tons:

Ores

:

]

Gold <.ro

Gold ore, 1910..
Silver ore
Silver <>re, '10.

.

Copper ore
Copper ore, '10.

Tin ore
Tin «.re, 1910. .

.

I. lore
Lead ore, 1910..

Zinc ore
Zli re, 1910 .

I ore
Nli ice] ore, '10.

Ilaneous. .

.

m
I ellan 's, '10

fie ore.
. , .

i iii me ore, 10
Pyrltei
Pj r it.

. 1910 .

mports. Exports.

19
6

737
296

4,431
4. .'.Ill

3,960
3,892

30,884

23,761

62,134

2,848
62

1 ,260

1,761

7.135

1 14,629

8,748

6,602
39
68

1,1 16

263

9,626
12,263

228
ii •

162
69

8,226

Excoss.

Imp.
Imp.
i mp,
Imp,
l mp,
Exp.
Imp.
i mp.
Imp,
i mp.
Imp.
i mp.
Imp.
Imp.
Imp.
Imp.
Imp,
Imp.
I mp.
Imp.

19
6

737
296
688

1,062
3,021

3,829

29,738
23,488
42,608
3:1.0113

2,848

82

1,497

1,088

1,699
7.001',

1 12,140

122,030

139,935 tons in 1910, and 148,044 in

1911; exports, 20,075 tons in 1910, and
19,412 this year.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
Platteville, Wis., May 27—The base

price paid this week for 60 per cent, zinc
ore was $39. The base price paid for

80 per cent, lead was $53@54 per ton..

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED MAY 27

Camps Zin°
ore, lb.

Galena 751,100
Mineral Point 701,110
Platteville 491,690 56,000 312,100
Benton 253,400 66,900 86,000
Hazel Greon 246,180
Highland 219,400 60,000 .....
Bewey 212,000
Montfort 148,980
Harker 130,760
CubaCity 408,320
Livingston 50,000
Shullsburg 74,300

Lead Sulphur
ore, lb. ore, lb.

Total 3,154,620 307,200 806,420

Yeartodate 57,082,370 3,497,825 14,081,790

Shipped during the week to separating

ating plants, 2,422,740 lb. zinc ore.

Joplin, Mo., May 27—The highest

price paid for zinc sulphide ore was $43
per ton, the base ranging from $36 to

$40 per ton of 60 per cent. zinc. Zinc

silicate sold at $25 high, the base $19@
21 per ton of 40 per cent. zinc. The
average price, all grades of zinc ore,

was $37.42. Lead prices contine at $54

@

56 per ton with no marked change. The
average price, all grades of lead, was
$55.14 per ton.

SHIPMENTS. WEEK ENDED MAY 27
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An increase of activity in the purchas-

; ng field this week caused prices to

strengthen on medium grades of ore.

One mine, with a reserve stock of 1000

:ons at Miami, has sold the stock and the

mine output at a rate of 100 tons per

week until cleaned up. The mine has a

capacity of 80 to 90 tons per week. The

insurrection in Mexico has driven several

smelters into this field for an increased

supply of ore, and as conditions in that

country may continue unsettled for some

time, this increased demand may con-

tinue until the decreased reserve stock

is cleaned up.

Other Ore Markets
Pyrites—Domestic pyrites are quoted

at \\y2 @\2c. per unit of sulphur at

mines for furnace sizes; fines about lc.

less. Spanish pyrites, furnace size, are

13c. per unit, ex-ship. Arsenical pyrites

are from YitaV/iZ. per unit less.

Tungsten Ore— Ferberite, wolframite

snd huebnerite ores, $6.50f?/7 per unit

per ton of 2000 lb. of ore containing 60

per cent, of tungsten trioxide. For

scheel'te ore, 50c. (a $1.50 per unit less.

Manganese Ore—The base price, as

fixed by large buyers, is 25c. per unit

for manganese and 5c. per unit for iron

content, for a base ore containing 49 per

cent., or over in manganese, not over 0.20

phosphorus and 8 per cent, silica. Prices

range down to 23c. per unit for 40 per

cent, manganese; with deductions for ex-

cess phosphorus and silica.

Zinc Ores—For Rocky Mountain

blende of good quality, especially as to

iron and lead contents, the current price

is for the zinc contents, less eight units,

at the St. Louis price for spelter; with a

deduction of $16 to $18 per 2000 lb. of

ore; sellers to deliver ore at smeltery.

Penalties may be charged for detrimental

impurities. Blende is readily obtainable

at Joplin on the basis of 87 per cent, of

the zinc content at St. Louis quotation,

less $16 for treatment, and less penalties

for iron and lime.

CHEM ICALS
New York, May 31—The general mar-

ket remains unchanged from recent re-

ports.

Copper Sulphate—Supplies are better

and there is less pressure to hasten ship-

ments. Quotations remain at $4.50 pei

100 lb. for carload lots.

Arsenic—The market remains weak
and quotations on white arsenic are a

shade lower at $1.50@1.62j4 per 100 lb.,

sales of 112 tons are reported at the

lower figure.

Nitrate of Soda—Business is good and

the market is firm. Quotations are

2.12j4c. per lb. for both spot and future

positions.

Potash Salts— It is reported from Ber-

lin that the Bradley and probably other

American fertilizer interests are throwing
over their low-price contracts in their

haste to come to terms with the syndi-
cate, and to avoid payment of the excess
tax. It is reported that the Aschers-
leben and perhaps some other mines
which hold these contracts will bring
suit to enforce them.

Petroleum

Production of petroleum in Rumania in

February was 94,532 metric tons; for the

two months ended Feb. 28 it was 206,690
tons.

Production of petroleum in the Baku
district, Russia, in February was 33,094,-
837 poods, or 54,186 metric tons.

^C MINING-STOCKS $
New York, May 31—The general stock

market for most of the week was quiet

and dull, with only small changes. The
dullness was emphasized by the holiday

on Tuesday.

One sale of Homestake was reported

at $87 per share.

The Curb market followed the Ex-

change and was generally quiet, with

tiading only on a moderate scale. The
copper shares were heavy for the most

part.

The first marked exercises of authority

by the new Curb Market Association oc-

curred this week. One was the suspen-

sion of a broker for three months for

non-compliance with the rules; the other

was the removal of two stocks—Rawhide

Queen and Rawhide Coalition mining

—

from the stocks permitted to be dealt in

on the Curb.

At auction in New York, May 25, 100

shares Mines $ecurities Corporation, 7500

shares Trappers' Flat Mining and Milling

Company and 1000 shares Boston-Mex-

ican Mines Company brought $7 for the

lot; 20,000 shares Orphan Copper Com-
pany, $160 for the lot; $25,000 bonds

and $29,052 notes Virginia Anthracite

Company, $200 for the lot.

Boston, May 29—Copper shares have

maintained a firm tone marketwise and

in spots considerable activity has de-

veloped. This has been particularly

noticeable in the Cole-Ryan stocks. Both

Calumet & Arizona and North Butte

have been well taken and at steadily ad-

vancing prices. The first named has

risen $6.50 during the week and touched

$58.50 today. The directors declared the

usual quarterly dividend of £1 a few

days ago.

North Butte is up $2.75 during the

week to $35.25. Developments at this

property are particularly encouraging

and are receiving attention by stock-mar-

ket interests. East Butte has also con-

tinued a strong feature with a high at

$13.25. Mayflower and Union Land have

recorded good advances among the low-

priced issues. American Zinc and Island

Creek stocks have also been
buoyant both the ; _ lever ma-
nipulation and pool work. Insr-i

and Mason Valley have had
iods and there is talk of an amalgamation

COPPBB PBOD1 I i ION I

Copper content of

Company

Anaconda
Arizona Ltd
Balaklala
( loppei Queen
Calumet a Uriz. ..

It...

Bast Butte
I mpertal
>»•>. ada Con
Old Dominion...

.

Shannon
Boutb I'tnii

Superior * Pltts.t-.
United Verde*

npper Co. .

.

Lake Superior*
Non-rep. m I

f

Total production.
Imports, bars, etc..

Total bllal

Imp. in ore \ matte

Total

Foi.ru-

30,900,000
2,mi;o,ooo

7,114,378
1,7(1*2,000

1,166,000

2,800,000

1T.T-.ii.i--i

06,032,127

23,935,222

109,967,349
5,981 1-7

Brit. CoL I

British Col. < npper Ti.t.itm

Granby l,i

Mexican Cos.

:

Boh-.,

Oananea 3.9i)6,ooo

Moctezuraa i

Exports from ;

Chile
Australia 2,744,000

April

1,120,000

1,822,000

3,000,000
7,j.ji._'..T

20,000,000

I

I

16,000,000

93,331.535 86.754.179

117,677,34 'll.'..

2,700,880
8,542,000

2,0*9,100

4,816,000

2,403,620

2,315,292

Figures arc reports received from com-
panies, unless otherwise stated. Boleo copper
docs not conic to American reflners.

•Estimated.
fFrom April the Superior & Pittsburg pro-

ductlon is included with Calumet & Arizona.

STATISTICS it COPPER

Month.
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-riration and the Miami prop-

The Curb has maintained a firm tone,

while some of the penny stocks have

shown sharp advances. Rhode Island

Coal has been the most acth e Curb stock.

while New Baltic and South Lake have

shown the greatest gains.
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The Minin<5 InH^v
This index is a convenient reference to the

current literature of mining and metallurgj
published in all of the important periodicals
of the world. We will furnish a copy of au.v
article (If in print), in the original language,
for the price quoted. Where no price is

quoted, the cost is unknown. Inasmuch as
the papers must he ordered from the pub-
lishers, there will he some delay for foreign
papers. Remittance must he sent with order.
Coupons are furnished at the fol lowing prices :

2()c. each, six for $1, :::; for $5, and 100 for
$15. When remittances are made in even
dollars, we will return the excess over an
order in coupons, if so requested.

COAI, AND COKE
15,447—ACCIDENTS—Electrical Accidents

in Collieries. (Engineering, Mar. 31, 1010;
1 p.) 40c.

15,448—ALBERTA—Mining at Lethhridge,
Alberta. A. T. Shurick. (Mines and Min-
erals, May, 1011; 1 p., lllus.) 20c.

15,440 — ANKYLOSTOMIASIS — Experi-
ment! di immunizzazione delle miniere contro
l'anchilostomiasi. E. Camerana. (Rassegna
Mineraria, Apr. 11, 1911; 1% pp.) 40c.

15.450—BRAZIL—Die Steinkohlenvorkom-
men Siidbrasiliens. Friedrich Katzer. (Oest.
Zeit. f. B. u. II., Apr. 15, 1011 : 5 '4 pp.) 40c.

15,451—COALDUST—Experiments on Coal-
dust Deposits in the Lievin Colliery. L.
Morin. (Colliery Guardian, Apr. 28 and May
5, 1911; 1 l/> pp.) 1'roni Ann. des Mines.
60c.

15.452—COALDUST EXPLOSIONS. John
Verner. (Mines and Minerals, May, 1911;
5i... pp.) 20c.

15.453 — COALING STATIONS — Modern
Dolmen Coaling Stations. Clyde P. Ross,
i Mines and Minerals, May, 1911; 1% pp.,
illus.) 20c.

15.454—COAL-TAR INDUSTRY, The Pres-
ent Position of. Ernest F. Hooper. (Journ.
Soc. Chem., Ind., Dec. 31,. 1910; 3% pp.)

15.455—.COKE—The Algoma Steel Com-
pany's Coke Plant. I). M. Griffith. (Iron Age,
Apr. 20, 1911 ; 5 pp., illus.) 20c.

15,456—COKE TRADE of New South
Wales. (Austral. Min. and Eng. Rev., Apr.
0, 1011 : 2 pp., illus.) 40c.

15.457 — CONSTITUENTS — The Volatile
•Constituents of Coal. F." II. Mason. (Can.
Min. Journ.. Apr. 1, 1011; 2V2 PP-, illus.) 20c.

15,458—DRILLING—Die Verwendung von
Abbauhammern anf der Zeche Mont Cenis.
Cabolet. (Gliickauf, Mar. 25. 1911; 4 pp.,
illus.) The application of hammer drills at
Mont Cenis colliery. 40c.

15.450—ELECTRIC LAMP for Miners.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., May 6, 1911; 1 Vi
pp., illus.) 20c.

15,400—ELECTRIC LAMPS—Inflammation
•du Grisou par les Filaments incandescents des
Lampes electriques. E. Lemaire. (Extrait
des Ann. des Mines de Belgique, Tomes XVI ;

47 pp.)

15,401—EXPLOSION—The Banner Mine
Disaster. Flovd W. Parsons. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., May 6, 1911; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

15,402 — EXPLOSION — The Whitehaven
Colliery Explosion. Home Office Reports.
(Colliery Guardian, Feb. 24, 1911; pp ,

illus.) 40c.

15,463—EXPLOSIONS—Government Coal
Mine for Experimental Work of the Bureau
of Mines. George S. Rice. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Apr. 29, 1911; 2% pp., illus.) 20c.

15.404—FIRE—THE Price-Pancoasf Dis-
aster. (Mines and Minerals, May, 1911; 4
pp., illus.) 20c.

15.405—FIREDAMP—How Far is it Prac-
ticable to Introduce a Rule Regulating the
Permissible Percentage of Firedamp in Mines?
Henry Cunvnghame. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev.,
Mar. '24. 1911 ; 1 p.) 40c.

15,466—GREAT BRITAIN—Die Kohlenaus-
fuhr Grossbritanniens im .Tahre 1910. (Gliick-
auf, Feb. 25, 1911; 2% pp.) Coal exporta-
tion of Great Britain in 1910. 40c.

15.467—HAULAGE—Gasolene Motor Haul-
age at Mine of Roane Iron Company. Geo.
E. Sylvester. (Mines and Minerals, May,
1911 ; IV, pp., illus.) 20c.

15.468 — HOISTING — Electric Winding
Plant at South Kenmuir Collierv. (Iron and
Coal Tr. Rev., Apr. 21. 1911; lV> pp., illus.)

40c.

15,469—INDIA—The Pench Valley Coal-
Field. F. I. Leslie Ditmas. (Trans. N. Eng.
Inst. Min. and Mech. Eng.. Feb. 11, 1911 ;

32 pp.. illus.)

15.470—NEW MEXICO—Report of the

A Classified Biblio-

graphy of the Current

Literature of Mining

and Metallurgy

Mine Inspector for the Territory of New
Mexico 1,, ih,. Secretary of the Interior for
the i-iscai Year Ended June 30, 1910. (Dept.
01 Interior, Washington, D. •'.; 7:; pp. 1

15.471 -PEAT Die Ausniil/.ung unserer
Torfmoore unter Beruckslchtlgung der Kraf-
terzeugung, tier Gewinnung der Nebenerzeug-
oisse mid dei- Beelnflussung unseres Volkswohl-
standes. C. Heinz. (Zeit. des Vereines
deutsch. Ing., Mar. 11. toil ; 1; pp., illus.

1

The utilization of German peal bogs with
special regard to generation of power and
extraction of by products.

15.472 -PEAT Las Turbas de la Eacienda
San Nicolas Tolentino (Puebla). Manuel
Balarezo. (Bol., Sociedad Geologlca Mexlcana,
Vol. VII, Part 1. 1910; ', p. 1

15.473—PRODUCER GAS Essential Fac-
tors in the Formation of Producer Gas.
J. K. Clement. I.. II. Adams and ('. X. lias-
kins. (TI. S. Bureau of .Mines, Bull. 7, 1911;
58 lip., illus. 1

15,47-1 -PUMPS—Turbine Pumps for Col-
lieries. R. II. Willis. (Iron and Coal Tr.
Rev., April 21, 1911: 2 pp., illus.) Paper
before Assn. of Min. Elec. Engrs. 40c.

15,475—PURCHASE OF COAL by Specifica-
tions. Leo Loeb. (Eng. Mag., March, 1911

J

14 pp., illus.) 40c.

15,476—PURCHASE OF COAL. I ». T.
Randall. (Journ, A. S. M. E., March. 1911;
13 pp.)

15,477—RESCUE APPARATUS The A6ro-
lith Rescue Apparatus. 1 Mines and Min-
erals. April. 1911 ; 1

: '', pp., illus. 1 20c.

15,478—RESCUE STATION—The Fire and
Rescue Station of the Durham and Northum-
berland Collieries Fire and Rescue Brigade.
W. C. Blackett. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev.,
April 14, 1911 ; 1 '

, pp.) 40c,

15,479—RESCUE WORK- Report of Work
Accomplished by Illinois Mine Rescue Station
Commission from August 1 to December -".1,

1910. (Springfield, III. mil: :'.l pp.. illus.)

15,480 — SCREENING New Screening
Plant at Lostock Lane Colliery. (Iron and
Coa! Tr. Rev.. April 14, 1911; 1% pp.,
illus.) 40c.

15.481—SHAFT SINKING Electricity in

Sinking Opera I ions at the Astley-Green Col-

liery in England, .lames A. Seager. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., April 29, 1911: Vj p.,

illus.) 20c.

15.482—SMALL COAL—Burning Small
Anthracite Coal. A. s. Atkinson. (Power,
March 21, 1911 : 1 '.•• pp. 1 20c.

15,483—SURVEYING Modern Spad Work
in Coal Mines. Douglas Jones. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., May 13, 1911; I •

2 pp., illus.)

20c.

15,484—UTILIZATION. ANALYSIS. ETC.
—The Coal Problem Analyzed. A. lie lit.

1 Power, April -•">. 1911: 4% pp.. illus. 1 20c.

15.485 VENTILATION Dangers from
High Air Velocities in Mines. Neil Robinson.
(Proc. West Va. Min. Assn.. Dec. 10. 1910;
41, pp.)

15.486 WEST VIRGINIA—The Improve-
ment of Milling Conditions in West Virginia.
John Laing. (Proc. West Va. Min. Assn.,

Dec. 16, 1910: is pp.)

COPPER
15.487—ALASKA Mining in the Chil.ina

District in 1909. Fred II Moffltt. (I*. S.

Geol. Survey, Bull. 1 12 1 >. 101 1 ; pp.)

[5.488—ANACONDA COPPER MINING
COMPANY. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. May 20,

1911 : 2 iip.) Abstract of annual report.

30c.

15,489—ARIZONA— Orand Gulcfa Copper
Mine. w. P. Jennings. 1 Min. and Scl.

Press. Eeh. 1 S. 1911 : 1 p.) 20c.

15,490—CONCENTRATION at Calaina,

chile. 1 ,1 Mineral*
May, 1911; 1 , pn

15, 191 1 m\ \ i:i:ti \<; i n the Data on
Basic ' '"in ci 1 in.. 1

Min .loom
. May L3, 1911 ; 1 pp 1

15.492 LAKE SI PI ip r Mines.
Dwlghl i: Woodbrtdf I Min.
Journ., Ma\ 1 .;, !•'

1 1 . 1 pp , 20c
15.493 i.atix AMERICA Der Kupfer-

erzbergbau im latelnlacben Amerlka A. Fleck.
(Gliickauf. March 2.".. April I and v. 191 1 ;

13 V* PP., $1 : translated In Mm. Journ.,
April 22, 29 and May 13, 191 1 ; I ', pp.)
si 60

15 (94 LEACHING Copper from Rock in
Place. W. 1.. Austin. (Mines ami Methods,
April. Pill: 1 pp., iiius.) Second lection of
article dealing with an experiment mad.- on
disseminated porphyry in Arizona. 20c.

15.495 MEXICO The PI la res Min- at
Nacozarl. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Ma\ 20,
1911 ; l p. 1 20c.

15.496 Mil. I, Boston Consolidated Mill

—

II. Claude T. Rice. (Eng. ami Min. Journ.,
April 29, 191 1 ;

7,>
:

. pp., illus. 1 20c.

15.497 PORPHYRY I OPPEH MINES,
The. .1. Parke Channlng. (Eng. and Mill.
Journ., Maj i::. 1911: 1 C pp. 1 Prom :i

paper read before the Finance Forum, May
in. P.ni ;

2n.-.

15.498 SCRAP Tin- Methods Employed
in Preparing copper Bearing Material for
Shipment to Copper Smelters. (Brass World.
April, 1911 ; 4 pp.. Illus, 1 20c.

15.499 SMELTING Greenwood Copper
Smelting Works. J. E. McAllister. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. May 20, 1911; 1'. pp.,
illus.) 20c.

15.50U PTAII The South (tali Mine and
Mill. Leroy A. Palmer. (Mines and Min-
erals, May, 1911; 4 pp., illus. 1 20c.

15.501 UTAH COPPER COMPANY in

1910. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May 6, 1911;
l p.) Abstract of annual report.

GOLD AM) si l.\ EH
15.502 — ALASKA — Auriferous Quarts

Veins in the Fairbanks District. I.. M.
Prlndle. (P. S. Geol. Survey, Pull. 442-F,
1911 : 20 pp., illus.)

15,503—ALASKA —Water-Supply Invest Iga-
tions in Seward Peninsula in 1909. Fred P.

Henshaw. (P. s. Geol. Survey, Pull. 112-1.
1911 : -17 pp.)

15,504—AMALGAMATION
Chilean Mills, p. p. Carter.
Press. March 1 1. 1911 ; 1 p. 1

15. 505 ARIZONA Mining
Yavapai County, Arizona. Claud Hafer. (Min.
\\ Id.. March 25. 1911 : 2% pp., illus. 1

15.506—BRITISH COLUMBIA -Mining in
the Simllkameen, Southern British Columbia.
Prank Bailey. (Min. Journ.. April 22, loll:
1 p., illus.) 40c,

15.507—CALIFORNIA- Mining and Milling
,11 Trinity Mine J. W. Swaren. (Eng. ami
Min. Journ., May ti. 1911 :

''< pp.. illus. 1 20c.

15,508—COBALT DISTRICT. Ontario; S P.

Emmons. (Min, and Sci. Press, March 1*.

19H: <jc, pp., iiius. 1 Paper before Geological
Society, Washington, Jan. 26, 1910. 20c.

15.509—COLORADO—Mining around Tel-
luride and Ouray. Colo. Warren C. Prosser.
(Eng. and Min. Journ.. May 0. 1011: ' '. p.)
20c

15.510 CONCENTRATION The Canvas
Plant in Concentration of Sulphides, w. n.
Slorius. i Min. Wld.. Apr. 1. 1911; 1 "

: , pp.,
illus. 1 Conclusion of article previously in-

dexed. 20c.

15.511 CYANIDE INDUSTRY, The. Wil-
liam Neill. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. May 0.

191 1 : % p.. illus. 1 20c.

15.512 CYANIDING Air Lift Agitation
of Slime Pulp. Robert Allen. (Journ. Chem..
Met and Min. Soc. of South Africa. March.
1911

. 7'.. pp.. illus ) 60c

15.513 CYANIDING The Application of
(In- Clancv Cvanide Process. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. May 1;. 191 1 : 1 p., illus. 1 20c.

15.514 CYANIDING Tie ciancy Electro-
chemical Cvanide Process. John Collins

Clancy. (Chem. Knur.. April. 1911; 8 pp.)
Paper before N. Y, Section of Am. Electro-
chem. Soc.. Dec. 16. 1910. o>,

15.515 CYANIDING I Description of the
Cvanide Plant of the lam. ire Cold Mines
Company of Grass Valley, 11 W Darmouth.
(Pacific Miner, April. 1911; P.- pp.. illus.)

20c.
15.516 CYANIDING—Zinc-Dust Precipi-

tation. Allan J. Clark. 1 Min. Mag., April,
Pi 1 1 : :\\ pp.. illus.) loe.

in Slow Speed
( Min. and Sci.

20c.

Southwest
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spectins
Martin,
illus.)

ad in California. A. II.

4. 1011; l 1 - pp.

XDING. II. s. Denny.
pp.. illus.)

. S Here. The Great-
Thomas T. Read.

pp., illus.)

Min. Rev.,

Geol

Ore
Colo.
Eng.,

The
Press,

1011

:• and

1911; 2

udio

.1. Tart 1. 1910 :

Operation of the Gold
! Mill. .T. \V. Hutchinson

May 6 and 13, 1911 :

S s on Cripple Creek
and Chem. Eng., April.

-

ai Mines of Missoula
tana J. P. Rowe. i Mines and

;.p.. illus. i

N'EYA DA P ssibilities of Jarbidge.
Wiutl salt Lake Min. Rev.,

1911 ; . _ pp.. illus. by claim

! NEVADA—Tonopah and lis Geol
T. Rice. lEhg. and Min. J. >urn..

. 1911; "• pp.. illus. i 20c.

NEW SOUTH WALE'S - The
Broken Hill.

an. 'Min. and Sci. Press. April
- - 21 ic.

iNTARIO—Genesis of Northern
C. McFarlane. i Eng.

:: n.. May 6, 1911 ; 1 p.) 20c.

\ \i:.' i Gold Mining in West-
From Mining History.
an. Min. Journ., May

15, 1911 : :: -

t pp.. ill

RANGE FREE STATE GOLD-
Fl ELI >S. in'. i Min. and

p.) 20c.

. ORE DRESSING—Modern
Gilpin County.

II. Met and Chem.
1911 : :: pp., il

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
i Min. and Sri.

April 1.".. 1911 : 1 4 pp.. illus.
I 20c.

IH MINING in the Yukon-
Tanan !. <'. E. Ellsworth.

Survey, Boll. 142-F, 1911 : 16

•LACER-MINING OPERATIONS
I P. Rowe. i Min.

-_•'.'. 1911 : l'_. pp. i 20c.

: A< i:i:s < i. curren ( Wolfra-
• "o.iii Placers of

Bird ' 'reek District,
- >n. i I '. s

.442 I". 1911 :
.". pp)

>RC1 PINE — Cold Quartz De-
Reginald E. Hore.

Apt il J'.'. 191

1

ORCrPINE Holllnger Mines
pine. Alex.

: . April 15, 1913 : 1 % pp.)

Mine
Gray.

• 1911 ; _" pp. i
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' ••:

; : .

• hapter

1911 ; 2 p|
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15,597—VERMILION RANGE—Recent Dis-

bveries and Mines of Vermilion Range,
wlghl E. Woodbridge. (Min. Wld., Apr. 22,

Oil ; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

15,598—WELDS—Some Studies of Welds.
Edward F. Law, William II. Merrett, and W.
•ollard Digby. (Iron and Steel Inst., May,
911 ; 16 pp., illus.)

LEAD, ZINC AND OTHER METAI.S

15,599—CERIUM—On the Separation of
eriuni by Potassium Permanganate. Edwin

If.

Roberts. (Am. .lourn. of Sci., May, 1911 ;

; pp.) 40c.

15,600—LEAD in 1909. Smeller Produc
Hon. ('. H. Sielieutbal. (Advance Chapter
from Mineral Resources of the U. S.. 1909;
25 pp. I

15,601—LEAD SMELTING in the Ore-
Ilearth. J. J. Brown, Jr. (Bull. A. I. M. E.,

May, 1911; 7 pp.)

LI <;o2—MANGANESE—The Determination
of Manganese by the Sodium Bismuthate
Method. Paul it. M. P. Brinton. (.lourn.

Ind. and Eng. Chem., Apr., 1911 ; 2 pp.)
eoc.

15,603—PLATINUM — Russian Platinum
Industry in 1910. E. de Ilautpick. (Min.
Journ., "Mar. 1, 1911; 1 Vi pp.) 40c.

15,604—RADIUM—Ueber die nutzbaren
hdiumlagcrstatten und die Zukunft. des
Radiummarkts. Krusch. (Zeit. f. prakt.
(ieol.. Mar., 1911 ; 7 pp.) On the useful
radium deposits and the future of the radium
market. 40c.

15,605—SELENIUM—The Electrical Prop-
erties of Selenium and Their Practical Ap-
plications. L. B. Crura. t E'lec. Rev., Mar.
4, 1911 ; 2 pp.) 20c.

15,606—TIN—The Chorolque Tin District,

Bolivia. (Min. Mag.. Mar., 1911; 3 pp..

Bus.) 40c.

15,007—TIN—The Transvaal Tin Industry.
(So. African Min. Journ.. Mar. 18, 1911; 2V>
pp., illus.) 40c.

15,608—TIN DEPOSITS of El Paso County,
Texas Regis Chauvenet. ( Proc. Colo. Sci.

Soc., Mar., 1911 ; 8 pp.)

15,609—TIN DRESSING in Bolivia. A. B.

Reece. (Min. Mag., Mar., 1911; 1% PP->
40c.

15,610—TIN MINING in the Transvaal.
V. P. Swinburne. (Min. Journ.. Apr. 15,

1011 ; l p.) Abstract from the Mines Dept.
Report. 40c.

15, (ill—TUNGSTEN—Production du Wol-
fram mi Colorado. Eugene Ackermann. (Rev.
de Culm. Ind., Apr., 1911: 2% pp.) 40c.

15.012—ZINC—Concentration in the Joplin
District. J. II. Dietz. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Apr. 29, 1011 ; % p.. illus.) 20c.

15.01 rj—ZINC— Decline of Sheet Ore Min-
ing at Joplin. Temple Chapman. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. May 0, 1011; 1 p.) 20c.

15.614—ZINC—Spelter Statistics for 1910.
W. R. Innalls. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Apr.
29. mil ; 1% pp. i 20c.

15,615—ZINC— Selling Zinc Ore on Con-
tract. I.ueius I.. Wittlch. (Mines and Min-
erals, Apr., 1911; 2V2 PP-. illus.) 20c.

15.016—ZINC—Utilizing Zinc Tailings for
Concrete in the Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma
District. Lucius L. Wittich. (Mines and
Minerals, May, 1011; 2'4 pp., illus.) 20c.

NONMETALLIC MINERALS

15,617—ASBESTOS—The Production of
Asbestos in 1010. J. S. Diller. (Advance
Chapter from Mineral Resources of the U. S..

1910; 13 pp.) 20c.

15,618—BITUMENS and Their Essential
Constituents for Road Construction and Main
tenance. Prevost Hubbard. (U. S. Office of
Public Roads, Circular 93, 1011; 16 pp.)

ir>,(510—BORON—The Properties and Prep
aration of the Element Boron. E. Welntraub.
(Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., May, 1011 ; 2%
pp. ) GOc.

15.020—CLAY—Statistics of the Clay-
Working Industries in the United States in
1000. Jefferson Middleton. (Advance Chapter
from Mineral Resources of the U. S. 1909;
07 pp.) 20c.

15,621—CLAYS—The Grinding and Sci n-
iiiLr of ("lavs. (Met. and Chem. Eng.. May,
1011; 1% pp.) Excerpt from Bull. 11 of
Ohio Geol. Survey. 40c.

15,622—DIAMONDS—The Occurrence of
Diamonds in German South-West Africa. O.
Percy Ashmore. (Trans. N. E'ng. Inst. Min.
and Mech. Eng.. Feb. 11, 1011; 3 pp.)

15.623—EMERALD MINES—The Newly
Discovered Emerald Mines of Somondoco,
South America. E. B. Latham. (School of
Mines Quart.. Apr., 1011 ; 5 pp.) 0Oc.

15,624 — FLUORSPAR — The Rosiclare

i: s
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" 15,736—ELECTRIC FURNACE—A
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The Steel Investigation

The congressional investigation of the

steel trade and especially of the Steel

Corporation, has attracted attention

on account of the prominent men who

have been on the stand as witnesses.

Attempts have been made in some quar-

ters to make a sensation out of some

statements brought out, but they are not

at all warranted. The fact is that on

the two points chiefly dwelt on by the

committee—the organization of the Steel

Corporation and its purchase of the Ten-

nessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Company

in 1907—the witnesses told nothing that

was new to people interested in the steel

trade; or indeed to anyone who has been

a reader of the current news. There

are, however, two points which are of

interest in some degree.

One of these is of general rather than

special interest, and that is the different

views of the same transaction that may

be taken by two men, both of them thor-

oughly familiar with the facts. Sifted

down to their ultimate statements, Judge

Gary and Mr. Gates did not materially

differ as to the Tennessee purchase; and

yet on the surface their accounts were

widely different. The variations only il-

lustrated differences in temperament and

point of view.

The other matter of interest is the

waste of time and effort which is, unfor-

tunately, involved in too many Govern-

ment transactions. It appears from

Judge Gary's statement that the Bureau

of Corporations has been engaged for

several years in the investigation of

Steel Corporation affairs. This has in-

volved much labor and expense, both to

the bureau and the corporation. The in-

formation gathered has been presumably

just what the committee wants; and yet

it was not at the committee's disposal,

nor, indeed, were the members aware of

its existence until they were told of it

by the witness. They were going all

through the slow and costly process of

gathering over again the evidence which

should have been under their hands.

In justice to the Steel Corporation it

must be said that no other prominent

corporation has been so open and lull

in its published reports. Its policy from

the first has been to give full publicity to

its operations to a degree which it would

be well for others to imitate. We are grad-

ually getting toward that point, either by

law or by the pressure of public opinion,

but progress seems slow.

It does not appear likely that the in-

vestigating committee will bring out much

that is new or of great importance. This

is largely for the reason that most of the

facts are already public property, as we

have said above; partly also because the

members of the committee are not ex-

perts. One point which the committee

has not touched, and apparently has not

had in mind at all, is the Steel Corpora-

tion's control of iron-ore reserves, which

it has extended at every opportunity. In

part, of course, this is a prudent care for

future needs; but it has also the col-

lateral effect of making more difficult

each year the organization of any ef-

fective competitor on a large scale—

which might be a subject for congres-

sional thought.

Mine Accidents

The report of the Committee on the

Prevention of Mine Accidents was under

discussion of the San Francisco section

o<" the Mining and Metallurgical Society

at its last meeting. In this, as in pre-

vious discussions by other sections of the

Society, the idea on the part of some

mine managers that they do not want any

State inspection found expression. This

is not unnatural. It is human to balk

at first at the proposal of anything new,

chiefly because it promises to disturb

existing customs and ingrained habits.

Moreover, the experience with public offi-

cialism in many parts of the United

States, especially when characterized by

incompetency, tends to produce a fear of

any advanced State regulation.

It seems to us, however, that objec-

tions upon this ground to the recommen-
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dations of the Committee are based upon

-construction of its report. In fact

the Committee did not contemplate the

uion of safety in mining by the

ol State inspectors now in office,

ugh we have no doubt that the Com-

mittee would recognize that there are

..ny intelligent. ind competent

men in such positions.

The Committee was emphatic in its

recommendation that the States should

individually appropriate a great deal

more money for mine inspection than

- dope at present by any one of

them, and should provide for a super-

ior class of inspectors. In this the Com-

mittee aimed evidently to be educational,

seeking to show to State legislatures

what sort of thing they ought to do if

they are desirous of reducing the excess-

ively high loss of life that now disgraces

our mining industry.

The Committee furthermore presented

a draft for a uniform law to be taken as

a model, its presentation being, however,

tentative It was recognized that it was

extremely difficult to frame such a law

whereof all of the specific provisions

would be applicable to the widely di-

verse conditions of mining in this great

country without working undue hardship

in some districts. Consequently the ten-

tative draft was laid before the three na-

tional mining societies of the country for

criticism that would develop its weak-
nesses from the point of view of opera-

tors in many districts. This discussion

has accomplished precisely what was de-

i by the Committee, which is now in

a position to frame an amended draft,

and we understand that to be its inten-

tion.

Without -joing into the discussion of

details, we will refer briefly to some
broad criticisms expressed during the de-

rate Much of this evidently ignored the

statement of the Committee, besides the

intrinsic evidence, that its draft had been
framed with legal assistance and within

•utional limits, the latter being bar-

'hat could not easily be jumped.
Thu- it has been said that the specifica-

are too minute and calculated to

harav, the- a\ rator Thaf js

-hat they would not do.

It would, perhaps, be possible to

tftntfonaJ law of broad
outline lUthorizinc 'he inspector to

1 under

the police power, the citizens hav-

ing to go to the courts to secure

their rights in the event of i alfeasance

on the part of the inspector, bad judg-

ment, etc., but we are quite sure that

mine operators would not stand for any-

thing of that kind.

The other alternative, as adopted

by the Committee, is to state in the

law specifically what may and may
not be done, and make it the duty of

the inspector to see that the law be

obeyed without any option on his part.

Such a law can not leave matters to the

judgment of the inspectors in any way
that would be a delegation of the leg-

islature's power to legislate. In fact the

draft of the Committee is no more cum-

bersome than the existing laws of the

more enlightened States, upon which it is,

indeed, based to a very large extent.

There is, however, the difference that

many of the provisions of existing laws

are not enforced, while those drafted by

the Committee are intended to be en-

forced, and means for their enforcement

are specified. But this enforcement is

contemplated under a greatly improved

system of mine inspection, not under

the present one. This is really something

that ought to be welcomed by all mining

operators, who ought to do everything

in their power to bring it about.

However, we do not suppose that the

Committee is so Utopian as to expect the

immediate adoption of its proposals in

any State. In all probability the first

adoption will be by individual mining

companies, especially the larger and

more enlightened concerns, who will in-

troduce all the rules of safe practice,

applicable to their own cases, out of self-

interest, if for nothing else. Indeed

many of the leading mining companies

are already doing substantially all of

that, and we have no doubt that an exam-
ination of their records would show a

lower rate of fatality than the average.

It is not the large operators so much
as the medium and small who need regu-
lation. But by all of them an advanced,
but at the same time conservative, system
of inspection ought not only to be in-

vited, but also to be urged. In the march
Of our times the alternative will probably

b( Irastic employers'-liability measures,
»'hfch may make a thorough-going in-

•» law tame by comparison.

Equalizing Coke Rates

Rate decisions of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission do not always work
out as the applicants for revision want
them. Some time ago certain users of!

coke in the Chicago district brought a

charge of discrimination against the rail-

roads hauling Connellsville coke because
they maintained two rates—one of $2.35
per ton on blast-furnace coke and one
of $2.65 on coke for other uses. The
commission approved the complaint and
ordered that rates should be equalized.

The railroads have complied by giving

an equal rate of $2.50 on all coke. Now
both parties are disgruntled; the foundry
people because they did not get the $2.35
rate they wanted, and the blast-furnace

people because of the 15c. advance. But
the railroads are satisfied.

We have received a letter from Ari-

zona, stating that a young man recently

called at a certain mine and stated that

he was a regular correspondent for the

Engineering and Mining Journal. He
asked permission to examine the mine,

and being regarded as a representative of

the Journal, all courtesies were extend-

ed to him. Our correspondent continued

as follows: "Subsequently, we came
into possession of certain information

that leads us to believe that we were
imposed upon by this young man, and

that he came here for an entirely differ-

ent purpose." The supposition of our cor-

respondent is the fact. He was im-

posed upon. The man in question was
not only no correspondent of the Journal,
but also we never previously had heard
of him. Correspondents of the Journal
are invariably provided with credentials,

which they are glad to exhibit when re-

quested. Our readers will please take
note of this.

The average price of electrolytic cop-
per in New York for the month of May
was 11.99c. To parallel this price it is

necessary to go back nine years, for in

no year since 1902 has the average for

any month fallen so low. In 1902 the

quotation was under 12c. for 10 months
of the year and the.average for the year
was only 1 1.626c; the lowest point being in

January, when 11.053c. was reached. To
go below that point it is necessary to go
back nine vears further, to 1893, when
Lake copper sold at 9.75c; electrolytic

averages were not then recorded.
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Correspondence and Discussion
Notes on Mine Sampling

In the Journal of March 4, Glenn

Anderson has contributed an instructive

article, entitled "Notes on Mine Sampl-

ing," in which, however, occurs an ob-

vious slip, to which attention should be

drawn. The slip occurs in the averaging

of the sampled widths shown in his form

of "Sample Record." The relevant fig-

ures are:

Width in i eel
(>

5
1

4
2

I

Sample
1 200 L. at St a. 1 .

r
>()

2 200 L. at St a 1 55

3a 200 L. at Sta. 1 00

36 200 L. at Sta. 1 60

3c 200 L. at Sta. 1 «0

4 Raise 10, nt ft.

above level

By adding up the column of feet, and

dividing the total by 6—the number of

samples for assay—Mr. Anderson arrives

at an average width of 3.67 ft. for the

whole. Opinion will differ as to whether

the raise sample should be included with

the levels, when the sampling interval is

different, and less ore exposure is covered.

But let that pass. Mr. Anderson's slip

lies in the fact, that he has calculated

samples 3a, 3b, 3c, as though they repre-

sented three different intervals, when in

fact, they are components of one. There-

fore the average of his figures should ap-

pear thus:

Sample No. Width in Feel

1
6

2
ia 1 ft.

36 4 ft.
"

3c 2 ft

4 4

Number of sampled intervals. 4: sum of total

widths. 22 feel

The average width of the samples, is

therefore 22 -r- 4 = 5.5 ft., and not 3.67

ft. as given by Mr. Anderson, or an ex-

cess which would represent approxi-

mately 50 per cent, increase in tonnage,

if the figures applied to a block of ore.

G. A. Denny.

Mexico, D. F., May 27, 1911.

Removable Converter Tuyeres

I have read with interest Carr B.

Neel's articles on basic converting. In

the article in the Journal of May 13,

mention is made of removable pipe-

tuyeres, which are designed to be re-

moved when they become accidentally

filled with copper or matte. It is also

stated that this invention was simultane-

ously worked out at rival plants.

In this connection I wish to refer to

U. S. patent 593,447, Nov. 9, 1897. A

careful study of the description of this

patent will show that the inventors in the

two rival plants must have kept their

eyes closed in regard to preceding pat-

ents, otherwise it is easy to see how

Views
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this in securing a labor supply that never

failed him. He secured 300 exemption
certificates from the government, one of
which he made out in the name of each

vished to employ, provided with

which the escolies would not molest a

mine employee. This act of diplomacy

tger power to send a man to

work or choose the alternative of becom-
ing a soldier.

These remarks do not show that a high
efficiency was developed in the miners;
they are given to convey an idea of the

advantages of learning the "customs of
the country" and of the difficulties of
securing laborers in certain regions.
.Many of the men did develop into satis-

factory miners and made excellent rec-

ords of cheap and rapid work that have
not since been broken.

The contract system always proved
most efficacious and often the men would
rise at daylight to complete their tasks by
noon. This was permitted and encour-
aged for all classes of work where pos-
sible, and in other work where shifts were
necessary it was found better and cheap-
er to work the men hard for short shifts.

They did not have the stamina to work
long hours.

J. A. Herdy.
New York. N. Y.. June 5, 1911.

Geology Applied to Mining
As stated by Linforth and Milburn in

their article in the Journal of April 1

there is no question but that "the success
and real value of a geological depart-
ment depends on the proper relation of
theory to practice;" but to say that a well
conducted department will pay more at-

tention to some structural features of the
geology in the mine workings than to the
distribution of the minerals in the ore is

to make a dangerous generalization which
may not always be true.

The work of a geological department
is of value to a company in direct pro-
portion to the increased dividends which
it enables the company to pay, whether
this be accomplished by the intelligent use
of some models in reducing mining costs
or by the examination of a few thin sec-
tions resulting in the discovery of a new
orebody. The Butte district is a case
where the accurate recording of what
might be called the geometric features of
the orebodies on plans and sections is the
most important feature. I recently had
OOCJ e a property where the ore-

occurred in sheets, horizontal or inclined
at a low angle in a sandstone-shale se-

•ind where plan and sections of mine
and the surface geology of the

immediate vicinity gave few clues to the
fact that all the important orebodies
were localized in three or four out of a

Bfl or more very similar members of

Thll point, essential to Intel-

ting and development by
drilling, appeared only <>u a detailed ex-

amination of an area several miles
square.

In other cases it may be microscopic
work which indicates the definite relation

of an orebody to an igneous intrusion
when subsequent metamorphism has so
altered all the rocks as to make their

recognition impossible megascopically.
Or a careful study of analyses of various
gossans and the minerals in the unoxi-
dized ore may show some small differ-

ence which will give a clue to the type of
ore from which gossan was derived, by
which drilling can then be successfully
directed. In developing new properties
the distribution of the minerals in an ore

as well as the other chemical and physi-
cal features may be of the utmost im-
portance either to the metallurgist in de-

termining the cause of his troubles or to

the mine manager or both in considering
the probable changes in the ore at greater
depth.

The proper duties of a geological de-
partment vary widely according to the

conditions. Of course, the first task that
usually falls to the geologist, particularly

if a property has been worked some years
and has changed hands frequently, is the

assembling of a vast number of more or

less useful maps and fragments of maps
of surface and underground workings,
boreholes, trenches, etc., in fact all the
data at hand including what may be
gleaned from the literature on the region,

into one series of maps which represents
all the accurate information to be had,
and which is then kept up to date regu-
larly. Results of assays and other analy-
tical data that can not be shown quantita-

tively on the maps should be gathered
together is as compact a form as pos-
sible, well indexed, and mineralogical and
petrographic specimens numbered and
catalogued and all data in connection with
them kept systematically.

If the structural geology is complicated
models are useful. When prospecting is

done partly by core drilling the statistical

part of the work should be under the

geological department, viz., the filing of
cores, keeping of the records, results of

analysis, etc., the interpretation of results

and placing of new holes; the mine
manager or his assistants remaining re-

sponsible for the operation of the drills.

All other prospecting and exploration

work also naturally comes under the di-

rection of the geological department.

Finally in a large company the con-
sulting geologist or the geologist in charge
may be a useful assistant to the manag-
ing director or consulting engineer in

the examination of neighboring prospects
or mines with a view to optioning or pur-
chasing for the company, since in the
estimation of ore in sight, probable and
possible ore, geological training and ex-

perience arc of great value.

C. T. Brodrick.
Kv^itim Mining Works, Russia, May

13 1911.

Sampling Ores from Cobalt
Mines

In the article by F. W. Pugsley on
sampling Cobalt ores, in the Journal of
April 15, the point is made that ordinar-
ily there is a segregation during samp-
ling owing to the coarse particles rolling
down the ridge and the fine staying on
top, and that this is obviated by sprink-
ling the ore. In the ridge method of
mixing there is another danger arising
from the same causes, which Mr. Pugs-
ley does not mention.

This is, that in making the ridges, if
the ore is thrown from the old ridge to the
new, the coarse will carry farther, and
the far side of the new ridge will be
coarser than the near. This tendency is
not overcome by moistening. If the men
carry the ore carefully from the old ridge
to the new, to avoid this segregation, la-
bor costs run up tremendously. From my
own experience I would think that the
hand sampler was, under the best condi-
tions, simply making the most of anti-
quated methods, and that machine samp-
ling with Brunton samplers and Jones
riffles would be quicker, cheaper and
more accurate. A. A. Nason.
New York, May 17, 1911.

The Standard Oil Decision
In the editorial on the Standard Oil

decision in the Journal of May 20, pass-
ing reference was made to the effect of
the decision on the copper-producing
companies. Sentiment in the Lake Su-
perior district has changed perceptibly
and a more hopeful attitude is every-
where apparent, although conditions as
regards the copper-metal market have
not improved over those of a month ago.
This change of sentiment is directly at-
tributable to the decision.

The majority of the properties in the
Lake district, at the present time more
than ever before, are doing their utmost
to shade the cost of production so as
to permit a profit at the prevailing
price of copper, and to assure a small
dividend. It is only by the most strenu-
ous efforts that a number of these have
succeeded in conducting operations up to
the present.

L. E. Canby.
Hancock, Mich., June 2, 1911.

Cost of Channeling
In the Journal of May 27, page 1043,

there is a short paragraph regarding the
excavation of the site for the new Grand
Central terminal in New York. We wish
to call attention to an error in the cost
of channeling which is reported as 75c.
per sq.ft. This was the cost of drill-

ing and broaching and was evidently mis-
taken for the cost of channeling, which
was but 40c. per square foot

Sullivan Machinery Company.
New York, May 31, 1911.
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Amalgamated Copper

In the report of the Amalgamated

Copper Company for the fiscal year

ended April 30, 1911, it is stated that all

f the subsidiary companies to which the

naconda Copper Mining Company of-

fered its stock in exchange for properties,

have completed the transfer, several have

gone out of existence and others are in

process of dissolution.

The Anaconda company offered the

Amalgamated in payment for the prop-

erties transferred to it by the Original

Consolidated Mining Company, the Clark

Montana Realty Company and the Col-

usa-Parrot Mining and Smelting Com-

pany, 112,500 shares of its stock, and

this offer was accepted. The stock has

been set aside, but not delivered, waiting

for certain details of transfer to be

completed.

As the contracts for the sale of metals

produced by the companies controlled by

the Amalgamated were about to expire,

and as these companies had transferred

to the Anaconda company all of their

properties and assets, Amalgamated's di-

rectors decided that the selling organiza-

tion and the refining of the bullion pro-

duced by that company should be con-

trolled and managed by the Amalga-

mated.

The United Metals Selling Com-
pany had sold for about 10 years the

metal product of the mines, acting as

agent for all of the companies in which

the Amalgamated had substantial inter-

ests, as well as for a number of other

producing companies. That company also

owned 40 per cent, of the stock of the

International Smelting and Refining Com-

pany, which owns the refineries at which

most of the metals produced by these

companies are refined.

In order to take advantage of

the efficient and established organ-

ization of the selling company and

to own a large interest in the refining

profits, it was decided to buy the stock

of the United Metals Selling Company,
if it could be acquired at a satisfactory

price. • After prolonged negotiations a

price of $241 per share, or $12,050,000

for the total capital stock, after deducting

dividend then declared, was agreed upon,

and that price was paid for all stock

offered. Nearly all of the outstanding

stock has been purchased. To provide

funds for this purchase the Amalgamated
company issued $12,500,000, 5 per cent.,

two-year notes, dated April 1, 1911. In

addition to the $4,000,000 stock of the

International Smelting and Refining Com-
pany at par, the United Metals Selling

Company had in cash and cash assets,

chiefly accounts receivable, an amount

that gave it a book value of about $11,-

000,000, or $220 per share. Allowing a

value below its market price for the

stock of the International company, and

crediting earnings on unexpired contracts
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for the sale of metals, the actual value
of the United Metals stock is stated to

have been fully equal to the price paid

for it, and no allowance was made for

good will or the going business, except-
ing the unexpired contracts mentioned.

At the time of the purchase of the

Metals Selling stock, a long-time contract

for refining, to go into effect in Septem-
ber, 1911, was entered into between the

Anaconda and the International Smelting

company, which insures a large decrease

in that item of cost of product.

Since the increase in 1901 in the capi-

tal stock of the Amalgamated company
frcm its original issue of $75,000,000 to

its present amount, in order to acquire

the stocks of the Boston & Montana Con-
solidated Copper and Silver Mining Com-
pany and the Butte & Boston Consoli-

dated Mining Company, no securities of

any kind have been issued to provide ad-

ditional money, with the exception of

notes for $5,000,000 given to W. A. Clark

on June 1, 1910, in payment for the min-

ing properties transferred to the Ana-

conda Coppar Mining Company, and the

$12,500,000 in two-year 5-per cent, notes,

issued April 1, 1911, to provide means

for paying for the stock of the United

Metals Selling Company.

Since the organization of the Amalga-

mated company there has been charged

off against earnings and surplus by the

subsidiary companies which are now in

the Anaconda Copper Mining Company:
For depreciation and dismantlement, $30,-

141,357; for depletion of coal mines,

$614,343; for depletion of timber lands,

$654,356; total, $31,410,056. The plants

and equipment of the properties of the

subsidiary companies have been main-

tained to the point of full efficiency, re-

gardless of, expenditure, and that policy

has been pursued rigidly since the com-

pany's organization.

Alaska Coal Lands

Washington Correspondence

A number of business men from the

northwestern States are at Washington to

urge upon President Taft the necessity

for some immediate action that will place

Alaskan coal lands in a position to be

exploited. Among the organizations rep-

resented were: The Seattle Chamber of

Commerce, the Seattle Commercial Club,

the Seattle Rotary Club, the Seattle Arc-

tic Club, and the Alaskan Committee of

the American Mining Congress. The

wrongs they complain of are:

That prior to Nov. 12, 1906, more than

900 citizens had made locations of coal

lands in Alaska not exceeding 160 acres

each and applied to purchase the lands at

the price fixed by the law; that these loca-

tions had been pending from five to seven

years and not one had been passed upon,

either favorably or unfavorably, by the

proper authorities. The Government,

while accepting and retaining the pur-

chase price of the lands in question and
giving receipts therefor, had refused, and
still refuses, to give a di ther tor

or against the claimants in question. Con-
tinued delays on the r-»rt <,t tin Govern-
ment in bringing these mailers to a de-

cision have been productive of irrer

able injury and loss to the development
of Alaska at large and thi Me
claimants against many of whom no

question of fraud or violation of law has

ever been charged.

Thai the order of Nov. 12. 1906, Kill-

pending the law relating to the entry and

sale of coal lands in Alaska was without

authority of law.

That the order of July 1, 1910, wherein

it was attempted to ratify the former

order of Nov. 12, 1906, is probably open

to the same interpretation that it was
equally without authority of law, and that

the locking up of the coal lands was done

by these orders without legislative sanc-

tion.

That no complaint is made in re-

gard to the laws as they stand on the

statute books, but complaint is made of

the failure of the properly constituted ex-

ecutive officers to enforce them.

Calumet 6c Hecla Merger

Hancock Correspondence

The hearing in the Denton-Chadbourne

injunction suits, asking a temporary in-

junction restraining the Calumet & Hecla

from merging with the Ahmeek. was

started June 1 in the Houghton County

circuit court, Judge A. T. Streeter presid-

ing. Numerous affidavits were read, a

strong point of contention being the

value of the Calumet & Hecla conglomer-

ate sands, the tailings of the stamp mills

at Lake Linden. The affidavits of C. H.

Benedict, metallurgist for the Calumet &
Hecla, stated that these sands amounted

to 37,000,000 tons, and averaged 15.43 lb.

of copper to the ton, as proved by numer-

ous and regular assays. The present re-

grinding plant, with a capacity of 1500

tons daily, turned out, during 1910, over

2,000,000 lb. of refined copper at a cost

of less than 5c. per lb. Affidavits from

W. J. Uren, formerly superintendent of

the Bigelow group of mines. J. W.

Shields, mill superintendent of the Quin-

cy, and F. W. Denton, general manager

of the Copper Range Consolidated, were

read, tending to show that the value

placed upon these sands was too high.

Judge Streeter announced his decision

June 5 denying the injunction and dis-

solving the restraining order issued to

Chadbourne and Denton to prevent the

completion of the Calumet & Hecla con-

solidation plans. By stipulation of attor-

neys it is agreed that the meeting of the

stockholders of the Laurium Mining

Company should be adjourned from

June 7 to June 21 to admit of any action
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ght be taken by the Supreme

Court in the meantime. There are two

restraining orders outstanding

51 the consolidation at Detroit and

at Lansing, in which decisions have not

innounced; but the petition just

.: was more complete, covering

contention, and its rejection is re-

• by Calumet & Hecla officials as

cularly significant.

Cuyuna Range Development

Special Correspondence

One of the most important events, in

many ways, that has taken place in the

development of the Cuyuna iron range,

ecently occurred in the actual com-

mencement of mining operations by the

M. A. Hanna Company, four miles south-

west of Brainerd. in T 44 R 31. The

land embraced in the Barrows property

is owned by the Brainerd Mining Com-

and is under lease to the Hanna

company.

The present plans are to sink a

timbered shaft. This work is import-

ant because the property is avowedly sit-

uated on the so called South range, and

while the South range has been drilled

in many places and commercial ore

found, at only one other place has min-

:rq work ever been actually attempted,

that in a rather desultory manner.

When the range was first being explored,

the Pickands-Mather company sunk a

shaft in the southwest corner of Sec.

B T 45-R 29, a few miles south of Deer-

wood. This shaft was about 100 ft. deep,

and at that depth a crosscut was driven

eet.

A fair tonnage of ore. running

about 50 per cent.iniron.wasindicated,but

no further work was done. Beyond this

all actual mining work has been confined

to the North Range bodies, and with ap-

parently considerable reason. It has been

generally understood that the South

Range ores are of a different character

from those found to the north, and that

the deposits themselves are narrower and

J to a shallower depth. This con-

clusion has been deduced from actual

mining operations on the North range

and countless drill records on both the

North and South ranges, but with the

exception of the instance above cited,

has never been proved by mining work

on the South range.

Miami-Inspiration

toward an amal-

gamation of the Miami and Inspiration

companies have been in pi luring

'lit the projected plan

abandoned, owing to in-

ability of the t upon

The Standard Mine, Silver-

ton, B. C.

By John Vallance*

The Standard mine has attracted much

notice of late, owing to the opening of

large shoots of galena ore of good grade.

The group includes 13 mineral claims.

The mine is at an altitude of 3354 ft.

ibove sea level and 1594 ft. above Silver-

ton, on the eastern shore of Slocan lake,

1 miles distant from the mine. De-

velopment work on a systematic plan has

been in practically continuous progress

since 1904. The "big oreshoot" was cut

by the lower levels in 1909-10, and the

present remarkable showings of ore ex-

posed.

The inclosing country consists of old,

very silicious sedimentary rocks, cut in

places by masses and dikes of an erup-

tive rock generally classed as granodio-

rite. A large "boss" of this rock occurs

along the east side of the Standard claim

and is. apparently, the center from which

the local dikes radiate. The sedimentary

strata are mainly hard, blocky argillites,

silicious shales and impure quartzites.

The Standard vein is a strong fissure cut-

ting the bedding planes of the inclosing

sedimentary rocks; a dike of quartz-

diorite-porphyry is intruded into the fis-

sure and lies along the footwall side.

This dike rock is much altered and ap-

pears to be, in some manner, closely con-

nected with the principal orebodies;

probably the clayey-talcose matter of the

altered dike has influenced the course of

the mineral-bearing solutions and caused

the ore to be deposited on or near the

dike, where it is most frequently found.

Much evidence of large and repeated

movements is found in the vein, especial-

ly toward the hanging-wall side, and at

some points movements have occurred

after the formation of the orebodies

—

masses of galena being found deeply

striated by movement of adjoining hard

gangue material.

The principal minerals are argentifer-

ous galena and blende, with some py-

rite, chalcopyrite and gray copper

(freibergite) as associated minerals.

The freibergite occurs as specks and

bunches mixed with the galena, but oc-

casionally with the blende, and it is evi-

dently highly argentiferous, for speci-

mens have assayed as high as 2000 oz.

silver per ton. The gangue is quartz,

calcspar and spathic iron, with inclosed

fragments of shale and occasional mass-

es of altered dike rock.

In the workings above the fourth level,

the orebodies found were lenticular in

form and following a zone pitching about

From No. 4 down to No. 5 level

the "big shoot" of galena has a pitch

i of papi r pi ;
»

•
l before w s i

• nadlan Mlnln . in titute, May
• i i

•Mining engineer, Sllverton, B. C.

of nearly 28 deg. Where the shoot

is cut by No. 5 level the vein gradually

widens from 4 to 30 ft. Here the clean

galena has its maximum width of 15 ft.,

the remaining 15 ft. being high-grade

milling ore with included masses of clean

galena. From here to the present face of

No. 5, which is approximately 1200 ft.

from the portal of the adit, the vein wid-

ens and the orebody gradually changes

its character, the shoot of clean ore giv-

ing place to a great mass of milling ore

inclosing irregular bodies of solid galena.

The ore shoot has been opened a length

of 250 ft.; a crosscut at the present face

shows ore, chiefly milling grade, about

85 ft. in width.

The mine workings consist of six lev-

els, with connecting raises from No. 5

upward, and a number of crosscuts from

the levels, where the vein is wide. Not

including stopes and crosscuts, the mine

openings have, together, a length of 8500

ft. The depth on the vein, from No. 1

to No. 6 level, is 740 ft. After connec-

tion shall be made with No. 5 by raise,

No. 6 will become the main adit for the

mine, and the upper terminal of the

aerial tramway will be placed at its

portal.

Ore from stopes above No. 4 level was

taken out by ordinary overhand method,

and the ground timbered with a two-piece

set, or by stulls, as required. In the

lower levels, where the vein is wider,

the large orebody will be extracted by

overhand stopes with square-set timber-

ing. Ore extracted has been roughly

graded in the workings; the cleaner ore

has been sent to the sorting houses,

while the cobbings from this and all sec-

ond-grade ore from the mine, have been

placed on the milling-ore dumps. Ship-

ments to the smeltery to date aggregate

4418 tons; average metal contents were:

Silver, 78.46 oz. per ton; lead, 62.5 per

cent.; zinc, 5.88 per cent. Some ship-

ments returned more than 100 oz. silver

per ton, and others 73 per cent. lead.

In addition to large orebodies blocked out

in the mine, there is much ore in the

sorting houses ready for shipment when
the aerial tramway shall be completed;

the milling dump is estimated at 8000

tons, which will concentrate 3 T/> or 4 tons

into one ton of shipping product.

Preparatory to mining on a larger scale

than in the past and commencing milling

operations, a 10-drill compressor plant

and a concentrating mill with a grinding

capacity of 200 tons and dressing facili-

ties for 100 tons per diem are being put

in. Water power will be utilized, with a

head of 160 ft. at the compressor and

275 ft. at the mill. The Leschen aerial

tramway will be 7600 ft. in length, with

a grade of 16 per cent., and a carrying

capacity of 20 tons per hour. The tram-

way and compressor should be in opera-

tion in July and the mill should be ready

in October.

I
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Practical Mining
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

Saving Oil in Mines
Much oil is wasted at mines through

the carelessness of the machine men in

closing the oil-can valve after getting oil.

This waste can easily be done away
with by placing spring valves on the oil

cans which close as soon as the man
takes his hand off. An accompanying

illustration shows the Tonopah Mining

Company's manner of applying the

spring to oil cans which are equipped

with a rotating valve. An ordinary iron

strap is used to furnish the seat for a

spindle, which terminates in a yoke fast-

ened over the valve of the can. and this

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-
erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things that have to

be done in Everyday

or else by dropping them out of their

pockets while climbing around in the

sropes, and much friction results if the

company tries to make the miners pay
for these lost cans. Consequently, it is

often better to provide the men with

homemade oil cans. These can be made
cheaply by using short pieces of gas

pipe with a cap to form the bottom of

the can, a reducer to form the neck and a

short nipple, swaged down to a small

opening, for the throat. A piece of wood

Determination of Gas Velocity

in Flues
A method of approximating gaa veloc-

ity in flues is by means of nitric I

poured on copper filings. Perform the
experiment of putting the acid on the
copper filings several times m ,nr. noting
the interval which is required before a

visible cloud ol the peroxide fumes
forms. Then introduce an evaporating
dish or similar container of copper filings

into the Hue or chimney, and arrange a

funnel or other delivery tube to convey
the acid. Pour on the acid and with a

stop watch observe the elapsed period be-

fore the fumes appear at the end of the
flue. Subtract from this the correction
noted before for the time required to

generate the fumes, and divide the dis-

tance by the result.

A Mine Air Door
By P. L. Woodman*

The accompanying sketch shows the

details of a mine air-door and of an open-

-18^--

/Strap

Pin

Faucet

TAe Enjtnecnnij $ Mining Journal

Oil-saving Devices

strap iron fastens the whole to the body

of the can. Around the spindle, which

is about six inches long, is twisted a

spiral spring, which at its upper end is

secured to the strap iron and at the lower

end to the spindle so as to close the

valve. In order to prevent the valve

from being rotated too far a pin that

strikes upon the body of the can is

riveted to the handle.

Another source of waste ot oil is the

use by the machine runners of old tin

cans or bottles to hold oil. A tin can is

not good as it allows dirt and grit to

get into the oil, while a bottle is easily

broken. If regular oil cans are sup-

plied, the men lose them either by for-

getting them at the face when they blast,

\

J

'*rin-j f Ifmiiy Jnurnai

Details of Mine Air-door and Catches

whittled down to enter the hole in the

end of nipple forms the stopper which is

fastened to the oil can by a string to

prevent loss. The accompanying illus-

tration shows the idea which is in use at

many mines in preference to the more

expensive purchased can. The advantage

of these cans is that they are so clumsy

that they cannot easily be lost, and no

one will steal them.

The Calumet & Hecla has begun theman-

ufacture of stamp shoes in its foundry. A

limited number have been turned out

and they have given good results both

in life and uniformity of wear. Casting

machines are to be installed and these

shoes are to be a regular product.

ing and closing device used in the motor-

haulage drifts of the Copper Queen

mine. The doors are opened and closed

without stopping the train.

When a train approaches, the motor or

end car pushes the doors which are free

to swing in either direction; upon open-

ing, they are caught and held by the

latches set in both walls and on each

side of the door set. The releasing lever

is operated by a cord a hundred feet or

more in length conveniently hung at the

roof of the drift. The motorman simply

pulls the cord in passing and the levers

release the doors allowing them to swing

shut.

•Mine superintendent, Copper Queen Con
Bolidated Mining Company. Blsl Ariz.
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A Timber Headframe

By H. L. Botsford*

e design of shaft houses or head-

es, the engineer is often confronted

. conditions which ma-

. influence the type of structure

Where conditio:.- rable,

St*
1 type of headframe is the

economical, alike in material re-

d in erection cost. In many

it cannot be used. The tendency

of modern mining practice has been

. ci -halts and larger outputs.

This has often led to the installation of

and the construction of

er and stronger headframes.

In 1909 I designed a headframe to re-

place a smaller one for the Hiawatha

shaft of the Munro Iron Mining Company
at Iron River, .Mich. At this shaft the

the strains incident to hoisting.

This necessitated dumping the skip at an

angle through the shaft house, and like-

wise slightly longer timbers for support-

ing the shaft guides.

The four-post type of shaft house was

chosen, .is being best suited to the above

conditions. It was designed to withstand

the breaking strength of a l.U-in. cru-

cible-steel cable, with a factor for safety

of three. The back brace was placed as

near the resultant as possible without un-

duly lengthening the bracing back to the

tower. The new shaft house was erected

during the busy shipping season, when no

delays to hoisting could be allowed. It

was necessary to leave the old shaft

house in commission until the new one

could replace it. It was put up piece by

piece, and where members of the old

shaft house interfered with the new. they

come heated it requires much less heat,

according to Cement Age, to maintain a

good even temperature than in the case of

"mill construction," so that the mainten-

ance of heat in the long run appears to

be considerably cheaper with concrete i

than with mill construction. Where the I

heating bill is of considerable magnitude >{

this feature might properly be seriously |

considered in connection with the choice I

of building material.

Area of Amalgamation Plates*
]

By W. R. DowLlNGf

Although there is no rule for the area
|

of amalgamation plates there is no doubt
j

that the number and area of plates in
|

common use on the Rand are unneces-

sarily large and when these are placed

in a separate plate-house the total area
j

A-Frarne not shown.

Sectional Ele\-ation.

conditions are rather abnormal. The en-

gine house stands at an angle of 33 deg.

with the shaft center line. The engine

riginally placed square with the

line to a foot sheave near the base of the

aft house. When a larger hoist was
installed, it was placed in the same build-

juare with the line to the

of the hoisting compartment. The
ift house tower, bat-

qually on the four sides, and
square with the shaft. Hence the rull

of t*K -he angle of 33 deg.

ictory. and

Aould have

tionable.

Hand square with the lir,

it could

Back Brace C Front Bent A

Structural Details of a Timber Headframe

were cut out and temporary bracing put
in as required. Work progressed in this

manner until the new structure was high

enough to carry the sheave supports of

the old; after which its completion was
an easy matter. To prevent anything fall-

ing down the shaft during the construc-

tion, the hoisting compartment was cased
in with 1 -in. boards, up to and covering

the head sheave. Oregon fir timber was
! throughout.

I [eating Concrete Buildings

to the relation between the ma-
terial used in construction and the heat-

) buildings, experience seems to

show that with concrete floors it takes a

heat the building for the

than in tin. case oi wood floors.

i tier the buildinu has once be-

Concrete Pier
24-in. Sq. at Top.

Other Posts simil-
arly Anchored.
Front Bent B

TliC Enffinurino $ Mining Jour

may be materially reduced. My opinion

is that much of the amalgam found at

the lower end of the long battery plate

is largely worked down by the amalgama-
tors, who wish to present a uniformly

bright surface all over the plate.

The old practice was to install plates

about 15 ft. long by 5 ft. wide for each
battery of five stamps, which is equal to

an area of 15 sq.ft. per stamp. Where,
say, one standard large tube mill for

30 stamps is. erected, and assuming that

the tube mill is equivalent to 30 stamps,
five plates 11x5 ft. would probably be

used. The combined plate area is then;

for 30 stamps, six plates, each 15x5 ft.

•Excerpt from m paper entitled, "The Amal-
gamation of Gold in Banket Ore," read at n

the Chemical, Metallurgical and
Mining Society <>i' South Africa.

aide manager, Knights Deep mine,
i ransvaa).
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(equal to 450 sq.ft., or 15 sq.ft. per stamp;

ione tube mill, equivalent to 30 stamps,

'five plates each 11x5 ft., equal to 275

sq.ft., or 9 sq.ft. per stamp; total for 60-

stamp units equals 725 sq.ft. or 12 sq.ft.

per stamp unit.

At the Randfontein Central the total

plate area amounts to 9.6 sq.ft. per stamp

unit, but it is now proposed to use only

4.8 sq.ft. per stamp, and there is little

doubt that the smaller area will be quite

sufficient. In the Simmer & Jack re-

arrangement the plate area is about 2

sq.ft. per stamp.

With the high stamp duties of recent

years the same plate area is doing nearly

double the work it did in the past, and is

capable of doing a great deal more. Con-
versely, in regard to the usual 10 per

cent, fall, where this is increased more
crushed material with smaller water ratio

may be amalgamated with equally good

results. H. W. McFarren, in his recent

interesting book, says the fall of plates

varies from 1
l/i in. to 3 in. per ft. and

should not be less than 2 in. or 2 l/2 in.

A fall of 2 in. per ft. is equivalent to

16.7 per cent, and 2y2 in. to 28.8 per

cent., while the average is 18.75 per cent.

Among the advantages due to reduced

area of plates are reduced costs of in-

stallation and operation and especially a

reduced cost of mercury, the consumption

being in proportion to the area of the

plate. In the Simmer & Jack plants the

consumption of mercury has been re-

duced to one-sixth of the former figure.

Where a large area is exposed in amal-

gamation, a proportionate amount of gold

is taken to set the plates-, and is not avail-

able for realization until the end of the

life of the plate. The gold held by the

v ell set plates may be taken at one ounce

per square foot of plate. A 200-stamp

mill having 40 plates each 15x5 ft. will

thus absorb 3000 oz. of gold.

The future points to the reduction of

the use of plates to the point where only

the gold too coarse for cyaniding will be

caught by amalgamation. This point has

probably been reached in the Simmer &
Jack plant, which has now only 18 sta-

tionary plates in the tube-mill circuit in

place of the former 64 battery plates and

30 shaking, tube-mill plates. It will be

noticed that the Simmer East, with the

plates in the stamp mill, has retained

two stationary plates per tube mill,

whereas the Simmer & Jack and the Sim-

mer Deep-Jupiter joint plants have each

retained three plates per tube mill. The

additional plate in the last two cases is

a measure for safety to have not less

than two plates per tube mill in action

during dressing operations.

Owing to falling-off of the grade of the

ground" last year, the Premier diamond
mine did 100 times the work it did in

its first year (Journ. South African

Assoc. Eng.), and made only 5 T/2 times

the profit.

Tracing Through Opaque
Paper*

BY A. T. SfJHWENNESENf

Every engineer has occasionally to
trace a drawing on thick paper. When
the figure is small and simple a copy
may be traced by holding the original
against a windowpane, covering it with
the paper. The need of utilizing this

principle on a larger scale and in a more
convenient position led Dr. J. C. Branner
to plan the table herein described.

The device consists essentially of a
drafting table, with a plate-glass top,

upon which the original drawing and the
paper are laid. A mirror mounted un-
derneath reflects the light of the sky up
through the drawing. The glass top is

hinged and fitted with two arms and
thumb screws, so that it can be raised,

and fixed at any position. The mirror is

pivoted and revolves about a horizontal
axis. The hood of cardboard or black

Tht Engineering j Mining Jdumal

Glass-bottom Drafting Table

cloth prevents the reflection of light

from the tracing, and may or may not be

attached to the table.

The apparatus is placed before a win-

dow, through which part of the unob-

structed sky is visible. The mirror is

then adjusted like the reflector of a mi-

croscope, so that the light is reflected up

through the drawing. If the mirror can

be so set that the direct rays of the sun

are reflected through the drawings, thick-

er paper can be used. The map or draw-

ing may be held in place by clips screwed

to the top of the plate-glass frame, or by

lead weights placed on top of it.

The accompanying illustration gives

the dimensions and shows the general ap-

pearance of the table in use in the de-

partment of geology and mining at Stan-

ford University. The dimensions may be

varied to suit individual needs. An im-

portant point to be remembered is that

Abstracted from an article in null., A. I.

M. i:.. May, 1911.

tStanford University, Palo Alto, Cal.

in the construction of the table the piece
marked X should be made as narr
possible, so as not to shut out more light

than necessary. The frame of the

top should be made narrow at tfa

for the same reason. This table can be
used at night with an electric lai:

placed that the light is reflect

shines directly up through the plate-glass
lop.

It sometimes happens that the light

from beneath is inconveniently strong,

but this objection can be obviated by cut-

ting a small opening in a piece of thick

or dark paper, which is laid over the
drawing. The tracing can then be done
through the hole and the sheet can be
moved about at pleasure, which gives the
advantage of preventing the tracing from
being soiled, and it often brings out more
clearly the lines to be traced.

Turbine Driven Centrifugal

Pumps
For keeping mines free from water

and for creating hydraulic power for

placer mining, the turbine-driven centri-

fugal pump in its present development
is peculiarly applicable. The small
dimensions of such sets would commend
their use where space conditions are im-

portant without deep inquiry into their

other virtues. Turbine pumps can be

started up at any time from a cold con-

dition and once started operate for an in-

definite time until stopped by the simple

closing of the throttle valve. To those

unfamiliar with the modern turbine and
centrifugal pump, the power and speed

of these machines is almost incredible.

For example, a 5-stage centrifugal pump
driven direct-connected by a single-stage

steam turbine, is about 48 in. in hight

and not over 10 ft. in length, yet has

a capacity of 1000 gal. of water per

min. against an average discharge pres-

sure of 270 lb. The small size and sim-

ple construction is in striking contrast to

the great weight of a reciprocating pump
for the same service.

As a means of propulsion for centri-

fugals, the small steam turbine pre-

sents many advantages. Because of its su-

perior range of speed it is possible to get

a unit of much smaller diameter than

would be necessary in a larger pump
driven by a reciprocating engine. There

is but a single row of buckets on the

rotor. This single-stage feature reduces

complications, but in order that the speed

shall be normal the steam in the course

of its expansion is made to traverse the

buckets several times, each time being

redirected against the wheel through re-

turn passages in the casing. The wheel

thus receives energy in successive stages

and therefore the peripheral speeds are

much lower than would be the case if

the steam impinged on the wheel but

once.
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Mines Timber Company
Butte Correspondence

The Mines Timber Company, recently

organized in Butte, of which John Gillie,

general superintendent of the Anaconda

company, is president, and D. A. Welch,

ry, has just purchased the timber

interests of the Allen company, of which

Lieutenant-Governor W. R. Allen is

president and principal owner, for some-

thing over $200,000. The property lies

in and near French gulch, 21 miles from

Anaconda, and the transfer consists of

15,000 acres of timber land with all wa-

ghts, flumes, stores and machinery

of the company, including two large saw

mills. About 15.000.000 ft. of timber a

year has been the production of the com-

pany, and recently a permit was obtained

from the Government for the cutting of

an additional 100,000,000 ft. of timber

from the Deer Lodge forest reserve, and

the sale was based upon this concession.

The greater part of the timber production

of this company, consisting of about 1500

cars annually, is being used in the Ana-

conda company mines at Butte. The Al-

len company also owns 22 mining claims

in French gulch, which do not form part

of the transfer to the Mines company,

and which will be extensively developed

this summer. While work has been done

on all of the claims, it has been confined

principally to three claims, the Spain,

McKinley and Golden Crown. The Spain

is equipped with a complete surface plant

and a hoisting engine, having a ca-

pacity for hoisting from a depth

of 1000 ft. There are about 16.000

tons of ore on the dump awaiting ship-

ment when transportation facilities can

be improved.

Milling the Hancock Ore
Hancock Correspondence

The situation at the Hancock mine is

commanding the attention of those inter-

in Lake Superior copper mines, for

the reason that the first mill run on Han-
cock rock has completed its first month
of operation. The rock upon which

this run is being conducted is being taken

entirely from the No. 3 West Hancock
> hich was intercepted by the No. 1

•ertical shaft at a depth of approximately

2200 ft. something over a year ago. Much
done on the lode at this point

indicates a copper content above the av-

erage and the mill run has been looked

forward to with more than ordinary inter-

•nrnping and washing facilities were
obtained at the Centennial mill and ^hip-

from the mine began a month ago

and 1: 'maintained at the rate of

per day.

The general impr that the

ry will show about 25 lb. of

r ton of rock, which

ate a final

;
per per ton o1

While it is possible that these figures

may be a disappointment to many if they

are actually so, to most of those who are

familiar with the various productions

from the amygdaloidal mines, an average

output of 18 lb. of refined copper would

be highly gratifying. It would mean un-

doubted success, and doubly so since the

Hancock is so equipped in every way

with modern cost-reducing machinery

that a low cost of production is assured.

There are few mines in the Lake district

that have been as fortunate as this one

in having been able to lay out their

plans in detail from start to finish before

the ground for the main shaft was

scarcely broken, and in the carrying out

of these plans have been as fortunate in

encountering virgin copper ground. It is

not at all unlikely that the Hancock will

continue to use the Centennial mill for

an indefinite period and defer the build-

ing of its own mill for some time to come.

An Underground Compressor

Plant

The use of the portable air compres-

sor for mines often results in consider-

able economies in attendance, power, and

plant, particularly in the length of pip-

ing required. An installation which has

been in use in the Midway mine of the

Chicosa Fuel Company at Rouse, Colo.,

for almost a year consists of a Sullivan

"WK-2" single-stage compressor, con-

Portable Air Compressor

nected by silent chain drive to a direct-

current electric motor, and mounted, with

its air receivers, on a steel truck. The

compressor is fitted with an unloading

device, and is of the center-crank, in-

closed-frame, splash-lubrication pattern.

The apparatus is set in a station, cut in

the coal at the side of the entry, and

supplies power to two Sullivan direct-

acting pick machines, which are used in

cutting rooms and driving entries. The

compressor is started at the beginning of

a shift by a pump man, who is stationed

a quarter of a mile from it, and no one

goes near the machine again until the

end of the shift. The unloading device

rcduc of power when the punch-

ers happen to be idle. The air is sup-

plied at 80-lb. receiver pressure, and

runs through about 800 tt. of 2-in. pipe.

I
lit and is carried to the ma-

chines by two 1-in. pipes, about 400 ft.

long each. However, the machine will

in future be kept nearer the working

face.

Oil in Northern Alberta

Special Correspondence

Three oil-drilling outfits are on the

way to Fort McMurray in north Alberta,

which will be put in operation this sum-
mer in that district and to the west of

Pelican rapids. They have arrived at

Athabasca landing, from which point

they will be transported by barges down
the Athabasca river. Over 50 oil com-
panies have been chartered by the Al-

berta Government, and an oil boom is

anticipated.

Though the oilfield is believed to

extend practically over the whole

province, as indicated by the dis-

covery of gas wells and oil springs, geo-

logical research has shown that the stone

capping overlying the oil deposits is thin-

ner to the north of the Athabasca river

than elsewhere. One of the rigs will be

put in operation some distance back from

Fort McMurray, in the hope of striking

oil of a higher grade than that which

comes to the surface at the various oil

springs. A 14-in. hole will be driven as

deep as possible, and if progress is

blocked by the formation a smaller drill

will be put down inside, and so past the

gas belt to the oil deposit supposed to

underlie it.

The great difficulty to be over-

come is that of transportation, all ma-
terial having to be teamed to Atha-

basca landing and thence shipped by

rough barges through 90 miles of rapids.

The barge is usually broken up when
the voyage is finished and the lumber

used for building. During the summer it

is proposed to bring about three tons of

the tar sands found at Fort McMurray
to Edmonton to be thoroughly tested for

pavement purposes. Numerous oil and

paving companies in the United States

have requested samples of the asphalt

residium and crude oil found in the dis-

trict, showing the interest which is being

taken in the exploitation of this field. In

the Peace River country, which is at-

tracting a great rush of American im-

migration this season, a number of oil

springs have been discovered.

Valuation of Michigan Mines

The legislature of Michigan, at a recent

session, appropriated $40,000 to be ex-

pended by the Tax Commission of the

State in making a new valuation of the

mining properties of the State for the

purpose of taxation, this to be done be-

fore the meeting of the State Board of

Equalization in August next J. R. Fin-

lay has been appointed engineer to take

charge of this work.
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The Ore Reserves of the Rand
The Rand gold-ore deposits exhibit a

persistency and regularity, elsewhere un-

cqualed, and developments have resulted

in the blocking out of ore reserves of

such magnitude as to give the mines a

stability of which no other goldfield can

boast.

Recoverable Value of Reserves

At the end of December the producing

mines had 75,000,000 tons of ore in

sight, while three developing mines in

the eastern Rand had another 5,000,000

TABLE I. TRANSVAAL ORE RESERVES '

By A. Cooper Key *
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ikes for the air for ventilation

of the mine. The main haulage level

been the means of avoiding the

Dg and equipping of at least two

il shafts which, during the life of

the mine, represent a large saving of

. renditure.

TABLE [1 1 M l'i: OF TR INSVAAL
IE RESER\ 3

luring Mines
Tons

Approximate
Value

All between 6 and 7

75,500,000

5,100,000

£15,0G
37,5

1 1
."

'.0,000

£105,500,000

6,650,000

£112,1

- far little unprofitable ore has been

encountered. The company has now 3,-

000,000 tons of ore in sight equal to 100

months' supply for the mill. Though the

figures may not be strictly comparable,

it may be observed that the East Rand

Proprietary, which has the record aggre-

gate of tonnage, has 50 months' ore in

sight, while the Crown mine has 40

months on the present crushing basis.

Hove- the Ore Reserve Is Made Up

The bulk of the Rand's ore reserve

has a value of between 6 and 8 dwt.

About 11 :

4 per cent, is above 8 dwt. and

19 per cent, is below 6 dwt. The ag-

gregate is made as shown in Table II.

The two big Rand consolidations, the

Crown Mines and the East Rand Pro-

prietary, have augmented their ore re-

serves enormously during the last year,

the former having some 4,500,000 tons

in sight and the latter had 6,500,000

tons at the end of the year previous.

To the contrary, some of the com-

panies have reduced the quantity of their

reserves in consequence of the exclusion

of certain blocks of doubtful value. In

future, the tendency will be for aggre-

gates to increase, but for values to les-

sen, owing to the smaller proportion of

rade tonnage. With new producers

the Randfontein Central in respect

of the new mill of 600 heads, City Deep

and Brakpan, working at full pressure,

there likelihood of the Trans-

vaal output exceeding £3,000,000 per

month before the end of this year.

Siam 'I in Production

The output of tin in Siamese Malaya,

according to the / Mines, has

read -trie tons. The mi

.at of the island of

outh of tii

mus of Kra which, in \'M)H, produced

"j, yielding

blacl '-• amount of 2302 metric

The neighboring province of Mon-

thon Chumpon, situated a little to the

north, but in the gulf of Siam, is rich in

tin, especially in the districts of Lang-

Suan and Lampun. The district of Mon-

thon Chumpon will soon be provided

with a railway, by which it is hoped its

resources will be quickly developed.

The Western Branch of the

Canadian Mining Institute

Victoria Correspondence

The tenth general meeting of the West-

ern Branch of the Canadian Mining In-

stitute was held at Trail, B. C, on May
18. William Fleet Robertson, provincial

mineralogist and chairman of the branch,

presided, and there was an attendance of

members and visitors from various parts

of the Kootenay and Boundary districts,

the neighboring State of Washington, and

the coast cities, Victoria and Vancouver.

Two sessions were held—afternoon and

evening.

The visitors were welcomed by the

president of the Trail Board of Trade,

after which several papers were read and

discussed. These were: "The Burns An-

thracite Coal Property, Alberta," by

Alexander Sharp, Orient, Washington;

"Costs of Operation at the Blue Bell

Mine, Kootenay Lake, B. C," by S. S.

Fowler, Riondel, B. C. ; "Notes on Prop-

erty of Le Roi No. 2, Ltd., at Rossland,

B. C," by Ernest Levy; "The Standard

Mine, Silverton, B. C," by John Val-

lance; and (by title only) "Notes on the

Lucky Jim Zinc Mine, Slocan, B. C." by

A. J. Becker; "The British Columbia

Copper Company's Smeltery, Green-

wood, B. C; "The Van-Roi Mining

Company's Concentrating Mill, Four-mile

Creek, Slocan," and a description of the

copper smelting side of the Consolidated

Mining and Smelting Company's works

at Trail. Summaries of several of these

papers will be published separately.

H. Mortimer-Lamb, secretary of the In-

stitute, who had journeyed from Mon-

treal, Que., to British Columbia to attend

the meeting, read a letter of greeting

from Dr. F. D. Adams, president of the

Institute, and explained the proposal of

the council of the Institute to hold a

semi-annual meeting in British Columbia

in the autumn of each year; this to be

as far as practicable similar to the gen-

eral meeting of members held annually

in one of the cities of Quebec or On-

tario. It was recommended that the first

of these proposed semi-annual meetings

shall be held next autumn. The matter

was referred to the incoming branch

council with a recommendation that it

further the efforts of the general council

to make such semi-annual meeting a suc-

An invitation to hold the next general

meeting of the brancli at New Denver,

in lake, B. C, in the vicinity of

which town several important silver-lead

and concentrating mills are being

operated, was favorably received and re-

ferred to the branch council for its de-

cision thereon.

A proposal that the provincial govern-

ment be urged either to add to the staff

of the Provincial Bureau of Mines, or em-
ploy mining engineers not on the staff,

to do exploratory work in new districts in

the province giving promise of becoming
mining fields, was not adopted, it being

considered that the meeting was not in

possession of sufficient information to

show that there exists a public demand
for such action, or other reasons that

would warrant its making such a recom-

mendation to the government.

The result of the ballot for chairman

and members of the branch council for

the ensuing year was that Robert R. Hed-
ley, of Vancouver, was unanimously

elected chairman, while all but one of the

12 elective members of the branch coun-

cil were reelected, the only new member
being M. E. Purcell, superintendent of

the Center Star group of mines, Ross-

land. Mr. Hedley presided during the

latter part of the evening session.

On Friday morning, May 19, some of

the visitors were shown through the Con-

solidated Mining and Smelting Company's
copper- and lead-smelting works and

electrolytic lead refinery, at Trail, and in

the afternoon spent several hours in the

company's Center Star mines at Ross-

land.

Monazite
Monazite is a phosphate of cerium,

lanthanum and thorium, with other rare

metals, the value of which lies in the

extraction of these metals for use in gas

mantles, and as substitute for flint and

steel. Monazite is a translucent to

opaque mineral, ranging from gray to

yellow, some also brown, red and green,

with a specific gravity of 4.9 to 5.3 and

a hardness of 5 to 5.5. It is suggested

in a bulletin of the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey that small grains of monazite can

readily be crushed between the teeth as a

rough test to distinguish this mineral

from other harder minerals of similar

color, such as iron-stained quartz, epi-

dote and staurolite.

The production of the United States

for 1910 was about 99,301 lb. of mona-

zite, for which the miners were paid

about 12c. per lb. of concentrates pro-

duced, or about 3 T/>c per lb. for the

crude monazite delivered by them. The

imports in 1910 were 453,554 lb. of

monazite, 5234 lb. of thorium oxiae, and

177.056 lb. of thorium nitrate.

The American Fertilizer states that at

present all the phosphate rock mined in

the Idaho-Wyoming-Utah area is being

sent to California. The present con-

sumption of commercial fertilizers in

California amounts to about 40,000 tons,

having increased from 10,000 tons in

four years.
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Driving the Strawberry Tunnel
The Strawberry project was under-

taken by the U. S Reclamation Service

for the purpose of irrigating about 60,000

acres of land in Utah valley, about 60

miles south of Salt Lake City, on the

east and south shores of Utah lake. The

project includes the driving of a tunnel

through the west side of the Strawberry

basin to bring water into the Spanish

Fork river, from where it will be sent

into canals and distributed.

The Strawberry tunnel starts in Utah

county, and runs easterly into Wasatch

county. Modern efficient equipment has

been provided for the undertaking and

everything necessary for economical work
has been installed. A wagon road 22 miles

long was built from a Government siding

on the Denver & Rio Grande railroad,

about two miles north of Thistle Junc-

tion, to Camp Quinton at the west portal

of the tunnel. Freight is hauled by con-

tract in 5-ton loads to Camp Quinton at

$7.90 per ton. The distance from the

siding to the east portal is 28K> miles.

Power Plant

A power plant was built near the

mouth of the Spanish Fork river, the

.equipment of which includes two 600-

h.p. American turbines each connected

with a 450-kw. General Electric genera-

tor. A head of 127 ft. is obtained. Wa-
ter is brought by a 3*4 -mile canal from

the Spanish Fork river. There is a con-

crete diversion dam 16 ft. high and 70

ft. long. The canal has a capacity of

500 cu.ft. per sec; 8000 ft. of it is lined

with concrete, and there is 1500 ft. of

tunnel. When the Strawberry project is

finished, one-half of the water will be

sent through the power house, and the

remainder will be turned into the high-

line irrigation canal on the edge af the

valley. The water, after it has passed

the power plant, will also be used for ir-

rigation. At present out of 1200 h.p.

available, about .350 h.p. is being used in

driving the Strawberry tunnel. Light and

power are also supplied to the city of

Spanish Fork. The power and telephone

lines extend to the west portal of the

tunnel, a distance of 30 miles.

The building of the dam on the Straw-

berry river will be started as soon as the

tunnel is well advanced and both will

be completed at the same time. The
depth from the surface to the tunnel is

too great to allow shafts to be sunk to

form intermediate headings.

Camp Quinton is near the head »f

Sixth Water canon above the west portal

of the tunnel. The altitude is 7648 ft.

Comfortable quarters, both bunk house

and cottages, have been provided for the

men. A pool and a reading room have

been provided for the use of the em-
ployees. No liquor is allowed in the

By Edward R. Zalinski-

A description of the

equiprm nl and routine
adopted by the I 'nit, J Stoles

Reclamation S, n ice in

drivinga four-milet oncrete-

lined tunnel joy irrigation

water for I 'toll Valley.

•Mining engineer, 601 Newhouse buildiiiL',
Salt Laku City, Utah.

camp. Wages paid are: Machine men,
$3.50; chuck tenders, $3.25; muckers,

$2.75; outside men, $2.25; motormen on
train crew, $3.25. About 125 men are

employed.

The Strawberry Tunnel

Work has been commenced at the west

portal of the tunnel and on account of

Tiit Eny\ncenny $ Mining Journal

Fig. 1. Section Strawberry Tunnel

water and consequent necessity of pump-

ing at the east portal, the greater part

of the tunnel will be driven from this

side. The grade is 3 in 1000 ft., the west

side being the lower.

The tunnel is driven nearly due east

and cuts limestone, sandstone and lime-

shale beds, which strike approximately

north and south and dip 12 to 22 deg.

east. The greater part of the tunnel is

in a compact blue limestone. It is 9x11

ft. in section as broken, and when fin-

ished will be 7x«'' ft. inside. It will be

lined with concrete. When 500 cu.ft. of

water per second is being delivered,

the depth will be 6'' ft. above the

floor, or up to the beginning of

the arch. The cross-section is shown

in Fig. 1 and a table shows the discharge

and coefficients for various depth of
water, as computed by the reclam-
ation service, according to Kutter's

formula. I am indebted to G. L. Lytel,

engineer of this project, for the data,
and illustrations. The drain shown be-

low the tunnel in the bc only
carried during the first part of the work,
and has been abandoned.

An electric-haulage system has been
installed. The track is 24-in. gage and is

laid with 25-lb. rails. A 50-h.p. .3 -ion

General Flectric locomotive handles a

ttain of six to 10 cars. The cars are of

steel with heavy bottom plates and solid

axles; the capacity is 47 cu.ft., and as

loaded approximately 2'.. tons of rock is

carried. At present the train consists of

10 cars, making 25 tons of waste per
trip. From two to three trips are re-

quired to clean up after shooting.

Dumping Apparatus

A time- and labor-saving device for

unloading the cars is being used, which
consists of a derrick that picks the cars

bodily from the track, turns them over
and dumps them. The derrick is moved
once a month at a cost of about $15.

Otherwise it would be necessary to em-
ploy two men per shift to handle the

cars and keep up the dump while in win-

ter on account of the heavy snows three

or four men would be required.

The train crew, which consists of two

men, do their own dumping. The derrick

is made by the American Derrick and
Hoist Company, of Minneapolis, and is

operated by a 40-h.p. motor connected

with the 250-voIt traction circuit. The
capacity is rated at 7'.. tons, but it is

capable of handling more. A car loaded

with muck weighs about four tons. The

boom is 50 ft. in length, of 14 by 14 in.

timber; extra booms are kept on hand,

but so far have not been needed. In

general, it is customary to keep extra

parts for all the machinery. The initial

cost of the dumping apparatus was $3000

and it has more than paid for itself. It

works smoothly and gives entire satisfac-

tion.

Drilling and Blasting

The heading crew consists of five

muckers, two chuck tenders, two drill

men and a shift boss. Three shifts of

eight hours are worked, and each shift

mucks out. drills and shoots one round

of holes. Two Sullivan 3' ; -in. drills are

used in the face. It is usual to put in

18 holes, 9 on each side, which average

6 ft. in depth. The arrangement of holes

is shown in Fig. 2. The holes are shot

or exploded in the order that they are

numbered; 120 to 150 lb. of 40 per cent,

gelatin is used to break each round. No
powder is kept in the tunnel; it Is
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brought in just before shooting. The cut

litters are loaded somewhat

more heavily than the other holes. This

loading depends on the ideas of the shift

nd the character ot the ground.

with seats is attached to the train

to take the heading crew in and out.

ered at 85-lb. pressure at

the face by a 4-in. standard air pipe.

The pressure at the compressor is 90

lb. As the tunnel is broken 9x11 ft. in

the clear, the face is carried 9 ft. wide

- ft high some two or three rounds

in advance of the floor, leaving a 3- ft.

bench in the bottom. This is afterward

shot out and the tracks kept up to with-

in 15 ft. of the face. In Fig. 2 the bench

holes are shown.

The ground holds well, but consider-

able timbering has been required in fract-

ured zones and on account of the lime-

stone disintegrating on being exposed to

the air. A number of fissures have been

cut, some of which showed copper stain-

ing; some pyrite is occasionally seen.

The land near the tunnel is not classed

as mineral but has been withdrawn from

of No. 16 iron, and is 14 in. diameter.

This comes in 4- ft. lengths nested, with

the rivet holes punched. It is put to-

gether in 1 6- ft. pieces, and tarred before

being taken inside.

Electricity is used for lighting, 16-c.p.

lamps being placed at about 120-ft. in-

tervals. Wires from the traction circuit,

light and phone are carried by 4x4 posts

set in the side of the tunnel 40 ft. apart.

Water is drained by a ditch, the flow

amounting to 400 or 500 gal. per minute.

The compressor building and trans-

formers are near the entrance of the

tunnel. Current from the power plant at

the mouth of Spanish Fork is received at

22,000 and transformed down to about

2200 volts. An Ingersoll-Rand Imperial

compressor having a capacity of 427

cu.ft. of free air per minute is belt driven

by a motor-generator set. The motor is

125 h.p. at 2080 volts and beside driving

the compressor is connected by a shaft to

the generator that furnishes the 250-volt

direct current for the traction, light, ven-

tilation and power circuits. The last is

used to run the machine, carpenter, and

DISCHARGE iND COEFFICIENTS FOR VARIOUS DEPTHS OF WATER IN STRAW-
BERRY TUNNEL ACCORDING TO KUTTER'S FORMULA
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Progress

The project engineer superintendent

and some of the men were formerly em-

ployed at the Gunnison tunnel in Colo-

rado and have the benefit of this exper-

ience. Care has been taken to avoid the

difficulties encountered in the former

work and rapid progress has been made.

In addition to their regular wages the

men receive a bonus of $6 per ft. for

everything over 400 ft. in a month. This

is divided among the three shifts as fol-

lows, for every extra foot driven; 3 shift

bosses, each 28c. $0.84; 6 drillmen and 6

chuck tenders, each 23c. $2.76; 15 muck-
ers, each 16c. $2.40.

Work was started at the west portal

during the fall of 1906. After driving

1567 ft. with a temporary power installa-

tion of gasolene engines, work on the

heading was suspended until January
1909. Up to this time 1613 ft. had been

driven. During 1909, the progress was
3992 ft. working a part of the time

with only two shifts. The monthly

progress in 1910 averaged 426 ft. for

the first 11 months of the year. Dur-

ing October, 492 ft. were driven, or

an average of 15.87 ft. daily, this being

5.29 ft. per shift. The progress during

November was even better, as up to the

middle of the month an average of 17

ft. had been made. On Nov. 1, the face

was in about 9700 ft. When completed,

the tunnel will be 19,200 ft. in length.

Cost of Tennessee Copper
Company's Acid Plant

From the report of the Tennessee Cop-

per Company it appears that up to Dec.

31, 1910, acid-plant construction has cost

$1,689,925. At that time the annual ca-

pacity of the plant was estimated at about

168,000 tons of 60-deg. acid, or a cost

for the plant of about $10 per ton of

annual capacity. Figuring on a 10-year

depreciation period, amortization and in-

terest charges will cost the Tennessee

Copper Company about $1.60 per ton of

acid.

Analysis of Ferro-Uraninm
From 0.4 to 0.6 gram of the powdered

alloy is heated with aqua regia until solu-

tion is complete, after which the liquid

is diluted, cooled and made alkaline with

solid ammonium carbonate. After stand-

ing for 24 hours, with frequent stirring.

it is filtered and the filtrate boiled to de-

compose the remaining ammonium car-

bonate, precipitating most of the uran-

ium. The traces of uranium in the fil-

trate are removed by adding a few drops

of ammonia solution, and the liquid is

again filtered. The filter containing the

uranium precipitates is washed with am-

monium nitrate solution until only faintly

ammoniacal, and the precipitates ignited

in a porcelain crucible and weighed as

U,0 K . Aluminum, a frequent impurity in

ferro-uranium, is determined by fusing
the powdered sample with sodium per-
oxide, extracting the h l8g with
water, acidifying the solution with hydro-
chloric acid, and precipitating the alum-
inum and silica by means ot ammonia,
the silica being subsequently separated
by means of hydrofluoric acid.

Sunlight Mining District,

Wyoming
By J. H. East, Jr.*

The $unlight mining district is situated
in the northwestern corner of Park
county, Wyo., 10 miles from Yellowstone
National Park and 30 miles from the

Wyoming-Montana State line, and covers
an area five miles long and four miles
wide. The district includes the Stinking
Water divide of the Absaroka range. No
sedimentary rocks are found in the dis-

trict but to the east, in Sunlight basin,

a distance of ten miles, are Cambrian
limestones, clays and shales forming con-

spicuous cliffs, and Carboniferous lime-

stones in castle-like hills. Tertiary lavas

have intruded filling the uneven spaces

of these sedimentary beds.

These have been termed Sunlight in-

trusives and occur in stocks, sheets and
dikes. The largest body of these in-

trusives is found on the divide between
Stinking Water river and Sunlight peak
across Sulphur, Fall and Copper creeks.

It is an indurated breccia varying from
quartz-augite syenite to a gabbro. The

base on which the mountains have been

built is a granitic porphyry and at sev-

eral places the overlying rocks have

been eroded leaving it exposed in large

masses. Above this is an andesitic breccia

varying in thickness up to a thousand

feet. The next flow was a heavy, dark

breccia which serves as a capping in

many places for the veins that cut

through the granitic porphyry and ande-

sitic breccia. Later flows of breccias and

porphyries built the mountains to their

present hight.

Ore Occurrence

The ore occurs in three general ways,

namely: fissures, mineralized dikes and

bodies of low-grade ore. The fissures are

in granitic porphyry or andesitic breccia.

Fissures near the base of the mountain

have sulphides of the metals outcropping

at the surface, due to glacial erosion.

This is well illustrated by the Bluff vein

of the Winona Gold-Copper Mining and

Milling Company. The vein is 30 ft. wide

in andesitic breccia with the sulphides of

copper occurring in large bunches with

smaller particles desseminated through

the entire vein. The fissures higher on

the mountain show no effects of erosion

Mining engineer, Painter, Wyo.

and the ores are the usual oxidized ores
Of copper with tr.u

richment I the H.ir-

grave-Newton La I ond mine on Sunlight
creek and the Malachi- t the

Winona company. The Malachite
B fissure filled with the carbon.r
Copper, malachite and a/.urite, and with

Beams of Chalcocite. -Mineralized dikes
are found in all parts o( the district Cut-

ting through all formations. The
eral strike is in an easterly and w<

direction but some crosscutting dike- are
found striking nearly north and BOUth.
The dikes are porphyritic in texture and
the minerals are bornite and chalcopyrite.
An example of this is the Greenhorn
vein of the Winona. This dike is typi-

cal of many in the district, porphyritic

in texture, slightly altered, with chal-

copyrite disseminated across its width
with the heaviest mineralization near the

walls.

low-grade deposits are exposed in

several places by glacial erosion and are

always in conjunction with the strong

fissures. These orebodies are in granitic

porphyry with a capping of andesitic

breccia remaining at some points. The
seams vary in width from Mi to 3 in.,

being filled with quartz and sulphides of

copper such as chalcopyrite and bornite.

The largest example of low-grade de-

posits is the Marvin deposit belonginK to

the Winona company. This deposit

covers an area 2200 ft. long, 1000 ft.

wide and is exposed by glacial erosion to

a depth of 250 ft. The deposit is evenly

mineralized over the entire area, the

seams striking nearly east and west with

crosscutting seams striking north and

south. The ore in this deposit carries

gold, silver and copper, containing

enough gold to pay treating charges.

Another low-grade deposit of a different

type is a mineralized area on each side

of the Bluff vein of the Winona com-

pany. The andesitic breccia through

which this vein cuts contains chalcopyrite

disseminated through it for a distance of

over 200 ft. on each side of the vein.

Mines of the District

The largest mine of the district belongs

to the Winona company. This com-

pany has a tunnel 750 ft. long with a

drift 150 ft. in length. The tunnel cuts a

vein at 630 ft. averaging 2 ft. in width

having well defined walls with the sul-

phides of copper occurring in lens-shaped

masses. The andesitic breccia through

which the tunnel is being driven has had

sulphides of copper and iron disseminated

through it for the last 150 ft. The tun-

nel is being driven by electric drills, the

power being furnished by a combination

steam and electric plant. It is planned to

install a milling and smelting plant during

the summer of 1911 and a narrow-gage

railroad to transport the ore and smeltery

products from the district to the stand-

ard railroad.
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The Painter mine is on the west side

iking Water divide in Silver Tip

[ . geology conforms with the

general geology of the district. The ore

is chalcopyrite carrying gold and silver

with some lead. A tunnel 900 ft. in

has been driven along the strike

of the vein, attaining a depth of 150 ft.

The mine has not been worked for sev-

eral years. The Hargrave-Newton-La

Fond property lies on Sunlight creek

s the mountain from the Winona

mines. A tunnel over 200 ft. in length

and numerous shorter tunnels have been

driven to develop the mine but the work

een intermittent. The ore at the

outcrop is malachite, chalcocite. and

chalcopyrite in a fissure cutting through

a porphyritic formation. The McClung

mine lies at the base of Stinking Water

peak and Bear Tooth mountain. A tunnel

ft long has been driven along the

vein and numerous open cuts show the

ore outcropping at the surface. The ore

is galena mingled with chalcopyrite in a

fissure in quartz porphyry. The ore also

carries gold and silver. Numerous pros-

pect holes in the district show copper,

but little development work has been

done except the yearly assessments.

Hunt ^c Douglas Copper

Process

By R. C. Canby*

The renewed discussion of the lixivia-

tion of copper ores possibly makes some

account of the two principal operating

difficulties of the Hunt & Douglas pro-

cess, as encountered in its only important

installation, of general interest. Theo-

retically, the Hunt & Douglas process

seems to present an ideal treatment for

leady copper mattes, as the lead, silver

and gold are promptly returned as bul-

lion through the smelting of an excel-

lent iron flux, and an equally prompt pro-

duction is made of an almost chemically

pure copper, by the smelting of the sub-

oxide, thus avoiding the heavy interest

charges which are incurred in the slower

electrolytic refining.

The Hunt & Douglas plant at the Ar-

gentine works of the Consolidated Kan-

sas City Smelting and Refining Company.

with its Brown horseshoe and double-

decked Pearce turret roasting furnaces

for the matte, its immense revolving cyl-

inder-type furnace for producing the sul-

phurous-acid gas from pyrite concen-

trates, the lixiviation plant with its stir

tanks for leaching copper from the matte,

the storage tanks with the accompani-

ment of gas pumps, montejus, reducing

. and its enormous German wood-

cn-framc filter ;
r removing the

ie from the soluti' one of

the r. r the CO] per lixivia-

tion works. The refining department had

cupola furnace for smcltiig the BUl

into blister, and reverberatory refining

furnaces for refining the copper.

Technique of the Process

The process is carried out with the fol-

lowing operations: The sulphuric acid

in the stir-tank solution (regenerated in

the reducing tower), produces copper

sulphate from the copper oxide in the

roasted matte. The oxide of iron is but

slightly attacked by dilute acid. The sulphate

of copper is chloridized, by common salt in

first starting, but for continuous opera-

tions by calcium chloride, which is cur-

rently produced in transforming cuprous

chloride into suboxide by stirring in an

emulsion of quicklime. The cupric-

chloride solution is submitted to the ac-

tion, in reducing cones, of sulphurous

acid gas, gives practically the reaction of

the Roesler sulphuric-acid process.

CuSO. + CuCI, + SO, 4- 2 H 2 =Cu :CU
+ 2 H.SGv

In the conversion of cuprous chloride to

suboxide, we have the reaction:

CuCl + CaO,H 2 = Cu 2 + CaCU +
H=0.

This precipitation of the cuprous chlor-

ide was somewhat crudely performed in

stir tanks and the suboxide removed in

an ordinary iron filter press.

Operating Difficulties

The above outline of the process will

assist the reader in an appreciation of

the two operating difficulties referred to.

When operations were started, the fil-

ter presses delivered the residue in solid,

well washed cakes, but after a time the

residue was returned to the lead-smelt-

ing department in a sloppy mass, con-

taining so much sulphate of copper that

iron wheelbarrows and shovels used on

the furnace feed floor were rapidly de-

stroyed.

For many months, every effort was

made to overcome the difficulty by trying

better grades of canvas for filter cloths,

which would not choke up. Then, this

supposed clogging of the filter cloths

was attributed to gelatinized silica from

slag adhering to the matte. I was, at this

time, in the lead-smelting department,

and was able to show that the mattes did

not average over 2 per cent. SiO„ and

took distinct issue as to so small a pro-

portion of slag in the matte accounting

for the difficulty, even were the slag acted

upon by the dilute mill solutions. I was

then placed in chaige of the copper de-

partment. The manner of operating the

residue filter presses was to run the con-

tents from the stir tanks into the monte-

jus, and then filter press, washing first

with weak solution which, by this enrich-

ment, became "mill solution," then by

wash water, which thus became weak so-

1'ition.

In order to study the performance of

filter press, I had one opened as soon

I
before douin any washing, when

to the great surprise of everyone, the

frames were found to be solidly filled

with good, firm cakes of residue, such

as had not been seen for many months.

But an examination of these cakes

showed the residue to contain a large

proportion of minute, sparkling crystals.

Now, these crystals were due to the fact

that to avoid filtering out calcium sul-

phate, instead of chloridizing with cal-

cium-chloride solution, salt from the
|

nearby Kansas saltfields was continuous-
j

ly used, the mill solution thus becom- I

ing surcharged with sodium salts. These 'I

crystals, however, being soluble in the I

wash water, left the frames partly filled

and the residues settled to the bottoms of
'

the frames, so that the wash water large-

ly passed over the top of, instead of

washing the residue. This excess of soda

being removed from the mill solution, by

suitable change in the operation, the

presses worked all right again, and a

cheap grade of unbleached muslin was
used in place of the more expensive

duck.

Copper Chloride not Completely De-

composed

The other difficulty was much more

serious in that it had caused an unsus-

pected, and yet considerable loss of cop-

per, contrary to the belief which had been

held, that there was no copper loss

in the process. The gases from the

cupola in which the suboxide of copper

was smelted, before passing to the stack,

ascended through a tower filled with coke,

down through which water was sprayed.

This coke I replaced by pieces of lime-

stone. After a few days it was evident

that the limestone was rapidly dissolving.

The cause for this was found to be due

to the presence of chlorides in the sub-

oxide of copper, which caused a heavy

volatilization loss of chloride of copper

—a loss which was prohibitive—so that

the process was abandoned, the plant be-

ing converted into one for the production

of sulphate of copper which, at the time,

offered an attractive field.

I have always felt, however, that the

Hunt'& Douglas process is so perfect in

its theoretical reactions, and offers such

prompt realization of values from leady

copper mattes and so completely elimin-

ates arsenic, bismuth, etc., from the cop-

per product, that some effort should have

been made to overcome this remaining

operating difficulty.

L. O. Armstrong, of the industrial de-

partment of the Canadian Pacific railway,

states that extensive deposits of white

silica sand suitable for the manufacture

of high-grade glass, have been discov-

ered on the Canadian shore of Lake Hu-

ron, 28 miles east of Sault Ste. Marie.

Samples of the sand, containing from

06.82 to 99.75 per cent, silica, have been

shipped to glass manufacturing firms in

the United States and Europe.
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Magnetic Surveys of Iron Deposits
By Ralph S. Archibald *Magnetic surveying has long been em-

jployed in the Lake Superior iron district

as a method of prospecting for iron ore.

It has become in recent years, more and

ic more important as the more easily dis-

sii)
jcoverable orebodies have been found and

the attention of prospectors has been

turned to those regions in which surface

indications have been meager on account

of the heavy covering of drift.

The Lake Superior iron districts of

Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota are

in a region of marked glacial action.

Certain of the ranges are regions of

glacial erosion, while others are of glacial

deposition. The Marquette and eastern

part of Menominee, Gogebic and parts of

Vermilion and Mesabi are covered by

but a slight overburden of drift. This

results in bountiful exposures of rock

surfaces which have yielded detailed data

regarding contacts of formations. Even

on these ranges magnetic work has been

found important, although not so neces-

sary as in the more heavily covered dis-

tricts, such as the Crystal Falls and Iron

River ranges in Michigan and Cuyuna
range in Minnesota. On these ranges the

thickness of the overburden often reaches

150 to 200 ft. Miles of the country un-

derlain by iron formation are absolutely

devoid of rock exposures. These are

the districts where magnetic work in the

early stages of the development of ore-

bodies is of prime importance.

Occurrence of the Ore

The iron ores consist mainly of soft,

red hematites, which are not magnetic.

Exceptions to this rule are found in

practically all the ranges, especially on

the Marquette, in the presence of con-

siderable bodies of hard hematite and

magnetite. But these occurrences are

local, the magnetite probably being a

product of metamorphism from hematite

by the action of igneous agencies. For

this reason it will be seen that the actual

presence of the orebody will not be indi-

cated by magnetic phenomena. There-

fore,- the magnetic work of this country

in contrast with the work in places where

magnetite is found in merchantable quan-

tities might be styled an indirect method

of prospecting.

In order to understand the principles

of magnetic work in this region a slight

knowledge of geological formation is nec-

essary. The unaltered ore formation con-

sists of siderite, sideritic slates, sideritic

chert, magnetite-grunerite schist and iron

silicate called greenalite. The only one

of these original formations that is mag-

netic is the magnetite-grunerite schist

and the magnetite in this schist is be-

lieved by some authorities to have been

deposited by organic life in the sea and

by others, that it originated from thermal

methamorphism of some of the other

1 ion o) iht in, ili

ods (>/ magnetic sw \
< ying

with mih dial and dip
needle, as used in the Lake
Supi rior region for pros
pecting deep seaU d iron on
ilcposits.

Miuing engii t

liuliiili. Minn.
roi Sellwood building,

iron-bearing sediments. The alterations
from these original sediments are found
in the form of hematites, limonites,

jasper, jaspilites and taconite. These
original formations were deposited as
sediments.

The ore was concentrated from these
original sediments by surface waters. The
usual occurrence is in structural basins

produced by folding of the strata. Other
favorable places are in troughs formed
by the intersection of intrusive dikes and
sheets, either with the foot-wall of the

iron formation or with themselves. It is

also believed by many that ore is found
in zones of brecciation in an otherwise

solid rock where the surface waters have

attacked the brecciated material and de-

posited it lower down where the waters

have been dammed up. In a wide band
of iron formation it is often the case that

the large bodies of soft ore are found

close to the bottom, and almost in con-

tact with the foot-wall of slate or quart-

zite which has formed the impervious

base for them. Exceptions to this, of

course, are the orebodies formed in

troughs produced by an intersecting dike.

Zones of Magnetism at Contacts

From this brief outline of the structure

of the orebodies it will be seen that any

method of tracing the surface contours

of the footwall, or, in fact, any contour

of any sedimentary bed intimately as-

sociated with the ore, will be of great

importance in locating structural troughs

where the ore is likely to be found. In

the case of deposits formed by the in-

tersection of intrusives, any method that

will locate the exact position of the con-

tact between the iron ore and the in-

trusive will be of use in determining

where to drill for these orebodies.

As has been previously stated, the

majority of the orebodies themselves and

also the inclosing rocks unaltered by the

effects of metamorphism by igneous in-

trusion, are nonmagnetic, but fortunately

for tne magnetic prospector it often hap-

pens, especially in the Crystal Falls. Iron

River and Cuyuna districts, that there is

found magnetic slate intimately associ-

ated with the ore. The tracing of the lo-

cation and •

indication of the situatioi

also of structural ti

fit orebodU
;

t has been found in many in

the contact of the dikes and iron •

tion was magnetic; thus n is r"— ible by
magnetic means to map these conl
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The usual instruments used ii

legion tor magnetic work are the sun-dial

.0:1. pass and dip needle. These instru-

ments are both of prime impoi
though much of the work has been done
with the dip needle alone.

The sun-dial compass is an instrument

that was invented by Burt for land sur-

veying in districts of magnetic attraction.

The common type consists of a 3-in.

magnetic needle mounted in a circular

box around the upper outside edue of

which is placed the hour circle graduated
.for the latitude in which the observations

are to be taken. Different graduations

are furnished by the maker for each one-

half degree variation in latitude. In the

line of the meridian, or in the positions

of noon and 6 p.m. are mounted ver-

tical sight standards. A silk or linen

thread is attached to the standard placed

in the position of noon and is stretched

across the dial in the plane of the merid-

ian. This string, called the gnomon,
makes an angle with the horizontal equal

to the latitude. The standard should have

different points for attachment so that

the inclination of the string can be varied

to agree within a half degree with the

latitude of the place where the ob~

tions are made. The usual method of do-

ing this is by having holes punched at

different flights on the standards marked
with the corresponding latitudes. A more
desirable form would be a vertical stand-

ard with a variable adjustment which

could be made to slide up and down the

standard by means of an adjusting

and which would carry the hole through

which the thread could be made fast. The

instrument as a rule is provided with

level bubbles and is made to set up on

a single vertical stick or Jacob's staff.

The method of operating the sun dial

is as follows: When the instrument is

set up with the standards in a north-

south plane, the shadow cast by the uno-

mon on the dial will indicate the correct

apparent solar time. Therefore, in order

to obtain a true north line it is only nec-

essary to orientate the instrument so that

the shadow indicates this time. In order

1 correct apparent solar time from

standard time two corrections are neces-

sary; to subtract or add the difference

in time corresponding to the number of

decrees west or east of the standard

meridian at which the observation is

taken This will give mean solar time, to
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which time must be added or subtracted

correction, the equation of time from

solar ephemeris for the day, month and

year of the observation. Example: Longi-

tude of place of observation equals ss

date of observation. Nov. 1, IPOS;

standard 90th meridian time, 12 noon:

one hour in time equals 15 dec'- 90

— 88'.- is equal to 1 dec; 1 deg.

of longitude equ there-

fore, mean solar time equals 12:06 p.m.;

equation of time to be added tor Nov.

1. 1906, taken from solar ephemeris

equals 16 min. 19 sec; therefore, ap-

parent solar time is equal to 12 hours,

22 min., 19 sec: therefore, if the shadow

of the gnomon is placed at 22 min. and

.. past 12. the sight standards will

be in a true north-south plane.

The errors to which observations with

this instrument are liable are due, first, to

the use of an instrument whose hour

circle is not graduated for the latitude of

the place of observation; second, errors

due to poor watches and incorrect cal-

culations of time; and third, errors due

to the fact that the gnomon is not ad-

i on the instrument to the angle of

the latitude.

In regard to the second error it is sug-

gested that when a new camp is pitched

and the watches are correct it is well to

set up the instrument and place two

stakes accurately on the north-south line,

then each morning before taking the in-

strument into the field the watches can

be set by orientating the instrument on

the stakes and observing the shadow on

the dial. This gives a handy method of

correcting the watches each day and in-

sures accurate time.

The third error is a much more serious

one. It is due to imperfections in the

manufacture of the instrument. The ver-

tical standards are made so that they

fold when packed. The hinges on these

standards are so imperfect that it is dif-

ficult to be sure that the standard to

which the gnomon is attached is truly

vertical when raised. In case it is not

the angle that the string makes with the

horizontal will not be equal to the angle

of the latitude and a serious error will

be introduced. To overcome this error

the observer should make a triangle of

cardboard with one angle equal to the

latitude. The an^le of the gnomen can

then be tested, at any time in the field,

with this triangle. In case the instru-

ment were made with a screw adjust-
v

:is error could be corrected at any

time.

Suavi < the Sun-dial Compass

In making the observations with a sun-

dial cooipa- I
run nortli-

iincs from the gov-

ernment subdivision points. These lines

are run as

of the

run them not n

every

sixteenth post. The normal magnetic va-

riation is set off on the instrument by

means of a vernier provided on the com-

At regular intervals, say at one

hundred paces or less on these north-

south, or east-west lines, the instrument is

set up and orientated and the magnetic

variation is recorded. In connection with

the reading of the horizontal needle at

these stations, dip-needle readings are

taken as will be explained later. It is also

customary to make a detailed geological

study of the country passed over at the

same time, outcrops being located with

reference to the line run with the com-

pass. When in a magnetic country the

strike of the rocks should be taken by

means of the sun dial also. Trained

woodsmen are employed to run the com-
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men numbers. A convenient arrangement

of the notes is to use the first two pages

on the right- and left-hand sides of the

open book as the northeast 34 of the

northeast 34 and the northwest 34 of the

northwest 34 respectively. The next two

pages, the southeast 34 of the northeast

K and the southwest 34 of the northeast

34, and so on through the other quarters

of the section. This is a simple and logical

arrangement of the note book.

Interpretation of Magnetic Readings

It is not the purpose of this paper to go

into a mathematical discussion of the

theory of the effects of the magnetic dis-

turbance upon a horizontal, and a vertical

needle. However, an attempt will be

made to give a practical discussion of the

phenomena and rules to guide in the

proper intrepretation of them. This dis-

cussion is condensed from Monograph 36

of the U. S. Geological Survey on the

Crystal Falls iron-bearing district.

As has been indicated the formations

to be explored are either sedimentary or

a more or less regular contact of sedi-

ments with intrusives. This results in the

localization of the magnetism in the form

of long narrow bands more or less steeply

inclined.

The magnetism in these bands is

due to induction by the earth's field.

Therefore, negative or south pole polarity

is uniformly found at the outcrop. While

the north pole, considering the rocks as

magnets, is located at an indefinite dis-

tance below the surface out of reach of

influence upon the compass or dip needle.

A magnetic formation can, therefore, be

considered as a solid sheet magnet with

the south pole uppermost. In magnetic

work the lines are run north and south

or east and west, whichever direction cuts

the formation at the greatest- angle.

The vertical and horizontal components

of the magnetism in rock strata combined

with the vertical and horizontal compon-
ents of the earth's magnetic field deter-

mine the resultant forces acting on the

vertical, and horizontal needles. The

earth's magnetism is approximately con-

stant.

The magnetic force of a given mag-
netic band varies inversely with the

square of the distance of the instrument

from the seat of the magnetism in the

band. In general this force is dependent

upon the thickness of the overburden and

the distance of the instrument from the

formation.

In discussing the phenomena observed

in the readings of the horizontal and

vertical needles, the following cases will

be discussed: (1) Magnetic formation

with vertical dip; (2) magnetic forma-

tion dipping at any angle and with strike

inclined at any angle to the north; (3)

the special case of the magnetic rocks

striking due east; (4) parallel magnetic

formations.

• iCAL Magnetic Formation

Let us consider under thi.-, head a
magnetic formation with a vertical dip,
a width of 2 A and a depth to cover equal
to H. In approaching such a formation
from the east, on an east-west traverse,
the horizontal needle will first show a
westward deflection, increasing with the
approach to the formation and reaching
a maximum near the east edge of the
belt. It will then begin to decrease and
reach zero at the center of the belt, in-

creasing with an eastward deflection to
an east maximum near the west edge
of the formation and thence decreasing

.to normal, outside of the reach of the
magnetic formation. If X represents the
distance of the maximum points from
the center of the formation it can be
shown that: Xs

: // A\ The rela-

tive amount of deflection at the east and
west maxima will depend upon the direc-
tion of the strike of the rocks. When
the strike is north these two maxima
will be equal. When it strikes east of
north the western maximum is the great-
er. When striking west of north the re-

verse is the case.

With an east-west traverse approach-
ing the formation from the east the ver-
tical needle will start with a constant
error outside of the range of magnetic
influence of the rock and increase gradu-
ally through a maximum at a point with-
in the formation, passing westward it

will again decrease to zero. The point
of maximum deflection in a formation
with a north strike will be in the center.

With a formation, the strike of which is

inclined at an angle to the north, the

maximum deflection will be reached at a

point that lies on the side of the forma-
tion making an obtuse angle with the

east-west traverse.

As in the case of the horizontal needle,

it is also found with the dip needle that

the dip curve, or curve representing the

respective readings of the dip needle.

will not be symmetrical in approaching a

formation with other than a north strike.

When the formation strikes east of north

the western dips are greater or t
h e dip

curve will be steeper on the east side, or

generally speaking, stations on the side of

the formation on which the east-west

line of traverse make an obtuse angle,

show the greater dips. These conclusions

are only true for vertical formations.

Magnetic Formation of Any Dip

In formations dipping at moderate to

low angles the assumption that the north

pole of magnetism is out of reach of the

needles is not warranted. The influence

of the bottom pole is to decrease the

force acting -pon the needle at any point.

The following general conclusions can be

demonstrated mathematically and have

been observed in the field with regard

to behavior of the vertical and horizontal

needles under these conditions of dip of

formation:
|

: -ruction of dip
of the magnetic formation is toward the

nearer of the two maxima to the point of
/ero horizontal deflection. (2) Tht point
of no deflection of the horizontal needle
is not over the center of formation, but
h'es nearer the dip side. (3) In rocks
with slight dip-, the horizontal m
are not so pronounced and irregularities
in the behavior of the needle are ob-
served. (4) The dip needle sho
maximum value near the zero of the hori-

zontal ne die only where the rocl

steeply inclined. In case of flat dipping
rocks, the vertical needle is apt to show,
on t::e side opposite the dip side, a wide
zone of readings which are less than
normal.

Magnetic Rocks Striking Due East

The prevailing strike of a large num-
ber of the iron-bearing rocks of the Lake
Superior region is east, so that the spe-
cial case of the behavior of the vertical

and horizontal needle with such rocks
is of importance.

In prospecting such a formation the

traverse should be run north and south.

In approaching the belt from the south it

will be readily seen that the horizontal

needle will give but little indication of
its presence, inasmuch as the magnetism
of the rocks acts in the same direction

as that of the earth, therefore, no south-
ern maximum will be observed. After
passing the magnetic belt the magnetism
of the earth and the magnetism of the

rocks will act in opposite direction, and
when that of the rocks exceeds that of

the earth, the direction of the needle will

be completely reversed, and the north

end will point south. Farther north the

earth's magnetism will counterbalance the

local magnetism and the needle will again

swing around into the meridian. It gen-

erally happens, however, especially when
the rocks are not overlain by deep cover

of drift, that the irregular distribution

of the magnetism on their surface will

produce other deflections than those de-

scribed. They will be haphazard and will

not indicate magnetic maxima.
The dip-needle readings for an east

striking formation with a considerable

covering of drift is as follows: Starting

with a reading of constant error at a con-

siderable distance from the formation, in

moving northward the readings increase

slowly to a point north of the center of

the formation where they reach a maxi-

mum. Then they decrease until they

reach a normal condition north of the in-

fluence of the magnetism of the rocks.

The reading north of the maximum will

uniformly show higher value than corre-

sponding points to the south, that is. the

dip curve has a steeper slope south of

the maximum than north. It often hap-

pens that readings less than normal will

be observed south of the magnetic belt.

This is due to the fact that the rocks

have a very small covering and the hori-
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magnetic forces are so strong that

. (interact the vertical component.

illel .Magnetic FORMAi

In the previous discussion only one

belt of magnetism has been considered.

It often happens that two belts oi

formation lie so close together that

magnetism combines to produce a

different set of phenomena. This is the

i there are two distinc:

Formations in the same series of

It more often happens that the

_:K>tic belt has been repeated

Be folding or faulting or by intru-

sion of a narrow eruptive producing the

phenonena of parallel formations. The

propel interpretation of the phenomena

importance in working out the

structure of the rock and especially in

the detection of synclinal folds where

the presence of orebodies is probable.

r this heading will be discussed,

first, formations parallel and with a ver-

second, parallel formations dip-

..t equal angles in the same direc-

:hird. parallel formations dipping

toward each other, and. fourth, parallel

formations dipping away from each other.

In formations with a vertical dip. or

in fact with any parallel formations, the

mena vary widely with the distance

between the magnetic formations and with

. pth of surface covering. In gen-

eral it can be said that formations with a

il dip will show three points of

minimum horizontal readings with three

corresponding maxima. One of the hori-

zontal minima will be midway between

two formations and the other will be at

.:ter edges of the magnetic belts.

As the depth of cover increases the

a 'ind maxima will grow less dis-

tinct and finally merge into one point of

minimum deflection midway between the

two formations and two maxima at the

outer edges of the two belts. The ver-

tical needle will show two points of maxi-

mum deflection opposite the center of

each magnetic formation.

in the Same and
Opi ns

In the case of formations both dipping

in the same direction at the same angle,

the horizontal needle will usually show

three minima, one between the forrna-

md the other two on the dip side

of each belt. The vertical needle as a

rule will show two maximum poi

on. one on the dip side of each

i the formations dip toward

in infinite vari( I

nomer :inn on the relative dips

h formation and the depth oi

indications of liorl-

mum values at thl

axima. '

:i formation. The side of the two

outside maxima indicate the steepness of

the dips of the respective formation; the

formation with the steeper angle of dip

having the larger maximum. In the same

way the vertical needle shows two maxi-

mum values, one over each formation,

the greater maximum over the steeper.

It will be readily seen that the above con-

dition of dips of formation will arise

from the structure of the syncline.

In the case of two formations dipping

in opposite directions which will arise in

the structure of an anticline, the distance

apart of the two formations, i.e., how

deeply the anticline has been truncated,

is the determining factor in the character

of the readings. When the legs are sep-

arated by considerable erosion the phe-

nomena indicate two formations and their

respective dips.

There is a central horizontal min-

imum between the formations and

two minima on the dip side of each

limb. The dip curve shows two maxima,

one on the dip side of each formation.

In case the formation has been but

slightly eroded, i.e., the legs are close

together, the phenomena will indicate

one vertical magnetic belt.

The Pitch of Anticlinal and Synclin-

al Axes

It is universally true, in the iron-bear-

ing rocks of this district, that the axes

df synclines and anticlines do not continue

horizontally for any length of time, but

pitch at more or less steeply-inclined

angles. It is. therefore, found that the

magnetic phenomena of parallel belts will

not continue long in the direction of the

strike in such a fold. In working toward

the outcrop of the axis of the syncline,

the belts will come closer and closer to-

gether until finally the end of the forma-

tion is reached, beyond which, magnetic

phenomena disappear entirely. In work-

ing toward this outcrop it will also be

found that the direction of the magnetic

force of the rock will no longer act at

rinht angles to the strike, but will be

inclined in the direction of the pitch of

the axis.

In working toward the pitch of an anti-

clinal axis the belts approach each other

as the formation gets deeper and deep-

er. Finally they will join and continue

as one magnetic belt which will grow

weaker until finally the rocks are so

deeply covered that their magnetic force

will not influence the needles at all.

In the case of a formation split by an

intrusive, the shape of the intrusive, i.e..

I the sides of the contact, will

the character of the magnetic ac-

e pass along the strike of

such a formation we will finally come to

a point where the intrusion pinch
This will usually happen abruptly. The

I
it will then contii

An Illustrative Example

As an example of the method of plot-

ting described above and of the character

of readings secured in an actual survey,

a half-section map is shown in the il-

lustration. The formation consists of a

magnetic slate in intimate relation with

the iron formation as its footwall. The

heavy dotted lines represent the points of

minimum horizontal attraction, or the

strike of the magnetic formation. It will

be noted that there is another zone of

minimum attraction lying between these

lines. The magnetic phenomena in this

case agree with those explained above for

the structure of a syncline. The two

lines of minimum attraction represent the

outcrops of the limbs and the third zone

is formed, as would be expected, be-

tween them. The deductions as to the

dips of the respective limbs are shown
on the map. The readings shown on this

map are only such as were actually taken

in the field. They illustrate the extent

to which magnetic work is applicable in

deciphering structure of magnetic rocks

which are deeply buried.

T'.ie above discussion may seem to the

average user of sun-dial and dip-needle

as merely theoretical and the results de-

scribed unattainable in practice, due to

the many disturbing influences, and the

inaccuracies of the instruments. How-
ever, careless work has been the rule

with these instruments and the fact that

more useful information has not been

acquired is due more to this cause than

to the inadequacies of the instruments.

As has been demonstrated by the U. S.

Geological Survey and by some of the

more scientific field parties, which have

not only located magnetic contacts, but

also interpreted structural features by

their use, careful work will produce re-

sults which are of inestimable value in

the economic development of ore deposits

which are deeply covered by an overbur-

den of drift.

Mason & Barry, Ltd.

Mason & Barry, Ltd., operating the San

Domingos Mine in Portugal, have pre-

sented a report for the year ended Dec.

31, 1910. Ore broken and raised from

the mine in 1910 amounted to 360,406

tons, and the profit from 1910 operations

was *.73,850 or 4s. Id. profit per ton of

ore mined. Unfortunately no details as to

ore tenor, extraction, or detail working

costs are given. A wet process is used

much on the line of the Rio Tinto. Mason
& Barry has been a decided success;

since 1892 the value of the shares has

been reduced by paying back £4 on each

ire and dividends amounting to £5

19s. have been paid. The balance sheet

is ultra-conservative; for instance, there

is no value attached to their mine, and

of the entire assets of 1303.472. at least

£251,000 and possibly £269,000 may be

1
1 garded as liquid.
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Calumet & Hecla Milling Process
By Howard (;. Wright *

The Calumet & Hecla mills are situ

ated on Torch lake, Mich., about five

miles from the mines. There are two
separate mills: the Calumet, consisting

of 11 sections; and the Hecla, consist-

ing of 17 sections. The total capacity

of the two mills, when working on con-

glomerate, is about 8000 tons per 21

hours, an average of about 300 tons per

section. The treatment of the hard con-

glomerate rock is practically the same
throughout the two mills and only one

section will be described in this article.

The rock, known as the Calumet & Hec'a

conglomerate, carrirs native copper and

silver in a gangue of rhyolite conglomer-

ate with a little calcite, epidote and

martite.

As the rock comes from the shaft, it

is put over 3>j-in. grizzlies, the under-

size falling into bins and the oversize

going to Blake-type crushers. These

crushers vary in size up to 24x48 in.

and all break to 3'_. in. Both undersize

and crushed material are then sent to

the stamp mills at Torch lake over the

company's own railroad. At the mills,

the rock is dumped into flat-bottom bins

of 1000 tons capacity. The rock in the

bin is delivered, by means of a^hute, to

a reciprocating feeder 3x7 ' :> ft., making

65 strokes per min. The mass or chunk

copper is picked by hand from this feed

by the head feeder and thrown into a

box for "mineral." Any wood in the rock

is also picked out by the head feeder,

thus to a large extent relieving the clog-

ging of screens by wood. The recipro-

cating feeder delivers the rock into the

mortar of the steam stamp, where it re-

ceives its first crushing in the mill.

Leavitt Steam Stamp

The Leavitt simple steam stamp is used,'

which was designed to effect economy in

steam consumption over the ordinary

simple head. The stamp has two pistons;

the upper or larger piston which is 21 '

in. in diameter receives the steam pres-

sure for the down stroke and the lower

piston raises the stamp. The steam for

the down stroke is admitted over the large

piston at a pressure of about 115 lb. per

sq.in. for about 40 per cent, of the down
stroke and the rest of the stroke is made
on the steam expansion. The valves are

of the slide-griddle type and are actuated

by means of cams, with adjustable cutoffs.

The valve motion is driven by power

from an independent source. The steam

under the lower piston for the return

stroke is held at a nearly constant pres-

sure by means of a regulator which ad-

mits steam when the pressure falls below

50 lb. The down stroke is always made
against this nearly constant pressure in

the lower cylinder. The shoes used are

made of hard iron and weigh about 700

This company mill

tons per day. Tlu rock is

crushed by breakers oj th

Blake type at the mine to

3 j in. and tin n by Leavitt

simple steam stamps; < rush

ing and lifting pistons oj

different diameters. Jigs,

Wilfleys, Evans and (
'alu-

met tables used for concen-

trating.

Mining enginei Lake Linden, Mich.

Enriched Pulp to Wllfley toi I Inishiug.

' Vlnftig Vuu

Calumet & Hecla Flow Sheet

lb. The rock as it is fed into the mortar

drops on the die upon which the blow is

made.

The mortar has grates on all four

sides, perforated with 3/16-in. round

holes. The copper which remains inside

the mortar, over 3/16 in. in size, is cleaned

by means of two "mortar jigs" on op-

posite sides of the mortar. These jigs

consist of 1' \12-in. slots at the base

12-in. wh

g I -in.

openh

J by
double sets oi valves equij

:

the clean hut<
I

Of screen and the tailr

'. ithmit in ai

affecting the • w tnc.

mortar. One plunger, 8 In.

making 195 two-inch strol

nishes the pulsation for

hutchwork and the •:. are
tor the mineral car. The tailing.

ier with a mortar cleanup,
is made every

I j f)n a

one-compartment Woodbury- 1;

A concentrate is made on this jig .,

tailing from t: acfc t0

the mortar. One oi these jigs [a pro.

vided for each 1 1 heads.

Stamped Material i mfiers

The crushed material which goes
through the 3/16-in. grates forms a pulp.
about 40 per cent, of which is slime.
This pulp is delivered through launders
to Woodbury-Benedict slime classifier-

arranged in two units. These machines
are equipped with 10-mesh screens. 24x
36 in., in the line of treatment. The
plungers are 12x24 in. and give a pulsa-
tion parallel to the flow ot the teed. They
run at a speed of 195 r.p.m. with a

stroke. These machines separate the

slime by means of a U-shaped shield

supported so that the bottom r. sts in the

sand bed on the sieve. The slime, being
unable to work through the- sand under
the shield, flows around and is delivered

through launders to settling tanks. Con-
tinuous discharge of copper is made on
these machines by means of concentrate
cups supported over the screens so that

the bottoms of the cups rest in the min-
eral bed. A hutchwork is made which is

given further treatment and the tailing

is delivered to two units of Woodburv-
Benedict jigs consisting of F< it jigs each.

These jigs are equipped with 30x50-in.

screens and 12x50-in. plunger-, running

at a speed of 195 r.p.m. The first jig

of each unit has a -in. plunger stroke

and a 10-mesh screen. A copper con-

centrate is made on these machin s from
two cups on top of each screen, a hutch-

work which receives further treatment.

and a tail which is delivered to the three-

succeeding jigs. The s cond. third and

fourth jigs of each unit are all equipped

with 12-mesh screens and operate at 195

r.p.m. with plunger strokes ranging from

\s in. down to \., in. A middling is

taken off these six jigs by means of a

hydraulic middling discharge at the tail

end of each jig. The hutchwork from the

slime classifiers and from all eight jifcs
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o two

s r concent:

on the hydraulic boxes and also on

the Wilfley tables. The middling from

the second, third and fourth jigs of each

unit is delivered to a 6-ft. C & H. Chilean

mill, where it is ground to pass through

rates. This

pulp is treated on two md a

concentrate made. The middling from

•s. together with the mid-

dling from the two tables treating the

hutchwork from the jain treated

on a Wilfley where a copper concentrate

is made and a middling which is deliv-

Utck to the Chilean mill. The tailing

from the fourth jig of each unit and

from the Wilfley tables is discarded, with

the exception of the richer tailing from

the fourth jigs and hutch tables, which is

given further treatment in the regrinding

plant. The slime from the slime classi-

d to two 5x9-ft. settling

tanks handling 125 tons of slime every 24

hours. The thickened pulp from these

two *anks is treated on two Evans re-

volving round tables of four decks each.

These tables are 16 ft. in diameter, mak-

ing one revolution in 57 sec. with a ca-

pacity of about 16 tons per 24 hours.

Tables Have Concrete Surface

The decks of the Evans' tables have a

slope of 1'. in. per ft. and are surfaced

with cement grouting. These round tables

deliver an enriched pulp to four Wilfley

tables. Each Wilfley table makes a fin-

eoncentrate. a middling and a dis-

carded tailing. The middling from these

four tables is pumped up to a tank from

which a Wilfley table is fed. This mid-

dling table makes a finished concentrate,

a middling which goes back to the tank

and a tailing which is discarded. Since

the Evans round tables were installed,

eight Calumet tables have been erected

to handle the tailing from the Evans

tables. The Calumet tables are similar

to the Wilfley. except that the riffles end

in a straight line at right angles to the

line of motion about 30 in. back from

the end of the deck. An enriched pulp

is made on these Calumet tables and the

pulp from 16 treated on one Wilfley. A
finished concentrate is made on this Wil-

fley. a middling which is returned to the

table and a tailing which is discarded.

The amount of silver in the rock is small

and no attempt to separate it from the

copper is made in the mills.

t 30 h.p. is used to operate each
:. and about 1.250.000 gal of water

per dav in the washing. The mills are

operated in independent units by means
of electric motors. The mass copper
picked by the head fee J r [| loaded into

the mineral cars by means of chute*- from

M>r to the mineral

track, which runs the width of the build-

md table floors. The
i the mortars and ji

ed by means of tker is

i rough extending from the mineral comes in at one end, giving the first spigot

. to a point convenient to the the coarser pulp, the second spigct a.

concentrate discharges on the jigs and medium size ar.d the third gets the fine.!

A shaking motion is given Each spigot feeds one Wilfley table andthe mcrtar.

the trough by means of belt-driven disk

differentials, which shake the copper

through the trough into the mineral car.

The fine-table copper is pumped by

means of centrifugal pumps to dewater-

ing boxes supported high enough above

the floor to load a mineral car with the

dewatered mineral from spigots.

The Recrinding Plant

The regrinding plant was recently com-

pleted and is treating about 1400 tons

of conglomerate tailing per 24 hours. The

building is 123x346 ft., constructed of

steel with concrete floors and foundations

throughout. The plant is arranged in

eight sections, each containing six Chilean

mills, 17 Wilfley tables and three classi-

lu Liii/iwiering & JJimny Journal

One Half of C. & H. Regrinding Mill

fying tanks. The power for each section

is furnished by one 250-h.p. induction

motor. The material treated is the rich-

er tailing from the Wilfley tables which

treat the jig hutchwork, and the Wood-
bury-Benedict jigs. This material is de-

livered into and through the building in

two launders at a hight great enough to

give the necessary head for the subse-

quent treatment. The 6-ft. Chilean mills

are arranged in two rows with an avenue
between, which is on the longest center

line of the building. The feed at each
mill is regulated by means of a hinged
gate in the launder. The mills are equip-

ped with 20-mesh. needle-slot grates. The
pulp from two Chilean mills is delivered
to one 3-spigot classifying tank.

I (use tanks are 3 14x9 ft. and are ar-

I in three compartments. The feed

any overflow which comes from the class-

ifying tank is treated on two Wilfleys.

The middling from 15 tables is treated on
two Wilfleys, the middling from here go-
ing back to the same tables. An Allis-

Chalmers tube mill and also a Hardinge
conical pebble mill are being tested cut
in this plant as a substitute for the

Chilean mill. The tailing from the two
main mills and also from the regrinding

plant is elevated by means of sand
wheels to allow enough fall in the

launders for dumping it into Torch lake.

There are five sand wheels in all, two
50-ft. diameter wheels for the Calumet
mill and the regrinding plant and one <?0-

ft., one 50-ft. and one 60-ft. wheel for

the Hecla mill, all electrically driven.

The water for the three mills is fur-

nished by four steam-driven plunger
pumps and comes from Torch lake. The
four pumps have capacities as follows:

The Michigan 60,000,000 gal. per 24
hours, and the Arcadian, Huron and
Ontario 20,000,000 gal. each. An I. P.

Morris centrifugal pump of 60,000,000
gal. capacity per 24 hours is being in-

stalled as an auxiliary for the pumping
plant.

»
Power Plant

The 10,000-h.p. boiler plant is equipped
throughout with Babcock & Wilcox boil-

ers furnished with automatic stokers.

The electric-power plant consists of three

2000-kw. General Electric generators di-

rect connected to three Leavitt three-cyl-

inder compound engines running at a

speed of 107 r.p.m. and furnishing cur-

rent at 13,200 volts; one 1000-kw. Gen-
eral Electric generator direct connected

to an Allis-Chalmers twin steeple-com-

pound engine, and one 1000-kw. General
Electric generator driven with a rope

drive by a Leavitt triple-expansion en-

gine, both furnishing current at 440
volts. This power is used throughout
the mills and part of it is transmitted to

the mine at 13,200 volts and stepped

down to 2300 volts for use there.

Alkali Proof Portland Cement
It is claimed that the durability of the

old. cements, for instance, those of the

Romans, was due to a low proportion of

soluble silicates and a low lime content,

under 50 per cent., and that most modern
high-lime cements are deficient in re-

sisting power when exposed to waters

containing dissolved alkalis and sulphates.

The Colorado Portland Cement Company,
of Denver, Colo., has begun the manu-
facture of a cement which, it is claimed

will resist alkalis and sulphates, by virtue

of a low lime content, and an excess of

rilica, using limestone, shale, and blast-

furnace cinder as raw materials.
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Ore Reduction in the Harz— II
Following the course of Innerste creek

from Langelsheim up into the mountains,

a branch of the main railroad leads

through a densely wooded country, which

is only bare where the exploitation of

mines and quarries has been instrumental

in creating large dumps of waste rock, to

the tableland of Clausthal-Zellerfeld.

Geologically, this tableland belongs to the

lower Carboniferous era and has been

fissured extensively during a later epoch.

The fissures run more or less parallel

west of northwest, obliquely against the

strike of the stratification, and dip steeply

toward the southwest. A dip to the north-

east is exceptional, but dees occur. Most

of the fissures are filled with frag-

ments of country rock and with quartz,

barite or calcite, and carry lead, zinc and

copper in sufficient quantity to render

their exploitation profitable. Veins run-

ning for some distance in close proximity,

sometimes joining each other at one end

or both and then continuing as one lode

are locally called gangzug (line or group

of veins).

Clausthal Lode 130 Feet Thick

In the Clausthal district 10 of these

lines of veins are distinguished. The
thickness of the individual veins is hard

to determine as only their foot-wall is

well defined while the country rock to-

ward the hanging-wall is shattered so

much that the ore is scattered through it

for some distance. Hence figures like

100 or 130 ft. given by interested persons

as the thickness of a lode are not con-

sidered to be out of the way. Nor does

the thickness appear to diminish as depth

is attained. The predominant ore is ga-

lena carrying from 3 to 90 oz. of silver

per ton; the next in importance is sphaler-

ite which is especially prominent in the

mines near Lautenthal; the occurrence of

copper pyrites is insignificant. The pre-

vailing gangue is quartz as such or as

graywacke; so called gangtonschiefer

(vein clay-slate), a soft, crushed slate of

a dark black, lustrous color easily dis-

tinguished from the clay-slate forming

the country rock; subordinately calcite,

and in the southwestern part of the dis-

trict, notably near Grund, a profusion of

barite is an unwelcome concomitant in the

subsequent concentration.

Drainage Tunnel Used as Canal

The veins are developed through nu-

merous shafts; most of the old ones have

been abandoned, however, on account of

their irregular shape which rendered their

operation and maintenance expensive.

The southeastern part of the lines of

veins seems to have been worked out as

I saw all the shafts and dressing works

in that region, including the compara-

tively new "Konigin Marien Schacht," idle

By O. II. Hahn"

I /< tru Iteries of ( laus-

thal, Lautenthal, Si. An-
dreasburg and Altenau are
dest ribed. These last two
smelteru s are to be < lost d
permanently on April i,

1912.

* Metallurgist, Schillei-sti-usse • ;, .lena, <;•

many.

and in the course of being dismantled.
In the days when machinery was imper-
fect and costly, long drainage tunnels

were driven to unwater the mines, two of

which are remarkable for their great

length, to wit: (1) The "Tiefe Georg-
stollen" measuring 20,500 m. or about
12.73 English statute miles in length. It

has its mouth near Grund; (2) the

"Ernst August Stollen" measuring 26,000

m., or about 16.15 statute miles in length.

It has its mouth near Gittelde, a station

on the Herzberg-Seesen railway line and,

although still 600 ft. above the level of

the North Sea, is the deepest point at

which a drainage tunnel could be started.

It took 13 years to build, but it has, like

the Sutro tunnel, in America, long ago
ceased to be the deepest level in the

mines. Hydraulic engines and pumps set

up underground are now raising the wafer

to the tunnel level. In the mines part

of the tunnel is made navigable to facil-

itate the transportation of the ore to

the dressing works nearest to the reduc-

tion works.

Extensive Water System

The necessity of concentrating the ores

before they can be profitably smelted has

given rise to the establishment of an ex-

tensive system of water supply which at

the same time affords power for driving

numerous water wheels, turbines and hy-

draulic engines in use at the mines, ore-

dressing and reduction works. The wa-

ter is brought in ditches from the moors

and bogs of Mt. Brocken and Bruchberg

in which the head waters of Innerste and

Oker creeks and a multitude of smaller

mountain streams also originate. No less

than 67 storage ponds with a capacity of

335,500,000 cu.ft. serve to distribute the

water to the different mines and works.

Nevertheless, owing to altered conditions,

steam, compressed air and the electric

current have also found room for judi-

cious employment.

There are dressing works in each divi-

sion and subdivision of the administrative

district of Clausthal, but in accord with

the present policy of centralization and

retrenchment inaugurated bj the iv
government, all the small and antiquated
ones have been abandoned. Hand
ir.g plays an important part in ore con-
centration on the Harz, particularly with

regard to the elimination of barite and in

a minor degree to sphalerite. In the

newer dressing works special provisions

have been made for the separation and
saving of the latter. The lead concen-
trates average 72 per cent, in lead and
from 18 to 21 oz. in silver; the zinc con-
centrates from 48 to 1<) per cent, in zinc.

The first-class lead ore | stutter: 1 ob-

tained by hand dressing is higher in sil-

ver. An analysis made 15 years ago
gave the average composition of all the

ores put on the charge floor as follows:

Pb, 65 per cent.; Zn. 5; Cu, 0.4; Ag, 0.1

(29.16 oz. per ton) ; SiO-, 10 per cent.

Clausthal Works

The zinc concentrates are sold to pri-

vate smelteries, while the lead and cop-
per concentrates are reduced at the gov-

ernment's own works, the former at the

Clausthal smeltery, the latter at Altenau.

The Clausthal works, the real name of
which is Frankenscharrnerhutte, is sit-

uated in a depression at the junction of

Clausthal and Innerste canons, two miles

from town, on the line of the railway

and is connected with the new dressing

works adjoining the Ottiliac main hoist-

ing shaft by a tramway over which the

ore is received. The foundation of the

smeltery dates back to 1554. Naturally

many additions and alterations have been

made during these 356 years of its ex-

istence. The changes effected since my
first visit in 1860, while a student at

Clausthal, and later on in 1889 and 1910

revealed to me the fact that progress has

assumed a livelier gait during the last

20 years.

In the blast-furnace building I saw-

four round furnaces running, three on

an ore charge and one on by-products.

The furnaces are similar to those at

Oker, having five tuyeres and the same
hight, to wit, 16 ft. 4 in. The only dif-

ference is that they are operated with

a closed front. In the same building

there are two circular rotating furnaces

of the Huntington-Heberlein type and

11 of their converters, 10 of which are

constantly kept in operation while one is

being charged. In breaking up the ag-

glomerate from the converters there is a

good deal of fine stuff produced, which

is separated by screening and added to a

new converter charge. The small quan-

tity of matte produced is accumulated

and kept exposed to the weather, when

it will crack and fall to pieces. This

weathered matte is then pulverized in a

ball mill and treated by the Huntington-

Heberlein process like the ore. On the
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. floor I noticed that the ore charge

ip rated ore. spent

s, iron-refinery slag and foul slag.

Bi -product Treat

The by-product charge was made up

::ed flue dust, slaked lime and un-

ci furnace barrings. This is a de-

parture in the direction of economy as

formerly the flue dust was carefully

with pulverized clay slate and

into bricks which were air-dried on

board- '.aid across the stringers above the

charge floor. The furnaces put through

- of smelting mixture of 1200

lb. equal to 39.6 tons in 24 hours with

10.7 per cent. coke. The charge for the

H.-H. process is also made up on the

charge floor by mixing the sciilichs with

the proper proportion of lime and sand,

dumped into the hoppers above the roast-

ing furna.

ig. The bullion is shipped to

Lautenthal by rail for further treatment.

In an adjoining building I caught a

glimpse of the old Kast furnaces, a va-

riety of the Pilz adapted to Harz con-

ditions, standing idle in gloomy silence.

The Raschettes are all wiped out of ex-

istence although their friends still claim

advantages for them, one of which

is that they make a cleaner slag than the

circular furnaces. I cannot see why they

should. If the charge has been com-

puted properly, if the proper amount of

coke and blast are apportioned and if the

feeding is performed intelligently a

round furnace should make as clean a

slag as an oblong one. Tonnage is, of

course, another matter. There is hardly

any limit on that score to the rectangular

furnace; to the round one there is.

The arrangements for recovering the

flue dust are about the same as at Oker;

Blast is produced by two blowing en-

gines with three cylinders each, which
were in operation 50 years ago, and one

with one cylinder and a receiver for cases

of emergency. For crushing furnace

refuse, clay-slate and brasque, there are

in use three stamp mills with a total of

15 stamps, of ancient construction. The
works are electrically lighted.

All the machinery is moved by water

power serving five overshot wheels and

a Jonval turbine, with the exception of

the single-cylinder blowing engine, which

is coupled to a steam engine and is only

used when water is scarce.

Lautenthal Works

Seven miles below the Clausthal smelt-

ing works on the same line of railway are

situated the Lautenthal smelting and re-

fining works. I did not find any record

of its foundation, but suppose that it is

Clausthal Smelting Works, Upper Harz, Germany

I watched the slag of the flue-dust

charge running into a pot and recognized

that it had all the- features of what Air.

would call a correct slag, to wit,

rnmctric flow, the acid dnp. etc. It

carried visible matte with it owing to the

sulphur contents of the smelting ma-
terial. In the good old times Alien lead

commanded a high price they used to

make, unintentionally, an incorrect Blag

carrying a large amount ol lead and

made an inferior building stone oi it.

been dis<

The lead bullion is tapped in the old way
although the

might, on such

charges as arc carried here, be U •

•ledriehshutte. The

small amount I matte

rtaioly not interfere with its

the gases are drawn off the furnaces

through central tubes connected with dust

chambers. The latter lead to a flue that

ascends the hill in 13 steps, instead of

on an incline, and terminates in a brick

stack.

Aerial Tramway to Remove Slag

As in most of the old smelting works
no provision was made for removing the

waste slag from the furnaces on a

down-hill grade, so a Bleichert aerial

ropeway had to be installed to carry it

from the smeltery yard to a dump on a

hill sidi . For raising the bullion and

other material to a higher level con-

venient for loading on railway cars two

Btori of the type previously de-

i in use.

not inferior in age to Clausthal. It con-

sists of three distinct plants: (1), The
blast furnace; (2), the refinery; (3), the

sulphuric-acid factory.

In the blast-furnace department there

are: Two circular six-tuyere blast fur-

nace, lfi ft. 4 in. high; two blast furnaces

of square section in the hearth and for a

iittle way above the two tuyeres, which

are in the back, circular above. One of

these furnaces is used for the reduction

of litharge from the cupelling furnace,

and other by-products, the other one for

concentrating roasted matte and smelt-

ing for black copper; one large circular

furnace with eight tuyeres, 28 ft. 8 in.

high, which is out of commission. The

tuyeres are made of cast iron and cooled

with water. The walls of one furnace in-

close a worm tube in which water eircu-
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lates. This looks like a precursor of wa-

ter jackets!

Clausthal to be Made the Sole

Smeltery

The ore treated originates from the

neighboring mines and from the Grund
division, but it is intended to make the

Clausthal works the center of smelting

and ship all the lead ores there, while

Lautenthal will confine its work to re-

fining and turn' out the finished products

for the market. The small quantity of

copper ore mined and the copper matte

incidentally produced, will not be treated

any more, but sold in the market. The
ore is for the most part smelted raw,

only part being roasted and slagged in

a Freiberg long-hearth furnace. The ca-

pacity of the latter is small, being only

three tons per 24 hours. I was led to

believe that the Savelsburg process had
been introduced here, but found neither

this nor the H.-H. process had been tried.

One thing struck me as being uncom-
mon; the coke was fed through an iron

cylinder suspended in the center of the

furnace. It was claimed that by feeding

in alternate layers the coke had the

tendency to burn up without benefiting

the charge. In consequence of this ar-

rangement the waste gases are drawn
off on the side of the furnace. The ore

being silicious, roasted matte and the

usual iron fluxes as well as limestone

and slag are mixed with it.

The blast is supplied by an upright

three-cylinder blast engine and one

Enke and one Roots blower, both

small, all moved by a waterwheel. If

water is scarce there is a Corliss engine

in reserve to take the place of the water-

wheel. A turbine drives a ball mill and

another waterwheel a stamp battery for

crushing furnace refuse. A small engine

drives the dynamo for the electric light.

Lead-refining Operations

The refinery is new and is built and

run on American principles. The old re-

finery had been built for the Pattison

process, which was later discarded and

replaced by the Cordurie modification of

the Parkes process. At the present time

the bullion to be refined is charged into

a softening furnace holding 40 tons. The

furnace is not water-jacketed, but lined

with firebrick and magnesite, hence with

an acid and a basic lining. The bullion

is melted and first (copper) dross drawn.

Then blast is turned on at the fire-bridge

side to oxidize antimony and arsenic

when antimonial dross (abstrich) is

formed and skimmed off. When the bul-

lion is clean, it is tapped into one of two

cast-iron pots holding 36 tons. It Is

now zinked three times to obtain copper-

gold alloy, rich silver alloy and poor

alloy. The first and second alloys are

treated separately to the end, while the

third alloy is used again in zinking. The

stirring during the zinking operation is

performed by a stirring machine actuated
by an electric motor. The co] per alloy
is dried or liquated in a small pol be-
tween the two large pots, the second al-

loy is dried in one of two small r

the side. The lead sweated out from the
second alloy goes back to a new charge.
The dry alloy is retorted in a Faber du
Faur tilting furnace, of which there are
two. The rich lead from the copper al-

loy is cupelled for dore bullion, it

need be with the addition ot more lead.

The desilverized lead is siphoned oil into

a market pot and is poled by running a

jet of cold water into the hot lead to

oxidize the zinc, taking the precaution to

.cover up the pot with an iron hood. This
last operation differs from that in vogue
in the United States where the poor lead

is refined or "calcined" as it was called

in the West, in a water- jacketed rever-

beratory and then run off into the mar-
ket pot to be cast into molds ready for

the market.

The poor-lead dross is made into yel-

low paint. The drosses from the soft-

ening furnaces have to be liquated and

are then treated further, the one for cop-

per, the other for hard lead.

Refining Dore Bullion

Both the dore bullion and the silver

bullion are refined on a test. The silver

bullion is then ready for the market. The
dore bullion is granulated in order to part

it by means of concentrated sulphuric

acid. The solution of silver sulphate is

decanted into a lead-lined wooden tank

and the silver precipitated by scrap iron.

The solution of ferrous sulphate is put

into crystallizing vats to get crystallized

copperas, which is sold.

The silver precipitate is pressed in a

hydraulic press and dried in a cast-iron

retort, after which it is melted in graphite

crucibles and cast into bars. The gold

residue is washed out with sulphuric acid

and then dissolved in aqua regia.

From the solution the gold is pre-

cipitated by a solution of ferrous chlo-

ride. After pouring off the excess

of solution the gold powder is dried,

melted in a black-lead crucible and cast

into bars, when it is also ready for the

market. The copper products are shipped

to Altenau for further treatment. It might

be stated here that the gold content of

the silver is due to the foreign ores pur-

chased and smelted at St. Andreasberg

and Altenau, which have to send their

cupel silver to Lautenthal for refining. The

total production of gold during a year is

less than 1000 oz. The official organ of

the Prussian mining department gives the

gold production of the administrative dis-

trict of Clausthal during 1910 as 57.52

kg. (1849.3 oz. Troy), but this includes

the production of Oker. an unknown

quantity, perhaps one-half of the above

57 kilograms.

The process for sulphuric acid is new.

It consists of three lead chambers and a

supplemental .ith a cubic co

and two i

tasting kilns in which lead matte is

I to furnish the Bulphur dioxide. It

turns out aboul

acid of 50 deg. B. I J 26 tons

01 sodium SUl] | by-product.

All

The Altenau works is situated seven miles

due east from Clausthal and nine miles

SOUth of Oker. in an isolated position and
connected with both pla<

turnpike road. It was founded in 1612
and was originally supplied with lead ores

from the eastern part ot the Upper liar/

vein systems. As these gave out or were
insufficient to afford a steady supply, Al-

tenau was made the center of copp.r

smelting and refining and received all the

copper ore produced by the mines of the

Upper Harz in order to utilize the exist-

ing water power and plant and, what was
more important to the government, to give

employment to the resident working pop-

ulation on whom a town of several thous-

and inhabitants depends for support. To
keep up the ore supply required for

steady work it became necessary to pur-

chase in addition, foreign smelting ores.

This business proved, however, to be a

losing operation, as might be expected in

a place of small capacity and remote

from the seaboard. So the government

has finally concluded to pension off all

the old hands and shut down the works

for good on April 1. 11U2.

At Altenau the first refinery on the

Pattison plan was started and the first

Raschette furnace on the Harz success-

fully inaugurated. Both are still in evi-

dence; the Pattison process has. however,

given way to the Cordurie modification of

Parkes' desilverizing process long ai>o.

only the plant being retained for the in-

stallation of the latter.

Scope of the Altenau Works

The present scope of work embraces

the smelting of argentiferous lead and

copper ore in blast furnaces, the manu-

facture of bluestone from impure copper

and, in connection, the manufacture of

sulphuric acid for works use from the

roasting of matte, the electrolysis of re-

fined copper, the desilverization of lead

bullion by the zinc process and manu-

factured of refined lead, the cupelling of

coppery-lead bullion for silver, and the

production of hard lead. The apparatus

in which these operations are performed

consist of:

One Raschette furnace with eight

tuyeres; one four-tuyere and three two-

tuyers circular furnaces, all 16 ft. 4 in.

high; four blast furnaces for copper. 11

ft. 5 in. high; two long-hearth roasting

furnaces; two kilns with four shafts each

and one with eight shafts; one lead-cham-

bei svstem with two Gay-Lussac towers;

two German cupelling furnaces; one
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. ith granulating vat

-r-refining Furnace ; one bat-

! gbt desilverizing pots; one blue-

frith five steam boilers;

lectrolytic plant and several stamp

is at Lautenthal. The motive

power is principally derived from water

wheels and turbines, steam being acces-

in case of emergency.

Andreasberg

id by the Bruchberg chain of

hills from the northern part of the Upper

Harz there is the vein system of St.

Andreasberg. which is entirely different

from those of the Clausthal plateau, geo-

> as well as mineralogically.

These veins occur in the Lower Devonian

shales and are purely silver-ore veins

with calcite gangue, while those of the

•hal region are base-metal veins

with prevailing quartzose gangue. The

St. Andreasberg veins 1 are narrow, vary-

ing from a few inches to 18 in. in thick-

ness, and are patchy. The country rock

being quite solid, little timbering was re-

quired in the shafts and underground

workings of the mines, nor did the water

ever give much trouble. Nevertheless,

tne patchy character of the veins finally

led to the closing down of the mines as

the balance sheet was heavily against

them. Upon the strength of the showing

in the mines, the reduction works was

erected, in the middle of the sixteenth

century, at the foot of the hill, where the

town of St. Andreasberg is situated. Ow-

ing to the unstable supply of lead ore

other divisions of the Clausthal district

had to help out, and of late years the

works has been run as a custom smltery

altogether. Lead ores are received from

Australia. Morocco. Tunisia and even

Peru, silver ores from Cobalt. Mexico

and South America. As it cannot be the

province of a government to compete with

its subjects by engaging in a private in-

dustry like purchasing ores, it has wisely

decided to stop the St. Andreasberg works

too. The time for shutting down has been

set at April 1, 1912.

Blast-furnace Types

Of the variety of blast furnaces I saw

ere are only three left. The
• one, a circular furnace with seven

- rated at 60 tons of charge, which

.en ready for fixing up for the first

time, was not running. It appears to be the

f all the round furnaces now

in vogue in the Upper Harz. Il Ifl IS ft.

8 m. high, which is also the hight of

the big furnace at Priedrichshfitte*, and

is provided with open breast and fore-

hearth. The strong odor of arsenic per-

vading the atn '.minded me of

limy days of EurcVa, Nev., and

gave evidence that ores different

•

from thoss at other Upper Harz works

were treated here.

In the blast-furnace building there was

also housed a small H.-H. plant, consist-

ing of one square roasting furnace in op-

eration and two diminutive converters,

which were not running. The ores are

mixed in such a proportion that a bullion

of 2 per cent, in silver; i.e., 583 oz., will

result. The rich ores are smelted raw,

those under 1 per cent, silver are roasted

in admixture with lead concentrates in

the H.-H. roasting furnace and agglomer-

ated in the converter. The rich ores,

like the Cobalt ores, containing 3000 or

4000 oz. of silver, are treated by direct

absorption in a German cupeling furnace

holding from 10 to 12K' tons of lead bul-

lion.

Treatment of Products

The lead matte is roasted in kilns and

smelted over with lead products repeat-

edly until it is sufficiently impoverished

in silver and rich enough in copper for

shipment to Altenau. The speiss is roasted

mixed with pyritic ores in a long-hearth

furnace and smelted over with lead pro-

ducts repeatedly until its nickel and co-

balt content is sufficiently high to com-

mand a market. There is also a desilver-

DTPER HARZ PRODUCTION IN 1900.

Value in
Metric tons. marks.

Dressed zinc ore 19,046.76 2,768,380
: lead ore 14,394.129 2,710.163

Dressed copper ore.... 305.65 28,833
Silver and gold ore... 1.539 4.450
Arsenical ore 1.462 1,003

Total 33.749.54 5,518,835

izing plant of three pots which was not

in operation. In it the clean lead from

the reduction of litharge is treated by the

Cordurie process. The impure lead bul-

lion is exclusively cupeled and the cupel

silver shipped to Lautenthal.

The second dross (abstrich) from the

cupeling operation is liquated in a

German cupeling furnace on a bottom

made of brasque. The argentiferous lead

sweated out is cupeled while the liquated

dross is reduced in a blast furnace to

antimonial or hard lead. This is remelted

in a pot. poled with steam, skimmed and

brought up to a standard of 18 to 20 per

cent, antimonv by adding some soft lead,

aft-_r which it is sold as refined hard lead.

The machinery required about the

works does not differ much from that

used at other Harz works. Blast is pro-

duced by Enke blowers which are moved

by a turbine wheel, a stationary steam en-

gine being kept in reserve in case of wa-

ter failure. Two water wheels drive sev-

eral small stamp batteries, a rock breaker

and a bucket elevator; an elevator with

water counterpoise is used for raising

material to the chame floor.

The mines and dressing works, now
idle, and the smeltery receive their power

water through long ditches from Oder

i foot of Mt. Brocken. The
arrangements for sanitation, social enter-

taintnentS and the spiritual welfare of

the workmen are all that could be wished

for. The accompanying tables givesf

the output of the Upper Harz mines

for 1909 as published by the Mining De-,

partment at Berlin.

Norwegian Water Power
Development

The hydroelectric development of Nor-

way, and its effect on chemical and metal-

lurgical industries was the subject of a

paper by A. Scott-Hansen, of Christiania,

given before the Faraday Society on May
2, 1911.

The configuration of Norway is fa-

vorable for the utilization of the water-

falls to be found on the seaboard of the

mountain chains which almost cover the

country, and through whose valleys the

enormous quantity of water precipitated

from the western and southeastern sea

breezes finds its way as rivers flowing to

the sea. The volume of water is at its

greatest from May to July, when the

snows melt on the mountains. To make
use of the water-power, storage is, there-

fore, necessary, and for this the nature

of the country is peculiarly adapted, be-

ing covered with lakes that have con-

tracted outlets and which can be con-

verted by damming into storage reser-

voirs.

The total water power in Norway has

been estimated at from five to seven mil-

lion horsepower, but as much of the

country has not been hydrographically

surveyed, this is probably too low an es-

timate. The power stations can supply

power at from $5.20 to SI 0.40 per horse-

power-year, including capital charges,

and in some cases even for less; and as

the quantities available are as high as

from 50,000 to 100,000- h. p. for a single

fall, the conditions are ideal for the de-

velopment of electrochemical and electro-

metallurgical industries. Many such in-

dustries have already reached an ad-

vanced stage of development. Thus

nearly 180,000 h.p. will be utilized this

year in the manufacture of nitrates of

lime, soda and ammonia from the air by

the Birkeland-Eyde process and the

Badische Analin und Sodafabrik Com-
pany's process; about 60,000 h.p. are

employed in the manufacture of calcium

carbide, and other electrochemical and
electrometallurgical industries absorb at

present some 20,000 h.p. Now that a

suitable electric furnace—the Gronwall

—

has been designed for the smelting of

iron ore, a furnace that has yielded ex-

cellent results on a practical scale, elec-

tric iron and steel smelting is likely to

develop largely in the near future, for

Norwav possesses extensive deposits of

iron ore. Three plants, aggregating

16,000 h.p., with provision for increasing

to nearly fi0,000, are now being erected

at Hardanger, Arendal and Tinfoss.
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1 Minind Department
The Explosion at Hulton

Colliery

Special Correspondence

The inquest on the 344 men who were

killed in the explosion at the Hulton col-

I liery near Bolton, Lancashire, England,

on Dec. 21, 1910, came to an end on

Monday, Feb. 13, 1911. The inquiry

lasted 27 days, and in all over 400 wit-

nesses were heard. The verdict of the

jury was as follows:

On Dec. 21, 1910, at the No. 3 Bank
pit, commonly known as the No. 3 Pre-

toria pit, Westhoughton, in the county of

Lancaster, an accidental ignition of gas

and coal dust occurred on the conveyer

face in the North Plodder mine, in some

manner to the jury unknown, but prob-

ably from a defective or overheated lamp,

and produced an explosion.

That upon such ignition and explosion

followed a large ignition and explosion of

coaJ dust, affecting the whole of the coal

mines working to the said pit.

That the victims were at the time of

the explosions employed in the mines of

the said pit, and in consequence of such

explosions died there on the same day,

so that they came to their deaths by ac-

cident and not otherwise.

To this formal verdict the jury added:

There is no evidence to prove that the

explosion was in any wise due to the

nonobservance of any statutory obliga-

tion.

That the evidence and the experience of

the jury satisfy them that such headings

as Bradley's in the South Plodder, and

Brown's and Eccleston's in the North

Plodder, are undesirable, unless provided

with adequate ventilation, by means of

bratticing, pipes or otherwise; in that

they are calculated to be injurious to the

health of the men working in them and

likely to collect gas. They are also of

opinion that the carrying forward of the

heading at the top of the North Plodder

entry, to the extent to which it was car-

ried up, was unnecessary and calculated

to produce danger from gas.

Further Opinions of Jury

That there seems to be some doubt,

upon the evidence, as to the fitness of

the men who have from time to time re-

moved the switch box, and as to the suf-

ficiency of the instructions given to them,

and the jury are of the opinion that every-

body dealing with an electrical plant

should be under the direct supervision of

a skilled electrician.

The jury also are of the opinion that

the apparent failure of the night fireman

in the North Plodder mine, to make his

statutory report on the morning of Dec.

The Important News
Of Coal MiningT
New Appliance./-,

NewMethods. New
Fields, Colliery
Engineering

21, is evidence of laxity of supervision.

The verdict and criticisms are supple-

mented by the following recommenda-
tions:

(a) That it is a matter of immediate
importance that the fullest investigation

should be made into the dangers incident

to coal dust in mines, and the best meth-
ods of removing or minimizing them; and
also as to the character of the safety

lamps, the use of which is to be permitted,

and desire respectfully to represent to

His Majesty's Government that these

matters merit their attention and call for

their financial assistance.

(b) That Electricity Rule 33 should

be amended so as to provide that the

switches, etc., referred to in the latter

part of that rule shall be inclosed in a

gas-tight box, and shall break under oil.

(c) That the firemen's report of gas

should specify the exact places where

found, and the quantity found, together

with similar particulars regarding the ad-

jacent places likely to be affected by it;

and that all firemen's reports should be

duplicated, and one copy preserved above

ground.

(d) That full ventilation reports should

be made at least monthly upon each and

every airway in the mine.

(c) That the attention of the Royal

Commission be called to the desirability

of a definition of the term "return air-

way."

Proposed Lamp Testing Station

It is now reported, following upon the

revelations made in the course of the in-

quiry into the Hulton Colliery disaster,

that the Home Secretary has decided to

establish a Government testing station

for lamps, a small departmental com-

mittee having apparently been appointed

to consider the details of establishment

and equipment.

In their second report issued a few

months ago, the Royal Commission on

Mines made a recommendation on these

lines. Referring to the experiments

made by a previous commission, they re-

ported:

"The proposal which we were- asked by
the Home office le r went b<

the suggestion o! that commission, name-
ly, that the Government should set up a

station for the testiflj safety

lamps, and that no safety lamp should
be permitted to be used except of a type

which had passed the Government test

"We are strongly of opinion that such

a test would not only tend to improve the

type of safety lamps by stimulating in-

vention but also pi event the use of im-

perfect lamps, such as have led to ac-

cidents in the past, and we there f ore-

recommend that steps should be taken to

establish a Government testing station.

"We also recommend that a list of per-

mitted safety lamps should be drawn up
by the Secretary of State, similar to the

list of permitted explosives, and that the

law should be so amended that where
safety lamps are required to be used,

one or more of the types of lamps speci-

fied in the permitted list should be used

and no other."

Colliery Gas Power Station

Special Correspondence

In the course of a paper on "Large

Gas Engines of the Two-cycle Type"
read before the Manchester Association

of Engineers. A. E. L. Charlton says that

in an electric station driven by gas en-

gines arranged to run in parallel, and

supplied with gas by two pressure pro-

ducers, the producers are specially inter-

esting in that they successfully burn

"bastard" coal, which is fuel of very low

grade, and for the ordinary sale purposes

useless. The engines have twin cyl-

inders arranged with cranks at 90 deg. to

each other.

The alternators are direct coupled to

the engines, and the excitation for them

and the power for all the auxiliaries on

the gas plant, as well as the lighting of

-the power station and mine, are sup-

plied by a synchronous motor-generator

set when the engines are running, and

by a small steam-driven set when starting

up. The alternators supply current for a

large motor-driven ventilating fan, and a

powerful haulage gear also electrically

driven by motors connected through

flexible couplings.

The haulage it is pointed out is of the

endless-rope type, and is one of the larg-

est driven in Great Britain. High-ten-

sion three-phased current at 2300 volts

and 25 cycles is used, and the power is

conveyed by overhead aluminum conduct-

ors, not only to the mine which the power

house principally supplies, but also to

two other coal mines at a distance from

the power house.
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Electricity at Alabama Coal Mines—II
The most satisfactory electric mining

installation from an operating point of

view that I have had to deal with in

trie mining work, is at the Whitwell

mines of the Tennessee Coal. Iron and

Railroad Company. The generating sta-

tion, shown in one of the photographs,

contains two 200-k.v.a., 2300-volt, three-

Allis-Chalmcrs alternators with

exciters, direct connected to Buckeye en-

gines, shown during erection in illustra-

tion. A six-panel switchboard, with the

instruments and switches arranged

trallel operation, controls the plant.

These mines are in a seam of coal out-

cropping one mile from the railroad sid-

nd are at 1000 ft. elevation above

the power station, as shown in accom-

ng figure.

The coal is lowered to the tipple at

the railroad side track in 10-ton capacity

cars running on a self-acting plane; two

cars holding 20 tons of coal being at-

tached to each end of a l
;

s -in. steel

cable running on double drums; the de-

ne loaded cars pulling the empty

cars to the top. The brakes on the drums

are controlled by compressed air, fur-

nished by compressors driven by these

It was not practicable to have

the power station at the mines, for the

following reasons: (li Water was not

a\a:lab!e for steam purposes; l2i on ac-

count of the precipitous nature of the

ground, a power-house site could have

been obtained onlv at great expense; (3)

it would have been necessary to run a

power line down to the valley for pump-

ing and tne cost of this with the pump
and discharge line to pump against 1000

ft. vertical head would more than offset

any possible advantage of placing the

power station at the mines. The 2300-

volt. three-phase current is transmitted

to the two substations located at the

mine openings, \'l miles apart. Each
substation consists of a 2080 volt,

p. induction motor, direct con-

nected to a 150-kw., 250-volt, 514-

r.p.m., direct-current, compound-wound
generator, also a two-panel switch-

consisting of one high-ten-

sion induction-motor panel and the 250-

volt direct-current panel. The two sub-

stations are run in parallel, feeding into

the trolley system without an equalizer

connection of any kind.

equipped with one 10-ton,

-ton and one 1 ton Jeffrey locomo-

Ca] rang, driv-

en by wi-h p. V use motors, take

tor all of the five

mall moti

p motor is

•nil! near tin- open-

>f the mountain

By A. F. Elliott *

The second and conclud-

ing article dealing with

electric equipment at mines

of the Tennessee Coal, Iron

and Railroad Company.

. 1/ each oj the new mines

ventilating Jans will have

both electric and steam

drive.

•Chief electrician, Tennessee Coal, Iron and
Uailroad Company, Ensley, Ala.

from the substation, a distance of 2 T/>

miles, where timber for the mines is de-

livered directly into the mine cars. One
of the substations and a locomotive haul-

ing a trip out of the mine opening is

shown in accompanying photograph.

Another view shows a locomotive on

the tram road between the mines with its

trip of 40 cars. The trolley wire out-

any trouble about running the engines ii

parallel. Also the switches on thi

switchboard are so arranged that eithe

one or both substations may be supplier

from either generator. An automatic -oi

switch is connected between the two gen-

erators, making it impossible to throw

the machines together when -they are noi

in synchronism. Nonautomatic switches

are used on each machine, and should

they be thrown together out of phase,

it does not cut the power off of the line,

but simply puts each substation on its

own independent line. Block signals are

used between the sidetracks and where

two or more locomotives deliver coal

from different headings onto one side-

track.

During the first year's operation, there

were less than 10 hours' total delay on

the entire equipment. One hour's delay

was due to a hot bearing on the engine,

and another hour was due to a short cir-

cuit on the high-tension line. Two hours'

delay was caused by low-steam pres-

sure and about five hours came from

locomotives leaving the track. The total

maintenance cost of the entire plant for

The Whitwell Mines are Situated at an Elevation of 1000 Ft. above the
Power Station

side of the mine is supported on pipe

brackets attached to the 30-ft. poles, car-

rying the high-tension line, and 15-ft.

poles set 30 ft. apart. A portion of the

line is shown in the illustration. The 10-

ton locomotive running on the 1 J4 -mile

tramroad can easily haul 800 tons per

day in. the 2000-lb. cars, hauling trips

of 30 cars each. The eight-ton locomo-

tive has gathered and delivered on the

sidetrack more than 500 tons per day.

On account of the isolated situation of

the mines, simplicity was given first con-

sideration in the design of the plant and

experience has shown that this was amp-
!, justified. The line from the power

Station to the upper tipple is made up of

two independent circuits so that it is pos-

sible to run each substation on a separate

'or in the event there should be

the first year amounted to $200, being

made up in two new sets of wheels for

the locomotives, and a few journal-bear-

ing linings, trolley wheels, etc. Our rec-

ords for three years show less than 24

hours' delay on all of the equipment.

One of the later equipments is at the

No. 12 Shaft mine, which is in the Qratt

seam, about four miles west of Ensley,

Ala. A view of the headframe and tip-

ple, with the power station, is shown in

accompanying figure. The power station

consists of two 250-kw., 250-volt, 140-

r-.p.m., compound-wound Northern gener-

ators, direct connected to a 20x33-in.

Buckeye engine rated at 365 h.p. each.

Another view shows the conical-drum

Vulcan hoisting engine. Steam is fur-

nished by a battery of four 72-in. by 18-

t't return-tubular boilers. The shaft is
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IjpOO
ft. deep, and is equipped with double

It-ton capacity skips running in balance.

"he mine is ventilated by a Lepley fan,

wilt by the Connellsville Manufacturing

Company, Connellsville, Penn., and is

ihown in accompanying figure. The fan

s driven by a steam engine and like

;he fans at the other mines, is set at a

safe distance from the air shaft, which is

_'

::

provided with self-closing explosion

J

doors. The governor on the engine is

provided with an electric signal, which

sounds an alarm at the power station

should the speed vary more than a pre-
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The latest installation of a
400-kw. plant, erected in ton di-
vision, for pumping purposes. The
erating station >

2300-volt, 25-cycle, three-pha
ern Klectric alternators, direct cor,

to 350-h.p. 150-r.p.m. (

Harie-Tyne engines. The suite!

consists of seven panels of marine-fin-
ished slate, equipped with the usual
switches and instruments tor parallel op-
eration. The plant supplies power tor

pumping at No. 2 and No. 3 mines and at

head Oi

volt induci n the

The
300-h.p. motoi J in the main

ind.

through a No. i.
I n

lated

Power :tted to : mine,

hy a circuit

carried on an

down the ! i paper- in-

Generating Station at the Whitwell Mines
of the Tennessee Company

Interior of Whitwell Station Diking Erection

of Machinery

Northern Generator Direct Connected to

Buckeye Engine

Vulcan Hoisting E Latest Typ

Conical Dk
of

determined amount from any cause. The

main underground pumping station has

two 6xl8-in. 400-gal. triplex Connells-

ville pumps, driven by 60-h.p. Northern

interpole variable-speed motors. The coal

is gathered and hauled by six 6-ton and

cne 8-ton locomotive, after being under-

cut by 10 Sullivan continuous-cutting

machines. Ingersoll-Rand electric air

drills are used for brushing the rock in

ihe headings. The mine is planned for

an output of 2000 tons per day and is

at present producing about 1250 tons.

This is a modern mine in every respect.

No. 5 pumping station, which furnishes

water for the town and for the boiler

plants at three different mines. One
10\l2-in. triplex pump is located in the

No. 2 mine, and is driven by a 300-h.p.,

2080-volt Western Electric induction

motor. It discharges 1000 gal. per min.

against a vertical head of 700 ft. A
similar !2xl8-in. triplex pump, with a ca-

pacity "t 1500 gal. per min., and driven

by a 200-h.p., 2080-volt Western Elec-

tric induction motor is used in No. 3

mine. The latter pump discharges to the

surface through a borehole against a

sulated, lead-inc ..-armored

i

This cab

From the steam pumping

ing the c<

other bore hole. It to in-

stall the pump and cable comp

to operate before the steam plant could

be cl( n. The paper insulation

therefore used to better wi-

the heat of the steam. The steam

standing as a i

of accident or an unusually heavy inflow
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ter, but it has never been nee.

to fire up the steam plant since the elec-

- put into service. The

tion as a whole has

. -.tinuous operation, both da]

night shifts, for the past eight months.

The power factor of the system is about

- cent, and it is r : drive

the main ventilating fan at No. 2 mine

with a 125-k.v.a.. 2000-volt synchronous

motor, by which it .J to bring

the power factor up toward unity.

Open nc N i Mines

The Ter.:.—.. compa - now open-

ing up two new shafts designed for a

capacity of 2000 tons each, which

al Mining Fatalities in

Tennessee

The following extracts concerning coal-

mining fatalities in Tennessee, during

HMO. from the report of the mining de-

,-nt are of interest. The total num-

deaths occurring in the coal mines

of Tennessee during 1910 were 38. The

death rate per thousand employed was

3.40. As compared with 1909 this is an

increase of 0.57. Of this increase 43

per cent, occurred at the State mines at

Petros and was due to the employment

of inexperienced convicts in the mines.

The remaining portion of the increase

was caused from three deaths occurring

at one time from shooting from the solid

1 !!»- PI
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oisture in the air in the mines >as a pre-

[aution against gas and dust explosions,

:

: nd by requiring when it is absolutely

ecessary to shoot from the solid, that

: he shooting shall be done by experienced

hotfirers, and then only after all miners

iave been registered on the outside; al-

,o, by constant and diligent attention to

he condition of the roof by mine officials,

ind by a full appreciation on the part of

he miner of the dangers surrounding

and windy sh pre-
mature or

ccnti
were due to gas' explosions and 1 1.7.3

per cent, due to o

The Barometer and Firedamp
The idea that there is a connection be-

tween atmospheric pressure as indicated
by the barometer and outflows of fire-

damp into mine workings was discussed

EXPLOSIONS OF FIREDAMP AND BAROMETRIC READINGS

Date

Sept. 2.->, 1S03
Oct. 21, 1805
NOV. 29, 1S05
Nov. 28, 1806
Nov. 29, 1808
Sept. 14, 1809
Slay 25, 181?
Oct. 10. IS 12
July 17, 1813
Sept. 28, 1813
Dec. 24, 1813
April 5, 1814
Aug. 12,1814
Sept. 9, 1814
June 2, 1815
Dec. 18, 1815
June 30, JS17
Sept. 25, 1817
Aug. 5, 1817
Nov. 3, 1817
Dec. 18, 1817
fitly 19, 1819
Oct. 9, 1819
Oct. 19, 1821
Oct. 23, 1821
Oct. 23, 1821
Feb. 21, 1823
Nov. 3, 1823
Oct. 5, 1824
Nov. 19, 1824
Julv 3, 1825
Oct. 5, 1825
Jan. 17, 1826
May 30, 1826
Sept. 5, 1826
Oct. 27, 1828
.Mar. 15, 1828
Sept. 1, 1S2S
NOV. 20, 182S
Dec. 3, 1829
Aug. 3, 1830
Julv 9, 1831
Sept. 20, 1831
May 9, 1833
May 24, 1833
Nov. 1, 1833
June IS, 1S35
Nov. 19, 1835
Jan. 28, 1836
Dec. 6, 1837
Dec. 19, L838
June 28, 1839
June 6, L840
April 19, 1841
Aug. 5, isti
Aug. 17, 1841
Mar. 2,1842
April 5, 1843
Jiii. IS, 1844
Sept. 28, 1844
Oct. 15, 1844
Dec. 1,18 14

Collieries

Wall's End
Hebburn .

.

Oxclose

.

Killingworth
Harraton
Killingworth
Felling
Barrington Mill Pit
Collingwood Main
Hall Pit, Fatfield
Felling
Hawden Pit, Percy, Main.
Hebburn
Leefield
Sheriff Hill ....
Townley
Row Pit, Harraton
farrow
Wall's End
Ouston
Plain Pit, Hainton
Sheriff' Hill
George Pit, Lumley
Nesham's, Newbottle . . .

Wall's End
Felling
Ouston
Plain Pit, Hainton
Oeorge Pit, Lumlev
Dolly Pitt, Newbottle. . ,

Julit Pit, Fatfleld
Hebburn
Jarrow
Townley
Heworth
Benwell ."

Jarrow
New Pit, Houghton
J. Pit, Washington
Willington
Jarrow
King Pit, Wreckington. . .

Willington
Springwell
Great Lumlev
Black Fell
Wall's End
Burdon Main
Down's Pit. Hetton
Springwell
Wall's End
St. Hilda
Haswell
Bigge Pit Willington
Thornley
Haswell
West Cramlington
King Pit, Wreckington .

West Moor
Haswell
Coxlodge
Seghill

Killed

13
.'!.!

38
10

i

12
92
2 1

8
32
22

1

11

I

11

1

38
6
4

1

27
35
13
6

52
(i

I

59
I 1

1 I

11

4

3 1

38

3
102
11
22
3 I

11

51
1

32
9
1

1

28

i >ay
i) [ore
iv\ plo-
sion

.", ) 25
2'. I 91)

29.90
29 (',;,

29.50
29 90
29 35
2' l 5(1

29.95
29.70
29.60
29 SI I

30 00
.'ill 2(1

2S.90
29.65
29. SI I

29 511

29 7(1

29 . 20
29. 10

29 70
29 55
28 90
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29 (in

29.90
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29 15

29 80
2'

I

15
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29 50
29 211

29 95
:"l si

i

"i 'in

29.60
29. 10
30.00
29 . 53
29 . 85
30 10
30.06
30 09
29.66
29.91
30.37
30.31
29 S'l

30.05
29.65
29.60
29 78
29.21
29.29
30. 13
30.012
29.92
.1(1 is

Da
i >aj ol aftei
Explo Explo-
sion siOD

30 20
30.20
29. 10 .

29.93
29 15

29.50
29 85
29 . 35
29.70
30.05
29 85
29.60
29 fill

30.00
30 Ki

29 15

29 50
29 30
29 SO
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28 io

29.50
29 CO
29^ 15

29 III)

29 (III
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. 00
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29.10
29 5(1

29 (55

29 :>:,

30.25
29 75
29 55
29.25
30.00
") 7(1

29 50
29 in

29 io

29 'Mi

2') 50
29 60
30.05
30 07
30. 11
29 SI
29 f>2

30 1

2

30 22
29 <>s

29 S7
29 . 65
29.32
29.78
29 is

29.4 I

30.05
29.852
28 83
30 15

30 30
30 15

29.03
:«>,():;

28 9ii

29 SI)

29 so
29 30
29.85
30 2n
29.90
29 so
29. 10

30.00
30 io

29 . 20
29 35
28 70
29 SO
29 80
28.70

28 (ill

29 25
29 25
29 15

29. 10

28.70
29 10

29 SO
29 55
29 95
29 . 65
29.20
29 Hi)

29 so
29.70
29.30
29.60
29 .00
29 90
29 50
29 75
29 SO
30.04
30 io

29 85
29 2,1

29 so
30 20
29 95
29 83

29 Is

2'i 7:;

29 63
29.58
29.93
2,1), 12

28 .
82

29 07
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him when the roof is not properly sup-

ported.

. In addition to the fatal accidents re-

ported there were 210 accidents in the

coal mines of Tennessee that were not

fatal. It will be observed that of the

total accidents occurring, 15.32 per cent,

were fatal, which is practically 2 for

every 13 accidents. The figures for the

United States as a whole show one death

to every 4.3 accidents occurring. Of the

total accidents, 51 per cent, were due to

falling roof and other substances, 27.01

per cent, were due to mine cars and

motors, 5.65 per cent, were due to powder

by mining men as far back as 1844. An
English publication, known as the Min-

ing Almanac, printed in the year 1844,

contained a long table by Prof. T. D. An-

sted, calling attention to the relation be-

tween explosions of firedamp and falls

in the barometer. The table shows a rec-

ord back as far as the year 1803, and be-

cause of its historical, as well as its

scientific value, is here reproduced.

An examination of the table shows

that out of 62 explosions. 34 occurred

after a fall in the barometer. In eight

cases, there was no change in atmospher-

ic pressure just preceding the accident,

while in _<>
:

a rise in th<

An investigation ->t
,;

|

over recent

dency to favor the theory that a falling

barometer

from firedamp; In; vever, a- it. the I

examination above cited, the pro'.'

not conclusive.

Ill'- Production <>r Peat I- uel

The yearly production of peat fuel in

the United States, as reported by the

Geological Survey, is approximatel;

short tons, having an a\ ie of

about S.3.00 per ton. The highest pric;

reported was $5 per ton.

More than a dozen companies p'

peat for fertilizer uses. Also, a single

firm in Indiana in one year made 1254

short tons of peat-moss stable litter

is used to a small extent in the manufact-

ure of refrigerating plants as an absorb-

ent in small admixture with mineral wool,

and also as an ingredient of certain kinds

of stock foods, especially those contain-

ing beet-sugar molasses and other sugary

wastes.

In Europe its use in stock foods has

become extensive, and has been ap-

proved, after careful tests, by the veteri-

narians of agricultural experiment sta-

tions and of some of the armies. Peat

of the right sort makes an excellent ab-

sorbent for the molasses, rendering it

easy to feed and also preventing fermen-

tation.

For many years there has been an an-

nual importation (about 10,000 short

tons) of peat litter into the United States

for use in the large coastal cities, the

largest importations being at New York,

Philadelphia taking the second place.

This material comes chiefly from Hol-

land, and is brought into the country in

burl.ip-covered bales. The peat from

which it is made is evidently dug from

the upper, poorly decomposed layers of

beds of sphagnum and sedge peat, such

as are of frequent occurrence in the

northern part of the United StaU

pecially in the New England States, hut

also in New York, Michigan, Indiana,

Wisconsin and Minnesota. As bedding

for horses and stock this peat litter is

serviceable and desirable, and it should

be more widely produced and used than

it is in this country.

To Open Utah Coal Property

A survey is being made to determine

the best line for a railroad into the

Castle Gate coal properties owned by

the Union Coal Company, in Carbon

county, Utah. When this is determined,

it is proposed to build a road and equip

and develop about a square mile of coal-

bearing territory. W. J. House is presi-

dent of the Union company, and the main

office is in Salt Lake City.
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Michigan College ofMinesCelebration
The Michigan College of . ines, at

Houghton. Mich., will observe its 25th

anniversary in a four-day reunion cele-

anned For the week of August

6. Those who will participate are ex-

perienced, technically trained men. rep-

ting the important mining districts

of the world. F. W. McNair, president

. institution, has spoken with Presi-

and with George \V. Perkins,

• New York, in regard to their visiting

.!ece at that time, and both will

endeavor to be present. Special M. C. M.

cars will be run from convenient centers

throughout the West and the Lake Super-

ior country. The celebration will not be

confined to the graduates of the college,

but the invitation has also been extended

to the nongraduate M. C. M. men.

The Ali

Five hundred and seventy-one men are

graduates of the college. It is remark-

able that but 12 have left engineering

pursuits. A large number have devel-

oped from strictly technical positions into

the operating and commercial side of

mining. Nearly 200 of the alumni are in

the iron ranees of Michigan, Wisconsin

i'nd .Minnesota, and the Lake copper
countrv. in the heart of which the college

is situated. .Moreover, this great field,

the name of which symbolizes standard

mining, serves as a recruiting station for

other districts, and many graduates

prominent in the industry over the world

received their initial experience from

several years spent in the iron and cop-

per mines. Next to the Lake Superior

country comes the Southwest where, in

Arizona and Mexico, over 100 Houghton
alumni hold positions. The remainder

are scattered in this country. Canada.
South America, the Philippines. Aus-

tralia, New Zealand, South Africa and
Kur< :

In addition to the business interest felt

Michigan country, the reunion will

me partake of the nature of a

homecoming. Many of the men, born

and raised in the district, left for out-ot-

rbe-wa arth soon after

graduating; not a few married copper-

count' i nd it is expected that

will return (not unaccompanied),

'•me time in the vi-

formal cel-

n. Time will I

i

carefully planr :t the

vhich h;i

sidcraMy since
'

oi the

dieted thai an era

• •

thi* r

By P. B. McDonald *

Twenty-fifth anniversary

of tliis school to take plan-

in August, 191 1, when a

1 ly scattered body of

alumni will reassemble.

Short synopsis of the work
and aim of the college.

•Iron River, Mich.

mates, all engaged in the same business,

for the mining industry is one in which

there is a large opportunity for coopera-

tion, and the alumni could materially in-

crease their helpfulness to each other by

systematic attention to the matters of

mutual interest. To this end the college

purposes issuing a small booklet, giving

the present and permanent address and
occupation of each graduate.

The College

The Michigan Gollege of mines was es-

tablished by act of the State legislature,

and is maintained as a State institution.

The sole purpose of the college is to train

men for mining. This concentration on a

particular line of training does away with

many perplexing problems which arise

when numerous lines of effort are pro-

ceeding simultaneously. The tendency for

concentration is furthered by the domi-

nating mining environment. Within a ra-

dius of 11 miles from the college are 15

active copper mines, where in constant

operation are the deepest shafts and
the most powerful mining machinery in

the world. Due to a change of about

30 deg. in the dip of the ore-bearing

Keweenaw series, the shafts and methods
of mining are varied considerably, so

that different types can be observed.

Stamp mills, reverberatories, and blast

furnaces are also accessible to the stud-

ent classes through numerous, carefully

conducted trips.

A few hours railroad journey to the

southwest are the hrlf dozen ranges com-
prising the greatest iron-producing dis-

trict in the world. Here are large, ir-

regular, oxidized orebodies of widely

varying hardness, the mining of which is

often complicated by shifting-quicksand

overburdens and serious water problems.

Five weeks of the regular college sched-

siting the iron mines
where the mining and timbering methods,

and mechanical details and construction

ire carefully sketched and reported

I. cceptional opportunities for

Held vorl an often 1 by the

multi-bedded. intricately folded and

osed l'n cambrlan Formations

m, an ! the sum-

mer course in this subject under Profes
sor Seaman is the most elaborate field

geology course in the country. The reg
ular schedule is a three-years course. The
college year is from Oct. 1 to Sept. 1

and the daily hours are longer than at

other colleges.

Faculty

F. W. McNair has been president of
the college for the last 13 years. In
that period most of the present build-
ings were erected, and the courses con-
siderably enlarged and expanded. The
president has given much time to keeping
up correspondence with mining compan-
ies, a phase of the chief executive's duty
that at some schools is neglected or left

to associates. The members of the facul-
ty are frequently consulted upon techni-
cal questions by mine operators through-
out the country. Perhaps the most wide-
ly known are: A. E. Seaman, professor
of geology and mineralogy; Prof. O. P.

Hood, who is a consulting engineer on
the subject of mining machinery; Prof.

F. W. Sperr, an authority on mine ven-
tilation and mining methods; and Dr.

George Augustus Koenig, head of the de-
partment of chemistry.

A board of control, appointed by the
governor of the State, has general super-
vision over the affairs of the college. Wil-
liam Kelly, general manager of the Penn
Iron Mining Company, which is the min-
ing department of the Cambria Steel

Company, is chairman. The other mem-
bers are: James McNaughton, general
manager of Calumet & Hecla; Murray
M. Duncan, agent (or general manager)
for the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Mining
Company; Hon. J. M. Longyear, mine
owner and operator; Dr. L. L. Hubbard,
general manager of the Ojibway Mining
Company, and of the St. Mary's Canal
Company's mines; Hon. W. D. Calverly,

manager of the Sheldon-Calverly mining
interests, director of the Copper Range
railroad and various other mining organ-

izations.

The Student Body

The student body numbers about 250.

Many of these are men who have had
experience along practical mining lines,

and it is possible for persons of sufficient

maturity who have not had the requisite

high-school training, to take up special

work, but not to be candidates for a de-

gree. The busy curriculm does not allow

so much time for class or social events

as at most other colleges, although the

fine club house and gymnasium, which

was built from subscriptions among
friends and graduates of the college, is

the center of activities outside of class-

room and laboratory, and contributes ma-
terially to the social life of the students.
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On 1 PERSONAL 1
Mining and metallurgical engineers are in

•it.u to keep The Hxgixeeuixu and Mixing
fouKNAL informed of their movements and
ippointmeuts.

There will shortly be a vacancy in a

junior position on the editorial staff of

the Journal. Applicants must have had
some mining experience.

S. F. Shaw is at Elkton, Virginia.

W. Laing Malcolmson, of London, Eng-
land, is at Porcupine, Ont.

W. B. Thompson, of New York, has

sailed for Europe. He will return in July.

James-G. Ross, of Montreal, has joined

the Milton Hersey Company, Ltd., of that

city.

M. W. Summsrhayes has been ap-

pointed manager of the Swastika gold

mine, Porcupine, Ontario.

George A. Shroter, consulting engineer

of the Mines Company of America, has

returned to New York from Mexico.

H. P. Henderson, of the Mines Man-
agement Company, New York, is examin-
ing claims in the Porcupine district, On-
tario.

Frederick F. Sharpless was in British

Columbia last month, examining gold

properties at Sheep creek, Nelson mining

division.

Cooper Shapley has been appointed

superintendent of the Oro Grande mines

at La Luz, Guanajuato, Mexico, in place

of Mr. Richards, resigned.

John J. Marony, of Butte, Mont., has

been elected a director of the Amalga-
mated Copper Company in place of

James Jourdan, deceased.

M. L. O'Neale has been appointed su-

perintendent of the mines of the Sea-

board Coal and Coke Company at Coal

City, St. Clair county, Alabama.

Walter S. Bickley has been chosen

president of the Penn Steel Castings and

Machine Company at Chester, Penn., in

place of Mortimer H. Bickley, deceased.

J. Cuthbert Welch has resigned as

smelter manager for the East Butte Cop-

per Mining Company at Butte, Mont.,

and has gone to Spokane, Wash., for the

present.

Frederick E. Browne has closed his

office at Goldfield, Nev., and will here-

after make his headquarters at Salt Lake

City, Utah, with office in the Newhouse
building.

Dr. James Douglas, of New York, who
is a graduate of Queen's University,

Kingston, Ont., has made a donation of

$10,000 to the School of Mining, affiliated

with the University.

Walpole Roland, of Port Arthur, Ont.,

is making an examination of iron ore

properties in the Atikokan district, near

Fort William, on behalf of a number of

American capitalists.

W. D. B. Motter, Jr., has been trans-

ferred by M. A. Hanna & Co., from
Crystal Falls, Mich., to a position as man-
ager of the Canada Iron Mines, Ltd., with
headquarters at Trenton, Ontario.'

M. H. Kuryla has resigned his position
as metallurgical engineer with the Esper-
anza Mining Company and is now asso-
ciated with the Merrill Metallurgical
Company at the new Santa Gertrudis
cyanide plant at Pachuca, Mexico.

J. J. Shannon, furnace manager for
the Sloss-Sheffield Steel and Iron Com-
pany, has returned to Birmingham, Ala.,
from a trip to New York and points in

Pennsylvania. Mr. Shannon has been
-employed about Alabama furnaces for
more than 20 years.

Charles W. Drysdale, of the Geological
Survey, of Canada, is working out the

areal geology and structure of Franklin
camp. Boundary district of British Co-
lumbia. O. E. LeRoy will examine the

mining properties and prepare the eco-

nomic geology of the camp.

Norman Fraser has resigned as super-

intendent of the Crow's Nest Pass Coal

Company's colliery at Michel, B. C, to

become manager for the German Devel-

opment Company, which has large de-

posits of coal on the eastern slope of the

Rocky mountains, Kananaskis, Big Horn,

and the Brazeau fields, Alberta.

George F. Kay, who has been for four

years professor of petrology and eco-

nomic geology in the University of Iowa,

has been elected head of the Department

of Geology to succeed Professor Samuel
Calvin, who died recently. Professor Kay
has also been chosen by the Geological

Board to succeed Professor Calvin as

director of the State Geological Survey.

+ OBITUARY +
Clyde Smith, who had been mining en-

gineer at several mines in Mexico, killed

himself at Guanajuato, May 28. He was

about to take charge as manager of the

Ojuelos mines at Ojuelos, Jalisco.

Victor A. Judson, mining engineer and

graduate of the University of California,

was killed by a cave at the Alaska mine.

Pike City, Sierra county, Cal., May 24.

He had gone ahead of the shift into an

incline to direct the work of opening a

drift. Mr. Judson had been employed in

the mines of Sierra county for the past

six years. His remains were sent to San

Diego, his former home.

Harold J. Incledon Reed died in the

mountains some distance from Huaraz,

Peru, on March 22, aged 27 years. He

hailed from Camborne, Cornwall, Eng-

land, and received his education in min-

ing engineering at the Camborne School

of Mines. His first position was as mine

surveyor at a colliery at Llanelly. South

Wales, whence he removed to Bromwich,

near Birmingham, to occupy a similar

position. Later on he went to work for

the Huinac Copp Ltd., at

Huaraz, Ancacho. Peru.

pied various positions until the company
suspended operations. He then
down nearer tl

of the Mif.

vian government. Wl u this

work he contracted pneum.
which he died. He was interr

Hu araz. H . thorough an.:

cessful student anj kably
companionable disposition and has fallen

in the first stages of what promised to be
a most brilliant career— to the

gret of many friends.

Charles D. Lane died at Palo Alto.

Cal., May 26, ir s. Mr. Lane
had been a resident of California I

years, going there from his birthplace.

Palmyra, Mo., with his father, who set-

tled at Stockton. He was the pioneer
prospector of some of the biggest mining
operations in the West, not confining his

activity to California. His first fortunate

venture was on Snake river, Idaho, and
his later successes were in Alaska, where
he made a big strike on the Seward
peninsula in 1898, and was instrumental

in the construction of the railroad be-

tween Nome and Anvil creek. Mr. Lane
led the fight against the Government re-

garding the rights of prospectors, and

was an influence in the jailing of Judge
Noyes. He was owner of the Wild Goose
mine, at Nome, the Fortuna, in Arizona,

and the Utica mine, at Angels, in Cala-

veras county, Cal., in which he was as-

sociated with Alvinza Hayward and W. S.

Hobart. Within the present year he vis-

ited the Angels, and predicted continued

success for the mines in that district.

Mr. Lane was prominent as a free-silver

advocate, and nominated W. J. Bryan for

the presidency in 1896. His health had

been failing for the last year.

g iSOClETlESflm/TECHNlCAL SCHOOLS! !^]

Lehigh University—The exercises of uni-

versity week will begin at Bethlehem,

Penn., June 9, and will end with the

commencement on June 13. The grad-

uating class includes 10 candidates for

the degree of engineer of mines; four

for metallurgical engineer; six for elec-

trometallurgist. and four for chemical en-

gineer.

American Iron and Steel Institui

a meeting of the directors in New York re-

cently, the old officers were reelected.

as follows: President, E. H. Gary: first

vice-president, Powell Stackhouse; sec-

ond vice-president. Willis L. King; third

vice-president. Charles M. Schwab;

treasurer, Edward Bailey; secreurv,

James T. McCleary. The committee on

welfare work reported that it had en-

dued Dr. Thomas Darlington, for si\

years health commissioner oi New York

City, to have immediate charge of this

work.
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Friitorial Correspondence
i Francis

June 1—The Anti-Debris Association,

:ng the report of its engineer. J.

C. Boyd at its recent meeting, found that

the dredges operating in the Oroville dis-

using no pollution of the wa-

I Feather river except in an incon-

tte technical sense. The determina-

tion of the engineer was based on an in-

gun in February when the

section visited had been saturated from

rains. In only one place in the en-

tire district was there found contami-

nation of the waters from the outflow of

the flotation ponds; and this may and will

be cured. One of the dredge companies

recently restrained from operating, by

judicial proceeding, was found to have

conformed to the order of court and is

now causing no contamination. In his

report Mr. Boyd makes recommendations

tor the complete suspension of the con-

taminating outflow, or at least to prevent

any increase in the per cent, of impurity.

!r the effort of the association it has been

-ted by practical labors of the

Oroville Dredge Miners Association. My
own observation in the field confirms the

general expression that the dredge miners

in this and other districts are consistent

in their individual and combined labors

ent any pollution of the waters of

•
i. rivers: and only one instance is re-

r'Tted or observed of resting on purely

letial rights. Where there have been ac-

n al causes for complaint the reports of

damage have been usually exaggerated.

A writ of citation for contempt of the

injunction of the United States Circuit

Court has been served on the Balaklala

Copper Mining Company, returnable

June IP. After investigation by the chem-

ist reporting to the farmers whose lands

are in the vicinity of the smeltery at Co-

ram, Attorney Shanahan filed with the

court 56 affidavits of members of the as-

sociation, a consen-us of which declares;

that the sulphuric acid is not eliminated

before the smoke of the furnaces is taken

ir.to the Cottrell device; that the process

is not eliminating all the solid particles

in the smoke; that more than 0.75 per

cent, sulphur dioxide is allowed to pass

ie atmosphere; that the sulphur

injuring the crops and the

• the farmers. The Balaklala

ill answer that it has installed

an efi oke-cleaning proce

may also be shown that the smeltery and

in the limited operation i

Stated by the installation anJ

the O employing

men and extracting and tt 10 tons

ultcd in the dt

tempt thcr

hy the farmers.

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of the/

World

Denver

June 1
—"The Grub Stake" or prospec-

tors' fund, started by the Denver Republi-

can, and turned over to the Denver

Chamber of Commerce, is now being

boosted by that body. Several thousand

dollars have already been subscribed and

business men as well as mining men all

over the State are sending in their sub-

scriptions. The Chamber of Commerce
has appointed the following well known
mining men to take charge of this work:

James Doyle, Max Boehmer and Ernest

L. Foster.

It is just 20 years since Colorado

was stirred by the simultaneous discov-

ery of Creede and Cripple Creek, and to-

day, even lacking such a stimulus as the

discovery of a new camp, the State is

tingling with expectancy, beginning to

think mines, want mines and talk of min-

ing revivals. Concerted action to meet

and encourage it, would be a blessing

that could only be paralleled by a return

of the old mining spirit to the people

growing out of the resolution on the part

of every individual to put forth his best

licks on his own account and make a

fresh try at the game.

The Roosevelt deep drainage tunnel

will be continued another 1000 ft. east

into Beacon hill, in order to tap the

Gold Dollar water courses. Work of

driving the main headings will commence
within a week. The money necessary is

being raised and will be forthcoming im-

mediately. The leading contributors are

the Elkton, El Paso, Cresson, Portland.

Granite, Strong, Gold Cycle and Vindi-

cator companies.

Butte

June 1 -That the Anaconda Copper

/Mining Company is making real headway
i:: its campaign of lowering the cost

; per production is evidenced by the

ll in 1910 a production of 223,-

• 1! of copper was made at a cost

<il '' 89 per lb., as compared with a

.,1 75,860,194 lb. in I'lO'i at a

i 1 1.1c per lb., and this, not-

withstanding the fact that development to

the extent of 33.1 miles was done which

was charged to copper costs. For the last

three years the company has shown a

deficit after the payment of dividends,

but encouraging results of the present

policy of retrenchment were obtained in

1910, and especially in the last half of

the year when, in spite of the fact that

that market price of copper was lower

than in either of the two previous years,

a deficit of only $5987 was shown in the

earnings after the regular dividend pay-

ments were made. As the above produc-

tion of 223,808,546 lb. of copper was
made during the period of curtailment,

the normal output should average about

290,000,000 lb. yearly, and on this basis,

with the cost of production reduced to

9c. per pound, as predicted for it by the

company in the near future, the regular

dividends of $2 per share on the 4,332,-

500 shares outstanding, could just be

earned, with copper at the present low

price, and on each one-half cent advance
in the metal, profits would be increased

by 34c. per share.

Duluth

June 2—The shipments for May over

the line of the Duluth, Missabe & North-

ern show a large decrease over the cor-

responding month of 1910, being less

than half. The total shipments for May,
1911, were approximately 920,000 tons,

as against 2,220,758 tons for May, 1910.

The number of trains in use on this road

daily between the Mesabi range and the

docks at Duluth averages about 20, where-

as 35 to 40 were employed last year. While

this same condition is probably true in

the case of the Duluth & Iron Range, an

entirely different state of affairs exists on

the Great Northern line, and the present

conditions seem to bear out the predic-

tions made earlier in the season as re-

gards the properties served by this road.

The Great Northern has a contract with

the Steel Corporation whereby it receives

certain tonnages. Under the terms of the

lease by which the Steel Corporation is

operating certain of the Hill properties,

the tonnages and royalties increase from

year to year, with a corresponding in-

crease in the tonnage to be hauled by

the Great Northern. The road is hauling

from 1200 to 1500 cars of ore daily to

the Allouez docks, and the additional ca-

pacity provided by the new dock is prov-

ing none too much. It is expected that

this road will haul about 10,000,000 tons

of ore from the Mesabi this season.

The district of which Chisholm is the

center, on the Mesabi range, seems to be

one of the busy spots on that range this

season. At the Leonard, Meyer, Clark

and Chisholm mines, seven steam shov-
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els are employed in all in stripping and
loading ore from the stock piles. At the

three last and at the Glen, Euclid and
Elizabeth ore is also being mined from
underground. In the Hibbing district, the

record day for this year was May 22.

when 1600 cars of ore, totaling 65,000
tons, left the Kelly lake yards of the

Great Northern railroad for the docks at

Allouez. The largest shippers that con-
tributed to this total were: The Cole,

335 cars; Mahoning, 150 cars; Leonard,
200; Hill, 185; Stephenson, 150; Grant,
100. and 90 from the Latonia.

Marquette, Mich.
June 1—The surplus stocks of iron

and the general slowness in the iron in-

dustry have resulted in curtailment or-

ders being issued by the Oliver Iron Min-
ing Company, the mining department of

the United States Steel Corporation. This

order does not extend to all of the com-
pany's mines but includes some mines in

the Ishpeming district of the Marquette
range and in the Ironwood district of the

Gogebic range. In the vicinity of Ish-

peming. the Section 16 and the Hematite
mines will be worked only four days per

week, and the night shift will be dis-

pensed with at all the properties. On the

Gogebic range the same order will apply

to the Puritan, Pabst. Aurora. East Nor-
rie and Norrie mines. The reduction in

forces will total about 450 men on each

of the two ranges, in addition to a large

number of surface men that have been
laid off. The remaining surface men will

work the same hours as' the miners. On
the Menominee range, as far as is known.
six shifts per week will be worked, but

no night shift will be employed. The
Penn Iron Mining Company at Norway.
Vulcan and Republic will also lay off a

number of men and curtail generally.

The Cleveland-Cliffs company has not

yet ordered any curtailment, and it is

hardly probable that it will in view of

the fact that some properties which have

been closed have only recently been re-

opened. It is hoped retrenchment in con-

nection with the continued shipping will

so reduce stocks and restore a normal

condition.

Indianapolis

June 5—There was a slight improve-

ment in mining conditions during the past

week—just enough, operators say, to

start hope in a revival soon. There was a

perceptible improvement in the booking

of orders for fall delivery and the de-

mand for steam coal is rather more ac-

tive. The mines are working on an aver-

age of three days a week and the rail-

roads are moving the product promptly.

Trade and crop prospects display irregu-

lar results, but an improved tone is in

evidence. The operators in many in-

stances are making extensive improve-

ments to their mines, especially in the

facilities for loading coal on the cars.

Toronto

June 2—The Porcupine branch of the
Tem.skaming & Northern Ontario railway
will be extended into the Pearl Lake dis-
tnct west of the Hollinger mine. The
Timmins-McMartin syndicate has agreed
to finance the extension by niving the
Railway Commission a loan ol between
M00,000 and $150,000, upon which 5 per
cent, interest will be paid. It is expected
that this extension will be finished by
August.

The new provincial tax on stock trans-
actions of 2c. per Si 00 of par value of
shares came into operation in Ontario,
June 1. Transactions will be registered
by the secretaries of the exchanges, who
will make weekly returns to the Govern-
ment.

Victoria, B. C.

May 31—The party of Granby officials

and expert advisers including Benjamin
B. Lawrence, of New York having re-
turned from a visit of examination to the
Hidden Creek copper mine, on Observa-
tory inlet, British Columbia, it is under-
stood that the several reports on the prop-
erty, and on transportation and smelting
conditions on the coast, are to be con-
sidered by the directors of the company
shortly, with a view to deciding whether
or not to proceed with the purchase of
the Hidden Creek mine and accompany-
ing property. It is asserted by one of
the company's consulting engineers that

exploratory work in driving and with the

diamond drill appears to warrant an esti-

mate of at least six million tons of ore

available in the mine under option.

Chihuahua

June 1—Throughout Chihuahua. Du-
rango, Sinaloa and Coahuila the mining

industry suffered severely during May,
due first to the interruption of railroad

traffic and secondly to the interference of

operations incidental to actual or threat-

ened capture of nearly all the large cities

and important mining camps by the

revolutionists. It should be stated, how-
ever, to the credit of the revolutionists

no serious damage to either the person or

propertv of foreigners, except that inci-

dental to the forced suspension of opera-

tions, resulted.

For the entire month Chihuahua city

was isolated, having neither mail nor tele-

graphic communication. Owing to lack

of coke the Chihuahua smeltery of the

American Smelting and Refining Company
closed its five furnaces on May 20 and

will not be able to blow in again before

June 15. Owing to the condition of the

rcilroad south it will be impossible to

bring in coke or coal from the Coahuila

fields for several weeks, and shipments

from El Paso will be greatly retarded on

account of congested freight at the border

and the per pairs under way for
the entire 2

sitmed until a permanent fuel supply is

assured. The blowing out of the fur-

naces not onh
of workmen at that plant but

I

siderable number in the camp of

Lulalia vb< ,,f ne .

-continued. The larger com-
panies in that camp are. ho..

tinuing development. The May produc-
tion of the camp was under half tl

nial tonn.:

The mini: tributary to Chihua-
hua also suffered on account of the

eral embargo placed on the send,
foodstuffs out of the city, this eml
being necessary, however, owing ti

shortage arising fiom the lion of
railroad traffic from supply poi:

United States and Mexico and to tt

of a state of >iei;e had not peace terms
been arrived at. The majority of the

CL-mps in the Sierras fortunately had suf-

ficient provisions to enable the continu-
ance of operations on somewhat reduced
scale.

Since May 15 operations in the Parral

district and in the camps accessible there-

from have been almost at a standstill on
account of the tieup of railroad traffic

and the infesting of the region by hun-
dreds of revolutionists. Several compan-
ies, including the Veta Colorado. San
Francisco del Oro and Arizona-Parral

suspended work, while all curtailed oper-

ations. The same condition prevailed in

the tributary northern Durango camps of

Guanacevi, Inde and Magistral, and it

will be several weeks before* work can

be resumed on any considerable scale on

account of shortage of foodstuffs and

mining supplies.

During the entire month practically no

coal or coke production was recorded

from the Sabinas. Esperanza or other

coalfields of northern Coahuila, and such

important camps as Sierra Mojada and

Mapimi in the same state were almost

deserted except for a few watchmen. The

smeltery at Torreon was also closed.

With the certainty of peace, however,

repairs to the damaged lines of the Na-

tional Railways have been pushed and

the first train to run over the line from

El Paso to Chihuahua in about four

months has arrived. The work of re-

pairing the line south will be rushed, but

it will be several weeks before regular

service can be inaugurated inasmuch as

J officials state their knowledge of

about 100 bridges destroyed between

Chihuahua and Torreon, and about as

many on the Torreon-Eagle Pass route.

Coincident with railroad repairs prepara-

tions are under way on the part of min-

ing companies for the early resumption,

and with normal conditions continuing the

industry throughout the northern

of the Republic will soon be on a sub-

stantial basis again.
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The Minind Isl^wg
Arizona

Gila Co

Ray Central—Three churn drills are

used on the Globe-Isabella claims,

piospecting holes varying from 400 to

1200 ft. The proposed consolidation

with the Arizona-Hercules is meeting

with .ally. The formal proposi-

tion has been made by the respective offi-

ls .ir.d is now being considered. The
consolidation will be effected on a basis

of mine valuation. Under the figures re-

cently submitted as the result of develop-

ment it is estimated that Ray Central

has 12,000,000 tons of positive ore, while

ona- Hercules is credited with 7,000,-

000 tons blocked. The Ray Central com-
pany has authorized $2,000,000 in bonds,

of which only 5200,000 are outstanding.

The proceeds of this bond issue will be

J in the construction of a mill. The
consolidation plans are being handled by

J. B. Cummins, who represents the new
controlling interests in Ray Central, and
by 'u'. P. Dunham, who is the controlling

owner in Arizona-Hercules.

Ray Consolidated—The two unloading
tipples are satisfactorily placed in No. 1

mine and 1400 tons of ore is shipped to

concentrator at Hayden daily, and is

being treated by the unit constructed to

mill 1000 tons per day.

onal Mining Exploration Company
—Formal protest against the sale of the

property to the Iron Cap Copper Com-
pany has been filed in the Boston court
by Charles M. Bruce, former president
of the National Company.

Keystone—The compressor and boiler

formerly used by the Miami have been
purchased, and will be installed for use.
Mining will be suspended until this is

completed, when work will be resumed
with air drills. A tramway will be built

from the property to the Miami concen-
trator, where Keystone ore will be treat-

There are now about 75 Mexicans
working on the tramway road, grading it.

• i the added improvements the com-
pany will have five churn drills working
on the eh

Santa f. ( NTY

Id This company has in-

• 'mp mill near Nogales
• Rold-quartz vein. L. A. Hartman is

superintendent.

Yavapai Cointy

•'v This com-

I ill-

lent for four

lis.

have been run, and about ||

have been pu-

million

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment'Work and Prop-

erty Trans-fers. THo
Current History of

Minm<

tons of copper ore (chalcocite in por-
phyry) have been developed in one block,
averaging 2 per cent, copper with some
gold and silver. The company is capi-
talized for 1,300,000 shares, par of $5.

California

The option held by the Byllesby syndi-
cate, of Chicago, of purchase for $8,000,-
000, or $80 per share of the stock of the
Northern California Power Company,
was not exercised. There were various
reports of a consummation of the sale,
but the holders of the option surrendered
the forfeit money and failed to make
the first payment of $100,000 on the pur-
chase price. The terms of purchase were
to have been 75 per cent, in cash, payable
in two years, the balance, 25,000 shares,
payable in securities.

Amador County
There are four dividend-paying mines

in Amador county: The Kennedy, South
Eureka, Bunker Hill, Fremont. Those
yielding a margin over expenses are:
Argonaut, Central Eureka, Zelia and
Original Amador, though with no regular
payments to the stockholders. The pros-
pects are good for all of these to soon be
in the regular dividend class.

Calaveras County
Lightner—Twenty stamps are now

dropping on good ore, and the full 60-
stamp mill will be going soon. The pres-
ent owners, the Lightner Mining Com-
pany, have nothing to do with the Cole-
man-Lightner litigation, it is said, so that
the stockholders are not affected by the
outcome of the suits.

El dorado County
Georgia Slide -Major B. A. Cardwell

has sold his interest in this mine, and
Barklage lias succeeded him as

r Thirty men are employed, and
additio mills are being installed.

[mperiai County
•' ciaima located in miles west of

r ( m'sso creek are reported

to have produced several hyacinths.
Some of the stones were sent by H. C.
Barfell and L. H. Boyle, of Brawley, to
be cut and proved to be of good value;
the color varies from orange to deep red!

Inyo County
Good reports come from the old

Chrysopolis district. Old properties are
continuing development and new claims
are being located. C. C. Beauregard of
Laws is working a lease on the Black &
Lochrie mine. S. P. Shriver, of Pittsburg
has a bond on the Everett and McClem-
mens group. D. C. Adamson has opened
new ground that prospects above the
average. Horn silver and lead have been
uncovered in the John Beauregard claim.

Several mines are shipping ore via
Keeler to the Salt Lake smeltery. Elder
brothers shipped 65 tons of zinc ore
said to run 40 per cent. Campbell & Mc-
Dougal are shipping 40 tons of high-
grade gold ore. The Santa Rosa has a
large shipment ready. The Jack Wardel
mine delivers one wagon load per day for
shipment. These shippers are situated
at Insurrecto camp about four miles from
Keeler.

Troeger— R. C. Troeger, manager,
plans to haul the ore from this mine to

Keeler, four miles, with a heavy traction
engine. The mine is owned by the
Estella Mining Company.

Kern County
Caliente Consolidated—This mine is

working two shifts and opening new ore-
shoots. The mill is being overhauled.

Barbarosa—A strike of pay ore is re-

ported in this mine in Caliente district.

Eureka—This group near the Caliente
Consolidated has been sold to Duluth
men.

Glenn-Olive—The shaft on this mine
in the Pioneer-Keysville district is down
460 ft. The 15-stamp mill is operating
and it is expected that the number of
stamps will be increased.

Nevada County
Independence—A strong, vein was dis-

closed by a find of rich free-gold quartz
at the bottom of the 240-ft. shaft. The
ore is characteristic of the Alleghany dis-
trict. Fred A. Pearson, manager.

Coan— In addition to sinking a new
shaft this mine has been explored for
500 ft. in drifts and raises. The 20-
stamp mill and hoist are under one roof.
The 100-ton orebin is connected with the
45-ft. gallows frame. Four concentrators
will be installed.

Arctic Contracts for machinery and
preliminary arrangements are said to

have been made for the erection of reduc-
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i
tion works at this mine on Canon creek

J
near Washington. The wagon road to

' Emigrant Gap is being repaired. J. P.

Flint, manager.

Reber—A distillate engine will be in-

stalled. The 70-ft. shaft is being un-

watered. The new shaft is down 400

feet.

Union Hill—The mine has been un-

watered to the 350-ft. station, and a cross-

cut started to intersect the vein. It is

estimated that sufficient ore will be un-

covered to keep the 20-stamp mill going

when it is in readiness.

Trinity County
San Francisco capital which acquired

the Payne ranch near Trinity Center is"

negotiating for the adjoining lands, with

a view of installing 7-ft. bucket dredge

which was operated in the Callahans dis-

trict.

J. P. Harrison, of the U. S. Geological

Survey, who has spent thre years in

Trinity countv, returned from Washing-

ton heading a party of engineers to ini-

tiate the survey of the Big Bar quad-

rangle, which includes most of the mines

in the New River district. Later in the

season the work on the Weaverville

quadrangle will be completed.

Tulare County

Tulare Mining Company—The 1400-ft.

tunnel on this magnesite property at

South Tules is completed. The tunnel is

a double-header, planned by Bartlett Ste-

vens. The heads of the two drives of

1000 ft. and 400 ft. met within 10 in.

Magnesite in commercial quantity is re-

ported.

Colorado
Boulder County

A reduction of SI per ton on the treat-

ment of Boulder county ores has stim-

ulated the mines in the telluride belt.

Wolf Tongue—This company will con-

tinue to buy tungsten ore, having set

aside $100,000 for this purpose.

Clear Creek County

Work was started this week on the ex-

cavations and foundation for the new mill

of the Idaho Springs Milling Company to

be erected at Idaho Springs. The new
mill will have an initial capacity of 25

tons of ore daily.

Amie—A body of high-grade smelting

ore has just been uncovered on the Sil-

ver Plume side of Leavenworth moun-

tain. It is 14 in. wide and a mill run has

returned $105 per ton in gold, silver and

lead. Work has been in progress for

three months and shipments of $45 ore

have been going out.

Capital—The output of these mines

now averages nearly 200 tons a day, with

prospect that this amount will be doubled

within a month. At the top of the 300-ft.

raise carried on the Aetna vein a body of

smelting ore has been exposed that is IS
in. to 2 ft. wide and mills $125 per ton
in gold, silver and lead, with gold pre-
dominating. McKirlhan & ing in

the east drift, are making u ship-
ments of smelting and concentrating ore.
Thirty tons of first-class shipped recently
returned S78 per ton in gold and silver.

Gilpin County

Phoenix-Burroughs—The sale is an-
nounced of the Phoenix-Burroughs group
of claims, the Monroe, Conlee Burroughs,
and all that portion of the Kansas vein
lying west of the Alger-Kansas to the
east end line of the First National-Kan-
sas vein, on Quartz hill, to an English
syndicate for half a million dollars.

Gunnison County

Pandora—The Pandora, at Pitkin, will

start with a full force in a short time.

One machine will be run for a couple of

weeks on the main heading and then the

second machine will be started in the

west drift. The company recently re-

ceived a new Leyner stoper. The Pan-

dora is said to be looking good, and with

a little more development on it one or

two of the main veins will be cut.

Lake County—Leadville

Highland Mary—Ore is being shipped

from the second level, and as soon as

the surface water abates the shaft will

be sunk 100 feet.

Little Ella—The work of cleaning out

the old drifts in the Little Ella, Little

Ellen hill, has been completed, and sev-

eral small streaks of ore are now being

followed, which may lead to an ore-

shoot.

San Juan Region

Ledge—Orebodies have been devel-

oped that guarantee sufficient ore to keep

the mill running. Formerly the mill has

been operated at 100 tons per day ca-

pacity, but five cars of machinery have

reached Silverton and the mill will be

improved and its capacity doubled.

Sunnyside—During the last winter the

mill at Eureka has been thoroughly over-

hauled and is now doing better work.

Silver Ledge—W. Z. Kinney, formerly

manager of the Gold King, at Gladstone,

has been appointed manager.

Gold King—Louis Beker has resigned

the management of the Gold King, and

J. O. Campbell, formerly with the Gold

Prince, is in charge.

Bagley Tunnel—For the last year work

has been going on continuously at the

Bagley tunnel, above Animas Forks, and

the development done has exposed ore-

bodies of good grade. The work done

under Manager Charles Gagner has

placed the property in such condition

that the owners decided to proceed with

the erection of a mill, the work of con-

structing the same to begin during the

present season.

The mining

several

compani

a rate

The new metho irking high-bar
placers witl

by the Buffalo Go I er Mining I

pany, near Dillon, will tx ! with
great inter • high-bar
placers that have nut enough I

able for hydraulic mining.

Wellington Minet
lar and systematic developmei •

done.

Dunkin—Tht 205-ft raise is com-
pleted, making available a new .

sloping ground in the big lead

silver oreshoot.

Farnromh Hill The recent disc
of wolframite in the free-gold veins of
Farncomb hill caused considerable inter-

est to be aroused in tungsten mining in

this vicinity.

Teller County—Cripple Creek

The gold output for the Cripple Creek
district for May was gratifying to that
camp, being $1,450,000 and excess of
$10,000 over the highest month in I'M 1

.

The tonnage was 78,485.

The Portland mill, at Colorado City,

reports 10,000 tons treated in May. which
is the full quota. The Stratton Independ-
ence plant handled over 10,000 tons,

while the Golden Cycle mill, at Colorado
City, treated more ore than during any
month in the last two years. The U. S.

plant worked every day to full capacity.

El Paso—The output for May will run

considerably over 100 cars. Of this, the

company will contribute about 40 cars

and leasers the rest. The average yield

will be about $25 a ton. The water in

the El Paso's main shaft has receded

about a foot.

Jerry Johnson— Fresh ore strikes are

reported in the 550- ft. level, where the

vein is 3 ft. in width and of excellent

grade. St. Louis men have resumed
work in the Midget, while the Flying

Cloud, on Bull hill, has a strike that

runs $90 per ton. David Mason, leas-

ing on the Stratton estate, has a 10-ft.

vein at 550 ft., which is classed as mill-

ing ore.

Isabella—The company is going ahead

with development in the Lee shaft, run-

ning drifts and crosscuts on the 5th.

9th, 11th and 12th levels to the side lines.

and ill ore above the water level will

be opened before stoping commences.

Doctor Jackpot The quarterly report

shows that N sets of lessees arc at work

and the royalties paid by them in the last

quarter amounted $250 1. The cash on

hand is $12,789.

Gold Sovcrign—About 60 tons of ore

from the Gold Sovereign dump has been
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to the Anaconda mill to bo tested

g. If the test proves SUC-

..'. sub-lease on the pump will be

Sis-en. The grade of rock is said to be

een S5 and $8 per ton.

Indiana

Greene Counts

One hundred and fifty miners in the

Linton field returned to work .May 31,

when the Black Creek mine, burned five

months ago. resumed. The capacity of

the mine is 1100 tons daily. The shaft

is 88 ft. deep.

I

Trouble continues, and clashes be-

tween miners and operators regarding

who should hold the qualification certifi-

cate occur daily. The miners contend

that they should be the custodians of the

certificates which they lawfully obtained

and quote the following section of the

new law: "No person shall hereafter

be engaged as a miner in any coal mine

in that State in which 10 or more miners

are employed without first obtaining a

permit or certificate as required by this

No person, firm or corporation shall

employ anv person as a miner who does

DOt hold a certificate or a permit, as

aforesaid, and no mine foreman, or sup-

erintendent or other person shall permit

or suffer any person under his charge or

under his supervision, as a miner, who

does not hold such certificates or per-

mits." The miners content that the word

"hold" should be interpreted to mean

iust what it says.

Vigo County

President John D. White, secretary Ed-

win Perry and Vice-President Frank J.

Hayes, of the international United Mine

Workers, held a conference with the op-

erators' officials in Terre Haute, May 30,

in an effort to bring to an end the strike

en mines in this county. The ef-

fort was futile. Twelve hundred men
are idle as a result of the strike, which

was caused by the discharge of a miner

for having assaulted the mine superin-

tendent and because two working rooms
are not provided for each miner.

Michigan
PER

It is understood that enough shares

of the Atlantic have been deposited in

Of the merger with the Copper
Range Consolidated to insure the 8UC-

of the plan.

Ind: -haft has reached the

lode at a depth of about I If) ft. Power
drills have been installed and sinking

Wolverine The crOMCtll from the

tended
}.<KX> ft. and within the mi 100

will r n the

ny.

St. Louis—The Calumet & Hecla has

uncovered in the pit on the site of the

sed permanent shaft, a promising

-bearing amygdaloid formation of

promising appearance. The temporary

surface equipment is being delivered to

the shaft site and the formation will be

opened up as rapidly as possible. A
number of drill cores have been taken at

various points, showing good results.

Menominee Range

Fogarty—This mine, in the Iron River

district, has been idle for about a year,

but will be put into commission by the

Pickands-Mather Company. It is prac-

tically a new mine and will be thoroughly

developed.

Jones & Laughlin—The company has

commenced the development of a proper-

tv on Sec. 14, north of Iron river. The
ground has been explored by diamond
drilling and a deposit outlined at a depth

of 135 ft. A drop shaft will be sunk.

jackpot—This Jones & Laughlin prop-

erty, in the Bessemer district, has been

closed for a number of years. It adjoins

the Yale mine, where a large deposit is

being developed by the Lake Superior

Iron and Chemical Company, and it is

hoped that the same deposit extends into

the Jackpot. It is supposed that pre-

vious exploration of the latter tract was
not carried deep enough. New machin-

ery will be installed and the old work-

ings will be unwatered.

Minnesota
Mesabi Range

Hoiman—This mine, at Taconite,

owned by the Steel Corporation, has re-

sumed operations after a shut down since

early last fall.

Schley—This mine has recovered the

pumps which were recently drowned out,

and work has started again. An air-line

has been laid to the Petit mine to assist

in sinking the shaft of the latter mine
a distance of 150 feet.

Hobart—The Hobart mine, closed for

several months on account of litigation

over the title, has resumed.

Leonidas— Pumps have been installed

at the 350- ft. level and shaft-sinking op-

erations have been resumed. On sur-

face, a machine shop has been erected

and a dry house and office are under con-

struction. Plans have been drawn for

1" more houses for employees.

Montana
Bur 1

1- District

Applications have been made to list

$2,812,500 additional capital stock of

Anaconda Copper Mining Company. The
application is in connection with issuance

of Anaconda stock to Amalgamated Cop-

Dtnpany for purchase of the Clark

propi i

I'.ull, : Supcior The annual state-

mi hi oi the Butte & Superior company

has just been filed; it shows capital stock

of S2,500,000. The liabilities amount to

$851,202, of which $799,342 is in bonds,

$41,860 in secured accounts, and $10,000
due on a one-half interest in the En-
terprise lode claim.

Butte Central—William H. North, presi-

dent, has been making a personal inspec-

tion of the company's Ophir mine. He
left Butte May 25 for Montreal, where
a meeting of the directors will be held.

Berlin—On May 24, John D. Pope
and Harry A. Holp, as directors for the

Berlin Mining Company, filed a petition

in the district court of Butte for a decree
of dissolution of that company. The
corporation was organized for the pur-

pose of working the Berlin claim, which
has since been sold to the North Butte

company.

Pittsburg & Montana—The company,
which formerly owned the Pittsmont

mine and smeltery has filed an annual
statement showing a capital stock of

$30,000,000. All the assets of the com-
pany have been sold under a bond mort-

gage foreclosure by the Union Trust

Company. The Pittsmont Copper Com-
pany, former bondholder of the above
company, shows a capital of $6,000,000,

with liabilities of $5,088,681. The East
Butte company, which now owns the

Pittsmont interests, has a capital of

$6,000,000, with $459,520 liabilities.

Tuolumne—On May 25, the south

crosscut on the 1600- ft. level of the mine,
encountered the south ledge, which is

supposed to be an extension of the North
Butte Edith May vein. The vein has
been cut for a width of 5 ft., carrying

from 5 per cent, to 12 per cent, copper
with the crosscut still in ore. Drifting on
the north ledge on the 1600-ft. level is

being pushed and much high-grade ore is

being mined. The company h shipping
from 150 to 200 tons of ore daily to Ana-
conda, and producing about 1,000,000 lb.

of copper per month.

Nevada
The Eureka & Palisade railroad pur-

chased by the U. S. Smelting, Refining

and Mining Company under foreclosure,

has been redeemed by the Mills interest.

Work of reconstruction awaits an agree-

ment between these parties regarding ton-

nage and freight rates. The road is im-

portant as an outlet for the Richmond-
Eureka ore.

Comstock Lode

Mexican—A north drift is being driv-

en on the 2400- ft. level in the ore vein,

and is within 30 ft. of the Union Consoli-

dated south boundary line. The vein is

filling with excellent-grade ore the fur-

ther north the header is extended. Rais-

es have been started the past week In

the vein from the 2500 and 2300 levels,

and are being carried up through high-

grade ore. Stoping in first-grade ore is
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underway above the 2500 level. Returns

received on 162 tons of ore shipped to

the Selby smeltery averaged $90 per ton,

netting the company $11,100. During

May, Mexican extracted $66,577 from the

development work in the vein; total out-

put since March 1, $142,408.

Ophir—During last week 262 tons of

ore were stoped from the Hardy vein on

the 2100 level, giving total of $11,774. A
rich streak in this stope gives assays

of about $300 per ton. East crosscut on

the 2500 level, now out 160 ft. from the

winze station, passed through bunches of

low-grade quartz. Drifting southwest will

soon be started.

Con. Virginia—Ore of increased value

is being taken from the raise near old

workings on the 1750- ft. level.

C. & C.—Auxiliary hoist has been in-

stalled on 2450 station, to be used in

clearing sump below the 2650 station.

Powerful new pumps will be installed on

the latter station.

Esmeralda County

The plant of the Pacific Hydroelectric

Power Company, at Mono, wrecked by

snowslide in March, is again in operation

and service to the Goldfield district is

again supplied.

Begole Syndicate—The townsite contro-

versy so far as it concerns the Goldfield

White Rock and Goldfield Kebawgan Min-

ing companies, has been settled in favor of

the mining companies by decision handed

down by the secretary of the interior,

in which the title of the mining compan-

ies is established. The result will be that

the White Rock company will probably

resume work within the next 30 days

and sink the shaft to 1200 or 1400 ft.

A working capital of $50,000 has been

provided. The shaft was sunk to about

750 ft. under former operations. The White

Rock property includes four locations

—

the Alpha, Apazac, Yellow Jacket and

White Rock. The Kebawgan company
owns the Omega, the Fraction, White

Horse and Blue Jay. The White Rock and

Kebawgan companies are controlled by the

Begole Mines Syndicate, of which F. W.
Begole, of Marquette, Mich., is the head.

Capt. Thomas Hooper is manager.

Goldfield Consolidated—The estimated

gold production was 29,410 tons; gross

value recovered, $882,000; operating

cost $215,000; net profit, $667,000. The

mines are looking well.

Nye County

Tonopah-Betmont— Estimates have

been received for the new mill and cya-

nide Dlant.

New Mexico
Socorro County

Tri-Bullion—The company, after a test

run on 2000 tons of lead-carbonate ore,

has put its mill at work again on lead-

sulphide ore. It is said that the test on

the lead-carbonate ore was satisfactory.

Utah
Beaver County

During the first three months of 1911
the mines of Beaver county shipped a to-

tal of 8100 tons of ore and concentrates
to the Valley smelteries. The properties
that furnished the greater part of this

tonnage were the Moscow, Horn Silver,

South Utah, Cedar Talisman, Majestic.

Red Warrior and Hub. Aside trorn the

South Utah at Newhouse and the Horn
Silver at Frisco, most of the properties

are handicapped by a wagon haul to bring

their ores to the railroad, and during the

early part of the year the roads were in

bad shape, making transportation doubly
difficult. The tonnage shipped, however,
was about one-third as large as that

shipped from Park City during the same
period, and between one-eleventh and
one-twelfth that sent out of Tintic.

South Utah—During April an average
of 720 tons daily was milled, or a total

of 21,743 tons, which produced 1959 tons

of concentrates. The concentrates con-

tained 300,137 lb. copper, 145 oz. gold,

and 2690 oz. silver. During the first half

of May the capacity was increased to an

average of 800 tons daily. On May 21

one section of the mill was shut down to

install Janney classifiers. The mill is

composed of two sections, and it is ex-

pected that the entire reconstruction and

installation work will be completed early

in June, when larger capacity and a bet-

ter saving are looked for. From May 1

to 16, 13,303 tons of ore were milled.

For the last five or six months, the ore has

been of considerably lower grade than

the average claimed for the mine, i.e.,

1.1 per cent, as against 1.79 per cent. The

extraction has been in the neighborhood

of 65 per cent. The orebody which was

cut on the 600 several months ago, and

which was reported to show 4.75 per cent,

copper for a distance of 95 ft. has been

reached on the 700 level. It is of lower

grade here, but is said to be commercial

ore.

Majestic—This company's Harrington-

Hickory property has been shut down for

some weeks on account of an unusually

heavy flow of surface water. The shaft

is down 600 ft., and the pumps for some

time were handling a heavy flow of water

but were found to be inadequate. It is

rumored that suit will be brought in Bos-

ton against buyers of the shares recently

sold by auction for non-payment of ass-

essment.

Utah Mining, Milling and Transporta-

tion—The shaft on the Lady Bryan prop-

erty has been sunk to the 400- ft. level

and crosscutting to the vein has been

done. Shipments were suspended while

this was in progress. Considerable ship-

ping ore has been produced on the upper

levels. On the 300 ore is being mined

from a fissure, and on the beds. The bins

are full, and a considerable tonnage is

broken in the mine, awaiting arrange-

ments tor the railn

A'lilford. Ii i been talk of i:

int.' a traction eng

lila< khird .perty adjoinit

South Utah has done considerable drilling

during the last tew months. A neu
bination gasolene hoi I and comp-
has been shipped from the east, and is

expected short!', sj n kjng will he M
as soon as the equipment J The
company is backed by Pennsylvan

te rests.

Sheep Rock Two ^ ir- -it ore -tupped

a short time a^o from this property north

Of Heaver City are reported to have

brought over $6000. The ore came large-

ly from the 160- ft. level of the property

There is a wagon haul of 40 miles to Mil-

ford, which costs $5 per ton. A small

experimental mill was recently installed,

but was not entirely successful, and new
machinery is being considered.

County

Opohongo—A dividend of lc. per share

payable June 10 was declared May 23.

This is the first dividend, and amounts to

about $9000. Sinking is in progress be-

low the 550 level on good ore. The

showing is strong at the present depth of

25 ft. below this level.

Black Jack—Leasers are continuing

shipments of first-class gold ore. The

gold vein encountered was small, but is

widening. Some work is being done on

company account in a part of the old Star

Consolidated territory. So far this has

opened little ore. It has been proposed to

make arrangements with the Lower Mam-
moth so that the Black Jack can use the

latter company's shaft, which is 2000

ft. or over in depth, in opening up its ter-

ritory. The Higginson lease on the south

end of the property has a car of silver-

lead ore ready for the market.

Dragon Iron—Recent development on

the 800- ft. level has opened fissures car-

rying quartz with some lead. This point

is between 4000 and 5000 ft. south of the

Iron Blossom, and corresponds to the

1300 level of the latter.

Centcnnial-Eureka—A dividend ot $3

per share was paid April 12. The United

States Smelting, Refining and Minim;

Company owns 99,864 shares of the 100,-

000 shares issued. Since 1906. the Cen-

tennial-Eureka has paid S30 per share in

dividends.

Sioux Consolidated—The shaft is down

560 ft., and will be driven to the 590 or

600 level, before a station is cut and

prospecting begun for the orebody

opened near the 150-ft level.

South Swansea—h is reported that

preparations are being made to resume

at this property, which lies about 4000 ft.

south of the Swansea Consolidated.

Swansea Consolidated—Sinking is

commenced May 20, and is being carried

on with three shifts.
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Canada

British Columbia

Owing to the collieries in British

Columbia and Alberta from which coke

is usually obtained being closed, the re-

. e smelteries of the Consolidated

.Mining and Smelting Company of Can-

LtdL, at Trail, the Granby Consoli-

Smelting and Power Com-

Ltd.. at Grand Forks, and the Brit-

ish Columbia Copper Company, Ltd.. at

Greenwood, all in British Columbia, are

procuring coke from Pennsylvania to

their several works in operation.

As there is no present prospect of work

being soon resumed at the Canadian col-

lieries affected by lack of agreement be-

tween the operators and the representa-

es ol their employees, it is probable

the smelteries will have to depend upon

an outside coke supply for several

months, or suspend smelting operations

until such time as the existing dispute

shall be settled and the men return to

work at the collieries affected.

Ontario

Laurcntian— The Golconda Mining

Company is making active preparations

to resume mining operations on this prop-

erty in the Manitou Lake district. New-

concentrating machinery is being put in.

.Muost' Mountain—These mines at Sell-

wood. 25 miles north of Sudbury and em-

ploying 250 men. were closed down in-

definitely May 28, the cause assigned be-

ing an overproduction of iron ore. Work

will bt commenced on the new concen-

trating plant to cost S300.000. giving em-

ployment to as many of the miners as

ble.

Ontario—Cobalt

The shipments for the week ended May
26 were: La Rose, 275,680 lb.; McKin-

irragh. 246,370; Nipissing, 205,-

640; Buffalo. 107.170; Townsite, 80,480;

Right of ^'ay. 73.320; City of Cobalt,

I; Hudson Bay. 64.370; Kerr Lake,

I; Beaver. 58,850; Crown Reserve.

: total. 1.2K7.960 lb. Bullion ship-

ments. Nipissing, 37.872 ounces.

Kerr Lake—The company has declared

the regular quarterly dividend of 5 per

cent., with a 5 per cent, bonus. A new
high-grade vein has been found on the

level, and in addition to this sev-

eral important discoveries have recently

;ade.

JC'ork has been resumed on

The power plant of this

mine re June 1. en-

tailing •' Operations

had been suspended for some time.

•he Gillies

Limit, the red prior

to the resumpti

ling with the i

Beaver Cobalt—Nine drills are at work

and the shaft is now down to 420 ft. A
station has been cut at the 400- ft. level,

from which crosscutting will be at once

commenced to prove up No. 3 vein at

that level.

U'cttlaufcr—Shareholders in this South

Lorrain company are becoming anxious

regarding the declaration of the quar-

terly dividend. The company was put

on a 2'i per cent, quarterly basis, the

last dividend being paid March 11. The

next should come on June 11, but during

the interval, the control has changed

hands, and no dividend announcement

has been made.

Nipissing— It is the plan to immedi-

ately sink a shaft to a depth of 1000 ft.

at vein No. 64, which has been very

productive at a depth of 245 ft. In sink-

ing to the 1000-ft. level crosscuts will be

run every 100 feet. This deep shaft

is for exploration. The deepest working

in the camp now is about 500 feet.

Pearl Lake—The fire did not cause this

company to lose any time in work but

the store and supplies were burned.

Ontario—Porcupine

West Dome—A third shot drill was

started last month. This drill is made

for deep drilling and will cut the vein at

approximately 1000 feet.

Imperial—The station on the 100- ft.

level is being cut. Crosscutting has been

started to cut the veins exposed on the

surface. Spectacular gold showings are

to be seen in these veins.

Booth-Armstrong—The extension of

the Jupiter lead has been traced for 350

ft. on this property, being 4 ft. wide

in some places. The vein has been cut

at 83 ft. with a diamond drill, giving good

results at that depth.

S^vastika—-A meeting of shareholders

has been called for June 8 to sanction

an increase in the capital from SI,000,000

to S2,000,000. to raise funds to pay for

the new mill and to secure additional

claims.

Hollinger—Already a new hoist is on

the property to replace the one damaged
by the fire, and by the time the shaft

is retimbered the plant will be ready

and development work carried forward as

before. Supplies are being carried in on

jumpers. The fire loss in buildings and

supplies is estimated at $175,000 and a

set back of four months. The foundation

for the mill and much of the machinery

were not damaged. 1

Red President C. Plummer Hill states

in an official circular that a vein 23 in.

wide, showing gold, has been struck on

0-ft. level. 15 ft. from the shaft.

Where the No. 1 or main lode was cut by

shot drill at a depth of 240 ft., the sec-

tions of the drill core containing vein

ed 19.20 per ton. excluding

the parts containing visible gold.

Mexico
Mines Company of America—The stock

of this New York company, owning El

Rayo and Dolores mines in Chihuahua
and La Dura and Creston-Colorada in

Sonora, has been listed on the London
Stock exchange.

Sonora

The mine owners at San Javier are

planning building an aerial tram from the

mines at San Javier, to the Rio Yaqui
railroad, a distance of 12 kilometers.

Greene-Cananea—The railroad service

has been restored and shipments of bul-

lion out and receipt of concentrates from

Miami has been resumed. The company
has reopened the Henrietta mine. The

output in May was 4,098,000 lb. of

copper compared with 3,664,000 lb. in

April, 3,542,000 lb. in March, 3,986,000

lb. in February and 3,604,000 lb in Jan.

The production of the mines in May was
the largest monthly output reported this

year.

Buena Vista—This mine, near San Ja-

vier in the district of Hermosillo, is being

steadily worked, much ore being blocked

and some of the high-grade being shipped

to El Paso.

Las Animas—W. C. Laughlin has

leased the mine near San Javier. The 50-

ton concentrator is being overhauled and

the mine put in shape to begin stoping.

The vein averages 15 ft. wide and is

opened to a depth of 600 ft. There is

50,000 tons of ore blocked.

Belen—B. H. Augdon is opening this

mine at La Barranca. The mine has been

a producer, but shut down in the '90's.

The machinery for the hoisting and

pumping plant will be installed soon.

Black Mountain—Foreclosure proceed-

ings, instituted by the security holders'

committee, representing $167,414 bonds,

have been brought against the Black

Mountain Mining Company in the Chi-

cago courts. The company spent upward

of a million dollars in equipping and de-

veloping the Cerro Prieta mine, near

Magdalena.

Central America
Guatemala

Guatemala Mining and Development
Company—This company, headed by A.

E. Spriggs, formerly of Montana, has se-

cured a concession of broad character, in-

cluding the right to prospect and acquire

any unlocated mineral lands in the public

domain for a period of three years. The

concession is a liberal one, permitting the

operation of public utilities, etc. At pres-

ent A. E. Spriggs and S. W. Gebo are in

Guatemala with a corps of engineers to

prospect the country. The New York

office of the company is in charge of L. A.

Sarecky, secretary-treasurer, at 115

Broadway. Bids are being received for

mining machinery of various types, among
which are two dredges.
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- For run-of-mine and $1.55@
No. 8 and Cambridge

r 10c. higher.

Pittsburg

June 6—The coal trade has slackened

further, the Lake movement being light

while there is little local demand. Mines

..re running at an average of iess than

,r cent. Vie continue to quote: Nut,

-1.05 1.15; mine-run. SI. 10'./ 1.15; >,-

in., SI. 20'./ 1.25; l' 4 -in.. SI. 30'./ 1.35;

5c per ton at mine.

Connellsville Coke— Official continua-

tion has been given of the deal referred

to in the last report as having been con-

summated between the Pittsburg Coal

Company and the United States Steel

Corporation. The confirmation appears

to refer only to the portion of the deal

made directly with the Pittsburg Coal

Company, but it is believed that the deal

with the Monongahela River Consolidated

Company has also gone through. The
Steel Corporation buys from the Pitts-

burg Coal Company its entire holdings in

the ConnellsviMe region, 7200 acres of

coking-coal land, with 956 ovens, the

price being about S1700 per acre, with

the ovens and other improvements
thrown in. Only a small part of the

property was developed, since accord-

cording to the accepted practice in the re-

gion there should be an oven for two

acres of coal, this promising exhaustion

in 20 years, at full operation, or in 25
years with an allowance for stoppages.

Thus about 5000 acres could be regarded
entirely undeveloped. The coke prop-

erties were owned by the Colonial Coke
Company, controlled absolutely by the

Pittsburg Coal Company. The Monon-
gahela River Consolidated, which the

Pittsburg Coal Company controls by
ownership of stock, is understood to be
selling the Steel Corporation between
8000 and 9000 acres of coal land across
the Monongahela river from the Jones &
Laughlin holdings, at about $800 an
acre. Thus the total purchases in-

volve about SI 8,000,000, effected by
the issue of bonds on the prop-
erties, guaranteed by the Steel Cor-

tion. These bonds will be held and
mar the Union Trust Company,
of Pittsburg, the cash being turned over

Mers. The deal ought to put the

! Company in very com-
fortable financial circumstances, reducing

1 oating debt and increasing its earn-

is no doubt that the
Ig in intercut on bonds which can be

retired will very much more than make
U P ff,r t! hlch have been earned

as a matter of fact, have been very light
in ret

' the COke
marled to be materially benefited, in the

run, by ., e |

Corporation in accordance with its policy

established years ago, will not put any
of the coke on the market. The Colonial

company has been rather a free seller in

the open market for the past two or

three years, following the definite policy

of operating full and selling the surplus

coke, beyond its term contracts, at what-
ever it would bring. Its capacity is be-

tween 55,000 and 60,000 tons a month,
and the removal of such a tonnage from
the market will have an important effect

in case any considerable demand de-

velops. A careful comparison of coke-
making and blast-furnace capacity at this

time would indicate that, should it be de-

sired to run the blast furnaces of the

country full, not enough coke could be
found for them. The contingency is re-

mote, but it is of market importance that

the industry has drifted into this aline-

ment.

There has been nothing done in coke
in the past week. We continue to quote
the market nominally as follows: Prompt
furnace, $1.50@>1.55; contract, $1.75ff?

1.85; prompt foundry, $1.90@2; contract

foundry, S2(/?2.25, at ovens.

The Courier reports production in the

Connellsville and lower Connellsville re-

gion in the week ended May 27 at 270,-

749 tons, a drop of 3000 tons, and ship-

ments at 3006 cars to Pittsburg, 5233
cars to points west and 478 cars to

points east, a total of 8717 cars.

St. Louis

June 5—The weather has been so op-
pressively hot during the last week that

dealers have paid very little attention to

the coal business. There is very little do-
ing in the line of carload contracts
though the steam coal men have been out
soliciting business hard for some time.

Wagonload contracts have been exceed-
ingly disappointing. Lower prices have
been made this year then ever before in

the history of the trade and considering
that the cost of production at the mine
has advanced at least 10c. per ton, it is

hard to see how certain prices can be
made. Some wagonload contracts on
Standard lump have gone as low as $1 .75

per ton, delivered. The minimum con-
tract price on 2-in. lump is $1 at the

mine. The freight rate is 52c. That
leaves 23c. per ton to cover hauling,
office expense and profit. It is generally
conceded that the average haul costs 35c.

pet ton under the best conditions. The
coal passes over the city scales. It is

certainly a problem where the profit on
this kind of business comes in.

Steam plants seem to be doing fairly

well and quite a bit of coal is moving to

the various industries. Screenings are
firm arid are readily bringing 75c. per
ton which has been the prevailing price

for 80 d tyi at least. A number of plants
who have been running full now have
announced their intention to stmt down

on June 15 for their annual overhauling
and inventory.

Current prices of coal in the St. Louis
market are as follows:

. .
F.O.B. FOB.

Standard: Mine St.Louis
6-inch lump $o.85 $i 27
2-Inch lump.

: 0.75 117
2-inch screenings o 75 i 17
Mine run oiiS lin
2-inch nut .85 1.27

Staunton and Mt. Olive:

e-lncli lump 1-30 x 82
2-inchlump.. 1.25 1.77
2-incn screenings 75 1 17
2-inch nut o\90 1^2

Carterville:

6-inch lump or egg 1.15 1<82
3x2-inchnut. 1.05 1.72
2-mch screenings n.75 1.42

Trenton:
6-inch lump or egg 1,75 2 273x2-mchnut 1#50 2 .02

Franklin County:
6-inch lump or egg 1.40 2. 073x2-inch nut j # 20 1 87

Pennsylvania Anthracite:
Chestnut 6 qft
Stove or egg 6 ; 6gGrate 6.40

West Virginia Smokeless:
Lump or egg 1>50 4 00to"*-™ 1>10 3;™

East St. Louis prices are 20c. per ton loweron Illinois soft coal.

Anthracite—This market has slowed
up though the movement of coal con-
tinues to be quite good. Shipments are
still slow though they are catching up
rapidly now.

foreigncoaltradeIS

Nova Scotia Coal—Shipments of coal
from Nova Scotia mines, four months
ended April 30, long tons:

1910 1911 Changes
710.127 804,028 I. 93,901

Company

:

Dominion
Nova Scotia Steel..' iw,G66 10H,*5> D.' 6a'l%Acadia . 83,479 125482 j ££Intercolonial 79.983 83 837 I 3854Inverness 71.380 76,475 I. 5 095

Total 1,105.034 1,198,291 I. 92,657

The total increase this year was 8.4
per cent.

French Foreign Trade—Imports and
exports of fuel in France, three months
ended March 31, metric tons:

Imports Exports Excess

£
oal 4,321.400 301.207 Imp. 4.020.193

££?•:.: 652,800 46,752 Imp. 600,048Briquets 299,400 25,551 Imp. 273,849

Total 5,273,000 373,510 Irrip. 4,000^090
Total, 1910.... 4,202,414 377,574 Imp. 3,824,840

Increase in imports, 1,071,186 tons;
decrease in exports, 4064 tons. Exports
this year include 32,377 tons coal and
11,341 tons briquets furnished to steam-
ships in foreign trade.

Welsh Coal Prices—Messrs. Hull,
Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report
prices of coal on May 26, as follows:
Best Welsh steam coal, $4.26; seconds,
$4.02; thirds, $3.90; dry coals, $3.84;
best Monmouthshire, $3.72; seconds,
$3.54; best small steam coal, $2.52; sec-
onds, $2.28. All prices are per long ton,
f.o.b. shipping port, cash in 30 days, less

2Yi per cent, discount.
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blew York, June 7—The iron and steel

narkets have not yet shown much

;hange. They may be said to be still

waiting for further developments, and

so far the reductions in steel prices have

had little effect.

In pig iron there has been little busi-

ness on an important scale. Buying in

,seaboard territory has been confined

mainly to small orders for early delivery.

Alabama and Virginia furnaces continue

to press for business at the lower prices

lately offered. Northern furnaces are

inclined to meet this competition to some

extent, but are not much inclined to press

sales. In the Central West there have

been inquiries for basic iron, but not

much business closed. Foundry iron is

quiet.

In finished material structural steel is

still the leader. Other lines are rather

quiet, at least in a large way, though

there is some small business going.

Buyers seem to think that more reduc-

tions are in order, and do not want to

commit themselves until they believe the

bottom has been reached. It is the opin-

ion of some, however, that a turn will

come next month when there will be

more certainty as to the outcome of the

crops. Jobbers report improvement in

sales of small building material.

Pig Iron Production—Reports of the

blast furnaces collected and published by

the Iron Age and the Iron Trade Review

show that on June 1 there were 207 coke

and anthracite stacks in blast, against

220 on May 1. Making allowance for the

charcoal furnaces, the estimated produc-

tion of pig iron in the United States in

May was 1,886,500 long tons, or 205,000

tons less than in April. For the five

months ended May 31 the total was 9,-

806,200 tons.

Baltimore

June 5—Exports for the week included

2355 tons steel rails and 146 tons rail

joints to Rosario, Argentina; 123 tons

steel rails to F^ton, Cuba; 3,370,227 lb.

structural steel and 1,905,332 lb. mis-

cellaneous iron and steel to Panama. Im-

ports 3800 tons spiegeleisen and 2750

tons ferromanganese from Great Britain;

1285 tons spiegeleisen from Germany;
23.000 tons iron ore from Cuba.

Birmingham
June 5—Southern pig-iron manufact-

urers are not happy over the market situ-

ation. There are very few sales being

made right now, and the fact that some
producers or brokers are making conces-

sions on the price, $10.50*7 10.75, for No.

2, foundry, does not appear to be inducing

much trade. There is a large quantity of

iron in the furnace and warrant yards and

the needs for the balance of the year

will be met without the blowing in of ad-

ditional furnaces. The iron-ma
are going are still doing well. I

there is a better demand for iron it will
be necessary to shut do.
furnaces in the near future There
some indications noted of papa
looking to a resumption of opcran
furnaces; ore mines being started up, but
as far as can be learned there will be no
increase in the make until considerable
of the iron on hand has been worked off

and the demand is improved. A furnace
or two will be lighted in the next two
weeks or so but it is positively announced
that where one starts up another will be
blown out for repairs. It is possible that

the make of basic iron may have to be
increased a little in this territory as pre-

parations are on tor a resumption of

operations at the big steel plant of the

Tennessee company.

Official announcement is made by Pres-

ident Crawford of the Tennessee com-
pany that the steel and rail mills at Ens-
ley will resume operations June 21. A
deal is about consummated whereby the

Dimmick Pipe Company plant at North

Birmingham will resume operations July

I, after several months shutdown because

of financial straits.

Chicago

June 5—Sales of pig iron are still

light and there has yet been no general

effect upon the matket for iron and steel

product from the cuts in prices recently

announced. The impression of buyers

seems to be that this is only a beginning

and that it will be well for them to hold

off as long as possible. In the pig-iron

market this feeling has been apparent for

several weeks. It has kept melters from

buying in any large lots and today the

tendency is to refrain from buying for de-

livery farther away than the end of the

third quarter. Last-half needs cause a

good many inquiries, showing that the

melters are watching the market, but

there are few sales. On such iron as is

being sold prices are uncertain. South-

ern No. 2 foundry is quoted at S 10.75''/

II, Birmingham, or $15.10(0 15.35, Chica-

go, but some is said to have sold at

$10.50, Birmingham. Northern No. 2

sells for $14.50*/ 15, with the market held

nearly steady through large reductions in

output and the steady demand for iron

for special uses. General foundry bus-

iness, on which this market so largely

depends, is, it must be confessed, very

dull and shows no indications of speedily

becoming better. Coke is dull with Con-

nellsville at $4.75, Chicago.

Cleveland

June 5—Ore trade is still rather slow

and not much improvement is expected

before the middle of June. A number of

vessels are still tied up.

Pig Iron—The market is dull, with no

change in prices.

Finished Material—Local buyers are

hesitating ai are lookir:/

reductions. I

.

much new busiiv

Philadel]

June 7— All k n continue dull,

owing to two or thi

the fact th

iron on hand or under
i r de-

livery; second, new .rning

in very slowly; third,

prices arc probable. An-
other influence might he added, namely,
that Southern and rginu
irons are bein^ pushed into ei

ble place when a Bale can be made.
Some special inducements have been
offered by Southern makers to tempt late-

delivery orders. Until there .

ment of pi^-iron prices and conditions

large orders tor either early or late de-

lis ery will be the exception. No. 2\
foundry hangs around $15.50, for North-

ern, with ^14.75 for forge. Basic is

quoted at $15, with rumors of offers of

liberal concessions.

Steel Bilh-ts Open-hearth billets are

quoted at $23.50, forging billets at

S28.40, tidewater.

Bars— Refined iron is quoted at 1 27

'<i 1.32 |c, with steel bars strong at 1.40c.

The cut prices have not brought out any

business worth speaking of.

Sheets—Only scattered orders have

been reported for the week. Quotations,

2.30c. at mill.

Pipes and Tubes—Some delayed busi-

ness that has been hanging fire has just

been captured by certain rumored
cessions, the extent of which is unknown.

Plates—Very little new business has

been closed in plates. Plates are quoted

at 1.50c. and upward according to

thickness.

Structural Material—For some reason

or other a good deal of business that was

virtually closed has been held up. Manu-

facturers say that while the situation has

been disturbed by changes and shadings

in prices that the situation has improved

and an encouraging volume of business

is very near at hand.

Scrap—A week of dullness has passed,

very little business having been done out-

side of railroad scrap, which met with

better luck this week than for several

weeks past.

Pittsburg

June ti— It is practically a week since

the formal cuts were made in finished

steel products and it is not possible as

yet to gage accuratelv the results. In

general the steel trade has been more

stagnant than formerly, a development

which would hardly have been considered

possible, but in sheets considerable busi-

ness has developed.

There have been additional bookings

of steel-bar contracts since Rer"
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cut. and altogether perhaps 75.000 to

tons have been booked on this

entire movement. At the outside limit

mentioned, however, the tonnage corn-

unfavorably with what would be

S . ;son of the year. No

definite tendency has been developed to

shade the new prices, and the controlled

market is r ucn in evidence

as before Republic's withdrawal. This

withdrawal, it appears, was only formal,

E the company a free hand in cut-

ting prices should it desire. As a mat-

ter of fact, it does not appear to have

made any cuts beyond those openly an-

nounced 3t the beginning, nor is there

any particular likelihood that it will.

Pig Iron—There appear to be no sell-

ers of banc at less than S 13.25. Valley,

and we quote this as the market. The

513.10 sales on which the quotations in

last two reports were based were made

by scrap dealers who had taken a total

of about 2000 tons of basic iron from

the Pittsburg Crucible Steel Company,

Midland furnace, in exchange for scrap,

the terms being that the dealers were

to take the iron as fast as made, to

save the producer the expense of piling,

and the scrap dealers had to make spe-

cial prices. Since then it has not de-

veloped that others are ready to sell at

the figure, and a return to $13.25 as the

market quotation seems to be dictated

by the conditions. Bessemer has been

very quiet. Sales of foundry iron are

somewhat more numerous, on the basis

of $13.75. Valley, for No. 2, which is

the going price. Large consumers be-

lieve they could break this price on a

large purchase, but do not wish to do

so. so the market drags. We quote, f.o.b.

Valley furnaces, 90c. higher delivered

Pittsburg: Bessemer, $15; basic, $13.25;

No. 2 foundry, $13.75; gray forge,

$13.25; malleable. $13.25^ 13.50, depend-

ing on analysis. The pig-iron averages,

compiled from actual sales, are an-

nounced for May at $15. Valley, for

.mer and $13.40 for basic.

Ferromanganese—A sale of 2000 tons

is reported at about $36.50, Baltimore,

the market otherwise being quiet; we
quote prompt and forward at $36.50,

Baltimore.

ts are that specifications

on sheet-bar contracts have slightly im-

proved in the past few days, but there

new buying of any unfinished steej.

We quote billet 1- at -21 and sheet bars

! f.o.b. maker's mill. Pittsburg or

i, in accordance with t

reduction noted in Ia«-t report, and wire

•:nchangc' urg.

demand for sheets

appears to have improved somewhat in

the past few days.' There has been no
shading of the

practically no margin at all for the mills

mutt be tfaeli

: i ton,

while sheet bars were reduced $2. There

had been shading in the sheet market, the

extreme shading generally not exceeding

$2 a ton, so that the readjustment equal-

ized the market, and there is reason to

believe it removed any margin by which

mills buying their steel could shade

further. We quote: Black sheets, 28

cage. 2c; galvanized, 3c; blue annealed,

10 gage, 1.50c; painted corrugated roof-

ing, 28 gage, $1.40 per square; gal-

vanized, $2.55 per square. The reduc-

tions in corrugated. 28 gage, were 15c

and 20c respectively, differentials be-

tween gages being revised, so that the

reduction per square follow quite closely

the reduction of $4 a ton on flat sheets,

which was made uniformly on all gages.

St. Louis

June 5—The recent cuts in prices of

finished steel have not had a beneficial

effect on the pig-iron market. It is the

general opinion of buyers that there will

be reductions all down the line on all

i'on and steel products and that prices

will reach a lower level. Southern pig is

now quoted at $10.50, Birmingham, or

$14.25, St. Louis, for No. 2 foundry. This

price does not seem to arouse buyers as

the orders are light and for small

quantities.

9 METAL- MARKETS Q
New York, June 7—The metal mar-

kets continued rather quiet and without

special incident during the week.

Owing to a slight mistake in transcrib-

ing, the average price of electrolytic cop-

per in May, stated last week, was in-

correct. It should be 11.990c, instead

of 11.992c, as given.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

UNITED STATES GOLD AND SIT.vei: MOVEMENT

Metal
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etal Exchange subsequent to the Whit-

intide holiday. Sellers, in consequence,

ere able to relieve their position to

ich an extent that they could afford

•adually to raise their prices, while some

.terests that heretofore have been in-

istent sellers were content to stand

.oof. At the close there was but little

ppper offered at better than 12-}£c., de-

,'vered, usual terms. The business in

.ake copper has been less active than

i electrolytic. The leading sellers raised

leir price to 12' Jc, and 1 2 ?<^c. is bid

:y domestic consumers. The close is

rm at \2y&(u \2y2 c. for Lake copper,

nd 12.15^/ 12.25c. for electrolytic cop-

er in cakes, wirebars and ingots. Cast-

ng copper is quoted nominally at 12.05

i 12.15c. as the average for the week.

The London standard market displayed

nore activity, and a fair amount of spec-

ilation is reported for the rise, resulting

n a slow but stubborn advance, whicn

it the close brings spot option up to

;55 8s. 9d., and three months' option to

156 per ton.

Copper sheets are 18tf7 19c. base, for

large lots. Full extras are charged and

higher prices for small quantities. Cop-

per wire is 13-Mc. base, carload lots at

mill. Business is very quiet.

Tin—After the Banka sale, which took

place on May 31, the London market

continued its vigorous advance. It would

be idle to try to prognosticate the course

of the market at this time. It is so

[absolutely dominated by the Syndicate that

it entirely rests with them to engineer an

advance or decline. The close today

(June 7) shows a severe decline from

the opening, and the market is cabled as

weak at £209 for spot, and £192 15s. for

three months.

Buyers in the domestic market neces-

sarily are very cautious, and while some

business in future tin has been done,

spot material is bought only when ab-

solutely needed. The latter is again be-

coming very scarce and held at a high

premium. The market for June tin may
be quoted nominally at about 46 cents.

Visible stocks of tin on June 1, includ-

ing tin afloat: London, 10,058; Holland,

2725; United States, excluding Pacific

ports, 5 1 55; total. 15,938 long tons, an

increase of 1497 tons over the May 1

report.

Lead—Business has been on a some-

what heavier scale, but the demand was

freely met at current quotations, the

close being unchanged at 4.20^7 4.22
'

'c

St. Louis, and 4.35^/ 4.37 T
jc. New York.

The London market has been able to

maintain practically all of its recent ad-

vance, and closes steady at £13 2s. 6d.

for Spanish lead, and £13 5s. for Eng-

lish.

Spelter—While there has been a some-

what better inquiry, and a fairly large

tonnage has been sold at 5.20, business

is still far from normal, a situation that

is readily explained by the deadlock ex-
isting in the markets for iron and
products. However, the spelter i

is without doubt in a strong position and
ripe for an upward movement if in-
creased demand should develop. Tl

atively low price that has lately been pre-
vailing is explainable by the po. 1

some smelters to sell right along against
their ore purchases and be coi

the substantial margin that now exists.

The close is steady at 5

St. Louis, and 5. ;

York.

The London market closes unchanged
at £24 10s. for good ordinaries and £24
15s. for specials.

Zinc dust has been sold this week at

C, duty paid.

Base price of zinc sheets $7.25 per

100 lb., f.o.b. La Salle-Peru, less 8 per
cent, discount.

Other Metals

Aluminum—The market is still quiet,

with few transactions. Quotations are

lower, at 19\
; ^20^c. per lb. for No.

1 ingots.

Antimony—The market is heavy and

prices are off, though sales have reached

a fair amount. Cookson's can now be

had at 9c. per lb., while 7.30'" 7.60c. is

named for Hungarian, Chinese and other

outside brands.

Quicksilver—There is no change in the

situation, and spot supplies are still rath-

er scarce. Prices are unchanged. At

New York sales are made at S43, to ar-

rive, per flask of 75 lb. In San Fran-

cisco S42.50 is quoted for domestic or-

ders and $40 for export. The London

price is £8 5s. per flask, with £7 15s.

quoted from second hands.

Imports and Exports of Metals

Exports and imports of metals in the

United States, four months ended April

30, are reported as follows, in the meas-

ures usual in the trade:

'.rials: Exports Imports F.

Copper, long tons 107,634 51,664 Exp. 55,970

Copper, 1910.... 85,714 19.814 Exp 35.900

Tin, long tons.... 163 18.927 Imp. l*i.7.V4

Tin 1910 ill-' 18,076 Imp. 17. -Ti

Lead, short tons. 26,821 82,563 Imp. 5,742

Lead, 1910 16,465 36,070 Imp. 19,606

Spelter, sh. tons. j.-^ot Exp. 1,697

Spelter, 1910.... -".t'l 1,120 Imp. 619

Nickel, lb 7,669.631 9.241,852 Imp. 1,572,221

Nickel 1910... 5,C28,9"63 11,876,487 Imp. 6,847,524

Antimony, lb 150,704 2,923,125 Imp. 2.772,421

Antimony, 1910. 551 3,192,376 Imp. 3.191.825

Platinum, oz 47 ;<".7r4 Imp. :t".7i7

Platinum, 1910. 47 36,303 Imp.
Aluminum, value $435,082 Exp. $i:;:..i)-'.!

Aluminum, 1910 142,681 Exp. 142,681

Ores, etc. :

Zi Xide.lb. .. 9.033.137 Exp. •

Zincoxide. '10.. 9.191.843 Exp.
Zinc dross, lb.... 1.541.837 1

Zinc dross. '10.. 2.028.790 Exp. .

Zincores. lg.t

Zinc ores, 1910. 7,515 23,379 !n, p. 15,864

Chrome ore.tons 11,479 Imp. 11,479

Chromeore. '10 20 13.706 Imp- I

Copper, lead, nickel and antimony

include the metal contents of ores,

matte, bullion, etc. Quantity of antimony

ore is not reported. Imr umin-
um are not g:

above include i

were 17,745 116

Zinc and I

Piatteville, Wis., Jam
price paid this « • zinc

ore a r i cc paid I

per cent, lead ore was $54 per ton.

BIIIPMENTS WEEK ENDED

U Point

Plattnvllle
Baa 1 Green
Benton

'

1 1 V
Linden

Total

date

Shipped during week from separating

plants, 2,505,970 lb. zinc ore.

Joplin, Mo., June 3—The highest price

paid for zinc sulphide ore was $43, the

base ranging from 537 to MO per ton

of 60 per cent. zinc. Zinc silicate sold

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED I ! V
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high, on a base of Sl9«< 21 per ton

. cenl zinc. The average price,

ides of zinc ore. was $35.80 per ton.

The highest price paid for lead ore

. medium grades selling gen-

-5. with some lower grades at

["he average price, all grades of

lead ore. was $54.64 per ton.

The week opened with promise for ac-

[ ^petition in the zinc-ore market,

with a strong demand at prices a shade

higher than the close of last week. Or-

ders were generally for large purchases

and a large shipment. Thursday's wires

brought orders to practically all buyers

to cut down purchases as close as pos-

sible, and yet the shipment was as large

as last week.

All efforts to revive the producers' as-

sociation have so far met with little en-

couragement from the larger number of

operators. Some are favoring the old-

time club idea, from which better results

were secured.

New Caledonia Ores

Exports of nickel ore from New Cale-

donia, for three months ended March 31,

are reported by the Bulletin de Commerce,

of Noumea, at 29,432 metric tons. Ex-

ports of metals were 225 tons nickel

matte and 206 tons copper matte.

'.] CHEM lCALS"]^

New York, June 7—The general mar-

ket remains quiet for the most part, with

few changes.

Imports and Exports—Imports and ex-

ports of chemicals and raw material in

the United States, four months eided

April 20:

ph. id.

.1., '10

t I

lb. ..

• 10, lb.

-

-.

lb .

[mporta

1-1,1!.'.

11,742

I

its

5,410,875 E.
•J.T.'.T.-ll'l E.

I

1.

1,11".
I

- 1.

1,946,256 I.

192.430 I.

17(

M I..

I

'.'.71 'I I.

I

14,218 K.

I.

I.

1

I.

I.

I

1.

1 XC688
.->. 4111,875

J. 757, 410

33,076,032
:;2.:C!i,l72

309,462,909
229,352,116

13,036,830

13,424,494
27,507,151

23,456,327
222,659
181,505
354,752

6,656
J.170

304,041

142,511

Bfl 011,199

1,613,143

include reexports of foreign

material. Estimating sulphur contents ot

pyrites, the total imports of sulphur this

ere 128,919 tons.

Supplies arc again

tt< r; hut quotations remain

: .r 100 lb. for carload lots.

Ars< market remains dull,

with demand hardly up to urn!". Quota-

nehanged l.G2' / per

II :nic.

lightly

easier in this article and prices a shade

off, 2.10c. per lb. being quoted for spot

and 2.12':> for futures.

Messrs. Mortimer & Wisner, New York,

report the position of nitrate in the United

States on June 1 as follows, in long tons:

Stocks, Jan. 1...

Imports, :"> mos.

1910

14,000
192,580 253,312

1911

12,700

Total supply 206,580 260,102

Deliveries, 5 mos...

st i.ok s, June l—
afloat for U. S ,

198,980 250,522

7.600

89.000

15,580

93,000

Changes
D. 1,210

I. 60,732

I. 59,522

I. 51,542

I. 7,980

I. 4,000

Quantities afloat include all cargoes

due to arrive at United States ports, by

Sept. 15 next.

6^ MINING -STOCKS $

New York, June 7—The general stock

market has not been specially active.

The anticipated lively bull movement has

not yet developed.

The Curb market was also rather quiet,

though no special weakness developed.

Butte Coalition was the most active

among the copper stocks, and made some

gain in prices. Other mining shares

were inclined to be slow.

At auction in New York, June 1, a lot

of 22 shares United States Steel pre-

ferred brought SI 17.75 per share; $26,-

000 New Livingstone Coal Company

first-mortgage bonds, $500 for the lot. A

lot including 950 shares Northern Coal

Company, Ltd., of New Brunswick;

39,936 shares Kent Coal Company, Ltd.,

of Alaine; 44.875 shares Crown Coal

Company, Ltd., of Maine; 24,950 shares

Great Northern Coal Company, Ltd., of

Nova Scotia; 41,201 shares Great North-

ern Coal Company, of Maine; 960 shares

North Shore Railway Company, of New
Brunswick, and claim to title in 49.950

shares Maritime Coal Company, Ltd., of

Nova Scotia, brought $10,500 for the lot.

Boston, June 6—Copper shares con-

tinue to show strength and—outside of

Copper Range—prices are all above a

week ago. That stock has lost $3, going

off to $60 on the reduction in the quarter-

ly dividend rate from $1 to 75c. The deal

to take over the Atlantic mine on the

basis of exchanging one share for 10

Atlantic has gone through and the divi-

dend will also go to the new stock.

Both North Butte and Calumet & Ari-

zona stocks have been prominent and as

these are Cole-Ryan companies their

strength is considered significant. The

Calumet & Hecla group continues neg-

lected, although Isle Royale took a sharp

spurt. There is some fear that the Calu-

met & Hecla merger will fail to go

through, which would result in some of

ibsldlary companies attaining higher

prices than the present ones.

Old Dominion has been especially

strong. Island Creek and U. S. Smelting

stocks continue active, while Lake, North

Lake and Indiana have also had active

and strong periods. East Butte touch!

$14, its highest price for a long perk

On the Curb business has been *

fair volume. Bohemia, New Baltic a

South Lake have reflected the stren

of the stocks in the big market. Rho>

COPrER PRODUCTION REPORTS
Copper contents of blister copper, in poun(

:

Company

Anaconila
Arizona. Ltd
Balaklala
Copper Queen
Calumet & Ariz
Detroit
East Butte
Imperial
Nevada Con
Old Dominion
Shannon
South Utah
Superior & Pitts. t..

United Verde*
Utah Copper Co
Lake Superior*....
Non-rep. mines*. .

.

Tot ill production.
Imports, bars, etc..

Total blister
Imp. in ore & matte

Total

.

Brft. Col. Cos. :

British Col. Copper
Gran by

Mexican Cos.

:

Boleo
Cauanea
Moctezuma

Exports from :

Chile
Australia

21 .900,000

3,094,000
866,670

7,333,629
1,960,000

1,914,

1,120,000

5,932,259
2,563,000

1,322,000
300,007

2,540,000
3,000,000
7,260,267

20,000,000

12,224,993

93,331 .535

24,345.814

123,803,999

804,542
1,988,341

2.700,880

3,542,000
2,049,150

9,408,000
4,816,000

April

21,500,000
2,840,000
845,000

6,933,422
3,850,000
1,814,741

1,085,<;00

5,298,632
2,5:15,000

1,258,000
300,137

2,500,000
8,169,248

16,000,0(H

11,825,000

86.754.179
25,055,122
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Island Coal has also been an active fea-

ture.

Spokane, Wash,

June 1—Walter J. Nicholls has been

elected president of the Spokane Mining

Exchange. H. T. Irvine is vice-president

and C. E. Mallette is secretary and

treasurer.

Assessments

Company

Caledouia, Nov
Carney Copper, Ida.

.

Clear Grit. Ida
C<»n. Virginia, Nev. .

.

popper King, Ida
[>e.uiieiii<>ra, Ida

Hercules Extens'
Ely Consolidated, Nev
Hypotheek, Ida
Imperial, Ida

I icb
Mi>>"iila Copper, Ida
Mountain Dell, Utah

k -Bonanza, Utab..

.

line Mile, Ida
North Star, Ida
Everman, Nev
Reindeer, Ida
inckford, Ida
Silver shield, rtab
muggier, I'tab
Swansea Consolidated, Utah
tab (Consolidated, Utab ..

.

I'tah Pnited Copper, Utab.
Wonderful, Ida
fellow Jacket, Nev

Delluq I Sale

May
May 22
May 17

June IS

Juoe S

May 31

June 8
June 25
May 15

May IT

June 1

June 6
May 16
May 20
May 15

May 211

June 24

May 22
May E

July 19
June li,

June 2V
July 3U
June 15

Juoe t

Julv 1

July 6
June 3
June 241

June 7

June in

July in

luue 8

Moo
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CHEMICALS. MINERALS, RARE EARTHS, ETC.—CURRENT WHOLESALE PRICES

viiium\ i —
\ iagara

lb.

10{
10

o.b. Pitts-

.rkish
oi

.

•

"

ir

Hour. i

sh. ton. 25
Lm.Powd.,100 lb. l 60@2 00

. per tt>. oi I (a hi
;

Lump. iH>r quality 03
and 02<

per quality *' "'
r quality " 056 ;o

I Finery, f.o.b. Pitts-

burg.

\l ID
tt>.

.07.

01606 0175
07

02}<§ 03J
mi

.06 4
l(t

per ioo lb. l .256 l 50
per 11). .03j<

Sulphuric a ..k per ton.
mi lb. in carboys 856 l 12*

60°, bulk, ton 16.006 18 00
66°. 100 lb. in carboys. 1.006 l lo

66°. bulk, ton I s 00
per lb. 07; «i 072

\i . - gal. 2.52

atured. ...
"

^ ':
:

•• .526 57

tim-Lump ..100 1b. $1 75

Cround " ] s>
.04*(" .05

\i 1 mim m — - liphate.com'l.lb. .90@2 00
\MM0\1 \— _ ; leg " 01!

...
" .04*6 0:.;

\ MMONH M—
lb. -32

• 080. os'

Muriate grain
" .0546 o<>

Lump " -09'..

3.106 3 15

com •

" 25
chem. pure .

" 35

IVTIMOXY— edle.powder lb. . 04\ (>' 01';

..."

IRSENIC— 01i
rands "

06*6 06|

18PH Mil M—
p.-r ton 100 006 170 00

30 006 60 00
lb. 306 10

Ft ah ordinary per ton 36 00(5.50 00
25 00®30 00

per ton 22 50i

it \ 1 1 1 ( M
lg ton 26 006 35 00

31 00(<i .; .1 00
lb. 026 ol",

ton ; ; 256 37 00
m -

•
1 it). (6 "'

II \i< ^ 1 Bl

—

I toi 12.006)13 00
16 006 IT 00
i- j06 '• 50

mi \< III \«. I'<»\\ 111 H-
l 17*6)1 10

III 1 1 \ 1 1 n loi -
N r ioo Hi I 506 ' 75

hum \mi lb. 01

MOM \ \ (fl OI

< \ 1 1 11 m- lib 1 756 ' s:>

1 1 006 1 1 10

< I M I \ I -

. H ii" ^11 «.ni.-

« 1 \ \ < 1 1 1 v \

« < « 1 1 * 1 1 -

COPPERAS—Bulk 100 lb.

In Mils "
in bags "

CRYOLITE] (carload) lb.

FELDSPAR—Ground. . .sh. ton

F1KK BRICK—
American per M.

1] ted "
Si loins
Extra "
Special extra

$0 . 55

.65<" .85

.60(<. .80

.06J6 07

6.006 1 I 00

30 00(» I0O0
30. 00(« 45.00

If. (10

20.006 23.00
30. 006 35900

I 110: CLAY—f.o.b. St. Louis.

SI Louis, extra quality.per ton 5 00
ordinary ..." 2 . 50

11. 1 ORSPAR—
Domestic f.o.b. Pittsburg:
lump ton 8.00(« 10.00
Ground " 12.006 14.00
Foreign crude ex. dock . . . .

" 8.50

PI 1. 1. KIFS KARTH—Lump, 1001b.

Powdered "

.80 (a .85

S0(o 85

GR \ I'll ITE—Ceylon.

Flying dust, finest to best. lb. .016 02
Dust " .026 04
Chip " .03«. 06
Lump *' .04(« 09
Large lump " .04(« 08

1.1 I'Sl M—
Fertilizer sh. ton 5.00
("round " 4.00®7.00

INFUSORIAL EARTH—
Ground Am. Best lb. .01*6 .021
German " .02*6 025

LE vn—
Acetate (sugar of) brown . . .lb. .07|6 09V
Nitrate.com'l " .0716 08{

MAGNESITE—Greece.

crude (05-
; 1 lg. ton 7.506 8 50

Calcined, powdered . . . .sh. ton 26.006 35.00
Brick, domes, per qual. f.o.b.

Pittsburg M. 1606 200

MAGNESIUM—
Chloride, com'l 100 lb. .906 1 .25
Sulphate (Epsom salt).. 100 lb. . 90(« 1 00

MANGANESE—
Foreign, crude, powdered:

7(u<>75\ binoxide lb. 006f<. 01
75('S.v, binoxide " .0116 015
856 90'

I
binoxide "

.01J6 04
906 95' , binoxide " .0646 08V

1 Ire so'
,
-85<

, sh. ton 12.006)25 00
MARBLE—Flour sh. ton 9.00<» 9.50
MINERAL WOOL— "

Slas. ordinary sh. ton 19.00
Selected " 25.00

Rock, ordinary *' 32.00
MONAZITE SAND—

Guar. 07',. with 5 r
; Thorium

oxide, normal lb. .08 and up
KICKEI

1 >xide, crude, lb. (77',' ) for fine
metal contained . 40(« . 45

Sulphate, single lb. . 10J(" n
Sulphate, double

"
.0r>l<" os

\ITIt ITE OF SODA—
100 lb 95« , ispot) 2.10

95*
I

(future) 2 10
96* , is 2J6 7 I.e. higher per 100 lb.

OZOKERITE—best lb. .126 lf>

P IINTS 1ND COLORS—
Litharge, Am. powdered.... lb. .05i|(« 06

English glassmakers' " .0816 09|
Lithophone

" 0316 04
Metallic, brown sh. ton 16.506 22 00

Red " 14.006 18 00
Ocher, Vm. common... " 10 00@15 00

Best " 12.006 15 00
Dutch, washed lb. 02*6 03

),. washed " .01 ',(" 02
Paris green, pure, bulk "

.136 is'.

lead, American ... ., " 06J6 07|
1 oreign

.
. . .

" .0816 09
Turpentine, spirits bbl., per gal. 636 ,;s '

w hite lead, \m
, drj lb.

\ in.! nan. in oil ..."
1 oreign, In oil

Zinc white, \m extra dry
1 I I.N "

1 rench process, green
"

PHOSPH \ ri:s— \mi ...

;.| rOCk 77'
,

land pebble 68'
,

., ,s („ so'.

I
I. ind km ,

05', (.1 00
0716 07'.

0916 09!
05J 6 06 j
os; s'.

10J6 i"'

606 62c. per mill

5 ,.,w 6 00
:{ 75(-i l 00
5 006 5 iO

1 756 5 00
1 »56 1 50
. .1 ><..:(

$.0746 .OSli
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:

Conservation

"Conservation" lor several years has

been a word to conjure with. It has been

a good word and a good idea, but it has

been misunderstood by many well-mean-

. ing enthusiasts, and their ill-considered

propaganda has done harm.

Conservation, when it means the avoid-

ance of unnecessary waste, is a good

thing. If we can reduce the enormous

loss of property suffered annually by

fire; the enormous loss of labor suffered

by unscientific management; the enor-

mous loss of life by accidents resulting

from carelessness; if we can economize

in these and many other things we shall

have real conservation.

Conservation, when it means that natu-

ral resources be reserved in order to pre-

vent what is called "overproduction" is

not a good thing. If we produce such

large quantities of coal, copper, petro-

leum, etc., that competition reduces the

price below the production cost of all but

the most favored, and absorbs the capi-

tal of many producers, there is not fun-

damentally a waste. Individuals may

suffer loss of their money, but what they

lose is gained by others. The cheap coal,

metals and petroleum are converted into

other forms of wealth and the prosperity

of the nation as a whole increases.

Consider, for example, the case of

Alaska. Would not its industries leap

ahead if they were given the advantage of

the coal resources that exist there?

Conservation is properly applied to

production when the latter is made waste-

fully. We have had many examples of

disgraceful waste in the United States,

but in general our production has not

been wasteful. The self-interest of pro-

ducers does not permit unnecessary waste.

We are constantly told that in many in-

dustries, e.g., the production of zinc, we

win only 50 or 60 per cent, of the

of the ore deposits. In many of those

cases an increase in the extraction would

be an actual economic loss.

Knowledge enables us to do better and

better in all things. That kind of con-

nce lo-

in the

of natu:

sources. If we had been coi

untouched until we

could per cent, of their valu-

able subst should never have

learned how.

The superficial ideas as to the practice

of conservation have a close con:._

with the old adage about saving at the

spigot and losing at the bung-hole. There

is a vast difference between the state

regulation of corporations and the limi-

tation of their activity. Thus, if the enor-

mous water-power now going to waste is

to be reserved from use for fear that it

will pass into the hands of corporations

there is the very antithesis of conserva-

tion in that waste. If such water rights

be conferred upon corporations only for a

limited term of years the present gc

tion has got to pay the bill. The cor]

tion must necessarily reckon a relatively

brief period of amortization of its capi-

tal investment, which of course, must be

included in its charges.

We believe that a good deal of the

slackness in present business in the

United States is due to the political

policy, in which ill-considered cor.

tion plays an important part. The adverse

economic conditions that produced the

troubles culminating in 1907 have been

corrected. Europe has regained its posi-

tion and is enjoying remarkable prosper-

ity. Canada is experiencing something

very much like a boom. Industry la

the United States, though the fir.

situation is easy. The trouble is largely

- of industry do not know

what they will ! ;ed to do. The

campaign against corporations and the ill-

judged reservation of resources are

bligl

We are sufficiently optimistic to b<

that a new basis aill be evolved. As in

all such move: we have lately

been experiencing the day of the blatant

demagogue passes and that of the

thoughtful reformer comes. 'Wild pro-

posals give way to a - ram. This
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s in our case, else we should

E pect the diversion of our own

.. to investment in foreign countries

n can be enjoyed.

The Cleaning Up of Mining Persons in authority that it might be welj

The Steel Investigation

The Congressional investigation of the

Steel Corporation continues to bring out

ents from different witnesses which

excite public attention and perhaps throw

some interesting sidelights on the forma-

tion of the trust, but do not, after all, add

much to the sum of our knowledge. While

some of the details were beyond public

.ition. the various transactions

which preceded and accompanied the

:ion of the Steel Corporation have

been fairly well known. Nor have the

n.ethods and purposes of the corporation,

since its organization, been secret from

general observation.

One cf the curious things about the

testimony taken was Judge Gary's decla-

ration on the witness stand in favor of

government regulation. Everyone knows

that the head of the Steel Corporation has

always been in favor of a "controlled

market," that he believes in the right of

the seller to regulate prices irrespective

of supply and demand, and to prevent

fluctuations in either direction. That he

would go so far as to advocate publicly

the regulation of prices by a government

bureau was something of a surprise. It

certainly was carrying the "controlled

market" to its limit.

There is not space here to go into the

merits of Judge Gary's proposition, or to

discuss the consequences which might be

involved. We hardly think that it will be

accepted by the modern commercial world.

It shows, however, to what lengths the

belief in the absolute power of asso-

ciated capital can be carried. That power

it. but there is still some doubt,

and very decidedly some doubt, as to

whether it can disregard the old law of

and demand.

That the on has had no effect

policy of the corporation

and control raw material sup-

by the completion of

Corn-

noted

in the ' cck. The Mipply of

ential to the iron in-

• that of iron ore, and t!i

nn important rd its

• control.

Fakes

In his last annual message President

Taft stated that among the policies of

his administration was the elmination of

fraudulent schemes by get-rich-quick

artists to absorb the savings of the peo-

ple, usually the poor people. In report-

ing the work of the Department of Jus-

tice, he said: "I invite especial atten-

tion to the prosecutions under the Federal

law of the so called bucket shops, and

of those schemes to defraud in which the

use of the mail is an essential part of

the fraudulent conspiracy, prosecutions

which have saved ignorant and weak

members of the public and are saving

them hundreds of millions of dollars."

The connection between the fraudulent

promoter and the bucket-shop operator

is a close one. The policy of the admin-

istration has comprised the elimination

of both. Apparently the work has been

nearly completed. A few weeks ago At-

for them to establish a censorship ol

their financial advertising.

This, of course, cut at one of the main

roots of the evil. It had been pointed

out emphatically by Governor Hughes'

committee on speculation that the news-,

papers engaged in circulating the adver-

tisements of fraudulent promoters were

largely responsible for what followed.

Everyone knows what element of the

press has done this and why; but few,

perhaps, know the magnitude of the il-

licit profit. It is not too much, however,

to say that the press has been one of the

chief partners. If charged with complic

ity some might affect innocence, but who

looks for green in the eye of a manager

of a great daily? And who would cred't

him with not knowing an ad. that was

not on the square?

Some time ago, when two notorious

"promoters" were languishing in jail in

default of bail, people asked how it was 1

bat.
at

M

torney-General Wickersham announced that such persons could not themselves 1

that more than 400 bucket shops had supply the necessary money if they had <i

been put out of business, and that gamb- gathered in so much as reputed. In fact, 1

ling in stocks in many small cities and the huge proceeds were distributed about
|

towns had been entirely stopped. It has as rapidly as they came in. These "pro-

been stated to the attorney-general that moters" were generally high livers, the

three-fourths of the alleged brokers' conduction of their business was extra-

offices in Pennsylvania and in the West ordinarily expensive in the ways of rent,

and South had, in reality, been conducted salaries, telegraphing, etc.; and the dis-

as bucket shops before the Government's bursements for advertising were enor-

movement. mous. One concern, just before it was

The environs of Wall Street have been "pulled," had closed a contract amount-

disinfected of this particular plague as ing to S330,000. Another had incurred

never before. Under the new regime it bills that were staggering. This was

has not been healthful to introduce the where the daily press came in. The "pro-

promotions that formerly were so com- moters" played for the day when they

mon and the light-fingered gentry have could get away with a fat bank roll. The

found it safer to turn to other vocations, suckers furnished the money. Legitimate

or at least to keep very quiet. The tele- mining suffered from the disrepute that

became attached to the whole industry.

Some of our financial contemporaries

seem to enjoy reporting to their readers

graph companies, feeling the hand of au-

thority, have withdrawn their facilities

and a word has been quietly said to the

press.

One reason the "millions-in-it" pro-

moters used to thrive was that they had the glad news that "all of the leading

ro difficulty in buying all the space they copper sellers have now sold out." which

wanted in the big newspapers. All some by implication is a warning to consumers

newspaper business managers cared that they would well be careful or they

about was the color of the faker's money, may fa.il to get their needed supplies ex-

only two sure winners in the 'get- cept at famine prices. We wonder what

rich-quick" game were the "fiscal agents" the experts who pen such remarks con-

and the newspapers that took their adver- ceive to be the meaning of the 165,995,-

for cash. There wasn't much differ- 932 lb. of accumulated stocks that the

encc in the morals of the two sure-money producers still report. This does not look

1 the came. But certain newspaper like any "sold out" condition or any im-

proprie'or^ were quietly informed by pending dearth of refined copper.
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orrespondenre and Discussion
Geological Survey Reports

I am sure that many interested per-

sons will emphatically second the crit-

icism made in an editorial in the Journal
of May 27 of the U. S.. Geological Survey

for the seemingly unnecessary delay in

issuing district reports.

While the Bingham and Park City re-

ports were slow in being published, a

more glaring instance is the monograph

on the Butte district, which was supposed

to have been written by Walter Harvey

Weed. The field work was completed in

1902, but publication was postponed,

pending the settlement of the Amalga-

mated-Heinze litigation, and additional

field work was done a year or two later,

but, at about the time of Heinze's sale,

Mr. Weed informed me that this work

was nearly ready for publication and

would be issued in a few months. Since

then, in response to my letters of inquiry,

I have been informed by the officials of

the Survey at various times, that this im-

portant public document "would be pub-

lished in a short time."

That the Amalgamated Copper Com-
pany, which controls practically all of the

known copper-bearing area of the camp,

has a most efficient geological depart-

ment (to whose records Mr. Weed had

full access), and needs no information or

instruction from the U. S. Geological

Survey, which fact may have some bear-

ing on the case; but, there are local prop-

erty owners as well as engineers and ge-

ologists here and elsewhere, who might

be greatly benefited by the detailed de-

scription and discussion of Butte geology

by such an eminent authority as Mr.

Weed.
While the Butte monograph cannot be

an epitaph, even if it is held back an-

other 10 years, it will be behind the times

if it fails to include some account of the

recent developments of copper and zinc

ores in what was considered exclusively

a silver belt at the time of Mr. Weed's

earlier work in the district.

"More power to your elbow" if you can

stir up enough fuss to cause an untying

of red tape and a reasonably prompt is-

suance of the Survey publications.

Alexander Leggat.

Butte, Mont., June 4, 1911.

Rainy Hollow District

Alaska

In the Journal of May 20, it is stated

that the first shipment of ore from the

district of Rainy Hollow, Alaska, was

made recently.

In this connection I wish to say that

the Alaska Iron Company made smelter

Views, Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

S
shipments in 1907, 1908, 1909 and 1910.

.In fact, I was the first person to do ac-

tive development work in that district,

brought capital in and caused the Gov-
ernment to construct roads, and so open
up that part of the country. Because
this development has been done privately

and with private capital, it has received

little attention.

Walter S. Brown.
Seattle, Wash., June 9, 1911.

Topographic Mine Mapping
The article of J. H. Farrell on topo-

graphic mine mapping in the Journal
of March 25, has inspired the following

comments on the methods therein advo-

cated

In the making of a topographic mine
map, it is not economical to use greater

refinements in one part of the work than

are necessary to keep the greatest prob-

able error in the outlying portions of the

map well within that which may be made
in plotting. The error in plotting depends

upon the scale, the multiplication of an

error in base-line measurement on the

length of the line, the size of the area

mapped and the size anddistributionof the

triangles. In many cases it will be found

that corrections for sag and temperature

are not necessary. The same idea ap-

plies to the plotting of traverses from the

primary triangulation points as with the

shorter, sufficient accuracy can be ob-

tained and much time saved by using a

good steel protractor reading to 10 min.,

and not computing the coordinates.

In small scale maps this relation be-

tween the accuracy of the data and the

accuracy of the plotting is often over-

looked, and much time wa^ed in reduc-

ing stadia readings to an unnecessary

number of decimal places when a men-

tal calculation w< uld suffice, and not

enough time is spent on refinements in

plotting. The choice of symbols, for in-

stance, is important. The conventional

shaded square for a shaft is good on the

final map, but on the field sheets a cen-

tered symbol, such as a dot within a

square is better, since only then can it be

used for tying in side traverses with any

accuracy. An x is not good for indicat-

ing old workings or openpits, since it

Khcs no id ipe or exact lo-

cation.

lould not be inked
in. as afterward thej cannot I

precise plotting. They should W drawn
in once (irmly with as hard a pen<

possible, sharpened to a chisel edge; then

they will remain di stinci enough thi

two or three months Reld worl
should not he used in settinu up at pri-

mary triangulation stations unlet

usefulness of the stations lor plotting

traverses is at an end, and a needle should
not be used in any case tor short splits.

A contour pen is difficult of exact manip-
ulation unless the contours are char

less and is not generally used by drait--

men.

In stadia work one computation is

saved by taking the night of instrument

and setting the middle crosshair on the

same point on the rod when reading the

vertical angle.

On the whole it is more convenient to

assume an axis of coordinates approx-
imately coinciding with the magnetic
meridian, particularly if the plane-table

sheet is used as a basis for a geological

map, since the coordinate axes and per-

pendiculars are more useful in rapidly

plotting compass and pace traverses in

the field, and the necessity of setting oft

the magnetic variation on the compass
is then obviated.

The description of the method of resec-

tion is inaccurate: "If the point is not

known its location is obtained by the

method of resections; the straight-edjie

of the alidade is placed on some known
point on the map and the same point on
the ground is sighted, a light pencil line

is drawn along the straisht-edce about

where the observer thinks the point

should fall on the map. This is done for

three or more points, and the point at

which most of the lines intersect is

marked as the point on the map." If only

three points are sighted it is a little-

difficult to see where most of them would

intersect, and if there are more and three

intersect in a point and the othe r<_ do

no*, cbvioui-iy there is an error. The

correction of a compass orientation by

inspection is difficult and attempts to do

it arc usually a waste of time. The

tracing-cloth method of location is usual-

ly to be preferred, thoueh it tries one's

temper in windy or freezing weather.

In any case three-point or two-point lo-

cations should be checked as often as

possible, and undeterminate positions or

those which <;ive a large triangle of error

watched for and avoided.

C. T. Brodrick.

Kyshtim Mining Works, Russia, May
13, 1911.
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Linton B. Sutton

Linton B. Sutton, one of the well

. mining engineers of this country,

New York, after a prolonged 1 1
1—

m June 11. He was born at East

)OOl, Ohio. September 16, 1866, and

From the .Michigan Col-

Mines in 1SS9, returning, how-

for B post-graduate course, which

he completed in 1890. For the next nine

his chief work was in the iron

country, save for an outside engagement

:.ing engineer for the Tremont Gold

Mining and .Milling Company. In the iron

country he was employed as mining en-

and chemist pv the Volunteer Iron

Company, and later as mining engineer

for the Chapin Iron Company. In con-

nection with these companies he gained

an important experience in mining on a

large scale, including the various applica-

tions of the caving system, and achieved

a noteworthy esteem as an engineer ca-

pable of handling difficult problems and

as a thoroughly competent mine man-

ager. This led to his being invited by

Thomas H. Leggett to join him in the

- svaal, whither Mr. Sutton proceeded

in 1899. taking a place on the engineer-

ing staff of S. Neumann & Co. This be-

ing the time of war in the Transvaal,

when mining at Johannesburg was sus-

pended. Mr. Sutton's first commission

was to examine copper deposits in

Namaqualand. Completing that work he

went to Johannesburg, toward the end

of the war. and in course of time be-

came genera! manager of the Randfon-

tein Deep. Ltd. Upon retiring from that

position he was engaged in an important

gold-mining investigation in Madagascar,

after which he returned to Johannesburg

to become assistant consulting engineer,

under Fred Hellmann, for the East

Rand Proprietary Mines, and for a brief

period was acting consulting engineer

for that company.

Mr. Sutton returned to the United

States in 1907 and entered into general

mining practice, but in March, 1909, be-

came assistant to Pope Yeatrnan consult-

ing engineer for the Guggenheim Explor-

ation Company, and under him was con-

nected with the development of the Nev-

ada Consolidated, Copper River, Esper-

anza and other important mining enter-

Mr. Sutton was promoted

to the position of consultint^ engineer for

the Esperanza Mining Company, which

on he held at the time of his death.

Ourinc the last six months, and more,
itton had been in poor health, and

'• s had been unable to be

'irk.

man and warmly appreciated in hi

!
i he had many admirers

and dear friend- !

to do

were of a high order. Loyal, sincere, unas-

suming, his untimely death is a real loss

to the engineering profession. He was a

type of all that is best in mining engi-

neering and its profession.

Utah Salt Lands
Salt Lake Correspondence

The decision in the case of the Mon-
tello Salt Company against the State

of Utah, regarding the saline lands in

Tooele county, which was in favor of

the State in the district and State supreme

courts, has been reversed by the supreme
court of the United States in a decision

handed down May 29. Litigation began

nearly four years ago. The large natural

salt beds west of Great Salt Lake we're

claimed by the State for the University of

Utah under section 8 of the Enabling Act.

The Montello company took up the salt

lands along the line of the Western Pa-

cific, making its locations on the suppo-

sition that the language of the Enabling

Act restricted the university to 110,000

acres of the saline lands. The university

maintained that the 110,000 acres was
simply a basis for selection, construing

the grant to mean that it was to have all

the saline lands in the State. According

to the Enabling Act, two townships were

granted the State for establishing the

University of Utah, in addition to which

110,000 acres of land, to be selected and

located as provided in this act "and in-

cluding all saline lands in said State"

were granted to the State for the u_^ of

the university. The decision is based on

the grammatical construction of the above

clause, and emphasizes the point at issue

namely the construction of a phrase with

the word "including." The supreme court

construed the word to be restrictive and

not expansive, maintaining that it was not

used with the same meaning as "also," as

contended by the State. By the decision

the university gets its 110,000 acres of

saline lands, the supreme court holding

that congress supposed 'this to comprise

all the saline lands, but all other lands

are released from its claim.

The 40,000 acres or more of salt nearly-

pure enough for table use are said to

have been discovered in 1905, when sur-

veyors for the Western Pacific were run-

ning a line across the desert. The stake

drivers complained of a hard upper sur-

face, through which it was nearly impos-

sible to drive the stakes. Beneath this

upper crust the men found beds of almost

pure salt. According to some, however,

the deposits were known previous to this

time. Th e area is supposed to have been

covered by a part of Lake Bonneville at

one time, but there are some salt springs

OH the western side of the deposit, and

the bed- may have had their origin in

pari from this source, inasmuch as there

is little Bodium sulphate in the beds, com-

to that which is present in the wa-
1

i n Sail Lake.

Various estimates have been placed on
the value of the deposit. The depth of
the salt is from 2 ft. to 15 ft., with an
average of possibly 3 ft. The material

could be mined by steam shovel, and as it

is from 96 to 99 per cent, pure, would
require little or no refining. The value

has been placed as hi^h as $200,000,000,

though probably this is much overesti-

mated, on account of the difficulty of get-

ting the salt to a market that would take

i': in large quantities. There are at pres-

ent enough salt works on the shores of

Great Salt Lake to supply the local de-

mand, these companies producing salt

very cheaply from the lake water by so-

lar evaporation.

The Montello Salt Company was formed
in 1906 by 1000 locaters, the greater num-
ber being from Ogden, Salt Lake, and
Nevada. In 1910 the capital stock was
increased to include about 1000 more lo-

cations. Each locater was allowed 600
shares of stock, representing 20 acres of

salt land. For every 600 shares issued

400 shares were put in the treasury, to

meet expenses of exploitation and devel-

opment. Under the injunction of the Utah
courts, the property has been left un-

developed, and the Salt company was not

only restrained from proceeding with any

work, but was released from the obliga-

tion of making the yearly improvements
required by the placer law, under which

the lands were located. Since the deci-

sion of the supreme court, 20,000 shares

of stock have been advertised for sale at

75c. per share, the first. half of which was
sold in two days.

Coniagas Report for 1910

The annual report of the Coniagas

Mines, Ltd., of Cobalt, Ont., for the year

ended Oct. 31, 1910, states that the pro-

duction for the last year was 1,929,531

oz. of silver, of which 949,901 oz. were
contained in concentrates and 979,-

630 oz. in ore. The total shipments were
975 tons.

The capacity of the 30-stamp mill is

160 tons per day. The stamps weigh
1250 lb. each; during the ./ear the in-

stallation of stamps was doubled. A total

of 33,539 tons of ore was crushed.

The ore reserve at the end of the fis-

cal year was estimated at 127,167 tons,

containing 15,368,400 oz. of silver. Af-

ter making a series of tests, it was de-

cided that the system of concentration

now employed could not be advan-

tageously displaced by a cyanide process,

the tailings from the concentrator not

being of sufficient value to warrant fur-

ther treatment at present.

During the last year S?40,000 was paid

as dividends, and the company had a

cash balance to its credit of $242,900 and

$374,087 in ore in transit and at the

9melterv. At Christmas the employees

received a present from the company,
amounting to 4 per cent, of their wages.
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The total income for the year was

;
$1,010,414, of which $989,070 was from

ore revenue. The working costs

amounted to $256,525, leaving a balance

of $753,889 as net profit.
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Hidden Creek Copper Mine
By E. Jacobs*

The officials of the Granby Consoli-

dated ."lining, Smelting and Power Com-
pany, Ltd., recently returned from a trip

of examination of the Hidden Creek Cop-

per Company's mine, situated in the vi-

cinity of Goose bay, British Columbia;

the group of nine mineral claims being

under working bond to the Granby com-

pany, with option of purchase from the

New York, Butte and Seattle owners,

who, according to report, offer for $400,-

000 their 80 per cent, interest in the

property.

Observatory inlet is a branch of Port-

land inlet, running practically parallel

with Portland canal, the two inlets being

about 15 or 20 miles apart. Portland

canal is immediately southeast of the

most southerly part of Alaska. Observa-

tory inlet splits 35 miles from its en-

trance into two arms, viz., Hastings and

Alice arms, the first heading northward

and the other eastward. Goose bay is a

large sheltered inlet, its outlet being on

the west side of Observatory inlet at the

entrance to Hastings arms. The property

was visited in the autumn of 1909 by

Herbert Carmichael, of the British

Columbia Bureau of Mines, and his de-

scription
1

is the authority for the data

herein given.

The principal work on the Hidden

Creek Copper Company's group of

mines has been done on the Alpha and

Revenge claims; there is an excellent

plank road two miles long, extending

from the deep water of Goose bay to the

main tunnel, 530 ft. above sea level.

Prospectors were first attracted by a

round-top hill about 1000 ft. high, more
or less covered by a typical gossan or

iron cap. Prospecting showed this gos-

san to be thicker and more strongly

marked in some places than in others.

The first work done proved the oxidized

ore to be 5 ft. thick; trenches disclosed

a body of mixed pyrite and chalcopyrite

ore, which was prospected by four tun-

nels, aggregating 200 ft. in length. A
large body of ore, containing from 4 to

6 per cent, copper, was developed. This

place was called Cabin bluff; it is at an

altitude of 700 ft. Around the hill, about

500 ft., and 200 ft. higher, a larger expos-
ure of ore was discovered and named Mam-
moth bluff. This was stripped, and showed
a hight of 300 ft. of mixed pyrite and
chalcopyrite, containing 4 l/2 to 5 per

cent, copper. It was prospected by tun-
nels, aggregating 350 ft. in length.
According to information obtained last

summer the ore zone has been opened
for a little more than 2000 ft. in length
and from 200 to 500 ft. in width. Be-
sides 1500 ft. of opencut work, about
1000 ft. of tunneling has been dune. This
work has opened a large body of cop-
per-sulphide ore, running from 4 to 8 per
cent, copper, with some as high as 12
per cent., and assaying $1 to $3 per ton
in gold and silver. The ore contains an
excess of iron over silica—much of it

pure copper and iron-sulphide, high in
both iron and sulphur—making it a de-
sirable smelting ore. The ore has been
cut for a width of 125 ft. to a depth of
between 400 and 500 ft., and it is known
to be of good grade to below the 400-

*Box 045. Victoria, B. C.

'/?(/?/. No. 1, 1900, Mineral Locations, Port-
land Canal District.

Key Map to Hidden Creek Mine, Near
Goose Bay, B. C

ft. level. There is more than 300,000

tons o. ore blocked out.

The general manager is quoted as au-
thority for the statement that the under-

ground work and diamond drilling, done
by the Granby company, has developed a

large quantity of ore, estimated at about

4,000,000 tons. The average copper con-

rent is stated to be about 2.5 per cent.

Local conditions are favorable to econ-

omic mining. It is said that there is an

87-ft. water fall on a small creek iy4
miles north of the main tunnel, where
600 h.p. is developed by an impact wheel

of the Pelton type. This runs an eight-

drill compressor and a sawmill, capable

of cutting 7000 ft. of rough lumber per

day. Transportation facilities are being

provided by the construction of 2500 ft.

of gravity tramway, and one mile of

electric tramroad, on a 0.7 per cent,

grade. This will convey the ore to deep

water, whence it can be shipped to any

of the coast smelteries.

The first payment on account of pur-

chase will fall due June 15, and was

formally authorized at a recent meeting

of Granby stockholders in New York.

Smelting in Bond
Wa -,ce

Tne Tr ^
: artment has sent to

Chairman I

""-'"'
in re-

allow-
ance made at bonded smelting
houses, copies of tl ndence the
department has had with the An.
Smelting and Refining Company, and
with other con^ s of the r

made by P to fman oi
I

Chusetl Technology coi
ing smelting wastage allowances at the
different plants, and a variety of other
data. Practically all of this material is

private in character, never having
made public.

It appears that Professor Hofman in his

investigations at the various bonded
smelting warehouses found that there was
a wide divergence in the amount of

at the various places owing to the dif-

ferent character of the ores. He, there-
fore, recommended the establishment of
the actual wastage at each plant as de-
termined from a scrutiny of the records
for three years back. This was in oppo-
sition to the wishes of the American
Smelting and Refining Company and of

other companies which preferred to have
the department establish a general

age allowance which should be applied to

all ores and which should take the place

of the flat 10 per cent, allowance that

had been accorded under the Dingley law.

Apparently it was the view of some of <he

companies at least that this average al-

lowance might be obtained at a figure as

high as 35 or 40 per cent. As a matter of

fact Professor Hofman's reports showed
that the wastage in smelting varied from

5 or 6 per cent, at some plants to over 20

at others. There was also a wide varia-

tion of the loss incurred in refining base

bullion, the figure running as low as less

than 1 per cent, in some cases while in

others it was very greatly in excess of

that. Probably the most refractory ores

studied by Professor Hofman were those

which were smelted at Perth Amboy, N. J.

These are the Canadian ores and the diffi-

culty with them is due to the presence of

large quantities of arsenates. Some plants

have stopped smelting these ores on ac-

count of the high percentage of waste

connected with them.

As a result of a study of the facts in

regard to the smelting allowance there

seems to be a strong feeling at the Capi-

tol that the Treasury has a tolerably clean

record in the matter and that there is not

much to criticize except that so long a

delay was permitted prior to the establish-

ment of the present smelting allowances.

The department has not thought it wise to

make public the detailed facts with ref-

erence to this smelting question, and it
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. .; that the committee of in-

. will be somewhat inclined to

iue weight to this feeling and to re-

From publishing the record. The

- not been fully detenu!

5 a possibility that Pro-

• Hofman's reports, together with the

.itement of wastage allowances.

\en out. This, it is believed,

might cause trouble among the smelting

companies, owing to dissatisfaction on the

part of those that have been accorded the

smaller allowances for wastage. On the

other hand the investigation has stimu-

lated the belief that there was irregular

work in Congress at the time the Payne-

i law was passed in connection with

the formulation of the section relating

to smelting in bond and the establishment

. allowances. It is considered

probable that when the committee reports

on this subject, most of what it will have

on the smelting question will re-

late to the way in which the section of the

act was framed and put through, rela-

tively little attention being given to the

regulations of the Treasury intended to

carrv out the terms of the act.

thin layer of iron and the tube heated

for a fe\v minutes over a Bunsen burner

to a red heat. It is then placed with its.

contents into an Erlenmeyer flask holding

250 cc. and a few drops of water squirt-

ed on it, when it will burst to pieces.

After cooling, 50 cc. HC1 are poured in

and the flask is heated on the water bath

until the fused mass is completely dis-

solved, which will take about half an

hour. As H,S is freed in this operation,

the copper is partly precipitated. Then

the solution is diluted to 200 cc. and a

vigorous current of H =S passed through

it. The precipitate of CuS is filtered off

with other impurities, annealed and dis-

solved in HNO :; . The iron is precipitated

with ammonia and the copper determined

electrolytically. The copper sulphide

may also be dissolved directly on the fil-

ter with HNO.;, the solution neutralized

with ammonia and electrolyzed.

COMPARATIVE COPPER ASSAYS
BY VARIOUS METHODS

Determining Copper in Crude

and Spent Pyrites

By W. N. Iwanow

Several years ago Lunge published a

method for the determination of copper

in raw and in spent pyrites, which gives

good results, but is rather wearisome and

wasteful of time. For this reason many

attempts have been made to supplant

this method by a simpler one, e.g., by di-

rect extraction of the copper by means

of nitric acid and determination of the

metal by electrolysis. This method is,

however, inexact, as part of the copper

always escapes extraction.

In the following I will describe' a new
method contrived by me, which is much
quicker without losing in exactness. In

Kroger pointed out that in heating

.ith pulverized metallic iron, iron

monosulphide will be formed. But,

strange to say, nobody paid any attention

to the fact that spent pyrites which are

hard to dissolve in aqua regia will, after

heating with metallic iron, become easily

soluble in HC1 by forming monoxide

compound- Fe 3FeO). In

consequence the copper present may then

be separated and determined without

much trouble.

•his basis I proceed as follows:

Three grams of finely pulverized crude
• - are mixed with an equal

quantity of powdered iron (ferrum In-

fant) and put into a china

r preferably into a tube of thin

it 3 in. long by '' in. in diam-

1 at one end and open at the

other. The mixture 'ith a

U i

Lunge's,
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Details^ Practical Mining
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

i ther readers like to know about. The

[thought that there is nothing new in them

! should not be a deterrent of telling about

'them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

I

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

Harness for Lowering Mule

Down a Shaft

By W. F. Boericke*

Where there is no incline by which

mules may be taken underground, the

animals must be lowered either in a spe-

Notes of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-

erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things "that have to

be done in Ever/day

harness is by no means as formid-

able a job as it appears at first.

The harness itself is a simple af-

fair, and can be made at the mine,

out of pieces of old canvas or rubber

belting, securely riveted together. The

dimensions given in the sketch are adapt-

ed for a 900-lb. mule. The harness, when

fitted on the mule, should be fairly snug,

but the straps should not be buckled too

tightly. If the mule is accustomed to

the bottoi

When the mule is near the h-

is tied to the md
the animal drawn !a t

he land- on foui let I In ai

the time the mule

the the shaft, until h« the

stables at the hot;

the Bhafl I

I /Oading Bin tor Skips

By l. e. :

In many mines \ roducii . quan-

tity of ore daily, ii ino-

n.ic hoisting lite the loading of

skips to as great an extent hie.

The loading bins illustrated in the ac-

companying sketches are in use in an

inclined sliatt where it has been found

that the system promotes maximum ef-

ficiency enabling all the hi

done in a fraction of the time required

by the usual methods formerly empl<.

A vertical cross-section longitudinally

through the shaft is shown in Fig. 1 ; I)

and F show two plats of ordinary di::

sions, while E shows one that is cut

deeper into the hanging wall than the

other two.

The skip is shown at B with the bail

in place and hoisting rope attached.

Between plats E and F, the hight of the

shaft from foot to hanging :on-

siderably increased. This ii ight

Z\c Engineering J Jt\"ing Journal

Harness for Lowering Mules

daily constructed mule cage, or swung

down by means of a harness similar to

the one here described. Wherever con-

ditions are right, the preference should

be given to the harness. The mule cage

is heavy, cumbersome, difficult to get the

mules into, and means a loss of time

in getting the cage in and out of the

shaft. To swing a mule with a

•Mineral Point. Wis

harness, he will allow it to be put on

without trouble. The parts lettered T T

should come a trifle below his sides. The

part S should be low enough to insure

that the mule will be seated firmly when

he is swung into the shaft. The head

and neck, of course, come through the

space A.

When all is ready, the mule is led to

the collar of the shaft, and a heavy chain

attached to the hook, and made fast to

the center of the cage. Planks should be

laid across the shaft, so that as the mule

is raised, his feet will not catch in the

timbers. The signal is given to hoist

slowly, and the astonished animal is

swung out over the shaft, bearing a

marked similarity to a dog begging. The

planking is then removed, and the cage

slowlv lowered. If there are bad places

in the shaft, it may be well to tie the

feet together, but this makes a delay at

T"

Fig. 1. Loading Bin- in Incl.->

is continued dow.i shaft as far as pos-

sible, but leaving sufficient room above

plat / far an operator's stand Q,

this is done, timbers are placed to carry

the floor P of the bin.

The most important pan of the device

is the skip-loading pocket U. The bin

itself is one large compartment, extend-

ing entirely across the shaft. The load-

Ing enplne< r. 322 i iimlw

building. Minneapolis. Minn
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a part of the bin

s i rided into two compart-

-. one for each skip-road and sepa-

:rom the bin at the upper end of

srba inced sheet-iron

The lower end of the loading

>rovided with similar

The g i >th ends of the loading

E operated with levers from

J. Each loading pocket

>ad only.

The mouth of the bin is shown at H,

-. of the plat E, and K repre-

sents • • to be dumped into the

The mouth of the bin is laid

I ith railroad iron to serve as griz-

The oversize is broken by the

trammers until small enough to pass into

-l. The operation of loading the

skip is performed by a man stationed at

The upper gates of the loading

I are opened and the pocket allowed

to fill ity. The gates are then

through the winzes until the lower level

and bulkhead are reached. From here it

is trammed by an unusually large tram

car. to the mouth of the bin. In the most

highly perfected form of this system

would be two winzes, one on each

>i. and sloping, toward the shaft.

These would start at the level D and

terminate in the bin at H. In this event,

winzes N and N\ would not be cut but

their places would be taken by the two

above mentioned. This would further

eliminate handling the ore from the bot-

tom of the series of winzes to the mouth

of the bin. This system of loading and

hoisting has been vsed and found to ful-

fil its object.

Ttmrnal

Layout of Winzes and Skip-

LOA!

Then the skip comes to rest at

the proper position, the lower gates are

opened, and the skip is filled and hoisted.

The loading pocket is immediately refilled

so as to be ready for another skip.

A horizontal plan of the shaft and sev-

eral d- own in Fig. 2; /. and L'

,

M and AT and show a system

of winzes which are holed through from

one level to another at such grade that

the ore will run. The series of winzes

on both sides of the shaft arc connected

ie another underneath the Ho

the drifts so as to form continuous

chutes at an equal distance on each side

of the ch terminate at the bulk-

where

outh of the Ml
with unloading

the places where these winzes

under the floors of the st

.

there arc

•nay be dumped. T

lumped into

the winze, and continues by

Coating for Iron Roofing
By Edcar Hall*

In the Journal of March 4, there is a

receipt for a paint mixture for coating

galvanized iron that is used in the trop-

ics. A much simpler and cheaper coat-

ing consists of refined coal tar, one of

the varieties of black varnish of the tar

distillers. This coating adheres strongly,

is elastic and lasting. I have a roof over

a reverberatory furnace so coated, which

has been in constant service for 13 years,

and is apparently as good as ever; an

untarred roof over another similar fur-

nace, wore out several years ago.

It may be said the black color is un-

sightly; but I have found that the black

roofs are a relief to the eyes in the ex-

cessive glare of the sunshine. In factory

buildings the color does not matter, but

a black roof on buildings the walls of

which are painted in brighter colors, has

rather a pleasing effect; it removes the

dazzling effects of the corrugations of

the iron. After a few showers the rain

water does not taste of tar, and. where

sulphur fumes abound, no longer con-

tains zinc.

I have also found that red iron-

oxide paint can be used over the tar,

if desired, but I do not know how the

sulphurous rain would affect it. Ordi-

nary coal tar will not answer; the tar

must be free from tarry acids and al-

kaloids.

Smokestacks for Natural

Draftf
Bv M. E. Harris

To volve the problem of correct dimen-

sions for a power-plant stack it is first

necessary to approximate as closely as

le the capacity of the plant based

on the commercial evaporation. Then if

there is the least probability of any in-

in the demand for power, make
r allowance for such increase and
• be afraid to err a little in favor

I

'Mil.

•11

After the horsepower capacity of the

plant has been determined a simple and

easily remembered rule for proportioning!

the stack is to multiply the number of

horsepower by 6. This will give the area

of the stack in square inches. Thus, a

500-h.p. plant requires a chimney with

an area of 3000 sq.in. This would equal

a circular stack of about 62 in. diameter.

A comparison with stacks already built

will show that this figure is approximate-

ly correct.

The hight of a chimney is sometimes

governed by local conditions, such as the

hight of the building to which it is at-

tached or the hight of surrounding build-

ings. The ratio of hight to diameter may l

be from 20 to 36 diameters of a cir-

cular stack or lengths of one side of a

square stack.

One rule establishes the hight of the

stack at 25 diameters. This would be

correct for some sizes, but would not ap-

ply to all. The hight of the larger chim-

neys must be limited to keep down the

cost of construction, and the hight of

smaller stacks must be sufficient to give

draft enough to maintain the desired

rate of combustion. Thus an 8-ft. stack

multiplied by 20 gives 160 as the proper

hight, and a 2-ft. chimney multiplied

by 36 gives 72 ft. as the hight.

Stability or resistance to wind pressure

is secured by constructing the base with

an outside diameter equal to one-tenth

of the hight.

Automatically Discharging

Bailers

By W. H. Storms*

Many mine managers prefer bailing to

pumping water from mines, and un-

doubtedly there are situations where bail-

ing is less expensive than pumping. The
accompanying sketches show two types

of self-dumping bailers; one a cylindrical

valve bucket, the other a skip fitted with

a hinged valve which opens to admit the

water when the skip sinks in the sump.

Both are arranged to operate in inclined

shafts. The automatic-discharge features

will be appreciated by those who have

had no experience with bailers of this

kind.

An illustration shows the steel barrel

on the skids S and also its position by

means of dotted lines, when discharging.

This is accomplished by cutting out a

section A of the skids upon which the

bucket slides. This section is supported

on a pivot 11. A counterweight W holds

the section in place when the bucket is

below, or even when resting upon it when
empty, but when it is drawn up out of the

shaft filled with water the excess of

weight of the bucket and the water be-

low the pivot, as compared with that

above it, causes the loose section of the

• Mini ii- pnglneer, 2437 Hllgard nvenue,
Berkeley, Col.
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Iskids to swing backward into the ver-

tical position indicated by the dotted

• lines. The engineer then lowers the

bucket without leaving his station at the

engine, until the valve spindle V rests

upon the floor, which forces the valve up-

ward, thus allowing the water to escape

! and flow away. The engineer then raises

the bucket slowly and the counterweight

|
W pulls the skids, with the empty bucket

l
upon them, back into position and the

i bucket is lowered again into the shaft.

Necessarily the counterweight must be so

adjusted as properly to perform its func-

tion. If it is too light it will fail to pull

the empty bucket back into position; if

too heavy, the full bucket will not tilt the

loose section of the skids into vertical

position. Ordinarily, buckets are pulled

to the top of the skid-way, and there dis-

charged in the same manner as here

shown, that is, by the bucket being

lowered upon its spindle; but when it is

empty a man must be at hand to swing

carefully avoided in

vice. When the skip g the

dumping place tl

slackened to a moderate rate or ti:

ward whe<
I illide with

the upward extension <>t the ti

thus doing sern the head-

frame, or parting th

one mine where the la'ttei !, and

the 500-gal. skip rui It. to the

bottom of the shaft, where it was hope-

lessly wrecked. The bun
|
s the

wheels from running so far forward that

the skip will not automatically de

the shaft again when empty,

a movable bumper, however, the

• skip can be run in on that dump and se-

cured there by dropping a piece of light

timber between the rear wheels and the

skids. The cable can then be detached

and made fast to the ore skip. In this

way either ore or water may be hoisted in

the same shaft compartment, by using

two suitable skips.

Cutting H

In I
I

rock were cut by

drills that

in ho!

An in the accompai

(ration t<> J r ; : i 2 I

CUttin:

ill jet-pir

t.sed to ut the cut:

Automatic Discharging Bailers

it out upon the skids again before it can

be lowered again into the shaft. The

automatic device here described there-

fore saves the labor of one man for a

portion of the time at least.

The other illustration shows an ordi-

nary water-skip with a hinged valve in

the bottom. The track, generally of T-

rail, T, is spiked to stringers S in the

headframe, and dumps provided for both

ore and water by cutting out sections of

the stringers and track and making gates

G G as shown. The gates swing on the

hinges H H, that for the water-dump be-

ing about 3 ft. above the collar of the

shaft. When a skip is to be dumped the

proper gate is opened and upon the ar-

rival of the skip at this point the forward

wheels follow the curved rails and run

out upon the horizontal track, as shown

in the sketch. The engineer continuing

to hoist slowly, the lower end of the skip

is lifted from the main rails and its con-

tents dumped. There is one thing to be

When a shaft is making much water,

sk'ps or buckets are unsuited to handling

the water when sinking. At such times

a pump should be used; but when the

shaft is to remain for a long time at one

level the water will collect in the bottom,

and from this sump the water may be

bailed with either valve-skip or bucket.

If either bucket or skip be lowered into

the sump too rapidly it will have a tend-

ency to float and this may cause the

wheels to leave the track, or the bucket

the skids. In either event there will be

trouble when the hoisting engine is

started, as the skip or bucket is sure to

catch in the timbers. To prevent this diffi-

culty two or three planks can be spiked

to the timbers at the water level (extend-

ing both above and below it several feet),

forming guides, and these will prevent

the skip or bucket from riding, thus ob-

viating the probability of breaking a

cable or doing some other serious damage

at the bottom of the shaft.

JIuHfMrMt

Drill Bit with 24- I

The successful use of such a

bit is interesting to miners, inasmuch as

it suggests trying similar or r

smaller bits for cutting hitches for tim-

bers. It might be difficult to US

a bit for drilling horizontal hole-

for hitches of ordinary si/e COl

able time might be saved bj

or 12-in. bit.

At the Indiana Harbor plant "'

Inland Steel Company recent

in. Cutler-Hammer lifting ma|

[oaded 000,000 lb. of pig iron from a

steamship in ID hours. The maximum

number of lifts made in an hour «

and the minimum 15. In all 1281 lifts

were made by the two magnets used, the

average lift per magnet being -M27 lb.

With the liftinc m
three men are needed in the hold of the

vessel, and no time is lost in filling

buckets.
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.- Zinc Corporation and

the Flotation Processes

eeting of the Zinc Cor-

poration in London last month, F. A.

Coven and H. C. Hoover, the joint man-

ic statements respect-

>; this company « ith

the Elmore and Minerals Separation flo-

tation process, touching upon the matter

.i.on involved. The Zinc Cor-

poration has been using the Elmore pro-

itely lias abandoned it in Favor

of the Minerals Separation process.

s .id: "When I was at

Broken Hill last year we had installed

- Separation unit which prac-

a ed us that all classes of ma-

terial could be treated satisfactorily by

this process. At that time it was the

idea ot Mr. .Mitchell that the Minerals

Separation process was more flexible;

that the Elmore plant would not be able

to cope with the admixture of slimes,

the necessity for which was rapidly be-

coming imminent. Had it not been for

two things, namely, the legal position and

my own sense of fairness, we could at

once have done what later we did, i.e.,

.1 .Minerals Separation plant and

work the two processes side by side on

ent classes of material. But the

trouble was that this did not get rid of

the legal position set up by the action of

Minerals Separation people, which,

wholly unjustifiable as I have always re-

garded that claim and action, was still a

danger, in view of the toss-up nature of

any decision in a court of law. I spent

a weary time in trying to smooth out the

legal difficulties, but wholly failed.

Later we opened up negotiations with the

Minerals Separation people with the ob-

ject of disposing of the legal position,

and finally arrived at an agreement. They

to show us that their process was

as good as the Elmore on the various

classes of material; if done, we were to

adopt the Minerals Separation process

throughout as soon as it could be in-

stalled; they were to abandon all legal

claims against us and were to guarantee

linst any damage for action or in-

dent of patent. We were to pay a

sum for legal expenses, etc. This pay-

ment I do not pretend to be able to jus-

In mv judgment the claim was

rrous, but there are occasions when
r to pay such claims, and I

think this was one. Frankly, had we

been I iefend the Minerals Sep-

I do not think we should

any more than I think we

should ha-. i action for Infringe-

ment from the other side; hut a!

return to the uncertainty ot decisio

a court of justice. Apar' from that, I

time-

and-i r b i mr litigation, and I ad-

mit I made the payment to avoid a threat-

ened law

Mr. Hoover said: "Now, as to the

change in processes. I do not know

whether you fully understand that all

these processes are what are called flota-

tion processes, and the underlying idea

and principle of them is very much the

same. This principle was known and

was used before those who are the pres-

ent owners were in business at all. On
the other hand, they have wrapped them

up with a mass of patents, litigation and

other things, which make it very costly

to get through them in Australia.

"The result of our working since we
began to make the alterations shows that

we can now work down to 2 per cent,

residue; in other words, the tailings from

our mill rua only 2 per cent. zinc. For

the last three years they have run 4 per

cent. Therefore, we are obtaining a bet-

ter extraction with the altered process,

and it looks to us as if we will be able

to reduce our working cost somewhere

from Is. to Is. 6d. per ton. The credit

for this is not entirely due to the Miner-

als Separation Company or the process,

but it is due to our own staff, who have

made a mechanical success out of this

method of working."

The Rankin Process

A new process for the treatment of all

classes of ores is that of H. D. Rankin.

This consists, for sulphide ores, in a treat-

ment with nitric acid, which converts the

sulphides into sulphates. The nitric-oxide

fumes are converted by atmospheric oxy-

gen to nitrogen peroxide and passed,

under pressure, with excess of oxygen

through a crushed-quartz tower through

which water flows, which it is alleged,

results in a 98 per cent, recovery of the

nitric acid. The sulphate solution is

treated by various chemical or electro-

chemical methods, according to its metal

contents. Thus silver or mercury is to be

precipitated as chlorides, and then re-

duced to the metal; or silver may be

thrown down on copper plates; copper

can be recovered by electrolysis with in-

soluble electrodes, by precipitation on

scrap iron, or by precipitation as carbon-

ate. Cold, no matter in what form it

occurs, is said to be left amalgamable.

In case there is a slight deficiency in

sulphur in the ore, enough sulphur or

pyrite is added to give sulphuric acid

enough for complete solution of the met-

als as sulphates. In the case of a car-

bonate or oxide ore which would con-

sume too much acid, solution is effected

under pressure by carbonic acid, forming

bicarbonates.

The insoluble residue containing gold,

lead sulphate, etc., is passed over amal-

gamation plates and the gold recovered;

then over a concentrating table, and the

ulphate "separated from the silica

by sliming." A commercial mill has late-

I ! ii Lake City, Colo., to

this process.

The Richards-Janney Classiriei

This classifier is made up of a seri

of rectangular compartments of succes

sively increased size and stepped down
gradually from the feed end. The com
bination of side inclination and stepped

down successive compartments creates

division between each two compartments,

The lower part of each compartment is

lagged to the form of a frustum of an

inverted cone and constitutes the settling

chamber. Attached to the bottom of

each compartment is a cylindrical sort-

ing chamber, the lower end of which is

attached to the hydraulic chamber. Be-

tween the hydraulic and sorting chambers
is a well protected glass sight tube.

The hvdraulic chamber is in the nature

of a tee of rectangular section and is

tapped for the hydraulic inlet. This inlet

is governed by a gate valve with an indi-

cator, showing the position of the valve.

The bottom of the hydraulic chamber has

**
ii

•

,iOtti!

'iits;

"

ft
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Richards-Janney Classifier

a large flanged end, tapped to receive the

inner valve-seat bushing. Attached to

this flanged end is an inverted cone-

shaped retarding chamber, the apex of

which is tapped to receive the outer

bushing. The retarding chamber is pro-

vided with an air cock.

A vertical sideboard extends the full

length of the classifier on top, the feed

inlet and overflow outlet being a few

inches below the top of the sideboard.

Above each compartment and well sup

ported by framing is a cast-iron box with

housing for the driving mechanism. The
bearing for the spindle is securely at-

tached to the base of the bar and extends

downward through the supporting frame.

The spindle is hollow, extends downward
into the! center of the sorting chamber
and carries a series of sorting blades.

A worm wheel is riveted to the upper end

of the spindle and engages with a worm
on the main horizontal shaft. Cams are

attached on top of the worm wheel to

raise and lower the valve rod intermit-

tently.

The valve rod extends through the hol-

low spindle, and is fitted at the lower end
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with a rubber valve, which seats on the

inner bushing in the hydraulic chamber.

A bushing in the upper end of the spindle

holds the valve rod central. An arm is

fitted to the upper end of the valve rod

and in engaging with the cams on the

worm wheel, opens and closes the dis-

charge valve.

The ease of the replacement of parts

is a feature of the classifier. The valve

rod can be removed entirely. The spindle

or sorting-blade shaft can be raised out

of its compartment and blocked up for

internal inspection. The inner bushing

can be reached easily by removing the

retarding chamber.

The worm shaft revolves from 80 to 90
_

r.p.m. The hydraulic water is turned on,

the feed enters the classifier, the sorting-

blade shaft turns and loosens the pulp

without any raising or lowering action.

The cam raises the valve rod, opening

the valve, releasing the material through

the inner bushing into the retarding

chamber. The retarding chamber fills

with sand, and the valve rod drops, clos-

ing the inner bushing. The material flows

steadily from the retarding chamber,

through the outer bushing, and when the

chamber is empty, the classifier is ready

for the next cycle.

These classifiers are being made by

the Allis-Chalmers Company and have

been installed at the Magna and Arthur

plants of the Utah Copper Company, at

the Ray Consolidated and the Little Bell

mills.

International Smelting Report

The report of the International Smelt-

ing and Refining Company, operating a

smeltery at Tooele, Utah, and the Raritan

Copper Works at Perth Amboy, N. J.,

covers operations for the five months
ended Dec. 31, 1910. The Tooele smelt-

ery was completed in July, but the

amount of ore received has not been

up to expectations, especially in regard

to the ore received from the Utah Con-
solidated mines, so that the plant has

been operated only at about half capacity.

During the period of operations, 63,386

tons of materials were smelted, from

which were produced 2,431,317 lb. of

copper. 87,153 oz. of silver and 3930 oz.

of gold. The income for the year was
-2.636,932, the costs 51,634,741, of which

S226,360 was allowed for depreciation.

The balance was carried forward. The
capital of the company is 100,000 shares

each of $100 par value.

Lead furnaces are being erected at the

Tooele plant, and a lead refinery will be

built at Perth Amboy. The lead smelt-

ery will have a capacity of 500 tons of

iore
per day, and should be running at

full capacity before the end of the year.

Contracts have already been made for

sufficient ore to insure a full supply.

These improvements will be paid for

from cash on hand and earnings, and no

further stock issue will be made for this
purpose.

Owing to curtailment in copper pr
tion, the Raritan refii not run at
full capacity during
quently earning fining
contracts have lately been made, and in

consequence earnings this year should
increase, irrespectr. litional
tonnage from old contracts, du
ter copper market.

British Iron and Steel Pro-

duction
The British Iron Trade Association has

published its report for 1910, giving the

production of iron and steel in the United
Kingdom. The production of pic iron is

the largest ever reported for a calendar
year; but the make of steel fell below
that of 1907, and below 1906 also.

Pig Iron Production

The make of pig iron in Great Britain
tor the first half of 1910 was 4.993.745
long tons; in the second half it increased
to 5,223,000 tons, making the total for the

year 10,216,745 tons; an increase over
1909 of 552,458 tons, or 5.7 per cent.

The nearest approach in previous years

to the total of 1910 was in 1906, when
10,149,388 tons were made.

The production of pig iron according

to the uses for which it was intended was,

in long tens:

1910 Changes
Foundry & forge. 1,323,211 1,098,320 D.
Hematite (bes-
Bemei .... 3,569,77 I 3,8 " "

I I

Basic 1,410.862 1,875,831 I 125.972
Spiegel and fen-o 308,719 321.112 I

Unclassified 22,1 ;

Total 9,661,287 10,216,745 I. 552,15

Included in the foundry iron in 1910

were 152,373 tons of direct castings.

There were 473,896 tons of hematite and

1,223,265 tons of basic pig- 1.697.161 tons

in all—charged directly in a molten state

from the blast furnace to the converter or

openhearth furnaces. This was an in-

crease of 316,045 tons over the iron sim-

ilarly treated in 1909, when this molten

iion was first reported. The increase in

the production of 1910 over the previous

year was entirely in steel-making irons,

foundry and forge iron showing a de-

crease.

Steel Production

The production of steel incots in Great

Britain for two years past was as fol-

lows, in long tons:

, 1909
, ,

1010 ,

Tons !'• " • Tons PerCt
ler I.T. ;._•.'.. 29 :, I.779.1U

Opeu-hearth i.u-

Total 0.0 6,010,681100.0

The increase in bessemer or converter

steel in 1910 was 45,895 tons; in open

hearth 83,161; the total gain being 129.-

056 tons, or 2.2 per cent. The total was

715.042 tons greater than in 190S, but

was less than in 1907 by 512,064 tons.

tal in 1910, and

incr..

al retur: iction

from '

tons bl and slat

- and tin;

153 tons rail joints and t.

rails. The :

heart'- steel •
.

an in. r the

previous

The production of wrought or put

bars in Great Britain in 1

lent; tons, a decrease of 2
Z

urns of manu-
factures of finished ironwork haw
arranged so as ;o show manufactured
iion and mild steel separately. The out-

put of mild steel in 1"

tons, being 125,000 tons less than in the

preceding year, while the production of

all finished iron amounted I tons,

as against 1,038,619 tons in 1909. and

1.050.772 tons in 1908. The
I

the three previous years, in which mild

steel was not given separau

1907, 1,162,058; 1906, 1,184,011;

1.1 16350 tons.

Camp Bird, Ltd.

A. A. Kelsey, of London, secret.

r

the Camp Bird, Limited, has sent out the

following announcement: "The board

having received letters asking the

of the reduction in the profits of the com-

pany for April. I am desired to say

that the small return is partly due to

the fact that owing to the road between

the mine and the railway being bl

by snow, a larger amount of bullion and

concentrates was on hand and in transit

at the end of April than usual, amount-

ing approximately to £10,000, also that

the large new mill of the Santa Gertrudis

company (in Mexico i has not yet come

into operation as expected, but it

pected that it will begin running at the

end of May. and should be at its full

capacity by August, after which the en-

gineers estimated that a profit will K
'O.ooo per annum. The dir.

attention has also been drawn to

ments with recard to an action started bv

the aviado shareholders of the Santa

Gertrudis mine. I am instructed I

that no law suit has been brought against

the Santa Gertrudis company bv the

aviado shareholders, and the companv's

legal advisers in Mexico have stated that

the aviado shareholders have no

cause for action. As a matter oi
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•.rproached regarding

.rchase of the majority of the

ires, but the directors consider

- ed, up to the present.

America n Institute of Min-
ing Engineers

The opening session of the spring

ing of the institute « - at the Glen

Summit Springs Hotel, near Wilkes-Barre,

Penn.. on Tuesdaj evening. June 6, when

the usual routine business was transacted.

On W morning. June 7. the

. taken by train to Parsons,

where they inspected the .Mineral Springs

. r of the Lehigh Valley Coal Com-
pany. This structure, which is just com-

. is of steel construction with con-

crete foundations, and has a special load-

stem, including belt and box-car

loader, a new departure in breaker con-

struction. From Parsons the party went

5-Barre, where the works of the

rd Manufacturing Company were in-

spected. After lunch at the Wyoming
Country Club a session was held

for reading of papers and discussion. A
lso made to the Vulcan Iron

&, In the evening there was a re-

ception at Glen Summit.

On Thursday morning June 8, visits

were made to the Hauto storage plant of

the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company
and the new briquetting plant of the same

company at Lansford. A visit was also

made to Summit Hill to examine the cut-

ting off of the mine fire there. This fire

started in 1859. in a pump house on the

Mammoth bed. Various efforts were

made through one-half a century to ex-

-h this fire and cut it off from the

main workings of the colliery. The final

method, which was successfully adopted,

cut off the fire by a clay and concrete wall

• long, and 12 ft. thick, extending

from the surface to the bottom of the coal

bed. The cost of this closing off was ap-

proximately half a million dollars, in ad-

dition to over a million previously spent

in unsuccessful attempts.

The party returned to Glen Summit by

vay of the old switchback road and

Mauch Chunk. In the evening another

n for reading and discussion of pa-

eld.

On Friday morning the members went

cial train to Bethlehem, where the

morn:- ccupied in visiting Lehigh

a! attention bcintz given

to the John Fritz engineering laboratory

and the Fcklcy B. Coxe mininc 1

---cent additions to the Univer Ity.

unch a v. Beth-

lehem In the ( vening the

ummit

and the nv turned. A lisl of the

pub-

J in the J

• lay June

collieries by small parties of the mem-
bers, each being in charge of operating

officials of the various collieries.

The arrangements were in charge of the

local executive committee, consisting of

W . \ Lathrop, chairman; R. V. Norris,

secretary; S. D. Warriner, treasurer; Irv-

ing V Stearns. \V. J. Richards, H. S.

Drinker and C. D. Simpson.

Transvaal Gold Production

Special Correspondence

Gold production in the Transvaal in

May was the largest ever reported in

one month, reaching a total of 685,951

oz., or 18,237 oz. more than in April. For

the five months ended May 31, the total

output was 3,034,324 oz. in 1910, and

3,291,585 oz.—or $68,037,062—in 1911;

an increase of 257,261 oz. this year.

According to the customary monthly

analysis of the production of gold on the

Witwatersrand published by the Chamber
of Mines, the value of the gold recovered

on the Rand in March was £2,757,824 and

fiom the outside districts £113,916, a total

of £2,871,740. The gold recovered per

ton milled is valued at 27s. 7d. and the

total cost per ton as 17s. lid., thus show-

ing a working profit of 9s. 8d. per ton. The

total profit of 55 companies is given as

£943,415. In the month of February the

recovery was nearly a shilling per ton

more and the working costs four pence

per ton more than in March, while the

total tonnage milled during March was

1,960,678 tons against 1,712,198 in Feb-

ruary and 1,855,232 tons in January.

Limit of Profitable Working

A somewhat sweeping assertion was

made in a paper recently read here before

theChemical, Metallurgical and MiningSo-

ciety to the effect that at or before a ver-

tical depth of 5000 ft. had been reached

the gold in the ore would have become so

diminished that the end of profitable min-

ing will be reached, providing the working

costs remain at the present standard, that

opinion being based on the figures herein

given, said to be based on the published

returns of the Chamber of Mines. At 1000

ft. depth the screen value per ton of ore

hoisted is given at 34s.; at 2000 ft.. 25s.

6d.; at 3000 ft., 21s. 3d.; at 4000 ft., 19s.;

and 17s. at 5000 feet.

As a matter of fact the depth at which

the ore is being worked has no bearing or

i ffect upon its value, as may be seen in

the case of the Jupiter, where the gold

recovered per ton milled in March was
lid., while from a similar depth of

over 4000 ft. at the Cinderella Con-
solidated the gold recovered per ton

milled was 27s. Hid. There lias long been

an opinion that the value of the banket

ore diminishes with depth. In some cases

it undoubtedly does, while in others it has

a fact which Bhows that the

nine what in different

areas, high value alternating with poor

in any exte sive area taken at random.

A rough and ready survey of the Ra
shows that on the western section tto

value varies considerably regardless of

depth. Further east occurs a lean area

I

followed by the rich Central Rand the ore
(

-

of which decreases in value at depth.

Then come the poor Spes Bona, George

Goch, Meyer & Charlton poor outcrops

followed by the City Deep, richer in depth.

Next the poverty-stricken Germiston area

is followed by the improved East Rand.

What has tended in the past to give the

yield an apparent falling off with the

depth is that it has been governed to a

large extent by the costs of working, the

tendency for several years having been to

mill all ore that could be treated at a

profit rather than treat only the ore that

would yield the highest profit.

Another remarkable estimate contained

in the paper is to the effect that the cost

of working may be expected to increase

sixpence per ton for every additional

thousand feet in depth; but the author

shows in his paper that working costs I

have decreased from 24s. per ton in Sept. i

1905, when they were working at a much I

less depth, to 17s. today, so that while the I

mines have been materially increased in I

depth the cost of working has been de- 1

creased to the extent of 7s. per ton. Of
|

course, the ultimate depth to which min- I

ing can be carried on successfully de-

pends as much on the recoverable value

per ton as the working costs; both un-

doubtedly will be governing factors. There

is a general opinion among leading min-

ing engineers that, by working on a larger

and more concentrated scale, working

costs in the future, regardless of depth,

will be decreased for some time to come;

but what they will be ultimately reduced

to, seems to be as little known as the value

of the undeveloped ore on these fields, so

that to speculate upon the subject at pres-

ent would seem to be more or less a waste

of valuable time.

Porcupine Handbook
The "Davis Handbook of the Porcu-

pine Gold District" is a timely publica-

tion, crystallizing the geological, mining

and corporate data about this interesting

Ontario goldfield. The book contains

besides the introductory historical and

general matter a resume of the geology

by E. M. Flynn. There is a general map,

together with numerous new property

maps \yith late data as to outcrops and

vein courses. A section is devoted to a

review of the Cobalt district for 1910,

supplementing the handbook on that dis-

trict previously issued by Mr. Davis. The

price of this book is $1 in paper and

SI.50 in cloth, and it may be obtained

through the publisher, H. P. Davis, 25

Broad street, or the McGraw-Hill Book

Company, 239 West Thirty-ninth street.

New York.
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Traveling in Mexic o
During the last six months I have met

several young men who have been sta-

ioned at various points in Mexico. Sev-

eral of them have been somewhat dis-

gruntled over the discomforts they have

iad to put up with and are loud in their

denunciations of the Mexican people and

pf the facilities which are obtainable for

jtraveling. I have also had several talks

with people who either have investments

in Mexico or have been contemplating

.making them. The principal cause of

:
complaint among the latter was not the

lack of merit of their investments nor the

^distance from home that must be

traversed to reach them but rather the

[discomforts of the trip caused by bad

'sleeping accommodations and trouble-

some facilities for traveling.

Medieval Conditions in Interior

While I could not help but agree that,

once off the railroad, traveling in Mex-

ico must be accomplished by the use of

somewhat medieval appliances, such as

ox carts or the hurricane deck of a mule

with a gait like the pitman of a Blake

crusher, yet there are compensations

when one understands the people and is

really interested in the country. I, for

one, look upon a trip to a remote Mex-

ican mining camp as a sort of holiday

where I can get in a little rough work and

shed the veneer of civilization tempo-

rarily.

The people of the remote districts are

as children and, in spite of their pro-

voking stupidity at times, they furnish a

never failing source of amusement. They

are faithful, as a rule, if treated properly

and in accordance with their tempera-

ments and I, for one, have never had any

trouble with them. It is true that their

ideas of the Ten Commandments are dif-

ferent from ours, but this fact only need

make one careful of his baggage and it

generally affords some amusement. One

cannot leave an automobile standing in

the streets without a guardian; otherwise

it will be well to have no brass acces-

sories or other removables on it.

Last summer I had occasion to make

two extended trips in Mexico, one into the

wilds of Guerrero and the other into the

old district of Guanacevi, in Durango.

The former took in the Reforma mine at

Campo Morado, one of the largest ore de-

posits it has ever been my good fortune

to see and inspect. On this trip there

was a good-sized party of us, five Amer-

icans, to whom I will refer as Fred, John,

Billy, Fritz and myself.

We left Mexico City early one morning

in June, taking the train for Cuernavaca

and Balsas. Nothing of note happened

on this rather monotonous all-day trip

and we arrived at Balsas about 5:30 in

the afternoon. Balsas is a town that really

By C. S. Thomas, Jr.*

• 1

travel in M, w, o is
!

with difficulties. Many of
these, h an amus
ing, and the trip should be

regarded nu n ly as a stn n

uous holida i .

•Mining engineer, Symea build

has as its reason for existence the fact

that it is the railway terminus. There are

about 500 inhabitants there, it one does
not count the pigs. Otherwise the popu-
lation would be some thousands. The pig

is the national scavenger in Mexico and
deserves mention in the census figures.

The town is built in a straggling fashion

in a little flat at the junction of a minor
stream with the Balsas river. It is a

beautiful situation, placed as it is by the

side of the river, a broad, deep stream

running swiftly through a narrow, rugged

and deep gorge. The town itself, of

course, is not beautiful except from suf-

ficient distance to render the olfactory

nerves immune.

Sojourning at Balsas

There is no hotel at Balsas. There are

one or two places where a bed might be

shared with a few thousand of sundry

varieties of insects, but we preferred other

company if it was possible to secure it.

Sleeping out of doors was open to the ob-

jection that the pigs are unpleasantly in-

quisitive and always hungry, and to sleep

without one eye open all the time and a

club in the hand was out of the question.

The local manager of the Reforma Min-

ing Company's storehouse solved the

problem by setting cots for us in the coke

shed. Iced tea and a good supper were

obtainable at a Chinese eating house for

the price of "six bits, Mex."

Supper over, we enjoyed our cigars, the

beautiful, hot evening, and the Southern

Cross just showing above the hills to the

south. Our "hotel," being constructed of

corrugated iron, was comparable, without

exaggeration, to an oven and we were not

keen about going to bed any sooner than

necessary. So Fred regaled the party with

wild tales of the vagaries and customs of

"Jose," as he termed the entire pig fam-

ily individually and collectively. We fi-

nally had to go to bed in self defense.

John was careful, however, to rig a pie-

proof barrier at the door.

We were up before the sun and ready

for our all-day trip down the Balsas

river. The day before, the crew of one

of the four-ton barges that operate on the

river .';
i

| can-
vas awning \ this

luxury with

obtained from the Chinan
The b u

from native wood, i

i>re pointed I
• bot-

tomed. Td i by four

ir of clui;

II

for the mi:

needed for mir.ii ! down the

river in them, the swift current carrying
them to Pezoapan, the river station of the

Reforma mine, in about eight houi

distance oi 84 km. On the return trip, the

crew has to tow the barge up

arduous job requiring thr

Shooting B k\ - \.$ Rapids

In the 84 km. there are about 74 rapids

to pass. The boatmen, just before reach-

ing a rapid, generally swing the ooat with

the stern down stream, then, upon reach-

ing the curve of the rapid, the b<

swung around again and shoots bou

into the quieter water below. If the

rapid is a straight one they take it bow
on the entire distance. The fir--

rapids are likely to cause the unin/

passenger to have a prickly sensation at

the hair roots; but after the novelty has

worn off, one is likely to become most

nonchalant, or even bored, notwithstand-

ing the fact that an occasional wave may
cause his frail craft to ship a barrel or

so of water. Alligators abound and we
had several good shots. The cry of

"Caiman!" from the boatman always

caused a scramble for the rifle. There

was no way of securing the reptiles, once

shot, without great loss of time, so we

were obliged to refrain from securing

trcphies.

At Pezoapan we disembarked at about

4:30 in the afternoon and took to horse-

back for the remaining 30 km. There

was about a gallon of lukewarm tea left

and Fred gave it to the natives. They

dtank it with avidity and then waited

atound expectantly for results. When in-

formed that it was tea, not '•booze," they

were much disappointed. We arri'

the mine at ab< ifter a hard ride

over rough trails. The country from

- to Campo Morado is rugged, cut

by deep canons the precipitous walls of

which form high mountains. The pre-

vailing rocks are limestones, si

etc.. locally much folde.l

faulted. All t'i
; iwn the I

river the virions beds of these rod

pcarcd dipping steeply up or down -

and forming a deep, nigged gorge. Oc-

casional intrusive bodies an
sills between the beds. From Pea

to Campo Morado the same beds
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-ere cross arge dike of

ed porphyry.

Reforma mine a body of grano-

:.as intruded itself into the slates

Forms the hanging wall of a great

lode, opened by six levels in the mine,

i showing a length of 2500 ft., an aver-

ith of 100 ft., and a depth opened
of about 750 ft. It is all a solid pyn'te

g entirely through the moun-
-. like a layer of chocolate in a cake.

tnd somewhat shattered near
the surface on account of the diminution
of volume caused by oxidation. This py-

ces slates in a great

shattered fissure and partially merely ce-

ments the shattered fragments. The body
for its entire width averages about 1.7

copper. 0.11 oz. gold and 3.5

oz. silver per ton. Everyone was ex-

tremely comfortable at the mine with the

-prion of myself. A noteworthy fact

. .--ence of "Jose's." We had
good, airy, comfortable quarters, but good
fortune deserted me and I drew a cot

with a great many chinches already in

--veral times during that first

night I made a painstaking campaign all

over the bed. but somehow or other there
was always a reserve supply ready when
the light went out. Finally, acknowledg-
ing the chinche victorious. I took to the

floor and secured some rest. A few bold
ones followed me there but not enough to

make much disturbance. I had a general
cleanup of the whole place and thereafter

:n peace.

the corral and unsaddled our animals.
After a ride lasting from dawn until five,

the entire party was tired, particularly
John and Billy, who were "all in," the
latter having been assisted to that state

bottle of warm beer. Fritz found
a couch and proceeded to rest his weary
bones, so it was up to Fred and me to
make preparations in the corral to spend
the night.

No Pics Wanted as Bedfellows

Return to Balsas

Our stay at the mine was pleasant and
we were shown every courtesy by the
owner-. We were permitted to view

. r\ thing about the property and our
continual broadsides of questions were
answered painstakingly and in detail.

When the time came for departure we
left with many regrets. The trip back
to Balsas was made on horseback over a
characteristic Mexican trail that picks out
th <- : laces in the canons and the
highest points of the mountains. We did

' one pass at Limonticlan where
the trail could have gone a few hundred

higher. This was probably an over-
t on the part of the builders. I called

attention to it and it will doubtless be
corrected in time. The trail winds over
much the same sort of country as we

•-•d through on the river trip. It is all

•he canon, is composed
somewhat folded and

faulted. Small area', of porphyry were
generally well down in the canons.

The return trip this way requires about
-ages i n ,

1R .

•hat

.' the niul

v called

to a
Kcr '

' "a and home which
rral. Wc entered

As usual, the corral was full of
"Joses," burros and a few horses. Sleep
was therefore out of the question unless
we couid get rid of the livestock. Horses
aren't had to sleep with, but pigs and
burros—never. We drove all of the
tribe of Jose out of the corral first. This
had to be done twice, for the door
through the store and house parlor was
open, and they all came back that way
after the first exodus. Fred had heard,
some place, that if a burro's tail were
weighted he couldn't bray. Never having
had occasion before to try it, we put it

to the test. It is a fact that the burro
did not bray within hearing distance
under these circumstances, but that is as
far as our proof went, for the entire herd
headed for the open country. It cost us
in the neighborhood of a peso to salve
the outraged feelings of several owners
of livestock, and as a payment for the
privilege of allowing them to sleep out-
side the corral. The peso, incidentally,
cost us about a half hour of haggling
and gesticulation. Fred then ingratiated
himself with the duenna of the place by a
little "soft soap" and a cigarette, and
we had chicken for dinner and breakfast,
together with the ever present frijoles
and tortillas.

The next morning saw us off at day-
break and one o'clock saw us at Balsas.
Balsas looked pretty good to us on our
return and it didn't take us long to clean
the Chinaman out of food and iced tea
In the afternoon Fred, John and I under-
took to take a bath in the creek. It was
evidently wash day in Balsas, for we were
no sooner immersed in a rather nice pool
than several native women came down
and proceeded to wash clothes with a
nonchalance that seemed to indicate that
our presence in the pool was neither a
benefit nor a detriment. Even Fred's
Spanish wasn't equal to the occasion
One more night in the coke shed and we
were off for Mexico City, reaching there
unscathed in the evening in time to lose
a few "dobes" betting on the quihelas
at the jai-a-Iai game.

about six in the evening. Change of
train must be made here for the mixed
train to Tepehuanes, leaving every other
day. This gave me an opportunity while
there to see tne Cerro Mercado, a veri-
table mountain of iron ore, said to con-
tain about four hundred million tons of
ore that will assay over 65 per cent, iron
and the old furnaces built many years'
ago in an effort to produce pig iron The
next morning we left Durango behind
and proceeded on our bumpy, laborious
journey to Tepehuanes. The trip was
considerably enlivened by the bishop of
Durango, who boarded the train at San-
tiago Papasquiero. From there to Tepe-
huanes the trip was much in the way of a
triumphal procession. At each station the
entire population, including the dogs
burros and pigs, turned out, the former
to fight for the ecclesiastical smile and
blessing and the latter on the lookout for
any stray scraps of refuse.

At Tepehuanes a garland-decorated
buggy, drawn by a bunch of Mexicanos
awaited the bishop. Along the streets of
the town, across the river from the rail-
road station, were young girls dressed in
white and provided with flowers to strew
on the pathway when the procession
should begin. There were .floral arches
galore and the entire town had the ap-
pearance of having been neglected for
sc long by the bishop that its sins had
become so abnormal as to require prep-
arations even out of the ordinary. We
made the faux pas of fording the river
ahead of the procession. Perhaps it was
this indignity and perhaps not that made
the human draft animals careless or ex-
cited, for they almost spilled the bishop's
benevolent frame into the "drink." It

was a rather undignified position for his
grace during one moment, and his efforts
to defeat gravity, finally successful,
would have been ludicrous in any other
country but Mexico. It wasn't laughable
for us gringoes, however, until we were
at the hotel, safe from any stray brick-
bats. One sanctified rascal tried to steal
my grip in the very presence of the bish-
op, probably reasoning that I was a
gringo anyway, and if he could get away
with it before confession it would be all
right.

M Mexico City to Guanacevi

A dav or so later I left Mexico City
for Torreon. thence to go to Guanacevi.

•n'ons on this trip were one
American and a Mexican engineer, both

' le companions. We left Torreon
one morninK and arrived at Durante at

An Underpowered Coach

We left Tepehuanes while yet dark, the
next morning. Our equipage was' an
old stage coach weighing several
thousand pounds, drawn by six underfed,
undersized mules, and manned by two
peones—one, the driver, who devoted his
entire attention to beating the two wheel-
ers; the other, a mozo, on foot, who de-
voted his time to belaboring the four
leaders and dwelling at length on their
ancestors throughout several generations.
The rainy ^ason was on; the road, if

such it may be called, was heavy and the
grade steep. The mules, pulled each his
own sweet way, generally in every direc- I
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ion but the right one. We spent the

reater part of our time in carrying the

oach and six mules up the steeper

itches. Senor Cepeda, the Mexican en-

gineer, had wired ahead for a good team

and wagon. This was it. Speculations

as to what we would have gotten but for

this foresight were most discouraging. It

began to look as if we wouldn't make
El Zape in time to spend the night there,

but we finally arrived and secured a good

supper.

El Zape lies at the junction of two

streams. It is the scene of considerable

thermal activity. There are several

thermal springs there and one can take a

bath, if desired. They are mostly used

for softening corn prior to the prepara-

tion of tortillas. The waters have a tem-

perature of about 120 deg. F., and re-

semble, in odor at least, those of Steam-

boat springs, in Nevada. I sought for

the meaning of zape in vain. I had con-

jured up the idea that it might have

something to do with the hot springs,

the best clue I could get was that zape

was the equivalent of "skidoo" or "scat,"

as it expressed the desire for sudden

evacuation of a space occupied by a cat.

Asked where the cat was, they looked at

me in pity and changed the subject. The

next day I insisted on a lighter convey-

ance, and got it—after an argument. This

was so much better that our mozo, the

second "whip," had to ride a horse. This

was unfortunate, for we lost considerable

time every time we had to pass through

a gate. He invariably opened it for us

and, shutting it, would mount his horse

only to find he had shut himself out. He
performed this Marceline prank so often

that, had we not reached Guanacevi soon,

it would have become monotonous.

Guanacevi

Guanacevi is one of the oldest mining

camps in Mexico. The Spaniards in the

Sixteenth century invaded its precincts

and found active mining in progress.

How long before that the mines were

first opened is not known. It is a district

of immense veins and great outcrops

forming recurring series of great buttes.

The ores near the surface were rich and

easily reduced. With depth they became

poorer and more rebellious and most of

the properties closed down. One or two

of them are working and milling their

ores, but the extraction obtained and the

high costs are far from satisfactory. A

few companies hand sort a few miserable

tons per day and send it to Torreon as a

present to the smeltery. I say present

advisedly, for freight and treatment are

S60 per ton, moisture is always high,

even if the cars stand for a month in the

arid, torrid yards at Torreon, and as little

as possible is paid for silver and gold.

We had an extra passenger on the return

trip, a Senor Iturbe, one of the owners

of the mine I had come to examine. We

left Guanacevi in a driving rain. The
road and the
Our mozo, however, livened things up a
bit by sea

i

for us to praci

upon. The
lacking in the ambition to remove them-
selves from the state.

I I \ ITLE

At Zape we found a wedding had just
been celebrated and the inevil

was on. Invited by our bibulous land-
lord to attend, we drank a couple to the
bride, compared her gawky figun
dusky, featureless face to the swan i fin-

gers crossed) and left betore it should
-become time for the climax of n

jags and the production of knives. We
left Zape before daybreak, with the fiddle

still squeaking and the ball in full swing
—no fatalities up to our departure.

Our mules were "all in" when, at noon,
we reached Cienegas, a collection of a

half-dozen mud huts, a dozen people, 30 or
40 children and as many pigs. The mud
was up to the hubs and it looked as
though there would be no Tepehuanes
for us that night. We decided to cut

loose and ride the rest of the way.

Cepeda and Iturbe decided to trust to the

wagon, so my American companion and
I each took a mule and departed over

the worst trail it has ever been my mis-

fortune to travel. Our mozo was dis-

posed to take the trip peacefully and in

slumber and at a speed of about two kilo-

meters an hour. The mules exhibited the

same inclinations. Not so, we. Leaving

the mozo to follow, we cut clubs and

exercised unremittingly with them until

Tepehuanes and a real railroad track

showed up before us, just at dusk.

Cepeda and Iturbe turned up about 2

a.m., just in time to join us at breakfast

and go to the train. We made Torreon

as fast as the railroad schedule would

let us and in spite of the fact that some
midnight marauders stole the bell from

the switch engine in the yard at Torreon

wh'le the crew was absent. I left for

the States by the next train.

The trip outlined above sounds awful,

but I found a great deal of humor in it.

On my return I was able to eat as never

before (a possible argument against the

trip, now that we hear so much about

the high cost of living i. and I could even

negotiate the San Juan mountains of

Colorado without shortness of breath. I

maintain that trips into the interior

of Mexico are instructive, interesting,

humorous, beneficial and in the nature of

a holiday, provided one is in good health

and in good company.

An unmagnetizable steel alloy i-

(U. S. Pat. 981,575) to contain Mn, 9.8

to 10.3 per cent.; C. 0.9 to 1.0; Ti, 0.2 to

1.4. The silicon must not exceed OS

per cent.; C, 0.03; and P. 0.015 per cent.

The LUC

Mining I

inn i:

unin-
terrupted

Ulellt, but " I ii itical

condll

operations "t tl t re\ •• ui

orth-

ern Sonoi rt the

and the
•

was c:

ore were shipp< During the

ta has
been reopened.

designated, awaiting appi the in-

terim government, and a tern]

tax ot 1 per cent, imp

"The production of ore at the mine,

however, has been fully equal to that of

previous months • ; the year, th<

production of shipping ore being about

175 tons, while the mill has pn :

the usual quantity ot concentrates. There

have been some important orebod;.

veloped in the Sooy vein on the seventh

level, while some pockets have produced

ore extraordinarily rich in gold and sil-

ver. The estimated profit for the last

month is $38,000, which is in

the regular monthly dividend heretofore

paid by the company. The manager re-

ports that the cyanide mill has been en-

tirely completed and is ready for opera-

tion. The transmission line was com-
pleted and connected up and electric cui

rent sent over it June 3. The power line

and the new mills will be put in opera-

tion during June, so that the production

at the mine will be greatly increased.

Notwithstanding these favorable condi-

tions, the directors believe that it would

not be wise to resume the payment of

dividends the current month, in vi<

the unsettled political conditions in Mex-

ico and the uncertainty as to the resump-

tion of ore shipments."

Paramatta and Yelta Mines

The South Australian government has

purchased the Paramatta and

mines, near Moonta. for £6tX

mines were worked by a French com-

panv from 1903 to the copper slump in

lPOT. producing about £250,000 worth of

copper. The Yelta I

. 'tery, con-

nected b] a tramway with the Par.;

The area bought is 1349 vhich.

with the exception of the land required

for actual operations, will be cut up into

- nf :» i- - The govern-

ment geologist, commenting on the pur-

chase in his report, remarks that it

iieved this is a good bargain for the

government.
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Filling Methods at Sudbury
The extension of the filling system of

mining to the mines of the Sudbury, Ont.,

region has led to some interesting

modifications of the so called dry- or

- employed in a num-

ber of the large mines of the Lake Su-

perior copper region of the United States.

Brief descriptions and a discussion of the

methods employed in the several mines

of the districts mentioned may be of in-

terest to ore miners.

The Trimountain Method

In the Trimountain method stations

are formed at intervals of about 125 ft.

along the line of the shaft, which is us-

sunk in the lode. From the stations

levels are driven both to the right and

left S ft. high and the width of the lode

and at proper grade along the line

of the lode. The level drifts are enlarged

by stoping and from the rock broken

down, the larger pieces of waste are em-

ployed in building dry walls which are

8 ft. high. On the walls timbers are

placed, which extend from one wall to

the other, upon which in turn is laid a

lagging of poles and slabs. The timbers

covering the space inclosed by the walls

are called "wall pieces" and vary in size

from IS to 24 in., being 14 ft. long. As

the work of stoping proceeds, the waste

rock sorted from the ore is stored be-

tween the dry walls and the foot- and

hanging-walls untii these spaces are full

and is then thrown upon the lagging, thus

covering the walled passage.

Mill holes are formed in the walls on

the foot-wall side of the passages and

are built up as the stopes increase in

hight. The mill holes are round. 5 ft. in

diameter, and when completed are about

50 ft. deep.

Owing to the high pitch of the lode,

also the width, it is necessary to mount

the drills employed in stoping between

the working face and the broken ore and

rock below. Pickers and trammers work

at the rear of the bank of broken rock,

sorting out the pay ore and storing the

in the stope. thus leveling the bank

of broken ground which is constantly be-

ing added to by the advance of the drill-

ing operations. From 25 to 45 per cent,

of the lode rock is waste and is available

ling; however, if there is not a

sufficient amount to fill the stopes. the

all mav be broken down to furnish

Cutting out is continued up to

ut 20 ft. of the level above,

•hus leaving an arch

which is broken at more or less

regular intervals by openings or "break-

throui'

f extracting the ore pro-

.c down upper

By W. R. Crane *

At the Ontario nickel

nmics haulage drifts are

dry-walled; ore is won by

breast and longwall stoping

while the walls arc tempor-

arily supported by waste or

ore; waste piling is drawn

from exhausted stopes to

the stopes that are being

worked belowu

* Tenn State College, State College, Penn.

stopes are first exhausted and abandoned,

thus removing the necessity of support

and protection for the levels at those

points. The filling can then be drawn off

into the next lower stope or stopes,

where it serves a useful purpose in as-

sisting in stoping out the arch pillars

by providing a support for the miners

in drilling. The filling is drawn off by

- - - -

i r^
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Dry Wall Passage at Station

making openings in the dry walls of the

filled stopes at points directly over break-

throughs in the arch pillars of the stopes

to be filled. The stopes are then allowed

to fill as full as the size of the break-

throughs will permit. Drills are then

mounted under the ends of the pillars,

adjacent to and on the inclined surface

of the fills. A portion of the pillars about

10 ft. in width and from 15 to 20 ft. in

length is then removed as in stoping. The

drills are then reversed and holes are

drilled which, when charged and fired,

will break down the ends of the pillars,

thus enlarging the openings through

which the filling flows. By these two

successive operations the arch pillars are

gradually removed, footing for the min-

ers being provided by the movement of

the filling from above downward, thus

maintaining the same relative position

with respect to the pillars. The rock as

broken from the pillars falls upon the

surface of the filling and is carried to the

picker^ or sorters below by its downward
and lateral movement. A number of

may be opened in a sim-

ilar manner in rhi same stope, thus per-

mitting rapid removal of the arch pillai

and the filling of the stopes. Picking oi

of pay ore and spreading of waste ai

carried on as in the cutting-out stoping

operations.

The method of mining employed in

the Trimountain mine is in reality a com.
bination of methods, being longwall and
rill stoping, a filling method and the dry-

wall level-forming method.

The Crean Hill Method

While the method employed in the

Crean Hill mine in the Sudbury nickel

region is in principle the same as that

used in the Trimountain mine, yet owing
to the difference in occurrence of the

ore, the method of procedure is quite dif-

ferent. Systematic and extensive pros-

pect drilling at the Crean Hill mine re-

vealed the fact that what were formerly

supposed to be isolated bodies of nickel

ore were in reality connected, the ir-

regularities being due to the occurrence

of inclosed masses of rock which are

not usually extensively mixed with the

ore. How to dispose of the inclosed

barren material in an economical man-
ner was the problem that confronted the

management of the property, and was fin-

ally solved by the employment of the

dry-wall filling system.

Drifts are driven from the shaft,

forming levels 125 ft. apart and are ex-

tended into the orebody, following the

direction of the major axis as nearly as

possible, and as straight as conditions

will permit. The initial or exploratory

drifts are carried from 8 to 9 ft. in hight,

later being widened out and raised to a

hight of 30 ft. A stope is thus formed

ranging in hight from 30 to 35 ft. and in

width about the same, although widths of

50 to 60 ft. are common. The various drifts

on a level are raised and widened out

by the stoping operations until the stopes

so formed break through the intervening

strips of ground and form continuous

stopes, but for the portions of ground

left standing as supporting pillars. The
pillars vary in size, depending upon the

character of the ground; ordinarily they

are 25 ft. across, but with lean ground

they may be made larger. All ore pillars

are ultimately removed, while those com-

posed of barren rock are left to collapse

and mingle with the filling.

In opening up a level the waste and ore

are both sent to the surface until the

level drift has been driven to the

boundary of the workable orebody, after

which the waste is left in the stopes and

built into dry walls for the protection of

the levels. While the dry walls are be-

ing built in the completed drifts, driven

in one direction, work is begun on the

drifts to be opened up in the opposite

or a different direction. The second part
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of the development work on a level may
ifurnish a limited amount of material for

!dry-wall building in the completed por-

tion. The building of the dry walls and

the filling in around them with waste

constitutes the first step in filling and

should be sufficient to provide support

for the drills in removing the first slice

from the back of the drifts.

Breast Stoping used to Extend the
Stopes

The stopes are carried to the limit of

the workable ground by a system of

breast or side stoping, which consists in

making a cut across the stope about nine

feet deep and high and by successive

overhand cuts raising it to the top of the

30-ft. stope, thus advancing the face of

the stope by the depth of the cut. The

next subsequent stage of advance is made
by making a cut into the face, level with

the top of the stope and then by under-

hand work removing the ore to the floor

level.

The ore is then removed by al-

ternate up and down work on the face,

which is maintained as nearly vertical as

possible. The drills are mounted on waste

filling during upward working and on un-

mined ground when working downward.

When a stope has been raised to the

standard hight of 30 ft. and the ore and

waste properly disposed of, the main

work of extracting the ore is begun. The

waste obtained in cutting out the 30 ft.

stopes is left in the stopes but is seldom

sufficient to fill them to the desired hight,

thus requiring, the introduction of filling

from other sources, but • always from a

higher level.

During the side-stoping operations as

much ore is extracted as possible, the

poorer portions being left standing in pil-

lars, thus a considerable portion of the

inclosed masses of low-grade ore, or

rock is utilized as temporary support in

the stopes. It is thus possible to obviate

the breaking and handling of a large part

of the barren ground, an important con-

sideration from the standpoint of econ-

omy. The dry-walls are built seven feet

high and about four feet thick. Into the

walls are built ore chutes and manways;
the former are round in section and solid,

up to the bottom of the loading chute,

above which point they are dry stone

walls bound together by 8 to 11 in.

round timber. The bottom of the ore

chutes are lined with sheet metal or cast-

iron plate. The manways are rectangular

in section, being 4y2 by 5]4 ft. inside,

and are constructed in a manner similar

to the ore chutes, having a bond of round

timbers. The manways are just large

enough to permit a tram car to be hoisted

to the open stope above, where they are

employed in handling ore and waste. In

the manways are ladders and wrought-

iron pipes for drill-steel chutes, which

are 4 in. in diameter.

Manways and Dry-walls

It is evident from the above that the
ore chutes and manways stand to one
side of the dry-wall passages and are,

ire, more permanent than if built
over the passages. The manways differ

from the ore chutes in that th<

open from the level-floor, an opening or
niche being formed in the dry-wall. This
opening is protected by posts and caps
14x14 in. in size, above which it is dry-

walled on all four sides. The highl of the
level drifts, where ore chutes and man-
ways occur, is usually 12 ft. to provide
room for handling cars, timber, etc.,

which is fully four feet higher than the

usual hight of the dry-wall passages. Ore
•is discharged from the ore chutes by air-
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Section through Orebody and Stopes

operated iron gates, thus facilitating its

handling.

The dry-walls are spaced about eight

feet apart for single tracks and 12 to 13

ft. for double track. Extending from wall to

wall are rough round timbers, ranging

from 10 to 14 in. in diameter, upon which

are placed pine-pole lagging to insure

against the falling of pieces of filling. On
the completion of the dry-walls the re-

maining waste is stowed between them

and the walls of unmined ore and rock.

The waste rock from the preliminary

stoping operations together with other

refuse materials brought in from the sur-

face or stopes above, are stowed in the

stopes until only eight to 10 ft. of space

is left between the top of the filling and

the back of the stopes. The first stope

(30 ft. high) having been formed and

filled with waste, the work of removing

mainder of t nding be-
tween i n, which
plished by long utting
r-r breaking dou I ick in hor:

support for

tained by mounting them first upon the
' BtC filling md later upon the p:

< r broken down.

So:<

In order that the *

from the ore broken down in the loi .

stopinu operations can be handled to t be-

hest advantage, the
I

and worked in a stepped or ten
formation. The succe^-ive --toping opera-
tions, extending from the lowest to the

highest, form banks of- waste, which be-

ing added to from above flow downward,
thus maintaining the same relative

tion between filling and stope backs. The
highest terrace having been completed,
work is continued on the next lower, etc.,

until finally the filling and stope backs
form practically continuous horizontal

lines through the stopes. This method of

placing the waste as filling resembles
rill-stoping now extensively employed in

many mines both in the United States and
abroad.

There is never enough waste obtained

by sorting the broken ground in this

mine to fill the stopes to the desired hight

and consequently a certain amount of

rock must be brought in through raises

connected with the levels above. Per-

manent foot-wall raises or chutes are

made for handling the filling, and are

regularly maintained throughout the mine

for that purpose. As it is somewhat dif-

ficult to arrange such chutes so as to

serve all parts conveniently, it is usual

practice to put in small raises where es-

pecially needed >o tap the filling above

and place it to the best advantage. In

this system seldom more than three levels

are worked at one time, which maintain

the following relation to one another: the

uppermost is completing the stoping oper-

ations or removing the arch pillar; the

lowermost or bottom one is being opened

up. while the intermediate level is back-

or longwall-stoping. By such an arrange-

ment of workings the protection of the

various levels is readily accomplished,

caving and squeezes being readily con-

trolled.

Removal of the Pillars

The removal of the arch pillars is ac-

complished by taking slices from the

lower sides until the stopes break through

into the levels ab( ve, which should oc-

cur at points as far distant from the

shaft as possible. While considerable ore

is lost during the drawini: of the arch

pillars, yet much is saved being trans-

ferred below through the ore chutes.

When the arch pillars are wholly re-

moved, the dry-walled passages collapse

and slide down into the stope below to-

gether with the fill of the stope above.
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-emoval of the stope pillars, i.e.,

_ a i arious points on the

oor is accomplished in a manner

tr to that .
-'- in drawing the

arch : eing undercut from below.

. .s up and settie do\\ n

their movement being controlled

largely by the inclosing filling. An up-

per level having been once filled there is

little need of providing tor other sources

of filling, as that from the upper stopes

can be drawn upon and is thus used over

and over again.

The Creichton Method

In the Creighton mine the levels are

ed about 100 ft. apart vertically,

stopes being opened up to the full width

of the orebody and are increased in hight

by overhand stoping along the lines of

the level drifts. When sufficient room

has been made in a drift by clearing away

the ore and waste, the latter being sorted

and left in the stopes as far as possible,

the construction of the dry-walls is begun.

The walls are built of the large pieces

cf waste rock remaining in the stopes,

are three to four feet thick and six feet

high. At the points where ore chutes and

manways occur the hight is made 10 ft.,

being increased abruptly four feet as

shown in an accompanying illustration;

the length of the enlarged portion of the

drift or station is 12 ft., thus providing

sufficient room for handling supplies and

loading cars. The ore chutes are round,

3 . ft. in diameter and are built of waste

rock and occasionally three-foot lengths

of 8- to 10-in. logs are placed radially

to bind the walls together securely and

prevent deformation. Air-operated ore

gates are also employed to draw off ore

from the chutes.

The manways are rectangular and are

large enough to permit tram cars to be

raised and lowered through them. They

are lined or cribbed with round logs and

are built directly over the dry-walled

passages rather than to one side as is the

practice in the Crean Hill mine, and as

the orechutesare placed. The manwaysare

are provided with ladders and pipes for

steel chutes, and aside from forming con-

venient means of ingress and egress to and

from the stopes, permit the running of air

lines from the mains to the drills in the

stopes above. In wide orebodies it is

customary to provide two haulage ways

on each level-floor, thus reducing the

amount of handling that would other-

be necessary if only one passage

a as formed. Stopes opened in the large

I of pyrrhotite found in this mine

produce little or no waste material which

cculd be utilized as filling, and it is,

therefore, the practice here to employ the

broken ore as filling. The stopes are

raised to a hight of about 00 ft. without

having the ore drawn off except as it is

f<-und necessary to provide working space

at the face, or between the back of the

Mope and the broken ore. It js then

evident that the method employed in this

mine is shrinkage stoping and provides a

large reserve of ore which can be drawn

upon in case of emergency.

Size of Arch Pillars

Owing to the strength of the rock and

ere. in both the Crean Hill and Creighton

mines, it is found possible, with little or

no risk of collapse, to carry stopes 100

ft. high and with widths of 60 to 80 ft.

Care must, however, be taken in forming

the back of the stopes into rough arches,

suited to the character and strength of

the rock and ore, in order that the dome

of equilibrium may be maintained. It is

the intention ultimately to mine all of the

ore in the orebodies of the Creighton

mine, but at present no attempt is made

to carry the stopes much above 60 to

70 ft., thus leaving an arch pillar of 30 to

40 ft. in thickness. Practically all of the

mines in the Sudbury region are worked

more or less by opencuts, which provides

a convenient method of mining during the

Tht Engineering } Mining Journal

Ore Chute

summer months, the underground opera-

tions while worked practically the entire

year are intended particularly for winter

work. Stoping in the Creighton mine is

back or overhand stoping and while it re-

sembles longwall work it is hardly con-

ducted systematically enough to warrant

that designation. The use of ore as

temporary filling precludes the use of

waste and for that reason the arch pil-

lars must be left standing, at least until

the ore filling has been drawn off, after

which they may be attacked, but not

without danger of starting serious caves

and squeezes in the mine.

The dry-wall methods of mining, as ap-

plied to the three mines mentioned, are

in reality filling methods; the two first

mentioned, namely, the Trimountain and

Crean Hill mines, employ waste rock

as filling, while the Creighton uses ore.

Further, while the use of filling is similar

in each, i.e., is temporary, yet owing to

the difference in character of the filling

materials used the method employed in

the Creifihton mine is of necessity quite

different from the Trimountain and Crean
Hill mines,

In the Creighton mine the stopes must

be self-supporting even when carried to

the full hight, for they must remain

open until their content of broken ore has

been discharged. Should they collapse

before the ore has been fully withdrawn,

considerable ore would be lost or mater-

ially reduced in value by being mixed
with waste. The method of securing and

placing the filling in the Trimountain and

Crean Hill mines resembles the method
of mining commonly known as back

filling, and as the sloping bank of filling

is employed, in certain parts of the stop-

ing operations, as a footing for the drills,

the method may be designated as rill

stoping. In the case of the Creighton

mine, where ore is broken down and

stored in the stopes, being drawn off

sufficiently during stoping to provide

room for the mounting of drills between

the back and the filling, we have the so

called shrinkage-stoping method.

Comparison of Methods

In comparing these methods with those

employed in other mines, the following

points may be noted to advantage: (1)

Ore can be readily sorted in the large

stopes and the waste stowed with a mini-

mum amount of work. A fairly clean

product is sent to the surface. (2) The
sorted waste rock is employed as sup-

port in the mines which, together with

a certain amount introduced into the

stopes from the surface, reduces the tim-

ber support to a minimum. The cost of

handling the filling in the Trimountain
and Crean Hill mines is materially re-

duced by employing gravity in its dis-

tribution. (3) The Trimountain and
Crean Hill mines operate to special ad-

vantage in that the filling is used over

and over again, which in spite of certain

minor disadvantages had a decided ad-

vantage from the standpoint of economy.

(4) A high extraction of ore is possible

in the Trimountain and Crean Hill mines,

owing to the drawing of the pillars, while

the reverse is true in the Creighton mine.

The character and amount of ore avail-

able is, however, probably largely respon-

sible for this. (5) The cost of handling

ore in the Creighton stopes is slight, ow-
ing to the efficient methods employed and

convenience of ore chutes to working

face. (6) While the ore filling in the

Creighton stopes gives temporary support

only, yet the advantage of having a re-

serve of ore largely offsets other minor
disadvantages. (7) Little timber is re-

quired for support, being employed main-

ly as partial support for haulageways
and in the lining of manways. (8) The
methods employed in all of these mines
are remarkably safe, as has been demon-
strated by years of use. (9) The stopes

are always easy of access, which also

insures good ventilation. (10) While
the cost of the dry-wall building is rather

high, yet its great strength and perman-

ency and small maintenance cost render
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it fully as cheap as any other form of

support for haulage ways. (11) As stop-

ing is done on a free face and with the

assistance of gravity, a large quantity

of explosive is saved and consequent cost

per ton of ore broken is comparatively

slight. (12) There is considerable loss

of ore through mixing with waste, which

is particularly true where ore is broken

on waste filling. (13) There is, of

course, always danger of a crush starting

in the upper levels and extending

throughout the workings.

Owing to the exceptional strength of

the ore and rock in which the stopes are

opened, particularly in the mines of the

Sudbury nickel region, it is possible to

employ the dry-wall method with special

modifications in a way that could not

safely be done in other mines less favor-

ably constituted. The advantages and dis-

advantages given above are, therefore,

more relative than general, and should

not be otherwise construed.

West African Mining

London Correspondence

It was during the latter part of 1900

and the early part of 1901 that the boom
in the West African mining districts near

Tarkwa, Prestea and Broomassie began

in earnest, although the Ashanti gold-

fields had been worked for many years,

but as that district is 100 miles farther

in the interior it did not participate in

the boom. The Taquah mine, which had

been worked for many years before 1900

was then idle, probably, on account of

the heavy freight charges from the port

of Sekondi, as all the machinery and

supplies had to be carried by the Fanti

or Kroo boys for fully 40 miles.

Tarkwa and the other districts were

hard to prospect, in spite of the facili-

ties afforded by the railway company in

carrying passengers at certain times for

a distance of 30 miles or as far as rails

were laid. Ten years ago the mining en-

gineer had a difficult and sometimes a

dangerous search through dense jungles

for shafts which did not exist and for

lodes which were never exposed, but

which the promoters could lay down on a

plan without a break, interruption or

fault and usually in such a way that the

lodes should traverse the greatest dis-

tance of the square block or claim.

Difficulties of the Former Years

To prospect, or examine properties fn

such a damp, foggy, fever-infested dis-

trict abounding with millions of malaria-

breeding mosquitoes and miles of black

ants marching in line through larder

boxes; a country without roads and

sometimes without trails and without

bridges to cross the rivers or streams,

without any food save that carried by

Kroo, Fanti or other natives; without wa-

ter for domestic purposes unless boiled

and filtered (one contractor insisted in
the contract that all his European work-
men should have a standard brand of
mineral water to drink and which was
imported from England; without a store
"'where lies are swapped" and without a
roulette wheel or a faro table, is an ex-
perience not easily forgotten.

Occasionally when passing through a
native village all the eggs, Tom Thumb
like in size, were purchased and some-
times if one were very hungry a hunt
would be undertaken to capture a fowl
that combined not only a unparalleled
swiftness of foot and wing, but the cun-
ning of a fox.

All this has been changed and
the mines now own their domestic
supplies of waters for the native as well
as the European workmen; there are
good roads and even branch railway
lines; the marshes have been drained; a

cold-storage warehouse for furnishing to

the different mining camps a good and
plentiful supply of fresh foods and pro-
duce of every kind; in short, nothing has
been neglected to make the mining
camps, if not sanatariums fairly healthy.

It is also pleasing to note that the death

rate in the mines through accidents is

kept at about two per thousand.

The Fanti Mines

The Fanti Mines are capitalized for

£500,000 in 2,000,000 shares of 5s. par

each. The mine has not reached the pro-

ducing stage, although the reserves are

estimated at 93,000 tons, assaying 6.17

dwt., and 185,000 tons at 3.7 dwt. The
vein in the lower levels, the sixth and

seventh, is in much less disturbed coun-

try than in the upper levels, consequently'

the developments should be more rapid.

The vertical part of the shaft has been

abandoned and the incline continued to

surface.

The Fanti Consolidated company, ex-

clusive of options, owns an area of 87

square miles, but not in one block. The

capital of the company is £600,000 in

shares of 10s. each, nearly half of which

are held by the "great ones in the city,"

such as, United Exploration, Eckstein &
Rube, Otto Beit, Rube & Wagner, Gold

Coast Amalgamated, etc. On Dec. 31,

1910, the company had cash resources

of SI 79,000.

The Wassaw Mines

The Effuenta company has had rather

an unsuccessful year, the capital is near-

ly exhausted and the mine will probably

be closed until such time as the low-

grade ore can be profitably treated, and

to await the further development of ad-

joining mines. The developments have

not borne out the results from the as-

says taken from the cores of the dia-

mond-drill holes. During the year the

shaft was sunk 477 ft., making a total

depth of 1142 ft. on the incline. The as-

says in the different levels are all low,

while the bore holes which were drilled
some year* .„ as

24 dwt. The I inti Consolidated owns
125.0(H) and the Gold Coast Amalga-
mated 1 1(),()0() sh tj

Vassal Amalgamated
i

have to be careful of their remaining
capital, as the developments have not
exposed any rich ore. The estimate- are
!-aid to be 50.000 | 1-dwt. and
186,000 tons of 3.2-dwt. ore. The costs
will have to be materially reduced before
this 186.000 tons can be profitably
treated.

Abbontiakoon

The capital of Abbontiakoon Mines.
Ltd., has been increased to £800,000. The
Fanti Consolidated and the Gold Coast
Amalgamated own 180,000 and 147,001)
shares, respectively. The mill has been
idle for two years waiting to be enlarged
to a capacity of 10,000 tons per month,
and for further developments. During the
year ended Dec. 31. 1010, the reserves
had been increased 218,000 tons of an
average assay value of 11.4 dwt., as
against a value of 12.9 dwt. at the close
of 1909.

On March 31 the reserves were es-
timated at 458,580 tons of a value of
11.1 dwt. In addition, there are 293.000
tons of 3.4-dwt ore. The vein at the bot-

tom level (2700 ft.) is 8 ft. wide and
assays 15 dwt., which is said to be the

largest orebody on the Tarkwa range,
showing that with depth the vein is rich-

er and that the oreshoots are longer.

Another shaft, of four or more compart-
ments is needed.

Other Developing Properties

The Prestea Block A mine is likely to

call attention to the Coast mines in 1912
as it should enter the dividend list, and is

regarded as one of the "trump cards."
At the close of the year 110 stamps
should be at work crushing 30,000 tons
of 40-s. ore per month; the costs are es-

timated at 20s. or less, equal to a profit

of £30,000 per month. The lode is re-

ported to be 8 ft. wide for nearly a mile

in length and assays 40s. per ton. with no
poor or barren zones. The sinking of

two shafts is now under way.

The Broomassie has not reached the

dividend-paying stage, although at one
time it was regarded as a promising mine
and still may be considered such in spite

of the bottom level (990 ft.) not yielding

such good-grade ore as the lode be-

tween the 620- and 770- ft. levels. The
winzes sunk below the 990 level have

also been disappointing. The 20-stamp

mill has been idle since October, 1909.

The cost of working in 1908, excluding

development, was 33s. lid. per ton.

There are two dredging companies, name-

ly, the Ancobra. which produces about

600, and the Offin River, which yields

about 1000 oz. per month.
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Down-Draft
During September, 1910, a number of

ts were tried at the smeltery

. Reforma Mining and .Milling Com-
• Morado, Guerrero. Mex-

;th the object of utilizing a large

ulation of lead matte and Hue dust,

and of agglomerating sandy lead ores,

at tiie use of a briquetting machine.

The experiments were carried out under

. on of R. L. Lloyd, and the

Dwight-Lloyd system of down-draft

simultaneous sintering and calcining was

Apparatus

.r 10 . in. high, with a diam-

eter of 14 in., was cut of 1/16-in. sheet

iron. the bottom edgebeingturned in at right

angles On the upper edge was riveted

Sintering
By A. W. Hahn *

Successful experiments

on treating jluc dust, lead

mafic, and speiss. Roasted

material in good condition

jar blast-furnace work. Re-

sults o)i speiss especially

noteworthy.

Mex.
Metallurgist, Campo Morado, Guern

mesh, and the oversize rejected. The flue

dust was already fine enough, care being

taken to crush any lumps. The matte

MATERIAL FOB SINTERING EXPERIMENTS
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acted as an insulator, and prevented the

heat of the burning pyrite from spread-

ing evenly. A perfect roast and sinter

was obtained with the pyrite, ore, flue-

dust combination in No. 16, while Nos.

11 and 15 are feasible mixtures.

No. 17 is an example of what can be
done with an iron-lead concentrate and
silicious sands, for the product has a

big advantage over barren-iron flux in

furnace. Nos. 19, 23 and 24, mixes with

matte included, required less adjustment
than the other mixtures. The failures

under this set of experiments were due
to too much flue dust and too little

matte..

Speiss Easily Treated

No. 28 proved surprising. Speiss was
substituted for matte in No. 23, and an

excellent product was obtained, in fact,
a perfect roast and sinter. The time ele-
ment was the only variation from the
data, when matte was used. It took
longer to get the roast started, but when
once started it apparently produced more
heat than any of the other runs, due to
the arsenic oxidation, and also to the
oxidation of the greater amount of iron
present in the speiss than in the matte.
There is no reason why, with enough
sulphur in the charge, and enough silica
to give body and also act as a diluent,
this process cannot do away with the
speiss nightmare of the lead metal-
lurgists. It is also my opinion that

cobalt-nickel-arsenic combinations, rich
in silver, can be successfully treated by
combining the above method with a sub-

sequent leachi . r trle
nickel and COl alt, and leaving the
in the l

It is rca*..;. ,

,me Inat ,;

suits obtained in the small experimental
apparatus can be duplicated, if m
pro. ed, when put inl on a com-
mercial scale. Other things being

i

the largei amounts ot reacting materials
will give a !!.>

heat and a better product. The apparatus
described is cheap, easily built, and lends
itself admirably to laboratory work under
practically working conditions. further
experiment along the lines of combined
blast roasting and sintering will prob-

ably open a much broader field for the

use of this method of preparing m
for subsequent metallurgical treatment.

Garnet Milling in New Hampshire
The garnet-bearing rock of the United

Mineral Company outcrops near the top

of Currier hill in North Wilmot, Merri-

mac county, N. H., covering an area of

about an acre. The rock is of granitic

nature and contains from 40 to 50 per

cent, of garnet crystals. These are

not well developed, are about % in. in

diameter and present a somewhat
rounded appearance with inclusions of

quartz and biotite. This fact renders it

impossible to make a clean separation

without fine crushing. After the garnet

has been crushed and cleaned, the frac-

ture appears sharp, the particles are hard

and deep red in color, making it well

suited for sandpaper purposes. The as-

sociated minerals are those common to

granite; i.e., quartz, feldspar and biotite

mica.

The rock is quarried and afterward

broken by sledges into pieces convenient

for feeding to the breaker. The broken

rock is trammed a distance of about 600

ft. to the rock house which is located at

the brow of a steep cliff. The cars run

from the quarry by gravity, the last 100

ft. being over a trestle with a slight up-

grade sufficient to check their momentum.
Directly beneath the floor upon which the

rock is dumped is a 6xl0-in. Sturtevant

jaw breaker, crushing to 1 J4 'n - This

breaker makes 165 thrusts per min., has a

capacity of six tons per hour, and re-

quires seven horsepower which are fur-

nished by a 15-horsepower, three-phase,

60-cycle, 220-volt General Electric induc-

tion motor making 1200 r.p.m. The

broken rock falls from the breaker di-

rectly into the tramway loading bin be-

neath.

Gravity Aerial Tramway

The aerial tramway, furnished by the

A. Leschen & Sons Rope Company, of

St. Louis, is constructed in a single span

1200 ft. in length and delivers the rock

to the mill bin, the elevation of which is

By Earl S. Bardwell *

Garnet forms 40 to 50

per cent, of the rock and is

recovered by dry concentra-

tion for use as an abrasive.

Biotite can also be recovered

by magnetic separators.

•Mining engineer, 1215 North Fifth avenue,
Cicat Kails, Mom.

225 ft. lower than that of the loading

terminal. This tram is of the two-bucket

type and has a capacity of 30 tons hourly.

No power other than that of gravity

is required. The time of one man
for about one hour daily is all that is re-

quired to keep the mill supplied.

The mill is a wooden structure covering

an area of 50x36-ft., situated at the foot

of the Currier hill about 200 ft. from the

main road. It is a 2' .-story building

with a screening tower 12 ft. square near

the front and rising above the roof. This

tower has two floors above the third floor

of the mill.

Crushing Department

The crushed rock is delivered by

way of the aerial tram into a bin

at the rear of the mill, 14 ft. sq. with

bottom sloping at an angle of 45 deg.

The top of the bin is on a level with the

third floor of the mill. The rock is de-

livered by gravity to the crushing depart-

ment.

The ore first enters a pair of Sturtevant

balanced rolls, 26x15 in., making 82

r.p.m., and capable of crushing six tons

per hour to H in. The rolls are on the

first-floor level and rest upon a solid

concrete foundation. From these rolls

the product is taken by a bucket elevator,

16 ft. between centers. The 8-inch 6-ply

rubber belt has 6x4-in. malleable-iron

buckets spaced 18 in. apart. The belt

runs at 300 ft. per min., and deliver- the

crushed rock to an American Process

Company drier. The revolving cylinder

is 21 ft. in length and makes 17 r.p.m.,

2nd is driven through a sprocket and

chain. Soft coal is used as fuel, but little

fire is needed as the rock is ordinarily

fairly dry. It is warmed to remove any

superficial moisture and to promote

screening.

The revolving cylinder of the drier

projects into a reinforced-concrete dust

chamber which extends through the

side of the mill. This chamber is I2xl2x

12 ft. in outside dimensions with roof and

sides 10 in. thick. The roof is flat and is

ieinforced with \s-in. twisted steel rods

spaced 4jj in. on centers. The rods were

14 ft. in length originally but were bent

at each end so as to give them an 18-in.

bearing in the side walls. The dust cham-

ber supports the 24-in. steel stack 50 ft.

in hight. The drier delivers the sands

through a chute in the side wall of the

dust chamber to another bucket elevator,

while the dust which settles in the dust

chamber is removed from time to time

through the cleaning door outside the

mill. The dust is discarded for the rea-

son that it contains almost no garnet.

The second elevator delivers the sand

to a No. 3 Newaygo separating screen

making 90 r.p.m. The screen cloth is

4 mesh, 14 wire and is set on a slope of

about 15 deg. The oversize lover 2 mm.)

goes by chute to a pair of Sturtevant

balanced rolls, 26x15 in., set to crush to

2 mm. and making 100 r.p.m.. the pro-

duct going with the undersize to the

separator bin. from which material un-

der 2 mm. is delivered to the separating

department by a belt elevator.

The crushing department is run by a

50-h.p., three-phase, 60-cycle, 220-volt
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General Electric induction motor making

... The crushing department

run independently or may be

. down at any time without inter-

fering with the operation of the n
the mill. It is usually run about tour

hours during this time is

e of crushing enough rock to keep

ting department supplied dur-

ing the entire 10-hour run.

Separatinc Department

The crushed material first passes

through a No. 3 Newaygo separating

screen. This screen is situated upon the

upper floor of the screening tower and

o sieves: the upper screen is 6

mesh 16 wire and the lower is 10 mesh

20 wire. This screen make two oversize

products, i.e., through 2 mm. on 1.4 mm.

and through 1.4 mm. on 0.75 mm. These

products go by way of chutes to table

bins on the third floor of the mill. The

rr.dersize of 0.75 mm. goes to another

Newaygo screen on the floor below. This

separator has one seive, 24 mesh, 29

wire. Two products are made, 0.36 to

0.75 mm. and under 0.36. The 0.36 to 0.75

mm. size goes to a third table bin, and

the under 0.36 mm. size goes to waste.

The material from 1.4 to 2 mm. in

diameter goes to a Sutton, Steele &
Steele dry-concentrating table. This table

makes 390 thrusts per min., has a capac-

ity of about 3000 lb. per hour, and re-

quires approximately :

_• h.p. It delivers

garnet through a spout to the sacking

room in the basement of the mill, mid-

dlings to the second Newago screen, and

tailings by screw conveyer out of the

mill. Air is supplied to the table by a

No. 10 Green blower making 500 r.p.m.

and belted to the line shaft The material

from 0.75 to 1.4 mm. in diameter from

the first Newaygo, and that from 0.36 to

:im. in diameter from the second

Newaygo are treated alternately on a

second Sutton, Steele & Steele dry-con-

centrating table. This table makes 425

thrusts per min., has a capacity of about

1500 lb. per hour, and requires approxi-

mately :

] h.p. The delivery of products is

the same as from the first table. Air is

furnished to this table by a No. 6 Green
blower making 965 revolutions per min-

The tailings from these tables are prac-

tically free from garnet but contain about
- cent, of biotite. A Wethcrill mag-
•-•parator has been provided to save

this biotite but so far nothing has been

done with the product. The separating

plant is run by a 15-h.p., three-phase.

60-cycle, 220-volt, General Electric in-

duction motor making 1200 revolutions

per minute.

Sack

The sacking room is in the basement of

the mill. The garnet is shipped in can-

vas tacks each containing 100 lb. The
company has a fre .

Danbury. N. H., three miles distant, with

capacity for storing 400 tons. Here the

garnet is loaded directly into the cars.

The plant is at the present time produc-

ing garnet at the rate of 12 tons in 10

hours.

The power plant is situated about 1J4

miles from the mill at a point where there

is a plentiful supply of water for boiler

purposes. The equipment consists of a

120-h.p. Hodge locomotive-type boiler

supplying steam at 100-lb. pressure to an

80-h.p., simple, non-condensing, high-

speed American Ball engine direct con-

rected to a 75-k.v.a., three-phase, 60-

cycle, 2300-volt, General Electric alter-

nator. The transformers for the motors

at the mill and at the quarry are placed

outside the mill in a separate building.

There is a machine shop on the first

floor of the mill building. This shop is

equipped with a Fay & Scott engine lathe,

emery grinders, drill press, and all tools

necessary for repairs about the plant.

revenue-bearing material; 7.41 per cent,

of the ores and fluxes; and 5.84 per

cent, of the charge.

The -annual report of the company
shows a smelting cost of $1,227 per ton

of ore, which indicates that smelting is

being done at the Copperhill plant at

$0,814 per ton of charge. This does not

apparently include any portion of the

Copperhill general expense, and is, of

course, exclusive of converting.

First Gold Dredge in Nevada
By H. G. Walker*

The recent installation and present

successful operation of a gold dredge
in the desert region of Nevada should
demonstrate to the mining public the

possibilities of the modern dredge for the

recovery of placer gold. The opening of

Nevada goldfields to dredging opera-

tions was begun about the middle of No-
vember, 1910, in Spring valley, Hum-

Federal Gold Dredce Operating Near Lovelocks, Nev.

The machine shop is so arranged that it

may be operated by a gasolene engine at

times when the power plant is not in

operation.

Smelting at Tennessee Copper
Company

During the year 1910 the Tennessee

Copper Company at Copperhill, Tenn.,

smelted material as shown in the accom-
panying table.

I'lKNAri; BURDEN IN 1010
Material Tons

I opper sulphide ore 424,107
Custom ore 31,536
Converter Blag s.tux
Bias) rumnee slag 27,103
Sintered One dual 8,867
Quartz flux 59,521
Limestone flux 26, (;:(•_>

I'iist matte 100,608

Total 687,412

From this table it appears that the

charge is made up as follows: Revenue-
be;;iring material, 6(i. 30 per cent.; barren

12.53; returned products. 21.17 per

cent The coke i^ h.si per sent of the

boldt county, 30 miles from Lovelocks

or 130 miles northeast of Reno. This

canon, on the east slope of the Hum-
boldt range, together with the neighbor-

ing canons, Dry gulch and American
canon, has been worked for the last 35

years by Chinamen. The former method
of working was to sink a shaft and

hoist the gravel by a whim, then extract

the gold by rocking, a slow and tedious

process, but one which the value of the

ground and patience of the Chinamen
seems to have warranted.

Dredging Conditions Difficult

A thorough prospecting of the work-

able ground remaining showed it to run

about 30c. per cu.yd., which estimate has

been borne out by subsequent operations.

The grade of the canon is steep and there

is a considerable rise from the south to

the north rim The depth to bedrock

varies from 20 to 30 ft. and the overbur-

den is a fragmental gravel containing

'Lovelocks, Nov.
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many large granite porphyry and rhyolite

boulders, while the bedrock itself is a

hard limestone of a blue color.

There is little water, the supply being

piped from a ranch on Indian creek, five

miles distant, and considerable difficulty

was experienced in floating the boat.

Underground tunnels and stopes have

several times threatened to drain the

pond, which has been saved each time by

prompt attention and hard work. The

ground and boat are owned by the Feder-

al Mines Company, of Chicago. Charles

R. Clark, of Montezuma, Iowa, is presi-

dent and W. Gilbert, of Chicago, secre-

tary-treasurer. J. H. Hart, formerly of

the Risdon Iron Works, is superintendent

and has had a broad experience in both

the construction and operation of dredges

in this country and West Africa.

Details of Dredge

The dredge is operated continuously by

a crew consisting of three winchmen, six

oilers, three engineers, a blacksmith and

helper and a couple of laborers. Three

gine is a four-cylinder Doak ot the mar-
ine type The winch engine- dn
friction side-line winch and r.n indepen-
dent ladder and head-line winch. No
spuds are used for anchor ,j line

being provided to hold the dredge to its

work.

The fuel used is No. 1 engine distillate

and is hauled from Oreana, New. a dis-

tance of 14 miles over a steep mountain-
ous road in drums of 100 gal. capacity.

This means an enormous item ol ex-

pense, but is the only practical source
of power.

The gravel being thoroughly washed
through a revolving screen or trommel,
falls on tables having angle-iron riffles

sloped one foot in fifteen. There are 4(1

ft. of tables, 6 ft. in width in addition

to 32 ft. of riffles in the sluices. The
gold is coarse, owing to the short distance

from its origin and S3 to $5 nuggets are

common.
The working season lasts the entire

year and although there was much freez-

ing weather in December and January,

zinc

but has no efi • on

tailing the incidental advantage '.hat iron

When reads
I mains

about 24 per cent., b)

but only 25 pel

of the 2() per cent, theoretical!

manded for a neuti ucb a

solution is e I per cent.

After a period ot j

of zinc may rise SS higl

cent. A small amount of iron will or-

dinarily go into solution, not bj

Of the iron sheet, but b. :g the

iion-zinc alloy close to the surface of the

sheet; the proportion of iron -
:

averages 0,4 per cent, of the total weight

of scrap, or about 1 per cent, of the

weight of the bath, which is not more
than a sixth of the proportion of iron dis-

solved by the ordinary acid bath.

In operation, the galvanized scrap is

put into an iron basket, cleaned if neces-

sary, and freed from solder, then intro-

duced into the above-described bath

Open-connected Bucket Chain and Close-connected Tailings Stacker on Federal Dredge, Near 1

shifts are worked per day. The boat was
built by the Risdon Iron Works, of San

Francisco, and embodies several distinc-

tive features. The ladder line is of the

bucket and link or open-connected type,

having 28 five-foot buckets with mangan-

ese steel pins and lips, a type best adapt-

ed to ground containing large boulders.

The digging capacity is 2000 cu.yd. per

day. The stacker consists of a contin-

uous chain of 70 buckets, close con-

nected, and is driven by rope transmis-

sion from the main drive. The power

used on the boat is furnished by four

engines of 8, 30, 55 and 100 h.p. rating

respectively, made by the Doak Gas En-

gine Company, of Oakland, Cal. The 8-

h.p. engine drives the dynamo for lighting

the boat and a small pump for priming.

The 30-h.p. engine drives the winch, the 55

the double 10-in. centrifugal pumps and

the 100 the main drive, which operates

the bucket line, screen and stacker. Ow-
ing to the altitude, over 5000 ft. above

sea level, the total effective horsepower
is somewhat below the rating, an effi-

ciency of only about 81 per cent., or 156

h.p. being obtained. The main-drive en-

there was not a single shutdown from

that cause.

The success attending the early opera-

tions of the Federal dredge would seem

to indicate that Nevada would add mater-

ially to her future production of gold

by extensive dredging operations. Profit-

able working of this ground will un-

doubtedly hasten the instalment of

dredges in Dry gulch and American

canons.

Recovering Zinc from Gal-

vanized Scrap

The acid baths commonly employed for

dissolving zinc from scrap galvanized

iron have the disadvantage that they dis-

solve a large amount of iron, involving

not only waste of acid, but also the diffi-

culty in separating the iron from the so-

lution without loss of zinc. The baths

as usually composed contain about 20 per

cent, zinc, and 5 to 7 per cent, of iron.

The Goldschmidt process, described in

La Revue des Produits Chimiques, Jan.

10, 1911, overcomes this objection by

the use of a neutral or even basic bath

maintained at boiling temperature, and

agitated until hydrogen ceases to be

evolved. The amount of liquid is so ad-

justed that after treatment it will be

only 2 or 3 per cent, basic. Iron can

then be precipitated by any common
method, as, for example, by the addition

of chloride of lime. After each opera-

tion, a part of the bath is drawn off, and

to the remainder is added enough hydro-

chloric acid and water to reduce the ba-

sicity to about 1 per cent., when it is

ready for the next charge of scrap. The

cleaned iron scrap is carefully washed in

one or more waters, this wash water, and

that with which the precipitated iron has

been washed, then being utilized in pre-

the succeeding chloride bat

an t> nple, one ton of scrap, of about

10 per cent. zinc, would be submerged

in about six cubic meters of a solution

containing 24 per cent, of zinc and 25

per cent, of chlorine, or 1 per cent, basic;

after treatment the solution would be

about 3 per cent, basic, and would re-

quire the addition of 350 to 400 kg. of

commercial hydrochloric acid to restore

i<- to normal working condition.
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Tonopah Mining Company's
The Desert mill of the Tonopah Mining

at Millers, New, was the first

.ii!t to treat Tonopah ores, having

teen finished in the fall of lOOlx Some

of these ores had already been shipped to

the Butters mill at Virginia City, and as

this mill had worked well on them, it was

natural for it to he taken as a model;

hence one finds at the Desert plant sand

wheels. Blaisdell system and other fea-

characteristic of Butters' practice ai

Virginia City. The ore to be treated is

_j. This has both its advantages

and disadvantages; for instance, there is

more manganese in the oxidized than in

the sulphide ores of the district. Some-

rhe manganese in the head is as

high a* 1 per cent., while there is al-

per cent, of manganese present.

The oxidation that increased the mangan-

ese content also removed some of the

arsenic and antimony, but not enough to

counterbalance the increase in mangan-

ese content. There is a large amount

of alumina in the oxidized ore from the

By Claude T. Rice

By double treatment of

mi mis and addition of air

lifts to old mechanical agi-

tators, extraction has been

raised to that characteristic

of the all-sliming plants of

the district; treatment easts,

S2.94 per ton on $22 ore.

Tonopah veins, being approximately 90

parts of silver to one of gold. The chief

gangue mineral is quartz and there is

also some orthoclase. Much red oxide of

iron is found in the oxidized ore, al-

though little pyrite or chalcopyrite oc-

curs in the unoxidized ore. The gold in

the oxidized ore is more difficult to dis-

all-slime treatment with its much more
economical use of labor. To accomplish

this required the utmost attention to de-

tails. Double treatment has increased

the efficiency of the sand leaching, while

the addition of air lifts to the flat-bot-

lomed tanks, in order to give a better

aeration of the pulp and to increase the

agitation of the slime, had made the flat-

bottomed tank almost as efficient as

Pachucas in the matter of extraction,

though not so efficient from the mechani-

cal standpoint. The efficiency of the

treatment has also been increased by
heating the solution, the added recovery

due to this being estimated at 2 per cent.

This heating, which was first tried at the

Desert plant in the fall of 1908,

will probably become in a few years

as characteristic of silver cyanida-

tion as is now the aeration of solu-

tion, for even in Mexico, with its much
warmer climate, the importance of the

temperature of the solutions is being

recognized. Heating is expensive, but it

lie*

l,ft to

Bitters Filter and Precipitating Boxes, Desert Mill, Tonopah, Nev.

decomposition of the adularla. This

makes it difficult to clarify solutions from
the sand plant and gives trouble at the fil-

•..-cause of the rapidity with which

the leaves become choked with a coating

not readily soluble in hydrochloric acid.

This quickly rots the sewing, and the

canvas itself deteriorates more rapidly

than with the otherwise similar but un-

oxidized sulphide ores of the district. In

fact, this deterioration even extends to

the wood of the filter leaves, so that not

one of the ordinal filter frames is1 now
afcout the plant.

KBNCE of Silver and Cold

In the oxidized ore some of the silver

occurs as chloride, but mainly as sul-

phides. There is much argentite. some
the silver still

occur-- anitc and polybasite. as

in the Mrictly sulphide ore of the dis-

trict. The cold occurs parllv ai native

locked up in the

sulphides. The proportion of gold to

•
• a • <it the

solve than in the sulphide ores of the

district, although the reason for this pe-

culiarity is unknown.
The necessity of crowding the mill so

as to get the maximum profit from the

ore is not conducive to the best metal-

lurgical result, although it results in an

increase of about 4 per cent, in the net

profit, owing to economies resulting at the

mine from increase in tonnage. Of
course, if it were practicable, it would be

better to increase the milling capacity,

rather than to economize by crowding the

mill at the expense of extraction, but that

is now impracticable, and it is necessary

at the Desert mill to make the best of

the equipment at hand, sand plant and
all. just as is the case at many another

of the earlv silver-cyaniding plants.

Saving op 90 per Cent, on S22 Head

But, in spite of these disadvantages,

the mill is making a saving of from 90

per cent, on a S22 head, and the

milling eosts are the lowest in the dis-

I two of the plants are using

pays with high-grade ores, even when the

cost of fuel is high, as at Tonopah.

The Desert mill is equipped with a

good sampling mill, and it is possible

with the oxidized ore to get reliable

samples. By using the head sample it

is possible to keep somewhat closer ac-

count of milling operations than is the

case where the extractions are calculated

by using as the head the sum of the

precious metals in the tailings and in

the bullion and concentrates; for in the

latter method of calculation no light is

thrown upon plant losses like those re-

sulting from spilling solution, passing

away of valuable solution in tailings,

theft, as well as many other small but

important losses that can intervene be-

tween the ore bin and the ingot mold.

The ore from the railroad car is

dumped into a small bin, whence it goes

to the crushers and samplers; the course

of the ore until it reaches the battery

bin with a maximum diameter of 1
T
^ in.

is quite clear from the flow sheet. From
the battery bin, which holds 1500 tons,
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j|!he ore is fed by modified Challenge through this size of screen the

llffeeders to the stamps, 100 in number, have a duty per 24 hours of .

These are arranged in groups of 20, each

5f which has its separate driving motor,

;

,
While each set of 10 stamps is driven On the stamps chro shoes are

1

oy a separate belt from the group line used, as they have been foun
I

shaft. The stamps weigh 1050 lb. and cient than shoes of other metal. The
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make 104 drops per minute. The hight dies are castings from the Tonopah

of drop varies between 6 and 6K- in., foundry to which the company sells its

while the hight of discharge is between scrap iron and steel. These dies contain

iy2 and 3 in. A Tyler ton-cap screen some manganese and are cheaper than

is used on the batteries, No. 63 having the chrome; moreover, shoes and d.cs

an opening 0.04 in. wide. Crushing wear better when not identical in com-

position. The consumption ot

the batt( I

per ton lied, whil ump-
tion of die

for sh<r. n milled, but for

dies it is o i the

cheapness of the die

last well with thia on I

about l in cyan-

ide solution which has ;i strength of

per ton. It is known that a quicker and

probably bet! Hon could be made
it the crushing were done in water in-

stead of in the cyanide solution, hut In

order to crush in water, deuaterir.

vices would have to be install

Crushing Is done in cyanide, the gold and
silver dissolve rapidly at Brst, so that

20 per cent, of the precious metals in

the ore is dissolved by the time that the

cyanide department proper is reached.

But unfortunately after 48 hours the

solvent action slows up and for a f

of about 20 hours there is little or no
solution of fold or silver. Then the ac-

tion is resumed as if there has been a

breaking-up of compounds difficultly

soluble in cyanide. No such retardation,

or at least none so pronounced, has been

noted when pulp crushed in water wa«
experimented with, although in the labor-

atory this same retardation is noted when
making tests on pulp crushed in cyanide.

It is possible that this retardation is due
to reprecipitation, as the same phenome-
non of slow solubility is characteristic

of all the pulp that accumulates about

the plant; for instance, on the bottoms

of the agitators. Possibly particles of

iron from the shoes and dies are the

cause, as a somewhat similar phenome-
non has been noted in hyposulphite

lixiviation, and it is there ascribed to

such a cause. About (V tons of solu-

tion are fed to the batteries per ton of

ore. A portion of the lime is added at the

stamps.

Cheap Upkeep for Sand Wheels

The pulp from the batteries goes to a

sand wheel 30 ft. in diameter which

feeds the pulp to cone separators that

separate the feed into an overflow pulp to

be treated on Wilfley tables and a coarse

underflow which is reground in 5-ft.

Huntington mills, five in number, before

being concentrated. The overflow from

the cone goes to 10 Wilfley tables which

make concentrates, middlings and tailings.

The concentrates go to a draining board

and then through a drier before shipment,

while the middlings go to a Huntington

mill for regrinding. All middlings about

the plant are repround as they contain

the most refractory part of the ore.

The Tyler ton-cap screens used on the

Huntington mills have openings 0.02 in.

wide and last about five days. Midvale

steel is used for the runners on the mui-

lers as well as for die rings. The cost

of regrinding in the Huntington mills is

about 17c. per ton of mill feed, while per
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ton of product crushed in the mills it is

ton i-eing for repairs. It

j idded in this connection that the

::iroughout the entire mill

amounts to 51c. per ton of ore. The re-

ground middlings, together with some of

the finest of the overflow from the

rating cones, go to nine Johnston vanners

for reconcentration. The concentrates

from the different devices have about the

same a tnd assay 5.539 oz. per ton

in gold, and 803.99 oz. per ton in silver.

and for the year 1910 contained 13.27

ent of the gold and 21.53 per cent.

of the silver that is saved.

All Concentrates Dried

Before shipment the concentrates are

thoroughly dried. First they are placed

on a draining board which consists simply

of planks having a slope of H in. per

ft., upon which the concentrates are piled

in a layer about 8 in. thick, where they

drain for about 20 hours. The drained

concentrates, which contain about 15 per

cent, of moisture, are then shoveled to

drying plates where they are dried to

about 3.4 per cent, moisture. This dry-

ing plate is heated with coal and wood,

the wood being used to give a long flame.

The coal costs about $13.50 per ton, while

the wood costs $9.50 per cord. About

four tons of concentrates are made per

day and it costs 84c. per ton to dry them.

This, however, pays well, not only be-

cause of the saving in freight which is

about $18 per ton of concentrates, but

also because dry concentrates are more

accurately sampled than wet. A suction

filter cannot be used, as much of the sul-

phide in the concentrates from this oxi-

dized ore is the easily decomposed py-

-:te and argentite, so that the sul-

phuric acid which would be formed would

rapidly eat out the canvas on the filters.

Broken Vanner Belts Vulcanized

The tailings from the vanners, together

uith the tailings from all the Wilfley

tables, go to a 54-ft. sand wheel which

raises the pulp to the cone that sepa-

rates the feed going to the cyanide plant

irto sand and slime. This large sand

wheel raises about 3900 tons of pulp

per day to a hight of 52 ft., and only re-

7 h.p. to run it. while the small

sand wheel which raises about 3200 tons

of pulp per 24 hours to a hight of 32 ft.

requires 5 h.p. to operate it. Both wheels

; teat satisfaction, and the cost of

their upkeep does not amount to

.ar.

The cones arc run so as to give an

overflow of slime containing about 10

per cent, that \- than 200 mesh,

mhile the underflow of the sand contains

•.rable slime. Thv

rated from the sand thoroughly at the

collector wher illy all sli-nes

drain off while the charge is being

Rather l *in« llln

spitzkasten which sends its overflow to

the slime plant while the sand underflow

is returned to the first sand wheel and

then is passed through the concentrating

system again, so as to remove any of this

product which may be true middlings

that escaped concentration.

A collector is filled in about 20 hours

and is allowed to drain about 52 hours.

These collectors, four in number, are the

same size as the leaching tanks, 33 ft.

in diameter and 7 ft. deep above the

filter. These hold about 220 tons of sand

as charged and in the running of the mill

equal parts of sand and slime are made.

The collectors are filled by means of a

Butters distributer. The drained sands

are transferred and charged to the leach-

ing tanks by means of a Blaisdell system

of transfer. In the complete sand treat-

ment there are two of these transfers,

for the sands receive a double treatment

so as to obtain a good aeration of the

pulp.

Details of Leaching

A 6'i-ft. leaching column is used.

Lead acetate is added at the differ-

ent transfers, 25 lb. at the first trans-

fer, or about 0.2 lb. per ton of charge,

and at the second 15 lb. or approx-

imately 0.12 lb. per ton of charge.

The cyanide consumption is made up

by using a strong-solution leach dur-

ing the first 24 hours. This solution is

circulated over the charge by means of a

1
f
-in. air lift attached to each tank, so

as to enrich the solution as well as to

aerate it. This strong solution contains

about 7 lb. of cyanide per ton, as charged

on the tank.

The remaining five days of the first

treatment are taken up by a leach with

precipitated mill solution, which contains

about 5 lb. of cyanide per ton. The

charge is then transferred to the second

treatment tank and given a leach for 24

hours with a strong solution containing

6 lb. of cyanide per ton. This solution

is circulated for 24 hours as in the first

case, and then the sands are given a

leach with weak solution for about six

days, as the tank capacity limits the

treatment to 14 days from collector to

discharge. At the end the sands are

given a wash with from 30 to 40 tons

of water and are allowed to drain for

about 12 hours with a 5-in. vacuum
under the filter bottom. As a result, the

sands contain about 15 per cent, moist-

ure when discharged. This is done by

means of the Blaisdell system and tail-

ings stackers, as the mill, on account of

the topography, had to be built on a

level site.

About 2500 Tons of Solution Pre-

cipitated Daily

About 1200 tons of solution pass through

eacfa ton of charge in the complete treat-

ment. The strong solution is all pre-

I while the weak solution leaches

are precipitated for the first two da;

and as much longer as they continue

assay higher than the mill circulatl

This latter is kept as near $1.90 per ti

as possible and is seldom allowed to ex-

ceed $2.50 per ton. This necessitates the

precipitation each day of from 400 to 600

tons of leaching solution, 600 tons from

the solution drawn off at the slime col

lectors, and 1300 tons of solution from

the agitators and Butters filters. A pe
culiarity of the ore is that, although the

last solution put on the sand does not

contain more than 5 lb. of cyanide per

ton, this solution when it drains from the

charge contains 7.6 lb. of cyanide per ton.

The sand tailings as now discharged as-

say 0.034 oz. gold and 3.18 oz. silver

per ton, having an assay value of about

$2.36, with silver at 52c. per oz. As the

sand going to the tank assays about $9.16

per ton, a saving of about 74 per cent,

of the gold and silver in the sand is made.

In the leaching department the tempera-

ture of the solutions is allowed to drop

to about 70 deg. F., as it would cost too

much to keep it higher.

Slime Treatment

The slimes from the main separating

cone are collected at the slime plant in

three thickening tanks, two of which are

generally collecting while the third is dis-

charging. Formerly there were five col-

lecting tanks, but it has been possible to

cut out two of these and to use them
for agitation. This has enabled th;

agitation to be lengthened from a period

of 60 hours to an average of 86 hours.

The collectors are of about the same size

as the agitators, 36-ft. diameter and 20

ft. deep. The overflow is returned to the

mill solution, while during the decanta-

tion about 600 tons of solution are sent

per day to the zinc boxes to be pre-

cipitated. The pulp is thickened to about

1.145 sp.gr., corresponding with this ore

to 79 per cent, moisture, and is then

transferred directly to the agitators,

where it is treated. Approximately 3500

tons of solution are settled each day at

the thickeners.

The agitators are of the old arm type

and the tanks are flat bottomed. Several

ways of improving the agitation have been

tried, and in fact there are at present

three different types of agitators in use

at the plant, but the one that has been

found to work most satisfactorily has the

arm agitator and four air lifts. These

are set in the tank near the sides and

are equipped with discharge launders at

the top. From two of the air lifts, the

discharge lips extend only 2 ft., while

from the third the discharge launder ex-

tends half-way and from the fourth all

the way to the center of the tank. This

is done so as to distribute more easily

the coarser and heavier particles that are

inclined to settle rapidly. These air lifts

consist of a 10-in. outer box and a

in. air pipe, which discharges from its

L
to

i

.
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11 section under a pressure of 20 lb.

er sq.in. The arms of the agitator ro-

te at 5 r.p.m. So about 4 h.p. is re-

uired to rotate the arms, while about 6

i. p. is represented by the compressed air

upplied to a tank. The tanks, as charged,

old approximately 140 tons of dry slime

*r 660 tons of pulp. The main agitation

s obtained by means of the air lift, while

he agitator arms are used principally to

>revent the pulp from settling on the bot-

om between the air lifts. By combining

he two an effective agitation is obtained

rogether with a good aeration of the

aulp.

The Trent Tank

The most serious competitor of this

type of flat-bottom agitator is the Trent.

This does satisfactory work and is a good

means of bringing flat-bottom tanks up

to an efficiency comparable to that ob-

tained with Pachucas. The Trent agi-

ifllator consists of rotating pipes attached

to which are nipples through which the

pulp is sprayed out over the bottom as

in a garden sprinkler, the speed of these

1

due to included air bubbl pump
used on the Tonopah Mining Company's
Trent agitator

7-in. discharge, and is run at 600 r.p.m.
by a 10-h.p. motor. The steam i:

heating the solution is also supplied to
the tank through the suction of this pump,
along with the air.

The pulp is agitated in the Trent at

the same specific gravity as in the other
agitators, and the length of agitation is

the same. Up to date the Trent had
made practically the same extraction as
have the others, but prior to November
it was fitted with an overhead feed in-

stead of the present underfeed which
gives a much better operation to the agi-

tator. Whether there will be any better

extraction now, it is too soon to say. The
liners and runners of the circulating

pump last about three months. The main
expense of repairs is not so much the

cost of these liners, but the necessity of
shutting down the agitator for about
seven hours so as to make the repairs.

This could be avoided in large installa-

tions by keeping a spare pump on hand

dc ^ ' coil placed
in the

in, or
about I 1 oz

of gold, while

filter
|

0.028 o

ot from 80 to -

dilating from slime-plant head to

tails.

Tm
There are two filter ttnl

each. These are run in parallel and air

is used in each of the three !

pers to keep the heavier slimes from
settling, while the circulating of the pulp
through the distributor pipes is done by
air lifts. The wash water used at the
Butters filter is precipitated after it ^oes
to a separate head tank, from which it

is pumped by a small air lift to zinc
boxes that treat this solution only. After
precipitation it is returned to the wash-
water tank by means of a 2-in. centrifugal

pump. As a result of this precipitation

Surface of Trent Agitating Tank Refinery of the Desert Mill

-issuing jets keeping the heavier particles

from settling on the bottom. In order to

aerate the charge and to aid in agitating

it, air is fed in with the pulp going to

the arm. This is done either by means
of a separate air compressor, as is the

case of the large installation at the

Tonopah Extension mill, or by sucking

air in with the pulp at the suction inlet

of the circulation pump used, as is the

practice in small installations. The feed

for this centrifugal pump is drawn off

from the tank at the top and is returned

to the rotating arms at the bottom of

the tank through a^downcomer pipe in

the center of the tank. This manner of

adding the air* to the charge results in

comminution of the air particles into in-

numerable bubbles about the size of a

pea. The intimacy of this aeration is

best shown by the fact that in order to

get the air out of the charge before it is

sent to the Butters stock tank, the air

inlet on the circulating pump is closed for

two hours before the tank is discharged,

and the pulp kept circulating by means
of the pump, but without addition of

air. Moreover, when the tank is started

there is a notable swelling of the charge

ready to take the place of any pump
that was giving serious trouble or which

needed to be relined. So far the Trent

agitator has not been tested thoroughly

enough to tell whether there is any real

advantage from the fine comminution

which the air receives and the intimate

mixture of these air particles with the

pulp that takes place during the agita-

tion. An accompanying illustration shows

the characteristic pebbly surface of the

scum which forms on top of the tank

soon after it starts. The bubbles of air

are so small in the pulp that they do not

break through this scum until consider-

able air accumulates and forces itself

through as a larger bubble.

At the agitators, lead acetate is added

in three parts, 15 lb. at the start, 10 lb.

at the end of 36 hours and 5 lb. just

before the pulp is discharged to the stock

tank. This stock tank is also equipped

with air lifts having floating discharge

lips. The solution is made up to a

strength of 5'j lb. at the agitators, and

enough lime is added to give a protective

alkalinity of about 1 lb. per ton. The

agitation lasts 86 hours, and the tempera-

ture of the solutions is kept at about 90

the Butters wash solution never builds

up to more than 20c. per ton.

Filter Cycli js

A cake from
j to 1 in. thick is made

on the filters, and the cycle is 3 hr. 12

min. long. Collecting the cake tal

min.; running back stock pulp, 12 min.;

running in wash water, 10 min.; displac-

ing wash water by barren solution, 75

min.; dropping cake, 12 min.; decanting

the wash, 11 min.; pumping residues. 12

min. As this filter was one of the first

Butters installations after the early ones

at the Combination mill, at Goldfield.

and the Butters plant, at Virginia City,

nothing can be dumped and everything

has to be pumped. The filter leaves are

washed :r hydrochloric acid once every

three w« ks and are in the acid IS hours

at each wash. During that length of

time the acid is alternately forced and

sucked through the leaves, an automatic

tripper changing the direction of the flow.

Great trouble is experienced with the

Alter leaves, as a residue composed of

calcium, aluminum and manganese ox-

ides and carbonates builds up on them.

This is so hard to dissolve that it is not
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completely removed even by this long

hydrochloric-acid wash. On account of

the deterioration of the stitching of the

[ rew of tour men is

on Butters filter repairs and most of

their time is taken up in working on the

Several different types ot

filter leaves have been tried, but none of

them has proved entirely satisfactory.

The company has found it best to make

its own filter-leaf frames and to use on

them a 12-oz. canvas cover furnished al-

sewed by Channon & Co., of

Chicago.

Precipitation

There are 20 precipitation boxes. 19 of

which have seven and the other six com-

partments. Each box holds 105 cu.ft. of

zinc. The head solution going to the

boxes assay about 0.052 oz. gold and 4

oz. silver per ton (about S3); while the

tail-solution assays vary from 4c. just

alter a cleanup to 30c. per ton just be-

fore. The short zinc is taken out on a

l(3-mesh screen and that which is caught

on this screen is returned to the first

compartments of the different boxes be-

tween layers of zinc shavings to keep the

short zinc from packing. The rest of the

zinc is fluxed off during the melting of

the precipitate. About once every three

months enough short zinc accumulates to

pay to cut it down with acid, although

rarely is there over 600 lb. of short zinc

to be cut down in this manner.

Some trouble is experienced with the

precipitation, as at times a deposit made

up of ferrocyanide of zinc and calcium,

brown hydrated oxide of manganese and

aluminum hydroxide coats the zinc,

rendering it ineffective on the solution.

The only thing to do when this occurs is

to clean the boxes frequently until con-

ditions can be righted again. Often the

solution going to the precipitation boxes

contains as high as 0.025 per cent, of

copper in solution, which also gives

trouble. Cleanups are made four times

a month. It takes about 24 hours for six

men to clean the boxes, about 38 hours

to dry the precipitate, this being carried

on simultaneously with the cleaning, and

from 36 to 40 hours to melt the bullion.

About !0.6 tons avoirdupois, of bullion

per month is averaged, which is 11.71

fine in gold and 955.82 fine in silver. The

precipitate as it comes from the boxes
•

• 50 fine in gold and silver.

e large amount of this bullion and

precipitate that has to be handled per ton

of ore treated, which makes the expense

ning compared with that at the

cyanide plants appear so high.

AL! ' .11*

The precipitate is dried in muffle fur-

naces heated with old wood and slack

coke that cannot be burned in the melt-

ing furnac

nind-

ihus-

tible f-

in contact with the cyanide solution.

From this refuse in three months, about

3 tons of ashes accumulate, assaying

about 1.26 oz. gold per ton and 52.7 oz.

per ton in silver. Meiting is done in

Faber de Faur tilting furnaces which are

with coke. The slag, after being

crushed in a jaw crusher and ground in

an Engelbach grinder, is concentrated

on a jig to remove shot metal, while the

tails from the jig are settled for ship-

ment to a smeltery. Because of the

large quantity of precipitate to be refined

each month, the superintendent, A. R.

Parsons, is experimenting with an oil-

fired reverberatory. He will try taking the

precipitates direct from the press, and do

the drying and refining in one operation

in this small furnace.

Chemicals and Labor Required

The consumption of chemicals for the

fiscal year ended Feb. 28, 1911, has av-

eraged per ton of ore milled, as follows:

Cyanide, 3.18 lb.; lime, 8.64 lb.; zinc,

1.76 lb.; lead acetate, 0.473 lb. The ex-

traction has been a little over 90 per cent,

of the silver and a little under 90 of the

gold, for one of the peculiarities of this

ore is that at the end of the treatment

the gold dissolves more slowly than the

silver. In operating the plant a force of

85 men is used, as there is no mine at

hand with which to share expenses such

as general mechanics, electricians and

office force. The actual crew in the mill

on operation and ordinary repairs is 51

men for three shifts, including the fore-

men. There are six battery men, four

crusher men, two distributer men, two

excavator men, one sand-plant helper,

three Butters filter men, four men on

filter repairs, three Huntington mill men,
three oilers, three refiners, one extra man
in refinery on melting days, three solu-

tion men, three solution helpers, three

concentrators, four repair men, three as-

sayers, one foreman and two shift bosses.

The actual cost of milling during the

year was S2.734 per ton of ore crushed

for direct cost, while indirect costs

brought up the expense of milling to

S2.94 per ton. The items which make up
the direct cost of milling are: Labor,

SO.81; supplies, $1.46; power, SO.46 per

ton of ore milled. The individual cost

items are: Crushing, SO. 117; stamping,

S0.330; Huntington grinding, SO. 169;

concentrating. SO. 134; elevating and sep-

arating, $0,089; conveying and discharg-

ing sand. SO. 144; leaching sand. SO.549;

agitating slimes. SO. 471 ; filtering and dis-

charging slimes, so. 136; precipitation,

$0,216; assaying. $0,039; refining, $0,121;

storehouse, $0,034; stables, S0.004; su-

perintendence, $0,047; general plant

work. $0,033; general expense, $0,006;

steam heating. $0,085; water service.

50.006, making a total of $2,734 per ton of
'ire crushed. In explanation of the low

• heating, it should he said that the

steam i kepi <>n only two shifts. The

wages paid are: Battery men, mill am
table men, $4.50 per eight-hour shift

electricians, $6; carpenters, $5.50; ma
chinists, $5.50; helpers, $4.50; blacksmit

$5.50; blacksmiths' and carpenters' help

ers, $4.50; solution men, $4.50; solutioi

helpers, $4; head refinery men, S5.75

helpers. $4.50, and laborers, S4. The lov 1

cost with these labor charges and higl

cost of supplies in the Tonopah distric

show what can be done by attention t(

minute details.

1

A Large Rope Sheave

The accompanying illustration is of a

rope sheave, 8 ft. diameter and 16 ft.

10 in. in width of face. The bore is 24

in. and the total weight 66,750 lb. The
sheave was made in four sections with

heavy return flanges bolted together,

The sheave was designed for 4000 h.p. at

187 r.p.m, and carries 72 wraps of 2-in

rope.

2

Large Rope Sheave and Bearing

In order to carry this weight, a hollow
shaft was designed, 20 in. in the bear-

ings, bossed to 24 in. with a 14-in. hole

through the entire length of 28 ft. 6 in.

That the weight of the flange coupling

might be reduced, flanges were forged

at each end of the shaft, 30 in. in diame-

ter by 2'j in. thick, to correspond with

the flange couplings of the driven shafts,

at each end. This finished shaft weighed
24,375 pounds.

To carry this enormous weight at the

speed at which it was operated, a new
design of bearing was used. These mam-
moth bearings weighed complete with

the base plates, 10,600 lb. each. They
have 56-in. bearing surface in length,

are self-oiling, using two brass rings,

l
|/

x 1
't

in., to insure perfect lubrication.

The sheave and accessories were fur-

nished by the Dodge Manufacturing

Company, of Mishawaka, Ind., to the

Pittsburg Plate Glass Company, at

Forge City, Pennsylvania.
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Coke Production in Ohio
'"51

lie]
|

The coals of Ohio belong to the Appa-

ll

dig) achian province and most of the beds are

iistric correlated with those of Pennsylvania

ion
tt

nd West Virginia to the east and south-

east. But although the bituminous and

;emi-bituminous coals of Pennsylvania

ind West Virginia include the best coking

,
%oals in the United States, and although

hose two States are the first and second

n rank as coke producers, the coals seem

to lose their coking qualities as the beds

jl extend westward and a large part of the

coke made in Ohio is made from coal

brought from West Virginia to byproduct

retort ovens at Hamilton, near Cincinnati,

and at Cleveland. On the other hand,

some of the coal mined in Ohio is a good

blast-furnace fuel in the raw state and

this obviates the necessity of coking.

When used raw, however, this coal is

usually mixed with coke.

Ohio ranks fourth among the States as

a coal producer but only fourteenth in

the manufacture of coke, and until 1905,

when the first installation of byproduct

ovens was put in operation, Ohio could

lay claim to little importance as a pro-

ducer of coke.

During 1910 the work of dismantling 80

Rothberg ovens by the Cleveland Fur-

nace Company and constructing 49

Semet-Solvay ovens fronvthe old mater-

ial was completed and the new ovens

contributed nearly 20 per cent, of the

total output of the State. Nearly 40 per

cent, of the total output of the State

came from the Otto-Hoffman plant, at

Hamilton. The 25 Rothberg ovens left

standing at Cleveland were not in opera-

tion in 1910. The average yield of coal in

coke in the retort ovens was 72 per cent.

In the 322 beehive ovens that constituted

the remainder of the coke-producing fa-

cilities of Ohio the yield of coal in coke

was but 64 per cent.

The total production of coke in Ohio in

1910, according to the U. S. Geological

Survey, was 282,315 short tons, valued at

$911,987. In quantity this was, with the

exception for that of 1906, the largest

production in the history of the State. The

value of the product in 1910 was exceed-

ed in two earlier years, 1905 and 1906.

Compared with 1909 the production in

1910 showed an increase of 59,604 short

tons, or 26.8 per cent, in quantity, and of

$228,832, or 33.5 per cent, in value. The

average price per ton advanced from

$3.07 in 1909 to $3.23 in 1910. As in Il-

linois, the higher value of the coke made
in Ohio, as compared with that of the

neighboring States of Pennsylvania and

"West Virginia, is due to the fact that a

large part of the coal used comes from

The Important News
Of Coal Mining?
New Appliances,
New Methods. New
Fields, Colliery
Engineering

the West Virginia mines and the trans-

portation charges have been borne by the

coal, the coke being made at or near the

points of consumption.

Electric Arcs and Coal Dust
In a bulletin written by George S. Rice

and issued by the U. S. Bureau of Mines,

the following interesting discussion ap-

pears:

That an electric arc or a glowing wire-

could ignite coal dust in the air was not

thought possible a few years ago, but

since then several mine explosions have

been laid to these causes. Of course it

must take a combination of unusual con-

ditions to start an explosion in this way,

but such a combination may happen now
and then. All that is necessary is to have

an arc from a grounding or an over-

charged hot wire surrounded by a thick

cloud of inflammable dust. If a trip of

cars runs away on a dusty road and

breaks the trolley or feed wires, the

wrecking of the trip stirs up the air and

raises dust, and if this dust is easily set

on fire, the forming of an arc by the

broken wires may start a flame. Labora-

tory experiments at Pittsburg have shown

that a small white-hot wire can set fire

to a cloud of dust.

Many people have believed that an

open flame could not ignite floating coal

dust unless a shock, as from a blownout

shot, accompanied the flame. Yet float-

ing coal dust has caught fire about bins

and dusty tipples. Usually there has been

little damage done because the dust was

not confined, but a bad explosion in the

coal-grinding room of a cement plant in

New Jersey is believed to have started

from the flame of an open lamp. In mines,

because the space is confined in rooms

and entries, there is much greater chance

of the burning dust causing an explosive

wave. This possibility was shown in a

recent coal-mine explosion that started

near the mouth of a dusty drift. This

drift was an intake, so the air could not

have contained any gas. A trip of cars

jumped the track and knocked out some

timbers, thus making a dense dust cloud

that \K :

trip-rider-

,i Ions

strength as il
••

An lncipi(

the flame •
mine in Yoi

that ignited

Of car-. The flaim
| the trip

some distance and then ran b

Baths for Miners

The report ot the Y
Great Britain on the que

compulsory • ashing it colliei

been issued. The report call)

to the clause in the nent .Mine- bill, which
requires that the management
colliery shall provide suit immo-
dations and facilities tor taking baths

and drying clothes; it is also pr-

that such accommodation shall be

obligatory on persona employed under-

ground, and that each per-un shall be

liable to contribute 2c. per week.

The objections cited in the Federation

report may be set out as follows: (li

The compulsory nature ot the act; i2>

that men and boys would be liable to

catch colds through washing at the mine;

(3) that sufficient accommodation should

be provided in the homes of the miners

to permit of thorough bathing bein:

ried out there; Ml that it would take-

some time to wash and change clothing

at the mine, and that it would keep the

miners an additional time away from

home; (5) that washing in public is

stronplv resented by British workmen be-

cause of their innate mod
Tiie advocate- of the act providing

'ilsory baths answer these objec-

tions by statmu, that all mining
'

tion in the interests of the genera! wel-

fare of the whole body is compu

that under the present system, miners

traveling to their homes in wet clothing

are more liable to catch colds than if

they changed at the mine; that if miners

are provided with better housing, that is

all the more reason why the dirt of the

mine should be left at the pit-head. To

the obiection of time lost, it is pointed

out that the bathing time at the pit-head

would be less than at home, and

privacy, it is stated that the accommoda-

tion mi: be "sufficient and suitable."

Some foremen persist in telling I

miners that equally good re-ults can be

obtained when holes are fired without

tamping. Such misinformation is par-

ticularlv dangerous to the men working

underground. The onlv time when (.imp-

ing can be dispensed with is in dipping

holes that will fill up with water.
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Ventilation
\t'hen the workings of a coal mine ore

extended to cover 400 to 500 acres, it is

often a difficult problem to convey a good

volume of air to the working faces, es-

|j if the top is bad and the roof

pressure heavy. Heavy roof pressure pre-

- the use of overcasts unless they

It exceptionally strong and mas-

sive; also with bad top the return airways

are frequently more or less clogged with

falls.

Aside from clogged airways the prin-

jifficultv in carrying a good current

of air into the remote workings is the

leakage in the stoppings and doors. In

the life of most coal mines, there comes

a time when the air gets bad. it then be-

comes a question of cleaning up and re-

timbering the entries and putting in new

and better stoppings and doors or putting

in a new and larger fan. It is often a

question just how far it is advisable to

go in making doors and stoppings air-

tight, as the conventional practice is to

use at most double inch brattices in the

entry breakthroughs, and plain wooden

doors on the haulways and transfers; it

might be considered that renewing and

repairing these and then increasing the

fan power to force in the required quan-

tity of air would be the proper solution.

Improving the Ventilation

A recent example in improving the ven-

tilation of a coal mine has indicated to

me that it is good policy to build more

expensive and efficient stoppings and

doors than those in common use. At the

Leyden mine near Denver, the seam of

lignite is 9 ft. thick and is reached by

two 700-ft. shafts. The mine is worked

panel system, two or three feet of coal

being left for a roof in many places. It

has been operated since 1903, and has

produced about 1,500,000 tons of coal.

About a year ago careful tests showed

that although the doors and stoppings

were put in in conformity to standard

mine practice, and were kept in fairly

good repair, less than 30 per cent, of the

air coming in to the mine reached the

working places, in fact nearly a third of

the air short circuited through two or

three doors around the bottom into the

upcast. Of the air passing into the

south side. 65 per cent, short circuited

through 52 stoppings and six doors.

A new fan of the latest type and of

double the capacity of the old fan.

speeded to pull 2 in. of water-gage as

against 1.3 in. for the old fan, only in-

creased the air circulation at the working

faces about 20 per cent. The next step

wu to replace six of the doors near the

shaft bottom with steel doors hung from

concrete settings of the style shown in

the accompanying illustration. The frame

consists of 3x3-in. angles on elthl

at the Leyden Min
By G. C. McFarlane *

:•>"

The results of experi-

ments in improving the

ventilation; also including

a detenu iuation of the value

of the frictional coefficient.

Attention is called to many

inaccurate statements on

friction losses.

•Mining engineer, 503 Gas and Electric
building, Denver, Colo.

of the concrete wall which is 2 ft. thick.

The opposite frames are held together by

light lacing bars and the frame facing

the main north entry showed a leaka,

of 15,000 cu.ft. per min.; the entry beiii

at this point 18 ft. high and 12 ft. wid<

The steel door and concrete setting thi;

replaced it showed a leakage of only 7(J

ft. per minute and all this passed throuj

slots for the wheel flanges, and the tv]

haulage ropes, aggregating 22 in. in are

:

The saving in air leakage brought aboil

by six steel doors costing $750 was 28

000 cu.ft. per minute.

The Stoppings Were Replaced

A great many of the board stopping,

along the main and butt entries were re

placed by more permanent ones. In thj

crosscuts between entries that showei

evidence of squeezing, log stoppings wer|

built. These were made of logs 3 ft. lon.il

6 to 8 in. in diameter, laid in puddlei

clay. I find that it is a good idea to mi:

in some quicklime with the clay, thisl

'i- ><r<\\i"mw<m n

The Engineering $ Mining Journal

Sketch of Steel Door Hung from Concrete Settings and Used Near
the Shaft Bottom

the door is covered by rubber belting held

in place by strips of quarter by inch iron.

The threshold is 2 in. higher than the top

of the rails and faced on the side next the

door by a 2-in. angle with anchors to hold

it solid. It is, of course, channeled to al-

low the car wheels sufficient clearance.

The doors are made of No. 10 plate rein-

forced by 2-in. angles around the edges

and both diagonals; the door laps one

and three-quarter inches on the frame.

The cost of a door and setting of the

size shown in the sketch is $18 for the

frame, $31 for the door and hinges, and
v
<i? for the concrete setting containing

•.bout 8 yd., a total of $111.

ii illustration of the amount of

air that can leak through a wooden door
in apparent good order, the first door on

prevents it from shrinking as it dries out.

The cost of these stoppings is 40c. per

square foot of sectional area of the

breakthrough. In damp places, or in

places affected by squeeze, these stop-

pings become very tight, otherwise they

have to be wedged or plastered over after

a few months unless laid up in lime clay

mortar.

The concrete stoppings were built 8 in.

thick and cost 53c. per square foot of

sectional area of the breakthrough; they

are almost absolutely airtight. The labor

item on this class of concrete work is

high. A channel 4 in. deep is cut into the

walls of the opening, which serves to

hold the ends of the form boards and to

securely anchor the concrete in the open-

ing. Labor expense averages the work of
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' ne man a day and half for each cubic

Inward of concrete. As to whether it r
[ H o put in stoppings and doors of this

haracter may be indicated from the fol-

:. owing: In this particular mine there are
::

hi n the main and butt entries 250 break-
. hroughs having a total sectional area of

"?|.2,000 sq.ft., the difference in cost of 18

concrete stoppings and double-board
rattices for the whole mine would be
s than S5000. The saving in fuel for

he fan entailed by the improved air em-
ulation amounts to between three and
bur tons of coal per day, and more air

caches the working faces than when a

uch higher water, gage was carried un-

der the old conditions.

Usually in installing a new fan the

size of the fan receives little considera-

tion other than to order one a little larger

than the old one. Now for nearly every

piece of machinery around a mine, it is

good policy to have the machine a little

larger than the requirements, but a fan

should be neither larger nor smaller than

the proper size as there will be a waste

of power if it is too large, and a pro-

portionately larger waste if it is too small.

For instance if the old fan shows the

mine airways will conduct 100,000 cu.ft.

of air with a 2-in. water-gage, it is not

likely the mine resistance will ever be

much less and will in fact slowly in-

crease as the workings are driven ahead.

Such being the case, the proper size fan

would be one which the makers guaran-

teed to deliver 100,000 cu.ft. at a 2-in.

water-gage. If a fan having a capacity

of 150,000 feet at a 2-in. water-gage

were chosen, it would only draw 100,000

cu.ft. through the mine, and would re-

quire almost as much power to drive it as

if it was pulling its rated capacity.

Formulas For Mine Resistance

In the formulas for determining mine
resistance, P a = k sv, when p, a and s

equal respectively the pressure, area, and

rubbing surface in square feet, and v

the velocity in feet per minute; there is

a wide divergence in the value assigned

to the constant k by different authorities,

the values ranging from 0.000000024

down to 0.0000000018, with a prominent

American authority favoring the former

figure. At the Leyden mine a careful

anemometer survey of the shafts and air

courses gave a value to k of 0.000000004,

the density of the air being practically

5/6 of its density at sea level.

In nearly all handbooks on the loss of

pressure in air pipes caused by friction,

the statement is made that the loss in

pressure is independent of the air pres-

sure. This statement nearly always ac-

companies the tables of frictional air

losses given in manufacturers' catalogs.

This statement has often impressed me as

being fallacious. According to these

tables the formula pa=ksv gives a

value of 0.000000011 for the constant k,

therefore if we consider that air friction

is independent of the pr,~
would appear as if a smooth iron c<

offers two and a half times as mu
sistance per unit of sur

. mine
entry, and this is pr
no question but what th< ire ac-
curate as far as comprt- • 70 to
90 lb. pressure is concerned

I

noticed in mines that the fall ol pressure
in the air lines as shown by gag<
roughly the same as had been previously
calculated from these tables.

If we consider that frictional li

are dependent of the density of the fluid,

and assume that the tables on loss of air
pressure in pipes were determined on air
ar 75 lb. gage pressure, then as densi-
ties vary as the absolute pressures, in

this case as 12 to 90, the mine air at

Leyden being 1'/, times as light as the
compressed air we would have a fric-

tional coefficient on a smooth iron sur-
face of 0.000000011 divided by 7.5 or

0.0000000015, as against 0.00000004 on
the walls of a mine entry; this is practi-

cally the same difference as textbooks on
hydraulics give for the flow of water in

smooth iron pipes and when flowing in

creeks and rivers over beds of gravel and
stones.

In looking over tables giving the loss

of pressure in air and water pipes, I find

that the losses given for air are to the

losses given for water as the density of

air at 75 lb. gage pressure is to the dens-

ity of water, that is, as 1 to 140.

Are Permitted Explosives

Flameless?

Special Correspondence

For some time after the introduction

of "permitted" explosives in British min-

ing practice, the common view was held by

mining men that such explosives were

flameless. Experiences recited on April

2, 1911, at a meeting of the North Staf-

fordshire Institute of Mining and Me-
chanical Engineers were brought before

the House of Commons three days later.

In view of the efforts of the U. S. Bureau

of Mines to establish "permissible" ex-

plosives in American mines, an account

of the proceedings may be of special in-

terest.

It was pointed out that the Altofts ex-

periments were being taken in hand by

the British government and the hope was

expressed that in a short time they would

have information which would enable

them to take effective steps to prevent

those explosions that devastated a mine

from end to end. It is proposed to carry

out experiments on a larger scale than

hitherto done, somewhere on the sea

coast. What this may mean may be part-

ly realized when the statement of W. E.

Garforth is recalled, that at Altofts, win-

dows had been broken 12 miles away

by one of the explosions of coal dust.

Many members present testified that

match. c-en four mjncs
within ti

witnesi

tered the \ i

the mine i( ,t think
i

taken down a mine intentionally, but at
HI if a man or in n)8

clothes, his first :: thai if de-
tected he will be prosecuted. There is

nothing easier than to hide then
girder or a bar or in a pack, t

endangering all the lives in a pit. Re-
cently arid for some time back, there
have been found in almost ever) mine
matches placed on girders or thrown on
the gangway. The view of d
was that if any person on finding
dangerous things in his r knew
that If he gave them up he would not be
prosecuted or fined, it would be conduc-
ive to safety generally.

The Question of Coal Dust
A. M. Henshaw wanted to know if

coal dust could not be prevented and re-

moved
; also what is to be done to neu-

tralize it? Only one-tenth of an ounce
of coal dust per cubic foot of air space
is sufficient to carry on an explosion, and
therefore he did not think it possible to

prevent a dangerous accumulation of coal
dust. Further, while it can be removed
so far as shoveling up and sweeping go,

it cannot be removed to the extent of
ridding the roads of such a small quan-
tity as one-tenth of an ounce per cubic
foot of air space. That quantity will

exist on the side of the roadway, in the

cracks and spaces between the stones
and on all the surfaces of the timber
in the road, and even a vacuum cleaner,

specially designed for use in mines, has
been proved to be useless.

The best means known to Mr. Hen-
shaw is to inoculate the coal dust by
mixing it with stone dust. It is not at all

impracticable. The stone dust can be

ground in a mortar mill and sprinkled

on the roadways. In his opinion, fre-

quent and heavy sprinkling with stone

dust will make the coal dust of such a

character that the flame of an explosion

passing along a road will not be car-

ried very far. In his own research, he

had found that a mixture of 50 per cent,

of stone dust was quite sufficient to stop

the flame. That was proved at Cour-

rieres, Talk-o-th'-Hill and at Hulton

(Lancashire). There the flame traveled

certain roads, but not with force suffi-

cient to =mash the cars. The dust he exam-

ined contained from 45 to 55 per cent,

ash. Before the flame had burned the

dust, there would not have been so much
ash as that, and this bears out his con-

tention that anything like 50 per cent, of

stone dust or 50 per cent, of ash in the

dust, renders the dust more or less harm-

less. He. however, advises that from 70

to 80 per cent, be used.
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wing this testimony the meeting

the problem of explosives, any

hich under favorable circum-

ild start an explosion. Some

as, it was stated, gave ofl

but these explosives were

manu by powerful companies

and i: - matter to make any

statements about them. As in the case

of matches being found in mines, a show

of hand- was taken of those who have

positive knowledge of a permitted explo-

oft flame, the result being that

the majority of those present held up

their hands. The proceedings of the In-

stitute received additional dignity and

! by reason of the Home Sec-

retary on April 6, having two questions

submitted to him in the House of Corn-

Stephen Walsh. M. P. The form

the questions took and the reply of the

Rt. Hon. Winston S. Churchill in his ca-

of Home Secretary, admirably

summarize the discussion, and as already

may be valuable as evidence in

rics.

ming of Permitted Explosions

Mr. Walsh's questions, as submitted

to Home Secretarv, read:

i 1 | Whether he is aware that at the

North Staffordshire Alining Institute, a

statement was made by F. H. Wynne,

His Majesty's inspector of mines, that he

doubted whether there was an explosive

on the permitted list which would not,

under certain circumstances, cause an

explosion in the presence of gas, without

coal dust, or in the presence of coal dust,

without gas; and to the statement made

by A. M. Henshaw. at the same meeting,

that two permitted explosives had given

off visible flame, and that in one case

of ?. permitted explosive largely used, the

coat was ignited; and whether, in view

of these statements on matters so grave-

ly affecting the life and property of all

connected with coal mining, he will cause

full inquiry to be made into the truth

of the above statements at an early date.

(2) Whether his attention had been

called to the fact that J. T. Stobbs, in-

structor in charge of the Stoke-on-Trent

Mining School had stated that his pupils

had assisted him in keeping a record of

cases where flame had been ca"sed by

permitted explosives of the highest re-

pute, and that the record ran into teens;

whether he will at as early a date as

k to be supplied with the list

"nitted ex| that are said to

•ailed in the manner indicated; and

whether he is prepared to suspend the

i: permitted explosives as may
be mentioned in such list until the truth

or otherwise of the statement is estab-

lished.

In his reply Mr. Churchill

the particular

stater: rred to in the questions,

but I am that it it fl fact well

explosives emit flame on detonation, but

the flame is not necessarily such as will

ignite gas or dust. That depends on the

temperature and duration of the flame.

It has never been contended, however,

that it can be said of the explosives

which pass the Home Office test, or of

any known explosives, that in no circum-

stances can they cause an ignition, and

this has been repeatedly pointed out in

official documents emanating from the

Home Office. Their use is allowed only

under stringent conditions as to the mode

of firing and the absence of gas. The

question of instituting a new and severer

test is now under consideration, and it

will. I hope, be brought into force in

the course of this year. As regards the

case in which coal is said to have been

ignited, I am advised that this was, no

doubt, due to one of the cartridges in

the shot igniting and not exploding. The

fire was easily extinguished."

Prevention of Mine Explosions

In a recent circular issued by the Kan-

sas State Geological Survey, Erasmus

Haworth, after a discussion of the causes

leading up to the disastrous explosion at

Mineral, Kan., March 18, sums up as fol-

lows:

(1). I recommend that no one ever

assume that any coal mine is free from

firedamp or natural gas. It is a most

dangerous assumption. A mine may have

so small an amount of firedamp in it that

ordinary methods of ventilation will pre-

vent its becoming dangerous while ven-

tilation is kept up to a proper degree.

Anv shot at any time in any mine is liable

to break into a gas reservoir and permit

a dangerous amount of gas to rush into a

mine. This has occurred over and over

again in Kansas and elsewhere. But it

is vastly more dangerous to assume that an

abandoned mine, or an abandoned part

of a mine being operated, will remain

free from gas. Don't make such an as-

sumption.

(2). I recommend that all mine op-

erators at once make provisions for re-

lieving the air pressure in all abandoned
mines which are at all likely to be brok-

en into by development processes in ad-

jacent mines. This can be done easily

and cheaply bv drilling one or more holes

from the surface into the part of the

abandoned mine where the roof is the

highest. Suppose, for example, that a

in. hole had been drilled from the sur-

face into the abandoned part of mine No.

7 at Mineral Then accumulation of wa-
ter in the mine could not have caused this

extra pressure in the air left in the aban-

doned mine, and, as a result, even though
the gae was there, it would not have
rushed through into mine No. .16 the way
it did, and therefore the explosions could
not have occurred. Care should be taken
t" dri" iit holes so that they will

tap the abandoned mine at places where

the roof is the highest, and a large dril'.
1

bit should be used, so as to make a large

hole, not less than 6 in., and larger ij

possible. The drill hole should be casei

well so it will remain open permanently.

Now, as natural gas is lighter than air,

the gas which is likely to accumulate in

all abandoned mines will escape first

through the drill hole, and later such air

will escape as is necessary to prevent an

excess pressure should water enter the

mine. This is a simple remedy, and I

fear on account of its simplicity will not

appeal to operators and miners as it

should. But I consider it as important,!

for human life and human property arem
valuable.

(3). All operators and all miners!

should require a drill hole to be kept in'

advance of development wherever devel-

opment approaches an abandoned mine.

This has been enacted into law in many
States, on account of the well known fact

that gases do accumulate in abandoned

mines. Had it been obeyed in this case,

enough gas would have rushed through

the little drill hole to give an alarm, and

more than likely the explosions would

not have occurred.

The Burns Anthracite, Mine,

Alberta

Alexander Sharp*

The Burns anthracite-coal property

consists of 15,360 acres of Crown-grant-

ed land, beside an area leased from the

Dominion Government. The nearest

railway towns are Calgary and Okotoks,

each distant about 45 miles from the

property. The coal measures belong to

the Lower Cretaceous period, Kootenay

series. The formation comprises about

4000 ft. of sandstone, dark shale, con-

glomerates and, near the base, some

clay and ironstone. At intervals in

the strata occur the coal seams and

coaly shales, the whole resting on Car-

boniferous limestone. The area is 11

miles long and from one mile to three

miles broad. The coal measures lie in a

long, narrow, synclinal trough; strike N.

42 deg. W., and dipping to westward at

an angle varying from 52 to 80 deg. The

southeastern outcrops are at elevations

from 300 to 2000 ft. above the valley of

Sheep creek, but toward the north, at

Burns creek, the coal comes down to the

level of the valley and has every indica-

tion of going deeper. Ten or 12 seams

of coal have been exposed and traced, by

drifts and opencuts, about five miles.

These exposures show fully 100 ft. of

coal in the measures. Fifteen samples,

taken from seams ranging from 4 ft. 6 in.

to 20 ft. in thickness, gave analyses vary-

ing between the following percentages:

P

Note- Abstract of paper read before Cbs
Western Branch <>f tin- Canadian Mining in-
stitute. May IS. 1911.

Mining engineer, Orient, Wash.
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Moisture, 1 and 2.10 per cent.; fixed cat- why he had taken up tl o working f a mine
.on, 70.65 and 82.25; ash, 3.5 and 17; zealously. The circt that long beet

ilphur, and 1 ; volatile, 9.b and 13.43 there was an explosion a, 386 1

.
Srcent.; B.t.u., 14.877 (one sample). and several men were kill. 1 , be I

I Complete analyses of two samples dence laid before the jury at the in- suspend
from a 7-ft. seam on R.ckerts creek are quest clearly pointed to the explosion be- mixture tin

is follows:
^

ing due to coal dust and not in the I J with th<

^g
N

,
\;,

degree to gas. At a later date in Cteristlc oi

a*bon V.V.V.V.'.V.V.' !!!!!!!!! 84i77 87l>4 h e expressed the view before the Royal yeai

Khur' 7.7.7.7." '.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. O.ll O.'is
Commis3'on that owing to the num

Hrogen :!.<:•; 2.92 evidences of stone dust putting out the Bcale to determine the narun
ixvuen and nitrogen 4. -is ...24 n____ „. . .,

.—_ names, stone dust would pro\ up in i du ,.,n. Dur-

|
Cok0 iHU!t 92-81 ficacious in extinguishing the flame in ing the

I The topography of the country is fa- mines than water. and \lt.

»|'orable to economical mining. Some of Time was passing but the controversj ation ha

•he seams come down to the level of the remained unsettled; one set of mining flame

-alley so that they can be reached easily men said coal dust was not explosive /one. to du

|)« tunnels at the valley floor. Any of the atid another said that it was. Thereupon the damping n the

seams can be drifted on from either side said Mr. Garforth, the Mining Associa- ignition oi by a blownout shot.

|)f the several creeks that cut the forma- tion of Great Brit. in arranged lor ex-

}:ion. Thus a chain of collieries can be periments to be made at Altofts. Tin
Altc

jbperated along the valley. Power can experiments were exhaustive, and in the deferring more particularly to th

be generated from water-power of the end they settled the question as to the ex- tofts experiment .r Dixon

:reeks. The seams are being prospected plosiveness of coal dust after 30 years an iron gallery. 800 It. long and
'

'at different horizons so that the nature of controversy. The Mining Association in diameter, was constructed of cylindri-

of the roof and floor texture may be spent about $65,000 in this task and now cal boilers bolted together. Inside, a

.ascertained before any permanent open- the British Government has taken the tram line on a concrete floor with props

.ing is made. The difference in elevation matter in hand. The association has given and cross timbers placed at 9-ft. inter-

ibetween the coal property an! Okotoks all their appliances, and the government vals, made a traveling road, comparable

is about 2150 ft., or approximately 48 proposes to carry on the experiments at with the main haulage road of a mine.

I
ft. to the mile. some seaside place where they will not Shelves fastened to the sides prov:

cause the annoyance that they do in pop- ledges for holding dust, and the flame of

Rendering Coal Dust In- ulous districts like Altofts. a blownout shot was reproduced by firing

exnlos'ive Microscopic Examinations of Coal a stemmc
,

d gunpowder charge from a
cApiusivc

Dust cannon. Just before firing, a current of

Special Correspondence air was drawn into the main gallery by a

In order to see how the inflammable At a later meeting of the society, James fan placed at the end of a return gallery.

nature of coal dust may be neutralized by Lomasc explained the possibilities of de- By this means a pure coal-dust (

a regular and plentiful admixture of stone termining the inflammable qualities of sion, extending over several hu

dust, the members of the Manchester coal dust by means of microscopic ex- square feet, was obtained, and the prop-

Geological and Mining Society at the animations. The microscope is employed agation of the flame and pressure

special invitation of W. E. Garforth, man- in determining whether there is to be studied. So far as the tests have ex-

aging director of Pope & Pearsons col- found in coal any constituents which tended, Professor Dixon says the propa-

lieries at Altofts in Yorkshire, recently might serve as a guide to the inflammable gation of the coal-dust flame appears to

visited the Silkstone pit. nature of the dust derived from it. For be similar to that of the flame in mixtures

How to destroy the explosive character the purposes of his paper, seams were of coal gas and air or of firedamp and

of coal dust has been the object of long tested in the pits of the Hulton Colliery air.

and laborious research at the Altofts col- Company. The coals examined with One curious parallelism between the

lieries, and at the three mines forming some exceptions, were purely humic coals, initiation of a dust and of a gas explo-

the group. Mr. Garforth made stone-dust composed of the droppings of the trees sion has been noticed; when the dust was

zones by mixing fourteen parts of stone and plants in the form of spores of fruits, ignited in the middle of the empty gal-

dust to one of coal dust. The stone is leaves, twigs and sometimes flattened lery, without obstructions such as the

ground at the bottom of the pit, boys stems, etc. props afford, the explosion was slow and

being employed to scatter the stone In the hardest and brightest coals the feeble. The burning of a gaseous mix-

powder on the sides and roofs of the materials seem to have been reduced to ture in a small tube was similarly

haulageways wherever coal dust was a more or less pulpy state before car- and nonluminous until the flame res

found. The yearly cost of providing this bonization. In coal there is a great one end of the tube, or an obstruction

safeguard would appear to be a trifling amount of resinous matter, which in many from which a wave can be reflected back.

matter, for, whereas the amount of coal cases is easily converted into most in- It has been shown in the experin

raised approximates 600,000 long tons per flammable dust. The spores contained in gallery that an explosion was propagated

annum, and the total wages bill at the the coal have not, after many ages, lost through a cloud of charcoal dust n

three mines is in the neighborhood of their explosive energy. The detection of The Altofts experiments. Professor Dixon

$620,000, the proportionate outlay for dis- these spores by the aid of the microscope added. ; ive given most valuable info

tributing the stone dust is only $1500. gives some clue as to the inflammable ation and the work should be completed

The total length dusted in the three properties of the coal, and a systematic on the lines so successfully begun,

seams is 4552 yd., and the work is being microscopic inspection both of coal and ___________.__________:
carried out thoroughly and systematically, dust will be of benefit in many direc-

„!,.-_, „ n
. '. _ a s In preparing an explosive charge un-

and yet an examination of the record tions. »
,„..,.. _,.u,

t
.

shows that the cost is well within one- The problem of coal dust has also been derground. a miner should always place

fourth of a cent per ton of output. dealt with by Prof. Harold B. Dixon be- his lamp 5 or a
I

ft
.

W from he

Mr. Garforth explained his purpose to fore the Chemical Society in London. The powder box and on the side where

the members present, and also the reason p.esence of finely divided coal dust in the air current is traveling from the
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j PERSONAL
Mixing

Prof. A. L. Walker sailed for Europe

on June 10. He expects to return in

- . Roderick has been reappoint-

ed chief of the Bureau of Mines of Penu-

. -other term.

The : etton. mining engineer of

> . Pachuca,

. i, has gone to England on a vaca-

Leggal sailed from Seattle.

8, on '.'is way to examine some
- propertie> west of Cook Inlet,

W . Geddes. late consulting engi-

: the Foley-O'Brian mine. Porcu-

pine. Ont., succeeds Mowry Bates as

S. E. Bretherton. of San Francisco,

ged by the Adaven Alining

-melting Company, of Nevada, as

consulting engineer.

Howard Poillon has been appointed

manager of the mines and acid treatment

r the Vanadium Mines Company at

Cutter. New Mexico.

Harvey H. Brown succeeds the late

Alexander E. Brown as president and

general manager of the Brown Hoisting

Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Louis D. Huntoon has gone to the Por-

ci pine district, Ontario, and expects to

remain there about two months. On his

return he will open an office in New York.

G. T. Hansen, for several years metal-

lurgical engineer for the Allis-Chalmers

Company, has been appointed manager of

the Salt Lake City office of the company.

Jay P. Graves, of Spokane, Wash., gen-

eral manager of the Granby Co
and George W. Wooster, of Grand Forks,

B. C. treasurer, were in New York re-

>'•

I>r. Robert H. Richards, head of the

ment of mining and metallui

Institute of Technol-

elected an honorary mem-
I the American Institute of Mining

Paul W. Gaebelein, consulting engineer

iction Corn-

in New York in

the i: the company. On hi- re-

turn • licago,

and Kansav City.

mining engineer, on the

.ii of Mil

line 17. with

a small party of en; being

sent I the anthracit

field and in tl

rcan prat •

the Waihi mine, New Zealand, has lately

isiting Cornwall on a holiday. He

is planning to return on Aug. 31 to New
d for a further engagement of two

having already served the Waihi

company for nine years.

Dr. Rossiter W. Raymond, a former

editor of The Engineering and Mining

Journal, for many years secretary of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers,

and now secretary emeritus of the In-

stitute, has been elected an honorary

member of the Institute.

J. E. Searles and Leonard Cahoon have

organized the Searles-Cahoon Company,

engineers and constructors, with office at

521 Newhouse building, Salt Lake City,

Utah. Both have been for several years

connected with the United States Smelt-

ing, Refining and Mining Company.

Lewis T. Wright has resigned the man-

agement of the Mountain Copper Com-

pany and will now make his headquarters

in London. In the management of the

Mountain Copper Company he has been

succeeded by William S. Ketts, who has

heretofore been Mr. Wright's chief assist-

ant.

J. E. McAllister, late general manager

of the British Columbia Copper Company,

who has come to New York to engage in

consulting engineering, has taken quart-

ers with Benjamin B. Lawrence at 60

Wall street. Mr. McAllister achieved an

enviable reputation in his management of

the British Columbia Copper Company.

\V. J. Hall, of Wallace, Idaho, chief ac-

countant for the Federal Mining and

Smelting Company, has been promoted to

assistant general manager. Rush J. White

has been given the office of superintend-

ent of mines. He has been chief engineer

of the company for a number of years.

W. Clayton Miller, of Spokane, is general

manager for the company.

+ OBITUARY +
John Holms, the oldest miner in In-

diana, died at his home in Linton, May
27. Mr. Holms was born in Nottingham,

England, in 1826. He came to this coun-

try in 1837 and had worked in the mines

nearly 70 years.

J. O. Buckley died at Black Hawk,
Wis., June 4, aged 52 years. He was en-

gaged for a number of years in develop-

ing the Sauk County iron district of Wis-

consin, and was president of the Queen
Consolidated Mines Company.

rge W. E. Horsey died at Salt Lake
City, Utah, June 10, aged 68 years. Some
years ago he served three terms in Con-

from NVhraska, hut later went to

where he was actively engaged in

mining. He was an officer of the Ameri-

can Mining Congress.

1 ( u rt in. recently of Goldfleld, Nev.,

on, Wis., May 22. He was

well known throughout the West, ami

at one time was superintendent of th<]

Portland mine, at Cripple Creek. Late^

he was superintendent of the Mazum;!

Hills mine and of the Broken Hills min<i

at Helena. He went to Nevada during

the Goldfield excitement and was inter-

ested in mining there for some time.

Hector M. Eowen, of Los Angeles

Cal., owning mining properties neai

Kingman, Ariz., was killed, by a prema-

ture blast at one of his mines on June 3

Mr. Bowen had gone to the mine to sup-

ervise and direct the work for a feu

weeks, and was particularly interested in

the uncovering of a new orebody. He
was well known about Los Angeles as a

sportsman and successful mining man."
He went to California from London sev-

eral years ago. He was 40 years old.

John J. Spearman died at Sharon,

Penn., May 21, aged 86 years. He wasi
born at McKee's gap, Penn., and began

4

work at the old Hopewell iron mine when
14 years old. He worked at Sarah fur-

nace and Maria forge in Huntington

county, and in 1847 was made assistant

manager of Sharon furnace. In 1852, he -1

bought Mazeppa furnace on his own ac-

count and operated it until 1859, when
he accepted the position of manager of

Sharpsville furnace. In 1862 Mr. Spear-

man entered the employ of James Wood
& Sons, Wheatland, Penn., and was ad-

mitted to partnership during the follow-

ing year. He sold his interest out in

1870 and in the fail of 1871 organized

the Spearman Iron Company. This plant

was sold to W. P. Snyder, Pittsburg, in

1901. He was the oldest ironmaster in

the country, and was one of the first to

use Lake Superior ores. Mr. Spearman's

memory remained clear until the end

and he was a perfect mine of information

regarding the early days of the iron

trade.

B
p

m I*

i«in

S0CIET1EW1KH1WCAL SCHOOLS A
Kentucky Institute of Mines—This asso-

ciation was organized at a meeting held

at Lexington, Ky., recently, by officials

of coal companies and others interested.

The formation of the institute was due

largely to the efforts of Chief Mine In-

spector Norwood, who has long recog-

nized the need of such an organization

to promote the interests of both miner

and operator. For convenience in hand-

ling the affairs of the institute, the State

is divided into seven districts, with a

vice-president in charge of each district,

while the president and other officials

will have jurisdiction over the whole

State. The officers elected were: Presi-

dent, John B. Atkinson, Earlington; vice-

presidents, J. D. Rogers, Dr. R. S. Col-

lier, Hon. J. F. Bosworth, C. W. Taylor,

W. H. Cunningham, B. R. Hutchcraft;

Secretary, Thomas J. Barr, Lexington;

treasurer, M. L. Conley, Morgan county.
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itorial Corresnnriftenrf'
San Francisco

June 9—Electricity is rapidly and ex-

tensively replacing steam and direct

waterpower in the operation of the mines

of California. In some districts the ad-

vancement has been slow and gradual

fiom the wood-fired boiler to the im-

proved water wheel and the generation of

steam bv oil fuel. There has never been
extensive use of coal fuel in the mines.

When oil became an economic fuel for

other industries, the cost of transporta-

tion in many mining districts precluded

its extensive use, and where wood was
plentiful and cheap the mines relied upon

(that resource, or adopted the waterwheel

in such localities as assured a constant

supply of water. But neither wood nor

a local supply of water can always be

depended upon in all the districts that are

capable of large mineral production.

When the large power plants entered the

I field and gave assurance of constant

I electrical supply, the mine operators

I were quick to see the solution of the
; power problem, and there has been

steadv advancement toward the complete

adoption of electrical power for mines,

mills and smelteries. Attention was par-

ticularly drawn to the improvement in

. motive power, as applied to the mines

in the Mother Lode district on a recent

Sunday, when all the mines employing

i electricity were closed, or partially

closed, for 24 hours, pending seme es-

! sential repairs at the power plant at Elec-

tra. The mines were notified and were

so prepared for the interruption, which
' did not in any manner affect the economy

of operation. Some of the properties not

wholly dependent on electricity continued

their usual Sunday operation. The South

Eureka and the Bunker Hill have both

discarded oil fuel and are wholly de-

pendent on electricity. The Central Eur-

eka is also dependent on electricity for

both the mill and the hoist. The hoists

at the Kennedy and the Zeila are oper-

ated by steam. It is usual at the Ken-

nedy to employ the Sundays for repair

work at the mill, so there was no inter-

ruption in the regular course. While the

Zeila mill, which is driven by electricity,

stood still for the day. there was no

economic disadvantage, as the crushing

power of the mill is greater than the ca-

pacity for ore extraction. The Argonaut

mill employs electric power, but as the

hoist is operated by water, there was no

interruption in ore extraction. This mine

will install a 150-h.p. electric motor for

hoisting, and thus be in the same class

with the South Eureka. Bunker Hill and

Central Eureka. It is claimed that elec-

tricity has an economic advantage over

steam power generated by oil fuel equal

to the advantage of oil over wood fuel.

Reports from our own
Representatives on

Important Events from

Many Important Min-

ing Centers of the;

World

I) ..a-r

June 12—The "Grubstake fund" of the

Denver Chamber of Commerce has now
reached over $6000, and the desired total

of $10,000 is expected to be reached.

Since 1896 the Colorado School ot

Mines has carefully prospected and map-
ped, and also analyzed, the ores of the

vanadium-uranium field of southwestern
Colorado, where foreign capital is now
much in evidence, and is buying from the

prospectors, who have been active in

making new discoveries in the district.

Bearing this in mind, the Leadville

Herald-Democrat suggests that the Den-
ver Chamber of Commerce "grubstake"

the seniors of the Colorado School of

Mines. It says: "Turn loose this trained

and active corps of young and ambi-

tious men in these hills. Let them have

their kits of assay materials, their field

equipment and other necessities. Give

them some stimulus in the matter of re-

ward for discovery, and. if there are sur-

face indications we believe that they will

find something worth while. Who
fathered the delusion that the prospector

must be old ? Why is that individual al-

ways depicted with a long white beard,

and a general patriarchial appearance?

When the prospector of the good old

days was actually engaged in the great

pioneer work he was a young, lusty, vig-

orous specimen of robust manhood."

Governor Shaffroth vetoed the mine-

inspectors bill that passed the eighteenth

General Assembly. The bill was drawn

up after a long conference of practical

and technical men. and passed the house

in its original form. But it was so amend-

ed in the Senate that it bore no sem-

blance to the original.

Butte

June 10—The production of the Butte

district for May shows 21.700,000 lb. of

copper turned out of the Anaconda smelt-

eries, of which 15.500.000 lb. were pro-

duced by the Washoe smeltery, and

6,200.000 lb. by the plant at Great Falls.

Two million pounds of this amount be-

I

•

ing the April

pour.

On June 3, in the injunction and

cornp;.

Kelly, chief council for the Anaconda
company, and i iiutte

& Ballaklava company, and taken under
nent. The Anaconda company

sets forth for bri:

that the vein in contro\

two Anaconda claims, adjoining tbt

laklava property, and in the demur:
- of action against the

defendant company, for tl

claims, are pleaded. In his answer to the

demurrer. Mr. Walsh pleads that they

should be included in tv only,

claiming that the various causes of action

were included in former actions.

.<• City

June 10—Though Bingham is essential-

ly a copper camp, lead ore occurs in dif-

ferent parts of the district, often forming

the upper part of copper shoots, or in

independent bodies along northwe-

suring. A body of lead ore of cor

able importance, and one of the I

ever found here is being de\

the Utah Apex. This was encountered on

the lower tunnel level about November
or December 1910, and has been devel-

oped for 400 ft. in length, and up

ft. in thickness. The orcbody is a heavy

sulphide replacing a bed of limestone.

and has quartzite for the hanginc wall.

This is the reverse of the usual ore oc-

currence at Park City, Bingham, and

elsewhere in the State where quartzite as

a rule forms the footwall of the ore. The

limestone in this instance is son:,

tance above the main Weber or Ontario

quartzite. and the hanging wall

band of quartzite inter' n the

limestone. The length of the body has

not been determined, and it is being

drifted on in two directions, both faces

being still in ore. This is a mixture of

galena '.'id pyrite running low in silica,

and c.
' iron. It is

shipped as broken, without any sorting.

The production at this time is about 150

i lily, and some tons. It is

.ted that shipments will b

increased during the summer. The ore

is being mined by the room-anJ

system, modified to suit local conditions

fiom the regular I. rior caving
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in the iron mines of the

Rooms or chambers are

out about three sets wide, and are

,,ith broken ore. as the work pro-

lar tour sets in width

est chambers, and the filling

later drawn out, the latter

requiring some shooting. This method

m that used in the under-

d mining in the former Boston Con-

Ahere little or no timber was

nount of timber employed

in the Apex is not excessive, and insures

much for the nien
-

The

mining costs are low. This latest occur-

shipping ore has changed the

plan of resuming mill operations for the

it, and the entire attention is being

to mining ai d developing the new

resource. The width of the body has not

determined, but is thought to be in

-orhood of 150 feet.

Duluth

June 12—A recent development in the

. .dent at the Norman open-

ne Virginia se\eral months ago, is

of intcr^t. The Oliver Iron Alining

Company operates this pit, and the acci-

dent, which was caused by a slide of

earth, loosened by an early thaw, re-

sulted in the death of 14 men at work in

the bottom of the pit. Of these 14

men, five were of Finnish nationality,

seven Austrian, one Norwegian and one

Polish. Of the total number, 12 were

citizens of the United States. Under the

laws of Minnesota, the minimum amount

for which the company is liable, in case

of death, was S5000 for each individual.

Instead of the oft-recorded, long drawn-

out legal entanglements which so fre-

quently mark cases of this sort, the

whole affair has been settled out of court

and voluntarily by the Steel Corporation,

of which the Oliver company is a subsid-

iary- In the cases of the 12 men who

citizens, the $5000 has been paid

to the heirs of each one. The heirs of

the two who were not citizens are now

ed with through the consuls

of their respective countries. So far,

merely the law has been complied with,

with the possible exception of the twu

aliens. An act of charity and one which

might well establish a precedent in acci-

of this sort, occurred in the in-

• tanc. ! the other twelve. The

•leath of one of these men left seven

children as orphans, ranging in age from

There were also left cer-

tain debts and incumbrances upon the

home. While working for the Oliver

company, the father had earned on an

per month. The
..

.
|

the home, leaving • clear. In

addition arrangements have been made
whereby the company will p;i

month for each child, until <

them reac'

a policy is in striking contrast to the or-

dinary run of mining accidents and their

usually soon-forgotten results.

Some idea of what the iron-mining in-

dustry on the Minnesota ranges means to

the State of Minnesota, can be gained

from the fact that on May 31, taxes on

be done. The decision to continue the

line as far as the Hollinger, came as

a considerable surprise, and opens up a

field for speculation as to what is to be-

come the center of the Porcupine camp.

Since the disastrous fire, from which the

Hollinger suffered so much, the work of

St. Louis county real estate to the amount rebuilding has been progressing rapidly,

of something over 52,000,000 were paid.

The Oliver Mining Company alone paid

in four checks aggregating $1,402,236.

These amounts constitute only the tax for

the rea'ty holdings for the first half of

the present year. The personal-property

tax was paid earlier in the spring, and

amounted to between $30,000 and $40,-

000. This does not mean that the total

yearly taxes are double this amount, as

certain taxes are payable in full in the

first half of the year.

Houghton, Mich.

Jane 10—There is a considerable move-

ment in the Lake Superior copper and

iron countries in the direction of securing

greater efficiency in underground practice.

"Scientific management" and one-man

drill practice are subjects that are engag-

ing attention. The Calumet & Hecla, Cop-

per Range and Quincy companies in the

copper country; and the Republic Iron

and Steel, Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company,

and the Munro Iron Mining Company in

the iron country are working upon these

ideas.

Spokane, Wash.

june io_When the Washington Water

Power Company completes its power

plant at Long lake, 23 miles north of

Spokane, where four turbines, with a

maximum capacity of 90,000 h.p., will be

installed, it will be in position to deliver

electric power to any mining camp with-

in 150 miles of Spokane. The plant, in-

cluding the railroad from Spokane to

Long lake, involves an expenditure of

$4,000,000. More than $17,000,000 al-

ready has been invested in street railway,

lighting and power systems in and near

Spokane.

Practically all the power used in the

mines and mills in the Coeur d'Alene dis-

trict. 128 miles east of Spokane, is sup-

plied bv the Washington Water Power

Company. Between 8000 and 10,000 h.p.

is sent to that section every day, some of

it from the Post Falls plant, some from

Little Falls and some from the two plants

in Spokane.

Porcupine

June 8 The steel on the Porcupine

railroad has been laid as far as Golden

City at the northern end of Porcupine

lake. By June 15. it is stated, the road

will have encircled the lake and have

1 Lakeview townsite. From that

point, cutting the right of way to the

Hollinger is in progress, and construction

will be pushed as fast as the grading can

The fires in the shaft have been entirely
'

extinguished, and sufficient boiler power
generated to pump out the mine, and

start a compressor. The sawmill is be-

ing rebuilt, so that the burned buildings

can be replaced. In the meantime the

force of men has been reduced from 225

to forty.

Cobalt

June 11—Both the Kerr Lake and

Crown Reserve mines have recently en-

tered into an agreement with the Nova
Scotia company, whereby this company
will treat all their low-grade ore. The

contract is for five years and the Nova
Scotia will buy the ore outright; the price

varying with the value of the ore and the

price of silver. The Crown Reserve will

send 100 tons and the Kerr Lake 75 tons

per day. the ore to be transported over an

aerial tramway. The present capacity

of the mill is 100 tons per day, and this

will be increased to 200 tons by the addi-

tion of 20 stamps and other machinery.

Toronto

June 12—The Canadian Government
has passed an order-in-council, abolishing

the royalty on gold extracted or obtained

from quartz in Yukon territory. The or-

der sets forth that it is desirable to give

every possible encouragement to an in-

dustry which, up to the present, has de-

veloped so little that no royalty has actu-

ally been collected.

When the Canadian Parliament reas-

sembles in July, Hon. William Temple-

man will introduce the new mining law,

codifying and simplifying the existing

regulations into a uniform act, applicable

to all the mining lands under federal con-

trol. It is hoped to induce the various

provinces, which have jurisdiction over

their own mineral lands, to assimilate

their mining laws to those which will be

adopted by the Dominion.

A discovery of small diamonds in

chromite about 40 miles from Sher-

brooke, Quebec, is reported. The labor-

atory, staff of the Canadian Geological

Survey, at Ottawa, is endeavoring to dis-

cover a satisfactory commercial extrac-

tion of diamonds from the chromite in

which they occur. Should the attempt be

successful, it would lead to the develop-

ment of a diamond industry and also

stimulate the mining of chromite. R. A.

A. Johnston, mineralogist of the survey,

will, in a few veeks, leave for Germany,
taking with him samples of the Canadian

diamonds, and carry on further re-

searches there.
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The Minind News
Alaska

From the condition of the ice. it is

probable that the Nome season will be

late in opening. The ice is apparently

solid for several miles from shore.

The Copper River & Northwestern an-

nounces that preliminary surveys will be

started at once for an extension of the

railroad of over 60 miles. This extension

will take in the well known creeks of

Nazina, Chittitu, Dan and others, on

which several properties are being-

worked.

Chugach—Development is progressing

on this property, and a number of tun-

nels are being driven. B. F. Millard,

Valdez, is manager. The property is on

Mineral creek.

Temple—Arrangements are being made

to erect two tramways leading from this

copper mine to the wharf. The company

will be the next shipper of copper ore.

Two crews are at work. S. A. Hemple,

Landlock, is in charge.

Alaska-Calumet—Benjamin Daggett, of

San Francisco, representing eastern in-

terests, recently took an option on this

property, about 20 miles from Bonanza,

the present terminus of the Copper River

& Northwestern. Men and engineers

will be sent north at once to develop

this mine.

Mineral Creek—Lumber has been

shipped to this mine for the erection of

buildings. The tunnel is in 500 ft. J. M.

Lathrop, Valdez, is in charge.

Arizona

The Arizona Consolidated Smelting and

Mining Company of Tucson is reported

to have eontracted with the Colorado Iron

Works for a custom smelting plant to be

erected near Tucson. The capacity of the

plant is to be 300 tons per day and the

cost about $100,000.

Cochise County

Great Western—This company, at

Courtland, is building ore chutes and will

ship to El Paso.

Commonwealth Extension- -This new

company, at Pearce, will develop a dis-

covery made by J. J. Pearce, the finder

of the Pearce mine.

Gila County

Old Dominion—The directors have in-

creased the quarterly dividend from 25 to

50c. a share. Profits are reported to be

$100,000 monthly and the cost of copper

8c. per lb. The ore reserves in the Glad-

iator at the United Globe end of the prop-

erty are given as 400,000 tons of 5 per

cent, copper ore.

Kelvin-Sultana—The company is offer-

ing a note issue of 1500 bonds S100 par

7 per cant, for the purpese of building a

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

ment Work and Prop-

erty Trans-fers. TKo
Current; Histrorv of

1000-ton concentrator at the Diamond Joe

shaft, Kelvin. George P. Baldwin, Monad-
nock Block, Chicago, is president.

Inspiration—The company has an op-

tion for the Cordova property adjoining at

a price said to be $76,000.

Mohave County

Vaughan—This mine at Boundary Cone

has been optioned to Paul A. Johns.

ill be

ramento mei

I

by sinking on the vein. The r :

super*

)-h.p. con

the L'round and will be imnu .:

stalled for dri! intended

Stall also a Helton wheel to take

from a 2000- ft. pipe line, for comp
power.

Mar C

Bullion Hill The installation of the

mill is completed.

Mono County

Masonic Mountain—An upraise is be-

ing driven to connect with the True

Friend shaft. When this is completed in

May the exposed orebodies will be de-

veloped.

California

Amador County

Lincoln—The 1200- ft. west crosscut to

cut under the ore channel in the 500-ft.

west crosscut has advanced to 1000 ft.

The orebody in the 800- ft. level has wid-

ened to 4 ft., and improved in charactet.

Sour/z Eureka—The present depth l(

the shaft is 2800 ft. Orebodies have

been tapped on each of the nine leveis.

New orebodies have been disclosed in the

last year by drifting northwest from the

2600-ft. level, and following the veins to

the 2800-ft. It is claimed thru the de-

velopments of the year indicate nearly

1.000,000 tons of ore, and that so far as

mined and milled the values run from S4

to $6 per ton, and the working cost is

about S2.63 per ton. The mill treats

about 12,000 tons per month. Two hun-

dred and twenty-five men are employed.

Butte County

The Drexel estate has built and put in

commission a gold dredge on its lands

on Butte creek, eight miles east of Chico.

Calaveras County

S. R. Fox and others indicted by the

Federal grand jury for violation of the

debris laws in allowing debris from hy-

draulic working? to enter the San Joaquin

river and other streams, pleaded not

guilty in the United States court at San

Francisco June 2. Instructions from

Washington insist upon vigorous prose-

cution o£ suoh cases.

Eldorado County

Grant—The 600-ft. tunnel is being

cleaned preparatory to sinking on a veia

Monterey Co

Los Burros district is still attracting

prospectors and locators. Plaskett broth-

ers and others have recorded 25 locations

and some rich pockets have been op.

Nevada County

Eagle Bird It is reported that this

mine, one of the oldest producers in

Washington district, has been sold to San

Francisco capital, and will be reopened

under the management of the former

owner, W. .M. Wilson.

West Point—This former producer.

which has been idle for five
J

be reopened by San Francisco men. un-

der a bond held by Alfred Onn. T'r

amination is in charge of H. H. I

Grass Valley.

Riverside County

W. A. Patterson, developing pro]

in the Chuckawplla mountains, has

opened good ore in a tunnel 25 miles

northeast of Imperial Junction with fair

prospect of warranting the installation of

a stamp mill.

Santa Barh.\k\ COUNTY

Pinal Oil Company An option of pur-

:is been obtained on this property

Maria held by G. G. Gillette,

said to represent the New York and Boa-

ton capital, which recently purchased the

Graham-Loftua property. The main pari

..' the holding '-acre tri

which there are 27 wells, producing more

than 40,000 lb. monthly. The OOmpany has

paid approximately $1,000,000 in divi-

dends since 1902 The sale price

t,. be $2,000,000.
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n irdino County

Bob Young— This property near Barn-

s .ported to haw
rital for $150,000. It is

ne on which some 7000 ft.

s en done.

An option of purchase on

has been ob-

!. M. O'Brien, of San Fran-

•ination is b :ing made by

Derby and L. N. v »f Ne-

The option extends to Aug.

1 next.

Shasta County

The Western Gold Dredging Company

gun work at the confluence of the

ento and .Middle creek. The Yo-

semite Investment Company has spent a

testing the ground in the same vi-

cinity. Both boats are on ground con-

trolled by the patentee of the boats, G. A.

Du Bois. of the Byron Jackson Iron

le Electric Steel—Two carloads of

electrical machinery arrived at Heroult,

making the second consignment for the

led plant; the structural steel for

r.aces is expected soon.

Little Nellie—The new 10-stamp mill

at this quartz mine, adjoining the Iron

Mountain copper mine, was put in com-

mission .May 30.

Mt. Shasta—This mine has been un-

watered to the first level, or to a depth

ft. There are 6ix levels varying

in length from 50 to 400 ft. The depth

of the shaft is 400 ft., not 600 as pre-

viously reported. H. A. Clarke of Shasta

is superintendent.

Tuolumne County

Black Oak—This old mine near Soul-

B is reported to have reached a

point in the search fo the lost vein that

insures its return to the producer class.

The vein is said to have been cut for a

distance of 5 ft. In one of the deep levels

without reaching the footwall. There is a

•np miil. canvas plant and cyanide

plant on the ground that can be put in

repair with moderate expense. Mr Knox

tendent.

tger—This mine, on Humbug hill,

has been unwatered, and development is

pushed. H. L. Ellis, Jamestown,

owner.

- mine lias continued op-

erations since the destruction oi the

r and building by fire, with a

temporary machine secured from the

Santa Ysabel.

;g pay ore

has been I cut tunnel

in thi* mi- lie. The

stallation of a small stamp mill.

Colorado

Clear Creek County

Clyde B.—james Beshears, owner of

the Clyde B. property, will soon have

ready another shipment of 50 tons of

high-grade ore. Work has been started

in the crosscut tunnel to undercut the

incline shaft at an increased depth of

150 feet.

Katie Emmctt—W. W. Cannady has

brought in the first retort of 29 oz. of

uold from the Katie Emmett mill, at

Idaho Springs, which was built this

spring on the mine on Cascade creek.

The material from which the gold was

recovered was for the larger part the old

dump material, though the vein matter

broken in driving the drifts on the vein

were milled.

Oneida—After several months of de-

lays, Messrs. Owen and Rogers have op-

ened in the Oneida mine, at Freeland, a

vein of rich smelting ore. This was en-

countered last summer in the tunnel level,

but in stoping it was found that grade de-

creased in the stope. The present drift

is over 100 ft. below the tunnel level,

and the orebody is larger and of higher

grade as depth is attained.

Gunnison County

A discovery of rich ore has been made
in the Elk Mountain country in the

Treasury Mountain tunnel at 150 ft. from

the portal. This is a long tunnel pro-

ject and the ore was not expected at this

point.

Lake County—Leadville

Chrysolite—Burton White & Co., leas-

ing on the Chrysolite, are developing a

body of zinc ore that is improving each

day. In places the orebody is 12 ft. wide,

and the grade is around 36 per cent. zinc.

Only a short time ago this was an idle

mine, and the owners were apparently

unwilling to work it. A short time after

the present leasers took charge, ore was

found, and now the property is a steady

shipper, with every assurance that it will

put out a big tonnage of ore.

Silver Spoon—The Silver Spoon shaft,

:,n Prospect mountain, has reached 475

ft. and the flow of water is so heavy that

the management has decided to suspend

sinking for the present and make connec-

tion with one of the lower drifts of the

Valley. The granite in the Silver Spoon

was entered at 435 feet.

Teller County—Cripple Creek

Isabella—From Mie Lee shaft of the

Isabella estate, lessees shipped 31 cars

in May, the average grade being $20 per

ton. The Empire Slate, one of the Isa-

bella shafts, under lease to the Western

investment Company, sent out 14 cars of

milling ^rade ore.

Ute The several shafts of the

Granite property sent out 50 cars of $25
r

. nothwithstanding that the

thi Gold Coin was
I )iu mi' thai period the

output was increased as leasers devote

all of their attention to hoisting roc

from the filled stopes. The Dillon and i

Monument shafts were the heaviest pro-

ducers, but these properties were never

troubled because of the lack of air, se-

curing power from the Ajax compressor.

Ajax—From the Ajax mine, on Battle

mountain, 45 cars were sent out in May,

the average value of which was $20 per

ton. Three sets of lessees are shipping
j

about the same quantity of four cars per

week.

jrt
ti

!V. Oi

&\
fee

plait

M
firie

Idaho

Coeur d'Alene District

Hercules—August Paulsen, of Spo-

kane, largest individual owner in this

mine, at Burke, reports that the new mill

at Wallace is handling 400 tons per day

and is making the highest extraction of

any concentrator in the Coeur d'Alene

district. Between 500 and 600 tons of

crude ore is shipped monthly to the

smeltery. The new oreshoot tapped on

the No. 4 level, has been proved for 300

ft. and, while no upraising or sinking has

been done, the management feels confi-

dent it will develop into an orebody of

importance with depth.

Blaine County

Boulder Consolidated—This company,

William Schultz superintendent, is driv-

ing a tunnel on Boulder creek 25 miles

north of Hailey. The tunnel is in 800

ft. and will be driven 4000 feet.

Idaho County

Elk City Reduction Company—Work is

progressing on the custom mills at Elk

City, Idaho, and it is expected to begin

operations in July, sufficient ore having

been pledged to keep the plant running

steadily throughout the summer. John

W. Lloyd is general manager.

Indiana

Knox County

In digging a test well for coal on the

W. M. Campbell farm one mile south of

Oakland City, T. C. Bugg found a 6-ft.

vein of coal. An exhaustive test of the

country south of Oakland city is being

made and the result of the hole just com-

pleted assures the opening of a mine.

There are more oil people in the Oak-

land City field than there have been for

three months. Drillers are at work in nu-

merous places. The completed wells are

holding up well under the pumps and the

operators are greatly encouraged.

Vigo County

The work of transfering the Alliance

properties by the Monon Coal Company
was completed June 5. These properties

include 20,000 acres of coal and 17 mines

in this and the adjoining counties of Sul-

livan, Clay and Greene. The Chicago

banks which underwrote the Walsh debt

at the time of the settlement of the John

..
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If. Walsh affairs, have just realized

00.000 more through the sale ol

roperty and business of the Alliance

".oal Company originally started as an

nportant investment for the old C.

tc Southern Indiana railroad. Papers

igned show that the Monon Coal Com-

any is affiliated with the Chicago, Indi-

napolis & Louisville Railway in thi

£r.sive transaction.

Kentucky

Kentiveva Coal Company—This com-

pany, of Elkins, W. Va., has purchased

10,382 acres of coal land in Harlan and

i^eslie counties from the Greasy Fork

fcoal and Timber Company, and will pro-

ceed with development.

New Straight Creek Coal Company—
This company, which has its office at

Winchester. Ky.. has begun operations on

Kits coal land at Blanche, on the Straight

|Creek branch of the Louisville & Nash-

ville.

Michigan

Copper

James R. Finlay. who was recently ap-

pointed State mine appraiser in charge

of the revaluation of the mining proper-

ties, has made the following appointments

as his assistants: Prof. C. K. Leith, of the

University of Wisconsin. William Hague,

of Grass Valley, Cal. and Horace F. Lunt,

of Colorado. Professor Leith will have

charge of the iron properties; Mr. Hague

will assist Mr. Finlay with the copper

mines and Mr. Lunt will look after the

salt, gypsum and coal properties in the

southern part of the State.

Hancock—The official returns for the

milling operations on this company's rock

have been given out with the follow-

ing results: Average yield of refined

copper per ton from the starting of mill-

ing operations to June 1 was 19.27 lb.

Everything at the mine is running

smoothly and the large vertical shaft is

going forward to the Pewabic lode—open-

ings on No. 3 lode continue most en-

couraging.

Old Colony—H. F. Fay. president, an-

nounces to the shareholders: "In the

summer and fall of 1910 a series of

diamond-drill holes on the St. Louis

property encountered a lode of marked

value, and Mayflower also secured a rich

diamond-drill core from an amygdaloid

lode 20 ft. wide, which was well mineral-

ized for practically its whole width. Our

effort since that time has been to connect

these two beds with one of the best of

the amygdaloid lodes on the 1200 acres

' owned by your company when the cross-

section of the property was made about

ten years ago. We believe we have

established this connection, and if our

correlation is correct, we shall show that

the lode cut on the St. Louis property is

really the Old Colony amygdaloid, and

that it is identical v.

ered on the iould,

therefore, extend foi

the Old Colony propert;,

of about three mile ing in the

eastern horizon of range.

Your directors now feel that they have
secured sufficient data on which I

gin active mining operations again

assessment of Si a sh

Gocebic Iron R

Norrie—"A" shaft, of the Norrie

group, has closed for two months I

mit of repairs being made to the shaft.

port—This company is expected to

increase its force by about 350 men at

once.

Mikado—This Pickands-Mather prop-

erty, at Wakefield, was shut down re-

cently, thereby throwing 150 men out of

employment.

Pickands-Mather— Recent reports are

to the effect that this company will ship

about 275,000 tons this season from its

properties at Wakefield and Hurley.

Menominee Iron Range

Baker— Surface improvements are be-

ing made at this Corrigan-McKinney

property in the Iron River district. A
steel-and-concrete change house to ac-

commodate 200 men is being constructed.

Aronson—This is a prospect in the

Iron River district. Exploration is being

done by the Geary Powers Exploring

Company and one diamond drill is em-

ployed. The intention is to put down
several holes to 1000 ft. Some ore has

been found, and as the property adjoins

the Kaseco mine, of the Pickands-Mather

company, which is a proved property,

there is a good reason to believe that a

commercial deposit exists on this tract

also.

Minnesota

The American Bridge Company has re-

ceived the contract from the Minnesota

Steel Company for the steel work in the

superstructure for the open-hearth fur-

naces, which will be erected at the steel

plant in West Duluth. The concrete foun-

dations for these furnaces are complete,

and the steel for the structures is on the

road. When this arrives, work is to be

rushed forward with all possible speed.

Mesabi Range

Shcnango—The openpit mine, near

Hibbing, has started its season's ship-

ments and three steam 6hovels are work-

ing on both day and night shifts. The

output will amount to 200 cars daily.

Crosby—The Crosby mine, near v

wauk. started shipments recently with

about 20 cars daily. This will be in-

creased soon to 35 cars. There is a

lange stockpile on hand from the winter's

work, which will keep one steam shovel

busy all summer. About 175 men are em-

ployed, and the force is being increased.

Four le

Knight lanJ .r. .

brought in on<

The :

charge of the

Montana

whic

from the

watt

rk,

CT

Anaconda The old hoisting engine of

the West Gray Rock mine, which

badly smashed in an accident that

curred sonic time ago, is be

by a new engine with a capacity for h<

ing from a depth of 2000 ft., and the m
will be in operation again soon. The old

engine was able to hoist from a depth of

1100 ft. only. The work of remodeling

the hoisting engine of the Diamond mine

is being rapidly carried on, and

pected that by the end of June, at the

latest, the engine will be op- the

use of compressed air, this being the -

ond engine in the Butte camp to use com-

pressed air as the motive pn

Raven—Repair work on the sh

nearly completed, the timbers from the

700-ft. level to the surface, having been

practically all replaced by new. A i

from the 1100-ft. level has now rea.

the 900-ft. level, and will be continued to

the 700-ft. level, where it will be con-

nected to the shaft by a crosscut, to be

started at once. With this connection

made, a series of raises will h

completed from the 1100-ft. level to the

surface, in compliance with the law re-

quiring two or more openings into all

mines. The lower levels have not b<

worked in some time, and have been al-

lowed to fill with water, but the pumps

are soon to be started, after which min-

ing will be resumed. The upper

are being worked by leasers, and one car

shipred by them recently, netted

$1000.

cade County

The abandoned camp of Neihart. which

has been famous as a silver prod

will be worked again. The United -

Smelting. Refining and Mining Company

has awarded a contract for pumping out

the Queen-of-the-Hills. Gault, an

mines, and if they : .ction.

the bond given the company by

Conrad, will be taken up, and operations

started.
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Deer Lodge Count')

sk—John Hamill and Thomas
: Vnaconda, have just made a

1 the I: property in the

v .-.strict, owned by Fred Gang-

ult, of Anac nda, for

pling the mine with a

to purchase. Besides the Iron

. are two other claims, and

. w ork has been done on the

. including a tunnel driven 150

ft., and a winze on a vein tapped at 60 ft.

t the sur

1. N< IN COL'NT'l

The Snowshoe mine near

is now operating with George E.

of Burke. Ida., acting as su-

perintendent, and 75 men are employed.

The concentrator is running steadily;

patents will begin as soon as the Libby

Lumber Company railroad has been com-

cted to the mine. Consulting Engineer

E. H. Wilson, who has had charge for

the Pacific Coast Smelting and Refiining

Company, has returned from California.

Madison County
St. Lawrence—The Uncle Joe Mining

Company, which is operating the St. Law-
recce mine, near Virginia City, under

lease and bond from its owners, Baker,

Mahagin and Dul'.ea. has completed the

installation of a gasoleae hoist, with a

parity for hoisting from 350 ft. The
shaft is down 170 ft., and at 150 ft. a

en started. The orebody va-

ries from 2.5 to 12 ft. in width. A car

of the ore is just being shipped to Washoe
foi a test run. and if this proves satis-

factory, regular shipments will be com-
menced.

Nevada

Co.vstock Lode

Mexican—Returns on eight cars of

first-class ore shipped last week give a

net profit of S22.000. the ore averaging

per ton. The company is stoping

ore from the 2300, 2400 and 2500 levels.

The new ore shoot is showing up strong
on the 2500 level, a north drift having
been driven ahead for a distance of 2D ft.

in high-grade ore, of which some of the

considerably in excess of
per ton. The vein on this level has

now been opened over 50 ft., width yet

to be determined. Sinking below the

level will probably soon be started.

Ith drift has been started
in the vein from the ,n the

and will tap the oreshoot op-
ened on tb< - u high
grade.

\ bulkhead is being con-
struct

ratory
i

mond-dril! nding
fellow Jacl •

I

Belcher mines. Thi- - A ,|| , nilT \-

:
' h of development.

Esmeralda County

Great Western—Work has been re-

sumed on this property, at Hornsilver, by
Russell Brothers. Ore will be shipped to

the Bonnie Claire mill by wagon and
rail.

Lincoln County

Reeves— Fred Schrott has interested

Chicago men in this mine, also known
as the Fetterman, about half a mile from
the depot at Caliente, and work has been
commenced on the installation of a Lane
mill on the property. Cyanide may be
used later.

Day—This mine, of the Nevada-Utah,
shipped 57 cars of ore in May. Actual
production was greater than the previous
month. A good strike was made on the

300 level of the Onondago, the claim
from which most of the ore is shipped.

Pioche-Demijohn—This mine has in-

stalled an 18-h.p. Alamo gasolene engine
to replace its horse whim, also another
Alamo engine and a Chicago pneumatic
I2xl2-in. compressor and two Sullivan
drills. The main shaft is down 200 ft.

and will be continued to 400 ft. as quickly

as possible. The property has already
shipped several cars of galena carrying
an average of about $8 in gold. Owen
Bailey is manager.

Golden Prince—This shaft, of the

Pioche Coalition, is now close to the

600-ft. level and will be continued to the

700.

Mendha—This mine closed down on
June 1. No further work will be done
until arrangements have been made to

erect a mill.

Nye County

Jim Butler—Crosscutting north and
south from the main southeast crosscut
on the 600-ft. level is being continued
chiefly east of the Stone Cabin fault in

the zone of the continuation of the Sil-

ver Top veins of the Tonopah mine, but
as yet no commercial orebody has been
encountered.

Halifax—The company is planning a
new shaft to 1500 ft. at a point 500 ft.

east of the end line of the Tonopah-
Belmont properly. The shaft is in-

tended to open up the extension of the
Belmont vein. F. H. Smith, Oakland,
Cal., is president, and Thomas F. Kearns,
Salt Lake City, is vice-president of the
company.

White Pine County
Ely-Illipah is the name of a new sil-

ver-lead district, 35 miles west of Ely, in
which much work is being done with re-
ported good results.

Nevada Consolidated The boarding
and three hunk houses burned

;* i. Loss, $100,000,

( entennial This Ely company will ru-
,urae inking. E. E. Vanderhoef has

manager. The property is
equipped.

New Mexico
Chino—k meeting of the stockholders

is called for June 30, to approve a pro- •

posed issue of $2,500,000 first-mortgage

6 per cent. 10-year bonds, convertible
into stock at 25, after July 1, 1912, for a
period of five years. An increase of
stock of 100,000 shares will also be
passed on. Hayden, Stone & Co. have
underwritten the bond issue. Proceeds
from the bond sale will be used to pay
for the entire equipping of the property,
construction of the present 3000-ton
mill an an enlargement of 2000 tons ad-
ditional, making it a 5000-ton mill and
also to supply working capital. The first

section of the mill will start operation
Aug. 1. The issuing of 100,000 shares
additional stock was authorized to pro-
vide for the conversion of the new bonds.
Germany—This Boston company, oper-

ating in the Magdalena camp, at Socorro,
reports an important strike of zinc-lead-
silver sulphide ore.

Pennsylvania

Anthracite Coal
Madeira, Hill & Co., have closed leases

in the Mahanoy valley, covering the Law-
rence, Stanton, Brookwood and West Bear
Ridge operations, and will open up a large
tonnage of anthracite coal, which has
been lying undeveloped for some years.
Two large breakers, it is reported, will

be immediately built, with an annual out-
put of at least 600,000 tons. Among the
interesting engineering problems taken in

hand in connection with the work is an
unusual plan for handling the water at

the Lawrence colliery, the seams at that
point being very deep. These operations,
with the known interests which Madeira,
Hill & Co., have in other collieries in

the Lehigh and Wyoming regions, will

produce about 2,000,000 tons per annum,
a much larger anthracite output than has
ever been controlled by any other individ-

ual operator.

Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron
Company—For the 10 months of its fiscal

year from July 1 to April 30 this com-
pany reports gross earnings, $29,255,715;
expenses, $28,795,978; net earnings,
$459,737. As compared with 1909-10,
there was an increase of $999,812 in gross
receipts, but a decrease of $620,161 in

net earnings.

;

Utah
The report of the local United States

assay office for May shows that a total

of $1 14,283 in gold and silver bullion was
handled. This amount is smaller than
the figures for May of last year, the de-
crease being due primarily to the closing
down of the National plant at National,
Nev., mow than to any general decreass
in output. During the month, there were
6061 oz. of gold, valued at $112,733, and
3298 oz. of silver received by the office.

Of this Utah furnished about one-half.
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Juab County

Chief Consolidated—According to a re-

[

pert recently issued this company has

shipped 10,302 tons of ore since begin-

1 ning mining in Sept., 1909, up to April 30

of this *year. From this was received

$249,131 smelter returns, or an average

of $24.19 per ton. Instead of declaring

dividends this money has been used in

part to provide efficient modern equip-

ment. The shaft has been sunk to a

depth of 1675 ft., but most of the de-

velopment has been confined to the 1400

level. The property is well equipped,

and in a position for economical develop-

ment.

Lower Mammoth—Leasers are making

steady shipments. Work on company ac-

count at the northern and western ends of

the property is being considered. This

part of the ground has not been hereto-

fore developed.

Salt Lake County

Utah Copper—Three sections of the

Arthur mill are now revamped, and in

operation, and two additional sections

will be ready in July. The copper pro-

duction in April is given as 8,169,248 lb.,

as against 7,260,267 lb. in March. The

quarterly dividend of 75c. per share,

amounting to $1,171,987 has been de-

clared payable June 30. The company

holds 1,000,152 shares of Nevada Con-

solidated stock, from which it will re-

ceive $375,057 from this company's quar-

terly dividend. The changes in the Ar-

thur plant will be completed this fall.

Silver Shield— Drifting will be started

on the 50- ft. level below Niagara tun-

nel. A 4-ft. vein will be followed.

Utah Apex—The new orebody opened

on the lower tunnel level for 400 ft.

along the strike and up to 54 ft. thick

is being further developed. Shipping ore

is broken without sorting or waste. Ship-

ments of 150 tons and upward are being

made daily. Two tons of ore are being

developed for each ton shipped, though

on account of the nature of the orebody

in limestone, ore is being followed and

mined rather than being completely

blocked out.

Rexall—At the annual meeting, June

6. M. E. Price was elected president,

John Gallinger, vice-president. S. Porter,

secretary and treasurer, with M. R. Evans

and J. T. Hodson additional directors.

The working forces will be increased, and

development pushed.

Tooele County

Utah Mme—Several cars of ore have

been shipped during the first half of May.

Much of the ore carries up to 136 oz.

silver and 44 per cent, lead, with about

60c. in gold. It is figured that the May

settlement will be in the neighborhood of

$6000. The property has produced for

nearly 20 years in spite of a 70-mile haul

to the raflroad.

ada

Nova So

Springhill— In the settlement of the

the strike of coal miners, which has

lasted 22 months, the men
the report of the settlement committee.

The union is not recognized and coal

cutters submit to a reduction ol 10 per

cent, in the waged paid before the strike,

in place of the 15 per cent, cut then an-

nounced by the management. No reduc-

tion is to be made in the pay of me-

chanics. The company states that it

hopes to find employment for the ma-

jority of the men within 45 days.

Ontario

Henry Weill, of Buffalo, N. Y., has

purchased five gold claims in the Lake of

the Woods district, known as the Fanny,

Wolverine, Empire State, Echo and Cli-

max, comprising altogether about 200

acres, said to be rich in gold-bearing

quartz veins. Mr. Weill will establish

headquarters in Fort William or Port Ar-

thur and develop the properties as soon

as possible.

Ontario—Cobalt

The shipments from Cobalt for the

week ended June 2 were: Coniagas,

221,080 lb.; Crown Reserve, 161,500;

La Rose, 128,410; McKinley-Darragh,

125,340; Trethewey, 72,350; Nipissing,

64,610; O'Brien, 64,020; Buffalo, 62,-

470; Kerr Lake, 60,050; Townsite, 47,-

980; total, 1,007,810 lb. Bullion ship-

ments: Nova Scotia, 36,588 oz.; Crown

Reserve, 22,272; O'Brien, 9310; Kerr

Lake, 2000; total, 70,170 ounces.

The British Canadian Power Company,

whose power substation was destroyed

by fire, state that delivery will be re-

sumed in a month.

Victoria—Work will be resumed on this

Cobalt property which has been pur-

chased by the Porcupine Gold Mines.

Trethewey—The report for this Cobalt

property for May shows: Ore treated

in mill, 3577 tons; jig concentrates pro-

duced, 37,641 lb.; table concentrates pro-

duced, 75,438 lb.; silver produced from

concentrates, 75,485 oz.; silver from mine

ore, 35,418 oz.; total silver for month,

109,903 ounces.

Nipissing—Ore production for May

was as follows: First class, 164.97 tons;

second class, 177.8 tons; total silver,

418,108 oz. Value of ore shipped. >219,-

898; value of ore mined, $221,584.

Ontario—Porcupine

West Borne—The power plant is com-

pleted and running. Power is being fur-

nished for the six-drill compressor, the

hoist and three shot drills. A new pump-

ing station has been installed in place

of the temporal one on Edwards lake.

This station not only furnishes water for

the power plant, but will be used for

fire protection. Arrangements have been

made whereby litigation has been averted

between •

I the Pell in-

tc work 11 be

immedi i

POWCll

:md Boat prop-

erties,

rd. The

found on this
;

! he long I

several hund- "he

100-ft, level It :

per ton for .i » idl

ton for 2 ft. < le ol the quart

v I he 'if a ncu

vein running northeast, carryir..

gold content-, is report

Uoll: workings arc-

on the 2oo- tt level, where over 200 it. of

drifting has been done. The vein

from 4 to 20 ft. wide and tin

variable, the high grade found on the

100-ft. level being duplicated in some

cases. A quartz lead 24 ft. in width has

been struck by a crosscut of 200 ft. from

the north end of the main drift from No.

1 shaft, assays from which average

to the ton. The stamp mill is not ex-

pected to be ready before August, and

owing to the large amount of ore on the

dump, it has been decided not to under-

take custom work. The main shaft will

be enlarged to four compartments, and

sunk to 500 ft. Wires from the Porcu-

pine Power Company are in place, and

the power is ready for delivery as soon

as the stamp mill is in place and con-

nections made.

Dome Extension—The main shaft is

down to 73 ft. At the 100-ft. level a

crosscut will be run to reach the vein,

30 ft. distant. This is 36 ft. wide on the

surface, with four lateral veins.

Mexico

A strike for increased wages of the

employees at the Asarco smelting plant,

at Velardeha, and of the Torreon smelt-

ing plant, is reported.

Chihuahua

Mexican Consolidated— Communica-

tions from Boston to Messrs. Stallforth of

Parral advise that the underwriting of the

stock and bonds of the reorganization is

complete, and the operating of the mines

and mill will begin June 15.

Ml MCO

FA Oro— Returns for May are: Crushed,

30,560 tons, yielding bullion. $207,010;

working expenses, 5104,120; expendi-

tures on development. $19,530; profit,

$83,360; railway profit, $10,000; total

profit, $93,360.

Sonora

Cormers—The owners of this mine,

two miles north of San Javier, are plan-

ning to reopen it.
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Coal Trade Review

York, June 14—Coal trade in the

IS to show some signs of im-

though so far there has not

teen much increase in business. Steam

. little better and buyers

.-inning to talk about putting in

- Most mines are running at about

>er cent, of capacity. Car sup-

, nd the movement of coal leave

For complaint.

In the East the bituminous trade is

looking up a little, and operators are in-

to be hopeful. The trade is in good

shape for an improvement.

Anthracite is quiet and steady. The

very large production reported for May

- to have been absorbed without diffi-

culty.

The Canadian Strike—An embarrassing

shortage of coal has developed in the

Northwest, owing to the contin-

:ike of the miners in Alberta and

British Columbia. The committee ap-

pointed by the Dominion government is

pressing both parties to reopen negotia-

tions for a settlement.

Coal Traffic Notes

Anthracite shipments in May were

ong tons, being 320,458 tons

more than in April, and the largest

monthly shipments ever reported, with

one exception. For five months ended

May 31, the shipments were, in long

tons:

1911 Changes
-: I. 67,486

I 1. 117,113
• I. 241,341
• 1>. 94,778

i

:

1,104,963 1>.

I

otal increase this year was « >
.

1

per cent Two companies— the Delaware,

Lackawanr -ern. and the New
York, Ontario & Western—showed de-

creases. The heaviest gain was made by

the 1
'

Anthracite shipments from Buffalo by

Lake for the season to June 1 wen
70 in 1011 ;

decrc 900 tons.

tonnage of Chesapeake & Ohio

railway 10 months of fiscal year from

July 1 to April 30. short I

: I

;

. . ' •

Tonnage carried to t id-

vu 27 2 per a
. . .

-

Current Prices of"

Metal, Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

Coal passing through Sault Ste. Marie

canals season to June 1, short tons:

1910 1911 Changes
407,042 266,822 D. 200,220

1,579,224 1,792,324 I. 'iKJ.lOO
Anthracite..,
Bituminous.

Total 2,046,266 2,059,146 I. 12,880

Notwithstanding the late opening of

Lake shipments, bituminous coal shows a

good increase this year.

New York

Anthracite

June 14—The trade is quiet and steady,

and is apparently pretty well down to a

summer basis. Supplies are good, except

that buckwheat has been a little short.

Schedule prices for domestic sizes for

June are S4.45 for lump, $4.70 for egg

and stove and $4.95 for chestnut, all

f.o.b. New York harbor. On steam sizes

quotations are: Pea, $3 a i 3.25; buck-

wheat, $2.30 <ffi2.75; No. 2 buckwheat or

rice, $1.80@2.25; barley, $1.45@1.70;

all according to quality, f.o.b. New York

harbor.

Bituminous

The seaboard market does not show
much change, but there is a better feel-

ing in the trade, and a more hopeful tone.

Harbor trade is dull still, but coastwise

business is looking up and all-rail trade

is also reported better. Shipments to tide

lire still limited and there is no special

pressure to sell coal. Lake trade is be-

ginning to have effect on shipments also.

Prices run about the same. A fair

Miller vein steam coal can be had at

2.50, f.o.b. New York harbor. Lower
grades sell down to $2.30, and better up

85. Gas coals are $1.10 for y4 -in.

at mines. $1 for rur.-of-mine and 75<?/

85c. for slack.

twise vessels are in good supply.

There lias been no change ill rates, but

the tendency is weaker. From Philadel-

phia large boats get 60(^700. to Bos-
ton and Portland. From New York go-

ing rates ;ire 55(7/>60c. to Boston and
Portland, with 10c. more to the shoal-

ports; 35f?i 10c. to Providence and

>5^30c. to Sound ports.

Prom Hampton Roads to Boston, 60@70c.
I ed.

Birmingham
June 12—Coal operations in Alabama

are still off as compared to what they

were. However, the prospects are now
brighter than they have been. It is

learned that several contracts for coal in

quantity have been secured, but delivery

will hardly start until August or Sep-

tember. Some shipments are to begin in

the next few weeks.

Coke ovens are being started up in va-

rious parts of the coalfields of Alabama.

Chicago
June 12—Summer quiet is upon the

coal trade generally, the demand for

steam coals being light though steady,

and hardly any sales for domestic, ex-

cept anthracite, which has a good demand
for a summer month. There is hardly any
prospect of a revival, considering the

course of business. Shipments from

western and eastern mines are in general

well restricted and caution should be

used in sending any kind of coal to the

Chicago market.

Illinois and Indiana coals bring $1.85(<7>

2.25 for lump and egg, $1.75(0 1.90 for

run-of-mine and $1.65(5.1-85 for screen-

ings. The last named size continues

strong. Of Eastern coals Hocking is

steady at $3.15, and smokeless is weak
at $3.55 for lump and $3.15 for run-of-

mine nominally, though these prices are

cut 15 or 25c. on some sales. Specialties

are quiet, owing to the general slackness

of business. The harvesting trade, al-

ready begun, bids fair to be heavy and

the demand is for high-grade coals, which

will do much to hold up the market.

Cleveland

June 12—While local trade is still

quiet, there is some improvement in the

demand for steam coal. Lake shipments

are improving.

Prices are unchanged, except that

slack is plentiful, owing to the increase

in Lake coal; it can be had down to

$1.40, Cleveland, though the nominal

quotation is $1.60. Pocahontas is very

scarce.

Indianapolis

June 12—There is very little change

to be noted in the coal trade in Indiana.

Two points are encouraging, the first be-

ing that the call for steam coal is im-

proving, though slowly; the other is that

the Lake ports are beginning to take

more coal. Most of the mines continue

to run about half time, the exception be-

ing with those which have special con-

tracts.

Pittsburg

June 13 The local coal market con-

tinues dull, with mines running slack
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>n account of light domestic demand and
small lake movement. Prices are moder-
ately well maintained, and we continue to

,

J quote: Nut, $1.05^,1.15; mine-run,
1.10@1.15; M -in., SI.20*/ 1.25; I

'$1.30'// 1.35; slack, 75c. per ton at mine
Connellsville Coke—Additional official

information on the Steel Corporation's
purchase of the Pittsburg Coal Com-
pany's coke properties, held by its sub-
sidiary, the Colonial Coke Company,
shows that the price was Si 450 an acre
for a few acres over 7000. with 956 ovens
and other improvements. What the im-
provements are rated as worth is not
known, but some estimates put them at

$3,000,000 which, deducted from the

gross sum would leave barely over Si 000
an acre for the coal alone. This is the

lowest price done on Connellsville coal

for a long while, but is in conformity
with the view the coke department of the

Steel Corporation has always held, that

in the nature of things Connellsville cok-

ing coal could not be worth much, if any,

over $1000 an acre. The coal taken from
the Monongahela River Consolidated, as-

sumed to be coking coal, but entirely un-

developed, is about 9000 acres, at $850
an acre. An error in this report a week
ago produced the inference that this deal

would not benefit the coke market in the

long run, whereas the idea is that while at

present, with such light demand, no par-

ticular effort is likely, whenever a full

demand develops the market supplies will

be exhausted sooner, and there will then

be a beneficial effect upon prices through

this absorption of the product of about

a thousand ovens.

The Colonial Coke Company had a

production of about 58,000 tons of coke

a month, of which between 35,000 and

40,000 tons were sold, on long-term con-

tracts, many of them being requirement

contracts and therefore not involving the

full tonnage in times like the present,

but promising to take up their full ton-

nages should times become active. In

such times the Steel Corporation would

desire the output itself, and there is,

therefore, reason to suppose that negotia-

tions will be undertaken for the cancel-

lation of these contracts, although thus

far nothing has been done.

The coke market has been very quiet

the past week. There has been consider-

able prompt coke waiting to be moved,
and offered at lower prices than formerly,

down to $1.40 and possibly lower. Ask-

ing prices on contract have not been re-

vised. McKeefrey & Co. have sold Cor-

rigan, McKinney & Co., for their Gen-
esee, N. Y., furnace, coke for its require-

ments, about 9000 tons a month, from

June 15 to Aug. 1, at $1.40, at ovens, the

lowest price done for some time on such

a delivery. The American Locomotive

Company and American Steel Foundries

have been negotiating for their foundry-

coke requirements for the twelvemonth.

beginning July 1, hut have not c

the total

running full, be

while the latter would
i

over 10,000 tons, running full. We quote
prices unchanged. dropping
prompt furnace

furna£
:, tract fi

$1.75*, 1.85; prompt foundry,
contract found;

The Courier reports production in the
Connellsville and lower Connellsv:
gion in the week ended June 3. a-

256 tons, a decrease of 1500 ton-
shipments at 3164 cars to Pittsburg
cars to points west and 535 cars to points
east, a total of 8335 cars.

St. Louis

June 12—The wholesale market shows
no change from last week. There seems
to be a tendency, however, in the steam
plants, to shut down on July 1 for 30 to

60 days for repairs. The foundries seem
to be slowing up all over, though the ce-
ment plants and the firebrick companies
are still running full. Plants that de-
pend on the railroad for business do not
seem to be running more than half time,
but manufacturers that place their prod-
ucts with the general public, seem to be
doing very well.

Current prices of coal in the St. Louis
market are as follows:

F.O.B. ]

lard: Mi:
6-inch lump $0
2- inch lump n 7.-, 1 17
2-inch screenings 07-. 117
Mine run n>5 1.17
2-mch nut n.85 [ g 27

Staunton and Mt. Olive:
G-inch lump 1.30 1 82
2-inch lump 1

' 2

5

]
' 77

2-inch screenings 0*75
1 17

2-inch nut o!90 l'.42

Carterville:

6-inch lump or egg ] 1 r. 1 82
3x2-inch nut 1.0.-, \' -'<

2-inch screenings 0. 7."i \ . 12

Trenton:

6-inch lump or egg 1 . 7.} 2.27
3x2-inch nut 1.50 2.02

Franklin County:
6-inch lump or egg 1 . 10
3x2-inch nut 1.20 I -7

isylvania Anthra

nut 1) 'hi

or egg

W I Virgin! 1 Smok
Lump or egg l.fiO 1. 00
Mine-run 1 . n>

East St. l are 20c. per ton lower
on Illinois -"ii

The event of the week in the retail

trade has been the letting of the School

Board contract, amounting to about 225,-

000 tons of bituminous coal and 1500

tons of anthracite coal. All this business

was taken by the Polar Wave Coal and

Ice Company; bituminous at $1.71 and

anthracite at $7.19 for the entire city.

This is the closest piece of business ever

figured around St. Louis, as every pound
of this coal has to be teamed and stored.

In some instances the hauls are quite

long. The contract calls for 2-in. lump

:

month

t during
Jlln<-' • gh the bu

1

I

BjFQRElGNJ^pXDElH
Russiai •

tion of coal in Russia for the

Cau-
casus -

metric
tons, a de<

1909. Coke production
tons, an increase of 117

1909. Briquets made a de-
crease of 34,000 tons.

Welsh Coal Prices — Messrs. Hull.
Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff.
prices of coal on June-

Best Welsh steam coal.

$4.14; thirds, $3.96; dry cos
best Monmouthshire. -.172:

$3.54; best small steam coal, -2 ;
J

onds, $2.22. All prices are per long ton.
f.o.b. shipping port, cash in 30
- per cent, discount.

sijl IRON TRADE-REVIEW JI

New York. June 14 While the iron and
steel markets have not yet abandoned the

waiting position, there is, apparently, a

rather better tone and a greater J

tion to buy material. In part this may be-

due to recent favorable crop reports and a

more optimistic general feeling. It

reported that some of the leading inde-

pendent interests are taking btl

freely on favorable terms. Another -

torn is that specifications on contra,

reported to be coming in better than for

some weeks p .

In finished material tin.

:

activity in structural material, whicl

result from the fact that most of tfu

pending contract^ have been placed. The
business novt coming in is in smai:

The Missouri Pacific hah p

ordei in all for 72,000 toy.

divided among * ration, the

Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Com-
and the Colorado I Iron

Company. nail orders f( i

have been placed and an order fot

000 tons for the Southern Pacific is un-

derstood to be pendini

port orders are under negotiation.

In pig-iron business has been on rather
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ally in seaboard ter-

t
- arc showing a disposition

int small concessions. Buyers are

ck a little in the hope ot -

n >outhern iron has settled down

i basis of $10.50, Birming-

seems to be accepted

for the balance of the year.

tie of 2000 tons of Panama Canal

- reported at $10.67 per ton, Phila-

delphia, all around.

Coloration Orders—The unfilled

orders on the books of the United States

Steel Corporation on May 31 reached a

total of 3.1 13. 1 ^7 tons; a decrease, as

.-ed with April 30, of 105.517 tons.

iron Ore—Shipments ot

iron ore from the Lake Superior region

for the season to June 1. are reported by

the Cleveland Iron Trade Review as fol-

lows, in long tons:

1910 1911 Ch,

Escanahn '.'7-J.117 639.540 D. 442,.".77

616.885 218.931 D. :^7,;>:>-l

I B07.307 367,866 I>. 6 19,443

1,310,958 1,315,893 I. 4,;>:u

'.'4T,i:.:. D. i

Two HarS is 1,364.313 T37.081 D. 637,133

T..UU 7.601.665 4,016,464 D. 3.585.201

Receipts of ore at Lake Erie ports in

.May were 2,633,357 tons. The total de-

crease in shipments this year was 47.2

per cent.

Baltimore

June 12— Exports for the week include

2.168,800 lb. steel billets to Liverpool;

158.661 lb. tin scrap to Rotterdam. Im-

ports included 3694 tons pyrites from

Huelva. Spain; 5000 tons iron ore from

Cuba.

Birmingham
June 12—There is encouragement in

Southern territory over the early resump-

tion of operations at the big steel plant

of the Tennessee company, at Ensley.

The works will start up June 16. An-

nouncements are also made of fhe re-

sumption of a number of coke ovens, coal

mines and other works.

The pig-iron situation in the Southern

territory shows little, if any, improve-

ment. The production is above the de-

mand. The reduction in iron prices did

not bring about any activity. The quo-

tation now i- 510.50 for No. 2, foundry,

and it is stated that contracts at that price

have been made running over the last

half of the year. The curtailment in

production during the month of May was

lerable. In all probability there will

•irther curtailment during the pres-

ent month, though no definite announce-

ments are made.

Machine shops and foundries are still

in the South while

elted at the

caat-i- change ii

agement a* ndepcndcnt

•

mean ? resumption of i

-tly.
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Chicago

June 12—There is no important change

in the market for pig .ron; for iron and

steel products there is a better demand,

though sales have not been much affect-

ed yet by price reductions, and the im-

pression of consumers seems to be that

further --eductions will be made. Melters

of pig iron are still in the waiting mood,

and prices drag. For Southern No. 2

S10.50, Birmingham, is openly quoted,

or SI 4.85, Chicago, some sales being

made at a little higher price. Northern

No. 2 is very quiet and is quoted at $15

nominally, though selling for perhaps

50c. less in some cases. The reduction

of output of Northern iron has made that

iron firm compared with Southern. Sales

are for small amounts of iron, mostly

for third-quarter delivery, with here and

there an order covering the needs of the

purchaser for the last half. Foundry busi-

ness in general is at a low ebb, and does

not seem likely to revive soon. Yet in-

quiries are somewhat numerous again,

showing at least a close watching of the

market.

Cleveland

June 12—No additional sales reported.

There is some talk of concessions to ef-

fect sales, but none are known to have

been made. Cleveland receipts for the

season to June 1 were 480,602 tons.

Pig Iron—Sales are chiefly in small

lots, and buyers hesitate to commit them-

selves far ahead just yet. Quotations,

Cleveland delivery, are $15.90 for bes-

semer; SI 4 for basic; $14.25 for No. 2

foundry; $13.25 for forge iron.

Finished Material—Several contracts

for structural steel have been let and

others are pending. On most other lines

buyers are holding back until matters

are more settled. Jobbers, however, re-

port improved trade on the lower prices.

It is announced here that the United

States Steel Corporation has acquired

full control of the Basset-Pressley Com-
pany, of this city, one of the largest

jobbing concerns in the country. This

means further extension of the policy of

direct dealing in steel products and elim-

ination of the jobbing interests.

Philadelphia

June 14—But little business has been
done in crude iron since the recent re-

ductions went into effect. This is in part

due to the fact that quite a number of

large consumers have iron enough for

the present. The shadings in Southern
irons had not much time to bring busi-

ness before a shading was made in Penn-
sylvania irons also; but the Southern

makers are very persistent in their efforts

to make sales for as late as fourth-quai-

ter delivery. The fact is, everyone is

waiting to see what is likely to happen.

basic, which were to

thfOUgn by this time, are sud-

t

denly held up without any known ex-.

planation. A good brand of No. 2X,

foundry can be had at $15.25, and an-i

other at $15. Forge is quite uniformly

held at $14.50. Basic is offered at $14.50,

without any takings to speak of.

Steel Billets—The lower quotations

have rather discouraged than stimulat

business. Business in forging billets

regular, though the purchases are trifling.

Bars—The movement in refined bars

is very light. A few inquiries for com-

mon iron just received will probably re-

sult in business.

Sheets—The sheet card is maintained

at 2.30c, with sales for immediate neces-

sities, and no success in booking orders

for late delivery.

Pipes and Tubes—The market is flat

and not a single order of consequence of

tubes can be traced up. A prolonged

strike in the Baldwin Locomotive Works
appears to be inevitable.

Plates— Steel plates continue to hold

their own at the reduced price and the

market is active for small lots and early

deliveries.

Structural Material—Several trifling

orders have been booked, for local re-

quirements and southern delivery. Man-
ufacturers are much encouraged by the

inquiries received during the past week.

Scrap—Scrap sales for the week
doubled the sales of any previous week
for some times. Railroad and No. 1 yard

scrap chiefly figure.

Pittsburg

June 13—There has been a slight im-

provement in bookings of finished-steel

products, but the improvement is not note-

worthy, and may not be continued. The

number of orders has intreased, and there

has been a little increase in the average

size. The market is still extremely dull.

While the opinion in the producing trade

is practically unanimous that there will

be a decided improvement in tonnage be-

fore long, there is diversity as to whether

it will occur this month or not until

August or early September. For many
weeks buying has been below the mini-

mum requirements of the country, accord-

ing to all estimates, sentiment being in-

juriously affected by many causes. As the

country is bare of stocks it is believed

some improvement must soon occur.

Prices of steel products are being quite

rigidly maintained. On the whole, there

is less shading than there was before the

recent cuts, as the new prices on sheets

are too low to leave room for cutting, and

the merchant-bar market has been equa-

lized.

Pig Iron—The long deadlock as to large

lots ef foundry iron has been broken by

the Standard Sanitary Manufacturing

Company taking 1009 tens of forge on

the basis of $13, Valley, and 1000 tons of

No. 2 foundry on the basis of $13.50,

S.75

««
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llley, June and July delivery, to its Alle-

<eny and New Brighton plants. A por-

)n of the iron does not come from the

alleys, however. The foundry iron was

25c. less than had been done on the

nail lots which constituted the only trad-

g, and the market is quotable at $13.50

13.75 instead of $13.75 flat. Basic is

jotable 25c. less than last week, there

sing a number of sellers at $13, Val-

ty, although this price has not been

penly named by any of the furnaces. The

iig-iron market continues stagnant except

ar the development in foundry iron. We
uote, f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 90c. higher

elivered Pittsburg: Bessemer, $15; ba-

ic, $13*;/ 13.25; No. 2 foundry, $13.50*1

f 3.75; gray forge. $13*/ 13.25; malleable,

B13.25<S 13.50. The Commonwealth Steel

Company, St. Louis, has bought 5000 tons

:')f basic, presumably from Columbus fur-

laces, delivery over the last .five months

if the year.

Ferromanganese— The market con-

tinues quiet and unchanged at $36.50,

Baltimore, for prompt for forward.

Steel—Nothing of importance has been

idone in the market, and deliveries on bil-

let and sheet bar contracts are somewhat

;less. We quote, f.o.b. maker's mill, Pitts-

burg or Youngstown, $21 on billets and

1S22 on sheet bars. Wire rods continue

nominally at S29, Pittsburg.

Sheets—The volume of sheet business

has increased slightly since the radical

cut in prices, but is still rather light, and

!
mills are running only at about 60 per

cent, of capacity. The new prices are

being strictly held and we quote them as

follows: Black sheets, 28gage, 2c; gal-

vanized, 3c; blue annealed, 10 gage,

1.50c; painted corrugated roofing. $1.40;

galvanized, S2.55 per square.

St. Louis

june 12—After making the rounds of

the foundries this week, it was discov-

ered that they have more pig iron on

hand than was generally supposed. The

fact that buying has been light in smail

lots has rather given the impression that

stocks must be low, though it was found

that such is not the case. The price of

$10.50, Birmingham, or $14.25, St. Louis,

remains the current figure for No. 2

foundry.

22 FOREIGN IRON TRADE Ha

German Iron Ore Consumption—The

consumption of iron ore in Germany

for the year is estimated as below, in

metric tons:

METAL- MAR KL IS H
V York, June 14 -The !

the markets this week are the incr

strength of copper; and ti. Jinary

prices of tin forced by the

ations in London.

10O9 Chnnc°s

Ore mined
Imported

1910

...26,604,461 28,709,654 1.3.205,190

... B.366.699 9,816,822 I.

Total 33 871.063 38,526.476 1.4,655.413

Exported 2.825.0O' I52.5S4 I. lJT.tvjT

Consumption ?i,34S,oati S5,Sra,8» .

Tne approximate consumption in 1910

was 2.4 tons of ore per ton of pig iron

made.

IIII.Y INDEX MM!:
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zinc. The average price, all grades of

Izinc, was $33.30. Rumor had it that

J
440,000 lb. of lead was sold at $30. This

was founded on a statement early in the

week by the mine manager that he would

not accept less than $G0, but the buyer

disclaims having paid over $59 for any

ore. The average price, all grades of

lead, was $55.32 per ton.

Development work northwest of Joplin

is recording new ore discoveries over a

wide range of territory from there to

Carl Junction. New developments and

the reopening of old mines in ar.d about

Galena are swelling shipments over the

State line. Some of ths older camps

are outputting less.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED JUNE 10
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« ork. The Copper Range Con-
unces that over 70 per cent.

of the Atlantic stock has been turned in

change into Copper Range stock.
Tne: -

• considerable activity on
:rb. Hollinger spurted over $2 to

United Verde Extension took a
downward dip to 95c. and Rhode Island
Coal has also been heavy.

June 17, 1912
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Steel Production of the World
We have now the returns of steel pro-

duction in 1910 from nearly all the

producing countries of the world, and the

figures so far collected point to a sub-

stantial increase over the previous year.

In 1909 the steel made in the world

reached a total, in round figures, oi

500,000 metric tons; in 1910 the approxi-

mate figures give a total of 58,000,000

tons, a gain of 8.4 per cent. In part, this

is due to the general recovery from the

shock of 1907, and the depression of the

following year; largely also to the stead-

ily increasing use of the various steel

processes, and the substitution of steel

for cast and wrought iron in almost all

sorts of construction work. A larger pro-

portion of the pig iron made is each year

refined by conversion into steel. Moreover,

steel is taking the place of wood and

other material almost everywhere in the

civilized world; its only present aggres-

sive rival being cement, and even in

concrete construction steel plays a con-

siderable part.

Three countries—the United States,

Germany and Great Britain—together

produce about 80 per cent, of the steel

made in the world, and it is of inter-

est to compare their output and methods.

Their total make is given in the accom-

panying table, the figures being reduced

to metric tons, for purposes of compari-

son.

STEEL PRODUCTION OF LEADING
COUNTRIES

r , M
- Great

States Germany Britain

Converter

:

\, ,.1 . •

Basic:::.:::.

Open-beartb;

Vej.l . ... 1,231,575 252,148 v
,..';. ..156

Crucible '-'

EiSSwE'ite..

T ,, tal

Prop, steel to pigiron

The figures almost explain themselves.

The adopt :on of the basic and acid pro-

cesses is naturally determined largely by

the nature of the ores, which furnish the

raw material in the respective countries.

This, I

instance, nearh

man -•
le in the I

but in the I

all, though m. of the An.

steel :

hearth fun

but it has no such c

this (.out]':

The lower proportion of steel in I

Britain is due to the fact that the iron

masters of that country I;

the puddling furnace more conservatively

than their rivals. There is h<
1

difference in classification, which .1

the figures to some extent. A c

quantity of metal, which in Germany is

classed as "mild steel" is in Knuland in-

cluded with puddled bars. Even allowing

for this, the wrought-iron output of Great

Britain is ahead of that in the two other

countries; and its steel production is

lower.

Tin* Improvement in Copper
Not long ago, in discussing the -

tion in copper, we remarked that, although

the conditions had to be then summarized

as adverse, there were factors that

might act to produce a sudden r

of the trend. Precisely that has hap-

pened during the last few wee)

which we have witnessed a rise from

about 11.90 to about 12.50. This sharp

rise has been due to increased buyinc.

which has been, we think, ascribable

primarily to improved sentiment.

The especially ominous conditions a

little while ago were the large production

maintained in the face of a slackening

consumption, and the policy of the con-

trolling interest of certain mines, which

aucured a further increase in production

as the price might fall off. The favorable

conditions were the r-cneral opinion that

copper was intrinsicallv cheap, that Eu-

ropean consumption continued at a hicb

rate, and espcciallv that the first siens

of improvement in general busin.

this country would probably lead manu-
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facturers to abandon the hand-to-mouth

policy of contracting for necessary sup-

successfully pursued for so long a

time, and begin to anticipate their future

requirements, which would relieve the

if the obligation of carrying

all of the si

In the recent movement, as has fre-

quently been : Europe was at.

first the largest buyer. The business sit-

uation over there is still brilliant and the

demand for copper is large, while specu-

lative inter. ;uick to discern im-

provement in sentiment and lay in sup-

plies of what is admittedly cheap metal.

In this country there is unquestionably an

improvement in sentiment and probably

some progress in the volume of business,

even if it has not yet gone far.

This has inspired one or two large con-

sumers to contract ahead for their sup-

plies, but the majority of American buy-

ers remain skeptical and willing to take

their chances for a while longer. Herein

is the chief feature for hope in the pres-

ent situation. If it turns out that general

business in this country is really going to

improve materially, the recognition of the

turn in the tide, whenever it comes, is

going to result in the transfer of large

stocks of copper from refinery to factory

yards, which will tend to put the price of

the metal to a higher level if production

remains about stationary in the mean-

while. As to the latter point, none of the

new producers has yet any copper ready

for delivery, and it will be several months

before they can offer any particularly

noteworthy quantity. The thing most

feared was that the Utah Copper Com-

pany, which barely earned its dividend in

the first quarter of 1910, would, in order

to maintain its rate, at a lower price for

copper, largely increase its production,

which it could do quickly. Given such an

advance in the price as will permit this

company to maintain itself in statu quo,

its management is likely to be more mod-

erate and more disposed to help preserve

fuation.

Although there has been a substantial

ement in the copper market, we

are under no illusion as to what may be

expected of the future. As vet there has

been no material change in the funda-

mental conditions. Production and con-

wmr' of far fr quilib-

:n which they

months. Consumpt now to be

gaining a little. If the trend t!

be so firmly established as to lead con-

sumers generally to lay in stock, we may

expect the market to go to a higher level

of price, after which it will settle down to

the arbitrament of production on the one

hand and real consumption on the other.

Before we get even to that point, we are

likely to see a series of recessions and

rallies in the market.

The Situation in Spelter

Some time ago we called attention to

a remarkable situation existing in the

American zinc industry, whereof the chief

feature was a shortage in smelting capa-

city, arising from the compulsory aban-

donment of several works in the natural-

gas field of Kansas, which indicated a

rise in the price for spelter and a wider

margin between ore and spelter, unless

a slackening in general business should

reduce the demand for spelter. In fact,

the recession in business that was feared

came to pass, and the diminished sup-

ply of spelter being ample for the re-

quirements, the market suffered a de-

cline. This decline was, however, rela-

tively less than the decline in copper,

which went off nearly to the low point

of 1907, while spelter halted a long way

above the panic price. This is attribut-

able partly to the enforced restriction of

production, and partly to the strength of

the market in Europe, where the price

rose to the point almost permitting ex-

portation from this country.

The halt in the price for spelter at

about 5.20c, St. Louis, was due to the

recognition by all of the producers that

the situation of this metal was funda-

mentally strong, and consequently there

was no great pressure to sell at less

than that price. On the other hand, some

important interests were content with the

unusually large smelting margin and

were willing to sell spelter right along

against the ore that they were taking

in, wherefore the market could not very

well go up, so long as they adhered to

that course. When, however, an in-

creasing demand inspired a change in

the policy of the previous sellers, the

market became free to respond readily,

and experienced the sharp rise recorded

during the last fortnight.

The situation in spelter is quite healthy.

An abundant ore supply affords a mar-

r profit to the smelters, such as

have not enjoyed lor several years

US. On the other hand, the months

which have elasped since the probable

shortage in smelting capacity became a

matter of conviction have given several

companies time to rush the construction

of new works, and the completion of

those r.ow going up in the gas field of

Oklahoma will not be very long delayed.

By the time that the demand for spelter

regains its previous high mark there will

very likely be plenty of smeiting capa-

city, which, of course, will tend to

diminish the margin on ore.

m

pflC*

hgirit

ItbeP
1

The Payne-Aldrich tariff has been the

cause of much public discussion and

animadversion. Whatever opinion may

be held as to its general merits, it must

be admitted that it was, in many places,

carelessly drawn and vaguely worded.

The scrap-iron clause was a muddle,

which was only settled by an arbitrary

ruling of the Treasury Department, which

many think could hardly stand if inter-

ested parties chose to contest it in the

courts. And now the department is still

wrestling with the obscurities of the

clauses relating to smelting in bond.

According to foreign accounts a chrome

trust is contemplated by the Chrome

Company, Ltd., which has already bought

mines in New Caledonia and Rhodesia,

and is negotiating for other Rhodesian

mines. The two countries named are at

present the largest producers of chrome

ore, and those in which development

seems most promising. The Rhodesian de-

posits can be cheaply mined and shipped

to a seaport at a low rate, so that their

production has increased rapidly, not-

withstanding their remoteness from mar-

ket. The production of chrome ore has

been rather irregular of late years; and

the demand does not seem to be increas-

ing.

The coal miners of South Wales have

decided to stop work, as the mine owners

have finally refused to grant their latest

demands. The present controversy is over

the amount at which the minimum wage

for miners shall be fixed. The rate has

been based upon a sliding scale, but the

miners, want an advance at the bottom of

the scale. An effort is being made to in-

duce the union to call a strike of all Eng-

lish miners to enforce the demand of the

Welshmen. The central authorities hesi-

tate to adopt such an extreme measure,

and the question is to be submitted to a

general vote.
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Simplicity in Flow Sheets
The pages of the technical papers de-

moted to the subjects of mining and
letallurgy, vouch for the great diversity

fof practice in the drawing of flow sheets.
Ordinarily each piece of apparatus used
lin the processes of crushing, concentrat-
ing and cyaniding is represented by a
conventional sign that may either re-

semble only in the most general way the
machine which it is the desire to repre-
sent, or may be an elaborately drawn fig-

ure, showing the apparatus in detail in

plan or elevation. Sometimes a mere
rectangle with lettering within designates
a stamp battery or tube mill. A draw-
ing is at once the simplest and most in-

telligible language that an engineer can
use to tell the details of recovery of the

valuable constitutents of an ore. The
advantages of the flow sheets over long
descriptions are too well known to be re-

iterated here, but often the flow sheets
are in a language, the symbols of which
have to be learned anew for each de-
signer.

It is apparent that some standard sys-

tem of symbolical representation of mill

work is greatly needed, and already there

have been presented various articles giv-

ing suggestions or advocating uniformity
in practice so far as is possible. Such a
system cannot be too rigidly adhered to;

it must admit of considerable variation

in order to be adaptable to the great dif-

ferences in detail and practice at differ-

ent mills, but at the same time there

should be that degree of uniformity in

the standard use of symbols so as to en-

able an engineer, experienced in one part

of the world, instantly to recognize the

symbol representing a certain machine,

no matter how remote the country where
it is used.

In order to represent a crusher it is not

necessary to draw the outlines of a ma-
chine in much detail, but a symbol com-

posed of a few easily drawn lines, should

be recognized unmistakably as a crusher

and as nothing else, and this should also

be true for any other piece of apparatus

shown in the flow sheet.

The use of rectangles and circles, with

the description of the machine written or

printed within, eliminates confusion to a

large degree, but a profusion of writing

on such drawings is unsightly, and where

the flow is complicated, the size of the

sheet must be unhandily large, or the

symbols must be made too small to write

an adequate description within them.

This can, of course, be remedied by

merely placing a numeral within the sym-

bol for a guide to a reference table, but

there are many objectionable features in

having continually to refer to a table.

Views, Suggest-
ions and Experi-
ences of Readers

One of the most prevalent practices
that tends to confuse the reader of a flow
sheet with which he is not familiar, is

that of including too much detail.
'

In
some flow sheets an attempt is made to
reproduce a plan or section of the entire
mill, and features are introduced that
have no direct bearing upon what the
flow sheet is supposed to show.
When a number of exactly similar ma-

chines are all doing the same class of
work on the same feed, making the same
products, which all go through the same
subsequent treatment, it is certainly not
necessary to show more than one symbol
to represent the group. In the instance
of a concentrator flow sheet, where a
dozen tables are employed in one step of
the operation, they should appear on the
flow sheet as a single symbol, represent-
ing one operation, and not as a group of
a dozen symbols, each representing a
different machine. In many mills such
representation of details is not confusing,
but in an elaborate concentration process
such, for instance, as that employed at

the Arthur mill, of the Utah Consolidated
Copper Company, the placing on the flow
sheet of all the individual members of a
group of tables greatly hinders a quick
comprehension of the whole process, and
is of little advantage in grasping the de-
tails.

These notes were written with the hope
that others, recognizing the necessity of

standardizations, would offer suggestions,

for it is bv comments and suggestions
that interest is awakened in such mat-
ters, and in no small degree automatic-

ally tends toward uniformity of practice.

Concentrator.
Detroit, Mich., June 10. 1911.

Permissible Explosh es

The regulations for the importation of

explosives into Australia are stringent

and a citation of some of the require-

ments of the law may be of interest at

this time when much is heard about safe-

ty and permissible explosives.

A list of authorized explosives i9

kept and in order to maintain a place

on this list the manufacturers must ad-

here to the composition of the explosive,

The

1

under

as to whether

handle undei the jarrir.; .: I)p ing
which it ft certain I

I

to its behavior undei
mospheric conditions, and carefully
tested as to chemical purity and liability
to tindery chemical ch.. J c

- tcr .

iorafion.

When an explosive has been put
through this ordeal it may be imported,
provided the formula preserved is ad-
hered to. On the authorized 1

Western Australia there are aboi
explosives, but only a few arc gen<
used.

Bowdoin S. Black.
Sydney, N. S. \V.. .May 2, 1911.

The University Situation in

California

Under the above heading, in the
Journal of March 4, a resident of New
York attempted to ridicule a successful
engineering college, situated at Pasadena.
The article in question betrays much mis-
information due evidently to the en-
chantment of distance. As a fellow en-
m'neer, who will soon have lived six

years in southern California, I wish to

remove the wrong impressions produced
by Mr. Tyssowski in regard to Throop
Polytechnic Institute. However. I do not
doubt, in the least, the sincerity of his
motives in figuratively defendini; a mam-
moth against a mouse, as implied by his

reference to Thmon as "a little fresh-wa-
ter high school." Without Indulgi

any further discussion, I beg to sut
few pertinent facts that should clear the

"situation."

(\) The high-school department,
hitherto known as "Throop Academy,"
has just been dropped to become the

nucleus of one of the largest public poly-

technic schools in the State of California,

supported by the city of Pasadena.

(2) The bill to make a State school of

Throop Polytechnic Institute was intro-

duced into California legislature without

the knowledge or consent of it^ board of

trustees.

(3) Among the supporters of that bill

were many alumni of the University of

California and other members of the Uni-
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: Los Angeles, a very

tnd progressive organiza-

Furthermore. that bill was pro-

a compromise to prevent the

threatened establishment of a >^

to be situated in south-

.lifornia, 500 miles from Berkeley.

por t: . no doubt, the biil was

actually indorsed by President Wheeler,

of the State university.

Throop, through its normal de-

partment, at one time supplied the bulk

of the manual-training teachers in the

Southwest. This department has also

been abandoned, under the presidency

of Doctor Scherer. in order to concen-

es on the collegiate teach-

ing of technology.

Throop, as a recognized college

of engineering, requires the usual twelve

preparation for entrance and four

subsequent years of solid application for

graduation. It must, therefore, not be

confused with private short-course or

makeshift institutions that truly inter-

fere with such splendid centers of edu-

cation as the State university.

Throop is the only exclusive in-

stitute of technology west of the Mississ-

Thus. it commands a greater field,

j from a geographic standpoint,

than even the University of California.

Throop Polytechnic Institute Is

now in possession of a site with build-

ings and equipment which could not be

replaced for less than a million dollars.

Independent of State support, it is well

content to continue the even tenor of its

Throop is fully as favorably situ-

ated as its prototype, the Boston "Tech.,"

in regard to climate, culture and moral

surroundings, as well as proximity to en-

gineering enterprises.

(10) Some of the leading professors

of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology have visited Throop since its ex-

pansion began, and are in accord with its

plans, which they do not deem presumpt-

uous. This is also true of Dr. Henry S.

Pritchett, whom Mr. Tyssowski quotes.

(11) Men of international promin-

ence are not ashamed to have their

names connected with Throop. Mr. Roose-

.cently lectured under its auspices;

one <
' the world-famed as-

tronomer. Dr. George Hale; the chairman

Norman F.

led medical author-

in is the well known civil

• rett.

: inally, Thl turned out

(jradi: Invariably made

•nc in contact with

mme of them in the practice of my pro-

n. and particularly in connection

with

then

Lo*
'

lunc 15, 1911.

Garden Culture in a Mining
Camp

In the Journal of May 27, there was

published an account of the efforts of

the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad

Company to induce its employees to

beautify the environment of their homes

by offering prizes for the best gardens.

Where it is possible, in mining camps, to

make the surroundings pleasant in such a

way the, what may be called secondary

benefits, derived are of great value as all

will appreciate who have had the op-

portunity to journey quickly from a bar-

ten camp like Goldfield or Ely to such a

mine as the North Star, in Nevada county,

Cal., a mine situated in a veritable park.

The striking contrast is in the type of

employees found. At the less favorably

situated mines the miners are usually a

loving lot, accustomed to hard living and

but little developed in the appreciation of

the niceties of life. On the other hand is

found that type which is inclined to settle

down to real home life, and raise families

in congenial surroundings.

Aside from such considerations garden

culture at such mines where it can be

done at all has a far more immediate and

substantial advantage which is often over-

looked. The advantages of raising food

supplies in the vicinity of the mine be-

come more apparent the greater the dis-

tance from a source of supplies.

A few years ago, while in charge of

a small mine in tropical America, I had

the opportunity of learning the advant-

ages of maintaining a small farm. From

120 to 150 men were employed and in ad-

dition to wages received board and lodg-

ing. All food supplies were shipped

from New Orleans, and upon reaching

the coast ports had to be transported a

hundred miles up a river in canoes. A
period of at least six weeks elapsed be-

tween the ordering and receiving of sup-

plies, and the journey from New Orleans

often occupied a month.

The country about the mines was

covered by a dense forest which, as the

trees were felled for lumber supply, gave

ample area for planting. The soil was

rich and from it two crops per year could

be depended upon. The rainy season en-

dured from May to October during which

time sowing could not be done, and in

the middle of the dry season irrigating

was essential to a harvest.

After clearing the timber, the under-

brush was cut and allowed to dry for sev-

eral days after which it was burned. In

the tropics the burning of brush and vines

is to be necessary

foi the next planting After burning, the

ground was plowed and planted. The

lifflculty in securing a harvest

from the ravages of insects, par-

ticularly ants, which would burrow into

eat all the

alter they appi arid

urface, thus for cattle food

supply, alfalfa, millet and clover could

not be raised at all.

While it usually is better to cultivate

the native produce, many of our northern

vegetables grow well in the tropics, es-

pecially cabbage, carrots, turnips, beans,

tomatoes, lettuce and, of course, corn.

Potatoes, cucumbers, peas and a few

other vegetables could not be grown af"

all. The mine maintained a herd of 90

head of cattle, beeves for meat supply

and oxen for hauling; there were also

pigs, chickens and other fowl, all of which

were fed on produce raised at the mine.

After the first crops were obtained a

continuous supply could be drawn from

our gardens by planting in such a manner
that as one crop was consumed another

would be maturing, for in that country

it was possible to maintain the gardens

almost throughout the year with most va-

rieties of produce in all stages of growth

from seedlings to mature plants.

The result of this farming was that

outside supplies were reduced to beans,

rice, flour, sugar, coffee and salt. The

cost per man per day for food was 45c.

gold. On the coast where provisions could

be delivered at less cost for freight the

lowest cost on plantations was 55c. In

some of the other mines, which were less

favorably situated as regards transpor-

tation, the cost varied from 60 to 65c.

At our mine the cost before farming was
undertaken was 55c. so that a saving of

20 per cent, was effected and I believe

the men had better food than at most

other mines in that vicinity.

J. A. Herdy.

New York, N. Y., June 16, 1911.

Boring through Sand and

Gravel
I find that gravel is troublesome in

hand boring, when using a 4-in. casing.

Having to go only to a depth of 100 ft.,

it is not worth while setting up a ma-

chine. Have any of the readers of the

Journal used any other tools than

chisels and sand pump for this class of

work and with what results?

Sandpiper.

Charters Towers, Queensland, Aus-

tralia, May 4, 1911.

German Potash Salts

In the Journal of April 1, 1911, Doc-

tor Ochsenius, of Berlin, in a study of

the geology and extent of the German
potash deposits, is made responsible for

the estimate that at the present rate of

production these deposits will not be ex-

hausted for 621,600 years.

To the American claim that the potash

policy of Germany is unjust, as stated

in the Jouknai of Feb. 11, 1911, the Ger-

mans reply, "that this policy is a measure

of conservation." "It is to laugh."

Percy E. Barbour.

Tccoma, Nev., June 15, 1911.
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Mining in the Black Hills

Deadwood Correspondence

Continued dry weather has put the

forests of the Black Hills in such condi-

tion that fires are easily started, and

create great havoc. Up to June 15 the

precipitation for the month was less than

one inch. May was dry, also. Locomo-
tives have caused a number of fires, and

the railroad has been forced to put on

patrol cars. These are small gasolene-

driven cars, which follow a short distance

behind all trains, the crews often catch-

ing incipient fires and extinguishing

them before any damage is done.

On June 1 the Homestake closed one

of its most successful fiscal years. Dur-

ing the year the immense plant was
operated without interruption, and a bul-

lion production of close to $6,000,000

was made. Dividends paid during the

year amounted to $1,370,400, being at the

rate of 6 per cent, on the capitalization,

$22,840,000. The annual report, cover-

ing the fiscal year, is usually distributed

about the first of September.

Lawrence county is spending money
judiciously in improving the waggon roads,

and the mining section is getting direct

benefits. The road between Deadwood
and Portland is being changed, and the

maximum grade over the new highway

will be 8 per cent, where formerly it was

as high as 20 per cent, in places. The

work on this piece of road is being done

under the direction of :H. S. Vincent,

general manager of the Trojan company.

Permanent road work is being done in a

number of other points in the county,

chief among which is the road between

Deadwood and Carbonate camp.

Fifteen tons of ore were recently mined

on the property of the Deadwood Lead

and Zinc Company and shipped to the

Safe Investment mill, near Nemo, where

under the direction of General Manager

O. N. Brown the ore was crushed and

concentrated. The results were highly

satisfactory, as a clean galena concen-

trate and a good zinc-iron middling was

made. The middling will be sent to Mid-

vale, Utah, for testing in Huff electro-

static machines. There is much ore of

this type on the Deadwood and adjoining

properties, and should the tests prove

satisfactory, it will undoubtedly mean

much to this district, as up to the pres-

ent time no effort has been made to mine

these ores for their zinc content.

The Trojan company is rapidly getting

the mill in shape, and expect to start the

first unit of 150 tons, early in July.

Gasolene locomotives will be used for

under ground ore haulage.

The new Reliance mill, on Annie creek,

is ready to run. The Chilean mills have

been discarded and 20 stamps installed

instead. There is ample room for 10 more

stamps, and the tankage is sufficient to

handle the product from 30 stamps.

The first dredge in the Black Hills
has just been put in by the
Castle Creek Hydraulic lining
Company, at Mystic. Th.

;K-j ng
operated by the constructoi

Rogers company, ot fulfil the
construction contract call;

successful operation. Tl t line

comprises 78 buckets of 5 cu.fl

each, geared to discharge 26 bu
minute. The dredge will ft be-

low water line. The machinery
electric driven, power being obtained
from a steam plant comprising four 100-

h.p. boilers and a 300-h.p. 28x48-in. Cor-
Tiss engine, driving a 250-k.w. gem

The Treatment of Calafatite

By P. Uguet*

The discovery of a new potash mineral,

a double sulphate of alumina and potash,

near Almeria, Spain, has already been
noted in the Journal (Dec. 17, 1910, and

Feb. 4, 1911). It is found under Trias

limestone formation, accompanied by a

rare unclassified conglomerate imperfect-

ly cemented on the exterior, but strongly

interiorly, the study of which will be

most interesting. It is assumed that this

mineral proceeds from the action of gey-

sers on the Triassic sedimentary rocks,

as there exist numerous indications of

this, indeed, opposite the deposits is

found the existing hydrothermal spring

of Sierra Alhamilla.

Calcining experiments have been made
in a factory under my management, at

Aranjuez (Madrid), with the following

results: The aluminum sulphate is de-

composed, giving off sulphuric anhydride,

leaving a residue composed of sulphate

of potash and bauxite. The sulphate of

potash dissolves in water, leaving a sedi-

ment of bauxite slightly tinted by iron,

which may be used for the manufacture

of aluminum or of refractory materials.

Air. Calafat, the discoverer of the min-

eral, has presented analyses showing that

the calcined ore contains 30 per cent, of

sulphate of potash and more than 60 per

cent, of bauxite. From this may be

judged the extraordinary richness of the

deposit.

I was commissioned by the Com-
pania Minera de Benahadux (the own-

ers of the mines), to make experi-

ments as to the concentration of the ore,

and constructed a furnace and tanks for

calcination, solution and evaporation with

such satisfactory results that in my opin-

ion the question of treatment is solved

under the following conditions: (1),

The ore, in order to be properly calcined,

must be reduced to about the size of

macadamizing stone; (2) , the temperature

should be sufficient to bring the ore to

a little darker than kidney color, and should

be maintained 10 to 12 hours; (3), the

•Professor of geology, Ea lal de

[ngenleros Agronomos del Estado Espanol,

Madrid, Spain.

the mil j and

uion, wh:

. while tl.

able byproduct if properly hat: I

Smelting in Bond

i

rman Cox of the I

Expenditures in the Tr

ment has returned to the

rd to *.:

allowances on lead and zinc

bond. Mr. I rmined not to

make the

lowance public, this being on the ground

alread J in this c

that to do so would cause ann-

ihilation among rival

not be satisfied at seeing cone,

where granted a larger allowance. It is

stated that Mr. Cox has expressed him-

self as being on the who; : with

the showing made in the record re

ing the lead and zinc allowances which

he has examined. Tl tion. how-

ever, is entirely limit

tive side of the matter and it i> under-

stood that the committee will probably

call the attention of the W
Committee to the nei

tion relating to smelting in bond, as the

old one. it is believed, was framed under

influences of too highly specialized a

character.

Drawback on Exports

ne important action has recently

been taken by the Treasury Department

with reference to the exportation and

withdrawal of lead and other me?

Under date of June 12. the department,

in a letter to th ns at

New York, has ruled that undt

24 of the Tariff Act

bullion or refined lead may be with-

drawn from bonded smelting, refininc. or

smelting nnd refining establishment

on the payment of duties char

St it in that condition. V

base bullion or refined p

in tht manufacture of

portation with benefit of drawback, a

certificate of importation showing the

import data with respect to the ot

metals from which sue

lion or refined lead was produced, will

not be required. In lieu thereof,

should K the collector at the

port when te bullion or refined

lead was withdrawn and dut

certificate which shall show the nil

Of withdrawal entry, th< hereof,
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the names of the party making such en-

the quantity and character of metal

withdrawn and the rate and amount of

duty paid. This certificate shall be is-

sued and transmitted to the collector at

ted by the party request-

ed! certificates, and the proper rec-

-hall be kept, in accordance with

,:ure now followed in connec-

tion with the issue of certificates of im-

portation.

-. reference to the manufacture of

cartridges produced with the use of im-

ported pig lead and exported, it has been

ruled that in liquidation the quantity of

imported lead which may be taken as

the basis for the allowance of draw-

may equal the quantity used as de-

clared in the drawback entry and shown
in the sworn abstract, after official veri-

fication of exported quantities, an allow-

ance being made for worthless waste not

to exceed 2.688 per cent, of the net weight

of the lead in the exported cartridges.

Transvaal Mining Notes
Johannesburg Correspondence

The value of mining ground in the

richest part of the Central Rand is shown
by the purchase from the Government by

the Robinson Deep of 5.28 claims each

150 by 400 ft. for £289.980, payable in

10 yearly installments. The company
must expect to recover over 70,000 tons

per claim of an average value of over

40s. per ton.

The East Rand Proprietary Mines
have now over 10,250,000 tons of

ore in reserve valued at 28s. per ton.

Considerable interest is still aroused with

regard to the reef recently discovered on

the farm Cyferfontein near Klerksdorp

and Doctor Corstorphine has been en-

gaged to report on the district and to

give his opinion as to the identity of the

reef with the Main Reef series of the

Rand. A shaft is being sunk to cut the

reef discovered at 500 ft. in the one hole

where ore was found.

Tin mining in the Waterberg district

continues to expand. The Zaaiplaats mine
now produces 160 tons of tin concen-

trates per month with 15 stamps. The
Rooiberg mine is developing well and in

three months 10 stamps crushed 4700

tons of ore and produced 289.5 long tons

ncentrate at £22,429 profit.

The Premier diamond mine, for the six

months ended April 30, washed 3,838,500

leads for a t 802,657 carats of

diamonds. The output of gold for

Rhodesia for March, was valued at £231,-

'*M\ there were 142 properties contribut-

es output.

recently tested the Eagle

small stopc drill at the South African

School of Mines. T:

drill with 2'/j-\t\. cylinder and maximum
B.J the drill weight 127

lb. It is a tappet drill of simple design

and »howcd much better results than

those obtained by the tappet drills in

the first South African mines competition.

The following is a summary of results:

Diameter of bits used 1 9/16, 1 5/16,

13 16 in.; depth of hole 4 ft.; pressure

of air, 45 lb. per sq.in. ; rate of drilling

per minute of total time of test, 3.053 in.;

rate of drilling per minute of actual drill-

ing time 4.08 in.; consumption of free

air per min. 37.8 cu.ft. at 60 deg. F. and

12.1 lb. absolute pressure.

Rand Power Stations

Special Correspondence

Notwithstanding that the Victoria Falls

Power Company has undertaken the task

of supplying the whole of the Witwaters-

rand goldfield with electrical power, two

of the largest amalgamated concerns find

it more advantageous and economical to

produce their own power rather than pur-

chase same from the Victoria Falls

Power Company.
The compactness of the Rand and the

close proximity of the gold mines to each

other, as compared with other goldfields,

ought to enable any power company to

supply power on such cheap terms that

individual concerns, however extensive,

might hesitate to expend capital on a

power station. The experience of the

Randfontein Estates and the East Rand
Proprietary Mines does not appear to

support that view.

It was four years ago that the Rand-
fontein Mines took the power question in

hand, because they recognized that for

winding from great depths the use of

electrical power would become necessary

and for underground pumping purposes
likewise it would be almost essential.

They started with two 1000-kw. installa-

tions, to which have now, however, been
added three 2000-kw. sets and two 6000-

kw. sets, the total complement of the

plant now being 20,000 kw. From a

small beginning the scheme has grown
until practically all the work on the

mines will be done by electrical power.

Randfontein Central Power
Requirements

The following is a summary of power
wanted on the Randfontein Central:

Expected Total
Maximum Installed

Load, Capacity,

li.p. li.p.
Ore reduction works 5,710 7 255
Winding plant :{,r>oo 5J50
An- compressing plant .... 2,400 :; 200
^""- pumps 1,000 1,575

ineous i ,390 1,700

Total 14,000 19,480

The reduction works consists of a mill

with 600 stamps, 16 tube mills, with the

necessary crushers, conveyers, sand,
slime and solution pumps. The winding
plant has 10 hoists, while there are 21
pumps, four air compressors, with the

lighting, haulages, workshop and other
miscellaneous requirements about the
mines to he provided tor.

Twenty- four Babcock & Wilcox boilers,

fitted with mechanical stokers and super-

heaters, are provided to supply the neces-

sary steam; each has a heating surface of

4780 sq.ft., and a capacity of evaporating

17,000 lb. of water per hour, the working
pressure being 160 lb. The fuel used
is what has hitherto been sent to

supply the necessary steam. The fuel

used is what has hitherto been sent to

the waste heaps at the collieries on ac-

count of no demand having existed for it

in the past, and costs only about sixpence

per ton at the collieries; but owing to the

heavy railway rate charged for convey-

ing it less, say, than a hundred miles, it

costs 10s. 6d. per ton by the time it

reaches the boilers. It has a calorific

value of 11,500 B.t.u., and comes from
the Middelburg district of the Transvaal.

Cost of Power Plant

Without entering into the details of

the plant, it may, perhaps, be interesting

to notice that the estimated cost of the

power station and system works out at

£16 per kilowatt as follows: Boilers,

£121,000; generator and condensing

plant, £97,000; substations, £24,000;
cables, £21,000; workshops, artesian wells,

etc., £16,000; cooling tower, £13,000;

buildings, £11,000; a total of £303,000.

The above is an estimate, but the actual

costs are expected to come out at 3
per cent, higher, no allowance for contin-

gencies having been made in the esti-

mates.

Then with regard to working costs per
unit of output, in March 5,085,430 units

were generated, the amount for distri-

bution being 4,678,570 units at a total

cost of 0.247 d. per unit, of which the de-

tails were: Coal, 0.153; repairs, 0.046;

salaries and wages, 0.038; stores, 0.003;

office and general, 0.007; total, 0.247

pence.

The electric winders are of the Ward-
Leonard type, and designed to wind from
an inclined depth of 2800 ft., with a max-
imum speed of 2000 ft. per min. The
Ward-Leonard type of hoist was selected

on account of its superior efficiency and
the more ample control it gives to the

winder. As compared with the three-

phase hoist, the Ward-Leonard hoist

costs at Randfontein £10,700, as against

£8300 for the three-phase system, but it

is considered that to equip the latter so
as to place it on the best footing, would
almost wipe out the difference in first

costs.

The above information is supplied by
T. P. E. Butt, the chief electrical engi-

neer of the Randfontein group, who
points out the fact that according to

his estimate the three-phase system
would cost over £1 per day more
in operation than the Ward-Leonard
system of control, so that the Randfon-
tein Mines had little hesitation in adopt-
ing the latter system when everything
was taken into consideration.
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Details °^ Practical Mining
This department is designed to treat

in a brief way of details of everyday

practice. Many readers are doing inter-

esting things in mining and milling that

other readers like to know about. The

thought that there is nothing new in them

should not be a deterrent of telling about

them. Something that is an old story in

one district may be quite unknown in an-

other. Our draftsmen can develop any

kind of a pencil sketch that is intelligible.

A blueprint answers all the purposes of

the engraver. Contributions are solic-

ited.

Wheel Elevator for Short

Lifts

By Herbert A. Megraw*

The accompanying sketch shows the

method of making a simple bucket-wheel

elevator for raising pulp or tailing

through a short distance, that can be read-

Buckets

-Q

Pulp
Entry

Buckets

.Discharge Box

Pulley

p/- SO

v ; v
The Engineering $ Mining Journal

A Low-lift Pulp Elevator

ily and quickly made from easily ob-

tainable materials.

The device consists of a wooden or iron

disk or wheel to the side of the rim of

which are attached a number of buckets,

that may be old elevator buckets or im-

provised vessels made from tins. Old

Ncrfces of Interest to

Prospectors and Op-
erators of Small as

well as Large Mines

Things that have to

be done in Everyday

paint pots have even been used for the

purpose. The wheel is driven by a pulley

and the manner of filling and emptying

the buckets is shown in the sketch.

Breaking Up Slag in Rever-

beratory Furnaces

Sometimes in reverberatory-furnace

work a charge too high in silica gets

into the furnace, and before basic ore

can be added to flux it and make the slag

fluid, a silicious crust has formed over

the top of the charge. This makes it hard

for the heat to get through to the charge

underneath, and trouble soon ensues. At

the reverberatory furnaces of the Inter-

national smeltery at Tooele, Utah, provi-

sion is made for the quick removal of

all such troubles.

These furnaces are built like those at

Anaconda with an air space in the bridge

of the furnace for a current of cool air

to circulate so as to cool the conker

plates. But, lest this should not be

enough, an air jet is provided for blow-

ing in compressed air to cool them. This

air pipe is now extended along the side

ot the furnace so that a hose can be con-

nected at different points.

Whenever a crust forms over the

charge an iron pipe is connected by a

hose to the compressed-air pipe and

poked down through the charge. The air,

which is at a pressure of 90 lb. per

sq.in., is turned on, and some of the iron

in the matte is oxidized and rises to the

surface to flux off the silicious crust,

while the violent agitation breaks up the

crust itself. In this way the furnace is

soon brought back to a normal condi-

tion.

*Minin« engineer, Apartado 308, San Luis

Totosi, Mexico.

The cost of mine haulage was given

before the South African Institute of

Engineers by Kenneth Austin, as follows:

(1) Electric overhead wires, lc. per ton-

mile; (2) compressed-air locomotive.

2.4c. per ton-mile; (3) benzol locomo-

tive, 3.2c; electric accumulator locomo-

tive's, 3.6c. These costs include 10 per

cent, depreciation.

How to Make a Rex k

• prospector should know bo

many a placer miner who had found
dirt where the n

chanical contrivance that could be

i.torily. A
sentially of tbret

provided with two i cneath it,

like those on a cradle; a light wooden
frame covered with canvas, to form what

is known as the apron i some n

have two) ; and the screen, or riddle, up-

on which the dirt to he u ashed is thrown

and through which the finer portion is

washed, leaving the rocks too large to

pass the openings on the screen to be

thrown out.

Knock-down Rocker Most Con-
VI NIENT

The rocker usually has the shape

indicated in the accompanying sketches,

its peculiar form being due to the de-

sire to get rid of any unnecessary

wood. For this reason the upper part of

the front portion is cut away, as shown.

It is a good scheme to make a "knock

down" rocker, as it costs but little more,

and when set up on the proper grade, it

is as rigid and as enduring as one that

is nailed "for keeps." The illustrations

show the details of construction of a

portable rocker. Where the gold is fine a

longer rocker is advisable, and where

there is much clay in the dirt it is well

to have a puddling box in which to stir

the dirt thoroughly before placing it in

the rocker, or the gold is almost certain

to be lost, as the clay will carry it out.

One side of a knock-down rocker is

shown in the illustration, this side facing

inward. The opposite side is exactly like

it. The back slips in between the cleats

at A ; the bottom rests upon the cleats at

B, the front at C; the diagonal cleat D
supports the canvas-apron frame; an up-

per center piece extends across the top,

resting on the cleats at E, and the sieve

box rests on the cleats at P. The entire

affair is bound together by six rods of

'j-in. iron, each provided with an upset

head and washer at one end, and a

thread, washer and nut at the other. Bolt

holes are indicated by X on the figure.

The nuts will be more convenient if made

like those on the tail-board rod of an

ordinary farm wagon. In fact, the six

rods operate in exactly the same manner

as the tail-board rod, and permit any de-

sired degree of rigidity to be obtained by

merely turning the nuts.

•Mining engineer, 2487 HIVgard avenue,

Berkeley Cal
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rocker need not t-

•li for

: ^od length

essed umber is - to use

the screen box being

The latter should be

back and

cilitate lifting it

from its rests. The screen or riddle is

ade of thin sheet steel, some-

times - N <?n of a 5-gal.

irations are usually about

.. in. diameter and can be punched in

the sheet with a large nail or spike, if

nothing better is at hand for the purpose.

The h in. apart. The

is tacked firmly to the bottom

of the box which fits inside the rocker,

but should not be too right. A box 15 ;

t

in. square and 4 in. deep is a good size

for the dimensions previously given for

the main part of the rocker. If too much

given the screen box, it will soon

the entire machine. This box should

not sit deeper than 1 . in. in the rocker

box.

The bottom of the rocker is made of a

de board the full length of the rocker,

and is fitted on its upper surface with

two riffles each ; in. high, as shown at

/ / On the lower side, and 6 in.

from each end. are nailed two segments

of a circle (the rockers K K), 18 in. long,

2 in. high and \' _ in. thick. In the

center of each of these rockers is fixed

a spike which projects downward at

least 1 2 in.

Grade Provided in Foundation Frame

The rocker, when ready for work,

sits on a solid frame, or on two

slab<=. or heavy planks, lying on the

uround and secured so that they cannot

shift about when the rocker is in motion.

They should be provided with holes into

uhich the spikes will drop. One end

of this foundation should be about 2 in.

higher than the other. This fixes the

grade, but it may be necessary to give

the rocker more or less grade than is

her d, depending on the charac-

of material to be washed, a light al-

luvial requiring less grade than gravel

•aining much iron rock, garnets and

other minerals of high specific gravity.

On one side of the rocker and outside

the box is nailed a vertical strip of wood

In. thick and projecting

about 14 in. above the top of the rocker

box. T the handle with which

the rod en, the top being about

lind, which

rhe canvas aprt

• uction oi

li bould he

'torn

lap and

ful utility. The canvas is not tightly

stretched at the bottom of the apron

Frame, but is allowed to sag somewhat,

to form a sort of depression or

pocket, just above the lower cross piece.

If the gold is at all coarse it is not un-

common to find most of it on the apron

when the cleanup is made.

Operating Details

When the rocker has been placed in

position, the gold-bearing material is

dumped into the screen box, and the

rocker is then vigorously shaken back

and forth, but not too roughly, while at

the same time the operator pours a

stream of water upon the dirt from a

dipper made of a 2>i>-qt. can, which may
be fitted with a wooden handle. Often

where water is scarce, the tailings dis-

charge into a pool and are shoveled out

from time to time, so that the water is

used over and over again until too thick

with slime to be of further use, when the

pool must be thoroughly cleaned and

fresh water allowed to accumulate, or a

new site for a dip hole selected, that op-

the dirt clogs, slops over the sides an<|

washes slowly. A good rocker, proper!

set and operated by an experienced ma

will save surprisingly fine gold. Man^

mills are provided with a rocker which

used in cleaning up battery sand, and fc

other purposes. The concentrated mater-

ial is washed carefully in a pan, quick-

silver being used where the gold is fine, i

A Trip for Steam Shovel

Dippers

A steam trip for steam-shovel dippers,

which increases the output of the steam

shovel by at least 100 cu.yd. per working

day, has been invented and tested at

Panama. The new device was invented

by A. H. Geddes, a shovel engineer, and

has been recommended for use on 40

dippers of the 95-ton class, according to

Engineering Contracting. The usual trip

or latch, by which the bottom of a steam-

shovel dipper is opened to permit mater-

ial to fall through, is operated by a

rope, and under conditions frequently

met, the force required is extreme. The

Itii

^:

undergo

jeiniar

ftie
ru

Kim'

12-in.

%'Knock-down" Rocker

erations may be continued. The water

must be poured on with judgment. If it

is added in too large a volume it is like-

ly to wash the gold off the apron and

even to carry it over the riffles on the bot-

tom of the box. The stream should be

steady in volume and sufficient in amount

to carry the tailings out over the riffles

without banking up over the bottom.

Cleanups can be made as often as de-

sired, but usually depend upon the

amount of gold being caught. General-

ly a cleanup is made after every fourth

or fifth load.

A convenient carrier for the dirt, if

to be carried at all, is a box having

md three sides, and fitted with

a ban to car-

! quickly dumped. It should hold

h to mal id for the

Do not attempl to fill the

in! allOM 'i" dry dirt

e about as

•I' tin bo Li the liter

•

new device consists of a steam cylinder,

the piston of which opens the latch on

the dipper door through levers. Steam
is admitted and exhausted from the cyl-

inder through a three-way valve, situated

on the boom beside the craneman's seat.

A steam pipe extends from the valve

along the boom opposite the dipper-stick

slot, and at the end of the pipe, and

on the cylinder, are universal joints con-

nected with a flexible hose.

A test of the new trip was made on a

shovel at the Culebra cut. The test was

begun
,
Jan. 18, and ended on March 31,

and in this period the shovel excavated

an average of 1418 cu.yd. per day. In

the 60 working days, from Oct. 30, 1910.

to Jan. 12, 1911, the same steam shovel,

working under practically the same con-

ditions, using the old-style trip, excavated

an average of 939 cu.yd. per day. Six

other shovels, working under practically

the same conditions, using the old-style

trip, during the period of the test, exca-

vated an average of 1222 cu.yd. per day.
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Steel Mine Ladders

Br R. B. Wallace*

The ladder shown in the accompanying

illustration has been found satisfactory in

underground work where strength and

permanency are desired. It is constructed

in lengths of 20 ft. For the sides use 3-

in. channels (4 lb. per ft.), and in the

middle of the web of the channel drill

-)4-in. holes every 10 in. for the rungs.

The rungs are J^-in. round iron, 12
,

in.

lcng, with H in. of each end turned down

THE ENGINEERING AN*

to %-in. diameter. The shoulder thus

formed on the rung provides the desired

12-in. width for the ladder. Force the

~12

if?

Tht.Enginccring $ Mining Journal

Steel Mine Ladder

y4 -\n. ends of the rungs through the

channel and rivet. The rungs should fit

tightly.

Two or more ladders may be hung

from each other by the use of fish plates.

To allow this the top and bottom rungs

are made by passing a 9/16-in. bolt 15

in. long through a J/2 -'m. pipe 12 in. long,

the ends of the bolt projecting outside the

channel and fish plates.

Dynamite Thawer

A recent patent ( U. S. No. 551,631),

granted to L. S. Scholl, provides for a

large cabinet of noncombustible ma-

terial containing a number of shelves and

heated by a large brick of the same com-

position as those used in the small foot

and hand warmers. The lower portion of

the cabinet is used to thaw the dynamite,

while the upper serves as a storage place

where the dynamite is kept at such a tem-

perature as to prevent its again freezing.

Inlet and outlet dampers are provided

for regulating the temperature. A heated

block of soapstone can also be used in-

stead of the carbonaceous brick, the

lower dampers being closed and the

temperature regulated by the upper

dampers alone.

Mining engineer, Republic, Micli.

Trai,

Numerous difl i en-

countered in evolving
I

economical n both

above and below ground in the work-
ings of the : The
gage of the track h

in., but in some ill

the distance between n and

crushing machinery is great, and where
donkeys or electric '

to haul the cars, gages of 21 and 30 in.

are used. The track itself is constructed

of 12-, 16- or 20-lb. steel rails mounted

on so called clutch-bolt steel ties. The

ties are manufactured from rolled steel

and are so designed as to afford solid

ground contact, thus obviating buckling.

The rails are secured to the ties in the

following manner: Steel plates bent

into the form of angular chairs are riv-

eted near the ends of the ties and into

these chairs the outer flange at the base

of the rail is inserted, the rails being

further held in position by the clutch-

screw bolts embracing the foot of the

rail on the inner side, the threaded part

of each bolt lying in the center groove

of the tie underneath the foot of the rail

and outside angle plate, so that the bolts

can be tightened externally by means of

strong nuts and washers. This arrange-

ment allows of close and quick adjust-

ment of the rails and ties, at the same

rime preventing any tendency of the rails

to spread.

In connection with the track, so called

portable switches are used in 9- and 15-

ft. lengths, the switch points, frogs, run-

ning rails and guard rails being riveted

to rolled-steel ties of the same section

as those already described for the track,

each switch forming an independent unit

which can easily be moved from place

to place as required.

With few exceptions side-dump steel

cars are used. For the underground

workings of the mines, or wherever the

length and width of the cars need to be

of small dimensions, they are made with

U-shaped bodies having a capacity of 10

or 16 cu.ft. The underframes and bodies

are separate parts, the advantage being

that in case one or the other is damaged,

a new part can be easily and quickly

substituted as every part is uniform and

interchangeable.

In the construction of the underframes

a heavy, wide-flanged channel is used;

this is bent round at the ends, forming

an exceptionally strong bumper. Cast-

steel supports unite the bodies to the

underframes, allowing the cars to be

t ither short yet strong. The car wheels

are an important feature. Originally

chilled-iron wheels were used, but

proved unsatisfactory on account of their

•Manager, Orenstein Arthur Koppel

pany, Pittsburg, Penn.

I

" an incline, t r the

body in thl

tents

is thrown on tl

•

BltppOl

thick fi

if the

load. The underframes of the
•

An endless cable lal method

of hauling the i:p the in-

clines.

in connection with it. n

shaped pic si which :

to the upper edge o\ the car I

As may b

to operate satisfactorily and cheaply un-

der the conditions obtaining in the I

vaal could not be designed in a month

or a year, and tl

ent is the result of man.

ence and experiment in mining tra:

tation.

Reverse Brit Drives

The question of getting a reverse mo-

tion with a belt drive without crossing the

belt has recently been discussed in

Power. The two methods shown in the

accompanying illustration were uiven as

solutions of the problem, but the upper

method is supposed to be preferable

cause in this the pull is en-

driver to driven wheel, and the only pull

on the tightener and idler is that due to

their friction and the weight of the

while in the se ere is the

Tightener

direct pull of the whole dl

idler. It must be noted, however, in lay-

Ut .i dri\. n in the upper

illustration, that if the driver and driven

wheels are ,no

idler and tightener inu-t
'

.! near
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Cananea Consolidated Copper Co.
For the year ended Dec. 31, 1910. the

tonnages of ore treated by the Cananea

ed Copper Company were

et tons of domestic ore and

221.005 tons of foreign, of which 509,-

f domestic ore were milled,

and 160,925 tons of foreign. The ratio

of concentration was 2.869: 1 tor the do-

.. 5.157:1 for the foreign ore.

A total of 46,201,316 lb. of bullion was

obtained, carrying: Copper. 36,921,309

>8,836 lb. foreign; silver,

56 oz. domestic, 368,624 oz. foreign;

J726 oz. domestic. 1742 oz. foreign.

During the year. 52.161 ft. of develop-

ment was done: Shafts. 1375 ft.; winzes

?nd raises. 8883 ft.; tunnels, drifts and

crosscuts. 41.903 feet.

Production Curtailed

In the first half of the year, it was de-

cided notably to decrease production, and

in order to accomplish this to the best

advantage, to close down certain mines

rather than to make a parallel decrease

in output from each mine. Accordingly

the Puertecito and Henrietta mines were

closed down because they were furthest

away and most expensive to administer,

and the Yeta Grande mine was closed

down because its pound costs were high

and its ore could be spared.

The Combination tunnel was connected

with the Elisa mine in February. This

tunnel passes from its portal through the

Sierra de Cobre property for a distance

of about 2600 ft. and then enters Can-

anea ground and connects with the Elisa

mine about 1000 ft. further on, at a level

40 ft. below its deepest workings. Dur-

ing the year the tunnel was equipped

with 35-lb. rails, timbered where neces-

sary, and electrified, and equipped with

trolleys and four-ton ore cars. A new

system of ore bins with picking belts was

erected near the mouth of the tunnel, on

the narrow-gage railway, and within, sid-

ings were built and ore pockets installed

between the tunnel and the working level,

40 ft. above, for the reception of Sierra

de Cobre ores and ores from the Elisa

mine.

The developments in the Elisa mine

have been satisfactory, the most import-

ant developments hein« on the fifth level.

The company is retimbering old shaft No.

5 and sinking it to the Combination tun-

nel level because there is a lar^c quan-

left around the old Mopes,

which can be handled to advantage, bar-

ing the year the «radc of ore was higher

and the tonnage in light greatly in-

creased. As may be inferred, t he power

plant on the surface at the Elisa has

been abandoned, and ore is delivered di-

•o the railroad in I

and through the G >n tun-

By L. D. Ricketts*

Many improvements ef-

fected during 19 10. Heavy

construction nearly at an

oul. Production 36,921,-

309 lb. copper at a direct

cost of 9.66 c. per lb.

•President, Cananea Consolidated Copper
Company, Cananea, Sonora, Mexico.

N,ni:— Abstract of the yearly report to the
president of the Greene Consolidated Copper
Company.

The Capote shaft No. 2 was pumped

out and electric pumps installed on the

tenth level. A considerable amount of

ore, some of it first-class smelting ore,

has been discovered alongside of the old

stopes between the fifth and seventh

levels. Development between the tenth

and seventh levels has not proceeded far

enough to give definite results.

Developments in the Oversight

The developments of ore in the Over-

sight mine, referred to last year, have

been more encouraging than was then es-

timated. The ore in the southeast end

of the mine is largely concentrating ore,

but the area is large, and several acres of

new ore have been opened. The area

referred to connects with other known
ore and is now a continuous body about

1100 ft. in length and with a width that

varies from 50 to several hundred feet.

Ore was also discovered on the north-

west end of the Oversight zone, in less-

er quantity, and opened as far as block

62, and there is a large area of unde-

veloped ground ahead of it. In thfs

ground there is ore that can be direct-

ly smelted. The Veta Grande mine was
closed about the middle of the year.

There is a large tonnage of lean concen-

trating ore, but it will not run more than

2 per cent. There is still much ore of a

grade above 3 per cent, known to exist

in the mine, but it cannot be taken out

advantageously until the leaner ore above

it is mined.

The Kirk mine has maintained its ton-

nage satisfactorily. The ore is basic and
desirable for the smeltery. On the south

end of the mine the developments on the

third level were unsatisfactory, but con-

tinued work on the fourth level has

opened up the orebody and shown it to

he richer than it has been on any level

of the mine with the possible exception

of the first level. On the north side of

the mine the ore chute has been traced

frotn the stopes above the adit-tunnel

level downward on the first, second and
third li halt 12, and we .ire now

developing on the fourth and fifth levels.

The orebody seems to dip at an angle of

not over 30 deg., but promises to produce

a large tonnage of basic, limey ore, con-

taining about 3 oz. silver and 3 per cent,

copper.

The old Cobre Grande was reopened

during the year because it contains desir-

able ore for converter lining. There was
found a large tonnage of oxidized ores,

containing from 2.5 to 4 per cent, copper,

and upwards of 70 per cent, combined

silica and alumina, and with this ore

there are associated some small bodies of

smelting ore. The developments made
show that this mine1 can be depended

upon for converter lining for a long

time to come.

New Ore in the Sierra de Cobre

By far the most important develop-

ments for the year were made in the

Sierra de Cobre property. With the ex-

ception of ore taken out in development

lower down, the orebody opened by the

former owners on the first, second and

third tunnel levels has produced the en-

tire output, and there remains above this

third tunnel level more than half the

ground unstoped with considerable possi-

bilities for further development. The

company has sunk a shaft from the level

of this No. 3 tunnel to the Combination

tunnel level, 459 ft. vertically below, and

has discovered the main orebody on the

first three levels of this shaft, which are

the only ones on which development has

proceeded far enough to reach the ore

zones.

There was also found a body of ore

carrying about 3.5 per cent, copper

and notable silver content on the Com-
bination tunnel level about 700 ft. east of

the Eureka shaft, and there is reason to

believe that a practically continuous ser-

ies of orebodies exists from this level

to the surface. It also appears that the

Eureka fault, which may be an extension

of the Capote fault, was formed previous

to the period of mineralization and from

the discovery of gossan and some ore it

looks as if there would be bonanzas of

ore along this fault plane. The ore ship-

ped during the year averaged between

4.5 per cent, and 5 per cent, copper, a

trifle over 4 oz. silver, and 20 or 30c. in

gold, per ton, and the developed ground

below promises that this grade will be

maintained. There can be no doubt that

the tonnage of ore that was in sight at

the beginning of the year has been sever-

al times increased and a large and prom-
ising ground remains to be developed.

Mining Cost Higher

The cost of mining for the Cananea
Consolidated Copper Company was $2.75

per ton, as against a cost of $2.22, $2.13
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and S3.28 for the three previous periods.

This increase is accounted for by the

heavy development costs which, includ-

ing the Sierra de Cobre property, are

greater than in any previous year in the

history of the mines, and by the fact that

there has been a greater tonnage of

smelting ore mined in comparison with

concentrating ore, and this smelting ore

is more costly to mine. The accompany-

OANANEA .MIX INC
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ous revenue? at Cananea, 0.00S4S5; total

5557; total cost fine copper

[epreciation, 0.01

including every expenditure.

per lb. fine copper.

The total cost of mining and bene-

ton of ore. including every

until the refined product has been

sold has been as follows: Fiscal year

210 per ton; Aug. 1. 1906,

to Oct. 31, 1907, 7.625; July 11 to Dec.

31, 1908, 5.976; fiscal year. 1909, 5.459;

fiscal year. 1910, 5.765.

The increase in the cost of mining and

beneficiating is due to the heavy de-

preciation charge of 50. 86 per ton. which

covers all improvements, betterments and

construction during the year. The actual

yield per ton of ore beneficiated was

46.58- lb. as against 44.12 lb. for the pre-

ceding year. The increased yield per ton

has abundantly taken care of the in-

i cost of beneficiating a ton of ore,

and the indications from development

during the last year all tend to promise

continued increase in yield, and it is

hoped to bring the yield per ton up to

50 lb. or slightly above. If this can be

done, copper can be made for 9c. or less

after June next, when all construction

shall have been completed.

New Construction Profitable

It is with great complacency that I

can report that I believe the tremendous

expenditures made at Cananea during the

last four years have been fully war-

ranted and are already showing their

justification through decreased costs, and

I have no hesitation in stating that at no

time since I have been in the camp have

I felt more cheerful over the outlook than

I do at present. The total amount of

money spent in construction and better-

ments for the present year was about

00. There are still heavy charges

to go against the installation now be-

ing completed and the work of construc-

tion will not be completed until June of

These charges, however, should

not exceed -30D.0O0, and for a long time

to come I can see no heavy construction

or improvements required. A reduction

in costs has been accomplished in the

face of construction during operation,

and there is no doubt that when con-

struction is through costs will be not-

ably decreased, and as the mines have

ed both as to tonnage in

sight and value of the ore. I can see no

• making as emphatic a statement

do.

of the year a

tract red into with the Miami
'

to beneficial

concentr

rt of the

it appears that the entire stock of the

Cananea Consolidated Copper Company

is owned by the former, capitalized at

$10,000,000. The total receipts of the

latter for 1910 were $5,592,051, and ex-

penditures on account of copper, silver

and gold, S4.407.301, leaving net earn-

ings of SI, 184,750. Against these must

be applied depreciation of $684,097, and

miscellaneous charges to profit and loss

of $41,451, leaving net profits of $459,-

202. or about 4.6 per cent, on the stock

of the holding company. During the year

the Indiana-Sonora Copper and Mining

Company and its subsidiary company,

the Sierra de Cobre Mining Company,

were liquidated and the physical prop-

erties were transferred, 60 per cent, to

the Cananea Consolidated Copper Com-

pany and 40 per cent, to the Cananea

Central Copper Company. The notes of

W. C. Greene amounting to $2,318,008

which have been included heretofore in

the statement of current assets and lia-

bilities, have been transferred from cur-

rent assets to deferred assets; this has

been done on account of the uncertainty

of their collection as it is designed to

eliminate from this statement all items

in accounts receivable that are of a

doubtful nature.

—

Editor.]

Vanadium in Old Silver

Mines of New Mexico

By Paul A. Larsh*

The old Georgetown silver-mining dis-

trict in Grant county, N. M., famous for

its silver production 25 years ago, is again

attracting attention through the vanadium

ores discovered in the dumps and mines.

The district comprises about 500 acres

and it is said that 50 miles of under-

ground work has been done in it.

The dumps contain about 250,000 tons

of workable vanadium-silver ores, and

the mines where accessible show these

ores in place. The ore in the south end

of the district is high in silver, with

little or no vanadium. At the center and

at the north end, lead vanadates occur,

especially in the extreme north of the

district, which received little attention,

as these ores ran comparatively low in

silver.

Leasers have been working the fines

from these dumps and I have obtained

the following assays from their products:

Headings, vanadium, 0.70 per cent.;

lead, 4 per cent.; silver, 11.80 oz. Aver-

age concentrate: Vanadium, 7.5; lead, 40;

silver. 317.0 oz. These leasers, with one

small jig, run by a 3-h.p. gasolene en-

gine, are making a poor saving, but by

running through a considerable tonnage,

obtain a product high in silver at the

expense of the lead and vanadium. They

sell their product in El Paso, where no

received for the vanadium.

• M m er, Albuquerqw .

v
- If.

Brunner, Mond & Co.

London Correspondence

This company is probably the most
skilfully managed chemical industry in

Great Britain, and perhaps there is no in-

dustrial undertaking even in Germany
more scientifically administered. Since

the formation of the company, there

has been "no resting on oars," but

an ever-striving- forward policy seems to

have dominated the officials and even
the workmen. The employees have every

facility afforded them to study and im-

prove their position. It is compulsory for

the apprentices not only to attend the

evening technical classes, but those held

during certain days as well.

Not only is this company well handled

from a purely scientific basis, but from a

commercial and financial point it stands

without a rival, as may be seen from the

results obtained since the inception of

the company in 1881, with a capital of

£600,000. For the last 14 years the divi-

dends on the ordinary shares only once

reached as low as 25 per cent. The divi-

dends during the last three years have

been 27V2 per cent.; for five years they

were 30 per cent.; one year 32^ and

four years 35 per cent. Last year the

profits made established a record, name-

ly, £871,789. Although the increase in

profits was £34,000 more than the pre-

vious year, the dividend was not in-

creased.

The patents owned by the company

once stood on the books at a valuation

of £164,000; they now stand at £12,400.

The share capital is now £2,789,500. There

has often been a desire expressed to sub-

divide the £1 ordinary shares, which are

now quoted at over £5, but the directors

have been averse, claiming, and rightly

so, that the purpose of the company is

purely manufacturing and not specula-

tive.

The company has long contributed to

a sickness and maintenance fund, more

money per capita, than is demanded by

the government in the bill which is now

being discussed in the House. Last year

the workman's bonus fund received a

contribution of £12,519, and will be so

applied as to enable the old workmen to

retire in comfort, while the increase in

salaries was nearly £13,000. As the

chairman, Sir John Brunner, stated, "the

men who make the profits should partici-

pate in them." The sum of £150,000 was

set aside to make modern, improve and

increase the efficiency of the plant. Over

£460,000 has been devoted to this sus-

pense account and £216,000 has been

written off. All the improvements during

the last six years have been paid out of

profits and not by any increase of capi-

tal. The secret of the success of the

company is its endeavor to produce a

better article tnsn its competitors.
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Preparation of Assay Samples
Of late much has been written regard-

I ing the accuracy of mechanical samples
but no articles have come to my attention

on the inaccuracies which are liable to oc-

cur in reducing large mechanical samples

to assay pulps.

When mechanical samplers are proper-

ly designed and -operated the resulting

sample represents the entire lot in every

respect. The weight of the mechanical

sample will depend on the size and char-

acter of the ore. When an ore is spotted

or non-homogeneous, high-grade, or if the

lumps are comparatively large, the re-

sultant weight of the mechanical sample

must be relatively large. Great stress is

laid on the proper weight of the sample

with reference to its size and character

but of still greater importance is the final

preparation of the assay pulps. When the

assays of buyer and seller do not check

a third pulp is assayed by an umpire.

This third assay may or may not check

the previous assays and it may be neces-

sary to resample the ore. These erratic

results may be due to poor sampling, poor

assaying or to use the common excuse:

the ore is spotted. In my opinion it is in

the final preparation of assay pulps that

most of the errors are made. If a spotted

ere is ground sufficiently fine and the pulp

thoroughly mixed there should be no

trouble in obtaining check assays from

different pulps on the same sample. As-

say samples for the buyers and sellers

-taken from the same pulp should and will

check when the samples are properly pre-

pared.

After the mechanical sample has been

obtained it is customary to reduce it in

size and weight by hand, using sample

grinders and riffles. Usually the man

whose duty it is to perform this reduction

and prepare the final pulp sample knows

little or nothing about the inaccuracies

which are liable to occur by the improper

use of riffles, or the absolute necessity of

thoroughly mixing the sample after each

crushing and screening operation. Inac-

curacies due to the improper use of riffles

have been investigated by me and the re-

sults published 1
. The object of the pres-

ent investigation was to determine if there

is an appreciable separation of the rich

ore from the poor ore in pulverizing

through a given mesh.

Separation in Pulverizing

For the following investigation 100 kg.

of Cripple Creek ore were selected. This

ore is considered difficult to sample and

from the occurrence of the rich tellurides

along the fracture planes and the great

difference in value between the coarse and

fine, it can be considered a "spotted ore."

The following samplings prove there is no

difficulty in getting correct results pro-

By Louis D. Huntoon*

1 h, , In*
f soun i

difii r\ , probably an
in preparing tin pulps.
Screening i ura oj

great sc£>> gation. I

crushing not necessary foi

assay work.

Mining engineer, L2 Broadway, New Vm-k.

viding great care is exercised in the va-

rious operations. The entire lot of ore

was broken through l/2 in. and riffled into

two portions. These portions were in

turn sampled and assayed giving a result

of 1.44 oz. gold. About 3000 grams of

20-mesh ore were selected from the re-

jects in sampling and treated as follows:

All of the ore under 100 mesh was
screened out and marked No. 1 ; the over-

size was put through a coffee-mill sample

grinder and the ore under 100 mesh again

EFFECT <>l SCREENING ON
GOLD SEGREG VTK >\
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the oversize; th daily true in re-

ducing the 2 .nple through 100 or

120 mesh before riffling into four assay

samp
The table shows the great possibil-

ity of error by the use of screens as

the ore is immediately separated into lots

of different values. For this reason

screens should r d and the crush-

ing and pulverizing machines should be

kept in such condition as to give the de-

sired product without the necessity of

screening and returning oversize. After

each crushing operation with the smaller

sizes the product should be mixed by

rolling on rubber sheets before riffling.

Coning should never be used for mixing

or sampling. Self-discharging riffles of

the Jones type should be used. Flat-bot-

tomed riffles should only be used on the

smaller weights when there is no possi-

bility of overloading. By carefully ob-

serving the above suggestions there

should be no difficulty in obtaining four

samples or original and duplicate

samples from the same lot of ore which

will check. Good judgment and experi-

ence in sampling are the pre-requisites

for correct samples.

Spanish Iron Mines

Madrid Correspondence

Iron mining is lively here in Spain at

present. New iron-ore properties are

being promoted, situated at greater dis-

tances from the coast, and new com-

panies are being formed with English,

French, German and Spanish capital.

This is practically due to the activity dis-

played by the government in pushing the

so called strategic narrow-gage railways,

the government guaranteeing an interest

of 5 per cent, on the construction capi-

tal.

It is probable that the famous Tucio

mines of Galicia. with 30,000.000 tons of

high-grade ore developed, will commence

work during the present year. These

mines are situated 20 km. from the near-

est railway station and thus 186 km. from

the ports of Vigo or Corufia. The Wag-

ner mines, also in Galicia and calculated

to contain over 100,000,000 tons of high-

grade carbonates, are under negotiation,

mines have to ship either to the

..runa or build their

own railwa km. to Ribado.

Patents

The regular monthly classified list of

mining and metallur. :ts is pub-

lished on pp. 1283 and 1281 of th

*uc of the ' • ly follow-

e department i the mar-
'

appear in I >n in the ;

'

!i»hcd in the hi

month.

Sheep Creek, B. C, Gold

District

Special Correspondence

The Sheep Creek district. 30 miles

south of Nelson, B. C, is now attracting

more attention than it has for some time.

Though discoveries have been made

every summer for the last 12 years, the

camp has not been given wide atten-

tion. It has been the policy of the more

prosperous operators to develop and

work their properties quietly and with

little outside help, conducting the busi-

ness strictly on the merits of the under-

taking. This policy has resulted in a

substantial development during the last

five years.

Unfortunately there are a few opera-

tors who, needing funds for development,

have been tempted to talk for publica-

tion and to circulate reports not war-

ranted by facts. Strangers have listened

to some of these reports, investigated,

found them utterly unreliable or grossly

exaggerated and have left the camp m
disgust, prejudiced against the district to

an extent not warranted by the actual

conditions.

An equally unfortunate condition of

affairs is due to the optimistic views held

by nearly every owner in regard to the

value of his property. Several strong

financial houses have had their represen-

tatives in the camp during the last year

or two, and fair offers have been made
for bonds and options, but the ridiculous

prices placed upon mere prospects have

discouraged investment by conservative

mining men.

The Mines Being Developed

There are several claims on which

lessees are working and taking out a

small amount of shipping ore, but the

total tonnage thus extracted is insignifi-

cant. The Queen mine, with five levels

opened, is milling about 50 tons per day

of fair-grade ore. The recovery, which is

fairly satisfactory, is made on plates and

as concentrates. The mine has but little

ore opened in advance of mill require-

ments. A shaft is now being sunk to the

seventh level; this with other develop-

ments will probably open ore as fast as

the mill can crush it, but it might be sug-

gested that the management is sailing

close to the wind in respect to its ore re-

serves.

The Nugget is mi'ling about 15 tons

per day of high-grade ore and keeping

development well in advance of mil! re-

quirements. Four levels are open. Un-
fortunately the conditions under which

the Nugget has been operated have neces-

I the milling of high-grade ore only,

leaving the lower grade for a larger mill

and more economical operation.

At the Mother Lode development work

rrled on exten ively and a

ge is now developed.

Construction work has just been started

for a mill of 75 tons daily capacity. The
system to be adopted is fine grinding and

cyaniding.

At the Kootenay Belle, work is being

done on two veins each with a short

shoot of ore. These veins were both

stoped on the upper levels by former

owners; the present owners are develop-

ing the mine 200 ft. below the old stopes.

Because the shoots are short the new
work will not open a large tonnage of

ore.

Aside from the above properties, all

claims can be only regarded as pros-

pects. Some of them are good prespects,

too, but the presence of three or four

good little mines in the district does not

indicate that all promising surface show-

ings will make mines. When small own-

ers and prospectors realize that they do

not own mines, and when they are will-

ing to make liberal terms for the develop-

ment of their prospects, giving the real

prospector a chance, then active devel-

opment of the camp may be looked for.

Physical Characteristics

The district is favored with a plentiful

supply of water for milling purposes and

of timber for underground work. The

water supply for power is limited, but

there is cheap electric power within 30

miles of the camp. The ore is easily

treated and work may be done at most

places throughout the year. There are

some unfavorable features from an in-

vestor's point of view; the high-grade ore

shoots are generally short, a few hundred

feet at most, and the high-grade ore is

narrow. While the vein fissures appear

to be continuous over long distances,

they will for much of their length con-

tain nothing but barren quartz. With

few exceptions the veins are narrow so

that tonnage is not rapidly developed.

At places where the veins are narrow

or only a fissure exists, the walls are

mineralized to an extent to warrant min-

ing. Mineralization of the walls is irregu-

lar so that the mining must be watched

closely to prevent waste going to the mill.

The limit of what may be called ore can

be recognized by panning, but naturally

the mining requires much more care than

when operations are upon a well defined

vein.

The depth to which the shoots may be

followed is uncertain. So far the great-

est depth attained is about 400 feet. The

Mother Lode mine and a number of the

prospects are within the same Cambrain

quartzites as the Queen orebodies. They

lie at a much greater geological elevation,

however, and it is quite possible that the

gold contents that appear at the surface

may persist to the same geological depth

as those of the Queen deposits.

The government has been generous in

its appropriations for roads, bridges and

trails so that all properties are easy of
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access. The future of the camp may be

said to be bright but not brilliant; a small

and steadily increasing production may
be expected for several years, but no

startling activity can be looked for until

those interested in producing such
activity are prepared to give the investor

"a better run for his money.'"

New Nevada Railroad

Special Correspondence

It is authentically announced that the

Southern Pacific is considering a cut-off,

extending through the valley between the

Wonder and Boyer camps in Nevada, and

across the famous Osopp Valley salt-

fields. This line will extend from Battle

mountain to Hazen in a direct line, and

will thus cut out the great curve in the

Humboldt river, saving 49.3 miles across

the State of Nevada. The line can be

built for $7,000,000 and is of importance

in connection with the reduction of costs

on the transcontinental traffic over the

Southern Pacific trunk line to such an ex-

tent that it is estimated that the cost will

be repaid in eight years. The original

survey was made by John T. Reid, and

was transferred to the Southern Pacific

interests some months ago. It is expected

that a decision in regard to this cut-off

will be made soon. It is of importance

to several mining camps in Nevada, par-

ticularly the operations at Wonder and at

Boyer.

The Alamos District, Sonora

Special Correspondence

Now that the revolution is over, mining

operations in this district are rapidly as-

suming their usual activity and many
predict that by the end of the year the

output of the mines will be greater than

before.

La Junta mine, at Sabia, is now oper-

ating the 10-stamp mill recently pur-

chased, and shipped its first bar of gold

bullion, valued at S7000. This mine has

been producing for two years, the high-

grade ore having been shipped to El

Paso. Texas, and the lower grade having

been treated by a local custom mill.

Wilson & Obermuller are also operating

their five-stamp mill on the Prieta mine

in the same camp, and also made a ship-

ment of gold bullion amounting to about

S3000. They have purchased the tailings

dump of the La Junta mine, which they

will treat in the cyanide plant, now be-

ing added to the mill.

Tatum & McKenzie, who are sinking

three shafts on the Black Fox in the same

camp, are said to have encountered good

ore at a depth of 100 feet.

At Minas Nuevas. the Zambona Mining

Company is still working tailings in the

cyanide plant, and made a shipment of

over 8000 oz. of bullion recently. It is

said that 10 stamps are to be added to

the mill during th

ral man;*
The Alamos Mining ..

Company, Alvin

tinuing de\

sas, 15 mi:

pany has a lar

oped and e put in a 40-ton mill
during the

the same camp
Angeles men, who will begin di

ment work soon.

Todd C. Woodworth has an
New York, and has gone to Muchaco
Grande mine, at Matapaco, which he is

developing on a large ^

California Oilfields Ltd.

San Francisco Corresp

The California Oilfields, Ltd., at its

annual meeting of shareholders held re-

cently in London announced a dividend

of 35 per cent, on the issued capitaliza-

tion which amounts to a profit to the

shareholders of $672,000, making total

dividends of $2,580,000. One of the

shareholders at the meeting complained

that as the production of the field had

increased the per cent, of dividends had

decreased, and expressed the fear that

the directors were not dealing fairly, and

refused to be reconciled to the necessity

for adding to the landed holdings of the

corporation as the productiveness of the

wells diminished. On Dec. 31, 1910, the

company had 92 producing wells, and 15

drilling; only two were abandoned during

the year. Recent purchases of additional

territory embraced 480 acres, on which

development has not yet begun. Produc-

tion for the year 1910 was 4.362.52s

bbl., an increase of only 184,064 bbl.

over 1909, while the increase of 1909 over

1908 was 841,791 bbl. This was due. it

was explained to the fact that not all

producing wells in 1910 were in opera-

tion, and to the natural diminution of

yield, and to curtailment of drilling owing

to the advisability of restricting deliveries

pending the extension of existing sales

contracts.

Exports of Aluminum

Washington Correspondence

The rules approved for the exportation

of sheets, bars and plates of aluminum

have been extended to cover exportations

of granulated aluminum. It is ruled that

in liquidation the quantity of imported

pig aluminum which may be taken as the

basis for the allowance of drawback may

equal the quantity used as declared in

the drawback entry after official verifi-

cation of exported quantities, provided it

shall not exceed the net weight of the ex-

ported granulated aluminum with an al-

lowance for worthless waste not to ex-

ceed 1 per cent, of such weight.

in the I

,)f '! .Id at

ment, ore hand

smeltc -ment and
markt-

nation an j

ore amoun;

bullio • nc.

the ore blocked up to date,

'he IG q has
produced ; .nd al-

most half •

is intact. Thv
ft., level of this vein

000 oz.. and the remainder of the

uill probably produce two-thirds as much
more. In the \ in, half of the

100-ft. stope, also half the

stope in vein No.

ore below the HH)-ft. level, is still un-

touched. Other vein= have shown bunches
of rich ore and bodies of low-grade. In

addition there is a milling dump of about

i.OOO gross value.

During the year the orehouse was im-

proved by putting in two Richards pul-

sating jigs, a pair of small rolls, and a

Wilfley table. Two products are being

jigged, the first size ' . to 1 in.; the

ond, to . in. The fines are reground

and treated on the Wilfley, and the tail-

ings from the two jigs, the Wilfley and

the picking belt are then conveyed to the

milling dump to be concentrated at some
future time It is estimated that this

treatment effects an economy of about

$100 per day in freight. Since May I,

1910, power has been purchased from the

Mines Power Company, which, it If

mated, saves about SI2,000 per year in

power expi.

The development work in 1910

amounted to 537 ft. of sinkir.j

ing, 760 ft. of drifting. ll~n ft. o!

cutting. The stoping amount.

:.ft.. or to 20,236 s^.ft. of vei:

The value of ore production for the

year amounted to II ex-

penses to 5572,723, and prf

185,101. Against this was charged the

net expense of the Silver Leaf

nd divider..

it.), leaving o\ i "PP'v

to surplus, which amour -

on Dec. 31, 1910. Of the total c

date of the surface equipment;

ven writt.

in the last two years. There

814 shares at $1 par outstanding and

there is an excess of quick assets over

current liabilities of
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Costs at Old Bingham Smeltery
s tiering the practice and the

en herewith, it is of more than

usual importance to understand the com-

.1 conditions applying to the 12-

month period which these figures cover.

The Bingham smeltery was blown in in

II, prepared to treat the

sulphides from its own

mines, with the dry or silicious copper

ores of Utah, which up to that time had

found a restricted market at the lead

of the American Smelting and Re-

fining Company. The Bingham was the

, ;stom copper smeltery, but it did

not at any time have the field to itself.

The lead works immediately adopted a

more conciliatory policy toward the small

copper producer, and later the United

States copper smeltery was blown in and

a three-cornered fight ensued which made

keen competition for ores in the Salt

L?ke market.

Close Competition Brings Low Costs

This made the ore producer indepen-

dent and made for higher prices for him

and lower treatment charges for the

smelter. That time also was the forma-

tive period in the policies of the three

rival companies. On the principle that

the first blow is half the battle, the com-

petitive buying of ores in the open mar-

ket, then more or less of a novelty, as

Salt Lake had long been the undisputed

field of the trust, approached cut-throat

tactics, so that it is an unpleasant mem-
ory how many times the smelters' month-

ly profits were "in the red." Ultimately,

however, such conditions made for the

benefit of all concerned. Reductions in

smelting charges necessitated greater

smelting efficiency and produced an open

and profitable market for the copper

miner of Utah, stimulating mining.

of Ore Selling

The custom samplers of Salt Lake re-

: ore from any shipper, sampled it

and d :ie pulp samples back to

the shipper, or acted as the shipper's

agent in selling the ore, the bids being

made either in detail or as net value per

ton of ore. The lot of ore for sale might

h in copper or iron and the smelt-

e low on ore of this char-

which would result in a good bid

for the miner, while if the ore was a

particularly silicious one, smelting

charges were higher and competition not

so keen, unless the ore happened to he

from a !a- ppur. who was
• • and beinn played by

them, he looking for a favorabli

for a contract for a loti^

>r if the i llcioua

re it might r- vertcr

lining, vbl little

bid than on elting

By Percy E. Barbour*

Conditions ot the old

B i n g // a m Consolidated

smeltery described and
treatment charges and costs

discussed. Comparison
made with Highland Boy

smeltery. Important dif-

ferences shown between two

smelteries under apparently

identical conditions. Gra-

phic representation of costs

urged.

Mining engineer, Salt Lake City, Utah.

basis. Many other considerations affect-

ed the placing of a valuation on the ore;

therefore it is here possible to give only

a rough schedule, as used at that time,

for figuring the net value.

Ore-settlement Terms

The total gold contents were paid for

at $19 per oz. Ninety-five per cent, of

the silver contents were paid for at the

daily New York quotations for that

metal. Copper was bought on a basis

FURNACE REPORT FOR WEEK ENDED
MARCH 29, 1902
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of the mines being replaced by letters.

Further metallurgical details follow: Coke
used, 287.11 tons; per cent, coke to ton-

nage, 9.37; power off, 2 >+ hours; time lost

changing jackets, none; two furnaces in

blast. A typical slag was: Au, 0.00385 oz.;

Ag, 0.337 oz. ; Cu, 0.26 per cent.; CaO,
18; FeO, 28; SiCX, 44 per cent.

Smelting Operations

Unless otherwise stated the figures oe-

low are for the 12 months from May,

1902, to May, 1903. During three months

of this time two furnaces only were in

blast; during the other nine months three

furnaces were in blast.

A total of 123,676 tons of ore was-

treated, of which 51,829 tons were cus-

tom ores and 71,847 tons were from the

company's own mine in Bingham canon.

The flux smelted was 31,338 tons of

limestone, and the coke used was 20,523
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which at first glance seemed to be work-

ienl cal conditions, operations

Jtrically opposite were being carried

on. I . -r in Utah is always high

due to the eight-hour law and the large

amount of inefficient foreign labor nec-

.:> employed.

Some graphic representations of cost

and metallurgical data are shown in ac-

companying illustrations. The method of

similarly plotting all operating costs and

- not in my opinion as widely used

as it should be. The advantages seem

obvious. No man can carry in his mind the

information that a glance at such curves

will give. It is easier to detect tend-

encies and stop incipient leaks and losses

"ight aggregate considerable sums

before they individually became large

enough to attract corrective attention. A
of figures tabulated in columns is

not as lucid as when plotted in curves.

Criticism of the erratic details shown by

the curves here presented I shall pass

over, merely offering, them as records of

actual working results. The Bingham

smeltery was closed down on account of

smoke suits in 1907 and has never re-

i operations, the company's ores

now being treated at the Garfield smelt-

ery.

Concentrating Monazite Sand

The process of obtaining monazite sand

from placer deposits was carried on as

follows at the plant of the Centerville

Mining and .Milling Company, near Cen-

terville. Ida.
: The gravel was hy-

draulicked into sluice boxes passing by

the milling plant. Grizzlies in the bottom

of the sluice boxes permitted the fine

material to drop through to the mill,

where it was handled by Wilfley tables.

The concentrate was passed through a

drier, and then through a series of mag-

netic separators, of gradually increasing

ir:tensity of field. The first separator

took out the magnetite (about 50 per cent.

of the entire mass; which had no com-

;1 value. The second took out

ilmenite and garnet. The ilmenite has

M present commercial value, but may be

me time for its titanium con-

tent, while the garnet is used as an ab-

The next series of magnets took

out the monazite sands, which at the

Centerville plant, contain about 5 per

cent, thorium and 50 per cent, cerium

and didymium. The thorium is used in

the manufacture of Welsbach gas man-

tles, and the cerium and didymium are

of value for making smokeless photo-

graphic flashlight powder. The plant of

mterville Mining and Milling Com-

pany was summer's

fires, but it is expected to rebuild,

and also to make gas mantles in order to

get the entire ; the thorium.

Le Roi No. 2 Mine*
By Ernest Levy!

Le Roi No. 2 mine comprises more

than 150 acres, situated in the vicinity

of the mining groups of the Consolidated

Mining and Smelting Company of Can-

ada. Ltd.. and Le Roi Mining Company,

Ltd., Rossland, B. C. It has been ex-

plored by two shafts—Josie and No. 1—
and by numerous surface workings. Sev-

eral veins have been worked. The coun-

try is much broken and displaced by

numerous dikes, the most important

of which is known as the Josie,

which has an average width of 100 It.,

striking approximately north and south

and dipping 84 deg. to the west. Corres-

ponding figures for the Tramway dike

are: Width, 50 ft., strike N. 20 deg. E.,

and dip 70 deg. E. Both are accountable

for surface depressions, due to their

adaptability to more rapid erosion. The

minor dikes strike roughly parallel with

the Josie, with dips, as a rule, not far

from vertical.

Orebodies Are Erratic

The main rock disclosed by the

workings is the augite porphyrite,

which varies considerably in texture,

hardness and breaking Qualities in differ-

ent parts of the mines. The orebodies

are erratic, both as to position and varia-

bility in size, as well as disposition of

value; additional difficulty is experienced

because the visible characteristics of the

ere seldom indicate its value at all, and

this involves constant recourse to assay-

ing. The orebodies vary in width from

a knife-edge to 30 ft., so that they have

called for both the square-set and shrink-

age stoping methods of ore extraction.

The latter system is used to as great an

extent as practicable on account of its

smaller cost. By far the larger portion

of past production has been derived from

between the 300- and 700- ft. levels of

the Josie mine.

The Josie main shaft inclines at 74

deg., has three compartments, and ex-

tends to the 1300- ft. level. It is 14 ft.

6 in. by 5 ft. inside the timbers, and is

equipped with a 150-h.p. double conical-

drum hoist. In the shaft building are

grizzlies, 4-in and 1 -in. spaces, on which

hand sorting of ore takes place. The
ore is separated into first-class, second-

class, and mill ore. First-class fines are

shipped to the smeltery, and the remain-

der sorted into shipping and mill ore, and

waste; second-class fines are sent to the

mill, and the remainder distributed as in

the case of first-class. Mill ore is

trammed direct to the concentrator. No.

1 mine shaft is three-compartment, 800

ft. deep, and is equipped with hoisting

engine and sorting floors similar to those

at the fo$le.

of paper read before Western
Branch of Canadian Mining Institute, May

1)1 i

. Mining engineer, Rowland, B C

Figures covering the operations of the

last financial year will serve to give an
idea of what is accomplished by hand
sorting. The ore extracted was: First

class, 42,770 tons; second class, 5790;
mill ore, 4480; total, 53,040 tons. This,

by sorting, was resolved into: Shipping
ore, 29,776 tons; mill ore, 17,553; waste,

5711; total, 53,040 tons.

Mining costs were as follows:

Ore production:

Labor $0.76
Explosives 0.32
niuminants 03
Sundries 0.04 $1 . 15

Ore sorting labor 0.21
General expense

. 35

Power plant:

Labor o.07
Supplies 0.36 0.43

Mine general:

Labor 0.33
Supplies 0.07 0.40

Total $2 . 54

The average assay value of ore ship-

ped was: Gold, 0.8882 oz.; silver,

0.8080 oz.; copper, 1.6305 per cent.

During the last financial year the ex-

ploration work was: Driving and cross-

cutting, 4202 ft.; raising and winzing,

160 ft.; total, 4362 ft. Cost per foot was
$17.72. The cost was exceptionally high,

however, owing to greater depth of work-
ing (chiefly on 1300-ft. level), bad pow-
der and several other unusual conditions.

The following comparative table will

show corresponding costs of several con-

secutive years:

LE ROY NO. 2 DEVELOPMENT COSTS

In
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Iron Min
The following article is derived chiefly

from notes taken by me in the course of

an examination of iron mines and mining
conditions in Scandinavia, though 1 have
drawn also on papers written by Dr.

Hjalmar Lundbohm, who is managing di-

rector of the largest company, and was
formerly chief geologist for the Swedish
state. I shall review the mining condi-

tions in Swedish Lapland, and more es-

pecially the mines Kirunavaara and
Gellivara. The former is 100 miles north

of the Arctic circle and the other is about

60 miles farther south. Both points are

so far in the northland that artificial light

is not used for any purpose for about six

months of the year and, contra, is neces-

sary almost continuously for much of

remaining six months.

The World's Greatest Iron Mine

The Kirunavaara iron mine is one of

the greatest single deposits of ore known

ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL

ing in Scandinavia
By Dwight E. Woodbn

Greatest known iron i

posit ioo mil,, inside (he

Arctic circle. Government
a partner in the Swedish

non-ore monopoly . Titan-

iferous ores not worked.

Mining engineer, Sell* i building Da-
1 n 1 i l . Mum.

Germany. I do not know the current
quotations for this company's shares, but
they recently sold at 5000 kroner, or a

total of a trifle above $100,000,000 tor

the entire issue of 75,000 shares. On
its 1910 business the company earned a

sum equal to about S4,590,000 and dis-

tributed in dividends the satisfactory

only *« : r.;runa but
Gellh .

:

fiom
|

the vicinif.
I

'

I

for the traffic of the

gradually h the minim;
iily.

Tm
Grangesberg orefield in

tral Sweden, long no-

(.re and the export business then I

and Oxelosund
i the Nor-

te which the company CJ from
the Grangesberg fields. Kiruna b

only 100 miles north of the Arctic cir-

cle, but it is in the interior, and tin:

joys no mitigation of its harsh climate

through the influence of the gt

which tempers the climat Mamie
coast of Norway. It is a region of wood-

Night Picture of Kiruna Mine- -the. Broad Band of Licht at Upper Left-hand Corni;r t> Path of Moon h

Period of Exposure

to the world; probably the largest, when
to its tonnage is added the consideration

of its high grade. It is owned by the

Traffikacktiebolaget Grangesberg och

Oxelosund, that is, translated, the "Com-
mercial Company of Grangesberg and

Oxelosund." It is a company whose po-

sition in Swedish industry is more similar

to that of the United States Steel Cor-

poration in the American industrial world

than that of any other organization in

Scandinavia. While it is not, directly, a

manufacturer of steel it owns both mines

and railroads and its percentage of own-

ership in the former is such as to give it

much more right to the title of a monopoly

than the Steel Corporation has here. Its

stock is quoted at such impressive figures

as to make it by far the most important

iron industrial organization north of

amount of S3,510,000. Great as these

sums are they are by no means what this

company expects for the future. Under

its contracts with the Swedish state the

company has the right to increase its

shipments from Kiruna by 400,000 tons

per year, until they reach an annual

amount of 3,300,000 tons. And, by the

government's connection in the Svap-

pavaara malmfalt (iron mountain), it

has the further right to raise its annual

shipping by 600,000 tons until it reaches

the total of 3.900,000 tons per annum.

Careful estimates :>f the profit to be de-

rived from this mining operation indi-

cate them to be SI.87 per ton, less a

royalty to the state of 27c. (1 kr.) or

about S6.240.000 per annum. This is for

the Kiruna deposit only, and for mining

alone, and the company possesses not

lountains, with gnarled and crooked

birches and stunted pines in the \ >.

with moss-covered morasses, deep quag

mires, sodden tundra or bar

smoothed rock, no inhabitants but the

duat fish, picturesquely clothed I

and few live animals but herds of rein-

deer, on which the Lapps live and in

whose skins they house and clothe them-

selves Here, on the chilly shor

Luossojarvi, lies cli ! the town

Of Kiruna. It is .but eight years old. but

has a busy and thriving popular

about 8000 persons. '<
I

shops,

hotels, clubhouses, well built and

Portable homes, good streets, water-

works, sewers, and is endowed with

school houses as convenient as the

the United States with a tho

children in them, with pictUl
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g and even a few well executed

. rt upon the walls, for Doctor

Lundbohm, the happily chosen director of

enterprise, combines with his

technical skill and managerial ability a

recognized artistic temperament

:oo uncommon in one of such

a busy professional life.

In the general district of which Kiruna

and Luossa are a part, are other ore-

Routevaara, Svappavaara and Gel-

livara. etc. The affix "vara*' or "vaara"

is a Lappish word meaning mountain, as
' means lake in the same language.

Of these latter. Routevaara is highly ti-

taniferous and Svappavaara is the pro-

perty of the Swedish state and is not yet

opened. Gellivara is elsewhere referred

to at length. Routevaara has lower grade

ore than the others, running from 45 to

50 per cent, iron and from 12 to 15 per

cent, titanic acid. Of course, it is not

operated, and no attempts are being made

to open it. It is an odd coincidence, that

in the United States half-informed per-

sons say. "They are making the finest

iron and steel in the world in Sweden out

of their titaniferous ores," while in

Sweden men ask if it is true, as reported,

that titaniferous ores are being used in

the States for making iron. In both cases

the reports on which these asseverations

and interrogatories are based can gen-

erally be traced to some stock-promoting

interest that has titaniferous orefields it

may wish to exploit.

Kiruna Ores of High Grade

Kiruna and Luossa hold a high place

among the various iron-ore deposits so

far discovered over the globe, on ac-

count of their enormous tonnage and uni-

formly high grade. The sum of iron

oxide and apatite (calcium fluo-phos-

phatef in these ores varies from 95.5

per cent, to 98.5 per cent., leaving little

room for any other impurity than phos-

phorus. The percentages of iron in this

ore vary in what is classed as "A" ore

of from 69 to 70 per cent. Fe, with 0.05

per cent. P, to "C" ore with 66 per cent.

Fe and 0.8 P. The latter is the more im-

portant grade and is mainly sent to Ger-

man consumers. Low-phosphorus ores

Lngland and the United States.

The ores are magnetites and are, as

shown by these figures, remarkably free

from nonmetallic impurities, except apa-

tite. From its presence there is always

orus, and the ore is sold more on

a grading of phosphorus than of iron.

Sili'a is seldom present above 3 per cent.

and of sulphur or titanium there arc mere-

ly traces. The ores are ^o uniform that

v ith a knowledge of the phosphorus con-

tent one can with tlmost mathematical

accuracy determine that of the iron itself.

ma mountain the north and south

ends of the I in phosphorus

that the ore c.v ! in acid -r

anJ : s in demand in England
and the United

tral portions the deposit is much higher

in this element and the ore goes to Ger-

many. But on the other hand, in Luossa,

which is a parallel and adjacent lens,

there is little phosphorus.

There is another interesting and im-

portant peculiarity of these two deposits,

and that is that the ores of neither exhibit

i.n\ considerable rock inclusions. This

must have a marked influence on the

cost of mining. At one point a dike of

porphyry crosses the entire Kiruna deposit,

but there is no more than one dike worth

mentioning, and the ore almost uniformly

remains strong and clean to its junction

with the foot and hanging walls, the in-

terposition of leaner ores being a rare

occurrence.

Luossajarvi lies between Luossa and
Kiruna mountains, the latter rising steep-

ly on its south end, the other deposit

more gently on the northwestern side.

They are not one deposit, though parallel

and similar, and though lines drawn
through their longest axes will project

few hundred meters from each other.

Kiruna deposit has been traced out into

the lake by a series of drill holes sunk

several winters ago, and seems to finger

out at a point nearly opposite where the

other deposit begins. Kiruna lake is 500

m. above the sea and the summit of ore

on Kiruna mountain is about 240 m.

above the lake. Ore extends continuously

fiom beneath the lake to the crest of the

hill, and for several thousand meters

toward the south. The lake is distant

105 miles from the Atlantic port of Nar-

vik. From Kiruna to the shipping port of

Lulea, which is at the upper end of the

Gulf of Bothnia, is a distance of 188

miles, and most of the way down hill.

As Narvik is an open port, free from ice

for practically the entire year, and as

Lulea is solidly frozen in for more than

six months of each year, all the traffic

from Kiruna and Luossa and a small part

of that from Gellivara is carried to the

former port, where it is put on ship for

outports.

Magnetic Explorations in Lapland

These various Lapland orefields were
discovered many years ago, and at dif-

ferent times geological and other explor-

ations were made with varying success.

Some of these were by the aid of the

Lapps, who have always been the natu-

ral grubstake prospectors of the region.

From 12 to 15 years ago a number of

scientific expeditions were sent into the

Norrbotten district and as the result of

these excursions no less than 32 different

iron-ore deposits were found, most of

which were of trifling importance. It is

generally recognized that in his acquaint-

ance with the use of the magnetometer
the Swedish engineer usually surpasses
his brother elsewhere, and it was with

the use of the magnetic needle that most
these finds were made. They gen-

erally consisted of rocks containing mag-

netite of great attraction for the needle

but as the ground is covered with

thick mantle of soil and morainic itie

terial it has been impossible to determin
the quality, and, to any precise degree

the extent of the ore found. This knowl
edge must wait until the soil is removed
or borings have been made in the mass
Some three of these discoveries, namely
Ekstromsberg, Leveaniemi and Mertainen
are evidently important fields.

Iron ores of the Scandinavian penin
sula may be classified into a number o

groups, covering practically every variety

of deposit commercially known, aside

from the serpentine areas of Cuba, anc

including almost every geological condi

tion in which iron ore is found undei

economically practicable conditions

There are the ores of the Archean crys-

talline schists; such as those of the

Grangesberg export field and others of

central Sweden; Gellivara and Svap-

pavaara, in Norrbotten; and Sydvaranger
on the Arctic coast of Norway at the

Russian boundary line. Some of these

ores are similar to those of Mineville,

Lake Champlain, while others resemble

closely those of the Vermilion and Mar-

quette ranges of Lake Superior, and still

others are like the new fields of the Iron

Springs district, in southern Utah.

The Porphyry Iron Ores

In what has been classed as group two

are the ores of the porphyries—Kiruna

and adjacent Norrbotten properties,

Luossavaara and Tuollavaara. In these

the ore apparently forms a great ellip-

tical cylinder, surrounded by eruptive

rocks, that differ from each other on the

foot and hanging sides, and that are quite

porphyritic in nature close to the ore de-

posits. At Kiruna the footwall is com-
posed of a brownish-gray syenite

porphyry, that becomes a syenite at a

distance of some hundreds of meters

from the ore, while the hanging is a fine-

grained reddish porphyry, with numerous
spread grains of potash feldspar. This

envelop of metalliferous porphyry has an

extreme length of eight to nine miles and

a width of two or three. Walls of the

orebody dip to the east at a steep angle,

and the ore itself has been drilled to an

extreme depth, below the summit of the

outcrop on Statsrodet or Professorn

knobs, of 1625 ft. (548 m.). While it is

a fact that this boring was made from

the lake and not from the summit of

either of these two mentioned peaks of

ore on- Kiruna mountain, it is reasonably

assumed that the orebody continues to as

low a horizontal plane beneath the moun-
tain as below the lake. It has been found

that the width of this enormous body of

ore varies from a few to 164 m. (about

530 ft.) measured at right angles to the

dip of the walls, and averages about 41

m. or 130 ft., under the same measure-

ment. The length of the deposit is nearly

half a Swedish mile, or more than 12,500

L est*
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. It is estimated to contain not less

an 900,000,000 tons, and perhaps there

much more at depths greater than have
)een estimated. Of this vast tonnage
bout 215.000,000 tons are above the

evel of Luossajarvi and the main-line

railway, and can be mined without much
Moisting. It is said that the now-exhaust-

3d deposits of Pilot Knob and Iron Moun-
ain, Mo., were similar geologically to

'these of Kiruna.

In group three are the ores of the basic

eruptive rocks, occurring as differentia-

tions in intrusives of diabase gabbro and
noralite. These are magmatic ores found

THE ENGINEERING AND Ml |OURNAL

and have been for The

fur-
ores were sent to

naces. They contain fri

cent, of titanic acid, whi
higher, and assays from 12

cent.

Our. in Metamorphosed

In group tour are the ores o! th<

morphosed Cambrian-Silurian sc

that lie in Sweden, and especially in Nor-
way, in enormous quantities. From lati-

tude 66 deg. to the North Cape, at 71
deg. 10 min., low-grade bodies of these
ores are of frequent occurrence, though

jtnccrtnaj Mining Journal

AIap of Kirunavaara and Luossavaara Districts

in many parts of the world, but are often

of little value on account of the presence

of deleterious elements. Their examples

in Sweden are the deposits of Taberg and

Routivaara, both of which are titanifer-

ous. There are some similar supplies in

Norway. It has been stated by Sjogren 1

that the gabbrotitanic ores of the Mesabi

range are similar, but I do not agree in

this expression. While the Taberg re-

serves have been mined, in a small way,

from time immemorial, they are now idle

Gratis.. A. I. M. E., 1907.

usually too lean to be mined. Such con-

centrates as Dunderland are occasional.

Dunderland is almost exactly on the Arc-

tic circle, a few miles back from the At-

lantic shore, and is said to have an out-

cropping of 577,000 sq.m. Indeed, the

whole Norwegian coast for some hun-

dreds of miles is almost continuous iron-

bearing formation, cut by fiords and erod-

ed and glacier worn. There are also many

deposits of contact ores, and of lake and

bog ores in Sweden, but these are of

minor importance, both commercially and

geologically.

Eari

Kirui

ore was mined on |

and «

But little v

propertv until, in |g

the po

tor the run
named Luo
bolag. But I believe thai

!. attempt

the ore tor the productioi
from the apatite, with no
iron ores ti

a German And. |

time earlier, an Impish compai
cured possession ot the <• j haa
obtained permission to build r

both Lulea and to Ofotenfjord. the
to a point they named Victoriahavn. but
that is now called Narvik. This company
had an unsuccessful career It

several million kroner, and ran out of
funds, then stopped work and saw its

concessions abrogated by the govern-
ment. Its English engineers remained
at the mines for a long time after quiet
reigned there, expecting resumption, and
almost literally starved there. In fact
they had to be helped out of the coun-
trv by natives. The tales that ar
of their privations and suffering!
even yet current in that district. A train

load of ore was shipped from Gellivara
to Lulea in 1887; and in 1889 all opera-
tions ceased. The Swedish and Nor-
wegian states took over the railway pro-

jects and in 1898 it was resolved that

they be completed according to original

plans. This was done; by the Swede- t«>

the territorial boundary at Riksgransen.
and by the Norwegians from Riksgran-
sen to the sea at Narvik. Ore movement
from Kiruna to and through Narvik be-

gan in 1903.

Construction of the Railroad

This railroad runs directly north from
Stockholm to Kiruna, and on north and
west from Kiruna to Narvik. It is called

the Ofoten railway, and in summer ex-

cellent trains de luxe are run between
Stockholm and Narvik three times

v. cck. From Stockholm to Kiruna is 1413

km., from Kiruna to Narvik is 109

from Kiruna to Lulea is 306. In the 10

km. i"1

) miles i from Riksgransen to Nar-

vik, the road passes over the Arctic di-

vide and there is a total descent from

the summit to the sea of 1800 ft., with

grades that average 1.8 per cent. It is

said that one-tenth of this line is tun-

nels and another tenth is snow sheds. I

was inclined to think that the other tenths

were bridges. The tunnels are sometimes

close to each other; I well remember

that I was interrupted by them no lc c s
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three tknes while writing a brief

-•.Tiption for a letter. All the way

from Riksgransen to the sea is over and

through bare, glacier-planed granite moun-

and its construction was frightfully

expensive. This portion of the road, being

j ay, was built by that government.

The entire road from Kiruna to the sea

is well and modernly equipped. It is

ith 80-lb. rails and has rock ballast

and steel-girder bridges, its locomotives

-.erican make, and its ore-carriage

equipment consists of some 1200 steel

hopper-bottom ore cars of from 35 to 50

metric tons capacity. These* are similar

to those in use on -Lake Superior. They

are nine meters long and three high, from

rail to top. and some of those of recent

construction have been built with three

oi wheels set rigid, tne middle-set

between the hopper doors. These last

were built at the company's own shops

at Narvik. All equipment is furnished

with both hand-chain brakes and West-

inghouse-air, and at the time of my last

\isit were the only air-brake cars in

Scandinavia.

Government Interest in the Iron

Mines

Shortly after the beginning of ship-

ments of ore to Narvik in the summer

of 1903, the Gellivara Malmfalt and the

Luossavaara-Kirunavaara companies be-

came a part of the Traffikacktiebolaget

rg & Oxelosund. which was al-

ready the owner of the majority of the

Grangesberg export field and of rail-

roads thereto from Oxelosund. The Swed-

tate had been offered the amalga-

mated Lapland orefields at a low price,

but had declined to purchase. Later,

about 1M07, the company took over cer-

tain additional mines in the Gellivara

ironfields and gave the government one-

half its capital stock. Thrs half was,

as 1 understand it, placed in the position

of preference shares, entitled to divi-

dends in the form of interest. Under the

agreement then made, the state was

granted a right to purchase, in 1932,

the company's one-half of the stock, and

to become thus sole owner of the amal-

gamated fields of Gellivara. Lapland

and Grangesbere export field, covering

f the ore known in the first-named

district, all of Kiruna. Luossavaara and

ivaara in the second and most of

what was opened in Grangesberg. This

right of purchase was to be based on the

rrofit earned by the company
certain time prior to 1932. Also

under thia agreement the company was
' -nish the combined state

railwa den and Norway with a

total ' 0,000 tons of Iron ore for

transr vik and Lulca, at a fixed

rate of freight. This freight rate is a

very complicated matter. While the fixed

'21 Vr . for the 102-

'Tiilc haul, there arc added certain dues,

repair charges, interest guarantees, etc.,

all of which combine to make the gross

rate paid just about the equivalent of

one cent per ton-mile, thus closely ap-

proximating what is paid from the Ver-

milion and Mesabi ranges to Lake Super-

ior ports.

Only Three Iron-ore Companies

If the state of Sweden exercises its

rights of purchase in 1932, it will be-

come the owner of what is now, and

will then probably be, the greatest and

richest iron-ore reserve in the world.

By virtue of the various combinations

and purchases made in connection with

these Lapland ore districts, the mining

interest of the entire region is in the

hands of but three concerns; that men-
tioned above, the Company Freja and the

Iron Company Tuolluvaara. All other

known ore deposits of Lapland belong

in fee simple, to the state. Both Freja

and Tuolluvaara have a comparatively

small product. The former is known as

mine Koskolskulle, and is in the Gelli-

vara malmfalt. It belongs to an Austrian

steel-making syndicate and its ore par-

takes of the high character of all Gellt^

vara, assaying about 69 per cent, iron

and from 0.1 to 0.4 per cent, phosphorus.

The deposit is proved to contain not less>

than 40,000.000 tons and annual ship-

ments are in the neighborhood of 200,000

tons. The latter is two or three miles

from Kiruna, with which it is connected

by an aerial tram, is the property of a

number of associated Swedish iron

works, and is measured to contain not

less than 10,000,000 tons of ore similar

in nature to Kiruna. Its annual shipments

are about 80,000 tons. But Kiruna has,

as was stated above, a proved tonnage of

about 900,000,000' tons r of which 215,-

000,000 tons is above the water level of

Luossajarvi To the same level Luossa-
vaara has some 18,000,000 tons of an ore

slightly higher in grade than Kiruna, and
how much there may be beneath is not

known. In all these estimates the ele-

ment of depth is not definitely ascer-

tained, and the tonnage to be developed
may be more than has been reported;

indeed, the engineers who have made es-

timates are said to have been conserva-

tive in their figures, of which the above
are condensations.

Shipments from these mines are chiefly

to Germany and England,, with more to

the United States last year than ever be-

fore. Germany alone takes about 75
per cent, of all sent from Kiruna, and
last year's shipments from this and other

Lappish mines—Gellivara, Freja and

Tuollavaara—were in the neighborhood

00,000 tons In HMO Kiruna itself

lent 1.250,000 tons to Germany, 200,000

to England and 1 00,000 each to France
and Belgium, and 100,000 tons more, In-

eluding the shipments to this country,

I total of 1,945,000 tons.

Small Overburden Expense

Ore outcrops at Kiruna for several

thousand meters along the crest of the
1

great hill in which the ore lies, and as

erosion has been less effective in ore

than in the softer porphyry in which it

exists, it lies bare and clean, and in

some cases extends for many meters
above its inclosing walls. On much
of Kiruna mountain the only work need
ed to expose and clean off ore for hun
dreds of square meters was done by a
few men with brushes made of fagots

and with hand shovels. As mining has
progressed the hanging wall has been
quarried back and carried away, and has
been deposited at the side of the ore-

body, thus forming the masses and titan-

ic steps of piles of waste that are a

prominent feature of the landscape at

this point. The mine has been opened
by 12 or 15 levels, some 60 ft. apart

vertically, and ore is conveyed to load-

ing pockets on the main-line railway,

whence it is drawn into cars for ship-

ment. Gravity trams are used to carry

this ore from the quarry benches to these

pockets; several of the trams have a ca-

pacity of 300 tons per hour. Two years
ago the company began to drive a great

main-line railway tunnel into the moun-
tain, and intended to change its manner
of mining upon the completion of this

work. This tunnel is about 1.8 km. in

length, in addition to -passing tracks and
switches. The plan for mining was that

all ore broken in the quarries should be
loaded by steam shovel into tram cars,

pushed to raises that connect with pock-

ets just above the tracks in the tunnel,

dumped down these raises into the pock-

ets, and thence drawn down into cars

when desired, for direct transport to the

harbor. Most of the ore as quarried

drops so far as to be broken to sizes

small enough for handling; though the

American consumer requires a yet small-

er size, and is accommodated by means
of crushers at the port. At the mine the

company employs 1500 men and the daily

wage rate varies from 6 to 7 kr. ($1.63

to $1.90). At Grangesberg it maintains

a dynamite factory where it manufac-
tures 12 tons or more per day, for its

various mining operations.

Ore Handling at the Docks

At Narvik this ore is handled through

a shipping pier somewhat similar to those

in use on the Great Lakes, but without

storage capacity although a 6000-ton car-

go can be held in pockets at one time.

There is a pier of cut stone with timber

superstructure with four sets of pockets

and 30 spouts, and an old wooden pier

with two sets of spouts. Spouts in the

four sets of pockets as well as part of

those in the pier outside, are arranged at

three elevations in order to offset the

changes in hight of water due to tides

and to facilitate the sliding of ore into
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ship. This ore, being hard and compact,

slides down chutes of a flatter angle than

is the case in most American piers. Hight

of dock to deck at high water, is 22 m.;

low water, 18 m.; and it is only about 10

m. from mean-water level to the hinge

holes of spouts. Spouts are counter-

balanced and are operated by small in-

dividual motors, much as they are on

modern docks in the United States. Ore
storage is in a yard behind the dock that

is capable of containing about 450,000

tons, and this yard is filled from the

main-line trains, that run out on a steel-

girder bridge and dump to the floor be-

neath it. This bridge is high enough to

permit the piling of ore to a depth of 20"

m. It was completed in 1910 and before

that time cars of ore from the mines

were shunted up a siding and dumped,
the ore shoveled by hand into barrowb

which were wheeled to the stockpile, whence
it was reloaded by a 95-ton Bucyrus

shovel into main-line cars again and

these are switched to the loading pier.

There it was, and is, dropped through

light i

iod. The port is the most northerly rail-

way point on the globe.

Ore Han

Ore train loads on the lim

1000 tons and are hauled by h(

ican locomotives. In order to till ore
orders from the Unil a No. I 1

Gates crusher was installed in the winter
of 1909-10. The machine weig
lb., has an hourly capac: tons

and I think was at the time of [j

stallation the largest ore crusher in ex-

istence. All ore weighing and sampling
are done at the port under careful su-

pervision, as both buyer and seller and
two governments are directly interested

therein. Weighing is done in 12-car lots,

by hand, and it takes about seven min-
utes to weigh and pass each group of

cars. Weights are checked by two sets of

authorized officers, connected with the

various interested parties. In sampling a

heavy cut is taken in X shape across

each car of every cargo so that about

image

i

At that point th( .ompany has a

m magnei •

, be
beneflciatii .

20c, per t.,!i. !

70 per cent, and i

livering a ton of prod\. mine
through mill i

Tin I .

Gellivara iron

Swed:

and four n

livara on the line of the Kiruna
I

railway. The mountain

ft. above the surroundini ind its

summit is above the tree limit. It con-

sists of a red gneissic, fine-grained rock

intersected by numerous : granite

and the ore occur-

crossed by granite dikes-. The chief ore-

complex is 1500 :n. long, in a t
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und, and the ore is the sides of the room and timbered, and ing the Quarter and s„..th i
• M

tunnels, starting from whole room is cut out to its floor. 795 oz The ital sWnm *
7™ ?'"

s of the railway, which winds h l,
° *

lh
^

t0ta
I

shipments from Co-

e mountain at various elevations
Hand Air-hammer Drills Used ^7YY

Ure
'
3786 tons

; concentrates,

-r underground openings are 44 When the mines have been exhausted
t0 " S; bulllon

'

2004 P°" nds -

l the floors of the openpits to the floor of the present tunnel levels c
'

rhe work consists longer adits can be driven and the deposit Steamboat Mountain, B C
f rooms in ore that run transversely again attacked at a depth of 150 m. below Rv u

i orebody, and clear across it from a the present floors. At this depth even
Lavery*

t to the hanging side, the length of the main adits from surface'
Steamboat mountain lies on the easr

scar mine the length of to orebodies will not be unduly great At
Slde of the Skag't river, about six miles

about 75 m.. all through this mine column drills were entirely re-
north of the international boundary and

high-grade magnetite, with placed bv hand air-hammer drills and
about 33 miles du e southeast of Hope B

mxture of a secondary hematite, these have been found exceptionally ef-
C The distric t first attracted attention

are cut eight meters wide, fective. even for the heavier work when two American prospectors from Ne-
and with pillars of 10 m. between them.

i n connection with this entire Swedish
vada

' Greenwalt and Stevens, made their
• are opened by crosscut drifts and mining industry one can but compare the

' nitiaI strike Iast MaY in the Yale mining
e systems of handling them are ob- attitude of the monarchial government district

- Since then, hundreds of pros-
serve toward combinations of capital and mo- pect°rs have staked claims until now the

.Methods of Working nopolistic tendencies with that main-
whoIe side of Steamboat mountain is a

tained by our democratic form of gov-
mass of discovery posts,

style the drift is driven through eminent. As has been shown herein the
Steamboat mountain is reached from

r of the proposed room and a Swedish state has not only favored the
Hope bv a 8°od P a<* trail, part of which

raises, staggered on either side amalgamation of its iron industry into
was built as ear 'y as 1850 by the royal

five meters apart, is put up few hands, and the collection of the vast
engineers. The government is now build-

h.ght to which it is proposed to and rich reserves of the country into
ing a wa§on road which will probably

the room before finally caving what is almost a singIe control) bm ,t has
pass around the foot of the mountain.

o surface of the pit above. Ore so far aided this step as tQ adyance
The snow of last winter, which prevented

own and taken out the crosscut money in large amounts for the purpose
the continuation of exploratory work, has

there is sufficient room above and to become a partner in the enter-
melted

> and work is being resumed, while
the ore remaining in the room. prise ; thus lending it not alone a moral

new ' c°mpanies organized during the
to the surface, and this ore is then but a most substantial material sup-

winter are Pl anning much test work,
roken out in underhand stoping. dropped por t. And all this in face of the fact that

Several claims have been bonded for
held above the drift, the roof of nowhere upon the globe is there more from $1 >000 to $15,000, while a far
i is kept heavy enough to hold the complete monopoly in single hands of

greater number have been sold for prices
eight of broken ore resting above it. the resources of the earth than this of

ranging from S100 to $1000. The laws
means the room becomes a re- the Traffikacktiebolaget Grangesberg of British Columbia have, to a great ex-
k or magazine of broken ore. och Axelosund. This is true whether one

tent
' Protected the camp from the hands

^be drawn out when desired for ship- bases his opinion on gross tonnages of
of the "wildcatters," so that little of that

"'ti!' -a i •.
ores reserves, on purity of grades of ore

sort of business is going on.
rh ;,des of the pillars are sliced held, or on the combined totals as com- The veins ^ principally quartz and

illy, until a thickness remains pared with the nation ,

s compIete re _ quartz porphyry, stained with iron oxide
ay but two meters, so leaving a mass S0U rces in the mineral involved

and much fissured, containing the gold in
of broken ore filling the room that is

'

its free state. Dark basic volcanic rocks
sixteen meters wide and as long as the f\~+ • r\ i ™ predominate although but a short nutans

of the orebody. The broken ore °^™° Quarterly Report away there is a belt of sedimentary rock
up on both sides of the thin pil- Returns to the Ontario Bureau of Lead ores running high in silver and gold

ways be nearly or quite the Mines show the following production have been brought in from Miles 14 and
it of the opening, and this is ex- from the metalliferous mines and works 23. The country is ideal for prospecting
to hold the pillars, although the of Ontario for the three months ended there being an abundance of water andcleavage planes of the ore are at an angle March 31, 1911: fuel, with a plentiful feed supply for pack

Jegrees and its structure is horses
not especially firm. But the condition Gold oz ™g The strike of last May was not the firstof the walls will govern the th,ckness of |p|M>ni :::::::::::::::: :

7'53
^fl

in the vicinity of Hope, as there was a
If remaining, and this matter of slicing ££**»£ ; ; ]; , : p , acer strike made in 1879 on Ruby creek,

the Pillars is. a minor detail of oper- Pig iron tons . . !
"

[ [
,'

; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; , . ;

'r which empties into the Skagit river on the
ation. Cobalt and nickel oxides, pounds 107846 Amori^n ci^ n a . \ tne

T .
American side, and it was the search for

ming two styles of opening As compared with the first three the veins from which that placer gold
iffcr from the first only in months of 1910 there is a decrease in came, that led the prospectors toward

il of the position of the crosscuts copper and nickel, and an increase in Steamboat.
e room, whether iron ore. pig iron and silver, the in- The camp is essentially low grade but

center of the pro- crease in the latter amounting to 1.130,- with excellent conditions predominatingposed room, m the pillar or on the sides 560 ounces. for cheap mining. It is too early !o pre
the pillar the cross- The somewhat serious shortage of ^ the future of the camp, as little or no
the proposed room electric power at Cobalt during the quar- exploratory work has been done The
longer and at a ter might have been expected to lead strike made by Greenwalt and Stevens

loci nation from what to a reduction of the silver output, and has brought and is now bringing in abe if in the center of ,he although power is now again plentiful lar8e number of prospectors who will
ridl in the pillar it will

I

be the effects may perhaps he seen
' "o doubt, scour J count ?7hi Tsumm r..ream a w.der pillar thai the returns for the second quarter of the «* miles around and determine the" nmanner of opening year are received. Gowganda and Elk eral possibilities of the region

t it put in along Lake prodi 900 oz. of silver dur- ""^m en inee- . \

I
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andelaria Company's Pumping Plant
What will probably be the largest

umping plant in Mexico is now being

installed in the Laird shaft of the Can-
delaria Mining Company at San Pedro,

Chihuahua. In the past, water has been

handled by air lifts and duplex sinking

pumps to the main pumping station;

thence by triple-expansion pumps to the

surface. Increasing head on the air

lifts, together with the corresponding de-

crease in submergence, has decreased

their efficiency to a point where their

usefulness is now of but short duration;

increasing depth of the mine workings

will eventually overcome the present sub-

mergence, requiring the deepening of the

wells (drill holes) at an expense greater

than is warranted from a point of effi-

cient operation. The wells were ori-

ginally sunk from the surface and con-

sist at present of two 16-in. holes, with

perforated casing, through which pass

the main discharge lines which in turn

carry the air lines. The shaft consists of

two hoisting compartments and the pipe-

way, to a depth of 350 ft., where it is

opened to four compartments to a depth

of 400 ft.; then to six compartments to

450 ft., where the new plant is to be in-

stalled. The three sinking compartments

alone extend 50 ft. below the station and

the other three compartments will be

raised to connect as soon as the new
plant is installed.

Water Courses in the Orebody

The sinking of the pump compartments

ahead of the hoisting compartments has

been necessary owing to the proximity

and unknown position of the air lifts,

breaking into which would have drowned

out the shaft and made handling water,

excepting by sinking pumps, impossible.

These compartments (the three pump-

ways) ware sunk 70 ft. below water

level, through nearly impervious material,

water having been encountered through

an orebody probably leading to those

above, although the flow is at present

merely nominal. The difficulties of se-

curing the water at a point where it

could be handled have made the pumping

question a problem, as only the ore-bear-

ing ground carries water. In the wells

water was encountered in an ore zone

at a depth of 566 ft., or 66 ft. below the

bottom of the shaft, the present shaft

inflow having been entirely unexpected.

The present pumping station is being cut

19 ft. below the actual water level, and

it is expected that the water will flow to

the pumps for a time at least after the

pumps are installed. The depth of this

station below water level has had to be

considered constantly, as the opening of

a large water course would drown out the

station before the pumps are installed,

and at the present rate of pumping (3000

gal. per min.) about three months would

By George A. Laird !

.1 </< * ription of tin larg-

est mine pumping plant in

Mexu o, u ith sorm <lnl<i on

the (Iijji, ultu s and mm/

handling unexpe< ted r .

oj u ater.

•Manager, Candelarla Vfli noanj
Minas il.' San Pedro, Chin., Mex.

be required to lower the general water
level.

The pumping plant when completed
will be arranged as folows: The sta-

tion, 67x70x20 ft., cut in the solid rock,

will contain two 23 and 48x12x36 cross-

compound crank and flywheel corliss

pi'mps, of the center-frame type, rated at

3000 gal. per min. each, at 44 r.p.m.;

two 12 and 18 and 32x14x24 triple-ex-

pansion pumps, rated at 1500 gal. per

min. each, at 25 r.p.m.; four condenser
pumps, and a charging compressor—all

to run at 150 lb. steam pressure. The
pumps will discharge through individual

discharges into a 24-in. header, which is

carried by a sweep into the shaft, where
it will branch through a special Y into

a 12-in. inside and 17-in. outside diam-

eter discharge line, which in turn dis-

charge into a drain tunnel 57- ft. below

the shaft collar.

The sumps consist of the entire floor

of the station for a depth of 3 ft., to-

gether with sufficient additional area to

bring the total capacity up to 275.000

gal., or 30-min. supply. The sumps proper

are divided into two parts—one for the

main supply, the other for the condenser,

the discharges of which flow to the main

sump. The condensers are so arratmed

as to work as a unit, or as may be nec-

essary to keep the vacuum at its high-

est point, all being direct connected to a

20-in. exhaust header, equipped with re-

lief valves for free exhaust in case of

emergencies

Sinking Pumps to Handle 9000 Gal-

lons per Minute

The supply of water to the pumps will

be furnished by three 6-in., two-stage

centrifugal sinking pumps, driven b\ 200

h.p. direct-connected turbines, and arc

rated each at 2000 gal. per min.. under a

250-ft. head, and 1000 gal. per min. un-

der 500-ft. head, at 2000 r.p.m. Tins.

pumps have been especially constructed

to meet the conditions and are to be

suspended in the usual manner for sink-

ing pumps. They will be augmented bv

three 650-gaI. per min. duplex sinkers.

as well as the two 10-in. air lifts already

installed, which will be tapped as soon

fired 1.

a 10-in. n
|

sure i

•

in. will be
omlnal pui ., the

sinkers, with t!

ning, will probably handle a much :

er quantity than their •

and the station pum| . run
at 10 per cent, ibovi the

•

Calculations based ,,,; actual r.

at present and probable I h the
new installation, in J

tion in costs p,-
| wn ||e not

to be compared a it:

tice, should be far below the usual min-
ing-pumping costs, where equal amounts
of water are handled b) sink;: .

as station pumps. The guarant
consumption of the pump
Triple expansion. 2? Ih. per brake

|

power; corliss, 15 lb.; turbines. 75 lb.:

duplex (not guaranteed), approxin
125 lb. per brake horsepower. The
horsepower with 50- ft. head 01

will be as follows: Triple expansion,

303 brake horsepower. 2^2.r boiler

power; cross compound. 60S brake. 303
boiler; turbines. 113.6 brake. 2s 1 b

total. 1022.0 brake horsepower.

boiler. With 250-ft. head on the sinking

pumps, the horsepower will be: Station

pumps, 909 brike, 555.5 boiler; sinking

pumps, 568 brake. 1420 boiler: total.

1 177 btake and 1075.5 boiler.

Theoretically, the full require

under duty guarantee would be: Triple

expansion. 1.17 lb. coal per 1:

hour; corli-s. 1.17 lb. coal per

power-hour; turbitu- tl per

horsepower-hour, or a plant duty on a

50-ft. >inker head of 2.13 IK per

power-hour, and at i!k r r^> ;:1 -

coal would result in a cost of 1.13c.

per 1000 gal. pumped this not including

steam losses bv leakage, radiatii

friction, or impel feet evaporation due '.<>

*t\-L-J-- iter temperature. These !ii;ur<.s.

which ire only theoretical, an
50 per cent, of the actual result!

pected, but the expectc .1 resull

be 50 per cent, less than tin

bv air lifts and dur rs, in con-

junction with the triple-expansion p

now in operation. Labor costs w

proximate 0.005c. per 1000 gal., making

an increased pumping cost of 22 per cent.

against an increased pumping capacity "f

200 per cent, over present conditions.
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ied it is not necessary to use the

leers, but these costs, even

theoretical, indicate a cost per million

gallons of nearly double the amount that

gc water-works pumping prac-

10WS.

The costs above refer only to operat-

ing the pumps and include full labor and

miscellaneous supplies. The additional

ncurred in lowering sinking pumps

will have the effect of decreasing the

pump output, without showing a cor-

ding decrease in fuel consumption

or sundries, (lubricants, etc.) thus rais-

ing the cost per thousand gallons, but in

articular case the work of lower-

ing sinkers has been arranged so as to

be accomplished as rapidly as is con-

sistent with a 20.000-pound self-con-

tained pump and 12-in. discharge line,

and the auxiliary pumps will keep the

flow to the station pumps up to normal

in case the sump reserve is insufficient.

The Difficulty of Handlinc Water

To the average miner, or prospector,

the amount of water encountered in a

shatt or in underground workings is meas-

urable in gallons, for convenience of de-

scription, but in '•difficulties" for its

handling. Few mine owners, who arc

not actually operators themselves, realize

the difficulties of handling moderate

flows of a few hundred gallons per min-

ute, to say nothing of the handling of

thousands, nor do they consider the "dis-

placement area" that occurs in the ordin-

ary shaft from an inflow. A recent ob-

servation of some of the difficulties, or

rather occurrences causing delays in

sinking, caused me to do some figuring

which may be of interest to others and

which, while perhaps submitted before,

has never come to my notice.

A pumping shaft, consisting of three

5x5 compartments, square set with 10x10

timbers, was being sunk when a flow, es-

timated at 1500 gal. per min., was struck.

A heavy flow was expected, and in order

to handle it sinkers of 2000 gal. per

min. capacity were in readiness, although

not in position. The story of why they

did not handle it will be considered later,

but what did 1500 gal. mean? The plan

of a three-compartment shaft (5x5-ft.

compartments) would amount to an area

5 ft. plus 20\40 in. or 6 ft. 8 in.

ft. 4 in., 118.11 sq.ft., with the ir-

regular sides, say, at least 120 sq.ft., or

120 cu.ft. of depth which, at

B.33 gal. per cu.ft. is equal to 1000 gal.

pet ft. An inflow of 1500 gal. per min.
is. therefore, equal to a raise of 18 in.

per min. In th ust before the

is encountered, the amount of wa-
ter to be handled did not exceed 500 gal.

per min. A round of 32 machine holes,

charged with 2
r

-,f 1 < -in. pow-
der, cut into a water course 60 ft. above
the point <*here it was expected, and at

the same time raised 8 ft. of waste from

the bottom; i.e., 8 ft. of loose rock.

Accidents to Two Pumps

But one of the three sinkers was

clear down to the bottom; the suction of

this having been removed for blasting.

Air was blown into the shaft to clear

the smoke, and 10 min. after the last

hole shot, pump No. 1 was at work

throwing 800 gal. per min. In the mean-

while there was 18 ft. of water in the

shaft, up to the water end of the pump.

No. 2 pump was started and the water

stood still. No. 3 pump, of the same

capacity as Nos. 1 and 2, was started

down when a rocker-arm pin from pump
No. 1 dropped out and it stopped. By
the time a new pin could be secured, No.

1 was under water and water gaining a

foot per minute on pump No. 2, and the

water already up to the plungers. Pump
No. 3, weighing 15,000 lb., was on the

way, but before it was in place the water

had stopped rising (as in this particular

case there is a level where it ceases to

rise). Pump No. 1, useless and 50 ft.

under water. Pump No. 2, 30 ft. under

water, and pump No. 3, ready. Two
hours after No. 3 started the steam pipe

on No. 2 burst under water through a

faulty weld, but it continued to run, the

leak through the burst pipe making the

water so hot as to prohibit work without

a strong blast of air from the compres-

sor. Three 'days were consumed in pump-
ing the water down to where the pipe

could be replaced, both pumps running at

an increase over rated speed and assisted

by the pressure of the water in Jhe shaft

retarding the flow.

Pump No. 1, eight days later, was in

sight, still dead, 12 days having been

consumed, while the water handled was
approximately as follows: Pump No. 1,

3 hours at 800 gal. per min., 144,000;

Pump No. 2, 288 hours at 800 gal. per

min., 13,824,000; Pump No. 3, 240 hours

at 800 gal. per min., 11,520,000; total,

25,488,000; inflow, 288 hours at 1500 gal.

per min. (estimated), 25,920,000. These
figures would show a larger "balance"

than the shaft would hold, due probably

to retarded flow at the time the water

reached its highest level, which was 80
ft. from the bottom of the shaft and 20
ft. below the water level shown in the

stopes, which now drains to the shaft

through more or less open water courses.

More figures show what should be ex-

pected: Inflow, 1500 gal. per min.

equals 18 in.; or 1 ft. equals 83.3 gal.;

hence, a gain of 100 gal. per min. equals

I in. per min., equals 1 ft. per 10 min.

or ft. per hour. Pump No. 1, 30 ft.

from top to end of suction, now under

ft. of water equals 36 ft. Six hours

should be required to unwatcr shaft.

The opening through which the water
first flowed may have been increased in

size, or the flow through the waste have

admitted more than 1500 gal. per min
but 1600 gal. per min. held the water
level when first encountered. However,'
the water did not go down 6 ft. per hour;
it was more like 6 ft. per day.

Loss Due to Water Flows

Reverting to the sinking side of the
question; 12 days were lost which, at the

rate of sinking actually made, means 18

ft. of shaft. On the basis of a full

month's work, at 18 in. per day, the sink-

ing costs for labor per day were as fol-

lows: Four machine men at $3, $12;
four machine helpers at $2, $8; two trim-

mers at $2, $4; eight muckers at $2, $16;
or $40 per 18 in., or cost per foot equals

$26.66. Pumpmen: Six men at $2.50,

$15; cost per 18 in., $15. Timbermen:
One man at $3; cost per 18 in., $3; total

cost of labor, $38.66 per ft., or per day,

$58.

The cost occasioned by delays was:
Twelve pumpmen at $2.50, 12 days,

$360; six chain-gang men at $2, 12 days,

$144; 18 days of sinking at $58 per day,

$1044; total, $1548, or, per foot, $57.33,

thus showing that there was no reduction

of expense of labor, the cost per day re-

maining practically the same, with a loss

of 18 ft. of sinking and cost per foot

steadily increasing. Fortunately in this

particular case extra pumpmen were

available without overtime charges, but

under ordinary operating conditions the

costs would amount to considerably more,

and had not the flow been expected even-

tually and preparations been made to

take care of it, a larger amount of time,

with its corresponding costs, would have

been incurred.

A drowned shaft is expensive in more
than one way. How many mine man-
agers and superintendents have been at

the bottom of a shaft when it was
drained to see the varied assortment of

wrenches, valves, springs, hammers and

other tools which were dropped, to say

nothing of an occasional valve-chest

cover or cylinder head. Altogether, not

taking into consideration the cost of air-

compressor operations, boiler-room ex-

pense or tools temporarily lost, the in-

crease in cost per foot through two-

fifths, or 40 per cent, loss of time,

amounted to 50 per cent, in dollars and

cents.

South Australia's 1910

Production

The mineral production for 1910 of

South Australia is reported by the gov-

ernment as follows: Gold, 6603 oz.;

copper, 5102 long tons; salt, 54,000 long

tons; iron ore for fluxing, 46,200 long

tons; limestone, 18,600 tons; phosphate

rock, 5200 long tons; lead, 400 long

tons; silver, 6250 oz.; silver-lead ore, 25

long tons.
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Coal Mining Department
Prize for Miners' Electric

Lamp
The Secretary of State for the Home

Department, in England, announces that,

in order to encourage the production of

safe and efficient types of electric lamps

for miners, a colliery proprietor has

placed at his disposal the sum of S5000,

to be offered as a prize for the best lamp
or lamps fulfilling the requirements spec-,

ified below. Charles Rhodes (a former

president of the Institution of Mining En-

gineers) and Charles H. Merz (a mem-
ber of the Departmental committee on the

use of electricity in mines) have consent-

ed to act as judges. The conditions are:

( 1 ) The competition will be open

to persons of any nationality. (2)

It will be in the discretion of the judges

to award the whole of the prize for the

lamp which they consider to be the best,

or to divide the prize, or to make no

award if no lamp appears to them to be

of sufficient merit. (3) Lamps must be

addressed "care of C. Rhodes, Esq., at

the Home Office Testing Station, Roth-

erham," and must reach the testing sta-

tion not later than Dec. 31, next (a spare

globe should accompany each lamp).

The requirements which should be ful-

filled by any lamps submitted for com-

petition are as follows: (1) The lamp

should be of sound mechanical construc-

tion so as to withstand rough usage.' (2)

The lamp should be of simple construc-

tion, and easy to maintain in good order

and repair. (3) The lamp should be so

constructed as to render impossible the

ignition of inflammable gas either within

or without of the lamp. (4) The lamp

battery sfcould be so constructed that any

liquid which it may contain cannot be

spilled when the lamp is in use, and

means should be provided for dealing

with any gas which may be generated

by the battery. (5) The materials used in

the construction should be such that

metals and other parts will not be liable

to deterioration by corrosion as a result of

the action of the "electrolyte," etc., used

in the battery. (6) The lamp should be

effectively locked so that it cannot be

opened without detection. (7) The lamp

should be capable of giving an amount

of light not less than two candle-power

continuously for a period of not less than

10 hours. 18) The light should be well

distributed outside the lamp. A movable

reflector may be provided.

In addition to the above requirements

regard will be paid to (a) the first cost

of the lamp; (b) the cost of mainte-

nance; (c) convenience in handling; and

(d) the weight of the lamp when charged

and ready for use.

The Important News
Of Coal Mining:
New Appliance-r,
New Methods.New
Fields, Colliery
Engineering

Fatal Mine Fire

Five men lost their lives in a mine
fire that broke out in the Boston colliery

of the Delaware & Hudson Company in

Larkville, Luzerne county, Penn., Wed-
nesday night, May 10. The fire was dis-

covered at nine o'clock. No person seems
to know how the fire originated. It started

in a drift near the surface. The air from

the outside swept the smoke back into

the workings where the night shift was

employed, just as it did at the Pancoast

mine. There is no gas in the mine. The

men, realizing theii danger, ran toward

the foot of the shaft to effect their escape.

Of the 15 men working in the mine at the

time the fire occurred, ten reached the

foot of the shaft in safety, the other five

perished in the flames.

The mine is a small one, and is entered

by a drift. The drift is on the side of

the mountain, and runs to the Red Ash

vein. When the mine is working at its

full capacity it employs from 600 to 700

men and boys. Fortunately, at the time

the fire broke out, there were only ten

men in proximity to the danger, with live

others in parts of the mine not in the

vicinity of the seat of the fire.

In order to extinguish the flames by

cutting off the air draft, the drift had to

be dynamited. Considerable damage was

wrought to that part of the mine in

which the fire broke out. All the men

who lost their lives were foreigners.

collieriea >>>. • :-.

with th

Coal Experts Go Abroad

George S. Rice, of the U. S. Bureau

of Mines; Erskine Ramsay, of the Pratt

Consolidated Coal Company; A. B. Jes-

sup, of the Lehigh Valley and the Lehigh

Coal and Navigation companies; H. M.

Warren, of the Delaware, Lackawanna &

Western company, and John Bart, of the

Berwind-White company, will make a trip

to the mines in England, Scotland, Wales,

France, Germany and Belgium, sailing

from New York, June 17. Eight weeks

will be spent in and about the European

mines. A close study will be given to

Injuria to Shot I in

caused id shotflrera notwithstanding the

fact that th(

tier- and not by th< -. ac-

cording to a decision rendered by th<

premc Court of Indiana. Jum
Mrs. [osie Lawrem

in the it the

Princeton < iny for the death of

her husband who u tflrer. He
was killed by an exp - and
coal dust, which the defendant company
had allowed to accumulate- in the mine,

and which had not been sprin>

quired by law.
|

preme Court, on appeal from the judg-

ment, held, notwithstanding the contention

of the appellant coal operating company,
that the decedent was not a servant of

the Princeton Coal Company, the com-
pany had "consented to and approved the

selection made by the miners; that in any

event, the shotfirers were not mere li-

censees, and it is not ne to de-

termine whether they were servants of the

appellant or not.

"They were in the mine pursuant to the

express provision of the statute: it was

more than an invitation to be there; they

were engaged in and about the operator's

business; not their own business t

r.s their business was that of assisting in.

and mining coal, carrying out a distinct

p..rt of the business of the operator, with

his knowledge and consent, and w<

no difference between the duty owing to

them in regard to sprinkling the mine and

to the miners proper." The right of the

widow to sue under the mining

1905 was also upheld bv the higher

The new English Coal Mines -\ct

ifies that at every mine where the number

of underground employees is less than

250, there shall be ori:ani/ed and main-

tained one competent rescue brigade:

where there are more than 2r-0 and

than 500 employees, two bri:

wh< the number of undercround cm-

plo\ ees is more than 500 ami

six), three brigades; when BOO empl

four brigades shall be maim

When there ire less than 100 emplo

and the mine manager has acquired the

privilege of calling for I bricade from a

central rescue station, he will be deemed

to have complied with the law. A res-

cue brigade must consist of at least five

persons.
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Relation of Development to Output
The different systems by which coal

s are developed have been described

::nerous writers. Certain of these

re recognized as giving more

immediate returns than others. For ex-

I s steins give coal

more quickly than retreating systems,

and a longwall system advancing will

_ _>al more rapidly than a room-and-

pillar system advancing. There are.

however, a few questions of detail re-

ng the relation between development

and output in the more common methods

of working coal in the Eastern States,

about which many mining men have eith-

er erroneous or rather vague ideas.

If we consider an ordinary room-

and-pil'.ar mine, for example: Will

a specified output be reached more

rapidly by laying out long rooms

or short rooms; again, if there is

an option in the matter, should rooms

be turned right or left, or one side only

oft of a pair of butt headings in order

to reach output most quickly? Also what

output can be expected at the end of any

specified time. These and similar ques-

tions look simple enough and, in fact,

they are in no sense abstruse, and yet

the line of thought following them is

longer than one would at first suppose.

These questions, like many others, vary

so much with different circumstances,

that they can best be discussed by as-

suming ideal yet concrete examples. This

method leaves the practical application

of the principle involved in any particu-

lar case to a separate investigation.

A Practical Case

Let us investigate, therefore, the out-

put of a mine working a level coal bed by

the room-and-pillar method, worked ad-

vancing; the pillars being removed as

soon as the rooms are worked out. In

the first place let us consider the output

from one butt heading, or one pair of

butt headings. As the heading advances

rooms are turned off, and driven to their

limit. When this is reached the pillars

are removed. Inasmuch as the rooms are

opened when they are reached, each

working place represents a different stage

of development, the general line of at-

tack on the coa! will be represented by

the angular line abc in Fig. 1. and the

number of working places possible to

maintain on the entry will be measured
by the distance a c. Now. if the rooms
and pillars advance or retreat at the

same speed, the angles h a < and bca
are equal.

If t
1

the heading

ire equal to 45

and the distance c a is equal to

twice the length of a room. When the

speed

By F. E. Brackett*

A detailed study of various

methods whereby the speed

of driving entries, for any

specified output, can be de-

termined.

Mining engineer. Cumberland, Md.

then the number of working places main-

tainable on a heading is greater in propor-

tion to the speed ratio. If the length of

a room be designated by l = cJ)\ the

distance between the room centers by r,

and the speeds of driving the rooms and

entries by Sr and S, ; then the distance

c>a = ~, and if the speed of removing
or

the pillars is the same as that of working

the rooms, the number of working places

2lSe
maintainable is n =

r S,
unless limited

by some practical consideration, such as

tender coal.

The output per working place is pro-

portional to the speed, so that if o be

the output of the working place and the

pillars be of equal widths with the rooms,

we may write o =.t Sr, where Ms a con-

stant equal to the tonnage per unit length

of room or pillar. The total output of the

2*ZS,
headings, therefore, is no In

other words, so long as t, I and r are the

6, &„ 6, b,

!„X 'XOv \

TJte Engineering j- Mining Journal

Fig. 1. Showing General Line of At-
tack on Coal

same, the maximum output maintainable

from a heading depends only on the

speed of driving the heading. A similar

result would have been reached had we
assumed /, and speed for the pillars dif-

ferent from the rooms. The only differ-

ence in the result would be the substitut-

ing off/ -f t') for 2 t in the formula. Here
/' would be the output per unit length

of pillar.

Temporary Effect of Changes

The temporary effect of changes in

speed or relative changes is nevertheless

a different matter. If, while the entry

speed remains constant, the speed of the

working places be increased, either by
working more men in them or by work-
ing more shifts, the output is at once

raised proportionately. This output then

declines, because the places are worked
out more rapidly, until a length of time

sufficient to work out a room and pillar,

at the new rate, has elapsed, at which
time the number of working places will

have decreased proportionately to their

increase' in speed, and the output will

again become constant at the same figure

as before.

Such a change is represented by Fig. 2,

where I have indicated the various lines

of attack during the change. When the

speed of driving the heading is altered,

the room-and-pillar rates remaining con-

stant, the output begins to rise or fall,

as the case may be, until it again be-

comes constant at a figure proportionate

to the increase or decrease in speed of

the heading. The time occupied by this

transition is, as in the previous case,

equal to the time necessary to drive up a

room, and take out the pillar. If both

Sr and Sc were altered in the same pro-

Tlte Engineering }
Mining Journal

Fig. 2. Showing Effect of Changes in

Speed

portion, the output would of course rise

or fall immediately in that same propor-

tion and remain so. If rooms had been

driven on both sides of the heading to a

length equal to -, other things being

equal, the output maintainable would be

unaltered, but the time necessary to

reach this output, counting from the time

the first room was opened, would have

been halved. As the length / of the

rooms is halved the transition period fol-

lowing any changes of speed is also

halved.

Result of Driving Rooms Half Length

If rooms are driven at half lengths

both ways, however, it does not follow

that the rise in output of the whole mine

would necessarily be accelerated. The
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butt headings are often driven off of face

headings, and counting time from a fixed

point on the face headings, it is evident

that the time necessary to reach the first

room would be increased by an amount
equal to the time necessary to drive the

face heading a distance equal to ]/> I;

because the opening of the butt heading

would have to be delayed until the face

was far enough advanced to make room
for the "back haul" rooms. There is,

therefore, usually little to be gained in

the way of output by this method so long

as the distance between the entries re-

mains the same.

We have now analyzed the effect of di-

mension and speed on the output of the

entries, let us therefore turn to the rela-

tions between the output, the speed of

driving the face entries Sf, the distance

and which are still ,
, M1C f the

pillars, and pel

Nevertheless it

ing number of .

the face entry, v.

reached their full normal out]

the formula may be giving
the equivalent numtv
ing each at its maximum maintainable
output.

The output .it the lac- entry

fore, O =. Here () is the max-

imum output maintainable from a

heading.

Principal Conclusions

The foregoing discussion has been al-

most entirely occupied with maximum
maintainable output. That is to say,

:it of the

oi

driven

butt he

. .

If

the main t

burl hi

the roo l the night

•it tin i:ne.

Won than the

mum mail. 1

output

« ithoul th(

termine, th put of the mine

2 under

turns, in discussing II omit

.

'.

L MS

Distance of Face from 1st Room Heading, Feet.

Fig. 3. Curves of Outputs Corresponding to Position

of Main- heading Faces

Distance of Face from 1st Room Heading. I

Fig. 4. A Rapid Method to Get Approximate Solution

of the Output Qiustion

between the butt entries I and the speed

of driving the butt entries Sc. It is evi-

dent at once that a similar relation exists

between the face headings, as that which

we have considered between the butt

headings and the rooms. In other words,

the number of butt headings maintain-

able, when L is the length of a butt

LSf
heading, is JV =

Sel
/here the butt

headings are driven one way only, either

2 LSr
right or left, or N = "

if they were

driven both ways. If they were driven of

length equal */2 L, in the latter case the

number would be the same. This method

of computing the number of butt head-

ings does not count the headings outside

of the heading which has reached its limit,

these results are true only of that mine

output which is reached after the per-

iod of development is finished, and no

further rise of output can be obtained

under the premises. The results are still

further limited to a mine where the butt

headings are of equal length, and where

the main heading is indefinite. If the lat-

ter condition were not fulfilled, the period

of development might not reach its nor-

mal conclusion before the period of de-

cline began because of the stoppage of

the main heading. The effect of heading

and barrier pillars has also been neglect-

ed as of minor importance and confus-

ing to the main issue. With the above

qualifications we may, therefore, state

the principal conclusions as follows:

(1) The maximum maintainable out-

as heretofore all account of heading pil-

lars.

We assume the length of the butt

headings to be 2100 ft., and the distance

between the butt headings or room length

100 ft. We also assume that the coal is

6 ft. thick, width of headings 9 ft.; width

of rooms 18 ft., rooms 10 ft. center to

r. Coal per one-man shift, 5 tons;

coal per place per day equal two-men

shifts, equal 10 tons. Allowing 27 cu.ft.

per ton, and 25 working days per month,

we find the heading speed to be 125 ft.

per month, and the room spc

per month. We assume speed of remov-

ing pillars, and output from pillars same

as from rooms. We assume also that

the main heading, and cross headings are

driven at same speed.
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. e the butt-heading speed is twice

inn-heading speed, the space occu-

. the maximum number of working

- on a heading is four times the

room length, or 1600 ft., equal to DG.

Since the speeds of all headings are equal,

ze of the face of the main head-

ing from the intersection of the heading,

where the maximum number of working

- has just been attained, is 1600

ft., equal DA. It is evident also that all

>le working places in the mine will

be included within the two parallelograms

A B C D A and A D E F A. If the face of

the main heading was only 400 ft. from

the first heading opened, the rooms work-

ing would be equal to those included be-

tween 400 and A. If the faces were

800 ft., then between 800 and A, and so

on. The output will cease to increase

when the parallelograms A B C D A and

ADEF A are developed. This will occur

when the face of the main heading is

4000 ft. from the first cross heading. In

this way a table of outputs correspond-

ing to the position of the face of the main

heading can be computed as follows:
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before the first room heading reaches

its limit. Draw A P., through A and P,.

Divide i4 P, into as many equal parts as

desired, and lay off these equal parts on

A P.. Each point so found will be

on an output line corresponding to a

speed, which is equal to the speed cor-

I responding to o P, D, divided by the

I number of equal parts with which A P,

I is divided, and multiplied by the number

I of equal parts each point is distant from

( A. Thus, if Pi corresponds to 125 ft.

[
per month, P will correspond to Q2]/2 ft.

J

and P3 to 250 ft. per month.

When the speed of the main heading

bears a fixed relation to the speed of

the cross headings other than unity, a

similar diagram can be constructed, but

to avoid confusion, both diagrams should

not be shown in the same figure. A rath-

er useful addition to Fig. 4 can be made

by drawing lines 7\ 7". T~, which represent

the length of main heading driven at that

rate in any interval of time, say six

months. This will be found to help in

figuring outputs at the end of given per-

iods of time.

The approximate diagram can, of

course, be used in every respect the same

as the more accurate diagram we have

discussed in detail. In one point, how-

ever, it has a great advantage. The speeds

corresponding to any point in the dia-

gram during development can be found

by drawing a line through the origin o

and the particular point to the line A P .

The line A P, can be graduated to small

speed intervals, and the speed can be ob-

tained by simply observing where these

two lines intersect.

Where an actual mine is under con-

sideration, instead of the ideals we have

discussed, methods will have to be de-

vised to meet the various circumstances,

and heading pillars accounted for by de-

ducting them from the room lengths, and

so forth.

We believe, however, that a little

thought expended along the lines laid

down in this article, and a little time

put on such diagram as has last been

mentioned, would probably have avoided

many a disappointment in the way of

output, and enabled the manager and en-

gineer to substitute intelligent methods

into his heading driving for the haphaz-

ard methods sometimes found.

The Utilization of Waste Coal

For many years engineers have been

considering the numerous advantages

that will result from the use of waste

fuel for the long-distance transmission

of electric power. The logical location for

such a plant is in the anthracite coalfield,

where immense culm piles have been

built up around the different mines. It

is, therefore, of interest to know that a

central power plant has been installed

and is now being operated at the Har-

wood mine, Luzerne county, Pennsyl-
vania.

This plant of the Harwood hlectric
Company is practically the only oi

its kind in this country, and its commer-
cial success i

; , recj j ne
coal pile from which fuel is obtained
at the Harwood plant contai:

mately 2,000,000 tons of The
coal is taken from the culm bank and is

carried by electrically driven con.
to a mixing and drying tower, from which
point it is again lowered automatically
into other electrical conveyers which
carry it to the coal bunkers in the boiler
house.

The ashes are flushed out of the pit

and borne away by electric conveyers.
The amount of water required for con-
densing purposes is approximately 600,-

000 gal. per hour; after this water has
passed through the condenser, it is dis-

charged into long pipe lines terminating
in spray nozzles, from which the water
issues in a shower at the edge of a 6-

acre cooling pond.

The plant does a wholesale and re-

tail electric power and lighting business
over a radius of 30 miles. The entire

region is a coal-producing territory where
cheap fuel is always available, yet the

use of waste fuel by the Harwood plant

makes it possible to supply motors al-

most under the shadow of the breakers.

In fact, the plant actually supplies cur-

rent for the operation of several collier-

ies.

The power is generated at 11,000 volts,

and part of it is transmitted at this same
voltage; the remainder of the power is

transmitted at 25.000 volts through step-

up transformers. The whole plant is a

practical and successful demonstration of

a theory that has long been advocated.

How to Test for Firedamp

Special Correspondence

Owing to the series of holocausts in

coal mines, the British government is

taking a serious view of its responsibil-

ities; from the home office there has been

issued a leaflet giving instructions on

the subject of testing for firedamp. Ex-

periments have shown that whereas the

explosive point is reached when there are

about 5'< parts of firedamp in 100 parts

of air, the presence of coal dust renders

even smaller percentages dangerous.

It is stated that the ordinary safety

lamp affords the simplest means of de-

tecting firedamp. The presence of fire-

damp in the air is indicated by a pale

triangular form, commonly called a

"cap," which appears when the flame is

carefully drawn down until only a faint

line of blue is seen over the yellow eye

or center. The "cap" varies in size and

intensity according to the amount of

firedamp, and is first visible at about 1

; »rt of
ap can

en that il

faint, is visible on tl

men should withdr.i

in or
other official responsible for tl

tion.

Hanoi.:-.

Careful handling of the safety lamp
is recommended when a distinct

seen, and the d ondition of the
lamp is pointed out when the cap
high as to show that the lamp is filled

with firedamp. The lamp should i:

circumstances b immediately to

pure air, and should on no account be
jerked or rapidly moved, because a jerk

is like
|c fhe

lamp and cause an explosion. If it is im-

possible to remove the lamp to a place of

safety, and it is thought nece»-
tinguish it, this should be done not by
jerking it down or blowing on it.

k

pulling down the wick and gently folding

the lamp in a jacket or u rapping a cloth

or something around the ventilator holes
so as to smother the flame.

The especial importance of firemen

and other officials, responsible for the

examination of the mine, being thorough-

ly competent to make tests is c

recognized. The evidence given b

the Royal Commission on Mines has
shown that either from defective sight

(as in the case of men suffering from
nvstagmus or of men of advanced

or from want of proper instruction, many
firemen are unable at present to make
proper tests, and the commission recom-

mended that firemen and other p^

appointed to examine the working places,

should be required to obtain a certificate

as to their competencv in thl

it was also advised that their eyesight

should be periodicallv examined.

The pamphlet explains that in tc

for -mall percentages of methane, mis-

takes may easilv arise unless the " v

er makes himself quite familiar with the

apr "mce of the lowered flame a-

in the pure air of an intake road If

there i- anv petroleum spirit in the oil.

particularly if the metal of the l.r

set with it. a faint cap called a fuel or

oil cap is sometimes seen, but h\

fullv examining the appearance of the

lamp in places where the air contains no

firedamp, one can readily learn t

tinguish the fuel or oil cap from tl-

damp cap.
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PERSONAL 1

tallurg ire in-

.M> MIXING
: their movements and

S. F. Shaw was at Porcupine, Ont.,

last -.

M. W. Summerhayes lias been ap-

pointed manager of the Swastika mine at

:ika. Ontario.

Ellard W. Carson, of Los Angeles, Cal.,

is now manager of the Colonial Mining

Company, near Quartzite. Arizona.

Benjamin Maxey, of Forest City, has

been appointed mine inspector for the

eighth anthracite district of Pennsylvania.

T. Home is now colliery manager for

".cGillivray Creek Coal and Coke

Company at its colliery, near Coleman,

Alberta.

T. R. Gamier, general manager of the

St. Louis .Mining Company, at Cerbat,

Arizona, is spending the summer in Los

Angeles.

Lionel Hill is in charge of mines of Le

- . 2. Ltd.. at Rossland, B. C. dur-

ing the temporary absence in England of

Ernest Levy.

Oscar H. Reiriholt has returned to Los

Angeles. Cal.. from a professional visit

to the Pine Valley mining district, in San

Diego countv.

George E. Farish left New York last

week on his way to Sheep Creek and

other British Columbia districts, to be

gone all summer.

R. B. Lamb, mining engineer, Toronto,

has completed a professional trip to Por-

cupine and South Lorrain. and is now at

Swastika, Ontario.

Samuel Mather, of Cleveland, Ohio,

sails from New York June 29, to attend

the conference of iron and steel manu-

facturers at Brussels.

C. F. Dike, Jr., of Cripple Creek, has

been appointed manager of the Crown
Chartered Company. Porcupine, Ont., R.

L Lamb is consulting engineer.

S. A. Worcester, of Victor, Colo., is

engaged in constructing the Colburn-

Ajax mill, which will be the first commer-
cial demonstration of the Clancy process.

Prof. Louis D. Huntoon, who has just

retired from the chair of mining and met-

allurgv at Yale, will open an office as

consulting engineer at 42 Broadway, New

Har- or. of Chicago, has been

dent of the new Monon Coal

Company, which has taken over the

outhern Indiana

• ad.

ird H. C ntin« the

in purchased the

New Era. War nd Hard Tack

nne countv. Cal., from W.

has resigned as asso-

ciate editor of the Engineering and
Mining Journal, to give attention to per-

sonal mining interests. His address will

be 20 Broad street, New York.

Charles A. Giffen, a director in the

Three Friends Mining Company, of Solo-

mon, Alaska, is now in Grand county,

Utah, in connection with the opening up

of the Wilson Mesa placer property.

Thomas A. Wetzel has been appointed

manager of the Universal or Nobles

mine, in the eastern part of San Diego

county, Cal. He has had experience in

Colorado, Alaska and South America.

Edward M. Rabb, Jr., has returned

from Mexico to Denver, Colo., after mak-

ing a trip of six weeks through the South-

west. His address for the present is

3535 West Twenty-fourth avenue, Denver.

J. F. Callbreath, Jr., of Denver, Colo.,

secretary to the American Mining Con-

gress, recently attended meetings in Port-

land, Ore., and Seattle, Wash., and went

thence to Alaska coast towns, to extend

interest in that organization.

Irving A. Palmer, who has been with

the American Smelting and Refining

Company for some time as assistant sup-

erintendent of the Chihuahua plant, has

accepted a position with the United Zinc

and Chemical Company, at Springfield,

111., and will go shortly to that place.

F. B. Keiser has resigned as vice-

president of the Southern Iron and Steel

Company, to date from Aug. 1. Mr. Keis-

er became vice-president of the Southern

company after having served for years

as general superintendent at Thomas,
Ala., for the Republic Iron and Steel

Company.

R. H. Chapman, one of the topograph-

ers of the U. S. Geological Survey, has,

with the sanction of the director, re-

turned to British Columbia, to continue

direction of the topographical survey of

Vancouver island, in which work he was
also engaged during the field seasons of

1909 and 1910, for the Geological Survey
of Canada.

W. R. Ingalls, J. Parke Channing, Dr.

James Douglas, J. R. Finlay and John
Hays Hammond have been appointed
consulting engineers in the United States

Bureau of Mines, and wiil be constituted

a committee within the Bureau to con-
tinue the development of rules and regu-
lations for the promotion of safety in

metal mining, upon which they have been
engaged heretofore as a committee ap-
pointed by the American Mining Con-
gress.

Dr. Reginald A. Daly, of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, and Dr.

Andrew C. I.awson. of the University of

California, have been engaged by the

Canadian Geological Survey to do special

h work during the next few
months Doctor Daly will be in charge
of a partv of eight ^colo^ists, who will

he-Kin the geological mapping of a sec-

ond cross-section of the Rocky mountain:

following the line of the Canadian Pacifijj

railway. It is anticipated that 10 year

will be required to complete the worf

Doctor Lawson will make an examinatioi

of the Lake Superior region.

+ 1
OB ITUARY +

Lawrence Dilworth died at Pittsburg!

May 13, aged 57 years. He was born all

Pittsburg and graduated at Lafayette!

College. For a number of years he was]

connected with the steel firm of Dilworth,]

Porter & Co., later the Dilworth-Porterl

Company. He succeeded his father asj

president of the company several years

|

ago.

James Mclntyre, a mining engineer
|

well known in Mexico, is reported by

Americans recently arriving at San Fran-

ciscoto have been killed by bandits on May
17, near Ahuijullo, in Jalisco, while on his

way to the coast. He was from South

Carolina and had been in Mexico for

several years, making his headquarters

at one time at Guadalajara, and more
recently at Ayutla, where he was in part-

nership with J. W. Barton.

SOCIEIIESam/TECHNlCAL SCrlOOLSljH

Michigan College of Mines—Dr. J. A.

Holmes, of the U. S. Bureau of Mines,

and Chase Osborn, governor of Michigan,

will speak at the Michigan College of

Mines Reunion in August.

American Society for Testing Ma-
terials—The fourteenth annual meeting

will be held at Atlantic City, N. J., June

27 to July 1. The society has now 1342

members. It is expected that the com-

mittee reports and most of the papers will

be printed and sent to members before

the meeting.

Engineering Alumni of Toronto Uni-

versity—A fund has been raised to endow
two research scholarships of the value of

$500 each open to graduates of the School

of Practical Science, Toronto, Ont. The
first of these will be open for the ensuing

university year. The free use of the

laboratories and the assistance of the

professors have been secured.

American Chemical Society—The an-

nual meeting will begin at Indianapolis,

June 28. The opening session will be a

general one, at which addresses will be

delivered by Prof. Charles Baskerville,

of the College of the City of New York;

Prof. Edward Kremers, of the University

of Wisconsin, and Prof. W. Lash Miller,

of the University of Toronto. The fol-

lowing days—June 29 and 30 and July 1

— will be devoted to meetings of the sev-

eral divisions for reading of papers and

discussion, and to visits to industrial

plants and other points of interest in In-

dianapolis and the neighborhood. Over
150 papers have been promised.
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June 15—The Los Angeles Chamber
of Mines and Oils proposes to draft an
oil-land leasing bill to be submitted to

Congress, and expresses the fear that un-
less it does so frame a law that will sat-

isfy the proponents of leasing and be
acceptable to opponents the oil producers
will be confronted with a law made
wholly according to the mood of the ex-

treme conservationists. However, the

initial work has already been done by
the introduction in the Senate of the

Flint bill on Jan. 9. A later bill was
introduced in May, which is in no respect

an improvement upon Flint measure, and
which if enacted a law would prove most
unsatisfactory to both the Government
and the oil producers. This bill has first

the fault of including phosphate rock

with oil, gas and asphalt to be subject

to the same rules for prospecting, and
developing, and operating the lands; but

the most serious fault is that it leaves

to the discretion and power of the Secre-

tary of the Interior much of the important

functions of legislation, instead of the

administration of such legislation.

The bill provides that the secretary, in

his discretion and under such regu-

lations as he may prescribe, be author-

ized on the payment of rental of not

less than 10c. nor more than $10 per

acre, to grant a prospecting permit cover-

ing phosphate-rock lands not to exceed

1280 acres, or oil, gas, or asphaltum lands

not to exceed 640 acres, and that such

lands may thereafter be leased to the

holder of the prospecting permit for a

period of 3ft years on phosphate-rock

lands, and 10 years on oil, gas, or

asphaltum lands, at graduated rates of

50c. per acre for the first year and SI

per acre thereafter for oil, gas and

asphaltum lands, and 10c. per acre for

the first year, up to $1 per acre for the

fifth year and thereafter for phosphate

lands; also a royalty is provided for. The
bill obviously will not be acceptable to

either unwilling subjects to a leasing

system or the rankest conservationist. If

the serious men interested in the proper

regulation of the business of oil pro-

duction by Federal statute will discard

this measure wholly and take the Flint

bill as a sane basis of efficient and com-
petent legislation, amend it if necessary

to meet the demands of the Government
and to do full justice to the producers

of oil and gas and asphaltum and have

it enacted into law, they will have ac-

complished the purpose sought, namely,

to protect Government interests, and en-

courage mining.

The oil industry has been seriously

hampered by reason of the defective

laws relating to acquiring titles.

Reports from our own
Representatives on
Important Events from
Many Important Min-

ing Centers of they

World

Dem er

June 17—The railroads are lending
their help to the low-grade camps and
are materially helping the output. The
Denver & Rio Grande has made the rate

of $1 per ton on all ore under S15 from
Silverton to Durango, which will allow
thousands of tons to be shipped, which
heretofore could not be handled. The
Colorado Midland and Denver & Rio

Grande have both announced the reduc-
tion of $1 per ton on coal into Aspen. This
is a 40 per cent, reduction and means
much to the mines that are pumping from
deep shafts. The Colorado & Southern,

Denver & Rio Grande and Midland have
announced that they will give a one-half

rate to all prospectors, their baggage and

equipment, who are going into the hills

this summer on a prospecting tour, pro-

vided they come recommended from the

"Grub Stake Fund" committee of the

Chamber of Commerce. The prospectors'

fund now is only S800 short of its set

mark, namely, $10,000.

On account of another reduction in the

price of tungsten ore May 7, the mines at

Nederland, Boulder county, have discon-

tinued. This week saw the pulling of the

pumps on the Boulder County, Lake

Wood and Congress. The Wolf Tongue

is the only tungsten mine running, and

it is reported that as soon as the mine

can be cleaned up, this big property and

its mill will also close. Nederland has

been mining for several years upwards

of 60 per cent, of the tungsten output of

the United States, and still has plenty

of ore of excellent grade.

Butte

June 15—A unique plan for municipal

taxation was introduced at a recent meet-

ing of the Butte city council, when it was

proposed to license and place rates on all

businesses, professions and occupations

in the city, on a ratio proportionate to the

amount of business transacted, its prim-

ary object being to license the mining in-

dustry by placing upon the chief compan-

ies operating in Butte, a license t.i\ or

one-tenth of 1 per cent, of their capital

ore 1
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June 17— With the opening up of the
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cording to which all ores n

contracted for are to be sent to Midvale,

The new arrangement includes lead ores

from all the Knight properties and most

of the silicious ores, with the exception

small tonnage, which is being sent to

the International and to the A. S. & R..

but does not include copper ores. The

new contract will al'ow ore of lower

grade than formerly to be mined, and a

larger tonnage from the Iron Blossom,

Beck Tunnel. Colorado. Black Jack and

ether properties will be shipped. The

Knights have held back from contracting

for all their ores, on account of the pos-

sibility of resuming operations at the

Tintic smeltery, at Silver City.

The A. S. & R. plant at Murray-

is receiving more lead ore, and five lead

furnaces out of seven are in blast. Ship-

ments of heavy sulphide ores from Bing-

ham, including ores from the Utah-Apex.

Bingham-New Haven, which is now oper-

ating its mill on lead-copper ores, and

some lead ores from leasers at the Last

Chance, Bingham Central Standard and

other properties, are being received by

this company, also ores from Park City,

the Cottonwoods and American Fork.

The copper smeltery of the A. S. & R.,

at Garfield, is receiving a somewhat in-

creased tonnage, and is handling between

and 3100 or 3200 tons of charge

daily, which means between 1700 and

2300 tons of ore. The output has not

varied greatly from that earlier in the

season.

At the International Smelting and Re-

fining Company Tooele plant, the fourth

reverberatory furnace has been blown in,

the tonnage of copper ores from the

Utah Consolidated and custom ship-

ments having increased to such an ex-

tent that another furnace was necessary.

The fifth reverberatory is completed, and

can be blown in on short notice. Since

the first of the year, shipments of copper

ore have gradually increased, and by the

end of 1911 it is hoped to have the plant

operating at its full capacity. The Utah

Consolidated has advised the manage-

ment that, when certain work at the mine

has been done, probably toward the last

of the year, the tonnage will be ma-

terially increased.

Grading for the two new lead furnaces

is nearly completed, and orders have

been placed in Utah for everything for

the construction that can be obtained

here. The structural steel and other ma-

terial is being ordered in the Last. Lead

piling up at the smeltery, and a

numl"' J contracts for this class

re have been secured. These con-

tracts n«.Mire the International of a suffi-

cient tonnage to meet the capacity now

planned. rit-inallv prop

build two furnaces with cd ca-

pacity of 250 torv bill lead "re hai been

that it hi

determined to make the K) tOTll

ubling the size of the Fill

cording to officials of the company there

is enough ore in sight to operate steadily

at this capacity. Beside contracts with

the Daly-Judge, Cliff, Honorine, etc.,

others are being arranged with Idaho

producers, and agents of the company

are in the Cceur d'Alene district. It is

reported that the Hecla mine, at Burke,

will ship to the International, instead

of to Salida. Colo., as formerly. The

Utah Consolidated has recently opened a

body of lead ore on its lower levels,

and has begun shipping this ore from

development work. These shipments will

be increased. The International is con-

tracting for all the ore it can get for im-

mediate delivery, so that as far as pro-

ducers are concerned, the contracts are

the same as if the furnaces were in blast.

It has been thought possible that the pro-

posed, though distant, copper merger

might bring about an alteration in the

plans of the International to become a

factor in the lead-smelting business, but

the action of the company in rushing

work on its lead plant seems to give lit-

tle ground for this.

The Tooele smeltery was not put in op-

eration until July 25, 1910, and was not

able to run at full capacity, owing to the

shortage of ore from the Utah Consoli-

dated, its principal shipper. From the

start the plant has operated smoothly.

The sampling mill is handling the ore

easily, working one shift, and the results

of the sampling have been checked with

other samplers. The roaster plant has

been running at about half capacity. The

converters were started with acid or silica

lining, which has proved successful on

account of the silicious ores favorable to

the process, which have been obtained.

On June 1, the International began sup-

plying electric power to the Utah Con-

solidated mine, at Bingham, under a

three-year contract. The power plant

utilizing the waste heat from the rever-

beratories has been in operation success-

fully. The smeltery has been operated

at about half capacity. Up to Dec. 31,

1910, 63,386 tons of ore were smelted,

from which 2,431,317 lb. of copper were

produced, and shipped to the Raritan

Copper Works, at Perth Amboy, N. J.

The copper contained 87,153 oz. silver

and 3930 oz. gold.

Porcupine

June 17— While there is still consider-

able buying and selling of mining prop-

erties in the Porcupine district, dealings

are much more restricted than they were

a few months ago. This is largely due to

the fact that most of the properties in

Tisdale and the center of the mining dis-

trict, have been taken tip, either to be de-

veloped or for speculative purposes. The
latter an Usually held at exorbitant

prices, which have, a ral thing,

little bearing on the prospective value

of the
i

When the district has

proper transportation facilities there wilL

undoubtedly be a number of claims,

thrown on the market, and prices are

bound to fall. The district is looked upon
very favorably by outsiders, and there is

plenty of capital waiting, provided that

properties can be obtained at reasonable

prices. The spectacular advance of the

stock of the Hollinger continues to excite

interest, but judging from the returns

from the mine, it is altogether too high

for a nonproducing property. The Nipis-

sing, which is the big dividend payer of

Cobalt, is paying 30 per cent, and sells

for double its par value, while Hollinger

is selling at three times its par value. A
break in Hollinger would mean a set-

back to the whole list, and might possibly

effect a wholesome check on stock opera-

tions. John McMartin states that the

Miller-Middleton property may shortly be

capitalized and put out to the public.

Cananea, Mexico

June 15—The authorities have made
concessions in the payment of delinquent

mining taxes and a special discount for

advance payment. Permits will again

be issued allowing foreigners to hold

property within the neutral zone. Busi-

ness conditions are good and much new
activity in mining is evident.

Chihuahua, Mexico

June 15—At the El Rayo mine at Santa

Barbara, owned by the Mines Company of

America, a new vein was encountered a

few months ago by a crosscut from the

upper San Jose tunnel. At the point of

intersection an oreshoot was disclosed,

which is opened to the south 200 ft. with

the face of the drift still in ore. This

oreshoot is about 5 ft. wide and assayed

$15 to $25. The same vein was dis-

closed 600 ft. south by a crosscut from

the 350-ft. level in the shaft, and drifted

in north for 100 ft., continued in ore of

about the same grade and width. It is

expected that this lower drift represents

the south extension of the orebody

opened above. A drift north from the

first intersection, after passing 150 ft. of

barren zone, has entered a new oreshoot

about 5 ft. wide and averaging from $20

to $30. The new vein, known as the

Comet, is entirely unexploited, and the

distance from the lower level to the sur-

face is upward of 800 ft. From the

Pettit tunnel, 350 ft. lower than the

crosscut from the 350 ft. level, an ex-

tension of 300 ft. will cut under the ore-

body. This work is now being done. The

ore is of the same character as in the

other veins of the property, and yields

chiefly gold and silver. The property has

been operating continuously through the

revolutionary times at normal capacity,

doing about 1200 ft. of development work

monthly. For the first four months of

1911, 18,100 tons were treated, yielding a

net return of $119,599.
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Alaska

Alaska-Treadwell—For the month
ended May 15, the two mills crushed 72,-

968 tons, yielding a total of $144,924
gross and net S5 1,785. The ore averaged
$1.99 per ton.

Kenai-Alaska—The installing of the

stamp mill on this property is well under
way, and the company expects to be turn-

ing out bullion by Aug. 1. James R.

Hayden, Seward, is manager.

Beaver Dam—This company is consid-

ering the installation of a stamp mill at

Beaver Dam.

Vancouver-Valdez—This company has
purchased seven claims from A. Y. Tut-

tle and Charles Crawford, and will de-

velop at once. The property is on Min-
eral Creek. Dan Kain, Valdez, is man-
ager.

Scandia—This mine, at Mile 4, on the

Alaska Northern, has been bonded to

James Hamilton and associates, of Se-

ward, who will start development at once.

J. J. Hennessy will have charge.

London Exploration Company—This

company, represented by Henry Bratno-

ber, of Cordova, has purchased the Lucky
Strike, the McKinley, the Whittemore

and Thisted claims, together with nearly

50 other claims. A large stamp mill

will probably be installed soon.

Arizona

Cochise County

W. D. Kinsey, of Globe has taken an

option onvthe tailings dumps at Pearce

and proposes to ship them for use as a

substitute for silica for converter lining.

Shattuck-Arizona—The company has

suspended shipments to the Copper Queen
smeltery but will continue development

on a large scale.

Gila County

Managing Director W. H. Aldridge, of

the Inspiration company, makes the state-

ment that the Miami company had sug-

gested to the Inspiration a joint owner-

ship of power and concentrating plants.

The Inspiration company deemed the

joint arrangement not to its best interests

but suggested instead a consolidation of

the two properties; conferences were held

but no agreement was reached. The
Inspiration company has now decided to

proceed immediately with the installa-

tion of a 5000-ton mill.

Ray Consolidated—There is now being

treated at the mill approximately 2500
tons per day. The contract with the

American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany for the sale and refining of its

copper includes as well provisions for the

treatment of concentrates at El Paso.

Reports of New Enter-

prises. New Machinery.

Installations. Develop-

menfWork and Prop-

erty Transfers. The,

Current History of

When the mine is shipping to the mill its

full quota of 5000 tons or better per day,
the Ray smeltery will be ready for op-
eration, and shipments will cease. The
smeltery is started in construction, but
will not blow in until next fall.

Arizona Commercial—Negotiations are
under way for the sale of a half interest

in this company's smelting plant to the

Superior & Boston. The latter company
is preparing to provide funds for that

transaction by the sale of a $500,000
bond issue of which sum $200,000 will he
paid to the Arizona Commercial com-
pany.

Mohave County

Gold Road— It is expected that the

deal for the sale of this property to the

U. S. Mining, Smelting and Refining

Company will shortly be closed.

California

Inyo County

Arondo—This producing mine, in the

Argus mountains, has been sold to the

Rogers Syndicate, headed by A. B. Rog-

ers, of Los Angeles and Arizona; the

transaction being concluded on May 15.

The equipment includes Blake crushers,

Cornish rolls and cyanide plant. Chas.

E. Anderson, manager of the Golden
Star Mines Company, Polaris, Ariz.,

owned by the Rogers Syndicate, is at

present in personal charge of the Arondo.

Shively —The bond on this mine re-

ported to have been taken by eastern

capital is held by Frank Keith and oth-

ers. The property had been badly

worked, although a small producer from

the grass roots, of silver-lead ore. The

deepest shaft is 90 ft. A 400- ft. shaft

and crosscut is planned.

Kcane Wonder—A bond has been taken

on this mine on the edge of Death val-

ley, which was formerly the largest pro-

ducer in Inyo county, by George Wine-

field; examinations is being made under

the direction of Fred J. Siebert.

Rockland—This group of claims at

Cerro Gordo, near Keeler, has been at-

Mar

The

with several ol vburg
district.

moth k f , nc ,,

contempt
posa, and Virgil Br:

%u '

ill be sold

of judgment foi

Maines, ol

-

outfit has been
in Washington district, for Irni

stallation. Good or-,

and as soon as the wacon road is com-
pleted, a stamp mill will be installed.

Frank Dillon, Washington, mana.

Pi

Oro Rico Fina This company has
driven a 500- ft. tunnel and done other
development, aggregating in i

on quartz claims on Hopkins
Onion vall« up mill will be
installed thjs summer. The pr

joins the Rose Quartz group, on which a
successful mi!! J for

the last year. Onion valley has formerly
been noted chiefly for placer and
draulic mining. The Oro Rico Fina la

tional evidence of the value of quartz
development. H. Hewitt, Onion \

manager.

Sacram: mv

Union Dredging Company—This Phil-

adelphia company, which owns act

on the American river, near Folsom, will

install a Bucyrus dredge.

San Bernardino County

California Trona This company is

said to have made a purchase option to

F. H. Merril', ol cisco, that may
straighten out its af

Atolia—These tungsten mines
pended operation May 31, due it

. to the let nand for tung-

sten ores.

California Cold and -com-

pany i to be installing I

clal process to treat the copper n-

this mine in Sicni! district.

Str MTY

United States Gold Dredging -Appli-

cation for injunction has been ma i

G. A. Du Bnis tn restrain this company
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from bucket dredging the Gold Reef

mine on Sacramento rh

It is charged that the defendant

ng out gold-bearing gravel from a

the plaintiff.

Dunham Placer — This property at

mountain near Igo, containing 800

-as been secured by Curtis Russell

:hers of Sacramento, who purpose

working it by dredging.

Little Nellie—The vein in this mine at

Mountain was cut in the 2600- ft.

tunne! at TOO ft. depth, and drifts are

being driven both ways. The low-grade

ore is being milled and concentrated,

and the high-grade shipped to the smelt-

eries. The mine is owned by the Pitts-

burg & Mt. Shasta Gold Mining Com-

p

rado

Lake County—Leadville

ilia—The body of ore opened in the

Sedalia shows signs of turning out to be

of considerable extent. The same
applies to the orebody found in the

Fortune by Graves and his partners.

Shipments from both properties are go-

ing out. Both claims are being worked

through the Yak tunnel.

Ouray County

Grizzly Bear—This Ouray property

has been sold to the Gold Trio Mines

Company by the creditors of the defunct

Bank of Ouray, which has owned it for six

years, for the sum of Si 0,000.

Humboldt—The Humboldt group, con-

sisting of 17 patented claims, is making
ready to start up. after an idleness since

The property is in the Sneffle's ba-

uth and west of Stony point, and

near the line of Ouray and San Miguel

counties. It is owned by John B. Far-

ish and Virginia people. This was one of

Ouray's best producers, and was never

worked to its full capacity.

Red Mountain—By a court order the

company has been allowed to issue cer-

tificate of indebtedness and to reorganize.

This company holds the Yankee Girl,

<ee, Vanderbilt and other

which have produced many
millions. Several years ago the Joker
tunnel was run 4000 ft. to tap and unwa-
ter these properties, and did so success-

the operations were closed

by lil

RICT

•
i district. 20 miles from

Durango, the Idaho, Incas. May Day,

ted and other mines, are

md better ore than they

j time.

• •'

'm the

The vein holds a general average of

about 12 to 15 in. of solid galena.

San Antonio—The San Antonio will

begin operations June 1 with a small

crew until the mine is in shape, when the

force will be increased and a system of

development will be prosecuted. It is

not the intention to ship much ore.

John F. Roper retains his position as

superintendent.

Neglected—It is understood that the

deal for the purchase of the mine has

been closed, the purchase price being

S750.000. A party of Kansas City cap-

italists, according to reports, plan in-

stalling machinery and operating the

mine at full capacity.

Indiana—A. C. McCall, Thomas B.

Crawford and other Denver men, are at

Ouray on a trip of inspection. The com-

pany expects to start work at once on a

large scale.

Woodstock—It is reported that a strike

was made on this Ouray property. It is

in the amphitheatre and was one of

Ouray county's earliest producers. It

has been closed since 1884 by litigation.

United Vanadium Company—This com-

pany, of Springfield, Ohio, through its

agent and general manager, A. C. Greene,

of Telluride, acquired the three Clearing

House mining claims recently from W. H.

Kiernes, of Placerville, and has a bond

and lease on 13 more claims. All of

these properties are in the vicinity of

Placerville on the vanadium and uranium

belt.

Esmeralda—Eastern men are making

an investigation of the ores of the Es-

meralda mine with a view to building

a milling plant and the installation of the

cyanide process. The mine is capable of

furnishing a big tonnage.

Gold King—This mine, at Gladstone,

has unexpectedly closed.

Summit County

Breckenridge—This Farcomb hill prop-

erty, it is reported, shipped a retort of

272 oz., Troy, to the Denver mint. The
cleanup on the several dredges for the

last 10 days are: Colorado boat, $15,000;

Reliance, .S6000; French Gulch, $9000.

Wellington—This company is keeping

its concentration mill running full time

on ore from the property. Four teams
are kept busy hauling ore and concen-

trates to the depot at Breckenridge for

shipment.

do—This placer company has add-

ed a small locomotive and 10 steel dump
plant. The steam shovel is

ravel. It dumps
I matei ial on a grizzly, which

and bould-

vill he ha ay by cars.

fine material fall into the

under the grizzly and are

l in tin.- usual manner, the gold

of the vi-

brating steel angle-bar riffler with which
the upper portion of the 425- ft. sluice is

lined. The operation of high-bar placers

with a steam shovel will be watched with

much interest by all who are interested in

dry, high-bar placers. Lemuel Kingsbury
is in charge.

Teller County—Cripple Creek

Jerry Johnson—The new strike made
on the 300- ft. level by F. T. Caley, who
has a lease, is said to be one of the

largest made in the district in months.
The ore has now opened up 12 ft. wide.

Assay returns show from 1 to 2 oz. as

broken.

Blue Bird—The Blue Bird shaft, on
Bull hill, on the main claim of the

estate of the Blue Bird Company, is

down 1615 ft. This is the second deep-

est shaft in the district. In May 25 cars

went out from this property, averaging

$30 per ton. It is said the directors will

not renew leases, as the company intends

to work the mine on its own account.

One set of leasers is said to have in the

last year cleaned up Si 00,000.

El Paso—From the El Paso mine, on

Beacon hill, company and lessees sent

out 131 cars in May to which the com-
pany, mining in the levels just recov-

ered since the recession of water, con-

tributed 62 cars, or two cars a day. The
grade of the ore is about $25 per ton.

Idaho

Couer d'Alene District

Moonlight—This company recently

leased the Trade Dollar tunnel, now in

2000 ft., and will drive on this exten-

sion 1000 ft. to cut its orebody at a depth

of 600 ft. Eugene R. Day is president.

Ajax—H. W. Woodward, of Lynn,

Mass., a director, announces he has se-

cured a 10-year lease on the upper tun-

nel of the Moonlight and will extend it

1000 feet.

Caledonia—The net returns in May
were 540,000. The tunnel is advanced

1233 ft. and will soon reach the Osborn

fault.

Kansas
Eureka—This company is preparing to

start operations after a long shut down
and is installing a gas engine, and com-

pressor.

Kentucky

.
Harlan County

Dr. Samuel Bennett and H. B. Jones,

of Middlesboro, have taken over a large

lease in the edge of Harlan county, on the

Wasioto & Black Mountain line, and be-

gun the installation of what will be one of

the most modern plants in that end of the

field. The company will be ready to make

shipments early in the fall.

International 1 1arrester Company—
This company is building a town on

Looney creek, on the line of the new
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Wasioto & Black Mountain line, where it

owns 20,000 acres of coking coal. It has

begun the erection of coking ovens, and
the plant will be the largest of the kind in

Kentucky. Several mines have been

opened, and the operations will be under
good headway by the time the extension

is completed through to the property.

Michigan

Marquette Range

Republic—An order to reduce forces

has been received at the Republic mine,
and nearly one hundred men were dis-

charged.

Star Wesr—While this Corrigan-Mc-
Kinney mine, in the Cascade district, is

still idle; 5000 tons are to be shipped

this season. The ore is silicious.

Mitchell—This Jones & Laughlin prop-

erty, on the Marquette range, is being

developed by two drills.

Maas—The Cleveland-Cliffs company
is experiencing difficulty in concreting

the shaft from surface to the ledge. The
work has progressed to a point where a

heavy air pressure must be used, and

notwithstanding the fact that experienced

caisson men are employed, it is impossi-

ble for them to work for more than 1 '

'

hours at a time. Work is carried on for

only three or four hours out of twenty-

four.

Cambria—This mine, of the Republic

Iron and Steel Company, at Negaunee,
has been closed for an indefinite period.

Missouri

Needmore—P. L. McGee, of Carthage,

is constructing a 300-ton mill on the

Needmore tract, at Oronogo. He has one

shaft in ore at 148 ft., and another at

190 feet'.

Peters, Wells & Co.—This company

has made a rich strike in a drill hole

on the Mexico & Joplin land, east of the

Katherine mine, at Toms station.

Chapman & Lennan—The company

has bought the lease of Thomas Coyne

on the Phillips Land, at Toms station.

High Tariff—This mill, at Toms station,

has commenced.

Montana

Butte District

Butte Coalition—The company, in

transferring its property to the Anaconda

company, received 500,000 shares of the

stock in return. Control of the Alice

Gold and Silver Company was held by

the Butte Coalition company, and of the

30,000 shares of Anaconda stock received

by the Alice company for the transfer of

its holdings to the Anaconda company,

Coalition will receive 17,566 shares and

about $30,000 of the treasury money.

The company's assets will then amount

to $3,840,000 in the treasury, 517,566

shares of Anaconda stock, and 3000

shares of International Smelti'
fining, and with

$40 and International at

of the

amount to 524,911,6
of the outstanding cap!'

gross income tor 1910
with t

;

profit of 5938 !57,

000, in dividends, v.

Anaconda company continues to

dends of 50c. per share per quarter, the
income of Butte Coalition tor l!»ll

should be $1,035,132 from
dividends, $24,000 from Intern

Smelting stock, and 5115,000 Intel

cash surplus, a total ot in

the report of the company there

mention made of an intention to di-

East Butte—The report for the

ended March 31 shows that 85,876 tons
of ore, averaging 5.51 per cent, copper,

were mined and treated, from which were
produced 11,417,409 lb. of copper,

683 in silver and $2(32,392 in gold. The
copper was produced at a cost of 9.91c.

and sold for 12.35c. per lb., giving a net

profit of $268,651, or 90c. a share for the

issued capital stock. During the last six

months of the year, the cost of producing

copper was only 8.18c. per lb., due to

improved methods of mining and smelt-

ing. At the close of the year the surplus

of quick assets amounted to $376,1 in.

Due to depression in the copper industry,

no new financing was attempted last De-

cember, and an extension of one year

was obtained from the Pittsmont Copper
Company, of the agreement by which its

treasury stock was to remain in escrow

with the securities of the latter company,

as a guarantee of final payment on the

purchase of the Pittsmont property. Dur-

ing the year 463!) It. of development was

done. Important extensions and improve-

ments have been made on the plant,

among which are a new stack and dust

chamber, and a plant for the sintering of

flue dust. Dams have been constructed

for impounding tailings and slimes from

the smelter sufficient for several years to

come, and the surface-railway trackage

is being remodeled. The following di-

rectors have been reelected: James H.

Reed, Daniel C. Noble, Oscar Rohn, Wil-

liam Everts, Frank P. Son. Charles R.

Leonard and President Robert H. Gross.

Elm Orlu—The annual report sho

lass in operation for the year of

due to the large amount of construction

work done; 87,793 tons of ore were

mined, yielding $8.15 per ton. or i'm>s

returns of $715,763, which was used as

follows: Alining expenses,

transportation charges, $178,796; ore

treatment, $187,912; construction work.

$22,797, making a total of S722.7-

Broadwater County

With the development of a number of

promising properties in the Radcrsburg

district, it is predicted that the camp will

plant

;

sunk, and

elecu :

H . B
Arthur B

Agatin, ot Dulutb. \nother m

of oft;

visability of declari: .

time, as the ! condition.

Grai

On:

Of the Ontario mine

tiers, J. P nd A.

S. Huffman, oi Virginia *

black ore running high in

working to discover the f the

orebody.

-

Little Nell—The Little Nell Leash |

Mining Company, headed b

General A. J. Galen and Frank .V.

of Helena, has leased the mine

Two crews are at \uirl.

property between tl el and

350-ft. level, where little wor>

done before, but where recent

-hown good silver ore. As soon as

the shift is retimbered, mining v.

started.

N<
IURCHILL COUN

Boyer— This low-gi

eity, 30 miles from v.

velopment by a local syndic i

-melting plant \rthur

mated that the property
:

of chalcopyrite

ent. copper and !

tilver.

M< i

from an estimal

shipped to the

turn to the eon •

or bel ,op
- ^''h

ail exp lucted. Ore to the

of $188,540 has been taken from the

new i Ince March 1. Tb

on th( • been of
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for 56 ft. in length, the width of the

deposit yet to be determined.

RALDA COUNTl

Montgomery-Shoshone—S ecretary
Lloyd E. Marsden has forvarded to

stockholders a statement showing the

condition of the company's affairs. It is

set forth that the net loss for the three

months the property was operated this

15. As the mill now

s, it could probably be sold for $48.-

000. but before dismantling the mill, the

ditectors have deemed it better to pre-

sent the matter to the stockholders. A
meeting has. therefore, been called for

June 27. Two propositions will be pre-

sented—io sell the mill and to lease the

property.

Alamo—This mine, at Lucky Boy. will

sink to 1000 ft. to cut under a new ore-

body disclosed at 750 ft. on the Gotham

lease.

Lincoln County

The merger of the Jack Rabbit prop-

erty of the Nevada-Utah corporation with

the Bristol Consolidated was ratified,

June 12, at a meeting in New York.

The rise in the stock of Prince Con-

solidated is due to contract about to be

entered into with the International Smelt-

ing company to supply a certain tonnage

of ore monthly at a fixed price at the

mine. This would involve the building

of a 6-mile extension of the Pioche

bianch around what is known as the

"Point" to the Prince property by the

smelting company.

Lyon

Mason Valley—General Manager La

Barthe reports that over 50 per cent, of

the smelting plant is completed. The

stack will be completed by July 4, and if

the remainder of the equipment ordered

is delivered as promised, the plant will be

in full operation by October.

County

Shoshone Indians, in May, brough* ; iito

Pioche stories of a large veir, of lead

ore. about 25 miles northeast of »'
.. old

camp of Groom, in Nye county Guided

by the Indians, several prospectors were

to the place, where they found a

vein which they report to be from 5 to 40

ft. in width and almost a mile long. The

vein is in limestone near porphyry The

Bona r located. It is about

-om the I & Tonopah

railroad, and tl "-printr of good

water clo^c to the

Tonopah ; " A. Heller,

that the decision to build

a new mill bl i at.

W»

The Turner-F.ly and William-Fly prop-

at Lane City will be l

• ding negotiation^ hided

The receiver has peti-

tioned the court for authority to sell the

property to meet the debts.

New Mexico
Grant County

Tyrone—No. 3 drill hole, being devel-

oped by the Marcus Daly Estate, is 940

ft. deep. No. 4 hole was started recently

and is making good progress.

Chino—The company is pushing work

on the 3000-ton concentrator at Hurley,

and is erecting 15 new houses for em-

ployees. It expects to have the mill in

operation by August.

Savanna—This copper company has

stopped drilling operations and is prepar-

ing to sink a shaft.

Socorro County

All the mines in the Mogollon district

are active. The Socorro Mines Company
crushed 5000 tons of ore during May,

which is the largest amount treated by

any mine in the camp for the month.

The company intends to lay the pipe

line for the hydroelectric plant in White-

water soon. This will effect a great econ-

omy in the power costs, as wood costs

$10 per cord and the company is at pres-

ent burning 30 cords per day. The Er-

nestine Mining Company treated 3300

tons of ore during the month, and the re-

sulting cleanup gave 20 tons of high-

grade concentrates and 24,785 oz. of gold

and silver bullion, the ratio of gold to

silver being 1 : 2 in the ore. At the Dead-

wood mine the new mill is working

smoothly. The boilers have been re-

paired and the mine will be unwatered

below the 300-ft. level. The crude-oil

engine is giving excellent service and

has cut the cost to one-third that of

power from wood. The owners of the

Iron Bar group have optioned the prop-

erty to W. Rogers Wade, and active de-

velopment will be begun soon. Develop-

ment has been temporarily suspended on

the Gold Dust. The Treasure Mining and

Induction Company will soon have the

PC-ion mill in full operation. For some
time the company has been operating part

of the old remodeled mill.

Oklahoma
King Jack—W. G. Stephens has leased

the King Jack mine at Miami and started

operations.

Little Maxine—Charles Reed acquired

this property at Miami and is operating it

in connection with the Queen City.

Big Chief ' -Standifer brothers of Miami
have leased this mine at Quapaw.

Oregon
Baker County

Last Chance Jensen & Mann, of
Prairie City, are reported to have sold

their property in the Quartzburg district

to '

Oregon King Development will he

done on I pry, in the Cracker

Creek district, this summer. T. S. Ken-

nedy, Sumpter, has charge.

Independence—Operations will be re-

sumed at this mine. Walter Gleeson,

Granite, is manager.

Utah

Juab County
Victoria—The main shaft is now at a

depth of 1050 ft., and within the next few

weeks sinking to the 1300-ft. level will

be started. Sinking will probably not

interfere with shipments.

Iron Blossom—A body of silicious ore

has been opened above the 600-ft. level

of the No. 1 workings.

Centennial-Eureka—Though drifting is

being done on the 2200 level, the flow

of water has not materially increased.

This is being handled by one unit of the

large pumping plant. Work is being

done on the 2000 level, and connections

will be made with the 2200 to improve

the ventilation. Regular shipments of

300 tons daily have been maintained.

Beck Tunnel—A 3-ft. face of lead-

carbonate ore is being followed to the

south-east, there being 400 to 500 ft. of

ground available before connecting with

the original ore channel, if the ore main-

tains its present trend. A cave was broken

into recently a few hundred feet from

the Beck Tunnel-Colorado ore channel,

and is reported to carry lead ore. Eight

cars of first-class ere have been shipped

since the compromise with the Uncle

Sam.

Colorado—At the meeting June 10, a

quarterly dividend of 6c. per. share, was
declared. The total amount will be $60,-

000, which brings the dividends up to

$2,450,000. During the last week eight

cars of ore were shipped from the terri-

tory immediately north of the Sioux,

much of this being of good grade. There

is also a large tonnage of lower grade

silicious ore in this territory, which will

probably be mined under the new ore

contract with the United States Smelting

Company.

Union Chief—Orders for a three-drill

compressor plant have been placed for

this property at Santaquin. A power

line will be run from the Knight at San-

taquin canon.

Salt Lake County

Several Big Cottonwood properties are

reported to be looking good, and con-

siderable activity in that section is ex-

pected during the coming summer.

Bingham Copper—A notice has been

issued to stockholders by C. V. Holman,

former president of the company, in re-

gard to a proposed reorganization. This

statement asks those stockholders, who
are dissatisfied with the present manage-

ment and its policy of concealment, and

who would appreciate an accounting for

past expenditures, or who have reason-

able doubts as to the necessity of reor-
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- ganization at this time to send their prox-

ies to be voted at the annual meeting at

Cheyenne, June 21. Mr. Holman be-

lieves that no reorganization is neces-

sary.

Yampa— It is said that the tonnage in

sight at the Bingham property of the

company has been increasing steadily

since General Manager Moodie took

charge. Considerable low-grade ore has

also been opened up at various places

in the property. Reports have it that the

company is preparing a shipment of sev-

eral hundred tons which will be sent

through the Winnemucca mill. This will

be a trial to ascertain the concentrating'

yield. Besides the large copper ore-

body the company is also developing con-

siderable lead ore. Shipments from this

source are also being made as the oc-

casion demands. When the smeltery was
closed last fall the company started ship-

ping 400 tons of ore to the A. S. & R.

company to take the place of the Utah

Consolidated ores. Since then the amount
of shipments has been gradually in-

creased until it is in the neighborhood

of 600 tons of ore per day.

Canada

British Columbia

Summit—Announcement is made in

Spokane that Frank C. Armstrong, of

New York, and D. Lome McGibbon, of

Montreal, have secured control of this

gold mine on Sheep creek, in the Nel-

son district. The price paid is said to be

nearly $200,000. George E. Farish, of

New York, has been appointed general

manager.

Greenwood-Phoenix—The tunnel is in

2200 ft. Two small veins of high-grade

ore have been cut.

Consolidated—A 200-ton plant of the

Dwight-Lloyd sintering process has been

put in at the smeltery at Trail.

Granby—Preparations have been com-

menced to substitute granulation of blast

furnace slag for present method of haul-

ing it while hot. Slag will be run into

large bins; belt conveyors will take it

thence up inclines and discharge on top

of present slag dump.

Van Roi—The last published monthly

report shows total ore crushed 3273 tons.

Production, 190 tons silver-lead concen-

trate, and 230 tons silver-zinc. Assay

value of former is: Silver, 78 oz. per ton;

lead, 5.7 per cent.; zinc. 8.4 per cent.

Of latter: Silver, 25 oz. per ton; lead,

2.7 per cent.; zinc, 46.5 per cent. Mill

ran 587 hours. Total approximate value

of production, $14,299; estimated expen-

diture, including development, mining,

milling 'and other expenses, $11,529. In

mine, 22 ft. driven on Beryl vein and 94

ft. on main vein, both on No. 5 level.

Ontario

Scramble—The Canadian Homestake

Mining Company, which has undertaken

to develop this

district, as a 1

tends to spend
with::

ern redu<

000. The companj
cure from 200 to

energy from the town'ol K
present requirements.

Canada Refining and Smelt
Ground has been broken

for the erection of additional bui
which will double the capacity.

On i

The shipments from Cobalt for the
week ended June 9 were: Tretb
71,400 lb.; Right of Way, 67,680;
sing, 64,920; McKinley-Darragh. 64
Hudson Bay, 63,600; Chambers- Ferland,
63,200; Hargraves, 60,000; Burial

590; Cobalt Lake. 55,980; Crown Re-
serve, 49,670; total. 617,100 lb. Bul-
lion shipments: Nipissing. 72.000 ounces.

Crown Reserve New machinery is be-

ing installed in this mine, so that sink-

ing may be continued below the 450- ft.

level. At that depth the vein is about
2V2 in. wide and assays 150 ounces.

Chambers-Fcrland—The annual report

of this Cobalt company shows total as-

sets of $2,475,862, of which the mine it-

self represents S2,2<)0,000. Cash on
hand amounts to S148.744.

Silver Leaf—The north shaft of this

property, which is being worked by the

Crown Reserve, has reached 465 ft. It

will be continued till the Keewatin forma-

tion is encountered, when crosscuts will

be run to open up the veins at that depth.

Gould Consolidated—New equipment

is being installed and active mining will

be pushed at the leasehold property, on

Carr lake. A small silver vein, found

in crosscutting last fall, will be opened.

Ontario—Porcupine

Preston East Dome—The two shafts

being sunk on this property are down
30 ft., and timbering has been begun.

Both shafts are in ore.

Philadelphia—The vein which crosses

this property is being opened by a glory

hole. The vein is about 10 ft. wide

and dips about 30 degrees.

James—An inclined shaft is being

sunk by hand, but a hoist is on the

ground and will soon be set.

Rea—The head frame is completed and

the hoist is set ready to be connected

to the steam line. The shaft is down

200 ft. and a crosscut has been run to the

vein.

Scottish Ontario—An important find of

free gold has been made in a shaft down

18 ft. on No. 1 vein, about 350 ft. west

of the main shaft. The vein runs 6 to

8 ft. in width.

P"arl Lake—Some good finds have re-

cently been made. Two shafts are down

about 60 ft. near the two principal ore-

Ith I :

R

ng on

running h

strut-

which

drill to a deptl

P. KirkcgaarJ. Shaft
34 ft.; orebody 7 ft. vide. Drill b

down 12s ft. Expect to reach orebody at

about 175

McLean A diamond drill will be

on this property.

Jupiter The new owners will at once
start underground opera:

Dome— The power plant on this ;

erty is now nearly completed. The 12-

drill compressor is running.

Preston Lust Dome ')re ha- been en-

countered on the tin- ft. level of this prop-
erty.

Eldorado—A discovery of free gold has
been made on this property.

Yukon ThKimoRY

Yukon Gold VX'ork i- proceeding sat-

isfactory and all of the seven dr

are operating. A very early

up was experienced this year, which
enabled the boats to be placed in com-
mission several weeks in advance

i

season. The company will add to its

equipment a new dredge No. 8. This

dredge is to be equipped with a steel hull

and will be capable of operating to a

greater depth than the other boats. It is

expected that this dredge will be r

in commission by the latter part of

August.

Mexico

\TO

Guanajuato Con* The mill

ran in the three months ended Ma]
•rushing 11,588 tons, of which a

total recoverv of 207,811 pesos was
made. The working expense* were 130,-

958 pesos, leaving a net profit of 7

pesos. No damage was done to the com-

panv's property bv the revolutionary

forces.

ranza The May crushing was
- tons, yielding groM (142,473, and

net $49,503.
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Coal Trade Review
2 1— Without much ac-

tual improvement yet manifest, a more
cheerful tone seems to exist in 1

in the West. The demand for

steam coal has begun to improve and
seme mines are working on longer time.

As a rule production is running between

ind 60 per cent, of capacity.

In the East the bituminous trade is

quiet, and production is at a lower rate

than last year, as is evident from the

smaller shipments reported by the chief

coal-carrying railroads.

Anthracite trade is about as usual for

.mer month and shows no special

incident.

It is stated that negotiations are pend-
ing for the lease of the Carolina, Clinch-

x Ohio to the Chesapeake & Ohio
Railway Company. This will give the

Chesapeake & Ohio an outlet under its

own control for its New River and Kan-
awha coal to the towns and seaports
along the Southern Atlantic coast.

Conncllsrille Coke Rates—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has sus-
pended for 30 days from June 15 the new
tariff on coke from the Connellsville re-

gion to the Chicago district. This tariff

was intended to equalize the rate on all

coke, irrespective of its use or class. It

reduced the rate on foundry coke 15c,
but raised that on furnace coke from
^2.35 to $2.50 per ton.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal and coke tonnage originating on
all lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company east of Pittsburg and Erie,

five months ended May 31, short tons:

I'-'i" lMi Changes
1.186 I. 2U.li-.ii

16,414.271 D. 516,409
1,462,114 D. 1,769

Current Prices of"

Metal. Minerals. Coal

and Stocks. Condit-

ions and Commerc-
ial Statistics

Anthracite Bitum. Total PerCt
New V...k. .. 5,524,129 3,513,617 9,037,746 59.fl
Philadelphia 770,067 1,546,548 2,316,615 15 3
Baltimore.... 95,928 1,527,974 1,623.902 10.8

£
owP* Newa 937,792 937,792 6.2

-N '"' IoIk 1,197,453 1,197,453 7.9

T " tal 6,390,124 8,723,384 15,113,508 100.0
T.>tal, 1910. 6,860,453 8,318,998 14,179,451

Increase in anthracite, 529,671 tons;
in bituminous, 404,386; total gain, 934,-
057 tons, or 6.6 per cent. New York in-

cludes all the harbor shipping points,
also coal sent by water to city and neigh-
boring wharves. Norfolk includes Se-
well's Point.

Coal receipts at Boston, five months
ended May 31, as reported by Chamber
of Commerce:

1010 1!)11 Changes
Anthracite. 743,001 793,158 I. 50,157
Bituminous. 1,701,692 1,682,490 D. 19,202

Total domestic... 2,444,693 2,47.->,048 I. 30,955
F" 1

''
1 -" 125,711 113,879 D. 11,832

T
'

• ,al 2,570,404 2,589,527 I. 19,123

The foreign coal is nearly all from
Nova Scotia mines.

Anthracite coal tonnage of Baltimore &
Ohio railroad four months ended April
30 was 373.761 tons in 1910, and 387,-
979 in 1911; increase, 14.218 tons.

lower grades sell down to $2.30 and bet
ter up to $2.85. Gas coals are $1.10 foi
•%-in. at mines, $1 for run-of-mine and
75rW85c. for slack.

There is nominally no change in coast
wise rates. From Philadelphia large boats
get 60(7 70c. to Boston and Portland
From New York going rates are 55@60c.
to Boston and Portland, with 10c. more
to the shoalwater ports; 35tf/40c. to
Providence and New Bedford; 25^30c.
to Sound ports. From Hampton Roads
to Boston. 60<W70c. is asked.

!> :

1 D. 2,055,641

The total decrease this year was 7.3
per cent.: the loss being chiefly in coke.

Coal shipments over railroads in the
Ohio Coal Traffic Association, four
months ended April 30, short tons:

1911 CI
; '

i
.

i

i

i

i

'
I-

I

i I 14,712
i

1

I per
cent.

tonnage

'om Icadii

lantic ; r months ended April 30,

long •

New York
Anthracite

June 21—The trade is quiet and steady.
The big May output has been well taken,
with very little addition to the storage
piles. Trade to the Lakes is slow so far.

Schedule prices for domestic sizes for
June are S4.45 for lump, $4.70 for egg
and stove and $4.95 for chestnut, all

r.O.b. New York harbor. On steam sizes
quotations are: Pea, S3r„3.25; buck-
wheat, S2.30@2.75; No. 2 buckwheat or
rice, $1.80@2.25; barley, $1.45@1.70;
all according to quality, f.o.b. New York
harbor.

Bituminous

The trade is Irregular, and orders rath-
er bunchy. Harbor trade is slow, so far
as spot trade is concerned. Coastwise
and all-rail trade show some improve-
ment. There is little or no surplus coal
at tide; mines continue to ship chiefly on

main low. A Pair steam coal

0, r.o.b. New York harbor;

Birmingham
June 19—The coal trade in this State

is inclined to be dull and the output is
below last year. A resumption of op-
erations was noted recently at one or two
of the Tennessee company's mines.
Southern railroads, too, are placing con-
tracts now for coal for the fall and
winter, but delivery is not to start for two
or three months yet. Reports have it that
some of the larger consumers demanded
concessions in their coal prices and as a
consequence wages of miners in certain
parts of the district may be reduced next
month.

Coke is in a little better demand than
it has been and several batteries of coke
ovens will be started up at once.

Chicago
June 20—Quiet but firm conditions ex-

ist in the coal trade. The volume of
sales is good for the time of the year,
and there are no disquieting signs in the
air. There is no general overloading of
the market, and none seems imminent,
for shippers have learned to divert their
output. The volume of buying for steam
use is fair, and domestic trade naturally
is light. The harvesting trade continues
to increase at a rate that indicates larger
consumption for this purpose than ever
before, and retailers are inclined to stock
early for the autumn trade in domestic
coals.

Illinois and Indiana coals sell, on cars,
for $1.90*/ 2.30 for lump, $1.75tf?1.90 for
mine-run and $1.65 Co 1.85 for screenings.
Eastern coals are in good condition,
smokeless bringing quite or nearly the
list prices of $3.55 for lump and $3.15
for run-of-mine; the supply is kept down
so as to avoid ruinous price cutting.
Hocking is steady and in good demand at
S3. 15. Anthracite sales are improving,
as the month wears on, though naturally
light in midsummer. The demand for
fine coals is still large in comparison
with other sizes.

Cleveland

Iune 19—Lake coal is beginning to

move more freely, and there is a pros-
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pect of large shipments from now on.

Locally trade is improving and there is a

better demand for steam coal.

Quotations for Middle district coal,

f.o.b. Cleveland, are $2.15 for 1

$1.90 for ) t
in., $1.80 for run-of-mine,

$1.50@1.60 for slack. No. 8 and Cam-

bridge districts 5 or 10c. higher. Youghio-

gheny is $2.45^/2.50 for lump and $2.20

(<\ 2.25 for run-of-mine.

Indianapolis

June 19—A more cheerful tone is noted

in the coal market. A number of idle

mines were opened and operations be-

gun during the past week. A notable in-

crease in buying and the securing of

some large contracts have strengthened

the prospects for a good output during

the remaining months of the year. One
of the present demands for immediate

shipment of coal is for the wheat and oats

threshers which use coal almost alto-

gether. The movement of coal for power-

house and factory consumption is also

perceptibly on the increase. While the

improvement has been slight, many mines

that have been operating two and three

days a week are now running three

and four days a week.
m

Pittsburg

June 20—Demand for coal continues

slow and prices are no firmer than they

were, with slack showing a weaker tend-

ency. Mines are running light, although

there has been a slight improvement in

the Lake tonnage. We continue to quote:

Nut, $1.05@1.15; mine-run, $1.10<§

1.15; -K-in., $1.20^/1.25; 1'4-in., $1.30

0i 1.35; slack, 75c. per ton at mine.

Connellsville Coke—There is more fur-

nace dbke offered for prompt shipment on

account of being loaded on cars without

being sold. There is active negotiation

for the supply of foundry coke to a num-

ber of large concerns for the twelve

months beginning July 1, and several such

contracts have been closed, mostly at a

shade above $2. Prices vary consider-

ably according to grade and reputation.

We continue to quote: Prompt furnace,

$1.40^/1.50; contract furnace, $1.75(§

1.85; prompt foundry, $1.90*/ 2; contract

foundry, $2@2.25. One or two specially

high grades of foundry coke have been

contracted for at $2.40 at oven.

The Courier reports production in the

Connellsville and lower Connellsville re-

gions in the week ended June 10 at 266,-

646 tons, a decrease of 2500 tons, and

shipments at 3066 cars to Pittsburg, 4720

cars to points west and 561 cars to points

east, a total of 8347 cars.

The hearing of parties interested in

having the Pittsburg Lake rate on coal

reduced has been postponed until Sept.

15 next. _^__^

manufacturing plants will cl

next week for

How long this will la

factories will start U|

but others may i

In some lines busine

the demand for coal ough'

fore long. July, however, promises to be

rather a slow month.

most in demand and hold up better than

any other

Prices remain unchanged for the

part, with screening vely higher

than lump.

Anthracite—Coal shipped on Ma
ders is still coming in. There is a

'

movement. The booking of new orders

has been good for this season.

;
'

g]|lRON-iRM)l -M N " " E

FOREIGNCOALTRADE

German Coal Production—Coal pro-

duction of German Empire, four months

ended April 30, metric tons:

1910

Coal i-

Brown coal 21,

Total min.

Coke made 1

BriiiU'-'rt made, 6,071,312

1

I

!

I

I

Of the briquets reported this year

5,365,639 tons were made from brown

coal, or lignite.

British Coal Trade—Exports of fuel

from Great Britain, with coal sent abroad

for the use of steamships in foreign

trade, five months ended May 31, long

tons:

1910 1911 I I

Coal X
CokO 351,427 392,889 1 11.462

Briquets 635,417 1

Total exports. .. 24 ,886.631

Steamercoal 7,633,034 7,884.191 I. 261,167

Total 32.618.6

Imports of coal for the five months

were only 12,792 tons in 1911, and 7652

tons this year.

Austrian Coal—Coal production of

Austria, three months ended March 31,

metric tons:
1910 1911

chiefly for

comin: think

that there will be further i
and

that with the present mill caj

there » ill be no danger of J'.

ing held up. when I

In finished material a nil mall

me out during the

Bteel ia quieter than it but

orders are -till coming and

Bhapes are in n<*.

Pig iron is ill. veakesl end ol the mar-

ket. Orders are c
nailer

. and bir.

demands for lower prices, which fur-

naces have to heed, if they want

ness. Southern fur:

(fori to bold

at -11. It has been i

Birmingham, for third-qi;

and now SI025, an.: IS been

quoted in some qua: ^ama mak-

ers seem anxious to work off their

and want to avoid further curtailment in

production.

The main point seems to be that there

is an increase in bu- teaJ of the

decline which we are accuatOl

in July and August. Lower prices

are not a bad drawing card after all.

Coal
Brown coal 6,721,161

3,786.116

10,168,1 16 I
1

.

492,1

I

I. 21,168

I, 11,583

St. Louis

june i9_The wholesale market shows

little change. Demand is light, as many

Total mined
Coke made
Brliimts made... B6.358

Of the briquets reported this year

55,735 tons were made from brown coal

or lignite.

Belgian Foreign Trade—Imports and

exports of fuel in Belgium, three months

ended March 31, metric tons:

Imp '

i
., i

I

Imports are chiefly from Germany and

Great Britain; exports are nearly all to

France.

Welsh Coal Prices Messrs. Hull.

Blyth & Co., London and Cardiff, report

prices of coal on June 3, as follows:

Baltimore

June 1
(

» Exports for the week in-

cluded 4.273.100 lb. steel rai!

120 lb. rail joints to St. Jol

foundland. Imports included 3000 tons

spisgeleisen and 5878 t.> :1 s rerroman-

from Great Britain; '

iron ore from Cuba.

Coal
Oofce
Briquets

Total

Total, 1910. •

Birmingham

June l" them pic-iron

still quiet and dull, and while there

•
,nc

1 conditi' I

The quotations for im:

ire at the lowest ebb t
1

! in man}

for immediate dell

-K) per ton, No. 2 foundl num-

ber of contracts, delivery during ttl

eight

•5. There will be further curtailment
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. ion in this section. The

id does not warrant the production

s now on. though the ma
under what it was last year

at this time. The pig-iron market, so far,

.d no inspiration from the im-

s nent in steel. The smaller or in-

dependent makers of pig iron are holding

aloof from the market at present be-

. of the low prices.

Charcoal iron is dull; the scrap-iron

market in the South is without activity.

The cast-iron pipe trade has some life

Chicago

June 20—Buying of pig iron continues

light, mainly for third-quarter require-

ments. The general shrinkage of business

due to the midsummer season, and to the

restriction of manufacturing of almost

every sort, may account for this condi-

tion. But it seems more probable that

the market cannot be stimulated to fur-

ther buying until melters are convinced

that overproduction of pig iron has

ceased, or that there is a greatly in-

creased demand in some particular line.

Meanwhile, the demand for a few iron

and steel products increases. Sales of

these are larger than for many weeks.

Railroad supplies and kindred materials

lead the market.

Northern pig iron is quoted at $15 for

No. 2; Southern No. 2 at $14.60, Chi-

cago, or $10.25. Birmingham. These are

the lowest quotations of the year. On a

good-sized sale, either might be larger,

so indefinite is the situation. Coke is

very dull at $4.75, Chicago.

Cleveland

June 19—Iron-ore business continues

slow, and few outside boats have been

chartered, shippers doing the work in

their own boats. The Great Lakes Trans-

portation Company is a new organiza-

tion, consolidating several old companies.

There are 21 vessels in this fleet, with

carrying capacities ranging from 5000 to

10,000 gross tons. The carrying capacity

of the 21 freighters is estimated at 157,-

600 tons for a single trip or 3,152,000

tons in an average season of 20 trips.

The companies thus merged are the

L'nited States Transportation, the L. C.

Smith Transit, the Wilkinson Transpor-

tation, the Standard Transportation, and

the American Transit. The capital stock

of the Great Lakes Steamship Company
will be 56,000,000 with a bond issue of

Sl.500,000, bearing pcr cent.

The market is quiet and
featureless, v it! mall lots only,

and no change in pr

ral small con-

for st ructura | work have been

but not mticfa Other business.

Some cone

ban, but i' *• of-

fers have been withdrawn.

Philadelphia

June 23—Brokers and makers of pig

iron say that about the only difference

between the past and previous weeks is

that there have been more inquiries and

the inquiries have had a wider range,

covering all kinds of iron. As to sales,

they have been even lighter in the ag-

gregate than last week and with perhaps

two exceptions, they have been small.

Today negotiations are pending for two

or three lots that run into a few thousand

tons. The apprehension of local interests

is that this business may slip through

their fingers to Southern makers, as some
other recent business has. Some very

tempting offers from Southern makers

are now under consideration. Two or

three sales of Southern forge are report-

ed at $14.75. The entire market is drag-

ging. No 2 X foundry is quoted at $15.50

(<i 15.75 per ton.

Steel Billets—A fair week's business

has been done.

Bars—Mills that have been working

strictly to fill orders are low in assort-

ments. Jobbers are carrying barely

enough to supply current demand.

Sheets—In a general way consumption

is increasing, as compared to last spring,

especially in corrugated material.

Pipes and Tubes—In the smaller shops

work keeps up to the average and busi-

ness is fair. In cast pipe more new work
has been booked.

Plates—Shaded prices have brought

very little business.

Structural Material—Contracts are

awarded for a large volume of business

in shapes for enterprises in adjacent ter-

ritory. The sum total of the small orders

booked represents a fair week's work.

Scrap—Scrap has weakened in price

and sales have dropped. Railroad scrap
is held at prices that dealers refuse to

pay.

Pittsburg

June 20—The whole tone of the iron

and steel market has shown a further and
more marked improvement. Bookings of

finished steel products are much in-

creased and although they are much be-

low capacity all comparisons with the

experience of April or May are favorable.

The activity in sheets is particularly pro-

nounced, but increased activity is also

noted in practically every other line. Steel

prices on the whole are firm, the leading

products being strictly maintained.

The Steel Corporation is operating its

blast furnaces and finishing departments
at between 63 and (54 per cent, of total

'v. Allowing for its doing about
1.500,000 tons a year of export business,
this would leave its percentage of oper-
ations on domestic business at between
53 and 54 per cent. The independents
on the whole are probably operating at an
Average "f more than liO per cent.

Pig Iron—Inquiry has become much
larger. There are several inquiries for

foundry iron each running into thousands
of tons, and there are a couple for basic

iron of 5000 tons or more, for second
half, one from the East, the other from
the West, while from the East also comes
an inquiry for 3000 tons of malleable,

almost of basic grade. Business is be-

ing closed very slowly, however, in this

district, although in other districts there

seems to have been considerable iron sold

in the past 10 days. We continue to

quote, f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 90c. higher

delivered Pittsburg: Bessemer, $15;
basic, $13<§ 13.25; No. 2 foundry, $13.50

@13.75; gray forge, $13@13.25; malle-

able, $\3.25(<i 13.50 per ton.

Ferromanganese — The market con-

tinues quiet, and quotable at about

$36.50, Baltimore, for prompt or forward

delivery.

Steel— Specifications on billet and
sheet-bar contracts are not materially

changed. The trade condition calls for

better specifying but on the other hand

the industry is running into the usual

position at this time of mills desiring to

curtail their stocks against the midsum-
mer inventory. Prices are strictly held,

except that the rod price is practically

nominal. We quote, f.o.b. maker's mill,

Pittsburg or Youngstown, $21 for billets

and $22 for sheet bars, bessemer or open-

hearth, and rods $29 f.o.b. Pittsburg.

Sheets—Demand for sheets has ma-
terially improved, there being better spec-

ifying on contracts, and much better new
buying, perhaps half of this being for

forward delivery, whereas until very re-

cently the only business placed was for

immediate shipment. Several independ-

ent sheet mills which for several weeks

have been working at part capacity are

running this week in full. The leading

interest has increased its operations.

Prices are strictly maintained. We quote:

black sheets, 28 gage, 2c, galvanized, 3c;

blue annealed, 10 gage, 1.50c; painted

corrugated, $1.40; galvanized, $2.55 per

square.

St. Louis

June 19—Buying continues light,

though some foundries report business

improving. The current price for No. 2

foundry pig remains $10.50 Birmingham

or $14.25 St. Louis, though there are re-

ports that iron has been offered at 25c.

below those figures.

Iron Ore Markets

Prices of Lake Superior iron ore for

the season of 1911 are as follows, f.o.b.

Lake Erie docks: Bessemer ore—base

55 per cent, iron and under 0.45 phos-

phorus—$4.50 per ton for Old Range
and $4.25 for Mesabi ; nonbessemer—
base 51.5 per cent, iron—$3.70 for Old
Range and $3.50 for Mesabi.

Prices in the East are not controlled by
any agreement or association of pro-
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ducers, and it is not possible to give any
general quotation. Recent sales seem to

have established a basis of 5)4 (§ 6c. per

unit of iron at mines; this compares with

about 6^c. per unit for Mesabi non-

bessemers at Lake Erie ports.

The contract price for Newfoundland
and Spanish ores, f.o.b. docks, Philadel-

phia, is this year about 1%@1 _c per

unit of iron. The furnaces using these

ores, however, can generally get a low

freight rate from Philadelphia, so that

there is not much difference between

them and domestic ores in cost at fur-

nace.

Little or no Cuban ore is sold to out-'

side furnaces, nearly all of it being used

by the steel companies which control the

mines.

S FOREIGN IRON TRADE f»

German Iron Production—-The Ger-

man Iron and Steel Union reports the

make of pig iron in Germany in April

at 1,285,395 tons, or 36.719 tons less than

in March. For the four months ended

April 30 the total make was, in metric

tons:

1910 1911 Changes
Foundry iron 900,065 1,023.037 I.

Forge iron 223,087 193,351 D. 29,736

Steel pig 417,253 573,820 I. 156,567

Bessemer pig 165,421 118,186 D. 47,235

Thomas(basic)pig 3,015,400 3,198,909 I. 183,509

Total ...4.721,226 5,107,303 I. 386,077

The total increase was 8.2 per cent.

Steel pig includes spiegeleisen, ferro-

manganese and all similar alloys.

French Foreign Trade—Exports and

imports of France, year ended Dec. 31,

metric tons:
I

Exports. Imports. Excess.

Plgiron 103,360 30,631 Exp. 72,729

Ferro-mangan'e, etc. 12.242 7,971 Exp. 4,271

Finished iron and
steel 302,168 44,970 Exp. 257.198

Total 417,770 83,572 Exp. 334,198

Total, 1909 468,223 77,080 Exp. 391,137

Imports of iron ore. 1.202,606 tons in

1909, and 1,318,520 in 1910. Exports,

3907,339 tons in 1909. and 4.892.542 in

1910. Exports were mainly of minette

ore from the Briey basin to Belgium and

Luxemburg.

United States Foreign Trade

Iron and Steel—Exports and imports of

iron and steel and of machinery in the

United States for the four months ended

April 30, are valued as below by the

Bureau of Statistics of the Department

of Commerce and Labor:

1910 1911 Changes

Exports $62,250,239 $84,939,663 1.$:.

Imports 14,070,683 10,512,138 D.

Excess, exp. $4S,179,556 $74,427,525 I.$26,247,969

Increase in exports, 36.4; decrease in

imports 25.3 per cent. The leading items

of exports and imports were, in long

tons:

Pig Iron....

'

Imports of wire not reported in quan-
tity; values wei

5433,386 in 1911. Imports of rail-

structural steel not reported -
:

Exports of mining machinery were valued
at SI.960,628 in 1910, and
this year.

Iron Ore Movement—Import

ports of iron ore in the United States,

four months ended April 30, long tons:

1910 1911

Imports
Exports

Imports this year included 326,245 tons

from Cuba, 60,843 from Spain, til. .Vis

from Sweden, 12,430 from Newfoundland
and 799 from Canada.

Manganese Ore—Imports of mangan-
ese ore into the United States four

months ended April 30 were 81,013 tons

in 1910, and 58,533 in 1911; decrease.

22,480 tons.

§\\ METAJ7 MARKETS l[gj|

New York, June 21—There continues

to be some activity in the metal markets,

and some appreciation of prices.

A careful revision of the calculations

puts the average price of electrolytic

copper at 11.989c. for May.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

UNITED STATUS <;"I I) AM' 8II.TBH KOTWIHI

Metal

Gold:

May 1911..
" 1910..

Year 1911..
•• 1910..

Silver :

May 1911..

Year 1911..
'• 1910..

Exports

$r,,M7 149
- -

5,054,301
4.1. in, 754

[mporte

-

3,143,338 1:.

. 1)12 Imp. 1- -

14,812,614 El

Ex J
i.

Exports from th.' port of New York
ended June 17 . Gold. $1100
chiefly tn London ami Paris. Imports: Gold,

$751,183, from Mexico, the Wesl Indli

Australia : silver. from South
lea.

Gold—The price of gold on the open

market in London remained at the normal

level, 77s. 9d. per oz. for bars and 76s.

4 d. for American coin. Exchange in

New York is below the point at which

gold exports might be expected; but none

have been made.

Transvaal gold production in May is

cabled as S14,178.607. bringing the total

for the five months ended May 31 up to

$65,266,621; an increase of $5,e

over last year.

•
: hard

platinum. In same

pood— equal to

price is nominai and subject to nego-

tiation.

Iridi and un-

chani' .ing askc.:

etal.

Silver—The market has about the same
features a * ith a slightly

weaker un

by China banks. The close today is at

24 7 ltid. in London, with tendency un-

certain.
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Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc
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Curb trading has been quiet. Among

the new securities to be listed are the

Germany .Mining and Development Com-

pany's 227.091 shares and Porcupine Es-

tates Gold .Mines. Ltd. The former

opened at ST and worked off close to $6.

Chino rights on the $2,500,000 bond issue

are quoted from 40 to 50 cents.

SAX FRANCISCO June 20

ments

N

- I la

Ma
-

- B

: . I da

Ma-
II 1'tah

- la

Mich

•r. Ma
l. Ida

Silver Mountain, Ida

nn Extension, Ida
I

Trans. -Continental, Ida—
Tyler, Ma
Utah < Dtah...

r, Utah
ful, Ida.

Deling

June 3
June 9
.June 14

May 15
.tune 36
June 19

Kay 17

July 8

Jane i.*>

.Tune .">

May SI

June 8

June 36

June 36
Aug. l

June 1

•June 6

June 30
May 30
.Tuin> 2

June 3

June 3o

July
May 30
•Tune 24

May 33

June
July
July
June
July
July
June
July

July
June
June
July

Sept.
July
July
July
June
July
Julv
Julv
Aug.
June

July ID

Amt

S l 10

25"

e 01
(i 003

006
0.003
2.00
0.01
ii 03

0.03
0.1)01

l.oo
003

0.005
0.001
o DOS
o 006

0.003
0.001

01

0.01
0.001

Montlil> Vveratif I'rici's of Metals
SILVER

Month.
1910. 1911. 1909. ' 1910. 1911.

4:>4 52
321 53

163 .

January ...

|

"1 4T-' ."'1

March
April
May
Jun-
July 51.043 ."'4

'1 136 62

September . 51 44o 53

8

I

T- 'tal

913

(90

795 23.843 24

222 23.706 23
74.". 23 227 _::;

328 2d 708 21

143 24

24 166 24

.. 23.519 36
588 24

. . 23 743 24

. . 2::

.... 2::

34.030 25

154 24

794 24

690 24

483 24

797 24

661 .

034 . -

42< .

561 .

596 .

160 .

865
081
324
595
583

23. Tim; 24.070

New fork, cents per fine ounce; London,
standard ounce.

COPPER

Nl.W YOBK.

fauna

... . .

.

Electrolytic Lake.

1910. 1911. 1910, 1911. 1910. 1911

London,
Standard.

. 7i'.« 12 on .v.'

12 139 13 586 12 417 59

12 019 l.; 091 12 -r,:, 57

;.- 2ii :..

12

13 570
13 716

12 914

604
970
704
1 186

313

• troy,
terling

\ ORK

"

l

til.
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fining^UeM 1 1 i rc3ir.al PatPntg
A copy of the specifications oi •

patents issued by the United Sta Patent
Office will be mailed by The I

and Mining Journal upon the receipt of 125

cents. British patents are supplied at 10
cents. Tn ordering specifications, correspond
ents are requested to give the number, nami
of inventor and date of issue.

COAI, AM) (OKI;

BRIQUET—Fuel Briquet and Method "f
Making Same. Edward II. Ellis, Somerville,
Mass., assignor, by mesne assignments, tn
Edward II. Ellis and Alfred D. Chandler,
Brookline, Mass., trustees of tin- Ellis Briquet
Binder. (U. s. No. 790.348; Apr. -jr., mil.)
COKE'— Improved Process ami Apparatus

for Recovering Ammonia from dial Gas and
Other Gases Obtained in the Dry Distillation
or Carbonization of Coal and Other Carbon-
aceous Materials. .Ian Adolf Roelofsen, Mid-
dlesbrough, Eng. (Brit. No. 14,013 oi 1910.)

COKE—Improvements in and Relating to

Coke Ovens. Carl Still, Recklinghausen,
Prussia. (Brit. No. 23.4o9 of 1910.)

COKE— Improvements Relating to the De-
livery of Volatile Products from Gas Retorts,
Coke Ovens or the like. Arthur M. Duck
ham, Surrey, Eng. (Brit. No. 16,631 of

1910.)

COKE-DISCIIAKCINO APPARATUS for
Vertical Retorts. Samuel Glover and John
West. Southport, IOng. < U. S. No. 991,499;
May 9, 1911.)

COKE OVEN. Laurence P. Palmer. Union-
town, Penn. (U. S. No. 992,684; May 11,

1911.)

COKE OVEN. Louis Bansart, ..Tohmont,

near Haine St. Pierre, Belgium. (U. S. No.

987,941 ; Mar. 28, 1911.)

COKE OVEN. William J. Kearus. Dunbar
township, Fayette county. Penn. (U. S. No.

987,993; Mar. 28, 1911.)

COKE-OVEN DOOR. Ludwig Carl Flaccus,

New York, N. Y„ assignor to Stettiner Cha-
motte-Fabrik Actien-Gesellschaft vorm. Duller,

Stettin, Germany. (II. S. No. 992,492; May
16, 1911.)

DUST—Means for Removing Dust in Coal

Mines and Other Places. Charles Rollin,

East .Tarrow-on-Tyne, Eng. (Brit. No. 29,-

508 of 1910.)

MINING (MACHINE. Coal-Cutting Ma-

chine Louis Thomas, Ans, near Liege,

Belgium. (U. S. No. 993,474: May 30,

1011.1

MINING MACHINE—Coal-Mining Machine.

Elmer Hough, Wellsburg, W. Va. (U. S. No.

901.508; May 9. 1911.)

MINING MACHINES—Improvements in

and Relating to Mining Machines. John C.

Hurst. Revnoldsville, Penn. (Brit. No. lu,-

358 of 1910.)

MINING MACHINE. William Guernsey.

Prosser. Wash. (U. S. No. 993.503; May
30, 1911.)

MINING MACHINES—Improvements in

Mining Machines. Ingersoll-Rand Company,
New York. N. Y. (Brit. No. 25.974 of

1910.1

PRAT—Improvements in the Process oi

Producing Ammonia from Peat. II. L-

Wolterick and the Sulphate of Ammonia
Companv, Ltd., London. Eng. (Brit. No.

15,285 of 1910.)

PEAT—Process for Treating Peat. O'jstaf

E. Boberg, Alameda. Cal. (U. S. No. 993,-

143; May 23, 1911.)

SAFETY LAMPS—Apparatus for Igniting

Miners' Safety Lamps. E. A. Hail wood.

Morlev, Eng. ' (V. S. No. 093.302: May 30,

1911.1

SAFETY LAMPS—Apparatus for Testing

Miners' Safety Lamps, etc. B. A. Hailwood,

Morley Eng. (U. S. No. 900.860; May 2,

1011.)

SAFETY LAMPS—Improved Means for

Electrically Igniting Miners Safety Lamps.

Joseph Prestwich. Lancaster, Eng. (Brit. iso.

26.892 of 1910.)

SAFETY LAMPS—Improvements In Mm-
erf Safrtv Tamps. Fred Kay, Grtaetborpe,

and Edwin Kay. Altofts, Eng. (Brit. No.

13,892 of 1910.)

COPPER

CONDUCTIVITY—Improving the Conduc-

ts v and TVnsile Strength of Copper and

V Allovs. Rudolf Franke. Eisleben .
Ger-

mnnv. assignor to Elektrochemische Werke

To M B H ). Berlin. Germany. (U. S.

No.' 990,040; Apr. 18, 1911.)

A Classified List
of New Inventions

EXTRACTION ^pp
and Preclpltalln
Los Angeles, Cal (1 g S June
0, 1011.)

HARDENING Pn Hardenlni
per. Robert A. Hamilton and fo
Connells\ ill.-. Penn. (U. S. So 08 1.131
It. 1011.)

REFINING Process and Apparatu
Purifying Acid Electrolyte Used In R<
Copper. Charles II. Aldrlcb and John K.
Bryan, Perth Amboy, N. J. (U. B. No. 901,
685; May 9. 1011.)

GOLD \M> sn.\ Kit

AGITATION OF PULP Air Lifi tor Agi-
tators for ore or oiler Materials Leon
Paul Hills. Tuolumne, Cal., assignor of one-
fifth to Philip M. McHugh, Golden, Colo.,
and two-fifths to Julius F. Thou
Tuolumne, Cal. (U. 8. No. 004,670; June
6, 1011.)

AMALGAMATOR. Edward II. McGuIre
and Amanda M. McGuire, Los Angeli

i U. s. No. 994.170; June 6, 101 i
I

AMALGAMATION Ore Treatment. Thomas
J. Lovett, Chicago, ill. (U. S. No: 904,472;
June <;, 1011.)

AMALGAMATOR. Alfred B. Kittson, New
York, N. v., assignor to American Cold
Amalgamation Company, Portland. Me. il'.

S. No. 001,857 : May 9. 1011.)

CYANIDING- Apparatus for Separating
Solid Particles from Caseous fluids. Edmuna
Gyhbon Spllsbury, New Rochelle, N. Y., as
si'gnor to Just Process Company, Syi
N. Y. (U. S. No. 004.282; June 0, 1011.1

CYANIDING- Machine for Separating Solu-

tions from Crushed Ores. Edward P. Lynch,
Los Angeles, Cal. (U. S. No. 085.611; Feb.

28, 1011.)

CYANIDING—Separating
Liquids. Edmund Gybbon
Uoc-helle. N. Y.. assignor
Company. Syracuse, N. Y.

281 : June 6, 1911.)

FILTERING APPARATUS. George Johns-
ton. Chihuahua, Mex. d". S. No. 988,107;
Mar. 28. 1911.)

FILTERING APPARATUS —Rotary Filter-

ing Apparatus. Alexander John Arbuckle.
Johannesburg. Transvaal, assignor Of one-half

of Solids and
Spllsbury, New

to .lust !'

II". S. No. 994.-

to the Anglo French Exploration Company.
Limited. London. Eng. (U. S. No. 994.235;
June 6, 1911.)

ORE TREATMENT Treatment of Ami
ferous and Argentiferous Ores. Alfred Arthur
LockWOOd, London. Eng.. assignor to Murex
Magnetic Company, Limited. London, Eng.
if. S. No. 993.451 : May 30, C.Hl.i

STAMP MILLING -Apparatus for Remov-

ing Hies, Heads and lite Like from Stamp
Latteries for Crushing or Milling Ores.

Frederick Thomas. London. Eng. (I. s No.

003.473; May 30, 1911.)

STAMP MILLING Apparatus tor Treating

Ores Edwin B. Goodwin, Ward, Colo. (U. s.

No. 088, 158 : Apr. 4, 1011.)

TUBE MILLS -Improvements in Tube
Mills p. 'I'. Llndhard, Brooklyn, N. Y. (Brit.

No. 200 of 1911.1

[RON \M> VIKKI.

ALLOYS Improvements in and Relating

to the- Manufacture Of Iron and other Alloys.

\ii"-ustine B. BourCOIld, London. Lug.

(Brit. N.>. 676 of 1010.)

\iiovs improvements in and Relating

to the Manufacture of Steel Alleys riiarbs

Morris Johnson, Avalon, Penn. iltni. No.

S530 of 1010.)

BI \ST FURNACE Lonls N McCarter,

Norrlstown, Penn. assignor of one fourth to

lohn l» Newbold. Norrlstown, Penn. (U. s.

No 004,175; Ji'ne «'•. 1011.1

BLAST-FURNACE APPARATUS I

(-. wolie and Johnson V. Symons. west-

monthorough. Penn. (U. S. No. 992,838,

May 23. 1911.)

I

W

BRIQ

lli

I

MANUFAl
Relal In

Kohlhn
2.".. 7 I 1

M AM PA( t
I Rl

Manufai
London. Li

MAM FACTUR1
Hon Bessemer I

.'•

Cray. N
Steel Comp
987,715, Mar. 28, 101 I.)

I.T. M). /I\< \M> <> | III l( Ml I M v

LEA I

Conversion of Metallic
Bergmann ,\

ne. Muiheiin -n»ny.
i Brit. No. _•

I.LAI i M It

Vincent Barton, I

No. 988,964 ; April II. 101 1 I

MANGANESE lm|
latlng to the I i

for Use in the I'rod

nnese. < !oln M ns< m r It

Vereln of Creauthal, I'ruula.
i Brit. No. 18.045 of 1910 I

MANCAM
Metallic Mangam
Walter S
New York. N. Y. IV. S S

1, 1911.1

NICKEL ALLOY for High R
Wilbur B. Driver. I

s. No. 993,042 : Maj 28, 101 1.)

SODIUM Electrolytic i

Light MetaN and Partlculai
George O. Seward, K
, ,,,, Kugelgen, I loli o

von Bidder, Geneva, Bwlt
No. 11,175 of 1010.1

SODIUM Improvements
lure of Metallic Sodlui

A. Ashcroft, London. I

Bnlestrand, Norway. (Brit n

1010 l

TIT WII'M ALLOYS Pi

Ing ritanlum Alloys. John B. Ilufl •

Ferris. \V. Va .

lurelcal Compan
ill.)

V \\ \i>ii \l. MOl i BDENUM

Compounds of Vniiadh
st. n or Similar Mi '

\ip.\s of these M
Philadelphia. Penn. ''.

10, 1011 I

IADIUM. TI"N<

Met'all
delphla, Penn. (1 - N

30, 1011.)

Hon
ZiNi' EIe< trie '

'"'*•

,,.in of
Franc.
or to -

ZINC El<

980.169 :
Mril II, 1011 I

ZINC In I" "" '

retorts for the Distillation of Zinc rind llkr

Volatile Metal-. Rheh
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Drilling
George
(Brit.

Rotary,
Hermann G. Spen-

rg, Transvaal. (Brit. No.

.ml Hutten-Aktien-G
j (Brit No.

I Zinc
ilcinod Zinc

r.lum.

S \ 13,019;

11.)

Withdrawing
aaces.

glum. tl •

1911.)

mimm.- «. r.\r.it \i.

n B.
v \. (U. S. No. 9S7,loi ;

-

Powder for Blasting,
cinnati and Mil-

. -

1 me 6, 1911. i

Dl E ATTACHMEN r

.. - Port, Mil.

14, 1911.)

DRII trie Drill. William 0.
Duntlt ' Ihlcaeo

i bieago, 111.

S. > - Maj 30. 1911.)

rl 11. Tay-
Penn., assignor to In

Sew York, N. V. (U. S.

16, 1911.)

DR1

1

-Drill. Duncan Laren
. 1 . s. No. 993,699;

HI.)

DR1 Tellnrlde, Colo.
M.i> 23, 1911.)

DRILL-BI San Fran-
to Twentieth Century
\. Ariz. (I'. S. No.

1911.1

DRII provements in

Drills and the Like.
Eng.

10.1

ments

DRILLING MACHINES —Improvements
:. Drilllug, Channeling

Machii H. Rayner,
HO.)

DRII Drills, Moils and
Mo. ID. s.

6 1911.)

DRII in Bydranlic
[. Reynolds, Coventry, Eng.

_

In or Relating to
the Like. Rich-

ii. Sheffield,

7.515 1910 i

ate In Rock Drills.
'!•'. Aust.

In Rock Drills.

. Cornwall, Eng.

Chucks
Drills. Henry Capel,

1910.)

for
l turners.

Acting
] rt W. Da
/ (Brit.

Drills.

Comp-

Drills.

Nl I ii i UK

I

I

sil \l"T SINKING- Process for the Sink-
Ions of shafts and Like Exca-

ii Minos. Docks, Tunnels, Sewers and
the like, Friodricb Koepe, Bochum, Germ-
any. I Brit. No. 11,890 of 1910.)

SHAFT SINKING- Sinking Deep Shafts

iu Water-Impregnated Ground. Frank Bil-

lings, Cleveland, Ohio. (D. S. No-. 989,110;
11, 1911.)

STEAM SHOVEL—Detachahle Shovel-

Tootb Point. Charles H. Mulroney and
Isaac l!. Manning, Brown station. N. 'i

.

lU. S. No. 992.034 : May 9, 1911.)

SURVEYOR'S LEVEL. William M. Jac-

obs, Vale. Ore. (U. S. No. 994,521; June
6, 1911.)

TAMPING DEVICE -Bore-Hole Tamping
Device for Breaking Hewn or Loosening and
Impregnating Rock by Means of a Pressure
Medium. Fritz Trlppe, Dortmund, Germany.
(Brit. No. 29,796 of 1910.)

TIMBERING- Metal Reinforced Concrete
Timbering for Mine 'runnels. Darwin W.
Sbepard, Denver, Colo., assignor to the

Sbepard Patent Cement Mine and Tunnel
Timbering Company. Denver, Colo. (U. S.

No. 992.813 : May 23. 191 I.)

TUNNELING MACHINES—Muck Shovel-

in- Catching and ( onveylng Apparatus for

Tunneling Machines. George A. Fowler,
Denver. Colo. (U. S. No. 994,144; June 6,

1911.)

ORE DRESSING—GENERAL

CONCENTRATION —Improvements In Ore-

Concentrating Tables. J. W. Hartley. Staf-

ford. Eng. (Brit. No. 7,026 of 1910.)

CONCENTRATOR Centrifugal Concen
trator. Laban Ellsworth Jones, Anaconda,
Mont. (U. S. No. 992,876; May 23, 1911.)

8RUSHER Ore Crusher or Grinder.

George Johnston, Chihuahua, Mex. (U. S.

No. 991.317; May 2. 1911.)

CRUSHER-HEAD. Volney W. Mason, Jr.,

New York, N. v.. assignor to Edgar Allen

American Mangam se Steel company, Augusta,

Me. (U. S. No. 993,783; May 30, 1911.)

CRUSHING Apparatus for Crushing or

Pulverizing Materials. Friedrich Bayer &
Co, Elberfeld, Germany. (Brit. No. 11,078

of 1910.)

CRUSHING Improvements in Crushing
Machines E B. Symons, Milwaukee, Wis.

(Brit. No 23G5 of 1911.)

CRUSHING <>re Mill. Jonathan P.

Smythe, Longbeach. CaJ. if. S. No. 989,-
\pr. is. 1911.1

CRUSHING -Quartz Mill. Samuel C.

Arnold. Denver. Colo., assignor to the Den-
ver Quartz Mill and Crusher Company. Den-

I
,1,,. (U. S. No. 993,746; May 3D,

1911.)

DEWATERING ORE -Apparatus for De-
watering and Classifying Ores. Randall P.

Akins. Denver, Colo., assignor to Colorado
Iron Works Company, Denver, Colo. (U. S.

No. 992.029 : May 16, Oil.)

DRY CONCENTRATOR. Joseph B. Jar-

dine. Jr.. San Francisco. Cal., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Western Desert Min-
ing Company. (U. S. No. 994,406; June n,

1911.)

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS Improvements
in Magnetic Separators. Jakob Kraus and
Maschinenfabrik und Muhlenbauanstall G.
Lutben Akt., Braunschweig, Germany. (Brit.

2 1.286 of 191<t. i

.lie Ore .) i u George n. Williams. Chi-
cago, Hi. (U. S. No. 992.092; May 9, 1911.)

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS Improve-
iie Separators. Heinricb L.

M.i Jo ef C. Kt ssler, < (berlahnstein
am Rhein, Germany. (Brit. No. 18.253 of

ORE CONCENTRATING BELT. Thaddeus
i: r. • >al land, Cal. t U. S. No. 994,-

6. 1911

PULVERIZING Centrifugal Impac! Pul-
Doun Otto Marks, Den-

ir lo the Marks Pulverizing,
•

i Milling Machine:
i S. No, 99 1,590 ;

June 6,

PI I Impr. i Ma-
Pulvoiizlng Minerals and the

Ittaki Edwin
od Whit taker Willi;

John Whlttaker,
[B 010 I

i lodds,
-id. (Brit. No. 27.001 of

or Relating
d GracP

• !• Like
11 i Eng.

HO i

... d M.
I'.n

Hubert Pro-
(U. S. No.

-Improvements

tides from Pulverulent Masses or Mixtures.
Giuiio Clement, Milan, Italy. (Brit. No.
I6i287 Of 1910.)

METALLURGY—GENERAL
CHARGING APPARATUS—Furnace-Charg-

ing Apparatus. Max Noelle, Loudon, Eng.
(U. S. No. 990,379; Apr. 25, 1911.)

CHARGING HOPPERS—Improvements in
Charging Hoppers for Metallurgical Furnaces
and Gas Producers. Emile Dor Delattre of
Dorple-in Budel, Holland. (Brit. No 25,836
of 1910.)

CRUCIBLE LID. William Ross and
Thomas Loss. Glasgow, Scotland. (U. S. No.
992,599; May 16, 1911.)

DESICCATING AIR—rrocess of Desiccat-
ing Air. Herbert T. Weston, Cleveland, O.
(U. S. No. 992,829; May 23, 1911.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE- John Thomson,
New York, N. V., assignor to
eess Company, New York, N. Y.
994,217 : June 6, 1911.)

ELECTRIC FURNACES
in and Connected with Electric Furnaces.
Eugene Wassmer, Geneva, Switzerland. (Brit.
No. 28.813 of 1909.)

ELECTRIC FURNACES—Improvements in
Electric Furnaces. John Thomson, New York.
(Brit. No. 15.164 of 1919.1

ELECTRIC FURNACES—Improvements in
or Relating to Electric Furnaces. F. A. J.
Fitz Gerald, Niagara Falls, N. Y. (Brit. No.
15,166 of 1910.)

ELECTRIC FURNACES — Improvements
Relating to Electric Furnaces. Johannes
Harden, Purley, Fng. (Brit. No. 9S97 of
1910.)

ELECTRIC SMELTING—Production of
Metals and Alloys. Alwiu Nieske, Dresden,
and Erich Miiller, Stuttgart. Germany. (U.
S. No, 99;!, L'TU; May 23, 1911.)

ELECTRIC SMELTING AND REFINING
APPARATUS. James Henry Reid. Newark,
N. J., assignor to George Goodwin, Ottawa,
Can. (U. S. No. 993,105; May 23, 1911.)

FUME CONDENSER. Tommaso de Bene-
dict is, San Francisco, Cal., assignor of one-
half to F. C. Amoroso. San Francisco, Cal.
(U. S. No. 991,823; May 9, 1911.)

FUME-C ONDENSING APPARATUS.
George C. Richards, Berkeley, Cal. (U. S.
No. 990,009; Apr. 18, 1911.)

CAS CLEANING—Process of Washing
Gases for Rapidly Freeing them from Dust
or Smoke Held in Suspension Therein. I'aul
Kestner, Lille, France. (U. S. No. 991,157;
May 2, 1911.)

LINING CFMCNT KILNS—Process of Re-
pairing the Linings of Rotary Cement Kilns.
Benjamin Morrison and George II. Loselle,
Wyandotte, Mich. (U. S. No. 986,741 ; Mar.
14', 1911.)

LOW-CARBON METALS— Process of Pro-
ducing Low-Carbon Metals and Alloys. John
B. Huffard. Glen Ferris, W. Ya.. assignor
to Eleclro Metallurgical Company, New
York, N. Y. < P. s. No. 992,422; May 16,

1911.)

MELTING— Improvements in Melting Fur-
naces Charles F. Hall, Sheffield, Fng. (Brit.

No. 21,2.-.r, of 1909.)

REDUCTION—Improvements in and Con-
nected wilh Apparatus for the Treatment
Of Solid Bodies with Gases. Walther Mat-
heslus, Charlottenburg, Germany. (Brit. No.
3820 of P.) It), i

REDUCTION Improvements in and Re-
lating to the Reduction of Metallic Ores or

Oxides. Charles M. .lohnson, Avalon, Penn.
(Brit. No. 8531 of 19 It), i

REDUCTION — Method for Reducing
Metals. Robert .1. McNitt, Niagara Falls,

N. Y., assignor to Roessler iV Hasslacher
Chemical Company, New York, N. Y. (U. S.

No. 993.-391 : May 30, 1911.1

ROASTING- Improvements in or Relating
to Furnaces for Roasting ores. Xavier de
Spiret, Brussels, Belgium. (Brit. No. 10,-

782 of pipi.

i

ROASTINU Improvements in Tilting Cal-
cining "f Roasting Furnaces. Thomas Fd-

Ballarat, Australia. (Brit. No. 23,-

130 of 1910.)

ROASTING -Ore-Roasting Furnace. Curt
Pfaul, Blasewltz, Dresden. Germany. (P. S.

No. :is!),m;s ; Apr. Is, 1911.)

REDUCTION Process for (he Reduction
of Metallic Oxides. Walther Mathesius,
Charlottenburg, Germany. (Brit. No. 3819
of 19P).

i

ROASTING FURNACE). Chauncej B.

DeweA Denier, Colo. M.S. No. 992.407

;

May 10, CM
I

SME'LTTNG a Method of and Means for
line, and Keeping Cool the Operatives

Employed in Con Ion with Metallurgical
Emile I ior Delattre, Dorpbeln-

Budel, Holland. < Brit, No. 20,488 of [910.)
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